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The Cold Shoulder and the Haughty Stare—
<M':'****^

Really he was the college football hero, but in her presence he
was a frozen worm!
Mother was a social climber who had taught "the snob" to raise her
shoulder at persons like waiters — and our hero certainly was a waiter!
But she had a lesson coming to her — and she got it — in that laughstocked comedy of genuine American youth and love and college life:

"THE

SNOB"

Jl Realart Star Franchise Picture Featuring Wanda Hawley.

It gets you, this picture, like the three-long-'rahs-and-a-tiger at a
football game. And it stirs something deeper than just enthusiasm
over the game — it makes you mighty proud to be an American in
America, where snobbery just can't get by That's the idea!
' The Snob, ' ' adapted from a story by William J. Neidig, is as A merican
as the Statue of Liberty.
It will shake your theatre roof with cheers,
cent entertainment.
Directed by Sam Wood

It is exactly 100 per
Photoplay by Alice Eyton

Realart Pictures Corporation, 469 Fifth Avenue, New

York
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Secretary of Lord's Day Alliance threatens action
unless Pathe eliminates certain scenes in Pathe
News No. 101.
Ontario Ceasor Board appointed.

No film man on it.

Irish films to have two weeks' engagement at Lexington theater, N. Y.
Friday special stunts to raise
Hoover committee arranging
funds.

Associated Producers and United Artists reported in
possible merger.
Dustin Farrium reported signed by Harry Sherman.
1,500 expected to attend theater owners hall at Aster.
Xew York, on Jan. 5.

Man in a Million."
Robertson Cole buys "One
Saturday

Saturday, New

Year's Day. there was no issue of this

publication.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin.
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Charles Ray Pleasing as Usual in Role a Little Different
are one or two places where the interests threatens

Arthur S. Kane presents
Charles Ray in
"NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS"
Ray — First National
DIRECTOR
Joseph De Grasse
AUTHOR
Frederick Stowers
SCENARIO BY
Bernard McConville
CAMERAMAN
Chester Lyons
AS A WHOLE
Fine entertainment; delightful
Charlie seen out of his usual character but is
just as pleasing
STORY
Gives star
same
opportunities
best use

a change but affords
of which
he makes

him
the

DIRECTION
First rate for the most part; many
individually good bits
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Some night scenes good
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
The Same Charles Ray
SUPPORT
Clara Horton Ray's leading lady this
time; others all do well
EXTERIORS
Correct
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Very good
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Ambitious
youth
with beer pocketbook and champagne taste finds
it difficult to combat with his rich rival
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,744 feet

The first and most important thing about "Nineteen
and Phyliss" is that Charles Ray plays the part of a
young dandy instead of the awkward country boy.
But even with this change Charlie is the same Charlie,
and the same mannerisms peep out from under his
slick regalia. He's an ambitious young fellow in the
kind of a town where "dances" are the rage with the
_ innger set. Charlie has two passions — clothes and
Phyllis — and both come near ruining him. •
For the most part the direction is very good. There

to slacken but generally speaking this isn't noticeable
enough to worry about. Many little things, well done,
are bound to meet with approval. For instance, hero
Charlie has practically mortgaged his soul to buy a
dress suit and in the midst of his anticipated debut in
it, he drops the silk hat and his genuine fright at the
headgear's near destruction is great. There is another
good bit when, all dressed up, he tries to "sneak" out
to the dance but his uncle is standing guard at the
foot of the stairs. His various ruses to dislodge the
uncle from the guard post are really funny.
When Phyllis' uncle gets inquisitive as to how much
Charlie makes a week he says $18 very bodly but the
scant sum is such a shock the uncle asks him to repeat it. This time, a wiggley $18 on the screen indicates hero's courage is weakening. Many similar bits
all register effectively.
Charlie is just a poor clerk working for $18 a week
which isn't enough to even pay the war tax on the
two greatest things in life for him — Phyllis and
"snappy" clothes. Jimmie Long, a rich fellow with a
car, is also in love with Phyllis and it's this awful circumstance that causes Charlie so much worry.
At a dance Charlie asks Phyllis to marry him. She
says they are too young but they agree to become engaged. Then comes a shock. Charlie has no ring and
the one Phyllis selects costs $500. He pays a deposit
on it. Then hero decides to startle the town and appear in a dress suit. This he does and figures he
should be out of debt by 1940. In the meantime Jimmy has paid cash for the ring and intends giving it to
Phyllis.
In the same meantime

Charlie hits upon a way to

pay his bills. All he has to do is capture the burglar
who is cleaning up the town and claim $1000 reward.
How Charlie accidentally lands the burglar, gets the
thousand and wins the girl is for you to see.

Say the Star is a Small Town Beau Brummel in this One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In announcing Ray's next attraction "Nineteen and
Phyllis" be sure to tell them they're going to see him
in a role a little different than those he has had most
recently. Instead of his' customary country boy
clothes, he's a regular "slicker"— white flannels, sport
shoes, cane, n everything. You can make promises
for the comedy business contained in it and tell them
not to miss seeing Ray as a "dandy" in "Nineteen
and Phyllis."

You can tell them it's a story of puppy love
you want to give an idea of the story catchlines
help you out. You shouldn't have to work
them in to see this. Mention of the star's name
be sufficient. You might say that Clara Horton

and if
should
to get
should
plays

opposite in this. Charlie's sure to make the young
girls' hearts tingle when they see him dance like a
regular Princeton stepper. Stills can be used advantageously.
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Splendid Production and Attractive Backgrounds But Story is Weak
"TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN"
Lois Weber Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR . . . .rf
Lois Weber
AUTHOR
t
Lois Weber
SCENARIO BY
Lois Weber
CAMERAMAN
William Foster
AS A WHOLE
Beautiful
production,
artistic
backgrounds always and several pleasing personalities among players
STORY
Deals
with
rather
familiar
type of
woman although character here is overplayed
by Mona Lisa
DIRECTION
Very effective
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
Claire Windsor pretty and pleasing;
Edward Burns
the good looking doctor
and
others all well suited
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
wrecks romance and

Many very pretty shots
Some lavish
Correct
Selfish woman who
is the cause of a little

boy's death
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,086 feet

Lois Weber is credited with the authorship of "To
Please One Woman," although the screen caption acknowledges the idea was conceived from a story by
Marion Orth. At any rate the real story of the selfish woman contains little very new. There are the
usual familiar characters all obviously labeled as to
their respective parts in the plot, but despite this,
Lois Weber has made a picture attractive to the eye.
The backgrounds in every scene provide splendid
atmosphere and then too there are some effective
touches that help make up for the story's shortcomings. For instance, there's the silly young girl who
decides to elope with the first grown man that smiles
at her and who wants to smoke cigarettes like the

"selfish" woman. There's also a bit of pathos toward
the end when the little boy dies as a result of the
woman's whim.
Claire Windsor as the grown-up sister represents a
wholesome type of girlhood, while Edith Kessler is the
silly young sister. Edward Burns is the handsome
young doctor and L. C. Shumway "the other man" in
the case. All these players do very good work. Mona
Lisa plays the part of the "selfish woman" and her
acting is about the weakest thing in the picture. Her
work is forced and she never misses an opportunity
to take advantage of the boudoir set to display the
latest in decollette.
Alice Granville is very happy in her love for Dr.
Ransome, until she has reason to believe that his
visits to the mansion known as the "mystery house"
are other than professional. Leila, the mistress of the
mansion, is the woman whom her husband cannot
please and so she lives alone in the big house and
having taken a fancy for the handsome youg doctor
she finds it convenient to be ill quite often. The doctor makes his visits frequently, but it is not until after
Alice refuses to have anything further to do with him
that he succumbs to the "vamp."
Lucien Wainwright, another admirer of Leila, arrives aboard his yacht in answer to Leila's urgent telegram. He, however, interests himself in Alice whom
he meets and although they are friendly Alice
forget her old sweetheart. Alice's small brother
bie is seriously ill as a result of running for Dr.
some when Leila's phone message said she was
and needed him at once.

can't
BobRandying

. The boy dies and that same night Leila's husband
arrives at the mansion and kills himself.- ^hen Leila
begs Wainwright to take her away with him u't he
calmly admits that he has "lost his taste for her,"
whereupon, she exits from the story to parts unknown
and after a time Alice and the doctor have a reconciliation.

Use the Producer's Name and Say the Picture is Good to Look At
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In announcing the showing of Lois Weber's latest
production "To Please One Woman," it will probably
be better to confine your promises to the production.
Tell them Miss Weber has provided an attractive
atmosphere for her story and that there are many
beautiful backgrounds in the picture. You can talk
about^the character of the sweet young girl, her romance with the doctor.
It might attract to mention

the silly little girl who wanted to smoke cigarettes
like the mistress of the "mystery house."
This is Lois Weber's first release for Paramount and
you can talk about her as being the most important
woman director in the business. Catchlines could be
used of her understanding of women and her treatment of a theme wherein women are concerned with
a full appreciation and understanding of a woman's
viewpoint.
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Tom Moore
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in a delightful comedy from the
famous Saturday Evening Post
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by Rupert Hughes
This character head qf Tom Moore
will make an excellent cut - out or
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Poor Direction and Slow Start Make This a Weak Offering
June Caprice & George B. Seitz in
"ROGUES

AND
ROMANCE"
Pathe

DIRECTOR

George B. Seitz

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

George B. Seitz
George B. Seitz
Harry Wood

AS

A WHOLE
Very slow in getting started.
Not enough material in only moderately interesting sequences

SSTORY

Weak plot.
ing decisive occurs
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Lots of action but nothFair
Fair
Fair

WORK

Average

STARS

June
Caprice
looks rather attractive.
George Seitz does nothing unusual
SUPPORT
Marguerite Courtot makes a good
Senorita, and Harry Semels is a good villian
EXTERIORS
Some good shots
INTERIORS

All right

DETAIL
Sub-titles insipid
CHARACTER OF STORY
American saves his
sweetheart from Spanish revolutionists
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,827 feet
The main trouble with "Rogues and Romance," is
thatsa weak plot, shy on incident, has been padded
through a lot of footage to make it cover the distance
for a six reel feature. The story is much too slow in
getting started, and nothing particularly interesting
happens until the middle of the third reel.
Material leading up to the only important happening in the picture, is spread out through these two
and a half reels, when it could very easily be told in

one. For that reason an audience may be pretty
well discouraged by the time the action starts.
In the last half of the picture things move rapidly,
and there are a couple of good hand to hand fights,
and a well done skirmish between Spanish soldiers
and revolutionists.

The direction, with the exception of this last scene
is only fair. It would have been possible to make a
much more interesting picture in spite of the fact that
the material lacks, by elaborating more skillfully on
the bare plot.
The players are all adequate, but Mr. Seitz and
Miss Caprice do not have their ability taxed in the
least. There isn't enough to either character to bring
out much acting.
The action takes place in Spain, where Sylvia, an
American girl, is infatuated with Pedro Pezet, a brigand, and leader of the Spanish revolutionists. She
is engaged to Reginald Harding, an American, but
when he arrives the girl breaks the engagement.
The day of the review of the troops by the governor
is chosen by Pezet as the moment for bringing the revolution to a head, but his plans are ruined by Carmelita, a Spanish dancing girl, who is in love with the
bandit chief, and who now betrays him because of
his attentions to the American girl.
Reggie unwittingly helps Pezet escape to the hills.
There they find Sylvia, who claims Pezet as the man
she loves, and is going to marry. Pezet takes the girl
to the revolutionist headquarters, where it developes
that he is merely holding her captive for ransom from
her wealthy father.
Reggie follows closely, and bluffs and fights his waxthrough the guards to the now penitent Sylvia. He
has a single handed fight with most of the revolutionary army, and he and Sylvia are saved in the nick of
time by the Spanish soldiers.

Stars May Draw Some But Go Slow On Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can't afford to make any large statements
about this. You can use the names of George Seitz
and June Caprice to advantage, particularly if their
work in serials has been popular in your neighborhood.
You can also feature the fact\hat part of the picture
was made in Spain, and talk about the thrills in the

fight between the revolutionists and the government
soldiers.
The best thing to do, however, if you show this, is
to ease it by quietly. Let the title and the names of
the stars get them in.

ZN1C

Have You
Been Seeing
Selznick Pictures

bes- os pat orr.

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN"

J ^tmf

WU.UAM

^FT«T»i^

FAVERSHAM

Lately ?

T

HE

Selznick organization

lias struck its stride. It's
(he talk of the trade.

Three studios in Fort Lee are
working with a degree of efficiency seldom, if ever, before attained in the motion picture industry.
Selznick Pictures a-plenty are being produced — and they're good
pictures, each one better than its
predecessor. They're being completed on time and prints are
available in the territory on the
date they are promised, providing
a service for exhibitors which
saves them time and worry and
adds greatly to their boxoffice receipts.

OWEN

CONWAY

MOO^E

TEARLE.

Conway Tearle and Martha Mansfield have been added to the list
of stars as worthy running mates
for Elaine Hammerstein, Eugene
O'Brien, and Owen

MARTHA

Moore.

MANSFIELD

IV e Invite Your Most Critical Inspection of:
ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN
in 4 ' Pleasure Seekers' '

EUGENE
O'BRIEN

WILLIAM

in "The Sin That Was His"
A Hob art Henley Production
By

FRANK

MARTHA
in

"Broadway & Home"

FAVERSHAM

L.

OWEN

MOORE

in

"The Chicken in the

PACKARD

MANSFIELD
In Her

First Star Series Productions
{In Preparation)

CONWAY
TEARLE

in

'
Snobs'ProcietyHenley
A "So
Hobart
Case"
duction
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Very Weak Story and a Production That Can't Be Boasted Of
Billie Burke in
"THE
DIRECTOR

FRISKY MRS. JOHNSON"
Paramount
Edward

Dillon

AUTHOR
Clyde Fitch
SCENARIO BY
Lawrence McClosky
CAMERAMAN
George Folsey
AS A WHOLE
Below the average of program
offering; star pleasing but she has so little to
do that her appearance can't help it much
STORY
Exceedingly
weak
material
and very
little of it and that little isn't new
DIRECTION
Very ordinary
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Greatly handicapped by lack of opportunity
SUPPORT
Go through their parts well enough
but haven't anything very much to do ; no one
given credit on the screen
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

LENGTH

OF

Satisfactory studio sets
Very little of anything else
STORY
.Young widow in-

curs her brother-in-law's malice in trying to protect her unhappy sister, his wife
OF PRODUCTION
5,536 feet

Billie Burke's latest doesn't come up to the satisfaction mark of the productions being turned out by this
company. In the first place the story is really worth
about two reels for it certainly doesn't contain enough
material for the footage accorded it. And so "The
Frisky Mrs. Johnson" turns out to be a long series of
scenes of which about half contain no action at all.
The action is supposedly laid in France, but there
is nothing to indicate it except that the art titles consist of various familiar French scenes. There are no
exterior shots which
makes
it difficult at times to

know just where the characters are and in whose
home. There are two homes in which the story takes
place but as the players are never seen going or coming, it's hard to tell just what's what.
There is one set supposed to be a street scene but
everyone will know it's studio stuff. Billie Burke is
pleasing in herself, but she has so little opportunity
in the role of Mrs. Johnson that even her appearance
doesn't help this very poor story. There is some
nonsense provided by the character of a French admirer of the widow who flies around getting her
powder puffs, etc., but doesn't add any entertainment
to the producton.
Mrs. Johnson is credited with being a frisky widow
although as far as the audience is concerned, she doesn't seem to have more than an ordinary amount of
"frisk." Mrs. Johnson has a married sister who is
unhappy and is carrying on a love affair with Sir
Lionel Heathcote, while Mrs. Johnson does her best
to keep the two apart because she fears for her sister's reputation.
Frank Morley, a brother of the sister's husband
returns and having loved Mrs. Johnson before her
marriage, it doesn't take him long to fall for her again
and they plan to elope. At the same time the sister
is planning to run away with Heathcote and a note
sent to her is found by her husband who follows his
wife to Heathcote's apartment. But in the meantime,
Mrs. Johnson has heard of her sister's intention and
reaches Heathcote's apartment before her brotherin-law.
Mrs. Johnson makes it appear that the note was intended for her and so she saves her sister, but when
Frank hears of the affair he will have nothing to do
with her. But eventually the sister decides that she
cannot let the widow sacrifice her happiness for her
so she tells her husband the truth, Frank goes back
to Mrs. Johnson and the sister decides to divorce her
husband and marry Heathcote.

If the Star Is Well Liked It May Get By
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a very weak one, but if Billie Burke is popular with your patrons perhaps her appearance will
satisfy them, although she has been provided with a
very weak story in "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson." It
wouldn't be well to do any promising in connection
with the picture so you might confine your announcement to catchlines such as : ^If you had a sister who
was risking her reputation would you sacrifice your

own happiness to save her?"

Or, "She was called

'Frisky Mrs. Johnson' but see how she nearly lost her
lover in an effort to save her sister's reputation."
Perhaps the fact that Clyde Fitch is the author may
interest them so you might mention it. The support-

ing- cast doesn't contain any particularly well-known
names so confine your names to the star's.

COURT
D.

H

THEATRE

BESTOW,

KANKAKEE,

Manager
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December 19th, 1920

ttr. Sidney Goldman,
c/o Associated Producers, Eric.,
808 South Wabash Av.,
Chicago, 111.
V784A

My dear Sidney:
ES
DEsuoi«

LIKE la'

* ^Ai

Just a few words in t-egard to the way in
which I have put over the Maurice Tourneur production, "The Last of the Mohicans".
First allow me to thank you for writing
our Superintendent of schools here and for sending me a copy of your letter to him. That gave
me a "lead off" and if you don't think I took advantage of it you should have seen my business on
the opening, yesterday. Also allow me to thank
you for sending me the print three days in advance
so that I could get an advance showing.
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JENNER
HOTEL 'ASTOR NEW YORK NY

SJJASHED EVERY RECORD FOR ATTENDOF KOHICAHS
ANCE FORCED TO STOP SELLING TICKETS AT EVERY
TO ASSOCIATED
CONGRATULATIONS
PERFORMANCE
AND UAURICi: TOURNEUR OH THIS SPLENDID
PRODUCERS
PRODUCTION
II. J. ZUCKERKAH
BREED THEATRE
450P

When the print arrived I got busy and phoned
the leaders of the following: The Ministerial
Alliance, Women's Club, Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C. A. .Schools,
City Officials, Board of Education, Public library and St. Vistor's College. They all responded
at the private showing and when the piciture had
finished I merely handed them the enclosed card
which I had printed for the occasion. Within
twenty four hours they all had returned their
cards with THEIR OPINION written on it. That was
all I needed — I went from there I Heavy on the
newspapers,
my screen and lobby. The results were
wonderful.

LAST

WHHHHmmmUgHIIBiaBBBgHllWB

niiiiiutwwut

MAURICE
TOURNEUR

Friendly competitors told me to lay off of
'last of the Mohicans1", in fact I was skeptical
myself but I knew from criticisms that the production was there and also know if I could get the
folks interested in the education of the community
brsy, that the picture would please and believe me,
too.
Sidney, that's the answer! It did please them and
It pleased the kids that crave "INJUN PITCHERS"
Show this letter to exhibitors and they can
use the same ideas and clean up the same as I have;
Much success to you.

ast of the Mohicans

presents

Jn Mexican Drama Eternal
Directed by MAURICE

TOURNEUR

By James fenimore Gboper
and CLARENCE L.BROWN

;
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Really Pleasing Picture With Carey in a Role Out of the Ordinary
Harry Carey in
"HEARTS
UP"
Universal

by Val Paul, who has injected many very fine touches.
Some scenes taken aboard a moving train are good and

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

Val Paul

Harry Carey
Val Paul
H. Fowler

A

WHOLE
Thoroughly
satisfactory
program picture ; clean cut production
and
a
smooth continuity obvious
STORY
Pleasing human interest theme
gives
star the sort of material that suits him best

DIRECTION
good effects
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very

good

all the

way;

several

Very good
Clear

CAMERA WORK
Well judged
STAR
Has less of the cowboy spirit in this
SUPPORT
Migonne
Golden
a pleasing
little
lady; others good
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Look like the real thing
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Bachelor
ranch
owner suddenly finds himself playing father to
a girl he loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,782 feet
In "Hearts Up," Harry Carey's latest Universal production, the cowboy star is seen in a role with less
of the cowboy trimmins' and for the sake of variety
alone, the offering is a pleasing diversion from the
type of picture in which this star is usually seen.
Carey is credited with writing the story so it must be
that he doesn't aim to confine his efforts altogether
to the sombrero and saddle.
The story has a real human interest appeal and the
production end of it has been really well taken care of

there's a splendid fire scene. In this bit there is a very
effective bit of photography in the way of a double
exposure. Carey has just rescued from the burning
building, a man who had once saved his life. The
double exposure shows the man saving Carey from
drowning.
There is just one thing that may be criticised and
that is the fact that it isn't quite comprehensive that
a man as old as the hero is supposed to be, would be
in love with a child such as played by Mignonne
Golden. The lady is pleasing but a little older looking
girl would have made
more plausible.

Carey's falling in love much

Jim Drew, a squaw man, receives word that his
wife whom he had long before deserted, has died and
that his daughter is coming to live with him. But
before the girl arrives Drew is injured when his cabin
is burned and dies just as David Brent (Carey), arrives to pay back a debt of gratitude. He has the
girl's letter saying she. will meet her father in San
Francisco.
Thinking to repay his dead friend, Brent decides
to meet the girl and tell her her father is dead. But
Lorelei believes Carey is her father and she is so
happy with her beautiful home and the kindness of
Brent, that he can't bring himself to tell her the truth.
On the train Lorelei had met Gordon Swayne, a surveyor, whose friendship she retains and Brent, realizing he loves Lorelei is unhappy.
Eventually Gordon learns that Brent is not Lorelei's
father and he threatens the ranchman , Finally when
Lorelei learns the truth Brent decides to go away and
leave the girl mistress of his home. Lorelei stops him
and tells him she loves him only.

Should Give General Satisfaction Especially to Carey Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you have Harry Carey fans among your clientele
be sure to get this for them. It shows the star in a

Say that Carey also wrote the story. That should
interest them. Val Paul deserves mention for his

role somewhat different from that in which they are
accustomed to seeing him and it gives him a chance
to show what he can do minus the sombrero and other

splendid direction and you can link up the title with

cowboy paraphenalia. You can talk about the human

you tell her the truth?" Or, "She loved him as a
father, but he loved her as a woman. See how it

interest theme, tell them hcty the star plays "Daddy"
to a little girl although he loves her as a woman.

worked out in 'Hearts Up,' Harry Carey's latest Un-

catchlines effectively. "If a little orphan girl was
happy in the thought that you were her father, would

iversal production."

'
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The Pleasure Seekers"
with Elaine Hammerstein

General Release December 30

Now in Production

"The Girl from Nowhere"
with Elaine Hammerstein
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Star Puts Over Ordinary Material Which Lacks Originality
Buck Jones in
"TWO

regulation theme of the good Westerner who defeats
all the bad Westerners, but some unusual twists have

MOONS"
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Edward J. LaSaint
Robert Welles Ritchie

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Edward J. LeSaint
Friend F. Baker

AS A WHOLE
Typical Western, makes fairly
good entertainment but lacks originality
STORY
Ordinary
frontier
characterizations,
with a few unusual touches.
Gets over, but
not big
DIRECTION
Good Western
scenes well handled

WORK

STAR

nothing

The story is laid in the time when

the cattlemen

Hilma Ring, his«daughter hates everything pertaining
to cattle, and tries to shoot Bill. Old man Ring is

Carol Holloway gives a very enjoy-

murdered by the mysterious "Killer," thought to be
employed by the cattlemen. Zang Whistler then
tries to carry off Hilma. Bill appears on the scene to
arrest Zang for cattle rustling, and Zang and Hilma

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Fair
OF

STORY

Cowboy

OF PRODUCTION

captures

escape after wounding Bill. The "Killer" is captured and brought to jail by Zang and Hilma, where
he confesses that he was employed by the cattlemen

thought she

to clean out the sheep herders. The sheep men storm
the jail for the killer, and the cattlemen for Zang.

About 5,000 feet

The latter and Hilma escape but are pursued and captured by Bill. Barricaded in a cabin Bill holds out

cattle rustler and wins girl who
hated him
LENGTH

Carol Holloway does an intelligent and spirited characterization ofHilma.

unusual

able performance as the sheep herder's daughter.
Balance of cast adequate
EXTERIORS
Good Western stuff

CHARACTER

between Bill Blunt and Hilma are especially good, and

Satisfactory
Clear

required of him
SUPPORT

and gun, being especially good. The action is fast
and runs smoothly, and on the whole it makes very
fair entertainment for lovers of Westerns. The scenes

at swords- points, for control of the grazing lands.
Bill Blunt (Buck Jones), on a tour of inspection for
the cattlemen whose interests he protects, finds some
steers in the corral of Old Man Ring, a sheep herder.

All right
personality,

It has been well directed, the fight scenes, both fist

and the sheep herders of the West were continually

. . .

A likeable

help for some

atmosphere, fight

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

been given here and there which
originality.

Buck Jones makes a good type of cowboy hero, and
his personality and the work of Carol Holloway as
the fiery little mountain girl, put over an otherwise
There is plenty of gunplay

against the whole gang of cattle rustlers, and when
he is wounded Hilma rushes to his aid. Zang drags
her to the door but she breaks away, barricades her-

by everyone in the cast, and that's what most Western fans want.
The story in its main plot is the

'self inside and soon discovers that she is in love with
Bill, whom she had hated and attempted to kill.

very ordinary western.

Boost the Star and Promise Them Lots of Shooting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The best bet on this one is to appeal strongly to the
lovers of biff-bang gun play. You can promise them
as much of that as you wish. If Buck Jones is popular with your patrons you can assure them a good
performance by the star. If you talk about the story,
of theynysterious "Killer" who
up thethefeature
play
terrorized
district with his murders.
Also tell

them it is the story of the taming of a fiery little
Western "shrew." Your best points are the star and
the thrills, because of the lack of originality in the
theme. If you want catch lines you can say: "See
how the girl tried to kill Bill Blunt, and then married
him, in 'Two Moons.' "

DAILY
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Adaptation of French Play Provides Entertaining Farce
Wanda
"HER

Hawley in

from the standard one or two plots common

Sam Wood

type of picture, to make the theme novel. Although
Miss Hawley offers one or two bits of real comedy,
she is somewhat thrust into the background by Tully

Alexandre Bisson & Albert Carre

Marshall, who easily dominates the piece, with a very

Alice Eyton
Alfred Gilks

amusing performance. The director has pretty well
exhausted the comedy of the original, developing each
situation to the fullest extent. The balance of the

BELOVED VILLAIN"
Realart

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

AS A WHOLE
Good entertainment, lively comedy, well produced
STORY
Clean farce, with situations coherently
developed, and interest sustained by sufficiently
fast action

DIRECTION
Beginning
rest adequate
PHOTOGRAPHY

might

move

swifter,

LIGHTINGS

CAMERA

STAR

WORK

Tully

Comedy

Marshall carries

EXTERIORS

cast including, Templer Powell, Ramsey
Lillian Leighton, all fit in well.

Wallace, and

The scene of the story is laid in France.
Louis
Martinot is in love with Susanne Bergomat (Wanda

Fair

Hawley),
and
upon
being
hastily
summoned
to
America, requests his friend Dr. Blythe, to investigate

Fair

her family, and report.

Satisfactory

Attractive and pleasing.
overshadowed by support

SUPPORT
honors

to this

work

Blythe, falling in love with

the girl himself, reports that her father is a drunkard
and her mother a cabaret singer ; and then marries her
himself.

Martinot appears

sometime

later, ignorant

Few of them

of Blythe's marriage, and Blythe is at a loss as to how
he can keep his wife and Martinot apart.
Blythe persuades his partner, Dr. Poulard (Tully Marshall), to

All right

take Susanne to her mother in a neighboring town.

Satisfactory

Instead of going home Susanne drags the erstwhile
staid doctor to the carnival at Nice, where he shows

off comedy

INTERIORS

DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY
Man decieves girl's
suitor in order to marry her himself, then has
trouble explaining the deceit
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.
4,646 feet

his first excessive liking for champagne.
Their arrival home the next morning discloses the fact that
they have not been to "mother's," resulting in near
tragic domestic trouble in both families.
Affairs are
finally untangled when Dr. Blythe confesses that he
deceived Martinot, and Susanne in turn confesses that
her escapade was only to teach her husband a lesson.
Martinot gracefully accepts the situation, and Susan-

In "Her Beloved Villian," Wanda Hawley has been
given an adaptation of the French play "La Veglione,"
by Bisson and Carre, and while the production provides good entertainment, it is not overly due to the
work of the star. The picture starts out as straight
drama, but quickly assumes all the ear marks of a farce.

ne's parents are convinced that no one thinks they
are drunkards, and the whole party joyfully celebrates

It is an

the Blythes' first wedding anniversery.

amusing

farce

too,

with

enough

variation

Promise Them a Clever French Farce and Use Star's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Notwithstanding that Wanda Hawley 's is not the
best performance in the production, you can use her
name to advantage. You can also use Tully Marshall,
commenting on the comedy merit of his work, as his
ability has been widely demonstrated. Play up the
fact that this is a real French farce.
Don't fail to emphasize the novelty of its situations,
and the abundance of humor in each.
You can make

good use of the title in teasers and you can build innumerable catch lines about it. The theme of the picture offers many possibilities for a catchy and amusing exploitation. Catch lines on this order might be
used : "One man told the other that her parents were
drunkards — and then married her himself. See what
happened then in "Her Beloved Villian."

says of MR W
"MR.

WU"

(Stoll Film Corporation of America)
Unique and Strongly Dramatic From Plot Angle
{{ Tk y§~ R. WU " is undoubtedly one of the strongest dramatic
stories
V/l ever presented on either the screen or stage. and as such is
X ▼ -1- entitled to all the praise that it Feceived when usedj^as a stage
starring vehicle for Walker Whiteside some years ago.
As a picture, however, it runs rather contrary to the rule -in that its
villain has the most important role and its love story ends, unhappily too,
in the early reels. After this the story is one of Chinese revenge, unique,
logical and carefully builded, a revenge that fails only because fate decrees
that " Mr. Wu " drink the poisoned tea instead of the woman on whom
the crafty Oriental had planned to wreck his vengeance.
the interior of "Mr. Wu's" Chinese home, beautiSumptuous sets showing
ful scenic locations and a careful attention to detail add to the dramatic

. Matheson Lang plays "Wu" with extreme
qualities the feature possesses
skill. He is supported by a competent cast with which no fault can be
found unless it is that most of them who, play Chinese characters are not
especially good types for Oriental roles.
It is, however, in the actual plot that "Mr. Wu" possesses greatest
strength. For audiences which appreciate the unusual, the something different, the picture should prove a hit. Those who insist on the sugar
coated live happy after offering will probably object to its lack of romance
and its reversal of motion picture tradition. Therefore, the subject of
whether or not it should- be booked resolves itself into an individual
problem to be decided by the audience which each exhibitor may have. —
Length, 6 reels.— J. S. Dickerson.

TOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA

PICTURE

MOVING

-says <f

SQUANDERED LIVES
"Squandered Lives"

Stoll Film Corporation's First Offering a
Screen"Duke's
VersionSon"
of Cosmo
in Six Hamilton's
Reels
Reviewed
by Epes W. Sargeant
Interesting', from many angles, is the first
•offering of the Stoll Film Corporation,
which is about to enter the American market with a weekly release. This is the
first endeavor of the British producers to
make a regular release since the days
when Pathe, Urban and Gaumont were
■components of the old Motion Picture
Patents Company, and the ffrst offering
naturally interests quite apart from its
entertainment value.
In point of acting, the production compares very favorably with the work of the
American companies. Ivy Duke, the starred
player, and Guy Newall, her featured support, are but two of a cast of unusual
excellence. Hugh C. Buckler and C. Lawford Davidson 'also show prominently and
the lesser members of the cast are all competent. They are good judges of tempo,
are excellent in the pantomimic registration of their thoughts and they look the
parts they play.
Technically the production shows, imoex;

tl

fectiOns of lighting and some of the settings are cramped, though others, apart
from the lack of illumination, will compare very favorably with* the best in cinematographic architecture, notably the ball
room scenes near the close of the picture
and the earlier hallway of an old castle at
which the players are guests. In the matter of exteriors a different story may be
told, for there is a fine country seat and
some shots of a Thames houseboat wijh a
natural background of unusual beauty.
The story is primarily
propaganda
for
and a defense of the younger sons of titled
families.
This is a matter which does not
concern American audiences, but the natural
narrative
value of the story, ai Art from
this propaganda, is decidedly good and the
sincerity of the players adds interest apart
from the work of the author.
There are
one or two uncovered time jumps, but the
continuity
is kept well in hand, and the
interest sustained past the climax.
If succeeding subjects are equal in value to the
first offering, the long-threatened English
invasion should become a successful fact;
not that the presentation equals in all re*
spects the best of our native work, but
because it stands up well and offers variety in stars and treatment.

OF AMERICA
ON
CORPORATI
STOLL FILM GEORGE
KING President
150 Vest Forty-sixth Street NYC.
DISTRIBUTED BY PATHE
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Re-titled This Will Have A Much Better Chance
THE

Peggy Hyland in
PRICE OF SILENCE

Sunrise Pictures Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Fred Leroy Granville
AUTHOR
Augusta J. Evans Wilson
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Leland Landcaster
AS

daughter goes tor the money, is accused of murder
and apparently is some time in jail before a telegram
announces the mother's death. Again, there is a character mentioned named Frank, the titles keep referring to "Frank," but it isn't until practically the last
reel until the character makes his appearance, then a

A WHOLE
Fair state rights offering; no
obvious relief to melancholy trend which dominates the entire picture

STORY
Adapted from story, "At the Mercy of
Tiberius" ; some effective suspense
DIRECTION
Only fair; sometimes very amateurish
PHOTOGRAPHY ,
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
Sincere
in

her

effort,

All right
Usually good
Average
but handicapped

greatly by "suffering" role
SUPPORT
Tom Chatterton plays the male lead,
others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Not very many
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
'
Not always good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Heroine who suffers imprisonment to save her brother, whom
she believes guilty of murder
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
This new offering on the state rights market will
probably get over in a fairly satisfactory way because
of some rather effective suspense which is injected
from time to time. But taken from a standpoint of
production, the picture is quite amateurish. The direction at times is very bad and a continuity that
jumps the action and the players all over the place
has been provided, perhaps in the thought of getting
the desired suspense.
In the first place the heroine sets out to ask a loan
from her grandfather who had cast her mother out of
his life. The mother is supposed to be dying, but the

title says he's been in Europe. Why not have said so
in the first place? The picture's main fault is extremely badly written' titles of which there are twice as
many as there should be. Re-titling would be the biggest help the picture could be given.
Miss Hyland is sincere as the heroine, but is handicapped by a role that calls for nothing but gloom. A
little sunshine here and there would be a happy relief
to the star's long suffering. Campbell Gullan, who
plays the old grandfather, wears a very poor "old
man" makeup. Tom Chatterton is the leading male
character, who does what is required of him.
Beryl Brentano is accused of the murder of her
grandfather whom she visited to borrow money for
her dying mother. The girl can prove her own innocence but fearing that her wayward brother may have
killed the old man she refuses to say the word and
goes to jail. Lennox, the district attorney, presses the
case against the girl, but soon is convinced of her
innocence and her devotion to the one she is shielding
causes him to fall in lo.ve with her, although he thinks
the guilty party her sweetheart and not her brother.
Eventually Beryl is released through the efforts of
Lennox. The girl inserts a "personal" in the newspaper to locate her brother and through a fictitious
reply inserted by Lennox she goes to Canada to meet
her brother, only to meet Lennox whom she secretly
loves. He admits inserting the answer but also tells
her he knows the whereabouts of her brother, who is
now a priest. Eventually the brother proves that he
did go to his grandfather's home the night of the murder, but while he was there a storm broke and the old
man was killed by lightning.

Star's Name and Some Good Suspense Can Be Talked About
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
As a state rights offering of average calibre you can

It may be that Peggy Hyland still has a following

probably book "The Price of Silence" and give fair among your patrons, in which case make good use of
satisfaction.
If, however,
your audience
is accus- her name and tell them something about the story,

tomed to the better grade program or special release You could use the line: "If you were accused of murproduction they will not be satisfied with this one. der and you had promised your dying mother to shield
Your talking point will beHvith regard to the suspense

your weakling brother, would you accept the blame

created as to the real murderer of the old man.

if you thought him guilty?"

him. &
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A Charming Star and Popular Appeal in This
Madge Kennedy in
"THE

GIRL

WITH
THE
Goldwyn

JAZZ

the operation successfully.
HEART"

DIRECTOR
Lawrence Windom
AUTHOR
Robert Shannon
SCENARIO BY. . .Geo. Mooser and Philip Lonergan
CAMERAMAN
George Peters
AS A WHOLE
Really pleasing entertainment
due to good direction and delightful personality
of star
STORY
Not unusual dual role theme but gives
star splendid opportunities
DIRECTION
Has done very well with fairly
trite plot ; gets the most out of it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Some of the best double exposure yet seen
STAR
Inimitable Madge charming as ever
SUPPORT
Good
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
to New

Very few
Many of them the real thing
Quite all right
OF STORY
Quaker girl comes
York to marry a rich man but gets

"cold feet" and has a telephone girl impersonate her
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

3,966 feet

Madge Kennedy in "The Girl with the Jazz Heart"
seems to have been a long time on the Goldwyn release
schedule but now that it's here, it's a really very pleasant picture and satisfies despite it's being about one
reel shorter than the usual feature length. But better
quality than quantity, and that's just what happens
here. Evidently the picture was originally much
longer, but whoever took the scissors to it knew
how to do it and with the assistance of the title
writer "The Girl With the Jazz Heart" conies through

And Madge Kennedy — well, she's her usual charming self and even a little more charming. Her individuality issure to appeal. She takes the part of a
gum chewing, jazz loving telephone operator and also
that of the quiet Quaker girl who comes to the city
to meet her husband-to-be. Miss Kennedy handles this
Former part so well that she should be given more
opportunities like this.
The camera work in this is really great. The
double exposures are perhaps some of the best yet
seen and where a double is used for the star it is so
well done that it's almost remarkable.
Miriam Smith, Quaker girl, is being forced into a
marriage by her uncle who fears she might squander
her fortune, so he arranges her marriage to a country
swain. Miriam answers an ad in a matrimonial paper
and later goes to New York to meet her husband-to-be.
At the hotel she weakens and takes the telephone girl
Kitty, into her confidence. Kitty thinks it a "swell"
chance to grab "herself a man so she agrees to change
places with Miriam.
The husband-to-be arrives and there is a mutual
disappointment. Miriam really likes him and he
doesn't like Kitty and her common ways. Hpwever,
Miriam decides to go through with the deception and
the three go to a cabaret, Kitty dressed in pretty
clothes Miriam had bought to meet the man. Kitty
does the ordering and superintends the party generally.
Then she gets into trouble by dancing with a professional dancer. His wife objects. After this argument is settled, a dectective arrives and demands that
Miriam Smith return to her home. Then the truth
comes out, and Miriam is escorted back to her Pennsylvania home where her uncle resumes plans for
her immediate marriage. That night, however, the
former husband-to-be arrives to claim his bride and
they live happy, etc.

A Jazz Campaign Ought to Get This Over Big
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Madge Kennedy

is a favorite in a number

of the-

aters, and even though she doesn't appear at great
frequence, that should be all the more reason for them
to want to see her when she does. "The Girl With a
Jazz Heart" touches a rather incurable sentiment of
the present day generation so the title should attract
them.
Tell them some of the scenes show the lobby of
the Hotel Belmont in New York and then another

shot taken in a well known New York cabaret and
that part of the show is in the picture. Gilda Gray,
the shimmy dancer, performs under a spot light and
incidentally there is a very good effect here. The
actual colors have been put in the film. Catchlines
should get them. Say "Want to learn New York's
latest dance steps. Let 'The Girl With the Jazz
Heart' show you. Madge Kennedy in her most recent Goldwyn picture is at the blank theater."

LOOK!

STOP!

LISTEN !

MAKE REAL MONEY:
By Coming toSee Our Show.

0
0
.
00
,8
$7
Given Away in Cash Prizes.
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Well Made Production Helps Plot Lacking Originality
"THE

HUNDREDTH
CHANCE"
Stoll Film— Pathe

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Maurice Elvey
Ethel M. Dell

CAMERAMAN

Sinclair Hill

SCENARIO

Paul Burger

AS

A

BY

WHOLE
Carefully
made
splendid atmosphere in settings.
but a somewhat time worn theme

STORY

English

novel

adaptation

production,
Well acted,
providing

good but not new screen material
DIRECTION
Especially
tings and detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
. . .•
CAMERA WORK

good

as regards

setGood

All right
Satisfactory

PLAYERS
Mary Glynne, Sidney Seaward, and
Dennis Terry handle principal parts effectively
EXTERIORS
Good race scenes
INTERIORS

Carefully done

DETAIL

Nothing lacking

CHARACTER

OF STORY

nobleman

Struggle of English

and his groom for the love of a girl

Mary Glynne, as the haughty patrician girl, gives a
very intelligent portrayal, and keeps her audience in
doubt as to whether she will hold out against the love
protestations of the villianous Lord Saltash up to the
very moment when one would expect her to decide
for the right. Sidney Seaward, as her "common'.' husband has the full sympathy of the spectator, and makes
of the part a strong and forceful character. Dennis
Terry, who is a son of the famous Ellen Terry, is convincing as Lord Satash, but he is a trifle light for a
plotting villain.
However, he is a good actor.
The fault that some audiences will probably find
is that the picture reminds them of others they have
seen, because the general idea is one that has been the
subject of many stories.

Jack Bolton is the genius of the racing stable of
Lord Saltash. He falls in love with Maud Brian,
daughter of Lady Bernard Brian, who is married to
an inn keeper, Giles Sheppard.
Maud realizes Bolton's love for her but she is half
in love with Lord Saltash of Burchester Castle, and
she does not love Bolton.
The brutality of Giles Sheppard to Bunny, her little crippled brother, makes her hesitate. She contemplates marrying Bolton to protect her brother, and
then Bolton takes "the hundredth chance," and asks
her to marry him for Bunny's sake hoping love will
come later. Maud marries him and then Saltash, de-

nobly born
This latest Stoll production is taken from the English novel of the same name by Ethel M. Dell. It is
a typically English story, with a main theme very
similar to numbers of stories of English life. In this
lies the only big fault of the picture, for in the matter
of direction, acting, and settings, particularly the latter, which have been done with a fine sense of correct
atmosphere these points will be especially appreciated
in houses catering to high class patronage.

siring his trainer's wife, tries to entice her from her
husband. He traps her in his castle and tries to compromise her.
The same day Saltash's horse, "The Hundredth
Chance" wins a big race, and Bolton a fortune. That
day Bolton, too, wins his wife's love by his trust of her
in the apparently damning circumstances created by
Saltash. The villainous lord receives a beating from
the husband, and Maud, who has been his wife in
name only, becomes his wife in fact.

Use Title and Horse Race Angle, Promise a Fine Production
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The Hundredth Chance" offers in its title an alluring and interest commanding phrase, and presents a
number of possibilities for exploitation. Linked up
with the horse racing feature of the picture it gives
promise of excitement and a "long shot" which carries an appeal to nearly everybody. Play up these
two points as the big features in your advertising.

You can also safely promise a really fine production. Comment on the excellent atmosphere and the
care with which the settings have been made. The
fact that Ellen Terry's son plays one of the principal
parts might prove an attraction to some. For a catch
line you can use : "The battle of a nobleman
groom for the love of a girl."

and a

^ukM
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Scenic Beauty a Feature of This Latest Blanche Sweet Picture
Blanche Sweet in

by Marah Ellis Ryan provides attractive roles for the

"THAT GIRL MONTANA"
Jesse D. Hampton Prod. — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Robert Thornby
AUTHOR
Marah Ellis Ryan
SCENARIO BY
George H. Plympton
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Andriot
AS A WHOLE
Beautiful exterior locations its
big feature; work, of players and one or two
good fight scenes help
STORY
Sequences rather loosely put together
with some situations lacking conviction; makes
adequate program material
DIRECTION
Seems to have given main attention to locations and scenic beauty
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Particularly well judged
STAR
Dressed as boy in opening reel; is quite
pleasing

SUPPORT
Mahlon
Hamilton's
appearance
a
good help; others good except for Indian
EXTERIORS
All beautiful
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl forced to masquerade as boy later finds happiness with a man
who had taken her from the Indians
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5'000 feet

Blanche Sweet's latest production made by Jesse D.
Hampton offers a first rate program attraction if for
nothing but its scenic beauty. In fact the director's
main attention seems to have been given over to the
selection of locations but in this at least he has certainly been successful. Practically the entire action
is in the out-of-doors and there are a continuous series
of shots of mountain country that will run some of the
nature scenics a close second.
The story which has been adapted from the novel

principals but other than that it doesn't boast of unusual strength. It is a western of the dance hall —
gold rush type with its sequences rather loosely connected, and its situations based on rather weak and unconvincing circvimstanc.es. For instance Hamilton
takes the little girl from the Indians because it isn't
good for her to be with them and evidently he provides for her thereafter although he has no reason for
doing so except that perhaps he has fallen in love with
her. But they fail to have him indicate the fact to
a very great extent.
The camera work and photography generally is a
big thing in "That Girl Montana." And Lucien Andriot, the cameraman, deserves a goodly share of the
credit for any success that the picture may attain.
ATontana Rivers finally escapes from her father who
had forced her to wear boy's clothing and aid him in
his robbing and cheating. The girl is taken in by
friendly Indians who allow her to remain in their
camp until Akkomi, the chief, asks his white friend
Dan Overton to take the girl away because it is not
good for her to remain in the Indian camp.
Dan provides for Tana and falls in love with her
but because of her past life the girl keeps him at a
distance. Then comes Jim Harris who recognizes
Tana as the boy robber and when he attempts to
blacken her past Dan gives him a beating which paralyzes him. Jim stays on with Dan who regrets his
hastiness. Eventually Tana's father again appears
and demands that the girl go away with him. She
refuses but also hesitates to tell Dan of her trouble.
In the meantime Jim has waited to avenge himself
against Tana's father because long ago he had run
away with his wife and baby. So when the outlaw
came, Jim, whose arms were still strong, strangled the
man and then told Tana that she was his daughter,
the child of the wife whom the outlaw had run away
with. Then the clinch between Dan and Tana.

Catchlines and Stills in the Lobby Will Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you are looking for a satisfactory program picture With an attractive atmosphere and one that's good
to look at because of its scenery, then "That Girl Montana" will fit in nicely. The story is an adequate one
of its kind and the fact that some things in it aren't
quite convincing perhaps won't make a great deal of
difference. There is some good fight stuff that will
attract and it's several good bits help cover up the bad.

Play up the star's name and show some stills of her
in boy's clothes. You can also use Mahlon Hamilton's
name to good advantage. Should you want to make
known the character of the story you could say something about the gold rush days in Montana or you can
go after it from the other angle — that of a girl who
was forced to dress as a boy and become a robber.

tM\
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Good Production and Photography Help Make Up What Story Lacks
Eva Novak in
"THE

There are a good many night scenes and the arc
and search light have been used splendidly in photo-

TORRENT"
Universal

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton

AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
Clifton
CAMERAMAN
AS

Charles

George Rix
and Wallace

Hum

Herbert Glennoh

A

WHOLE
Unusually well made
picture
for program type of story ; water stuff especially
very good
STORY
Nothing
very new;
old desert island
hero and heroine idea but production is interesting

DIRECTION
Handles
familiar story material
in first rate fashion ; allows players to overact
once or twice
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
effective
CAMERA WORK

Many

night

scenes

Very good
particularly
First rate

STAR
Certainly earns her money in this
SUPPORT
L. C. Shumway overacts; Jack Perrin good hero ; others all right
EXTERIORS
Mostly on island
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Usually all right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Unhappy wife cast
on desert island finds her real mate there and is
happy with him when hubby drinks himself to
death
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,855 feet
Universal has taken a time worn story and through
the efforts of the director and those in charge of the
production generally, has come through with a program picture, that while not "big" offers satisfaction
through its production value. There is some very
good water stuff and the usual desert island ingredients— all very well done.
4

graphing these. There's one very good shot of a
yacht illuminated — also a night scene. The photography and camera work all the way through is first
rate.
Eva Novak is the star and she certainly earns her
money. For the most part it is necessary that she
wear tattered clothes and it is to be hoped the island
was located in a warm climate otherwise after such
exposure and duckings Eva must indeed have caught
cold. She carries the role very well and proves herself a real heroine. L. C. Shumway is inclined to overact in his part of the husband. Jack Perrin makes a
good aviator hero. Jack Curtis makes the most of a
character part.
Velma Patton remains on the deck of her husband's
yacht bound for the South Seas, while he makes merry
in the cabin below with his drink-loving guests,
among them Anne Mayhew, former chorus girl but
not "attached to Patton's pocketbook." Velma goes
below and begs Sam, her husband, to stop drinking
because the doctor says it will bring on a stroke. In
a rage Sam chases his wife up to the deck but is stricken in the act and believed by his guests and Velma
to be dead.
Later Velma leans too far over the rail and goes
overboard. Then comes the desert island where she
meets Paul Mack who has landed his hydroplane
there. There is also a derelict on the island who destroys the plane and the two are forced to remain
there. Eventually after a battle with some moonshiners who thought Paul was a revenue officer, the
two escape.
Then Velma returns home to find her husband alive
and the Mayhew girl installed in her place. Sam is
paralyzed and has been forbidden to drink. Eventually he cannot resist it and the liquor kills him
leaving Paul and Velma free to marry.

Use the Star's Name and Tell Them About the Desert Island Action
Box

Office

Analysis for the

Exhibitor

stuff. It is really very good. Use the name

of the

You can' book this picture and most likely give adequate satisfaction with it. The production provided

new Universal star and you can attract with catch-

helps in no small way to cover up the familiar situations which comprise this story adapted from George

lines such as : "If you believed your husband dead
and returned to your home with a new found love and

;Rix's "Out of the Sunset." Talk about the production
and tell them there are many interesting bits that
take place on the island.

then was greeted by a husband who had never re-

You

might

also

mention

some

very

good

night

do?

spected you and was now a cripple, what would you
That is the situation faced by Eva Novak in

'The Torrent,' her latest Universal picture.

CURRENT
Release Date

Footage

RELEASES

Reviewed

Release Date

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)
A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
( Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The
Blue
Moon
(Elinor
Field-Pell
Trenton) . .6,000
Their
Mutual
Child
(Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6,000

ASSOCIATED

FIRST
9-26-20

PRODUCERS

H. Ince Productions
Homespun
Folks (Lloyd Hughes-All- Star)
Lying
Lips
(House
Peters-Florence
Vidor) .
J. Parker Read, Jr., Productions
The Leopard Woman
(Louise Glaum)
A Hhousand
to One
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Love
( Louise
Glaum
Allan Dwan Productions
The
Forbidden
Thing
(James
Kirkwood-AllStar)
Maurice Tourneur Productions
The Last of the Mohicans
(Barbara BedfordAll-Star
Mack Sennett Productions
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)

Thomas

EQUITY

PICTURES

6,000
.6,000
7,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

6,000

FAMOUS
Nov.

CORP.

Dec.

Jan.

PLAYERS-LASKY

Behold My Wife (Geo. Melford Prod.)
6,556
The
Sins of Rosanne
(Ethel
Clayton)
4,862
Always
Audacious
(Wallace Reid)
5,101
14
Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett)
4,539
Frisky Mrs. Johnson
(Billie Burke)
5,536
21
Burglar Proof
( Bryant
Washburn)
4,495
21
23
Idols of Clay
(Mae
Murray)
23
The Romantic Adventuress
(Dorohy
Dalton) . .4,736
5 Conrad in Quest of His Youth
(Thomas
Meighan)
5,926
5 Flying
Pat
(Dorothy
Gish)
4,867
12 The Life of the Party
(Roscoe Arbuckle)
4,944
12
Heliotrope
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
6,367
19 To Please One Woman (Lois Weber Prod.)
6086
An
Amateur
Devil
(Bryant
Washburn)
4464
19
26
The Testing
Block
(William S. Hart)
5972
26
Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett)
4556
2 The Bait (Maurice Tourneur
Prod.)
5,289
9 The
Jucklins
(George
Melford
Prod.)
6,023
9 The Charm
School (Wallace Reid)
4,743
16
Education of Elizabeth
(Billie Burke)
16 The
The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
23
The
Rookie's
Return
(MacLean-Inee
Prod.) . .4,123
23
Midsummer
Madness
(Wm.
DeMille Prod.)
5.908
Paying the Piper
(Geo.
Fitzmaurice Prod.)
30
The Frontier of the Stars
(Thos. Meighan)
30

FILM

CORP.

Specials

While New
York
Sleeps
(All-Star)
If I Were
King
(William
Farnum)
The White Moll (Pearl White)
The Skywayman (Lieut. Ormer Locklear)
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
My Lady's Dress
(Special
Cast)
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur' Court..
William Farnum Series
Troublemaker
Joyous
The
The
Scuttlers
Drag
Harlan
Pearl White Series
The Thief
The
Tiger's
Cub
The Mountain
Woman
Tom Mix Series
Coins
Gold
Three
Untamed
The
The Texan
Prairie
Trails
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
William Russell Series
Dared
Who
The Man
The Challenge of the Law
The Iron
Rider
Shirley Mason Series
The Little Wanderer
Ann
Mary
Merely
Girl of My Heart
Flame
of Youth
George Walsh Series
From
Now
On
17
Number
The
Plunger
20th Century Brand
_
The
Husband
Hunter
(Eileen
Percy)
Jones)
(Buck
Sprague
Sunset
Just Pals (Buck Jones)
Beware
of the Bride
(Eileen
Percy)
The 'Rangers

(Buck

Jones)

Nov.

10-17-20
12-26-20

22

11-21-20

7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7, 000

6000
6,000
6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000

5,000
5,000
6,000
6,000

GAUMONT
Fall of a Saint
Out
of the Darkness
Infatuation
of Youth
The
Edge
of Youth
Branded
The
Thinker
.....'
In the Clutches of the

5-30-20
9-19-20

11-14-20
12-26-20
12-5-20
11-28-20

D.

12-12-20
Way

8-1-20
7-4-20
7-18-20
9-5-20
11-14-20
9-26-20

6-20-20

Hindoo

12-19-20
10-24-20

(Serial)

GRIFFITH,

.. .4,148
6,569
5,947
6,730
5,300
6,000
6,367
4.779

INC.

12-5-20
10-3-20
7-4-20
8-20-20
12-26-20

10-17-20
11-28-20

5,000
5000
5,000
5,000

8-15-20
9-12-20
12-12-20
12-12-20

Coat

METRO

PATHE

9-19-20
Nov.
11-7-20
9-19-20
9-26-20

The
Tiger's
Ballin Prod.
Pagan
Love

(Myrtle

Dec.

11-21-20
10-21-20

Jan.

3
10
24
31
7
21
25

INC.

11-14-20
11-21-20
10-17-20
12-5-20

4,960

6,255
4,610
4,255
.12.000

9-12-20

6,300

12-26-20

5.600
6,200

11-28-20
12-5-20
12-19-20
9-12-20
11-7-20

6,000
6,000
6,500
6.000

9 19-20

7,000

10 24-20

Stedman)

12 26 20
5.F00

PICTURES

CORP.

Blackmail
(Vio'a Dana)
The
Sapheacl
( Crane- KeKaton >
Nov. 15
Body
and Soul
(Alice
Lake)
The
Fatal
Hour
(All-Star)
S
Are All M,en Alike? (May Allison)
Someone
In the House
(All-Star)
29
Pollv With a Past
(Ina
Claire)
Dec.
Hearts
Are
Trumps
(All-Star)
20
The
Misleading Lady
(Bert
Lytell)
27
Cinderella's
Twin
(Viola
Dana)
13
S. L. Productions
Love,
Honor
and
Obey
Nazimova Productions
M adame
Peacock
Dec.
6 Billions
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22
The
Star Rover
(All-Star)
Oct

12-19-20

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

Frothingham
Prod.
The Broken Gate (Bcss!c
Barriscale)
....
Read, Jr. Prod.
The
Brute Master
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
Robert Brunton Productions
The Coast
of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner
Prod.
The Dwehuip
I'la.-e of Light
The U. P. Trail
National Film Corp.
The
Kentucky
Colonel
(Joseph
Dowling)
Irvin V. Willat
Prod.
Down
Home
Dial Film Co.

Oct.

12-5-20
11-28-20

PICTURES

J. Parker

Hugo

10-31-20

6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

J. L.
12-12-20

10-3-20
11-7-20

Dov

W.

12-26-20

East
W.

10-17-20

5,000
5,000
..5,000

What
Happened
to Rosa
(.Mabel
Normand)
The Branding Iron
(All-Star Cast)
His Own
Law
The
Penalty
(Lon
Chaney)
The Song of the Soul
(Vivian
Martin)
The
Great
Lover
Godless
Men
Just Out
of College
Roads of Destiny
The
Highest
Bidder
Prisoners of Love
The Concert
Guile
of Women
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
Hold Your
Horses
A Voice
in the Dark

11-21-20

5,000
5,000
5,000

5.000

OF AMERICA,

10-24-20
10-10-20
9-12-20
9-19-20
8-15-20

COMPANY

GOLDWYN

10-17-20
10-17-20
11-14-20

10-31-20
8-8-20

5,000
5.000
5,000
S.000

EXCHANGES

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May
(Bessie Love)
The
Midlanders
(Bessie
Love)

11-28-20

6,000

5,000
5,000
.5,000

FILM

Reviewed

NATIONAL

In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan Prod.) .. .7,000
Curtain (Katherine MacDonald)
5,000
Harriet and the Piper
(Anita Stewart)
5,900
The
Branded
Woman
(Norma
Talmadge)
5,000
The
Master
Mind
(Lionel
Barrymore)
6,541
What Women
Love
(Annette Kellerman)
6,377
Peaceful
Valley
(Charles
Ray)
6,256
Nomads
of the North
(Curwood
Prod.)
5,200
Twin
Beds
(Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven) . . .5560
Old Dad
(Mildred
Harris
Chaplin)
6,000
The
Devil's
Garden
(Lionel
Barrymore)
5,600
Dangerous
Business
(Constance
Talmadge) .. .5,118
Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett)
5,000
Unseen
Forces
(All-Star)
6,000
Dinty
(Wesley
Harry)
6,000
The Truth
About
Husbands
(Bennett
Prod.) .. 6,979

FEDERATED

CORP.

7
147

FOX

9-5-20

22
293
29

5,000

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6,000
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Whispering
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
6,000
Mid-Channel
(Clara Kimball Young)
6,000

Footage

EXCHANGE,

10 .1 20
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

10-17
10-.; l 20
10-31 20
1 1 7 20
12-12-20
9-5-20
12-12-20
12-19-20

5,000
5,000
6,000

10-10-20
12-5-20

6,000

11-14-20

INC.

The
Riddle:
Woman
(Gcraldine
Farrar)
Forbidden Valley (Gordon McAvoy)
Half a Chance
(Mahlon
Hamilton)
The
Ih uChangers
<n. B. Hampton)
A
Beggar
in Purple
(Edgar
Lewis)
Her
Unwilling
Husband
(Blanche
Sweet)
The
Devil
to Pav
(Fritzi
Brunette- Roy
Stewart)
5
Dice of Destiny
(H.
B. Warner)
19
Empire of Dian
mds
(Perret
Prod.)
26 Rogues
ami
Romance
(Seitz-Caprice)
Sweet)
(Blanche
Girl Montana
2 The

6,000
6,000
7,000
6,000
6.000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6.000
6,000
5,000

10-10-20
10-24-20
10-31-20
11-7-20
11-21-20
12-5-20
12-19-20

To the

Notion Picture
Industry !
and This Means
Every Man Jack of )i>u
Producers
Exhibitors
Advertising Men
Publicity Men
Exchangemen
Salesmen
Ticket-Sellers
Ticket-Takers
Operators
Ushers
EVERYBODY
Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel!
There's a Task to Be Done!

THIS MESSAGE
READ-THEN

FOR ACTION
CALLS
51 EN ON THE DOTTED LINE!

HERBERT HOOVER
Humanitarian,
International Statesman,
Has asked

the Motion Picture Industry

To Save
*

STARVING
CUILDBEN
THE

HON.

FRANKLIN

K.

LANE

Proven
Friend
of the
Motion Picture Industry, Is

TREASURER OF THE HOOVER MOVEMENT
From the fullness of his knowledge, resulting from important service abroad during the late World War, Mr.
Hoover is passing on to the American public the grave
necessity of stretching out a helping hand to innocent
sufferers from the Holocaust of Hate.
He pleads in the name of charity first. Three million, five
hundred lives will be snuffed out before another harvest is
garnered unless aid is rushed. Ten Dollars will save a
life!
The movement is of almost equal importance because of
its relation to international affairs. Starving millions on
one side of the Atlantic mean disordered millions on the
other.
Think of this as a charity of necessity !

THIS MESSAGE CALLS
FOR ACTION
READ - TH E N SI ON ON THE DOTTED

—
LINE!

THE INDUSTRY
HAS PLEDGED ITSELF,
The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
and Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
Actincj as Spokesmen

•

JAN IIARY »6
ih
Ha* Been Designated

^^^^

MOTION
PICTURE DAY
NINE BIG WELFARE

li

'

ORGANIZATIONS

Covering Every Community in the Country

WILL HEARTILY

CO-OPERATE

The American Relief Administration, the American Red Cross, the
American Friends' Service Committee, the Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee, the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
the Knights of Columbus, the Young Men's Christian Association, the
Young Women's Christian Association, and the Literary Digest Appeal
have been enlisted in the tremendous drive for funds which is to be
made on Motion Picture Day.
These organizations will work out the details for the work of mercy
in conjunction with each and every motion picture man who gets in
touch with them.
There will be speakers of prominence to help arouse interest. There
will be a general plan of operation suggested in Motion Picture Trade
Papers later. Any plan which may be devised to collect plenty of
money will be considered a good plan.
There are 250,000 Lives to Save. There Must Be Ten Dollars for
Every Life. Our Goal Is Two Million, Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars.

THIS MESSAGE
READ-THEN

CALLS
FOR ACTION
SIGN ON THE DOTTED

—
LINE!

THIS BIG PROJECT
DEMANDS YOUR SERIOUS
ATTENTION
The Motion Picture Industry is essentially "of the
people" — or of the masses. Figuring only in the
most practical and sordid way, it would be good
business for the motion picture industry to spend
Ten Dollars to save the life of any child. The per
capita expenditure for motion pictures these days is
a lot higher than Ten Dollars in seventy years, the
normal lifetime.

"THE INVISIBLE GUEST"
is an interesting, entertaining, and highly
convincing tabloid feature (150 feet in
length), which has been prepared for use
in motion picture theatres to tell the
Starving Children story to the public.
Prints are available through the various
distributing companies for the territories
designated :

In a higher plane, what industry owes more to the
people — and to the children? It's the genuine hearttug between motion pictures and the people that has
resulted in the tremendous development of our

DIVISION OF
COMPANY
DISTRIBUTION
SELECT
Boston, Indianapolis,
Charlotte

business. We're the people's dearest friend — it's
their right to come to us for help.
And from still another angle — and you motion picture folks everywhere ought to give this a lot of
thought: — The time is at hand when the motion
picture industry ought to welcome any opportunity
to prove its tremendous strength, either for public
welfare or for its own protection.
(Signed)

WILLIAM A. BRADY,

PARAMOUNT

New
CityYork, Des Moines,
Atlanta

ROBERTSON-COLE

Albany, Kansas City,
Milwaukee

UNIVERSAL

LosCity
Angeles, Oklahoma

GOLDWYN

Detroit, Omaha,

VITAGRAPH

Buffalo, Dallas, Salt Lake

PATHE

Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Portland
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Washington, D. C.

METRO

President, N. A. M. P. I.

FOX

Cincinnati, New

REALART

Cleveland, Seattle

FIRST

Chicago, Minneapolis,
New Orleans

NATIONAL

Get a Print Now and Run It at Every
Show From Now Until January 26.

(Owner or Manager) .

(Address) .
Mail this coupon to
Hoover Relief Motion Picture Division
West 49th Street, New York City

Haven

Emergency Prints at the Following Cities: —
Butte, Spokane, Wichita, Sioux Falls, Fort Smith,
Memphis — from
the Universal
Film Mfg. Co.

We're with you in the drive for the Starving
Children of Europe and the honor of our industry.
Count on us for full support.

(Theatre) .

Denver

HERE'S

the dotted

Si$n NOW!

lime

Release Date

Footage

PIONEER

FILM

Reviewed

CORP.

Thoughtless Women
(Alma
Rubens)
6,000 11-21-20
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
6,000
Where Is My Husband (Jose Collins)
6,000
What Women
Want
viJouise Huff)
5,000
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
5,000
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000 6-27-20
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
5,000
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000
His Brother's Keeper
(Martha Maiisfield)
6,000
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) ... .6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,0000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane)
5,000
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
5,000
A Good Woman
(Gail Kane)
5,000

ROBERTSON-COLE

Specials

PICTURES

4-3-20
5-16-20

5,000

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
Star Productions
Sweet Lavender
(Mary
Miles Minter)
Food for Scandal
(Wanda Hawley)
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
Nov.
Her Beloved
Villain
(Wanda
Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart
(Mary Miles Minter)
The New
York
Idea (Alice Brady)
Blackbirds
(Justine Johnstone)
Oh. Lady, Lady
(Bebe
Daniels)

J. SELZNICK

7,000 5-16-20
6,000 9-D-20
6,000 8-22-20
6,882 11-28-20
5.000
5,000
5,000
4,646
5,000
6,181
4,979
4,212

10-10-20
10-31-20
10-10-20
11-7-20
12-12-20
12-12-20
12-26-20

ENT.

Selznick

Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,000
The Daughter
Pays (Elaine Hammerstein) .... 5,000
Everybody's
Sweetheart
(Olive Thomas)
5,000
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham)
...6,000
Broadway and Home
(Eugene O'Brien)
5,800
Select Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
5,000
The Valley of Doubt
(Special Cast)
5,000
National Pictures (Distributed through
Select Exchanges)
Marooned Hearts
(Conway Tearle)
5,000
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
5,000
The
Palace
of Darkened
Windows
(Special
Cast
5,000
Who Am I ? (Special Cast)
5,000

STOLL
Jan.

FILM

May
June
June
Sept.
Dec.

23
13
27
5
5

10-17-20
11-14-20
12-12-20

12-19-20
4,650

12-26-20

ARTISTS

Romance (Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds (Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)

UNIVERSAL

8-30-20
11-14-20

CORP.

Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth
Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning Water

UNITED

11-28-20
10-24-20
12-12-20
.12-26-20

FILM

MFG.

Jewel Features
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo
Lincoln)
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman
(Dorothy Phillips)
Universal Features
Once a Plumber (Lyons and Moran)
Pink Tights
(Gladys
Walton)
Sundown
Slim (Harry
Carey)
The Marriage
Pit (Frank
Mayo)
Wanted at Headquarters
(Eva Novak)
The Gilded Dream
(Carmel
Myers)
Fixed by George
(Lyons-Moran)
West is West
(Harry
Carey)
Honor
Bound
(Frank
Mayo)
Risky
Business
(Gladys
Walton)
Beautifully Trimmed
(Carmel
Myers)
White
Youth
(Edith Roberts)
Two Kinds of Love

7,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
7,500

5-23 20
6-20-20
7-4-20
8-29-20
12-5-20

CO.
6,000
6,000
6,000

6-6-20
8-1-20
8-29-20

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
4,698

9-19-20
9-19-20
9-26-20
10-3-20
10-10-20
10-24-20
10-31-20
11-28-20
11-7-20
11-28-20
12-12-20
12-19-20
12-26-20

VITAGRAPH
Alice Joyce
Dollars and the Woman
The Prey
The Vice of Fools
Earle Williams
A Master
Stroke

A

6,000 5-30-20
6,000 10-10-20
5,000 11-14-20
5,000

Reviewed

5,000
5,000

— — ^

5,000
7-4-20
5,000 8-29-20
5,000 11-21-20
5,000
5,000

5-30-20
7-25-20

(Curwood) ... 7,000
6-6-20
7,000 10-17-20
Terriss)
7,000 12-19-20

RIGHTS

Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts)
5,000
A Woman's
Business
(lans)..
5,000
Fickle Women
(D. N. Schwab)
5,000
Heritage
(W. L. Roubert)
5,000
The
vVhite Rider
(Masterpiece)
5,000
The Servant in tlie House (Film Booking Of.). 8,000
Democracy
(Democracy
Photoplay)
6,000
Girls Don't Gamble
(D. N. Schwab)
5,000
Love's Battle (Climax
Film)
5,000
Headin'
Home
(Yankee
Photoplay)
5,000
Honeymoon
Ranch
(Bert Lubin)
5,000
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Harry Levey) . .7,000
Voices (Victor Kremer)
6,000
The Victim (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.)
6,000
The Good Bad Wife (Vera McCord Prod.)
5,000
The Woman
Untamed
(Pyramid)
5,000
Fabiola (H. B. Marinelli)
5,000
The Unfortunate Sex (Frank
Gersten)
5,000
Youth's
Desire
(Forward
Film)
5,000
It Might Happn to You (S. & E. Ent.)
5,000
Smiling All the Way (D. N. Schwab)
5,000
Dangerous Love (C.-B. C. Film Sales Corp.) . .6,000
Isabel (Geo. H. Davis)
6,000
The Price of Silence (Sunrise Pictures)
When Dawn Came (Producers Security
,5,900

5,000 8-15-20
7,000
9-5-20
5,000 7-11-20
6,000
-M-20
6,000 10-17-20
5,000
5,000
.5,000
.5.000
5,000

Footage

INDEPENDENT— STATE

7,700 9-26-20
6,000 11-14-20
5,300 11-28-20
8,000 10-31-20
6,100
6,000

An Arabian Knight
(Sessue Hayakawa)
Big Happiness
(Dustin
Farnum)
Li Tang
Lang
(Sessue Hayakawa)
Moon
Madness
(All-Star Cast)
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
Superior Pictures
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Flame of Hellgate (Beatriz Michelina) ...
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale)
The Third Woman
(All-Star Cast)
The Woman
Who Understood
(Bessie Barriscale;

LEWIS

The Purple Cipher
The Romance
Promoters
Corinne Griffith
Hab's Candidate
The Whisper
Market
The Broadway
Bubble
Harry T. Morey
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
The Courage of Marge O'Doone
Trumpet
Island (Tom
Terriss)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom

PROD.

The
Stealers (Cabanne)
So Long Letty (Christie)
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
Kismet
(Otis Skinner)
"813" (Arsene
Lupin)
The Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)

REALART

Release Date

8-1-20
8-1-20
8-15-20
8-15-20
8-22-20
"8-22-20
8-29-20
9-5-20
9-12-20
9-26-20
10-24-20
10-3-20
10-3-20
10-24-20
10-31-20
10-31-20
10-31-20
11-14-20
11-21-20
12-5-20
■
12-26-20

Si lORT REEL RELEASES
FAMOUS
December
Comedies

PLAYERS-LASKY

Releases

Dabbling
in* Art (Mack
Sennett)
Bungalow
Troubles
(Mack
Sennett)
Fatty at Coney Island (Arbuckle)
Paramount Magazine
Four more issues, one each week
Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
In Finisterre
Malayan Motor
Roads
The Snowbound
Pyrennees
Quaint
Kuala
Lumpur

Each

Post NatureIndian
PicturesSummer
Burlingham Adventure Pictures
The Jungfrau
Railway
■.
Paramount-Arbuckle
Comedy
Jan.
10 A CoVmtry
Hero
Paramount- Mack Sennett Comedies
Jan.
9 Dabbling
in Art
2S
Bungalow
Troubles
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Jan.
2 Bordeaux
to Lourdes
9 Catching
Up in Canton
16
Beautiful
Bermuda
23
Old Malacca
30 Under
Cuban
Skies
Paramount
Magazine
Jan.
2 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
9 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
16 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
23 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
30 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
Paramount-Post Nature Picture
Jan.
9 Victory
Mountain
Paramount-Burlingham Adventure Picture
Jan. 2i Wildest
Wales

by Moser...
by Bailey..
by Hurd...
by Sullivan.
by Moser..

UNIVERSAL
Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comdies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel) : Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courting,
Romeo and Juliet, Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, Forbidden Brew.
Westrn and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter' The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes) ; The Dragon's Net (15 episodes) ; King of the Circus
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE
Nov

7

The Fatal Diamond
The Open
Window
Insulting the Sultan

(Ruth of the Rockies No.
(Phantom
Fo No. 4)
(Snub Pollard)

11)

2
2
1

Release Date

Release Date
Nov.

14

The Secret Order (Ruth of the Rockies No. 12)
The Tower Room (Phantom Foe No. S)
The Sand Man
(Vanity Fair Girls)
Nov. 21 The Surprise Attack
(Ruth of the Rockies No. 13)
The Crystal Ball (Phantom Foe No. 6)
Snub Pollard Comedy (no title yet)
Nov. 28 Regina Island (Ruth of the Rockies No. 14)
Gunfire (Phantom
Foe No. 7)
.•
Queens Up (Vanity Fair Girls)
Dec. ' 5 The
The Man
HiddenTrapTreasure
(Ruth
of
the
Rockies
No.
15)
(Phantom Foe No. 8)
To Catch a Thief (Velvet Fingers No. 1) (Geo. B. Seitz
Seitz and Marguerite
Courtot)
Snub Pollard Comedy
(no title yet)
(Phontom Foe No. 9)
12 The Mystic Summons
Dec
The Face Behind the Curtain (Velvet Fingers No. 2)
Vanity Fair Girls (no title yet)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

PIONEER

FILM

2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
22
3
1
2
2
2

dha's Maze, Some More Samoa, Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits,
The Tamer the Wilder, The Trail to Wedon'tcarewhere, Too
Much Overhead, Seven League Booters, Balling the Junk, Collector of Craniums, Pipe the Penguin, Mad Hatters, Lovely
Maoriland, Frozen Thunder, Ignazu the Exquisite, Getting a
Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is No Santa Claus, Rookeries
and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard, Frivolous Fijis.
Screenics (1 reel) : Troubadours of the Sky, Forbidden Fames, Horseshoe
Bridal Veil, Foam Fantasies, Great American Yawn — Getting
His Angora, Chosen ' Waters — South Sea Naiads, They All
Turned Turtle — Family Trees, Through Winding Walls —
Climbing Cataracts, Mules and Gobtalk, Sea Planets — Apartments For Rent, Fine Feathers — They Forgot the Town, Out
of the Past, Then Company Came, No Hope or the Drys.

SELZNICK
Herbert

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy,
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy (.yi reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).

Serials

GOLDWYN

Prizma

Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Pictures
Death, Where Is Thy Sting
Selznick News
Twice each week
Kinograms
One each week

EdEdgar Comdies (2 reels): Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day,
gar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel): Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timber(Bahama Islands), In Arilust, What the Ocean Hides, NassauHurry
Slowly (Safety).
zona, Number Please (Telephon),
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel): The Island of the Mist, Through the
A Paradise for Birds, VenEarth, What Is Your Body Worth?, Human
Heart, The Riveter,
ice of the Orient, Action of the
The Human Voice.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (1 reel): Judge Rummy in Shedding a Profiteer
(Lampoons); Lampoons: Happy Hooligan in Apollo, Cupids
Advice, Happy Hooldini, Judge Rummy in The Prize Dance,
in The Sponge Man, Shenanigan Kids in HuntRummy
judgeing Big
Game.
and Out, KnockCapitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In Enemies,
Fingers
ing 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon.

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

VICTOR

KREMER

FILM

3
2
2
•«

Comedies (1 reel) : Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Billy Franey
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel): The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
Alice Howells
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & SaUy Comedies (1 reel) : Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown, Perils of the Beach.

Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, HeirGale Henry looms.

FILM

EXCHANGES,

*

2
2
2
2
2

'.

Cook Kiss
Comedies
Me Quick
The
Huntsman
Mutt and Jeff Comedies
The Merry
Cafe
The Tailor Shop
The Brave
Toreador
The Politicians
High
Cost of Living
League of Nations
Flap Jacks
A Rope
Romance
Farm
Efficiency
Cleopatra
The Medicine Man
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

the Cat's

INC.

Chestr Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Trayfull of Trouble, The One Best Bet, You d Be
Surprised.
Duck Inn, Dynamite, NonMermaid Comedies (2 reels): A Fresh Start, and
Dry.
sense, The Simp, April Fool, High
Torchy Comedies (2 reels): Torchy, Torchy Comes Through Torchy in
High, Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy s Double
Triumph.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Caroline, A Seaside Siren, Out for
Don't Blame the Stork, Striking
the Night, Seven Bald Pates,Shuffle
the Queens, Going Through
Models, A Homespun Hero,
Blues, Back from the Front,
Wedding
Fatima,
the Rye, Mr.
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink.
of 10,000 Smokes, Babe Ruth
Specials (1 reel) : Modern Centaurs, Valley Runs,
The Race of the Age
_How He Knocks His Home
(Man o' War— 2 reels), Art of Diving (Annette Kellerman).
Log
Bruce Scenics (1 reel): Hope of Adventure The Great Mirror, The
of Laviajera, The Song of the Paddle, Wanderlust, Solitude,
The Castaway, By Schooner to Skagway, Tropical Nights, The
SSpecial, The Explorers, The Isle of Desire, The BusiBanana
ness of Camping.

Chester Outings (1 reel): Pigs and Kava, Wanted— An Elevator Dreams
Come True, Adam and Eve in the Andes, Bear With Us, Pyrennees and Wooden Legs, One Drop Was Enough, Old Bud-

2
2

CAPITAL
October

REELCRAFT

EDUCATIONAL

*

Clyde

FEATURES

Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When
Royal Comedies

2,
1

November

Elephant's
An
Hold
Me Tight Nightmare
His Noisy
Still
Pretty Lady

2
2
2
2

(Charies Chaplin)
A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
The Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

Each

FOX
September,
October and
Sunshine Comedies
Chase
Me

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
( Banks)
Scandal
A Bedroom

Kaufman
Editorials
A Good
Fellow
Content
Pity the Poor
Society
Bad- Man
Dictionary of Success
'A
Certain Rich Man
The Battler and the Bottler.
Who
Threw
the Brick
Johnnie
Little Red Riding Hood

Weakly

Indigestion,

issues

1 to

5

Each

Comedies
In the Soup (Chris Rub)
Old Dials for New (Florence Turner)...
Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner) .
Hot Tamale
(Chris Rub)
Dramas
My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau)
The Fair Fakir ( Violet Mersereau)
The Grouch
(Francis
Ford)
The Lonely
Heart (Violet Mersereau)
An Orphan
( Ruth Stonehouse)

1

Zip

S.
December

&

E.

2
2
2
2
2

ENTERPRISES

Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Screen Snapshots
Nov. 30 No.
M
Dec.
1 No.
15
28
No. 16
Hallroom Boys Comdies
Nov. 15
Hired and Fired
Dec.
1 A Close Shave
15 This is the Life
Star Ranch Westerns
Dec.
1 The Mormon
Trail
Dec.
15 The Man
Hater
15 A Desperate
Tenderfoot

METRO
Buster

Keaton
Comedies
(2
Crow, Neighbors.

PICTURES
reels)

Convict

CORP.
13,

One

Week,

The

Scare

ROBERTSON-COLE
Legacy, Mixed Husbands, The
Letty'sBe Lost
(1 reel)
Supreme Comedies
Jealous?
Wife,: Why
Tailor-Made
Lonely South Pacific Missions,
Martin Johnson Series, 10 reels (1 reel):Recruiting
in the Solomons, I he
Marooned in the South Seas,
City of Broken Old Men.
Adventure Scenics (1 reel): Outlaw of the Wilderness, The Lone Trapper, Tree Magic, The Tempest, Waters of Destiny.

Some Short Reels
'His Four Fathers" — Educational

"The Saddle King"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel Western

Ed. (Hoot) Gibson is starred in this. It is a very conventional Western story, with a villianous ranch foreman, cowboy
hero and plot to steal the pay roll, but it is pretty good entertainment nevertheless. Gibson does some very creditable
rough riding, and the action moves along at a good clip. The
story is about a roving cowboy who gets a job "bus'ing"
bronchos on a ranch where lives a beautiful girl. He succeeds
in riding a horse that no one else can master, thus wining the
admiration of the girl. The foreman is in league with a gang
of cattle rustlers, one of them confesses, and the foreman is
about to steal the ranch payroll and decamp when caught by
Gibson. There is nothing original in the developement, but
for a short offering it is all right. The western atmosphere
is good, Gibson has a pleasing personality, and it should go
over where they like this type of picture.

Type of production

1 reel comedy

This is one of the series released under the Vanity brand,
featuring Neal Burns, Irene Dahon, and Laura LaPlant. A
good comedy situation has been chosen for the basis of the
reel and -Burns and the two young ladies do lairly goorl work
in
extracting
the humor
of it. No allbigthelaughs,
it's a little
better
than average
amusement
way but
through.
The
girl's father an insulting letter and the latter kicks the boy out
talent. The story is about a young man who loves the
daughter of his father's enemy. The boy's father sends the
girl's father an insulting letter and the latter kicks the boy out
until his father shall apologize. The comedy results when the
girl's chum and the boy both disguise as the boy's father and
come
filler. to apologise. It's a fast reel and will prove a satisfactory

"A Desperate Tenderfoot"— C. B. C. Film Corp.
"His Day of Rest" — Universal
Type of production

Type of production
1 reel comedy

Joe Martin, the trained Chimpanzee is the featured performer
of this, and the monk gets a lot of laughs out of the reel. He
pulls some remarkably human stunts and his antics are bound
to be amusing to almost any audience. The picture .supposedly shows Joe enjoying a day of rest from his labors in
the pictures. He escorts a couple of youngsters around Universal City, performing the duties of a first class nurse maid.
There isn't much to the picture besides Joe, but he keeps it
going, and makes it an entertaining reel.

"Pahs And Papas" — Chester-Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
The cameraman has gone into the South sea for these views,
and some very interesting glimpses of the Maori tribes, inhabitants of New Zealand, are the result. The reel starts off with
a journey up one of the principal rivers of New Zealand, displaying the thick tropical vegetation of the country, and making an artistic bit of footage. Arriving several miles up the
stream, the spectator finds himself outside the walls of a
Maori village. The natives are then shown in all the occupations common to their everyday life. The carving of wooden
images is shown, several grotesque and interesting native
dances, of which the strangest is the Poi dance, executed by
the women. The tribe has performed for the camera, showing
their method of meeting an attack. The facial contortions
which the natives go through to work themselves into a rage,
are highly amusing. It is a very good reel from start to
finish, and will make a first class scenic number. The titles
are by William Henry Wright.

"Fresh from
Type of production

2 reel western

This is a Star Ranch brand offering without any featured
performers, and presenting two reels of just fair entertainment
of the typical western type. There is an air of mystery created by the question of who the tenderfoot is, that aids somewhat in keeping interest alive, but the stereotyped plot prevents considering it anything more than average. However,
if your audiences are western fans you can probably get it
across, as there is quite a lot of shooting, a villianous train
robber, and except for a slow start, the action is speedy. The
story is about a mysterious tenderfoot who comes into the
town of "Pot Luck," where the heroine runs the saloon and
gambling hall. He is picked on by all the "hard guys" and
appears very timid, thus disgusting the girl. After getting
into a poker game with the train robber gang, it turns out
that he is a government detective. He catches the gang and
wins the girl.

"Christmas Thoughs" — Goldwyn
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Some very worth while Christmas thoughts are brought out
in this number of the Ford series, which make it a very timely
and bright reel that should find a spot on many Christmas
bills. The "Good Fellows" club of any city is shown convening the night before Christmas, talking over the most enjoyable way to spend Christmas day. They arrange to meet
Christmas morning at a charitable institution, and there they
secure the names of numbers of poor families. The balance
of the reel then shows the unlimited joy they bring to homes
where Christmas day would otherwise have been empty. One
of the "Good Fellows" is seen bringing a heaping basket of
provisions and gifts to a starving family, and the happiness he
creates is well told in the picture. It fulfills its purpose nicely,
and will not be amiss on any program during the Christmas
season.

the Country" — Universal
1 reel comedy

This is a fairly funny situation comedy, featuring Dorothea
Wolpert and a little curly haired kid. There are no really
big laughs in it, but it gets over pretty well on continuous mild
amusement. Miss Wolpert presents a sufficiently terrible appearance to make it humorous to consider her as a bride, and
the little kid is cute and amusing. The plot is about a country
cousin who comes to town and falls in love with a wealthy man
a fond mother has selected for herMaughter. Daughter has a
sweetie of her own choice, and they cook up a scheme whereby
they all disguise, hold a double wedding, and everybody is
happy except mother.
It runs along pretty fast.

"Roll
Type of production

Your

Own" — Goldwyn
1 reel animated cartoon

This is the funniest Happy Hooligan reel in some time, although quite short. Happy is in Mexico painting signs, and
he falls for a senorita whose father runs the bull fights. The
bull dies before the performance, and Happy takes his place,
disguised in a cow hide. He vanquishes the tough bull fighter
and wins the senorita. There are more than the average number of laughs in this one, and it will make a good filler where
a cartoon is wanted.

Short Reels
"This Is The Life"— C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
, 2 reel comedy
Type of production.
This a Hallroom Boys comedy with Hugh Fay and Harry
McCoy as Percy and Ferdie. Polly Moran is also featured in
the cast. There isn't much good stuff in this one, and the
laughs are so few and the action so obvious that it falls flat
except for a small portion of the footage in the second reel.
The boys are seen at the start, in their hall bed room, from
which they have difficulty in escaping, on account of the watchful landlady. Finally making their getaway, they ruin their
clothes when chased by a bull, and immediately appropriate
the apparel of a shimmie teacher and his companion, who are
in swimming. The two boys follow directions of a letter in
the pockets, and call on a wealthy young lady who is desirous
of learning the' shimmie. There is some fair business in this
part of the piece, but it doesn't last long. Most of the gags
are old stuff, and the picture will prove disappointing after the
last of the series which held a lot of real comedy.
"Screen Snapshots"— No. 15— C. B. C. Sales Corp.

1 reel fan magazine

Type of production
This series of peeps into the private affairs of people prominent in the screen world starts off with a few views of Marion
Davies making "stills" for advertising purposes. Charles Hutchison, the thrill maker, is next seen making a fight scene in
a serial. There is also a short shot of Hutchinson and Josie
Sedgwick arguing with their director. Teddy, the Mack Sennett dog, is seen next with hsi real owner enjoying a day off,
and performing a few tricks. Anetha Getwell is shown driving an army tank over some rough country, in a very professional manner. Doraldina, the dancer, next insures her limbs
before the camera, with a close up study of the much touted
members. Frank Borzage, who directed "Humoresque," is
seen at work directing an exterior scene, and the reel concludes
with several shots of the Bushman family, Francis X, Beverly
Bayne, son, Ralph and the baby. This reel should prove as
interesting as the others of the series to your fans who crave
intimacy with the stars.

Pathe Review No. 84
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This starts off with some artistically tinted views of Nikko,
Japan, in winter. A Japanese lady is seen leaving her home to
attend services in the temple. Some views of the temple itself are shown, and a part of the religious rites. Widely different is the next subject, which is a few shots of a sausage
factory,
how link
are of
made.
Following
is a viewshowing
of the farm
at the"dogs"
junction
Riverside
Drive this,
and
Broadway, and a shot of the two avenues only a few blocks
below. The Hy Mayer Travelaugh is the next thing in the
reel, and this one shows the city of Provincetown, on Cape
Cod. Some fishing scenes, a view of the town square, and a
relic of the past in the form of the town crier are shown. The
reel concludes with a unique shot of an ancient belfry in Seville Spain, showing the bell ringers swinging from the huge
bell ropes. Of average interest with nothing of particular
importance.
The Sleepyhead"— Pathe
1 reel comedy
Type of production
Eddie Boland and the Vanity Fair Girls are seen in this,
which
gets some
over all
althoughones
there
isn't series,
a lot to
It's
faster than
of right,
the previous
of this
andit.while
the girls are not as much in evidence as before, they look very
attractive when they are in front of the camera. The scene
of this one is laid in a private sanitarium where the patients
are half dead old men. Boland is the doctor's assistant, and
the Doc puts him in full charge. Eddie fires the homely
nurses and gets a bunch of stranded show girls in their place.
The girls do wonderful things to the morale of the old men.
Incidently Eddie gets his grip mixed with that of a prominent
safe blower, and has difficulty getting his own back. The reel
is shy on laughs, but moderately amusing all through. It is
snappy, and should prove a satisfactory filler.
"A Tale of the Far North"— Educational
Type of production

Type of production

"All Stuck Up"— Fox
1 reel animated cartoon

Mutt and Jeff take to the wild west, in this one, to sell the
stickiest brand of flypaper in the world. Jeff does a little demonstrating of its power by walking around the ceiling on it.
Beautiful Nell rushes in to escape from a bad gunman. Mutt
offers to save her but when the bad man comes in looking
very tough, Mutt loses his nerve, and the gunman shoots off
all his clothes. Jeff turns the trick by tripping the bad man
into a batch of flypaper and wins the girl. There are about
the usual amount of laughs in the reel, which is on the whole,
more amusing than the average of the series.
"All Wrong"— Fox
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Clyde Cook is in this speedy and very unnatural picture of
army life, and it provides good material for this recent addition to comedy stardom. Cook, although he uses familiar
methods, and make-up, including the much worked trick mustache, isable to get results out of even old gags, and puts over
some new ones for several big laughs. The limber comedian
makes full use of his contortionistic ability in this number, and
makes both reels hold up well by fast work all the way through.
It starts out with a company drill, and Cook, as Private
Wright, is always wrong in the maneouvers. This provides
some very funny business for a while, but is kept up
too long and finally gets monotonous. The company is put on
guard duty at the Mexican border, and Cook gets a lot of good
stuff in with the boundary line, the Mexican sentry, and a gang
of whiskey smugglers. The second reel finds Private Wright
doing secret service duty in plain clothes, and includes several
good bits in a tough bootlegging saloon. Cook has a terrible
time keeping clear of the gunmen, and finally rescues the
Captain's daughter from the villians. It
almost all good
stuff, and the piece should make a very goodis comedy
offering.
Jack Blystone directed.

1 reel travelogue

This is one of the Hudson's Bay Travel Series, and comprises a familiar study of the everyday life of the Eskimos
who inhabit the Baffin's Bay region. The picture is presented
in a novel mariner which makes even more interesting, a very
good travel reel. It is offered as the life story of one of the
tribe, who is seen telling it to the white man over a camp
fire. The customs of the people of the far north are little
known, and they are explained, and their mode of existence
pictured in a highly entertaining way through the story of this
one native's life. The picture follows him from the time he is
a baby until his marriage, and all the events in the life of the
man have been acted out by Eskimos. They are shown engaging in peculiar wrestling games, seal fishing, canoe racing,
and preparing the furs they have gathered for the Southern
market. The entire footage of this one is good stuff, bound
to be interesting to almost any audience, and the picture is an
exceptionally good offering of its type.
"No Hope For The Drys"— Chester— Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic and fish study
The first half of this Chester "Screenic" is devoted to a study
of various sea fish. The Sea Hare, Anemone, Sea Urchin, and
others are shown at close range, and some of them prove interesting specimens. A community of sea gulls is photographed, showing the mother birds and young. A flock of
pelicans offers several comical glimpses of the solemn faced
birds. The last half of the reel, and by far the best part, is
made up of some really beautiful shots of the Canadian
Rockies. Most of the scenes are on the shores of Lake Louise,
and the cameraman has chosen some admirable locations to
shoot from. The beauties of that country are brought out
better in this short bit of film, than in the average scenic. This
part has been titled, "Silver Silences," and in addition •> the
above, some very clear shots of the Victoria Glacier, bringing
out the hugeness of the ice formations are presented. This
part of the reel makes it an attractive offering, and the balance
is interesting enough to carry it over as a good filler.
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JOY FILM DISTRIBUTING

CO., INC.

PRESENTS

A Five Reel

A Cinema

Production

Play With

of Great

An Irresistible

Human Interest
Appeal

THE
WAY

FOLKS FROM
DOWN EAST
Produced By
Photodrama Motion Picture Co., Inc.
WIRE

OR

WRITE

IMMEDIATELY

JOY FILM DISTRIBUTING

TO

CO., Inc.
New York City

117 West 46th Street
Now Booking For New York
THE FOLKS FROM WAY DOWN EAST
BILLY RUGE

COMEDIES

- TOPICAL

HIS ENEMY'S DAUGHTER
JOY FILM CO., 117 W. 46th St., N. Y.
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News Reel Combine

Gish Production

Effected by Educational, Who
Release It as a "Super

Interest as to What Will Become of
the Feature Now About Half
Completed
Considerable
interest
has
been
aroused in film circles over what will
happen to the partially completed production which Lillian Gish was making as -her first feature for Frohman
Amusement
Co. which, as noted on
Friday, has passed into the hands of
receivers.
It is known that several producers
and distributors have been approached with a view to taking over the production and completing it. It is also
known that efforts have been made
to interest D. W. Griffith to take a
hand and complete it. And it is not
at all impossible that this may happen.
Albert W. Grey, general manager
of D. W. Griffith, Inc., stated that
the Griffith organization had no intention of taking over the Gish picture at the present time.
When Miss Gish left the Griffith
field to take up the contract offered
by Wm. L. Sherrill there was much
speculation as to how the venture
would develop. The contract, for
three years, called for a total of nearly $400,000. Up to the present about
$54,000 has been spent on the production, and talk in film circles is to the
effect that if Sherrill could have raised an additional $50,000 the production could have been completed.
The assets of the corporation are
given as $240,000, including a valuation on negatives of $157,000. They
also include unpaid stock subscriptions amounting to $10,000.

Price 5 Cents

Monday, January 3, 1921

Will

Earl W. Hammons of Educational
has just completed a merger of several of the newsKinweekly
ogram" organizations.
Beginning immediately the reel will
be shown as a Super Kinogram, and
will contain not only the Kinograms,
but the best of the news weekly material forwarded from Gaumont and
another weekly.
It is understood that the U. B. O.
have already contracted for the reel
for their entire list of houses, a conmoney. tract involving a very large sum of
Metro

Film

for

Rivoli

Hugo Riesenfeld has booked "Polly
With a Past," starring Ina Claire,
for the Riyoli beginning on Sunday.
It is a Metro special.

Prizma Tie-Up
Company
to Allow to"Black
White"PlansProducers
Use and
Color Process

Thomav H. Ince personally has made or been present at the making of
every one of the hundred big "punch" scenes in "Lying Lips," his second
Associated Producers' production with House Peters, Florence Vidor and
an all-stur cast.
Released January 30. — Advt.

Prizma, Inc., plans to work in conjunction with the so-called "black
and white" producers whereby the
latter will have available the Prizma
color process for the insertion of
strips of colored film in regular features where such insertions serve to
enhance the dramatic values of the

A Few of 9Em

production.
Carroll H. Dunning, vice-president
of Prizma, in speaking of the plan
stated that his company did not intend retaining for its exclusive use
Shrink
ing haven't
Who
don't
publicity,
violets. press
Almostagents.
unheardWho
of in
the want
business.
But the color process which it owns. He
stated that production plans would
they exist. Take C. E. Danforth. Ever hear of him? Not much. continue as in the past with a possibility of increased output. In this
But oh, what a big boy he is in the Loew organization. Represents Van Ambergh & Atterbury on the Loew directorate. connection he stated that Prizma had
completed two short subjects in.
Little man. In stafure. That's all. But some big. Got General which Madge Evans appears and
Motors together. i,ew more big things like that. Believes in that in all probability a regular supply of longer subjects would be mainLoew's, Inc. Until the cows come home. And then some. tained.

Dillon to Direct Barthelmess
Jack Dillon, who has just completed two pictures for Realart with
Justine Johnstone starred, will direct
Dick Barthelmess in his first starring
picture for D. W. Griffith, Inc. The
company will start work in about a
week at the Mamaroneck studios on
a story by Joseph Hergesheimer. Quiet. Unassuming. Rarely comes north of Fulton St. Loves
Nothing has been decided upon rela- the big State *Bldg. Almost as much as Marcus. And that's some.
tive to distribution.
UNASSUMING ONES AT FAMOUS

Paramount arranged with Prizma
for the insertion of a colored strip in
a new Mae MurH. D. H. Connick. Try to ^et him to talk. For publication. "The Painted Lily,"
ray-Robert Z. Leonard picturePromise
Films Free
Prizma titled "Passion" for First NaCan't be done. He's doing a lot of regular
things tional
and has arranged for the profrom business
DOWN likeTOWN.
There was a mass meeting held on the Avenue. Came in rictures
•Friday morning of exhibitors and exlogue which precedes "The Last of
changemen at the 48th St. theater to Always use Capital (letters) wren referring to Wall Street. Reg- the Mohicans" this week at the New
ular life of adventure. Big man in the Frisco fair. Remember York and Brooklyn Strands. It
complete plans for the Hoover relief fund. The F. I. L. M. Club mem- it? Pretty good piano player. In years gone by. Get him to would not prove surprising if, in the
bers promised to donate free of tell you about it. Great mathematician now. Regular Burbank. future, Prizma developed the prologue idea extensively, since it has
charge the pictures which will be
available an extensive library from
Makes
two
dollars
grow
from
one.
Ask
him
how.
Maybe
he'll
used at the special children's per- tell.
which to draw suitable material.
(Continued on Page 4)
formance on the morning of Jan. 29.
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On Broadway
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Brooklyn Strand
Broadway—
"813."— "The
Vel.XV

No. 1

Mon. Jan. 3, 1921

Capitol — "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
Criterion
— "Midsummer
Madness."
Mohicans."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Rialto — Hope
Hampton
in
"The

Copyright 1920, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. Y„
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
(15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Addr-ss
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY.
71-73 West 44th St., New
York. N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California
Editorial and Business Offices:
6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamen, Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 LongAcre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
If ontmartre.

Quotations

Last of the

Price 5 Cents

Last

Rivoli — "The Passionate
Pilgrim."
Strand — "The Last of the Mohicans."
Next Week
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — "The County Fair."
Brooklyn
Strand — Pola
Negri
in
"Passion."
Bait."
Capitol— Mary Pickford in "The Love

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
Studios will be seen from the air in the latest Christie mirth film called
"Movie Mad," released through Educational. — Advt.

Bid. Asked, bale
That
Ball
Famous Players .. 46^4
49
47l/z
• do pfd
74
75
74
More than 1200 tickets have been
*Goldwyn
4
4%
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted sold for the grand ball and festival
to be held Wednesday evening under
Loew's, Inc
15
15^
15^ the auspices of the Theater Owners
Triangle
5/16
Y&
Vs
World Film
Not quoted Chamber of Commerce.
Every one of the big producing and
distributing concerns has purchased
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. box seats. Paramount, Fox, Selznick,
Universal, Metro, Vitagraph, United
Case Dismissed
Artists, First National, Realart, have
(By wire to WID'S DAILY)
all purchased two boxes. Every
St. Louis — On appeal of his case prominent player in the East has
for crowding the aisles of the Fox bought one or more tickets. A party
Liberty theater during the showing of 35 from Chicago, another of 51
of "The Texan," Manager Walter *D. from Boston and Connecticut points,
Shafer was acquitted without being and 28 from Philadelphia have been
called to testify.
arranged and will be in attendance.

Convention Put Off
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Richmond, Va. — The convention of
the
Exhibitors'
which Virginia
was scheduled
to be League,
held in
Washington on Jan. 12 and 13, has
been postponed until Jan. 26 and 27
in order to hold a joint meeting with
the exhibitor leagues of Maryland and
the District of Columbia.
'Changes Combine in Denver
Denver, Col. — Merit Film Co. here
has purchased Quality Pictures Corp.
Merit purchased the Mid-West Greater Features Co. in November. The
three have been combined under the
firm name of Merit Film Co., with
Max Schwartz as general manager.

McGrath Joins Stoll
$6,000 for Charity
Bebe Daniels in Texas
William
J. McGrath, for the past
"Love" tag day in New York has
Dallas
— Bebe Daniels is spending
resulted in the raising of $6,000 it was two years assistant publicity and adthe
holidays
here. Upon her return
vertising
director
at
Vitagraph,
has
learned on Friday, when the final returns were completed. The stunt resigned to join the publicity staff of to the Realart studios she will start
which is being worked all over the Stoll Film. James Englander, who work on an adaptation of a Saturday Evening Post story by Nina Wilcountry in connection with the Louise has been his assistant at Vitagraph,
cox Putnam.
will
go
with
him
to
Stoll.
Glaum picture "Love," was conducted
with the co-operation of the Chorus
Girls' Equity. The girls tagged passers-by all over town and in that way
raised the money which was then
We Place Insurance for
contributed to the New York American Christmas fund.
new amsterdam:studios,
INC.

New Unit in Chicago
Chicago — Blackstone Pictures, Inc.,
has been organized.
Morris Kline is
president and R. H. Hadfield manager
of the corporation.

Criterion— "The Inside of the Cup"
(tentative attraction).
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Rialto — Thomas
Meighan
in -"The
Frontier of the Stars."
" Claire in "Polly With a
Rivoli
— t.Ina
Nigh
in "The
Strand — Lionel Barrymore
Great Advenutre."
Two Tourneur Films on B'way
Maurice Tournuer is represented
by two pictures on Broadway this
"
week.
is "The Bait," featuring
st.One
HopePa Hampton, which is playing at
the Rialto, and the other Tourneur's
first for Associated Producers, "The
Last of the Mohicans." This is playing at the Strand.

If a large proportion of the
American public fail to
save money — the
RITCHEY POSTER
is at least partly to blame.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31 st St, NY. Phone Chelsea[8388

"THE

(Watch th"., Space for Others)

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE
Don't wait with your insurance problems. To-morrow
late. Years of experience in the theatrical and motion
has enabled us to handle your problem with intelligence,
economy.
May we prove to you how we can serve you

Reuben
,CXmuels
I VEAL
JJNCJ
ERVICE m%
m

Insurance
Phone

John

'

54H9

SO Maiden.

- 5426

- 3487 ■

Laws

may be too
picture field
dispatch and
better?
Your

^igipr
SatfmuGUbCeltj?
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Foreign Deal

Using 1,500 Prints

The motion picture committee of
he European Relief Council, of
vhich Herbert Hoover is the leading
ipirit, has arranged for the national
listribution of 1,500 prints of the
ipecial short reel subject, "The Invisible Guest," which is being offered
o exhibitors free of charge, in order
:o further the drive for $2,500,000
vhich the industry has pledged itself
o raise.
The plan as worked out includes
10 exchanges of 12 national distributing organizations. The following is
he list of the companies and the cities
rom which they well feed their teritories :
Famous Players — New York, Des
Moines and Atlanta.
First National — Chicago, Minneapolis and New Orleans.
Fox — Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
Goldwyn — Detroit and Omaha.
Metro — St. Louis and Washington, D. C.
Pathe — Pittsburgh, San Francisco
and Portland, Ore.
Realart — Cleveland and Seattle.
Robertson-Cole — Albany, Kansas
City and Milwaukee.
Select — Boston, Charlotte, N. C.
and New Haven.
United Artists — Denver and Philadelphia.
Universal — Los Angeles and Oklahoma City.
Vitagraph — Buffalo, Dallas and
Salt Lake City.

Broadwell Productions, Inc., producers of the Nick Carter series announces the signing of contracts with
the Apollo Trading Corp., for the entire world, exclusive of the United
States and Canada , which territory is
controlled by Pioneer.
The deal was handled on behalf of
Broadwell by George Callaghan, and
by "Bobby" North an behalf of
Apollo.
/
Stevenson Gets "The County Fair"
Charles L. Stevenson has just
closed a deal securing "The County
Fair" for Canada. Stevenson handled
"The Whip," "Mickey" and other big
specials in Canada. His record on
"Mickey" was one of the sensations
of Canadian picture business.

J. L. Frothingham
ANNOUNCES

Four Specials directed by

EDWARD

Levey Showing on Jan. 12
Harry Levey has secured the
Strand for the morning of the 12th,
at which time he will give a special
showing of "The Porcelain Lamp," a
feature dealing with the evolution of
travel.
Universal has been designed to act
in case of emergencies out of the following points: Butte, Spokane,
Wichita, Sioux Falls, Fort Smith,
Ark. and Memphis.
Locally, Famous Players will distribute the Hoover film. Fifty seven
prints
have
been assigned to this territory.

ttTPHE* greatest legitimate
dramatic
*
the screen has ever seen. "

FOR 1 92 1

SLOMAN

Photographed by Tony Gaudio
The first of which is from Norah Davis'
novel

"The Other Woman"

production

With an all-star cast including

— Arthur James in an unsolicited editorial in the Moving Picture World

"in story, direction and acting the nearest to a perfect
production the screen has ever held" — Evening Telegram.

Jane Novak

Helen Jerome Eddy

Joseph J. Dowling

"The photoplay of the future".

William A. Johnston in an unsolicited
editorial in the Motion Picture News.

Jerome Patrick

William Conklin

Frankie Lee

Jesse L. Lasky presents

WILLIAM

DEMILLE'S

Aggie Herring

production

"MIDSUMMER

MADNESS"

with Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Jack Holt and Conrad Nagel

From the novel "His Friend and His Wife," by Cosmo Hamilton
Scenario by Olga Printzlau

DISTRIBUTED

W. W. HODKINSON

(2 (paramount Qieture
:'|Hfii:
FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKYCECILCORPORATION1,
•\5S^M3
ADO'*>>*IWWI*»J16SKLtASKY:-,«vPn«
B.OEMUlEftiw»««iw™/
Ir^T^fTl

|' '

Best Equipped Exchange in New York City
offers distribution facilities, office and vault space.
100 per cent, distribution guaranteed.
Address B-7 c/o WID'S

BY

CORP.

J. L. FROTHINGHAM
PRODUCTIONS
4341

Melrose Avenue,

Hollywood, Cal.

*

DAILY
Tarshis a Proud Father
Arthur Tarshis of Pioneer became
a proud father on Thursday afternoon. Says it's the first of a serial.

STENOGRAPHER
Three years* experience; high
school graduate. Thoroughly familiar with details of the motion picture industry.
M. FEINSONG,
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Sohm

A Few of 'Em
there's Lee Counselman of. Famous.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Then
Big, heroic
Once upon a time rode bicyles. Professh. Speedster.
went into motors. Then cash registers. Out at Dayton.
into Famous. ,Rather hunt than fish. Rather fish than
Outdoor man.
ANOTHER
OF THE MODEST

Monte W. Sohm, for the past feyears editor of Motor Life, an Assc
type. ciated Blue Book publication, su<
Then ceeds Lesley Mason as editor of th
Then Exhibitors' Trade Review. Befor
work. joining Motor Life Sohm was cor
nected with a number of Washingto
newspapers. He was at one time wit
print. the Sigmund Lubin Company in Phi
adelphia.

Is Joe Godsol. Of Goldwyn. Never see his name in
Tel. Audubon 1960
510 W. 144th St.
Rarely will. Doesn't like it. Big fisted. Big hearted. Regular
fellow. Learning the picture business fast. Got into it making
an investment. Likes it. All buried in figures and plans. No
AT YOUR SERVICE
nnniTrnC
time to talk. Never wants to be quoted. Hard man to keep
DAY AND NIGHT
PRINTLRb
down. You'll hear from him. Loves racing. Got a flock of
INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS -FOLDERS
money made in lots of things. Including pearls and motors.
- BROADSIDES
HOUSE ORGANS
«
STRANGER THAN FICTION
"
SON CO.
THE REFFES - SAND
- NEW YORK CITY
314 EAST 34th STREET
You bet that's right. Ask Gustavus R. Rogers. GR and
Murray
Hill
6S62-6563
Telephone
brother Saul handle Bill Fox's legal affairs, y'know. GR dropped into see "Way Down East" the other night. Picked up the
program.
Saw a note under the foreword. About mock marCAMERAMAN
riages. Where Robert Edgar long cited as one case that of
For all occasions— At all hours- H. vs. H. in Vol 18 of Abbott's Digest of Court Cases in New
York. Happened back in 1904. GR was the attorney. He won
Complete outfit — Reasonable rates.
out. Flash from the past. You know the old line? About truth
HUDSON FILM CORP.
New York City being stranger than fiction. GR's all sold on it now.
130 West 46th St.
BEHIND THE SCENES

OS-MATS
SlEftE
ELECTROS
I.RUBIN& COMPANY
23te.f4thST.

SPRING

8303

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
CINEMASOCIETY
UNITED

TOGRAPHERS

Suite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

Lot of detail running three theaters. On Broadway or anywhere. Ask Hugo Riesenfeld. Has to keep a regular schedule.
To eat. To sleep. And all that so he'll no where he's at. They
tell a story about Harry Buxbaum — You know "Bux"? "Local
manager for Famous Players. And Riesenfeld. "Bux" called
on Hugo. Before "Midsummer Madness" went in the Criterion.
All ready to start a fuss. Because Hugo hadn't advertised.
Harry caught Hugo looking at the picture. In the projection
room. Hugo stopped the showing. Took "Bux" to the advertising department. Showed him what's what. Hugo skipped
again. "Bux" followed. Hugo taking bath. "Bux" hanging
around. Hugo steps into dress suit. Hops down stairs. In
time to lead orchestra through the overture. All in about 12
min.'tes.
"Bux" says it was a great exhibition.
Of pep.
WHAT'S EVE UNSELL DOING?
Lot of typewriters clicking. Lot of office space. Lot of
people. Right
street
Unsell's new
quarters.
. Eve down
is thethelady
whofrom
wasWID'S.
selected Eve
to organize
the
scenario department in England. For Famous Players. Talks
about a new idea in story preparation. All smiles. Looks wise.
Says, "wait a few days." Whassit all about, anyway ?
SYMPATHY
FOR
SHERRILL

'In the
Jhadow
of the
Domex
i»fcw

fr

§M
ScSm

A

*&&*«&$&?&

1

1W?
m

SKH3S

DAVID
G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

Succeeds Mason

"Pop" Sherrill gave up the fight. Just couldn't finance.
That's all. But it's enough. So the Lillian Gish feature goes —
Where? Not an astronomer. Can't read stars. Or producers.
But this is sure : "Bill" Sherrill's getting a lot of sympathy.
They say it's tough 'Tis. But that's the way it goes. Now
"Bill" must start all over. Good time to do it. Fresh slate.
New Year. All that sort of thing. Griff may finish the production. Just possible. "Jerry" Storm may start his own company.
Sooner than he expected. That's the way it goes.
THE
COMING
YEAR
Holds a lot. Many changes coming. In the wind. Nothing to stop 'em. This business constantly changing. Has to.
One big one clue any minute. Two big men involved. Others
sure to take place. Watch California in the next few months.
Some big deals going to be pulled. Can't be stopped. Certain
big changes. Can't be helped. Evolution. Necessary. Old
Father Time hasn't a stepchild in this business. You go fast
or you go quick.
DANNY.

DIRECTOR
OF

THE

TRADE

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE
EDMONDS
&
56 Pine St.,

BOUTON,
INC.
1645 La Brea Ave

New York City.

Hollywood, «""-

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

904

ARTISTS

AND

ART

561

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 675
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 561
AUGUST
245

West 47th

SCHOMBURG
Art Titles
St.
New

Yor

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. IN(
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 862

FILM

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right—
& Import
— Film
729 7th Export
Ave.
Bryant
9444 Cl'r'n

FILM

SERVICE

FILM
SERVICE
BUREAU
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 5600-1046
Titles of all Languages made and inserted

INDEPENDENT

PICTURES

COMMONWEALTH
FILM
CORP.
Sam Zierler, President
729-7th Ave.
New Yor

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi. 3443-:
FILM
DEVELOPING
CORP.
Quality with Service 216 Weehawken S
West Hoboken, N. J.
Union 4800-1-2
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIE
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 376
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIE!
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee 22

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 94
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 207

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71S
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Mora. 4085

STUDIO

EQUIPMENT

CINEMA STUDIO SUPPLY CO., INC.
Renting
Electric Equipment
Holly.Holly.
819 15}
1442 Gower St.
Phones
Res.
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With "Griff" Again?
Marsh
May
Appear
in the

Going Strong

Mae

"Way Down East" Does $5,327.75 on
New Year's Eve— $21,373.50 for
Week Ending Saturday

Next Picture for D. W.— Made
Two for Robertson-Cole
Mae Marsh may appear in the next
production to be made by D. W.
Griffith. Albert L. Grey, Mr. Griffith's general manager, admitted yesterday that there was some talk of
this, but that nothing definite had
been decided upon.
At the same time Mr. Grey denied
thatGriffith
Miss xMarsh
wouldandre.u'rn
the
management
make toa

"Way Down East" grossed $5,327.75 in two performances on New
Year's Eve at the 44th St. theater.
The gross business for the week ending on Saturday, the 19th of the pic373.50. ture's run on Broadway, was $21,For the same period the
playing at the Woods theater
cago did a gross business of
]n Pittsburgh at the Sam S.
theater it did a total business
346.

Price 5 Cents
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picture,
in Chi$22,347.
Shubert
of $21,-

series for "D. W. Griffith, Inc." under the asme arrangement the producer has with Dorothy Gish. The
report emanated from the coast.
It was learned yesterday that Miss
Marsh who was originally scheduled
to make four a year for RobertsonCole would in all probability only appear in two pictures for that company. One of these, "The Little
'Fraid Lady,"
has been released and
the second is finished but not titled.
The Robertson-Cole offices did not
care to make any comment yester- !
day on the report.

Back from Coast
John Emerson, Anita Loos and
James Creelman have arrived in
New York from the coast where
they saw the Emerson-Loos special,
"Wife Insurance" placed in production.
Almost a New Record
"The Last of the Mohicans" business on Sunday fell a few dollars
short of the Strand record which is
held by "Kismet." The crowds at
the theater were very large.
Jesse Lasky Here
Jesse
L.
everybody's
calculations Lasky
at the upset
Paramount
offices
by arriving in New York from the
coast on Saturday instead of yesterday as planned originally.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — Mae Marsh is quoted
locally as stating that she has formed
her own producing company and that
With three thousand miles of ocean between her and the man to whom she has already secured a vehicle for
she had promised her hand, Nance Abbott finds, in the Canadian North- her first story. Production will probwest, the man she realizes she will always love. A dramatic moment in
ably be in the East.
Miss Marsh's name and that of D.
"Lying Lips," Thomas H. Ince's second Associated Producers' production, in which Mr. Ince himself directed the big scenes. House Peters and W. Griffith are being linked together
Florence Vidor are the featured mem bers of the cast. — Advt.
in connection with future productions. Nothing definite can be learned here, however.

Sunday Showings for Pathe Film
Beginning on Sunday, Pathe will
give a series of Sunday exhibitions
Big Business
Extreme Levels of F. P. Common —
at the Apollo theater of a handClosed at 4.7^— Loew, 36 to W/2
Despite
spring-like
weathcolored feature called "Behold the
er in NewtheYork
on Sunday,
Famous
Players-Lasky
common
Man" a story dealing with the life
Broadway theaters did the best
of Christ. • The picture it is under- stock, in the year just closed, regisbusiness they have experienced
tered a high mark of 95 and a low
stood, was made in Europe.
in some weeks past.
level of 40. The high mark was
At 8:30 on Sunday night
reached on Jan. 5 and the low level
there were crowds waiting to
on Dec. 20. The closing price on
buy tickets at all the BroadFriday, the last business day of the
A dinner was tendered at the
past year, was 47/. In the 12-month
houses, including
Loew's
New wayYork,
where Douglas
Hotel Astor last night to the edi- period a total number of 508,200
shares
changed
hands.
Fairbanks
in
"The
Mark
of
tors of the trade press by those inZorro"
was
playing
to
a
second
The
securities
listed
on
the
New
4
7/
terested in the Big Five.
run on Broadway.- .The Strand
York Stock Exchange are Eastman
had the biggest line waiting.
A widespread advertising cam- Kodak, Famous Players and Loci, s,
12%
paign regarding the plans of this Inc. Fluctuations of these issues during the year were as follows:
company has been waged in the past
153/8
14/
Close
few weeks.
Low12/
Date
High
Date
1920
1920
Sales
Among those who were present
Dec. 20
40
Famous
Players
95
Tan.
5
508,200
besides the trade paper editors were
Dec. 20
69
74
83.262
do pf'd
C. L. Yearsley, Earl J. Hudson and
91 y& Apr. 16
803,286
Dec.
22
Loew's,
Inc.
...
36
Apr.
12
Horace Judge of Associated First
223
(95
Aug. 12
Loew's, Inc. rts. 12-/ Aug. 12
National.
497
Eastman Kodak 555
Aug. 25
Dec. 23
1,400

From 95 to 40

The Big Five

Visitors
E. R. Rogers, and Frank Dowler
of the Signal Amusement Co. Chattanooga, are in New York in connection with their new $1,000,000
Capitol theater in Chattanooga. The
house opens in about a month. They
are Associated Exhibitor franchise
holders.
E. C. Bostick of the Saxe theatrical enterprises of Milwaukee, also an
Associated Exhibitor member is visiting, too,
J. F. Cubberley, First National
manager at Minneapolis is here for
a few days.

"Fifst

Born"

for Strand
"The First Born," the first of Ses-1
sue Hayakawa's
specials under his
new Robertson-Cole
contract,
will
play the Strand the last week of this
month.
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B. B. Hampton and Pictorial Review
for Better Pictures — Circularizing
English Speaking Lands
Benjamin B. Hampton, who is at
present producing features for Pathe
and Hodkinson distribution, has perfected a tie-up with the Pictorial Review which is said to be one of the
most important ever, arranged in the
business.
Hampton in the February issue of
the publication, out Jan. 14, has an
article titled "Too Much Sex Stuff
in the Movies," which is designed to
be the opening shot in a campaign for
better pictures. Hampton will write
a series of articles and in this connection Pictorial Review is launching a tremendous exploitation campaign in English speaking lands.
One hundred thousand cards are
being mailed to clergymen in the U.
'S., Canada and Australia enlisting
their aid in the move; 21,000 cards
of a different nature are being mailed
to exhibitors in the U. S„ Great Britain, Canada and Australia; those in
the professional and business end of
the industry to the number of 15,000
are included in another series, as are
50,000 club women scattered in this
country and all English speaking sections of the world. The support of
50,000 school teachers is likewise being sought in this connection.
These communications are not being sent broadcast by the Hampton
organization but emanate from the
office of Arthur T. Vance, editor of
the Pictorial Review. The publication has set aside a fund of $75,000
to advertise the first of the Hampton articles. Thirty thousand posters in two colors are to be supplied
to the newsstands.
The field force of the magazine will
be instructed to secure endorsements
from prominent people for the Hampton movement. In his articles Hampton will point out that the cure for
poor pictures rests with the public.
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Special Showing at Rivoli
Hugo Riesenfeld will give a private showing of pictures taken in
East Africa and Uganda by the
Vandenbergh-Parainount Expedition
at the Rivoli Thursday morning. Dr.
Vandenbergh will tell the story of
his expedition.
The first public showing will be at
the Rivoli on Sunday, when the first
of
a series of four parts will be presented.
Discuss Hoover Fund
A meeting relative to the Hoover
relief fund was held in the rooms of
the National
Association
yesterday
morning.

Every particle of advertising force that can b<:
put into a poster is put
into the RITCHEY poster. That is why it always has a positive boxoffice value!

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP,

406 W. 31 st St ,N Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

"The

Now It's Official
Goldwyn officially announced yesterday the signing of Rita Weiman,
Katherine Newlin Burt and Alice
Duer Miller to write original stories
for
WID'S
statedtheso screen.
a few weeks
ago. DAILY
New Film for Criterion
"Midsummer Madness," is now on
fifth and final week at the Criterion.
As
Inside of the Cup,"
A'ill noted,
replace "The
it.

Ojvictoi? kremer

Accord in Universal Serial
Art

Acc'ord, Universal stated yesterday is to star in a new serial. Accord, according to announcements
made
by Special Pictures, was to
tar in a series of two reel westerns.

Leads to Your Box

Windi

ng

Trail"

Smith Back; Reports Sales
. Joe Brandt Back
Office
Joe Brandt of the C. B. X. Film
Wm. G. Smith of the Fidelity PicSales Corp. returned to New York
tures Co. has just returned from a
AT YOUR SERVICE
tour of the West and Middle West,
yesterday from a tour of the country
DAY AND NIGHT
in the interest of "Isobel." He rewhere he sold "The Fighting KenINSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
ports the sale of the picture for all
tuckians" to the Merit Film Co., W.
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES
territories with the exception of one
I. Film Service, Indianapolis; Securspot in the South. He stated that
ity Pictures, Illinois; C. O. Brokaw
THE REFFES - SANDSON CO.
business generally speaking was good
Merit Film Co., Detroit, and Ludwig
314 EAST 34th STREET
- NEW YORK CITY
, and that he found exhibitors more
Film Co., Minneapolis.
Telephone
Murray
Hill
6562-6563
concerned with mapping out their
Fidelity Pictures have secured a
bookings for 1921 than with concern
Beecroft Back
series of 8 two-reel comedies featurover any slump in receipts.
ing Jimmy Butts Thompson, which
Chester Beecroft, exporter and imwill be handled on the state right
porter of pictures, is the latest film
market.
man to return from a buying trip in
CAMERAMAN
Europe. He has secured 40 European
Hutchinson Here
FOR
SALE
For all occasions — At all hours— j
pictures, gathered in Italy, Germany,
Charles
Hutchinson,
Pathe serial France, Norway and Sweden, and all
Complete outfit — Reasonable rates.
Spectacular
Six
Reel
Negative,
a
forstar, now recovered from the injur- of them made since the war.
HUDSON FILM CORP.
mer
First
National
Release
—
Cheap.
ies received in a fall recently 'is in
He
has
as
yet
made
no
arrange130
West
46th St.
New York Cit:
town.
H. A. SPANUTH
ments for the release pf the pictures
Chicago, 111.
which he has purchased for this 220 S. State St.,
country.
Destenay Vice-President
Louis Destenay is now vice-president and general manager of the
Gevaert Co. of America, distributors
FOR SALE!
CASH ONLY!
of the Gevaert raw stock which is
manufactured in Belgium. Mr. DesNegative and world's rights to
tenay is enthusiastic over the future
STATE RIGHT BUYERS
of his product in this country.
We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
or
reel subjects.
— the rise and fall of a crooked Mayor.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Hop Dens — Gambling Houses — Underworld resorts
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
—Police Intrigue— MYSTERY.
A wonderful opportunity for special exploitation.
Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.

PRINTERS

ATTENTION

"THE MYSTERIES OF CHINATOWN"
" THE INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT "

Need

some

quick

cash.

SIX
REELS ~
Uuless you have
become interested.

ready

money ■ don't

Los Angeles, Cal.
T. E. Hancock
John J. Hayes

Apply to Box B-10, Wid's Daily
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Newspaper Opinions
Bunty Pulls the Strings"— Goldwyn
Capitol

JOURNAL— In fact, it is one of the best
newspaper features ever produced. * * *
MAIL — The picture suffers somewhat from
a lack of facile action and depends too largely upon its subtitles to tell its story, but is
interesting nevertheless.
GLOBE — It has one remarkable feature.
The newspaper scenes are real.
SUN — It is a story of love and big business, a combination that makes a romantic
drama of more than usual quality.
Daily News, Tribune, Telegram, Post and
Evening World made no comment.

HERALD — Reginald Barker has convertd Graham Moffat's stage success to the films
1 a commendable fashion. * * *
WORLD — There is beauty in the picturtation. * * *
TELEGRAM — It is a picture blessed with
n unusually large number of qualities to
ecommend it to the public — humor, atmophere, novelty, pathos and suspense.
•
POST—*
* * Mr. Barker has contributed
picture of charm and gentle distinction "The Last of the Mohicans"— A. P.
;om a play that had both.
Strand
'lm,
GLOBED
— "Bunty"
a drollquaint
little
TIMES — Mr. Tourneur has made an exand Leatrice
joy is
putsreally
a specially
traordinary picture seriously marred in one
umor into the title role. The entire story,
particular.
oweverhave
— action,
'and atmosphere
—
light
been authors
tucked much
more snugly
HERALD — "Last of Mohicans" is thrillito three reels than five.
ing story as told in movie'.
WORLD — It must have cost a small forSUN — * * * Reginald Barker has achieved
omething in the way of an intimate picture
tune to put J. Fenimore Cooper's book into
the films. Hundreds of Indians and sol* *
Goldwyn. *Times,
orAmerican,
Daily News, Tribune,
diers and horses, and dozens of "sets" are
ournal, Mail and Evening World made no employed, and throughout there is the evidence of expert direction.
orament.
DAILY NEWS— One comes away from
the Strand with the memory of beautiful pictures— photography combining imagination
'The Passionate
Pilgrim— F. P. L. and beauty
of lighting, posture and grouping,
Rivoli
to the intense satisfaction of the spectator.
AMERICAN— Altogether, "The Passion- So far as picturization goes, "The Last of
ite Pilgrim" proved to be one of those rare the Mohicans" is a work of art.
TRIBUNE—* * * There are some perilms that enlist not only the sympathies but
he interest.
It seemed to be true to life.
fectly hair-rising fights. * * *
MAIL — At all too rare intervals, certainly
TIMES — Mr. Vignola's treatment of this
than once or twice a year, a piclart of the story is cinematographically good. not more
ture is flashed on the screen for which the
Particularly his use of the cut-back, though
iimple and obvious, is effective. The settings only just appellation is "Perfect." Such a
tre excelent.
masterpiece is Maurice Tourneur's magnificent screening of "The Last of the MohicHERALD — The intricacies of the story
ans." At the outset of the new year Tourlave been well handled by George Du Bois
production is a challenge to directors
Proctor, scenario writer, and it holds the of any neur's
company. It will be difficult to equal,
nterest with an exceptionally plausible de- practically impossible to surpass. The phovelopment.
tography is perfect, the continuity unimpeachable, the playing flawless, the locations
WORLD — A mixture of love and big busi
less, through which Robert G. Vignola, as magnificent, the direction unsurpassed. The
lirector, has woven a gripping thread of in- picture is one which a Griffith could not improve upon.
erest, thisin photoplay
ranks with th*e finest
iresented
recent weeks.
(Continued on Page 4)

Wants Katherine MacDonald
Productions Every Week
Exhibitor
Says
Name
Fills Theatre
Every
Time
What They Think of Other
First National Stars and
Pictures

PASSION'S

PLAYGROUND

"A great picture. We would like to get KatheritiTMacDonald
every week, as she gets the business
when you put her name in
front of the theatre. The ysay here that she is the greatest star in
world. — William G. Atkinson, Star Theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
IN SEARCH

OF A SINNER

"This picture broke box office records here. Connie pleased my
patrons.
Book this one if you want to stand them up." —
Paul L. Turgeon, Rex Theatre, Green River, Wyo.
THE FAMILY HONOR
"King Vidor's production is a good, interesting program picture."
W. H. Creal, Suburban Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
THE

BRANDED

WOMAN

"A 100% entertainment. Very good business." Boost it strong
Beatrice,
Neb.
as it will satisfy practically all."— George O. Monroe, Gilbert
Theatre,
45 MrNUTES

FROM

BROADWAY

"Played this picture to increased admission during poor weather,
and we did extra business on it. It's a good, clean picture that will
Minn.
take everywhere."— C. E. Power, Power's Theatre, North Branch,

DON'T

The words

EVER

MARRY

"Blow up this Marshall Neilan production. Big business.
Everyone pleased with it." — John Steichein, Aurora Theatre, White
Lake, S. D.

"EASTMAN"
and

"KODAK"

IN SEARCH

OF A SINNER

"A happy version of a clever story. Constance Talmadge is
there and gets the laughs. They all said
they liked it, and some came
back for a second time. We're glad she is going to be with us for
four years more."— H. P. Thompson, Liberty, Theatre, Pardeeville,
Wis.
THE RIVER'S END
"Pleased 100 per cent. Good puller, and good enough for some
to see it a second time." — Will F. Taddiken, Elite Theatre, Morganville, Kans.

are stenciled in the film
margin so that all Eastman Film may be instantly identified.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

First National Attractions

N. Y.

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere
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'In the ihadow
of k <hf Dome

Nothing on the Shelf—

SCARDON

PAUL

Has directed Forty-two Features
All Released and Proven
Box Office Successes

A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

To Be Released

G HUSBAND"
"HER UNWILLIN
With BLANCHE SWEET
and

With

"THE BROKEN

BARRISCALE

BESSIE

Address.
HOTEL

DIRECTORY

GATE"

OF

THE

TRADE

A RELIABLE
GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

:

ACCOUNTANTS

HOLLYWOOD

EDMONDS
&
56 Pine St.,

BOUTON,
INC.
1645 La Brea Ave.,

New York City.

Hollywood, r-'

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY

French and Spanish
PLAYS-NOVELS
For

Stage or Screen

OSCAR OSSO
Sole Agent
for French and Spanish
Authors

1457

Broadway, N. Y. City
Tel. Bryant 2305

CONTINUITY

that COUNTS

Paul Schof ield

Wherein "Uncle Peter" effectively demonstrated that poker is not necessarily a young man's game. An amusing comedy situation in "The Spenders," a Benjamin B. Hampton production made from Harry Leon Wilson's novel. A Hodkinson release. — Advt.

In the Courts
The Selznick Studios, Inc., has sued
Fleischman Bros, in the Supreme
Court through Konta, Kirchwey,
Franc & Michael for $28,000. The
cause of the suit is. not stated.
The . Estee Studios and Laboratories, Inc., have sued the International
Film Service for $5,000 rent due up
to Sept. 1 at $2,500 a month.
Supreme Court Justice McCook has
dismissed the suit of the Educational
Films against Globe Indemnity Company to recover $3,574 for breach of
a contract by the Lincoln & Parker
Co., for which the Globe acted as
surety. The defendant contended
that the plaintiff failed to give proper
notice that the Lincoln & Parker Co.
had defaulted on the contract.
On an assigne dclaim of the Frohman Amusement Corp. suit has been

Newspaper Opinions

ARTISTS

AND

ART

561i

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6791

(Continued from Page 3)
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
TELEGRAM—* * * Done with extraordinary skill.
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 561:
POST — The director has lopped away
AUGUST
SCHOMBURG
everything but the sensational, and the sum
Art Titles
of that is nothing but a melodrama of the
245
West
47th
St.
New Yorl
Colonial wars. * * * He has staged some
scents of rare, even breathless beauty, picENGRAVERS
tures that have the quality of the best of
that old English wall paper depicting syl- THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
van contentment and the' like, pictures that
are sometimes suggestive of Claude de Lor- 225 W. 39th St.
rain,
New York
Bryant 862

SUN — * * * This French producer has set
a fashion that American directors might well
follow, especially with his beautifully photographed outdoor scenes, which make nature
almost as grand as Cooper described it.
American, Journal, Globe and Evening
World made no comment.

Rialto
"The

Bait"— F. P.-L.

WORLD — Purely as an interesting cinema play, "The
Tourneur's
other
production
at the liait,"
Rialto,Mr.
surpassed
the larger
and more expensive one.
TRIBUNE — It is principally because of
Miss Hampton that we liked the picture. *
We fancy that Miss Hampton could do marvelous things with a polite comedy. She
has undoubted talent and charm and, best
of all, sincerity. Somehow we fancy that
she would need very little directing.
TELEGRAM— Like the original, the phothrills.
* Theretois make
enougha
action toplay
inhas many
this live
reel* *picture
week-size serial.
this
SUN — There
is plentv of action
five reel picture.
Daily
News,
American. Times. Herald,
and Evening
Journal, Mail. Post, Globe
World made no comment.

filed
in the Supreme'
the
Commonwealth
Film Court
Corp. by
agaimst
J. Frank Brockliss, Inc. It is alleged
that the defendant bought the world
Adaptations *• : Editing
rights exceptnig the U. S-, Canada
and Alaska for "The Invisible Ray,"
CURRENT RELEASES:
a serial, which was completed May
•"Rose
of
Nome"— Fox
(West 16 last, and the defendant agreed to
Coast)
pay 70% of the gross and to pay at
least $45,000 in six months, but up
* "Smilin*
ler All the Way"— David But- to date has paid only $32,500.
"Girls Don't Gamble"— David ButWilliam Faversham has filed an anler
swer in the Supreme Court to a suit
New Unit in Spokane
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— All- by Joseph P. Bickerton, Jr., a lawStar
yer, to recover under an alleged conSpokane, Wash.— Incorporation papers have been filed here by O. D.
tract by which he was to get 10%
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
oi sums received by the actor. The Woodward, a theater manager, and
IN PRODUCTION:
answer alleges that on Feb. 27 last a group of associates for the organ"The Quarry" — Meighan — Famous aversham employed Bickerton to help
ization of the Woodward Enterprises,
Players
negotiate a film contract with Lewis Inc., capitalized at $1,000,000 to engage in the motion picture business.
HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
J.
Selznick
It was announced the company
advise
him and
thatthathe the
wasplaintiff
actingdidn't
also
Hollywood, Calif.
would take over the Enwood M. P.
for Selznick.
Co. of Denver and the General Film
Kansas City, Mo. — E. W. McAvoy Co. of Portland and has rented a stuCREATIVE
CONTINUITY
has been appointed manager of the
tures!dio here for the production of picFox exchange.

Free Lance

904

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

FILM

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right
— Export
& Import
729 7th
Ave.
Bryant— Film
9444 Cl'r'm

FILM
FILM

SERVICE

SERVICE

BUREAU

130
W. of46th
Bryant
Titles
all St.
Languages made
and5600-1046'
inserted

INDEPENDENT

PICTURES

COMMONWEALTH
FILM
CORP.
Sam Zierler, President
729-7th Ave.
New Yori

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi. 3443FILM
DEVELOPING
CORP.
Quality with Service 216 Weehawken
S
West Hoboken, N. J.
Union 4800-1-2
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIE;
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 376
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES
Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N.'Kessel
J.
Fort Lee 22

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 94
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 207

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem
711
Studio— J61 W. 125th
Mom
4QR*

STUDIO

EQUIPMENT

CINEMA STUDIO SUPPLY
CO., INC
Renting
Electric Equipment
Holly.
819 153
1442 Gower
St.
Phones
Res. Holly.
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Receiver Named
For Wark Producing Corp., a Griffith Subsidiary — Company Made
"Intolerance"
A petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against the Wark Producing
Corp. with headquarters at 1476
Broadway. The creditors named in
the petition are the D. W. G. Corp.,
$10,000; Harry Wolfe, $4,000, and S.
Meyer, $400.
It is alleged that the liabilities of
the company are $300,000 and the assets, consisting of cash and rights to
films, $100,000. It is claimed that
the company was formed for the purpose of producing and exploiting "Intolerance," which was personally directed by David W. Griffith, and that
on or about Dec. 28, 1915, the company borrowed money from various
individuals and that certificates of
indebtedness were issued covering
these loans to the extent of $300,000,
of which it is said 55 per cent, has
been paid off. The balance, $135,000,
it is claimed became due on Jan. 1,
1921, and that the company is financially unable to meet its obligations.
It is for this reason and because it
■ is thought the receiver will manage
, the affairs of the company so as to
meet its obligations that the petition
was filed. The receiver named by
Judge Knox is Walter N; Seligsberg
of Seligsberg, Lewis and Strouse.
Albert L. Grey of the Griffith offices when asked for a statement yesterday said he had no comment to
make. Mr. Seligsberg, the receiver,
stated that he expected to meet the
full demands of the creditors and
that he hoped to have matters
straightened out in about ten days.

Pola
Negri to F.P.-L.
To Receive $250,000 a Year for Three
Years — Will Make Six a Year —
Record for European Actress
(Special

WID'S

DAILY)

Due On Monday

A tremendous drama of life and love is Thomas H. Ince's second Associated Producers' production, "Lying Lips," nationally released Jan. 30.
House Peters and Florence Vidor (above) are the featured members of a
cast which includes Joseph Kilgour and a dozen other capable players.
Mr. Ince himself directed the scores of big scenes in this production.— Adv.

The "Big Five"

Proves
to Be Just a Very Clever
Publicity Stunt for First Nat'l
The "Big 5" secret is out.
Reichenbach Handling Dean Film
The "Big 5" is not a new distributing organization. Neither is it a
Harry Reichenbach
has been enproducing
organization.
It
gaged by Universal
to handle spe- new
hasn't any room for directors, sales
cial exploitation for Priscilla Dean's managers
or office help of any kind.
new picture, "Outside the Law."
(Continued
on Page
3)

386,311 Paid Admissions
In an advertisement in local
morning papers, it was stated that
386,311 persons paid their way into
to see "Over the Hill" since its
Broadway run opened. ' The picture
is now playing its 16th week on
Broadway.

to

The Hague,
Holland— The Kunst
Amusement reprints an article which
appeared in the Berliner Zeitung, am
Mittag, regarding the signing of Pola
Negri by Famous Players.
The article states that Pola Negri
the
famouswith
starBen
of "Passion,"
contract
Blumenthalhasanda
Samuel Rachman on behalf of
Famous Players for three years. The
terms of the contract call for a payment of $250,000 a year to the star,
or 18,750,000 marks a year, the greatest sum ever paid to an actress for;
services in Germany or in Europe,
The contract calls for six pictures a
year, three to be made in America.
The terms of the agreement provide
for the free passage to and from Germany to this country of the star, who
is to have her wardrobe provided and
who is to receive $500 a week in addition to her salary for each week she
is in America.

Adolphe
Osso
Here
Adolphe Osso returned to New
York from Paris yesterday on the
Lorraine. This is his first visit here
in some months, his business affairs
having kept him in Paris.

Buy Two Stories for Lytell
Metro announced yesterday the
purchase of two stories for Bert LytelK One is "Peace and Quiet," by
Moore and Schertzinger Here
Tom Moore and his director, Vic- Edwin Milton Royle, author of "The
Squaw
Man," Harris,
and thewhich
other appeared
"Junk,"
tor Schertzinger are in New York by
Kenneth
from the coast. It is understood that in the Saturday Evening Post. Maxthey will make a picture for Goldwell Karger will direct Lytell in both
wyn here.
pictures.

Saxe in Chicago
Buys All Out
ThreeHarry
HousesMoirFirstInterests
Runs —
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Ben Blumenthal and Samuel Rachman are due in New York on Monday from Liverpool.
They are returning on the S. S. Auguste Victoria,
Ziehm Back
Arthur Ziehm, foreign manager fori i
Goldwyn he spent
has returned
from in abroad
where
five months
study- '
ing conditions.
Ball Tonight

The much discussed ball of the
Chicago — Tom Saxe of the Saxe Theater Owners Chamber of ComAmusement Enterprises, Milwaukee,
merce will be held at the Astor tohas bought the theatrical interests of
night. You are going to be there,,
Harry Moir here and by virtue of the aren't you?
deal now controls three first run picMoving
the End of the Week
ture houses here, the Rose, the AlThe Robertson-Cole offices will be I
cazar and the Boston. This is Saxe's
first venture in the Chicago theatrical transferred from 1600 Broadway to
field.
the new building at 48th St. and 7th
Ave. where the company will occupy
the 8th, 10th, 11th and 12th fffiors as ;
E. C. Bostick, general manager of well as the projection rooms on the
the Saxe Amusement Enterprises roof. The remainder of the 12 story
who is in New York stated yesterday building will be leased to other com-1
hat Harry Hart, now with the Saxe
heaters in Milwaukee would probably
Miller Elected
be placed in charge of the Chicago panies.
houses. Bostick also stated that
Charles F. Miller was elected diSaxe's interest in Chicago would in
rector (president), of the M. P. D,
all probability end with the taking
A., at a meeting held last night.
over of the Moir theaters.

tMA

At Broadway Theaters

The first
the finale from
the second act of "Aida." The soloists are
Miss Emily Beglin, Miss Rose Reed, Mr.
Price 5 Cents Erik Bye and Mr. Max Sasonoff, assisted
Vol. XV No. 3 , Wed. Jan. 5, 1921
by the Capitol ensemble, Mile. Gambarelli
and the Capitol ballet corps. The Capitol
News is next followed by a recitation by
Copyright 1920, Wid's Film and Film Folkt, Bertram Peacock as a prologue to the featlie. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
ure, "Bunty Pulls the Strings," a Reginald
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and Barker production for Goldwyn. A postFILM FOLKS. IN<C.
yuletide fantasy, "Funeral March of the MaV. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasrionet es," ispresented by the ballet corps.
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Then Harold Lloyd in his latest comedy,
"Number Please," supplies the laughs of the
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, evening before the concluding organ solo.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Rialto
Terms. (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
The overture is "Rienzi," a Richard Wag■lonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
ner number. The Magazine is of ordinary
$15.00.
interest. Mary Fabian sings the aria from
Subscribers should remit with order.
Addr-ss
all
communications
to
WID'S "Joan of Arc." Hope Hampton is seen in
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New
Maurice Tourneur's production "The Bait,"
a Paramount picture. Joseph Alessi, rendYork, N. Y.
ers "Inflamatus" from "Stabat- Mater," a
Telephone:
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
trumpet virtuoso. There is a Christie comHollywood, California
Editorial and Business Offices:
6411 Hollyedy, "Going Thru the Rye."
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood 1603.

Rivoli

Rivoli is celebrating its third anniversary this week. The overture is the Second Hungarian Rhapsody with a cymbal solo
— i
'
by Bela Nyary. The Pictorial contains a
varied and interesting selection of subjects.
A scene from "Lakme" is presented with
Last appropriate
setting and costumes. The Rivoli chorus and ballet take part with Grace
Bid. Asked. Sale
rendering a solo. Cosmopolitan's
49
51^
49]/2 Hoffman
production, "The Passionate Pilgrim," is
the feature which is followed by the Torea77y2 ny2 78
dor song from "Carmen," sang by Edoardo
4^4
5
A Cartoon comedy, "Out of the
Not quoted Albano.
Inkwell," is very good. The organ solo
concludes.

a—

The

Quotations

Famous Players ...
do Pfd. .:
*Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc.
\^A
Triangle
5/16
World Film

\W\
16^
U
M
Not quoted

i

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Re-open Plant Jan. 24
Jesse L. Lasky states that the Long
Island studio of Famous Players will
be reopened on Jan. 24, when three
companies will start work. He states
that $200,000 in additional electrical
• equipment has been installed in the
studio.

Hugo*Riesenfeld has postponed the
showing of pictures of the Vandenbergh-Paramount expedition from
Thursday at the Rivoli to Friday
morning.
Loss $160,000
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Indianapolis — The loss suffered by
the fire at the Lieber Building, 28 E.
. Washington St., on the 29th is estimated as having done $160,000 damage. It develops that the Indiana
First National exchange as well as
that of Educational Films was badly
hit by the blaze.
Art
Pathe

Strand
The orchestra opens the program with
selections from Victor Herbert's "Natoma."
Then comes the Topical Review. Prizma
presents "An Indian Summer," a beautiful
scenic. Joseph Martel and male quartette
render a vocal prologue before the presentation of Maurice Tourneur's production,
"The Last of the Mohicans" for Associated
Producers. Kitty McLaughlin sings "The
Bird Song" from "Pagliacci." Harold Lloyd
is also on the Strand bill with his latest fun
maker, "Number Please." Festival March
is the organ solo.

Art Holah Here
Holah,
former
manager
for
in New
England, is in town.

Curb Stock Levels

Company

Maugham Signed
W. Somerset Maugham, the English author, has been signed by Famous Players to write original stories for the screen. This, despite the
fa*ct that Maugham stated very emphatical y afew weeks ago that he
would do no such thing.
New

THE

Work has begun on the enlargement of the Harry Levey Studios at
230 W. 38th St. An entire new floor
is being added to include executive
offices, production department offices,
cutting rooms, editing department
rooms and rest rooms.

406 W. 3lstSt,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

OJVICTOP KREMER
"MAD LOVE"

Louise Fazenda Here
Louise Fazenda, now under contract with Special Pictures, has arrived in New York after stopping off
at a number of cities on her way
east.

Pulsates with Sympathy, Sentiment
by
and Success.

Partners"— Callaghan
DAILY)

DAILx;

EXPERTS

THE GREATEST
STORY OF
MARRIED LIFE
EVER WRITTEN

The greatest production ever made

THEATRICAL AND MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS. "ASK ANY PRO-

DUCER."
Did
you ever hear of "Insurance Service?" Well, that's what we
have to offer. May we explain further how we can serve you —

S
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UBEN awcJ
RE„:eal
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RITCHEY
UTHO.
CORP.

Floor for Levey Studios

(Special to WID'S
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turns.

Los Angeles — Andrew J. Callaghan
denies an article recently publfshed
Los Angeles — Emmett Dalton is
in WID'S DAILY to the effect that
one of the incorporators of the Stand- he
and Harry Leonhardt had recently
ard Pictures Corp., a new company
dissolved
partnership. He stated that
formed here. Associated with him
he and Leonhardt have never had a
are M. J. Grave and A C. Webb.
Dalton a few weeks ago stated that partnership agreement but that they
he intended
re-entering the produc- had a working agreement on "The
tion field.
Devil," recently completed withGeorge Arliss.
(Special to WID'S

Delft, Marquette Opens

In the year just closed, the moMarquette, Mich.— The Delft theater, operated by Delft Theaters, Inc.,
tion picture issues listed on the New
York Curb Market experienced a who run the Opera House, Marquette,
number of rather radical changes, so Delft, Escanaba; Strand, Escanaba
far as price values are concerned. and Delft, Munising has opened.
The most noteworthy change was
in the Goldwyn issue, which reached
a high level of 34 during the year,
but closed at 4. The following table
The . government will
gives the issues, the total number of
benefit greatly from the
shares that changed hands and the
high, low and closing prices:
fact that RITCHEY postHigh
Low
Last
Sales
ers were so generally used
Goldwyn
34
4
4
22,074
in the theaters last year.
D. W. Griffith, Inc.15^
U%
11%
3,950
Triangle
;. %
A
Vs 166,250
Their use made a most apUnit. Pict. Prod.. 13^
1!4
l'A
188,000
World
Film
'A
Vi
Vi
5,200
preciable increase in the
do. 1st pfd
yi
54
J4
3,000
exhibitor's income tax redo 2nd pfd
1
Vs
Y»
13,300

"Never Were
Dalton in New

Postponed
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(Special to WID'S

Capitol
number presents

London
Representative — W.
A. Williampn, Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 LongAcre,
tondon, W. C. t.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Kontmartre.
J
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Jnrurance
Phone John

5485

54126 - 9437 • 94»B
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Object to Censors

PatteNews

No. 2
:HARLESTON,
S. C. (Except
Oklahoma
:ity)— Grim ship of war rings with kiddies'
lerry voices.
Saliors are hosts to orphan
hildren aboard the U. S. S. Bridgeport.
IEW YORK CITY— Mrs. MacSwiney sails
ome.
Before
departing,
widow
of Irish
lartyr pays last visit to the City Hall where
he receives Key to the City.
:JEWBURG,
N.
Y. — Runners
on narrow
teel blades vie for speed supremacy.
Exert ice-skaters compete
in National
Outoor Championship.
'IUME — "Stay with us, D'Annunzio" — cry
itizens of Fiume in plea to their poet-comlander as the Italian army marches on the
ity.
'HILADELPHIA, PA. — The mummers Parde — more gorgeous, more bizarre, more exravagant than ever. Lavish and humorous
ostumes mark Quaker City's annual pageant.
N THE LIMELIGHT— De Valera in Erin.
President of Irish Republic" is said to have
eturned to Ireland from America, without
nowledge of the British government.
UNG IN THE NEW— The Old Year is
shered out with din and hilarity by frolickrs along gay Broadway. Exclusive views
f New Year's Eve festivities in New York
Juminated by sunlight lamps.

Exchangemen
in Kansas
City Forward Letter to Gov. Allen of
Kansas Citing Grievances

May MacAvoy has just completed
work on "Sentimental Tommy."

The "Big Five"
(Continued

from

Page

1)

The "Big 5", an advertising campaign regarding which has been in
FOR
SALE
force for the past six weeks, is the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas City, — The local ex- grouping of five big productions by Spectacular Six Reel Negative, a forchange managers, representing all Associated First National Pictures,
mer First National Release — Cheap.
Inc.
of the important companies have preH. A. SPANUTH
pared a joint letter which has been
" "The 220 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
"Passion,
of
consist
They
forwarded to Governor Henry J. Al- Kid," the six reel Chaplin; Al Kauflen of Kansas.
man-Allen Holubar's nine reel "Man,
In the letter the exchangemen out- Woman, Marriage," starring Dorothy
ine a number of grievances which
Phillips; R. A. Walsh's "The Oath,"
they profess to hold against the Kan- and Louis B. Mayer's special, "Sowsas Board of Censors and which they
the Wind,"
ing art.
Anita
StewThese formstarring
the first
group
of
state are interfering with the operation of their business in that state.
the Big S production series.
It is announced that other groups
are to follow.
Two Exchanges for Sunrise
All of these pictures will be shown
The first two links in the contemplated series of exchange centers to to a special gathering of exhibitors
be. opened by Sunrise Pictures in the to be held in Chicago early next week
larger territories have been estab- for the first time, ■ excepting "Paslished with the appointment of S. cities. sion," which has appeared in several
AT YOUR SERVICE
Rubenstein as manager for Greater
DAY AND NIGHT
New York and Northern New Jersey
Tri-Star Pictures Formed
and Ben Abrams for Baltimore and
INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
Tri-Star Pictures Corp. with offices
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES
Washington. Abrams' headquarters
in the Hooven Bldg., has been formare
at
420
E.
Lexington
St.,
Baltimore.
ed. C. H. Rosenfeld and M. F. Beier
THE REFFES-SANDSON CO.
314 EAST 34th STREET
- NEW YORK CITY
are interested in the new company
Telethons
Murray
Hill
6S62-6S63
operating in the state right field.
Weiss Still Buying

PRINTERS

(Special to WID'S

Vitagraph Showing Today
Vitagraph will give a special showin the
"Blackof Beauty,"
ng
this
hotelGrand
the Astor
Ballofroom
ifternoon at 2:30.

DAILY

DAILY)

Chicago — Harry Weiss has purchased for the Superior Screen Service for Illinois and Indiana "Madonnas and Men" and a series of 12 two
reel Perry Comedies starring Mack
Swain.

No Depression, Says Rogers
"First of all, I found that conditions were satisfactory and that any
little lull the exhibitors were having
was on account of the holiday season.
Buchanan Signed by Lasky
If the exhibitor really analyzed his
Los Angeles — Thompson Buchan- business and looked back at his retn, who recently left the Goldwyn
ceipts of a year ago, he was rather
icenario department, has been ap>ointed associate supervisory director surprised to find there was- no real
if the Lasky studio. He will work depression." Thus Charles Rogers,
sales manager of Selznick, summavith Frank E. Woods.
rized his observations upon returning from a long tour through many
important sections of the country.

For Sale! Cash Only!
Negative

and

world's

rights

"THE MYSTERIES

to

OF CHINAT
OWN"
OR
"The Invisible Government"

l§53lffi
NEVER

*f i the Dome"
A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

DAILY)

Hop Dens — Gambling
Houses —
Chicago — The past week has been
marked by several changes in the
Underworld Resorts —
exchanges in Chicago. Pat Dillon has
Police Intrigue— MYSTERY
resigned as manager of the Comedyart exchange; George Weinberg has
left the sales force of Masterpiece A wonderful opportunity for special
Film, and Joe Smith has left Comedyexploitation
art. Ben Weissenbach has left the
Kline Film Co. to join Celebrated
SIX
REELS
Players.
John E. Maple, general manager of
the Northwestern Film Corp. of Need some quick cash. Unless you
Sheridan, Wyo., is visiting.
have ready money don't become interested.
Webster Campbell is now directing
Corinne Griffith in "The CorrespondApply to Box B-10, Wid's Daily
ent" for Vitagraph with Percy Marmont as leadnig man.

WE

'In thelha dow

— the rise and fall of a crooked Mayor

Changes in Chicago Branches
(Special to WID'S

No Shows in Ilion, N. Y.
Ilion, N. Y. — The Ilion board of
CAMERAMAN
trustees has decided against Sunday
picture shows. The vote was taken For all occasions — At all hoursafter a petition bearing 1,000 name Complete outfit — Reasonable rates.
HUDSON FILM CORP.
and one bearing. 2,440 were presented.
130 West 46th St.
New York City

DISAPPOINT

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS
JBIN&COMPANY
23 E. 4ih STl

/M EW

YORK

8303

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

TELEPHONE

^

SPRING

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558
BRYANT

5576

1
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More Completed
productions, "The
-Selznick
Two
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are
Girl From Nowhere," starring Elaine
again
to make one reelers for UnHammerstein, and "The Fighter,"
iversal. They made several features
starring Conway Tearle, were com- for that company among them being
pleted last week at the Selznick Fort
Lee studios.
"Everything But the Truth," "La
La Lucille," and "Once a Plumber."
More Road- Shows for Tucker Bros. These pictures were part of a proposed series of eight features star(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ring the team.
Brothers'
Tucker
City—
Oklahoma
Universal offers six star series,
road shows, exploited in Oklahoma
and Arkansas for the past 40 weeks, eight pictures in each series. The removal of Lyons and Moran from
w.ill be circuited into Texas. All road
that classification leaves as stars
shows are played on percentage.
New shows now starting over the Gladys Walton, Carmel Myers, Edith Roberts, Frank Mayo, Eva Nocircuit are "The Unfortunate Sex,"
vak and Harry Carey, who later in
"The Woman Above Reproach," and
"The House Without Children." Six the year switches, to Jewel producdifferent circuits are expected to be
tions. Hoot Gibson in a new addiin operation by Feb. 1st.
ing. tion to the "special attraction" list-

They Work

Down in Cuba
A. Alperstein and J. A. Golder
write jointly from Havana, Cuba
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
it's a great place and that the}
Minneapolis — In a complaint lodg- that
expect to make a picture in Havan;
ed with the United Theatrical League in
the
near future.
the Colonial theater of Watertown, S.
More
Sales
D., states that the Watertown legitimate picture business is being ruined
The new series of Hallroom Boy
by so-called free shows, community comedies has been bought by Brom
films, and church entertainments berg Attractions, Atlanta, for Geor
given by the Methodist Church in gia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee
that place. Various feature films
North and South Carolina hav
have been shown, with no admission
been
bought by Premiere Picture
fee save a voluntary offering, and
Corp.
of Charlotte, N. C. Sold b;
these have drawn the greater part of C. B. C.
Film Sales.
the attendance from the picture theaters, the complaint says.
W. A. Steffes, president of the
league, says that the league is taking firm steps to prevent release of
films to churches unless previously
OF
THE
TRADE
shown at theaters, or unless they are
A RELIABLE
GUIDE FOR
strictly educational films.
READY REFERENCE

Back to One Reelers Says Ruin Faces Him

Two

Smoothly in Seattle

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Seattle — Mayor Caldwell invited all
the film managers to come to a meeting last Tuesday with the city board
of censors in order that both sides
might get the viewpoint of each other. The censor board is not a paid
office.
It consists of nine men and three
women who receive an appointment
without salary under a city ordinance
which gives them power to stop any
picture from being exhibited in the
city which has not complied with
eliminations ordered by the National
Board of Review. Each film manager present at the meeting pledged
himself to* cooperate with the board
to this end.

EDNA
SCHLEY
PRODUCTIONS,
Inc.
Have completed three of the
famous SCATTERGOOD
STORIES, by Clarence Budington Kelland, which have
appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post, the Cosmopolitan and the American Magazine, and shortly to be published in book form by Harper Brothers Company.
Titles:

"Sc'attergood Makes aMatch"
"Soothing Syrup"
"Down the Line"
Directed by
ALFRED McKINNON
and featuring
WILLIAM H. BROWN
There will be thirteen Scattergood stories in this series
and announcement of release
will soon be made.

Stock Sold at Auction
The following securities have been
sold at auction:
200 shares Mirror Film preferred,
$2 200
lot. shares Mirror Film common,
$1 95lot. shares Mutual Film preferred,

DIRECTORS

Battle Coming Over Sunday Shows
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Defiance, O. — A hot fight in the
war on Sunday shows is expected
here. Several ministers are cooperating in a campaign with Rev. H. A.

Straub,Alliance,
secretaryto ofclose
the Ohio
Day
SundayLord's
picture shows, and opposing them are
$20100lot.shares Biograph, $1 lot.
the stockholders of the Citizens Opera House and a group of large man3600 shares Hallmark Pictures preufacturing institutions, who desire
ferred, $30 lot.
57 shares Prizma 2nd preferred, Sunday shows for their hundreds of
workers.
$3012 lot.
shares Prizma common, $5 lot.
Takes On More Product

$20110lot.shares Mutual Film common,

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

More Bookings for "The Devil"
"The Devil," will be exhibited in
the following theaters controlled by
the Mark Strand interests. The
Strand, Brooklyn; Strand, Wor
cester; Mark Strand, Lynn; Rialto,
Newark; Strand, Syracuse; Mark
Strand, Albany*

Chicago — Clyde E. Elliott, president of Pioneer Film of Illinois, has
contracted for 12 Bill West comedies, 15 two-reel "Nick Carter" films,
the Monroe Salisbury feature, "The
Barbarian," and "Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy," a novelty in 500 feet
lengths, to be published every week.

Fisher Here from Coast
Victor B. . Fisher, secretary and
treasurer of the Associated Photoplays, Inc., is in New York from
the coast. The company has secured
permanent headquarters in the old
Blackton offices at 25 W. 45th St.
where Fisher will be in charge.

Making Two Reel Westerns
Los Angeles — Molina Film Co.,
backed by General R. A. Roy^r, has
been formed to produce two-reel
westerns on the General's ranch near
Anaheim. Henrique Molina will star
and John Hoenvest will direct.

Cameramen Get Quarters
The newly formed M. P. Photographers Ass'n has secured offices in
the Candler Bldg., suite 2005. Ned
Van Buren is president of the organization which is similar to the
American Society of Cinematograpers on the coast.
Peacock Prod. Move
Kansas City, Mo. — The executive
offices of Peacock Prod., Inc., controlling branches in Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City and St.
Louis, are being transferred from
Tulsa to the Film Exchange Building, this city.

Crescent Buys "Yankee Doodle"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis
— The Crescent Film Co.
has taken over the distribution of
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" for Kansas and Western Missouri. They
have also closed for the distribution
of 26 Star Ranch two reel westerns
to
Dec.be 1.released bi-monthly, beginning
Bill to Abolish Censor Board
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Columbus, O. — A bill is now being
drafted, it is reported, looking to the
elimination of the board of censors,
which will be presented to the general assembly in January. Who the
authors are is not disclosed, but its
sponsors will push it vigorously.
■

Executives to Meet
Two
More
Finished
Indianapolis — G. G. Schmidt, president of the M. P. T. O. of Indiana,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
has announced that a meeting of the
Los Angelas — "Movie Mad" and
executive committee of the organiza- "Scrappily Married" have just been
tion will be held after the holidays in uary.
completed at the Christie studios for
Indianapolis to determine methods of release through Educational in Janobtaining a full membership in the
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Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2C

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO AND
LAB., INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71
Studio — 361 W
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Mora. 408S
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Film City in Florida

Ludvigh Named

As Treasurer of Famous Players i
Place of Arthur S. FriendNo Other Changes
Elek J. Ludvigh, legal adviser c
Famous Players-Lasky, has been s«
lected as treasurer of the corpora
tion, succeeding Arthur S. Frienc
who resigned some weeks ago. Mi
Ludvigh will be called secretary-treas
urer of the corporation.
This was decided at a: meeting o
the board of directors held in the ex
ecutive offices yesterday. No othe
changes in the personnel of the cor
poration's executives were announced
Ttfathanson Here
N. L. Nathanson of the Famou
Players Canadian
Corp. is in towi
from Toronto.

Murray W. Garsson Buys Old Army
Site Near Jacksonville — Plans
* Extensive Production
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Jacksonville, Fla.— As the result of
negotiations completed last week
what papers here describe as the
"largest motion picture production
center in the world" will soon be
under way at Camp Joseph E. Johnston, at Black Point.
It is said more 'than 700 acres of
ground in the camp have been purchased by the Fine Art Pictures, Inc.,
of New York.
Twenty complete studios will be
and each studio'
is promised
built beit capable
will
of accomodating two
companies, giving working space
under the present plans for 40 companies operating at the same time.
Heading the company which will
develop the camp site is Murray W.
Garsson of New York, who is president of the corporation. Garsson has
be6n in Jacksonville, for a month
concluding the negotiations for the
purchase of the camp property and
has received, the assistance and support of the motion picture committee
of the local Chamber of Commerce.
The site of the proposed "Fine Arts
City," as it will be known is eight and
one-half miles from the center of
Jacksonville.
According to a statement in the
Times-Union, Fine Arts has laid out
a program of production. The program calls for the production of 46
pictures classified as follows: IS
two-reel comedies; 15 two-reel Westerns; 12 super-productions and four
special productions.

Price 5 Cent

French Pathe and U. F. A. in Dea
to WID'S
DAILY)given t<
Berlin(Special
— Credence
is being
the reports here that Pathe Frere:
nd the U. F. A. are negotiating a dea
whereby
U. F. A. will represen
Pathe in Germany.

Adrift on the shell of their ship, wr
Blair Cornwall find in each others'
die of man and woman. Facing sta
seal their troth with heaven the onl
H. Ince's second Associated Produ
which Mr. Ince in person directed
Peters and Florence Vidor head the

D.W.'s Fame— Why?
Asks Small Town Exhibitor Regard-

Henry Garsson, brother .of Murray,
ing Showings of "Way Down
stated yesterday that the above disEast"— D. W. Replies
patch was correct in detail and added
Ben L. Morris of the Spragg
that the production plans outlined
above represented a minimum produc- Amusement Co. of Bellaire, O., option schedule. He said that there
erating the Olympic, Majestic and
were about 20 army buildings at the Elk Grand in that city, has sent this
camp which would be reconstructed publication an interesting letter regarding the fame of D. W. Griffith as
to meet studio needs and that pro(Continued on Page 4)
duction would be started in February.
Murray Garsson is expected back in
Mason With First National
New' York on Monday.
Lesley Mason, former editor of the
Exhibitor's
Trade
Review, is now
"After the Ball - - "
with First National" in an important
capacity.
At the hour of going to press
the much-talked-of ball of the
Coastward Bound
Theater Owners' Chamber of
Commerce was in fulL swing at
Niiram
DennisforF.the
O'Brien
the Astor. A lot of prominent
and
Mark Abrams,
Larkin leave
coast
film people were there, not caron Saturday. Larkin assumes his
ing a darn when they got home.
duties as press representative for
Mary and "Doug" shortly.

ecked at sea, Nance Abbott and
eyes the answer to the eternal ridring death together, they plight and
y witness. A big moment in.Thos.
cers'
production, "Lying -Lips," in
'the
cast. —important
Advt.
sequences. .House

Spence Leaves Fox
Ralph Spence who has been writing
titles for Fox productions for the pas
three years has left that organization
He has formed a company callec
Ralph Spence, Inc., capitalized a
$20,000, in which Harry Saks Hech
eimer and G. D. Richardson are in
terested. Spence will continue in th<
same line of work.

£50,000,000 for Theaters?
Los Angeles — A local newspaper
in an interview with Fred Granville
who has just returned from Englanc
Treasury
Department
Finds
State where he directed sevearl pictures fo:
Right Dealers Are Taxable
Samuelson's, quotes Granville as say
ing that a sum of £50,000,000 ha;
as Exhibitors
been set aside to build a chain o
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
theaters in Great Britain. Granvill<
Washington — The Internal Reve- does not state what interests are t<
nue Department has issued a new
build the theaters.
ruling which hits state right operators. The department
holds
that
such buyers are taxable as exhibitors
under the present form of contract
and as such must pay the five per
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— The. B. S. Mosi
cent rental tax, heretofore
paid by
Theater Corp., was formed here
exhibitors.
terday. The company is capitalizec
It is probable that the matter will at $1,500,000 and in its incorporatioi
be brought before the department by papers stated its purpose was to man
the National Association.
ufacture films. The incorporators ar
N. . H. Streimer, M. Sulzberger an<
B. S. Moss, 955 Park Ave.
Frederick H. Elliott, secretary of
An effort was made to ascertaii
the N. A. M. P. I., when asked about
the matter yesterday refused to com- from the Moss offices yesterday wha
ment on it other than to say the mat- the new company planned to do
ter "was pretty well whipped into Moss could not be reached for \
statement.

New Tax Ruling

New Moss Unit

shape."

m

aMd*

DA1I.Y

Committee of 72

A move in the drive to save 250,000
babies was made late Tuesday evening when Herbert Hoover telegraphed 72 representative exhibitors apV«I.XV No. 4 Thurs. Jan. 6, 1921 Price 5 Cents
pointing them as chairmen of "Save
the Children" Committees in their respective territories. The telegrams
Copyright 1920, Wid'a Film and Film Folks,
lac.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., were sent after a conference with WilNew
N. Y.,
liam A. Brady and Sydney S. Cohen.
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
Every
important key center of the
F. C. C'Wid") Gunning, President and TreasSB-tr;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President United States is covered, and in adand Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
dition to the exchange centers a large
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, number of other important towns and
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under communities are embraced in the apthe act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside pointments.
In the New York territory Hoover
ei Greater New York, $10.00 one year;
6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, has selected S. L. Rothafel of the
$15.00.
Capitol to head the forces of Greater
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S New York. Those to whom teleDAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New
grams were sent are as follows:
York, N. Y.
Telephone:

Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5551
Hollywood, California
Editorial and Business Offices:
6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
London Representative — W. A. Williampn, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 LongAcre.
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Kontmartre.

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ... 48^. 50
49^
do pfd
not quoted
♦Goldwyn
4>4
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc., ...... 16
17
\6YA
Triangle
5/16
V&
H
World Film
Not quoted
t

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Transferred
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Frances Harmer has
been transferred from the general
Lasky scenario department to the
William DeMille company. Miss F.
M. McConnell has filled her place.
. Miss Harmer is said to have read
over 10,000 scenarios in the four
years she has been with Lasky.
Cheaper Rentals Planned
Minneapolis — Formation of a new
independent producing company
which hopes to do much to reduce
rentals is announced by "Mickey"
Coen, who is affiliated with the new
organization. The purposes of. the
new company are four-fold:
To sell the exhibitor 30 pictures —
15 all-star and 15 specials.
To sell all advertising matter at
cost.
To eliminate unnecessary express
charges on paper by shipping all advertising by open parcel post and
charging it to the exhibitor's rental.
To sell no vice pictures, suggestive, war or foreign pictures, and to
supply all clean attractions.

(£kicuzciticmxi£ 0 HxJaaajU^

W. Bernstein, Colonial, Albany ; Willard
C. Patterson, Criterion, Atlanta ; Jacob
Lourie, Beacon, Boston; Mike Shea, Hippodrome, Buffalo; Ike Lipson, Walnut St.
Theater, Cincinnati ; Sam Katz, Balaban &
Katz, Chicago ; Henry Lustig, Cleveland ;
E. T. Peter, Dallas ; Thomas Furnace. Brunswick Amusement Co., Duluth ; Eugene H.
Roth, the California, San Francisco ; Glenn
Harper, Los Angeles; James Q. Clemmer,
Clemmer, Seattle ; Ray A. Crombacker, Liberty, Spokane; Messrs. Jensen & Von Herberg, Portland, Ore. ; Wm. Svvanson, Salt
Lake City; Thomas Vick Roy, Tauber, Denver; Fred Seegert. Regent, Milwaukee; Jake
Wells, Colonial, Richmond, Va. ; Frank L.
Newman, Newman, Kansas City ; Harry
Crandall, Metropolitan, Washington ; Harry
Goldberg, Moon, Omaha; A. H. Blank, Des
Moines, Des Moines; Eugene V. Richards,
Sanger Amusement Co., New Orleans; Jules
Mastbaum, Palace, Philadelphia ; John P.
Harris, Grand, Pittsburgh; J. C. Ritter, Rialto, Detroit;
Theo.
L. Hayes,
Loeb's
Arcade, Minneapolis
; Joseph
Mogler,
Mogler,
St. Louis; E. H. Fay, Fay's, Providence;
Max Spiegel, Strand, Newark ; Louis Blumenthal, National, Jersey City ; E. H. Bingham, Colonial, Indianapolis; J. A. Maddox,
Southern Theater, Columbus, O. ; Charles
W. Whitehurst, New Theater, Baltimore ;
H D. Varner, Lyric, Lexington, N. C. ; C.

D.' Cooley,
Strand,
H. C. Fred
Farley,
214
Montgomery
St.,Tampa;
Montgomery;
C.
Dolle, Alamo, Louisville ; William J. Clark,
Grand Rapids, Mich. ; E. V. Lester, Rialto,
Columbia, S. C. ; L. M. Miller, Palace, Wichita ; A. Guggenheimer, Arcadia, Savannah ;
S. Z. Poli, Poli, New Haven ; Oscar Ginn,
Du Pont, Wilmington, Del. ; Sam L. Rothafel, Capitol, New York; Alfred Black,
Rockland, Me.; C. H. Bean, Pastime,
Franklin, N. H.; H. S. Graves, St. Johnsbury, Vt. ; Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Chicago ;
Al "Hamilton, Hamilton, Yonkers, N. Y. ;
C. A Hayman, Cataract, Niagara Falls, N.
Y.; W. A. Dillion, Strand, Ithaca; W. H.
Linton, Hippodrome, Utica ; Emmett Cornell, Eckel, Syracuse; Theodore Jellenk,
Albany, Schenectady; George Roberts, Middlctown, N. Y. ; A. A. Elliot, Hudson, Hudson, N. Y. ; Frank Barhydt, Alpine, Troy ;
L. Buettner, Cohoes Opera House, Cohoes ;
Ben Young, Illion, N. Y.; James Papayanokos, Watertown, N. Y. ; Jack Farren, Victoria, Rochester; M. J. Burnham, Cortland,
N. Y. ; F. J. Schweppe, Elmira, N. Y.J J.
Schwartzwalder, Auburn, N. Y..; W. E.
Benton, Saratoga Springs; F. W. Meusert,
Glens Falls; Charles Gilmore, Oswego; N.
M. Peterson, Jamestown, N. Y. ; Robert
Landay, Ogdensburg, N. Y. ; J. J. Kingston, Salamanca, N. Y. ; V. A. Warren,
Strand, Massena, N. Y. ; H. J. Kallet, Oneida, N. Y.
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In the Courts

DAILY)
Atlanta — Hugh L. Cardoza,
forA jury before Supreme Court Jusmer
manager
of
the
Jake
Wells
intice Ford gave a verdict for $2,500 in
terests in this city, is to manage the
a suit of Max Ehrenreich against the
Grand in Macon, associated with H.
Fox Film Corp', for $25,000 damages.
B. Clark, who will manage the Southern Enterprises in Macon.
Supreme Court Justice Bijur has
dismissed the suit of Julius Levy
Eddington, a Bank Official
against the Pioneer Film Corp. to
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
recover $25,000 for services. Levy alLos Angeles — H. E. Edington, asleged he was engaged to act the part
sistant to Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn
of the peanut vender in "The Wives vice-president in charge of production
of Men," which required special abil- has been elected vice-president and
ity, and that the amount sued for was
the fair value of his services. He did director of the- Culver City Bank.
not appear when the case was called
New Christie Feature
for trial.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — "See My Lawyer,"
George Weston, writer, has sued
the Goldwyn Picture Corp. in the a new Christie
fea'turesources
is readyhave
for not
release. Distribution
Supreme Court for an injunction re- been announced.
straining itfrom producing and exhibiting afeature film from his book,
Fined for Sunday Shows
"Oh,
Mary,
Be Careful."
states
that the
defendant
made aHecontract
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Marion,
Ind-. — Judge Charles A.
with him for the picturization of the
Cole
of
the circuit court has fined the
book by which he received $1,000
down and was to get 5 per cent of Mutual Theater Co., operating the
the net receipts. He alleges that the Lyric, $25 for showing pictures on
The case has been appealed.
defendant failed to produce the film Sunday.
within a year as agreed and for that
reason the contract has terminated.
Inter-Ocean has sold "The Silent
The defendant insists that it still
Barrier"
Holland, Switzerland,
holds the right to produce the film France andforBelgium.
which has been made, and that no
definite time was stated for the release
the film,
was essentially aofmatter
to "which
be determined
by
the business judgment of the defendant." ( The defendant stated that it
expects to release the film soon.

The poster is seen first.
If it is a RITCHEY poster the photoplay is seen

Hodkinson Appointments
Joe Bloom, Hodkinson supervisor,
has appointed C. E. Gregg, Hodkinson representative ni the Des Moines
territory, and S. E. Marks, representative in the St. Louis territory.
For

Foreign

also.

IRITCHEY
LITHO,
CORP.

Exploitation

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany — The Bedini Hirsh Theatrical Enterprises have been formed
here with a capital of $10,000. Incorporators are H. S. and W. Hechway.
eimer and R. Workman, 1465 BroadJean Bedini and Walter Hirsh are
sponsors for the above company
which will handle pictures for the
foreign market.
Anderson Marries
R. V. Anderson, sales manager of
the International News Weekly was
married yesterday to Ruth B. Alexander of the local S. A. Lynch office.
The couple left for California where
they will visit Universal City.

OjVlCTOP KREMER
In the fhadoiv
& X the Dome II s

"The Handicap"

A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

Cardoza in Macon
(Special to WID'S

'Is In'. All You Have
To Do Is Collect.

406 W. 31st St ,N Y Phone Chelsea 8388
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D.W.'s Fame— Why?
(Continued

Nothing on the Shelf—

PAUL SCARDON
Has directed Forty-two Features
All Released and Proven
.
Box Office Successes
•
To Be Released

"HER UNWILLING HUSBAND"
With BLANCHE
and

With

"THE BROKEN

GATE"

BARRISCALE

BESSIE

Address.
HOTEL

SWEET

HOLLYWOOD

from

Page

a producer— and why.
"Who
famous?

was it that made

1)

He states:
D. W.

Griffith

AT YOUR SERVICE

nniMTCDC

" K1IN 1 LKiJ

DAY AND NIGHT

INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
- BROADSIDES
HOUSE ORGANS

THE REFFES - SANDSON
-

314 EAST 34th STREET

Murray

Telephone

FOR

NEW YORK

Hill

CO
CITY

6562-6563

SALE

Spectacular Six Reel Negative, a former First National Release — Cheap.
H. A. SPANUTH
220 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.

HM
CONTINUITY

that COUNTS

Paul Schof ield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing
CURRENT
"RoseCoast)
of

RELEASES:
Nome"— Fox

(West

* "Smilin"
ler All the Way"— David But-

"Mr. Morris perhaps does not remember:
"That one of the most influential and
powerful executives in motion pictures, and
a competitor of Mr. Griffith, said publicly:
'Griffith's
showing of 'The Birth of a Nayou.'
tion,' and his other big productions in stage
theaters, has been the biggest single influence
for growth that has come to motion picture
theaters. He increased the motion picture
patronage of the country by at least 25%.
He taught the world that a film is as great
an attraction as any stage play. He raised
pictures to a new level in the minds of the
"Or that the controlling owner of a chain
of great motion picture theaters recently
said:
public.' 'Wherever Griffith has shown 'WayDown East,' in the stage theaters, we can
notice a big stimulus in the patronage of our
motion picture theaters. Griffith has done
the only thing he could do with his long pictures, and it has been one of the best, things
over known for the exhibitors as a whole.'
"The only times Mr. Griffith has gone outside the motion picture theaters to exhibit
his films have been when the motion picture theaters were not in a position to accept
them.
"Exhibitors have established a set policy in
the conduct of their theaters as to admission
prices, number of shows daily, and length
of run.
"To avoid a disastrous conflict with this
policy, Mr. Griffith used the stage theaters
to exhibit 'The Birth of a Nation,' 'Intolerance,' 'Hearts of the World' and now 'Way
Down
East.'
"Nothing will please him more than for
the time to come when the motion picture
exhibitors will be in a position to accept films
of 12 reels, more or less, for the presentation
their length and popularity demands.
"No one has ever advertised with authority
that 'Way
Down
East' would not be shown
in 'the ordinary motion picture theater.'
We
have inserted this note in our advertisements:
. ing to length, cost of production,
ironbound contracts this production
will never be shown
other than at first
class theatrical prices.
"We have shown it in motion picture theaters, where the theaters were willing to
e prices and number of shows daily
lo accomodate the picture, and probably will
do so many, many times in the future."

• Becla, Van Siclen Moves
"Tiger's
Star Coat"— Hodkinson— AllEecli, Van Siclen & Co. has moved
its film department from its offices
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast)..
at 45 E. 17th St. to the new building
IN PRODUCTION:
at 112 W. 44th St., where Eve Un"The
Quarry" — Meighan — Famoui scll's Photoplay staff is located. Bech,
Players
ries.
Van Siclen has one of the upper sto-

QREATIVE

CONTINUITY

The Hodkinson Corp. has orgail
ized an "Exhibitors' Service Deparl

All Films Dealing With Criminals on
Forbidden List
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — The police department
has issued new regulations regarding
the showing of films in which criminals appear. Chief of Police Fitzmorris, who has been very active of
late in reducing the number of crimes
in the city, has issued orders prohibiting the exhibition of all motion
pictures in which criminals appear,
either as heroes or villains. Even pictures in which the criminal ends his
celluloid career in a prison cell are
banned.
It seems the order was issued several weeks ago by Chief Fitzmorris
The communication was forward- but it has just become public when
ed to the Griffith offices and the fol- three boys who were sentenced to the
lowing reply was made by Gerrett J. reformatory blamed their crimes on
what they had seen in a picture.
Lloyd, for Mr. Griffith:

"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

in Chicago

"Was it the big legitimate theaters who
laughed at the movies until they were forced
to take them in to keep open, or was it the
small, family movie theaters, which his advertising specialists so contemptuously refer
to as 'the ordinary motion picture theaters'
in which his 'Way Down East' is never to
appear?
"It is announced for a week in a theater
near us that has always been the worst
enemy the motion picture could possibly
have, has always held them up to ridicule.
"Where would Griffith have even been
had it not been for the thousands of American movie theaters that have flashed his name
across the screen and refer to him as 'the
master director.'
"When Jie gets something real good the
screen's enemy, the 'legitimate theater,' gets

"Gratitude, as some cynic has said, 'is
something
it." that the other man doesn't give

Charles Ray's "The Old Swimmin'
Hole" has been set for release Feb.
7th.

Thursday, January 6, 1921
mam

Fordham President Against Films
The Rev. E. J. Tivnan, president
of Fordham University, in an address
made at the Bronx National Bank
stated that the abuse of the motion
picture
calamity.screen is becoming a national

fir

records
remember
richardsorisl

I

merit."
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DIRECTORS
OF

THE
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TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Avi
New York City.
Hollywood, f'

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
Th- "Ween Bulletin
MERRITT
CRAWFORD

M. P. D. A. Officers
Charles Miller, as noted in yesterday's issue, was elected director of
the M. P. D. A. at a meeting held on
Tuesday evening. The other officers
for 1921 are as follows:
S. E. V. Taylor, assistant director;
Robert Vignola, technical director;
Charles M. Seay, scenarist; C. Jay
Williams, treasurer; Robert Ellis, inner guard; George A. Leesey, outer
guard, and James Vincent, trustee for
three years.
Hallmark Creditors Meet Jan. 14
The creditors of Hallmark Pictures
Corp. will hold a meeting in the offices of Peter B. Olney, referee in
bankruptcy, at 68 William St., on Jan.
14 to consider the advisability of au^
thorizing the trustee to employ an
accountant to audit the books of the
company.

904 Fitzgerald Bldg.

ARTISTS

Kelly Komedies Incorporate
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — Kelly Komedies of
New
York
have been incorporated
with a capitalization of $50,000.
Inorators: L. A. Kearney,
R. F.
Savage and J. Kelly, Elmhurst, L. I.
The above -company, as noted, will
Kelly.
make a series of comedies starring

Bech, Van Siclen &• Co., Inc., has
sold for Japan "Inn of the Blue
Moon," "Street of Seven Stars," featLevey gave his annual talk
uring Doris Kenyon, and "The Man to Harry
the advertising class of the 23rd
Who
Won,"
for
India,
Ceylon
and
Burmah.
St. Y. M. C. A. last night.

ART

Bryant S61 1

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 67
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 561
AUGUST
245

West 47th

SCHOMBURG
Art Titles
St.
New

Yoi

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. IN<
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes!
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 86!

ENLARGING
302

AND

COPYING

W.
J. MORAT
' Enlarging of M. P. Film Clips
E. 33rd St.
Phone Vand.

FILM

73(]

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right — Export & Import — Film ClVrl
729 7th Ave.
Bryant 9444

LABORATORIES

Handling McClure Pictures
The newly formed Tri-Star Pictures Corp. which will operate in the
state right field will release two features made some time ago by McClure Prod., Inc. Alice Mann and
Donald Hall appear in them. Also
a series of Ko-Ko-Knutt Comedies.

AND

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi.
3443
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATORY
Tel. Tremont 37(
General Manager
I

NICHOLAS

KESSEL
LABORATORIES
'Kessel
Kwality
Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee Z,

PRINTERS
BARNES
Motion

PRINTING
CO.
Picture Specialists

86 East 22d St.
Phone Gramcrcv 9'
PROSPECT
PRESS
Printing for the Trade
188 W. Quality
4th St.
Spring 203

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71!
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4985

STUDIO

Los Angeles
EQUIPMENT

CINEMA STUDIO
SUPPLY CO., INCl
Renting
Electric Equipment
1442 Gower
St.
Phones
Res. HoUy. 155
Holly. 819
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The Million Class

Price S Cents

Plans Uncertain

irst National
Officials
Going
to
Show
the "Big Valu
5" ( -oup—
Exhibition
PlacedHigh

Lillian Gish Says She Has Not Signed WithRest
Anyone
First— Wants

First National offic are particlarh enthusiastic o\ : the first of
-\e "Big 5" group of pictures which
le circuit will offer during 1921. As
oted, the pictures in this grouping
re "Passion," "The Kid," "Man,
Voman and Marriage," "The Oath"
nd "Sowing the Wind."
Circuit officials are of the opinion
lat this series offers the most imortant productions released by their
vvn organization or in fact, any in
ie business. Exhibition values are
f $1,000,000 each have been placed on
Passion," "The Kid" and "Man,
Voman and Marriage" and values
jning high up into the hundreds of
lousands have been fixed for the
ther two.
J. D. Williams, Harry O. Schwalbe
nd- others of First National will leave
)r Chicago on Sunday, where at the
!ongress Hotel, the series will be
nown to a number of important exibitors. These showmen have been
ivited from every exchange center
l the country. Not all of them are
irst National franchise holders allough about one third will be.

Lillian Gish, who completed about

"Passion" is the only one of the
Big 5" group that has so far been
nown. WID'S DAILY, in its isue of Sunday, Jan. 15., will review
ie remaining four of the group.
Counselman Heads Committee
Lee Counselman
lias been named
jiairman of finance committee of the
iational
Association,
succeeding
rthur S. Friend.
Powerful

Italian

Firm in Films

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Rome — The Italian Colonial Syndiite, a powerful organization with a
ipital of 30,000,000 lire and offices all
ver the world, has formed a film
ranch to deal with the export and
nport trades.
The
Italian
trade
ems to look with favor upon the
trance of this company into the doestic picture business.

Important Confab
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — There was an imprtant conference of the directors
j Associated Producers, Inc., held
re last night. Oscar A. Price, present of the company, attended the
eeting.

two
reels of "The
World's when
Shadows"
for Frohman
Amusement
the
latter company voluntarily went into
bankruptcy, has not signed with any
other producer, according to a statement she made to a representative of
WID'S DAILY over the telephone
on Wednesday evening.
Miss Gii,h said she had not even
bothered about a new contract and
that she was determined to have four
weeks' rest because she "hadn't had
a vacation in six or seven years."
She admitted that she didn't know
just what she would do and stated
that there was nothing definite to the
report published by an afternoon paper that she would form her own producing unit.
"I am not going to talk contracts
for four weeks," said Miss Gish.
R.-C. Buys Linder Film
Robertson-Cole have purchased
"Seven Years' Bad Luck," a five reel
comedy
Max ofLinder.
DAILY starring
in its issue
Nov. 26WID'S
stated
from its coast correspondent that Linder and Robertson-Cole had a deal
under
way, but at that time the disRescued from the face of almost cer tain death in a shipwreck
at sea,
tributing company advised "forgetNance Abbott, pledged to wed anoth er, finds herself the soul wife of a
ting" about the report.
man she scarcely knows. Thomas H.
Ince personally directed this scene'
among the score of thrilling ones in "Lying
Max Glucksmann Coming Here
Lips," his second production
for Associated Producers, featuring House Peters and Florence Vidor. —
Max Glucksmann, one of the most
Advt.
important of the film men in South
America, particularly in the Argentine where he owns some of the largest theaters, is due in this country
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
from Paris about the 15th. He leaves
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis, Minn. — The first atAlbany, N. Y.— There is talk of Havre on the SS. Lorraine tomorrow.
tempt in Minnesota to put over Sun- censorship in the air again. With
Glucksmann has been in France
day closing was defeated by a vote the advent of the Republican Admin- for the past few months and recently
of three to one at Waterville. The
istration, itis expected that various spent a month in Germany. This
ordinance carried a rider which would reform organizations will again re- will be his first visit in about four
compel exhibitors to exhibit pictures
vive the agitation for a censorship bill years. Foreign trade papers have
linked his name with an important
to censors at three o'olock en the for New York State.
afternoon of their showing. If cenVarious "uplift" bodies have indi- South American deal involving the
cated from time to time their desire
sors were to decide that the production was unfit the theater would be to secure a more strict regulation of powerful German U. F. A.
dark that day.
Leased Indefinitely
pictures and now that the legislature
If the ordinance had passed at has convened, the presentation of a
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Waterville, many Minnesota towns new bill is looked for.
Chicago— The D. W. Griffith orand smaller cities would have followganization has leased the Woods theater for an indefinite period to house
ed suit. The Women's Christmas
Stoll Breaking Into France
Temperance Union and other
"Way Down East," which did a gross
business of $22,347 for the week end(Special to WID'S DAILY)
women's organizations were in back
Paris — Stoll Film has sold to Pathe
ing Saturday.
of thtr-ordinance, therefore it is looked
upon as a big victory for Northwest Freres "The Yellow Claw," a Sax
exhibitors. The matter was of such
The local Griffith offices have leasRohmer story. Je'ffery Bernard sold
importance that president. W. A. the film while in Paris recently at a
ed the 44th St. theater for an indefiSteffes personally conducted the figure which in some quarters is said
"Wayto Down
nowforabout
enter itsEast,"
20tb]
fight against the ordinance for the to be a record price for a British pro- whichniteisperiod
duction in France.
United Theatrical Protective League.
week at that- theater.

First Move Killed

Talk of Censors

DAILY
Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S
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Hollywood — Edward Connelly has
been loaned by Metro to Victor Fleming, who is making "Wife Insurance"
for Emerson-Loos.
James Clemens, formerly with
Christie, will direct Johnnie and Emma Fay in a series of features which
will be made in a Culver City studio.

Edna Shipman, star of Legend
comedies, is visiting.
George Richter is now chief cameraman at the Reelcraft studios.

Realart's precision laboratory, regarded as one of the finest establishments on the Pacific Coast for the repair of camera equipment, has been
completed and is now in use.

A ne wcomedy unit has been established at Universal City to produce one and two reelers. It is composed of Wm. Beaudine, director;
Frank Conklin, author, and Scott
Darling, scenario writer. Beaudine
formerly directed Bobby Vernon;
Last Conklin provided stories for Christie
Bid. Asked. Sale Comedies, and Darling's most recent
Famous Players ... 50
51^
513/g work was the scenario for "So Long
Letty." The combination will begin
do pfd
77
77
77
at Universal
in a few days.
GAUSMAN.
♦Goldwyn
4^4
5%
Loew's, Inc
15?4
18
17%
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Playing a Ninth Week
Triangle
5/16
3/8
$i
"Way Down East" is now roundWorld Film
Not quoted
ing out its ninth week at the Shubert
*■
inally scheduled to play eight weeks
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. Cresc
ent in Brooklyn. It was origbut the engagement was prolonged
one week.
Ambitious Plans
Katterjohn
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Engaged
Los Angeles — The Cosmo-art PicLos Angeles— Monte
M. Kattertures Corp. in a local publication
john has been engaged by Famous
states it plans to build a model park
with a number of permanent outdoor «.iiyerA to PrePare the scenario for
the Great Moment," Elinor Glyn's
sets which can be used by producing
origina
l story for Gloria Swanson. *
companies for "atmosphere." The
"Party" for Larkin
company states it also plans to produce with one or more units
and that it has secure da site for
Some of Mark Larkin's "buddies"
the proposed park within 15 minutes around town are giving him a luncheon today at the Astor, since Mark
of the Alexandria Hotel.
Aeaues or the coast tomorrow. Bert
Adler
will be host and among those
present will be: Paul Lazarus, C L.
Penn With Pioneer
Yearsley John W. McKay, Jack
Cleveland — Gill Penn is now in
Peger, Earl J. Hudson and Al
charge of the local exchange of the bobler.
Pioneer Film. Penn takes the place
of D. S. Davidson, who was compelled, through ill health, to leave
for the coast.
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Casson Ferguson has been engaged to play opposite Edith RobJames Oliver Curwood, through his
erts in her next Universal feature
agents, the Robert H. Davis Corp.,
denied yesterday a man named Joseph "Three at the Table."
Ziden owns the rights to any of his
stories.
"In several trade journals recently
Wheat does not come up if
appeared the announcement that the
E. P. Hermann Corp. had the screen
thistles are planted. When
rights to four of, my novels. When
mediocre posters are used
called upon to explain, E. P. Hermann wired:
the exhibitor should not
" 'In reply to your wire Joseph Ziexpect the same crop of
den New York City offered us four
box office receipts that
of your stories written before 1910
RITCHEY posters probut deal fell through.'
duce.
"I have never heard of Joseph Ziden, and he has no screen rights to
novels of mine. There have, however, been several attempts to foist
upon producers old, original one and
LITHO.
CORP.
two reel scenarios of mine, and old
short stories, which have been ad406 W. 31 st St, NY Phone Chelsea 8388
vertised by their vendors as 'novels'
andIt 'big
"
was feature
impossibstories.
le to ' locate the Joseph Ziden mentioned above for a
Statement.
Curwood Denial

IRITCHEY

Quotations

The most expensively
gowned and the most

YOUR

in motion picture history

"The Winding Trail"
Prosperity lies at the
End of it.

Cecil B. DeMille
production

"Forbidden

Fruit"

By Jeanie MacPherson

& (paramount (picture

BUSINESS-AUTOMOBILE, HOME, STAR
,YOU
YOURSELF— NEED INSURANCE.

Take precautions against insufficient insurance.
A 5,000
or 10,000 limit does not adequately cover your auto.
Ask
us why— and we will tell you.

(f (^cUtcatioruti (J ictuAjuJ

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

To Follow

elaborately taged drama

Proper Insurance Means Protection 1

Karpen With Schlesinger
Leon Schlesinger of the Film Service Bureau has secured C. Alfred
Karpen as editor-in-chief of the editing department.

Ojvictor KREMER

„ EAL
CAMU
EN iJNcJ
ER V ELS
PEUB
ICE
r GOJOfaitlen Lan

5425 - 5426 - 9427 •Lane
5426
'^f^^^tPMaJteJl

mm

FOR

SALE

Spectacular Six Reel Negative, a former First National Release— Cheap.
H. A. SPANUTH
220 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111.

STATE
RIGHT
OWNERS
We are in the market for high-class
Address
attractions.
E. R. CUSTER,
Gen. Mgr., Southern Film Exchange
Charleston, W. Va.
"Only State

Righter in W.

Va."

JUST RECEIVED
2 Brand New Cameras
2 Brand New Latest Debrie
2 Brand New Latest Pathe professional completly equipped — extra
lenses
magazine
boxes — carrying
cases — tripods — Iris — masks — etc., —
Will dispose very reasonable —
Address Box— B— 14 c/o Wid's

TsitjA

DAILY
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Revolutionizes Film History!
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
Announces the most important offering from a financial and production standpoint ever offered exhibitors
in presenting

"A Grand

THE

BIG FIVE

Pictures
with

Season"

PRODUCTIONS
Charles Chaplin

Man — Woman — Marriage
Albert A. Kaufmann's presentation of
An Allen Holubar Production
starring

The Kid
in

Dorothy Phillips
A. most extraordinary presentation of the eternal
irama of mother-right, from the dawn of the world
:hrough the ages of barbaric splendor to the present.

Written and directed by Charles
without doubt the greatest screen
duced. Six reels of joy, on which
comedian worked for more than a

Chaplin. This is
comedy ever prothe world famous
year.

The Oath

Passion

An R. A. Walsh Production
With All Star Cast

with the famous Continental star
Pola Negri
rhe picture that amazed a nation in setting a new
world's record by showing to more than a quarter of
i million people in two weeks at the Capitol Theatre,
Mew York.

One of the biggest and most virile domestic dramas
yet shown on the screen and one of the vear's °reat
&

super specials.

Anita Stewart in Sowing the Wind
A Louis B. Mayer special and a most remarkable
story that hits the vital spot of the most tremendous
issue of man and woman today.

Every One in the Million Dollar Class!
»By

booking the Big Five Productions in a series, you will reap
bigger profits through their cumulative Box Office value

FIRST
NATIONAL

{Booked individually if desired)

Five Powerful Reasons Why — '
Hherell be & Franchise everywhere

First National
Attractions

DAILY

ATTENTION
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Now a Free Lance
Eve Unsell Forms Independent Scenario Bureau — To Represent
Harper's and Others
It developed yesterday that the formation of the Eve Unsell Photoplay
Staff, Inc., in Albany in November
was for the purpose of organizing an
independent scenario bureau by Eve
Unsell, one of the best known continuity writers in the business.
Miss Unsell, who resigned her position as a staff writer with Famous
Players, is president of the organization, and has associated with it as
vice-president, E. J. Clode, Jr., son
of the well-known publisher, and Lester Blankfield as secretary.
The company will write continuities, synopses, opinions and revisions
of difficult sections of continuities already prepared, the rearrangement or
alteration of stories for particular stellar parts, and the subtitling and editing of completed productions.
Its first two contracts call for six
continuities for Famous Players and
another for the next six continuities
for Katherine MacDonald.
Miss Unsell's next releases for Famous Players will be three Hugh
Ford productions, "The Price of Possession," starring Ethel Clayton;
"The Great Day," and "The Call of
Youth," both made by the Famous
Players-Lasky British Prod., Ltd.
The organization will also have a
book department under guidance of
E. J. Clode, Jr., and Edna Garden,
formerly of Metro. It starts business
as representatives of Harper & Brother, E. J. Clode, Sr .,and Thomas J.
Watt. Others are to be announced
later when final deals are closed.
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Big Party
G-r-a-n-d

and

G-1-o-r-i-o-u-s

Time

at the Exhibitors' Ball Thursday Morning
Yea, bo! We all had a g-r-a-n-d
and g-1-o-r-i-o-u-s time at The Astor
Thursday morning when the Theater
Owners Chamber of Commerce entertainment and ball occurred.
Everybody who was anybody was

there.on Adolph
and "Roxie"
were
hand so Zukor
early, however,
that
they
did
not
wait,
and
they
had
a
lot
T. E. Hancock
John J. Hayes
of company because the Ball itself
did not start until after supper which
began about midnight, prior to which
AT YOUR SERVICE
there was a big vaudeville entertainment which the crowd seemed to like.
DAY AND NIGHT
A
lot
of out-of-towm folk were on
INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
hand and several well known stars,
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES
including Mae Murray, accompanied
THE REFFES - SANDSON CO.
by her husband, Bob Leonard; Vir314 EAST 34th STREET
- NEW YORK CITY
ginia Pearson, with her husband;
Telephone
Murray
Hill
6562-6563
Sheldon Lewis; Violet Mersereau,
Louise Fazenda, Texas Guinan,
Monte Banks, and others. There
were so many beautifully dressed
CAMERAMEN
women it is hard to say what was
Furnished for all purposes.
what.
When prohibition comes it is
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMAgoing to be hard on the crowd that
TOGRAPHERS
was at the ball.
Suite 1603 Candler Building
Everybody stayed up entirely too
Phone Bryant 6558
late, with the result that half the executives and many of the exhibitors
of this town failed to show up until
noon yesterday.
<
The boxes in the Grand Ball Room
were decorated with the names of
ELECTROS
the companies whose stars were supposed to occupy them, but they were
I.RUBIN&COMPANY
all so busy dancing the boxes were
desolate.
23'E.4thST.
' SPRING 8303
The sales end of the business was
represented 100 per cent.
CAMERAMAN
Bryant
Receiver
for Yankee
Lack of, space prevents attempting to give the names of the several
Judge
Knox
has
appointed
Walter
For all occasions — At all hours —
L. Bryant receiver for Yankee Photo- thousand who were there, but they
Complete outfit — Reasonable rates.
play Corp. in $1,000 bond. The bank- are all in the picture business and
HUDSON FILM CORP.
ruptcy suit against Yankee was start- they all had a whale of a party.
ed
by
"Babe" Ruth in November
130 West 46th St.
New York City
DANNY.
when Ruth claimed that $35,000 was Me, too.

PRINTERS

SXEREO&MATS

'In the
Jhadow
off he
Dom^

due in back pay. The Biograph studio was also a creditor for $1,062 for
studio rent.
The assets of the company arc said
to be the negative of the picture and
the rights on sales. It is alleged that
the negative is being held in a laboratory in Fort Lee because the laboratory holds a claim of $3,000 against
the company.
Xydias Back from Trip
A. J. Xydias, Rialto Film Co., who
has returned from a trip to the South,
reports the following sales on "The
Isle of Destiny": Fla., Ala., La.,
Miss., Ga., Tenn. and S. Car., to Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, Atlanta; Del., Md., Va. and Dist. of Col.,
to Square Deal Film Corp., PhiladelAnother

DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

A. F. of L. to Fight Blue Laws
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Washington — Plans are being made
by the American Federation of Labor
to fight reformers of the country who
are seeking passage of blue laws. It
is understood that in all probability
the labor organization will join with
the Anti-Blue Law League in its
campaign.

Trip for Burrud

OF

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Green theater
Bay, Wis.
— Thebuilt
city's
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
picture
is being
by fifth
the
Los Angeles— "Dick" Burrud of Saxe Amusement Co. of Milwaukee.
the Burrud Scenics is expected to It will be called th.e Green Bay, is
leave shortly on another trip. Spe- to have a seating capacity of 1,000
cial Pictures release the Burrud Scen- and will cost approximately $50,000.
ics.
The opening is planned for March 1.

THE
A
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RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Av*,
New York City.
Hollywood, P-\

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

904

ARTISTS

AND

ART

5612

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Title»
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612
AUGUST
245

West 47th

SCHOMBURG
Art Titles
St.
New

York

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621

ENLARGING
302

AND

COPYING

W.
J. MORAT
Enlarging of M. P. Film
E. 33rd St.
Phone

FILM

Clips
Vand.

7361

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right
— Export
& Import
729 7th
Ave.
Bryant— Film
9444 Cl'r'ng

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443-s
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3768
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES,
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort Lee 221
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BARNES
Motion
3« East 22d St.
188 W.

Saxe Co. in Green Bay

phia.

\

New Educational Branches
Educational Films Exchanges, Inc.,
announces the company will open
two new branches. One will be in
Albany and the other in Salt Lake
City, Utah.

DIRECTORY

PRINTING
CO.
Picture Specialists
Phone Gramercy 948

PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., INC.
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Harlem 71M
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Mont. 40R4

STUDIO
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CINEMA STUDIO SUPPLY
CO., INC.
Renting
Electric Equipment
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819 157!
1442 Gower St.
Phones
Res.
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Authority
Saturday,

That Merger

Ban Griffith Film
Condemns
Board
Censor
Quebec
Film — Producer Plans Fight in
the Courts
D. \Y. Griffith has been advised
by his representatives in Montreal
that "Way Down East." submitted
to the board of censors for the Province of Q«ebec, has been turned down
as "not passed," and that they issued a condemnation of his work
which prohibits its presentation in
that province. The producer, through
his general manager, Albert L. Grey,
issued the following statement:
"The news that the Quebec censors have condemned 'Way Down
East' seems on the face of its record
in this country so absurd that I
scarcely know what to say. In America the story and its treatment in
picture form has been so widely
praised by minisceis, judges, editors,
federal and civic authorities, statesmen, professional men and other
good citizens, that I am at a loss
to understand the attitude of the
Quebec censors. I suppose our only
remedy is to take the issue before
the courts there and depend upon the
spirit of justice which I have always
found to prevail in the Dominion of
Canada.
"The essence of our story which
they have singled out for attack is
the very part of the productoin which
the preachers and moral proponents
of the presentation have used as illustrations for their praise.
"When you] consider that more
than 5,000 ministers of the gospel
have seen the production of 'Way
Down East' and have written wonderful letters to us dwelling upon its
great moral force and the good it is
sure to accomplish, it is easy to understand why this attitude of the
Quebec officials seems so astounding."
Laemmle on Long Trip
Carl Laemmle leaves today for
Palm Beach, Havana, New Orleans
and finally the coast. With him go
his daughter Rosabella and Mrs.
Anna Fleckles. He will supervise
the production of the Eddie Polo
serial while in Cuba and will be gone
for some time.
Newark Bars Crime Films
Newark, N. J.— Director of Public Safety has issued instructions to
exhibitors that all films in which
ciiminals are shown at work are not
to be shown in the city. Until now,
the police have banned pictures in
which the criminals go unpunished
3nd posters depicting acts of violence.

Price 5 Cents
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Tie-up
Rumors
Still Persist of Associated
Producers and United Artists
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles- — The film colony here
seems to expect some definite announcement shortly regarding the
reportedducersmerger
Associated Proand United ofArtists.
J. Parker
Jr., told
WID'S
DAILY
that Read,
positively
nothing
had
been done in the matter.
The Associated Producers directors, as noted, held a meeting on
Thursday night, at which time it
is understood the merger came up
for discussion. There will be further' meetings shortly.

On the eve of her marriage to a man she knows she never could love,
Nance Abbott's thoughts go back to another man, the mate of her soul,
whom she has left to die on a flimsy raft at sea that she may claim the
riches her wealthy fiance can give her. A scene from Thomas H. Ince's
tremendous melodrama, "Lying Lips," his second Associated Producers'
production, featuring House Peters and Florence Vidor. Mr. Ince in person directed the big scenes in the picture. — Advt.

Strike on Coast?

Licenses Issued

Will Not Admit
Operators Make New Demands — 130 But Local Firms
They Have Received Them from
Theaters Plan to Resist Action
the German Government
of Union
It is understood that a number of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
American exporters have received liLos Angeles — A strike of operators
censes from the German Government
at all local theaters looms up as a for the shipping to that country of
serious possibility because of the de- American pictures.
mands made by the union for shorter
For obvious reasons, local film exporters deny that this is true. Sevhours and increased wages and the
eral disclaimed any knowledge of the
determination of the theater owners
matter, stating that so many rulings
to resist these demands.
have been issued by Berlin that they
The union is asking for a seven- haven't got them all clear themselves.
hour day and a six day week as well
as*^a wage increase of $14 a week.
One hundred and thirty local theaters plan to resist the demands of
the union. An offer of a $5 increase
has been made and rejected by the
union which insists upon the original demands.

Fight Pictures at the Park
The Dempsey-Brennan fight films
of their recent encounter for die
heavyweight championship of the
world which were shown to the public for the first time last Sunday at
the George Cohen Theater, will be
exhibited tomorrow
at the Park.
Unable to secure a theater to house
the attraction the producers are contenting themselves with these Sunday showings. The performance at
the Park will commence at 1
o'clock, for
andonewill continue until 11
o'clock
day only.
It is understood that the net receipts for last Sunday where $2,685
at $1.65 top.
Dempsey Plans a Test Case
(Specia.
to WID'S
DAILY)plans a
Chicago
— Jack
Dempsey
test case of the constitutionality of
the Federal law regarding the snipstate. ing of fight pictures from state To

His attorney, Ray Cannon, 6t Milwaukee plans to take the DempseyBrennan films from here to Milwaukee where they will be exhibited.

Second Class Starts Jan. 17
The second class of the Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corp.'s training
for salesmen will open at the school
home
office on Jan. 17. Fred F. Creswell.
who conducted the first class, will '
again be in charge, and the sessions \
of the class will run through a period of four weeks as before. Thirtvfour selected men have been notified
to be in attendance at the opening
Another for Wilmer and Vincent
session.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Sherwin Leaves Goldwyn
Reading, Pa. — The Capitol theaLos Angeles— Louis Sherfin, forter, at 342 Penn St., has been taken
mer New York dramatic critic, who
over by Wilmer and Vincent. The
theater is now under construction has been connected with the Goldwyn studios, has resigned.
and will seat 3,000.

■^j

MA

Guts and Flashes
Broadwell Prod, have moved from
1115 Brokaw Bldg.. 1457 Broadway,
to 133-137 W. 44th St.
Vti.xv No 6
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
51/2
52
Famous Players .. SV/2
77
77
77
do pfd
*Gold\vyn
5
Loew
17
18
175*
Not quoted
U. W. Griffith, Inc
Triangle
5/16
Vs
¥*
Not quoted
World Film

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Rollo Closes New Deals
S. J. Rollo, of Clark-Cornelius, has
Angel" for New
sold "The Devil's
York State to Benjamin Weiser &
not inCo. of Utca. This sale did
clude Buffalo and Albany. These
two cities will be handled by the Jolver Exploitation Service of 117 W.
46th St.
Co. also purchased
Weiser
The
"Love's Battle."
Cutts Back from Porto Rico
William Cutts, a traveling representative for Universal has returned
from Porto Rico. He says the picture business on the island is in
pretty good shape.
Wants Stars for Washington Ball
Mil Franklin Kline, manager of
Concerts Diplomatique of Washington is in town endeavoring to secure
the presence of a number of stars
at a ball to be given in the Capitol
City the day after the inauguration
of Harding.

Regina B. Kruh is now handling
publicity and advertising for the Edward Small Enterprises.
Martha Mansfield will shortly begin work will
on her
'first vehicle. Alan
Crosland
direct.
Maurice Nathan has left Fox and
is making his headquarters with the
new publicity firm of Cook & Shay.
Ina Claire will appear in person at
the Rivoli tomorrow evening when
"Polly With a Past" begins a week's
engagement.
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Any More Like This ?
Apex Film Co.,
140 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. C.
Wid's Daily.
Gentlemen
As Bert :—Adler is no longer
our office mate and we cannot
read his copy of WID'S every
day, we are forced to subscribe.
Kindly enter our order for a
year's subscription.
Very truly yours,
APEX FILM CO.
L. J. ("Ruby")

Rubinstein.

Seiden Refutes Curwood Claim
Joseph Seiden, spoken of in yesterday's issue as "Joseph Ziden," stated
yesterday through his attorney,
Harry G. Kosch, that he owns the
rights to four Curwood stories, two

The first two of the series of 12 Al
& Howell comedies, starring Alex
ander Alt and Helen Howell, am
made Union Film, are readv.

Chickens may look alike,
but the one that lays the
greatest number of eggs is
the most valuable. The
same holds true for posters, which accounts for the
value of the RITCHEY
trade mark.

RITCHEY
LITHO

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St, NT Phone Chelsea 8388

Ethel Ruth Coolidge, niece of Vice
President Coolidge. will probably appear in an early Blackton picture to
be made in London.
of
published
Pearson's
andwhich
two were
in the
Outingin Magazine.
Myron Selznick has purchased two James Oliver Curwood denied in yesterday's issue that Seiden owned the
stories, "The Convict,'' by Ralph rights to any of his works.
Ince, and "The Rivals," by Mary B.
Kosch speaking for Seiden stated
Mullett.
yesterday:
"I am attorney for the Magazine
Pearl White's next vehicle is "The Stories Syndicate, Inc., a domestic
Mountain Woman," made from corporation, which is the owner of
Charles Neville Buck's novel, "A the motion picture rights of the Curwood stories in question. Joseph
Pagan of the Hills."
For
Florence Evelyn Martin, last seen Seiden, spoken of as 'Ziden' in your
as leading lady to Guy Empey, will article, is the vice-president of this
corporation. On behalf of my client,
next be seen in "Scrambled Wives," I wish to advise you that it owns the
a First National production, shortly
exclusive motion picture rights of
to be released.
four Curwood stories entitled 'God
The Independent, issue of Dec. 25, Of Fler People' and 'The Coyote,'
in Pearson's Magazine,
publishes an article entitled "Confes- published
For
'Test of a Code,' and "Uko Sam'
sions of a Movie Educator," which and
published
in
the Outing Magazine
deals with the organization of an
industrial department by a large film and acquired these rights from the
concern and the problems that were respective publications. My client New
York and
has practically completed the sale
met in that connection.
of the motion picture rights of these
Northern New Jerse
stories to two reputable producing
Baumer Issues Weekly Bulletin
corporations
and
the
publication
of
Baumer Films, Inc., are issuing a
weekly bulletin which is distributed this article by you has resulted in at
R. CLARK
among independent exchanges for least, temporarily, delaying the con- Phone Bryant 7090
Room 3
posting on their bulletin boards for
sum ation of these contracts."
106 West 47th St.
exhibitors' reference.
Late yesterday afternoon Carl
Milligan of the Robert H. Davis
Goodwin Resigns
Corp. stated he had received a letter
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
from Curwood in which the author
Philadelphia — Charles H. Goodwin
lie would resist an atWANTED TO BUY
has resigned as secretary of the Ex- stated that
tempt to make into pictures, old
Territorial rights for
hibitor's League of Eastern Pennsyl- stories of his. He did not deny that
vania, Southern New Jersey and Del- the Seiden owned several of his Minn., Wis., N. & S. Dak., Western
Northerns and
racing pictures.
aware after more than five years of
Apply
service. <>oodwin is manager of the stories.
No short stuff
Superior Film Exchange to which he
New Seattle House
will devote his entire time.
PLYMOUTH PICTURES, INC.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
140-W. 42st.
Seattle— "The Ridgemount," H.
New State Rights Firm
W. Bruen's new residential district
theater at 78th St. and Greenwood,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Salt Lake City— All Star Prod., was opened recently. This house is
Inc., has opened offices here and will equipped with loges and the best in
furniture, music and projection equipdistribute independent pictures thru ment.
Utah, Idaho and Western Wyoming.
S. S. Fox, general manager.
Scenic Artists' Ball March 9
The annual ball and entertainment
Idaho in Blue Law Fight
of the United Scenic Artists' Local
Butte — The Idaho Theater Mana- Union 829 will be held at the Waldorf March 9. There are about 800
gers' Asso. is lining up film men of
Spells
Heart-throb*
the Northwest for a fight against the members, many of them employed in
and Patronage
studios.
Vaudeville
and
screen
stars
passing of state censorship and Sunday closing laws at the next legisla- will entertain, as well as talent from
ture.
the scenic artists' organization.

CASH

STATE

RIGH1

Feature Production.

OJV1CTOR KREME
"MAD L0VE"|
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In the Courts

PattieNews

No. 3
DAYTON
BEACH,
FLA.— One
mile
in
one-third of a minute — This record is set in
an airplane motor.
NEW YORK CITY— America remembers
test made in automobile-racer operated by
Roosevelt — General Leonard Wood lays
cornerstone of memorial to be erected at
birthplace of the "Great American."
TAMPA, FLA— The "Tin Can Tourists"
camp. Autoists who cannot find accomodations at the hotels of Florida's winter resorts, form their own tent community.
LAKE PLACID, N. Y.— "Snow-Birds"
true to their name. Winter sport lovers
defy depths of snow and heights of air in
spectacular
ski-jumping.
IN THE LIMELIGHT— Admiral of U. S.
Navy adopts seven orphans — Rear-Admiral
Newton A. McCully at Ellis Island with the
seven waifs he brought here from Russia.
EL PASO, TEX.— Daily drill for men and
horses. Intensive training of U. S. Soldiers
on Border renders them most skilful riders
in the country.
VERDUN, FRANCE— Danish ruler visits
historic battlefield. Christian X. pays respect to French martyrs at Trench of Bayonets monument.
LOS ANGELES, CAL — Some people never
get stung. Expert "Bee-man" shows how
tame little honeymakers are when handled
the right way.
VIRGINIA CAPES, VA.— Atlantic Fleet
leaves for winter manouvers in southern
waters — government planes and dirigibles inspect the ships before sailing.
At San Diego, Cal., an Aerial Squadron
starts on its way to Panama — this is first
time air-craft accompanies
the navel fleet.

today
Royal

Buys

(Special to WID'S

"Isobel"
DAILY)

Philadelphia — Royal Pictures, Inc.,
have purchased
"Isobel" for Southern New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania.

ed
eptances Receiv
cc
(ATh
e Hoover Committee has received telegrams of acceptances from
a large number of exhibitors whose
aid was enlisted in putting over the
drive for $2,500,000.
Fraser With Baumer
Harry Fraser, for two years directing for the Universal Industrial
Department, has joined the directorial staff of Baumer Films, Inc., and
has started work on his first feature.
New Lubin Sale
Bert Lubin has sold "Honeymoon
Ranch" for Montana, Washington,
Oregon and Idaho to Greater Features, Inc., of Seattle. Independent
exchangemen will decide on the title
of the next Lubin film.
New

House for Easton, Pa.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Easton, Pa. — The Hamilton Realty
Co., J. Mankavitz, president, will
erect a theater here to seat 2,000
people. The house is expected to
cost $450,000.

A jury before Supreme Court Justice Newburger found for the defendant in a suit of Charles Miller
against the Metro Pictures Corp.
The plaintiff sued for $2,500, alleging that he was engaged at $500 a
week to direct the film "Wilson or
the Kaiser," and that the defendant
also agreed to pay him $500 a week
additional for all overtime. He alleged that he was employed fourteen
weeks days, and four weeks nights,
and that he earned $9,000, of which
the sum sued for was unpaid. Metro
contended it paid Miller all that was
due.

Interesting
The following has been received
from Howard
Estabrook:
"Most of us see clearly the future
of our industry, despite passing flurries and foolish newspaper articles.
Apprehensive ones should try learnfrom the past.
It's amusing.
the ingpetroleum
industry
reasonablyIs

^LACMEAUTY

secure and powerful to-day? Yet
from its past, as given by G. H. Montague, in the Harvard Journal of
Economics, 1902-03, I quote the following more than:
Deadly Parallel
Overproduction of oil in 1870
and 1871 had increased the depression .... feeling throughout
the industry was extremely nerAT YOUR SERVICE
vous. .. .Throughout 1873 there
DAY AND NIGHT
was a disposition on the part of
producers outside the region of
INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
the great wells to suspend operHOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES
ations in
1878. The recent months had been marked by
THE REFFES - SANDSON CO.
314 EAST 34th STREET
- NEW YORK CITY
heavy depression in the oil trade
Telephone
Murray
Hill
6562-6563
and bitter antagonism of producers and oil buyers. .. .riotous
meetings were held. . . .men were
hanged in effigy, and processions
of masked men marched the
FOR
SALE
streets and groaned and hooted
before the offices of the buyers. Spectacular Six Reel Negative, a for
Numerous -secret societies were mer First National Release— Cheap.
formed among the producers, and
H. A. SPANUTH
every morning the streets and 220 S. State St.,
Chicago, 111
sidewalks were found placarded
with cabalistic signs and proclamations.
,. ■
Petroleum Production U. 5.
World Almanac 1921

Samuel Goldfarb has sued Charles
Pensor in the Supreme Court to recover $4,000 paid the defendant for
half of Pensor's half interest in the
film, "Face to Face With Your Relatives in Poland." Goldfarb says that
this film showing the deplorable conditions in Poland was represented as
a medium which would attract many
persons to the theaters to see if they
could recognize any of their relatives
among the persons photographed. He
said that Pensor told him he had
bookings amounting to $60,000 for
the film, that it cost $16,000 to produce in Poland, that the film showed
the faces of 25,000 persons in Poland and that he had a list of 25,000
persons in the United States with
relatives in Poland who would want
to see the film. The plaintiff says
the film did not cost the sum stated,
that the defendant did not have a list
of- more than 5,000 persons and that
the pictures of not more than 5,000
1919—377,719,000 bbls. value $775,000,000
1S7S— 15,396,868 bbls. value $ 18,044,520
persons were shown on the film, for
which reason he wants his money
"It is to laugh. And today the
total assets of petroleum in United
back.
States are given as $7,310,000,000.
(Nat. Petroleum News, Nov. 3. 1920 i.
Vandenbergh Expedition Reel
Who limits the future of cinema
Hugo Riesenfeld held a special
showing of the Paramount-Vanden- would probably have scoffed at Gutenberg's printing press in 1460."
bergh Expedition picture at the Rivoli on Friday morning. Preceding the
New Company for Gray
showing of the picture Dr. Vanden(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
bergh gave a brief synopsis of the
purpose of his expedition and went
Lewiston, Me. — The Eastern Theainto detail as to some of the customs
ters Co. has been formed. The organization was formed at the office
of the various tribes in the territory
William P. Gray, at the Mystic
which the trip covered. Their vari- of
Theater.
ous ceremonies and habits are preThe president is Robert P. King
sented in a film called "Wild Men of
Africa." Some remarkably fine pic- of Ellsworth and Gray is treasurer.
John T. Ferry of Bangor is clerk and
tures havedenbergh
beenshowing
secured
by Dr. tribes.
"Van- these three with W. B. Williamson
the different
Some of the scenes are a bit uncanny, of Augusta comprise the corporation
but there are others which are really directorate.
amusing, especially those dealing with
the marriage market. The titles have
White Producing in Chicago
been carefully written and are always
Chicago — Leo White is here and
appropriate. The appreciation of the will start work immediately at Essapicture is greatly enhanced by the nay on comedies bearing his own
short description before the showing. name. Upon the completion of his
fourth for Independent Films As
ciation, White determined to make
the next four comedies in Chicago.
Fox Films for Sailors
Floyd Williams will be production
When the Atlantic fleet steamed manager of the unit. Virgil
Bennett
out of Hampton Roads a part of its director and Frank Messinger will atcargo consisted of over 2,000 reels of
tend to the technical details.
film made up into programs to be
issued to the various ships. EvenBertha
Schwartz,
release of Fox Film to date is informerly
wftrcluded in the feature and short sub- Louis B. Maver. will be in charge of
jects^ carried on the exchange
ship, the foreign
deoartmeInc.
nt of the Associated Photoplays,
the Prometheus.
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Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood— Universal announces
i change of titles on four producions: "•Cinderella Jane," starring
Carmel Myers, is now "The Mad
Marriage"; "The Millionaire Kid,"
.tarring Gladys Walton, will be reeased as "Rich Girl, Poor Girl";
'Hidden Fires," starring Edith Roberts, is to be "The Fire Cat," and
'Plain Folks," starring Eva Novak.
las been changed to "Society Setrets."
Eileen Sedgwick, who has just
;ompleted an 18 episode serial for
■Universal called "The _ Diamond
pueen,"Kull,
underis the
Lvard
soonsupervision
to appearof inEd-a
The story is "Renunciation,"
feature.
by
Peter B. Kyne, adapted by Hope

JLoring.

Fred Harris, for four years location director at the Realart studio,
formerly known as the Morosco stu'lio, has just been appointed to the
iame position at Lasky's, filling the
Vacancy created by the resignation of
Walter Reed.
Harry Burns has been engaged by
Universal to direct a series of animal comedies featuring Joe Martin.
■the famous orang-outang. He will
be assisted by C. A. Stecker, who has
had
of Joe's
he wascharge
six months
old. education since
Geo. Hackathorn has been chosen
to play the leading role in "The Light
in the Clearing," T. Hayes Hunter's
new production, on which work will
begin next week at the Brunton studios.
John Seitz, who photographed "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,7'
lis now working on "Uncharted
;Seas," Alice Lake's newest starring
vehicle, which Weslejr Ruggles is directing.
I
Daniel Whitcomb, who adapted the
.Rockett Film production, "The Truant Husband," has completed the continuity on his original story, "Salgvage," for Pauline
Frederick.
Spottiswoode Aitken has been engaged for an important role in Pris'cilla Dean's current production,
["False Colors."

tMA

Putting It Over

Gareth
Hughes,
Metro's
newest
(featured player, has just returned to
the company's studios, where he will
k in forthcoming special productions.
Frank Mayo has completed the
[filming of "Colorado."
Daisy Robinson will play the leading role in "Partners of the Tide" and
not Betty Francisco, as announced.
I Phillip I".. Rosen has completed
"What's
for
Metro.the Matter With Marriage"
GAUSMAN.
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Protest Taxes in Oregon
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Portland, Ore.— The M. P. Exhibitors League of Oregon at a recent
meeting addressed a letter to the
Here is how a brother exhibitor putjiis show over. Send along
members of Congress asking that the
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
your ideas.
revenue bill as it affects theater men
be reconsidered. The petition declared that the present government
Charleston, W. Va. — The Carrier look like a legal document, with the
taxes
are
too great a burden for the
Bros, of the Kearse theaters sprung
reading, "Marriage Li- smaller houses.
a holiday exploitation stunt that made heaviest type
cense." Inside under the heading
In the petition the theater men
for big returns. The dominant idea
"Marriage
License," was the follow- suggested that the admission tax be
of the campaign was the placing on
ing titled
wordto all
matter:
"Thehumor,
bearerjoyis and
en- made on the gross receipts instead of
the fun,
sale of "Amusement" as a staple commodity. Two styles of gift books, pleasure of married life without any the single ticket. It was pointed out
gotten up in elaborate style, were of the discomforts. The usual $2.00 that when the scale of price is 15,
25 and 35 cents the tax amounts to
printed — a children's book containing is eliminated from this special li10 admissio ntickets, and selling for
cent, because each adcense, and the bearer acquires all about 13missionper
is taxed.
$1; an adults' book containing 5 tick- the privileges herein enumerated, upets, and priced at $1.50. All energies
on payment of the regular admission
were turned toward popularizing gift
tee
the been
Alhambra
books as the most appropriate small
Ittohas
found Theater."
that the public
gift procurable. Two styles of one- will pay real money for such folders
sheets, window cards and 24-sheets which are known to the manufacturwere abundantly used for two weeks
as "Kid" cards, and
before the books were brought out. wheners ofanovelties
theater gives them away
\OF
THE
TRADE
The largest bookstore, the loca lpost gratis there is the assurance that they
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
of the American Legion and several will not be thrown away without goREADY REFERENCE
societies handled the books on a 1594
ing the rounds of the friends of the
ACCOUNTANTS
basis.
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
Ten thousand gift books were orig- possessor.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Ave,
inally printed. Immediately before
Los Angeles — Have you solved the
Xmas a rush order was placed for problem of eliminating useless noise New York City.
Hollywood, <""-*
ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
5,000 more. Allowing 15% for all
your theater? If you haven't,
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
overhead, a total of $15,000 will be from
devised by the manThe Screen Bulletin
realized. This idea can be utilized here is a system
agement of the Kinema, which is
Bryant 5612
during the holiday season by any working out successfully! The Kin- 904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
ARTISTS AND ART TITLES
showman anywhere. It has been a
ema has had cards printed with luF. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
happy idea in Charleston, as is atminous ink, reading: "We sincerely
tested by the volume of sales.
— Animation — Leaders
hope not to offend by calling your 220 W. Art42ndTitles
St.
Bryant 6796
attention to your present demonstraMARTIN-McGUIRE
&
NEWCOMBE
Nashville — The management of the
tion, which is embarrassing to those
Art Titlei
Elite, for their showing of "The
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 561?
These near
cardsyou."
are in possession of the
Devil's Passkey," made up a full page sitting
AUGUST
SCHOMBURG
layout from bunchful scenes of the ushers, who hand them to persons
Art Titles
picture and after considerable dicker- who are reading titles, talking or oth- 245 West 47th St.
New York
ing with the newspaper secured the
erwise making noise.
ENGRAVERS
page in four flashing colors. The
page occasioned a lot of talk, not only
THE
STANDARD
ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Williston, Minn. — George Sunderin Nashville, but wherever seen, and
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
haff, manager of the Orpheum, dis- 225
W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621
was largely instrumental in smashing
tributed printed cards the day before
AND
COPYING
the house record on the picture.
Christmas to all the merchants in ENLARGING
the city bearing the inscription,
W.
J. MORAT
Enlarging of M. P. Film Clips
302
E.
33rd
St.
Phone Vand. 7361
"Closed
all
day
tomorrow."
There
Utica, X. Y. — A novel' stunt was
used by Frederick Hathaway in con- was smaller printing on the card
FILM
CLEARING
nection with the Alhambra showing which on examination disclosed the

DIRECTORY

of Mack Sennett's "Married Life."
A white paper folded over similar to
the form of legal documents, and labelled on the outside with the county,
state and other wording to make it
Atlas Film, a State Righter

words: "Going to the Orpheum to
see 'The Idol Dancer.' " As the
cards were useful they nearly all appeared in prominent places in the
store windows.

Brady to Represent Industry
William A. Brady has been designated national counselor for the moLos Angeles — The Atlas Film Co.,
with offices at 705 W. 8th St., has in
tion picture industry and in that capacity will go to Washington on Jan
production "Stars of the Golden
West," featuring Jimmy Thompson; 27, when the U. S. Chamber of Commerce meets there.
"Dream Days" and "Breaking of
Dawn" with all star casts. The pictures are to be sold on the state right
To Do Metaphysical Novels
plan. H. A. Kemp is president of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the company and H. C. Anderson
Los Angeles — The New Era Prod.,
secretary and treasurer.
recently formed, state they plan to
make a series of metaplrysical novels by Isabella Ingalese. Officers of
Assigned to New Pictures
the
company are Richard Ingalese,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
president;
Harl Mclnroy, vice-presiLos Angeles — William Worthingdent, and William H. Augustus, secton and Robert Thornby, who reretary and treasurer. Business office,
cently joined the Universal directorial 406 Laughlin
Bldg.
staff, have been assigned productions.
Worthington will direct "Three at
the Table," starring Edith Roberts,
A Canadian company has borrowed Ann Forrest to star in a picture
and Thornby "A Blood Brother to
being made in the Northwest.
the Pines," starring Frank Mayo.
(Special to WID'S

Hewh'ngs Mumper. Benjamin B.
[Hampton's partner, is back in Los
[Angeles from an extended business
visit in New York.

DAILY
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Every day finds this powerful drama of
modern marriage jamming theatres until
the walls bulge.
ST. LOUIS.
(Skouras Brother — Grand Central Theatre.)
It pleased our patrons immensely, and words of praise could lie
heard onall sides.
DETROIT.

You can sell us more pictures like The Furnace'."

(Kunsky Enterprises -Madison Theatre.)

The Furnace'
held
them out. jammed the house to the limit and continuously
ST. PAUL.

(Finkelstein & Ruben -Garrick Theatre)

"The
Furnace' lias exceeded expectations.
Hate done capacity
business.
Greatest emotional acting ever seen here.
THE

WILLIAM

D. TAYLOR

PRODUCTION

"THE FURNACE"
(Adapted by Julia Crawford hers from the novel by "Pan")
R( (CHESTER.
(Loew's Star Theatre.)
"Did tremendous husinesson
"The Furnace'' last week. Am looking.
for even more this week which is seeond week of showing."
BUFFALO.

(Palaee Theatre.)

Furnace

HUNTINGTON.
"The

making

uonderful run here."

W. \ A.

Furnace'

(Arcadia Theatre.)

fine production

and

audiences

well

phased.

S. R. O.in evening."
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Chinatown Underworld Stuff Interesting.
Priscilla Dean in

"OUTSIDE THE LAW"
Browning Prod. — Universal
Tod Browning
DIRECTOR
Tod Browning
AUTHOR
Lucien Hubbard
SCENARIO BY
Wm. Fildew
CAMERAMAN
entertainment,
good
Mighty
A WHOLE
AS
cutting
Needs
stuff.
d
underworl
on
based
Lacks strength, but splendid work
STORY
Priscilla Dean and Lon Chaney lifts satisfactorily
Uniformly excellent
DIRECTION
Several wonVery good.
PHOTOGRAPHY
derfully fine shots
Good
CAMERAWORK
Mighty good performance of difficult role
STAR
overacted at times
One of the best casts ever assembled.
SUPPORT
Lon Chaney mighty fine in dual role; E. A.
Warren as the Chinese philosopher excellent
good, especially those of
Very
EXTERIORS
Chinatown
INTERIORS
slip-ups
Trifling
DETAIL
otherwise excellent
STORY
OF
CHARACTER

in

Up to the mark
titles;
several

How

underworld

folk go "straight" after thrilling exciting experiences
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,754 feet

Tod Browning's promise as evidenced in "The Virgin of Stamboui" with Priscilla Dean is justified in
the production he has given Universal with Miss Dean
again as a star.

"Outside the Law" is the result.

It
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Theme Is Light

is a mighty good picture. It needs cutting, chiefly
because it sags heavily in the middle and when this
cutting is taken care of it should be splendid, actionful
entertainment of the kind that a lot of people like.
Just as large numbers of people refuse to lose their
love of Westerns, so there are many who like the
underworld stuff. They eat it up. They are going
to lik-e "Outside the Law."
It is a very interesting production with a lot of
action and gives Priscilla Dean another opportunity
of registering ability, as the heroine who is somewhat
different from the usual, sickly-sweet, sentimentalist
who clings to her lover. Just to be different, Priscilla
fights the idea of love and her lover and it takes the
soft, warm arms of another woman's baby to bring her
to a realization of what home and- kiddies will mean.
She registers this very definitely in the end.
Just before the clinch comes there is a regular hellcat battle, Browning seems to like this stuff. In "The
Virgin of Stamboui," he had about two reels of battle
between the Moors before Priscilla and her lover finally were allowed to drift into peace and in "Outside
the Law," he does it all over again, in Chinatown with
gangsters, "bulls," and all of the rest, shooting, tumbling over chairs, partitions, smashing crockery, so
that when hero Wheeler Oakman finally slips his
hand into Priscilla's, his face has all the appearance
of a Hamburger steak before it is cooked. They certainly treat him rough. But he has nothing on Lon
Chaney, who, after being batted all over the place, is
finally shot.
This closing sequence will probably be edited, because itis a little ruff and gory as it stands.

Many Opportunities To Capitalize This Thriller
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here is another good one with Priscilla Dean. Also
you have Lon Chaney, whose work in "The Penalty"
will be remembered for a long time. In this picture
he gives another excellent performance and you can
talk about him to the limit. If you say he is the best
character actor on the screen you won't be very far
wrong.
If your crowd liked "The Virgin of Stamboui," do
not hesitate to lay it on thick and tell them this is
the same exciting, thrilling sort of story, played in
Frisco's Chinatown, with a battle at the finish that is
bound to get them going.

The title is catchy and Universale campaign to
attract attention in New

York City is proving excel-

lent. They are running a billboard campaign containing a lot of questions, such as "Do you work on Sunday? You are outside the law." They are also running a series of billboard posters, such as "Do not be
misled by malicious propaganda. You are not outside the law if you work on Sunday." You may not
be able to go in for heavy exploitation such as this,
but you can do something with teaser copy and with
posters along the same line.
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"Black Beauty" Characterized by Thrills And Extravagant Production
"BLACK BEAUTY"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Chester
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

David Smith
Anna Sewell
Mr. & Mrs. George Randolph

t
Reginald E. Lyons
Extravagant and spetacular production. Drags in spots but offers several good
thrills and a fine finish
STORY
Two
plots.
A romance
interwoven

with "Black Beauty's" autobiography
DIRECTION
Excellent at times, although effort
to create suspense by intermittent shots of the
two stories, sometimes fails to register
PHOTOGRAPHY
A
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK . . . .A
Fine
PLAYERS. . . .Jean Paige looks charming, and gives
a pleasing performance James Morrison well
suited to part, all others adequate
EXTERIORS
Splendid hunt and horse race shots
INTERIORS
Elaborate and correct
DETAIL
served

Very good English atmosphere pre-

CHARACTER
OF STORY
"Black Beauty's"
life story, along with love and intrigue of the
people closest to the horse
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,800 feet
In picturizing "Black Beauty," the world famous
story of a horse's life, Vitagraph selected a theme
that appears on the face of it to offer poor screen
material. They got around this by having Mr. and'
Mrs. George Randolph Chester weave in between the
incidents of the horse's life, a "human" story of love
triumphing over a scheming villain.
The sucpess of the picture, with most audiences, is
going to depend on this "human" theme, for the story

of the horse holds the interest only in those scenes
involving fast action. Among the latter are some very
good shots of a fox hunt, and a thrilling horse race
at the finish, which has been admirably done, and will
be apt to raise them off their seats.
Jean Paige performs very pleasingly as Jessie Gordon, and is well supported by James Morrison, who
is excellently cast as Harry Blomefield. Probably the
main objection will be a feeling that the material has
been strung out in places to cover space, thus making
it sag in several spots.
The story which runs side by side with the horse
story in intermittent sequences, which are distinguished bythe raising of curtains on the screen, deals
with
friends.incidents in the life of "Black Beauty's" human
At a house party given by Squire Gordon, his
daughter Jessie, and Harry Blomefield are playing
games with the little children, although they have
reached the age where Harry realizes that he loves
her. Among the guests is Jack Beckett, who lives by
his wits, and who has entree because he is a favorite
of the haughty Lady Wynwaring. The squire gives
Lord Wynwaring a donation of 800 pounds for charity,
which Beckett steals.
During a fox hunt next morning, Jessie's brother
George, is killed by a fall from his horse, and Beckett,
having stolen the money from Wynwaring's room
places it in the pocket of the dead man, and tells Jessie that her brother is the thief. To prevent Beckett
from telling her mother, Jessie promises to marry him
when she becomes of age.
' Meanwhile she has realized that she loves Harry,
who can not understand her wish to marry Beckett.
Several years pass, Beckett tries to elope with Jessie, is foiled, and after a great race sequence Black
Beauty carries hero Harry to Jessie, foiling the villain's plans.

The Title And A Promise of Spectacular Thrills Will Put It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The story of "Black Beauty" is so famous in every
part of the country, that the title alone will be sufficient to draw crowds. You can appeal to lovers of
the book by telling them that the story has been retained without change or alteration.
Also promise an extravagent production, and make
a strong feature of the thrills contained in the picture.

There are several good ones and you can talk a lot
about the race at the climax, which is as fine a thrill
as you could want. The names of Jean Paige and
James Morrison can be used to advantage.
It is a clean, whoesome picture, a fact which you
can make an especial appeal to women and children.
The book is so well known that there will naturally
be curiosity to see it visualized.

The Harvest
Is Coming-

Plums Will Soon Be
Ripe And Ready For
Picking

?
•

«
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Production Thoroughly Satisfactory But Story Isn't New
Hope Hampton in
"THE BAIT"
Maurice Tourneur Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR

Maurice Tourneur

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

A

Sidney Toler
John Gilbert
Alfred Ortlieb

WHOLE
Another
society crook melodrama; well enough produced and sometimes

interesting but isn't new
STORY
Adapted
from
the stage play "The
Tiger Lady;" would be more likeable if so many
similar hadn't preceded it
DIRECTION
Some very good bits; mystery as
to murder isn't provided with unusual suspense
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERAWORK
Good
STAR
Photographs well and can wear clothes ;
best suited to very light roles
SUPPORT
All handle roles adequately
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
: . Satisfactory
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Crook frames innocent shop girl then kidnaps her and uses her
to satisfy his own ends
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,289 feet
And still they come. "The Bait" is another crook
melodrama dealing with the ways and means of those
who make their living by their wits, using said wits
to the best advantage among

the wealthy. The pic-

ture is an adaptation of Sidney Toler's stage play
"TheTiger Lady." Besides the business of the crooks
there's a murder which takes place at the very beginning and they go all the way back and lead up to the
murder before you know who the dead man and his
assailant are.
This was evidently done to create suspense but it

hasn't. Since the audience doesn't know who was
killed or who killed him they forget all about the
murder in what follows, so it might just as well have
been told straight off in the first place. The title and
the characters are provided with rather appropriate
catch names which suit their respective parts in the
story effectively. The star is "The Bait," the girl
used to "frame" the innocent shop girl in the minnow,
and so on.
There is a love story running through it and the
climax is reached effectively with the hero and heroine coming into their own and the villain getting his
just deserts. It's really a good "fan" picture so for
this type of audience the production will most likely
give satisfaction.
Joan Grainger is about to be "sent up" after being
falsely accused of stealing, when she is kidnapped by
Bennett Barton, the master mind of a band of crooks
of which Simpson is also a member. Joan accepts
Barton's assistance and he sends her to Europe where
he later joins her. They live in luxury and Joan meets
John Warren, a wealthy American. Joan receives her
first jar of suspicion as to her benefactor's sincerity
when he "introduces her as his daughter. He then
makes clear his plan. Joan is to marry the wealthy
Warren so Barton will have access to the money.
The girl rebels but Barton threatens to send her
back to jail or worse still, to expose her past to Warren, with whom she is really in love. The entire party
returns to America and eventually Barton forces Joan
to accept Warren's proposal of marriage. In the
meantime some of Barton's pals have double-crossed
him and told Joan of the theft frame-up and they secure a signed confession from the girl that did the
"framing."
In an effort to secure the confession Barton is
killed by Simpson, who is also after the confession
that he will have the "goods" on Barton. Warren is
willing to have Joan despite all and they are happy.

Tourneur's Name Should Be Your Main Talking Point
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the sort of picture best suited to typical

and say that this is an adaptation of his stage play

"fan" audiences. There's mystery, murder, crooks, a
love story and all around melodrama that appeals to
this crowd. If you cater to this class you will satisfy

"The Tiger Lady." For a catchline say: "If you
were being sent to jail on a false charge and was suddenly kidnapped from the law would you accept the
assistance of one who offered you a life of luxury

them with "The Bait." You can announce it as a
Maurice Tourneur productioh. His previous successes
should attract them to this.
If you think well of it you can use the author's name

even though you didn't know the source. But see
how she was used as 'The Bait' in the scheme."
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Pretty To Look At and Good Production Plus a Fine Cast
Reginald Barker's production
"BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS"
Goldwyn
DIRECTOR
Reginald Barker
AUTHOR
Graham Moffat
SCENARIO BY .
Charles Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn
AS A WHOLE
Really pleasing entertainment;
fine Scotch atmosphere and some good touches
of humor
STORY

Adaptation of stage play affords splendid opportunities as screen vehicle
DIRECTION
Has made a thoroughly human
picture; has made good use of the material at
hand
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Splendid
CAMERA WORK
Always well judged
PLAYERS
Leatrice Joy delightful;
a capable
and well suited cast all the way through
EXTERIORS
Some real pictures
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Very good
Incidents
in the

household of Tarn Biggar, stern Scotch parent
whom
Susie Simpson decides shall no longer
remain a widower
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,255 feet
For those who like Scotch atmosphere — not liquid —
"Bunty Pulls the String" will afford a real bit of pleasure. Reginald Barker's adaptation of Graham Moffat's play has retained all the humor, humaness and
character of the original and through the augmented
possibilities afforded by the camera there are many
scenes and ideal locations, that are pictures in themselves. The exteriors are really picturesque.
The dialogue of the original may be missed but the
dialect has been maintained throughout the titles
which are well written and contain humor in them-

Tell Them

selves. The direction is splendid. There are some
comedy touches, typical of Scotch customs and manners that register effectively.
Leatrice Joy's delightful personality dominates the
"glad" theme of the picture while Raymond Hatton
and Josephine Crowell contribute the comedy. Both
the latter give unusually fine performances. Russell
Simpson handles the role of the stern and righteous
father of Bunty. Others who handle smaller parts
well are Casson Ferguson, Rowland Rushton, Cullen
Landis, Edythe Chapman, Otto Hoffman and Sadie
Gordon.
Bunty had kept house for her father since her
mother's death.
in- the city while
his "threshin's."
hoped to become
Tarn Bigger, and

She had two brothers, the older boy
the younger is still at home taking
Susie Simpson, a designing widow,
the second wife of Bunty's father,
so she placed some money in his care

to gain his favor: Weelum, Susie's nephew is in love
with Bunty but they haven't saved quite enough to
get married.
But the stern Tarn Bigger would have none of Susie
and when he found it necessary to give his oldest son '
the money Susie has placed in his care because the
boy had stolen and Tam would not have the name of
Biggar disgraced, he feared the widow more than
ever. Then Eelen Dunlop appeared at the Biggar
home and when Susie learned that she was Tarn's
childhood sweetheart, she decided to ask for her
money, since she couldn't have Tam.
But Tam refused to talk "business" on the Sabbath and so the matter was delayed a day. The next
day
and
then
had

Bunty pulled the
her savings to her
made the startling
cheated Wellum

strings. She gave Weelum's
father to replace the debt and
announcement that the widow
out of his inheritance. The

widow was forced to make restitution and a' double
wedding was arranged — Weelum and Bunty — Tam
and Eelen.

You'll Give Them

a Bit of 'Scotch'

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It isn't often that you get real "Scotch" noAvadays Use
the producer's
name
and recall his "The
so you ought to make a big bit with "Bunty Pulls the Branding Iron."
You can talk about a splendid cast
Strings."
Scotch atmosphere in pictures is still a bit and can use names if you think well of it. Play up
out of the ordinary, so you have something to talk the title extensively.
Be sure to secure a press sheet
about in that.
Reginald Baker's production of Gra- provided by Goldwyn.
It contains many good exploiham Moffat's stage play has a realistic and delight- tation hints.
Catchlines could read:
"Want a taste
fully pleasing old fashioned atmosphere and you can of real Scotch?
Go to the blank theater and see
promise them it's good to look at.

'Bunty

Pulls the Strings.''
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Another Thoroughly Enjoyable Comedy From MacLean
"THE

Douglas MacLean in
ROOKIE'S
RETURN"
Ince — Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

The story itself doesn't boast of much unusual comedy business but the way it has been done, together
with the work of Frank Currier who plays the part

Jack Nelson
ArthurJM. McMackin
Not credited
Bert Cann

AS A WHOLE
Slight situations but comedy
value is there and together with personalities
and good titles it's all right
STORY
From McMackin's story; makes splendid vehicle for MacLean who gets it over
DIRECTION
Quite successful in making this
comedy offering another MacLean fun maker
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT

Usually all right
Good
His personality always an asset
Frank
Currier
a mischievous
old

Dad; Doris May charming
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL . . .CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Adequate
Correct
Some very good titles
Rookie returns to

find himself rich in money but he wants romance and adventure — he gets it
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,123 feet
Personality has a whole lot to do with getting a
character over and that's probably why Douglas MacLean has so little difficulty in making himself liked
by picture goers. The minute he smiles his way into
the picture you know you're going to like it and that's
just what happens again in "The Rookie's Return."
The "rookie" is one of a few late arrivals from "over
there" and after he has played a joke on some of his
buddies indulging in a quiet seance with the galloping
dominoes and then proceeds to step on the General's
foot, you're quite liable to make yourself comfortable
and prepare to enjoy the rest of it.

of the humorous Dad and Doris May as the "girl" in
the case and then some well written titles, — all these
things make "The Rookie's Return" thoroughly
enjoyable.
Perhaps the biggest comedy bit is where Douglas
enlists the aid of a "friend" to help locate his sweetheart's father. He says some not altogether complimentary things about the father to the ' friend" and
here's where the laugh comes in. The audience knows
that the "friend" is really the father who doesn't want
to spoil a good joke and offers his assistance to find
himself. Another good bit (the title writer's inning)
shows the lovers getting into a cab with the shades
drawn. It's dark inside and so the screen remains
dark except for the somewhat

"slushy" remarks
being passed by the occupants — you know — "taxi"
talk.
James Stewart Lee, returned rookie, decides to
make his own way in the world and not go to his
wealthy Aunt, but he isn't very successful until he is
hit by a golf ball driven by Alicia, a rich girl. James

doesn't want the girl to see his humble boarding place
so he has her drive him to his aunt's, where he learns
she is dead and he is the heir.
James and Alicia fall in love, but it's interrupted by
the disappearance of the girl's father who has taken
himself off to get away from the process of housecleaning which is going on in his home. The rookie
meets the father and not knowing him previously asks
the man's assistance in locating his sweetheart's
father. The old- man decides to have some fun for
himself and enters into the search. He makes it good
and lively by staging a kidnap and eventually the
truth comes out and the sweethearts continue their
interrupted love affair.

This Unless'jYou Don't Book It
No Need to WorryBox About
Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Since he won his way into the hearts of the picture
public in "Twenty-Three and a Half Hour's Leave"
this delightful personality in the form of Douglas MacLean has been rather successfully keeping up the
good work and in "The Rookie's Return" he again
manages to put you in a^appy frame of mind and
you just have to like him. His smile sets the thing
going right off the (first) reel and from then on he
keeps it going.

The supporting cast in this case deserve a goodly
share of credit for the comedy business and the title
writer also has more than a little to do with it. The
direction is very good and Nejson has managed to
get the most out of the story's possibilities. Catchlines should go well. Say: "Ever get hit by a golf
ball? Try it once. Might bring you good luck. See
how it happened in 'The Rookie's Return/ Douglas
MacLean's latest."

DAILY
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Harry Leon Wilson's Yarn Makes Enjoyable Picture
"THE SPENDERS"
B. B. Hampton Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Jack Conway
AUTHOR
Harry Leon Wilson
SCENARIO BY
E. Richard Schayer
CAMERAMAN
Harry Vallejo
AS A WHOLE
Good production of a highly interesting story. Much bright comedy and many
tense situations make it a thoroughly desirable
offering
STORY
Humor and suspense evenly balanced.
A tale that has a wide appeal
DIRECTION
Good for the most part.
There
is a slight let-down near the end
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
.. ... All right
CAMERAWORK
Adequate
PLAYERS
Claire Adams,
Robert
McKim,
Joseph Dowling and Niles Welch, handle principal roles in highly satisfactory manner. All
the rest good
EXTERIORS
Several good westerns
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
in titles

Might have put more of Wilson's lines

CHARACTER OF STORY
Old Western pioneer turns tables on Wall Street crooks who are
fleecing his grandson
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,693 feet
It will be conceded by a big majority of picture patrons that Harry Leon Wilson's imaginative romance
of the "West coming to the East," is the sort of tale
that makes for real screen entertainment of the right
sort, in its picture form. Nothing deep or problematic
about it, but an enjoyable romance, the sort of entertainment that no one can find much fault with.
It's a clean, snappy comedy, with swift moving action most of the way through, and enough element

of suspense to provide an exciting climax, even if it
does turn out the way the audience has guessed.
The scenarist and director are responsible for keeping the story true to its original form, and presenting
it in a clear and smooth way.
The one spot in the picture where there seems to be
a slight bit of stalling is toward the close, but it isn't
long and the suspense previously created will make it
unnoticeable to many.
The story begins with the Bines family in Montana
City, after the death of Daniel J. Bines, the millionaire
builder. Uncle Peter Bines, who founded the fortune,
wants the family to stay in the west. P. Percival
Bines, of the third generation, and his sister Psyche,
want to live in New York.
Avice Milbrey of New York who is passing through
Montana City in Rulon Shepler's private car, causes
Percy to firmly decide for New York when he assists
her to catch the train after a thrilling dash in an auto.
The family, except Uncle Peter, go to New York,
where Percy falls in love with Avice, who is to be
forced to marry Shepler because he holds financial
reins on Avice's father. Shepler starts in to break
Percy in Wall Street. Rumors of this reach Uncle
•Peter who comes to New York and plays a secret
game in Wall Street, "coppering" all of Percy's bets.
The financial crash comes and with it a blow at Percy's
reputation on a frame-up involving him with a chorus
Avice makes a financial clean-up through money invested with Uncle Peter, and she then lerrds it to the
old
man
to win or loose for both of them.
girl.
Just when Percy thinks he hasn't a cent left, Uncle
Peter appears with all the money won back. Avice
straightens out her father's finances with her winnings, and the end finds her with Percy — now Peter —
on their way to their home in the west.

Promise Them Real Entertainment— Author's Name Will Help
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You need not be afraid to make promises of a high
class entertainment, good comedy, and a pretty little
romance for this picture, because it will back you up,
and undoubtedly will please your patrons, no matter
what class audiences you cater to. Featuring the interest of the story itself is the best bet, although you
also have well known names in the cast, in Robert
McKim, Claire Adams, and Joseph Dowling.
Tell

them what it's about, as the idea of the crude old westerner cleaning up the Wall Street sharks carries an
Harry Leon Wilson is a well known and popular
appeal.
writer, and from the wide circle of readers who enjoy
his stories in current magazines, his name will be valuable in your advertising.
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Star And Some Bright Comedy Make This Fairly Good Entertainment
Viola Dana in
"CINDERELLA'S
Metro

TWIN"

DIRECTOR ..'.
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Dallas M.Luther
Fitzgerald
Reed
Luther Reed

CAMERAMAN
John Arnold
AS A WHOLE
Good in spots, not plausable at
any time, drags toward end
STORY
Entertaining comedy in the story of a
modernized Cinderella
DIRECTION
Hasn't made much of the love
scenes, and action slows up noticeably toward
finish
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA
STAR

All right
Fair

WORK

Satisfactory

Gives
pleasing
and
mance. Looks attractive

SUPPORT
roles poor
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Principals

humorous

adequate,

perfor-

some

minor

Only one
All right
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
Crooks play "fairy
godmother" to modern Cinderella, in order to
rob wealthy family during the ball, and she
catches them
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. . . . About 6,000 feet
The old story of Cinderella is carried out even to the
lost slipper found by the prince, in this up-to-date
version of the fairy tale. And the original is scarcely
more improbable in some of its happenings than the
present tale, no part of which is plausable if it be regarded as anything but a fairy story.
There is a fair amount of g-ood comedy running
through the piece, but instead of being evenly distributed, ithas been bunched, leaving some portions
rather flat. The comedy is of the kind that almost

any type of audience will enjoy, and there is probably
enough of it to put the picture over in most houses.
It is well directed for the greater part, but the
scenes between the star and the hero are not well
clone. They are devoid of romance and most of them
are insipid.
Viola Dana is well cast. She takes the part of Connie McGill, a little scullery maid, in the kitchen of the
newly rich Valentines. J Laving seen a picture of Prentice Blue, one of the society lights, in a magazine, she
calls him her Prince and builds castles in the air with
Prentice as the hero.
Connie sees Prentice as the guest of the Valentines,
who are trying to marry him to their daughter. An
accident
tention. in the dining room brings her to Blue's atBlue, who has nothing but his social standing, is
also sought by the wealthy Nathaniel Flint, for his
daughter, Helen. Flint advertises extensively that at
a gorgeous birthday party he is giving for Helen, there
will be half a million dollars worth of jewels on
display.

The value of the gifts attracts the attention of "Ma"
1 higeen and her band of crooks. False credentials
assure the admittance of one member of the party.
But upon arriving at the ball, the crooks find that the
detective on guard knows them, and when Connie,
standing in the crowd, audibly wishes she were
going to the party, she soon gets her wish through the
aid of the crooks.
Attired in borrowed finery, she meets Blue, who
falls in love with her. The jewels are stolen just as
she leaves the house, and Blue is suspected, because
he has in his pocket the slipper Connie has dropped
in her flight.
The crooks need the slipper which holds the key
to their hidden wealth, and Connie, in fear, attempting to get it for them from Blue, captures both the
hand and her Prince.

Star's Name The Best Bet, And You Can Promise Some Good Comedy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The star's name offers probably the best point of
exploitation in this, and if Viola Dana is well liked by
your patrons you should be able to play this one up
successfully Tell them that the star's performance
is highly amusing, and let them know that she looks
very attractive and charming.
It will also be safe to promise a good amount of

real comedy and you can link this up with something
about the comparison of the little maid and the
daughter of the newly rich. Talk about the jewel robbery, and the slick crooks. You can find some good
lobby and stunt features in the fact that it is a modern
Cinderella story.
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Will Satisfy But Doesn't Match Up With RecentJFox Specials
"BLIND

WIVES"
Fox

DIRECTOR
Charles J. Brabin
AUTHOR
Edward Knoblock
SCENARIO BY
Charles J. Brabin
CAMERAMAN
George Lane
AS A WHOLE
Done in five episodes with some
much better than others

STORY
Adapted
from
Knoblock's
stage play
"My Lady's Dress;" elaborated extensively for
screen
play

DIRECTION
First episode not so good; Russian episode the best of the lot
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies
LIGHTINGS. . . .Poor in first episode; good in others
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Estelle Taylor
and Marc
McDermott handle variety of roles satisfactorily
EXTERIORS
Those in Russian episode good;
few in others
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Fair

CHARACTER
OF STORY
Various tragedies
and misfortunes endured by those who labor to
produce luxuries for "Blind Wives"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,376 feet
The Fox organization have arranged an adaptation

of Edward Knoblock's stage play "My Lady's Dress"
in the form of a series of episodes. There are five of
these, some much better than others. The first episode isthe weakest of the lot, the players overact noticeably and the photography is very poor. The next
is an improvement and there is a Russian episode
which is the best. In its present form the picture is
altogether too long but careful cutting will remedy
this.
Marc

McDermott

and

Estelle Taylor are

seen

in

each of the different episodes and each time in a different character. This is quite a test of their versatility and generally speaking they do very well.
Director Brabin has done very well in the making
of the picture but the production as a whole would be
much more effective if there was a more obvious connection between each of the episodes. With little
warning other than a Hash of the woman who is
dreaming these various things, there is little to indicate that a new episode is to begin. The connection
between the hrst and second, however, is quite satisfactory. The lady's dress is lying on a chair and the
fade-out focuses the last shot on the floAver which
decorates her dress. The next fade-in shows the
flowers being made by a little cripple girl and the episode of the slums is picked up here.
Anne's passion is clothes but her husband closes
her account at Jacquelin's and in a fit of pique she goes
to sleep and dreams. The first episode shows Annie,
the little cripple girl who makes flowers and finally
sells her wonderful hair and goes away so that she
will not stand in the way of her sister's happiness.
Next comes the Russian episode which tells the
unhappy story of the sable which decorates the gown.
1 low the trapper returning to his home with the skin
finds his wife unfaithful tb him. Then there is the
story of Annette and her husband Nicolas, a weaver
Nicolas is dying and Anette works the loom but is
unsuccessful. Her old sweetheart, Joanny, comes to
her rescue.
The last is the story of the mannequin who fights
to maintain her reputation and finally kills the manager of the establishment when he tries to keep her
away from her dying mother. The "blind wife"
wakes from her dream cured of her passion for clothes
and she is happy with her husband once more.

Carefully Exploited It Should Show Good Results
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is enough variety in the different episodes
which make up "Blind Wives" to satisfy the majority
of audiences, and the fact that some are more interesting and better acted than others probably won't have
a serious effect as long as the general appeal is not
serious endangered by this uneven break. The Rusian episode will probably give the most satisfaction.
A fashion show in connection with the showing
would
be thoroughly
appropriate
and most
likely

draw a good crowd. If you played "While New York
Sleeps," you can say that the same players appear in
"Blind Wives." Be sure to say that it is an adaptation
of Edward Knoblock's stage play "My Lady's Dress."
Catchlines should attract. Sa>r : "Do you ever realize
what unhappiness or what tragedy may be connected
with the dress you wear? See 'Blind Wives' for the
story of the hardships endured by those who make
these beautiful gowns possible."
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Picture Not As Good As Play But May Satisfy
Wallace Reid in
"THE

CHARM
SCHOOL"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

James Cruze
Alice Duer Miller

SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Tom Geraghty
C.E. Schoenbaum

AS

A

WHOLE

Picture

version

of stage

doesn't contain the real charm of the
but may satisfy star's admirers
STORY
They haven't gotten as much
as they should have
DIRECTION
Secured some very good
but altogether too much time given
business
PHOTOGRAPHY

play

original
out of it
comedy
to small
Good

LIGHTINGS
•
Good
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Quite as pleasing as usual except when
he takes to posing
SUPPORT
Lila Lee well suited to part; others
all very good
EXTERIORS
Some pretty ones
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Some titles are good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young automobile
salesman
with one
LENGTH OF
Somehow or

inherits girls' school and falls in love
of the pupils
PRODUCTION
4,743 feet
other the picture version of Alice Duer

Miller's comedy success "The Charm School" hasn't
the charm of the play. One reason is that too much
effort has been spent on small business that doesn't
mean very much, such as a love affair between Lila

Lee and the brother of her room-mate. This is one of
the non-essentials that lacks the proper comedy spark.
Other efforts at comedy turn out to be nothing more
than nonsense.
Then again there are moments that register real
humor and at the Rivoli the audience seemed to be
satisfied generally, although there were times when
long stretches of dry detail proved noticeably tedious.
Many of the situations in themselves provided fun,
and the star's work will attract.
The direction is generally all right and the titles
contain some humor that got laughs. Those who
like Wallace Reid may be amused by the part he
is given in "The Charm

School," that of a young

man who inherits a girls' school and reforms it
according to his own ideas.
When Mrs. Rolles insists that she will not have
Bevans (Reid), for a son-in-law he insists that she
will. But then when his aunt dies and wills him her
girls' boarding school, Bevans gives up his suit and
decides to run the school. Under the aunt's regime
the girls studied microbes, etc., but Bevans turns it
into a "Charm School," where the girls are taught
dancing, fencing, and grace in general.
Elsie, one of the students, immediately falls in love
with Bevans. but lie fails to respond. Then
Elise tries to vamp Bevans, hut he doesn't
fall, so she comes right out with the truth and
tells hims she loves him. Elise's uncle is very much
interested in young Bevans and when Mrs. Rolles
hears how well he is getting along she tries to patch
things up between Bevans and her daughter and tells
Elise the two are engaged. Elise is heartbroken hut
in the end all turns out well with Elise and Bevans.
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Play Up the Title and Use Star's Name Extensively
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Wallace Reid in
"THE

ference
satisfy.

CHARM SCHOOL"
Paramount

You have the title of a well known stage play to an-

and

for them

the

picture will

undoubtedly

For those who are not familiar with the story make
known the main situation — that of the handsome

nounce ifyou show "The Charm School" and even if
the picture adaptation doesn't quite measure up to expectations itmay get over, especially where the star

young man who inherits a girls' school and teaches
charm instead of arithmetic. Catchlines such as : "He
was a good automobile salesman but see how success-

is well liked. They haven't made as much of the
material they had to work with as they might have but

ful he was at running a girls' school," should go, or
say "Ever know there was such a thing as 'The
Charm School'?
See Wallace Reid's latest picture."

those

who

didn't

see

the

play

won't know

the

dif

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
u

TVe Never Disappoint^

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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Below the Average.
H. B. Warner

in

"WHEN

WE WERE TWENTY-ONE"
Jesse D. Hampton — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Henry King
AUTHOR
H. V. Esmond
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Victor Milner
AS A WHOLE
Commonplace production given
to adaptation of stage play; never comes near
being entertaining
STORY
All real "movie" type situations that
don't boast of even an original twist
DIRECTION
Very ordinary
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

••

Satisfactory
Average

STAR
Isn't called upon for very much
SUPPORT
Christine Mayo unconvincing vamp;
Claire Anderson seemed lost and others just
act their parts without
registering
anything
unusual
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
All that are required
DETAIL
,
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Youth
who
jilts
fiancee for vamp
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Nat Goodwin may have been successful in the stage
play of "When We Were Twenty-One," but it's a matter of some doubt whether or not H. B. Warner will
gain much for himself through his picture of this play.
But this isn't to say that it's Warner's fault. He does
all that is required of him in the part of the guardian
who tries, unsuccessfully, to manage a young man of
twenty-one who is "sowing his wild oats."
But those who had the actual production on their
hands have not made a picture that entertains.
It is

17

Doesn't Entertain
hopelessly dull and it's typically "movie" formula has
been maintained to the letter. No effort has been made
inject a little originality and the cut-and-dried mercenery vampire plus innocent youth and jilted sweet■ heart plot is retold without the slightest new twist.
Henry King is capable of much better things than
this. His handling of the cast is, at times, noticeably
lax. There are three characters, men, called the
'"Trinity." They are seen running on and off and occasionally they are noted "registering," by a shrug
of the shoulder or nod of the head. The principal
characters other than the star just go through the requirements ofthe role but that's all.
Dick Carewe seems to be more than anxious that
Phyllis marry his ward, Richard Audaine, knicknamed
the "Imp." Phyllis really loves Dick but agrees to
marry the Imp because she thinks it will please Dick.
But the "Imp" is just twenty -one and "sowing his
wild oats." He is enfatuated with Kara, a vamp who
believes the youth is rich and when in a drunken
state he asks Kara to marry him she accepts.
The Imp returns home and the next morning
Phyllis finds a note from Kara which she believes is
meant for Dick. For the time being and for the sake
of covering up the Imp Dick admits he is to marry
Kara but when the Imp is approached he insists that
he loves Kara. Then Dick plans another way to
"save" his ward. He agrees to pay Kara a sum of
money to make it appear that he (Dick) is in love
with her. But in the meantime the vamp has married the youth and Dick's plan fall through.
Then Phyllis finds out that the note was intended
for the Imp. And she isn't a bit sorry because she
loves Dick and eventually tells him so. Kara then
learns that her youthful husband has no money in his
own name and so she goes off with an old admirer who
has just made a lot of money and the Imp seeks Dick's
forgiveness.

Star's Name May Help But Don't Promise Anything
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The fact that this is the screen adaptation of a stage
play in which Nat Goodwin made quite a hit may make
it worth while playing, but the production provided
is so ordinary and the acting generally so commonplace that it will not satisfy in the better class houses.
If you cater to a cheaper class of picture patrons, the
downtown houses, then you will most likely get away
with it well enough. It's the sort of picture formula
that appeals to them.

Catchlines will let them know what to expect, so
unless you would rather let them come in and then
find out, you could say: "He was twenty-one and
sowing his wild oats. See how the love of a pure
young girl was sacrificed by a youth who got in with
the wrong society." Or, "All the older men said:
'Too bad we didn't meet a girl like her 'When We
Were Twenty-One,' but the youth who did meet her
threw away the chance."
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Frederick)
The Highest
Bidder
(Madge
Kennedy)
4,960
Prisoners of Love ( Betty Compson)
The
Concert
Guile
of Women
Runty
Pulls
the Strings
6,255
Hold Your Horses
*.
4,610
A Voice
in the Dark
4,255

CORP.

26-20

10-10-20

OF AMERICA,

COMPANY

GOLDWYN

5-30-20

10-17-20
10-17-20
11-14-20
1-2-21

EXCHANGES

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May
(Bessie Love)
The
Midlanders
(Bessie
Love)

CORP.

PLAYERS-LASKY

FILM

1121-20

7
Behold My
Wife
(Geo.
Melford
Prod.)
6,556
7 The
Sins of Rosanne
(Ethel
Clayton)
4,862
14
Always
Audacious
(Wallace
Reid)
5,101
14
Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett)
4,539
21
Frisky
Mrs.
Johnson
( Billie Burke)
5,536
21
Burglar
Proof
(Bryant
Washburn)
4,495
23
Idols of Clay
(Mae
Murray)
23 The Romantic
Adventuress
(Dorohy
Dalton) . .4,736
5 Conrad in Quest of His Youth
(Thomas
Meighan)
5,926
5
Flying
Pat ( Dorothy
Gish)
4,867
12
The
Life of the Party
(Roscoe Arbuckle)
4,944
12
Heliotrope
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
6,367
19 To Please One Woman
(Lois Weber Prod.). . .6,086
19
An
Amateur
Devil
(Bryant
Washburn)
4464
26
The
Testing
Block
(William
S. Hart)
5972
26
Silk Hosiery
(Enid
Bennett)
4556
2 The
Bait (Maurice
Tourneur
Prod.)
5,289
9 The
Jucklins
(George
Melford
Prod.)
6,023
9 The Charm
School (Wallace Reid)
4,743
16
The
Education
of Elizabeth
(Billie Burke)
16
The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan Prod.)

FIRST

FEDERATED

5,000

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6, 000
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Whispering
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
6,000
Mid-Channel
(Clara
Kirrfball Young)
6.000
Hush
(Clara
Kimball
Young;)
6,000

Nov.

My Lady's Latch Key (Katherine MacDonald)
Parrot
ei Co. ( Sydney
Franklin)
Man, Woman and Marriage
(Holubar-Phillips)
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart)
Passion
( Pola
Negri)
'

9-5-20

7,000
6,000
6,000

Reviewed

The
Devil's
Garden
(Lionel
Barrymore)
5,600 10-31-20
Dangerous
Business
(Constance
Talmadge) .. .5,118
12-5-20
Love, Honor and Behave
(Mack Sennett)
5,000
Unseen
Forces
(All-Star)
6,000
Dinty
(Wesley
Barry)
6,000 11-28-20
The Truth About Husbands
(Bennett
Prod.) . .6,979 12-19-20
Habit
( Louis
Mayer
Special)
Nineteen
and Phyllis
(Charles
Ray)
5,744
1-2-21
The
Great
Adventure
( Lionel
Barrymore)

9-26 20

The
Gamesters
(Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The
Blue
Moon
(Elinor
Field-Pell
Trenton) . .6,000
Their
Mutual
Child
(Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6,000

Footage

11-7-20
6^000
5,000 11-21-20

12-5-20
6,000
12-5-20
5,000
12-19-20
6,000
2-1-21
6,000
2-1-21
5,000
Warner) . 5,000
;—
6.000
6,000
6,000

tM^
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Charm of Star and Unusual Theme Puts This Over
Elaine Hammerstein

in

"PLEASURE
SEEKERS"
Selznick — Select
DIRECTOR
George Archainbaud
AUTHOR
John Lynch
SCENARIO BY
Edwin Montague
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS

A

she plays the part with an air of both that will charm
almost any audience. There was an absence of great
emotion when it was naturally expected.
The direction has had a big hand in bringing out
and developing the characters, and in keeping interest
unflagging until the finish. The introduction of a new
angle to the plot after it is presumably being wound

WHOLE
Interesting
story of married
life. Well directed, well acted, and carries a

up, has been skilfully dene so that it comes as a pleasant surprise.

punch
Makes good screen material, with role
STORY
well suited to the star

Frank Currier gives a particularly entertaining performance. The whole cast is competent, however.

DIRECTION
Has handled characters skilfully,
making good contrasts
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA
STAR

WORK
All right
Looks attractive and is well suited to the

part.

Lacks emotion in some scenes demanding it

SUPPORT

Frank Currier combines humor and

pathos effectively.
EXTERIORS

Rest adequate
Few of them

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good
Nothing wrong

CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife's struggle to
keep her pleasure seeking husband, and to reconcile his father to their marriage
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,500 feet
With a story away from the general run of themes
selected for pictures, and one which lends itself particularly well to picturization, "Pleasure Seekers"
offers interesting and thoroughly high class screen entertainment. Itisn't great or a particularly noteworthy production, but it holds the interest all the
way, and the work of the star and her support is well
and pleasingly done.
The outstanding impressions of Elaine Hammerstein's performance are sincerity and refinement, and

Craig Winchell is threatened with disownment by
his wealthy father, unless he gives up his wild ways,
and particularly Mrs. Clara Marshall, a divorcee with
rather a tarnished reputation. Craig, determining to
try and follow his father's wishes, leaves for a long
motor trip. His car breaks down before the home of
Rev. Richard Snqwden in a small town. There he
meets Snowden's secretary, Mary Murdock (Elaine
Hammerstein), and falls in love with her.
The death of Snowden permits Mary to leave, and
she and Craig are married. Craig brings his bride
hack to his father, but John Winchell refuses to see
her, imagining the type of wife Craig has chosen. To
win over Craig's . father, Mary secures a position as
his secretary, and completely captivates him, so that
when lie discovers she is Craig's wife he is overjoyed.
It is then that Craig accidentlv again meets Mrs.
Marshall. The lure of the old gay life is too great and
lie promises to attend her party the next night.
Mary learns of the party, and that her husband has
lied to her, and when John Winchell threatens to drag
his son away, Mary says that it is her place to get him.
Dressed in the finest gown that John Winchell can
buy, Mary' goes to the home of Clara Marshall, and
when Craig compares the two women face to face, his
remorse is sincere as he appreciates the true value of
the wife he has deceived.

Use the Star's Name and Promise An Unusual Story
Box

Office

Analysis

Elaine Hammerstein's
name
will be one of your
best points of exploitation for this, and you can
promise a mights' pleasing performance by the star.
Win will be justified in say>ug that her work in this
is fully equal to anything she has done. If her popularity isestablished with your patrons, this will prol
ably be almost sufficient, but you need not limit your-

for the

Exhibitor

self to talk about the star. Tell them that in "Pleasure
Seekers" the}- will see a picture with an unusual theme.
Play up the fact oi its difference from the average pic
ture plot. In the title you have suggestions for a com
parison of a riotous wild life with the right kind in
You need not be afraid to
advertising and displays.
make promises of entertainment.

Release Date

Footage

PIONEER

FILM

Reviewed

CORP.

PROD.

The Stealers (Cabanne)
So Long Letty (Christie)
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
Kismet
(Otis Skinner)
"813" (Arsene Lupin)
The Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)

REALART

PICTURES

7,700 9-26-20
6,000 11-14-20
5,300 11-28-20
8,000 10-31-20
6,100
■
6,000

J. SELZNICK

STOLL
Jan.
»

23
13
27
5
5

4,650

UNIVERSAL

11-28-20
10-24-20
12-12-20
12-26-20

FILM

MFG.

Jewel Features
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
Universal Features
West is West
(Harry Carey)
Honor
Bound
(Frank
Mayo)
Risky
Business
(Gladys
Walton)
Beautifully Trimmed
(Carmel
Myers)
White
Youth
(Edith Roberts)
Two Kin, Is of Love
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
The Torrent
( Eva Novak)
Tiger True (Frank
Mayo)
A Shocking
N'ight (Lyons-Moran)
( Cinderella Jane ( Carmel Myers)
Society Secrets
(Eva Novak)
Colorado
(Frank
Mayo)
The Millionaire Kid (Gladys Walton)

SHORT

12-12-20
— —

12-19-20
1-2-21
12-26-20

7,000 5-23 10
6,000 6-20-20
5,000
7-4-20
6,000 8-29-20
7,500 12-5-20
8,000

CO.
6,000
6,000
6,000

6-6-20
8-1-20
8-29-20

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
4,698
5,000
5.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000

11-28-20
11-7-20
11-28-20
12-12-20
12-19-20
12-26-20
1-2-21
1-2-21
1-2-21

5,000
5,000
5,000

•

5,000 11-21-20
5,000
5,000
5,000

5-30-20
7-25-20

7,000
7,000

10-17-20
12-19-20

5,000

RIGHTS

December
Comedies

5,000
5,000
6,000

1-2-21

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

11-14-20

10-10-20
11-14-20

5,000

Love's
Plaything
(Radin)
Skinning
Skinners
(Radin)
The Price of Silence (Peggy Hyland)

8-30 20
1J-14-20

6,000
5,000
5,000

Girls Don't Gamble (D. N. Schwab)
5,000
9-5-20
Love's Battle (Climax Film)
5,000
' 9-12-20
Headin' Home
(Yankee
Photoplay)
5,000 9-26-20
Honeymoon
Ranch
(Bert Lubin)
5,000 10-24-20
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Harry Levey) . .7,000 10-3-20
Voices (Victor Kremer)
6,000 10-3-20
The Victim (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.)
6,000
10-24-20
The Good Bad Wife (Vera McCord Prod.)
5,000
The Woman
Untamed
(Pyramid)
5,000
10-31-20
Fabiola (H. B. Marinelli)
5,000
10-31-20
The Unfortunate Sex (Frank
Gersten)
5,000
Youth's
Desire
(Forward
Film)
5,000
It Might Happn to You (S. & E_ Ent.)
5,000
11-14-20
11-21-20
Smiling All (he Way (D. N. Schwab)
5,000
Dangerous Love (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.) . .6,000
Isobel (Geo. H. Davis)
6,000
12-5-20
12-26-20
The Price
Silence (Producers
(Sunrise Pictures).'
When
Dawn of Came
Security
5,900

10-10-20
10-31-20
10-10-20
1-2-21
11-7-20
12-12-20
,12-12-20
12-26-20

ARTISTS

Romance (Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds (Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary
Pickford)

Sevens

INDEPENDENT— STATE

516-20
9-19-20
8-22-20
11-28-20

CORP.

Lives
Squandered
The Hundredth Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning Water

UNITED
May
Tune
June
Sept.
Dec.

FILM

Three

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,000
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
5,000
Everybody's Sweetheart
(Olive Thomas)
5,000
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham)
...6,000
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
5,800
You Can't Kill Love
(Ail-Star)
5,500
Pleasure
Seekers
(Elaine Hammerstein)
5,500
Select Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
5,000
National Pictures (Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
5,000
The Palace
of Darkened
Windows
(Special
Cast
5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
5,000
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
5,500
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
5,500
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)
5,500

Reviewed

VITAGRAPH

The Prey
The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Earle Williams
The Purple Cipher
The Romance
Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway Bubble
It Isn't Being Done
This Season
Harry T. Morey
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
Trumpet
Island (Tom
Terriss)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terriss)
Black Beauty
(Jean Paige)
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess Prod.
Jones
Antonio Moreno

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
"
7,000
The Law of the Yukon (Miller)
6,000
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
6,000
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
6,882
Star Productions
Sweet Lavender
(Mary
Miles Minter)
5,000
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
5,000
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5,000
Nov
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4,646
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
5,000
The New
York
Idea (Alice Brady)
6,181
Blackbirds
(Justine Johnstone)
4,979
Oh Lady. Lady
(Bebe Daniels)
4,212

LEWIS

Footage

Alice Joyce

Thoughtless Women
(Alma
Rubens)
6,000 11-21-20
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
6,000
Where Is My Husband (Jose Collins)
6,000
What Women
Want
^ouise Huff)
5,000
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
5,000
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000 6-27-20
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
5,000
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000
His Brother's Keeper
(Martha Mansfield)
6,000
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) ... .6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,0000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane)
5,000
Idle Hands
(Gail Kane)
5,000
A Good Woman
(Gail Kane)
5,000

ROBERTSON-COLE

Release Date

PLAYERS-LASKY

Releases

Dabbling
in Art (Mack
Sennett)
Bungalow
Troubles
(Mack
Sennett)
Fatty at Coney Island (Arbuckle)
Paramount Magazine
Four more issues, one each week
Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
In Finisterre
Malayan Motor Roads
The Snowbound
Pyrennees
Quaint
Kuala
Lumpur
Post Nature Pictures
Indian
Summer
Burlingham Adventure Pictures
The Jungfrau
Railway
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
J an. 16 A Country
Hero
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Jan.
9 Dabbling
in Art
23
Bungalow
Troubles
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Jan.
2 Bordeaux
to Lourdes
9 Catching
Up in Canton
16
Beautiful
Bermuda
23
Old Malacca
30 Under
Cuban
Skies
:
Paramount
Magazine
Jan.
2 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
9 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
16 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
23 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
30 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
Paramount-Post Nature Picture
Jan.
9 Victory
Mountain
Paramount-Burlingham Adventure Picture
Jan. 23 Wildest
Wales

Each

by Moser
by Bailey...
by Hurd
by Sullivan..,
by Moser....

UNIVERSAL
Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes. When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comdies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel): Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courting,
Romeo and Juliet, Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, Forbidden Brew.
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S tory Hasn't Much Life, But Is Well Told and Given Good Production
"THE

PASSIONATE

PILGRIM"

Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Robert Vignola
Samuel Merwin

SCENARIO BY
George Dubois Proctor
CAMERAMAN
. . . ..
Al Ligouri
AS A WHOLE
Stars off well enough, loses
strength gradually until the end
STORY
Rather a dull atmosphere for picture
vehicle; some bright spots needed to liven it up
DIRECTION
Handled
the material
on hand
well enough but with ingenuity might have put
some life in it
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Very good
Good
Good

PLAYERS
Matt
Moore
all fullfill requirements
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
assumed

hardly

recognizable;

All right
Adequate
Well taken care of
Man
forced into

name
through
unfortunate
circumstances is nearly cheated of his second start

in life
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

6,357 feet

"The Passionate Pilgrim" promises much more than
it reveals. The early reels are very good and the
flash backs very well handled, but after the hero's
past life has been told and his present circumstances
explained interest gradually fades and the end might
have been reached at most any time. The trouble
with the story is that it's dull. There is no life injected to relieve the listless sort of atmosphere that
prevails.

Director Vignola has handled the material given to
him tu work with satisfactorly enough, but he might
have used some of his own inventive power to brighten
up a lifeless scenario. He has done well with the players, and his attention to detail is noticeably fine. Then
too, his management of the first reels is splendid. The
manner in which he makes known the past life of the
hero is unusually effective and it's to be regretted that
that part of the hero's life which follows isn't of the
same interest.
Matt Moore is hardly recognizable in his specs and
trick haircomb. He is 'The Passionate Pilgrim.'
Charles Gerard is a good villain, while Ruby De Remer
is the crippled heroine who finds she can walk after
the hero has kissed her. Claire Whitney hasn't much
to do as her sister. Frankie Mann is a sob-sister
newspaper reporter who wears mannish clothes.
Stafford is put on the staff of the News but it isn't
long before Margie Daw, a sob-writer, discovers who
he really is. She goes back through files and finds
that he is really Henry Calverly, the husband of Cecily
Calverly, whose mother had been accused of murder.
And now Calverly was beginning life anew under
the name of Stafford. Through an article written by
him he exposed the city's mayor and his graft thereby
losing his job. But through Margie's kindness he was
given a position writing a biography of the late Mr.
Cantey, whose crippled daughter Miriam personally
managed the estate despite the interference of a trust
which her father had created.
Stafford had a three-fold job on his hands before long— loving Miriam, protecting her from the
trust and writing her father's biography. And
Miriam loved Stafford. She even began to walk after
are kissed
happy.her. Eventually all comes out right and they
he

Use the Author's Name and Play Up With Catch-lines
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Samuel Merwin's story was considered a "best seller," so you have something to work on in the title.
Among the members of the cast you can use the names
of Matt Moore, Ruby de Remer, Charles Gerard and
Claire Whitney. Despite the rather dull atmosphere
of the story there will be those who will be well satisfied with it because at a ay rate it is well told.
Announce it as a Cosmopolitan production and use
Robert Vignola's name.

Those who saw his produc-

tions "More Deadly Than the Male" and "The World
and his Wife," may be interested in seeing "The Passionate Pilgrim." Catchlines should be effective in
connection with advance announcement. You could
say : "If you had faced notoriety and finally imprisonment though you were innocent, and then seemed to
be blocked in every effort to live down the past, would
you give up or fight it through?
Pilgrim' for the answer."

See 'The Passionate

Release Date

Release Date

Westrn

Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Caroline, A Seaside Siren, Out for
the Night, Seven Bald Pates, Don't Blame the Stork, Striking
Models, A Homespun Hero, Shuffle the Queens, Going Through
the Rye, Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back from the Front,
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Specials (1 reel) : Modern Centaurs, Valley of 10,000 Smokes, Babe Ruth
— How He Knocks His Home Runs, The Race of the Age
(Man o' War — 2 reels), Art of Diving (Annette Kellerman).
Bruce Scenics (1 reel) : Hope of Adventure, The Great Mirror, The Log
of Laviajera, The Song of the Paddle, Wanderlust, Solitude,
The Castaway, By Schooner to Skagway, Tropical Nights, The
Banana SSpecial, The Explorers, The Isle of Desire,. The Business of Camping.
Chester Outings (1 reel) : Pigs and Kava, Wanted — An Elevator, Dreams
Come True, Adam and Eve in the Andes, Bear With Us, Pyrennees and Wooden Legs, One Drop Was Enough, Old Buddha's Maze, Some More Samoa, Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits,
The Tamer the Wilder, The Trail to Wedon'tcarewhere, Too
Much Overhead, Seven League Booters, Balling the Junk, Collector of Craniums, Pipe the Penguin, Mad Hatters, Lovely
Maoriland, Frozen Thunder, Ignazu the Exquisite, Getting a
Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is No Santa Claus, Rookeries
and Squawkeries,
Crowning
King Blizzard, Frivolous
Fijis.
Screenics (1 reel) : Troubadours of the Sky, Forbidden Fames, Horseshoe
Bridal Veil, Foam Fantasies, Great American Yawn — Getting
His Angora, Chosen Waters — South Sea Naiads, They All
Turned Turtle — Family Trees, Through Winding Walls —
Climbing Cataracts, Mules and Gobtalk, Sea Planets — Apartments For Rent, Fine Feathers — They Forgot the Town, Out
of the Past, Then Company Came, No Hope or the Drys.

and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News : Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes)
; The Dragon's Net (15 episodes) ; King of the Circus
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE
Dec.

19

The Foe Unmasked
(No. 10 The Phantom Foe)
The Hand From Behind the Door (No. 3 Velvet Fingers)..
Park Your
Car (Harry
Pollard)
Dec. 26 Through Prison Walls (No. 11 Phantom Foe)
The Man in the Blue Spectacles (No. 4 Velvet Fingers)...
Number
Please (Harold
Lloyd)
The Sleepy Head (Vanity Fair Girls)
Jan.
2 Behind the Veil (No. 12 Phantom Foe)
The Deserted
Pavilion (No. 5 Velvet Fingers)
Jan.
9 The Attack at the Inn (No. 13 Phantom Foe)
Unmasked (No. 6 Velvet Fingers)
The Morning
After (Harry
Pollard)
Jan.
16 Confession
(No. 14 Phantom
Foe)
House of a Thousand Veils (No. 7 Velvet Fingers)
Jan. 23 Retribution
(No. IS Phantom Foe)
Aiming
Straight (No. 8 Velvet Fingers)
On the Trail of Fate (No. 1 Double Adventure)
Jan. 30 The Broken Necklace (No. 9 Velvet Fingers)
The Harbor Bandits (No. 2 Double Adventure)
Lochinvar o' the Line (Edgar Jones Prod.)
Feb.
6 Shots in the Dark (No. 10 Velvet Fingers)
Hearts of Stone (No. 3 Double Adventure)
The Impostor (Tom Santschi)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
( Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Bankg)

2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy,
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy (}4 reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).

GOLDWYN
Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel): The Island of the Mist, Through the
Earth, What Is Your Body Worth?, A Paradise for Birds, Venice of the Orient, Action of the Human Heart, The Riveter,
The Human Voice.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (1 reel): Judge Rummy in Shedding a Profiteer
(Lampoons) ; Lampoons: Happy Hooligan in Apollo, Cupid's
Advice, Happy Hooldini, Judge Rummy in The Prize Dance,
Judge Rummy in The Sponge Man, Shenanigan Kids in Hunting Big Game.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon.

VICTOR

KREMER

FILM

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
The Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT
Billy

FraneyCleaned.
Comedies

(1

reel) :

Fixing

Lizzie,

Getting

His

Goat,

Moonshine

Dry
Feud,

Alice Howells
(2 reels)
: Squirrel
Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
GoodComedies
Night Nurse,
Lunatics
and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies
(1 reel) : Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy
Chinatown,
Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Royal Comedies
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When

FILM

Serials

Kaufman
Editorials
A Good Fellow
Content
Pity the Poor
Society
Bad-Man
Dictionary of Success
A Certain Rich Man
The Battler and the Bottler
Who Threw the Brick
Johnnie
Little Red Riding Hood

1
'
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where
Is Thy Sting
Selznick News
Twice each week
Kinograms
One each week

EXCHANGES,

the Cat's

INC.

Chestr Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Trayfull of Trouble, The One Best Bet, You'd Be
Surprised.
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamite, Nonsense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry.
Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Torchy in
High, Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy 's Double
Triumph.

Each

2
1
1
1

FOX
September,
October and November
Sunshine Comedies
Chase
Me
An Elephant's
Nightmare
Hold
Me Tight
His Noisy
Still
Pretty Lady
Clyde Cook Comedies
Kiss Me Quick
The
Huntsman
Mutt and Jeff Comedies
The Merry
Cafe
The Tailor Shop
The Brave
Toreador
The Politicians
High
Cost of Living
League of Nations
Flap Jacks
A Rope
Romance
Farm
Efficiency
Cleopatra
The Medicine
Man
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL
October

Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel) : The Whit Squaw, A
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.

EDUCATIONAL

SELZNICK
Herbert

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Zip Comedies
In the Soup (Chris Rub)
Old Dials for New (Florence Turner)...
Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner) .
Hot Tamale (Chris Rub)
Dramas
My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau) . . . .
The Fair Fakir (Violet Mersereau)...
The Grouch
(Francis
Ford)
The Lonely Heart
(Violet Mersereau) .
An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse)

S. &

E.

ENTERPRISES

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

C. B. C. FILM

Screen Snapshots
Nov. 30 No.
14
Dec,
1 No.
15
28 No. 16
Hallroom
Boys Comdies
Nov. 15 Hired and Fired
Dec.
1 A Close Shave . .
15 This is the Life.

SALES

CORP.

Each

1

>3

Some Short Reels
"Heide Of The Alps— Prizma
Type of productionl
Colored scenic and Child's story
Prizma presents little Madge Evans in a beautifully colored
portrayal of the old time children's story of "Heide." They
advertise the production as the first story ever presented on
the screen in colors. From an artistic standpoint, this picture
is a splendid number. The coloring is fine, and the locale in
which the scenes were made offers some great mountain views.
The story is widely known, and while it is a very simple one
of a child, there is a big thought behind it, and presented in
so artistic a manner, it makes a unique, and interesting offering.
The scenario is by Catherine Carr, from the story by Johanna
Sypri. It is the tale of a little Alpine girl, who, becoming a
burden to her aunt, is taken to the Aim Uncle, who is her
grandfather, to live. There develops a childhood romance
with Peter the shepherd boy. The main thought of the piece
is her successful cure of a crippled girl, her friend by pure
faith. The unusualness and the beauty of the picture will make
it an attractive feature, particularly to high class patronage.
It was directed by Frederick A. Thompson.
"Fantomas"— Fox
Type of production
Serial
A number of detective stories by two French authors, Marcel
Allain, and Pierre Souvestre, form the basis of this "master
crook" serial. There are to be twenty episodes. The production has been more elaborately made than the average serial,
and an unusual attention to detail makes it in general affect,
superior to the general run of such pictures. Every essential
of the type is there in abundance, and the story, while hardly
plausible in any part, is interesting. The action is fast and
furious from the start, with some good thrills and stunts coming in rapid succession. From the four episodes reviewed it
may be judged that this one is a sure bet for exhibitors who
use serials. The director, Edward Sedgwick, has maintained
suspense admirably, and must also be given credit for the
smoothness of the action and the avoidance of confusion in
rapidly changing scenes.
There are no featured performers, but the principal parts
are handled well by Edward Roseman, as Fantomas, Edna
Murphy as the Girl, Johnnie Walker, John Willard, and Eve
Balfour.
Fantomas is a master criminal who has successfully eluded
capture for years. Frank Dixon, a detective, has sworn to take
him. Fantomas sends a woman to Dixon to tell him he will
go straight if given an unconditional pardon. Dixon refuses
and Fantomas then swears to do something that will hold the
police up to ridicule. He kidnaps James Harrington, a wealthy
scientist who has discovered how to make gold chemically, and
his daughter Ruth. He is going to kill Harrington, Ruth, and
her sweetheart, Jack Meredith, unless given the formula. The
formula changes hands rapidly, finally being obtained by Meridith who puts up several fights to keep it. Detective Dixon is
baffled at every turn by the super criminal. Fantomas.
"Sweetheart Days" — Sennett-Paramount
Type of production
2 reel corned}'
This one will be likely to prove disappointing to patrons
who will expect a lot of a Mack Sennett comedy. It gets away
for a very slow start, and there isn't enough stuff in it to carry
two reels across. There are no featured comedians, and the
two who carry the most of the comedy succeed in making it
only mildly funny. A number of pretty girls add something
to the attractiveness, but on the whole it's rather flat. Toward
the end the action speeds up and there is some chasing and
slapstick. This part is fair amusement and provides a good
finish. The story is about a young man teacher in a girls'
school, who loses his job becau^g the girls fall in love with
him. One girl's father takes her out of school and advertises
for a tutor. The boy answers the ad, disguised in long whiskers. The wealthy suitor gets into the same makeup, and
then a real tutor comes along looking like both of them. The
mixup at the girl's home provides most of the comedy.

"The One Best Pet"— Chester- Educational
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This one features trained animals, including "Snooky," the
almost human monkey, a dog, a pig and some lions. It is a
lot above the average for this type of comedy and drew a
round of applause when shown at the Rivoli. The monkey
performs some scarcely believable stunts for an animal and
ho is chiefly responsible for the success of the picture. There
is a mustached comedian who fails to get more than one or
two laughs, and there are some fairly attractive girls, who
execute nature dances in scanty attire. There are several
pieces of very clever trick photography and double exposure
which defy detection and provide several thrills when a tiny
tot appears to be one minute in the clutches of wild lions and
the next dangling from a lofty steeple. It is a first class two
reeler, and good stuff for any type of audience.

"Kuala Lumpur" — Paramount-Burton

Holmes

Type of production
1 reel travelogue
In this a trip is made to the city of Kuala Lumpur, the capital of the Malay Federated States, and the reel is made up of
views of the city itself, the natives and some of the surrounding country. Some of the footage is interesting, particularly
a bit showing religidus rites and preparations for worship in
the Mohammedan Mosque. This part gives a very good idea
of the elaborate and ornate temple, and also shows the natives
bathing and cleansing themselves before the service. It is
interesting to note the strange combination of ancient and
modern civilization, as shown by the up-to-date steel bridges
and modern railways, in contrast to the ancient river boats, ox
carts and crude manner of living. The queer dress and the
principal occupations of the people are of some interest, and
the reel as a whole is better than average of the type.

Ottauquechee Valley — Post Nature Scenic-Paramount
Type of production
1 reel scenic
This latest Post Nature picture contains many beautiful and
picturesque shots of the Ottauquechee Valley in Vermont.
There is also a very fine sunset which has been caught by the
camera. The photography for the most part is artistic and
very well done, but there are also one or two dark shots in
which the foregrounds especially are blurred. A scenic of
average calibre.
"Lost— A Yodel"— Chester Outing
Type of production
1 reel scenic
"Lost — A Yodel," another of the Chester Outing subjects
showing scenes of the Alps, was on the Strand program for
holiday week. As in some previous Chester pictures taken
in Switzerland, there are numerous beautiful shots of the snowclad mountains. A little snowbound village makes a pretty
picture. The snow is so high that the houses appear to be
dugouts. Some climbers are shown trying to reach the summit of one of the peaks, but when they do get there they have
no breath left for a "yodel" — hence the title. The photography is very good all the way.

"Sand Witches"— Gayiety— Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
A Gayety Comedy, featuring Neal Burns, Charlotte Merriman and some bathing girls. It has the shop worn theme of
the bathing beach boys and girls, and there isn't anything out
of the ordinary to make it particularly attractive. The comedy is noticeable by its scarcity, and such as there is, has all
been used a lot. Just fair all the way.

Short Reels
"The Slicker"— Sunshine-Fox
Type of production

2 reel comedy

Fox has a really fine comedy in "The Slicker," the latest
Sunshine subject. Just step into a theater while the picture
is being shown and you ought to be able to get a pretty good
idea just how the picture is going over. The matinee crowd
couldn't seem to stop laughing in a Broadway house. The
comedy. is just the usual nonsense as far as a plot is concerned, but it's the way it's done and mostly the way Al St. John
does it. And then the titles — oh boy — slangy, yes, but you've
got to laugh. Here's one: "They called her rent because the
landlord raised her." Another, "He's so mean he dries snow
and sells it for salt." There are many even better. St. John
goes through his usual acrobatics and has a few new ones to
boot.
It's really a fine fun maker, "The Slicker."

Century comedians, and some bathing girls, only this time they
are gymnasium girls. There is some fair stuff in the first reel
when a corpulent lady attempts to reduce by various exercises.
The second part is old time slapstick, with padded mallets
landing on everyone in the cast. Nothing original about this
part, and while it is fast and furious, it fails to register principally because of the antiquity of the business. Some fair
comedy results from scenes in a photographer's parlor, where
the photographer resorts to various means to make the customers smile, as for instance, holding up a quart of the forbidden juice beside the camera. This part is the best bit in
the picture but it is also very short. As a whole this is a
moderately satisfactory two reeler.

"A Doggone Mix-up"— C. B. C. Films Corp.
"High and Dry" — Mermaid-Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is an unusually funny number, and incidentally one of
the bathing beach type, which have for the most part been
squeezed dry of laughs. There is no lack of laughs in this one,
however. Jimmie Adams is the featured comedian, and it is
by far the best piece he has ever had to work in. The old
stuff is put over in great shape and there are a flock of new
gags and some brand new business that is good for lots of
laughs with any audience. It is mostly a lot of crazy nonsense
that can't be satisfactorily described, but it's the kind of nonsense that everybody enjoys. The plot, such as it is, concerns
the efforts of two rival suitors to win the girl, by fair means
or foul. One tries to get her through his athletic prowess, and
there is some funny stuff in this part when the pole vaulting
hero gets tangled up with a "Passe Weekly" cameraman.
Incidentally there are several splendid high dives by one of
the bathing girls. A lot more good business is developed
when the hero almost marries the wrong girl. This is the kind
of comedy you want, so don't fail to book it.

"Wedding Bells Out Of Tune"— Sennett-Paramount
Type of production
2 reel comedy
A fair amount of amusement all through, and several good
laughs in the second part, are provided by this Mack Sennett
number, with Louise Fazenda as the featured performer. The
first reel is only moderately funny, but in the last, some very
good stuff developes from the spyings of a detective who
changes his disguise every minute. The idea of the story is a
funny one, showing a married couple visiting a pair of newlyweds during their honeymoon. A good bit of business comes
when an army of movers furnish the newlyweds' home in a
jiffy. The way the married couple move in on the bride and
groom, and a plot of the wife to compromise her husband and
secure a divorce, all makes pretty good comedy. It runs along
fast and while it may not be all that your patrons will expect
of a Mack Sennett picture, the chances are that it will satisfy
most of them, as it's a better than average two reeler.

Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is a Hallroom Boys comedy featuring Sid Smith and
Harry McCoy as Percy and Ferdie, and with Polly Moran also
featured. It's good stuff through a lot of the footage. A laugh
starts it off when the boys are discovered seated on a luxurious
lounge, apparently in an apartment, but in reality it turns out
to be on the back of a truck. There is some business with trick
mirrors that is good for a number of laughs, and then the plot
resolves itself into an attempt of the boys to rescue a young
lady's pet dog who has become attached to a flock of balloons.
Several new pieces of business appear in the chase after the
dog, and most of them are laugh getters. The chase is
stretched out a little too long, but the last part provides good
amusement and some thrills, by means of clever photography
when the boys chase the pup to the top of a skyscraper and
nearly fall into the street. There is more than the average
amount of amusement in both reels, and the offering should go
over with any type of audience.

"The Morning After"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Harry Pollard is featured in this, with Marie Mosquini,
Hughie Mack and Sunshine Sambo. It is a poor number,
with only a small bit of business with any real comedy value,
and a minimum number of laughs. Pollard depends entirely
too much on mugging in front of the camera, and some time
worn gags to put it over, with the result that it flops. The
effort to force the laughs on some of the stuff is so very apparent that the average audience will see through it. Harry
and his fat partner appear as two young men on the morning
after a big party, in the toughest street in town. The tough
policeman keeps them on the move, and is always on the job
when the two are on the point of getting away with something.
The little darky furnishes a couple of laughs when he and
Harry break into a house and the little fellow gets messed up
with a lemon pie, but aside from that the smiles are hard to
pick out. It will be best not to say too much about this one
if you run it.

"Sultans Of The Sea"— Chester— Educational
Paramount Magazine — Paramount
The current issue starts off with a "20th Century Pictograph" visualizing the meaning of the word "determination."
by means of a humorous little scene showing a clerk demanding a raise from his boss. The second subject is a cartoon by
Harry Leonard, and this is followed by some "Sayings of Benjamin Franklyn," illustrated by Leonard. The reel ends with
an animated cartoon of "Bud and Susie," which is a good one,
and highly amusing.
On the whole, a good number.

"Their First Tintype"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is a Century offering, featuring Bud Jamison, two other

Type of production

1 reel Scenic

The first portion of this "Screenic" is made up of a series of
views taken in the region of Cape Horn, and has as its feature,
some shots of hosts of sea lions. Interesting close-ups are obtained of the animals, and an unusual long shot showing a
great mass of them making for the water when frightened by
the approach of the cameraman. The winding inlets of Magellan Straights, with thousands of islands dottnig their surface,
and the snow covered mountains and glaciers on either side,
have been well photographed and are a pleasing bit of footage.
The second half of the reel has been titled, "Getting a Toe
Hold," and shows two Chileans carving by hand, some fancy
stirrups, from a solid section of tree. Their ability to execute
such fine carving with ordinary carpenter tools such as an adze,
a drawknife, and an augur, is remarkable, and their rapid
fashioning of the stirrup is thoroughly interestng. The reel is
very good all the way through, and will prove a good bet.
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The 24 Sheet
that scared NeVfork

The Most
Successful Bill-posting
Exploitation ever Put Over

The most amazing American Melodrama ever screened'''' is the right
•way to characterize this tremendous
picture. Up-to-the-minute and absolutely breathless in its action, it will
give your people the biggest thrills of
their lives in a production de luxe in
which not a single detail has been
neglected. Here is one picture you
can book without viewing.

Universal has done it again!
an exploitation idea that will
town and city of the country
it worked in Xew York —
scared New York to death!

Has developed
work in every
just exactly as
and it nearly

A series of four posters was used;
"Do you play cards on Sunday?"
"Do you motor on Sunday?"
"Do you work on Sunday?"
"Do you dance on Sunday?"
After these had been on the boards four
weeks another 24-sheet was posted announcing Priscilla Dean in "Outside the Law."

OAU?s&

For four weeks all New York saw these
posters — and thought only of the proposed
Blue Laws — and talked of nothing else.
When the advertisement was disclosed, that
title, "Outside the Law," had been fixed in
their minds as nothing else had been fixed
for years.
It will work exactly the same way in your

the char- '
you are,Seewhatever
town, wherever
acter
of its people.
your Lmiversal
Exchange
today as to these tremendously |
successful posters.
A complete
description
of the campaign
will be found
in your ;
Helpbook, which is now in the mail.
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In Federal Eye

Lichtman Out

Trade Commission Investigating Eskay Harris' Version of "Black
ty"been filed with
An applicationBeau
has

Long Expected Announcement Made
— Plans Own Company — S. R.
Kent His Successor at F. P.
, Announcement was made on Saturday afternoon of what has been
expected in film circles for some time
past: that Al Lichtman had resigned
as general manager of distribution
for Famous Players-Lasky. The resday.
ignation became effective on Satur-

Federal Trade Commission by Vitagraph regarding a film version of
"Black Beauty," which is now held
by the Eskay Harris Feature Film
Co., Inc., with offices at 126 W.
46th St.
The matter comes within the province of the Commission in view of
the ruling handed down some time
ago in Washington, relative to the
showing of re-issued films under new
titles, with the intent of deceiving the
public. Vitagraph claims that the picture controlled by Eskay Harris is
a re-issued subject, originally exhibited some years ago under the title
of "Your Obedient Servant," and
that it is now being offered under
the title of "Black Beauty." Vitagraph has recently completed a
special production of the same name,
and has extensively advertised it.
When B. L. Shinn, attorney and
examiner and in charge of the New
York office of the Commission was
asked whether or not is was true
that Vitagraph had filed an application, he refused to either confirm or
deny it.
Winfield Bonynge, attorney for
Eskay Harris, admitted that he had
held a discussion with the investigators of the commission. He stated
that his client was convinced of his
right in the matter.
Big English Company
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
London— The Omnium Trust Corp.,
capitalized at £2,000,000, is about to
launch a move to acquire a numberof theaters throughout England. The
company was originally formed in the
States with a capital of $10,000,000.
It is planned to issue to the public
200,000 shares of preferred stock at
£1 each.

At the same time Adolph Zukor
announced the appointment of Sidney R. Kent, until now general sales
manager, as general manager of distribution, succeeding Lichtman.
The official statement from Famous Players stated that Lichtman
had resigned "to fulfill his ambition
to go into business for himself."
Further, that "his plans are nearing
completion and he will make them
Lichaman's record in the business
is
too well
known to review in deknown
tail.shortly.''
He has been in the business
since 1910 and since 1918 in charge
of distribution for Famous Players.
He is credited with being directly
responsible for the building up of the
Paramount sales organization which
does
a gross business of about $600,000 weekly.
His resignation prompted the isWith the thought ever in her mind that the man she loves is eating his
suing of a statement by Adolph Zuheart out in loneliness because of her selfish cruelty to him, Nance Abbott
kor, who said in part:
finds no charm in the adoration of her wealthy fiance. Florence Vidor is
"You have been one of the princiNance in Thomas H. Ince's romantic melodrama, "Lying Lips," in which
House Peters and Miss Vidor are featured. In this, his second Associpal factors in building up our organization, and during our association I
ated Producers production, Mr. Ince in person directed the "punch"
scenes. — Advt.
have found \ ou an executive of integrity, vision and rare ability. But,
more than that, I have always counted you as one stated
of my closest
friends."
Lichtman
his retirement

Wild Waves

At old Atlantic. Same old waves. New Year's Day. Rolled up against "Al" Lichtman. And FF. Know FF? Old
Felix Feist. Formerly Goldwyn. Heads close together. Busy.
Serious. Not interested in waves. Wonder in ,what? Notebooks out. Pencils working. "Al" shaking his head. 'Vigorously. Didn't believe what FF was saying. Nary a phaze to FF.
Looked like partners in crime. Organizing an anti wild wave
ocean.
Or something like it.
To make it more intrikut. Days pass. As the title writers
say.

Studio Mortgaged
The Title Guarantee and Trust Co.
has issued to Famous Players-Lasky
a loan of $650,000 in the nature of
1 first mortgage covering the Long
island studio and laboratory.

Caught

FF going into "Al's" office.
SOME FIGURES

Whassit'all

mean?

"Hi" Abrams won't talk about 'em. But they're right.
Says Mary's "Pollyanna" got more bookings than any release she
put through Famous. Interesting. Consider things. Famous
had her a long time.
Big chance to pile up accumulative values.
Works on a mail
Abrams' organization barely
overon aPage
year4) old.
(Continued

would be "like leaving home," and
then added:
"Much as I regret leaving him
(Zukor), however, I do not feel justified in turning down the opportunity which has been presented to me.
What my future plans are I shall
make
known shorlty."
Xo successor
to Kent was named.

No Definite Plans
Allen Holubar has not definitely
closed arrangements for future productions. Flo told WID'S DAILY
over the telephone from the Commodore that he expected to have an
active year in 1921, but that nothing
definite had been done regarding future productions.
He will remain in New York for
several weeks and then return to the
coast.

— uji^
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Quotations

GAYETY
COMEDIES
The girls are at their best in these new
single
reel
subjects
released
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
This one is called "Sand Witches." — Advt.
through Educational.
Famous Players .. 50)4
52
52
do pfd
78
80
80
*Goldwyn
4]/2
5!/2 ....
Loew's, Inc.
17^j
18
17%
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted Broadhurst— "Over the Hill"
Paris — The Pathe Consortium CinTriangle
5/16
Y%
V% Broadway — "The
County
Fair"
ema, the new 20,000,000 franc comWorld Film
Not quoted Capitol — Alary
Pickford in — "The
pany recently organized, has on its
board
of directors the following
t"
Ligh
•Quotations by H. Content & Co. Crit
Love
erion — "The Inside of the Cup"
Marcel
Gounouilhou, editor of Petit
44th St.— "Way Down East"
Gironde
chairman of the board; L.
The News This Time
k
w's
New Yor —
Loe
Fourel,
forme
rmanager of Pathe
The Daily News on Saturday ran
Today — Nazimova in "Billions"
a streamer head across its first page
Tuesday — Madge Kennedy in "The Cinema, director; Denis Ricaud,
which read, "Trouble for Movie CirGirl With a Jazz Heart"
Wednesday — Wanda
Hawley
in manager of the Banque Industrielle
cles." An article in connection with
this went over practically the same
de Paris, deputy administrator. Oth"Her First Elopement"
er directors are: Charles Pathe, L.
ground as the New York Herald a
Thursday — "The Star Rover"
short time ago.
Friday — Shirley
Mason
in "The Sauvaire, Phocea Film; Gustave
Flame of Youth" and Lyons and
Bourrageas, editor of Petit MarseilNew Grievance Committee
Moran in "One Shocking Night" lais;
H. Bauer, Banque Renault; V.
Saturdav
—
Mav
Allison
in
"Are
A new grievance committee has
Continsouza, Etablissements ContinAll Men Alike"
been appointed for the F. I. L. M.
Sunday— William S. Hart in "The souza and Beige Cinema; Baron GaClub. It is composed of W. E. Raynor, Pathe; Jack Levy, Alexander
Testing Block."
bet, Pathe Cinema; Eug. GugenMeighan
in "The hcim, president of Cniema Moderns
Film; Isadore Schmertz, Fox; and Rialto— Thomas
Frontier of the Stars."
and S. C. A. G. L.; E. Isnard, PhoS. H. Fabian, New Jersey First Nacea; Jousselin, Societe Lacarriere; L.
tional and Sam Zierler of Common- Rivoli— Ina Claire in "Polly With a
Lehmann, Magasins Modernes; L.
wealth. The committee will be acFOR
SALE
Madieu, Pathe Cinema; Ch. Marchal,
tive until Feb. 16, when a new one Strand — Lionel Barrymore
in "The Banque du Rhin. The company is
will be appointed.
Spectacular Six Reel Negative, a for
Great
Past." Adventure."
raising its capital in 200,000 shares
of 100 francs each and is inviting the mer First National Release — Cheap |
"Rich Girl, Poor Girl," Gladys
H. A. SPANUTH
Next Week
public to subscribe.
Walton's
second
starring
vehicle,
for
220
S.
State
St.,
Chicago, II
Universal has arrived from the coast.
Broadhurst,-"Over
the Hill"
— Monroe
Salisbury
in
Murdock MacQuarrie is to co- Broadway
"The Barbarian"
direct "The Unfoldment," in which
Florence Lawrence returns to the Capitol— Betty Compson in "Prisonscreen.
ers of Love"
Criterion — "The Inside of the Cup"
44th St.— "Way Down East"
Rialto — Not yet determined.

On Broadway

New Pathe Directors

In the
jfhadow

of the

Dome1*1

A

Rivoli — "Paying
Strand — George

the Piper"
Arliss
in

A REEL
TH ROB

DAVID Q. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

OJVlCTOr? KREME.

"The Handicap

"The

Devil." Laemmle is directing Hoot
Edward
Gibson in a Western drama at Universal.

IS

The

King Of Sport.!

depicted in
The King Of Picture!
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To Producers, Stars, Directors, Authors,
Publishers, Dramatists, et al.
A NEW

YEAR

GREETING

EVE UNSELL PHOTOPLAY

STAFF, Inc.

coincidentally with this announcement,
takes its place
the industry
as the first independent staff of trained and experienced inscreen
writers
m the earnest conviction that it can be of great service to all the creative
factors of the screen, and with the dedication of its purposes to a hijrhen
6
scenario standard.

WE
that

ARE
we

have

GRATIFIED
been

TO

ANN

OUNCE
(as our initial engagements)
contracted to supply
six . continuities
for the

Famous Players - Lasky Corporation
and six continuities for the popular First National star
Katherine MacDonald.

-EVERYTHING
FROM
SCRIPT TO SCREEN
"
including
_
or9SUTIlVITIES' SYNOPSES, OPINIONS and REVISIONS
SUB-TITLING and EDITING,
REPRESENTATION
OF
AUTHORS,
PUBLISHERS
and
DRAMATISTS
CONSULTATION and ADVICE.
STARS

FOR

WHOM

m„ sS.
CTsir

MISS

UNSELL

HAS

WRITTEN

ES«-

ES5I

SSL

wsl—

u"s~r

="™-,

"CONTINUITIES"

mb

"-="-■

Emile Chautard T. Hayes Hunter
ChS. Giolyn iter's Va£S
**"** Le ***
CELEBRATED
AUTHORS
WITH
WHOM
MISS
UNSELL
HAS
CO-OPERATED
OR ADAPTED THE
WORKS
OF:
*• Hopkinson Smith
TA"Spacher
"
Ow
Sr Jones Ha™? ^ffigSs
Henr?
Edward Knobloch
Frances Hodlson Burnett J Ph-^T
uMolly Elliot Sewall
Hobert
Hichens
Owen
Dav°s
r
PMhp£
°PP^nheim
Edward
Sheldon
Bronson Howard
uavis
wwen Hegan
HnK^
Georpp VV. Hob
ueorge
art
Alice
Rice
Clyde Fitch

EVE UNSELL PHOTOPLAY
112-118 WEST
44th STREET,

EVE UNSELL, Pre,.

NEW

STAFF, Inc
YORK

E. J. CLODE, J,, Vice-Pres.
LEST
BLANKFIELD,
Temporary Phone: Brya
ntER 3887

Sec'y * Geo. Manager
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Wild Waves
(Continued

Cecil B. DeMille
long ago surpassed
all other

directors.

Now he has
Surpassed
Himself.
"Forbidden

Fruit"

By Jeanie MacPherson

(X ^paramount Cpidure

JUST RECEIVED
2 Brand New Cameras
2 Brand New Latest Debrie
2 Brand New Latest Pathe professional completly equipped — extra
lenses
magazine
boxes — carrying
cases — tripods — Iris — masks — etc., —
Will dispose very reasonable —
Address Box— B— 14 c/o Wid's

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

PRINTERS

AT YOUR

SERVICE

DAY AND NIGHT

INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES

THE REFFES-SANDSON
314 EAST 34th STREET
Telephone
Murray

-

CO.

NEW YORK CITY
Hill
6S62-6S63

STEREOS-MATS
'ELECTROS

I.RUBIN & COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

from

Page

1)

order basis.
He says. Thinks it great tribute to idea. Won't
let figures come out. But I saw 'em. They're a lot.
Opens interesting thought. What's biggest number of bookings average big picture gets?
Sales managers, ready?
Start
to shoot 'em in. Buying a Burroughs to figure 'em up.
POWERS NEW LINEUP
Pat Powers. Old timer. Knows the game backward.
Also in Gaelic. As well as other tongues. Mixed up in church
work. Strange? Not so very. Got in International Church
movement. Making film for them. Still at it. Can't understand
anyone being interested. In what he's doing. But busy as a bee.
WILL BE MISSED
Herman Fichtenberg. Formerly Universal. Formerly
Saenger. Sold out to Lynch. Got a wad for his 40 per cent,
holdings. To last a lifetime. Enough. Not mixed up in pictures. Not yet. Has a "piece" of "Honeyd'ew." Adding to the
roll. Needs a horsecollar to keep it together. Going away. To
rest. Starts soon. Be gone nine montb s. Won't say where
Bet it isn't to Hollywood.
Across seas. Guess which.
TALKED ABOUT
That Stoll insert.
In WID'S and trade papers.
Catch it?,,
Hard to miss. Reproductions of covers of all trade press. Smart. N
Flashy. Carried a whale of a punch. Ralph Proctor's idea. One
of best seen in a long time. Talked about a lot. Got over. Big.
CONTRACTS AND SUCH
Stars usually want 'em. Ironclad. Ask Nate Burkan. Or
Denis O'Brien. They'll tell you. Also ask Zukor. Or anyone.
But here's the exception. Will Rogers. Started in with
Goldwyn without one. Left it to Fate. Then got a real one.
Big. Fat. Ends in June. Then what? Also George Arliss.
Made "The Devil." Without a scrap of paper. Willingly.
What's the answer?
DAVIS GETTING BUSY
HO. Formerly with Triangle. Now with Mack Sennett.
Say he has ideas of a new organization. Coming next summer.
Seems a long way off. Many things can happen. Before then.
Or before Spring. Wonder what it'll be about? And who'll be
along in the party? HO made a rep with Tri. Kept costs down.
Gang said "sausage made." "Machine made." But HO kept
right on. Till Tri quit. Then gang said "see?" And a couple
exclamation points.
Like these ! ! !
MOSS AND UBO
Ben Moss. Now with Keith people. Incorporated new concern. Last week. Million and half capital. Won't say what
it's all about. Led to gossip. They say it may mean UBO is
going into production. Threatened long time. Moss mum. Just
smiles. Only been with Albee months. Say his work stands
out. Buying film. Aiding, anyway. Saving big coin. At rate
of about $300,000 a year.
Means something.
REGARDING AL AND ALLEN
Kaufman and Holubar. Seems some people got impression they were linked for life. Because of what WID'S printed.
That's what we do for 'em. Also printed something else. That
they weren't. But some people have impression they are. Both
here now. All about the release of their "Man, Woman and
Marriage." Allen about future connection. Once and for all.
Last time. Going. Going — . Al and Allen were together on
one picture. One only. THAT
S'enough.
MERGER
Between United Artists and Associated Producers. Lots
of talk. Here and the Coast. Coast particularly. Looks like a
lot of tangles to be ironed out. Before it could work. Abrams
and O'Brien of United Artists on way now. Left Saturday.
Price now there. Things may happen. Book odds liberal.
DANNY.
That they won't.
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).W. as an Exhibitor
fill Build Theater in Philadelphia
and Another in New York —
First Deal All Closed
D. W. Griffith, who until now has
mfined himself to the production
id distribution of pictures, has exmded his activities to include the
nstruction and operation of thears.

Deal On With Famous Players — Felix Feist to be Interested —
Means New Exchanges
(Special

Page

Paul Brunet of Pathe returned to
New York from the coast yesterday.

Hutchinson Here
S. Hutchinson, president of the
nerican Film Co., Inc., is in New
rk from Chicago.
At the Astor

Leave for Chicago
vfarshall Neilan and his right hand
ver, "Jimmy" Grainger, left for
'cago yesterday. They will both
jrn to New York in a few days.
Vllen Holubar and Dorothy Philalso left for the windy city.
Mass Meeting Tonight
L. Rothafel, chairman of the
tion picture committee of Greater
■v York for the drive to relieve the
dren of Europe, has called a mass
'ting of every exhibitor in Greater
v York at the Capitol at midnight
ght.

Chester in From Coast
• L. Chester is in New York from
coast. Work is now under way
438 Gower St., Hollywood, on a
1,000 studio which is being spey designed for comedy units. It
xpected that it will be completed
1 M'nl 1. Chester will leave for
ngeles in a few days.

DAILY)

Brunet Returns

3)

Cohen Expected Soon
^arry J. Cohen,
foreign
manager
Metro,
is expected
back in this
intry in a few weeks from abroad.
has been on the other side since
v ember.

WID'S

It is believed
that Lichtman's
retirement from Famous
Players will
result in a combination between
Lichtman and Felix Feist, formerly
of Goldwyn. They will probably
have their own distributing system
and release some of the more popular Famous Players productions, including those of Mary Pickford and
Douglas
Fairbanks.
Negotiations
tending
towards
a
consummation
of *hc deal are he
lieved to be almost concluded.

'ormation as to the proposed theaexcept that it would seat about
!00 people.
The reason given for the move was
at "Way Down East" had been
■cerl to close its engagement in
iladelphia to make way for Fay
.inter in "East is West," although
: picture
was
doing
an average
on

to

Chicago — Al Lichtman
refused
to
comment
yesterday as to his future
plans, following
the announcement
made
in New
York of his resignation from Famous
Players.
DANNENBERG.

This became known yesterday
hen the Griffith offices were asked
1 confirm a report from PhiladelIfiia that a site had been secured on
northwest corner of Broad and
)cust Sts. on which an office buildg and theater will be erected. The
iffith offices did not divulge much

(Continued

Price 5 Cents

"Al" Has Reissues

Love turns to scorn, adoration to contempt as the story of "Lying
Lips "
Thomas H. Ince s great Associated Producers' melodrama,
moves swiftly
through its thrilling sequences. All of the big scenes in
this production,
featuring House Peters and Florence Vidor, were directed
in person by
Mr. Ince who regards the picture as his biggest and best since
"Civilization. — Advt.

All in Chicago

That Merger — Again

First National Officials and Those of Los
Angeles
Times
Quotes
Mary
Other Companies There, Too —
a "Get Toof
Talking
Pickford
"The
Kid"
Shown
gether"—Say Tisn't So
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago— They're all here.
is
Pickford
Angeles— Mary
Los
All of
the important
First National officials quoted as saying
in the Times that
from
New
York
and
other
points Associated Producers and United Arthroughout
the country.
Yesterday
tists were about
to get together on
afternoon Charlie Chaplin's five reelthe
merger
report
and that Hiram
er, "The
Kid."
was
shown
at the
Congress
and last night "Passion." Abrams and Dennis F. O'Brien were
This morning Katherine MacDonon their way to the coast now regardald's Jatest
picture
"Trust
Your
ing it.
Wife,"
will be screened
and in the
The tone of the article certainly did
afternoon (Continued
Allen
Holubar's
latest
on Page 2)
not leave much room for doubt as to
Leach Buys Winnipeg Theater
Miss Pickford's thoughts on the matter but when the attention of John
^(Special
to VVTD'S
DAILY)
WnTnipeg— K. M. Leach, owner of Fairbanks was brought
to it, lie statthe Regent theater, Calgary, and Saed that there was nothing further to
voy in Moose Jaw. has leased the
Lyceum theater in Winnipeg from say than had been said last week. J.
A. R. McNicholl. The Lyceum is Parker Read, Jr., made the same reply
the only first run here with the ex- when asked
correspondent. by a WID'S DAILY
ception of the Allen theaters.

Fitzpatrick Here
Kenneth Fitzpatrick of Fiztpatrick
and McElroy of Chicago is at the
Astor.
Taylor

Coming

(Special

from

to WID'S

London

DAILY)

London — John H. Taylor, managing director of Screen-Art, Ltd., importers and exporters, sailed on the
Imperator for New York on the 8th.
Screen-Art, Ltd., are representatives in England of the Arrow Film
Corp., Reginald Warde, Inc., and
others.
U. F. A. Head Here with Blurr.enthal
Joseph Somlo, one of the managing
directors of the German U. F. A. arrived in New York yesterday from
Liverpool aboard the Auguste Victoria. With him were Ben Blumenthal and Samuel Rachman.

"Passion"

Over

Fox

Circuit

The local First National exchange
has closed a deal with the Fox circuit on "Passion." The picture will
play week stands as a general thing
and the total contract calls for about
100 days hooking.
The picture is playing at the Brooklyn Strand this week and at the
Academy of Music for a week. It
opens on Thursday for a three day
run at the Audubon.
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"Man, Woman and Marriage" is
scheduled and tomorrow Anita
Price 5 Cents
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Quotations

Stewart's
"Sowing number
the Wind.*'of First
A considerable
National franchise holders are here
for the showings, as well as prominent exhibitors. J. D. Williams,
Harry O. Schwalbe, Nate H. Gordon and others are present. There
are some here who are not First Nationl men, too. These include Sidney R. Kent of Famous Players and
Al Lichtman. Al Kaufman is around
and "Mickey" Neilan and "Jimmy"
Grainger are due on the 20th Century this morning from New York.
DANNENBERG.
Guinan Leaves for Coast
Texas Guinan, who recently signed
with Victor Kremer to appear in a
series of eight western dramas, left
for Los Angeles late Sunday, to start
work on her first picture "The Girl
Sheriff." Francis Ford, as noted, has
been engaged to direct the series.

mmry 11,
Tuesday, Janua

DAILY
"Worst Is Over"l

W. P. G. Harding, Governor
of the Federal Reserve Board,
addressing an assemblage of
financiers at. Delmonico's recently stated:
"I am thoroughly convinced
that any danger which may
have existed of a general collapse—and have
I
never thought
that danger was as imminent
as a great many people have
thought it was — but any such
danger as that has passed. I
think undoubtedly that the
There's a deal in short reels
been closed that will come as a

worst is over."
Brockell Promoted

Cuts and Flashes

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
prise.
Chicago — F. M. Brockell, long with
First National will, beginning the end
"The Devil," starring George \x
of this week have an important posi- liss, will be released on Feb. 6
tion in First National's home office.
He will be in charge of the various
Carmel Myers who has been ■ nl
exchanges and except that they are
ing here left for the coast late ps
on a somewhat
co-operative
basis
have the same duties as the director week.
ie
of sales.
Brockell has just finished
"Wedding Bells" is the next ie
organizing the Dallas office and was
Talmadge.
Withey
production
for Const n
ormerly in the Chicago territory.
DANNENBERG.

Last
Mintz Resigns
Bid Asked. Sale
54/2
55
51-/s
..
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Famous Players
82
82
80
do pfd
Chciago — M. J. Mintz, sales man*Goldwyn
^A
^A
ager of Celebrated Players, has reThe International Variety and
signed to become general sales manLoew's, Inc.,
17ft
18
17tf
Still Conferring Over Increase
Not quoted
atrical Agency, Ltd., has moved bn
ager of the Synchronized Scenario
> W Griffith, Inc
the Putnam Bldg., to larger qua :r
7/16 Music Co. Mintz had charge of the
(Special to WtD'S DAILY)
7/16
7/16
Triangle
Los Angeles — The theater owners at 218 W. 42nd St.
Not quoted state rights department of Celebrat;Vorld Film
and
members
of theover
operators'
ed for the past 10 months.
are still
conferring
the raiseunion
the
♦Qliotations by H. Content & Co.
union has asked. A definite agreement was in sight last night.
Binney at Rialto
The more powerful a post- {
ve
entati
Repres
n
Berk, Easter
Novels, Not Short Stories
Constance
Binney
in
"Something
r
manage
l
genera
ly
B. Berk, former
er is the more tickets it
Different," will be the feature at the
It seems that James Oliver Curfor the Sammy Burns comedies has Rialto
during the week beginning wood had novels in mind when he
Sunday.
will sell. The RITCHEY
been appointed eastern representative
stated that Joseph Seiden did not
for the Ault and Howells Comedies,
hold the picture rights to any of his
poster is the most powerbeing produced at Sherman, Cal., by
long works. Curwood does not atNot to Make
Features
the Union Film Co.
tempt to convey the idea that none
ful poster possible to de- 1
The report that Special
Pictures of his shorter works are for sale.
Corp.
was
to
enter
the
feature
field
Some
of
his
stories
are,
and
it
is
Five More Sales
sign and execute.
is denied by C. C. Craig, business four of these that Seiden holds.
Elmer J. McGovern has sold "The manager.
Woman Untamed" in five territories.
Three More Sunday Showings
Dist. M. P. Corp., of Boston has
Addresses Change
Pathe
has leased the Apollo theater
IJTHO. CORP.
rights for New England; A. J. AlDetroit.
Mich..
—
All
street
numbers
Milof
Chappel
W.
L.
and
brazar
for three Sundays more. "Behold
changed
in
Detroit
on
Jan.
1.
The
RemC.
H.
406 W. 31st St.M.Y. Phone Chelsea 838(i
waukee for Wisconsin;
the Man" is being shown there. The
first showing was held on Sunday
ington of Fargo, N. D. for North and address of the film building will be last.
South Dakota; Pearce Films of New 159 Elizabeth St.
Orleans for Louisiana and Mississippi
and Superior Screen Service of Chicago for Illinois.

RITCHEY

Jans Closes New Deal
Herman
Jans personally closed a
deal on "Madonnas
and Men"
for
Minnesota, the Dakotas and Wisconsin to Ruben and Finkelstein.

PROTECTION

The fundamental principle back of every successful business
enterprise is insurance. Corporations owe it to their stockholders. Partners owe it to each other. You as an individual
owe it to yourself. Do not allow yourself to be lulled into false
security. You NEED insurance.
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U. F. A. in Russia ?
German Trust Reported After Concessions from Soviet Government— British DeaL On
cial to WID'S

DAILY)

is
interest
Berlin — Considerable
here over the rebeing manifested
s
F. A.,ns Germany'
the U.
pents that has
on with
negotiatio
film trust
for certain
the Soviet Government
films. »It is
regarding
concessions
said in some quarters that the U. F.
A. heads are particularly eager to
before
market
control the Russian
have an opporAmerican producers
into that held
tunity of breaking
again.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

London — Trade journals here are
paying a good deal of attention to the
reported deal on between a prominent
English exchange system and the U.
F. A. of Berlin, whereby the latter's
productions will be distributed in
England. The Film Renter states
"the name of the renting company
which expects to pull off this sensational coup, will come as a considerable surprise to the trade generally."
The journal comments on the Russian plans of the U. F. A., and states
in that connection:

Fox House in Phila.
Site

Secured Adjoining
a Stanley
House— Lease for 30 Years— A
$1,000,00 Theater Talked Of
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia— The Fox Film Corp.
has secured a site at 16th and Market Sts. upon which a $1,000,000 theater will be erected. The site upon
which there are at present a number
of stores and a garage adjoins the
Stanton theater, owned by the Stanley Co. of America. The lease will
run for 30 years at a net aggregate
rental of $2,400,000. The property
includes Nos. 1600 to 1612 Market
St. and has on the 16th St. side five
three story buildings, two on the
Market St. side and a garage adjoining the Stanton theater. The lot
measures 129 by 176 ft.
Film men are keenly interested in
the move which marks the entrance
of Fox into local theatrical circles.
The deal comes on the heels of the
Griffith transaction (details of which
will be found elsewhere in this issue). The new Fox house will be
about three blocks away from the
Stanley theater which will be opened
in a few weeks.

Saul Rogers of Rogers and Rogers
"Those in close touch with the Con- the Fox attorneys, said he had no
tinental market consider it quite pos- statement to make at the present time
sible that the Moscow Government regarding the above dispatch.
will grant valuable concessions to
this enterprising German trust, and
this likely contingency is occupying
(Continued
from Page 1)
the attention of two of the leading
American producing companies, who weekly business of $18,000. It was
hoped to find a market in the Rus- said that the Griffith organization
felt it could have kept the picture
sian field."
for six months in Philadelphia, but
that it was impossible to secure a
Blumenthal In On Deal
Ben Blumenthal controls the U. F. theater.
The new playhouse will be the
A. output for English speaking countries and if a deal were made for Philadelphia home tor all ■ Griffith
England, it seems likely that it would productions, to be presented as Griffith wants them presented with the
have been negotiated through him.
complete musical scores and other
features.
Lew Cody Here
An effort was made to ascertain
Lew Cody is in town again from whether or not Griffith planned
to
the coast. Around the Lambs' a lot. erect theaters wherever he felt his
productions were not being shown
Roberts Replaces White
advantageously. This met with an
evasive reply.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
From other sources, understood to
Chicago — Max Roberts, comedian,
has been signed by Pinnacle Come- be authentic, it was learned that
dies for a series of pictures. He will Griffith will have his own theater on
replace Leo White, who recently Broadway in about a year.
came here from the coast to finish
some two reelers. Roberts is now
Site in Heart of City
on his way to the coast to start work
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
at the Balshofer studio.
Philadelphia — The site of the proSome changes have been made in
posed Griffith theater at the northwest corner of Broad and Locust
the executive management of the Independent Films Ass'n, who will dis- Sts., is in the heart of the city, thetribute the Pinnacle Comedies. Eddy
atrically and from a business standEckles, president, will make his headpoint. There is no picture theater in
quarters on the coast and Harry Rice the immediate vicinity, the nearest
will have charge of home office and being the Stanton and Regent.
the mid-west territory. An office will
be opened in New York to handle the
Breaks
50 Year Record
east and a member of the firm will
(Special
to
WID'S DAILY)
be in charge there. With Eckels will
^Providence,
R.
I.— "Way Down
go Richard Robertson, publicity director.
East" for the week which closed
Saturday night did $13,076.50, a figure which breaks every record held
Constance
by the Providence Opera House.
Talmadge's
next
ease, scheduled for Jan. 31st, will be The theater has been showing attractions for SO years.
Mamma's Affair."

D.W. as an Exhibitor

re-

DAILY

"Passion" a Stupendous
Drama— A Cinema Triumph
Critics and Exhibitors Unite in Telling of Money-Making
Qualities in First National Picture
PASSION

"A picture filmed with superlative masterliness and artistic splendor—surpassing beauty of staging, rich in dramatic moments, tense
and impressively acted. Pola Negri is an actress of ability and rare
personal charm and grace. It is a super drama of two and a half
hours run, magnificently staged and beautifully photographed. Its
scenes are stupendous. No one can afford to miss this picture. It
is one of the cinema triumphs of the year."— Atlantic City Gazette.
19 AND
PHYLLIS

"Charles Ray will bring back all your youth to you in this picture. Never has' he surpassed the humor in these situations. He
simply couldn't be more serious— nor funnier. He has never done
anything better. A fine film. It will drive the blues away and it
is medicine to the cynic and the scoffer."— New York Daily News.
TWIN
BEDS
"This farce comedy forgets that it is on the silent screen and
becomes an uproar. It literally 'woke 'em up.' Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven are capital comedians and are making merriment for
everyone at the Kinema theatre."— Los Angeles Examiner.
THE

JACK-KNIFE

MAN

"King Vidor's consummate daring in defying all traditions to
make a different play cannot but enlist admiration. It is a human,
every-day story. Simple sympathy and throbbing heart beats invade our inner selves."— Los Angeles Evening Express.
CURTAIN

"Katherine
MacDonald
excellent in a very
Raymond Gear, Mayflower Theatre, Florence, Kas. good
THE

PERFECT

picture."

WOMAN

"One
of the classiest pictures we ever ran and pleased all,
classes.
Book it. You cannot go wrong."— Pfeiffer Bros., Grand
Opera House, Kenton, Ohio.
YES

OR

NO

"Norma Talmadge excellent. A very good picture. Will play
return date."— W. M. Roob, Grand Theatre, Port Washington, Wis.

First National Attractions
That's Another Reason Why

There'll be a Franchise everywhere

DAIl-V

Newspaper Opinions
"The Love Light" — United Artists
Capitol
WORLD— Mary
Pickford, not so pretty,
SO young, not so convincing as the little
curly haired girl who became
famous,
was
seen
at the Capitol. *
* Jloreover, this i "star" film.
Everybody
else
steps out of the picture to let Alary act.
It is a perfect acknowledgment that one perinnot "make"
a picture.
TRIBUNE— "The Love Light" is a fascinating tor: beautifully produced and marvelously well acted. Alter so long an absence Mary Pickford has returned to the
screei
thing that is very much worth
while. ' * *
HERALD — Our Mary.'s some doll at the
big
within "The
Love as
Light"
aglow
in herCapitol,
eyes, and
your divan
you snugly
loll you regret she must agonize.
'J" I MLS--" * • They have produced a photoplay well above the average on the whole
and really excellent in many
particulars.
i ELEGRAM— «
Not onlj an unusual story for the screen, but a startling disclosure of the emotional powers of Miss
Pickford.
MAIL — Despite the gloom that pervades
a good deal of it, Pickford fans are going
to like it because it shows their favorite at
her best.
POST— The material of Mary Pickford's
latest photoplay, while not startlingly new,
is good enough to make a really moving
piece, and it doesn't. The story is made up
of episodes, more or less hung together. *
SUN — Frances Marion has provided her
with a story much more dramatic than usual,
and the sea does the rest.
GLOBE — The film is interesting because
of this radical departure, and also because
of its photographic studies, which are beau
tiful and original.
American, Daily Xews, Journal and Evening World made no comment.

"The

Inside

of the Cup"— F.
Criterion

P.-L.

WORLD — The finest motion picture of its
type presented in New York this season. * * *
AMERICAN—* * * For the film drama is
the most gripping, the most essentially human document that has been seen on- the
screen in some time.
DAILY NEWS—* * * Has been perfectly east, well acted, and is provided with excellent settings.
HERALD — Society's evils, and all the boll
weevils infesting life strongly are drawn.

» * *■

JOURNAL — One of the most human and
most
powerful
motion
picture
productions.

TELEGRAM— This great book makes
great film.
MAIL
" Capellani has produced
a
of the church that is tense, gripping,
powerful and wholly absorbing from the
first >cene to the last fadeout.
SUN— "
' The engagement should be a
long one. * / * It is a story replete with
dram.
Tribune. Times, Post and Evening
World
made
no comment.

"The Frontier of the Stars"— F. P.-L.
Rialto
WORLD
A prize fight scene in a Bowii> saloon lits into the screen capabilities of
M.r Meighan well, and the scenes taken in
i ohej
Island brought
rounds of applause.
HERALD — Charles Maigne, the director,
hat is chaste.
TELEGRAM—* * * He presents the character with that unfailing skill which has
made him the admiration of many film fans.
POST — There are, however, compensations in "The Frontier of the Stars." It's
a good title and there is the ever-present
sincerity of the star, pleasing and strong
without the affectation of strength.
American, Daily News, Tribune, Times,
Journal, Mail, Sun and Evening World made
no comment.

"Polly

With Rivoli
a Past"— Metro

WOULD—*
Miss Claire stamps
herself as being entirely capable of acting before the camera
with success.
TRIBUNE — Polly is not nearly so effective on the screen as she was on the stage.
* But Miss Claire does not screen well
and the lighting was bad.
HERALD — Ina Claire * ' * smiles her
way to all hearts at the Rivoli. In "Polly
With a Past" she does a French wink, quite
discreet,
but still rather
frivolly.
In her
*debut
* * Miss Claire may be said to be "there."
TIMES Nevertheless the photoplay is an
amusing trifle, and Miss Claire is quite suited to the camera. She does not lack facial
vivacity, and succeeds in communicating her
gay mood silently.
TELEGRAM—* * * Every bit as delightful and amusing as it was on the spoken
stage.
* * * It is really not Polly's fault, for
GLOBE—
she makes an engaging little picture which
faithfully follows the adventures of the
original madcap played with much sprightliness
by Ina Daily
Claire.News,
* * *Journal, Mail Post,
American,
Sun and Evening World made no comment.

"The

Great
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Adventure"— 1st Nat'l
Strand

WORLD — Yes, Mr. Barrymore is a
comedian.
HERALD — Barrymore plays the part with
much humorous art ; Doris Rankin's a fetchTELEGRAM
— Lionel
* * * Barrymore plays
ing young widow.
MAIL
— * * art.
* Extremely
well done.
with
humorous
* * *
SUN
—
Lionel
Barrymore
*
* * to
proves
his
histrionic genius by his ability
portray

"Behold the Man"— Pathe
TRIBUNE—* * * As a tale for little folk,
Apollo
it is very pleasing.
For an adult it is not
so satisfactory, for the interest is not consistently sustained. *
' But in spite of
these few drawbacks the picture is well
worth while. The reverent way in which
the subject matter has been handled will
p ease i.-\ cry audience.
GLOBE — The religious story has been developed with all dignity and reverence.
All other papers made
no comment.

Vera Gordon
in Select Special
Vera Gordon appears in a new Select special, "The Greatest Love," directed by Henry Kolker.
Hazza in Deal With
(.Special to WID'S

Nathanson
DAILY)

Edmonton, Alta. — It is understood
that John Hazza has perfected an arrangement whereby his Empress
theater becomes one of the string of
theaters of the Famous Players-Canadian Corp. Hazza closed the deal
with N. L. Nathanson, who originally planned to build a theater here.

FIVE

"The Isle of Destiny'

SOLD
RIALTO

A REEL
THROB

ATTENTION!
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, Cal.
T. E. Hancock

John J. Hayes

The words

"EASTMAN"
and

Exchange with vault and
Address B-2,

x.

the Line."

another type of genius — a painter — and do it
so convincingly one can almost smell the
turpentine.
American. Daily Xews, Tribune, Times,
Journal, Post and Evening World made no
comment.

WANTED
Space for Film
re- wind room.

Pathe, on Jan. 30th, will release the
first picture of the Holman Day Canadian Border series, "Lochinvar of

"KODAK"

'S
WIDFeaturing

are stenciled in the film

GILMORE

margin so that all Eastman Film may be instantly identified.
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PAUL

V.— NO. N. J.— To Specialty Photoplays,
Inc., N. Y.
E. PA.— SO. N. J.— To Eastern Film Distributing Co., Phila.
MD. — DEL. — DIST. OF COL. — VA. — To
Square Deal Film Corp., Baltimore, Md.
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TENN.— NO. & SO. CAR. — GA. — FLA.—
ALA. — MISS. — LA. — To Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions, Atlanta, Ga.
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I
Tucker Bros., Oklahoma City.
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Mr. Producer, Do You Want to Save On
The Cost of Production ?
Florida, with the finest climatic conditions and scenery, has all
the advantages that California has.
Jacksonville is only 27
hours from New York City.

FINE ARTS CITY
JACKSONVILLE,

FLORIDA

will have the finest equipped studios in the world and be the
last word in motion picture production.

Plus this wonderful motion picture city where complete service will be given producers, the City of Jacksonville, and in
fact all the people of Florida, stand behind this gigantic movement, ready to extend the motion picture industry their services
and a hearty welcome.
This welcome means that producers will be treated in the
kindest way. We assure you it will not be necessary for you
to form your own buying units; we pledge ourselves to work
with you hand in hand in making your productions a success
from both an artistic and financial standpoint.

If further interested, address

The Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce
Motion Picture Committee

W.

R.

CARTER,

JACKSONVILLE,

Chairman
FLORIDA

tMA
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Nothing on the Shelf—

PAUL SCARDON
Has directed Forty-two Features
All Released and Proven
Box Office Successes
To Be Released

ND"
"HER UNWILLING HUSBA
SWEET
With BLANCHE
and
With

"THE BROKEN

Address.
HOTEL

GATE"

BARRISCALE

BESSIE

DIRECTORY

HOLLYWOOD

OF

THE

TRADE

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

AT YOUR SERVICE

nniMTTDC

INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES

THE REFFES - SANDSON
314 EAST 34th STREET
Murray
Telephone

-

CO.

NEW YORK CITY
6562-6563
Hill

In the f halou
■r*X the Dome
A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

CONTINUITY

ACCOUNTANTS

DAY AND NIGHT

rKlINlLlViJ

that COUNTS

Paul Schof ield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing

All unaware of the evil intent in Shepler's heart, Percival smiled down
into Curce's eyes. A tense moment from "The Spenders," Benjamin B.
Hampton's
lease.— Advt.picturization of Harry Leon Wilson's novel. A Hodkinson re-

The 21st Exchange

United Artists are arranging for
The Alton Play Bureau, Inc., with
the opening of an exchange in St. offices in the Longacre Bldg., has
Louis. This means the 21st in its completed arrangements whereby it
secures motion picture rights to all
of the fiction storiet published in
present chain.
William Shalit, formerly a sales Success Magazine and Outing Magazine, extending back for a period of
man in Boston, is now conferring
years
and terminating with 1911.
with H. D. Buckley regarding the
This makes the third publication
opening of the office. Buckley has that Alton has lined up, the other bebeen promoted from Kansas City,
ing, as noted in WID'S DAILY
Mo., to the Los Angeles branch. some time ago, Pearson's Magazine.
Walter Rand, until now in charge of
Terriss Finishes Special
the Los Angeles branch, has been
Tom
Terriss shot his last scene
made a district manager with supervision over Los Angeles, Seattle urday.
Denver and San Francisco. T. Y. for "The Heart of Maryland" on SatHenry has been transferred from
Denver to Kansas City, where he
Plan Picture in San Antonio
succeeds Buckley, while Harry Cas
Bert Lytell, Maxwell Karger and
sidy, formerly at Salt Lake, succeeds
company
leave for San Antonio,
Henry at Denver.
Texas tomorrow, where "Peace and
Quiet" will be filmed. It is planned
to make the entire picture there.
(Special to WTD'S

CURRENT
"Rose
of
Coast)

RELEASES:
Nome"— Fox

(West

"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David But"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler

More Stories

DAILY)

Dinner to Hague
Montreal — United Artists have
opened an exchange here in charge
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
of Mannie Brown. This makes the
Toronto — Clair Hague was tendthird Canadian office, the other two
ered a dinner at the King Edward
being in Toronto and Winnipeg.
Hotel by Universal employees, in
commemoration of his 10th anniversary with Universal.
Reichenbach as Champion

Harry Reichenbach took the role
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— AllStar
of champion for the industry yesterday when the Daily News published
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
a rather lengthy reply prepared by
IN PRODUCTION:
him in answer to the first of a series
of
articles the News published on
"The
Quarry" — Meighan — Famous
Players
Saturday regarding the wane of stars.
Reichenbach cited the names of
HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
some
of the pictures like "Foolish
Hollywood, Calif.
Wives," "The Queen of Sheba,"
"Man, Woman and Marriage," and
CREATIVE
CONTINUITY stated that the picture industry like
all others was "shading here and
there" because of present conditions.

Farmers to Use Films
(Special to WID'S

EDMONDS
&
56 Pine St.,

BOUTON,
INC.
1645 La Brea Av» ,

New York City.

Hollywood. r '
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INC.,
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Bryant 561:
AUGUST
245

West

47th

SCHOMBURG
Art Titles
St.
New

Yorlt

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 862 :

ENLARGING
302

AND

COPYING

W. of J. M. MOP. RAT
Enlarging
Film
E. 33rd St.
Phone

FILM

Clips
Vand.

736

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right — Export & Import — Film OVnf
729 7th Ave.
Bryant 9444

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadt.
3443CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3761
H. J Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
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LABORATORIES
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Fort Lee 22

PRINTERS
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Motion

PRINTING
CO
Picture Specialists
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DAILY)

St.
Phone Gramercv «'
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
W. 4th St.
Spring 207'

Chicago — William E. Skinner, secretary of the National Dairy Association has announced plans for the formation of the Farmers' Film Corp.,
to produce pictures dealing with
problems
of agriculture.
Active sponsors for the company
are the Federal Department of Agriculture, the American Farm Bureau

ESTEE
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INC
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"•

Federation, the National Dairy Ass'n,
the American Bankers' Ass'n and
state agricultural colleges.
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I Complete Schedule

Price 5 Cents

"Vic" Smith Out

amous Players Announces
Release
Until Sept 1— 49 From March
Through August
Famous Players yesterday anjunced its compleie release schedule
>r the film year wl ich ends Aug 31.
he releases throug to March 1 had
:en made public previously but now
lose that are to follow in the six
onths from March through August
■e known.
A total of 49 films will be released
that period, eight each month with
ie exception of May, when nine will
i available. The schedule it is inresting to note, does not include any
■oductions from Cecil DeMille or
eorge Fitzmaurice, but on the other
md does list three specials from
eorge Melford and two from Wilim DeMille. There will be one a
ece from
John
Robertson
and

^No Longer

At Three Today
Universal won't say what it's all
Dout but advises film folks to be
•ound the Mecca Bldg. at three
clock today. Something is going
i happen.

S. A. LynchLynch
is in Here
New York from
Atlanta.

(Continued

on

Page

Studio Manager for Famous
— "Bob" Kane
HisPlayers
Successor
'Vic" Smith, who has been studio
manager for Famous Players in the
east since J. N. Naulty left the Paramount organization in May, has resigned, effective Saturday last. Robert ("Bob") Kane, at one time with
the Paralta Co. on the coast, has
been named to succeed Smith.
Preparations are under way for the
opening of the Long Island studio on
the 24th of the month. The scenario
department under Tom Geraghty is
busy whipping scripts into shape for
immediate production once the plant
resumes operations.
Walter Wanger, general production manager for Famous Players,
did not care to make any comment
on the change yesterday.

4)

Four Horsemen" at Astor Theater
Metro has leased the Astor theater
ir an indefinite period, commencing
eb. 20 for a showing of "The Four
Norsemen of the Apocalypse," which
ie company has frequently stated is
[ie most ambitious production it has
rer undertaken.
I Rex Ingram, director and June
lathis who adapted it for the screen
;ave Hollywood for New York to■ght with the original print of the
cture.

Hill Here from North Carolina
Roland J. Hill of Greensboro, N.
C, is in town for a few days. He
owns nine theaters in North Carolina.
Swan
At peace at last in the arms of the only man she really ever loved, Nance
Abbott pledges her life to undoing the wrong he has suffered at her
hands. A dramatic moment from Thomas H. Ince's second great Associated Producers' production, "Lying Lips," featuring House Peters and
Florence Vidor. Mr. Ince, who directed all of the big scenes in the picAdvt. ture, pronounces it his biggest and best since the famous "Civilization."—

Three A Year

The Opportunity Film Corp. has
More Showings
been incorporated in Albany. The
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
company will make three pictures a
i Chicago — First National
screened year in the east. In it are interested
pita Stewart in "Sowing the Wind" Louis M. Cohn, Charles W. ChaldIsterday morning, and "Man, Wom- well and T. L. Griffith, who photoi and Marriage" in the afternoon.
graphed all of the Lionel Barrymore
Allen Holubar and Dorothy Philfor Whitman-Bennetti>s came from New York for the productions
First National release.
ireening.
B. P. Schulberg is here
It is expected that the company will
r the Katherine MacDonald show- start
actual production on Feb. 15.
i?. Other visitors are Marshall
Offices
have been opened at 110 Wili^ilan and James R. Grainger.
liam St.
Harry Sherman stopped over. He
hves for the coast today.
A $150,000 Company
,Hurtt Stromberg, head of the
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
'iomas H. Ince publicity department
Is arrived from Los Angeles in conA",nnv, X. Y. — Opportunity Film
lction with an exploitation campaign Corp. of New York is a $150,000 corporation. The incorporation papers
r "Lying Lips."
.A S. Aaronson of Goldwyn is here. on file here give the following names:
M. M. Henchel, A. H. Bogan and H.
'So
llm. "Doc" Shallenberger, of Arrow Lederer of 171 Morningside Ave.,
DANNENBERG. New York City.

Secures More Sites

Case

Thrown

Out

v special to WID'S DrtlLxj

Omaha — Because William Swan,
formerly owner of the Swan, Columbus, Neb., named as a defendant a
man whom he admitted had no right
to be there, his suit for $326,000
against A. H. Blank and the Film
Board of Trade of Omaha, was
thrown out of court. Swan has not

yetMotion
renewedpicture
the suit.
men * who were
greatly
interested
in
the litigation say
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Toronto — It is understood here they believe there is no chance now
that N. L. Nathanson, managing di- of it being renewed. The case was
rector of the Famous Players-Cana- called for trial in Columbus, Neb.,
dian Corp. has secured a number of but it was of short duration.
sites for Paramount theaters. The
No Statement Yet
report has it that property in the folNo statement has been issued by
lowing cities has been secured: Calgary, Regina, Moose Jaw, Brandon Andre Himmel or Gustav J. Fleischand Swift Current. The Aliens are man of the Fleischman Construction
rather strongly fortified in all of these Co. regarding the plans of the $100,cities.
000,000 Franco-American Cinematograph Corp.
It will be recalled that several
Emile E. Shauer, foreign manager
ago Himmel promised to issue
for Famous Players, when asked con- aweeks
statement relative to the plans of
cerning the report said:
his company after several conferences
"I really can't confirm it."
with the board of directors of the
corporation. It was learned yesterBack from Cuba
day from the offices of the Fleischman Construction Co. that conferA. Alperstein and J. A. Golden have
ences were still being held and that
eturned
from
Cuba.
They
were
there
was
nothing to say at this time.
there about five weeks.

iMi
fifapk:
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Quotations

T.as'
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Plavers . . 53
55
54}4
do pfd
80
8VA
8O/2
*Goldwyn
-K
5/
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
17%
W&
17 H
Triangle
7/16
7/16
7/16
World Film
Not quoted
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Lee Stories to Be Filmed
B. Virginia Lee, the norvelist, has
arrived from California to confer
with Harry Chandlee and William
B. Laub on the adaptation of her
stories to pictures. Chandlee and
Laub will not only confer with her
on her stories and write the continuities but will also edit and title the
finished productions.
Changes in Omaha
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At Broadway Theaters

Levey Film Shown Today

Capitol

Tbe premier showing of "The Porcelain Lamp" will be held at the
Strand this morning under auspices
of the Educational Department of
the National Automobile Chamber of
Commerce.
The picture was produced by the
Harry Levey Service Corp. and is in
five reels.

Pickt'oni's
firstCapitol
picture this
since
"Suds"It
is Mary
the feature
at the
week.
is called ''The Love Light," and was written
and directed by Frances Marion. The opening number on the program is the overture
"Queen of Sheba." The next is a Butterfly Ballet.
Mile.
Gambarelli " and
perform
behind
a transparent
screendancers
upon
which thrown a butterfly film, a Prizma
color subject. The Capitol News is next.
"Italianture.Fantasy"
prologue
to the
Erik B> e is istbethesoloist
assisted
by feathe
Capitol ensemble, the Capitol ballet corps.
Mmle.
Gambarelli
and Alexander
Oumansky.

Criterion

The new bill opening at the Criterion on.
Tanua'ry 9th presents the Cosmopolitan production of Winston Churchill's novel, "The
Inside of the Cup." Hugo Riesenfeld has
arranged a prologue with a genuine ecclesiastical atmosphere. Gladys Rice sings
Gounod's "Ave Maria." Other numbers are
a Post-Nature picture. "A Barefoot Boy,"
and the opening overture dansant, "Blue
Danube Waltz." in which a number of girls
and a . lone man (much out of place) take
part in a pantomime
dance.

S. & E. Sales
Shenfield & Ennis report sales on
"Cowboy Jazz" for Texas. Oklahoma
and Arkansas to L. C. Baxlej- Attractions, Dallas, and Maurice Less
Attractions. Terre Haute, Ind.. for
that state.

Rialto

RITCHEY

Rivoli

RITCHEY

CAN

NOW

REN

The Best Equippe

Month
or Year
AND
AT
MOST

ATTRACTIVE

TERMS

THE AMSTERDAM
STUDI
IT'S
West 44th St.,

Strand

"Festival" is the first number played by
the orchestra. Then comes the Topical Review and a scenic "Frivolous Fiji," a Chester
picture.
vocalWalter
prologueVaughan,
"A Drama"
rendered A by
tenor.is

Gjvictor KREMER

Lionel Barrymore in his latest Whitman Bennett production "The Great Adventure" is
the feature Carlo Ferretti, baritone, sings
"Mari, Mari." Clyde Cook in "All Wrong"
is the comedy offering and the organ solo consists of selections from "Faust."

"Mad lLove
Holds the

DAILY)
" Louis H.
Chalif,
David
G. dancing
Fischer teacher,
in the
Omaha — S. L. Mclntir.e, for years assisted
manager of tbe Metro exchange, has dance scenes in "In the Shadow of
gone to be manager at Atlanta, and
C. R. Osborne, formerly with the the Dome."
Metro in Chicago, succeeds him.
P. J. Swift, manager of the Paramount exchange, has been promoted
to an eastern exchange, and H. I.
Krause, formerly manager at Boston, has been installed as manager
here.

Mirror

up to Nature.

— ripe, and ready for pickin'
"WEST OF THE RIO GRANDE"
.
STATE ?RIGHTS

Film for Forward Distributors
(Special to WID'S

YOU

Week,

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St , NY Phone Chelsea 8388

(By wire to WID'S

New

Here 's Good News for You !

FOR ANY
PERIOD

posters.

LITHO

PRODUCER

IN THE UNITED STATE

he is certainly in favor of

Tna Claire in her first Metro production
"Polly With a Past" in which she also scored
a hit on the stage, is the feature attraction
tlm week at the Rivoli. The overture is
"Poet and Peasant." The Pictorial is next.
"Wild Men oj' Africa," consisting of pictures
taken by the Paramount-Vandenbergh Expedition are shown following a short lecture by
Dr.
Leonard
Vandenbergh.
is rendered byJ.Grace
Foster and "Herbertiana"
Ralph Soule,
assisted by the Rivoli chorus and dancers.
"The Conductor," a Bobby Bump's comedy
is also on the bill. The organ is "Scottish
Fantasy."

not, favor

the league of nations; —
as an exhibitor, however,

The overture is "The Sorcerer's Apprentice," with a spoken prologue by Maurice
Cass. The Magazine and Aria from "La
Juive" by Emanuel List precede Thomas
Meighan's latest Paramount feature "The
Frontier of the Stars," an Albert Terhune
story. Clyde Cook in "All Wrong," and the
organ solo conclude.

INDEPENDENT

STUDIO

The exhibitor, as a citizen,
may, or may

MR.

»

A STEP

FROM

BROADWAY

FAMOUS PLAYERS Have l|
It Exclusively Up to the
Present Time
EVERY

MODERN FACILITY FOR A PRODUCER. JUST STEP
RIGHT IN AND YOU
CAN START WORK
AT ONCE.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Philip H. White of
Forward Film Distributors, Inc., has
secured through B. A. Goodman a
five reel western, "Hearts of the
Open Range," featuring Milburn Morante, and has shipped the negative
to the home office in New York. Two
more five reel, subject sare being prepared.
■"Godless Men"
has been booked
at the Capitol the week of Jan. 30.

WANTED
Space

for Film

re-wind

room.

WRITE

Exchange with vault and
Address

B-2

%

WID'S

OR

PHONE

LOUIS HAAS
136 MADISON
LONGACRE

AVE.,
4160

nM^

tfta
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PatheNews
No. 4
PASADENA,
CAL.— Rolling
gardens
of
flowers.
Artistic displays of blossoms- delight
the
eyes of thousands
at the city's Rose
Tournament.
NEW YORK CITY— Unemployed march on
church. Battalion of men out of work form
unique procession on way to attend services
at Trinity.
COCHRANE, CANADA— Lost balloonists
return to civilization. Three airmen who
were exposed to cold and starvation in artic
•wilderness make their way southward to the
nearest settelment.
First and exclusive pictures of Moose Factory where the balloonists landed.
PASADENA, CAL. — West triumphs over
East in football. California University defeats Ohio State University in spirited game
on gridiron.
NEW YORK CITY — Greet successor to the
late Terence MacSwiney. Daniel J. O'Callaghan. Lord Mayor of Cork, who came here
as a stowaway, gets enthusiastic welcome.
KENT, WASHINGTON— Flood inundates
town. Great damage is caused to surrounding cottages and farms as the White River
overflows banks.
SAN PEDRO, CAL. — Terror of war zone
sent to watery grave. German submarine
UB-88, which destroyed 16 Allied merchantmen, is sunk by shell fire — towing out to sea.
LOOKING FORWARD— What will the
year 1921 contribute to the progress of mankind. .Cartoonist Bert Green depicts the inventions of past years that have made epochs
in the history of civilization.

today

Coast Brevities

DAILY

«■

Buys Foreign Rights

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Following the report
Hollywood — With the shooting of
scenes on Santa Rosa Island, Edwin of the deal by Special Pictures with
Federated Film Exchanges of AmeriCarewe finished "The Tornado."
ca, comes the statement from the
After a three months' visit to New offices of Louis W. Thompson that
York, John M. Stahl, director, has the foreign rights for all Special Pictures output have been sold to J. C.
returned to resume production activiWainright of England.
ties for Louis B. Mayer.
Wainright who was here about
T. Hayes Hunter has started pro- three weeks ago, will control the enduction on the Dial Film version of
tire foreign rights for the Ford SterlLouise Fazenda, Chester ConIrving Bacheller's "The Light in the klin, ing,
Neely Edwards, Reggie Morris,
Clearing" for Hodkinson release.
Milburn Moranti and Charlotte MerJohn Howard, formerly manager riam comedies; the Clayplay reels in
of exploitation for Famous Players, animated mud, the Comedyart productions, the Sunset-Burrud scenics,
at San Francisco, has been appointed
and the Artcolor scenics.
director of publicity at the new Mission theater.
The Brockliss Suit
Regarding the suit filed against
E. Mason Hopper will direct "The
Inc., by the ComBridal Path," the stage play by J. Frank Brockliss,
monwealth Film Co. over the forThompson Buchanan. Richard Dix
eign rights
"The Invisible
Ray,"
will play the leading role, and Mar- a serial,
the of.
Brockliss
Co. states:
cia Manon has been cast in an im"We wish to point out that the
portant part.
Frohman Amusement Co. has never
Frank Lloyd, who recently finished delivered a negative of the motion
in question, 'The Invis"A Tale of Two Worlds" "for Gold- pictureibleserial
Ray.' The Brockliss Co. has
wyn,
will
start
soon
on
"The
Alibi,"
never
felt
under
obligation to pay
an original story by Charles Kenyon,
additional
money
to
the Frohman Co.
House Peters, in the leading role, will
be supported by Irene Rich, Sydney until the negative was delivered.
Ainsworth and DeWitt C. Jennings. They have already paid very much
in excess of the amount that should
Leroy Scott's first original screen have been paid under the circumstory, "The Night Rose," a tale of
the underworld, has been put into
continuity form by the author, as- stances."G. M. Corp. Dissolves.
sisted by Arthur F. Statter. Wallace
Albany,
N. Y.— The G. M. Film
Worlsley will direct and Beatrice Joy Printing Corp. has filed notice of its
dissolution with the
secretary
of
will play the title role.
GAUSMAN. state.

'In the Jhadow
of k theDomes
A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS
I.RUBIN & COMPANY
23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes. .
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

UCCESS
HORT
TJBJECTS
Get Your Territory Before It's Too Late
Fifteen of the Greatest Two-Reel Western Attractions Ever Offered.
AY WON FILM CORPORATION, NATHAN HIRSH, President.
729 7th Avenue
New York City

DAU.Y
Daniel Leaves S. and S.
(By wire to WID'S

DAILY)

Pittsburgh, Pa.— S. Daniel, president of the S. and S. Film and Supfrom that orply Co., has resigned years
of active
ganization after two
Daniel
participation in its affairs. prese
nt
has no definite plans at the
time but it is expected that he will
remain in the film business in some
capacity.

For Sale or Rent
The best studio in Culver City,
Calif. On 5-acre plot. Stage,
100 ft. by 240 ft., fully equipped.
Immediate possession.
Address
B-91, Hollywood Office
Wid's Daily

A Complete
Schedule
(Continued
from Page 1)
Charles Maigne. William S. Hart
has three and with them his Famous
Players contract expires. Maye Murray has only one; "The Gilded Lily."
The complete schedule, by months,
follows :
March
George Melford Prod. : "The Faith
Healer"; Hugh Ford Prod.: "The Call" of
Youth'' ; Thomas Meighan in "The Easy
Road" ; Cosmopolitan Prod. : "Straight Is
the Way"; William S. Hart in "O'Malley
of the Mounted"; Robert Z. Leonard special,
The Gilded Lily," starring Mae
Murray
Dorothy
Dalton
in "The
Teaser";
and an
Ince special, "Beau Revel."

April

William DeMille Prod.: "What Every
Woman Knows"; Roscoe Arbuckle in "The
Dollar a Year Man" ; Marion Davies in
"Buried Treasure" ; John S. Robertson Prod.:
"Sentimental Tommy"; William D. Taylor
y
Prod.: "The WitchingMaHour";
Douglas MacLean in "The Home Stretch" ; Wallace Reid
in "The Love Special" ; and a Hugh Ford
Prod., "The Great Day."
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Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Arnold Picture Co.,
New York. Capital, $60,000. Incorporators, A. A. Kline, E. and M. Forgash, 419 St. 5th St., Brooklyn.

Albany, N. Y. — Blue Bird Amusement Co., New York. Capital, $30,000.
Incorporators,
A. Gluckman
M.
I. Gluckman
and
J.
Bedford
Ave.,
Brooklyn.

Cohen,

562

■ Dover, Del. — Film Merit Corp.
Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, C.
T. Cohee, C. B. Outten and S. L.
Mackey, Wilmington.
Betty Compson at Capitol
Betty Compson's first starring ve( hide for Goldwyn,
"Prisoners
of
' Love,"

Thomas Meighan in "The Quarry"; Cosis the feature
the Capitol
mopohtan Prod.: "Prox:es"; George Mel- ' f_r „ ,,,PP1, Kpo-inni'no-at nn
SJnnHav
bunciay.
Otl
beginning
W.??k,
a
jP,r.
William
Master";
Money
ford Prod.: "The
S. Hart in "The Whistle"; Sidney Chaplin This Will be Miss Compson s first
in "King, Queen, Joker"; Dorothy Gish in appearance since "The Miracle Man."
"Oh,
Jo";
Lois
Weber
Prod.:
"What's
*
Worth While" : Gloria Swanson in "The
Great Moment," and Elsie Ferguson in
Charged With Crowding Aisles
"Sacred and Profane Love."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

JUST RECEIVED
2 Brand New Cameras
2 Brand New Latest Debrie
2 Brand New Latest Pathe professional completly equipped — extra
lenses
magazine
boxes — carrying
cases — tripods — Iris — masks — etc.,— =
Will dispose very reasonable —
Address Box— B— 14 c/o Wid's

Roscoe Arbuckle in "The Traveling Salesman" ; Cosmopolitan
JuneProd. : "The Wild
Goose"; Thomas Meighan in "Billy Kane';;
Jnce special. "The Bronze Bell"; Douglas
MacLean in "One A Minute": Donald Crisp
Prod. : "Appearances" ; Ethel Clayton in
"Sham"; and a William DeMille Prod.: title
not yet decided upon.
Lois Weber Prod. July
: "Married Strangers" ;
Marion Davies in "The Bride's Play" ; Wallace Reid in "Watch My Smoke" ; Dorothy
Dalton in "In Men's Eyes" ; "The Mystery
Road"; Billie Burke in a picture as yet untitled ; a Charles Maigne Prod. : tentatively
titled. "The Lifted Veil"; and Gloria Swanson in "Everything
for Sale."

August
Cosmopolitan Prod. : "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford",' William S. Hart in "Traveling
On"; Douglas MacLean in ah Ince production as yet untitled ; Thomas Meighan in
"The Tall Timbers" ; Ethel Clayton in "The
Almighty Dollar" ; Roscoe Arbuckle in
''Three Miles Out"; "The Princess of New
York" ; and a George Melford Prod. : "You
Can't Fool Your
Wife."

St. LouisCollinsville
— Joseph Erber
Erber's
Theater,
Ave., ofEast
St.
Louis, was arrested by Chief of Police Mulconnery Saturday night on
a charge of permitting crowding in
the aisles. Erber now has under
construction a $500,000 theater to seat
2,500 near his present house. •

PRINTERS

AT YOUR

SERVICE

DAY AND NIGHT

INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES

THE REFFES-SANDSON
314 EAST 34th STREET

Telephone

BELL

Murray

-

NEW YORK

Hill

CO.
CITY

6562-6563

& HOWELL CAMERA
FOR
SALE
Two
three inch lens, 120 degree
shutter, two magazines, tripod carrying case.
E BURTON
STEENE,
303 Candler Building

DAILY)

The officers, council and committees of The Authors' League and its
affiliated guilds will tender a farewell
dinner to G. Herbert Thring, the secretary of the Incorporated Society
of Authors, Playwrights and Composers of England tonight at DelAmong those present will be: Rex
monico's.
Beach, C. B. Falls, Owen Davis, Ellis
Parker Butler, Charles E. Chambers,
F. G. Cooper, Thomas Geraghty,
Edward Childs Carpenter, Luther
Reed and Jerome Kern.
Browning Loaned to Morosco?

Montreal — Albert L. Grey and J.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
J. McCarthy of the Griffith organizaLos Angeles — There is some talk
tion have arrived from New York to
here that Tod Browning will be loanfight the decision of the Quebec
ed to the Oliver Morosco Co. to make
Board of Censors in banning "Way
McGee."
Down East." The Griffith forces "Slippy
The Morosco 'offices now announce
have brought the matter into the
courts.
that the plan for a studio and number of permanent outdoor sets will
Showing for Toronto Censors
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Toronto — Theodore Mitchell of the
Griffith organization is here from
New York to show "Way Down
East" to the Provincial Board of
Censors.

DIRECTORY
OF

be
gone last
through.
in May
outlined WID'S
the planDAILY
of the
company regarding this. The scheme
as now announced differs somewhat
from the original plan, in that a
Greenwich Village will be constructed as ures
one whereas
of thebefore
'most it
important
featwas planned
to build a race track and amusement
park. Edmond Rose and Ann Nichols are two writers who, it is said,
will have permanent ■ homes in the

Lytell Plans Changed
Bert Lytell and company will not
leave for San Antonio today as planned. He will next make "The Man
Who," a Saturday Evening Post proposed "Morosco city."'
story in New York and produce
The local Universal offices hadn't
"Peace and Quiet" on the coast later heard about the above report yeson.
terday as affecting Browning.

THE
A

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS & BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Av«^
New York City.
Hollywood, r-*.

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

904

ARTISTS

AND

ART

5612

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
7th Avenue
Bryant 561J

727

Dinner for Thring

Ready for Fight in Montreal
(Special to WID'S

AREEL
THROB

Albany, N. Y.— Celtic Photo Plays,
New York. Capital, $200,000. Incorporators, Y. 1. Ford, T. A. Kirby
and T. Egan, 135 E. 95th St.

AUGUST
245

West 47th

SCHOMBURG
Art Titles
St.
New

York

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621

ENLARGING

AND

COPYING

W.
J. MORAT
Grainless Enlargements
M. P. Film
302 E. 33rd St.
Phone Vand. 7361

FILM

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right
— Export
& Import
729 7th
Ave.
Bryant— Film
9444 Cl'r'ng

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443-»
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3766
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES,
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee 221

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 943
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO AND
LAB., INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71M
Studio — 161 W. 125th
Mori. 498*

Los Angeles
STUDIO

EQUIPMENT

CINEMA STUDIO SUPPLY CO., INC.
Renting
Electric Equipment
1442 Gower St.
Phones
Res.
Holly.Holly.
819 1571

,
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ryfcBRADSTREET
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Authority

Price 5 Cents
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"The Kid's" Release

Deal Off

Exhibitors Interested in Whether It
Will Go Out as a Special or
Part of the Contract

chtman - Feist - Famous
Players
Proposition Falls Through — No
Comment from Feist
It is learned that the deal which
d been in process of negotiation beeen Al Lichtman, Felix Feist and
imous Players whereby Lichtman
d Feist were to handle the more
pular of the early Paramount pices, including those of Mary Pick:d and Douglas Fairbanks, has
len through. This, despite the fact
it it was believed negotiations had
nost reached the final stage.

(Staff

Correspondence)

Chicago — Exhibitors here attending the showing of the "Big Five"
Asso. First Nat'l pictures are much
interested in the question of how the
released.
Chaplin six reeler "The Kid" will be

Felix Feist could not be reached
a statement yesterday although efts were made all through the day

do so.

Blaisdell Heads New Weekly
|3eorge Blaisdell, former editor of
h M. P. World and later with Stoll
m, has resigned as director of pub|:ty with the latter company to bene editor and publisher of "The
reen," a new weekly publication dened to cover the non-theatrical
d of motion pictures.
'The Screen" will be conducted
j:h an advisory editorial board combed of men prominent in big busies, educational and church affairs.
Sees have been opened at 114 W. The luxuries of society and wealth,
h St.
— which? Nance Abbott is unable to
chooses for her in "Lying Lips," Tho
Is Lubitsch
With
Pola?
melodrama. House Peters a
n connection with the Pola Negri roles in ducers'
a cast of unusual excellence,
ltract which is said to exist with
in person. — Advt.
taious Players, there is considerai interest as to whether her direcLubitsch, who made
"Passion,"
ll be included.
Negri cannot speak
?glish, and it would be almost out Lesser-Gore Company Plans BranchHthe question for Famous to have
ing Out from Southern California Theater Field
1 of their present directing forces
iidle her.
Lubitsch
cannot speak
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
;glish, for that matter, but in disLos Angeles — West
Coast Theausing this a prominent
film man
ters, Inc., the $2,000,000 corporation
n it might be very easy to have
iGerman
translation made
of the formed here in early November, plans
ipt for Lubitsch
to handle, and
to expand its activities so as to inn arrange with Negri for the propclude the entire Pacific slope.
This
handling of the part, and through
in which the Gore
interpreter, otherwise direct until is the company
had sufficient understanding
of Bros, and Sol Lesser are jointly injlish to handle his people.
terested. Italso includes the various
exchange
units in which
Lesser is
Mexico City Shuts Down
involved.
ilm men were interested yesterday
Those interested in the company
n(he cabled report from Mexico City
all picture theaters in that city are Michael and Abe Gore, Sol Lesi. closed down because their ownser and Adolph Ramish. A project
I felt the new increase in taxes
under immediate contemplation is
rle operation prohibitive. An effort
I eing made to effect a compromise the 4,000 First National house plannv t city officials.
ed for Broadway and Mercantile PI.

Spreading North

or the true love of a man among men
decide until a trampled conscience
mas H. Ince's great Associated Prond Florence Vidor play the leading
directed in the big scenes by Mr. Ince

Contract Expired?
Louise Lovely's Agreement With Fox
Understood Completed — Option
Not Exercised
Yet
(Special to WID'S

L>i\i.L,x )

A number of them, in discussing
the question, seemed to have the impression that inasmuch as it was a
feature, and not one of the usual
length of the Chaplin productions,
that First National would send it out
as a special. On the other hand, a
few believe that it may come to them
as part of their contract, having received up to this time but four on the
eight they contracted for and for
which they made advance deposits a
long time ago. Under thiis contract
all productions made by Chaplin over
two reels can be booked by paying
25 per cent additional for each reel.
As this is a six reeler it would mean
they would pay 25 per cent on each
of four additional reels, or 100 per
cent more than their contract price
for the usual Chaplin.
The question, however, is whether
or not this can be done, in view of
the price paid, in the neighborhood
of $800,000,, which, without doubt, is
offered.
probably the most cOstly picture ever
J. D. Williams, speaking for Associated First National, said that although a clause in the contract allowed First National certain privileges of release, the picture, would
go to all Chaplin contract holders as
part of the eight pictures guaranteed
under the terms of the contract.
The first pre-release
picture
"DANofNEthe
NBER
G,
will be at the Randolph theater
beginning Sunday.

Los Angeles — It is understood that
the present starring agreement that
Louise Lovely holds with Fox expired on January 5 and that as yet
there has been no exercising of the
(Staff Correspondence)
option for a renewal.
George Hill has just completed the
Chicago — Jimmy Grainger will act
latest Lovely picture and from well as special representative for Charlie
informed sources it is learned that Chaplin with regard to contracts acFox officials are waiting to see the
picture before deciding on a course
for "The
This cepted
will
in no Kid."
way affect his relaof action.
tions as New York representative for
Marshall Neilan. This is the first
After More Houses
time Chaplin has had any one looking
after his interests in New York, and
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
as a result, when it became known,
Louisville, Ky. — It is reported here tions.
that within a short time Col. Fred Grainger received many congratulaLevy will announce
the acquisition
DANNENBERG,
of three more houses in Kentucky.

To Handle Contracts

tzMA
Priest a Producer
Robert W. Priest of the Film Market, Inc., who has heretofore confined his activities to the distribution
of
pictures,
is about to enter the proVol. XV No. 11 Thurs. Jan. 13 1921
Price 5 Cents
ducing field.
He has signed contracts with Lottie Kendall, who has just returned
Copyright 1930, Wid'i Film and Film Folki,
Imc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
to New York after a tour in "My
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and Lady Friends," for a series of four
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- six-reel pictures to be produced in
urer ; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President the east and to be released on the
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
state right market.
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1S79.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Bonths, $5.06; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Addr-ss
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY.
71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt,
45S 1-4552-555*
Hollywood, California
Editorial and Business Offices:
6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
London
Representative — W. A. Williamen, Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 LongAcre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rae
Kontmartre.

Quotations
. Famous

Players

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
. . S3
54
53%

No Paralysis, Reports Brunet
Motion picture production is not
suffering from "paralysis" notwithstanding the many statements to that
effect which have found their way
into print during the last few weeks.
This denial is from Paul Brunet.
Brunet, as noted, has just returned
from a visit to the coast centers of
picture production, where he spent
more than two weeks with the object of satisfying his own mind regarding the actual production situation. Not only did he discover that
there
is nonone.
"paralysis," but that there
has been
Another Loew House to Open
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Memphis, Tenn. — Loew's Palace, a
V do pfd
so
soy2 soy2 3,000
seat house, modern and reported equal to any house in the South
*Goldwyn
A]/2
y2
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted in beauty and appointments, will open
Loew's Inc.,
17 $£ 17V&
17y2 here on Saturday under the manage, Triangle
7/16
7/16
7/16
ment of Fred B. Klein, formerly of
,
World Film
Not quoted
Loew's Stillman,* Cleveland. D. ,W.
t
Griffith's "The Love Flower" will
<
*Quotations by H. Content & Co. be the opening attraction.
Two Theaters Day and Date
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Cleveland — "Women Men Love,"
the first of a series of features to be
made by Bradley Feature Film, is
playing this week at the Metropolitan
and Strand.
Distribution will be made on the
state right basis, with sales in charge
of Syd. Rosenthal. Rosenthal is making his New York headquarters in
the offices of Simmons, Douglas &
S/cheuer, Inc., 177 W. 46th Street, who
are associated with him. The second picture to be offered by the company is "Dangerous Toys," by Edmund Goulding.
It Worked
Quite a crowd thronged Broadway
around 41st St. at noon yesterday to
see the two rubes on a cart with the
horse behind the cart. One of them
dangled some hay on a pitchfork before the horse and this induced mopower,' with
while tobacco
the otherjuice.
"flooded"
the tive
street
The
cart carried a sign reading "We are
hurrying to the Broadway to see 'The
County Fair.' "
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Merrick Theater Ready
The Merrick theater, Fulton anc
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Reports have it that New York Aves., Jamaica, will open
considerable cuts have been made in on Saturday night. The theater is
the technical department at the Fox operated by A. H. Schwartz and is
studios. If any curtailment has been generally spoken of in Jamaica a;
made, and it is impossible to learn being a Famous Players house. The
definitely whether there has been any, opening picture will be "Conrad ir
directors and members of the perma- Quest of His Youth." Policy calls
nent stock company have not been for three changes a week.
affected.
Kipling May Come Here
And Yet Again
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
The Evening World is the latest
Los Angeles — Rudyard Kipling
New York newspaper to predict a may come to America to personally
"revolution" in the picture business. supervise the filming of his stories
A feature article by Fay Stevenson in for Pathe release. The first wil
that paper yesterday predicted all
sorts of things about to happen re- probably be "Without Benefit *ol
lative to stars' salaries. The article
was capped with the following
Gray With Beban
streamer head: "Revolution ComPaul Gray will act as personal rep
Clergy."
ing in 'Movie' Business; Film Indus- resentative
for George Beban in con
try Undergoing a Crucial Test."
nection with "One Alan in a Million.'
He leaves for Atlanta tomorrow nigh
to arrange for the opening at tin
Girls Paint Sign on B'way
Broadway crowds were attracted Howard on Monday.
yesterday at three o'clock by seeing
a number of girls painting over one
of the signs on the Broadway side of
the Mecca Bldg. A new one will advertise "Outside the Law."
RITCHEY nosters never
Artists

Not

PRINTERS

Hit

AT YOUR SERVICE
DAY AND NIGHT

INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES

THE REFFES-SANDSON
314 EAST 34th STREET
Telephone
Murray
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it more profitable.
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"Our Mutual Friend" Arrives
Chester Beecroft stated yesterday
BELL & HOWELL CAMERA
tha the had received the negative of
FOR
SALE
"Our Mutual Friend," which Nordisk Two
three
inch
lens, 120 degree
Films, Copenhagen, recently made
shutter, two magazines,
tripod carfrom Charles Dickens' story. Beerying
case.
croft has arranged with Roy L. McE BURTON
STEENE,
titling.
Cardell to supervise the editing and
303 Candler
Building

1.1THO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.i Phone Chelsea 8388
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"The Safety Sign'

A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION
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— Plenty of Action — Comedy
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27000.000
TIMES
BIGGER

THAN

THE SUN
is the newly discovered giant star, Betelgeuse, according to the
astonishing announcement of the noted scientist, Professor
Albert A., Michelson. But there is not much use in the knowledge of this fact unless it can be applied to things nearer to us,
and used as a standard of more accurately measuring and
appraising them.
COMPARATIVELY SPEAKING
therefore, and getting down to earth, this great scientific discovery can be of use to all exhibitors by reminding them that

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

is growing in popularity and power 27,000,000 times faster
than any other star on the screen. She was liked in "The
Notorious Miss Lisle," admired in "Curtain" ; she will be
loved in "My Lady's Latchkey", adored in "Trust Your
Wife", and worshipped in "Stranger Than Fiction."
Released through Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
By Arrangement with

Attractions Distributing Corporation
B. P. Schulberg
President

and

Gene,al

B. P. Fineman

Manager

Executive Offices:

576 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW

Vice-President

YORK

J
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Censor Problem in Four States
Nebraska to Act

Will Ignore Board

Legislature
Will Take a Stand on Exchangemen Will Not Show Films
for Approval — Say Conditions
Censor Question This Session —
Three Schemes Talked Of
are Deplorable in Kansas
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Lincoln, Neb. — It is certain that
the Nebraska state legislature will
act on picture censorship legislation
before it adjourns. The nature of
that legislation has not developed,
only it is known that at least three
schemes are afoot.
The first and most promising
scheme is the result of numerous conferences held by Governor S. R. McKelvie with delegations from the
state federation of women's clubs.
The governor, whose wife is a decided friend of the industry and who,
for that reason, is inclined against
strict and radical censorship, has
been calling the conferences, presiding at them, and asking what the
women wanted in way of regulation.
They decided that strict censorship,
sought for in a bill which was allowed to die before the 1919 session of
the state legislature, was not desirable. They agreed upon a bill which
embodies the following:
A board of inspectors of five people,
men and women, to inspect and either
endorse or reject all films.
This will not be known as a censorship board, but as an endorsing
board. It will endorse pictures which
it favors and eliminate those with disagreeable features. It will recommend lists of pictures to libraries,
schools, newspapers and churches for
information. It will be supported by
the state, with final power.
The other two schemes are the
extremes. There are the women who
want a strict law regulating pictures,
prohibiting their exhibition on Sunday, making it illegal to exhibit objectionable pictures and in other
ways throttling the industry.
Then there are the exhibitors who,
after a poll of every legislator-elect,
declared the vast majority are against
censorship of any kind. While these
politicians possibly told their local
exhibitors such a story, the exhibitors
who have had past experience with
legislatures are not placing too much
confidence in promises. A lobbying
committee has been appointed from
among the exhibitors and is on the
job. A fund is ready to fight a censorship bill. The exhibitors, it is believed, will resort to lull-page advertisements in the newspapers, as they
did two years ago, to fight censorship.
Some exhibitors, however, are inclined to give ui) without a struggle,
blaming the movement on showmen
who have abused the industry by suggestive and highly improper advertis
ing. These exhibitors, say the other
kind, will be the sufferers under censorship, and they should suffer; while
the exhibitor who lias been showing
the better pictures and advertising
them without resorting to the improper, will have nothing to lose.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

■Kansas City, Mo. — Exchangemen
here who serve the state of Kansas
have decided that after a specified
date, no more films are to be submitted to the Kansas State Board
of Review, for approval, unless Governor Allen sees fit to make some
changes in the present board. Letters are to be sent out to all exhibitors in Kansas advising them of the
action of the exchanges, and why it
was taken. Exhibitors aid will be
enlisted in informing, through their
local legislator, the state authorities
that a change is desired.
There was a conference recently
held in Topeka, Kan., between Governor Allen and members of the
board. Governor Allen stated at the
conference that he had received reports that many pictures were not
being reviewed and that portions of
film, ordered eliminated from reviewed films were being shown anyway. Plans were discussed whereby
local welfare boards will co-operate
with the censors. The old question
of whether the board should move its
headquarters from Kansas City to
Topeka was also discussed.
Last summer, a committee of six
exchangemen held a conference with
Governor Allen regarding the eliminations of scenes, which, it was claimed, broke up the continuity of the
story. The exchangemen claim that
at the time Governor Allen was very
much surprised because of the existence of such conditions and that he
promised relief.
There is no appeal from the decisions of the board which is composed
of three women.
The projection equipment in the
board's room in Kansas City, Kans.,
is said to be so bad, that many prints
have been damaged. Several suits
have been filed for damages against
the board.

Want Censors in N. Y.
Reform Organizations in Albany Preparing for Action — Sunday Shows
to Be Blacklisted
(Special to' WID'S

Ready for Missouri Confab
(Special to WID'S

^the three rs in music

DIRECTORY
OF

St. Louis — Plans for the Movie
Ball at Arcadia Dance Hall the evening of January 21 are complete. It
will be held in conjunction with the
semi-annual convention of Missouri
M. P. T. O. at the Statler January
20 and 21.
The principal topics before the
convention will be state censorship
and Sunday closing. The Missouri
legislature now in session at Jefferson City will be asked to pass bills
on both. More than 200 theater owners will attend the convention. It
is expected to take a decided stand
against any form of censorship and
proposed blue laws.
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Albany, N. Y. — The reform organizations are preparing for action regarding legislation that will effect
the industry. Bills will be introduced
within a few weeks in both branches
of the legislature for the purpose of
providing for a state board of censors and also a measure prohibiting
the showing of pictures on Sundays.
The details of these proposed laws
have not as yet been drafted, but a
prominent head of one of the state
reform organizations said yesterday
that they intend to get busy at once,
and will exert all efforts to secure
favorable action by the legislature on
the subject of both censorship and
Sunday shows.
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Gasnier has completed work on:
"Good Women," a C. Gardner Sullivan story for Robertson-Cole.
Pauline Frederick will
do
"Salvage," a story by Daniel Whitcomb.
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New Chester Deal

"One Object"

Takes
Comedies
om
Educational
and Closes Two Year Contract
With Federated Exchanges
C. L. Chester has closed a two year
contract with the Federated Film Exchanges of America for three series
of pictures. The deal means that the
series of Chester Conedies now being
distributed by Educational will after
ated.
May 1 be handled through Feder-

So Associated Producers a d United
Artists Have, Says Mar
Pickford in Los Angeles T nes
Copies of the Los Ange ; Times
of Jan. 7 in which Mary Pickford
was credited with a numbei of statements relative to the comb lation of
United Artists and Associ; ed Producers, reached New York yesterday.
The interview was given by Miss
Pickford to Grace Kingsley. Miss
Pickford, according to the articles,
takes the merger report as a fact and
in one part says that both groups
will "all have one common object."
The following passages are excerpts from the article:
Miss

Pickford spoke most emphatically
(Continued on Page 2)

Under the terms of the contract
Chesterchisewill
holderssupply
with aFederated
series of franone
reelers, at the rate of one a week, a
series of two reelers at the rate of
one every four week* and the Chester Comedies at the rate of one every
four wreeks.
Educational will continue to release the Chester Outings at the rate
of one every two weeks.

on

A. M. P. A. Dinner March 4
The A. M. P. A. gridiron dinner
will be held at the Biltmore on
March 4.

On Executive Board

Price Leaves for East
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

(Staff Correspondence)

Los Angeles — Oscar
A. Price of
[Associated Producers
left for New
York on Wednesday.
Lew Cody in Vaudeville
It is understood that Lew Cody
las signed a contract to appear in
vaudeville.
Back from Chicago
^ Marshall Neilan and "Jimmie"
jrainger returned from Chicago yeserday where they attended the meeting of First National franchise holdI ers.
Others who returned yesterday
rom Chicago were Dorothy Phillips,
Mien Holubar and B. P. Schulberg.
Rogers Non-Committal
When Saul Rogers of Rogers and
Rogers, the Fox attorneys, was ask(1 to comment on the special dispatch
from Los Angeles published in yeserday's issue relative to the expiraion of the Louise Lovely contract,
e stated:
"I have

nothing to say."

Notice
Sunday's issue of WID'S
DAILY will contain reviews
of all of the features shown by
Asso. First Natl. Pictures, Inc.
at Chicago early this week,
with^the exception of "Passion," previously reviewed.

Price 5 Cents

Blair Cornwall, with the brawn and courage of the Canadian Northwest
branded into his being. Nance Abbott, born and reared in idle society.
Love. Irretrievable surrender. A lie — a fearful, terrible lie. See what
Thomas H. Ince, personally behind the camera, makes of these situations
in "Lying Lips," his second Associated Producers' production, featuring
House Peters and Florence Vidor. — Advt.

4 Shows at Once
Harry Reichenbach, who is in
charge of special exploitation for
Priscilla Dean's "Outside the Law,"
has arranged a stunt this time that
has the gang in town wondering —
just that.
He has arranged for Sunday performances of the picture in four
Broadway theaters simultaneously.
The theaters are the Astor, the Lyric,
the George M. Cohan and the Long3 re. Two performances are to be
given, matinee at 3 and the evening
performance at 8:30. The box office
scale at the four theaters will be the
same: 25 cents to $1 at the matinee
and at night from 50 cents to $1.50.
Special music will be provided at
each of the theaters and when the
four showings close around 11 Sunday night the picture will be taken
off Broadway. All seats are reserved
for both performances.
There (Continued
hasn't been
like it
on anything
Page 4)

Swanson Features
Film circles here are considerably
interested in reports drifting in from
Chicago that Gloria Swanson may
become a star for Asso. First Natl.
Pictures, Inc., making her own productions.
Miss Swanson has a contract with
Lasky, but it is said that some of the
terms were so onerous to her that
she was not anxious to continue.
She has appeared in a number of
big DeMille features.
An effort was made to reach Walter Wanger, general production manager for Famous Players yesterday
for a statement. He could not be
reached, however.
At the hour of going to press, no
word had been received from Miss
Swanson on the coast regarding the
matter.

Chicago — A. H. Blank of Des
Moines and Sam Katz of Chicago
have been elected members of the
executive board of Associated First
National.
John H. Kunsky of Detroit has
been elected a vice-president of Associated First National.
The circuit franchise holders left
here yesterday for New York with
a feeling that the meeting in all respects was a very successful one.
"The Oath," R. A. Walsh's production which was scheduled for a showing, was not projected.

DANNENBERG.

Ready For Drive
The subject was discussed at the
A. M. P. A. luncheon at noon yesterday, a special meeting was held at
five o'clock last night and as a result
a number of sub-committees were
appointed to aid in the Greater New
York drive for the Hoover Relief
fund.
The meeting held at the Capitol
theater last night resulted in the appointment of the following committees:
For personal appearances of stars:
Bert Adler, chairman; for printing
and distribution, Julian Solomon,
Jr.; newspaper publicity, Fred Schaefer; trade paper publicity, Lesle}- Mason; slides, Tom Wiley; and advertising, Paul (Continued
Lazarus. on Page 2)
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(Continued from Page 1)
the subject of what the two organizations
stood for.
"We'll all have one common object and
that is to give the world good pictures ami
to develop the highest artistic forms possible, whether we make great fortunes or
not.

"In fact, every member of both organizations has been pffered large sums to
quit the game, or go over to some other
company, but we're all firm. We don't
want the art of picture making; tied up. We
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President don't any of us believe that pictures can
and Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and be made like matches."
Miss Pickford stated that any artist who
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, made a good picture would find that pic»t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ture gladly welcome on the United-Assothe act of March 3, 1879.
ciated program. She said it was likely, in
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside fact, that one or two famous stars and diof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
rectors might be added to the organization
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign. within the next few months.
$15.00.
"I'm told." said Miss Pickford, "by Mr.
Subscribers should remit with order.
A'brams that our method of production and
Addr-ss
all
communications
to
WID'S release
costs less than that of most other
DAILY,
71-73 West 44th St., New
film concerns. We have been very successYork. N. Y.
ful. And," she added, "if cither Douglas
Telephone:
Vanderbilt,
4S51-4552-5558
Fairbanks or myself makes a bad picture,
Hollywood, California
Editorial and Business Offices:
6411 Holly- we'll not release it. We'll burn it up — or
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood
1603.
send it to Russia ! There's been a good deal
London Representative — W. A. William- of insidious propaganda against our organization, the United Artists, from what source
on, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 LongAcre,
London, W. C. 2.
I do not know, but I don't think it has hurt
Paris Representative — Le Film. 144 Rue us. As I said before, our one object is to
IContmartre.
furnish the entertainment world with good
Copyright 1920,
Inc. Published
New York,
N.
FILM
FOLKS.

Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y.,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and

Quotations

WID'S DAILY on Tuesday pubpictures."lished rather briefly from its coast
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale office an article relative to the Pickford interview in the Times. John
Famous Players .. SV/2
53%
S\l/2 Fairbanks and J. Parker Read, Jr.,
do pfd. . . . Not quoted
when their attention was brought to
*Gold\vyn
4%
Sl/2
it were non-committal on the subD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
17%
17%
17%
Triangle
7/16
7/16 7/16 ject. 1,260 Signed in a Month
World Film
Not quoted
One thousand two hundred and
t
sixty exhibitors during December
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. signed contracts to show the pictures
of Stoll Film for 1921, a company
statement declared yesterday.

Ready For Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers have been designated to act
as the general committee on publicity
for the local drive. Of the general
committee C. L. Yearsley of First
National is chairman and S. L. Rothafel, as noted, is in charge of the entire local territory.
Plans were further discussed for
the special performances to be given
on the 26th and for the personal appearances of all the stars in the east
at various Greater New York theaters on that night. At the performance on that date tickets will be sold
for the morning performances which
will be given on the 29th. Four minute speakers will cover all of the theaters in the city.
Offices for the committee will be
opened in the Capitol theater building this morning.

The exhibitor wants the
finest posters attainable.
The RITCHEY LITHO.
CORP.

MAKE

THEM.

It is simply a question of

RITCHEY
CORP.

406 W. 31st St , NY. Phone Chelsea 8388

"Passion" for Coast Showing
Los Angeles — The western premiere of "Passion''
be heldafter
at
the New
Ambassadorwilltheater
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''Nothing So Genuinely
Gripping Seen on Screen ' '
That's Wha^t the New York World Says of James Oliver
Curwood's "Nomads of the North" — Critics
Praise Other First National Films

NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"Nothing so genuinely gripping has been seen on the
screen for a long time. While a most realistic forest fire
makes a smashing climax, the play is powerful throughout."
— New York Evening World.
TWIN

BEDS

"The fun is rapid and riotous — ingeniously hilarious.
Carter De Haven's acting is remarkable, being vivid and
uproariously funny.'' — Lbs Angeles Times.
IN

SEARCH

OF

A

SINNER

"This picture broke all box office records for this house.
I have never had an attraction that pleased as well as this
one." — Paul L. Turgeon, Rex Theatre, Green River, Wyo.
WHAT

WOMEN

LOVE

"A tremendously interesting picture with clever stunts.
The picture is beautified by a score of other sea-going godnati desses
Times besides
Star.the shapely Annette Kellerman." — CincinPEACEFUL

VALLEY

"The piece deserves much praise. Charles Ray is
whimsical. His work is quite entertaining and there is a
most agreeable atmosphere." — Denver Times.
THE

getting together.

LITHO.

*4fc*

JACK

KNIFE

MAN

"King Vidor has added greatly to his enviable reputation in this offering. The delicate shading of the picture
has been transferred to the screen with splendid ability.
It's a splendid interpretation. A well selected cast gives
added distinction." — Los Angeles Evening Herald.

"The

which it will go into the [Cinema for
an extended run.

OjVlCTOR KREMER

First National Attractions
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Trail"

Passes the Quicksands of
Poor Business
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"There'll be a Franchise everywhere

^One of America's
Jule

ptional Theatres'
ce
Ex
and Jay J. Allen
announce the opening of the

ALLEN THEATRE
in Cleveland
on or about Monday, February 21, 1921
PRODUCERS of exceptional pictures are
invited to arrange pre-release showings of
their pictures for exhibition in this magnificent
theatre, seating over 3500 persons in comfort.
Luxurious Tea Room, Lounge and Rotunda.

For Bookings Communicate with

Miss

Edith

Koch

17 West 42nd St., New York City
•or-

Allen

Theatres,

Ltd.

Allen Theatre Bldg., Toronto, Can.
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4 Shows at Once

Franchise Sold
The Federated Film Exchanges of
America franchise for Greater New
York, Westchester County and
Northern New Jersey has been sold
by Arthur G. Whyte of the Empire
State Film Co., to Laurence Webber,
and "Bobby" North of the Apollo
Trading Corp., and the Warner Bros.
The territory involved in the deal
is rated at 13J4 per cent, of the entire
country. It is planned to open a new
exchange, probably in the Godfrey
Bldg., to handle the new business.
It will in all likelihood be called the
Federated Exchange and in addition
to the Federated product such as the
Monte Bank comedies, the Bessie
Love features, the Special Pictures
product the Ford Educational and
Walgreene pictures, it will distribute
in this territory the Essanay Chaplins, the Ben Turpin reissues, the new
Selig animal serial and whatever product the Warners release nationally
on the state right market.
Another deal is under way whereby
a prominent state right organization
will take over a local exchange and its
pictures.

(Continued from Page 1)

ever worked before, for pictures or
for anything else. The nearest approach to it was when Fox showed
"While New York Sleeps" at two
Broadway theaters recently.
At the time the Fox offices got
busy and lined up a lot of old showmen who swore by everything that
it was the first time any attraction
played two theaters, day and date, on
Broadway.
Reichenbach repeated the sign
painting stunt on Broadway yesterday and attracted a goodly crowd.
He has placed lobby displays in connection with the Sunday showings in
11 Shubert houses on Broadway and
several more on the side streets.
These displays appear both outside
the theater and inside.
New York will be considerably surprised on Sunday when it sees the
four theaters covered by specially
constructed super-structures to represent a prison. The four houses
will be covered in exactly the same
manner. A corps of workmen will
start putting them up after the close
of the regular performances tomorrow night.
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Allen Theater, Cleveland, Ready
Cleveland — This city will witness
the opening of the Allen Theater on
Euclid Ave. on or about Feb. 21.
With a capacity of 3,500, the Aliens plan to make this the pre-release
house of America. Producers are
being invited to arrange for the premiere of their features. Runs of one
and two weeks will be the established policy and all productions will be
given elaborate presentations and
special musical settings.
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Art Titles — Animation — Leaders

Chicago — Associated First National
will release the latest Katherine MacDonald subject "Trust Your Wife"
and also "Man, Woman and Marriage" the Holubar special in February.
This picture will be given a special
showing at a theater on Broadway,
New York. Moe Mark of the New
York Strand predicted yesterday that
the picture would run for six months.
He stated that it goes into the Strand
after the premier showing is over.

ZOWIE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

AD VERTISING— PUBLICIT1

The film opens for a week's run
at the Broadway beginning Monday.

For Feb. Release
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Two

Buys Out Whyte
Arrow
to Operate
Local
Empire
State Exchange — New
Company Formed
W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film, stated esterday that
a new company . ~d cl by himself
had been formed whic. is to conduct
an exchange in Greats r New York.
The name of the organization is Arrow Exchanges, Inc., and it will conduct an exchange serving Northern
New Jersey and Greater New York.
The local office of the Empire
State Film Corp., formerly owned by
Arthur G. Whyte, has been taken
over in its entirety by the Arrow Exchanges, Inc., Mho will retain the
same offices and continue the distribution of all films which were the
property of the Empire State. The
personnel of Arrow Exchanges, Inc.,
is W R. Shallenb rger, president, YV.
Ray Johnston, treasurer, and E. R.
Champion, vice-president, and general manager who will manage the
exchange.
Arrow Exchanges, Inc., is a distinctly separate company, having no
connection whatsoever with the Arrow Film Corp.
Whyte
will spend his time in the
future in the Albany
and
Buffalo
offices of Empire
State Film, since
the \rrow deal was for the local ex- A stampede for the boats! Revelle s of a moment before, a panicky
§e only.
horde aboard a great liner. Death leers — every man for himself! One of
This is the deal hinted at in yes- the tremendous scenes, d rezted by Thomas H. Ince, in his second Assoterday's issue.
ciated Produ:ers' production,
"Lyirg Lips." — Advt.

Red Cross in Line
Workers
Promise
to Aid
Hoover
Drive — Committee Reports Excellent Progress
t The campaign to save the lives of
• Europe's starving children centered
yesterday in a big meeting at the 48th
St. Theater. Several thousand women
who participated in the various Red
I Cross drives attended the meeting
and promised to co-operate with the
i theater owners
who are pledged to
(Continued
on Page
3)

Notice
Sunday's issue of WID'S
DAILY will contain reviews
of all of the features shown by
Asso. First Natl. Pictures, Inc.
at Chicago early this week,
with the exception of "Passion," previously reviewed.

Price 5 Cents

Woods
New

the Chief

I Itala Starts Work

Supervising
Director
of All First Picture To Be "Jealousy"—
Former Cines Director Is PresiFamous Players Studios — Huntdent of $1,000,000 Company
ing Back Again
The Itala of America Photoplay
Jesse L. I.asky announced yesterday that he had appointed Frank E. Corp., with offices at 1983 Madison
Woods supervisor-in-chief of all Par- Ave., has started work on its first
amount studio activities. Woods has feature. "Jealousy," written by Adeline Leitzbach. Ralph Baccellieri, a
long been supervising director at the
former director with *he Cines Co. of
Lasky studio, Hollywood.
Italy, iswill'
directMalrazzi,
the picture.
In said
the
Woods was the man who picked cast
Diulio
who is
Thomas J. Geraghty for the post of to have appeared in a number of imsupervising director at the new studio
portant Italian-made
productions.
in Long Island City. Recently Lasky
The officers of the company are R.
appointed Thompson Buchanan, jun- Baccellieri, president; A. Antunucci,
ior supervising director at the coast
vice-president and acting secretary,
studio.
and B. D'Angelo, treasurer.
: Lasky also announced that Gardner Hunting, who was production
ntsnager of the eastern studios at the
A Delaware Company
time Famous Players occupied the
studio on 56th St., has rejoined the
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
company, this time as associate suDover, Del. — The Itala of America
pervising director at the Long Island Photoplay Corp. is a $1,000,000 corporation formed here some
months
plant. Hunting will take over some
of the duties of Tom Geraghty.
ago.

Year Contract

Chas.

Urban to Distribute His Pictures Through Nat'l Exchanges
for That Period
Negotiations in progress for some
time have been n^ j'k. completed
when Charles Urban oi the- Kineto
Co. of America entered into a two
year agreement with National Exchanges, Inc., whereby that company
will distribute throughout the United
States
and Canada
Review,"
the Living
Book of"Kineto
Knowledge
and
Wonders of the World. The reviews are all in one reel length and
will be issued weekly. Fifty-two
lease.
subjects are ready for general reArrangements
compl
tween Harry J. were
Shepard,
repi ' being Urban and Hunter Bennett . cpresenting National Exchanges,
the first series of pictures to be announced for release by National
which, as noted in WID'S DAILY
on May 1, 1920, had been formed to
handle a limited number of pictures
yearly. Johnson and Hopkins are
interested in the organization.
The distributor promises
that in
connection with the Urban short reels
there will (Continued
be a series
of 2)
eight featon Page
Farnum in St. Louis
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — Franklyn Farnum, formerly starred with Universal, has
signed a contract with the Roger
Gray Light Opera Co. now playing at
the Pershing theater.
"The Lost Romance"
Angeles — "The Lost Romance" is the title selected for Edward Knoblock's
screen story
for Paramount. first
William DeMilfe
will
Prod. make it as a William DeMille
Los

This is the first of the original stories by famous British authors to be
ready for production, the Lasky studio states. Those who appeared in
"Midsummer Madness'' will again be
seen in this. They are Jack Holt,
Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel.
Asher
•

(Special

to

Coming

East

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles— E. M. Asher, Mack
Sennett's personal representative,
starts for New York shortly with a
print of "A Small Town Idol."
It is asserted by the Sennett management that "A Small Town Idol"
is the producer's biggest picture, involving a year's work and $350,000
to make it.

zaid^

m

Two (Continued
Yearfrom Contract
Page 1)
ures during the present year and a
series of two reel comedies. Dale
Henshaw is general production representative with headquarters at the
irol. XV No 13
Sat. Jan. 15 1921
Price 5 Cents
Alexandria, Los Angeles. Hunter
Bennett, vice-president and general
Copyright 1920, Wid'a Film and Film Folki, manager of the company, is now on
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
his way to the coast.
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
The New York exchange will be
t. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- under the management of Joseph
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Klein, formerly with First National
Business Manager.
and later with D. N. Schwab Prod.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under The Aliens of Canada have secured
the dominion franchise and the other
U_e act of March 3, 1879.
i .rr-c Tnstage free) United States, Outside franchise holders are:
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months.

fis.oo.

$5.00;

3 months,

$3.00.

Foreign,

Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY.
71-73 West 44th St., New
York. N. Y.
Telephone:
V^,CT'bilt,
4551-4552-555S
Hollywood, California
Euitorial and Business Offices:
6411 Holly
wood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
London
Representative — W. A. Williambo, (Cinematograph
Weekly,
85 LongAcre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film. 144 Rue
Hontmartre.

Quotations
Lasi
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 50^
51^
51*6
Famous Players Pref'd . . Not quoted
♦Goldwyn
4K>
Sl/2
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.
16*4
17J4
16*4
Triangle
7/16
7/16 7/16
World Film
Not quoted
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Lois Weber Coming
(Special

to

WID'S

East

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Lois Weber, having
completed "Married Strangers," a
special production for Paramount release, is making preparations to leave
for the East within the next few
days.
Immediately upon her return she
will start production of a big feature,
the story for which is now being put
Iin continuity form. Her trip east
will be partly to obtain data for sets
and locations to be used in this picture.
Second Bullet:n Out
The National Board of Review has
i issued its second "Exceptional Photoplay" bulletin. In it the features listed under that heading are "The Last
Df the Mohicans." "The Mark of
Zorro" and "Way Down East."
Leon Mathot who appears on
Leonce Perret's "The Empire of Diamonds," willheprobably
America when
finishes hiscome
contractto
with the French Pathe company.

DAILY

In the Courts
In the suit of the Triangle Film
Corp. against the Lenox Producing
Corp. the defendant has filed an answer in the Supreme Court alleging
that $52,977 has been paid on the cost
of producing the film sued on and
denying that any more is due.

In From

Chicago

The following First National officials arrived in New York yesterday
morning from Chicago; J. D. Williams, H. O. Schwalbe, W. J. Morgan,
Bruce Johnson,. Moe Mark, J. Von
Herberg and W. H. Swanson, Ben
Goetz of
Erbograph
Co., also returnedthe
with the
party.

In the suit of Charles O. Baumann,
To Eliminate the "Dark House"
Kansas City, Mo. — The Emergformer eastern manager for Mack
ency Film Co., recently formed by
Sennett, to recover $78,581 alleged M. Van Praag, Fred Meyn and B.
to be due for services, the defendant Taylor plans to insure exhibitors
has filed bond for that sum in the
"dark houses."
It is planned
to supply exhibitors
County Clerk's office and the attach- against
with
a
feature
in reserve so that when
ment lveied against the defendant's
Harry Ascher, American Feature Film property
has been discharged. The the scheduled film does not arrive beCo., Uoston ; R. E. Lynch, Metro Exchange, Sheriff of Bronx County attached
cause of express delays, the show can
Philadelphia; Sol Lesser, All Star Feature
Distributors, Inc., Los Angeles; Herman prints in the vaults of the Biograph
go on as usual.
Jans, Jans Film Service, Inc., New York ; Company
at 807 E. 175th St.
J. F. Cubberly, Ruben and Finkelstein, MinH. M. Hoffman of Pioneer has left
neapolis and Milwaukee; John H. Kunsky
for
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit ; Harry
Chicago.
A jury in the City Court gave a
Weiss and Fred Aiken, National Exchanges,
verdict
for
$507
aganist
Frank
G.
Inc. of Illinois, Chicago ; J. Davidson, National Exchanges of Ohio, Cincinnati ; R. Hall and James L. Burke on a check
M. Savini, Atlanta; George C. Easter, National Exchanges, Inc. of Maryland, Balti- they gave to the National Association Building Corp. on which paymore ; F, J. Fegan, Standard Film Co., St.
Louis ; Frank Warren, Allied Exhibitors,
ment was stopped. The defendants
There is as much differInc., Kansas City, Mo. ; and S. T. Ste- said they gave the check as deposit
phens, New Orleans.
on a lease at 23 West 43d St. and
ence between RITCHEY
that the plaintiff refused to return the
Kremer Makes Sales
check when the lease was not exeposters and mediocre postThe following territory has been cuted.
ers as there is between
closed for Victor Kremer's "The
Winding Trail": Northern Illinois
diamonds and rhinestones.
Veiller May Direct
with the Doll-Van Co.; Minnesota,
Wisconsin, North and South Dakota,
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Los
Angeles
—
Bayard
Veiller, chief
with
the
Exhibitors
Booking
Ass'n,
and Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
of
production,
may
direct
May Alliwith the Tucker Bros. Road Shows
son in her next picture for Metro.

RITCHEY

Phillip Rosen, who has just completed "What's the Matter With
Cameramen's Ball Jan. 29
Marriage?" has left the Metro organ(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ization.
Los Angeles — The American SoArthur D. Ripley, who has been
ciety of Cinematographers will hold with Metro in various capacities for
its 2nd annual ball in the ball room
of the new Ambassador Hotel on some time past, has been made Veiller's assistant at the studios.
Jan. 29.
The First Four
The Metro offices hadn't heard
Robertson-Cole's" first series of about the above yesterday and were
inclined
to doubt its veracity.
pictures for 1921 release will be Sessue Hayakawa in "The First Born";
Pauline Frederick in "The Mistress
Roche Elected President
of Shenstone"; Christy Cabanne's
"What's a Life Worth," and Max
Chicago — Dan Roche, exploitation
Linder in "Seven Years' Bad Luck." representative for Paramount here
has been elected president of the ChiJohnny Hines, star in Torchy Comcago M. P. Press Club, the memberedies, on Sunday begins three weeks
ship of which is composed of press
of personal appearances in Cincin- agents, critics, publicity men and
nati, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
trade paper men.
Co.

I.ITHO.

COUP.

406 W. 3lst St ,N.r Phone Chelsea 8388

STATE RIGHTS
— ready today !
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We Are Experts
We modestly admit it— but it's the truth. Twenty years of experience in the theatrical and motion picture industry have given
our staff a thorough knowledge of YOUR problems. Our advice on insurance problems is yours for the asking and we are
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Red Cross in Line

Passed in Ontario
Albert L. Grey and J. J. McCarthy
have returned from Montreal wl
(Continued
from Page 1)
Albany, N. Y.— The Sheers Amu.
give special matinees for children on Co., Brooklyn, increases capital from they had gone relative to the banning
of "Way Down East" by the Quebec
$25,000 to $600,000.
the morning of Saturday, Jan 29th.
hoard of censors. The situation in
From the Red Cross workers will
No. 5
that
province regarding a reversed deRRA
HILLS,
CAL.— Indians hold pow- be chosen captains and lieutenants to
cision is hopeless for several moi
Albany, N. Y — Benson Theaters
?; remnants of America's aboriginal tribes serve in the theaters, on Motion Pic- Corp., Brooklyn. Capital, $200,000. the Griffith offices stated.
ler for festival as in the days when they
d the land.
ture Day, Jan. 26th, when speakers Incorporators, E. N. Rugoff, A. M.
The Ontario Censor Board, howSIS. FRANCE— France making sure of of prominence will address the aud- Rapf and M. Ruden, 336 E. 4th St.
ever, viewed the picture and passed
safety — until question of international
iences and funds will be gathered.
it for that province.
rmament is settled, new recruits are
The Red Cross women were asked to
g steadily added to France's army.
NNEBEC RIVER, ME.— Horses aban- secure patrons and patronesses for
Albany, N. Y.— The Diamond
turf for ice. Unique sport is favorite the special Saturday morning chilAmusement Corp. of New York, inime of winter phasure-seekers along the
nebec River.
creased capital from $200,000 to $300,dren's matinee. It is the plan to have
\SHIYAMA, JAPAN— Paper-making a the public purchase tickets for this 000.
ving industry in Japan, and camera shows special matinee at 50 cents each and
the Japanese do it. First the pulp made to donate the tickets thus purchased
straw is put through a refining bath.
Albany, N. Y.— B. S. Moss TheaRE & THERE— Albany, N. Y.— First to public schools, orphan asylums and
»ien in Electoral College. Four women
ter Corp., New York. Capital, $1,other children's organizations, so that 500,000.
I ncorporators, N. H. Streithe
youngsters
of
New
York
can
be
ir
among
New
York's
delegates
to
body
ilh formally elects President.
mer, M. Sulzberger and B. S. Moss,
entertained.
Hi FRANCISCO, CAL.— 1,500 bullets a
985 Park Ave.
>nte. This is the record of the new subThe call for the meeting was issued
liiine gun adopted
for use against ban- by Mrs. Paul Foerster, who with H.
Dover, Del. — Madison Film Co.
I^ANA, CUBA — Major-General Crowder D. Burrell is in charge of the dispo■ 'uba to confer with President Menocal.
sition
of
tickets
for
the
children's
Capital,
$1,000,000. Incorporators.
fcner draft head arrives on the U. S. S. matinees.
C. T. Cohee, S. L. Mackey and C. B.
d lesota.
Late yesterday afternoon, another Outten, Wilmington.
■V YORK CITY— Seeing New York at
Ir. With the aid of powerful searchHs, the cameraman secures remarkable meeting was held in S. L. Rothafel's
office at the Capitol, at which time, Buhler. Stanley Co., of America, Philadel■j: views of Big Metropolis — at Columbus
the various sub-committee chairmen
phia: John P. Harris, Grand. Pittsburgh; T.
l/TICE, ONT. — Missing balloonists and who were appointed on Thursday to C. Ritter, Rialto, Detroit; Theo. L. Hayes,
ra to safety. First pictures of the arrival
Loeb's Arcade, Minneapolis; Joseph Mogler,
■ iree naval airmen at this northern trad- secure co-ordinated publicity reportMogler, Louis
St. Louis; E. M. Fay, Fay's, Provi
ed favorable progress.
ogiost after month of hardships.
dence;
Blumentliak National, Tersey
Charles C. Pettijohn, who is a mem- City, N. J.; E. H. Bingham, Colonial. InSTATE RIGHT BUYERS
dianapolis; J.H. Maddox, Southern, Columber of the committee for the entire
bus; Charles W. Whitehurst, New, Baltimore: H. B. Varner. Lyric. Lexington, N.
industry reported that excellent proWe still have some territory
gress had been made in various sec- C ; C. D. Cooley, Strand, Tampa; W. A.
open on high class one and five
Steffes, 324 Kasota Bldg., Minneapolis: H.
tions of the country. Pettijohn ex- C. Farley. 314 Montgomery St., Montreel subjects.
pects particularly gratifying results in
gomery ; L. J. Ditmars, Majestic. Louisville ;E. T. Lester, Rilato, Columbus. S. C. ;
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
the south where E. V. Richards, now
in New York had told him all the L. M. Miller. Palace, Wichita, S. Z. Poli,
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
Poll's New Haven; Oscar Ginn. DuPont,
Saenger theaters were in line. Word Wilmington.
Del. : Sam I.,. Rithafel, TaoiPhone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
from E. T. Peter of Dallas, had it tol, New York ; Alfred Black, Black's, RockLos Angeles, Cal.
land. Me. : C. H. Bean, Pastime. Franklin.
that
every
Texan
theater
had
pledged
. oecial Showing for Mayer Film
N. H. ; H. S. Graves, St. Johnsburv. Vt, ;
its aid and all of the Mastbuam Fitzpatrick
& McElroy, Adams & State St ,
T. E. Hancock
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
John J. Hayes
houses in eastern Pennsylvania are Chicago; W. A. Dillion, Strand, Ithaca; W.
■ Ids Angeles — An elaborate pre- likewise in line. Similar reports were H. Linton, Hippodrome. Utica, N. Y. ;
■' of "The Woman in His House" read from other sections of the Theo. Tellenk, Albany, Schenectady, N. Y ;
Ralnh Talbot. Majestic, Tulsa, Okla. : C. H.
fl)uis B. Mayer production starring country.
Lick. New, Fort Smith, Ark.; F. B. Hvman,
Bred Harris, was given in the
A letter has been sent to every ex- Lyric. Huntington, E. Va. ; F. T. Bailey.
AT YOUR SERVICE
ijruesday evening. A distinguishhibitor in the Greater New York ter- American. Butte; J. M. Xales. Lyric. DougDAY AND NIGHT
ed ball room of the Alexandria
las, Ariz. ; M. A. Roch, Pa'ace, Gallatin,
ritory asking for co-operation in the
d udience attended.
T*»r»n. ;Ida;
A. G.
F. E.
AnHer^on,
Or'iheuri.
Tw'«
Falls.
Smith, Butler,
Tonopah,
INSERTS - PRESSBOOKS - FOLDERS
drive. When acceptances are re- Ala.
HOUSE ORGANS
- BROADSIDES
rp^i-od a block of tickets and speakers Nev. ; and J. A. Sneider, Grand, Bessemer.
)tto Plans World Wide Cruise
will be dispatched immediately to the
THE REFFES - SANDSON CO.
various theaters. Stars are exnected j
314 E\ST 34th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
u^peciai to w'lu'S brtinj
Telephone
Murray
Hill
(S562 - (556J
lbs Angeles — Henry Otto, who +o cover a eoodly number of theaters
All Set in St. Lou's
Be a number of pictures for Metro in town on the night of the 26th in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
i
■was later with Pauline Frederick, behalf of the drive.
St. Louis — Plans for raising the
The
following
is
a
list
of
exhibitors
m; to leave shortly on a two years' <.„ ,..i.„.„ tt^-V..-* Hoov
quota of $100,000 for the Hooer d:T3trhor1 local
■lie around the world during which
<*»r fund include special shows ov
;pj he will make some stories and wires ack""°r tkpm t<~, 3<-t; 3t ^'.^j,-.., .,., the morning of Jan. 29 and ta<r sa'es
'hiograph a considerable amount for the drive in their respec'ive cit'es. ;'t all theaters on Jan. 26, Movinp
Picture Day.
ilenic material. Otto plans to dis- Most of them have accepted.
H of whatever material he shoots
\V. Bernstein, Colonial, Albany; Mr. Lar- '
Sixteen theaters have agreed to
111 he returns.
'""■ Keith's, Boston; Mike Shea. Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo; Dr. Sam Atk:nson. en've special shows, a'l receipts to ^o
\!'.-„H A— "■"•ment Asso., Chicago:
Henry
T.ustisr. Williamson Bklg.. Clev'a'vl: F T to the fund. The films. conc'°sting of
Peter. 1713M Corrmerce St., Dallas: F. F. a feature and a comedy, will be doNew State Righter
A DAVID G. FISCHER
Schwie. Duluth Amusement Co.. Duluth ;
nated by local exchanges. Musicians, operators and all heln have
Maries Rhoades, formerly with Fred Dahnken, Turner & Dahnken, San
PRODUCTION
Francisco : Gore Bros. & Sol Lesser, 209
Jtpommonwealth Film Corp., and Knickerbocker Bldg., Los Angeles; Glenn volunteered their services. The theHge R. Carter, formerly with Harper, 2125 Oak St., Los Angeles; James
aters in the plan to date are: Missouri, Delmonte, Criterion, New
Clemmer, Clemmer, Seattle, Wash. ; Ray
yoj-rtson-Cole, have formed the Q.
A. Grombacker, Liberty, Spokane; W. A. Grand Central, West End Lyric,
'a ;r-Rhoades Pictures Co., and Creaper. Union Ave.. Portland, Ore. ; Wm.
CAMERAMEN
■ il distribute independent picturse in Swanson, Swanson M. P. Co., Salt Lake Shaw, Cinderella, Woodland, Loew's
; ^£hos. Vick Roy, Tauber, Denver, Garrick, Marquette, Grand-FlorisFurnished for all purposes.
jpter New York and Northern City
Colo. ; Fred Seegert, Regent, Milwaukee ;
sant, Virginia, Arco, Eighteenth St.,
*e Jersey. They are handling Take
Wells, Colonial, Richmond, Va. ; Frank
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMABroadway
and Shenandoah.
County Fair" for the Trahne- L. Newman, Newman, Kansas City, Mo. ;
TOGRAPHERS
Ten per cent of profits of movie
'h Vmusement Co., a newly formed Harry Crandall, Metropolitan, Washington ;
Goldberg, Moon, Omaha ; A. H. Blank, ball, Jan. 21, also go to the fund.
Suite 1603 Candler Building
m in which A. H. Hogan is inter - Harry
Des Moines, Des Moines, la. ; Eugene V.
Phone Bryant 6558
st ■ Offices of the latter company Richards, Saenger Amusement, New Orleans; Season passes to prominent theaters
Jules Mastbaum, Palace, Philadelphia; F. W. will be raffled to help swell receipts.
t '6 W. 46th St.

Incorporations

LtkeN ews

A REEL
THROB

:oday

ATTENTION

PRINTERS

'In the £ hadow
■of i the Dome

DAILY
Sees a New

Evil

Morgenroth Resigns
resigns as man- Crandall of Washington Opposed to
Ben Morgenroth
ager of Masterpiece Film Dist. Corp.,
Non-Theatrical Showing of Films
— Writes Frederick Elliott
ctive Ian. 15. L. T. Rogers, at
succeeds
Masterpiece
with
nt
prese
him.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — Harry Crandall, who
is now in Chicago attending the First
National meeting, has written a letter
Start "Salvation Nell" Monday
Kenneth Webb will start work on to Frederick H. Elliott of the National Association, pointing out what
'Salvation Nell" at the Whitman
Bennett studios in Yonkers next he thinks is a "menace" to the picture
Mondav. Ernest Haller, who photo- business. He refers to the showing
by non-theatrical organwith
Gildeds Lily"
will of pictures
s, Mae
Player
for "TheFamou
Murray graphed
izations, such as churches and clubs.
The same letter has also been forshoot "the picture. Pauline Starke,
warded to Sydney S. Cohen of the
play "Nell," was expected
who will
from
California yesterday.
M. P. T. O. and reads:
'One of the greatest menaces, as I see
it, to the future of the motion picture industry, and a thing that is of far more importance to both producer and exhibitor than
censorship or Sunday closing, is the furnishing of shows to non-theatrical organizations, such as churches,
clubs, etc.
"In the first place, many of these organizations pay no taxes, while the exhibitor
has anywhere from 10 to 14 taxes to pay.
In addition to this they can nearly command
their congregations or members to attend
their shows as against the picture theater,
and even if they do a very moderate business, it has a tendency to cut down the
business of the theater that may be in their
Conferring With Board of Review
territory, and may eventually put him out
Mrs. J. W. Brackett, president, and of business.
producer's first thought may be that
Mrs. Walter Hartstone, counsel of he "The
will benefit by this and let the exhibitor
the Film Club of Boston, an affiliated worry. In this I assure you he is wrong,
unit with the Mass. Federation of for the reason that these accounts are usfurnished at a very moderate rental, and
Women's Clubs, are in New York if thisually
continues to occur, the exhibitors will
conferring with the National Board I have to have a reduction in their service that
of Review with a view to reporting will more than offset any rentals paid by
back to the federation on the work these non-theatricals. Eventually the exhibitor may have to go out of business, but
of the board.
whether he does so or not, you will find that
these churches and other organizations will
make so much money out of the picture busiEducational
Moves
ness that they will decide to produce their
lueational Films Corp. is moving own pictures, and this is where the manufacturer will be hurt; and a-fter all why
its new offices in the Perm Ter- should churches
and other organizations be
minal Bldg., 7th Ave. and 31st St. supported off t!:e motion picture industry
lack of room in its present quarters any more than off anything .
"It must be remembered that the motion
at 729 Seventh Ave., which will be
retained by the New York exchange picture industry has been fought from all
years by most everything. Deand the snipping department, is the angles spiteforthis fact,
it is successful, and has
occasion for the change. Education- become one of the most popular forms of
<
ment
in
the
world. Why should those
al will be doing business at the new
who
have
fought
us
be allowed to come in
stand on Monday.
ifter we have invested millions of dob
iai . and reap the harvest? 1 feel that the
motion picture industry should be independ
i ni and stand on its own footing, and should
disi mrage the encroachments of non-theat
:iea! organizations just the same as the legit!
imate show-houses have done for years.'

Musicians in Van Loan Film
Philip Van Loan states he has arranged with Jan Kubelik, Jasha Heifetz; Toscha Seidel, Efrem Zimbalist
and Nathan Franko, all musicians of
renown, to appear in "The Soul of
the Violin." wheih he is making.
These men will also prepare the music to go with the various episodes
of the picture.
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of Preparation
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"Salvage"
By DANIEL

1

F. WHITCOMB
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Starring Pauline Frederick |
Casey

IF you want a Writer of

Here from

Boston
to the ofJohn M. Casey, ofattached
Boston, is at the
fice of the Mayor
Astor. He is here to confer with
producing companies relative to the
types of pictures shown around
Boston.
New House
Organ
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., announces
the launching
of a
new
house
organ,
"First
National
The first issue whose pages will be
same as the standardized trade
the
Franchise."
papers, will be dated Jan. 15. The
paper is to be circulated monthly.
Lee S. Ferguson has been named as
editor.
Breaking
(Special

TITLES

FILM

DAILY)

Cleveland — "Women Men Love,"
the Bradley production made in this
city, broke all records for the Metropolitan and Strand when shown here.
Anthony Gablik, who has done
considerable art work for the advertisers of pictures, will entertain a
number of executives and writers at
his new studio. 70 W. 45th St., on
Friday evening, Jan. 21st.
Jersey Directors Elected
The first business meeting of the
Associated
First National
of New
Jersey, was held late last week in
Newark.

The following were elected directors, Irving Rose, Union Hill; William C. Hunt, Haddon Heights. Henry Haring, Hackensack; andTheBenjafive
min Nussbaum, Newark.
directors already elected are Jacob
Fabian, President; Philip Dimoud, of
Paterson; A. M. Fabian, Simon H.
Class, and S. H. Fabian.

More "Big Fives"
Fives"
are
There
ss. Equity
busine"Big
the more
ping insome
develo
Pictures will distribute in 1921 a series of live Clara Kimball Young piclures as the "Big Five." The first
is "Hush," to be followed by
"Straight From Paris," "Charge It,"
"Try and Get It," and "Fascinating
Missouri Organized, Too
Lucille from Manhattan."
Associated First National Pictures
L. J. has a "Five Star" series of
pictures. This name is being usred of Missouri perfected its organization at a meeting last week, too.
in connection with his star series
composed of pictures with Elaine
Spyros P. Skouras, of St. Louis
I lammerstein, Conway Tearle, Eu- was elected president; Frank L. Newman, Kansas City, vice president;
O'Brien, Martha Mansfield and
Owen geneMoore.
Lee Rassieur, Jr., St. Louis, secretary
and Charles P. Skouras, St. Louis,
treasurer.
The Messrs. Skouras and Mr. NewShowing for "The Kid"
Special
Kid" will be included on the
"The
man were also elected directors in addition to J. F. Truitt, Sedalia; A. F.
program of the subscription benefit
performance to be given at Carnegie Baker, Kansas City; Fred Warner,
Hall on Jan. 21st, by the National St. Louis; Eugene Freund, St. Louis;
Board of Review for the working Joseph Mogler, St. Louis; and Lee
fund of the Children's Department.
Jones of Marshall.
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"I'm telling you—

I'll get you safely married yet!"
Such was the

warning which the great
character actor, Theodore Roberts, as gouty
old General Brent, issued to his daughter
Patricia in
THE

WILLIAM

D. TAYLOR

PRODUCTION

"THE FURNACE"

(Adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers from the novel by "Pan")

We are telling you—
The time to book 'The Furnace" is now.
Not only because of it's all-star cast,
Theodore Roberts, Agnes Ayres, Milton with
Sills.
Jerome Patrick, Betty Francisco and others,
but because it has the stuff in it which the
millions want. It tells the story of a modern
marriage in a way that grips !
Wherever it has been shown, it is a story
of swamped box-offices and enthusiastic words
of praise from the fans.
Get your share of this bonanza business now!

T«adc Mark Rck. V t

Pm

OH

REALART
PICTURES
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469 Fifth Ave.
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Features Reviewed
presents
MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE

Holubar Prod.-Asso. First Nat'l Pict. . . .Pcge
3
Anita Stewart in
SOWING THE WIND
Mayer Prod.-Asso. First Natl Pict
Page
4
Charlie Chaplin in
THE KID
Asso. First National Pict. Inc
Page
5
Mary Pickford in
THE LOVE LIGHT
United Artists
Page
7
LURE OF YOUTH
Metro
Page
9
THE INSIDE OF THE CUP
Cosmopolitan Prod. -Paramount
Page 11
George Beban in
ONE MAN IN A MILLION
Robertson-Cole
Page 14
Eileen Percy in
.THE LAND OF JAZZ
Fox
Page 1 5

Edgar Lewis presents
Pathe
THE LURE

SAGE HEN
Page 17
OF CROONING WATER
'.THE

Stoll Film— Pathe
Page 19
Albert A. Kaufman presents
NOT GUILTY
Asso First National Pict. Inc
Page 21
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran in
A SHOCKING NIGHT
Universal
Short Reels

Island studio for

$650,000.
Allen
Holubar not tied Tuesday
up with any producer.

at

Terms
(Postage
free), United
States,
Outside
of Greater
New
York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to

Albert A. Kaufman

.

Lichtman resigns as general manager of distribusucceeds
R. Kent
Sydney
inn. tion Famous Players.

Federal Trade Commission investigating Eskay Harris

Inc.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President and Editor; J.. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered

News otMondthe Week
ay
in Headlines

Page 22
Page 23

D. W. Griffith to be an exhibitor. Buys site for theater in Philadelphia and plans house in New York.
"Al" Lichtman with Felix Feist may
mount re-issues.

handle Para-

First National officials in Chicago to show "Big 5"
pictures.
Mary Pickford quoted in Los Angeles Times as stating Big Four Associated Producers combine is
imminent.
Fox to build theater in
Philadelphia.
Wednesday

Famous Players to release 49 pictures between March
1 and Aug. 31. ,
'Vic" Smith no longer studio manager for Famous
Players in the east. "Bob" Kane his successor.
Famous Players-Canadian Corp. secures theater sites
in Calgary, Regina, Moose Jaw, Brandon and Swift
Current.
Opportunity Film to make three a year.
|. C. Wainwright buys Special Pictures output for
Thursday
abroad.

Lichtman deal with Famous Players falls through.
"The Kid," to be released as part of contracted series
of eight pictures.
Louise Lovely's contract with Fox expires.
"Jimmie" Grainger to handle contracts on "The Kid"
for Chaplin.
Lesser-Gore interests plans theaters on entire Pacific
slope.
Friday
Censor problem crops up in Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri and New York.

C. L. Chester to distribute through Federated Film
Exchanges.
Saturday
for First National.
Gloria Swanson may star

Chas

Urban

io release through National Exchanges.

NOTICE
This issue contains reviews of all of the features shown
by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., at Chicago, early
this week, excepting "Passion " which was reviewed in the
issue of Oct. 10, 1920.

Arrow Filnru:'ys out local Empire State Exchange
. 'a supervising studio director for Fnmors
IncWoods
Frank
Players.

"Pardomn*

the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin
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BEFORE! Anywhere— for any picture! Not
NEVER
less than four of Broadway's biggest houses opening on one-and-the-same night, Sunday, Jan. 16th,
ling opening — a more-than-startling picture—the most amazwith Priscilla Dean in "OUTSIDE THE LAW." A starting American Melodrama ever screened. How do you
know that we know that such an unprecedented first-showing is worth while?

Read the Paragraph Immediately Below!
Any picture that can make two dollars grow where only
one dollar grew before is worth showing in every theatre
on Broadway — and yours, first of all!

&a 1L®0 Anc^sflcs© ika ©sues ^xk^bHs.
The
MostAma-ziiici

AMERICAN
MEI0DMH4
ever
ScieenecL

otarriii 6

946615
O

NE YEAR ago, at the Superba in Los Angeles, "The
Great Air Robbery" grossed the unequalled total of
$5259.00 for 670 seats in only one week. This year,

week ending Jan. 1st, "OUTSIDE THE LAW" grossed
$9,466.15 in the same theatre. In other words, for every
dollar you took in on "The Great Air Robbery", that great
record-smasher of a year ago, you stand to gross two
dollars on "OUTSIDE THE LAW."
Look up your receipts — get out your pencil — wire your
Universal Exchange today. You can't work too fast on
this thing.
Put this book down now and get busy !

PRISCILLA DEAN

Supported hy

Sundav. January

afc^

16, 1921
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Tremendously Spectacular But Lacks Big Heart Interest.
Albert A. Kaufman presents
"MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE"
Holubar Prod. — Asso. First National Pict., Inc.
DIRECTOR
Allen Holubar
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

ART TITLES
CAMERAMEN
liam McGann
AS

Olga Scholl
Allen Holubar

BY
H.

Ferdinand Pinney Earle
Lyman Broening and Wil-

A

WHOLE
Sumptuous,
extravagant
production lacking heart interest
STORY
Built on faith wife has that God will
make her husband see the true light. With innumerable excursions into days long gone by
showing constant conflict between man and
woman
PLAYERS
Dorothy
Phillips,
featured,
gives
best performance of her career, rising at times
to splendid heights. Support uniformly excellent. James Kirkwood fine as husband
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid; some gorgeous
shots
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
CAMERA WORK
Held to high standard
EXTERIORS
Correct; fitting. Ancient historical backgrounds beautifully done
INTERIORS
Magnificient
DETAIL
Worked out masterly
CHARACTER OF STORY
Good for any housewoman triumphant over all destroying influences and saving her husband
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Over 9,000 feet
Standing out as one of the most extravagant productions of the year, Allen Holubar's "Man — Woman— Marriage" offers much to interest the eye. But
whether it gets to your heart is another story. Cut
from its present form, and tightened up it may. But
it is a serious question whether the actual story,
heightened as it is by innumerable excursions into the
past showing woman dominated and broken by man,
the master, has that heart interest so necessary to
make a production of this extent the tremendous success its financial undertaking should justify. Certainly
Holubar and Al Kaufman, the producer, have spared

Bank on the Women

nothing. Reported that it cost close to half a million
in the making, it surely shows tremendous profligacy
in expenditure all the way through. Some of the sets.
flashed for but a moment, represent tremendous costs.
Naturally the ancient periods allowed for atmosphere,
and here Holubar has gone to the limit. Particularly
so are those sequences showing woman lifted from
brute domination by a knight, where he rides cap-apie into the castle and places her bodily on his horse,
galloping away; the battle of the Amazons which is
going to produce the greatest thrill of the production ;
and that where a Christian slave girl awakens in the
Emperor Constantine, the desire to have Rome become Christianized through the ennobling influence
of love. Then there is a wild orgy where Dorothy
Phillips becomes disgusted with her politician husband and leaves him. This is a tremendous setting,
with a dance on the table by half naked participants
that is sure to be talked about. All through can be
s.°c-n the desire to- do, to present what was in the
director's mind, without regard to cost.
But even so the heart interest never quickens. Except at the very end, where, love triumphant, and faith
retrieved, the husband awakes to the realization of his
wife's great good, and her true worth, and returns to
her, after serving a term in prison, is there little to
stir to emotions. The finish gives a thrill, the Prizma
effect being particularly worth while.
Much needs to be done with the production to make
it "right." It needs judicious pruning and cutting.
There are too many interruptions to the thread of the
story by cutting back into ancient history. These
could easily be cut down to flashes ; some might be
eliminated entirely. By doing this the heart interest
might be quickened. And this is surely what the
production needs.
An excellent cast helps immensely.

Miss Phillips

undeniably gives the best performance of her career
and at times is immense. James Kirkwood is virile
and strong as the loving husband, the scheming politician and the man, in the end awakened to his wife's
influence and love. J. Barney Sherry is good as the
political boss and Ralph Lewis, as Dorothy's father,
gives a stern, true performance.

Liking This and Play It Up Accordingly.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Play up the spectacular touches of this and you can get it over.
Holubar has spent a fortune in doing this and it shows. Talk about the
Battle of the Amazons. It is one of fte most spectacular sequences you
have ever seen. Build up your campaign on the fact that the picture
shows the triumph of a good woman over all other influences. That is
sure to get your women in. And once you do that the rest is easy. You
will have to depend entirely on these two points — the spectacular end of
the production and the conflict between evil forces and the wife, and how,
in the end, the wife wins out.
But these two points should be sufficient.

It offers many opportunities for special exploitation, especially among
clubwomen and mothers' organizations, and your appeal to them should be
strong.

Dorothy Phillips may be remembered for her work in "The Heart
of Humanity," and so may Holubar, and if so talk about them. Kirkwood
is also known to your people. He has done some very good work lately
and should be an asset.
Catchlines might be used, but it would seem better to build your exploitation along other lines. You can, however, talk about it as one of
the biggest spectacles offered in pictures.
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Strong,
Virile Drama in "Sowing the Wind"
Stewart in

Anita
"SOWING

THE

WIND"

Mayer Prod. — Asso. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTOR
John M. Stahl
AUTHOR
From play by Sydney Grundy
SCENARIO
BY
Franklin Hall
CAMERAMAN
Rene Guissard
AS A WHOLE
One of the best pictures Anita
Stewart has had
STORY
DIRECTION

Full of punch
Director has failed to take advantage of many opportunities original play

afforded, but
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT

it's

still

there

despite handicap
Some excellent bits
Very satisfactory
Good

Gives very good performance, but appears cold in scenes with her lover
Unusually fine.
Myrtle Stedman

does a "mother" bit that stands out like a cameo.
James Morrison also good
EXTERIORS
Excellent
INTERIORS
Lavish
DETAIL
Watch some of the titles or censors
will
CHARACTER OF STORY
How elderly man
"sowed the wind" and almost caused the ruination of his own daughter so doing
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet

even so there is a strong, stirring drama offered which
is sure to be liked by the average crowd. There are
several splendid dramatic scenes which are going to
be remembered for a long time. Especially is this
true of the early reels when Myrtle Stedman dominates the screen. As Baby Brabant, a woman of the
town, the hostess at a gambling palace, trying to save
her daughter from the crowd with which she associates, and to keep from her child the very fact that
she is her mother, Miss Stedman's work stands out
clean and fine cut. You forget Anita Stewart is the
star in Miss Stedman's excellent performance.
The continuity is bad. Things "just happen" and
that's all. There are a number of such spots, and at
one place it is hard to determine whether here James
Morrison is the son of jRalph Lewis, or whether Lewis
is just his guardian. Another spot shows Morrison
meeting Anita in a train, evidently falling in love with
her, and then they jump a year and a title says they
are in love and that Anita is now a Broadway star,
ft is never made clear, incidentally, why Josef Swickard, the gambler, demands that Anita visit his gambling place and become a habituee. Baby Brabant was
Swickard's mistress, but after her death nothing is
made clear as to the hold he should have over Anita,
her daughter.
Despite these slips, however, the story is so strong
that it will get over. It tells of how Ralph Lewis,
soured by his experience in life with an actress, advises his ward to play with his sweetheart, Anita, but

Your crowd is going to like "Sowing the Wind" if
they cut it and get the titles right. This will probably
be done, as those shown at Chicago were scratch titles, and often obviously impossible to pass police or
censor boards.

not to marry her, and to return to him "alone." In the
end he discovers that Anita is his own daughter and
is fearful that Morrison had carried out his suggestion. But Morrison had not, and so all ends happily.
An excellent cast aids Miss Stewart. Lewis is fine

When this play was produced many years ago by
Charles Frohman with Henry Miller and Viola Allen
in the leading roles it was a sensation. John Stahl
has in a way ignored much of the original play, but

as the guardian and while Wm. V. Mong overacts at
times his work stands out as a forgetful old crony.
Morrison is good as the hero and Swickard excellent.
Miss Stedman's characterization has been mentioned.

Star's Supporters Sure to Like Her in This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You have a fine title here, and it is sure to get them
in, especially if Anita Stewart is liked in your territory. It was one of the greatest dramas offered years
ago and is still powerful enough to more than stand
out among the modern screen plays. You need have
no fear of this, especially if it is cut and titles that will
not shock are used, as they probably will be. But it
will be well to look this over to make sure.
Talk about Miss Stewart's characterization as one of

the best she has ever given, and also, for the benefit of
your' women patrons, say something about her gorgeous clothes.
For catchlines something like this line: "He 'Sowed
the Wind' but almost reaped a whirlwind. See what

happened
You can atusethetheblank
namestheater."
of any of the supporting cast
if they are known to your people. Especially point
out the work of Myrtle Stedman.
She deserves it-

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
presents

Mr. George Arliss
in

"The Devil

99

The Sensation of Two Continents
Directed by JAMES

YOUNG

"/ am the good friend who visits your home —
the friend whom women dote upon and husbands trust —
and I am hut one in the legion of Hell amo?ig you always!'''

The Associated Exhibitors announce
this masterly creation in the utmost
confidence that it will receive from
exhibitors the enthusiastic reception
which its superb artistry warrants. Mr.
Arliss, in his screen debut, has endowed the cinema
with a flawless,

ASSOCIATED

brilliant
tion.

and

Chosen

on

indelible
merit,

and after inspec

tion, by The Strand, New York, for
its premier presentation.
Highly recommended
itor, everywhere.
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"The Kid"-A Knockout.
Charlie Chaplin in
"THE KID"
Asso. First National Pictures, Inc.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Charlie Chaplin
Charlie Chaplin
Charlie Chaplin
R. H. Fatheroh

AS A WHOLE
Most human picture ever made
by world famous comedian with touches that
make it a masterpiece
STORY
Is going to make the women love it.
Natural, human, laughs and tears all centered
about a waif "The Kid"
DIRECTION
Chaplin
shows
thing beside comedy
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

he

knows

someFair
Good
Good

PLAYERS
Little Jack Coogan gives Charlie a
tough run for first honors.
Edna
Purviance
very good
EXTERIORS
Mainly slum stuff but good
INTERIORS
Chiefly a rickety garret
DETAIL
A few shots may be objected to by
censors
CHARACTER OF STORY
Good for any and
every picture house in this country
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,300 feet
"The Kid" is a knockout.
That's all. This tells the story in a nutshell. You
could go on and rave about it in various ways and fill
a small book about it. All you need to know is to go
hack and read the first paragraph of this.

If you don't get this — even at the high price at which
it will be issued — it's your own funeral. First, because
it's something different than the famous comedian lias
ever attempted, and second, because it's all there any
way you look at it.
Chaplin never registered the pathos, nor caused the
chunks in your throat as he does in this. And he has
rarely made you laugh more heartily. Once in a while
he slips into slapstick stuff, but as a rule this is happily missing, and there are some touches that make
you forget it's a comedy. And this only accentuates
the laughs when they come. There are a lot of them,
too.
The story is there with a wallop. A little waif,
abandoned by its mother, is finally taken up by Charlie
because he can't lose him, try as hard as he does. All
the hokum is there showing how Charlie takes care of
him, in the end the kid being returned to his mother
who is now a famous singer. How Charlie takes to
the little one, protects and raises him and finally fights
off the county officials who would take the youngster
to the county orphanage, and how, in the end, the
youngster goes to his mother, only to he followed by
Charlie, makes up the plot. But this synopsis cannot
begin to do justice to the innumerahle hits of real
humor, of real comedy, that, interspersed as they are,
contribute to making this one of the greatest pictures
you ever had a chance to book.
Little Jackie Coogan is "The Kid." A newcomer
with a real personality, he is immense. Edna Purviance has a mighty good part, and Charlie — well, he is
the same old irresistihle laugh maker that he has
always been.

Tell 'Em It's the Best Picture Ever Made By The World's Greatest
Comedian — It Is.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You've never had a Chaplin like this. You've had
mighty few chances to get a picture made by anyone

stimulate Chaplin's stuff from the fan view for a long
time to come.

that will outclass this as a box office bet. It's a long
time since you've had one from Charlie. But this was
well worth waiting for. It contains everything that
constitutes a box office attraction. A human story,

The picture is said to have cost Asso. First National
$800,000, so it is going to come to you at a price that

full of comedy and pathos, with the world's most
famous comedian at his best, and a youngster that your
women folk are going "to love."
Hit on high on your promises. You can't go wrong
on this. Play it up to a iare-you-well and then some.
Get them in. That's all. It'll do the rest. And it will

may make you hesitate. But it's there. And it isn't
going to do your house any good to let the other fellow get this.
You don't get a flock of pictures of this type. So
land this one. You shouldn't need catchlines for Chaplin. But if you do, tell them it's the greatest picture he
ever made, and don't overlook talking about Jackie
Coogan, "The Kid."

THE WORLD'S
Were

made

GREATEST

PHOTOPLAYS

by the world's twenty-five master cameramen selected to
membership in

Motion picture Photographers 3teo*
220 West
42nd Street, New York City

"Way Down East," "Over the Hill," "The Girl With the Jazz Heart,"
"Dangerous Business," "The Riddle: Woman," "Dead Men Tell No Tales,"
"The Silver Lining," with Jewel Carmen; "The Education of Elizabeth,"
with Billie Burke; "Cousin Kate," with Alice Joyce; "While New York
Sleeps," "The Passion Flower," "Fantomas," "The Teaser," "The Ghost in
the Garret," Dorothy Gish; "Something Different," Constance Binney ; "The
Quarry," Thomas Meighan; "The Sin That Was His;" "Cardigan," Buster
Collier; "Guilty," William Farnum; "The Passionate Pilgrim," "Other
Men's Shoes;" "The Tiger's Cub;" "The Gilded Lily," Mae Murray; "The
Highest Bidder," "The Price of Possession," Ethel Clayton; "The Great
Adventure," "No. 17," George Walsh; "Her Majesty," Mollie King — are only
a few of the pictures made by members of this legion of honour of photographic art. The receipts of pictures made by these members would total
over a billion dollars.
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They're Going To Like The Production And Mary Too.
The idea of the German spy theme being resurrected

Mary Pickford in
"THE LOVE LIGHT"
United Artists
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Frances Marion
Frances Marion
Frances Marion

BY

CAMERAMEN
Cronjager
AS A WHOLE

Charles

Rosher and

Henry

Outside of the star herself the

photography and scenic beauty of the exteriors
make this a real picture
STORY
German spy idea a bit untimely but it
serves as material
roundings
DIRECTION
and
artistic
results

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

provides

Splendid;
story runs
efforts have
secured

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR didly

that

proper

sur-

smoothly
beautiful

Georgeous
Clear and beautiful
Excellent

Really appealing and photographs splenAll do very well
Many wonderfully pretty shots
Realistic

DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
man, really a German

Very good
Italian girl marries
spy, and later learns his

act caused her brother's death
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,800 feet

"If at first you don't succeed, etc.," seems to have
been taken to heart by Mary Pickford and after her
not altogether successful attempt at a character part
in "Suds," she has tried it again in "The Love Light,"
this time surrounded by more .sympathetic circumstances and while the story itself may strike some as
untimely, still it provides a splendidly suited atmosphere.

Good For An Extended Run.

may not sound appealing but you'll have to see "The
Love Light" to be convinced that it isn't as harsh as
it may sound. The direction which is credited to
Frances Marion is excellent and a Griffith-like artistic
sense is noticeable throughout the production. Both
Charles Roscher and Jules Cronjager should share
equal honors for their part of the picture's satisfaction
for the photography is the best of the pictures seen
most recently on Broadway. The lightings are soft
and there is a beautiful shot of a lighthouse at night,
casting its light on the waters, the rays of the light
playing on one huge wave as it rolls to the shore.
Angela, the little Italian girl, bids good-bye to her
second brother, and the youngest, as he goes off to
join the troops. Then comes the news that her older
brother has been killed. Giovanni, who loves Angela,
tries to comfort her and then he, too, is called. Left
alone Angela is made keeper of the lighthouse. Comes
Joseph, who says he is an American — a deserter.
They are later secretly married. One night
he has Angela flash him a "love" signal from the
tower. The next morning a native ship, returning
with wounded

soldiers is reported as having been de-

stroyed at midnight — the hour of Angela's signal.
Angela steals chocolate from Tony for Joseph to
take with him. When she returns to her home she
hears Joseph murmer "Gott Mit Uns" in his sleep and
the truth dawns on her — her husband is a German spy.
Tony traces the thief to Angela's home and accuses
her. First she denies it but when they tell her her
brother was on the destroyed ship she remembers her
signal and realizes that it sent her brother to death.
She gives up her husband though he swears he loves
her. He breaks away from his jailors and jumps off a
cliff and is killed. Later with her baby and Joseph's
Angela is happy with her old sweetheart Giovanni
who returns blind.

Ought To Keep The Cashier Busy.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There's little doubt as to the box office value of this

Talk about the production itself. Promise them a

picture. If you can secure a booking of "The Love
Light," you will have little trouble in making the
money come your way. And you can best do this by

picture beautiful to look at. You won't go wrong on
this. They'll agree with you that it's the prettiest
thing they've seen recently. Mention the photog-

an extended run for they'll all want to see Mary's
latest. You can make promises too for they're going
to like this one. You can" tell them that the star again
plays a character part but is surrounded by circumstances that compel sympathy.

raphy. It plays no small part in the picture's success.
Catchlines and stills will draw them but they won't
be'needed. You could promise a refund and feel sure
no one would ask for it.

Just Completed

Edward Hemmer Production
featuring

Margaret Beecher
in

u

Sunshine Harbor"

Directed by Edward Hemmer

The Playhouse

By Jerome Wilson

Bryant 4193

Special Music by George Spink
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"LURE

OF YOUTH"
Metro

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Philip E. Rosen
Luther Reed

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Luther Reed
Robert Kurrle

AS A WHOLE
Gala array of high life and gay
white way atmosphere in production for those
who like this sort
STORY
Not at all human;
times told in pictures
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

already too many
Only ordinary
All right
Fair

CAMERA WORK
PLAYERS
Cleo Madison well cast as
vamp; Gareth Hughes the disillusioned
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Average
actressyouth
of them

Satisfactory
Suit: We
Youth whos^ 1 fe

Is Not Up To Standard.

the sort of thing that goes well in some small communities where the only knowledge of Broadway is
what they imagine, what they read and see in pictures.
"Lure of Youth" doesn't differ from a lot of other
pictures of its kind except that Florentine, the
actress, is not really as bad as she is painted and in
the end she gives it up to marry the man who has
stuck to her through it all. Cleo Madison is well cast
as Florentine, while Gareth Hughes is the youthful
dramatist. William Conklin is Florentine's sincere
admirer who is like a bad penny. He makes his appearance in nearly every scene — and when you least
expect it.
Florentine Fair, famous actress, still persists that
she doesn't want to become Mrs. Morton Mortimer,
hut the gentlemen hangs on just the same and sends
Florentine to a town where there isn't even a trolleycar, to spend the summer. In this town is Roger
Dent, whose life ambition is to become a successful
dramatist. % Florentine becomes greatly interested in

ambition is to be a successful playwright writes
his first successful one after disillusionment
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet

the youth's ambition to write but her offer of assistance is looked upon as merely a trap to ensnare the
boy by his folks and the townspeople.
Eventually, however, Roger decides for himself and

There's nothing either in story or production in
"Lure of Youth" to warrant calling it anything but
an ordinary program picture. It is an adaptation of

accepts the actress' plan to take him to the city
he will have a better chance to make good. But
is still told that he will have to see more of life
he can write about it. Florentine still sees

Luther Reed's original novel and the scenario was
written by Mr. Reed. It might well satisfy as a novel

youth, a genius. The boy believes his benefactress to

bnt the situation of the actress-vamp and the innocent
youth has already been told so many times in pictures

where
Roger
before
in the

be an "angel" as he calls her, but in a flippant moment
Florentine does something which brings about his disillusionment and he returns to his home.
He writes another play based on his experience and

that it no longer holds interest.
The production is ordinary except that every opportunity to paint a vivid picture of theatrical high
life and the wild parties of the gay white way are taken
advantage of and they go into it for all it's worth.

It's

calls it "The Awakening." It is produced and proves
a success. Roger then asks Florentine to marry him
but she says it cannot be. Later she plans to marry
Mortimer who had remained faithful to her through
it all.

Use On Double Feature Day Or Secure Good Short Reels To
Accompany It.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In transient houses or small communities

where

Broadway life in pictures appeals to them since it's
the nearest they get to it, "Lure of Youth" will probably go over very nicely. However, in first class
houses, where folks expect to find real pleasant entertainment of a happy, realistic atmosphere, this production won't give satisfaction.

And the story doesn't contain anything new to talk

about so it's a question whether or not to use Luthe;Reed's name. The cast doesn't contain names that
will get them in unless Cleo Madison is remembered.
It won't do to make any promises in connection with
it, so if you have a double feature day you might
work it in then.
Catchlines will do to give them an

idea of the story.
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The Last ,£ Mohicans**
Adapted by Robert A. Dillon from the novel
of James Fenimore Cooper.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur and Clarence
L. Brown.
Produced by Associated Producers.

story of "The Last of the Mohicans" istoo well known to need resketching for .the purpose of this
""" review. To the many who have read
ce, Mr.
James Fenimore Cooper's roman
Tourneur's motion picture will bring an added
pleasure, and to those who have not, the picture should appeal as an exciting excursion
into an adventurous period of American history with which one will be glad to be
acquainted. To both divisions of its audience,
the picture should come as something fresh.
For in many ways the screen story is nev
and decorative of the book on whic
based.
Besides, its narrative i
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Good Production and Strong Dramatic Moments
"THE INSIDE OF THE CUP"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Albert Capellani
AUTHOR
Winston Churchill
SCENARIO BY
George DuBois Proctor
CAMERAMAN
Al Siegler and Jacques Monteran
AS SA WHOLE. . .Dramatic sequences well handled;
good production and well acted

and his associates, who make their wealth by trodding

STORY
From the well known novel; is "preachy"
but makes sincere effort to expose social evils
DIRECTION
Good for the most part and especially with regard to detail but first reels of
story are not well put together
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Effective

Eldon Parr, a hanker, with two other men, one a

CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
Capable and well suited cast; David
Torrence and William P. Carleton give forceful performances ; Marguerite Clayton and Edith
Hallor do very well
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
All careful prepared
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Rich men
who
make their profits off the poor but glory in their
positions as "pillars of the church"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

8,500 feet

In his production of Winston Churchills' novel,
Albert Capellani has kept the church atmosphere uppermost all the time and the scriptures are quoted
from at frequent intervals. The production given the
story is thoroughly adequate and will be liked for its
dramatic moments which are well handled and finely
acted.
However, director Capellani seems to have found it
a difficult thing to get into his story. There are at
least three sides to it. There is Eldon Parr, banker

on the poor ; there's Richard Garvin, who is one of
Parr's victims, and then there is Kate Marcy, who is
also a victim of Parr's though in a different way.
There is a flash of Parr, a short bit showing his household of Garvins and again they show you Kate. For
the time being the spectator is apt to be "lost" hecause so far they are unable to make the connection.
department store owner and the other who practically owns all the tenements in the Dalton St. section
of the town of Bremerton, are the "pillars" of St.
John's, a fashionable church, catering to the rich. Eldon Parr learns that his son is about to marry Kate
Marcy, a shop girl. Parr goes to Kate and makes her
believe that by marrying his son she would ruin his
life and so she goes away. The younger Parr denounces his father's act and goes away swearing to
defame the. family name.
Alison Parr, the daughter, also leaves her home hecause her father has ruined Garvin, one of his employees. John Hodder, a young rural clergyman, is
secured as rector of St. John's and he also is an innocent victim of the "pillars." Gradually the rector's
eyes are opened and as one by one he comes across
the people whose lives have been wrecked by Parr,
he realizes the truth. He finds Kate, now a woman
without a name, and Garvin and his wife and boy
dying from starvation.
From the pulpit the rector denounces Parr and his
accomplices and refuses to offer his resignation.
Parr's son returns, a derelict, and later Parr is killed
by the now half-crazed Garvin, who also kills himself. The son recovers and is reunited with Kate,
while Alison, who has been devoting her time to settlement work, finds happiness with the rector.

Promise Good Acting and Make Known The Theme
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
When Winston Churchill published his novel several years ago it was bitterly attacked by clergymen
as criticising that body, and while the author's theme

the clergy or the church, but really the laymen who
use the clergy and the church to further their own
selfish motives.

the producer has catered to its dramatic possibilities

You can promise them an interesting picture
much as its theme is open to discussion and is
to bring forth a variety of opinion. You can talk
the strong dramatic interest and promise them

more than to its message, although the latter is really
a part of the picture and is effective in its way. The
theme as told in the picture cannot be said to criticise

splendid individual acting. The author's name should
be given prominence and it might be worth while appealing to the churchgoing crowd.

has been adhered to in the screen adaptation it isn't
likely that the attack will be renewed inasmuch as

inasliable
about
some
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Fine Performance By Star, But Story Shy On Interest.
George Beban in
"ONE MAN IN A MILLION"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
George Beban
AUTHOR
George Beban
SCENARIO BY
Dorothy Yost
CAMERAMAN
Ross Fisher
AS A WHOLE
Well made, but lack of interest in
theme detracts from characterization of Beban
STORY
terial

Doesn't make overly good screen ma-

DIRECTION
Generally good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Some blurred
CAMERAWORK
Good
STAR
Does his usual fine Italian character
SUPPORT

Helen Jerome Eddy is most noteworthy, all are adequate
EXTERIORS
Fine atmosphere for most scenes
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL

Confusing continuity in spots

CHARACTER OF STORY
hold an adopted orphan
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Italian's struggle to
5,900 feet

George Beban has made a sincere effort to do something with a thought on a little higher plane than the
general run of pictures, in this production which he
wrote and directed. His endeavor falls somewhat
short df its aim because the story lacks punch and is
only moderately interesting. Possibly this is due to
the highly improbable sequence of events, or to the
lack of suspense.
The general publicity resulting from Beban's personal tour with the picture, besides his reputation as
a character actor will get them in. The star gives his
well known Italian characterization with his usual
perfection, skilfully blending humor and pathos in a
manner that is certain to appeal. The direction is generally good.

Use Author's Name.

At the start Beban, as Lupino Delchimi, is working
behind the lunch counter of Gus Koppel. When a
starving cripple comes in to beg for food Koppel is
about to kick him out when Delchini interferes, buys
the man a meal and quits his job in disgust at his boss.
The supposed cripple turns out to be Clyde Hartley,
a Federal Officer, looking for evidence against Koppel
and his wife, who are conducting a school for pickpockets in their basement. The pupils in the school
are immigrant orphans adopted by the Koppels.
Hartley, appreciating the worth of the Italian who
lost his job in his cause, secures him the job of dogcatcher. Meantime, to the bureau where the little
orphans are sent for adoption come two little Belgians.
One is adopted by the Koppels, but he escapes that
night and is found by Delchini, who adopts him. As
time goes on the Italian's love for the boy becomes his
one passion.
Then there comes a widowed mother from Belgium,
seeking her child whom she has learned was sent to
America. Inquiries show that Mine Charlotte Maurveau's child is the one that Delchini has adopted.
When she starts to take the child away, Delchini
realizes what it will mean and his grief is extreme.
His appeal to the mother to stay only a litte while fin*
ally wins her consent and they are happy together until the time comes when the law compels the mother
to return to Belgium. Delchini then begs her to marry
him, so that he may not lose the child, and because of
all he has done, she consents, although in love with
Hartley.
When Delchini discovers the truth he gives her up
and then it develops that there had been a switch
made in identification tags when the orphans landed,
and the Belgian waif is his for all time. His joy is
made complete by the discovery that all the time he
was in love with his "private secretary," Flora Volcri/.i, and she with him.

Talk about Beban's Role.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There isn't a doubt but that your patrons are going
lo lie brought in by George Beban's name in connection with this picture. Mis reputation for lifelike and
thoroughl) enjoyable Italian characterizations on both
stage and screen i> established. Therefore the use of
his name is by far the most important feature in advertising this one. You can tell them his work possesthe same excellence of his previous efforts and

make points of both the humor and pathos of the part.
Talk about Beban's great appeal to the heart and the
general wholesomeness of the picture.
It will not be well to play this up as a great big
special, because it sums up as just about an average
picture, and it is that principally through the work
of the star.
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Title Promises Something Good But You Don't Get It
Eileen Percy in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

A

LAND OF JAZZ"
Fox
Jules D. Furthman
Barbara La Marr Deely
Jules Furthman
Walter Williams

WHOLE
Quite a disappointment;
title
promises something lively and entertaining but

this isn't
STORY
Almost

as

hopeless

as

some

of

the

"nuts" who participate in it
DIRECTION
Doesn't show much knowledge of
comedy value ; makes slapstick of most of it
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Clear

The direction, if there was any, isn't obvious. No
attempt has been made to get any real comedy out of
the situations. The players just seem to chase each
other from room to room with the cameraman probably chasing after them. This picture is bound to be
a disappointment because the title really promises
something "peppy." The only time the jazz enters
in is when some of the "nuts" (they always refer to
them as such in the titles, or as "cracked craniums"),
put a jazz record on the victrola and the "shimmy"
gets contagious, all the inmates, attendants and the
doctor himself, becoming afflicted with it.
Eileen Percy is supposedly the star of the picture

Average

but she won't want to brag about it. It's not what
she does, but what she hasn't got to do that won't
gain anything for her. Two old favorites, Herbert
Heyes and Ruth Stonehouse are in the supporting cast.

Certainly won't gain anything with a role
like this

Nina and Nancy are chums. Nina is to marry Captain somebody or other while Nancy is engaged to Dr.

SUPPORT
George
Fisher,
Ruth
Stonehouse
and Herbert Heyes and some harmless insane
people on the pay roll
EXTERIORS
All that are required
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Poor

Carruthers', who owns an island sanitarium where he

CAMERA
STAR

WORK

CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Girl becomes

in-

mate of sanitarium to try and win back chum's
sweetheart for her but wins him for herself
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
3,699 feet
Wherever

they say the possibilities of a feature pic-

ture in Barbara Le Marr Deely's story is a mystery.
This sort of material would go in a one or two reel
slap-tick offering but to try and pass it off at feature
length required considerable gumption to say the least.
There isn't a genuine laugh in the whole piece and
at the theater where it was seen, where they cater to
a transient crowd not supposed to be awfully particular, not even the titles (they tried hard to be funny),
got a laugh.

humors some harmlessly insane men. Nina's captain
is noted for his kisses with a "heavenly kick." The
doctor catches Nancy in the act of indulging in one
which, incidentally, is held much longer than the censor board allows.
The
to his
island
lands

doctor breaks the engagement and goes back
island. Nancy pleads with Nina to go to the
and win the doctor back for her (Nancy). Nina
on the island and is found by the doctor. She

pretends to be a bit "off" and the doctor takes her into
the sanitarium where she is cordially greeted by the
inmates.
Then for a couple of reels there's a lot of hokum,
chasing in and out of rooms and what not until Nancy
and a whole regiment of friends arrive and find Nina
in the doctor's bed. They refuse to understand and
eventually leave the place. Then the doctor learns
that Nina loves him and he loves her and so they
marry.

You Can Get Them In All Right, But They Won't Be Satisfied
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are short of a picture for your double feature
day you might consider this, otherwise "The Land of
Jazz" had better be forgotten for the good of all concerned. Those who do show it are bound to hand

Eileen Percy's name may attract but she won't gain
any laurels through her role in this. Catchlines

They'll expect

shouldn't be necessary if you really want to get them
in. Just use the title. It promises that which appeals
to a large majority of the present day audiences, so

a snappy, jazz atmosphere and what they'll get will
be a sanitarium atmosphere.
Quite a difference.

they will probably come in to see "The Land of Jazz"
without being coaxed and will go out the same way.

their audience a bi^disappointment.

GOLDWTN
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AN ALL STAR PRODUCTION

THE
"The Concert" is adapted from the original
play by Hermann Bahr.
Mr. Leo Ditrichstein's
dramatic version (produced by Belasco) rrn
ona year on Broadway.
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HERMANN

BAHR
Among

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER.

cert" are Raymond
players in "The ConHatton, Myrtle Stedman, Lewis S. Stone,
Mabel Julienne Scott
and Gertrude Astor.

Martinot, the great pianist, thought he
wanted a wife with fire, passion and temperament. What he really wanted was
someone to keep his hair cut, his chops well
done and his conceit unharmed. The story
of how he learned his lesson will make your
patrons ache with laughter.
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Gladys BrockwelPs Work Raises This Above Average.
Her work in the scene where she discovers her son in

Edgar Lewis presents
"THE SAGE HEN"
Pathe
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Edgar Lewis
Harry Solter
Not credited
Ben Bail

AS A WHOLE
Well made production with fine
Western atmosphere, and interest maintained
through careful direction
STORY
Compels interest and sympathy.
Characters slightly overdrawn
DIRECTION
Very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA

WORK
Satisfactory; at times unusually good
PLAYERS
Gladys Brockwell especially fine in
emotional work.
Whole cast adequate
EXTERIORS
Good westerns
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Nothing wrong
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Mother love, and the
struggle of a woman to regain her reputation,
in the early days of the West
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Through his own careful direction and an appealing,
emotional performance by Gladys Brockwell, Edgar
Lewis has made a picture that carries quite a punch
in its mother love theme and one that will leave most
audiences pleased. There isn't anything extraordinary
about the production, but the story is well told, well
acted and is of the type whose appeal is general.
A fine, realistic atmosphere has been obtained in all
scenes depicting the West .of 50 years ago, and the
exterior shots bring out some good scenes of western
country.
Gladys Brockwell edsily contributes the most to the
picture, with a performance that at times is excellent.

the person of the young lieutenant and other scenes
demanding emotional display, is really fine-. The balance of the cast, including Lillian Rich, and Wallace
MacDonald, are all well suited.
The story is of a woman with a mysterious past, who
lives alone with her baby in a small western town.
The gossiping women of the town have branded her
"The Sage Hen," a term given to impure women. The
women stone her out of town after she is accused of
shielding a murderer named Craney.
To save her child from Indians she ties it to her
horse's back, and sends it back to the town where it is
brought up by the Rudds.
Rescued from the Indians, Jane Croft mothers the
daughter of her rescuer, and when Stella Sanson
grows up she looks upon the Sage Hen as her own
mother.
A gold strike brings the world's adventurers to
Keno, where she now lives, and with them come
Craney and Grote. Jane sees Craney murder a man,
but when he recognizes her and threatens to expose
her past, she remains silent.
Lieutenant John Rudd is sent to keep order in Keno,
and he falls in love with Stella. When Jane meets
him she recognizes her own son but because of her
past, will not claim him.
Grote, who seems connected with Jane's early life,
plots with Craney to get control of her, and force her
to sanction Stella's marriage to Craney. When Stella
learns something of the situation, Jane tells her the
whole truth.
To hurt Jane and Stella, Craney and Grote plot
Lieut. Rudd's death. Jane discovers that Grote is her
husband whom she thought she had killed and when
he discovers that Rudd is his son he rushes to save
him from Craney. In the fight, Craney and Grote are
killed. Rudd learns the story of his brave mother, and
with Stella they are happily reunited.

Play Up "Heart Interest" And Thrills For This One.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The biggest thing to tell them about this, is that it
carries a beautiful theme of mother love. Play up the
great appeal of the character of the "Sage Hen" and
you can safely promise a splendid characterization by
Gladys Brackwell. Tell them that it is a woman's
single handed battle against the world for her child
and her good name. This is the biggest point to be
made, but you can also advertise a drama of the fron-

tier West, with thrills aplenty and the excitement of
the great gold rush brought out in a vivid manner.
The names of Gladys Brockwell, Wallace MacDonald and Lillian Rich mean something, and can be
used to advantage, particularly Miss Brockwell. The
mother love theme offers possibilities for a Mother's
Day, a tie-up with mothers' clubs, and other exploitation possibilities.

n
Cleveland's Two Leading Theatres
The Strand and The Metropolitan
Played it Neck and Neck Last Week
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Good Production And Attractive Atmosphere Cover Sex Appeal.
"THE. LURE

OF THE CROONING
Stoll Film— Pathe

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

WATER"
Arthur Rooke
Marion Hill

SCENARIO

BY

Guy Newall

CAMERAMAN

Joe Rosenthal, Jr.

AS

A WHOLE
Splendid
well directed ; ending a bit
STORY
Has rather strong
sincere in effort to point a

production and very
too prolonged
sex appeal but seems
moral

DIRECTION
Very good especially as to players and artistic side
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Good; some pretty effects

WORK

Well judged

PLAYERS

Ivy Duke and Guy Newall principals ;all real people in the cast
EXTERIORS
Some mighty pretty locations
INTERIORS
to detail
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Correct

especially

with

regard

Well taken care of
OF STORY

Famous

actress who

comes into home of hapyy rural family and falls
in love with the father of the household
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,765 feet
The fourth picture offered by the Stoll Film Corp.,
presents a somewhat different atmosphere from its
predecessors. "The Lure of Crooning Water" has to
do with the life of an actress and while it has a rather
potent sex appeal running through it, it's obvious that
those who had the making of the picture in hand have
made a sincere effort to point a moral and for this
reason it isn't likely that the picture will lose favor
because of the sex appeal.
The production itself is worth talking about. The
exterior locations are all very beautiful and there's a

real home atmosphere in the rural household and it's
Lure of Crooning
until "The
family — happy
happy
Water" and its natural charm caused a mutual lovebetween the father and the actress and killed the love,
of a good wife.
Ivy Duke as the actress handled the role very well
and displayed market ability in her emotional scenes.
Mary Dibley as the wife gives one of the most human
mother portrayals since Vera Gordon's "Humoresque."
There's just one fault to be found with the telling of
the story — they prolong the ending unnecessarily. At
the beginning of the sixth reel the husband, disillusioned, returns from the city wdiere he had gone in
search of the actress, and is received back into his
home with open arms by his wife. This was certainly
a satisfactory finish but they go on and have the
actress repent and come back into the household also
to be forgiven.
All right, of course, but unnecessary.
Georgette Verlaine is a stage favorite and Dr. John
Congdon besides being her physician 'is in love with
her and he persuades her to go away because the life
she is leading is wrecking her health. He selects a
pretty place called "Crooning Water," and Georgette
goes there to live with Horace Dornblazer, his wife
Rachel and their three kiddies. Just the fact that
there is one man who doesn't fall for her smiles causes
the actress to try and win the admiration of Horace.

She finally gets him where she wants him and then
goes away. Horace leaves his family and follows her
to the city, only to have her tell him she does not love
him, but the things he stood for — honor, fidelity, etc.
Georgette starts her gay life anew and Horace goes
back to his family and is forgiven. The actress soon
tires of her frivolous life, goes to "Crooning Water"
where she also is forgiven and then returns to marry
the doctor.

You Can Promise An Interest Maintained All Through.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Practically the same analysis as has been given the
three previous releases of Stoll Film can be offered
for "The Lure of Crooning Water" — first rate program picture. It would be well to make it known that
these are English-made productions for your patrons
should be interested in comparing the work of English and American producers and those offered so far
l>v this company promise interesting competition.
The title is an attractive one and could be used well

with catchlines as: "Ever been a victim of your surroundings? See an example of this in 'The Lure of
Crooning Waters.'" Or, "Look out for the moonlight and 'The Lure of Crooning Water.' It nearly
ruined one home." You can promise them a scenic
treat in the locations selected for the action. You
might feel obliged to mention the theme because of
its sex appeal, but it isn't likely to offend.
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Mighty Interesting Picture Full of Love and Romance
Albert A. Kaufman

presents

"NOT
GUILTY"
Asso. First Nat'l Pictures
Sidney A. Franklin

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
Adapted from "Parrot & Co.," by
Harold MacGrath
SCENARIO

BY

Not Credited

CAMERAMAN

Not Credited

AS A WHOLE

Excellent entertainment.

Typ-

ical "movie" stuff, but will be liked generally
STORY
Twin takes his brother's place when
latter is charged with murder, almost marries
brother's fiancee, but is blocked in the end
DIRECTION
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very fine
Good

CAMERA WORK
PLAYERS
Richard

Dick

Very satisfactory
satisfactory
in dual

role ; Sylvia Breamer very pretty and gives good
characterization
EXTERIORS

Some beautiful shots

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Well handled.

posures
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

average "fan" loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Satisfactory
Some fine double exThe kind that the
About 5,500 feet

Without any special boosting, "Not Guilty" has
come through as one of the Kaufman productions and
it is going to get over nicely. It has a sure fire story
for the average "fan" with love, romance and adventure finely woven together, and with some of the set-

Bank On Your Title.

tings in Borneo, which makes it just enough different
to add spice to the atmosphere.
Sidney Franklin has done a mighty good piece of
work. There are some fine double exposure sequences
in the early reels that are going to make your crowd
feel good, and there is a strong suspense and interest
held from the very beginning.

This isn't coming to you as a great big picture. But
it's fine entertainment, and your crowd is going to like
it a lot. And that's the answer, regardless of what is
said about it in advance. There isn't a star in the lot,
but the entire cast is well knit together and Franklin
has handled them splendidly.
The story tells of a twin who, in a row in a gambling house, thinks he has committed murder, and
leaves America to escape arrest. His brother eventually meets the fiancee of the brother who has left
the country and she thinks he, the twin, is his brother.
They resume the engagement, but she feels something"
is wrong, and subsequently leaves for the Orient, taking along the sister of her fiancee. In Borneo they
meet a recluse who goes by the name of Warrington,
but who, in reality, is the brother who fled from America. At first he denies his identity, but later breaks
down and tells his sister the truth, prevailing on her
not to give away his secret. But the gamblers whose
place was ruined after the murder in New York, also
turn up and try to have the hero arrested. There
is a mighty good fight staged at this point. The gamblers want hero arrested only so that they may steal
from him a lug diamond which he possesses. They
believe their confederates lie to them and are trying
to steal the diamond, and the chief gambler is killed
in a row. Before dying he confesses that he was the
murderer in the gambling house years before, and of
course the lovers come to a clinch.

It Has B. O. Value

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Lots of good stuff for you to talk about in this. Say
it is full of romance and adventure and this will get
them in. The rest will be easy. They are sure to like
it and you should do a mighty nice business with
this one.
Let your folks know

there is some Borneo atmo-

sphere in this, and they may like the idea of seeing
something new in backgrounds. Incidentally the director has sustained this atmosphere very well.

The chances are that none of the cast are any too
well known to your people, so you will be compelled
to concentrate on the production and the story. Go
strong on this end.
For catchlines something like this: "'Not Guilty!'
but it took years for him to learn it. 'Not Guilty'
of what? He believed himself a murderer. But he
wasn't.

See how it works out at the blank theater."
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Weak Comedy And Not Enough Of It For Five Reels.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran in

material in it to satisfy both stars and what there is

" A SHOCKING NIGHT"
Universal

of it would have made* a first rate two reeler but it had
to he a feature arid so there is an endless lot of padding and "in and out" stuff that threatens to make you
dizzy. Then too, each trick they take a whack at is
kept up so long that it loses whatever effect it may
have had at first.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

Lyons and Moran
Edgar Franklin
C. B. Hoadley
Alfred Gosden

A

WHOLE
Very
weak
comedy
offering;
mostly registers as nonsense ; players rush in
and out until it gets dizzy
STORY
Borders on bedroom farce but lacks real

situations to get it over
DIRECTION . . .
PHOTOGRAPHY

Very poor
Fair

LIGHTINGS
Not always clear
CAMERA WORK
Average
STARS
Not up to their best in this
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Little variety
Fair
OF

STORY

Young

husband

with "get rich quick" idea gets himself
and
friends into all sorts of mix-ups carrying out
one of his ideas
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,695 feet
With the showing of "A Shocking Night" comes the
announcement that Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran will
return to the short reel field and that this is their last
comedy feature. A wise move. This comedy duo are
ideally suited to the short reel comedy pictures but
when it comes to finding feature material to suit them
both and keep them coming- consistently good, they
have a job on their hands.
Their version of "La La Lucille" was probably the
best they turned out during their feature sojourn but
the last couple, including their final feature "A Shocking Night" fall way short of the average feature
comedy offering. And it's because there isn't enough

The story is along bedroom farce lines and it does
get a bit naughty through the titles but otherwise it
isn't even risque enough to cause any unusual sensation. Eddie Lyons has the more sensible role — if
you'd call it that — while Moran is the man with the
"get rich quick" idea.
William Harcourt ( Moran), is a young married man
with fine business ideas but lacks the capital to put
them into action. He hits upon a clever plan and interests a rich man from Montana in his scheme. Harcourt invites the man, Bradford, to his home hoping
to make a good impression with his servants, etc.
But in the meantime the servants strike for back pay
which Harcourt gives them and then tells them they're
"fired."
Harcourt's friend Richard Thayer (Lyons), and
his sweetheart arrive to have dinner with the Harcourts and they explain how they are without servants
and worse still a telegram comes announcing the arrival of Bradford. Harcourt and t his wife decide to
play servants in their home while Thayer and his
sweetheart pose as Mr. and Mrs. Harcourt. Bradford
makes himself very much at home but delays signing
the contract to finance Harcourt's scheme.
Bradford also causes much embarrassment

to

Thayer's sweetheart by remarking the absence of children in their home and then insisting that the couple
retire for the night. The remainder of the picture is
a session of in and out rooms, up and down stairs stuff
that keeps the players up all night and with the morning comes explanations.

Can Be Used Well Enough On A Double Feature Day.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is too weak to offer as a single feature so unless

If you think it advisable to play it up along the becl-

you can run a double feature day it wouldn't be well room farce lines you can talk about the situation in
to try to pass this off as your main piece of entertain- which the young girl and her sweetheart play man
ment.
Then again if Lyons and Moran have a strong and wife.
Stills of the girls in their silks and ribbons
following in your house you may be able to satisfy undoubtedly will attract a certain crowd.

Catchlines

their admirers but at that it can't keep them interested may attract but are liable to disappoint them when
all the time.
they get in.

/
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Some Short Reels
"Beyond The Trail"— Pathe
Type of production
2 weel western
This is one of the best short Western features seen in some
time. As a production, it is above the average picture of this
type, in elaborateness of setting, story material, and direction.
It starts right off with a jump, and the action never slackens
nor does (he interest lag. No ends are left hanging, as is frequent in such offerings and it possesses a finished and clean
cut appearance. The photography is unusually good all the
Way through with some excellent shots of western country.
Tom Santschi is the featured player and the picture is the first
of a series of these two-reelers which he is to make. He portrays the blacksmith of a Western town whose younger
brother is a "bad egg." The younger man is their mother's
favorite and when he falls into bad company and finally kills
a man, Santschi, for his mother's sake, takes the blame and
flies. Years later, still a fugitive, Santschi is crossing the desert
and rescues an Indian dying of thirst. With the grateful savage beside him, he comes suddenly to a settler's cabin where
he finds a beautiful girl, alone with a baby. Discovering that
the child's
is his brother,
Santschi
to search
for
him
in the father
town where
last he was
seen. leaves
Santschi
discovers
his erring brother in the gaudy dance hall, and when he attempts to force him to return to the girl, the villainous youth
draws his gun. The faithful Indian shoots through the window
and kills him. Later Santschi returns and finds happiness with
the little mother in the desert. Whether or not you have used
such pictures previously this one is worthy of consideration by
reason of its being a deal above the ordinary production.
Pathe Review No. 87
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Review No. 87 opens with a Hy Mayer Travelaugh "Such
is Life Behind the Scenes of the Circus." Then if you don't
know how to make a Jelly Roll you will after you see the next
subject on the review. The making of the cake is shown from
beginning to end and if you don't get hungry looking at it,
there's something wrong with you. Another short bit shows
the training of jumping horses at Westpoint. The Ditmar
animal pictures show some intimate close-ups of the reindeer
and elk. "A Wedding in Brittany" done in the Pathecolor
process is very pretty.
"The Happy Duffer"— Town & Country Films
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
Another number of the "Sport Pictorials" edited by Grantland Rice. The only fault with this one is that its appeal, in
all probability, will not be general enough to make it a highly
satisfactory offering. It is all about golf, and for any one who
has ever played, or knows anything whatever of the game, it
will contain a quantity of humor and interest. It is only a
question of whether a large or small percentage of your audience are acquainted with the game. Some good shots of
championship matches are shown, with views of such star
players as Evans, Ouimet, Ray, and Hagen performing with
driver, mashie, and on the putting green. Slow motion photography depicts the perfect form of each stroke in a manner that
will delight all golfers. The humor of the reel is furnished by
a game of golf between an old "duffer" and a professional.
The duffer shoots his ball into every place but the right one
and gets into continual difficulties. In better class houses
where some percentage of the audience appreciates the game
this reel should go well.
"Vamps And Scamps" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This Century comedy featurfe a group of rather attractive
bathing girls, and two comedians who work hard and get about
all the laughs possible out of the material. The stuff is of a
familiar brand, most of the gags having been used in other
beach comedies.
In fact the plot of the whole thing has been

the subject of another two-reeler already reviewed. A young
man goes to a sea-side hotel where the proprietor wagers him
a thousand dollars that he will fall in love with one of the girl
guests. Most of the balance of the picture is devoted to the
unsuccessful attempts of the girls to capture him. Several
good laughs are obtained in the last half by old time slaptick, which is put over fast and furiously. There are a couple
of new stunts about prohibition which are also good for laughs.
The piece as a whole will prove fairly amusing, unless you
have shown the Vanity Fair comedy with the same plot.

"Going Through The Rye"— Christie-Educational
Bobby Vernon is featured in this one, which, as its title suggests, is another prohibition comedy. Every angle of this stuff
has been about played out, with the result that only a small
portion of the footage is new and funny. There are several
good laughs, occasioned principally by the introduction of a
"rumhound," which aids the dry agents by howling whenever
there is any "hootch" in the neighborhood. Another bit that
produces a laugh is when Bobby gets saturated with a quart,
causing every one he meets to follow him. He is on his way
to his own wedding, and gets into serious difficulty with the
police through the treachery of his rival who gives him a
bottle of Haig and Haig, and then tells on him. The second
reel is fast, but as a whole it is only a moderately satisfactory
offering.
"Fire Bugs" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Harry Sweet, the blond haired young man with black eyebrows, is featured in this Century number, and while he puts
over some pretty good stuff, the real featured performer should
be a wonderfully trained bull dog. The animal will be sure
to get a lot of laughs and arouse admiration by his performance.
Sweet has quite an original style of comedy, and has a rather
more elaborately made production than the usual slapstick
offering. There is a lot of trick business with a hick fire department, when the heroine's home catches fire, and it is all
amusing. The dog plays the most important part in this portion, and as he rushes from place to place pulling strings with
his teeth, some new stunt develops with each pull, such as
automatically dumping the firemen down the poles and into
their clothes. The greater part of the action is new and fast
stuff, making this on the whole a very satisfactory offering.
"The Baby"— Fox-Sunshine
Type of production
2 reel comedy
The Sunshine series offers an unusually good two reeler in
this. There are many laughs obtained by clever manipulation
of old business, and there are a lot of new stunts which not only
produce laughs, but several real thrills. Most of the stuff after
the first half of the first reel is new and it has been more carefully done than is usual in such pictures. A series of tricks by
the two principal comedians, such as diving into the beach and
disappearing in an oozy looking mud puddle head first, are
pulled in a way that is highly amusing. It is all very fast and
the slapstick is used freely and effectively. The sub-titles are
particularly well done and add a lot to the fun. A thrill is
provided by an airplane rescue of a tiny girl from a sinking
house boat. It is the kind of comedy that is bound to amuse
almost any audience, and in booking it you will be assured of
a good offering.
Harry Williams directed.
"The North Woods"— Fox
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
This one is a novelty in "Mutt and Jeff" cartoons and this
fact makes it much more amusing than the average of these
reels. It opens up with Bud Fisher drawing the two characters,
who immediately take life. In his haste to finish Fisher has

Short Reels
left Mutt without a hand and Jeff without a leg. They protest
but Bud has gone, so Mutt takes his own fountain pen and
draws his own hand. Jeff then begs for a foot, and Mutt
draws him a series of terrible ones, none off which suit Jeff,
but are quiet acceptable to the audience. They then draw their
own background for their act, and get in hot water when Jeff
draws a vicious bear. The idea makes for good amusement,
and there are more laughs in the reel than in any similar one
seen recently.
"Leading A Dog's Life" — Town
Type of production

& &Country Films
1 reel pictorial

One of the series of "Sport Pictorials" edited by Grantland
Rice, the well known sport writer. As its name implies, this
one is a study in dogs, and includes a lot of shots that are interesting because they are unusual. Some of the "huskies" or
sledge dogs of Alaska are shown first. They are photographed
first in summer in the northern woods. This part contains
some very pre'.ty shots taken from a barge floating down a
northern river. The winter shots show the dogs at work in
the heavy snow. Next come several fine views of bird dogs
pointing their prey. The marvelous training of the animals is
well brought out and furnishes an interesting bit. The balance
of the reel shows the training of police dogs, from the time
they are very young pups. The dogs are put through their
paces, jumping high walls and hedges, and with a combination
of slow and rapid photography their skill becomes very apparent. This is the best part of a reel which should make a
1 ighlv satisfactory offering because of its difference from the
general run of single reelers.

"Blondes" — Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is one of the Vanity series, partially of the bathing girl
variety, but having a somewhat novel situation as the basis of
its fun. While there aren't many laughs in the number, this
difference from the ordinary bathing girl type makes it fairly
amusing. It's about a young man whose sweetie insists that
he have his fortune told. Listening outside the tent, she hears
the fortune teller say that a blond will be his ruin and as she
herself is a brunette she immediately is on her guard. Then
come a lot of meetings with blond beauties on the beach with
much trouble for the sweethearts. Finally she buys a blond
wig and vamps the boy herself and it all ends right. The
girls aren't anything to rave over but the comedian and the
leading lady succeed in getting a fair amount of humor out of
the stuff. It is a fair reel. Scott Sidney directed.

someMack
mixup,
friendstandard,
cop landsandtheit real
It isn't
up toit
the
Sennett
will robber.
not be well
to play
up too strongly on the strength of his.name.

"Bordeaux To Lourdes" — Paramount — Burton Holmes
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
The reel starts off with several shots of the city of Bordeaux,
France. The big bridge across the Garonne River, a view of
the main streets, and some of the columns and gates of the
city are among the views. Next are some fine shots taken in
Pau, showing a fox hunt, with a wonderful pack of hounds, and
some beautiful displays of horsemanship. This portion is
highly entertaining, and forms the best part of the picture.
From Pau, a one hour jump is made to the city of Lourdes,
famed as a shrine of pilgrims, who have been healed by its
miraculous water. The shrine is shown, and several views of
the church and the pilgrims' grotto, where the cures are effected.
The views are interesting, but have been shown several times
before in news reels and others. The whole thing has been
well photographed, and forms a travel picture of more than
average merit.
"Astray From The Steerage" — Sennett-Paramount
Type of production
2 reel comedy
A new idea and a lot of new business makes this Mack
Sennett number a first rate comedy. Louise Fazenda, Billy
Bevan, and Eddie Cribben are in the cast and they all put over
a bunch of stuff that will get the laughs. The first reel shows
an imigrant family landing in America, along with one of the
country's leading whiskey smugglers. There is some particularly funny business when the immigrant undergoes a physical
examination, with some hitherto unheard of tests introduced,
and some really funny burlesque of a regulation examination.
There are numerous good laughs in this part, and all of it is
amusing. The smuggler has hidden his whiskey in the immigrant's grip and follows the family to their new home. Complications develope when he tries to get the hootch back.
There is a lot of fast slapstick-old stuff — but well done. You
can safely tell them that you have a typical Mack Sennett
comedy if you run this. A satisfactory offering.
"Double Adventure"— Pathe
Type of production
Serial
Pathe's latest serial features Charles Hutchinson, with Josie
Sedgwick,
played
with Jack
Dempsey
in "Daredevil
in
support.who
Other
members
of the
cast having
important Jack,"
parts

"A Barefoot Boy" — Post-Nature Picture
Type of production
1 reel scenic
To look at this latest Post Nature picture on a bleak January
clay makes one long for the good "old summer time." It's just
what the title says — a barefoot boy, and his little dog. Together they roam the fields and scout the brooks for a stray
"bite." A clever little pup and a towsled head lad are the
players while some pretty shots of meadows and streams form
the backgrounds. The photography is excellent and the reel a
fine short subject as a whole.

are
Carl Stockdale, S. E. Jennings, Louis D'Or, and Ruth
Langston.
Jack Cunningham has conceived a truly original story with
its action admirably suited to the serial picture, and one which
permits ample opportunity for Hutchinson to display his stunts.
The production was made at the Robert Brunton studios, and
has been done on quite an extravagent scale, with more of an
eye to detail than is ordinarily found in such pictures.
The first reel starts off with Hutchinson performing several
real thrillers and in the episodes reviewed, suspence has been
maintained in a manner that certainly ought to bring them
back for more. Everybody in the cast gives a good account
of himself and the picture looks like a sure bet in the serial
line.

"Officer Cupid" — Sennett-Paramount
Type of production
2 reel comedy
The only well known name in the cast of this Mack Sennett
offering is Eddie Cribben, and while he puts over his stuff as
well as he can, the material isn't the kind that makes for
laughs. It depends on situations almost entirely for the many
comedy and there isn't anything particularly new or funny about
most of these. The little kid with the bulldog and monkey who
have been seen in other Sennett numbers, are in this one and
they produce some mild amusement. The thing runs too
slowly through all but a small bit and the situations are mostly
ordinary .stuff. The story is about a park policeman and his
chief who fall in love with the same girl. The cop hires a
friend to play burglar and he captures the thief in the girl's
home. The girl's father turns in an alarm and the chief answers. Meantime a real burglar robs the family safe and after

Hutchinson is seen in dual role of Bob Cross, newspaper
reporter, and Dick Biddle, son of a multi-millionaire. The
story opens with Cross on the trail of "Painter Paul," a criminal artist. Bob discovers Paul in the act of drugging Martha
Steadman, niece of millionaire Biddle. Jumping through the
skylight from the next house, Cross prevents more dirty work,
and Paul flees, persued by Bob. Martha disappears during the
struggle, and Bob later goes to the Biddle home to solve the
mystery.
There he finds old Mr. Biddle murdered, and Jules Fernol.
the murderer who has killed Biddle because too much was
known of his (Fernol's) crooked work, enters the room and
accuses Bob of the murder. Cross secretly establishes his
identity and is allowed to break jail.
Meanwhile the real Dick Biddle is plotting a revolution in a
small South American republic.
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Herald "A?
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE DEVIL TO PAY
(PATHE)
Melodrama and mystery well proportioned make this an exciting
and absorbing feature. Unexpected turns and twists keep the
suspense keen until the unexpected revelation of the method
of the murder that is the feature's,
nucleus. Swift-moving, aptly
titled and well photographed. A
Brunton production.

Moving Picture World'*/*
"The Devil to Pay"

Engrossing Mystery
Story Developed
in
Six-Part Brunton Subject, Released
by Pat he
Reviewed by Robert C- McElravy
One of the best mystery stories shown
in some time has been developed in "The
Devil to Pay," a Robert Brunton production, adapted from a novel by Frances
Nimmo Greene. It loses not a moment in
swinging into action, riveting the attention
by a suggested hanging, with the wife
waiting outside the prison for the body of
her husband when the law has taken its
course. Slowly the mystery surrounding
the hanging, and the possible connection
of one of the town's big bankers with the
original crime, is brought into play. It is
one of those stories which begin in the
midst of tense situation and skilfully
weaves backward and forward from the
starting point until the mystery is finally
solved. It has been expertly put together
and reflects credit on all concerned.
The cast is finely balanced, with RoyStewart as the calm, self-reliant prosecuting attorney; Robert McKim as the suspected banker, and Fritzi Brunette in one
of the best roles she has had. The supporting cast is made up of experienced
players, and the result is like the smooth,
even performance of a competent stock
company.
The scenes are laid in and about a
prison, in a fine private home, in a restaurant and in a court room. The trial scenes
have been carefully staged. The production is a fascinating one of its kind.

Sunday, December 5, 1920

Mystery Drama With Well Sustained Suspense and Good Production
•THE DEVIL TO PAY"
Roberjt Brunton Prod. — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Frances Nimmo Greene
SCENARIO BY
Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Arthur L. Todd
AS A WHOLE
A real "fan" type of picture with
good
mystery
element and suspense well
sustained
STORY j
Some of its "intrikut" business not
plausible but this doesn't matter; it plays its
part just the same
DIRECTION. .....Develops
his material toward
good climax; brings things to rather hurried
conclusion
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
? . . Satisfactory
PLAYERS
Robert McKim,
Roy Stewart and
Frtzi Brunnette handle most important roles
well ; others all very good
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mystery drama in
which girl's fiance is proven crook while the
girl believes htm innocent
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION .... About 5,800 feet

to perhaps an abrupt conclusion and not altogether
comprehensive solution. Nevertheless it suffices to
bring the mystery to a solution even if they use the
rather old-fashioned method of having the villain
shoot himself.
The cast is a good one, each player being well suited
to his respective part. Besides those mentioned
Evelyn Selbie, George Fisher and others handles
smaller roles adequately. The opening scenes are
effective from a photographic standpoint. The scene
is that of a gallows on which a hanging is taking
place. The actual gallows is not seen, however.
Merely the shadow is shown. This is rather a gruesome opening for a picture but it was probably intended for purposes of emphasis which certainly
register.
Brent Warren, leading banker and politicion, commits a felony for which he sends George Roan to
death. In some way, never explained to the spectator, Roan is brought back to life and from time to
time Warren is haunted by the voice of Roan, usually
over the telephone.
Cullen Grant, district attorney and former suitor
of Dare Keeling, a wealthy girl now in love with
Warren, secures evidence against Warren and orders
his arrest. Dare maintains her confidence in War-

After watching Roy Stewart hounding Robert McKim until he proves him a crook in both "The Money
Changers" and "The Devil to Pay" folks will begin
to know just what kind of a story to expect when
they see the two names announced in connection with

ren but Grant's further suspicion against Warren is
aroused when Dare begs Warren to give her some of
her money for which he is her trustee. Grant suspects
that the money is for -Warren.
Dare's brother Larry is against Warren but at the
same time wants to preserve his sister's happiness.
Larry becomes secretary to Warren and discovers

a picture. There is a similarity "in these two productions but where "The Money Changers" had it in
action, "The Devil to Pay" has it in mystery.
The director has developed the plot coherently, yet
the suspense is well sustained and the interest maintained until the end at which tirne things are brought

papers which prove Warren's guilt. At the trial Warren is confident of a favorable verdict until Grant announces another witness. It is Jcoan, the supposedly
dead man, who proves that Warren forced him to kill
the man. Warren cheats the law by shooting himself as he attempts to get away.

Play Up Title and Type of Story With Lines that Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The Devil to Pay" is a typical "movie fan" type
of story And as such should prove a good box office
bet. It has well maintained suspense and should be
played up from the mystery standpoint. Announce it
as a story of a man who was hanged but later came
back to testify against the man who sent him to the
gallows.
The title has drawing

power

and

can be used

effectively with catchlines. Mention the names of
Roy Stewart and Robert McKim and recall their
joint work in "The Money Changers" if you happen
to have played it and say that "The Devil to Pay"
contains as much mystery as "The Money Changers"
contained action. Use the line: "You can't'get away
with it if jou have 'The Devil to Pay.' He'll get you
sooner or later.' "

i A
w

Robert Brunton Product

"The Devil to Pay"

'

A Robert Brunton Production in Six Parts. DisbyPathe.
by E. C. "Warde.
THE Directed
CAST.
Running tributed
Time,
Seventy
Minutes.
Callon Oreut
Brent Wirrnn
... D»r* Keeling
Larry aTeeunj
Krt. Bo an
Oeorrc
Boan
Die* Boas
Dr. Jsrni*en
DeteolWe
Potter

•

*07 Btewert
Hob-irt McKim
Fritzi Brunette
Boons Fisher
Evelyn Selbie
Joseph J. Dowllnj
Hlchard
Upu
*«k
Feoton
William Merlon

BTVOFSU.
Brent Warren, e power in tbe financial end political clrolei of Hampton. tends
Been, hie employee end eaootnplioe In crime, to the raJlowt. A surgeon brian
Keen back to life. Meanwhile Collen Grant, the district attorney and ei- nance
of
Warren'i
wife,
evidence
banker
and
briruri
him topromised
trial. The
girlfalne
asks criminal
Grant, her
truitae.agalnat
for hertbe
money
to help
Warren,

hot the D. A. refusal. Be

Warren,

and

uses Boan

■■ bij etar witness, oonrlcta

wins the tiri.

A mystery melodrama with a unique twist in the plot which
not will
only baffle
lifts the
the audience
picture out
of the
of crook
but
to the
end.usual'
The run
letters
and thestories
mysterious telephone voice are excellent touches in keeping up the
suspense
and title
have suggestive
been skilfully
handled.
"Thea wide
Devilvariety
to Pay"
is a splendid
enough
to attract
of
people, and the popular type of this- picture will entertain any
audience.
Cast— All star. The work of Roy Stewart, Fritzi Brunette and
Robert McKim is very true to life. Joseph J. Dowling and
Evelyn Selbie do wonderfut bits of characterization and George
Fisher is a very boyish and earnest brother.
Points of Appeal — Has interest, suspense, mystery mingled
with romance and the novel idea of resuscitating the dead man
and using him in the climax.
Photography and Lighting — Of the best throughout. The
scenes of the mysterious stranger especially well done.

Motion
"THE

Picture News %
DEVIL TO PAY"
(Brunton-Pathe)

Strong Mystery Story Carries Interest

1 \HE

DEVIL TO PAY ■ is one of the best mystery drama, produced upon the screen in a long time. It has about everything
necessary to excite, thrill and keep an audience pitched in a
high key throughout, for the reason that its plot is unique and abounds in
action from the time the opening scenes are thrown upon the screen 1o
the last foot of film projected.
the author,
Although credit must be given lo Frances Nimmo Greene,
the story, withholding the suspense 16
she has writtened.
for the clever waylook
_ . A
,
over
a remarkable degree until the finish, the director and cast should not be

This happy combination haB grasped situation after situation, and painted
them in most natural colors. In fact, at times it looked as though the
actors had been playing their roles for some time before the scenes were
Tbi production iB well mounted, Ernest C. Warde, tbe director, inking
particular care in the selection of his exteriors.
as to whether a man can be
on the unique idea
The theme is based
ies.
orit
,
auth
resuscitated after being officially bung and pronounced dead by state
As the story unfolds it discloses the ii e of a leading banker and political
dictator of a small town who commitB a crime and causes another to be
sent to the gallows to cover up his guilt.
After his execution the man is resuscitated and like a ghost haunts his
betrayer until the latter shoots himself. The climax is reached in a courtroom scene wbich is highly dramatic.
The cast, which is particularly strong, includes Robert McKim, Roy
Stewart, Fritzi Brunette and George Fisher.— Length, 6 reels.— Prank
Leonard.

Q^DEVIL TO PAY
From the nL-velby Frances Nimmo Greene
directed by
ERNEST C. WARDE
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Have Censor Cure

Busch With Strauss

So National Board of Review Thinks
— Wants Funds for Special
Matinees for Minors

Former Head of Republic Dist. Wit!
Artists' Company — To Road
Show
First Film
Briton N. Busch, who som
months ago disposed of his holding
in Republic Distributing Corp., i
now vice-president of the •Malcol
Strauss Pictures Corp., which wa
formed last year in Delaware with
capitalization of $3,000,000.
When the company was first form
ed, a distributing contract was heli
with Republic, but since that tim
the latter company has been merge
with the Selznick Enterprises and th
Strauss pictures will be distribute
elsewhere.

The National Board of Reviewthinks that it has a sure cure for censors, wherever they may be. It is
to secure funds with which to try
out the idea that a special benefit
performance will be given at Carnegie Hall on Friday evening.
Board
officials think that if special performances be given for children all over the country, the basic
cause for the need of censors in va>rious communities will have been removed. The board at present states
,it has 140 sub-committees
scattered
'all
over
the
nation
who
are
toward this end.
The move working
would
i not mean any financial loss to exhibitors inasmuch as the special showings would be conducted in the reglular theaters, only at special times
and with special
films, particularly
adaptable
for juvenile consumption
on the program.
If various types of
productions
were
segregated
and
those found suitable for adults only
kept away from children, the Board
of Review holds that welfare organizations and social betterment societies would not find need for censor
boards.
The board plans to issue
Specially compiled
lists of such picTo marry Blair Cornwall, Nance Abbott realizes she must give up wealth
tures.
(Continued on Page 2)
and position. Is it worth the sacrifice? Heavy-handed Fate makes the
decision for her in "Lying Lips," Thomas H. Ince's greatest work, his
production — Advt.
Producers'
second Associated
Clozenberg Sails for Home
Arthur Clozenberg, managing di;rector of the Film Booking Offices,
Ltd., of England, left for home Saturday on the SS. Kaiserin Auguste
^Victoria. He has been here for several weeks conferring with Carl
Laemmle and other Universal offiWith First National. And others. Including- some sales
krials.

'Long the BoulMicH

Chester Leaves Wednesday
C. L. Chester leaves for California
[on Wednesday.
Has been, here for
about 10 days.

Exhibito rs — No tice
Beginning tomorrow, WID'S
DAILY will publish every day
the official A. M. P. A. Bulletin, recording the activities of
the motion picture industry in
behalf of the European Relief
Drive, in cooperation with Herbert Hoover.
Watch for it— and put your
shoulder to the wheel to help
the starving babies of Europe.

managers. Plus some exhibitors. First' National showing the
"Big 5." Or almost. The Walsh picture failed to arrive. Laboratory trouble. But the rest did. Chaplin's "The Kid" a knockout. "Passion" a clean-up. "Man — Woman — Marriage" big
spectacle. And the others. Fxhibitors happy. At last big pictures. Lot of 'em. In a row. Say they'll get a lot of money.
But sales managers of other companies.
Another story. Aronson, Goldwyn ; Kent, Famous Players. Lichtman, who once was.
And others not so important. Big pictures? O-h, y-e-s. Doing
a hesitation. Not so awflly big. Not such-a-much. Get some
money? Y-e-s. Slowly. Andante profundo. Bashful like. You
know. But, oh, boy, how they'd love to have 'em. Taken by
■pind large. As a block. One of greatest series ever shown. This
country.
Or anywhere.
By one company.
, A TRIBUTE
TO
All of which was a tribute to JD.
behind
the idea.
,

That's (Continued
all he had.
on

And4)
Page

JD
Yep; Williams.
a desk.

Man

And some ink.

The first picture is tentatively cal
led "Mary Magdalen."
This will be
road showed.
Mr. Strauss stated on
Saturday that plans had not been defi-j
nitely completed for a regular outpu
of pictures yearly and for that rea
son he could not state just how man
a year his organization would make
or how they would be distributed.
company
45c*
4thThe
Ave.,
where has
Frankquarters
Presbryat Co
Inc., well known advertising agencj
is located. The Presbry Co., is fin
Corp.
ancially interested in the Strauss

Clark Coming:
The Eve Unsell Photoplay Staff re
ceived word on Saturday that Georg<
Clark, who has been making his owl
productions in England for releast
through Stoll Film, will arrive in New
Yorkcountry.
shortly to make his pictures it
this
Clark is perhaps best known for hi;
work in "Squandered Lives," releasee
in this country recently by the Amer
ican Stoll unit. He will make his tern
porary offices.
headquarters with the Ev<
Unsell

Confab on Coast
The franchise
holders of
Fed '
erated
Film Exchanges
of the
Americ;i
will hold a convention in Los Angel
les beginning Feb. 7 and lasting foil
a week or 10 days.
In all probability it will be held a|
the Alexandria, although that has no j
been definitely decided upon as yet
A special car will be attached to onil
of the trans-continental trains leav[
ing Chicago on Feb. 4 for the coast
Matters
pertaining
to addition?
product will be discussed as well a:|
affairs of genreal interest
to th«|
members.
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S. & E. have sold "It Might Happen to You" to Maurice Less Attractions, Terre Haute, Ind., for Indiana.
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MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
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Quotations

•(Juotations by H. Content & Co.
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DIRECTORY

CHRISTIE

Famous
Players
. . S7l/2
54
54
Famous Players Pref'd . . Not quoted
*Goldwvn
AJA
S]/2
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
10<s
17
\b%,
Triangle
7/16
7/16
7/16
• voria Film
Not quoted

to WID'S

Italy

Rome. Italy — The Sindicato Internazionale Ciuematografico has been
formed here with a capital of 5,000,000 lire. The company will act as
a distributor only and is said to have
made arrangements with the following producers: Novissima, Tespi;
Berniai, Nova. Filmgraf and Fert.'
Mario Corscia is director general.

Price 5 Cents
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Bid. Asked. Sale

January 17, 1921

TITLES

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant
561:
AUGUST

Storey

Bryant 5612

ART

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC..
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 679<

COMEDIES

He was a good mother to the hero but "Nobody's
Wife" — . That's
Eddie Barry in the title role of the new
Christie
Special,
released
through
Educational
Film
Exchanges — Advt.
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West

47th

SCHOMBURG
Art Titles
St.
New
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(Continued from Page 1)

Screen
Supplement"
ENGRAVERS
is "Shadowland
the title of a new
single
reel to be
The special benefit performance to released every two weeks by A. D. THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC
be held on Friday has been arranged V. Storey, formerly with C. B. C. Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotype
325 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 862
with Associated First National, who Film Sales Corp.
ENLARGING
AND
COPYING
will
show "Passion"
and time
"The inKid,"
It will consist of "shots" of artists
the latter
for the first
the
at
home and will have the cooperaW.
J. MORAT
East. After the showing the Chaplin
Grainless Enlargements
M. P. Film
tion of "Shadowland" and the other 302 E. 33rd St.
film will be taken off to await his
Phone Vand. 736
regular showing at the Strand. S. two Brewster publications, "Motion
FILM
CLEARING
"Classic."
L. Rothafel is cooperating in arrang- Picture
AnethaMagazine"
Getwell, and
winner
of the
JAWITZ
PICTURES
ing the rest of the program.
Fame and Fortune Contest of the

Theater for Kiddies
What, it is said, will be the first
theater devoted exclusively to children is planned in the home of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children, which will be built at
104th to 105th Sts. and 5th Ave. The
money for the structure comes from
a $4,000,000 gift which Mr. and Mrs.
August Heckscher have donated to
the S. P. C. C.

Brewster publications, will be featured in a series of two reelers, detective stories.
These releases will be offered on
states rights market. Offices have
been opened at Suite 226, 17 W. 42nd
Nichols

Adding

to Chain

Vancouver, B. C. — The Columbia
Amusement Co., Ltd., the Nichols
chain of theaters, is growing. The
Majestic, in Winnipeg, is the latest
addition.

729 7th
Ave.
Bryant— Film
9444 Cl'r'n
& Import
— Export
State Right

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads.
3443-

FILM
CLAREMONT
Parkway
430 HClaremont
I Strevckmans.

LABORATORIE
Tel. Tremont
Manager 376
General

LABORATORIES
KESSEL
NICHOLAS
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee 22

PRINTERS
BARNES
Motion

PRINTING
CO.
Picture Specialists

Phone Gramercv «
36 East 22d St.
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 201

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St .NY Phone Cneisea 8388

STUDIOS

To Represent Hodkinson
A few points where we want Hodkinson First
Run representation we have openings for exceptional film men, now employed, who are
keen enough students of conditions to realize that our
selective system offers the best opportunities for advancement and that the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation will emerge thru the period of readjustment as
a leader in the industry. If you feel confident to
carry the Hodkinson Idea to the big exhibitors of
the country, write or wire to 527 Fifth Avenue, New
York, and we will treat your application in confidence.

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem
71!
Studio — 361 W
'25th
Mom
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Producer
larks Davis has resigned as
of publicity and advertising
ow Film, to become secretary
Salient Films, Inc., a New
Dtnpany formed recently. The
v will make five reelers, about
ar and will work in the east,
.ition will be via the state
riarket. Offices have been
at S22-5th Ave., and those in[ in the proposition are Max
m, president; F. C. Goosman,
■sklent; Frank W. Weeks.
iv and J. Charles Davis, see-

On Broadway

New

To Fight Blue Laws
Sunday Rights Association is
ne of an organization formed
Hotel Biltmore last week to
oposed blue law legislation.
in Vogel, former assistant
;r of the United States was
chairman of the organization,
yal S. Copeland, City Health
ssioner, vice chairman and V.
t, secretary.
Theater
Special

for

Washington

to WID'S

*
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lington— A $1,000,000 theater
started shortly on the east
Connecticut Ave. between L
; Sales Sts.
The house will
iced and supported by a group
chants
business es'tabts are whose
on Connecticut
Ave.,
that purpose the Connecticut
ss'n has been formed.

Buys Reissues

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — Priscilla Dean
in "Outside the Law."
Criterion — "The Inside of the Cup."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Loew's New York — Today- — William
S. Hart in "The Testing Block."
Tuesday — H. B. Warner in ""When
We Were Twenty-One."
Wednesday — "The
Truant
Hus-

A new company, the Picture Art
Sales Corp., with offices at 1600
Broadway, will handle a number of
Universal reissues which have been

Not So, Says Brandt
Rumors have reached Joe Brandt
that several persons have been busy
soliciting payments from actors, directors and publicity men for the insertion of scenes of stars in Screen
Snapshots, produced by Jack Cohn
and Lewis Lewyh and released
through C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Brandt has instructed bis attorneys, Keppler and Hochman, to institute an investigation to ascertain
who these people are and prosecute
New Projector Company

purchased from the producing company. The deal includes a number
of features made and released in
1915, 1916. 1917 and 1918 and a series of 10 two reel comedies featuring Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
The company is a New York corThursday — Hobart Bosworth in "A
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
poration, capitalized at $10,000. It
Thousand
to One."
band."
Dover, Del. — The Rotarv Projecwill
sell
state
rights
on
the.
pictures,
Friday — Buck
Jones
in "Two
tor Corp. has beer, formed here. The
Moons."
"The
Hearts
of Tri- kU6 the Canadian and foreign rights.
It has GO productions available, some company i.s a $1,000,000 one and its
incorporators are Joseph Kenna. Jr..
Saturday — Jewel Carmen
in "The of them as follows :
umph."
G. Murphy and Albert E.
"Campbells are Coming," "The Woli and Thomas
Silver Lining."
Hineman, of Chicago.
His Mate," "Fast Cofflpflrfar," "The Fighting
Sunday— "Midsummer Madness."
Grin," "Bringing Home Father," "Anything
Rialto — Constance Binuey in "Some- Once," "The Rough Lover," "The Honor
New Arrow Unit Formed
of Mary Blake," "Broken Fellers," "The
thing Different."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Narrow Path," "The Double Standard,"
Albany,
N. Y. — Arrow Exchanges.
Rivoli — "Paying the Piper."
"Hell's Crater." "Hands Down." "John
Strand — George
Arliss
in "The Ermine of Yellowstone," "College Orphan," Inc., of New York was incorporated
"The Flower of Doom," "The Hero of the here late last week with a capitalizaHour," "Fighting for Love," "From Broadtion of $50,000. The incorporators
Rivoli —l.""Paying the Piper"
way to a Throne," "Mr, Dolan of New
Dendvi
"The Terror," "The Bronze Bride," are W. Ray Johnston, E. R. ChamStra — George Arliss in "The Devil" York,"
pion and H. G. Davis.
"The Gates of Doom," "The Nature of
Man." "The Birth of Patriotism," "Fear
Next Week
Not:" "Fighting Mad," "49— '17," "The
This is the company which will opGirl and the Crisis," "The Spotted Lily,"
erate the New York exchange of EmBroadhurst— "Over the Hill."
and "The Whirlpool of Destiny."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
pire State Film, as noted in Saturday's issue.
Criterion — "The Inside of the Cup."
Arrive from Coast
44th St.— "Way Down East."
June Mathis arrived from the coast
Rialto — Roscoe
Arbuckle
in "BrewSpringfield. 111.— Mrs. E. M. Drier
last night. Rex Ingram, the director has sold the Empress theater to a
ster's Millions."
Rivoli — "Forbidden Fruit."
of "The Four Horsemen of the Apoc- local syndicate for a consideration
Strand — Constance
Talmadge
in
alypse," also came on with the nega- said to be $15,000.
tive of the picture.
"Mama's
Affair."

Looking for Big Pictures?
IN the next six months Famous Players-Lasky will release FORTY-NINE of them.
Big in star, author,
and director material, big in box-office value.
The Paramount Pictures released in the six months now ending justified everything that was said in advance about them.
Never before were so many out of the ordinary money-makers released
Main
y such a space
of time by any company.
And if you look at the listings for the next six months you'll see that the big ones you've already had were
only an appetizer.
Here's a start:

March

Hugh
Ford's
CALL OF
Thomas

Mtighan

FAITH

William DeMille's production of Sir J. M.
Earrie's "WHAT
EVERY WOMAN

Thcmas

British
production,
YOUTH."

"THE

Roscoe
("Fatty") Arbuckle in "THE
KNOWS."
DOLLAR
A YEAR
MAN."
Co:m-politan production, "BURIED
TREASURE.'
with Marion
Davies.
Sir J. M. Barrie's "SENTIMENTAL
TOMMY," a John S. Robertson production.

Cosmopolitan LENT production,
"PROXIES."
MEN."
George
Melforc"s
production
of a Sirwith
Gilbert
Parker
story of
the Northwest,
an
sll-^t3r
o*mt

in "THE

EASY

ROAD."

Cosmopolitan
production,
"STRAIGHT
THE
WAY."
William S. Hart in "O'MALLEY
OF
MOUNTED,"
Hart production.
Rohert
Z.
GILDED

April

"THE

George Melford's production,
HEALER."

Leonard's
LILY,"

IS
THE

production,
"THE
with Mae
Murray.

Dorothy Dalton
in "THE
TEASER."
Thomas
H.
Ince-Vance
Special.
"BEAU
REVEL,"
with Florence
Vidor.

William D. Taylor's production, "THE
WITCHING HOUR," with Elliott Dexter.
Douglas MacLean in "THE
HOME
STRETCH,"
Thos. H. Ince production.
Wallace
Reid inAyres.
"THE LOVE SPECIAL,"
with Agnes
Hugh Ford's British production, "THE
GREAT
DAY," with Arthur
Bourchier.

Meighan in "THE

William
S. Hart in "THE
Hart production.

CORPORATION
CICIL B DE MILLE L

tjffij

OF

SI-

WHISTLE,"

Sidney Chaplin in "KING QUEEN
ER " Chaplin production.

JOK-

Dorothy Gish in "OH JO!"
Lcis W b-r's production, "WHAT'S
WOPTH
WHILE."
Gloria
Swanson
in "THE GREAT MOMENT," by Elinor Glyn.
Elsie Ferguson in "SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE," William D. Taylor's production of Arnold
Bennett's play.

(paramount (pictures
FAMOUS
AOOLPM ZUKOR AnPLAYERS-LASKY
JESSE L.LASKY K

CITY

a!i^DAILY
'Long the Boul Mich '
(Continued

from

Page

1)

And Bill Yearsley. Then the idea sprouted. Some three years
ago. What's the result? Take a looksee. Flock of big exhibitors. Putting up their kale. Got some millions in First National. Put another one in last week. Like to do it. Couldn't
help it when they saw what they saw. Been just as easy to take
more. You never saw such pep. All "hopped up" with what
they were going to show. Take Moe Mark. Strand, New York.
Conservative. Careful operator. Says Holubar's "Man — Woman— Marriage" will run six months. On Broadway. Greatest
picture ever made. Not the only one. Sam Katz thinking ut
putting it on in Chi for indefinite run in Orchestra Hall. Has
2,600 seats. Swagger place. Concerts and such. Usually for
high brows. But Katz says nothin's too good for it. Twenty
six of 'em. All thinking alike. Great tribute. To JD. And
Schwalbe.
For selling the idea so strong.
CHANGING

MINDS

AND

"AL"

Somebody changed their mind. ( )ver at Famous. So "Al"
Lichtman's possible deal went wrong. Which also makes Felix
Feist unhappy. For a moment. Or two. Lichtman won'f "talk.
Left the Boul' Mich' thoughtful. But not sad. Some plans almost ready to develop.
Will surprise some.
When they come.
WHO'S

WHO

"Jimmy" Grainger was there. All smiles. Just because
Charlie Chaplin needs him. In his business. To figure on "The
Kid" contracts. Nice for Jim. Nice for Charlie. Nice for everybody. Maybe he'll use a Rolls Rooster. To go to Long Island.
He'll earn it. Working for Chaplin. Then there was Marshall
Neilan. All elated. Over Al Kaufman's picture. Says it's fine.
A wonder. And all that sort of thing. By the way. Ask Neilan
to tell you about the two drunks. It's a good one. Going backto Coast. To make some more. For First National. Very
happy. Yep. V-e-r-y h-a-p-p-y ! ! ! Grapenuts ! There's a
reason.

And the others: Sol Lesser. Joyous. Has Jackie Coogan
working. And Jackie co-stars with Chaplin in "The Kid." Reason good enough. The youngster's there. With both feet. And
then some. Abe Blank. Hails with joy being on executive committee of FN. More reasons to bring him to the White Lights.
Oftener. Lots of business to do. And all that sort of thing.
Robert Lieber, too. Happy over the big pictures. Says little.
But thinks much. Nate Gordon. Of Boston. Thoughtful. Conservative. Thinks the Big 5 a 500 hand. Talking pinochle. Expert at that. Ask Finklestein. Like Dad. He knows. Clark
of Pittsburg. Said just two words. In four days. "That's fine."
Sure talking of the pictures. What else could make him say so
much? And Harry Crandall. From Washington. Taught the
new game. Pico! Loves it. Ask him. "Von" also on hand.
All the way from Seattle.
And a flock of others.

CRANDALL'S EXPERIENCES
Talking of Crandall. Brings old John W. Remember to bat.
No man in pictures had more interesting career. Get him to
talk. High financin'. And all that sort of thing. Victim, almost. Just like the Wall Street meller victims' Yep. True.
But he fought 'em off. In- did. And now! Well, just ask him.
And he'll tell you lie's the poorest exhibitor in the world. But
his houses alone arc worth a million or so. But he's poor. Keeps
telling you so. Some believe it. Don't. Why? just this:
"I'vehadseen
a lot raising
of exhibitor
organizat
says,want
"buta they
all
trouble
money,
This ions,"
crowd—heFN—
million. And take it from me, they get it." They took some from
Harry.
Part of that million.
DANNY.

Monday, January 17, 1!

ROBERTSON
Announces In Course

'GOOD

WOMEN"

By C. GARDNER

DIRECTED

COLE
of Preparation
SULLIVAN

BY GASNIER

Boston Producer
Metropolitan
Pictures
Formed
in
That City — New England Capital Interested
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston-The
Metropolitan Pictures
Corp. has been formed here with offices at 168 Dartmouth St. The company has as its officers George
Franklyn Willey, Paul Harris Drake,
A. Rowden George, Carl Morgan
and Dr. George W. Calvin.
The company states it plans to
take tonanand renovate
existing studio
around
Bosit to suit
its needs.

It is planned to produce the works
of New England authors only and
in this connection gives the names
of some works it already controls.
Carl Morgan, said to have been with
Maurice Tourneur when the latter
was with the old World Film Corp.,
has been placed under a two year
contract. He has been made a vicepresident of the company as well as
its director general.
The first picture will be "A Thousand Faces," by George W. Galvin,
which is now running serially in the
Evening Record. This is planned for
a 10 reel production. Metropolitan
owns the rights to two novels by
George Allan England. Arrangements have been made for the filming
of "The Air Trust" and "The Golden
Blight," two of England's novels,
following "A Thousand Faces." Correspondence with Upton Sinclair, au,thor of "The Jungle," is claimed to
have resulted in the offer by Sinclair
of two of his books for production.
George Franklyn Willey of New
Hampshire is identified with the
company. He is the author of "Soltaire." The scenario department will
be under Kngland and Willey.
CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryani 6558

A REEL
THROB
—wire today!
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Offer Urban Stock

Dwan to Direct?

iusiness Builders Handling
$3,500,000 Preferred Issue — Bonus of
Common Goes With It
The Business Builders, Inc., with
iffices at 620 5th Ave., are handling
he flotation of an issue of $3,500,000
I preferred stock of the Urhan Moion Picture Industries, Inc., the
Dmpany in which are merged all of
ie various enterprises of Charles
frban.
The preferred stock is 8% cumulave and is being sold at $25 a share.
IVith each block of 10 shares of this
sue a bonus of seven shares of comlon stock is given. The common
as a par value of $25 also.
Urban, as noted, on Saturday has
ranged for the distribution of his
ineto Review through National Ex
ianges. Inc.

Coast Talking of Tie-Up With Fairbanks for "The Three
Mus(Special

(Special

15%

Oscar A. Price, president of Associated Producers, reached New York
/esterday from the coast.
New Strand Record
The Strand established a new Sunday record with George Arliss in
'The Devil."
For Feb. Showing

DAILY)

Six the First Year

Special "Test" in Paterson
3eginning Monday and playing for
The Warner Bros., Laurence WebJ week, the Regent, a 2,400 seat
tse in Paterson will show Allan
ber, "Bobby" North and Harry Rapf
rlubar's "Man-Woman-Marriage." have banded together in a joint pro[will be in the nature of a "test"
ducing unit. The rights to 12 plays
wing as was done in the case of
have
been
secured and it is expected
ission" which played at the Gari, also owned by the Fabians.
that six features will be made the
first year.

Equally Divided

DAILY)

Price Back

Los Angeles — The Los Angeles
leater Owners'
Ass'n and the opSitors' union have come to an agree|nt whereby the operators secure a
7c increase in wages. No concesGay fetes at home will not blot from the memory of Nance Abbott the
ns were made regarding working burning recollectio
n of the wrong she has done a man— her man. Thomas
iditions, although the operators
i demanded a shorter working day. H. Ince directed the "punch" scenes in "Lying Lips," his second Associated Producers' production. — Advt.

H here has been considerable agitaHi in local exhibitor circles for replantation on the grievance commit| of the F. I. L. M. Club which
■pugh its adjusters, the Hoy Relying Service, settles all claims on
■•utes which arise between exhibits and exchangemen.
■ he matter has reached the stage
■ re speedy action is looked for
I at the F. I. L. M. Club meeting
|:h will be held tomorrow
it
Plxpected that the matter night,
will be
e ed. Equal representation for
■Kji exhibitors and exchangemen on
'"committee is looked for.

WID'S

very remote.

Increase

to WID'S

to

Los Angeles — It is reported here
that the Allan
Dwan
may
direct
Douglas
Fairbanks
in
"The
Three
keteers"
Musketeers."
Dwan
in connection
with this stated that such an arrangement would be a very pleasant one to
him but that he was tied up with another organization and that the only
possible manner in which this could
happen would be for a tie-up between
the
8" andadded
the "Big
Dwan "Bigfurther
that 4."
this And
was

Stromberg Here
Hunt Stromberg, director of pubity for Thomas H. I nee, arrived in
ew York yesterday.
At the Astor.
Get

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, January 18, 1921

Rapf will be in charge of production. The first picture will be "Why
Girls Leave Home," as noted, and
will be made in the east and not on
the coast as originally planned. Space
has been leased at the Biograph studio. William Nigh will direct the
picture.
The series will be released on the
state right market, but Greater New
York rights will be handled through
the Federated Exchange, which, as
noted on Friday, the above individuals now own.

Strand
will show The
"Thepicture
Kid"
inThe
early
February.
will be shown at the benefit
performance at Carnegie Hall on Friday for the Nat'l. Board of Review.
Breaks Chicago Record
Aaron Jones of Chicago wired First

National
yesterday
that "The
has
smashed
all Sunday
recordsKid"at
the Randolph theater. Business was
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
30% greater with it than with any
Los Angeles — Max Linder, through other picture and on the coldest Sunhis studio representatives states he
day of the year, too.
holds a two year contract with Robertson-Cole and that the agreement
More Arliss Pictures
calls for four pictures a year.
George Arliss was the guest of
The first, as noted, is "Seven Years' honor at a luncheon given by the
Bad Luck," which is scheduled for Pathe offices yesterday at the Astor.
release on Feb. 12.
He told of his experiences in making
"The Devil," his first picture and
stated that he would make more pictures, beginning the end of the month.
No one could be reached at RobArliss would not state what
ertson-Cole yesterday for a confir- theMr,
next picture would be, but it will
mation of this. That company announced recently that it had bought not be "Disraeli" as first reported.
the first Linder feature comedy but He would not discuss for what comsaid nothing about the existence of
pany he would produce.
a contract for more.
1st Nat'l Buys Lubin Film
The First National exchange of
New Home
New York has purchased New York
The Paramount Magazine organization is now quartered in the state rights on Bert Lubin's "HonBryant Park Studios Bldg., 40th St.
eymoon Ranch."
and 6th Ave., having moved from the
Tex Rickard's Official Pictures Dempspy
and Brennan Contest. Now booking. N. R.
laboratory in Long Island City.

Eight from Linder

Greathouse,

101 W. 45th St. Bry.

5741 .—Ad.
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Price 5 Cents

of

Love"—

cast is adequate, Miss
Capitol
WEKICAN— The
remem
chiefly interesting through
Compson
brance of her work in "The Miracle Man. in
dignified
father,
her
as
Ralph Lewis
and
11s devilment.

WORLD ■— * * * who, after ap
and Film FoUc». pearing successfully as Rose in Thomas
Pnovrieht 1920, Wid's atFilm
St
44th
West
71-73
Published Daily
[«r
Meighan's fine picture, "The Miracle Man,
and immediately decided she was out of place
FTLMS
N Y . by WID'S
Mew York
in ordinary parts and organized her own
became the head of it and pro
company,
r C ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treaa- duced
her own cinema plays.
nberg. Vice-President
wer; Joseph Danne
and
ary
TIMES— It falls in the category of so
wd Editor; J. W. Alicoate. Secret
R cial drama," yet it is genuinely dramatic and
Business Manager.
1918,
entered as second-class matter May 21, tinder
its people arc such as one meets in social
N. Y.,
it the post office at New York,
life It is full of "plot," it even has
9.
«..j
•he act of March 3, 187
"punch." * * * This plot, treated in the
Outs.de
States,
Terms (Postage free) United
usual fashion, would be just usual. But play6
year;
one
$10.00
York,
New
,f Greater
ers director and cameramen have co-op
Foreign.
$3.00.
ionths, $5.00; 3 months.
memall
era'ted to endow it with life.theEvery
best of
the cast is good, and
of
her
Subscribers should remit with order.
in the leading role.
Compson
Betty
is
Wius
to
communications
ail
Vddr-ss
HERALD — Betty Compson is displayed as
«<th St., New
71 '3 We«t
DAILY,
"Prison
in the Capitol's
aers star
, t.
,
* * *
Love." made
of newly
n
productio
SI
whose
552-55
4S51-4
Compson,
Betty
—
biit,
POST
Telephone: HollyVand'er
rnia
Califo
wood,
this is, does not belie the promise of her
Holly
6411
Offices:
s
Busines
Mitorial and
work in "The Miracle Man." The subtler
1603
Phone, Hollywood
wood Blvd.
expressions are easily within her repertoire
William
A
W.
ve—
entati
Repres
London
wmsomeness by
85 LongrAcre. though perhaps she pursues
Weekly.
Kinematograph
on.
way of the wry smile a trifle arduously.
London, W. C. I... _
JOURNAL — The picture headlines an in
K«e
Representative — Le Film. 144
Paris tre.
ifontmar
bill. * * * Miss Compson deserves
teresting
better material.
MAIL — The picture is not a Miracle
Man " but it provides Miss Compson with
copious opportunities for displaying her
story has
Lasi rights to stardom. Many a poor
by the quality of its interredeemed
been
Bid. Asked. Sale
pretation and this is the case with ' Prison
803/6
56
Famous Players . . . 52^
(Continued on Page 4)
55
ers of Love."

Quotations
Qi

do pfd
*Goldwyn
Griffith, Inc
D W

79-34
ty\

80->
W2
Not quoted

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle
World Film

17
7/16

17 X
\7lA
7/16
7/16
Not quoted

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Paramount Makes Some Changes
S. R. Kent has announced the following appointments in the Famous
Players sales organization.
J. P. Corbett, formerly branch manager at Dallas, appointed district
manager in charge of the Dallas and
Oklahoma City exchanges of Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Leslie Wilkes, formerly branch
manager at Oklahoma City, succeeds
Corbett as manager at Dallas.
Thomas H. Bailey is appointed
branch manager at Oklahoma City,
succeeding Wilkes.
Herbert I. Krause, formerly temporarily in charge of the Boston, appointed branch manager at Omaha,
succeeding Paul J. Swift, who will
take up special duties.
Charles G. G. Epperson appointed
branch manager at Boston.
These appointments take effect immediately.
Scenes in New Orleans
Angeles— Will Rogers, now
Hero" unin "AnofUnwilling
working
der direction
Clarence Badger.
leaves shortly for New Orleans where
scenes will he shot for the production.
Los

The real test of a poster is
to be found in the box office receipts they bring in
and just such tests have
demonstrated the
superiority.
RITCHEY

1RITCHET
LITHO,! CORP.
406 W. 31st St ,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Some Pictures That Are
Bringing in Big Money
It Will Pay You to Watch What These Productions Are
Doing for Others— They Will Do the
Same for You
PASSION

" 'Passion,' one of the most elaborate and massive productions yet seen on the screen, opened at the Brooklyn
Strand before a capacity house. Long lines of patrons, eager
to see this much-heralded picture, were in evidence all the
to secure tickets for all performday prior to the opening
ances. The picture is the biggest thing the Strand had
ever shown." — Brooklyn Citizen.
GO
AND
GET
IT
"This is without doubt the most interesting picture I
have shown in my ten years' experience in moving pictures.
It is full of action from start to finish. The story is excellent and all parts well played. Congratulations to Marshall
Neilan." — James A. Estridge, Gastonian Theatre, Gastonia,
N. C.
THE
DEVIL'S
GARDEN
"Supremely great acting is done by Lionel Barrymore
and his beautiful wife. The action lives and has breath because common things are stirred and swept by love, passion, violence, universal human elements, the quality that
enters into masterpieces."— Chicago Daily News.
DINTY

"This sure is a whale of a picture. Teachers in the public schools took unprecedented action in urging all pupils
it. It smashed all records." — H. A. Schwahn,!
and seeWis.
to go Claire,
Eau

KNIFE MAN
THE JACK
"It portrays the freshness and sweetness of life — a beautiful, human photoplay, entirely different from the conventional types."— Los Angeles Evening Express.

LOVE, HONOR

SECRETARY

AND

BEHAVE

"There is not a dull nor a tiresome action in the entin
laugh producer. The action is rapid fire, making a hilarious
excellently directed and cast — a treat.'
Well built,
Record.
Los Angeles
—whole.

Confidential Secretary of Film Ex
stenogExpert
at liberty.
ecutive
thoroughly conversrapher, educated, ing
and sales.
ant with advertis
Address Miss K, Wid's Daily, Box 15

"The

OJV1CT0R KREMER
Winding Trail"

LEADS UP and ON
ALWAYS

First National Attractions
tjhorell be a Franchise emyMtherg

"he Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
MOTION PICTURE DAY, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26th
What
have
YOU
done?

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater New

York Motion Picture Committee

dited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.
ASSOCIATED MOTION
ISERS'
E ADVERT
PICTURCOM
MITTEE
in co-operation with
lOTION PICTURE DIVISION
EUROPEAN RELIEF
COUNCIL
Capitol Theatre
305
Room
Circle 4411
Circle 4412
C. L. Yearsley, Chairman
COMMITTEES
ar Appearances:
Bert Adler, Chairman
Nils Granlund
Nat Rothstein
Maury Meyers
inting:
Julian Solomon
ade Papers:
Lesley Mason
eas. and Slides:
Thos. A. Wiley
lily Press:
Fred Schaefer

What's Doing
Wednesday, Jan. 26
Motion Picture Day— everywhere.
ie theaters will present the cause
■ough speakers, slides and other anuncements to their audiences — the
iy and the wherefore of the motion
.ture participation. At the perform:es on this day there will be a sale
the theaters of tickets to the child's matiness of the Saturday folding, January 29.
January 29
This is children's matinee day. The
formances will be at all the theas at 10 A. M. and admission will
by tickets sold outside during the
ek or within the theater during the
)tion Picture Day observance.

of the

This Is How We Do It
The motion picture industry has jumped in to help the hungering children ol Central and Eastern Europe in a manner to
do credit to itself. Herbert Hoover obtained immediate co-operation when the industry pledged itself to raise $2,500,000 of
the country's quota. To make good this effort, the film trade
organized itself almost overnight for the drive and began functioning. The point of this is that the motion picture people are
really leading instead of being led. Their resources are not
being used by others, but by themselves, toward the common
end. They are directing their own campaign through the seventy-two regional directors named by Mr, Hoover. They are
financing their own outlay and will return a net fund as their
contributoin to the country's total, without obligation to anyone
outside and without a penny of profit to anyone within the
industry.

The Theatre Pledge
Name of Theatre
Address
Seating Capacity
Owner or Responsible

Relief Council

Printed and Published by Courtesy of Wid's Daily

Manager

Phone

Name of person to be communicated with in connection with this
campaign
Realizing the great need of the work done by the Hoover European
Relief Council and with the understanding that every dollar collected
will go directly for relief and that Every Ten Dollars Will Save the
Life of a Starving Child,
I Hereby Pledge Myself, my efforts and facilities to the great humanitarian work.
I hereby agree to permit a speaker of the Hoover Relief Council to
address my audiences on Wednesday, January 26, at
P. M. and
P. M. to outline the object and plans of the
campaign.
I agree to give a special children's performance on Saturday morning at 10 A. M., January 29th, at which I will accept only tickets sold
by your committee for that performance or such additional tickets
as I may be able to sell.
In addition to the above, I also agree to permit your committee to
sell
admission tickets at
c which shall be
good any afternoon except Saturdays, Sundays or Holidays until
April 1, 1921. Name

Today's "Thank Yous'
Arthur McNamee, page boy, Capbl Theater — for hustling messages.
j. P. Muller— for $250 cash dona|n to A. M. P. A. expenses on drive.
I'. Beahrens and Tom Wiley — for
Siles.
Miss Mack of Capitol Theater —
E' sharing her office with the A. M.
I A. publicity committee.
Dorothy Phillips — as first stjtjr to
v.unteer (she just happened to be
f'.nd first. Every star will be with
u We'll thank them as we get their
Qcial acceptances.)
Miss Helen Davis — for lots of help
t publicity men.

European

Pledge Cards
Mr. Leo Brecher's committee has
mailed to each theater in Greater
New York a blank pledge card which
the theater owner is to return with
his agreement to carry out the plans
of January 26 and January 29. Upon
the receipt of the cards at headquarters, volunteer workers from the Ladies' Committee will be assigned to
the theaters. A district supervisor
will follow up the theaters in his district to see that the co-operation of
theaters and committee works
smoothly.

Committee Call

European Relief Council, Motion Picture Committee, Greater New York
Executive: S. L. Rothafel, Ch,
Capitol Theater, Bdwy. at 51st St.,
Circle 5500; William Brandt, Carlton
Theater, 229 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., Sterling 1546; Leo Brecher, Plaza Theater, 59th St. and Madison Ave., 6700 Plaza; H. D. Burrell,
E. R. C, 14 Wall St., 2404 Rector;
Sydney Cohen, Fitzgerald Bldg., 1482
Broadway, Bryant 2786; H. G. Einstein, 25 Broad St., 4515 Broad; William Fox, Fox Film, Inc., 10th Ave
and 55th St., Circle 6800; Mrs. Julia
Foerster, 1639 Broadway, Circle 4411;
Marcus Loew, 1493 Broadway, Bryant 2900; John Manheimer, 215 Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 3721
Main; Irwin Mills, 286 5th Ave
Longacre 4519; B. S. Moss, 1564
Broadway, 9200 Bryant; Jerome Myers, 122 W. 49th St., Bryant 8770;
Charles O'Reilly, Fitzgerald Bldg.,
1482 Broadway, Bryant 2786; Charles
Pettijohn, Selznick Pictures Corp.
729 7th Ave., 7340 Bryant; Hugo
Riesenfeld, Rivoli Theater, 1620
Bway., Circle 0100; Rudy Sanders,
Marathon Theater, 188 Prospect Pk
West, Brooklyn, South 4782; Max
Spiegel, 1579 Broadway, 7408 Bryant; Charles Steiner, New 14th St

Mr. r,
Theate
Stetso
235 n,E. 42
14thBroad
St., Stuy.
way, 4054;'
7210
Broad; Manny Strauss, 42 Broadway
7210 Broad; John White, 1077 Souther Blvd-. Art Theater, Intervale
I4U2; John Wittman, Art Theater,
1077 Southern Blvd., Intervale 1402!
Entertainment and Music- Dr
Hugo Riesenfeld, Ch., Rialto, Bryant
1406; Carl Eduarde, Strand, Bryant
cle 0100; Victor Wagner, Criterion,
Bryant
f53n,,™ 2240;
Flfd Josia
Stahlbherg,Zuro,
Rivoli,
CirRialto,
Bryant 1406.
Advisory:
Mr. Baker, 42 Broad-

O Keilly.

W^' l210

Broad'

Mr-

Stetson,

Mr.

wick,
N. Y. Co-operative:
Film Club, 130
?,ilv\?n$
J. E.E.Chad46th
St., Bryant 4200; H. H. Buxbaum,
Famous Players, 485 5th Ave., Murray Hill 8500.
Finance: Mr. Steiner, Ch.; Manny
Strauss, William Fox, Marcus Loew,
B. S. Moss, Nicholas Schenck, 1493
Broadway, Bryant 2,900, Joseph

Chairman S. L. Rothafel wishes all 2,900; Jack
Loeb; 1531 Broadway
nt
members of the Greater New York ?nnnUck;' ,1403 Br°adway, Brya
Follow Up:
Mr. Einstein.
Committee to meet with him at the
Point of Contact with Mr. Hoover-y'
Capitol Theater Wednesday at noon. Mr.
1
Bryant
Stetso
n. 938.
Important business is scheduled.
Slides: Mr. Beahrens, Beahrens
Supply Co., 729 7th Ave., Bryant 7843
Speakers: Mr. Jerome A. Myers,
Speakers Solicited
Chairman Jerome A. Meyers of Ch.Theater:
Leo Brecher, Ch.
the Speakers' Committee hsa queried
Ticket: William Brandt, Ch.
5,000 speakers by mail for service in
Transportation: Joseph Seider, 729
Greater New York theaters on Jan- 7th Ave.
uary 26.

tMA
not have a "screen face." * for he enpast the point of registration. larges his grimaces
GLOBE — It will be an exceedingly popis by
ular film, for the devil Calas) is always so
T£] EGRAM— "Prisoners of Love
Henry ami is a strongly dramatic interesting, and Mr. Arliss has transferred
Catherine
Miss Compson an oppor- his characterization with amazing skill from
which gives
story
tunity to do even more striking work than stage to screen.
•
*
SUN — This picture is a most auspicious
Man."
"The Miracle
did inNews,
sheDailv
and
Sun
Globe,
Tribune,
omen for his future success. *
The procomment.
no
made
World
Evening
ducers have given the photoplay a most sumptuous and elaborate mounting * * *.
JOURNAL — Melodramatic as the picture
"The Devil"— Asso. Exhib.
lias grown in portions in its trip from the
Strand
stage, the splendid skill of Mr. Arliss in the
AMERICAN — The splendidly psycholog- role of the doctor makes the offering notable.
ical story had more difficulty in emerging
TELEGRAM — His gestures are illuminatfrom the screen than it did from the spoken
ing, his facial expression is remarkable.
stage.
Mr. Arliss may be counted as one of our
DAILY NEWS — Top hatted Satan does best character actors before the camera.
foul deeds in Strand movie.
Tribune.
Mail and
Evening
World
made
WORLD — * * * Provides a good actor an no comment.
opportunity to portray real talent, but it
fails to be a high class film play, taken as
a whole.
"Paying the Rivoli
Piper"— F. P.-L.
TIMES — The joy in the screen version of
TRIBUNE—
Miss
Dickson is not starred,
"The Devil" * * * is in the acting of George
Arliss, one of the latest and most valuable but if any one has a right to be certainly
acquisitions of the screen. * * * But as a she has. for she dominates the production to
an extent that you don't think much
photoplay
Devil" doesn't
heavily. such
HERALD"The
— George
Arliss score
in thrilling
about any one else while she is on the screen.
AMERICAN— The plot is as thin as last
screen version of "The Devil."
POST — He expressed, when he initiated year's silk shirt. * * * Alma Tell's screen(Continued
on Page 6)
his cinema
career, the fear that he might

DA1L.V

nions
paperfrom Opi
News(Continued
Page 2)

A Warning to the Profession
Rumors have reached this office that several persons have been soliciting payments from actors, directors and publicity men for insertion of scenes of stars
in Screen Snapshots.
We have instructed our attorneys to prosecute immediately any person or
persons soliciting moneys on account of Screen Snapshots or misrepresenting
themselves as agents thereof.
We will appreciate any information you will send to us with regard to any
misrepresentation made by any unauthorized person or persons soliciting scenes
to be included in the issues of Screen Snapshots.
As this is the only release of its kind we want every one in the profession to
be wary ot any person saying that he is authorized to take scenes to be used in
this photoplay novelty unless he carries an authorization signed by this company.

Screen Snapshots, Inc.
1600 Broadway.
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ROBERTSON
Announces

In

Course

COLE
of Preparation

"Salvage"
By DANIEL

F. WHITCOMB

Starring Pauline Frederick
m

Building
for the Future

NATIONAL
EXCHANGES
Incorporated

398 Fifth Avenue
New York City
A combination already com-

The words

"EASTMAN"
and

"KODAK"
are stenciled in the film
margin so that all Eastman Film may be instantly identified.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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independent
exchanges,
with
distributing offices in thirtyone principal cities of the
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A REEL
THROB

A REEL
THROB
J. Joseph Sameth
presents

Hearts

o' the Range
%

A Fast Moving
5 Reel IVe stern

For Territorial Rights Apply to

Forward Film Distributors, inc.
110 West 40th Street
New York City
Los Angeles office: 412 Mason Building

A REEL
THROB

A REEL
THROB

Tuesday, January 18, 192
Ruth Roland Here
Ruth Roland is in New York on|

Barnstyn Buys Borneo Film
Frederick Burlingham stated yesterday that his "Wild Men of Borneo," taken in the interior jungles of
that tropical Island, has been made
into a five reeler.
The Holland rights have just been
sold to J. C. Barnstyn, of the British
and Continental Trading Co. A deal
covering the entire foreign market
has been consummated, details of
which were not available yesterday.

visit.

New One for Barker
Los Angeles — Reginald Barker \
shortly
completewere "Snow
which scenes
shot, asBlind,"
noted, J

Banff, and
will nextHughes.
make "The (j|
Nest,"
by Rupert
FOR
SALE
TWO
COMEDIES
Negative and Two Prints
One Reelers — Act Quick
B. BERK
117 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
3rd Floor
Bryant 024M

Two
New
Pathe Serials
Two new Pathe serial pictures have
been completed, "The Avenging Arrow," in which Ruth Roland is star.
and "The Yellow Arm," in which
Juanita Hansen is star.

ATTENTION
STATE

RIGHT

TO

SUB-LEASE

Spacious offices in New Rob
ertson-Cole
Building, abou
18x35 feet. Reply

BUYERS

We still have some territory
open on high class one and nvv.
reel subjects.

Box B-8, care Wid's

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, Cal.
T. E. Hancock

John J. Hayes

InthefhaJow
& i. the Doiti£
A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

CONTINUITY

|that COUNTS

Paul Schof ield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing
CURRENT
"Rose
of
Coast)

RELEASES:
Nome"— Fox

(West

"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David But"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— AllStar
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The Quarry"— Meighan— Famous
Players
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

CREATIVE

CONTINUITY

"One false move, my dear, and it will go hard with you, your brother and
Scene from the Benj. h. Hampton Prod., "The Killer," disthe visitor!"
tributed by Pathe. — Advt.

Newspaper Opinions

(Continued from Page 4)
deportment has greatly improved as to morals,
and she is the usual delight to the eyes, while
Rod La Roque Reginald Denny and George
Fawcett take excellent care of the masculine
interest in the film.
WORLD — * * * George Fitzmaurice again
makes evident his ability at producing beautiful settings, proper poses and alluring scenes.
But the picture has little interest. It is
built upon a thin and roughly prepared story
written
by Ouida Bergere, Fitzmauriee's
wife.
HERALD— Alma Tell looks quite wellRod La Roque's the main swell, but Miss
Bergere's smart folk act like bison ;
let's hope that this picture will make idlers
* * is admirably fitted to the
quell GLOBE—*
* * *.
Fitzmaurice direction of which this picture
is one of the best examples.
SUN — * * * bound to satisfy the most
discriminating taste.
JOURNAL — It is a pretty romance, told
with an absence of Mr. Fitzmauriee's tendency to French pastry-sort-of-sincerity. The
production is elaborate and full of gorgeous
and alluring surprises in the way of background.
MAIL — As it is, however, with an excel
lent start it develops into a weak double
clinch at the final fadeout. With the stage
set for a powerful tragedy, everything works
itself out to a sentimental and joyous conclusion, which leaves one dissatisfied.
TELEGRAM — * * * this photoplay is
rich in settings and reveals amazing skill in
photography. The lighting effects are among
the finest seen in New York this year. In
addition
to these
the Piper"
has a story
that features
holds the"Paying
attention.
Daily News, Times, Post & Evening World
made no comment.

"Outside the Law" — Universal

TRIBUNE — Those who like crook melodrama with scenes in Chinatown are certainly
going to like "Outside the Law," for it is
much bigger than anything of the kind we
have seen.
AMERICAN — The character work is very
good as a whole. Lon Chaney is a vicious
villain and doubling as a Chinaman does
equally
* The
action
the best well.
part *of* the
show.
Thescenes
appealformof
the whole play is to the eye rather than to
the mind. Perhaps it will go big for just
that reason.
DAILY NEWS — Lon Chaney's vivid portrayal of this evil spirit is made the more remarkable since in the same film he also plays
the role of a good Chinese servant. For
facial expression he is unequaled on the
screen.
WORLD — The showing of this production

Levey Showing Today
The first three episodes of "A Modern Alladin," the film dealing with
electricity which is being made by
the Harry Levey Service Corp., will
be shown at five o'clock today in the
offices of the Westinghouse Electric
Co., 165 Broadway.
Bloom
May Build
Sol Bloom has leased for a long
term of years the Astoria Casino,
Broadway and Steinway Aves., Astoria. The plot which is 200 by 1200
ft. may be the site of a one-floor theater. If plans go through, stores will
be built in conjunction with it.

DIRECTOR
OF

THE
A

TRADl

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea
New York City.
Hollywood'

ADVERTISING—

904

PUBLICI!

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant i

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITL

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC.
— Animation — Leaden
220 W. Art
42ndTitles
St.
Bryl
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOJf:
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant

in so many houses simultaneously marks a
ENGRAVERS
new exhibiting step in film plays, and the
results obtained warrant the belief that in
THE
STANDARD
ENGRAVING CO
future the larger productions will be given
like showings.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electro
225
W.
39th
St.
New
York
Bryan
HERALD — Miss Dean looks quite fine,
ENLARGING
AND
COPY
and her acting can shine : Lon Chaney's a
prize
the tale
vulture
; there's
gem though
theft wellit
turned,as the
hews
to thea line,
W.
J. MORAT
Grainless Enlargements
M. P. Ft
willSUN
not — o'erburden
your
culture.
Phone Van<!
* * * is one of the best underworld 302 E. 33rd St.
pictures
a long Globe,
time * Journal
*.
Times, shown
Post, here
Dailyin News.
and Evening World made no comment.

"Something Different"—
Realart
Rialto

FILM

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right
—
Export
&
1
729 7th Ave. Import
Bryant— Film
9444 J

LABORATORIES

TRIBUNE— There is nothing very difEVANS
LABORATORY
ferent in this picture. It is like hundreds of
others — pleasant, well acted and well directed.
Quality Motion
Picture Printini
AMERICAN — Here is a play in which the 416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi. IH
story is the thing, and a very good story it is.
with Constance
Binney
as
a
wholesomely
atCLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATfj
tractive heroine.
«30 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremoil
WORLD—* * * so different from Miss
H. J. Streyckmans.
Genera) Mans].
Binney's usual pretty parts that all her
acting.
KESSEL
LABORATCl
friends will advise her to leave off such at- NICHOLAS
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
tempts at originality and get back to plain
HERALD — The bright Constance Binney
would make a horse whinny as a girl who
seeks some new sensation * ' *.
SUN — The photoplay is one of effervescing
romance to which Miss Rinney lends her
unique charm, although it was somewhat
marred by her cold aloofness.
MAIL — There is a freshness about it, an
absence of the trite, and such pleasing union
of humor and drama combined with rapidity
of action and unusually clever subtitles, that
the entire picture is a joy.
TELEGRAM — It is a refreshing light and
well-knit little photoplay *
*.
Daily News, Times, Post, Globe, Journal and
Evening World made no comment.

Fort Lee

N. J.

PRINTERS

m

Fort '1

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St
Phone Grame.
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trad
!88 W. 4th St.
Sprit'

STUDIOS

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., 1».
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Hark'
Studio — 361 W. 125H>
Morn. *

m

B^BftADSTREET
>S FILMDOM

Three More Signed

j Says Hiram Abrams — On Coast
Looking Over Production for
United Artists' Release
(Special to WID'S

To Write Originals for Famous Players— Some Notable Works to
be Filmed
Famous Players yesterday announced three notable additions to
the list of authors who would write
stories direct for the screen and Paramount picturization. The authors
are Edward Sheldon, Samuel Merwin and Harvey O'Higgins.
In connection with this announcement, Jesse L. Lasky outlined some
of the future production plans of the
company. He stated that "Peter
Pan" would be filmed in England
under direct supervision of Sir James
Barrie, the author. Slated for early
production
are "The Wanderer," one
of the Morris
Gest spectacles which
will be made in the Long Island
studios and "Montmartre," which will
also be made in the east.
What will be a special production
to (be made by George Fitzmaurice
is "Experience" by George V. Hobart.
"Laurels
by
Leonard
Merrickandwillthe
be Lady"
made into
a Cecil DeMille production, it was
stated.

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — Hiram
Abrams
tes that so far as United Artists
e concerned there would never be
y amalgamation with any other ornization.
Abrams
further
added
at for a combination to take place
)uld mean
the undoing
of everying for which United Artists have
en striving: to keep independent.
: was quite emphatic in stating this
d said he wished that point made
ar to everyone concerned.
Ahrams has been busy the past few
ys looking over productions that he
pes will be favorable for United
tists' distribution.
Custer Here; After Films
R. Custer of the Southern Film
•(change of Charleston, W. Va., is
New York for a few days.
He is
king for material for the West
ACginia territory.
Stopping at the
KV. A.

jJarfield Film for State Rights
derman J. Garfield has decided to
"The Parish Priest" through inIjendent exchanges. The picture
tt its first showing at the opening
(the Capitol in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
love comes to Na"«
shiP' remorse
fntly.
^ Then bitter
Abbo
.A™tl7
e an£V^nl
,a marriage of soul.
and change of
Taylor Here from London
Ipnn H. Taylor, managing director
n-creen-Art, Ltd., arrived in New
Ilk yesterday from London, two Theater
Owners
Chamber of Com- Leaves Selznick Where He Was Diits late because of stormy weather.
merce Against Longer Films—
rector of Sales — Going in BusiOn Record, Too
teen-Art, Ltd., represent in Britain
ness for Himself
Mow Film, Reginald Warde, Inc.,
The
Theate
rs
Owners
Chambe
r
Charles
of
R.
Rogers, director of sales
« others.
Commerce at a regular meeting yes- for the Selznick Enterpr
ises, has reterday went on record as opposing
signed, effective almost immediately.
ignola and Party Near Death
features exceeding six reels in length. He will go into busines
s for himself.
The exhibitors took this attitude
'obert G. Vignola and his comRogers
has
long
been
identified
>j now in the Bahamas filming ex- for a number of reasons, the foremost with the Selznick organization and
being
that a longer film broke up has been sales manage
>!>rs for "Redemption Cove," es- schedules,
r for several
limited the number of
ifd death when a promontory upshows
an
exhibit
or
could hold a day,
'khich they were working colcost more for rentals and put the years.
jfd and slid into the sea, accord- producer to an increas
ed manufacturBto advices received in New York
It is understood that Roger's sucfcrday.
ing cost for which he does not recessor will be a man from the ranks
ceive suitable financial returns com- of the Selznick field force.
paratively speaking.
Stanley's 35th
It was further stated that in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
houses where vaudeville was shown.
$2,597 in One Day
iladelphia— The Harrowgate, in a film longer than six reels could
east Philadelphia, constructed never be shown becaus
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
e it played
?w Pizer and his associates, has, havoc with schedules and showings.
Chicago— The Randolph theater
ie eve of its completion, been
A committee was appointed to playing "The Kid"
Sunday busiased by the Stanley Co. of select a suitable gift for Harry
iness of $2,597 anddidina an
S00 seat
Reich■ica for $160,000. The house will enbach, in appreciation of his work house, too. This is the best record
»00, and is the 35th to be added at the recent ball which was a suc- at that theater since 1878. The
weather on Sunday was at the zero
Stanley fold within the city
cess, financially to the extent
of

Six Reels the Limit

I

Rogers Resigns

point.

(Continued on Page 2)

F. P. Buys "Life"

Famous Players announces in an
advertisement appearing elsewhere in
this issue that it will distribute
"Life," the melodrama produced by
William A. Brady.
Thelease inpicture
is scheduled for reJuly.

Slated for Washington
(Special to WID'S

Run

DAILY)

Washington — "Way
East"
is scheduled to open for Down
an indefinite
engagement at Poli's on Jan. 31.

The Export Situation
WID'S DAILY today publishes interviews with Arthur
Ziehm, Ben Blumenthal and
Max Glucksmann, all of them
well known in the export field.
They give their ideas of the
status of the foreign market
and also a resume of what each,
individually, has done in recent months in fore:gn fields:
Ziehm in
Western Europe,
Blumenthal in Central Europe
and Glucksmann in South
America. The feature will be
found on page 6, this issue.

imnwHii— mam
•v-> mom
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Selling Negative Rights
The Picture Art Sales Corp., whic
Bill Introduced in Minnesota Legisla- is handling a number of Univers;
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ture— Patterned
Penn.
After
Hollywood— Olga Linck Scholl, the
reissues, states that it is not sellic
Law
state rights on the pictures, but
Marriage,"
n, York.
Woma
"Man,
of
r
autho
has returned from New
selling the negative rights for tl
DAILY)
WID'S
(Special to
entire world.
preCents
being
5
is
bill
A
Price
polis—
Minnea
1921
19,
Jan.
Wed.
Vol. XV Ho 17
Wilfred Buckland assisted Allan
sented to the Minnesota legislature
Dwan in "The Perfect Crime," just
Banishing Dull Care
of Lesueur
l Wid'» Film and Film Folk», completed at the Hollywood studios. sponsored by 700 women
of
ship
censor
for
ing
provid
,
County
Ray Long and Julian Johnson ha:
was Buckland's initial fling at a drastic sort.
This ng.
directi
left New York to join James Oliv
y
arbitrar
an
Curwood in a hunting and fishing e
The bill provides for
stereand
slides
films,
of
hip
of
s
censors
member
20
pedition into the frozen wilds
May Allison and
tary and
optican views at the expense of the Northern Michigan. Curwood plan;
!ndf'Editor? J. W. Alicoate, Secre
e
Trucke
to
gone
figured
is
have
her company
state administration. It
"Big that this would cost the state $74,000 ed the jaunt as a respite from wa:
for
scenes
snow
obtain
tojame.
on his next special, "The Goldj
a cen- Snare," now being shot.
provides for
The bill
a year.
to
each
,
members
three
ide
with
Outs
board
or
e.,
Stat
ed
6
1 Unit
$10.00 one year
firee)
York,
Nw
fcPo^g
'r,«tn
^rm
Granville's first pro- receive a yearly salary of $3,000 and
Fred Leroy
.gn.
Fore
duction as a Universal director will for
.
$3.00
*.,
month
T3
a staff of assistants numbering 21,
noBA? $S.M
Jack Cohn wishes to announce t)
D. V.
Storey,
Bernard
"subscriber, should icatio
remitns with to•**» wiua
D>s be "The Girl and the Goose," star- these to be appointed by the governor. Arthur
commun
just
al)
has
le
vHHr-Bs
ring Eva Novak. Granvil
provides for a fee of $2 Arons and J. R. Foster are no Ion;
measure
The
71-73 West 4y4th St.. New
returned from England, where he di- for each 1,000 ft. of film reviewed or connected
DAILY,
with
the
Screen
Sn
51
2-55
the Sam- for films of less than that length.
-455
4551
t
rected Peggy
erbU
Vand
shots Co.
: ywood, California
TelePphone Holl
uelson Film
Co.Hyland for
It is practically a copy of the Pennsylvania censorship bill with more
Milburn Moranti has resumed the
ons. Another measure, a
provisi
rigid
production of his series of one reel
ondon, W. C. 2.
_..
... r.
bill introduced two years
the
of
copy
comedies.
n«
w
Pari. Representative— Le Film,
lontmartre.
This was introWhen all is said and done
ago is also pending.
duced by a man named Peterson of
When Gladys Walton finishes her Moorehead.
there is just one good reacurrent feature, "The Bobbed Squab"
"U" Fire Involves $100,000 Loss
son for using RITCHEY
she will do "A Kentucky Cinderella,"
Last by F. Hopkinson Smith.
fire
by
posters. They sell the
Universal sustained a loss
Bid. Asked. Sale
Universal announces the purchase
buildmaximum number of tickwhen a
y ofSt.$100,000
yesterda
55%
ets.
55^
and Ave. E., Bayonne,
ing at 42nd
Famous Players .. 54
Shutters,"
Opened
"The
to
§*
81
rights
of
81g
fire.
by
80
d
destroye
do pfd
the book by Clara Louise Burnham, N. T., was
554
4#
♦Goldwyn
The company used about a fourth
ed
quot
Not
to be used as a vehicle for Edith Rob....
1^..
ith,
>. W. Griff
of the structure to house old films.
\7n 17% erts.
... 17
T npw's Inc
GAUSMAN. The Cellofilm Co., occupied part of
it and it was in these quarters
7/16
7/16
7/16
::
THangle
Not quoted
vorld 1Film
UTHO
COBP.
that the fire is supposed to have originated. The M. P. Realty Co., was
406
W.
31st
St
,N.v
Phone
Chelsea 8388
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
the owner of the building, having
(Continued from Page 1)
bought it from Universal several
Grainger Due Tomorrow
Final editing stages on "Ladies years ago. This was the building in
Must
Live,"
a
George
Loane
Tucker
r s repwhich David Horsley used to work
Ed C. Grainger, Kingis Vido
due in New, production have been reached. This
resentative inthe east
of the oldest of its
He production has been in the various and was one
York from the coast tomorrow.
Total loss was suslor seven stages of production and assembling kind in the east.
at the studio
has s.been
involved could
amount
the
but
tained,
for
almost
two
years.
week
not be learned yesterday.
A long list of works that are available for Paramount pieturization was
Bushmint Co. Formed
Southern Block Sold
among the more important
issued
n
know
well
Chicago— Paul Bush,
F. Jans has sold six
Herman
Co.,
here has formed the Bushmint
being: "Peter Ibbetson," "Is MatAtrimony a Failure?" by Leo Ditrich- Southern states comprising the
with' offices at 207 S. Wabash cAveof
and
"Madonnas
for
lanta territory
stein; "Bella Donna," by Robert
to 'upply exhibitors with musi
He i lichens; "The Vendetta," by Marie Men," to the W. h S. Film Distribevery description for their shows
uting Co. of Atlanta. This leaves only
service of the Syn- Corelli," which will be made as a
is handling thed Scenario
with
states and CaliforCo.,
c
Musi
inter-mountain
chronize
Cosmopolitan Prod.; "The Conquest the nia
to be sold.
cted.
on;
Tarkingt
Booth
by
Canaan,"
of
conne
now
is
z
Mint
J.
which M.
"Cappv Ricks," by Peter B. Kyne;
and "Good for the Soul" by MarRuffner Now in Winnipeg
"Without Limit" is the title deDeland
produced
be
will
which
garet
s
famou
er,
Ruffn
h
cided upon by Sawyer and Lubin for
Toronto— Ralp
bv Cecil DeMille.
manthe
be
will
"
Stuff,
"Ruff
[or his
Tel. Bryant
3271
"Temple Dusk"
new Famous Players theager ofin the
.
Winnipeg.
ater
1476 Broadway, N. Y.
John Wenger of the Capitol, New
York, is designing stage settings for
in Vanthat theater as well as those Thoma
s,
couver and Montreal. H. M.
PICTURE INAND MOTION
TO THE THEATRICAL
director of the entire string, leaves
ANY PRO"ASK
.
YEARS
e
20
DUSTRY FOR THE PAST
for Winnipeg on Sunday to arrang
there
r
theate
the
of
ng
for the openi
on Feb. 12. The Montreal house
DUCER."
that's what we
Did you ever hear of "Insurance Service?" Well,
opens on March 14.
serve you—
have to offer. May we explain further how we can
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PatheNews

No. 6
IDCKAWAY, N. Y — Balloonists are home
lain. Three airmen who were lost in
^>zen northland of Canada receive big ovafcn as they return to report at Naval Base.
k'OCKTON, CAL — New type of guniictor. Speed is main feature of this "catrpillar" — runs 25 mi. an hour against 5 mi.
i. ordinary tractor.
ARIS, FRANCE — Weighs 108 pounds, and
I cannot be lifted. Pathe News secures exAsive
Johnny interest.
Coulon's unusual
It
thatpictures
aroused ofuniversal

Merger Details

At Broadway Theaters

Lesser-Gore
Incorporation
Involves
30 Californian Theaters and a
Number of Exchanges

The overture at Capitol
the Capitol this week is
William Tell" with Erne Rapee conducting
the orchestra. This is followed by the Valse
Bluette danced by Mile. Gambarelli. The
third number is "Making Man Handlers," a
sport pictorial produced by Town and
Country Films, Inc. Then comes excerpts
from "Lohengrin," in four episodes followed by the Capitol News. The prologue to
the feature
which
is "Prisoners of Love"
starring
Betty
Compson
is then rendered
with the feature following. The next number
is a plea for the Hoover Relief Fund. Finally there is the organ solo.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The West Coast
Theaters, Inc., the $2,000,000 incorporation to handle all of the LesserGore Bros. Enterprises, is said to
involve holdings and operating theater properties representing a considerable sum of money.
The consolidation is said to be an
Rialto
incorporation of 17 individual theatrical enterprises, including 30 theajlRK TOWER, WYO— The Last of the
Tlle. opening number is the overture
ters, four exchanges, real estate hold- „'Capriccio
Espagnol." Next comes the magiffaloes. Herds of bison, which once freely
azine followed
by Edoardo Albano singing
ings and leases for theaters under
limed the Western prairies, are now almost
"Serenade
f:inct.
Espagnol."
Constance Binney in
construction, as well as contracts and her latest Realart
picture "Something Dift THE LIMELIGHT— Will America re- plans for several new houses to be
ferent," Grace Hoffman, Soprano, singing
lict immigration? Anthony Caminetti,
"Theme and Variation," Mack Sennett comImmissioner-General of Immigration re- built in the near future.
edy "Bungalow Troubles" and the organ solo
ins after study of immigration at European
Included in the theatrical holdings are the
other numbers on the program.
free.
of
Gore
Bros,
and
Sol
Lesser
and
REA,
CAL. — Destruction
threatens
rich
district. A spectacular blaze results when Adolph Ramish which the merger
Rivoli
irks ignite gas in the oil wells of Brea will control are The Kinema, Alhamoverture is "Cavalleria Rusticana."
nyon.
TheTheRivoli
Pictorial is followed by a second
)ORN, HOLLAND— Will the Kaiser be bra, Burbank, Optic, Regent, Ly- series of pictures take
by the Paramountceum,
Liberty,
Casino,
Grand
and
La
iced to leave Holland? It is reported
I tch government demands his departure Tosca in Los Angeles; the Windsor, Vandenbergh expedition, called "Wild Men
ing to plot of restore the German mon- Apollo and Hollywood, operated by of Africa." Mary Lind and Frederick Jagel
sing "At Dawning" with the chorus assisting
hy.
IW YORK CITY— Honor memory of Hollywood Theaters, Inc., in Holly- off-stage. Dorothy Dickson, the dancer, is
wood; the California, Neptune and featured in George Fitzmaurice's production
merica's patron saint of thrift." Citizens
wreaths at statue of Benjamin Franklin Auditorium in Venice; the La Petite for Paramount, "Paying the Piper." A Mutt
birthday.
and Jeff cartoon comedy, "The Papoose,"
MEMORIAM — One year ago, John in Ocean Park and the Capitol in and the organ solo conclude the program.
rleycorn passed away. His many pals and Redondo, operated by the Venice InStrand
al admirers well remember the fatal day
vestment Co.; the Belvidere and
:n they attended the last rites to the deted.
American, operated by the Pomona
The overture is "Mefistofele," with Carl
Edouarde conducting. This is followed by
Theater Co. in Pomona; the Rose- the
Strand Topical Review after which comes
bud and New Central, operated by the prologue interpreted by the Sergastchinko
the Rosebud Theater Co. of Los An- Ballet. After the prologue comes the feature, "The Devil," starring George Arliss.
geles, and the Sunshine in Taft.
Amanda Brown, soprano, sings "Una Voce
The new merger takes in Associ Poco
Fa" and then comes a Hall Room Boys
ated First National Pictures of South comedy,
"A Dog-Gone Mix-up." The closern California, operating the First
ing number is an organ solo, "Pilgrim's
Chorus,"
rendered by Ralph H. Brigham andNational Exchange in Los Angeles, Herbert Sisson.
the All Star Features Distributors,
the Equity Pictures and the EducaFox Warns Again
"Berman Month"
The Fox offices have felt it necesfornia. tional Film Corp of Southern CaliJniversal salesman are calling,
sary to issue another warning reAmong theatrical holdings now ungarding "Over the Hill" and the two
luary
"Berman
Month"
and
are
der construction to be governed by
: to establish new sales records.
West Coast Theaters Co. are the poems upon which it is based: "Over
New Ambassador on Wilshire Blvd., the Hill to the Poorhouse" and "Over
the Hill from the Poorhouse." The
the New Apollo, both nearing com- company
Jay 4,000 Theaters Have Signed
charges that play brokers
pletion;
the
new
Gore
Brothers
and
klore than 4,000 theaters will show
are offering a play called "Over the
Sol
Lesser
1500
seat
house
in
first release of the new KinoHill" to stock companies and states
ms, according to Educational, Anaheim, to be completed in March that it owns the exclusive dramatic
and
a
new
neighborhood
house
to
be
ich will distribute the news service
and picture rights for the entire
erected at the corner of Moneta and world.
rting Jan. 30.
Vernon Ave.
The policy will be the expansion
New House for St. Louis
Joins Carrier Brothers
and enlargement of business by erectSpecial
to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing and operating picture theaters on
Charleston, W. Va.— E. P. WeisPacific
Coast,
as
noted,
and
in
It. Louis — A theater to cost $500,- the
ner, well known among exhibitors in
Arizona.
1 will be erected on the south side
the Central States, having handled
The officers, as noted, are: Michael publicity and exploitation
Chestnut St. just west of 18th St.
for Select,
prding to announcement by Albert Gore, president; Sol Lesser, vice- Robertson-Cole and Universal in
president; Adolph Ramish, treasurer Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Pitts'Morelock. The playhouse will be and A. L. Gore, secretary.
:ctly fireproof and seat 2,500.
burgh, has joined the Carrier Brothers, "Box Office Doctors," who are
at present putting over the Kearse
Bray Showing Tomorrow
At Melrose and Western
Circuit of theaters here.
An 11 reel Bray picture called
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
It is understood that the Carrier
"The Elements of the Automobile" Bros, will soon launch a national theos Angeles — The proposed Green- will
be
shown
at
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
on
h Village and studio for Oliver
ater development organization with
rosco Prod, will be built at Mel- 57th St. tomorrow at one o'clock. offices in all important exchange cenThe
picture
is
said
to
have
taken
two
ters.
and Western Aves.
A 20-acre
years to make and is the one which
has been secured there.
the War Department purchased 32
Back With Goldwyn
prints of to teach its Motor Trans(Special to WID'S DAILY)
port System the basis of automobile
After Local Color
Los Angeles— Lon Chaney is back
construction.
with Goldwyn again. This time he
om Moore and his director, "Vic"
'ertzinger, are here after scenes
is
to have the leading role in "The
Elmer Rice Here
Night Rose," a crook story by Leroy
"Made in Heaven," Moore's next
Scott. Leatrice Joy, who appeared in
ure for Goldwyn. They are busy
Elmer Rice of "On Trial" fame and
pting scenes in New York sub- a member of the Goldwyn coast sce- 'Bunty Pulls the Strings,"
will ap.; and will both leave for the coast
nario staff is in New York from Los
pear opposite him. Wallace Worsley
few days.
Angeles.
who made "The Penalty," will direct. I

FOR

SALE

TWO
COMEDIES
Negative and Two Prints
One Reelers — Act Quick
B. BERK
117 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
3rd Floor
Bryant 0248

TO
SUB-LEASE
Spacious offices in New Robertson-Cole Building, about
18x35 feet. Reply
Box B-8, care Wid's

OA±

A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

tod

iSRHBQ
BY DAY
CIRCLE 1868
2?f PER wourfr-^
CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603
er Building
Phone Candl
Bryant
6558

STERELE
EOCTR
S-OSMATS
IRUSIN& COMPANY

23 E. 4lrf ST.

SPRING

8303

For Sale or Rent
The best studio in Culver City,
Calif. On 5-acre plot. Stage,
100 ft. by 240 ft., fully equipped.
Immediate possession.
Address

d's wood
Daily Office
B-91, Wi
Holly
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In the Courts

■r-— a January 19, 192] !
Wednesday,

Six Classes Year Planned
Famous Players plan to hold from
A jury before Supreme Court Jusfour to six salesman classes during
tice Platzek gave a verdict for the
The season starts its session defendant in a suit of the American
1921.
on Jan. 17.
Trade Association against Thomas R.
Gardiner, trading as the Gardiner
Syndicate, to recover on a check for
$1,300 on which the defendant stoppSecond Salesmen's Class Opens
ed payment. The defence was that
With thirty-four men at their desks
the second class of Famous Players the plaintiff got the right to exhibit
training school for salesmen opened a serial film in Greater New York for
30 days, but shipped the film to a
its sessions on Monday.
foreign country in violation of the
The following men are enrolled:
F. A. Wasgion, Kansas City; J. T. Mc- agreement. To get the film back the
Bride, St. Louis; A. Mendenhall, Des defendant gave the plaintiff two
Moines; H. W. Zink, W. D. Washburn, M. checks for $2,550 and after one check
B. Gore, Chicago; D. E. Nease, Portland,
Ore.; H. S. Hoke, Seattle; J. M. Betten- for $1,250 had been paid the plaintiff
court, J. J. Hess, San Francisco; C. M. Pea- refused to deliver the last two epicock, Los Angeles ; W. E. O'Loughlin, Tosodes, so the defendant stopped payronto ;J. R. Levee, E. L. Wright, Boston ;
ment on the second check.
M. S. Cohen, Denver; W. S. Wilson, Salt

Nowell Productions

Lake City; M. Landovv, R. Rhodams, Philadelphia; R. A. Schuler, Cincinnati; A. Jacknic, Cleveland; L. T. Engel, W. C. Lippencott, K. G. Robinson, H. Fink, L. Britton, A. W. Hill, Jos. Wilber, P. J. Hogan,
S. Cohan, New York City; C. E. Peppiatt,
E. F. Fleet, T. H. Mitchell, L. Spinks and
L. Williams, Atlanta.

Los Angeles — Wedgewood Nowell, it is learned here, will shortly
form a company to be known as
Wedgewood Nowell Prod, to make
Don't Rely on First Runs
a series of ArAsene Lupin stories.
Production will be at the Brunton
conducted
investigation
An
studios. Nowell will not appear in
that exhibit
show
to
tends
Realart
the films himself, but will supervise
runs for i
first
on
relying
not
production. Nothing can be learned are
tures as much as they used to in d
regarding distribution.
gone by. The company points fr i
number of examples where exhibit I
$2,250,000 Company
have contracted for the Realart : i
series with the result that one ho <
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
pictures that were shown ji
shows
Dover, Del.— The Eureka Photoin the same town lis
theaters
other
players have been formed here with
a capitalization of $2,250,000. The condition is said to exist in five 8
in Da\*
incorporation papers give as directors tinct sections of Chicago,
the following: James J. Flannery port where six out of 13 houses J<
and H. L. Ellis, Jr., of New York, Realart product, and in two partsjf);
O., bJl
and S. Wormser of Brookyln.
In Kenton,
Los Angeles.
houses in town show Realart pictujs

Wedgewood Nowell, it was learned yesterday, will form his own producing organization and make, the
a series of four Arsene Luyear,
first
pin stories. Production will be on
the coast.

in "813,"
the lead
theNowell
first Arsene
story
to be
played Lupin
le.
made by Robertson-Co
The latter company, it is very probable, will
not make any more of the Lupin stories, at least for the time being, although it holds an option on about
19 of the Le Blanc stories.

The Pathe Exchange, Inc., has sued
C. McLeod Baynes in the Supreme
Court for $2,917. The complaint alleges that the defendant agreed to
deliver certain negatives to the plaintiff from which films were to be made
The training course, as was the
case with the first class which was and the defendant was to get a share
graduated last fall, will be of four of the profit. He collected $6,000 on
account of his share and agreed to
weeks' duration.
repay all he had received in excess of
the amount finally earned. This is
the sum sued for.
Still Under Contract
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Jose Film Named
Los Angeles — Gilbert Warrenton,
who photographed "Humoresque," is
"What Women Will Do" is the
here. He states that he has a con- title given the new Edward Jose protract with Famous Players for a year.
duction which will be the third featReports had it he would join the
ure presented by Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Barthelmess-Grifnth unit.

To Work

at Brunton's

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Managerial Changes in Atlanta
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlanta^Considerable surprise 1
been caused here by changes made 1
the managerial line-up of the lo
Lynch theaters. Ralph DeBrul
who has been supervising all of 1
Lynch theaters in town will h;
charge of the new Howard only,
the future. Frank Hammond, forn
publicity representative for the lo
houses will have charge of the F
Strand and Vaude
syth,
under Rialto,
direct supervision of N.
Remond, state supervisor. Hammc
in turn will have the following n r
under him: DeSales Harrison
charge of the Rialto; Harold R. K<
ler in charge of the Forsyth; P.
Whaley at the Strand and Jack K
iska at the Vaudette.

Another 49 that means — Gold!
IN Monday's issue we told you that Famous Players-Lasky would release FORTY-NINE big pictures in
the remaining six months of the season.
FORTY-NINE sure box-office winners, because built of the
best available star, director and author material.
In proof of this statement we listed the releases for March, April and May.
June, July and August:
July

June

And here are the releases for

August

'MARRIED

Roscoe
"Fatty"
Arbuckle
in
"THE
TRAVELING
SALESMAN."
Cosmopolitan
production
"THE
WILD
GOOSE," by Gouverneur Morris.
Thomas
Meighan in "BILLY
KANE," with
Lila Lee.
Thos.
H.
Ince — Vance
BRONZE
BELL."
Douglas MacLean in "ONE
Ince production.

special
A

"THE

MINUTE,"

British production
"APPEARANCES,"
by
Edward Knoblock, author of "Kismet."
Ethel Clayton in "SHAM."
William
DeMille's production "THE
LOST
ROMANCE," also by Edward Knoblock.

Lois

Weber's

production

STRANGERS."
Cosmopolitan
production

"THE

Cosmopolitan
BRIDE'S

production

"GET

QUICK S. WALLINGFORD."
William
Hart in "TRAVELING
Hart production.

RICH
ON,"

PLAY."
Wallace
Reid in an untitled production.
Dorothy
Dalton in an adaptation
of a big
story by E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Douglas
MacLean
in "BELLBOY
13,"
Ince production.
Thomas
Meighan in "TALL
TIMBERS."
Ethel
Clayton
in
"THE
ALMIGHTY

British
production
"THE
ROAD," with David Powell.

British production
"THE
DOLLAR."
Roscoe
NEW "Fatty"
YORK." Arbuckle

William A. Brady's production
Thompson Buchanan.

MYSTERY
"LIFE,"

by

Two more productions to be announced.

George Melford's
FOOL
YOUR
MARRY."
bull.

PRINCESS

OF

in

TO

"CRAZY

CAN'T
production "YOU
WIFE,"
by Hector Turn-

(paramount (pictures
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION
ADOLPM ZUKOR f*r,
JESSE L.LASKVho>a*i
CECIL 6 DE MULE Dittmr Ctfwvl

I

The Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
What
have
YOU
done?

MOTION

PICTURE

DAY, WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

26th

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater

New

York Motion

Picture Committee

Edited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.
ASSOCIATED MOTION
ADVERTISERS'
PICTURE
COMMITTEE
in co-operation with
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION
EUROPEAN
RELIEF
COUNCIL
Room 305 Capitol Theatre
Circle 4411

Is

Next Week
The crowd loveth a cheerful exhibitor

What

Red

Cross

Does

Splendid co-operation with the
Greater New York Committee is being afforded by the American Red
Cross through its committee led by
Mrs. Carman H. Barrett, Mrs. Arthur Bleyer, Mrs. Harry Creighton
Ingalls and Miss Prudence Wilson.
The executive work is in the hands
of those experienced campaigners,
H. D. Burrell, director, and Mrs. Paul
Foerster, assistant director. Through
this committee outside sales of children's matinee tickets are going on
extensively and on January 26 a huge
force of volunteers will be available
to work i nthe theaters. The ehadquarters is on the second floor of the
Capitol Theater building, Circle 4411.

Mastbaum's Defi Met
The challenge of Jules Mastbaum
/iat the Philadelphia theatres will
raise a greater fund than the Greater
New York Committee is going to be
met, and met hard. The defi issued
was at first treated perhaps lightly,
but when it was recollected that
Mastbaum always means what he
Flood of Appeal Posters
says, the ersolve was made not only
to beat him but to snow him under
To every film showhouse in the
completely — New York intending to country a broadside poster has been
show him that you can't pick on a sent from headquarters by Lloyd
bigger fellow.
Willis. This is a lobby poster bearingpealthetomotion
picture
industry's
apthe public
in behalf
of the

Stars You're Needed

Bert Adler, chairman in
charge of star appearances on
the night of Jan. 26 in behalf
of the drive for the starving
babies of Europe, is out after
as many stellar lights as he can
secure for that evening.
It is suggested that company
heads and managers whc have
artists available that night communicate with Adler, .who is
located in the Brokaw Bldg.,
1457. Broadway. And. right
away, too.
Phone, Bryant 1058

European

Relief Council

Printed and Published by Courtesy of Wid's Daily

DECORATE
Your Theatre

Today's "Thank Yous'
Botwen
Printing
Co. — for 5,000
cards.
Standard Engraving Co. — for cuts.
Barnes Printing
Co. — for courtesies.
Motion
Picture Journal — for addressed envelopes.
Thos. A. Wiley— for slides.
Butts Litho. Co. — for posters.
Jas. McCreery & Co. — ad. space for
announcement.
Lord & Taylor — ad. space for announcement.
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn — ad.
space for announcement.
Star Movie
Magazine — ad. space
for announcement.
Reeland- — space for announcement.
Apollo Photo
Studio — for photographs of Mary Schaefer.
Cafe Boulevard — for free use of
meeting room.
Anthony Gablik — for drawings and
for enlisting musical talent.

of the

European Relief as expressed by Herbert Hoover. On the back of this
poster for the exhibitor's benefit are
suggestions and hints for making
January 26 mean something to the
theatre's friends.
Capitol Subscription Blanks
S. L. Rothafel is distributing to
Capitol Theater patrons a subscription blank for tickets to the children's matinees
January
29. This
blank asks
that on
checks
be made
out
to Franklin K. Lane, Treasurer of
the European Relief Council, and has
a space for indicating to what institution, public or private, or to what
individual the tickets are to be mailed.

JOINT COMMITTEE
Representing National Association of
the Motion
Picture Industry
and the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of
America
Oscar A. Price, William ox, Carl
Laemmle, Richard A. Rowland, Chas.
C. Pettijohn, Jules E. Brulatour,
William Wright, James R. Quirk,
Arthur S. Friend, H. M. Berman,
Louis Inerarity, Arthur James, Sydney S. Cohen, Leo Brecher, C. T.
Sears, C. E. Whitehurst, L. Goldman,
J.
E. Evans,
M. Fay.Sam Bullock, S. I. Berman,
Sub-Committee to Handle the Details
of the National Campaign
Oscar A. Price, C. C. Pettijohn,
Louis Inerarity, Arthur James, H. M.
Berman, Al Lichtman, Sydney S. Cohen, C. E. Whitehurst, E. M. Fay,
C. L. O'Reilly, S. I. Berman.
To Aid in Hoover Drive
I. E. Chadwick, president of the
local F. I. L. M. Club, has appointed
the following committee to coopierate afelthe
M. P. A.drive.
and S.Harry
L. 'Rothin theA. Hoover
H.
Buxbaum, Famous Players, chairman; Louis Rosenbluh, Fox; Arthur
Abeles, Metro; R. H. Clark, i\ieu<
York First National; Sam Echman.
Goldwyn; Sam Zierler, Commonwealth, and I. E. Chadwick, exofficio.
With
Flying Banners
Motion Picture Day can be made a
gala occasion by expressing the gala
spirit with suitable decorations for
the front and interior of the theaters.

Every picture house will "look the
part" wit ha usitable display of banners and bunting throughout the
week of January 23. and more especially on Motion Picture Day and
the children's matinee date, Saturday. The Publicity Committee suggests that every showman let his decorations publish his mood for the big
week. The response of the citizens
ought to be in the same enthusiastic
mood. Let 'em know Something's
Doing! Use exploitation for your big
day, the 26th — and don't omit the
Mary Schaefer
definite message to be told in speThe Motion Picture Day Joan of Arc,
cially prepared signs announcing that
whose "Pity Diet" for the suffering
children of Europe is dedicated to the date.
Greater New York Committee.
Campfire Girls Help
The
Criterion Theater, trhough
A Selznick Group
Mrs. Foerster, the Red Cross assistVera Gordon, Martha Mansfield
ant director, has enlisted the Campand several other Selznick stars are fire Girls. They will be active in the
to form a group which will do a campaiRn of that theater during the
Fifth Avenue stunt in co-operation drive, and will be captained by Miss
with the Greater New York Commit- Mary Devlin and Miss Kempthorne,
tee and the Red Cross workers.
assistant.
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A. Deal
"Don't Fear Europe"- Ziehm; New U.F.
Talk of New Unit

Germany Far Behind A Ten Year Contract
Continental
Other
and
He
Says
Countries Present No Cause for
Worriment
Returned from a five months' tour
during which he visited Germany,
France, Italy, Scandinavia, Spain and
Holland, Arthur Ziehm, foreign sales
manager for Goldwyn, is convinced
that there is no reason for American
(manufacturers to be alarmed over the
possibility of serious competition
gn producers. Ziehm's
forei
from ent
that Germany is far bestatem
hind this country in the average quality of the pictures being made, is
particularly interesting.
While abroad Ziehm established
exchanges in Holland, in Stockholm
to cover Scandinavia and Finland, in
Milan, Italy, and in Barcelona, Spain.
Another office is planned for Rome.
"The International Exposition in Holland
was dominated by German picture men." said
Ziehm. "With the exception of Goldwyn and
Fox, American companies were not represented, and as a matter of fact the exposition was international in name rather than
character. One of the most interesting displays was that of an aeroplane camera invented by Germany during the war and now
available for general use.
"From Holland I went to Scandinavia,
where the business seemed to be in pretty
fair condition, about 75% of the current supply of films coming from this country.
"My visit to Germany, where I spent a
number of weeks, was particularly illuminating. There had been so much talk about
the activity of German producers and the
moderate costs at which they were making
film that I would not have been surprised at
finding conditions calculated to cause uneasiness among American picture men. Visits to
a number of the principal studios in Germany and meetings with many of the leading
representatives of the business in that country, gave mc a quite different view of the
situation.
"With all due respect for the excellence of
the work being accomplished by Lubitsch
and May and one or two other of the foremost directors, I was soon convinced that
the average German picture is far inferior to
the standard being maintained in this country. Technically, our product is much better, not only in the direction of the players,
but also in the matters of photography and
settings. Here, of course, it must be understood that I am referring to the average run
of pictures and not to specials such as 'Sumurun,'tions of'Anna
its class.Boleyn' and other produc"One of the surprises of my visit was to
find that some really good Wild West pictures are being turned out at the German
studios. They recall the rapid-action type of
melodrama popular when Broncho Bill was
at the height of his fame.
"Most interesting, however, are the experiments being made by Decla in the cubist, futuristic and impressionistic method of
picture expression. A new school of picture
art is being tested, and whether or not it is
destined to have a revolutionizing influence
on the making of pictures in the future remains to be seen. Meanwhile, Ufa is specializing in mass productions with a view
to turning out specials that will be popular
in all countries.
"I was surprised to find that German exhibitors are far behind us in matters of presentation. One would expect to find musical
settings at their best in Germany, but instead they are distinctly inferior to those we
have become accustomed to in this country.
This fact struck me forcibly when I attended
the premiere of 'Sumurun' and visited theaters in Berlin and elsewhere that are ranked
in the first class.
"From Germany I went to Italy where I
was received with the greatest cordiality by
the motion picture men of Rome, Milan and
other cities. Now, as heretofore, with the
exception of the Goldwyn product, few American made pictures are being shown in Italy.
Without any prejudice, I may say that Italian producers have not kept pace with the
progress made in American studios during
the past few years, although they are turning out some impressive spectacles."

That Is Term of Blumenthal-U. F. A.
AdFormerP. Won't
Agreementmit— Negri-F.
Deal
Ben Blumenthal, president of the
Export and Import Film Co., Inc.,
who is back in New York after an
extended stay in Central Europe,
stated yesterday that he owned the
output of the U. F. A. of Germany,
"Sumurun"
"Passion,"
producers
and
"Anne ofBoleyn,"
the latter the
most recent to be produced, for English-speaking countries for a period
Rachman is asSamuel
of 10 years.
sociated with him in the deal.
Mr. Blumenthal was seen at the
offices of the United Plays, Inc., the
Famous Players subsidiary which
will produce on the stage and then in
pictures the works of famous Central European authors. The representative of WID'S DAILY who
saw Blumenthal was armed with a
number of clippings relative to the
U. F. A. and Blumenthal's activities
which appeared in these columns
from time to time.
Blumenthal would not admit that
had
of "Passion,"
starFamous
Negri, by
Pola signed
Players and
been
further
would make no comment
than to say that both Pola Negri and
her director, Ernst Lubitsch, were
under contract to Rachman and himself. He was likewise inclined to be
reticent regarding his theater buying
activities in Central Europe. He did
say, however, that he had secured
control of a number of picture and
legitimate theaters in Central Europe
but insisted that they were on his own
behalf and not on behalf of Famous
Players, in whose interest it had been
variously reported he was acting.
Conditions on the other side, said
Blumenthal, were "not so good." He
said there was considerable upset in
Germany regarding the importation
of films. The 15% clause was to
have gone into effect on Jan. 1st but,
as noted at various times and nowverified by Blumenthal, the difficulty
is in the division of the 15%. It
means that 150 features can be imported from outside markets to be
used in Germany, and this per cent
is to include American, Italian,
French and every other brand of pictures. If divided up to include producers, distributors and exhibitors, as
the law provides, it would mean that
each individual would get about onefourth of a feature.
Joseph Somlo, one of the heads of
the U. F. A., came over with Blumenthal and Rachman. Somlo is
here to study American picture conditions and the method of putting on
shows. His organization owns about
100 theaters in Germany.
From other sources it was learned
that Somlo had brought with him a
print of "Anna Boleyn," which has
been the subject of much discussion
in English papers. It was reported
that he is here to sell the American
rights, but Blumenthal, when asked
concerning it, scouted the report.
Somlo will remain for about a month
and then return to Berlin.

Has U.F.A. Rights

Films for
Owns
Glucksmann
Max
esCountri
n
America
Six South
Why Exports Have Dropped
Max Glucksmann, one of the largest film operators in South America,
is in New York for the first time in
four years. He came from Paris,
where he had been spending several
months. Prior to his sailing for this
country he visited Berlin, where he
looked over the market.
He has entered an agreement with
the U. F. A. of Germany whereby he
owns exclusive exhibition rights for
that company's product for six South
American countries: Argentine, UruBoand him
Peru give
Chile, will
guay,
That product
livia.Paraguay,
about 10 per cent of what he uses.
or about 70 pictures, inasmuch as the
South American programs call for
two features a day, with a daily
change.
Glucksmann yesterday told why it
was that American film exports in
recent months had fallen off from
40 to 50% and why in the case of
Brazil, the importation of American
films had practically ceased. He
stated that it was due to the lack of
understanding of the real conditions
in South American countries on the
part of producers here that sums
were asked for films that were out of
all proportion to the value of the territory. It was for this reason, said
Glucksmann, that Italian and German producers were making inroads
into the South American market.
To emphasize this point, he cited
a typical example of how American
pictures would find the trade door
shut to them. Italian producers are
asking two lire a metre for their pictures, or 7 cents for about three feet
of film. This averages about $105
for a five reel feature, whereas with
domestic pictures the printing cost of
the laboratory figured on a basis of
4 cents a foot would be $200 alone.
This does not include the cost of the
foreign rights.
Glucksmann thinks that the answer
rests with producers here who must
see the foreign market as the resident buyer sees it and arrange his
price scale accordingly.
There are about 130 theaters in
Buenos Aires, and of this number
Glucksmann states he owns and controls through bookings 65%. The
same percentage is true of Rozario,
the second largest city in Argentine,
where there are 35 theaters. Glucksmann owns outright 42 theaters in
Argentine, Uruguay and Chile, while
he plans to extend his theater activities into Peru and Bolivia.
"Passion" was shown in Buenos
Aires about five months ago under
the title, "A Drama in the Court of
Louis XV." Glucksmann states by
his U. F. A. contract he will show
ether Pola Negri productions such
as "Carmen," "Sumurun" and "Anna
He and his brother Jacobo, who
makes his headquarters in New York,
will leave for Paris in about a month.
Boleyn."
From
there Max will go to Buenos
Aires and Jacobo will return here.

Luporini Brothers May Form Lar
Export Organization to Further
Cooperative Buying Plan
It is reported in local film circl
that
Luporini
Brothers,
import<
and exporters, will shortly form
large export organization to be ba<
ed by liberal capital for the purpc
of furnishing an outlet to Americj
producers
in foreign territories a I
serve as a connecting link with cc|
tinental producers in the distributif
of their productions in this count .
The new cooperative policy i\
nounced by Ferdinando LuporJ
about a fortnight ago, relative to 1
amalgamation of foreign buyers ■
the interests of protection and eccl
omy, will be one of the first steJB
to be taken by the new corporate,
it is said.
Luporini, it is understood, vjl
shortly leave on an extended tp
through Latin America.
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New First Runs
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Seattle — The fight between Jensen
and Von Herberg and the 10 film
companies which refuse to recognize
that firm's booking circuit. The Independent Exhibitors Corp., grows
interesting. Encouraged by the local
managers of the film companies, L.
A. Drinkwine has opened the Apollo
theater in Tacoma as a picture house,
and VV. L. Doudlah has remodeled
the old Arcadia skating rink in
Bremerton and opened it with big
productions, such as "The U. P.
Trail," "The Mark of Zorro, ' and
"Kismet."
Before the opening of these two
houses both Tacoma and Bremerton
first run theaters were all controlled
by Jensen and Von Herberg. A new
theater will al.so be opened in Portland shortly, where this firm also
controls the first run situation and
had shut out the productions of all
companies refusing to sell to the circuit.
on

Page
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Hodkinson Goes to St. Louis
W. W. Hodkinson
left yesterday
afternoon for St. Louis, where he will
be the guest of honor at the convention of the M. P. T. O. of Missouri.
Owen Moore 111
Owen Moore is at the Post Graduate hospital, suffering from a painful, but not particularly serious attack of inflammatory rheumatism.

-

Wolfberg Here
Harris P. Wolfberg, division manager for Famous Players with headquarters in Chicago, is in New York
for a few days.

Two Promotions
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Northwest Showmen
Start Move in
Independent Exhib. Corp. Fight
— Dissatisfaction Reported
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Attorney
Sulzberger
Wants
$2,415
for Fees — An Echo of the Committee of 17 Activities
Myron
Sulzberger,
an
attorney
with offices at 38 Park Row. is suing
the Committee of 17 for $2,415, for
services rendered.
A summons was
filed on
Frank
J. Rembusch
of
Shelbyville, fnd., yesterday.
The Committee of 17 which met in
Chicago last summer and preceded
the formation of the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America, by some
weeks was composed of Frank J.
Rembusch, Sig Samuels, H. C. Farley, L. L. Lund, Martin Van Praag,
D. W. Chamberlin, L. F. Blumenthal,
L. T. Lester, Carl Kettler, John Maniieimer, W. C. Patterson, A. F.
Brentlinger, H. M. E. Pasmezoglu,
EI. W. Kress, C. E. Whitehurst, M.
V. Choynski and E. T. Peters.
It is understood that Sulzberger is
suing for the amount involved chiefly
because of services he rendered in
locating and calling upon former
President Taft, with a view to ascertaining whether Taft would be willing

to head a combined
exhibitors'
organization. It is further
understood
that
of
the
amount
Sulzberger
was
M^
■
paid
$500
and
that
he
is
now
suing
W^HW,'ka8!B£ *- :
■
■.
^ .. *#^
{*' for the remainder.
At the Cleveland convention in last
Her wedding hour. At the chancel rail. "Stop!" she cries. "In the
June,
a resolution was passed that
sight of God, I am another man's wife!" A compelling scene in Thomas all expenses
of the Committee of 17
H. Ince's "Lying Lips," a gripping melodrama of life and love, his second
be
borne
by
the exhibitors of the
country.
Associated
Producers'
production. — Advt.

I

.m i

Buys Stone Films
Two

More
Features
for Federated
Film Exchanges — Talk of More
Product
Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc., have purchased two
features starring Fred Stone. They
are "The Duke of Chimney Butte"
andThe"Billy
Jim." were made by Stone
pictures
after he completed his Paramount
contract and have never been shown.
Sam Grand, Federated franchise
holder in New England, is at the
Astor on Federated business as well
as on his own affairs. There was
some talk in film circles yesterday
that Federated would shortly announce the acquisition of additional
product. Nothing definite could be
learned, however.

Samuel Sax and Claude Ezell Selznick Sales Manager and Personal
Representative Respectively
Samuel Sax of Chicago, and Claude
C. Ezell, of Dallas, have been appointed respectively general sales manager
and personal representative to the
president of the Selznick Enterprises.
Sax succeeds Charles R. Rogers
who has resigned, as noted, to engage
in business for himself. Ezell,
through having been appointed personal representative to Lewis J. Selznick, has had created for him a newGarrett Returns
position with the organization. Selznick announced these changes inciSidney Garrett, well known exporter has returned to New York from
dent to a conference, of field and
home office executives of the com- London where he has been for some
pany held this week.
time past.

M. P. E. A. Meets
Executives Gather at the Astor — Talk
of Plans for Exhibitor Organization

Commenting on the filing of the
action, Rembusch who is in town attending to M. P. E. A. business, regarding which details will be found
elsewhere in this issue, stated yesterday that it was understood that when
the expenses of the committee were
borne that the exhibitors would pay
for them. He stated further that of
the $6,200(Continued
spent, on$4,200
subPage 6)was

An important meeting was held
yesterday of several executives of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., of which Alfred S. Black of
Boston, is president. Those at the
meeting were Black, Frank J. Rembusch, Ernest H. Hortsmann and
C. E. Whitehurst.
Lichtman Going to Coast
It is understood that plans were
Al Lichtman leaves for the coast
discussed to continue the M. P. E. A. in about a week. He will stay there
as an active organization, although no
one could be reached for an official for several weeks, according to present plans.
statement.

Sherrill to be Featured
Dinner for Buxbaum
Jack Sherill will be featured in one
Harry H. Buxbaum, local manager
for Famous Players was the guest of picture for Ivan Abramson. The picture will be called "The Eternal
honor at a dinner given in his honor
Mother," and will be produced at the
Estee
studio.
at Murray's last night. The occasion was the arrival of another birthday for "Bux" — he won't say which it
is. Sydney R. Kent and D. V. ChamRickard's Official Pictures Dempsey
berlin of the home office were andTexBrennan
Contest. Now booking. N. R
Greathouse, 101 W. 45th St. Bry. 5741

guests.
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The Trocadero Amusement Co." of
628 5th Ave. was sued in the Supreme Court by Louise E. Williams
for $3,000 damages because she fell
Price 5 Cents on the ice in front of the theater last
winter and fractured her wrist.
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The Triangle Film Corp. has filed
suit in the Supreme Court against
Hugo Mainthau, trading as the Unique Film Co., to recover five reels of
positive film of the play, "Love or
Justice," alleged to be worth $200.
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Tuttle Buys Franchise
Max E. Mazur, treasurer of Sher
Trenton, N. J.— Roth Amusement man Prod. Corp., announces the final
Enterprises, Morristown. Capital, allotment of territorial rights in Texj
$100,000. Incorporators, Harry Roth, as, Oklahoma and Arkansas for Sher
Morristown; Isidore Roth, Dover, man productions during the next fivj
years to T. O. Tuttle, manager
o
and Walter A. Hoffman, Dover.
Criterion Film Service, 1913^4 Com
merce St., Dallas.
It is understood
that he has se]
s,
Albany, N. Y. — Arrow Exchange
cured the franchise on his own ac
Inc. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, count and not on behalf of the Cri
W. Ray Johnston, E. R. Champion
and H. G. Davis, 1801 Popham Ave. terion.

Incorporations

Dover. Del. — Eureka PhotoplayThe Appellate Term of the Su- ers. Capital, $2,250,000. Incorpopreme Court has decided to disrators, James J. Flannery, H. L. Elmiss the appeal of the Numa Pictures
of New York, and S. WormJr.,
lis,
Corp. from judgments for $433 and ser, Brooklyn.
$328 obtained in the Municipal Court
by the U. S. Fire Insurance Co. and
the Richmond Fire Ins. Co. unless
Dover, Del. — Rotary Projector
the defendant files the appeal papers
Incorpo$1,000,000.Thomas
Capital,Kenna,
Corp. rators,
G.
before Jan. 14.
Jr.,
Joseph
Hineman.
E.
Albert
Murphy and
In a suit of Frederick Post against Chicago.
Victor Kremer to recover on a note
for five films sold, the defendant has
Dover, Del. — Red Seal Corp. Capfiled a new answer demanding $25,ital, $50,000. Incorporators, T. L.
000 damages on the ground that the
plaintiff falsely represented that he Crotcau, M. A. Bruce and S. E. Dill,
Wilmington.
Last was the owner of the films, whereas
they
belonged
to
the
W.
H.
Clifford
Bid. Asked. Sale
Dover. Del. — Woodlawn Theater
Photoplay Corp. of Los Angeles, and
573/6 the defendant spent the sum sued for
58M?
56
.
.
Famous Flayers
has increased its capChicago,
Co., ital
from $150,000 to $1,000,000.
815^ 81
81
do pfd
in
advertising
and
exploiting
the
films.
Sl/2
5
♦Goldwyn
Not quoted
1 W Griffith. Inc
Albany, N. Y. — Gauthier Prod.
Loew's, Inc., .... 17%
17/2
17 H
The British & Colonial Kinemato- Corp., New York. Capital, 500 shares
7/16
7/16
7/16
Triangle
graph Co., Ltd., sued the Clark-Cor- common stock, no par value; active
Not quoted
v orld Film
nelius Corp. in the Supreme Court capital, $10,000. Incorporators, M. B.
yesterday
to compel the defendant to Bovd. E. L. Folse and J. Gauthier,
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
return films of "Adam and Eve," on 47 W. 97th St.
the ground that the defendant broke
New
St. Louis Robbery
a contract by which it was made distributor of the film for the United
C Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Jazz a la Riesenfeld
St. Louis— Three bandits held up States, Canada and the Hawaiian
Hugo Riesenfeld likes jazz, but he
watchman
negro
the
Charles Wilson,
Island, for 35% of the net proceeds. is quite particular as to how the jazz
at the Rialto theater, at 6:30 Monday An accounting of all sums received is is played. Hence, to have it played
morning and escaped with the theater also demanded.
the way he likes it— he has organized
the Rialto Ensemble which will make
safe containing Saturday's and Sunits debut next week at the Rialto as
day's receipts, amounting to $3,500.
Gov't Wants Film Editors
Washington — The government part of the program surrounding
Photo Repro Moves
needs assistant editors of films in "Brewster's Millions." It will consist
The Photo Repro Co., Inc., has various departments and for that purmainly of wood wind instruments.
moved from 1627 Broadway to the
pose will conduct a civil service ex- There will be no strings, one tromQueens Subway Bldg., Long Island
amination on Feb. 23.
bone and a trumpet.
City, where it has double the space it
had formerly. The company is shortthe production of lanly going
tern slides.into

Quotations

Johnson Cutting Films
Martin Johnson is busy these days
cutting the thousands of feet of film
he shot on his last trip to the South
Sea regions.
Johnson photographed
series of pictures on his last trip.
The Robertson-Cole offices have
not decided in what shape the films
will be issued and stated yesterday
that nothing could be done pending
a showing of them, when they are in
some sort of definite shape.
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THE STRAND THEATRE IN NEW D YORK
ALL
REPORTS THAT IT SHATTERE
HOUSE RECORDS ON SUNDAY— MORE
PEOPLE THAN EVER BEFORE IN THE
HISTORY OF THE THEATRE ATTENDED
EVERY PERFORMANCE AND "A DOGBOYS
GONE-MIX-UP," A HALLROOM
COMEDY WAS THE COMEDY USED.
FROM THE PICK OF ALL THE COMEDIES
FOR THE WEEK HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES WERE SELECTED FOR A RECORDBREAKING WEEK— SOME
RECORDSOME COMEDIES.
IF YOU'RE NOT BOOKING THEM NOW
GET BUSY— THEY WILL MEAN NEW
RECORDS FOR YOUR HOUSE.
PERCY AND FERDIE HALLROOM.

Wright With Universal
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles— William Lord Wrigl
scenario writer and director, has bee
placed in charge of the serial an
western branch of the Universal set
nario department under the directio
of Lucien Hubbard,
scenario edito
More

Sales

S. J. Rollo has sold "The Devil
Angel,"
"The toFourth
Face" Owl
an
"Love's Battle"
the Theater
ers
Exchange of Minneapolis fc
that Film
territory.
"I Am

the Woman"

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los production
Angeles — Louise
Glaum's Pn
ne:
Read
for Associated
ducers will be "I Am the Woman
This is the story originally calk
"The Attorney
for
the
Defense
Bray

Showing Today

Bray Pictures will show "The Ej
ements of the Automobile," an II
reeler
dealing with
constructic'
of
the machine
at the the
Y. M.
C. A., cj
57th St. today, at one o'clock.

An ordinary poster is about
as useful to an exhibitor as
a mirror to a blind man.
What the exhibitor really
needs, and should insist
upon having, are
RITCHEY
POSTERS!

RITCHEY
I.ITHO
CORP.
406 W. 31st St ,H.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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The Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
What
have
YOU
done?

MOTION

PICTURE

DAY, WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

26th

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater New

York Motion Picture Committee

Edited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.
ASSOCIATED MOTION
E ADVERTISERS'
PICTURCOMMITTEE
in co-operation with
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION
EUROPEAN RELIEF
COUNCIL
Room 305 Capitol Theatre
Circle 4411

Today's "Thank Yous" I
Miss Adelaide N. Farans— for help
in mailing notices.
Miss Schumann — for clerical assistance.
These motion picture stars are with
us for next Wednesday, Moving Picture Day:
DOROTHY PHILLIPS
MAE MURRAY
RUTH ROLAND
MARY
McLAREN
MOLLIE KING
VERA GORDON
MARTHA
MANSFIELD

Northwest "Pep'^
In the Northwest there is a well
organized movement to put the drive
successfully over the top. Ray A.
Grambacher, Regional Chairman for
the Spokane district, has written Mr.
Hoover as follows:

Important Notes
At the executive committee meeting Wednesday it was announced:
The F. I. L. M. Club, to help
along the special Saturday morning
matinee, will purchase tickets and
have as its guests the various schools
and institutions in the neighborhood
of local motion theaters.
There is to be a meeting of the
Four Minute speakers on Monday
night at 8:15, in the Fifth Ave. Baptist Church, 8 East 46th St. Commander George Barr Baker, Dr.
Thos. E. Greene and Jerome A.
Meyers will address the Four Minute speakers and give them the details of the things to be mentioned
at the theaters on Wednesday, Jan.
26th.
More than 500 speakers, both men
and women, have already replied and
signified their willingness to serve,
but additional volunteers can be
placed to good advantage if they will
get in touch with Motion Picture
Headquarters at 122 West 49th St.
The Transportation Committee in
addition to having made arrangements for supplying all shows for
the morning of the 29th, is now working on obtaining a sufficient number
of closed cars so that the stars who
are to make personal appearances on
Jan. 26 will have proper transportation. Those who have closed cars
to offer for this purpose should get
in touch with Mr. Rosenbaum of the
Transportation Committee, or Mrs.
Foerster at the Capitol Theater, Circle 5500.

of the

European

Relief Council

Printed and Published by Courtesy of Wid's Daily
DO

Send in Your
SIGNED

PLEDGES

to Leo Brecher
305 Capitol Theater Bldg.

Preparing Programs
The Theater Committee and the
Film Committee are working together to provide the theaters with
the
children's
programs.
The film committeematinee
is to receive
a list
of the theaters which will conduct
the Saturday morning performances
of Jan. 29. The shows for these theaters will be ready for distribution on
the afternoon of Friday, January 28.
The film committee is already collecting this special material and assembling itin program form.
A dramatic tabloid
"THE
INVISIBLE
GUEST"
(150 ft.)
GET
IT at the New
York
Paramount Exchange, 729 7th Ave., free
of charge for this drive.
Get it now and run it now!
It's for
the cause.

Big Stores Co-operate
Chairman Paul Lazarus of the A.
M. P. A. Committee to secure co-operation from the big department
stores in advertising Motion Picture
"I have appointed on my committee representing the theater owners
NOTICE!
Day, has met with gratifying reof Spokane: H. S. Clemmer, Dr. H.
sponse. Next week Lord & Taylor
C Lambach, Charles Stilwell, J. W.
Special European Relief posters and J. B. McCreery & Co. of ManAllender, E. Clark Walker, Charles will be delivered to Greater New
hattan and Abraham & Straus of
Packeritz, Mr. Ternune, C. D. Wood- York theaters with the films booked Brooklyn will carry in their copy in
ward, Charles York and C. S. Crews. by them for their regular shows of the daily papers a notice of Motion
next Saturday, Jan. 22. Please use Picture Day.
"At our meeting it was decided to
have a Midnight Matinee, starting at these posters to good effect.
eleven o'clock at the three largest
theaters, namely, Pantages, Clemmer
Ryskind Busy
and Liberty.
Morrie Ryskind, the new popular
Stars You're Needed
Bert Adler, chairman in
"We will immediately start an adhas arranged to celebrate Moauthor,
vertising campaign with slides on the
charge of star appearances on
Day at "F. P. A."'s Contion
Picture
screen in every theater in town. Each
the night of Jan. 26 in behalf
tribs' Dinner on the 26th with an
theater will speak in its daily newsof the drive for the starving
ings.
activity in behalf of the big film dopaper regarding the matinee. We
babies of Europe, is out after
will endeavor to persuade the meras many stellar lights as he can
chants also to include in their newssecure for that evening.
paper ads a mention of the matinee.
In Electric Lights
It is suggested that company
Motion
Picture Day has been beamheads and managers who have
"The entire proceeds of the matinee will be given to the Starving
artists available that night como' nights
crowds
at Broadway
from ing several
Children fund,
municate with Adler, who is
of the
Selznick
electric
located in the Brokaw Bldg.,
signs. By next week it is possible
"We mean to put this proposition
that other electric signs may be pro1457. Broadway. And. right
over successfully to show the general
away, too.
claiming the motion picture induspublic that the theatrical people are
Phone, Bryant 1058
really alive and will make a success
try's interest in the Hoover campaign
for Eu:opean Relief
of whatever they attempt to do."

Regional Directors^
The

exhibitors who have accepted
Mr. Hoover's appointment as chair-,
men
of the "Save the Children" drive
in their
respective territories are: W.i
Bernstein, Colonial Theater, Albany,
Mr. Larsen, Keith's Theater, Boston;
Mike Shea, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; Dr. Sam
Atkinson,
Allied
Amusement
Assn., Chicago
;
Henry
Lustig, Cleveland; E. T. Peter, Dallas; F. F. Schwie, Duluth
Amusement Co., Duluth;
Fred Dahnken,
Turner & Dahnken, San Francisco;
Gore Bros, and Sol Lesser, Los Angeles; James C. Clemmer,
Seattle;
Greaper
Unioncker,
Ray
A., Gromba
A.''
Ave. Spokan
e;, W.
Theater
Portland; Wm. Swanson, Salt Lake City;
Thos. Vickroy, Tabor Theater, Denver; Fred Seegert, Regent Theater,
Milwaukee;
Jake Wells,
Colonial
Theater, Richmond; Frank L. Newman, Kansas City; Harry Crandall,
Metropolitan
Theater,
WashingtonHarry Goldberg, Sun Theater, Omaha; A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Eugene V. Richards, Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans; Jules
Mastbaum, Philadelphia; John P. Harris,
Grand Theater, Pittsburg; J. C. Ritter Rialto Theater, Detroit; Theo.
L. Hays, Loeb's Arcade, Minneapolis; Joseph Mogler, St. Louis; E. M
Fay, Providence; Louis Blumenthal,
National Theater, Jersey City; E. H
Bingham,
Colonial Theater, Indianapolis; J.A. Maddox, Southern TheWhitehurst,
New Theate
Baltimore«Mr:
Columbus,
O.; r,Charles
W.
H. B. Varner, Lyric Theater, Lexmgton, N C; C. D.
, Strand
Theater, Tampa, Fla.; Cooley
W. J. Steffes,
Minneapolis; H. C. Farley, Montgomery, Ala.; L. T.
Majestic
1 heater, Louisville; Ditmars,
Rialto Theater, ColumbE.us, T S. Lester
G; L.
M. Miller Palace Theater, Wichita,
Kan.; S. Z. Poll, New Haven, Conn.;
Sam
L. Rothafel, Capitol Theater,
New
City; Alfred Black, Black's
TheateYork
r, Rockla
nd, Me.; C. H. Bean
Pastime
Theater,
Franklin, N. H.;
H. S. Graves, St. Johnsbury,
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Chicago- VtW ■
A. Dilhon
Strand Theater, Ithaca,
Theater
Utica, N. Y;
Theo.
Jellenk
Albany
^i
' ^Y; -H- Theater,
Lint°n, Schenectady,
Hippodrome
N. Y ; C. A. Lick, New Theater, Ft
Smith, Ark.
SLIDES!

Special advance slides will be distributed from the Capitol Theater
building by Mrs. Foerster's aides at
the same time that packages of tickets
are issued to theater men.

Decorate your theatre lobby next week— Let your public know there's something doing!
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TO EVERY PRODUCER,
DISTRIBUTOR,
PROMOTER,
OPERATOR AND AGENT
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY—

EXHIBITOR,
IN

You are hereby informed that full and complete motion picture, book and
dramatic rights to

The Story of Audrey Munson
Have been secured and are now exclusively owned and controlled by

PERRY

PLAYS

INCORPORATED

220 West 42nd Street, New York
By arrangement with Allen Rock

Miss Munson is the most famous of all artists' models whose beauty has
inspired the greatest modern masterpieces.
Her intimate story is the tremendous drama now appearing in smashing
two-page spreads, every Sunday, in all the Hearst Sunday Newspapers and
in more than fifty other big Sunday newspapers throughout the country.
PERRY PLAYS INCORPORATED has also secured the exclusive
services of Miss Munson herself, including all photographic rights originating
with her for a period of time fixed by contract.
In view of the extraordinary value of the above rights— plus the value of the newspaper cooperation in the resultant publicity and promotion campaign,

PERRY

PLAYS INCORPORATED

j

Notifies the trade in general that it will promptly protect each and every right thus possessed by it
and punish infringements to the full extent of the law.
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Jutch Trust Launched; Export Doings
Barnstyn In It

After S. A. Trade

Slump in Britain

Germans
and Italians Busy — Cheap Theaters
Find Business
Bad — Exis a 10,000,000 Guilder Unit With
American
Films
Face
Compe15
changes
Beginning
to
Feel
De—
s Back of It
Big Interest
tition, Says John L. Day
Theaters Controlled
An entirely new situation confronts
(Special topression
WID'S DAILY)
If. C. Barnstyn, of the British and the American film exporter in South
London — Business is very bad in
ved
recei
Ltinental Trading Co.,
America, according to John L. Day, England owing to a general trade
4,rd by cable from The Hague, Hol- South American representative of Fa- depression and a slump in the amuse|jid yesterday that his brother, Louis
ment world following the peace
mous Players, just returned after a
|d completed the details of a 10,boom.
Picture theaters are doing
months' trip. Brazil, Argentine
"l.OOO guilder corporation in Hol- six
very bad business and are laying off
[id involving theaters, exchanges and Chile were visited by Day, considerable time being spent in the of- bookings in consequence, so that
,1 a laboratory.
are beginning to feel the
fices of Peliculas D'Luxo Da Amer- renters
draught.
The company is backed by imporica
Do
Sul,
a
Famous
Players
subtjtt Dutch business interests, includ
sidiary in Rio de Janeiro.
8' a large and well known steamFamous-Lasky's first two producd
tions "The Great Day" and "The
offere
be
to
are
s
share
Its
"The
day
when
the
American
exline.
j'p
nge.
excha
stock
m
erda
Amst
I the
porter could dump any kind of film Call of Youth," were shown here the
Fifteen theaters are involved in the into the South American market has other day. It is understood they are
dnbination, including five in The passed," said Day yesterday. "Fall- releasing them on their ordinary
ing exchange values have crippled schedule which means that they will
[itgue, one in Rotterdam, two m
fcisterdam, one in Utrecht, three in the export and import business reach the public sometime in 1922.
Paul Powell is now in the south
Hmegen and two in Arnhem. It through South American to a large
of
France with a company working
extent.
i^es in the exchange and the proLouis
by
led
on
"The Mystery Road," from an
hand
lans to date
"In addition new factors have entered into the situation through the original story by E. Phillips OppenIrnstyn's company, which in Dutch
tijn's Film competition of German and Italian heim. Donald Crisp is working here
failed the Loet C. Barns
Wilson ex- film exporters, who are making on "Appearances," by Edward
n
Sasse
the
F)d. and also
Inge in The Hague and the I. F. strenuous efforts to recapture the Knoblock. He expects to go to the
; Internationale Film Ondernem- South American film markets which shortly.
south of F'rance with his compan;
I, in Rotterdam. A laboratory is they lost at the beginning of the war.
even
and
deal
the
in
ded
i wise inclu
Alliance has practically completed
German exporters, in particular, have
i jrint shop where Barnstyn can become important competitors and "Carnival," under the direction of
lit his own stationery and paper.
are making all sorts of inducements Harley Knoles. The company exLouis Barnstyn will be the general to the Latin-American exhibitors
pects to go great things with this
fetor of the company, as yet un- and importers to take their films.
picture.
"The only manner in which the
tion's
corpora
[ined.
of
chainaim
of achief
ment
II be theThedevelop
American film industry can successSold to Inter-Ocean
fully fight this competition is through
jjaters in Holland.
the
production
of
better
pictures
for
Inter-Ocean Film has purchased
lamstyn's exchange business is
I of the most important in Holl- South American distribution.
the
foreign rights to "Wild Men of
(li. He controls for that country,
"Price cutting and the offering of Borneo," the Burlingham pictures
which
have been made into a five
special
inducements
to
the
importers
Gau:t following programs: Fox,
nit. Famous Players (until 1920), and exhibitors by German companies reeler. J. C. Barnstyn, as noted yeslldwyn and has first call on the will not endanger the prestige of the
terday, has purchased the Dutch
Iductions of the Unione Cinemato- best American films, but it will make
rights.
— the Italian film competition a serious matter for the
The Burlingham pictures can either
jphicHe Italiana
1st.
has to date been releasing
be shown as a five reeler or when defilms from this country."
c and a half programs weekly. cheaper
Speaking of theaters in Brazil, Day
sired in single reel form under the
said:
Is averages 25,000 ft.
following titles: "A Borneo Venice,"
. C. Barnstyn will be the American
"The Cinema Avenida, the first run "Monkey Land Up the Barito River,"
'iresentative for the company.
house for Paramount in Rio, is doub- "Towards the Savages," "Jungle
ling its seating capacity. Two other Belles of Borneo" and "A Wedding
large theater building propositions
Feast
Among the
Inter-Ocean
also Dayaks."
purchased some
are under consideration in Rio."
To Fight U. C. I.?
single reels from Burlingham.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
German and French Combine
:ome, Italy — There is talk here
It certain firms with headquarters
Talk of Boston Run
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
le and some in Turin, will shortly
Berline — The directors of the BerThere was some talk in film quarlin Film Manufacture have returned
l\ together and form a combined
ters yesterday that a five reeler calIonization in order to fight the from a trip to Paris. Now there is
led "The Courtship of Miles StandI one Cinematographica Italiana. some talk that while there, they arI; said that the move is being sponranged for a merger with two impor- ish," would go into the Tremont
<d bj' a banking house which to ant French firms. Who they are Temple, Boston when "Way Down
I; has not interested itself in film cannot be ascertained.
East" closed its run there. The picture was made by the Associated
firs.
Cinema Industries, a $1,000,000 New
Another German Trust
York corporation and is in five reels,
the first of which is in the nature of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
talian Film Men Coming Here
Berlin — A new film trust has made a prologue showing scenes of historic
Plymouth.
arlos Amato, producer of the pic- its appearance. It is the Deutsche interest around
u starring Pina Menichelli, famous Film Aktiengesellschaft and includes
I taly and Baron Fassini, onkf of seven firms. They are Ring Film,
After nine weeks on location near
[ leading officials of the Unione Matray Film, the Berliner Licht■matographic Italiana, are com- spiel theater, the Bohnen Film, the Monterey, Cal., Eric Von Stroheim
n to this country shortly to look Delog Film, the Film-kopienanstalt is returning to Universal City this
T the market, according to Arthur and Co., and the Film-Musik Verlaga. week, after having shot several miles
The trust has a capital of 5,000,000 of film for his super-feature. "Foolish
- im. The date for their sailing has marks.
■< been definitely settled.

Wives."

Beban
Again the Mayor
(SiHcial' to Will's
DAILY)
Atlanta — George Beban was made
Mayor of Atlanta for a day when his
picture, "One Man in a Million,"
opened at the Howard. A. delegation
of women's clubs met him and paraded all over' town in a string of
automobiles. Beban was the guest
at a luncheon on Monday and the
guest of the Rotary and Kiwanis
Clubs yesterday.
Paul Gray, Beban's representative,
left here for Chattanooga and Nashville last night to arrange for Be
ban's appearance in those cities.

for
records
remember
richardsoris
'the three rs inmusic

'In the Jhadow
nf i the DomeN
A DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

CONTINUITY

jthat COUNTS

Paul Schofield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing
CURRENT
Coast) RELEASES:
"Rose of Nome"— Fox (West
ler
"Smilin' All the Way"— David But"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
"Tiger's Coat"— Hodkinson— AllStar
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"ThePlayers
Quarry"— Meighan— Famoua
HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

CREATIVE:

CONTINUITY
uiiim
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New First Runs

St. Louis Merger

(Continued from Page 1)

The suspicions of the film managers that Jensen and Von Herberg
have not bought sufficient stock in
the theaters of the 16 towns recently
announced in WID'S DAILY to
give them the right to buy for those
houses as a part of their own string
seems to be justified by the report
now being circulated from an authentic source that Jensen and Von Herberg promised C. F. Hill of Albany.
Oregon, who controls that and two
other near-by towns, that they would
buy $5,000 worth of stock in his
company, that they paid $500 down
and that he finds it impossible to get
any more from them. It is also rer
ported that William J. Ripley of the
Western Amusement Co. of Aberdeen and Centralia has been similarly
treated. The supposition in local film
circles is, therefore, that very little
actual money has been put into any
of these companies by Jensen and
Von Herberg.
In the meantime dissatisfaction
among the members of the circuit
grows apace. Clyde Matlock of
Pendleton, Ore., withdrew from the
circuit and demanded a return of his
entrance fee. After some difficulty
he obtained it. Meyers and Ford
of La Grande, Ore., have also resigned and demanded their money. They
were refused, and they have placed
the matter in the hands of their attorneys. A number of other members are bringing all pressure to bear
on Jensen and Von Herberg for a return of their entrance fees.
An effort was made to reach Mr.
Von Herberg at the Astor, where he
had been stopping, but the room
clerk at 6:30 last night reported he
had checked out.

New Bills Pending in Various States,
Elliott Is Quoted as Saying

to WID'S DAILY)
(Special The
Standard Film Co.
St. Louis—
of St. Louis and the Independent
Film Co., the latter a $50,000 Missauri corporation have merged and
will in the future operate under the
name of the latter corporation.
The company is headed by F. J.
Fegan, for four years manager here
for Standard, while others in the
company are J. E. Callahan, president
of the Callahan Metal Weather Strip
Co., and J. Ray Weinbrenner, well
known attorney. Independent secures among the more important features "Isobel," "Whispering Devils,"
"She Played and Paid," and "Turn
Right." of the company will be
the offices
to The
at 3317 Olive St., in the same quarters formerly occupied by Standard.
It is expected that in the near future
an office will be opened in Kansas
City, Mo., with the object to serve
Missouri, Kansas and Southern
Illinois.

afterThe Evening Sun yesterday
noon quoted Frederick H. Elliott of
the National Association as saying
that the industry will "have to fight
this winter five times as many pro-

Sues
for Services
(Continued from Page 1)
scribed by independent producers and
that C. E. Whitehurst of Baltimore
and himself had been forced to bear
the remainder of the burden. He added that he understood that the exhibitors had not paid a cent of the
Sydney Cohen of the M. P. T. O.
$6,200.
could not be reached for a statement
yesterday. He had gone when an effort was made to reach him.

More Aides for Saunders
Claud Saunders, director of exploitation for Famous Players, announces the following appointments
to his staff: Arthur M. Vogel at
Suitably Celebrated
Seattle; Leon Bamberger at Minneapolis, and Richard E. Riddick at
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
City. Wayland H. TayLos Angeles — The completion of Salt lorLake
has been transferred from Seatthe first year of the corporate life of
tle to San Francisco.
Charles Ray Prod., Inc., was celebrated here when the officers gave
Pioneer Exchange in Omaha
a dinner and theater party for Mr.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
and Mrs. Ray. The others present
Omaha — Pioneer has opened an exwere Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Ray,
change at 1324 Howard St. under the
the star's
parents;
Mr. Mrs.
and Mrs.
Richard Willis,
Mr. and
Albert
A. management of I. J. ("Bud") BarsKidder, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Gus ky. It will serve Nebraska and Iowa.
Inglis.
"His Enemy's Daughter," the first
feature distributed by Candler PicCircle Film Attractions are distribtures Corp., has been sold to the
uting on the state right market, "The Popular Film Co., 14 Piedmont St.,
Boston, for New England.
Devil's Confession."

CYRUS

THINGS
STATE

RIGHTS

J. WILLIAMS'

Stupendous Expose

MEN
IN SIX
REELS

FOREIGN

DO
RIGHTS

M. B. SCHLESINGER
802 TIMES

More of Censors

Standard and Independent Film Now
One — More Offices Planned

BUILDING

NEW

YORK

New Guide Almost Ready
The 20th edition of the Julius Ca
Theatrical Guide, consolidated w
Gus Hill's National Directory, y
be ready for distribution Feb. 15
The guide will give the names
managers, seating capacity, etc.
The price is $3.00.
Office of
publishers is in the Longacre Bldg

"
faced abefore.
ever gives
list of
as we per
posed lawsnewspa
Then the
state and the status of various bills,
which it claims. Elliott named. It
follows:
Colorodo — Censorship bill, now in
hands of Attorney General.
Massachusetts — Censorship bill ;
hot fight there last year; Gov. Coolidge vetoed bill.
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
Oklahoma and Texas — Censorship
and Sunday closing laws.
Missouri — Censorship fight already
under way.
Montana — Censorship bill submitted to Legislature.
North Carolina — Censorship bill already introduced.
Wyoming — Censorship fight on in
Legislature.
In Chicago the City Council has
referred a censorship ordinance to
the judiciary committee, while in Buffalo a citizen's committe has drafted
a report recommending a regulatory
ordinance.
States which already have censorship laws are Arkansa, Ohio, Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Eliott stated yesterday that he
hadn't given out any interviews to
anyone, and that no publication had
a right to quote him. He refused to
discuss the matter further.
Look for Censor Fight
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal. — Assemblyman
Edgar Hurley of Oakland has presented to the legislature a censorship
bill for this state. It has been retee.
ferred to the public morals commitIt looks as if there would be a
fight when the committee reports on
the bill. Picture interests are reported ready to carry the fight direct to
Governor Stephens. Hurley declares
that he already has the pledge of 25
assemblymen to support his measure.

FOR
SALE
TWO
COMEDIES
Negative and Two Prints
One Reelers — Act Quick
B. BERK
117 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
3rd Floor
Bryant 024f

TO
SUB-LEASE
Spacious offices in New Rob
ertson-Cole
Building, abou
18x35 feet. Reply
Box B-8, care Wid's

DIRECTOR!
OF

THE
A

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
16 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea ,•
•*Jew York City.
Hollywood

ADVERTISING— PUBLICIT
904

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

ARTISTS
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(Special

Ban
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WID'S
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ART

TITLE

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC..
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOM:
Art Title*
Avenue
Bryant

'27 7th

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. Itt
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrota
!25 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant^

ENLARGING

AND

COPYI?

W.
J. MORAT
Grainless Enlargements
M. P. Fill
302 E. 33rd St.
Phone Vand. if

FILM
Would

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTURES
State Right
— Export
& Import
— Film
729 7th
Ave.
Bryant
9444 C'nl

Jefferson City, Mo. — Moving picLABORATORIES
ture shows and theatrical performEVANS
LABORATORY
ances are forbidden on Sundays unMotion
Picture Printing
der a bill introduced in the state 416-24 Quality
W. 216th St.
Wads
i
senate by Senator Loren E. Senneker of Lawrence
County.
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATO
Parkway
Tel. Tremom
The bill amends an existing law 430 H.Claremont
J. Streyckmans,
General Manas
to read: "Every person who shall NICHOLAS KESSEL LABORATO i
be convicted of horse racing, cock
Kwality Prints"
fighting or playing at games of cards Fort Lee. N.'Kessel
J.
Fort L
or games of any kind, or operating
PRINTERS
theaters, picture shows and other
BARNES
PRINTING
CO
like places of amusement on the first
Motion Picture Specialists
day of the week, commonly called
Phone Grameri H
Sunday, shall be deemed guilty of a 36 East 22d St.
misdemeanor and fined not exceedPROSPECT
PRESS
Levine On Trip
Nating $50."
Levine of Plymouth Pictures,
Inc., leaves tonight on a sales trip
through the Middle West.

188 W.

Quality Printing for the Trade
4th St.
Sprint 'M

STUDIOS

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Studio— 361 W
125tb

LAB.,

II

J

MomHarlen'lf
49 I

7/fBftADSTREET
of FILMDOM

OL. XV

No. 19

7/cRECOCHIZED

Authority
4 Million Gross

Neilan in East
'rominent
Producer
to Make
All
Future Productions Here — Some
of His Reasons
} Before leaving for the Coast yesf:rday Marshall Neilan said that he
!ad completed plans for making all
(is future productions in the East. He
ill probably return in about a
lionth, after which active work will
e started on his future productions.
• In discussing his move Neilan said:
i[ think we are about tired of seeing
'ie same old scenery and the same
eople that are constantly seen in
Vestern productions. I know one
Jian who has appeared so often that
week he was in several Broad| one theaters
lay
in different pictures.
;his should not be. Besides, it will
e well to get away from the Coast
>r other reasons."
(The fact that Neilan intends to pro;!jce in the East will meet with comentire oras Neilan's
ment especially
|linization
is located
on the Coast,
!id only a short time ago Pete Smith,
Is special press representative moved
I is entire family to the Coast.
Offices on 5th Ave.
Felix Feist has offices at 465 5th
ve., on the 10th floor.
George
ilm Co.
;sk. He
end the

King Back
King, president of the Stoll
of America is back at his
went back to England to
holidays with his family.

Caron Here From
E. J. Caron, who
e theaters there are
lester, N. H., is in
important deal.

Manchester
owns about all
to own in Mantown regarding

The M. P. E. Meeting
Regarding the meeting of officials
the M. P. E. of America, Alfred
Black said yesterday that because
censorship legislation, the Hoover
loyement and other important hapmings that future plans of the M.
E. of America, would be deferred
itil some time in the Spring.

$6,500,000 Unit
«

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del.— The Fine Arts Pieces, Inc., have been formed here
th a capitalization of $6,500,000.

[The above company is understood
have been formed to cove-, the
velopment of the Fine Arts City at
cksonville, Fla., as a studio. MurV W. Garsson is due in New York
>m the south this morning.

;

Price S Cent*
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That's What
Griffith Places "Way
Down East" Business At — Interviewed in English Journal
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

London — D. W. Griffith is quoted
as saying in the special end-of-theyear number of the Film Renter and
M. P. News- that he expects "Way
Down East*' to gross $4,000,000. And
this is given as a minimum
figure.
The Film Renter published the interview as given by Griffith to Ernest W. Fredman, who was in America a few months ago.
Fredman quotes Griffith as saying:
"The film cost $80,0000 to produce,
and I estimate that by the time it
gets into the movie houses it will,
together with its receipts from the
legitimate theaters, total at least
At another
point fees."the article says:
$4,000,000
in hiring
"I asked Mr. Griffith if he had considered filming the
most
popular
works
of
some
of
our
great
novelists.
(Continued on Page

6)

Three Runs on Broadway
"Passion" will be shown at three
theaters on upper Broadway beginning on Sunday. The showings are
for a week each day and date at the
following Fox houses: Standard,
and 89th St.; the Jap GarIn "Lying Lips," his second Associated Producers' production, Thomas Broadway
den, Broadway and 96th St., and the
H. Ince has made a picture that he personally guarantees is his best and
biggestAdvt.
since his famous "Civilization." Nationally released January Nemo, Broadway and 110th St.
30th.—
Brenon Under Long Contract
Joseph M. Schenck has signed a
contract for the exclusive services of
Fro Use in Schools, Argonaut Plans — Has 110 George Ovey Comedies and Herbert Brenon for an indefinite pe31 Wild Animal Pictures AvailMovement Spreading in Greater
riod— a contract which provides that
able— 16 Christies Sold
New York
Brenon will supervise all the Norma
David Horsley plans to reissue a Talmadge productions, as well as diStandardized film courses for use
in the schools of the nation in sub- large number of pictures which were
recting himself. This has been intimated in WID'S DAILY at various
jects taught through the text- originally released in 1916 and 1917
He is planning to put on the mar times.
book is the plan of the Argonaut Distributing Corp., a New York cor- ket 110 George Ovey one reel comeporation of which Carl H. Pierce is
dies, a series of 26 wild animal picPioneer Buys Seastrom Film
tures, in two reel form, and a series
president. E. B. Russell of Syracuse
Pioneer
will distribute "A Man
is vice-president of the company and of five five-reel animal pictures. New
in which Victor SeaIlsley Boone is secretary and treas prints are being made in the Horsley There stromWas"
is starred. This is the picture
urer.
laboratory at 43rd and Ave. E, Bay(Continued on Page 4)
which had a two weeks' run at the
onne.
Broadway some months ago.
(Continued on Page 2)

Standard Courses

Sudekum Buys Franchises
Nashville — Tony Sudekum has
signed for franchises in Associated
First National. Mr. Sudekum has
theater holdings in Nashville, Murfreesboro and Springfield and is said
to be one of the largest owners of
picture theaters in Tennessee.
The franchises in addition to those
for the three cities in Tennessee, also
include those for Bowling Green and
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Horsley to Reissue

New Henley Special
Hobart Henley starts work on
Monday on a new Hobart Henley
Prod, for Selznick release.
Tippett Here from London
John D. Tippett, head of the company bearing his name
is in New
York from London.
He is stopping
at the Astor.

Schenck a Bank Director
Joseph M. Schenck has been elected a member of the board of directors of the East River National Bank
of New York, which is closely affiliated with the Bank of Italy, in Los
Angeles.
Tex Rickard's Official Pictures Dempsey
and Brennan Contest. Now booking. N. R.
Greathouse, 101 W. 45th St. Bry. S741— Ad.
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Seeks Gov't

"During the war, the motion picture industry was of tremendous value to the Government. It is only
that the industry rePrice 5 Cents just and seemly,
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of the Government, a competent representative, co-operating with a central committee of publishers and motion picture executives, such as is
DivMotion ofPicture
proposed
ision andby
the the
Division
Journalism
of the Anglo American Unity League,
Inc.
"No further time will be lost to create and set going that machinery for
planning and action, which should
have been, but unfortunately was not,
in existence and operation when the
present
'Bluebetween
Law' emergency
The liason
the Fourtharose.
and

_A»

Product^

National Exchanges, Inc., which
last week announced the distribution
of the Charles Urban Kineto Review,
will also distribute a series of King
Cole Comedies to be released one a
month. This is the series being made
by the M. P. Producing Co., in which
Walter L. Johnson and Earl H. Hopkins are the principal figures. It is
generally understood that Johnson
and Hopkins
are interested in National Frchanges.
The first of the features which National will handle is "Get Out and
Stay Out," made in Los Angeles by
the Drascena Prod. Inc. of Los AnDrascena Prod, were formed in Los
geles.
Angeles last September and at that
time the company announced that it
would make a series of comedies starring Trixie Friganza. Those interested in the company at its inception
were W. M. Howard of Alabama, C.
M. Conant, Cambridge, Mass.; Ira
Harlan, Moberly. Mo., and Joseph J.
Fox.

Fifth Estates is gaining greater importance all the time and our organization co-ordinating all interests for
(Continued
from Page 1)
Last
Bid. Asked
Sale the common good, should render genuinely important and highly beneficial
has sold
"Her isBargain,"
S7]/2
59
Famous Players ..57
in Horsley
which Mary
MacLaren
starred,
ted
Notquo
to the C. B. Price Co., Inc., who will
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
5J4
$lA
service."
state right the picture. Horsley sold
Not quoted
\) W Griffith. Inc
Sax Goes to Chicago
some of the territory on this several
Loevv's. Inc
17%
17%
17$
years ago, but the picture was never
Samuel
Sax,
recently
elevated
to
7/16
7/16 7/16
Triangle
given widespread
distribution.
the
rank
of
general
sales
manager
quoted
Not
Film
v orld
C. B. C. Film Sales will state right
for Selznick, left for Chicago yester
to arrairje for the opening of the a senes of 16 Christie Comedies
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. day
Select exchange in that city in the which were originally sold to the Film
Publishers Corp. Charles Simone,
new film building at 831 South Wabash Ave. The structure will be the general manager. Horsley states
They'll Laugh Today
exchange headquarters in the city of that pictures were made for him by
A lot of exhibitors will attend a Chicago and will house besides Select Al E. Christie in 1916 under a contract that called for a series of one
Kid,"Newat the exchanges of Metro, First Na- reelers. He states that after 17 of
"The
of
showing
special
The
.
morning
this
Strand
the
tional, Educational and Universal.
York First National Exchange is While there Sax will arrange to bring them were made Christie and he severed connections.
sponsoring it.
his family to New York.
The Unista Film Mfg. Co., which
was formed in December, 1919 by
Horsley, it develops, is the company
Drastic Law for Oklahoma
Audrey Munson Under Contract
which
operates the Horsley labora(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Perry Plays, Inc., have signed
tory with a capacity of 1,000,000 feet
Oklahoma City — A bill has been Audrey Munson to appear in pic- weekly. Alongside the laboratory is
introduced in the state legislature protures. The company has also se- a glass enclosed studio, in which the
hibiting the producing, distributing
cured full picture, book and dramatic Physical Culture Corp. is making a
or exhibiting of any film in any the- rights to the "The Story of Audrey series of one reel athletic comedies.
ater or public place of a former crim- Munson," which is now being run Bernarr MacFadden is interested in
inal or law-breaker.' The bill will bar in the Hearst publications as a Sun- the producing company which has
pictures representing the actual crime,
day feature.
merely leased the plant from Horsley.
the escaping from the scene of crime
and any court room scene showing
the trial of any such person or characters.
Under the statute it would be unlawful to take such pictures or prepare them within state of Oklahoma
YOUR
BUSINESS— AUTOMOBILE, HOME, STAR,—
S
under a penalty of $1,000 to $5,000,
or a sentence of from one to five
YOU
YOURSELF— NEED INSURANCE.
S
years, or both. The punishment for
Take precautions against insufficient insurance.
A 5,000 S
exhibiting such pictures is the same.
or 10,000 limit does not adequately cover your auto.
Ask
£=
us why — and we will tell you.
S

Quotations

Horsley to Reissue

Why

is Alfred S. Black disguid

On
an Equal Basil
The F. I. L. M. Club at a meefl

held on Wednesday evening vote t
give local exhibitors equal reprea
tation on the grievance committee
the club which adjusts all claims It
the Hoy Reporting Service.
For every F. I. L. M. Club nn
ber there will be an exhibitor,
expected that the N. Y. State E>il
itors' League will have one, the >
ater Owners Chamber of Comrcli
another, the Connecticut exhibb
another and one from New Jee
The chairman of the committee f
be an exchange man.
The Climax
Film Corp., 729fi
Ave., has been elected a memb<_j
the club and the Masterpiece
Dist. Corp. has resigned.

The use of RITCHEY
posters is a positive indication of two things on someand

body's part, — good taste,
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The Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
What
have
YOU
done?

MOTION

PICTURE

DAY, WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

26th

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater New

York Motion Picture Committee

Edited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.

of the

European

Relief Council

Printed and Published by Courtesy of Wid's Daily
DO

ASSOCIATED

MOTION

PICTURE ADVERTISERS'
COMMITTEE
in co-operation with
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION
EUROPEAN RELIEF
COUNCIL
Room 305 Capitol Theatre
Circle 4411

Today's "Thank Yous'
Charles McClintock, of Selznick
Pictures — for coming forward with
ideas and stars ready to help.
New York Chapter, A. R. C.,
Nursing Center — for services of dietician.
C. F. Chandler— for editorial help.
Walter Eberhardt — for editorial
help.

Stars, Let's See You Twinkle

If there is a motion picture star of
any degree of luminosity, who has
waited to be paged for service in the
motion picture theaters of Greater
New York on the big drive day next
Wednesday, Jan. 26, let that star
consider himself or herself paged.
Time is too short to utter anything
save a clarion call for you. Response
must be direct. The producers, distributors and theater owners have
done their part in planning and financing this great4 humanitarian movement. They are looking to you for
co-operation — watching the daily
roll of volunteers grow. The houses
need you to help enthuse their audiences. The committee will provide
you with transportation. Your name
and your willingness to aid must be
learned at once in order that an itin-

erary may be made for your appearance.
Telephone to Bert Adler, Star
Committee Chairman, Brokaw Bldg.,
Bryant 1058. Associated with him
are Nat Rothstein and Maury
Meyers.

Rallying Point
The Hotel Astor has offered the
Stars Committee the Orangerie
Room, mezzanine floor, for the afternoon and evening of January 26, as
a rallying point .for stars from which
to visit the motion picture theaters.
The stars will be met by committeemen preparatory to visiting the theaters at which they are to appear.
A sign in the lobby will give the location of the Orangerie Room.
Messrs. Maury Meyers, Bert Adler
and Nat Rothstein wish to have
A. M. P. A. volunteers to escort the
stars to theatres on this occasion.

These motion picture stars are with
us for next Wednesday, Moving Picture Day:
DOROTHY PHILLIPS
MAE MURRAY
There are no personal favors to be won. No one
RUTH ROLAND
makes a penny of profit. Show the industry has a
MARY
McLAREN
heart as big as the world it delights.
MOLLIE KING
VERA GORDON
Lichtman First
MARTHA
MANSFIELD
Dr. Copeland's View
Al. Lichtman made the first doMARION DAVIES
The kind of fast that Mary Schaefnation to finance the expenses of the
MAY MCAVOY
er is conducting to aid the Motion
Picture Committee of the European Motion Picture Committee for GreatNORMAN KERRY
er New York.
Relief Council will have most surEUGENE O'BRIEN
ZENA KEEFE
prising and pleasing effects, according to Dr. Royal S. Copeland, New
"THE INVISIBLE GUEST"
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
York
Commissioner
of
Health.
He
A
tabloid motion picture (150 ft.)
RUBY DE REMER
which tells in graphic fashion the
says:
HOPE HAMPTON
story of the starving children in EuCHARLES HUTCHINSON
"My business is keeping people
rope. Prints are free for the asking
healthy, and I would condemn a at the following (Eastern) exCORINNE GRIFFITH
course in subnutrition, enforced or changes:
ALICE CALHOUN
voluntary, on the part of anyone.
New York — Famous Players.
MATTY ROUBERT
However, Miss Schaefer is performWashington
— Metro.
ing an experiment that ought to make
JUNE CAPRICE
Albany — Robertson-Cole.
her complexion resemble a beauty
Boston — Select.
Boston and New Haven — Select.
parlor's best effort and give her a
step as sprightly as a trained athPhiladelphia — United
Artists.
A First Life-Saver
Buffalo — Vitagraph.
Tommy Dowd was the first of lete's.
"Almost everybody in the world
Chairman S. L. Rothafel'sf, staff to eats too much, and ten days of simcontribute to European Relief, leadJazz up your lobby for the Big
ple, staple food would be about as
ing the Capitol Theater employees in good medicine as New York City Motion Picture Drive Day to feed
this respect. He is now envied by could take. Incidentally, it ought to the starving children. Let the public
his colleagues for this distinction save enough money to feed two or know that YOUR theater is doing
everything in its power for the cause.
gained last Monday.
three starving countries."

Help the Starving Babies!

w

Send in Your
SIGNED PLEDGES
to Leo Brecher
202 Capitol Theatef Bldg.,
Circle, 4412

Life Saver Checks
With his supply of tickets, every
Greater New York exhibitor is receiving a supply of blank checks, payable to the order of Franklin K.
Lane, treasurer of the European Relief Fund. These checks are for distribution to audiences throughout the
week or on Motion Picture Day, and
may be filled out with the names of
banks or trust companies where contributors have accounts. Some of
the checks are for blank amounts and
others for ten dollars, the amount
sufficient to save one life among the
famished children of Central and
Eastern Europe.
It should be stated that Chairman
S. L. Rothafel tried out this blank
check plan through the whole week
of Jan. 17, distributing the checks to
his patrons with the Capitol programs. There was a gratifying response which will swell the returns
from this theater measurably.
City Departments Aid
Through the efforts of Maj. Geo.
A. Daly, Adjutant General, First Brigade, N. Y. National Guard, and of
John H. Love, New York State Commander of the E. R. C, Mayor Hylan
of New York City took up consideration of city department cooperation
in the plans for Motion Picture Day.
After a conference with city department heads, Mayor Hylan gave permission for the employes of the city
to take care of distributing 100,000
tickets which are being sold for the
morning benefit performances of
Saturday, Jan. 29. This means that
the 50,000 city department employes
will be hosts to 100,000 children.
Maj. Daly acted as the direct representative of Herbert Hoover, chairman of the European Relief Council,
in negotiating with the city officials.
Pledge $2,000
The exchange managers at a F.
I. L. M. Club meeting held on Wednesday evening pledged themselves
to raise $2,000 for the Hoover fund.
This is in the nature of personal contributions.
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Standard Courses
«

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Argonaut plans to act as a sort of
en boards of edclearing house betwe
ucation and producers of educational
subjects which can be incorporated in
the school curriculum. Tentative arrangements have been perfected with
all of the well known producers oi
educational subjects in the field
whereby Argonaut secures first call
on whatever material it finds it can
use for courses in biology, industrial
geography and kindred subjects.
Argonaut holds an agreement with
the Mew York Board of Education to
biology, and indussupply courses in Later
on when the
trial geography.
iently developed
has suffic
' companyties,
it is planned to put on
its facili
courses in history, general geography,
English literature and other subjects.
The average course will be in 20
reels although this may vary if the
nature of the subject calls for such a
change.
C. C. Dill, with headquarters in
utSpokane, Wash., holds the distrib
ing rights for the Argonaut courses
in Washington, Idaho, Montana and
Oregon. Negotiations are now under
way for distribution throughout Ohio,
New England, the South, through an
office in Atlanta and in Kansas City.
All of the courses for the New
York schools are prepared in conjunc-of
tion with the Bureau of Lectures,
, the Department of Education and
with Rita Hocheimer, assistant in
visual instruction in New York
schools. Boone is editor-in-chief of
all the courses and personally titles
and prepares the courses for the
schools. In connection with this,
there is a curriculum committee of
the Visual Instruction Association of
New York City, an unofficial body of
people inteachers and professional ion
which
terested in visual instruct
works hand in hand with the Argonaut. Dr. Ernest L. Crandall, director
of the Bureau of Lectures, is president of this organization.
It is expected that 15 schools in
the greater city will have courses
ready for showings for the term
which begins Feb. 1. This number
is expected to be materially increased
later on, when the idea takes hold.
Argonaut has established offices at
71 W. 23rd St.
When Argonaut needs films of certain types to round out a certain
course, arrangements will be made to
have those pictures produced specially.

Coast Brevities
(Special

to

WID'S

Levy

Closes
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Louisville

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — Allan Dwan has
completed his latest production.

DAILY

just

Helen Ferguson will play opposite
Harry Carey in "Everybody for
Himself."
After five months in the East, Virginia Norden has returned to the
Mayer studios.
Edward Lowe is back at Metro
after a two weeks' vacation spent in
Chicago with his family.
Fred V. Williams, well known
newspaperman has just been added
to the permanent scenario staff at
Universal City.
Production is under way on Benjamain B. Hampton's "A Certain Rich
Man," a version play of William Allen
White's novel.

Deal

DAILY)

Louisville — Col. Fred Levy, holder of the Associated First National
Franchise for Kentucky, and Leo
Keiler of Paducah, who control a
chain of 19 theaters in Kentucky
through the Strand Amusement Co.,
have completed negotiations for an
affiliation with M. Switow in the
ownership of three theaters here. Included in the deal is the new $200,000
theater erected by Switow on 4th St.,
directly across the street from the
new Rialto. The Parkland and another neighborhood house are the
others.
The other theaters owned by Switow— two in Jeffersonville, three in
New Albany, one in Bedford, Ind.,
and one in Salem, Ind., are not included in the deal.
Among the properties operated by
the Strand Co. are four in Louisville, in addition to the three secured
through the Switow alliance, four in
Paducah, three in Mayfield, three in
Owensboro, one in Irvine and one in
Princeton.

The Universal scenario department
reports the purchase of "Christmas
Eve at Pilot Butte," by Courtney
Ryley Cooper, for Harry Carey.

American Has $50,000 Fire Loss
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago— The fire at the plant of
the American Film Co. at 6227 Broadway late Tuesday afternoon resulted
in a loss of $50,000 to the company.
The American plant was housed in
a two story structure part of which
was formerly used as a studio. In
the building was stored thousands of
feet of film, some in the process of
assembling. J. Hobart Hutchinson,
son of S. S. Hutchinson, president of
the company, narrowly escaped serious injury when the floor collapsed.

ATTENTION
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY

NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

T. E. Hancock
John J. Hayes
Working at Victor Studio
Work was commenced yesterday
on a five reel comedy at the Victor
studio. It will be called "The New
Reginald Barker's next production Minister," and is being made by a ORIGINAL STORIESEDITING— TITLING
for Goldwyn will be "The Old Nest," company called the Lem K. Kenfrom
Rupert
Hughes'
novel
of
the
nedy
Prod.
Kennedy
is
directing
same name.
pictures, "Love's
personally
Harvest,"
assisting. and Walter R. Sheridan is Recent
"Her
Elephant
Man"
and
"Wing
Toy,"
January
release.
Rollin Sturgeon starts "The BobLet me title one of your screen stobed Squab," starring Gladys Walton
ries with fitting word-bridges.
within the next few days. Playing
Anger to Milwaukee
Pearl Doles Bell,
an important role in this story will
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
be Florence Turner.
Milwaukee — Lou Anger has been 229 West 46th St.,
N. Y. C
selected to head the branch office and
Katherine Newlin Burt, the nove- exchange of Reelcraft here, succeeding G. L.
list, has arrived at Culver City stu- Kansas
City.Stiles, who has gone to
dios where she will study picture
CAMERAMEN
technique and work out her first stoFurnished for all purposes.
ry written directly for the screen.
"The Isle of Destiny" is being
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
in
week
this
Broadwa
the
at
shown
y
King Baggot has been engaged to
head an all-star cast for the John conjunction with "Outside the Law."
Suite Phon
1603e Candler Building
Bryant 6558
Gorman Prod, in "The Soul of a
Butterfly," a comedy drama now being filmed under direction of John
Gorman at the Special studios. Marjorie Daw and Fritzi Brunette are
also members of the cast.

An innovation being tried out at
Universal City to eliminate delays
in production is the putting of an
advance agent with every company.
The advance agent will stay just one
day ahead of the director, seeing that
sets are aready, costumes are finishSpecial Unit Formed
ed, props on hand and everything in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ship-shape order so that the director
Dallas — W. G. Underwood has can start "shooting"
the moment the
formed a special unit to handle the company is assembled.
Federated product. It is called the
Southwest Federated Film Corp.
Universal City is being photoUnderwood's other company, the
graphed from every conceivable anSpecialty Film Co., will handle the
gle and elevation for a series of picphysical distribution of the first unit
tures which are to accompany an arbut there the connection ends. The
ticle describing the big studio in a
two companies will be operated as en- forthcoming issue of the
M. P. Weektirely separate units.
ly.
The
magazi
ne
is
edited
by Paul
In connection with Specialty a re- Gulick, Universal
publicity chief of
cent announcement states that this
unit is handling for its territory a New York, and will deal with the process of making a motion picture from
series of 26 Copperhead western
dramas, two reels each and another the author's idea to the exhibitor
series of Star Ranch westerns, two counting the money after the show.
reels each.
GAUSMAN.

STEREO
S-MATS
ELECTROS

Speeiail'In
gi
*c&/$i '•'■■;'■ '.■■"*?-' ■".';

the
Jhadow
of the
Dom<sx\

I.RUBIN& COMPANY
23 E. 4ih ST.

SPRING

8303

For Sale or Rent
The best studio in Culver City,
Calif. On 5-acre plot. Stage,
100 ft. by 240 ft., fully equipped.
Immediate possession.
Address

A

DAVID G. FISCHER
PRODUCTION

B-91,

Wid's Daily
Hollywood
Office
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Myrabel a State Righter
The Myrabel Film Corp. has open(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany — Jericho Films, Inc., Roed offices at 130 W. 46th St., Suite
Thomas Meighan is nearing the
Los Angeles— The Lasky studio exchester, N. Y., $10,000 by Owen J.
pects to have a busy time of it the
903,
where it will handle features for
completion
of
"The
City
of
Silent
Kane, George A. Sarles and Clinton
early part of the year.
Greater New York and New Jersey,
A. Devoe.
vlen,"
an
adaptation
of
"The
Quarry."
Elsie Ferguson is making "Sacred
e is
Star Ranch Westerns have been and also state rights.
and Profane Love"; Cecil DeMillcaba
Albany, N. Y. — Empire Film Lab- purchased for Northern Illinois and
finishing work on an elaborate
Fred Meyers is president; Leo Leoratories, $30,000, by J. P. H. De- Indiana by the Unity Photoplays, bel is secretary, and F. J. M. Iredell,
ret scene for "Five Kisses" ("The Windt, Jr.,
G.
A.
Kranske,
L.
L.
treasurer.
Affairs of Anatol") ; William DeMille
Chicagao.
starts work shortly on an original Alterman.
story; George Melford will star!
Elect Advisory Committee
Goldwyn has appointed Mrs. Maron
Albany, N. Y. — Dominant Pictures, Frances
Master"; Roson "The
isoonArbuck
Lee as assistant to Ralph
le isMoney
scheduled to start on
'coe
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
$25,000. "C. C. Burr, W. T. Lackey, Block, editor of the scenario and reMinneapolis — The election of an
"Three Miles Out" and Wallace Reid W. S. Tatjins.
search department.
is to make another automobile story
exhibitor's advisory committee was
one of the outstanding features of the
Albany,
N.
Y.
—
G.
M.
Laboratories.
Glory
Februa
In
n.
Morga
Byron
!by
of Associated First National
ria Swanson will probably commence $25,000, by C. I. Funkenstein, A.
"Heidi," the Prizma two-reeler, has meeting
sub-franchise holders of Minnesota,
"The Great Moment," Elinor Glyn's O'Grady and B. J. Longstreet.
been secured by the C. B. C. Film Wisconsin
and North and South Daoriginal story, and Ethel Clayton
Sales Corp., New York, for the state
kota
here.
Albany.
N.
Y.—
Fortuna
Films,
"Sham." Tom Meighan will make
rights market.
another picture here besides finish- $50,000, A. A. Deutsch, Henry Margoshes
and
Nancy
Katz.
Interstate Buys for Illinois
ing "The Quarry."
Finalproduction
scenes forforBetty
Compson's
third
Goldwyn
have
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New York — Topics of the Day, been filmed. The editing and titling
Plan Better Express
Service
Chicago — Lee Herz of the Inter$10,000,
A.
J.
Van
Beuren,
A.
E.
Siestate Film Service has secured for
Shippers in every industry using
will be completed in about two
gal and C. J. Heermance.
weeks.
Arthur Rosson directed.
distribution in Illinois 15 two reelers
express service will be asked to costarring Mary Pickford. Four longPlan," toa
Way about
in the "Right
Dperate
Los Angeles. Cal. — Atlantic Photo,iew
educational
movement
er features have also been acquired.
play
Corp.,
$75,000,
by
G.
E.
Isham.
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., publishers
oe inaugurated in the express busi Annette M. Isham and Ralph Ulmer.
of the Irving Bacheller novels, has
less by the American Railway Exarranged with Dial Film for a spe**'
Granted Judgment in Brooklyn
press
Los Angeles — Truant Photbplay,
cial picture edition of "The Light in
; Special
emphasis isCo.
to be laid on
The Advance Tbeaters Enterprises
Inc.,
capital,
$40,000,
has
been
formthe
Clearing."
One
hundred
thouivhat is called "starting express shipsand copies will be placed on the operating the Echo theater at 368
ments right," in which shippers will man.ed by Jos. Wienblatt and Lew Ise- market with the picture simultan- Bushwick Ave. have been fined by
eously.
,pe asked to give special attention to
General Sessions in Brooklyn $250
ipomplete and accurate addressing of
for attempting to mislead the pubReelcraft will distribute the series
Ihipments and to the packing rules
lic into believing that "Homespun
laid down in the Express Classifica- of Alexander Alt and Helen Howell
Sapulpa, Okla. — The Yale Theater
tion, authorized by the Interstate comedies. The first release will be Co. will start work at an early date Folks" was Griffith's "Way Down
Tommerce Commission.
on Feb. 12.
on an 1,800 seat house.

Incorporations

Busy Time for Lasky Plant

Cuts and Flashes

Take March, for Instance
East."
WE'VE told you that we've got an unapproachable list of big pictures for the next six months.
Not pictures that we
plan to make, but productions already in work or finished.
The first of these six months is March.
Take time to go over this list, keeping in mind, as you read, your own
box-office,
and
see
if
it
you
don't
honestly
agree
that
every one of the pictures is a really big one — big in every sense of
the word.
A Hugh
Ford
YOUTH"
We sent an

British

Production,

"THE

CALL

OF

William S. Hart in "O'MALLEY
Wm. S. Hart Production

EASY

ROAD,"

with Lila Lee

RobertMaeZ. Murray
Leonard's Production, "THE
with

You know what kind of star Meighan is — especially in heart interest roles like "The Prince Chap." He's never had a weak picture yet. He's a he-man star that men admire and women love.
Tom
Forman
directed this, from Blair Hall's splendid story.

Cosmopolitan Production, "STRAIGHT

IS

THE

WAY"

Matt Moore and a sterling cast will win all hearts in this romance of crooks, old homesteads and ouija boards. An original
comedy drama from the studio which produced "Heliotrope" and
"Humoresque." The story is by Ethel Watts Mumford Grant,
adapted by Frances Marion, and directed by Robert G. Vignola.

Dorothy Dalton in "THE

LILY"

TEASER"

In "The Flame of the Yukon" Miss Dalton made her greatest hit.
This is her greatest picture since then. Laid in a little mining
town, and full of life and passion, "The Teaser" will be a memorable picture for your box-office.

REVEL,"

with Flor-

Louis Joseph Vance's best selling novel produced on a big scale
with a cast including Lewis Stone and Lloyd Hughes. One of
Ince's most elaborate productions, based on a gripping and unusual
plot — the love of father and son for the same woman.

(paramount (pictures
AMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION LSJS~
)*ai
LPH ZUKOR Pmi
JESSE L LASKY B(ff.«
CECIL D DE MILLE Vrector C*w™/

1

GILDED

You'll never forget Miss Murray as the cabaret dancer in "On
With the Dance." Here she has the same sort of role, in a picture as expensively and brilliantly produced as anything ever made.
The costumes and sets will take your breath away, and the strong
drama of it will make you gasp.
Clara S. Beranger wrote the story.

Thomas H. Ince's Special, "BEAU
ence Vidor

11

MOUNTED"

Laid in the great Northwest, and photographed in the original
settings, this story of a member of the Mounted who disguised as
a bandit to get his man is as full of thrills and heart interest as
"The Testing Block." Lambert Hillyer adapted and directed from
Hart's own story, and Joe August, A.S.C., photographed.

American director to England to make this production of the play by Henry Arthur Jones, one of the three or four
biggest dramatists in the world. And lie hunted out the most
beautiful spots and the best actors in England. The result is
worth the trouble.

Thomas Meighan in "THE

OF THE

Sli^lDAILY
Farnum Features for C. B. C?
Negotiations are under way for a
series of Franklyn Farnum features
for C. B. C. Film Sales Corp. Farnum has left on a tour of the country arranged bv Joe Brandt. He will
speak at theaters on the blue law
campaign and when he arrives at
St. Louis he may stop over for a
time to join a light opera troupe
there.

Benefit Show Tonight
benefit performance For the

4 Million Gross
(Continued

from

Page

1)

" 'I am amazed,' said he, 'at the
lack of vision that certain of our best
known novelists have of the screen's
future. Take, for instance, Barrie.
There is no production that I would
sooner film than "The Little Minister." It has such wonderful possibilities for the making of a really

glial moving picture that I must confess I am surprised that Sir James
children's department of the National
Hoard of Review will be held tonight Barrie has not taken the very greatat Carnegie
Hall.
By
arrangement
est care and advice to see that his
with Associated First National "Pas- play should stand out as an epic of
sion" and "The Kid" will be shown. the screen.
This will be the first public showing
" 'If authors would only consent to
of the Chaplin feature in the east.
put their plays in the hands of the
most capable producers and take for
New F. and R. House
their remuneration a percentage of
Minneapolis — Finkelstein and Ru- the marketing fees they would not
ben's latest theater, the Loring, was only be assured of their works living
opened last week. It is at Nicollet on the screen, but would reap a far
and 14th Sts., and has a capacity of more handsome reward than they do
1.200.
at present. To me it is amazing that
an author should sell perhaps his
greatest work for a few thousand dollars, when, by co-operation with the
producer, he could reap a far greater reward. Barrie would receive anything from at least $500,000 for the
OF
THE
TRADE
A. RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOB
film rights of 'The Little Minister.'
BEADY BEFEBENCE
"Watching Mr. Griffith as he was
speaking, I could not help sensing
ACCOUNTANTS
his desire to film this masterpiece."
EDMONDS
& BOUTON.
INC.
And later the following appears:
56 Pine St..
1645 La Brea Av»
"I took Mr. Griffith back to the
New York City.
Hollywood. r "'
days when he used to produce for
ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
the old Biograph Company. 'Yes,' he
MEBBITT
CRAWFORD
remarked, with a smile, 'if you will
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5617 remember 'Over the Hill,' which
is being shown at a theater close by,
ARTISTS AND ART TITLES
was done by me nearly 10 years
The

DIRECTORY

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC..
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796
MABTIN-McGUIBE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDABD ENGRAVING CO. INC
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 862?

ENLARGING

AND

COPYING

W.
J. MORAT
Grainless Enlargements
M. P. Film
302 E. 33rd St.
Phone Vand. 736'

FILM

CLEARING

JAWITZ
PICTUBES
State Right — Export & Import — Film Cl'r'np
729 7th Ave.
Bryant 9444

LABORATORIES
416-24

EVANS
LABOBATOBY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
W. 216th St.
Wads.
3443-

CLABEMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 376*
H. J. Streyckmans.
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABOBATOBIES
"Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee N. J.
Fort Lee 221

Near the close Fredman states:
"It will be interesting to readers
of the Film Renter and Moving Picago.'ture" News to know that Mr. Griffith
expects to arrive in this country very
early in the new year, for the taking
of several scenes in a forthcoming
production."
The Griffith offices stated yesterday
that it was true the producer planned
going to England in March to take
some .scenes for the Thomas Burke
story he is now working on. No definite plans have been made, however,
and it is very likely that those scenes
will be made here instead of abroad.
Griffith originally placed the gross
exhibition value of "Way Down
East" at $3,000,000, but because of
the manner in which the various road
shows were going, the $4,000,000 valuation mentioned above is expected
to be reached.

PRINTERS

To Call It "Griffith Theater"

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
»6 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercv 94B
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade

Philadelphia — The theater planned
at Broad and Locust Sts. by the Griffith interests will be known as the
David W. Griffith theater. A special
company to be called the Philadelphia
Properties Corp. is being organized
under laws of the state of Pennsylvania. Frederick Weber, a local
architect, will draw the plans for the
combined office and theater structure.

188

W.

4th

St.

Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71M
Studio
361 W
125th Morn
4Q*<
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(Special to WID'S

Here's an Actual Record
of What Pictures are Doing
Productions That Are Tried and Proven Money Makers —
Read What the Other Exhibitor Has Done and
What the Critics Say

NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"Excellent. Patrons praised it on all sides. "— S. S. Stevenson,
Princess Theatre, Henderson, N. C.
TWIN

BEDS

"It is an exhibitor's picture and an audience picture from start
to finish.
It moves with speed and zip." — Motion Picture News.
DINTY
"It is without doubt the greatest picture we have ever played.
It did a wonderful business." — M. M. Flemister, Colonial Theatre,
Milledgeville, Ga.
DANGEROUS

BUSINESS

"We certainly packed them in. Everybody was pleased and
said it was Constance Talmadge's best up to date. It's peppy.
Every house should play it."- — C. E. Power, Power's Theatre, North
Branch, Minn.
GO
AND
GET
IT
"If you want to see a real thriller, a story that throbs with life
and danger and love, go and see this picture. Full of hair-raising,
breath-taking scenes, a remarkable picture." — Daily Gazette, Gastonia, N. C.
THE

JACK

KNIFE

MAN

"When the screen is capable of producing so sweet and human
a story as this, its permanence is assured. One of the best cinema
offerings of the year. You'll chuckle aloud and then brush the tears
from your eyes." — Los Angeles Record.
THE

FIGHTING

"This is a dandy picture.
Theatre, Huntington, Ark.
OLD

SHEPHERDESS

Pleased all." — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic
DAD

"Very, very good.
It pleased them all. It's a pleasure to play
this kind.". — C. Hales, Lyric Theatre, Orange City, la.

DAILY)

First National Attractions

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

7^recochized
Authority
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Big Booking Deal

Vogel Gets 'The Kid*

Will Handle the Feature in All Countries Except United States
and Canada

ibout to Be Closed Between Famous
Players, Lcew and U. B. O. —
Covers 6 Months' Product
An important deal, effecting local
■rritory, is about to be closed. It
a tbree cornered affair involving
anions Players, the Greater New
ork circuit of Loew's theaters and
ie U. B. O.
It calls for the playing of the 49
ictures which Paramount will rease between March 1 and Aug. 31.
oew and the U. B. O. have some
)rt of an arrangement whereby each
rcuit takes, roughly speaking, 50'/<
the pictures involved.
In point of the number of booking
lys covered by the deal, it is imirtant.
Loew offers about 100 days
each picture and the U. B. O. about
e same. Since each will have about
pictures, the total number of days
volved in the deal is about 5.000.
Not

William N. Vogel, of the Will. am
N. Vogel Prod., has closed a contract with Associated First National
for the distribution of Chaplin's "The
Kid" in all countries throughout ti.e
world with the exception of the
United Slates and Canada.
Vogel is handling the regular First
National-Chaplins for the foreign
market but in connection with "Tne
i\id" a special deal was made since
the picture is of feature length and
is in the nature of a special.

Alleged
Promoters
Held
Evening Sun yesterday published, in part, the following dispatd
from Kansas City, Mo.:
The

"Dreams of becoming cinema stars
are being shattered today in the
minds of scores of girls throughou.
the middle west as a result 01 the
bursting of an alleged promotion
bubble here known as the International Pictures Corp.

Interested

M. P. T. O. officials stated yesteriy that they had no interest whater in the claim filed against the
Dmmi'.tee of 17 by Myron Sulzber■r for $2,415.
After Six Outside Productions
The Hodkinson release list, it is
ited, is being so arranged as to Thomas H. Ince has overlooked nothing in story value, cast, settings and
ive space for approximately six d recticn to make "Lying Lips" his master effort in film production. ReJanuary
30th. — Advt.
ecial productions which will be se- leato'j everywhere
:ted from the independent producl field.

Nebraska To Act

Announcing the Hampton Article
Some of the morning papers yesday morning carried full page anuncements of the current issue of
: Pictorial Review in which apirs "Too Much Sex Stuff in the
avies," the first of a series of arles by Benjamin B. Hampton:
er series is in connection with a
"tter pictures" campaign which the
.'torial Review and Hampton are
ugurating.
Special To

Make

Features?

t was reported from the coast yesday that Special
Pictures
Corp.
1 enter the feature field with Louis
Thompson in charge. Thompson,
was reported, resigns the ^jfresiicy to handle this work. Frank
Uier, a Los Angeles
attorney,
is
newly elected president, and C. C.
tig, former
business
manager
is
leral manager.
I. J. Roberts, general sales manr, has resigned.

Price 5 Cent!

(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Lincoln. Neb. — The fight against
state censorship is on in Nebraska. A
child welfare commission has introduced a bill which provides for a
board of three censors, with an office
force of about nine people. The censors are to receive $3,000 a year salary, and money will be allowed to pay
the cost of maintaining the censorship office. The advocates of the bill
are maintaining that it will bring no
additional cost upon the state, as the
fees from the picture companies will
be sufficient to pay all expenses. The
bill also provides Sunday closing.

Still Free

Lillian Gish stated yesterday morning that contrary to published reports, she has not definitely determined to make a picture for Anne Morter. gan or for anyone else, for that matThe report had it that Miss Morgan would take over the two reels
of "The World's Shadows" which
Jerome Storm directed for Frohman
Amusement and finish it with Miss
Gish.
Miss Gish admitted that she had
seen Miss Morgan and that the matter had been discussed but stated
quite definitely that nothing had
not been closed.

A committee is here representing
the exhibitors in their fight. Throughout the state exhibitors are circulating petitions which declare that the
public is in favor of the defeat of the
censorship bill. In every theater a
Reichenbach Gees to Boston
small table is maintained near the
entrance, and all patrons are invited
Boston — Harry Reichenbach is
to sign the petitions which are kept here to arrange for the opening of
on the table.
"Outside the Law" at the Park theater for a week.
(Continued on Page 2)

"Hubert Settles and his wife are
under arrest, and post office inspectors say the}' have scores of letters
from girls ambitious to be screen
heroines, and also the engraved reWarners in Mecca Bldg.
Warner Bros, have leased part of
the sixth floor of the Mecca Bldg.,
1600 Broadway and will move in
about F"eb. 1. Part of the space will
be used for the Federated Kxchange
which Warners now own in assoc.ation plies."
with the Apollo Trading Co.

First Dividend
D. W. Griffith, Inc., has declared
its first dividend. It is $1, payable
on the Class A stock of the corporation on March 4 to stockholders of
record at the close of business on
Feb. 26.
Payable Feb. 1
Famous Players will pay on Feb.
1 a $2 quarterly dividend on the preferred stock of the corporation. Tnere
are 100,000 shares of this issue outstanding. The dividend will be pa.* able to stockholders of record at the
ciose of business on Jan. 15.

Tex Rickani's Officiaf Pictures Demjsey
and Breiihari Contest. Now hooking \ R
Grearhoiise; HU \V. t5th St. Bry. 5741— Ad.

ai^
Nebraska To Act
(Continued

from

Page

1)

A second cersorship bill has been
introduced, providing for a fine for
showing pictures of a certain descripPrice 5 Cents
Sat. Jan. 22, 1921
tion and empowering county attorVol. XV No. 20
neys to prosecute. This bill was
referred to the child welfare commitFolks,
Wid's Film and Film44th
tee, which is also considering its own
Copyright 1921,
M
.ac\ Published Daily at IW»W*
bill.
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Change

in Ohio Censors?

(.Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Cincinnati — Reports have reached
here that some changes are contemplated in the present method of censoring pictures. Several moves are
talked of: one to reduce the number
on the board from four to one and
another the taking of the appointment
of the members from the industrial
board and giving the governor that

Prod.

Saturday, January 22, 3 !1

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Parrot Films, New
York. Capital. $10,500. Incorporaors. H. Huber, J. J. McNevin, W.
..twin, 518 W. 148th St.
Albany, N. Y. — Steuben Theater
Co., Corning, Steuben County, Capital $75,000. Incorporators: F. Gerber, J. J. Kelly and C. V. Stowell,
Corning.
Albany, N. Y. — No Blue Sunday
League, New York. Capital $5,000.
Incorporators: \Y. C. Appelberg, D.
F. MacCallum and C. F. White, 1753
10th St.. Brooklyn.
Albany, N. Y. — Middleton Theater
Co., New York. Capital $100,000.
Incorporators: W. V. Donovan, J.
Ave.
Quittner, and C. Pack. 769 Cauldwell

power.
Hold

Up

Sunday

Show

Albany, N. Y. — Imperial Prod.,
New York. Capital $20,000. IncorPrinceton, Ind. — The United Theaporators: C. J. Keck, T. E. Kane
cers and Amusement Co. was served
and F. W. Dennis, 648 W. 160th St.
with a temporary injunction restraining the company from putting on a
Albany, N. Y. — A. L. Shay, Inc..
charity show at the Noble theater on
ounday. It was charged the show New York. Capital $150,000. Incorporators: A. L. Shay, Lillian E. Mcwas to be run for profit contrary to
Mahon
and
H. C. O'Connell, Hotel
the Indiana law".
Lucerne, West 79 St., New York.
Want Censors in Indiana
Indianapolis — Senator Claude S.
Albany, N. Y. — San Gabriel Producing Co., New York. Capital
Steele has brought before the legislature a bill asking for the establish- $6,400. Incorporators Eleanor S.
ment of a censor board for this state. Benedict, S. A. Mcintosh and Clarence Lazarus, 539 W. 162 St., New
The petition states that pictures are
'argely responsible for the crime wave York.
now sweeping the country.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Elg:n Opposes Blue Laws
Elgin, 111. — Four commissioners of
George D. Baker has signed a con- the city council oppose blue laws and
tract with S-L Pictures to make a ser- two are in favor of them. The Mayor
ies of five productions to bear his is for them.
name. They will be made in the east
and will be released by Metro.
An 18 episode serial, "The Diamond
Queen" starring Eileen Sedgwick,
!,as been completed by Universal and
Change in Toledo,
O.
is now ready for release.
Toledo, O. — William James has
Miss Sedgewick will make some
sold out his interest in the Sun and two reel westerns for Universal.
James Amusement Co. to Peter Sun.
The company operates the Rivoli and
Stanley Opening Jan. 29
Toledo theaters here.
The directors of the company met
Philadelphia— -Saturday, Jan. 29 has
last week and elected the following been selected by the Stanley Co. for
officers: Ed G. Sourbier, president; the opening of the new Stanley theater at 19th and Market Sts. Cecil
C. Howard Crane, vice-president;
Gus Sun, secretary; and Charles Ol- B. DeMille's "Forbidden Fruit" will
son, treasurer. Peter Sun will man- be the opening feature.
The program for the opening will
age the Rivoli, which S. Barrett McCormick ran before he went to the include a special tableaux direct from
coast.
the Criterion theater, New York, arranged by Hugo Riesenfeld, who also
wrote the music and directed the pro"The White Bottle," a two reeler
duction. Riesenfeld will come here
produced by the Harry Levey Servas
a
compliment
to Stanley to conice Corp., was shown to the New
duct in person.
York Milk Conference Board yesterday at its offices in the Candler Bldg.
Barthelmess Borrowed
Richard Barthelmess has been borrowed by Famous Players from D.
W. Griffith, Inc., to appear as Youth
in "Experience," which will be made
into a George Fitzmaurice Prod., in
the Long Island studios. Barthelmess'
first starring picture which is to be
from a story by Joseph Hergesheimer
is being held up because the story
lias not been properly whipped into
shape.
Five Baker-Metro
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NEW
YORK CITY— A Goose Chase iiihe
real sense of the word. A goose, a gir! id
reins of silk — all that is needed for a "t
in this unique race.
WORCESTER,
MASS—
ages Worcester.
Over
a Fire
score "wave"
of blaz'
unknown
origin sweep
city, causing
a
age of $1,500,000.
SAN
FRANCISCO,
CAL.
(Except
Louis, Indianapolis, Los Angeles) — L
type of ditch-digger in action. R
scoops mounted on a tractor are bein
fectively used in reclamation work.
LONDON, ENGLAND— All branches <
government and labor are co-operatin
Britain seeks to solve unemployment
lem
ade. ; scenes of jobless gathering for big

Of
ht
S;
est
ry
efas
ob-

CLEVELAND,
OHIO —Play baseba! on
an
skates. A sparkling diamond of ice
added attraction to players and far
"America's national bame."
ar
IN THE LIMELIGHT— "Pussyfoot" tu,
son
U. S. "When America is drj the
"dry" in crusader.
millennium will have come," declares t isb
NEW
YORK CITY— A "preventoriun
discarded boat. School is maintained o old
ferry-boat for poor children susceptib to
0;
disease.
CHICAGO
ILL — First woman impresiD —
Mary Garden, famous opera star, as aies
"role" as director-general of the CI ago
ROME, ITALY — Protest government licy
Opera.
in
settling Fiume problem. Admire of
D'Annunzio oppose Italian invasion of Fin:.
WAVE
AWAY
THE CRIME WAVI-Or
How Mr. Citizen Puts It Over On Mr
Crook. Animated by Bert Green wit acknowledgement to Albert
Frush.

Albany, N. Y. — Turges Amusement
Corp., New York. Capital $15,000.
Incorporators: Sidney Rothner, Max
Frieder and Stephen S. Tolk, 257 W
179 St., New York.
"Von"

Buys

Four

Releases

Herman F. Jans of Jans Pictures has concluded negotiations with
J. E. Von Herberg of Seattle wherein the latter purchased "Madonnas
and Men" for Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, Washington,
Idaho, Montana and Oregon. He also
purchased the three Olive Tell pictures, "Love Without Question," "A
Woman's Business' and "The Wings
of Pride" for the same territory.
E. Kenneth Todd, formerly in the
publicity department of Universal,
has resigned to join the sporting department of the Boston Traveler.
"Roxy"
to Entertain
The first national conference of
motion pictures and musical interests
which opens at the Astor on Monday,
will make its first visit to a New
York theater at the Capitol on Monday. Three hundred delegates will
be the guests of S. L. Rothafel, who
will adddress the conference on "Picture Showmanship through Music,"
and Erno Rapee, conductor of the
Capitol Grand Orchestra, will deliver
an exposition on the handling of the
orchestra.
Hugo Riesenfeld has prepared a
special music score for Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden Fruit."

The only type of poster ■
made by the RITCHEYi
LITHO. CORP. are motion picture posters, — and)
the
only
kind of motion^
ing.
picture poster we make is i
the only kind worth hav-

RITCHE\
LITHO.
CORF.
406 w. 31stSt,H.Y. Phone Chelsea 8381

OJV1CT0R KRE ER
CLEAN IN HEEL!
CLEAR

THE

OBST.ZLES

"THE HANDICAP
:

Only

The Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
What
have
YOU
done?

MOTION

PICTURE

DAY, WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

3 days

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater

New

York [Motion

Edited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.
MOTION
PICTURE ADVERTISERS'
COMMITTEE
in co-operation with
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION
EUROPEAN RELIEF
COUNCIL

Picture Committee

of the

European

305 Capitol Theatre
Circle 4411

Today's "Thank Yous'
Rose Shulsinger — for enlisting
Marion Davies, Norman Kerry and
and several other stars.
Those who have supposed that
when
wasgo "spooring"
Schaefer to
Maryundertook
she
on a minimum
diet till Motion Picture Day, Jan. 26,
have something to learn regarding
her gameness and good faith.
These motion picture stars are with
us for next Wednesday, Moving Picture Day:
VIVIAN MARTIN
ELSIE FERGUSON
MARION
DAVIES
MARY McLAREN
ZEENA KEEFE
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
VERA GORDON
MARTHA MANSFIELD
EUGENE O'BRIEN
MAE MURRAY
HOPE HAMPTON
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
JUNE CAPRICE
RUTH ROLAND
RUBY de REMER
ALICE CALHOUN
CONSTANCE
BINNEY
HAZEL DAWN
VIRGINIA LEE
EDITH STOCKTON
PERCY MARMONT
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
ROD LaROCQUE
VINCENT
COLEMAN
MABEL McQUADE
LUCY FOX
NORA REED
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
Will volunteering players rush 10
| photos to Publicity Committee,
305
^Capitol Theatre
bldg? — Monday
11
a. m., is the "deadline."

How Greater New York Picture Houses
Observe the Big Week
Monday, Jan. 24 — .Break out with the most inviting lobby displays
possible, to call attention to Motion Picture Day, Wednesday, Jan. 26.
Complete their arrangements for speakers through Jerome A. Meyers,
Chairman, 122 W. 49th St., Bryant 8770. Complete their receipt of special tickets for the Saturday morning matinee, and of blank subscription
checks for patrons through Leo Brecher, 202 Capitol Theater Bldg., Circle 4412. Distribute blank subscription checks to their audiences at all
performances, if they wish to begin on this day. Carry notice of Motion
Picture Day in all ads. Announce Motion Picture Day on the screen.
Tuesday, Jan. 25 — Continue lobby decorations; check up on their assignments for stars and speakers. Continue all announcements of Motion
Picture Day. Distribute blank subscription checks and sell special morning matinee tickets for Saturday, Jan. 29.
Wednesday, Jan. 26 — Motion Picture Day, all day. This is the day!
Work for the European Relief Council, Herbert Hoover, Chairman, to
raise the motion picture industry's quota of $2,500,000 of the big fund to
be obtained for the starving children of Central and Eastern Europe. Tell
your audiences in every way. Speakers, humanitarian workers and motion picture stars will help you. This is the day for the sale of the special
Saturday morning tickets at 50 cents — and up, if your warm-hearted patrons will pay more. A treasurer will be in charge of each corps of workers assigned by Mrs. Paul Foerster, 202 Capitol Theater Bldg., Circle 4412.
Film stars will be assigned by the Star Appearance Committee, Bert Adler,
Chairman. The receipts of this day through regular admission tickets belong to the house, unless the management chooses to add them to the
Relief Fund. But sell the special tickets to your crowd inside. Remember, every $10 saves a life. Have selected, high class programs and stunts
to draw your crowd.
Thursday, Jan. 27 — Continue lobby decorations. Turn in any stray
subscriptions to the European Relief Council through Mrs. Foerster, 202
Capitol Theater Bldg. It is hoped you will also keep up the sale of special Saturday morning tickets.
Friday, Jan. 28. — Keep up your Thrusday's activities, but get your
special Saturday morning program, donated by the producers and distributors, at your regular exchange.
Saturday, Jan. 29 — At 10 A. M., the special morning Children's Matinee at your house, at which the tickets sold during the drive will be redeemed. The remainder of the day is yours.
NOTE. — In addition to these many houses have already offered to
donate receipts amounting to one regular matinee seating capacity at regular prices. If managers wish they may request the lady captains assigned to their houses to sell tickets covering this donation, the tickets to
be accepted for admission at matinees until April 1. The tickets of course
are not to be good on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays.
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Mary Schaefer, who is on a sympathy fast in behalf of the starving
Monday, Jan. 24, 11 a. m.,
children abroad, had lost six pounds
Capitol Theatre
Thursday on the fifty day of her fast.
hear
Miss Huddleston, Red Cross dietician, found her in apparently fine
"BIG BILL" EDWARDS
condition, due to the health and
weight with which Miss Schaefer D. W. Griffith and Job E. Hedges
also have been invited to speak
had entered upon her experiment.
Griffith In Line
Mary has been subsisting upon about All members
of the film industry
The D. W. Griffith offices an- 200 calories per day, instead of the URGENTLY
requested
to attend.
nounced Friday that special morning 2300 calories per day which a girl
Vivian Martin Ready
performances of "Way Dow1!! East" of her age, 16, and height, 5 ft. 4 in.
will be given in 16 cities on the. morn- should have.
Among the stars who enlisted for
ing of January 29. The entire rethe drive is Vivian Martin, who said
ceipts from the combined showings
will be donated to the Hoover Relief is Raising funds for starving children Friday, "I'm not only ready, but
Fund.
something
really
worth
while. anxious to help."

Henderson's
Poem
Daniel Henderson, a magazine poet,
has written especially for the European Relief Council and dedicated to
Herbert Hoover, chairman, a set of
verses appropriate to the efforts to
win aid for the starving children
across the Atlantic. It is suggested
that New York theater managers
have these verses recited by a speaker at each performance on Motion
Picture Day in their houses.
HOW

PETE

LOST

HIS

PURSE

By Daniel Henderson
"Come, I've money to burn tonightShow me the way to the Street of
Light!
"Show me the way to a swell cafe,
way!liveliest stage along BroadAnd the
"Who's hat?the

girl

that's

passing

the

Say,

war's
Tell her to
scat! done with!
"Hang-over war drives me sore!
What — it's the kiddies she's pleadin'
for?
"Millions of 'em without a crust,
And if we fail 'em — die they must?
"Lord, it sort of strikes me dumb
To hear of tots without a crumb!
"Pardon me, Miss, for talkin' wild —
Take this wallet — an' save a child!"
In Minneapolis
In the Minneapolis territory Theodore L. Hays and the entire Ruben
& Finkelstein organization have the
campaign well under way.
The following is the personnel of
the committees: Theodore L. Hays,
joint chairman, Committee of United
Theatrical Protective League; A. W.
Steffes, chairman; Clyde Hitchcock,
Wm. Koenig, Button Meyers, Harry
Dryer, Committee of Branch Managers; I.F. Mantzke, chairman; Max
Weisfeldt, Charles Stombaugh, Tom
Burke, J. E. O'Toole.
Thetion,Four
MinutetheMen's
organizawhich carried
Liberty
Loans
to such success in Minneapolis, will
speak in the seventy-two theaters of
the city, at each showing on WednesAt day,
each
theater there will be teams
Jan. 26th.
of young women who have volunteered their services. These teams
are to be captained by members of
the Overseas League.
It is planned, through the cooperation of the musicians' unions, to
stage an immense parade the morning of Jan. 26th.
All advertising of every theater in
the city will carry special reference
to the Hoover campaign, before and
including the special Saturday morning matinee.
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Theater

Another
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for the imShreveport, La.— Plans
mediate erection of a $50,000 picture
Amusement
theater, by the Saenger
Co.. are announced.
Award

Contract

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Terre Haute, Ind.— The Indiana
Theater Co. has awarded the contract
for the new Indiana to John Kherson of Chicago. The building is to
cost $500,000.

Cohen Gets Another
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia— Will Cohen of the
Model, Imperial and Astor theaters,
is reported to have acquired a lease
on the Crystal Palace, which has
three years and eight months to go,
for a consideration of $12,000.
Miles Abandons
to

(Special

WID'S

Plans
DAILY)

Big Coast "Lab"

Planned for Los Angeles — Will Have
Capacity of 1,200,000 Weekly
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Standard Film
Laboratories with a capacity of 1,200,000 feet weekly are planned here.
The structure is to be of reinforced
concrete construction and will cover
a ground area of 120 by 75 ft., and
is to be two stories and basement.
It will be located on Seward St. near
Santa Monica Blvd., supplanting the
present offices of the corporation at
130 W. 5th St.
Financing of the big project has
resulted in an alliance between So.
California and Utah capitalists. The
officers and directors for the ensuing
year are as follows: C. E. Vermilyea, president; John M. Nicholaus,
vice-president, at present the laboratory director at the Lasky studio, and
well known for his successful work;
S. M. Tompkins, secretary and treasurer, who has just resigned as superintendent of the Universal City laboratory.

Scranton, Pa.— It became known
last week that the project of the Miles
Amusement Co., of Detroit, is to
The Salt Lake City members include C. B. Stewart, O. H. Hewlett,
erect a house at Scranton. was declared off.
Dr. G. F. Harding and L. A. Whitemore. Fred E. Mines of Los AnAschers Open New House
geles and William Nisle of San Bernardino complete the board.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Two hundred men will be employChicago— Ascher Brothers' new
ed when the plant is opened, which
West Englewood, which cost $800,- will probably be within 90 days.
000, and has a seating capacity of
3,000 opened recently. It is the secNew
Morsoco Star
ond house opened by this firm last
month, the other being the Portage
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Park. Walter Russell will manage
Los Angeles — Morosco's latest anthe new theater.
nouncement isthat Charlotte Greenwood will be starred in pictures.
Casey Bros, on Coast
Her first picture for the Morosco
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Patrick and Terence
Casey, the novelists and short story
writers are here to put some of their
works into screen form, such as "The
Gay Cat," "The Wolf Cub," "The
Story of William Hyde" and "The
Chase of the Four Fools.-'

Prod., Inc., will be "Linger Longer
Letty." Morosco will also produce a
new Anna Nichols play entitled
"Weeds."
Miss Nichols will have charge of
the school for playwrights and scenarioists
at the will
proposed
which Morosco
erect "film
here. city"
Candler Sales

»•• ^ .

Printing
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Candler Pictures have sold "His
Enemy's Daughter" for New Englland, to Popular Film Exchange, 14
Piedmont St.; for Missouri and Kansas, to Independent Producers Film
Corp., 3504 Olive St., St. Louis; for
New York State, to Joy Film Distributing Co., 117 W. 46th St.; for
Minn., Wis. N. & S. Dakota, to Elliott Film Corp., Produce Exchange
Bldg., Minneapolis.
New

The Dire Results
The high cost of prohibition
became apparent when M. S.
Epstein of the Joseph M.
Schenck organization, who returned from his post in Los
Angeles yesterday as business
manager for the first John Emerson-Anita Loos production,
"Wife Insurance," stated that
empty liquor bottles had been
rented as props at 30 cents a
day apiece. The expense was
$30 a day for 100 bottles used.
"It seemed an outrageous
expense, and we tried to find
our own bottles at first," said
Epstein. "It was impossible to
collect more than a dozen bottles which bore well known

(Special

other companies

had."

fo

Abandoned

WID'S

DAILY)

Cincinnati — Because of alleged ar
bitrary demands on the part of cer
tain labor unions Benjamin L. Heidi
ingsfeld, attorney, acting for the con
structors of a $300,000 picture hous
at the northwest corner of McMillai
St. and Melrose Ave., west of Peeple
Corner, states that the project hai;
been postponed indefinitely.
Plans for the theater, also to l
elude a group of flats of the kitchen,
ette type, were prepared by Rapp t
Rapp, of Chicago.

'In the S hadow
o/ i the Dome

stamps
such Scotch.'
as 'GordonChamGin'
or
'Dewar
pagne bottles were not to be
found at all. But one canny
Los Angeles gentleman had
cornered the whole supply of
empty bottles and made a business of renting them to movie
companies — and in the end we
had to deal with him, as the

Project

A

DAVID

]

G. FISCHEK

PRODUCTION

DIRECTOR!
OF

THE

TRADE

* RELIABLE GUIDE FOF
READY REFERENCE

City-Owned
Theater
Ninteen years from Feb. 1, the city

ACCOUNTANTS
of New York will be in possession of
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
a full-fledged picture theater. This 56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Av
will come about through a lease New York City.
Hollywood, r
made about a year ago of the propADVERTISING—
PUBLICITY
erty on East Broadway, Henry St.
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
and the space under the Manhattan
The Screen Bulletin
Bridge to the Manbridge Realty Co.
Since making the lease, the company, of which Henry E. Jacobs is
president, has practically completed
the theater upon which Philip and
Louis Brenner have just made a
permanent loan of $72,000. It is said
to be the only theater extant that is
built upon city-owned property, and
Jacobs is having prepared a bronze
tablet which will bear the message
that the structure was built on city
property during the administration of
Mayor Hylan, who will be asked to
unveil the tablet in a few days.
According to the terms of the lease
the theater, which cost $230,000 to
build and will be named The Florence, will revert to the possession of
the city at the expiration of the lease.
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LABORATORIES
New

Deal in Cincinnati

EVANS

Cincinnati Exchange

LABORATORY

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
Wad.
3*<
Cincinnati — The National Ex- 416-24 W. 216th St.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
change of Ohio, Inc., has arranged CLAREMONT
Cincinnati — Charles L. Casanave
FILM
LABORATORI
Tel. Tremont 31
has resigned from the National Ex- to distribute its product through the 430 Claremont Parkway
Lande
Film
Co.
National
has
moved
H.
J.
Streyckmans,
General
Manager
change of Ohio, Inc., to head the
from
the
5th
floor
of
the
Broadway
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORI
Queen City Film Exchange, a new
Kwality Prints"
unit with offices at Broadway and Film Bldg., to the quarters occupied Fort Lee N.• Kessel
J.
Fort Lee
Pioneer. The exchange will serve by Lande. National, besides its own
PRINTERS
Ohio and Kentucky. William Busch, product, handles the Equity series
BARNES
PRINTING
CO
formerly with the Wilson Film Co., is and other independent material.
Motion
Picture Specialists
associated with Casanave.
3d East 22d St.
Phone Gramercv
Start Work Feb. 1
PROSPECT
PRESS
Start Production Soon
(Special to WID'S

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Southern
Tenn. — The
Memphis,
! Film
filming
to begin
Co.. expects
Feb. 1, according
their first comedy
.* to H. J. Mooney, head of the concern.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is announced that
construction on the $150,000 building
to be erected by the M. P. D. A., as
aFeb.
permanent
home will commence on
1.
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fts Rare as a Five-leaf Clover—
Opportunities such as Realart's Pay -after-you-play plan
come but once or twice in a lifetime. Your chance is here
and now. Play these five big Mayflower Specials on your
own terms!

No advance payments*
No percentage dodge,
No tricks of any sort.
Give these five features a fair showing in your house, and
then, when you've counted your box-office receipts, pay
Realart what you consider a fair rental.
Realart takes the risk.
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Federated franchise holders to meet in San Francisco
Tuesday
Feb. 7.
Urban M. P. Industries offering $3,500,000 stock issue.
Max Linder to make eight features for ;Robertson-Cole.
Wednes
Warner Bros, to produce
sixday
features yearly.
Hiram Abrams states in Los Angeles that United Artists will never combine with any organization.
Famous

Players sign Edward

Sheldon, Samuel Mer-

win and Harvey O'Higgin to write original stories.
Plan many notable productions.
Charles R. Rogers resigns as sales manager for Seizin ck.

Features Reviewed

A

try. Clark, English producer, to work in this counGeorge

Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS AND FILM FOLKS, INC.

Paris Representative:

vice-president of Malcolm

STARS

Page 13
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Page 15
ELOPEMENT
Page 16
'FRAID LADY
Page 17
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CORRECTION

In the chart preceding the review of "Man — Woman —
Marriage" appearing in last Sunday's issue, the usual
criticism with reference to "direction" was inadvertently
and unintentionally omitted.
Allen Holubar's direction of this unusual story and
theme was exceedingly capable — perhaps the very best
work and most sincere that he has ever done.

Famous Players to distribute "Life."
Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce
Thursday
more than six reels in length.

against films

Northwest exhibitors launch new first runs to combat
Independent Exhib. Corp.
Myron Sulzberger, attorney, sues Committee of 17
for fee.
Federated buys two Fred Stone features.
M. P. E. A. officials meet at Astor, New York.
Samuel Sax and Claude Ezell promoted by Selznick.
Sax in Rogers' place.
Louis Barnstyn launches new Dutch trust. Has capital of 10,000,000 guilders.
Friday
Standard Film and Independent
Film of St. Louis
combine.
Marshall Neilan to produce in the East.
D. W. Griffith expects to gross $4,000,000 on "Way
Fine
ArtsEast."
Pictures, Inc., formed with capital of $6,Down
500,000.
Argonaut Distributing Corp. plans standard film
courses for use in public schools.
Local exhibitors get equal representation on F. I. L.
Saturday
M. Club grievance committee.
Important booking deal involving Famous
Loew and U. B. C. about to be closed.

Players,

Two censorship bills introduced in Nebraska
lature.

legis-

William N. Vogel secures all foreign rights on "The

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good'* — Benjamin Franklin.
Kid."

rit^ADAILY
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Beautiful Star in Exceptionally Dramatic Story With Real Wallop
Betty Compson in
"PRISONERS OF LOVE"
Betty Compson Prod. — Goldwyn
Arthur Rosson
DIRECTOR
Catherine Henry
AUTHOR
Ernest Palmer
CAMERAMAN
Exceptionally dramatic sex
AS A WHOLE
problem story with powerful acting situations
very well done
Holds interest throughout, moves rapSTORY
idly with several very good wallops
DIRECTION
Gives distinctive atmosphere and
handles big situations with effective repression
Decidedly pleasing and artistic
STORY
Many unusually effective bits
LIGHTINGS
CAMERAWORK
Uniformly excellent
STAR
Gives very forceful portrayal and is exceptionally beautiful
SUPPORT
Very
well chosen.
Helped
materially in keeping situations balanced
EXTERIORS
Very few but those good
INTERIORS
Quite satisfactory.
One or two
big elaborate sets
DETAIL
Pleasing because action flows smoothly without bad spots
CHARACTER OF STORY
Presents powerful
sex problem but has been so well handled cannot be objected to
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet
Naturally much was expected of Betty Compson
after her exceptional portrayal of ,Rose in George
Loane Tucker's masterpiece, "The Miracle Man.''
Miss Compson' s first production independently made
by her and distributed through Goldwyn will not only
satisfy her admirers, but will bring: her new friends,

because she has demonstrated her ability as an emotional actress, and in this production where she was
the -central figure throughout, and was not playing an
underworld character, her unusual beauty is particularly effective.
Miss Compson has given in this, her first production, a story which has several new angles on the eternal triangle, and she has wisely surrounded herself
with an exceptionally powerful cast which has been
given opportunities that keep the situations properly
balanced throughout.
Starting off with an elaborate setting which marks
class in the first few feet, photographic and artistic
values of the production are held up all the way.
There is also that rather rare condition of a story
which opens with a smashing situation and continues
to build through one fine acting climax to another
without going to pieces at any time.
Miss Compson earns her right to be considered a
real star, which position she gave indication of having
a right to through her dramatic portrayal in "The
Miracle Man." Most of our stars who are now doing
big emotional parts have passed beyond the age when
they can easily step into a part demanding youth.
Most of our youthful stars are unable to effectively
handle big emotional situations. That gives Miss
Compson an exceptional opportunity, and she has certainly made good in this, her first production.
Ralph Lewis, Roy Stewart and Emory Johnson
know how to make a real situation ring true. Their
work with Miss Compson in this helps very decidedly in keeping the proper balance throughout. Others in the very satisfactory cast are Clara Horton,
and Clara McDowell.

If You Can't Get 'Em In On This You Should Lock Up
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
From a box office viewpoint if you know anything
about handling a good advertising possibility this
should surely be a clean-up. There has been no production in years to make one-half the friends that
George Loane Tucker's production of "The Miracle
Man" made. That film undoubtedly caused more discussion and is remembered by more people than any
film ever made. Everyone will remember the girl.
It is up to you to intelligently present the fact that
this is her first big independent production in which
she is presented as a star, and you can safely promise
that this is an exceptionally powerful story that will
win new friends for Miss Compson.

The story is rather sexy in spots but has been so
splendidly handled that you will have no difficulty
on that score.
Do not run too wild in your sex catch-lines, because that will not be necessary in this case where you
have a corking good title and a beautiful star with
her first production, following a tremendous success
that was seen by most every theatergoer in the country. You might also in your advertising elaborate
upon the fact that because of Mr. Tucker's illness, following the completion of "The Miracle Man," Miss
Compson was able to secure his entire staff who worked with her in the making of this film.
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Puts George Arliss' Name on the List of Famous Screen Portrayals.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

George Arliss in
"THE DEVIL"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
James Young
Not credited

SCENARIO BY
Edmund Goulding
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fischbeck
AS A WHOLE
Fine acting of George Arliss the
outstanding feature ; production generally good
STORY
Adapted from the stage play in which
Arliss created the role ; would be nothing as a
picture without this actor
DIRECTION
Splendid, especially as to settings
and managing players
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR

Without doubt his work gets the picture
over

SUPPORT
Prominent players all do very well
EXTERIORS
Only one or two night scenes
INTERIORS
Excellent
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Parisian connoisseur
obsessed with desire to overcome truth with evil
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,680 feet
No one is going to be sorry they saw "The Devil,"
for they will be well pleased with the work of George
Arliss, who is seen in the role which he created on the
stage. His performance is entertainment in itself and
there's little doubt but that those who made the picture were well aware of the fact that the story possibilities were such that it alone would mean little.
So they have managed to keep Arliss on the screen
continuously. He appears in practically every scene,
and his splendid work always registers.
The story of "The Devil," is uninteresting and monotonous of itself, consisting as it does, in mostly
repetition. The Parisian connoisseur who has a fiendish desire to show his "friends" that evil can overcome

truth

and

at the

same

time

satisfy

his passion

arranging love affairs and then breaking them
that is all there is to the story.

for
up—

Director Young has managed the production very
well and the players are all splendidly handled. The
settings are all very fine and the photography and
camera work generally help to satisfy the technical
end of it.
The story doesn't count enough to waste criticism
on, but there is one scene which tends to spoil the
atmosphere which, despite the title which probably
doesn't intimate anything very delicate, is nevertheless
unspoiled by anything unpleasant. In the end, when
the fiend finds all his other plans to spoil two people's
happiness fail, he plays his last card and attacks the
woman. Arliss is shown tearing the clothes off the
girl. Even for emphasis this needn't be.
Dr. Muller describes himself as the "friend" of the
people whose happiness he delights in ruining. His
victims are Mimi, a model, Paul an artist, Marie and
her lover Georges. Sylvia Breamer, Edmund Lowe,
Lucy Cotton and Roland Bottomerly play the last
four mentioned, respectively. Marie and Georges are
engaged but Muller manages to interest Marie in Paul
and she believes she loves him and when she has

given up Georges, she discovers that Paul is evidently
in love with Mimi but Paul isn't in love with Mimi,
although Mimi loves him.
And so it goes on — this love business — with the participants happy until Muller gets his finger in the
pie again, and then everything goes wrong. Eventually Marie marries her first love, Georges, and Muller
tries to break up their home but it fails. Paul is happy
with Mimi, and Marie happy with Georges. Midler's
last hope — attacking Marie — fails. His misery causes
his face to resemble "The Devil' 'and shooting flames
cover up his countenance, and a vision of the cross
forms an invisible barrier which prevents his further
attempt to go after his victim.

Make Good Use of the Splendid Exploitation Angles It Affords.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There's little doubt about it that the story part of
this isn't going to matter much since it is essentially
the performance of George Arliss that people will go
to see. And your cue is to boost it from this standpoint. You can go? the limit on your promises regarding the actor's performance. Tell them he is seen in
the role which he created on the stage. He is well
known
for his unusual
characterizations
and
his

name should be sufficient to interest them.
The exploitation end of it should be simple. You
have a good title to work with and one which suggests
many and varied ways of advertising your showing
of the picture. A good lobby display will attract attention. Besides the star, if you want other names, you
have other well known names to work with in those
of the supporting company.
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Mr. J. M. Johnston, Manager,
Associated Producers,
Inc.
Broadway Film Bldg. ,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dear Mr.

Johnston: -

We are certainly pleased to state that the receipts
of the Gifts Theatre for last week, which played
Allan Dwan's "THE FORBIDDEN THING", were in excess
of any amount previously taken in since the opening
of the Gifts Theatre, this being our banner week.
Allan Dwan has undoubtedly made a master-piece, and
the drawing power of same is unquestioned, and we
feel that you are justly entitled to the above information.
We have demonstrated to our own satisfaction that
the public demands big productions, and with more
productions like "THE FORBIDDEN THING", we feel
that the future of Associated Producers is asaired.
Yours very truly.

ALLAN
DWAN
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GREATER CINCINNATI AMUSEMENT

CO.

presents

5tf

Personally directed by Mr. DWAN

By Mary Mears
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Tourneur Has Made Real Entertainment of This
Maurice Tourneur's Prod.
"THE
COUNTY
FAIR"
Guy Crosswell Smith — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Maurice Tourneur
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
S. Grubb Alexander
CAMERAMAN
sant
AS

Charles Van Enger-Rene Gaus-

A

WHOLE
Comprehensive
adaptation
of
the stage play, with human
interest theme
given a careful production
STORY
Contains all the high lights and interest

of Neil Burgess' play
DIRECTION
Splendid; has thoroughly grasped
the New England spirit
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
First rate
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Helen Jerome Eddy, David Butler,
Wesley
Barry
most
prominent,
others
all
finely suited
EXTERIORS
Good locations; fair scene very
gooRdS
INTERIO
Splendid
England homes
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF STORY

atmosphere

of

New

Carefully considered
Romance
of New

England village, in which the villain is foiled
by the winning of a horse race
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Maurice Tourneur lias taken hold of Neil Burgess
"The Country Fair," one of the very popular plays of
the last generation, and transferred it to the screen
with the same spirit in which it must originally have
been written, with a keen insight into the manners,
customs, and peculiarities of New England village
life. Possibly some people will smile at the old stagey
theme of the villain foreclosing the mortgage, and the

final loiling of his dirty work by the hero plus the race
horse, but even tb^ese will find the picture interesting
and exciting.
Tourneur has made ^i'he first part entertaining,
even though the action is slow, and then gathered
momentum as the story goes on, up to a fine climax in
the horse race. The love story of Sally and Joel has
been pleasingly told, with Helen Jerome Eddy and
David Butler giving good performances.
Aunt Abigail, and her adopted daughter, Sally, are
threatened with the loss of their home through the
foreclosure of a mortgage held by Solon Hammerhead. The only outlets are for either Aunt Abigail
to marry the old villain, or for Sally to marry his
mean, scheming son, Bruce. To prevent Aunt Abigail
losing her home, Sally is about to consent to marry
Bruse, in spite of the fact that she is really in love
with Joel, the hired man. She has only a few days
in which to decide before the mortgage falls due.
That night Tim Vail, a former jockey, breaks into the
house for food, and when he tells his story, kind hearted Aunt Abigail gives him a job on the farm. Tim
discovers that Aunt Abigail's horse, "Cold Molasses"
is a born racer, and he and Joel get permission to train
the horse for the big three thousand dollar race at
the County Fair, which takes place on the day the
mortgage falls due.
The Hammerheads, discovering that Cold Molasses
is likely to beat their own entry, attempt to keep her
out of the race by setting fire to the barn, but the
horse is rescued by Tim.
The big race starts off with Cold Molasses in the
lead. At the last moment Hammerhead's horse passes her, and it looks as though the old home is gone
until Hammerhead's horse is disqualified for foul play.
The winnings pay off the mortgage, Joel and Sally
are happy, and Aunt Abigail finally gets her bashful
suitor.

A Famous Play and Chances for Big Bally-Hoo
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The picture is taken from such a well known

stage

also has a decided drawing power. Talk about the fine

play, and such a popular one for many years, that the

atmosphere and detail of the production, and promise

title itself will be a great drawing card. Use it extensively and, of course, feature it above everything

a thrilling horse race. The names

else. In connection with the title use Neil Burgess'
name, as he is linkeel firmly with the play as the creator of "Aunt Abigail."
Tell them it is a Tourneur production, as his name

of David Butler,

Wesley Barry, and Helen Jerome Eddy, can all be
used to advantage.
The

picture offers lots of opportunity for circus

stunts, "Fair" lobbies and street advertising such as,
Rube bands, hay-rack rides, etc.

The Season Is Backward
BUT

PLUMS
Will Soon Be Ripe

nfcfti
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Adaptation of Ward Novel a Disappointment.
" THE

May Allison in
MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM
Metro

DIRECTOR

ASHE"

Edward

Sloman

AUTHOR

From Margaret Mayo's dramatization of Mrs. Humphrey Ward's novel
SCENARIO BY
Ruth Ann Baldwin
CAMERAMAN

Jackson Rose

AS A WHOLE
Below the average; doesn't entertain and has wasted a lot of efforts from the
production end of it
STORY
Not suitable screen material; also star
isn't exactly in her proper sphere
DIRECTION
Varies ; sometimes poor
PHOTOGRAPHY
Poor
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Anything but soft
Fair

STAR

Tries hard to please by playing the "coquette," but it seems out of place
SUPPORT
Wyndham Standing's appearance a
pleasure ; cast satisfactory
EXTERIORS
One or two pretty scenic shots
INTERIORS
Have
gone to some
trouble
in
large sets
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Capricious
young
wife who ruins husband she loves in at attempt
to make him Prime Minister
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
The most that can be said for "The Marriage of
William Ashe," is that it's unfortunate that it doesn't
come up to the average feature offering. And perhaps it is not the fault of those who made the picture
or those who played the parts and yet Margaret
Mayo's

dramatization

of

Mrs.

Humphrey

Ward's

novel might have been made at least more interesting
by a little more judicious handling.
The direction is one reason for some of the picture's
fault. The director probably realized that something
was needed to offset the rather dull main theme and
so he has introduced two characters who appear after
the fashion of the characters Mrs. and Mr. Jiggs in
the "Bringing Up Father" cartoon. He attempts to
inject some comedy by their actions, Mrs. what-everher-name-is, losing her wig and a few other small bits
that don't get over.
Somebody's to blame for such things as this:
A
title reads "And when the proofs were ready" follow
ing which is a street scene showing tow of the characters in a coach and they aren't the characters that
have to do with the "proofs."
Kitty Bristol thinking to help her husband s.cure
the position of Prime Minister hands over some cartoons which she has drawn, to Geoffrey Cliffe, her
husband's political enemy, with the understanding
that they are to be published in book form and that
its circulation will be a benefit to her husband. The
cartoons consist of sketches of some of her husband's
associates whom Kitty dislikes enough to draw caricatures of.
To further shock some of these associates who have
already shown their dislike for Kitty, the latter, at a
charity fete which she gives, appears as Lady Godiva,
riding a white horse and nude with the exception of a
long-haired wig. Kitty is banished but later her husband seeks her and they are happy until the book is
published and he is politically ruined. There follows
a scene in which the husband attacks Cliffe, but learns
his wife is still true to him and they are happy together
when he trails her to the convent whither she has srone.

Make No Promises If You Show It.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If they cut about fifteen hundred feet out of this and
straighten out some errors either in titling or cutting,

practically in ever}- scene, so those who like her will
have a feast of her in this. May gets a bit daring in

perhaps "The Marriage of William Ashe" will run
more smoothly, be less tedious than it is at present.
The actual material taken from Mrs. Humphrey

her appearance as Lady Godiva. Stills of this will he
sure to attract a certain element. If you happen to
cater to this class you can lure them with this but

Ward's novel couldn't have been particularly well
suited to the screen in the first place so perhaps those

be sure the censor board isn't around. Catchlines
could be worked around the idea of the young wite
who ruined her husband in an attempt to make him

who had the making of the picture on their hands have
done the best they could with it.
You can use the star's name and probably if she is
well liked you can get away with it. She appears

Prime Minister. But under any circumstances, don't
boast.
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LOUIS B. MAYESR
2 BIG HIT !
"THE

WOMAN

IN HIS HOUSE"

Directed by JOHN

BREAKS ALL RECORDS

M.

STAHL

GARRICK, ST. PAUL

AT NEW

Week of January 2nd, 1921 ! (worst blizzards of year)

EQUALLED RECORD OF THE BIG LYRIC, MINNEAPOLIS
Week of January 2nd, 1921 ! {blizzards all weei)
BESIDES BREAKING FINANCIAL RECORDS
BROKE ALL RECORDS FOR SATISFYING PATRONS!!
Mr. L. Finklestein (of Reuben and Finklestein) congratulated

Mr.

Mayer

by letter saying "I wish you all the success 'The Woman In His House'
deserves. The business done by this picture was way above our expectations.

THE REAL BIG DRAMATIC

SENSATION

NG
in "SOWI
satewart Directed
by JOHN

OF THE NOW

FAMOUS

THE

M.

BIG FIVE

WIND"

STAHL

"Sowing The Wind" is strong drama; Mayer production starring Anita
Stewart and directed by John M. Stahl teatured by powerful situations
and fine characterizations" — Martin Quigley in Exhibitor's Herald

"Sowing The Wind'' is one of best pictures Anita Stewart has had; full
of punch; support is unusually fine; your crowd is going to like "Sowing
The Wind"— "Wids"
o}»£*

LOUIS B. MAYER'S
2 BIG HITS!

*°^lO*%
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State Right Offering Gives Adequate Satisfaction.
"WOMEN

MEN

LOVE"

Bradley Feature Film Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Sam R. Bradley
AUTHOR
Charles T. and Frank Dazey
SCENARIO BY
Charles T. and Frank Dazey
CAMERAMAN
Harry Gerstad
AS A WHOLE
Satisfactory state rights offering ;has cast of very well known players
STORY
Familiar eternal triangle situations but
moves along smoothly and has good audience
ending
players very well
Handled
DIRECTION
has managed a well sustained interest
PHOTOGRAPHY

and

Fair

LIGHTINGS
Not good on interiors
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS. .. .William Desmond, Marguerite Marsh
and Martha Mansfield all do very well
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS.
CHARACTER
divorce
there is
LENGTH OF

. . .One or two have "setty" appearance
OF STORY
Butterfly wife seeks
but later sees the folly of such a life and
a reconciliation
PRODUCTION
5,800 feet

"WOnicn Men Love,"
ture Film Corp. on the
unusual production but
rights offering because

released by
state rights
it will make
it boasts of

the Bradley Feamarket is not an
a first rate state
some well known

players and even though the story is made up of situations based on the eternal triangle question, the interest throughout has been well maintained and the
director has managed to keep the spectator's attention evenly attracted .to the end.
William Desmond as the husband. Marguerite
Marsh as the wife, and Martha Mansfield as the sister,
have equally prominent parts and all do very well.
Even Burrows Fontaine, the dancer, has the role of

the vamp and also does a dance that even the surefooted, home-loving husband falls for.
The director has also managed to keep the ending
in doubt until the end. Usually in this type of story,

you can guess just what's going to happen long before,
but at the cud she sees the folly of it and there is a
reconciliation. Another thing the director is to he
thanked for is that he didn't drag in another love affair
for the sister.
The titles introducing the characters should he re-,
written; they are too "gushy" and poetical to be real.
Otherwise the detail is well taken care of. The exterior locations are good and most of the interiors though
one or two look too much like studio sets.
David Hunter, his wife Evelyn, their little daughter

Dora and Evelyn's sister Ruth live together. Evelyn
is a butterfly type, while her husband is a home-loving
man and a successful architect. David realizes that
his wife is seen too often in the company of Stephan
Dabney, an idler. Ruth is also aware of Evelyn's infatuation and warns her to beware.
Evelyn loses heavily at bridge and as a last resort
accepts the aid of Dabney. David finds her in Dabney's embrace. The husband is willing to forgive and
forget but goaded on to a divorce by Moira Lamson,
a vamp, Evelyn refuses a reconciliation. David refuses to grant a divorce so Moira offers her services —
she will vamp him. She does and promises to marry
David if he will divorce Evelyn. David succumbs to
the vamp's plan but Ruth, who had meantime left her
sister's household because Evelyn accused her of loving David, and wanting him for herself, returns and
foils Moira's plan.
Evelyn is taken ill and the doctor insists that she
lead a simple life if she wants to live at all. But Dabney could not lead such a life and he deserts her. David
and Ruth go to Evelyn and there follows a reconcilation.

Fine List Of Names To Work With If You Play It.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless you are opposed to stories dealing with di\ > ii ce and domestic troubles generally, you can book
"Women Men Love" and probably satisfy the majority.
You have three or four very well known players'
names to work withlfand they should be used to good
advantage. The title isn't particularly pertinent but
has a drawing power and could be used attractively
with catchlines such as: "What kind of women do

men love?

See William Desmond

in his latest feature

production 'Women Men Love' for the answer.
The picture is really suited to adult audiences preferably, although there is nothing really objectionable
except one shot showing the husband in a disreputable
house where the "framed" evidence is to be secured.
This should be cut and merely suggested by a title,
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"Miss Compson has retained
every vibrant element of her

"Betty Compson's acting is a
revelation. With shades of ex-

charm and her presence is as

pression veritably mirroring
each change of emotion, she
makes of the role of Blanche

enriching as the gleam of an
opal--as glowing, as iridescent."

Davis a vibrant living part."

Los Angeles Times

Los Angeles Herald

"I will say here and now that
Betty Compson's

interpretive

work in 'Prisoners of Love'
is better than in 'The Miracle

Los Angeles Express
Man.' "

1

^a Tremendous Success At Two
Vehicle
The
New York
Times says:

" 'Prisoners of Love' is genuinely
dramatic and its people are such as
one meets in social life. It is full of
'plot,' it even has 'punch.' Miss Compson has made good the promise of
'The Miracle Man.' "

PRISONERS

OF LOVE

jby Catkerin.epen.rxf • Perso-naUy produced by 'Betttf Compson
Erected hy ^rthztT QoSSOn, •
<Dis*ri bvcted bxf CfOLrJDWYN
"Prisoners of Love" is a
strongly dramatic story which
gives Miss Compson an opportunity to do even more
striking work than she did in
'The Miracle Man.' "

New York Telegram
3=

"The picture provides Miss
Compson with copious opportunities for displaying her
rights to stardom. Miss Compson plays her role exceedingly
well with a perfect mastery of

"Miss

the lights and shadows."

any production."

Evening Mail

Compson's acting is so

good that your sympathies are
enlisted — she is exquisite in all
her phases and an ornament to*

Daily News
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Mystery Novel Loses Some Interest In Screen Adaptation
The sensational nature of the story will attract a

"8 13"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTORS
Charles Christie and Scott Sidney
AUTHOR
Maurice Leblanc
SCENARIO BY
W. Scott Darling
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Rather confusing in its attempt
to mystify.
Well acted, but the story sets forth
an unnecessary amount of criminal elements
STORY
An Arsene Lupin story adapted from
Maurice Leblanc's novel
DIRECTION
Hasn't always maintained a clear
understanding of who's who
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Clear, for the most part
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
Wedgwood
Nowell, featured, gives
good performance ; rest of cast average
EXTERIORS
Few of them
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY. . .Crook mystery drama
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
The screen version of Maurice Leblanc's mystery
story has lost some of its excitement and suspense in
the picturization. The suspense is there, but the attempt to visualize the multiple schemes and disguises
of resourceful Lupin becomes confusing- in the rapid
sequence of events which has a tendency to kill some
of the interest. There is a morbid element, too. to
the tale which becomes unnecessarily vivid in picture
form. The wholesale murders and the bloodthirsty
character of the woman as exposed in the denouement
will not please a lot of people, and the idea of a man
committing suicide by hanging himself could have
been suggested rather than shown without detracting
from the situation.

certain class of patronage, and these will find a satisfactory entertainment. The identity of the murderer
is kept hidden in a manner that makes the climax a
surprise, and there are several senli-climaxes which
are well handled.
Wedgwood

Nowell makes a suave and altogether

sympathetic character of Arsene Lupin and his work
is the outstanding feature of the piece. The rest of
the cast is just average with some fair comedy work
by J. P. Lockney.
The start of the picture finds Robert Castlcback,
"The. Diamond King," laying plans for world-wide
power through a mysterious secret which he possesses. Arsene Lupin, master thief, but loyal Frenchman, knows of the plans, and is attempting to gain
possession of state papers held by Castleback. Two
other people in the employ of the Kaiser are after the
same thing.
Castleback' is murdered. Lupin is suspected by
some and announces his intention ol uncovering the
real criminal. Disguised as the chief of detectives,
Lupin works fearlessly side by side with the police.
Soon he comes in contact with another master criminal, Ribeira, masquerading as Major Parbury, and
immediately suspects him of complicity in the crime.
Lupin falls in love with Dolores Castleback, widow
of the murdered man. When Parbury, to get rid of
Lupin, steals his daughter and informs Lupin that
he will have to come alone to a deserted house to get
her hack. Lupin goes, foils the plot to kill him and
escapes through an underground passage, coming out
into the home of Dolores. As he turns from the mantelpiece, where he has discovered the hiding place of
the state papers, he sees the mysterious man whom
he has trailed. To his horror he finds that it is Dolores, who is in reality a noted German criminal. She
kills herself and Lupin escapes.

The Name of Arsene Lupin, and A Promise of Mystery, Your Best Bets
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Maurice

Leblanc

Lupin well

known

lias made
among

the

name

of

Arsene

all readers of fiction, and

Talk about the great mystery of the story with the
surprise in the climax.

The title offers

innumerable

the celebrated hero-thief offers probably your biggest possibilities for creating interest with teaser ads and
possibility in advertising.
You can promise a very contests.
The significance
of the numbers
can be
good portrayal of the character by Wedgwood

Now-

ell, and you can also say that the picture is taken
from one of the most exciting of the Arsene Lupin
stories'.

used

in many

ways other than

their bearing on the

story. If you want a catch line, this will do : "Added,
subtracted, divided, the mysterious numbers gave the

answer 813.

What

did it mean?"
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Not Enough Action In This For Crook Story.
Thomas
,

"THE

Meighan in

FRONTIER OF THE
Paramount

opening scenes in which the star is caught with a gun
STARS"

DIRECTOR
Charles Maigne
AUTHOR
Albert Payson Terhune
SCENARIO BY
Charles Maigne
CAMERAMAN
Faxon M. Dean
AS A WHOLE
Rather slow of action for crook
picture; first reels contain very little action; last
reel good
STORY
Adapted from Albert Payson Terhune
story which ran as a serial in All Star Weekly
DIRECTION
Has worked up effective climax
but should have gotten some life in early reels
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Many

very dark
Average

STAR

Hasn't much to do until last reel; not a
particularly attractive crook role
SUPPORT
Faire Binney
leading lady; crook
types all right
EXTERIORS
Fair
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

All right
Adequate
Crook is reformed

STORY

by influence of little cripple girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,693 feet
Thomas Meighan who is probably best known for
his portrayal of the crook in George Loane Tucker's
"The Miracle Man," has another crook role in "The
Frontier of the Stars," but it's a weak one. The picture is nearly six reels but it isn't until practically the
very last reel that the star is called upon to do any
acting of any account.

in his hand after a fight but escapes from the police.
The roof scene doesn't look like the real thing but
the backgrounds are usually kept so dark that it won't
matter. The director lias worked the climax up well,
providing a spectacular bit in a lire which traps the
crook and the girl in the house and their escape later.
Hilda Shea, the cripple girl, had never been anywhere but up on the roof, except at night when she
was taken down stairs to sleep. She lived with her
brother Phil Hoyt, and his wife Mary. Hoyt was a
detective and was doing his best to round np Buck
Leslie (Meighan), and his gang of crooks. He almost
had the "goods" on Buck when he escaped and hid
on the roof of the tenement where he met Hilda.
The girl helped Buck to hide and thereafter they
were pals and through the good influence and the innocence ot the little girl, who had never been anywhere. Buck began* to reform. He even secured honest employment in the .mill. Buck's reformation disgusted his pals and so they framed a trick on him.
Telling him it was an invention formula they got Buck
to mix up some explosive acids, thinking he would be
killed doing it. But he wasn't. And the acids were
for the purpose of blowing open safes noiselessly,
While showing his "invention" to Hilda, Hoyt appeared on the scene and a test proved that Buck was
planning another "job" although he swore he had
been framed. A fight followed and Buck escaped and
in the excitement Hilda walked for the first time.
Later the building caught lire and Buck risked his life
to
Hilda. Explanations followed and the two
weresave
happy.
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You Can Talk About Good Climax and Mention Author's Name.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Thomas
"THE

Meighan in

FRONTIER OF THE
Paramount

The climax is a good one so it may be that they will
forget the slow business in the early reels and go out

STARS"

If you think Thomas Meighan's appearance will be
sufficient to satisfy them you may get by with "TinFrontier of the Stars," although it is not a very strong
crook story. The part of "Buck Leslie," doesn't provide Meighan with enough to do. He has a couple of
good scraps but the rest of the time he spends chatting
with the little cripple girl on the roof of the tenament.
This is a bit tame for a crook.

satisfied with the finish. If you can rely on this to satisfy them, you can book "The Frontier of the Stars"
safely enough. Tell them it's an Albert Payson Terhune story and that it ran as a serial in the All Star
Weekly magazine. You might use Faire Binney's
name if you think well of it. Catchlines would attract and other exploitation ideas can be gotten from
the press sheet provided by Paramount.

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
a

JVe Never Disappoint"

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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Fist Fights And Gun Play The Feature Of This.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Frank Mayo in

The theme is improbable. The idea of a wealthy

"TIGER TRUE"
Universal

Fifth Avenue "blue blood" falling in love with a girl
from the lowest part of the city, a girl who is the
J. P. McGowan
Max Brand

friend and confidante of all the city's worst criminals
will be considered too fantastical to be enjoyable by
a lot of picture patrons. It is hardly to be supposed,
either, that there is in the present day a cafe like the
one pictured, in New York, and run by a girl.

SCENARIO BY
George C. Hull
CAMERAMAN
John Brown
AS A WHOLE
Average production, well enough
acted, but with no outstanding features of merit
STORY
Clearly told, but highly improbable in
subject
DIRECTION
Has handled thrills well in fight
scenes and kept interest as high as possible
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good

underworld known as "The Tangle," who appeals to
him by a display of fiery courage in defying a gang
or rough necks. He determines to meet her.

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Identifying her as the owner of the "Midway," the
cafe hangout of the underworld, Jack enters the place

All right
Average

STAR

Jack Lodge about to leave for his favorite haunt,
the jungles of Africa, sees a girl in that part of the

Looks the part and puts up some excellent fights
SUPPORT
Fritzi Brunette adequate in female
lead.
Walter Long gives good performance as
villain in dual role

and endeavors to make friends. Mary Dover is suspicious of his soft, manicured hands, and orders him
"bounced." The "result is that Jack beats up the
bouncer, and clears out the cafe and is hired by Mary

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

as the new bouncer.

Some good night shots
Correct

DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wealthy aristocrat
falls in love with girl of the lower East Side
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,689 feet
Universal offers an average piece of entertainment
of the thrill and adventure type in "Tiger True," with
the main objection being the highly improbable nature
of the theme. It keeps the interest through a great
part of its length by means of some corking fist
fights which Mayo puts on with fast and furious realism. When there isn't a fight going on there is every
prospect of another in a minute, so that the audience
that enjoys a good fight will be kept in anticipation
by this one until their wish is gratified.

Word

She christens him "The Tiger."

comes that "The Baboon," a criminal of marvelous powers, is in his old haunts and has ordered

the "Tiger" to leave the Tangle. Jack meets the Baboon who tells him that he must leave and that Mary
doesn't want him. Jack determines to stay and learn
the truth when he sees Mary with her arms around
the Baboon's neck.
Meantime

the Tiger has arranged through Old

dumb paralytic who guides the district's
Whitey, the
fortunes
from his cot, to meet the Baboon. Whitey
himself is the Baboon and he ambushes the Tiger in a
dark alley. Then the fight. The Baboon is beaten
and departs, after confessing that he is Mary's stepbrother. A year of marriage and life abroad effaces
the Tangle from Mary's life.

Use The Star's Name And Promise Some Real Fist Fights.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There are several points of appeal for use in advertising "Tiger True," but probably the two best are
the name of Frank Mayo, whose name you can link
with "The Brute Breaker," "Lasca," and "Hitchin'
Posts," in which pictures he scored successes. Tell
them that it is a fytory of a virile, red blooded man,
and make clear how well suited the star is to the part.
Then talk about the fist fights and the attendant
thrills. There are two big fights in which Mayo cleans

up an entire gang and afterward beats the toughest
of them all. Let them know that this is a real fight,
and that Mayo's opponent is Al Kaufman, one-time
contender for the championship. Count on the promise of thrills to get them in, rather than on the story.
Use the line: "It's a long jump from Fifth Avenue to
the Bowery, but Jack Lodge made it— and brought
back a wife."
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Sunday, January 23, 1920

Some Amusing Situations And A Good Production
In Wanda Hawley's Latest.
Wanda
"HER
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

A

consist of many pretty locations — muchly California;
there are some scenes aboard a good looking yacht and

FIRST ELOPEMENT"
Realart
Sam Wood
Alice Duer Miller

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

Hawley in

Edith Kennedy
Alfred Gilks

WHOLE
Some
amusing
situations;
it
drags at times but offers pleasing romantic twist

the detail, generally, is quite correct. But there are
times when interest sags and yon expect things to
reach the "finis" point hut something happens that
leads to further complications and on they go for another stretch. This isn't any serious fault, however,
and as a whole, the production should satisfy.
Wanda Hawley is pleasing as the girl with the

STORY
Given a good production; isn't always
quite logical but serves as satisfactory vehicle
for star

"impulse" and she has been splendid photographed.
ferome Patrick is the good looking hero, while others
who handle their respective parts very well are Nell

DIRECTION. . . .Has provided attractive atmosphere
and pretty backgrounds for the story
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good

Graig, fay Eaton, Helen Dunbar and Edwin Stevens.
Christina Elliott and her cousin, Gerald Elliott, live
with their aunt and uncle, Mr. and Airs. Varden, who

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

All right
Good

have threatened to cut off Gerald's inheritance il" he
marries l.otta St. Regis, a snake dancer. Christina

Pleases; photographs very well in this
Many pretty shots
Look real

goes to Lot la's cottage to see for herself jnst what
she is like. Adrian Maitland is also on his way to

STAR
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
"Girlish impulse"
to impersonate a notorious woman gets girl into
trouble but also wins her a husband
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Wanda Hawley hasn't anything exceptional in the
way of a story in her latest production for Realart, luit
it dues provide her with a really attractive part and
she makes the most of it. There are some amusing
situations, cases of mistaken identity, a "girlish impulse" to take the place of a famous snake dancer, a
kidnapping sequence and whatnot that aren't altogether original ideas but they serve to provide a good
romantic twist to "Her First Elopement."
The director has done well with the story, especially
with regard to securing an attractive atmosphere and
good backgrounds for Ids action.
The exterior shots

Lotta's cottage in an effort to persuade her to leave
his younger brother alone. On the porch of Lotta's
cottage Adrian meets Christina ( Lotta is not at home)
and takes her for the dancer.
For the joke of it Christina allows him to think she
is Lotta and he later gets her aboard his yacht where
after making her a prisoner, Christina tells him who
she really is. She has keen compromised but Adrian
has read}- fallen in love with her and they land and
aie married, though no one knows it until some time
later when Lotta, trying to secure Gerald with his
money— rather than without — tells Mr. and Mrs. Varden that their ward spent a night aboard the Maitland
Explanations follow, Christina and Adrian go off
yacht.
on
a second honeymoon and Gerald refuses to have
anything to do with Lotta, who shrugs her shoulders
and says "there are a lot more fish in the sea."

Star's Admirers Will Like Her In This.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you are looking for a light bit of entertainment

The title is a good one and could be played up

yon can safely book "Her First Elopement" and feel
assured that you will be showing such a picture.

with catchlines such as " 'Her First Elopement' wasn't
planned, but see how it turned out a success in Wanda

There's nothing unusual about the story, or production either for that matter, but the whole thing averages up as a satisfactory offering, with a pleasing star,
an attractive lot of scenes to look at and some amusing situations that develop into a pretty romance.

Hawley's latest Realart production." Or, "If ever
you're looking for an adventure just make believe
you're somebody other than yourself and see how
many things can happen. One girl got a husband
that way. 'Her First Elopement' is at the blank the-

ater."
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Mae Marsh a Rare Delight and Direction is Very Good
Mae Marsh in
"THE

LITTLE 'FRAID
Robertson-Cole

uppermost and while there is a murder case and the
customary court scene that has to be used, still it is

LADY"

DIRECTOR
John Adolfi
AUTHOR
Marjorie Benton Cooke
SCENARIO BY
Jos. W. Farnham
CAMERAMAN
George Benoit
AS A WHOLE
Real heart interest in this; a delightful star that would make you like any story
STORY
Quite pleasing since the heart interest
is kept uppermost with the other business kept
secondary
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
cessful
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF
to get away
LENGTH

Very good
Good
Some soft focus attempts not sucAll right
Delightful
All well suited and capable
Several very pretty shots
Look like the real thing
Adequate
STORY
Young girl trying
from unfortunate
parental
sur-

roundings earns the name "Litte 'Fraid Lady"
OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet

In one of the sub-titles of the picture, one of the
characters in speaking of the star in her part as the
young girl who seems to be afraid, says "there's a
remarkable personality and fascination about that
girl." And it's just this iact together with good
direction that puts over "The Little 'Fraid Lady."
Mae Marsh's personality stands out above everything
else and her manner of registering various emotions
is bound to appeal.
The story which has been taken from a novel by
Marjorie Benton Cooke, isn't unusual of itself but a
good scenario has been written for it and the director
lias managed to keep the more pleasing phases of it

so well managed and there is so little of it that it's not
going to spoil the really good heart interest that comes
through the situation of the little girl who lives alone,
except for her pet dog, trying to hide from a crook
father who would use her as a tool in his "business."
A rather effective suspense is created by withholding
the cause of her self-banishment and then again when
a man appears who tries to use her to shield himself,
the audience does not know until the end that he is
her father.
Tully Marshall, as the father, gives his usual
splendid performance. Kathleen Kirkham, Charles
Meredith, Herbert Prior, Gretchen llartman, and
(ieorge Bertholome, Jr., make up the remainder of
the supporting company, not forgetting Jacques 111,
a clever dog that has quite a big part of his own.
Cecila Came (Mae Marsh), has taken possession of
a small lodge on the estate of Judge Carteret. Among
Cecilia's neighbors is Mrs. Helen Barrett, a widow,
whose little boy, Bobby, has named Cecilia 'Little
'Fraid Lady,' because she will not make friends. Even
Cecilia's dog has his mistress's feeling of enmity and
when he encounters Bobby near an enbankment, the
dog starts to chase the little boy. The child stumbles
and is hurt.
Through this incident, Cecilia meets Saxton Graves,
Mrs. Barrett's brother, who learns that Cecilia is an
artist. Cecilia is very happy when she is hired to do
some decorating in the home of Judge Carteret, for
which she receives a check for $1,000. She overhears
a conversation from which she learns that the Judge
is trying a case in which Giron is implicated.
It turns out that Giron is her father, a crook, from
whom Cecilia has been hiding. Complications follow
in which Cecilia, Giron and the Judge play the principal parts. Eventually Giron shoots himself and Cecilia is happy with Graves.

Promise Them They'll "Love" the Star in This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You should be able to satisfy them with this. Mae
Marsh is an old favorite and although she has been
absent from the screen for some time, her old admirers
will be glad to see her back and they will be pleased
with her work. Her same delightful personality predominates in "The Little 'Fraid Lady," and she is
given every opportunity to make use of her own inimitable mannerisms which win for her so much admii ation.

You can say the story is from Marjorie Benton
Cooke's novel "The Girl who Lived in the Woods."
You can use the director's name and refer to his work
in the Carpentier picture "The Wonder Man." Robertson-Cole have compiled a thoroughly complete and
good looking press book which it would be well to
secure. It contains all the ideas for exploitation that
you could possibly want.
on this picture.

You should not go wrong

SHORT
Release Date

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY

Jan. 16 A Country Hero
■
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Jan.
9 Dabbling
in Art
23
Bungalow
Troubles
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Jan.
2 Bordeaux
to Lourdes
9 Catching
Up in Canton
16 Beautiful
Bermuda
23 Old Malacca
30 Under
Cuban
Skies
Paramount Magazine
Jan.
2 20th Century Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Moser
9 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Bailey
16 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Hurd
23 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Sullivan....
30 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Moser
Paramount-Post Nature Picture
Jan.
9 Victory
Mountain
Paramount-Burlingham Adventure Picture
Jan. 23 Wildest
Wales
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Feb.
6 On A Summer Day
20 The Unhappy
Finish
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
Feb. 27 The
Rutcher
Boy
—
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Feb.
6 All Aboard
for Brindisi
13
Palma
De Majorca
—
20 A
Little
Atlantis
.
27 Modern
Aspects
of Japan
Paramount-Magazine
Feb
6 Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and Mootch) . .
13 Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
20 Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Earl Hurd
27
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon by Frank Moser

2
2
2

FEDERATED

FILM

EXCHANGES

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Banks)

OF AMERICA

FILM

FEATURES

3
2
2
2

Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel): The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells
(2 reels)
: Squirrel
Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
GoodComedies
Night Nurse,
Lunatics
and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel): Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown, Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry looms.
Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, HeirAway.
Royal Comedies (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's

EDUCATIONAL

—

2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

REELCRAFT

PATHE

The Foe Unmasked (No. 10 The Phantom Foe)
The Hand From Behind the Door (No. 3 Velvet Fingers)..
Park Your
Car (Harry
Pollard)
Dec. 26 Through Prison Walls (No. 11 Phantom Foe)
The Man in the Blue Spectacles (No. 4 Velvet Fingers)...
Number
Please (Harold
Lloyd)
The Sleepy Head (Vanity Fair Girls)
Jan.
2 Behind the Veil (No. 12 Phantom Foe)
The Deserted
Pavilion (No. 5 Velvet Fingers)
Jan.
9 The Attack at the Inn (No. 13 Phantom Foe)
Unmasked
(No. 6 Velvet Fingers)
The Morning
After (Harry
Pollard)
Jan. 16 Confession (No. 14 Phantom Foe)
House of a Thousand Veils (No. 7 Velvet Fingers)
Jan. 23 Retribution
(No. IS Phantom
Foe)
Aiming Straight (No. 8 Velvet Fingers)
On the Trail of Fate (No. 1 Double Adventure)
Jan. 30 The Broken Necklace (No. 9 Velvet Fingers)
The Harbor Bandits (No. 2 Double Adventure)
Lochinvar o' the Line (Edgar Jones Prod.)
Feb.
6 Shots in the Dark (No. 10 Velvet Fingers)
Hearts of Stone (No. 3 Double Adventure)
The Impostor (Tom Santschi)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

KREMER

Billy Franey
Comedies (1 reel): Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.

UNIVERSAL

19

VICTOR

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
The Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comdies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel): Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courting,
Romeo and Juliet, Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, Forbidden Brew.
Westrn and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes)
; The Dragon's Net (IS episodes) ; King of the Circus
(Eddie Polo).
Dec.

Release Date
Snap Judgment, Why Change Your Husband, Bear Facts,
Yes Dear, Too Much Pep.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy,
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy ('/i reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).

GOLDWYN

Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel): The Island of the Mist, Through the
Earth, What Is Your Body Worth?, A Paradise for Birds, Venice of the Orient, Action of the Human Heart, The Riveter,
The Human Voice, Seein' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshofl Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons): Happy Hooligan in The Blacksmith,
Judge Rummy in Hypnotic Hootch, Happy Hooligan in The
Hootch Ball, The Bootblack, A Romance of '76, Doctor Jekyll
and Mr. Zip, Roll Your Own, Oil. Judge Rummy
in Kiss Me,

FILM

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Chestr Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Trayfull of Trouble, The One Best Bet, You'd Be
Surprised.
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamite, Nonsense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry.
Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Torchy in
Triumph.
High, Torchy 's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy 's Double
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Caroline, A Seaside Siren, Out for
the Night, Seven Bald Pates, Don't Blame the Stork, Striking
Models, A Homespun Hero, Shuffle the Queens, Going Through
the Rye, Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back from the Front,
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Specials (1 reel): Modern Centaurs, Valley of 10,000 Smokes, Babe Ruth
— How He Knocks His Home Runs, The Race of the Age
(Man o' War — 2 reels), Art of Diving (Annette Kellerman).
Bruce Scenics (1 reel) : Hope of Adventure, The Great Mirror, The Log
of Laviajera, The Song of the Paddle, Wanderlust, Solitude,
The Castaway, By Schooner to Skagway, Tropical Nights, The
Banana
SSpecial, The Explorers, The Isle of Desire, The Business of Camping.
Chester Outings (1 reel) : Pigs and Kava, Wanted — An Elevator, Dreams
Come True, Adam and Eve in the Andes, Bear With Us, Pyrennees and Wooden Legs, One Drop Was Enough, Old Buddha's Maze, Some More Samoa, Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits,
The Tamer the Wilder, The Trail to Wedon'tcarewhere, Too
Much Overhead, Seven League Booters, Balling the Junk, Collector of Craniums, Pipe the Penguin, Mad Hatters, Lovely
Maoriland, Frozen Thunder, Ignazu the Exquisite, Getting a
Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is No Santa Claus, Rookeries
and Squawkeries,
Crowning
King Blizzard, Frivolous
Fijis.
Screenics (1 reel) : Troubadours of the Sky, Forbidden Fames, Horseshoe
Bridal Veil, Foam Fantasies, Great American Yawn — Getting
His Angora, Chosen Waters — South Sea Naiads, They All
Turned Turtle — Family Trees, Through Winding Walls —
Climbing Cataracts, Mules and Gobtalk, Sea Planets — Apartments For Rent, Fine Feathers — They Forgot the Town, Out
of the Past, Then Company Came, No Hope or the Drys.

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel): A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials
Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), IS
episodes
Each
2
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where Is Thy Sting
1
Selznick News
Twice each week
1
Kinograms One each week
1
September,
October and November FOX
Sunshine Comedies
(2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still. Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL

October

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel): In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau),
An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

S. &

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

E.

ENTERPRISES

C. B. C. FILM
Hall Room

1

SALES

CORP.

Boys Comedies (2 reels) : A Dog-Gone Mixup, This is the
Life, A Close Shave, Hired and Fired.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Ranch Mystery, A Desperate Tenderfoot, The Man Hunter, The Mormon Trail.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel):
No. 14, 15, 16 and 17.

Some Short Reels
Type

"Chicken, Country Style" — Universal
of production
1 reel

comedy

This one reeler features Dorothea Wolpert, whose face is
her fortune, not because of her beauty, but rather because of
the lack of it. It's hard to find laughs in it although there are
one or two situations that are funny and some amusement in
about half the footage. Miss Wolpert does a lot of mugging
in front of the camera which is funny for a few times and then
it becomes monotonous. She has a grotesque make-up which
makes love scenes in which she figures, absurd, but aside from
that the stuff is time worn. In this one she is maid of all work
in a farm house. Love letters to the daughter of the family
are mis-delivered into her hands and she thinks several men
want to marry her. When she tells them all to come to her
window, the boys all think the answers are from the daughter
of the house. Result; they all get caught in her room by the
farmer. Then she finally lands one of them. There isn't
enough to it to warrant calling it anything but a mediocre
offering.
"Voices Of The Sea"— Bruce-Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
Following the idea of its title, this reel endeavors to visualize
all the various sounds of the ocean which contribute to the
great roar. It is made up of a succession of shots of the sea,
in deep water, on rocky coasts, on sandy beaches, and
some blue tinted bits that are fine, but there is too much
sameness and the reel becomes monotonous, in spite of its
artisticness. The average audience will tire of it when about
half way through. One or two moonlight shots at the finish
are especially well done. Whether the beauty in it will be apThis should make a good filler to accompany any feature with
preciated or not depends largely on the class of your patronage.
a story of the sea.

Type of production

"On The Hip"— Fox
1 reel animated cartoon

Mutt sees an ad offering a reward of $5,000 for the return of
baby Jasper, heir to millions, and sees a chance to get the
dough. He shaves Jeff's whiskers off and dresses him like the
kid. Old man Jazzbo welcomes his lost son with open arms
and is about to hand over the money to Mutt when Ma Jazzbo insists on identifying Baby by the mark on his hip. Jeff
has a fine time to keep from being undressed. When they
find he is shy the mark the stuff is off, and they land on their
heads in the street. A good number of laughs in the reel which
is more amusing than the average.

"Edgar's Country Cousin" — Goldwyn
Type of production
2 reel comedy
One of Booth Tarkington's "Edgar" pictures, featuring
Johnny Jones, whose interpretation of The author's boy character is as "Tarkingtonesque" as any one could make it on
the screen. This one is full of quiet amusement, and the "boy"
humor is of the type that will be especially appreciated by high
class audiences. It is thoroughly enjoyable all the way through,
and except for those who demand riotous slapstick in their
comedies, it should please nearly everyone. Edgar from the
city, goes to visit his country cousin, and at once begins to
impress him and his gang with the superiority of life and ways
in the city. His brave effort to go barefoot, "like we do in
the city" causes him much pain, and everything in which he
attempts to demonstrate the city's superiority, results disastrously. However, a black eye, a face full of bee stings, and
the general bawling out of the gang fails to conquer him, and
he declares that he is laving a bully time. The little incident
of
Edgar's life is well told, and provides a high class two reel
offering.

"Catching Up In Canton" — Paramount-Burton Holmes
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
Burton Holmes, for this reel has photographed the most
interesting portions of Canton, China, and has secured some
views that will afford surprise as well as interest. Travel
pictures of the Orient are always good bets in this line, and
this one should prove very satisfactory. It is surprising to
find much of the city very European in appearance. Views
are shown of new skyscrapers, with women outnumbering the
men as laborers. Several views of the water front show a combination of the old and new civilization which makes an interesting bit. The huge wall of Canton built four hundred years
ago, is being torn down, and some shots of this work are
shown. A bit of footage shows the old quarter of the city
which has not progressed any for centuries. The reel concludes with shots of the girl students at the Presbyterian
school, showing a general tendency toward modernization in
their work and play. It is a good travel reel.

"Screen Snapshots," No. 17— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
This number "peeps into the private life" of an unusually
large
number beof interesting
stars, and gives
a lotfans.
of "offThe
the reel
lot" ©pens
close-ups
that should
to star
up
with a shot of the old Charlie Chaplin studio, now occupied by
the DeHavens, and shows Mr. & Mrs. DeHaven arriving to
inspect their new property. Then come some shots of the Los
Angeles auto races, with close-ups of many of the stars who
were present. Bryant Washburn, Betty CompsOn, Douglas
MacLean, Lloyd Ingraham, Tom Mix and Earle Williams, all
smile into the camera. H. B. Warner then gets a little excited
over a race, and Charlie Ray turns all the way around to be
sure he isn't left out. Others shown at the races are Wallie
Reid, Herbert Rawlinson, Eileen Percy, Sessue Hayakawa.
Two close-ups of S. L. Rothafel, of the Capitol Theater are
next. Then Will Rogers twirls a mean rope and grins for
the photographer. Next comes the shooting of a scene where
a building is burned, then some shots of Universal City Zoo,
and the reel ends with Mae Murray posing in several gowns
and furs from her extensive wardrobe. The titles are well done,
and it is a very good number of the series.
"The Spirit of '21"— Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Some fairly good business develops in this reel, featuring
Dorothea Wolpert. Most of it is simple stuff, but it gets
across and makes about half the reel fairly amusing. There
isn't quite enough business to fill all the space, and Miss Wolpert depends too much on mugging to fill the gaps. The idea
is that the servants are celebrating while their employers are
at a masquerade ball, and Dorothea, as the cook, imbibes too
heavily. Going to bed she soon has a series of bad dreams, in
which the furniture moves about and the tiger skin on the
floor takes life and chases her. As she wakes up and prepares for flight, the family comes home dressed as a skeleton
and the devil. This completes her terror, until they finally
take off their disguises. Some parts of it are fast, and there
are two or three laughs.
It is a fair offering.
Pathe Review No. 88
This reel opens with some tinted close-ups of the Flower of
Good Hope showing in detail, the delicate construction of the
blossoms. The next subject, which is a very interesting bit,
shows the entire intricate process of lace manufacture by machinery. The complicated workings of the machines are clearly explained, after which the lace is seen coming from the
machine in various patterns. Next, some Ditmar views of a
clever monkey at the zoo, are shown. The reel concludes with
views of the city of Fez, Morocco, The portion devoted to lace
manufacture, makes the reel of more than average interest,

Short Reels
"His Unlucky Job"— Sunshine-Fox
Type of production
2 reel comedy
There are a number of big laughs in this Sunshine number,
and the greater portion of it is good stuff. Some kids in a
school room contribute largely to the fun of the first part, and
this is further abetted by trick photography and some good
gags in the form of a big wind storm, which blows things
around in a ridiculous manner. The second part also has a
funny idea and several bits where the laughs are certain, when
the citizens of the toughest town in the West force the office
of sheriff upon an unsuspecting tenderfoot. This part is speedy
and full of falls and slapstick. It gets over well. The biggest criticism of the picture is that there is entirely too much
suggestive business. It is very broad in places, and while this
stuff appeals to certain types in every audience, the greater
number of picture patrons don't enjoy it and don't want it.
Aside
from for
theseeverybody.
scenes it's a pretty good comedy, with some
sure laughs
"Hearts And Flour"— Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Dorothea Wolpert is the featured comedienne in this reel,
which is very shy on material. The laughs are few, and the
whole idea of the comedy doesn't register much fun. The little
kid who has worked with Miss Wolpert in other numbers, furnishes some amusement in his looks and several bits of business, and the featured lady may get a couple of chuckles on her
appearance.
Aside
from this
isn't mechanic
anything amusing
the reel. Miss
Wolpert
is thethere
kitchen
in a homein
where there is a fair daughter. On receiving word from an old
friend that the friend's son is coming to marry her daughter,
the mother substitutes the maid for the daughter. Then comes
some business with the maid entertaining the young man at
tea. It turns out that he isn't the friend's son, but the gas man,
and Dorothea goes back to the ice man.
It is a poor number.
"Gypsy Scientists" — Goldwyn-Bray
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
This Bray Pictograph takes the form of a pack train trip
through the Cascade range of mountains in the state of Washington. It has been exceptionally well photographed by William and Irene Finley, and results in some beautiful shots of
the mountainous regions, with its tremendous rocky crags
and placid lakes. Views of the Skagit River are given, showing its deep gorges and a frail bridge spanning it at a great
height. With a telephoto lense some very clear shots have been
obtained of the wild animals of the region. Deer, Elk, a
whole family of woodchucks, and a short shot of some wary
mountain sheep, are presented. These animal views are interesting from the fact that they appear to be close-ups of the
animals, offering a study which is rather unique. The reel
concludes with the departure of the campers for home, over a
broad expanse of snow on the mountain top. It contains
enough of beauty and interest to rank it as a high grade offering of the type.
"In Dutch — Educational
Type

of production

1 reel

travelogue

This number is of the World Wandering series, and. as its
title implies, takes the spectator on a short tour of Holland.
The cameraman has made a very good selection of scenes, and
has secured some excellent Dutch types, which makes the
reel highly enjoyable from start to finish. The pleasure of
the picture is increased by some really humorous titles with
clever art creations accompanying them. It starts off with
some views of the Dykes, the immense sea walls which keep
the country in- existence. Then come scenes in the quaint
towns along picturesque canals, with many close-ups of inhabitants ofevery age. Next is shown the market place in one
of the larger cities, with thousands of Edam cheese awaiting
shipment. A shot shows the loading of these cheese an canal
boats, by rolling them down long shoots with the speed of a
juggler. Other shots in the market place show two Dutchman bargaining in a peculiar manner over the sale of some
goats.
A short glimpse of the Dutch militia on parade comes

next, with
closes with
background
It is a high

some more close-ups of Dutch types. The reel
a beautiful sunset shot, in which the sun forms a
for the masts and sails of thousands of boats.
class, and thoroughly enjoyable travel picture.
"Hides— And Go Seek"— Educational

Type of production

1 reel Travelogue

This is one of the Hudson's Bay Travel Series, and forms a
reel of "cold" but enjoyable scenes in the daily life of a trapper
in the far North. It starts off with a colored shot of a picturebit of at
northern
scenery, and
then the The
Hudson's
Bayheaded
tradingsquestation
Fort Chipewyan
is shown.
trappers,
by a French Canadian guide, leave the fort with dog teams,
and they are then seen traveling through some heavy snow
country. On reaching the chosen camp site, the tent is pitched
and preparations made for the night. Then the picture shows
the various forms of traps and snares prepared for catching
fur bearing animals. The setting of dead-falls, beaver traps,
lynx snares, and musk-rat traps in the ice, forms an interesting bit of footage. After showing that it is possible to keep
warm through an arctic night, by packing the beds with fir
boughs, the trappers make the rounds of their traps, and the
result is seen in the skins of Ermine, beaver, muskrat, skunk,
and martin. Nearly all of the reel is entertaining. It's a first
rate number.
"The Instructor"— Reelcraft
Type of production

1 reel comedy

This is one of a series known as Paragon Comedies, featuring George Clark. Clark has a funny make-up and puts his
stuff over pretty well. This number doesn't afford him an
awful lot of opportunity, but he gets several laughs out of
pure foolishness. A dwarf with a heavy weight lady skating
partner also affords some amusement. Clark is very much in
need of work and when he sees an ad for a roller skating instructor he applies, after a couple of narrow escapes from the
park cops for flirting. He gets the job, but he can't skate,
and some fairly good business developes with Clark doing a
lot of flops on the floor. Several gags are used which fail to
register
average because
comedy of
reel.their age, but it's fast, and gets over as an
" Pussyfoot" — Reelcraft
Type of production

1 reel comedy

A Paragon Comedy featuring George Clark, and containing
a number of good bits. Some new comedy stunts are registered
and Clark gets them over well. It starts off with a laugh when
Clark has his clothes stolen off his back while studying a book
on
how beeveedees,
to be a detective.
He old
then time
gets chase
into a stuff
woman's
room
in his
and some
developes
which is good for a few laughs in spite of its age. Clark gets
into a lot of trouble on the street, due to his scanty attire, and
his several escapes from the cops make a fair amount of fun.
There is a big laugh when he slides out of his dressing gown
which the cops are holding, only to walk right into it again
around the corner. He finally rescues the kidnapped daughter
of a millionaire, and at the same time the kidnappers unwittingly walk into the jail. It's a little better than average one
reel offering.
"Fatherly Love"— Goldwyn
Type of production

1 reel animated cartoon

The laughs aren't as numerous in this Happy Hooligan cartoon
as some preceding numbers. Happy and Gloomy Gus are
aiding and abetting the approaching demise of their ancient
father, by chilling him when he is cold and roasting him
when he is warm. The elder Hooligan kicks the bucket and
then Happy and Gus, after selling his clothes, look for the
fortune. His will says that the key to the buried treasure is
in one of his old shoes. Happy has sold the shoes, and to get
them back he plays cat on several fences, collecting several
pairs. The paper is found and the two dig up a trunk. When
opened
it contains
shoes.
isn't a great
deal
of amusement,
and400thepair
reelof is
below There
the average
Hooligan
cartoon.
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"It carries the spectator off his
feet— makes him! forget that he is
looking at a picture.
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"Excellent action —
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perfect suspense—
carefully planned scenes —
dramatic and thrilling climax.
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"One of the most logical productions of all time — scarcely a scene
that could be eliminated.
"Elaborate sets — faultless titles.
It is there from every angle."

what more can you say of any picture ?
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Supported

by

Tod Browning Greatest Thriller

OUTSIDE THE LAW
^-^

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

//

Jesse D Hampton

presents

BLANCHE SWEET

THATGIRLMOWANA
in

From the novel
,r ,
By Mdrah Ellis Rijcan

\ff
^<

/ Director
/ Robert Thornbij

Is it thrilling to find a timid and beautiful girl made the companion of a desperado ?
Is it exciting to find her taken into an Indian tribe as the adopted daughter of the chief ?
Is it gripping to find her turned Out into the world as the companion of a man she never knew before ?
Is it romantic to find that he is the handsomest man in the West and to know that he loves her
but won't tell ?
Is it entertaining when you see the timid
is Blanche Sweet in the best role she has
and
young girl dominating everything
ever appeared in. It is a sure-fire box
everybody ?
office picture, in star, story, and production.
It is all of these things and in addition it
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Has Select Reissues

No More Specials

Charles
Rogers
to Handle
Them
With
Special
Sales
Force
Through Select Exchanges
Charles R. Rogers, who last week
resigned as general sales manager for
Selznick will handle all of the Select
reissues including those of Norma
Talmadge, Constance Talmadge and
Clara Kimball
Young,
according
to
reports.
Rogers' arrangement will allow him
I to work through the existing Select
exchanges all over the country.
He
will leave next week on a tour of the
: country in order to line up sales rep; resentatives who will work out of the
Select offices, but will have absolutely
no affiliation with the Selznick organization in any capacity except that
those offices will be used as headquarters.
Rogers has been with Selznick for
several years and is generally talked
of as one of the best liked men in the
distributing end of the game.

From John S. Robertson and Charles
Maigne — Now Directing Realart
Stars
John S. Robertson and Charles
Maigne are not to make any more
"director specials" for Famous Players, despite the fact that the company
placed these two directors in the same
category with George Fitzmaurice,
William and Cecil DeMille, George
Melford and Hugh Ford.
This developed on Saturday when
it was learned that the Long Island
studio will be re-opened today with
two pictures placed in production,
one starring Constance Binney with
Robertson directing and the other,
starring Alice Brady with Maigne in
charge. Both will be released as part
of the Realart star series.
Next Monday Justine Johnstone
starts work at the Long Island plant
and George Fitzmaurice is scheduled
to shoot
ience" on the
Feb. first
14. scene on "Exper-

New Ellis Film
Carlyle Ellis has gone to Savannah
with a company to make a two-reel
educational picture on the new health
program of the Bureau of Social Education, Y. \V '. C. A.
Convention
Closes
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The convention of the
M. P. T. O. of Missouri closed here
on Friday with the passing of resolutions opposing state censorship and
Sunday closing. The legislative committee will resist all radical laws affecting pictures at the capitol. A
fund of $3,000 was raised for the national treasury.
Says
/Special

Loss
to

Was

WID'S

$200
DAILY)

Chicago — In connection with the
story of a fire at 6227-6235 Broadway,
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of
American Film Co., states:
"Late in the afternoon of Jan. 18
a small fire
started in a shed in the
rear of the main building of the
American Film executive offices. In
this storehouse were a lot of old posters, antiquated press matter and other out of date material. The loss of
the contents of this storehouse and
the slight injury to the shed itself
were small matters, and it is probable that the actual damage will not
amount to more than about $200.
"The factory and laboratory continued without delay shipping out
their quota of prints on 'Sunset
Jones,' which happened to be in process of production, to the various
American exchanges."

An official of the company who is
in a position to speak authoritatively
concerning the company's production
plans was
asked
the two
rectors
mentionedwhether
above were
not dito
make any more "director specials."
He said:
Mack Sennett, king of comedy. His first great Associated Producers, Inc.
release, "A Small Town Idol," opened Wednesday for an extended run at
the Mission theater, Los Angeles. For its first three days its receipts
exceeded these for "The Mark of Zorro," which was the big opening attraction at the New Mission. — Advt.

Reissues
Looks like they're coming. Next season. Strong. Good reason. Many producers need to catch up. Financially. Opens
door to good old pictures. See Charley Rogers will handle the
Talmadge and other Select and Selznick material. Others geting ready. Looked as if Paramount would play also. Changed
their mind at last minute. Leaving "Al." Lichtman wondering
what happened. Some old Ben Turpin's showing up in Chicago.
Other good pictures made long time ago also arriving.
Famous' refusal to play with re-issues important. Many big
film men believe they don't work out right. When there is regular supply of new stuff available. Affects sales. Possibly injures company as much with new product as it produces for old.
Interesting problem.
WHAT'S THE ANSWER
Ernie Shipman, Might call him "salesman de luxe." Says
some Coast people will smile. When they get a certain check.
On the way out.

Represents
business.
(Continuedsome
on Page
4)

On "The Romance

"What are 'director specials?' Besides variety is the spice of life anyFamous Players have one Robertspecial,
"Sentimental
Tommy"
readysonfor
release
and at least
one,
"The Kentuckians" from Maigne.

To Produce Again
Jesseway."
J. Goldburg To Cater to State
Right Market— Starts Shortly
Jesse J. Goldburg, until recently
general manager of the Frohman
Amusement Corp., plans to become a
producer again.
He expects to make a series of
pictures based on production costs
which will allow the exhibitor to
make money. The series will be sold
on the state right plan and production will be in the vicinitv of New
York.
4
Goldburg is not quite ready to state
what his first picture will be. He expects, however, to get it under way
very shortly. Goldburg is not new to
the producing field although of late
he has been more actively identified
with the distributing end of the independent market. He was an active
producer about eight years ago.

— n)i«ffi
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Lyons
firstfeature
two reeler
after
theiranddipMoran's
into the
field
will be "Bootlegging."
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Quotations
Bid.
.. 56«4

Famous Players
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
5
U. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
16*4
Triangle
7/16
World Film

Last
Asked. Salt
S7]/2 S7?A
Not quoted
5]/2 ....
Not quoted
16^8
16*»
7/16
7/16
Not quoted

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.

In the Courts
Herbert Lewis has sued the Lee
Lash Studios for $27,588 as his commissions on the sale of advertising in
film theaters throughout the State
tinder a contract by which Lewis
was hired as director of publicity and
advertising and was to get 20 per cent.
The Gentry Film Co. has sued the
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co., as
surety for the Educational Films on
a bond to the plaintiff, for $25,000
damages. The complaint alleges that
the plaintiff made a contract to pay
Educational $25,000 to distribute
throughout the Fast films made by
the plaintiff under a contract with the
c<<:i\ operators of West "Virginia. The
plaintiff alleged that Educational
made so many changes in the films
that the purpose of taking them was
defeated, and also failed to distribute
them as agreed.
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ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
&
56 Pine St.,

BOUTON,
INC.
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New York City.

Hollywood. r-'

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

904

ARTISTS

AND

ART

5612

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titlei
Avenue
Bryant 5612

727 7th

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
22S W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 862)

GAYETY
COMEDIES
"Rest in Peace" will set a new mirth mark in single
Educational Film Exchanges. — Advt.

It's

at

the

reels.

On Broadway

Meeting
Opens at Astor
The M. P. Musical Conference
opens at the Astor this morning. S.
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
L. Rothafel will deliver a talk at the
Broadway — Owen
Moore
in "The Capitol and various other addresses
Chicken in the Case."
Brooklyn
Strand — George
Arliss in will be made during the day on the
"The Devil."
subject of music in the picture theaCapitol — Tom Moore in "Hold Your
ter.
Mabel Livingstone, publicity repren ."
CritHoerrsioes
— "The Inside of the Cup."
sentative for Chet Withey, will act in
44th St.— "Way Down East."
like
capacity
for Courtenay Foote,
Loew's
New
York— Today— "Mid- who is featured in the forthcoming
s."
nes
summer Mad
Tuesday— "The Last of the Mo- Ince-Vance release, "The Bronze
Wednesday — Hobart
Bosworth
in
hicans."
"His
Own Law."
Thursday — Bessie
Barriscale
in
"The Breaking Point."
The easiest, surest and
Friday — George
Walsh — "Number
Bell."
best way to get satisfacSeventeen," Olive Tell in "Wings
tory ticket sales is through
Saturday
— Monte
Blue
in "The
of Pride."
the use of RITCHEY
ry
Pickford in "The
Sundayli—nsMa
."
Juck
ght." Arbuckle in "BrewsLioe
RialtoLo—veRosc
posters.
ter's Millions."
"Forb/idden
DeMille's
Rivoli— Cecil
Strand — Constance
Talmadge
in
s Affair."
LITHO
CORP.
a'
am
"M
"
t.
Frui

RITCHEY

Next Week

A Correction
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
In the report of the M. P. E. A. Broadway — Not yet determined.
meeting held last week it was stated Brooklyn Strand — Constance Talthat C. E. Whitehurst of Baltimore
madge in "Mama's Affair."
.
attended the meeting. This was an Capitol— "Godless Men."
error.
Criterion — "The Inside of the Cup."
44th St. Theater— "Way Down East."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
— ^
Straffd — Sessue Hayakawa in "The
First Born."
George L. Clarke states he has secured a long term contract for Wil"THE SPICE OP THE PROGRAM"
liam H. Strauss with Famous Players to appear in their forthcoming
productions.
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Only
fhe Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
What
have
YOU
done?

MOTION

PICTURE

DAY, WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

26th

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater New

York Motion Picture Committee

dited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.

Star Volunteers
'hese motion picture stars are with
s't'or next Wednesday, Moving Pice Day:

ivian martin
",lsie
iarionferguson
davies
[ary McLaren
eena keefe
xaine hammerstein
era gordon
iartha mansfield
ugene
o'brien
[ae
murray
ope hampton
orothy phillips
onstance talmadge
jne caprice

iUTH ROLAND
UBY de REMER
LICE CALHOUN
ONSTANCE
BINNEY
AZEL DAWN
IRGINIA LEE
DITH STOCKTON
ERCY MARMONT
ICHARD BARTHELMESS
OD LaROCQUE
INCENT
COLEMAN
ABEL McQUADE
UCY FOX
ORA REED
JSTINE JOHNSTONE

'Way Down South
, New Orleans every picture the
:■ will devote the entire week of
la 23rd to raising relief funds. E.
^.;iichards, of the Saenger Amuseltft Compan}', the regional chairHi for Louisiana, has his territory
v( organized for the drive. HowI \Y. McCoy, manager of the PalI theater, a vaudeville house, is
:hrman of the committee that will
the special morning matinees
loi I an. 29th and for collections each
ia' and night in all of the theaters
I ' <g the week. Not only will the
ms-agcrs give a special matinee, but
thi will permit speakers at all perloiiances, will allow collections after
ca« talk, will collect contributions
<Ci their employees,
and further.
' manager
will make a personal
o t-on to the cause.
There
are
■ vaudeville houses in New
Orlea]. and each one of these will furIk acts as added attractions to the
pic! re program for the 29th. Heads
of|ie film exchanges
have pledged
?:e service of appropriate pictures
tor ill houses.
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305 Capitol Theatre
Circle 4411

Theatres Pledged
The wide response to the Motion
Picture Day movement in Greater
New York is reflected in the pledges
returned to Theater Chairman Leo
Brecher, 202 Capitol Theater Bldg.,
by managers who are going to observe the European Relief drive. The
following list is that tabulated up to
Saturday, more replies coming in by
every mail. It is expected that not
one of the 400 theaters in the metropolitan district will be missing by
Wednesday.
Adelphi, 2409 B'way; Chelsea. 8th
Ave. and 26th St.; Grand Opera
House, 23rd St. and 8th Ave.; Peerless, Bronx; Apollo, 209 W. 125th
St.; Manhattan, 23 Forsyth St.; Luna,
B'klyn; Garden, Richmond Hill, S.
I.; Palace, Port Richmond, S. I.;
Columbia, Far Rockaway; Globe,
B'klyn; Parkway, 1163 Jamaica Ave.;
Avenue, 2735 3rd Ave.; Rivoli, B'way
and 49th St.; Criterion, B'way and
44th St.; Rialto, Times Square;
Orient, 111 W. 125th St.; Harlem
Grand, 119 E. 125th St.; Peerless,1
5612 5th Ave., B'klyn; Peerless, 4809
3rd Ave., B'klyn; Colonial, 7415 5th
Ave.. B'klyn; Atlantic Garden, 50
Bowery; 34th
Normandy,
B'klyn;
Bronx;
St. Theater,
34th Art,
St.
and 3rd Ave.; Bronx Golden Rule,
Bronx; Empire. Bronx; McKinley
Sq., Bronx; Tremont, Bronx; Bronx
Strand, Bronx.
Capitol.entine,
50th
and B'way:Bronx;
ValBronx;St.
University,
Crescent, Bronx; U. S., Bronx; Webster, Bronx; Port Morris Casino,
Bronx; Osceola, Bronx; Concourse,

Bronx; Lyric, Bronx; Sunset, B'klyn;
Bunny. B'klyn; Amphion, 9th Ave.
and 44th St.; Carlton, B'klyn; Berne}-. B'klyn; Kossuth, B'klyn; Eden,
B/klyn; New Parkway, B'klyn; Electra, B'klyn; Stftne, B'klyn; New Garden, B'klyn; New Singer, B'klyn;
New Atlantic, B'klyn; Lincoln,
B'klyn; Parkside, B'klyn; Oxford,
B'klyn; Colonial, B'klyn; Elite, Rockaway Ave., B'klyn; Sheffield, B'klyn;
Stadium, B'klyn; Eden, B'klyn; Park,
Executive Meeting
B'klyn; Fourth Ave., B'klyn; Washie regular executive
committee
ington, B'klyn.
Chatham, 5 Chatham Sq. ; City
">* ing is scheduled for noon Mollis at the Capitol theater, offices of Hall, 31-32 Park Row; Rome, 223
I rman S. L. Rothafel.
Import- Park Row; North Star, 1250 5th
Ave.; 86th St. Winter
Garden,
160
an business is to be transacted.

How Greater New York Picture Houses
Observe the Big Week
Monday, Jan. 24— 'Break out with the most inviting lobby displays
possible, to call attention to Motion Picture Day, Wednesday, Jan. 26.
Complete their arrangements for speakers through Jerome A. Meyers,
Chairman, 122 W. 49th St., Bryant 8770. Complete their receipt of special tickets for the Saturday morning matinee, and of blank subscription
checks for patrons through Leo Brecher, 202 Capitol Theater Bldg., Circle 4412. Distribute blank subscription checks to their audiences at all
performances, if they wish to begin on this day. Carry notice of Motion
Picture Day in all ads. Announce Motion Picture Day on the screen.
Wednesday, Jan. 26 — Motion Picture Day, all day. This is the day!
Work for the European Relief Council, Herbert Hoover, Chairman, to
raise the motion picture industry's quota of $2,500,000 of the big fund to
be obtained for the starving children of Central and Eastern Europe. Tell
your audiences in every way. Speakers, humanitarian workers and motion picture stars will help you. This is the day for the sale of the special
Saturday morning tickets at 50 cents — and up, if your warm-hearted patrons will pay more. A treasurer will be in charge of each corps of workers assigned by Mrs. Paul Foerster, 202 Capitol Theater Bldg., Circle 4412.
Film stars will be assigned by the Star Appearance Committee, Bert Adler,
Chairman. The receipts of this day through regular admission tickets belong to the house, unless the management chooses to add them to the
Relief Fund. But sell the special tickets to your crowd inside. Remember, every $10 saves a life. Have selected, high class programs and stunts
to draw your crowd.
Friday, Jan. 28 — Keep up your regular activities, but get your
special Saturday morning program, donated by the producers and distributors, at your regular exchange.
Saturday, Jan. 29 — At 10 A. M., the special morning Children's Matinee at your house, at which the tickets sold during the drive will be redeemed. The remainder of the day is yours.
E. 86th St.; Globe, 2186 3rd Ave.;
Regun, 116th St.; Mt. Morris. 116th
St. and 5th Ave.; Harlem 5th Ave.,
110th St. and 5th Ave.; Rose, 182 W.
102d Manhattan,
St.; Olympia,
St.;
Man.B'way
Ave. and
and 107th
109th
St.; Classic, 181st St. and St. Nicholas; Heights, 150 Wadsworth Ave.;
Bunny,
B'way andAve.
147th
Majestic, St. Nicholas
and St.;
185th
St.;
Drury Lane, 2128 Amsterdam Ave.;
Hudson, 1968 Amsterdam Av. ; Plaza,
Madison Ave. and 59th .St.; Bushman, 110th St. and Cad. Parkway;
Superior, 3rd Ave. and 31st St.; Casino Playhouse, 144 Second Ave.;
Windsor, 412 Grand St.; S. & G,
380 Grand St.; Orpheum, 126 2nd
Ave.; New Law, 25 Second Ave.;
Sunshine, 141-143 E. Houston St.;
Garden, B'klyn; Park, Corona, L. I.;
Flushing, Flushing, N. Y. ; Progress,
1892 3rd Ave.
Atlas, Harlem; Palace, 2nd Ave.
and 123rd St.; Superior, 403 E. 81st
St.; Dame, 2148 3rd Ave.; Victorv.
1945 3rd Ave.; Eagle, 1852 3rd Ave.;
Regal, 2028 3rd Ave.; Joyland, 2078
3rd Ave.; Glen, Glen Cove, L. I.;
Pearl,
B'klyn; LeRoy, B'klyn; Waco,
B'klyn.Rivington
118
St.; Cumberland.
B'klyn; Evergreen, B'klyn; Wyckoff,
B'klyn; Court, B'klvn; Williamsb'gh,

Calendar
Monday,
Jan. 24 11
— Big
film Capitol
industry mas meeting,
A. M.,
Theater.
Monday,
Jan.meeting,
24 — Greater
NewYork
committee
S. L. Rothafel, chairman, noon, Capitol Theater.
Monday, Jan. 24 — Four Minute
speakers assembly, 8:15 P. M., Fifth
Ave. Baptist Church, 8 E. 46th St.
Wednesday, Jan. 26— Motion picture stars assembly, 1 P. M., Orangerie room, Hotel Astor.
Wesley Barry Assists
Wesley Barry, the highest salaried
boy star, starts on a tour from Los
Angeles that will put him into New
Orleans on Motion Picture Day.
There he will aid the Hoover drive
with personal appearances in co-operation with the Saenger circuit. He
will appear in the costumes of the
characters he has created for the
screen.
Remind your people that they have
"kiddies" of their own, and none of
us can look them straight in the eye
unless we have done everything in
our power
to help the starving "kiddles" abrcad.

DAll-V

Monday, January 24, 19:

Reissues
(Continued

from

Page

1)

fore that with Clark-Cornelius. Selling Chaplin re-issues. Fran
Rembusch got him his job. Everybody in mid-west likes hir
Travels fast. Believes coming season means big times for pn
gram booking. Says exhibitors want to book up. And forg
what's coming he needri
man,of Knowing
smaller
Especially
it.
thing.
that sort
And all
bother.

of Tarzaii." And "Tarzan of the Apes." Remember them?
Released once before. Supposed to be all played-out. Ernie
handling 'em now. For National Film. Through First National
exchanges. Get this. Says business for a three month period.
On reissues, mind you. Reached, and passed. And knocked in
the eye. Records when films were new. Swears it's true. Says
he's to blame. And intensified exploitation. And co-operation.
From First National sales managers. Some crowd. Ernie says.
HOW LONG AND HOW MUCH
Big distributor. Talking of what it cost to set up distribution
system. In time. And money. Says two to three years sure
before sufficient product available to make the wheels go round
smoothly. And money? Says there isn't enough available to do
it now. If you're able to talk a bird out of a tree you may get
money these days. But not otherwise. Also put forth another
angle. Interesting. Says 30 per cent, compulsory for distribution cost. And the 30 works to bigger figures the older the
picture gets. Costs little at start. With first runs working. But

REGARDING

CHARLIE

And all that sort of thin.;
Bashful.
Doesn't like publicity.
Whij
"up-stage."
think him
Many
here. was
Knowson few
here
last people
trip Charlie
lonesome.
Hired a cabby by tl|
Took cabby into a lunchroom Ii
Became great pals.
hour.
coffee about midnight.
Ended by cabby taking him to his ov)
"Guess you better know who'
At door Charlie said:
house.
"That's all righl
am. I make pictures. My name's Chaplin."
said Cabby, "come in anyway.
The kid's'l love to see you
Charlie went.
Kids did love him.
He slept with three of 'ei
Next morning the youngsters awoke
early.
Scooted aroun
Lined up their friends.
To meet their buddy — Charlie Chapli
Charlie loved it. Shook hands with all of 'em.
Said he had t!
best time of his trip. And he hasn't told this for publication
Probably be sore because
it's being
printed.
CLOUDS
GATHERING

six months later. Then it's different. "It's getting the $10 and $20
business that costsNOT
a heap."
So he says. And he should know.
A HESITATIONIST
Kent of Famous. Doesn't like being included with those who
hesitated about the Big 5 shown in Chicago. Says his say out.
Like that. But rarely does it. And never criticises the other

Alfred Black in town. Disguised with a mustache. Frai1
Rembusch buried in a fur coat. And others. Of the old Motion Picture Exhibitors of America. All officials. Met behiu
closed doors. Nothing to give out. But silence was portentuoi.
Heavy stuff. Indicative of mystery. Something going to hajpen. Before long. Is a scrap brewing? With the M. P. T. (l
And Sydney Cohen?
One answer.
You guessed it. DANN.

fellow's picture. Busy selling his own. Modern salesmanship.
Something some people could well afford to follow. Too many
knockers in this business.
LITTLE, BUT— OH MY!
Sam Sax.
No bigger'n his name.
Just made sales manager
of Select. Hustler.
Live wire.
Been with LJ 10 months.
Be-

And When April Comes Along —
WE'VE
monthsnoroffifteen,
BIG pictures
— bigevery
in star,
author and director material, and big in box-office
value. promised
Not tenyou
big six
pictures,
but TWO
WEEK.
Here are the releases for April.
Study them carefully and see if you aren't honestly convinced that Paramount
means box-office insurance of the highest and safest kind:
George
Melford's
"THE
by William
Vaughn Production,
Moody

FAITH

HEALER,"

William
D. Taylor's
Production,
HOUR," with Elliott Dexter

Though unlike "The Miracle Man" in everything except appeal,
this great play by America's foremost dramatist is destined to be
as great a box-office success, because it is based on the very fundamentals of human life, and marvelously produced by the director
of "Behold My Wife." The greatest Easter Week picture ever
made,

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in "THE

DOLLAR

Douglas
MacLean in "THE
H.
Ince Production

A YEAR

with

Wallace
Ayres

A modern story of a girl who lived a hundred lives. Spectacular,
thrilling, combining the romance of old times in a drama of New
York today. One of the most unusual plots ever imagined, superbly directed.

Sir James
M. Barrie's
"SENTIMENTAL
John
S. Robertson
production

TOMMY,"

HOME

Reid in "THE

LOVE

SPECIAL,"

ZUKOfi

Hugh Arthur
Ford Bourchier
British Production,
with

JESSE

L

LASKV

"THE

GREAT

DAY,"

From the big Drury Lane melodrama. Made in England, Scotland, the Alps, Paris, and Switzerland* by an American director. A
sizzling melodrama with all Europe for its stage.

PLAYERSLASKY
Am

with Agnes

a

(paramount (pictures
AOOLPH

Thos.

It's got all the thrill of "Always
Audacious,"
"What's
Your
Hurry?"
and "The
Valley of the Giants"
rolled into one.
The
filmed.for life
ride
in the plunging express train is the bgigest thrill ever

An all star cast, headed by Gareth Hughes, Mabel Taliaferro, May
McAvoy and George Fawcett, under direction of the man who
made "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," makes of Barrie's delightful
story a photoplay so rich in comedy and pathos and beauty that
it will remain an imperishable memory.

FAMOUS

STRETCH,"

MacLean's comedy characterizations have already won the hearts
of the entire American public. This is a race-track story of an
unusual type, full of situations ludicrous but human, rollicking
but real.

of the Party" was an unparalleled bit. It showed that
wanted five reels of Arbuckle's funniest work. Now
in this one the great comedian has even more opportunities. As
an amateur government detective who can's get out of the habit
when the war is over, he is funnier than he ever has been before.

TREASURE,"

WITCHING

Augustus Thomas' success, even more timely now than when it
ran for a year on the stage. An unforgettable dramatic novelty,
every
on
the scene
screen. is charged with emotion, and every thrill intensified

"The Life
MAN"
the people

Cosmopolitan
Marion Davies Production, "BURIED

"THE

..,-,»,.,

CORPORATION
CECIL

fi

DE

MILLE

t
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features Only

Wanger Out?
e:jns as Production
Manager for
Famous Players — Effective
April 16
\alter Wanger, production manj£ for Famous Players, will leave
le organization, according to reir. He has tendered his resignaDij effective April 16, it is said.
Ainger has been production manit over on 5th Ave. practically
I Whitman Bennett resigned to
it the
independent
production
Goldwyn Coming Back
Bnuel Goldwyn is expected
o the coast in a few days.

Planned
Chaplin—
the by
Fifth
of His "The
First Kid"
Na- Was
tional Series
(Special

date he has delivered 'A Dog's Life.'
'Shoulder Arms,' 'Sunnyside,' 'A
Day's
Pleasure'
and is 'The
"While
the latter
listedKid.'
as a special and measures
more
than
five
reels in footage, it is, however,
the
fifth production of the stipulated eight
(Continued on Page

Charlie
Chaplin
opens
at the
Strand inon "The
Feb. 6Kid"
for
one week. There was some talk that
the picture would play 10 weeks on
Broadway, but it is understood that
the deal has fallen through.

" an-Woman-Marriage" the Allen
obar special opened last night at Comedy-drama, spectacle, melodrama — the biggest production and the
lelegent, Paterson, N. J. Mr. Hol- greatest achievement of Mack Sennett's career is "A Small Town Idol,"
)awas there with Dorothy Phillips an immediate, sensational success for him and for Associated Producers,
11 as a number of First National Inc. — Advt.
fills.

1 J. Funk stated to this publicaio yesterday that the company had
e< formed to cover film activities
I e Literary Digest, which at p--es"i is interested in Topics of the
}a released through Pathe. He
taid that the company had no denit production plans at present but
Wit would enter the producing field
1 me capacity in the near future.

6)

Chaplin at Strand for Week

Opens

Literary Digest Forms Co.
;bany, N. Y.— The Literary Diet Films Enterprises have been
ired here with a capitalization of
K000. The incorporators are W.
ink, W. Neisel and G. A. Dame,
a^'th Ave.

DAILY)

the following statement has been issued by Carlyle R. Robinson, director of publicity for Chaplin.
"Mr. Chaplin has but three more
productions to deliver to Associated
First National to terminate his contract with that organization. To

back

Victor Fleming Back
^:tor Fleming returned from Calira yesterday with approximately
3,(0 ft. of film shot on the coast
idn Mexico for "Wife Insurance,"
t imerson-Loos special. The picp will go into the cutting room

VVID'S

the
disposalthat
of Charlie
"The KiKd,"
intimated
Chaplinwhich
has
yet to deliver
to Associated
National four more
two reel First
subjects,

' Smith Bound for Sweden
(y Croswell Smith, head of the
I hearing his name, sailed for
wlen on Saturday where he will
:nin for about three weeks. He
il )e away all told about six weeks.
Film

to

Los Angeles — Owing to an impression said to have been created through
the publication of a story dealing with

New Randolph Record
ticago — The Randolph broke all
eous records last week with "The
ic' Gross business was 32% more
a with any other picture.

Holubar

Price 5 Cent.«

Griffith's Next
D. W. Griffith has found enough

Ballance Promoted

Sidney R. Kent announced
yesterday the appointment of H. G.
Ballance to the position of general
sales manager, the post which Kent
himself recently relinquished when he
became head of the Famous Players
distributing activities. The appointment takes effect immediately, Ballance coming to his new duties from
Boston, where he has been district
manager in charge of the Boston and
New Haven exchanges.

Regal Has Chaplin s
Will Distribute Remaining First Nat'l
Pictures in Eastern
Canada — A
Separate Contract
A rather peculiar situation has developed with regard to the distribution of "The Kid," and the remaining
Chaplin-Associated First National
Pictures in Eastern Canada.
When Regal Films, Ltd., assumed
the physical distribution of the First
National product in that territory
three years ago, acting for Harry
Brouse, the franchise holder, a separate contract was made for the distribution of the series of eight Chaplins. The contract, it is understood.
provided for the release of this series
through Regal, even though the arrangements might be made for the
release of the regular First National
product through other channels.
Early last fall, Associated First
National Pictures of Eastern Canada,
Ltd., were formed. This company

material in the story he is now filming
to make another special picture. Its
growth has been similar to that of
"Way Down East," which was originally designed for program length.
The film footage is already up into
the many hundreds of thousands.
Several scenes which were originally
intended for minor action have been
enlarged to provide for hundreds of
extra players. Several of the players who began with comparatively
small parts find themselves with important roles.
It seems that Griffith is content to
Shallenberger to Coast
give whatever action shows strongest the preference, no matter how it
W. E. Shallenberger
of
Arrow
Film leaves for the coast the end of
lengthens the picture.
So far no name has been given the the week.
took duct
overfrom all
of the
proproduction, other than the working
Regal
withcompany's
the exception
title,incidents
"Flamingfrom
Lamps."
is based
of the four Chaplins. For this reaElsie Ferguson
Back
on
the It
Limehouse
son, even though First National has
Elsie
Ferguson
is
back
in
New
Nights stories, from which came the
York from the coast where she made its own exchanges in Eastern Canada, the remaining Chaplins are availplot for "Broken
Blossoms."
But the
(Continued
on Page 6)
able through Regal only.
"Sacred and Profane Love."

iM%

Newspaper Opinions
"Forbidden Fruit"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli
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TIMES—* * * A highly sophisticated, gorgeously movie-milled, that is, movie-demilled, version of the Cinderella story, written by Jeanie Macpherson.
DAILY NEWS— It seems to me just the
usual picture. Nothing to get wildly ex
cited about.
AMERICAN — Paramount picture is fine
instance of picture energy ; characters are
real
theme. in charming version of the Cinderella
HERALD— Cinderella ball in crystal palace a screen novelty. * * * DeMille was astute enough to grasp the fascinating orig
inality in the idea of Miss Jeanie Macpher-

e
WORLD—* * * That for sheer beauty
T^Pos'tagelree) United States, Outsid 6
of Greater New York, $10.00 one. year;
n
standsson. * *as* the peer of the season's dramas
Foreig
$3.00
s,
month
3
;
$5.00
s?
S 00
^1
month
of the screen. * * * Moreover, it is a most
absorbing story of love and sacrifice.
Subscribers should remit with order WJ.r
TRIBUNE — * * * A very interesting picto
communications
all
Address
ture. * * * The continuity was exceptional ;
St., New
44th
West
71-73
DAILY
long scenes played as delightfully and smooth
York, N. Y.
ly as they might have been on the stage. *
4551-4552-5558
bilt,
Telephone; HollyVander
California
wood,
JOURNAL
— There
canDeMille
be no name
gainsay'
pulling power
of the
when
Holly- the
s Offices: 6411 160.,.
it
comes
to
screen
offerings.
Seriously,
there
Editorial and Busines
ood
Hollyw
Phone,
Blvd.
wood
m- are some charming settings, including a dazWillia
A.
W
tive—
senta
Repre
on
zling
Cinderella
ball,
that
brings
gasps
from
Lond
h Weekly, 85 Long Acre. film fans, and the acting in the play is for
KinemaC.tograp
son, W.
London,
2.
_
144 Rut the most part convincing.
Paris Representative— Le Film,
Montmartre.
GLOBE — Like all his productions, this
picture is thickly incrusted with jewels, fine
feathers and flowery sub-titles. As plots go
it is an entertaining piece of puppet melodrama.
LdS
SUN — * * * Despite the splendid production and cast, the theme is a trite one with
Bid. Asked
Salt injections of melodrama. The photoplay, especially its melodramatic scenes, is well
58-K worth seeing.
59
Famous Players ... 58
do pfd
81
mi
81^
MAIL — When a good story, good photography and excellent direction form a happy combination with a cast of such genuine
Not quoted
D W. Grirfith, Inc
artists as is found in "Forbidden Fruit," the
is inevitably a feature worth while.
Loew's, Inc.,
16#
16^
i6% result
7/16 The Rivoli film is an absorbing one. * * *
7/16 7/16
Triangle
Not quoted
POST — * * Although he makes some of
/Vorld Film
his'
females
quite
absurd,
not
lack society
a certain
human
touch
with hethedoes
others.
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. The acting is of a general high order.
Telegram and Evening World made no
comment.

Quotations

\

♦Goldwyn

^A

Wa

Cody With Norma Talmadge
opposite
appear
Lew Cody will
Norma
Talmadge
in "The Sign on
the Door."
Buys 26 Triangles
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Montreal — The Amalgamated Exhibitors Circuit, Ltd., with head offices here, has purchased 26 Triangle
reissues for Canada. They will be
released two a month.
New

Exchange in Phila.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The latest exchange
to deal in the state right market is
the New Film Exchange with offices
at 1321 Vine St. No announcement
has as yet been made as to what product the company
will handle.
New Theater for Kensington, Pa.
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Kensington, Pa. — Bagley and Hall,
former owners of the Star theater
here, have purchased a site on Front
St. between Lehigh and Huntingdon
St. on which they will build a 1,400
seat theater to cost $150,000.

(T^dit^uttianal (RoLuiJu)

"Mama's

Affair"— 1st
Strand

Nat'l

TIMES—* * * An amusing word-and-picture play, and Miss Talmadge, departing
somewhat from her usual manner, is still an
agreeable person to have around.
DAILY NEWS — However, the picture is
a pleasant one and one that will not dim
the Talmadge lustre in the eyes of her many
adorers.
AMERICAN—* * * An excellent vehicle
for Constance Talmadge.
* * *
HERALD — Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos
with their skill at elaboration have made it
quite robust. * * * It is one of Miss Talmadge's best roles.
WORLD — It is an indifferent production,
but it will attract crowds, because of the
star.
TRIBUNE — "Mama's Affair" is a First
National ; also a first-class comedy.
JOURNAL—* * * It is distinctly a pleas-
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DA1L.V

ure to welcome her in a role that gives
ability as a dramatic
scope
actress.to* her
» * positive
The direction and production
are both excellent.
TELEGRAM— Miss Talmadge plays it
with alluring wistfulness. In this very clever
study of Mama and her selfishness MissasEffie
she
effective on the screen
is as
Shannon
stage.
on the
was
GLOBE— Constance Talmadge seemed a
bit too brilliant and sophisticated for the
browbeaten daughter of the neurotic mama.
But for all the minor flaws the EmersonLoos methods have preserved a rare, ironic
quality for the screen.
SUN— Constance Talmadge makes even a
sick headache alluring at the Strand this
week. The producers of this First National
ler's have
comedy. improved Rachel Barton Butrelease

New
(Special

made

no com

old Your Horses" — Goldwyn

AMERICAN — ItCapitol
is the chuckling feature
* * furnishing undeniable entertainment
and, for the most part, one of the truly humorous pictures of recent months.
HERALD — * * * Lets down his suspenders but not his humorous sense.
WORLD— "Hold Your Horses," by RuHughes, will be regarded as one of
his bestpert comedies.
JOURNAL — * * * Affords any amount of
laughs in its telling. It will carry the star
far along in the broad path of favor.
TELEGRAM — The humorous situations
are many, and there is some unusually good
acting by Mr. Moore. The Goldwyns should
give a bonus and a week off to the person
who wrote the titles. So excellent and perfectly executed.
SUN — * * * Moore virtually deserves a
film commissionership.
POST — Both Tom Moore and the picture
are best before they come to grips with the
last-reel love story.
Times, Daily News, Tribune, Globe and
Evening World made no comment.

"Brewster's Millions"— F. P.-L.
Rialto

to

WID'S

DAILV)

Albany, N. Y.— The

New\

Federatedhere
Exchange
been' c
porated
with anhasactive
of $25,000. The incorporation
vides for 1,000 shares of coi .
stock, no par value. The incor
ors are A. C. Thomas, A. M. j
and H. S. Barsford of 2 Rector
The
by the
Co. to
in this

MAIL — She has more opportunity than
usual to display her histrionic ability and
easily registers her right to her widespread
popularity.
Post and,. Evening World
ment.

Warner Unit

above unit has been ft
Warners and Apollo Ti
handle the Federated pi
territory.

Wilkes- Barre House Least
(Special to Pa.—
WID'STheDAILY)'
Wilkes-Barre,
R. El
dell Co. of New York has leasl
Orpheum on South Main St.
reported this company is a si
iary of the Comerford Amus5

Co.

New

Plans for Drascen,

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — A local pub!
gives the officers of the Dr._
Prod, as follows: Charles M.xi
ant, president; Bert St. Johnl
duction manager; Al Nathan, p
vising director, and Hal Ste|
casting director.
The company, it is reportet
make a series of comedies wit! Si
burn Moranti and a series of Iti
reel comedies.
This is the company whosifir,
picture, "Get Out and Stay Ou wi
be distributed through Nation;
changes, Inc.

3

AMERICAN— Roscoe Arbuckle climbs
higher ster's
on Millions."
the ladder
comedyis in
"Brew-of
* * *of There
enough
the ludicrous left in the scenario to please
admirers
of the ponderous
star. * * *
HERALD— Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle
plunges joyously through "Brewster's MilWORLD — Yes, Fatty Arbuckle can cause
ions."
* * without catching a single cusyou to * laugh
tard pie between
his eyes.
SUN — * ' * The cleverest comedy found
on Broadway in many a day.
Times, Daily News, Tribune, Journal, Telegram, Globe, Post and Evening World made
no comment.

Amsterdam 111
Philadelphia — Ben Amsterdam, the
well known exchange man, is ill and
has been ordered to take a long rest
by
City.his physician. He is in Atlantic

It's difficult to make grea
posters, but it's easy to ge
them.
Simply order
RITCHEY

POSTERS
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(OSF.

406 w. 31st St ,H.i. Phone Chelsea 831

PROTECTION
The fundamental principle back of every successful business
enterprise is insurance. Corporations owe it to their stockholders. Partners owe it to each other. You as an individual
owe it to yourself. Do not allow yourself to be lulled into false
You NEED insurance.
security.
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Visit— Says
Plainly

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

ondon— Ernest W. Fredman of
Film Renter and M. P. News, in
special year-end issue of his pubtion tells of the impressions he
film business
American
ied 'of the in
the states.
le he was
-e says in part:
Millions of dollars are lavished
n pictures, many hundred thou
ds of them in gross waste, but all
enexpended in the one greatsure
vor to put before the plea
test
grea
the
a
ric
Ame
of
ic
publ
ng
ertainment in the world.
in
They make their mistakes d
gran
a
on
m
the
lerica, many of
le but at least it can be said that
ign mary profit by them. Fore
rable asdesi
very
a
them
to
are
Us
ness-like
busi
a
in
for
s' but catered
vy.
:
■Before the American manufacturto any foreign marUsends products
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STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

730 So. Olive St.
Phone 61104
Los Angeles, Cal.
T. E. Hancock

John J. Hayes

Fears ! ! !
The boys were gathering at
the "schule" the other evening
to scatter figures on the newest
film millions over Nick's clean
linen when "Buck" Taylor arrived out of breath. Accosting
Joe Lee he remarked:
"Gee, Joe, I've nailed a 'pippin.' It's a fillum called 'Ireland in Revolt.' The only thing
I fear to keep me from making
a fortune is that the trouble in
Ireland will come to an end."
"Well, if that's all to keep
you from making money, you're
Zukor,"
than went
be richer
going toLee,
replied
and they
on
writing new figures on the tablecloth.

Speaks Today
managing direcld,
Hugo Riesenfe
tor of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
will be the principal speaker at the
morning session of the conference of
musical directors of the picture theaters of America at the Astor today.
Riesenfeld will discuss the value of
good music in theaters.
In the afternoon the delegates will
be guests of Riesenfeld, first at the
Rialto, where they will see the performance and later in his private projection room where he will explain
his
music.method of putting pictures to
Other addresses in the morning will
be delivered by C. M. Tremaine, A.
F. Adams, Leonard Liebling, Joseph
Weber, Edward L. Hyman, Albert
Parker and Marshall Bartholomew.
In the afternoon there will be a round
table discussion of producers led by
Oscar A. Price, J. R. Bray, E. W.
Kelly.
Hammons, J. I. Schnitzer and J. B.

That Reichenbach Man

Riesenfeld

pressions
inglish Im
man Talks of His

Ejest W. Fred
Recent American
Some Things
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throwing pictures on the screen. Sus is asin the afilmismarket
my profound
Americ
sured to premacy
opinion. There is no one to compare
with them. They have made the
motion picture industry what it is today— a live business in which millions
of dollars are invested.
"They have proved to the financier its possibilities, and money can
be obtained in Wall Street to any
amount for film production. Even
today, when there is a world shortage of wealth, the American producer
has comparatively little difficulty in
obtaining what he wants.
"Over here the situation has been
handled wrongly. It has got into the
hands of men without vision, consequently finance has been difficult, and
always will be difficult, to obtain.
"The film industry in America has
had its vicissitudes in the past and
even now signs are not wanting that
it is passing through perilous times,
but to think that England will ever
be a rival is farcical.
"America stands alone and triumphant. She has gained her position
wonderkinema's
recognizing
by ful
possibilities. the
Whilst
we have been
groping in the dark she has continuously forged ahead and today is reaping the reward of her wonderful foresight. If ever we are _ to get_ anywhere near a competitive basis we
shall have to study the lines upon
which America gained her present position. Believe me, it is well worth
while and the sooner we do so the
better!"
Beban Gets Great Reception
Nashville — George Beban received
a great reception when he was here
on Friday. He was taken to the
state house, introduced to the legislature and made a few remarks regarding censorship and the production of better pictures. Then he was
given a luncheon and a dinner. Paul
Gray is with him.
Mack Leaves Selznick; In Town
W. A. V. Mack has left the Selznick organization. He was Washington manager and before that was in
Philadelphia and Los Angelesfor the
same company. He is now in New

York.

(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Boston
— Harry
Reichenbach

came
York to arrange ^for
of "Outside the Law" at
the opening
the
I'ark.
Harry managed to get a street car,
had it all painted up with grotesque
figures and sent the affair over every
car line in Greater Boston. He combined his advertising of the picture
with an appeal to put over the
Hoover Relief Fund.

up from New

"Outside the Law" has been booked
over the U. B. O. circuit of theaters.
New

Rivoli Record

B. DeMille's "Forbidden
Cecilbroke
Fruit"
all records at the Rivoli on Sunday by just $584, shattering the figures for both the Rivoli
and Rialto. The attendance was
greater than those which saw the
three previous record breakers at the
Rivoli, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
Tomorrow's session will consist of "Male and Female" and "The Testanother series of talks and a round
table discussion led by exhibitors, one
Denial from Wanger
led by music publishers and a third
ing Block."
Walter Wanger, production manby makers of musical devices. An exhibition of musical interpretation will
ager for Famous Players, took exbe given at the Brooklyn Strand.
ception to a story headed "No More
Specials"
day's issue.which appeared in yesterGaleton Block Sold
Mr. Wanger stated that there will
Galeton, Pa.— Mr. and Mrs. J. Al- be more specials by John Robertson
bert Nordquist have purchased the and Charles Maigne, who, he said,
Main St. theater block from John L. have been temporarily switched to the
White. The lease does not expire direction of Realart stars. Wanger
until some time next year, when the stated, however, that that condition
would be a temporary one, only.
new owners will take possession.

The words

"EASTMAN"
and

"KODAK"
are stenciled in the film
margin so that all Eastman Film may be instantly identified.
KODAK
EASTMAN
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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Phila. Defies New York

Star Volunteers

Please Attend

There is an important meeting of
These motion picture stars are itl
the Executive Committee at noon at
us
next Wednesday, Moving fj
the Capitol theater offices of Chair- tureforDay:
man Rothafel, Wednesday.
VIVIAN MARTIN
ELSIE FERGUSON
The Orangerie Room, Hotel Astor,
MARION DA VIES
is Wednesday's rallying point for
metropolis to make a bette? showing than ih^oir rifv ?
MARY McLAREN
^j'11!
Motion Picture players who are to
ZEENA KEEFE
aid the drive. The room is open at
ELAI
NE HAMMERSTEIN
11 a. m.
VERA GORDON
- came in the form of the
MARTHA MANSFIELD
following telegram from Jules Mast- Please display this poster
promin
ently
in
your
lobby.
It
will
helo
to
sell
EUGE
baum, head of the great Stanley TheNE O'BR
aters Co.:
your quota of "Hoover tickets."
MAE MURRAY IEN
HOPE HAMPTON
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS
-t-^jV' ^ n
1921
24'
'
CON
Jan
STANCE TALMADGE
Pa>
3-'
aS;1
Roth
L.
S. Capitol Theater, New York.
JUNE
We will begin our campaign for
RUTH CAPRICE
ROLAND
funds for the Hoover Children's ReRUBY de REMER
lief Committee this week, and so will
ALICE CALHOUN
New York.
hvety
We are doing all in our
&Mf'tk§
CON
STANCE BINNEY
mihe history of sijage or screen
power
to stimulate interest in this
Go-ope rati
HAZEL DAWN
f!
F*'
t*6
to,
WP?
worthy project, and in order that this
':ufe Theatre irtftmer'
VIRGINIA LEE
may be increased I hereby challenge
EDITH STOCKTON
New VofK Child
you to equal or beat the record we
PERCY MARMONT
to the Big Show
will make for funds.
There are no
RIC
HARD BARTHELMESS
strings to this challenge.
ROD LaROCQ
We both
UE
with our workers, will knuckle down
VINCENT
COL
EMA
you
willto hard work, and the fact that there
MABEL McQUADE N
is a contest between New York and
LUCY FOX
this city will make all parties work
NORA REED
Ash
K?ra
harder and roll up a big fund in each
"HOOVER'
FV7*«
JUSTINE
Sf TICK £
city. No matter who wins, we will
LILLIAN JOHNSTONE
GISH
DOROTHY GISH
have the satisfaction of having done
a most substantial bit for the fund
ARLINE PRETTY
ALMA RUBENS
and thus aid the deserving children'
Uare you accept the challenge?
NORMAN KERRY
JULES E. MASTBAUM,
MARY HAY
Chairman Phila. Committee.
MOLLIE KING
CORINNE GRIFFITH
Upon receipt of the challenge Mr
IRENE TAMS
MARGERY GALE
°nCe repIl'ed hy Wire as
: ^ um,
SlowsMastba
Jules
AH

"rakim ^"J '&M,

816 CKHOREH
^A AY HO
SATURD

Pfe
7!,e,a.ter-Pa.1214 Market St.,
Philadelphia,

hJnuth% "uame of. humanity and on
behalf
of the motion picture exhibitors and the public of New YorTlaV
Phl3TK-Cha"en-ge °n behalf of ^e
Philadelphia
territory exhibitors
public New York-is determined and
not
Philadelphia, but the
^
S'°
to H,lnM0Untry' and We are work>'ng
tand
We ""ders
that
T .qU°ta
thIC theater
s in- your
hat the
zone are
flZf thVntire
re<*ipts of their
Sunday
performances.
This is a bie
advantage for you, as Sunday
tures are very popular with the pic
lic everywhere, but they are no pubnovelty m New York as they are in
Pennsylvania.
I will communicate
at ourCtoHen'ge * ^g bi* exhibitors
fLT
dray ^,meetin at the Capitol
theater.
I will personally
dinner that we trim you, bet you a
congratulate you if we lose.but will
Either
way, Hoover's babies win I
S. L. ROTHAFEL,
New York Committee,

Star
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Al Mayer, of Photo Repro. Co.—
for a liberal supply of photographs.
Metropolitan Photo-Engraving Co
—for cuts of Motion Picture Dav
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S' Midnight
Big
Rally
S. L Rothafel conducts a sped
midnight performan
ce on Wedne
day, Jan. 26, at the Capitol Theate
as a demonstration meeting of
a
those who have cont
ributed to tr
work of the Motion Picture Industr
in Greater New York for the
Eurc
pean Relief Council. Invitations
ai
also being sent to the hosts and hos'
esses of 200 or more children to
th
Mr. Walter Damrosch will cond
m
Performance.
amd»!rStr&rS
chorus of,benefit
ISO voic
es from the Ora
■ torio Society of New York.
Capitol Grand Orchestra, under Th
Ern
Rapee, will be augmented to
pieces, and there will be a larg 10
e bal
kt number and tableau. Herb
er
Hoover and other prom
inent men ar
to speak.
R^

Q,e?.';V;S'

Today's "Thank Yous'
Lin Bonner— tor hearty
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Bryant,
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Playhouse Plans
And. W. W. Irwin's Connection Told
of by A. W. Johnson
Interesting testimony by Arland
originW. Johnson, an architect and
ator of the idea of a chain of houses
which the National Playhouse Corp.
was formed to build, has been given
in the. Supreme Court in the suit by
Walter W. Irwin to recover a share
Johnof the profits which he believes made.
son and Harvey H. Hevenor
Johnson testified before the trial
that after he had planned the chain
of theaters he talked with Irwin in
December, 1919, and Irwin said he
and his clients would finance the project. They met Hevenor and it was
agreed on commissions, but the
memorandum concerning it disappeared from his desk last July, he
said. He said the corporation issued
$200,000 in notes to him for his contracts for theaters, which he said Irwin appraised at $300,000. About
$12,000 in notes was given to Hevenor for money he advanced.
Asked concerning the value of the
contracts Johnson said a Mrs. Hayes
in Boston planned to erect a theater
there, in the Siegel building, part of
which was to be occupied by a hotel,
and the theater was to rent for $95,000 a year. The people planning it
are ready to go ahead with it now,
he said, and want $250,000. He said
Mrs. Hayes told him she put up
$100,000 to bind the contract.
Johnson also testified that he has
an option on property at New Rochelle for $30,000 less than it is worth,
and $200,000 is needed for the building. Other plans he made were to
lease a building in Pittsburg at Wood
and 5th St., and he had a tentative
contract with the Statler interests in
Buffalo for a theater. A theater as
part of the International Hotel property at Niagara Falls was also projected, he said.
"I had the courtesy to give Mr. Irwin a desk in my office when he had
to go," said Johnson. "He
no place
did
not spend a nickel or any of his
time on the plan. We had agreed to
go fifty-fifty is he financed the proposition on which I had put in all my
dme. Hevenor said he would put in
a million, and at our first meeting
we decided $2,000,000 was needed."
The International Film Service Co.
has filed an answer in the Supreme
Court to the suit of the Estee Studios
and Laboratories, Inc., to recover
$2,500 rent. It alleges that the plaintiff promised one Sistrom, an agent
of the defendant $150 a week from
April to September, during the period
of the lease, for bringing about its
execution, but the defendant vacated
the premises July 1. It is alleged
that the plaintiff gave Sistrom a check
for $500, and that this action was in
violation of the Penal Law.
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Hollywood — Antonio Moreno has
completed "Three Sevens" for Vitagraph.
Elmer

Poister is now
rector at Reelcraft.

casting

di-

Cullen Landis will appear in "The
Night Rose" in which Lon Chaney
will have the leading role.
Carol Halloway, formerly with Vitagraph, is appearing opposite Harry
Carey in "If Only Jim."
Harry Burns will direct a series of
animal comedies featuring Joe Martin for Universal.
Julien Josephson, now with Goldwyn, will specialize in stories for Will
Rogers and Tom
Moore.
John Fleming Wilson is understood
to be working on a second story for
Metro. His first is "Unchartered
Robert Odell and H. W. Libbert
Seas."
have been added to the art department of the Benjamin B. Hampton
organization.
"Blood Brother to the Pines," star
ring Frank Mayo, has been placed in
production at Universal
City.
Rob
ert Thornby is directing.
Ida May Park is said to have three
stories in script form all ready to
place in production. She is expected
to make them herself.
It is reported that Lawrence Underwood will make a series of westerns for a company called the Realwest Pictures Corp. Production is
expected to be at the Hermann
studio.
Jimmy
comedies
be back
so many
he found

Aubrey, who is making
for Vitagraph, will shortly
on the lot again. He made
ahead of his schedule that
time for a motor trip.

Chaplin In "The Kid"
Beats Chicago Box Office
Records 1 00 per cent.
Randolph

Theatre

Profits 50%
Higher First Day;
Second Day; 100% Third Day— Picture Held
for Indefinite Run — Newspapers
Go Wild With Praise
SIX

REELS

LIKE

60%

ONE

" 'The Kid' settles once and for all the question as to who is the
greatest theatrical artist in the world. Chaplin does some
of the
finest, most delicately shaded acting you ever saw anywhere, and
for every slapstick furore in it there is a classic, exquisite scene. His
actions are riotous, convulsive, irresistible. The picture is perfection. Six reels that seem like one; six reels that are funnier than
the work of any other human being."— Chicago Herald and Examiner.
ALL
TOO
SHORT
"In a class all by
his charm. There are
too. More real acting
before. 'The Kid' is
Daily Tribune.

himself is Charles Chaplin. Nothing can dim
loads of laughs in 'The Kid* and some tears,
than you have ever seen in a Chaplin picture
six reels long, which is too short." — Chicago

WORDS

ARE

INADEQUATE

"Totally unlike any other comedy ever filmed, Chaplin proves
himself not only a great
comedian, but an astute showman. I do not
know another comedian who could combine tears and smiles and
real slapstick. If a reviewer might recall all the laudatory terms
ever bestowed and combine them here, adequate comment might
be made." — Chicago Daily Journal.
MOST
NOVEL
AND
ORIGINAL
" 'The Kid' is Chaplin's best and most novel film. See for yourself ifhe doesn't come back in great shape with the best and most
original thing he has yet contributed
to the screen."— Chicago
American.
GREATEST

ARTIST

IN WORLD

'The Kid' is a masterpiece and will please all. Those who
claim Chaplin is the world's greatest actor either in silent or spoken
drama, now have an exhibit for their argument. There is a thrill
about watching his masterly work. From the first click the action
is on. It is cinema art clear through. As an artist Chaplin is more
consequential in extent of audience than any speaking, singing, writing or painting artist today." — Chicago Daily News.
A SUPER
COMEDY
"Everyone is due to be pleased. A real story, a mixture of tears
and laughter. It is a super-comedy with touches of exquisite
feeling."— Chicago Evening Post.

Three Realart stars will shortly
start work on as many new productions. Bebe Daniels will make "Two
Weeks With Pay," Wanda Hawley
"Sweet Peach," and Mary Miles Minter "Jerry."
The Eminent Pictures Corp. has
been formed here. Space has been
leased at the Francis Ford studios.
Twenty-six comedies a year are
planned. Rosco Karns will appear in
the first.
GAUSMAN.

The International Film Service has
Passed 5,500 Reels in B. C.
been sued by George Gregory La
Cava for $1,534 under a contract by
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
which he was engaged as a specialist
Vancouver,
B. C. — The provincial
in hand-drawn cartoons, to make censor board passed 5,500 reels of
films of subjects given him by the film in 1920. The product came from
defendant.
11 exchanges.

A First National Attraction
A Big Five Production which is a powerful reason why

Ihere'll be a Franchise everywhere

TskM

'' }
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Griffith's
(Continued from Next
Page 1)

■mm

new story is greater in scope than
"Broken Blossoms," and the time
Griffith is spending on it, and the
large and expensive east, are the
same indications that foretold the
coming of his other specials.
Another indication that "Flaming
Lamps" will he a big Griffith special
is the cast now at work at the Studios at Mamaroneck. These players
include Tyrone Power, W. J. Ferguson, Carol Dempster, Ralph Graves,
George Neville, Vivia Ogden, Agnes
Fleming, Betty Hilburn, Charles
Mack, Porter Strong and Kathleen
Ardell.
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FOR

RENT

Webster put the words in the dictionary, but it takes a trained fiction
writer to juggle them into TITLES
that emphasize and
CEMENT
THE
ACTION
Original stories, directing, editing.
Let me edit your next screen story.
Pearl Doles Bell,
229 West 46th St.,
N. Y. C.

CONTINUITY
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Paul Schof ield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing
CURRENT
"RoseCoast)
of

RELEASES:
Nome"— Fox

(West

"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David But"Girls
ler Don't Gamble"— David But"Tiger's
Star

Coat"— Hodkinson— All-

"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The Player*
Quarry"— Meighan— Famout
HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.
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Incorporations
Albany,
N. Y.— Elarem
Theate.
Co., Bronx.
Capital, $10,000.
In
corporators,
L.
Markowitz,
S.
Lazarus
and S. Rochesky,
400 M'
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"Come on!
Show you're head, if you dare,
you murderer!"
Scene from
;'■ distributed by Pathe.— Advt.
the Benj. B. Hampton feature, "The Killer,"

Censors in Bay State?

by Day, Week or Month
Large Stage — Fully Equipped
In the Heart of New York
230 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

1 .ijB

tion.
'A

STUDIO

1 S9

L.Vi ytltIII
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Suing DeMille for $3,125
Los Angeles — Sub-titles written for
a film were worth $1,0(10 each, according to Ray M, Cahow, who seeks
a total of $3,125 from Cecil B. DeMille for his services in writing subtitles.
Florence Wallach, assistant to Abe
Stern of the Century comedy unit
leaves for the coast in several weeks
to assume a position at the studios.

1

.

Two Scripts Completed
Eve Unsell Photoplay Staff, Inc.
through arrangement with Houghtor
Mifflin Co., has completed a screet
version of "The Guardian Angel," by
Oliver Wendell Holmes. By art
rangement with Harper & Bros
they have also completed a versiot
of "Second Youth," by Allan Upde
graff. These two books will.shorth
be offered to the trade for produc

Features Only

(Continued
from Page 1)
Measure
Filed in Boston — Alfor which Associated First National
most Identical With
1920
contracted with Mr. Chaplin.
Bill
"The balance of Mr. Chaplin's conBoston — Renewal of the campaign
tract now calls for three two reel subfor censorship in Massachusetts is
jects. Upon the delivery of these
threatened by the filing in the legisla- three productions by Mr. Chaplin to
ture of a measure designed to over- Associated First National the concome such objections as were raised
tract between the two will have been
last year by the attorney-general and fulfilled.
upon which Governor Coolidge vetoed the 1920 bill after it had been
"Immediately upon terminating his
passed by the House and Senate. The contract with Associated First Na
new bill was filed on behalf of the tional, Mr. Chaplin will become permanent in the feature production field,
State Committee on Motion Picaiming
for
the same standard as it is
tures, which represents 394 organizations in the commonwealth.
believed he has established with 'The
Kid,' at the same time he will become
The measure just introduced is actively engaged as a member of the
with slight changes, the compromise United Artists Corp., comprising
bill which was drawn up by a special Mary Pickford, D. W. Griffith, Charcommittee of five members of the
lie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks,
1920 legislature. It passed both and he will devote all of his efforts
branches of the legislature but was
the making of feature productions."
vetoed by the governor on the opin- to Chaplin
has taken full control of his
ion of the attorney-general that it plant where to date the DeHavens
was unconstitutional. Such changes
have been working. His present oras to meet the objections of the atganization contains practically all of
torney-general have been made and the people who have been identified
the bill brought up to date.
with him for some years past.
Edna Purviance will continue in
Under the provisions of the measure the censorship rests with the De- Chaplin's support. The business end
partment of Public Safety which now of the company will be in the hands
examines and passes upon all the of Al Reeves, who has been studio
films exhibited on Sundays.
manager for the past two years.
The measure provides for the ap- Charles Levin will head the laboratory department and Joseph Van
pointment ofa paid director to be in
charge of the work, and to have three Meter, the purchasing department.
censors reviewing films eight hours a Carlyle Robinson, who was with
day for five days a week. There is Chaplin in the Lone Star and earlier
days is back as direcan appeal to the director in charge of Firsttor ofNational
publicity.
the work and from him to the Commissioner of Public Safety. The
rights of the industry are to be safeConsolidated Buys Irish Film
guarded by an appeal to the Superior
Court sitting in equity.
Philadelphia — The Consolidated
Tt is estimated that it would cost Exchange has purchased local rights
$40,350 to establish and maintain it for "Ireland in Revolt," the Chicago
one year. The yearly revenue is esti- Tribune pictures which are being
mated at $62,400, at the rate of $2 state righted by the American Filrn
Co.
per reel.

St.

Albany, N. Y.— New York Fede
ated Exchange, New York. Capita
1,000 shares common stock, no pa
value. Active capital, $25,000. In
corporators, A. C. Thomas, A. M
Tacobs and H. S. Barsford, 2 Recto|
Street.
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Hall Plans Houses

A New Los Angeles
Sidney Garrett Holds Option on Site
for Studio in Southern England —
Talks of Conditions
Sidney Garrett, just back from
England, has plans under way for
what he terms an "English Los Angeles." He has secured an option
on 200 acres of land at Bournemouth,
County of Hampshire, in Southern
England, and about 150 miles from
London.
Here he plans, with the aid of local
capital, to erect studios and make
them the producing headquarters in
England for all companies. Garrett
states that producing in London is
not feasible because of the prevalence
of fogs there. In Bournemouth and
in all of that section of England, he
says fogs are not as frequent and as
a consequence production is not subject to aggravating delays.
Speaking of conditions in general
in England, Garrett said yesterday:

esident of States Theater Corp. —
i Sites Secured in Northern New
Jersey
Frank G. Hall of Hallmark Picres is now president of a New JerW corporation called the States Thepr Corp., formed in Trenton with
capitalization of $1,500,000.
[The company plans to erect a chain
theaters in northern New Jersey.
lis stated that several sites have alady been secured: one at Monticello
ye. and Brinkerhoff St., Jersey City
which, according to Laurence
eber, who is connected with the
mpany, a $1,000,000 theater will be
nstructed. Another site for a
kuse in Jersey City has also been
.cured.
Weber stated yesterday a site had
|en secured for a third house in Ho;ken on which
a theater
to cost
(Continued on Page 4)
Young to Direct Davies
'James Young is expected in
fcrk from the coast today. He
d'ect Marion Davies in "Joan
<).," for Cosmopolitan Prod.,
fen return to the coast.

It is my belief that unless American manufacturers adjust themselves to the conditions
that prevail on the foreign markets as manufacturers in other countries are doing that in
the near future American pictures will lose
(Continued on Page 2)

New
will
and
and

Weeks Here
George Weeks, general manager of
the Famous
Players-Lasky
Film
Service
Ltd. of Canada,
is in New
York from Toronto for a few days.

Two Weeks for Rivoli
"Forbidden Fruit" will have a two
Beks' run at the Rivoli. This is the
1st time this has occurred at that
teater since the showing
Oracle Man."

of "The

Storm
to Direct
MacDonald
Jerome Storm is on his way to the
<'ast to direct Katherine MacDon;.l in a picture for First National reIise. It is possible that Storm may
f a series with Miss MacDonald,
■hough that has not been definitely
uermined.

Price 5 Cents

Ben Turpin, Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver,
Sennett's most famous comedy and beauty
comedy-drama he ever produced.
"A Small
ated Producers'
production — another-"]^"

Hart to Retire?

Only Two Taylor Specials
Charlie Murray — all of Mack
Realart will distribute only two
celebrities, are in the greatest William D.
Taylor specials and not
Town Idol," his first Associfour which the company originally
as big as "Mickey." — Advt.
'announced. Those already released
are "The Furnace" and "Soul of

r Three

in New Deal i

John S. Woody of Realart stated
Film folk were interested yester(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
in reading that the directors of that it was discovered that the comLos Angeles — The
report
persists the dayShubert
Advanced Vaudeville
pany had too much product on its
that William S. Hart will retire from
hands and for that reason had
the screen
when
he completes
his Circuit included Jules E. Mastbaum, switched
of the Stanley Co. of America, F. J. Youth." the remaining specials to
present
production,
his last under
af
Special Capitol Show Tonight
contract
for Famous
Players-Lasky. Godsoj.- of Goldwyn and Edward J. Paramount. One, "The Witching
Hour," will be released in April.
A special performance will be
Mr. Hart in talks with film men, 'frrTwes of the Capitol Theater. The
concern has $20,000,000 capital and
Ken at the Capitol at midnight to- is said to have expressed his deter- will compete for vaudeville prestige
Clermont
Commits
Suicide
lirht in behalj of. the Hoover relief
mination to retire on the ground that with the Keith interests, who now
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
i id. The performances will start he is well off financially and that he dominate the field.
Los Angeles — Hannibal N. ClerS midnight.
has worked long enough to earn a
mont was found dead in his home on
When Mr. Godsol was asked yes- Hollywood Blvd. on Sunday.
Among the features will be addres- rest.
He was
i by Herbert Hoover and Taylor
terday whether this in any way af- president of the
A local publication states that Hart
Clermont
Photoplay
fected his picture interests he said it
blmes. Walter Damrosch will conplans to write a series of stories deal- did not.
Corp. until Jan. 1, when he was suc«f;t 150 voices of the Oratorio Soing with western life and quotes him
ceeded by C. P. Bluts of Hollywood.
fty and Victor Herbert will con- as saying:
Mr. Bowes left for the Coast on
It was reported at the time ClerMonday and it is understood will
let his "American Fantasy." The
mont resigned the presidency of the
"I think the time has arrived when visit a number of cities in which the
1 pi'.ol Ballet Corps will dance.
corporation that its financial obligaI
should
take
a
rest.
I
have
passedj
new vaudeville circuit will have
V
tions were very pressing and some
through some grilling experience; > .hou
ouses.
believe that it was for this reason
during the last five years. If I caii
that Clermont made way with himwrite some books that will interest
self. Before entering the picture
Harold
Goodwin
is to be a Fox the youth of America I shall feel that
field
Tippett
May
Go
to
Coast
he
was a special representative
I
am
accomplishing
a
good
work.
So
' r. He will work
on the coast.
John D. Tippett, English film man. and efficiency engineer for the Bur, ere have been various reports of when my next picture is finished I
1 signing by Fox
but it is now will try to become a full-fledged may go to the coast for a trip before roughs Adding Machine Co
He wa
returning to England.
I cially announced.
| w;th that company for five years.
'writer feller.' "

New Fox Star

DAILY

A New
Los
(Continued
from

^A
js
ji
Angeles

Page 1)
whatever
prestige or circulation
that they
have had during the past five or six years.
The crippled resources of the war stricken
countries do not allow them to pay anywhere near the sums that they were paying
Vol. XV No. 24
Wed. Jan. 26, 1921
Price 5 Cents
in the previous years. Furthermore, countries like Italy, Sweden, Denmark, France
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, and Germany are placing their pictures in
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., England in some instances without any advances and if an advance is given it is too
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and small to be of any consideration whatsoever,
which
they
are doing to push their films on
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- today.
urer; Joseph Darmenbcrg, Vice-President the market and meet conditions prevailing
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager.
To give you an idea of the workings of the
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. film business in England today, as conat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ducted by the large distributing organizathe act of March 3, 1879.
tions, you will realize how impossible it is
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside for them to pay the prices that they were
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 paying.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
1. — The block booking now extends in some
$15.00.
instances over two years, which means a terSubscribers should remit with order.
rific investment carried by the distributor in
WID'S pictures already bought, as the exhibitor in
to
communications
all
Address
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New- England does not deposit any moneys on
York, N. Y.
pictures he books and does not pay for same
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
until he has the picture delivered to him on
Hollywood,
California.
the day of his showing. This, you will realEditorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollyize, is a tremendous burden for the diswood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
tributor to carry, therefore the distributor is
London
Representative — W.
A. William- placed in a position where he must buy picson, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
tures much cheaper on account of this finLondon, W. C. 2.
ancial burden and furthermore on account
Paris Representative — Le Film,
144 Rue of the unsettled conditions that are prevailing
Montmartre.
in the film industry in that country today.
2— With the German, French, Italian,
Danish and Swedish pictures coming into
the English market today and with the limited number of theaters to supply, this also
Last makes the market much harder to handle as
Bid. Asked. Sale regards selling our pictures at the prices we
formerly able to obtain, as EngFamous Players . . . 57}i
59
58^ have been
land can only consume a certain amount
there are just about 3,000 theaters in
do pfd
Not quoted since
England
today.
;oldwyn
5J4
W\
3 — Apart from the fact that the above menD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
tioned countries are sending their pictures
into England, there is to be considered the
Loew's, Inc.,
1634
16^
16J4 number
of British pictures that are on the
Triangle
7/16 7/16 7/16
Taking these facts into conWorld Film
Not quoted market today.
sideration. I think the clay is past when
American manufacturers can hope to get anywhere near the prices that they have ob•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
tained formerly. The day is also past when
the cheap mediocre films can ever be sold in
More Records
England again.
As regards distribution, I have gone into
"Alan-Woman-Marriage" broke all it very carefully and know from actual observation the bookings that a great number
Monday records at the Regent, Patersou, N. J., when the picture grossed of the distributors are obtaining and I regret to say that American pictures are not
$1,225 in a 2,400 seat house. The pic- obtaining anywhere near what they formerly
ture played to a total number of did. However. I must admit that, although
British pictures have had considerable
5,193 people on that day. This rep- the
success in the past, I am afraid that if they
resents abusiness 35% greater than continue
to make the same grade of pictures
was done on any other Monday. The that they are making now that the British
matinee prices were 15 and 20 cents, public will get tired of them very shortly.
To my mind, the British producer has had
and at night, 20 and 30 cents.
considerable success with his productions in
England financiallv as well as in distribution, but their pictures have always been
"Passion" in Washington
produced for the local market only, and such
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
being the case, I do not think that they can
Washington—" Passion" established hope to live unless they make pictures with
a unique record at the Metropolitan an international appeal. From my observation. I feel sure that the day is not far dislast week when it grossed $28,000.
tant when the British producer will seek the
This represents $15,000 more business American market and make pictures with
than lias ever been done by any at- that view in mind.
As regards London ever being a film protraction in this theater. The previous
ducing center, I firmly believe that that will
record was held by "The Woman in never be on account of the fogs. Why studios have been built there is beyond my
His House."
comprehension and more especially on the
side of a river or near a river where the mist
Dean Film in Boston
and fogs prevail mostly. Personally, I cannot see why they have not gone further away
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
from London to build studios.

Quotations

Boston — All Monday records were
broken at the Park, a 900 seat house
with "Outside the Law." The total
business for the day topped previous
records by $400. The sale of prices
is 60 cents top.

(f (Qaaxxiticrricil (J ictuAJU^

SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

On the Continent the selling of American
pictures is even worse than England, although
there is no block booking system in vogue,
but that is due to the fact that these countries
have very little money and what with the
exchange as it stands today, buyers cannot
pay the prices for American pictures. Personally, unless the American manufacturer is
willing to alter his prices to meet these conditions. Isee little hope for American pictures, and I am afraid in a very short time
the people will have acquired a liking for
other foreign pictures and that the spade
work that America has done in having her
pictures distributed all over the world will
lie lost. Personally, I would rather have
francs, marks, pounds, lires piling up in the
banks in various countries than have films
lying on the shelf in America.
I think that after a careful analysis of the
exports out of this country during the past
year in comparison, the number of American pictures sent abroad during 1919, is con-
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F. P. Managers Here
Lester Rosenthal, Washington
manager, John Clark, Philadelphia
manager and William E. Smith, district manager of Famous Players are
in town.
Renco
Film for Ambassador
Ernest Shipman was advised by
wire from the coast yesterday that
"Lavender and Old Lace" made by
Renco Film Co. would have a run at
the new Ambassador, Los Angeles,
following

"Passion"

and

"The

Kid."

siderably lower, but the number of pictures to
be sent abroad this year will be still lower.
This has not been brought about by the fact
that the American pictures are not as good,
as I think they are better than any of the
foreign pictures, but that the prices asked
for them with the rate of exchange of today
and other conditions prevailing forces the
buyer to obtain merchandise that their purses
will allow. In fact the world in general is
trying to get down to saner business-like
methods and I think the day here in America
has come to that way of thinking, more
especially with your own business, as I think
even America will be importing 25% of its
distribution before 18 months is passed of
foreign pictures owing to the high cost of
pictures and trade conditions being unsettled.

DIRECTORY
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THE
A

TRADE
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ROBERTSONVILLE, N. C— The la es
family in America. Ruben Bland, w< let
twice, is proud of his 34 children, and m
mons his brood together for the bene) o
the cameraman
NEW YORK CITY— You don't hav I
get out and get under any more. Turn- Ki
device revolves car so that it can be rep-et
comfortably.
NEW YORK CITY— Deport Soviet ■
resentative. L. C. A. K. Martens, his 1

get out
and revolves
get under
more.
Auto
device
car any
so that
it ce' rnb>
repaired conformtably.
NEWPORT, N. H— Pleasure-seekers in.
rare 'sport in snow carnival. Ski-t nj
worst ofagain
it. the "under-dog" must ge thi
proves
IN THE LIMELIGHT— Carry ele.jra
vote by plane for first time. Mrs. H H
Wheeler and Mrs. Draper Smith leave ta
aha
for vote.
Washington, bearing Nebn a'
electoral
MACON, GA.— Carriers of the Dese ii
harness. Southern farmers combine nciltj
and efficiency in using camels for Urn
labor.
PENSACOLA, FLA — Historic wihi[
for army target-practice. Shore guns fi oi
U. S. S. Massachusetts, relic of Sp. sh
American war.
ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.— Senator ijrd
seeks rest from post-election activities jm<
finds exercising on the links his fatiti
pastime.
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The Motion Picture Industry will save 250,000 Children from Starvation
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26th

Daily Doings of Hoover's Doers

Official Organ of the Greater New

York Motion Picture Committee

Edited by the A. M. P. A. Publicity Committee.

Stars Who'll Do It

Never have motion picture stars undertaken to appear in person before
their public so numerously as on
Wednesday. At least forty of the
topnotch film players are at the present time in the East. Almost withaut exception they have enlisted to
aid the observance of Motion Picture
Day. The film stars are going to do
their part by coming face to face
with their "fans" and adding their
appeal.
Great players who have given their
promise to respond include:
VIVIAN MARTIN
ELSIE FERGUSON
MARION
DAVIES
MARY McLAREN
ZEENA KEEFE
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
VERA GORDON
MARTHA MANSFIELD
EUGENE
O'BRIEN
MAE MURRAY
HOPE HAMPTON
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
JUNE CAPRICE
RUTH ROLAND
RUBY de REMER
ALICE CALHOUN
CONSTANCE
BINNEY
HAZEL DAWN
VIRGINIA LEE
EDITH STOCKTON
PERCY MARMONT
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
ROD LaROCQUE
VINCENT
COLEMAN
MABEL McQUADE
LUCY FOX
NORA REED
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
LILLIAN
GISH
DOROTHY GISH
ARLINE PRETTY
ALMA RUBENS
NORMAN KERRY
MARY HAY
MOLLIE KING
CORINNE GRIFFITH
IRENE TAMS
MARGERY GALE
ALICE BRADY
EULALIE JENSEN
FLORENCE REED
DORALDINA
BERT LYTELL
GRACE VALENTINE
MATTY ROUBERT
FAIRE BINNEY
A committee from the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, working
with Chairman S. L. Rothafel and
the Greater New York City Committee of the film industry's organization
to "help Hoover," has managed to
coax the featured players away from
their wonted seclusion. Headed by
Bert Adler, Chairman, Maurie Meyers and Nat Rothstein, volunteer A.

of the

European

Today Greater New York shows where it stands on benevolence.
The motion picture interests of every branch nationally have united to
make this — Wednesday, Jan. 26, 1921 — a red letter day in the annals of
humanity. And it is up to Greater New York to jump in and make its
own part so outstanding that its laurels will be unquestioned.
The important bulk of the metropolitan picture houses have pledged
themselves to observe the day. Their platforms will be open to speakers
in behalf of European Relief. Their screens will carry the message of
mercy and help for famine-ridden childhood abroad; their box offices will
be agencies for the sale of benefit tickets to next Saturday morning's
shows. Motion picture stars have hearty invitation to meet their audiences with a message of appeal. Every co-operation is offered to the workers from the six humanitarian organizations who are working with the exhibitors and with the producers and distributors of film, to interest the
public today in the donated shows of Saturday. With all -this, the local
industry's quota ought to be made, and to spare.

It
attention and hard work on the part of all. Any picture
T—
BUmeans
house that has so far not pledged itself, or that has failed to make arrangements, or that has neglected to decorate its lobby, or that has omitted to invite the public and workers in the heartiest of spirit — holds back
the whole plan of the day. To make the result a cinch, there should be
work throughout the week, and every bit of such work is acceptable.
Greater New York has been challenged as a competitor in well-doing
by Philadelphia. When it is considered that New York has an overwhelming advantage in theaters and in active film people, the challenge
appears absurd. However, Jules E. Mastbaum, who hurls the defi in behalf of the Quaker City, is not to be underrated in a matter of this kind.
Chairman Rothafel of the New York Committee does not underrate him,
and although he answered the challenge warmly, wants to see the challenger snowed under beyond any doubt of rivalry in benevolence. It is
for the metropolis to show its mettle, and the thing is directly up to the
Gotham film people as conductors of this day's drive.
It is to be hoped that the midnight gathering at the Capitol Theater
after today's work has been done will be an occasion for congratulation.
This elaborate affair includes the workers and the great donors toward
the starving children of Europe. Herbert Hoover is to speak, and Walter
Damrosch is to conduct a chorus of 150 voices from the Oratorio Society of New York. This affair is strictly by invitation and will be high
class in every particular. One of New York's most brilliant audiences will
gather ot meet the triumphant
film people.

will work in co-operation with the
volunteer corps of women from various humanitarian societies, directed
by Mrs. Paul Foerster. It is expected that the united efforts of the p'ayers, the volunteer workers and the
theater men will put over the sale of
500,000 special benefit performance
tickets which are redeemable in admissions to the morning shows of
Jan. 29 in the picture houses.
Every producing and distributing
organization in the country has already enthused its exchange members, salesmen, and all other employees into working tooth and toenail for the success of the great humanitarian movement which is to be
signalized by the industry's support
on Motion Picture Day, Jan. 26.

Relief Council

Printed and Published by Courtesy of Wid's Daily

Well, Boys, All Together!

M. P. A.'s will escort small groups
of the stars around circuits of picture
houses. The rallying point is the
Orangerie Room of the Hotel Astor,
from which the groups will be dispatched.
hi the New York theaters the stars

TODAY
is the
DAY

Ends Her Fast Today

Today's "Thank Yous'
Hotel Astor management — for use
of the Orangerie Room by motion
picture stars on Wednesday the 26th.
andHorace
activity.Judge — for good counsel
Misses Rose Kaers and Florence
Baker — for excellent services at the
Capitol theater switchboard on committee business.
Burton McEvilly — for mailing services at publicity headquarter^.
Geo. A. Powers Ptg. Co. — for window cards in a hurry.
Excelsior Illustrating Co. — for a
fine lot of slides.

Getting the Money
The Hoover Drive for the relief of
starving European children, in which
the motion picture industry is actively interested at present, is receiving an added forward thrust
through a new plan for assistance
conceived
by Pioneer
Film
Corp.
The idea germinated in the brain
of
Jack Bellman,
Pioneer's New York
exchange
manager,
several days ago
and has been put into effect with
highly satisfactory results.
The plan is this:
Pioneer's office staff from the chief
executive down to the office boy consists of rabid movie fans who throng
the projection room every time a
new production is shown. Bellman
conceived the idea of charging admission and sending the gross receipts to the Hoover Committee. It
is a pleasing commentary upon the
spirit of the Pioneer organization and
the quality of Pioneer productions to
note that the projectoin room attendance is holding up strongly and shows
no signs of weakening. The admission charge is fixed at fifty cents and
the present outlook is that the total
amount raised will reach a substantial sum before the end of the drive.

Mary Schaefer, 16, who entered on
a 10 days' "sympathy fast" in behalf
of the starving children in Central
and Eastern Europe, ends that fast
today. For her effort and for dedicating her work to the Greater New
York Committee, Chairman Rothafel
Checks Coming In
wrote her a warm letter of thanks
As an evidence of the publicity
Mary has lost seven pounds, but ha^
given Motion Picture Day, Hoover
gained great praise.
fund checks have been coming in
from individual citizens in the vicinTulsa, Okla.. Ian. 25.
ity of New York to Motion Picture
Wid's Daily:
National Headquarters. C. C. PettiAll theaters in Oklahoma lined up john of the National Executive Committee is turning these contributions
to run special Hoover performance
Saturday, Jan. 29th. All exchanges into the film credit column of the
agree to furnish programs free. News- European Relief.
papers giving wonderful co-operation.
A lot of people are trying to spread
Looks like a big success. Theater
employees should be especially com- the idea that the exhibitor thinks of
mended for their ready willingness nothing but himself and the Almighty Dollar. We can use the dollars,
to donate their services to this great
cause.
but let's show them that our hearts
RALPH
TALBOT,
are bigger.
as big as theirs, and maybe a wee
bit
Chairman Okla. Com.

DAILY

Hall Plans Houses

At Broadway Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

Strand
is "Burlesca," by
opening
The McGhie
The overture is offered m
. number
Tolm
Strand's desire to furaccordance with the
ther the efforts of American composers.
Strand Topical Review, Educational Film
scemc "In Dutch" and a vocal prologue
•Love in Lilac Time," by Eldora Stanford
precede the feature picture which is Constance Talmadge's latest production adapted
from the stage play "Mama's Affair." Kedferne Hollinshead sings "For You Alone."
"Edgar Camps Out," a Booth Tarkmgton
comedy and the organ solo conclude the
proram.

Rialto

The overture is a selection from "La
Gioconda," rendered by the orchestra, assisted by the Rialto chorus. The Rialto
Magazine is next. It includes a Mutt and
Tfff comedy cartoon. Emanuel List sings
"Where My Caravan Has Rested." Roscoe
"Kitty" Arbuckle then sets the place in
roars of laughter with his latest comedy
"Brewster's Millions," adapted from the
McCutcheon novel and stage play. The
next is an innovation number which consists
of about ten of the members of the orchestra playing some popular Broadway hits. A
Christie Comedy "Back from the Front"
and the organ solo Prelude in C Sharp
Minor are also on the bill.

Rivoli
"Pomp anil Circumstance" is the orchestra selection followed by the Rivoli Pictorial. Before the feature Grace Foster and
the Rivoli sextette render Victor Herbert's
"Love is the Best of All." Vera Myers
and Paul Oscard dance. Cecil B. DeMille's
production
"Forbiddena Fruit."
Ollen-of
dorff Sketchograph,
series ofAnshots
Greenwich Village and the organ solo con
elude.

Capitol

$500,000 will be constructed. At a
dinner given last week, those interested in the company were the guests
of the Monticello Ave. Business Men's
Ass'n., at which the plans of the
company were discussed. Joseph E.
Bernstein, one of the directors stated
at the dinner that 15 directors had
each pledged
$10,000. are:
Those interested in the company
Frank G. Hall, president; L. Laurence Weber, vice-president, president Weber Prod., Inc.; "Bobby"
North, treasurer, secretary and treasurer Apollo Trading Corp.; John M.
Squiers, assistant treasurer, former
operator Fulton and Franklin Theaters, Union Hill, Wilson and Rialto,
West New York; Anthony Michel,
secretary, Michel & Moore, real estate, Jersey City; Joseph E. Bernstein, merchant, Jersey City; John
Nuttall, wholesale and manufacturer
machinery, Philadelphia, officer and
director U. S. theater, Hoboken; Jacob Straus, secretary and treasurer
J. Gelb Co., New York, officer and
director U. S. theater, Hoboken; Henry Botjer, secretary and treasurer H.
Botjer & Son, Inc., Jersey City, director U. S. theater, Hoboken; Lewis
Max, plate glass, Jersey City; Chas.
Lerner, Lerner Waist Co., New York,
and A. Ajello, New York.

The orchestra renders selections from of a number of the old songs. The Capitol
"Pagliacci." Included is a solo by Erick News and a prologue preced "Hold Your
Bye and Bertram Peacock. A Prizma Horses." The feature a solo for small
"Glimpses of Yellowstone." During the drums is next, composed and played by Max
showing the orchestra played "Largo" from Nichols, tympanist and the orchestra. A
"New World Symphony." "Favorites of Tarkington comedy "Edgar Camps Out"
Yesterday"
is the next number
consisting and the organ solo are the final numbers.

Wednesday, January 26, 1921

Studio Changes
With the opening of the Famous
Players, Long Island studios some
changes in the personnel of the studio
organization have been made.
Victor H. Clark is general managre
of the plant; Robert T. Kane is production manager with L. H. Rich as
assistant; William Smart, stage manager; Clayton Davis, casting director;
and Gaillard Thomas, will be Tom
Geraghty's assistant and in addition
head the titling department. Tom
McNamara, who has been editor of
Paramount Magazine, joins the production department as general "suggestion" man, while Peter Milne will
act
as Durant
"point of
between
Harry
andcontact"
Tom Geraghty

STUDIO
FOR

RENT

by Day,
Month
Large
StageWeek
— Fullyor Equipped
In the Heart of New York
230 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

and aid both.

Last Day of Conference
Today is the last day of the musical and motion picture conference at
the Astor. W. G. Stewart, musical
director of the California theater, Los
Angeles, will deliver an address this
morning as well as Fred Stark of the
Superba theater, Raleigh, N. C. In
the afternoon there will be a series of
round table conferences; one between
exhibitors in which Edward L. Hyman, Strand, Brooklyn; Harold B.
Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; W. G. Stewart and B. E. Cornwell, Eckle, Syracuse, will take part.
The others will be between music
publishers and manufacturers of musical instruments.

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
Suite

SOCIETY

TOGRAPHERS

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS
I.RUBIN & COMPANY
23 E. 4ih ST..

'?. "

SPRING

And Eight More in May !
more b'g ones, e:ght more sure money makers, because
EIGHT
material.

built

of

the

available

best

star,

author

and

director

Here are the productions that will crowd your house during the month of May:
Thomas

Meighan in "THE

CITY

OF SILENT

MEN"

This is the biggest picture Meighan ever made. With many scenes
made in Sing Sing Prison, and telling a dramatic and unforgettable
story
hunted man. It's even bigger than "The Prince Chap"
in heartof aappeal.

Sidney Chaplin
Production

JOKER,"

Chaplin

"The
Submarine
The "Ben Hur"

every great picture on this subject is sufficient evisuccessdence ofofthis.
Miss Weber goes deeper than most producers into
This is her finest production.
her themes.

Hart Production

in "SACRED
Ferguson
ProductionAND
D. Taylor
William
aElsie

Another Hart picture as big as "The Testing Block." The star
plays a he-man role again, and there are fights, thrills and sensations by the dozen — and lots of heart interest, too.

Dorothy Gish in "OH

QUEEN

The famous
comedian's
first big picture since
Pirate."
laugh spectacle of titanic proportions.
of
screen A comedy.

Directed by George D. Baker, who made "Heliotrope." A melodrama of society crooks with an unusual plot. A big cast, headed
by Norman Kerry and Zena Keefe, helps make it a winner.

WHISTLE,"

"KING

STRANGERS"
Production, "MARRIED
LoisTheWeber's
one problem in which everyone is interested is marriage. The

Cosmopolitan Production, "PROXIES"

William S. Hart in "THE

in

JO!"

A small town comedy that is as real and funny as "Seventeen."
One that will make any audience laugh all the way through. Full
of little touches that you'll remember a long time.

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-IASKY

PROFANE

LOVE,"

Arnold Bennett's great novel and play, in which Miss Ferguson
appeared last year on the stage. Produced by a great director.
A rare and fortunate combination of top notch talent makes this
one of the year's certain successes.

William
DeMille's
Production of Sir James
M. Barrie's
KNOWS"
famous play, "WHAT EVERY WOMAN
Adams' great-

With the exception of "Peter Pan" this was Maude
est stage success, and Barrie's most successful play. Produced as
Barrie wrote it by the director of "Midsummer Madness."

(paramount (pictures
CORPORATION
CECIL B DE MILLE (^fli-Cw.^

CINEMA-

8303

I

7fo BYSTREET
of FILKIDOM

1TOL. XV

No. 25

7/cRErOCHIZED I
AUTk JRITY

Price 5 Cent*
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More for Federated?
pecial Pictures Long Reel material
Expected to Go Through Independent's Organization
It is expected that Federated Film
Exchanges of America. Inc., who, by
he terms of a contract with the
pecial Pictures Corp will distribute
he short reel outpu of the latter
ompany will also rel< ^se the regular
ve reel features whic i Special plans
3 produce.
Louis W. Thompso as noted, has
esigned the presidenc >f Special and
,-ill devote his time tc! ie supervision
f production and th marketing of
■ie long r.eel materia
Los Angeles
ill be the producing
headquarters.

IIIIIUIliiM"!!
t[„,V:j,,v,.!MI.J0J

MLin|Hlll|»i.lJ'HmJIIJ.'

"."""

Beck Film for Pathe
Pathe will distribute in March "The
leart
a sixonreeler
producedLeah
by
irthur Line,"
F. Beck
the ccast.
laird appears in the picture.

a State

From D. W. Griffith for United Artists' Program — Will Be the
Third Picture
United Artists expect to release in
April a D. W. Griffith production.
This will be the third picture from
Mr. Griffith for the "Big Four" program, the others having been "Broken Blossoms" and "The Love Flower.
It is expected that the production
will be the one upon which the producer is now at work in Mamaroneck. The matter has not as yet
been definitely decided. It is possible that the picture will be released
through Griffith's own service in the
nature of a special, such as "Way
Down East." As a matter of fact,
earlier in the week the Griffith offices stated that it would go out as
a special, although when it was placed
in production the United Artists program was in mind.
Abrams
Due Saturday
Hiram Abrams is expected back in
New York on Saturday from the
coast. Dennis F. O'Brien, who journeyed west with him a few weeks
ago, will not return for two weeks.

Buxbaum Promoted
Harry H. Buxbaum, local branch
Manager for Famous Players, has
jeen given added responsibilities with
ie company. He will supervise sales
l the Buffalo, Albany and New York
ffices of the company in the future.
Roberts

Expect One in April

Righter

(.Special to WID'S DAILY)
The greatest and most thrilling horse race scene ever screened starts
Los Angeles — H. J. Roberts has
.■signed his position with the Special Mack Sennett's "A Small Town Idol" off with a bang. Prints of the comedy king's first tremendous Associated Producers' production are now ar'ictures Corp. and will enter the
riving at all "A. P." branches. — Advt.
:ate rights field, establishing New
ork and Coast offices at once.

Five Houses Planned

Lewis Due Saturday
Three in Brooklyn, One in Bronx and
Randolph Lewis who went to EngOne in Flushing — Total Investnd for Pathe some months ago to
ment of $775,000
Dllaborate with Rudyard Kipling on
Five
picture
theaters
,ie picturization of works by that three in Brooklyn, one inaretheplanned,
Bronx
fithor is due in New York on the
and the fifth in Flushing, Long
quitania on Saturday.
Island. The projected theaters will
represent a total financial outlay of
Ritchie Leaves F. P.-L.
$775,000.
Herman Becker, offices at 1482
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Broadway
will erect a one story,
Los Angeles— Will M. Ritchie, for- brick and terra
cotta theater on 86th
erly supervising director of the
St.
east
of
20th
Ave.,
Brooklyn. The
orosco studio, has resigned his po- house will be erected on
a plot 70 by
tion to go with the Rockett Film
200 ft., and will cost $100,000.
orp. as production
manager.
Mollie Greenfield of 699 Willoughby
Ave., Brooklyn, will build a $75,000
National Metro
Week
house on Eastern Parkway, nine feet
Metro states that 7,000 exhibitors west of Prospect Place on a plot 38
roughout the United States and by 234 ft. It will be a one story
uiada will show its attractions in affair.
(Continued on Page 2)
>serving a national Metro week
om Feb. 27 to March 5. The inCharles Christie Here
duration of this will be preceded
Charles
Christie of the Christie
' a country-wide advertising camngn in prominent newspapers Film Co., is in New York from the
coast.
At the Biltmore.
aching every community.

Viola Dana Signs

Coast
Reports
Renewal
of Metro
Contract — Star on Way East
for a Visit
Los

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

J. Gordon Edwards Here
J. Gordon
Edwards,
whose
latest
work
is
"The
Queen
of
Sheba"
is in
New York from the coast.
Cook, Fox Scenario
(Special to WID'S

Head

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Charles Emerson
Cook has taken over the post of see- \
nario editor at the studios of Fox
Film. Cook is author of several well
known plays, and for many years
was associated in the production department with David Belasco.

Angeles — Viola Dana has renewed her contract with Metro, it
Many at Capitol Show
is learned here.
A considerable number of folks
Miss Dana has left for New York prominently identified with pictures
on a visit.
attended the special midnight performance at the Capitol last night in
The Metro executive offices stated behalf of the Hoover relief fund.
They fronts
were all there with shiny white
yesterday that Miss Dana was on shirt
and studs, looking happy.
her way east for a visit only, but that
nothing was known about the reported signing of a new contract with
No Action Taken
the company.
The complaint against the Premier
Studios, 727 7th Ave., in which four
Holt on Coast
girls charge false representation in
contracts for a course in motion pic(Special to WID'S DAILY)
acting, was not heard in the
Los Angeles — Major Andrew P. West ture
Side court yesterday.
Holt, managing director of Pathe
Frank P. Donovan, who has been
Freres Cinema, Ltd., the English
distributing company of Pathe and a conducting the investigation, stated
director of the Provincial Cinemato- that action will be taken to summons
graph Theaters is here from New C. M. Ackerman, director of the
York.
Premier Studios, into court.

-m
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale

57'/?
Players .. S7]/2 58%
Famous
do pfd
80^
813/g S0#
*Goldwyn
5
6
D. W. Griffith, Inc
..Not quoted
Lowe's, Inc
WA
16*4
l&H
Triangle
7/16 7/16
7/16
World Film
Not quoted
i

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Talking of Records
F. B. Warren yesterday received a
wire from Los Angeles informing
him that "A Small Town Idol" Mack
Sennett's first production for Associated Producers did a gross business
of $13,950 at the Mission theater last
week.
The Mission seats 880 people.
Reynolds Here
C. W. Reynolds of Philadelphia
was in town yesterday. He together
with W. R. Priest, an old time exchange man has formed the Red Seal
Film Corp., with offices at 1331 Vine
St. The company is a state righter
and will serve the eastern Pennsylvania and southern Jersey territory.
"Hie Enemy's Daughter" has been
purchased from Candler Pictures,
Inc., and "When Dawn Came" from
Producers Security Corp.
Ann

With State Righters, Say Dominant
Pictures — Results of Questionnaire
Dominant Pictures Corp., through
a questionnaire conducted with state
right exchangemen all over the country, rinds that westerns are popular
in all sections of the country except
in New England and New York.
The results of the questionaire are
as follows:
The replies from the southern territory comprising Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, North and South Carolina,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Tennessee and
the Southwestern territory indicate a
strong demand for Western and
Northwestern features as well as
westerns of short length.
District of Columbia, Delaware,
Maryland and Virginia evinced a
strong interest for this same type.
In both of these territories there is
a big demand for big productions
which lend themselves ready to exploitation.
The response from Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and New Jersey indicates a great demand for westerns
and virile outdoor dramas which contain plenty of action.
The demand for westerns extends
clear through the entire West and
Northwest, and from the replies received demonstrates that this is the
most popular type of picture in the
independent market.
Independents in New England,
New York and Eastern Pennsylvania
express a desire for society dramas
which have a leaning towards sex.
Westerns do not go so well in these
territories.
Other territories request high-class
two-reel comedies. One-reel slapstick comedies are in big demand
everywhere.
Arrow Makes Big Contract
W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film has closed a deal with
Harry Charnas, president of Federated Film Exchanges of Ohio, for a
series of 19 features.
This deal is the first step in Charnas'
toward tothe
of featureplanexchanges
be opening
allied with
his
short reel exchanges, known as the
Standard Film Service Co., which already has branches in Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati.
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Five Houses Planned
(Continued

from

Page
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Sailing Feb. 3
J. Stuart Blackton will sail fc
England on the Aquitania next Thur
day, Feb. 3, to open studios in Lot
don.
With Commodore Blackton will g
his family and also Felix Orman an
Almon C. Whiting, who are to a'
as literary director and art directo
and several members of the technic,
staff.
Lady Diana Manners will start lit
first picture early in the spring.

Adolph J. Stockhammer. of 1368
St. John's place will build a two story
picture theater and store on St.
John's Place, east of Schenectady
Ave.
The project will cost $150,000.
In the Bronx, the Elton Holding
Co., of 299 Broadway, will erect a
$150,000 theater on East 161 St., east
of Melrose Ave. Stores will be included in the structure.
Wilmer and Vincent have finally
Want
Better Parcel Post
had plans drawn for a theater to be
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
built on the corner of Broadway and
Gooding, Ohio — A. J. Schubei
Main St., Flushing, L. I., a site the
company has held for some time past. secretary of the Idaho Theater Mai
A 2,500 seat house will be erected master
ager'sj^s'n,
sent a letter
Pos
A. L. has
Burleson
seekingto betti
there at an estimated cost of $300,000.
parcel post delivery.
The matter was discussed at tl
Blackstone, Chicago, Ready
meeting
of the association held ;
Boise recently.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago
— Saturday has been set as
the opening date of the new BlackShowing This Morning
stone theater on S. Michigan St. The
W. K. Ziegfeld's first picture, "Tl
opening
Phillips. program will be "Once to Black
Panther's Cub," starring Flo
Everv Woman," starring Dorothy ence Reed,
will be shown privately 1
the staff and board of directors <
the Ziegfeld Cinema Corp. this morr
"Party" for R. H. Cochran
the latter including "Bob" Fisl
R. H. Cochran, vice-president of ing, Harvard's
head coach, Charles 1
Universal was given a surprise party er,
Brickley, now head of the brokera;
at the home of his brother, P. D. firm firm bearing his name; Char!
Cochane in New Rochelle last night. Lanigan, head of several large mai
All of the Universal department heads ufacturing enterprises in Lawrenc
with their wives attended the party Mass.; W. W. Clarke, Boston lav
at which the guests were dressed in yer, owner of a number of theater
overalls and aprons.
Nelson Curtis, Jr., director of fina
Mr. Cochrane leaves for the coast cial institutions in New Englam.
shortly.
Carl Flanders, attorney for tl
feld company, and Col. S. M. Smit
mine operator of Boston and Was
No Delay on "Determination"
Claude A. LaBelle, director of pub- ington.
licity for the U. S. Photoplay Corp.
stated yesterday that work on "Determination" which the company is
now at work in Grantwood, N. J.,
would in no way be held up by the
disappearance of Capt. Frederick F.
Stoll.
"Capt. Stoll," said La Belle, "one
month ago yesterday wired us from
Los Angeles that he would leave for
New York. Since that time we have
heard nothing from him.
"His absence will in no way affect
the production of 'Determination.'
We are within two months of the
completion of the picture and are
rushing production as rapidly as we
can. The financial condition of the
company is healthy and sound in

every respect."

The motion picture poster
should have vigor and vim,
power and force. The
RITCHEY poster has.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

ES

Little in Serial

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is reported that
Ann Little will make a serial and
four features for a company to produce at the Berwilla studio. No information is available as to what
company
Miss Little will work for.

r
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Incorporations
: Pover,
Del. — Fine Arts
Pictures,
I.
Capital $6,500,000.
Incorporjrs: C. T. Cohee, S. L. Mackey and
E. Vlosky, Wilmington.
(3over, Del. — Hardy

M. P. Ma-

cjne
Co.'T. Capital,
$250,000.
p/ators,
L. Croteau,
M. A. IncorBruce
II S. E. Dill, Wilmington.
Albany, N. Y. — Frances Theater,
Eboklyn. Capital, $50,000. Incorj'ators,
Redman, B.278Koondel,
Hart St. F. Turkat, C.
Vlbany, N. Y. — Horizon Pictures,
tyv York.
Capital, $10,000.
Incorators, H. R. Stohldreier, F. W.
Hletsch, F. E. Becker, 610 W. 116th
Vlbany, N. Y. — Salient Films,
|oklyn. Capital, $50,000. Incorpj-ators,
W. Weeks,
C. C.
pi,
E. T. F.Johnston,
522 5th
Ave.Skippover, Del. — Photo Craft Films,
r*vn of Union. Capital, $250,000.
tlorporators, Max W. Rapport,
S\v York; James White and Carebile White, West New York.
:Vlbany, N. Y. — Bergold AmuseMit Corp., New York. Capital
f',000. Incorporators: M. Goldberg,
BH. Cantor and M. Bayer, 70 E.
llth St.
Albany, N. Y. — Harry Reichenbach
S!es Corp., New York, Capital,
M00. Incorporators: H. S. and W.
hcheimer and R. Workman, 1465
fcadway.

Albany, N. Y.— Screen and Stage
Fys, Inc., New York. Capital,
P',000. Incorporators, W. A. Jackie W. Hecheimer and R. Workin, 1465 Broadway.
dbany, N. Y.— Photo-Play Distribiing Corp., New York. Capital,
&I0.000. Incorporators, T. H. and
E H. Anspacher and A. Weinstein,
17 Boston Road, Bronx.

Albany, N. Y.— Trump Film Co,
fjw York. Capital $10,000. IncorPjators: H. Huber, J. J. McNevin
Parkll H. Pollak, 1902 Crotona
«v.

Albany, N. Y.— L. R. U. Amuse|rrt Corp. Brooklyn. Capital $25,»(. Incorporators: F. Lightstone, J.
f-enberg and M. Usdansky, 675 E
Hth St.

■Ubany, N. Y.— Industry Visualjsjl. New York. Capital, $25,000.
Ijorporators, A. C. Wilmerding, W
t| Kisselbergh, Jr., and P. de Mon»/el, 203 W. 103d' St.

Albany, N. Y.— OpportunityvFilm
H, New York. Capital, 1,500 shares
Pferred, $100 each; 5,000 shares
I imon, no par value. Active cap11 , $175,000. Incorporators, M M
'nchel A. H. Bogan and H. Lede,r> 171 Morningside Ave.

DAILY

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
your ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

No Successor Yet
Famous Players have named
no
successor to Harris P. Wolf
berg
Who has rescued as district mana
ge;
with headquarters in Chicago.
berg w.ll enter the coal businessWolf-

Beban in Memphis

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Memphis, Tenn.— George
ed, flower-wreathed Spanish balconBeban is
Omaha — Talk about 30 centsies, and the twin fountains on each here m conjunct
ion
side
of
the
stage.
with
hi
picture
how about 10,000 scents. That many
One Man
in a Million" which is
were used to help put over ParaThe opening night was a gala one Playing
at Lynch's
Strand.
Pa u
mount's "Heliotrope" at the Rialto.
even for Los Angeles. All the
To begin with, Manager John Lov- "Who's Who" of the cinema blue paraded all over town in behalf of
the
eridge and R. C. Gary, cartoonist book were numbered in the audience.
Pictu
re^
Sraaydedr!nn,Zed
a Unews
?iecc
and
Lots of
and exploitation agent on the Famous
paperhaild sP£
Players staff, got 3,000 postal cards
Colorado Springs, Colo. — The chief
from New York, each bearing the exploitation stunt of J. E. Tompkins,
Arliss Seeks Damages
picture of a leading hotel. These manager of the Liberty, in connec(Special to WID'S
were addressed to Omahans and a
DAILY)
tion with the showing of "Earthmessage written on them by a lot bound" was an unusual lobby display.
Albany,
N. Y.-Arguments
have
of pretty girls employed for the pur- In front of the ticket booth was a been presented before the Court of
pose, the message reading: "Just large revolving globe, showing the Appeals in the action of George Arlearned Heliotrope Harry is out and continents and oceans of the earth.
will be in Omaha week of Jan. 16 — The globe was constructed of a wire Corp The matter came up on appeal trom a judgment entered in New
Hastily, Betty," all in handwriting. frame covered with heavy cloth. A CSrfrnga™
^ May
Herbert
Brell0« ™m
County,
5, 1919
The cards were then sent to New- mechanical device to keep it revolv- W
, upon an
York and mailed back to the Omaing was obtained for $25. As the order of the Appellate Division af
hans. The same plan was worked globe revolved, passers-by read the
m<- the action was brought
with postals showing pictures of the following three signs: "'Earth- recover
to
damages for entered
Voi17ng'rauJUdgment
Dec of22
the breach
leading hotels in Chicago.
bound,' No God, no sin." "'Earth- contract whereby it was mutuallya
Next, there were 3,000 heliotrope bound,' No future life." " 'Earth- agreed that the
company employ /K
scented bottles distributed by the Ri- bound,' Now playing." Two large bss ; in
'Faust" for $22,500.
alto drug store, in the Rialto build- flood lights at the extreme left and
ing. The big scent was when 10,000 right of the lobby were focused to
sachet packets, heliotrope flavor, were direct an abundance of light upon the
distributed about Omaha, the envel- revolving earth. The panels on the fnegotiations.
Jaco
bs' manager
of handled
the Pat
Theatrical
CaMil Si sey
I anlWer
WaS
adetails
Seneral
Agency,
The
the
weredenial.
ar- '
opes bearing a boost for the picture. left and right lobby walls were painted to resemble the heavens and the
The usual big newspaper stuff was
avail itself of Arliss' services.
employed, 10,000 heralds were dis- steller constellations.
tributed and so many twenty-four
Alliance, O.— "Go the other fellow avaiflblf 'Y^ ,C°mpany did not
sheets were put up that it was impossible to count them. Gary, with one better" is the motto of Lee Smith,
his usual artistic sense of humor, car- of the Smith Amusement Co., operatFOR
RENT
ing the New Columbia and the Ideal
tooned the mysterious appearance of
here
and the Strand in Sebring, O.
Heliotrope Harry and ran the carby Day, Week or Month
Smith, when he prepared to play
toons in the Omaha papers for a goal.
'While New York Sleeps" started
in the Heart of New York
fgeu StTa/e-Fully
Equipped
lobby. out" something different for
his "dope
230
W. 38th St.-Fitzroy 4205
Los Angeles — A distinct type of ex- to
ploitation was carried out by managWith
ing director Robert E. Wells, for the who thusfew exceptions, exhibitors
far have played this film
opening of the New Mission, for always
hit
upon
idea of lifting out
which occasion he chose Douglas the center of thetheattract
ive 24 sheet
Fairbanks' latest, "The Mark of Zor- and building a cut-out of Dolores in CONTINUITY that COUNTS
ro." The whole theater fairly breath- her celebrated peacock gown.
Smith went the other fellows one
ed the atmosphere of the "Golden
Age" of California. Upon alighting better— or maybe a few better, by
from your car there met you, two adding to the cut-out
electrical
footmen in the bandit costume that display which made the an
Free Lance
figure stand
"Doug" wears as Zorro in the pic- out prominently. This was someture, and ushering you to the door,
thing in the way of lobby display
Adaptations : : Editing
you were greeted by Spanish flower stuff, and the New Columbia patrons
girls with huge baskets of violets, were quick to respond.
Coas
CURREN
Tt) RELEASES:
who distributed them to the ladies,
together with fans and mantillas.
San Francisco, — A tinker who
"Rose
Great banquets of flowers decorated moved about
of
Nome"— Fox
(West
in the lobby constantler
the lobby and the interior of the thely during the run of Universale
"Smilin' All the Way"— David
Butater. The ushers were colorfully "Once
," helped make it a
costumed in velvet trousers and crim- success a atPlumber
the Frolic. The wander"Girls
son sashes. The atmosphere was tion. ing mender attracting much attenler Don't Gamble"— David Butharmoniously carried out in the light"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— AllSanford Here
Star
Plan Chinese Propaganda Film?
F. M. Sanford of the Western Star
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coas
Los Angeles — It is reported here
t).
Prod., of Los Angeles, has arrived in that a group
of
influent
ial
Chiname
n
IN PRO
DUC
New York on business in connection of San Francisco plan
TIO
N:
Playen
with a series of five reel westerns fea- propaganda film which to finance a
will
be
used
"The Quarry"— Meighan— Famous
turing William Fairbanks.
to end tong wars. It is also reported
that
Tod
Brownin
g was approached
While enroute east" he sold WisHOLLYWOOD HOTEL
consin to the Wisconsin Film Co., of as the man
make it. He is under
Milwaukee and Indiana to Carl Hart- contract withtoUniversa
Hollywood, Calif.
l.
hill of Chicago.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

STUDIO

Paul Schofield

Ruth Roland expects to remain in
Martha Mansfield will shortly beNew York until the second week in
gin work on her first vehicle for SelzFebruary.
nick. Alan Crosland will direct.

CREATIVE

CONTINUITY

DAILY

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
who
Prisco,
ood— Albert
lyw
Hol
has just finished with Mary Pickford
in "The Love Light," will play an
Unfoldment,
part in "The
important Flor
ence Lawrence.
starring

arrivMary Roberts Rinehart has
East and will turn scethe
ed from
narist while here.
Claire Windsor of the Lois Weber
Prod, has left for a motor tour of
the missions of Southern California.
Carter De Haven is supervising the
cutting of the production, "The Girl
in the Taxi."

The Real Hope
"The demand for big productions with elaborate sets and
large casts is, I believe, the real
hope held out for those who
find themselves unemployed at
this time. The quantity output of the past four years will
not again be reached until such
time as there are enough theaters to handle such an output.
Producers, I think, have learned their lesson and will no
Jonger boast of the number of
pictures they intend to release,
but rather of the magnitude as
to size and quality of each film
they put on." — Marshall Neilan.

Maigne
Film at Rialto
Geoffrev Webb has been added to
Charles
Maigne's
"The Kentuckthe cast of "The Girl and the Goose, '
with Monte Blue in the star
in which Eva Novak is starring at ians,"
role,
will
be
the
attraction
at the
Universal City.
Rialto next week.
That Ball
Marcel de Sano is busy preparing
the
ng
engagi
and
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
cript
the manus
Los Angeles — The second annual
Univer
next
Myers'
Carmel
cast for
ball of the American Society of Cinsal feature, "The Dangerous Mo- ematographers, is scheduled for the
Ambassador Hotel, Saturday evening.
ment."
This is the first motion picture ball to
The finishing touches are being put be given in the new hotel and members of the Southern California screen
on a new special two-reeler at the
Christie studios. It is "Scrappily colony are expected to gather in large
Married," which will follow "Man numbers as guests.
vs. Woman."
Clark Due on the 29th
George
Clark, the English producer
Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton, who has been releasing through Stoll
at
es,
Comedi
id
Merma
of
producers
Flm, both in England and America,
the Astra studios, have resumed work is
due in New York on the 29th. He
on the ninth comedy to be released
will
make his pictures in this country.
ional.
Educat
through
Lelia Lewis, his press representaday. tive, is aboard the Cedric, due toFord Beebe, staff scenario writer
at Universal City, is the author of
New F. P. Subsidiary
"Opals of Evil," the serial story
which will be used as a vehicle for
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
Art Acord.
Albany, N. Y. — Westover Films
have been formed here with an active
capital
of $10,000 and 2,000 shares of
the
May Collins, a recruit from
New York stage, has been added to common stock, no par value. The
incorporators are L. E. Swartz, Harthe cast of "The Bridal Path," which
old M. Pitman and C. E. Hawthorne
went into production this week under
of
direction of E. Mason Hopper.
Ave. Famous Players-Lasky, 485 5th
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SUNDAY SHOWS
AND CENSORSHIP

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — C. A. Madd
formerly assistant manager of Vi
graph's branch, has been made m;
Crafts Using Hampton Article
ager of the company's new Oklaho
The World yesterday morning re- City office. D. .M. Major, who 1
been road representative here,
Dr. Wilbur
in a fill the vacancey left by Maddux
stating advoas Crafts,
laws F.
of blue
cate ported
Washington interview:
J. H. Blawitz, formerly represen
"The International Reform Bureau tive
for Paramount and recently w
is co-operating with leaders in Kansas force.
Pathe,
has joined the Vitagraph sa
and Maine as to state censorship, exagain to 'set the
those states
pace' as pecting
they
did in prohibition.
"Legislative supporters of state censorship in South Dakota are asking
the bureau for literature and advice.
The bureau is publishing Mr. Benjamin Hampton's appeal to the people
to demand a higher standard in motion pictures."
Investigate Conditions
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Waterloo, la. — The Greater Waterloo Association has launched an investigation ofpicture conditions here,
with a view to advocating legal regulation.

for
records I
remember
richardsori
'the three rs inmusi

Talk of Censors for Washington
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Olympia, Wash. — State censorship
and perhaps Sunday closing laws are
to come up for consideration at the
present session of the Washington
State legislature. Picture interests
are making plans to combat the passage of them.

DIRECTOR
OF

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Devil's Lake, N. D.— Edward F.
Flynn, president of the city commission, has appointed the following
board of censors with the approval of
the commission, Rev. H. G. Walker,
Mrs. Ole Serumgard, C. A. Kettrell,
Mrs. R. C. Madsen and Mrs. D. L.
Stewart.
Favors Blue Laws
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlanta — One of the prominent
clergmen of Atlanta, Bishop Warren
A. Candler, in the Tan. 9 issue of the
Journal, takes a strong stand in favor
of the blue laws.

Censorship

in Duluth

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

THE
A

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY
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ACCOUNTANTS

Censor Board for Devil's Lake

Grace Darmond has been added to
The above company was formed to
Bishop
Candler'spublicity
attitude partly
has gained considerable
due
and Unmarried," take over the property known as
"White
of
cast
the
the new Thomas Meighan picture, Westover Court in the rear of the
to the fact that three other prominent ministers here have held much
which will be directed by Tom For- Putnam Bldg., which Famous Playmore liberal views.
man. Jacqueline Logan has the leaders own.
ing feminine role.
Wrangle Over "Passion Flower"
The question of copyright protecJohn W. Gray, George H. Plimpton and George Morgan, all well
tion of English translations covering
known writers of original stories as picture rights is involved in a motion
,
well as continuity have been added
Supreme Court in Brookto the serial and western branch of beforelyn the
brought by John G. Underhill,
the Universal City scenario depart- who claims the sole rights for Engment.
lish translations of the works of Jacinto Benavente, the Spanish novelist and playwright. He seeks to have
The custom of altering the tith s
of picture adaptations of stage plays, producers of a picture version of "The
stories or books, will not be followed Passion Flower," in which Norma
by Oliver Morosco. He will label Talmadge is starred, show cause why
them with the original name, begin- they should not be restrained on the
ground of infringement.
ning with "The Half Breed," and
The defendants, Joseph Schenck
right on down through the last of
20 or more manuscripts that he now and Richard G. Herndon, deny infringement, claiming that the picture
has under preparation in the scenarights were bought in Paris. Justice
rio department.
GAUSMAN. Kapper has reserved decision.

Changes in Kansas City
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Duluth — The agitation of the Better Films Committee has prompted
the issuance of a statement by Emil
A. Nelson, president of the Duluth
Theater Managers Ass'n., in which
he says that censorship is a national
issue and not local. He declares that
local regulation would be unjust and
result in undue hardship for theater

CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmana,
NICHOLAS
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men.
Censorship as advocated here
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What
of "The Kid
Itrand Wants it for Two Weeks,

Switched ?

tt

Three New
Through

But
',Trouble Comes Because of Existing Contracts With Loew
A rather
peculiar
situation
has
isen along Broadway over the show\g of "The Kid."
The Strand, as
le First National house naturally seures the picture as a regular matter,
ut the theater management
stands
ady to book the picture for a secrid week if it is guaranteed protecon.
The Loew circuit holds contract
ith First National calling for the
lowing of all pictures of the Chaplin
;ries immediately after they close a
eek's run at the Strand. The latter
Duse in that event, would have opDsition not only from Loew but
:her first run exhibitors on Broaday, if it decides to play the picture
I second week.
I For that reason the executive o frits of First National, it is understood,
!'e taking the matter up with those
[ho hold contracts for the Chaplin
kries to ascertain if these interests
till agree to a second week at the
[trand before following out the terms
I' their contracts.
[If an agreement is reached, the piclire will stay for two weeks at the
j:rand. If not, it remains there for
he week and then goes into other
'.roadway theaters.
Cochrane Leaves
■R. H. Cochrane of Universal
left
r the coast yesterday.
He is exxted to remain there for some time.
Patullo Signs
[George Patullo, short story writer,
[is signed a contract with Paramount
J collaborate with Walter Woods in
;e writing of the scenario of a new
irnedy for Roscoe Arbuckle. It will
[■ an adaptation of "Gasoline Gus"
[id "Drycheck Charlie," two recent
'itullo Saturday Evening Post stoNew

Pric- 5 Centt
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Reichenbach Unit

'Jrhe
Harryformed
Reichenbach
Saleswith
Corp.a
(s been
in Albany
pital of $5,000 by Harry Reichen>ch, Harry Saks Hecheimer and
jtpt. Ralph De Avna, attached to the
lench Embassy at Washington.
(Reichenbach has formed the comjny to handle special exploitation on
| series of official French Governi?nt films. Reichenbach's work durU the war and later in connection
Ith other pictures is understood to
Jve attracted the attention of the
jench Government with the preset engagement as a result.

Series Expected
to Go
Educational — Only

Featuresfigures
for 1stin Nat'l
Educational
three separate deals, according to report. By
the terms of it, the distributing company will secure three additional series of pictures: the Toonerville Trolley Comedies, produced by the Betzwood Film Corp. of Philadelphia; the
Henry Lehrman comedies and Topics
of the Day, produced by Timely
Films in conjunction with the Literary Digest.
It is understood that all three deals
are practically in the last stages of
negotiations. First National has
been handling the Toonerville comedies and the Lehrman comedies to
date. At the recent Chicago meeting
when
the (Continued
"Big
Five"
on Page productions
2)
Cabanne
On Way
West
W. Christy Cabanne, who came to
New York to deliver the print of
"What's a Wife Worth?" has left
for Los Angeles to make his third
picture for Robertson-Cole.

Invitation Showing Tonight
(Special to WID'S

Mack Sennett's first tremendous production for Associated Producers, Inc.
— "A Small Town Idol," featuring B en Turpin, Marie Prevofet, Phyllis
Haver
and Charles Murray, is another gigantic "Mickey." At its open— Advt.
ing week in the 800-seat Mission Theatre, Los Angeles, it grossed $13,950.

Hansen Serials

At Midnight|

Made on Coast — New Company Formed
Don Meauey, general manager for
Juanita Hansen, returned from the
west yesterday and announced that
Miss Hansen had formed a company
called the Juanita Hansen Prod. Co.,
a California corporation capitalized
at $75,000.
(Continued
on Page
3)
The company will make animal serials starring Miss Hansen. Production will be on the coast and work
Start Work in April
will start shortly. Present plans call
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia— Ground will be bro- for the nine months on the first se(Continued on Page 2)
ken early in April for the proposed
Fox theater at 16th and Market Sts
The leases now held by present ocHoudini Back
cupants of the properties that make
Houdini has returned to America
up the site expire then, but one tract
will not be available until August. after a six months' tour of Europe.
It is not expected that this will in- His purpose in going abroad was to
terfere with the progress of razing fulfill a contract made nine years
and making the necessary excava- ago for a tour of the Moss-Empire
tions. Plans and specifications arc theaters. He has brought back exnow being drawn by Thomas Lamb duction.terior scenes for a prospective proof New York.
Hoover's
Drive Fittingly Celebrated
at Capitol With Splendid Bill
Millionaires and film folk helped
crowd the Capitol at midnight Wed
nesday when a special performance
was given by the Greater New York
motion picture committee to the
General Committee of the European
Relief Council.

To

Be

DAILY).

Philadelphia — The invitation showing at the new Stanley theater will
be held tonight. It will be preceded
by a dinner at the Ritz-Carlton, at
which Jules Mastbaum will be the
host. The first public showing will
be held tomorrow.
Adolph Zukor has arranged for a
number of financiers, stars and film
executives affiliated with his various
enterprises to accompany him to Philadelphia ina special car this afternoon
to attend the Stanley opening. Those
who will go are as follows:
H. G. Ballance, M. M. Belding,
Ben Blumenthal, Jules E. Brulatour,
H. D. H. Connick, Lee Counselman,
William H. English, Daniel Frohman,
Hope Hampton, Henry Arthur Jones,
Felix E. Kahn. Sidney R. Kent, Mornis Kohn, Jesse L. Lasky, Frederic
G. Lee, Robert Z. Leonard, Mr. and
Mrs. Elek J. Ludvigh, Mae Murrav.
Samuel Rachman. Hugo Riesenfekl
Fmile E. Shauer, A. Walsh and John
S. Woody.
Others who are going are Lewis
J. Selznick. who will take with him
Martha . Mansfield ---and Eusjene
O'Brien. F. J. Godsof, of Goldwvn:
and Dorothy Dalton. As a matter
of fact, present indications point to a
general exodus of film executives
from New
York at 3 o'clock this
afternoon
.

DAILY
Guts and Flashes
Tom Spry, First National manager
in Boston is visiting.
Fri.. Jan. 28, 1921
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Quotations

Doraldina who made "Passion
Fruit" for Metro on the coast is back
in New York.
Esther Lindner, formerly with
Harrv Levev Service Corp., is now
with C. B. C.
Alice Hollister is appearing in "The
Money
opposite James Kirkwpod forMaster"
Paramount.
! Goldwyn purchased through the
{Robert H. Davis Corp. the rights of
(Anzia Yezierska's "Hungry Hearts,"
las noted.
Western Import Co. moves shortly
from its quarters in the Brokaw Bldg.
to 71 W. 23rd St., where W. H. Prod,
are located.
"The Affairs of Anatol" will be retained as the title of the production
which Cecil B. DeMille is producing
from Arthur Schnitzler's play.

Virginia Valli, who recently comLast
work in "Sentimental Tommy"
Bid. Asked. Sale and whopletedhas
been visiting her mother
Famous Players ... 57
57^1
57
in Chicago, is expected today.
do pfd
Not quoted
♦Goldwvn
5K
6
Joseph C. Shea has left the McD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Graw-Hill Co., Inc., to join Universal, where he will work on the MoLoew's, Inc.,
16§^
16^4
16^4
Triangle
7/16 7/16 7/16
tion Picture Weekly, the company
World Film
Not quoted house organ.

*~~ ' ,'

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Hansen Serials
(Continued

from

Page

Switched ?

Torrey Ford of the New York
Tribune has written the titles for
"Sunshine Harbor," an original story
by Jerome N. Wilson, featuring Margaret Beecher.
The Prizma prologue for "Isobel
or the Trail's End," has been sold for
Western Missouri and Kansas,
through the C. B. C. Films, to
Standard
Film Exchange, Kansas
City.

Hallroom Boys Comedies have
been sold to Michael Thomas & Co.
through the Major Film of Boston
for New England and, and S. S. Film
Supply Co. of Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania and West Vir-

SPICE Of THE PROGRAM"

Capitol
DAILY)

727 7th Avenue
Bryant 56H
Book Hodkinson Releases
ENGRAVERS
Seattle — Frank Cassil, Hodkini j
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Northwest
contract withsupervisor,
Jensen & has
Von closed
Herberg"
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes

for a week's showing of "The U. P.
Trail" and "The Brute Master" for
their Portland theater.
Open

Shop in San Pedro

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

"Old Guard" Elects Officers
The "Old Guard" was the title selected by the recently organized club
of "old-time Vitagraphers" at a dinner held on Monday evening. The
officers are: Anders Randolf, director; Harry Morey, L. Roger Lytton
and William Humphrey, assistant directors; Ray Gallagher, scenario editor; C. Graham Baker, associate editor; Edward Montagne, the heavy;
Eugene Mullin, location man; Frank
Loomis, studio manager; Don Bartlett and Walter Bonyan, assistant studio managers.
Out in California a coast branch of
the "Old Guard" has been formed and
25.
has already attained a membership of

OJVICTOI? KREMER

THE

Call It the

(Special to WID'S

DIRECTORY

Hart's Bit
William S. Hart has autographed
Lucy Cotton has been placed un290 copies of his book, "Pinto Ben," ginia.
der contract bv Metro and is cast
Gill Transferred
which will be disposed of by Paramount exploitation men in behalf of
opposite
Bert Lytell in "The Man
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
George L. Clarke placed her.
Albany, N. Y.— A. J. Gill, assistant Who."
the Hoover relief fund. Each copy is
expected to bring $100, making a to- manager of Proctor's Troy theater,
tal of $29,000 for the fund.
has been appointed manager of Proctor's theater in Schenectady.
Abraham Stone
of Albany is now
proprietor of the Rialto theater in
Schenectady. Stone intends to make
extensive alterations and improveTHE HORSES IN
ments to the house and will open
Feb. 1st.
(T y&dxtxxitlcrncu. (J ictuA£A-s

Albany, N. Y.— S. and E. Amusement Corp., New York. Capital
$20,000. Incorporators: R. Wander,
S. S. Tolk and M. Goldman, 930
Fox St.

Will

Cleveland — The
new
West
Sid
(Continued from Page 1)
were shown, the various franchise theater of the Allen Theatrical En
holders present at the meeting are terprises will be called the Capitol.
understood to have expressed their
preference for the circuit to handle
features only. The circuit did handle four of the Lehrman comedies, the
last one having been released about
six weeks ago. A good many of the
OF
THE
TRADE
Educational exchange units have 1st
National franchise holders interested
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE
in them and in some cases are controlled by First National men.
ACCOUNTANTS
Topics of the Day are at present
EDMONDS
INC.
being released through Pathe. . At 56 Pine St.,& BOUTON,
1645 La Brea Av«,
the offices of Timely Films it was
York City.
Hollywood, f-'
stated that news of the switch in dis- NewADVERTISING—
PUBLICITY
tributing arrangements was "all
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
First
National
refused
to
state
defiBryant 550(
newrs tonitelyus."
one way or another regarding 904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
ARTISTS
AND
ART
TITLES
the two series of comedies it has been
handling and at Educational the same
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
attitude was taken.
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
Bryant 6796
Elmer Pearson of Pathe refused to 220 W. 42nd St.
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
discuss the matter.
Art Titles

San Pedro, Cal. — Four picture
theaters opened here one night last
week with non-union operators. This
followed the discharge of the regular
help because they demanded a weekly
Gordon H. Standing, will be seen in scale of $56. The managers declare
prominent roles in the first two re- they will run their theaters under the
leases of the Sherman Productions
open shop system in the future. Attendance, they claim, is holding up.
Corp.,
"Man and Woman," and
"Miss 139."

1)

rial. The product may be state
righted, but that has not been definitely determined upon.
Miss Hansen completed her Pathe
contract on Jan. 5. During its life
she made two serials for Pathe.
Ralph Spence, formerly with Fox,
has formed a company called Ralph
Spence, Inc., as noted. This company will actively manage the affairs
of the Hansen producing unit. Don
Meaney is associated with Spence in
the company and is also general manager of the production company.
Spence will continue his work as
film editor.
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Eastman Kodak at $600
lie financial editor of the Tribune
in his column yesterday mornipirited buying of Eastman Kocommon stock over the counter
week advanced the price to $600
are. In Rochester, the home of
company, there has been quite an
'e market, the demand being
d upon the belief that the comr in the near future will capitalize
irge surplus and distribute a large
k dividend. The highest price the
k has ever sold at was $716 a
e, in 1914. Recently it has been
ing around $500. The stock of
has been in demand for the acit of New York interests."

A
M
t
At Midnight
(Continued

from

Page

he best studio in Denver, Colo,
in (4) Acre Plot. Stage, 100
i by 120 ft. Fully Equipped,
imediate Possession.
Address

O. D. WOODWARD

/oodward Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

CAMERAMEN
burnished for all purposes.
riTED
SOCIETY
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

"Roxy" was chairman and arranged the show. It was unusual and
splendid. An excellent program was
presented, with two Prizmas and a
news weekly shot of a starving group
in Eastern Europe. Special dances
were given also and the Oratorio Society under Walter Damrosch sang,
while Victor Herbert directed his
own compositions. John Wenger's
backgrounds were, as usual, splendid, and the news weekly shots were

ELECTROS

RUBIN & COMPANY

■IE. 4ihST.

SPRING

8303

ATTENTION
'.TATE RIGHT BUYERS
e still have some territory
cm on high class one and five
f 1 subjects.
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Los Angeles, Cal.
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John J. Hayes

NEWS!
Allen Holubar's "Man— Woman— Marriage," starring
Dorothy Phillips, opened Monday for a trial run at the
Regent Theatre, Paterson, N. J.
Less than $600 was spent on advertising.
Monday and Tuesday business was the largest in the
history of theatre or city for the first two days of the
week. At the time of writing (Wed. at 3 P. M.) they
were turning people away.
Mr. Dooley, the Regent's manager, predicts a new
This is remarkable as the film's
record for the week.
length is almost 9 reels.

Another

First

National

Record

Breaker

Cash With Harry Levey
M. Lowell
Cash is now handling
publicity for the Harry Levey Service Corp.
Zellner Transferred
Arthur
J. Zellner of the eastern
Metro
studio staff has been transferred to the coast.
He leaves New
York on Feb. 5 for the coast studios.
Willman With "Big 4"
W. W. Willman has been appointed
by Hiram Abrams to the position of
resident salesman of the new United
Artists' office in Indianapolis, which
is located at 21 Dolly Madison Apts.
Willman was formerly with First
National and Metro.
Nowell in Deal With Menchen

TEREOS-MATS

* jrJ"

1)

popular.
Herbert Hoover spoke, telling of
the work of his organization, and
C. C. Pettijohn told of how the picture drive was progressing all over
the country, reading telegrams from
Urges Paper Conservation
ugh Baker, representing the various cities.. In behalf of the industry he presented these wires to
rican Paper and Pulp Associaaddressed the A. M. P. A. yes- Hoover "on a handsome silver platter
ly at the Cafe Boulevard on the inscribed especially to Mr. Hoover.
r situation and sought the sup-l
Mr. Pettijohn's mind was made
of the association for a bill now . easier yesterday morning when he received a wire from chairman Binging in Washington for the conition of forests.
I
ham in Indianapolis, advising him
that the Hoosier state was in line
for its share. The wire came too late
(lward S. Moffat advertising man-]
y of Universal
was married
on to be presented to Mr. Hoover with
irday to Emma Kellogg of Cran- the others. For those who don't
| N. J. Universal gave the couple know, C. C. comes from Indianapolis.
er set.

For Sale or Rent

*

DAILY

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is by agreement
with Joseph Menchen, Jr., of the Celebrated Authors' Society of New
York and the Societe des Films Menchen of Paris, that Wedgewood
Nowell has acquired rights to 18
"Arsene Lupin" stories by Maurice
LeBlanc,
and 20 "Raffles" stories by
E. W. Hornung.
Nowell, as noted, has formed his
own company to make four pictures
a year.
Gallie Curci in Films?
Galli Curi, the famous opera singer who recently married Homer
Samuels, her accompanist, at Minneapolis intimated, according to reports, in her conversation with newspaper men present at the time of the
wedding that she would not be adverse to entering pictures if an opportunity were offered. Exclusive
views of the ceremony appear in the
current issue of Selznick News No.
6-B.

MARRUCE
>

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

tM%
Coast Brevities

DAILY

Reorganized

Northwest Board of Trade Undergoes
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Changes — Endert Now the
Hollywood — J. L. Frothingham has
President
signed Barbara La Marr to appear in
tions.
his produc
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — The Northwest Film
T. Daniel Frawley has become a Board of Trade was reorganized on
footing and new ofof Metro's West Coast di- a moreficersactive
member rectorial
were elected at a meeting last
staff.
week.
Frank Elliott has been engaged for
George P. Endert, manager of Famous Players, was elected president,
"Dated."
succeeding L. O. Lukan, manager of
Allen Forrest has been engaged by First National. Guy Navarre, manager of the local Fox office, is the
Louis B. Mayer to play a leading role
new vice-president, and J. T. Shefwith Anita Stewart in "The Invisible
field, manager of Greater Features,
the
new
secretary-treasurer. C. L.
Fear."
Churton
of
the local Famous PlayUniversal has received word from
ers office, has been employed to look
Robert Thornby at Yosemite that after the secretarial details.
A grievance committee to treat
the company lost some valuable electrical equipment as the result of a with complaining exhibitors and a
landslide which occurred there.
committee to work with the exhibitors
on the Hoover Relief Fund Drive
was
appointed. Others will be ap"Dated," a gripping story from the
pen of Maxwell Smith, a Saturday
pointed as needed.
Evening Post story, will be produced
by Metro with May Allison in the
principal role.
Film Stocks Exclusively
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

"The Invisible Fear," by Hampton
Los Angeles — The M. P. Securities
Del Ruth, has been purchased by Co., with offices at 454-460 I. W.
Louis B. Mayer as the next vehicle Hellman Bldg., states that it is in
for Anita Stewart.
the market to handle the stock issues
of any reputable film company. It
Reports from the Clara Barton is to confine its activities to picture
Hospital state that Madge Tyrone, companies.
The officers of the company are
prominent scenario writer, is rapidly recovering from a severe injury Clyde L. Clark, president; W. D.
sustained in an automobile accident.
Curtis, vice-president, and E. L. AlGAUSMAN. paugh, secretary and treasurer.
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Here's the June List
Eight more big ones in June, eight productions that you can count on to fill your house.
And
remember, these are not merely planned.
They are all either finished or already
in work.
Roscoe
("Fatty")
SALESMAN"

Arbuckle

in

"THE

TRAVELING

James Forbes' comedy classic, adapted to the big comedian's particular style, making another roaring farce like "Brewster's Millions.

Cosmopolitan
Production,
Gouverneur Morris

"THE

WILD

GOOSE,"

by

A cast including Mary McLaren, Norman Kerry, Holmes
Herbert and Dorothy Bernard interprets this great story produced by the studio which made "Humoresque."

Thomas
Lila Lee Meighan in "WHITE

AND

UNMARRIED,"

with

A whimsical romance laid in Paris and New York From the
delightfully humorous story by John D. Swain, in Munsey's Magazine.

Donald
Crisp's British
"APPEARANC
The first original story by Production,
the author of "Kismet," Edward ES"
Knoblock. Featuring David Powell, hero of "On With the Dance"
and made in beautiful English locations by an American director

Douglas MacLean in "ONE

A MINUTE,"

Thomas
H. Ince Special,
Louis Joseph Vance

"THE

!$iSKviFAMOUS

BRONZE

BELL,"

by

The famous writer's best selling tale of adventurous romance,
made up of countless surprises and thrills. Personally supervised
by the producer with Doris May.

in "SHAM
The Clayton
famous stage
success "in
Ethel

which Henrietta Crosman scored her
greatest triumph. Cast includes Theodore Roberts, Walter Hiers
and Sylvia Ashton.

George Melford's Production, "THE
by Sir Gilbert Parker

MONEY

MASTER,"

The director and author of "BEHOLD MY WIFE!" again in
combination, working together on another mighty drama of the
Northwest.
One of the biggest of all the year's big productions.

^paramount (pictures
I^BieSJjpiS^lAOOLPMIUKOR.*,.

Ince Production

Fred Jackson's howling farce, so full of good humor and laughs
that it makes one of MacLean's very best vehicles. Directed by
Jack Nelson, who made "The Rookie's Return."

PLAYERS-LASKY
i£*i£MK*\
JESSF..
CECILCORPORATION
B DC MILLE C„,n, C.w
IES^^3.

I

ffBRADSTREET

7/feRECOGHIZED

Authority
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Price 5 Cent

Stanley Opens

Buys "Aphrodite

Harry Levey Takes Over French
Film from Parry Reichenbach
irrj Levej has stepped out of
the industrial field long enough to buy

ble
Throng
at Philadelphiaheater a Credit to the Industry
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

iladelphia— The
Stanley
theater,
atest picture palace to be added
ie chain of the Stanley
Co. of
irica, was given its invitation
ing last night.
leceding the exercises at the thethere was a dinner at the Ritz:on at which the principal adwas delivered by Judge
Horfetern. At the table were such
linent men as A. L. Erlanger, J.
Imbert, Samuel
Rothafel
of the
tol, New York; E. F. Albee, WilFox, B. S. Moss, "Winnie"
ban, Harry Schwalbe, J. D. Wili, Ellis Gimbel, George H. Earle,
tor Clarence Wolf, J. D. Lit,
nas Love, Fred C. Nixon-Nirdir, Harry
T. Jordan,
Governor
jul and Mayor Moore, as well as
: who came from New York with
ph Zukor, as noted in yester', issue.
es E. Mastbaum made the openiddress, saying in part:
he Stanley Co. came into existi with a small picture house
at
Scorner of 8th and Market Sts.
i the industry was still in its
dling clothes. My recollection
at it had a seating capacity of
(Continued

nstralians

Plan

on

Page

Levey has arranged to show the
picture in the rathe projection rooms
on Monday afternoon. He stated
yesterday
that hewould
didn't beknow
as yet
how the picture
distributed
in tin's
A print has been
here
for country.
several weeks.
diti ." Reichenbach

DAILY)

Visit

Away

Harry
Reichenbach
left yesterday
for a 10 day visit to Chicago.
Aquitania
Delayed
George Clark the English producer
will not arrive in New York until tomorrow, because of the delay of the
Aquitania in reaching port.
New

Loew

House

(Special The
to WID'S
Cleveland—
Park, DAILY)
a Loew theater was opened a few days ago
Th
State will be opened on the 5th. A
large number of film stars will come
here
from
New
York
to attend
the
ceremonies.

3)

Lengthy

(Special to WID'S

out Harry Reichenbach's interest in
the French-made version of "Aphro-

Harry Lubliner of Lubliner and Trinz wires from Chicago: "Mack Sennett's first production for Associated Producers, 'A Small Town Idol,' is
one of the greatest box-office pictures of all time." We say: "It's a sensation!"— Advt.

dney, Australia — W. A. Gibson,
sjiging director
of
Australasian
s, Ltd., together with Stuart F.
e of Union Theaters,
Ltd., are
ng Sydney
on Feb. 3rd on the Greater New York Theaters Expect
ner Niagara for the purpose of
to Entertain 500,000 Children
ing all the studios
and leading
It was stated at the offices of the
ire theaters
of America, with a
to incorporating ideas in their motion picture committee for European Relief in Greater New York
theaters which
they are introig into Australia along the latest that about 400 theaters will give special performances this morning. It
rican lines.
is expected that fully 500,000 children
will attend the special performances.
Annual Luncheon Today
Hugo Riesenfeld will give a special
ie annual luncheon of the Na-

400 In Line

(Continued

on

Page

3)

New Arrow Deal
About to Close With Morris Schlank
for Two Series of Pictures
W. E. Shallenbergcr of Arrow
Film is about to close a deal with
Morris R. Schlank, who is now in
town from the coast.
The deal calls for the distribution
by Arrow of a series of 24 two reel
comedies, in two series of 12 each.
In addition Schlank will make eight
features in a series of four each. The
first will be ready about March 15
and will be released one a month
after that date.
Shallenberger and Schlank leave
for ;he coast shortly to see actual
production get under way on the proposed productions.

j|il Board of Review is to be held
e Hotel McAlpin today. Speakk|;o far announced are Col. Arthur
ds, Charles Miller, president of
A Merger — Almost
There was some talk in film circles
tjM. P. D. A.; Whitman
Bennett
deorge Seitz. Lionel Barrymore
l Herbert Hoover will also make yesterday that an important deal was
on between the Harry Levey Service
i ffort to attend.
Corp., and the Community Motion
Picture Bureau. The report had it
Abrams Back
Going to Coast
that some sort of a merger was being
considered.
May
McAvoy,
who
recently
ram Abrams returned unexpectHarry Levey would not talk of the finished work in "Sentimental Tom1 from the coast yesterday and
i down to Philadelphia to attend matter and W. D. Foster of Commy," leaves for the coast on Monday
start work on a story by Hector
munity stated that there was abso- to
impelling of the Stanley theater in
Turnbull.
I city.
lutely nothing to it.
i

Special Showing on Tuesday
Fox Film will hold a special showing of "A
Connecticut
Yankee
in
Arthur's
Court" at the Broad'-urst theater
on Tuesday
morning.
I Iarry Myers plans the Yankee.
Fifth Week

on Coast

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court." is
The
scale out
is $1its top.
rounding
fifth week at .Miller's.
"Footlights" Next
Elsie Ferguson will start work

on

"Footlights" a Rita Weiman-Sa'urday Evening Post story as soon a<
John S. Robertson completes work
on "The Magic Cup." in which Constance Binney is being starred. P
will be made in the Fast.
A. S. C. Ball Tonight
DAILY)
Los (Special
Angelesto— WID'S
It looks
like a big
night for the film colony here. Two
important events are scheduled, one,
the opening of the Ambassador theater, owned by Gore Bros, and Sol
Lesser, and the other the second annual ball of the American Society ot
Cinematographers at the new Ambassador Hotel.

I

tM\

Schaefer Elected
Sat. Jan. 29, 1921

Price 5 Gents
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Bid. Asked
SaU
Famous Players . . 56-24
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Not quoted
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Not quoted
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16%
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Mayer on Exploitation Trip
Joe Mayer of Universal left yesterday for a trip through Ohio, to aid
exhibitors on "Outside the Law."
Not So, Says Adler
Bert Adler denies reports that he
is to make his headquarters
on the
coast.
He was
reported
as having
been transferred by Allan Dwan.
Hastings Out
Charles Edward Hastings, who for
the last three years has been a member of the editorial staff of Exhibitor's Trade Review, has severed his
connection with that publication.

Saturday, January 29, 1
Ambassador

Read

Reviving

House

(Special to WID'S

Organs

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Sig. Schlager of J.
Parker Read, Jr., Prod, is reviving
the "Read Review," publicity newspaper of the doings of the Read pro(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ductions at Culver City. This paper
Chicago — Peter J. Schaefer of
Jones, Linick and Schaefer has again will have a four page supplement callbeen elected president of the Allied
ed the "Read Pictorial," carrying
Amusement Association, the organ- nothing but photographic material to
ization that has representatives in it be supplied in photo cut and mat
form to all newspapers. The first
of every branch of the theatrical pro- edition of the review will be out Feb.
fession from pictures to grand opera.
Schaefer was elected president of 1st and will be a semi-monthly; the
monthly. supplement will be issued
the association when it was organized pictorial
two years ago. He was succeeded
by Maurice Choynski, who found the
Goldstone Buys Reissues
pressure of other business too great.
Phil Goldstone of the Western
ochaefer was called upon and then
Star Prod., producers of a series of
elected for 1921.
William Fairbanks westerns, has
purchased a number of Universal reIra Waters Missing
issues from the Picture Arts Sales
Friends and relatives of Ira WatCorp.,
which
is handling them. Golders, known privately as Ira N. Goldstone has bought the rights for the
water, are concerned over his wel- entire world.
fare. Waters has been working with
Thinks Titles Should Be Better
Johnny Hines in several "Torchy"
comedies. He has been missing since
Pearl Doles Bell, the novelist,
Dec. 23.
thinks that titles in pictures should
be improved upon. She is therefore
Service De Luxe
offering her services to producers
Metro will dispatch by special mes- along those lines. Mrs. Bell wrote
senger a print of "The Four Horse- "Her Elephant Man," "Love's Harvest" and "Wing Toy," produced by
men" to the author, Vicente Blasco
[banez, who is now at Nice.
Fox with Shirley Mason.
Harry Bedker of the New York exLubin on Trip
change, will take personal charge of
Bert Lubin has left New York for
the print, traveling by way of London,
where he will meet Harry J. Cohen, a trip through the Middle West on
foreign manager for Metro.
behalf of "West of the Rio Grande."
He has sold the picture to Reliance
Optimism the Keynote
Film of Washington for the District
Jerome Lewis, road sales manager of Columbia, Delaware, North Carofor the Victor Kremer Company, durlina, and Virginia and to the Theater
ing the past two weeks covered all Owners Amusement Co. of Salt Lake
the large cities between here and Chi- City for Colorado, Utah, Montana,
cago and reports increased patronage Idaho, and New Mexico.
in houses along the line and a generally optimistic view of business
Opens in Feb.
among the exchanges. Lewis is
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kalispell, Mont.— The new $75,000
handling "The Winding Trail," "The theater here is nearing completion.
Handicap"
and
other
Kremer pro- Daniels and Anderson, owners, exductions.
ruary.
pect to open the house early in FebClimax Film Corp is moving into
Room 1003 in the Godfrey in the
Kramer Select Manager
quarters formerly occupied by Jans
Pictures, Inc., on Feb. 1.
Earl Kramer has been made manager for Select in Newark.
The exchange serves Northern New Jersey.
Again
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Heads

Allied Amusement
sociation of Chicago — Was
First President

As-

The^ title of "The Man From To"Sunset Harbor" is an Edward
ronto," aChet Withey production for
Constance Talmadge, has been chang- Hemmer Prod, in which Margaret
Object to Hampton Article
Beecher is featured.
ed to "Lessons in Love."
Under date of Jan. 22, Sydney S.
Cohen, as president of the M. P. T.
O. of America, has sent a letter to
Benjamin B. Hampton objecting to
the campaign started by the- latter in
the "Pictorial Review" for better pictures. Cohen states at oik- point "excerpts from them are used in the
We modestly admit it— but it's the truth. Twenty years of exdaily press of the country for no othperience inthe theatrical and motion picture industry have given
er purpose than putting the motion
our staff a thorough knowledge of YOUR problems. Our adpicture in the pillory."
vice on insurance problems is yours for the asking and we are
as close to you as your phone.

Opening

to WID'S DAILY)
Los (Special
Angeles
— The Ambassj.i
theater will open tonight. The til
ter seats 562 people and it is plain
to give two performances a da} i
$1 and $1.50.
The
opening
attraction
will
"Passion,"
with
what
is charac
ized as an unusual stage prelude
troducing a ballet in masks.
Thij
said by the theater
managemeri
be the first time it has been dor
picture theaters.
The Ambassador will be strict s
pre-release house for all worthy
tures and not merely First Nat
product, although the theater is
ed by Gore Bros, and Sol Lesi
A slogan for the theater will be I
"National Art Theater of the Sere."
An effort will be made bv S. Bai't
McCormick, managing director, \
the owners to stage in the natural
prologues and ballets, numbers of u
usual merit and those which have rt
been done before in any other the-r
in America.

New

Realart

Pictures

The following Realart pic' I
either
have been or will shortly!
placed in production at the Longsland
studio
of
Famous
Play;:
ing."Sheltered Daughters," by Gee*
J-sB
starring
Howard,
Bronson
Edward Dillon is dinJohnstone.

"The

Magic

Cup,"

by

E.

LI <l

John
directing. Bim'.-.'i
Sheldon,S. Robertso
starring n Constance
"The Tower," an original by S■<■
Alice Br;
starring
Merwin,
uel
Charles
Maigne directing.

It is as impossible to overrate the importance

of

good posters as it is to
overstate the fine qualities
of the
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Stanley Opens

LtKeN ews
No. 9
. MORITZ, SWITZERLAND— Europe's
ryland of winter scenery and sport. Pathe
ntraman views the glories of St. Moritz
m the "Chanterella" or inclined mountain
lway.
JW YORK CITY — Congressional comttee investigates charges against U. S.
ipping Board — first pictures of the Walsh
mmittee interrogating witnesses.
1ICAGO, ILL. — Back to Russia, but
y're not return
deported.
the
ddlewest
to theirRussians
homelandfrom
to join
ir families.
,ASTONBURY,
CONN.— Cold
snap
in
st delays ships.
S. S. Hartford is one of
ny vessels with valuable cargo caught in
heavy ice jam.
RIS, FRANCE — Is running a popular
»rt in France? Judge for yourself after
ing this picture of the annual crossintry obstacle race.
THE LIMELIGHT — Women of the
!ient break records in silk industry. These
,mg
are Japan's
I hereladies
to attend
Nationalbest
Silkweavers
Show. and
iLEDO, OHIO (Except Okla. City) —
':d unemployed and their families Social
jvice Federation aids jobless men until
,y find permanent employment.
ASHINGTON, D. C. — Ex-Governor Cox
:ts President Wilson. Defeated presiden! candidate leaves White House after call
i executive.
iVhere President Wilson will reside after
rch 4.
JESIDENT-ELECT SEEKS REST AND
JLITUDE IN FLORIDA— Animated carm by Bert Green with acknowledgement
U. N. Ding.

tod §X

Shepard is President
The personnel of the Key Holdfy Corp., which will film material
anin "Life,"
pearing
unced. The
plans of hasthe been
company
ive been noted in these columns.
Harry J. Shepard is the president
i is also associated with the Chas.
ban Film Industries.
\shley Miller is the vice-president
Bl director of production.
\rthur Bergh, the treasurer of the
poration, is the director of recordof the Emerson Phonograph Co.
t is said the following will confute weekly to "The Good Things
Life": Charles Dana Gibson, James
mtgomery Flagg, Thomas L. Mas. i, Oliver Herford, Carolyn Wells.
\hllace Irwin, Walt Mason, George
/,e, Irvin S. Cobb, Don Marquis,
'J|redith Nicholson, Dr. Frank
C me, Maxfield Parrish, Raleigh,
Fright, Eliot Keen, Coles Phillips,
J eh, Montague Glass, Gluyas Willfns and others to be announced
fun time to time.
I'hepard is sending to the trade
B trge-sized key dipped in gold paint
Bwhich is attached a rhyme regardii| the affiliation of "Life" and the
my Holding Corp.
Young
Did the Scenario
Valdemar Young prepared trie sce1 10 for "Sheltered Daughters,"
w ch Justine Johnstone is to star in
U Realart. Young is now at the
F nous Players studio in Long IsHi. He did the scenario on "Suds"
K Mary Pickford.

(Continued

from

Page

1)
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400 In Line
(Continued

from

Page

1)

about 60 people, and the performances lasted about five minutes.
Through merging of individual interests and affiliations with other exhibitors, it has become one of the
leading organizations in the motion

performance for children at the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion this morning
at 10 o'clock for the benefit of the
campaign being conducted by Herbert Hoover to aid the starving children of Central and Eastern Europe.
The special program will be similar
He wasfield."
followed by Mayor Moore to the children's program Riesenfeld
picture
and Governor Sproul.
arranged for the little folk during the
Christmas holidays.
Then came the overture, "Pomp
The performance at the Capitol
and Circumstance," by the orchestra
under direction of Sidney Lowen- will be presented under the direction
stein, and then the Stanley News. of Thomas J. Dowd of S. L. RothNext was a cartoon comedy, "Out ol afel's production staff. The program,
the Ink Well," and this was followed which is designed especially for the
by vocal numbers by the Stanley children, will consist of the Prizma
Male Quartette. A Prizma, "The picture, "Neighbor Nelly," featuring
Message
of thewhich
Flowers,"
preceded Madge Evans; Larry Semon in the
the
prologue,
was especially
comedy, "The Stage
arranged for this theater by Hugo Vitagraph
Hand," and the Booth Tarkington
Riesenfeld. This was preliminary to
"Edgar
Camps
AlexOumansky,
Mile.Out."
Gambarelli
the showing of the picture and was comedy, ander
a beautiful tableaux. The picture se- and Simone Cochet will dance a pantomime to the "Air de Ballet" by
lected was Cecil B. DeMille's "ForVictor Herbert, and Leon Leonidow
bidden Fruit." will have every rea- will do a character dance. Dr. AlPhiladelphia
son to feel proud of the Stanley, for
fred Robyn will preside at the Capit represents the most advanced ideas
itol Grand Organ and will play sevin theater construction, is wondereral songs for the kiddies in the aufully commodious, and in beauty and
dience to sing. Madge Evans will appear personally after the presentation
richness of furnishings and decorations is unsurpassed among the pho- of her picture.
toplay houses of the state. Indeed,
The Strand is not going in for speit is doubtful whether there is a
cial features
morning's
formance, butatthethis'
regular
bill willperbe
handsomer or better equipped house
in the country.
No expense was spared, with the
result that there has been created at given. (Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — A number of prominent
19th and Market Sts. a $2,000,000 me- film
stars have sent articles used in
morial to that genius of the films,
various
scenes of their production to
ihe late Stanley V. Mastbaum, whose
name is perpetuated in that of the Seattle. These will be auctioned off
at the special show to be given here
theater.
this morning in behalf of the Hoover
The theater accommodates 4,000 fund.
people. The mezzanine that comes
Douglas Fairbanks has sent the
immediately into notice when one
enters the theater proper is an open sword he used in "The Mark of Zorpromenade and lounging section, ro;" Mary Pickford, the lamp used in
with a handsome Georgian marble "The Love Light"; Charlie Chaplin,
the cane and derby he has used in
balustrade at the edge.
There is one immense balcony. It past productions; D. W. Griffith, an
autographed picture; Roscoe Aris 50 feet from the stage.
There are two lighting systems, a buckle, the rompers he used in "The
Life of she
the has
Party";
Daniels,
direct and a semi-direct, and flood broach
worn Bebe
in some
of hera
lighting, with three-color effect. Ar- pictures; Ann Forrest, a souvenir she
rangements are such that one system
will diffuse with the others by a set received from one of her friends;
of dimmers, and any lighting effect Wallace Reid, a hat; Elliott Dexter,
a silk handkerchief; Norma and Condesired is possible of attainment.
stance Talmadge, slippers.
For the various chandeliers and
concealed lights behind sunken art
Clara K. Young Entertains
glass inclosures an expenditure of
$75,000 was made. The chandeliers
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Syracuse, N. Y. — Clara Kimball
are all of special design and embody
Young passed through on her way to
in construction crystal and gold.
the coast. Milton D. Crandall her
representative dropped off here and
worked a clever stunt with the local
Kremer Sells Upper N. Y. Rights
Hoover committee.
The Great Northway Film Co., reCrandall corraled 7 kiddies, hired a
cently organized in Syracuse, has pur- limousine and rode them all over
chased Victor Kremer's "Mad Love"
and is negotiating for other Kremer town. He bought them dolls, candy,
productions for upper New York ice-cream and whatever else children
want to make them happy. The auto
State.
bore a banner "Clara Kimball Young
Unit for Hoover Relief." The newsFour Goldwyns Ready
papers caught on to the idea in great
Four Goldwyn releases are ready shape and gave it much space.
for distribution. They are "Don't
Florida Co. Buys Another
Neglect Your
Gertrudein
Atherton
story;Wife,"
Will aRogers
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Lakeland, Fla. — Lakeland Amuse"Boys Will Be boys;" Tom Moore in
ment
Co., which has been operating
"Mr. Barnes of New York" and Betthe
Casino,
has taken over the Audity Compson
ative
title). in "Reincarnation" (ten- torium.
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Millions Invested in New Houses
Many Enterprises Announced, Notably in the Middle West— Over $12,000,000
Involved— Eight New Ones in Greater New York
from all sections of the
Reports received by WID'S DAILY
country indicate that there is a veritable orgy of new theaters
planned.
Below are reports of contemplated theaters, representing a proposed financial outlay of over $12,000,000. The Middle
West is to be the scene of the largest number of houses and in
New York alone, plan's have been announced within the past
few days for eight new theaters, representing an investment of
$1,000,000."
Brill Selects De Rosa
Brill has selected
Eugene
De
tor his theater
plans
to draw
Rosa
which
will he built on
Manhattan
Ave.. Brooklyn, at a cost of $400,000.
over
Sol

Another Brooklyn Theater
The Sachs Realty Co., with offices
at 184 Floyd St., will erect a $125,000
theater at Onderdonk and Myrtle
Aves. in Ridgewood section of Brooklyn.
Another Myrtle Ave. House
Myrtle Ave. and Slocum St. in
Brooklyn is the site of a third theater
in Brooklyn. It will cost $75,000 and
will he built by B. Livotti of 1163
Herkimer St.
New Bayonne Theater
A 3,200 seat theater will be erected
at 23rd St. and Broadway, Bayonne.
X. J., on the site of the old Bijou thea'er. Pictures and vaudeville will he
shown in the house which is being
built by Kelzerstein and Binkow,
who own the Strand in Bayonne. The
house will be ready Labor Day.
It will cost about $350,000.

Two

for Cleveland

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland — Theater projects
this city. volving $2,700,000 are announced

infor

The Keith interests will erect a
$2,500,000 house on Prospect Ave.
The structure will he a 16 story affair
and will have office space to rent.
A $200,000 theater will be built by
T. Urhansky at Lorain Ave., and
Fulton Road.
Pantages in New
Orleans
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New Orleans — Alexander Pantages
has plans for a $1,500,000 theater in
this city. The seating capacity will
he 2.500 and the building a six story
structure with office space. The site
is ut Canal and Rampart Sts.
Spiegel in Schenectady
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Schenectady, N. Y. — Max Spiegel
of New York has now arranged for
the drawing of plans for his proposed
theater. Five hundred thousand dollars is involved.

Another for Boston
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Theaters for Baltimore
Boston — H. Eilenberg and the Ja. ial to WID'S
DAILY)
maica Amusement Co., offices at 37
Baltimore — Tbe new theaters are Tremont St., will erect a $200,000
planned for this city.
theater on Commonwealth Ave. near
The American Theater Co., offices
Flarvard Ave. The building will also
in the Equitable Bldg., will erect a house stores.
$200,000 house on the Boulevard near
33rd St.
Change Plans in Milwaukee
The F.ureka Amusement Co. of
'Special to WID'S DAILY)
1131 Columbia Ave., will build a theMilwaukee — YV. Sarres has made
ater at 709 Columbia Ave., at a cost some changes for the theater he will
of $KIH,()(I().
build at 35th and Lisbon Sts. The
The Washington Theater Co., house will cost $75,000 and it will be
offices in the Equitable Bldg., plans a i me story affair.
a house at XI 1 Pennsylvania Ave., to
cost $125,000.
Big One for St. Louis
(Special to Wl D'S DAILY)
St. Louis — A. I'.. Morelock
is inBig House for Long Beach, Cal.
led in a syndicate,
name
un(Social to WID'S DAILY)
known, which plans to erect a $500,The site is at 19th
Los
Angeles — LouBeach
will ooo theater here.
have a $1,000,000 theater to be erected and Chestnut Sts.
by Fred A. and Roy Miller of MilTo Build Theater
theater inwill
Los* he
Angeles
proper.
Theler'shouse
built on
Ocean
(Special to W I D'S DAILY)
Ave., between Pine and American
Pittsburg — A. P. Gillespie,
repreRowland
& Clark,
Pittsburg
Aves.
It will seat 2,500.
It is said the Long Beach house will tin atrical
men,
announces
that
the
erect
a theater
in
be the first in a projected link of Mil- firm will shortly
ler theaters in Southern California.
Mc Keesport.

New

Detroit Theater

Keith

Theater

for Dayton

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special
DAILY)
Dayton, O.— The B. F. Keith Tbi
Detroit
— P. toR.WID'S
Rosella,
architect,
ater
Co.
will erect a theater 125 b
with offices at 405 Congress Bldg.,
200 ft. on Main St., near 1st.
It wil
is receiving bids for the erection of a cost about $800,000.
two story brick theater to cost $200,000 on Shoemaker and Hurlbut Avs.
Kewaunee, 111., in Line
for Tatli and McKay.
$250,000 House for Manchester
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Manchester.
N. H. — The Orpheum
Theater Co. will erect a $250,000 theater here. Thomas Lamb, New York
architect, is preparing the plans.
Stern to Build in Newark
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Newark,
N. J.— A one story theater will be built at 37-49 Gray St. by
Joseph Stern.
The project will cost
$500,000.
House for Wrightstown,
N. J.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Wrightstown,
N. J. — B. A. Levin,
whose
office is at 179 South
Broad
St., Trenton, will erect a theater here
at a cost of $150,000.
Elizabeth, N. J., to Have
One
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Elizabeth, N. J.— A $300,000 picture theater will be built here. The
owner is unknown, but the architect
Bldg.
is J. Wentworth in the Paterson

$400,000 Westfield Theater
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Westfield,
N. J. — Reilly
and
Hall
of New
York
City
will draw plans
for S.a Flagg.
$400,000 plavhouse in behalf of
A.

Three

New

Rowland and Clark House
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pittsburgh — Rowland
and
Clark
are building
a $200,000
theater
on
Murray Ave. and Darlington St. The
building will be two stories in height.
A

Second

Detroit House

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Detroit — The Rivola Theater Corp.
will erect $150,000 theater to be
known as the Rivola on Cadillac
Blvd. near East Forest Ave.
Theater
for Kenosha,
Wis.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kenosha, Wis. — A theater project
to cost $500,000 will be launched
shortly. J. G. Rhode will construct
the theater which will he on Main St.
Parsons,

Kans., Too

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Parsons,
Kans. — The
Parsons
Amusement Co. is having plans
drawn for a $250,000 theater and office building. The building will be
a three story affair.

(Special to
Kewaunee.
111. WID'S
— W. T.DAILY)
Peirce wil
build a theater here to cost $110,00llll
Adams

Co. in Fairfield, la.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
^ Fairfield, la.— The Adams Thea
Co. will build
a two
story
the
building here at a cost of $100,000.
Let Contract

in Springfield, Mas;

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Springfield, Mass. — The contn
has been awarded for the $100,01
theater to be built at Jefferson an|
Main Sts. by R. G. Moore, E. J. Pit!
ney, and L. and F. Cohen.
$90,000 House in Monticello, N. Y
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Monticello,
N. Y. — A
two
stoi
theater will be built here at a co
of $90,000.
Washington
and
Mil

Goldman
plan
it.

Plans One

in Cleveland

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland — A. H. Goldman,
who;
office is in the Society
for Savinj
Bldg., will build a $75,000 theater c
Central Ave. near E. 71st St.
Whiting,
Ind., Theater
'Special to WID'S DAILY)
Whiting, Ind.— A $200,000 theat
will be built here. The archite
is W. P. Whitney, 122 So. Michig:
Blvd., Chicago, who is withholdii
the name of the owner.
Small
House
in Philadelphia
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia
— A
theater to CO
$75,000 will be built at Fanshaw ar
Rising Sun Sts. by an unknown buil<
er. The architect is H. N. Mille
offices at 34 S. 17th St.
$75,000 House in Norwich
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Norwich,
Conn. — M.
Klingon w
build
a $75,000
picture
theater c
Broadway.
Architect not selected
Middletown,

O.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Middletown, O.— A. $75,000 theat
will be built in the downtown di
trict.
Owner is unknown.
Niles, O.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Niles, O.— B. Wanner and Sons
Youngstown will build a theater hei
Cost to be $75,000.
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Tt was at the College Prom on the night of the big
-*• football game.
The belle of the evening had
just refused to dance with the hero, because he
was a student waiter in a college boarding house.
The hero's indignant chums determined to
teach the snob a lesson, and when the latter's
nose had come down out of the air, she suddenly discovered that the Prom had become a
waiter's ball !
'Uhis is just one of the cording situations in
**

THE SNOB

**

jJdapted from the William J. Neidig story by Alice Eyton
"Directed by Sam Wood)

with bewitching WANDA

s*

HAWLEY

as the snob.

Here are thrills and laughs galore.
Here is the stuff that pride is based on —
pride in the clean, wholesome, undiluted Americanism ofthe story".
Here is a box- office
that is guaranteed
JvM<scoop
§*
to shovel 'em in !

mmmm
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Cecil B. DeMille's production, FORBIDDEN
Paramount

FRUIT
Page
2

Vera Gordon in
Selznick — Select

LOVE
Fage
3

Lionel Barrymore in.. THE
Whitman
Doraldina in
Metro

GREATEST

GREAT

ADVENTURE

Bennett Prod. — Asso. 1st Nat'l Page
.. . .:

PASSION

Eileen Percy in. .WHY
Fox

TRUST

YOUR

THE

TAVERN

RICH

Fred Stone in THE

DUKE

FRUIT
Page
7

KNIGHT
Page 1 1

GIRL, POOR

Constance Binney in. . SOMETHING
Realart

5

HUSBAND
Page
9

Stoll Film— Pathe
Gladys Walton in
Universal

GIRL
Page 13

DIFFERENT
Page 14

OF CHIMNEY

BUTTE

Fred Stone Prod.— Fed. Film Exch., Inc. Page 15
THE
Benj. B. Hampton— Pathe
PAYING
Fitzmaurice
Short Reels

Prod. — Paramount

Walter Wanger reported out of Famous Players as
production manager.
Charles Chaplin plans features only, after completing
First National contract.
H.

G. Ballance, sales manager for Famous
succeeding S. R. Kent.
Censorship looms up Wed
in Massachusetts.
nesday

Players,

States Theater Corp., Frank G. Hall, president, to
build theaters in Northern New Jersey.
SLiney Garrett plans monster studio in Bournemouth,

Features Reviewed
THE

John S. Robertson and Charles Maigne to direct Realart stars. Temporarily stop director specials for
Paramount.
Tuesdayagain.
Jesse J. Goldburg to produce

at

Terms
(Postage
free), United
States, Outside
of Greater
New
York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to

Paris Representative:

Charles R. Rogers expected to handle Selznick reissues through Select exchanges, but with his own
sales force.

KILLER
Page 17

THE

England.
William S. Hart reported ready to retire when present
contract is completed.
Jules E. Mastbaum, Edward J. Bowes and F. J. Godsol directors of Shubert Advanced Vaudeville Circuit.
Harold Goodwin to star for Fox.
Capitol, New York, holds midnight performance for
Hoover relief fund. Thursday

Federated
features. expected to distribute Special Pictures' long
United Artists expect to release D. W. Griffith picture in April.
Five new theaters planned in Greater New York. Represent outlay of $775,000.
Friday
Viola Dana signs new Metro contract.

Strand, New York, may show "The Kid" two weeks.
Educated reported about to close for Toonerville Trolley comedies, Henry Lehrman comedies and Topics
of the Day.
Juanita Hansen to make serials independently. Pathe
contract completed.
Saturday

PIPER
Page

18

Page 19

Harry Levey buys French-made "Aphrodite."
Stanley theater, Philadelphia, opens.
Millions being invested in new theaters.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good'*— Benjamin Franklin.
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Gorgeously Extravagant Production of Modern Cinderella Story
screen. It's the same old marriage question. Shall
a woman remain true to her husband even though she

Cecil B. DeMille's production
"FORBIDDEN FRUIT"
Paramount

Cecil B. DeMille
DIRECTOR
Jeanie Macpherson
AUTHOR
Jeanie Macpherson
SCENARIO BY
Alvin Wyckoff
CAMERAMAN
production;
DeMille
Typical
AS A WHOLE
lavish in the extreme ; a feast for the eyes
STORY
Also of the DeMille variety; a marriage

problem with some tense situations but doesn't
impress
Splendid; always bent toward the
DIRECTION
artistic
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Also excellent
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
Well judged
PLAYERS
Agnes
Ayres,
Clarence
Burton,
Kathlyn Williams, Theodore Roberts, Forrest
Stanley and Theodore Kosloff all do very fine
work
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
Some exceptionally unusual sets
DETAIL
of it

Good but sometimes there's too much

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Young wife who
supports husband and is true to him even after
she falls in love with one who really loves her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,804 feet
In "Forbidden Fruit," Cecil B. DeMille has another
of his spectacular extravaganzas which is perhaps even
more lavish than its predecessors. There is probably
not more than a few hundred feet in the whole 7,804
that is not a direct appeal to the eye. DeMille has a
peculiar facility for taking the most commonplace situations and dressing them up in fancy attire so as to
make a really artistic and entertaining picture of them.
Jeanie Macpherson's story is not a wonder of itself
and there's nothing in it that is obviously new to the

has married "for the worse?" According to strict
"movie" formula she should, because the unworthy
husband is sure to die conviently and allow the faithful wife to marry her patient lover who is Johnny-onr
the-job for the finale. But the story isn't going to
matter much for DeMille has transformed it into a
modern Cinderella fantasy with shots of the palace
ball room and other artistic replicas of the fairy tale.
However, despite his ability to do such fine things
with such situations, there are perhaps not a few who
would like to see a producer with such capabilities
as DeMille, take a story from married life that is not
always an obsolete case, one more of the everyday
variety, and produce it ; a simple story, simply told.
Just as clothes make the woman, so does the production often make the picture and not alone in the
money spent to make it but in the players secured,
does "Forbidden Fruit" base its appeal. Agnes Ayres
as the modern Cinderella is charming and knows how
to wear clothes. The entire cast is excellent.
Mrs. Mallory persuades Mary Maddock, her seamstress, to take the place of an absent guest at her dinner party. Gorgeously gowned, and very beautiful,
Mary wins the heart of Nelson Rogers, who eventually
asks her to marry him. Mary realizes what she is
missing by remaining faithful to her abusive, idle husband whom she supports. After a final insult from
him she remains with the Mallory's. During the
night she is awakened and finds her husband, a
burglar, stealing Mrs. Mallory's jewels.
Maddock escapes, but Mary tells Rogers the man
is her husband. She refuses the suggestion of divorce
and returns to Maddock, who then blackmails Rogers
for $10,000, which he is to divide with his crook partner. In a fight over the money the partner kills Maddock, leaving Mary free to marry Rogers.

Should Make Lots of Money For You
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
if pictures were divided into two classes, one notable
for heart interest and human appeal regardless of the
production
accorded, and another consisting of pic- tna
ii \y and extravagantly beautiful to look
re the case "Forbidden
Fruit" would
undoubtedly head the second group for it is probabl) tin most lavish and
plendidly made picture of
' '"' year.
It should be well worth your while to secure the

seeing. And anyone who is interested in the artistic

picture

pictures.

if possible

for

it's really

well

worth

while

work of DeMille and has enjoyed his previous productions will certainly want to see this. It should't be
necessary to offer any suggestions for exploiting or
advertising this. DeMille's name, and the title which
certainly has no small drawing power, together with

the names of the entire cast should be sufficient to
satisfy anyone
who
is at all interested
in motion

tMA
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Deserves a Place in the List of the Year's Best Pictures
Vera Gordon in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

GREATEST
LOVE"
Selznick-Select
Henry Kolker
Edward

SCENARIO BY
Edward J. Montague
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS A WHOLE
A common sense production and
a human story which might be called a second
"Humoresque"
STORY
Mother love theme that gets under the
skin; simply but effectively told
DIRECTION
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Usually all right; not always sharp
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
Lives again the role of the East Side
mother
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fine cast; all do splendid work
Few of them
Correct
Good

CHARACTER OF STORY
Typifies ideal type
of mother whose hapiness is shattered when her
son is accused of a murder
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet
It is quite often the case that a picture made along
the lines of some previously successful picture of the
same type, doesn't come up to the original. But "The
Greatest Love" is sufficient proof that such is not al\va , s the case. The same element of mother love and
the same atmosphere of the East Side and later the
uptown section, is evident as it was in "Humoresque."
This is not to infer by any means that "The Greatest
Love" does not succeed on its own merit. It does.

Her performance is unusual and her emotional bits
cause the chunks in your throat. She is undoubtedly
without equal in the portrayal of a certain type of
motherhood.
The direction of the picture is excellent, perhaps
the best that Henry Kolker has ever done. The production iscommon sense all the way through, inexpensive but real and effective. One noteworthy bit
is the manner in which the trial scene is handled, instead of the customary long shot of the courtroom, the
family of the convicted youth are shown waiting for
the verdict of the jury in an adjoining room and just
a glimpse of the courtroom is shown through a half
open door. There is one short sequence which the}
have neglected to tint. The players are shown in
evening clothes in a garden but the lighting would
indicate daytime.
Mrs. Lantini, an Italian immigrant mother, is the
personification of "T.he Greatest Love" — mother love.
With her husband and two children, a boy and a girl,
she seeks happiness in the "promised land." Time
passes and through the success of the son Lorenzo,
who has become an architect, Mrs. Lantini is happy in
her uptown apartment, although she still wears her
apron and fusses about the house despite the servants.
Lorenzo is engaged by Richard Sewell, a theatrical
manager, to draw the plans for his new theater.
Francesca meets Sewell who offers to lend her a^costume for a charity fete at which she is to dance. But
the unscrupulous Sewell is merely laying a trap and
Francesca returns to her home and confides in Lorenzo
who goes to the manager's office where he finds him
dead. Lorenzo is accused and found guilty but later
freed when
murder.

Sewell's discarded wife confesses the

Vera Gordon is essentially the picture's main appeal.

Your Own Fault if You Can't
Clean Up with This
for the Exhibitor.
Box Office Analysis

The

fact that "The

Greatest Love"

is another

"Humoresque" should boost it rather than injure it.
Those who saw the former mother love picture will
certainly want to see this. Go as far as you like in
your promises. It's the sort of thing that gets under
the skin and they can't help but like it even though
it brings a lump in the throat and moisture to the

have to work harder to get them interested, but the
results should be compensation enough.
Any effort or expense which may be incurred in
exploiting "The Greatest Love," should be well repaid by the box office results. It's that kind of a picture and one that should be used for an extended run.
Catchlines and lobby display should attract. Say :

eyes. Promise them another rare treat in the per-

"What is the 'The Greatest Love?' Perhaps you've
never appreciated it but you will after you see Vera

formance of Miss "Sordon. If they don't remember
her name, but they should, recall her part in "Humoresque." Ifyou didn't happen to show it you may

Gordon's latest picture. Don't miss it at the blank
theater." Use the producer's name because it's probably the best thing they've ever turned out.
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January 17, 1921.

J. M. Johnston, Esq., Manager,
Associated Producers, Inc.,
Broadway Film Bldg.,
C inc innati , Ohi o .

,sa %

Dear Mr. Johnston:

Again it is our pleasure to commend to the
exhibitors and the general public an Associated
Producers' production -- "The Last of the Mohicans ,
which exceeded in box office receipts any picture
previously shown in the Gifts Theatre.
It is indeed gratifying to have an Associated
), break
Producers' production, ("The Forbidden Thing"
and receipts
all previous records, both for attendance
last week and then to have you exceed your own record.
This new record made under unfavorable weather conditions, is in our judgment, making exhibition history.
This clearly demonstrates to us a theory which
we have always held — that good pictures mean good
times and poor pictures the reverse.
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May we not extend through you to the Associated
Producers in general and Mr. Maurice Tourneur in partcongratulations upon this, your greaticular our hearty
t?
est achievemen

Mr.

Very truly yours
The Greater Cincinnati
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Barrymore Out of His Forte in Comedy Role
Lionel Barrymore in
"THE GREAT ADVENTURE"
Whitman Bennett Prod. — Asso. First National
DIRECTOR
Kenneth Webb
AUTHOR
Arnold Bennett
SCENARIO BY
Dorothy Farnum
CAMERAMAN
Charles
Griffith
and
Harry
Straddling
AS A WHOLE
Not at all what you expect from
Lionel Barrymore; some comedy efforts really
poor slap-stick
STORY
Arnold Bennett novel doesn't make the
best screen material
DIRECTION

As far as the production is con-

cerned is all right but
comedy out of story
PHOTOGRAPHY

hasn't

gotten

genuine
Good

LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Good at times but most of his efforts at
comedy don't register
SUPPORT
Doris Rankin good; Octavia Broske
and Thomas Braidon satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Good; those in church representing Westminister excellent
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Famous but bashful artist allows the world to think him dead
in order to escape woman
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,550 feet

Those who have seen Lionel Barrymore's previous
productions made by Whitman Bennett are going to
receive a shock when they witness "The Great Adventure," unless they previously know something
about the story and are prepared to see Barrymore in

a comedy role. It may be difficult for some to imagine
Barrymore going through such antics as sitting on a
pallet of wet paint, dragging a couple of overgrown
boys by the neck of the coat and a few other short
reel comedy tricks.
There are moments in which Barrymore does some
acting, characteristic of him, but for the most part his
work isn't apt to cause any special noteworthy comment. His forte is not contained in a role such as that
provided by Bennett's character.
Priam Farll, England's noted artist, goes to Warsaw, with his valet, to escape Lady Sophia, who is
bound to annex herself to Farll. But Sophia follows
him to Warsaw and for reason of not knowing what
else to do, the artist becomes engaged to her. Next
day he escapes, however, and returns to England
where his valet dies. Farll gives the dead man's name
as "Priam Farll" assuming the valet's name — Leek —
as his own. He attends his own funeral in Westminister where again he encounters Lady Sophia in deep
mourning weeping bitterly. He escapes before she
sees him.
Among the valet's letters is one from a woman with
whom he was to have kept an appointment. Farll
keeps his late valet's date and the woman turns out
to be a widow who had answered Leek's matrimonial
ad. Farll marries the widow under the name of Leek.
Lack of funds compels Farll to resume his painting
and his work is recognized but he refuses to admit his
identity. But when it develops that the late Leek
had a wife and two children who arrive to demand
their rights, Farll begins to weaken and eventually he
proves he is Priam Farll under condition that officially
he remain dead as a protection against Lady Sophie's
breach of promise suit.

No Trouble to Get Them In But Will They Like It?
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It may be that some people will like Lionel Barrymore in this comedy role but it is so far removed
from anything he would be expected to do that it may
be a disappointment to others. As far as the comedy
itself is concerned, it is good only in spots. The prosufficient.

duction end of it will satisfy them but that isn't

Tell them "The .Great Adventure" was taken from
Arnold Bennett's novel "Buried Alive" and dramatized
by him and produced under the present title. The
situation in which the famous artist attends his own

funeral will attract them and generally speaking you
should have very little trouble getting them in, and
if you don't mind handing them a bit of a disappointment you can use various other stunts to attract.
Play up the star's name extensively and in your announcements use the line : "He refused to marry so
he died and attended his own funeral. How did he
do it? That's 'The Great Adventure.' See for yourself in Lionel Barrymore's latest picture playing at the
blank theater."
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Tom Moore's Best Comedy
"Pardon us while we pause to interpolate the information that 'Hold
Your Horses' is 'some' picture. It's
so utterly different— so very much

and very excellently Tom

" 'Hold Your Horses' is riotously
funny as shown on the screen. In the
footage there are scores of lively incidents, some hilariously funny sub-

Moore's."
Daily News.

titles and plenty of action
." Journal.
Evening

Moore is immensely funny,
first as a swagger Irish 'White Wing,'
later as the ward politician and lastly
as the city boss who marries the
wealthy woman whose buggy once

"However, we can say without any
hesitancy that it is the best picture
we ever saw Tom Moore do and one
of the best pictures we ever saw any
one do. The titles are so well done
that you feel like applauding them or

ran him down when he was on duty."
Evening Telegram.

patting their author on the back."
N. Y, Tribune.

Tom Mo
"Tom

Tx'onx tl\* Saturday
Evening Post Story
Can avail

Rupert Hughes
Directed
hy
E.Mason Hopper
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These reviews are only short
snatches from lengthy articles
that glowed with praise.
Space prevents printing them

in full.
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Good Production and Fine Atmosphere to Typical Villain Story
Doraldina in

role since his appearance in the Theda Bara pictures.

"PASSION
FRUIT"
Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Douglas Gerard
Carey Wilson
Edward Lowe, Jr.
Rudolph Bergquist
Splendid Hawaiian atmosphere

it's most appealing feature
STORY
A bit far-fetched but affords fairly attalents

tractive material for

star's

personality

DIRECTION
Good;
climax
is
there is fair amount of suspense
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

effective

and
and

Usually good
All right
Good

Gives satisfactory performance and does
two of her well known dances

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

All satisfactory
Splendid
Adequate
All right
Overseer of Hawaiian

plantation kills master and then tries to get conLENGTH

trol by marrying owner's daughter
OF PRODUCTION

5,800 feet

"Passion Fruit" makes a satisfactory picture mostly
because of a fine Hawaiian atmosphere and then, too,
it is quite a good selection for the personality and talents of the dancer, Doraldina. It has been arranged
so that she is given the opportunity to perform two
of her characteristic dances. They register on the
screen better than might be expected.
Those who enjoyed that portrayer of vallains,
Stuart Holmes, and remember the cruel way he tricked
Theda Bara in so many of her Fox productions, will
see his wily maneuvers all over again in "Passion
Fruit." He has probably the "most wickedest" villain

And if you liked him then you'll like him in this.
The story is a bit far-fetched but provides a few
good dramatic bits with the climax, building up a fair
amount of excitement. The director has maintained
some suspense through the medium

of an old native

called "The Ancient," who has a secret which he refuses to divulge until he is about to die. Doraldina,
as Reginia Dominant, daughter of the plantation
owner, is not called upon for any unusual dramatic
acting but she does well enough in what she has to
do and has been photographed to very good advantage.
Edward Earle is good in a not very satisfying role.
Anders ;Rance, overseer of the Dominant

planta-

tion, brings about the master's death and thinks to get
control of the island by marrying the daughter, Regina. But the girl hates the slave-driver. Sometime
previous Regina had danced for charity and at the
close of her dance had been attacked by Pierce Lamont
who thought she was" his wife who had deserted him.
After the death of her father he comes to apologize.
Regina asks him to stay and help her manage the business affairs of her late father.
Ranee is forced to confine his supervision to the
slaves. Jealous of Lamont and desiring to get rid of
Regina, Ranee forces "The Ancient," an old diseased
native, to swear that the Gods command that the white
girl cease to govern them. The natives love Regina
tnit fearing the wrath of the Gods if they disobey, they
order Regina out of her home, take Lamont a prisoner,
and install Ranee as their ruler.
A party is given by Ranee to celebrate his rise to
power. He sends for Regina and forces her to dance
for him. In the meantime "The Ancient" feels death
coming on and he confesses that he lied because Ranee
threatened to tell that he was a leper and not wanting
to be sent to the leper colony he had lied. Ranee is
killed in the scuffle that follows and Reginia and Lamont are happy together.

Would Be Well to See It and then Judge According to Your Clientele
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Perhaps a more gentle, sensitive audience will not
be thoroughly pleased with "Passion Fruit" inasmuch
as it does not appeal to the finer senses. Its hula
dances, murders, and some sex appeal through the
attacks of the villain on the plantation owner's
daughter will be liable to gain little favor with such
an audience. But on the other hand, if they're willing to overlook these points and accept it as an offer-

ing with a splendid Hawaiian atmosphere and approve
of the villain type of story, with the girl and her lover
finding happiness after the villain's death, then they'll
be well satisfied with "Passion Fruit."
The title will attract a certain crowd, but most folks
won't know just how it connects with the picture after
they see it. Catchlines and good prominence given
the name of the dancer-star should get them in.
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Melodrama
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HEWf
'ANUARY 6th is rather early," says MOTION
PICTURE NEWS, "to make predictions for
twelve months, but if 'OUTSIDE THE
LAW doesn't prove to be the best straight melodrama of the year then 1921 will see the release of
more great pictures than any preceding period of
equal length.

PRI$CILIA DEAN
Supported by
ION CHANEY
±TL

"Beginning with some carefully planned scenes that
succeed in giving the production atmosphere and establishing sympathy for the leading characters, especially Miss Dean and Wheeler Oakman, the picture
builds from sequence to sequence with perfect suspense, good incident and excellent action until its
thrilling and dramatic climax, in which Lon Chaney,
Mr. Oakman and a dozen others, including Miss Dean,
mix it in a way that carries the spectator off his feet
and makes him forget that he is looking at a picture.

TOD BROWNING'S

"If they like action and real drama and thrills, they
will like this.. It is there from every angle."

£&rl Laemirtle presents

UNIVERSAL

II

- JEWEL

OUTSSDEt^LAW
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Weak Farce Comedy
Eileen Percy in
"WHY

TRUST

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
zeneuve
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Geo.

YOUR
Fox
E.

three married men still susceptible to dates with telephone operators and three suspicious wives.

HUSBAND"

George E. Marshall
Marshall
and Paul
Ca-

The situations are well enough developed but the
director has put in altogether too much chase stuff, in
and out of rooms and doors, and other slap-stick tricks

E. Counselman
Lucien Andriot

that don't belong and don't provide any comedy. The
wild masque ball that the husbands attend has been

AS A WHOLE
Farce comedy of very familiar
type with much helter skelter business
STORY
Has few amusing situations but good
deal of it is just ordinary slap-stick
DIRECTION
Put in too much in and out chase

done up in great shape. It's real looking and the
extras have entered into the spirit of the thing and
have made it look like just what it was intended for.

Wm.

stuff, masque ball looks real
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Fair

Might have been better
Ordinary

STAR

Hasn't any more to do than three others
in supporting cast
SUPPORT
Jane Miller, Harry Meyers and Hayward Mack satisfactory
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Adequate
To much of it
OF

STORY

Two

suspicious

young wives plan to catch chicken-chasing husbands but the joke is on them
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Eileen Percy's latest Fox picture doesn't provide her with any more stellar prominence than it
gives to some others in the cast. There are four
people concerned in the mix-up which forms the story
and they are all equally matched with parts so Miss
Percy is star, in title only.
The story is made up of situations that are all along
the lines of those seen in farce comedies before— the
suspicious wife who plans to catch her husband with
the goods, but in the end the joke is on her. Only
in this they give you a triple dose of it. There are

The photography throughout the picture is poor,
the lightings are not clear and the focus is not always
right. Eileen Percy and Jane Miller play the parts
of the wives, while Harry Meyers and Hayward Mack
are the respective husbands. Harry Dunkinson does
well with a small comedy part.
Meyers as Eileen's husband is to occupied with
business to suit his young wife. Even on their anniversary he is called, away on "business" the last minute. Eileen's sister, Jane Miller, is having trouble
with her husband, Hayward Mack, who also finds it
convenient to have a "business" engagement on the
same night. A note discloses that the "boys" are
going to the masque ball. The wives secure the cooperation ofthe telephone girl in the apartment house
and plan to catch their husbands with the goods.
The telephone girl makes a date with one of the husbands and says she will be dressed in a yama yaraa
costume. At the ball three yama yama girls appear,
one the telephone girl and the two others, the wives.
A general confusion takes place after this in which
the wives get men other than their husbands and when
the place is raided they are among those taken by the
police while the husbands who are really there, escape. Then it looks as though the girls were there
alone and they are forced to ask their husbands' forgiveness and promise they will never be suspicious

Will Do for Transient House or on Double Feature Day
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Your Husband" isn't any improvement over her last
They had better secure good stories for Eileen Percy
u they wish to keep her as a star and ,..,,'
justify calling "The
„. . . of ,,
.. . , , , . ,
,
Jazz.". ,
.
, *
J. .
j
j
&
ThisLand
is another picture that had best be used on a
her one.

In her last two pictures she has certainly not

double feature day for it isn't strong enough to get

done anything to give her stellar prominence and the
stories themselves don't give her roles that give her
a chance to show what she might do.
"Why Trust

to hear
You're
.
over as a sinSle
complaints
if you attraction
try it alone,
unless bound
you cater
to a
transient crowd and don>t have to worry about keep.
ing them coming.

It Won't Be Long
Before

PLUMS
Are Ready For Picking
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Not Pretentious But AnotheivGood Program Picture
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

TAVERN
KNIGHT"
Stoll Film— Pathe
Maurice Elvey
Rafael Sabatini
Sinclair Hill
Paul Burger
Costume play with historic atmosphere enough
;
interest for average program

attraction
STORY
Characters famous in English history
are used; many flashbacks are apt to confuse
DIRECTION
Satisfactory;
shows
care as to
detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
All do well with exception of one
player who registers every emotion by lifting
his eyebrows
EXTERIORS
Pretty garden shot
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Well taken care of
CHARACTER OF STORY
Exiled knight who
practices twenty years with sword to avenge
those who cheated him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet
All of the productions so far released by the Stoll
Film Co., are first rate program pictures particularly in
view of the fact that they can be secured at prices
comparatively low. But there is one fault which seems
to have applied to one or two of the five so far shown
and that is they are too long. This is particularly the
case with "The Tavern Knight." The ending is obvious to the audience in nearly the middle of the fifth
reel but it isn't until they have run off about another
reel and a half that the conclusion is reached.
This is no serious fault but it is apt to try the patience of the spectator, since he knows what is going

to happen. However, it isn't likely that very much
more could be cut, as it is quite apparent that most
of these pictures have already seen the hand of the
cutter in preparation fur the American market.
"The Tavern Knight" again raises the question regarding costume plays. Are they or are they not
what the public wants? Those who like historical
atmosphere will get a certain amount of it in this.
Eille Norwood handles the title role very well, while
Madge Stuart, the only woman member of the cast,
is the heroine. Laurence Anderson as a pious youth
is obviously "acting" most of the time. He registers
any and all emotions by a motion of his jaw or lifting
and lowering his eyebrows.
"The Tavern Knight," noted for his handling of
the sword, was really Roland Marleigh, lord of Marleigh Castle. Gregory Ashburn and his brother Joslong ago caused the death of the Knight's
wife eph,
andhad had taken his young son, now known as
their ward Kenneth. Cynthia, a niece, was also a
member of the Ashburn household. The forces of
Charles Stuart and Oliver Cromwell were about to
fight. The Tavern Knight was leading the Stuart
forces. It happened that Kenneth, also fighting for
the King, was under the Knight's leadership. When
Stuart's forces retreated the Knight and Kenneth were
captured but later escaped.
The Knight had learned that Kenneth was of the
house of Marleigh, now in the possession of the Ashburns. Kenneth took the Knight to Marleigh Castle,
where after a time the Knight made known

his iden-

tity and a sword fight followed. One of the Ashburn's
escaped with his life when he promised to tell the
Knight news of his son. Complications followed in
which Ashburn kills Kenneth and leaves the Knight
free to acknowledge his love for Cynthia who also
loves him, although the Knight had thought she was
in love with his son Kenneth.

It's a Question Whether or Not They Want English Costume Plays
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless you think they won't like this English costume play you will most likely give satisfaction from
a production standpoint with "The Tavern Knight."
It has been well made and the story should be easy
to follow. There are one or two flash-backs in which
the characters tell of something which had happened
previously, but trffe director has put them in so that
it shouldn't cause any great confusion. If you think
well of it you can promise a historical atmosphere.

On the other hand, if this fact isn't likely to appeal
you needn't feel obliged to mention it although they
may want to know what they're going to see. There
isn't any one feature which deserves promises, so you
had better confine your announcements to straight
stuff or catchlines such as : "He was called 'The Tavern Knight,' but he was lord of Marleigh Castle. See
why he hid his identity until

STUDIO
FOR RENT
^©:

Every modern equipment
— Room for two companies—Within thirty minutes
of Times Square — Available for three months
commencing February 1st
slpply by letter giving credit
references to
Box A- 2 5

WID'S
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Sort of Fairy Tale Picture That WiirPlease Younger Audiences
Gladys Walton in
"RICH

GIRL, POOR
Universal

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

GIRL"
Harry B. Harris
J. G. Hawks
A. P. Younger
Earl Ellis

AS A WHOLE
Of the fairy tale variety; too
improbable for grown-ups but should delight
children
STORY
tion.

Never intended for serious consideration; will satisfy those with abnormal imagina-

DIRECTION
Reality of settings noticeable; has
handled "doubles" well
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Correct
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Rich girl and poor girl both; better as
rich girl
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Proper atmosphere
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich girl changes
places with poor girl Taut is glad to be the rich
girl in the end
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,675 feet
Unless the majority of the audience is comprised of
folks with abnormal imaginations or else they are willing to take an awful lot for granted, they probably
won't be entertained by "Rich Girl, Poor Girl." Gladys
Walton's latest for Universal is essentially a juvenile
picture and as such should delight matinee audiences.
It's the poor little rich girl formula with a few added
flourishes. The star plays the dual role of rich girl
and poor girl, but other than
distinguish between them. Of
helps her out by a lot of slang
to utter as the poor girl. The

costumes she doesn't
course the title writer
which she is supposed
director, on the other

hand, has managed the "doubling" business especially
well. Instead of double exposures it would seem that
most of the time he has had another actress "doubling"
for Miss Walton. The whole thing has been very
well managed.
Also the director has seen to it that the proper atmosphere of the tenement district is reflected in the
settings. The interiors are all very real looking, also
the street scenes with the dirty urchins and the hand
organ artist. Among those in the cast are Gorden McGregor, Harold Austin, Antrim Short, Joe Neary,
Wadsworth Harris and C. W. Herzinger.
Nora McShane lived with her father, a non-abstainer, in Fish Alley. Nora sold papers and was forced to
give "the old man" the money for his beer and go for
it besides. Mugsy was Nora's pal and sweetheart.
One day while on the way for her father's beer Nora
was passing the Vanderfleet mansion. The gate happened to be open, so Nora wandered in to admire
the flowers.
The gardner came out and proceeded to beat away
the intruder when suddenly the poor little rich girl,
Beatrice Vanderfleet, appeared on the scene and invited Nora into the house.
Each expressed a desire to have what the other had.
The poor girl wanted to be rich and the rich girl
wanted to be poor, so Beatrice agreed to change places
for a wdiile. Dressed in Nora's rags Beatrice went
forth to Fish Alley, but her first taste of Alley life was
enough to discourage her. Nora's father, thinking it
Nora, beat her for not returning with the beer and
then when he found out who she really was, Beatrice
was held for ransom.
In the meantime Nora was going through the ordeal
of trying to play Beatrice. Reginald, a ward of Beatrice's grandfather, realized that Nora wasn't Beatrice,
but he decided to play the "game" whatever it was.
Eventually the truth came out and after Beatrice was
recovered, Nora was given a place in the Vanderfleet
home.

Will Make Excellent Matinee Entertainment
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If the grownups will accept this in the light of a fairytale and be satisfied with it as such, you are all right.
but on the other hand if you think them likely to look
at it only as an improbability and refuse to use their

the beautiful tub even though it isn't Saturday night
and when she sits down to the table and tries to manipulate things the way the others do.
Stills of the star in the both characters will attract

But the kiddies'Should glory in it. They'll love the
way the poor girl rejoices when she gets into the rich

and for catchlines use: "From Fish Alley to the Vanderfleet mansion. Some jump — but Nora McShane
did it." Or, "The Rich girl wanted to be poor and the
poor girl wanted to be rich so they changed places.

girl's clothes, when she is told she can take a bath in

See Gladys Walton's latest pictures for the result,"

imagination, then it won't go for your adult crowd.
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Pleasing Star But Story Only Mildly Interesting.
Constance Binney in
"SOMETHING DIFFERENT"
Realart
DIRECTOR
R. William Neill
AUTHOR
Alice Duer Miller
SCENARIO BY
Kathryne Stuart
CAMERAMAN
Oliver Marsh
AS A WHOLE
romance;
terest

Very pleasing star and pretty
revolutionary

sequence

doesn't

in-

STORY
Not as different at title would have you
believe, but star and settings help
DIRECTION
Did well with the material he
had to work with
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR

Personality pleases and has cute mannerisms; has very light part in this
SUPPORT
Ward Crane good looking leading
man; Crane Wilbur, old favorite, has small part
EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl in search of
adventure finds it in Central America
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,756 feet

Constance Binney 's latest picture for Realart is
taken from Alice Duer Miller's novel, "Calderon's
Prisoner," but they have given it a new name, one
which can't be applied literally to the picture for
"Something Different" isn't very different. It contains a pleasing romance, has been provided with very
pretty settings — the locations look Cuban — and the
star's personality will appeal. She hasn't much to do
but look cute and play around like a spoiled kitten —
but she does that well.

There's some revolutionary business, spies, government overthrowing and the like which is secondary

to the romance. And while it isn't made very clear
what it's all about, that doesn't matter because it isn't
interesting anyway. And there isn't enough of it to
worry about. Ward Crane is a good looking leading
man and makes an attractive screen lover. Crane
Wilbur, an old time picture favorite is also in the cast
but has a very small part. Lucy Fox has a meagre role.
The director has done well enough with material
that afforded limited possibilities for a picture play.
There is practically nothing to it but the romance
between the star and Ward Crane as Don Mariano,
the head of Santiago's army, but this
ing. The director has done well to
other business even though he found
do a lot of padding with the love story

much is satisfysubordinate the
it necessary to
part of it.

Alicia Lee, an heiress reaching the end of her funds,
was being forced into a marriage for money, so she
decided to seek adventure in Central America whither
she went to visit a friend. She later learned that
Don Luis, husband of her friend, was hostile to the
government and secretly planning to overthrow it.
At the government ball Alicia met Don Mariano, head
of the army. During the ball Alicia saw Mariano kill
a spy and hated him for lys cruelty.
Later Alicia was taken prisoner by Mariano under
suspicion that she was aiding Don Luis in his revolt.
Alicia was made very comfortable in Mariano's home
and while she wouldn't admit it she was falling in love
with her captor. Mariano was also in love with his
captive, so much that he finally managed her release
and promised to release her friend's husband who
had also been taken a prisoner and would probably
have been put to death.
Alicia returned to her home, but she was soon followed by Mariano, who had been exiled from his
country for allowing the prisoners to escape. He told
Alicia of his love, and of course they lived happy
ever after.

Use Star's Name and Tell the Women

They'll Like It.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is essentially a woman's picture. They will
be pleased with the romance and will be "just crazy"
about the good looking hero, who comes all the way
from Central America to claim his bride. There isn't
much in it for a man. If you don't care so much
about the male members of your audience you can
play it up for the women with attractive catchlines
used in connection with the title. Say "She didn't
want to marry merely for money so she went to Central

America in search of 'Something Different.' Did she
find it? Well, see Constance Binney in her latest
Realart production, for the answer."
Use the star's name extensively and recall her
"39 East" and "Erstwhile Susan." Confine any promises to the romance part of it and tell them they'll
get a glimpse of some pretty Cuban country which
forms the background for some of the action.

is
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Fred Stone Registers; But Story Falls Short
DAILY

Fred Stone in
"THE DUKE OF CHIMNEY BUTTE"
Fred Stone Prod. — Federated Film Exchanges, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Frank Borzage
AUTHOR
G. W. Ogden
SCENARIO BY
Marian Ainslee
CAMERAMAN
Jack MacKenzie
AS A WHOLE
As well done as possible with
material which isn't sufficient for feature of this
length, and is badly padded in places
STORY
Western story without enough action
DIRECTION
Good considering material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sometimes
fine, at others
only fair
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
Average

STAR

Registers
"straight"
cowboy part well,
but has no chance for comedy or stunts
SUPFORT
None prominent, all fair
EXTERIORS
Some fine western locations
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
A number of errors of grammar and
spelling in titles
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Wandering
cowboy protects girl ranch
owner
from
cattle
rustlers
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,500 feet

"The Duke of Chimney Butte" will probably draw
well — entirely on the strength of Fred Stone's name,
which is known to nearly every American theater goer.
But even to Stone fans this picture will hardly prove

satisfactory entertainment. The story, a Western,
with Stone playing a cowboy, is lacking in interest,
and more especially in action. There are many instances where padding and stalling to fill space arcapparent, due to the fact that there isn't enough material to cover the full distance. Then, too, Fred
Stone's great reputation has been built on his splendid
comedy and stunts on the stage, and in this he hasn't
been given any chance to be funny, and the one stunt
he does do is to ride a bucking broncho in a professional manner.
Because he has no opportunity to show his versatility, his performance is going to disappoint a lot of
people who will be looking for some of his stage fun.
He plays the cowboy part in a highly satisfactory way,
but there's nothing much for him to do.
Director Borzage has done as well as was possible
with what he had to work with, and a fair element of
suspense is developed from the third reel on. Splendid western locations and some good night shots of
cowpunchers in camp are notable features.
Jerry Lambert (Fred Stone) is a bicycling peddler,
selling patent knives. One night he rides into a cowboy camp just at supper time, and gives them a lengthy
and humorous spiel about his wares, in hopes of getting
a meal. He abandons peddling and joins the cowboys.
One day after racing the express train, he sees on the
rear platform a beautiful girl, and instantly falls in
love. He starts out to find her, accompanied by
"Tater Legs." The rest of it is all about what happens in his efforts to win her — which he does.

Wid's Daily
Binders

$3.00

-

Invaluable for reference purposes.
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Use the Star's Name, But Be Careful of Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Fred Stone in

It ought to be easy to get them in by the use of his

"THE DUKE OF CHIMNEY BUTTE"
Fred Stone Prod. — Federated Film Exchanges, Inc.
There is scarcely any better known name in the
theatrical world than that of Fred Stone. There is

name alone, but as the picture won't give them what
they will expect of Stone, it will be well to keep
rather quiet about the story, and the nature of his
part. Talk about the star and his famous parts on the
stage. Recall the stage successes that made him

scarcely anyone who has not heard of him, and few
who haven't seem him at some time or other from
the days of the "Wizard of Oz" to his present "TipTop." His name therefore, is by all odds your biggest, and in this case about your only selling point.

famous, such as "The Wizard of Oz," "The Red Mill,"
and more recently, "Chin-Chin" and "Jack O'Lantern."
Play it on the strength of the star alone and you
will have no boomerang from unfulfilled promises.

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
a

JVe Never Disappoint"

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York

M
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Good Direction and Suspense Make This a Satisfactory Western
"THE

KILLER"

Benjamin B. Hampton
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Director Hickman, after a somewhat

Prod. — Pathe
Howard Hickman
Stewart Edward

SCENARIO

BY

White

E. Richard Schayer

CAMERAMAN

Harry Vallejo

AS A WHOLE

Good production of a slightly

"different" type of Western thriller

Adapted from Stewart Edward White's
STORY
novel of the same name.
Makes god screen
material of the type
DIRECTION
a somewhat
finish

Suspense well maintained.
After
slow start, holds the interest to the

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

Clear

CAMERA

WORK

PLAYERS

Average
Frank

performance,
rest fair
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
OF

expected in this type of picture, they will be accepted
by audiences who enjoy Westerns.

The most important member

of the cast is Frank

Campeau, and he does "The Killer" with his usual
expert villainy. Claire Adams, in the feminine lead,
looks pretty and is adequate in the part. The
rest of the cast are all just average. Prominent among
these is Tod Sloan, famous jockey, who gives a creditable performance for a more or less amateur actor.

attractive,

Some very good Westerns
Correct

Emory's safe of their partnership papers.
Emory is killed shortly after his arrival, leaving

All right

Ruth and Bobby in Hooper's power. Brower arrives
with the stolen papers. Hooper adds his name to the
list of those to be killed. Hooper proposes marriage
to Ruth, but she prefers death.

Claire

Adams

gives
looks

usual

STORY

Wholesale

good

mur-

derer finally brought to justice by "tenderfoot,"
who rescues the heroine from his clutches
LENGTH

things speeded up, and after the first reel the action
moves along rapidly and developes in a manner that
holds the interest right up to the climax. The fault
that will be found by some, is that the picture contains too many killings, but as these are more or les^

Henry Hooper, a rancher on the Arizona-Mexican
border, persuades his partner, John Emory, to visit
the ranch and to bring with him his daughter, Ruth,
and his little son. Hooper hires an ex-jockey, to rob

Campeau

DETAIL
CHARACTER

slow start, got

OF PRODUCTION

5,850 feet

There is sufficient of the elements of suspense and
excitement in the screen version of Stewart Edward
White's "The Killer," to put it over if your audiences
enjoy plenty of shooting and death plots of various
kinds. It is a good picture of the Western type, and
as such should make a satisfactory program offering.

Sanborn on a neighboring ranch, becomes curious
over the rumors about "The Killer," and pays him a
visit. He discovers the true situation, but Hooper
tells him that interference will mean the death of all
of them. Sanborn later is captured by Hooper and
is liberated by an old groom. He rushes to the aid
of Ruth, and in the end they are happy.

Talk About the Excitement, and Use the Players' Names
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In the first place you can use the author's name and
the title to good advantage. Mr. Whit'es mystery and
adventure stories have been widely read and enjoy a

picture, and play up the terrible character of the man
known as "The Killer." Frank Campeau is the best
known member of the cast, and his name can be used

great popularity. "The Killer" is one of the best to advantage, as can Claire Adams', in a lesser deknown of his no\**]s so that the title will be an attrac- gree. Make mention of the fact that one of the imtion to large numbers of people.
portant parts is played by Tod Sloan, probably the
Talk

about

tlie thrills and

excitement

that

fill the

most famous jockey in the world.
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Depends Wholly on Its Visual Appeal
"PAYING THE PIPER"
Fitzmaurice Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
George Fitzmaurice
AUTHOR
Ouida Bergere
SCENARIO BY
Oudia Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Miller
AS A WHOLE
'. .Rich in settings and done with
much flourish but has no human touches or
heart interest
STORY

Hangs by a very weak thread and is

completely overshadowed by "showy" sets and
things that appeal to the eye
DIRECTION
Typically
Fitzmaurice;
all his
attention is given to pleasing the eye
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
First rate
PLAYERS
Dorothy Dickson really the star but
not credited as such ; Alma Tell, Reginald Denny, Rod LaRoque and George Fawcette most
important in support
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Elaborate
DETAIL
Several noticeable errors
CHARACTER
title
LENGTH

OF STORY

OF PRODUCTION

Fully implied by the
5,332 feet

"Paying the Piper," a George Fitzmaurice production which really stars Dorothy Dickson, the dancer,
but does not give her stellar credit, is like other Fitzmaurice productions in that it's appeal is to the eye.
It is rich in setting, has colorful backgrounds and consists of materials generally that are mean to satisfy
the optics but that's all that can be said for "Paying
the Piper."
Ouida Bergere's story is weak. It tells the story
of the poor little rich girl and the poor little rich boy,
with the necessary complications, and then there are
one or two bits intended as heart interest but they

aren't even skin deep. Frivolity prevails and when a
youngster is run over by the rich girl's auto and the

mother weeps bitterly because the child will die, you
aren't even in a mood to feel sorry.
The picture is thoroughly pleasing to look at but
it's such shallow entertainment that you forget it
when you're outside the theater. And Dorothy Dickson is really the star. Her appearance is an attraction
but most people will be disappointed that she isn't
given an opportunity to dance. They'll probably be
expecting it. There are some errors in detail that are
going to be noticed. The introduction is a sort of prologue showing the rich girl and the rich boy as children. George Fawcett is the boy's father and after
some twenty years, his appearance hasn't changed the
slightest. Another — they refer to the time as morning
but immediately following someone goes to bed for
the night.
Barbara Wyndham and Larry Grahame, both children of the rich, are engaged as a matter of business.
Their parent's need each other's help and so they join
families through the children. There are two others —
Marcia Marillo, once a poor girl, now well known in
a fashionable cabaret, and Keith Larne, a successful
landscape gardener. Keith is in love with Marcia but
tries to reform Barbara, the butterfly.
Larry is engaged to Barbara but loves Marcia. Larry eventually tells Marcia he has to marry Barbara,
but that they will go on just the same, but Marcia
refuses the arrangement. Then Marcia and Keith decide they are better suited for each other and they marry and live happy, etc. But Barbara and Larry receive
a sad shock. Their respective parents suddenly lose
all their money. Larry makes the best of it but Barbara seeks her customary pleasure otherwise and comes
nearly getting mixed up in a nasty shooting affair.
This teaches her her lesson, and she goes back to
Larry content to live in their small apartment and
share the hard knocks with him.
Two years later both couples are getting along
famously
with a young Larry making Barbara and
Larry happy.

They Will Probably Like to Look at It But Don't Promise a Story
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
With some audiences it won't matter much that
"Paying the Piper" consists of nothing but pretty sets,
two pretty girls and two pleasing leading men and a
series of scenes that please the eye. It offers adequate
passing satisfaction and while you're looking at it
you're apt to be well enough repaid for your admission
price, but that's as far as "Paying the Piper" will go.

Dorothy Dickson is good to look at but those who
have seen her dance or have heard about her will be
disappointed that she doesn't dance in the picture.
She screens very well. Although she isn't starred, her
name will probably attract attention. Refer to the
picture as a Fitzmaurice production. Those who saw
his "Idols of Clay" and liked it, will want to see this.

n

Some Short Reels
Pathe Review No. 89

"Beautiful

This number starts off with a Hy Mayer Travelaugh entitled
"In The Land of Fancy." Some tinted views of an airplane
flight, and scenes in the park, — the latter a clever combination
of pen and ink drawings and photography, make up this part.
The next subject is an interesting bit. It shows Benda, the
artist, making his famous masks, which created a lot of talk
in the New York theater world. Following this are some shots
of the New York curb market. To anyone who has never
seen the method of trading on the curb, these will be interesting. They show in slow motion, the sign language employed
in
completing
deals with
froma the
to theviews
broker's
The reel concludes
seriesstreet
of tinted
of a window.
bamboo
raft floating down a picturesque stream in Japan. Some very
pretty Japanese
average
interest. scenery is included in the latter. It's a reel of
"Pinning It On"— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Eddie Boland and the Vanity Fair Girls are seen in this, and
aside from a more or less attractive display of femininity in
scanty attire, there isn't anything to recommend it. The comedy isn't there at all. The situation which is supposed to provide the fun is when the girls attend an artist's reception
gowned in the latest creations of a famous designer. The designer hasn't had time to make the dresses, so he merely pins
a lot of material in drapes and folds around the young ladies.
The pins keep coming out and the girls lose their dresses at
embarassing moments. This stuff doesn't register more than
a faint amount of amusement at any time. The girls look
fairly well, and it is slightly amusing to see Boland pinning
their clothes on with remarkable soeed. Boland does as well
as anyone could with the material, but has no chance to be
funny.
"Milk and
Type of production

Yeggs" — Universal

1 reel comedy
Some fairly good stuff in this one. Most of it is furnished
by a tiny kid who seems absolutely unconscious of the camera
and does several unexpected things in a matter of fact way.
There are no featured comedians, nor is any one particularly
funny, but several bits of the business are good for laughs.
The wealthy family, the maid, the chauffer, and a few detectives
all get mixed up as to who's who in a search for a burglar,
after the maid sees a flash light moving about the house.
Everybody hunts everybody else, until they are nearly all shut
up in the same closet. Then when they get together and find
that the burglar isn't among them, the chase starts all over.
The burglar turns out to be the kid, who is discovered raiding
the ice box for a "night cap" of a bottle of milk. About half
of it is amusing.
A fair number.

"Memories of Old Malacca"— Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
This reel takes your audience on a trip to the island of Malacca, in the South Seas, near Borneo. It's a strange and little
known country to the average American, and the views of it's
ancient capital, the City of Malacca, with a combination of
Eastern and Western civilization, form a subject of better
than average entertainment. First come some shots of various
points on the coast. Then come views of motley crowds of
inhabitants representing many different races. Following this
are views of the country in which some beautiful pictures have
been made of lakes, rivers, and the tropical vegetation of the
island. The next scenes are unique. They show close-ups of
a scientist extracting>the poison from the mouth of a Cobra,
a deadly snake which inhabits the island. There are some more
scenes of natural beauty, street scenes, and the real ends with
several shots of a bunch of native kids playing one of their
favorite games. Most of it is fairly entertaining, and some of
it is very interesting.
It is a good number.

Bermuda — Burton

Holmes-Paramount

Type of production

1 reel travelogue

Views of average interest comprise the greater part of this
reel, with some especially clear and interesting airplane views
of a great part of the Island of Bermuda. Some views aboard
ship, bound for the city of Hamilton, the capital of the island,
start it off, and then the boat is seen approaching the city,
finally docking in the harbor. Views around the piers on "ship
day" follow. Then come shots of several streets and points of
interest. Among the latter shown are, the Masonic hall, the
old British Colonial parliament building, a magnificant cathedral, and the Government House, with a bird's eye view of
the city from the grounds of the latter. The balance of the
reel is made up of airplane shots of the city of Hamilton and
a large piece of the island in every direction from the capital.
These views are remarkably clear although evidently taken
from a high altitude, and they form the best and most entertaining part of the picture.
As a whole it's a fair travel reel.
"Edgar Camps Out"— Goldwyn
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This number of Booth Tarkington's Edgar series maintains
the same high comedy standard which has characterized the
preceding offerings. Johnny Jones is still "Edgar," ably assisted by Buddy Messenger, and a number of other able
juvenile performers. These pictures have an entirely different
appeal from the majority of two reel comedies. If you have
played them already it is sufficient to say that this one is fully
up to standard. If you have not used any of the series they
are well worth looking at, particularly if you cater to a high
class of patronage. In this one Edgar is in a fair way to lose
the lady of his heart because the Bates boys have been given
a complete camping outfit for their back yard, tent, stove and
everything. However, Edgar soon rallys and organizes a side
show, displaying the greatest freaks on earth. This soon draws
attention from the Bates boys, and Edgar is himself again,
until that night when he camps out in the sideshow tent. Then
the spooks begin to hover about and Edgar is carried shrieking
into the house, by his father.
"Aint Love Grand" — Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
A Gayety comedy featuring Helen Darling and Billy Blitcher Miss Darling makes an attractive leading lady, but
Blitcher is not very funny. His antics savor of amateurishness,
and he hasn't been given much business in this one to work
with. The idea of the thing, and the one situation on which
the comedy is based, is only a slight variation of a much used
theme. Two contending suitors are at swords points over
the hand of the lady. One is a little Percy, who's best bet
is the ukelele, and the other is a big bluffer. The big fellow
plans a mountain climbing party to show the little chap up.
When they all get out in the wilds, the big one bribes the guide
to kidnap the girl and hold her for ransom until he rescues
her. A real bandit catches her and the big fellow too, and
then both are saved by the supposed sissy,' who wins the girl.
There aren't more than three laughs in the piece, and none of
it is particularly amusing.
It's below par.
"Old Faithful"— Prizma
Type of production
1 reel colored scenic
The picture takes its title from only one of the several objects of natural beauty and interest in Yellowstone Park, which
are shown in Prizma tints. Several geysers besides "Old
Faithful" are shown in action. "Cleopatra's Terrace," a
peculiar formation of lava,
ages old, makes an interesting bit.
A very good view of the Canyon, The Eagle's Nest, and one
or two other points of interest make up the first part of the
reel, and then "Old Faithful" is shown in a series- of shots,
which bring out the coloring in good shape. It's all very
artistically done, and should win
approval anywhere on the
natural
coloring. beauty of the scenes photographed, and the Prizma

Short Reels
Kineto Review — "Vegetarians" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
This entire reel is made up of a series of short shots showing a large number of non-meat eating animals. Several unfamiliar species are well photographed, and these constitute
the only portion of any particular interest. First shown is a
huge drove of jack-rabbits. Then, an elephant, and then some
very good close-ups of the Flying-fox or fruit bat. These
views show the peculiar construction of this queer animal, and
its destructive habits among the fruit trees. There follow then,
shots of Kangaroos, African Zebra, Mountain goats, Barbary
sheep, African Springbok, Llama, musk-ox, rhinoceros, and
several other varieties. Most of it is fairly entertaining, and
the peculiarities of the animals which are strange to American
eyes, are very interesting. On the whole a moderately satisfactory reel.
"Won,

One

Flivver" — Universal

Type of production

1 reel comedy

There is a good comedy idea as a basis for this one, but
Chuck Reisncr, who wrote and driected it, left it half finished.
The result is that there is a promise of a lot of good stuff right
off the bat, which doesn't develop to any great extent. The
idea is that a young man who goes broke in a poker game,
suddenly gets word that he has won the "flivver" prize at a
church raffle. The fliv arrives via parcel post — in sections.
There was a chance for some good business in his attempts to
assemble the car, but they have passed it up, and show the
Henry joined together immediately — in the house. The young
man calls his sweetheart who comes all prepared for a ride,
and then he can't get the car out of the house. Meanwhile
another fellow has stolen the winning ticket and claims the
car. When the landlord arrives, the butler and the girl take
the car apart and sneak it out. This could also have been made
much funnier. It ends up by the flivver exploding before anybody gets a ride. There are one or two good laughs but more
will be expected.
It is a fair reel.
"Simple And Sweet" — Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy
Aside from a great big laugh at the finish, this one hasn't
much to recommend it. In fact it seems as though the whole
thing has been made for the one sub-title at the end. A fond
mother is troubled because she has raised her son like a girl,
until at the age of twenty or there abouts, he cares for nothing
but knitting. She then hires a young lady to impersonate the
daughter of an old friend, and try and interest sonny, who,
however, refuses to be interested. At the same time she engageS) a tough prize fighter to toughen him up, but sonny
doesn t want that either. When the fighter takes him down
a rough street, son suddenly cuts loose and beats everybody
up. He then rushes home in a frenzy, and when mother asks
him the trouble he says that the horrid man told him there
wasnt any Santa Claus. It's an old one, but it's put over
in a funny way and is a big laugh. The rest of the stuff is
practically devoid of amusement.

"Sweet Revenge"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel Western
Ed (Hoot) Gibson is featured in this one, which is a fairly
interesting number.
Gibson has a very pleasing personality,
and Ins work ,s enjoyable all the way through.
The
tault is that the story is so much of the standard type principal
that the
coming
iction is always obvious.
The story revolves about
U" ever existing feud between the cattle men and the
sheep
'"".
I Hoot is the only cattleman in the neighbor
and he is tbout to be run off the range by the wealthiest
district.
Hoot is in love with the sheep man's
daughtei
and refuses to be run off.
The
little son of the
„!??
"
'
"''
wanders
to
Hoot's
Hoot keeps him, sending a note to the father toshanty, where
come after
him.
A villainous
foreman
intercepts
the note and plots a
k.dnappiiTg frameup
After a near tragic climax,
Hoo
cap
tures and unmasks the villain, winning
the girl and the good

models Siting. nmS °ff — th,y a»d '-' but - o„£

"Will O' The Wisp"— Bruce-Educational
Type of production

1 reel scenic

This reel is described at the outset as the story of a motion
picture expedition that failed to get any pictures, but in spite
of this statement there have been obtained some fine shots of
mountain scenery. The "outfit" is seen departing for the
mountains via pack train, and their course up the steep slopes
is followed by the camera, until at last they arrive at what
they consider a suitable spot for gathering scenic material.
After they are shown pitching camp, and making all preparations for a long stay, the weather takes an unfavorable turn,
and the cameraman is seen making fruitless efforts to shoot
the surrounding mountain peaks. They break camp a little
later, abandoning hope of having any sunshine, and then the
spectator follows them on the downward trail. This part
brings out some very pretty shots, but there is a great sameness to all of it which becomes monotonous. The reel concludes with a colored shot of the campers seated about a
roaring camp fire, and preparing the evening meal. A moderately satisfactory number.

"Leaping Lions And Jailbirds" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is a Century comedy featuring a mob of trained lions,
and developing some highly amusing business. The chase with
the lions pursuing everybody in the cast is prolonged a little
more than is necessary, but it is really funny for a time. The
main feature of the "story" is a burlesque of a hanging, which
doesn't sound particularly funny, but is done in a nonsensical
slapstick manner that is bound to get a few laughs. It's furiously fast after the lions make their appearance in the jail,
up to the finish, when the comedian is saved from hanging by
the warden's daughter. The whole thing is set in the jail
with some fair comedy at the start when the warden pulls a
lot of foolish physical exercise with the prisoners, who leave
their cells, go through their paces, and return, with amazing
speed. The prisoner in cell 13 is condemned to hang, when
his charming wife appears to plead with the warden. However he is firm. Meanwhile the warden's wife aids the prisoner to escape, but he hides in a barrel which rolls off the
wagon and right back to the jail. Then friend wife lets loose
the lions, who proceed to make the jail unhealthy for everybody. There's some good trick photography in this part. On
the whole it is an average number.

"Kickaroo" — Universal
Type of production

2 reel western

This one features Ed (Hoot) Gibson, and while it is classified as a western, it is comedy from start to finish, and very
funny comedy too. Whether or not you have heretofore used
short features of this kind, this one is well worth considering
as it is almost sure fire for any kind of an audience. Gibson
shows a good sense of comedy values and the subject, while
it is the overworked prohibition stuff, is an entirely new angle
of it, and furnishes real amusement from start to finish. Gibson is seen as a young cowpuncher, somewhat addicted to
liquor (when
getif it).
His takes
sweetheart,
rancher's
daughter,
tells he
himcanthat
he ever
anotherthedrink,
their
engagement is at an end. Hoot's rival overhears this, and the
very next day meets him on the road and offers a delicious
smelling drink. Hoot falls for it, and arrives at the ranch unconscious. The liquor was doped, but the girl doesn't know it,
and she and the boys plan to cure Hoot for all time. When
he comes to he is lying in state on a funeral bier, covered with
flowers and wreathes. The folks talk about digging his grave
and no one pays any attention to him when he wanders around
the house, until Hoot thinks he is dead. Then he goes out and
sees his grave with the headstone already prepared. He then
watches his own funeral procession. Hoot's rival then appears, thinks he has killed Hoot, and almost loses his mind
when he sees what he thinks is the ghost. Scared stiff, he
confesses, and then they have a hard time to convince Hoot
that he isn't dead. The thing is done in a most amusing way
that makes this an especially good two-reeler.
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Reorganized

Comedy Combine?

:rican Cinema Votes to Increase
:apital to $1,200,000— Niebuhr
Again President
he annual meeting of stockholders
he American
Cinema
Corp. was
last week.

Talk is in the Air But No One Will
Speak
for Publication — Had
Origin on Coast
Reports have reached New York
from the coast regarding some sort
of a merger of comedy units, a combination, the report has it, that would
mean
a
monopoly
in the short reel
field.

ne majority
the company'sat 400
kholders
wereof represented
hte
ting and the reorganization plans
;h had been worked out by the
ers during the last few months
put into effect. Among the
[utions adopted were:
solved, that the capital stock of
company be increased from $600,common stock now authorized to
)0,000 by issuing $600,000 in pre:d stock to consist of 6,000 shares
he par value of $100 per share;
preferred stock to be cumulanon-voting and to be preferred
as to principal and assets and
e redeemable at $110 per share
ly time at the option of the com-

The scheme would mean the formation of a nation-wide distributing
company to deal exclusively in short
reels. The plan, as it has been discussed, would not mean that the units

«;solved, that the number of diors of the corporation shall be
based from five as at present to
In, and that this motion shall imfland carry in its terms all of the
jjssary technical provisions of the
required to effectuate such an ine.
liberal portion of the corpora; new issue of preferred stock Mack Sennett has never done anything as big and sparklingly spectacular
subscribed at the meeting,
le new board of directors consist as his first Associated Producers' production, "A Small Town Idol," another "Mickey" in point of popular appeal. Now being booked for pre/alter Niebuhr, Paul Salvin, Bur-1
release runs in the larger cities. — Advt.
iRuskay, William
R. Wilder and!
ph P. San.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Somlo Talks
(Special to WITVS

DAILY)

idelphia — Joseph
Somlo,
one
directors of the German U. F.
jttended the opennig of the Stanheater on Friday night.
Somlo speaks broken English
prefers to converse in his native
-ie. He stated he was especially
ed over the reception "Passion"
received in America
and added
while he was not at liberty to
ion specifically all of the piche had in mind, there was a
number
of elaborate German
actions which he thinks will be
received here.
He did mention
e Boleyn," which
he
ejects
(j'ica will love very much.
t?he
re, according to Somlo, is lavad extravagant in the extreme.
it then Samuel
Rachman,
Ben
enthal's associate,
called
out
a|i taxi was waiting and led Somlo
to the station and New- York.

Price 5 Cent!

Stanley's Tribute

Over in Philly. City of Brothery Love. And The Stanley
Co. Opening. New Stanley Theater. Everybody there. Looked like executive roll call. Of the industry. Zttkor. Connick.
Counselman. Williams. Schwalbe. Gordon. Godsol. Price.
Abrams. Warren. Roxy. Riesenfeld. J. E. Brulatour. Morris
Kohn. Woody. Dorothy Dalton. Mae Murray. And Bob.
Hopeeditors.
Hampton.
O'Brien.
Lowe. All
the
Earl Martha
Gulick. Mansfield.
With fancyGene
studs.
Ben Blumenthal.
Rachman. Bill Brady. Hess. Mannie Mandelbaum. Max
Spiegel. Albee. Dan 1 Frohman. Moss. Lee Shubert. Heaps
of others.
All important.
Wonderful dinner. At Ritz. No speeches. Except one.
Brief. Great applause for Mrs. Mastbaum. Mother of Jules E.
Then hurried to new house. Speeches. Mayor. And Jules.
Forgot all about his written one. Talked from the heart. Out.
Made big hit.
It was a tribute. A deserving tribute. To one of the finest,
cleanest men ever in this industry.
Stanley Mastbaum.
Whom
(Continued

on

Page

4)

involved would produce in one studio but merely release their product
direct, through their own releasing
company. It is an open secret that
some of the producers of well-known
comedy brands
very much
dissatisfied with thearemanner
in which
their product is being handled by
their distributor.
Three distinct companies were approached in New regarding
York for some
definite information
the plan.
In each instance it was admitted that
inklings of the plan had come to their
ears. Two of these companies are
at present releasing the comedies of
some of the people who are reported
in the merger. The third is a wellknown producer who has recently
changed his distributor.
The following comedians are mentioned in connection with the merger. All of them, or practically all
of them, are at present under contract: Chester Conklin, Charles
Conklin, Helen Howell, Alexander
Alt, Lloyd Hamilton, Hank Mann,
Bill Franey, Milburn Moranti, Clyde
Cook, Jack Cooper, Jimmy Aubrey,
Jack White and Gale Henry.
About a 3-ear or so ago there was
some talk about the formation of a
company to distribute short reels
only. This was before Educational
had begun its era of expansion and
before it had established its own distributing organization.
Chicago Theaters Change Hands
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Jones, Linick & Schaefer
have purchased the Rose, Alcazar
and Boston theaters from the Saxe
Bros.
They take possession today.
Cohen and

Lewis

Return

Harry J. Cohen of Metro and Randolph Lewis of Pathe returned from
Europe yesterday on the Aquitania.
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On Broadway
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — Louise Glaum in "Lov
Brooklyn
Strand — Constance
T;
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madge in "Mama's Affair."
Capitol
Men." of the Cu
Criterion— —"Godless
"The Inside
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Loew's
New
York — Today — M;
Pickford in "The Love Light.'
Tuesday — Gladys
Brockwell
"The Sage Hen."
Wednesday — Enid
Beivhett
"Silk Hosiery."
Thursday — Ina
Claire
in "Pcii

Price 5 Cents
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Quotations

Friday — "Why Women
With
a Past."
Katherine
MacDonald
Saturday — Wallace

Love" at
in "C •

Reid

in

'"I:

Charm— Pola
School."
Sunday
Negri in "Passio'
Rialto — "The Kentuckians."
Rivoli — "Forbidden
Fruit."
Strand — Sessue
Hayakawa
in '"Ij
SPECIAL
CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
Watch for "Man vs. Woman."
It's in two rounds, and
furious.
Book through Educational. — Advt.

First tain."
Born."Next Week
they're

fast and

Dana Back; Reports Sales
Seeks New Rules for Operators
Asked. Last
Sale
P. B. Dana of Arrow has returned
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
57]/4
57%.
Famous Players
from another short trip, bringing
Albany, N. Y. — Assemblyman EdNot quoted
do pfd
ward J. Flynn of the Bronx has in- back contracts for three series of pic♦Goldwyn
5^
6
tures, including the Jack Hoxie five
troduced abill to amend the general
quoted
Not
Inc
O W Griffith,
reel westerns, the Rubye de Remer
city
law
in
relation
to
licenses
to
opLoew's, Inc
16^4
16% 16%
erate moving picture apparatus. It features and "The Desert Scorpion."
7/16 7/16 7/16
Triangle
All of these will be released by the
provides
that each applicant for a
quoted
Not
World Film
license shall be examined by a board Lightning Photoplays Service, Inc.,
in New England.
•Quotations by H. Content & Co. of examiners as to his knowledge of
projecting apparatus.
New Serial for Joan
The board of examiners is to be
appointed by the mayors of the cities
Joan Film Sales, Inc., will state
Two Victories Over Censors
and is to consist of three members, right a serial made by Stuart Paton
Word has been received at the Na- one to be a city employee, one an
It is "The Fatal Sign."
tional Association that the Tennessee operator who has had not less than on the coast.
experience and one emGeorge Spink has prepared the muLegislature had voted almost unani- five years'
ployer. Permits are to be issued for
mously not to take any action on the a term of one year.
sical score
for "Sunset
Edward
Hemmer
Prod. Harbor," an
Sunday Blue Laws or censorship.
This was followed by advices from
Columbia to the effect that the Senate Educational Committee after votNEW YORK CITY
729 7th Avenue
ing unanimously a week ago for censorship had reversed its decision and
IN THE MARKET FOR HIGH CLASS
voted unanimously against censorship of pictures after a hearing at
INDEPENDENT
PRODUCTIONS
which Alva Lumpkin represented the
state exhibitors and Jack S. Connolly
of the National Association had addressed the committee.
Rid
.. 57^4

JAWITZ

The committer voted to accept the
plans as approved a year ago by the
New York State Conference of Mayors, which gives to each city or town
authority to regulate the theaters.
Representatives of the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises led the fight in Tennessee, also aided in Columbia through
Fred Kent of the Lynch organization.

PICTURES

We

CORP.

Place Insurance for

FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LAS KY CORP.
(Watch this Space for Others)
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE
Don't wait with your insurance
problems.
To-morrow
raa>
he too
late.
Years of experience
in the theatrical
and motion
picture
field
has enabled us to handle your problem
with intelligence, dispatch and
economy.
May we prove to you how we can serve you better?
Your

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — Dorothy Dalton in "L
RomanticStrand
Adventuress."
Brooklyn
— Sessue Hayakai
in "The First Born."
Capitol— Will Rogers in "The

Criterion — "The Inside of the Ci '
of Women."
44th
St.— "Way Down East."
Rialto—
Witching Hour"
(t tative "The
attraction).

Rivoli— William S. Hart in "O'l traction).
ley of the Mounted" (tentative 'Strand — Charles
New

Chaplin

in

(J CctuAJuJ

119 FULTON ST.
NEW yOQK

PHONE
BEEKMAN

REAL

"THE.SI1CE OF 1'HE PROGRAM"

NV.

909I-2-3-4--5

^r^SERVICE

"'I

Pathe Series

Pathe now announces it will t
tribute a series of one reelers cajfl
"The Adventures of Bob and B;"
produced by Cyrus J. Williams, vo
is at present making a series of ll
Santschi westerns for Pathe.
arrangement was made through I
A. S. Kane
Pictures Corp.
WID'S
Kid."DAILY stated on Decl

that(
1920
series. would handle the *
William
s' Pathe

The RITCHEY trade
mark on a poster is like a
banker's signature upon a
check. There is a substantial cash balance back
of one and a satisfactory
ticket
other. sale back of .the

ITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

(f. ^fU^catlcmcLC
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More Trouble for Blue Laws
(Special to WID'S

Vlbany — The Association of Modte Legislation
Clubs
has
been
nched
here.
The
organization
ns to fight blue laws.
Kill Censors

in

(Special to WID'S

Montana
DAILY)

Iclena, Mont. — The proposed cenship bill for Montana has died in
nmittee. The measure proposed
i establishment of local boards
nposed of the county commission, the superintendent of schools and
sheriff to sit in judgment on all
tures to be shown in the state.
No License Increase
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago has
— Thesucceeded
Illinois in Exhibitors'
iance
defeating
City Council's proposed measure
increasing the charge for picture
ater licenses at a meeting held in
City Hall.
Supreme in Seattle
(Special to WID'S

Reorganized
(Continued
from Page 1)

Pathe's New Home

DAILY)

DAILY)

ieattle — Sitpreme
Photoplays
Co.
Denver, of which H. A. Kyler is
sident, has opened
a branch
in
tattle's film row with L. T. Fidler
icharge.
Supreme owns the North<st franchise of the Federated Film
ijchanges of America.
It also disputes Triangle, Hallmark, Prizma,
1 the Ford Weekly.

Pathe's new home at 35 W. 45th
St. is ready for occupancy. Some of
the departments start work in the
new quarters this morning.
The new building is to house in
the upper six stories the entire home
office of Pathe, in addition to the
staff of the Pathe News with the exception of the positive printing plant.
This will continue to occupy the
Pathe building in Jersey City.
The executive offices will be located
on the 11th floor. There will also be
the meeting room of the board of
directors.
The eighth floor will house the office manager, the comptroller, the
branch auditing and statistical departments, the mailing department, filing department, switchboard room
and the stenographic department.
The ninth floor will be given over
to the publicity department, purchasing department, the Pathe Sun, the
scenario department, and the production manager, in addition to stenographers.
The sales department and a modernly equipped projection room will
occupy the tenth floor.
A considerable portion of the 12th
floor will be devoted to the Pathe
News, with the film editing department, Pathe Review editor and three
projection rooms — two for the film
editing department, the other for the
Pathe News.

!■■'

The new board of directors met
to elect officers with the following
results: Walter Niebuhr, president;
Joseph P. San, vice-president and
chairman of the board; Burrill Ruskay, secretary; Edwin R. Van Voorhis, treasurer.
The board decided to retain the entire executive staff of the past year,
as follows: L. J. Henderson, supervising director of productions; Arthur Ollett, comptroller; Miss Anne
Shingleur, administration; R. B. DeLacour, distribution; Roy L. Davis,
Assistant to the president.
Niebuhr is serving his fourth term
as president of the corporation. All
of the other four members of the
board are newly elected and represent
the new capital which has come into
the corporation in the past year.
The corporation has released six
productions in the past 12 months and
now has franchises with cooperative
distributors in the United States calling for 10 productions for the year
1921.

I I !■

Biltmore, Chicago, Open
DAILY;

to WID'S

(Special
Chicago—
Choynski,
Wolf
& Co.
have opened their new Biltmore, on
Division and Robey
Sts.
The new
theater seats 1,900.

659 Theaters

Lined

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Detroit — Six hundred and fifty-nine
theaters
gave
special
morning
performances in Michigan on Saturday for the Hoover relief fund.
Cooper Film in Germany
(Special
WID'S are
DAILY;
Berlin
— Lunato Films
offering a
series of James Fenimore Cooper
stories. One is "Leather Stocking
Tales," and the second part is "The
Last of the Mohicans." Each part
is in two reels.

Exhibitors Appointed
The following exhibitors will represent various organizations on the
F. I. L. M. Club grievance committee:
Charles Goldreier, owner of the
Concourse, the Bronx Cinema Club.
Hy. Gainsboro, owner of the Drury
Lane and houses in Brooklyn and
Long Island, representing the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce.
J. Hennessey, owner of the Liberty,
Newark, the Jersey Theater Owners
of America.
W. E. Raynor, Sam Zierler, S.
Fabian, Jack Levy and I. Schmertz
continue as representatives of the exchangemen.

New Famous Players Subsidiary
Albany, N. Y.— A new Famous
Players subsidiary has been formed
here. It is Individual Films, capitalized at $10,000 with, 2,000 shares of
common stock, no par value. The incorporators are all in the legal department
home office. of the
They Famous
are L. E. Players'
Swartz,
C. E. Hawthorne and H. M. Pitman.

In July You'll Get

Another batch of box-office winners, every bit up to the releases for the preceding
months. Productions built from the box-office angle, out of the best available star,
director and author material.
A Lois Weber Production, "WHAT

DO

MEN

WANT?"

Another gigantic theme of vital interest to every man and woman,
treated so realistically that it is actually life, as no one before has
ever dared to present it.

Production, "REDEMPTION
Cosmopolitan
Another big Cosmopolitan special, written by
directed by Robert G. Yignola, who made
grim."Re:d in "WATCH
Wallace

MY

COVE"

Donn Byrne and
"The Passionate Pil-

SMOKE"

A comedy thriller on the same lines as "What's Your Hurry" and
"Always Audacious." Written by Byron Morgan, author of the
Saturday Evening Post stories which have been Reid's best vehicles.

Brit'sh Production,
Phillips Oppenhe.'m

"THE

MYSTERY

ROAD,"

by

E.

Directed by Paul Powell, who made "Pollyanna," and featuring
David Powell, hero of "On With the Dance." Made in London,
France and the Riviera. Cast includes Marion May, the brilliant
Russo-Italian star.

William
Buchanan A.

Brady's

Production,

"LIFE,"

"THE GREAT
Gloria Swanson in
yn
Gl

ZUKOR

ftrt

JESSE L LASKV KetfNi

Thompson

MOMENT,"

by
L Elinor

The long awaited picture in which Gloria Swanson, heroine of
many Cecil B. DeMille productions, appears as a Paramount star,
in a story written especially for her by the great author of "Three

"THE
Dalton ofin the
Dorothy
An adaptation
novel CURSE"
by E. Phillips

Oppenheim. An emotional drama giving Miss Dalton the best role she has ever had.
Weeks."
With
a cast including Frederick Yogeding, William P. Carleton
and Juha Swayne Gordon.

William DeMille's Production, "THE
by Edward Knoblock

LOST

ROMANCE,"

Written especially for the screen by the famous author, who
worked throughout with Mr. DeMille on the production. Cast
includes jack Holt, Conrad Nagel. Lois Wilson, Fontaine LaRue
and other favorites.

/*5iBj|^*'lFAMOUSPLAYERS-LASKYCORPC)RVIION>i^^♦
AOOIPH

by

A spectacular presentation of the tremendous melodrama which
ran a year at the Manhattan Opera House, New York, and was
acclaimed the biggest dramatic production ever staged.

(paramount (pictures
Mgfi^gSZ^*

CECIL B DE M1LLE O-eewCw.™'

LgSBL1, >

— S^J
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More Space Needed

Buys "T" Output

New Los Angeles Company Formed
— Part of Film Distributors
League
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Supreme
Film
Co. of California has been incorporated under California laws through
the company's
attorney, P. Michael
Narlian, with a capital stock of $100,000.
The object of the company is to
take over and operate the business
formerly controlled by the Triangle
Distributing Corp. at Los Angeles
and San Francisco, with offices at 86
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco,
and 643 South Olive St., Los Angeles, the latter being the headquarters.
The incorporation also provides
for the taking over from George N.
Montgomery of the Supreme Film
Co. of California, Inc., his franchise
in the Film Distributors' League,
which gives this company the rights
to approximately 800 Triangle productions on hand, with a weekly releasing schedule of one recreated picture. This business, taken over by
Montgomery the first of last July
and operated by him independently,
is merged in the Supreme Film Co.
of California, Inc. The officers of
this company are George N. Montgomery, president; C. S. Edwards,
Jr., vice-president; A. P. Michael
Narlian, treasurer, and J. G. Conner,
secretary.
The San Francisco office is under
the management of C. S. Edwards,
Jr., and at Los Angeles under J. G.
Conner. The president was general
sales manager of Hallmark Pictures.
This company has no connection
whatever with the Supreme Photoplays Co. of Denver and Salt Lake.
The Film Distributors' League
mentioned
above, and as noted in
these columns, is an organization of
state right men who banded together
after the Hallmark bankruptcy to
handle the Triangle re-issues. Maurice Fleckles is understood to be
president of the organization.

More "Exceptional Photoplays"
The "Critique" Committee of the
National Board of Review has made
its selection of pictures for the next
e of "Exceptional Photoplays."
They arc Charles Chaplin's "The
Kid," "The Great Adventure." with
Lionel Barrymore; "The First Born
"
with Sessue Hayakawa; "Over the
Hill,"
"The Low Light," with Mary
Pickford.

Seek Permanent Quarters
A committee ha- been appointed by
the I-. I. L. M. Club to seek permanent quarters Cor the meetii
dub
and
it- grieva
The meetings oi lati havi b < - held
in the Pathe exchan

Crandall With Equity
Milton D. Crandall, owner of
Crandall Films, operating exchanges
in Cincinnati and Cleveland is at present doing special exploitation for
Equity Pictures. Hi- headquarters
are in New York.

Stanley's Tribute
(Continued

from

Page

1)

God took home long before his ambition was an achievement.
And all. Yes, all, who saw that beautiful place, and who knew
Stanley, stood for a moment in silent reverence.
And few. Practically none. Knew that Friday morning
Jules
went a towreath.
Stanley's grave. And in silent prayer placed on
the sward
SOMETHING ABOUT BROTHER JULES
Stanley left his heritage to his brother.
Jules E. Regular
fellow.
Knows how to leave detail to his associates.
Knows
how to pick men.
Great trait of his brother.
Knows how to
enjoy life. Decides a lot of plans over the links.
Misses a two
inch putt.
But doesn't say it. Ask Aaron Jones.
Or Adolph
Zukor.
But how he does play the next hole?
Ambitious.
But
quiet.
Left hand never knows what his right's doing.
Could
have one of the biggest positions in this business if he would
take it. At this moment.
But likes things as they are. Best of
all : he knows how to enjoy life. One look at him proves it.
A VISIT— MAYBE A MEANING
Ben Ami visited the Griffith studio on Friday.
Ever hear
of him?
No?
Maybe not.
He's not in pictures.
Star of "Samson and Delilah."
Real star.
Great actor.
One
of
greatest on
American stage today.
Great pantomimist.
Proves it in his
work.
One of Griffith's men looked him over last week.
At
work.
Maybe that visit to the studio will mean something.
DOIN' THINGS
That Hoover drive. "Invisible Guest," etc. Industry will
make its quota. Organized in 30 days. Raised $2,500,000.
Show's something. Cash in Saturday over a million. Not table
cloth figures. Nor yen. Nor rubles. But gelt. Good in any
bank. Final figures March 1. Many localities to work late next
month. Because of local conditions. But the quota sure.
Tribute to every branch of industry.
Fine stuff.
Don't forget Charley Pettijohn in this. Worked
a
beaver. Just like he was in the Statehouse. In Indianaplike
olis.
In days gone by. But got things done. A blue ribbon achievement. Worth its weight in gold.
PROVING IT AGAIN

Hats off to "Roxy." Once again proved himself master
showman. At Hoover midnight performance. At Capitol.
Rarely has a finer program ever been offered. Anywhere. In
any kind of a theater. Wenger's wonderful backgrounds.
Especially noteworthy in the dances. And the tableaux to the
finale of a Tchaikowsky number. Immense. Heart hitting.
Lumpy throats. But tremendous applause. And those dances?
Gambarelli. A wisp of moonlight. Lubovska. Grotesque. But
what an artist? And what a costume? And the war torn group
dancing to Rachmaninoff's Prelude? Boy; what a bill? And
what a presentation.
Hat's off.
HOUSE WARMING

Robertson-Cole. Got their own home, 'n
thing Roof
garden. Shower. Bungalow. On roof. Use six every
floors. From the
t«>p down. At 7th Avenue and 48th St. Need lots of room. Slogan :Y\ atch 'em grow. Started four years ago. With
desk
Foreign business. Liked fillum's so much they went ainto
right December, 1918, started releasing. Took over Mutualit
branches. Since then have gone right along. Got away
from
ordinary
stars and stuff this season.
Skinner
in "Kismet"
ilme Fredericks.
And others.
Needed a place to breathe in.
ed of expanding in 1600. Put up their own place. Unique
.
No other film folk in their building. That is no other distri
buting
company.
Put the bungalow on the roof as a town house for

(Special to WID'S

DAILY

)
Philadelphia — Pressure of
business had made it imperative
increase the size of the headquar
of the Associated First National
the Pierce-Henon Co., contract
has been given the contract for
enlargement of the present quart
Work has been begun and the w
ble.
is to be finished as speedily as pc

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEM

TOGRAPHERS
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1603 Candler Building
Phon
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New York City.
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INC..
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727 7th Avenue
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ENGRAVERS

THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. I
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225 W. 39th St.
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Bryant I
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J. AND
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ENLARGING
Grainless Enlargements
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E. 33rd
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LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
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Stoll Removed
Directors of U. S. Photoplay
Elect
J. W. Martin in His Place
at Special Meeting
The U. S. Photoplay Corp., which

Enk Says They're 60% of Our Exports— Some
Interesting
Figure:
(The National City Bank in a stateint issued yesterday made an inesting comparison between total
jorts and total imports of film for
: past year. The statement said
it the exports were 175,000,000 ft.
1 the imports 106,000,000 ft., which
ikes the imports 60% of the ex■ts.
Total exports for the year aggreted 47,000 miles in length, the
|tement adds. The increase of exIJrtation of exposed films has been
j;at in recent years, the total quan1/ having grown from 32,000,000 ft.
31913 to 73,000,000 ft. in 1915, 164,£,000 in 1916, 155,000,000 in 1919,
id 175,000,000 in 1920. The exporjion of unexposed films has dropped
ilim 114,000,000 ft. in 1914 and 126,I),000 in 1915 to less than 65,000,000
3 in 1920.
The exports of exposed films to
lance, for example, in 1920 were in
Ijnd terms 25,000,000 ft. as against
100,000 in 1919 and only a little over
100,000 in 1916; to the United KingIm the quantity exported in 1920
ks more than 30,000,000 ft. as
fainst less than 15,000,000 in 1918;
on

Notables Attend
(Special tc WID'S

Page

is
producing
"Determination"
at
Grantwood,
N. J.,
issued the following statement yesterday afternoon:
"At the regular monthly meeting
of the board of directors oi the U. S.
Photoplay Corp. held last Saturday,
J. W. Martin of Cumberland, Md.,
was elected president to fill the unexpired term of Capt. F. F. Stoll, who
has been mysteriously missing for
more than a month.
"The treasurer's report shows the
company's funds to be in perfect
order. The filming of 'Determination,'
the company's first release, is progressing ahead of schedule, according to the report of the production
director.
"The directors took all necessary
to promeeting
Saturday'of
atinterests
actiontect the
s the
stockhold
ers

the corporatio
of This
n."
action followed
the disappearance of Capt. Stoll, who was last
reported in Los Angeles a month ago.
Christie to Travel
(Special to WID'S

4)

Opening
DAILY)

The seven Los Angeles daily newspapers
Sennett's "A Small Town Idol," his first
tion, is "the biggest comedy drama he ever
overwhelming week, Mission Theatre, Los

Washington — "Way Down East"
is given its first presentation in
ashington at Poli's last night be-e a distinguished audience. Viceesident and Mrs. Marshall and the Omnium Trust Corp. Now a £5,000,I membership of President Wil000 Unit Company — Plans to
Produce in England
li's
cabinet
attended
did Chief Justice
Whitetheandopening,
all the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
■mbers of the Supreme Court.
London — The trade here is conMr. Griffith attended and spoke a
siderably interested in the plans of
v words.
the Omnium Trust Corp., the company which was formed in the states
Schiller Going to Hawaii
in
1918
and then registered at Som(Special to WID'S DAILY)
erset House, according
to English
Los Angeles— Ed. A. Schiller, gen- law.
ii representative in the South of
(Continued
on Page
3)
arcus Loew
Enterprises, with ofes rn Atlanta, sails on Feb. 9 with
Interesting
rs. Schiller for Honolulu.
Schiller has been in Los Angeles
The Paterson showing of "Man —
• the past month.
He expects to Woman
back at his office about
— Marriage" has brought to
March 15.
light some interesting figures. The
picture played the Regent, a 2,500Fairbanks Not Seriously Hurt
seat house and grossed $7,700 on a

Capital Increased

(Special to WID'S
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Imports Creep Up

(Continued
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Los Angeles — Douglas Fairbanks'
uries, received while on location,
e not serious. They are painful,
wever, and will keep him confined
his home for about five weeks.
e broke a finger, wrenched his back
d twisted his neck.

week's showing. It played to 31,618
people during that period, a new record for that house, exceeding that
held by "My Four Years in Ger"Passion," at the Garden, a 1,450
seat
house, grossed $4,600.
many."

are unanimous in saying Mack
Associated Producers' producmade." Now entering a third
Angeles. — Advt.

Aid for Independents

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Al Christie, who
hasn't budged from Los Angeles for
more than four years, will leave the
end of this week for a tour which
will land him in New York about 10
days later.

"Muffled Drums" the First
New Scheme Afoot by Brunton StuLouis B. Mayer has selected and is
dios— M. C. Levee Here for
now casting his first John M. Stahl
Contracts
production, "Muffled Drums," by
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
N. Vekroff.
Los Angeles — The Robert Brunton Perry
Barbara
Castleton, engaged as the
Studios, Inc., announce that they
leading
lady,
left Xew York for Los
have perfected arrangements which
will enable them to aid independent Angeles, yesterday. The scenario
has been completed and actual work
producers on a financial basis.
of shooting the picture will begin
By this arrangement the studio next Monday.
management will be in a position to
not only arrange for financing but
That Salary Bogey
also take charge of the actual production.
The-New York American on Sun-*
M. C. Levee, vice-president and
business manager of the company, day carried a full page feature in its
has left for the east where he expects magazine section, titled, "No More
to close several important contracts Fat Salaries for Movie Stars." In
it the names of Lillian Walker, Emwith eastern producers.
my Wehlen and Claire Whitney were
Mr. Levee arrived in Xew York mentioned as stars who couldn't get
jobs. Dorothy Dalton, Elsie Ferguyesterday and registered at the
son and Lillian Gish were put in the
Astor.
same class.
It was just another of the kind of
Warner
Going to Coast
articles that various local newspaAbe Warner leaves today for the
pers have been publishing regarding
coast.
He will look into productions.
the supposed "inside" of the industry.
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Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 57^
58^4
57y2
Not quoted
do pfd
*Goldwyn
5l/2
6
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
16^
16^4
16^4
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7/16 7/16
7/16
World Film
Not quoted
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Advocates National Censorship
(Special to WID'S

Boston — The
says:

DAILY)

Record

AMERICAN— II is not often that the
film can catch the spirit of a storv so well
as has been done in this instance. * * * The
drama
is splendidly staged.
'IRIBUNE — Russell Simpson gives an excellent performance as Black Pawl. * * *
Red Pawl, his son,
was played by James
Mason, who must have been great in the
part, because one hated him so thoroughly
HERALD— "Godless
Men"
full of action!
W ORLD — *
* A picture that for seafaring, bare-fisted action and hand-to-hand
combat has not been outdone in months. * * *
TIMES — * * * Has its triumphant moments, and, at the end, reaches a climax of
true dignity and impressiveness. It is saved
by fine photography if not cinematography,
faithfulness of setting, sincerity of acting and
a story too strong for the molds and trimmers of the motion picture mill.
TELF.GRAM— Directed in a brilliant manner by Reginald Barker. » * ♦
GLOBE
— For the story has one of the
most unsavory themes I have seen on the
screen, and unlike much screen vulgarity, is
deadly dull into the bargain.
SUN — * * * Grips the interest with a
regular London grip with its sea saga of a
battle for mastery
between
father and son.
Daily News, Journal, Mail, Evening
v\ orld and Post made
no comment.

"The

Quotations

editorially

Men"— Goldwyn
Capitol

Kentuckians"—
F.
Rialto

P.-L.

AMERICAN— There is much that is good
n this picture, so much
that just a little
more care in direction and preparation would
have made it really excellent.
, Pf-RALD — It is a fairly attractive story
WORLD—*
* * Can be recommended as
aof clea-n
exquisitely photographed piece
work.
cinema cut,
DAILY NEWS— All this is embodied in
John Fox's story of feuds and love
beautifully filmed, directed with care
and discretion * * * Diana Allen, who has
that much desired will-o'-the-wisp quality so
glibly titled personality.
It is worth seeihg
JOURNAL— The fault of the feature is
of both scenario and director. Mr. Blue is
generally effective, but his role is not strong
enough to be a feature. * * *
TELEGRAM— The scenes in the Kentucky
mountains are notably beautiful. * * * There
is a charming love story, which loses nothing of its spell in the care of the popular
player, Monte Blue.
GLOBE—* * * Charles Maigne has put
much charm and placid local color into his
picture of "The Kentuckians."
MAIL — It is a strong, vigorous tale. * * *
Monte Blue, the star of the film, makes a
powerful and impressive figure as Boone
Stallard. * * * There is a sincerity and earnestness in his interpretation of the role that
wins instant admiration. He stands head
and shoulders above his supporting cast, both
physically and in playing ability.
SUN — The climax is not stirring and
somewhat mars the picture. The cast was

"Let motion pictures be censored
by a national board under a national
law. Let the censoring be done before the pictures are shown to the
public. Let our delegation in Congress say what shall be permitted
and what shall be revoked. Then if
their thought agrees with the thought
Df the remaining lawmakers, make splendid.
* *
Tribune,* Times,
Evening World and Post
the law as drastic as seems needful. made
no comment.
And with the law once made, let it
be enforced to the latter."
"The FirstStrand
Born"— R.-C.
The newspaper opposes state cenAMERICAN— There is nothing trivial or
sorship as setting up sectional stand- banal
about the acting of Sessue Hayakawa.
ards.
Harry Levey left for Pittsburgh
esterday, where he will address the
\dvertising Club. From there he
vill go to Chicago to talk before the
Automobile Club.

f^ducciticmal

(PicLvilD

'.THE SPICC OF [Ht PROGRAM"

Such dramatic work gives dignity to the
screen.
TRIBUNE — The continuity is excellent,
the story is good, the photography is beautiful and Colin Campbell is a good director,
and yet the picture did not feel Chinese to us!
HERALD — Japanese actor as Chinese
avenger in thrilling picture.
WORLD — So far as Hayakawa's ability as
an actor is concerned, it must be said he
"registers"
do. grief and sorrow as few native
actors
TIMES— Not since early in 1918, if ever,
has he held the screen of any of the weekrun Broadway theaters, although he has,
and
deserves, a large following. * * * It is,
therefore
, a pleasure to record that he has
at last found a place at the Strand.
DAILY NEWS— The settings alone make
the film worth while seeing, and to those who
like the personality of Sessue Hayakawa 1
recommend it as a bit of his finest work
JOURNAL— * * * His best histrionic opportunity since that long ago success of his,
The Cheat.
TELEGRAM— "The First Born" has
been popular. * * * It is even more impressive as a motion
picture play, because
the
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Simeral Here

Those Deposits

H. C. Simeral of the Famous P
Virginia Exhibitor Says Some Things ture Sales Co. is in town from Pitt
Regarding Them — Uses Plain
burgh.
He is stopping at the Ast<
Language, Too
Carl A. Jones, vice-president of the
Central Amusement Co., Inc., operating the Columbia and Eagle theaters
in Bristol, right on the line between
Virginia and Tennessee has some
plain things to say about deposits. In
OF
THE
TRADE
a letter to this publication, he says:
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR

DIRECTOR!

"We want to say a few words concerning
the 'deposit' graft. Did you
hear of an
exhibitor, after he had lived ever
up to his conto the letter, getting his 'deposit' back
in realtracthuman
cash? If you know of such a
man, or know a man who knows a man who
knows such a man, will you kindly put us in
touch with him? We want to hail him as
a genius, and, if he is within 2,000 miles
of us, we want to run over and shake his
hand and ask him how the 'ell he did it.
During the past year our losses in this respect have been about $1,000.
"The owners of this company have been
in various commercial lines for 25 years and
with fair success. Their net resources are
something like $150,000. With their commercial concerns they can buy on market
(they have done it), invoices of $10,000 on
open account, 30 days, less 2% — 10. We
operate two houses — one a honkey-tonk,
showing short subjects comedies and westerns, and one showing the features? When
we attempt to buy films it takes cash, much
cash in advance — little of which comes back,
comes back.

READY

REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.
1645 La Brea Av
New York City.
Hollywood, r

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY

904

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

ARTISTS

AND

ART

55

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC..
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 67
MARTIN-McGUIRE
4 NEWCOMBB
Art TW«»
727 7th Avenue

ENGRAVERS

Bryant S6

THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. IN
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotype
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 86

"Mr. Radunsky of the International CoENLARGING
operative Skinem-quick exchange has six
AND
COPYINC
westerns that he desires to sell us at $7.50
W.
J.
MORAT
per subject but in order ot buy them we
Grainless Enlargements
M. P. Film
must put up a 'deposit' of $50 to show our 302 E. 33rd St.
Phone Vand. 73i
good faith and then pay for each subject a
week in advance. Finally we pay all of the
LABORATORIES
series and ask for our deposit to be returned.
We find that in the time it takes to play the
EVANS
LABORATORY
Pictures that Mr. Dadunsky has sold his exMotion
Picture Printing
change to Mr. Slomowitz, who in turn has 416-24 Quality
W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443
married Mr. Stinkheimer's daughter and she.
needing a change of air and breakfast food, CLAREMONT
FILM LABORATORIS
they have decided to sojourn in Florida or 430 Claremont Parkway Tel. Tremont 37l
California and incidentally they have taken
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
our cash with them and we, poor fish, are
KESSEL
left to hold the sack. If we attempt to make NICHOLAS
LABORATORIE
Kwality Prints"
a holler and expose the scheme, the 'Man- Fort Lee. N.'Kessel
J.
port Lee z
agers' Associations unearth some mysterious
rule from their by-laws
PRINTERS
and boycott us in an
attempt to make us be good boys or close
the houses. We have had two experiences
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
of this sort. They have never closed us yet
Motion Picture Specialists
for we have always found someone who would
Phone Gramercy
sidestep the rules and let us have the pic- 36 East 22d St.
tures we were willing to pay for but it is a
PROSPECT
PRESS
fight from start to finish. And so after havQuality Printing for the Trade
ing been connected with the exhibitors' end
Spring 20!.
of the thing for more than six years, it is 188 W. 4th St.
my honest conclusion that the film game is
STUDIOS
about the crookedest proposition that is allowed to exist under the guise of industry.
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.. INC.
I believe that if you will inquire into it, you Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 711
Studio— 361 W
will find there are numerous other exhibitors )
125th
Mora. 4MS
that have had the same experiences as our- *
selves but they are either afraid to air their '
grievances lest they be 'shut off' or simply
pocket these mistreatments
and attempt to
play even on some other move. How do
they do it? Please find out and let us know.
All the exchanges we have ever come in conAdvertising a good phototact with seem to take 'em young, tell 'em
nothing and treat 'em rough.
play with cheap posters is
"You must pardon this lengthy communicomparable to shipping a
cation. Also the exhibits furnished. Perhaps you will consign the whole thing to the
waste-basket. But if you are really the
valuable cargo in a worthfriend of the exhibitor who patronizes you
and depends upon your service, you will go
less hulk. Use RITCHEY
into this matter and let the dear autocrats ex- |
plain the proposition. You might also reposters and avoid the posmind them of our old college friend, Jessie '

James and the fate that finally overtook "him."
camera
permits a wider scene and a larger
group of characters.
MAIL — It is unique in that it is strictly
a Chinese picture, the only white characters
!?.■
beinKre a is
squad
of policeme
The
n. ally
Chinesestory
atmosphe
presente
d exception
well and maintained
throughopt the picture.
SUN—* * * It would take more than an
earthquake to shake from the mind the impression left by the finished and poignant
Hayakawa. * * *Colin
acting lofhasSessue
Campbel
directed
a most ambitious and

* * *
production.
praisew
orthy
Globe,
Evening
World and Post made no
comment.

sibility of loss.

RITCHEY.
LITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st St.H.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Capital
Increased
(Continued
from Page 1)

ijllywood — Enid Bennett will star
The company by a special resolution passed at a recent meeting voted
Keeping
Up With
Lizzie,"
a
cett production
for Hodkinson to increase its capital from £2,000,000
se.
to £5,000,000. In a trade paper announcement as to policy the companystates that £2,080,000 have already
irry
Carey's
ranch
was
recently
;d by a fire which caused a loss been subscribed. Its announcement
out $7,500.
states, in part:
"The Omnium Trust Corp. was
anda Hawley has completed founded in 1918 with an authorized
on "The Outside Woman" at capital of £1,000,000. Its activities
Realart studio. The story is were hampered, however, by the continuation of the war, but now, after
i on "All Night Long," a play
Paul Sipe and Philip Barthol- months of careful preparation, plans
have been completed for the acquisition of a number of prominent kinmuel Goldwyn gave a luncheon emas, including some of the finest
■week to the Eminent Authors. properties in the country. Most of
Iches were made by Rupert the properties as acquired will be
foes, Gertrude Atherton, Mary reconstructed and brought thoroughly into line with the modern Omj:rts Rinehart, Rita Weiman, Lenium Model theater-restaurant which
Scott, Gouverneur Morris and
erine Burt.
the promoters have evolved in the
erection of the new West End Theater, Edinburgh.
lew comedy unit has been added
niversal City. It is being di"The Omnium Trust Corp. is also
d by Ward Hayes and the sce- arranging to produce pictures on a
>s are by Scott Darling. Billy large scale, and to this end estates
fher is to be featured with Ena are being acquired in Yorkshire,
Wiltshire and Norfolk, respectively,
pry playing the feminine role.
embracing in the aggregate more
Icolm St. Clair has been signed than 1,250 acres, whereon it is initernate with Eddie Cline as ditended that super-productions of the
sk of Buster Keaton's comedies highest quality shall be made — each
them a -worthy contribution to the
Ine Comique Film Co. St. Clair's of
British film industry.
^picture will be "The Goat."
"The principles of co-partnership
I:quehne Logan, former follies will be applied to all departments of
fty, will play the leading role op- the corporation's business. An issue
ie Thomas Meighan in "White will shortly be made which will enable the average picturegoer to secure
nUnmarried," on which production
pheduled to start within a few an interest on easy terms in the various properties to be acquired. Thus,
i at the Lasky studio.
GAUSMAN. at very small cost, the kinema patron
will be able to share in the profits
he, by his patronage, creates. SimiSilly Fortune" Series Started
larly, the artists engaged by the cor(Special to WID'S DAILY)
poration will be able to share in the
Los Angeles— E. P. Huniker has
profits
of
films in which they take
id in ^production the first of a part. In the
this connection a serious
f:R.ofLighton.
"Billy Fortune"
by quest for new screen talent is being
Work atstories
the Nafl Film studio. Twelve a year organized, and 25,000 £1 shares will
scanned.
be presented to selected candidates."

In Loving Memory
JOSEPH KAUFMAN
Died February 1, 1918
Ethel Clayton Kaufman

STUDIO

FOR

RENT

by Day, Week or Month
-arge Stage— Fully Equipped
In the Heart of New York
30 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

The Omnium Trust Corp. was
formed in Arizona in 1918 by H. R.
Dagg and T. H. Hayes.
"Out of the Dust"
The Apex Film Co. showed "Out
of the Dust" on Saturday.
While a review on this production
has already been given, it should be
noted that there has been added an
artistic foreword elaborating on the
fact that Frederic Remington's
paintings are re-born in the photoplay
drama. Some finished cutting was
also noticeable.
New

House

for Chicago

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Jones, Linick & Schaefer
announce the erection of a new 3,000
seat theater for the south side, to be
located at 110th Place and Michigan
JGINAL STORIESAve., in the Roseland district.
EDITING— TITLING Ground was broken yesterday.
The Roseland is said to be the be*:nt pictures, "Love's
Harvest,"
ginning of a chain of four outlying
and "Wing theaters which will be built within
Man"
Elephant release.
h;( January
I me title one of your screen sto- the next year for the vaudeville and
pictures of the Loew brand, for
e with fitting word-bridges.
which Jones, Linick & Schaefer hold
Pearl Doles Bell,
an exclusive franchise in this terriN. Y. C. tory.
2'West 46th St.,

Exhibitors Make Good
With First National
Attractions
Tell of Big Drawing Power of Pictures That Please All
Their Patrons

THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

"Something new in drama with a powerful appeal.
Full of tenderness and beauty. Its dramatic strength makes
it masterly. Unquestionably in a class by itself." — Minneapolis Daily News.
DINTY
"Pulled a big house. Verdict of patrons is that it is
best picture ever shown here." — William C. Mclntire, Rose
Theatre, Fayetteville, N. C.
NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"One of the very best. Patrons were calling up their
friends to tell them to see it, declaring it was the best they
ever saw." — S. Olson, Pastime Theatre, Delavan, Wis.
PEACEFUL

VALLEY

'A knockout. Charles Ray a favorite and always
our patrons." — Edwin Lake, Lake Theatre, Baker,

rr
pleases
Mont.

THE

BRANDED

WOMAN

"Norma Talmadge pleased everyone in this picture.
Can't be beat." — Opera House, Greensboro, Ala.
PASSION'S

PLAYGROUND

"Katherine MacDonald is sure beautiful. A very wellacted play, especially the work of the star." — O. R. Haus,
Scenic Theatre, Hastings, Mont.

Some powerful reasons why
*1herell be a Franchise everywhere

■
• -..-, .

..-- ■ »«-*:
— - .

DAILV
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Imports Creep Up

Five Bills At Once
Peculiar Situation Exists in Nebraska
Sort of Regulation
—Some
Certain
(Special to: WID'S DA IT A)
Lincoln. Neb.— Five bills have been
intfoduced in the state legislature
affecting the industry. Three 'of
them, two of which are duplicates
provide strict censorship. A fourth
asks for Congress to pass national
cehsorship, and a fifth for precaution
in all places where picagainsttures arefires
shown.
The most imposing bill provides
drastic censorship, Sunday closing,
and censorship of all advertising. Under its provisions there would be a
board of three censors, who would
review for $2 a reel all pictures to
be shown in the state; review all
newspaper advertising, posters and
other ads; can hire any employees it
deems necessary, paying them what
it desires. The bill also provides for
Sunday closing.
The second vicious bill is House
Roll No. 123, which makes it a misdemeanor to show pictures or any
kind of picture, play, show or other "I shouldn't try it if I were you, Shepler! That is, not if you want to
entertainment at any time, or even
stay healthy!" A gripping moment in "The Spenders," Benj. B. Hampto attempt such showing, of a picton's splendid picturization of Harry Leon Wilson's novel. A Hodkinture showing the planning, attempt- son release. — Advt.
ing or committing of .certain crimes.
The crimes, a long list of them, are
Convention Over
Neilan Denies
Report
named. They cover the entire field
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
of human emotions, from the fist
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — A three day convenfight to murder.
Los Angeles — Marshall Neilan detion of the exhibitors of Maryland,
nies the report that he is to direct
The resolution seeking national
Virginia,
North Carolina and the Douglas
Fairbanks.
censorship is based purely upon economical grounds, and says nothing District of Delaware has just closed
about the detailed regulation of pic- here. They were royally entertained
tures.
by the Exchangemen's Association
The bill providing for fire precau- of
Washington, and the festivities intions in all places where pictures are
cluded a dniner and vaudeville show
shown is likely to receive the support of the industry. If the law is at the Washington Hotel. Sydney
The words
passed, the theater owners will see Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O.
that schools,- churches and other pub- A., was among the speakers.
lic places where pictures are occasionally shown will be cleaned up and
the same precautions taken as are required in a theater.

CONTINUITY

FOR RENT
Choice office with cutting room
and vault space.
Phone Bryant 1110

ATTENTION
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

We
still have some
territory
iopen on high class one and five
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, CaL
(t\ E. Hancock

John J. Hayes

1, 192m

that COUNTS

same months of 1919; to Brazil ov'
8,000,000 ft. against 2l/2 million in tl
corresponding months of 1918; ai
to Japan 6y2 million ft. against 1
million in the same months of 1918.
The importation of films froabroad has shown a material increa;
in 1920, the total imported in the ye
standing
at approximately 106,000,0
feet.
The value of films since they t
came an article of international coi
merce has aggregated about $60,00'
000, having advanced from a lit
over $5,000,000 in 1912, the first ye
of their appearance in the statistic
records of the country, to over $1
000,000 in 1920 (including shipmer
to island possessions), while the a
gregate in that period of films <
ported has been about $60,000,000, a
the aggregate imports are now ru
ning at the rate of about $4,000,0
per annum.
Stone

in

Hartford

play
the lead
in "The
GoldenProd,
Snan i
a James
Oliver
Curwood
First National. David Hartford w
direct. Others in the cast are W;
lace Beery, Francis MacDonald, Ru
Renick and Melbourne MacDowel!

"

and

"KODAK"

CURRENT RELEASES:
"RoseCoast)
of
Nome"— Fox
(West
ler
"SmiluV All the Way"— David But-

are stenciled in the film

"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
"Tiger's
Star Coat"— Hodkinson— All-

margin so that all Eastman Film may be instantly identified.

"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The Playen
Quarry"— Meighan — Famous
HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

CREATIVE

H

CONTINUITY

EASTMAN

Film

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Lewis S. Stone v.

" EASTMAN

Paul Schof ield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing

(Continued from Page 1)
to Canada 17,000,000 ft. in the monti
ending November,. 1920, as again)
13,00Q,0Q0 ft. in the same months;
the preceding year; to Argentine III
000,000 it. against 7,000,000 ia t\

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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Brady on Trip

Chaplin Denies
ijys Reports of Deal With Samuel
Goldwyn
Are Entirely
Unfounded
Hiram Abrams received the followk wire from Charlie Chaplin yes(day :
'Newspaper reports or rumors rerding any business offers or transions between myself and Samuel
ldwyn are entirely unfounded. On
r behalf please contradict same unalifiedly."
joldwyn recently gave a private
Kid" in Los An"The Chaplin
owing
les. Heof and
were seen
lferring together on the coast and
re also observed talking rather
-nestly one day recently at Sth
-e. and 44th St. These meetings
: believed to have resulted in the
blication of articles hinting some
•t of deal between the two.
Viola Dana
Here
^iola Dana has arrived in New
irk from the coast.
The Metro offices now announce
it Miss Dana has signed a contract
a period
/ering stated
ULY
so of
on years.
Jan. 27.WID'S
Going to Coast
^ubye de Remer leaves for the
ist today for a vacation. She has
t completed work on "The Unlquered Woman" produced by the
scha Pictures Corp., a New York
poration formed in December.
News to Them

Price 5 Cent*

Plans to Confer With Exhibitors and
Exchangemen on Problems Facing Industry — Leaves Today
William A. Brady, president of the
National Association, leaves today
for a trip which will take him to all
of the important exchange centers
cast of the Mississippi and which
may take him as far as the coast.
Brady
is making and
the exchangemen
trip to confer with exhibitors
in the cities he plans to visit on the
problems facing the industry and in
order to secure a maximum of cooperation in fighting future battles.
He will be in Chicago tomorrow
where he will stop at the Blackstone
Hotel. While there he will confer
with Watterson R. Rothacker, Martin J. Quigley and John Roche, president of the M. P. Press Club. He
may appear before the Chicago City
Council relative to the censorship
problem in that city. From Chicago
he goes to Milwaukee where he will
confer with R. A. Hess of the F. I.
L. M. Club and James Rhodes, president of the Wisconsin Exhibitors'
League. He will spend two days in
Minneapolis and St. Paul and while
there will decide whether he will go
to Idaho, Nebraska, Oklahoma and
Missouri.
He may go to Los Angeles, but that
has not been decided upon as yet.
His itinerary provides for visits to
Opening Sunday at the Pantheon, Toledo, for a run — Mack Sennett's Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
sensationally successful comedy-drama production, "A Small Town Idol," Columbus and Pittsburgh.
released by Associated Producers, Inc. One of the great "hits" of recent
said yesterday in speaking
years. — Advt.
! of Brady
his trip:

Another Party

"he U. S. Photoplay
Corp. didn't Only the Loew Offices Say This Will
Be the Best Yet — Going to
!')w anything about the article pubCleveland and Rochester
,ied
in
yesterday's
Tribune
regardi! the reported discovery of Capt.
R F. Stoll in Los Angeles. Stoll,
Marcus Loew just can't stay away
ijording to the Tribune, is on his from staging parties for prominent
K cast.
film folks. This time he has gone
his previous records better by engaging two special cars leaving at 6:45
Kelland
Story for Dean
Friday night for Cleveland where the
niversal has purchased "Con- new State theater will be opened.
li." now running serially in Red
The house seats 3,200 and is the
ibk, for Priscilla Dean. It was
latest
of the Loew chain in that city.
^ten by Clarence Budington Kel«d and it is said that Universal paid The opening is scheduled for Saturday night. The party will be in
i onsiderable sum of money for the
Cleveland all of Saturday and Sun) ure rights.
day and on Monday will leave for
Rochester where on Tuesday a monMore Houses for Lynch
ster ball will be given by the East(Special to WID'S DAILYXman Kodak Co. and Rochester's
-tlanta — The Lynch
organization "Four Hundred" for charit}'. Then,
I acquired several new theaters in home.
t South.
Just by way of proof that this party will be the best yet. Nils Gran'he
Alamo
at
Griffin,
Ga.,
operII by Adolph Samuels, has been lund of the Loew offices submits the
of those who are
i^ uired as has been the Grand in following names
(Continued
on Page
3)
I ensboro, N. C, from Jake Wells.

Appeal Dropped

"We need the co-operation and coordination ofevery branch of the inEastman Kodak Yields to Anti-Trust
dustry more today than ever."
Decision Handed Down by
Supervising Gratis Bookings
Government in 1915
The National Association has decided to pass on all requests for gratis
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
bookings received from churches and
Washington — The Eastman Kodak welfare organizations. A letter notiCo. of Rochester,
N. Y., has withfying exchange members of this move
drawn its appeal which was filed in has been sent out by the sales managers of the various distributing comthe Supreme Court for a rehearing on
the decision handed down by the U.
S. District Court in Buffalo in 1915. panies. First Kipling Story
The first Rudyard Kipling story
The original case was heard under
for
Pathe will be "Without Benefit
the provisions of the Sherman AntiTrust Law.
of Clergy." Randolph Lewis has returned to New York after conferring
(Continued
on Page
3)
with
Kipling
on his stories for the
screen.
Here
from Jacksonville
W. R. Carter, chairman of the motion picture committee of the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce, and
J. P. Klutho, an architect and member of the same committee, are in
New York to confer with Murray W.
Garsson regarding the proposed Fine
Arts City.

WID'S DAILY reported from the
coast
some weeks
ago one
that mentione
Kipling's
first would
be the
d
above.
Cochrane Reaches Coast
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — R. H. Cochrane of
Universal is here from New York.

iMi

At Broadway
Theaters
Rialto
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
56^
57
Famous Players .. 56^4
80
8034
80
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
5^4
6
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Not quoted
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Loew's, Inc
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16M
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7/16
7/16
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World Film

"Southern Rhapsody" is the overture.
Rialto Magazine and another edition of the
Vandenbergh-Paramount Expedition pictures
taken in Africa called "The Mambuti Pigmies" follow. Betty Andersen sings "My
Old Kentucky Home" before the feature, a
Charles Maigne production, "The Kentuckians." Edoardo Alhano sings the Aria from
"The Barber of Seville." A Bobby Bumps
Cartoon comedy and organ solo conclude.

Capitol
A rather;' long but interesting and enterCapitol program
thisSajeek,
The overture
"Thirtaining
is being
presentedis at
the
teenth Rhapsodic" In this number Jacques
Gordon renders a splendid violin cadenza.
Mile. Gambarelli, Alexander Oumansky and
Simone Burnely appear in "Air de Ballet."
Following Capitol News the Capitol mixed
quartette sings "Swing Along" and "Mighty
Lak' a Rose." An attractive stage setting is
used. A Kineto Review "Babyhood" caused
lots of chuckles. Bertram Peacock sings
"Credo" from "Otello" as a prologue
ber before the feature. He is seen num-i
as a
sailor while on a transparent current befor^
him a picture of waves splashing is projected which gives the effect that he is standing on a rock in the water.
Reginald
Ba(ker's
for
Goldwyn,
"Godless
Men," production
is the feature.

DA1L.V

Wednesday,

Start Shortly

February 2, 192

Still They

Come

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Jefferson City, Mo. — A bill m;|
ing it a misdemeanor for a thea:
owner to sell standing room in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Work on the first place has been presented in the ll
of the Marion Fairfax Prod, will be islature by Representative Taylor
started shortly at the Hollywood Kansas City. The measure proviij
Studios, Inc., where space will be that when all the seats are occup]
leased.
the management must return the ]
Miss Fairfax and Marshall Neilan mission fee to additional patro.
are associated jointly in the producing Punishment is fixed at a fine of i
unit. John Jasper will be business
to Reports
$100.
have it that the Sunc
manager of the company. It is understood the Hollywood Studios, Inc. blue laws are doomed. There is a)
will finance the first picture.
a possibility that the censorship bi
may die in committee. Sentim I
/Additional Newspaper Opinions
among legislators on censorship ■
; Below will be found additional re- very evenly balanced. The majou
views of pictures at Broadway thea- have declared against the Suncj
ters this week, as published in local
closing measures.
newspapers :
"Godless
Men" — Goldwyn
Loew Leases King's, St. Louis
Capitol
POST — But even
though an amount of
(Special— to
WID'S Loew
DAILY) has I
St.
Louis
Marcus
skill is shown in the building, it is hardly
vindicated by the quality of the story, which quired a 10 year lease on tfie Kirs

Space Leased at Hollywood Studios
for Marion Fairfax Prod.

is neither novel nor highly dramatic.
MAIL — The cast is an extremely capable mar
theater,
Kings
near
~[\
Blvd.,
and Highway
will operate
it ai
one, and the picture was ably directed by
Feb. 27 as a vaudeville and pict s
Reginald Baker, the combination doing all house.
Strand
that was humanly possible to redeem the un"First Hungarian Rhapsody" is agaih
savory theme with which the film deals.
The deal involves the closing!
heard with Bela Nary playing a Czimbolon
DAILY
man's mind
sort of
pic- Loew's Garrick. The last perfoi ■
Cadenza. The Strand Topical Review prer
ture, but NEWS—
women This
will isnot
sitting
cedes the prologue which is in two scenes.". through it. It shows the fine, directorial ance will take place the night I
The first represents Shantung while the sec- hand of Reginald
Barker.
Feb. 26.
ond is a street scene in San Francisco's Chinatown A dragon dance, typical of a Chi"The
First Born"— R.-C.
The Kings is owned by the ..•
nese New Year celebration is presented.
mous Players Missouri Corp., \t
Strand
Both scenes are very effective and the raPOST — It is pictorially pretty, almost fra- control a number of picture house r
pidity with which the scenes are changed
gile, in the Chinese scenes. * * * Sessue Hay- St. Louis. Loew plans to entirely!
was noted. Sessue Hayakawa's production, akawa * * * is given more opportunity for
"The First Born," followed. It is a Robert- facial mobility than usual. His roles gener- decorate and remodel it and ins 1
son-Cole picture. Selma Johanson sings
ally call for immobility. He is worth see- a large pipe organ.
"Wake Up." Monty Banks in "Bride and
The acquisition of the Kings \
ing in "The First Born."
Gloom" is the comedy. The organ solo, as
"The
Kentuckians"—
F. P.-L.
usual, concludes.
Rialto

POST — * * * Quite unimpressive. * * *
Somerville in New York Again
There is something in its make-up that comes
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Harry Somerville has returned to between the tale as written and a good picture of it.
New York from the South where he
TRIBUNE— The picture had, too, the
has been managing houses for Uni- advantage of a good cast and a good diTwo from Associated Exhibitors
versal and R. D. Craver of Charlotte,
rector, so the fault must lie with the story.
will
Inc.,
Associated Exhibitors,
N. C. Somerville has taken a berth
Now
at Brunton Plant
release two pictures this month. One with Charles Steiner in the management of the new 14th St. Theater.
is "The Devil," released Feb. 6, and
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — An entire reorganWomen Will Do,"
the other "What Prod.,
27.
Feb.
on
Jose
an Edward
Trade Mark for Ray Films
ization has taken place of the "Peck's
Bad Boy" Co. Irving Lesser has
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Edward O. Withers appointed Louis E. Loeb general proRegarding Foreign Films
duction manager. The company has
of the title department in the Ray
Radioof
moved
from
Louis B. Mayer lot
L. E. Miller, president
studios,
has prepared a design which to the Bruntonthe studio.
soul Films, who has returned from a
may
be
used
as
a
trademark
on
the
short trip to the West, reports about
Ray pictures. It shows the star's
the remarkable change that occurred head
in profile and the inscription,
Hartford at "U" City
in the attitude of the film folks to(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
"The
Charles
Ray
Productions
Inwards the foreign product of the betLos Angeles — David Hartford, dicorporated. MCMXX." The inditer class. Whether it was due to the
rector general of the James Oliver
cated year, 1920, is that in which the Curwood Prod., has leased space at
highly favorable comments of the company came into existence
as an Universal City where he is filming
press upon the first showing of "A incorporated concern.
one of the Curwood
stories.
Man There Was," or to the success
of "Passion," or to a general awakening, he declares that ;he old prejudices of the exhibitors are rapidly
dying out and that a high class European picture does not require any
longer a disguise or subterfuge.
TO THE THEATRICAL
AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS. "ASK ANY PRO"Society Snobs" is the first production of the Conway Tcarle star
DUCER."
series.
Did you ever hear of "Insurance Service?" Well, that's what we
have to offer. May we explain further how we can serve you —

INSURANCE

EXPERTS

itftfukm Samuel
NEW yOCK
119 FULTON
N v.

M_
ST. "
REAL

SERVICE
srnvIrp

in no way affect Loew's plans to e I
the State, a $1,000,000 structureil
8th St. and Washington Ave.
Big

House

for

St.

(Special to WID'S

Louis

DAILY)

St. Louis- — A picture
theater
studio
aparement
building
to «
$1,200,000 will be erected at Del
Blvd. opposite
Albert
Ave., on
present site of the Delmar theater
Hector
M. E. Pasmezoglu,
Gi
consul, who controls the Delmar tl
ter, heads the financial group bel
the new
proposition.
The
the
will be called the Trocadero and
seat 2,600 in a main
floor and
alley.
cony.
It will front 175 on Del
Blvd. by a depth
of ISO ft. to

Judge milk by the amount
of cream on top. Judge
pesters
by the
mark. RITCHEY

maker's
posters

are never in the skimmed
milk class.

RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

PHONE
909I-2 3-4-5
BEEKMAN
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Settlement Reached
Koplar-F.

PatheNews

P. Missouri Corp. Litigation Finally Brought to
an End

(Special to WID'S

No. 10
OSTON, MASS.— More "Reds" are deorted to. Russia! A batch of New England
jmmunists are brought here for transfer to
lew York.
[AQUETTE LAKE, N. Y.— Prepare ice for
our summer refrigerators! Novel cutting
evice saws the ice into desired "cake" form
;ady for shipment.
[ASTINGS, ENGLAND— British coast is
ivept by terrific gale, and when the storm
jbsides this little U-Boat is left ashore as a
:membrance.
;IRMINGHAM, ALA. — 528 new members
>r Ku Klux Klan! The "recruits" are
crinkled with holy water as they kneel
round the blazing altar.
.EXINGTON, KY.— Horse champion is
ome! Man o' War is welcomed upon arval here for public exhibition.
ENSACOLA, FLA. — Aerial torpedo pracjce in Gulf waters ! Naval officers demonIrate effectiveness of new types of hydro;lane torpedoes.
I'.ED BANK,
N. J. — Skim surface of ice in
ihite-winged craft!
This exhilarating sport
jffers thrills galore to both skipper and camaman.
HICAGO, ILL. — Have you figured out
Dur income tax? Large staffs are employ1 by the Government to mail out income
ix blanks.

today

DAILY)

St. Louis — The battles between
Harry Koplar and the Famous Players Missouri Corp. for control of 15
local picture theaters is at an end.
Koplar had demanded $1,350,000 for
the show houses, which were transferredization
to the
Famous Players' organlast April.
Fred E. Cornwell, president of the
corporation, stated Koplar and his
brothers under the terms of the settlement only got about 25 per cent
of the amount they demanded. They
will be paid partly in cash and the
balance in notes secured by mortgages on the theaters.
According to Cornwell the Koplars received $240,000 for their socalled "little theaters" including the
Novelty, Gravois, Arco and Lafayette; $80,000 for their interest in such
theaters as the Pershing, Kings and
Shenandoah and $12,000 for their
lease on the Royal theater.
To Work

on Rinehart Story

( Goldwyn has sent Frank Dazey
and Agnes C. Johnston to Pittsburgh
with Mary Roberts Rinehart to picturize one of Mrs. Rinehart's novels.
They will stay at her home and on
completion of the scenario will take
it back, to the studios in California,
iwhere it will go into production.

m

Another Party

Appeal Dropped

(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

from

On the motion of counsel for Eastman Kodak, Chief Justice White ordered the issuance of a mandate

HERE

are the releases for August.
They are all either finished or in work, and they are a worthy conclusion to the biggest season in motion picture history.
Now you know what Paramount is giving you in the next six months.
Two* big pictures a week,
pictures that you can bank on for business.
There never was such a list of great pictures before, was there?
Production,

"GET

RICH

QUICK

WAL-

An unparalleled hit in magazine, book and play form, George
dolph Chester's characters have become household words. This
elaborate production, directed by Frank Borzage, who made
moresque." Cast includes Sam Hardy, Norman Kerry,
Kenyon and Diana Allen.

Donald Crisp's British Production, "THE
YORK"
NEW
Adapted
from director,
Cosmo
an American

William

PRINCESS

Ranis an
"HuDoris

OF

Hamilton's
staged
in England
with a cast novel,
of well and
known
British
actors. by

S. Hart in "THE

WHISTLE"

Another Hart special that marks the highest point in the big
western star's career. Dealing with the livest problem of the day —
the laboring man's relation to his employer.

Douglas MacLean in "BELL

BOY

13"

A Thomas H. Ince production right up to the standard of (lie
other MacLean pictures. tull of the harum scarum, heart interest
comedy that audiences Lave come to expect from the star.

Thomas

Meighan in "TALL

TIMBERS"

From a story specially written for Mr. Meighan by A. B. Scherer,
and therefore giving the Good Luck Star every opportunity for
another
great piece of human
acting.

Ethel Clayton in "THE

ALMIGHTY

i

DOLLAR"

A melodramatic romance of New- York's Bohemian
Cosmo Hamilton, author of "Midsummer
Madness."

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in "CRAZY

TO

quarter, by

MARRY"

From a Saturday Evening Post story by Frank Condon.

A roar-

ing farce with as much fun in it as "Brewster's Millions." Fatty
has never been so funny as he is as the doctor in this picture.

Dorothy
Dalton
in "A
STAMPEDED
George Melford's production

MADONNA,"

A story of the Northwest, written by Monte M. Katterjohn. author of "The Flame of the Yukon." Produced by the director of
"Behold My Wife," and with Jack Holt in support.

(paramount (pictures
FAMOUS

1)

pledged
go, with a promise that
more willto accept:
Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holu
which requires the company to "ab- liar, John Kmerson and Anita Loos,
rogate the illegal monopoly" in pho- Viola Dana, Corinne Barker, Bert
tographic supplies, which the gov- Lytell, Virginia Valli, Alice Calhoun,
ernment alleged it held.
Creighton Hale, Lucy Fox, Zena
The bill of complaint was filed Keefe, Johnny Hines, Montagu Love,
against the Eastman company on Marguerite Marsh, Will Morrissey,
June 9, 1913, and the case itself was Ruth Roland and Betty Brownell,
heard 11 months later. The decision
Helene
Davis.Grace
Lilwas handed down on Aug. 24, 1915, HopelianHampton,
Walker, Kenneth
Douglas,
and established that 71 per cent of Valentine, Lew Cody, Florence Moore
the market for raw stock supplies and of course, Marcus Loew and
was controlled by the Eastman Ko- Nils Granlund.
dak Co. of New Jersey, a $35,000,000
On Feb. 14 the latest Loew theater,
concern and the Eastman Kodak Co. the State, in Indianapolis, will be
of New' York, a $5,000,000 company. opened and another party will go out
The decision charged that dealers for that occasion. It is expected that
could not go to other manufacturers following the Indianapolis house, the
of such supplies because of the East- State in Boston will be opened
man Kodak monopoly and of the
lished.
price scale the company had estabGoldwyns
Over Poli Circuit
"Earthbound," "Prisoners of Love,
"Godless Men," "The Great Lover,
First Manners Film Sold
Pulls the Strings" and "Hold
J. Stuart Blackton and the Arthur "Bunty
Your Horses" have been booked for
the
Poli
circuit.
S. Kane Pictures Corp. will be associated in the distribution throughout
the United States and Canada of the
Priest Reports Sales
first Lady Diana Manners producRobert
W. Priest reports the foltion through the Independent Films
Association of Chicago.
lowing sales on North
"The and
Ne'er-DoWell": Minnesota,
South
Dakota, Wisconsin and the Penin"I Am the Woman," with Francis
sula of Michigan to Friedman Film
Ford both directing and appearing in
Corp., Minneapolis; Delaware, Marythe support of Texas Guinan, is nearland, Virginia and the District of Coing completion. This will be followed
lumbia to Super-Film Attractions,
by "The Girl Sheriff."
Inc., Washington.

The Last of Six Sensational Months

Cosmopolitan
LINGFORD"

Page

PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

-^jMA
Changes In Tariff

Bound for the Coast
The R. Cecil Smiths, staff writers Looked for At Next Session of Confor Selznick, have left for the coast
gress— Meetings
Now
Being
Held in Washington
via New Orleans. On the way they
will work on a story to be produced
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
as a Selznick special.
Washington — At the next session
of Congress, there will be a general
revision of the tariff. The session is
at
are
k
Myron and David Selznic
expected to convene shortly after the
Alan
Palm Beach on a pleasure trip.
inauguration of Harding.
Crosland is with the brothers as their
In order to facilitate matters at the
guest.
final passage of the tariff bill, the
Ways and Means Committee of the
House is now holding tariff hearings.
The National Association has appointed a committee to deal with the
tariff question and it has been granted
a hearing before the committee on
Feb. 9 or 10th, the date not having
been definitely decided upon.
At present there is a small duty on
films. One phase of the question is
the matter of American films in foreign countries. OOne film man adBERT LUBIN
vances the theory that the industry
1476 Broadway, N. Y.
could, if it found it necessary, ask
Tel. Bryant
3271
Congress to introduce a clause in the
bill providing for a high ad valorum
duty on foreign films entering this
country, if a foreign nation should
bar out American pictures while its
own film business was being reconstructed. Thus, if Germany or
France should decide to keep out all
pictures for a period of one year, the
industry would have a retaliatory
measure with regard to the German
FOR
RENT
or
French films, seeking entrance into
by Day, Week or Month
this country.
Large
Stage— Fully Equipped
In the Heart of New York
Des Moines Meeting Feb. 14
230 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—selling fast!

"WEST OF THE
RIO GRANDE"

STATE

RIGHTS

RENT

Choice office with cutting room
and vault space.
Phone Bryant 1110

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS

I.ROBIN& COMPANY
23 E. 4ih ST.

SPRING

8S03
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New Suit

ANNOUNCEMENT

Second
Action
Affecting
Frohman
Amusement Corp. Filed in the
District Court

Magnet Film Exchange offers
producers complete facilities for
distribution of their product in
New York exchange territory.
Propositions will also be considered for the purchase of territorial rights to high class productions.

A second bankruptcy action affecting the Frohman Amusement Corp.
has been filed in the U. S. District
Court by the following creditors: the
Kineto Co. of America, Inc., $343;
Albert and Sons, Inc., $128, and the
Simon Goodman Trading and the
Kraus Manufacturing Co. $223.
In December Judge Knox appointed Louis Frankel and H. Maynard
Kimberland receivers in a suit in
equity brought by the Powers Film
Products Co., Inc., for $3,082. It is
said that the liabilities of the corporation are $67,075 and the assets $240,200.
William L. Sherrill, president of the
corporation, stated yesterday that the
petition had been filed in a friendly
spirit by the creditors and that it was
done merely to hasten matters along
toward a final settlement of the com-

Magnet Film Exchange
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

WANTED
Traveling
auditor
with
big
company.
Good salary and expaid. Give full details
in first penses
letter.
K-20,

care

Wid's

Daily

pany's affairs.
Screenart
Has Series of 10
The Screenart
Pictures Corp. will
release a series of 10 features that
were issued originally several years

ago.The following are included:
"The Light of Western Stars," with
Dustin Farnum; "Playing Square,"
with Gladys Hulette; "Playthings of
Passion," with Kitty Gordon; "An
Amateur Orphan," with Gladys Leslie; "Mary Lawson's Secret," with
Charlotte Walker; "A Man in the
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Open," with Dustin Farnum; "HinDes Moines — -The first annual con- ton's
Double," with Jeanne Eagles;
vention of the stockholders of Asso- "Adele," with Kitty Gordon; "Just
ciated First National of Iowa will
His Wife," with Gladys Hulette; "A
be held here on Feb. 14.
Man's Fight," with Dustin Farnum.

STUDIO

FOR

OAIL.V

Beier, Selznick Sales Manager
The pictures named above starring
Sam E. Morris has appointed Nat Dustin Farnum and Kitty Gordon
Beier, formerly manager of the Se- were originally on the United Picture
lect New Jersey territory, sales man- Theaters program and were sold on
ager of the New York branch, oper- Oct. 29 by Harry Zalkin, receiver for
ating under supervision of Henry the now defunct company, to W. G.
Siegel.
Willman of Suffern, N. Y, for $11,000.
Cook of Reading
111
May
Have Censors in Phila.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Reading, Pa. — Johnny Cook, gen(Special to WID'S DAILY)
eral manager of all the Carr and
Philadelphia — Mayor Moore anSchad theaters in this section, and
nounces that he will probably call
one of the best known execu- theatrical managers into consultation
tives in the state, is seriously ill at with a view to establishing a censorhis home here.
ship over theaters. The announcement was made following a conferBacker
a State Righter
ence with a group of clergymen who
Franklyn E. Backer, formerly of
the mayor's office in reJans Pictures, Inc., has formed a came to
sponse to his invitation.
company called Horizon Pictures
Among the matters discussed was
with offices in the Times Bldg. His the enforcement of the Sunday law.
first series of pictures will be 14 The mayor refused to discuss the detwo reelers starring Norma Taltails of the conference, but stated
madge. These will be state righted. broadly that he hoped to see several
Hop]) Hadley is editing them.
reform movements as the result of it.
New
House for Paramount?
think
The over
mayor
told the
clergymen
"to
matters,
including
theater
i Special to WID'S DAILY)
censorship, with a view of conferring
Elizabeth, N. T.— It is learned here with him again.
that the proposed $.300,000 theater for
which J. Wentworth is drawing plans
is being financed by the Elizabeth
Held Over
Theater Corp., a company specially
formed for that purpose.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
It is reported that Famous PlayBuffalo,
N. Y.— "Outside the Law"
er> officials are financially interested has been held over at the Palace for
in the company.
a second week.
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ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea A,
New York City.
Hollywood, '

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904

Fitzgerald

Bldg.

Bryant 55

F. A. A. DAHME.
TITLEi"
AND ART INC..
ARTISTS
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 61
MARTIN-McGUTRE
Art
727

7tb

& NEWCOMB
Titlei

Avenue

Bryant

!.'

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg., Los

■
Angs

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. II
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotyj,
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant II
W.
J. AND
MORAT COPYIN"
ENLARG
G rainlessINGEnlargements
M. P. Film
302

E. 33rd

416-24

St.
Phone
LABORATORIES

Vand. '

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
W. 216th St.

CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. I. Strevckmans.

LABORATOK 3
Tel. Tremont ><
General Manage J

NICHOLAS

KESSEL
LABORATORY
Wads. 34'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee!'

PRINTERS

BARNES
Motion

—

PRINTING
CO
Picture Specialist*

36 East 22d St.
Phone Grarocrr**?
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring M

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INI
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem "
Studio— 36! W
12Stb
M«rn
*0«'
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that Brady Dinner

The Aitken Bros., Hyman Winik and
Joseph asSimonds
All Named
Defendants
The Triangle Film Corp. has filed
three suits in the Supreme Court
through Arthur Butler Graham, but
only a summons has been served in
each case and the cause of the suits
is not shown. Harry E. Aitken is a
defendant in each suit, and in a second he and Roy E. Aitken, Hyman
Winik and Joseph Simonds are
named. In the third all these, the
Reserve Film Corp., the Western Import Co., Inc., and the Western Import Co., Ltd., are defendants.

M Important
Executives
Attend
Oelmonico Affair Monday Night
— Proceedings Secret
Ml the who's who in the business
j ended the dinner given to William
i Brady at Delmonico's on Tuesday
rjht. Just what went on at the
[•eting was kept a secret yesterday
those who attended the dinner,
It it was learned that a number of
pblems- facing the industry such as
he laws, censorship and taxation
ire discussed at great length and
tit a mode of procedure was deled upon that would get the defied results in a hurry. The meetit lasted until one o'clock yesterdy morning.
Brady left for Chicago yesterday
e the first lap of his proposed trip.
fc will be gone about a month.

For some time past action has been
looked for in the trade as a step in
the final clearing up of the affairs
of Triangle Film. Very large sums
are involved.

Brady Attacked

Conferences?

uthern Exhibitors Resent His Attitude Toward the M. P. T. O. —
Occurred at Washington
(Special t< WID'S

Price 5 Cent*

"T" Files 3 Suits

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It w7ould not prove
surprising if Thomas H. Ince and
other members of Associated Producers, Inc., shortly enter a series of
conferences with Al Lichtman, who
has just arrived here from New York.

DAILY)

[Washington — William
A.
Brady
is attacked in speeches
made
by
than Brylawsky of Washington. H.
f Varner of Charlotte. N. C, and
liomas Goldberg
of Baltimore
at
ft recent meeting of the exhibitors
<t Maryland,
District of Columbia

St. Louis Deal On?

Opening for two weeks at John Hamrick's new Blue Mouse Theatre,
'{d
Virginia
held here.
(Sydney
S. Cohen
of the M. P. T. O. Seattle — Mack Sennett's first Associated Producers' comedy-drama, "A
jtended the meeting.
In the course Small Town Idol," a production bigger and better in every way than his
famous "Mickey." — Advt.
his speech he stated:
"The motion picture theater owns of the country have now con( Continued
on Page 4)
Educational
and
Master
Films
in Eastman Kodak Given Two Years in
Which to Sell Factories —
New Agreement for Torchy
Worth $3,750,000
Comedies
Switched to the Rialto
It
is
understood
that
Educational
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
"Forbidden Fruit" will be switched
Buffalo — Judge John R. Hazel in
om the Rivoli to the Rialto on Sun- Films and Master Films, Inc.,
y. This makes the third week for through Charles C. Burr, have closed the U. S. District Court, acting upon
a contract for a series of 12 more the decision handed down in 1915
e picture on Broadway.
that the Eastman Kodak Co. was a
Torchy comedies with Johnny Hines
monopoly and represented a violaas star.
9,400 People in One Day
tion of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law,
The new contract becomes effect(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the company to be disive in April when the last of the se- has ordered
solved and the various units formed
Denver— "The Kid" played to 9,400
ries under the old contract is deliv- in distinct ownership.
ople at the American
theater on
ered. After that there will be one
This move followed the withdraw(Continued
on Page 4)
mday.
There
has
been
nothing
:e it ever done at this house before.
ing of an appeal for a re-hearing
which had been filed by the company
Motion Denied
in Washington. The court's decree
makes it compulsory for the Eastman
"Dinty" Beats "River's End"
Vitagraph's
motion
for
a
temporary injunction against the Eskay Kodak Co. to dispose within two
fThe Neilan offices reported yestery that "Dinty" since its Trelease Harris Feature Film Co., Inc., which years of its Premo factory in Rochester and its Century-Folmer and
n weeks ago had grossed in book- has a picture called "Black Beauty,"
Schwing Co. in the same city as well
gs $205,000, a figure greater than was denied yesterday.
Vitagraph sought to have the Har- as the Aristo plant in Jamestown.
e business done by "The River's
ris version of the picture restrained The lines represented by these ornd" in a similar period.
ganizations are valued at $3,750,000
}It was stated that "Dinty" grossed from showing in theaters. Its own and the total
annual sales are said
ore business in Paterson, N. J., than production goes into the Strand the
to exceed $7,000,000.
week of Feb. 20.
'assion."

Sign for 12 More

Must Dissolve

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — There is some talk here
that an important deal is pending involving a number of important local
theaters, both large and small. It is
reported that interests affiliated with
one of the largest financial organizations in St. Louis are negotiating to
take over these houses. Nothing definite can be learned.
F. P. Managers to Meet
S. R. Kent has called the annual
meeting of the Famous Players district managers to be held all of next
week in the home office. Kent will
preside and plans for distribution
during the coming months will be
discussed.
Those who will attend from the
field force will include Herman Webber of San Francisco, Louis Marcus
of Salt Lake City, H. P. Wolfberg
of Chicago, R. C. Libeau of Kansas
City, H. A. Ross of Detroit, H. H.
Buxbaum of New York, W. E. Smith
of Philadelphia, J. D. Clark of Philadelphia, Joseph H. Gilday of Kansas City, Philip Reisman of Minneapolis, George Schaeffer of Boston, Mr.
Pratt of Atlanta and L. L. Dent of
Dallas, representing the Southern Enterprises, Inc.

i
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Albany, N. Y. — Westover Films
New York; 2,000 shares common
stock, no par value, active capital
$10,000. Incorporators: L. E. Swartz,
Price 5 Cents H. M. Pitman and C. E. Hawthonne,
485 5th Ave.

Thurs. Feb. 3, 1921
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Quotations
Bid.
. . 56

Famous Players
do pfd
*Goldwyn
D W Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
Triangle
World Film

Sl/2
16^4
7/16

Last
Asked. Sale
56^
56J4
Not quoted
6
Not quoted
1674
16^4
7/16
7/16
Not quoted

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Albany, N. Y.— D. C. Berg Prod.
New York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators: H. A. Friedman, J. Breen
and R. R. Shearer, 108 W. 43 St.
Albany, N. Y. — Our Civic Theater
Queens County. Capital $300,000.
Incorporators: Dr. A. L. Cardozo, R.
Buchanan, Jr.; and E. N. Zern, Richmond Hill.
Albany, N. Y. — Marsan Amusement
Corp., Queens, Capital $6,000. Incorporators: D.D. and E. E. Deutsch,
and L. Frieman, 302 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y.— B. and A. Photoplay Corp., New York. Capital
$15,000. Incorporators: S. Bergoffen,
S. Appelgreen and L. B. Cohen, 288
Grandt St.
Dover, Del. — Reading Capitol Theater Co. Capital $2,000. Incorporators: F. R. Hansell, J. Vernon
I'iimm, and E. M. MacFarland of
Philadelphia.
Albany, N. Y. — Harris Dickson
Pictures New York. Capital, 250
shares preferred stock, $100 each; 500
shares of common, no par value; active capital $27,500. Incorporators:
A. C. Thomas, H. B. Bareford, and
M. Knoedler, 2 Rector St.

Albany, N. Y. — Hillok Amusement
Metro Changes Titles
Co., New York. Capital $10,000.
sevof
titles
the
changed
has
Metro
Incorporators: C. Williams, J. Cahn,
eral of its forthcoming productions. and J. Coleman, 207 W. 56th St.
"The Little Lady of the Big House"
will be released as "The Little Fool;"
Dover, Del. — Imperial Theaters.
"Sorretina" as "Puppets of Fate"and Capital, $500,000. Incorporators, M.
"Exas
"More Stately Mansions"
M. Lucey, Y. B. Lacey, L. S. Dortravagance."
sey, Wilmington.
Crescent to Build

Another Kick
The following letter has been r
ceived from H. A. McClure, mai
Uni- ager of the Strand Theater Corp. i
Alexander Kent has sued the Court
versal Film in the Supreme
Emporia, Kans., operating the Ele
for an accounting of a joint venture trie and Strand theaters in that towi
Daily :
in the operation of Teatro Campda- EditorjustWid's
read with interest the letter writt
mor, one of the largest in Havana, by I Mr.
Crandall in your issue of Jan. 15 t
Cuba, on the ground that Universal garding the showing of commercialized pi
has broken its contract with him. tures in churches and schools.
Mr. Crandall has touched on a matter
He alleges that in 1916 he rented the vital
importance to many exhibitors and o
theater at $1,800 a month and the that is going to be of much more importan«
to go into the ven- as time goes on.
defendantwith agreed
I am attaching a letter, copy of, written
him and take 75% of the
ture
Mr. Robins, of Fox Film Corp., in answ-,
net profits while he got 25%.
vice.
to his query as to why I cancelled his si
In 1918 they gave Fernando Poli a
10' r interest, each giving up 5%, and
This town of 12,000 cannot consume all t
produced and, of course, the d
the rental was increased to $2,500 a pictures
tributor contends that a picture being op
month. The theater was destroyed foi the town, it is perfectly ethical to sell
by fire Oct. 24, 1918, and the project to the State school.
It seems
to me that a branch
manag
was abandoned until May, 1919, but
be big enough to see that this vie.j
the plaintiff says he had to pay $400 a should
And to see that su 1
month as his share of the rent. He point is all wrong.
a policy
is bad solicits
for the their
industry
as a whole.
This
school
patronage
by tel'|
J
to
says the defendant has refused
ing
the
people
that
the
only
way
the
toil
1919.
r,
Novembe
since
account to him

In the Courts

Supreme Court Justice Ford has
denied with permission to renew an
application by the Biograph Co. to
vacate an attachment against the
property of the Monmouth Film Corp.
attachthat inthe1918,
alleged
The petition
but
obtained
ment was first
the sheriff found nothing belonging
to the defendant but a roll of film
worth $1. In 1919 papers were again
issued and an attachment was served
on the Piedmont Film Corp., alleged to owe the defendant $600, but
the money was released because it
was put in trust under an agreement
with Ferdinand Shock, who had a
claim of $8,000. The plaintiff believes it can collect nothing and
wants to be relieved of paying $10
a year for the bond.

can see the "better pictures" and "pictur I
really worth while," is to patronize th< I
shows. Can you imagine anything more ujJ
fair to the exhibitor who takes pride in hi
show and is working day and night
properly present the best and biggest pictuiM
the market affords?
I agree with Mr. Crandall that this is |
matter that ranks with Sunday
closing as 1
matter of importance.
Some
of the trail
papers should take this matter
up throu
their columns and I believe they will be si
prised to find how many exhibitors over t
country have a just grievance
this lii
H. A. along
McCLURE,

Veterans to Make Films
to —WID'S
DAILY)
Los (Special
Angeles
A producing
c
ganization by veterans of the Wor

War is reported under the name "S;:
Buddy" Paul
Co. A.
Officers
are aspresider.
follow'
Lieut
Randall,
Mrs. Maude Haarer, vice-presidei
Capt. J. Haines Smith, secretar
treasurer; Ernest F. Bishop, du
The Film Sunoly Co. got a judg- sergeant, director; Willis H. Lushi
ment by default for $1,744 in the City
manager; Sergeant Frai'
Court against the Community Motion business
Picture Bureau as the value of films Lynch, assistant director; and Hi
attorney.
delivered to the defendant from Feb- Daye,
The company is understood to ha.
ruary to December, 1919, which the planned
human
interest
stories
defendant refused to return to the
the war.
plaintiff as owner. The answer alleged that some of the films had been
Weiss Bros. Plan Serial
returned, some paid for and that the
defendant was willing to return the
Weiss
Bros., who produced
"T
of Tarzan"
and sold it I
others but the defendant failed to ap- Revenge
Goldwyn are reported about to sta
pear at the trial.
work on a serial.
The Tremont Film Laboratory
Inc. has filed a default judgment in
the Supreme Court against Hillfield,
Inc., for $1,330 for services. The papere were served on Gus Hill as
True economy means gettreasurer.
ting the full worth of one's
money. In that sense
Winfield
F.
Kelly's
suit
as
a
stockholder of the Navy Film Service, Inc.,
RITCHEY posters are far
against the Maritime Pictures Corp.,
in which an injunction was granted,
and
away the most economical.
has been settled and dropped, and the
injunction vacated.

Dover, Del. — Near East Film Corp.
Capital
$300,000. Incorporators:
Kansas City, Mo.- — Crescent Films Robert K. Thistle, A. Roy Myers,
are building a two story building to and Raymond J. Gorman, New
house its various departments. The York.
.structure is being built at 18th St. and
Albany, N. Y. — Novelty AmuseBaltimore Ave. It adjoins the buildment Devices Corp. White Plains.
ing to be occupied by Famous Play- Capital $35,000. Incorporators: J.
ers-Lasky.
Ely, J. H. Birdsall and E. J. SilPathe and Robertson-Cole are re- W.
vius, White Plains.
ported about to arrange for the const nut ion of their own exchange
Albany, N. Y. — Literary Digest
buildings here.
Films Enterprises. New York. Capital $100,000. Incorporators: W.ame.J.
More for R. and F.
Funk, W. Neisel and G. A D
354 4th Ave.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. — Richards and
Name Changed
Flynn have purchased 26 George
C. B. C. Sales
Hamilton comedies for this territory.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
S. & S. Film Supply Co., of PittsAlbany, N. Y.— The Hemmer
Su
burgh, has purchased rights for Westperior Prod, have changed the name
Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
of the company to the New Superior and ern
the Standard Film Exchange,
Prod, of New York.
Kansas City is to handle Western
Missouri and Kansas on the Hall
New Okla. 'Change
Room Boy Comedies.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Oklahoma City. — The Western
Film Corp., recently formed, will feaKennedy Plans Series
ture Minta Durfee (Mrs. Roscoe ArLem
F. Kennedy, who is now at
buckle), according to announcement. work on "The New Minister," plans j
Other releases will also be handled by a series of pictures.
He is at work
the new concern.
at the Victor studio.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

RITCHEY
LITHO,

CORP.

406 w. 3ist St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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xhibiting Field Continues Active
e Bros. Buy
Four Bakersfield Houses, Making
Circuit of 40 — Loew
Completes
Plans
$1,000,000 Theater in St. Louis — Consolidation of Smaller Chains Reported in
Various
Sections
of Country-

for

Activity in exhibiting circles all over the country continues
ing a two story block to contain
Lbated. The Gore Bros, have purchased four theaters in stores, offices, hall and theater, in
<ersfield, Cal., thereby increasing their circuit to 40 theaters. Main St., Fairhaven.
reus Loew has completed plans for a new State Theater in
Plan $125,000 Theater
Louis.
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
A resume of these latest developments follows :
Philadelphia—
Plans for a $125,000

FOR

RENT

Choice office with cutting room
and vault space.
Phone

Bryant

1110

for
records
remember
richardsons

theater will now be erected on the theater building to be erected at the
corner of Fifth and Rockland
Sts.,
[kersfield,
Cal. — Charles
Grogg latter location and will seat 3,000 Ad- are in progress for Jacob Ridgway.
joining itwill be built another struce has sold the California, Bakture which will house the offices of
Plan Theater
;:ld, Hippodrome and Pastime
and also be sub-rent;ers to the West Coast Theaters, the edcorporation
as a restaurant.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
[ the merger of Gore Bros., Sol
Monticello, N. Y.— Blake Washington and W. F. Miller plan to erect
:er and Adolph Ramish holdings,
Controls
Michigan City, Ind.
i transaction involved more than
a picture theater on the old Monticello House block in the spring. The
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
]000 and included also the SunMichigan City, Ind. — Wallstein theater will be on the plan of the
i theater of Taft.
Bros., owners of the Starland, have 850.
Rialto in New York, and will seat CONTINUITY that COUNTS
! these purchases
the merger's obtained control of all the theaters in
g of theaters is increased to 40 the city. They have purchased the
les. The step is in line to pur- Garden, Idle Hour and Dreamland
\t and operate additional theaters from Ezra Rhodes of South Bend.
Queen, Austin, Ready
le coast and in Arizona.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
They took possession on Tuesday.
Austin, Tex. — The .Queen theater
Free Lance
Rhodes retains control of his theaH State Theater
for St. Louis
will
be opened on Feb. 15. The theaters in South Bend, Elkhart and
ter is one of the string of the South(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Adaptations : : Editing
v Louis — Marcus Loew was here Goshen.
ern Enterprises. The seating capacweek to attend the convention
ity is 900 and the cost $200,000.
Coast) RELEASES:
Add to Chain
e Missouri M. P. T. O. At that
CURRENT
he announced
that plans for
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Oswego Theater Opens
Pomeroy, Wash. — The Allender
"Rose
of
Nome"— Fox
(West
proposed State theater had been
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
wleted.
The
theater will cost Corp. has purchased the Grand here.
ler
Oswego, N. Y.— The Capitol thea"Smilin' All the Way"— David But,:0,000 and will seat 4,400.
It It has been reopened as the Liberty.
ter has opened. It is owned by SeThe
Allenders
also
own
the
Majes1 be located at Washington Ave.
sonskc and Morton.
ler
tic and Lyric in Spokane, and the
"Girls Don't Gamble"— David But"ind 8th Sts. It is reported here Liberty theaters in Colfax, Pullman
New Theater for Pittsfield
3 Loew contemplates
taking over
ioi the big theaters in the West and Moscow.
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— All(Special to WID'S DAILY)
»part of town.
Star
Pittsfield, Mass. — It is reported
In Control
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
that H. Galvin Ford of the Majestic
Pool Interests in Hoboken
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Theater Co. is to build a new picture
Wapakoneta, O. — Lendall Johnson theater, for which plans have already IN PRODUCTION:
Imuel Lerner
and
Louis
Max,
now controls all the picture and been
drawn.
■\ contemplated erecting a theater amusement houses of the city by his
"The Players
Quarry"— Meighan— Famous
352-2854 Boulevard, opposite the
recent
purchase
of
the
Gem
from
Al' Club
Hoboken,
have
Swain Buys in Indiana
bert Winemiller. His other houses
iled
their ininterests
with N.theJ.,States
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hiter Corp., recently formed by are the Brown and Vaudette.
Hollywood,
Calif.
Bluffton, Ind. — John E. Swain of
rjik G. Hall, L. Laurence Weber
North
Manchester has purchased the
Build in Fairhaven, Mass.
ijothers, as noted last week.
Mystic. The equipment will be CREATIVE
CONTINUITY
|ie Hall company had a site at
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
moved to North Manchester where
1 and Bergen Aves., about two
Worcester,
Mass. — The
J.
<l<s from the Boulevard site. The Bishop Co. has figured plans for erect
W. Swain operates two theaters.
Gore

Bros.

Buy

(Special to WID'S

Four

DAILY)

'the three rs inmusic

Paul Schof ield

MWnp
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y Attacked
Brad
(Continued from Page 1)
vinced themselves that organization
is the insurance for the protection of
their investments in this business. We
are organized not for profit but for
protection. We have for the first
time in history of the motion picture
a powerful, virile national organization consisting at this time of 38
a represenstates, none of which50%has and
most of
tation of less than
which have a representation ranging
between 75% and 95%."
Cohen was followed by Julian Brylawsky, who launched into a strong
attack on William A. Brady and the
National Association because of
speeches made by Mr. Brady to the
exhibitors of Baltimore and Washington a few days previous. Brylawsky said:
"Brady is using Bolshevik methods to disrupt' our organization. Evidently, he and his employers are
afraid of us and are trying to discredit our organization and our leaders. They found out in New York
that the organization stands 100%
back of its leaders, which makes
them all the more afraid."
H. B. Varner spoke in the same
vein, accusing Brady and "his cohorts" of trying to influence some
with his "pretended"
exhibitors
friendship. He said they were more
interested in creating dissension in
exhibitor organizations than in cooperating with them or in Sunday
opening or censorship, a statement
which was greeted with sustained
applause.
Thomas Goldberg, vice-president
of the Maryland Exhibitors Association, described how a meeting of the
Baltimore exhibitors had been called
on Tuesday, Jan. 25th, at the request of Brady, to which the latter
spoke for co-operation and on censorship. Brady was followed by
Goldberg who in his speech stated
that the exhibitors of Maryland were
co-operating with the M. P. T. O.
(ioldberg further stated that at the
conclusion of his speech Brady advised him privately that he had misunderstood him (Brady), and that
Brady was against the M. P. T. O.
and was about to make a tour of a
number of states throughout the
country. (ioldberg told the assembled exhibitors that if the exhibitors
ot Baltimore
known
Brady's
intention and had
feeling
in tine
matter,
they would ncvet have called the
meeting and invited him to be present, lie added they resented the
statements and efforts of P.rady to
create dissension and thereupon
pledged their full co-operation and
support to the M. P. T. O. Goldberg
was cheered heartily bj the convention for his plain speaking.
Carewe Directing Stewart Picture
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Under the direction
of Edwin Carewe. "The Invisible
Fear," Anita Stewart's new Louis 1!.
Mayer-First National vehicle, has
gone into production.

Clark Here for Visit Only
George Clark, the English producer who at present is releasing
through Stoll Film both in England
and in America, is in New York on
a visit only. He will not produce
here, although reports to that effect
were current before his arrival here
last week. He will make a trip to
Palm Beach and then return to England. Leila Lewis, his publicity representative, will remain here until
Feb. 16 getting ready a publicity
campaign on Clark's behalf under
way and then return to London.
Ready for the Confab
A number of film men interested in
the affairs of Federated Film Exchanges leave for the coast today.
They include Eddie Bonns, sales manager for C. L. Chester; A. Weinberg,
newly appointed production manager
, for C. L. Chester; Walter E. Greene,
( Bobby North and Sam Grand.
A "Federated special" leaves Chicago tomorrow for San Francisco
where the convention will open. A
three day session will be held there
and the party will go to Los Angei
les to wind up its discussions.
Lost by a Vote
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Indianapolis — A measure designed
to prevent publication of papers and
showing of pictures on Decoration
Day was defeated because of one
vote. Twenty-six votes are needed
in the State Senate to pass a measure and 25 voted for this. The bill
was introduced by a veteran of the
Civil War, who thought proper observance of Decoration Day should
be taken. A veteran of the SpanishAmerican War thought some day in
that conflict should be observed, and
then a World War veteran thought
Armistice Day should come in for
some glory.

Blackton

for from12 PageMore
Sign
(Continued
1)

Co.

Dissolved

(Special to WID'S

a month of the new ones for another

DAILY)

Albany,
N.
Y.— The
Blackt
Prod. Inc. of New York have fi
notice
theirState.
dissolution with '
Secretarvof of

Burr has just completed a feature
starring Johnny Hines. He does not
know how he will distribute it, but
year.
he
says init's
a great making
comedy.personal
Hines
is now
Cleveland

Phoenix Buys One
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas
City, Mo. — The
Phoei
Film Corp., has bought "The Law
appearances in conjunction with his Nature" from the Arrow Film Coi
for
Kansas and Western Missouri.
comedies. He will go to Detroit,
Buffalo and some other cities before
The DeHavens Sued
returning to New York.
"Lonely Heart," a feature with Kay
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mr. and Mrs. Car
Laurell, has also been acquired by
de
Haven
have been made defei
Burr for state rights distribution.
ants in a suit filed by the H. Rob
Jack O'Brien directed it and Robert Law Scenic Studios, for $465.
T
Elliott appears in Miss Laurell's amount is claimed on goods sold.
support.
Darmond a Christie Star
May
Work at "U" City
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los (Special
Angelesto — WID'S
Grace DAILY)
Darmond
Los Angeles — Juanita Hansen may to be starred in a series of Chris:
make her first independent serial at features. Pending completion ]
Universal City.
It will probably be plans for the production of
these jl
state righted.
tures, Miss Darmond has been loan
to Famous Players.
Major Holt Here
Major A. P. Holt, managing director of Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd.,
of Great Britain has arrived in New,
York from the coast where he was

DIRECTOR

looking over producing activities.
Phoenix Buys Perry Comedies
(Special to WID'S

OF

?'■'

EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea A
New York City.
Hollywood. '

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin

Niblo With Read
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — J. Parker Read, Jr.,
who is planning what he considers
will be the greatest production of his
career, announces the signing of Fred
Niblo as director.
Tt is expected that the picture will
take three months to complete.

904

Fitzgerald

Bldg.

ARTISTS

AND

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

ART

Bryant Si

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC..
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 61
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMB;
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant H

BROKERS

Casanave Closes Deal

^ Cincinnati — The Queen City Film
Exchange, recently organized by
Hampton Wires Crafts
Charles L. Casanave, has secured for
The World states that Benjamin this territory the product of MasterB. Hampton has sent a 1.200 word
piece Pictures Co. Casanave resigntelegram from Los Angeles to Dr.
ed from the National Exchange of
Wilbur F. Crafts, complaining that Ohio to form the new company.
in a recent interview with that paper
Dr. Crafts called attention to a magEvans Heads Exhibitors
azine article by Hampton to support
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
his contention that official censorship
Philadelphia — At the annual meetof pictures was needed. The Crafts
ing of the Exhibitor's League of Eastinterview, Hampton complained,
ern Pennsylvania, Southern - New
made it appear that he approved cen- Jersey and Delaware, John S.
sorship, whereas, in the magazine ar- Evans, national committeeman from
ticle he had emphatically declared this zone for the M. P. O. T. A., was
himself opposed to censorship.
elected president to succeed Albert J.
Fischer. M. Brenner was elected
Blackton Sails Today
first vice-president; Charles RappaJ. Stuart Blackton sails on the port, second vice-president. Albert
Fischer, the retiring president was
Aquitania today for England to open elected
treasurer, and George Aarons,
his London studio.
secretary of the league, at a salary,
Accompanying him will be Mrs.
a non-voting membership.
Blackton and their children, Violet with
A committee consisting
David
and Charles Stuart. Felix Oman and Barrist. Sam Blatt and Ben of
Schindler
Almon ('. Whiting will go with him was appointed to arrangef or a tesas
literary and art directors respectimonial dinner to Charles H. Goodtively.
win, who resigned in December as
Orman tendered a farewell dinner secretary after serving five continuous years. The league now has 175
at Keen's last night to a few news- members
in good standing.
paper and magazine friends.
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Kansas
City, Mo. — The
Phoenix
Film Corp. has purchased from Perry
Comedies a series of 12 two reel comedies starring Mack Swain.
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Woolworth Idea

J. F. A. Deal Again
Eigene Zukor
Sails to Report on
! Prospects of Famous Players
Tie-up
Eugene Zukor left for Europe yestiday aboard the Aquitania to look
No production on the continent and
bj particular the advisability of Far,)us Players-Lasky closing some
ft of a deal with the German U. F.
I He will eport to the home office
\ observati ms, and it is understood
lit much v\ 11 depend on him as to
\ possibilit of an international tie-]
t resulting.
Ben Blume :hal and Joseph Somlo,
I latter on of the directors of U.
E' A., who has been in New York
! some weeks past, left on thei
luitania with Zukor.
Some time ago there was considible talk in London that Famous
layers and U. F. A. as well as the
i C. I.— the Unione Cinematograf: Italiane — were dickering on a
free-cornered deal. Later it was rented that the deal was definitely off.
lumenthal returned to New York a
|v weeks ago and • brought back
Smlo with him. The former adJtted that he and Samuel Rachman
Id signed Pola Negri, star, and
Inst Lubitsch, director of "PasJn," but would not state whether
; not Miss Negri would be starred
■ Famous Players. This, despite
i fact that it was generally under('0d in the trade and that the Berlin
iitung am Mittag a few weeks ago
(Dlished, what it claimed were the
[ms of Miss Negri's contract with
pious Players. The German paper
Id she was to receive $5,000 a week
[ring the life of the contract, and
|.t she was to come to America to
l)duce.
Goldwyn En Route East
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

os
Angeles — Samuel
Goldwyn
. for New York on Wednesday.
Lois Weber Here
ust to take a peep at New York
1 rest between pictures was the
y Lois Weber described the reals for her visit here. Miss Weber
i just arrived from the coast. Her
iband, Phillips Smalley, has been
town for some weeks past.

Price 5 Centi

Opening for two weeks at the Stran d Theatre, Market Street, San Francisco — Mack Sennett's newest and bi ggest sue ess, "A Small Town Idol."
it is commanding advanced prices
so tremendous a box-office picture t hat
at this great house — Advt.

Seek Legal Expert ir ~*=Back to the Fold
To

Represent
National
Association '.]Mabel Normand Signs Contract with
Mack Sennett for Long Period —
in Wash'ngton
on Taxation
snd Other Problems
Starts Work Shortly
It is understood that there is con(Special to WID'S DAILY)
siderable discussion under way in the
Los Angeles — Mabel Normand has
National Association ranks over the
returned to the fold.
She has just
selection of an attorney to represent
the associatoin permanently in Wash- signed a long term contract with
ington in connection with taxation Mack Sennett.
and other problems that may affect
Under the terms of the agreement
the industry.
she will make a series of comedies
(Continued on Page 2)

the
be "Molly
Workfirston ofit which
will be will
started
in aboutO'."
10
days.

Planned for Big String of Theaters
in Cities of 25,000 Population
and Under
A gigantic plan for a big string
of theaters in cities of 25,000 population and under is being planned by
a well known picture man of the
Middle West. He has interested several well known New York men in
the idea, nd a number of talks have
occurred. While definite plans are
being wit' held, it is understood that
the corpc ation is in existence, and
lhat a board of directors has been
formed.
The plan calls for the building of
theaters under a standardized plan,
each house to be the replica of the
other, varying, of course, in size from
600 to 1,000 seats. In each community stock in the building will be
sold to local investors, and a lease
will then be taken on the property
by the company. The company will
have the right to ' buy the property
after a given period.
It is said that options and leases
on 208 theaters have been secured,
and it is expected that 1,000 houses
will be lined up by May 1. Arrangements are being made to underwrite
;he corporation along the lines of
laving a specific sum advanced upon
:he turning over of each lease.
It is said that one of the ideas
:alls for a top admission price of 15
cents, including the war tax. It is
ilso said that something like $12,500,000 capital is neded.
Hammons

on the Way

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New Orleans — Earl W. Hammons
of Educational left here yesterday for
Los
Angeles.
He will
visit and
the confer
Chris■;ie and
Mermaid
studios
with a number of producers while on
the coast. He will visit a number
of the company's exchanges on his
way back east.
More

F.

P.

Subsidiaries

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

subsidAlbany. N. Y. — Two more
iaries of Famous Players-Lasky were
Blackton's
Plans
y.
In each case
formed here yesterda
In a few brief remarks at the dinMiss Normand for some time past L. E. Swartz, C. E. Hawthorne and
ner given Wednesday evening by has been producing pictures under a
of the company's New
Felix Orman, J. Stuart Blackton an- Goldwyn contract. Her last release H. M. offices
Fritts Resigns
York Pitmanwere named as the incornounced that he plans to make two
ohn P. Fritts yesterday announced
was "What
Happened
to Rosa."
resignation as director of publicity pictures in England during the comThe companies are the Elwood
ing year. He stated that six months
porators:
Realart, effective Saturday, Feb.
Hodkinson Expected
Amusement Corp., capitalized at $5.He did not care to discuss his will he devoted to the first produc000 active capital and 1.000 shares of
tion, and that he hopes to complete
ure plans yesterday,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
common stock, no par value, and the
the
second
within
the
year.
vlr. Fritts was elected president of
Los Angeles — W. W. Hodkinson is
from New
York
shortly. Attica Film Corp. of New York, acKansas
Society of New
York
He sailed for London on the Aqui- expected
He is now en route.
tive capital_$ 10,000 and 2,000 shares
tania yesterday.
: Saturday.
of common stock, no par value.

-jsbiA
Incorporations

DAILY
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Sold for Canada

Philadelphia Notes

Albany, N. Y. — Peerless Booking
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Corp., New York. Capital, $100,000.
Philadelphia— The Harrowgate, the
Incorporators, J. A. Hopkins, C. 35th house to be controlled by StanKlovoord, Jr., and J. C. Monash, 600
ley in the city proper has been formPrice 5 Cents W. 142nd St.
Fri. Feb. 4, 1921
Vol. XV No. 33
ally opened. It has 1133 seats and
was purchased for $160,000. George
Albany, N. Y. — Clarion Photoplays, Sobel, formerly of the Iris is resiFilm Folks,
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
dent manager. Its scale of prices will
Nyack.
' Capital,
$10,000.
FILMS and
rators,
M. Gerst, R.
Cole andIncorpoH. G. be 15 and 20 cents in the afternoon
N. Y.,
New
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S
Kosch, 1476 Broadway.
and 20 and 25 in the evening. The
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
Albany, N. Y. — Jewell Amusement opening attraction was "The Mark of
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. Corp., New York. Capital, $10,000.
The B. & B. exchange won the
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under Incorporators, H. L. Friedman, A.
the act of March 3. 1879.
Piscotta and M. R. Schneer, 135 prize of $200 for making the greatest
Outside
States,
United
Terms (Postage free)
Broadway.
Zorro." of sales and collections durnumber
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
$3.00.
months,
3
$5.00;
months,
ing December of the nine offices of
$15.00.
.
Albany, N. Y.— Russell Clark Sales the Masterpiece Film Distributing
Subscribers should remit with order.
Syndicate, New York. 250 shares Corp, of which it is a branch.
WID'S
to
communications
Address
DAILY, all 71-73
West
44th
St.,
New preferred stock, $100 each; 1,000 comYork, N. Y.
mon, no par value; active capital,
Wm. J. Hagerty, publicity director
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Telephone;
$30,000. Incorporators, M. M. Hen- for the Masterpiece and Equity Film
Hollywood,
California.
Offices: 6411 Holly- schel, A. H. Bogan and R. J. Riley, of Philadelphia, has severed connecEditorial and Business
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
39 Argyle Road, Brooklyn.
tions with Ben Amsterdam, its presiA. WilliamRepresentative — W.
London
son, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
dent, and gone into the free-lance
London, W. C. 2.
Albany, N. Y. — Sidney Garrett publicity game.
Paris Representative — Le Film,
144 Rue Prod., New York. Capital, $10,000.
Montmartre.
Incorporators, A. J. Romagna, N.
The M. P. Salesmen's Association
Buccu and S. Cohan, 31 Liberty St.
has amended its by-laws whereby
they now have provision for a $150
Albany. N. Y. — Glenwood Theater death benefit. It now has a membership of 67 salesmen working out of
Lasi Co., Queens Borough. Capital, $40,Bid. Asked. Sale 000. Incorporators, R. Stutzman. L. Philadelphia, with every exchange
Famous Players . . SSH
56
55^ and P. Pfeiffer, Jr., 408 Knickerbock- represented.
er Ave., Brooklyn.
do pfd
78
79
79
Four Theaters for Tokio
♦Goldwyn
4^4
5
Albany, N. Y.- — Henry Baron, New
i v\ Griffith. Inc
Not quoted
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
York. 100 shares common stock, no
Loew's, Inc
16
16-H
16J4
Washington — "Commerce Reports"
Triangle
7/16 7/16
7/16 par value; active capital, $10,000. In- quotes the Far Eastern Review as
corporators, R. Dolgin, S. Eisenberg stating that a company is being orWorld Film
Not quoted
and C. L. Grad, 27 Broadway.
ganized with a capital of 3,000,000
yen for the purpose of erecting a
•'juuiations by H. Content & Co.
Albany, N. Y.— Individual Films, theater at Asakusa Park, Tokio. The
New York. Capital, 2,000 shares of plan calls for a steel structure covcommon stock, no par value; active
ering an area of 270 tsubo (tsubo
capital, $10,000. Incorporators, L. E. equals 3.954 square yards), with four
Swartz, H. M. Pitman and C. E. floors. It is stated that the erec(Continued from Page 1)
Hawthorne.
tion of three other similar structures
Reports have it that two factions
in Tokio is contemplated.
have developed in the association:
Albany, N. Y. — Kress Amusement
one anxious to have Arthur S. Friend
Kent Week
as the legal expert and the other, Co., Rochester. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators,
J.
J.
Appel,
I.
Fisher
Senator Hiram Johnson of Califor- and C. Stenzel, Jr., Rochester.
The local Famous Players' exnia.
change has designated the week beThe matter may be expected to
Dover, Del.— Starlight Films. Cap- in honor ginning
MarchR.27 Kent
as "Kent
come to a definite understanding
of S.
of theWeek"
home
ital, $100,000. Incorporators, M. M. office. A drive for new records will
shortly, inasmuch as it is understood
some sort of an effort will be made Lucey, M. B. Reese and V. P. La- be made during that period.
at the forthcoming meeting with the cey, Wilmington.
Ways and Means Committee to seReleased March 13
Trenton, N. J.— Lakewood Amusecure relief from various taxes now in
ment Corp. Capital, $100,000. Inforce. Whoever is decided upon to
United
Artists will release "The
corporators, Phil Coleman, Morris
represent the association will, it is
Nut." Douglas Fairbanks' latest proexpected, have this matter in charge. Springer and Samuel E. Lee, Brad- rected. duction, on March 13. Ted Reed diley Beach.
Mr. Friend's office admitted yesterday such talk was within its
knowledge but stated that nothing
definite had been decided upon.

Quotations

Seek Legal Expert

Proper Insurance Means Protection j
YOUR

Willis With
Nat'l Ass'n
Lloyd Willis is now at the National Association headquarters handling
publicity.

BUSINESS— AUTOMOBILE, HOME, STAR,—
YOURSELF— NEED INSURANCE.
YOU

Take precautions against insufficient insurance.
A 5,000
or 10.000 limit does not adequately cover your auto.
Ask
us why — and we will tell you.

Federated Franchise Goes to L. .
Ouimet of Specialty Film
Imports, Ltd.
It is understood that the francl j
of Federated
Film
Exchanges
|
America
for Canada
has been s}|
to L. E. Ouimet
of the Specif I
Film Imports, Ltd., a company
»
erating six Canadian
branches
iM
having its headquarters in Montr ,.|
Ouimet
is the distributor for
Pathe
product
throughout
the ll
minion.
It was impossible to confirm thi;ri<
New York yesterday.
Production Record for "U" Cit .
(Special to WID'S

ture.
Carl Laemmle,
a week.
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NEW
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Ochs Has Completed Print
Lee A. Ochs, who is associa.l
with Bryant Washburn in the Iattei
own company, is back from the cot
with a completed print of "The RcJ
to
London."
showing
shortly.He promises a tnj
Going South for Exteriors
Chet Withey will take the Costance Talmadge company now filing "Wedding Bells" to Florida n>:
Wednesday
to production.
shoot some exter'
scenes for the

A disappointed audience
often asks itself why it
went to see the show that
failed to please. A
RITCHEY POSTER
furnishes the usual reason.

^=
5^
=

Itftfuke* Samuel

REAL

will arrive

Sees 1921 as Best Year
Predictions that 1921 would pre?
one of the best years if not the b;ner year in the history of pictur,
are being justified, according to Jo(
N. MacMeekin, Realart's special nj
resentative, who has returned to Nl
York after a six months' tour oi;
large part of the United States.

RITCHEY
LITHO,

(f (Skiucatlcrncit U4x£uaju-).

DAILY)

Los Angeles — With 23 producji
units actively at work at UniveiJ
City all production records are be \
broken at the studio in an effort i
meet a 52 feature-a-year sched'.
Twenty-three directors are eit I
starting, in the middle of, or cuttjp
stories which include two Jewel fl
tures, eight features, two serials, f< f
westerns, three comedies and thi
other features of an educational '

CORP.

406 w 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

PHONE
=
9Q9l-2-3-4-J=
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Robertson-Cole Building Section
The New Home
Room
i R.-C. Gives Ample
Even Greater Growth

Current Pictures
for

Some

distrib|;obertson-Cole is the first
y its own
ig company to occupis
also the
he office building. It
it company which houses all the
kutive and administrative branches
own
business in the East in its
Its
ure
uct
str
new
the
k
on
ding. Wor
Of the
i begun late last spring.
ifloors in the building, 6 are occu1 by Robertson-Cole. The rest
1 be rented to various commercial
.
jcerns.
!)n the eighth floor is situated the
hertson-Cole New York Exchange.
It the ninth floor are various cleri; offices. The tenth is devoted to
■ executive offices including those
IR. S. Cole and of A. S. Kirkpat;.. On the eleventh are situated the
iributing corporation's offices, and
l;es of the publicity department and
ie of the auditing department.
In the twelfth the foreign departnt has its offices. On the 7th Ave.
\\ of this floor are situated two
iters where motion pictures will
• projected. The thirteenth is dedepartment of supcpd to a stock ies.
l's and accessor
'hree high speed passenger elevatt serve the building. They are sits:d on the north side and are
E:hed through the 7th Ave. ennce. The freight elevator is sitkd on the east side of the buildi and is reached through the 48th
i|entrance.
or many months, in fact throughi its existence, Robertson-Cole has
in forced to struggle under the
lidicap of certain home office limttions as regards space and situah. These are removed through the
i<upation of the new building, and
li distributing company feels that
twill be able to concentrate directly
tit solely on its business now that
tr, ccupies its own home office build'he building is entirely- fireproof,
I materials were concrete, steel and
3;er building metals. Every predion known to modern building
pw taken to make it safe. There is
Universal sprinkler system and the
fb vaults are surrounded by a speed reinforcement which renders
"m absolutely impervious to fire.
The building was erected by Wharl Green & Co. Slate and marble
Tre furnished by the Friedman
flirble & Slate Works, while Rufus
l.rrow's Son, Inc., supplied the masi's building materials. Cement
ior arches were installed by Zima
I Stanis. Liability insurance on the
t istruction work was handled by the
I F. Noonan Company, which also
Indies the insurance on the comI'.ed structure.
|F. H. Dewey & Co., architects, de^ned the building.
Message
From
Cabanne
William Christy Cabanne, author
jd director of "The Stealers" and
Vhat's a Wife Worth?" wired:
'Success and congratulations up< entering your new home. The
Jirch of Robertson-Cole toward the
Uter things in the moving picture
rid has been a triumphant one."

of
the MoreNow Important
Releases
Playing

R.-C.

The inauguration of the KobertsonCole policy to distribute super-spe
cial productions only, dates back to
the summer of 1919. In declaring
for super-specials Robertson-Cole felt
that the distribution of the best product obtainable was the only manner
in which its standard could be upheld.
Accordingly, in September of last
year, with "Big Happiness," starring
Dustin Farnum, Robertson-Cole inaugurated its "super-specials only."
Next came "Occasionally Yours" with
Lew Cody, the "great lover" of the
screen. It shows the love-making
star to excellent advantage.
Then followed Christy Cabanne's
human
document,
Stealers."
This drama,
written "The
and directed
by
Mr. Cabanne, has eclipsed house records in many cities and towns where
it was shown. The first private showing was in the grand ball room of
the Astor.
"So Long Letty," the famous screen
comedy from the Oliver Morosco
stage success, was next. This picture with a quartet of stars — T. Roy
Barnes, Colleen Moore, Grace Darmond and Walter Hiers — was directed by Al Christie. At the present
time telegrams and letters from exhibitors all over the country are arriving daily at the Robertson-Cole
offices acclaiming "Letty" as the
greatest picture of its type ever
screened.
Pauline Frederick's first starring
vehicle for Robertson-Cole, "A Slave
of Vanity," was the next release. The
story is a screen adaptation of Sir

The new Robertson-Cole Building, 48th St. and 7th Ave., New
York City — A lasting monument to the success and accomplishments of this progressive organization.
Gasnier Congratulates
Louis J. Gasnier, the director of
"Kismet," telegraphed:
"Hearty congratulations upon entering your new home. Though
young in the field you are today
among the greatest. Success could
not remain apart from an organization such as yours wherein honesty
of policy and energy predominate.
Your purpose of producing only the
greatest of pictures will be re-

Hayakawa's Fear is a Hope
A telegram of congratulation received by Robertson-Cole from Sessue Hayakawa read:
"Wi:h the high expectations I have
for Robertson-Cole productions, my
only fear and hope is that the large
quarters you have now established
as your headquarters will be not nearly big enough in a few years to come.
I am proud to be associated with
such a workmanlike firm, whose only
demand to its stars is to make every

warded."Pauline Congratulates
Robertson-Cole has received the
following congratulatory message
from Pauline Frederick:
"My heartiest congratulations.
With the space now at your disposal
you will be able to do many things
that I know you have wanted to accomplish in the past. The tremendous progress you have made is a
splendid incentive for all of us concerned in production to do our very
utmost for R.-C. Pictures."

production bigger and better."
Praise From Beban
From Indianapolis, where he is appearing with "One Man in a Million," the Robertson-Cole release in
which he is the central character,
George Beban wired congratulations.
He said: "My hand is out to you on
getting into the new building. Never
has such progress been made in the

Arthur
Wing Pinero's
Miss Frederick
is at her play,
best in"Iris."
this.
"813," the Maurice Leblanc detective drama starring Wedgwood Nowell in the famous character of Arsene
Lupin, came next. This is one of the
best detective photoplays of a decade.
"Kismet," with the inimitable Otis
Skinner, and directed by Gasnier,
came next. It placed Robertson-Cole
among the best producers in the
country. Many house records where
"Kismet" has been shown, have been
j broken. At the Strand, in New York,
i where "Kismet" had its premier, it
'was necessary o call the police reserves to check the crowds. Company as
officials
believetwo"Kismet"
will
be just
popular
years from
now as it is today. Robertson-Cole
held the first private showing of this
picture in the grand ball room of the
Astor, and Mr. Skinner appeared in
person on this occasion.

On Jan.
"TheJapanese
First Born,"
starring
;he 30th
famous
actor,
Sessue Hayakawa. had its premier at
the Strand in New York. This is
the strongest vehicle in which Hayakawa has ever appeared. Box office
records at the Strand for "The First
Born" almost equalled those of "Kisindustry
suchto abeshort
I'm
met." The picture has been booked
more thaninglad
allied time.
with your
for the entire U. B. O. circuit.

organization."
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Note speed of construction.

Erection start< d August 13th.

This building, the home of ROBERTSON - COLE CO., erected
and engineering work by
including foundations
complete

WHARTON

GREEN

& CO., Inc.

BUILDERS
37 WEST

NEW

39th STREET

YORK

Estimates promptly prepared on new buildings or alterations to existing structures
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Some History
ast Year and General Progress of
R.-C. Interesting and
Important
After having started less than three
jars ago, with an organization of
ro people, having grown to the point
here large offices at 1600 Broadway
ere needed, and this week moved
to its own thirteen-story office
jilding at 7th Ave. and 48th St.,
obertson-Cole's speedy development
is caused much comment in the
ade.
In the middle of January, 1920, Mae
[arsh, who had been away from the
reen for about two years, was sign1 to make super-special attractions
r Robertson-Cole. Her first, "The
ittle 'Fraid Lady," has been released
i a super-special. In January "The
eloved Cheater," produced by Gasier, was well liked.
On Feb. 1 Georges Carpentier was
gned for a super-special producon. John G. Adolfi was selected as
irector. Later in February "The
•tune Teller," starring Marjorie
amheau, was acquired. This picture
roved to be one of the big winners
; the year.
On Feb. 28 occurred the signing
f Otis Skinner to appear in "Kistet."
On March 1 Dustin Farnum was
gned for four super-special attracons a year, the first of which, "Big
appiness," was released later. On
larch 15, Sir Ernest Shackleton's
Kploration picture, "The Bottom of
ie World," was acquired for Amera. This proved to be the biggest
avel and scenic picture of the year.
The first convention of Robertsonole branch managers and supervises took place at the Hotel Astor,
larch 16-19. R. S. Cole in a notable
peech enunciated the Robertson-Cole
ocument of "honesty of purpose."
On March 28, Sessue Hayakawa
fas signed for four super-special prouctions a year, the first of which,
The First Born," has just been reused. Soon after the plan to erect
Robertson-Cole home office buildng was announced.
On April 12 a contract- was made
vith Al Christie to adapt "So Long
_etty." A few days after this the
igning of Pauline Frederick for four
uper-specials yearly took place.
Georges Carpentier arrived in
\merica in March, and the end of
Way found his super-special producion, "The Wonder Man," released.
t played the Strand, New York, and
)ther notable theaters of the country
o trmendous business.
On July 1 the Robertson-Cole stulio building was started at Holly•vood. The end of August marked
he premier of the first of the "Big
I" fall releases, "Big Happiness."
On July 14 announcement was
nade of the leasing of the Roberton-Cole ranch at Santa Monica, Cal.
A scenario department was inauguated at the Robertson-Cole studios
>n Sept. 1.
^
On Nov. 1 the Robertson^ole
stulios were completed and occupied.
)n Nov. 14 "Kismet" opened at the
itrand, New York. A week later Joe
Plunkett declared this super-special
o have broken all records of the
itrand.
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' the uptown business section of New York showing the new
Map 39of
Robertson-Cole building at 48th St. & 7th Avenue, hub of motion picture, hotel and theatrical activity of the world's greatest city.

Future 36TPlans of R. C.

domestic life of today and introduces
a cast which includes Casson FerguHaving been able to get into its
son. Ruth Renick, Alex B. Francis
new building early in 1921, Robert- and others.
son-Cole now looks forward with
after this, "Good Women,"
great eagerness to further achieve- by Soon
C. Gardner Sullivan, famous screen
ments this year. Already the four
author, and which is being directed
pictures which it announced for ini- by Gasnier, who perpetuated Otis
tial releases during 1921 have won
wide attention from exhibitors all Skinner's "Kismet," will be released.
over the country. Others are at the "Good Women" is a gorgeously produced dramatic story of American sopoint of being released.
ciety life, and its players include
In the very near future there will Hamilton Revelle and Rosemary
be released the second Pauline Fred- Theby. This is the first of a series
erick production, which will be known of four super-special productions
as "The Mistress of Shenstone." It which Gasnier is making for Robertis based on the novel of the same son-Cole.
name by Florenc Barclay, the EngRobertson-Cole shortly will relish writer. Laid in England it tells
lease the second of the Hayakawa
the story of a noblewoman who was series which is now known by the
placed in the trying situation of being
in love with the man who has been working title, "When Lights Are
the cause of her first husband's death.
Another picture which is being
This picture has been previewed by awaited with interest in the offices
Robertson-Cole executives who de- of Robertson-Cole is the second Max
clare itto surpass even the first PauLinder production which is being proline Frederick production, "A Slave
Low."duced under the working title, "Too
of Vanity." Exhibitors all over the
country within a few weeks will show Much Pep." From early account
which have come to the Robertsonthis second Frederick production.
Cole home office, this production will
Another super-special which Roba worthy running mate for "Seven
ertson-Cole isshortly to give the trade be
Years Bad Luck," which is just being released.
will be "What's a Wife Worth?"
written and directed by William
William Christy Cabanne has returned to the coast to start work on
Christy Cabanne, who produced "The
Stealers." "What's a Wife Worth?" the third of his series of four superdiscusses
a most
vital question
of
specials.

A. S. Kirkpatrick, Vice-President and
General Manager R.-C. Dis. Corp.,
So Finds Present Outlook
"Conditions are improving every
day in the motion picture industry.
Not that they have been bad, for the
trouble was far more mental than
physical. Now that the industry as
a whole has begun to realize that the
greatest need is for sane, steady work
along sensible lines, optimism is coming backis totheevery
tongue."
This
opinion
of A. S. Kirkpatrick,
general
manager
of Robertson-Cole Distrib. Corp.
"There is going to be a growing
amount of business for all who will
play fair, work hard, and use their
heads," he adds. "Through the seeming commercial uncertainty and
somewhat restless economic condition shines a great light, constant and
searching. To those who will not
listen to hysteria and pessimism it
carries a truth so strong and vital as
to make the exhibitor and his coworker, the producer, laugh at any
conceivable depression.
"The light signifies the pre-eminence and constancy of merit. The
message of the light is the simple
truth: 'A good product always sells
readily.' The merchant with superior goods; the artist with a finer
composition; the professional man
with greater ability; the motion picture company with a better product,
all are sought out by a public which
is ever seeking more complete satisfaction, and which always has the
money with which to pay for it.
" 'Bad years' are only incidents in
the life of an institution of permanence. Firms which refuse to wonder what the future holds, which work
on steadily toward an ideal through
good times and uncertain ones, arc
those which succeed. In the present
day of readjustment we see no uncertainty, no clouds, no insurmountable obstacles. We know the public
will be amused. We know it will select the most entertaining picture?
which the market affords for itamusement. In these two principle;
we find an answer for all problems.
"The past, present and future o
the motion picture industry, we there
fore feel is irrevocably tied to tin
question of a better product. Tin
great rapidity with which the motioi
picture map has changed since thosi
few years ago when the first picture:
were made is a tribute to the fev
who have kept their eyes ever ahead
and a justification of the principf
that to stand still is to perish.
"Which brings us to the statemen
that we consider the whole questioi
of success in the picture business ti
rest on the fidelity and sincerity witl
which the producer, distributor aiv
exhibitor work together in giving th
public the best product which th
present can supply.
The unit, the essential factor upo
which we must build, is the picture it
self.
How well must we make eac
one in order that we may keep th
public with us, in order that the

ID

duccr,
distributor
the coex'r
itor eachthe may
find his and
return
in steadily
and in ample
qu nt t
The answer is easy.
We m
each
sible. picture as well as humanly po:
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Robertson Cole s Progress
IN the space of three years Robertson-Cole, Division of Films, grew from an
organization composed of two persons occupying desk room in the Times
Building, New York City, to one of close to a thousand people, occupying
a thirteen-story Home Office building in New York City and operating in twentysix cities, and on two continents.
Its growth has been the rapid progress af a firm which saw clearly, and functioned properly, from the start. It has doubled and tripled time after time, in the
three short years of its existence, because of the honesty, energy and vision which
have been salient forces m its administration from the beginning.
In November, 1917, the great export house of Robertson-Cole, operating in
down town New York, became interested in the handling of films. Desk room
was taken with a New York film firm, and a very small start made. By March
1919 the infant picture firm had grown to the point where it had to have a home
of its own, and offices at 1 600 Broadway were taken.
On December 15, 1918, Roberlson-Cole entered the domestic field. Soon
it was in possession of its own exchanges in 25 American cities, handling good
attractions which found ready sale all over the United States.
About the beginning of 1 920, convinced that super-special attractions were
the need of the day, Robertson-Cole began the release of a super-product tentatively.
The wonderful reception which the American public gave such special productions
as "The Beloved Cheater," 'The Fortune Teller" and "The Wonder Man", led
Robertson-Cole, in the early summer of 1 920, to declare for the release
of super-specials only.
The even more phenomenal success of such wonder pictures as "Kismet",
'The Stealers", "So Long Letty", "The First Born", "Seven Years Bad Luck",
"One Man in a Million" has vindicated most convincingly the regime of super-product.
A few months ago Robertson-Cole opened its new Studios Building in Los
Angeles, where it is now making all interiors for pictures. Now it occupies its beautiful Home Office building. Inspired by so much activity and progress crowded
into such a short time, it moves forward to conquer new worlds, and make new records.
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Robertson-Cole
Building
Monument to Firm's Ideals
established in its new Home Office building, Robertson-Cole begins
NOW
to realize the dreams toward which it has striven during its short but
eventful existence.
No leading distributing company has a career so
short as that of Robertson-Cole- no leading company has accomplished
more substantial proofs of its permanency, or earnestness of purpose.
Examples of this are the splendid Robertson-Cole Home Office building,
just occupied, and its Studios Building recently completed, and now being used to
capacity in Los Angeles. They assert beyond all question that Robertson-Cole is
in the business permanently. They assure the exhibitor, and all with whom
Robertson-Cole is brought in contact, that the company is in the industry with its
whole soul, and in it to stay.
Since the day when Robertson-Cole entered the field of motion pictures, its
foremost policy has been that of honesty of purpose, and a desire to succeed on the
basis of merit and fair dealing.
Each step forward has been, quietly and unheralded, the logical sequence of
a carefully planned administration by means of which there could be offered to the
exhibitor a service which it is his right to expect.
The removal of Robertson-Cole into its new Home Office building is only one
step in the many which have brought the organization to front rank in the industry.
To have achieved such a step in so short a time is convincing proof of the speed
and power with which Robertson-Cole always has been characterized.
— and by which it shall continue to advance !
ROBERTSON-COLE

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

A. S. KIRKPATRICK
Vice-President and General Manager

jM^
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By arrangement with

ROBERTSON-COLE

The Reeland Publishing Company
723 Seventh Avenue, New York
Is

printing

and

distributing for all
Super-Specials.

Robertson -Cole

The Most Valuable Special Accessories Ever Devised for Exhibitors, Consisting of

Program-Heralds, Throwaways [Po£rd] , Window Cards
These special accessories are prepared by Robertson -Cole
experts with a view of permitting exhibitors to spread
their advertising expence over more than one subject.
They are obtainable only through REELAND
For the past eighteen months, REELAND has printed
the bulk of Robertson-Cole advertising,' including trade
paper inserts and the beautiful press books which are
acknowledged to be the best in the field.

REELAND'S
After

NEW

March First will be

HOME

326 West 48th Street, New York
Where we will have our own Building and Plant equipped with t he most modern devices available to make

Printing an Art and Quality Supreme

Day and Night Service to the Trade
All communications should be addressed to the executive
offices of Reeland which will be retained at the new

ROBERTSON-COLE

BUILDING;

723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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I. RUBIN COMPANY
FURNISH

STEREOS - MATS
ELECTROS

■

FOR

ROBERTSON -COLE
The Fastest Service in New

Special

Attention

State - Right
23 East 4th Street

York City

Given

Productions
Phones Spring 8303-8304
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ROBERTSON -COLE
Have

Son
INC. ow's
Rufus Darr

Chosen

R. F. NOONAN
INSURANCE

DAlUV

CO., Inc.

MASONS'

SPECIALISTS

BUILDING

MATERIALS

and manufacturers of

J. J. J. BRICK

To Handle All Insurance
On the New

49th Street and North River

ROBERTSON -COLE BUILDING
New York

FURNISHED

and
ROBERTSON -COLE

STUDIO, Hollywood

R. F. NOONAN
1493 Broadway
New York
Bryant 2612

Masons' Building Materials
ROBERTSON -COLE BUILDING

CO., Inc.
511 Hollingworth Bldg.
Hollywood, Calif.

Works,

Roseton,

ZIMA & STANIS

In the new

FURNISHED
CONCRETE FLOOR ARCHES

RobertsonCole
Building

and

CEMENT
FOR

FRIEDMAN
Marble
& Slate
Works
LONG

NEW

And

ROBERTSON -COLE BUILDING

Everywhere Else
Every Day

11
They Read

ZIMA & STANIS
1 North Bridge Plaza
LONG ISLAND
Telephone: ASTORIA 2591

50,000,000

646-654 Vernon Avenue

FINISH WORK
THE

N. Y. —forCapacity

CITY

Daily
Wid's

ISLAND

CITY,

Phone cAstoria

MARBLE

N. Y.

1742

and SLATE

CONTRACTORS
FOR

The RobertsonCole Building
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DO YOU KNOW O
THIS SIQNATUPE C

{

I PHOTOGRAPHERS

APEDA
BUILDING
212-214-216 West 48th Street, New York

FURNISHES

ROBERTSON-COLE

'ou Will
on All Advertising
De Luxe.
Wc see
are itIllustrators;
/////
pointing With \?eru $reat pride to
ROBERT-TON -COLE advertising
as an example of the "trade Who'
appreciate our service and ability

with

Photographs
and
Colored
Lobby Displays

JGHNYIMNCK
•PHONE •
BRyANT 5423

•CORPORATIONl600 BROADWAY
NEW yORK

Excelsior Illustrating Co.
I N C.

219

Sixth Avenue

Tel. Chelsea

7760

J)

We take great pleasure in
the work
we have done for

3Hje ifCotiertgonCole Co.
and which has had an important
part in their wonderful development.

FURNISHING

SLIDES

Clje empire ^tate
165-167 William Street

engravingNEW YORK
Co.

For

Robertson-Cole

Cuts in Line and Halftone —
Colorwork
by Process and
Ben Day.
OPEN

DAY

AND

NIGHT

TSJijADAlL=>f
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"By Their Fruits

9 9

HROUGH the shuttle of the imagination the dreams of desire are
woven. And out of the loom of opportunity comes the finished product— the answer to the dream.

We are living in a world of difficulties. The aftermath of the War has
bequeathed to the peoples of the world vast difficulties and great problems.
Facing these, strong men have hesitated in the development of their plans
and large organizations have silently retarded. The world of finance has
frowned upon ventures regardless of their solidity and their strength, and
there has been and is an era where but one watch-word exists — "Wait "
In this chaos and unrest there have been some, not many, who, regardless of times and conditions, have welded into actuality the dreams of their
desires.
Among them was Rufus S. Cole.
There came into being in the picture industry several years ago the firm
of Robertson-Cole. Big, portentous, important as they were in the world's
export mart, their name meant nothing among moving picture people. And
when the sign "Film Division" first appeared on the door facing a little desk
in their office down town very few knew of them, and even less cared.
From this trifling start there developed a business. Not only a business
of import as to dollars, but a business of ideas and ideals. Rufus Cole had a
vision ; a belief. He saw in the gathering momentum of this great industry
an opportunity in which his firm could and should play an important part.
Then, regardless of the wise-acres, oblivious to the many remarks, some of
which doubtless reached him, the firm of Robertson-Cole persevered. They
made mistakes, possibly costly ones. They made errors that probably hurt.
But despite these the idea and the ideal were unconquerable. From a simple
distributing organization — first in the foreign field alone — and then internationally— they have become an important factor in the producing phase of
this industry. From a meager start — what can you do with one desk? — they
now enroll among their stars several notable names. And there will be others, because the tree is bearing fruit. The idea is becoming a reality and the
ideal is shining even more brightly than in bygone days.
In this garrulous industry, where reputations are darkened by gossip,
not once in all these many, many months has there been a tinge of suspicion
directed by even the worst of the gossips to this organization. And of this
they have a fust right to be proud. How few of our big organizations, how
few of our. important executives have escaped the tongue of calumny, regardless of how little they deserved?
And now they have gone into their own home. They have reared an
edifice of steel and cement, everlasting in the nature of its construction and
fittingly so because in a sense it typifies that splendid ideal for which Rufus
S. Cole has striven and fougfht under galling circumstances to realize. A
building which will outlast Time — an ideal as lasting.
J. D.
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SKINNER
By Edward
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IN "KISMET"
Knoblock

Atrademark
that exhibitors
recognize as
the emblem of
super-specials

The Miracle of the Theatre's Art, directed by
Gasnier, which is astounding not only America but
the entire world. Since its release a few short
months ago, it has broken more house records than
any production in the history of motion pictures.
PAULINE

FREDERICK

IN "THE

MISTRESS

OF SHENSTONE"
An early release in which "The Goddess of Emotion" will be seen in the name role of Florence Bar-

clay's famous novel. Her popularity will be immeasurably increased by "The Mistress of Shenstone," a tremendous outpouring of a woman's soul.
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
in "THE FIRST BORN"
From the play by Francis Powers. Of it, Alan
Dale writes : "It is eminently impressive, artistically perfect and worthy of the highest praise. Such
dramatic work gives dignity to the screen."
WILLIAM

CHRISTY

CABANNE'S

"WHAT'S

A WIFE

WORTH?"

A leaf from a woman's soul, transferred to the screen by the master creator of "T\
Stealers," and destined to be as big a money-maker for the exhibitor.
"SEVEN
A,

YEARS

BAD

LUCK,"

WITH

MAX

LINDER

Robertson-Cole is billing this production
as "The
Funniest
Five Reel Comet
Ever Made," because it is the sincere belief of every person who has been fortuna ;

*^l enough scription.
to view it, that "Seven Years Bad Luck" undoubtedly meets such high d;<

GEORGE

cAND

BEBAN

"ONE

MAN

IN

A

MILLION"

With "the artist with a soul" as author, director and star, th;'
production
is wrecking
house
records
everywhere,
A pictur,;
every exhibitor will be proud to exhibit.
"GOOD

SMLAftLY
NOTABLE
PRODUCTIONS
TO COME DURINCi

IN

WOMEN,"
by C. Gardner
Directed by Gasnier

Sullivan,

Gasnier, the director genius of "Kismet," is no^l
making "Good Women," whic
promises to be a production c
super magnificence in keepin
with the director's enviable ref
utation. The all-star cast it
eludes Rosemary Theby an
Hamilton Revelle.
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Putting It Over
Here is ho<w a brother exhibtor Put his show over. Send
dong your ideas. Let the other
elloiv know how you cleaned
ip.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
John Loveridge
maha — Manager
;he Rialto, found it a decidedly
th while plan to invite the women
he leading churches in his city to
I their annual holiday bazaar in
of
lobby and ladies' rest room
theater. Fourteen churches joined
pretty
erected
and
the bazaar
hs, presided over by still pretgirls, in the theater,
success.
instant
with
ley met
ir wares went like hot cakes. The
>uncement had been made in the
ches that the theater had thrown
i its doors for the bazaar, and
to patronpeople were invited n,
ch booths.
instead
The doorme
he
landing at the main entrance, re:':ed to the entrance to the gallery
ito the lower entrance, where they
During the week
| up the tickets.
Je were many people who entered
iRialto for the first time and, after
to
Ionizing the bazaar, remained
Loveridge is confident
«the show.
:,Tiade the favorable acquaintance
lany future patrons.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
attle — A very successful prel of "Forbidden Fruit" and "The
ilde of the Cup" was held at the
nd theater last Thursday. The
It was arranged by Wayland S.
^lor, head of exploitation for the
; tie territory. Exhibitors of the
| and vicinity were invited, and a
jesentative gathering of citizens
i assured by sending embossed intions to a certain group in each
minent club and to the university
^irnity and sorority houses. The
le lower floor of the theater was
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In the Courts
The Attractions Distributing Corp.
sued L. Walter Lissberger president
of the Keystone Tire Co., in the Supreme Court to compel him to give
back seven shares of the company's
stocks and $1,365 received as a dividend on the stock in May and June
last year. The complaint signed by
Bcnj. P. Shulberg alleges that the
corporation was formed in June, 1919,
and that while Henry Herzbrun was
secretary and Bernard P. Fineman
was president they issued a certificate
to Lissberger for the stock although
he gave no consideration for it,
either in money or services. The corporation demanded the stock back in
September but he refused.
Elias Mayer, Louis Schneider and
Jacob Borodkin, against whom Harry
Samwick has obtained a judgment
compelling them to pay a judgment
against the Blenderman-Cohen
Amusement Co., on the ground that
they disposed of the assets of the corporation to the Amesco Co., in order
to prevent the the plaintiff from collecting his judgment, asked the Appellate Division to vacate their defaul in answering the suit and permit
them to defend it. They allege that
the Amesco Co. agreed to pay the
$76,000 debts of Blenderman-Cohen
Co., six months before the plaintiff
got his judgment. It is alleged that
the film theater at 80 Clinton street
involved in the suit is worth $115,000.
The Court denied the application.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court struck out yesterday
some of the allegations in the complaint by Stuart Robson against
Winchell Smith, John L. Golden,
Samuel French and the Metro Pictures, to set aside a contract for the
film rights to Bronson Howard's
"The New Henrietta." The rights to
the
play for
were
Mr. her
Robson's
mother
life left
and toupon
death
he gets them for life. He alleges in
his complaint that Samuel French
sold the film rights for ten years to
Smith for $15,000 and tried to force
Mrs. Robson to take $4,500 for her
irds were passed to each guest share and to persuade the plaintiff
liring the theater. These contain- to part with his interest for nothing.
li blank space for comment on each
(ire. Most of the guests acceded
The Appellate Term of the Sui he request to fill these in and
preme Court has upheld a judgment
I their names and addresses,
for
$1,676
obtained by Sanger & Jorc e of these comments will be used
the Bobbs Merrill ComI dvertising the pictures together don against
pany as 10% commission on royalties
i| the names and little thumbnail from the stage and film rights to
lographs of the writers.
"Nothing But the Truth."
The Whip Feature Motion Picture
iwrence, Mass. — For his show- Co., was sued in the Supreme Court
bv Waldo Gaulke for $3,000 damages
it: of "The Devil," manager A. J.
<ii of the Rialto began his exploi- because it sold him the right to exiln drive one week ahead of the
ploit and exhibit the film "The Whip"
p ing, by the distribution of thou- in Argentine, Uuruguay and Paraguay and then broke the contract.
|« of little red cards with the foiling text: "Go to the Devil, At the
The William Birns Co. had obtain■i|to week beginning Jan. 24."
ed default judgment in the City Court
ie city of Lawrence is an indus- against the Johnson & Hopkins Co.
"* center with scores of factories, for $1,744 for the use of rugs, furnin utilizing this fact, Cobe placed
ture and pictures in its studio on
i: throw-away cards in the factory Staten Island.
a envelopes. Men were sent
i ugh the city casually dropping
A default judgment for $1,378 has
a envelopes here and there, so that been filed in the Supreme Court
f Ireds of citizens eagerly seized against the Oliver Productions by the
P i this clever bit of advertising.
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co.

Echoes of the Big 5 !
The Third Big 5 Production
Breaks Box Office Records
"Passion" Sets New Standard
"The Kid" Sets New Standard
And

now

" Man - Woman

- Marriage '

The other two, "The Oath" and "Sowing
the Wind," will do it as soon as presented

At a trial showing at

The Regent Theatre
in Paterson, N. J.,
Marriage" topped by
ords in the history of
Seating
Tickets

a city of 125,000, 'Alan— Womana big margin all the attendance recthe house, every day for a week's run.
capacity
2,200
sold (6 days)
31,702

(Only $771.36 spent for advertising)

Albert A. Kaufman's
presentation of

Allen Holubar's
Drama Eternal
Starring

Dorothy Phillips

WOM
AN
MAN

Adapted by Allen Holubar
from the theme by
Olga

Linek

Scholl

A First National
Attraction

Ihere'll be a Franchise everywhere

Friday, February

16

Hichens Signs

Suit Against Hall

Denver
from
Here
Talbot
Alvah G. Talbot, vice-president of
Filed by U. S. Theaters Co. of Hobothe Bishop-Cass Theaters Co. of
ken — Involves Federal Tax
Deliver, is in New York in connection
Payments
with general theater improvements,
(Special
to
WID'S DAILY)
lie is looking over systems of venHoboken, N. J.— Frank G. Hall,
such.
and
presentation
ulation,
"We did 9,400 paid admissions on formerly leading spirit at the U. S.
Theater on upper Washington St., is
day of 'The Kid,' sad
tlie
Talbot, confirming the special made defendant in a $10,000 suit inMr. opening
stituted in the Hudson County Cirpublished in yesterday's iscuit Court on behalf of the U. S.
dispatch
sue. "And the America seats but
1,600. Every kiddie under 12 can Theaters Co., who have their principal offices in Hoboken. The suit insee the picture for a dime and they
volves the question of Federal taxes
sure do love it."
on
the
theater for the year prior to
Cleveat
Mr. Talbot may stop off
land on his way back west to look the sale of the controlling stocks to
over the State theater there and also Frank Gersten by Hall on Jan. 29,
1920.
the new Allen house. . He leaves tie
end of the week.
In ihe bill of complaint filed by
The Bishop-Cass Co. in conjunc- Gersten, through his attorney, he
tion with Goldwyn will take over the states that Hall entered into a contract with him which provided, among
Tabor-Grand in September and recompletely.
construct the theater
other things, that Hall should pay to
the U. S. Theaters Co. such proportion of Federal tax to be paid for the
business done during the preceding

ATTENTION

STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

We
still have
some
territor"
open on high class one and riv*.
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL
Phone

DISTRIBUTORS

61104
730 So. Olive St
Los Angeles, Cal.

T. E. Hancock

John

J. Hayes

of Hall $10,000 representing twoput the words in the dic- thirds of the total amount, but Hall
tionary, but it takes a trained fiction has thus far refused to pay the money.
writer to juggle them into TITLES
Suit was consequently instituted.
that emphasize and
Gersten denies the allegations in the
CEMENT
THE
ACTION
bill of complaint filed against him
Original
stories,
directing,
editing.
Let me edit your next screen story. and denies specifically that he is responsible for the Federal tax collecPearl Doles Bell,
tion imposed by the Government. He
229 West 46th St.,
N. Y. C.
will file his answer in a few days.

STUDIO

FOR

RENT

by Day, Week or Month
Large
Stage — Fully
Equipped
In the Heart of New York
230 W.

38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all
UNITED
SOCIETY

purposes.
CINEMA

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBItf COMPANY
23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

Do

Three directors of the U. S. are
interested i nthe States Theater Corp.
of which Frank Hall is president.
The company, as noted, plans a chain
of theaters in Northern Jersey.

Magnet Film Exchange of
producers complete facilities
distribution of their produc
New York exchange terrifc
Propositions will also be t
sidered for the purchase of
ritorial rights to high class ]
ductions.

Phillips Oppenheim, Sir James Barrie, Arnold Bennett and Joseph Conrad.
Contrary to various reports Hichens has not been under contract with
Paramount until this time. Last
year when Jesse L. Lasky was abroad
Hichens signified his willingness to
write material direct for the screen,
but at that time he could not enter
any agreement with Lasky. That,
however, has now been done.

Magnet
Film Exchange
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

WANTED
Traveling
auditor
with
company.
Good salary and
penses
in first paid.
letter. Give full det

Capitol Theater Bonds
The following appeared in a query
and answer column in the financial

year, in other words 1919, as the num- section of yesterday's New York
ber of 6,010 shares of capital stock of American:
the corporation, divided into the en"B. I. B., Jersey City — Please extire number, evidences as a fair pro
press your opinion of Capitol Theater
rata thereof. Gersten sets forth that 7 per cent, gold bonds, offered by a
he was satisfied to treat the 6,010 New York brokerage firm at a price
shares as two-thirds of 9,000, the to- to yield 8 per cent.
I am interested in
tal number of shares issued.
8 per cent., but do not know anything
It developed that the Federal tax about these bonds.
"Ans.— Capitol Theater $900,000
required to be paid by the U. S. Theaters Co. for the business done dur- first mortgage leasehold serial 7 per
ing the year preceding the date of cent, gold bonds are due $90,000 each
agreement, for the year 1919, was year, June 1, 1921, to 1930. The bonds
are first mortgage on the Capitol
$15,000. This tax, has in fact, Gerleasehold
sten claims, been paid by the plain- Theater building and
tiffs. In accord with the agreement,
Broadway and Fifty-first street. The
the plaintiff claims, he has demanded leasehold and the property are valued

Webster

ANNOUNCEMENT

Originals for Famous Players— Attached to Studio
in London
Famous Players announced yesterday that Robert Hichens, author
of "The Garden of Allah," had signed a contract with the company to
write original stories for the screen.
He will be attached to the London
studio where there are at present, E.

To

at $4,000,000. The company's net
earnings are reported running at a
rate of more than eight times the
amount necessary to pay interest
charges on this issue. We believe
these bonds may be given a fair

4, 1

K-20, care

Wid's

Daily

DIRECTOF
OF

THE
*

TRAL

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOl
READY
REFERENCF

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON.
INI
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Br I
New York City.
HollywrH

ADVERTISING— PUBLIC
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
I
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryu
ARTISTS

AND

ART

TIT

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC..
— Animation — Leadeil
220 W. Art
42ndTitles
St.
Bryil
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCCS
Art Title*
7th Avenue
Brv,li

New Release for Priest
rating."
Robert W. Priest, of the Film Market, Inc., has ready for immediate re-

727

lease a picture called "The Grand
Passion," starring Florence Dixon.
Robert McLaughlin and Charles T.

MOTION
PICTURE
SECURITI1
Investments
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los N

Dazey, the latter the author of "In
Old' Kentucky" collaborated on the
story.
It will be state righted.

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CJ
HalfW Tones
Engravers
■25
39th — St.Line New
York — Electa
Bryiij
ENLARGING
AND
COPJ

German

Lamp

Gets Medal

BROKERS

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
J. MORATM. P. 1|
Berlin — The Jupiter lamp which is
Grainless W.Enlargements
$100,000 Improvements
manufactured in Frankfort-on-the- 302 E. 33rd St.
Phone Vat
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Main, was awarded a gold medal at
LABORATORIES
Newark, N. J.-— Extensive remodel- the recent International Cinema Fair
ing and enlargement of the City thea- which
EVANS
LABORATORY
land.
was held in Amsterdam, Holter is to be carried out at a cost of
Quality Motion
Picture Printi
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi*
$100,000. Its owners, under Louis
Friedman
Elected
Rosenthal, will form a new corporaLABORAll
FILM
CLAREMONT
»30 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremi
tion. They also control the Bergen
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
H
T. Streyckmans,
General Mai?j
Minneapolis — Ben Friedman, prestheater of this city, the Rialto, PasKESSEL
LABORATB
ident of the Friedman Films Corp., NICHOLAS
saic, and the Park of East Ruther'Kessel Kwality Prints"
ford. The building when completed was last week elected president of
Fort M
will seat 1,500.
the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade, Fort Lee N. J.
PRINTERS
succeeding E. S. Holmes. Phil ReisBARNES
PRINTING
CO.,
man, Paramount, was elected viceMotion Picture Specialist* jj
To
Make
Educationals
president.
S6 East 22d St.
Phone Gram I
The Netherlands East Indian GovLid On in Yorktown
PROSPECT
PRESS
ernment plans to enter educational
Quality Printing for the Trati.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
film production on a large scale. G.
Yorktown, Tex. — The lid was on 188 W. 4th St.
Spri
J. van Eijbergen, a government offi- tight last Sunday, the first time in
cial, is now in this country with a the history of the city. Moving picSTUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
NI
view to establishing an East Indian
ture shows, drug stores and gasoline
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harli
laboratory.
stations were closed all day.
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn
■"

7/cRErOCHIZED
Aim ORITY

feBBADSTREET

f FILMPOM
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(gainst Price Boost
Nat'l
1st for
See Why
C. C.GetCan't
p.
Rentals
Greater
'hould
I "The Kid"— Cite "Passion"
|L committee of Theater Owners
limber of Commerce members
lposed of William Brandt, chairLoew, B. S. Moss, Wilji; Marcus
li Fox, John Manheimer and
Birles Steiner will hold a meeting
I afternoon to decide whether or
tion will grant in[ the organiza
cased rentals to First National on
lie Kid."
lu a meeting of the organization,
[O. Williams and R. H. Clark, local
fist National manager, appeared
il gave complete details, with figIs, of the contract the circuit
£sed regarding "The Kid." Both
lijlliams and Clark were outspoken
il explained that while First Na|ial would not make a nickel on
| picture if distributed under the
||m^ of existing contracts, they
Inted to break even and asked that
l:sent contracts be waived.
Members of the T. O. C. C. state
jjy believe implicitly what the First
Itional officials told them regarding
Kid."
purchase
If the
same price
time, of
they"The
explained
t while no money may be made
"The Kid," First National bought
assion" for practically nothing and
releasing the picture on a heavy
bibition value.
Now opening for extended runs in fifty of the nation's largest cities —
The organization has gone on rec- Mack Sennett's sensationally successful comedy-drama, "A Small Town
i as standing by the terms of the Idol," his first powerful release through Associated Producers. — Advt.
isting contracts. The matter will,
wever, be definitely settled at this
Five a Year?
Up 143 Points
The financial column of the Times
ernoon's meeting.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported here
yesterday morning contained the following:
that Mildred Harris has completed
Titling "The Oath"
Ralph Spence has been engaged to
plans for her own producing unit and
"Ten
shares
of
Eastman
Kodak
le "The Oath," one of the First stock were sold yesterday on the that she will make five productions a
itional "Big Five" group.
The pic- Stock Exchange at $650 a share. This
'eR.is A.
a Mavflower
production, made was an advance of 143 points over,
It is further reported that Chester
Walsh.
Franklin will direct and that John W.
Spence is also titling a series of the previous sale made some time year.
ago. It was only a few days back Gray will write several original sto>onerville Trolley comedies.
that the Kodak Co. lost an appeal to
ries for Miss Harris' use.
the Supreme Court against an order
Ball on March 9
In order to raise additional funds dissolving the company. When the
Metro Film for Capitol
rise of yesterday was noted the re' a new $75,000 headquarters in the
mark
was
passed
that
the
Kodak
Co.
The Capitol has booked "The Sapeatrical district, the scenic artists
head," a feature co-starring Buster
11 hold a ball and entertainment at would be another Standard Oil."
Keaton
and William
H. Crane, for
t Waldorf Astoria March 9.
the week of Feb. 13.
The ball will be under the auspices
the United Scenic Artists, Local
A Chester Special?
). 829, which has 800 members, a
Off for Cleveland
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
ijority of whom are employed in
Los Angeles — It is understood here
Marcus Loew's party of film stars
|:ture studios. Alexander OumanW, ballet master of the Capitol, will that George Randolph Chester's visit left for Cleveland at 6:45 last night
to the coast is for the purpose of in two special cars. The State theaj'erwith
several
Russian
danceanddiversiter in that city opens tonight.
js
his ballet
of five,
stage working on a special production to be
■d screen stars will also entertain. filmed from his story, "The Son of On the return trip the party will stop
off at Rochester, where, on Tuesday,
:orge H. Williams is president of
Chester and Albert E. Smith are the Eastman Kodak Co. will give a
Wallingford."
z scenic artists' organization; Walball for charity.
• S. Darrell business representative. now on their way from New York.

Price 5 Centi

Fears
Nat'l Booking
Result of Bowes-Godsol
Affilia-

As

tion With Shubert Vaudeville
Circuit, So T. O. C. C. Says
The Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce fears that another attempt
will be made to foist a National Booking Corp. upon the exhibitors of the
country as a result of the presence
of several film men on the board of
the Shubert Advanced Vaudeville
Circuit, Inc.
The members of the organization
base their fears on the fact that Edward J. Bowes and F. J. Godsol, both
prominent in the affairs of Goldwyn,
are on the board of directors of the
Shubert Vaudeville company and because of the affiliation of Jules E.
Mastbaum of the Stanley Co. of
America with the Shubert unit. They
say that the U. B. O. has already
served a cancellation notice on Goldwyn because of this.
The organization has referred the
matter to Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O., since they
believe it is national in scope.
Mr. Cohen is out of town for the
week-end and so could not be reached for a statement.
Confidential information to hand
warrants the statement that the presence of Messrs. Bowes and Godsol
on the board of directors of the Shubert Advanced Vaudeville Circuit
does not involve the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation as such in any
way, and that it is merely a personal
business venture on their part.
Neilan

Coming

East

(Special to WID'S

Again

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Marshall Neilan will
leave for New York in about a week.
While in the east he will make one
picture.
Somborn Production Head
Herbert K. Somborn left for California yesterday to take charge of
production of the Clara Kimball
Young productions for Equity release.
Going to Cuba
A. L. Pratchett and C. E. Sawyer
of the Caribbean Film Corp., dealing in Latin-American trade, leave
for Cuba tomorrow. Pratchett, who
is general manager of the company,,
makes his headquarters in Cuba.
Loew in Davenport
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Davenport, la. — Marcus Loew will
erect a theater here. It will probably
be located on Brady St. west of Third;

afcM

V*
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Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
upOmaha, Neb. — The management of
the Sun, four weeks before they
showed "Madame X," started their
exploitation campaign with 100 eightsheet posters which read: "Should
that great photoplay, 'Madame X' be
shown in Omaha for $1 or for 35
cents per seat? The posters were
given a two weeks showing, during
which time 50,000 dodgers asking the
same question were distributed from
houses to house. Teaser ads bearing
the same question were run in three
Omaha newspapers. Then a large
display space in the newspapers announced that the picture had been
shown elsewhere at $1, but that the
admission at the Sun would be left to
the decision of the public. A special
midnight matinee was held at which
stamped post cards were distributed
asking for opinions on the admission
charge after seeing the picture. The
replies mostly stated that "Madame
X" was a wonderful picture, but the
majority favored 35 cents admission.
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•
Osage, la., Colonial Bought

Always Right
Wid's Daily:

Auburn, N. Y.

I run only big super first
run productions, and have your
reports on these and I have
never found one that was not
reviewed correctly. I cannot
see how I went without your
reports so long, but feel now
that I cannot book a picture
until
first. I look your review up
Sincerely yours,
J. S. KALLET.

In the Courts

N. William Aronson got a judgment for $5,226 against Francis X.
Bushman in 1918 for commissions,
but since that time he has been able
to collect only $2,000. He started
supplementary proceedings last summer for the balance, but Bushman
failed to obey a court order to appear and testify. For this reason
Aronson has obtained an order in
Last
the Supreme Court directing BushQi
Bid. Asked. Sale
man-to' show cause why he should
Famous Players . . 55^4
56
56
not be fined the $2,226 balance of the
The
management
then
received
many
do pfd
Not quoted
for contempt of court and
congratulations on adhering to their judgment
sent to Ludlow Street jail until he
*Goldwyn
4l/2
5
regular price for such an exceptional
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted photoplay.
Loew's, Inc
16^
16lA
16lA
Triangle
Yi
3A
3A
A jury before Supreme Court JusColumbus, O. — An attention com- pays.
W orld Film
Not quoted
tice Gavegan gave a verdict by depelling newspaper display was used by
t
fault for $2,500 in a suit of Rogers
management of the Southern to an♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
nounce the first anniversary of the & Rogers, attorneys to recover that
theater. The picture chosen for the sum from the Rochester Film Products Co., for services in organizing
Grand
Buys Jans Films
anniversary celebration was "Earth- the corporation
under a retainer by
Boston — Sam Grand of the Feder- bound" and the Columbus Dispatch
ated Exchange of New England has carried for three days, a full page ad William Fox and Henry E. Kondolf.
purchased of Jans Pictures the re- of the picture and the theater. At The plaintiffs alleged 'that the corporation took over the contract.
maining two Olive Tell pictures, "A the top of the page, in large type, was
Woman's Business" and "The Wings the heading, "Southern Theater, first
anniversary." Below in smaller type,
of Pride."
Anderson, Ind. — John Ryan, owner of the Indiana, has sued the city
was copy advertising the picture, toLiebman Leaves Select
gether with comments by prominent and Union Traction Company on the
men and a
Atlanta — Walter R. Liebman, for story. Over short synopsis of the ground that a trolley wire and c ty
the whole right half of wire coming in contact caused an exsome time past manager of the local
plosion at his house. It is said that
page was a line cut descriptive of
Select office, has been succeeded by the
the picture. At the bottom, in the the projection machine was ruined
J. F. Flaherty, who has been man- largest type of
all was simply the and other damage caused. Ryan is
ager of the New Orleans office for
suing for $2,500.
the past year. Liebman will go to word "Earthbound."
New York.
Middletown, O. — Two men passing
Seattle Ruling Amended
a school house at recess hour would
Radiosoul Sales
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — The ordinance regulating
not be regarded as an unusual inciPioneer has acquired "A Man
dent if they were ordinary men such propjection booths was altered this
There Was," a Radiosoul release, for as the children see every day. But week so as to allow the use of portthe city and State of New York and when two men passed
able projection booths. For several
a school house
No. New Jersey. The Eastern Feat- here, one of them dressed
like a huge years the law has forbidden pictures
ure Films have it for New England.
The Southeastern Pictures Corp. for ape, and the other leading him with to be shown anywhere but in such
the seven Southeastern States; the a rope they started a near riot. The- places as had built-in, permanent projection booths, but the ordinance was
Crescent Theaters for the Pacific
odore Chifos, manager of Sorg's not enforce
d.
Opera
House,
used
the
stunt
to
exCoast; Ohio and Kentucky have been
After
the
burning of a big, downploit "Go and Get It."
disposed of to Pioneer. Tucker
town hotel last year the ordinance
Amusements have signed for Oklawas strictly enforced, thus making it
Made in Massachusetts
homa and are negotiating for the balimpossible to show pictures in many
ance of their territory.
of the lecture halls and schools,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston — The Community M. P. where it had formerly been the custom to illustrate with pictures.
Bureau, northeast division, is circularizing Massachusetts exhibitors on
four pictures produced in this state:
Binney in Seattle
"The New Shepherd of the Hills,"
Seattle— It is reported here that
"Kids and Crops," "Coolidge in
Harold J. Binney plans the formation
Springfield"
and
"The
Grange Film." of a produc
The circular states that
ing corporation to be
theaters in
Springfield and Holyoke have al- known as the Pacific Pictures Enterprises. There is some talk that Binready played them with great sucney will construct a laboratory.
cess.

Quotations

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Osage, la.— V. B. Valean has pt '
chased the Colonial
for $40,000.

New House for Oswego, Kans.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Oswego,
Kans.— It is reported th
H. H. Daniels will erect a theat
here to seat 500.

New
House for Trenton
Trenton, N. J.— Wilmer and Vi:
cent plan a 3,000 seat theater her
The old buildings on the site of tl
proposed house are now being raze

Another for Osborne, Kans.
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Osborne
, Kans.—
A $25,000
theat
is planned for this town.
It will se
650 and will be erected by Charles <
Neiswanger.

Plan Extensive Remodeling
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
Parsons,
Kans.—
Barbour and Mu
kogee of the Elks theater plan e:
tensive remodeling. The present ba
cony will be removed and the entil
house renovated. It will seat 1,2£
when completed.

J

New
House for Indianapolis
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis—
A 1,200 seat pictui
theater will be erected on the site no
occupied
by the Stegemeier
Cafe i i
17-19 N. Illinois
St.
The property has been acquired b
a corporation headed by Charles 5i
Olson and other members of the Cei
tral Amusement Co., which owns tli
Lyric, Alhambra and Isis theater
Estimated
cost, $175,000.
■

New
Chain in Philadel
Philadelphia— Nat Fischer,phia
formei
ly of the Iris, Eastwick and Imp<
rial, and at one time president of th
Exhibitor's League of
lvania]
is to return to the gamePennsy
at the hea
of a synidicate that is to establis
a small chain of theaters in the cit
and the outlying towns.
The syndicate has already pui

chased
A"liveFiscl
er, Jr., the
and Edgem
is to ont
make from
extens
irr
provements. Plans are also bein
drawn for another house

I

There is as much difference between a RITCHEY
poster and a mediocre
poster as there is between
bug.
lightning and a lightning

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

ljM^
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The Reasons Why

ews
ittie'N

No. 11
■HINGTON, D. C— President Wilson's
■:ary bids farewell to newspaper men!
|h P. Tumulty, after 8 years of service,
i> last official interview to journalists.
(THE LIMELIGHT— The next "First
I of the Land" shops. Pictures of Mrs.
Iling, shortly after arrival in New York
jrhopping tour.
I PRICES COMING DOWN?— Govj. :nt statistics show a decline in prices —
a ic chart illustrates the rise and fall in
Wholesale cost of chief commodities since
: Var.
Animated
diagrams
by
Bert
•.MORITZ, SWITERLAND— Clear the
I) in the Alpine passes. The Bernina
■ay, equipped with a 2,500 H.P. engine,
tspath through the heavy snows from St.
Iz to Italy.
EE AND THERE— Turtle weighs 320
:. r-Iusky aquarium resident gets daily
jibing, and is weighed too — he gains 25
■Is each year.
IDIVIA, CHILE— Big loss of life and
Arty in mountain villages in the Andes —
Result
violent earthquake
and erupMsf the ofVillarrica
Volcano.
3.ADELPHIA, PA. — The "Moral
1" here at last! Neck demurely cut,
r n down on silk hosiery, and approved
e clergy — what more can the dress-reIre

A sic

B-A SERENA, FLA. — Harding visits
ji! Party differences do not seem to
itr when noted Democrat greets PresiIdect at his home.
U4MA,
C. A. — Atlantic and Pacific aril meet at Panama!
Views taken from
! J. S. S. Arizona
passing through
the
.on its way to join the western fleet..

;oday

Cobbs Resigns
attle — L. M. Cobbs has resigned
lanager of the Vitagraph office to
|t a position with the T. W.
jlin Enterprises. He has been
eeded by G. E. Jackson, manof the Portland office, which
been closed. H. Bradley Fishs
ion manager from San Franciss here helping Jackson get setalcolm St. Clair
will
alternate
Eddie Cline in directing Buster
ion comedies.

Carl A. Jones Writes Some More on
Troubles of the Exhibitor —
Exchanges This Time
Some of the reasons why exhibitors have trouble in running their theaters are given in a letter received
from Carl A. Jones, vice-president of
the Central Amusement Co. of Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Mr. Jones "said some things" in
aearlier
letter inpublished
WID'S
the weekin and
this DAILY
time he
adds to his original letter with the
following:
"The real trouble, as I see it, is
that the small town exhibitor figures
just about as prominently in a contract with one of these concerns as a
Gillette razor does at a nigger picnic.
The contracts on the subjects are
written by and for the exchanges. All
the poor dub that buys them has to
do is to furnish the coin to pay for
the privilege of showing them, plus
the biggest rental that can be extorted from him.
"If there are two or three houses
in the town and you have been handling the special line from its infancy
to the time it has a pulling power —
in other words if you have 'made'
them in your own particular section —
and we have done this several times
at a distinct loss — everything is Okay.
But directly they get a star or a picture or a series of pictures that pull
pretty well and Mr. Salesman comes
in to sell them to 'you. You tell him
the highest figure that you can pay
for them and 'get by.' Well and
good. He makes up a 'contract.'
This has to be approved by 'the
branch' and also the New York office. Well and good — after you have
given him the 'deposit.' That must
never be overlooked, you know. Then
Mr. Salesman canvases the other
houses and advises them that he has
such and such a picture (or series of
pictures) on which the the other
house has offered so much. If you
are a good average competitor you
will swallow the bait and 'bid' on the
stuff at a higher figure. Again well
and good. Mr. Salesman is progressing. He now goes to the third man
well fortified, feeds him a line of the
heifer stuff and gets another 'raised

"Then he comes back and bids you
good-bye, usually after getting playdates if possible. You reserve the
dates if you can and everything is
pretty. Then a week or so afterward
you open up the Sunday morning paper and note that the competitor who
made the highest bid is advertising
your picture for an early showing.
You write Mr. Exchange man and by
the time the picture has played the
opposition you get an answer to the
effect that 'they regret that New York
has failed to approve your contract
an it is therefore returned.' Then you
get fill
busy
'spot' Itsomething
to
the trying
vacant to
dates.
is as interesting as trying to a difficult hand
balancing stunt on the extreme outer
edge of respectability. And it goes
on, and on and on. Pardon the
length, but I am full of it and 'blow
up'
every time the subject is mentioned.
"I would like to see these autocrats
brought to the realization of the fact
that some day, sooner or later, they
will have to do business as a business,
like commercial houses, and make the
film industry a business instead of a
game. They seem to be serene in
the idea that all of the brains of the
universe as well as the gall (?) is
found at Bagdad on the Subway —
or gravitates there. Mebbe so; mebbe
so, old sport, but I w.ill tell any Mr.
Man, that when he takes my pennies
away from me without giving me
value received when I have fulfilled
my part of the agreement, there is
be a 'ell of a holler — that's
goingall toover.
me
They give you a thousand reasons, when you go to sign up,
why they must take your cash, but
the only reason I have been given for
their not returning it is 'that they
don't do business that way' or 'that
they haven't got it — that they are
using
it toformake
you game
a new all
picture.'
"I am
the film
right.
I am also for their financing their end
of it. We have enough excitement
looking after our own little game."
Price Changes Company

Wid's Daily
-
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"The Invisible Fear," Anita Stewart's new First National vehicle, has
gone into production at the Mayer
Studios. Hampton Del Ruth is the
author of the story and Walter McGrail and Allen Forrest head an allstar cast in support of the star.
Casting is in progress at the Williams' (Brentwood) Studio in Hollywood by director Robert North
Bradbury for "The Sheriff of Mojave," which is to be the eighth of
the Tom Santschi series for Pathe.
Edith Roberts will spend a week in
DelMonte and San Francisco, before
she begins work on her next feature
at Universal City, which will be "The
Opened
Clara Louise
Burnham.Shutters,"
William by
Worthington
will
probably produce it.
Oliver Morosco's story of "The
Halfbreed" is soon to go into production at the Mayer Studio, where
space has been leased.
Harry Carey's latest picture will be
released as "The Freeze-Out." It
was originally called "Everybody for
Will Rogers will next make an
Himself."story by Elmer L. Rice. Beroriginal
nard McConville is doing the screen
adaptation.
"False
Colors,"
Priscilla Dean's
next Jewel production,
will contain
scenes
sal City.shot at the theater at UniverLarry Semon's latest comedy, "The
Hick," has been finished.

$3.00

Invaluable for reference purposes.
■

(Special to WID'S

Hollywood — Norman Dawn, Universal director, journeyed to San
Francisco early this week with Katherine Madden of the scenario department and in that city the marriage
knot was tied.

Albany, N. Y.— The C. B. Price Co.
Inc. of New York has certified with
Mary Miles Minter is at work on
the Secretary of State that it has "Jerry" at the Realart studio.
changed its corporate name to Price
Films.
GAUSMAN.

bid.'

Binders

(Special to WID'S

Name
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Big Export Deals Under Way
The Zukor Mission
Now Announced for the Purpose of
Affecting Reciprocal Arrangements With Producers
Famous Players issued an official
statement last night defining the purposes of Eugene Zukor's trip abroad.
The announcement verified what apWID'S
issue
in yesterday's the
DAILY pearedconcerning
tripofand gave
a more official flavor to the gossip
that has been current both here and
in London regarding the activities of
Famous Players and important foreign producers, notably the Universum Film Corp. of Germany — the
U. F. A. — and the Unione Cinematografica Italiene — the U. C. I.
The statement characterized young
Zukor's trip as "a mission of farreaching importance that will extend
the exportation of American motion
pictures to European countries," and
added at another point, "Mr. Zukor,
in extending the distribution of American films, will investigate the possibility of entering into reciprocal
agreements with foreign producers."
"European producers cannot expect
to distribute their pictures in this
country unless these productions
measure up to the American standards," said Zukor before sailing. "We
shall more than welcome, however,
foreign productions that will satisfy
American motion picture patrons and
shall give these productions every opportunity for extensive distribution
through our organization throughout
the United States, since we realize
that only through such methods of
reciprocity shall we be able efficiently to circulate American made pictures in foreign countries.
"In order to obtain the best market for American films abroad, I feel
that we should make clear to Europeans that any picture that they produce that is up to our standards will
have a fair field in the United States,
and I shall do my best to outline to
them just what those standards are.
America will give a fair showing to
any foreign producer who is intelligently attempting to give our public
the sort of amusement they want."
After conferring with officials of
the London office of Famous Players, Mr. Zukor will make an intensive study of conditions in England,
France, the Scandinavian countries,
Italy and Czecho-Slovakia. It is his
purpose to view all of the best of the
pictures made in these countries and
select those best suited for distribution in America. At the same time
he will work out a system of reciprocal distribution which he has been
planning for some time.
He will remain in Europe for several months and will report the results of his negotiations to his father,
Adolph Zukor, in Paris early in April.

A Lubitsch Unit?
Kine. Weekly Says It Is Likely — Interesting Slant on U. F. A. and
Blumenthal Activities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

London — Kinematograph Weekly
states in an article headed "Secret
History" and speaking of Ben Blumenthal:

"Big 4" Abroad
Failure of Greenhill Deal Results in
Former's Own Offices — Meetings Planned
A series of important meetings are
scheduled, beginning this morning as
a result of which it is expected United Artists will decide to establish its
own foreign organization.
Dennis F. O'Brien returned from
California yesterday and stated that
matter of the foreign distributing
system had not been formally decided upon. At the same time, he readily admitted that the meetings mentioned above would be held to formulate definite plans.
It is understood that this step is
being taken because of the failure of
the Morris Greenhill deal to materialize.

"Recently he made a contract with
Pola Negri to go to America for a
year and appear in a series of films,
and followed this rapidly by forming
a Lubitsch producing company,
which finds Ernst Lubitsch — the
German Griffith and the producer of
'Sumurun' — to go to America to produce motion pictures.
"Most of the big American producing organizations are already clamoring for the star and the producer,
according not
to cables
Blumenthal's
statements
but only
to the
which
John D. Tippett, the well known
he received while in London. Pola English film man, is at the Hotel
Negri has already been seen in the Astor.
states
as the
in the 'DuBarry'
film, and
the star
American
producing
Sameth Closes Deals
units are frantic to secure her services.
J. Joseph Sameth has sold the following territories on his latest re"It is not yet known which of them
lease,
"Hearts of the Range": Minwill succeed in securing her from
nesota, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, WisBlumenthal, though a significant reconsin, to the Theater Owners Corp.
mark was made by Bratz, who said of Minneapolis; Texas, Oklahoma
that U. F. A. was on the point of and Arkansas to the H. E. Baxley
getting into closer touch with Fa- Attractions. The feature is now
mous Players in regard to film pro- Corp.
booking through Forward Films
duction.
"In this connection it must be remembered that, in Germany, Pola
Bruce in Salt Lake
Negri is a U. F. A. star.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"If Famous Players were to secure
Salt Lake — J. A. Bruce, formerly
the star and Lubitsch a very interest- with Jensen and Von Herberg, is now
ing situation would arise, as we manager of the Kinema.
should then be faced with the possibility of getting films from America
Theater Fire
made by a German producer and featuring aGerman star.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Prince Albert, Sask. — The Empress
"Though, when you come to think
was destroyed by fire on Jan. 30. The
of it, that happens already.
cause of the fire is unknown. The
"Blumenthal has now gone to New
loss
is estimated at $90,000 and $40,York, in company with Rachman, of
First National, and Jose Somlo of U. 000 insurance was carried.

F. A., to arrange first for the viewing
and selecting of the best of the large
quantity of pictures which he sold to
U. F. A., and secondly for the opening up of an organization in the
States for the distribution and the
output of U. F. A. and some other
German films.

Censor Movement
(Special to WID'S

in Buffalo
DAILY)

Buffalo— A movement is on foot in
Buffalo for city censorship. It is
understood that a citizens' committee
has been appointed and a tentative
ordinance drawn up. Local exhibitors are prepared to fight the move"Towards the end of February it_ is ment.
Blumenthal's intention to come to
London to open a similar organization
for the purpose of distributing Ger-

man pictures."
Blumenthal, as noted yesterday, is
now on his way to London and Berlin, together with Eugene Zukor and
Joseph Somlo.

With Universal
Lucy
Cotton
is under
exclusive
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Buffalo — Homer
Howard
is now
management
of Edward
Small, and
her
Metro
contract
was
signed acting as special representative
for
through that office and not by George Universal in the Buffalo and Albany
districts.
L. Clarke.

WANTED
Office space, approximately
1500 feet, with projection and
shipping room facilities in the
Forties between Sixth Avenue
and Broadway.

Address

Box B-17, care Wid's

director;
OF A
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& BOUTON,
INC.
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New York City.
Hollywood,
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904

MERRITT
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Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant
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TITLE

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant |
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMI
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant
I

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460
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I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Anji
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THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. ij
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotj
225 W. 39th St.
New York
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Grainless Enlargements M. P. Film
302 E. 33rd St.
Phone Vand. I
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EVANS
LABORATORY
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416-24 W. 216th St.
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General M anagc I
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PRINTERS
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CO.
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Igainst Price Boost
I Should
O. C. C.Get Can't
See Why
1st for
Nat'l
Greater
Rentals
"The Kid"— Cite "Passion"
A. committee of Theater Owners
amber of Commerce members
mposed of William Brandt, chairin; Marcus Loew, B. S. Moss, Wilm Fox, John Manheimer and
larles Steiner will hold a meeting
Is afternoon to decide whether or
t the organization will grant biased rentals to First National on
V Kid." .
At a meeting of the organization,
D. Williams and R. H. Clark, local
rst National manager, appeared
d gave complete details, with figes, of the contract the circuit
>sed regarding "The Kid." Both
illiams and Clark were outspoken
d explained that while First Na»nal would not make a nickel on
e picture if distributed under the
ms of existing contracts, they
inted to break even and asked that
esent contracts be waived.
Members of the T. O. C. C. state
ey believe implicitly what the First
ational officials told them regarding
e purchase price of "The Kid."
t the same time, they explained
at while no money may be made
L "The Kid," First National bought
assion" for practically nothing and
releasing the picture on a heavy
hibition value.
Now opening for extended runs in fifty of the nation's largest cities —
The organization has gone on rec- Mack Sennett's sensationally successful comedy-drama, "A Small Town
d as standing by the terms of the Idol," his first powerful release through Associated Producers. — Advt.
isting contracts. The matter will,
>wever, be definitely settled at this
Five a Year?
Up 143 Points
The financial column of the Times
ternoon's meeting.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported here
yesterday morning contained the following:
that Mildred Harris has completed
Titling "The Oath"
Ralph Spence has been engaged to
plans for her own producing unit and
"Ten
shares
of
Eastman
Kodak
le "The Oath," one of the First stock were sold yesterday on the that she will make five productions a
ational "Big Five" group. The pic- Stock Exchange at $650 a share. This
re is a Mayflower production, made
was an advance of 143 points over>
It is further reported that Chester
\ R. A. Walsh.
Franklin will direct and that John W.
Spence is also titling a series of the previous sale made some time year.
ago. It was only a few days back Gray will write several original stooonerville Trolley comedies.
that the Kodak Co. lost an appeal to
ries for Miss Harris' use.
the Supreme Court against an order
Ball on March 9
In order to raise additional funds dissolving the company. When the
Metro Film for Capitol
was noted the re>r a new $75,000 headquarters in the rise ofmark yesterday
was
passed
that
the
Kodak
Co.
The Capitol has booked "The Sapleatrical district, the scenic artists
head," a feature co-starring
Buster
ill hold a ball and entertainment at would be another Standard Oil."
Keaton
and William
H. Crane, for
le Waldorf Astoria March 9.
the week of Feb. 13.
The ball will be under the auspices
: the United Scenic Artists, Local
A Chester Special?
o. 829, which has 800 members, a
Off for Cleveland
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
ajority of whom are employed in
Los Angeles — It is understood here
cture studios. Alexander OumanMarcus Loew's party of film stars
zy, ballet master of the Capitol, will that George Randolph Chester's visit left for Cleveland at 6:45 last night
to
the
coast
is
for
the
purpose
of
Ter several Russian
dance diversiin two special cars. The State theater in that city opens tonight.
s with his ballet of five, and stage working on a special production to be
id screen stars will also entertain, filmed from his story, "The Son of On the return trip the party will stop
off at Rochester, where, on Tuesday,
eorge H. Williams is president of
Chester and Albert E. Smith are the Eastman Kodak. Co. will give a
Wallingford."
.e scenic artists' organization; Walball for charity.
r S. Darrell business representative. now on their way from New York.

Fears
Nat'l Booking
Result of Bowes-Godsol
Affilia-

As

tion With Shubert Vaudeville
Circuit, So T. O. C. C. Says
The Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce fears that another attempt
will be made to foist a National Booking Corp. upon the exhibitors of the
country as a result of the presence
of several film men on the board of
the Shubert Advanced Vaudeville
Circuit, Inc.
The members of the organization
base their fears on the fact that Edward J. Bowes and F. J. Godsol, both
prominent in the affairs of Goldwyn,
are on the board of directors of the
Shubert Vaudeville company and because of the affiliation of Jules E.
Mastbaum of the Stanley Co. of
America with the Shubert unit. They
say that the U. B. O. has already
served a cancellation notice on Goldwyn because of this.
The organization has referred the
matter to Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O., since they
believe it is national in scope.
Mr. Cohen is out of town for the
week-end and so could not be reached for a statement.
Confidential information to hand
warrants the statement that the presence of Messrs. Bowes and Godsol
on the board of directors of the Shubert Advanced Vaudeville Circuit
does not involve the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation as such in any
way, and that it is merely a personal
business venture on their part.
Neilan

Coming

East Again

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Marshall Neilan will
leave for New York in about a week.
While in the east he will make one
picture.
Somborn Production Head
Herbert K. Somborn left for California yesterday to take charge ol
production of the Clara Kimball
lease.
Young productions for Equity reGoing to Cuba
A. L. Pratchett and C. E. Sawyei
of the Caribbean Film Corp., dealing in Latin-American trade, leave
for Cuba tomorrow. Pratchett, whe
is general manager of the company
makes his headquarters in Cuba.
Loew in Davenport
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Davenport, la. — Marcus Loew wil
erect a theater here.
It will probablj
be located on Brady St. west of Third

T&4&

\«
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Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know hoiu you cleaned
up.

Omaha, Neb. — The management of
the Sun, four weeks before they
showed "Madame X," started their
exploitation campaign with 100 eightsheet posters which read: "Should
that
X' be
showngreat
in photoplay,
Omaha for'Madame
$1 or for
35
cents per seat? The posters were
given a two weeks showing, during
which time 50,000 dodgers asking the
same question were distributed from
houses to house. Teaser ads bearing
the same question were run in three
Omaha newspapers. Then a large
display space in the newspapers announced that the picture had been
shown elsewhere at $1, but that the
admission at the Sun would be left to
the decision of the public. A special
midnight matinee was held at which
stamped post cards were distributed
asking for opinions on the admission
charge after seeing the picture. The
Last replies mostly stated that "Madame
Bid. Asked. Sale X" was a wonderful picture, but the
majority favored 35 cents admission.
Famous Players .. bSl/2 56
56
The management then received many
Not quoted congratulations on adhering to their
do pfd
*Goldwyn
4^4
5
regular price for such an exceptional
Not quoted photoplay.
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
\6lA
16l/s 16 5-6
Triangle
Vs
Vs
Vs
Columbus, O. — An attention comWorld Film
Not quoted
pelling newspaper display was used by
management of the Southern to an•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
nounce the first anniversary of the
theater. The picture chosen for the
Grand Buys Jans Films
anniversary celebration was "EarthBoston — Sam Grand of the Feder- bound" and the Columbus Dispatch
ated Exchange of New England has carried for three days, a full page ad
the picture and the theater. At
purchased of Tans Pictures the re- of
the top of the page, in large type, was
maining two Olive Tell pictures, "A
Woman's Business" and "The Wings the heading, "Southern Theater, first
anniversary." Below in smaller type,
of Pride."
was copy advertising the picture, together with comments by prominent
Liebman Leaves Select
men and a short synopsis of the
Atlanta — Walter R. Liebman, for story. Over the whole right half of
some time past manager of the local the page was a line cut descriptive of
Select office, has been succeeded by the picture. At the bottom, in the
J. F. Flaherty, who has been man- largest type of all was simply the
ager of the New Orleans office for
the past year. Liebman will go to word "Earthbound."
New York.
Middletown, O. — Two men passing
a school house at recess hour would
Radiosoul Sales
not be regarded as an unusual incident if they were ordinary men such
Pioneer has acquired "A Man
There Was," a Radiosoul release, for as the children see every day. But
the city and State of New York and when two men passed a school house
No. New Jersey. The Eastern Feat- here, one of them dressed like a huge
ure Films have it for New England. ape, and the other leading him with
The Southeastern Pictures Corp. for
the seven Southeastern States; the a rope they started a near riot. Theodore Chifos, manager of Sorg's
Crescent Theaters for the Pacific
Coast; Ohio and Kentucky have been Opera House, used the stunt to exploit "Go and Get It."
disposed of to Pioneer. Tucker
Amusements have signed for OklaMade in Massachusetts
homa and are negotiating for the balance of their territory.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston — The Community M. P.
Bureau, northeast division, is circularizing Massachusetts exhibitors on
four
pictures
produced in this state:
U (&c£iLca£io?ux£ UxcZuAJuJ
"The New Shepherd of the Hills,"
"Kids and Crops," "Coolidge in
Springfield"
"Thethat
Grange
Film."in
The
circularand
states
theaters

Quotations
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Osage, la., Colonial Bought j

Always Right
Wid's Daily:

Auburn, N. Y.

I run only big super first
run productions, and have your
reports on these and I have
never found one that was not
reviewed correctly. I cannot
see how I went without your
reports so long, but feel now
that I cannot book a picture
until I look your review up
first.
Sincerely yours,
J. S. KALLET.

In the Courts
N. William Aronson got a judgment for $5,226 against Francis X.
Bushman in 1918 for commissions,
but since that time he has been able
to collect only $2,000. He started
supplementary proceedings last summer for the balance, but Bushman
failed to obey a court order to appear and testify. For this reason
Aronson has obtained an order in
the Supreme Court directing Bushman to show cause why he should
not be fined the $2,226 balance of the
judgment for contempt of court and
sent to Ludlow Street jail until he

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Osage, la. — V. B. Valean has |
chased the Colonial for $40,000.
New House for Oswego, Kan
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Oswego, Kans. — It is reported |
H. H. Daniels will erect a th
here to seat 500.
New
House
for Trenton
Trenton,
N. J.— Wilmer and
cent plan a 3,000 seat theater
The old buildings on the site oi
proposed house are now being r<
Another for Osborne, Kans.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Osborne,
Kans.— A $25,000 th<
is planned for this town.
It will
650 and will be erected by Chark
Neiswanger.

Plan Extensive Remodeling

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Parsons,
Kans. — Barbour and 1
kogee of the Elks theater plan
tensive remodeling.
The present a
cony will be removed and the e; i
house renovated.
It will seat ] C
when completed.

New

House

for

Indianapoli

Indianapolis — A 1,200 DAILY)
seat picl
theater will be erected on the site f
occupied by the Stegemeier
Caf,:
17-19 N. Illinois St.
The property has been acquiretl
a corporation headed by Charles I
A jury before Supreme Court Jus- Olson and other members of the (I
pays. tice Gavegan gave a verdict by de- tral Amusement Co., which owns!
fault for $2,500 in a suit of Rogers Lyric, Alhambra and Isis theajj
& Rogers, attorneys to recover that Estimated cost, $175,000.
sum from the Rochester Film Products Co., for services in organizing
New
Chain in Philadelphia
the corporation under a retainer by
Philadelphia — Nat Fischer, fori,
William Fox and Henry E. Kondolf.
The plaintiffs alleged that the cor- ly of the Iris, Eastwick and Ir
rial, and at one time president of;
poration took over the contract.
Exhibitor's League of Pennsylvj
is to return to the game at the 1
.Anderson, Ind. — John Ryan, own- of a synidicate that is to estal;
er of the Indiana, has sued the city a small chain of theaters in the
and Union Traction Company on the and the outlying towns.
ground that a trolley wire and c ty
The syndicate has
already
wire coming in contact caused an ex- chased the Edgemont from Al Fi
plosion at his house. It is said that er, Jr., and is to make extensive
the projection machine was ruined provements.
Plans are also b
and other damage caused. Ryan is drawn for another house.
suing for $2,500.
Seattle

Ruling

(Special to WID'S

(Special to WID'S

Amended
DAILY)

Seattle — The ordinance regulating
propjection booths was altered this
week so as to allow the use of portable projection booths. For several
years the law has forbidden pictures
to be shown anywhere but in such
places as had built-in, permanent projection booths, but the ordinance wras
not enforced.
After the burning of a big, downtown hotel last year the ordinance
was strictly enforced, thus making it
impossible to show pictures in many
of the lecture halls and schools,
where it had formerly been the custom to illustrate with pictures.

Binney in Seattle
Seattle — It is reported here that
Harold J. Binney plans the formation
of a producing corporation to be
Springfield and Holyoke have al- known as the Pacific Pictures Enterprises. There is some talk that Binready played them with great sucney will construct a laboratory.
cess.

There is as much difference between a RITCHEY
poster and

a

mediocre

poster as there is between
bug.
lightning and a lightning

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

The Reasons

cfcbeN ews

No. 11
HINGTON, D. C— President Wilson's
jary bids farewell to newspaper men!
b. P. Tumulty, after 8 years of service,
last official interview to journalists.
CHE LIMELIGHT— The next "First
of the Land" shops. Pictures of Mrs.
ng, shortly after arrival in New York
hopping tour.
PRICES
COMING
DOWN?— Gov;nt statistics show a decline in prices —
ic chart illustrates the rise and fall in
i holesale cost of chief commodities since
Var.
Animated
diagrams
by
Bert
MORITZ, SWITERLAND— Clear the
i in the Alpine passes. The Bernina
;ay, equipped with a 2,500 H.P. engine,
jath through the heavy snows from St.
z to Italy.
E AND THERE — Turtle weighs 320
rlusky aquarium resident gets daily
aing, and is weighed too — he gains 25
Is each year.
DIVIA, CHILE— Big loss of life and
rty in mountain villages in the Andes —
esult of violent earthquake and erupj{ the Villarrica Volcano.
ADELPHIA, PA. — The "Moral
' here at last! Neck demurely cut,
n down on silk hosiery, and approved
e clergy — what more can the dress-rers ask?
,A SERENA, FLA. — Harding visits
l! Party differences do not seem to
r when noted Democrat greets Presided at his home.
\MA,
C. A. — Atlantic and Pacific ari meet at Panama ! Views taken from
1. S. S. Arizona
passing through
the
on its way to join the western fleet..

oday

Cobbs Resigns
attle — L. M. Cobbs has resigned
anager of the Vitagraph office to
?t a position with the T. W.
)lin Enterprises. He has been
eeded by G. E. Jackson, manof the Portland office, which
been closed. H. Bradley Fish,
ion manager from San Franciss here helping Jackson get setalcolm St. Clair
will
alternate
={ Eddie Cline in directing Buster
on comedies.

jA
ii
js
Why
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Carl A. Jones Writes Some More on
Troubles of the Exhibitor —
Exchanges This Time
Some of the reasons why exhibitors have trouble in running their theaters are given in a letter received
from Carl A. Jones, vice-president of
the Central Amusement Co. of Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Mr. Jones "said some things" in
aearlier
letter inpublished
WID'S
the weekin and
this DAILY
time he
adds to his original letter with the
following:
"The real trouble, as I see it, is
that the small town exhibitor figures
just about as prominently in a contract with one of these concerns as a
Gillette razor does at a nigger picnic.
The contracts on the subjects are
written by and for the exchanges. All
the poor dub that buys them has to
do is to furnish the coin to pay for
the privilege of showing them, plus
the biggest rental that can be extorted from him.
"If there are two or three houses
in the town and you have been handling the special line from its infancy
to the time it has a pulling power —
in other words if you have 'made'
them in your own particular section —
and we have done this several times
at a distinct loss — everything is Okay.
But directly they get a star or a picture or a series of pictures that pull
pretty well and Mr. Salesman comes
in to sell them to you. You tell him
the highest figure that you can pay
for them and 'get by.' Well and
good. He makes up a 'contract.'
This has to be approved by 'the
branch' and also the New York office. Well and good — after you have
given him the 'deposit.' That must
never be overlooked, you know. Then
Mr. Salesman canvases the other
houses and advises them that he has
such and such a picture (or series of
pictures) on which the the other
house has offered so much. If you
are a good average competitor you
will swallow the bait and 'bid' on the
stuff at a higher figure. Again well
and good. Mr. Salesman is progressing. He now goes to the third man
well fortified, feeds him a line of the
heifer stuff and gets another 'raised

"Then he comes back and bids you
good-bye, usually after getting playdates if possible. You reserve the
dates if you can and everything is
pretty. Then a week or so afterward
you open up the Sunday morning paper and note that the competitor who
made the highest bid is advertising
your picture for an early showing.
You write Mr. Exchange man and by
the time the picture has played the
opposition you get an answer to the
effect that 'they regret that New York
has failed to approve your contract
an it is therefore returned.' Then you
get fill
busy
'spot'Itsomething
to
the trying
vacant to
dates.
is as interesting as trying to a difficult hand
balancing stunt on the extreme outer
edge of respectability. And it goes
on, and on and on. Pardon the

length, but I am full of it and 'blow
up' every time the subject is mentioned.
"I would like to see these autocrats
brought to the realization of the fact
that some day, sooner or later, they
will have to do business as a business,
like commercial houses, and make the
film industry a business instead of a
game. They seem to be serene in
the idea that all of the brains of the
universe as well as the gall (?) is
found at Bagdad on the Subway —
or gravitates there. Mebbe so; mebbe
so, old sport, but I wjll tell any Mr.
Man, that when he takes my pennies
away from me without giving me
value received when I have fulfilled
my part of the agreement, there is
'ell of a holler — that's
be a They
goingall toover.
me
give you a thousand reasons, when you go to sign up,
why they must take your cash, but
the only reason I have been given for
their not returning it is 'that they
don't do business that way' or 'that
they haven't gat it — that they are
using
it toformake
you game
a new all
picture.'
"I am
the film
rights
I am also for their financing their end
of it. We have enough excitement
looking after our own little game."
Price Changes Company

Wid's Daily
-

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — Norman Dawn, Universal director, journeyed to San
Francisco early this week with Katherine Madden of the scenario department and in that city the marriage
knot was tied.
"The Invisible Fear," Anita Stewart's new First National vehicle, has
gone into production at the Mayer
Studios. Hampton Del Ruth is the
author of the story and Walter McGrail and Allen Forrest head an allstar cast in support of the star.
Casting is in progress at the Williams' (Brentwood) Studio in Hollywood by director Robert North
Bradbury for "The Sheriff of Mojave," which is to be the eighth of
the Tom Santschi series for Pathe.
Edith Roberts will spend a week in
DelMonte and San Francisco, before
she begins work on her next feature
at Universal City, which will be "The
Opened
Clara Louise
Burnham.Shutters,"
William by
Worthington
will
probably produce it.
Oliver Morosco's story of "The
Halfbreed" is soon to go into production at the Mayer Studio, where
space has been leased.
Harry Carey's latest picture will be
released as "The Freeze-Out." It
was originally called "Everybody for
Will Rogers will next make an
original
Himself."story by Elmer L. Rice. Bernard McConville is doing the screen
adaptation.
"False Colors," Priscilla Dean's
next Jewel production, will contain
scenes
sal City.shot at the theater at Univer-

Name

Larry Semon's latest comedy, "The
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hick," has been finished.
Albany, N. Y.— The C. B. Price Co.
Inc. of New York has certified with
Mary Miles Minter is at work on
the Secretary of State that it has "Jerry" at the Realart studio.
changed its corporate name to Price
Films.
GAUSMAN.

bid.'

Binders

Coast Brevities

$3.00

Invaluable for reference purposes.
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Big Export Deals Under Way

DIRE
OF

THE
A

The Zukor Mission
Now Announced for the Purpose of
Affecting Reciprocal Arrangements With Producers
Famous Players issued an official
statement last night defining the purposes of Eugene Zukor's trip abroad.
The announcement verified what apin yesterday's the
issue
WID'S
DAILY pearedconcerning
tripofand
gave
a more official flavor to the gossip
that has been current both here and
in London regarding the activities of
Famous Players and important foreign producers, notably the Universum Film Corp. of Germany — the
U. F. A. — and the Unione Cinematografica Italiene — the U. C. I.
The statement characterized young
Zukor's trip as "a mission of farreaching importance that will extend
the exportation of American motion
pictures to European countries," and
added at another point, "Mr. Zukor,
in extending the distribution of American films, will investigate the possibility of entering into reciprocal
agreements with foreign producers."
"European producers cannot expect
to distribute their pictures in this
country unless these productions
measure up to the American standards," said Zukor before sailing. "We
shall more than welcome, however,
foreign productions that will satisfy
American motion picture patrons -and
shall give these productions every opportunity for extensive distribution
through our organization throughout
the United States, since we realize
that only through such methods of
reciprocity shall we be able efficiently to circulate American made pictures in foreign countries.
"In order to obtain the best market for American films abroad, I feel
that we should make clear to Europeans that any picture that they produce that is up to our standards will
have a fair field in the United States,
and I shall do my best to outline to
them just what those standards are.
America will give a fair showing to
any foreign producer who is intelligently attempting to give our public
the sort of amusement they want."
After conferring with officials of
the London office of Famous Players, Mr. Zukor will make an intensive study of conditions in England,
France, the Scandinavian countries,
Italy and Czecho-Slovakia. It is his
purpose to view all of the best of the
pictures made in these countries and
select those best suited for distribution in America. At the same time
he will work out a system of reciprocal distribution which he has been
planning for some time.
He will remain in Europe for several months and will report the results of his negotiations to his father,
Adolph Zukor, in Paris early in April.

A Lubitsch Unit?

"Big 4" Abroad

Kine. Weekly Says It Is Likely — In- Failure of Greenhill Deal Results in
teresting Slant on U. F. A. and
Former's Own Offices — MeetBlumenthal Activities
ings Planned
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
A series of important meetings are
London — Kinematograph Weekly scheduled, beginning this morning as
states in an article headed "Secret a result of which it is expected United Artists will decide to establish its
History" and speaking of Ben Blumenthal:
own foreign organization.
"Recently he made a contract with
Dennis F. O'Brien returned from
Pola Negri to go to America for a California yesterday and stated that
year and appear in a series of films, matter of the foreign distributing
and followed this rapidly by forming system had not been formally decida Lubitsch producing company,
ed upon. At the same time, he readwhich finds Ernst Lubitsch — the
ily admitted that the meetings menGerman Griffith and the producer of
tioned above would be held to formulate definite plans.
'Sumurun' — to go to America to produce motion pictures.
It is understood that this step is
"Most of the big American pro- being taken because of the failure of
the Morris Greenhill deal to mateducing organizations are already clam- rialize.
oring for the star and the producer,
according not only to BlumenthaPs
statements but to the cables which
John D. Tippett, the well known
he received while in London. Pola English film man, is at the Hotel
Negri has already been seen in the Astor.
states as the star in the 'DuBarry'
film, and the American producing
units are frantic to secure her services.
"It is not yet known which of them
will succeed in securing her from
Blumenthal, though a significant remark was made by Bratz, who said
that U. F. A. was on the point of
getting into closer touch with Famous Players in regard to film production.

Sameth Closes Deals
J. Joseph Sameth has sold the following territories on his latest release, "Hearts of the Range": Minnesota, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Wisconsin, to the Theater Owners Corp.
of Minneapolis; Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas to the H. E. Baxley
Attractions. The feature is. now
booking
through Forward Films
Corp.

"In this connection it must be remembered that, in Germany, Pola
Bruce in Salt Lake
Negri is a U. F. A. star.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
"IfFamous Players were to secure
Salt Lake — J. A. Bruce, formerly
the star and Lubitsch a very interest- with Jensen and Von Herberg, is now
ing situation would arise, as we manager of the Kinema.
should then be faced with the possibility of getting films from America
Theater Fire
made by a German producer and featuring aGerman star.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Prince Albert, Sask. — The Empress
"Though, when you come to think
was destroyed by fire on Jan. 30. The
of it, that happens already.
cause of the fire is unknown. The
_ "Blumenthal has now gone to New
York, in company with Rachman, of loss is estimated at $90,000 and $40,First National, and Jose Somlo of U. 000 insurance was carried.
F. A., to arrange first for the viewing
Censor
Movement in Buffalo
and selecting of the best of the large
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
quantity of pictures which he sold to
Buffalo — A movement is on foot in
U. F. A., and secondly for the open- Buffalo for city censorship. It is
ing up of an organization in the
States for the distribution and the understood that a citizens' committee
output of U. F. A. and some other has been appointed and a tentative
ordinance drawn up. Local exhibitGerman films.
ors are prepared to fight the move"Towards the end of February it is ment.
Blumenthal's intention to come to
London to open a similar organization
for the purpose of distributing Ger-

man pictures."

WANTED

Blumenthal, as noted yesterday, is
now on his way to London and Berlin, together with Eugene Zukor and
Joseph Somlo.

Office space, approximately
1500 feet, with projection and

With Universal

shipping room facilities in the
Forties between Sixth Avenue

Lucy
Cotton
is under
exclusive
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Buffalo — Homer
Howard
management
of Edward
Small, and
is now
her
Metro
contract
was
signed acting as special representative
for
Universal in the Buffalo and Albany
through that office and not by George districts.
L. Clarke.

and Broadway.
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You'll Like Dad
"V"OU just can't help feeling for him ! In his
"*" good, old sheepherding days before he
struck it rich, he used to get a lot of comfort out
of rolling his own. But now — Good Lord !
(Can't you hear him groan?)
The wife a social climber and the daughter
(remember how she used to frisk about with
the old sheep dog?) — a spoiled snob, and nothing to smoke but monogrammed tailor-mades i
You'll like Dad— especially when the worm
turns, and he starts herding sheep again in his
own family.
In fact, you'll like everything about this
rollicking comedy of American life — especially
the busy click of the ticket reels as the crowds
pour in!

A Realart Star
Franchise Picture

WANDA

HAWLEV
IN

"THE SNOB"
Adapted by Alice Eyton from
the William J. Neidig story in
the Saturday Evening Post.
Directed by Sam Wood.

REALART PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue
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Features Reviewed
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A CONNECTICUT
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Sessue Hayakawa in
Robertson-Cole

HOLD

Moore in
Goldwyn

BORN
Page
5
HORSES

FIRST

YOUR

Page

Roscoe Arbuckle in. . ..BREWSTER'S
Paramount
Stoll

3

MEN
GODLESS
Page
4

Reginald Barker's Production
Goldwyn

Tom

KING
Page

Film— Pathe

Omnium Trust Corp., English company, increases capital to £5,000,000.
Nebraska legislature has five bills pending affecting
picture industry.
W.A. Brady guest at Delmonico dinner.
matters discussed.
Wednesday

Important

Charlie Chaplin denies tie-up with Samuel Goldwyn.
William A. Brady leaves on important trip to secure

COURT

Fox

Capt. F. F. Stoll removed as president of U. S. Photoplay. J.W. Martin, his successor.
Robert Brunton Studios perfect financial arrangements to aid independent producers.

8

MILLIONS
Page
9
THE FLAME
Page 1 1

co-operation on censorship and other problems facing industry.
Eastman Kodak drops appeal for rehearing on AntiSherman Trust decision.

settles St. Louis litigation with F. P.Harry Koplar
Missouri Corp.
Changes in tariff looked for at next session of ConThursday
gress. files three suits naming Aitken Bros., Hytnan
Triangle
Winik, Joseph Simonds and others.
Educational to release 12 more Torchy comedies.
Eastman Kodak ordered to dissolve combine within

Prod. — Hodkinson. . .Page 15

Holds property worth $3,500,00.
Southern exhibitors attack W. A. Brady for his attitude toward M. P. T. O.
Friday
Many new theaters and consolidations of small theater chains reported.

MAMMA'S AFFAIR
Constance Talmadge in
Page 17
Asso. First Nat'l Pictures, Inc
CASE
THE
IN
Owen Moore in. . . .THE CHICKEN
Page 19
Selznick-Select

Eugene Zukor leaves for Europe to report on possible
tie-up between Famous Players and U. F. A. of
Germany.

Pearl White in.
Fox

Bessie Barriscale in
J. L. Frothingham

THE

WOMAN
Page 14
BREAKING POINT

MOUNTAIN

THE

NO MAN'S WOMAN
Helen Gibson in. ,
Rights. . .Page 20
State
ays—
Associated Photopl
HIS OWN LAW
Hobart Bosworth in
Page 21
J. Parker Read, Jr. Prod.— Goldwyn
THE MAD MARRIAGE
Carmel Myers in
Page 22
Universal
Page 23
Short Reels

two years.

Monster chain of theaters planned with 1,000 lined up

by May
1.
' Mabel
Normand
back with Mack Sennett.
originals for Famous Players.
Robert Hichens to writeSaturday

Important export moves under way.
T. O. C. C. fears renewal of Nat'l Booking Corp.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin.

LOUIS B.MAYER'S DRAMATIC SENSATION
*nua
of the NOW FAMOU
S
^^
n

BIG C

40

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

January 22, 1921

"Sowing the Wind" Strong Drama
Mayer
Production Starring Anita Stewart and Directed by John
M. Stahl Featured by Powerful Situations and Fine Characterizations

IN THE Louis B Mayer production of "Sowing The
Wind" there comes to the
screen a splendidly produced
and excellently enacted drama
of compelling strength. John
M Stahl, the director, has built
into this picture a thoroughly
convincing story of striking in's
of passion
a tale carries
tensity. Itiswhich
with
retributions
it a singularly significant
preachment and drives home
unswervingly a moral that
many pulpits aim for but do
not hit so effectively
1 X!jS production throughout js in
keeping with the established l.ouis
B. Mayer standards oj rich and el a-,
borate investiture a_nd a cast of great
competence,. Miss Anita Stewart is
called upon to enact a role of heavy
dramatic exactions and she succeeds

tamty that her work in "Sowing the
Wind" probably touches the uppermost point of the dramatic attainments
of her career In 'various close views
she is exceedingly beautiful In the
big dramatic moments — and there are
many of them — she effects a sincerity
of characterization that will yield to
her a very great sympathy

* * *

Mr Stahl has accomplished m
"Sowing
the of Wind"
a theme
masterful
dramatization
a difficult
He
has woven into the picture a story
that grips the sympathy of the spectator and frequently quickens the heartbeats in effectively registered scenes
of unusual dramatic intensity "Sowing the Wind" as a drama of its type
ranks very high It is suggestive of
has r of exnloiiati^F- •■
aandwealth

ginal form In its translation to pictures nothing of its power has been
lost Of considerable importance is
the fact that many situations of por
nant strength involving conflicts of
;exes have been carefully and judiciously handled
The story, long familiar upon the
speaking stage, relates the tale of he
who shall sow the wind shall reap the
whirlwind , that with every outraging
of the social code a retribution shall
be visited upon the guilty. TVIiss Steadman plays the errant mother and Miss
Stewart the daughter who upon leaving a convent school learns of the life
into which the mother has lapsed The
code of double morals finds expression in the advice of the guardian of
the daughter's suitor, the girl having
become an actress is pointed to as a
.man's plaything The innate decency
-M.
-f^the
rides
~~^eyoung
bad man
adviceeventually
and the
J story
Q|
the happiness of the girl
itor assured and with the
> tolled out to the guilty

in registering
the entire
of
emotions inalmost
a manner
of suchgamu
c ■'

From love's first kiss to
hell's abyss !
The love triumph of
an outcast's daughter!
See it to see drama
overwhelming" in force !
It hits the heart
like a hurricane !
He sowed the wind
ibrhis son, and his
daughter reaped the
whirlwind !

0£ a woman,by a man,
for men and women!

just '

"
\

****^N%<-,

John M. Stahl
^Directing genius of

'Sowing the wind"
sweeps into screen

ess ! in
greatn
Not just
drama
the last act \ but
every moment a
moment you'll feel!
ftien you see it
youll know what a
dramatic masterpiece means !

Squulmj
\lJ/ie
74 dmthe
an Wind"
in Tiis and
7/ouso

ANITA
MIGHTIEST

S
ART'
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ACHIEVEMENT.
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Mark Twain's Satire Given Good Production and Has Many Laughs
"A CONNECTICUT
ARTHUR'S
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

YANKEE AT KING
COURT"
Fox
Emmett J. Flynn
Mark Twain
Bernard McConville
Lucian Andriot

A

WHOLE
Fairly spectacular
production
given to one of Mark
Twain favorites with
some "modern" touches
STORY
Is given a new introduction and 1921
titles though original story is practically the
same

DIRECTION
Quite effective
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
Harry
C. Myers,
Pauline
Starke,
Rosemary Theby and Charles Clary principals
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Some big sets
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Twentieth century
Yankee finds himself in King Arthur's court in
the year five hundred odd
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,291 feet
In the introduction of the story the Fox organization have not used the original Mark Twain beginning. Instead they have provided a sort of modern
prologue with the hero dreaming he is in King
Arthur's court and at the conclusion he awakens and
through the influence of the dream he decides to marry the girl of his choice rather than the one selected
by his mother. This is quite all right since they seem
to feel obliged to make it a dream.
Most of the titles, however, are not excerpts from
Mark Twain. They are purely 1921 slang. It's to
be feared the great American humorist would turn
in his grave if he knew people would likely be led
to believe his humor consisted in such things as ut-

terances of "—oh, sweet daddy" and "full of prune
juice." But it seemed to please those who attended
the invitation showing in New York and it is granted
that the satire has been well maintained. The
Yankee's handling of King Arthur and his court in
a truly twentieth century fashion got lots of laughs
and there is some really good comedy in the Fox production.
The director went to considerable trouble to get
the proper settings for the story and a typical feudal
castle is the scene of considerable action and is demolished for a thrilling finale. Harry C. Myers plays
the Yankee. His work is quite satisfactory but someone should give him some lessons in the art of makeup. Pauline Starke is a pleasing ingenue while Rosemary Theby is a haughty Queen. Charles Clary is
not recognizable in his whiskers as King Arthur. William Mong makes a good deal of Merlin, the magician.
Martin Cavendish is reading "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court" when a burglar interrupts him and a blow sends him into dreamland. He
cannot realize that he is really in King Arthur's Court
and it is sometime before he is thoroughly convinced.
Martin, known in Court as the Yankee, has a memory
which serves him well and when at the suggestion of
Merlin, the magician, he is about to be put to death,
he calls upon the sun to fade from sight. An eclipse
is just due and so the sun disappears. He further
astonishes the Court by causing the sun to return
when they promise to save his life. (The eclipse is
over).
The Yankee's adventures in the Court make up the
remainder of the picture and before he gets through
with things he has King Arthur and his men doing
things in up-to-date fashion, such as going to battle
on motorcycles, using telephones, etc. The tournament scene is well staged and there is a shot at the
very opening of the picture which is effective. It
shows Mark Twain sitting up in bed while in a vision
he sees the characters he has created, pass before him.

Use the Title and Author's Name in Big Type
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

release showing, the Fox's production of Mark
Twain's satirical novel "A Connecticut Yankee in

title is also well known. You can promise something
novel in the way of amusement and there are sufficient
means of exploiting it to get folks interested. Lobby

King Arthur's Court," it would seem that the picture
is due to go over well. The comedy apparently reg-

displays and catchlines should attract. Say: "Sup-

Judging from the way it was received at a pre-

istered sure fire and the author's atmosphere of satire
has been well maintained even though some of the
titles threaten to turn it into burlesque.
You should have no trouble in getting them in when
you have a name such as Mark Twain's to use.

The

pose you suddenly found yourself in King Arthur's
Court. Would you be satisfied with the old time manner of living or would you call the King 'Artie' and
have the Knights ride motorcycles? That's the way
the 'Connecticut Yankee' did it."

a!i^
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Good Story Given Realistic Production and Has Fine Sea Atmosphere
Reginald Barker's production
"GODLESS MEN"
Goldwyn

"Black Pawl" pictured him a more robust and unkempt creature than the tall, thin captain portrayed
by Simpson. His clothes are too well kept and his

Reginald Barker
..
DIRECTOR
Ames Williams
Ben
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
E. A. Bingham
CAMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn
AS A WHOLE
Splendidly produced sea picture
that has some fine atmosphere and good acting

hands too white for the man "Black Pawl" was sup-

From Ben Ames Williams'
STORY
serial; makes real live screen story

Red Book

Has provided author's story with
DIRECTION
vivid production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
All good
CAMERA WORK
Fine
PLAYERS
Russell
Simpson
handles
principal
role very well; James
Mason,
John Bowers,
Helene Chadwick and Alec B. Francis adequate
EXTERIORS
Some tropical settings but mostly
aboard schooner
INTERIORS
Those in cabin good
DETAIL
First rate
CHARACTER OF STORY
God-defying seaman who is regenerated through influence of
young girl who proves to be his daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,367 feet
Those who read Ben Ames Williams' story "Black
Pawl" which appeared as a serial last year in the Red
Book, must have thought at the time "What a great
picture it will make." Reginald Barker has taken the
story and provided it with a realistic, and thoroughly
satisfactory production, following the story exactly
even to the tragic finale in which the father kills his
son, Red Pawl.
"Godless Men" is rather along the lines of the "Sea
Wolf" type of story, the brute ship captain who rules
his crew with his fists. Russell Simpson is the captain in this case and his performance is strong and
always effective though perhaps those who remember

posed to be.
Most of the action takes place aboard the schooner
"Deborah." The camerawork is all excellent and a
truly vivid sea atmosphere enhances the appeal of
Williams' story. The direction is also excellent and
the detail is noticeably good. James Mason is just
what you imagined when you read "Black Pawl." Ikplays the son, Red Pawl.
Black Pawl, so-called for his defiance of God and
his brutal treatment of his crew, during one of his
cruises on the schooner "Deborah" comes to a tropical
island. Samuel Poor, a missioner working among the
natives on the island, finally persuades Back Pawl to
take him as passenger aboard the Deborah and also
a young girl, Ruth Lytton, whose mother had died
while attending the sick natives.
Aboard the vessel Ruth falls in love with Dan Darrin, first mate, much to the displeasure of Red Pawl,
"a chip of the old block" and capable of all the brutality of the father whom he would just as soon kill
in order that he might rule the ship. Black Pawl feels
strangely attracted to Ruth but attributes it to the
fact that she is the only person aboard the vessel who
does not fear him though he cannot understand why.
In one of his drunken fits Black Pawl attacks Ruth
but comes to his senses when he discovers on her a
small locket that contains a picture of the wife who
had long ago deserted him and caused him to lose all
faith. The captain then realizes that Ruth is his
daughter and for the first time in years calls upon
God to forgive him. He confides his discovery to the
minister who insists that he tell Ruth the truth, which
he does. Later Red Pawl conspires with a degenerate
member of the Deborah's crew to kill his father but
before Black Pawl dies he shoots his son.

You Can Promise a Live Story of the Sea
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
A sea story always seems to have a more or less popular appeal, and in "Godless Men"

there is enough

that's new to distinguish it from some other sea stories
which have been done lately. Because there are so
many

who

have read the story under the title of

"Black Pawl," as it ran in the Red Book, be sure to
mention the fact. There doesn't seem to be any obviously good reason for the producer's having changed

the title but since they have, it would be well to mention the original.

If you desire to use names be sure to use the author's
and among the players Russell Simpson and Helene
Chadwick are probably the most popular. Goldwyn
has some attractive posters which you can secure and
their press sheet contains some suggestions for exploitation which should prove effective. Catchlines
also should interest them.

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
presents

Mr. George Arliss
in

"The Devil

M

The Sensation of Two Continents
Produced bv HARRY

LEONHARDT

and ANDREW

Director JAMES

Records

YOUNG

Topple \ Both at New
and Buffaloes

"The Devil" has been shown at
only two theatres.
The premier presentation at "The
Strand," New York, broke the enviable record made by "Kismet," the
high record for the house.
At "The Criterion," Buffalo, the
picture broke the record held by
"Humoresque."
In consequence it

ASSOCIATED

York^s Strand

Criterion
has been held over for another week.
Tremendous crowds and enthusiastic audiences at both theatres
prove that "The Devil" is one of the
very great pictures of all time.
Made by exhibitors for exhibitors
it is offered to exhibitors for what it
is — a phenomenal box office attraction.

EXHIBITORS,

25 West 45th Street,
PATHE

J. CALLAGHAN

New York

Distributors

INC.
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Screen Portrayal in Hayakawa's "The First Born"
Another Exceptional
Sessue Hayakawa in

story or find it a bit too gruesome at times to please

"THE FIRST BORN"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Work

Colin Campbell
Francis Powers
Fred B. Stowers
Frank D. Williams
of the star is without

equal for portrayal of this type ; production is
splendid
STORY
Highly
melodramatic; perhaps
gruesome at times but Oriental atmosphere covers it
DIRECTION
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA
STAR

Very good
Good

WORK
Usually good
Perhaps the best things he has done yet

SUPPORT

"Sonny Boy" Warde great little actor; Chinese types all good
EXTERIORS
Realistic
INTERIORS
Show unusual care as to detail
DETAIL
Fine throughout
CHARACTER OF STORY
A combination of
love, romance, and tragedy with a happy ending
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Regardless of what else they may think or say,
everyone will agree that it is the acting of the Japanese star, Hayakawa, that makes "The First Born" one
of the season's worth while pictures. He is truly in a
class by himself when it comes to melodramatic acting with Oriental atmosphere. And the most remarkable thing about Hayakawa's acting is that by facial
expression alone does he register the various emotions.
There are not a great many actors of today who can
do this and do it well, without overdoing it. In this
connection the star's work compares with the acting
of George Arliss.
Perhaps there are some who will disapprove of the

them. "The First Born" permits Hayakawa to do
the things he does best and in that alone it fulfills requirements even though there are evidences of improbable coincidence. There is one especially big
moment in it, however, which is splendid and that
brings into play the emotional ability of the star. The
pathos of this bit, the death of "The First Born" is
genuine. "Sonny Boy" Warde who plays the title
role, proves himself a great little actor even though
he has not been heard of heretofore. For long
stretches at a time he remains apparently lifeless while
the star is going through his emotional sequence.
Helen Jerome Eddy's performance is good but it
seems it would have been easy enough for her to have
made up to look more like an Oriental maid. Goro
Kino is a Chinese villain. His work is splendid as is
that of the other male members of the cast. The exterior sets are all excellent, both those representing
China and San Francisco's Chinatown.
Loey Tsing has been sold by her father, taken away
from her native lover, Chan Wang and brought to
the home of Man Low Yek, a wealthy owner of a
gambling house in San Francisco's Chinatown. Loey
Tsing was installed as Yek's "favorite." Unaware of
his former love's presence, Chan Wang came to live
nearby with his wife and "First Born." Chan Toy.
Chan Wang soon discovered the whereabouts of Loey
Tsing but Man Low Yek sought revenge because he
saw the two conversing.
Man Low bribed the discontented wife of Chan

Wang

to come into his household and leave her husband. She did and brought the boy with her. The

boy fell out the window and was killed. Meanwhile
Man Low Yek has caused the death of Chan Wang's
wife. The heartbroken Chan Wang sought revenge
through the death of Man Low Yek and later returned
to his native land with his former love, Loey Tsing.

Promise a Vivid Chinese Melodrama and Unusual Acting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The Japanese star undoubtedly has a large following
among American audiences and his .type of pictures
and his own splendid work in them usually meets with
practically universal approval. In his latest production "The First Born," he is bound to gain new admirers and receive a deserved amount of praise for
his performance of "Chan Wang." His ability as a
dramatic actor k of no small importance and ranks
with some of the best screen characterizations of the
year such as Barrymore's "Jekyll and Hyde," "Arliss,"
"The Devil" and others of equal note.

The possibly gruesome or highly melodramatic moments of "The First Born" should not have any unhappy effect on the picture as a whole. It is interesting all the way through and there is a wealth of realistic Chinese atmosphere for those who like this. From
the number of folks who went to the Strand on a
stormy Monday afternoon to see the picture it is not
unlikely that the picture will go over big. Exploitation should be easy for a production of this kind but
a great deal shouldn't be necessary.
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Moore at His Best in Comedy that Really Entertains
Tom
"HOLD

Moore in

trouble of cutting the scenes showing the battle and
the following shot shows the results.
Daniel Canavan and his wife Honora (of no mean

YOUR HORSES"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
E. Mason Hopper
AUTHOR
Rupert Hughes
SCENARIO BY
Gerald Duffy
CAMERAMAN
John Mescal
AS
A WHOLE
Is good live entertainment;
splendid vehicle for Tom Moore
STORY

From Rupert Hughes' Saturday Evening Post story "Canavan;" has a well sustained
interest
DIRECTION
First rate
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTING
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Right at home in his role
All do very well
All right
Look real
Correct

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
White-wing who
becomes political boss and later marries society
woman
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,610 feet

Tom Moore is right at home in "Hold Your Horses,"
an adaptation of the Rupert Hughes story "Canavan."
And he has some fightin' part and in case you don't
know it he's an Irishman, member of the white-wing
force. Moore has the picture almost entirely to himself and he acquits himself so capably that it's to be
hoped Goldwyn can find more stories with parts so
well suited to him.
The production is well done and added to the humor
of the action itself, the title writer had supplied some
more humor that also registers. There is one bit
that got a big laugh at the Capitol. When the Irish
street cleaner suddenly realizes that through the
strength of his arm he has power to command he goes
home to beat up "the old woman." The caption advises the audiences that it will save the censor the

proportions), are imigrants in the country. Daniel,
a meek, submissive sort of fellow submits to his wife's
bossing without complaint. But Daniel is greatly
confused by the traffic and one day after being run
down by Beatrices Newness' carriage he decides to
seek other employment. His next job is flagging
traffic for a construction company which is doing some
blasting. Here's were the "Hold Your Horses" comes
in. Miss Newness insists upon passing the flag but
Dan tells the coachman
he does.

to "Hold His Horses" and

This mere bit of authority gives Dan a desire for
more and when his boss pushes him he knocks the
boss over, whereupon a political leader who sees the
"wallop," immediately engages Dan and later the
former white-wing is a political leader himself and
eventually the "boss." There is some good comedy
showing the Canavans enjoying life under more prosperous conditions.
It happens that Beatrice Newness now married to
Rodman Cadbury is referred to Canavan who is the
only one powerful enough to save her husband from
going to the penitentiary., Rembering that it was her
carriage that really started his upward stride in life,
Dan consents. Unfortunately — or rather conveniently
— Mrs. Canavan dies of indigestion while Cadbury is
killed in a polo game. The widower and widow meet
and mutual sympathy turns to love and they are
married.
It isn't long before Mrs. Canavan, 2nd, shows her
distates for her husband's table manners and they return from their honeymoon not awfully happy.
Furthermore, Dan learns that Slayton has set himself
up as boss in Dan's absence. The fighting spirit returns, Dan reinstates himself and then goes home to
settle- with his wife. He tells her of his street cleaning career and even makes her like it and she admits
she loves him.

Get Them In and They Won't Regret It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You

can

book

Tom

Moore's

latest,

"Hold

Your

ing of the picture

but

it's one

of the

best

comedy

Horses," and be quite sure you're showing a pleasing
bit of entertainment.
It's ideally suited to the star
and there are plenty of good laughs, enough to satisfy

offerings
they've had
Use catchlines
and lately
exploitation stunts if necessary
to get them in. Sell them the idea that they ought

anyone. And then the titles— it's only fair that caption
writers should he given credit— are a part of the com-

to see it. 'if you have to, and they won't be sorry. Say :
"From street cleaner to political boss. That's Tom
Moore' career in 'Hold Your Horses,' his latest lor

edy.

Goldwyn didn'1

make any fuss about the show-

Goldwyn, and a comedy well worth seeing."
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Laughs Galore and It's the Best Arbuckle Has Done Yet.
Roscoe Arbuckle in
"BREWSTER'S MILLIONS"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
.. ..

Joseph Henaberry
George Barr McCutcheon
Arthur Woods
Karl Brown

AS A WHOLE
Another one of the year's best
comedies ; starts with a few laughs and ends
up in roars
STORY
Adapted from McCutcheon's novel, and
stage success; offers fine picture material
DIRECTION
Splendid; never misses a trick to
register genuine comedy
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA
WORK
Good;
some .clever trick
photography
STAR
A big hit, both literally and figuratively
SUPPORT
All right
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Fine
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clerk given a million provided he can spend it all within one year
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,502 feet
With Arbuckle the star and Henaberry directing.
"Brewster's Millions" turns out to be one of the year's
best comedies.
Roscoe Arbuckle is not only a riot as young Brewster, but he makes a bid lor the first prize in versatility
when he appears as a one year old. The introduction
is immense, for "Fatty" is shown in a high chair. He
wears a baby bonnet and is shown playing with two
pieces of lump sugar which he clumsily handles
(infant-like), when suddenly he surprises the audience
and delights himself with rolling them, which despite
his youth indicates an inborn knowledge of the African game.

The remainder of the story which shows the hero's
effort to spend one million within one year according
to the requirements of his grandfather, are all amusing
and then some. If Arbuckle can keep them coming
like this there'll be no doubt as to his success in the
feature comedy field. All anyone would have to do
would be to step into the Rialto during the showing
of
Millions," to know
over "Brewster's
big.

that it's going

Monte Brewster's two grandfathers, one born rich
and the other a self-made man. squabble as to the
way the infant should be raised. The mother steps
in and decides to bring him up her own way which
results in Monte, at the age of twenty-one, being a
clerk in a steamship office. At this point the grandfathers get together again and one grandfather gives
him one million dollars while the other offers him
five million provided that at the end of one year he
can spend the one million given by the other grandfather. The conditions are that he be absolutely
"broke" at the end of the year, that he will not marry
for five years and tell no one of the arrangement.
Young Brewster does his best to get rid of the
money, but everything he does and the wildest chances
he takes, makes more money for him. He hires three
men to help him spend the million, but they take too
much interest in investing it safely. They secure
a job in Monte's office and manage
to take
Gray so
Peggyaffairs
his
that he will not lose all his money.
Peggy purchases some mines for Monte in Peru and
the ship which Monte has hired for a pleasure cruise
is used to go to Peru, but they never get there. They
rescue a ship in distress and then are forced to turn
back. At the last minute Monte is dead broke but is
married to Peggy. But the salvage on the ship Monte
rescued brings him two million, while the Peruvian
government extends the time for working the mines
and everything ends happily.

Receipts From This Should Buy You Something Better Than a Flivver.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
By all means be sure to get this. Don't miss it.
If you do you're depriving your patrons of one of the
really good comedies of the year. They probably like
Arbuckle anyway, but when they see him in this —
well, at the Rialto one man was holding his sides—
and he wasn't a y>ung man either. It has almost as
many laughs as "Fatty" has dollars to spend in one
year. The synopsis above doesn't come near telling
what the story is like. There's much more to it and

every bit of it is good clean comedy.

If you can't clean up with a picture like this, there's
something wrong. "Brewster's Millions" is the best
thing Arbuckle has done since his entrance into comedies of feature length. You shouldn't have to go to
a lot of trouble to get them interested. The title and
the star should take care of getting them in and you
can promise them a real live, clean comedy.

says

Exhibitors
Herald

CARL

LAfiMMLE
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-JELUX
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PRODUCTISAL

ERE are just a few excerpts from the
Exhibitors Herald review: " 'Outside
The Law' is a melodrama that should
please mightily and draw tremendously
....It is a crook melodrama par excellence, with every element of popular
success. Embodies rapid dramatic
action, well-developed suspense and
considerable heart interest. Production first rate. Picture should be a big
box-office winner
The picture is
one of the best, if not the best of its
kind that has come to the silversheet
in many a month.... As author and
director, Tod Browning has done an
uncommonly fine piece of work."
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Not At All Unusual But Will Probably Satisfy
"THE FLAME"
Stoll Film— Pathe
F. Martin Thornton

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

Olive Wadsley
F. Martin Thornton

CAMERAMAN
Percival Strong
AS A WHOLE. .... A trifle too long for the amount
of story contained but good continuity prevents
it from becoming tedious
STORY
Very good program type; counter plot
is a bit hazy
DIRECTION
Has
a very effective beginning
and juvenile
players
start it off interesting
enough
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Satisfactory
Fair

CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
PLAYERS
Long list of them ; all capable
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Orphan
children
adopted by relative who dies and his wife does
her best to spoil the girl's happiness
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
There is nothing unusual about either story or production in this latest Stoll release but it averages up,

especially, that of an old and apparently deserted
castle, is interesting. The director has provided a
very satisfactory introduction to his story showing
the two orphan children, with whom the story has
to do, in their quarters in the slum. The little girl
particularly did good work. There is a long list of
players all of whom are capable and handle the respective roles adequately. The principal parts are
handled by Evelyn Boucher, Fred A. Thatcher, Reginald Fox, Clifford Pembroke, Arthur Cullen and
Dora de Winton. The picture can stand further cuting despite that it has probably already been cut, a
fact that is indicated by the numerous titles.
Toni and her brother, Fane were adopted by their
uncle Charles, after the death of their father, and were
brought from the slums to the uncle's beautiful home,
much to the disgust of his wife, Lady Henrietta.
Fane is sent to a boy's academy while Toni is placed
in a convent. Fane turns out to be a haughty young
Englishman and Toni cannot understand the changj
in her brother. Lady Henrietta has him trained to
suit herself.
Toni is then placed in a finishing school from which
she is expelled for going outside the walls and then
when Fane and Lady Henrietta threaten to place her
in tlie Dutch school where she would be punished for
misdemeanor. Toni tells her troubles to Lord Rob-

as have its predecessors, as a satisfactory program attraction. Agood continuity helps in no small way to
relieve what might otherwise have become tedious for
the picture is considerably longer than the material
contained in it warrents. There is a sort of counterplot that has to do with Russian jewel smugglers. This

free to tell her so because of a previous hasty and unfortunate marriage with an adventuress.
Then Robert is compelled to go away on business
but when she hears that she is to be sent to the Dutch

sequence is a bit hazy but it doesn't make a great
deal of difference since the part of it that has to do
with the main plot is evident enough.
There are some very pretty exterior shots which
make
exceptionally
attractive
backgrounds.
One

school, the girl follows Robert to Florence where she
remains with the housekeeper of Count de Saulnes.
Word arrives that Robert has been murdered but
later he returns and is free to marry Toni as his wife
had been killed in an auto accident.

ert Wycke, Lady Henrietta's brother, but kind hearted
and devoted to Toni whom he secretly loves but is not

Use on Regular Program Basis
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can offer this on an ordinary program basis

terest them from this angle. You might make good

and no doubt give adequate satisfaction. Don't make
any promises for it, however, as the story or production either, don't warrant it. In your announcements
merely refer tovt as a story of two children of the
slums and use catchlines if you desire.

use of the title with lines such as "What is 'The
Flame?' See the latest Stoll production for the answer." Or "There are various kinds of flames but

None of the players are known to American audiences so it would not be worth while to try and in-

'The Flame' is the greatest of all." You could use exploitation stunts to put it over but it isn't big enough
for that si i just announce the title and trust that they
will be satisfied with it for what it is.
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All star-cast featuring' House Peters and Florence Vidor

J Bigger Production Than Civilization
Says the Mania Weekly Film Review
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THOS.

H. INCE

CHARLIE

PRESENTS

(Associated Producers)
PRODUCTION,

FULFILLING

Nance Abbott
Blair Cornwell

(First National— 5 Reels)
EVERY

PROMISE

CHARLIE

Florence Vidor
House Peters

Leila

Margaret

For three months and more

IN

THE KID

LYING LIPS
A GREAT

CHAPLIN

Livingston

CHAPLIN'S

GREATEST

PICTURE.

The Kid : ..
The Woman

Jackie Coogar,
Edna

The Tramp

reports from the Coast have

persisted in according a high place to Thos. H. Ince's latest production, "Lying Lips," featuring Florence Vidor and House
Peters. Now the picture is here; quietly and unostentatiously
it arrived and just as quietly it was screened for an appreciative
group who had waited anxiously for its coming.
It is all that Mr. Ince promised and more. He says it is his
biggest production since "Civilization." It is more than that;
it is much better than "Civilization;" it has stronger appeal,
more humanness, more suspense, more action, more color It
has big situations handled in a big way.
There are scenes so powerful and compelling that they simply hold one in sheer silence of admiration; it has a shipwreck
scene never outdone on the screen; there is a magnificent' ballroom scene, staged as only an Englishman of wealth and good
taste and a vast estate could devise. But the greatest scene is
the wedding in a high vaulted cathedral, the grandeur and beauty
of which must live forever in the minds of all who see it.
That scene is the climax of the story when Nance Abbott,
the finished product of an artificial environment, stands at the
altar to be married to the man of wealth whom her mother determines she must take.
She had fought a love that clamored for recognition because
the man was poor, she had chosen to stifle her own soul for the
wealth her fiance could give her; she had willfully driven out
of her life the man who loved her and whom she loved. Then
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might be turned into other channe
which crowns
David Warfield.
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at the last moment, standing at the altar she cried out, "Stop,
I can not go on with this. In the sight of God I am the wife of
another man."
And "the other man," unmindful of what Nance has done,
is leaving England for Australia. Learning this, Nance throws
off every vestige of the artificial environment and goes to join
him. The final scene is exquisite in its simplicity. Nance is
rushed aboard the steamer bound for Australia just before the
gangplank is lifted; she finds Blair — and he had but that moment opened the paper with the flaring headlines telling of
the "society marriage halted at the altar." No words are necessary, nor is a title spoken. He knows that he has won the
fight because the soul of a woman triumphed over her selfishness.
Florence Vidor, with her exquisite beauty and womanliness,
is perfect in the role of Nance Abbott; she possesses charm and
grace and histrionic ability that augur well for her future on
the screen; House Peters is ideally cast. He is one of the most
striking types of admirable masculinity and this is one of the
best roles ever given him; Margaret Livingston is an altogether
lovely young person who did all that was expected of her and
made you like her. The entire cast measures up to a high standard and leaves nothing to be desired.
"Lying Lips" is a great picture; it is a picture that will
live — and it is a money-making picture because it has popular
appeal It marks an auspicious epoch in the development of
the new organization sponsoring its distribution, and it is safe
to predict a great future for the featured players, the producer
and the distributor handling the most significant Ince success —
and on all this the exhibitor can "cash in."
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Considerable
Action and Fine Settings in Pearl White's Latest
Pearl White in

ers at once and in the climax she saves the grain in

"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

MOUNTAIN
Fox

WOMAN"
Charles Giblyn
Charles Neville Buck
Ashley T. Locke

CAMERAMAN
.'
Joseph Ruttenberg
AS A WHOLE
A good production and generally
very satisfactory offering; will please the
majority
STORY
Adapted from Charles Neville Buck's
"A Pagan of the Hills ;" really well suited to star
DIRECTION
First rate; has secured fine exterior locations that are interesting
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Not always sharp
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Has the sort of role she can handle best
SUPPORT
Brings Richard Travis back; others
who do good work are Warren Richmond, John
W. Dillon, J. Thornton Baston, Charles Graham
and Corliss Giles
EXTERIORS
Splendid
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Mountain girl forced
to fight her way against rough mountaineers
who first try to steal her money and then herself
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,000 feet
There are two outstanding features that are of the
most interest in Pearl White's latest production made
by Fox. In the first place the story provides the star
with a role which contains the sort of opportunities
which she handles best and gives her a chance to do
some of her stunt stuff for which she has become well
known in serials. In "The Mountain Woman," Miss
White has several serial-like incidents which she
handles very well. She maneouvers daring jumps,
rides horseback, fights several rough mountain work-

a burning granery by sending it down a chute and
climbing down the chute herself to open the door
which spills it into a deposit box.
The locations secured consist of a wealth of fine
mountain shots that add considerable interest to the
picture as a whole. There are scenes in a lumber
camp, showing the logs floating down the river to the
city and later there is a fine shot of a grain mill showing how the grain is sent down through a long chute
extending from the top of the mountain to the station
below, from whence it is shipped.
The direction is good and the interest is kept up
pretty good until the end of the fifth reel when it
sags for a time until the rather effective climax.
After the death of her father, Alexander McGivens —
called the 'gal in pants' — with the aid of her father's
friend, Will Brent, manages to float the logs down the
river. Alexander receives cash for the logs and prepares to return to her home, but Brent overhears Jase
Mallows, an admirer of Alexander who has been repeatedly repulsed by her, plotting to rob her. He
warns Alexander but she says she can take care of
herself and she starts off alone.
Bud Sellers, who had shot the girl's father while in
a drunken fit, offers his assistance even though Alexander hates him. On the way Alexander is attacked
by Mallows and his gang and taken to an old cave
where they rob her. It later turns out that Alexander
had given the money to Bud to bring back for her and
the package the thieves got was only paper.
Back home alone Alexander is annoyed by the attentions ofMallow, also Jack Holloway, who is posing
as a lumberman but in reality is a rich New Yorker,
and unscrupulous, and Jerry O'Keefe. To escape
them all Alexander goes to her uncle but is followed
by Jerry. Mallow and his gang also follow, trap
Jerry in the granery and set it on fire, but Jerry makes
his escape through a grain-chute and later Alexander
realizes it is Jerry she loves.

You Can Promise the Star in a Role Ideally Suited to Her
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The thing to talk about in announcing the showing

saves all the wheat in a granery from fire and also

White has
of "The Mountain. Woman,"
.....is that Pearl, .
a role more suited to her ability than anything: she has
J
J
s
had in sometime.
She is best known by "fans," for
her stunt stuff in serials and in this she has many op.
.
,
„, ,
portumties to show what she can do in this line. Te 1
1
them she makes two daring escapes and in the climax

her lover's life.
saves
Tell them the story is an adaptation of Charles
-\t„ -iio r>„ i »
i « a r>
c ^
tt-h >, -r.
J\evills Bucks novel
A Pagan of the Hills.
Promise them some fine exterior settings.
They're really
Catchlines can be used to good advantage.
sPlendidSay that the star is the only woman in the cast and
.i„ . oV,
i
..
-,, ,
.,
. .
that she plays a part that will please the majority and
will delight her admirers.
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A Big Improvement Over Star's Last Picture
Bessie Barriscale in
"THE BREAKING POINT"
J. L. Frothington Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Paul Scardon
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Mary Lerner
H. H. Van Loan
Rene Guissart
Very trite plot is made fairly interesting by capable direction and competent

cast
STORY
« Familiar eternal triangle situation but
effective mother love theme lifts it above the
ordinary
DIRECTION
Has managed
to make
quite a
satisfactory picture despite weak material
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Not always sharp
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Is most appealing in role of mother
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Some elaborate sets
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Sorely tried wife
who shoots husband when he plans to take her
child and go away with another woman
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,788 feet
The second Frothingham

production starring Bes-

sie Barriscale is an adaptation of Mary Lerner's story
"The Living Child." H. H. Van Loan has prepared
the screen version. The store is essentially one dealing with the familiar eternal triangle — a wife, a husband and the other woman — and regardless of the fact
that there is really no evident happiness in the picture,

good direction and a competent company of players
have managed to make it fairly interesting and it holds
the attention even though, perhaps, it isn't the sort of
entertainment most folks want in pictures.
$ It is probably the mother love theme running through
the story that will have the most appeal. It consists
(jf the efforts of a mother to keep her child close to
her while her idler-husband desires to bring her up as
a "'regular sport" and eventually plans taking the
youngster away with him when he decides to leave
his wife and go to Canada with "the other woman."
Ruth Marshall had promised to wait for Phillip,
whose business called him to China. But when a telegram announced her lover's death, Ruth considered
marrying the wealthy but idle Richard Janeway,
mostly because her mother said it was her "duty" to
marry a rich man. So Ruth and Richard were married. But Richard retained his old habits and the
friendship of Lucia Deeping, a fact which caused Ruth
great unhappiness.

Two years passed and the only link between Ruth
and Richard was their little girl. During one of his
parties which he gave in his own home, Richard
brought the child down to entertain his guests. The
mother, enraged at having her child brought to mingle
with such people as
the child back to her
out of the house and
taking the child with

her husband's friends were, took
room. For this Richard put her
planned to go away with Lucia,
him.

But he did not go, for Ruth re-entered the house and
shot her husband. Those who knew the truth remained silent while the coroner pronounced it suicide.
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Talk about Star's Performance and Mother Love Theme
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Bessie Barriscale in
"THE BREAKING POINT"
J. L. Frothington Prod. — Hodkinson
Because of the mother love theme contained in it
"The Breaking Point" will probably be more favorably
received than some other pictures based on the familiar domestic troubles situation. In fact it is a toss
n]) which of the two sides of the story is the more
powerful — the mother and her love for the child or
the faithless husband and his affair with the unscrupulous Lucia.

Like in her previous picture "The Broken Gate," the
star has a "suffering" role but in "The Breaking
ending that would be expected. The heroine's first
love does not return for the "and they live happy"
ending. Unless you know the picture's good points
won't overcome its main situation, you should make
it go satisfactorily.
Point" the part compels a greater amount of sympathy
and Miss Barriscale's performance is sincere and convincing. Another feature in favor of the offering is
the fact that it gets away from the sort of "movie"
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Imagine Constance as a Quiet, Submissive Mamma's Girl, if You Can
Constance Talmadge in
"MAMMA'S AFFAIR"
Asso. First National Pictures, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Victor Fleming
AUTHOR
Rachael Barton Butler
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

John Emerson

and Anita Loos
Oliver Marsh

A

WHOLE
Hasn't
nearly the humor
of
former Talmadge-Emerson-Loss
pictures
STORY
Stage play adaptation has only fairly

tells Kve to eat the apple but Adam takes it away from
her. Then the serpent tells her to go into hysterics
and Adam will give her the apple. The titles here
are Emerson-loos, no doubt about it, but the others
might have been written by John Doe.
Then they continue with the modern version. Efne
Shannon is the "mama" whose nerves are such that
she gets hysterics at the thought of losing her daughter. Her acting is good but she is required to go
through the same performance so many times that it

good comedy situations and they're short-lived
DIRECTION
Probably did the best he could
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Good

eventually "gets on your nerves." Judging from the
matinee audience at the Strand this seemed to be the

STAR

Mrs. Orrin, Eve's mother, and a Mrs. Marchant who
lives with them, have decided between themselves

Not the Constance
the role forbids it

of former

pictures;

SUPPORT
All fulfill requirements
EXTERIORS
Not very many
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young girl whose
life consists of humoring her hysterical mother
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,584 feet
Maybe it occurred to someone that Constance should
be given a chance to show what she could do other
than being a delicious flirt and a vivacious young debutante and that's why they selected Rachael Barton
Butler's play in which the star lacks all opportunity
to vamp or get into mischief. Yes, Miss Talmadge
can do it, that's granted. But she's hot nearly as delightful as the sober, unwordly daughter of a "mama''
who throws a fit of hysterics every time she has an
idea that her "precious little doughter" is getting away
from her apron strings.
The prologue which tells how the authoress gets
her idea for the story is the best thing in the picture.
It shows Adam and Eve in a garden.
The serpent

case and the genuine laughter usually occasioned by
a Constance Talmadge picture was conspicuously absent.

that Eve shall marry Henry, Mrs. Marchant's son,
an effeminate youngster with rimmed glasses. Fearing
her mother's nerves, Eve is willing to marry Henry
and the prospective bride and groom with the two
mothers go to the birthplace of Mamma Orrin, where
birthday.
the wedding is scheduled to take place on Mamma's
During the stay at the hotel Mrs. Orrin has another
of her "attacks" and Doctor Harmon is called in. He
soon discovers the exact trouble and orders Mrs. Orrin to bed and insists that she doesn't even see her
daughter. The affectionate mother, however, disobeys
the orders and eventually Eve's nerves actually give
way and the doctor is again called. He takes her
away from her Mother but later when Henry accuses
him of being a fortune seeker the doctor refuses to
have anything to do with Eve.
Finally Eve's eyes are opened and she uses the
"treat 'em rough" theory on her mother and besides
winning the love of the doctor she cures Mamma of
her hysteria.

Will Get by with Star's Admirers but Not with Those Who
Don't Know Her
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The fact that this is a Constance Talmadge picture
is sufficient reason for booking it and those who like

And then too, Miss Talmadge really shares stellar
honors with Effie Shannon, who, in the role of the

the star herself may not find fault with "Mamma's
Affair," even though it's far from being what they expect to get from her. It's humorous moments .are so
few and far between that it's hardly fair to call it
"■comedy." An affectionate mother saying "Kiss me,
dear" and then throwing a lit of hysterics right after
it, isn't very funny.

mother, has just as important a part as the star and
after all it's her "affair." It isn't likely that "Mamma's Affair" will hurt the star's reputation any hut
it's sure to make them want more "Virtuous Vamp's,"
"Good References," and stories that provide her with
parts to which she is best suited.
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JAMES Q. CLEMMER, one of the cleverest men in the exhibiting
field today, signed a contract last week for every picture that the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation will release during 1921.
So did one hundred more prominent theatre owners throughout the
United States!
The Hodkinson landslide has started!
For the showmen of America are coming more completely, day by
day, to a realization of the fact that Hodkinson sells more than
pictures, — we sell service as well.
We are selecting the best pictures for the best theatres. Do you
realize exactly what that means to you?
The Hodkinson 1007° Plan means that you are assured of a minimum of twenty-four splendid productions, — the mainstay of your
program, — during the coming year.
It also means that you are not tied down, — you are still at liberty
to choose from the open market the best that the open market has
to offer.

But there will be at least twenty-four productions — Hodkinson releases, that you can depend on. And you can plan the rest of your
bookings accordingly.
A 100% Hodkinson contract will solve one of your greatest problems for you. Compare our forthcoming productions, — picture for
picture, — with any other productions that are offered to you and
then —

Use ybzcr Own Judgment
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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Funny Situations Make This Amusing Farce
Owen
"THE

Moore in

CHICKEN IN THE
Selznick

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Farce.

CASE"

Victor Heerman
Victor Heerman
Sarah Y. Mason
Al Gondolfi
Situations sometimes

overworked, but generally really amusing. Contains a lot of sure fire laughs
STORY

Several new angles on "bedroom"
uations. Good material for the star

sit-

DIRECTION
Slow in getting started, after that,
developes amusing situations rapidly and well
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Has suitable part and handles comedy
effectively
SUPPORT
Katherine
Perry looks pretty but
doesn't do much.
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Rest fair
Good country locations
:
Correct
Fair

CHARACTER

LENGTH

OF STORY
Typical farce situations resulting from one man claiming another's wife as his own
OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

Some writer has said that there are only three possible plots for farce, and as far as screen farce is concerned, only one of these seems to ever come into use.
That one concerns mistaken relationship, and always
gets a man into a bedroom with some woman other
than his wife. When it's well done it's funny, and
"The Chicken in The Case" is a good one of its kind.
There are a number of near-scandalous situations
developed in rapid succession, after a somewhat

drag-

ging start, with each one having an increasing comedy
appeal over the one before.
They are all funny, but some people in every audience are going to object to one or two of the more
daring scenes. These could almost as well have been
suggested as actually screened, and it is doubtful if all
of them will get by the censors.
The director knew when he had a particularly funny
situation, and he worked some of them over time. A
couple of them lose some of their punch on this ac-

count. The portion in which the hero's aunt insists upon seeing her nephew and his supposed wife
established for the night starts out very amusingly,
but it is held so long that the fun dies down.
Moore does better comedy work in this one than
in any of his recent pictures, and has sensed the full
humor of every predicament in which he finds himself.
As much cannot be said for Edgar Nelson, who, as
the husband of the woman in the case, has many comedy opportunities in 'which he fails to register much.
Katherine Perry is pretty, but she seems lacking in
expression, and at times, rather uneasy.

Steve Perkins' Aunt Sarah has charge of his
tance, which he cannot have until he is 44.
Aunt Sarah suggests that if he would marry he
have the money now, Steve borrows the wife
friend Percy Jones.

inheriWhen
might
of his

Aunt Sarah thought that Steve's wife was the better qualified to handle his money, so she leaves the
entire fortune in the wife's hands.
Aunt Sarah continually finds Percy and Winnie together, which is natural, but arouses the old lady's
suspicions. She drags Winnie to a cottage in the
country, where Steve is falling deeply in love with
Ruth Whitman, the next door neighbor. A host of
complications follow. Steve finally marries Ruth, and
when Anite learns the truth, she forgives them all.

Use Star's Name and Play up the Farce Situations
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If Owen Moore is popular with your patrons, his which the hero finds himself.
You can promise a lot
name will be your most important point is advertising of laughs and a very amusing picture to lovers of
this. Tell them that the star is at his best in his pres- farce.
Stills of some of the more daring scenes will
ent role, and talk about his comedy work.
You can be pretty sure to attract a lot of attention in your
recall some of his previous vehicles such as, "Picadilly lobby.

Jim," "The Poor Simp," and "The Desperate Hero." You can use this catch line:
"The girl he loved
Play up the bedroom stuff, and make mention of watched him borrow another man's wife.
Then see
the number of ticklish and embarassing situations in what happened at the blank theater."
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Confusion In Theme Detracts From Otherwise Average Western
Helen Gibson in
"NO MAN'S WOMAN"
Associated Photoplays — State Right
DIRECTOR
Wayne Mack & Leo Maloney
AUTHOR
L. V. Jefferson
SCENARIO BY
Ford I. Bebee
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Adequate production, with average Western action, lacking clearness in spots
STORY
Good material of standard type, with
an abundance of gun play
DIRECTION
Action sags slightly in the middle, but works up to climax well
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA
STAR

WORK
Gives

sympathetic

All right
performance
all the

way through, but doesn't stand close-ups any
too well
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

All adequate, none outstanding
Some good Westerns
Good atmosphere in most
Nothing wrong
OF STORY
Western dance hall

girl wins love of man by mothering his child
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet

In "No Man's Woman," the Helen Gibson' Prod,
have made a typical drama of the western frontier of
the last generation, with most of the types familiar
to such stories. It contains an abundance of shooting
and the heroine is a dance hall favorite who rules the
"hoys" with a high hand. This is what they want,
where they want westerns, therefore this one should
]>ro\<.- of average satisfaction.
The direction for the most part, is all right. After
a half reel that drags at the beginning, the action runs
along rapidly and builds the interest up to a well executed climax. The main criticism is that there are
a number of characters introduced in rapid succession,

two of which are widows, each with a child. As the
story shifts quickly from one family to another in
places, this will possibly result in some confusion.
Helen Gibson plays the dance hall girl whom all
the town gossips scorn, in a manner to compel sympathy and hold attention. There is no one else in
the cast whose performance is noteworthy, but they
are all good types, and their work is satisfactory.
Regarding detail, the titles have a tendency toward
"meller" wording which might be improved. The fist
fight at the climax has been very well done and provides an exciting finish.
Cherie is the favorite of a tough western dance hall
and gambling den. "Ace" Walch comes to the place
and becomes the poker dealer. He falls in love with
Cherie and tries to win her but his ardent love making
meets with a slap in the face. Walch tells her that
some day she will beg him to come to her house.
Meanwhile, Bruce McLeod is returning, almost
dead, from the desert gold fields. Finally reaching
civiliation, he finds that his wife, Martha, has gone
away with a gambler named Cullum. He goes gunning for them.
Cherie nurses Mrs. McLeod in an illness which results in her death, and then adopts the little son. To
hold him against the old gossips of the town, Cherie
claims him as her own, with the result that her reputation is further stained.
McLeod sees Cherie and falls in love with her, until
he discovers that she is a famous dance hall girl. As
he sits in a poker game with "Ace" Walch, Cherie,
who knows that her Jittle adopted boy is McLeod's
son, brings the child in and tells him to go to his
father. The boy calls Walch "daddy Cullum" and
McLeod realizes that this is the man he seeks. A fight
follows, in which McLeod bests the villain, who is
then apprehended as a fugitive from justice.
McLeod now realizes the true worth of the dance hall
girl, and they plan their honeymoon.

Should Satisfy Western Fans But Don't Promise Too Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.

If your audiences are enthusiastic about Western
pictures, they will probably he pretty well satisfied
with this one. You can tell them that they will get a
1"' "i exciting gun fights and a thrilling fist fight, as
well as telling of the human interest theme of an apparently had dance hall girl who in reality was made
of the finest stuff . If Helen Gibson is known to your
patrons, use hei name, and talk about the quality of

her performance in the picture. The title is suggestive
for effective copy and catch lines which will create,
interest. Something like this might be used : "He
returned to find his wife with another man, and his
child in the keeping of a dance hall girl. See how he
solved the problem in "No Man's Woman." In talking about the picture it will not he well to promise
anything exceptional.

DAILY
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Star Dominates This with Strong Portrayal
Hobart Bosworth in
"HIS OWN LAW"
J. Parker Read, Jr. Prod. — Goldwyn
DIRECTOR
J. Parker Read, Jr.
AUTHOR
Frank Brownlee
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
J. O. Taylor
AS
A
WHOLE
Carefully
made
production,
plenty of action, and a small but excellent cast
STORY
Strong
problem
theme — good
screen
material with an unexpected climax
DIRECTION
Fine, particularly in smoothness
of action, and settings
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERAWORK
Good
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Gives forceful, dramatic performance
Three principal players do very well
All good; some pretty scenics
Realistic

DETAIL. . . .Soft focus photography used effectively
CHARACTER OF STORY
Enoch Arden with
different ending
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,947 feet
Hobart Bosworth, who has portrayed probably
more red blooded, two fisted types than any other
screen star, has another part in "His Own Law,"
which calls for just the brand of acting that best suits
him. It isn't as big a picture as "Behind The Door,"
but it is a powerful story, well told, and with Bosworth giving a strong, forceful characterization it
makes a thoroughly satisfactory offering for a majority of picture patrons.

The director lias made the climax a
pected one, and the suspense created in
of the picture, when the hero fights out
compels attention.
The thrills are there; furnished by

totally unexthe last part
his problem,
two big fist

fights, and a plot to do away with the engineer-hero
before he can complete his construction job. There is
some entertainment for everybody, and for those who
prefer a little deeper plot, this one should be very
satisfactory.
J. C. MacNeir, a construction engineer of repute, becomes greatly attached to a young French engineer,
Jean Saval, whom he meets during the course of one
of the drunken sprees in which he indulges between
jobs. After a night spent in a cheap lodging, MacNeir takes Saval home with him and both start out
on a construction job in Chinook.
Here Saval falls in love with Sylvia Harris. He is
suddenly called to the colors by France, and as there
is no one there to marry them, he can only pledge his
faith with the wedding ring which he had bought.
When MacNeir learns that Saval has been killed in
battle he marries Sylvia, so that his friend's child may
have a name and a father.
They are happy together as Saval gradually becomes less distinct in Sylvia's memory. Then, after
four years in a German prison, Saval returns. He
denounces MacNeir, who has sacrificed everything to
protect Sylvia and the child. He at length learns the
truth and, convinced that Sylvia loves MacNeir, he
determines to leave. MacNeir decides that he must
be the one to go, and while he is very much in love

While Bosworth's work stands out prominently,
the performances of Roland V. Lee, Jean Calhoun and

with Sylvia himself, he tells "Frenchy" that he has
always considered Sylvia as his (Saval's) wife, not
his own.

little Mary Jane Irvine will be certain to win the approval of most audiences. They all handle their parts
in a most intelligent manner, and their work is very
pleasing.

They agree to leave the decision to the girl, and
though she has a tremendous regard for MacNeir,
her heart forces her to choose Saval, and MacNeir
congratulates them both, smiling through his tears.

Use the Star's Name and Talk About the Problem
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless you know that your audiences do not care
for pictures with as heavy a theme as this one, you

The Enoch Arden angle of the story offers opportunities to arouse interest in the problem which the

can be pretty certain of satisfying them with "His
Own Law." First of all, you have a very popular star

hero was compelled to work out. Make them under-

to advertise. H^s work in "The Sea Wolf" and "Be
hind The Door" will be remembered favorably by
most picture goers. Talk about the strength and bigness of the part, and about Bosworth's dramatic work

a surprise in the solution. Use a line like this: "If

in it.

stand what that problem was, and then promise them
you were married to your best friend's widow, and
then he suddenly appeared, what would you do?"
See what MacNeir did in "His Own Law."

a!i^DAILY
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Production is Adequate Though Story is a Bit Weak
Carmel Myers in
"THE

MAD
MARRIAGE"
Universal

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Rollin Sturgeon
Marjorie Benton Cooke
Marion Fairfax
Alfred Gosden
Based on rather far-fetched circumstances; perhaps Greenwich Village atmosphere will please
STORY
May please some but is fairly weak and
often improbable; production is good
DIRECTION
Good for the most part
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Very pleasing except that her emotional
work isn't really convincing
SUPPORT
Truman Van Dyke miscast; others
all satisfactory
EXTERIORS
None
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Girl who marries
struggling

artist

and

then

becomes

famous

playwright
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,531 feet
This is the sort of picture on which it is difficult to
pass judgment. For there will be those who will like
it really well and be thoroughly satisfied while others
will look upon the improbable and far-fetched side
of it and not be satisfied. The production itself is
satisfactory enough and a competent cast does all that
the scenario required. With the exception of Truman
Van Dyke, who does not appear to know just what
to do at the right time, the players are all well
suited and Miss Myers as the star is pleasing although
her emotional work is not altogether convincing.
The story has been adapted by Marion Fairfax from
a novel by Marjorie Benton Cooke and the director

has elaborated a bit to bring it up to feature strength —
or at least feature length — by presenting some tableaux. A bit of Greenwich Village atmosphere may
please those who like this sort of thing.
Jane kept house for a group of village artists although she was pretty sure that some day she would
be a successful playwright. She had already offered
her first attempt for consideration but Christiansen,
to whom she had submitted the play, admitted it had
possibilities but as he confided in a friend, he couldn't
help a lady unless he loved her a little. Among those
whom Jane worked for was Jerry, a young artist, popular with the fat and ugly society women. In order
to safeguard himself against the wily society women
and one in particular who seemed bound to fasten
herself to Jerry, the young artist asked the domesticated Jane to marry him.
She at first refused but when she remembered that
Christiansen told her she would have to know more
of life before she could really write a play, Jane married Jerry and they lived a very matter-of-fact existence and even after young Jerry arrived, there was no
closer tie, between the man and wife. But the time
arrived for Jane to re-write her play. With the aid
of Christiansen it was ready for production and on
the opening night Jerry began to realize he really loved
Jane, when he saw her with Christiansen and later
when after following her to the theater, he saw her
acknowledging the call for "author."
Misunderstanding Jane's relation with Christiansen
Jerry reproached her, and she left him. Then the
baby was taken seriously ill and a telegram brought
no response from Jerry, whereas a phone call brought
Christiansen and a specialist within an hour. The telegram had been delayed and when Jerry did receive
it he rushed to his wife only to find Christiansen at
the bedside with her. Thinking she was happy with
the other man Jerry went away but eventually Jane
went after him and they patched up their differences
and started over.

The Star's Name and Perhaps Village Atmosphere Will Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I f you are accustomed to playing Universal's pro- The title may have a certain drawing power so you
duct and secure satisfactory results with their regular mjght Hnk it up with catchline
s such as «He married
line ol program stuff then you can offer them Carmel

Myers' latest picture and undoubtedly please them.
II" they like the star that should be sufficient to make
them want to see the picture.
Her work is well done
and she photographs splendidly.
Play up the Greenwich Village atmosphere and post some stills of these

a domesticated girl to protect himself against marrying a society woman.
She married
him .because a
producer told her she needed to know more of ]ife

scenes in the lobby.

'Mad

,)e{ore she could
Marriage,'

write a Pla^
Carmel

Myers'

See the result of this
latest

picture

Some Short Reels
"Fresh From The Farm" — Universal
2 reel comedy
Type of production
While there isn't enough material to hold both reels up to
standard, there are a number of good bits in both parts, with
several good laughs, equally divided. Some of the business is
new, and this has been sandwiched in between fairly good
slapstick in such a way that the greater part of the whole thing
provides some amusement. The principal comedian comes to
the city as a hick, and immediately runs into a silk hatted
slicker who relieves him of his valuables. Then comes a good
bit when the hick gets suspicious of everybody, and thinks
that every accident is a plot to ruin him. He gets into trouble
and ducks policemen for a time, which is old stuff and overworked in this one. Then comes some old time slapstick in
the form of a fight in the kitchen of a boarding house. This
part is well done and very fast, and furnishes several laughs.
The comedian puts the stuff over verv well, and makes the
most
every
given
There'swhich
a bigis about
laugh
towardofthe
end stunt
when they've
he ties the
chefhim.
to a truck
to leave, and -then gets tough, only to have the rope cut by a
street car, and the chef freed.
A satisfactory number.

Kineto Review — "Liquid Gold in Texas" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
The "liquid gold" referred to in the title is oil, and the reel
covers the production end of the oil business in detail, from
the begining of the drilling, to the time the refined and finished
products are loaded for export. The drilling machinery, including close views of the several types of drills, and the actual
commencement of operations, is first shown, with views of the
huge temporary vats prepared for the expected strike. The
drill then strikes oil and a gusher well is seen in action. The
next part shows the intricate conveying, and refining system,
where the oil is pumped, first, into a main resevoir with a million barrel capacity, and from there piped to stills in which all
the products are seperated and refined. From here the oil
products are loaded into tank cars, carried to the coast, and
piped into tank steamers. All these processes have been well
photographed, and joined compactly to make an interesting
reel. It should prove an entertaining filler for any type of
audience.
Paramount

Magazine — Famous

Players

The latest addition starts off with a cartoon, very short and
jerky, and which doesn't amount to much. Th enext part is
titled: "Webster Was Right." It first defines the word "worm"
in dictionary terms, and then there follows a little humorous
story of a hen-pecked husband, who is brow-beaten by his
better half into doing all the house work. When his neighbor's
pretty wife runs in and finds him in the kitchen, the worm turns
for a minute and he enjoys a soothing smoke and a chat with
the charming neighbor. However, his wife comes back and
catches him and he's worse off than before. This makes a
mildly amusing bit. The reel concludes with a Bobby Bumps
cartoon by Earl Hurd. This is immensely funny and entertaining by reason of some very clever combinations of photography and drawings, as well as the absurdity of the whole
thing. How the picture is after being drawn, steal the ink
bottle from the artist and make some more characters on their
own account, and how Fido finally saves Bobby from death
by erasing the villain's hand, is all good stuff. While the first
portions of the reel are only fair, this cartoon makes it a good
number.
Kineto Review — "Spiders and Their Victims" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel nature study
This whole thing 7^- an interesting closeup study of various
species of spiders, showing their chief characteristics, and in
particular the ways in which they capture and overcome their
victims. It has all been remarkably well photographed, so
that the actions of the little creatures are very plainly shown.

One of the most interesting bits is a fight between a spider
and a big beetle, who scrap it out in front of the camera like
the hero and villain in a thriller. Another hit shows a spider
enclosing a grasshopper in a web, binding the insect as firmly
as a straight jacket. Nearly every kind of a spider in existence
is shown. There is a fight between a spider and a wood ant,
and one between a wolf-spider and a scorpion. It forms a
novel bit of entertainment and will do nicely for a short filler.

"Golf"— Educational
Type of production

1 reel sport

magazine

Tin'sMost
is a of
very
in factslow
little
more process,
than a half
reel.
it isshort
done subject,
in the Cinal
motion
and
the whole thing is descriptive of different golf strokes. A professional golfer performs before the camera, and his use of
every club is splendidly shown with the slow motion. The
drive, iron shot, mashie approach and several long and short
putts are presented in detail. It will be intensely interesting
to anyone interested in golf, but falls short in general appeal.
For that reason its use on a theater program is questionable,
unless its length recommends it where a very short filler is
wanted.
"Lochinvar of The Line"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel Western
The story for this one was written by Holman Day, and the
main theme lends itself to the screen pretty well. But the
production isn't so good. Nearly every member of the cast
has the stamp of amateurishness upon him, and their gestures
are frequently stiff and conventional. It is a story of the Canadian boundary. The hero is a young United States customs
patrolman, and the villain is a smuggler. The boundary line
runs directly through the store belonging to the heroine's
father. The old man has forced his daughter into a marriage
with the smuggler, and the latter takes every opportunity to
insult the hero, while remaining on the Canadian side. At the
last moment before the wedding, with the aid of a Scotchman,
the hero "pulls a Lochinvar" and rides away with the bride.
Because it is good material, there is some interest, but the
mediocrity of the acting detracts.
It's a fair offering.
"Paths Of Glory"— Chester-Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
The "Paths of Glory" referred to are the ancient roadways
around the city of Peking, China, along which the bodies of
dead emperors were carried for many hundred years to their
tombs. The reel does not, however, confine itself to views of
these interesting highways, but presents a number of interesting scenes in the city itself. First are shown great camel
trains of wool and other products arriving from Mongolia.
The market place with its queer displays of merchandise is
then seen, and some views of the crowded and narrow streets,
which look not unlike the lower East side of New York. Then
there is a shot of the home of the President, several views in
the grounds of "The Chinese White house," and some closeups of the President himself. Then comes the "Paths of
Glory." These roads lead out of the city, and are lined on
either side with immense statutes carved from
granite. The
roads lead into cedar groves, in which are the elaborate tombs
of the ancient emperors. The intricate carving, and the infinite labor of building these sepulchres is evident from some
views of the detail. A good reel.
"Burglars Bold"— Pathe
Type of production
.1 reel comedyOne of the Vanity Fair series, featuring Eddie Boland and
the Vanity Fair Girls. This one lacks punch in most of the
stuff that is put over, and they haven't enough gags to cover
the ground, with the result that the only funny bit is strung

Short Reels
out over a big part of the reel. It loses a lot of its comedy
from overwork. This bit is when Boland and one of the girls,
unknown to each other, disguise as a notorious burglar, and
hold up the rest of the household. The real burglar comes
in and really holds them up, and of course there is a general
inixup. This is good for a few laughs at first, but they chase
each other around the house until you don't know who's who.
The girls look pretty, and are not loath to display themselves
abreviated costumes. Boland hasn't much busiin becoming
ness that he could get laughs from, but he does moderately
well with what he has. A fair reel.

Urban's Movie Chats— 7th Series— Kineto Co.
1 reel pictorial
Type of production
Ireland and
between
footage
its
of
most
divides
This number
Kngland. The first half shows, in brief, the whole process
of woolen cloth manufacture, from the time the sheep are
deprived of their fleece, until the wool is transformed into
a suit of clothes. First, the wool is washed by hand, and then
the drying and dyeing is shown. After that, the raw wool is
seen being spun onto spools, and finally, being woven into
cloth in one of the most modern mills. This subject is only
moderately interesting. Then comes a short bit showing the
mother love of a bird for her young. The little birds have
been placed in a cage, and the old bird make every effort to
feed them through the bars. The next portion is rather
unique. Is shows, in magnified views, the formation of various
chemical crystals, and this peculiar natural reaction is interesting to watch. The balance of the reel shows an otter hunt
in Kngland. This part brings out some fine English scenery
and is an interesting novelty in sport. The reel as a whole
makes just a fair filler.
Pathe

Review No. 90

Type of production
1 reel pictorial
This Review begins with views of the Ausable Chasm, at
Keesville, N. Y., which is said to be the most remarkable rock
formation in the eastern half of the continent. It appears as
a miniature Grand Canyon, with peculiarly constructed overhanging rocks, and the shots constitute an interesting bit of
footage. The next subject forms the most entertaining part
of the reel. It is called, "The lost Art Of Bronze Casting,"
and shows in detail, the recently re-discovered art of making
bronze statutes by the same method that the Romans employed centuries ago. This takes up over half the reel, and
is all entertaining. Then comes an unusual scene of a polar
hear hunt in Iceland. The camera man was right on the job,
and has secured a close-up of the wounded bear as it rushes
toward. the hunter, only to receive a bullet in the head when
about ten feet away. The reel ends with some Pathecolor
close-ups of different species of tulips. They are well tinted
and make a pleasing finish for the picture. It's a good number.

Kineto Review — "Morocco" — Kineto Co.
1 reel pictorial
Type of production
While its title is "Morocco" this picture confines itself entirely to the city of Fez, the capital of that country. A series
of views from a high spot near the city start it off, and the
rest of the reel is made up of street scenes and a study of
types of natives. The ghost-like veiled women, who go about
the street all in white, with nothing visible except their eyes,
are shown. Views of the walls o'f the city, with their huge
gates;
entrance
to thewhere
Sultan's
palace,aretheeducated
ornate temple,
and thethechurch
school,
children
by the
priests, are then presented. A unique irrigation devise, peculiar to the country, and operated by oxen makes a picuresque
picture. The reel concludes with views of the public market
place, with every kind of merchant calling his wares, and several street scenes. The country shown is little known to the
average audience, and therefore somewhat interesting, but the
reel ranks as only an average of this kind.

"The Drifting Kid"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
A pretty little story is well told in this short feature, starring
Ed (Hoot) Gibson. Some of it contains the same business
found in numbers of other Westerns, but on the whole the
idea has a novel twist and it makes a good picture of this kind.
Gibson is supported by Gertrude Olmstead, the winner of a
recent beauty contest, and she gives a pleasing performance.
Hoot is a "drifting" cowpuncher trying to find a place where
he can be happy, but never succeeding. The ranch foreman
tells him that the "boss" is coming with her niece, and when
Hoot meets them at the train, he decides that his drifting days
are over. He has big competition from the ranch "dude" for
the young lady's affection, and things come to a show down
at a party given for her. Hoot takes the "dude" out to fight
it out, and when the "dude" draws a gun, he is shot by another
cowboy. Hoot chases the killer on horse back and brings
him back. The Sheriff hears his explanation of why he killed
the man, and is satisfied to let him go. As Hoot is about to
"drift" on, the girl makes him realize that it is he whom she
loves and not the "dude."
A satisfactory two-reeler.
Kineto Review— "Visit To A Bird Store"— Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
Nothing unusual, or particularly interesting features this one.
It presents close-ups of the various birds and small animals
commonly found in bird stores. There are parrots, owls,
monkeys, ferrets, and other well known birds and beasts
shown. The monkeys furnish a short bit of amusement by their
antics, and another funny shot is of an owl brought face to
face with a statute of itself. The bird prepares to give battle
in a desperate way. There is one brief shot that is certainly
out of the ordinary. Three fish are seen to leap out of their
globe onto the grass, and wriggle along for several yards.
offering.
These are the only points that are entertaining. Only a fair

"Her Circus Man" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is one of the Century brand, and it has as its principal
features, a pack of trained lions, and some pretty well trained
girls- in Turkish costumes. Harry Gribbon is the only member of the cast whose name is known at all, and while he
hasn'1 an awful lot of gags to put over, he gets a number of
big laughs by doing well with mediocre stuff. One of the best
hits in the picture is when he jumps off an express train and
milks a cow beside the track, in time to catch the last car of
the train and present the milk to the little brother of the
heroine. Gribbon takes the part of a city slicker in a high
hat, and he beats the time of a country boy with his sweetheart. The last reel is all about a circus and developes some
fair comedy in the efforts of the country boy to get in the
tent, and finally his attempts to ride a trick mule. The lions
come in on this part, furnishing a couple of thrills, and this
reel also brings on the girls as side show dancers. It's fast,
and will probably make better than average two reel amusement.

"The Mormon

Trail"— C. B. C. Film Sales

Type of production
2 reel Western
This short western is typical melodrama, with no point overlooked, hut it's good entertainment of the type for all that.
Where westerns are demanded, this is the kind they want.
This one moves along with a lot of speed, and crams considerable suspense into the last reel. It's well enough staged and
acted too, to make it up to the standard of this sort of picture.
It will be satisfactory when you want a short western. The
story starts with a train of prairie schooners crossing "The
Mormon Trail" in the days of the early Wrest. Kate Tyler is
on
the the
waytrain
to meet
her night
sweetheart,
Jim.up.Jim's
Jack
leaves
and that
it is held
Jack brother
is suspected
and he gives himself up when he finds that his brother was
the robber, in partnership with the owner of the train. Jackis about to be hung by the enraged travelers when Jim, dying
from a gun wound, confesses, and Jack wins Kate, whom he
has loved all the time. There are one or two slips in the
continuity, but they don't affect the developement.

tyj

Goldwyn induced
America's authors to
cooperate in their
productions on the
studio lot
First to conceive the idea of securing active
aid of eminent novelists, Goldwyn has followed abig idea to its fullest development

"TX7ATCH for Rupert Hughes' Dangerous Curve Ahead,
' ^ (a deft comedy drama of domestic felicity), Gouverneur Morris' A Tale of Two Worlds (a colorful and
powerful Oriental play by the author of The Penalty), Gertrude Atherton's Don't Neglect Your Wife (a
box-office title if there ever was one!)
'"pHESE are not adaptations from novels—they are
A original stories by the author, produced by a competent
director under the watchful eye of the author. They represent the story ideal that Goldwyn established and is
living up to. This point will be best illustrated by results on your attendance records.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

AELEFCOURT, Pies.

^presentations that (flinch Succe<
Keep

"THE BARBARIAN"
A worth-while Jmaster-feature
Starring Monroe Salisbury
ti

NICK CARTER"

A series of 15
2-reel features adapted from the
world'famed detective 'stories read
by 30,000,000 people.
Starring Tom Carrigan

It's coming soon —
The aristocrat of serials

"THE MYSTERY MIND"
By Arthur B. Keeve and John W. Grey

Pioneer
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Corp.
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More Subsidiaries

Deal Off
No

Craig
Kennedy
Specials
for
Goldwyn Release — Reeves Was
to Make Them
The deal whereby Arthur B,
Reeves in conjunction with John W.
Gray was to make a series of four
Craig Kennedy features a year for
Goldwyn distribution is definitely off
It will be recalled that Goldwyn
announced the Kennedy features some
months ago, but the deal never ma
terialized. Gray is now on the coasi
where he is doing original stories anc
continuities.

'ormed by Famous Players — Three
New Ones, Making Total of
Seven in 10 Days
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — Three more subdiary corporations to Famous-Playrs-Lasky have been formed here,
'his marks the seventh company to
e formed within the past 10 days.
As has been the case with the other
jur subsidiaries, L. E. Swartz, C. E.
lawthorne and H. M. Pitman of the
3mpany's home office are named as
icorporators. The new companies
re as follows:
Tyrone Amusement Co. of New
rork, 1,000 shares common stock, no
ar value; active capital, $5,000.
Fern Amusement Corp. of New
fork, 1,000 shares common stock, no
ar value; active capital, $5,000.
Urbana Film Corp. of New York,
,000 shares of common stock, no par
alue; active capital, $10,000.
The other companies formed in the
arly part of last week were Westiver Films, Individual Films, the Elvood Amusement Corp. and the Atica Film Corp.
Elek J. Ludvigh, secretary-treasirer and chief of the legal department
if Famous
told
WID'S
DAILY
last Players,
week that
there
was
eally no definite purpose in mind in
orming these various subsidiaries,
ind further explained that he liked to
have them around and keep them on
he shelf,"
so toto use
speak,
casion arose
one whenever
of them. ocLynch

a

Bank

(Special to WID'S

Director

Ouimet Gets Another Franchise
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)head oi
Montreal
— L.
E. Ouimet,
the Specalty Film Imports, Ltd., ex.
elusive distrbutor of Pathe productions in the Dominion, has secured the
Canadian franchise for Associated
Exhibitors, Inc.
Ouimet has also arranged for Canadian showings of what are said to
be important French productions
Whether these are films made by
mined.
Pathe Freres or not cannot be deter-

That Ouimet would secure the Associated Exhibitors franchise for Canadations
comeswithasPathe
no surprise.
His torelaare known
b«
very close.
More than fulfilling even the most e nthusiastic predictions of success is
Big Theater for Paris
Mack Sennett's newest and greatest comedy-drama, "A Small Town Idol,"
(Special
to WID'S film
DAILY)interests
now breaking records at pre-release showings
in big cities everywhere.
Paris — Prominent
An Associated Producers production. — Advt.
tii will erect a large picture theater next
to the famous Moulin Rouge. The
same interests, at present identity unknown, will build a dance hall atop ol
the Moulin Rouge.

Deals, etc.

DAILY)

Atlanta — Stephen
A. Lynch
has
jeen elected a director of the Trust
Co. of Georgia.
The expansion of the Lynch organization in the theater field continues. Two deals have just been
losed wth the American Theaters
Corp., the recently formed $5,000,000
company of which Arthur Lucas is
jDresident. By them, Lynch takes over
the Criterion, Chattanooga, in the
lame of the Tennessee Enterprises, a
Lynch subsidiary, and the Rex at
pumter, S. C.

They come and go. Chiefly go. Appertainin' to the Morris
Greenhill episodes. Greenhill came from England. Via the
back door. Japan-Honolulu and Frisco. Things started happening. With United Artists and Associated Producers. Greenhill was to be the fair haired boy in ye old Merrie England.
Yep. The pet grandson. He was to tumble things around in
the England film world. Finally arrived in New York. Conferences. Abrams, O'Brien, etc. Deal reported closed. Associated
Producers English distribution also supposed to be set. Then
Morris sailed away. To the Never-Never land of James M.
Barrie. Leaving in his trail hopes. And subpoena servers.
Particularly those of Bennie Schulberg. Then a pause. Program

Plans Completed

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia
— March 8th has been
decided upon as the settlement da'
for the proposed D. W. Griffith theater site. Leases held by tenants now
occupying the property do not expire until 90 days thereafter, and it
is expected that work will be started
early in June. Plans and specifications have been completed by the
architect, Frederick Weber, and bids
are being received.
The greater part of the stock is
being
subscribed for by Philadelphia
Special Showing at the Ritz
reads : " 'A lapse of four months.' ' Then silence. Then AP interests, and as soon as the full allotment of stock is sold the names
Metro will give a private showing
sent a man over. Nothing happened. Then Abrams and O'Brien of the financial backers will be made
of "The Four Horsemen of the Apoc- sailed. And Hi came back. Nothing happened. Except that
public. Gilbert E. Gable, formerly
alypse" in the grand ball rfcVm of the
Ritz Carlton on Thursday evening. Greenhill lost his part. He wasn't the fair haired boy. Not a advertising manager for Strawbridge
Nothing has been said at Metro re- minute longer. The deals were "off." Spoofing, y'know, old and Clothier, and in charge of the
garding aBroadway showing for the top. And all that sort of bally thing.
publicity for the Liberty Loan drives,
will be resident manager of the new
picture, although a deal was on for
INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTION— AND
WHAT?
the Astor theater.
house.

So

Abrams

and

O'Brien
(Continued proceeded
on Page 4)

to

get

busy.

Very.
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Personal But Not Confidential
A 9l/2 pound baby girl has arrived
at the home of Richard "Al" Werner,
sales promoGoldwyn's manager of latest
reports,
tion. According to
Mrs. Werner and Rosalie May are
doing nicely.

Lynch Joins
(Special to WID'S

Pathe
DAILY)

Philadelphia— John Lynch, formeron,1
for Hodkins
branch edmanag
the Pathe
anderjoined
has lyresign
selling forces. He now has charge
of the feature sales department in the
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre section.
Industry May Fight
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — William A. Brady told a
number of city officials here that the
udustry may organize to fight the
proposed blue laws if it was not guaranteed immunity in some other manner. Brady is here on the first stop
in a trip that will last about a month.
He is working to secure co-operation
in fighting censorship and other problems.

ztuA£4-S

'THE SI'ICE OF THE PROGf.AM'

DAILY)

Hollywood — Gloria Davenpor
daughter of Homer Davenport, th
cartoonist, is playing a part in Harr
Carey's
new feature, "Everybody fc
Ford.
Himself," being directed by Jac
Lyons and Moran have finished tfc
first of their two-reel comedies ;
Universal Citv.
Marcella Pershing, a second cousi
of Gen. J. Pershing, is at Univers;
City as Art Acord's leading lady.
Dal Clawson, who for the past si
months has been in the East phr
tographing R. A. Walsh productioi
for Mayflower, has returned to tr
coast.

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
This is the first round in "Man vs. Woman," Al Christie's sure-fire fun tentertainment — Advt.

Gareth Hughes, under his new coi
tract with Metro, will first be seen
"Barber
John's Boy" from the pe
of Ben Ames Williams.

Allan Dwan is taking a brief re
between pictures preparatory to star
ing work on a new production, £
has not yet decided upon a story ar
Negotiations are understood to be it is possible he may film one of h
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill." ;
whereby J. Robert PauGAUSMA1
Broadway — Dorothy
Dalton
in "A underline way
will make a series of short reel own.
Romantic Adventuress."
Brooklyn Strand — Sessue Hayakawa subjects dealing with hypnotism and
With Northwest Independents
kindred subjects for Educational rein "The "First Born."
lease.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Capitol— "Just Out of College."
At Educational it was admitted that
Seattle — The
following
new
pi'
Criterion— "The- Inside of the Cup." the deal was on, but that no contracts tures
are now ready for release th
44th Street— "Way Down East."
Sun
Films,
Inc.:
"The
Haw!
Loew's
New
York — Today — Pola had been signed.
Trail," starring King
Baggot;
"Passion." Binney
new five-reel
features,
one eve
Negri —in Constance
Tuesday
in
A Canadian
Merger?
' "Something Different."
month, the first being "Reclaimed
26 Shorty Hamilton two reel wes
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Wednesday — Claire Adams in "The
Toronto — Reports have reached erns, one every week.
here from the west that W. P. Nich
The following pictures are ready
Thursday — Conway Tearle in "The ols of Vancouver, organizer of the the Community M. P. Bureau:
T
Killer."to Ambition."
Road
Lincoln Series, starring Ben Chapifi
Canadian
Exhibitors'
Exchanges,
is
Friday — The De Havens in "Twin interested in an important merger.
Beds."' Louise Lovely in "Part- Just what twist the deal will take is "My Own U. S. A.," which is a dr:
matization
of "A Man
Without j
not clear here.
ners of Fate."
Country," and a scenic, "Around t
Saturday — "The Lure of Youth."
Nichols is said to be the largest inSunday — "Forbidden
Fruit."
80 Reels," showing out-c|
the-way inplaces.
dividual theater owner in British Co- World
Rialto — "Forbidden Fruit."
lumbia. He also has .theaters in
The
Seattle Film Exchange
h
Rivoli— William S. Hart in "O'Malley
Winnipeg
and
has
closed
with
Asso"Ireland
in
Revolt."
ciated Producers for first runs in the
of the Mounted."
Strand — Charles
Chaplin
in "The latter city.

On Broadway

Hypnotic Series

Next Week

Films for Negroes

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Kid." — Not yet determined.
Broadway
Brooklyn
Strand — Not
yet
determined.
Capitol — Buster Keaton and Wm. H.
Crane in "The Saphead."
Criterion— "The Inside of the Cup."
44th Street— "Way Down East."
Rialto— "The Witching Hour."
Rivoli — "Straight is the Way."
Strand — Not yet determined.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — It is understood that
J. Williams Clifford, a negro with
headquarters at 1816 12th St., is interested in a company known as the
Monumental Pictures Corp. which
plans to make films for the advancement of the colored race. There is
some talk that a structure here will
be remodeled into some sort of a
studio.

Want
to Assist Judge Lindsay
Norma Talmadge, for the past year
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
has been the fashion editor of PhotoDenver — The Rocky Mountain
play, has signed another year's con- Screen Club at a meeting held here
tract with James R. Quick, to con- on Friday passed resolutions asking
tinue in like capacity until March, that Judge Ben Lindsay allow the club
1922.
to pay the fine of $500 imposed on
the judge by the U. S. Supreme
The first feature of the Itala Film Court.
Judge Lindsay appeared in and colCorp. tentatively entitled "Jealousy"
laborated on a picture which William
is nearing completion at the company's studios at 1983 Madison Ave. D. Taylor made for Realart.

r

The greatest organization
of poster artists and poster
printers in the world.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

tMA
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Chicago Doings
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
i c a go — Bertha Schoenstadt's
age to Louis Lindenthall which
)lace Feb. 2nd at the Blackstone.
louncement has also been made
"thur Schoenstadt's engagement
>rothy Heyman.

Lasky Producing Activities '
Los Angeles — Cecil B. DeMille has
just completed "The Affairs of Anatol" at the Lasky plant.
William
DeMille
is at work on
"The Lost Romance," an original by
Edward
Knoblock,
scenarized by
Olga.

DAILY

New Productions
"The Naked Truth"
Four independent productions have
"The Naked Truth," a seven reeler
either been placed in production or with trimmings, will be featured by
will be in a few days. The four are A. M. P. A., at a special showing at
the Hotel Biltmore March 4. To the
being
follows:made in the east and are as
uninitiated business manager, Tom
"Why Girls Leave Home," William Wiley offers the explanation that
Nigh directing. Working Biograph "The Naked Truth" is the title which
studio.
has been decided upon for the as

The George Melford production of
"The
Money Master," has been em). Whitehead has purchased the
ploying a large number of extra
rt Theater on West Madison
oin the Sultan Amusement Co. people.
The company engaged upon "Crazy
Dme Lewis, representing Victor to Marry," with Roscoe Arbuckle,
has left Hollywood for a trip norther, was a city visitor.
ward to obtain some scenes. James
rry Weiss of the Superior Screen Cruze is directing.
:e has closed with the Producers
Gloria Swanson will have a brief
ity Corp. for
"When
Dawn rest before starting on "The Great

Robert Z. Leonard making a pro- ation's annual and first formal dinner.
duction for Perry Plays, Inc., at the
Biograph
studio.
Plans Near Completion
Roland West at the Talmadge
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
plant. Space has been leased there
Oakland, Cal. — Plans are nearing
while
Norma Talmadge is resting in
the south.
completion for new theaters for the
Kehrlein Kinema Circuit in both
Ivan Abramson at work at the Fresno and Oakland, and all of these
Estee studio on a picture in which he problems are being worked out on
says Vivian Martin, Earl Metcalfe, an elaborate scale. These two new
Jack Sherrill, Pearl Shepard and houses will seat between 2,700 and
others are appearing.
3,000. The architect is A. G. LansMoment."
burgh of San Francisco.
Ethel Clayton, under direction of
E. Hancock of the Pacific Film
Thomas Heffron, is progressing with
was a city visitor.
Robbery Attempt
"Sham."
George MacQuarrie who made a
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
s Trulich, greatly improved in
Thomas Meighan is attired in a full
special trip to the coast to appear in
Alton,
111.
—
Five
bandits
made
an
i, is back on the job again at dress suit for scenes "White and Ununsuccessful attempt to blow the safe "The Quarry" with Thomas Meighan
ionita theater.
is back in New York.
at the New Grant, Monday night
married," directed by Tom Forman.
n Cushman
is now booker
at
Lealart Exchange.
agraph, Inc., has moved
quarters at 835 S. Wabash

State Right Buyers

into
Ave.

olph Powell has sold his Rex
ter to a syndicate which now
ols the DeLux on 63rd.

— IMMEDIATE

—

PUNCH, PLUS HEART INTEREST, MAKES
HIT
BOX-OFFICE
WONDERFUL

e Blackstone Exchange, owned
orris Kline, has sold, put to the
Era Film Corp.

THE

oker Heller has left Healart and
naugurate a messenger and ser-

GRAND
PASSION

rry Weiss in investigating conis in Indianapolis, St. Louis, DeCleveland, etc.
It looks like
Exchanges;
e Superior Screen Service has
d a deal with the Gaumont Co.,
52 one reel releases known as
:en Magazine," also a five reel
re with Josephine Earle, enThe Edge of Youth," and a
reeler "Infatuation of Youth."

Written by Robert McLaughlin and Charles T. Dazey

Played by

rheiss Missing; Funds, Too
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Louis — A police search has been
uted for John Theiss, 21 years
of Lowe's
assistant
ick,
followingmanager
the discovery of an
cd discrepancy of $2,800 in his
jnts.
sident Manager Edward Cline
med the police that a "check up"
le receipts of Saturday and Sunindicated $3,600 should be in the
:er safe. When it was opened
;rday but $800 was found. Theiss
lot been seen since Sunday night.
Greely Goes to Indianapolis
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
>rtland, Me.— James W. Greely,
:wo years connected with the Inil Revenue Department has remanager of Loew's
?d to become
e in Indianapolis, which opens on
14.

RELEASE

FLORENCE

DIXON

And Notable Supporting Cast
You Can't Beat a Combination of the Authors of
CHILDREN"
"THE HOUSE WITHOUT
"
UCKY
KENT
and "In OLD

Will Go Everywhere— No Censorship Worries
IS WOMAN LOVED FOR BEAUTY OF
BODY OR BEAUTY OF SOUL?

Act Quickly-Telephone-Wire-Call
, Pres't
RT
ROBE
, Inc. W. PRIEST
Market
The Film
No. 503, Times Building

tMA

Deals, etc.

Changes in St. Louis
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — Harry B. McDonald,
former manager of Fox's Washington, Detroit, has succeeded Walter
Shafer as manager of the Fox Liberty
here.
Shafer has gone to New York.
John D. Baker, formerly manager
of the promotion department for the
St. Louis Star has been made publicity manager for the Skouras Brothers Enterprises.
Claire Du Brey has just completed
work in a Louise Glaum picture.
Aywon Film Corp. is now located
in Suite 609, Godfrey Bldg.

WANTED
Office space, approximately
1500 feet, with projection and
shipping room facilities in the
Forties between Sixth Avenue
and Broadway.

Address

SITUATION WANTED
Young man, speaks French, Spanish,
English and Greek. Has traveled
extensively in Balkan States, also
Cuba and Mexico.
Will travel for Film Company.
Fest references.
B21 — c o

Wid's.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Magnet Film Exchange offers
producers complete facilities for
distribution of their product in
New York exchange territory.
Propositions will also be considered for the purchase of territorial rights to high class productions.
Magnet Film Exchange
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Burned up cable tolls. And O'Brien finally came home. At the
same time United Artists started their own foreign distributing
organization. And John Tippett smiled. At the Astor. Funny
little smile. But it meant a lot. Which raises a question. How
can English and French distribution pay? With block booking.
And a flooded market. London the dumping place of filmdom.
Productions awaiting showing two years off. Nice and healthy.
Especially if you need money quickly. Very pretty. V-e-r-y !
But who's holding the bag?
LITTLE OL' FILM DOCTOR
Ralph Spence. Once a newspaper man. Now a film doctor.
Uses his own degree. Something like this. A B L M W T D
G T R S. Which translated means : "All bad little movies when
they die go to Ralph Spence." Formerly with Bill Fox. But
had so many outside offers decided to die from film colic in his
own plant. Working on a couple big ones now. Gets lots of
money for tinkering. Authors yelp. Don't know their brain
babies. When Ralph operates on 'em. But Ralph says hush!
Nobody'd ever see 'em if I didn't half kill 'em. S'there y* are.
But such lives have their own end. Spence will be haunted. To
death. By the heroes he's chopped to bits. The heroines he's
emasculated. The willuns he has ignored. Ha-ha! Laugh.
Fiendishly. That'll
be his finish.
LIVING
TRUE Film
TO colic's
TYPE a terruble disease.
Jake Wells. Boss of Richmond. Regular fellow. Once upon
a time a baseball player. Then got into the show business.
Made a fortune. And one mistake. Flopped on the First National southern franchise. Now trying to get it back. At a heap

Box B-17, care Wid's

Address

DAILY

8303

more money. But that's neither here. Nor there. Just reverted
to form. Bought a baseball club in the Virginia league. So
some day he and Fatty Arbuckle will swap stories. Fatty owns
a franchise in the California league.
NEGATIVE COSTS NOT NEGATIVE
Not for next season. At all events. For the big specials,
yes. All that's needed. But for the general run? Well; that's
different. At least so some of the big men say. Somewhere
around $100,000 average general run. For general production.
And that's all. It's got to be enough . So the bankers say. Risk
too great; chance too small. Make as good as is needed for
that figure. So "they" say. Who's "they?" Flock of people.
In nearly every big company. Some of regular program companies have issued orders already. Cut out the waste. Don't
stint. But get it in — for a hundred thou. As Tublitzky said :
"S'nough."
STAR BUSINESS BOOSTER
Fred Warren. Seldom breaks into print. But has this to say.
About "The Kid." "One of greatest things for the entire business. Why? Remember the flu? Remember how business was
shot. All to the bow-wows? What brought it back? Chaplin
in 'Shoulder Arms." Business spotty now. Quiet in some places.
What'll bring it back now? Another Chaplin. Sure fire."
Means something.
ANOTHER
SAM
Grand. Of Boston. All hepped up about 'Frisco. Thinks
Federated meeting will be big success. Then later all exchangemen go to Los Angeles. To see the stars. Expects big announcement coming later. What Federated's going to do. Clear
the decks. Get ready for the smash : "Joe" Friedman expected
to have a private car from Chicago. Making a lot of money.
Via "Gumps" and other independent stuff he's handling."
BEHIND
THE
PILLAR
Hy Winik. And LJ. All attention. Each to t'other. At
Astor. Hunting Room. Somebody said. When they came in.
And buried themselves behind the pillar : "Combination."
And another added : "No Winik never combines." Wonder
what was meant?
And LJ said he knew nothing.
DANNY.

Monday, February 7,
Refuses to Ban "Passio
(Special to
WID'S
DAILY
Philadelphia
— In
an attempt
vent the showing of "Passion,
is scheduled
for a week's
rur
new
Stanley beginning
today,
mittee of 30 representing var
ligious organizations in the ci
ed on Mayor Moore and urgec
prohibit its screening in I
The Mayor said that any si
would only give the picture a
al prominence in the public e
declined to take any action
direction.
phia.
Discuss Equity Shop
The Equity Shop
was
e:
and discussed at a meeting
Motion
Picture Branch
of t
ors Equity Association in thIJ
Astor
yesterday
afternoon. |
Emerson,
president
of the 1
who went to Cleveland
on f,
with his wife, Anita Loos, t<B
the
opening of the new Mara 1
meeting.
theater,
returned
to addnp
The Atlas Film Co. has le.fl
Balboa studio and has start<|
on a series of comedies starrij
my Thompson.

DIRECTOB
OF

THE
A

TRA>\

READY REFERENCE'
RELIABLE
GUIDE
Pi't !

EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
J&J
56 Pine St.,
1645 La eil
New York City.
HolljrU

ACCOUNTANTS"
ADVERTISING— PUBLJIfl

904

MERRITT
CRAWFOR:
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
But

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TIL!

F. A. A. DAHME,
IN
Art Titles — Animation — Lean
220 W. 42nd St.
B ant
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEW3MI
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bin:

BROKERS

Investments
MOTION
PICTURE
SECURI'SS
454-460 I. W. Hellman
Bldg., L A

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVINCO
Half Tones — Line Engravers — E:tro|
225 W. 39th St.
New York
I fart

LABORATORIES

EVANS

LABORATOR

Motion
Picture
416-24 Quality
W. 216th
St.

PrHol'
WU

CLAREMONT
FILM
LABOI.TO
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tinonl
H. J. Streyckmans,
General iinil
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABOFTOl
'Kessel Kwality Prints'
Fort Lee, N. J.
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PRINTERS
BARNES
Motion
36 East 22d St.

PRINTING
D
Picture Speciali I
Phone Gag

PROSPECT

PRESS'

188 W. Quality
4th St. Printing for the '«d«

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LA, II
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Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mo
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Ambitious Plans

owells Has Serial
For

Three
Musketeers"— Edward Knoblock to Make Scenario— Niblo to Direct
Douglas
Fairbanks
is formulating
ambitious
plans for his version of
"The Three
Musketeers,"
the celebrated story by Alexandre Dumas.
Dennis F. O'Brien stated yesterday that Edward Knoblock, who
wrote original stories for Famous
Players, had been especially engaged
to prepare the scenario and collaborate generally all through the making of the picture. Fred Niblo, who
directed (Continued
"The Mark
of Zorro,"
will
on Page
4)

| Distribute "The Hope Diamond
I Mystery"
on the State
Rights Market
livid P. Howells
will distribute
j: Hope Diamond
Mystery," the
II produced by Kosmik Film,
i on the coast some months ago.
fie serial is in 15 episodes of two
each and will be sold on the
k right market by the same or:zation that handled "The Son of
:an," which was produced for
/ells by the National Film Corp.
:ch, Van Siclen and Co. were asited with George Kleine in the
luction of the new serial under
firm name of Kosmik Films, Inc.
former company handled the
ign rights on the picture itself.
1 Howells arrangement is for the
ted States and Canada.

J. P. McCarthy Here
John
P. McCarthy,
producer
of
"Out of the Dust," is in town from
the coast.
Goldwyn Back
Samuel Goldwyn was back at his
desk yesterday aftr a trip to the coast.
He immediately went into a seiic of
conference with home office officials.
Perrin on Trip

Smashing !

They are not only smashing
ivery and all previous records
it the Strand with Charlie
Zhaplin in "The Kid," but
Manager Joe Plunkett hopes
vith the aid of the Police Dejartment and the Fire Departnent to hold the mobs in check
md prevent the smashing of
:verything that is movable and
stationary, too.
At 8:30 Sunday night, the
sale of tickets was stopped. At
:hat time the doors were
smashed and the crowd that
jammed into the theater was so
iense that people were crowdid around the projection booth
n the balcony and actually
langing around the iron bars
vhich separate the booth from
he balcony proper.
Plunkett said yesterday that
n all of his 20 years' of expeience in the theater business he
lad never seen anything like it.
\t 11 o'clock on Sunday night
when the last performance was
nit on, the theater was filled to
:apacity and lots of those who
:ouldn't get in wondered why
he sale of tickets was stopped,
rhe show starts at 10:30 in the
norning at the Strand and the
ast one goes on at 11 at night.
Box-office records are the
east things to be smashed.

"The

Dwight S. Perrin of Associated
Producers, Inc., left last night on a
trip to various exchanges of his organization along the Atlantic coast.
"Have just viewed your 'Small Town Idol,' " telegraphs John Hamrick
of the Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, to Mack Sennett. "Greatest of its
kind ever made. Will have longer and more successful runs than even
'Mickey.' " "A Small Town Idol" is Mr. Sennett's first Associated Producers' production. — Advt.

Record Price for Stage Play
Metro Buys "Turn. to the Right" for $250,000— Winchell Smith
to Direct It — Hint at Permanent Tie-up Between
Company and Theatrical Producers
Metro has purchased "Turn to the Right" for $250,000, a
record price for screen rights. The nearest approach to it is the
figure paid for "Way Down East" by David W. Griffith, who
bought the play for $175,000 from William A. Brady.
It is understood that negotiations of various sorts for the
play, which was written by Winchell Smith and Jack Hazzard,
have been in progress by producers for two years. The picture
will be produced and distributed through Metro and will be presented by John Golden and Marcus Loew. Under the terms of
the contract, John Golden retains half interest in the play.
Winchell Smith will personally supervise the making of the
picture. It will be made both in the east and in the west. Scenes
for the well known peach orchard scenes will be shot on the
(Continued

on

Page

3)

"Griff's" Next, "Dream Street"
The next Griffith picture will be
released as "Dream Street." This is
the picture now in production and the
one that was tentatively called
"Flaming Lamps."
Dinner for Riesenfeld
A number of prominent film men
have been invited to attend a dinner
which Adolph Zukor will tender to
Hugo Riesenfeld tonight at DelLouise
monico's.

Lovely With Goldwyn

Los (Special
Angelesto— WID'S
Louise DAILY)
Lovely, former Fox star, has gone over to Goldwyn where she will appear in "The
Old Nest." Miss Lovely makes no
mention of her Fox contract, but it
is generally understood that the latter company did not exercise its option.

Relations Severed
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Officials of the Betty
Compson Photoplay Corp. announce
that relations with Goldwyn have
been severed. This terminates the
releasing arrangement which Miss
Compson had with Goldwyn. It is
stated that the severing of relations
was arranged very amicably.

iMi

V*

Newspaper Opinions
"The

Kid"— 1st Nat'l
Strand

WORLD — After one has seen the six reels
of "The Kid" he leaves the theater with the
belief that Chaplin possesses ability to do
Price r Cents much
Tue. Feb 8, 1921
Vol. XV No. 37
more in pictures than he ever has done,
that he would do well in dramatic parts ;<
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, that he could profitably devote more time in',
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., his catch-as-catch-can productions to real
FILMS and acting, of which he is entirely capable.
N. Y.,
New York,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S
HERALD — Charlie Chaplin funnier than
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- ever in own new film. * * * The picture, bedent
Vice-Presi
sides being his most interesting and versatile
urer; Joseph Dannenberg,
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and to date, also is his most human. * * * AltoBusiness Manager.
gether the picture was well worth a year's
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. wait.
TRIBUNE— We feel that it would be forat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
"Shoulder Arms" to say that he
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside has never getting
done anything so good before. But
6 it is a very
year;
one
of Greater New York, $10.00
wonderful picture, filled with
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign pathos as well as humor.
Do not miss it.
$15.00.
AMERICAN— Comedian proves acknowlSubscribers should remit with order.
edged artistry in film of smiles and tears.
WID S
to
communications
all
Address
TIMES—* * * About the best of them all,
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
as
as "Shoulder
Arms" Furthermore,
in every way,it
York, N. Y.
and good
in some
ways better.
4551-4552-5558
introduces the best child actor on the screen,
Vanderbilt,
Telephone;
Hollywood,
California.
little Jack Coogan, a miniature Chaplin, as
Offices: 6411 Holly- natural a pantomimist as Charles Spencer
Editorial and Business
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
himself.
A. WilliamRepresentative— W.
London
POST—* * * "The Kid" ranks with the
son, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
best of Chaplin's work and outranks all the
London, W. C. 2.
others in point of sustained comedy.
Paris Representative — Lc Film, 144 Rue
JOURNAL — Chaplin better than ever in
Montmartre.
new film. "The Kid" best thing movie favorite has done.
MAIL — As a simple, unaffected story of
human interest "The Kid" is an unqualified
success. As a strictly Chaplin picture it
Last does not score so decisively. The inimitable
has essayed to a role which is more or
Bid. Asked. Sale star
less dramatic, and the realization that such
is the case is considerably more than a mere
Famous Players . . 57
5754
57
the spectator. It amounts aldo pfd
Not quoted surprise
most to atoshock.

Quotations

♦Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
Triangle
World Film

Wa

SlA
■■•■
Not quoted
16^4
16f6
16^6
Y&
H
H
Not quoted

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Back to the Studio
Norma Talmadge, who is now at
Palm Beach, is returning to New
York on Monday, when she will immediately start work on the interiors
for "The Sign on the Door."
Christians Dead
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Rudolph Christians,
who played an important role in
Stroheim's "Foolish Wives," is dead
at a Pasadena hospital. He died of
pneumonia.
Sold to Joan Film Sales
"Annabel Lee," produced by William J. Scully for the American Picture Associates, a Boston corporation, has been sold to the Joan Film
Sales, Inc., for the state right market.

QLOBE — In this idyl of ash cans and
smashed windows and policemen he gives
somthing which brings a lump to your throat
while you are roaring with laughter.
TELEGRAM — Chaplin scores in new
coraedy.

(T<&cLLca.UcrTxil (PictxvifD
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TELEGRAM— It is the best role that Mr.
Hart has ever had and he makes the most
of it.
SUN — The story, written by Hart himself, has many stirring episodes and is fully
up to the best of his work. *
Post, Mail and Evening World
comment.

made no

"Just Out of College"— Goldwyn
WORLD — Tt isCapitol
above the ordinary in
merit generally.
HERALD— Mr. Pickford's work has its
light comedy moments of interest — but it's
dollars
the
titles.to pickles George Ade didn't write
AMERICAN — It furnishes mild amusement on a bill that has several higher spots
of entertainment than the feature picture.
TIMES— When George M. Cohan does
this kind of thing in his extravagant and burlesque style it may be taken merely as absurd comedy. But as done on the screen,
in the presnt instance, it is not so relived.
Its additional fault is that it is dull.
tureDAILY NEWS — * * * An amusing picJOURNAL— Taken from the stage play,
much of the action, humor and lines have
been retained, with the result that the attraction is gently interesting.
MAIL — The "excellent cast" was good for
the most part, and fortunately Jack Pickford, who seems wholly unsuited for the hero
r,ole, does not appear on the screen too
often.
TELEGRAM — * * * The Goldwyns have
made over into a rollicking film comedy.

The seventh production in theh
Sautschi series, being
release
Pathe, has been completed.

SUN — The picture is agreeable enough, but
at the end one is inclined to say, "Oh, pickTribune, Post, Globe and Evening World
made no comment.

The RITCHEY

trad*

mark is valuable to us be
The

Missouri

(Special to WID'S

Bill
DAILY)

PROTECTION

PHONE
6EEKMAN

M
"
ST.
REAL

^g^jSERVICE

cause of the value of th<
RITCHEY
exhibitor.

9091-24-4*3.

poster to th<

RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP.
406 W.3lst St.. N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838

MOTION PICTU1E
SECURITIES C(.
Motion

The fundamental principle back of every successful business
enterprise is insurance. Corporations owe it to their stockholders. Partners owe it to each other. You as an individual
owe it to yourself. Do not allow yourself to be lulled into false
security. You NEED insurance.

NEW YOQK
119 FULT
N.v. ON

Some changes coming in thti
month.
_
Weeks Here
George Weeks of the Fal
Lasky Film Service, Ltd., of ]
ada is in New York.

* # *

les!"
Jefferson
City, Mo. — Lansing F.
Smith, president of the Committee
of 50; Rev. Howard Bill, secretary
of the Church Federation, a Protest"O'Malley of theRivoli
Mounted"— F. P.-L.
ant organization; E. V. P. SchneidWORLD — * * * A motion picture which, erhan and George Shuler of the St.
of its kind, is exceptionally well done.
Louis Federation of Catholic SocieHERALD — * * * This picture is as good
ties and George Reinhardt, president
a thriller as Mr. Hart has done lately. * * * of the Kansas City Catholic FederaTRIBUNE — It is an excellent picture,
tion are here urging passage of the
perfect in every detail, but there are no surcensorship bill.
prises in it.
AMERICAN — It's simple, straightaway
Schneiderhan states that it would
stuff, full of action, with here and there a
spatter of wholesome sentiment. Hart, hand- cost $21,020 a year to run the board
some, inscrutable, is all that one could de- under the proposed bill, which prosire, and from Hart one desires much.
vides the following fees for inspecTIMES — * * * Though the story is stertions: $2 for 1200 ft. or less and $2
eotyped, Hart is just the man to do it, and
it regains all of its early vigor in his hands. for each additional 1200 ft. or fracDAILY NEWS— Altogether, "O'Malley of
tion thereof, and 25 cents for each
the Mounted" is a good western film.
JOURNAL— Bill Hart in one of his typ- slide. Each film would be censored
by one commissioner with right of
ically virile
*
GLOBE
— stories.
The film* is* exactly
like the hundred others of its type, only more so. This appeal to the entire board of three
means that it has Hart as a grim but ten- members and later to the Circuit
Court.
der-hearted sleuth. * * *
SUN—*
* * His best to date. * * *
Daily News and Evening World made no
comment.

Horizon Pictures will state right a
five reel feature, "A Daughter's
Strange Inheritance," starring Norma
Talmadge. The picture was made
some time ago with Van Dyke
Brooke as director.

DAILY

Picture

Investmer.

High Class Opportunities
Motion Picture ;e
ivestment
available through our office.
Owners of Securities of M|it
may find a market for tlir
holdings through our efforts.1
All correspondence, intervals
and orders to buy or sell re
treated as strictly confident.
Call or Address
Motion Picture Securities o.
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bit.
Los Angeles
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Record Price for Stage Play
(Continued

from

Page

ajt^t

1)

e of Mr. Smith at Farmington,

Some Record Prices

l.

the official announcement sent
by the Metro offices yesterday,
following significant paragraph
ared:
'he arrangement to produce this
; success of Mr. Golden augurs
obability of future presentations
lis theatrical sensations on the
:n under the same auspices."
assrs. Golden and Smith are the
ucers and owners of "Lightnin',"
■ee Wise Fools" and other stage
esses.
was impossible to learn yesterwho would appear in the picture
Metro.
is known that about a year ago
ar Selden, the play broker, made
ffer to John Golden and Winchell
h to picturize three of their plays,
speaking of this yesterday Mr.
en stated:
made a trip to Miami, Fla., to
er with John Golden and WinSmith regarding the picturiza,of three of their plays: 'Light' 'Turn to the Right' and 'Three
j Fools.'
made an offer to put up $100,000
as a guarantee on each of the
e plays and volunteered to have
l supervise the production both
o methods of picturization and
:. Winchell Smith was to direct
both Smith and Golden were to
ive 50% of the earnings derived

The nearest approach to
$250,000 mark set by the purchase of "Turn to the Right"
by Metro was the acquisition of
"Way Down East" by D. W.
Griffith for $175,000.
Other noteworthy transactions, as recalled by well known
film men yesterday, are as follows:
"Experience," bought by Famous Players for $150,000.
"A Tailor-M a d e Man,"
bought by Goldwyn for $105,000.
"The Wanderer," bought by
the same company for $100,000.
"The Sign on the Door,"
bought by Joseph M. Schenck
for Norma Talmadge for $75,000.
"The Virginian," bought by
Douglas Fairbanks from Famous Players for $55,000.
"The Deep Purple," bought
by Raoul A. Walsh for $45,000.
"Daddy Long Legs," bought
by Mary Pickford for $40,000.

from the sale of the pictures.
"The offer was turned down. Later I
on 1 learned that an offer of $250,000 |
had been made for the screen rights
to 'Turn fo the Right.'"

Critics Put First National
Pictures in Front Rank
Some

Pictures

That Exhibitors Have Made
With — Read Their Comments

HARRIET

AND

THE

Big

Money

PIPER

"The Anita Stewart feature, 'Harriet and the Piper,' will class
among the strong features of the day, because it is modern and well
made. It is notable for its settings and exterior shots. Miss
Stewart's acting is above her usual work and she is surrounded by
brilliant support.
The picture will stand up in any house." — Variety.
LOVE,
HONOR
AND
BEHAVE
"It strikes a merry gait that makes these gloom-chasers so well
received by the public. It's a hilarious evening and relished by the
most blase." — Los Angeless Express.
WHAT
WOMEN
LOVE
"Annette Kellerman is seen in as sprightly a film comedy as
shown for months. Underwater scenes are remarkably clear and
beautiful. — Will satisfy all." — Cincinnati Post.
THE
DEVIL'S
GARDEN
"Lionel Barrymore's genius is a triumph. You do not see before you Barrymore the actor, but you actually see the character." —
Los Angeles Record.

THE TRUTH

ABOUT

HUSBANDS

"Far above the average. Mae McAvoy has decided charm and
ability.
Excellent in every way." — Exhibitor's Herald.
NOMADS
OF
THE
NORTH
"Wonderful acting. Thrilling fire scenes. Direction good. Natural scenes great. Broke records. Pleased all. Book it and boost
it." — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

The words

"EASTMAN"
and

"KODAK"

YES
OR
NO
"Another Norma Talmadge success, that will go over in any
theatre. Star's acting good as usual." — R. A. Botts, Grand Theatre,
Carrington, N. D.
IN

SEARCH

OF

A

SINNER

"Fine. Everybody pleased and said so. Every Constance Taldraws big crowds."- — G. F. Rediske, Star
picture is good
Theatre,madgeRyegate,
Mont.and

are stenciled in the film
margin so that all Eastman Film may be instantly identified.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

lhere'11 be a Franchise everywhere

jMA

DAILY
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Studio Robbed
Upon the return of the corap
from location in Jersey yesterday
was discovered that a robbery
been committed
at
the
old G
Gauntier studio,
517
W. 54th
where th Labor Film Service is rr
ing "The Contrast."
Some clol
were stolen and a Pathe camera,
1135, from William
Rinehart,
cameraman.

Young Not to Direct
James Young, who came east from
the coast last week to direct Marion
Davies in "Joan and Co.," will not
make the production. Mr. Young
is at the Algonquin and expects to
leave for the coast very shortly.
At the International studio in Harlem no information could be secured
as to who would make the picture.
17th Company Starts
Cleveland — Albert L. Grey, general manager of the Griffith organization, was here last night to attend the
opening of "Way Down East" at the
Euclid Opera House. This is the
17th road company to play the attraction.

WANTED
Two reel Westerns (and other m
rial) for the states of Texas, O
homa and Arkansas. Immediate
lease.
PLYMOUTH PICTURES CC
Bryant 8386
140 W. 42nd

Popular Film Exchange has moved
from the sixth floor of the Godfrey
Bldg. to more commodious offices on
the seventh floor.
WANTED
Position as Manager of Motion
Picture Theatre, by experienced man. Can furnish the best
of references and bond.
Address T-6, care Wid's

Ambitious Plans

ATTENTION!

STATE

RIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

BUYERS

We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
reel subjects.

PACIFIC FILM COMPANYS
NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, Cal.
T. E. Hancock

John J. Hayes

CONTINUITY

that COUNTS

Paul Schof ield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing
CURRENT
"RoseCoast)
of

RELEASES:
Nome"— Fox

"If I thought you were double-crossing me I'd break you in two with my
hands!" Young Percival Bines confronts the man who plots his ruin in
"The Spenders," a Benj. B. Hampton production made from Harry Leon
Wilson's novel.
A Hodkinson release. — Advt.

(Wctt

direct "The Mark of Zorro," will direct "The Three Musketeers" as soon
as he completes the picture he has
ben engaged to make for J. Parker
Read, Jr., and Associated Producers.
It was the original intention of
Fairbanks to make this picture in
France, in the original locale of the
Dumas story. That plan has been
abandoned and the entire picture will
be made in this country. Hiram
Abrams stated yestrday Afternoon
that the production will be made in
a lavish manner and that a considerable sum of money will be spent
on it.
A French producing company is
making a version of the same story
at this time. A number of prominent
French artists have been engaged for
the picture, which is being made as
Fairbanks had planned to make it,
in the actual locations in France.

Knoblock Through

Now It's Six
(Special to WID'S

DIRECTORS
OF

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Enid Bennett will
make six productions for Rockett
Film Corp., and not one, as originally
announced. She is at work on
"Keeping Up With Lizzie."
Al Jennings Here
Al Jennings, who made pictures on
the coast some months ago, is in
New York.
Opens Saturday
Winnipeg, Man. — The new Famous
Players theater opens here on Saturday. N. L. Nathanson will attend
the opening.
Reject Plan for Exchange Bldg.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The City Plan Commission has declined to entertain a proposition from William H. Green, an
architect, to change the zone law to
permit the erction of a 20-story film
exchange building on the triangular
strip of ground at the interesection of
Channing, Olive Sts. and Lindell
Blvd.

J. Meininger, formerly manager
It developed yesterday that Edward of A.the
Kings, Sunday assumed the
"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David But- Knobloch's relations with Famous management of the Missouri, Grand
Players had been terminated with
and Lucas Ave. He has been suc"Girls
delivery of several original stoler Don't Gamble"— David But- the ries
ceeded at the Kings by Assistant
by the famous Englishman. He
Manager Ralph Holmes.
was
engaged
to
prepare
a
limited
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— All.
Star
number of scripts for the scren.
It is reported that Skouras Bros.
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
will take over the New Capitol theater, Sixth and Chestnut Sts., now
IN PRODUCTION:
Davies Film for Criterion
nearing completion. No definite announcement has been made.
"The
Quarry"— Meighan— Famou*
"Buried Treasure," Marion Davies'
Player*
latest production, opens for an indefiThe Missouri is to have a new pipe
nite run at the Criterion on Sunday,
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
replacing "The Inside of the Cup," organ costing $70,000. The installaHollywood, Calif.
another Cosmopolitan Prod. The
tion will require the enlargement and
picture was to be given a private rebuilding of the stage and side walls.
CREATIVE
CONTINUITY showing in the grand ball room of The organ will be installed by March
the Ritz Carlton on Friday evening, 1. Louis Flint will continue as orbut the showing has been cancelled.
ganist.
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,^o Active Interest

lease Don't Come"

In

ed Joseph Rhode to William A.
[Jrady — Aftermath of Chicago
Row With Cohen
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

"F. J. Godsol and Edward J. Bowes
have no active interest in the affairs
of the Shubert Vaudeville Circuit;
the Goldwyn Pictures Corp. has no
interest, financial or otherwise.
Messrs. Godsol and Bowes are merely investors to a very limited extent
in this new vaudeville enterprise, and
this small investment should not be
confused with their motion picture
affiliations, particularly as they are
active executive officers of the Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
"This statement of positive fact
contradicts all stories and rumors cir-

[Iney S. Cohen in Chicago regardthe censorship
problem
in tnat

^19 New Films
iamuel Goldwyn yesterday

exssed his interest in three immete phases of motion picture pro:tion:
. The lengthening time element in
iduction;
,. The andinevitable drop in actors'
aries,

culated to the contrary."
Meeting Today

" 'A Small Town Idol' exceptionally b'g. We will play it not less than
two weeks to capacity in Strand," M. L. Markowitz telegraphs Mack Sennett about his first tremendous comedy-drama for Associated Producers'
release. — Advt.

Two Circuits Planned
Both to Be Operated on Standardized Basis — Parent Companies
Highly Capitalized — Stock Issues to Be Floated
to Cover Activities
Two big theater circuits, both national in scope, are planned by two
separate companies. Curiously enough, both units plan to operate the
proposed theaters on a standardized basis, although as far as could be
learned yesterday, the companies have absolutely no connection. Stock
issues will be floated.
One unit is the Peoples Theaters, Inc., a $25,000,000 company formed in Delaware, and the other the New Superior Prod., Inc., also a Delaware corporation, with a capitalization of $1,250,000.
Below will be found the plans in detail:

L The replacing of the spectacle in
tures with convincing original stos of human beings.
Actors' salaries are coming down,"
d Goldwyn, "but the cost of proption will not be materially deased, because more time and care
Peoples Theaters, Inc., plans to
1st be used in making the ''kind of have lined up 1,000 theaters throughture that the public is demanding.
out the United States in towns with
is means a heavy overhead exlse. There has been a mad rush population
of from 5,000 to 50,000.
make pictures whether there was The company
plans to operate the

Peoples Theaters

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Shubert
Vaudeville
Circuit, Say
Godsol and Bowes — Issue Statement to That Effect

F. J. Godsol and E. J. Bowes issued a joint statement yesterday in
which they stated they had no active
interest in the Shubert Advanced
Vaudeville Circuit. The statement
follows:

(ilwaukee — Joseph
Rhode,
presiExhibitors'
Wisconsin
: of the
gue, has sent the following wire
.Villiam A. Brady:
Repetition of your Chicago
city
speech will not be required here,
pse do not come to Milwaukee on
account."
[r. Brady was to come here for
ferences with Mr. Rhode and R.
Hess of the F. I. L. M. Club reding censorship and a general cojrative scheme in fighting whatever
^blems may arise in the industry,
j'heoftelegram
sent asBrady
an afteri:h
the row was
between
and

ft was learned yesterday from the
jcutive offices of the M. P. T. O.
It last Friday night a mass meetWisconsin Exhibitors'
the held
| of was
»gue
at which time resoons were passed asking Brady not
visit Milwaukee
and asking that
National Association
recall him
m his trip.
\.t the National Association yester| it was stated that "it was news
us" when told
a WID'S
repentative
of the DAILY
Rhode wire
Brady.
t was said that Mr. Brady was in
nneapolis yesterday and that he
s expected to leave for Omaha tor. It was further added that he
1 left no definite itinerary when
left New York but was forming
trip as he went along.

JFrice 5 Genu

(Continued

on

Page

i)

Starts in N. Y.
The New Superior Prod., Inc., is a
Delaware corporation formed on
April 9th, 1920, and capitalized at
$1,250,000. The officers as given in
a company prospectus are as follows:
(Continued on Page 3)

The Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce committee will meet today at the Astor to decide finally its
attitude on increased rentals for "The
Kid" which First National seeks because of the figure paid Chaplin for
the picture.
It is understood that pending the
decisions reached at this meeting,
nothing will be done regarding a second week for the picture at the
Strand.

Riesenfeld Dinner
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld was the guest
of honor at a dinner given him last
night by Famous Players at DelElek J. Ludvigh was toastmaster
and
speeches were made by Dr. Frank
monico's.
Crane, Daniel Frohman, Adolph Zukor, E. F. Albee, Otto H. Kahn,
Richard A. Rowland, John Emerson
and Jesse L. Lasky. A feature was
the presence of the combined Rialto,
Rivoli and Criterion orchestras which
played some of Riesenfeld's favorite
airs.
A number of well known men were
present including S. R. Kent, Henry
Arthur Jones, J. J. and Lee Shubert,
David and Marcus Loew, Charles
Maigne, George Fitzmaurice, John
S. Robertson, Oscar A. Price, Edgar
Sehvyn, Pat Casey, Joseph M.
Schenck, A. H. Woods, Samuel
Goldwyn, Alf Hayman. Gabriel L.
Hess and about 100 others.
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In the Courts
A suit arising out of the organization of the National Playhouse Corp.,
formed to build a chain of film theaters throughout the country, was filed
Vol. XV Ho. 38 ; Wed. Feb 9, 1921
Price F Cents in the Supreme Court by Abraham
Seder against Arland W. Johnson,
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, who was president of the corporation
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., and originated the plan. Seder wants
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and $10,000 from Johnson for services in
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- obtaining a lease on property in
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President Pittsburgh.
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$15.00.
.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.

Quotations

worth

while.

"Just Out of College"— Goldwyn
Capitol
TRIBUNE — But we saw him yesterday in
"Just
Out to ofhave
College,"
he
seems
lost all atof the
his Capitol,
charm. and

itlcmcLi 0 ictuAjU^

w

The overture isCapitol
"Nutcracker Suite" with
Erno Rapee conducting. This is followed
by "Leading a Dog's Life," a sport pictorial
produced by Town and Country Films, Inc.
Then comes a tableau, "The Emancipation,"
a Lincoln feature, after which Capitol News
is projected. The fifth number is the Capitol Mixed Quartette and then comes the
feature, "Just Out of College," with Jack
Pick
ford. Larry Semon in "The Sportsman"
comes
the
bill. next and the organ selection closes

Strand
Alfred L. Harstyn, who has been in
the film business since 1897, and who
says he has contributed much to the
success of moving pictures through
his interest as a pioneer, has fallen
out with Elias Mayer, one of his partners in the Regun Amusement Co.,
lessee of the Regun Theater at 60 W.
116th St. Harstyn sued Mayer for
$50,000 damages on the ground that
on Jan 31 at the First National Film
Exchange Mayer said that Harstyn
in his management of the Regun Theater had not treated his partners honestly. He said that persons who did
business with him before have ceased
since Mayer's false statements were
made.

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Flacks Here From
Washington
Famous Players .. 57^
58
58
R.
M.
Flacks,
operating
the Exceldo pfd
Not quoted
sior Distributing Corp. in Washing*Goldwyn
5
5^
ton, is in New York seeking material
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
for
the
District of Columbia, MaryLoew's, Inc
16^
16*6
16*6
land, Delaware and Virginia.
Triangle
Y%
*£
*6
World Film
Not quoted
Many Sales on Swain Comedies
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Herald Productions, Inc., has closed the following territories for a serMeighan at Rivoli
ies of 12 Mack Swain two-reel comThomas
Meighan
in '.The
Easy edies:
Road," will be the principal film at
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
the Rivoli beginning Sunday.
Mass., Rhode Island, Conn., Klein
Distributing Corp.; Boston.
Arrow Handling Screenarts
Eastern Pa., Southern New JerArrow Film is handling the distribution for the Screenart Pictures
sey— Screen-Art Pictures; PhiladelCorp. which has 10 features available.
Minneapolis, North and South DaThe pictures will be released as a phia.
series.
kota, Wisconsin— F. & R. Film Co.,
Minneapolis.
Illinois and Indiana — Superior
More Opinions
Screen Service, Inc., Chicago.
The following additional criticisms
Western Missouri and Kansas —
of Broadway shows appeared yester- Phoenix Film Corp., Kansas City.
day morning:
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas —
Southerwestem
Film Corp., Dallas.
"O'Malley of theRivoli
Mounted"— F. P.-L.
California — Nevada, Arizona,
EVENING WORLD—* * * Mr. Hart Hawaian Islands — All Star Features
wrote it and it is one of thrills.
Distributors, Inc., San Francisco and
MAIL — "O'Malley of the Mounted" is a Los Angeles.
typical westerner. There is nothing unusual
Canada — Davis Amusement Enterabout the plot. * * * But there is a something wholly refreshing about the entire film
prises, Toronto.
that makes it decidedly

At Broadway Theaters

Charles Chaplin in his latest picture, "The
Kid," is bringing such crowds to the theater
that they are having extra performances. Because of the length of the feature and the
number of people that want to see it the
accompanying program is much too long.
It consists of a splendid overture of "Princess Pat" selections, the usual Review, an
Educational Film, "Hides — and Go Seek,"
and another film called "Thrills," a Kineto
subject. Eldora Stanford singe "The Barefoot Trail" and as a prologue to the picture the Strand Male Quartette sings two
appropriate songs with a stage setting representing the alley scene from "The Kid."

Rivoli
The overture is Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody followed by Rivoli Pictorial, "Wild
Men of Africa," the fourth series of the Paramount-Vandenbergh expedition and Greek
Evans singing "A Son of the Desert." William S. feature,
Hart in after
"O'Malley
the Mounted"
is the
whichof Ruth
Page is
seen in Dance-minuet. A Mutt and Jeff
Cartoon, "The Glue Factory," and the organ solo conclude the program.

Jenner a District Manager
F. B. Warren, general manager of
distribution of Associated Producers, Inc., announced yesterday the
following important changes in the
company's
selling
organization:
William H.
Jenner,
who since the
formation of Associated Producers
has been its resident manager in Boston, becomes Western district manager with headquarters in Los Angeles. Jenner is succeeded in Boston by J. A. McConville.
Walter R. Liebmann has been appointed resident manager in Atlanta.
He succeeds Frank L. Hudson.

Quirk Wins Decision
James R. Quirk, editor and publisher of Photoplay Magazine, has
been notified of the verdict in favor
of his magazine rendered by the U.
S. Supreme Court of Appeals of
Pennsylvania in the four years' legal
fight against Photo-Play Journal,
charging infringement on the name
and registered trademark of Photoplay Magazine and unfair competition.
The court grants the injunction asked by Photoplay Magazine, restraining the La Verne Publishing Co.,
Inc., and the Central Press Co., publishers of Photo-Play Journal, from
further use of the distinguished word,
Ochs Out
"Photo-Play," in the name of this
publication. The action was brought
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland — Eugene P. Ochs has re- in the state of Pennsylvania as the
publication is published in
signed from the sales force of the defendant
Philadelphia.
Cleveland office of the W. W. Hodkinson Corp. to become assistant to
Gore Elected President
S. Barrett McCormick at the New
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Ambassador in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles — At a special meeting held last week the following officers for the newly formed AssoStill Want
Serials, Says Pathe
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.,
A .searching investigation conduct- of Southern California were elected:
ed by Pathe of general business con- Michael Gore, Los Angeles, presiditions as they apply in particular to
dent; Sol Lesser, Los Angeles, viceserials has failed to reveal any evi- president; Dave Bershon, Los Angedence of an "all pervading business
les, secretary; Walter Jensen, Pasadepression," the company states.
dena, treasurer.

Investigating Schools
Assistant District Attorney
is conducting
an investigation
schools for picture instruction
result of over 100 complaints
by Specifically
girls and men.
12 schools are sail
be under investigation at the pre
time.
Three men who advertised in ne'
papers to teach acting have been h
for the grand jury: John Robin
240 W. 145th St., where a school T
conducted; Charles W. Ackerman
the Premier Studios, 727 7th A
and
Otto Film
Peck, Co.,
"director
the Art
260 W.general"
46th
The last two are charged with gr;'
larceny and the first with crimi
assault on a young woman.
Paris Opera Based on Scenari
The New
York World publish
in
part,
the
following
wireless fr
Paris:
"For the first time in historj
grand opera adapted from a mc
scenario was sung Friday night
the Opera Comique. The work be
the French title, 'Forfaiture,' but
based entirely upon a film dra
written by Hector Turnbull, the N
York playwright and critic."
Roberts Handling Short Reels
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — H. J. Roberts, i
merly general manager of Spe>
Pictures Corp., has formed a cc
pany to distribute films on the stj|
rights market. The new compii
is
to be knownInc.,
as theandH. will
J. Robe"
Enterprises,
hanje
scenics, comedies, cartoons, westes
and the Handschiegl art color p'cess.

Going to London
Rudolph de Cordova, occupied jr
several months writing the contir ties for the series of pictures to je
produced
by the
Co., '\
been engaged
by Vitagraph
J. Stuart Blackh
to proceed immediately to London?
assist in the preparation of the ft
picture
Manners.to be made with Lady Di;a

A man is judged by his associates. So is a photoplay. When it is associated with a RITCHEY poster, the public judge it to
be well worth seeing.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

t&M
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New
Circ
uits; Theater Orgy On
ews
Starts in N. Y.
itKe'N
Peoples Theaters
Apollo, Los Angeles, Ready

No. 12

SS, DEL. — Submarine and tug collide
»pe May. U. S. submarine L-l is
damaged when rammed by tug during
vers.
.IN, IRELAND — Continue recruiting
•yal Irish Constabulary. General Crolead of the R. I. C. Auxiliary Force,
:s volunteers.
ADELPHIA, PA.— Two-wheeled "po!or this kind of polo. All you need is
cle, and Quaker City bike enthusiasts
iow you how.
iNA, CUBA — Big freight congestion
» harbor. Large amount of merchanrcumulates at the piers because of the
y of importers to pay duty,
i AND THERE— Washington, D. C—
% day for the President. Motor vans
house furnishings from his Ohio home
new residence at capital.
lENSACK, N. J.— Town is wrung
of last precious drop. Hearts as well
ties are broken when officials destroy
supply.
\GO, ILL. — The old and new in hairg, posed exclusively for Pathe News,
dy of 1777 typified her husband's oc>n in her head-dress, as in this crea&DELPHIA, PA.--Hog Island, world's
shipyard, is closed as the "key" is
ly turned over to the Government;
ost of the enterprise was $350,000,000.
NAC LAKE, N. Y.— Charles Jewwins big ice skating race of the seaWhirlwind skaters compete in 3-mile
i frozen course.

ioaay mm
In Rialto for One

Week

l'e
of theatCup"
is on its
ndInside
final week
the Criterion,
iditional week will be played at
.alto beginning Sunday, Feb. 13.

Frances Marion at Work
rices Marion is at work on a pic,or Cosmopolitan Prod, at the
imous Players studio on 56th
ewis Sargent, who appeared in
I'leberry Finn" and "The Soul
'ith," is here from the coast to
:' in it.
II
Hines

Back

>|ny Hines returned yesterday
I Mi extended trip through the
West where he had been
If personal appearances in contn with "Torchy" comedies.
• s begins work today at the
oh studio on the first of the
"of comedies to be made unnew arrangement with Edu, the first news of which was
sed
exclusively
in
WID'S
' last week.
hree Stories Purchased
In Selznick has purchased
:ones:
"The
Open
Door,"
•Mallaby's Mistake,"
both by
? Weston for the Saturd
ay
J Post, and "A Violation of
e," by
Hervey
'Lv publisJohn
hed in Blue Book.Fox,

(Continued

from

Page

1)

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The new Apollo on
Osborn E. Chaney, chairman of the Hollywood Blvd., which will be about
board; Lewis Hopkins Rogers, pres- the last word in elegance among residential district picture houses, will
ident; H. Douglas Brown, vice-president; W. S. Silkworth, treasurer, open shortly with a pre-release of
the latest Christie special comedy,
and F. Ernest Grubb, secretary.
It is planned to start a chain of "Hey, Rube," featuring Bobby Vernon, as one of the features.
small popular-ipriqed theaters, first
around New York City and then
Athens Opening
spread out all over the country. The
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
company prospectus states:
Athens,
Ga.
The formally
Palace, Athens'
"It is the plan of the corporation fourth theater — was
opened
* * * to acquire and own controlling on Feb. 1. It is a Loew house.
interests in small, popular-priced
moving picture houses, at first adjaOne for Dunkirk
cent to and in New York City and
(Special
WID'S DAILY)
later throughout the country.
Dunkirk,
N. to Y.—
Droben
Theater
"In most instances it is planned to Co. will erect a theater here, to cost
establish new moving picture thea- a quarter of a million dollars.
ters in buildings remodeled under
New One Opened
favorable long term leases and it is
estimated that such movie houses well
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pentwater,
Mich. — Congdon
and
equipped and ready for operation will
Weidener
have opened a new theater
require an investment, according to
seating capacity, ranging from $15,000 here,
to $25,000 each. It is the plan of the
SwitoW Building
corporation, as each one * * * is
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
equipped * * * that it s.hall carry the
Louisville,
Ky.— M.
Switow
will
name alloftheaters
'Superiorin Theater'
* * be
so build a $225,000 picture house in 4th
that
the chain *shall
of uniform appearance, comparable to St. It will seat 1,000. The $1,000,000
Rialto will be completed by April T
cigar, drug and popular priced stores It
will seat 3,500.
which comprise many well known and
Lancaster, Gets One
very successful organizations. * * *
New Superior Prod. Inc. * * * plans
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
establishing and having in operation
Lancaster, Wis.—
$100,000 is to be
a chain of at least 10 popular-priced spent in erecting a theater and muSuperior Theaters as soon as possinicipal building.
ble. * * * In the town or city where
each 'Superior Theater' is located,
leading business men and ctiizens will
SITUATION WANTED
be invited to participate in the enter- AUDITOR — Young man, has had seven
(Continued

from

Page

1)

houses on a standardized basis and
where options cannot be secured on
existing theaters, playhouses will be
constructed.
The company is a $25,000,000 corporation, formed in Delaware. It is
planned to offer stock to the townspeople where the circuit will operate
its theaters. Of the total capitalization $12,500,000 is in 8% cumulative
preferred stock at $10 a share and
$12,500,000 in common at $5 a share.
Edward J. O'Donnell, who has
been in the field for various companies for some years past, is president
of the Twentieth Century Finance
Co., a new unit formed to underwrite
the stock issue of Peoples Theaters,
Inc. O'Donnell and Ike Schlank,
well known in the Middle West, have
been working on this plan for a theater circuit for many months.
Here in brief is how the company
plans to operate its theaters and upon
what facts it bases its calculations:
The entire string of houses will be
built of the same architecture
throughout. Each house will have a
seating capacity of from 750 to 1,000.
Each house will be built on a contract to purchase plan at a cost of
$50,000. This is to include ground,
equipment, machines, etc. It is figured that at least 25% will be saved
in operating costs over what is spent
now by the same type of house.
Each theater building will contain
two small stores 12 by 15 ft. in size.
It is figured at least $70 for each
theater will be derived in this manner. For 1,000 houses the total will
be $70,000 per month and $840,000
as stockholders.
The priseprospectus
states* *in *"the openper year.
ing paragraph that the new company
Each theater will be operated at
an expense of $500 a month or a has completed its first feature,
total of $500,000 a year for the entire "Birthright," and owns two-thirds of
string. Then figuring on a 15 cent a picture called "Sunshine Harbor,"
which Edward Hemmer produced;
admission basis and 750 paid admis- that
the company owns about 30% in
sions a day the total revenue per
week per 1,000 theaters would be the Allied Independent Attractions
$675,000. Since operating costs will Inc., of which Harry Leonhardt is
be $500,000, a profit of $175,000 will president.
Twenty-five thousand shares of 8%
be left per week, according to the
cumulative preferred stock are being
company's calculations. This means
an annual profit of $9,100,000, plus offered at $10 a share and 100,000
the $840,000 derived from rents of shares of common at $10 each. O.
the stores, equals a total annual E. Chaney and Co., offices at 35 Wall
St., are given as the selling agents.
profit of $9,940,000.
The stock is being offered at $15
per unit, the unit to be composed of
Opens Soon
one share of preferred and one of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Enid, Okla— The new Billings has
common. The Coal and Iron National Bank of New York has been had its opening date set as Feb. 15.
It will cost approximately
$200,000,
made the depository. Dividends are and
will seat 1,400.
to fall due on the first days of January, April, July and October.
Another Opened
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Two Houses for Negroes
Northampton, Pa. — The Lyric has
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cincinnati — Plans for the construc- just been opened to the public. The
tion of two theaters for negroes in house seats 700, and is leased to H.
Walnut Hills are under discussion E. Hartman.
here. The projects are being promoted by John Coleman and Sons. The
Buys One
larger house will be located at 1206
Oklahoma City — A deal was made
Chapel St., near Alms Place, and the last week whereby R. L. Rudelll of
other at the northeast corner of Alms the Dixie, takes over the Wynola
Place and Lincoln Ave. The first will (Lewis) theater at Wynola, Okla.
Rudell will remodel the house.
cost $25,000 and the second $10,000.

years' experience in the film business, has
traveled extensively in the States and Canada, is thoroughly familiar with auditing and
accounting of large distribution companies —
home office and exchanges, also filing of tax
reports.
Address

K-63,

care

Wid's

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS

I. RUBIN
23 E. 4th ST.

COMPANY
SPRING

8303

aM3
l to WID'S

Extensive

(Special to WID'S
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Think This Over
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(Specia
Federated
Francisco — The
San
This rea market for them ores not.
ed
boost
being
salari
Inc.,
of America,
sulted in many
Film Exchanges
to ridiculous heights.
terday. their sime-annual meeting yes"Directors have tried to out-do each opened
That
es.
tacl
other in devising spec
has resulted in great waste, and there
The party has gone to Byron Hot
for
is now no place in the industrycers, Springs, 40 miles from here. These
useless expenditure. If produ
to their sto-( springs have been rented for three
will pay more attention
cessary to days by Federated, where it will hold
unne
it
ries they will find
photoplay.
y
ever
into
s
circu
a
drag
s, continuing until the aftes its session
them
g
doin
of the 11th.
ernoon
They will also be signal serviselv
ce.
and the industry a
ot
six
Nineteen new productions,
On Friday the party will return to
them already in work, and practically San Francisco and will leave on Sunknown auday for Los Angeles, where the headall original stories by well
quarters will be at the Alexandria
thors, were announced by Gold,wyn.
The stories, with tentative titles are: for three days.
"The Purple Flask," an original by
M. Mann, Marion H. Kohn
Ground andGeorge
D. J. Chatkin of the Federated
Gouverneur Morris; 'From the Hugh
es;
Up," an original by Rupert
Film Distributors, and the Consolidated Film Corp., the local franchise
"The Bashful Romeo," written^ for
of Federated, have charge of
"The
holders
Rice;
L.
r
by Elme
Will Rogers
;
Scott
y
Lero
by
nal
origi
an
er,"
Moth
all arrangements and entertainments
"Jane," an original by Mary Roberts for the members, which will consist
beach,
Rinehart; "The Grim Comedian." an of a banquet at Tait's on theJinks
at
; "The San Francisco, and a High
original by Rita Weiman
.
the
St.
Francis
us
famo
e's
Cain
Hall
n."
Christia
novel; "The Wall Flower," by RuThe following officers of Federated
ion," are here: J. L. Friedman of Chicago,
pert Hughes; "The Poor Relat
Edward E. Kidder's play; "Hungry president; J. E. Pearce, New Orleans,
Hearts," from the series of short sto- vice-president; D. J. Chatkin, San
ries by Anzia Yezierska; "Cleared for Francisco, secretary; S. V. Grand,
Action," an original for Tom Moore Boston, treasurer.
by Charles Kenyon; "Till Death Do
The following franchise holders are
Us Part," an original by Gouverneur
present: Warner Brothers, New
also
"A Tailor Made Man," York; Empire State Film Co., Bufand
s;
Morri
'„v Iknry James Smith.
falo; Federated Film Exchange, Bos"The six pictures now in production
ton; Masterpiece Film Attractions,
O.
an
Hero,"
ing
Unwill
are: "An
phia; Quality Film Service,
Philadel
Henry story starring Will Rogers,
Standard Film Service
rgh;
Pittsbu
directed by Clarence Badger; "The
d, Detroit and CincinBuchanan's Co., Clevelan
Bridal Path," Thompson
Players Film Corp.,
Celebrated
nati;
;
Hopper
Mason
E.
play, directed by
Film Corp., Minne"The Alibi," a Frank Lloyd produc Chicago; Merritt
Distributing Co.,
Mid-West
apolis;
Kens
Charle
by
l
origina
an
tion of
Film Co., KanCrescent
ee;
Milwauk
yon; "The Night Rose," an original
sas City; United Film Service, St.
by Leroy Scott, directed by Wallace Louis;
Supreme Photoplays Co.,
a Regi- Denver; Federated Film Exchange,
"The Old Nest,"
Wbrsley;Barker
Rupert
of
ction
produ
nald
Baltimore; Specialty Film Co., Dalnovel; "Made in Heaven,"
s'
Hughe
las; Greater Prod., Omaha, and Conwith Tom Moore, directed by Victor
solidated Film Corp., Los Angeles
Schertzinger.
and San Francisco.

Plans
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Confab Opens

w Films
19(ContiNe
nued from Page ])

Green

I
The Strand seats about 3,000,
and the Capitol, generally
spoken of as seating 5,000.
Eight shows daily are being
for "The
the Strand
given at
on a conservaFiguring
Kid."
tive basis — six capacity shows
a day — if the present volume of
business holds up the Strand
will gross between $80,000 and
$100,000 for the week.
"Passion" at the Capitol did
approximately $55,000 the first
week of its run and that theater
houses about 1,600 more than
the Strand.
It was stated yesterday that
Manager Joe Plunkett was
taking a few days' rest.

We wish to announce that
we are in no way connected
with any other firm and up to
the present time have made no
arrangements with any agents
to handle our productions. At
the proper time an announce-ment as to releasing arrange
ments will be made.
Walsh-Fielding Prod., Inc.
Thomas B. Walsh, Gen. Mgr.

" 'The
only
patronin New
of "l'aff
Himmel"
now left
Yorl
M.
Maurice
Casenave,
a pers(
friend of Andre
Tardieu, and

DIRECTORS

The cable said, in part:
ACCOUNTANTS
_
"Once more Taffaire Himmel' is
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC
receiving some attention in the
1645 La Breav*
St.,
French press. Since the time some 56 Pine
Hollywooiran
y.
began
Matin
Cit
the
York
New
months ago when
TISING— PUBLIC! t
ADVER
the reality of the backintoAndre
inquiry
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
Himmel, a young
ing which
The Screen Bulletin
Frenchman, asserted that he had in 904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bj^yarJl
America, where he was trying to form
ARTISTS AND ART TITTSj
a syndicate with a capital of 1,500,F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
000,000 francs to control the whole
has
little
,
Leaden;
—
industry
Animation
picture
—
motion
Art Titles
220 W. 42nd St.
Brya'j
man's
young
the
of
heard
been
It was solemnly renounced
iB
scheme.
NEWCO
&
MARTIN-McGUIRE
727

The

THEATRICAL & MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
Can Do Three Things for You
one in ^y way connected
proposition before every
ONE-We place your Picture
or Theatrical Business and keep it there tor
Motion
the three
with
months.
at least

seating
TWO— Supply you free with a complete list, giving name, address,
m every
cai.ac y and whether pictures, drama or vaudeville are run
suppletheatre in the country-and keep it up to date with regular
merits.
reports free, giving names and addresses of those
daily
you for
THREE—
your goods.
market
in the Send

February Issue
goes to press
February
1st

on

No Statement

DAILY)

Notice to the
Motion Picture Trade

"The
Matin
commenting
France.'
interest ofdeclaration,
Hawkes'
says:

High Commissioner of France.' "
Taylor Named for Third Ter
Los Angeles — William D. Taj
The New York Times yesterday the director (president) of the pa
morning published a special cable lodge of the M. P. D. A. for tw
dispatch from Paris regarding the its six years' life, has been namt
affairs of the Franco-American Cine- third time.
matograph Corp., the $100,000,000
Reginald Barker has served tht
Delaware corporation in which Andre sociation as director the past ;
Himmel is the prime spirit.
Election will be held Feb. 10th.
The cable brought forth no comment from the offices of the Fleischmann Construction Co., which is interested in the company or from Andre Himmel, who in the past has
OF
THE
TRADVM
been making whatever statements he
A
RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
offormer
the
fices. to make through
had
READY REFERENCE

Trip

San Francisco— Water E. Greene
of Walgreene Film Corp. on his return trip will visit every large exchange center of the United States.
on to include
It is Greene's intentiin
his present
a visit to Los Angeles
several
with
confer
to
and
y
itinerar
independent producers covering the
distributhetion of their product throughout world.

with bell, book and candle by
French cinematograph societies,
one by one those who in Ameri
had given consideration to his pr
posals have resigned their coniu
tions.
"The latest to do so is McDoug
Hawkes, who is just now in Pai
Here he has busied himself with f
examination of Himmel's pret
sions,
declares: my inquir
" T and
havehe completed
and I have decided. I have gh
my resignation and have noth
with Himmel's
common
more in in
terprise,
which I interested my
only because I believed it was in

Theatrical & Motion
Picture Directory
133 We»t 44th St,
New York

Read this Telegram:
Am building theatre.
Want copy Trade
Directory . Send
special delivery.
Ralph D. Stogsdell,
Lafayette, Indiana
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New

). C. C. Rejects First National's
Request for Higher Rentals
on "The Kid"
le Theater
Owners
Chamber
of
I merce,
through
a special come composed of William Brandt,
;us Loew, B. S. Moss, William
John
Manheimer
and Charles
First National's
rejected
has
ner,
:est for the waiving
of existing
racts on the Chaplin
series in
r of new ones at higher rentals.
ies of the
committee's
recomdations were forwarded yesterday
Lalph H. Clark, general manager
ie First National Exchange, Inc.,
lew York, and J. D. Williams at
home office of the organization.
recommendation was made that
matter of co-operation with the
ibutor that members
play addiII days at regular contract rentals,
rever possible.
second committee will confer
First National officials regardmembers who do not hold conts for the Chaplin series but who

Metro Showing at the Ritz
Metro gave a special showing of
"The I- our Horsemen of the Apocalypse" at the Ritz last night. The
company has often termed this production its most elaborate.

desirous
of showing,
"thein Kid."
he
film will
be released
New
the week of Feb. 28 and in
tiklvn the week of March 7.

Assets 50 Million

Two Weeks at Capitol
•ssociated Producers, Inc., have
ed a deal for the showing ot
)%.
at the
itolH.forInce's
two "Lying
weeks,Lips'
beginning

6.

[jch
is reported that A. P. arranged
transaction on practically the same
Is as in the case of "Passion."

ro Cut Obscenity
number of important producers
with Adolph Zukor last night at
monico's
to discuss
the censori problem.
: is understood that at the meetit was decided that every importproducer
in the country
should
n'nate every feature from produc1 that would
in any way
arouse
ire of censor boards.
The decit is to include
salacious
titles,
ters. vicious thrills in serials and
bits that would later be objected
by the censors.

"Mack Sennett's 'A Small Town Idol' is best super-comedy production I
have ever seen," wires S. M. Costello, General Manager of Turner &
Dahnken
Circuit, California.
It's an A. P. picture. — Advt.

Split with N.A. M. P. I.
Pathe

and Vitagraph
Resign — Differ Over Policies — Sydney
S. Cohen Charges Association
With Attempt
to
Disrupt the M. P. T. O.

Pathe and Vitagraph have tendered their resignations as members
of the National Association, because of differences of opinion between
the companies and the association over the manner in which the latter organization ismanaging its affairs.
Another interesting development in the N. A. M. P. I. situation was
the delivery yesterday afternoon, by special messenger, of a circular letter sent to every member of the association from the office of Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. In this letter Cohen charged that
"a deliberate attempt had been made

Tomorrow being Lincc'n's
Birthday and a legal holiday,
there will be no issue of WID'S
DAILY published.

Big Deal On?

Asso. Exhibitors Unit Formed
in Delaware — Big Deal Reported Under Way
Word was received in New York
yesterday from Dover, Del., of the
incorporation of a company called
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., with a
capitalization of $3,100,000. The incorporators were given as Arthur W.
Britton, Samuel B. Howard and
George V. Reilly of New York.
At the office of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., the Pathe exhibitor cooperative movement, Phil Ryan, general manager, refused to comment in
any way on the new incorporation.
He referred all queries to the office
of Paul Brunet, where it was stated
there was nothing to say about the
Delaware company.
It is learned, however, that there is
some sort of an important deal under way. Just what turn it would
take, could not be learned vesterday.
Definite announcement may be expected in a short tim

to disrupt and destroy the M.

P.

While no official announcement was made by the two companies,
it
T. O."
was
learned from other sources that both Pathe
and Vitagraph
arc not
at all in sympathy

with(.Continued
the manner
in which
the Nat'l
on Page
3)

Ass'n is conduct-

A financial
of Loew's, Inc.
covering activireport
ties of that compa
nv
trom Oct. 19, 1910. to Aug. 31 ]
shows a net profit of $2,868,360.3"!
after I-ederal taxes are removed
The
assets
are $50.169.55171.
statement as of Aug. 31, 1920. shows
is income of
ed as
follows:
rheater
box
office
receipts
and
1 ''<"■•'* an'
Ims and advertising
: booking lees and
commi
122.93;
interest and
dis$251,85
I 83.
SS^Wt1^'244-36'
miscellaneous
The expendit
ures a"cl
were
$16,684,869 income,
42 dt-

$13,101,
441.74; operatio
n of tilm
theaters,
of distribut()t"-'rat
V'T,
ing.af.,f2
system. il0WS:
$1,059,190.67; ion
amortization of
films produced and released, SI, 599.7s
cost ot film advertising accessories sold!
$321,079.31; sharing of him rentals dis
uted lor co operative producers, authors, etc ,
$304,383.89; depreciation of buildings and
i quipment, $298,993.03.
I In- It, i\cs a consolidated profit of $4,which is deducted $456,973.57
earned
to turn,
the organizat
of Loew's.
Inc. 1prior
Ins. in
leaves ion
a consolida
ted
prolit lor Loew's, Inc., and affiliated companies of $3,918,829.56,
from
which
$1,1
for Federal taxes is deducted. The
net pro'ils then for the period from Oct 19.
1919. to Aug. 51. 1920, are $2,868,360.37.
In the list of assets the largest item is
that regarding land, building and equipment,
the value of which is placed at $18,221,196. 74: tilm productions in process, completed and released. S3. 725. 451 .21 ; construction work in progress. $3,110,597.90, while
contracts and goodwill are placed at
$11,760,830.41.

a!i^DAILY
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Wrangle Over Serial Rights
The
publication
of the proposed
"Adventures of Tarzan" serial by P.
P. Craft brought forth a letter from
II. G. Ko&cb which said in part:
"I am the attorney and secretary of the
Numa Pictures Corp.. owners of the motion
picture rights of Edgar Rice Burroughs'
story, 'The Return of Tarzan.' 1 note in
morning's issue the announcement that
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, athis
new Tarzan serial will be put out by P.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
P.
Craft,
This statement about Mr. Craft
New
N. V..
FTLM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and of the new serial is absolutely without found
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- ation. Mr. Craft disposed of all his rights
urer; Joseph Dannenherg, Vice-President absolutely to the Numa Pictures Corp. and
and Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and is in no way connected with this corporaBusiness Manager.
tion, or with any rights growing out of this
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. hook, nor did lie in any manner retain any
rights.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under production
the act of March 3, 1879.
"I wish to further advise you that the new
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside serial now being made is being produced for
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 the Numa Pictures Corp. by the Great Westmonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
ern Producing Co."
$15.00.
saidRegarding
:
Subscribers should remit with order.
Kosch's statements Craft
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
"The only rights regarding Edgar Rice
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St., New
Burroughs that I conveyed to the Numa
York, N. Y.
Pictures
Corp. were the rights of the book
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California.
entitled. 'The Return of Tarzan,' from which
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly- story 'The Revenge of Tarzan' was made.
They have no rights whatever to any other
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
1. 11. .hi story. My arrangement with Edgar
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamson, KinematogTaph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, Rice Burroughs gives me the rights to other
London, W. C. 2.
stories and from one of these the serial 'The
Paris Representative — Lc Film,
144 Rue Adventures
of Tarzan' will be made.
Montmartre.
"I acquired my rights from Edgar Rice
Burroughs direct and no other person or
firm is competent to give any information
regarding my deals with him."
Vol. XV No. 40
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Price

Cents

Quotations

Famous
Plavers...
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc

Las i
Bid. Asked. Sal*
60
62^
61.>s
81
81
81
4^
5^
....
Not queued

Loew's, Inc
16*4
W*A
16-K
Triangle
Y%
ty&
yk
World Film
Not quoted
»
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
No Chain Planned
Los Angeles — Contrary to reports
published in local newspapers, it can
be stated quite definitely that Fred
Miller does not plan to erect a chain
of theaters in Southern California and
with the exception of his announced
theater for Long Beach does not plan
any new construction.

Friday, February

Never Anything Like It
Joseph M. Plunkett, managing director
of the New York Strand said :

"In all my 20 years' experience in the theatre business I
have never seen anything like
the crowd that is storming
the theatre to see Charles
Chaplin in "The Kid/'

May Star in Features
Los Angeles — There
is some
talk I
here that Louise
Fazenda and Ford
Sterling may be starred
in some of
the five reel features that Special Pic- 1
tures plan to make in the near future.

The

exhibitor who

cannot

procure RITCHEY posters is unable to compete
with
can.

his

neighbor

who

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

11,

in

"THE KID"
written and directed by Charles Chaplin

6 Reels

of

Joy

Held Over for Another Wee\

(f (£k£u^cciticrncii 0 vcIuaJ^)

We

Playing to more than 15,000 daily and
thousands turned away. In this theatre with
a seating capacity of 3,500, the management
was forced to open at 10 a. m. and run
extra midnight performances in an effort to
accomodate the throngs that stormed the
house, fighting for admission.

Are Experts

We

modestly admit it— but it's the truth. Twenty years of experience inthe theatrical and motion picture industry have given
our staff a thorough knowledge of YOUR problems. Our advice on insurance problems is yours for the asking and we are
as close to you as your phone.

Another Echo of the Big i
and another reason why

YOQW
119NEWFULTON
N v.

ST.__ "
REAL

PHONE

3nsura]2_
0Q^?5iRVICE
§

90SX-2-3-4-S

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

'riday, February

1Mb

11, 1921

Split with N. A. M. P. I.
(Continued

l its affairs, particularly
T. O. enter.
Vitagraph

couldn't

where

from

Page

such

as the M.

be reached yesterday for a statement.

Pathe Statement

Cohen's Stand

Tariff

Hearing

(Special to WID'S

1)

exhibitor organizations

DAILY

V deliberate attempt has been made to
"Word has come lo us by wire from Minjpt and destroy the M. P. T. O. of
neapolis, Minn., and Indianapolis, Ind., to
the
effect that the National Association of
•rica, an organization consisting of the
t majority of motion picture exhibitors the Industry in making its contribution toughout the United States. This atward the expenses of the tight against cen)t was made in the name and by the
sorship in said states has advised the local
ority of the National Association of the committee chairman that this company had
toward
such fund.
P. Industry, which, as you are aware, refused to contribute
lists of producers
and
distributors
of
"While it is true that this company since
its resignation from the National Association has not made any contribution to the
\s part of the campaign against the
P. T. O. of America,
telegrams
were fund raised to fight censorship through the
to exhibitors in various parts of the National Association, it has never refused to
ltry asking them to join the so-called contribute toward the expenses to oppose
libitors Division of the National Asso- any menace to the industry. We have contributed directly to Minneapolis and Indianon.'
These telegrams were signed by
and others.
apolis local committees.
tVe have a copy of letter sent by F. H.
"We have always taken an active part in
)tt, executive secretary of the National fights against censorship in the past, are as
jciation of the M. P. Industry, to an much opposed to censorship in any form
bitor in Indiana
which plainly discloses today as we have ever been, and any statement to the effect that we have refused
purpose
starting
on hisattour.
mBrady's
this letter
was inread
to Brady
the either moral or financial assistance toward
s meeting of the Illinois Exhibitors in defeating censorship in any form is false and
:ago on Friday, Feb. 4th, he disclaimed
knowledge of the contents of the letter misleading."
:h he characterized as most damaging.
What we want to point out to you at
moment with all possible emphasis, is
Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the
need of a declaration on your part as
whether you were aware of the purposes censorship committee of the National
which your signature and your name
a being used. We think that the exhib- Association, was reached at the Gold5 of the country have the right to know
wyn to
offices.
Pathe's
sources from which
this attack came. read
him over
the statement
telephone, was
but
want you to go on record either one
he refused to comment on it in any
or another.
When
we have established way.
identity of the men behind this attack,
vill not be difficult to expose their mo-

Held

To Make Film in Florida

DAILY)

Harry Pollard, chief director for
Baumer Films, Inc., with Alvin
Knechtel, cameraman, and a company
of 10 people, are on the way to Daytona, Fla., to make a production.

Washington — Saul Rogers
and J.
E. Brulatour
appeared
before
the
Ways and Means Committei
day regarding the tariff law.
Rogers
asked that reciprocity measures
be
provided so that America could i
hat any unfavorable action taken by
foreign governments
with our pictures. Brulatour asked for protection on importation
of raw stock.
He asked for a tax on imported foreign raw stock.

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

RENT

STATE

by Day, Week or Month
Large
Stage — Fully Equipped
In the Heart of New York
230 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

T. E. Hancock

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

DIRECTORY
OF

ZINEMR

producers!

at amy

j"tudio

you

John J. Hayes

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

TO

emmer
Signs Margaret
Beecher
Jnder a contract drawn up by Arir Driscoll of O'Brien, Malevinsky
|1 Driscoll, Margaret Beecher is to
j featured by Edward Hemmer in
r.r pictures a year for a term of five
i.rs. Miss Beecher appears in "Sunne Harbor," Hemmer's first proiction.

DISTRIBUTORS

Phone 61104
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

THE
A

we. prepare all
or anyof your sets
for a Predetermined

BUYERS

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
NATIONAL

"

fe

RIGHT

We still have some territory
open on high class one and five
reel subjects.

5.

Frederick H. Elliott of the National
sociation could not be reached for
tatement. His office at one time
rorted he was in conference and
br that he had gone for the day.

8303

ATTENTION

STUDIO

FOR

SPRING

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
&
56 Pine St.,

BOUTON,
INC.
1645 La Brea Ave.,

New York City.

Hollywood, H-"

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin

Cost

may

S04

select.

Talent- - Direction- Camera- Liorirs &■ Act-ion
are up To <-(ou . We fake care Of all ot-her defa
WAT«INS

Bldg.

AND

ART

Bryant

5506

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6799
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612

Let us estimate. your_Jcenar.io.
~ 31 ST. N.V.C.

Fitzgerald

ARTISTS

3<5<5<) .

BROKERS

Hudio Bulletin

MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

ENGRAVERS
CLASS

OF SERVICE | SYMBOL

Telegram

Blue

Day Letter
Night Messag*

Nire

NL
Nlflht Letter
If nont of thee* three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words] this is a telegram.
Other*
wise Itt character is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

WESTEUM
TEU

WESTERN UNION

NEWCOMB

CARLTON.

PRESIOSNT

LOS
HIRAM

ANGELES

Night Mesaage

first Vice-president

CAL

SYMBOL
Blue
Nlte

NL
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check i number of
words) this is a telegram.
Otherwise Its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443-

1921

CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 376*
H. J. Streyckmans, General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES.
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort Lee 221

YORK N Y

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
S* c,«. ?->h ^t
Phone Gramercy 9«S

JAN 29,

PRINTERS

ARTISTS

CORPN

NEW

PICTURE

THE

RUSHING

W. E. ATKINS,

OF SERVICE

Telegram
Day Letter

ABRAMS

UNITED
DOUGS

OEOROE

UNION
AM

CLASS

THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621

PRINTS

FOR

YOU

729
NUT

SEVENTH
COMPLETED

AVE

NEW
ITS

REGARDS

A

BEAR

1«R W

PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
*th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS

JOHN

FAIRBANKS

ISSTUE
STUDIO
AND
L.A1*.
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem
719«
studio — 361 W
125tb
Worn
«9g5

Friday,

Announcement
N order to meet a persistent demand from the
industry in general, for his services as editor and
writer of sub-titles, Ralph Spence has severed a
four-years connection with William Fox. While available
to all producers, Mr. Spence feels that, in justice to his
work and in fairness to his clients, he must necessarily
restrict the quantity of work accepted. Ralph Spence's
word is personal — he has no assistant writers or cutters.
His output is limited to his personal capacity; to operate
otherwise would be to jeopardize the quality now found
in "Spence Edited" pictures.
Mr. Spence has just completed the editing and titling of
R. A. Walsh's production of " The Oath," one of First
National's "Big Five" features. Many orders were necessarily rejected during the editing of this subject. Those
who require the services of Mr. Spence are requested to
make appointments through Mr. Don Meaney, general
manager, Bryant 2333. Appointments for projection-room
inspections should be made a week in advance.

RALPH

SPENCE, INC.

220 West 42nd Street,

New York City, N. Y.

Phone Bryant 2333

February

11, 19
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Give Your Box-office a
Valentine That Pays Dividends.
A Realart Star Franchise
is a guaranty of quality. It
insures your box-office; it protects your patrons.
Thirty-six quality entertainments, all built of the stuff
that crowds are made of, are
yours for the signing of this
Franchise.
Franchise time is now!

REALART
PICTURES

CORPORATION

469 Fifth Avenue

New York

J/fe&KOCHIZED

afc BRAD STREET

of FILHDOH

Vol. XV

AUTHORITY

No. 41
Copyright

Sunday, Feb. 13, 1921
1921,

Price 25c.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer ; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
as

second-class
matter
May
21, 1918, at the post
New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

office

at

Terms
(Postage
free), United
States, Outside
of Greater
New
York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to
WID'S

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California:
Editorial and Business Offices, 6411 Hollywood
Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
London
Representative :
W.
A.
Williamson,
Kinematograph
Weekly,
85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative:

Le Film, 144 Rue Montmartre.

LIPS
Page
2 /

William S. Hart in
O'MALLEY

OF THE

MOUNTED
Page
3

J. Joseph Sameth presents
HEARTS O' THE RANGE
Forward Film Dist. Corp. — State Rights Page
5
Shirley Mason in
Fox

WING TOY
Page
7

Rubye De Remer in. . . .THE WAY WOMEN LOVE
Lyric Films, Inc. — State Rights
Page
9
THE BRANDED SOUL
Stoll Film Corp

Page 11

Anna Q. Nilsson in. . .WHAT WOMEN
WILL DO
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
Page 14
THE KENTUCKIANS
Maigne Prod. — Paramount
Viola Dana in
THE OFFSHORE
Metro
Buck Jones in. . . .".
Fox
Enid Bennett in

Howells

to state

right "The

Hope

Diamond

Mystery" serial.
Douglas Fairbanks to make "The Three Musketeers"
his most elaborate production.
Edward
Metro

Knoblock

completes contract

pays 250,000 for "Turn
lishing record price.

Betty Compson
Goldwyn.
Hugo

LYING

Paramount

1). P.

with

F.

to the Right,"

P.-L.
estab-

severs distributing arrangement with

Rockett Film to star Enid Bennett in six pictures.

Features Reviewed
Thomas H. Ince's
.*
Associated Producers

Goldwyn
not to distribute Craig Kennedy
fcatn
Famous Players form three more subsidiaries, making
seven in last 10 days.
J. Robert Pauline to make hypnotic series for Educational.
Tuesday
Griffith selling stock to cover
Philadelphia theater.

Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS AND FILM FOLKS, INC.

Entered

News ot the Week
Monday
in Headlines

Page 15
PIRATE
Page 17

THE

BIG PUNCH
Pag'e 19
SILK HOSIERY

Thos. H. Ince Prod. — Paramount
Page 20
Jack Pickford in
JUST OUT OF COLLEGE
Goldwyn
Page 21
Short Reels
Page 23

Riesenfeld given
dinner by
Wednesday

F. P.-L.

Two theater circuits planned, both to be operated on
standardized basis.
Peoples Theater, Inc., one, and
New Superior Prod., Inc., the other.
E. J. Bowes and F. J. Godsol deny participation of
Goldwyn in Shubert vaudeville circuit.
Wisconsin exhibitors ask Wm. A. Brady not to come
to Milwaukee.
Federated convention opens in San Francisco.
Goldwyn
of original stories ready
filming. has number
Thursday

for

William A. Brady denounced by T. O. C. C. of X. Y.
Admission tax repeal hinted at from Washington.
Adolph Zukor states he is willing to take leadership
of industry.
Peoples Theaters, Inc., has 284 sites in the East .
New York Strand holds over "The Kid" for second
A precedent.
week.
Friday elimination
Ohio Censor
Board
suggests
of crime
scenes from films.
Pathe and Vitagraph split with N. A. M. P. I. Sydney Cohen charges attempt to disrupt M. P. T. O.
New 3,000,000 comAssociated Exhibitors deal on.

pany formed.
Loew's, Inc., assets over 50 million.
profit of $2,868,360.37.
Producers agree to cut obscenity
Saturday
ductions.

Statement shows
from

A legal holiday, Lincoln's Birthday.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin.

future

pro-
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"Big League" Production and General Air Of The Spectacular
Thomas

H, Ince's
LIPS"
LYING Producers
Associated
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
AS A WHOLE

John Griffith Wray
May Edington
Bradley King
Charles Stumar and Henry Sharp
A spectacle in which expense

of

Money has not been spared and there is, besides
the sinking of the ship, another though different form
of thrill, in the lavish party given by the rich man
in honor of his bride-to-be. The beautiful ballroom
scenes and the entertainment provided for the guests
in the form of a pool with shapely bathing girls, are
bound to have their own appeal. The direction is
excellent, especially with regard to the handling of
players. There are one or two small matters of

Excellent
Clear
Very good

detail which go a bit amiss, but they aren't likely to
be noticed by the average audience. House Peters is
splendid in the role of the lover with Florence Vidor
an attractive heroine.
Joseph Kilgour is the suave,

has not been spared; and because of its lavishness, should be a money-maker
STORY
Has one or two excellent thrills; splendor of production greatly overcomes implausible
and trite situations
DIRECTION
Very
the money bags
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

fine;

has

had

done is seen in the picture. The vessel is seen plunging through the waves, and when it strikes a mine
and blows up, the particles of debris are shown falling
around the wreck. This has certainly been effectively
executed.

free

use

PLAYERS

House Peters gives the most impressive performance; Florence Vidor an attractive
heroine; others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Many pretty ones
INTERIORS
Several costly sets
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl accustomed to
wealth
comes
near marrying
rich man,
but
eventually goes back to the one she really loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,438 feet
Stripped of all it's splendor, lavish sets, and general
atmosphere of the spectacular, "Lying Lips" would
probably be called just a program picture because the
story consists of just that sort of material. But
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spectacle and has that quality which appeals from the

The girl is saved and Blair apparently lost, but
later he appears under the name of Charles Spence.
now a rich man, but refuses to admit that he is Blair.
During the ceremony of her marriage to Chase, Nance
is conscious stricken, and tells them she is another

standpoint of production.
It's always good to look at.
Perhaps the best miniature work that has ever been

man's wife. She later joins Blair on a steamer bound
for Australia.

"Lying Lips," a Thomas Ince production, which Associated Producers will distribute, is far from a program picture, for it has been made into an elaborate

Should Prove A Good One For The Box Office
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Regardless of almost anything else "Lying Lips"
is a good box office picture, and after all that's all
the exhibitor cares about. It has a good drawing title
and a cast and production that will meet any promises
you make about it. Play up the shipwreck thrill.
There's always a goodly crowd who go in for thrills
like this. Announce it as Thomas H. Ince's first production, made especially for Associated Producers.

It is a big picture because of the way it has been
done, and you should be able to cash in on an extended run. The fact that the story isn't new isn't
going to matter very much, since they will be interested in the production. Stills in your lobby will
attract and catchlines can be used. The names of
Florence Vidor and Hous Peters are the best known
of the players, so use their names if you care to.
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Another Good One From Bill Hart, Author, Star and Producer
William S. Hart in
"O'MALLEY

OF THE
Paramount

MOUNTED"

DIRECTOR
Lambert Hillyer
AUTHOR
William S. Hart
SCENARIO BY
Lambert Hillyer
CAMERAMAN
Joe August
AS A WHOLE
Just what they expect from Bill
Hart — appropriate story and a good production
STORY
Fully intimated by the title; has some
fine action but less of the romance in it
DIRECTION
Very
good;
has secured
some
fine locations for the story
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR
... The same Bill Hart
SUPPORT
Eva Novak again leading and only
woman in the cast; all good types
EXTERIORS
Many pretty shots
INTERIORS
Very few
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Member of Royal
Mounted sets out to "get his man," but falls in
love with sister and resigns rather than arrest
the brother
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,626 feet
Bill Hart is like the old family physician — you have
great faith in what he prescribes. And you can always
depend on him. Again, in "O'Malley of the Mounted,"
Bill provides himself with a good live role and while
lie is a member of the Mounted Police, it is only at
the opening and close of the picture that he wears the
uniform, so that even this doesn't take him away from
the usual rough-and-ready togs of the westerner. Besides some tine action, a great fist fight and rodeo
sequence, there is a genuine sympathetic twist toward

the close, when the officer returns to hand in his resignation rather than arrest the brother of the girl
he loves.
Of course, there is always a certain amount of good
riding expected in Hart's pictures, so he doesn't disappoint you in this, and besides some fast riding, there
is a long sequence showing a rodeo and it isn't any
small affair, just "staged" for the picture. At least
it doesn't look it. They must have come upon a real
one and there are some real broncho riders participating.
The star's co-workers, Lambert Hillyer and Joe
August, contribute their own share of effort of the
usual pleasure of Hart's picture and the direction
and camerawork are very good. The lightings, especially night scenes, seem a bit dark at times but this
may be due to the fact that the tinting is a bit too
dark.
O'Malley's job, was to get Bud Lanier, wanted for
murder.
Disguised as a cowboy O'Malley starts out,determined to "get his man."
He attends a rodeo at
Fork City, where Bud Lanier is one of the contestants,
O'Malley had never seen Bud, but instinct
Bud is his man.
Later, by means of intrigue,
becomes a member of Bud's gang where
Rose, Bud's sister, and after the Mounted
her unwelcome suitor a good beating, the

tells himO'Malley
he meets
has given
girl tells

him how she and her brother
are hiding from the
Mounted police because Bud had killed a man who
had insulted her.

ing, O'Malley leaves a note telling who he is, saying
that he is on his way to resign, but will return for
Rose if she will wait for him.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

that doesn't matter.
The star's work and a good production isall they want.
Among the things you can promise are the Mounted
robbing a bank in order to become a member of a
crook gang, the rodeo meet, another real Bill Hart

If they liked his last story "The Testing Block," they
will surely like this one. You can tell them that in
this, he plays the part of a member of the Royal

fist fight, O'Malley lassooing an enemy on horseback,
and plenty of other typical Hart punches. Catchlines

Mounted

can be used, but they shouldn't

Police.

The

story

hasn't

any

surprise but

4

Later O'Malley is accused by the leader of the gang |
of tipping off a bank robbery, and for this he is sentenced to be hanged. Bud and Rose managed his
escape, and during the night while the three are camp-

You Can Make Promises Along the Lines Of His Past Pictures

It's hardly necessary to give any pointers on how
to put over a Bill Hart picture. He's liked everywhere, and all yon have to do is mention his name.
You can tell them that the star also wrote this one.

j

be required;

S.Z

POL!,
PROPRIETOR

NEW

HAVEN. CONN.

January 31st, 1921.
Vitagraph, Inc*,
1600 Broadway,
New York City.
Gentlemen: Your "Black Beauty" special is a dandy.
It smashed
all attendance and money records at the Capitol Theatre*
More
people saw it than any picture ever shown in this Theatre, and
I have heard more favorable comment on it than on any ten others
I ever booked.
Every performance packed to capacity, and our
special children's matinee proved the biggest kind of a success*
On Wednesday we played to over four thousand children*
The letters I sent to school teachers made every teacher in town
a boostor, and the talk the kiddies made brought in their parents
who enjoyed "Black Beauty" as well as the children*
The letters
proved the most effective bit of advertising I ever did.
It was this double-barreled idea that put the whole
thing over 100 per cent — it got my regular theatregoers in and
pleased them, and in addition drew thousands of persons who rarely
go to see a motion picture at all.
o&e Capitol Theatre has an
unusually spacious lobby, but in holding out the crowds at the
special matinee, I had to open the side 4oor into the alley, oi
there wouldn't have been room enough*
"3lack Beauty" i* a great picture and one that has an
appeal for all persons, from six to sixty*' Ho picture I ever
played has approached this one in drawing the crowds, getting
It was a pleasure
the money and generating real satisfaction*
to have been able to offer this to my patrons*
Very truly yours,
CAPITOL THEATBB,

Manager*
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Thoroughly Good Western and An Unusually Fine Climax
J. Joseph Sameth presents
"HEARTS O' THE RANGE"
Forward Film Distributing Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Milburn Morante
AUTHOR
Victor Gibson
SCENARIO BY
Victor Gibson
CAMERAMAN
H. O. Himm
AS

A

WHOLE

Thoroughly

satisfying

state

rights

western;
has fine out-of-doors
atmosphere and is real western
STORY
Just a bit slow at first, but has excellent
climax that works up good suspense
DIRECTION
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Good for the most part; only
fair on panorama shots
PLAYERS. . . .All do very good work; no one of note
EXTERIORS
Some pretty country
INTERIORS
Only one used
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Foreman of ranch

in love with
stealing and
innocence
LENGTH

owner's daughter, is accused of
kidnapping
girl but proves
his

OF PRODUCTION

About 4,800 feet

proven, it's over. So often it happens that the director
keeps it going a while longer and spoils the effect of
a good climax.
A fine western atmosphere has been obtained and
there are many pretty shots of country. It's a real
out-of-doors picture, there being only one interior
scene in the entire picture. There is no one especially
well known among the players except perhaps, Milburn Moranti, who is fairly well known for his western pictures. He appears in the cast and also directed
the picture. Alma Ray ford is a pleasing heroine and
others who play cowboys are Harry Delmore, Charles
Everett and Alfred Hewston. There are more whose
names are not given.
Squaredeal, so-called for his manner of fair play, is
the owner of a large cattle ranch. He has a pretty
daughter and when a good looking foreman is put in
charge, it's quite natural that the daughter "falls"
for him. After the arrival of Beldon, the new foreman, the cattle ceased to disappear and everything
goes along smoothly on the ranch for some time.

Bel-

don recognizes among the men under his supervision,
Cole, former manager of the Bar X ranch, and a thief.
Beldon catches Cole annoying a woman servant and
knocks him down.
Cole swears revenge.
Squaredeal intrusts a large sum of money to Beldon,
telling him to take it to the bank next morning.
Cole overhears
the conversation
and the next day

"Hearts O' the Range," is a first rate western and
one of the best of its kind on this market right now.
The story starts off in sort of narrative form, and
while it takes a little time to get started, works up

overtakes Beldon and demands

considerable interest and there is a splendid climax,
in which the suspense is well maintained and is the

is riding with Beldon and the two are taken to Cole's
shack, where the latter threatens to brand the girl

kind that keeps them on edges, although they're sure
the hero and heroine will be rescued before the fatal
moment.

The director has worked this bit up very well, and
desryes credit for knowing when he reached the end

unless Beldon hands over the money. In the meantime, a note left by Cole, leads Squardeal to believe
that the foreman has gone off with the money and
his daughter, whereupon, they start out in search
of him.
Beldon
frees himself and later in a fight

without stringing on some additional footage.

throws

the

climax

is reached

and

the

hero's

Once

innocence

is

Cole

from

a cliff.

the money.

Explanations

The girl

follow

and

Squardeal regrets misjudging his son-in-law to-be.

You Can Promise Them A Real Western.

They Ought to Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you're looking for a thoroughly satisfactory five
reel western you can book "Hearts O' the jRange," and
[eel assured your folks will like it. You can promise
them real western atmosphere, cowboys, cattle ranchs,
rustlers and a romance besides, that will please them.
You can't very well work- with names so use catchlines: "Mow would you like to love a girl and after
putting up a fighl to save her from being branded,
have her father hand you a 'wallop.'
That's what

happens in 'Hearts O' the Range.' But it was all a
mistake. Go to the blank theater and see what happens after father discovered his error."
With regard to promises you can tell them they'll
see some interesting scenes on a cattle ranch, one
thrilling fist fight on a cliff, and a climax: that will
keep them in suspense for a while. The title may
interest them, but eatchlines worked with it will make
it more attractive.
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Production Is Good and Star Is Pleasing as Oriental Maid
Shirley Mason in
WING TOY
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Howard M. Mitchell
Pearl Doles Bell
Thomas Dixon, Jr.
Glenn MacWilliams
Well made with effective Chinese

atmopshere; one angle that the censors will be
after
STORY
Gives star rather distinctive role which
she handles well
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Pleasing as usual
SUPPORT
Edward
McWade
and
Harry
S.
Northrup
do
exceptionally
good
work
in
Chinese parts
EXTERIORS
Few but they are good
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Princess of Chinatown turns out to be daughter of District Attorney, kidnapped in infancy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
It is quite possible that Pearl Doles Bell got the
idea for her "Wing Toy" from Leonor Ulric's last
play "The Son-Daughter" in which Miss Ulric played
the part of a young Chinese maiden, Ming Toy. However, Miss Bell, has made her heroine a white girl,
a fact that is disclosed just about the time you're beginning to think Miss Mason't makeup is very poor
if she is really meant to be a Chinese girl.
The story will certainly interest anyone who cares
for Oriental atmosphere. And there is a goodly majority* who enjoy this type of picture. A splendidly
accurate Chinese atmosphere has been obtained and
the direction is very good.

Also there is really noth-

ing very objectional although there is one sequence
which is liable to give some of the censor boards something to do. Yen Low, the leader of the Chinese district and all powerful, has a white wife and a flashback shows how he got her.

Harry Northrup as Yen Low does some splendid
character acting as does Edward McWade as Wong,
a laundryman. The settings are all very realistic and
those of the palatial home of Yen Low are attractive.
One gambling den set is quite typical. The story provides Shirley Mason with a part a good deal different
from anything she has had of late. She seems very
fortunate in securing stories containing roles that give
her a fine variation.

"The Mole" a crook, has left a baby with Wong, the
laundryman, and then disappeared. The kindly Wong
reared the babe until she was a girl of eight years and
then he took her to the powerful Yen Low who agreed
to take care of her but after the agreement had been
signed, told Wong he intended making her his wife
when she was sixteen. When Wing Toy was nearly
sixteen, Wong told her the story of her life and how
she would be forced to marry Yen Low, when he had
divorced his white wife, Lily.
Bob, a cub reporter, was greatly interested in "The
Princess of Chinatown," as Wing Toy was called.
On the eve of Wing Toy's marriage, "The Mole" was
released from a long prison term. His first act was
to call the District Attorney and in a moment of bravado he told the Attorney, that it was he who had kidnapped his daughter because the Attorney was "sending him up," and that she was about to be married
to Yen Low, proprietor of a notorious gambling den.
The District Attorney and his men raided Yen Low's
place. Yen Low had word of the coming raid and
the marriage ceremony was nearly over when Lily
shot her husband and the raiders did the rest. Bob
wrote his first story and it concluded with his marriage to Wing.

If They Like Chinese Atmosphere at all They'll Like This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
From the title you can judge what the picture is
like. At least you expect Oriental atmosphere. You
get it and it's realistic and gives the star a chance to
do something different than anything she had done
heretofore. Besides using the title, exploitation angles
should suggest themselves without difficulty. You
might secure a couple of little Chinese maidens to distribute miniature Wing Toy buddas or if you don't

care to incur any expense, literature and catchlines
should prove equally effective.
Show stills of Shirley in her Chines costume. Perhaps those who saw Leonore Ulric in "The Son
Daughter" have often wished it might be done in pictures. "Wing Toy" isn't as good a story dramatically
but you can promise them something like it. You
may be sure to please Shirley Mason "fans" with this.
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THE CONSENSUS
OPINION OF THE
SMARTEST
SHOWMEN
IN THE
COUNTRY;
"skLECTfQ^PICTURES

Xewis J.Selznick
presents

RA GORDON

(The"MOTHER"ofHUMORESQUE')
in

x Jtio

Greatest
ptaumzEB by immoxmmtmt
directed &x henry kocker

Love"

Booking Like Wildfire
in The. Leading Theatres

—and Delivering
the goods.
A

wonderful
formance bya

per-
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in a story that
is creating a
world of favorable
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Fine Mystery Stuff that Keeps Up Suspense Until the End
Rubye De Remer in

there are several times when he gets a bit confused.

"THE WAY WOMEN
LOVE"
Lyric Films, Inc. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Marcel Perez
AUTHOR
Herman Landen
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited

' However, it isn't likely that the casual observer will
be annoyed by this inasmuch as they are prepared to
be bewildered. The conclusion is never obvious until

AS A WHOLE
well sustained
until the end

Good mystery picture that has
suspense; keeps you guessing

STORY
Rather pungent melodrama with two
murders; will delight those who like this, but
doesn't appeal to finer senses
DIRECTION
Maintains good mystery effect, but
seemed to get confused at times in doing so
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Not the best
CAMERA
STAR

WORK

Ordinary

Her acting is good but she doesn't look as
pretty as in the past, perhaps
due to poor
photography

SUPPORT
Walter Miller, Henry Pemberton and
others good
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Only one or two
To much sameness
Fair

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Man's sweetheart
saves him from prison and solves double murder
mystery
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet
For those who like melodrama

of the murder mys-

tery type "The Way Women Love" should do more
than satisfy them for there is not only one but two
mysterious murders and the more they try to solve
it, the more it becomes a riddle. The director has
managed to maintain a splendid atmosphere of suspense which is coherent most of the time although

the very ending and for this much at least, he deserves
credit.
Of course the picture is the sort that appeals more
particularly to the patrons of downtown houses for the
mere aspect of murder and the more or less gruesome
environment which accompanies it can't be said to
appeal to the finer senses. The titles aim to add a
melodramatic air by the use of dots and dashes. This
cheapens any picture.
Rubye

De

Remer

handles the part of the loyal

sweetheart very well, but somehow or other she doesn't
appear as attractive as usual, probably due to the fact
that she has not been well lighted and the photography
is not the best. The lightings seemed to have the
"flickers" occasionally. Walter Miller and the remainder of the cast are adequate.
;Ralph Barr refuses to grant a further loan to Train
who has been rejected by Judith Renyard, now engaged to Barr. Train publicly insults Judith for
which Barr openly threatens to shoot him on sight.
Train appears at Barr's home and says that he will
kill himself in Barr's home and make it appear that
he was murdered by Barr unless the latter agrees
to lend him the money.
Apparently Train does kill
suspected of the murder, but
Then there follows a series of
make the solving of the murder

himself and Barr is
suddenly disappears.
complications which
more difficult. First

it appears that Barr did kill Train but later it develops he was killed by a shot from behind the portiers. There is also another murder and much more
mystery until it turns out that Barr is not guilty and
Judith's loyalty really saves him.

Better See This and Judge For Yourself
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The most important thing that can be said for "The
Way Women Love" is that it is a first rate mystery
picture with considerable melodramatic action, fine
suspense and is fairly easy to follow. That should be
sufficient. You know the taste of your clientele and
should book accordingly. If they want mystery drama
they will be well satisfied. If they don't, they won't
like it. At any rate make, known the type of story and
let them be the judge if you show it.

The censor boards may

give you some bother if

you show it so you had better settle yourself with
them before you show
town

it, especially if you're in a

where they're "on the job." Use the star's

name, and promise them they'll like her work. It
seems to be the sort of picture that ought to make a
good deal of money on its own particular market.
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StolPs Latest Moderately Satisfactory Program Offering
"THE

will anticipate bigger developments than those which
occur. It would have been well to take a few more

BRANDED SOUL"
Stoll Film Corp.

DIRECTOR

F. Martin Thornton

AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Rita
F. Martin Thornton

BY

CAMERAMAN
AS

A

THE

Percival Strong

WHOLE
Good
material,
not
overly
well adapted, mildly entertaining
STORY
Unusual theme of middle class
English life

DIRECTION
Generally good; a trifle slow in
starting, and one incoherent sequence
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Usually clear

WORK

PLAYERS
Madge

All right

Reginald
Fox
overacts
at times;
Stuart pleasing; rest satisfactory

EXTERIORS

Some good country scenes

INTERIORS

Correct

DETAIL

Fog scene very well done

CHARACTER

OF

STORY

One twin brother

goes to prison for crime of the other, who repents and takes his place
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

5,100 feet

Stoll offers as its seventh release, an adaptation of
Rita's novel of English middle class life, "The Iron
Stair." The transfer to the screen isn't wholly satisfying from the spectator's standpoint, and the picture
as a whole provides only average entertainment. One
reason is that the story seems at the outset to suggest
a lot more possibilities than have been taken advantage of, with the result that audiences, on an average,

liberties with the original in spots where screen opportunities were apparent.
The direction is good, with the exception of the
slow start, and one unexplained incident. The latter becomes important from the fact that the whole
denuement

hinges on it. A check written by the

hero's enemy is shown in the enemy's hands one
moment, and by some unknown means it comes into
possession of the hero's family, where the villainous
brother raises the amount. Some confusion is caused
by the failure to explain this sequence. The leading
male character plays a dual role, and the double exposure stuff has been very welll done. He could
have handled the part much better by a little repression. In his efforts to contrast the characters of the
two brothers, one a sneaking, despicable man, with the
outward appearance of a holy clerical student ; and
the other a riotous drunkard who is good as heart, he
frequently overacts. Madge Stuart hasn't an awful
lot to do, but her work is finished and smooth, and altogether pleasing.
The story is of two twin brothers, one an outwardly
appearing holy clerical student, who is in reality a
sneak, and the other a rather wild, but good principled young man. To win the heroine, the villainous
brother forges a check and the blame falls on the
is imprisoned. The evil brother is overcome by remorse and finally, after substituting himself for his brother, he ends his own life, leaving the

hero who

hero and heroine in happiness.

Talk About the Story, But Be Careful of Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

About your only point of strong appeal in this, lies
in the unusual character of the story.
If you have

promise a surprising finish to a situation that you can
make appear hopelessly tangled.

played "Mr. Wu" or "The Lure of Crooning Water"
you cannot, without danger of disappointing, promise
as good a Stoll picture this time, so it will be well to

You haven't any names in the cast well enough
known to count for much in advertising, but the title

confine yourself as frearly as possible to the appeal of
the theme itself. Make an especial point of the substitution of one brother for the other, in prison, and

offers possibilities, as does the author, Rita. Be sure to
tell them that the picture is an adaptation of her novel,
"The Iron Stair."
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Novel Crook Story Makes This Good Entertainment
which this one differs from a lot of others of the same

"WHAT WOMEN WILL DO"
Associated
Exhib. — Pathe
DIRECTOR

Edward

AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Charles A. Logue
Charles Whittaker

BY

Jose

CAMERAMAN
J. Roy Hunt
AS A WHOLE
Well made, and well acted, it
should satisfy nearly any type of audience
STORY
Appealing, because it has a "different"
twist from most crook themes
DIRECTION
A bit at the beginning,
in the
nature of a prologue, is slightly confusing at
first, but is eventually explained. Handles the
suspense and the climax very well
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

WORK

Usually good
Fair
Fine in the horse race scene

PLAYERS

general type, and the appearance and performance
of Anna Q. Nilsson.
Miss Nilsson not only displays a charming personality, but does some really good acting. As a crook
girl, whose god is money, she delicately handles the
change in character which is brought about through
the- influence of a good woman.

The general idea of

crooks reforming through good influences is of "The
Miracle Man" type, but this one is sufficiently different
that the similarity doesn't suggest itself. Although
Miss Nilsson's work features the picture, there is
credit due the whole cast for satisfactory performances.
Allan Forrest, Earl Metcalfe, George Majeroni, and
Jane Jennings handle the principal roles.
The story's punch gets it's start in the first hundred
feet, in a way that grabs the attention rather start-

Anna Q. Nilsson attractive and capable in lead.
Whole cast satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Good

lingly, and holds it through the spectator's desire to
link up the incident with the rest of the picture. The

INTERIORS
DETAIL

incident is the murder of a young man in a gambling
resort by the villainous Dr. Joe. The blame is placed

CHARACTER

Adequate
Accurate
OF STORY

through
the "mothering"
planned to rob
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Crook girl reforms
of

the

woman

she

5,893 feet

Edward Jose, has made of "What Women Will
Do," the sort of picture that you can run and feel
pretty confident that the majority of your patrons are
being entertained, whatever class of people make up
your audiences. There isn't any one outstanding feature to account, especially for it's enjoyment either,
but probably the things most responsible are the general appeal of a good

"crook"

story,

the

points

in

on another young

man, and then the whole thing

is apparently dropped for almost the entire length of
the picture. While it keeps the audience wondering,
it may also have a confusing effect on the rest of
the story, until Dr. Joe is again introduced, and the
connection established.

Nevertheless, when

it is explained, it makes

the

climax very effective, and produces the necessary
suspense throughout the last two reels. This suspense
has been heightened too, by careful direction, especially in connection with preparations for a horse
race on which the denoument hinges.

Talk About the Crook Story and Say It's Different
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In tin's picture, you have the type of story whose
appeal is large, and one which you can promise will
entertain, with the assurance that it will back you up.
Makes the biggest points in your advertising the
fact that it is a crook story, and that it is different
in numbers of ways from other crook pictures. Talk
about the plot of the "gang," to swindle the old lady
by means of fake spiritualism, and make features of
the framed
up horse race, the supposed
drowning

of the heroine,
the action.

and

of the murder

which

starts

off

Then tell about the work of Anna Q. Nilsson. Her
name will mean something to a lot of patrons, and
yon can promise a mighty good performance in this
picture. Assure them that there is plenty of excitement and suspense, and tell them there are two surprises in store for them at the climax. The title offers
a number of possibilities for ballyhoos and catchlines.
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Good Acting And Pretty Southern Atmosphere Its Features
"THE KENTUCKIANS"
Charles Maigne
Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Charles Maigne
AUTHOR
John Fox, Jr.
SCENARIO BY
Frank W. Tuttle
CAMERAMAN
Andre Barlatier
AS A WHOLE
Realistic Southern atmosphere
and a sincere performance by the featured player its mainstay
STORY

By well known

American

author; will

Director Maigne has succeeded in the main in making the atmosphere realistic and in handling the players he has done well but whether he worked with a
poorly prepared scenario or whether he just didn't
"hit" it right, there are dull moments in "The Kentuckians and it takes sometime before the spectator can
"find" himself. This is due to the fact that in the opening of the picture there are more titles than scenes
and they depend almost entirely on the captions to
tell the story.

interest some, but can't be credited with having
a universal appeal

Monte Blue's performance is well worth seeing and
when he is not on the screen his presence is missed.

DIRECTION
Has secured wonderful Kentucky
atmosphere and managed players very well but

Wilfred Lytell hasn't an altogether attractive role
and he often appears to be ill at ease.. Diana Allen is

allows dull moments
PHOTOGRAPHY

a pleasing heroine and there are some splendid mountaineer types. The camerawork and photography gen-

to creep into story's telling
Excellent

LIGHTINGS
CAMERAWORK

Always good
Effective

PLAYERS
Monte
Blue
again
distinguishes
himself in role of featured player; others quite
satisfactory
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Real Kentucky
Correct

DETAIL

Satisfactory

CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Kentucky

feudal

mountain folk seek emancipation against powerful repression of aristocrats
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,581 feet
A fine performance by Monte Blue, the featured
player, and a realistic and beautiful Kentucky atmosphere are the points of appeal that stand out most
prominently in Charles Maigne's production of "The
Kentuckians" from John Fox's well known novel. But
it isn't the sort of story that can be said to have a universal appeal because everyone isn't interested in
whether or not Kentucky mountaineers still continue
their feudal troubles with the aristocrats or not.

erally deserves mention for it's excellence.
Boone Stallard (Monte Blue) goes to the Kentucky
Legislature to plead emancipation for his people in
the mountains. He meets his first opposition in the
person of Randolph Marshall, an aristocrat. Stallard's
plea is so sincere that he gains the admiration of the
members and later is invited to a reception at the
Governor's home. Anne, the Governor's daughter,
who secretly admires the young mountaineer for his
sincerity introduces him to her fiance, Marshall, but
the mountaineer refuses to shake hands.
Matters grow worse and Boone and Marshall decide to settle the dispute by duel but each escapes a
disastrous end and they shake hands. At this time
Boone is informed that the Keatons, another clan,
have broken truce with the Stallards and he returns
to fight for his own honor. Boone talks them into law
and order and through his influence gains the respect
of the aristocrats. Boone is really in love with Anne
but realizes the difference in their places in life and
the story closes with Randolph winning the girl.

You Can Most Likely Please The Majority With It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can probably satisfy the majority with "The
Kentuckians" regardless of whether or not they will
all like the story. To some it won't make much difference because they will be pleased with the performance ofMonte Blue and the picture is always good
to look at. You can promise them real Kentucky atname.

mosphere. Make good use of the featured player's
His work deserves it and you can recall his

work in "The Jucklins" if you played that picture.

Use the author's name if you think that will interest
them. And if they recall producers' names in connection with previous productions you can tell them
"The Kentuckians" was made by Charles Maigne who
directed Barrymore's "The Copperhead." This line
might attract: "Would you aid the law in sending
your own brother to death even though you knew
him to be guilty?

It happens in 'The Kentuckians.' '
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Pleasing, Clean Comedy Offering But Needs Cutting
Viola Dana in
"THE

OFFSHORE
Metro

PIRATE"

DIRECTOR
Dallas M. Fitzgerald
AUTHOR
F. Scott Fitzgerald
SCENARIO BY
Waldemar Young
CAMERAMAN
John Arnold
AS A WHOLE
Attractive settings and pleasing
star ; extremely light but clean entertainment
STORY
Is amusing but they have used too
much padding
DIRECTION
Good; would have made a better
job of it in five reels rather than six
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Has little tricks and mannerisms
that
make you like her
SUPPORT
Jack Mulhall and six typical colored
jazz boys
EXTERIORS
Mostly aboard yacht
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Millionairess planning to marry no account foreigner is tricked
into falling in love with young American
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet
Viol Dana is seen in an adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald's Saturday Evening Post story "The Offshore
Pirate." The star's delightful personality, her cute
comedienne tricks, together with six colored jazz boys
and some pretty backgrounds afford an amusing picture which while it offers a satisfactory bit of diversion and is clean comedy stuff, would have been still

more pleasing and entertaining if they had made a five
reeler of it.
Metro productions are all six reels or just lacking a
couple of hundred feet of six reels. In this connection,
several of the pictures released lately by this organization have lost some of their drawing power and entertainment value through the fact that the stories have
been dragged out to six reels when they would have
done much better in five. That is particularly the case
with "The Offshore Pirate." There isn't enough in
the plot to keep it going over five thousand feet.
The settings are very attractive. Most of the action
takes place aboard a good looking yacht. Jack Mulhall is the handsome hero who is ably assisted in his
scheme to win the heart of the millionairess by six
young colored fellows, the antics of whom audiences
will enjoy and who seemed to enjoy themselves in
their part of the picture.
Ardita Farnam, possessor of beauty and millions,
had a will of her own, besides a yacht and an uncle.
Ardita decided to marry a foreigner — the reason, she
wanted a man with a past rather than a future. Alone
on her yacht one evening at sundown Ardita heard
jazz melodies come floating over the waves. A good
looking young fellow and six colored musicians came
aboard the yacht and advised Ardita that in the afternoon they had been playing at a charity performance
and at the end of their number they had relieved the
audience of all its valuables and intended using her
yacht to escape.
They go to sea. Later the leader, who calls himself Curtis Carlyle, is put off the boat. Then Ardita
feels sorry and goes after him. The uncle arrives and
Curtis explains that he is Toby Moreland, whom Ardita's uncle wanted her to meet. She knew it all the
time and decides to marry him.

Z3li^l
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They'll Surely Like The Star In This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
Viola Dana in
"THE

OFFSHORE
Metro

You can tell them it's a Saturture for any audience.
day Evening Post story.
Stills in your lobby should attract attention. You
could use one showing the six colored jazz boys and

PIRATE"

You will find this a clean piece of entertainment
with some amusing situations and other points of appeal as outlined above. Those who like the star will
he thoroughly satisfied with "The Offshore Pirate,"
and after some cutting, it will make a first rate pic-

promise they'll keep them amused. Other stills will
attract because of the settings. Catchlines could read :
"Come to the blank theater and enjoy a cruise with
'The Offshore Pirate.' " Or, "She wouldn't listen to
sense so they tricked her into it. See Viola Dana in
her lastest Metro picture."

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
"JVe Never Disappoint"

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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All Right For Program Offering But Star Has Had Better Stories
The star has a really delightful personality but he
is best suited to either straight romance with western
settings or stories which give him genuine hero parts.

Buck Jones in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

BIG PUNCH"
Fox
Jack Ford
Jules G. Furthman
Jules G. Furthman
Frank Good

AS A WHOLE
Slow moving at times and again
has some good live moments ; not exactly the
best they could do for star
STORY

Hasn't unusual appeal but will probably go for ordinary program offering
DIRECTION
Sequences
a bit choppy,
otherwise good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Not convincing as minister
SUPPORT
Rough western types good; Barbara
Bedford pleasing heroine and Jennie Lee real
mother
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Several pretty western long shots
All right
Adequate
OF
STORY
Innocent
young

westerner sent to prison and later ridiculed because he enters ministry
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,600 feet
Buck Jones tries something new in his latest "The
Big Punch." He becomes a minister in the latter reels
but he isn't suited to anything like this, and when he
appears with a roman collar and a pinch-back suit,
he cuts an odd looking figure and even his expression
of reverence doesn't convince. The early reels
however, much better and the best thing in the
ture. There is some good western fight stuff
riding which will satisfy admirers of this type of
duction.

are,
picand
pro-

They manage to get a bit of mother love atmosphere
in "The Big Punch" and this may please although it
isn't made the dominant feature of the story. Thereis also a romantic twist that might have been made
more of. It doesn't come in for much prominence until
the end when, as a minister, he rescues a Salvation
Army lass from an unscrupulous dance hall owner.
Some pretty western country makes an appropriate
background for the picture and there are several very
beautiful long shots. Barbara Bedford is a pleasing
young lady who hasn't
oine.' Jennie Lee is a
All the western types
in the cast are George
McDonald, Al Fremont,
Eleanore Gilmore.

a great deal to do as the herreal motherly looking person.
are good. Among the others
Siegmann, Jack Curtis, Jack
Edgar Jones, Irene Hunt and

Buck finally consents to study for the ministry but
before going away tries to persuade his worthless
brother Jed to sober up and stay at home with the
mother during Buck's absence. On the eve of his
going Buck is implicated in a murder committed by
Jed and his gang. Buck serves two years and upon
his release studies for the ministry before he returns
to his mother.
But the people ridicule Buck and laugh at the "jailbird minister," as they call him. During one of
Buck's services, his brother and two pals enter the
church to hide from the prison officials who are after
them. Buck shields them and later they come to his
aid when McGraw, the owner of the dance hall, has
lured the Salvation Army girl to his room and Buck
is forced to fight the whole gang. A girl who believes McGraw is "throwing her over" tells that McGraw "framed" the murder charge on Jed and his
pals. This gives the men their right to freedom and
clears Buck and leaves him to marry the Army girl.

If They Like Buck Jones They'll Be Satisfied
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The Fox cowboy hero has a large following because
of his clean-cut appearance and pleasing personality.
It probably won't make a great deal of difference
whether he plays a minister or an outlaw. He has
had much better roles than the one afforded in "The
Big Punch," which incidentally is as good a title as
any even though the picture might have been called
.
. j£
'
s
" 1 he Circuit Rider" because it has to do mostly with
the hero becoming a circuit rider— a sort of traveling
minister.

You can promise one or two thrills, but don't go at
it very strong from this angle because there aren't
enough to do much talking about. If you are in the
habit of just announcing the star and the title of the
picture and get them in with just this, so much the
r
r
i
,better.
In case you want advance notices for your

,ocal newspapers the Fox press sheet contains all thai
you could require and also catchlines.

jMi
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Star Is Pleasing But Not the Picture You Usually Get From Her
Enid Bennett in
"SILK HOSIERY"
Thos. H. Ince Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Fred Niblo
AUTHOR
...
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

A

Frank Dazey
Agnes C. Johnstone
G. Barnes

AS A WHOLE
Splendor of fashionable modiste
shop and a charming star help make up for
story's shortcomings
STORY
Very weak material; not nearly strong
enough for feature length; subsequent padding
is necessary
DIRECTION
Nothing unusual about it; crook
sequence incoherent
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Her work carries through a story that
would be useless without her
SUPPORT
.. Adequate
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Model who longs
for adventure and clothes she can't buy saves
a prince from disgrace and wins an American
husband
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,556 feet
Exhibitors who book "Silk Hosiery" can at least
feel assured that they are showing a picture which
will satisfy the majority but will appeal more strongly
to the women because it is really a woman's picture
although the title is liable to interest the men. But
they're due for a bit of a disappointment, because
"Silk Hosiery" is not given any more prominence than
silk dresses for that matter.
Frank Dazey's story is really too weak for a feature but Ince has managed to make it hold together

1

fairly well by the use of attractive settings, a fashion
show and some other good bits. These help considerably to cover up the shortcomings of the story which
doesn't contain anything new. It's all been done before— the pretty model who couldn't afford to own
the pretty gown she wore but of course she finally
wins a husband and is on the road to having the
things she wants most when they reach "The End."
Just for a change the director has a real scrap between the star and another woman player. This is
somewhat out of the ordinary. It's usually a fist
fight between two men. It's good while it lasts
but they don't show much of it and it couldn't have
been very rough because the ladies don't even tear
their gowns. There are a few fairly good humorous
situations that register well.
Marjorie Brown is a model who longs for romance
and adventure of the story book variety but she
never gets any further than displaying beautiful gowns
in an ultrafashionable shop. Every customer who
comes in is ordering a new gown for the ball to be
given in honor of some Prince. Yvette, a French
woman, comes to order a gown and with her is Sir
Leeds, her fiance, who

immediately attracts Mar-

jorie's attention but she loses hope when
he is engaged.

she hears

Marjorie stays alone in the shop to deliver the
gown to Yvette and dresses herself in the costume.
Some crook business follows in which Yvette and an
idler named Cad Jones are implicated. It isn't at all
clear, but Marjorie gets mixed up in it someway, is
kidnapped and locked in a room with Leeds who sort
of explains matters to her. They escape and Marjorie
makes a big hit with the Prince when she recovers a
note and a piece of jewelry which the Prince had once
indiscreetly given to a New York society woman and
which he fears she will use against him. Leeds turns
out to be a detective. He asks Marjorie to marry him.

Don't Make Promises and They'll Have No Comeback
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Enid Bennett is pleasing enough herself to make up
for a whole lot that the story and the production
given it fail to supply, so if you can rely on her to
put it over for you, you can book "Silk Hosiery."
Whether or not the theater where the feature was
shown

cut something out to make it fit the program

or not isn't known but at any rate there is no special
attention given to "Silk Hosiery," not even a close-up,
so the title is deceiving.

You can use a fashion show in connection with the
showing if you are in the habit of doing such things
but the picture isn't really strong enough to warrant
any extra expense so it would be better to try and put
it over on the strength of the star's name. You
might persuade the editor of your home newspaper
to allow you a cut on the woman's page. It will get
the women interested.
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Clean, Light Comedy Offering Has Amusing Situations in Latter Reels
Jack Pickford in
"JUST

OUT

OF COLLEGE"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

chap just out of college is compelled to double $20,000
in thirty days or lose the girl. The best comedy is
Al

Green

George Ade
Arthur F. Statter

BY

CAMERAMAN
George Webber
AS A WHOLE
Is amusing picture despite
rather limited situations they had to work with
STORY
One of George Ade's most popular
ones; given a good production
DIRECTION
Has handled story very well and
made the most of what material he had
PHOTOGRAPHY
Not the best
LIGHTINGS
Night scenes very dark and others
not always clear
CAMERA
WOFK
Average
STAR

Hasn't a great deal to do, but does that
well enough
SUPPORT
Molly Malone leading lady; others
are George Hernandez, Edythe Chapman and
Irene Rich
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
Youth "Just Out of
College" given thirty days in which to double
$20,000 and win the girl
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,779 feet
George Ade's comedy, "Just Out of College," hasn't
a wealth of possibilities and its situations are rather
limited when it comes to making a five-reel feature
of it. However, the director has managed to make
an amusing picture by cleverly augmenting the main
situation and the result is a satisfying offereing which,
while it isn't unusual, makes
tainment.

adequate light enter-

He has made the most of the situation in which the

provided in connection with the hero's efforts to start
a pickle company that will outdo that of his prospective father-in-law's. The manner in which hero enlists
the aid of an old college chum, who agrees to handle
the advertising end of it, and the way in which Bingo
Pickles advertisements greet the eyes of the owner
of Pickering pickles every move he makes are all
amusing.
Jack Pickford is the central character, but the part
isn't really one that gives him very much to do. Molly
Malone is a pleasing heroine. The direction for the
most part is good. There is one angle of the story
which might just have well been omitted. It deals
with the heroine's mother and her psychological tendencies.
Ed Swinger (Jack Pickford) is just out of college,
hut wants to marry Caroline Pickering, daughter of
Septimus Pickering,* famous for his pickles. Septimus
favors Ed as a husband for Caroline in preference to
the mother's choice and so he gives Ed $20,000 with
the understanding that he can marry Caroline if he
doubles the money in thirty days. Pickering's secretary sells Ed some bogus oil stock and relieves him
of $15,000, so Ed has but $5,000 left o nwhich to make
He meets Paul Greer, a former college chum now
in
the advertising business, and interests him in a
good.
scheme to introduce a new brand of pickles. Greer
agrees and shortly Bingo Pickles are advertised in
trains, on trolleys, signboards, and in fact everywhere
Pickering looks, his competitor's ad stares him in the
face. Eventually he decides to buy out the opposition and is shocked to find Ed the proprietor. He
pays a big price and then finds that Ed has merely
been rebottling Pickering pickles in Bingo bottles.
But the orders come rolling in for Bingo brand and
Pickering is satisfied.
Ed gets the girl.

Star, Title and Autnor Should Attract Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can feel safe enough in booking this one, for

The title should also be a good

bet. Mention

it's light, clean comedy entertainment and even though
it isn't a knockout it has its good bits and furnishes
enough amusement in the latter reels to satisfy. If

George Ade's name and say "Just Out of College" is
one of his best stories. Catchlines such as the fol-

the star has proved a good drawing card in the past
you can use his name in big letters and feel sure they

killing a cat, and in 'Just Out of College' Jack Pick-

will be pleased with his work in "Just Out of College."

girl.

lowing could be used: "There's more than one wav of
ford proves there's more than one way of winning a
He does it by making Bingo Pickles famous."

STUDIO
FOR RENT
«S©=

Every modern equipment
— Room for two companies—Within thirty minutes
of Times Square — Available for three months
commencing February 1st

Apply by letter giving credit
references to
Box A- 2 5
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Some Short Reels
"Hard Luck"— Metro
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This is Buster Keaton's latest, and it's a riot. If you have
played any of his previous Metro numbers, you know how
Buster has been putting it over, and this one has got- it on
them all. It is impossible to begin to tell everything that he
does, but it will suffice to say that you never played a funnier
two-reeler in your house. You could easily afford to feature
the picture unless you use a particularly important longer
feature at the same time, for if this one doesn't knock them off
their seats nothing ever will. You'll miss a lot if you don't
get it, and you can safely promise your patrons the funniest
slapstick they ever saw. Buster and Eddie Kline, who wrote
the story, must have sat up late nights doping out the gags,
for there are more new ones, and funnier ones, than are usually in half a dozen such pictures. There isn't a minute of it
that isn't ridiculously and uproariously funny, and the finish
is a roar, when Buster, after having made a high dive and
sunk into the earth many years before, comes out of the same
hole with a Chinese wife and four chink kids.

"Thrills"— Kineto Review
Type of production

1 reel sensational

A novel one reel subject called "Thrills" is being shown at
the Strand this week. It consists of a series of pictures which
are supposed to furnish a thrill. The film has been compiled
by the Kineto Co. Some of the thrills consist of shots of
"shooting the shoots," ski-jumping, skating races, tobogganing,
snow-balling, motor-cycle broad jump, automobile racing, skysign building, shots of a break-water, a flood, firemen lifesaving methods, fires, shooting rapids by barge, 'felling a smoke
stack, destroying booze (caption: "some thrill"), dynamiting
one hundred thousand tons of rock displacing an 800-foot
ridge, cutting and dropping dynamite down bore holes, airplane
thrills and a locomotive head-on collision. The reel is a novel
one and appropriately titled.

"Screen Snapshots No. 18"— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
This is just an average number of this series of intimate
glimpses of stars. It starts off with several shots of Tyrone
Power, indulging in a few moments of relaxation in his home,
painting, first, and then dashing off a manuscript on his typewriter. Next comes an after hours love scene between Harold
Lloyd and Mae Allison — but they are only statuettes of the
stars who do the spooning. Douglas MacLean next welcomes
Florence Lawrence to the Ince studio, and insists on showing
her over the lot on a tandem bicycle. This tour takes them and
the spectator, through a studio street of "sets." The anxious
fans are then given several titles worth of information about
who's who's husband and wife, among a number of the big
stars. Next are some shots of baby leopards and lions, whose
parents are animal actors. Then Peggy Cartwright, the cute
little seven year old star has an argument with her director
because she arrives at the studio late. Lloyd Hughes, the
newest Ince star, closes the show by breaking in on the photographer who is making "stills" of several girls. Fans will doubtless find parts of it very entertaining.

"The Holy City"— Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
This reel brings out the fact that every day life in Jerusalem
is very much the same today, as it was in Bible times. This
is done by using quotations from the Bible descriptive of the
city and its people, as sub-titles, and then giving a glimpse of
a corresponding scene in the city today. This manner of presenting the views makes the picture far more interesting than
it would otherwise be. It should make a very satisfactory
filler, particularly in larger houses, when such a subject will
harmonize will the rest of your program.
There is first, a

bird's eye view of the city, showing the odd dome shaped
roofs, and the cramped compactness of the buildings. Then,
with a quotation from the Bible preceding each one, there arc
shown views of the market place, shepherds, and various typos
of inhabitants.
"The Dog Doctor"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This one features Harry Sweet in the principal comedy
part, and what is much more entertaining, about the cleverest
bull clog that's ever been seen on the screen. The performance
of this dog puts the picture over easily as a first class offering.
It should be a riot with children, and there are few grown ups
who will not find a heap of enjoyment in the animal's antics.
Sweet puts his stuff over pretty well, and when the business
itself is funny, he gets all there is in it. Some funny stunts
with a street car start it off, with Sweet having a harrowing
series of experiences trying to make one stop, and then ducking
the conductor after one does stop. He gets several laughs in
the course of the two reels, but the dog is the real star. Everything he does cannot be told, but it is not too much to say that
he does everything but talk. In one scene the dog opens an
ice box, takes out a bottle of milk, opens it and then pours
out equal portions in the plates of several other dogs. Then
he opens a box of dog biscuits and distributes them among
the others.
You can't go wrong on this one.
"The Grip Of The Law"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel Western
The only criticism of this is its similarity in plot to so many
other pictures of this type. It has one of the standard themes,
where the cowboy hero is mistaken for a horse thief and is
rescued from the outraged ranchers by the heroine, just as
they are about to string him up. However, for audiences that
like westerns, this one contains the necessary thrills and excitement. Jack Perrin is starred in it, and he makes a good
cowboy type. A pretty girl plays opposite. Not much attempt has been made to do more than tell the bare story, but
for a feature of this length it probably contains sufficient stuff.
Unless your audiences eat up westerns, it will not prove better
than a fair number.
"Daily Life in Modern Jerusalem" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
All of the reel is fairly interesting. There isn't anything of
particular note in it, however, so you can regard is as just an
average filler. It will do very well in educational use, and in
connection with religious instruction. It is made up of shots
of the city of Jerusalem, its streets, buildings, and views of
various types and nationalities that make up the population.
Among the most interesting shots are those of the Damascus
Gate, the walls of the city, in which are hundreds of the poorer
shops
stores,views
the market
placetheandhome
the of"wailing
There and
are some
of Hebron,
David, place."
and it
ends with a view of the town of Bethlehem.
Paramount Magazine — Famous Players
This issue starts off with the "20th Century Pictionary" giving a visual definition of the word "weather." It shows a young
man making his first call on the lady of his choice. All either
of them can talk about is the weather, until a lapse of an hour
shows them seated very close together on the sofa, when the
picture ceases to concern weather. Next comes another little
story incident, showing how an old fashioned girl almost has
her sweetheart vamped away by a "1921 Runabout," but finally holds him by giving him a tray full of delicious food. There
are several laughs in both of these bits. The last number is
a "Bud & Susie" cartoon, and this one is a riot. It's short
but it's. also one continual laugh, and makes the whole thing
go over. Just what makes it so funny cannot be told in so
short a space but you can depend upon it being sure fire.

Short Reels
Kineto Review — "Egyptian Museum in Cario" — Kineto Co.
1 reel pictorial
Type of production
This reel will be entertainment to archaelogists, and people
interested in things ancient, but will provide only fair entertainment for the big majority. Most of it is made up of views
of relics of Egyptian civilization, on display in the museum at
Cario. First comes a shot of the work of excavating an ancient palace, by British engineers. Then the museum building is shown. This immense structure was opened in 1901,
and cost $1,250,000 to build. Then the main gallery is shown.
After that you are given close-ups of nearly every case in the
museum, with a view of nearly every kind of an article which
has been found in the ruins of the ancient civilization. Mummies, statutes of the .great kings of Egypt, furniture, and domestic tools and articles found in the graves are shown. Ornaments, examples of their sculpture in granite and bronze, their
stone carvings, mummies of sacred animals, and samples of
their "stone" literature, are all studied at some length. It ends
with a view of the mammoth statue of Rameses second, and
one of the Sphynx.
"Tribal Life in Palestine"— Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial
This reel is devoted to an intimate study of the every day
life of the Bedouin tribes, which make their homes in the
country around the city of Jerusalem. Some of it is interesting but there is a great sameness to it. First some British
soldiers are seen with Turkish prisoners. Then comes a panorama of Jerusalem, taken from the Mount of Olives. The
rest of the reel is taken in a Bedouin camp. The formalities
of extending hospitality to strangers is shown, and then the
way in which the Bedouin Sheikh entertains visitors. All the
guests are seen seated about a fire, on which a servant brews
coffe in a large pan. Every one must drink some and there is
considerable ceremony attached to the proceeding. When the
visitors leave the camp they are escorted by an armed guard
of Bedouins, who go through some more formalities before
taking their leave.
A fair reel.
"Whirl O' The West"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Snub Pollard is starred in this reel, supported by Marie
Mosquini and little dusky Sammy. There is some fast chase
stuff that is fair amusement, but the biggest part of the comedy is old. Pollard has very few gags that are laugh getters,
and he stalls a lot, not apparently knowing what to do. He's a
tenderfoot in the west in this one, and the bad cowboys use
him pretty rough, until he performs some extraordinary horse
back feats, and gets careless with his revolver. He gets off
some acrobatic tricks that are clever, but most of the stuff
falls short.

"Under

Cuban Skies"— Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type oi production
1 reel travelogue
I Ins cue takes the audience on a complete tour of the city
of Havana, and while several of the scenes may have a bad
effect on thirsty spectators, as a whole it should be a reel of
average interest. The entrance to Havana harbor is first
shown with a long shot of Morro Castle. The ship approaches
the fort and a good view is obtained of the castle and the whole
water front, with the big guns lining its banks. Then follow
views of the cathedral, in which the bones of Columbus reposed tor a time, street scenes in the poorer sections of town,
and then several shots of the Prado, or boulevard, at the
crowded time of day. There are some country scenes, among
them a pretty shot of a river. The largest golf club is shown,
and shots oi motor races, horses, and a Cuban cock fight
rmisri it up. Some clever humorous art titles add considerably
to the picture.

"All Aboard For Brindisi"— Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type of production
! reel travelogue
This will give your audiences almost all the sensations of
a sea voyage irom Alexandria. Egypt, to Brindisi, Italy. Most
ot the footage is made up of scenes on ship board, and it

makes a very interesting reel, a little different from the average
travelogue. The ship leaves Alexandria, giving the spectator
a view of the whole. water front of that place, and then follow
shots of many of the passengers, some -of whom are famous
personages. They are seen on deck, at tea, and there are
some good shots of the immense dining room aboard ship, at
dinner time. This takes up most of the reel, but toward the
end there is a panorama of Brindisi, and the boat is seen
docking. Then come views of the Appian way, the ancient
Roman roadway running across Italy, and which is still
marked by crumbling pillars. A beautiful shot of the Mediterranean by moonlight concludes the reel, which is very nearly
all entertaining.
Pathe

Review

Type of production
1 reel magazine
This issue begins with a Hy Mayer Travelaugh entitled
"Such is Life at The County Fair," and is a succession of
scenes common to a small town carnival. There are shots
of the side show, the midway, and of various types of pleasure
seekers. The next subject is the longest in the reel, and will
probably prove of average interest. It shows the manufacture
of paint brushes from pig bristles. The process is much more
intricate than would be supposed, and the different steps in
the work are well shown. Then there comes a slow motion
bit, showing a drum major twirling his baton. The reel
ends with some colored shots of one of the quaint sections of
central France. There are some very pretty landscapes in
this. It's just an average reel.
"No Monkey Business" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This one stars Joe Martin, the well known ape, whose
actions at times are remarkably human. It's good entertainment for an average audience, and will certainly be a riot
with children. The monk performs alone most of the time,
and goes about his act in a business like way that is bound
to get some laughs. He's in a dress suit most of the time,
coming home from a night at the club, and he manages to
appear comically intoxicated upon his arrival at his . house.
He has a bad time when the snakes start crawling around, and
finally swears "never again," with a most human expression
on his face. It will be a little change if you have been running
regular one reel slapsticks, and you can undoubtedly please
them with it.

Paramount Magazine — Famous

Players

This issue starts off with a novelty. It is called "Shimmy
Geography," and it combines cartoons with shots of young ladies shaking a mean shoulder in several different lands. First
the Hula in Hawaii, then a M'amselle in gay Paree, then some
dusky belles in the South Sea Isles, and finally a Broadway
girl. They are not all shimmys, but examples of the most
popular dances in the various countries. The next number is
a short humorous story about a jealous husband who suspects
his wife of receiving mail from another man, and comes home
to find her embracing his supposed rival. The rival turns out
to be a dummy, and the lady is rehearsing for a play. The
balance of the reel is a cartoon — one with new characters in it.
It's tera than
clever
one and number.
has a number of good laughs in it. Betthe average
"It's

A

Great

Life— If"— Educational

Type of production
1 reel travelogue
A good travel reel taken in northern Canada. It is one
of the Hudson's Bay Travel Specials. The title has reference
to the life of a moving picture cameraman trying to get
pictures in the north, with the thermometer hovering around
fifty below. Some good shots of the snow covered hills and
the traveling by dog sled, with all it's attendent difficulties,
make up most of the picture. They show how a camp is built
to protect the travelers from the extreme cold, how fish ore
seined through sixteen inches of ice, and the method of caring
ior the husky sled dogs. The titles add quite a lot of comedy
to the reel, which is a thoroughly satisfactory offering. :
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The formation of his own organization for the distribution and
sale of Productions of Quality.
Every Independent Producer
desirous of securing efficient
distribution and sale of their
product are cordially invited
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30% Duty Sought

Fighting Censors
1 of New England Organized for
Battle — The Developments
by States
The censorship evil in New Engld seems to have a strong foothold,
t at the same time exhibitors in
; various states are well organized
fight the measures, step by step,
le developments
in the situation,
states, follow:
Connecticut
(Special to WID'S

Eastman Kodak Seeking Restrictions
on Importation
of Foreign
Made Film Stock
There
was quite
some
interest
manifested
in film circles late last
week over the recommendation mad
by Jules E. Brulatour, representing
the Eastman Kodak Co., that a duty
of at least 30 per cent be imposed
on all foreign made raw stock im
ported into this country.
Mr. Brii
latour made
that suggestion
to thi
House
Ways
and Means
Comiryt
tee in Washington last Thursday,
As noted in these columns fro:
time to time, foreign raw stock man
ufacturers are ready to introduce
their wares into this market but feel
that the time is not quite ripe. Two
instances are known of definitely, one
the Brifoo stock, made in England,
and the other the Afga product, made
by a large German concern.
It was Brulatour's idea that a tax
of at least 30 per cent was necessary
to protect American manufacturers
from foreign competition.

DAILY)

Hartford — There will be a hearing
Id here on Thursday regarding cenrship. Mr. Sagel of the Poli invests is leading the fight in this
ite.
Vermont
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Jutland — Independent exhibitors,
th the co-operation of the M. P.
0., are combatting the censorship
insures in Vermont. There was a
uring held last Thursday, at which
(; film interests were upheld by
ihn Whalen of the Strong. Burling|i, and John McKay of the Strand,
litland, who is secretary of the inipendent
Is state. exhibitors' association in
The Black interests
lely in the battle.

are

also

ac-

Maine
(Special to WID'S

Price 5 Cent*

DAILY)

Augusta — One of the provisions of
la proposed censorship bill for
.aine is that $2 must be paid for
<ery reel examined, before showing.
ie injustice of this measure can be
(Continued on Page 2)

Directors Meet Today
The board of directors of the Peoi:s Theaters, Inc., will hold a meet:; today.
When the personnel of the organiition is made public it will contain
'i names of several men whose pres«ce in it will prove a surprise.
Hurlbut Incorporates
William Hurlbut, the well known
iiywright, has incorporated a cominy known as William Hurlbut,
c, a New York company, capi'ized at $5,000.
Hurlbut has been engaged by two
lglishmen, Chester S. Andrews of
verpool and Albert P. Winton of
>ndon, to write a numben^pf scerios dealing with English rural life.
ley will be prepared in this country
t made into pictures on the other
le. The productions will be in the
ture of propaganda.

" 'A Small Town Idol' in its first four days has drawn terrific business to
Casino Theatre. Unable to accommodate hundreds. Best picture Mack
Sennett ever made. Critics unanimous. Congratulations to Associated
Producers." — Stilwell's Casino Theatre, Spokane , Wash. — Advt.

Melody

Woods Plans Theater Circuit
Al H. Woods
announces
he will
operate a string of theaters to sho\
films at regular show prices.
The
first theater will be in Chicago.
Griffith
to Make
"Faust"
D. W.
Griffith
will make
a screen
version of "Faust'' in which Lillian
Gish is expected to appear as Mar-

$2,169,000 Gross

guerite.

Reached by "Way Down East" Since
Release in September — $151,872
for Week End. Feb. 5
According to figures given out by
Lee Benoist Co., Inc., the financial
All that sort of thing. "Bravos" for the Doctor. Everybody
firm which has charge of the sales of
happy. Which led to the thought : Why not have these massed
the stock of D. W. Griffith, Inc., in
orchestras play. On Sunday morning? At one of the houses. New York and adjacent territory,
Regular concert. Of comparative sacred numbers. Should "Way Down East" grossed $2,169,000
time of its release in Septemprove a tremendous hit. Best of all. It may happen. Riesen- from the
ber, to the close of business on
feld's been thinking of it for a long time.
Feb. 5.
The production grossed $151,872
OH;
THOSE
LAMBS!
for the week ending Feb. 5. This
Actors. Not 'movies.' Speakies. Lots of Lambs don't like represents the total business by all
the road companies.
pictures. Won't work in 'em. Lots of 'em can't. Anyway they
Gambolled. Last night. Been Gambolling for years. Quite
Price, Waterhouse and Co., certified public accountants, are now at
an institution. But they broke years of rules. Years of preauditing the books of D. W.
cedent. And smashed old John W. Tradition. On the nose. work
Griffith, Inc., and it is expected that
Showed a moving picture. In the Clubhouse. Shades of — Well ; the audit will be completed in a few
their name is Legion.
And it was a good picture.
Not a hero- days. It is learned that the company
(Cor.tinued on Page 4)
will show a profit.

Divine. Inspiring. Mnsic that melts the soul. Massed
orchestras of Criterion, Rivoli and Rialto. At Riesenfeld dinner, Tuesday night. A hundred pieces. Rapturous applause.
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On Broadway
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway
Eugene
O'Briei,
"World's —Apart."
Brooklyn
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Price 5 Cents

44th Street.— "Way Down East
Loew's
New York — Today — "F
Treasure."
Tuesday — Mary
Miles
Mint
den"All
Fruit."
Souls' Eve."
Wednesday- — Charles Ray in '
Thursday
teen and— Lionel
Phyllis." Barrymol
"The Devil's Garden."
Friday — Zena
Keefe
in
Foam,"
Edith Roberts
in
Saturday — May
Allison
in
Marriage
of
William
Asche.
Fire Cat."
Sunday
— Wesley
"I
Rialto
— "The
Inside Barry
of the inCup.
Rivoli — Thomas
Meighan
in
CHRISTIE

I

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Shipman Goes to Canada
Famous Players . . 62
64
63%
Ernest Shipman left for Canada
823/4 825/6
81
do pfd
Friday afternoon on what is un*Goldwyn
• • ^A
5
derstood to be an important deal af). W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
fecting production. Shipman gave a
Loew's Inc.,
16H
Wa
V
Triangle
Vs
H
Y& private showing of "Cameron of the
World Film
Not quoted Royal Mounted" last week to the
financial interests that backed the picture. The merits of the film are said
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
to be responsible
Canadian trip, where fora Shipman's
new deal will
probably be closed.
readily seen when it is stated that in
the small towns where $7.50 is paid
for a feature a day, the cost of approval from the censors would be
$10. Hyslop of Portsmouth is in
charge of the situation.
New Hampshire
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Concord — Earl F. Newton has introduced abill for the licensing and
regulation of motion pictures in NewHampshire. The bill provides for
censorship by the state board of education.
Two dollars will be the fee for
films 1,000 ft. or less in length and
$3 for films over 1,000 ft. in length.
The bill has been referred to the judiciary committee. A hearing will
be held on Wednesday.
William P. Gray is leading the
fight in the state.

"Scrappily

Married"

is Al

Maybe Two Weeks' Showing
Thomas
H. luce's
has been booked
for one"Lying
week Lips,"
at the
Capitol, beginning March 6.
It is understood that if the picture
grosses, a certain amount by Wednesday ofretained
the firstforweek's
showing,
will be
a second
week. it

We

Place Insurance for

Loew's Theatres

DAILY)

Easy

in

Road."
Next Week

Broadhurst—
"Over Gordon
the Hill."in I
Broadway — Vera
Brooklyn
Greatest Strand—
Love." "The Inside I

"
—
Capitoilon—"The ioCnoncert.ies
CriterKid."
Mar
Dav
in "■

mainly on this fact, — j
sells the greatest possib!;]
number of tickets.

(Watch this Space for Others)

Dover,
Del.— Representatives
of
one of the trust companies have put
through a new $1,000,000 corporation.
It is the Simons Film Machine Co.

KiiVENTION IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE
Don't wait with your insurance
problems.
To-morrow
may
be too
late.
Years of experience in the theatrical and motion
picture field
has enabled us to handle your problem
with intelligence, dispatch and
economy.
May we prove to you how we can serve you better?
Your
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too.

Chaplin

44th
"Way Down
i
RialtoSt.—
— Bebe
Daniels East."in 11
Treasure."
Nicholas Power Dead
Couldn't
Help It."
Rivoli
— "Straight
Is the Way.'!
Nicholas Power, before his retire- Strand — Jean
Paige
in
ment four years ago, president of the
Nicholas Power Co., manufacturers
A Correction
up."
CNew
of projection machines, is dead at the
Stanley Subsidiary
In the page announcement of Ralph
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)!
Beauty." Del.—
Spence, Inc., which appeared in Fri- age of 66.
Dover,
The Stanley 1
O'Malley Resigns
Chester has been formed herl
read: day's issue, a paragraph should have
a capitalization of $4,000.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Ralph
Spence's
work
is
personal
—
Boston
—
David
A.
O'Malley
has
he has no assistant writers or cutters. resigned as secretary of the American
It is believed that the abov*
His output is limited to his personal Picture Associates, the company
pany
has been formed as a :«
capacity; to operate otherwise would
produced "Annabel Lee," to iary corporation to the Stanl.1?
be to jeopardize the quality now which
America of Philadelphia tolc
be released on the state right mar- of
ket by Joan Film Sales of New activities of the parent comply
found in 'Spence Edited' pictures."
York.
His successor is unknown.
Chester, Pa.
Now
It's a Weekly
The Rockett organization have be^ Denver — The
Rocky
Mountain
Screen News will hereafter be pubgun work on the
second
feature,
lished as a weeklv.
"Keeping Up With Lizzie."
The superiority of th|
RITCHEY poster is base

$1,000,000 Firm in Delaware
(Special to WID'S

Strand — Charles

COMEDIES

It might happen to you, all right, or me
Christie's new comedy. — Advt.

ing Censors
Fight
(Continued from Page 1)

or \

Capitol
Trail's— Buster
End." Keaton and W
Crane in
"The Saphead."
Criterion
— Marion
Davies in
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ie Prize Winner

tM%

For Anglo-American Unity
A number of well known film men
prize offered for the best have been designated to serve as directors, until the first meeting is held,
3 written by an amateur writer
1920, has been awarded by of the Anglo-American Unity League,
Inc., which has for its purpose the
Lmerson and Anita Loos to
cementing of friendly relations be/ernie Bates, Macon, Georgia,
tween England and America.
renario on "The Hereditary
Sojourning in Florida
■mist" follows:
Anita Loos has departed for Palm
y St. Clare is only a poor
who works all day long in Beach to finish the script of "The
chen of a grand cafe. Day Contented Woman" for Constance
she stuffs the chickens below. Talmadge. She was accompanied by
: never complains, but day by Miss Talmadge herself. She will return to New York to make the pic: stuffs the chickens. When
ture with her husband, John Emerd is born, he is born with the
son, after the scenario has been propiry taint of wanting to stuff
erly thawed out.
ing, so when he arrives at
estate, he becomes a taxiderDustin in St. Louis Hospital
Melville becomes the greatest
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
nist of his city, and in due
St. Louis — Edward Dustin, presichosen by the belle of the
dent of the Producers Film Corp. of
vhirl to be her affianced husHollywood,
is at the Mullanphy HosThe belle's name is Valery.
pital suffering from a general breakjht before the wedding Meldown. His corporation is produc>es to call on Valery at her
L While he is there. Valery
ing
"The
Enfoldment," featuring
he room for a moment, leav- Florence Lawrence.
Iville alone with her little dog
he loves. Suddenly the awful
try taint begins to overtake
:. His gaze wanders from the
)g to a hole in the sofa that
me of the stuffiing sticking
t. He struggles and struggles
the awful hereditary
taint.
the big scene of the picture
uld be played by John BarryFinally he can stand it no
and he stuffs the dog. When
returns she calls her little dog
and he does not come. She
arns the truth and there are
ding bells the next day. MelIs himself.
al years later Valery engages
cook, who is no other than

Anna Nilsson in Warner Film

Anna Q. Nilsson is cast in "Why
Girls Leave Home," which William
Nigh is directing for Warner Bros,
at the old Universal studio in Fort
Lee. Miss Nilsson, it was reported,
was to be starred by S-L Pictures,
releasing through Metro, but whatever deal was under way has fallen
through. She appears in one S-L
picture, "Without
Limit."

That Free Lunch
A party of film folks were at the
1st Field Artillary Armory, on
Friday, to attend a free lunch,
given
over The
a bar scene
in real was
old-fashioned
manner.
specially
constructed
for Bennett
"Salvation
Nell,"
which
Whitman
is making
for First National. After the lunch,
several scenes were shot for the picture. It was Bert Adler's idea.

Watch Presented to S. R Kent
The convention of District Man(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
agers of the Famous Players-Lasky
Albany, N. Y. — David G. Fischer Corporation
has closed its sessions.
is one of the incorporators of the Following the final discussion, Frank
David G. Fischer Photo Play Corp. V. Chamberlin, on behalf of those
formed here with a capitalization of
present, presented to S. R. Kent, a
$100,000. The other incorporators diamond platinum watch and platare P. Stinson and J. B. Murray.
inum pearl chain.
New

Fischer

Company

Fischer is at work on a feature
called "In the Shadow of the Dome"
for Fox-Fischer Prod.
W. E. Raynor, local Pathe manager,
is ill at at home.

's mother. One day she
r crying in the kitchen. Val:s her why, and then Mary
re tells Valery the story of
sditary taint and how Melville
help it. Valery kills herself
souls of Melville and Valery
heaven."
ew Idea in Production
;r Ford Tilford. at one time
imous Players, has organized
any known as the Tilford Cinudios with offices at 165 W.
., to plan sets and actually
i em for producers. Tilford will
producers with sketches and
ss of the cost, which if apare immediately
constructed.
rector and cast then go into
bo ready to start work.
Harf took his company into the
iversal studio last week and
verything in
readiness
for
"Why Girls Leave Home."
:iated with Tilford are Wiard
n, who designed the sets for
ith the
Dance"
and
"Dr.
aid Mr. Hyde," and who was
Haas' assistant at Famous
Thurston H. Homedale,
; B. Sherman, Stephen S?ynd John T. Lascha.
las Wilson Switzler, studio
mt, is general manager. He
:h Famous in the east for one

DAILY

Fitzmaurice After Exteriors
George Fitzmaurice has left for
Georgia where he will secure some
exteriors
"Experience."
studio
workon begins
later in the Actual
Long
Island studio of Famous Players.

State Right Buyers
IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

PUNCH, PLUS HEART INTEREST, MAKES
WONDERFUL
BOX-OFFICE
HIT

THE

SUPREME
PASSION
Written by Robert McLaughlin and Charles T. Dazey
Played by

FLORENCE

DIXON

And Notable Supporting Cast
You Can't Beat a Combination of the Authors of
"THE HOUSE WITHOUT
CHILDREN"
and "In OLD KENTUCKY"

Will Go Everywhere — No Censorship Worries
IS WOMAN LOVED FOR BEAUTY OF
BODY
OR BEAUTY
OF SOUL?

Act Quickly— Telephone-Wire -Call
Pres't
RT Inc.W. PRIES
ROBE
No. T,
503, Times
Building
The Film
Market,

DAILY

Melody

Attach Stoll's Auto
The U. S. Photoplay Corporation
has made an attachment in the Supreme Capt.
Court against
it's F.
former
president.
Frederick
Stoll,
on
charges that he owed the company
$16,160 and had left the State of New
York to defraud his creditors. The
attachment was given to a deputy
sheriff to serve, and he attached
$3,150 obtained on the sale of Sstoll's
automobile. The corporation alleges
that he owed a total of $19,316, and
gave him credit for the $3,150.
Claude Miller, now treasurer of the
corporation, states that in June last,
Stoll made a contract with the U. S.
Photoplay Corp., by which he was to
direct films at $500 per week. He
also was engaged to screen the play,
"Determination." Miller says that
Stoll falsely represented that he had
ability to do this.

Printing

Developing
Tinting

D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Laboratories
Mamaroneck,

N. Y.

Albert L. Grey, General
Manager
The projection brilliancy and
print perfection in "WAY
DOWN EAST" is a tribute to
the efficiency of The Griffith,
Inc., Laboratories.
The capacity of our modern
equipment makes it possible to
undertake a limited amount of
high class printing and developing.
For all particulars apply to:

F. Wynne- Jones
Business Manager
305 Longacre Bldg.,
New York City
Phone: Bryant 6761, 6762, 9486

PLEASE TAKE

NOTICE

that the photoplay entitled
"No Man's Woman," is owned
by the Helen Gibson Prod.,
and is under contract to be
distributed by the Associated
Photo Plays, Inc., only; that
all persons are hereby warned
that this picture will only be
distributed by the said Associated Photo Plays, Inc.
25 W. 45th St.

Monday, February 14,

(Continued

from

Page

Pittsburg
1)

at all. One of Urban's " Kinetos. Haven't
thing.
villain how
liked it. But all others do. So maybe the Lambs
they Not
heard
will.

Still.

Pittsburg, Pa. — The Helma,
seat house, was formally ope
Feb. 4.
WANTED
Position as Manager of Mc
Picture Theatre, by experi
ed man.
Can furnish the
of references and bond.
Address T-6, care Wid

And you never can tell.
They're Lambs.
ELEMENTARY
ACCOUNTING

Sounds like a primer. Public school stuff. And all that.
But it isn't. It refers to "Connick's Elementary Accounting."
Jesse Lasky calls it that. For what H. D. H. Connick has done
in Famous Players. "Elementary." Maybe. But the annual
report will show something. Not elementary. Big league.
Real profits. Up in the millions. Made in 1920. Despite all
difficulties.
This "elementary" stuff seems worth while.
GLORY
BE
It happened. In this industry. No one would have believed

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purpo
UNITED
SOCIETY
CIN

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

it. Some institutions never die. Whether they're right. Or
wrong. Just go on doing them. But the break came Tuesday.
At Delmonico's. Of all places. At the Riesenfeld dinner. Lots
of important folk. All fussed up. Dinner given by Zukor.
Fine food. Fine party. Everybody happy. AND — nary a sight
of the flashlight man. Not a photo taken. Glory be ! The
world do move.
ROW
ON
It's happened. That row between the National Association.
And the Cohen M. P. T. O. Just had to happen. All figured
out long ago. National wires exhibitors to work with their
organization to beat censorship. Cohen's crowd wants to know
why? Aren't they big enough? To handle the exhibitor end
of things? And that sort of argument. Exhib organizations

To be reviewed later. But this can be said : It's there.
The Great War figures as background. Some will say: "War
stuff— that let's it out." Wrong. All wrong. We forget too
quickly. Many have passed its grim memory to the discard. It
is well to have it remembered. To recall its terror. Its horror.
To know why these terrible taxes; this upset of world's commerce. And "The Four Horsemen" will recall it. Vividly,
splendidly.
Rex Ingram at Ritz. Received a hatful of Congrats. From
many prominent people. Took it easily. Kinda young to turn
out a big trick like this. Modest, too. His appreciation shows in
his handclasp.
WATCH
YOUR
DATES
Re distributors. Metro Week Feb. 28. All set. Lots of
booking. Looked like a cleanup. Then First National announced "The Kid" for release in and around New York on same
date. To be followed the next week in outlying sections. Going
to affect Metro Week surely. Associated Producers also releasing first Sennett special about same time.
Which, by the way, recalls. That First National has set
new print record. With "The Kid." Understand over 300 prints
ordered. Biggest print order for one subject ever handed out.
Means 300 day and date showings in America. For many days.
"Watty" Rothacker smiling. Who wouldn't? Turning out 300
prints of a six reeler.
Nice clay.
MORE
STOCK
COMING
Loew
syndicate.
Expected
to release 100,000 shares.
About March 1. Just an approximate amount
Friends
corRestof goes
poration expected to take up three-quarters of this
on market.
Wonder what will occur?
Why not wait.
Condi
tion of general market may have something to do with what
happens.
DANNY.

1603 Candler Builc
Phone Bryant 6558

STEREOS-MA
ELECTROS
I. RUBIN

COMPA

23 E. 4th ST.

.SPRING

DIRECTOI
OF

THE
A

demand Brady leave field. And go back home. And Bill won't.
Keeps on traveling. And talking. Trying to beat censorship.
And there's a pretty kettle of fish.
Great business, this. You never know "where it's at."
THE
FOUR
HORSEMEN

Opening

TRa}

RELIABLE
GUIDE
F<J
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
IE
56 Pine St., .
1645 La ll
New York City.
Holljrvfl

ADVERTISING— PUBLII
904

MERRITT
CRAWFORI
The Screen Bulletin
Bldg.
Br|

Fitzgerald

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TIL

F. A. A. DAHME,
INCl
Art Titles — Animation — Lead
220 W. 42nd St.
Bui
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWOl
Art Title*
7tb Avenue
Bun

727

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITY
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg., LcB

THE STANDARD ENGRAVING^
ERS— El<»
. Half Tones — ENG
Line RAV
Engravers
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bii

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATOR
Quality Motion
Picture Prii«
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wu
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORI1!
430
Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tr«||
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Nni
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORS
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fc 1

PRINTERS

BARNES
PRINTING
C.
Motion
Picture Specialis
36 East 22d St.
Phone GtiH
PROSPECT
PRESS ..
Quality Printing for the T«
188 W. 4th St.
S -in]

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB 1
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Hit
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mori 4
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Vidor A. P. Member

Big Business
Kid"
Playing
to
Capacity
(ouses All Over the Country —
Some Reports
ie Strand on Sunday topped the
ds of the previous Sunday with
[ Kid" — and this is the second
for the film. Manager Joe
kett is putting on seven shows
week, the first starting at noon
:he last at 11:10 at night.
/e still have the police reserves
said Plunkett yesterday,
jre doesn't seem to be any end
e lines."
re is what the film is doing out
wn:
5th Chicago Week
(Special to WID'S

Organization is Now the "Big 9" — «
His Latest,
"The Sky
for Cathrine
CurtisPilot,"
(Special to WID'S

King ciated
Vidor's
AssoProducersaffiliation
increases with
that group
to nine.

DAILY)

Pettijohn Goes to Washington Today
Charles C. Pettijohn, chairman of
the N. A. M. P. I. Legislative committee, leaves for Washington today.
He will be gone for the week.

Indefinite Run in St. Louis
DAILY)

Louis — The
Chaplin
feature,
s Kid," has entered the second
of an indefinite run at the New
d Central.
Capacity business is
ule.

Young To Make Kipling Film
James Young has been engaged by
Pathe to direct, "Without Benefit of
Clergy," the first of the Kipling
stories. Production will be at Brunton's on the coast. Young is now
on his way to the coast.

18 Showings in Boston
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

>ston •— ■ Eighteen
theaters
are
ng "The Kid," day and date in
city.
12 Daily Shows in Atlanta
: (Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Bound

(Special to WID'S

for

Coast

DAILY)

is Moines — J. D. Williams
of
iciated
First
National
passed
Jgh here yesterday on his way to
:oast.

Famous Field Changes
Joseph H. Gilday has been transferred from Kansas City to Chicago
where he will succeed Harris P. Wolfberg as district manager for Famous
Players. Gilday is succeeded at Kansas City by F. B. McCracken of Salt
Lake, and the latter by M. H. Wilson. G. H. Schaefer goes from New
Says Nat'l Ass'n Had No Right To York to the Boston office as branch
Use His Name on Telegram —
manager and Phil Reisman is. eleDenial from N. A. M. P. I.
to a district managership with
Marcus Loew has answered the charge vatedof
Minneapolis, Des Moines
letter sent out by Sydney S. Cohen and Omaha. R. C. Libau is restrictlast week, in which the latter charged
ed to Kansas City and St. Louis.
that the National Association was
sending out telegrams signed by asAppeal for Fair Play
sociation members asking exhibitors
First National yesterday issued a
to join the exhibitors' division of
statement
character
as "unfair"
izingmade
that body. Cohen charged that an at- the
recommen
dations
by the
tempt was being made to disrupt the T. O. C. C. regarding the Chaplin
M. P. T. O.
as affecting
"Theout Kid."
The statement
In Loew's answer to Cohen, the contracts
pointed
that B.
following paragraph appeared:
and William
Loew
Marcus
Moss,
S.
(Continued on Page 2)
Fox agreed to price increases, although they were members of the T.
Williams Loses Case
O. C. C. committee that advised
Supreme Court Justice Bijur yes- against such a move; that it was unterday denied the application of John
fair to expect to secure a six-reeler
D. Williams, for an injunction to re- under the provisions of a contract
strain Lionel Barrymore from appear- that called for a two reeler or a three
ing in motion pictures or theatrical reeler. Incidentally it was stated that
performances. Williams
sought, First National had not received copies
specifically, to restrain Barrymore of the committee's recommendations
which were said to have been mailed
from appearing
Arthur
Hopkins. in "Macbeth," for last week.

Allan Dwan, producer of "A Perfect Crime," a lively American comedydrama from the Saturday Evening Post
story by Carl Clausen, to be released February 27 through Associated Producers, Inc. Swift, romantic
delightful. — Advt.

lanta — "The Kid" was shown at
Criterion for a week and Willard
;rson put on 12 shows a day. He
ed the theater 45 minutes before
regular time to accomodate the
ds.
For
Williams

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Announcement has
been made here by Associated Producers, Inc., that King W. Vidor productions will be distributed by A. P.
Vidor h ; been busy of late in finishing "The Sky Pilot," for which he
was specially engaged by the Cathrine Curtis Corp. This production
will be distributed through Associated First National.

icago — "The Kid" is playing its
veek at the Randolph theater.
(Special to WID'S

Price 5 Centi

26 From Greene
Federated
Distribution — Franchise Holders Now in Los Angeles for Discussions
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Federated Film
Exchange franchise holders are here
after a three day session at Byron
Hot Springs, near San Francisco.
Announcement has been made that
In Palm Beach
Federated will distribute 26 features
I (Special to WID'S
DAILY)
|.lm
Beach,
Fla — Stephen
A. from the Walgreene Film Corp.
:h is here from Atlanta for a rest.
Walter E. Greene's new distributing
1 Godsol, of Goldwyn, is aiso here. company. Federated, it will be recalled, ishandling several of Greene's
Going Abroad
pictures at the present time, among
j party of film folks leaves for them being "The Servant in the
i>pe tomorrow. Among those House" and "The Good-Bad WomI; are, David P. Howells, foreign
jesentative for First National;
also announced distribuGlucksmann, who returns to _ Federated
tion of 52 Chester releases during
>, after his first visit here L; four 1921.
I*; John D. Tippett, head of the
an."
ett Prod., of London and Leila
is, press representative for the
It was reported yesterday that
,ge Clark Prod., which are re- Federated would also distribute the
id here and in England through new Selig animal serial, which Warner Bros, were at first to state right.

Loew Answers
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of Hope Hampton's new release?
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Hess Goes to Boston
Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the
censorship committee of the National
Association, left for Boston yesterday
in connection with the censorship
problem in that state.
Brady in Bismarck Today
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Bismarck, N. D. — William A.
Brady will be here today in connection with censorship. He is at present working in the Dakotas, Montana and Washington.

Neilan Due Tomorrow
Marshall Neilan is due in Newl
York from the coast tomorrow. He
will make one picture in the east.
Pete Smith arrived in New York late
Last Sunday night, and Colleen Moore is
Bid. Asked. Sale
today. isDavid
Kesson, Neilan's
cameraman
due today.
65 Yx 6Sl/2 due
Famous Players .. 64^
do pfd
823,4 83/2
83/2
*Goldwyn
Wa
5^
Rossons
Still With Goldwyn
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Loew's, Inc.
\llA
17^
YlVi
Los Angeles — Goldwyn has retained I
Triangle
3A
3A
3/& the Rosson
brothers, Arthur, Dick
World Film
Not quoted and Hal, to edit two Betty Compson |
i
productions.
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Quotations

Loew Answers
(Continued from Page 1)

"I do not attend the meetings of
the National Association, and I do
not know just what goes on. I cannot understand by what authority my
name was signed to any telegram.
If, at any time, the M. P. T. O. A., do
anything detrimental to our business,
I will resign. I certainly will not do
anything against them while I am a
member. Until such time as I feel
the organization is a detriment to our
industry I intend to stick, and when
I find things to the contrary, I will
try to correct them before taking such
drastic steps as to start a new organization."
At the National Association, it was
stated that the organization had
never used Mr. Loew's name in connection with such a move as is alleged by Cohen.
Ziegfeld Showing Today
Ziegfeld Cinema Corp. will give the
first trade showing of "The Black
Panther's Cub," the company's first
release, at the Times Sq. theater this
afternoon at 2:30.

Tuesday,

February

15,

Plays to 9,400 in Day
with 1,500 Seat Theatre
House Records Broken in American at Denver by Charle
Chaplin in "The Kid"
THE

KID

"American Theatre broke house records with Charles Chaplii
in 'The Kid.' House seats 1,500. There were 9,400 paid admission:
first day. Largest attendance and receipts in history of theatre."—
Alvah G. Talbot, Denver, Colo.
PASSION'S

PLAYGROUND

"Best liked picture Katherine MacDonald has appeared in up t(
date. One cannot go wrong on Miss MacDonald and First National.'
-,W. B. Sweezy, Dortha Theatre, Manville, Wyo.
GO

AND

GET

IT

"Full of pep and punch. Bustles with action from first title t<
end. A live wire story that has mystery, comedy, love and fascina
tion.

A humdinger." — Chicago Daily Tribune.
THE

DEVIL'S

GARDEN

"A powerful picture, one of the best of the year. Scenes grip
the spectator with their truthful sincerity."— Los Angeles Express.
THE FIGHTING SHEPHERDESS
"Extra good. Anita Stewart surely gets the business. Fu!
house and 100% satisfaction."— G. F. Rediske, Star Theatre, Rye-

Between two films of equal
merit, the one accompanied

gate, Mont.

by RITCHEY posters is
the one that shows satisfactory box office receipts.

"Very good picture; very good business. Pleased my patron.']
very much." — George W. Ring, Society Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

NOMADS

THE

NORTH

THE
JACK-KNIFE
MAN
"Something different — with pathos and comedy.
picture."— W. W. Woltz, Star Theatre, Lake City, la.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

OF

WHAT

CORP.

WOMEN

Good, clear

LOVE

"A grand picture. Pleased them all. Annette Kellerman and
water scenes wonderful." — Oscar Troyer, Lyric Theatre, Rugby, N.D.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

First National Attractions
"His
STATE RIGHTS
A Sensational Whirlwind

yy

"The

Enemy

's

Daugh

ter

Our next release now ready for
all territories

Marria
Unfort
ge"
u
n
a
t
e
CANDLER PICTURES, INC.
Room

317

220 W. 42d St.

Same powerful reasons why
There'll be a Franchise everywhere

February
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spaper Opinions

Ban On in Kalamazoo
(Special to WID'S

Indianapolis Theater
(.Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kalamazoo, Mich. — An archaic law
regarding the showing of posters and
— Although some may find it to films has been revived here with the
g, others will enjoy only parts of it. result that all theaters are expected
X'A.N' — Photoplay
gem in "Buried to be closed.
The law passed before films became
^D — Marion Davies in thrilling picried Treasure."
' popular, bans the exhibition in
D — * * * Fairly well treated exof the popular theories. * * *
| picture form of anything that may
* * Always gratifying as a spec- be construed as illegal in real life, and
outside of a couple of stirring
has the same effect on one as a films have been interpreted as being
in that category.
travelogue.
ried

Treasure"— F.
Criterion

P.-L.

J— * * * Very
beautiful pictorial i
* A composition
romantic
hazewhich
of phoand* *screen
is a I
the eye.
[AL — Marion
Davies
in a film of
IRAM — The fictional possibilities
imbination of the mystic and the
e are strikingly revealed by the
>n of "Buried Treasure."
-Because, pleasing as the picture
whole, its spirit passages are not
y convincing. It is by all odds the
re Marion Davies has done.
, Daily News, Evening World and
; no comment.

rhe

Saphead"— Metro
Capitol

— * * * One of the gayest come: season. * * * Keaton is a natural
nedian. * * *
CAN — It is gently entertaining
t and lusciously humorous in spots.
NE — Saphead is much too mild an
iVilliam H. Crane is co-starred with
aton, but both will undoubtedly be
e it down.
,D — * * * Will keep the spectator
sly entertained * * * though no
;ely to take his license away for
ioo loudly.
D — * * * Is not bright enough to be
exceptional. On the other hand,
real objectionable features.
NEWS — Buster
Keaton' s nons you chuckling.
* * An enjoyably spirited comThe action is mostly slapstick
ck exchange, in which ticker-tape
instead of spaghetti.
AL — Buster Keaton, playing Berphead, rises to fine comedy heights
points distinctly to the fact that
tlayer of promise
as a legitimate
RAM — Mr. Crane is as delightful
reen as he was on the speaking
is ably seconded by Buster Keavening

World

and

Post

made

Printing

»>L — The picture has been well dithe cast pleasantly selected. * * *
'AM — * * * That favorite actor
id screen, Thomas Meighan, has
lore than usual interest. * » *
I he picture is a splendid one and
'ork is little short of brilliant. It
ely be too much to say that it is
eighan's best work since "The
n."
erald,
Sun, Evening
World
and
10 comment.

j Kid"— First National
Strand
)— Charlie Chaplin in "The Kid"
require the services of the police
and outside the Strand.
arles
in the
"Thestorm
Kid"center
consecondChaplin
week as
t the Strand.

DAILY)

Indianapolis — The State theater
was opened last night. It is the latest
addition to the Loew string and the
opening was attended by a large party
of film stars who were brought on
from New York. Mr. Loew attended
personally.

Los Angeles — E. W. Dustin, who
is now in a St. Louis hospital suffering
from a breakdown, has resigned from
the Producers Film Corp., starring
Florence Lawrence, and has been succeeded by Harry Ellis Dean, former
deputy district attorney of Los An-

Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc.,
Pioneer will distribute "The Forhave issued the first number of a geles.
gotten Woman" produced by Sargent
Prod.
Pauline Starke is starred.
house organ called "Texas Tidings."

Developing

D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Laboratories
Mamaroneck,

ALBERT

"EASTMAN"
and
i i

N. Y.

L. GREY

KODAK"

General Manager

are stencilled on the margin
of the film that first made
motion pictures practical.

The projection brilliancy and
print perfection in "WAY
DOWN EAST" is a tribute to
the efficiency of The Griffith,
Inc., Laboratories.
The' capacity of our modern
equipment makes it possible to
undertake a limited amount of
high class printing and developing.
For all particulars apply to:

EASTMAN

F. Wynne-Jones
Business

305

CAN — The film is a smooth, steady
of pleasing
pictures,
composed
tional taste.
■IE — You
wouldn't
believe that a
th Thomas
Meighan
in it could
is "The Easy Road."
-__* ♦ * Adds another fine bit of
bright career as a
his already
ture actor.
NEWS — I'm glad to have seen it
larly because of Gladys George,
delicate and fine an actress that
atch for her name henceforward.
rest of the cast, and a tolerable
makes
Easy Road"
quite
honorable"The while.
owever, it is all entertaining, and
lan is his own reliable self every

Dustin Out

Opens

The words

no

Easy Rivoli
Road"— F. P.-L.

3

Phone:

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

Manager

COMPANY
N. Y.

Longacre Bldg.,
New York City
Bryant 6761, 6762, 9486
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729 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK N Y

JUST SAW DOUGS NEW PICTURE THE NUT WITH PERMANENT TITLES IT IS
A KNOCKOUT I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN VERY PRANK WITH YOU SO YOU CAN
BELIEVE ME WHEN I SAY IT WILL TOP ALL OP DOUGS SUCCESSES ESPECIALLY FOLLOWING THE WONDERFUL RECORDS BEING MADE BY Z0RR0
YOU CAN TELL THE WORLD YOUVE GOT ANOTHER
BEST REGARDS
BENNIE ZEIDMAN
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Hicks Transferred

"Dinty':
Over DAILY)
Neilan
Suing
(Special
to WID'S
Los Angeles — Suit
for
$15'
damages has been brought by
Martha Hutchinson against Ma

John W. Hicks, Jr., assistant sales
manager of Famous Players, has been
appointed managing director of Feature Films. Ltd., distributors of Paramount pictures in Austraila and
New Zealand. Hicks will succeed
Alec Lorimorc, resigned. With Mrs.
Hicks, he leaves on Thursday for San
Francisco, where he will board the
Ventura, which sails March 1st for
Sydney.
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Hutchinsonproducer
claims of that
this pi
Neilan,
"Dinty."
which is said to have earned
$300,000, was written by her andi
mitted to Neilan under another r
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Eastman Dividend Declared
Eastman Kodak have declared a
regular quarterly dividend of 2J4%,
payable on April 1, to stockholders of
record at the close of business Feb.
28, and a regular quarterly dividend of
V/i on the preferred, payable same
as above.
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Theiss Apprehended
(Special to WID'S

STUDIO

DAILY)

St. Louis— John Theiss, assistant
who was
manager of Loew's Garrick,
short $2,800 in his accounts, was
brought back from Milwaukee. He
claims to have lost the money shooting craps at Madison, 111.

RENT

Large
StageWeek
— Fullyor Equip]:
by Day,
MontiIn the Heart of New Yorl
230 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 42

Could he get her away before the Killer appeared? An intense moment in
— Advt.
the
Benjamin B. Hampton production, "The Killer." ;^Distributed
by Pathe.
:;--fe- "

MF '

After Stories by Stahl
DAILY)
od
that
rsto
unde
is
It
—
Los Angeles
Harry Sachs Hecheimer, the attorney, is organizing a company to
Robertson-Cole will distribute "See
re be known as Stage and Screen PhoMy Lawyer," a full length T.featu
Roy
toplays, Inc. It will be a $20,000
produced by Christie with
Barnes. The same distributor is company, organized under the laws
"Sore.Long Letty," another of the state of New York.
ling featu
hand
Christie
It is understood the company is
negotiating with John M. Stahl, the
director who is now making a series
Soskin Here from Canada
of specials for Mayer-First National,
Ike Soskin of Soskin's Photoplays, for a number of original scripts. The
with offices in Toronto, is in town
deal in
no way
affects Stahl's duties
for a few days looking over various with
Louis
B. Mayer.
pictures with a view of arranging for
distribution for the Dominion. He
Show Color Process Soon
can be reached at the office of Nat
Levine, Plymouth Pictures, 140 W.
Examples of Kinekrom, Chas. Ur42nd St.
ban's new natural color process, will
have a showing the evening of Feb.
18 at the 19th annual dinner of the
Year
a
Vote Steffes $10,000
Canadian Camp at the Astor.
(Special to WID'S

The new Urban-Joy patents will
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
be ready for the general market some
The United ProtectMinneapolis— League,
the M. P. T. time next autumn.
ive Theatrical
O. ally in this territory, has voted
W. A. Steffes, president of the organization, an annual salary of $10,000
with all expenses defrayed.
At a meeting of the board of directors, Harry Dryer was elected to
fill a vacancy on the board and W.
H. Jacobs was named as executive
can do three things for you
The board has been insecretary.
creased to 10 members.

The Theatrical
and Motion Picture
Directory

Moved and Moving
The Export and Import Film Co.,
Inc., will move next Monday to the
4th floor of the Godfrey Bldg., 729
7th Ave. The offices are now being
made ready.
Harry Chandlee and William B.
Laub have moved from the 6th floor
of the Leavitt Bldg., 130 W. 46th St.,
to the 8th floor where the offices are
larger.
Walsh-Fielding Prod., Inc., have
taken a suite of offices on the 3rd floor
of the building at 118 W. 44th St.
Mary Murillo is preparing the script
for the company's picture.

FOR

li llfi i"i d0ffl*

Christie Feature for R.-C.

i

15, 1

1. We place your proposition
before every one in any way
connected with the business.
2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date with regular supplements.

3. Send you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.

Theatrical

& Motion
Directory

133 W. 44 Street, New
Bryant 5189

Picture
York City

Betzwood

Handling

(Special to WID'S

Reissues
DAILY)

Philadelphia — Betzwood Comedies,
Inc., have ready a series of about 100
one reel comedies made some time
ago with Charles Murray and Mabel
Normand
as stars.
have
been
re-edited,
titledTheandpictures'
new prints
made so that to all intents and purposes they are new.
Some of them were recently shown
to local exhibitors in four Market St.
theaters and were well received.
"Bill" Hennessey, formerly of National Booking, is handling the pictures.

DIRECTOR
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THE
A
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GUIDE
FOR
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Animation
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CONTINUITY

that COUNTS

(Paul Schofield
Free Lance

(Weit

ler
"Smilin' All the Way"— David But"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
"Tiger's Coat"— Hodkinson— AllStar
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The Players
Quarry" — Meighan — Famous
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

CREATIVE

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

Adaptations : '•Editing
CURRENT RELEASES:
Coast)
"Rose of Nome"— Fox

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCO
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Brya

CONTINUITY

PICTURE
SECURITIE
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los
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THE STANDARD ENGRAVING C
HalfW. Tones
Engravers
225
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LABORATORIES
EVANS
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Fort
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To Star For Famous Players — Work
on Initial Picture Starts

Walsh to Produce It— Purchase
m Hearst Causes Considerable Surprise
il A. Walsh has purchased the
rights
to William
"Kindred Randolph
of the
from

Betty Compson has been signed by
April 1 Corp. for a
Famous Players-Lasky
period of five years. Miss Compson
arrived in New York o: Sunday with
her mother to affix her signature to
the contract. She leaves for the coast
today and expects to start work
at the Lasky studio on April 1.
Famous Players intend using one
of the company's
most important
directors on the Compson
productions.

This is the story by Peter
ne, which occasioned considerItnment when it first appeared
in the Cosmopolitan
Magsh is particularly enthusiastic
the story, which
he thinks
unusual opportunities
for picion.
ire Frank Borzage started work
i present Wallingford picture
ismopolitan Prod., he was sent
d make the picture for Cosmo-Famous Players release. He
work on the picture, it is
(rood, at the time the rainy
occurred in the Oregon woods,
urther understood that after a
erable sum of money was spent,
oduction was abandoned and
je returned east.

d Film in Bankruptcy
Court
etition in bankruptcy has been
against Legend Film Prod.,
if 220 W. 42nd St., by the folcreditors: Abraham Wilson,
Clara Louise Lindenmeyer,
nd Treve Collins, Jr., $325. It
ed that liabilities are close to
) and the assets about $1,500.
St Shipman is interested in
ove company. His niece, Edna
an was the star of the two reelhich the company had an;d. It is understood that sevctures have been completed.
Sailing Postponed
party of film folks scheduled to
r Europe today will not leave
"riday, the boat's sailing date
been postponed.
In Chicago
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

ago — Harry
Reichenbach
and
Berman are here in behalf of
sal.

Price 5 Centt

Signs! Corr pson

uys Kyne Story

purchase of the Kyne story by
occasioned
considerable
suryesterday
especially since, at
me of publication.
Hearst is
to have refused upwards
of
)0 for the screen rights. Hearst
wn to have placed great value
story as a piece of film material
have selected Borzage to make
ause of that director's success
Humoresque."

=

Just who this individual is was not
made known yesterday.
Miss Compson, after her performance in George Loane Tucker's "The
Miracle Man," formed her own producing unit and entered upon a distributing contract with Goldwyn.
That company has just released the
first Compson picture, "Prisoners of
The distributing arrangement between Miss Compson and Goldwyn
was amicably settled last week, as
noted.
Lasky Leaves
Love."
Jesse L. Lasky left for the coast
yesterday on one of his periodic visits
to the Lasky studio.
Lasky on his arrival will make arrangements for the production of
Here is "The Boob" (Monte Blue) and here is The Girl (Jacqueline Lo- "Peter Pan." Sir James Barrie will
gan). They make Allan Dwan's Associated Producers' production, "A come to this country in July.
Perfect Crime," one of the comedy-drama screen hits of the year. Re"Shortly after my arrival in Los
leased February 27. — Advt.
Angeles," said Lasky, "Thomas
Meighan will come East to do Booth
Tarkington's "The Conquest of

Henley Productions

Hobart Henley Productions will
be distributed in the future through
Associated First National Pictures.
Inc. Hope Hampton, whose most
recent pictures have been distributed
by Famous Players, will be featured
in the first of the Henley productions,
after which plans are indefinite.
It is understood that work will be
started immediately on the first picture which is to be the screen' version
of one of the most popular of the
current fiction successes.
J. D. Williams of First National
was reported out of town yesterday,
and Henley could not be reached for
a statement.
Recently Henley has been making
his own productions for Selznick release, and has directed William Faversham. Prior to this his productions
were released through Pathe and previously he worked for a long time
with Goldwyn.
It is said that under the terms of
his new release Henley is to have full
sway and ample financing.

Science Reel Weekly

Harry Levey plans the production
of a weekly release to be called "Science and Invention in Films." The
reel will be produced in conjunction
with Science and Invention, a publication.
Release has not been definitely determined upon.

"He will be directed by Roy Neill.
Following this, Mr. Meighan will do
Peter B."Roxy"
Kyne's Denies
'Cappy Report
Ricks.'"
Canaan."

S. L. Rothafel denied yesterday the
reports that, by virtue of the Shubert
vaudeville deal, the Capitol would
house the regular Winter Garden
shows and the latter theater as well
Willat Here
as
the Central would show Shubert
C. A. ("Doc") Willat has arrived
"Roxy"
said:
vaudeville.
from the coast with a print of "Partson. ners of the Tide," Irvin Willat's secisn't a theater as profitable
ond production for W. W. Hodkin- in "There
the world as the Capitol. Why
should there be any change?
Barnstyn
Sails Saturday
Melford Film for Criterion
J. C. Barnstyn of the British and
Continental
Trading
Co.
sails for
"The Faith Healer," a George MelHolland on Saturday.
ford Prod., is scheduled for a run at
the
Criterion
as soon as "Buried
Cohen Attends Convention
Treasure" closes at that house. The
date has not been determined upon.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Baltimore — Sydney
S. Cohen
was An extensive bill board campaign in
here yesterday to attend the one day behalf of the Melford film is under
convention
of the Maryland
M. P. way in northern Jersey and up-town
T. O. He goes to Washington today. New York.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked Sale
66/ 65
Famous Players . . . 64/2
83
83-/
83
do pfd
\ *Goldwyn
4%
5/2
Not quoted
D W . Griffith, Inc
17/
173/
17/
Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle
H
3A
3/
Not quoted
World Film
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Incorporations

Albany, N. Y— Tyrone Amusement
Hollywood — William Desmond has
New York; 1,000 shares common
Co.,
to
Stahl
M.
John
d
by
secure
been
stock, no par value; active capital
Drums," the first
"Muffled
appear
Incorporators: L. E. Swartz,
for Louis B. Mayer. $5,000.
director inspecial
C. E. Hawthorne and H. M. Pitman,
Barbara Castleton plays opposite.
485 5th Ave., New York.
Reports from the Clara Barton
Hospital state that Madge Tyrone,
Albany, N. Y. — Fern Amusement
scenario writer, is rapidly recovering
from a severe injury sustained when Co. New York; 1,000 shares common
stock, no par value; active capital,
an automobile in which she was ridIncorporators: L. E. Swartz,
$5,000.
ing skidded and turned turtle in an C. E. Hawthorne
and H. M. Pitman.
attemptother car.to avoid collision with an- 485 5th Ave., New York.
(Special to WID'S
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George Melford, with his company,
leave for the North this week for
some important scenes in his production "The Money Master," by Sir
Gilbert Parker, for which he and Sir
Gilbert wrote the scenario.
1 The cast for "Made in Heaven" in
which Tom Moore is being starred
by Goldwyn, has been completed with
the additions of Al Filson, Freeman
Wood, Charles Eldridge, Rene
Adoree, John Cossar and Fronzie
Gunn.
Wallace Worsley, directing Leroy
Scott's first original screen story for
Goldwyn, will take the company to
San Francisco this week for exteriors.
The author, who has been on the set
every day, will accompany the company on location.
Reginald Barker is making good

Harry J. Cohen, foreign mani
Metro, has returned to New
after a 10 weeks' tour of the
Isles, and the continent. The
tries
during
Cohen'sGej
were visited
Norway,
Sweden,
France, England and Italy.
Pioneer's St. Louis Office (
St. Louis — Appropriate cere
marked the opening of the n
change of Pioneer Film. T
change is located at 3435 01
and is in charge of Thos. Leo
Ooakman

in Western Sec

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Irving Lessee
Albany, N. Y. — Urbana Film Corp.
a series of five reel w
New York; 2,000 shares common produce
stock, no par value; active capital in which Wheeler Oakman
starred and known as Broncl
$5,000. Incorporators: L. E. Swartz, Production will start immedia
C. E. Hawthorne and H. M. Pitman,
a studio that next to the Mayt
485 5th Ave., New York.
and will be known as the v
Oakman Studio.
EnterH.
and
L.
Y.—
N.
Albany,
prises, New York. Capital $25,000. Ernest Shipman Takes New I
Incorporators: O. I. Hamberger, M.
Ernest Shipman has leased I
Hirsch and J. H. Buck, 2 Rector St. of offices on the 8th floor of I
44th St., from which
headc
Albany, N. Y. — Peerless Booking the activities of the Renco Filn
Corp., New York. Capital $100,000. the Edward Hemmer Prod.,
Incorporators: J. A. Hopkins, C. Gabriel Prod., the James Oliv
Kloovoord,
Jr., C. Monash, 600 W. wood Prod., Inc., and the W
142nd St.
Prod. Ltd. will be cared for.
The other productions contr
Albany, N. Y. — Clarion Photoplays, represented by Shipman will c
to be managed from their pre
Inc., New York. Capital $10,000. In- tablished headquarters. S. 1
corporators: M. Gerst, R. Cole and
will continue as general offic
H. G.- Kosch, 1476 Broadway.

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

progress on Rupert Hughes "The
Old Nest" for Goldwyn. Hughes,
Albany, N. Y. — Jewel Amusement
who also wrote the continuity for Corp., New York. Capital $10,000.
Nowell as Lupin
the story, spends most of his time Incorporators: H. L. Friedman, A.
Piscotta and M. R. Schneer, 135
Wedgewood Nowell writes from on the set.
Broadway.
Los Angeles that contrary to the
At anuual meeting of the I. A. T.
statement which appeared in W1L> b
DAILY, he is to appear personally S. E. R. "Speed" Hosetter was electOklahoma City — The Oklahoma
in the Arsene Lupin stories, four of
ed president. At a recent meeting of
year.
a
make
Specialty
Film Co. has been organwill
he
which
this organization it was decided a ball
ized with a $20,000 capital by R. E.
nicommu
his
would
be
held
in
April.
in
states
l
Mr. Nowel
Griffiths, L. C. Griffiths and P. K.
cation that he holds the exclusive option on the Lupin stories which he ob"Bob Hampton of Placer," which Johnston.
tained from Joseph Menchen of the
is
expected to be Marshall Neilan's
Albany, N. Y. — Model Amusement
Celebrated Authors' Society and most spectacular production, has been
statecompleted
al
origin
the
to
takes exception tson-Cole holds an in March. and will be released early Co., Bronx. Capital, $10,000. Incorment that Rober
porators, L. Markowitz, S. M. Lazarus and S. Rochesky, 400 E. 171st St.
option on 19 of the stories.
that
,
It can be stated, however
[With the shooting of some preRobertson-Cole did hold an option on
liminary scenes for "Muffled Drums,"
Albany, N. Y. — Elkwood Amuseit
that
and
time
the stories at one
ment Co., Bronx. Capital, $10,000.
John M. Stahl has startd the producannounced a series of Lupin stories
tion of his first all-star offering under Incorporators, L. Markowitz, S. M.
to follow "813." That plan has been the Louis B Mayer banner.
Lazarus and S. Rochesky, 400 E.
171st St.
abandoned.
GAUSMAN.
Dwan Ready for Third
Los Angeles — Allan Dwan has purchased the screen rights to two new
stories and work on one will be started immediately at the Hollywood
studios. It is probable that the one
Dwan will select for screening first
TO THE THEATRICAL AND MOTION PICTURE INwill be a Saturady Evening Post
DUSTRY FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS. "ASK ANY PROstory. He is starting his third Associated Producers picture on
DUCER."
schedule time.
Did you ever hear of "Insurance Service?" Well, that's what we
4
have to offer. May we explain further how we can serve you —

INSURANCE

Cohen Back From Abroa

EXPERTS

Suit Over Story Righ
ager.
Joseph Seiden is suing Gee
Merrick, Max Cohen and Frai
over the purchase of 12 storie
charged by Seiden, who is
to enjoin the defendants from
ing of the stories in any wf
the material was contracted
August and that a corporati
to be formed for the purpose
ducing the stories in questior
charged that Merrick, Coh<
Dear failed to form the cor)
as originally agreed upon
the defendants are in turn
dispose of the stories, cont
agreement.

When

RITCHEY

ti

post,

accompany a film the
hibitor can be sure that 1
best advertising matter
tainable is being furnish

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea J
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At Broadway
Criterion

LtkeN ews

jA
Ji
Ts
Theaters
More

Opinions

"The Easy Rivoli
Road"— F. P.-L.
The new program at the Criterion has for
).
its feature Marion Davies' latest CosmopolPOST — The continuity is will balanced,
itan production, "Buried Treasure." An ap- ill, procedure natural enough, one slip to
propriate and fantastic prologue has been
But the whole thing is made to
arranged, consisting of a Spanish garden set- another.
No. 14
get along on three legs when it might just
ting with dancers and liy-standers in cos- as
well
have
had four.
\HA, NEBRASKA — Woman conducts
tume. Vera Myers and Paul Oscard arc the
d1 for women aviators. Mrs. Achmusen
EVENING WORLD— "The Easy Road,,
principal
dancers
and
Edoardo
Albano
the
nets pupils in the only aeronautical
soloist. The music is off-stage and is effect- will make it easy for Rivoli cashier.
pi in middlewest.
ive, but would be more so if the shadow of
FRANCISCO, CAL. — Chinese protest
the director's movements could not be seen
"Buried
Treasure"— F. P.-L.
y of their government — all Chinatown by the audience. The feature is followed by
Criterion
krates its "New York," by taking part in a number which is called "Here, There and
Pekin parade.
EVENING WORLD— Many of the scenes
Everywhere" on the program. It contains display fine results in costuming. The
IS, FRANCE — Marshal Pilsudski, Po- several
of the new drawings, all done in one
s chief of state, is guest of France — continuous line, and two or three Bray sub- gowns and settings are indeed beautiful.
TRIBUNE— Not only has she developed
first official act is to bestow
Poland's
:st decoration upon Marshal
Foch.
screen personality, but she does some real
jects.
A new type of army tank is tested in
acting. * * * but you're bound to be en
tertained, for the picture is lavishly staged
presence
Capitol
Millerand.of Marshal Pilsudski and PresiThe overture is Liszt's symphonic poem, and very well done.
V ORLEANS, LA.— Carnival City in "Tasso." A Prizma subject, "The Message
abandon of Mardi Gras. Rain cannot of the Flowers," follows. Sudworth Frasier
back the crowds or quench the spirit of sings "Song of India" from "Sadko." An
"The
Saphead"— Metro
nerry revelers.
attractive setting is used and the usual CapCapitol
POST — * * *the piece has been made truly
Southern France, too, has its big Carniitol dancers appear. Kineto Review, "The
without
compensating
entertainment.
this year's "Battle of Flowers," at Nice American Fleet at Panama," is the fourth absurd
ore picturesque than ever.
number. The Capitol Mixed Quartette renMAIL — "The Saphead," taken as a whole,
belongs
in
the
neutral
zone
of filmdom.
;ANY. N. Y — Strike of 1,200 trolley emders "The Long Day Closes" and "Love's
:es paralyzes Albany and Troy — some Old Sweet Song." In the latter number There's not much to praise and nothing particular to condemn.
ned cars are run under police protec- Jacques Gordon plays a violin obligate The
Capitol News and prologue precede the featV YORK CITY — Four-legged aris.tois Winchell Smith's "The SapNew State Righter
- at their finest. Prize winners of all head," ure,a which
Metro production.
Specialty Photoplay, Inc., has en»show.
are displayed at society's 45th annual
Rivoli

IT NECHES,
TEX.— Salvage ship sub;ed a year.
S. S. Northern,
considered
st a total loss by owners, it put in seragain.
THE
LIMELIGHT— "Wizard"
is 74
i old.
Birthday
greetings cannot
keep
nas A. Edison from pursuing the daily
in his laboratory.
New
Italian
Ambassador
arrives
in
5. Rolando
Ricci succeeds
Baron
Ro) Avezzana.
Ime. Lina Cavalieri, famous opera star,
ns to America after her two-year stay
ad.
MI, FLA. — 50 miles an hour on a 50course. Fatest motor-boats of East
h speed for Fisher Gold Cup at annual
itta.

V YORK CITY— City fights typhus
ice as several cases are reported among
ing immigrants — S. S. San Cuisto in
antine.
ispected passengers
are taken off the
and all others brought
to Ellis Island
urther examination.

:oday

"La Bamboula," is the overture at the
Rivoli this week. The Rivoli Pictorial follows and then Emanuel List, basso profundo,
sings "The Big Bass Viol." Thomas Meighan
in "The Easy Road," is the feature. This is
followed by the Bal Masque, a dance number.
Mack Sennett supplies the comedy with "The
Unhappy Finish," and then the usual organ
solo, this time selections from "Faust."

African Films for April Release
Famous Players will release eight
reels of the Paramount- Vandenbergh
African pictures in April. They will
be available in a series of four pictures, each two reels in length.
Stoll Withdrew Own Funds
In the attachment obtained by the
U. S. Photoplay against Capt. F. F.
Stoll, former president of the corporation, it seems that Capt. Stoll
withdrew $9,500 in his own funds
from the bank, and not the funds of
the corporation as was stated in
Monday's issue. This left $2,000 deposited in the captain's name in the
Hudson Trust Co., which was paid to
agents who sold stock for the company.

Gets 60 Days in Workhouse
Charles Edwards, well known chararnett Weinberg, of 687 E. 138th
one of the owners of the New
acter actor, is at the Holy Family
harine St. Theater, at 76 Catharine Hospital, Brooklyn, suffering from
where six children were trampled a paralysis attack on the muscles of
death Nov. 14, was sentenced to the eyes.
y days in the workhouse Monday,
Justices Kernochan,
Mclnerney
Moss, in Special Sessions.
he charge against Weinberg was
he permitted a minor to enter his
iter without a guardian.
Second Class Graduated
he second class of the Famous
\-ers salesmen's training school
lpleted its sessions last week.
ry man had successfully passed
final test.

TEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
RUBIN COMPAN,Y\

E. 4th*ST.

-~ -i-. -SPRIN'e%303

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

(Special

Stine

Developing

(Special to WID'S

a Circuit
DAILY)

Paris, 111. — J. B. Stine of Clinton,
III., is developing a theater circuit.
He has purchased the Shoaff O. H.
and the Majestic here, which he will
operate together with the Swan and
Victory in Terre Haute and the Gem
in Clinton.
S. M. Berg, who conducted the
musical department on the Exhibitors
Trade Review, has resigned.

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — The Howells Sales
Co. of New York, capital $10,000, has
been formed here. The incorporators
are S. M. Kohn, B. F. and D. P.
Howells.
The above company will deal in the
state rights field. Its first release will
be "The Hope Diamond Mystery" for
April release.
After Stock Salesman
Lee Benoist Co., Inc., stock brokers, who are handling the issue of
D. W. Griffith, Inc., in New York
City and adjacent territory, are seeking salesmen to handle the issue.
Advertisements to this effect appeared
in Sunday morning newspapers

tered the national state right field.
The company has been operating in
New York and New Jersey to date.
Offices
Broadway.have been secured at 1600 "

WANTED
Will

Pay

Cash

"UNCLE
Address

For

TOM'S
K-2

c/o

Print

of

CABIN"
Wid's

Daily

PRIVATE

OFFICES
Apply
Immediate
For rent in
suite.
possession.
117 W. 46th

Room

203

St.

Tinting
Printing
Developing

Robert W. Priest has changed the
title of his latest release from "The
Grand Passion' ' to "The Supreme
William G. Smith, of Fidelity PicPassion."
tures, has ready for. the state right
market "The Invisible Web," an
underworld story, in which appear
Frank Stone and Corinne Mayo.
.

D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Laboratories
Mamaroneck,

MOTION PICTURE
SECURITIES CO.
Motion

Picture

Investments

High Class Motion Picture Investment Opportunities are
available through our office.
Owners of Securities of Merit
may find a market for their
holdings through our efforts.

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

Howells Forms New Company

All correspondence, interviews
and orders to buy or sell are
treated as strictly confidential.
Call or Address
Motion
Picture Securities Co.
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg.
Los Angeles

N. Y.

ALBERT L. GREY
General Manager

The

projection brilliancy and

"WAYto
print
DOWN perfection
EAST" is in
a tribute
the efficiency of The Griffith,
Inc., Laboratories.
The capacity of our modern
equipment makes it possible to
undertake a limited amount of
veloping.
high class printing and deFor all particulars apply to:

F. Business
Wynne-Jones
Manager
305
Phone:

Longacre Bldg.,
New
York City
Bryant

6761,

6762,

9486

tMA

Form Company to Build Home
(Special to WID'S

f

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Reginald Barker,
William D. Taylor, Frank Lloyd,
Joseph de Grasse, Roy Clements
and Sam Woods, who comprise the
building committee of the M. P. D.
A., have formed a holding association
and sent application to Sacramento
for a charter for the Motion Picture
Directors' Building Corp., with a capitalization of$200,000.
This is for the purpose of building
and conducting the building on the
association's land on Highland Ave.
Ground will probably be broken this
month. A bond issue will cover the
capitalization in first and second
mortgage bonds, Practically the entire amount has been subscribed by
directors and local bankers.
The seven trustees of the M. P. D.
in application as direcA., are named
tors of the holding association. They
are Reginald Barker, Wm. D. Taylor,
Frank Lloyd, William Duncan, Ben
Wilson Joseph de Grasse and Thomas
Ricketts.

DAILY
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No Contract

Signed By Lillian Gish With D. W.
Griffith For Former's Appearance in "Faust"
Lillian Gish stated
yesterday that,
contrary to reports, she has not definitely determined to appear as Marguerite in "Faust," which D. W.
Griffith plans to make as his next production.
Miss Gish admitted that Mr.
Griffith had approached her on the
matter but that she had not decided
definitely just what she would do.

The Griffith offices stated that
"Faust" will be the most lavish production that the producer has ever
made. He plans to spend considerable time and money on the picture.
The laboratories at Mamaroneck
are now available to independent producers.
"Dream Street," Griffith s next
production, has been completed and
is now being cut. It will be released
through United Artists some time in
April and will not go out as a spe35% Increase
cial, although there was talk that it
of approxi- would.
A business increase
mately 35% during the month of JanPowers
Seeks 30% Duty
uary as against the month of December, is reported by Pioneer.
(Special to WID'S DAILY) is here
Washington— P. A. Powers
for the purpose of asking the Ways
and Means Committee to put a duty
of 30% ad valorem duty on imported
raw stock.
TRADE
THE
Powers, when he appears before
Oh
committee, will deny that there is
the
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE
tion in raw stock manany combina
ufacture and will endeavor to impress
ACCOUNTANTS
on is guarthe fact that unless protecti
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
anteed the three distributors of raw
1645 La Brea Ave.
56 Pine St.,
stock who have entered the_ market
since the war they will be wiped out
Hollywood, rNew York City.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
because of foreign competition. Powers' testimony will supplement that
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
E. Brulatour, who appeared here
J.
of
Bryant 5506 last week.
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
ARTISTS AND ART TITLES
All Sold
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
, vice-president
Dunning
H.
Carroll
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796
of Prizma, Inc., returned from ChiMARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
cago yesterday where he closed the
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612 last territories for his company's proat once for a month's
duct andinleft
BROKERS
Chicago.
vacation
MOTION
PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Prizma is working with the soInvestments
"black and white" producers
called
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles
and has arranged for a colored introENGRAVERS
duction for "The Four Horsemen of
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC
the Apocalypse." The same was
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
done for "Passion," "Kismet" and
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621 "The Gilded Lily."
LABORATORIES
Brooklyn Eagle Attacks Films
EVANS
LABORATORY
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle carried
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
W«ds. 3443- a full-page feature article on Sunday
by Frederick Boyd Stevenson advoLABORATORIES
FILM
CLAREMONT
cating a "clean-up day among the
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3761
movies." The article suggested that
H. J. Streyckmans.
General Manager
every preacher in Brooklyn should
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES
•Kessel Kwality Prints"
preach the "sermon of the movies,"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort Lee 221 and then went on to discuss what various church organizations were doPRINTERS
ing to secure clean pictures.

Other Productions
Are Now
Being Compared
with

KISMEl

DIRECTORY

1

.

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
>6 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 207C

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7191
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4*M

"Kismet" in Boston
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Boston — "Kismet" opens at the Majestic, a legitimate theater, on Monday at $2 top. Two shows a day will
be given and an extensive campaign
is under way. Ace Berry, formerly
with Mayflower, is handling publicity for the production.

ABM

This Is

Just To Remind
You That
By
KISMET
Was Produced
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Reorganization

ro
New Capitols ?
ted Theaters Are Planned for

Of

etroit and Boston — Bowes
Says It Isn't So
as reported yesterday that the
ts back of the Capitol theater
sponsoring the erection of two
apitol theaters, one in Boston
ne in Detroit.
about a year ago, when AssoExhibitors announced the elec■ Messmore Kendall as presiof the organization, the list of
lise holders was made public,
ist included "The Capitol, Bosto be built)." At the time it
enerally taken in film circles to
|that the New York Capitol
r company was to build in BosSince that time Kendall has
:d relations with Associated Exrs and no additional announcewas ever made regarding that
r.
yard J. Bowes,
managing
diof the Capitol, returned late
lay from a four weeks' trip
5 country, inspecting Goldwyn
:r properties. He was asked
ler he had
any
comment
to
To this he said:
lere is nothing to it. There are
isitions offered
to
us all the

Associated
Exhibitors
Almost
Completed — Arthur Kane Figured
In It — Definite Plans Later

It is understood that a reorganization of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
has practically been completed and
that Arthur S. Kane figured prominently in bringing this about.
Definite plans for the reorganized
company are now being shaped. It
is understood that they are of a nature that will involve the enrollment
of a large number of exhibitor members, and that one of the most prominent exhibitors in the country will
head the organization. New distributing contracts with Pathe are understood to be in process of formation.
WID'S DAILY has indicated that
an important deal was on affecting
Associated Exhibitors when the new
corporation was formed in Delaware
last week with a capitalization of
$3,100,000.
Other than admitting that he had
figured in some of the affairs of Associated Exhibitors, Mr. Kane refused to discuss the matter yesterday.
Lichtman Returns Shortly
Al Lichtman
is expected back
town next week from the coast.

1 (Special to WID'S

DAILY)
Allan Dwan's production "A Perfect Crime," his newest Associated Protroit — The Capitol Theater Co.
ducers' release, features Monte Blue and Jacqueline Logan. It is a swift
:eiving bids for the erection of a comedy drama full of sentiment and acticn. — Advt.
story reinforced concrete brick
teel theater to be built at a cost
00,000. C Howard Crane is the
tect. It is not known whether
As an additional move in his plan
Jack' Faton, oL Town & Country
ompany has any connection with
of organizing a chain of theaters for Films,, will hang His hat up Monday
"apitol of New York.
indefinite runs of pictures, A. H. next at Goldwy.iv'and take charge of
Woods, in conjunction with Robert the sales~^mtfdistribution of the short
Sojourning at Palm Beach
McCormack of Chicago, has pur- reels and Bray product, now being
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
chased a plot of ground on Tremont distributed by that organization.
It is understood that this will in no
lm Beach, Fla. — Among the film St., Boston, adjoining the Shubert
here for vacations are Dorothy theater, for the erection of a new the- way interfere with the operation of
m and Messmore Kendall.
ater. The plot is 100 x 140 ft., and Town & Country Films sport pictorial
the theater will seat 1,800. Ground short reels, now being handled by
Faton.
will be broken on May 1st.
'Four Horsemen" in Lyric
Although details of the plan are
To this same purpose will be dehe Four Horsemen of the Apocvoted the new Apollo in Chicago, being withheld it is expected that
e" goes into the Lyric theater
i indefinite run beginning Mar. 7. which Woods built in conjunction Eaton will make some interesting
with McCormack; a theater in New changes and improvements in Gold(Continued
on Page 4)
wyn so far as the short reels are concerned. In addition to the Bray pictorial and animated cartoon features,
Pettijchn in Washington
'Way
Down East"
OpenMax Fleischer's Inkwell feature, the
ig, a Period
of 23 Since
Weeks(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Business Since Sept. 4
Washington — Charles C. Pettijohn Pinley nature studies and a series of
Capitol Comedies, it is understood
is
here to represent the National As- that several other features of short
By Down East" has earned a
sociation
during
the
next
lew
weeks.
: of $615,736.34 for D. W. Griflengths will be incorporated in the
Inc. since that production was He will make his headquarters in the distribution.
sed in September, 1920, accord- offices of the National Association,
Sport pictorials are now being reto Lee Benoist Co., Inc., bro- 820 Albee Bldg., and will cooperate
leased through Arrow.
for the corporation, and cover with Harry M. Crandall and George
W.
Fuller,
president
of
the
Exchange
Faton
was at one time manager of
Less done until Saturday, Feb. 5.
(Continued on Page 2)
the Strand.
Managers Association.

Profit $615,736

j^recochized
Authority

Five To Start

Eaton's Move

in

Neilan Arrives
Marshall Neilan arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast. Colleen Moore and David Kesson. cameraman are also here.
Knows Nothing About It
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dallas — When Y. F. Freeman, general manager of the Lynch Enterprises, was asked relative to the report that his organization was negotiating for the Famous Players-Missouri Corp. theaters in St. Louis, he
said :
"I cannot discuss the matter as I
know
nothingwillabout
Freeman
go toit." New

York

short 1}'.
Famous Players Dividend
Famous Players have declared a
regular quarterly dividend of S2. payaide April 1 to stockholders of record at the close of business March 17.
Price, Waterhouse & Co., auditors
of the corporation, now has a staff of
men the
in the
company's
offices
going
over
books.
The annual
financial
statement will probably be issued in
two weeks.

<m
2

Thursday, February 1'

Profit $615,736
(Continued
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Dixon in North Carolina
(Special to WID'S

1)

$179,992 the Record
Vol. XV Ho. 45

Thurs Feb. 17, 1921

The high level reached by
"Way Down East" was the
week ending Jan. 1, when $179,992 was grossed by the production. This represents the total
business done by the film
wherever it played at that time.
There were about 10 companies
on the read.

Price 5 Cents

DAILY)

Where

Raleigh, N. C. — Thomas Dixon, the
author,
is representing the National
Association here on censorship.

Woods

get his p

Connolly in Helena
(Special to WID'S

go)

DAILY)

Helena, Mont. — Jack Connolly, rep1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Copyright
resenting the National
Association,
St
44th
West
71-73
at
Daily
InT Published
and
is expected here today in connection
WID'S FILMS
by
Y.,
N.
York.
New
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.
with the censorship problem.
and TreasF C ("Wid") Gunning, President
nt
reside
, Vice-P
urer; Joseph Dannenberg
Secretary and
te,r.
Mandlebaum Busy With Committees
W. Alicoa
; J. na
ind Editor
ge
ss Ma
.„
Busine
1918.
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Cleveland
— E.
Mandlebaum,
First
Entered as second-class matter May 21,
The profits accruing to D. W.
post office at New York, N. Y., under
it tne
National franchise holder, has been
'he
act of March 3, 1879.
Griffith, Inc., for that week
busy the last, week conferring with
were $117,474.50, this figure
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
M Greater New York, $10.00 one year; n6
committees regarding the introduction
reached after theater rentals
$3.00. Foreig
,
months
3
$5.00;
,
months
$15.00.
.
.x,
,
and actual cost of operation
of several laws in the state legislature which affect the industry.
Subscribers should remit with &rder:.rTri><,
have
been deducted.
W 1u a
to
communications
all
Address
New
St.,
44th
West
71-73
DALLY
York, N. Y.
the same column ot the Tribune yes4551-4552-5558
The picture has grossed $2,179,Vanderbilt,
terday morning:
Teleohone;
California.
Hollywood,
613.73, of which $1,415,736.34 goes to
"Question
— ....Some months ago Loew's,
Holly6411
Offices:
the Griffith company, after operating Inc., was put
Editorial and Business
up for sale in their theaters
1°CKS
Hollywood
wood Blvd. Phone,
shares
of
their
stock to be sold at $21 per
costs
are
deducted.
WilliamA
W
share
Is
the
M. P. Producing Co. an;
Representative—
London
Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
The
production
cost
has
been
placed
son,
Kinematogxaph
London, W. C. 2.
_
at $800,000. which would leave a net
"Answer — You know now that Loew's.
Representative— Le Film, 144 Rue
Parisrtre.
good?
Montma
Inc., stock is too speculative for the investprofit cf $615,736.34.
ment of money
for your little son
The
There are now 17 companies on
other moving picture stock is also too specuthe road, the last having opened in
lative for you
Go to the theater to be
amused
and buy your stocks in the stock
Cleveland a short time ago.

from?

Steck With

Robertson-Cc

H. Tipton Steck has termin
six months' engagement with
ker Read, in which time he wrc
stories for Louise Glaum. in<
"The Leopard Woman," "Love
"I Am the Woman," which s
just
completed.
Robertson-Cole
has cr.gagj
and lie has just completed the
iation and scenario of 'The Pi
crs,"
Cabaimc's
next.
ductionChristy
is starting
immediatel
an all-star cast.
C. B. Price has appointed
ick Ross
the Chicago
and \A
representative of his company

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
65
65}*
Famous Players . . . 64J4
827/8
827/8
827/8
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
4^
5
Not quoted
D W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
17?4
W
17 H
Triangle
Y&
Ys
Y\
Not quoted
World Film

Qi

The figures indicate that, on an avoperating cos's
the company's
are 33 erage,l-3rr
of the gross receipts.
Tlii'; is evident by the approximate
differences between the total receipts
and the company's share as outlined
in the following table:
Wee1-'
1920 ending
Sept.
4
11

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Finishing First Picture
The Labor Film Service, Inc., an
organization whose aims were described in WID'S DAILY some
months ago, is finishing work on its
first production, "The Contrast," by
John W. Slayton, well known in
labor circles.
Pittsburgh
The company is backed by the Central Federated Union, the local unit
of the American FederatioVi of Labor,
and has sold some stock among labor
makpeople. The picture now in the
ing, as will be future productions, is
purely labor propaganda and is expected to be released through labor
unions all over the country.
Guy Hedlund is directing. Production is at the old Gene Gauntier
studio, at 517 W. 54th St.

Oct.
Nov.

D ■c

1921
Tan

Feb.

Box Office
Receipts

$

Share
Company's

2.903.50
10.040.25

18
2S
2
9
In
23
30
6
13
20
27
4
11
is
25

S0.309 25
39.112.25
40,518.75
57.396.50
65.078.25
73,798.95
74.045.25
70,242.55
114.435.38
inO.74S.39
111,867.91
103.945 08
107.638.72
110.987.87
103.935 59

1
S
15
22
29
5
Total.

179.992.00
168.3!
155,253.99
155,576.84
142.806.29
151,872 00
.$2,179,613.73

$ 2.903.50
18.185 55
23,467.35
24.31 1.25
34.437.90
3". 046.95
45.771.85
46.0f0.81
45.745 5 4
75.772 26
66.709.15
68.850
03
73.649.J3
71.758.56
71.697.80
67.236,61

94.359.59
104
97. 09
675.' 'IS
$1,415,736.34

The following appeared, in part, in
the query and answer columns on the
Tribune's financial page Tuesday
morning.

market."

The following appeared, in part, in

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

PRIVATE

OFFICES

For rent in Apply
suite.
possession.
117 W. 46th
St.

I WILL

BUY

polluted — and the best c
films can be spoile

if you have any interesting
foreign travel subjects, no matter how old, I will pay spot
cash

for the negative.

Immediate
Room

203

through the use of chea
posters. Play safe. Us
RITCHEY posters.

The

price must be low and the negative in good condition .(No
duped

negative

RITCHE1

considered).

LITHO.

Send full description and rockbottom price in first letter as
I have no time to dicker.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 83

LECTURER
Box— F. 16 c/o Wid's

117.474 50
110.230.52
103.491 23

New
Jersey
Exchange
The D. W. Griffith, Inc.. Class
George A. Falkner has opened an A "Question—
shares offered at $15 are recommended to
exchange for the state of New Jer- me as a conservative and most attractive investment opportunity. Would appreciate
sey, known as the Falk Film Service.
opinion on this rather broad stateThe physical distribution will be your ment
handled through Alexander Film
"Answer — We reeard the Griffith shares as
Corp.
speculative, both because of the uncertain
nature of the motion picture business and beFalkner will handle "Devil's Angel"
cause these shares have not proved their
and "Hearts Aflame" for Northern earning power, nor do they enjoy a good
New Jersey.

/•• (£k£uxxzticrrux£ 0 LctuAJLA^

The purest of wells can b

market."

*
Screen
Rights
to
"FINGER
PRINTS"
For Sale
Full of the greatest
mystery
dramas ever conceived. Call or

Magnet Productions Corp.
vites inspection of the rev
editions of

P. H. Van Lean
phone. 300 — Madison
Ave.,
Van, 7589

THE ESCAPE and
THE BATTLE OF THE SE
directed by
Supervised
and personal)

fir
records
remember
richardsoris

Offers
will be considered
exclusive rights to these
ductions.

*>the three rs in music

1780 Broadway, New

D. W. GRIFFITH
with the following stars ii
eluded in the casts:
LILLIAN
GISH
DOROTHY
GISH
DONALD CRISP
ROBERT
HARRON
BLANCHE
SWEET
MAE MARSH

Magnet Productions Cor]

York j

jM^
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Tour Extended
liam A. Brady Going to Coast on
Censorship
Problems — Itinerary Completed
|TiIliam A. Brady has decided to
lear through to the Pacific coast,
decision to extend this trip was
le at the request of the executive
tmittee . of the National Associa1 Denver, F. E. Hickey of the
iver Film Exchange Board of
de, and H. T. Nolan of First Naal, will act as a steering commitfor Brady.
l Salt Lake City he will be met by
■ray W. McCarthy of the Inter intain Film Board of Trade, and
G. H. McCracken and Louis W.
cus of Famous Players. In the
thwest, Jensen of Jensen & Von
berg will cooperate with Brady,
will probably accompany him on
visit to Helena, Seattle and Portl Seattle, J. A. Koerpel of Gold. and Harry Sigmund of the
thwest Board of Trade will re
e Brady. Fred Dahnken of Tur& Dahnken. San Francisco, is arming gatherings of exhibitors and
langemen. A mass meeting of
producers, distributors and exhibheaded by Sol Lesser, is being
nged in Los Angeles. President
r, of the Producers Association,
Iter J. Reynolds, Secretary, and
K Michael Narlian of the Los AnFilm Board of Trade, are on
committee of arrangements. Jesse
Lasky expects to be in Los Ans in time to meet Brady.
Competition in Bremerton
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

remerton,
Wash. — As
an
outvth of the recent strike of union
■ators and musicians in Jensen &
Herberg theaters and also a reof the Seattle firm's attitude tod companies refusing to book to
r booking circuit, Jensen & Von
berg now have
competition
in
tnerton.
With a union official as
irector and with the encouraget of managers whose films were
ed out by Jensen & Van Her'„ W. L. Doudlah opened the old
idia skating rink with "The Mark
.orro" and
"Kismet.''
Success
so great that Doudlah interested
ness men and is building a new
ter which will open as the Union
ter on Feb. 22.
Shipman
Not Interested
rnest Shipman stated yesterday
' he was not interested in the afof Legend Film Prod, whicn
t into the bankruptcy court as
It of an involuntary petition filed
fist the company. Judge Knox
appointed Gerald Jackson receiver
1,000 bond.
New

Bill in Minneapolis

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

inneapolis — An ordinance has
■ introduced which would ban the
bition of "crime films" in Minneis theaters. The bill would amend
existing ordinance requiting lies for theaters.
unter Bennett
of National
iges. Inc., leaves this week
Angeles.

Exfor

Exhibitors and Exchangemen Arrive at
Unanimous Agreement Throughout Country
REALIZING that the direct contact, so fervently desired by every unit in the motion picture industry, solely affects in the final analysis the exchangemen and the exhibitors,
the leading men in these two important divisions have unanimously selected the regional
trade press as their ambassadors.
SIGNED

UP

IN MINNEAPOLIS

J. F. Cubberley, Manager of Associated First National exchanges,
thatresults
from an
standpoint
AMUSEMENTS getsreports
more
for advertiser's
his Minneapolis
and Milwaukee
exchanges than all other trade journals combined.
W. x\l Steffees, President of United Theatrical Protective
League, heartily commends AMUSEMENTS for the fearless
and honest stand it takes on all questions of vital importance.
PHILADELPHIA

LAUDS

PLAN

John L. Clark, Manager of Famous Players-Lasky exchange,
declares that the one hundred per cent circulation of THE
EXHIBITOR makes it an indispensable advertising medium.
A. J. Fischer, President of the Exhibitors' League of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Tersev and Delaware, says
that the theatre owners prefer THE EXHIBITOR to all other
trade magazines.
HARMONY

IN

KANSAS

IN

ATLANTA

Tas. A. McWhorter. Manager of Pathe Exchange, asserts
that SOUTHERN PICTURE NEWS is a valuable magazine
as an advertising and news medium and he advertises in it
regularly as the exhibitors of the Southwest look forward to it.

AGREEMENT

YORK

IN

AGREEMENT

T. E. states
Chadwick,
the F. I. of
L. his
M. exchanges
Club of New-in
York,
that President
the officeofmanagers
Buffalo. Albany and New York City declare that MOTION
PICTURE JOURNAL directly reaches all the theatres in
their territory and is thoroughly
read.
Sydney S. Cohen, President of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, says that the policy of telling facts, the
principles of journalistic independence, and the whole tone and
tenor of MOTION PICTURE JOURNAL pleases every
branch of the industry in this zone.
PITTSBURGH

UNANIMOUS
AROUND
BOSTON
H. Hirsch, Manager of Lightning Photoplays Service of
New England, in talking about results, declares that he has
conclusive proof of the great advertising value of the NEW
ENGLAND EXHIBITOR and that almost daily he hears
favorable mention
of the publication from exhibitors.
Louis Boas, Manager of Ten Theatres, writes from Fall
River, Mass., that in the fifteen years he lias been in the
theatre business the NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITOR is the
best publication he receives.
AGREE

NEW

CITY

H. Taylor. Manager of Pathe Exchange, announces that
THE REEL JOURNAL has carried its advertising since its
inception and that he feels sure he is getting good results from
the money spent as the exhibitors are highly enthusiastic about
the publication.
A. M. Eisner, Secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri, commends the REEL JOURNAL as being a really worth-while regional trade paper and recommends
it to every exhibitor and exchangemau in the territory.

THEY

J. Harold Zicgler. Manager Orangeburg Amusement Co. at
Orangeburg, S. C., writes that he and his fellow exhibitors are
constant readers of SOUTHERN PICTURE NEWS and that
it reigns supreme in the South.

IS

UNITED

•Joseph S. Skirboll, Manager of Associated First National
Exchange, announces that the MOVING PICTURE BULLETIN affords the exchangemen the opportunity of disseminating necessary trade information quickly, effectively and
economically, and renders other exchange-to-exhibitor advertising practically unnecessary.
Fred J. Herrinton, Executive Secretary American Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania, states that the MOVING
PICTURE BULLETIN is truly the welcome visitor to every
exhibitor and keeps him in constant touch with the industry.
CLEVELAND

IS

IN

STRONG

Frank G. Hard, of the Standard Film Service Company of
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit, says that the fact that he
has been using three to five pages weekly in INTERSTATE
FILM NEWS shows his appreciation of the pulling power of
that publication. He states that lie has several times keyed
the advertising and has been most agreeably surprised at the
immense results.
Phil Selznick, the live wire exehangeman of Cleveland,
writes that since using INTERSTATE FILM NEWS he has
placed his productions in towns he has never touched with
his travels and that his consistent advertising in that publication had produced the great results.
Wires from Dallas and Cincinnati inform us that the agreement lias just been reached in those two districts also for
MOTION
PICTURE JOURNAL and REEL
FACTS.

AFFIRMED

NATIONALLY

Paul Lazarus, President of Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, occupies his prominent position in the
fraternity because HE KNOWS. And therefore United Artists is thoroughly represented in ALL the
regional journals throughout the country.
P. A. Parsons, Advertising and Publicity Manager of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., holds his commanding
niche in the motion picture industry because of his great ability. When Pathe uses ALL the regionals
to reach the exhibitors directly what more do the regionals need to commend them?
George Gallup of Hodkinson knows the pulling qualities of the regionals, and so does Major O'Mahoney
of Educational, and dozens of others of the foremost national advertising and publicity men in the motion
picture industry.
The ten leading regional publications of the country have a combined circulation of 17.098, and the
minimum contract cost is $303 a page. Seven powerful weeklies and three forceful semi-monthlies. .All
standard size. They have a particularly new and appealing proposition for independent producers also.
Can use one or all and deal direct or with the Eastern Office.

ASSOCIATED
FILM PRESS
TOM HAMLIN, President
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Five To Start
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York, on which Woods now has an
option; one in Philadelphia, andto one
be
in Detroit. These five are
readv within a year. The circuit will
later be extended to include Cleveland, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Baltimore
and other cities.
"The first thing that I wish to
make clear about the new circuit,"
says Woods, "is that it will be independent of any group of producers
and will always be an open field as
an outlet for motion picture or photoplay productions which have been
built at a cost which makes it impossible for the financial supporters of
these big productions to get their
investment back under prevailing
conditions in the motion picture exhibition field."
Fooled by the Camera
A Fox News cameraman was
shooting some scenes on Pelham
Parkway yesterday, showing how traffic cops stopped speedsters. Some
extras were made up as policemen
and when several young fellows
came along and fooled around, they
just didn't want to believe that Henry
Yost, who was in uniform, was a real
policem?.n. He was and so it was
that David Durie was hauled into the
eighth district municipal court and
held in $300 fine for using vile language.
Want Censorship
Westerly. R. I. — Members of the
Westerly Ministerial Association have
voted to invite membrs of the General
Assembly to attend a meeting and
consider ways and means to bring
about either State or local censorship
of picture shows.

(Special to WID'S
Independent
Del. — The
Dover,
has been formed
Films Association
here with a capitalization of $250,000.

There is an existing company with
this name which operates out of Chicago. It will distribute the first
Diana Manners-J. Stuart Blackton
Prod.
Has

Four Companies

(Special to WID'S

can do three things for you
1. We place your proposition
before every one in any way
connected with the business.
2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date with regular supplements.
3.

Theatrical
133 W.

A SURE

& Motion
Directory

44 Street, New
Bryant 5189

Goldwyn Going Abroad
Samuel Goldwyn leaves for Europe
on the 28th. He is sailing on the
Aquitania.
Goulding to Do Scenario
Edmund Goulding, it is understood,
has been engaged by Pathe to prepare
the continuity on "Without Benefit
Rudyard Kipling's first
Clergy,"
of
story,
for the screen.
Handling State Rights
Toronto,
Can. — C. L. Stephenson
has opened offices at I Adelaide St.,
for the purpose
of independently
handling state right attractions.
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Paul Schof ield
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EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
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56 Pine St.,
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ADVERTISING—
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The

904
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D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Laboratories
ALBERT
General

'27

The

projection brilliancy and

"WAYto
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DOWN
EAST" is in
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the efficiency of The Griffith,
Inc., Laboratories.
The capacity of our modern
equipment makes it possible to
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high class printing and developing.
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Motion
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Quarry" — Meighan — Famous
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Hollywood, Calif.
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STUDIO

Adaptations '• : Editing
CURRENT RELEASES:
Coast)
"Rose
of Nome"— Fox

Daugh
'
ten fi
s
next release now ready

Enemy

Mamaroneck,

"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
[N PRODUCTION:

Picture
York

"The

DAILY)

"Tiger's
Star Coat"— Hodkinson— All-

you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.

A headline
yesterday's
stated
that the inPioneer
office it
Louis had closed, while the ai
said the office had opened. The t
is open.

Busy

"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler

Send

Off and On

A Sensational Whirlwind

Free Lance

The Theatrical
and Motion Picture
Directory

Thursday, February 17, 192c

American
Cuts Out Salesmen
American Film Co. releasing
through Pathe, has eliminated its
own sales force and in the future will
have the Pathe selling organization
handle its pictures. The new arday.
rangement became effective on Mon-

Los Angeles— The Independent
Films Association of Chicago has
taken studio space at Sunset and Hollywood Blvd. Four companies are
at work: Pinnacle Prod., starring
Neal Hart in features; Pinnacle Comedies, starring Max Roberts; Arthur
Gooden Prod., starring Ray Gallagher, and Dan Tattenham Prod., starring Pete Morrison.
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S ^parate Agreements

Production Stops

Covering Contracts and Deposits in
Working Between M. P. T. O.,
Pathe and Vitagraph

k of Funds Holds Up "Determintion" — Adverse
Publicity Held
Cause of Stringency
reduction on "Determination," the
picture of the U. S. Photoplay
p., has been stopped because of
financial condition of the comf. The office furniture was being
■ed yesterday from 227 W. 45th
to the studio at Grantwood, N. J.,
re the picture was in the course
riaking.
he company has been selling stock
nance its activities.
It was stated
erday that the volume of adverse
licity caused by the disappearance
ormer nresident Capt. F. F. Stoll
resulted in the falling off in stock
ing to a point where the officers
the corporation
were last week
pelled to meet the company's payfrom their private funds,
he company, in December, fell ininancial troubles but that period
tided over.
It was stated yesay that for the past eight weeks
running expenses of the corporahave been met by J. W. Martin,
of the officers.
Martin and Jas.
Polk, an attorney of Washington,
the two largest creditors of the
ipany.
Determination" is said to be about
e-quarters completed, 100,000 ft.
ilm having been shot to date by The "touch" that Allan Dwan gave to his famous Fairbanks release, "His
n L. McCutcheon, the director,
Picture in the Papers," is again in his newest "A. P." production, "A Pertoll is understood to be in Chifect Crime," released Feb. 27.— Advt.
b, where he is receiving mail at
Sherman House.

More Denunciations

May Go Abroad
amous Players are considering
ling Agnes Ayres abroad to make
ures.

Price 5 Cents

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Omaha, Neb.— The M. P. T. O. of
Nebraska, at a special meeting
reiterated its support of the national
organization and Sydney S. Cohen
and denounced. William A. Brady for
Loew in Richmond
attempted disruption of the exhibitor
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
organization. A. R. Pramer, presiichmond, Va. — It is reported that
dent has forwarded the resolutions to
reus Loew will erect a $50,000 the- New York.
here and that a site on Broad St.
been secured.
Frank Ferrandini
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
irst National is reported interestDayton, O.— The Miami Valley
n the project.
Exhibitors League has passed resolution in support of the M. P. T. O.,
he Loew offices stated yesterday and in
denunciation of William A.
■r knew nothing about a theater Brady. This came about as a result
ined for Richmond.
of the clash between Brady and Sydney S. Cohen in Chicago. Miami
Guimond With Realart
Valley includes as exhibitor members
L F. Guimond has been appointed those in the entire southern section of
ctor of publicity and advertising Ohio and part of West Virginia. The
Realart.
resolutions were signed by A. F.
Kinzeler and John Siefert.
^e
was
for
a
'time
sales
promotion
lager for Hodkinson and followThe executive offices of the M. P.
that two years with the Famous
pers in both the sales and adver- T. O. stated copies of the resolutions
had reached here.
ig departments.

Short Reel Deal

Charles Urban, president of the Kineto Co. of America, Inc., has purchased a considerable amount of negative material from Raymond L. Ditmars, curator of the Zoological Park
and a producer on his own account of
plant and animal films.
One is a lengthy series entitled,
"Modern Truth from Old Fables,"
which will all be incorporated into
the Urban Movie Chats. Another is
the series of the four seasons: Spring,
Summer, Autumn and Winter. Each
season is depicted in plant and animal
life in one reel. This series will be
made part of the Kineto Reviews,
"The Living Book of Knowledge."
An arrangement has been entered
upon whereby the Kineto Co. of
America, Inc., has first choice of all
new Ditmars subjects.

It is understood that Pathe and Vitagraph, both of whom have withdrawn from the National Association
are at work perfecting an agreeinent
with the M. P. T. O., regarding adcontracts.vance deposits and standard film
It will be recalled that the M. P. T.
O. and N. A. M. P. I., had drawn up
a tentative agreement as a result of
joint meetings held some weeks ago,
but that the agreement had never
been signed by cither side. Pathe
and Vitagraph are operating independently of the association in the
matter.
At Pathe, Lewis Innerarity, secretary, said he preferred not to make
any statement. At Vitagraph, John
M. Quinn, general manager was out
of town and no one cared to sp^ak
in his absence. Sydney S. Cohen said,
for the M. P. T. O., that he could not
talk about the matter.
Leave Today
The outgoing Adriatic will have
aboard today the following film folks,
all bound for Europe: Leila Lewis,
David P. Howells, John D. Tippett,
Max Glucksmann and William B.
Stanley, the latter of Export and ImNegotiations On
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — It was stated here
port.
yesterday
that Oliver Morosco had
closed a distributing deal with First
National, representing a production
investment of $1,000,000. "The Half
Breed" goes into production when
Morosco returns to the coast.
First National admitted yesteiua.v
that negotiations were under way but
denied that any deal had been closed.
Coming Exhibitor Conventions

A call has been issued to exhibitors in Pennsylvania to meet in Harrisburg on March 8th and 9th. The
convention will be held at the Penn
Harris Hotel.
In West Virginia a convention will
be held on March 14th and 15th,.
Kent on Trip
probably at Charleston.
S. R. Kent of Famous Players has
Preparations are under way for the
state
convention of the New York
left on a 10 days' sales trip.
The local Famous Players exchange organization at Rochester, to be held
reports that 175 full weeks have been early in April, probably on the 4th
and 5th.
secured for "Kent Week."
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A
M
t
Courts

Horace Vinton is suing Universal
Film in the Supreme Court for $10,000 damages on the ground that he
Price 5 Cents was the owner of the rights to the
photoplay,
Casey's
Burglar,"
and that the"Bill
defendant
produced
the
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film as "Her Burglar," and has refused to account to him. The defendant alleges that Vinton gave a
general release in 1916, which stops
him from collecting on this claim.
In reply Vinton says the release was
given solely upon the settlement of a
suit he brought in the Municipal
Court for $600 because of Universal's
failure to deliver to him two scenarios, "The Waves of Destiny" and
"The Great Broadway," and says that
when he gave the release he knew
nothing about the claim for which
he is now suing.

"Nomads of the North"
Plays to Big Business
Other First National Pictures Win High Praise from tr.
Press, and Exhibitors Who Have Shown Them
NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"A big business getter and a subject that will please any aud
ence. Fine business on two stormy nights." — H. P. Thompson, Lil
erty Theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
TWIN

BEDS

DINT

RITCHEY

POSTERS

THE
DEVIL'S
GARDEN
"It brings that peculiar exaltation which the true tragic maste
have always been able to extract from the big heart of pain. A
tistic and instructive entertainment." — Los Angeles Examiner.

Rich returns!

RITCHEY
LITHO.

Y

"You'll like this picture. It wins a place among the stellt
lights. The audience at the Walnut theatre burst into spontaneoi
applause." — Cincinnati Post.

Poor posters — poor profits.

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ... 64^
65^4
64J^
Not quoted
do pfd
*Gold\vyn
4-K
S]/2
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
17-Mj 18
18
Triangle
H
Vi
H
World Film
Not quoted
*Quotations by H. Content & Co.

YES

CORP.

OR

NO

"Norma T'almadge shown in an excellent picture." — Bert No
ton, Kozy Theatre, Eureka, 111.

406 W. 31st St., N.i. Phone Chelsea 8388

45

Jean Calhoun With Ray
Los Angeles — Jean Calhoun has
been engaged to play a leading part
in Charles Ray's new comedy, written by Rob Wagner. Miss Calhoun
has just finished a role in "Three
Sevens," Antonio Moreno's first
feature.

MINUTES

FROM

BROADWAY

"Fine comedy. Kept house in constant roar. Good business. "W. C. Welstead,' Garden Theatre, La Jolla, Cal.
A VIRTUOUS
VAMP
"Constance Talmadge in a knockout picture. You can't i
wrong on this as it will please. One of the best pictures we ha1
shown here."— Smith Read, Patriot Theatre, De Kalb, Tex.
THE

Screen Rights to
"FINGER
PRINTS"
For Sale

YELLOW

TYPHOON

a splendid
picture.
Peter"Anita
Krauth,Stewart
Denisonin Theatre,
Denison,
la. Everybody pleased."-'

One of the greatest mystery
dramas ever conceived. Call or

First National Attractions

phone. P. H. Van Loan
300 — Madison Ave.,
Van, 7589

Proper Insurance Means Protection §|
YOUR

Friday, February 18,

"Ran this picture with 'A Kick in High Life.' Broke all record
Patrons pleased and said so." — U. M. Roob, Grand Theatre, Po
Washington, Wis.
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BUSINESS— AUTOMOBILE, HOME, STAR,—
YOU
YOURSELF— NEED INSURANCE.

Take precautions against insufficient insurance.
A 5,000
or 10.000 limit does not adequately cover your auto.
Ask
us why — and we will tell you.
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luch Adverse Legislation Pending
Iowa Seeks Tax

10 Bills Up
iska Situation Acute, But Film
Men Are Optimistic Over
Outcome
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

coin, Neb. — Ten bills have been
luced before the Nebraska legre, now in session, affecting the
:ry.
The time for presenting
has closed, and the children's
re committee,
to which all the
have been referred, is now de; what action it will take.
Picnen are optimistic over the outI state child welfare commission
[uced a bill providing censorind the film men to pay costs
ssessments. There is another
iavorable bill, which penalizes
fs for letting children under 12
theaters, another which makes
ime to give sensational titles to
known books, and a couple of
providing standards for projecooths.

Bill Would Place Burden on Patrons
— Drastic Censor Measure
Introduced
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Des Moines — The Iowa legislature
has before it an amusement tax bill,
a severe censorship bill and the problem of what will be done toward enforcing a multitude of Blue Laws now
on the Iowa statutes.
The amusement tax bill placing a
one cent state tax on every admission
of 50 cents or fraction thereof is a
duplicate bill, up in both houses, and
is understood to stand an excellent
chance of passing. It is understood
that the tax will be passed directly to
the patron, and will not be borne by
the exhibitor. The exhibitors are doing nothing toward opposing this or
any other legislation which may come
up in Iowa.
The censorship bill is drastic, patterned somewhat after the Ohio law.

Maigne Denies Report
Charles Maigne, director for Famous Players, denies he is to leave
that organization, as reported.

Victory in Missouri
Censorship and Sunday Closing Not
Favored by House Committee —
One Report Submitted
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Jefferson City, Mo. — Bills providing for censorship and closing of theaters on Sunday will be reported out
unfavorably by the House Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence.
The Senate committee has already
made an adverse report on Sunday
closing. It is expected to take similar action on censorship. The House
committee voted against Sunday closing after a hearing Monday night at
which Blue Law advocates appeared
in support of their bill.

ensorship bill is now pending in
mento. It would censor films
1 as vaudeville.
veston, Tex. — Charles E. Sasis joint manager of the Grand
. House and Queen, part of the
\ string.
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D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Laboratories
Mamaroneck,

ALBERT

More Enemies to Blue Laws

N. Y.

L. GREY

General Manager

(.Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — The Liberty
League of America, has been formed
here by George C. Craft, Adele S.
Everhardt, Louis Bennett, Harold
Van Riper and Harold R. Korey, of
New York. The organization has for
its
purpose, discouragement of blue
Sundays.

Labor Against Restrictions
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
C^cial
to —WID'S
DAILY.)AmuseVrancisco
The Allied
St. Louis — Defeat of the bills proJndustries of Calif., is circularviding for the Sunday closing of picture shows and the creation of a state
Adventists Oppose Blue Laws
the theaters throughout the
on the work it is doing in Sac- board of censorship are urged in res(Special to WID'S DAILY)
olutions unanimously adopted by the
ito on censorship and other
Albany, N. Y. — A hundred and fifty
Ems. The organization is seek- Central Trades and Labor Unions, clergymen of the Atlantic and Conds to finance future operations. representing 85,000 workers.
lumbia conferences of the Seventh
;ene H. Roth is endeavoring to
Day Adventists have forwarded a pea number of stars to appear
tition to the legislature expressing
Heath Joins Realart
an March 5 at the Auditorium
their disapproval to the Sunday blue
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
ance. It is expected this affair
Los
Angeles — Percy
Heath
has
let $25,000 to the organization.
Six producing units are making two
Veek of March 5 will be called joined Realart's scenario staff.
He
photo-dramas at Unin Picture Week and all the has been signed to write scenarios reel western
versal City.
for Wanda Hawley and Bebe Daniels.
rs are planning
extraordinary
Ov;-unizing in California

Printing TintingDeveloping

The

projection brilliancy and

print
"WAYto
DOWN perfection
EAST" is in
a tribute
the efficiency of The Griffith,
Inc., Laboratories.
The capacity of our modern
equipment makes it possible to
undertake a limited amount of
veloping.
high
class printing and deFor all particulars apply to:

F. Business
Wynne-Jones
Manager
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Telegram
Day Letter
Niyht Message

SYMBOL
Blue

WESTE«A

UNION

CLASS OF SERVICE
D-l Loiter

Night Meeuje

Nile

NL
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this Is a telegram.
Otherwise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

Blue

Telegram

WESTERN UNION

NEWCOM8

CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE

NL
Nile

Night Lett*

AM

W. E. ATKINS.

FIR9T VICE-PRESIDENT

If none of these three symbols
ajwears after the check (number of
words* this le a telegram. .Other*
wise Its character is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

172 BLUE
C HOGS
HD L0SANGELES CALIF 17
HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION 729 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK NY
RECOVERING QUICKLY FROM INJURY TO MY HAND AFTER YOU SEE
THE NUT YOU WILL AGREE IT WAS WELL WORTH THE ACCIDENT
WILL BE BACK ON THE JOB VERY SHORTLY BEST REGARDS TO ALL
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

THE PARISH PRIEST

A SUPER
TWENTY
STAGE

HERMAN
12 09
r^EW

- SPECIAL
YEARS A
SUCCESS

J. GARFIELD

TIMES
YORK

BUILDING
CITY

jM%
I WILL

BUY

State Right Market is Plan of
Export and Import — Some For
eign Films Listed
Export and Import Film Co., Inc.,
in addition to its foreign business
plans to enter the state right market
in a permanent manner.
^The company, through George H.
Hamilton is handling a number of
William N. Selig productions, two of
which are now being sold. These
are "Kazan" and "The Mask" and
will be
another "In For the Night,"
available shortly. This is a five reel
animal comedy.
Export and Import has in its vaults
a number of English productions,
some of which will be released on
the state right market. In addition
a deal is on for a series of these pictures through one of the national distributing corporations. All told, present plans provide for the release of
12 pictures a year on the independent
market, although this number may be
increased.
The company has an important
realmost ready for title
German picture known
what the
lease. It is not
is or who appears in it, but it is said
to be one of the most lavish German
.pictures ever made.
For
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^H-a^ding, who owns the Liberty and
fiveSamother theaters in Kansas City, Mo., has
Fair" for Kansas,
purchased "The County
Iowa, Nebraska and Missouri.

RELIABLE
GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

EDMONDS
56 Pine St.,

CONSISTENCY

"The County Fair"

DIRECTORY
—

Friday, February 18,

12 a Year

if you have any interesting
foreign travel subjects, no matter how old, I will pay spot
cash for the negative. The-'
price must be low and the negative in good condition .(No
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Week

in Philadelphia

(Special to WID'S DAILY) is playFair"
County
Philadelphia— "The
Opweek at the Metropolitan
second
a
ing
era House.

Kremer Sales

\

\

PRODUCTIONS

p"
Victor Kremer has sold "The Handica
Louisto Pearce Films, New Orleans, for for
W.
gh,
iana; to Quality Film, Pittsbur
Penn. and W. Va., and to Lande Film Dist.
Co., Cincinnati, for Ky. and Ohio.

Kipling Did Scenario
Pathe states that Rudyard Kipling
the scenario for "Without
prepared
Benefit of Clery," aided by Randolph j
Goulding does not
Edmund
Lewis.
figure in the matter in any way.
Stebbins Resigns
]

S. J. Stebbins has resigned as managing director of the Schwarz-Miner
circuit, comprising the Rialto, Farragut, Linden and Merrick theaters in
Brooklyn, to take effect March 1st.
It is understood that his new endeavors will be in the producing field.
Old

Companies

(Special to WID'S

Dissolved
DAILY)

which you carry happy thoughts
about are:
Godless Men

Bunty Pulls the Strings
Flame of the Desert Woman and the Puppet

Carmen of the Klondike

Albany — Notice of dissolution of
Bud Fisher's Films Corp. of New
York and Bud Fisher's Mutt and Jeff
Cartoon Corp. of New York has been
filed with the Secretary of State.

The Coward

The above companies, it was stated
yesterday, are two old corporations
covering Fisher's activities in film
production.

(just Completed)

Burr Nickel Prod.
Dover, Del.— The Burr Nickel
Prod, of Los Angeles have been
formed here with a capitalization of
$750,000. The incorporators, all Los
Angeles men, are Burr Nickel, Geo.
D. Micklejohn and W. H. Gahn.

The Branding Iron

Dangerous Days

The Old Nest

Snow Blindness

Productions

Photographed

(In Production)

by

PERCY

H1LBURN

7^recochized
Authority
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Two On Broadway

Religious Films
East Film Corp Making Them
—Has One Finished Called
"The Anti-C.irist"
e Near
East
"ilm
Corp.,
a
)00 corporation,
formed
in Alearlier in the r onth, is in the
to make and di.c . ibute religious
company
stock
5 aThe
share
to prb -'s
ite selling
subscribers.
corporation w? formed with
)0 shares of preferred stock and
)0 shares of cor non.
ices have been opened at 500
\ve. George I . Topakyan is
lent of the com. any. One film
1 "The Anti-Ch.ist," has been
leted and is sa>d to have been
in this country.
Distribution
are unknown.

Griffith Will Have "Way Down East"
and "Dream Street" Running at
Same Time
D. W. Griffith has decided to play
opposition to himself. His latest
production, which earlier in the week
was stated by his press department as
designed for regular program release
through United Artists opens for an
indefinite engagement at the Central
theater on Sunday, April 3.
At the same time, his other production "Way Down East," will be
continued at the 44th St. theater.
This will mean that two Griffith productions will play day and date at theaters that are but three blocks apart.
"The Four Horsemen," opens at the
Lyric shortly for an indefinite
run. thus providing further competition on Broadway. The only other
long run pictures so far as known now
will be "Over the Hill" and whatever
will play at the Criterion at that time,
probably
"The production.
Faith Healer," a
George Melford

Cathrine Curtis Back
hrine Curtis has returned from
oast, where she supervised proon of "The Sky Pilot," a First
nal release. King Vidor prof the picture under a special arment.
New 1st Nat'l Units
ver, Del.- — Associated First NaPictures of Oklahoma,
Inc.,
been formed here with a caption of $75,000.
sociated First National Pictures
exas, Inc., has also been formed
■$195,000.

vo Manners Films
e Sun stated in a London disyesterday that J. Stuart Blackwould make two pictures with
Diana Manners and remain in
and for one year,
e Sun quoted Blackton
as fol7e will start the first within a
Weeks. It is by an English auand deals with a historic period
nglish history. Lady Diana will
pret a character familiar to all.
ral of her friends also are in the
was the general impression here
■e Blackton sailed for Europe
ttly that he had arranged
with
Manners for a series of producand not merely two.

Ford and Films
The current issue of Henry
ord's
Independent
irries anDearborn
article with
reference
> some of the executives in the
idustry.

Never since Ananias was there such a wonderful liar as "The Boob,"
played by Monte Blue, in Allan Dwan's newest Associated Producers' production, "A Perfect Crime," a snappy comedy drama. — Advt.

Agreements Off; Is Battle On?
All

Negotiations
Between
M. P. T. O. and N.
Cancelled
by Former
Organization — Cohen
Brady
Association

A. M. P.
Slams

In a letter sent over the signature of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. yesterday, the following line appeared :
"
all further negotiations with the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry and its present alleged promoters and leaders have come to an end."
At the offices of the M. P. T. O., it was stated that this
applied to all dealings that body had had with the National
Association,
and direct
not merely
censorship
to which
Cohen's
circular letter had
reference.
This means
that the
tentative
agreement which Cohen and Brady had drawn up some weeks
ago regarding advance deposits and standard film contracts has
come to naught, and that so far as relieving what the exhibitors
term "evils.*' the matter stands where it did before Cohen and
Brady got together at the Claridge meeting.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Albert L. Grey, Griffith's general
manager returned from Chicago yesterday, where he had gone to secure
a theater for "Dream Street." That
city will see the picture at almost the
same time as it goes on in New York
and the same condition will exist as
applying to Boston and Philadelphia.
The double showings will, therefore
exist in Boston and Chicago as well
as in New York.
The Griffith offices stated yesterday
that the picture would be shown for
a limited period as a special like
"Broken Blossoms," and then be released through United Artists.
Williams Returns; Deal On
J. D. Williams of First National
returned unexpectedly from the west
yesterday.
It was reported that he came back
to New York because of an important
deal now pending, in which his organization is very much
interested.

"Roxy" Makes Report Next Friday
• S. L. Rothafel will submit his report of the results of the Hoover
drive in the Greater New York territory next Friday at a mass meeting
to which exhibitors have been invited.
The meeting place is the Capitol at
10:30 in the morning.
Tuesday, February 22, being
Washington's Birthday and a
legal hoiiday, there will be no
issue
lished. of WID'S DAILY pub-

mm
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Albany, N. Y.— Hertz M. P.
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Jn The Courts
A bitter internal quarrel in the National Drama Corp. resulting in its
present difficulties is revealed in an
answer filed in the Supreme Court
by William C. Burns to a suit for an
injunction and accounting brought by
the' corporation against him, F. E.
Yantine, Robert A. Norris and Chas.
J. Holland, as the result of a decision
by the Appellate Division that the
complaint states a cause of action and
the defendants must answer.
The suit charges Burns and the
others invested the liquid assets of
the company in new pictures when
they knew that the assets were not
enough to meet the obligations. Burns
in his answer makes charges against
P. D. Gold, president, and Thomas
Dixon, treasurer, claiming that they
paid themselves exorbitant salaries
and that they issued false statements
in connection with the raising of a
$100,000 bond issue.

L. Croteau, M. A. Bruce and S. E.
Dill, Wilmington.

J. F. Taylor & Co. have sued Herman Simmonds, Jr., in the Supreme
Court for an accounting. The plaintiff alleges that on Sept. 28 last the
Albany, N. Y. — Cobleskill AmuseLast
parties
engaged in a joint venture in
ment Co., Cobleskill. Capital $75,Bid. Asked. Sale 000. Incorporators:
F. P. Beard, J. the sale of stock of the Colura Pictures Corp., and the defendant was
63 ]/, Y. Eldredge and B. H. Lambert,
04
Famous Players ... 63
to organize a syndicate to underwrite
Not quoted Cobleskill.
do pfd
the stock at $100 a share for pre♦Goldwyn
4^
5
ferred and $25 for common stock, and
l», VV Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Albany, N. Y. — Cherrnay Amuse- the plaintiff was to have a quarter
Loew's, Inc.,
17%
18K
185*
ment Co., New York. Capital $50,Triangle
3A
3A
3A 000. Incorporators: P. Wachtler, J. and the defendant three-quarters of
World Film
Not quoted
D. and H. Cherrnay, 1403 Carroll the profits. It is alleged that the defendant had made secret profits and
St., Brooklyn.
has refused to account.
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Quotations

Albany, N. Y.— David G. Fischer
In the suit of the Pathe Exchange
Photoplay Corp., New York. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators: P. against G. McLeod Baynes, the defendant has filed an answer in the
Stinson, J. B. Murray and D. G.
Fischer, 208 W. 69th St., New York. Supreme Court alleging that the
Whittaker
Going
Abroad
plaintiff failed to give a proper account of the receipts of the film inCharles E. Whittaker, scenario
Dover, Del. — Motion Picture Servolved and did not exploit it in Canwriter, has been engaged by Famous
vice Corp. Capital, $100,000. Incorcausing a loss of $7,000, for
Players to go to Berlin where he will
porators: M. M. Lucey, M. B. Reese, which ada,
he sues.
whip into shape for this market a V. P. Lacey, Wilmington.
number of German pictures which, it
is understood, Famous will release
A summons has been filed in the
Dover, Del. — Stanley Co. of Chesin this country, by arrangement with
Supreme
Court in a suit of the Nater.
Capital
$4,000.
Incorporators:
Ben Blumenthal. The pictures were
tional Film Corp. against David P.
F. R. Hansell, J. Vernon Plimm,
made by U. F. A.
Philadelphia and E. M. MacFarland, Howells, D. P. Howells, Inc., and
Camden, N. J.
Harry M. Rubey. The attorney,
Taylor Elected
George D. Redington, does not state
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the amount sued for.
Los Angeles — William D. Taylor
Albany, X. Y.— William Hurlbut,
has been elected director (president) Inc., New York. Capital $5,000. Inof the M. P. D. A. for a third time.
The Attraction Distributing Corp.
corporators: H. S. Hecheimer, J. E.
Other officers are: Henry King, as- Shay and William Hurlbut, 1465 has filed two additional suits in the
sistant director; Wallace Worsley, Broadway.
Supreme Court to recover for the
technical director; Roy Clements, scevalue of stock and dividends paid on
narist, and Norval MacGregor, treasDover, Del. — Burr Nickel Prod. stock alleged to have been issued by
urer. Clarence Badger and Harry
Bernard Fineman, former president,
Franklin are new members.
Capital $750,000. Incorporators: Burr
and
Henry Herzbrun, secretary, withNickel, George D. Micklehohn and
out consideration. The plaintiff sues
W. II. Gahn, Los Angeles.
Joel Jacobs for $1,365 and Sidney
Melvin Hirsch expects to leave
Bernheimer for $170 in dividends.
shortly on a trip that will take him
In Seattle
as far west as Denver.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
A default judgment for $11,030 has
Seattle — William
A.
Brady
and
Jack
S. Connolly,
representing
the been entered in the Supreme Court
National Association are here. Their against the National Drama Corp. in
N
the suit by Robert A. Norriss on
next stop is San Francisco.
notes due.

Acquires "When Dawn Came"
Inter-Ocean
has acquired
"When
Dawn Came," for foreign distribution.

Washington — The
sioners meet here on
cuss censorship for
Columbia. This, it

district commisThe suit of the British & Colonial
Feb. 28, to disthe District of Kinematograph Co. against the
develops is the Clark-Cornelius Corp. has been settled and discontinued in the Supreme
reason
visit
here.for Charles C. Pettijohn's
Court.

Saturday, February 19, 1

Vera Gordon Week
Next week will be called Vera
don Week at the Broadway, \
Miss Gordon's latest picture.
Greatest Love," will be showTn in
junction with the stage sket<
which Miss Gordon appears.
Announced Officially
Educational
officially
annov.
the signing of J. Robert Paulin.
a series of short reel hypnotic
jects.
was reported in W
DAILY This
recently.
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th President-elect Hardg at St. Augustine, Fla.
ating a Sunken
Battle) at Taranto, Italy,
rific Tornado at Oconee,
, Kills Many Persons.
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sident Wilson Calls His
t Cabinet Meeting.
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"The Man Tamer," from the story
Rushing Fox Addition
of John Barton Oxford, has been denew building extension for
cided upon as Gladys Walton's next
56th St. and 10th Ave., is being vehicle.
along and is expected to be
Tod Browning has sent William
or occupancy in a few months,
ncrete work has been finished Fildew, his chief cameraman, to Chiirge force of builders are rushcago for scenes for "Fanny Herself."
job along.
Finis Fox is now at the Mayer studio doing special work.
cure Permanent Quarters
GAUSMAN.
F. I. L. M. Club has secured
ient meeting quarters at 719
New Buffalo Firm
e. The grievance committee
Buffalo — Screen Attractions, Inc.,
teral meetings of the organiza- is the name of the new franchise idea
1 be held there herafter.
launched by C. P. Saunders. The
Wires
Tampa, Fla., wired
not sold out my
or anyone else."

\E BOX-OFFICE BET.
— Trade Hev'ew
WILL
G PICTURE.
M UP. -World
MAN
STORY THAT
DRAW.
— Exhibitors Herald

Is Battle On ?
(Continued

from

Page

State Right Sales

1)

Hollywood — Franklin K. Lane was
the guest of Rupert Hughes at the
It was commented in film circles
Goldwyn studios last week.
yesterday that in view of the strained
relations now existing between Cohen
Louise Lovely, Cullen Landis and
and Brady,
as a result
of the
Billie Cotton have been added to the speech
in Chicago,
it would
not latter's
prove
surprising if the battle were renewed
cast of "The Old Nest."
once again. It was recalled that the
Wesley Barry will make his debut definite split between the National
and the old exhibitors'
on the
stage inin the
"Penrod"
and
will speaking
later appear
screen Association
league at the time Peter J. Schaefer
version of it.
of Chicago was president, had never
been healed and that now it seemed
Helene Chadwick, who has been sure that the breach would become
dangerously ill with pneumonia, is on wider than ever.
the road to recovery and expects soon
to be back at work at Goldwyn.
As noted, Pathe and Vitagraph
have withdrawn from the National
George M. Yohalem, well known Association because of difference in
as a scenario writer and editor, has policy. It is understood that these
been engaged by Universal to write two companies are carrying on dealings with Cohen direct for a revised
the continuity on "Fanny Herself,"
contract and for changes in the adTod
Browning's
forthcoming
production.
vance deposit system, although none
of those involved with make any definite statement.
Jack Ford has begun work at Universal City on "The Homeward
It is further known that one of the
Trail," in which Harry Carey wili largest companies in the business is
star.
withholding taking a definite stand on
question of joining the National
George Randolph Chester has ar- the
rived in Los Angeles from New York Association, until such time as the
where he will direct the filming of differences between Cohen and Brady
and the organizations they represent
an original to be produced by Vita- are
cleared up.
graph.
In the meantime Brady continues
Barbara Castleton has arrived from
his western tour. He was in Seattle
New York to play the leading role
yesterday and is scheduled to visit
in "Muffled Drums."
San Francisco next.
Charles Clary has been engaged by
Universal to play in "The Opened
Shutters," starring Edith Roberts.
William Worthington will direct.

No Ban On Our Films
World yesterday morning pubthe following special cable from
In:
Forts to secure an embargo on
ca 'blood and thunder' film
js because they are alleged to
an exceedingly harmful effect
youthful morals and are the
of juvenile crime in England
unsuccessful in the House of
ons this evening after the
office produced statistics to
that such crime in 1919 was
an in 1913.
Edward Connelly is to appear in
tile it is true that there are
cheap American films shown for
support
Metro.of Nazimova in "Camille"
jland, what is undoubtedly inthe attacks upon them is the
Wondercraft is the name of a new
hent at the monopoly which picture company exploiting juvenile
nerican products have enjoyed actors. The organization is workther than any high moral prining at the William Horsley studios.

Cooley
Cooley of
iy "Have
to Lynch

DAILY

new corporation will release 24 features on a percentage of cost franchise basis, and later on, two reel
comedies will be released on the same
basis.

Levine
Representing
Lewis
Nat Levine, of Plymouth Pictures, Inc.,
has arranged with L. T, Pellerin, of the K.
I). Lewis Film Co., of Dallas, whereby he
will represent the company in New York
with a view of Inlying pictures for Texas,
Arkansas and Oklahoma.
Levine has bought two series of films for
the Lewis Co. They are the 14 two reel
Norma Talmadge reissues, from Horizon Pictures and 12 two reel comedies from Alexander Film.
C. B. C. Films Sales
C. B. C. have sold the Hallroom Boy comedies to Specialty Film Import, Ltd., for
Canada; same to Arrow Photoplays of Denver for Colo., Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming,
Ida., Mont.. Ore.. Wash, and Alaska. Screen
Snapshots to same company for same territory. "Dangerous Love" to 1st Nat'l. of
Minn., for Minn., Wis., N. and S. Dakota.
Sales by Sameth
J. J. Sameth has sold "Hearts of the
Range" for N. and S. Dakota and Wis., to
the Theater Owners' Corp. of Minneapolis;
Texas, Okla., and Ark., to the H. E. Baxley
Attractions of Dallas.

Aywon has sold the Pickford reissues to
Aywon for Calif., Nev.,
the Clune Film Exchange
and Ariz. ; the Silee Film Exchange for N.
111. ; W. R. Frank Film Exchange for Minn.,
N. and S. Dakota and Wis. ; Richards and
Flynn for W. Mo. and Kans. ; Trimount Film
Exdhange, for New England ; Penn. Film
Service for W. Penn. and W. Va. ; J. Frank
Hatch for E. Penn. and S. New Jersey ; A.
C. Bromberg Attractions for Ga., Fla., Ala.,
and Tenn. ; Premier Pictures Corp. for N.
York.
and S. Carolina ; Tucker Bros, for Texas,
Okla. and Ark.; Excelsior Film Exchange
for District of Columbia and Aywon for New
Clune Richards and Flynn, Penn. Film
Service, Premier Pictures, A. C. Bromberg,
Excelsior and Aywon have also secured the
Success
Series of short subjects.

Wanted Completed Production
Direct from producers. For immediate release
that will gross

$300,000.00 or more
in the United States and Canada. Satisfactory
arrangements can be made on NEGATIVE
COST plus io %. If you have a production up
to our standard write, phone or wire

R. C. SALES SYNDICATE, Inc.
Suite 1805
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THEATERS

NO LET-UP IN NEW

Many More Projects Planned — Activity Not Confined To One Section
Country — Three For Newark, N. J., and As Many For St. Louis
There is apparently no let-up in the number of new theaters
announced for construction. Special reports received by WID'S
DAILY show that this activity is not confined to any one section of the country, but is widespread. There are several instances where theater activity is intensive, notably in Newark,
N. J., and in St. Louis. Mo., where in the last few days plans for
three houses in each city have been made known.
Some reports follow:
Akron,
O.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Akron, O.— The Arch Realty Co.,
Louis Miller, manager, wth offices at
570 Euclid Ave., will build a five story
structure here, including a theater.
The project will cost $500,000. Location Buchtel and Main Sts.
Albion, Mich.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albion, Mich. — The American
Amusement Co. has secured a site in
the downtown section of town upon
which it will erect a $100,000 theater. Work is to start at once.

Kansas
City, Mo.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas
City, Mo. — The
Warwick
theater, 3927 Main
St., will undergo
extensive
remodeling.
The
renovations will cost $75,000.

City,

N.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Ocean City, N. J.— A new picture
theater
is to "be built here. The name
of
Ave.the owner, is withheld, but the
architect is L. L. Headley, 815 5th
Paoli,

New
Egypt,
N. J.
(Special to WID'S DAI LV )
New Egypt. N. J.— W. S. Chafey,
of the New Egypt Improvement
Asso., will build a theater here.

St. Louis,

J.

Philadelphia, Pa.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia — Plans are in progress
for a brick and stone one story,
80 x 162, theater at 60th and Chestnut
Sts., southeast corner. The name of
the owner of the theater, which is to
accommodate 2,000, is withheld.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.— A 2,000 seat theater is planned by Kelton B. Miler,
publisher of the Berkshire Eagle, and
large real estate holder. The house
will be built on what is termed the
new Miller block. Miller was at one
time heavily interested in the Majestic
Theater Co. The opening will be
around Thanksgiving.
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pittsburgh — A
theater
to
cost
$225,000
will be built at Pemi
Ave.
and Wood
St.
Plans
have
already
been drawn.

Mo.

WID'S Central
DAILY)
St. (Special
Louis — toThe
Amusement Co., E. E. Mc
general manager, will erect a
000 theater on Chestnut St. b
18th and 19th Sts. The structi
be a four story building.

Pa.

(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Paoli, Pa. — A theater to cost $40,000 is planned for this town.
It will
be situated
on Lancaster
Pike near
the central part of town.

Philadelphia, Pa.
(S"pc'a! to WTD'S DAILY)
Kansas
Ci'.y, Mo.
Philadelphia — The Girard Underi Special to WID'S DAILY)
pinning and Construction Co., 2930
Kansas City, Mo. — Dubinsky Bros, Diamond St., has been awarded the
plan a $500,000 theater on a site south contract for the theater and store,
of 12th St., exact location not di- 105 by 100 ft., to be built at Willow
vulged. It will be completed in Sept., Grove and York Road.
1922.

Kansas
City, Mo.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas
City — The
Palace
theater,
at 10th and Main
Sts.. D. Donnici,
owner, will be remodeled.
Atlanta, Ga.
A garage owned by Dr. Beard will
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
be converted into a theater at a cost
Atlanta — Lynch interests, it is
authoritatively reported, will begin the of $10,000.
erection of a new theater at Asheville,
Lebanon, Pa.
seating 2,100, and to cost $150,000.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Lebanon,
Pa.— A $75,000
theater
will be built here bv T. A. Jackson
Blair, Neb.
of 33 N. 8th St.
(Special to WID'S DAILY*
Blair, Neb. — Charles Robinson has
Mays Landing, N. J.
plans for a one story, 1,500 seat
theater.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Mays
Landing,
N. J. — Leslie and
McGuire
will build a theater
on a
Cincinnati,
O.
recently
acquired
lot adjoining
the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
post office.
Cincinnati, O. — The Keith people
will build a $1,000,000 theater on WalNewark,
N. J.
nut St., near Fountain Square. The
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
building will be in 12 stories on a
Newark, N. J.— The U. S. Motion
site 50 by 123 ft.
Picture Theater, Inc., of 224 Main
St., Paterson. will build a 2,000 seat
theater at 796-798 Broad St. The
Great Falls, S. C.
plot is 50 by 200 ft.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Great Falls, S. C— The local MaNewark, N. J.
sonic order will erect a $50,000 theater here.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Newark, N. J. — The Aetna Realty
Co. will build a $125,000 theater on
Haddon Heights, N. J.
South Orange St. The company
(Special to WID'S DATLY)
makes its headquarters at 827 Broad
_ Haddon Heights, N. J.— Founda- St.
tions have been laid for stores and
tin, -iter, the latter to seat 1.500, on
Newark, N. J.
White Horse Pike and Kings High(Special to WID'S DAILY)
way. It is being built for the South
Newark, N. J.— Another theater is
Jersey Amusement Co., of which
announced for Newark. This one
William Congezer is president. The
structure is situated between the will cost $125,000 and will be erected
Highlands Theater, in Audubon, and st 990 South Orange Ave., near
Stuyveant Ave. Mrs. Charles F.
Hunt's Haddon Heights Theater, Geiger is the owner. The house will
which are about eight blocks apart.
seat 1,000.
Iola, Kans.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Iola, Kans.— R. B. Northrup and
J. O. Lenhart will build a two story
theatc
theater building here.

Ocean

St.

Louis,

Mo.

(Special— to
WID'SKerzin
DAILY)pi
St. Louis
John
erect a $225,000 theater on th
ent site of the Casino, 16th an
ket Sts., which he owns. Cc1
tion will start early this spring
new house will seat 2500 on tl
floor and balcony. Kerzin ov
Casino,
Majestic,
Star,
Mj
Terre Haute, Ind.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Terre Haute,
Ind.— $'350,000
expended
on construction
of a
and office building.
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Sept. 4.

East" grosses $2,169,000 since release
Tuesday
Griffith's next to be "Faust."

King Vidor Prod, to be distributed by Associated Producers, Inc.
"The Kid" playing to big business all over country.
Federated to distribute 26 pictures from Walgreene.
Marcus Loew says Nat'l Ass'n had no right to use his
name in exhibitor drive.
John W. Hicks made managing director Feature Films
Ltd.
Famous Players, Australasian subsidiary.
Wednesday
Betty Compson to be starred by Famous Players.

Charles Ray in
THE OLD SWIMMIN' HOLE
Arthur S. Kane Prod. — First National . . Page 2
THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE
Metro

Eastman
stock. Kodak seeking 30% tariff tax on foreign raw"Way

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
as

Monday

Censorship problem in New

Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS AND FILM FOLKS, INC.
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News of the Week
in Headlines

Page 22
Page 23

R. A. Walsh buys "Kindred of the Dust" from William R. Hearst.
Harry Levey to produce science reel for weekly release.
Hobart Henley Prod, for Asso. First National distriThursday
bution.
Asso. Exhibitors, Inc., reorganized with aid of Arthur
S. Kane.
New York Capitol reported to build in Boston and
Detroit.
Jack Eaton to manage short reel department at GoldFriday
A. wyn.
H. Woods to start picture circuit with five theaters.

Pathe and Vitagraph reported making separate agreements with M. P. T. O. on advance deposits and
standard contracts.
"Determination" halted. Production stops because of
lack of funds.
M. P. T. O. Nebraska and Miami Valley League denounce W. A. Brady and reiterate support of
national organization.
Mass of adverse legislation pending, particularly in
Middle West.
Export and Import enters
state right field.
Saturday
No abatement in number of new theater projects.
"Way Down East" and "Dream Street" to be shown
concurrently in New York, Chicago and Boston.
Near East Film Corp. to manufacture religious films.
M. P. T. O. breaks off all negotiations with N. A.
M. P. I.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin.
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A Real Picture Of Real Life
Charles Ray in

sub-titles in it. The pictures tell the story and you

"THE OLD SWIMMIN' HOLE"
Arthur S. Kane Prod.— First National

understand it perfectly. There isn't any plot or
"intrikut" business. It's just a series of incidents in

Joseph De Grasse
DIRECTOR
James Whitcomb Riley
AUTHOR
Bernard McConville
SCENARIO BY
George Richard
CAMERAMAN
An honest-to-goodness picture
AS A WHOLE
life; has no plot but tells a charming
storrural
of
y

the life of a country boy but they're important enough
to keep you interested all the time. And if you don't
believe it be sure to see it. It'll be worth your while
to be convinced.

Mostly incident but it's so genuine and
STORY
true-to-life that everyone will love it
It suffices to say that no subDIRECTION
titles are used, exceedingly fine piece of work
Splendid
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Very good
First rate
CAMERA WORK
boy part
rube
in
best
At his
STAR
Lincoln Stedman, the fat boy ; Laura
SUPPORT
La Plante, Marjorie Prevost and juvenile types
all good
Numerous beautiful shots
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Those of country home very real
Excellent
OF STORY
Overgrown country

boy who "loves" school, has a love "affair," and
eventually wins the girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,942 feet

Charles Ray is best known and liked for his "Rube"
country boy portrayals and in the adaptation of James
Whitcomb Riley's poem, "The Old Swimmin' Hole,"
he's at his best. And even better than that, he's great.
If you've ever lived in a little country town, or ever
been in one long enough to get acquainted with rural
life, then you'll know Avhy "The Old Swimmin'
is a real picture.

Hole"

But that isn't the most wonderful thing about Ray's
latest.
Maybe you won't believe it but there are no

In his own inimitable way Charlie goes through the
trials and the joys of a rube boy. The settings are all
picturesque and there are several particularly beautiful
shots, notably the old swimmin' hole itself, where the
sign reads, "no swimmin' without clothes." A dilapidated old mill in the background is the real thing.
They'll love Charlie's romance with the girl who is
tickle and they'll admire the plain little girl who is so
devoted to him. And they'll laugh at Charlie's effort to
be the center of attention and the way he tries to get
his fat rival away by a ruse. The school room scene is
a riot. The star is inclined to overact in this, but it's
because they keep it up too long. And there's a typical old school master who believes in "spoiling the
rod rather than the child."
Charles dresses up for the picnic and gains the favor
of Myrtle by inviting her to go rowing. Fatty appears
on the scene and throws rocks at Charlie, whereupon
hero disembarks and prepares to battle with the rival,
but the fight ends when Charlie falls into the creek and
Myrtle goes off with Fatty. In the diary which he
has kept, Charlie writes, "I'm through with wimmin.'
Just then Esther comes along. Esther has long silently admired Charlie but he has thought so little of
her that he even gave the apple which Esther gave
him, to Myrtle. But Esther is loyal to her love and
she comes along just after the incident in which Fatty
went off with Myrtle. Esther brings the lunch which
she shares with the hero and a final shot shows him
removing
his
mind. the last page of his diary. He's changed

Get It Quick And Give Them A Treat
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It would be impossible to give in the above space
all the delightful bits of real rustic life which is contained in "The Old Swimmin' Hole," but then it isn't
necessary for everyone will want to book it and everyone will want to see it for himself. Charles Ray
is the best known portrayer of country boy characters
on the screen and it's safe to say that he is at his very
best in his latest picture.

You can go the limit on promises and if any one's
disappointed or not pleased with a picture as true-tolife and as genuine as this adaptation of James Whitcomb Riley's poem, then they're more than all wrong.
And they never can be pleased. You can tell them if
they've ever been a lad they'll live it all over again.
Even those who have never lived in the country know
enough about it to appreciate the reality of it as pictured here. Last but not least, don't miss it.

tMA
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Ingram's "Four Horsemen" A Pictorial Triumph
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN
OF THE APOCALYPSE"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Rex Ingram
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Walter Mayo
AUTHOR
Vincente Blasco Ibanez
SCENARIO BY
June Mathis
CAMERAMAN
.......;.... John Seitz
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS
Amos Myers and
Joseph Calder
AS A WHOLE. .. .Sumptuous
production
fails to
overcome grim heavy atmosphere of Great War
STORY
Ibanez's famous novel of renunciation
and expiation skilfully handled
DIRECTION
One of the best productions of the
year for which Ingram deserves credit for sincere effort
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always good, at times
excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
CAMERAWORK
Very effective
PLAYERS
Uniformly
splendid
performances
given.
Rudolph Valentino very good as Julio;
Joseph Swickard gives unusual performance as
Desnoyers
EXTERIORS
Incidentally they built a whole
village and destroyed it by gun fire
INTERIORS
Fitting
DETAIL
Usually good.
South American costumes off
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Good enough for
any house, but question whether your people
want war stuff
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
10,300 feet
Undeniably one of the most pretentious productions
of the past few years is offered in the picturization of
Ibanez's famous "The Four Horsemen" who left in
their trail anguish, grief and death, and was produced
masterfully by Rex Ingram. Were it not for the heavy
and at times gruesome picture of devastated France
under the heel of the German invasion and with what
at times seems an entirely unnecessary amount of
footage devoted to incidents of the Great War, this
production might go over with a tremendous bang.
As it is, the question arises whether or not your
people want to see what the exhibiting business generally terms "war stuff."
There are many reasons, however, why "The Four
Horsemen" can well be presented — not only because

of the splendor of the production,, the excellence of the
cast and that nothing has been spared in time or expense to make this a big picture. You may well want
to consider this : Isn't it worth while to bring to your
people from time to time a big, spectacular and worth
while picture to remind them of their good fortune
of not only living away from the horror of all this, but
to appreciate from what they were saved in the way
of German domination? If they do not want this and
if they do not consider this entertainment, then you
are up against a problem.
From the very opening, showing the development
of the grandsons of the wealthy South American
rancher, up to the vision of Julio's death, the production has been skilfully presented. The casting was unusually capable. In the production, handling more or
less important characterizations, are such well known
names as Nigel De Brulier, John Sainpolis, Alice
Terry, Stuart Holmes, Edward Connelly, Wallace
Beery, "Bull" Montana, and many others. The handling of the war scenes is particularly worth while,
although perhaps too much fuss has been made about
the gold bathtub. And why there should be acres of
graves for the final sho't is difficult to conceive. It is
so unnecessarily gruesome.
Ingram has picturized the movements of the German invasion in France with splendid fidelity. No
Man's Land in a drenching rain storm is excellently
done. His townspeople, frightened and amazed, are
human. His soldiers and officers are typical of what
America was taught the German Army consisted of.
There are other bits which show a master hand, such
as the Tango Dance in the slums of Buenos Aires ;
possibly the best dance ever put in pictures, is recorded there by Valentino and a young woman.
Ibanez's book is generally well known and so it
is unnecessary to go into detail. It tells the story of
the son of a French refugee (who poses as a Spaniard),
and who returns to France with his family just before
the outbreak of the Great War, and how in his love
for the trifles and baubles of his gorgeous castle he
strives to keep them from the hand of the devastating
horde. And when the son finally awakens to the fact
that as a man he is needed in the conflict, of his going,
leaving behind his mistress, the wife of a Frenchman
who is blinded in battle, and who in the end is
ministered to by his wife. It is a story of the renunciation of a great love and as such is excellently done.

Just One Question: Is This Offered Three Years Too Late?
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You have a lot to help you out with this one; first, that the
Ibanez novel is one of the most popular of its day, just following the close of the war; that Metro has been lavish in its
expenditures and that Director Ingram has turned out a
mighty interesting piece of work. All these things should help.
You can easily depend upon it that most of your people will
know what "The Four Horsemen" means, and play with the
title.
«*.
But the big question is whether or not a production with such
an extensive amount of war incident is desired at this day.
Possibly had this production been released three years ago, it
would have been one of the greatest financial clean-ups in the
history of pictures.
The question is whether or not it is too

late; will your people want to see it? If you think they will
appreciate a splendid story regardless of the war background,
get
themin in
and promises
they certainly
will be and
pleased.
You Whether
can't go
too far
your
of production
interest.
the entertainment value is there depends entirely upon your
While there are no outstanding names in the cast worth
people.
talking about, it is one of the very best casts ever presented.
Metro's press sheet will give you interesting matter in the form
of statistical data which can be used in your local newspapers.
You can undoubtedly get the support of literary and advanced
mentalities of your neighborhood because of the interest they
have in the book.

Editorial from the
New Bern N.C
Herald
SunFeb 1,1921
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Vivid Drama
of Life and Love

Booked at the Capitol Theatre,
New York, beginning March 6.
Playing

its second

tremendous

week at Barbee's Loop, Chicago.

Two
record
weeks
Pantheon, Toledo.

at

the

Two
weeks at
John
Blue Mouse,
Seattle.

By MAY

Two
weeks or longer
Strand, San Francisco.

EDINGTON

Jtll'Star cast featuring

HOUSE PETERS
and FLORENCE VIDOR
Associated Producers Inc.
HOME

OFFICES.

Hamrick's

729 SEVENTH AVfc, MEW VOHK CITV

at

The

Two weeks each at the Strand and
Metropolitan Theatre, Cleveland.
Bookedre.at Guy Wonders' Rivoli,
Baltimo
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Star's Acting The Real Feature Of This One
Florence Reed in
"THE

sational atmosphere and one or two sequences jar

BLACK PANTHER'S CUB"
Ziegfeld Cinema Corp.

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
Monteran

Alfred

Emile Chautard
Ethel Donoher
Philip Bartholomae
Ortlieb and Jacques

AS A WHOLE
A good picture for those who
like its atmosphere ; appeal is not universal
STORY
More or less of the sensational in it;
strictly Parisian
DIRECTION
Very good for the most part; has
caused it to drag at times through use of irrelevant bits
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA
WORK
excellent

All right
Generally good; sometimes hazy
Good;
double
exposures

STAR

Does not screen in a way that does her
justice; her acting is excellent
SUPPORT
Tyrone Power, Norman Trevor and
Earle Foxe most important
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots of the hunt
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Film is much too long
CHARACTER

OF STORY
Daughter of notorious French woman is forced into life led by
her mother whom she never knew

LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

5,800 feet

The first production of the Ziegfeld Cinema Corp.,
is certainly a splendid vehicle for Florence Reed, who
is starred in it. She is provided with just the sort of
opportunities to which her abilities and talent are
best suited. And it should prove a money-maker in
its own class. This may not come from theaters catering to a high class clientele because of its rather sen-

the finer senses. Of course, there's nothing to stop
it playing the better houses, but it won't go over the
way it will where they thrive on melodrama, with
French flavoring especially.
And there's another side to it. Many will want to
see Florence Reed's acting and those who like her
work may not be annoyed by the story. While she
doesn't screen to the best advantage, or at least some
sequences do not do her justice, her acting is splendid
and in the last reel, in a double role, particularly that
in which she plays the older woman, her work is
splendid.
The direction is good except through the
eral irrelevant sequences the footage
stretched to unreasonable length causing
to drag badly at times. In the scene where
attacks the girl he has gone to extremes by

use of sevhas been
the story
the villain
having the

man tear the girl's bodice entirely off. Suggestion in
instances is much more effective. What's the use
when the censors cut it out anyway?
When the law closes the Black Panther's house she
gives her daughter into the keeping of an old friend,
Clyde. Clyde dies and the Cub, now a young ladys
learns who her mother was. Earle Foxe, as Clyde's
son, is in financial difficulty. He makes the Cub believe that her dead benefactor has left large debts,
and persuades her to re-open her mother's establishment to obtain the money. She does and the former
admirers of the Black Panther marvel at the way she
has retained her youth.
Eventually the Cub meets her mother, now an old
woman, in an apache dive to which the Cub has fled
with an admirer to get away from the man she had
loved, but feared to face in her new existence. The
place is raided and the mother shot. Later the son
confesses that it was he who need the money, the lover
forgives the Cub and they are happy together.

Will Make Money For You If It Suits Your Clientele
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Because of the popularity of Florence Reed you may
find that a picture bearing her name will attract a
goodly number. Even those who come to see her
work and may no£. particularly relish the story, will
be satisfied because of the performance which she
gives and certainly her dual portrayal in the last reel
is worth seeing. Regardless of the more or less sensational story of Parisian high life, the picture is not
likely to offend except in the scene of attack and it

would be well to either merely suggest it or show
but one flash of this.
Once they get into the story the interest is well
sustained and the happy ending is most likely what
the public wants. In announcing the showing it
would be well to give an idea of the story and make
good use of the star's name.
good results.

Catchlines should bring

tarn

Mh
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Mix's Latest Is Auto Racing Picture
Tom
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Mix in

ROAD DEMON"
Fox
Lynn F. Reynolds
Lynn F. Reynolds
Lynn F. Reynolds
Frank Good
Has many

good thrills in con-

nection with auto racing, but otherwise doesn't
impress
STORY
Very slight; consists mostly of races
and there's considerable good auto stunt stuff
DIRECTION
Not important
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAiV ERA WORK
Good
STAR
Takes some more chances
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Some fine shots of speeding cars
INTERIORS
Few
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Fast driver wins
the race and the girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
In "The ,Road Demon" Tom Mix proves that he's
as much at home at the wheel as in the saddle. The
picture in the main is a series of races and automobile
stunt stuff. There is a slight story, but it is by no
means the production's main appeal. It merely serves
as a thread which sort of connects the race sequences.
Also the idea of the fellow who wins the race and gets
the j.irl is not new enough to cause any unusual interest.
However, the story, nor its lack of importance, isn't
going to matter much because there is some fine auto-

mobile racing and some well executed thrills that will
keep most audiences satisfied. In connection with the
races and cars moving at full speed, it's only fair to
give the cameraman due credit. He has -managed to
get the machines in focus all the time, and that's no
easy task. There are several long shots showing the
speeding cars and the close-ups of the machines on
the track and passing each other are all fine. There
are some good bits of daredevil riding, showing the
star riding down steep hills where there is no road,
another showing a fast moving car jumping a ditch
and enough others to hold the attention.
There is some business in the last reel which doesn't
seem necessary. They have the hero, after winning
the race, together with his gang, wreck a hotel which
they ride into on horseback. It's sort of an anti-climax that isn't needed except perhaps that it brings
the picture up to the required footage.
Hap Iliggins (Mix), son of a ranchman, would
rather speed around in his racer than stay on the ranch.
Hap meets Patricia O'Malley, whose father is hoping
to win the Phoenix auto race and thereby secure a
large order from a Japanese firm for his make of car.
Hap decides to enter the race and would have won if
McCabe, O'Malley's driver, had played fair.
But the final race is about to take place when Hap
learns that McCabe, O'Malley's driver, has been paid
to "throw" the race in favor of the competitor. Hap
persuades O'Malley to allow him to drive his second
car, and when McCabe drops out Hap goes in and
wins the race for O'Malley. The competitor, still
bound to get the contract, locks O'Malley in a room
to prevent the Jap from signing with him. Hap clears
this situation also and O'Malley gets the consignment,
while Hap gets the girl.

Should Please Majority And Star's Admirers Especially
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

'I Ins will be a decided novelty and will be sure to
please those who like Tom Mix. They are accustomed
to seeing hi,,, ride through his pictures on horseback.

his latest Fox picture.
stead of on horseback."

It's a romance on wheels in-

You can feel sa{e in promising a western that's dif-

, it in...a racing „car„ and
, you, ,can prom, ferent
stills of They
some
This., lime he does
lse them some fancy driving. Tell them he's as &
good and , if
.- you can
at the wheel as he is in the sacld,e- Catchlines worked show it> you
with the title should attract.
Say: "See Tom Mix in sequence and

auto
COnsistforoflobby
don>t
of theusually
big scenes
• . of, the
xl_ picture
. A
secure a print

Use
racesdecoration,
,before
,
you

couId run off a few feet of the racjng
then they will surely want to see it.
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An Excellent Production and Undoubtedly the Best Yet From Curwood
George H. Hamilton presents
"KAZAN"
Selig Prod.— Export & Import Film Co. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Bertram Bracken
AUTHOR
James Oliver Curwood
SCENARIO BY
Bertram Bracken
CAMERAMEN
Edward Linden and Eddie
Beesley
AS A WHOLE
Perhaps the best that has yet
been done with a story of the frozen north;
excellent production
STORY
Has even more action than previous
Curwood stories that have been filmed
DIRECTION
Given story an unusually realistic and truly fine production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
Jane Novak splendid; Ben Deeley,
Edwin Wallock good in principal male parts
EXTERIORS
Real Northern
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Well taken care of
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wolf-dog known
as "The Killer" saves the life of his master's
daughter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,464 feet
The press sheet on "Kazan" calls it "James Oliver
Curwood's greatest story," and undoubtedly it is. At
least it is the best that has yet been filmed. "The
River's End," "Isobel" and one or two others that have
been produced were all unusually fine pictures and
the stories all virile Northern tales, but somehow "Kazan" is different. There is, of course, the usual Curwood theme of a murder and the appearance of the
Mounted Police, but besides this angle of the story
there is another that has to do with "Kazan," the
wolf-dog.

Be Sure To Get This.

And it is in this latter sequence that "Kazan" differs from its predecessors. The animal has been marvelously trained and the manner in which he fights
a lynx which has destroyed his young and kills the
animal right before the camera, as well as a later scene
which shows in silhouette (a lighted tent photographed
from the outside) how he jumps at the throat of the
man who is attacking his mistress and fells him, are

fine bits.

This is probably without doubt the best thing that
Bertram Bracken has ever done. There is just one
slip-up in continuity which may be noticed. The
picture has been excellently photographed. Jane Novak outdoes her performance in "Isobel" and all the
male players do good work. The most unusual thing
about the picture, however, is the manner in which
the animals have .been trained and the manner in
which the camera has caught their manoeuvers.
With Jim Thorpe, an adventurer, Joan ;Radisson
goes to her father, who is dying. By the time they
reach the place the father is dead and McCready, the
villain, who had reached the hut ahead of Joan, has
made off with the evidence which would have given
a clue to the murderer of Joan's brother. Thorpe, now
snow-blinded, and Joan bury the old man and remain
in the cabin until the storm is over. McCready returns, and when he discovers Thorpe is blind attempts
to attack Joan. She screams and Kazan, her dead
brother's dog, comes to her rescue.
McCready escapes and returns to the settlement
and says that he has evidence that Thorpe killed Joan's
brother. Later Joan finds a paper in her father's old
watch which proves that McCready is the guilty one.
Her younger brother sets out to tell the authorities
and in the meantime McCready again seeks Joan and
attacks her. Again Kazan comes to the rescue and
this time kills McCready. Kazan returns to his wolfmate and Joan is happy with Thorpe.

There Aren't Many Like It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The synopsis above is merely a brief outline of the
story. There is much more to it and many genuine
gripping moments. You had better make sure to get
this, more particularly so if you have played previous

Northern atmosphere and because of the part which
the wolf-dog and other animals play in it.

pictures of Curwood stories. His stories have obtained a wide popularity and you can be sure that

You can make promises safely. "Kazan" has action galore and it's the real thing. Secure a press
sheet and use catchlines incorporating the biggest
thrills and use stills that will give them an idea what
to expect. You ought to be able to make some real

"Kazan" is one of the best. And the production given
"Kazan" is always interesting because it contains real

money with this, so it's up to you to put it over. You
have the where-with-all to do it.
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Starts Off With Fine Comedy But Excess Footage Spoils It
Mack Sennett's production
"A SMALL TOWN IDOL"
Associated Producers
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Earle Kenton
Mack Sennett

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
BY.... Fred Jackman
CAMERAMEN
Percy Evans and J. R. Lockwood
AS A WHOLE
Starts off with some real Mack
Sennett humor, but runs so long that it loses
nearly all its comedy value
STORY
Consists of all the hokum of Sennett
two-reelers woven into a story with an obvious
enough continuity
DIRECTION
Has gotten in some good comedy,
but there are no new tricks
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
,
Very good
PLAYERS
Phyllis Haver and Ben Turpin have
most to do; Charles Murray and Marie Prevost
not prominent
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
One large and unusually lavish
set the most impressive
DETAIL
Much too much
CHARACTER OF STORY
Hero of a small
town becomes famous moving picture actor rnd
then returns to home town to "show off"
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
Over 7,000 feet
As it stands now or at least as seen at a pre-release
showing of Mack Sennett's first production for Associated Producers, "A Small Town Idol" has one fault
which will have to be overcome before it can register
its comedy value. And that is its length. In its present form it runs way over seven reels, and this is certainly much too much for a picture of this type.
"A Small Town Idol" starts off with a bang. There's
a lot of sure-fire Sennett comedy gags and the titles
themselves are really humorous.
The first couple of

reels run along fine and consist of some of the hokum
of previous Sennett short reel subjects, but it's all
good and then they present probably the biggest and
most lavish set that Sennett has ever attempted. It
is a harem scene which is being staged by the film
company

for which the hero is working. Some professional dancers entertain the owner of the harem

and of course "The Small Town Idol" spoils a perfectly good scene by rushing to do the rescue act.
Up to this point the picture holds very well, but
thereafter begins to drag, and even though they get
some fun out of the hero returning to his home town
and watching himself on the screen while the home
folks all admire him, it's too long drawn out, and then
they continue it along until it reaches way over seven
reels. And even the caption writer forgot to be funny
after a while.
Ben Turpin is really the star of the picture and most
of the comedy is derived through his actions and misfortunes as "A Small Town Idol." Phyllis Haver has
the next most important part. Charlie Murray and
Marie Prevost have very little to do. Louise Fazenda
is only seen in the audience of the picture theater.
Most likely a good many will be disappointed that the
bathing girls aren't given a turn. Miss Haver does
one high dive in the course of the picture, and Ben
Turpin is supposed to do a spectacular dive which
gives him a stellar position with the Super Art Film

Co.
Turpin, now a full-fledged movie star, returns to his
home town and is greeted with a band of music. Some
time previous he had been ordered out of town. But
now nothing is too good for the hero. Of course
there's a villain, and for fear the movie hero will win
back his old sweetheart, the villain makes it appear
that Turpin has murdered a man. There is some good
stunt stuff in his escape from jail, and of course he is
eventually cleared of the charge and wins the girl.

Will Go All Right If It Is Trimmed

Closer To Five Reels

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Properly cut, "A Small Town Idol" will get by nicely, but as it stands now the excess footage helps in no
small way to spoil the effect of the comedy contained
in it. The early reels are fine, so when the latter reels
have been trimmed the picture will have a much better
chance of going over. It's not the riot that you may
expect it to be, for after all it consists mainly of all
the hokum and stunt stuff that has already been done
in Sennett two-reelers.

Of course it has been made into one story, and there
is an obvious continuity, but it isn't big enough to keep
it going more than five reels. Those who like Ben
Turpin will be satisfied with it because he's really the
star of it, and as "A Small Town Idol" he makes the
most of every opportunity. Instead of the bathing
girls you can talk about the harem scene, which has
been done quite lavishly and many extra? have been
used.

**

Hey, E doar
It's the voice of your golden
boyhood days calling to you
over the years.
The magic of
yourself a boy
free as a colt,
hour a. golden
squandered.

it! To see
again, carewith every
coin to be

BoothTarkington' s ' 'Edgar
Stories1 ' have won a genuine
place for themselves in the
big heart of the American
public.
Exhibitors the country over
call them the biggest, cleanest short reel features ever
made.

Goldwyn Presents

Booth TarKingtori*

Edgar Stories
^^^k
The Adventures and
^^■^
Emotions of Edgar Pomeroy

They Keep Getting
Better and Better—
Edgar's Feast Day
Edgar's Country Cousin
Edgar's Little Saw
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
Edgar The Explorer
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar's Sunday Courtship
Edgar Takes The Cake
Edgar's Jonah Day
Edgar's Hamlet
Edgar and Teacher's Pet

"The writer is inclined to regard as among
the most significant works of the year the
Edgar comedies from the pen of Booth Tarkington, produced under the direction of E.
Mason Hopper and Mason N. Litson, with
Johnny Jones as Edgar. More imagination
has entered into the making of these comedies
than may be discerned in any other production
seen in 1920."
Moving Picture Editor of
the New York Times
CtoEDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
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Excellent Production And Artistic Efforts Its Features
Marion Davies in

It is to be regretted though that when they had so

"BURIED TREASURE"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
George D. Baker
AUTHOR
F. Britten Austen
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

George D. Baker
Hal Rosson

AS A WHOLE
Another spectacle production;
always artistic and good to look at
STORY
A pity to have spent so much on it;
offers opportunity for fantasy but has no serious
intent
DIRECTION
Has made a picture that pleases
the eye, but story handicaps his efforts
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Usually artistic
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR

Is pleasing though not called upon for
much acting

SUPPORT

Anders Randolph has most important role; Norman Kerry and others adequate
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

All right
Adequate
Girl being forced to

marry man she doesn't love has a trance which
leads her to find a buried treasure
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,964 feet

"Buried Treasure" is another of those pictures in
which the cost of production is said to run up in the
six figure class, and it's only natural that after such
expenditures you're expecting to see "something."
George Baker's picturization of F. Britten Austen's
story, which ran as a serial in the Hearst Magazine, is
essentially a visual appeal from the opening scenes
of the Bal Masque to the attack of the pirate ship
at the close.

much money to spend on a picture that they couldn't
have secured a better story. Of course this mythical
sort of a tale, "Buried Treasure," may strike some as
pleasant entertainment, whereas others might think
it nonsense, but of the latter they will at least agree
that it's interesting to watch, for certainly the production issplendid.
Excellent photography and effective lighting also
add to the artistic side of the feature and the Urban
settings are all attractive, especially the pirate ship.
This is very realistic and has been well executed, although there will be some who will know that it's
studio work for no water can be seen. Miss Davies
is quite pleasing. She isn't called upon for much
acting except in the pirate sequence which she handles
satisfactorily.
Wm. Vandermuellen, known as the "pirate of Wall
St.," insists that his daughter marrv a Duke, so the
Vandermuellen family consisting of the mother, son.
daughter Pauline and the father start on a cruise accompanied bythe Duke. Pauline manoeuvers to have
Dr. Grant come along because she is subject to peculiar
trances, and at the same time she is in love with the
Doctor.
In these trances Pauline experiences communications with spirits of the dead. She learns that on a
certain island a treasure is buried. She also witnesses,
in her mind, the battle of the pirate ship and the hiding of the treasure chest. Pauline relates her story
to her lather and the party set out for the island but
cannot find the gold. Later, Pauline confesses to her
sweetheart that she misdirected her father and. that
she wants him to find the chest. At midnight they
dig for it and find it. They return to the yacht and
are married by the captain.

Once You Get Them In They'll Most Likely Be Pleased
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The title of Marion Davies' latest Cosmopolitan production is sufficient to give you an idea of
what to expect. At least you may be prepared to
see some pirates and a buried treasure. You can

The

reincarnation idea might be used effectively

since it is so much talked of right now.

Thomas

Edi-

promise a picture that's good to look at and one which
is interesting and will please the majority. And as

son's present efforts are being
very idea — communication with
think you can get them interested
use it. You might mention that

centered upon this
the dead. If you
by this connection,
the story appeared

far as the story itself is concerned, it's a matter of
personal taste whether or not they care for this. If

in the Hearst Magazine, and of course you have the
benefit of the advertising given the story and the

they will not take it seriously, so much the better.

star in the Hearst publications.
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A Good Starring Vehicle For Conway Tearle
Conway Tearle in
"THE ROAD OF AMBITION"
Selznick — Select
DIRECTOR
Wm. P. S. Earle
AUTHOR
Elaine Sterne
SCENARIO
BY
Lewis Allen Browne
CAMERAMAN
Wm. Whener
AS A WHOLE
Well made and quite elaborate
production — good vehicle for the star
STORY
Often improbable, but on the whole
satisfactory material
DIRECTION
Usually very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Handles his first starring part with his
usual capability
SUPPORT
Florence Dixon and Gladden James
do the best work
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

orate sets

All good
Steel mills fine, some quite elab-

DETAIL
Satisfactory, for the most part
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Rise of a steel worker to position of power
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
Selznick has started Conway Tearle on his starring
career with a story and a part that suits him perfectly,
and in which he establishes pretty good claim to a
stellar position. He plays a man's size part in a heman fashion, and his work is by odds the biggest thing
in the picture.

Also, they have given him a very well made and
sometimes elaborately staged production. The beginning, with its locale in the steel mills, has been particularly well done, all the scenes being made in real
mills, while the work of steel making is actually going
on. This furnishes a splendid atmosphere and provides a good location for the first thrilling scene when
Tearle, as the boss roller, engages in a terrific fist fight
with one of the workers.
The first and the last parts are so good that it is a
pity they have allowed some faults to appear in the
middle. In the first place, Bill Andrews, the ignorant
but ambitious boss roller, discovers a secret of making steel from waste material which makes him a millionaire over night. He has talked in the rough, ungrammatical manner that he should up to this time,
when he suddenly assumes the suave speech and manners of a man of the world. Then, too, the transition
from his lowly position to the most powerful position
in the steel industry must have taken some time, yet
the characters do not age a bit, or change in appearance at all. The whole rise of the man is done in two
sub-titles. The way it starts off, the audience will be
expectantly awaiting the story of his rise to power,
and it will probably prove somewhat of a disappointment to have it jumped over in this way.
The story strengthens again, however, and both the
star and his support are equal to a dramatic climax.
The direction in this latter part is very good. There
is a lot of suspense from the moment that the sneaky
Miss Larrabee causes Andrews to suspect his wife,
until the climax in the fight between the two men.

Talk About Tearle In Star Role, And Promise A Strong Performance
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

As this is Conway Tearle's first picture in which he
appears as star, make the most of the fact. He has
long been among the foremost leading men, and his
popularity will make his advent to stardom about the
biggest exploitation point for the picture*. Recall his
work in past productions such as, "The Way of a
Woman," "She Loves and Lies," " AVirtuous Vamp,"
etc. Talk about his part in this picture, as it will have
an appeal to all those who know the star and admire

his work. The steel mill stuff in the posters and stills,
particularly the fight in the mill, offers good material
for displays. It will be well to tell enough of the story
to let them know what it's about, as it is of the type
which always carries a punch. If you want a catch
line use this, "If you had been raised a laborer, and
suddenly made millions, what would you do in your
new life? See what Bill Andrews
of Ambition.' "

did in 'The Road

ROBERT/OM

SEVEN
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MAX UNDER

SEVEN YEARS BAD LUCK
The re-crowning of King Max
as Emperor of All the Mirths
will be the event of the Humorous Year. All your patrons
will want ring-side seats,
especially those with a sense
of humor. The others will
come away with one— if they
don't die laughing! <
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Interesting Theme And Novel Points Make This Good Entertainment
the ordinary to make it distinctly different from an
average picture of this type, and in that lies a great
part of its enjoyment.

Jewel Carmen in
'-'THE SILVER LINING"
Roland West Prod. — Metro
DIRECTOR

Roland West

The action runs smoothly and appears compact and

AUTHOR

Roland West

finished. The comparison of the two girls' characters is clearly
developed
to bear
the story teller's
contention
that
it is more
oftenoutenvironment
than

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
Zucker

D. J. Buchanan and C. H. Smith
Edward Wynard and Frank

AS A WHOLE

Good entertainment; smooth

continuity
and interesting
theme
hold attention throughout
STORY
Crook drama, makes satisfactory screen
material
DIRECTION
never lags

.Players well handled, action

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

SUPP

Jewel Carmen gives a very attractive and sympathetic portrayal of the crook girl whose winsome ways
and ready wit are her fortune, and her creditable work
in the strong scenes when she gives up the man she
loves because of her past, is going to make an impression on almost every audience. Other important roles
are all competently handled.
The production has been well staged. There is a
noticeable attention to detail in all the settings, the

Average

races, track club room and the cafe scene being especially well done.

Gives a strong and appealing portrayal;
displays a winsome personality
ORT
All adequate

Three men at a ball are discussing heredity. One,
to prove his assertion that the theory is false, tells this

CAMERA
STAR

Very good
Clear

heredity which shapes the life of an individual.

WORK

EXTERIORS

Very few

INTERIORS

All good

DETAIL
Pleasing in presenting picture as a
story which is being told
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl crook reforms
because of love for man
LENGTH

OF

PRODUCTION

About 5,000 feet

Metro offers a thoroughly satisfactory program picture in "The Silver Lining." It contains all the elements necessary for good screen entertainment, and
while none is outstanding, nor is there anything exceptional about the production, it is well rounded out
and will be pretty sure to leave your audiences pleased.
While describing it as a crook story, it must be said
that the theme has enough twists and turns away from

story : .
One of two waifs was adopted by a wealthy family
named Schofield and raised in luxury. The other was
adopted by crooks and christened "The Angel." Evelyn Schofield blossoms into a society belle and is engaged to Robert Illington, a wealthy author; while
"The Angel" is in Havana, a confidence worker. Illington goes to Havana after a quarrel with Evelyn
and falls in love with "The Angel."
"The Angel" abandons her crooked schemes when
she learns of his love, but will not marry him because
of her past. Later her partner tells Illington the truth
about the girl and departs, leaving "The Angel" and
Illington in happiness.
The story teller then concludes by pointing out
Illington and his bride at the ball.

Promise A Novel Crook Drama, You Can Satisfy With This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can go after this one with some real promise of
entertainment, because once you get them in they are
going to like it and be satisfied that they've seen a good
picture. Tell them it's a crook play, but a novel one,
and that there's a surprise finish. Play up the character of the heroine, who was a smooth confidence
worker untl she met the one man who was on the

square with her. Use the star's name if she is popular
with your patrons, and other names of the cast which
may be known to your people. Talk about the argument concerning heredity, which brought about the
story. You can use it as a basis for a contest of opinions on the subject.
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Interesting Story And Good Human Appeal
Eva Novak

in

"SOCIETY
SECRETS"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
.. ..

Leo McCarey
Helen Christine Bennett

Douglas Doty
William Fildew

AS A WHOLE

Effective and genuine rural atmosphere and sympathetic theme ; perhaps
overdrawn, but makes its point
STORY
Rather unusual inasmuch as it deals
essentially with old folks
DIRECTION
Very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR

Will be liked for herself and the part she

plays
SUPPORT
George Berrell and Gertrude Clair
central characters; others adequate
EXTERIORS
Real rural scenes
INTERIORS
Also look real
DETAIL
Good

CHARACTER OF STORY
Old fashioned parents give new fashioned son and daughter a
surprise when they appear in up-to-date clothes
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,795 feet
Perhaps it is a bit overdrawn and at times implausible, but it isn't going to detract much from the picture's appeal for "Society Secrets" is a really interesting glimpse into rural life and there is a sympathetic
strain running through it and a genuine heart interest
that will please most anyone. The title doesn't do
it half justice and it isn't so much "Society Secrets"
as it is the old folks' secret.

It's the
attracts.
dren who
and have

reality and humaness of the thing that so
It's quite natural and possible that two chilhave spent considerable time in a large city,
acquired city ways and customs should feel

just a bit timid about having their old fashioned parents who still retain their country manners, meet their
society friends. The story is well developed and rings
true for the most part. Of course it is exaggerated at
times and while it may seem implausible to those who
know how hard it is to change a Yankee mind, the
idea of the father and mother "dolling" up to show
their children they have not "turned to seed," makes
a good picture.
George Berrell and Gertrude Clair as the father and
mother and certainly true-to-life types and their work
is a pleasure. Eva Novak is pleasing in a role that
gains admiration for her nobility. Detail in the matter of the old fashioned New England home is splendid.
Arthur and Maybelle, son and daughter of Amos
Kerran, have left the old home in Stonyville, Connecticut, and live in New York. Maybelle is married
and Arthur is engaged to marry Louise de Witt, a
wealthy society girl. While Louise's aunt is insisting
that her niece learn something of the parents of the
man she is to marry, Arthur is much disturbed because
he fears his old fashioned mother and father will not
suit his bride-to-be.

So Arthur writes his mother that he will not spend
Christmas at home and tells Louise his folks are ill.
Louise decides to investigate for herself so she goes
to Stonyville. The villagers think she is applying for
the position as school teacher. She accepts their construction ofher visit and meets Mrs. Kerran, who confides that her son and daughter are ashamed of her
and her husband and that she would like to surprise
them by a visit at Christmas if only she knew how
to dress and act like a New Yorker. Louise is at
first disgusted, but later helps the old couple and they
appear very much up-to-date at the New York house
<>u Christmas, to the surprise of their children. The
old folks are surprised to learn that the little school
teacher is Arthur's fiancee and Arthur is surprised to
learn what
she has done.

Say It's Different
From The Usual Program Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
H you are looking for a first rate program picture
that's a little different you can feel sure you have the
right one in "Society Secrets."
You can talk about
the country folks whose children were ashamed of
their old fashioned parents.
If Eva Novak is liked
by your audience you can give her name good prominenceThe picture isn't big enough
to warrant
extra

trouble or expense to put it over, but it will satisfy
the majority
if you can get them
interested.
The
title may attract. "but it doesn't give any idea of what
the Story's about so you might use lines such as : "He
thought his parents were too old fashioned to meet
his wealthy fiancee but see how Ma and Pa gave him
the surprise of his life.
'Society Secrets' is at the
blank theater."
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Production Is Attractive But Story Is Familiar Domestic Affair
Louise Lovely in
"PARTNERS OF
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

A

FATE"
Bernard Durning
Stephen Chalmers
Robert Dillon
Glenn MacWilliams

WHOLE
Pleasant
tropical atmosphere
and agreeable star help ; is another of the desert
island formula

STORY
Has only one situation, but attractive
settings help in a way to hold the interest
DIRECTION
Did fairly well with hackneyed
idea
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good
Clear

CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Is quite charming and splendidly photographed
SUPPORT
William Scott good as hero; others
Rosemary Theby, Philo McCullough and George
Seigmann
EXTERIORS
Pretty beach scenes
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Double
wedding
resulting in a shipwrecked honeymoon and subsequent tragedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The desert island formula still seems to be a popular one with producers, the latest offering- being
Louise Lovely in "Partners of Fate," made by Fox.
There's nothing new in this latest edition either. Two
girls marry the wrong men, but a shipwreck conveniently puts the matter to rights by changing the
couples around and eventually the two faithless ones
are made away with, and the remaining- couple free
to marry each other.
This doesn't read very attractive but by means of
pretty settings and a pleasing
hero and heroine,

"Partners of Fate" isn't really as dull as it may seem.
There are numerous pretty shots of sand and water
and a generally appealing tropical atmosphere makes
up in fair measure for what's lacking in incident. Of
course there's a certain amount of by-play which
breaks into the main situation with somewhat effective
relief, but there is nothing startlingly original about
the development. Then too, the ending is a bit jarring. There might have been a less tragic, even
though it weren't as positive a way of finding an exit
for the faithless two. At any rate the woman shoots
the man who. turns out to be false to her as he was
to his wife, and then she shoots herself.
Louise Lovely is very pleasing to the eye and in
this she has- been photographed unusually well.
Rosemary Theby is convincing as the unscrupulous
one, but she is inclined to overdo it occasionally. Philo
McCullough and George Seigmann are adequate.
After their double wedding ceremony, Helen and
Tom, the one couple, and Frances and John, the other
newlyweds, start south on their honeymoons. Frances
and Tom soon realize they are more suited to each
other and when the ship is wrecked the couples are
separated. Frances and Tom forget their husband and
wife respectively, and fall in love with each other,
while on another island Helen and John respect all
the conventions devoutly.
Later Helen is attacked by one of the crew, and
to escape further misfortune, she and John, with a
little girl they have saved, move to another island
where Tom discovers them, but when a rescue ship
arrives, Tom and Frances go away before Helen and
John have time to reach the boat. Eventually Helen
and John return to find Frances and Tom together.
Helen denounces her husband and tells him she will
divorce him. Frances enters the room and crazed by
jealousy and hating Tom who is not even true to her,
she shoots him and then herself. Helen and Tom are
free to marry each other.

And You Can Use Star's Name
They'll Like The Settings
Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Box

The director had quite a job on his hands when he
was handed this story to make a picture of, and considering the fact that he had but one situation to work
upon with no counterplot to play with, he has managed
to make a fairly satisfying picture, and through the
work of the star and the cast generally as well as
attractive settings, "Partners of Fate" holds the interest rather well.

In talking about it it would be well to refer chiefly
to the tropical atmosphere and the locale particularly,
rather than referring to the story. Stills might attract and if the star is a favorite with your patrons
make good use of her name. Catchlines could be used
but not without hinting at the story. However, if
you think this will not matter, you can go to it from
this angle.
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Slow Start And Some Production Faults Mar This One
Edith Roberts in
"THE

lack of action at the start is one of them. There is
over a reel of introduction, with flowery subtitles,

FIRE
CAT"
Universal

DIRECTOR

Norman

Dawn

AUTHOR

Norman

Dawn

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Philip Hum
Thomas Rea

AS A WHOLE
Not particularly well made;
slow in getting started, but finally develops
some interest and a good climax
STORY
Material's there, but isn't well handled
DIRECTION
Interest starts too late; some settings not good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Usually good

close-ups, and scenic shots. The interest begins along
in the second reel, when the villain gets in his first
dirty work. From there on it moves along speedily
enough, and through the last reels there is quite an
element of excitement, leading up to a good climax.
While the action is interesting in the last part, it isn't
always logical or explained. They don't make clear
why the heroine found it necessary in her plan of
avenging her mother's murder, to become an inmate
of the toughest dive in the country, where she becomes
the favorite dancing girl in apparently no time at all.
The most noticeable fault which will be noticed

All right

by the average patron, is in some of the settings. One
or two of the exteriors showing mountainous country

Average

in the background, are studio sets and the back drops

Pretty and vivacious; does everything
required of her
SUPPORT
Wallace MacDonald
and Walter

show too plainly that they are not the real thing. Then
there is an earthquake scene. Some of it is very good,

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

WORK

STAR

but there is a long shot of a little stucco-building vil-

Long very satisfactory hero and villain
EXTERIORS
ginning
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Some good scenic shots at be-

lage at the base of an erupting volcano that isn't good.
The quake jars the whole village as one piece. The

Good atmosphere
Fair

last part of the earthquake scene, with the rescue of

OF STORY

Romance

of Spanish

the hero by the heroine is well done.
The star looks very attractive at all times. She is

girl seeking to avenge her mother's death
4,785 feet
OF PRODUCTION
LENGTH

full of life and pleasing to watch in all of her scenes.

Unless an audience is willing to overlook a number
of production faults, and unless they will stand for
a reel and a half of slow action at the outset, they

she makes the most of her part. Wallace McDonald

are more than likely going to feel somewhat dissatisfied with "The Fire Cat." It's a South American
story — good screen material, and there is a goodly
amount of colorful South American atmosphere about
it, but several things mar its entertainment value.
A

There is nothing exceptional demanded

of her, but

is well cast in the hero part, and he puts up a corking
fist fight with Walter Long, who gives his usual villainous performance as Gringo Burke. The rest of
the cast, with the exception of Pancho, adequately
handled
isfactory. by Arthur Jasmine, is unimportant, but sat-

Talk About The Star And The Excitement Of The Earthquake
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You will be perfectly safe in promising them
they will like Edith Roberts in this, and you can
a lot about her performance without danger of
appointing. The names of Wallace McDonald
Walter Long are also well known and you can
them, referring to previous pictures in which

that
talk
disand
use
they

have appeared. The next best point of appeal is probably the earthquate which the climax of the picture.
You can truthfully say that the heroine's rescue of the

hero forms a thrilling sequence.

Tell about the

crumbling of the buildings and the scene where the
ground opens wide. It will be well to limit yourself
to this much of the earthquake stuff because of the
faults in some of it, already mentioned. Tell about
the fight. If you want a catchline, something like this
will do: "See how an earthquake united two lovers
in "The Fire Cast."

!■■" «JI
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Thoroughly Satisfying Offering And Star Is Delightful
Ethel Clayton in
"THE PRICE OF POSSESSION"
Hugh Ford Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Hugh Ford
AUTHOR
Winifred Boggs
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
.
George Folsey
AS A WHOLE
Not an unusual picture but one
that is a real pleasure and has fine audience
appeal
STORY
Perhaps
familiar situations
and even
has obvious conclusion but neither matters ; it
holds all the way
DIRECTION
Splendid
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
. . Generally all right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Delightful as ever
SUPPORT
Rockliffe Fellowes leading man; no
others of importance
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Usually correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife of no-account
Englishman secures possession of estate which
she fights to retain when she learns it is not
rightfully hers
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,933 feet
Sometimes it's neither story nor production especially that make a picture worth while. "The Price
of Possession" isn't a whale of a story and the production isn't one that cost thousands to make, but when
you've finished looking at the picture you're well satisfied with everything and it's the sort of thing that
has a genuine audience appeal. It's a woman's picture particularly. They're going to be well pleased
with the way the woman fights to retain happiness
• mce she gets it and they're going to like the ending.
Ethel Clayton, given a story with a part that pro-

vides her with an unhappy start and a happy ending,
with enough for her to do in between, is sure to satisfy
and in "The Price of Possession" her charming personality and manner of ease is always pleasing.
Rockliffe Fellowes is adequate, playing a dual role
in the early part of the first reel. The story is concerned with practically only these two players, so
the remainder of the supporting cast isn't prominent.
The story is smoothly developed and while there
isn't a wealth of incident, the director has managed
to hold the interest and there are some good "touches"
of amusement. One bit of detail they have neglected
to look after. The hero of the story is apparently
killed and when he does make his appearance they
never explain how it happened.
Helen Barston, wife of Jim Barston, a bush rider
in Australia, is left a widow upon the mysterious
death of her husband. In his wallet she finds papers
which indicate that he is heir to- Barston Manor,
England. Helen, who had never known much happiness with her husband, presents her credentials to
the trustees and although she cannot show her husband's birth certificate, she is installed as mistress of
Barston Manor.
The new Lady Barston is happy in her new surroundings until the real Jim Barston, a cousin of her
husband's, appears at the Manor and demands possession of the estate. His proof is his birth certificate.
Helen cannot bear to give up her new home and
fights to retain it, even going to extremes to secure
from Barston, the proof of his inheritance. Eventually she secures the paper after Barston has saved
her life. After a while, however, Helen's conscience
bothers her and she decides to give up what does
not belong to her. She turns over the house to the
rightful owner and prepares to sail for Australia.
Barston follows her to the boat, picks her up and
carries her off and a final shot shows her making up
her mind to become Mrs. Barston.

This Is The Best Miss Clayton Has Had In Some Time
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can feel almost certain of satisfying your audience with this picture. At an uptown theater where
it was shown after a six act vaudeville program it
appeared to be well enough received to keep them in
their scats until the end, and that's saying. a good
deal. For often the crowd begins to wander out after
if the picture doesn't promise to inthe vaudeville
terest them.

Use the star's name in big letters and promise them
they'll surely like her work in this. And if she's popular with your patrons, so much the better. It would
be well to tell them this one is a big improvement over
her last two pictures, "The Sins of Rosanne," and
even better than "The City Sparrow." Catchlines can
be used to good advantage also.
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Would Have A Much Better Chance In Five Reels
Geo. D. Baker's production
"WITHOUT
LIMIT"
S. L. Prod.— Metro
DIRECTOR
George D. Baker
AUTHOR
Calvin Johnson
SCENARIO BY
George D. Baker
CAMERAMAN
Andre Barlatier
AS A WHOLE
Episodic
and tedious picture
that will stand a fair chance of getting over if
it is re-cut
STORY
Story of high life which they attempt
to pass off as moral lesson through appearance
of a minister and preachy titles
DIRECTION
Ordinary;
allows
the story to
drag so often that whatever action there might
be is lost
PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS

Satisfactory

CAMERA

Fair to poor

WORK

PLAYERS
Anna Q. Nilsson, Robert Frazer,
Frank
Currier,
Robert
Schable
and Charles
Lane principals
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Altogether too much of it

CHARACTER OF STORY
Minister's son marries chorus girl while drunk, forges check and
flees. Later returns and makes good
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,128 feet
The latest production from S. L. Pictures to be released by Metro is an adaptation of Calvin Johnson's
Saturday Evening Post Story called "The Temple of
Dusk." But somehow the picture misses fire badly
and never comes near being as interesting as the original story. In the first place it is entirely too long
in its development episodic. This is especially the
case in the last two or three reels where, instead of
weaving the various sequences together in conclusion,

they go about it in a tedious fashion and finish up one
thing
ending. at a time, eventually arriving at the happy
Director Baker seems to. have a weakness for writing his own scenarios or at least adapting his material
from the original, but in this he hasn't been successful.
The early reels contain many long, wordy captions
which refer to "The Brotherhood" and "The Temple
of Dusk," but even at the end it isn't made thoroughly
clear what it's all about. And the story itself is really
one of high life in which a minister's son "goes wrong."
But for the sake of moral lesson they have a gambling
house proprietor who is "white." And the title writer
puts words into the mouth of the minister which make
it sound like a Sunday School lesson occasionally.
Also the picture doesn't attract the eye because it
consists of only sober settings, most of the action
taking place in the gambling establishment. One
scene, the proprietor's private office, is likely to "get
on your nerves," for they use it nearly a dozen times
and each time the cameraman shoots from the same
angle. The players do satisfactory work but no one
impresses. Detail is fair. Anna Nilsson forgets to
wear a wedding ring when she's married.
By the time her husband returns, (he escaped after
forging a check), having made good, Ember Edwards
is preparing to leave the straight and narrow path
and has ordered gowns charged to Fisher, the man
whom her husband had robbed. But when Ember
hears David has returned with money to repay the
debt, she returns the gowns. Later, believing David
has killed Fisher because of his attentions to her, the
girl shoulders the blame, but it happens that Fisher
is only slightly hurt. Palter, the proprietor of the
gambling house where David first met his Waterloo,
is so interested
remembers him
signs over some
has been true to

in the fellow's regeneration that he
in his will, and just before his death
bonds for Ember when he learns she
her husband.

Better See It Yourself First If You Cater To "Particulars"
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Unless they can do a whole lot to improve it, "Without Limit," isn't going to satisfy.
You may not find
it hard to interest your folks in it because the story
originally was (popular and if you' mention that it is
an adaptation of Calvin Johnson's "Temple
Dusk," vim could probably count on getting a good
crowd. In a transient house where von don't have to
worry about them coming again, this will go all right

but theaters playing to regular patronage had better
use good judgment.
If you think your folks like this type of picture perhaps they may accept it, although even they will find
it tedious at times unless it goes out at least a reel
shorter than when it was shown for review. Anna
Nilsson is the best known of the players if you want
to use names.

STUDIO
FOR RENT
Every modern equipment
— Room for two companies—Within thirty minutes
of Times Square — Available for three months
commencing February 1st

ylpply by letter giving credit
references to
Box A-25
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Star Has Dual Role In Quaint Story That Entertains
Mary Miles Minter in
"ALL

SOULS'
Realart

to happiness for Mary as the little Irish girl, Nora, who

EVE"

DIRECTOR

finallychild.
wins the man's heart through her love for his
little

Chester M. Franklin

AUTHOR

Anne Crawford Flexnor

SCENARIO

BY

Elmer

CAMERAMAN

Harris

Faxon Dean

AS A WHOLE
Well made; furnishes mild but
pleasant entertainment
STORY
Never very speedy, but a pretty theme
that gives star opportunity to show versatility
DIRECTION

STAR

displays a dignity and beauty, for which she hasn't
been called on before, and as Nora, she has the kind
oi a part in which she has become popular.

Good throughout

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

The star gives a splendid performance. She has a
chance to contrast two characters in her dual role,
and her work in both will be a pleasurable surprise
to her admirers, and should prove really entertaining
to almost anybody. The double exposure scenes have
been most carefully done. As Alice Heath, the star

All right
Clear

WORK

Satisfactory

Handles dual role in a pleasing and capable manner

SUPPORT
Jack Holt, as usual, makes good
lead; rest adequate

It's will directed. There are no hitches, and it runs
along at a pretty even tempo, never very tast, but with
enougn action to keep the interest all the way. There
isn t any strong element oi suspense ; in fact, the end
is evident when the picture is hall over, but they aren t
going to mind that very much, because just then the

with a

vampire steps in and creates a side interest that carries well, ihe only thing that is really weak is the
death oi the wile, it was necessary to get her out
oi the way, but the method employed is so improbable
that it s very necessity becomes apparent. Also the
scene might De shorter, and with less attempt to make
it tragic, without hurting the story any.

spiritualistic angle, of a widower and his child's
nurse

The story is an adaptation of Anne Crawford Flex-

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Few, but good
Carefully done

DETAIL
well done
CHARACTER

LENGTH

OF

Double exposure scenes especially
OF

STORY

PRODUCTION

Romance,

5,778 feet

ner's stage play of the same name. Nora O'Hallahan
comes to America to find her mother dead. Th e girl

Whatever a person's feelings about life after death,
almost anyone will regard the beliefs of little Nora in

becomes the nurse of the Heaths' child. Alice Heath
is killed and alter almost losing himself through grief,
the husband finds his inspiration again in Nora, who
has grown marvelously like the dead woman through

"All Souls' Eve" as a beautiful conception of spirit
life. This subject forms the basis of the story,
although there is an entertaining little romance, a
vampire, and even a touch of tragedy. The latter
doesn't make itself very strongly felt, however, for it
is simply a case of doing away with Miss Minter as
the sculptor's beautiful wife, to make the way clear

her great love for the child. Nora's belief in the return of spirits is responsible for saving the child's
life, and the artist feeling that Alice has come back
to him in the person of Nora, makes her his wife.

Star's Admirers Will Be Sure To Like This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If
you
For
She

Mary Miles Minter is popular with your patrons^,
should have no trouble in putting this one over.
it will be pretty certain to increase her popularity.
does the best work she has so far offered, and

you can promise her
antly surprised. Use
tising point, and also
men Phillips, both of

admirers that they will be pleasher name as your biggest adverthe names of Jack Holt and Carwhich have some drawing power.

Tell them it is an adaptation of the stage play, which
enjoyed quite a success on Broadway.

The

title

doesn't offer a lot, but you can tie it up with the spiritualistic angle of the story, by telling of the old Irish
legend of the return of the spirits. Talk about the
star's work in the two parts, and about the exceptional
double exposure photography.

■H
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A Good Chorus Girl Story That Could Stand Shortening
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

Alice Lake in

interest hold up pretty well after the audience will

GREATER
Metro

have settled back wondering why the picture didn't
end when the finish seemed in sight. They put the

CLAIM"

Wesley Ruggles
Izola Forrester and Mann Page
A. S. LeVino

heroine through a lot of struggles and sorrows, and
then when all could have been terminated happily,

CAMERAMAN

Arthur Reeves

with a good story told, fresh troubles and complications develop, and must be unraveled.

AS A WHOLE

Quite elaborate production, well

Alice Lake is really charming, and she holds sym-

acted, but too long
STORY
DIRECTION

Appealing chorus girl romance
Has done well to hold interest

after story should logically end
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA
STAR

Good
Satisfactory

WORK

All right

Very appealing in character
chorus girl, and really acts

SUPPORT

Jack Dougherty, Edward

of "good"
Cecil and

De Witt Jennings handle principal parts satisfactorily
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Adequate
Well done
OF STORY

Very good
Chorus girl, wife of

pathy all the way. Her emotional scenes are characterized by a delicacy and repression that will certainly
win favor with the people who notice these things.
And there is a very satisfactory cast to help her out.
Edward Cecil gives a particularly good performance
as the crooked legal shark.
There's nothing awfully big about either the production or the punch of the story, but both are of a
class to make a satisfactory offering. The scene in
the banquet hall, with a wild party in full swing is
very well staged and directed. It provides some humorous touches, and an effective moment when the
hero enters to find his wife in the center of the maudlin throng.

millionaire's son, proves her worth after misunderstandings caused by boy's father
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,150 feet

It is the story of a millionaire's son who marries a
chorus girl against his father's wishes. The father
has the boy kidnapped and shanghaied. The girl,
thinking
he has abandoned
her, goes back to the

One of the best things about "The Greater Claim"
is that it provides an especially suitable part for Alice

chorus, and when the boy returns and finds her in
her old life he also misunderstands. She has a child,

Lake, and if it offered nothing more, the little star
would furnish a good deal of entertainment on the

and, unable to care for it, seeks aid from her husband's
father, who adopts the baby. The girl becomes the

strength of her performance.

child's nurse without the old man suspecting her
identity.
Later the family is reunited.

It is too long. And

credit must be given to the director for making the

Mother Love Theme And The Star's Name Will Do The Most
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There are several points you can talk about in putting this one over. The chorus girl angle, the shanghaiing ofthe husband, the misunderstandings, all have
an appeal, but probably the strongest — certainly to
women — is the mother love theme as brought out in
the leading character. Make one of your big points
the scene where the old grandfather learns the real
mother by offering to buy the child. Talk about the

hero's escape from the ship and his return to find his
wife in bad company. Use Alice Lake's name if your
patrons are familiar with her, and promise them a
really entertaining performance by the star. You
can use stills to good advantage, those of the banquet
scene, being especially effective. In connection with
the baby-buying idea, you could advertise to purchase
a baby, and certainly arouse interest and comment.

>3

Some Short Reels
"Come Across" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
A very funny idea is the basis of this number, but there
isn't enough to it toxoid up a whole reel, and in consequence
the last part flops. The comedian is broke, and he sees a
policeman collect ten dollars from an automobile owner for
parking his car near a fire hydrant. The comedian then gets
hold of an imitation hydrant, and plants it in front of various
cars, collecting ten dollars from each owner. It's put over
very
well, isand
is a reel.
sure fire
getter
at first, but
that's
all there
in the
The laugh
rest of
the business
is merely
preparatory to putting over this gag, and after it has been
sprung several times it ceases to be funny. However, as it is
a short reel, it will furnish an average amount of amusement
on the strength of this one stunt.

"A Waiting Maid" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Dorothea Wolpert is starred in this one, and it furnishes
more laughs than any number in which she has been recently
seen. There's a lot of action crammed into the reel, and that
is chiefly what makes it a good one. Things happen very
rapidly, and several humorous situations following on each
other's heels furnish more amusement than is generally found
in a one-reeler. Dorothea is a kitchen maid — a part which
she seems to favor — and she is in love with the butler. To
make him jealous, she claims the photograph of a young lady's
sweetheart as her own, and when the young man calls, things
start to happen. It's all pretty good amusement for any kind
of an audience, and there are several really big laughs in the
last part. Dorothea looks homely enough to make it funny
for anyone to be desperately in love with her, and the
"mugging" she does in this one registers better than some of
her previous efforts.
It's a good number.
"Open Another Bottle"— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel comedy

This is a Snub Pollard comedy, also including Marie Mosquini, Hughie Mack, and Sunshine Sammy in the cast.
There is some stuff in it that is pretty sure fire, particularly
a burlesque of a military drill. This always goes over well,
and most of it in this number is funny. The rest of the stuff
is only fair. It has the prohibition angle for its main idea,
and at the outset Snub and his partners go down in the cellar

u
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"Naughty Mary Brown" — Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is the best of the Vanity brand comedies so far
reviewed. It has a highly humorous idea for its plot and
they put the stuff over in good shape. Dorothy Devore and
Earl Rodney are the only players whose names are mentioned,
but they don't have any more to do with the fun than a
anybody's
the result
laughs aren't
others,asand
couple soof much
work
the the
situations
themselves.
Theof girl
in the
case is a trifling heartbreaker, and she goes about her heartbreaking duties recklessly until another girl suggests to the
latest victim that the girl needs a little competition. So the
boy gets a life like dummy, dresses it up in silks and satins
and makes violent love to it— always at some distance from
the girl. The rest of the stuff is all about his troubles, to
keep dark the fact that it is a dummy, and the growing
jealousy of the girl. There are a number of very funny
incidents, and as a whole is more amusing than the average
reel.
"A Movie Bug" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This one starts off rather poorly, but picks up as it goes
along, and finally develops a lot of really funny stuff. Almost all of the good business comes in the second reel, the
greater part of the first one being a continual stall. The idea
is a funny one. The hero is a country boy in love with the
town grocer's daughter. The boy gets a moving picture
camera and shoots every move of the family. A city slicker
with a high hat comes along and tries to steal the heroine,
all of which is caught by the hick's camera. There are a lot
of laughs when he shows his picture that night. Some rather
original business is brought about by clever double exposures,
and in the same part there is considerable chase stuff that
will be pretty sure to amuse. The fun in the second reel is
better than average comedy and it succeeds in holding the
whole thing above par.

GEVAERT"

RAW

THE

to sample the home brew. It knocks them all cold, and the
rest of the reel is a dream — until the end, when the home
brew starts exploding and wakes them all up. Snub dreams
that he's in the army and he has a lot of trouble in an airplane. There's an unprogrammed comedian in the cast who
somewhat resembles Ben Turpin, and he gets two or three
good laughs on his appearance. Pollard still spends too
much time mugging into the camera, but the reel will prove
an average offering on the strength of the military business.

BUILDING
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Short Reels
"The Two-Fisted Judge"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
This is an Edgar Jones production, taken from a Holman
Day story, and with Mr. Jones playing the title role. There
is some good stuff in it, mostly offered by a good fist fight.
The story, however, hasn't very much of a punch, and only
arouses a mild interest. Jones gives a good performance himself, and in fact, every member of the cast is satisfactory. The
story concerns a judge in a small town, who figured that law
shouldn't be bought and paid for, but that justice should be
dispensed free. His best friend gets into trouble through the
plottings of a crook, and the judge starts out to^.eee justice
done, finally beating the villain until he confesses and clears
the boy he has wronged. There isn't anything to particularly
recommend the picture.
Just an average offering.
Charles Urban's "Movie Chats"— No. 5— Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel magazine
All but the last shot of this reel is taken in England, and
includes a number of subjects of average interest. First there
are several shots of a big overland motorcycle race, with some
thrills furnished by several bad spills on the corners. Then
a scene shows two men catching rabbits, using ferrets to drive
the animals out of their holes. A quick shift next shows a
game of English billiards, and then come quite a number of
shots of an obstacle race between about a hundred british
sailors. This is quite a novel sport and makes an interesting
bit. Then there are views of a yacht race between some trim
boats, under full sail. They make a pleasing picture, and this
part could well have been longer. A pheasant shoot in Sussex
is the next subject, and the reel concludes with a sunset shot
in the town of Dieppe, on the French coast.
Pathe Review No. 92
Type of production

1 reel magazine

The title of the first subject in this issue is "The Land of
Leatherstocking," and it comprises a series of views around
Lake Otsego, and the country made famous by James Fennimore Cooper's stories. Several beautiful shots are among the
number, as well as interesting views of monuments erected
to Cooper, and in memory of various historical incidents about
which he wrote. The next part is the "Dance of The Tambourine," performed by an accomplished young lady, and
shown to good advantage by the slow motion camera. Then
comes a bit showing how paper flowers are manufactured.
The last subject is called "Where Carthage Ruled," and is in
color. It consists of views of the ancient city of Carthage,
with its relics of Roman civilization.
About the average.

"Fighting Fury" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
This one stars Hoot Gibson, the smiling cowboy. It might
better have been titled "Jazzing Up a Western," as they have
sure made the result a lot different from the average picture
of this kind. The action goes on much the same as in others,
but the titles, appearing every few feet, are in verse, whose
only poetry is that it rhymes, kidding the picture. It produces
the feeling that the whole thing is a burlesque of a western,
only
overdone and
enough
real are
burlesque.
All ofthe
theaction
titles isn't
are ridiculous,
mostforof athem
funny,
so that there will be considerable amusement in the piece,
unless your audiences are western fans and demand that the
stuff be taken seriously. The plot is a typical one of the type,
with the villain robbing a safe in the town bank and leaving
evidence to convict the hero. Gertrude Olmstead is the leading lady, and the star also directed the picture. It may prove
diverting after the regular run of average short features.
"Bring On The Groom"— Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Dotty Wolbert, of entertaining homeliness, is starred in this
one. She looks as bad as ever, and gets a number of laughs
out of some new business in connection with the fact. In
this one she is the elder daughter in a family, and the younger
cannot marry
until Dotty
getsa husband
a spouse.for The
younger
sweetheart
undertakes
to get
Dotty,
but allgirl's
the
applicants flee on sight, in spite of the $10,000 that goes with
her. Even a burglar submits to arrest rather than marry her.
It's all fairly good stuff. The finish finds Dotty's long lost
sweetheart returning, when hope had been given up after a
nut has been taken back to the asylum just as he is about
to marry her. It's better than most of the previous numbers
in which Miss Wolbert has appeared.
Kineto

"The Impostor"— Pathe
Type of production

change cars into a donkey cart. Then there are several shots
of Vera Gordon, of "Humoresque" fame, with her own children.
Next, Edward F. Koch, the veterinary of Universal menagerie,
performs a slight operation on two of the animals, and consults Joe Martin the ape, on his health. Thomas H. Ince is
"shot" on his yacht and then Irvin Willat is shown directing
two children in a scene. Then comes the fashion show, with
Florence Vidor, Margaret Livingstone, and others, appearing
in the latest Paris creations. The rest of the reel is some views
of the parade of picture stars held on the coast for the benefit
of the European children. This includes a bit of comedy by
Charlie Chaplin, Ben Turpin, Charles Murray and the SunBathing Girls. Fans should get their money's worth
in this shine
issue.

2 reel Western

While this is a story of the west, it hasn't a cowboy hero,
nor is there much about it to suggest the usual western picture.
It employs more or less stock methods of appealing to the
heart, but it's well acted and the way they jump right into the
story without wasting any time is much in its favor. They
have obtained some fine country settings, and the photography
at times is especially good. Santchi plays the part of a vagabond and crook, who ingratiates himself and two pals with a
rich lumberman by means of a stolen letter of introduction.
The atmosphere of clean living arouses a desire in him to go
straight, so that instead of robbing the old man as they had
planned, he tries to dissuade the other two. They, however,
steal the payroll, and when Santchi goes after them he is suspected. He brings back the money and marries the lumberman's daughter. It won't do so well in larger houses, but in
the smaller ones will doubtless be all right.

"Screen Snapshots No. 19"— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
Your fans will get glimpses of a number of favorites in this
number, and the ladies will witness a short fashion show. First
Mildred Davis takes a little ride with Harold Lloyd on a very
small express train, and not satisfied with this, they both

Review — "New

York,
Kineto The
Co.

American

Gateway" —

Type of production
1 reel pictorial
This is a series of views taking in about every point of
greatest interest in the city of New York. It will be pretty
generally interesting, particularly in places distant from the
Big City, where a trip to New York means something, and
the folks who have been are glad to point out the places they
have
and the
haven'tentrance
been like
see harbor,
what's
what.seen,
It starts
off people
with anwhoairplane
intoto the
showing the Statue of Liberty, the skyline, and a host of boats.
Then there are views of Lower Broadway, Washington Square,
the Pennsylvania station, Madison Square and the Flatiron
building, Times Square, and a number of other well known
locations, ending up with a shot of the Woolworth building
at night.
Kineto Review — "My Adirondacks Outing" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel scenic
For scenes of natural beauty, this scenic reel wiil be hard
to beat. The Adirondacks hold as many, if not more, opportunities for the scenic photographer, than any other part of the
continent, and for this number they have selected the most
artistic. Every shot is a picture, and each is introduced by a
title in Wordsworth verse. The combination of poetry and
pictures makes it an unusually artistic offering, one that should
be a real treat to intelligent audiences.
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In 1642 the high
priest of the Goddess
Rama-Si la Invoked a curse
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•By UVE^mond,

Adapted from Nat Goodvmir famous jiaqc? fucCQ/S,
Director Henry Kinq,

He did not dream that he, a man approaching middle age could arouse love in the
heart of that fair young girl. He could not guess that she should see in him
qualities that she failed to find in her fiance, the young man he loved as a son, and
whose happiness was dearer to him than his own.
Should he let her know how deeply he cared for her and thank heaven for his good
fortune, or should he cry to turn the current of her love back into the old channels
• ->
again i

The stage success made famous by Nat Goodwin, now put into a truly superior picture.
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$3,000,000 Damages

tore
Exchanges
n of England in New Associ-

Sought by Triangle Against the Aitkens, Winik, Simmonds and
Defendant Corporations
Arthur Butler Graham, acting for
the Triangle Film Corp., on Saturday filed the complaints in the Supreme Court in the suit of Triangle
again Harry E. and Roy E. Aitken,
Hyman Winik, Joseph Simmonds,
the Western Import Co., Inc., the
Western Import Film Co., Ltd., and
the Reserve Film Corp. Three separate suits have been filed and damages of $3,000,000 are claimed as a
result of the actions of the defendants named above in conducting afterestefairs
d. in which Triangle Film are in-

■Exhibitors Film Co., Ltd. —
Sm Entering This Market
Bpecial to WID'S

Authority

DAILY)

n«i — If the plans of Harma
Materialize, there will be a new
system in the States. HarI succeeded in interesting a
Hot exhibitors in a new compiled the Associated Exhibitla Co., Inc., which plans to
■along lines similar to the As■ Exhibitors, Inc., in America.
Directorate of the new com■I be composed of exhibitors
■who will control the producBcy of the company. The new
■tion will take over the busi■Harma and the two studios

Hen.

Bealized here that perhaps the
■tacle of British producers in
■j bookings in America is the
■roper distribution. For that
■Associated Exhibitors will
M to pool interests with other
I producers and establish its
fcpbuting system in the States.
Irters will probably
be
in

One is against Harry E. and Roy
E. Aitken and $1,000,000 damages are
sought from these two defendants.
It is alleged in the complaint that the
Aitkens, by virtue of their affiliation
with Triangle Film as directors of
the corporation and their stock interest, caused a board of directors to
be elected over which they held the
dominating sway. It is alleged that
eighan Coming East
on or about July 28, 1915, Triangle,
Ms Meighan is expected to arthrough the instigation of the Ait■ew York from the coast on
kens, entered an agreement with the
I He will make at least two
Lothb
ury
Syndicate, Inc., in which
In the east.
Allan Dwan's newest Associated Producers' release, "A Perfect Crime " a the Aitkens allegedly held control to
high-speed comedy-drama, has its American premiere at Tern Moo're's
Kialto Theater,
B.ik Elected President
Washington.— Advt.
1,000,000
stock
for issue
ienL9^,S0°shares
sharesof of
a total
of
$99,950,
while
fecial to WID'S DAILY)
Triangle alleges the stock was
*>ines, la.— A. H. Blank was
worth $1,500,000. It is alleged that
I esident of Associated First
in the latter part of 1915 Triangle was
a Pictures of Iowa, Inc., at
persuaded by the Aitkens to turn
B held last week.
J. D. Wilover to the Lothbury Syndicate, Inc.,
■lded the meeting.
$40,000, for which an accounting was
■fficers are:
M. B. ShamYes, yes. Production. Lasky says so. Caesar's wife stu
never made.
I vice-president; A. J. Die- Above suspicion.
A
mile
or
so.
Got
to
be.
Or
the
bow-wows
Bid vice-president, and F. S.
On or about Feb. 16, 1916, it is alU secretary.
will get ^us. All us producers. So Jesse has piled up a lot of
About
100 ex
,ged that Triangle, through the con|pre present.
They went o,
Don ts." Like Wilson's 14 points. Just that many. With full tl* Aitken
trol oyer the board of directors by
a desiring producers to tak,
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explanat
ion
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each.
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Continuwith
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calacious comedy stuff.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
62/
63/
Famous Players .. 62/,
813/
81-/
81-/
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
4/2
5
Not quoted
l> W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's,
Inc
18
18
18
Triangle
Vs
V&
V\
Not quoted
World Film

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Tie-up

Martin, McGuire and Newcombe
of 727 7th Ave. have perfected a tieup with the National M. P. Title Co.
and in the future the combined companies will handle title work in all its
phases, including laboratory work.
Members of Salesmen's Class
The following are the members of
class of
the second salesmen's
Famous Players. This class was
graduated last week. The exchanges
to which they have been assigned are
.
also given.

L.
J M Bettencourt, San Francisco; L. L.
Britton, Boston; M. C. Cohn, Denver;
Itnd;
Clevela
J Engel, Boston; H. Fink,
s' Fleet, Atlanta; A. W. Hill, Minneapolis;
Toronto; H. S. Hoke, SeatP J tle-Morgan,
M Landow, Philadelphia; J. F. Levee,
New York Home Office; W. C. Lippincott,
Detroit; J. T. McBride St. Louis; A.
Mendenhall, Des Moines; T. H. Mitchell,
Jr Atlanta; D. E. Nease, Portland; Wm.
O'Loghlin, Toronto; C. N. Peacock, Loj
; R.
Angeles ; C. E. Peppiatt, Atlanta
Rhedans, Minneapolis; K. G. Robinson, New
F. A. WasHaven; L. A. Spinks, Atlanta; n,
Chicago;
gien St. Louis; W. D. Washbur
, AtWilliams
Leon
J T Wilber, Albany; Salt
Lake City and
lanta; M. S. Wilson,
o.
H L. Zink, Chicag
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The fundamental principle back of every successful business
their stockenterprise is insurance. Corporations owe it to an
individual
holders. Partners owe it to each other. You as
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into
lulled
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owe it to yourself. Do not allow yourself
e.
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transferred
from— "Passion"
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Los Angeles
the Kinema, where it is be
definitely. This is the third
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In Washington
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rn to his own specials again. Godsol much interested. In
,th. Later another director to take John. Release? Not yet
Several people want it. Neilan has four to go through
est National. Or maybe five. Barrymore-Neilan combination
Duld be a bet. Big one. Mickey won't talk about it. Neither
11 Publicity Pete. Godsol Palm Beaching. More later. First
;ture will be Albert Payson Terhune's "The Lotus Eater."
QUIET HOBART
Henley. Modest as a church sexton. Nary a word to say.
it biggest move of his official picture life happened last week,
osed for First National release of his productions. Been
ivelling some. Always with an ideal. Always with a purpose,
kes to do things different. F'r instance, "The Gay Old Dog."
d fair business only. Deserved more. Well worth while,
len he handled Faversham for LJ. Last one again unusual,
leme unattractive. But excellent work. Lots of friends. Even
be is quiet. All wished him lot of luck. On his new move,
ley're plugging for him. Which makes him blush. Like a
hool boy. Only a voungster at that.
Despite his big frame.
JOHN D.
Not Rockefeller. Nor Williams. But Tippett. Regular
aglishman. Sailed for home Friday. Been looking things over.
Sad closing some deals. Doesn't like to talk. For publication.
lit has somethings to say. Worth hearing. Thinks most of
«r pictures too much the same. Righto. Wants new themes,
ays Italian and German producers have something on us. In
{.at way. Cites "Passion" as example. Says history has rich
ickgrounds. For many fine pictures. Slipping the idea. Do
hi get it? You; Mr. Producer? For John D. was talking to
ML And at you.
"EXPENSITIVE"
I Harry J. Cohen, Metro's foreign manager. Back from Bern. With the Missus. Had great time there. Hotels thronged.
io rooms. Only thing left former (Royal suite. "Right," said
tarry. "Let's see it." With fear. And trembling. Worried
ver cost. Clerk looked him over. "It is expensitive," he said.
It is regal. Large." Showed it to Harry. Big as a set for
The Four Horsemen." Looked like part of a palace. "Saer
:hoen, nicht wahr?" asked the clerk. "Yep," said Cohen, "how
lUch?" "Four hundred marks a day," said the clerk. Harry
lmost fainted. All those marks mean about $5 a day. In
«.merican money. One bath along the White Way.
' SOMETHING DIFFERENT '
Sport stuff. "Cy" Williams producing. Bob Bradbury
irecting. Pathe release. Bob's boys in cast. Bill and Bob..
"wins.
One Ideal
reelers.
Shows the boys
rreat stuff.
for youngsters.
Great trapping
material. wild
Withanimals,
which
3 bring Pop and Mom into your house. Bringing the youngsters
long. Fine for family entertainment. Will do more to offset
ensorship than one thousand speeches by Bill Brady. And 63
xtures by Sydney Cohen. Kind of stuff much needed. Clean.

I

Need Larger Green Room
The Capitol grand orchestra is
growing to such large proportions
that a green room of larger quarters
and greater accommodations is being
fitted up for their convenience. There
will be additional reading tables,
lamps and chairs with checker and
chess games
for their between
amusement during provided
the rest periods
performances.
Leading the Grand March
Marion Davies will lead the grand
march at the ball of the 6th Infantry
Regiment National Guard of New
Jersey, at the First Regiment Armory, Sussex and Jay Sts., Newark, New
Jersey, tonight.
"The Idol of the North" has been
decided upon as the title of the Dorothy Dalton picture filmed under the
working title, "The Teaser."

MOY

WANTED
We will pay spot cash for two
or more five reel western negatives if price is right.
No Re-issues
Douglas
& Scheuer,
Inc.
117 West 46th Street
New York
Phone Bryant 6659

RELEASE
Your

picture through
us on
percentage
Motion Picture Booking Corp.
729 Seventh Ave., New York

gyres' name to blossom.
he way.

And bloom in the electrics.

It's on
DANNY.

State

WANTED

condition

Box

F-17,

STUDIO

and

price

care Wid's

FOR RENT

Easily reached. Perfect light
equipment. Free use of large
stock of scenery. Lowest rental.
High-grade laboratory service
in building.

CLAREMONT

STUDIO

Claremont Parkway & Park Av.
New York City
FOR

RENT

Office in Film Building
Also use of rewinding room
729 Seventh Ave. Suite 809

STEREOS-MATS
N CTR
MPANY
I RUBIELE
COOS23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

CONTINUITY

that COUNT

Paul Schofield
Free Lance
Adaptations : : Editing
Coast) RELEASES:
CURRENT
"Rose

Jnusual. Interesting.
Let's SOMEWHERE
have more. Lots more.
GETTING
Said Napoleon: "What's he done?" That's the test.
)uoted a distributor a few weeks ago. On how long it took
o put over a distribution company. Before it left the red ink
ide. And became profitable. He said several years. And acumulated product. Arthur Kane talking. He knows. But. —
tnd here come along Old Mister Showem. And puts it over
n less than six months. Fred Warren. Up at Associated Proucers. Distributing at profit. With only seven productions.
Jnusual. Very. Says Aclolph Zukor. He knows.
It can be done !
BRUSH
UP THE LIGHTS
New star coming.
Over at Famous.
Watch
for Agnes

CAMERA

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryanit 6558

QflHLJ
'•" —

—

Br-ZZSP.zKHOUrtr'
DAY CIRCLE »8<S8

of
Nome"— Fox
(We
ler
"Smilin' All the Way"— David Bu
ler
"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Bu
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— A
Star
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The Players
Quarry"— Meighan— Famo
HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.
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In the Courts

$3,000,000 Damages
(Continued

from

Page

City Court Justice Hartmann ga
judgment for $1,250 in a suit of H;
old J. Carlock against Morris Goo
man and the Wyckoff Amuseme
Co. as his commission on the sa
of the defendant's film theater <
Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn, for whii
the plaintiff found a buyer at $25,00

1)

port Co.. Inc., covering foreign rights
to pictures at a figure which it claimed was less than the market value of
involved.
the productions
It is alleged that Triangle was led
into buying the assets of the Western

of GreatCo.,Britain
Ltd., Import
Import"theCo.,
Inc.,
Western
from
conAitkens
the
when
$400,000.
for
trolled the last named company. In
this manner, it is charged, the Aitkens derived great profit at the expense of Triangle.
In another part of the complaint it
is stated that the Aitkens caused Triangle to sell to the Reserve Film
Corp. of New York certain assets for
P25O.000, when it is claimed they were
,vorth $500,000, and that Reserve was
-ontrolled by the Aitkens. For that
ransaction damages of $250,000 are
.ought.
On Dec. 27, 1917, it is alleged that
Triangle was persuaded to sell rights
o "Mickey" to the Western Import
lo., Inc., for $175,000 when they were
i-orth $500,000e. Damages of $325,00 are therefor sought.
Assets worth $500,000 are claimed
j have been sold by Triangle to the
"ower Film Corp.. the W. H. Prod,
nd the Reserve Film Corp., three
Dmpanies in which the Aitkens are
lleged to have been deeply interest1, for $100,000. Triangle seeks $400.)0, which, coupled with the other
palings mentioned above, bring the
ital claims against the Aitkens to
,000,000.
In the second action the defendits are Harry E. and Roy E. Aitken,
yman Winik and Joseph Simmonds.
is charged that Winik and Simonds entered a conspiracy with the
itken Bros, to defraud Triangle and
at they also figured in the deals
entioned in the first suit. An acunting is sought from them as well
$2,000,000 damages.
In the third suit the defendants are
Dse mentioned above and in addi>n the Western
Import Film Co.,
c; the Western Import Film Co.,
d., and the Reserve Film Corp.
It
menuals
individ
the
that
charged
ned as defendants controlled all of
; capital stock of these corporans and that, because of this condin the individuals accrued the profit
the various deals with Triangle.
The papers cite again the agreement
.de on or about Jan. 24, 1919, hesen Triangle and the Reserve Film
rp. and seek annulment
of the
•eement as well as an accounting
■ering the transactions to date.
\n effort was made to communic with Hyman Winik at the ofPces
Western Import for a statement.
5 brother, Morris Winik, stated he
s not in, and that he didn't know
names
of the defendants'
attorrs. The Aitkens were also said to
out.

\ SURE
\ BIG
XEAN

BOX-OFFICE BET.
— Trade Reo'eu)
WILL
PICTURE.
UP. -World

^ HUMAN
STORY
THAT
VILL DRAW.
— Exhibitors Herald

Leah Baird has sued the W. V
Hodkinson Corp. for $1,500. She a
leges that the defendant contract
to market the films of the Artco Pn
ductions, and give the Artco 65% i
the gross. Miss Baird says that c
Nov. 5 last Artco owed her $16,7.'
for services and assigned its share <
the film receipts until the amount di
was paid, and the payment was to t
made at the rate of $500 a week. SI
has received $5,162, but alleges th;
$1,500 is due for three weeks unpai

DIRECTORS
Ob
Terror stalked outs'de her door.
An intense moment in the Ben'am'n B.
Hampton production, "The Killer," d stributed by Pathe. — Advt.
Robertson Out

Greenberg To Manage

(Special to YVID'S DAILY)

(Special to YVID'S DAILY)

Philadelphia — Philip Greenberg,
recently associated with the De Luxe
Exchange, has been appointed manager of the New Exchange.

Chicago — Richard Robertson announces his resignation as vice-president of Independent Films Association. It is understood that he will
accept another important position in
the industry.

Wanted
Completed Production
$300,000.00 or more
in the United States and Canada. Satisfactory
arrangements can be made on NEGATIVE
COST plus io %. If you have a production up
to our standard write, phone or wire

TRADE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMUNDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Av»
New York City.
Hollywood, r

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904

Fitzgerald

ARTISTS

Bldg.

AND

ART

Bryant

550

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 679'
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 56)

BROKERS

MOTION

Direct from producers. For immediate release
that will gross

THE

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
I. W.

Hellman

Bldg.,

Los

CO
Angele;'

ENGRAVERS

1HE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INU
Hall Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotype* j
.'25 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadt.
3443CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H J. Streyckmans.
NICHOLAS
KESSEL

LABORATORIES
Tel. Tremont 3761
General
Manager
LABORA1 ORIES

Kwality
Fort Lee. N.Kessel
J.

Prints"
Fort Lee 22

PRINTERS

R. C. SALES SYNDICATE, Inc.
Suite 1805
Phone Beekman 4357
NEW

Temporary Office 110 Williams Street
YORK CITY

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramcrcy 94?
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 207f

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71M
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 49S5

THE PARISH PRIEST

A SUPER - SPECIAL
TWENTY
STAGE

HERMAN
12 09
NEW

YEARS A
SUCCESS

J. GARFIELD

TIMES
YORK

BUILDING
CITY

!!
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Price S Cent»

Harding President

1 Feature Weekly
I /arner Bros. — Plan Addition to
Mast Studio — New Comedy
i Contract With Federated
(/hier Bros, are 1 sy formulations for the prod :tion of one
ti • weekly. For mis purpose
lire arranging for the construci >f an addition to their Holly■studio.
■ present plant a' Sunset and
liton Sts. is capab of accomHing four compan
s. It covlite 140x140 ft. anc .vill be used
•i nedy companies. The addition
I ; used exclusively for features
■ 'ill be about twice as large as
resent studio building. The
Itrs have a site of four acres
I 'half
la
ion. in Hollywood for building
■ry Rapf, who is now supervisnoduction in the East of "Why
■Leave Home" will go to the
livhen he finishes that picture to
Production there. Several deals
■der way with comedy produc( make up the proposed four
Kor the present studio.
I Warner Bros, offices stated
klay that a new contract had
Itigned with Federated Film ExIts for a new series of 13 Monte
il comedies, to be released one
l(th, commencing in May. The
|»ntract with Federated which
Bfor 11 comedies has expired.
! Finished for First National
e*s Penalty," starring
on is ready for immediateHope
rehrough Associated First NaThis is the picture Jack Gillade in the East shortly after
iampton finished one producith Maurice
Tourneur on the
Hampton's
first National
picture toconbe
under
the First
nth Hobart Henley directing
f nto production in about 10
It will be "Star Dust" by Fantst, which ran serially in Costan Magazine.
.ssociated Theaters Corp.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

:r, Del. — The Associated TheZorp., has been formed here
capitalization of $500,000. The
irators are James N. Roberthomas B. Quinn, and David
m, all of Detroit.
'Topics of the Night"
iBrandt
has in preparation
a
|i4 specialty which he will call
"; the
of the
will subnot
exactNight."
nature He
of the
this time.

Of

Associated
Exhibitors — Pathe
Features and Sales Force Taken
Over — The Details
An official statement was issued late
Monday afternoon of the reorganization of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
along the lines indicated in these
columns.
Harold Lloyd's first picture for the
company
will beIt"Now
three reeler.
will orbe Never,"
releaseda
March 27.
The new company will begin business March 1. At a meeting held in
New York on Monday. Samuel
Harding of Kansas City, was elected
president, and Paul Gustonavic, of
Cleveland, vice-president. These
men, with Paul Brunet, Elmer R.
Pearson, Arthur S. Kane and John C.
Ragland, were chosen as directors.
Mr. Kane was named chairman of the
board.
The preferred capital stock of the
new concern is $1,000,000. A complete merger of the two companies is
to be effected, the new organization
taking over all of the assets of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., of New
York. The preferred capital stock of
the latter company is $100,000.
(Continued on Page 2)

Schedule Filed
The
Wark
Producing Corp. has
Exhibitors who have seen Allan Dwan's second "A. P." production, "A
filed its schedule in bankruptcy. The
Perfect Crime," are delighted because it is "a different kind of picture."
schedule gives liabilities of $298,910,
It will "get the money."
ReleasedFebruary
27. — Advt.
with assets of $125,943 composed of
film and prints to the value of $65.000; accounts to the value of $13,927;
Made in Italy and Ready for German Locals
Being
Petitioned
to Urge and deposits in banks to the value of
Public — American Company AnBookings
of
"The
Contrast"—
nounced Same Pictures
dustrial Invasion Planned In$47,016.
"Intoleravalue.
nce"
is
placedCopyrigh
at ant on
unknown
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
The
Labor
Film
Service,
Inc.,
Among
the creditors
D. W. Griffi-'
Berlin — Prints of a 22 reel produc- which, as noted last week, is about to th,
$84,334;
D. W.are Griffith,
Inc.,
$975;
the
D.
tion, depicting the history of man- finish its first picture,
W.
G.
Corp.,
$60,250;
"Tne
Conkind to the birth of Christ, as taken
Norman Hall, $6,610 and Harry E.
trast," is sending out an appeal to Aitken,
from the Bible, have been received 25,000 labor
$8,136.
unions throughout
the
here and will be exhibited shortly. country asking that these organizaThe pictures were made in Italy and
tions secure playing dates from their
Henny Porten Leaves U. F. A.
have been shown in that country.
local theaters.
The Labor Film Service is urging these locals to appoint
"Lichtbild Buhne," the German
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
to take
the
matter in
trade paper, makes some interesting committees
Berlin — Henny Porten, one of the
charge.
comment regarding the attitude of the
most prominent of the U. F. A. stars,
Pope toward these films.
The paper
has left the U. F. A.-Meester Co. to
It
is
planned
to
collate
these
peti(Continued
on Page
3)
tions and present them to some na- join Gloria Films.
tional distributing organization as an
Pola Negri, another U. F. A. star,
argument why it should handle the has left the organization to join FaDiscuss the Film "Menace"
A number of clergymen attended picture. In the event that a distribmous Players, as noted.
a meeting in the Central Y. M. C. A.,
utor cannot be secured, the Labor
Brooklyn, yesterday to discuss the Film Service will show the picture,
Elder Succeeds Hicks
"menace" of "unclean" pictures. The under its own auspices, in labor
move is believed to be a result of country.
S. R. Kent has appointed Herbert
lyceums and halls through the
Elder, branch manager at Cleveland ■
the agitation introduced by the Brookand formerly at Pittsburg, to assistant
lyn Daily Eagle which, every SunWm.
DeMille
Film at Rivoli
day, is publishing a feature article by
sales manager at the home office, sucFrederick Boyd Stevenson on better
ceeding John W. Hicks, Jr. Elder
William DeMille's "What Every
films and the alleged shortcomings of Woman Knows" will be the principal is succeeded at Cleveland by P. A.
attraction at the Rivoli next week. Bloch.
the present crop of pictures.

Bible in Films

Seek Labor's Support
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Washington, — "I hope the
New York Legislature will
demonstrate a better understanding ofour time than to add
one more to the already too long
list of repressive and coercive
measures on our various law
books," declared Samuel Gompers, president of the American
Federation of Labor, Monday in
calling attention to the fact that
in New York State it is proposed to enact legislation providing for state censorship of
pictures.
More Branches for Samuels
Arthur W. Stebbins, vice-president
and treasurer of Reuben Samuels,
Inc., insurance brokers, has left for
Chicago and St. Louis where he will
establish branch offices.
Double Run for Mayer Film

,^

(Special to WID'S

Quotations

DAILY)

Los Angeles — "The Woman in His
House"
is now playing to two first
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale runs here, for what First National
men say is the first time in the history
Famous Players ... 51
62^
62^4 of Los Angeles.
Not quoted
do pfd
The picture is playing at the Am*Goldwyn
V/z
5
bassador and also at the Mission, at
quoted
Not
D. W. Griffith, Inc
$1.50 top at both houses.
Loew's, Inc
\7l/i 18
17%
Triangle
H
H
H
World Film
Not quoted

New
in

There is as much difference

dent
ng fromPresi
Hardi
(Continued
Page 1)
A contract has been signed by Associated Exhibitors, Inc., and Pathe,
under which Associated takes over
bodily the Pathe feature sales force,
a staff of 67 men distributed among
Pathe's 35 exchanges throughout the
country. No changes in the composition of this staff are contemplated.
This force, which now becomes the
selling force of Associated, is entirely
distinct from the short subject and
serial sales staff of Pathe, a body of
125 men.
Another contract calls for the use
of the Pathe exchanges for physical
distribution. The handling and shipping of prints and the operation of
virtually all features of the business
except the actual selling will be done
by Pat lie.
Under the terms of another contract the new concern takes over the
sales of the Pathe features. For
ie time past Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
has been releasing three features
each month.

f (Sk£tcccitlarux£ (J'LctuxiiA-'

between a RITCHEY
poster and a mediocre poster as there is between a full

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Calling
Chaplin 9s
"The Kid" Best Come

HIS

BEST

PICTURE

" 'The Kid' is Charlie Chaplin's best picture.
Six reels of
and furious fun, relieved by moments of tenderness." — New
Sun.
A ROARING
COMEDY
"A roaring hour and a half of genuine fun.'- — New York W
WORTH
A YEAR'S
WAIT
"Three times as long as his ordinary comedy and four timi
funny.
Chaplin's most interesting and versatile comedy.
H.
original
It is well worth a year's wait." — New
Herald. and human.
IT'S A KNOCKOUT
"It is the only picture of its kind ever made. A mixtur
knock-out comedy, pathos and whimsical humor, it takes its
with the classics of the screen." — New York Morning Telegrapl
HIGHEST
ARTISTRY
"Eminently funny. Mr. Chaplin proves his acknowledged
istry.
Jackie Coogan was marvelously good, extraordinary." —
York American.
BEST
OF
ALL
"The best of them all."— New York Times.
ALL
ENJOY
IT
"A vastly entertaining picture. It brought roars of lauj
from everybody." — New York Tribune.
KING
OF
COMEDY
"Spontaneous and prolonged laughter comes into its own a;
Faith Post.
in Chaplin as the king of comedy is not misplaced." —
York
SUCCESS

house and a pair of deuces.

RITCHEY

York Press Unites

Picture is Breaking House Records from Coast to Cc
An Echo of the Big Five Productions

i

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Wednesday, February

cess.

UNQUALIFIED

"As a story of human interest, 'The Kid' is an unqualified
The child actor also is remarkable." — New York Mail.
ROARS
OF
LAUGHTER

"Chaplin gives you something that brings a lump to the th
while you are roaring with laughter." — New York Globe.
FUNNY
AND
SERIOUS
"He wins his countless admirers not alone by his excellent \
ing but by the serious undercurrent of the film play and his
amazing artistic versatility." — New York Telegram.

STATE RIGHTS
The Big Three
'HIS

ENEMY'S

DAUGH-

"THE

UNFORTUNATE

TER"
MARRIAGE"
"FATAL
LOVE"

A First National Attraction
Another reason why

Write or wire
DF THE PROGRAM"

CANDLER

Room 317

PICTURES, INC.
220 W. 42d St.

There'll be a Franchise everywhen

iMA
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Bible in Films

K

LtbeN ews

ey're
ed-in
snch
lloud,
aviest

sending letters by dog mail in
Port Henry,
N. Y.
girls in a cross country
race at
France.
snow in 20 years his New
York

e disturbances in Ireland; latest pictures
Belfast and Dublin.
chbishop Dougherty sails for Rome to
ire the red hat of Cardinal.
her items from Omaha, Cape May, N.
'etaluma, Cal., Trenton, N. J., New
ns, Philadelphia and Asheville, N. C.

o day

Aschmann Optimistic
There
is no business slump in Chi(Continued from Page 1)
cago and the Middle West, declares
states the Paris "Le Matin" quoted W. A. Aschmann, Pathe manager in
the Vatican as prohibiting all Catho- the Windy City, now in New York.
lics to see the pictures, but the Ger- Aschmann declares that there is a
man paper says that this is not true.
It adds that the films were shown to general optimistic feeling for an added impetus to better business.
a number of Catholic dignitaries, who
vouched for the authenticity of the
New One for Kansas
detail and praised the production
highly.
Independence, Kas. — A new theater
to cost about $75,000 will be erected
In November, 1919, the Historical here.
Film Corp. of America of Burbank,
Calif., announced it would film the
Bible. In March, 1920, space was
leased at the old Rolin studio, Los
Angeles, and later the plant was reported as having been purchased by
the company. In July the first picture, "The Letter to Philemon," was
completed. It was stated by the company that the first six pictures would
i .
be shown some time in 1921 at Oberammergan. Germany, when the Passion Play is shown there.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

ise, Iaho — A censorship
bill is
before the legislature.
It profor a board of three members
i maximum tax of $2 a reel on
ved or censored film as well as a
n posters and other advertising
r. The Idaho Theater
ManAssociation believes that it has
tuation well in hand.
jeks to Raise

Special

Fund

*? National Board of Review has
Jut a folder to a large number of
throughout the country outlinle work of the board. It is the
in a series of three or four
hlets. The board is seeking to
a special fund to finance its acStoll Heads Mo. Federated
isas City, Mo. — The Crescent
Co. and the Federated Film Exe have been reorganized.
Sam
formerly assistant manager of
cal Fox branch, has been made
jer of Federated,
and M. A.
manager
of Crescent.
Al
will act as general manager of
:ompanies.
'ontrol 33% in Minneapolis
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

neapolis — The state fire marnas submitted
figures to the
investigating
committee
to
that
Ruben
and Finkelstein
1 33% of the seating capacity
iters in Minneapolis and 38.4%
Paul.
The
total
seating
:y of Minneapolis theaters was
as 55,362. of which R. and F.
1 18,313 and in St. Paul, the
10,677 and the company's share,
figures were revealed to ree charge that Ruben and Finkcontrolled 85% of the theaters
Twin City, and thus excercised
ter monopoly.

Douglas
& Scheuer,
Inc.
117 West 46th Street
New York
Phone Bryant 6659

EASTandMAN"
"KODAK"

Tucker Bros. In Dallas
Dallas — It is rumored that Tucker
[s Angeles — Charles
Murray
is
of Oklahoma City, will open
appearing in the final scenes of aBros.,
Dallas office.
rtbalm" for Mack Sennett.
He
to make a vaudeville tour and
return to the Sennett fold.
DAILY)

Bill Up in Idaho

We will pay spot cash for two
or more five reel western negatives if price is right.
No Re-issues

The words

Murray on Vaudeville Tour
(Special to WID'S

WANTED

MOTION PICTURE
SECURITIES CO.
Motion

Picture

are stencilled on the margin
of the film that first made
motion pictures practical.

Investments

High Class Motion Picture Investment Opportunities are
available through our office.
Owners of Securities of Merit
may find a market for their
holdings through our efforts.
All correspondence, interviews
and orders to buy or sell are
treated as strictly confidential.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Call or Address
Motion
Picture Securities Co.
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg.
Los Angeles

Studio Bulletin
SYMBOL
CLASS OF SERVICE
Telegram
Day Letter
Night Message

Blue
Nite
NL

Night Letter
IF none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise Itscharacter is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

WEST]

LftHUSJ
WESTERN UNION

NEWCOM8

CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE

UNION

CLASS

OF SERVICE

Telegram
Day
Letter

Blue
SYMBOL
NL

Night MeuM*

AM

W. E. ATKINS.

FIRST vice-president

Nile
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
wordsl
this Is a telegram.
wise itscharacter
is Indicated Otherby the
symbol appearing after the check.

LOSANGELES CALIF 21
112 LG 26 NL
HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION 729 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK NY
DELIGHTED TO HEAR OF THE RECORD BOOKINGS BEING MADE ON THE
NUT STOP I AM SURE EXHIBITORS WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED IN
THE PICTURE STOP EVERYONE WHO HAS SEEN IT ASSURES ME IT
WILL PROVE AS GOOD AN ATTRACTION IF NOT BETTER THAN ZORRO
BEST REGARDS
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

DAILY
Newspaper Opinions
"Straight is the
Way"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli

POST—* * * Their job is neither intenseabsorbingin nor
bad. (the
* * *race).
There is a
real ly thrill
that very
contest
SUN — * * * One of the unique offerings
of the season. * * *
GLOBE — As a picture, however, it is indeed a novelty for which the producers deserve more than the usual credit, the wonder
being that they could do it at all.
MAIL — * * In many respects, a remarkable picture.
TELEGRAM— So skilfully has Vitagraph
told this story on the screen that to many
it will seem even better than the book itself.
JOLTRNAL— "Black
Beauty" scores.
Daily News made no comment.

TRIBUNE — * * * Honors go to George
Parsons, a non-featured p'aver,
AMERICAN—* * * Has a fascination that
is quite irresistible.
it is one of the very
few pictures that gives you a comforting
tion of eniovment.
HERALD—* * * A comedy thai is a commendable "control" for evoking laughter.
WORLD — * * :' An exceptionally
interesting one of its kind.
I SUN — One of the most charming
comedies shown on Broadway in some time. * * *
GLOBE—*
* * Treated
with real originalitv.
TELEGRAM — Kindly story told at Rivoli.
"The Concert"— Goldwyn
! * * * Robert G. Vignoia * * * is responsible
Capitol
* for some charming bits of light acting.
AMERICAN — The
film has many virtues,
is the
Way"
is including some breezy sub-titles.
fineJOURNAL
comedy. — "Straight
HERALD — The quadrangular situation
Post, Mail, Times, Daily News and Even* is carried along with the light and
ing World made no comment.
entertaining
*
WORLD—*touch.
* * *A *laughable
comedy.
TIMES — ■ * * In its motion picture form
"She Couldn't Rialto
Help It"— Realart
it is a comedy of exaggeration. It is amusing in spots but does not sparkle.
AMERICAN — The story is the best part
DAILVNEWS— * * * I know "The Conof the film. It is modern, swiftly moving
cert" was meant to be tremendously amusand smooth.
ing, but I did not find it so.
POST—* * * Is no better than it should
WORLD— She is so pretty, in fact, that
she wins a sort of personal triumph. * *. be — nay, not so good.
The picture is an attractive and mechanically
SLTN — * * Raises one to a point of high
striking one and shows signs of a sincere feather and the delightful captions raise it
effort for development.
to a concert pitch.
DAILY NEWS— A society atmosphere,
— As a photoplay. "The Concert"
good looking clothes, and Hebe Daniels in is -MAIL
all right, but just before it was released
fairly good trim — enough to be interested in some one should have stepped into the labowithout being wildly enthusiastic.
ratory and *
* clipped out 100% of the
SUN — *
* Comedv
photoplay
with a sub-titles.
thrill. * * *
TELEGRAM—* * * All the mirth-provokMAIL — * * * Provides the winsome Miss
ing features *
* have been retained.
Daniels with plenty of opportunity to disJOURNAL— "The
Concert"
pleases.
Globe, Tribune and Evening World made
play both her beauty and her right to starno comment.
dom as a player of real ability,
, TELEGRAM— Those who delighted in
that whimsical
tale *
" will find renewed
in the re-telling in on the screen.
*pleasure
* ^
JOURNAL — Miss Daniels makes an alluring orphan, thief and artist.
Post, Globe. Tribune, Herald, Times and
Evening World made no comment.

"Biack

Beauty"— Vitagraph
Strand

' TRIBUNE—* * * A great part of the
credit for "Black Beauty" should go to the
camera man * * * a thing of beauty as far
as its exteriors go.
AMERICAN — "Black Beauty" is the sort
: of wholesome entertainment that builds stur. dy tissue in the interesting picture industry.
HERALD— "Black Beauty" with a horse
as star delights on screen.
WORLD—* * * A far better product than
the book itself, and it is probable that Anna
Sewell would say as much.
TIMES — * * * The outstanding fact about
| the motion
picture, then, is that it is not
"Black Beauty." * * * The photoplay shows
some good photography.

STUDIO

FOR RENT

Easily reached. Perfect light
equipment. Free use of large
stock of scenery. Lowest rental.
High-grade laboratory service
in building.

CLAREMONT

Luporini Bros, have moved
from
the Godfrey Bldg. to 17 W. 44th St.

Wednesday, February 23, 192

New Stewart Release
Sells Four
Louis
B. Mayer announces t!
St. Joseph, Mo.— The Nate Block
Amusement Co. has sold the Crystal, "Playthings of Destiny" is Ai.
Orpheum, Colonial and Royal the- Stewart's next vehicle to be relea
through First National. This is fr
aters to the Hostetter Circuit.
the original story by Jane Mur
Offered at $12.50
made under the title of "The T
Stock in New Superior Prod., Inc.,
which plans a chain of standardized
jr-ortsmouth
Opening
theaters, is being offered at $12.50 for
Portsmouth, O.— The Columi
two shares, one preferred and one
common, and not at $10 for each seating over 1,000, has opened. F
class, as noted.
Tynes is manager.
The company owns two thirds innado."
terest in the profits of "Sunshine
Harbor," one half of which interest
goes to the corporation until $50,000
is realized from either royalties or
sales of "Birthright" or "Sunshine
Harbor." After that one half of the
two thirds profit in "Sunshine Harbor" goes to the corporation.
2*f PER HOUrt^
BY PAY
CIRCLE 1868
CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

SUfiQ

DIRECTOR

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

Claremont Parkway & Park Av.
New York City

THE
A

Wanted
Completed Production
Direct from producers. For immediate release
that will gross

$300,000.00 or more
in the United States and Canada. Satisfactory
arrangements can be made on NEGATIVE
COST plus io %. If you have a production up
to our standard write, phone or wire

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOB
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
164S La Brea A
New York City.
Hollywood,

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
904

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant :

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITLE

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant i
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMB
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Brvsnt

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
Hellman Bldg., Los Anf

I. W.

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. I
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electroty
>75 W. 39th St.
New York
Brvant

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadt. 3«
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATOF
Tel. Tremont
General Manage

NICHOLAS

KESSEL
LABOkAIOR
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort IX

PRINTERS

R. C. SALES SYNDICATE, Inc.
Suite 1805

STUDIO

Ol

1603 Candler Building
Phone BryanV 6558

Phone Beekman 4357
NEW

Temporary Office 110 Williams Street
YORK CITY

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialist*
S6 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercj
PROSPECT
PRESS
Quality Printing for the Trade
188 W. 4th St.
Spring

STUDIOS

ESTEE
STUDIO AND
LAB., IN(
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem
Tl
Studio— 361 W. 125tb
Morn. 491! fl

■
A SURE

BOX-OFFICE
— Trade
A
BIG
PICTURE.
CLEAN UP. -World
A HUMAN
STORY
WILL DRAW.
— Exhibitors

BET.
Reo'ew
WILL
THAT
Herald

THE PARISH PRIEST

A SUPER - SPECIAL
TWENTY YEARS A
STAGE SUCCESS

HERMAN
12 0 9
NEW

J. GARFIEL

TIMES
YORK

BUILDIN
CIT

;/fcB&ADSTREET
4 FILWDOM

7/cRECOCHIZED

Authority

i\
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Tourneur's Next

:iiH

Version of "Lorna Doone" — Some
Scenes to Be Made in England
— Others Here
(Special to WID'S

H

Lichtman Deal On?
With

nM

Hi^

DAILY)

,os Angeles — Maurice
Tourneur's
:t production for Associated Proers, Inc., will be a screen version
"Lorna
novel toby take
R.
Blackmore.Doone,"He the
intends
entire company
to England
to
t certain parts of the story which
nspire in Devonshire,

v ;da^l^^^H^I

^RL^il^l

w

■i>MM

Pearson to Advise
ilmer R. Pearson, as a director of
reorganized Associated ExhibitI, Inc., will act in an advisory caity regarding the sales of that
npany. Associated Exhibitors,
, will handle the Pathe features
all towns of 1,500 and over, while
he short subject salesmen will
itinue to handle not only the comty's regular features but the short
jects in towns of less than 1,500
ulation.
here was considerable good feelaround the Pathe offices yesterPaul Brunet expressed his connce in the move and stated he
uld devote his activities to develng the short subject output for
he. Then Arthur S. Kane stated
v happy he was to be associated
h the reorganized company.

WID'S DAILY
M. P. P. A

Special Edition
To-Morrow

LOOK

FOR IT

_*^h

mm

v

I

1

'

.<

""ourneur evidently believes
that
day of the big, spectacular protion is here.
He points to the
cess of "Way
Down
East" and
ission," and
is apparently
conced that other
producers
must
ke pictures of the same scope.
Some of the sets will be constructed
this country as soon as research
rk is completed.
Scenes will be
t both here and in England.
Big Booking Deals
oldwyn has closed several importbooking deals calling for a series
11 productions over the metropoli Loew circuit, the Black circuit
New England and the Stanley cirt in Philadelphia . and Eastern
insylvania.

H
|

■flr
S3bk

*^^^

B

^^^^^KSmk

1
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Price 5 Cents
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A national poll of several thousand important exhibitors reveals a strong
preference for comedy-dramas. Allan Dwan's second "A. P." production,
"A Perfect Crime," is one of the year's swiftest comedy-dramas. — Advt.
;.

Pantheon Pictures

Six a Year

Corporation Formed by New Group
of Financial Interests — Will Begin at Port Henry, N. Y.
Reports that a new group of financial interests were planning to enter
the picture field were confirmed yesterday in the announcement of the
formation of the Pantheon Pictures
Corp., with offices in the Singer
Bldg., 149 Broadway.
The new company has taken over
the Port Henry studios at Port Henry, N. Y., and will begin production
there as soon as the necessary equipment can be installed, which will be
within the next three weeks. The
acquisition of the Port Henry studio
which can accommodate two producing units, is merely the first step in
the plans of the new company.
While the establishment of only a
single producing company is all that

Planned by Swedish-American
Film
Corp. — Reelcraft Reported as
Distributor — Work in East
The Swedish-American Film Corp.,
a $600,000 Delaware corporation, is
the latest producer to enter the field.
The company plans to make six pictures a year. Preliminary work has
started
on the first picture at the Victor studio.
The company is backed by Swedish
capital to some extent. Its president
is G. R. Carter, formerly of the Union
Trust Co. of Richmond, Va., and his
(Continued on Page 2)

Perret Sails for France
Leonce
Perret is on his way to
France.
He will go to Paris to arrange for the production of "KoenigsWhen arrangements are completed
(Continued
on Page
3)
Perret will go to England to confer
with an important English producing
Dalton in DeMille
Film
company who have asked him to
mark."
Dorothy Dalton will head the all- make a series of productions for them
star cast now being assembled
for in America. He expects to return
here early in April.
Cecil DeMille's next production.

Associated
Producers — Report
Causes Organization
to Issue
Denial

Reports have been widespread or
the coast that officials of Associated
Producers have been in conference
with Al Lichtman, formerly of Famous Players, and some reports hav<
been insistent that Lichtman wouk
join that organization.
In view of his long experience ii
the sales end of the business it \va;
natural that the assumption shoulc
develop that Lichtman was to hav<
charge of the selling organization foi
the producers.
The coast
correspondent
of WID'5
DAILY
wired
Tuesday that
accord
ing
to reports negotiations had beer
closed.
A telegram was received yesterdaj
morning by Oscar A. Price, presiden
of the organization, from the director:
in Los Angeles, requesting that hi
make public denial of these reports
declaring that there was no truth t(
them.
Lichtman is due here from thi
coast any day.
Stanlaws to Direct Compson
Penrhyn Stanlaws, the famous il
lustrator, who has been studying
screen technique at the Lasky studk
in Hollywood, has signed a five yea:
contract with Famous Players and a:
his first work will direct Betty Comp
son.
The picture will be "The End o
the World," from the European pla:
of the same name, written by Erns
Klein.
Ready in May
It is expected that by the middl
of May some of the European office
of United Artists will be in operation
The exchanges are to be establishei
in London, Birmingham, Leeds, Glas
gow and Cardiff and an exchange fo
France will be opened in Paris. Othe
exchanges in other countries will fol
low shortly.

Canadian Features
It is understood that Joe Brand
in association with L. E. Ouimet c
the Specialty Film Import, Ltd., c
Canada, will produce a series of pic
tures based on the works of Cana
dian authors and that the first will b
a story by Sir Gilbert Parker.
Harry Revier, who recentlv com
pleted
Son will
of Tarzan"
Da
vid
P. "The
Howells,
direct theforserie:
The pictures are to be made i
Canada.

jMA

v«

Incorporations

Albany, N. Y.— D. and S. Film
Corp., New York. Capital, $10,000.
Incorporators: J. E. Dunne, S. Schulz
and I. Siege; 51 Chambers St.
Albany, N. Y. — Burke Amusement
Corp., New Rochelle. Capital $20,000. Incorporators: H. B. Finn, M.
way.
Wyckoff and E. A. Davis, 271 BroadAlbany, N. Y— Pelham Theaters
Corp. Bronxville; 1,000 shares common stock, no par value; active capital $5,000. Incorporators: W. W.
Evans, A. D. Britton, W. W. and L.
P. Evans, Bronxville.

Albany, N. Y. — Elwood Amusement Corp., New York; 1,000 shares
Last common stock, no par value; active
$5,000. Incorporators: L. E.
Bid. Asked. Sale capital
Swartz, C. E. Hawthorne and H. M.
645,6 Pitman.
643^
Famous Players .. 62/2
485 5th Ave., New York.
82
82
82
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
W*
5
Not quoted
iD. W. Griffith, Inc
Albany, N. Y. — Attica Film Corp.,
New York; 2,000 shares common
Loew's, Inc
17%
18
18
Triangle
Vs
3A
H stock, no par value; active capital.
Not quoted $10,000. Incorporators: L. E. Swartz,
World Film
C. E. Hawthorne and H. M. Pitman,
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. 485 5th Ave., New York.

Quotations

Meeting Postponed
his
render
will
S. L. Rothafel
comto
report
.Hoover Relief Fund
mittee members who will meet in
his office on March 2. A mass meettoing was scheduled for the Capitol
morrow morning, but that has been
. cancelled.

Thursday, February 24, 1]

At Broadway Theaters

Albany, N. Y. — Russel Clark Sales
Syndicate, New York. 250 shares
preferred stock, $100 each; 1,000
shares common, no par value; active
Cents
Thurs. Feb 24 1921 Price 5
Vol. XV No. 51
capital, $30,000. Incorporators: M.
M. Henschel, A. H. Bogan, R. J.
Folks, Riley, 39 Argyle Road, Flatbush.
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film
: 44th St

Inc.; Published Daily at 71-73 West
FILMS and
N. Y.,
New York,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S
iF C ("Wid") Gunning, President and treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
ind Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
jBusiness Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
;it the post office at New York, N. Y., under
.Ithe act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside6
'of Greater New York, $10.00 one year;
3 months, $3.00. Foreign
'months, $5.00;
$15.00.
,
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,
Subscribers should remit with order.
w UJi,
to
communications
all
Address
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West
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4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
, Telephone; Hollywood,
California.
Offices: 6411 HollyEditorial and Business
1603.
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wood Blvd. Phone,
A. WilliamRepresentative— W.
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'son, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
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Dover, Del. — Allison Amusement
Corp. Capital, $500,000. Incorporators: Franklyn L. Mettler, H. E.
Mettler and P. M. Gilkey, Wilmington.

Strand
The overture is "Oberon." Strand Topical Review and a vocal prologue by the
Strand Male Quartette precede the feature,
which is Vitagraph's production, "Black
Beauty." Kitty McLaughlin sings "Inflam
matus" from Rossini's "Stabat Mater." Buster Keaton in "The Scarecrow" is the comedy. The organ solo concludes.

Rialto
The Rialto has a rather long program this
week, consisting of nine numbers. The first
is the overture, "Les Preludes." "Along
the Moonbeam Trail," a scenic, is very pretty.
GreekRialto
Evans,
baritone,
"The Light."
The
Magazine
is sings
next, followed
by a
marimbaphone solo by Harry Edison. Bebe
Daniels in her latest Realart feature, "She
Couldn't Help It," . is the main attraction.
Others are Marye Berne, who renders the
aria from "Pearl of Brazil," Buster Keaton
comedy, "The Scarecrow," and "Marche Religeuse," organ solo.

Capitol

The opening number is "Historical Fantasy of the
chestra.American
The piece wasColonies,"
conceived bybythe
S. orL.
Rothafel and arranged by Erno Rapee, conductor of the Capitol orchestra. The numbei
is illustrated by tableaux, the first "The Ride
of Paul Revere," "The Spirit of '76" and
"Washington at Valley Forge." "Nature's
Handiwork," a Kineto Review, showing the
phases of life and transformation of caterpillars, moths and butterflies, is interesting.
The
third
number
is a ballet,
"Papillons,"
with the usual
dancers.
The Capitol
News
and piano solo, "Concerto in E Flat," by
George Hapern, come before the feature,
which is Goldwyn's production, "The Con-

Rivoh
The overture at the Rivoli this week is
Madame Butterfly. This is followed by the
Rivoli Pictorial and then comes a vocal secert." lection, "Love's Old Sweet Song," rendered
by Fred Jagel, tenor. The feature is "Straight
is the Way," a Cosmopolitan Prod. Emanuel List sings "O'er the Billowy Sea." The
comedy is "You'll Be S'prised," from the
Chester Studios. The organ solo, "Fanusual. fare in A Major," completes the bill, as

Only One
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — A recent article in
Dover, Del. — Independent Films
WID'S
DAILY stated Enid Bennett
Association. Capital, $250,000. In- had signed
with the Rockett Film Co.
corporators, C.T. Cohee, C. B. Out- for six productions. Miss Bennett
ten,
S.
L.
Mackey,
Wilmington.
Want
State Censorship
has only contracted for one, "Keepof 100 congregatatives
Represen
ing Up With Lizzie." It may be
Albany,
N.
Y.
—
Howells
Sales
Co.,
conons
resoluti
that she will continue with the Rocktions have adopted
New
York.
Capital,
$50,000.
IncorNational
the
of
ett Brothers, but her present contract
demning the methods
D. P. and B. F. Howells is for one production.
Board of Review and urging the adop- and S. M. porators,
Kohn,
780
Riverside
Drive.
tion of state censorship. The meetEve Unsell will address the Pen
ing was held in Brooklyn on Monday and was inspired by a series of
Albany, N. Y. — Canandaigua Thea- and Brush Club on the subject,
ters, Canandaigua. Capital, $95,000. "From Printland to Screenland," to■articles published in the Eagle.
Incorporators, J. and J. W. MacFarlane and W. G. Doods, Canandaigua. Park. day at the club's home in Gramercy
"Kismet" Opens in Boston
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

[

Boston — "Kismet"
opened
for a
run at the Majestic on Monday night.
'The premiere was attended by Mayor
Peters and Governor Cox.
Alec Byfuss of Robertson-Cole attended.
Dalhart, Tex., Mission Opens
Dalhart, Tex.— The Mission theater
'has
opened.
It is controlled
by
Southern Enterprises.
I
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office is at 503 5th Ave. Lawr
Peterson, said to be a promi
Swedish author and actor, is tr
urer, and Frank Donovan, dire
general. Donovan has been signei
a year's contract.
The company at a later date
probably go to Sweden to film
ries dealing with Swedish
life,
of the stories will be along tt
lines.
It is understood that Reelc
which heretofore has been devo
its activities to short reel distr
tion, will handle the first serie;
six and that is the first step in j
expansion
company's
de
material. as ofa that
opment
distributor
of fea
The company
was
transact business in
week.

authorized
this state

At Reelcraft it was admitted
a deal was under way, but it
added nothing had been closed
Conference Next Week
Albany, N. Y.— Sydney S. Cc
was in town Tuesday in the inte
yet.
of picture legislation.
A conference of officials of the

rious
picture*
will
held here
next organizations
week to act upon
censorship bill, as well as other ]
posed measures affecting the busirjj
Advocates Federal Censors
Lincoln, Neb. — The Nebraska !
ate has passed a resolution me
rializing Congress to pass a Fee
law providing for the censorshij
pictures. In this way, exhibitors
lieve, the Senate has either indie
that it is against state regulation
it has "passed the buck" to the ho

Good advertising pays.
That's why
RITCHEY

POSTERS

pay.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Insurance
119

(^£^hiJkmxd^hduA^D

Six a Year
(Continued

FULTON

STREET

"The Safety Sign
isurance Of All Kind"

9>

PHONE
BEEKMAN

9091-2-3-4-5

STUDIO
ELECTRICIAN
Services available of licensed ex
motion picture electrician on lig
repairs or maintenance. Contrac
weekly basis. Best references,
quire by mail to Johnson & Hop
Co., 398 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

ursday, February 24, 1921

Pantheon

h State Righters
•r has purchased the rights for "Out
)ust," produced by John P. McCar-

New Local Exchange

)olan has opened an exchange in
08, Leavitt Bldg., to serve Northern
sey and New York City. His first
'Warning."

Finished

Films, Inc., have completed "The
the first feature starring Muriel
The second
will be started next

Sameth

Sales

•ph Sameth has sold "Hearts o' the
for Pennsylvania and West Virginia
teinberg of Pittsburgh.

Specialty'sInc.,
Firstwill release as
ty Photoplay,
independent picture, "The Life
itarring Marguerite
Clayton.
Jobler

With

Five

Plymouth

)ler will handle special exploitation
ry Woman's Problem," with Doro;nport.
It is being distributed
in
market by Nat Levine of Plymouth
Inc.

W. Has Darling Film

Film Corp. is entering the indefield Darling.
with
"Every
jrace
It is aMan's
BurtonPrice,"
King
S. Manheimer is head of the new

ield Arranging First Runs

i J. Garfield has left on a trip
the eastern half of the country to
first runs on "The Parish Priest."
ons are under way in Cleveland
igo.

Simultaneous

Showings

(Special to WID'S

(Continued from Page 1)

Buys McCarthy Picture

First Feature

A
4
&
T
Pictures

DAILY

is at present contemplated, other units
will be formed to produce, both in
New York and on the Pacific Coast.
Eventually, it is expected that from
four to six companies will be in constant operation, as it is the plan of
the organizers to produce a minimum
of 26 pictures annually.
The president of the new corporation is Paul Schoppell, formerly head
of Paul Schoppell & Co., investment
brokers, of Chicago. As First VicePresident, Charles Miller will superviseties.
the company's
production
activiThe other officers
Dr. Thomas

DAILY.)

Providence,
R. I.— "The Kid"
is
playing five houses
here, day and
date.
"Roxy" in Chicago
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — S. L. Rothafel is here for
a conference with Ascher Bros. He
will leave for New York today, arriving in time to whip into shape his
next week's program at the Capitol.
Charles Bryant Here
Charles Bryant is in New York for
a short vacation, and for a conference
with Richard A. Rowland of Metro.

O'Mara, second vice-president, and
Leo J. Gillroy, treasurer, both the
Sunrise Pictures will give a trade
last named representing, with Schopshowing
of "The Price of Silence"
pell, the financial interests behind the
in the Simplex projection rooms tonew company.
morrow afternoon at two o'clock.
After Salacious Advertising
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers are taking a firm stand in the
matter of salacious or questionable
advertising.
A resolution which was unanimously approved disapproves of the advertising run in the trade magazines
on the picture "The Supreme Passion," and the
posters which
been issued
in connection
with have
this

Fred Niblo
Directed

picture, and also posters on "The
Devil's Angel."

A SERIES OF EIGHTEEN

Robert W. Priest, through his Film
Market, Inc., is handling "The SuChampion Buys Films
preme Passion." He issued a rather
lengthy
letter yesterday which at one
li'hampion of Arrow Exchanges, Inc.,
JiYork has purchased for Northern
point
asked:
ley and New
York City the followMr. President of the A. M.
kn from Nowhere." "Cyclone Bliss." P."Why,
A., does your organization pick
h Alive," and "The Sheriff of Hope
[ starring Jack Hoxie; "that Some- out especially an independent production for such an attack as this,
Ifta-ring Margery Wilson ; "Nepride," and "The Toreador."
when advertisements for which some
of your members stand responsible
reiss Buys Productions
are offensive and objectionable beSpecial to WID'S DAILY)

PRODUCTIONS

Productions that live in your memory.

Recent Release :
Douglas Fairbanks "THE

JOY FILM DISTRIBUTING
TO THE

with
Conklin

. stirring, virile drama of the
reat Northwest, full of mysry, action, love and advenire.
smashing success with
unusual ending.

RIGHT

an

ST.,

N. Y. C.

FOLKS

THE
FROM

THREE
WAY

BIGGEST

DOWN

profits.

ALSO

BOOKING

FOR NEW

YORK

"HIS
ENEMY'S
DAUGHTER"
A gripping, suspense-filled story of
that waits through long years, until
of the kind that reaches every human

JOY

OR

FILM

WIRE

AND

HITS OF THE

EAST"

NOR.

NEW JERSEY

with Vincent Serrano
love and hate — and revenge
the time to strike — a classic
heart.

IMMEDIATELY

DISTRIBUTING

MARK

OF

ZORRO"

CO., Inc.

A rural comedy drama that has broken, and will continue to
break, all box office records of the past. A tremendous attraction that has proven a sensation. Do not pass up this worldbeater for there never was such an opportunity for big box office

WRITE
T W. 46TH

BUYERS

"THE

"Law of the Northwoods"
Wm.

STATE

FOR

Thomas H. Ince. Paramount Release

yond comparison?"
|go — Harry Weiss, president
At another point, Priest calls atior Screen Service, has closed
tention to the copy displaying bathroducers Security Corp., for
ing
girls
and "women naked in bath
Came," and with the
itDawn
Co. for 50 one-reel reS. J. Rollo of Clark Cornelius, who
s the "Screen Magazine," also
tubs."
ye-reelers,
"The
Edge
of are
handling "The Devil's Angel,"
and "Infatuation of Youth." could not be reached for a statement.

OFFERS

ENID BENNETT

SEASON

"THE LOVE ETERNAL"
DavidwithWall
Directed by Hal Reid
A gripping story revealing the
all-powerful love of a father
for his child. A cinema play
with a universal human appeal.

TO

CO.

BRYANT

0248

tMA
New Houses Planned

In the Courts

The International Film Service has
Neville and Bagge, architects at
theater
filed an answer in the Supreme Court
570 Bergen Ave., will build a
at the northeast corner of Southern to the suit of George D. Baker. The
Owner's
and E.
Boulevaisrdunknown
. 174th St.
answer alleges the payment to Baker
name
of $18,000 each, for directing "Buried
Richmond Hill, Too
Treasure" i and "Heliotrope," , and
A co-operative theater will be erect- $16,000 for "Proxies." It alleges that
ed at Liberty Ave., and 114th St., in nothing more is due.
the Richmond Hill section of
Brooklyn. W. W. Chambers, 11719
Hiram Abrams has answered the
Liberty Ave., is understood to be
the
of
n
erectio
of Jacob G. Bachman in the
the
suit
for
selling stock
theater at $10 a share. The Richmond Supreme Court. He alleges that the
Hill South Civic Ass'n is officially plaintiff offered to get him a loan of
backing the project.
$10,000 for $1,000, and the money was
paid to him, with interest of $200 on
the loan. It is also alleged that
Altering Brooklyn House
Bachman proposed to sell 500 shares
The Midwood theater, Ave. J., be- of
Famous Players stock owned by
tween E. 12th and E. 13th Sts., will
the defendant, and it was agreed that
be remodeled at • a : cost
of
$10,000.
: j
the plaintiff could have all he got for
the stock over $40 a share; but he
Huntington, N. Y.
failed to sell it. Abrams denies that
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
he owes anything.
Huntington, N. Y. — New Superior
Prod, will convert a clubhouse here
into a 700 seat theater. It is on
Get Hawaiian Theater
Stewart Ave.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
San Francisco — Word has reached
Grand
Rapids, Mich.
here this week that the new $350,000
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
theater has been .leased for
Grand Rapids, Mich.— The Regent aPeoples'
period of 15 years by Wilkes
Theater Co. will build a two story Brothers,
and will be opened for road
combination
theater and dance hall attractions and motion pictures. The
here.
opening has been set for April 1.
The deal is significant in that, it
Dixon, 111.
is
said, it breaks the so-called the(Special to WID'S DAILY)
atrical monopoly of Joe Cohen in
Dixon, 111. — Leonard G. Rorer,
president of the Dixon Theater Co., Honolulu.
Inc., announces the erection of a
new theater on Galena Ave., between
1st and 2nd Sts.

CONTINUITY

Comerford in Scranton, Pa.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

that COUNTS

Scranton,
Pa. — The
Comerford
Amusement Co. will build a $75,000
theater here at 211 Wyoming Ave. It
will be a two story structure.

Paul Schof ield

Another in St. Louis

Adaptations *• *•Editing

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Free Lance

St. Louis — John Karzin, proprietor CURRENT RELEASES:
of the Casino, Olympia, Star, Lincoln,
Coast)
"Rose
of Nome"— Fox (West
Criterion, Marquette and Majestic
here, will shortly erect a $225,000
theater on the site of the present
"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David ButCasino. The house will seat 2,500,
1,500 downstairs and 1,000 in the
"Girlsler Don't Gamble"— David Butbalcony. Work will commence in
the spring.
"Tiger's
Star Coat"— Hodkinson— All"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
[N PRODUCTION:

TO-MORROW

"The Players
Quarry" — Meighan — Famous

Special WID'S
M. P. P. A.
EDITION

DON'T
A SURE

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

MISS IT

BOX-OFFICE
— Trade
A
BIG
PICTURE.
CLEAN UP- World
A HUMAN
STORY
WILL DRAW.
—Exhibitors

BET.
Hev'ew
WILL
THAT
Herald

CREATIVE

CONTINUITY

DAILY

Thursday, February 24, 1!

Swift in New

Some

York

S. R. Kent, of Paramount, announces the appointment of Paul J.
Swift, as office manager, at the New
York Exchange, succeeding George
Schaeffer. Swift has been branch
manager at Omaha, and Herbert
Krause is named to succeed him there.

Records

(Special to WID'S

DAILY!

"The Kid"
theIndianapolis
Circle on — Monday
and opib
exceeded more business than ai
ever shown at that theater on i
day. Opposition pictures
"Earthbound," "The Love

and "Way Down East."
Sunrise Pictures will mc
Figuresthat William S. larger quarters in the Godfrey
Paramount states
ing, fourth floor, on March 1.
HarttheinRivoli
"O'Malley
of the
Mounted"
at
recently,
exceeded
the

MIR

receipts of "The Testing Block," the
previous Hart record holder at that
theater, by $5,037.

with "The Toll Gate,"
Starting
Hart's
first production for Paramount,
each picture shown at the Rivoli has
exceeded the record of its predecessor by a comfortable margin.
To

Fight

Blue

(Special to WID'S

JUL

Laws

BY DAY

DAILY)

Cincinnati — A new national society,
The Benevolent and Patriotic Order
of Liberty, will start work at once in
Ohio and Kentucky. National headquarters of the organization will be
in Cincinnati, and one of the policies
will be opposition to all proposed
blue laws.

The Theatrical
and Motion
DirectoryPicture

3. Send you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.
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& Motion
Directory

133 W. 44 Street, New
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SECURH
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ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING
HalfW. Tones
Engravers
225
39th — St.Line New
York — Eli
B

LABORATORIES
broker's-

York City

Bryant 5189

18'

DIRECTO

can do three things for you
1. We place your proposition
before every one in any way
connected with the business.
2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date with regular supplements.

CIRCLE

Motion
Picture
Pri:
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416-24 Quality
W. EVANS
216th
St.LABOR
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430 Claremont Parkway
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PRINTING
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y Play In Films ?

What's Your Stand ?

d to Go
Throughto First
dsco
Scheduled
Make Nat'l-It
— Latter Denies It
■ts reached New York from
st yesterday that one of the
mbitious screen productions
ade by Oliver Morosco Prod.
1 be Richard Walton Tully's
ird of Paradise," said to be
the most profitable of stage
:s in recent years,
production, according to reill be released through Assoirst National under the terms
ontract which Morosco is reas- having closed with that
y. At First National, howwas stated that the contract
in the process of completion
nothing could be said about
rd of Paradise."
i offices of Oliver Morosco it
ed emphatically that the Tully
luld not be a First National
that Morosco and Tully had
ement which prevented the
of the play in pictures until
h number of stage performd been reached, and that that
would not be reached for
ne. It was added that at prese were two companies playattraction in this country, one
Ion and one in English prov-

ing to Direct "Connie"
Fleming will direct Con?almadge in her next picture
ciated First National. Work
ted to be started next week.
Samuelson Here
Samuelson, head of the procompany bearing his name,
n New York yesterday aboard
litania from London. He is
i at the Pennsylvania. Will
to the coast.
ine Martin Production
W. Noble, who was under
to make a series of pictures
Vivian Martin for Messmore
has just returned from a trip
da. He states he made only
hiction starring Miss Martin.
o Produce in Mexico
fecial to WID'S DAILY)

so, Tex. — Word has been relere of the formation of a
' in Juarez known as "*he
y[. P. Co. The company, it
■.d, plans to produce pictures
z and will build a studio
\. site is now being so.ught.
nned to cater to Mexican and
tastes only.

Price 5 Cents

Asks Sydney S. Cohen of Universal
Regarding Uniform Contracts —
Sends Wire to Laemmle
Sydney
S. Cohen
yesterday
dist patched a long wire to Carl Laemmle,
.now at Universal City, in which^Mr.
Cohen
asked the president of Universal
whether his
was "pre'pared to join
othercompany
independents
in
■signing tracts uniform
conas agreed and
upon 'equitable
in December
(conference in New
York
between
ja committee
Picture Theater Owners of
and Motion
manufacturers
and
, Cohen's answer was in reply to a
'wire he had received from Laemmle
n connection with the National Association drive for exhibitor members
^producers."
in order to combat censorship.
iLaemmle's wire filed at Universal
\City
on Monday
is as Picture
follows: Weekly
"Article
in Motion
inviting exhibitors to join National
I' Association
no reflection whatsoever
on any other organization.
Had no
idea it would be taken as such by
, exhibitors.
Was
inspired solely by
j censorship
crisis and our desire to
j cement
industry and do everything
■possible for exhibitors and ourselves
ijto counteract censorship.
I was not
ipresent at meeting but was advised
j ''by telegraph of all that took place.
» •
i- •
«<a t. r
j a.t»» production,
»a P."
»secondj "A.
Tv
ah
Allan
Dwan's
"A Perfect Crime," is comedy- Vhave never been and never will be
drama with a real romance and love story
Monte
Blue plays
The)
t to attack on exhibitor organBoob' and Jacqueline Logan is The Girl. — Advt.
|{rations.
If I thought the National
Association was doing this I would
resign.
Think you must have misunderstood Universal's motives.
Our
U. S. Photoplay
Goes Into Bank- Completes
Contract
With
Pathe— I record in past{. years should be guarruptcy Court — A Friendly AcMade Five Productions, "The
(anty of good faith.
How can your
tion to Preserve Assets
Sage Hen" the Last
(Continued on Page 2)
Edgar
Lewis
has
completed
his,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
His agreement) g
Jersey City — Clifford M. Wakeman contract with Pathe
About M
x
has been appointed receiver for the called for delivery of five productions,*
™* ,
,.
U. S. Photoplay
Corp., which
has
D. W. Griffith, according to presSage|
"The
gone
into
the
bankruptcy
court. the last of which was
plans, will start work on 1-aust
Wakeman
is one of the original in- Hen," in which Gladys Brockwell had,ent
j about May 1. The production may be
corporators of the company and was the leading role
Robert Spear, attorney for Mr.* completed in time for release around
former secretary of the corporation.
te musical
The action was
brought
in
a Lewis and the Edgar Lewis Prod.,,' Christmas. An elabora
score will be prepared from the opera,
pictures!
the
made
which
company
the
Edgar)
the
dissolved
has
Pathe,
tor
friendly spirit by J. W. Martin, forProdmer president, and James
K. Polk,
Neilan at Biograph Studio
an attorney of Washington, who are
The five productions are "Other
the largest creditors of the corpora- Men's Shoes," "Lahoma," "Beggar
Neilan has lost no time
Marshall
tion, in order to preserve as much in Purple," "Sherry" and "The Sage
tion activities in the
in getting produc
of the assets of the company as posEast under way. He has leased space
( Continued on Page 2)
at the Biograph studio in the Bronx
Special London Run
where he is now working on "The
Melford Film at Criterion
"What
Every
Woman
Knows,"
:iam DeMille's
latest production Lotus
n's orHen."
last members oftheNeila
The Eater."
"The Faith Healer," filmed by
coast yesganization arrived from
Famous Players, will have a speGeorge Melford for Paramount, will lor
iial run
at the
Palace,
London
terday. They are L. L. Baxter, busibegin an extended engagement at
ness manager, and E. J. Gray, film
I
iig.),
around
the
first
of
April
the Criterion on Sunday, March 6th.
t is set for general release in this editor. A print of "Bob Hampton of
The
WID'S DAILY stated this a few
itry on April 24. A print is now Placer" was also brought east.
days ago.
the
sed
in England.
relea
be
picture will probably
end of April through First National.

Receiver Named

Lewis Through

m

DAILY

2

that(Continued
's You
r Stand?
from Page 1)
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Quotations
Bid. Asked
Famous Players ..64
65 l/i
do pfd
82y2
82H
*Goldwyn
4J4
5
J W. Grifhtn, Inc
Not qu
Loew's, Inc
18
18
Triangle
$£
Y&
World Film
Not qu
•Quotations by H. Content &
Robertson Cutting Binney Fib
John S. Robertson is now cu
and editing "The Magic Cup,"
Constance Binney. He begins i
in about a week on "Footlig
starring Elsie Ferguson.
New Seastrom Film
Radiosoul
Films, Inc., have r
a new Swedish picture, "You am
which is a screen version of 5
Johnson's
"Eyvind
of
the H
Victor Seastrom,
star of "A
There Was," appears in this new .
duction with Edith Erastow.
Strom also directed.
A showing
be given at 10:30 this morning a
Stanley theater.
Henley's
Staff
Hobart Henley has gathered ar
him several experts to aid him in
ducing "Star Dust," by Fanny B
in which Hope Hampton will ap
Anthony Paul Kelly will adapt
story; Henry Mennisier and his
technical staff will »work on the
duction; Alfred Ortlieb will p
graph it and John B. Hylan wi
as assistant director.

ng National Association for cenhip fight possibly hurt your exor association? Show me this
>ws:
I will take decisive action."
jhen's reply, sent yesterday, is as
four wire convinces us that real
ence concerning attempt of polins of National Association of MoPicture Industry to wreck and
ipt Motion Picture Theater Own>f America is kept from you. Talk
ooperation for purposes of coming censorship mere subterfuge
loak Brady's real activities. Same
icere and hypocritical and no fault
irady that attack resulted in fail
ind proved boomerang. We have
ence one of your employes on
/ersal stationery sought to influeditorial opinion against Motion
ure Theater Owners of America,
cannot understand how your repatatives in New York could peryou to be manoeuvered into posiof attacking independent exhib.' organization by lending your
iort to producer-exhibitors in
•our
attempt
to monopolize and conindustry.
)ur organization
one of protecnot for profit and is greatest bul<. you, your company and all incidents can have.
Universal only
pendent company to solicit memhip
in producers'
exhibitors
everywhere organization
resent this
gonistic action and move by your
pany despite camouflaged excuses
it cooperation.
Do you approve
5rady statement before Judiciary
imittee of Chicago
Council that
vas opposed to children under sixgoing into motion picture theaand would not permit his daughAlice to see any motion picture
1 his wife or himself had reviewed
censored
picture?
This speech
■rady has done irreparable damage
•xhibitors.
Are you prepared to
other independents
in signing
orm and
equitable
contract as
:ed upon in December conference
Tew York between committee MoPicture Theater
Owners
and
lufacturers and producers?"
he telegram
which
appeared

tudio Bulletin
CLASS OF SERVICE
Telegram
Day Letter
Night Message

Friday, February

Maigne Completes Brady \
Charles Maigne has comply
on
Brady's new pictip
(Continued from Page 1)
ToweAlic
r," e and
is now busy ctj
sible.
Vice-Chancellor
Griffin
ap- editing it at
the Famous I
pointed Wakeman.
Long Island studio. Mai i
U. S. Photoplay, which started probably direct Constance ]|
"Determination" at Grantwood, N. her next picture.
J., was forced to suspend production
Sailing for Europe
last week because of lack of funds
(Special to WID'S DAII )
to operate. The company was sellPhilad
elphia — Mrs. Fred (I
ing stock, but company officials at- Nirdlinger, wife
of Fred C
tributed the failure to secure new
funds to the volume of unfavorable Nirdlinger, sailed for Europe
publicity received by the disappear- urday from New York on II
tania, and she will remain a <
ance of Ctpt. F. F. Stoll, former several
months.
president of the company. The betJules
E. Mastbaum of thi
ter part of the picture has been comCo. states that Mrs. Nijn
linger will visit England, It
Berlin and will review th<|
Brooklyn
House
Ready
pleter
films
of producers in Engo
The new Parthenon Theater, Herman Weingarten, Wyckoff and Myr- French and German produtl
tle Aves., Brooklyn, will open to- ters, with a view of makinl
mendations as to the fitness!
pictures for presentation in I
night.
Universal's Motion Picture Weekly
and which was sent out over by the Stanley Co.
Thomas
Meighan
is exr
Laemmle's
signature follows:
"As a result of careful discussion town tomorrow from the cc
of the problems confronting our industry held last night between prominent exhibitors and the heads of the
largest producing and distributing
companies, it was the unanimous sentiment that the exhibitors of the counA film unaccompanied
try be invited to join the National
RITCHEY posters is
Association of the M. P. Industry.
May I personally urge you to join
a train of cars unaccorr
immediately to the end that we may
act in close co-operation as a unit for
nied by an engine.
our common good? Send your; application by letter or wire to me or F.
H. Elliott, executive secretary of the
National Association at 1520 Broad-

Receiver Named

Below this was an application for
way, New York."
membership in "Theater Division,
Class 2," of the N. A. M. P. I.

RITCHEf
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W.3lstSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 18

Sydney S. Cohen refused to make
any comment yesterday as to just
what he had in mind by "other producers." As noted recently, Vitagraph and Pathe are reported negotiating with Cohen for separate agreements regarding uniform contracts
and advance deposits. No official announcement has ever been made by
in parties concerned.
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125ISK ABRAMS
33 NL [i L0S~ANGELES, CALIF 23
HIRAM
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION 729 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK N Y
PRINTS ON THE NUT DOUG'S NEW PICTURE NOW IN THE HANDS OP ALII
EXCHANGES STOP CERTAINLY LOOKS TO ME LIKE ANOTHER CLEAN-UP ll
EXHIBITORS STOP DOUG HAS PUT EVERYTHING INTO THIS PICTURE III
WAY OP COMEDY AND ACTION THAT COULD BE CROWDED INTO SIX REEll
AND WE ALL PEEL THAT THE PANS ARE GOING TO EAT IT UP STOP Biff
REGARDS TO ALL
JOHN FAIRBANKS

lotion picture P&otograpljers
association, Jnc+ Section

Ned Van Buren
President

George W. Peters
Vice-President

Second Vice-President

Lawrence E. Williams
Treasurer

J. C. Bitzer
;cording Secretary

BOARD

Ernest Haller

Oliver T. Marsh

Edward Wynard

H. G. Plimpton, Jr.

Walter Arthur

Harry Keepers
Corresponding Secretary

Representative

OF DIRECTORS

Tom

Molloy

Carl L. Gregory

Hal Sintzenich

After March 1, the M. P. P. A. will be located in the

Al Liguori

Gotham National Bank Building.

Paul H. Allen

filial
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Hal Sintzenich
M. P. P. A.

PAUL H. ALLEN

Photographed
U

M. P. P. A.

OVER THE HILL

J. C. BITZER,
M. P. P. A

Feature Cameraman
with

MacAdams

Pictures,

u

9

Charles E. Gilson

Photograp h ing
Photographed
GEORGE WALSH
in
All His 1920 Successes
Current Release

AND SERIES OF "CLEEK

ROSS m.p.p .a.

M. P. P. A.

INC.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

♦f
W.
ARTHUR

"NUMBER

9
9

Corinne Griffith

9
♦.♦

**♦*
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17"

A HOBART

WM. FOX PRODUCTION

HENLEY

PRODUCTION

"THE SIN THAT

MYSTERIES"

WAS

with William Faversham

HIS

Coming Releases:

''CARDIGAN"

//. G. Plimp
ton,
Jr.
M. P. P. A.

"ANNABELLE

LEE"

Photographed by

Ned Van Buren
M. P. P. A.

PHOTOGRAPHING

"FAN TO MAS"

..

.;.,.

ERNESTM. P. HALLER
P. A.
Photographing

"SALVATION

WILLIAM FOX SERIAL

NELL"

Tales"
No with
Men Tell
Photographed "Dead
"The Gilded
Lily,"
Mae Murraj
•;• »<>••

■ i —
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GEORGE

W. PETERS, M.P.P.A.

Oliver T. Marsh
M. P. P. A.
Photographing

Pho tographing

R. A. Walsh Specials

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
COMING

RELEASES:

"The Girl With the Jazz Heart"
"To the Highest Bidder"
"What Women Will Do"

LEO TOVER,

Max Schneider, M. P. P. A,

|

Assistant

KEEPERS,

HARRY

m p. p. a

«
"Globe Trotting Cameraman"
♦.♦
:•♦
Now Photographing
♦.*

PHOTOGRAPHED

»

William Farnum Production
. FOX

Geraldine Farrar, Ethel Clayton
Alice Brady
Holbrook Blinn

FILM

CORP.

%♦.♦
NEW
YORK.
J. Gordon Edwards, Director. M. Miggins, Asst. Director.
K
8
Henry Giesler, Second Cameraman.

|
a
*•*
♦•»

«
a«
£:

?.t»>»iM>*>»>*»»>»>«>»>*;^.W>«>».^>»>*.^^
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EDWARD

WYNARD,m.p.p.a.
Photographing

William Fox Productions
Direction

atest Release-' 'THE

of

HARRY

j

MILLARDE

SILVER

LINING

| JOSEPH

RUTTENBERG,
Pho tographing

Pearl White

i
I
I WILLIAM
"—Metro

up. p. a. |

in a
FOX

I

PRODUCTION

Lawrence E. Williams
M. P. P. A.
Photographed

'TheWithIdolDorothy
of theDalton
North"

J. Roy Hunt, M. P. P. A.
Photographing

NORMA

TALMADGE

i
I
j
I

'•]

iMA

Walter [Arthur

BROWN
JACKM.P.P.A.

Tom Holloy

M. P. P. A.

Friday, February 25,
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PHOTOGRAPHED

M. P. P. A.

Photographed

Photographed

MOLLIE KING

"SOCIETY
SNOBS"
Hobart Henley Production

"The Heart ofMaryland"
Tom Terriss Production

in

"Her(Just Majesty"
Finished )

"BROADWAY

and HOME"

With EUGENE

O'BRIEN

GEORGE FOLSEY

Alfred Gandolfi, mpp.a.

M. P. P. A.
Now Photographing

Photographed

Justine Johnstone

OWEN MOORE, EUGENE O'BRIEN, CONWAY
TEARLE, MARTHA MANSFIELD, ZENA KEEFE

Photographed

B1LLIE BURKE
ETHEL CLAYTON
CONSTANCE BINNEY

FRED

Now

Photographing

Eugene

AL LIGUORImppa
Photographing

CHASTON

M. P. P. A.

With D. W. Griffith

if
if

Cosmopolitan
Productions
DIRECTION OF ROBERT G. VIGNOLA
if

Now
t(

DREAM

RECENT

Co-Photographing

STREET"

O'Brien

(Working Title)

TO

if
if
if

BE

if

RELEASES: "The World and His Wife"
"The Passionate Pilgrim"
"Straight is the Way"
RELEASED: 'The Woman God Changed"

if
if
ifif if

Frank G. Kirby

9

HAL YOUNG,mp.p..4.

M. P. P. A.

"LIFE"
To Be Released by Famous Players-Lasky

*.*

with

ROBERT Z. LEONARD
§
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WILLIAM

S. ADAMS

M. P. P. A.

T. L. GRIFFITH
M.P.P.A.

Joe M.Shelderf
er
P. P. A.

Photographed

Photographing

"EAST

LYNNE"

NTERAN
ACQUESM. P.MO
P. A.
PHO

Alice

Photographed
Five Big First

Soon To Be Released

Joyce

VITAGRAPH
PRODUCTIONS

National Pictures During
19
2
0

TOURAPHED

[INSIDE

CUP

THE

HARRY

A. FISCHBECK
M.

P. P. A.

"SHOT"

'THE

DEVIL"

With GEORGE

ARLISS

THE

RUSSELL

CAMERA

UiE RUSSELL Camera was designed to
meet all the requirements of the profes•*
sional cinematographer.
Its simplicity and completeness for the first
time make easily possible the artistic effects
which your genius may dictate. You are absolutely unhampered by the mechanics of your
camera.
A personal invitation is extended to all members of the M. P. P. A. to inspect this remarkable instrument in our office — or telephone Murray Hill 4284 and arrange for a demonstration.

RUSSELL

CAMERA

1 9 West 44th Sireet

INC.

New York City

L'STAR LABORATORY, INC.
Specializes only in negative and first
proof and will give you real art in
your negative and positive, combining
the greatest refinement of camera work
and laboratory work. Try Us against
any laboratory and See If TVe Don^ t!

GUSTAV
M ANAG

DIETZ
ER

111 Westchester Square
Phone: Westchester 1089

Bronx, N. Y.
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Did you see
the Article on

Tremont Film
Laboratories "Film Lighting
Corporation as a Fine Art"
1942-44 JEROME AVE.
NEW YORK

By Frederick S. Mills
Electrical Illuminating
Engineer of the Lasky

Studio,

SPECIALIZING

Hollywood,

California
in

IN
Negative Developing

"THE SCIENTIFIC

First Positive Printing

AMERICAN"
For February 19, 1921

Tinting and Toning

Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co.

Henry

Glickman, Pres.

Edward Horn, Treas.

240 West 50th St.

New York

The words

"EASTMAN"
and
"KODAK"
are stencilled on the margin
of the film that first made
motion pictures practical.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Tele.: Tremont 1635
Tremont 6084
|__L_L-' -.^

THE

STANDARD
IN
OF EXCELLENCE

Cinemachinery
BELL

& HOWELL

CAMERAS
ARE

USED

BY

LEADING CINEMATOGRAPHERS
AND PRODUCERS
THROUGHOUT

THE

WORLD

The New

Ultra-Speed
Attachment
( 128 Exposures per Second)
AND

CINEMOTOR
(Motor Drive)

BELL & HOWELL
1801
NEW YORK

CO.

Larchmont Avenue
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

QUADRUPLE

TILTING

LAMP

A New Departure

An Achievement of Merit
A Powerful, Flexible, Dependable,
Efficient Lighting Unit
Any Position

Any Angle

Operation Positive, No Flicker
Steady— Uniform
Automatic coaxal Feed. Outside Carbon Trim
Send for descriptive and illustrated catalogue o
most complete line of cinema and photographic
Lighting Equipment on the Market

|JOS. GELB

COMPANY

512 West 36th Street

New Yorl

ftfcc^
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VE OFFER
For Immediate

Acceptance

ican "Met
Amer
SAGAMORE
BRANDoF

BOTH

THE
MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS CO., Inc.

50 Pound Keg — $5.00 per Pound
10 Pound Tin — 5.15 per Pound
5 Pound Tin — 5.25 per Pound

wish to announce that they have acquired the

Imported "Metol"

for the United States and Canada
for all Cinematographic apparatus manufactured by

50 Pound Keg— $4.50
10 Pound Tin — 4.65
5 Pound Tin — 4.75
PRODUCTS
FULLY
WRITE
OR WIRE

per Pound
per Pound
per Pound
GUARANTEED
AT ONCE

agamore Chemical Company Inc.
120-122 West 31st Street

NEW

"WOHL"

YORK

and

"WOHL"

LIGHTS

SERVICE

Represent absolute dependability.
Tell your lighting troubles to

MAX

MAYER

Sole Agency

A. DEBRIE
of PARIS, FRANCE
including Cameras, Printers, Perforators, etc.
New York City

118 West 44th Street

C. A. TAYLOR
TRUNK WORKS
210 West 44th Street
New York

E. Schlegel
High Class Repair Work
Motion

Manufacturers
of Camera and
Magazine
Cases, Professional and Moving Picture
Trunks

You all know him
WISNESKI

and STOEGER

on
Picture

Cameras

Come In and See My New
Matting Device

E. Schlegel
314 E. 21st St. Gramercy 3305

Phone: Hunters Point 1128

American Jfflotton $tcture iHacijmerp

M.J.WOHL&CO.Jnc.
Payntar Avenue and Hancock Street
Long Island City, N. Y.

EXPERT EXPERIMENTING

and MANUFACTURING

Perforators, Cameras, Printers, Projectors,
Tilts, Tripods, Film Polishing Machines
14th Street and Van Alst Avenue
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

tM%
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The M. P. P. A. Aims
From time to time there develop in this industry organizations worth while. Men
with ideas, beliefs and ambitions meet, and from this something happens. So it was with
the Motion Picture Photographers Association.
A few months ago Ned Van Buren, George W. Peters, Oliver T. Marsh and Paul
L. Allen found their ideas were along common ground. They all believed there should
be an organization of cameramen. They had certain ideas which they felt should be encouraged. Sothese ideas were threshed out, and the result is the M. P. P. A.
When they finally developed the organization they found that their beliefs were
something like this : The spirit of fair play ;
To give the producer the fullest co-operation, guaranteeing him their best efforts.
To develop better and more artistic work among cameramen by basing membership to their organization upon merit only, and having as members only those who
were invited.
To live fully to their motto:
"Honor, ability and integrity."
To promote the art of cinematography through lectures to be delivered at regular intervals at the headquarters of the organization.

Something like 40 cameramen have joined the organization, which has headquarters in the Candler Bldg., but which, after March 1, will be located in the Gotham Natl.
Bank Bldg.

kllllllllllllllllllllllll!

After March 1st
THE

Motion Pic
ture Photographers
ASSOCIATION
Will Be Located At

Craftsmen Tilm Caboratorie
Incorporated

249-253 West 19th Street

SUITE 510-11-12

Gotham

National Bank

59th Street and Columbus

Circle

Building

New

York

Negative Developing and First Prints

"We
are rather proud of the tripod
shown here; it represents many
months
and some thousands of dollars spent in
experimental
We believe that
work.
it sets a new standard of design and
that its essential features will remain
unchanged for years to come.
"We would call your attention to the
quick-acting
leg clamps,
the hinged
unusual
the
points,
tripod
angular
range of tilt and the fact that the panorama and tilt mechanism
enclosed,
is entirely
and
lastly, we assure you that
it is as rigid as a rock."

Precision

Motion
Works

a Specialty
Titles,

Printing and

All

Laboratory

Work of Highest Quality

Picture

K. W. Thalhammer, Prop.
Main 1574
550 S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles

Telephone Watkins 7620-21-22-23
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TERRISS

RIVERSIDE
DRIVE
NEW
YORK

TELEPHONE

AUDUBON

7298

ctober 30, 1920

J. Justice Harmer, President,
Sun-Light Arc Corporation,
218 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir:With the forthcoming release of my latest production-"DEAD MEN
TELL NO TALES "-so near at hand, I feel I cannot let the opportunity pass without writing my appreciation of the invaluable
assistance rendered me by your "SUN-LIGHT ARCS."
The Vitagraph Company consider this picture the greatest production they have owned since their entrance, many years ago,
into the Motion Picture industry.
This is a very broad statement; made even more so by the fact
that the greater part of the interior settings were photographed
away from the studio. By this, I mean that we rented an ancient
estate on Long Island with a large, empty house, furnishing the
same throughout with appropriate antiques and furnishings, and
photographing therein at least four-fifths of our interior scenes.
I may add that this would not have been in any shape or manner
possible without the valuable assistance of your SUN-LIGHT ARCS.
I also wish to forcibly emphasize the fact that it was possible
for me to obtain both inside and outside scenes, also daylight
and nightlight effects, and with your concentrated mirror I procured many novel effects in shaded portions of the grounds
outside.
I am
your
take
The

willing to state with authority that with the aid of two of
SUN-LIGHT ARCS and other accessory lights, it is possible to
a picture without having recourse to any studio whatsoever.
importance of this statement will be realized when one considers its relation toward keeping down one of the most serious
items of overhead expense - that is, THE STUDIO - with its manifold
expenses.
It seems to me that if other producers would take advantage of
this fact, many pictures could be made at a great deal less cost,
with a tremendous saving both in time and labor.
Again I wish to thank you for your splendid co-operation which
has helped make the wonderful success, "DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES,"
and, in conclusion, feel bound to remark that there are yet many
additional lighting effects which can possibly be obtained
through the medium of your remarkable lights.
With sincere appreciation, I beg to remain,
Very truly yours,

DAILY

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Omaha, Neb. — Offering to the
Omaha business woman whom a voting contest will determine the most
popular in that city a free trip to Los
Angeles, where Viola Dana, Metro
star, will entertain her, N. N. Freudenfeld, director of publicity of the
Sun theater, in co-operation with the
Daily News and C. R. Osborn, Metro
branch manager there, have under
way an exploitation campaign already
proving sensationally successful.

TsiiJtA

Friday, February 25,
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Must Have Reviews
The Lyric Theater,
Simcoe, Canada.
Wid's Daily:
Will you kindly mail to me
Wid's Weekly Sunday, Jan,
2nd. In some way I did not
get this copy, and oblige one
who sticks to Wid's reviews exclusively, and can't get along
without itYours
when truly,
buying films.
FRED
R. PURSEL.

Theater Changes

•V

•

! Individuality
♦«.♦

land

I Power
♦V

♦V

I are what have made the productions

♦*♦
♦«.♦
♦♦♦.♦
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
♦>
San Francisco — Samuel Levin, of ♦V
f
the Coliseum, has purchased the
Milwaukee — Manager E. J. Weis- Alameda and Strand at Alameda,
W
feldt, of Saxe's Strand, achieved strik- Cal. The name of the Alameda will
ing results with his prologue for the be changed to Rialto.
showing of the Harold Lloyd comedy "Number Please." The prologue
Buys Realart
was enacted before a drop curtain up(Special to WID'S DAILY)
stage. A telephone instrument 12
Chicago — J. D. Whitehead has purfeet high with its receiver unhooked,
chased the Realart from the Sultan
and standing on end, was the unique
Amusement
Co., and will take persight which greeted the audience as
sonal charge.
the curtain was lifted. The telephone
was made of sheet metal, the mouth
Theater Fire
piece and receiver being covered with
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
scrim. The lights were connected
Michigan
City, Ind. — The Garden
with dimmers placed below the faces was destroyed by fire last week, and
of the man and woman who occupied will at once be rebuilt, according to
Bros., the owners.
the receiver and telephone. A pop- Wallenstein
ular song was sung by the tenor and
soprano inside the instrument, and
Aschers Add Link
the theater was wired with bells to
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ring with the melody of the song.
Chicago — One more link has been
added to Ascher Bros.' chain, by the
purchase of the Capitol, at Manitowoc, Wis. The house is nearing
Wilmette, 111.— The management of
the Village theater is the originator completion and will have 1,500 seats.
of a unique little advertising stunt
Add To Chain
that will undoubtedly please 'their
patrons and cause comment. The
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
thing is just as interesting as it is
Chicago — The syndicate which controls the De Luxe has added the Rex
simple. It consists of • a ten inch
folder, containing six pages of copy. to its holdings.
The title on the cover is "Making A
Buys La. House
Movie," and below is printed "Something about this interesting work that
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New
Orleans — The
Southern
you have often wished to know."
Co. has purchased
the
Through this outside fold is woven a Amusement
six inch strip of film, cut from a pos- Strand at Jennings, La., for $40,000.
itive print. Then, when the folder
is opened, you find four full pages
Makes It Two
telling in a clear and interesting
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
fashion the way in which negatives
Hawkinsville, Ga. — C. H. Simpson,
are developed and the whole process of the Grand, announces that he has
of positive printing, cutting and join- just taken over the Millen in this city. it
ing the film under the paragraph
Seattle Notes
headings "The Film Making Plant,"
"Developing and Printing," "Drying
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
and Cutting," Selection .of Pictures."
Seattle — L. O. Lukan has inaugThe back page contains two paraurated a local First National Week.
graphs on "First Run Pictures" and The week began Feb. 12. Page ads
"Screening The Picture." It all were taken in the leading newspapers
makes interesting reading to the of the territory to tell the story of
average
picture
patron, who of isn't
familiar with
the manufacture
the First National, and the big drive for
special business brought the record
picture itself, but who would like to up to $35,000. It is hoped that the
know what it's all about. The folder
has at the end, a paragraph setting $40,000 mark may be reached.
forth the policy of the theater, which
Harry Lustig, Western division
starts off like this: "Thus you will
see that even operating a picture the- manager for Metro, is spending 10
ater has its problems and difficulties. days in the Seattle office. He reports that the office, in celebration
It is not always easy to suit everyone,
and in fact the only way problems of Metro Week, has booked six first
of this kind can be successfully runs in that city and five in Spokane,
handled is to adopt a happy medium together with at least one first run
in every key city of the territory.
+> %**♦'♦*♦*♦*♦*♦*#♦♦♦**♦*♦*******♦*** ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ •*#*#♦♦♦ #* ♦ ♦ * ♦ »«>♦>♦>*>*>• *V* ♦'♦*'# ♦*♦♦ ♦ * ♦♦ ♦ • # • W# • ♦♦ H «"
which will satisfy the majority."
Levin Buys Two

REGINALD

BARKER

Distinctive
Profitable
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^uts and Flashes

^Studios Opened

3U Can't Kill Love," Selznick
il, is scheduled for release Mar.

Robertson-Cole
Plant
Completed —
Has Eight Stages, Each
95 by 175 Feet
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

DAILY
McDonough

Reichenbach Won't Miss It
(Special to WID'S

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

CUT

IT OUT!

DAILY)

Troy, N. Y.— Martin J. B. McDonChicago — Harry Reichenbach is
ough, sport editor of the Record, has
here for Universal. He will figure been appointed
assistant manager of
prominently in the A. M. P. A. din- Proctor's and Griswold. He sucner to be held at the Biltmore, New
ceeds A. J. Gill, who has been promoted to Proctor's Schenectady.
York, next week and plans to finish
his duties here in time to attend that
Myronturnedand
Davidvacation
Selznickat have
reaffair.
from their
Havana
and Palm Beach.

Los Angeles — The Robertson-Cole
studios have been completed. The
studios, at the corner of Gower and
Melrose Sts., Hollywood, now house
all the Robertson-Cole producing
units. The studio proper covers a
Scenario
Staff Increased
little more than 16 acres of ground
Brewster
Morse
is doing the fronting on Melrose and Gower Sts.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
luity for one of his original sto- It has a frontage of about 1300 feet
Los Angeles — Realart has increased its staff of scenarists to five writHe wrote "The Crimson Cross" on Gower St. The executive builders with addition of Percy Heath, as
Pioneer is distributing.
ing is "U" shaped. A colonial stair- noted.
way leads from the reception hall to
The others are Elmer Harris, suthe
second
floor, where are the execicks and Drakes," with Bebc
director; Alice Eyton, Edith
utive offices, the exploitation depart- Kennedy pervising
U in the leading role, is schedand Douglas Doty.
ment,
a
large
theater
and
a
private
by Realart for immediate
redining room and kitchen.
On the lower floor are the telephone exchange, the purchasing and
: first release which Clark-CorWANTED
Corp. will offer on the inde- general accounting departments, while
nt market will be a Jane Novak corresponding on the right wing are
FEATURES AND SHORT
the production, the art and technical
'Hearts Aflame."
departments, the employment bureau
SUBJECTS
and the scenario and research departnilla Martan arrives from the ments.
WORLD
RIGHTS
this week and starts on a tour
There are eight stages 95 ft. wide
PROMPT ACTION
pear in theaters on the censor- and 175 ft. long, with a scenery dock
question. Miss Martan is the alongside and with an overhead clearance of 28 ft.
NEW PICTURES
le of "A Son of Tarzan."
NO REISSUES
illllllllllllllllllllllll{llllil!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll!llllll||||||ll!l|l||||||||||||l|l!IIIH

ional Exchanges, Inc., it devellolds a contract with Drascena
, Inc., for distribution of all of
>rganization's pictures in the U.
d Canada. One was previously
meed.

Succeeds Gill

Address

B-4,

Care

WANTED
TO
BUY
FOR
CASH
Two Bell & Howell Cameras
Also Pathe
Address
R. Kirkwood
Room 805
25 W. 45th St.

STUDIO
ELECTRICIAN
Services available of licensed expert
motion picture electrician on lights,
repairs or maintenance. Contract or
weekly basis. Best references. Inquire by mail to Johnson & Hopkins
Co., 398 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY
23 E. 4th ST.

Wid's

SPRING

8303

■>*trt

CromddwBlm I^borwories
INCORPORATED

220

WEST

NEW

PHONE
BRYANT 5576

e
$300,000.00 or morSatisfact
ory

in the United States and Canada.
for one year,

WID'S DAILY— 313 issues— every day.
WID'S WEEKLY REVIEWS— 52 issues.
WID'S YEAR BOOK— Cloth Bound— 500 pages.
Subscription, $10. Foreign, $15.

Theater
Address

_

_

_

:...

CEN. MGC.
ALLAN A.LOWNE5

Direct from producers. For immediate release
that will gross

Wid's Daily,
71 West 44th Street, New York City.

Name

YORK

Wanted
Completed Production
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In the Courts
A default judgment for $1,253 has
been filed in the City Court against
B. A. Rolfe, Inc., in a suit of Violet
Clark to recover on a note made by
the defendant last July, which was
payable at Fort Lee in August.

Three From Kipling
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — Rudyard Kipling
has made arrangements with Pathe
for the filming of three of his stories
and pending the treatment accorded
them, will rest the decision whether
more are to be made or not.
The three are "Without Benefit of
The B. H, Photoplay Corp. was
sued in the Supreme Court yesterday ! Clergy," "The Gate of a Hundred
by Marcus Greenberg, to foreclose a Sorrows" and "Soldiers Three."
mortgage for $1,500 given by the deCowden House Sold
fendant on the Victory Theater at
1945 Third Avenue, Harry Blicher
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
is also a defendant.
Cowden, 111. — For the second time
in six months, the Strand has been
The Robertson-Cole Co. filed suit sold. Ed Kesler of Stewardson recently sold it to Anderson and Son,
in the Supreme Court, against Charles
Cabral, to get possession of a motor who hav disposed of it to Velarous
truck in Gabral's garage at Arrochar, Phipps, and Merlyn Prater.
Staten Island. The plaintiff holds a
chattel mortgage on the truck of
Notables for A. M. P. A. Dinner
which $2,180 is still due.
Among the invited guests who
Albert and Harry Warner have have signified their intention of attending the A. M. P. A. dinner are:
filed particulars in the Supreme Court
Adolph
Zukor,
J. D. Williams, H. O.
in a suit against Patrick A. Powers
to recover money they allege they Schwalbe, Hiram Abrams, Percy
paid out at his request in buying up Waters, Gabriel Hess, Lewis J. Selznick, William Fox, Paul Brunet and
of the Warners' Featstock
minority
ures, Inc.,
in 1913. They give a list Charles Urban.
of payments aggregating $7,000.
Exchangemen Robbed
Baggot to Direct
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis, — Five masked robbers
Los Angeles — King Baggot has held up the Complaint Committee of
been engaged by Universal to direct the Film Board of Trade in the Ema series of features.
press Theater Building at 12:10 A. M.
Saturday. They escaped with $937 in
Not So, Says Fox
cash, jewelry valued at $1,225 and
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
overcoats worth $400 belonging to the
St. Louis — Richard C. Fox, Select seven members of the committee.
manager,
denies the printed report
that he has resigned from Select.
Seek United Action
Ninth Week for Fox Film
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — William D. Taylor,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
director of the M. P. D. A., has sent
Los Angeles — "A Connecticut Yan- out a call to various western film
kee in King Arthur's Court" is play- organizations for a meeting which
ing
ninth
Miller's.
is saidits to
be aweek
recordat here
for a This
long will be held at the L. A. Athletic
run.
Club on the night of Feb. 28, to discuss ways and means of forming a
Visitors
united front against attacks of cenCol. Fred Levy, Kentucky First
sors and blue law agitators. It is exNational, is visiting.
pected to form a central committee
Sig Samuels of Atlanta is here at the meeting.
seeking equipment for his Metropolitan theater which opens around
Exchange Moves to Memphis
May 1.
(Special to WID'S DAILY.)
Little Rock, Ark. — Pathe has
Moore On Way to Recovery
moved its Little Rock branch to
Owen Moore, who was recently ad- Memphis, where it is now located at
mitted to the Post Graduate Hospital 302 Mulberry St. C. C. Vaughn,
because of inflammatory rheumatism, Manager of the Little Rock Branch
is well on his way to recovery and office, and the sales force, will continue to work out of Memphis.
expects to be out of the hospital within 10 days.
The same territory will be operated
out of Memphis. This includes ArRoach to Supervise
kansas, Western Tennessee and
Northern Mississippi.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — When Ruth Roland
returns from New York she will leave
Beal Heads Ass't Directors
the Brunton studios and move to the
At the annual election of the AsHal Roach studios at Culver City,
sistant Directors' Association of Calwhere she will produce her next Pathe
ifornia, Scott R. Beal was elected
serial under the supervision of Roach.
president and Allen M. Watt sectytreas. A board of governors of five
Alpert a Proud Father
members was also elected as follows:
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dave Allen, Wm. A. Crinley, L. A.
Putnam, Conn. — A seven and onehalf pound son has arrived at the Howland, Roy H. Marshall, and
home of Jacob Alpert, 2nd vice-pres- Fred C. Tyler.
ident of the Connecticut section of
The association was organized in
the M. P. T. O. and manager of the 1918 and received its charter January,
Victory. Mother and son are doing 1919. It has a suite of club rooms
well.
at 5444 Hollywood Blvd.
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"KISMET"
has established

GASNIER
in the very first rank

SPECIAL
FEATURE
DIRECTORS
Soon there will be

ANOTHER
BIG GASNIER
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More Theater Projects

The number of new theater projects announced apparently continues
>ated. No one section of the country seems to be affected by the mulle of playhouses;
the condition is a widespread one.
Reports on new construction gathered by WID'S DAILY
follow:
Baltimore, Md
bowling alleys at State St. near 10th,
Itimore — J. Louis Rome, presi- into
a theater.
of the Rialto Theater Co., ances that the company's theater
Fairport, O.
2-846 W. North Ave., will be ex/ely remodeled at a cost of
Fairport, O. — E. E. Lawrence will
30.
construct a theater and office build
ing here.
It will be in two stories.
Clementon, N. J.
Indiana, Pa.
■menton, N. J.— A one story thewill he built at Berlin and
Indiana, Pa. — The Jefferson Theenton Road by James Stevens.
ater Co. will build a theater here at
a cost of $165,000. It will be in three
Columbus, O.
stories, on a plot 72 by 101 ft., and
lumhus, O. — The Keith interests will include offices and a dance hall.
suild a large theater here.
The Penn McCartney, at Punxsatawney,
nd exact cost are being withheld is agent for the company.
le present.
Kansas City, Mo.
Caro, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.— F. C. and E. J.
•o, Mich. — E. W. Diehl has had Grubel, 546 Minnesota Ave., will
drawn for a theater and store build a $450,000 theater at 628-634
ng to cost $75,000.
Minnesota Ave. Work will be started
at an indefinite date, however.
Cambridge, Md.
ement Co. will build a theater
Kenosha, Wis.
at a cost of $25,000.
Kenosha, Wis, — The Wisconsin
Theater Co., representative N. J.
Chicago, 111.
Buchman, 228 Milwaukee Ave., will
icago — Work has been begun on build an office building and theater on
v theater at 18-20 Adams Street.
St. The theater part will
house is to cost $75,000, and is Chicago
have 100 seats. Estimated cost
', built by Milton Katz and
y Ortenstein, who operate the $150,000.
Lenoir, N. C.
Lenoir, N. C— George O. ShakeCuyahoga Falls, O.
speare has drawn plans for a new theyahoga Falls, O. — A theater and
ater, the Auditorium. The house will
building will be built on Main
ere by Louis Miller. It will cost seat 600 and will open May 1.
300.
Meriden, Conn.
Deep River, Conn.
Meriden,
Samuel Philips
ep River, Conn. — Construction plans a theaterConn.—
on Pratt St., of about
11 under way on L. E. Pratt's
the same seating capacity as Poli's.
ir, which will open early in the The
house is to be erected from
g.
money raised through the sale of
stock. A lot on Pratt St. owned by
Detroit, Mich,
Max Cherniack, is mentioned as site.
troit— I. Baron of 576 Hastings No action will be taken until it is
rill build a theater building, with known whether Esidor
Derecktor
5 and apartment at Livingstone Sons will build a theater on West&
Hastings St. A plot 59 by 95 Main St.
s been secured.
Detroit,
troit — David
a theater to
ae a two story
jf the site has

Mich.
Rosenbloom
will
cost $100,000.
It
affair. The locanot been revealed.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn. — The Central
Amusement Co., offices at 533 Palace
Bldg., will build a $75,000 theater on
a site, exact location of which is being
withheld.

Detroit, Mich.
troit, Mich.— A 1,100 seat the. . St. Paul, Minn.
.will be built by Tatli and McSt. Paul— E. W. Caster, president
I care of Peter Rossello, orchi- and treasurer of the American Thel.t 406 Congress Bldg. A site on
announces his company will
■Drtheast corner of Shumaker and buildateraCo.,theater
at W. 7th St., and
put Aves.,
has been secured. Randolph St. The house will
be a
$200,000.
one-story affair.
Dunkirk, N. Y.
Washington, D. C.
ikirk, N. Y.— The Drohen TheWashington,
D. C— A two
"orp.
buildAve.
a $250,000
it 335 will
Central
*. the- theater building to cost $550,000 story
will
be built at Connecticut and De Sales
Erie, Pa.
St., N. W. The Allon E. Walker
|lalPa. — Andrew Weschler of the Co., offices at 813 15th St., N. W., are
theater plans to remodel the acting for the owners.
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Charles Ray Captures
Heart of Chicago with
The Old Swimmin9 Hole
Audiences Wildly Enthusiastic Over Screening of James
Whitcomb Riley's Poem — Critics Call
It Best Picture
BEST

PICTURE

EVER

"Unlike anything ever screened before. Charles Ray is better
and cleverer than ever. Splendidly done without a sub-title and without a sense of anything left out. No other screen actor is as capable
of so expertly expressing his thoughts as Charles Ray. Everyone is
bound to love it. It will tickle you as no picture ever has before." —
Chicago Daily Journal.
JOY

AND

SURPRISE

"A joy and a surprise, true to life, human and skilfully handled.
The grown-up boys showed their delight by continual laughter.
Don't miss it. Your loss if you do." — Chicago Daily Tribune.
RAY
"Charles
comic, tragic
Side-splitting
trait to hang
Twain. Go

AT

HIS

BEST

Ray at his best. Incidents of your own boyhood —
slips,' flops, mishaps, exactly as you used to make 'em.
adventures. Charles Ray makes of this boy a fine poralongside the creations of Riley, Tarkington and Mark
on in. Our hats are off and our hearts are inside on

the screen. We
and Examiner.

are out to ballyhoo this picture." — Chicago Herald
IS

VERY

HUMAN

"A very human bit of art. A movie without a sub-title — it can
be done. The audiences have the best sort of time to judge by the
frequency and heartiness of the laughter." — Chicago American.
NO

SUB-TITLE

NEEDED

"Charles Ray does his best work in this picture. It is so cleverly produced and acted not a single sub-title is used or needed. It
will go down in history and Charles Ray's name with it." — New
York Review.
A SCREEN
POEM
"It's a screen poem, the first of its kind. An idyll of youth,
beautiful, humorous, appealing. A rare inspiration." — New York
Morning Telegraph.

A First National Attraction
That's another reason why
^There'll be a Franchise everywhere

tM&
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Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — Le Roy Stone, for
many years with the Ince organization, going from there to the Wm. S.
Hart studio, where he edited practically all of the pictures made by
that company, has joined the Irvin
H. Willat staff as film editor.

For (Special
Exhibitors'
Use
to WID'S DAILY)

DAILY

With
Ind'p't Films
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is understood that
Margarita Fisher has signed a starring contract with the Independent
Films Association of Chicago. Miss
Fisher's last conecntion was with
American Film at Santa Barbara.

Chicago — Fitzpatrick and McElroy, representatives of the Ford M.
P. Laboratories, state that the Ford
Educational Library which has been
in circulation in non-theatrical fields
for the past six months, will be available for motion picture exhibitors.
The Independent Films Association
There are 40 subjects covering rehas
its headquarters in Chicago and
gional
geography,
history,
industrial
Dwight Cleveland, for many years
a writer for the Vitagraph Company, geography, civics and agriculture, is a co-operative distributing and producing organization having a numhas been added to the working staff and they will be incorporated in the
regular Ford Educational Weekly.
ber of independent exchanges affilof the Willat Prod., Inc.
iated with it. It recently was reinThe released
first willFeb.
be "Iron
and Steel," to
corporated for $250,000 in Dover, Del.
be
27.
Anita Stewart's brother, George
The company will distribute the first
In
the
future
these
pictures
will
be
York
New
from
returned
Stewart,
this week and is making his home in released to theatrical distributors Lady Diana Manners-J. Stuart Blackfirst and six months later to non- ton production and has four companies working on the coast with the
Hollywood, where he expects to re- theatrical users.
sume work in pictures.
following as stars of each troupe:
Pete Morrison, Ray Gallagher, Max
Sylvia Breamer With Goldwyn
Lillian Rich has been selected by
Roberts and Neal Hart.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Universal to play opposite Frank
Los Angeles — Sylvia Breamer has
Taking Film Library West
Mayo in "The Truant."
been signed to support Will Rogers
Maurice Pivar, film cutter with
Preparations are now under way in "The Bashful Romeo."
Universal, left for the coast yesterday in charge of a valuable shipment
for the filming of the first of the seWhite Ashamed of Film Version
of film which the company has been
ries of Snowy Baker Prod, at the
Selig studio.
The Evening World yesterday pub- building into a library for almost 10
lished a dispatch from Kansas City years. The library contains several
Katherine Newlin Burt, who has quoting William Allen White, au- million feet of film.
thor of "In the Heart of a Fool," as
been at the Goldwyn studios for sevRollo Answers A. M. P. A.
eral weeks, while developing an orig- saying in a letter to a woman who
called
the
picture
made
from
the
book
S. J. Rollo of Clark-Cornelius, who
inal story for the screen, has returned to her home in Princeton, N. J. the worst she had seen. White's letis
handling "The Devil's Angel" ister said in part:
Her husband, Maxwell Struthers
sued the following yesterday in refutation of the A. M. P. A. charges
her.
Burt, also a writer, accompanied
"I quite agree with you. I had
nothing to do with the filming of it. against the kind of paper used in exploiting the production:
John J. Hayes and his company at I wrote a book which had an entirely
different story. I sold the movie
"We do not believe that the A. M.
the Pacific Film Co.'s new studios at right of the book to the outfit that P. A. could have seen these posters
Culver City, are reeling off one
made the picture. Under the court or they could not have made a stateWhite Cap comedy each week.
ment of this kind. We do admit,
decision, when I sell the movie right
I sell the right to change the plot. however, that we had prepared a herNorman Dawn, Universal's author- They changed the plot and made it
ald for one of the prominent state
director, has left for Canada accom- a nasty sex thing, and I am just as right buyers which A. M. P. A .might
panied by Eva Novak and a score of much ashamed of it as you can be, find objections to. We are merely
players for a sequence of snow scenes but I have no rights in the courts.
guilty ' in having prepared it. The
for "The Evil Half."
I thank you very much for your fault in this case lies with the man
who ordered and used them.
in the matter."
Lee Kohlmar, well known stage and frankness
Bert Adler, speaking
for
Allan | "Certain scenes were also used in
screen player, who directed a num- Dwan, who made the picture for May- the press book. Cuts on these, howber of recent New York stage sucflower-First National release, said:
ever, were not available to the excesses, will make his debut as a dihibitor or state right buyer. In the
"The best recommendation we can
rector at Universal City.
make for the picture is that the Kan- zeal to do a good work, we fear that
sas board, noted for its strictness in the A. M. P. A. is acting too hastily
Josephson has been appoint- approving pictures, passed this one." and without proper investigation."
Julian
ed associate editor at Goldwyn. He
will work with J. G. Hawks, managing editor.
Carl Laemmle will spend six
months of each year in Los Angeles
and six months in New York. A
plan may be arranged so that R. H.
Cochrane will alternate with the
president.
Bonnie Hill has been cast for "The
Universal proDangerousduction,Moment,"
starring Carmel
Myers.
Hodkinson has set May 1 as the
release date for "The Light in the
GAUSMAN.
Clearing."

STATE
RIGHTS
GOING
FAST!

Harry Beaumont

is glad

CLEAN

HUMAN

STORIES

Friday, February

Kohn Leaves for Ton
Morris Kohn, president of |.J
has left New York on a busijl

Unitedin Sta
of the stops
key
mo~s .:
will include
that cities
will visit exchanges and in A
will spend some time at Los jj
where he will inspect the We«
He will be away fivl
studios.
HerbertMaking
Brenon Exteriors
is busy :|
exteriors on "The Sign on th I
in which Norma Talmadge i
ring. "The Passion Floweri
Talmadge's next production, is|i
the cutting room.
Incidentally,
the court
over
the iscopyright
of "The
Flower"
still awaiting
settleW
a Brooklyn court.
Charles Ray is making rap;
ress on his new productioiL
Midnight

Bell."
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Situation Serious

3re
American
iere —

Clayton Censor Bill Most Formidable
Ever Introduced in New York —
Miller for Restrictions

B. Samuelson, hea* , the Samii Film Manufactui q Co.. Ltd.,
rorton Hall, Isle\' ; i, England,
to maintain at ]t one cornin this country to "e pictures
be American m?,rki
Mr. SamJn, as noted yfjstei /> has just
id. He is a',, the P , isylvania.
carae here," stated ''■ Samuelyesh rd-ay, "to sell fee of my
re '"id secure ma rial for fupro -iction. One o my produc'The Price of Si ce,' is now
I distributed in is country
jgh anrise Pictur • It was
6a. with Peggy Hy1 -d in Cali-

Albany, N. Y.— The Clayton bill,
providing for censorship in New York
State, is the most formidable bill of
its kind ever introduced in the legislature. It is in the ways and means
committee.
In view of the attitude of some exhibitors itis apparently not realized
how serious the situation is. State
leaders are now here conferring on
the measure.

lelson Will Maint
nit — Plans Short V
Back in Septe;

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Inlicview
of Governor
declaration
that he isMiller's
in favorpubof
censorship, and in view of his control of the legislature, state leaders
are of the opinion that anything is

onditions are not very good on
ither side particula ly because of
lock booking
syst m.
There is
product than England can use
her 3,000 theaters.
England can
more theaters, but new projects
leld
up because of existing bu'Idestrictions.
plan to maintain one company
alifornia and use American playio make pictures for the American
cet. In the summer in England
:an make pictures much more
ply than they can be made in
is booked
Perfect Crime," Allan Dwan's se cond "A. P." production,
country. In the winter, however, "A
in 2200 theatres and begins playing t he big first runs of the country Feb.
use of unfavorable climatic convt.
ns, production in England is dif- 27. It's a lively comedy-drama. — Ad
t. For that reason I plan to
■ troupes come over in the win0 produce in California and take
1 back to England
in the sum- For Greater
City — Blumenthal
and Goldwyn Not Particularly Optimistic
Over Future
of Industry —
Haring in the Bronx — Two
Sails Today
in Brooklyn
r. Samuelson was asked by a
)'S DAILY
representative
Samuel Goldwyn issued a stateFour new theaters are planned for
:her continental competition was Greater
New York. One will be in
ment yesterday on the eve of his deusly considered in England. He
parture for Europe, where he will
ed that English film men had the Bronx, one in Harlem and two spend two months.
The statement
follows :
xican competition
to meet with in Brooklyn.
Haring
and
Blumenthal,
who
oper(Continued
on Page 4)
ate several theaters in Northern New
"America has gained a world's marin motion pictures and, if we are
jersey, have purchased the block- not ket
careful, we will lose it in a short
Due Here Next Month
bounded by Brown Place, Brook
Ave., E. 137th and E. 138th Sts. from
. A. Gibson, managing director the estate of Edward Sarroll. The time," he said.
"The proposed legislative limitaustralasian Films, Ltd., and Stu- price paid for it was $100,000. The
tions on the motion pictures will have
F. Doyle, managing director of site has a frontage of 200 ft. on Brown
>n Theaters, Ltd., operating over Place, 100 ft. on Brook Ave., 190 ft. a serious financial effect on this big
heaters in Australia, are due in on E. 137th St. and 25 ft. on E. 138th industry which, solely through the
York about the middle of March.
aggressiveness of American producers, has established the United States
r have left Australia, as noted, St.
A
2,000-seat
theater
will
be
conas
the
leading nation in this new art.
his country.
structed at an estimated cost of $400,bson expects to close certain 000. Work
"Foreign
film producers are inwill be started in a few
creasing their output with startling
racts in New York and then go
weeks.
rapidity. For America to sacrifice its
ngland on further deals. Doyle's
A 2,500-seat theater and roof gar- freedom in this means of expression
is primarily for the purpose of
den will be built at 2176-2180 3rd will therefore result in a sacrifice of
ng ideas for the two new theahis company will build in Syd- Ave. by Jonas King. The site is 50 world business.
and Melbourne. Each will cost by 185 ft. on the southwest corner of
"Objectionable themes in motion
(Continued
on Page 4)
I $1,000,000.
pictures are bound to be eliminated."

Four New Theaters

ees Danger Ahead

The development of the situation
possible.
is attributed to the nature of the titles
used by many producers for their
films who name their pictures apparently according to box office values
and not according to the nature of
the subject.
There will be a conference here
next week of exhibitors.
Geoffrey Nye Here
Geoffrey Nye is back in New York
from abroad. He returned from
England on the Aquitania. Mr. Nye
controls the First National Chaplins
for the Orient.
He is at the Astor.
"Roxy" Back
S. L. Rothafel returned from Chicago yesterday where he had gon«
for a conference with Ascher Bros
"Roxy" made an address last nigh
at the inaugural demonstration of the
National American Ballet at tht
Town Hall.
For Run on Broadway
W. K. Ziegfeld has decided to giv"The Black Panther's Cub" a Broad
way run. He is now negotiating fo
a house.
Business Good, Says S. R. Kent
Back from a trip of several week
to the Middle West, S. R. Kent, di
rector of sales of Famous Player.'
reports business is picking up con
siderably. He says this is a generj
condition and that he anticipates bel
ter business all along the line.
Censorship problems are bein
faced by a number of the Wester
States and while the general outloo
is satisfactory Kent declares that i
several states the censorship enthi
siasts are liable to continue to gi\
trouble.
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Quotations
Famous

Plavers

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
. . 64
67-/
64/

do pfd. .'.
82-/
♦Goldwvn
5/
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
16/
Triangle
H
World Film

84/
84/,
5/
....
Not quoted
17-/
17/
V&
H
Not quoted

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Still Talking
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis— Talk is still going around
:oncerning the new film exchange
building. It is also said that an eastern syndicate is considering the erec:ion of a building adjacent to the Ar:adia Dance Hall, near Grand and
Dlive Sts.
Special Easter Showings
Hugo Riesenfeld is preparing a spe;ial Easter program for children to
)e given forenoons at the Rivoli durng the week of Sunday, March 27th.
The program will be made up of
lumbers reflecting the Easter spirit
md will be similar to the entertainnent Riesenfeld prepared especially
or children during Christmas week.
Going Abroad
Los Angeles — Jeanie Macpherson,
vho has written nearly all of the scelarios for Cecil B. DeMille's proluctions, will soon leave California
or an extended vacation in Europe.
Miss Macpherson will visit England,
•"ranee and Germany, in which counries she will see the latest European
;tage plays and will assemble mateial for future DeMille
productions.

f .(QdjAcatlcrruzi U'LctuAjL&J

Hollywood — Carl Laemmle's presence at Universal City has served to
give an added impetus to production.
Twenty-four units are at work, turning out new pictures.
Immediate plans call for filming of
"Conflict," by Priscilla Dean with
Stuart Paton directing; "Human
Hearts," by Rollin Sturgeon, which
will go out as a Jewel production;
"Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte," with
Harry Carev. lack Ford directing;
"The Evil Half," with Edith Roberts, Norman Dawn directing; "The
Man-Tamer," with Gladys Walton -,
no director assigned as yet; "The
Black Cap," with Eva Novak; an
original with Carmel Myers and "The
Truant" for Frank Mayo. Robert
Thornby is to direct Mayo.
The above are feature productions.
Four comedies are in the making.
There are also westerns and serials.
Chester L. Roberts, formerly assistant director to George Loane
Tucker, has been added to the production staff of John M. Stahl, who
has just started work on "Muffled
Drums," at the Mayer studio.

Allan Dwan

The first two reel feature to be
shown at the Ambassador Hotel theater, is "Blue Sunday," a comedy
with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran.
Eddie Polo is back at Universal
City from Cuba, where he filmed

has started work

on

his third Associated Producers' production. The tentative title is "Johnny Cucabed."
Clarke
Irvine has been secured by
the Dial Film Co. to arrange a special press campaign on "The Light
in the Clearing."
William D. Tayylor

has

begun

work on Cosmo Hamilton's story,
"The Almighty Dollar," in which
Ethel Clayton will star. Julia Crawford Ivers has adapted the story for
the screen.

will appear in "The Great Moment,"
Gloriahicle Swanson's
first starring vefor Laskv.
Ralph Lewis and Milton Sills have
leading parts with Pauline Frederick
in her latest Robertson-Cole feature,
under
the direction
of Henry
King.

will be "Love Never Dies," ac
from "The Cottage of Delight
Will N. Harben. Some scene I
necessitate
Vidor's going east wi
company.
Play Road Shows
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Dunkirk, N. Y.— The Lally A
ment Co., which recently ace
the Drohen, will open the hot
a road show and picture hous
will be named the Regent.
Buy Elmira Theater
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Herbert Howe is back in Los Angeles from New York.

The Screen Writers' Guild plans
to
have its own club house in the film
colony.
A

cafeteria

at the

will

Rolin Film

shortly be opened
Co.'s plant.

Fred C. Tyler has been elected a
member of the board of governors
of the Assistant Directors' Association.

I

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland
— The
Heights,
a
neighborhood
house,
seating
has opened.

Making Progress in Buffalo
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Buffalo
— Work
is progressing
idly on the new Loew house,
theater will be completed for u
the early fall.

Beebe Opens

Another

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Deposit,
N.
Y.— W.
L.
B
manager
of the Candor,
in Cai
N. Y., has leased the Lyric here
has reopened the house.
Rejected
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Jefferson City, Mo. — The Hou:
Representatives
has refused
to
place
Representative
Chaney's
day Closing
Bill on the
calendai
engrossment and passage.

Ben Turpin is expected to leave for
New York shortly to make personal
appearances
Small Town

in connection with "A
Idol."
GAUSMAN.

If a large proportion of the
American

We

and M. J

Elmira, N. Y. — The Amusi
been bought by Fred and ]
Robert Fairbanks, brother of Schweppe, owners of the Col
Douglas, and Ted Reed, director, The owners will enlarge the sc
have left Los Angeles for Mexico capacity from 700 to 1,200.
City, where they will remain a fortVan Horn Out
night.
!l
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis — C. M. Van Hon
Bessie Love, after much search, has
sistant manager
of the Minne;
found a story she thinks is suitable, Pathe
exchange,
has
tenderec
and within a short time will start her
resignation.
fourth production.
Cleveland Opening

Sessue Hayakawa will do a picture
many of the episodes for "The Seal of called "The Swamp." It is an underworld story by J. Grubb AlexSatan," his forthcoming Universal
serial.
ander.
Alec B. Francis, for a long time
with the Goldwyn stock company,

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is unde
that King W. Vidor's first pi
tion for Associated Producers,

Finis Fox will write continuities
George Kern and his company of
for
Edwin Carewe Prod, to be releasplayers have returned from San
ed by Louis B. Mayer through First
Francisco, where a number of scenes
National.
were taken for "The Unfoldment" at
San Quentin Prison.

public fail to

save money — the
RITCHEY POSTER

Are Experts

is at least partly to blame.

We

modestly admit it— but it's the truth. Twenty years of experience in the theatrical and motion picture industry have given
our staff a thorough knowledge of YOUR problems. Our advice on insurance problems is yours for the asking and we are
as close to you as your phone.

119 FULTON
NEW YOQV
N v.

■ THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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(Special to WID'S

ST.
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REAL
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In the Open Market

LtheN ews
EN
AT
THE
ippointed.

HELM— Harding's

ITALY — Giant Caproni
9 passenger triplane.

Transat-

I PACIFIC — The Atlantic
s cross Equator.

and

Pa-

:ms from St. Augustine,
Fla. ; Mi; Coney Island, N. Y.; Ashbourne,
Pasadena,
Cal. ; Barcelona,
Spain;
in, Vt., and New Orleans.

O

day

New Davies Film
le's Play" is the title of Maavies' newest picture which
en completed and cut at the
.tional studios. George Ter■ is the director. It is for Cos:an-Famous
Players' release
une.

"Thunderbolt Jack," Hoxie serial, for Pa.
and So. N. J. and "The Way Women Love"
and "Luxury" to Robert Lynch of Philadelphia. The two De Remer features for N.
111. and Ind. to Louis Frank, Chicago.
"Wolves of the Street," "The Desert Scorpion," and "The Deceiver" for No. 111. and
Ind. to 1st Natl., Chicago. Ten features starring Dustin Farnum, Gladys Hulette, Kitty
Gordon, Gladys Leslie, Charlotte Walker and
Kathryn Adams for Tex., Okla. and Ark. to
the Independent Film Service Co., Dallas.
"Love's Protege," "The Man Who Trifled,"
"The Tame Cat," "Bitter Fruit" and "The
Law of Nature" to First National for Minn.,
N. and S. Dakota. "The Penny Philanthropist." "The Deceiver," "The Man Who Trifled" and "The Daughter of the Don" to
Tucker Bros. Amusement Co. for Tex., Okla.
and Ark. "Luxury" for Ohio to the Ohio
Film Classics Corp. of Cleveland. Ten
Screenart pictures to Liberty Film Exchange
of Washington for Del., Md., D. of C. and
Va. Spotlight Comedies. Edgar Jones Series and four Jack Hoxie features to Arrow
Exchanges, Inc., for N. Y. City and Nor.
N. J. "The Deceiver" to Greater Features,
Inc., for Minn., N. and S. Dakota. "Bachelor Apartments" for Greater N. Y. and N.
N. J. to Merit Film Corp., N. Y. Spotlight
Comedies and Sport Pictorials for E. Penn.
and S. New Jersey to New Film Exchange,
Philadelphia.

Hart Series For Commonwealth
Sam Zierler, Commonwealth Film
Corp., announces a contract for a
new
series available.
of Neal Harts. "Skyfire"
is already
More Territory
"A Man There Was" has been obtained by Pioneer for Ohio and Kentucky in addition to New York City,
State and Northern New Jersey.

d Delinquency
Decreasing
delinquency reports gathered
National Association indicate
number of juvenile offenders
le wane, and that the persons
New State Righter
ek to show that motion picre an unhealthy influence for
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Dallas — The latest entrant into the
1 morals, are merely indulglot of loose talk unsupported local state right field is known as the
Tri-State
Distributors,
with
headquarters here.
>rd Heads Pittsfield Co.
Sells Exchange
Special to WID'S DAILY)
eld, Mass. — At a meeting of
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
jestic Theater Corp., Calvin
Chicago — The Blackton
Exchange
is elected president and treas- was sold recently to the New
Era
d E. Elmer Foye of Boston Film Corp.
>sen vice-president.
Mintz Reports Sales
ictures in All Theaters
pecial

to WID'S

DAILY)

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Denver,- — M. J. Mintz, recently ap\ntonio,
Tex. — Motion
picfitrol the entertainment here.
pointed sales manager of the Syncronshows are coming here this ized Scenario Music Co., reports that
ecause all theaters are exhib- he has already closed up rights with
1S.
H. A. Kyler of Denver for New
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Idaho, Washington and
I Gomersall Elected
Ipecial to WID'S
DAILY)
Oregon.
r3|i— E. T. Gomersall, manager
exchange,
has been elected
New Exchange in Chicago
of the Buffalo Exchange
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Association,
succeeding
F.
Chicago — The Wabash Film Exerman, resigned.
change, a new independent, will early
in March be established and ready for
Saul Buys Two
business at the corner of 8th and Waecial to WID'S
DAILY)
bash Ave. The exchange will handle
lphia — Two
theaters,
the
, and the Haverford,
have a complete line of new and reissued
1 to I. Saul, for $140,000. one and two reel comedies, two reel
se has a seating capacity of westerns and five and six reel features.

ATE
^HTS
DING
\ST!

Guts and Flashes

Putting It Over

The Mastbaum circuit in Pennsylvania and the Gordon circuit in New

Arrow Film Sales
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show -over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow
know how you cleaned
up.
An exploitation tie-up in connection
with the "Mystery Mind" serial is
announced by Pioneer Film Corp.
The story, written by Arthur B.
Reeve, originator of the Craig Kennedy stories, and John W. Grey, has
been novelized by Grosset and Dunlap, and- will be placed on sale in all
the book stores of the country, simultaneously with the release of the
first episode. Arrangements have
been effected with the publishers
whereby the book dealers will make
a window display of the books.

England have booked "The Devil."
George I. Matthews is now associated with Price Films, Inc., as special representative.
Maurine Powers is appearing in
"Why Girls Leave Home," which
went into production yesterday at the
old Universal studio at Fort Lee.
William Nigh is directing.
Donald Crisp's next production for
Famous Players-Lasky British Producers will be an adaptation of a
novel by Cosmo Hamilton, "The
Princess of New York."
Jacques Monteran, who was credited as co-photographer of "The
Black Panther's Cub," assisted Dition.
rector Emile Chautard in the produc-

Syracuse, N. Y. — The management
of the Eckel capitalized the appeal of
"Blind Wives" to women interested
Anderson Signs Conklin
in lovely gowns and the doings of the
ultra-fashionable, by inserting a 4Los Angeles— H. C. Anderson, vicecolumn ad for the attraction in the president of the Atlas Film Co. of
America, states he has signed Charlie
middle of a page inofthe
women's
advertisements,
Herald clothing
of that Conklin for a series of 12 two-reel
city, and having all the ads on the comedies, to be filmed at the Balboa
page hook up to the theater ad by studio.
offering tickets to "Blind Wives" for
32 Hand Colored Prints
the first SO purchasers at the different
stores represented at the different
Pathe states that each of its 32 exstores represented in the ads. That
changes will receive a print of "Bethe ad proved haevy drawing for local
hold the Man," its hand-colored feamerchants was demonstrated next
ture ard that each will be a replica cf
day, when the stores whose ads had the one shown at the Apollo theater.
carried the offer in the evening paper It is expected that the picture will be
reported that their supply of tickets shown almost exclusively to nonwas exhausted in the early morning. theatrical exhibitors.
The theater management came in for
Pickford 111
a lot of congratulation from the merchants whom they had made partLos Angeles — Jack Pickford is ill
ners in publicity.
with an attack of bronchial pneumonia. The illness followed a baseball
Hamilton, Ohio — Here are the rules game in which Pickford took part
of a "What Women Love" contest, last week.
used successfully in exploiting that
Some Town
feature at the Rialto. The contest was
Denver,
—
News
comes that the city
the result of a tie-up with the Hamilton Journal, and was sponsored lo- council of Scottsbluff, Neb., has passed an ordinance banning all forms
cally by that newspaper to find out
just what it is that women love. The of dancing and motion pictures from
following rules as published in the the community, and have prohibited
Hamilton Journal are quoted:
all persons under 21 from being out
Twenty-five dollars for the best doors after 8 P. M.
answer to the question, "What
STUDIO
ELECTRICIAN
Women love. Contest starts today
Services
available
of licensed expert
and ends Jan. 18, at 6 P. M. All answers must be in the hands of the motion picture electrician on lights,
contest editor not later than that repairs or maintenance. Contract or
date. In addition to the cash prizes, weekly basis. Best references. Inquire- by mail to Johnson & Hopkins
two tickets will be given by the Rialto
to every person sending in an answer Co., 398 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
to the question, "What Women
Love." The winning answer will be
CAMERAMEN
announced at the Rialto Thursday
Furnished
for all purposes.
night.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMAThe beauty of the campaign from
TOGRAPHERS
the theater's standpoint was that the
Suite 1603 Candler Building
publicity did not end with the openPhone Bryant 6558
ing of the picture but continued right
through the showing.

THE PARISH PRIEST

CAN ARRANGE FOR
SEVERAL MORE BIG
FIRST RUN

BOOKINGS

WIRE!
Herman J. Garfie Id
New York City
1209 Times B'ld'g

MA Planned
i
Houses
DA.LY

More

To Amend By-Lawswill

The National Association
amend its l>v-la\vs to provide for the
rs in the themembership ofofexhibito
the association. A
ater division
committee was appointed to look into
the matter at a recent meeting of the
executive committee at which were
present Percv L. Waters, Paul H.
Cromelin. Gabriel L. Hess, J. D. Williams, W. E. Atkinson, H. M. Berman, Lee Counselman, Charles C.
Pettijohn and Thomas G. Wiley.
The committee consists of Gabriel
s. Lee CounL. Hess, J. D. William
selman, Paul H. Cromelin and Saul
E. Rogers. A general meeting of
all members of the National Association will be called to pass upon the
recommendations.
Another committee to organize a
theater division will be appointed
later on. A resolution inviting exhibitors to join the N. A. M. P. I.
was passed. In one part it states that
"membership in the National Association would and shall not in any
way eon fret with membership in any
local, state or national exhibitor organization now existing or that may
formed."
be
hereafter
Going to Washington
A delegation representing the National Association leaves for Washington today to be present at a meeting to be held on Monday before the
district commissioners who will decide whether or not censorship is necessary in the District of Columbia.
Those who are going are David W.
Griffith, Gabriel L. Hess, Charles C.
Pettijohn and Paul H. Cromelm.
Mr. Griffith will make an address as
representative of the National Association.

E. 119th St. The project will cost
Newark, N. J.— Extensive altera$150,000. The structure will be in
tions are planned on the Paramount
meetcontain
three stories and will
theater, 929 Broad St. The owners
ing rooms and stores. Eugene De are George W. Jacobs and William
Rost is the architect.
Putnam.
Two new theaters are planned^ for
Brooklyn; one in the East New York
Minneapolis, Minn.
part of the town and the other in
Conev Island.
Minneapolis — Chris. P. Deckas will
a $75,000 theater on 4th near
A $40,000 house will be built on I build
Lake St. . It will be a one story affair,
vania'
Pennsyl
New Lots
Ave.
It willAve.,
be onenear
story.
on a plot 43 by 23 ft. Deckas is located at 3,000 Oakland Ave.
The Henderson Holding Corp.,i
will build a $20,000 theater on Surfi
Ave. and Henderson's Walk.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Reports of proposed theaters reMinneapolis— P. T. Paynter and
ceived by WID'S DAILY yesterday
Rov Alton will build a theater in
dre as follows:
River Falls, Wis., and H. B. Johnson
Talk of Northwest Chain
purchased the site for a house in
has
Puyallup, Wash.— The first theater Rush City, Minn.
of a reported string to be built
throughout the Northwest by the
Owensboro, Ky.
Woodward Enterprise, Inc., of Spoof
cost
kane, will be constructed at a
Owensboro.
Ky.— Lee Smith, 615
a one story theater.
plans
St.,
Plum
.
$55,000
Negotiations have been completed
for the purchase of four lots at the
Palmerton, Pa.
corner of 2d St. and Pioneer Way St.
Palmerton,
Pa. — Louis
Welenski,
Work on the new building will beAve., will build a
gin about May 1. The house will of 324 Lehigh
seat 750 people.
$25,000 theater on Delaware Ave.

Against Censorship
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Washington — City employes have
cengone on record against picture been
sorship. A resolution has
adopted and forwarded to the District
of Columbia Commissioners, who are
considering the question.
Censorship Unnecessary, Says Capper
U. S. Senator Arthur
Capper
of
Kansas was a visitor in New York a
few days ago.
"In Washington," he said, "talk of
'blue laws' is considered
a joke.
I
do not believe there is any danger
that the country will be inflicted with
"
ation.
anical S.legisl
purit
Arthur
Kane
was
at one time

city editor of one of Capper's papers.

Oppose Censor Measure
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Mayor's Conference will fight the bill of Assemblyman Walter F. Clayton for a board
of censors in this state. It will be reMayors'
the research
ago ve
that some
nce,
Conferecalled
aftertime
extensi
work decided that censorship was
unnecessary.
Brady

in Los Angeles

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — William
A. Brady
has arrived here from San Francisco.

(Continued from Page 1)

Newark, N. J.

Pikesville, Ky.
Boston, Mass.
Boston — Gordon and Schoolman
one$75,000
Ky.— A
Pikesville,
will build a $1,000,000 theater at the
theater will be built here by N.
story
Starkuy.
junction of Washington St., Providence St., Providence Court and Harvard Place. It will be a 10 story
Reading, Pa.
building and will include offices. The
plot is 100 by 175 feet.
Reading, Pa.— The Reading Capitol
Co. has been organized as
Theater
Brockton, Mass.
new Capcompany for the seat
Brockton,
Mass. — Plans have been a holding
3,000,
theater will
new
The
itol.
filed for a 2,000 seat theater.
The
imstart
y.
will
mediatel
Co., is sponsor and construction
Olympia
Brockton
for the project.
St. Louis, Mo.
Canandaigua, N. Y.
theSt. Louis, Mo.— A store and
Canandaigua. N. Y.— William J.
ater building to cost $60,000 will be
McFaraan will build a theater on
, but location
Chapin St. Work starts about erected on a site selected
not divulged. Nolte and Nauman,
April 1.
Fullerton Bldg., are acting for the
owners.
Franklin, Pa.
Franklin, Pa. — The Franklin
t Corp., has placed a conAmusemen
Springfield, Mass.
tract for a 750 seat theater.
Contracts have
Springfield, Mass.—
for a $40,000 theater
been awarded
Hudson Falls, N. Y.
to be built by the Jefferson Co., at
Hudson Falls, N. Y.— Stock is 183 N. Main St.
being subscribed for the building of
a new theater here. It is expected
Toledo,
O.
that work will begin next month.

Saturday, February 26. 1

To Produce Hen
(Continued

from

Page

1)

more than that of any other com
He stated that German pictures
not been shown in England as
chiefly because no one cared to
the first step in that direction.
Ass
Exhibitors'
Cinematograph
tion
of Great Britain
is still adh«
to a resolution passed some time
to ban all German pictures for i
riod of years.
Mr. Samuelson will remain inm
York for a short time, leaving
home on the Imperator, sailing:
10. He expects to be back he
September and spend the wint
California.
WID'S
DAILY,
in its issi
March 5, 1920, stated in a speci
patch from the coast that Sa
son had started work on three
ductions: one. "David and Jona
with Madge Titheridge, C. M
lard and Campbell
Collan, i
with Peggy Hyland and a thir
Samuelson himself,
pen of
the
to that
there were reports
coast that Samuelson
would ai
lish a permanent producing co
in this cOuntry.
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LABORATORIES!

EVANS

LABORATORI
Picture Pr|

Motion
416-24 Quality
W. 216th
St.

new picture theToledo, O.— Twohere,
Jamestown, N. Y.
when plans of
aters will be built
Mozart the Glenwood Amusement Co., and CLAREMONT FILM LABOll
Jamestown, N. Y. — The Peterson
,
430 Claremont Parkway Tel. Tri
Amusement Co. Marshall.
General II
H. J. Streyckmans,
comare
Co.,
ment
vaudeville and pic- Wayne Amuse
a
plans
t
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABOlfl
presiden
just
have
ies
compan
Both
pleted.
theater
ture
here at 3rd and Spring
'Kessel Kwality Prints I
incorporated for $125,000 each.
Fort Lee, N. J.
Sts. It will cost $200,000.
PRINTERS
Washington, D. C.
PRINTING
BARNES
Newark, N. J.— A $200,000 oneWashington— The Apollo theater
Motion Picture Specialil
be built at the juncstory theater will Ave.
ts will build a new $10,000 the- 36 East 22d St.
Phone G|
and Terry St., interes
tion of Wilson
ater on H St., N. W.
PROSPECT
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by Mate Bros., of 142 Fleming Ave.
Quality Printing for the
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STUDIOS
Newark, N. J.— C. Louis Rosenthal
$60,000 theA
Va.—
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LA»
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w.n will be
75
theater,
the Bergen
remodel
will
i *> en.<ri ater
STUDIO
uicaici,
St.
oagai
ESTEE
inc
remoaei
win
erected on Second
■
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Springfield Ave., at a cost of $100,000. | by B. Rabonowitz.
Met361 W. 125th
Newark, N. J.
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EXTRAVAGANCE
x9

<By BEtf AMES WILLIAMS. Scenario %EDUMD

METRO

IOWE,Jr.

'distributers tkwuqhoid GL&VLtain,
SivyftllicLniduvij, MaxaqinqVlr.

QOMETHING flitted past the window.
Just for a flash a sinister, livid face
peered in. But that flash was long enough for the man within to see — and
recognize — and know that the time was at hand when old debts must be paid.

Thrills!
You

Drama!

will

find

all

Plot!
these,

Action!

together

with

Superb Playing!
the

emotional

fire

of

c^LICE BRADY
in

"OUT

OF AdaptedTHE
CHORUS"
from the story by

Harry Chandlee and William B. Laub
Directed by Herbert Blache
Scenario by Coolidge W. Streeter

A Realart Star Franchise Picture!
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Triangle Film suing Aitken Bros., Hyman Winik and
Joseph Simmonds for $3,000,000 damages.
Associated Exhibitors Film Co., Ltd., of England
formed.
Plan exchanges in this country.
Talking films reported Tu
perfected
in Sweden.
esday
A legal holiday.
Wednesday

Terms
(Postage
free), United
States, Outside
of Greater
New
York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
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Features Reviewed
STRAIGHT

Italian-made version of Bible being shown in Germany. American company planned same series.

IS THE

Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount

Page

George Walsh in
Fox

DYNAMITE

Eugene O'Brien in
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Lichtman reported to handle sales of Associated
Producers, Inc.
Denied by that organization.

Maurice Tourneur's next to be "Lorna Doone."
to England.
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Pantheon Pictures, new company, to produce at Port
Henry, N. Y. Charles Miller interested.
Swedish-American Film Corp. to make six features a
year for Reelcraft distribution.
Friday
Joe Brandt to produce in Canada.
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Warner Bros, plan addition to coast studio. Will
make feature for weekly release.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., to handle Pathe features.
Samuel Harding, Kansas City president, and Arthur
S. Kane, chairman board of directors. Pathe short
reel distributor exclusively.
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Sydney S. Cohen asks Universal what its stand is regarding uniform contracts.
First National expected to distribute "The Bird of
Paradise" which Oliver Morosco will produce.
U. S. Photoplay in bankruptcy.

Edgar Lewis completes Pathe contract.
Pathe to make three Kipling stories.
Margarita. Fisher signs with Independent Films Assn.,
Chicago
Saturday

G. B. Samuelson, English producer, to work in California. Now in New York.

New York faced by most drastic censorship bill ever
introduced in state legislature.
Samuel Goldwyn leaves for extended European trip.

Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Frmklin.
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Entertaining Crook Comedy Well Acted And Has Many Laughs
"STRAIGHT
IS THE
WAY"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
Robert G Vignola
DIRECTOR
Ethel Watts Mumford
AUTHOR
Frances Marion
SCENARIO BY

Al Ligouri
'.
CAMERAMAN
the crook
of
picture
pleasing
A
AS A WHOLE
variety, but a little different; runs quite a bit
too long
STORY
Has good romantic twist and is good
screen material
DIRECTION
First rate; has used too much
footage in one or two sequences, making it slow
up a trifle
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
Matt Moore, Gladys Leslie and
George Parsons good;
Mabel Bert charming
old lady
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

Very good
Correct
Some clever titles
Crooks hiding in

STORY

old mansion come to old lady's rescue when the
mortgagee is about to foreclose
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,084 feet
Exhibitors have a rush of crook pictures, particularly of the comedy variety, coming to them among the
current releases, but "Straight is the Way" is just a
little bit different and has a rather human appeal in
that the crooks are reformed by an old lady's smile
and even go to the extent of saving her old home when
the mortgagee is about to foreclose, without her knowing of their good deed.
The story is taken from Ethel Watts Mumford's
story, "The Manifestation of Henry Ort." It is really
good screen material and has been given a thoroughly

appreciable production. It's clean and entertaining
and will satisfy must anyone. It runs a trifle too long,
due to the fact that one or two sequences are given a
little more footage than they warrant. However, there
is enough that's interesting not to make this a serious
fault and there is some really good humor, much of it
put forth in the captions which are well written.
Prohibition dodgers will learn a new trick — serving
highballs in white colored glasses to make it look like
milk. The "hootch," too, was poured from a milk bottle. The ouija board plays a prominent part in the
story, so those who are interested in spirits will have
something to amuse them even though it's in a satirical vein. A "spooky" atmosphere toward the end is
of the humorous kind rather than the "chill down
your spine" variety and there are a number of good
laughs in this sequence.
Dorcas, a pretty young girl, lives with her Aunt
Mehitable in the late Uncle Henry's mansion. Squoggs
is about to foreclose the mortgage because Auntie
cannot pay the interest. Bob Carter and "Loot," two
crooks, decide to "work" the small town of Hampton
and select the mansion as their first job. They find
nothing valuable, but decide to make their headquarters in a deserted wing of the house.
The crooks bore a hole in the door through which
they watch Auntie and the girl asking the ouija where
Uncle Henry hid a certain treasure before he died.
The crooks are "touched" by the old lady's smile and
the pretty young girl, so they secure a treasure which
they hide in the barn and that night Uncle Henry (the
crooks in the cellar) answers. Auntie can now pay
the interest. That night a crook tries to steal the
treasure, but is overpowered by Bob and "Loot." who
make their get-a-way after overpowering the burglar,
who turns out to be Squoggs. Some time later Bob,
now working for an honest living, returns to marry
the girl. He is surprised to find "Loot" has preceded
him and is "managing" the estate.

Play Up The Comedy Business And Tell Them It's Somewhat Different
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You ought to satisfy them with this.

It has sevTell
eral angles from which you can appeal to them.
them about the ouija board, the lovable old lady and
her niece, who lived alone in the big mansion, about
the two crooks who reformed.
have read

Ethel

For those who may

Watts Mumford's

book

mention the

original title, "The Manifestation of Henry Ort." Use
the names of Matt Moore and Gladys Leslie. The lat-

ter will be remembered for her work in Vitagraph pictures and Matt Moore has done several worth-while
pictures of late, "The Passionate Pilgrim," the most
recent.
Promise them a ghost sequence which will give them
plenty of laughs. Play up the comedy angle and tell
them they'll enjoy the two crooks who picked out a
small country place to "work."
Catchlines would be
sure to interest them.

nM^c
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Rather Weak Offering Due Mostly To Lack Of Incident
"THE

CONCERT"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Victor Schertzinger
Herman Bahr

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
in some time;

J. E. Nash
George Webber
Weakest one Goldwyn has had
lacks incident and depends on

sub-titles for humor and understanding
STORY
Not enough to it for a feature picture;
isn't new and has but one situation
DIRECTION
Has
handled
production
satisfactorily, but too much handicapped to make
an impression
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
faded

Not the best; print seemed to be

affair that depends wholly on sub-titles in its telling,
and in this way secures a slight comedy vein which
does a whole lot to lift it out of the rut.
Even though the reels consist of alternate scenes
and captions, it's safe enough to say that the titlewriter saved the picture for without them it wouldn't
get very far. And they've been written in a vein
that takes any serious aspect away from the theme —
a bit of good judgment.
The cast is capable and well suited with the exception of Lewis S. Stone, who is miscast as the maestro.
His performance isn't at all convincing. He had
a Leo Ditrichstein make-up but certainly didn't imitate him. Mrytle Stedman, as his wife, is quite
pleasing while Mabel Julienne Scott goes a bit too
far in her vamping intentions. Raymond Hatton
is the husband of the butterfly wife. No one works

CAMERAWORK
Average
PLAYERS
Mrytle
Stedman,
Mabel
Julienne
Scott and Raymond
Hatton adequate;
Lewis
S. Stone not convincing
EXTERIORS
Pretty mountain lodge shots
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Butterfly wife realizes she loves her own husband best when she
sees him with another woman

very hard.
Martinot, the famous pianist is married, but has
the attentions of so many other women forced upon
him that he cannot overcome them. He has women

LENGTH

decide to give the "romancers" a dose of their own
medicine, so together they go to the cabin where
they find Mrs. Hart and the maestro. The doctor
and Mrs. Martinot act very unconcerned and promise
to make the divorce easy. Mrs. Hart suddenly
realizes that she could never stand the pianist whose
wife is really a nurse for him. There is a reconciliation
and Mrs. Hart begs forgiveness, while the musician
promises never to think of a woman other than
his wife.

The

OF PRODUCTION

main

trouble with "The

5,379 feet
Concert"

is that

there's nothing to it in the way of story, and what
there is, is contained in the one situation that isn't
at all new : that of a wife who thinks she loves her
piano teacher only to realize she loves her husband
when she finds him making love to the piano teacher's
wife. That's all there is to it. The director certainly had a job on his hands when he was told to
make a feature of.it and the result is a slow moving-

pupils, among them the wife of Dr. Hart. Mrs.
Hart is infatuated with Martinot to the extent that
she invites him to go to his hunting lodge for a rest
"alone and she will go along."
A jealous pupil informs the Doctor of his wife's
being at the lodge. He seeks Mrs. Martinot and they

Will Get Through For One Time But Won't Stand Extended Run
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This isn't one that you should go out of your
way to get. If it comes to you on contract you will
probably not be hurt by playing it. It isn't worthy
of a run, however. Goldwyn has been putting out
pictures of much higher calibre and better entertainment than this, but one weak one shouldn't discourage you for the Goldwyn releases of late have all
been satisfactory.

You can say it is an adaptation of the stage play
in which Leo Ditrichstein starred. And you can give
an idea of the story in the lines: "She thought she
was in love with the famous maestro but when she
discovered her husband playing at her game too, she
knew she was wrong." Or, "Attend 'The Concert,'
at the blank theater and you'll see how a husband
cured his wife of a silly infatuation."

AKMoomr

in Akron

AX/IRES

Allen T. Himmons,

of the Allen

Theatre: "'Outside The Law* a positive
knockout. Everybody tickled to death. The
most people that ever came to see a picture
at the Allen Theater. At least fifteen hundred
turned away first day. Broke all records.
Universal certainly put over a wonderful advertising and exploitation campaign."
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Poor Direction Causes Confusion And A Weak Finish
George Walsh in
"DYNAMITE ALLEN"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Dell Henderson
AUTHOR
Thomas F. Fallon
SCENARIO BY
Thomas F. Fallon
CAMERAMAN
Chas. E. Gilson
AS

A

WHOLE
Satisfactory
material
handled.
Incoherent
and construction

poorly
faults

apparent
STORY
Good melodrama if properly done
DIRECTION
Not good; has started numerous
story threads, and finished none satisfactorily
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR

Hasn't really a star part owing to stress
laid on other incidents

SUPPORT
fair

Edna Murphy

is beautiful; the rest

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Good mining locations
Adequate
Never better than fair
OF
STORY
Son of man
imprisoned for murder, untangles plot and finally
discloses real murderer

LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,494 feet

There isn't a whole lot that can be said in favor
of "Dynamite Allen" as a production or as screen
entertainment, and its faults are almost entirely due
to the direction. There is a good melodramatic
theme that could have been made into an entertaining and exciting picture under different handling, but
as it is, the story has been loosely hung together

doing a lot of rambling, and then hurrying to a conclusion that lacks strength. Director Henderson took
up several story threads, started them off with some
interest, and then left them dangling.
In the first place, the reel at the beginning is in
the nature of a prologue, the action taking place when
the hero was a child. A very good climax is developed in this part through the incidents of a murder and the following trial of an innocent man. Then
when the real story starts, and the star makes his first
appearance, there is a big let down, and the action
starts all over again. In the following sequences,
two other minor themes branch out from the main
plot, and these too, are brought to no satisfactory
termination. The effect of this is an incoherence
and generally unsatisfactory result.
The star is likeable enough, and he does everything
that is required of him, but his part loses some of its
importance by reason by the length of the prologue,
and the other incidents in the latter part which do
not have him as the central character. The cast is
quite large, but with the exception of Edna Murphy,
whose beauty puts her over, there is none above
average.
One thing that does deserve favorable mention is
a train wreck scene. It is a short shot in which an
engine at full speed crashes over an open drawbridge,
and whether it is a miniature or not, the effect is the
required thrill. This, and a good fist fight help to
offset what a lot of people will regard as hokum in
the same part, when a girl who has been paralysed
all her life, suddenly finds herself able to use her arms
and legs, in time to save the hero's life.

You'd Best Go Very Easy On This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The fact that they were making pictures of about
this class several years ago, is enough to make it
advisable to lay off talking much about this one. The
star has a sizable following, and the best thing to
do is to limit yourself to. the use of his name, depend-

and mention previous pictures of his, if you have
played them. Stills of the train wreck would be

ing on it alone to get them in. Don't make promises
about the picture, -r^r if you do, confine yourself to
such points as the train wreck, the big fight, and the
fact that it is a mining romance.
Play the star up,

be used: "Se the proof of the statement that 'Murder will out' in 'Dynamite Allen,' " and "See a racing
locomotive plunge through an open bridg,e in

effective, as will those of the burning of the hero's
home. If you slide it over without much comment,
you may be able to satisfy some. These lines can

"Dynamite Allen."
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The Dallas, Texas, territory is often considered
one of the most unemotional regions of the Country with regard to motion picture productions.
One could never think this when you realize
how remarkable are the telegrams of apprecia-

MACK SENNETT
1712 ALLE3SANDR0

tion and liking for "A Small Town Idol" as
published on this page from substantial exhibitors and representatives of the thoroughly conservative Dallas daily newspapers. "A Small
Town Idol" is one of the biggest hits released
in the Dallas territory in years and is repeating
in this territory the record it has established
throughout the United States.
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"Big League" Production and General Aif Of The Spectacular
Thomas H. Ince's
Associated Producers
LYING LIPS"
DIRECTOR
John Griffith Wray
AUTHOR
May Edington
SCENARIO BY
Bradley King
CAMERAMEN.
. .Charles Stumar and Henry Sharp
AS A WHOLE
A spectacle in which expense
has not been spared; and because of its lavishness, should be a money-maker
STORY
Has one or two excellent thrills; splendor of production greatly overcomes implausible
and trite situations
DIRECTION
Very fine; has had free use of
the money bags

From the day that prints of this gigantic
production reached our A. P. branch
offices we have never found it necessary
to advertise what we think of its power
and popularity.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS. . . .House Peters gives the most impressive performance; Florence Vidor an attractive
heroine; others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Many pretty ones
INTERIORS
Several costly sets
DETAIL
, Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl accustomed to
wealth comes
near marrying
rich man, but
eventually goes back to the one she really loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,438 feet

Every word of advertisement that "Lying
Lips" has received has come from exhibitors
who have played the picture and from the
public that has seen and applauded it.

Stripped of all it's splendor, lavish sets, and general
atmosphere of the spectacular, "Lying Lips" would
probably be called just a program picture because the
story consists of just that sort o( material. But
"Lying Lips," a Thomas Ince production, which Associated Producers will distribute, is far from a program picture, for it has been made into an elaborate
spectacle and has that quality which appeals from the
standpoint of production. It's always good to look at.
Perhaps the best miniature work that has ever been

* Vivid Drama oF Lift and Love

LYING

done is seen in the picture. The vessel is seen plunging through the waves, and when it strikes a miner
and blows up, the particles of debris are shown falling
around the wreck. This has certainly been effectively
executed.
Money has not been spared and there is, besides
the sinking of the ship, another though different form
of thrill, in the lavish party given by the rich man
in honor of his bride-to-be. The beautiful ballroom
scenes and the entertainment provided for the guests
in the form of a pool with shapely bathing girls, are
bound to have their own appeal. The direction is.
excellent, especially with regard to the handling of
players. There are one or two small matters of
detail which go a bit amiss, but they aren't likely to
be noticed by the average audience. House Peters is
splendid in the role of the lover with Florence Vidor
an attractive heroine Joseph Kilgour is the suave,
rich suitor.
Nance Abbott, an English girl, visits Canada for
the
purpose
of getting
awayage,for whom
a whileshefrom
Chase,
rich and
twice her
is to"Willie"
marry
In Canada, Nance falls in love with Blair Cornwall,
a ranchman, but later when Blair discovers the engagement ring on because
Nance's she
finger,
she she
decides
go
hack to London,
realizes
couldto nut
live the way Blair did. Blair sells his ranch and sails
on the same vessel. The boat is wrecked and Nance
and Blair are evidently the only survivors. Thinking
they will die, they pronounce themselves man and
wife "in the sight of God." But later, when rescue is
at hand, Nance again rebels and asks Blair not to let
them find him with her.
The girl is saved and Blair apparently tost, but
later he appears under the name of Charles Spence.
now a rich man, but refuses to admit that he is Blair.
During the ceremony of her marriage to Chase, Nance
is conscious stricken, and tells them she is another
man's
wife. She later joins Blair on a steamer bound
for
Australia.

Should Prove A Good One For The Box Office
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Regardless of almost anything else "Lying Lips"
is a good box office picture, and after all that's all
the exhibitor cares about. It has a good drawing title
and a cast and production that will meet any promises
you make about it. Play up the shipwreck thrill.
There's always a goodly crowd who go in for thrills
like this, Announce it as Thomas H. Ince's first production, made especially for Associated Producers.

It is a big picture because of the way it has been
done, and you should be able to cash in on an extended run. The fact that the story isn't new isn't
going to matter very much, since they will be interested in the production. Stills in your lobby will
attract and catchlines can be used. The names of
Florence Vidor and Hous Peters are the best known
of the players, so use their names if you care to.

By MAY EDINGTON

JIM- star cast featuring House Peters and Florence Victor
«iS\WA\\\\V\\\\\\\\^\\\\\\\t*\\\\\\\W.'i
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Good Direction and An Unusual Story^Make It Interesting
moment

Eugene O'Brien in
"WORLDS APART"
Selznick — Select
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Alan Crosland
BY

John Lynch
The R. Cecil Smiths

CAMERAMAN
AS
A WHOLE

Jules Cronjager
direction
and realistic

Good

atmosphere produced by some extravagent sets
raise this above the average
STORY
Society
drama
with
unusual
angle
which makes it interesting
DIRECTION
Has secured fine atmosphere and
handled
players
well
in some
improbable
sequences
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Gives performance
similar to his previous ones
SUPPORT
Olive Tell has moments
of good
acting, and looks well.
W. H. Tooker
and
balance adequate
EXTERIORS
Some artistic locations
INTERIORS
Several extravagant sets
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Romance
of rich
man and poor girl, both of whom had become
cynics
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,980 feet

A thoroughly unusual angle to its society theme,
and careful direction that keeps the action always
on the move, are sufficient reasons for calling Eugene
O'Brien's latest vehicle a satisfactory offering. John
Lynch's story makes good picture material from the

in the first reel when

the unusual begins

with the hero marrying the heroine, before any complications have arisen.
From then on its appeal is made really strong
through skillful handling of sequences in which the
hero tries to prove that he really loves his wife,
while battling against the combined plottings of designing society women and a wealthy villain. Then
there is enough suspense and mystery created by a
murder to insure interest and attention through the
last reels.
Director Crosland has done much

for the polish

of the production by obtaining a realistic and artistic "society" atmosphere through carefully, and sometimes elaborately constructed settings. They aren't
over done, and they contribute noticeably to 'the
effect. A cafe scene is very well staged.
It cannot be said that there is anything unusual
about the star's performance. In the role of a
wealthy society man he has a characteristic part — one
that suits him very well, and which he plays without
effort. He isn't called upon for anything out of the
ordinary, but his work is adequate to the part, and
will undoubtedly satisfy his admirers. Olive Tell
gets a good deal out of the part opposite.
Hugh Ledyard is turned down by Phyllis Leigh,
because his fortune is smaller than Peter Lester's.
Hugh, disgusted with the world, marries Eleanor
Ashe, a poor outcast, who is herself a cynic. Hugh
eventually falls in love with his wife, who will have
nothing to do with him.
Lester is murdered in Hugh's
father, who is Hugh's butler, is
After weeks spent away from
the real murderer, and returns
his love at last reciprocated.

home, and Eleanor's
accused.
his wife, Hugh finds
to his home to find

Star's Admirers Will Like It. So Should Others
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You

should have no trouble in obtaining satisfactory results with this one, on the strength of the

man's marriage with a disgusted girl, offers plenty of
opportunity to arouse interest in the plot. Talk about

star's name, and from the fact that the picture will
without doubt back you up after you get them in. It

the mystery element arising from the murder.

will surely please the star's following, and you can
promise them exactly the kind of a performance they
will expect of him. [t he is popular with your patrons, his name alone will probably do the business,
but you also have other points to work on. The unusualness of the story, beginning with a world-weary

talk about the elaborateness of the settings. ' Mention the hunt scene and the realistic cabaret scene,
in which the chorus of the New York Strand ,Roof

Also

took part. The title offers opportunity for a strong
contrast of the two characters who are the center of
the romance.
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Some Good Comedy Bits But They're Too Few And Far Between
William H. Crane and Buster Keaton in
"THE

SAPHEAD"
Metro

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Herbert Blache
Bronson Howard
June Mathis
Harold Wenstrom

AS A WHOLE
Fairly entertaining offering that
offers some good comedy though there are long
waits between laughs
STORY
Adapted from novel and stage play;
takes turns at being a comedy and then a drama
DIRECTION
Usually good; some chances for
humor that he missed
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Very good
Good

WORK

Average

STARS

William H. Crane's work is good but
Keaton carries the picture through
SUPPORT
Irving Cummings
has small part;
Carol Holloway and Beaulah Booker adequate
EXTERIORS
Only a few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Saphead
son of
millionaire is put out of home but later saves
father's fortune, by accident
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,650 feet

"The Saphead" has been taken from Bronson Howard's play "The Henrietta," and has been supervised
in production by Winchell Smith. "The Saphead"
is probably what you'd call a comedy-drama though
the latter is kept in the background and merely serves
to feed the comedy business. William H. Crane, the
veteran actor, is co-starred with Buster Keaton, who
makes his first appearance in a feature picture.
Crane is not the principal character and both the
part he plays and subsequently his performance, are

overshadowed by the work of Keaton, who carries
the picture through and without him it would be dull
indeed. When he is off the screen you immediately
are aware of his absence. Those who had the making
of the picture in hand probably realized this, though
because Keaton is kept busy most of the time and
all the comedy comes from him. The director has
done very well, but there are some chances for laughs
that he has missed.
"The Saphead" would have done much better in
five reels and the lapses between laughs would not
have been so noticeable. The best bits come through
Keaton's attempt to be a regular "sport.'" He visits
cabarets and gambling houses and when one is raided
he hands a detective a bill to make sure he is arrested,
but the man only makes sure he isn't arrested and
Buster doesn't even get a ride in the patrol. His
efforts to marry the girl he loves and later his appearance in the stock exchange are other good bits.
Nicholas Van Alstyne, is a Wall Street millionaire,
and his son Bertie, is called "The Saphead," by his
friends who tell him that Agnes, his father's ward,
will love him if she thinks he's a sport so Bertie stays
out until three in the morning and tries hard to be
wild, but when Agnes says she does love him. he
confesses that he is really good and has only been
playing "wild," to trick her into loving him. Agnes
doesn't mind and they plan to marry.
Bertie's father gives him a million and puts him
out of the house and says he cannot marry Agnes
until he makes something of himself. Bertie builds
a home for Agnes and they plan to elope, but Bertie's
sister finds it out and insists they be married at home.
The ceremony is interrupted by a girl coming in with
evidence that implicates the sister's husband. The
husband quickly makes it appear that Bertie is the
guilty one and the marriage is off. Eventually the
truth comes out and after saving his father's fortune
Bertie marries Agnes.

They May Like Keaton's Work
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you have played any of Buster Keaton's two
reelers which Metro have distributed you can book
"The Saphead," and satisfy them. Even if they
haven't seen him before this would be a good opportunity to introduce him, for his work in comedies is
bringing him to the fore and he can always be counted
on when it comes to real comedy entertainment.
There are some dry stretches in between the laughs

which could be cut to advantage, and when this is
done the picture will be more suited to the average
program.
Keaton is your best bet if your folks are acquainted
with him. If not, use catchlines such as: "He was
called 'The Saphead,' but he saved his father's fortune. How'd he do it?" You might use the author's
name and refer to the stage play also.

The Stoll Film Corporation of America
pre s en+s

From Ethel M. Dell? Videly Dead Novel
*

Directed and Produced by Sinclair Hill

he craved romance -this outcast of
the slums who blossomed into a siren
of the sea
bhe was blind to the blundering, mute
love of the yound fisherman, a no! dave
her heart to the smooth tonc/ued artist
as many before had done.
Dut thesea,midhty in its rade, struck the
scales from her eyes and°the caprice
from her heart.

Released February 27Throuc3h the Pat he' Exchandes

The Stoll Film Corporation of America

nc.

all break you n

presents

in two like that! "

m
Directed and Produced by
F Martin Thornton

Ot both ends of the world
this story of
led lives *
romance
andtand
aclventure
fakes" place.
CJ startling drama of a man
who finds himself about to
marry the widow of the man
he slew in a fair fight

Released March Stj!

Through Pathe Exchanges Inc

v.
;:7
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Star Somewhat Redeems a Very Mechanical Thriller
Frank Mayo in
"COLORADO"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARI

There are some thrills in the mine flood, but they've
built the whole thing around it, with the result that
Reaves Eason

OBY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Augustus Thomas
Wallace Clifton
Virgil Miller
Full of automatic situations and

speeches ; some thrills, but they're overworked
STORY
From Augustus Thomas' stage play of
the same name
DIRECTION

Not always
good; action sometimes stiff, and often too much stress on inci-

dents
PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR. . . .Does well, hampered by mediocre direction
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Gloria Hope is pleasing; the rest fair
Some good westerns
Good mine sets

DETAIL

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
Man who thinks
himself a deserter from the army is blackmailed
by his former captain
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,875 feet

The transfer of Augustus Thomas' "Colorado" to
the screen isn't overly successful. It's probably about
fifty-fifty the fault of the scenario and the direction.
At any rate, the result is a series of mechanical and
generally improbable incidents and situations, which
are so apparently manufactures to allow the plot
to thicken, that they often fail to register. And they
make it tough for Frank Mayo who is a pleasing performer, capable of being much more entertaining than
he is in this.

it occupies too much footage, and contains a lot of
running up and down mine shafts, and floundering
around in the water at the bottom of the mine that
loses much

of its effect. Then the suspicions of the

hero's mining partner are aroused in a most artificial
way. He comes home twice and each time listens
at the door to the hero apparently making love to the
partner's wife, and each time he only stays long
enough to hear three or four words, when the next
word would have shown that they were talking about
the heroine. These and other incidents have an artificiality that audiences usually criticize and are loath
to accept.
Mayo carries his part all right, and certainly does
as much with it as any one could, and he provides
entertainment by his work at times, when interest in
the action is not very high. Gloria Hope, playing opposite, is also really attractive in looks and actions.
The rest of the cast is just about average.
The story is a good one of this type, and it seems
to be undoubtedly in the producing of the picture that
the weakness appears. It starts off with an element
of mystery that gets interest started when the hero,
after coming to the rancher's home, unidentified, appears to be mysteriously in the power of the villain,
who takes away the hero' share of a gold mine as payment for his silence.
The villainous captain finally gets caught in the
flooding mine, and after being rescued by the hero
he has a change of heart and confesses that he used
the hero's fear of disgrace to gain possession, \vh~en
all the time he had been holding'the lieutenant's honorable discharge papers. So the hero gets back his
mine and his sweetheart.

Use Mayo's Name, But Don't Promise Too Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Probably the best thing to talk about in advertising
ing this is the star, who undoubtedly has quite a large
following, and the fact that it is an adaptation of one
of Augustus Thomas' plays. The latter is known as
one of the foremost American writers for the stage.
On the star's name and the author's, you
likely get them in, but you will want to
how much you promise for the picture.
plan is to confine yourself to the two points

can most
be careful
The best
mentioned

above any say nothing about

the production

except

to tell them what type of story it is. You can talk
a little about the mine flood if you want to give an
idea of excitement, but it will be well not to go too
strong on any of it, If you want a catch line use something like this : "See how an army officer, who thought
he was a deserter, was cheated out of a gold mine
and then got it back, in 'Colorado.' "
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Russell At Best In Entertaining Crook Story
William Russell in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
Dunlap

CHEATER REFORMED"
Fox
Scott Dunlap
Jules Furthman
BY
Jules Furthman and Scott

CAMERAMAN
Clyde De Vinna
AS
A WHOLE
Entertaining
crook
picture;
probably the best thing Russell has had of late
STORY
Not unusual but has good incident and
interest is well maintained
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

t

Very good
Good
a,

SUPPORT
Seena
Owen,
Sam De Grasse adequate
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF
STORY

Fair
Average
Does well in dual role
Jack

Brammall

Crook

and

All right
Correct
Good
assumes

brother's place as minister when latter is killed,
thereby bringing about his own regeneration
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
There seems to be almost as many crook pictures on
the market as there are columns in the papers of late
that tell about recent doings in the crook business.
"The Cheater Reformed," William Russell's latest
for Fox, is a crook story and one that makes first
rate enteretainment. There are improbable bits, of

of a brother. There are no two voices that are identical. There is a sort of effective church atmosphere
and spiritual influence that might even please the
Zion City folks. The cheater brings about his own
reformation while attempting to hide in minister's
clothes. There is some good suspense toward the
end and the climax is good also.
This is probably the best thing the star has had
of late and he does well in both roles, although the
character of the minister is eliminated early in the
story. Jack Brammall gives a touch of comedy to
the picture and Seena Owen is quite pleasing as the
minister's wife. Sam De Grasse is the unscrupulous
tenement owner and "pillar," of the church.
Dr. Luther McCall, is rector of a small town church.
The minister is killed in a train wreck and his twin
brother, a crook, who was with him, is taken for the
minister and Mrs. McCall notified. Upon regaining
consciousness, "Lefty" McCall realizes what has happened and seeing a chance for escape, he accepts the
situation and is soon convalescent in the rector's home.
Mrs. McCall cannot understand her "husband's" attidue of reserve toward her.
In the same town is Thomas

Edinburgh, influential

and a pillar of Dr. McCalls' church. Edinburgh has
taken a fancy toward Mrs. McCall and threatens her
with his motto : he gets what he wants and if he
doesn't get it, he takes it. He happens to want Mrs.
McCall and goes about it by trying to prove to her
that her minister husband was formerly a crook.

course, but they don't matter a great deal since they
provide good incident.

"Lefty" goes so far as to preach his brother's sermons.
Later Mrs. McCall learns "Lefty's" true identity, but
she has grown to love him and in order to silence
Edinburgh, she agrees to go away with the latter.

It isn't likely that a wife would be deceived as
easily as to believe that her husband's twin brother
was her husband, even though she had never heard

But "Lefty" hears of her sacrifice, pulls his last "trick,"
and steals Edinburgh's evidence. He is happy with
his brother's wife, and continues as rector.

Use The Star's Name And Catchhnes
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors who have been booking the recent Russell pictures will find that "The Cheater Reformed,"
is about the best thing he has done of late and one
in which he has a story with a role better suited to
his personality. In the dual role of minister and
crook he has two widely differently characters to portray, and he handles them very well. You can make
a point of this in your announcements.

Make Russell's name the main attraction and then
use the title with catchlines along the following order :
"He became a minister to hide his identity as a crook
but see how 'The Cheater Reformed.' ' Or, "If you
found out your husband had been killed and his twin
brother had taken his place, what would you do.
She married him in 'The Cheater Reformed.' '

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
presents

Mr. George Arliss
in

a

The Devil"

Directed by James Young
Produced by Harry Leonhardt and Andrew J. Callaghan

Three Houses, Three Records !
n

The Devil ' ' continues its perfect record of record breaking!
Joe Plunkett of New York's Strand, beat a record considered unbeatable with — "The Devil."
Harold Franklin of Buffalo's Criterion bettered
the house record with — "The Devil."

ASSOCIATED

Andrew

J. Cobe of the Rialto, Lawrence,

Mass., the third to play this sensational success, has just done the same, — in zero weather
with— "The Devil."

EXHIBITORS

25 West 45th Street, New York
PATHE

Distributors

Inc.

ss
Arli
Mr. George
in
"The Devil"
Every exhibitor is demanding "bigger and
better" pictures.
Every exhibitor says "My house is always
open to really big pictures, — but I can't get
enough of them."
Here is a picture which on its proven record
is really "bigger and better."
It was made by exhibitors for exhibitors in
full knowledge of what constitutes box-office
value; it has star, story, direction , production ,
cast and title.
It is
A better picture
for your bigger
business!

It is then the perfect type of the production
which every exhibitor realizes is necessary
to his interests. As such it is of very great
importance to you.

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
25 West 45th Street, New York
PATHE Distributors
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Adaptation Of Stage Play Makes Satisfactory Crook Comedy Offering
Bebe Daniels in
"SHE

COULDN'T HELP IT"
Realart
DIRECTOR
Maurice Campbell
AUTHOR
Miriam Michelson
SCENARIO BY
Douglas Bronston
CAMERAMAN
H. Kinley Martin
AS A WHOLE
Satisfying offering of girl crook
type ; interest slackens at times
STORY
From
Miriam
Michelson's
novel and
Channing Pollock's stage play "In the Bishop's
Carriage"
DIRECTION
Good for the most part
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Quite pleasing
SUPPORT
Wade Boteler and Emory Johnson
principals; Herbert Standing a good "Bishop"
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
A few slips
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Girl taken from
home and trained to work with crooks, gives up
stealing to fall in love
fiance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

with

another

girl's

4,423 feet

Bebe Daniel's latest starring vehicle for Realart
is an adaptation of the novel and stage play, "The
Bishop's Carriage." It makes a satisfactory screen
story and has been given a good production. The
star is surrounded by a capable company of players
and the picture as a whole, is one which will give
immediate satisfaction. It's not at all unusual or,
for that matter, different, but it contains a fairly interesting crook story with a part that suits Miss Daniels
will enough but doesn't provide her with the oppor-

tunities of her last picture "Oh, Lady Lady."
"She Couldn't Help It," is first of all a crook story
but there are some rather good bits of comedy that
register and make you wish there were more. For
the most part the direction is first rate although once
or twice the interest is allowed to slacken. But it
isn't for long and the following scenes usually make
ii]) for the previous slow bit.
There are some matters of detail which may be
criticized. The star is taken from the orphan asylum
and she's close enough to the camera for the makeup to be plainly visible. Not likely they allow such
things in orphan asylums. Miss Daniels' performance
is quite pleasing and Emory Johnson is a good looking hero. Others are Vera Lewis, Helen Raymond,
Z. Wall Covington, Ruth Renick, Gertrude Short and
Milla Davenport.
Tom Dorgan needs a girl to help him in his
"tricks," so he secur.es an orphan and trains her in
the art of "crookery." Nance Olden becomes proficient in her line but the unexpected happens while
she and Tom are "working" in the Union Station.
Nance faints in front of a man who has just displayed
a diamond necklace. While the gentleman assists the
girl, Tom takes the necklace from his pocket. Nance
recovers and later Tom passes the jewel to her.
Mr. Ramsey, the victim, discovers his loss and connects itwith the girl. Nance hides in an old carriage
and later when its occupant returns, he is Bishop
Van Wagenen, she pretends she is "touched" and calls
him "papa." He pities the girl and takes her to the
home of his friend, Mrs. Ramsey. Nance is forced
to keep up the game but late at night, Tom is found
in the room where Nance is sleeping and sent to jail
for three years. Nance's game is apparant to William Latimer, fiance of Nellie Ramsey. He helps
Nance to go straight and later marries her.

The Star's Name And The Title Should Get Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It shouldn't be hard to interest them in this one.
You have a good title to work with, the star has probably gained a following by now, and then too, you
have the original novel and stage play names to use.
Tell them it's an adaptation of "In the Bishop's Carriage." The natae should be familiar everywhere
for it has been quite a stock company favorite. Link
up the title with catchlines such as "She was a thief
but 'She Couldn't Help It.' " Catch lines for teaser

adds in your newspaper are suggested in Realart's
press sheet.
They should prove effective.
The picture isn't big enough to warrant expense
so do your best to interest them with your announcements. Stills for lobby display might attract them
and tell them they'll like the star. It would be well
to make good use of her name, especially if you intend using her pictures in the future.

ger tr ude
atherton's
d

first original screen story.
(Directed by Wallace Worsley
presented by Eminent Authors)

on't neglect your wife" - a drarr
of San Francisco Society ar
New York's Five Points.
It
one of the most perfect productioi
ever made — and "ever" is a lor
long time.

d

on't neglect your wife" is not
hit - or - miss adaptation
of
novel.
Gertrude Atherton n
only wrote the story she lent her pe
sonal co-operation to the production,

a goldwyn

pictur
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Pleasing Locale But Poor Acting Hurts This One
"THE

TIDAL
WAVE"
Stoll Film— Pathe

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Sinchir Hill
Ethel M. Dill

SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

....*.

Sinclair Hill
John Mackenzie

AS A WHOLE
Good fishing vil'age and sea
coast atmosphere
its only appeal
STORY
Rather weak material which might have
been made more of by better acting
DIRECTION
Feir
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Satisfactory
Generally all righ;
Good

PLAYERS

Poppy
Wyndham
overacts
noticeably; other adequate
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots of sea coast
village and fine water scenes
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Man risks life to
save worthless admirer of girl he himself loves,
but finally gains her love
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,700 feet
The story of "The Tidal Wave," hasn't been clone
in a way that makes the most of its possibilities. Of
course it's more or less commonplace of itself because the idea of the girl who loves a man unworthy
of her while the good fellow stands by and suffers,
isn't at all new. The thing that injures it most seems
to be the acting of the leading lady. Her performance
is forced and unnatural. The others in the cast are
quite capable, although Pardoe Woodman is miscast
in the part of the artist who fascinates the young girl.
You wonder why she "fell."

Ngyf

TheROCKETT

The best thing about the picture, and the thing that
will probably carry it through, is the splendid fishing
village and coast atmosphere. There are numerous
pretty shots of the quaint little place and some well
directed shots of a rough sea. All the exteriors are
The interior settings, too, are good.
attractive.
There are some bits of detail in which errors have
crept in. An Englishman isn't liable to say: "I
reckon." They've confused England and New lingland here. One mistake in cutting can be corrected
easily enough.
Carmen Hale comes to live with her Aunt, who.
with her brother Adam, runs the inn, in the fishing
village. Adam has a son, Matt, who falls in love
with Carmen. In the same village is Gerald Knight,

an artist, looking for inspiration. He finds it in Carmen. The girl "falls" for Gerald and rebukes Matt
when he reproaches her. Adam has warned Matt
previously of Knight's bad character, for he had seen
women this.)
smoking in the artist's cottage. (A very poor
touch,

Knight persuades Carmen

to pose for him and she

does so in a "diaphanous garment." Carmen is posed
on a huge rock with the sea for a background. Suddenly she hears the tolling of the bell buoy, which
warns of the approaching tidal wave. Before she
can get away the rock is covered and Matt appears
on the scene just in time to save her life. But she
isn't satisfied. She promises to marry Matt if he will
save Knight who is also caught in the wave. Matt
agrees and when Knight doesn't reappear. Carmen
thinks he is dead and hates Matt. Later Matt explains that Knight admitted being wrong in "encouraging" the young girl. Carmen is then satisfied
to marry Matt.

r\f*l(-*PiSG

Or

FILM CORPORATION
WILL BE A

SELECT STAR PRODUCTION
ENTITLED

"KEEPING
UP WITH
LIZZIE"
An adaptation of Irving Bacheller's Popular Novel of the same name
W.

W

To be released through

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

A Censor Proof Picture
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A Double Feature Or Transient House Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"THE TIDAL WAVE"
Stoll Film— Pathe

You haven't any names to work with so if you are
in the habit of letting them know something about a

This isn't a very strong one and the acting is below
tbe average. If you think a good backgroud and
pleasant fishing village atmosphere will make up for

picture before you show it, you'll have to confine yourself to catchlines such as: "She scorned the kindly

its other short-comings, then you needn't worry.
Stoll has bad much better ones than this so it wouldn't
be well to consider this one too harshly.

fisherboy for the wordly artist but when 'The Tidal
Wave' came and threatened to take her life, who
saved her?

See Stoll's latest release."

,

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

,

Barnes Printing Company
"JVe Never Disappoint"

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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Meighan Pleasing But Story Doesn't Give Him Much To Do
Thomas Meighan in
"THE
EASY
ROAD"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Tom Forman
Blair Hall
Beaulah Marie Dix

BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Harry Perry
Mildly interesting offering;

lacking in incident and doesn't give star much
to do
STORY
Rather weak material for a picture,
but work of players and settings please
DIRECTION
To be credited with at least not
making it too long
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA
STAR

Good
Good

WORK
Average
Usual pleasing personality dominates,

but he hasn't enough to do
SUPPORT
Gladys George charming; Lila Lee
hasn't an attractive part
EXTERIORS
'.
Few
INTERIORS
;
Correct
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Writer loses ambition when he marries wealthy girl who later
leaves him to return to him after he "finds"
himself
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,982 feet
"The Easy Road" is the sort of picture that won't
impress because it's so awfully bad and won't surprise you by being so good. It's an in-between. The
production, that is, the settings and general atmosphere together with the work of the players including the star and Gladys George and Lila Lee, will
please. Paramount seems to be having difficulty in
finding the right material for Meighan, now that he's

a star. "The Easy Road" is just a bit too easy for
him. He's capable of more than the part of Leonard
Fayne, sailor-novelist, offers.
Also Blair Hall's story hasn't sufficient incident for
a picture. There's really only the one situation to
work on, and even though it was necessary to do some
padding to round it out, the director deserves credit
for not making the thing boring and the picture is not
so long that it will become tiresome.
Gladys George is quite a pleasing leading lady. She
photographs beautifully and has a personality of her
own.

Lila Lee probably wasn't very happy in the part

they gave her and you probably wouldn't know her in
her gingham and specs if they didn't tell you. Nevertheless, she does well. The star's personality dominates, but he doesn't seem at home in the role of a
man who is content to live on his wife's money.
After his marriage to Isabel Grayce, a wealthy girl,
Leonard Fayne, novelist, finds it hard to work, because he doesn't have to. He even goes to the extent
of renting a downtown studio, but within a year he
becomes an idler. Isabel realizes that it is her money
that has caused Leonard's change and on the advice
of a friend she goes to Europe, leaving a note for her
husband that he may draw on her account.
Leonard determines not to touch his wife's money
and sinks lower and lower until he goes to the dork
to end it all. He is just in time to save Ella Klotz
from drowning herself. The girl has become despondent because of her failing eyesight. Leonard takes
Ella to his deserted studio, where he cares for her and
the little girl becomes devoted to him. Isabel has
remained true to Leonard all the while and eventually
longs to see him, so she returns to America. A "friend"
informs her that Leonard is not living alone, but Isabel
goes to the studio to learn for herself, and there finds
Ella.
She understands and there is a reconciliation.

Star's Admirers May Be Pleased
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It's to be hoped that Paramount will be able to find
some more suitable vehicles for Meighan. Those he

You can book "The Easy Road" and probably sat-

has had so far have been just on the border line be-

isfy them especially if they like Meighan. They'll like
his leading lady in this, too. For those who may have

tween good and bad. It's difficult, of course, to always get just what is required for any one star and
keep them coming uniformly good, but Meighan needs

read the story you might mention Blair Hall's name
and use the lines : "He lost all ambition for work when

a story that gives-shim a chance to act. Even "The
Frontier of the Stars," his last picture, gave him more
to do than the part of Leonard Fayne.

he married a rich girl. But see how he 'found' himself and discovered 'The Easy Road' isn't always the
happiest road."

CURRENT
Release Date

Footage

Reviewed

RELEASES
Release Date

Footage Reviewe'd
Unseen
Forces
(All-Star)
6,000
The Truth About
Husbands
(Bennett
Prod.) .. 6,979 12-19-20
Habit
(Louis
Mayer
Special)
Nineteen and Phyllis
(Charles Ray)
5,744
1-2-21
The
Great Adventure
(Lionel
Barrymore)
6,500
1-30-21
My Lady's Latch Key (Katherine MacDonald)
Not
Guilty
(Sydney
Franklin)
;
1-16-21
Man, Woman and Marriage (Holubar-Phillips)
1-16-21
Sowing
the Wind
(Anita
Stewart)
1-16-21
Passion
(Pola
Negri)
10-10-20
The
Kid
(Chaplin)
5,300
1-16-21
Mama's
Affair
(Constance
Talmadge)
5,584
2-6-21
The
Old Swimmin'
Hole
(Charles
Ray)
5,942
2-20-21
Scrambled
Wives
(Marguerite
Clark)
8,975
The Oath ( Big Five Prod.— R. A. Walsh)

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)
A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
(Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The
Blue
Moon
(Elinor
Field-Pell
Trenton) . .6,000
Their
Mutual
Child
(Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6,000
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary & Irene Ritch)
5,000

ASSOCIATED
Thomas

PRODUCERS

Ince Productions
Homespun
Folks
(Lloyd
Hughes-All-Star)
Lying Lips (House Peters-Florence Vidor)
J. Parker Read, Jr., Productions
The Leopard Woman
(Louise Glaum)
A Thousand
to One
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
Allan
Dwan
Productions
The
Forbidden
Thing
(James
Kirkwood-AUStar)
The
Perfect
Crime
Maurice Tourneur Productions
The Last of the Mohicans
(Barbara BedfordAll-Star
Mack Sennett Productions
A Small
Town
Idol (Ben Turpin)

H.

EQUITY
For the Soul
Keep to the
Whispering
Mid-Channel
Hush
(Clara

Feb.

Mar.

PICTURES

6,000
6,000

9-5-20
2-13-21

FEDERATED

7,000
6,000
6,000

5,000

CORP.

Rangers
(Buck
Tones')
Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
Moons
(Buck Jones)
Trust
Y our Husband
(Eileen
Big Punch
(Buck Jones)

FIRST
Love,

Honor

and

Behave

Percy)

5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

NATIONAL
(Mack

Sennett)

11-14-20
1-9-21
9-26-20
2- 6-21

D.
Way

12-5-20
10-3-20
2- 6-21
12-26-20
2-20-21
10-31-20
2-20-21
10-17-20
11-28-20
12-12-20
12-12-20
2-13-21

Down

W.

— ■

(Serial)

PICTURES

GRIFFITH,

.. .4,148
6,569 11-14-20
5,947
2-6-21
6,730 11-21-20
5,300 10-17-20
6,000
12-5-20
3,966
1-2-21
6,367
2- 6-21
4,779
2-13-21
4,960
5,884
4.496
6,255
4.610
4,255

1-9-21
2- 6-21

INC.
9-12-20

Frothingham
Prod.
The Broken
Gate
(Bessie
Barriscale)
The
Breaking
Point
(Bessie
Barriscale)
J. Parker Read, Jr., Prod.

6,300
5,788

12-26-20
2-6-21

The
Brute
Master
Robert Brunton
Productions

Bosworth)

5,600

11-28-20

The
Coast
of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner
Prod.
The U. P. Trail
The
Spenders
..:
National Film
Corp.

6,000

12-19-20

W.

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

J. L.

(Hobart

Benj.

Irvin V.

Hugo

Film

The Kentucky
Willat
Prod.

Colonel

Down
Home
Partners of the
Co.

The
Tiger's
Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love

(foseph

Dowling)

Tide

Coat

(Myrtle

METRO

6.500
5,693

11-7-20
1-9-21

6,000

9-19-20

7,000

1 0-24-20

5,800

12-26-20

Stedman)

PICTURES

CORP.

Tan.

3
Lure of Youth
(All-Star)
6,000
10
The Marriage of William
Ashe
(May
Allison). 6,
17
Coincidence
(All-Star)
6.1
24
The Off-Shore Pirate ( Viola Dana)
6,000
Feb.
7
Passion
Fruit
(Dorandina)
-..6,000
21
The
Greater
Claim
(Alice
Lake)
6,000
Mar.
7 Extravagance
(Mav
Allison)
6.000
21
Message from
Mars
(Bert Lytell)
6,000
28
Puppets
of Fate
(Viola
Dana)
6.000
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10.300
S. L. Productions
Feb.
28
Without
_ Limit
Nazimova
Productions
Madame
Peacock
Dec.
6
Billions
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22
The
Star
Rover
Roland West Prod.
The
Silver Lining

(All-Star)

PATHE

Dec.
Jan.

Feb.
5,000

6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

12.000

11-7-20

1-16-21
1-2-21
1-30-21
2-13-21

1-30-21

Stone)

East

Dial
12-19-20
10-24-20

INC.

5,000
5,000
5,000
4,500

What
Happened
to Resa
(Mabel
Normand)
The Branding Iron (All-Star Cast)
His
Own
Law
(Hobart
Bosworth)
The
Penalty
(Lon
Chaney)
The Song of the Soul (Vivian
Martin)
The
Great Lover
Girl With a Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy)
Godless Men
(Reginald Barker Prod.)
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
Roads of Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge
Kennedy)
Prisoners of Love
(Betty
Compson)
The Concert
Guile
of Women
(Will
Rogers)
Bunty
Pulls
the
Strings
Hold Your Horses
(Tom
Moore)
A Voice in the Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)

9-19-20

2 The
Bait
(Maurice
Tourneur
Prod.)
5,289
1-9-21
9 The
Jucklins
(George
Melford
Prod.)
6,023 12-26-20
9 The Charm
School
(Wallace Reid)
4,743
1-9-21
16 The
Education
of Elizabeth
(Billie Burke)
4,705
16 The Inside of the Cup
(Cosmopolitan Prod.) .. .8,500
1-16-21
23 The
Rookie's
Return
(MacLean-Ince
Prod.) . .4,123
1-9-21
23 Midsummer
Madness
(Wm.
DeMille Prod.)
5,908 12-12-20
30 Paying the Piper
(Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod)
5,332
1-30-21
30 The
Frontier of the Stars
(Thos.
Meighan) .. .5,693
1-23-21
6 Brewster's
.Millions
(Roscoe
Arbuckle)
5,502
2-6-21
6 The Ghost in the Garrett
(Dorothy Gish)
5037
13 Forbidden
Fruit
(Cecil
B. DeMille
Prod.)
7,804
1-30-21
13 Chickens
(Douglas
MacLean-Ince
Prod.)
4,753
20 The
Passionate
Pilgrim
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.).. 6357
1-9-21
20 The
Kentuckians
(Charles
Maigne
Prod.)
5,981
2-13-21
27 The
Price of Possession
(Ethel
Clayton-Hugh
Ford
Prod.)
4,933
2-20-21
27 What's
Worth
While
(Lois
Weber
Prod.)
5,693
6 Straight Is the Way
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,839
13 The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford British Prod.). . .3,871
13 The
Easy
Road
(Thomas
Meighan)
4,982
20 O'Malley of the Mounted
(Wm. S. Hart Prod.). 5, 626
2-13-21
20 Beau Revel (Thos. H. Ince-Louis J. Vance Prod.)...
27 The Gilded
Lily (Robt.
Z. Leonard
Prod, with Mae
Murray)
.
27 The
Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton)
5,802

The
The
Two
Why
The

GOLDWYN

5-30-20

OF AMERICA,

COMPANY

Fall of a Saint
Out
of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The
Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

6,000

CORP.
FILM
FOX
Specials
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7,000
Blind
Wives
(Special
Cast)
7,000
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
7,000
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.. 7, 000
Skirts
7,000
William Farnum
Series
The
Scuttlers
6,000
Drag
Harlan
6,000
Pearl White Series
The
Thief
6.000
The
Tiger's
Cub
6,000
The
Mountain
Woman
6,000
Tom
Mix Series
The Texan
6,000
Prairie
Trails
6,000
The
Road
Demon
5,000
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
6,000
Partners
of Fate
5,000
William Russell Series
The Challenge of the Law
5,000
The Iron Rider
5,000
The Cheater Reformed
5,000
Shirley Mason Series
Girl of My Heart
5,000
Flame
of Youth
5,000
Wing
Toy
.;
....5,000
George Walsh Series
Number
17
5,000
The
Plunger
5,000
Dynamite
Allen
5,000
20th Century Brand

EXCHANGES

GAUMONT

CORP.

PLAYERS-LASKY

FILM

Nobody's
Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May
(Bessie Love)
The
Midlanders
(Bessie
Love)
Duke of Chimmney
Butte
(Fred

6,000
5,000

of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6,000
Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
6,000
(Clara Kimball Young)
6,000
Kimball
Young)
6,000

FAMOUS
Tan.

9-26-20

Mar.

6,000

1-16-21
1-23-21
2-13-21
1-30-21
2-20-21

2-20-21
2-20-21

5.000 10-10-20
6,000
12-5-20
(All-Star)
(Jewel

Carmen)

EXCHANGE,

INC.

6.000

11-14-20

6,000

2-20-21

5
Dice
of Destiny
(H.
B. Warner)
5,000
12-5-20
19
Empire of Diamonds
(Perret
Prod.)
6,000 12-19-20
26 Rogues and Romance
(Seitz-Caprice)
6.000
2-1-21
2 The Girl Montana
(Blanche Sweet)
5,000
2-1-21
16
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) .. 5,000
1-9-21
23
The Sage Hen
(Edgar
Lewis Prod.)
6.000
1-16-21
30
The
Killer
(Federal
Photoplays)
6,000
1-30-21
6 The
Devil
(Asso.
Exhib.)
6,000
1-23-21
27 What Women
Will Do (Asso. Exhib.)
5.893
2-13-21
6 The Heart
Line
(Arthur
F. Beck)
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DAILV

Good Production And Interesting Philosophy In Story
Allan Dwan
"A
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

the character which he does best and for which he will

presents

PERFECT
CRIME"
Associated Producers
Allan Dwan
Carl Clausen
Allan Dwan

BY

CAMERAMAN
. . .Lyman Broening
AS A WHOLE
A good production and interesting philosophy with good acting its attraction
STORY
Implausible in itself; character drawing
of different Jekyll and Hyde idea
DIRECTION
Very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Adequate
PLAYERS
Monte Blue is the whole thing;
Jacqueline Logan pretty heroine
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

All that's required
Bank clerk who

lives double existence in his plan to rob a bank
and "get away with it"
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION

4,739 feet

Allan Dwan's second production for Associated Producers is an interesting combination of sound philosophy and a splendid character study with a little romance on the side. It is an adaptation of Carl Clausen's Saturday Evening Post story and while there
are things in it that aren't naturally plausible, they
hardly detract from the interest which is extended
through the double life of the bank clerk who is a
drudge by day and a gentleman by night.
Monte Blue is not even a featured player, but "The
Perfect Crime" is all his. He handles the Jekyll and
Hyde-like role of Walter Griggs and James Brown
splendidly.
In the former he has a part more after

be remembered in "The
of the incidents aren't
a case so much of what
you get away with it,

Jucklins." The fact that some
likely to be possibilities isn't
you can get away with as how
and in this philosophy of wits

the story gains its point and Dwan's handling of it is
excellent. He might not have gone to the extent of
having a bank president" crawling around the floor in
his own home with a lion skin over him. Then, too, he
neglects to say where Monte kept his little sister
while he played the game of wits. A bit of detail
which doesn't greatly matter.
Walter Griggs, a bank messenger, is called a "boob"
because of his stupid expression, unkempt appearance
and perhaps because of his lowly existence. But
Griggs has a method in his madness. He is tired of
working for meagre wages to support himself and his
motherless little sister, so under the guise of a "boob"
he watches his chance to get hold of some real money.
In the meantime, as James Brown, he meets the bank
president, who is struck by his resemblance to GrisfSfs.
Brown greatly interests the president by his wonderful tales of his adventures — all first-class lies — even
to the extent of writing a book of them which is published at the request of the president.
Suddenly Griggs disappears and $25,000 is missing.
Then James Brown becomes James Brown by day as
well as by night until the district attorney puts him
through a third degree in an attempt to confirm his
suspicions that Brown is Griggs. James Brown receives $25,000 for false arrest. Griggs again appears
at the bank, pleads aphasia and after getting the original $25,000 from the bank vault where he had placed
it. he gives it to the president and is then fired. That
is the end of Griggs, but James Brown marries the
pretty stenographer and can well take care of his little
sister on the attorney's $25,000 and the receipts from
his adventure book

Author, Blue's Name, Producer and Catchlines Should All Be Used
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is rather unusual in theme and for that reason
should be well received. And it isn't likely that some
of its vague possibilities will spoil its value as entertainment or detract from the interest provided by the
dual characterization handled so admirably by Monte
Blue. Those who have seen him in "The Jucklins"
and "The Kentuckians" will probably want to see him

in this.
You can assure them they'll like his work.
Announce it as Allan Dwan's second for Associated
Producers and recall his first, "The Forbidden Thing."
Mention that the story is an adaptation of Carl Clausen's Saturday Evening Post story and use catchlines
such as "Know what 'The Perfect Crime' is? Better
look it up to be on the safe side. Go to the blank
theater for the information."

Release Date

PIONEER

•

Footage

FILM

ROBERTSON-COLE

7,700
6,000
5,300
8,000
6,100
5.600
6,000
6,000
5,070

J. SELZNICK

Broadway
and Home
(Eugene O'Brien)
You Can't
Kill Love
(All-Star)
Pleasure
Seekers
(Elaine
Hammerstein)
The
Greatest
Love
(Vera
Gordon)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen
Moore)

7,000
6,000
6,000
6,882
5.000
5,000
5,000
4,646
5,000
6,181
4,979
4,212
4,212
4,756
5,778

UNITED
23
13
27
5
5
9

...6,000
5,800
5,500
5,500
5,800
5,000

The

11-28-20
1010-20
10-31-20
1-2-21
10-10-20
11-7-20
12-12
20
12-12-20
12-26-20
1-23-21
1-30-21
2-20-21

12-12-20
12-26-20

1-9-21

1-30-21
2- 6-21
8-30-20
11-14-20
11-14-20
12-12-20
2-20-21

12-26-20
1-16-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21

5,000
5,000

ARTISTS

FILM

MFG.

Jewel Features
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman
(Dorothy Phillips)
Outside
the Law
(Priscilla
Dean)
Universal
Features
West is West
(Harry Carey)
Honor
Bound
(Frank
Mayo)
Risky
Business
(Gladys
Walton)
Beautifully
Trimmed
(Carmel
Myers)
White Youth
(Edith
Roberts)
Two Kinds of Love
Hearts Up
(Harry
Carev)
The Torrent
( Eva
Novak)
Tiger
True
( Frank
Mayo)
A Shocking
Night
(Lyons-Moran)
The
Mad
Marriage
(Carmel
Myers)
Societj
Secrets
(Eva
Novak)
Colorado
(Frank
Mayo)
Rich
Girl, Poor Girl (Gladys Walton)
The
Fire
Cat
(Gladys
Walton)

Season

Black

Panther's

Terriss)

CINEMA

Cub

(Florence

7,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
7,500
8,000

5-23 20
6-20-20
7-4-20
8-29-20
12-5-20
1-16-21

CO.
6,000
6,000
7,754
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
4,698
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

8-1-20
8-29-20
1-9-21
11-28-20
11-7-20
11-28-20
12-12-20
12-19-20
12-26-20
1-2-21
1-2-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21
2-20-21
1-30-21
2-20-21

■

5,000
5,000

11-21-21

5,000
5,000

5-30-20
7-25-20

7,000 10-17-20
7,000 12-19-20
6,800
1-9-21
5,000

CORP.
Heed)

5,000

2- 6-21

5,800

2-20-21

RIGHTS

It Might Happen
to You
(S. & E. Ent.)
5,000 11-14-20
Smiling All the Way
(D. N. Schwab)
5,000 11-21-20
Dangerous Love (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.) . .6,000
Isobel
(Geo.
H. Davis)
6,000
12-5-20
The Price of Silence
(Sunrise Pictures)
When
Dawn Came
(Producers Security
5,900 12-26-20
Love's
Plaything
(Radin)
5.000
■
Skinning
Skinners
(Radin)
5,000
The Price of Silence (Peggy Hyland)
6,000
1-2-21
The
County
Fair
(Guy
Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
Women
Men Love
(Bradley F. F: Corp.)
5,800
1-23-21
The
County
Fair
(Guy
Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
1-23-21
No Man's Woman
(Asso.
Photoplays)
6,000
2-13-21
5,800
Love (Lyric Films)
Women
The Way
Hearts O' the Range
(Forward
Film)
4,800
2-13-21
2-20-21
6,464
& Import)
(Export
Kazan

5-16-20
9-19-20
8-22-20

12-19-20
1-2-21
4,650
7,800
5,800
6,000
5,100

Romance
(Doris Keane)
The
Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds
(Mary
Pickford)
The Love
Flower
(Griffith
Prod.)
The Mark of Zorro
(Douglas Fairbanks)
The
Love
Light
(Mary
Pickford)

UNIVERSAL

ZIEGFELD

10-10-20
11-14-20

5,000
5,000
5,000

The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
;
Features
Trumpet
Island
(Tom
Terriss)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom
Black
Beauty
(Jean
Paige)
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess
Jones
Antonio Moreno
Prod.
Three
Sevens

SHORT

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

God's
Good
Man
The
Tidal
Wave

May
June
June
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.

9-26-20
11-14-20
11-28-20
10-31-20
1-23-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21

CORP.

Water

6,000
5,000
5,000

INDEPENDENT— STATE

Worlds Apart
(Eugene
O'Brien)
5,000
Select Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
5,000
Seeds of Vengeance
(Bernard Dunning)
5,000
The Valley of Doubt
(Special
Cast)
5,000
National Pictures
(Distributed through
Select Exchanges)
Out of the Snows
(Ralph
Ince)
5,000
The
Palace
of Darkened
Windows
(Special
Cast
5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
5,000
The Road to Ambition
(Conway
Tearle)
5,500
The Chicken in the Case
(Owen
Moore)
5,500
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)
5,500

FILM

6-27-20

The
Prey
The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Earle Williams
The Purple Cipher
The
Romance
Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
Corinne Griffith
The
Broadway
Bubble
Isn't Being
Done
This
Harry T. It
Morey

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham)

Reviewed

Alice Joyce

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep
Purple
(Walsh)
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor
Prod.)
Star Productions
Sweet
Lavender
(Mary
Miles
Minter).
Food for Scandal
(Wanda
Hawley)
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda
Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart
(Mary
Miles Minter)
The
New
York
Idea
(Alice
Brady)
Blackbirds
(Justine
Johnstone)
Oh
Lady.
Lady
(Bebe
Daniels)
Her
First Elopement
(Wanda
Hawley)
Something
Different
(Constance
Binney)
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)

STOLL

11-21-20

Super

PROD.

PICTURES

Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth
Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning
The
Tavern
Knight
The
Flame
The
Branded
Soul

Footage

VITAGRAPH
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
... .6,000
5,0000
5,000
5,000
5,000

The
Stealers
(Cabanne)
So Long Letty (Christie)
A Slave of Vanity
(Pauline Frederick)
Kismet
(Otis
Skinner)
"813"
(Arsene
Lupin)
The
Little 'Fraid
Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
One Man in a Million
(Geo.
Beban)
The
First Born
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
Seven Years Bad Luck (Mix Linder)

LEWIS

Release Date

CORP.

Thoughtless Women
(Alma Rubens)
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
Where Is My Husband
(Jose Collins)
What
Women
Want
,^ouise Huff)
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
His Brother's Keeper
(Martha Mansfield)
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara)
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
Empty Arms
(Gail Kane)
Idle Hands
(Gail Kane)
A Good Woman
(Gail Kane)

REALART

Reviewed

PLAYERS-LASKY

Jan.
16
A Country Hero
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Jan.
9
Dabbling
in Art
23
Bungalow
Troubles
Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel Pictures
Jan.
2
Bordeaux
to Lourdes
9
Catching
Up
in Canton
16
Beautiful
Bermuda
23
Old
Malacca
30
Under
Cuban
Skies
Paramount
Magazine
Jan.
2 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Moser
9 20th
Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Bailey
16
20th
Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Hurd
23
20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Sullivan....
30
20th
Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Moser
Paramount-Post
Nature Picture
Jan.
9
Victory
Mountain
Paramount-Burlingham Adventure
Picture
Jan.
23
Wildest
Wales
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Feb.
6 On A Summer
Day
20
The
Unhappy
Finish
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
Boy
Butcher
The
27
Feb.
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Brindisi
for
Aboard
6 All
Feb.
13
Palma
De
Majorca
20
A
Little
Atlantis
27
Modern
Aspects
of Japan
Paramount-Magazine
Feb
6 Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and Mootch)..
13
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
20
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Earl
Hurd
27
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon by Frank
Moser
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding
Bells Out of Tune
20
Sweetheart
Days
Paramount-Arbuckle
Comedies
Mar. 27
Out West
Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6
Constantinople
13
In the Garden of the East
20
Jerusalem,
the Holy
City
27
Modern
Jerusalem
Paramount
Magazine

Mar.

6
13
20
27

Century

2
2
2

1>. Bailey, "The Hoots."
by Henry
Cartoon
Cartoon
by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
Bumps,"
Cartoon by Pat Sullivan,
"Felix the Cat"
Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"

UNIVERSAL

Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog,
Laughing
Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel): Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courtmg,
Romeo and Juliet, Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, Forbidden Brew.

■
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Simple In Idea But Has Fine Climax.
Harry Carey in
"IF

ONLY
JIM"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Jacques Jaccard
AUTHOR
Philip V. Mighels
SCENARIO BY
George C. Hull
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Not as strong a vehicle as Carey
usually has; action is good but it comes too late
STORY
All center around character played by
Carey and a waif he finds, has fine climax
DIRECTION
Story isn't one that requires much
directorial effort
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

All right
Good
Gives his usually good performance
All rough western types adequate
Pretty western shots
Correct

DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Caring for little
boy he has found gives lazy Jim an incentive to
work and be somebody
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,635 feet
Harry Carey's latest is an adaptation of the novel
"Bruvver Jim's Baby," and while it isn't as strong a
vehicle as he is usually given, it js a satisfactory offering, clean and wholesome in idea. Action is lacking
in the early reels which are devoted to Harry's efforts
to bring the little fellow up properly, even going to
the extent of holding church services. The last reel
has some very good action, however, and there is a
fight-to-a-finish climax that makes up, in a way, for
what was missed earlier.
Carey never fails to show you a good fight some-

Carey Pleasing As Ever

time during the picture and you're about beginning
to think he's going to disappoint you in "If Only
Jim," when things start going and he not only shows
some fancy gun play but also gives a good fist fight.
The little hoy is a bit more of a sobor-sides than most
children. He's a "cute" youngster, but a chap with
some real boyish ways would have added a whole lot
to the appeal from this angle.
The story is unfolded smoothly and the direction
is quite all right but the picture isn't
quired any very serious efforts. A
atmosphere has been secured and the
sets are used but not too often. There
bits of western country.
Jim Golden is noted for having good

one which regood western
usual barroom
are some good
intentions, but

they are always blocked by "if only
-."
Jim finds a little boy who has been abandoned
Indians. At first Jim thinks the boy is a
but he finds the brown washes off. No trace
of the child's folks and
Jim and his crowd "aim"
In the same town, is
office. She has always

One day
by some
papoose
is found

so he is known as Jim's kid.
to bring the kid up properly.
Miss Dot, who runs the post
tried to get Jim to give up

his lazy ways and get busy with a mine on his property. Jim would have done it "if only
." But
with the coming of parental duties, Jim decides to get
busy at the mine. The kid is taken ill and Miss Dot
is sent for. The next morning when Jim returns from
a nearby town with a doctor, he is told that Parky
is planning to cheat him out of his claim. Jim starts
out to "get" Parky after he is told the kid will recover. He overpowers Parky and his crowd and
returns to his cabin to find Parky has beat him to it
and is attacking Miss Dot. Jim thrashes Parkey and
the last shot shows him with his arms around Dot
and the kid.

You Can Always Depend Upon This Star For Satisfaction
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Where

Harry Carey is popular they will be per-

fectly satisfied with "If Only Jim" and even, perhaps,
i where he is not so well known they will go out satisfied, because the finish is full of action and there
is a good audience ending. Carey can always be
depended upon for at least an average picture and
most of the time they're better than that so it isn't
necessary to go into detail as to how to put it over.

The star's name and catchlines should be sufficient
to interest them.
Say:
"He was always going to
work if only — ;
so they called him 'If Only Jim.'
But one day he found an inspiration for work. See
Harry Carey's latest and you'll know

what it was

found."
also to be hoped Carey will write some more
he It's
stories for himself, one like "Hearts Up," his previous effort.

Release Date

Release Date
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes) ; The Dragon's Net (IS episodes) ; King of the Circua
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE

Jan.

23

Retribution
(No. 15 Phantom
Foe)
Aiming
Straight (No. 8 Velvet Fingers)
On the Trail of Fate (No. 1 Double Adventure)
Whirl O' the West (Harry Pollard)
Tan. 30 The Broken
Necklace
(No. 9 Velvet Fingers)
The Harbor Bandits (No. 2 Double Adventure)
Lochinvar o' the Line (Edgar Jones Prod.)
Pining It on (Vanity
Fair Girls)
Feb.
6 Shots in the Dark (No. *0 Velvet Fingers)
Hearts of Stone (No. 3 Double Adventure)
The Impostor
(Tom
Santschi)
Oh Promise
Me (Vanity
Fair Girls)
Feb.
13 The Other Woman
(No. 11 Velvet Fingers)
The Gun Runners
(No. 4 Double Adventure)
Open
Another
Bottle
( Pollard)
The Two-Fisted
Judge
(Edgar
Jones)
Feb. 20
Into Ambush (No. 12 Velvet Fingers)
The Rebels' Nest (No. 5 Double Adventure)
Prince
Pistachio
(Vanity
Fair
Girls)
The Death Trap (Tom Santschi)
Feb.
27 The Hidden Room
(No. 13 Velvet Fingers)
Trouble Trail (No. 6 Double Adventure)
Rolin comedy
(title to come)
Single- Handed
Sam
(Edgar Jones)
Mar.
6 The Trap (No. 14 Velvet Fingers)
War in the Oil Fields (No. 7 Double Adventure)
Rolin comedy title to come)
The Tempest
(Tom Santschi)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

FEDERATED

FILM

EXCHANGES

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
2
His Naughty
Night (Banks)
2
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
2
A Bedroom
Scandal
(Banks)
2
Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message,
Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

(2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograohs (1 reel): The Island of the Mist, Through the
Earth, What Is Your Body Worth?, A Paradise for Birds, Venice of the Orient, Action of the Human Heart, The Riveter,
The Human Voice, Seein' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Happy Hooligan in The Blacksmith,
Judge Rummy in Hypnotic Hootch, Happy Hooligan in The
Hootch Ball, The Bootblack, A Romance of '76, Doctor Jekyll
and Mr. Zip, Roll Your Own, Oil. Judge Rummy in Kiss Me,
Snap Judgment, Why Change Your Husband, Bear Facts,
Yes Dear, Too Much Pep.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

FEATURES

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT
Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel): Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel) : The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel): Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy
Chinatown,
Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's
Royal Comedies

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel): A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials
Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Each
2
Where

INC.

Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamit, Nonsense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and
Holy Smoke.
Chester Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Tray Full of Trouble, The One Best Pet, You'll
Be S'Prised, Beat It, and Ladies Pets.

Is Thy

Sting

1

week

1

week

1

September,
October and November FOX
Sunshine Comedies
(2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clvde Cook Comedies
(2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador,
The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News
(twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL
October
Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel) : In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau),
An Orphan
(Ruth
Stonehouse).

S.

-

A Burlesque on Carmen (Charles Chaplin)
ia« Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work (Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

Mermaid

Chester-Outings (1 reel) : The Tamer the Wilder, Trail to Wedontcare,
Too Much Overhead, Seven League Booters, Balling the Junk,
Collector of Craniums, Pipe the Penguin, Mad Hatters, Lovely
Maoriland, Frozen Thunder, Iguazu the Exquisite, Getting a
Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is No Santa Claus, Rookeries
and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard, Frivulous Fijis, Lost,
a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, and Paths of Glory.
Chester Screenics (1 reel) : Chosen Waters, South Sea Naiads, They AU
Turned Turtle, Family Trees, Through Winding Walls, Climbing
Cataracts, Mules and Gobtalk, Sea Planets, Apartments for
Rent, Fine Feathers, They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the
Drys, Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold,
and From Deer to Dam.
Miscellaneous: A Tale of the Fur North, In Dutch, and Hides and Go
Seek.

Kinograms One each

Edgar Comdies

FILM

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel ; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
reel ; and Modern
Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Hope of Adventure, The Great Mirror,
Log of the Laviajere, Song of the Paddle, Wanderlust, and
Solitude, The Castaways, By Schooner to Skagway, Tropical
Nights, The Banana Special, The Explorers, The Isle of Desire,
The
Wisp.
The Business
of Camping, Voices of the Sa, and The Will O'

Selznick News
Twice each

GOLDWYN

KREMER

Gayety Comedies
reel): Rest in Peace, Blondes, Ain't Love Grand,
and Sand(1 Witches.

Prizma Pictures
Death,

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy
(J4 reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

VICTOR

Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Torchy in
High, Torchy 's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Oouble
Triumph, Torchy Mixes In, and Torchy's Night Hood.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Caroline, A Seaside Siren, Out for
Night, Seven Bald Pates, Don't Blame the Stork, Striking
Models, A Homespun Hero, Shuffle the Queens, Going Thru
the Rye, Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the Front,
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink, Movie Mad, Nobody's Wife,
Hey Rube, Man Versus Woman, and Scrappily Married.
Vanity Comedies (1 reel) : His Four Fathers. Mind Your Business, Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two, and Without a Wife.

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

&

E.

ENTERPRISES
1

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hall Room

Boys Comedies (2 reels) : A Dog-Gone Mixup, This is the
Life, A Close Shave, Hired and Fired.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Ranch Mystery, A Desperate Tenderfoot, The Man Hunter, The Mormon Trail.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel):
No. 14, 15, 16 and 17.

SPECIAL

PICTURES

CORP.

(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Comiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage, A
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., BallDay.
room Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught
in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart (2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, lma Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies,
Prince
mite, Rocked
to of
Sleep,Daffydil,
Open Shorty's
the Bars, Long
Hay Suit,
Fever. Sweet DynaMoranti
(1 reel) : Why Worry.
Aimost, Guilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel) : Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
,
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel) : Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People, Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

^

Some Short Reels
"The High Sign"— Metro
Type of production

"No
2 reel comedy

Buster Keaton's newest product, and one that certainly further establishes Buster very near the top of the list as a creator and deliverer of original style in comedy. Eddie Kline and
Keaton wrote this one, and they have again knocked off about
double the number of new gags and tricks that are usually
found in two reelers. If you play "Hard Luck" (Keaton's last
one before this) and then show this, some people may not
think "The High Sign" as funny, but because "Hard Luck"
was a riot it ought to be a cinch to pack them in for this, and
there will be mighty few who won't get a flock of laughs out
of every piece of business in the picture . Buster gets mixed
up with the toughest gang of cutthroats in the world, and is
immediately assigned the duty of killing his sweetheart's father.
Father has been warned of the danger and learning that Buster is a good shot, hires him for a bodyguard, so that Buster
has sort of a "dual personality." The old man also is taking
no chances on getting cornered, and he has his house all
chopped up by trap doors and sliding panels. This gives Buster a splendid chance to make use of his acrobatic ability when
the big chase starts. It runs along very fast, and as smooth
as clock work.
Altogether a first-class comedy.

License" — Universal

Type of production

1 reel

comedy

This one features Billy Fletcher, a diminutive comedian,
whose work is along the same lines as Bobby Vernon's, of
Christie Comedies. Fletcher gets some of il over well, and
at other times is not so good. There isn't a whole lot of material in the piece, however, and it is probable that Fletcher
makes it as funny as anyone could. It is very mildly amusing
most of the way through, but never develops any really big
laughs. The theme is an over worked one of a young man
who wishes to marry a girl whose father is determined that
he shall not. When father leaves for a sea trip, the hero and
heroine elope and board the same ship, planning to be married
by the ship's captain. The comedy centers around their attemps to keep out of father's way, and finally to get married
with his knowledge. There may be enough stuff to put it
over in small houses, but k will be hard to satisfy the majority of audiences with it.
"Screen Snapshots"— No.
Type of production

20— C. B. C. Film Sales
1 reel fan magazine

"Made in the Kitchen" — Mack Sennett-Associated Producers
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is another of the Mack Sennett two reel laugh getters
and in case you can't guess what is "Made in the Kitchen" it
might be well to mention that in this particular case it's a
beverage called "home brew." Most of the comedy gags come
through the process of beer making. Billy Bevan and Louise
Fazenda are the happy couple who have a youngster who is as
much interested in his father's kitchen duty as pa is himself.
There are a fine succession of laughs. The bottles start popping while the minister is calling and the baby spills some of
the beer into the tea. It's a first-rate comedy offering which
you will be sure to please them with.

This issue offers a number of more or less intimate peeps
at some of the very, very famous film folk, and some not so
famous, but quite interesting. First of all. Wesley Barry is
introduced to the city editor of a Los Angeles newspaper, and
the latter gives up his job, while Wesley does a little editing.
Then there are a few shots of Billy West rehearsing scenes
for a comedy. Next are shown some inmates of Universal
City zoo out for a motor ride after a days work. Jack
Snyder then shows how he achieves the character makeups
of a Mexican bandit, and an Arabian Shiek. The next is
"Scrambled Wives in the Making," and gives a few closeups of Marguerite Clark and her director in the sti dio. Doraldina, Tom Mix, Ruth Roland, and Larry Semen next do ?
few stunts for sweet charity, and the final subject is a s-hot
of
W. Griffith
a scene
from "Way
Down Lillian
Fast."
ThisD. brings
beforedirecting
the camera,
Richard
Barthemess,

"The Jockey"— Fox

Gish, and others in the cast, and should prove highly entertaining to all rabid fans.
It's a good number of the series.

Type of production
2 reel comedy
Clyde Cook is the star of this, and both the piece and the
star are absolutely and ridiculously funny. Cook has practically abandoned his contortionist stunts and has devoted himself to working out and putting over a whole flock of new
gags that are all screams. There isn't a dull minute in the
whole comedy, and while Cook is by a long shot the funniest
thing in it, the story itself, and nearly every bit of business is
good for a laugh with any audience. It isn't necessary to try
and tell what the gags are. The stuff is pulled so fast that
some of it may fail to register with a few spectators, but it
doesn't matter, because there is another stunt the next minute
that will be sure to get them. Right off the bat there is a
big laugh when Cook, as the jockey, is backed by a lot of
money — and then the horse sits down on the track just as^
the race starts. When he gets up he races the wrong way.
If y.ou haven't booked Cook's previous comedies, take a look
at this one.
It's a sure fire number.
"The Shadow of Suspicion" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
The star of this one is Eileen Sedgwick, recently starred in
the "Diamond Queen" serial. She is very much at home in
the western type and makes the picture good entertainment
on her own account. There is also in this one a good strong
element of suspense and excitement, with the question of a
mysterious bandit's identity hidden up to the very end. The
star plays the daughter of a rancher, whose poverty, and desire to keep away from civilization, makes her believe him
to. be the mysterious masked robber who terrorizes the
country. The hero ^jmes to live with them, and turns out
to be a secret service man on the trail of the bandit. The girl
tries to save the outlaw, believing him to be her father, but it
later turns out that the old man is also hunting the bandit.
It should go well if they like westerns.

"Gum
Type of production

Shoe Work"— Fox
1 reel animated

cartoon

Bud Fisher has grabbed another funny idea for Mutt and
Jeff to play with, and the result is about as amusing as a cartoon can be. Which is to say that most people will get many
good laughs out of it. They're detectives in this one, and
they go on the trail of some bomb plotters. They locate a
suspicious
package Then
on a Mutt
window
"ticks" inlike
an
infernal machine.
gets ledge,
caughtwhich
in a bucket
which
they have dumped the package, and the rest is all a big laugh
while Jeff tries to get his partner out. Pretty near sure-fire
stuff if they like cartoons.
"A Daughter of the Law"— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
2 reel Western
This is classed as a western because it is that type of picture, but the scene is actually in the mountains of Tennessee.
Grace Cunard is starred in the offering, and she also wrote
and directed it. There's a pretty good element of suspense all
the way through for a short feature, and on the whole it classes
as better than average. The story in general concerns prohibition, and there may develop a somewhat split sympathy on
the part of some spectators between the villains, who are making home brew in large quantities, and the hero, who destroys
it. There is also some fear for a while that Miss Cunard, as
the young secret service operator, is going to tell the revenue
officers where the stills are, but she doesn't. She goes to the
mountains in the disguise of an artist to clean out the bootleggers, among whom is the hero. Her identity is discovered
and she is about to be killed by the moonshiners when the hero
saves her. Having fallen in love with her the hero then abandons whiskey running and breaks up the stills. A good number if they like westerns.

Short Reels
"Stuffed Lions"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This one employs the same general methods of getting laughs
as the other Century comedies featuring the trained lions.
But beside that, Chuck Reisner, who wrote and directed it, has
supplied some new gags with a prohibition angle, that are
good for a number of laughs, and the lion business is pretty
near sure fire. All of which makes the number a very satiscomedy but
offering.
reel doesn't
an overin
amount factory
of fun,
when The
in thefirst
second
the lionsafford
get loose
the office of a bootlegging taxidermist, things happen fast and
furiously, and the animals furnish a lot of funny chase stuff.
All the animals in the taxidermist's shop look innocent enough
in their stuffed condition, but it develops that each is filled
with a different kind of hootch, which they produce when
squeezed. There are enough laughs in the second part to
make up for the mild comedy of the first.
"Prince Pistachio" — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is a Vanity Fair comedy, featuring Eddie Boland and
the Vanity Fair girls. Also it is the best of the series reviewed
in some time. They caught a very funny idea for it, and Boland puts the stuff over in a way that will be sure to get
several big laughs. He's a plumber in the first part, and in
looking for a leak in a gas pipe, with a candle, he is blown
sky high. He lands on the Gazabo Isle, or some such East
Indian place, and is mistaken for the expected Prince. The
princess is on hand with her maidens, thus giving plenty of
opportunity for display of the Vanity Fair girls. Eddie has
a bad time getting along with an Indian hypnotist and the
whole thing is pretty good stuff. Every time Eddie starts
making progress with one of the girls, the hypnotist makes
him do something terrible, spoiling his chances with the young
lady. You can feel safe in booking this one.
"Out O' Luck"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel western

In his last few pictures, Hoot Gibson seems to have been
drifting into a lighter story vein, and the result is a pleasing
difference from the general run of such pictures. In this one
he offers another "comedy western" that registers pretty good
entertainment all the way through. The idea is funny, and
Hoot possesses a sense of comedy values that puts it over in
fine shape. He has a new leading lady in this one, who isn't
as attractive as the last one, but she does well enough, and
Hoot carries the biggest part of the picture anyway. Gibson is "out o' luck" at the opening; no job, and nothing to eat.
A fire in a nearby lunatic asylum has allowed several "nuts"
to escape and the guards in searching for them inform Hoot
and two girl campers of the escape. Hoot later wanders into
the girls' camp and both parties think the other fellow is a
"nut." Then comes a lot of funny business with each trying
to humor the other. It turns out all right when Hoot captures
the real lunatics and gets a job and a girl.
"The Ventriloquist"— Fox
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
This is a Mutt and Jeff that is fully up to the comedy standard of these cartoons. There are the usual number of laughs
for those who enjoy Bud Fisher's humor, and the comedy is
the kind that is of almost certain appeal, in all of them. This
one finds Jeff a ventriloquist and Mutt with an idea for capitalizing the accomplishment. With a mongrel dog they enter
a corner saloon and Jeff hides. The dog at once begins to
talk, and Mutt finally sells him for $500. The barkeep gets
wise, however, and Mutt and Jeff are knocked stiff.
"Big Bob"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel Western

Jack Perrin is the star of this one. It's just an average
western story that is helped out by a lot of high speed action.
Perrin has many qualifications of a good actor, but he does
some of the western stuff all wrong. He is always too smoothly shaven and his hair is too neatly brushed to look like a rough
and ready cowboy.
And he exhibits drawing room manners on

several occasions. However, he puts up a good scrap, and
there is an exciting climax when the villain attacks him from
behind, armed with a long knife. The star is a Texas Ranger,
who captures a notorious desperado. The latter escapes and
in revenge kills the hero's mother. The ranger then vows
vengeance and finalb' locates the villain. The big fight follows, in which the hero is helped by a dance hall girl, with
whom he falls in love. There isn't any time wasted in the
telling, and on account of its pep the offering should prove
satisfactory to western fans at least.
"Trigger Trail"— Universal
Type

of production

2 reel Western

This is a pretty good short feature, with a big element of
suspense and plenty of gun and fist fights. The star, Jack
Perrin, isn't always convincingly western, on account of his
well groomed appearance, but he handles his gun and his horse
in the approved fashion. Also the story has a little more to
it than the average one of its kind, and the whole is benefitted
by excellent locations and good photography. A little girl
playing opposite the star, by the name of Louise Lorraine, is
quite charming to look at, and does her work noticeably well.
The hero is a sheriff, who goes to the aid of a neighboring
sheriff in pursuit of a bad bandit. He finally captures the villain single handed, after being thought a coward by the. rest
of the posse. The bandit escapes from jail and steals the heroine's adopted daughter, but is finally again caught by the hero.
The necessary excitement is there throughout most of both
reels, and you can be reasonably sure of satisfying audiences
that like westerns, with this one.
"High And Dry"— C. B. C. Film Sales Co.
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is the latest of the "Hallroom Boys" comedies. The
featured performers are Sid Smith, Harry McCoy, and Polly
Moran. They doped out enough new gags to put it across
easily, and a good proportion of the business all the way
through registers, with several big laughs scattered around.
There is one at the very beginning when one of the boys
blows up a pair of rubber gloves, throws them in the water,
and gets the other boy to save the drowning man while he
makes off with the fair lady. Possibly the drunk stuff is overworked but most of it will be pretty sure fire. The boys get
in some frightful predicaments in the hotel to which they
return full of home brew. Their troubles eventually lead
them onto the roof of the building. Some very clever photography in this part provides several thrills, that, while humorous, are nevertheless very real when the two boys dangle
in midair, and slip, and almost but not quite fall into the
street, visible some dozen stories below. Sid Smith and
Harry McCoy both put the stuff over well, and Polly Moran,
remembered by many as "Sheriff Nell," has a bit that gets
a couple of laughs. It should be a satisfactory offering for
most audiences.
"Adventures of Bill and Bob"— Pathe
Type of production

/.Series of 1 reel nature stories

This series is quite a departure and decidedly a novelty in
one reel pictures. Both in subject and in treatment there is a
lot of originality. Each reel is devoted to various trapping
and camping experiences of two boys, who are the Bill and
Bob of the title. There is no suggestion of serial action, every
number being complete in itself. They are to be released once
a month, which should be just about the right interval to make
the whole series acceptable. The first one is titled "Trapping
the Bob-cat," and shows the two boys encamped in a wild
piece of country, making preparations for the trapping. The
way the iraps are set and hidden is interesting to watch, and
then the bob-cat is seen falling into the trap. The boys then
rope and hog-tie the animal. The two kids are wholly unaffected in their work before the camera, and their irresponsible
boyishness adds a lot to the entertainment. Four of the series
were reviewed: "The Raccoon," "The Timber Wolf" and
"Trapping the Coyote," besides the first mentioned. All of
them have for their main subject the capturing of a wild animal, but there is in each some other subject of natural interest,
told in an entertaining way. The boys are aided and abetted
by "Rags," a humorously intelligent and very homely dog.
The series was directed by Robert North Bradbury.
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After Re-Issues

Film Rights Forced
By

eral Trade
Commission
Making
nvestigation — Posters Attract
Attention

riart Productions
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

jjbany, N. Y.— Isaac Wolper, Left A. Hiller and Alfred Beekman
Jew York are the incorporators
:e Triart Prod., a company cap»ed with active funds of $110,000,
J shares of preferred stock at $100
N share and 2,000 shares of com<i no par value.
jjaren A. Hiller is the producer of
Devil's Angel," now being state
|ed through Clark-Corneliurr Corp.
efused to divulge any details as
e company's plans. Alfred Beekof House, Grossman & Vorhaus,
[attorneys, was likewise reticent
.saac Wolper was out of town.

Magazine

Co.

is

Charge
Editorialof inAuthors'
AmericanLeague
Paper —
The Authors' League of America,
Inc., through its executive committee, has condemned the International
Magazine Co., which publishes magazines which William Randolph Hearst
either controls or owns for speculating in the film rights of stories by
well known authors.
It is charged that this is being done
through another Hearst corporation,
the International Story Co., which, it
is claimed, was formed especially for
the purpose of dickering in film
rights. The publications referred to
by the Authors' League are Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Hearst's
and Harper's Bazar, all of which are
published
azine Co. by the International Mag-

! is reported in film circles that

pts of the Federal Trade Commiscj are actively operating, securing
.filiation relative to reissues on the
Mnds that one company
at least
jerating in violation of the rulB laid down by the Commission.
lis company is said to be The
i rican Film Co. of Chicago, which
lissuing William Russell and Mary
[js Mmter subjects made some
s^s ago.
ron L. Shinn, examiner in charge
Re New York district of the Common, reluctantly admitted SaturI that the Commission was makigan investigation of reissues. He
led to confirm that the investigaI was solely pertinent to one com»'. In fact, while evasive as to
Kicope of the investigation, he inced that more than one company
a being investigated by the ComI ion.
trade circles it is said that the
litigation is based upon the paper
K issued. The lithos of the Amera Film Co. claim that the subjects
1 sed are "adapted" from
lh are said to be the titles oftitles.
the
Wier releases, but there is nothing
jie advertising matter to warn the
iic that the release is a reissue.
i bis it is said the violation occurs,
Jfriuch as the Commission laid
Hn stringent rules relative to what
I it the distributor or producer
I go in presenting information re» ing reissues, to the exhibitor and
"public, particularly in the Lasso
<- decision and that of the Hart
fclaint against W. H. Prod

International

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Switched to the Strand
The next
two
ductions will
playUnited
at theArtists'
Strand proinstead of the Capitol. Douglas Fairbanks in "The Nut" is one. It opens
for a week's run on March 6. The
next Pickford production, "Through
the Back Door," will also play the
Strand.
The girl lost $25,000; the boy won $25,000. This plus love sealed a romance in Allan Dwan's second "A. P." production, "A Perfect Crime," a
rattling good comedy-drama, released yesterday. — Advt.

Felix' New Job

FFF. Not First Family of Florida. But Felixffeist. A
regular. Onct upon a time — as all fairy tales start — with
Goldwyn. Then — But that's ancient history. Anyway. Felix
has something new. Worth while. Gonna be with Joe Schenck.
Mister Norma Talmadge. Looking after everything. Except
production. And that means some job. For Joe has some interests. Such as Norma. And Connie. Thru First National. Maybe Natalie, too. But that's later. And another story. And Buster Keaton. Who'll be Natalie's better eighth. And Mutt and
Jeff. Then there's Fatty Arbuckle. And Al Kaufman's "ManWoman-Marriage." Also some other Kaufman productions.
Including Syd Franklin's work. And then, Emerson and Loos.
Just about making him the biggest of all independent producers.
Felix' job will be : To make 'em all behave. Financially.
And otherwise. Starts in after a rest. Going to Atlantic City
for the start.
Then further South.
Shaking a cold.
COMING
AT
LAST
Syd Chaplin's first for Famous. "King, Queen, Joker."
Been in the making.
Yes.
Longer
than 3)that. When Syd started
(Continued
on Page

Ouimet Has Federated Product
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Montreal — L. E. Ouimet of Specialty Film Impori, Ltd., has secured
the Federated product for the Dominion.
WID'S
DAILY
stated
that Mr.
Ouimet had secured the franchise on
Aitkens on Upper
Broadway
Aitkens, Inc., the recently formed
company of Harry E. and Roy E.
Aitken, has taken considerable office
space at 1780 Broadway.
It was reported last week that
Gladys Gentry, who did some work
for Metro under the name of Glaadys
Ballard, would be starred in a series
of pictures. Miss Gentry in private
life is the wife of Harry E. Aitken
and that fact was linked up Saturday in film circles with Miss Gentry's proposed pictures.

Six From Walsh
R. A. Walsh, whose "The Oath" is
listed
in the leaves
first series
"Big this
5"
Productions,
for theofcoast
week to start work on the first of a
series of six pictures for Associated
First National release.
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that some of the pictures shl'i
the screen should be prohib id
the reason that they are not»r

and the
should
on
screen.not be pu' 'icly d jl
As to the censorship of th*
tures by a state commission till
ernor has not looked into the to!
far enough to definitely deci£
what kind of an examination*):
spection of films should be i«
order to improve the charare
films now being presented.

CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

The film follies in a new dress in "The
presents Dorothy Devore, Earl Rodney

New Theaters
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Baltimore, Md.— A 2,500 seat theater to cost $250,000 at Reistertown
Road and Park Circle, will be built.
The owner's name is being withheld
but Alfred Buck, of the Seaboard
Film Co., is acting for him.

Reckless Sex," two-reeler, which
and a special cast. — Advt.

On Broadway

Council
No DAILY
Powe'j
(SpecialN.toHas
WID'S
Trenton,
J.
— Charles
El
counsel for the City of lk
states that the Trenton City Cjr
sion has no power to allow th<j>
tion of picture theaters on Sul
Roach

Expanding

(Special to WID'S

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — "The Inside of the Cup."
Brooklyn Strand — "Black Beauty."
Capitol — Will Rogers
in "The Guile

DAILY

Los Angeles — Hal Roach
panding
the activities of thtt]
Film Co.
As noted, he will ]l
the next Ruth Roland serial fol
distribution.
He plans to make a series |
reelers starring Gaylord Lloyds
er of Harold, and probably 1
them into two reelers later out
understood that Pathe will I
ute the series.

ion en.
terWom
Criof
— Mar
" ion Davies in "Buried
Buffalo, N. Y.
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Buffalo, N. Y. — The Olympic 44thw'sasu
— "W
Down East."
re.
w" ay
York:
LoeTreSt.Ne
Amusement
Co.,
S.
Jacobson,
presiAiding Near East Relief
dent, will build a three story theater
Name Changed
Today— Bert Lytell in "The MisNorma Talmadge
has posed for a building at Washington St. aid
trailer called "Herself," which will be Broadway. The company makes its
"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)!
Lady.nce
in
Talmadge
Conngsta
Tuesday — leadi
Dover,
Del. — The
Madison!
used by the Near East^ Relief Flour offices in the Lyric Theater Bldg.
"Mama's
Affair."
Campaign.
Corp. has changed
its name I
Pantheon Pictures Corp.
Kewanee, 111.
Wednesday — Tom Moore in "Hold
Kewanee,
111. — W.
C. Pierce will
Preparing for His Second
This is the company whicl
Your Horses."
W. K. Ziegfeld is now casting his build a $150,000 theater here on a site
Thursday — Bebe
Daniels
in "She week announced that it woull
68 by 150 ft.
picture for "Ziegfeld Films."
production at what was formerj
second
Couldn't Help It."
He has again chosen Emile Chautard
Lyndhurst, N. J.
Friday — Frank Mayo in "Colorado," ed Arctic City at Port Henry, j
as his director.
and later increase its product!
Lyndhurst, N. J.— John F. Collins
Shirley Mason in "Wing Toy."
tivities to the coast and l|
of 67 Kipp Ave., Rutherford, will
Saturday — George
Beban
in "One
May Produce in Alabama
Charles
Miller is first vice-prl
build a' theater and office building
of
the company.
' Man in a Million."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
here to cost $75,000. It will be located on Stuyvesant Ave.
Sunday — Alice Lake in "The GreatMontgomery, Ala. — The local
Chamber of Commerce has received
a letter which indicates that the Lee
Rialto— "The Witching Hour."
Films, Inc., a Virginia corporation,
Claim."at
Rivoli — er"Wh
Every
Woman
Madera,
Pa.—
A
'
$20,000
theater
finds Montgomery a suitable place to will be built here. Owner's name
The RITCHEY poster
withheld.
produce pictures.
a
work of potent advert™
Strand— Charles
Ray
in "The
Old
II
Monticello, N. J.
becausf
solely and
power,printing
ing artist,
"
s.n'
owmi
Knim
the
ac
Lee Films, Inc., were formed last
Sw
Hole."
Monticello, N. J.— A. $90,000 theNovember at Evanston, 111., by Maj.
vertising groups constitu!
ater building, including restaurant
Next Week
ing the RITCHEY orgat
Robert E. Lee, a grandson of Gen.
ization are the biggest me
Lee of Civil War fame, to produce will be erected on Main St., by Wash- Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
who have ever been coil
ington
and
Miller.
pictures by famous Southern authors.
Broadway — Not yet determined.
cerned in poster produij
tion.
The company is capitalized for $750,Paducah, Ky.
Brooklyn
Strand — Charles
Ray
in
000 and makes its headquarters in
Paducah,
Ky. — Leo F. Keiler will
"The Old Swimmin' Hole."
Richmond, Va.
build a $90,000 theater at 5th St. &
Broadway.
Capitol — "Lying Lips."
Criterion— "The Faith Healer."
LITHO. CORP.
Swissvale, Pa.
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Swissvale, Pa. — The National The- Lyric — "The
Four Horsemen
of the
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 831
ater Co. will build a one story theater
at Washington & Palmer Sts. A
to — Dou
glas MacLean in "ChickRial
plot <>2 x 114 feet has been secured.
ypse."
Apocal

RITCHEY

Wellsboro,

Pa.

_; Wellsboro, Pa.— O. B. Roberts &
Son will build a two story building
here at a cost of $100,000.

Rivoli — Mae

Murray

Strand — Douglas

ens."
Lily."

in "The

ks

Fairban

Gilded

in "The
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'$ is ho<w a brother exhibbut his shoiv over.
Send
your ideas.
Let the other
i know how you cleaned
ngeles— An atmosphere pro;as staged for Goldwyn's
Pulls The Strings," at the
a.% A special back drop was
representing a typical Scotch
;ene. In the foreground was
cable house. Four people
;aged to sing popular Scotch
rhe singers were dressed as
er father and brother and as
unlop in the photoplay. A
:tty effect was gained by
f a cloud machine. As the
rose, white clouds drifted
tie drop, gradually growing
md at the finish the lights
dimmed, except those in the
vindows, while a gentle rain
"
fall.
o — Here is a brief outline of
paign put over by Hunt
•g, publicity director for
H. Ince, in connection with
)f "Lying Lips," at Barbee's
st step was the securing of a
retty girl ushers. They were
in white trousers and velvet
jackets. The next step was
gement of a prologue called,
of the Ages." It was in
eau form, six famous women
Y being introduced in verse
mouncer. On the opening
a, consisting of a set of three
animated and continually
scene stills from the picture,
ed directly in front of the
:e. Following the interest
>y the novel sign, there was
lty in placing a similiar one
ninent window in the Loop.
lid and Examiner conducted
ize contest on, "Is Falsehood
itified," and also carried a
tity story on a long distance
interview
with
Florence

, Neb. — Wireless telephone
ns were recently put up be: Strand and Rialto theaters
Old People's Home in
Nebr., and by the use of
, such as were used in the
political conventions, the
in one house, and the inI the charitable institution,
bled to hear the playing of
:stra in the other theater,
rase of the audiences followtrograms could be distinctly
ill three places. The "stunt"
:h publicity for the houses,
. them with big crowds all
le it was under way.
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Felix9 New Job

*utting It Over

(Continued

from

Page

1)

in there was much noise. Great hull — aballoo. Went abroad for
shots. Used up almost all stock Eastman had. Brulatour worried. Famous thought of chartering vessel to bring it back.
Thousands of feet. Then Syd returned. Told some great stories.
Of his experiences. Then everyone waited. For the picture.

Confab in April
New York Exhibitors to Meet April
5-6 — Important
Questions
to
Be Discussed

The convention of the Exhibitors'
League of the State of New York
will be held on April 5-6 in Rochester. Plans are now being formulated
for that event.
It is expected that fully 600 state
exhibitors will attend the meeting at
Been waiting ever since. There's another one coming. When? which matters of considerable importance are scheduled for discussion.
Oh ; sit down. Don't be in such a hurry. Syd is like Brother Prominent film men and state politCharlie. Takes his time between releases. Now helping Charlie.
ical leaders are expected to attend.
From present indications there will
Bossing the job. What about the rest of the contract? Oh; it
be a ball at which well known film
just was another of those things.
stars will appear. There is some talk
that the Greater New York delegaPROPAGANDA
tion will leave town in a special car
for Rochester.
Long cabled yarn from London. In many American papers.
S. Cohen, national M. P.
That U. S. Films were losing their hold in Britain. Considered T. Sydney
O. president, is also president of
hokum. And bunk. Lots of American stuff over there now. the state league. He is handling the
Waiting release. All blocked. By block booking. Aftermath convention locally and I. N. Salyert
of Rochester will have charge of arof war. And all that sort of thing.
rangements at that end.

No one worrying. David Howells arranging First National
releases over there. Right now. Abrams going to have his own
distribution. For the United. Putting Englishman in charge.
Someone going from here, too. Associated Producers product
also getting ready for release.
THE
ERRORS
OF
HIS
WAY
Ben B. Hampton.

Producer. Smart. Showed it, too. Made

"The Dwelling Place of Light." Considered big picture. In
the making. Showed it here. Some critics didn't like it. —
Including, We, Us & Co. Especially some parts. Said what
they thought. Suggested cutting. "All right," said BB., "we'll
cut it." Unusual. Generally the producers won't. Say they
don't have to. Print went back. To the Coast. Then appeared
the shears. Title. "And the weeks passed." Back comes the
print. Shown again. Minus the objections. Darn good picture.
As it now stands.
Thanks, BB.
And the rest of you producers.
Take a tip.

NATIONAL

BOARD

AFTER

FUNDS

Sending out special circulars. To a selected list. Funds
provided insufficient. Want to extend work to more general
educational development.
It's an idea.
thought the Board was set Financially.
DISTINCTION

But nearly everybody

Only three directors. And three stars. In list of Forty
Best Films of 1920. Issued by National Board. Of the 800
releases of last year. Directors : Tourneur. Wm. D. Taylor.
T. Hayes Hunter. Stars : Lionel Barrymore. Shirley Mason.
House Peters. Paramount produced 11 of the 40 best. Gpldwyn
5. Associated Producers and Fox 4; Metro and First National
3. United Artists and Robertson Cole each 2. Others one.
KANE

GETTING

SOMEWHERE

With Associated Exhibitors. Taking over old concern.
Also Pathe feature department. Lumping it. In a whole. Expects to move fast. Shortly. Will produce. Also buy. On
open market. Believes there's lots of room for the co-operative
exhibitor idea.
He's right.
There is.
DANNY.

THE PARISH PRIEST

Cobb With Lesser
Los Angeles — Irvin S. Cobb has
signed a contract with Irving M.
Lesser and will commence work immediately writing captions for "Peck's
Bad Boy," starring Jackie Coogan.

Eva Novak's new picture has been
changed from "The Girl and the
Goose" to "The Smart Sex."
CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposes.
UNITED
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&AH.Y
Suit Dismissed
And Court Makes Important Decision
Regarding Films of People
in Public Eye
A decision of importance
to film
producers in their use of the pictures
of persons who have figured in some
way in events has been made by Supreme Court Justice Newburger
in
dismissing
the suit of Carl Wettig
against the Foursquare
Pictures because of the use of his name and picture in the
8th
Episode of "The
Eagle's Eye."
The plaintiff alleged that he aided
the U. S. Secret Service and the New
York police in convicting Lieut. Fay,
and that the use of his name and picture without his consent damaged
him. The defendant distributed the
serial. Wettig admitted that he had
furnished the information and his
picture to a newspaper reporter and
that the newspaper published the arplaintiff's connecticlewith
relating
tion
the to8ththeEpisode.

Film(Continued
Rights
Forced
from Page 1)

It is stated that 95% of the American magazines accord authors treatment which is just. Regarding the
Hearst publications, it is charged that
stories by nationally known authors
are refused unless Hearst secures the
film rights with them. This, the committee states, has caused authors like
Cosmo Hamilton, Louis Joseph
Vance, Arthur Somers Roche and
Rupert Hughes to seek other markets
for their w7ares.
Options on film rights, the committee states, are secured "at prices
usually below ruling market values
and offered for sale at terms paying
"ood profits to the holder of the option, but not to the author, and the
sales being made before that option
price has been paid to him."
"It is believed," the report accompanying the resolutions says, "that
most of America's leading authors
will refuse to deal longer with what
may be termed an unfair shop, and
that those at present under contract
Justice Newburger said:
will refuse to renew while such conditions as are condemned by the Ex"The representation of this plainecutive Committee are still in existtiff was published in a single set of
ence. We are the controlling body
films, to be distributed at the same
time to different parts of the country of the League and this will be the
as a news item. It was interesting
of the League."
when first exhibited. The fact that policy
Yesterday's New York American
these films were widely distributed, commented editorially on the resolution stating that the Authors' League
so as to be seen by many people, can- did not
know what it was talking
not make the offense any greater than
about.
would be the offense in a newspaper
with a large circulation publishing
Changes in Chicago
the same picture or the same names
in a single issue. The fact that the
Chicago — The corporation which
picture may have been seen by the will operate the Rose, Alcazar and
same person more than once would Boston theaters just purchased from
not condemn the publication, because Saxe Bros., by Jones, Linick and
a single issue of a newspaper is often Schaefer will be called the Jayeles
seen several times by the same per- Theaters, Inc.
son. The exhibitor of these films,
George H. Moore, manager of the
with the interest of the public in assistant manager and treasurer
view, is not going to exhibit any news Orpheum will become manager of
item after the interest in the item has the three new houses, and also the
Lyric on State St. George Burdick,
died out."
The court says that in view of the assistant at the Rialto will join Moore
plaintiff's testimony and the publica- as chief assistant manager and treasurer. At the Orpheum, Walter H.
tion of the newspaper article it is apparent that the picture complained of Moore will succeed his father. Starr
in the 8th Episode of "The Eagle's Walsh, will become first assistant
Eye" was a portrayal of actual events manager of the Rialto. Edward Maand for that reason the suit is dis- lone is to become second assistant at
McVickers.
missed.

Big Capital Increase

Big

Company

(Special

Form

to WID'S

DAII

Dover, Del.— -The Missior
Dover, Del. — Authorization has Co., a $3,000,000
corporati
here Saturday.
Or
been granted the Independent Films formed
Association to change its corporate trust companies acted for thi
j
name to Continental Films and at backing the new company,
the same time increase its capital
from $250,000 to $2,500,000.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

This is the organization with headquarters in Chicago which has, as
noted, signed Margarita Fisher. It
will also distribute several series of
Westerns now in production on the
coast.
Mandlebaum
Here
"Manny" Mandlebaum, First Nat'l
franchise holder in Ohio, is in New
York. He is conferring with Charles
C. Pettijohn and Frederick H. Elliot
of the National Association regarding
the censor situation in Ohio.
Standard Gets 12
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas City — The Standard Film
Co. has secured for western Missouri
and Kansas 12 features released by
the American Film Co. The series
includes four with William Russell,
four with Mary Miles Minter and four
Signal Railroad dramas featuring
Helen Holmes.
Horwitz in New Company
Joe Horwitz of Joe Horwitz Prod.,
formerly of Detroit, Mich., has organized to operate, nationally, with
headquarters on the 5th floor of the
Columbia Theater Bldg., and announces the purchase for the United
States and Canada of "Dollars and
Destiny,"
five reel production starring Paul aCappalleni.
Horwitz will have associated with
him, as general manager, Charles A.
Meade, recently with C. B. Price Co.
New
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Producer

The K. P. K. Prod. Corp., with offices in the New York Theater Bldg.,
has been formed to produce pictures
with Paul W. Panzer. The latter is
president and Emanuel M. Kr,aus,
temporary vice-president and treasurer. Herbert B. Seiker and Edward
J. Kelly are also interested in the
company.
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>udini To Star
New
Company — Will Work
e East — Plans from Three
to Six a Year
Houdini, whose last screen
pices were for Famous Playiformed a new company ca led
idini Pictures Corp. He plan;in a series of pictures which
produced in the east. It is
i that from three to six a year
Tiade.
iffice of D. J. Fox, at attorney
Liberty St., stated yesterday
hing had been done about disl as yet and that even definite
ion plans had not been mapas yet. It will be rememlat while Houdini was abroad
filling a vaudeville engageEngland, he shot some exterich he said he expected to use
e productions.
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

y, N. Y.— The Houdini
Pictjrp., is a $500,000 corp., witl
rters in New York.
The in:ors are B. M. L. Ernest, M
le and D. J. Fox, 31 Liberty
State Opens in June
s State theater, Broadway
l St., is expected to be ready
of June.
rtler Signs With Lesser
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles— David Butler has
starring contract with Irving
ser for a series of Butler
The first will be "Sophie
1," by Wallace Irwin. Space
n leased at the Hollywood
and work starts shortly.
Butler made several pictures
s own
company
for D. N.
Prod. They were sold on
pendent market.
' Compson in "Peter Pan?"
special to WID'S

DAILY)

\ngeles — There is some talk
:ty Compson will play the title
"Peter Pan," which will go
'duction at the Lasky plant in
mer.
hoice of director seems to rest
e DeMilles with both Cecil
illiam looming up equally as
ities.
»

Price 5 Cents
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Hall Room Boys Series Goes to Federated— Formerly Handled by
C. B. C. Film Sales
The Hall Room Boys comedies
which have been distributed through
independent exchanges by the C. B.
C. Film Sales Corp. will in the future
be handled by Federated Film Exchanges. News of the deal reached
New York from the coast yesterday
and was confirmed at C. B. C.
The first release of the comedies
through Federated has not been definitely settled as yet, but in all probability it will be with Comedy No. 9,
not as yet titled. The deal covers
future releases only and will have no
bearing on current releases.
A number of the Federated franchise holders in various sections of
the country are already handling the
comedies under individual contracts
entered upon with C. B. C.

Terriss Signs
Tom Terriss, for the last three
years with Vitagraph where he direct■d a number of spec'al productions
tt t' at company, lias severed that
connection lo join International,
where he will direct "Boomerang
Bill," a Jack Boyle story which appeared in Cosmopolitan.
Terriss while with Vitagraph made
"The Lion and the Mouse,'.' "The
Third Degree," "The Vengeance of
Durand." Later he made as Tom

t

imrifflBI

Life had whipped a "Boob" but love for a girl made him find himself again.
A scene from Allan Dwan's second "A. P." production, "A Perfect
Crime."
It is a comedy-drama. — Advt.

iiComedies Switched

jeorge
Van
Cleve
Ma.c
General
Manager — Tcm Terr ss To Make
SpeVal Prcduct on
Some
changes have been mad
the International
studios, 2nd Aye.
and 129th St, George Van Clevi
old time advertising man. 1 as been
named general manager of the conipaay.
Lillian Dimlap, of the New. York
American will do some special publicity work.

Terriss Specials, "Trumpet Island,"
"Dead Men Tell No Tales" and "The
Heart of Maryland." (to be released.)
Vignola Directing Davies
Robert Vignola will direct Marion
Davies
in "Man Handling Ethel," for
International.

Annual Meeting in March
The annual meeting of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corp., will be held in
the
company's offices on March 29.
Ambitious Fox Production Talked Of
Kidder Play for Rogers
By California Newspaper — Nothing Known Here
Goldwyn has purchased "A Poor
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Oakland, Calif. — The Tribune Relation," the famous old comedydrama by Edward E. Kidder. The
states in a Los Angeles dispatch:
will serve as a starring vehicle
"Mildred Harris, it is reported, will play
for Will Rogers.
soon attach her signature to a contract with the Famous Players-Lasky
Annual Dinner April 9
Co. She has already been engaged
for a prominent part in Cecil B. De
(Special — The
to WID'S
time other reports say she may sign
St. Louis
annualDAILY)
dinner of
the
St.
Louis
Board
of Trade will he
Mille's next picture. At the same
held at the Statler on April 9. 1
The article says that Fox plans an an important event in these parts.
with Fox."production with another feelaborate
male star and a male star to share
honors with Miss Harris, and that a
Goldwyn has added another name
top-notch dir'ector has been engaged
to make it. Fox studio officials are to its list of Eminent Authors. It is
that of Kathleen Norris, who will
reported as exercising "the utmost re- write
originals for the company at

SThree-Starj Special;

New

Author Signed

the coast plant as well as turn over
At Famous Players, it was stated filmed.
some of her published works to be
that Miss Harris had not been enVidor
Here
ius Players stated yesterday
Mrs. Norris left for Europe cm
serve."
decision had been made as to
King W. Vidor and his wife, Flor- next production.
DeMille's
gaged for a part inAtCecil
Fox
it
was
Saturday
for a short trip, after which
ence Vidor are in New York from claimed nothing was known about she will go
ould play the title role in
to the Goldwyn Culver
the
coast.
Pan."
the three-star production.
City studios.

tMA
Newspaper Opinions
"What
Vol. XV Ho. 56
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Price 5 Cents

Every

Woman
P.-L.
Rivoli

Knows" — F.

AMERICAN — * * * Very reverently, ar* Every
* * this.
tistically and pleasingly
fanatic
in the citydone.
can see

liarrie

Film Folks,
WORLD — It is another of the season's
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and
best photoplays, and credit for its success
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St, in
film form can go to no one excepting the
by WID'S FILMS and director.
N. Y.,
Xew
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.
Knows"
"What
F C ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- is HERALD—
a Scotch mist
as a Every
movie. Woman
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
ind Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
GLOBE — This director has a facile gift
Business Manager.
for using a celebrated story as the basis of
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. a film which is agreeable and picturesque,
under
Y.,
N.
York,
New
at
office
it the post
even though it has little relation to the auhe act of March 3 1879.
thor's original intention.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
SUN — * * * Just as convincing as the stage
)f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 production. * * *
.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
MAIL — Perhaps the original Barrie play
{15.00.
verscreen
the
than
convincing
was more
Subscribers should remit with order.
sion, but the latter certainly is not. There
W1L> b
to
communications
all
Address
New is a lot of nonsense in the picture. *
St.,
44th
West
71-73
DAILY,
TELEGRAM— The whimsy of the producYork, N. Y.
tion, its touches of pathos and its keen char4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
acter studies as projected by Mr. DeMille,
Telephone; Hollywood,
California.
make it one of the finest of the season.
6411 HollyEditorial and Business Offices:
POST — The result is an engrossing exper1603.
Hollywood
wood Blvd. Phone,
iment, less effective than the play in the
A. William- theater, but not at all stripped of appeal.
Representative — W.
London
?on, KinematogTaph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
Times, Daily News, Tribune, Journal,
London, W. C. 2.
.
„.,
, „„ „
and Evening World made no comment.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Uontmartre. ^

Quotations

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
New Coast Laboratory
DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Crescent Film
Laboratories at 7870 Santa Monica
Blvd., has opened. King D. Gray
and William A. Sickner are the
owners.
Changes Hands
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

I' :7alo — Ben Fitzer Prod., Inc.,
has been taken over by Al. Sardino
of Syracuse. Sardino owns the Hippodrome at Syracuse. Ben Fitzer is
now sales manager of the concern.
Censor

Bill in South

(Special

to WID'S

'Guile

-Goldwyn
of

Women'
Capitol
is an
unusually

TIMES — It
wordy story
which gives Rogers only occasional opportunities to reveal his peculiar expressiveness
and personality.
AMERICAN— The subtitles, terse and
few,
helpenough
a lot, but
Rogers' characterization
carries
sympathetic
sentiment to
stand alone. Analyzing the whole thing,
there
Rogers.isn't much to the picture outside of

Schonberger Here
Milton Schonberger of (
is in New York looking for
for Ohio. He, together w
Greenwald, formerly with
Cleveland and Buffalo, have
a state right exchange called
lnhitors' Service Co. Schon'
making his headquarters at I
Pictures, 140 W. 42nd St.

TRIBUNE— It cannot be said that "The
Guile of Women" is specially suitable for
Will Rogers, but he makes the most of his
opportunities and does some fine characterization.
WORLD — The film in which he appears
this week takes him so far from home that
he may
the
best. never return, but all will hope for
HERALD — * *„ * Winsome and humanly
humorous is the performance at the Capitol
of JOURNAL
Will Rogers.
— * * * * * * The star is extremely
effective. Without make-up apparently and
retaining all his natural mannerisms, Mr.
Rogers appears able to fit nicely into any
istics. calling for common human characterrole
SUN — * * * One of those sincerely appealing characterizations that make one forget
the screen has produced vampires.
TELEGRAM— The plot is delightful and
the climax unexpected. It is real and human and it is full of Will Rogers.
Daily News, Globe, Mail, Evening World
and Post made no comment.

Whether RITCHEY pc
ers add to, or multiply pi
its, one thing at least
certain. They produce
definite increase in tic
sales.

RITCHET
LITHO. CORP.
406 w. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea I

"The Old Swimmin' Hole"— 1st Nat'l
Strand

Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players . . 66
6%y2
66J/6
Not quoted
do pfd
*Goldwyn
tyz
5
. W Griffith, Lnc
Not quoted
Loew's, lnc
16^
17%
16%
Triangle
Ys
Vs
Vi
v odd Film
Not quoted

(Special to WID'S

Tuesday, March

DAIi-V

Dakota

DAILY)

Pierre, S. D. — The House has passed the censorship bill. It goes to the
Senate where, it is expected, it will
he killed.

TIMES — * * * A picture for everybody
* * * It is as moral as the most careful, or
conventional, censor could wish, and yet it
is not dull. * * * And it is entirely pictorial,
cinematographic. It has no subtitles or
captions.
AMERICAN— The picture has been well
directed, with a lilt of humor running
through it. The cast is excellent, and the
photography a delight.
TRIBUNE—* * * The virtue of the picture is not novelty but familiarity.
WORLD — Not one subtitle in Ray's new
play. Riley's "The Old Swimmin' Hole" a
departure on that
the screen.
* * challenges
* This is the
an
achievement
not only
expressed opinions of such directors as Cecil
DeMille, but rids the picture play of its most
aggravating and cumbersome burden of the

"The WitchingRialto
Hour"— F. P.-L.
DAILY NEWS— Outside of learning how
to bluff a bad poker hand, do I recommend
this movie? Yes, if you like Elliott Dexter's playing as much as I do, and if you
do not expect too much artistry in the handling of a very complicated
plot.
"Witching
old AMERICAN—
charm on Rialto
screen. Hour" full of

WORLD — * * * One of the most interesting stage works the screen has seen this
season.
HERALD—* * * Preserves the thrills of
the originals in spite of a maze of complications. William D. Taylor has kept the
story running clearly and strongly.
JOURNAL — On the stage there was powHERALD — * * * The innovation of pracpast.
er, thought, romance and an interesting
tically dispensing with formal subtitles, con- theme tp the play. On the screen it is a
stituting not only a new departure, but a foggy tale, with some of the charm of Judge
picture that maanges, with entrancing pho- Prentice retained, but little else to comtographic embellishment, to be a bit of litmend it. The settings are good and the
erature.
photography
excellent.
JOURNAL — A camera in fine humor has
SUN — The lighting, acting and particularbrought these scenes to the screen, and with
ly
the
settings
contribute to a most pleasing
Mr. Ray to quicken into life the boy Ezra
as the youth of every one of us, the picture production of the popular play.
is a treat.
TELEGRAM—* * * Has lost none of its
GLOBE — "The Old Swimmin' Hole" is power and thrilling quality.
Times, Tribune, Globe, Mail, Evening
given at the Strand as a film entirely without subtitles. This is supposed to prove World and Post made no comment.
something. For -us it proves that a Riley
poem can make a pretty picture and that
Charles Ray is a joy forever in his inimitable
Add To Chain
mimicry of boyhood.
SUN — * * * The perfect member of the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
rural species. * * * It carries along the story
Olean, N. Y.— The Nikitas Dipson
without a single subtitle — the few captions
being entries in Ezra's diary — a new feature Theatrical Enterprises, who are opthat fulfills its promise that cinema theatererating a string of theaters in New
going will be made easy.
MAIL — There is something so refreshing, York State, opened their new Strand
so clean and so human about it that the here recently.
spectator lives either in retrospect or in envy
with every act of the characters. It would
be hard to conceive any one so eminently
Buy Three
fitted to lead the players in a film of this
sort as Charles Ray.
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
TELEGRAM—*
* * No end of delight.
Scranton, Pa. — The Comerford
* * * From the opening scene to the close
the story is brimful of heart interest.
POST—* * * Mr. Ray has added photog- Amusement Co., of this city, has purchased the Amusu in Waverly, N. Y.,
raphy of the best and the grace and shading
of his acting. And more than ever, he dem- the Loomis Opera House in the same
onstrates the very considerable contribution
of the latter.
Daily News and Evening World made no place, and the New Sayre, in Sayre,
comment.
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[n the Courts

Des Moines
Opening
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
amnions has been filed in the
Des
Moines,
la. — A. H.
Blank
ne Court in a suit of the As- added another link when the Strand,
:d Photoplays,
Inc., against
Gibson for $5,000.
The at- 1,000 seat house, opened recently.
is Robert Spear.

One Exhibitor to Another ;
Picking Money Makers

levaert & Co. sued the Filmart llllllllllllllllillllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllM
itories, Inc., for a balance of
due for raw film sold the de- CONTINUITY that
t between August and Novemst.

Opinions on First National Pictures by Theatre
Who Have Played Them

COUNTS

Paul Schofield

i Verbout has brought suit
Free Lance
t the Guy Empey Prod, for
). He alleges that he was signAdaptations : : Editing
[er a two years' contract as Ionian at $150 a week. Robert
attorney for the company, de- CURRENT RELEASES:
le charges.
"Rose Coast)
of
Nome"— Fox
(West
To Remodel Houses
"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David But(Special to WID'S DAILY)
and
sas City, Mo. — Charles
"Girls Don't Gamble"— David But: Burkey, owners of the Sumler
id Admiral theaters, two subhouses, plan to remodel
the
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— AllStar
extensively in the spring. The
it will be given a brand new
"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The Players
Quarry"— Meighan— Famous

MHO

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

CREATIVE
2£f PER HOuffc^
BY DAY
CIRCLE 1868

CONTINUITY
IF',1:]!^' I":,., '"'

Owners

PASSION
"Book it and go after it strong. Charge extra prices and everyMinn.one will be happy." — J. L. Hasbrouck, Grand Theatre, Graceville,
THE

BRANDED

WOMAN

"Here's one I sat through three times. If an exhibitor can do
that, it's easy for patrons. Played to best business in some time.
Pictures like this are worry chasers. Grab it quick." — William W.
Roob, Grand Theatre, Port Washington, Wis.
TWIN

BEDS

"This keeps them laughing all the time. As a rib-tickler, this
will do the work."— R. A. Shobe, Kentland Theatre, Kentland, Ind.
THE

JACK

KNIFE

MAN

"One of the bes.t pictures eyer run here. Pleased everybody." —
Fred Frisbie, Croxton Theatre, Angola, Ind.
NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"A picture every exhibitor should boost." — A. S. Widamen, Centennial Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
THE

YELLOW

TYPHOON

"I did an excellent business with Anita Stewart in 'The Yellow
Typhoon.' Best of all is the fact that it gave complete satisfaction
to my patrons." — R. A. Botts, Grand Theatre, Carrington, N. D.
THE
LOVE
EXPERT

The words

"Constance Talmadge is a real comedienne. Her pictures are
all clean, full of laughs. This picture beats them all for novelty as

"EASTMAN"
and
( i

KODAK"

well as comedy." — Fred W. Wells, Star Theatre, Milford, Mich.
MARRIED
LIFE
"More laughs than there are red ants at a picnic. If you can't
make money on this one you are no showman." — O. E. Moore, Portland Theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
PASSION'S

PLAYGROUND

"Fine!
Pleased them all and drew me extra business."Rediske, Star Theatre, Ryegate, Mont.

G. F.

are stencilled on the margin
of the film that first made
motion pictures practical.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why
Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

DAILY

Tsii^tA
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In Exhibiting Circles
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Americus, Ga. — The new Rylander
has been opened.
The theater costs
$150,000 and is owned and operated
by Walter Rylander and his brother.
Berkeley, Calif.
Berkeley, Cal. — The Lorin was reopened on Jan. 27, after being closed
for rebuilding, for a period of four
months.
The theater seats 1,500.

Hyannis,
Hyannis, Mass. —
Boston, will build
here.
Construction
spring.
Liberty,

A State Rights Sensation
CENSOR PROOF
THE

SUPREME
PASSION
By Robert McLaughlin
and Charles T. Dazey
DIXON

A
POWERFUL LOVE STORY

Every Independent Exchange Needs It
ROBERT
THE

FILM

MARKET,

s-i-x

S. C.

Liberty, S. C— The Liberty theater ,
has been opened by B. B. Gresham
and his associates. The theater opened with a Fox production.

Muskegon, Mich.
Camden, Ark.
Muskegon, Mich — Architect Frank
Camden, Ark. — The new Hauber
theater has opened. The house cost S. Foster, 35 Lyman Block, is drawfor a two story theater, the
$30,000 to build. O. C. Hauber of exacting plans
location
of which
is not
Pine Bluff is president of a company
which owns Hauber theaters at EngParsons, Kans.
divulged.
land, Conway and Camden.
Parsons, Kans. — H. Strasburger
will build a $150,000 theater and
Chatfield, Minn.
Chatfield, Minn. — Lott R. Campion office building at 18th and Main Sts.
of the Gem Theater, will build a one
Tarrytown, N. Y.
story theater here.
A plot 38 x 100
Tarrytown, N. Y. — A three story
ft. has been secured.
vaudeville and picture theater will be
built at Broadway and Main St., by
Corbin, Ky.
M. Goldblatt of the Music Hall.
Corbin,
Ky. — M.
Sherman
will
build a $75,000 two story theater here.
Totowa, N. J.
Totowa, N. J.— Harry R. Grossman
Dallas, Tex.
Dallas, — Directors of the Dallas will build a $60,000 theater on the
corner of Union and RedWholesale Merchants' Association at northeast
wood Aves. The house will seat 1,100.
a recent meeting subscribed $100,000 toward a project to erect a $500,Wildwood, N. J.
000 theater here.
Wildwood, N. J.— Casino Pier Co.,
of which Heber Crane is president,
Ennis, Tex.
Ennis, Tex. — John M. Sayeg will will build a frame and stucco onebuild a house here at a cost of $60,000. story theater seating 3,000 on Cedar
Ave. and the Boardwalk.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Williston, N. C.
Fort Smith, Ark. — Hoyt Kirkpatrick will erect a $75,000 theater here.
Williston,
C— L.
Pierson'g
lease
on the N.Strand
has M.expired
and
It will be a two story affair.
it is understood that he will build a
new theater here.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Bankers
Worthington, Ind.
& Merchants Theater Co., F. H.
Worthington, Ind. — Pearcy GladBruneberg, Pres., will build a $750,000 theater and hotel building on a don will build a one story theater here
at a cost of $40,000.
plot 90 x 100 ft.

FLORENCE

We want

Mass.
N. H. Gordon of
a $75,000 theater
starts
in the

W. PRIEST, Prest.

Inc. 'Phone Bryant 6548No. 503 Times Bldg.

MEN
One of the oldest-established companies in the producing
field requires the immediate services of six first-class men
to act as FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES.
EXCHANGE MANAGERS SHOULD
FOR THESE POSITIONS

APPLY

The six men we want are, today, probably Managers or
Assistant Managers in large and reputable film exchanges.
They must, at least, have had some sound film training.
We do not want dabblers — we want only steady, reliable
men who know the business thoroughly and want to get on it.
ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE AN ADVANTAGE
BUT NOT A FIRST NECESSITY
The six men we want must understand figures. They do
not need to be trained accountants, but they must be able
to make intelligent use of financial statements.
SHOULD

SPEAK

AT LEAST ONE
GUAGE—FRENCH OR SPANISH

FOREIGN LANPREFERRED

The most can be got out of these six positions in the foreign field by those applicants who have a good working
knowledge of either French or Spanish and who are willing
to perfect themselves in that language.
WE
ON

WANT
YOUNG

OLD
HEADS
SHOULDERS

We are willing to accept young men for these six jobs but
would prefer men over 25 — either married or single. We
want live wires, but we don't want them of such high pressure that they'll short-circuit and burn out.

THEY MUST KNOW HOW
TO HANDLE MEN
Proven ability to handle men and get results without friction will be a big asset for the men who are going to fill
these six good jobs. If you can point to something you
have done in this line, so much the better.
EACH AND
POSITIONS

EVERY ONE OF THESE SIX FOREIGN
HAS A QUICK AND
A BIG FUTURE

The foreign market of this company is ready to give the six
men who land these positions real and quick futures. They
will have to work hard, but they will have their rewards in
good salaries and in futures which will be bounded solely
by their own ability and integrity of purpose. These jobs
are not for four-flushers or quarter-horses, but permanent
connections for energetic, purposeful men who want to develop big, solid, worth-while places for themselves.
WRITE
CORRESPONDENCE

FULLY
CONFIDENTIAL

Give us complete details as to your film experience, ability
and present occupation. All correspondence held strictly
confidential.
Address
C/O WID'S

BOX
F-26
DAILY, 71 W-44 St., NEW

YORK.
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Coast Brevities
(Special

lo WID'S

DAILY)

lywood — Anita Stewart's latest,
under the working title of "The
do," is now being cut and titled
the supervision of the director,
i Carewe.
r Thou Art With Me," has
selected as the forthcoming UnI vehicle for Cannel Myers.
Story is by Sonya Levien.
Baggott will direct.
i Weiman and Katherine Newt, who have been at the GoldStudio, have completed their
sriginal stories and will leave
'or the East.
GAUSMAN.

Ruth Roland Leaves
Ruth Roland left for Atlanta yesterday to make personal appearances
at theaters. From there she goes to
New Orleans and then to Los Angeles to start on her next Pathe serial.
Trying a New Idea
The Fox offices state that a brandnew stunt has been tried in Harold

LOIS WEBER

Goodwin's first starring vehicle which
is titled "Oliver Twist, Jr." The
story is the famous one by Charles
Dickens, but it has been modernized
so far as the dress of the characters,
and general appearance of interiors
go. The story has not been changed,
however.
The

Strand theaters in New

York

and Brooklyn will show Pathe's
"Adventures of Bill and Bob" series
of one reelers.

♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.".♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦.♦♦>

1ARRY

BEAUMONT
for another

YOU

**♦
♦>

to

series of stories |

like "Skinner's Dress Suit"

HAVE

"Married Strangers"

I

(recently with Goldwyn for two years)
s looking

announces the changing of the title

GOT

THEM

«♦>♦*♦

? I
$
*»

"Too Wise Wives"

*.♦
»♦,♦♦>♦,*♦,«♦,**,**.***♦♦#,*
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I "Business is Good!"
Kopfstein

This is a

We have disposed of the following territory on the series of
twelve one reel comedies
New England
New
York
City, Westchester
County
and
Northern
New
Jersey
Michigan
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
Delaware, Maryland, Washington, D. C, and Virginia
North and South Carolina
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi

New Wed Series

Little Stories of Married Life
Fast and Funny
Slapsticks and Situations
Clean enough
for Fastidious
Folks
the rest
Featuring

ROSEMARY

and

rough

Paramount Special
as are the other

three completed productions
enough

for

THEBY

and a big cast of
well-known players
including
HARRY
MEYERS
who will make one of the hits of the season in Wm.
"Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court"

Fox's

Twelve One-Reel Comedies
DOMINANT
PICTURES,
Inc.
135 WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

"TO PLEASE

ONE WOMAN"

"WHAT'S WORTH
"WHAT

WHILE"

DO MEN WANT"

For Release Dates See Paramount Advertising

.„,

._jjuim.

n

hi—

Bllttl*^VP

Deposit Bill Up
Measure Pending in Missouri — Similar to New York State Law
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Jefferson
City, Mo^iliejj*SeS»;i
has engrossed a bill calculated |A irotect proprietors of picture theaters
when they invest in films with firms
and are forced to put up money
in
advance and fail to receive the films
Senator Pcnzell of Butler, introd iced
the measure and it was amended b;
the committee on judiciary, but nr
so as to interfere with the purport i
the law.
Briefly, it is proposed tl at when 'x
hibitors are required to advanci
money for films that are not rea
he delivered, the uion \ nt'-s
]>laced in a han1< or trust euni) a
the county
city where
the r;propf"
etor
of the or
theater
lives and
ta n (
there as a trust fund and kept se
arate from all other funds and o .'
paid out when the films have bee)
delivered.
The measure is similar
existing in New York
which was passed after
efforts on the part of
Cohen's
organization.
Mr. Cohen
has often

to that nov
State, and
determined
Sydney S.

Stated that
his organization would fight for similar bills in various states. &n effort
was made yesterday to ascertain just
what had been done along these lines,
but Cohen was not at his office.

Tuesday, March ](f

PA.LV

Rawlinson in "Wealth"
to WID'S
DAILY;
Los Angeles — Herbert Ra^
will play the leading male role
(Special

is toEthel
be aClayton
Williamin D.
Taylor
site
"Wealth,'
for Paramount, the story be
Cosmo Hamilton.
Buys Four DAILY;
(Special to WID'S
Buffalo — It is reported that
Hall, formerly engaged in dc
theaters for Paramount, ha;
chased the Regent, Geneva, an:
gan in Auburn, N. Y., and thei
House in Corning.
Fight

Closed

Sunday

(Special to WID'S

"I guess I'm whipped,
forced to make a most
J. Dowling) while his
l'sten sympathetically.
ton'sAdvt.
screen version of
lease.—

Uncle Peter!" Percval Bines Niles Welch) is
unpleasant confession to his wise old uncle (Joseph
mother (Adele Farrington) and sister (Betty Brice)
A scene from "The Spenders," Benj. B. HampHarry Leon Wilson's novel. A Hodkinson re-

Putting It Over

Rights Not Sold
The office of Richard Walton Tully,
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his sho-uo over. Send along
author of "The Bird of Paradise,"
your ideas.
Let the other fellow know hozo you cleaned tip.
stated yesterday that nothing had
been done about disposal of the film
rights to the play and that Oliver
ters on a black background hung
Minneapolis — The managements of
Morosco was not interested in the
the Lyric and the St. Paul Capitol above the casket. It read: "The
production in any manner whatso- made freckles the basis of their ex- management of the Strand offers $20
ever. It was stated in these columns
ploitation of Marshall Neilan's, to any colored person who will dare
last week that Morosco. ..-may make
"Dinty." In Minneapolis, Manager 'The Splendid Hazard' of sleeping
the play for First National #eleas»
Perry of the New Lyric had every- in this casket over night and riding
one in town counting the freckles on in it to the cemetary the following
Working on Second
Wesley
face. In conjunction morning. The stunt created talk, and
Salient Films, Inc., have started with the Barry's
Daily News he offered $10 the talk was mostly cheerful and the
work on their second production to every person who could count casket lost all of its gruesomeness in
starring Muriel Ostriche. It is cal- Wesley's freckles, reproduced in big the repetition of the stories why
led "The Call of the Open." The pictures from day to day during the "Rastus" or "Sally" didn't require
Erbograph studio has been leased run of the picture.
that particular $20.
and beginning April 1, the company
The Capitol at St. Paul started an
will work in the Claremont studio
of publicity for "Dinty"
which has been leased for dne yeir. avalanche
when an advertisement in the newsOmaha, Neb.— Manager John LoveHarold Forshay has been signed
papers appeared reading as follows: ridge of the Rialto and R. C. Gary,
for a series of 10 pictures. The third
"Attention, all you freckled faced cartoonist and exploitation agent of
the Famous Players-Lasky exchange
picture will be "The Gygsy Trail,-."
youngsters.mercialize
Here's
a chance
to comyour freckles.
Tomorrow
|
—
—
p/
/
•*
/'
here, put over "Heliotrope" in great
May Work in East
night every St. Paul boy or girl who style. Gary drew a series of six cartoon teasers, having to do with the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
has 100 freckles or more will be admitted free to the Capitol to see Wes- mysterious coming of "Heliotrope
Los Angeles — Anzia Yezierska's
Harry" to Omaha, and they were run
"Hungry Hearts" stories, which have
ley Barry in "Dinty."
a day in the Omaha papers for
been whipped into shape by Julien
As a result over two hundred chil- one
Josephson, will probably be produced
dren were admitted free — but their the week before the picture opened.
in the east by Goldwyn. A number parents came and paid. Several good
of East Side scenes, are nec^sary/
newspaper stories resulted.
Billings, Mont.— The Babcock Theater has begun the publication of the
At Goldwyn, it was stated that exCreston, la. — A coffin in the win- running time on feature attractions in
teriors would probably be made in
an undertaker's establishment all of its advertisements, and reports
New York and interiors on the coast. hardlydow ofcomes
up to the standard for
hold overs from one performance
Definite plans for the production an attractive display designed to get that
to
another
are nearly negligible, as a
have not as yet crystalized.
peopl einto a theater, but manager result.
Metzger of the Strand used it in a
Alvin Wyckoff is now associate successful manner in connection with
editor of The American Cinemato- the showing of "The Splendid HazThe Robert H. Davis Corp. has
grapher, the official organ of the zard." The coffin was a black one
sold
"Children of Night," by Max
American Society of Cinemato- and plenty of crepe was draped Brand, to Fox Film. It is undergraphers.
around.
A sign printed in white letstood William Russel will be starred.

DAILY)1

Burkburnett, Tex. — TheatijJ
Burkburnett are attempting ibj
out against local ordinances I
iting Sunday shows. Joe Fb
stone recently gave his sIkH
usual, disregarding the ordinal I
was arrested and several I
brought against him.
A verdict of not guilty was I
ed in the case of H. D. Hoarcl
rietor of the Liberty, charge)!
operating his theater on SundLl
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Hold Film Rights

Walsh Suing

League Urges Authors to Keep Picture Options When Disposing of
Stories for Publication

Action Against Mayflower Aleging Salary Arrears and
Breach of Contract
ul A. Walsh filed suit in the
me Court on Monday against
[ayflower Photoplay Corp., for
00 for salary due as director
br breach of contract. On the
d that the defendant is a MasSetts corporation, he got an atent against its property for
00 and a deputy sheriff is now
;g for property to seize under
der by Supreme Court Justice

The executive committee of the Authors' League of America, Inc., has
adopted
a resolution
"advises
all authors
not to which
enter into
any
agreement for the sale of fiction rights
that involves in any way the motion
This decision
was reached after a
picture
rights therein."
lengthy meeting of the committee at
which the controversy with William
Randolph Hearst was discussed, including the reply made by Hearst in
the Sunday issue of the American.
The resolution passed by the committee also instructed the secretary to
put the following question directly up
to Hearst:
"Is the International Magazine Co.
willing to agree that it will not in
future make the purchase of any fiction rights contingent upon the granting by the author of an option on or
the sale of the motion pictures rights

i.

Ish alleged that he was engaged
aac Wolper in 1919, as director
fee years at $2,500 a week, and
Mayflower took over the contract
hat lie has received no salary
Jan. 22, for which reason he
s $10,000. He asks $235,000 for
i of lL«. contract because the
ration notified him on Feb. 12
mtract with him had been termI, "because of violations on your
)f the agreement." The notice
igned by G. Philip Wardner as

in The
said meeting
fiction?" was presided over by
Louis Joseph Vance, while 13 directors were present. They were: Rex

ley.

n W. McKay, general manager
[ayflower said yesterday he had
unment to make at the present

Pathe Sales Contest
he is calling the month of March
let Optimism Month." A new
;t has been launched with prizes
ig from $100 to $800 for salestnd exchange staffs. The results
e based on the average of each
h for January and February as
as new business written during
i.

>se Shulsinger Going Abroad
»e Shulsinger, for many years
the International-Cosmopolitan
ization, according to report,
; in a few weeks for an extended
abroad where she will be enl on a special mission in conm with Marion
Davies' future
ien Miss Shulsinger was asked
this yesterday, she refused to
m or deny the report.
is understood that Miss Shul■ has ceased her activities at the
opolitan studio and will engage
:cial work pending the arijyal of
assports.
Stern in from Canada
rman Stern, Universal's district
ger in Canada, is in town for a
lays.

Price 5 Cent^

Beach, president
of the secretary;
Authors'
League;
Eric Schuler,
Luise M. Sillcox, managing secretary;
Owen Davis, James Forbes, Arthur
"If entertainment was uppermost in Allan Dwan's mind in making 'A Somers Roche, Tony Sarg, Louis JoPerfect Crime' for release through 'A. P.' he has been successful. The
seph Vance, Gelett Burgess, F. G.
picture is mighty good entertainment," says Exhibitors' Herald. — Advt.
Cooper, Arthur Guiterman, Orson
Lowell, Jesse Lynch Williams, C. B.
Falls and Henry James Forman.
Ray Long of the International Magazine Co., when asked for a statement
In Film Business Again as President $1,000,000
Corporation
Formed
In
Delaware — One Film Underof Newly Formed Continental
yesterday, said:
stood To Be Completed
Films, Inc.
"It's all too ridiculous to even anHarold Bolster, formerly with
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Goldwyn and later head of Bolster &
Dover, Del. — The Charles ("Chic")
Co., stock brokers, is coming back
Ingram Leaves Next Week
into the picture business as president Sale Pictures Corp. has been launched here with
a capitalization
of
Rex Ingram, director of "The Four
of Continental Films, Inc., formed
Horsemen," leaves for the coast next
last week in Dover, Del., with a capweek
to start work on a new picture
$1,000,000.
italization of$2,500,000.
for Metro.
William Alban Ulman, an attorswer."
Robertson-Cole sometime ago anney with headquarters at 233 Broadway, is chairman
of dinounced that it would star "Chic"
(Continued of
on the
Pageboard
2)
Sale, well known in vaudeville in a
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
series of pictures. Yesterday it was
Hammons
Returns
Los Angeles — Watterson R. Rothlearned that negotiations had never
E. W. Hammons, president of Ed- been definitely consummated and that acker will come here shortly to make
plans for the opening of
ucational Films, has returned to New- Sale had completed one picture which preliminary
the second of a chain of laboratories.
York after a month's trip to Los An- has not as yet been assembled and
The new Rothacker laboratory at
completely titled. Nothing regard- Melrose and Gower Sts. will be
While Hammons was at the film
geles.
ing its distribution could be learned.
equipped and ready for business early
colony the plans of a number of proin April.
ducers of short subjects were laid bePioneer Has Empey Film
From here Rothacker will go to
fore him. However, he stated that
Pioneer has acquired for national New York to complete plans for a
while some important preliminaries
had been completed, he was not yet distribution, "Liquid Gold," starring third laboratory and then sail for Europe to build a fourth laboratory in
ready to announce acquisition of fur- Arthur Guv Empey. It was formerly London.
ther product.
called "Oil."

Bolster Back

Sale's Own Company

"Lab" Chain
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Quotations

~'

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ... 65^4 .67*4 66%
- do pfd
84
84
84
*Goldwyn
4*4
5^
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
16^
16^4
16^
Triangle
$i
Y%
Y%
World Film
Not quoted
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Argonaut

Formed

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del. — The Argonaut Distributing Corp. with a capital of
$750,000, has been formed here with
the following incorporators: Insley
Boone, Oakland, N. J.; Conrad E.
Sjoberg and Harry I. Luxtman, Elmhurst, Long Island.
The above company deals in the
non-theatrical field exclusively and is
now preparing a series of film courses
for public schools.
Viola Dana Leaves
Viola Dana has left New Vork for
Hollywood where she will start work
immediately
on "Home
Stuff"
for
Metro.

"Dance of the Hours" is rendered by the
orchestra which is followed by a prelude to
the Prizma picture. It consists of an attractive stage setting with moonlight backdrop.
Doris Niles does Dance Balinese. The
Prizma colored picture is views of the Island
of Bali, in the South Seas. The life and
country of a mixed race is interestingly told
in pictures taken by Harold H. Horton.
traveler and explorer. The Capitol Mixed
Quartette continues to prove a popular innovation. This week they render a potpourri of
popular hits. Another artistic stage setting
is used, representing a studio. The Capitol
News is next. Mile. Gambarelli and Leon
Lcnoidow dance in prelude to the feature
which is Will Rogers' latest, "Guile of
Women."
The organ solo concludes.

Rivoli
"Phedre" is the overture at the Rivoli this
week. The pictorial comes next and is followed by the prison scene from "Faust." The
feature is "What Every Woman Knows," a
William DeMille Prod, for Paramount. Betty Andersen, soprano, and Fred Jagel, tenor,
then offer "A Dream." Then there is a
cartoon comedy, one of "Out of the Inkwell" series. The organ is "The Convent

Strand

Bells."
Selections from "The Mikado" are rendered by the Strand orchestra this week. The
Topical Review comes next. It is followed
by a vocal prologue rendered by the Strand
Male Quarette. The feature is Charles Ray
in "The Old Swimmin' Hole," after which
Estelle Carey, soprano sings "Giannina Mia."
The comedy is "Edgar the Explorer," one
of the Booth Tarkington series. The organ
solo, "Sailor's Song," is the final number.

"What Every Woman

STATE
RIGHTS
GOING
FAST!

Knows"

EVENING
WORLD— Barrie play makes
fine impression on screen at Rivoli.
TRIBUNE— The story is one that loses
scarcely any of its original wistfulness
by
the filming, * * *.

"The Witching Hour"

TRIBUNE— Few, * * * WHJ find fault
with Julia Crawford Iver's adaptation for
the screen, which preserves the story of the
original in all its essential features and without extensive or unnecessary elaboration.
MAIL — Honestly compels the statement
that the present film falls far short of the
power of the play, and indeed of its predecon the suver sheet. There was convincing power in the stage production and a good
deal of it in the other film version. There
is little that is truly convincing in the new
picture.

Endorse

fHE SPIGCOF THE PROGRAM':

18

Rialto

The Rialto orchestra this week plays
"Freischuetz" as the overture. Next comes
the Rialto Magazine and then Sascha Fidelman, violinist plays the andanate from
"Symphonie Espagnol. The feature is
"The Witching Hour," a William D. Taylor
Prod f.or Paramount, Gladys Rice sings
"Songs of Sings," after which is the comedy
cartoon "Dr. Killjoy" one of the Mutt and
Jeff series. The final number, the organ solo
is "Concert Overture."

M.

P. T. O.

(Special to WID'S

(f (Q<iux<iti&rui£ 0 -CctuAe^

No.

Smoking
and dancing
are crimes
City, Laws.
111. Some scenes in the home
Blue
In the limelight at Washington,
Scenes of interest in view of the
inauguration.
Unhappy Ireland; Americans seek
the homeless in Balbriggan.
Britain's rulers open parliament in ]
The Human Air Spider doe stuntsaeroplane in Houston, Texas.
Also scenes from Bridgeport, Conn
eral, Kansas, Miami, Fla. ; San Bet
Cal. ; Dora, Ala.; etc.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Glenn Harper, secretary Theater Owners of South California repeated that organization's
support of the M. P. T. O. at a meeting William A. Brady held here last
Saturday. At the meeting were present about 35 producers and three exhibitors. Jesse L. Lasky, Al Christie,
Abraham Lehr and William D. Taylor were present.

And still another big deal in short
reels under way.

Bolster Back
(Continued

from

Page

1)

rectors of the new company and Richard Robertson, formerly of the Independent Films Association of Chicago, is vice-president and general man-

Three More for Sunrise?
It was reported yesterday that
rise Pictures will distribute
more Samuelson Prod., regs
The company has been formed to which G. B. Samuelson is now i
ager.
handle the first Lady Diana Manners country. Sunrise is state rig
production which Commodore J. Stu- "The Price of Silence," a Samt
art Blacktou will make in Eugland.
The pictures will be disrtibuted picture made in California.
"Sky Pilot" Print Here
through the Independent Films Association. Offices have been secured at
475 5th Ave.
A printeastof "The
Sky Pilot"
with King
W. \
It will be recalled that recently a brought
who,
as
noted
yesterday,
is in
new company called the Independent
York
from
the
coast.
Florence
Films Association was formed in Delaware, capitalized at $250,000. This who is also here will make an ap
ance at the Capitol next week
was not a reorganization of the com- "Lying
Lips" plays at that thi
pany by the same name, but what
was later changed to Continental They will remain here a week,
shoot some scenes for a future
Films, Inc., with a higher capitaliza- duction and then return directly t
coast.
tion.
Starts Work
(Special to WID'S

Shortly
DAILY)

London, Eng. — J. Stuart Blackton
expects to start work shortly on his
first Diana Manners film. Two will
he-made this year and two in 1922.
Part of the Commodore's staff is here
now and the rest is expected shortly.
Defeated in New England
Sydney S. Cohen received a wire
from Senator C. H. Boan, president
of the M. P. T. O. of New Hampshire, that the house defeated both
censorship bills yesterday. The vote
was unanimous.
Vermont has also defeated the
censorship bill which was pending
there.

Good posters are as necessary to an exhibitor as
good instruments are to a
surgeon. The best posters
are RITCHEY posters.

RITCHEYI
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st S1..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Signs With Superba Comedies
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Maryon Aye, who
was leading lady for Larry Semon in
several comedies, has signed to appear in a series of Superba Comedies
which Jay Hunt will make at the
Francis Ford studio.

THE PARISH PRIEST

CAN ARRANGE FOR
SEVERAL MORE BIG
FIRST RUN
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Both 7 Reelers Booking Now

SOLD

She did'nt know her own husband, but heard her child's
~C/~j~<~«~i*-iiji m x s
warning — Produced
"Mummy,by that ain't my daddy."

Selig
CoLWm. N.

GEORGE H.HAMILTON

THE

PRESENTS

100% Distribution
all to

A

First National
Exchanges

*m

FEATURING

except Texas, Arkansas and
Oklahoma which were bought by

HEDDA

NOVA

JACK

HOLT

.

AND

SPECIALTY FILM
CO. of Dallas, Texas

LITTLE MICKEY MOORE

Press Sheet, Cut No. 9

It took only

For

4 WEEKS
to do it

Details Address Nearest Exchange or
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.

729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

Thanks Boys!
It sure is easy to
sell thegoodones
(

It took me only 6 weeks to sell out
featuring

The Son of Tarzaii' serial")

Jane Novak
/onder
Dog
ind
the World's

Mountain Lions!
Wolves!
Huskies!
All spring from the screen in a love
drama of the Northern Never-Never

Press Sheet
Cut No. 10

To Independent Producers
I can give you 100% distribution on high class features but they
must be good.

I )

If you

have a production

want.

I'll give you a

to sell — lets see

yes" or

it.

I know

what

my

no" quick, after screen examination.

George H. Hamilton
729 Seventh Avenue

New

York

customer
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In the Courts

Wednesday, March 2, :|

iM^i

Incorporations

Guts and Flashes

Storey Sales Manager
John E. Storey, assistant to I
William Fox is to release shortly
Pearson, director of exchangl
"The
Lamplighter,"
with Shirley Pathe, has been appointed sale:]
Mason as
star.
ager for Associated Exhibitor! I
Edward A. Aschmann becomes
Winter Hall "doubles this week. son's assistant.
He appears in both "What Every
Woman Knows," at the Rivoli, and
"The Witching Hour," at the Rialto.
Will Attend 'Frisco Bal
William Bengough has been en(Special to WID'S DAILY)
gaged to make a special series of
Los Angeles — Priscilla Dean,
posters for "The Mother Eternal," Roberts and Harry Carey are ;
the Universal stars who have i
Ivan Abramson's new picture.
ed an invitation to be present
"Beauty Or Brains," an original Ball to be held at the Civic At
John Emerson-Anita Loos story, will ium, San Francisco, on Marcl
The ball will be held under th
be used for Contance
Talmadge's
Associated
First National
Picture,next
to
pices of the Allied Amusemei
dustries of California. Carl La>
follow "Wedding Bells."
Pacific Film Co. has ready a new has signified his intention of

Jerome Storm has filed Suit in the
Dover, Del. — Associated First National Pictures of Oklahoma, Inc.
Supreme Court against the Frohman
Amusement Corp. for $3,500 alleged Capital $75,000. Incorporators: T. L.
to be due him as two weeks pay for Croteau, M. A. Bruce and S. E. Dill,
services as film director from Dec. Wilmington.
15 last.
Dover, Del. — Associated First National Pictures of Texas, Inc. CapA jury before Justice Schmuck in
ital $195,000. Incorporators: T. L.
the City Court gave a judgment for
$1,834 for William Burns, Inc., for Croteau, M. A. Bruce and S. E. Dill,
rugs, furniture and pictures leased Wilmington.
to the Johnson & Hopkins Co., for
Albany, N. Y. — Corliss Palmer
the latter's Staten Island studio. The
latter alleged an overpayment of Prod., Roslyn. Capital $50,000. Incorporators: L. Montayne, E. V.
$1,691.
Brewster and C. Palmer, Roslyn.
Justice Ford has issued a tempoAlbany, N. Y. — Gates Amusement
rary stay preventing Florence White
Brooklyn. Capital $10,000.
Stokes, author of "No Man's Wom- Corp.,
Incorporators: D. Bloom, S. Kottler
an," from selling or otherwise dis- and B. Solomon, 1278 43rd St.
tributing the picture except through
feature called "Call of the Wild," in present.
the Associated Photoplays, Inc.
Trenton, N. J.— Travel Film Corp., which Frankie Lee appears. WharO'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll
ton James directed.
are the attorneys for Mrs. Stokes and Palisades. Capital $25,000. Incorporators:
Harris
A.
Hanlon,
Orma
Robert Spear for Associated PhotoT Hanlon of Brooklyn and Otto
plays.
Asp of New York.
Hiram Abrams has filed an answer
|OJ
THE
TRAD
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
in the Supreme Court in the suit of
READY
REFERENCE
Tablet for "Roxy"
his former partner, Bennie P. Schul'Associated First National is so imberg, in which he alleges that he has
ACCOUNTANTS
pressed with S. L. Rothafel's proaccounted to Schulberg for the profits
logue for "Passion" that it has
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INr
of the film in which George Beban presented
him with an enlarged
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Bre
appeared, except as to moneys drawn photograph of the prologue with a
New York City.
Hollywa
by Mrs. Schulberg and $2,160 drawn tablet of appreciation.
ADVERTISING— PUBLIC!
by the defendant's wife. As to the
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
"Rox
y"
Repor
ts
Today
_
The Screen Bulletin
plays, "Among the Girls" and "The
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Brya
CAMERAMEN
Challenge," in which they bought a
S. L. Rothafel, chairman of the mo$2,000 interest in each, Abrams said
ARTISTS
AND
ART
TIT]
Furnished
for
all
purposes.
Eurothe
of
comm
tion
picture
itte
e
they lost money and Schulberg has
pean Relief Council, has called a final
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
not paid his share of the loss.
SOCIETY
CINEMAmeeting of the committee today at UNITED TOGRAPHERS
Art Titles — Animation — Leader
220 W. 42nd St.
Brys
the Capitol Theater to present a reNo Decision Reached
Suite 1603 Candler Building
port. The proceeds raised by the
MARTIN-McGUIRE
&
NEWCO
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New York committee will be turned
Phone Bryant 6558
Art Titlei
Washington — Debate extending
727
7th
Avenue
Brya
over a period of three hours marked over to Mr. Hoover's representatives,
BROKERS
all expense being paid by the comthe hearing before the district com- mitte
e.
missioners on censorship on MonMOTION
PICTURE
SECURITIE
Investments
day. At the close of the hearing the
commissioners asked both sides to
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los
submit their views in writing, but did
ENGRAVERS
not indicate when a decision would be
THE
STANDARD
ENGRAVING O
ELECTROS
-'iM^.
reached.
I.
RUBIN
COMPAN^
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electi
23 E. 4th ST.
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Brya
D. W. Griffith led the industry's
SPRING 8303
side, saying in part:
LABORATORIES
Motion
Picture Investments
"Censorship is a thing of kings. It
EVANS
LABORATORY
is not for free people. It is dangerQuality Motion
Picture Printii
ous when one man can say what we
418-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi
High Class Motion Picture Inshall think. Who among us is qualivestment Opportunities are
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORAI
fied to say with finality what is wrong
available through our office.
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Trem<
an dwhat is right? David CopperH. J. Streyckmans,
General Mai
FEATURES AND SHORT
field is a story of seduction, but it is
Owners of Securities of Merit
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORAT
a great novel.
may find a market for their
SUBJECTS
'K ess el Kwality Prints"
holdings through our efforts.
:' 'Hamlet' has five murders in it,
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort
PRINTERS
WORLD
RIGHTS
but it is one of Shakespeare's greatest
plays. If you provide a strict cenAll correspondence, interviews
PROMPT ACTION
BARNES
PRINTING
CO
sorship of the movies, the press will
and orders to buy or sell are
Motion Picture Specialists
be the next and it will go on and on
treated as strictly confidential.
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gram
until finally the man on the corner
NEW PICTURES
PROSPECT
PRESS
may be there to exercise an espionage
NO REISSUES
Call or Address
188 W. 4th St.
Spri
over what innocent citizens may have
Motion
Picture Securities Co.
to say to each other. The greatest
STUDIOS
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg.
board of censorship is the unappointESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
Los Angeles
Address
B-4, Care Wid's
6tudio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harl
America people."
unpaid
ed,The
M. P. T. O.n was represented
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. '
by Sydney S. Cohen. Julian
Brylawski and Harry Crandall were
in charge of the matter locally. Con"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT
gressman Pinkham of Massachusetts
also spoke against censorship.

DIRECTOF

MOTION PICTURE
SECURITIES CO.

STEREOS-MATS

WANTED

New Sedgwick Serial Started
Los Angeles — Production has started at Universal City on "The Terror
Trail," wick.
a newEdward
serial
Kullwith
will Eileen
direct. Sedg-

(ROMIWpLM

lABOR«ORIE$

; INCORPORATED"

PHONEBCVANT
5576

2 20 WEST 42*2 STREET
NEW YORK
:
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Short Reel Deal

ears Film Pirates
nal Association Protests Sale of
eign-Made Pictures on Which
l)uty Has Not Been Paid
figorous protest against the seiznd sale of pictures by the Colof Customs of T.ew York has
lodged with the Secretary of the
ury by Paul H. Cromelin, chairpf
exporters' division of the
nal the
Association.

Warner Bros. Take Over Special Pictures Stars — Release Through
Educat'l — Another Studio
Warner Bros, have just concluded
an important deal in short reels. It
is a two-cornered affair involving Special Pictures Corp. and the Educational
Exchanges, Inc., as a distributing
company.

» protest was based upon a no[dvertising the sale of a miscel|is lot of film consisting of apmately 171 reels which had been
to the seizure room of the CusHouse and advertised for sale
blic auction on Feb. 23rd. Cromin a letter to the Secretary of
reasury, states that it is not cus:y in the industry to sell films
;ht, but to lease them, and that
lie of any films by the Customs
tts for unpaid duties is a dans practice.
iere are a number of pirates in
adustry who are watching every
tunity to get possession of films
as these, which they have put
vith disregard to the original
rs and lessees," wrote Cromelin.
imelin was not notified of the
mtil the day it took place. He
diately telegraphed the collector
itoms saying, in part:
"Allan Dwan's newest 'A. P.' release, 'A Per feet Crime,' is a sincere and
igardless of whose property may fine
production of one of the most in genious stories of the year," says the
volved, this high-handed, arbi- critic of the Moving Picture World. — Advt.
action practically without notice
(Continued on Page 2)

Tourneur at Ince Plant
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles — Maurice Tourneur
noved to the Thos. H. Ince
s where his future productions
e made.
A. P. Subsidiary
(Special to WID'S
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rer, Del. — The Associated Proi Motion Picture Co. have been
i with a capitalization of $3,000.
company is a subsidiary of As;d Producers, Inc.
>nd House for New Superior
f Superior Prod., Inc., the comwhich, as noted from time to
plans a chain of standardized
Is first around New York and
ti other sections of the country,
ken over the old armory at 140
I St., Flushing, Long Island,
'ill remodel it into a vaudeville
cturc theater to seat 1,000. The
will be ready about May 1.
same company will have its
leater in a remodeled clubhouse
ntington, L. I.

Under the terms of the deal Warner Bros, take over from Special Pictures three stars who are under contract with that organization, produce
their comedies and turn them over
to Educational for distribution'. The
stars are Chester Conklin, Louise Fazenda and Ford Sterling. Present
plans call for an output of 13 comedies a year.
To take care of the increased productional activities, Warner Bros,
have taken over the Jesse D. Hampton studio at 7100 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif., where some of the
companies will work. Warners have
a studio of their own at Sunset and
(Continued

on

Page

4)

$160,000 Raised in New York
S. L. Rothafel submitted his report
on -the Greater New York Hoover
Drive at the Capitol yesterday. The
Capitol heads the list with $10,405.47
to its credit and the Plaza is next with
$1,146.75. The total amount raised
in the city was $160,000.
C. C. Pettijohn, of the National
Hoover Committee, announced that
he had turned over to the committee
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
London, Eng. — It is reported here $500,000 as the first instalment in the
from Berlin that the U. C. I. (Unione national quota of the industry.
Cinematografica Italiene) has issued
Verified
a writ against the U. F. A. on the
ground that the latter company has
not fulfilled its contract to take the
Famous Players yesterday anItalian pictures.
nounced that Mildred Harris has
been engaged for a role in Cecil De
It has been variously reported from Mille's next production. WID'S
abroad that the U. F. A., the U. C. I. DAILY
earlier in the week publishand Famous Players were in a trianed an article from the Oakland Tribgular deal for a reciprocal policy of
une to that effect, but at the time it
distribution. Later it was reported was denied by Paramount.
the deal so far as Famous Players was
concerned was off. Eugene Zukor
is now abroad and it would not prove
surprising if negotiations were again
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
revived along the same lines.
Seattle— Jensen and Von Herberg's
New Skouras Bros. Co.
booking circuit, the Independent Exhibitors' Corp., has ceased entirely to
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — Skouras
Bros, is the function, according to film exchange
name
of a new $1,000,000 company managers here.
formed here yesterday.
J. G. Von Herberg has refused to
make a statement. H. B. Wright,
Skouras Bros, have rather extensive formerly secretary and manager of
theater holdings in St. Louis. They the circuit, is taking a position as
own the Associated First National house manager in one of the Jensen
franchise for Missouri.
and Von Herberg theaters.

More Negri Films ? Writ Against U. F. A.
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Minneapolis — The current issue of
"Greater
Amusements"
under
the
heading, "First National
Has More
Pola Negri Features," says:
"Because of the wonderful success
of 'Passion,' the European made picture starring Pola Negri, the famous
continental star, exhibitors throughout the country are eagerly awaiting
the release of the two other pictures
of the group which First National
purchased simultaneously with 'Passion.' Both of these forthcoming releases were made by Ernest Lubitsch,
the Griffith of Europe and director of
'Passion,' and Pola Negri is the featured player.
" 'Carmen' is announced as the title
of one of these pictures, while the
name of the second has not been divulged. Although no release dates
have been announced, it is understood
that 'Carmen' will be released as a
successor to 'Passion.' "
First National did not care to comment on the above yesterday.

Defunct ?

DAILV
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players . . . 66j^
67^4
67j4
do pfd
Not quoted
*Goldwyn
5
6
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.
16
16l/2 16K
Triangle
Y%
H
H
World Film
Not quoted
i

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Against
Censorship
The National Association was informed from Washington yesterday
that the district commissioners had
gone on record as opposing censorship, but as favoring more stringent
police regulations.
Sydney S. Cohen stated yesterday
that his organization had advocated
more stringent police regulations at
the hearing on Monday in order to
prevent extensive showings of licentious films.
Fecke Buys for New England
George M. A. Fecke of the Motion
Pictures Dist. Corp. of Boston is at
the Astor. He has purchased for
New England the following pictures:
"The County Fair," "The Handicap," "The Woman Untamed," "The
Midnight Rider" and "Honeymoon
Ranch." Fecke is the New England
distributor for Prizma. He is very
optimistic over business possibilities
in his territory.
Lesser Buys Lubin Film
Irving Lesser has purchased California, Nevada and Arizona on "West
of the Rio Grande," from Bert Lubin.

(Continued from Page 1)

is unjust and unfair to a great industry whose representatives have been
assured in Washington such a course
would not be taken and we insist and
demand that the property of motion
picture exporters and importers be
protected against such confiscatory
action as is announced in the notice
of sale complained of."
On Dec. 22 WID'S DAILY stated:
"Imported films must be cleared
through the Custom House within 48
hours after their arrival at this port.
"The order has been found necessary because thousands of feet of film
were sent over from the other side
and never claimed at this end. The
result has been that the films have
been piling up downtown. Under the
present
they'
be sold
at
publicarrangement
auction after
thewill
stipulated
period expires. It was learned yesterday that over 1,000,000 ft. of foreign made films were sold the other
day at public auction."
Alexander Answers A. M. P. A.
William Alexander of the Alexander Film Corp., distributors of "The
Devil Angel" in Greater New York,
said yesterday:
"Relative to the style of lithographs
used for the production, 'The Devil's
Angel,' allow me to state that the
consensus of opinion among the exhibitors isthat the lithographic work
on this subject is as clean a lot of
work as has been gotten out on
any feature of the past year. The report made by the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers must have been
made by one of their members from
hearsay."

Ray's Trip Put Off
Arthur S. Kane has received word
that Charles Ray has decided to postpone his New York visit until December. It had been expected that
Ray would make the trip early this
spring, but he wants to be farther
advanced in productions under his
First National contract before leaving the studios.
In his next picture, "Scrap Iron,"
Ray makes his debut as a director.

Thursday, March 3,

Brady on Coast
The following wire was received
yesterday from Glenn Harper, secretary of the Theater Owners of
Southern California and Arizona:
"A stormy session of representatives from 17 moving picture organizations was carried into the small
hours of the morning during which
the delegation from the Theater Owners of Southern California withdrew
at the proposal of the formation of
the National Association, but returned upon the revival of an organization formed locally two years ago,
whose activities are confined strictly
and absolutely to state legislative
matters. Brady is in no way responsible for this meeting. His reception
here was met with opposition by exhibitors who stand 100% behind the
Theater Owners of America and Sydney S. Cohen.
"The Theater Owners of Southern
California demand an authentic report in your
of Brady's
activities
while publication
in Los Angeles.
He
met with no success with exhibtiors,
who repudiated and denounced him
and the N. A. M. P. I."
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — A meeting held at
the L. A. Athletic Club last evening,
composed of representatives of IS
branches of the industry, organized
plans for the revival of the Affiliated
Picture Interests originally formed
two years ago. The organization is
to combat blue laws and censorship.
Quite a discussion occurred early
in the meeting when William A.
Brady, who was a guest, was asked
to speak. Glenn Harper of the T. O.
of South. Cal., wanted to know if
the organization was to be local or
national. He withdrew, but returned
later to join the proposed body, which
he learned was to be local in scope.
Sydney S. Cohen was advised by
wire
yesterday
that Harper's
subscribed
its quota
of $2,500unit
to had
the
national treasury.
George Fitzmaurice and the cast
for "Experience" have returned from
Savannah and St. Augustine, where
exteriors were taken.

Ifs the men

behind the

guns that count. The men
behind the RITCHEY1
posters are the greatest
poster artists and poster
printers in the world.

RITCHEY
L.ITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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[n the Courts
y Revier has applied in the
e Court for an accounting
e National Film Corp. David
veils, and David P. Howells,
r an accounting of the receipts
The Son of Tarzan," and for
nction restraining the defendom continuing to exhibit the
less he is paid the sums he
are due.
r claims that he agreed with
.1 Film to direct the film at
week and \2l/2% of the gross,
,t Mr. Howells agreed to see
got his share. He says that
received only $4,000 when the
was completed and that How1 the National Film have rep pay him his share of the reHe says that the actual cost
aim was only $106,000 instead
|,000 as represented, and that
already taken in more than
). He said that Mr. Howells
d that he has received $176,i that contracts are still being
!Joe Brandt made an affidavit
^ng his statements.
•y before Supreme Court Jusatzek gave a verdict for des in a suit by Jeannie Dunlinst L. Lawrence Weber as
it, Joseph W. Engel, as treasarry C. Cohen, secretary, Ed.. Saunders, vice-president, and
H. Tooker, director, of the
rork Alco Films, to recover
paid them by the corporation
eged services. She alleged
e held notes of the corporar $15,000 on which she got
nt but could not collect, but
:er the payments were made
defendants and later the coment into bankruptcy. The devas that the plaintiff got the
om John Dunlop, who acted
agent and was president of the
rlm Service, which made an
ent to furnish the New York
ith one film a week, but never
ed one. The notes were given
ire payment for the films un:d, and Dunlop was alleged to
-ansferred them to the plain:hout the defendant's consent
lection with a loan from her of

mony that Arshaloues MarArmenian refugee, who starthe film, "Ravished Armenia,"
lg Armenian outrages, proby Col. W. N. Selig, received
for her work but was able to
lly $195, has been given in the
ates Court by her guardian,
Eleanor Brown Gates, wife of
L. Gates, a newspaper man,
lid the girl cost $5,000 of his
oney.
Technicolor Motion Picture
of Boston, has sued the PreMachine Co. in the Supreme
to recover a minimum royalty
1 a month, due under an agreeby which the defendant is
[during a magnetically controlectric arc apparatus. The
f claims that $18,750 is now

Cutting Prices
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A number of St. Louis exhibitors
have sent to WID'S DAILY the following letter:
"The Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
are asking the exhibitors around the
country to uphold the higher price of
admission. They do not do as they
preach. Enclosed you will find clippings of the Criterion theater that :.:
formerly charged 50c and now reduced their price to 30c. The same
theater ran a picture a full week, now
it runs two pictures a week.
"We also enclose clippings of the
Delmonte theater which also charged
50c admission and reduced to 30c.
Now if they cannot get the high price
of admission in their theaters, why
do they ask the little show man to
raise his price? Probably to put him
out of business is one of the reasons.
How can we pay high rental on films
when the first run theaters are reducing their price 20c on one jump?
It surely is going to effect the business in St. Louis. We are sorry that
a big company like the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. is starting the ball
a rolling in our town."
:.:
Attached to this letter were two
newspaper clippings, one concerning
the reduced scale at the Delmonte as
noted in the letter, and the second
an advertisement of the Criterion
with notice of the reduction in prices.
A copy of the above letter was forwarded to the Famous-Players-Missouri Corp. for comment. An official
of the company made the following
answer:
"There is really no comment to
make about the admission price in
St. Louis theaters."

When You Play

KISMET
remember

GASNIER
Directed It

Kansas City, Mo. — Samuel Harding has not purchased "The County
Fair" for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
Nebraska, but he acted as agent for
Ralph Simmons and Harry Taylor,
who will distribute the picture under
the firm name of the S. and T. Film
Co., with offices in the Doric Theater Bldg.
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Players manager, went with Mei-
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Going to Youngstown
Thomas Meighan has left for
Youngstown, O., to make a personal
appearance at the Colonial theater.
Meighan has consented to accept
$1,000 for the appearance, but he will
turn over the money equally to an
orphan
and the local
Actors'Famous
Fund.
Harry asylum
H. Buxbaum,

(Special to WID'S

nft
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"While
10,000
ft.
of filmabroad
which Houdini
he will shot
use in
future
productions.

Harding Acted As Agent
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Houdini Secures Offices
The Houdini Pictures Corp., the
formation of which was exclusively
announced in these columns, started
its official life yesterday. Offices have
been secured on the 18th floor of the
Candler Bldg.
Harry Houdini stated yesterday
that he would make four pictures a
vear, the first to be made in the east.
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"Carnival"

Shown

in London

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

London, Eng. — Alliance Film's
first picture, "Carnival," was trade
shown here recently. It is an ambitious picture, made by Harley Knoles
and although the action is very slow
in the earlier reels it contains some
very fine dramatic and spectacular
stuff.
A lot of scenes were made in Venice. Matheson Lang and Hilda Bayley play their original stage roles in
the film. A well known film man
stated regarding the pictures that it
should do a good business in this
country and would be a good feature
for the states if it is trimmed.
John
Capitol
settings
will be
of S. L.

Wenger Resigns
Wenger, art director of the
theater, has resigned. The
in the future at that theater
done under direct supervision
Rothafel.

THE
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1645 La Brea Ave.,
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TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6798
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612

454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 8621

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadf. 3443~
CLAREMONT
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LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 376«
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES
'Kessel Kwality Prints'*
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee 221
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CO.
Motion Picture Specialist*
86 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 94:
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Spring 207C
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INC.
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Harlem
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Morn. 4915

STATE
RIGHTS
GOING
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Just what units will operate here remains to be worked out later. The
Monte Banks comedies for Federated
release will, however, be made at the
present Warner plant.
In all likelihood, and in order to
avoid confusion with the present Special Pictures output which is handled
through Federated exchanges, the future series of comedies will be produced under the brand name of Warner Bros.
Definite information could not be
secured yesterday as to what happens to the existing productions of
Special Pictures. It is understood
that Federated will continue to handle
what product it has. This includes
12 Comedyarts, 10 Sunset Burrad
Scenics, 4 Milburne Moranti comedies, 6Clayplays in Mud, 5 Comiclassics and 2 Chester Conklin comedies.
These pictures were made while Special had its own exchanges. They
were later turned over to Federated
and several additional comedies made
for direct Federated release. Louise
Fazenda has not as yet made any
comedies for Special.
Warners are incidentally going
• ;-«»■'.«»-.>-«»<. «^«^"-«^M-«
ahead with the formation of their
permanent feature organization with
William Nigh as director and Harry
Incorporate in Denver
Rapf as business manager. A deal is
Denver, — The
Mountain
States
now on for a star who will appear in
Features
Enterprise,
Inc.,
with
a
capyear.
a
four pictures
ital of $50,000, has been formed, to
Earl W. Hammons of Educational, distribute
feature pictures.
stated yesterday that all three stars
would work in the same comedies,
making them all-star affairs. Mr.
Hammons was of the opinion that CONTINUITY that COUNTS
they would make "some comedies."

Productions Wen

Stepping Out"

"Her Husband's Frieil
"Silken Hosier

"Hairpins"

— starring —

ENID

(Special to WID'S

BROKERS
MOTION

4

; ~ — —~ •
°
i j~ — °
(Continued
from Page
1)
Deal
Reel
t
Shor
Brunston Sts. in Hollywood capable
of accommodating four companies. i
Consistent and Artistic

BENNETT

FRED

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

jft[.<^

and directed by

DIRECTORY
Oh

Thursday, March H
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Paul Schof ield

Los Angeles — The Warner Bros.Special Pictures deal means that the
former will take over in its entirety
Free Lance
the Special Pictures producing organization. C. C. Craig, business manAdaptations : : Editing
ager of Special, is still with the company endeavoring to finally straighten CURRENT
Coast) RELEASES:
out its affairs.
"Rose
of
Nome"— Fox
(West
It is understood that the Hellman
interests, who are in back of Special
ler All the Way"— David But"Smilin'
Pictures, have already spent $400,000
on the company and that $100,000 is
available to Warners for production
"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
activities and for the purpose of placng the organization on a paying basis.
"Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinson— AllStar
Joe Horwitz will state right "Dol"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
lars and Destiny."
IN PRODUCTION:
Col. George Carruthers leaves for
"The
Quarry" — Meighan— Famous
the coast shortly.
Players
Doris Kenyon has been engaged to
appear
in "The Meighan.
Conquest of Canaan,"
with Thomas
Marc McDermott will appear in
"Footlights," Elsie Ferguson's next
production.

NIBLC
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DirectoryPictiJ
and Motion
can do three things for d
1. We place your propositill
before every one in any nil
connected with the busineiB
2. Supply you free of char>l
a complete list, giving nanfl
address and seating caps!
ity
of every theatre in tfl
country
— and keep it up I
date with regular supp ' 1
ments.
3. Send you daily reports gill
ing the names and addressll
of those in the market
ifl
your goods.
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* Varges Monopoly

lay Go West

Paul Cromelin Questions Brulatours
Motives in Asking 30% Duty on
Imported Raw Stock
Paul H. Cromelin, president of Inter-Ocean, on behalf of his company
has filed a brief with Chairman
Fordney of the House Ways and
Means Committee in which he charges
that the Eastman Kodak Co. is seeking to "further control and dominate
the industry by making it difficult, if
not impossible, to procure the product
of any concern which attempts to

Considering Eliminating Easti Production — Plans
Not
Set as Yet
o officials are known to be
■ring the advisability of abandEastern production and the
r of units now
at the 61st
to the company's extensive
a Hollywood.
Lytell is now working here
direction of Maxwell Karger.
'ictures, who hold a contract
[etro for a series of George D.
Prod., use the 61st studio and
change is made, it will mean
msfer of that company's force
coast. At S-L., it was stated
\e matter had not been decided
A decision will be reached
,w days.
(Special to WID'S

Cromelin takes exception to the
stand taken by Jules E. Brulatour,
compete."
the
Eastman Kodak distributor who,
as noted, appeared before the committee seeking a 30% ad valorem duty
on
raw stock.
briefimported
has attached
to it a Cromelin's
memorandum from the Gevaert Co. of America, Inc., which states that celluloid,
the most important item entering into
the manufacture of stock, is purchased
in this country and shipped to Bel-

DAILY)

Angeles — The Times learns
ert Lytell, George Baker and
:11 Karger are to produce for
as the coast plant and that
re expected here shortly.

Cromelin says in his brief, in part:
"It is * * * impossible to disassociate Mr.
gium.
Brulatour,
the witness personally,
and the

Opening Sunday
: Four Horsemen of the Apoc' opens at the Lyric Sunday
Tickets for the premiere are
at a top price of $10.

Eastman

" 'A Perfect Crime' has romance, humor, pathos, and Allan Dwan keeps
Angeles — Metro's "The Four his story moving. There is no doubt that this 'A. P.' release offers good
the indefinite
Mission run.
the- entertainment," says Motion Picture News. — Advt.
;nen"
Marchopens
8 forat an
DAILY)

Contract Completed

Pantheon's First Star
ha Getwell, the "American Le(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Bessie Love has been
irl" and the winner of a beauty
held by some of the leading engaged to appear with Sessue Hayanagazines, has been signed on
term contract byy Pantheon kawa in the latter's new picture, "The
The production will be reI Corp. and wlil be starred in Swamp."
leased through Robertson-Cole.
icoming production.
Charles
will direct. George Dubois
It is understood that the contract
■ is preparing the continuity.
Miss Love held with Andrew J. Callaghan of the Andrew J. Callaghan
larguerite Gove Resigns
[uerite Gove, production editor Prod., Inc., for a series of pictures
Bray Studios, who has been for Federated release expired last
iray for some years past has month.
d. Her successor has not
amed.
"U" Buys Clemmer, Seattle

ut Magazine to 500 Ft.
mencing
with the release of
6, a radical change will be
in the Paramount Magazine.
1 of the 1,000 ft. which now
s of three or more tabloid subhe magazine will be 500 ft. in
the footage to be taken up
' with a cartoon comedy.
Hurd, Pat Sullivan, Frank
and Henry D. Bailey will sup:m in rotation.

Kodak
Co., which
would
(Continued
on Page 4)

be the

More De Haven Pictures

\t Mission, Los Angeles
(Special to WID'S

Price 5 Cents
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(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Seattle — Universal has purchased
the Clemmer theater from James Q.
Clemmer, who still had a year to go
under the present lease. It is said
Universal paid $50,000 for the theater.
Negotiations were conducted by E.
Armstrong,
the company's district
manager.
At Universal nothing was
of the reported Seattle deal.

known

Big Party Tonight
Tonight's
night Itforis the
film
crowd
in NewtheYork.
the first
formal dinner of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' at the Biltmore. The A. M. P. A. boys have
dubbed it "The Naked Truth Dinner,"
and have let it ride at that. They
won't say definitely what's going to
happen and who is going to make it
happen. They just advise being
there for the fire works.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Carter De Haven, it
is understood, has purchased "Marry
the Poor Girl" and "My Lady
Friends." They are to follow "The
Girl in the Taxi," the De Havens'
second picture.
Smith Back from
Guy Croswell Smith,
firm bearing his name,
from a short trip abroad

Sweden
head of the
has returned
during which

he Mr.
visited
Scandinavia.1
Smith
found conditions in
Scandinavia satisfactory on the whole,
with a keener taste evident for better
film productions. Sweden, according
to Mr. Smith, is progressing rapidly
in production and when that country
Adolph Samuels in Paris
makes pictures of a lighter vein,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta — The Weekly Film Review Smith thinks Swedish films will offer,
has received word from Adolph stern competition in this country.
Samuels, who is now in Paris. The
"With the entire European market
publication states that Samuels was to draw from," said Smith yesterday,
considering the purchase of 15 neg- "it is natural that Scandinavian audiatives, five of them starring Pola
ences should be critical. They do not
Negri. Samuels intends going to Ber- like a considerable number of the
lin and then leaves Southampton themes used in our productions. They
for New York on April 1.
prefer
material."
Mr. heavier
Smith said
that while he did
Ludvigh On Coast
not have time to go into Germany,
Los Angeles — Visitors at the Lasky he was advised that there was an
studio are Mr. and Mrs. Elek J. Lud- enormous amount of production unvigh of New York.
der way there.
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Another Broadway Rui
The Fox offices have closed
Broadway run of "A Con
Yankeewillin open
Kingat Arthur's
will have stereos made of the plates which
the Selwj
to be used in the trade paper cam- ter for an indefinite run, be
March 14. A deal is unders
paign on the serial.
State right buyers will then be able be on for "The Queen of
to conduct their local advertising showing at a Broadway hous
campaign
with high class layouts.
After Snow Scenes
Jans Film Sales
William Fildew, camerarr
Herman F. Jans has sold "Madon- Tod Browning, was sent east f
nas and Men," "Wings of Pride,"
"Love Without Question" and "Wom- some snow scenes for "Fanr
an's Business," to the T. W. Chat- self," Browning's next picture,
burn Enterprises of Los Angeles for he arrived in New York h<!
Missouri and Kansas.
find the snow he expected,
day he left for the wilds of n
Wisconsin.
Buys Number of Films
The Capital Film Exchange, 729
7th Ave., has closed a deal with the
Drastic Bill in Pennsylv
Independent Films Association of
(Special to WID'S DAILY!
Chicago for a series of 24 two reel
Philadelphia — John S. Evanf
westerns starring Ray Gallagher; a
series with Pete Morrison, and one Penn. M. P. T. O. is sending
circular letter to the 400 ode J
with Max Roberts.
bers of the division relative ij
new bill now pending at Har b|
Brandt Buys Story
Joe Brandt has purchased a story The circular says, in part:
"A bill introduced in the H J
called "Heart of the North, or the
Harrisb
by Wm. J. Bn-j
Twins of Destiny," from Edward Philadelurg
phia, known as Bill r 1
Dowling. Brandt will use this as one
of a series of feature releases, the places the imposition of a st:<
of 1% upon the gross receisj
plans centofissue.which were outlined in a re- ceived
in the operating of all la
of public entertainment, witll
State of Pennsylvania.
102 Exhibitors Sign
"The tax of one per cent i.'jJ
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Minneapolis — "Mickey" Coen, man- paid to the state treasurer u n
ager of Theater Owners Film Ex- gross receipts except those to 9
change, states that he has already se- plied to charitable, religious, ■
cured 102 members of the new organ- tional or benevolent purposes1!
ization of 300 exhibitors which he is
bill if it goes through meai'l
forming. The new co-operative or- every motion picture theater J]
ganization will be supplied with feat- state will pay an extra licensfj
ure productions at program prices, $300 to untold thousands and t; I
and will also benefit from advertising will have to be paid wheth I
and exploitation matter supplied by
the headquarters of the organization. make any profit or not."
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Quotations

It was reported yesterday that
Federated franchise holders were
contemplating opening six additional
exchanges. A man closely identified
with Federated stated that he believed
this was true and that the move was
being contemplated by various franritories.chise holders for their respective terStart Work at Chester Plant
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angelejs — Work has started
at the Chester studio on the two
comedies, the negatives of which were
destroyed by fire on Saturday last.
The damage was not so great as was
originally reported in daily newspapers here.
New Chester Brand Names
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — The Moving Picture
Bulletin says that C. L. Chester will
turn over to Federated 13 Nookey
Comedies, each in two reels, and 13
Parlor comedies, each in two reels.

Last
The local Chester office did not
Bid. Asked. Sale
know about the new comedy brands
Famous Players . . 67
68
67^4
yesterday.
do pfd
Not quoted
*Goldwyn
4^
5
Shallenberger Due Soon
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Loew's, Inc
16J4
16^
16J4
Los Angeles — W. E. Shallenberger,
Triangle
H
Yi
3A
of Arrow, has left for New
World Film
Not quoted president
York.
t

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Name Stahl Picture
Louis B. Mayer announces that
"The Child Thou Gavest Me" will be
the title of the initial John M. Stahl
Prod, which is now in the making
under the working title of "Muffled
Drums."
Stanley in Bethlehem

It was stated at Arrow, that Shallenberger has contracted for a number of big features and short reel
subjects, the exact nature of which
will probably be made known when
he arrives in town.

Apex Buys Series
Aycie Pictures
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Aycie Pictures, offices at 117 W.
Pittsburgh — Manager Niggel of the
46th St., has entered the state right
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
market with 16 two-reel westerns, a Apex exchange has purchased a series of 24 two-reel westerns, featurBethlehem, Pa. — Reports are cur- five reel western and a five reel soing Fritzie Ridgway.
rent to the effect that the Stanley Co.,
ciety drama featuring Wheeler Drypresent lessees of the Grand Opera den and Audrey Chapman.
Phoenix Buys 20
The officers are B. Bernstein, presHouse, will shortly become permanent owners. The price involved is
ident; A. A. Corn, treasurer, and M.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
said to be $160,000.
Lewis, secretary. The company is a
Kansas City, Mo. — The Phoenix
New York corporation starting busi- Film Corp. has secured for distribution in this territory a series of 20
ness with an active capital of $6,000.
Reorganized
two-reel
Western Star Dramas. The
At a recent reorganization meeting
stars of the two-reelers are Art Acord,
the Ross Publishing Co., Inc., 1463
To Use Trade Paper Layouts
Pete Morrison, Dorothy Davenport,
Broadway, elected new officers as
The Howells Sales Co., distributors Lee Hill, Fritzi Brunette and Rupert
follows :
President, Clement A. Dodson; of the "The Hope Diamond Mystery,"
vice-president, Maurice Meyers ;
Julian.
treasurer and general manager; Milton L. Silver; and John P. Dornan,
secretary.
The initial publication of the company was "Who's Who On The
Screen?"

Poor advertising is wore
than none.. Poor post*
advertising is particular!
repellant. The one post*
with a sure box office pu!
is the RITCHEY

poster. \

RITCHEI
LITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838
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Putting It Over
Here is ho<u> » brother exhib' put his show over. Send
ng your ideas. Let the other
\o<w know how you cleaned
st Point, Ga. — W. G. Shaefer,
jer of the Vaudette,
brought
il new ideas into play in exploitDon't Every Marry."
mt ten days before the picture
0 open, Mr. Shaefer used such
as: "Said Myra to Joe: 'Take
m a widow who knows, Don't
marry,'
" and,
and did:
The "Jim
hand straightway
that rocks
adle is the hand that rocks the
, Every Ouija board in town is
g it— "Dont Every Marry."
days before the picture opened,
undred post cards carrying sen; similiar to the slides were
1 to a list of what Mr. Shaefer

tMA

Incorporations

Albany, N. Y.— Affiliated Enterprises, New York. Capital $50,000.
Incorporators: J. H. Hoffberg, B.
H. Frank and N. Kopf, 1482 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y.— Triart Prod., New
York. Capital, 1,000 shares preferred
stock, $100 each share; 2,000 common
stock, no par value; active capital
$110,000. Incorporators: L. A. Hiller, Isaac Wolper and Alfred Beekman, 1475 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — Polish Amusement
Corp., New York. Capital $110,000.
Incorporators: I. P. Morris, C. Auerbach, M. H. Lewis, 111 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — Aycie Pictures
Corp., New York. Capital, 100 shares
common stock, no par value; active
capital, $6,000. Incorporators: A.
A. Corn, M. Lewis and B. H. Bernstein, 1476 Broadway.

prospective brides and grooms,"
oung people in town, ranging
Dover, Del. — Mission Theater Co.,
sixteen to twenty-five years.
:ampaign brought Mr. Shaefer $3,000,000. Incorporators: M. A.
iggest business he has enjoyed Bruce, S. E. Dill and T. L. Croteau,
) years.
Wilmington.
aha, Nebr. — A. H. Blank and
es Moines Daily Capital recentrted a contest to find the pretjirl in Iowa, Mr. Blank offering
1 for her an opportunity to take
2 in a First National picture.
:ontest ran for five months, and
than 600 girls sent more than
photographs to the Capital.
A
army of judges, including arphotographers,
newspaper
exetc, chose the ten leaders from
g the photographs, and the ten
invited to Des Moines as Mr.
.'s guests.
;y came. In Des Moines Mr.
: entertained them royally. The
koines Capital printed their picon the front page, the back
and every other page. The girls
dined at the Commercial Club,
fests of the club. They were
' by two moving picture camin imported for the occasion.
: pictures were shown on the
l at the Des Moines theater,
lis almost commences to be ani story. At 6:55, the night the
es were shown, less than 200
b were in the big theater. At
the crowd had broken through
hains put up to keep out the
iOw and were jamming the the,at 7:35 the police reserves ar' and at 7:40 the pictures were
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Business Reports !
Here's

Some Actual Facts Sent In by Wire on What
"Passion" and "The Kid" Are Doing— It Will
Pay You to Read Them

"'Passion' opened in the Palace Theatre, Newport News, Va.,
and broke all records for attendance in my house." — William Gordon.
" 'Passion' played at the Trenton Theatre, Lynchburg, Va., and
pleased everyone. Patrons said it was the best show they had seen
in months."
"At the New Strand, Miwaukee, 'Passion' broke attendance and
box office records and the picture won high praise from all who

Albany, N. Y. — Squidgulum Theater Co., New York. Capital $50,000.
Incorporators: B. Miners, O. L. and
C. S. Meyerson, 60 S't. Nicholas Ave.

it." the Newman Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., 'Passion' broke
saw "At
A picture they all liked."
box office records.

Albany. N. Y. — Clover Film Corp.,
Utica. Capital $12,000. Incorporators: H. T. Cross, J. Miller and C.
R. Leighton, Utica.

"At the Rialto Theatre, Milwaukee, 'The Kid' broke both box
The audiences went wild over it."
office and attendance records.

Dover, Del. — Associated Theaters
Corp. Capital $500,000. Incorporators: James N. Robertson, Thomas B.
Quinn and David Needham, Detroit.

we have run so far as box office receipts."

Detroit, Del. — American M. P.
Corp. Capital $50,000. F. R. Hansell, J. Vernon Plimm and E. M.
MacFarland,
Philadelphia.-

"At the Empress Theatre, Laramie, Wyo., 'The Kid' played to
capacity and the audience liked it immensely."

Albany, N. Y. — Wilson Prod., New
York. Capital $50,000. Incorporators: R. W. and G. T. Murray, and
W. W. Wilson, 130 W. 61st St.

"At the Central Theatre, Fairbury, 111., 'The Kid' broke attendance records and box office records. It was a riot. Best picture

"At Saxe's Rialto, Milwaukee, 'The Kid' broke all records in
the way of both box office receipts and attendance. All Milwaukee
is wild over the picture."

Albany, N. Y. — Rosemore Amusement Co., Brooklyn. Capital $20,000.
Incorporators: P. and H. J. Rosenson
and M. Hearst, 158 Bayard St..
Brooklyn.

Albany, N. Y. — United Projector
and Film Corp.. Buffalo. Capital
5.000 shares preferred stock, $100
each; 5.000 common, no par value;
active capital $525,000. Incorporators: L. E. Davidson, A. A. Lewis
| judges unanimously selected
Juanita Thomas, the last shown. and I. M. Mosher, Buffalo.
To Fight Salacious Films
Theater Owners' Chamber of
nerce has appointed a committee
osed of B. S. Moss, Lou F. Blulal and Bernard Aederhurst, the
the owner of three Bronx theaind two in Brooklyn, to- co-opwith the state exhibitors' league
roducers as individuals in fightalacious films.

Albany, N. Y. — Classic Dramas,
Inc. Capital $100,000. Incorporators R. W. France, B. J. Longstreet,
and
City. C. I. Funkenstein, New York
Albany, N. Y. — Houdini Pictures
Corp., New York. Capital $500,000.
Incorporators: B. M. L. Ernst, M. H.
Caine and D. J. Fox 31 Liberty St.

Break Record
Charles "Chic" Sales
Dover, Del.—
an, N. Y. — All records at the Pictures
Corp. Capital $1,000,000.
n theater were broken with
Incorporators: Horace Greeley, Eastion," which played at the house burn, William F. Bouzarth and M. E.
I'ree days.
Dote, Wilmington.

First National Attractions
ECHOES OF THE BIG 5
That's another reason why
^There'll be a Franchise everywhere

tMA
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Charges
Monopoly
(Continued from Page 1)
company protected, and which in reality is
seeking through the means of orotective
tariff to further control and domiaate the
industry by making it difficult, if not iin
possible, to procure the product of any con
cern which attempts to compete.
"The attention of your committee is respectfully referred to the testimony of W.
O. Gennertj 149 Broadway, New York, explaining the status of the Eastman Kodak
Co. and stating the reason why raw stock
should be admitted duty free. * * * This tinrefuted testimony disclosed that the Eastman Kodak Co. controlled 95% of the raw
stock (unexposed film) sold in the United
States, and at that time through its control
of British Kodak, French Kodak, German
Kodak, etc., 75% to 85% of all the films
sold in the rest of the world. That was
seven years ago.
''Such attempts as have been made by any
concern to break into the Eastman monopoly
in the United States by manufacturing in
this country in competition have made very
little progress. There are three other companies organized in this country in recent
years who are now endeavoring to make a
satisfactory raw stock, but the sum total
of their output is so small as to be practically negligible. It is estimated that upwards of 650,000.000 ft. of motion picture
films is used in the United States annually,
of which, while figures are not available, it
is pretty safe to estimate that 85% to 90%
is the product of the Eastman Co.
"The Gevaert Co. of Antwerp has, however, in recent years developed a film which
under very carefully conducted tests seems
to be equal if not superior to Eastman's.
Various producers of motion pictures and
laboratories where motion pictures are printed have been using a portion of Gevaert
stock as well as Eastman, and it now looks
as if this material, unless it is prevented
from coming in because of tariff restrictions,
may prove a real source of supply, independent from Eastman.
reports of
exportsthat
of
the"The
Department
of imports
Commerceanddisclose
motion pictures constitute an important item
of export and are of much less consequence
as imports.
"The total figures from 1912 to and including Dec. 31, 1920, show:
Exports
$65,487,479.00
Imports
13,723,516.00
Excess of Exports
$51,763,963.00
"These figures are compiled from the time
motion pictures were shown separate and
distinct from 'photographic goods' with
which they had been previously classified.
The exports, however, were in reality very
much larger than the figures show, for there
has heretofore been no classification separating negatives exposed which have been
shipped to England or France to have prints
made there, from positives exposed and ready
for projection, and it is estimated that the
amount of revenue for the right to use the
negatives in these countries which would
ultimately come to the American owners
the
to make
be a sum big enough
would

Exhibitor Confabs

DAILY

Friday, March 4,

Way Behind Us, Says Standing
Rose Shulsinger, is in receipt of an
interesting
letter
from
Wyndham
Standing, new in London.
"I am over here on holiday and enjoying myself immensely, but British
films are not for mine. In my humble
opinion they are ten years behind
America; they do not go out after
the big stuff but prefer to spend $12,000 on a picture. And they 'hit the
ceiling' if they are told anything. At
present there is a strong prejudice
against American made films, but
the movie fans still ask for them, and
know the difference. The studios are
equipped, (to a certain degree), with
Klieg, Cooper-Hewitts and Sun arcs.
They use a hard English, (Westminster), light for overhead, which is
useful. Their printing and developing is way behind American stand-

Plans for the three-day convention
the New York State Exhibitors'
of
League are being formulated. The
meeting will be held April 5-6-7 at
the Seneca Hotel, Rochester.
On the night of Wednesday, April
6, there will be a banquet at which
state political leaders will be present.
On Thursday there will be a ball.
The executive committee consists
of I. M. Salyerds, chairman; W. H.
Kelly, secretary; George H. Caffrey,
treasurer, all of Rochester.
The coming convention of Pennsylvania exhibitors to be held .iext
Tuesday and Wednesday at the Hotel
Penn Harris in Harrisburg, promises
to be a real record breaker.
This is the first time that a statewide organization in Pennsylvania,
without any geographical division, has
been attempted. Philadelphia will
Standing's last picture here before
send a delegation of 50.
leaving
for London was "Bride's
Sydney S. Cohen and Charles L. release.
Play," which will be an early summer
O'Reilly will attend the convention.
For Wednesday a banquet has been
ards."
planned to which the Governor and
Repeal Fails
a number of prominent state officials
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
have been invited.
Pierre, S. D. — Efforts to repeal the
blue laws now on the statute books
value of our exports at least six times as have failed. Following the defeat of
much as our exports.
the Wagner bill, which would have
"Since the figures have been separately
compiled (1914-1920, inclusive) they disclose accomplished this, a motion was made
the following position as regards exports and to reconsider the measure.
imports of raw stock (unexposed sensitized
film) :
Attorney General Payne recently
Exports
$15,378,831.00 announced that if efforts to repeal
Imports
6,126,117.00
the law failed, he would launch a campaign of enforcement. Every effort
Excess of Exports over Imports $9,252,714.00
"It is interesting to observe that the ex- is being made by exhibitors to co-opports represent the product of practically
erate with forces in the legislature
but one company, Eastman Kodak Co., which
had meanwhile constructed its British plant who seek repeal of the law.

at Harrow, England, in which it was able
to take care of part of the demand which
would have otherwise been reflected in United
States export figures, which would have been
correspondingly larger. And it must be remembered also that of the total exports of
motion pictures as given, including positives
printed and ready for projection, and such
negatives as may have been sent abroad,
practically all of this was on raw stock made
by the Eastman Kodak Co., which enjoyed
the benefit of and profits arising out of this
export business in addition to such as it
made out of the huge business done in the
United States, which is far in advance of all
other countries in the amount of film used

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

Suite

per annum."

Excerpts of Mr. Brulatour's
will appear in an early issue.

Purchase Aledo Empire
Aledo, III— O. W. Trevor of Rock
Island and J. Earl Kennedy of Molin have purchased the Empire.

brief

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

FEATURES AND SHORT
SUBJECTS
WORLD

RIGHTS
PROMPT

FIVE HIGH

CLASS SPECIAL FILM REPRESENTATIVES WANTED IMMEDIATELY FOR SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
ON BIG SUPER-FEATURE ABOUT
TO BE RELEASED.

Write Full Particulars to

Box B-2 Wid's
or Phone Bryant 3271 for Appointment

NEW

Niblo Directing Louise Glau
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
'
Los Angeles — Fred Niblo wi!
start directing Douglas Fairbanlj
several weeks.
He has been 1<|
to J. Parker Read, Jr., to make
ture starring Louise Glaum.

ters
Joy."of Itthe
is being
Theof title
story scenar
is "D '
by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Gardner Leaves Selznick
Cyril Gardner, film editor for I
nick for two years, has left thil
ganization. Previous to his Sel-I
connection Gardner was with Th«
H. Ince and Jesse D. Hampton.!
also edited "Back to God's Coui'l
Open

Two

in Milwaukee

(Special— toTwo
WID'Stheaters,
DAILY)
Milwaukee
th jj
hambra,
remodeled,
and the EH
a new Saxe house, have been op I

DIRECTOR*
Ol

THE
A

TRAD]

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS

EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC
I
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Bres vi
New York City.
Hollywood "l

AD VERTISING—
PUBLICI'
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
904

Fit2gerald

The Screen Bulletin
Bldg.
Bryan SO

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITL5

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
i
220 W. 42nd St.
BryanM
727

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOJB
Art Titles
7th Avenue
Brvsn 61

BROKERS
MOTION

PICTURE
SECURITIES^
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los A eli

454-460

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO MC
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electro ia
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryan tl

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printini
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wada.
U<

WANTED

WANTED

3

CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATCIBI
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremoc 7*
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manai
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATOH
'Kesael Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort 1 »

PRINTERS

ACTION

PICTURES
NO REISSUES

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 2 2d St.
Phone Gramer H
PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
SprinilWI

STUDIOS
Address

B-4,

Care

Wid's

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

. SPRING

8303

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
II. J
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harles'lK
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 49

AN

ORGAN

$3500

FOR

SAL

Estey Pipe Organ1
Great Bargain
F. STERNER
9 East 48th St.
N. Y. .
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Big Party

Activity Stops
:e Film in Difficulty — English
May Reorganize — Director
Expected Here
By Cable to WID'S

v. M. P. A. Gives "The Naked Truth"
to Important
Gathering at
Biltmore

DAILY)

The A. M. P. A. outdid itself last
night at the Biltmore.
The first formal dinner of this
organization was attended by many
notables of the industry, and it was
a huge novelty. It was copied after
the internationally famous dinner of
the' Gridiron Club of Washington,
and from the way in which it was
run off, the ehances are that future
affairs of this kind will be in the limelight of this industry.
When the guests, numbering about
200, entered the special ballroom of
the Biltmore, reserved for the occasion, they were surprised and interested in many of the cards and
notices which were scattered about,
and which referred to the Blue Law
publicity which has attracted so much
attention in the industry.

don, Eng. — The office staff of
lliance Film Corp., Ltd., a $5,) company and the most highly
ized film company in Great
l, has been notified of its dis, The company's studio is idle.
lediately upon the receipt of
ove cable from its London cordent, WID'S DAILY comited with Gustavus A. Rogers,
>csidcs being a member of the
m of Rogers and Rogers is the
can legal representative of AlFilm.
Rogers stated that he expected
rival
of one
of theat company's
irs from
London
an early
The director is coming over
e to "the continuance of the
ny,"
Rogers
yes. In astheMr.event
thatput
thisit man
ot arrive, Rogers intends going
;land to confer with Alliance ofregarding the future of the ortion.
n an entirely different source,
e that is believed to be authenwas learned yesterday that Alwould in some way survive its
t difficulties and that the Britvernment would not permit the
ny to become defunct. It was
1 yesterday that the Crown of
id is directly interested in the
try and its progress.
Walter De Feece is managing
r (president) of the company,
i member of Parliament, as are
other officials of the company.
The Company's History
n Alliance was formed considinterest was manifested in New
;lm circles. The company made
.ngement with Associated First
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 2)

Berlin Head Office

And while he acted his superb lies th e girl at his elbow knew the humdrum side of his existence. A scene
from Allan Dwan's "A. P." comedydrama, "A Perfect Crime." — Advt.

Inauguration Shown
Pathe News scored an achievement
yesterday. Preparations which have
been under way for three weeks by
Emanuel Cohen, editor of the news
reel, came to a head last night when
20 prints of the inauguration of President Harding in Washington were
available and shown last night at
Broadway theaters, a few hours after
the ceremonies had occurred in Washington.
Cohen enlisted the aid of five aeroplanes. One of them with preliminary views of the throngs in Washington reached Jersey City at 1
o'clock in the afternoon. They went
immediately to the laboratory. A
second plane with Cohen aboard arrived in Jersey City about 4:30 with
actual views of the ceremony.
The

Asher on Way
(Special to WID'S

Arthur Ziehm, foreign manager for
Goldwyn, has signed a contract covering a period of years with that company. Goldwyn will make a change
in conducting its foreign department.
The head office for the entire continent of Europe will be maintained in
Berlin with Ziehm in charge.
He leaves on March 10 for Berlin,
where he will meet Mr. Goldwyn.
The new plans will then be discussed.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — E. M. Asher, personal representative of Mack Sennett, has left for New York. With
completion of Sennett's romantic
comedy, "Heartbalm," activity at the
Sennett studio will cease for a period of from four to six weeks. It
is understood Sennett has entirely
fulfilled his obligations to Paramount
for two reel comedies for 1921. His
plans call for not more than 24 two
reelers. These will be distributed by
Associated Producers. Active work
will be resumed when the scenario of
"Molly O" is completed.

Prizma Officers Elected
meeting of the board of dii of Prizma, Inc., the followcers were elected for the ensuar: President and treasurer,
C. Walsh; vice-presidents, CarAnother House for Lesser
; Dunning and Howard G.
secretary, George Kelley;
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Gore Bros., Ramish
ill advisor and assistant treas(Continued on Page 4)
and Sol Lesser have concluded nego|/m. V. D. Kelley.
tiations for the erection of a theater
Walsh, who has been vice-preson Western Ave. between 3rd and 4th
id treasurer of Prizma for the
Price Expected
Sts. at an estimated cost of $250,000.
o years, succeeds as president
First runs will be shown. Swope,
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
noist, who retires,
Los Angeles — Oscar
A. Price of Grant and Young of Hollywood Theunderstood that there will be
Producers,
Inc., is exaters, Inc., will have charge of operlge in the present plan of pro- Associated
pected here from New York today.
ations.

Get Your Sunday Issue
The issue of Sunday, March
6, will contain the Cost Sheet
record, chart and plan and several other forms used by the
Crandall Theaters of Washington, and considered by Harry
Crandall as the best forms obtainable for keeping accurate
records of the business of his
houses.
These forms can be of the
greatest assistance to exhibitors whose present systems may
not be as complete and satisfying as they might desire.
The same issue will contain
an interesting statement delivered by W. W. Hodkinson to
members of the Los Angeles
branch of the M. P. D. A. bearing on the exceedingly important question of production and
distribution.
Reviews, of course.
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Quotations
Bid.
Famous Players ... 67
-. do pfd
83
^Goldwyn
5
D. W Griffith, Inc
Lowe's, Inc.,
16^4
Triangle
Vs
World Film

Last
Asked. Sale
68^
67^
83
83
6
Not quoted
16-)4 16^
3A
3A
Not quoted

i

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Plan

Opening

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Grand Rapids, Mich.— The Regent
is expected to open on Labor Day.
Jacob Handelman of Chicago is back
of the enterprise financially and is
also general maanger.
Granman With Doll Van
Chicago — Jacob
S. Grauman,
for
the past year manager for Metro, has
been
appointed
vice-president
and
treasurer of the Doll Van Film Corp.
Closes for Three
Chicago — Superior Screen Service
has closed for Illinois and Indiana
with Victor Kremer for "The Mad
Love," "Voices" and "The Handicap."
Changes Owners
I'.eardon, N. J. — The Grand, formerly owned by J. W. Harrell, has
been purchased by E. F. Sloan and R.
I. Gammill of Millville, N, .1.

Saturday, March ; \\
re

Smith Leaves Today
Pete Smith
leaves today
Paul, where he will work on
(Continued from Page 1)
Augustus Thomas has filed suits in cial exploitation stunt in cot
the Supreme Court against Artco
Hampton
of Ph
When President Paul Lazarus an- Prod, for $35,000 and $20,000. In the with "Bob
Neilan production.
From
t!
nounced that the dinner was ready,
he alleges he made a con- goes to the coast to act as
the first of the stunts of the evening first action
tract with Harry Raver which was representative
for Marshall
was pulled. There were huge pla- assumed by the defendant, by which Prod.
■ ■
It is understood
tha
cards for each table, and each of these he was to write a scenario for $2,000
was taken in hand by the presiding and 35 per cent of the net receipts. National plans to use severa
of Blackfeet Indians as an t
genius of the table, and gathering
ture.
tion stunt in connection with
He
alleges
he
wrote
"As
a
Man
his brother guests about him a par- Thinks" and that he received only
ade was formed, and to the accom- $2,000 and that $35,000 additional is
paniment of music the guests march- due as his share of the profits. The
ed, behind their various table symbols,
to their place. This started the affair second action alleges that he is entitled to $20,000 from "The Capitol"
in the proper spirit.
and "The Volcano" under a similar
contract.
Immediately after the guests had
Why aren't RITCHEi
taken their places the stunts were
posters used to the exel
Biograph Co. has filed default judgstarted. Owing to the number offered
ment for $3,696 in the Supreme Court
it is impossible, at this time, to record
sion of all others? G
the various events, except, in passing, against the Monmouth Film Corp., a
knows !
deto say that were planned for the pur- New Jersey
livered from company,
1916 and for
1918 films
and not
pose of laughter alone.
paid for. The case was not defended.
One of the features of the dinner
A jury before City Court Justice
was a special "Naked Truth" edition
of WID'S DAILY, distributed to the Schmuch gave a default judgment for
$1,250 in a suit of Isaac Capsuto
diners.
LITHO. CORP.
against Samuel Stuart. The plaintiff
Among those who were present, alleged that the defendant agreed to
406 w 3lst St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8!
or expected were:
sell" him the Atlantic Playhouse, at
5121
7th
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
with
a
ten
F. W. Hyman and guests, J. I. Greene,
Herbert B. Crooker, Claude A. LaBelle and but after the plaintiff had made a deguest, Arthur Leslie, Al. Selig, Percy Marposit of $250 the defendant refused
mont, George Landy, Maurice Myers, Milton
Silver, John B. Dornan, C. A. Dodson and to carry out the sale or return the
guests, H. Yaffa, George B. Gallup, M. A. deposit. The plaintiff asked for his
Schutte, Richard Weil, Paul Cromelm, Mr.
$1,000
and the deNeugass, H. Feinman, Rutgers Neilson, An $250 and fendant
did not damages,
appear.
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Gablick and guest, Mr. Stitt, Bert Sararan,
Leslie Mason, C. E. Chandler, S. F. Clark,
M. B. ISlumenstock, S. C. Einfeld, Jack
Weaver and guest, Charles Urban, E. St.
Elmo Lewis, R. F. Soule, J. O. Barnard,
Fred Baer, Chas. W. Barrell, W. M. Schuster, Wells Hawks, Mr. Garyn, Leo Pollock,
Leslie Tordan, E. P. McNamee, V. M. Moses,
Hermann Robbins, Winfield Sheehan and
guests, Paul N. Lazarus, Hiram Abrams,
Kenneth L. Hodkinson, A. C. Berman, William Brandt, Louis Blumenthal. Roderick
Ross, Marshall Neilan, P. Gridley Smith,
Glendon Allvine, Walter Eberhardt, Joe
Brady, Bob Riskin, Ira Cohen, Everett Riskin, Allan Rock, Arthur Brilant, Robert Vignola and guest, Take Woodruf, Worthy Butts,
Earl Hudson,
C. L. Yearsley,
Bob Dexter,
E. T Johnson, William Morgan, Paul Mooneyi Tom North, Bob Grainger, Paul Brunet,
Elmer Pearson, P. A. Parsons, V. M. Shapiro, Arthur Rousseau, J. E. Storey, Miles
Gibbons, Frank Bruner, Arthur S. Kane,
Phil Ryan, A. M. Botsford, Vincent Trotta,
Albert Yaeger, Harry Meyer, J. C. White,
( »scar S. Tyson, Wm. J. Beron, A. J. Barnes,
W. Byron Rufe, James Bradford, Horace
Judge, Hal Phyfe, J. C. Shea. Paul E. Perez,
Ace Berry, Paul Gulick. Harry C. Bate,
George E. Kann, Ben Grimm and guest,
Adolph Zukor, S. R. Kent. Jerome E. Beatty,
Lee Counselman, D. W. Griffith, Robert
Long, I'om Wiley, Al Thorn and guests,
Gabe IL-ss, Mr. Brightman, Alvin Mayer,
A, Du Mahout, Howard Deitz, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Sedran, Mr. Gatherman, Mr. KearMajor O'Mahoney, Lewis J. Selznick,
ney, Pettijohn,
Percy Waters, Julian M.
Charles
Solomon, C. Lang Cobb, Will C. Smith, Nat
Rothestein, Ben Davis, Chas. Goldreyer and
guest, Harry Reichenbach, George Blaisdell,
Roland Blaisdell. Jacques Kopfstein, Fred
Schaefer, Chas. Zenker, Julius Lewis, Hugo
Meyer, M. F. Rothenberg, Ben Knoppelman,
Al. Tuchman, Ralph Proctor and guests, Al.
Karpen, Mr. Goodfield, P. B. Dana, D. K.
Appenzeller, J. K. Adams, J. V. Ritchey, W.
Ray Johnson.

The trade paper delegation included John
F. Chalmers, Wendell P. Milligan, Arthur
James, Alfred J. Chalmers, A. Kracht, William J. Reilly. Edward Weitzel and F. G.
Ariza, of the Moving Picture World; L. W.
Boynton, Monte W. Sohm, Oscar Cooper,
R. M. Vandiberg, Howard McLellan, Al McCoske'r,
Stanton
Ferri,
R.
W. Baremore
andNorthrup,
Charles V.Roger
Shanks
of the
Exhibitors' Trade Review; Martin J. Quigley, James Beecroft and Harry H. Poppe of
tin- Exhibitors' Herald; Robert Welch, E.
Kendall Gilett, Fred Beecroft and Ray Gallagher of the Motion Picture News, and
"Wid" Gunning, Jack W. Alicoate, Joseph
Danneberg, Kent Smith, Tames A. Cron and
Maurice D. Kann of WID'S DAILY.

Judge Platzek in the Supreme Court
has returned a verdict favoring Harry M. and Albert Warner, known as
Warner Bros., against Patrick A.
Powers. The suit involved the sale
of minority stock in the Warner Feature Films Co. The court decision
orders payment to Warners of $12,500
and interest since 1915.
Powers' attorneys intending appealing the action.

AVAILABLE
A "live-wire" American, who a
feature films in Spain, Franc1!
and Germany, seeks opportitji
foreign representative of prll
American film corporation. ! is
cellent foreign connections an<p<
French, Spanish and Germa

Davis Sells
El Dorado, Ark. — B. Davis has sold dress W-6, Wid's Daily, 71 ' '
the Mission to B. Clark, E. C. Rob- St., New York.
inson and W. F. McWilliams.

Lumberg Buys
BUSINESS OPPORTUNH
Utica, N. Y. — Harry Lumberg has
purchased
the New
Orpheum
from Established Film Exchange
I
J. William
Mackie.
York City for sale.
Wondeflt
Reopening
portunity for live wire.
It will pay you to investigate
Elk River, Minn. — The Elk, damaged by fire a month ago, has been
completely
remodeled
and is again
Address K-333, care Wn '
open to the public.
Fox in New Britain?
FOR
RENT
New Britain, Conn. — If present
plans materialize, William Fox will Kalem Studios at Cliffside, ~bm
wreek,
monthandor Broadway.
year. 30 |
';
have a $1,000,000 theater here.
from 42nd
feet floor space, 5 acres grjl
Music Score Service
large stages, complete <{■
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
equipment,
24 dressing roonjl
etc.
Los Angeles— The West Coast and carpenter shops, suite 51
organbeen
has
Theater Service Co.
ized here to handle the service of the
Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of Inquire Watchman at studio, 9
Cliffside, NewH
Chicago. Exhibitors will be able to isade Avenue,
secure complete musical scores for or write B. HERBERT MILB
pictures in much the same way as they 220 South State Street, ChiM
now buy posters and lobby display
cards.
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Berlin Head Office

a tkeN ews
No.

19

will be the FIRST
everywhere —
IES OF THE
INAUGURATION
3INGTON.

AT

(events from New York City, Porter,
a, Balboa, C. Z., Fort Worth, Tex.,
>n, N. J., Plymouth, Mass., Dallas,
etc.

oday

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Berlin— Adolph Hoffman, independent Socialist member, recently introduced a motion in the Prussian Landtag lor the nationalization of the f.lm
industry. The motion was defeated
over the votes of the Independent Socialists.

I Appreciate the Importance

The Terra Film has been changed
into a stock company with a capital
of 4,000,000 marks. It is understood
that further means are available if
the company needs them.
Owners of theaters in Vienna will
increase their admissions because of
the recently enacted amusement tax
and employment tariff. The Union of
Austrian M. P. Theater Owners has
forbidden its members to run pictures which have been shown in other
places but picture theaters under penalty of a 5,000 crown fine.

of keeping my trade mark

Reginald Barker
PRODUCTIONS

There is some talk of a uniform tax
so that exhibitors in every state of
the republic will be uniformly affected.

at the highest possible standard

Start Monday

Herr Pigeard, who was the German
agent
for Pathe before the war, ine opening scene on "Star Dust,"
tends to form a new distributing or: Hampton's next production
ganization throughout Germany. This
i will be released through AssociFirst National, will be shot on will not occur until import regulations are more lax.
day at the Peerless studio with
art Henley directing. Anthony
Ben Blumenthal has purchased the
| Kelly is particularly enthusiastic
the scenario which he wrote.
"Vigszinhaz" in Budapest from its
former owner, Faludi.
Kahn Gets Serial
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
A school for technical purposes is
msas City, Mo. — Al Kahn has being established here with various
picture interests sponsoring it.
red
rights
Wm. N. title
Selig's
;st the
serial,
theforworking
of
Director Graf of Hanewacker and
h is "In Danger Land." The proion will be released through CresScheler, an exchange unit, has formed an export unit with Hamburg financial interests in back of it.
R. & F. to Make 10

y

smMkWl^JMM

(Special to WID'S DAILY) '
The Amboss Film Export has been
msas City, Mo. — Wm. Levy re- formed here. It will deal in the exs that Richards and Flynn Proport market and is backed by North
ng Co. has completed arrangets for production of 10 western German Lloyd interests.
ires, production to begin March
There is a film company in Mecklenburg-Schwerin which was nationalized by the Government. It is reLynch Out
ported that it is meeting with all sorts
liladelphia — John Lynch, who
formerly with Hodkinson as of difficulties and is now being invesch manager, has resigned and tigated.
:d the Philadelphia Pathe selling
Vernon Sues Christie
;s.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Tighter Ban in Jersey City
Los Angeles — Bobby Vernon has
rsey City, N. J. — Police Chief filed suit for $50,000 damages against
ard T. Battersby states that here- Charles H. Christie and Harry Edwards accusing the defendants of atno Sunday shows will be allowtacking and seriously injuring him.
ere. This applies to benefit perVernon alleges the attack, which took
lances as well as regular shows.
place
ranted. March 1, was entirely unwarTo Combat Blues
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

ihvaukee — As a means
of comig the blue law agitation here,
mas Saxe of the Saxe Amusement
suggests that theaters open at
l on Sunday instead of 10 or 11.
believed that this movement will
fy the reformers, as it is their conion that the shows in the morning
' people away from church.

Now

-■':^Sik

a Dad

John
M. MacMeekin,
special representative,
is the Realart's
proud father
of a baby girl. The following message was received this week from
Kansas City, where Mr. MacMeekin
is making his home: "Joan MacMeekin, new Realart star, just arrived.
Blonde, blue eyes, weight eight lbs."
{IMMK

%^gk

— &M4
DAlLV
Activity Stops
(Continued from Page 1)

National for the release in this country of a limited number of productions. This contract was to cover
the period of one year, but at the
same time Alliance was not bound to
distribute exclusively through First
National.
In June, 1920, G. A. Rogers issued
a statement which rather clearly indicated that Alliance was considering
the establishment of its own exchanges in this country. Following
that statement, no announcement was
ever made. Neither have First National officials intimated in any way
that the circuit has received any pictures from Alliance, although the first
"Carnival" was recently trade shown
in London.
In August there was a shake-up and
Charles Frederick Higham, managing
director, and Sidney Reynolds, production manager, were through. In
September reports from London had
it that a committee of stockholders
had demanded- an accounting of the
firm's activities. A few days later W.
Walker Crotch, vice-president of the
company, arrived from London and
denied that the company was in difficulties.
The matter rested there until November when English trade papers
began to comment editorially on the
silence of the company. The Film
Renter of London devoted its leading
article in one issue, asking the directors a number of specific questions as
to the "modus operandi" of the organization.
A few days ago this publication reported the trade showing in London
of the first picture, "Carnival," which
Harley Knoles produced.

New Theaters Planned

Wheeler
Prod.
Capt. Clifford Statler Wheelei
incorporated his own company \
the name of Wheeler Prod,
Pittsfield, Mass.
will be leased at Universal
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albion, Mich. — American AmusePittsfield, Mass.— K. B. Miller, 125 Wheeler was in Siberia at the
ment Company of Muskegon, con- Dawes St., will build a theater to cost Czar Nicholas of Russia and thi
trol ing anumber of theaters, is backperial family were murdered an
ing the building of a $100,000 theater $200,000 on Renne St.
first story will have that inc
here.
An
option
on
a
site
has
been
woven into it.
taken.
1
Pottsville, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore,
Md. — Plans have been
completed for the Circle, a 2,500 seat
house.

Pottsville, Pa.— William B. Shugars and associates plan the erection
of a $250,000 theater to seat 2,200.

Richmond, Va.
Richmond, Va. — R. D. Craver and
Bridgeport, Conn.
and John Pryor have purBridgeport,
Conn. — Plans
have George
been drawn
for the local lodge of
chased half a city block on which
Moose for the erection of a theater they will build a large theater.
and office building.
Rhinelander, Wis.
Carthage,
Mo.
Rhinelander, Wis. — Peter Rouman
Carthage, Mo. — T. H. Sothower is
will
a theater here to cost $75,preparing to begin work on his new 000 build
and with a seating capacity of
theater.
1,000.
Chehalis, Wash.
Chehalis, Wash.— J. D.
nounces that he will erect
theater here.

Rice ana $50,000

Forest Hills, N. Y.
Forest Hills, N. Y.— Sheer Bros.,
owners
of four theaters in Corona
and Elmhurst, are building a $100,000 house here.
New Britain, Conn.
New Britain, Conn. — Contaros and
Perokas have purchased a theater site
for $175,000.
New

York City

pictures were rushed through the laboratory and 20 prints made in time
for evening shows.
At two o'clock this morning a third
plane was scheduled to leave Jersey
City with additional prints for the
Middle and Far West. The plane
will connect with a trans-continental
express at Chicago today. At Cheyenne the prints will be transferred to
another plane which will have Salt
Lake City and coast cities as its obIf plans go through the special inaugural pictures will be shown in
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Chicago today and in St. Louis, Kansas City,
Omaha and possibly Denver tomorrow. It is expected that the pictures
will be shown in San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Los Angeles on
Monday — about 72 hours after the
Pathe cameramen began grinding in
Washington.
The pictures will be attached to a
regular edition of Pathe News.

Board

Increased

Hoboken, N. J.— The board of directors of the State Theaters Corp.
has been increased from 15 to 24.
Emil Herz, merchant; Boulevard
Commissioner Joseph B. Payton of
Payton and Hoos and Edward I.
Goldberg, a contractor, are new members. Some of the other members
are:
Frank G. Hall, president; L. Lawrence Weber, vice-president; Robert
North, treasurer; John M. Squiers,
assistant treasurer; Anthony Michel,
secretary; Ajello, Joseph E. Bernstein, Henry Botjer, Charles M. Egan,
James M. Kiernan, Harry Max, John
Nuttall and Jacob Straus.

1

Buys Lyric
Fordyce, Ark.— W. H. Rhoai0f
Eldorado has bought the Lyric J

NEGATIVE
ASSOCIATED
120 W.

Seattle, Wash.
Seattle — Contracts have been let
for the building of a 1,000 seat theater in the University district. The
name of the owner has not been announced.

New A. P. Manager
Fred B. Warren has appointed Julius F. Brett, resident manager for
Associated Producers, Inc., in Minneapolis. Brett, who was at one time
manager in that city for United Artists, succeeds Ralph E. Bradford, who
has resigned.
Lederman Going to Brazil
Dan Lederman, one of the old
timers at Universal, leaves today for
Rio de Janeiro where he will be attached to the Universal office. Mrs.
Lederman will accompany him.

Stanley Buys Chester House
Philadelphia — The Stanley Co. has
The company's .proposed theaters acquired the Washington Theater,
here — there will be two — will be con- Chester. The theater is situated on
structed simultaneously.
Market St. near the City Hall and is
in the heart of the business section.
The amount involved in the transacRedlich Resigns
tion is approximately $500,000.
Chicago — Edgar R. Redlich, district
About two weeks ago the Stanley
manager for Special Pictures Corp., Co. of Chester, Pa., was formed in
resigned last week.
Delaware.
It is a $4,000 corporation.

SCREEN NI

FORTY-FIRST

STREET,

NEW

'

AN
ORGAN
FOR
SALI
$3500 Estey Pipe Organ
Great Bargain
F. STERNER
9 East 48th St.
N. Y,

San Antonio, Tex.
San isAntonio,
— The
Elks'
Lodge
planning Tex.
to build
a $350,000
theater
house. and annex to the present club-

DEVELOPli

A SPECIAL PLANT DEVOTE
EXCLUSIVELY TO NEGATE

River Falls, Wis.
River Falls, Wis.— P. T. Payntee
plans a two story theater on Main St.
It will cost $75,000.

A large theater and studio building
will be erected at 144-146 W. 57th St.
The building will be a 14 story affair.
Terre Haute, Ind.
It is reported that Robert E. Simon,
Spence May Join Walsh
Terre
Haute,
Ind. — The Indiana
real estate operator, is interested in
Theater Co. will build a $50,000 theIt is understood that a deal is un- the project.
ater and office structure at 7th and
der way between Ralph Spence and
Ohio Sts.
New
York
City
R. A. Walsh whereby Spence will accompany the director to Los Angeles,
Samuel Friedenberg will erect a
Washington, D. C.
writing a continuity for "Kindred of theater to seat 1,650 people at the
the Dust" while en route. Spence northwest corner of Burnside and
Washington, D. C. — The Connectiwrote the sub-titles for "The Oath," Creston Aves, the Bronx. The. theacut Ave. Ass'n recently commenced
ter will be erected on a site 150 by work on a $1,000,000 theater at Conone of First National's "Big Five"
group.
necticut Ave., and L. St.
100 ft., and will cost $350,000.

Inauguration
Shown
(Continued from Page 1)
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DIRECTOR
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THE
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TRAD]

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC
56 Pine St.,
164S La Bre»
New York City.
Hollywooi

ADVERTISING—
904

PUBLICO

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryam

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITL

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaden
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryan
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOIf
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryan

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los A

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electro
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryan

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality
Motion
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416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads.
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
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LABORATC
Tel. Tremon
General Manai
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LABORATO
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort L

PRINTERS
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CO.
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36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramer
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188 W. 4th St.
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STUDIOS
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STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
II
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlen
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 49
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Authority
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C.E. SHURTLEFF,

Snc.

Price 25 Cents
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Making Bad Pictures Good,
and Good Pictures Better

I

N four years, Ralph Spence has breathed life
into more than three million dollars worth of

ft
ft

"dead" pictures- -subjects that were considered
too poor for the market.
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The New

York World says:

♦V
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"Ralph

|

against film losses."
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The New
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Spence

is a human

insurance

policy

York Herald says:

Ralph Spence
writer.

is the screen's premier subtitle-

:.:

Ralph Spence is editing and titling the most
important current productions, among his patrons
being William Fox, First National, Mayflower,
Educational, Sunshine Comedies, R. A. Walsh
|
a

Productions and others of equal standing.

:.:
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RALPH SPENCE, Inc.
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|

220 WEST

42nd STREET

Phone Bryant 2333
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Psychic Powers Tested InLatest Taylor Production
William D. Taylor's
"THE WITCHING HOUR"
Paramount

discussions of the question of the psychic powers. It's
what is commonly termed "deep stuff," but there's a
good many who find entertainment in just this sort

DIRECTOR
William D. Taylor
AUTHOR
Augustus Thomas
SCENARIO BY
Julia Crawford I vers
CAMERAMAN
James C. Van Trees
AS
A WHOLE
Well
constructed
photoplay
with an atmosphere of the mysterious that will
please
STORY
From the Augustus Thomas stage play;
ing
depends
frequently on titles to impart its meanDIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS
Always good
CAMERA WORK
Average work
FEATURED PLAYERS
Gives a very good performance, but there are too many closeups of
him
SUPPORT
suited
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

All

OF

thoroughly

STORY

capable

and

well

Not a great many
Correct
Good
The influence of

thought or mental telepathy plays a part in a
decision of the United States Supreme Court
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,734 feet
Paramount has decided that Augustus Thomas'
stage play was worthy of a second production and have
left it to William D. Taylor to do the job. The play
was produced in 1916, by the Frohman Amusement
Corp., with C. Aubrey Smith, the noted English actor.
George Irving, directed and Anthony Kelly did the
scenario for the Frohman production which was very
well received at that time.
The present production is an intelligent and well
developed version which should also meet with satisfaction and it would seem that at this time particularly, it should be widely booked because of the current

of
thing.
them especially "The Witching Hour"
should
be aFor
winner.
Director Taylor has laid the most stress on the
mental telapathy idea in his production, although he
seems to make a hypnotic influence of it when Elliott
Dexter looks his would-be murderer in the eye and
the latter drops his weapon. The development is
quite logical and the incidents well woven together.
The picture is a bit too long but can be remedied by
cutting some irrelevant bits, for instance, the darky
cakewalk sequence which isn't necessary.
Viola, the niece of Jack Brookfield, a professional
gambler, is engaged to Clay Whipple, the son of a
widow whom Jack has always loved. Frank Hardmuth, assistant district attorney, is also a suitor for
Viola but disapproved of by her guardian. Clay has
inherited a fear which borders on insanity, whenever
he sees a cat's-eye jewel. When Tom Denning, drunk
at the moment, taunts Clay with the jewel, the latter
strikes Denning and kills him.
Hardmuth is in a position to force the prosecution.
Clay is found guilty and sentenced. In the meantime
the boy's mother recalls that Judge Prentice, a member of the Supreme Court, is an old sweetheart of her
dead mother's. She appeals to him and he recalls an
incident of a cat's-eye jewel which had caused him to
fight a duel for Mrs. Whipple's mother, who also had
an aversion to the jewel. The Judge agrees to secure
another trial for Clay, at which he testifies as to the
inherited aversion in Clay's family. In the meantime,
Hardmuth is planning to run for Governor. As a last
resort Brookfield exposes Hardmuth's past in which
he was the cause of the murder of a Governor-elect.
Clay is acquited and later Brookfield allows Hardmuth
to escape, explaining that he had thought of just such
a murder as Hardmuth had executed and was guilty
in thought so wanted Hardmuth to go free.

A Topic Under Immediate Discussion That Should Interest Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can satisfy them with "The Witching Hour"
Elliott Dexter, the featured player, is well enough
generally, but even more so if you can interest them known to warrant using his name and you can anin the idea presented
in the picture.
You
have a
good title to work with and with explanatory lines
relative to the story you should be able to get them
in easily.
Perhaps if they saw the Frohman production they will be interested in comparing the two.

nounce it as one of William D. Taylor's productions
for Paramount.
Mention
his "The
Furnace"
and
"The Soul of Youth," if you played them.
Secure a
Paramount press sheet and use the suggestions contained in it.

Grab Them Quick! They're Money Makers!

jj

That's what the critics advise of
George H. Hamilton's presentation of

"THE MASK"
featuring

Hedda Nova, Jack Holt and Little Mickey Moore
Produced by Col. W. N. Selig

And that's what the critics say of
George H. Hamilton's presentation of

"KAZAN"
The greatest

READ!
FULL

READ!
OF

James Oliver Curwood

READ!

story ever screened

THRILLS

"Grab 'The Mask' quick. You can't go
wrong. One of the best box office bets of
the year. Crowded with thrills, heart interest, pathos, suspense and mystery. Opens
with a bang that will knock them out of their
seats. There are enough thrills to furnish a
dozen
Review.ordinary features." — Exhibitors' Trade
A REMARKABLE

PICTURE

" 'Kazan' is a remarkable picture. As fine
snow stuff as has ever been filmed; some
wonderfully realistic snow stuff. The dog
performs with the intelligence of a human
being. For a picture of the great out-ofdoors we should call 'Kazan' a great bet.
The
possibilities are great." —
Motionexploitation
Picture News.
BE SURE TO GET IT
"Be sure to get 'Kazan.' There aren't
many like it. An excellent production and
James Oliver Curwood's greatest story filmed. It is different. The way the wolf dog
fights a lynx and fells a man attacking his
mistress are fine bits. The most unusual
thing is the way the wild animals have been
trained. The cast is excellent. Contains real
northern atmosphere. Action galore and it's
the real thing — gripping." — Wid's.
AN UNUSUAL PICTURE
" 'Karzan, is an unusual production and one
of the best of the year. For thrills, suspense,
adventure and a love story that hits the heart
strings, it will interest every man, woman
and child. Animals play a splendid part. You
can't go wrong on grabbing this picture and
you
afford to overlook it." — Exhibitor's
Tradecan't
Review.
STRONG AND UNIQUE
' 'Kazan' is one of the most remarkable
pictures of the year. A strong and unique
production, with magn ficent settings. A
masterly piece that mcves so naturally you
are overwhelmed by the e'.emental, the terrible reality of it." — New York Morning Telegraph.

Featuring Jane Novak and the World's Wonder
BOTH
ALL

TERRITORY

7

Dog

REELS

SOLD

IN

4 WEEKS

To First National Exchanges
Except Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma, which were bought by

Specialty Film Co. of Dallas, Texas
and Kansas City Territory, which was bought by

Richards and Flynn
For details address nearest exchange

or George H. Hamilton

Export and Import Film Co.
729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

A WORD TO INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
"I can give you 100% distribution on high class features,
but they must be good." — George H*. Hamilton.
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An Over Done Farce That Mostly Confuses
Eileen Percy in
"THE

BLUSHING
Fox

BRIDE"

DIRECTOR
Jules G. Furthman
AUTHOR
Jules G. Furthman
SCENARIO BY
Jules G. Furthman
CAMERAMAN
Otto Brautigam
AS A WHOLE
A well staged farce, too greatly
exaggerated
STORY
General
mixup
of material
relationships. Good material in its original form, but
not well developed
DIRECTION
Fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERAWORK
STAR
Looks
of her

attractive,

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Large cast, all much in evidence
Only one
Adequate
Too much chase stuff

not

much

Satisfactory
demanded

Some again are very funny, and they might balance
each other if it were not for several confusing .sequences in the middle of the picture, where every
member of the cast is chasing each other, with the
audience never certain who is chasing whom. They
started off with a good clear farcical situation. The girl
pretends to be the niece of a Marquis, and in that
guise marries the son of a snobbish aristocrat. Then
she finds the butler in their home is her real uncle.
The Marquis comes to the house, married to the but-

CHARACTER

LENGTH
Eileen
admirers
charming

short of satisfying a majority of audiences. It is
farce, and farce, more than any other form of drama,
must be mightly carefully handled to put it over right.
In this one, both the director and the performers have
been to anxious to make it funny, with the result that
their efforts are apparent, and a goodly number of
the situations are overdone, some approaching
burlesque.

OF STORY
General mixup resulting from marriage of chorus girl who pretends to be of nobility, to wealthy aristocrat
OF PRODUCTION
4,200 feet
Percy, whose pulchritude has won her many
in the past, continues just as attractive and
through five reels of terrible complications

in "The Blushing Bride," as she ever has before. The
star's appearance and personal charm will be pretty
sure to please almost anyone, although she hasn't
been called upon for much display of ability. The
whole thing as an entertainment will be apt to fall

ler's ex-wife, and the situation gives evidence of funny
development.
Right here comes too much action for the spectator
to keep track of, and the introduction of a good bit
of slapstick detracts from the fun that is expected,
and substitutes considerable hokum. The sub-titles
too fall short of their humorous purpose, although
they may register with those who demand only the
simplest kind of humor. Their attitude of kidding
the story and the action rather lessens the effect of
some of the situations.
There is a scene in a swimming pool that is very
funny, and in spite of the fact that it does nothing to
advance the action of the storv, some length is given
to it, and it will probably provide more laughs than
any other portion of the picture.

This One Might Do On Double Feature Day
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It is a question whether this feature is strong enough
to carry over a regular program well. With less critical audiences it may furnish an acceptable amount
of entertainment, but in most houses it will need something else to help it along. For that reason, the best
way to use the picture will be on a double feature
day, or with shorter reels of importance. You can
make use of the star's name to advantage, and say
that she is as attractive in this piece as ever before.

Talk about the situation that started all the trouble,
as the beginning is a good one, and will create interest.
You'd best not go strong on promises about the uproariousness of the farce, however, unless you know
that your audiences are not discriminating. If you
want a catch lines use this : "See what happened
when Beth's Duke-uncle turned out to he her husband's butler, in 'The Blushing Bride.' "

eminent
authors
present

your
wife /

a drama of san francisco society
and

new

d

york's

on't neglect your wife"
is the story of a love
that flowered from cold

neglect and blind intolerance.
Madeline Talbot's devotion to
the man she loved hurled her
from the highest place in San
Francisco's most exclusive
society to the lowest dives

five

points

in New York's terrible Five
Points. A story that is woven

of the very stuff of life. It
will give your patrons as fascinating an hour as they have
ever spent in a motion picture
theatre.
Worsley Directed by Wallace

gertrude
athe rton's original
screen story^— a goldwyn picture

your
wife /

directed
worsley
by Wallace
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Star's Performance The Bright Spot In Offering That Drags
the makers to lengthen sequences of minor import
ance and to pad the last half with lots of dialogue, told
in swift, flashing sub-titles. The picture, adapted from

May Allison in
"EXTRAVAGANCE"
Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Philip
Ben Ames
Edward
Rudolph

E. Rosen
Williams
Lowe, Jr.
Bergquist

AS A WHOLE
Elaborately staged, good atmosphere, but lacks action and is too long
STORY
Adapted
from
Ben
Ames
story, "More Stately Mansions"
DIRECTION
Secured
fine effects

Williams'
in

several

sequences, has kept fair interest through some
slow action
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good
Good

CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Is charming to watch and plays part well
SUPPORT
Robert Edeson, Theodore von Eltz
and

William Courtwright, satisfactory in important parts
EXTERIORS
Ocean beach scene very well done
INTERIORS
Some quite elaborate ones
DETAIL
Often too much
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Spendthrift
wife
eventually realizes the folly of her extravagance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
, . 5,833 feet
As it stands, there are several features that detract
from the entertainment value of the latest vehicle provided for May Allison. One of these could be corrected by editing, for the picture would have a much
better chance of getting over if cut down to five reels,
and the punch of the story could be put over in less
footage than that. The lack of incident has compelled

Ben Ames Williams' "More Stately Mansions," tells
the story of a young wife's reckless squandering of
her husband's money, and while she continues her
wastefulness all through the theme, nothing comes of
her extravagance until the very end of the picture.
The idea of her wastefulness is enforced by example
after example of her careless throwing away of cash,
and the various scenes in which she cajoles money
from her worried husband make up nearly the entire
picture.
These examples,
procedure, become
velops without any
ual let down in the

which are all very much the same
monotonous, and as each one de
attendant action, there is a gradinterest, until toward the fifth reel

most audiences will abandon hope of anything happening. It makes for some suspense for a time, to
figure how the husband will surmount his troubles,
but this suspense doesn't hold through so much slow
action. There is a good strong climax, eventually,
when the young husband, driven to desperation by his
wife's demands for money, forges his father's name
to a check and at length awakens his wife to her foil .
The star is fine in these last scenes, and for that
matter all the way through she is most pleasing to
watch. She plays the part of the thoughtless wife in
exactly the right way, and by her performance tides
over some of the slowest parts of the action. No one
in the cast has a part that requires a great deal, but
the principal roles are all ably taken care of.
in keeping with the society atmosphere of the storv,
there are several quite extravagant sets.

Use Star's Name, But You Better Look It Over First
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
At its present length you will find it hard to keep
your audiences interested all the way through "Extravagance." "More Stately Mansions," from which
it is taken, appeared in Good Housekeeping, a magazine with large circulation, and you can therefore interest a good many by making known this fact. This,
together with use of the star's name, if she is popular
with your clientele, will undoubtedly be sufficient to
get the crowds into vour house, but it would be well

to see the picture yourself first and decide what you
want to make in the way of promises. You will be
safe in promising a thoroughly pleasing performance
by the star, and you can make talking points of the
staging of several of the scenes. The title and theme,
however, suggest more action than is really to be
found, so it will be well to consider this before enlarerinff too much on either.

ALLAN
DWAN

A Perfect Crime
presents

J[ Comedy-Drama from the
Saturday Evening Post story

In a recent canvass conducted by one of the largest producerdistributor organizations, 1700 exhibitors declared their patrons
showed the strongest liking for swift-moving comedy-dramas.
All the motion picture trade journals are unanimous in their ap.
proval of "A Perfect Crime."

CARL CLAUSE*!

Personally directed by Mr DWAN

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: « 'A Perfect Crime' has romance, humor, pathos, and Allan Dwan keeps his story moving swiftly."
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: "Allan Dwan's newest picture 'A
Perfect Crime,' is a sincere and fine production of one of the most ingenious stories of the year."

EXHIBITORS HERALD : "If entertainment was uppermost in Allan
Dwan's mind in making 'A Perfect Crime' for release through 'A. P.,'
The picture is mighty good entertainment."
he has been successful.

WID'S: " 'A Perfect Crime' is another good Dwan production and it
has a highly interesting philosophy in its story."

Associated Producers Inc.
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"A Small Town Idol" is a bigger box office
hit than Mack Sennett's famous "Mickey.''
All the big first run accounts are booking it;
all the big exhibitors declare 'it_to.be "sure
fire."

Issm — --___l_^J
TE

Booked for an extended run in Barbee's Loop
Theatre, Chicago; a smashing success for
Stilwell's Casino, Spokane; two weeks for
theHamrick Blue Mouse, Seattle; two weeks
for the Markowitz Strand, San Francisco.
Getting "runs" in all the big cities and delivering the goods for exhibitors.
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Directed by Tod Browning
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Supported by LonChcmey
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Pleasing Comedy And Rogers At Home In Role of Swedish Sailor
Will Rogers in
"GUILE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

pathos here and there though it is soon followed by

OF WOMEN"
Goldwyn
Clarence Badger
Peter Clark MacFarlane

Star

seen

E. A. Bingham
Marcel LePicard
in characterization

new for him; he makes a good deal of a role of
Swedish sailor
STORY
Not unusual but has individuality at
that; given thoroughly adequate presentation
DIRECTION
Quite all right; care with details
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
From
cowboy
to Swede
and just as
pleasing
SUPPORT
Bert Sprotte does best work; Doris
Pawn has short part ; Mary Warren good type
EXTERIORS
Good shots of San Francisco
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Very good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Swedish sailor who
saves his money only to have a woman take it
from him, finally marries his first sweetheart
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,496 feet
Will Rogers takes quite a jump in "Guile (if
Women," and from the lariat throwing cowboy, he
comes forth as a simple souled Swedish sailor and
is a thoroughly convincing Yal. The story isn't an
unusually strong one but it has an individuality at
that and provides the star with a role which gives him
a chance to do something different and as Yal, the
sailor, he retains his own mannerisms with a little
Swedish added here and there. Then too, the titles
help the realism along by being written in English, as
the Swede would talk it.
There are many

good comedy bits and a touch of

more comedy.

A fair amount

of amusement

is ob-

tained from the sequence dealing with Yal's venture
into the delicatessen business into which he puts
$3,000, only to find that Annie, his partner, refuses to
admit that fact when Yal decides to sell the store
and buy a share in a ship. Yal has no receipts to show
and so he loses all. "Delicatessen" is the pass word
thereafter whenever he encounters a woman.
There is a bit of suspense too, in the fact that Yal's
old sweetheart comes to this country and is living in
the home of the steamship line's owner. It isn't until
the end that you learn she cared for the man's wife
who died on the ship coming over, and was then
adopted as his daughter. Rogers is just as pleasing
as the Swede sailor as he has been in previous pictures and he always registers real comedy. He wears
some trick hats that enhance his attractive homeliness.
Yal had sent $1,000 to his sweetheart Hulda, but
five years have passed and she has not arrived to be
his bride. In the meantime, Yal has lost $3,000 in a
delicatessen store adventure with Annie. Yal decides his Waterloo is women and intends to keep his
money to himself in the future. Following his most
recent loss, Hulda appears on the scene but Yal isn't
in a mood to make a fuss over her. She explains that
she never received the money but saved her own
to come to him. Hulda soon has Yal giving her his
money to save much to the disgust of Yal's friend.
Skole, who continually warns him of the last venture.
Eventually Yal and Hulda plan to be married but
at the appointed hour Yal fails to appear. Yal had
been shanghaid by another of Hulda's admirers but
he escapes and arrives, minus shoes and socks, for
his wedding. Yal is shocked to learn that Hulda is
the owner of the steamship line which he inherited
upon the death of Captain Larssen, who had adopted
her as his daughter.

Play Up The Star And You Can Promise Them A Good Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can be sure of pleasing them with Will Rogers'
latest, a story of a Swede sailor who saved his money
while women spent it. This is different from anything
he has done for the screen as yet and you can make
promises along this line. You can assure them of a
good; clean comedyrpffering that will be sure to entertain them and say that the star is just as pleasing in
his now role as he has been in previous pictures.

There are some good shots of San Francisco, some
taken on Telegraph hill, overlooking the city, which
will interest those who know the city. Stills in your
lobby and catchlines will get them in. Recall some
of Rogers' recent productions and regarding this say :
"Do you trust your girl with your savings? Yal did
but see what happened to him. He was 'The Guile
of Women.' "
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This Cost Sheet, and the comparative report
sheet found on
$■>
the opposite page, were prepared especially for the Crandall
Theaters of Washington, of which Harry Crandall is president,
by Fritz Hoffmann, who for many years has been auditor of
the Crandall houses.
Mr. Crandall believes this is the most complete cost sheet
plan ever prepared, and through WID'S DAILY cheerfully
offers the idea for any exhibitor to adopt for his house.
In connection with the schedule found above Mr. Hoffmann
says:
"The most essential part of a business today is to be able to
show the management of same the cost of production. The
attached sample as given shows the results obtained by having
a cost system in your business, as the majority of business concerns overlook the fact of their fixed charges items, as follows:
/*?*/%"
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Depreciation, Heat, Insurance, Interest, Rent and Taxes,
"YouJ-l will note the cost sheet gives the items of varioi
rect lioperating
expense as listed which are placed in the
spective days, and at the end of week, same are footed, «
the following, under heading of Fixed Charges, the com
7' total
making the cost per day of operating same.
7°"The statement also shows expenses, listed, and rei
received daily, tax being kept separately, and difference
either
or see
profit,
as same
may day
show.
'can tobya lo<
at this loss
report
readily
on what
you You
showed
lo
first finding your total cost of any day, thne your receipt
same said day, thus showing you immediatelyy if you lo

"The recapitulation of bank statement and profit and
gained.
account serve to keep you posted as to condition as si
thereby up to the present report."
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In expaining
Hoffmann
says: the report captioned "Current Week

Ending"

"Current Week Ending is for a week of this year against
the corresponding week of last year, showing increase or decrease on the week as the case may be; also showing by percentage the cost of the individual expense item and showing
the percentage opposite profit or loss. Same anplies to the
admission, admission revenue, and admission cost per head.
Regarding "Total to Date" Hoffmann says: "Total to Date
is the total for as many weeks as your report shows for the
current week ending and the same results are obtained by percentage, as are in the weekly comparison, giving you immediately the information as to business conditions up to date."
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This chart, which is on the reverse of the reports on this
page, contains the shows and weather for the corresponding
weeks of the present and previous year.
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Another Satisfactory Offering For The State Rights Market
"THE SUPREME PASSION"
Film Market, Inc., — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Samuel Bradley
AUTHOR
Robert
McLaughlin
and Charles
T. Dazey
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
E. M. Reynolds
AS A WHOLE

Story is easy to follow and production is adequate; is a trifle too long drawn

out
STORY
Rather attractive theme, not strikingly
original but has good surprise finish
DIRECTION
A fault
of the
picture;
it is
noticeably poor
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Fair; often too bright on faces
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
PLAYERS
Florence
Dixon
pleasing
heroine;
Dan Kelly very natural as her father; others
well suited with exception of Cecil Owen, a sort
of villain
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Some too "stagey" looking
Fair
OF

STORY

Irish

girl

almost

marries man she doesn't love to save parents
but finds a way out
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
An introductory title informs the spectator that
"The Supreme Passion" was inspired by Thomas
Moore's poem, "Believe Me If All Those Endearing
Young Charms," and that Robert McLaughlin and
Charles T. Dazey are the inspired parties. Truthfully
they have conceived a rather attractive story based
on the question of whether a woman is loved for the
beauty of body or of soul.
The story has been given an adequate production
but those in charge of the making of the picture
might have done much better things with it. The

main fault with it is the direction, or rather the lack
of it. In the first place he takes too much time in
reaching the main point of the various situations so
that the interest often drags. He is to be credited,
however, with handling the climax very well and
the surprise at the end is never expected and makes
a very fitting conclusion. There are errors in detail
which could have been avoided, some of which even
casual observers will detect. Some unnecessary titles
of conversation can also be eliminated to the betterment of the film.
Florence Dixon is quite pleasing as the Irish heroine, who isn't really a true Irish type ; the best acting is done by Daniel Kelly, the father. Others in
the cast are William Mortimer, Robert Adams, Mrs.
Charles Willard, Madelyn Clare and Sehnar Jackson
who makes the most of the hero.
James Lacey decides that he wants to marry the
pretty daughter of Jerry Burke who lives in Ireland
with his wife and daughter Mary. Lacey persuades
Mrs. Burke to get her husband to move to America
where Mr. Burke will become rich and she will have
social prestige. Mary bids good-bye to her sweetheart Charlie. Later he follows her to America, but
is heartbroken when he finds she is being forced to
marry Lacey. It is the wish of Mrs. Burke but the
father wants Mary to decide for herself.
Mary refuses Lacey but he is one to get what he
wants and strikes for it by threatening ruin to Mary's
father. Rather than allow it Mary agrees to marry
him, but shortly before the ceremony Mary meets
with an accident which scars her face. Lacey refuses
to go through the ceremony because he wants a
beautiful wife. Later Mary and her Mother go back
to Ireland, again followed by Charlie, who wants
Mary regardless of beauty. Then he learns that it
was all a ruse to get rid of Lacey and that there isn't
any scar at all.

Use Your Own Judgment With Regard To The Title
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This should go well on the state rights market and
with a few eliminations and corrections can be made
exy
an even more attractive offering. The picture >has

already had a rather extensive advertising campaign
and lias secured a foundation
for you to work
on.
The title is misleading
since it hints at
theme but it is quite to the contrary.
If you think
it better to clear yourself on this point, especially if

you cater to a neighborhood clientele, catchlines will
set them straight.

Or if you think the title will have a drawing power
in your community, stick to it and use it in connection with teaser lines such as, "What is 'The Supreme
Passion.' You will find the answer at the blank
theater."
You haven't much in the way of names to
work with, so you will have to depend upon the title
and catchlines which can be worked to good advantage.
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Powerful Drama, Exceptional Acting And Beautifully Artistic
"YOU

AND

I"

Swedish Biograph Co. — Radisoul — State Rights
D-RECTOR
Victor Seastrom

John Sigor' Johnson
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
J. Julius
AS A WHOLE
An excellent picture; artistic
production, fine acting and beautiful settings
STORY
Exceptional handling of eternal triangle
theme makes it distinctive
D.RECTiON
Very good; story smoothly told
and fine artistic effort
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very fine, especially because it is
mostly natural
CAMERA WORK
First rate
PLAYERS
Victor
Seastrom
gives
admirable
performance as does Edith Erastow; all splendid
types
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

A scenic in themselves
Good
Adequate
Woman
becomes

outcast to marry outlaw whom she loves and
remains with him until they meet death in the
snow
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 6,000 feet

The Swedish Biograph Co. has made a real picture
from John Sigor Johnson's story, "Eyvind of the
Hills," with Victor Seastrom. There is one change,
or rather elimination, which should be made immediately and that is to do away with the prologue and
epilogue of American manufacture which has been
added to the original picture as made in Iceland. This

endings, there is so much realism, artistic effort and
acting in, "You and 1," that the ending as it
splendid
is, will satisfy anyone.
In theme it doesn't differ greatly from a hundred
and one eternal triangle stories which have been done
time and again in this country, but regardless of this,
"You and 1" is different. In the first place it takes
place in Iceland, where the actual scenes have been
shot, and it is so different in atmosphere and so well
handled that you cannot help but appreciate it. The
direction is very good, the story smoothly told and
there is a good continuity, a feature which is not
always apparant in foreign made productions.
The dramatic moments are powerful and there's
one real "punch" that grips, where the husband falls
from the cliff and is at the mercy of a man in love with
his wife. Seastrom's performance is exceptional and
he is capably supported by Edith Erastow and others.
The settings would make a scenic reel by themselves,
so beautiful are they., Detail is also good.
Kari, a wanderer, comes into the household of Halla,
who is sought by her brother-in-law, the Constable.
But Halla loathes the man who is made jealous by
her kindness to Kari. Later the Constable learns Kari
is hiding from the law, and tells Halla, who refuses
to believe it until Kari admits its truth, but it was a
small crime — the stealing of a sheep for his starving
became "Eyvind of the Hills."
Henceforth
family.
Hut Halla
loves Kari, marries him and they go
forth, outcasts together. They hide away among
the hills and are happy with their little child until
the Constable hears of their hiding place. Tom, an
old friend of Kari's who had been living with them,
is about to depart because he is ashamed of himself

isn't at all necessary and detracts from the force of
the main story which in itself is forceful ; and merely
the fact that it has an unhappy ending isn't excuse
enough for having the epilogue. Even though the
consensus of opinion is that audiences want happy

for telling Kari's wife of his love for her. Tom sees
the Constable coming and warns Kari. But is too
late to escape. While Kari battles with the men, the
Constable attacks Halla and throws her child from
the cliff. Halla and Kari, sometime later, still in hiding, die together in a snow drift.

Promise Them A Treat In Another Swedish Biograph Picture
Box Offive Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exery

exhibitor

who

seeks

pictures

that

are "dif-

ferent," will certainly want
to book "You
and I,"
adapted from "Eyvind of the Hills," in which Margaret
Wicherly is now playing the leading role in the stage
version at the Greenwich Village Theater, New York.
Victor Seastrom js the featured player of the screen
production and you need not be afraid to make promises in connection with his performance. It is
splendid.

Be sure to tell them of the genuine

Iceland locale

an(j secure stills of the scenes containing some of these
beautiful backgrounds.
You can tell them that tins
is even better than "A Man There Was," if you played
it. Catchlines telling the story can't do it justice, so
confine your announcements to promises regarding
its artistic production, splendid acting and unusual
handling: of an ordinary theme.

iMi
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Thoroughly Appropriate Production But Barrie Humor Is Lacking
William De Mille's production
"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS"
with Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson
Paramount
William De Mille
DIRECTOR
Sir James M. Barrie
AUTHOR
Olga Printzlau
SCENARIO BY
Guy Wilky
CAMERAMAN

Good production given to Barrie play, but it doesn't register entertainment
in screen form
original dialogue
dull without
Often
STORY
even though the author is quoted in sub-titles
Depends too often on Barrie quoDIRECTION
humor; otherwise satisfactory
his
for
tations
All right
PHOTOGRAPHY
und
backgro
dark
Good; one very
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Lois Wilson the better of the feaPLAYERS
tured players; Conrad Nagel correctly impassive; others adequate
Hardly any
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Firs* rate
DETAIL
politician
Young
STORY
OF
CHARACTER
gains fame through the speeches his wife writes
for him and then falls in love with another
6,675 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Those who admire the works of Sir James M. BarAS A WHOLE

rie may be satisfied with "What Every Woman
Knows" as a picture, but those who are not familiar
with the quaint humor of the writer probably won't
be greatly impressed with his stage play which Willian De Mille Tias picturized in excellent fashion,
giving it a production artistically and technically well
done. But Barrie's own peculiar vein of humor is
missed in the picture version and can't be duplicated
by pantomine.
De Mille has, in his sub-titles, quoted the author

directly quite often and usually the audience approved
by their audible amusement but on the whole, the idea
of the politician who became famous through the
speeches his wife wrote for him, seemed to be too
far fetched and there isn't enough incident to hold
the attention all the time. Lois Wilson interprets
pleasingly the role of the wife whose patience is apt
to try that of the audience. Conrad Nagle fulfills the
part of the husband in a correctly impassive manner.
The direction is very good except that it would
seem William De Mille might have gotten some humor
through his players. He depends almost entirely on
the sub-titles. And so it often happens that between
captions, "What Every Woman Knows." becomes
dull and uninteresting. The production itself is all
that even Barrie could ask.
Maggie Wylie's father agrees to give John Shand
three hundred dollars to help him secure an education
and further his political ambitions, on condition that
Maggie have the option of marrying Shand within
five years. By doing this old Wylie is giving the
twenty-seven year old "miss" a chance for the romance
she longs for and at the same time is helping an ambitious young man. Shand agrees and within the alloted time is elected to Parliament. Maggie realizes
John doesn't love her and is willing to relieve him of
his contract, hut he insists that "a bargain's a bargain," and so they are married.
Shand becomes very popular and is promised promotion through his excellent speeches, written mostly
by Maggie, though Shand takes the credit. Eventually he falls in love with Lady Sybil and although
heartbroken, Maggie diplomatically arranges to allow
|ohn and Sybil to he together. Somehow John's next
speech is a failure but Maggie arrives in time with
a new one. Eventually Lady Sybil tells John he
bores her and she leaves. Gradually John appreciates
Maggie's true worth and there is a reconciliation.

Plenty Of Names To Attract Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"What Every Woman Knows" isn't an unusual
picture generally speaking, but it has bits that can
be made good talking points in interesting your
patrons. You have the name of the author and his
name will be sure to attract those who admire his
writing. You have the name of William DeMille, and
if you have shown his most recent productions with
success you can recall "The Prince Chap," "Civilian

Clothes,"

"Mid-summer

Madness"

and

"Conrad

in

his Youth."
Thoseof who
recall Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel
Quest
in "Midsummer Madness," may want to see them
again so you can use their names. Also mention the
fact that Maude Adams played the leading role in
the stage play. Catchlines built around Barrie's quaint
story can be used. The Paramount press sheet contains further suggestion for exploitation.
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Russell Puts Plenty Of Action Into This
William Russel in
"BARE

KNUCKLES"
Fox
DIRECTOR
James Patrick Hogan
AUTHOR
A. Channing Edington
SCENARIO BY
James Patrick Hogan
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A WHOLE
Just what the title implies; a
story of fist fights that gives star plenty of such
opportunities
STORY
Given
a good
production,
especially
latter reels are very good
DIRECTION
Gets good punch out of last two
reels; good Northern atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Snow storm stuff good
STAR
Lots of chances to show how he can fight
in this
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Satisfactory
Pretty snow scenes
Adequate
Suffice
Construction build-

er employs man known as "The Brute," to force
job to finish at appointed time
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
3,861 feet
If you're looking for a good "scrappy" picture, you
can be sure you're getting one if you book "Bare
Knuckles," William Russell's latest Fox picture. It's
full of regular "knock 'em dead" fist fights with the
star doing to knocking. Russell has all the chance
in the world in this one to show how he can fight and
he makes good use of every opportunity.
The first reel or so is a trifle slow but once they
get into the story and have the characters planted,

it doesn't take long to get it going. The best half
of the picture is the last half. The atmosphere is
Northern and there are many fine snow scenes with
much of the action taking place in the snow. There's
one very fine fight scene taking place on the roof of a
small shack with the star and his antagonist jumping
off the building to finish their fight.
There's a man named Benham, who is trying to
tie up the work on a dam, the construction of which
is to he completed at a certain time. Somehow or
other they don't make his purpose very clear, but it
suffices that he's the cause of all the fight in the picture, and so he's a necessary character. There ought
to be at least one shot of the dam prior to the closing
scene, since it is the cause of all the controversy.
They refer to it so frequently in the titles that it
would he well to show one view of it. A good feature of the picture is that the director hasn't wasted
any time with unnecessary close-ups.
Tim McGuire, noted for the force of his fist, is
secured by Metcalfe to rush a construction job on a
dam, to completion at a certain time. Benham and
his partner, Haines, try in every way to block Tim
in his efforts. But Tim's fists keep things going until
finallv Benham and Haines hit upon a final desperate
idea which they carry out, almost successfully. They
attack Tim, bind and gag him, and leave him near
the store-house in which they place a fuse.
Fern, a sort of adopted sister of Tim's, arrives in
time to save him, just as the building blows up. In
the meantime Haines has taken Metcalfe's daughter
Lorraine, to a deserted shack. Tim follows Haines
and finds him attacking Lorraine. Haines shoots
Tim in the arm but with the other good arm, Tim
fights Haines and finally drives him out of the cabin.
The dam is completed on time and Tim wins Lorraine.

Will Be Sure To Satisfy Those Who Like The Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

7'his is a good lively story and if your folks like
William Russel they'll surely like his latest, "Bare
Knuckles." You can talk about the snow scenes and
the action taking place in the North. Promise them
enough good fights to satisfy. They'll probably like
the romance running through it, although it isn't
given so much prominence. It's more of a man's picture so appeal to the male element of your patrons,
especially.

Mary Thurman plays the heroine. If your folks
know her you might mention her name. Make the
most noise about the fights in the picture and use
lines such as: "He was called 'The Brute,' but he
had brutes to deal with. But see how he won his way
into the heart of the woman

he loved in 'Bare

Knuckles,' AVilliam Russell's latest Fox picture playing at the blank theater."
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Direction And Poor Acting Handicap Rather Good Story Material
"BARS
OF IRON"
Stoll Film— Pathe
DIRECTOR
F. Martin Thornton
AUTHOR
Ethel M. Dell
SCENARIO BY
F. Martin Thornton
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS

A

WHOLE
Rather
good
story material
handicapped by direction and poor acting

STORY

Hasn't been made the most of; continuity isn't good and too much has been made
of minor details

DIRECTION.

have been selected with evident care and form a background always pleasing to look at. Madge White,
the heroine of the story, has a pleasing personality
and her performance dominates the production.
Roland Myes, hero, is guilty of overacting most of
the time. When he is in repose he is rather pleasing,
but in emotional sequences, he is unconvincing and
relies too much on physical action to register various
emotions. Close-ups of him "acting" can be eliminhelp. ated, ort at least the majority of them. This would

. . .Could be much better; has secured

The director has given too much attention to minor

good locations, the picture's best feature
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Fair;
sometimes
glaring
on

details, such as the hero's devotion to a little girl
who breaks her leg. One expects this to have some-

players' face
CAMERA
WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Madge White does the best work;
Roland Myles, hero, overacts most of the time
EXTERIORS
Many very pretty shots
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Son
of English
aristocrat fights to marry governess and then
learns it was her husband he had killed sometime before.

LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

5,100 feet

. There's a pretty good story for the screen in Ethel
M. Dell's "Bars of Iron" which, althoug it isn't
startlingly original, contains the sort of material that
can he developed into a good picture. Stoll's
tion of it will probably get by for it manages
the attention all the way, but it might have
much better picture than it is.
The locations secured are a feature of the
and consist of many pretty shots of English
estates, the hunt, and other good exteriors.

thing to do with the actual plot, but it doesn't and
only causes the action to drag.
Piers Eversham, heir to the estate and title, falls
in love with Alice Denys, a governess. Col Evesham
refuses to give his consent to a marriage. Alice
refuses to marry Piers because of his father's objection, but relents when the dying' father makes her
promise she will marry his son.
Sometime before his marriage Piers had been forced
into a fight with a sheep-ranger in Australia and had
killed him. It is shortly after his marriage that he discovers a picture of his victim in Alice's picture album.
He learns that the man was Alice's husband who
"was a drunkard, but otherwise treated her all right."
Dixon, a fellow who had seen the brawl in which

producto hold
been a

Piers killed the man, appears and Alice overhears
the story of how Piers killed her husband. She
refuses to forgive him and he prepares to go away.
Later Dixon explain how he had a grievance against

picture
country
They

Alice's husband and had poured poison in his drink
and it was the poison that killed him, not Piers'
blow.
Follows the reconciliation.

Use Catchlines.

Don't Make Promises

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

American audiences are probably finding a pleasing
variety in the locations found in the Stoll pictures.
They are usually very picturesque and more than
often are no small feature of the picture. If you have

finally won the girl and could marry her he was confronted with 'Bars of Iron.' How

did he escape

th em
There are no players names to work with so con-

been playing their product so far and been giving
satisfaction, you can book "Bars of Iron" and most

fine your announcement to the story. If the author
is known you might use her name. Another line

likely satisfy them. It's of the average program
calibre and you can announce the title and play it up

which could be used is : "Suppose you were married
to a woman whose husband you had killed. Would
you expect her to forgive you when she learned the

with catchlines. It isn't particularly applicable, but
can be worked
with lines such as "When
he had

truth? See 'Bars of Iron' for the answer. It's Stoll's
latest picture.

"
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Considerable Action And Suitable Story For Star
There are some clever twists to the story which

Gladys Walton in
"ALL

DOLLED
Universal

UP"

make the romance end of it fairly original. It doesn't
matter very much that the ending is a bit obvious,

DIRECTOR
Rollin Sturgeon
AUTHOR
John Colton
SCENARIO BY
A. P. Younger
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Gosden
AS A WHOLE
Rather interesting story given
some clever twists and is a good vehicle for star
STORY
Well developed and contains many surprises; will surely please those who like Miss
Walton
DIRECTION

All

right;

works

up

to

good

climax but it's a bit exaggerated
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Seems to have enjoyed working in this
SUPPORT
Quite suitable
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Shop girl save rich

woman's necklace from
the romance she craves
LENGTH

thief,

thereby

OF PRODUCTION

Glady Walton's latest picture
interesting bit of entertainment
overlook its implausibilities and
cause it is well developed and

wining

4,789 feet
for Universal is an
if you're willing to
most folks will, beproves a first rate

vehicle for the star. Of course it's not an unusual
picture and didn't cost a great many dollars to make,
but it is a thoroughly good program offering that
keeps moving to the end when the grand climax is
reached. They exaggerate the latter to some extent
but it doesn't matter very much.

u

since you're led off the track several times before it
turns out as you expected. Gladys Walton proves
she can fight as well as "play" demure, and she is
given two good opportunities to show what she can
do. Her second chance is rather strenuous and some
of the censors may object to its being carried so far.
Maggie Quick, is a cash girl in a department store,
annoyed by the usual type of floorwalker whom she
"beats up,"
vited. One
Miss Bundy
by a check

when he visits her boarding
day Maggie saves the pearls
from a thief, for which she
for $100 from the firm.

house uninof a wealthy
is rewarded
Maggie gets

"All Dolled Up," and when the floorwalker follows
her, Jim Johnson asks her into his automobile to
escape her admirer. Jim is Maggie's idea of a sweetheart, and so she agrees to meet him later. Jim later
confesses that he is only a chauffeur.
It happens that Jim is chauffer for Miss Bundy
who is engaged to marry an opera singer. The editor
of "Tales of the Town" learns that the singer is
merely marrying Miss Bundy for her money and realizing that the singer has a family, he suggests an
easier way than bigamy, and so they plan to place
Miss Bundy in a compromising position by inviting
her to a notorious place and blackmailing her to keep
it out of the papers. But Miss Bundy is informed
of the singer's latest plan by a jealous admirer so
she sends her hope chest full of clothes to Maggie.
In the pocket of a coat given to Maggie, is the name
of the place to which Miss Bundy was to have gone.
Jim does not know Maggie's name or address and
when she faints he takes her to the notorious place
where she has to fight for her life. Later Miss Bundy
adopts Maggie and Jim.
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Should Satisfy For It's A First Rate Program Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Gladys Walton in
"ALL
DOLLED
UP"
Universal

expect, but it probably has a drawing power which
can be made stronger by linking it up with lines

This young Universal star has been turning out
uniformly good program pictures and "All Dolled Up,"
is another of her recent releases which should give
satisfaction. Miss Walton is quite pleasing as the
department store ship girl who accidently stumbles
upon the romance which she has always longed for.
The title doesn't give much

of any idea of what to

such as: "What

is the first thing any girl would do

if she suddenly received $100? She'd get 'All Dolled
Up,' just as Gladys Walton does in her latest Universal release."
Use the star's name also and mention some of her
recent pictures such as, "Risky Business" and "Rich
Girl, Poor Girl." Play up the idea of the shop girl's
longing for a romance and how she found one.

GET A LINE ON THIS PRODUCTION
EVERY PICTURE PRODUCED

THE ROCKETT

BY

FILM CORPORATION

IS AN ARGUMENT

AGAINST

CENSORSHIP
"KEEPING
(THE

W.

W.

UP BACHELLER
WITH STORY)
LIZZIE"
IRVING

HODKINSONof

Will be the next Rockett release through
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"IT'S ALL
Probably few addresses of
the industry as a whole have
than that of W. W. Hodkinson,
at Hollywood, recently.
The Hodkinson address was

WRONG''

improperly
co-ordinated
the producers
are produc
ing twice as many pictures today as is necessary to
fill all of the theaters in the United States.

of extreme length, but

"I can tell you how many millions are wasted thi r<
Worse than that — or because of the first condition

In part Mr. Hodkinson said :
"We must either go along with the progress of
the business or we must get out of the way of the
brains who will come in and go along with the progress of the business, which will help its progress.
I believe that the industry is at this minute facing
two conditions which will make it necessary for us
who wish to progress to take stock. I think that
the business needs co-ordination. If it is better coordinated most of the problems that confront it can
be handled. * * *

TO PRODUCERS

CONTROL

"As some of you may know, I am frequently on
record as opposed to producers' control of this industry. I don't know whether you know that I am on
record to that effect. I don't know whether you know
what I mean by that. I don't know whether you
think that I mean anything by it, but I assure you
that I do. I will endeavor to make clear just what
I do mean by it and just what the great fundamental
fault in this business is, and unless it is cured it will
make you and me and every individual in this industry
who wants to go along on the basis of individual
merit incapable of utilizing our strength to get out
of a situation which, unchecked, may some day
destroy us.
"I believe the theory of the producer of a motion
picture having the power to control the marketing
of that picture is wrong. I do not say this because
I want to be a middle man who gets in between a
producer of a picture and gets a commission or a percentage that belongs to the producer, because I helped
pass his pictures to the exhibitor. That isn't primarily
the thing I am after. It is necessary to do that to get
money

to support the organization machinery necessary to properly co-ordinate these two functions
of production and exhibition ; and if you put this distribution channel into the hands of either, you create,
as far as I am able to see, an abnormal and impossible condition.
"Now, let me illustrate more clearly just what I
mean by that. You know we have today some fifteen
national distributing organizations. Almost without exception, the distributing companies are adjuncts
of producing companies.
"We hear about the great waste in the studios —
and I presume there is great waste in the studios —
but I want to tell you some waste that probably you
do not know about.

ONLY

TAKING

HODKINSON

greater importance to
been delivered of late
before the M. P. D. A.

because of its importance, the greater portion is presented below.

OPPOSED

SAYS

HALF OF REVENUE
PUBLIC

FROM

"Through being improperly co-ordinated, this business is only taking one-half of the revenue from the
public every year that it could take.
Through being

or a lack of patronage from the public — an excess of
porduction of mediocre quality, inferior quality, are put
out and only partially digested. And they are put
out arbitrarily because they have to have a certain
amount of product to run the machines of distribution which they happen to have.
"Half of the money being spent in the production
of motion pictures today is* wasted, because half of
the number of pictures would get the same revenue
from the public, and in a reasonable time double that
revenue. * * *
"Did you ever stop to think what it means to have
fifteen organizations of salesmen running around the
country each trying to undo the work of the other
fourteen all of the time? That is what is happening
in this business.
"Did you ever stop to think how far this business
can progress when we have to create tremendous
machines with all of the politics that goes with them
because we have to meet release date, and it takes a
certain number of pictures to keep one of these
machines going? That is, it takes a certain amount
of product out of a production machine to keep a
distributing machine going. There is room for lots
of thought on this matter. I have given it a great
deal of thought.
"If what I say is true, then we are beating ourselves out of half of the revenue that this business
might have from the public if we knew what we were
doing and if that is true it is quite a startling fact.
If it is true that the industry has been producing
twice a smany pictures as it needs to get the present
revenue to support the theaters, on the present basis
of revenue, and to keep the same revenue at least
immediately coming from the exhibitor and from the
public, is a startling fact.
STARTLING

IF TRUE

"If we are spending twenty million dollars a year
to support these distributing machines when you could
do the job much better with ten or less — that is startling if it is true.

"If the total sum spent in production and running
these machines is greater than is taken out of the
exhibitor — that is another thing that is startling if
it is true ; and I believe it is true.

"If these uneconomic conditions exist, they exist
for one reason : the desire of each person in the business to play his own game, regardless of what happens
to the business as a whole. This is a business, gentlemen, where people have been taking out, taking out,
and nobody has been putting in; and we have got
to the same stage we would get to if we did the same
thins' with grain. When we exhaust it we have to
plant before we get another crop.

"I believe we are at the stage where we have to do
some planting — more intelligent planting.

"You can't think of all of these things gentlemen,
while you are busy producing the picture. It has
got t» begin at the top, and there must be some
architects and planners who will formulate some plan
for curing these conditions — and then cure them.
"Producer-control, I think, is a vicious thing. It
puts the producer in as impossible position. If I
thought it could be done, I would be a producer with
a production organization and a distributing organization as well. I don't think it can be done. I don't
think I can do it. I knew all these other executives
that are trying to do it ; I know them quite well. I
don't see any of them that I think can do it. For
the simple reason that when we get the balance of
power by which we can force a thing which we happen to make into a market, whether it is fit or not,
how are we going to be guided as to whether we are
progressing or whether we are slipping.
DISTRIBUTORS
WON'T
CO-OPERATE
"Why do not these producers who are requested
to put out so many pictures that they have to make
them poorly in many instances to meet release dates,
and who have to have their men travelling on the
same train with some other men to sell products, or
going into unsell the product the other fellow has
sold, — why don't they cut down their product and
why don't they consolidate their distribution? It is
because they don't trust the others. It is because no
producer would want to put his product through
another producer's machine. He would rather carry
along some organizations which he calls assets when
they are liabilities; and the longer he carries them,
and the greater liabilities they are, the less anxious
he is to go to the banker and tell him that is the
condition.
"So much for the production part of it with the
producer-control.
' We have the exhibitor on the other side who feels
that under this producer-control, he is charged all the
producer can get out of him regardless of whether it
is right or not. Without saying whether the exhibitor
pays too much or too little, the undignified conditions
gentlemen, on which motion pictures are sold is a
disgrace to this business. The way they start out
and ask $5,000 and take $250 — it doesn't build any
confidence ; it doesn't injure any respect in the mind
of the exhibitor or the men who work selling the
pictures.
"We have got to have more scientific and better
ways of determining values. It is possible to determine the value of pictures. Some years ago all pictures were ten cents a foot, and I went into New York
and submitted a proposition to change them. I knew
when I was trying to buy a producer's picture as
cheaply as I could, that when he sold them to me
he was trying to make them as cheaply as he could
lc get the margin of profit out of them. But that
was regarded as foolish then, as maybe it is foolish
today. When I say we should get some better means
of selling the pictures that exists at present.

"But when 1 devised a percentage system whereby
a producer owned his own product and had a live interest in it, progress began from that time on because
the producer had a stake, he had an incentive.

CIVIL

WAR

ON

"The exhibitor today has no confidence in the people
who supply him with films. He organizes, buys all
the theaters in the town and tells you what he will
give you. It is civil wrar. It is, as I say now, a condition where Mr. Cohen is telling you that Mr. Brady,
the Representative of the National Association, who,
because he is a fine speech maker, is telling the exhibitors that things are alright.
"They are all right, I presume, as far as Mr. Brady
knows. He is telling them they are all right and
the exhibitors is retorting by saying: 'We dealt with
your National Association and you went back on
your agreement ; you broke your promises.'
"Gentlemen, do you think that a great, big, dignified— what should be a dignified industry like this,
which gives us such a field for talent and brains is
going to go along standing all of this mistreatment?
It is not.
"It is either going to cave in and close up or it is
going to get some hands that will run it properly.
"I walked away from the biggest thing in this
business and staked my personal tortune, every dollar
of it, three years ago, that this condition would whip
itself — and it is doing it very properly and very
promptly at present.
"Here is my big job today : 1 am trying to help
some worthy elements on either side of this proposition to co-ordinate and function, and if we can help
the rest to see the same thing and guide them and
shape them — fine !
NO
PATENT

ON

ANYTHiNG

'There is no patent on anytning that 1 think. I
am telling you what i lounu in a book brought out
in 191/ when I said: 'What shall we do with tne motion picture industry:' ana tola ol this civil war that
is happening now between ivir. mady ana Mr.
Cohen, 1 showea it must leaa inevitably to that.
"It is very hard to want to uo things ior an inaustry,
for a lot ol people in mat inaustry, ana to be misunderstooa. it you gentlemen here are proaucers
I am not interestea in getting in between you and
your market alter a commission, i am interested in
getting you that hundrea percent increase in revenue
you are missing now, ana getting mine out oi that.
1 don't want any ol your commissions.
"it is a hne theory that these things are all
wrong, but what are you going to do to better
themr 1 have a mechanism that can be used with

the exhibitor on one hand — because I aon t put
mysell in a relationship with a producer where I
have to be dishonest with the exhibitor — and iurthermore, 1 want to put myself in a relationship with
the exhibitors where I can be honest and fair with
the producer who deals with me.

"If that doesn't solve the thing as far as we are
must come into the industry, then I will say that I
have wasted thirteen years in which I have studied
this thing as carefully as any student ever studied
an engineering problem. I have wasted those years
and will take off my coat and go to work for the
fellow who has the plan that will straighten this
thing out."

Some Short Reels
"Modern Aspects of Japan" — Burton Holmes-Paramount

1 reel travelogue
Type of production
This reel acquires most of its interest from the unexpected
evidences that it brings out of occidental civilization in the
far East. The first views are of the city of Yokahama, starting
out with a shot of the harbor from the veranda of the large
European hotel. Several shots of the hotel are enough to convince the spectator that it is as modern and luxurious as any
in the western hemisphere. Steamer day at the piers is shown
next, and then follow a number of views from the train enroute to Tokyo. Arriving at that city, the spectator is shown
another immense hotel, the famous Bridge of Japan, in the
heart of the city, and a thoroughly western department store,
with beautiful roof garden on its top. Various shots about
the city, a seaside resort, and some particularly beautiful lakes
in the vicinity of the town, complete the reel. It is fully up
to the standard of this series.

Paramount

Magazine — Famous

Players

There are only two subjects in this issue, and neither one is
of sufficient importance or interest to make the reel more than
a very mediocre one. First come some views of a meeting
of the Independent Artists' Association, showing them planning and executing the poster for their annual party. Several
more or less prominent artists are introduced, and are shown
drawing and sketching. Shots of some weird futuristic works
of art are slightly amusing. The last half of the reel is an
animated cartoon that isn't very funny, nor very well animated.
It's very jerky and the idea lacks the humor of the usual
subject of this kind.

'The

Heart of Arizona" — Universal

Type of production

2 reel western

About the only thing worthy of note in this one is the star,
Eileen Sedgwick. The story is a highly improbable version
of a standard western theme, where the foreman of the girl's
ranch is much too deep dyed a villain, and the hero makes
much too opportune appearances. He is always on the spot
where anything starts, and it will be hard to make even the
greatest western fans swallow all of it. Miss Sedgwick is
very attractive to look at and her vivaciousness and pleasing
personality help it out a lot. There is some humor in the
scenes where all the neighboring ranchers come courting the
heroine, but the excitement is very mild and the action so
stereotyped that the conclusion is evident in the first few feet.
At best it is only a fair offering.

"The

Cactus

%*>

Kid"— Universal

1 reel western
Type of production
This one stars Ed (Hoot) Gibson, and if he is popular with
your patrons they will surely like this. It is a good western,
whether Hoot is a favorite or not. He has plenty of chance
to ride, and scrap and smile, and does them all in a way to delight western fans. Hoot is a likeable sort of person on the
screen, and is pretty sure to satisfy if given any kind of a
story. This one is a satisfactory theme. It's about a slicker
who tries to sell a lot of fake oil leases, and eventually disposes
onethe tolease
the isheroine's
Later
the villain
discoversof that
valuable, father.
and to get
it back
he kidnaps
the girl. Hoot rescues her in a thrilling fight on top of an
oil derrick. It looks real and furnishes a lot o<f excitement.
A very pretty girl plays opposite the star, and adds considerable to the entertainment. It runs off snappily, and you should
have no trouble in pleasing them with it if they like westerns
at all.
"South Sea Magic"— Educational
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
This is one of what is known as the "World Wandering
Series," and this time the wandering is done on the island of
Samoa. It is a mighty good travel reel, with scarcely any of
the footage uninteresting. It starts off with some fine shots
of a remarkable coast hne, with the breakers running high,
affording some unusual sea views. Then the natives are shown
making canoes, racing in canoes and fishing for sharks. The
last is a particularly interesting subject, the pictures being
taken from the boat in which the natives catch the huge fish
by lassoing them over the side. They bring the sharks ashore
.and then they are shown preparing the big feast, to which
the whole tribe is invited, and assembles before the camera.
The making of Popoi, the native bread is shown in detail, and
it is also an interesting bit. It would be hard to find a more
satisfactory travel picture or one whose appeal is more certain.
"Hubby Behave"— Educational
Type of production

1 reel comedy

This is one of the Vanity brand comedies, with Irene Dalton
and Earl Rodney as its featured performers. It has a jazzy
sort of humor that will go well with these who don't demand
much subtley to make them laugh, but it's shy on genuine
comedy. Rodney may be remembered from his past appearances in Christie comedies, and his work is just the same in
this one. Irene Dalton is rather pretty and just about the
average comedy leading lady. The story of this one isn't new.
It's about a young husband and his efforts to get out at night
to join the boys. He finally gets out through a plot by his
friends and then gets arrested and found out. There are two
or three situations which will probably get laughs anywhere,
but the most of it is ordinary hokum that has been over
worked. The fact that it is short may make is acceptable on
a strong program.

"The Brand of Hate"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel western

Jack Perrin is the star of this number. It is a very wild
and woolly one, and should make good entertainment for
ardent western fans, although the stuff may be considered too
much hokum by those less strong for heavy shooting. Perrin
does some furious riding, puts up fast fist fights, and keeps
the action on the move all the time. He'd register better in
the cowboy part, however, if he'd allow himself to be less
barbered. The story of this one makes good western material.
There is a gang of night riders who are terrorizing the neighborhood, burning and pillaging, in spite of -all efforts of the
old sheriff. The gang captures the sheriff's daughter and
she is saved by the hero, after a desperate fight in a burning
shack. There are several good thrills furnished by falls from
horses, over cliffs, and the story is clearly and completely told.

"Caught In The Rapids"— Pathe
2 reel western
Type of production
that general
of
is
it
This is classified as a western because
for
Canadian
the
type although the scene is actually laid in
ests. It is an Edgar Jones production of a Holman Day
There isn't enough
part.entertainment
leadinggood
Jones playing
with action
story,
of the
to makethereally
sustained
real
two
only
with
one,
dull
a
rather
is
story
picture. The
the
high lights in it, the best of which is a thrill provided byplays
rescue of the heroine from the rapids. Edna May Sperl
opposite Jones and neither she nor any of the cast are any
above the average. The stary is of a lumber jack whose love
for a girl is apparently returned until she meets a young boy
savfrom the city with whom she falls really in love. After
ing her life, the lumber jack generously gives her up to the
boy. It can't prove better than a fair offering in any house.

Short Reels
"Paint
Type

of

production

And

Powder"— Pathe
1 reel

comedy

This is a Vanity Fair number, featuring Eddie Boland and
the Girls. It has a funny idea and there are more laughs in
the business than have been found in most of the previous
offerings of this series. The girls have opportunities galore
to display themselves, as the action is laid in a beauty parlor.
Boland puts over his stuff pretty well, and there are some newgags which are good laugh getters. Boland suddenly finds
himself the proprietor of a beauty parlor, and he loses no
time in getting busy around the shop. Most of the comedy
comes from the treatments given to various seekers after
beauty. You should be able to satisfy almost any audience
with this reel.
"The Tempest"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel melodrama
This short feature stars Tom Santchi. There are several
points which raise it above the average two reel picture, in
spite of the fact that many impossible sequences are glided
over in a hurried fashion. First, it is well acted. Santchi makes
an ideal husky hero, and Patricia Palmer is not only pretty,
but does some real acting as the heroine. The locations, with
an atmosphere of the sea, have been mighty well chosen, and
there are some fine scenic effects. The remaining good point
is the photography, which is generally fine. Altogether it
should be a highly satisfactory offering for any kind of an
audience. Santchi is a wandering seaman who is shanghaied
by a villainous captain. He tries to protect a boy aboard
ship who has also been shanghaied. Swept overboard in a
storm, Santchi is washed ashore at a lighthouse. Then there's
a love story between him and the lighthouse keeper's daughter.
Pathe Review — No. 94
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This issue starts off with some colored shots of a lot of
different species of goldfish. The tinting is well done, but
aside from that the subject is not particularly interesting. The
next subject is titled "Fancy Mud." It shows the process by
which the Japanese make the mud tiles for their roofs, from
ordinary clay. It is the longest bit in the reel, and just fairly
interesting. Next comes a slow motion bit, showing a flock
of barynyard fowls in locomotion before the camera. Rather
amusing. The next part will give the housewives a lesson in
pie baking. Mrs. Mary A. Wilson, former chef to the late
Queen Victoria, makes and bakes the pie in full viewr, and also
gives her recipe for its manufacture. The last subject is
another colored bit, "The Valley of Memories," and is not
only beautiful, but interesting, in that it shows the valley of
the Meuse River in France, before the war. It's an average
reel except for the last subject, which is very good.
"Bali, the Unknown"
Type of production

or the "Ape Man Island" — Prizma
4 reel colored scenic

• These are said to be the first pictures taken on the Island
of Bali, a small island in the South Seas, which the titles claim
is practically unknown. At any rate its inhabitants are primitive rather than savage, and have reached a stage of civilization
which would indicate that they must have had some communication with the civilized. Their mode of living and habits
of the race have been interestingly recorded by Harold H.
Horton, traveler and explorer. He has secured four very
picturesque reels, the beauty of which have been enhanced
by the Prizma color process. There isn't sufficient reason
for the 'subsidiary title inasmuch as there is no specializing
in apes, and the only "Ape Man" shown is an old native
hermit who is given but one short space on the film. The
picture is on the Capitol program this week and seemed to
please the Sunday matinee audience especially well.

"The Kid's Pal"— Century— Universal
Z reel coined)
.e
Type of production
This comedy containing a lot of slapstick of regulation
variety, which isn't very funny, but will go unnoticed on account of the work of a remarkably trained dog, who is the real
featured performer.
The dog is probably the best performing

animal that has ever been seen in pictures, and he makes the
picture hugely entertaining. While it will go especially well
with children, it will abso be mighty interesting entertainment
for nearly everyone. The dog goes about his work with a lot
of pep, and apparently enjoys everything he does. He sets
a table, fries an egg, warms up the baby's milk, and then
serves the kid's meal. This is only one of a long list of stunts
that the animal puts over, and which are sure fire stuff . It
should be a very attractive number for any kind of a house.
"The Gun Runners"— C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Type of production
2 reel western
This short feature is one of the Star Ranch brand, and has
for its featured performers, C, Edward Hatton and Frances
I 'arks. It's a typical western story, without much originality,
but it's the type they want where westerns are popular. The
suspense is held all the way and there is considerable excitement through all of it, after a slow start. Hatton is a good
cowboy hero and the girl looks really pretty. The story is
of a Texas Ranger who is sent to round up a bunch of gun
runers. He conceals his identity and captures one of the
gang. With the villains credentials he mingles with the gang
and then is himself captured, when they discover his identity.
He is saved from death by the rangers after a fast ride by
the girl.
It's fans.
well enough acted and will get over all right
with
western
Kineto Review— "Trip of The U. S. S. Idaho"— Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel pictorial magazine
The cameraman has taken a trip aboard the Idaho, to Brazil
for this reel, and has photographed every event of importance
that took place aboard ship during the time the big man of
war was carrying the Brazilian President, Dr. Pessoa, back
to his native land. All of the shots are interesting, and splendidly photographed. First comes a view of the big ship steaming under the Brooklyn Bridge at the start of the trip, then
a shot of the officers, and shots of all portions of the boat.
The Marines are seen at abandon ship drill, and there is an
inspection of the entire crew by Dr. Pessoa and the ship's
commander. The ship's big canvas swimming pool with
members of the crew being ducked and generally rough-housed,
makes a humorous bit. The end of the reel shows the arrival
at Rio de Janerio, and the reception by some of the Brazilian
fleet. It's a first rate reel for any program.
Charles Urban's "Movie Chats" — 22nd series — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This issue starts off in England. Enroute to Bristol, the
cameraman stops off at the town of Clifton, and the first subject is made up of views of that place, showing a big bridge
that spans the Avon River, many of the public buildings, the
art gallery, and a number of shots of the animals in the Clifton
zoo. This latter part shows some little known animals from
all parts of the world, and is an interesting bit. The next
subject shows a good bit of the salmon fishing industry in
British Columbia. The huge nets full of fish are loaded
aboard ship and taken the cannery, and the whole process of
cleaning, cutting and canning the salmon is shown. This also
is an interesting bit of footage. The remaining footage of
the reel is devoted to Blackpool which is described as the
Coney Island of England. Nothing especially good about
this part, but the reel as a whole should be very satisfactory.
Kineto
Type

Review — "Rio
of production

de Janerio,
Kineto Co.

Capitol

of

Brazil" —

1 reel

travelogue

In this one the spectator takes a sight seeing trip around
the city of Rio de Janerio, in company with a half dozen U. S.
Marines. About every point of interest is visited, but there
isn't anything unusual or particularly interesting about any
of the views. Starting in at the ornate railroad station, a trip
is made up the "Broadway of Rio" through the plder parts of
town, and through the residential district where many fine
homes are seen. The art museum, senate buildings, views
of the parks and palm-framed drives are shown, and the reel
ends with a panoramic view of the harbor.
A fair travel reel.
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Joe Horwitz Productions
Formerly of Detroit, Mich.

A N NJOJU N Q|E S
His First Picture For
National

Distribution]

a

Dollars and Destiny"
Starring

Paul
AND

A

Cappalleni
CELEBRATED

STAR

Since "MICKEY"

Picture

The! Greatest

CAST

There is a Horse Race scene that has never been done.
FulFof thrills, with a big surprise finish.
You know
what

Mr. Horwitz did with
"Mickey".
There
never been anything' like this new production

has

"DOLLARSCAN and
DESTINY"
BE SEEN
ANY

DAY

BY

APPOINTMENT

Nothing But High Grade Productions Will Be Released

Don't Wait- --But Cash In Immediately on the Greatest
Picture Ever Made
State

Right

Buyers Write, Wire or Phone
to

Joe Horwitz Productions
COLUMBIA

THEATRE

BUILDING

701 7th Avenue, New York City
Ml

Phone Bryant 4240
mil
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Record Offering to the Territorial Distributoi
Big Profits For The Exhibitor

3 of our BIG BETS
HUGH

MODERN

DIERKER'S

DIANE

MIRACLE

"WHEN
DAWN

A PICTURE

HOLLOW

ME"
A
C
REVELATION
Successor to "WHEN

BEARCAT

WENT

DRY"

CISSY FITZGERALD
"The

Girl

With

the

Wink"

The Comedy Star of Stars
IN HER

2 REEL
THEY'RE

OWN

SERIES

COMEDIES

DIFFERENT

OF

DE LUXE

Booked to Open New York at the Capitol

Producers Security Corporation
516 Fifth Avenue

New York

BftADSTREET
PILMDOM
:v

No. &>

7/fcRE<OGHIZED

Authority
Monday, March 7, 1921

Price 5 Cents

lans Features

Wants Clean Screens

Dramas, Subsidiary of Blazed
Formed —N.ToY."Work
inProd.,
Glerversville,

National Association Adopts Resolutions at Meeting — Pathe and
Vitagraph in Agreement

c Dramas, Inc., a New York
:ion, has been ©iiganized at
to make a series of features,

The members of the producers'
and distributors' division of the National Association at a meeting held
in the Association rooms Saturday,
took drastic action to keep the screens
of the country clean and wholesome.

npany is a subsidiary corporate Blazed Trail Prod., whose
ig headquarters ;are in a stuGloversville, N. Y.
■ C. Apfel has been engaged
: the features and the cast for
: has already been assemoled.
m the first picture is expected
started today. Present plans
I four productions a year,
new company in reality pro)r an expansion in the activiBlazed Trail Prod., which
Iready made a series of two
for distribution on the state
market through Arrow Film.
y has been determined upon
to the distribution of the featA

$100,000

A set of resolutions was unanimously adopted by those present. One
resolution voiced the determination
of the association to "aid and assist
the properly constituted authorities in
the criminal prosecution of any producer, distributor or exhibitor of motion pictures who shall produce, distribute or exhibit any obscene, salacious or immoral motion picture in
violation of the law, to the end that
the recognized public good accomplished by the motion picture shall

Company

Special ±o WID'S

DAILY)

ly, N. Y. — Classic
Dramas,
The
a $100^)00 corporation.
rators are R. W. France, B.
^street and C. I. Funkenstein.
J. Parker Read, Jr., who invited 2,000 exhibitors to help him name his next
win Files $150>000 Suit
;r W. Irwin, through his at- big Associated Producers' release starring Louise Glaum. They selected
the title, "Find the Woman." .It's a smashing big production. — Advt.
G. A. Rogers, filed on Satur$150,000 damage -suit against
tional Playhouse Corp., Harirenor and Arland W. Johnson,
lleged conspiracy and fraud.

Efficiency

Ince Specials on Broadway?
week of March
13 may find
tomas H. Ince
specials
on
ay. "Lying Lips," now at the
may be held over for a seci\z, while at the Rivoli "Beau
will play. The latter producs one of the special producace turned over to Famous
under the terms of his old

be preserved and advanced."
An official statement given out at
the National Association after the
meeting said, in part:
"After careful deliberation and
thorough consideration of all the
problems of motion picture production, adefinite and concrete plan was
agreed upon which will insure against
the production of questionable films
and will prevent also, the exploitation
of pictures in a manner offensive to

good
"Thetaste.
conferences which resulted in
this concerted action were attended
personally by executive officers of
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., Associated Producers, Inc.,
William A. Brady Picture Plays Co.,
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Fox
Film Corp., Goldwyn Pictures Corp.,
D. W. Griffith, Inc., International
Pictures
Metro
Inc.,
Film Service,
Page 4)
on
(Continued

Over at Famous studio. Down Long Island way. V-e-r-y
efficient. Wall Street stuff. Getting 100 cents for every dollar.
You know. All that sort of thing. Can't get in without a pass.
Nor out. Tough. Imagine losing your pass. And being locked
up. With a lot of props. And picture makers. Same efficiency
has numbered every worker. Even Tom Geraghty has a number.
Who has 23? Some numbers on white backgrounds. Some on
other shaded disks. Reason for it. Yep. Efficiency. White
badges not good for stage. Only yellow ones good there. Im>. T. O. Sides With Brady
portant place. Keep outsiders away.
And all that.
special to WID'S DAILY)
"Morosco Town"
ouis — As a result of a visit
But the efficiency expert wasn't so efficient. Overlooked
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
William
A.
Brady,
who
Dover, Del. — "Morosco Town" has
off on his way back to New one thing: white and yellow look alike. Under the Cooperbeen incorporated here with a capitalDseph Mogler of the M. P. T. Hewitt's.
Yea; bo; efficiency.
ization of $3,000,000.
a wire to Sydney S. Cohen
THAT
NAKED
DINNER
\/L. P. T. O. in which his oron approved of Brady's meths Skouras also wired Cohen
:mber of the Missouri M. P.
jggesting to Cohen the advis)f co-operating with Brady.

Was a riot. Lots of good fun. Good natured, too. No one
kicked. Many hit. Regular affair. Actors, too. Those P. A.'s.
Some better actors. Than publicity men. Keep idea going.
Worth while.
Need better
spirit.
In 3)
industry.
Best place to
(Continued
on Page

It is believed that the above company was formed to cover the studio
city that Oliver Morosco plans in Los
Angeles. No definite confirmation of
this could be secured at the Morosco
offices.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
66^
66^
Famous Players .. 66
quoted
Not
do pfd
*Goldwyn
5
6
•..m™
Not quoted
D W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
16&
16&
16&
Triangle
3A
3A
H
quoted
Not
World Film
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Big Capital Increase
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del. — A company known as
New Plays and Players has changed
its corporate name to Motion Picture
Plays and Players of Dover and at
the same time has increased its capital from $100,000 to $5,500,00.
Censorship Wins Point In N. C.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Raleigh, N. C. — Proponents of state
censorship won the initial skirmish
before the legislature recently, when
the Senate Committee, voting 7 to 6,
and the House Committee, 14 to 11,
reported favorably on the McCoinVarser-Mathews bill. The result was
surprising but it is not believed that
it foreshadows the final result when
the measure comes to the floor for
probably its warmest fight.
Doob Resigns
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — Oscar A. Doob has resigned from Famous Players-Lasky
to become advertising and sales promotion manager of the Lake & Export Coal Corp.
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"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

44th St.— "Way Down East."
Loew's,
New York — TodayTreasure."
Tuesday
above.
Chaplin —in Same
"The as
Kid."
Wednesday
"Godless Mer
." — —"What
Kiday
Thursd
Wome

Friday — "The Great Lover,
Carey —in Conway
"If Only Tearle
Jim."
Saturday
Sunday — Not yet determin
Lyricciety
Snobs."
— "The
Four Horsemei
Rialto — Douglas MacLean

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
One reason for "The Reckless Sex," Al Christie's
tributed through Educational exchanges. — Advt.

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

new

two-reeler

dis-

Do."
Next Week

New Theaters

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — Not yet determi
Brooklyn
Strand — Katherin
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Donald
Akron, O. — The Commodore
PerLily." in "My Lady's Li
"Love,
Honor
and Obey."
ry Hotel Co., will build an eight story
"
ens."A
hotel and theater at Market
and Capitol—
Tale of Two
(tentative attraction.)
Prospect Sts. It will cost $3,000,000.
Criterion— "The Faith Heale
Nut."
Amarillo, Tex.
44th St.— "Way Down East.'
Lyric — "The Four Horseme
Amarillo, Tex. — The Fair theater
will be ready about April 1. It is Rialto — Justine Johnstone
owned by J. Levy and A. S. Davis.
Carl Sullivan will be house manager.
Plaything of Broadway."
Apocalypse."
Rivoli — "Beau Revel."
Selwyn
— "A Connecticut Y
Belton, Tex.
Belton, Tex. — John A. Cole, Jr., Strand
Katherine
King —Arthur's
Court."MacD<
has declared his intention of building
"My
Lady's
Latchkey,"
a new theater here.

Altoona, Pa. — "If you fail to read
these advertisements of Altoona's live
merchants, you will pay the 'Penalty'
of missing some real bargains."
This slogan, in large type, was
printed clear across two pages of the
Tribune, on Feb. 7 and 9 the first
and last days of the showing of "The
Penalty" at the Strand. The doublepage truck was occupied with adverCorsicana, Tex.
tisements from a dozen of Altoona's
most prominent merchants, with the
Corsicana, Tex. — The Palace, owned and operated by Southern Enter.Strand's ad in the middle. The ad
prises of Dallas, was opened here last
for "The Penalty" varied on the two
week. Will E. Cox is local manager.
days,remained
while most
of the merchants'
ads
the same.
Eldorado, Ark.

Eldorado, Ark.— C. W. Batsell of
Sherman is renovating a building
here into a theater to seat 800. Batmanager of Associated Producers' sell operates the King and the Queen
exchange, and the Rialto management, for the opening of the theater in Sherman, the Ace at Whitewright
with "The Last of The Mohicans," (Tex.), and the Joker here.
was the giving of a special performCharleston, W. Va.
ance for 2,000 Boy Scouts, in conjunction with the Free Press, leading
Charleston, W. Va.— T. L. Kearse
newspaper of Winnipeg. The Rialto will build a $500,000 theater at Summers and State St. The structure will
management was especially proud of
this stunt because they established a be in four stories.
precedent by breaking into the front
Farrell, Pa.
page of the newspapers. Other
' special exploitation was the giving
Farrell, Pa. — Herman
Stahl's new
I of a Saturday morning matinee to the $250,000 theater is almost completed.
' children of Minnipeg at reduced ad- The opening is tentatively set for a
few weeks.
mission prices.
Winnipeg. — One of the exploitation
stunts conceived by Ted Hardcastle,

Hart With Peerless
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
San Francisco — J. H. ("Doc")
Hart, for six months manager for the
M. P. T. O. A., Northern California
Division, has resigned to manage the
San Francisco office of Peerless Film
Service.

in

Apocalypse."
Rivoli — Mae Murray in "Th
Strand— Douglas Fairbanks

Girard Pa.
Gisard,
Pa. — The
new
Liberty,
which seats 400, will be opened in the
next
month.
Mr.
Wright
is the
owner.
Killeen, Tex.
Killeen, Tex. — This town is to have
another
picture theater.
It is not
definitely known who will build it.

Honor and Behave."
Officers Elected
Baltimore, Md. — The i
officers were elected at a rece
ing of the Greater Baltimoi
ters Company, Inc.: Jacob Z
dent, G. A. Finch, vice-p
Charles Nolte, treasurer, and
Rethman, secretary.

The poster is seen first,
it is a RITCHER poi
the photoplay is seen a

RITCHE
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W.3lstSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea!

tMA
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Efficiency
(Continued

from

Page

1)

it. Because Nat'l Assassination gets nowhere. Too much
ring. Over nothing. So the P. A. boys have the chance.
) it.
STARTIN'
SOMETHING
roducers.
And distributors.
Lots of resolutions.
Adopted
lay. Found elsewhere.
In this issue. Sound good.
Mean
If they work. But what's gonna happen if they don't?
5 gonna be "Papa, spank ! Naughty, naughty" Fine. But
S nowhere.
Who'll
play policeman?
That's
the big
This passing resolutions. And doing nothing. Is like
iody talking of clamming Niagara.
Sounds good.
But —

LOIS WEBER
announces
that she will continue to

nportant. Just the same. We'll either fix our fences. Or
I do it for us. Who? The Bowlby's. And Crafts. And
hundred hefty birds scattered over this country,
ill Brady's on his way home. Good thing. California exrs walked out on him. No disrespect. Just showed what
meant. Maybe the atmosphere will clear up. After his
1. Time for it. Otherwise there'll be a party. And
be sweet.
And pretty.
Either.
Nary a sweet.
THE
MAD,
MAD
WAGS

it

•ut in Hollywood.
Where they think they're funny.
Says
"Seen the Four Horsemen?"
"No." replies the wag, "I
like those Westerns."
hat's why we get some poor comedies.
On the reels.
TITLES
AND—
itles galore. In "Witching Hour." At Rialto. Then just
different Ray's "Old Swimmin' Hole" at Strand. No titles,
ist darned few. And they not like regular titles. Always
ne other form.
rickets — I mean critics — liked the title-less feature. Some
. Considerin' some bad titles we've had don't blame 'em.
;here are titles. And titles. Take Johnny Emerson-Anita
f'r instance. Imagine a Connie comedy without 'em?
. It hurts. And Rupert Hughes. And some others.
\y the by-by : Some hard boileds say Taylor's "Witching
" wasn't as good as George Irving's. Made some years ago
3op" Sherrill. W'attcha
think of that?
—KIC
KS
Albany. Hot times. Possible censorship. Kicks of uppoliticians. Against titles particularly.
Say some are ruff.
Excite interest. And picture doesn't live to it. Just
thing to "get 'em in." True-o. Coupl'a producers like this.
. Sit up all night picking titles. Regardless of whether
)t they belong. F'r instance. Down in Atlanta. Few ■
hs ago. Redstreamer across front of house. "Wild WestBandits." Lobby full of guns. Dirks. Belts. Saddles,
ed like general store. At Painted Post. Thirty years ago.
, Woolly. Westerny. Ballyhoo all there. Dropped two
5. To see the show. Ordinary Western. No more to do
title than hole in the wall. Not wild. No bandits. One
em cowboyherobossesdaughtershero
things.
The
bunk.
And not so simple.
Let's have some titles. That mean something.
ANOTHER
STAR-LESS
ONE
esse D. The other Hampton. Says thru with stars. Wants
ake big productions. Without 'em. Wants big stories,
all that. Says the story's the thing. Nothin' new in that.
Bill Shakespeare said i^ Years ago. He called it "the play."
in' ever said truer. Adolph Wiseacre Zukor knows it. Yep.
's
why Famous is getting away from the stars. And shoottories.
vVe're learnin'.
DANNY.

Produce Independently
in Her Own Studio

CURRENT

RELEASES—

Distributed by Paramount
"TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN"
"WHAT'S

WORTH

WHILE''

"WHAT DO MEN WANT''
"TOO WISE WIVES"
All Produced in My Own Studio

BM
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Censorship Amendmer

Quick Service
Pathe and Selznick News succeeded in showing pictures of Harding's
inauguration at New York theaters
on the night of the ceremony. The
Selznick aeroplane arrived in New
York from Washington ahead of the

recognized
themotion
thatthe
the ,law. to the end by
OU
CllO |tio?,of
I publicture good
f^lfCin I S»r*r**£»i"iC
Wonfc
shall be accomplished
preserved and advanced,
and picbe
it further
(Continued from Page 1)
"RESOLVED : that any member of this
Corp., Pathe Exchange, Inc., Realart association wilfully refusing to carry into
Pictures Corp., Norma Talmadge effect these resolutions, shall be subject to exas a member of the association, and
Film Co., Triangle Dist. Corp., further pulsion
subject to such other penalties as
Universal Film Manuf. Co., United the associat
ion may fix, and be it further
Artists Corp., and the Vitagraph Co.
"RESOLVED: that all exhibitors, producers and distributors of motion pictures
of America, nearly all of whom are
not members of this association, be urged
producing and distributing members to
co-operate to carry into full effect these
in the National Association of the resoluti
ons.

Pathe plane, but the latter's laboratory work was faster, with the result
"This action
that the pictures were distributed M. P. Industry, which represents apexpected to prove
proximately 90% of the motion pic- most effectual inis keepin
g the screen
ahead of Selznick. The Keith houses,
ture production in the United States entirely free from
questi
onable mathowever, showed the Selznick reel and whose productions include all of
those in which the great starts aparound 9 o'clock.
Pathe issued a partial list of the
It will be noted that Pathe and
houses along Broadway that secured
"The following resolutions were un- Vitagraph are included in the list of
the film. The pictures were delivered
animously adopted in order to put companies who
are working with the
by four messengers in taxis. The pic- into effect a remedial plan:
National Association for clean screens.
tures reached the following houses
pear."
"RESOLVED
: that the National Associa- Those two companies have, as noted
tion of the Motion Picture Industry reaffirms
and were signed for at the following
ter." from the National Associatimes: Strand, 7:35; Rialto, 7:40; its emphatic protest against the production, resigned
distribution and exhibition of all motion piction but, it is understood, are coCapitol, 7:48; Strand, Brooklyn,
tures which are obscene, salacious, indecent
operating on this move. At Pathe
and immoral, and be it further
8:18; Fox's Academy, 8:50; 77th St.,
this
but no one at Vitaadmitted
was
9:15; Adelphi, 9:20; Symphony, 9:22;
"RESOLVED: that while the creators
graph
be reached for a
not
could
Broadway Photoplays, 9:25; Olympia, of the art of the motion picture must in no statement.
way be hampered or prohibited from depicting honestly and clearly life as it is, to the
9:27; Bunny, 9:40; Fox's Audubon,
9:50, and Majestic, 185th St. and St. end that this art may not be hindered in
its movement toward the dignity of other
Nicholas Ave., 10:00.
Sells One; Buys Two
picture should not be prosPathe was the only company that arts, thetitutedmotion
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
to a use or as a means towards
attempted to reach the Middle and arousing bawdy emotions or pandering a
East Aurora, N. Y .— Sid Allen,
Far West with the pictures with any salacious curiosity, or in any other manner who has operated the Millard Fillinjurious to public welfare, and be it further
more here has sold it and purchased
degree of rapidity. Kinograms en"RESOLVED: to the end that the mogaged a special laboratory in Washtion picture be held in that high plane which the Delmar and Scenic in Medina,
ington where S. H. Mackean, news it has already attained, that the producers N. Y.
of motion pictures refrain from producing
editor, was in charge. The pictures such
motion pictures
were sent out of Washington and dis"(a) which emphasize and exaggerate sex
tributed through the South and up appeal or depict scenes therein exploiting
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
in sex, in an improper or suggestive
into Pennsylvania, but no attempt interest
form or manner
was made to cover New York.
Established Film Exchange in New
"(b) ba§gd upon white slavery or comFox on Saturday supplied local
mercialized vice or scenes showing the pro- York City for sale.
Wonderful optheaters and the entire Poli circuit in
curement of women or any of the activities
portunity
for
live
wire.
attendant
upon
this
traffic;
New England with a 400 ft. print of
It will pay you to investigate.
"(c)love
Thematically
an
the inauguration. The early Satur- illicit
affair whichmaking
tends toprominent
make virtue
day morning trains for Washington, odious and vice attractive ;
Address K-333, care Wid's
Philadelphia and Boston were caught
"(d) with scenes which exhibit nakedness
and the pictures delivered on time for or persons scantily dressed, particularly suggestive bedroom and bathroom scenes and
Saturday matinees.
scenes of inciting dances ;
Both Fox and Kinograms made no
"(e) with scenes which unnecessarily proeffort to send the pictures through
longsionate
expressions
or demonstrations of paslove;
the west by aeroplane, as Pathe had
ELECTRQS
arranged for.
"(f) Predominantly concerned with the

STEREOS-MATS

To Shoot Scenes in England
Hugo Ballin plans a trip to England to shoot the final scenes on "Jane
Eyre" the first sequences of which
go into production Monday. Ballin
has already started work on "Ave
Maria" and will make both pictures
simultaneously. Mabel Ballin will appear in both productions which will
be distributed through Hodkinson.
17 Pictures Now

Available

With the release of "The Outside
Woman" and "Out of the Chorus,"
Realart announces that 17 of its 36
Star Franchise pictures have been
made available to exhibitors holding
the franchise.
In Palm Beach
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Palm Beach, Fla. — Ivan Abramson
is now here shooting exteriors for
"The Mother Eternal."
State Righter Moves
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mrs. M. A. Smith,
dealer in state rights production,
formerly located in San Francisco,
has established offices in Los Angeles.

underworld or vice and crime, and like
scenes, unless the scenes are part of an essential conflict between good and evil ;

"(g) of stories which make drunkenness
and gambling attractive or with scenes which
show the use of narcotics and other unnatural
practices dangerous to social morality ;
"(h) of stories and scenes which may instruct and morally feeble in methods of committing crime or by cumulative processes
crime
;
emphasize
crime and the commission of
"(i) of stories or scenes which ridicule or
depreciate public officials, officers of the law,
the
law ;United States Army, the United States
Navy or other governmental authority, or
which tend to weaken the authority of the
"(j) of stories or with scenes or incidents
which offend the religious belief of any person, creed or sect or ridicule ministers,
priests, rabbis, or recognized leaders of any
religious sect, and also which are disrespectful to objects or symbols used in connection
with any religion ;
"(k) of stories or with scenes which unduly
emphasize bloodshed and violence without
justification in the structure of the story.
"(1) of stories or with scenes which are
vulgar and portray improper gestures, posturings and attitudes ;

I. RUBIN

23E.4lhST.

COMPANY,
-.» SPRING

.8303,.

(Special to WID'S

DAIL5

Albany, N. Y.— The censoi
which was introduced
York legislature recently,in yt
at least three amendments di
next few days.
One amendn
eliminate the necessity of su
news reels to the proposed 1
censors.
Another
amendmf
vides that the proposed
boa
specifically state grounds for
a release to any picture.
T
proposed
amendment
provic
all pictures made up to date
to July 1, need not be subn
the proposed board of censor
The assertion of Canon Ch
there is a strong likelihood
bill being passed, was denied
New
York
State
Confere
Mayors,
one of its official:
emphatic
in the statement
t
bill could not be passed th
His
prediction
followed
inl
with several of the more pr
members of the Legislature.

Blakeman with Realar
(Specia

to WID'S

DAILY

l
Buffalo, N.
Y.— E. C. Bk
former manager of the Pal
change here, has joined Reala
will leave soon for one of the
offices of the company.
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The Screen Bulletin
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INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leade
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Bry
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Art Titlea
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Bryj

BROKERS
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ORGAN
FOR
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$3500 Estey Pipe Organ
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"(m) with salacious titles, and subtitles in
connection with their presentation or exhibition, and the use of salacious advertising
matter, photographs and lithographs in connection therewith, and it is further
A*SPEC[ALT
PLANT
DEVOTED ~
"RESOLVED: that this association reEXCLUSIVELY
TO NEGATIVE
cord its intention to aid and assist the properly constituted authorities in the criminal
prosecution of any producer, distributor or
exhibitor of motion pictures, who shall pro- 120 W. FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK
duce, distribute or exhibit any obscene, or
salacious or immoral motion picture in viola-,

NEGATIVE

DEVELOPING

ASSOCIATED

SCREEN NEWS

BARNES
PRINTING
CO
Motion Picture Specialist* I
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Phone Gr«m:
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1
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70 Local Runs

ew Dwan Unit
er Makes
Further
Financial
mgements — Associated Probers Release No Affected

"The Kid" Released Generally in New
York — Said to Be Unprecedent —
ed for Six Reeler

[Special to WID'S

Charlie Chaplin's "The Kid." was
released generally in New York yesterday. Seventy theaters began showing the picture, day and date.
Film men were of the opinion that
this is absolutely without precedent
in film history, so far as a six reel
feature is concerned. The unusual
number of simultaneous showings includes the Boroughs of Manhattan
and the Bronx only. The picture is
not
in Brooklyn until
March released
14.

^AILY)

fc N. Y.— J. P. Phillips, E. I.
Jr., and Edwar l C. Fisher of
'ork City are tb stockholders
Allan Dwan Pr_d., Inc. The
a has a capital of $1,000 and
gage in all branches of the picmsiness.
A. B. Graham,
25
43 St., New
York, is the atfor the corporation.

|above company was formed for
rpose of producing four more
!s with the financial backing
fas interested in the first two
[Associated Producers releases,
Forbidden Thing'' and "A Perfime."
understood that Dwan and his
al interests held an arrangethe extension of which hinged
the manner in which his first
ictures were put over. It is
• understood that the producind the business done by them
lp to the mark that had been
r them and that the new araent covering four new pictures
len perfected. This new comvill produce the pictures.
ase through Associated Pro, Inc., is in no way affected by
-al.
Greene Back
ter Greene, of the Walgreene
Corp.,
returned
to
New
yesterday from the Federated
held on the coast recently.
B. C. Buys French Films
;rican rights for four French
:s, have been secured by the C.
Film Sales Corp. The first is
"The are
Nightingale
of toParis."
ictures
to be offered
state
listributors.

Yo Comment from Cohen
local headquarters of the M.
O. had not received copies of
iolution adopted by the Missouri
»n of the organization
yesterThe resolution was reported
St. Louis as having been sent to
iTork and took sides with Brady
censorship fight,
tiey S. Cohen received a copy
: Spyros
Skouras
he
M. P. T.
O. andwire
the "asking
N. A.
, I. get together on common
d. Cohen had to leave for Harg yesterday but promised a
lent
urns. on "co-operation," when

James

R. Grainger is handling

behalf.
bookings
on the picture in Chaplin's'
Five in Newark
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Newark, N. J.— "The Kid" is playing at five theaters simultaneously.
20 in Boston
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Boston — Charlie Chaplin's latest
comedy, "The Kid," has been heavily
booked. The picture is playing 20
Boston theaters, dav and date. This
is unusual in local film history, so far
as a six reel production is concerned.
Chicago Runs Start Monday
J. Parker Read Jr.'s next big Associated Producers' special production is
"Find the Woman," starring Louise Glaum. 2,000 exhibitors selected this
title for this big April release. — Advt.

Bill'sMeasure
PassaUndergoes
ge SureSome
Clayton

Further Meetings

Federated
Directors
to Convene
at
Astor for One Week Beginning
Amendments — Governor
ConMarch 21
fers With Leaders
The board of directors of Federated
Albany, N. Y. — Governor Miller
will consider the appointment of one Film Exchanges of America will hold
woman as a member of the commis- a series of important conferences at
sion of three which are to compose the Hotel Astor for one week, bethe S<tate Board of Censorship as
ginning March 21.
provided for in the bill introduced by
The meetings will be in the nature
Assemblyman Clayton.
of a continuation of the general con(Continued on Page 2)
vention held in San Francisco and
Los Angeles recently. Those who will
Brady Due Shortly
attend are Joe Friedman of Chicago,
William A. Brady will be back in Abe Warner of New York, J. Eugene
New York this week from his trans- Pearce of New Orleans and Ben Amcontinental trip on behalf of the Nasterdam of Philadelphia.
tional Association.
Eddie Bonns, sales manager for C.
Bill Passes Missouri Senate
L. Chester Prod. Inc., returned to
Sydney S. Cohen received a wire New York yesterday from the Federated convention in Los Angeles.
yesterday from Charles H. Burkey,
executive committee member of the
Bonns stated that although the fire
Missouri M. P. T. O., informing him at the Chester studio destroyed a conthat the senate had passed the bill
siderable amount of negative, releases
providing for the pooling of advance A-ill in no way be held up. He said
deposits in a trust fund. The bill is hat Educational has enough Chestersimilar to that now existing in New lOuting material on hand to meet reYork State.
ease dates in April.

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago—
When for general
"The
Kid"
comes available
release beon
Monday,
it will play 20 theaters at
the same time.
It has just closed a seven weeks'
run at the Randolph theater.

Pioneer Closes Canadian Deal
Pioneer Film has completed arrangements with Peerless Films, Ltd.,
for representation in Western Canada.
Peerless Films, Ltd., has its main
office in Winnipeg and also operates
in Calgary and Vancouver.
Pioneer is now represented in six
offices in Dominion.
Hart

Not

Retiring

(Special to WID'S

Permanently
DAILY)

Los Angeles— Edwin Schallert in
an interview with William E. Hart
says in the Times:
"The impression that Mr. Hart is
retiring from the screen for good is
absolutely erroneous. He is now
practically at the height of his career,
and if he decided to retire would
probably be forced very shortly to
accede to offers tendered him.
" T don't want to come in the
Sarah Bernhardt class of farewell actors,' said Hart. 'When I decide to
quit I really want to quit. And I am

not leaving for good now.' '"

ak^jDAILY

2

Coast Brevities

Ward Here from England
W. J. Ward
of Blackpool,
land, is in town for a short visi
(Continued from Page 1)
Governor Miller, Senator Lusk, the Ward is looking over film cond
majority leader in the upper house
Earl Gulick in Tough Lucl
and Speaker Machold of the AssemEarl
Gulick, of Universal,
bly, have held a conference on the
subject of censorship and it is said tough luck this week. He is
that they are in favor of such legis- jury
and so can't talk or
business.
lation and have suggested to Clayton think duty
that with a few amendments they
Negro Theater Burns
would support his measure. As the
result of this conference, Clayton has
Taylor, Tex. — The Rink, a
made the changes in his bill and in picture theater, was destroyed b
its new form it will probably pass on Feb. 10. The loss, estimal
both branches of the legislature. $5,000 is covered by insurance.
According to present plans, state
censorship willl start Aug. 1.
The bill in its amended form provides formissionthe
appointment
a comof three
members ofwho
will
Chickens may look alike,
have the power to name deputies.
but the one that lays the
Their salaries are to be $7,500 a year,
greatest number of eggs is
and they will serve for five years.
the most valuable. The
Each film will be taxed $3 a reel.
Under the first bill introduced by
same holds true for postClayton, each film would have been
ers, which accounts for the
taxed $5 a reel. Advertisements will
value of the RITCHE*
also come under the regulation of
trade mark.
the board.

The newest addition to the Hal
Roach comedy forces is Sam Taylor,
who wrote the scenario for "Now or
Never."
Helen Darling, formerly with Christie, has been engaged for Universal
comedies. For the present she will
play supporting roles with Dorothy
Wolbert.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, has leased a beautiful home on
Wilshire Blvd., and brought his
family from New York to Los Angeles, where he expects to make his
home for several months.

Madge Tyrone, staff writer at the
Bennett Signs With F. P. L.
Louis B. Mayer studios, has so far
recovered
from
her
recent
automobile
Richard
Bennett left for California
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale accident that she has been removed yesterday to acquaint himself with
from the Clara Barton Hospital and screen technique. Later he will direct
66
67 yA 66
"amous Players
pictures for Famous Players. He has
83 y4 83%
83 y4 is now a convalescent at home.
• do pfd
signed a five year contract with that
5
6
NGoldwyn
company.
Work was started last week on the
O. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.
16-)4 17XA
\ty\ construction of the new administraCohen Goes to Harrisburg
tion buildings for the Pacific Film
Triangle
3/%
H
H
World Film
Not quoted Co. at Culver City, Cal. The main
Sydney S. Cohen, national presioffice building which is to be 50 ft.
dent of the M. P. T. O., left for Har♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. square will be of the Spanish style of
risburg yesterday to address the conarchitecture. There will be imposing sylvania. The session in HarrisNotables at Metro Premiere
frontage on Venice Blvd. and trolley- sslyvania. The session in Harrisburg will be a two day one.
A number of well known film folks way, while the center of the plot
will be occupied by fountains and
ittended the opening of "The Four flowers.
Julius Stern and Harry
Berman
Norsemen of the Apocalypse" at the
GAUSMAN. leave for the coast on Thursday.
,j ric on Sunday night. Among the
nvited guests were:

Quotations

B. S. Moss, E F. Albee, J. J. Murdock,
oe Plunkett, Walter Hayes, Max Spiegel,
»Toe Mark, Edward Hyman, S. L. Rothpfel, Edward Bowes. Charles Levine, John
'.anft. Harold Franklin, Mike Shea, Joseph
it. Schenck, June Mathis, Rex Ingram, Mr.
nd Mrs. Lytell, B. J. Rubin, Adolph Zukor,
>ewis J. Selznick, Jules Brulatour, William
"ox, William Sheehan, Maxwell Karger, Heriert Lubin, Arthur Sawyer, George D.
?aker, Harry Cohen, William A. Atkinson,
lichard A. Rowland, William R. Hearst,
■'.lliolt Dexter, Edward Saunders, Charles
Joseph Engel, Al Kaufman, John
Jolden, Winchell Smith, Joseph Godsol, Mary
.ouisi- Beaton, Larry Giffen, Mary Cunningam, Frank Shayer, Edward Golden, Fred
Varrcn. Joseph Strauss, Col. Jasper E.
Irady, Charles Maddock, B. A. Rolfe, Ned
lolmes, Doraldina, Thomas Geraghty, Robit Kane, Luther A. Reed, Gabriel Hess,
Valdemar Young, George Fitzmaurice and
Javid \V. Griffith.

In New Quarters
The Export and Import Film Co.,
m., is now housed in its new quarers on the fourth floor of the Godrev Bldg. The offices are amply
arge enough to accomodate the company.
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$100 REWARD

For information leading to the
covery of Pathe Camera, Stt
Model, No. 786, with small No
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New York.
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Bill's Passage Sure

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Sidney Franklin has
completed the filming of "Courage"
Price 5 Cents and the production is now in the cutTues. March 8, 1921
Vol. XV No. 63
ting room under the care of Billy
Shea. Albert Kaufman and Sidney
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Franklin are expected to leave for
New York shortly.
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THE

ELEMENTS
THAT

PLEASE THE PUBLIC

SOMEWHERE—
in-or-out-of-town,
there's
Exhibitor looking for
a M^
AGER with exploitation exp
ence. If you know him, wi
you help bring the two of
Box F-4 c/o WIDS.
together?

NEGATIVE

DEVELOP

A SPECIAL PLANT DEVOT
EXCLUSIVELY TO NEGAT

ASSOCIATED
120 W. FORTY-FIRST

SCREEN

N

STREET, NEW

BUSINESS OPPORTUNI'
Established Film Exchange in
York City for sale. Wonderf
portunity for live wire.
It will pay you to investigate.
Address K-333, care Wid'

iMA

March 8, 1921

nging Confab

Buys Swain Comedies
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

S. Cohen is sending out
Seattle — The Seattle Film Exires to members of the exchange has acquired 12 two-reel Mack
nmittee of the M. P. T. O. Swain comedies. They have also aca definite date for the naquired for the Pacific Northwest
vention of that organiza- "Circumstantial Evidence," and "The
Fatal Thirty."
;ting as decided upon last
leveland will this year be
nneapolis. In all likelihood
lune 7, 8 and 9.
urb

Price

CONTINUITY

Boosts

cial to WID'S DAILY)

that COUNTS

Paul Schof ield

lrg, Pa. — Owners of theaot be permitted to increase
rday and holiday rates of
Free Lance
under a measure
introRepresentative
Blumberg,
Adaptations : : Editing
ia, in the House.
v measure, if passed, will CURRENT RELEASES:
■malty of $500 for the first
1 fine and imprisonment for
"RoseCoast)
of
Nome"— Fox
(West
offense.
"Smilin'
ler All the Way"— David But-

»h Buys Turpin Films
:ial to WID'S

DAILY)

-The Wabash Film Exrhich will open in early
s purchased from Warner
Ben Turpin comedies and
ute them, one every week.

mma

DAILY

"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
"Tiger's
Star

Coat"— Hodtrinson— All-

"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:
"The

Quarry" — Meighan — Famous
Players

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

CREATIVE

CONTINUITY

IMilllllBliMPil]

Tops All Records by
$2,000 in Week's Run
"The

Kid" and "Passion" Drawing
Bigger Crowds
Increased Prices, Telegrams Announce
TOPS

RECORD

"EASTMAN"
and
"KODAK"

$2,000

"Charlie Chaplin in 'The Kid' played to more than $2,000 over
the previous high record of receipts in one week. Opened to record
attendance Monday, and increased to Saturday, which was biggest
day. Held over for second week. It more than broke records. It
made them. Most highly praised picture of the year and pleased all
classes." — Frank L. Newman, New Royal Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
CROWDS

LINE

UP

FOR

BLOCKS

"Crowds were lined up for blocks awaiting opening of Charlie
Chaplin in 'The Kid.' Picture broke all previous records for attendance and received more applause than any other picture yet shown
here." — Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C.
$200

MORE

IN

ONE

DAY

" 'Passion' broke every house record here by $200 on the opening day." — California Theatre, Bakersville, Calif.
BEST

ATTENDANCE

AT

$1.00

" 'Passion' broke all records in the history of the house. We
played to more people than ever before at an admission price of
J 1.00, the highest ever charged here. The picture undoubtedly is
worth more to any exhibitor." — Stanley C. Warrick, West Palm
Beach, Fla.
FILM

The words

BY

at

IS

A

MARVEL

"King Charlie's crown still rests securely as the merry monarch
of the Kingdom of Comedy. This was proved by 'The Kid.' Exclamations of delight and of marvel over the film were heard on every
hand at its premier showing here." — Los Angeles Record.
CALLS

IT

A

TRIUMPH

" 'Passion,' the screen's newest triumph, was shown here to
crows that lined up and overflowed the lobby into the street for a
block. The picture is on a higher plane of art than the famous stage
play of Belasco." — Washington Evening Star.

are stencilled on the margin
of the film that first made
motion pictures practical.

First National Attractions
Echoes of the Big 5 and another reason why

^Jhorell he a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

afrfrt

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions

WORLD — As a motion picture play * * "
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
lias
much for It
'which
explain.
It lacks
smoothness.
lacks toproper
handling,
of
what in filmland is known as sequence. At
times, it shows too plainly its falseness in
construction. In its actual portrayal of South
American atmosphere, where the picture begins, and again in the scenes around the
shelled castle of the elder Desnoyers, it is
well nigh perfect. But at other times it fails
to convince. It appears to have been done
too hurriedly. * * * Even though it did require something like a year to produce, it
would have been a better picture at the end
of two years' efforts.
AMERICAN— "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse" is a tremendous screen effort.
Moreover, it is a pricelessly reverent idea of
the Ibanez book. It takes the very marrow
of the novel and serves it upon the toast of
photography, and each Ibanez angle is marvellously conserved.
TELEGRAM — Rex Ingram
has achieved
a notable success in this Metro
production.
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocais one of the most satisfying motion
picture lypse"spectacles.
GLOBE— As for the film itself it is a picture to renew your faith in film production
and to make you forget the horrors in the
screen reproduction
of other masterpieces.
POST — The production may easily give
one a thrill * * * and admiration is due Rex
Ingram and his assistants for their work in
making a spectacle, but there is hardly a
heart throb in the story itself. The production is really stupendous, the acting excellent. * * *
-MAIL — Rex Ingram, with his work in this
film, has placed himself on the path to the
heights whose occupants are few and far
apart. Not only does he demonstrate the
power to produce compelling dramatic action, but he has made the film an artistic
masterpiece. » * * The picture is not a perfect one, but deserves extremely high rank,
JOURNAL — Rex Ingram, through his
handling of this massive production, steps
out from the line of directors into a position
of master craftsman.

SUN — * * Marks a step
tion picture production. * *
super picture art it has never
Daily News and Evening
comment.

"The

Nut"— United
Strand

with or at the rural residents of this glorious country, the little comedy should have
an appeal.
SUN
— Douglas MacLean in his likeable
TIMES—* * * A melodrama of consid"Doug Fairbanks" style plays through an
logic, if hour
erable pictorial quality and some
of nonsense admirably.
little originality. * * *
Times. Tribune, Daily News, Globe. Post
HERALD— Yet, despite such flaws, the Mail and Evening World made no comment
picture has many elements of greatness. The
blowing up of a steamer by a stray mine was

"Lying Lips"— A. P., Inc.
Capitol

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"— Metro — Lyric Theater

TIMES — * * * It is nevertheless distinguished from many other works of its kind
by genuine cinematographic qualities. * * *
When all is said about "The Four Horsemen," however, the central fact remains that
it is an exceptionally well done adaptation of
a novel, and an extraordinary motion picture
work to boot.
HKRALD — It is the greatest film to come
out of the world conflict, and still it maintains the spiritual quality of the original
work in spite of plenty of fire and brimstone.
TRIBUNE— It lacks the smooth current
that Ibanez managed to give it through the
magic of his story-telling style. The impressive moments in the picture are isolated. When they come they are worth
while. But the effect of the whole is spasmodic.

Tuesday,

March

Broadway Run?
It will
is reported
that "Motll
nal"
have a Broadway
r
Abramson is producing the
Chester Heads Scenario

(Special to WID'S DAIL
Los Angeles — It is unders
superbly
done.— *It * is*
TRIBUNE
full of melodrama, but it
George Randolph Chester
"The Gilded Lily"— F. P.-L.
is a gripping story just the same, and the
Rivoli
the Vitagraph
scenario de
cast, without having any one stand out, is
here.
fair all around.
TIMES—* * * Despite its extravagances
WORLD — Rare, indeed, are the cinema of action and treatment, the picture is genRoach Making Studio AcM
play productions bearing the human appeal of
and has more real moments
erally interesting
photoplay
than most
s.
(Special to WID'S DAILj
Lips."
Lying
HERALD—* * * Chiefly notable in that
DAILY NEWS— Yes, the most conscienLos Angeles — Hal Roach I
tious reporter may fix vou with a calm, clear it turns Lowell Sherman from a long career
glance and tell you that "Lying Lips" is of villainy on stage and screen and makes a a new stage built at his studil
man of him at last.
ver City. The new stage w.l
It is.
worth your hard earned shekels.
TRIBUNE—* * * Is of the order of her by 200 ft., and will cost $75,1
AMERICAN— The picture is splendidly
done, the cast, especially the two leading last two pictures, "On With the Dance" and
characters, interesting, and the producti
Incidentally,
Idols of Clay." It is
on
than either of rial
to be made Ruth
underRoland':!
superl
both elaborate and impressive.
these pictures, however. better
The scenario is of
TELEGRAM—* * * One of the most vi- more solid stuff. Mae Murray shows versa- Roach will be "The Golden ]
tally interesting and vividly spectacular pro- order. tility and emotional capacity of no mean
ductions of the season.
New 'Change Building in
WORLD—* * * Marks an interesting
• GLOBE—*
(Special to WID'S DAIL
* A m°st realistic explosion. blending of two personalities and an unusual
Boston
— The Eastern Feat
POST—* * * An uneven but decidedly in- picture as a result.
Corp.
is
erecting
teresting picture. For the most part, it is . AMERICAN— "Gilded Lily"
a new buile
is just what
its title tells you — with emphasis
pitched m the province of the motion pic- Gilded.
on the to its present structure i
Church St. to take care of j
that is very much to its credit
'U"tat
TELEGRAM—* * * Miss Murray attains business.
.MA,IL—
Power of Ince made itThe building will
sell
telt. theThen
storytlletook
its unusual turn and new heights as an emotional actress.
lo, an exceedingly interesting tale was the
MAIL— "The Gilded Lily" should he an in about five weeks.
result.
JOURNAL—* * * An excellent picture
enormous success outside of New York * * *
New Yorker its appeal will he prinIt has an interesting story, dealing with peo- To the cipally
to admirers of the blonde star.
ple of brains. Its suspense never drops, and
Thomas Meighan and "T
JOURNAL— A story of gild, tinsel and quest
N. C. of Canaan" company w
the production is elaborate and in good taste.
SUA— A highly improbable but beautifully artificiality has been raised to the nth power exteriors for the picture at 1
photographed, well directed and superbly act- by an elaborate production and Mae Murray
working at capacity speed all through It is
ed photopl
"Lying Lips" started a week's
run
at the ay,
Capitol.
entirely
picture of popular appeal * * *
and
will adoubtles
s prove successful.
SUN — The dancing, which is somewhat of
"Chickens"— F. P.-L.
Rialto
an innovation in Miss Murray's screen work,
will be a delight to her admirers.
HERALD — Ince has another product in
no comment.
wD?iIymade
I5eWS'
G,obe' Post a»d Evening
Broadwa
this week in "Chickens" * * * World
in
whichy Douglas
MacLean plays entertainA RELIABLE
GUIDE
F I
ingly a young man from the city. * * *
READY REFERENCE
WORLD
— This is a deliciously written and
acted little cinema
Sells Territory
play.
AMERICAN— A line of clean comedy viACCOUNTANTS
brates through the light plot and makes the
EDMONDS
& BOUTON
Rights to the J. W. Film Corporafilm entertaining. * * *
tion's "Every Man's Price," have 56 Pine St.,
1645 La I
TELEGRAM— "Chickens" is a lively bit
been purchased by Gollos and Gollos New York City.
Holly u
of JOURN
comedy.AL-* *-So* that
whether
you laugh of Chicago, for Illinois.
ADVERTISING— PUBLlI
MERRITT
CRAWFOR)
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
B:|4

forward in mo* As a work of
been surpassed.
World made no

Artists

HERALD— The titles are lively and the
picture is the kind of rare dream that makes
you wake up chuckling.
TRIBUNE—* * * "The Nut" is the work
of a story writer, two adapters and a director, '
but when the action begins to lag under so
much collaboration Fairbanks introduces
some of his athletic nonsense and the threatened film footage is speedily rescued.
i
WORLD — The brightest, funniest motion
picture comedy seen in a New York film
house this season is that in which Douglas
Fairbanks is appearing at the Strand.
I
DAILY NEWS — Doug, is as good as ever,
but the story is a rather feeble reflection on
those in which he has done his best work.
I' hasn't blood and bone enough.
AMERICAN— The Fairbanks personality,
the novelty, fun and thrills of the stunt siuff
ought to make its success certain.
'! ELEGRAM — Douglas Fairbanks, better
than ever, is the rapidly moving hero in * * *
"The Nut." * * * "The Nut" is a whirlwind
play. * * *
JOURNAT.— "The Nut" fast and furious.
Times,
Globe,
Post,
Mail
and
Evening
World made no comment,
1
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lerman Sailing

Himmel Under Arrest

ited by Hiram Abrams to Ore "Big 4" Exchanges in Euope— Office for Havana
Berman, who has been sales
r of the New York exchange
;ed Artists, leaves for Europe
urday to represent his cornhere and get under way the
ation of the foreign exchanges,
as noted, will be established
don, Glasgow, Cardiff and
Others will follow as soon as

He
When
With Swindling
Charged
^caches trance— G. J. Fleischmann No Longer Director
Andre Himmel, the promoter of
the Franco-American Cinematographic Corp., a $100,000,000 Delaware company, is under arrest in
Paris, according to a copyrighted dispatch published yesterday morning in
the New York Times.
The Times' wireless said, in part:
"When the Savoie, from New York,
came alongside her pier at Havre the
police went aboard, and when Himexamfor charge
passport
mel presented
ination he was his
arrested
on the
of swindling. He spent the night in
prison at Havre. The warrant for
his arrest was issued in Paris on the
demand of a certain M. Rivony, a rich
manufacturer who, when Himmel began his career, lent him 1,200,000
francs for his enterprise.
"M.
Rivony's
allegation
is that
Himmel misled him as to the condiaffairs and misrepresented
tion of his
(Continued on Page 2)

Ian will be assisted by F.
-Jones, who for some time
as been connected with the
organization and before that
ith Australasian Films, Ltd.
iird member of the party will
J. Shanks, who will assume the
f treasurer. Shanks was forwith the Mary Pickford Prod.

United Artists offices are still
t regarding the English film
ho will have charge of the Brityester:hanges. It was stated
at Berman expected to finally
imate the deal when he arrived
idon.
Office for Havana
Ehrenreich, identified with the
krork exchange of United Artice its inception, will also leave
J. Parker Read, Jr.'s next big Louise Glaum producturday. He goes to Havana "Find the Woman,"
A. P. in April is a tense, powerful, human emothrough
tion for release
he will open an exchange. The
commercial box-office phases of melodrama.
splendid
with
drama
tional
a
in
first
the
—
be
Advt.
will
branch
of branches that will eventualribute "Big 4" product in Porto |
Jamaica, Haiti,
the Bahamas,
'indward and Leeward Islands. For Assoc. Exhib. Release— Robert
Peggy Hyland Terminates Relations
ProducDirect—
B. Samuelson — Former
to
With G.Leaves
Leonard
Z.
Elliott Dexter Coming
for Coast
tion in Eastern Studio
y, with the
yesterda
d
Inc., anExhibitors,
Associated
)tt Dexter is due in New York
develope
It
nounced yesterday that contracts have departure of Peggy Hyland for the
hortly to see the new shows and
l his mind by the latest sights been signed for the release of four coast, that her contract with G. B.
:enes.
Murray Samuelson of Samuelson Film Mfg.
featuring Mae
productions
ter recently completed work on and directed by Robert Z. Leonard. Co., Ltd., of England had expired.
This is the production announcement Miss Hyland reached New York from
Affairs of Anatol."
from Associated since its reorganiza- England last week.
Lytell Going West
tion with Arthur S. Kane as chairfor
n's deal
is held
of his pictures
three Samuelso
(Continued on Page 2)
sale of lly,
theIncidenta
"A
picture,
Lytell
planned
next Bert
up because of his illness. He
to leave for home the end of this
to Paradise," will be filmed at
Ziehm Sails Tomorrow
's coast studios. Maxwell KarArthur Ziehm, foreign sales man- week, but his sailing has been postill direct. The Metro offices are
poned for another week.
ager for Goldwyn, will sail for Gertransof
question
iscussing the
to take charge of the
? all production to the coast.
* sales inmanyalltomorrow
countries of Europe.
=
V
Kid" of the
WinikM. Buys
William
Vogel,"The
president
1,000,000 Theater Company
William M. Vogel Prod., Inc., has
Geraghty Goes South
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Thomas Geraghty, supervising di- sold the exhibition rights for ^ the
rector for Paramount pictures at the
rer, Del.— The
Golden
States
at
Kid"price
Unitedhe Kingdom
claims is onthe "The
biggest
er Corp. has been incorporated, Eastern studio, has gone to Ashe- what
ever
obtained
for
a
single
special.
capitalization is $1,000,000 and ville, N. C, to inspect the exteriors
ifforporators are T. L. Croteau, selected for Thomas Meighan's lat- Hyman Winik representing the Western Import Co., Inc., is the buyer.
Dill and M. A. Bruce of Wilest picture, "The Conquest of
:on.
The purchase price was not revealed.
Canaan."

Four Murray Films

Contract Runs Out

K. E. Anderson Here
K. E. Anderson, film editor for the
Jesse D. Hampton Prod, has reached
New York from the coast. He is at
the Claridge.
New Series for Pioneer
Pioneer will distribute a series of
10 two-reel comedies called "Peeps
Into the Future." They will be released one a week. The American
Co. of Portland, Ore., proLifeograph
duced them.

Gold"eted
"Wet compl
res been
Acquihave
yn ts
gemen
Goldw
Arran
between Goldwyn and J. E. Williamson of the Submarine Film Co., to reGold."
lease "Wet
was engaged by WilInce
Ralph
and to
liamson to direct "Wet Gold" it.
The
act the leading male role in
around
in,
picture was photographedthe Bahamas...
and under the waters of
;
Censor Bill Introduced
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The bill to create
introof censors
a stateduced inboard
the Senate
Mondaywasnight
by
Majority Leader Lusk.
It is identical with the amended
bill introduced by Assemblyman
has the approval of GovClaytonernorand
Miller.
The State Conference of Mayors at
a meeting on Monday stated that
Rochester and Syracuse are already
local censorship boards and
planning
that
the control of films should be.
left to the cities.

DAILY
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iimmel
Under Arrest | At BroadwRivoli
ay Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ... 66
66J4
66
Vl do pfd
Not quoted
*Goldwyn
5
6
....
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
I Triangle
Loew's, Inc
16-H
17J4
16^
%
Ys
Y%
1 World
Film
Not
quoted
i
•Quotations by H, Content & Co.

Four Murray Films
(Continued from Page 1)

man of the executive committee and
it is understood to be the forerunner
of a series of important developments
in that field.
,
A combination of Western capital; ists acting in association with Leyford
■ Gates, the author of several novels,
and Boyd Gurley, for several years
a publisher of newspapers in the West
] and Middle West, will begin production on a large scale with the series
of big specials with Miss Murray.
Work on the first picture will begin
immediately in the Amsterdam Studios, 340 W. 44th St., and all of the
! pictures will be made in the East,
according to present plans. Four
stories by authors of national reputation are under consideration and it is
likely that the first picture will be the
work of a distinguished authoress.
Special Showing Friday
Pathe will give a showing of the
"Bill and Bob" series for exhibitors
in the exchange's projection room, at
1600 Broadway, on Friday at 2
o'clock.

([ (&cLux^aXicma£ U-tctuAjU^

\S

' THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

the extent of the support he had received elsewhere. It was with this
money that Himmel was able to take
options on several motion picture
theaters and companies in France, of
which he represented himself in
America as owner and director. Most
of his options expired in December of
last year, and he had not taken them

The overture this week is the "First Movement Concerto in D Minor," with Lee Ornstein rendering the selection on the Ampico
Reproducing Piano. The Rivoli Pictorial
follows after which comes "Melody Land"
enibodying selections from "Betty Be Good."
Grace Foster, soprano, and Georges Trabert,
tenor, render this. The feature picture is
"The Gilded Lily," featuring Mae Murray.
Grace Hoffmann, soprano,
sings the aria from
."The Barber of Seville." The comedy is
"The Simp" from the Fox studios, after which
comes the final number, an organ solo by
Prof. Firmin
Swinnen.

Mayor Introduces

Ruj

to WID'S DAILj
(Specia—l The
St. Louis
mayor of !|
introduced Ruth Roland at til
Miss
when
House
Opera
made
a series of personal app
here.
She addressed and sar
audiences at that theater and
monte.
The Grand Opera I
playing "The Avenging Arr
a week.

Rialto

The orchestra plays as its overture this
Gustav J. Fleischmann, of the
week 'Russian und Ludmilla," without any
Fleischmann Construction Co., has re- conducto
r. Next conies the Rialto Magasigned as a member of the board of
zine. Greek Evans, baritone, sings "Three
directo
up."rs of Franco - American. for Jack" and
starring
goes "Chicken
on. Thes,"Rialto
Fleischmann has to date been rather Douglas MacLean,then
Ensemble next renders "Broadway Hits." "A
^lght
at the Show" is the Chaplin revival
deeply concerned in the company's
affairs, and as a matter
of fact, several number and the organ solo is "Voix Ceite, placed by John Priest.
meetings of those interested in the
company were held in his offices while
Himmel was in this country. When ,J*iiT<
i
Capitol
inquiries were made by
itol this week. Erno
conducts
WID'St*^
,T?nnna"ser"
is
theRapee
overture
at the Next
CapDAILY for developments in the com
is Capitol News and then comes "Herbert
fantasy, a compilation of Victor Herbert
pany's plans, it was always at the melodies. A Sport Pictorial, "The Happy
Fleischmann offices that inquiries Duffer is the fourth number. Then comes
were leveled.
the prologue to the feature, which is "Lying
The Times has been following de6
Strand
velopments in the Himmel matter Lips.
rather closely. Long cable dispatches
The Strand Sympho
Orchestra this week
were published by that newspaper re- renders the "Second nyHungari
y."
garding the investigation of the 1 he second number, as usual,anis Rhapsod
Strand
Topical Review. The St. Cecilethe
Quartett
e
'Taffaire Himmel," by the Syndical figures m the prologue which
precedes "The
Chamber of the Cinematograph Industry of France.
*Little
' i "V,
^hich D°uglas Fairbanks is
Mother
Mine." A tenor,
«Ta-3dSterne of Hollinshead,
Toonervsings
iHe
Himmel's company is the one, it Trolley ^ comedy, "The Skipper's Treasure
will be recalled, that claimed to con- Garden, comes next, and then as a final
number "Marche Heroique," an organ solo
trol 20,000 theaters throughout the by
Frederick M. Smith and Herbert Sisson.
world. This announcement was made
at a dinner given at the Ritz, at which
Victor Kremer states that the muswere present a number of prominent
ical comedy to be made by Lew
executives- in the film business. Pathe
Fields
, entitled "Mad Love," is in no
Freres was one company which Himmel claimed to have control of. This way connected with his recently rewas later denied by the American Cavaherileasedispicture
"Mad
featur
ed. Love" in which
Pathe company. At the time of the
dinner, various film executives exJack Reilly, former publicity dipressed themselves as seriously
rector of Robertson-Cole, is getting
doubting the authenticity of the
various statements Himmel made.
around
in the film 'district again.
Frank D. Pavey, president of the Reilly has completely recovered from
Alliance Francaise and McDougall a five months' illness.
Hawkes, both of whom were identified with the company have also resigned as has Lucien Jouvard, president of the French Hospital.

The RITCHEY
ways

The arrival of a print of the picture
was first chronicled in these columns
on Dec. 12. Distributing arrangements have not been made but they
are understood to be dependent upon
the reception the film gets at the
Capitol.

varies in detail, b

it never varies in qualii
at all times being the be

RITCHE1
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1 st St., N. V. Phone Chelsea 83^

FOR

RENT

Kalem Studios at Cliffside. N.
week, month
or year.
30 n
from 42nd and Broadway,
feet floor space, 5 acres gro>
large
stages,
complete
ele
etc.
equipment, 24 dressing rooms,
and carpenter shops, suite 5

Inquire Watchman at studio, 19
isade Avenue,
Cliffside, New jl
or write B. HERBERT MILLI
220 South State Street, Chicag

ELECTROS

uturistic Film at Capitol

"Das Kabinett des Dr. Caligari,
the_ futuristic film made in Germany"
which is owned jointly by Export
and Import Film Co., Inc., and David
P. Howells, will be shown at the Capitol in April, probably beginning the
3rd.
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Additional Opinions

itheNews

No. 20
IW CABINET— Senate confirms apis by the President.
Edwin
Denby
oath of office as Secretary of the

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"— Metro — Lyric Theater

DAILY NEWS—* * * A conventionalized
bit of Blasco Vicente Ibanez grew to life
on the screen of the Lyric theater Sunday
night.

"The

Nut"— United
Strand

Artists

j Secretary
of War
Baker
turns
MAIL — It may not be the best thing that
office to his successor, in the pres- Fairbanks
has done, but it is not far short
ormer Secretary
Meredith.
of being the funniest.
' W. Mellon assumes his duties as
POST — It starts off with a good kick, but
of Treasury.
many inventions are rather wearisome, espeJGTON, D. C— White House open
cially when they are made paramount to the
iblic.
For the first time since the
It is a topsy-turvy method, like
gates of the Executive mansion are situation.
the
donkey
riding the man.
pen to all.
GLOBE—* * * It is the sort of comedy
e newspaper hosts take advantage; that
could never be interpreted to a forassault is on George B. Christian,
eigner. By the time you had finished exto President Harding.
plaining the title alone, the film would be
tenants" take possession — President over. But this peculiarity improves it if
Harding on the steps on their new anything for home consumptio if you judge
n
from the hordes of Fairbanks fans that fought
ortant visitor at the White House — to
get into the Strand on Sunday.
leral Leonard
Wood,
accompanied
EVENING WORLD— Just as eccentric
ary of War Weeks.
Jeneral Wood has been ordered to and funny as ever. * * *
ipines to make
a survey of condienes from Tampa,

Italy, China and

pday

"The GildedRivoli
Lily"— F. P.-L.
POST— Until "The Gilded Lily" snaps its
neck over a trick ending it is a good photoplay.
GLOBE — "The Gilded Lily" may amuse
you in spots where it is intended to thrill,
but it cannot possibly bore you, and it is
pictoriallv a delight to the eye.
EVENING WORLD— "Gilded Lily" film,
Mae Murray leading, has striking dances.

"Chickens"— F.
Rialto
i Ft. Shipped in One Week
v record for film shipments
blished by the foreign departFamous Players during the
Feb. 14. Approximately 1,t. were placed on board ships
land. Denmark, France, Gernveden, Brazil, Japan, Ausuba, Argentine, Chile, M exother countries were included
ig lot of film.
e extraordinary shipments of
int film indicate that the exisiness, insofar as Famous
is concerned, is in a healthy
aid E. E. Shauer of the forartment.
elected

Buys

special to WID'S

Reissues
DAILY)

jo — Selected Films, Inc., 207
•ash Ave., controlled by MilMi and Arthur H. Toffler, has
, deal for rights to all the
ade productions in Northern
Northern Illinois and South:onsin. There are 22 of these
d features.
New Pioneer Record
previous business record in
>ry of the Pioneer Film Corp.
y broken and a new high figjbeen reached for the month
Jary, according to the home
iion" Opens in St. Louis
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

uis — "Passion" opened for a
the New
Grand
Central on
The picture has been ^vy
tdvertised here.

P.-L.

MAIL — This capable young actor is worthy
a better vehicle than "Chickens." * * *
Douglas MacLean looks far too intelligent
to do things he is compelled by the story to
perform. All in all, it is considerably below the standard of his work when Doris
May
was his co-star.
POST — It is ever so clean and simple, and
its fun probably comes under the heading of
the "homely type." Its plot and dramatic
qualities are negligible. Mr. MacLean
should get something worthier of his fresh,
good-natured talents.
GLOBE — Most of the real comedy in this
somewhat labored plot is furnished by the
live stock of the title role.
EVENING
WORLD— The feature is
Douglas ofMacLean
"Chickens," a pleasing
mixture
fun and in
sentiment.

"Buried Treasure" at the B'way
"Buried Treasure," which has played four weeks at the Criterion, will
be shown at the Broadway beginning
Monday, March 14. The picture has
been booked at all the Keith, Moss
and Proctor theaters.
Hough Writes Story for Moore
Maxine Alton of the Alton Play
Bureau. Inc., has sold Will M.
Hough's first original story, "The
Forgetters," which was especially
written for Owen Moore, to Selznick.
Negotiations are said to be under way
for a long term contract for Hough
with a well-known producing company.
Pollock at International
Leo A. Pollock has been appointed
manager of publicity for Cosmopolitan Prod., having recently resigned
as
director
publicity
Fox's
coast studios.of Pollock
wasfor
formerly
on the Evening World and the New
York American. Associated with him
as assistant is Morris R. Werner, formerly of the Tribune.
Teco in Milwaukee
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)
Expected
Milwaukee, Wis. — A branch office
McElroy of Fitzpatrick and will be opened here by Teco, Minneapolis, which company was recently
' is expected in town today
licago. Mr. Fitzpatrick will appointed distributors of Simplex prolim.
jectors in Southern Wisconsin.
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In the Courts

Chileans Want New Films

Judge Augustus N. Hand, in the
U. S. District Court at New York,
has handed down a decision refusing
to enjoin the Sunrise Pictures Corp.
from making "At the Mercy of Tiberius" into a motion picture. The application for injunction was made by
Isaac Silverman, who claimed to have
purchased the rights to the book.

Los Angeles — Richard Barrows,
special commissioner of the Chilean
government, spoke last week before
the Chamber of Commerce and explained in detail the conditions to be
met and conquered if Los Angeles
is to figure in the trade of the west
coast countries.
He said that as Los Angeles is the
capital of the picture industry South
Americans' desires regarding motion
pictures should be studied. He decried the custom of film exporters in
sending old pictures to South America and said that many of these reels
have been shown on the screen for
years, that the Chilean people realize
this and object to it.

Two Brooklyn theater owners have
been granted permanent injunctions
by the Supreme Court restraining officers and members of the Moving
Picture Operators' Union from picketing their houses or otherwise interfering with their performances. The
beneficiaries are the Pulaski Amusement Co. and the C. & S. Amusement
Co., the latter owner of the Empress.
More Sameth Sales

(Special to WID'S

DAU.Y

Wednesday, March 9
Additions to Pacific

Ouida Bergere Prod.

DAILY)

Trinz Joins Bushmint

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
J. Joseph Sameth has sold "Hearts
Chicago — Edward Trinz, known to
o' the Range" for Western Missouri practically
everybody in Chicago film
and Kansas to the Crescent Film Co.,
Kansas City, and for Indiana to the circles as "Eddie," has severed his
connection with Lubliner & Trinz to
W. I. Film Service of Indianapolis.
become secretary and treasurer of
the Bushmint Co.
New Strauss Prod.

Deyha Loti, one of the dramatic
actresses on the French stage
will make her first appearance in
Independent Buys Standard
America in the near future as the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
heroine of a Malcolm Strauss Prod.,
St. Louis — Standard Film Co., has
"Twice Born Women."
been purchased by Independent Film
Co. of Missouri, headed by F. J.
Delmonte Changes Twice Weekly
Fegan. A branch will be opened in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas City, and the company will
St. Louis — The Delmonte, one of distribute films throughout Misthe Famous Players-Missouri Corp.
souri, Kansas and Southern Illinois.
houses, has inaugurated a bi-weekly
change.

Ouida Bergere, who has written
four stories for George Fitzmaurice
specials, is now engaged in writing
the adaptation of 'Peter Ibbetson,'
which is to be another George Fitzmaurice Prod. Following the completion of the script, Miss Bergere
will begin work on her first Ouida
Bergere Prod. Not only will she direct this, but her own story will be
adapted for the first film story, entitled "Sweethearts and Wives."
It was reported yesterday that the
pictures would be distributed through
Hodkinson, but at the latter offices
it was stated no definite arrangements
had been made.
"Half Breed" Ready Soon
The first of the new Oliver Morosco
pictures "The Half Breed," will soon
be ready for release. Morosco is now
in New York and was advised by
telegraph yesterday that the big cast
entered upon the fourth week of
"shooting," and expect to complete
the picture within the next ten days.
Mrs. Russell Engaged
Classic Dramas, the subsidiary of
Blazed Trail Prod., Inc., announce
that Mrs. L. Case Russell has completed the scenario of the first feature,
work on which started yesterday at
the Y.Russell Studio, in Gloversville,
N.
Mrs. Russell will prepare the continuities for subsequent features for
the same company.

(Special to WID'S

OOH
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Los Angeles — With the e
ture of $40,000 on the new a
tration building, stage and
shops, the plant of the Pacif
Co. will cover 17 full city lots,
is being rushed on a new sta|
130 ft.
The present production p
of Manager John J. Hayes inc
single reel George Ovey comei
week. These are filmed uni
White Cap banner. With th
pletion of the new buildings 1
features will be added to the
The administration building wi
on Venice Blvd.
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Hopper Renews
The contract which E. Mason Hopper holds with Goldwyn has been renewed for one year. Mr. Hopper will
continue directing for that organization.
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Deal

ners— To Be Made in England
This Summer

It was reported yesterday that G.
B. Samuelson. head of the Samuelson
Film Mam ;turing Co., Ltd., of
England, h; closed a deal with J.

DAILY)

in, Eng. — Ben Blumenthal is
close a deal for a theater
which he plans to show Gertures direct to the public.
:nthal left for New York yesjn the Olympic. He should
l New York on Tuesday.

tly it was reported from Lon.t when Blumenthal returned
and, he would make arrange0 distribute German pictures
a releasing
company
he
1 forming. At his local office
ly nothing was known regarddoings on the other side and
was expressed that he was
ig at such an early date.'
is stated that Samuel Rachwho went over with Blumenthis last trip, was not returnugene Zukor, the third memhe party, remains on the other
confer with foreign producers
ig a reciprocal distributing arent with Famous Players,
enthal's theater buying activiGlaum in "Find the Woman," J. Parker Read Jr.'s next big re■ecent months has been rather Louises
lease through Associated Producers, again has a strong emotional drae. He now controls some of
matic role that commands the love and sympathy of audiences. — Advt.
est theaters in Central Europe,
ed when he was here last that
ivity has been on his own bel not that of Famous Players,
10m he is interested in United Belgium to Form
Picture
Secured — First
Own Picture Or- Futuristic
Showing at Capitol Beginning
[nc, which controls rights to
ganization— Here
News to Consul
)f European authors.
It is understood
a deal has
April that
3
The Associated Press reports from
been closed whereby Goldwyn will
Brussels, Belgium:
Bernard Here
"The government proposes to cre- distribute "The Cabinet of Dr. Caliy Bernard of the Stoll Film
ate a national moving picture film or- gari, ("Das Kabinett des Dr. CaliI., of England is in New York,
ganization tobuy direct from the pro- gari"), the futuristic picture which
his first visit since the Amerducers and lease films to moving pic- was made in Germany and which has
it of his organization was
ture theaters. The decision is the attracted considerable attention in
i. He is looking over the result of the hostility of film concerns Central European countries. The
in general.
to the law subjecting films to censor- first public showing of the picture
will be at the Capitol for one week,
ship and a tax of one sou a meter."
Brady Due Today
The office of the Belgian Consul, beginning April 3.
im A. Brady is due in New 25 Madison Ave., was first informed
The picture was brought to this
)day from the Middle West, of the Associated Press dispatch by country by Export and Import Co.,
it the early part of the week WID'S DAILY yesterday. No in- Inc., and David P. Howells jointly.
formation could be secured from his Those who have seen it state that it
rson City, Mo.
office.
is absolutely unusual, in that it has
One film man whose activities in
Dexter Arrives
been made along lines utterly different from those used in the average
Dexter has arrived in New the European market are very extensive, stated yesterday that he picture. The lightings and photogom the coast.
had'nt heard about the move on the
raphy are said to represent a new depart of the Belgian Government, but
parture in technical standards.
Visiting
pointed out that practically all dealIt is expected that the Capitol will
ings, affecting Belgium were con■s. Fitzpatrick and McEIroy
ducted through Gaumont in Paris, launch an extensive campaign on the
:ago, are in town.
At the
(Continued on Page 2)
picture.

Gov't Enters Films

New Goldwyn Sp'c'l

Hartley Manners whereby "Peg O'
My Heart"
.-ould be made in England this sun mer.
Mr. Samuelson, when reached at
the Hotel Pennsylvania, stated he did
not care to confirm or deny the report. J. Hartley Manners could not
be reached for a statement.
Famous Players have a version of
"Peg O' My Heart" in their vaults
but court litigation prevents the exhibition of the picture.
David Gerber, attorney for J. Hartley Manners, could not be reached for
a statement yesterday afternoon. No
one in his office cared to discuss any
of the affairs relating to Mr. Manners.
Binney in Pickford Role
Constance Binney will start work
immediately at the Famous Players
Long Island studio on "Such a Little
Queen," which Mary Pickford made
for Famous Players some years ago.
George Fawcett is to direct the
picture. Release will be through
Realart. Ernest Hallor, who photographed "Salvation
for Whitman Bennett,
will be Nell"
in charge
of the
camera work.
Penn. Exhibitors Meet
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Penn. Division of the M. P. T. O. A., in session
here yesterday passed resolutions
favoring the repeal of the censor bill
now in the Senate, opposing the
music tax and condemning William
A. Brady and his campaign against
censorship. The latter resolution
characterized Brady's attempt as preventing the perfection of the M. P.
T. O. Another resolution condemned
salacious advertising.
Sid Smith Signed
(Special to WID'S

Los Angeles —
Hallroom of the
edies, has been
term contract

DAILY)

Sid Smith, the Percy
Hallroom Boys Complaced under a long
by Jack and Harry

Cohn.
Special Easter Show
An all comedy program for children
at
the
Rivoli
for
Easter
week
mornings beginning
Monday,
March
21, is planned by Hugo Riesenfeld.
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Coast Brevities

The final chapter has been written
in the suit brought by Charles E.
Blaney. theatrical producer, against
box Film Corp., applying for an injunction to restrain box from using
the title, "The Man Who Dared."
Fox recently produced and released a
picture bearing this title with William Russell as the star, and Blanev
applied for an injunction prohibiting
its use on the ground that he owned
a play entitled "The Man Who
Dared." The case came up before
Judge Ffotcbkiss, who rendered a decision denying the application for injunction.
Blaney appealed the case to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
and that court has just handed down
a decision unanimously affirming the
order of Judge Hotchkiss that an injunction be denied.
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The complaint in the suit of WalLondon
Representative — W.
A. Williamter W. Irwin against Harvey Ff.
son, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
Hevenor and Arland W. Johnson in
London,
W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue connection with their unsuccessful
Montmartre.

Booked
for the Rivl
Two Cosmopolitan Prod, j]
booked
into the Rivoli, altL
this time the playing dates I
been fixed.
The
pictures ,

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — David Butler and company will leave this week for San
Francisco where a week will be spent
in filming night cabaret scenes for Wild Goose" and "Proxies"
"Sophie Semenoff," the first feature
photo production which Butler is
The more powerful a p
making for Irving Lesser.
Edwin

Carewe

er is the more tickets it
sell. The RITCH3

is to direct Anita

Stewart in "The Price of Happiness,"
her next vehicle for First National.

poster is the most powe

"Look Before You Leap" is the
permanent title of "The Bridal Path,"
Thompson Buchanan's stage play
which is being produced by Goldwyn
under the direction of E. Mason Hop-

poster possible to des
and execute.

RITCHE
LITHO.

Photography on "The Night Rose"
per. completed at the Goldwyn stuwas
dios last week under direction of Wallace Worsley.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 1

"The

Alibi," a Frank Lloyd production, was completed at the Goldwyn studios last week. Lloyd's next
will be an original screen story by
Rita Weiman.

scheme to finance a string of film theaters in the leading cities, has been
filed in the Supreme Court. Mr. IrLast
win demands $150,000 on the ground
Ben Westland, exchange exploitaBid. Asked. Salf that he and the defendants were to
tion chief for the west coast district,
divide the profits equally. He beCOMPLETE
AUDIT I
Famous
Players . , . 65^s
65->4
65 j^
lieves they have each realized that is at Universal City for a few days
do pfd
Not quoted
SYS
before starting for Arizona, where
TEMS INSTALL!*!
sum.
*Goldwyn
-5
5^
AUDIT & SERVICE BUF«
he will precede the showing of "OutD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Olive Tell has obtained a judgment
1482 Broadway, Room
\
Loew's, Inc.,
16^
l7l/4
17
in the City Court against Benj. A.
Tel. Bryant 5664
side
the
Law."
Triangle
Y&
Y&
fij Rolfe for $1,466. She alleges that an
Universal announces the purchase
Specializing in the Motion J
World Film
Not quoted
of two stories for early production.
accounting between them last Septure and Theatrical
Indul
tember showed $1,935 due her and "Three in a Thousand," recently pub♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
lished in Argosy, and "Cabella Drives
that he has since paid $500.
by the Nail," by Alice L. Tildesley,
DEVELCi
Gail Kane has sued the P. W. Pic- which appeared in the Saturday Even- NEGATIVE
ing Post.
tures in the Supreme Court for $2,500
(.Continued from Page 1)
A SPECIAL PLANT DEVcI
and that the territory was a one for services rendered for the film, "A
From Hartford Station comes word
EXCLUSIVELY TO NEGAW
print territory. Another film man Good Woman." which she says the that David Hartford and his retinue
ASSOCIATED SCREEN
stated that tbe market was a very defendant refuses to pay.
of players have arrived at the Sierra
120 W. FORTY-FIRST STREET, NeI
healthy one and that Belgium was reNevada
location
which
is
to
be
utillias been filed
A summons
covering much more quickly than
ized for the remaining-exterior scenes
other European countries.
a suit of in
Supreme
Court
Harrv
th-e for "The Golden Snare."
The proposed plan came as a sur- Levey against Universal. The cause
prise to export circles in general.
of action is not stated. H. J. & F. E.
Contrary to recent report, Dorothy
Goldsmith arc the attorneys.
Devore; who now and then appears CONTINUITY
that CO
Extra Drowns
in a feature production, has not left
The Consolidated Amusement En- Christie Comedies.
Redondo Beach, Cal. — Caught in
terprises, which operates a film theatbe undertow during the filmter at 615 8th Ave., has been sued in
Fred W. Jackman, who was badly
ing of a wreck scene for George MelFree Lance
the
Supreme
Court
for
$50,000
by
bitten
by a dog while shooting scenes
ford's Paramount production of Sir Mrs. Laura Brooks for the death of
in the snow at Truckee, has been kept
Gilbert Parker's story, "The Money her husband, Charles Brooks, who
Adaptations : : Editii
Master," Morris Colin, an extra,
from his duties as Mack Sennett's
whose home was at San Pedro, was she alleges was ejected from the bal- chief cameraman and confined to his
Coas
bed for several days.
drowned.
CURRENT t) RELEASES:
cony in the defendant's theater so forcibly on Oct. 10 last that he died.
GAUSMAN.
"Rose
of
Nome"— Fox
Aycie Secures "False Women"
Contracts were closed yesterday by
ler
the Aycie Pictures Corp. with George
'Smilin' All the Way"— Dav'
H. Callaghan for the distribution of
'Girls Don't Gamble"— Dav:
"False Women." a new production
produced by Pandora Pictures Co. of
Star
California. The cast includes Wheel'Tiger's
Coat"— Hodkinso -i
er Dryden and Audrey Chapman.
'Just Pals"— Fox (West
C<|

Quotations
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is for Short Reels
3 D. Isaacson Preparing Them
Kineto Reviews — Service
Gratis to Exhibitors
les Urban announced yesterday
had arranged with Charles D.
m, music critic of the New
}Iobe, to prepare cue sheets for
neto Review, which is distribitionally through National Exs, Inc. The Kineto Review is
: reel subject.
c kinds of cue sheets are hespared by Isaacson.
One will
theaters, like the Capitol, the
for smaller houses which use
:ras from 5 to 15 pieces, and
ird for the small theaters in
owns which have a three-piece
tras of from 5 to 15 pieces, and
lass of cue sheets with enough
i description so that in case an
or does not have the selection
for in the cue sheet he can subwith a selection that he may
l his library.
cue sheets on the first four
Reviews, "Thrills," "The EmIsle," "The Hoi}- City" and
na," will be in the hands of
ors in all sections of the counthe end of next week. The
! is a gratis one to exhibitors.
is a possibility that it will be
ed later on to include the Urovie Chats.

Three
Incorporate
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Duluth. Minn. — Three companies
Philadelphia— The Stanley V. Mastbaum Memorial Committee, which which will operate theaters at the
for the past four years since the death head of the lakes were incorporated
of the founder of the Stanley Co. has during the last week. They are the
Theater Co., Diamond Theaprovided a special entertainment for Proctor
ter Co. and Star Theater Co.
the inmates at the Eaglesville Sanatorium, near Morristown, announces
that this year the celebration will take
place on April 3rd.
The elaborate program will include
Judge John M. Patterson as the principal speaker, music by the Stanley
Concert Orchestra and combined musicians from all Stanley Co. theaters,
can do three things for you
vocal soloissts, and also a number of
vaudeville acts.
1. We place your proposition
Stanley Entertainment April 3

Versatile!
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Alton, 111.— W. N. Savage has
finished his new office which
takes care of the Savage
Amusement Enterprises. Savage is not only the Mayor, but
he owns the bill-posting plant,
the steamboat lines originating
in Alton that ply the Mississippi
River, three theaters, one airdome and several road shows.
The new quarters are complete in every detail. . They consist of a garage, (housing a fleet
of trucks), the executive offices,
a private office, a secretary's
office, and an accounting department.

The Theatrical
DirectorPicture
and Motion
y

Richard Kipling Here
Richard Kipling of the Kipling Enterprises has returned to New York
from the coast with a new picture
called "The Battlin' Kid."
Two More for Strauss
Malcolm Strauss Prod, will shortly
have two more pictures ready. One
of them was made in this country and
the other was partly made in Europe.
The latter is said to be extremely
lavish.

Speed
S. L. Rothafel left the Capitol long
enough on Tuesday to go to Boston,
Wright Leaves Chester
supervise the opening of Goldwyn's
Angeles — William H. Wright, "Earthbound" There and catch the
las been editing and titling next train back to New York.
•r Outings and other travel picThe 30th Week!
for C. L. Chester Prod., Inc.,
?signed his position with that
D. W.upon
Griffith's
"Way Down
East"
zation.
enters
its thirtieth
week at
the
44th St. Saturday.
Two Titled
Dorothy Valentine Cleveland, for
tlfred Karpen of the Film Serv- the past seven months with the Hodlrean, Inc., has completed the kinson publicity department, has
j and titling of a six reel Afri- joined the Ziegfeld Cinema Corp.
ild animal picture and a seven
Canadian backwoods picture by
known author. The titles will
lounced later.
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As evidenced by
ii

ments.
3. Send you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.

Writer

I do strive for the artistic but keep in mind constantly
that I must

MKJ
255 PER HOuft— BY. DAY
CIRCLE 1868

depends
upon its titles and
continuity.
You'll grant that!
Then why take a chance?
GET THE BEST!

IT'S AN INDUSTRY

le three rs in music

2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date with regular supple-

ture's
YourSucPic
cess

IT'S ANand yetART

Make Films

before every one in any way
connected with the business.

Dorothea B. Herzog has become
affiliated with Movie Weekly, the new
Physical Culture Publication, as associate editor.

Fred Niblo

MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg., Los Angelei

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC.
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Electrotypes
225 W. 39th St.
New York
Bryant 862!

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi.
3443CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATORIES
Tel. Tremont 376f
General Manager

NICHOLAS

KESSEL
LABORATORIES,
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Le*— 221

PRINTERS
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Motion

PRINTING
CO.
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36 East 22d St.
PROSPECT
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Is Coming

animal serial teeming with

new sensational

hair-raising

Adventures of Tarzan
New Stories - not a re-hash of any story already filmednot like anything you ever saw or heard of !

THE

BIGGEST SERIAL EVENT
IN FILM HISTORY!

TARZAN
Suite 68

FILM CO
140 West 42nd Street
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[ Hartford Films

Specials Only
Planned by Whitman Bennett-Lionel
Barrymore Completes Contract
—For 1st Nat'l Release
Whitman Bennett plans to make
all-star specials only in the future.
Lionel Barrymore has completed his
contract with Mr. Bennett for a series
of pictures. Those were the only star
productions Bennett made.
Work is now under way on "Salvation Nell," in which Pauline Starke
appears. After that Bennett will make
"The Price" with an all-star cast.
This production will be released
through First National. A number
of other plays are being considered
by Bennett for future production. All
told, he plans to make five a year.
There is a possibility that, later on,
he will go to Europe. That move,
however, is entirely dependent upon
ing.
development in foreign picture mak-

First National
Release — H. H.
an Loan to Write Stories —
Two Completed
vid Hartford
expects to make
to be called David Hartpictures
Prod. H. H. Van Loan has
to write the stories,
engaged
oi which are completed.
iile details have not as yet been
worked out, it is understood that
National will release them and
Hartford is now in town to cornarrangements.
e director's latest picture is
Golden Snare," a James Oliver
ood story.
The Van Loan Stories
(Special

to

WID'S

Price 5 Cents

DAILY)

s Angeles — It is reported here
H. H. Van Loan has sold the
of his four stories to David
ford at a very high figure. The
re
is called "McGill Gets His
pi

It is understood reliably that all oi
the Bennett specials will go through
First National, the company that has

e second story has been comd. It is "The Men from the
h."
Hartford
probabh
t the snow
scenes will
at Truckee.

to date.
been
handling the producer's pictures

Signs Barrymore

Jean Rosen Arrives
in Rosen, manager of the SelzFrench distributing company,
New
York from Paris.
Will
in here for several weeks.

Tom Terriss stated yesterday that
he had signed Lionel Barrymore,
former Whitman Bennett star to

play the leading role in "Boomerang
Bill," a Jack Doyle story, which will
Eighteen months ago Louise Glaum in "Sahara" became the screen's lead- be
made into a Tom Terriss Prod,
"Lone Wolf's Daughter," "Sex," "Love Madness,"
actress.
emotional
ing
for
Cosmopolitan
Prod.
Jeanie Mac Pherson Here
"Leopard Woman," "Love,' 'increased her power. Her recent J. Parker
mie Mac Pherson, who has Read Jr. production, "Find the Woman," increases her power. — Advt.
Drop Vanity Fair Comedies
:ed all of the recent Cecil De
Pathe will discontinue the release
pictures for the screen, is in
of the Vanity Fair Girl Comedies
York on her way to Europe,
e she intends combining business To Be Directed by Emile Chautard, Interests in Back of People's Thea- which are made by the Rolin Film Co
and in their place will release a sea vacation.
Her mother is with
is Report — Kane
to Handle
ters, Inc., Hold Meeting — New
ries of one reelers, made by the same
Finance Company Forming
Distribution
producer and featuring Eddie Boland.
It
is
understood
that
Isaac
WolThe interests in back of People's
>op Here With English Films
Theaters, Inc., the $25,000,000 DelaCoop, representing the Progress per's first production for his recently
ware corporation that plans to build
formed company, Triart Prod., will
Co. (London, Eng.), with of- be
up a chain of 1,000 theaters in small
directed
by
Emile
Chautard
and
at 40 Deansgate, Manchester,
sized towns throughout the country,
$5,000,000
and, is at the Woodstock. Mr. that it is a result of a special arrange- held an important meeting yesterday
ment with the Ziegfeld Cinema Corp. in the financial district. Ike Schlank,
is here with prints of three EngIt is reported in reliably informed circles that a new
pictures: "Little Dorrit," "By Lejaren A. Hiller, producer of "The upon whose idea of standardized theaAngel," is interested with
en Banks" and "Two Little Devil's
ters the corporation will operate, reWolper in the new company.
$5,000,000 film company will
den Shoes," which he intends
It is further understood that dis- terday. turned from Stamford, Conn., yesshortly be launched, backed by
sing of for the American market.
tribution will be handled through the
A new finance corporation is now
substantial down-town capital.
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corp. Mr.
Griffith Leases Theaters
process of formation to supplant
The purpose of the company
Wolper could not be reached for a in
the 20th Century Finance Co., the
e Griffith offices report the leaswill be to build theaters in
did unit which to date has been handf the Chestnut St. Opera House statement.
not care to Mr.
eitherHiller's
confirm office
or deny
France.
hiladelphia and the Garrick in the report and Arthur Kane assumed
ling the stock issue of Peoples TheaThe former Paris manager of
)n for showings
in those two
ters, Inc.
the same attitude regarding his cona
large American distributing
of "Dream Street."
nection with the company.
Brady Back
e picture is said to be Between
company
is said to be very
William
A. Brady returned from
) and 12.000 ft. in length. This
much
interested
in the comWeiss to Celebrate --.{he west yesterday, very much tired
out 1,500 ft. shorter than "Way
Alfred
Weiss,
vice-president
of aut. The first thing he did upon ar
l East." After a series of speihowings it will be released on Goldwyn, will celebrate his 25th wed- rtving in New York was to go to his
home for some rest.
Jnited Artists program.
ding anniversary tomorrow night.
pany.

Wolper's First

Deal Under Way
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
' Famous Players ... 65
66K
65
82/2
82/2
82/2
do pfdd
'>Goldwyn
5*4
5>4
1 D W Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
I Loew's, Inc
16-tf 17
16&
Triangle
V&
H
H
[ World Film
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•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Coastward

Bound

Julius Stern and Harry M. Berman
left for Universal City yesterday
afternoon.
Denies Report
Margarita Fisher denied yesterday
that she had signed a contract to
star for the Independent Films Association of Chicago. The report
that she had has been widely published.
Evans Heads Penn. Unit
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa. — John S. Evans,
of Philadelphia, has been elected
president of the Penn. M. P. T. O.
The other officers are: H. E. Wilkinson, Pittsburgh, 1st vice-president;
Peter Magarrow, Harrisburg, second: F. J. Herrington, Pittsburgh,
third: Matthews, Newcastle, fourth;
J. Silverman, Altoona, treasurer;
Michael O'Toole, Scranton, secretary
and R. P. Koser, Lewisburg, recording secretary.

Says Americans
By Him — Local
Closed

Failed
Office

No Christie Features
to

Dillon With Fox?
It was reported yesterday tha
Dillon, who directed Mary Pi
in "Suds" and later made sever
tures with Justine Johnstone foi
art distribution, had been sign
Fox to direct William Russell.
. Dillon is on the coast and
Fox office it was stated nothin
' known of the matter.
,

Educat'l States Only One and Two
Reel Comedies Will Be Made
in Next Six Months
Educational, distributor of Christie
Comedies,
in a statement
yesterday
said in part.:
"It is announced that Al Christie,
head of the Christie Film Co., will
devote his entire attention for the
next six months
and the entire resources of his organization to the creation of one and two reel comedies
for release through Educational.
"Although both parties are reported to have been entirely satisfied with
relations since they came together,
it is said that the understanding between the producing company and the
distributing organization has been
made all the more complete. In addition to his supervision of the entire
product, Al Christie will devote his
personal attention to the direction of

Hart With
Goodbetter
Film know
'Chat
William
Hart,
"Pop" Hart, is now connected
I the Good Film Exchange, 72
| Ave., taking charge of the sale
and especially exploiting the 1

two Christie
reelers." studios made two
ever hoped to succeed with the cor- theThe
poration, he replied:
long reel features for Robertson-Cole
"My affairs were going admirably,
and I would have succeeded if I had release. These were "So Long Letty"
and "See My Lawyer." It appeared
to be the general impression in local
notThe
beenTimes
beaten also
by the
Americans."
reported that a film circles that the Christies were
meeting of the American directors of going into feature production as a
the company was held on Wednesday, regular thing.
at which a vote of confidence was
voiced in Himmel. The newspaper
Perry to Winnipeg House
says it was impossible to ascertain
' (Special to WID'S DAILY)
who the directors were.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Charles C.
The office of the company in the Perry,
for the past year manager of
Fitzgerald Bldg., was closed yester- the New Lyric, has resigned and left
day afternoon. No one could be for Winnipeg, where he will assume
reached for a statement. ■
management of the Capitol.

panied him.
New Comedy Series
The first of a new series of <
dies will be presented at the C
next wTeek. Cissy Fitzgerald i
commedienne. She has organize
own company for the productii
a series of comedies. The first n
is "Cissy's Economy."

Andre Himmel blames his American associates for the failure of the
F r a nco-American Cinematographic
Corp. to succeed. In a copyrighted
wireless dispatch published in the
New York Times, Himmel says that
if they had not withdrawn when investigations began to be made as to
the accuracy of his statements of its
prospects he would have succeeded
in making the corporation a going
concern.
Before the magistrate he denied all
charges of having swindled any one.
"It is true," he told the magistrate,
"that I received money from M.
Rivory, but I can completely justify
the use I have made of his funds.
Every cent was spent within the
terms
contract."
Whenof the
asked
to explain how he

Victory in N. D.
The Wrong Star
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Edith Roberts w7ires from the coast
Bismarck, N. D. — After a stormy
that she was starred in "The Fire
state censorship bill proCat" and not Gladys Walton as stat- session vidingthe
for a board of censors to pass
ed in the current release list published
on films to be exhibited in the state,
in the issue of Feb. 27.
was rejected in the Senate where it
had been sent following its passage in
the House. The action of the Senate
"Blue Laws" Killed in Missouri
A wire was received yesterday from has officially killed the bill.
Charles T. Sears, president, and
Passes Local Option Bill
Adolph M. Eisner, secretary of the
Missouri M. P. T. O. which said in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pierre, S. D. — The bill which would
i "The M. P. T. O. of Missouri have leave the question of permitting Sunpart:
day shows to local option, to be set' successfully defeated all 'Blue law'
legislative attempts,
standing
room
tled by special municipal elections,
and all other adverse bills.
passed the House after a bitter political fight.
"Also securing passage of deposit
bill which has already passed the Senate without a dissenting vote. This
Pete Curran, formerly with R. A.
success is the result of the ready re- Walsh, is back in the film row. Cursponse and full co-operation of all
ran for a time was doing special assignments for the Pawtucket (R. I.)
independent exhibitors throughout Times.
Missouri."

HARRY

BEAUMONT
PRODUCES

HUMAN

PRODUCTIONS
WHICH
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ARE

SURE FIRE SUCCESSES

'

Comedy,
"Uncle's
ing
the winner
of theNephew,"
Funnyface i
test, held recently in one of the
York daily papers.
Jans on Long Trip
Herman F. Jans, president oi
Pictures, Inc., and of Jans Film
ice, Inc., has left for an extended
ney which will carry him to the
cipal centers of the United S
Mrs. Jans and their daughter ai

Brophy Resigns, Joins Benn<
Edward
H. Brophy,
for the
three years with the Norma
madge
studio as assistant din
has resigned to become affiliated
the
kers. Whitman Bennett studio at
That M. P. D. A. Ball
Preparations are under way fa
third annual Motion Picture Dire
ball, scheduled for Saturday, Ap
in the Gold Room of the Astor.
gathering is to be limited to 700
Hart Handles Film Players
Max Hart has added a pictur
partment to his agency. Harr
Sanger and William Stoermer
have charge of it.

It does not require a big
field to grow a large ear of
corn, but it does require i
the right kind of seed. By !
the same token satisfactory
box-office receipts require
not a vast auditorium, but
RITCHEY
POSTERS!

RITCHEY
L1THO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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New Theaters

e It," C. K. Young's Next
pecial to WID'S
DAILY)
(Special to
Angeles — "Charge
It," Clara
Bloomington,
Young's next production, has manager of the
irted at the Garson
studios. a site on which
Irving Bacheller story.
picture theater.
obbins With Universal

WID'S

DAILY)

111. — L. M. Miller,
Princess, has secured
he will build a new

Byron, N. Y.
Byron, N. Y. — Frank
Spoor
erect a 350 seat theater here.

will
ngeles — Marc Robbins, formh Metro, Fox and Goldwyn,
i added to the staff of Lucien
Clementon,
N. J.
1, scenario writer at Universal
Clementon, N. J.— Davis and Gibbs
His first assignment is will build a $60,000 theater here.
Hearts," to be directed by
:urgeon.
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, Mich. — A new 2,000 seat
Cohen
Wins
Prize
Cinderella will be erected by Thomas
■1 Cohen of 1353 Fifth Ave. B. Winsheimer and associates.
first prize of $100 offered by
Dothan,
Ala
iesenfeld for the best letter
Dothan, Ala.— A 1,000 seat theag the ending of "Midsummer
ter will be built here in the near fuwo next prizes of $25 each
ture. The proposition is being financed by Montgomery capital.
arded by the judges to Lena
;r of 392 Sairs Ave., Long
Key West, Fla.
N. J., and Lois Harvey Deer2 West 12th St., New York.
Key West, Fla. — Carbonnell and
Thompson's new $50,000 Strand is
scheduled to open in the near future.
Construction has been practically
completed.
pecial to WID'S

AY

DAILY)

GAWD!

Manchester, N. H.
Manchester, N. H. — Work has
started on the $250,000 Orpheum by
the Orpheum Amusement Corp.
Middletown, N. Y.
Middletown, N. Y. — Middletown
Theater Co., Inc., has purchased property on which it will erect a theater
at once.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, — The Saxe Amusement
Co. will build a 2,200 seat theater on
7th Ave. and Mitchell Street.
Newark, N. J.
Newark, N. J.— A new $400,000 theater will be erected at 208 Ferry
Street.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia — Marcus Hook is soon
to have a $50,000 picture house on
Market St.
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore. — Gus Metzger, ownLOOK AT
er of the Rivoli, will start construction at once on a 1500 seat theater.
SID SMITH
s You ana Makes You Howl in He proposes to spend $75,000 in the
tOOM BOYS COMEDIES
project.

iREOS-MATS

Snyder, Neb.
Snyder, Neb. — Herman Engelbracht will erect the first motion picture theater in this village.

ELECTROS
UBIN COMPANY

Stroudsburg, Pa.
Stroudsburg, Pa. — Plans have
been drawn for a new theater in this

iST.

SPRING 8303 \

CAMERAMEN
ished for all purposes.
D SOCIETY
CINEMA-

TOGRAPHERS

1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

"Nomads of the North"
Called Sure-Fire Winner

place.

Toledo, O.
Toledo, O. — The Lagrange Street
Amusement Co. opened the new Ohio
on March 2. The theater seats 1700.
Wellsboro, Pa.
Wellsboro,
Pa.— A 1.000 seat concrete theater will be erected by O. B.
Roberts and Son, who now manage
the Bache.

Exhibitors Tell of Making Big Money and Pleasing Patrons
With First National Attractions

NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

" 'Nomads of the North' is a sure-fire winner. I consider it a
James Oliver Curwood masterpiece. It packed them in despite a
heavy snowfall and bad weather." — Herman A. Schwahn, Eau Claire
Theatre Co., Eau Claire, Wis.
UNSEEN

FORCES

"This proved to be a very fine production.
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, Ohio.
DON'T

EVER

Pleased them all." —

MARRY

"This is without doubt the best comedy I ever played. If your
business is slack book this one and get some pep in your audience.
Bill it big."— B. E. Hippler, McCloud Theatre, McCloud, Cal.
DINT

Y

"Great picture. Everyone pleased, and good business. Get behind it and boost." — E. E. Gailey, Crystal Theatre, Wayne, Neb.
MARRIED

LIFE

"Played it with Toonerville Trolley. Judging from the noise
from our audience, they surely enjoyed it." — C. L. German, Royal
Theatre, Bonner Springs, Kas.
THE

MASTER

MIND

"This is a good clean picture and splendidly acted." — W. W.
Woltz, Star Theatre, Lake City, la.
HARRIET

AND

THE

PIPER

"This is a wonderful production, with Anita Stewart. Be sure
to play this one and boost it." — W. B. Sweezy, Dortha Theatre, Monville, Wyo.
WHAT

WOMEN

LOVE

"Here's one that's got everything you want.
It's all action — on.
land, in the water, and the air. Patrons enjoyed it." — William W.
Roob, Grand Theatre, Port Washington, Wis.

First National Attractions
That's another reason zvhy

*Jherell be a Franchise everywhere

Situation Eases Up
Iowa and Nebraska Legislatures Look
On Adverse Film Legislation m
More Rational Light
WID'S

to

(Special

DAILY)

Omaha, Neb.— The legislatures of
Iowa and Nebraska have come out
ent cenin open opposition to ,string
sorship by state boards although in
both states it seems certain that some
kind of censorship legislation will be
forthcoming this year.
In Nebraska the most stringent bill
the enforcewill be amended to leavehands
of state,
ment of the law in the
county and local authorities. 1 his
to rere men the right
will give pictucourt
s in the event ol
sort to the
an unfair ruling— a refuge which was
denied them in the original bill.
In Iowa the original bill was regarded as too drastic and was suppressed in committee. It is now pronosed to draft a committee bill that
will meet the more serious objections
to films of a questionable character.
The bill taxing all amusements 1
cent on each 50 cents or fraction
thereof of admission has been reported out, passed its first reading and
seems certain of passage.

Seeks

Clayton
{Special

to

Speedy

WID'S
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Unofficial
What

Oklahoma

%
M
j
Censors
Educators

Have

That State's
Accomplished
School in
System
Prof. James W. Shepard, head of
the visual instruction department of
the University of Oklahoma and
chairman of the executive committee
of the Oklahoma Visual Instruction
Association, is in
New
York
"Thirty schools received the film
service of the Visual Instruction Association this year and seventy have
joined for the coming term," said
Prof. ture
Shepard
yesterday.
"The body
piccensors are
an unofficial
composed of a woman teacher, past
middle age, a mother and myself. We
act as liason officers between the association and the distributing agencies, make recommendations and suptures.ply the schools when they want pic"YVe are on good terms with the
exhibitors and our recommendations
carry weight with them as well as
with the school directors. We do not
tolerate immoral pictures but we want
them to be clever and 'alive' as well
as clean. One of the pictures that
pleased us most was a Charles Ray
film in which the star indulged in a
very real fight. We believe our Oklahoma unofficial censorship system
is good because it is founded on a
basis of intelligent good-will."

blyman ClayAlbany, N. Y.-Assem
of
the introducer
ton of Brooklyn,
centhe bill providing for a board of
sorship, ina statement says:
let"I have received hundreds ofrce,
ters from Chambers of Comme
taxpayers and civic associations Hebrew societies, women's clubs and
moother organizations endorsing my
tion picture censorship bill. Strange
to say that I have not received a word
in opposition to the proposed law and
ved askno requests have been recei
ing for a hearing on the subject and
none will be held unless one is desired by some of the interests which
against the passage of the
be
may
bill. I will urge the committee on
Ways and Means to take action and
out as soon as possireport the billwill
be no delay in its
ble so there
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Friday, March 1

Expanding

exhibitFitzpatrick and McElroy,
ors, of Chicago, have taken over the
Linden and Jefferson theaters in Goshen, Ind. They are also building a
$150,000 house in Benton Harbor,
Mich., and a $250,000 theater in Kenosha, Wis.
With the Goshen theaters and those
planned the present string includes
Her First Play
about 28 houses.
Messrs. Fitzpatrick and McElroy
Laurette Taylor will star i
are both in town at present, stopping
oresque," Fannie Hurst's s
at the Astor.
will be Miss Hurst's first pk|
At It Again

Harry Reichenbach launched his
first stunt yesterday on behalf of "A
Yankee in King Arthur's
Connecticut
Court."
He had a girl and man paint
a sign on the side of the Heidelberg
Bldg., 42nd St. and Broadway. All
that was visible of the Fox picture's
"Connecticut." A
the word
title was
large
crowd
was attracted by the
stunt.

(Special

to

WID'S

Sacramento, Cal.— Criminal proceedings have been filed against Louis
Hutt, cameraman, Lieut. Garry Halvorson, J. M. Fetter and Richard
Done because of news weekly pictures shot last October near Colusa
in which a plane was shown plowing its way through a flock of wild
ducks. It is charged that the Migratorv Bird Act was violated and the
Federal authorities looked into the
matter.
Pathe News used the pictures mentioned above in one of its regular issues. It was stated yesterday that
the films were sent in from the coasl
and later taken out of the news reel
when it was seen what the character
of the pictures was. Pathe says it
does not enter into the proceedings in
any way.

Bookkeeper and stenograef

thoroughly experienced ijl
motion picture industry. !■
able of taking complete nil

Announcing the opening

April

of office.

Box A-l, care Wid' '

DIRECTOR
OF
THE
TRA^

10

of the

New

A

Jackson

Studio

Finest

16,000 square feet without a post.
Five stages,
electrical equipment.
Remote control.
The

last word

JACKSON

W.

in modern

studio

equipment.

FILM
STUDIO
CORPORATION
H. Weissager, president

Downtown
office
E. Davidow,
Putnam Bldg.

Westchester, Forest
and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, N. Y.

RELIABLE
GUIDE
IN
READY
REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
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56 Pine St.,
New York City.
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220 W. Art
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— Animation — L«*
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Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue

BROKERS
Investments
SECURI'
E
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454-460
Hellman Bldg., L
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At Your Sena

Special Goldwyn
Release
Goldwyn will release in April a special Reginald Barker Prod., "Snow
Blind," from the story by Katherine
Newlin Burt. Barker recently completed another Burt story, "The
Branding Iron." It has already been
released.

progress."
Cameraman

Now It's Three
Schwartz and Muller, o^l
the Oxford and Garden
Brooklyn, have taken over thl
velt, a 1600 seat theater at ]
and Jamaica Ave., Woodhavl
The house under new ausp!
be opened in April under tj
agement of Charles Schwarj

NEAR
NEW
YORK
City- one of the
Largest Studios in the East, completely

STUDIO
TO
RENT

equipped for the production of the finest
pictures with laboratory
nearby. Investigate
promptly as this opportunity isexceptional.

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING!
Engrav
225
39th —St.Line New
Yorkers— Eltj■
HalfW. Tones

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATOR
Motion
Quality
416-24 W. 216th St. Picture Pril
W.

LABORFILM
CLAREMONT
Tel. TrJ
430 Claremont Parkway
General 11
H. J. Streyckmans,
•K ess el Kwality LABOR
Prints '
NICHOL
Fort
LeeAS N. J.KESSEL

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
Ci
Motion
Picture Specialii
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gr.|
PRESS
188 W. 4th PROSPECT
St.

STUDIOS

Address Box J-3 c/o WIDS, 7 1 W. 44.

KSTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB
H
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E.
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Studio—
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mon
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In From Abroad

Business Doubled

Considerable

Number
of
Fon
Director
at
Claridge
Here — Gaumont's
Men
Film

ith Clean
Pictures,
is Prospect
Held Out by Hodkinson, According to B. B. Hampton
(Special to WID'S

number of fon
'VAanceconsiderable
.
film men
are in New York.
Mos
them
are from
England,
while <
Jean
Rosen,
is reported
in
fi
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Los Angeles — Benjamin B. Harrmi in a lengthy article which is being
it out to newspapers all over th'
untry, quotes W. W. Hodkinso^
saying that theater business wil'
■rease from its present volume
30,000,000 a year, to $1,500,000,000
le first year of clean pictures."
ampton's article says in that con
ction :

Col. A. C. Bromhead, managing
rector of the Gaumont Co., Ltd.
Great Britain, is in New York, si

'In Los Angeles, the most largely attended
Directors'
Picture
Motion was
the America
eting of of
sociation
addressed
lv
W. Hodkinson,
the well known
distrih
ir. Mr. Hodkinson told the directors tha'
total volume of theater business now ;r
>ut $800,000,000 a year and that it wouV
rease to $1,500.00,000 the first year o'
an pictures. When mothers and father'
l permit their children to go to theater^
ely the box office will double its business "

At another point the article savs:

'Samuel
instructions
to h's
lver
City Goldwyn
studio asissued
follows
:
'No pictures showing sex attraction in
(Continued
on Page
31

Josephine Earle Here
Josephine Earle, who has beer
irred in some of the recent Gansnt productions made in Europe, V
this country. Miss Earle is pre
ring to appear in a Broadway show
le is now in Ottawa visiting friends
Sail Today
The United Artists group which
ill open foreign offices for the cominy in Europe leaves today for Lon>n. Those who are going are A. C
erman, F. Wynne-Jones and E. B.
lanks.
Max Ehrenreich leaves for Havana
i open the first in a string of Latinmerican offices for the company.

Aore English Films ?

Price 5 C<

12, 1921

The drama of J. Farker Read Jr.'s newest "A. P." Louise Glaum production, "Find The Woman" is tremendous.
This great emotional
story is
\n American "Madame
X" of terrifi c strength
and
great
richness
of
scenes. — Advt.

More for A. P.

73,000 Francs Left
And

Himmel
1,800,000,

Started
Out
With
Say French Police
Officials
The World yesterday published the
following
dispatch
from
Paris:

"Inquiry by the police in connecWith the advent of so many Brittion with the case of Andre Himmel,
h film men, the rumor market be- reputed General Manager of the
ame rife again. Yesterday there
ras again some talk as to the plans Franco - American Cinematograph
nd aims of a company called the Corp., has revealed that 1,800,000
Iritish-American Film Products Al- francs was deposited by Frenchmen
ance, a company formed under the in the American Bank in Paris to the
iws of Delaware and later authored to transact business in this state. account of Himmel of which, according to the police, only 73,000 francs
^he capital stock is divided into 3,000
hares, each at a value of $100.
remains on deposit. The money repAt the time of the authorization,
resented investments in Himmel's
lenry J. Kantrowitz of 844 6th Ave.
^as given as the representative of the cinematograph projects.
orporation. The telephone directory
"Himmel was arrested recently on
ioes not list anyone by that name at his arrival at Havre from New York
he address given. Theresas a Hen- on the charge of having misused more
y J. Kantrowitz at 791 Lexington than 1,000,000 francs invested in the
We., but no one answered the tele- corporation by a Frenchman named
ihone yesterday afternoon.
Rivary, who caused his arrest."

Four

Frothingham
Prod, to Be Released— Edward
Sloman Directing Them
Associated Producers, Inc., announces the signing of a contract with
J. L. Frothingham for the distribution of four Frothingham Prod, a
year, the first release to be made in

ping at the Claridge.
David Mnndel of the W. and
Film Service, Ltd.. of London is ;
here looking over the market.
Geoffrey
S.
Seabrooke,
busii
manager and a director
of the
gent Film
Co.. Ltd., of London
stopping at the Commodore.
As noted. T. Coop of the Prog:
Film Co. (London), Ltd., of Yl
Chester,
England
the Wc
stock. He haprints of :
?ral English n
n es for wl
he is seeking a I
IcfTrey Bin
the Stoll F
Co., Ltd., of England is also her
Jean Rosen,
bed, is the S
nick distributor in France. Bes
the Selznick product Rosen han
other pictures, among them In
Ocean's product.
He is at the Bri;
G. B. Samuelson's
various
ac
ties in this country to date have r
reported in these columns.
He
shortly terminate
his visit here,
there is a possibility that he will
turn to this country next winter
go to California
to make
some
tures.
"Isobel"
Sales
Jacobo
Glucksmann
yesterday
nounced the sale of "Isobel, or
Trail's End,"
to Hyman
Winik
England
and for Australia
to I
tralasian
Films, Ltd.
Glucksmann
has also sold the
Hire for Scandinavia,
the Far
and Japan.
Arrive in London

The first production is to be Peter
April.
B. Kync's "The Ten Dollar Raise,"
ley. an all-star east, including Marwith
guerite de la Alotte and Pat O'Mal-

I Special to WID'S DAILY)
London, Eng. — W. A. Gibson, n
aging director of Australasian Fi
Ltd., and Stuart F. Doyle, mai

The Frothingham Prod, are to be
directed by Fdward Sloman.
Frothingham's productions will be
made, as have his past productions,
at the Brunton Studios in Los
Angeles. The contract is similar to
the one recently signed with King
Yklor.

ing director of LTnion Theaters, I
the two foremost film organizat
in Australia, have arrived here f

Burston Here
Louis
Burston, producer of serials
is in New
York from the coast.

Sydney. They will remain here
aYork.
short period and then go to 1
Reid
M.

Leaves

Today

Reid, of the International \
ety
and
Theatrical
Agency,
1
leaves for London
today.
He
later go to South Africa.

s!i^
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
mous Players . . .
lo pfd
oldwyn
W. Griffith, Inc
lew's, Inc
iangle
irld Film

6254
81J4
5

65
62§^
8154
8I/2
5^4
Not quoted

1654
Y%

17 J*
1654
Vi
H
Not quoted

'Quotations by H. Content & Co
Blank Heads

New

(Special to WID'S

Firm
DAILY)

Zlinton, la.— A. H. Blank, well
jwn theater owner, has been named
■sident of the recently incorpord A-Muse-U Theater Co. The
lital of the firm is $25,000, and its
pose is to operate picture theaters.

DA1&-V

Saturday, March

Putting It Over

Incorporations

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Albany, N. Y. — Hons Amusement
Co., Rockville Center, Capital $15,000.
Incorporators: J. H. Birdsall, J. W.
Ely and J. A. Hons, Rockville Center.

Boston, Mass. — Ace Berry put over
an extensive publicity and exploitation campaign for "Kismet" at the
Majestic. Arabs in native costume
were around the city for two weeks,
doing a blotter distribution mornings, and blocking traffic downtown

At It Seventeen Years

Dover, Del. — Morosco Town. Capital, $3,000,000. Incorporators, T. L.
Croteau, M. A. Bruce and S. E. Dill,
Wilmington.
Dover, Del.— New Amsterdam Film
Co. $250,000. Incorporators, Wiley
R. Mcintosh, Campbell A. Mcintosh
and Lewis Landes, New York.

by using their prayer rugs at Boston's
Dover, Del.— K. C. Prod. Capital,
busiest corners. Berry had them at
$100,000.
Incorporators, C. T. Coa big athletic meet at which time
hee, C. B. Outten, S. L. Mackey, Wilthey issued challenges to wrestle any mington.
one of the mat champs. This stunt
got notices in all the sport pages.
Dover, Del. — Smith Amusement
The "prayer stunt" broke for news Corp. Capital, $1,000,000. Incorporators: L. B. Phillips and A. Silver
stories 3,000 newsboys were tagged
of Dover.
for several days with "Have you seen
Kismet?" An event well advertised
Dover, Del. — Golden States Theafor the opening was the presence of
ters Corp. Capital, $1,000,000. Inthe governor of Massachusetts and
corporators, T. L. Croteau, M. A.
the mavor of Boston.
Bruce and S. E. Dill, Wilmington.
Omaha, Neb. — During the we»ek
that "Heliotrope" was playing at the
Des Moines, safe-blowers one night
blew the safe and escaped with $3,400.
Not to be floored by his misfortune
Manager Arthur Stolte of the Des
Moines took advantage of the wide
publicity given the robbery, and ran
an advertisement denying that it was
a "press-agent stunt," and inviting
the public to inspect the office where
the safe was blown. As an overcharge of "soup" had been used in
the robbery, the office was a sight
worth
seeing.
He also took the mangled safe and
put it on the sidewalk in front of his
handsome theater, decorating the
safe with a sign which read: "Did
Heliotrope
Harry
Do
This
Job?"

Boston, Mass. — For the showing of
Greene In Charge
"The Devil" at Gordon's Old South
Theater, Manager McGinnis took ad(Special to WID'S DAILY)
vantage of many channels of exploiPhiladelphia — Walter R. Greene
tation. An extensive teaser cam! been appointed advertising and
paign was used in the newspapers for
jlicity director for Equity Produc- two weeks, with a big quarter page
ns and Masterpiece Film Attrac- splash at the end of that time. A
ts by Ben Amsterdam.
stunt that attracted much attention
was a big limousine wired and lighted
Open Denver Office
in red, which toured the city bearing one of the theater ushers wearing
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Jenver — The Palmer Photoplay silk hat and costume similar to that
rp., which trains writers in the cre- worn by Mr. Arliss in the picture.
Dii of scenarios, has opened an One of the biggest bets of the camce here, with Mr. Downing in
paign was a wonderful electric light
irge.
display in the busiest section of Boston. The sign was visible for four
blocks in every direction and made a
striking display. Several ushers were
dressed like Mr. Arliss in the picture,
arousing comment from patrons of
the theater.
Add
(Special

to

to

Albany, N. Y. — Brownie Comedies,
New York. Capital, $60,000. Incorporators, A. E. Beerman, W. J. Russell and A. Ross, 151 16th St., Brook-

to

WID'S

DAILY)

page story stated that Thompson and Trimble in the 17 years
that they have managed the opera house, have made an earnest effort to give the people of
this part of the country clean,
wholesome and appreciated entertainment.

Ryskind

Doing

Titles

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles— Morrie Ryskind.W
merly of Famous Players, is writii
the titles for "Stranger Than Fi'
tion," Katherine MacDonald's in
picture. It is said that Ryskind w
brought on from New York especii
ly when Miss MacDonald happen,
across a volume of his new hoc
"Unaccustomed As I Am."

As

a

modern

timepiece

surpasses the hour glass so
also do RITCHEY

Albany, N. Y. — Valkyrie
Corp., New York. Capital,
Incorporators, C. Gumalesis,
net and L. R. Noah, 200 W.

RITCHEY

Pictures
$100,000.
M. Gis94th St.

post-

ers surpass the ordinary

pester .

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Albany, N. Y. — Gardner Hall
Amusement Co. of Troy. Capital,
$2,000. Incorporators, Chas. W. Armstrong, James S. Miller and J. H.
Broderick of Troy. Attorneys, Murphy, Aldrich and Guy, Troy.
Albany. N. Y. — MacAdams Pictures, New York. 35,000 shares preferred stock, $100 each, and 500 of
common, no par value. Active capital, $352,500. Incorporators, S. H,
Watson, T. H. Graydon and M. MacAdams, Hotel Woodward.
Buys Theater
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

AMAZED?

Frederick, Okla.- — J. W. Morgan, a
business man of Mangum,
has purchased the Queen here from A. Berry.
New
(Special

One
to

in South

WID'S

DAILY)

Edinburg, Tex.— A $14,000 picture
theater will be built here under the
direction
of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Leases Theater

DAILY)

Miami,
Okla. — Landen
Bros,
and
Cloud of Tulsa, Dallas and Breckenridgc, have taken over the Idle Hour
in Cardin.

(Special

Plattsburg, Mo.— A turkey
dinner was given in honor of
1 C. H. Thompson and M. J.
Trimble, managers of the opera house here, after the show
on a recent night. The
Plattsburg Leader in a first

lyn.
Dover, Del. — Aladdin Cinema Sales
Co. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, J. Vernor Plimm, E. M. MacFarland and F. R. Hansell of Philadelphia.

Chain

WID'S

12, 19

(Special

Harriman,
Philadelphia,
here.

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Pa.' — J. M.
has leased

Molan,
of
the Strand

PUNCH

DAILY
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Business Doubled
No. 21
TheoCAPITAL — Colonel
hE
tot becomes Assistant Secretary
Line is the third member of the
tlly to occupy this office.
Dr.
health.
's
| the President
chosen as personal
fjt has been
t Harding,
■'residen
flbinet meets for the first time —
and members
Lj Vice-President
E for first group photograph.
El family" of America.
in
||E State Charles E. Hughes

(Continued (rum Page 1)
shall
manner
any suggstive or improper
no salaand there must he
be produced,
iii photoplay titles and adverciousiH-sstising matter.
•No picture shall he produced which
makes drunkenness or gambling attracthe undertive, and stories dealing with unless
such
world shall not be presented
scenes arc merely a part of a conflict
between right and wrong. Nothing is
to be pictured which might instruct in
the method* of committing crime.
'No incident in a story shall needlessly
offend the holders of a religious belief.''

Then Hampton cites some of the
"14 points" which Jesse L. Lasky promulgated for future Famous Players
before he left New York.
ns
Viceproductio
first
the
is
e
Hnt Coolidg
•dittend a Cabinet meeting.
He quotes Lasky as saying:

fhNGLAND— Allies reject Geroffer — first pictures of conIJnsleads
to clash with Germany
El
( indemnity for Allied war losses.
Upiace. London, the seat of the
Hence.
Mins, German Foreign
MSimmon
■er
German
delegates,
rjoyd George.
Ijiand of France.
to enforce
idnce into Germany
2-nated map shows the area ocof
at the order
(f.llied troops
tits

from

Dublin,

Key

West,

"Mr. Lasky declared he undertook the
purification of his own violation and was not
or 'blue
influenced in any way by censorship
also he would
law' agitation. He asserted
make no effort to induce his fellow producers
to take similar steps."

Earlier in the article Hampton refers to the meeting at Delmonico's,
New York, of the producers and distributors at which resolutions were
flamed to eliminate salacious portions
of pictures.
Mintz Closes Many Deals
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

the
has
J.— Mintz
Chicago,— M.
distributhe
following territories for
tion of Synchronized Scenario music:

D Has Aubrey Comedies
Iwill release in the open
series of Jimmy Aubrey
■which that company states,
■ before Aubrey joined Vitairwon has a series of 15 two

Ine company will also dis|Jseries of western features
mm as the "Diamond Dot"

Active Supply Company, New York, Lower
New York and Northern New Jersey;
Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of N. E..
all New England States; Synchronized
Scenario Music Co., Phila., Eastern Penn
and Southern New Jersey; Synchronized
Scenario Music Co., Wash., Dist. of Columbia, Md., Delaware and Vir. ; Tn-State Distributors, Dallas, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas; Associated First National, N. O.,
Louisiana and Mississippi ;H. A. Kyler Enterprises, Denver, Colo., New Mex., Wyo.,
Utah, Idaho, Mont., Wash, and Oregon;
Uushmint Co., Chicago: Northern Illinois
and Indiana; West Coast Theater Service
Co., Los Angeles: Southern California and
Arizona ; American Film & Equipment Co.,
'Frisco : Northern California and Nevada,
and Exhibitors Film & Service Co., Syracuse: Upper New
York State.

Drastic Law in Utah
>,iley Heads New Firm
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Baal to WID'S DAILY)
Lake City, Utah.— A bill deSalt
W.
as
Thom
—
|e, N. Y.
of
ent
signed
to prohibit any manner of enpresid
las resigned as
tertainment, exhibition or amusement
ly Exchange, and has opened
and to prevent at all
Sundays
on
Ifitors' Film and Service Co.
of any motion picshowing
|{e new firm will also handle times turesthe
in which there is cigarette smokIrojectors, and distribution of
ing has been introduced in the House
Ihronized Music Score, for
■k State.
Representative Parker of Cache
by
County.
it unlaw■ nsorship in Marshall
The proposed lawn makes
ful for any persso or company to
Lcial to WID'S DAILY)
Ell, Tex. — At a meeting of conduct any motion picture exhibition of any sort that is offensive or
lommission an ordinance was
d to excite vicious thoughts.
adapte
is
cenof
board
H creating a
ftictures and other forms of It will be unlawful under the proItertainment. The ordinance
posed law for any child under 16
age to attend any form of
of
Id provides for the appomt- years
la board of five censors and picture show or entertainment, un| that the management of any accompanied.
Iment that has been prohib. Theater Fire
|ubject to a fine of from $25
lor each exhibition given after
DAILY)
(Special to WID'S
len prohibited by the censors.
Tex.— Fire last week
Brownwood,
which
block
the whole
destroyed
jConvert Into Theater
sustheater
The
Dixie.
the
houses
will
n
Burto
)Oak, Fla. — Lon
tained a loss of $30,000.
a
into
I the Barton building
[at an expenditure of $50,000.
Another New One
DAILY)
fljuld Buy Urbana House
(Special to WID'S
Enosburg Falls, Vt.— D. W. Ames
and Cruzeif,- of
Bia, 111.— Alger
I owners of a string of picture has purchased a site upon which he
for the will erect a moving picture theater.
negotiating
B, are
Construction will begin at once.

REGINALD

BARKER
productions
will continue

TO

IMPROVE

Productions Photographed by
-

Assistant Director

Percy

Hilburn

Charles P. Stallings
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May Be Lost in Shuffle
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Lincoln, Neb. — The censorship bills
before the legislature are having various experiences and there is a possibility of all of them being lost in
the shuffle during the last exciting
days of the session. In the senate
the strict censorship bill has been reported put by committee. It provides
for the appointment of a board of six
censors.
The senate has already memorialized Congress to pass a federal censorship measure.
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Charleston, W. Va. — The exhibitors
Omaha, Neb.— The United Theaof West Virginia will hold a conventer Company, controlling a string of
tion here on March 15th, to form a small houses in Iowa, recently curpermanent organization under the
tailed it activities, closing the Maauspices of the M. P. T. O.
jestic, Waterloo. la., amon" others
The M. P. T. O. will be represented C. Carragher, formerly of Clear
by Samuel I. Berman of New York.
Lake, la., has bought "the Majestic
Sage
"The
it with
reopened
and
Catalogue Ready
The 26th
The National Board of Review has
(Special
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DAILY)
issued its 1920 catalogue. It gives,
Council Bluffs, la.— A. H. Blank
besides the names of the picture and
the producing or distributing com- has bought the Roper theater, seating 500, from William Roper. This
pany, the release date, number of
reds, star, character, and a designa- is his 26th house. He recentlytion of its suitability. Those pictures bought the 1,008 seat house, the
especially well done are starred. The Amusu, at Clinton, la., his 25th
catalog may be obtained for 25 cents. house.
One dollar additional will bring the
C. B. C. Sales
monthly selected lists, which will keep
"Dangerous Love" has been sold to
the catalog up to date through the
year. One dollar and a half will Midwest Film Exchange of Milwaubring both the monthly lists and the
kee for Milwaukee territory. "The
Victim" has been disposed of to the
Board's bulletin of "Exceptional Standard
Film Service of Cleveland
Photoplays." The National Board has
also prepared a list of its various for Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
pamphlets and publications which are
for sale or free distribution.
Opening Tonight
The Belmont, Tremont Ave. at
Belmont, the Bronx, will be formally
Ingram
Leaves
opened tonight. The theater is
Rex Ingram, director of "The Four
owned by Haring and Blumenthal.
Horsemen
the Apocalypse," leaves "Madonnas and
for
the coastof today.
Men" will be the
opening attraction.
Orpheum Co. Adds Two
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Eagle Grove, la. — C. E. Bergum,
who recently sold the Orpheum at
Centerville, la., has bought the Eagle
from H. S. Spencer.
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Des Moines, la.— The Alhambra,
next door to the big Des Moines theater, isnow being completed. It is a
2,000 seat house and will cost nearly
$500,000 when completed. The Alhambra was begun by a Des Moines
syndicate several months ago, but
work was suspended because of high
priced material and because of bad
weather.

Convention

Beloit, Wis.— The Rex and Strand
have been sold to Orpheum Pictures
Co., which operates six other theaters in neighboring towns.
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Pittsburgh— J. F. Smith, president of the American Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania, has gathered some Interesting figures showing the
amount of taxes paid by the
owner of a 500-seat theater here.
The list follows: City license,
$420; state license, $26; Federal
tax, $150 to $200; 5 per cent of
film rental tax, about $500; proposed music tax, if it goes
through, $50. The total is very
nearly $1,200.

of Brady's atti-

WID'S

$100 rewar;

Taxes

Now Missouri M. P. T. O. Stands By
Cohen — Previously Commended
William A. Brady
In a wire received from Charles T.
Sears, president, and Adolph M
Eisner, of the M. P. T. O. of Missouri, that organization reverses the
stand taken earlier in the week when
William A. Brady was in St. Louis.
The wire said:
»
"We are whole-hearted in our support of the M. P. T. O. A. and President, Sydney S. Cohen. We strongly
condemn attempts of Brady and the
National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry to bait exhibitors
and see in this propaganda, an organized effort to disrupt all exhibitor
organizations. The M. P. T. O. of
Missouri are in one accord with the
policies, attitude and actions of the
M. P. T. O. A., and its officers. This
is the sentiment of every independent
exhibitor in the state of Missouri."
Joseph Mogler sent a copy of the
original resolution to Cohen. In it
was stated that the M. P. T. O. of
Missouri
approved
tude on censorship.
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A delightful, high-grade farce, insuring a. corner in laughs wherever
shown. Star stunning and cast
capable. A lavishly appointed
domestic drama, generous with
complex situations cleverly coordinated and entertainingly developed. Direction by Sam Wood.
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"The Outside Woman" is a picture
far above the grade of the average comedy-drama and of the high calibre that
is making conspicuous practically every
picture play coming currently from
Re?iart.
Wanda " Hawley, dainty as a Dresden
china figurine and as delicate of per•son, but lively of movement, is .one of
the cleverest comediennes yet brought
to the screen. There is a novelty of
plot with characteristic good development, a liveliness of action that crowds
one complication upon anotnei, a cast
which plays with a keen appreciation of
the play's possibilities, and backgrounds^
highly artistic.
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Some Good Comedy Bits, But Not Enough To Make "The Nut" Big
ability.
comedy stunts and certainly doesn't tax his athletic

Douglas Fairbanks in
"THE NUT"
United Artists
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
Woods

CAMERAMAN
McGann

Ted Reed
BY

William

Kenneth Davenport
Parker
and
Lotta

Harry Thorpe and William

AS A WHOLE
Not up to the usual standard
of Fairbanks entertainment; laughs too few and
far between

STORY
Doesn't give star the kind of a part he
needs; not enough of it for feature length
DIRECTION
Fair; hasn't distributed his laughs
advantageously

PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Several sets poorly lighted
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Gets over some good comedy stunts but
nowhere near enough to carry the picture
SUPPORT
Marguerite Delamotte, leading lady,
who hasn't much to do ; others adequate
EXTERIORS
Not very many
INTERIORS
AH right
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Hero in love with
girl, goes to extremes to introduce her to rich
people she wants to meet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet

After "The Mark of Zorro" Doug is likely to disappoint his admirers with "The Nut." It isn't exactly
his fault either, for the story, in the first place, isn't
there. It's not big enough for a feature picture and
it doesn't provide the star with the sort of opportunities which allow him to employ
his usual line of

The main reason for "The Nut's" failure to meet
up with the usual Fairbanks entertainment is that it
isn't consistently funny. There's a stretch of comedy
with some real laughs and then there's a long sober
stretch with hardly a chuckle. At the Strand the
heartiest laughter was accorded the sequence in which
Doug goes to a wax museum to rent some "dummies."
The proprietor refuses to rent them, so Doug stays
around until closing time, joins a group of figures
and remains so still that even the clean-up man
doesn't observe him. Later he exits through the
cellar with three figures, one a "cop." Crossing the
street Doug drops the officer in the middle of the
street. It lands on its feet and with hand upstretched,
stops all the traffic. This is the biggest laugh in the
picture.
Doug is in love with a girl who has a theory that
if the rich people would take a number of poor children into their homes for an hour or so each day, the
environment would cause the children to grow up
properly. But Estrell Wynn, the sweetheart, does
not know these rich people and in order to make good
with Estrell, Doug volunteers to arrange a meeting.
Doug decides that impersonators will do as well as
the real people. His first attempt is to hire some men
who turn out to be gamblers and burglars.
Hero finally resorts to using dummy figures to represent the rich men, but Estrell can't be fooled and
becomes indignant. One of the rich men Estrell wants
to meet is working his way as a cub reporter. He is
sent out after a story regarding a man who was seen
dragging a body through the streets. Doug is the
man, and one of the dummies the body. In this way
Doug meets the man he's after, makes good with
Estrell and she consents to marry him.

They'll Like Doug, But They Expect A Better One From Him
Box Office Analysis
for the Exhibitor

It shouldn't be necessary to advise exhibitors how
to put over a Fairbanks picture. His name should
be sufficient to fill your house and even though they
may be somewhat disappointed with "The Nut,"
especially after his last picture "The Mark of Zorro"
which was so splendid, they will get some good laughs
out of Doug's efforts to satisfy his sweetheart's ambition.

The title may prove interesting to your patrons
so you might give it equal importance with the star's
name. If they like to know something about the
story before hand catchlines should attract : "If your
sweetheart insisted upon knowing the richest people
in your city and you couldn't arrange a meeting, what
would you do ? Doug tries various stunts in 'The Nut.'
See how he puts it over."
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Good Production of Typical Broadway Life Story
Mae Murray in
"THE GILDED LILY"
Robert Z. Leonard Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Robert Z. Leonard
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Clara Beranger
.
Clara Beranger
Ernest Haller
Will please those who like stories

of Broadway life; is extremely theatrical in atmosphere
STORY
Not ingenious of itself, but provides
a part which gives the star opportunities to
which she is best suited
DIRECTION
Adequate;
with settings
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

Is
pressive
SUPPORT
suited

pleasing;

best

dramatic

Lowell Sherman

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

in

connection

Very good
.
Good
Satisfactory
acting

not

im-

the best; cast well
Few
Good sets

DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Broadway favorite
gives up gay life for man she loves but returns
to it when disillusioned
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,500 feet
Sooner or later it seems that every producer wants
to take a whack at a story of the White Way, and in
"The Gilded Lily" Robert Leonard has used an original
story by Clara Beranger with Mae Murray playing
the Lily. The story isn't unusually strong but has a
cleaner atmosphere than some of its predecessors,
similar in theme. The Lily is a typical Broadway
salamander who gets all she can but gives nothing
but "encouragement."

The part gives Mae Murray several opportunities
to perform the dances for which she is best known
and director Leonard has seen to it that the proper
settings have been provided. Those depicting the
Cafe Royal, a private club, are along lavish lines and
again when the Lily returns to her former gay life,
her dance in a fashionable cabaret, a big set is used.
Mae Murray is seen in a sort of bubble dance. Her
costumes in these sequences are apt to cause a bit
of a sensation, particularly in smaller communities.
The atmosphere is essentially theatrical but there is
a touch of home life in the fact that the Lily really
wants a little home and a husband to love.
Lillian Drake, known as "The Lily," is hostess of
the Cafe Royal. Creighton Howard and John Stewar.t
are men about town, admirers of the Lily. Frank
Thompson, a country boy, having his fling of Broadway life, is in love with the Lily and she with him.
In fact she gives up her place in the club, redecorates
her apartment according to the life she intends leading in the future and prepares to become Mrs. Thompson
Creighton Howard tries hard to make the Lily
realize that Thompson is not worthy of her and that
he is already engaged to a girl in his home town.
The Lily refuses to listen and when Thompson comes
to her, intoxicated, and insists that he wants her as
she was when he first met her, the Lily becomes
"gfilded" as:ain and returns to the cabaret.. While
going through "her performance the girl collapses and
is taken to her dressing room.

She is approached by Howard who asks her regarding her future. She tells him she doesn't care what
becomes of her. He insists that she come with him.
He takes her to his home where she is welcomed by
his mother and eventually she falls in love with
Howard. Jason Robard, Charles Gerard and Leonora
Ottinger are in the cast.

Extensively And Catchlines Will Attract
Use Miss Murray's Name
Box Office Analysis
for the Exhibitor

You have probably played pictures similar to "The
Gilded Lily" and if your folks liked them, they'll
surely like "The Gilded Lily." Mae Murray is a popular favorite and her name will attract a good number.
You can play up the idea of the Broadway favorite
who wanted a cozy home and how after she thought
she had one, she was disillusioned by the man she
loved. If you played "On With the Dance" and
pleased them, you can feel safe in offering them

Also "Idols of Clay" can be recalled as anthis one.
other of the star's recent pictures.
The title can be made good use of and used in connection with lines such as: "She was willing to give
up her gay life for the comforts of a real home and
the love of a husband, but just when she thought sinhad that which she wanted most, she was compelled
to return to the old life. See Mae Murray in her

latest picture, 'The Gilded

Lily.' "

have read
the book
and seen
the play

OWEY ITLO- VE IT!
THEYANDKNTH
Which means that they
are anxiously awaiting it
as a picture.
Let it be your house to
which they flock to see it.
Distributed by

HODKINSON
tJtruPatke Exchange hie
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Mac Lean In A Comedy of Rural Life This Time
Douglas MacLean
Thomas
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

in

Lean's previous pictures. The first reels are rather
slow and at the Rialto there wasn't a laugh until
pretty well into the third reel when the hero gets into

"CHICKENS"
H. Ince Prod. — Paramount
Jack Nelson
Herschel S. Hall
Agnes Christine Johnston
Bert Cann

AS

A WHOLE
Clean-cut, light comedy with
rural atmosphere; takes a while to get started
STORY
From
the
Saturday
Evening
Post
story; not an awful lot to it but they might
have gotton more comedy out of it
DIRECTION
Staged
the picture
very
well;
doesn't use all the comedy opportunities
PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Makes the best of his chance to register
fun but he isn't given enough of them
SUPPORT
Gladys George leading lady; others
Edith Yorke, Clair MacDowell, Charles Mailes;
Raymond Cannon good rube lover
EXTERIORS
Pretty country shots
INTERIORS
Not many
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich society man
decides
to manage
chicken
farm, loses his
money but is saved by country sweetheart
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,753 feet
Douglas MacLean's latest is an adaptation of Herschel Hall's Saturday Evening Post story "Yanconna
Yillies," and it's a sure thing the new title is a much
better one. It's liable to keep them guessing as to
just what "Chickens" refers to. They may be fooled
when they see it actually deals with the feathery cretures.
"Chickens" hasn't the fun of some of Mac-

"ranch."
actual operation of the chicken however,
there is some
Once they get into the story,
good comedy of the rural variety. Doug feeds the
foul strychnine by mistake but instead of killing them,
it proves a fine incentive for laying eggs and the
yards are littered with eggs. Doug decides they only

needed "pep." Another good bit is the hero's dream
when he sees giant chickens and geese entering his
room. In another instance they employ the slow motion photography and if you've ever had a sensation
in which you dreamed someone was chasing you but
your legs refused to carry you to safety fast enough,
you'll appreciate this bit.
The director has done fairly well but he misssd
some good chances for comedy, especially in connection with the bazar sequence. There are some pretty
shots of real country and it's a clean, wholesome
ture, right through.

pic-

Deems Stanwood has the chicken "ranch" going
satisfactorily when suddenly he is advised that he has
lost all the other money he had. Willie Figg, Deems'
rival for the hand of Julia Stoneman, holds a mortgage
on the farm, and when he hears of Deems' loss he
decides to foreclose the mortgage and drive Deems'
out of town, clearing the way for his own wooing of
. But Julia loves Deems and she gets Willie to sell
her
the mortgage. He agrees, thinking she will marry
Julia.
him (Willie), and they will live on the farm. But
Julia sews the cancelled mortgage into Deems' coat
and when he discovers it he realizes that Julia did
it and that she must be in love with him. She is
riding with Willie when Deems confronts her. Julia
admits she loves Deems and Willie is left in the lurch.

The Title Is A Good One To Play With
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This isn't an uproar of a comedy and not as good as
some of MacLean's previous pictures, and perhaps it
doesn't contain as many laughs as his last, "The
Rookie's Return," but if you play it you can be sure
you're showing a wholesome, clean comedy offering
with a pleasing star and a rural atmosphere with the
sort of country nonsense that still satisfies a good
many.

used with teaser lines in fine fashion. Say : "There's
'Chickens' at the blank theater. What kind of
'Chickens?' Don't miss it. Go and see for yourself."
Or, "Ever try feeding your 'Chickens' strychnine?
Maybe they need it. See what it did to the 'Chickens'
in Douglas MacLean's latest picture." For the benefit of those who may have read the story in the Satur-

You have a good title to work with and it can be

day Evening Post you might mention it's original
title and the author.'
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State Rights Market Gets Another Money Making Attraction
Geo. H. Hamilton presents
"THE MASK"
Selig Prod. — Export and Import — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Bertram Bracken
AUTHOR
Arthur Hornblow

way the material has been handled, the
injected, a bit of heart interest here and a
that makes "The Mask" different.
There are one or two errors, probably
ting, which rather confuse the spectator

SCENARIO BY
Bertram Bracken and Jack
Laver
CAMERAMAN
Eddie Linden
AS A WHOLE
A splendid box office picture
given an excellent production
STORY
General idea is not new but it is inter-

the story. They should be corrected, a sub-title in
each case should be sufficient to make clear the mean-

estingly told with some new twists, heart interest and thrills
DIRECTION
Very
good;
has developed
the
story intelligently and handled one or two delicate situations with tact
PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS
'.
All right
CAMERA WORK
Excellent; double exposures
and dissolves splendid
PLAYERS
Jack Holt fine in double role; Hedda
Nova pleasing; "Mickey" Moore a delight and
Fred Malatesta real villain
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Generally all right
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Man's
wayward
brother conspires with former's enemies to steal
both his wife and his name
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,400 feet

Following close upon the production "Kazan,"
comes another one for the box office, called "The
Mask." It is another William N. Selig production
and Bertram Bracken again proves he knows a thing
'or two about directing. "The Mask" as a story isn't
new to the screen, that is in its general idea — that of
the two brothers, twins, who are so alike that even
the wife of the one doesn't recognize the brother
However, it is the
when he poses as her husband.

new twists
thrill there,
due to cutin grasping

ing. One player remarks, "I have bribed the chief
stoker and he will stop the ship." Instead of the vessel stopping, it blows up. There is no explanation
for this. And again when the wayward brother is
hired by his brother's enemies to impersonate the
latter, there is no explanation as to how the enemies
got in touch with the degenerate one.
Jack Holt does splendid work in the dual role while
Hedda Nova is sincere as the wife. "Mickey" Moore
is a bright little youngster who'll delight everybody.
Fred Malatesta is all that a villain need be.
Kenneth Traynor goes to South Africa to investigate conditions in a diamond mine in which he is
interested. He is about to return home when he
meets a wayward twin brother. Jack, who starts
home with him. The ship is blown up and everyone
reported lost. Signor Keralio, a friend of Kenneth
Traynor's, suddenly surprises Kenneth's wife with the
news that her husband has been saved. In reality it
is Jack Traynor. He has conspired with Keralio to
impersonate his brother, for which Keralio agrees to
pay him well, Keralio's purpose being to secure Kenneth's wife for himself.
V- 'jntually the real husband, Kenneth, returns but
is demented. He visits his home and is recognized
by his son, Mickey. Keralio sees Kenneth with the
boy and brings them both to his apartment, then
sends for Mrs. Traynor, gives her a glimpse of her
real husband and boy. He is forcing his attentions
upon the wife when Kenneth suddenly becomes his
normal self, recognizes his boy and rushes to his
wife's rescue.

You Can Offer Them A Good Variety Of Interest In This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The State Rights
market
has another
good box
office picture in "The Mask," and you should be aide
to clean up on it. There is a good variety of interest
in the story and it contains the sort of material that
has a direct audience appeal. And the production is
all that could be desired. You can promise them
human interest, a few thrills and a certain amount of
mystery.
Be sure to tell them
about
the boy,

"Mickey" Moore.
They'll like him.
Use the names of Hedda Nova and Jack Holt, telling them about the latter's dual role. He dors real
good work. Hedda Nova's performance, too, is sincere. Catchlines and stills in the lobby should attract.
Say : "A wayward fellow impersonates his twin
brother to the extent of fooling even the man's wife,
but 'The Mask' didn't deceive his brother's child."

Exclusive Feature

Brownie

the Century Wonder- Do#
WW'S
says:
dog," says WID'S, speaking of the Century Comedy, "THE
THE
KID'S PAL," "is probably the best performing animal that has
ever been seen in pictures and he makes the picture hugely entertaining. He sets a table, fries an egg, warms the baby's milk, and then
serves the kid's meal. This is only one of a long list of stunts that the
animal puts over, and which are sure-fire stuff. It should be a very
attractive number for any kind of a house."

and
just to backwho
this raises
up, here's
an Exhibitor
his
rental

VOLUNTARILY!

CO.

DAVIES,
Manager of the WIGWAM
THEATRE,
Reno,
Nevada, writes as follows: "Inasmuch as I feel that your CENTURY I COMEDIES
are a worth
more than RAISE
I am atinthe
time *paying,
am offering you
VOLUNTARY
thepresent
rental
price per week from now on. You can change contracts accordingly."

NOTE: This letter is on file at the Century Comedies Office
1600 Broadway, New York, and can be seenby any exhibitor

Om Bid LauOh
released thru

tMA
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Promising New Star As An Up-To-Date "Oliver Twist"
Harold Goodwin
"OLIVER
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

TWIST,
Fox

Modern

in
JR."
Millard Webb
Charles Dickens
F. McGrew Willis
William Foster
version lacks almost

entirely the appeal of the original. Well enough
acted, but situations appear mechanical
STORY

Attempt to modernize
Dickens' characters and story results in only fair screen

material
DIRECTION

Fair

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

All right
Good

CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
His first stellar part.
Displays pleasing
personality and glimpses of real ability
SUPPORT
.
Fair
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Few, but good
Realistic

DETAIL
CHARACTER

Continuity ragged in spots
STORY
Dickens' "Oliver

OF

Twist" with characters brought up to the present day
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. . . . .About 4,200 feet
In attempting to bring into a modern atmosphere
the characters and situations of Dickens' famous story
and in trying to make them conform to present day
American life, a big part of the charm and the interest
is lost. One reason is that considered in the light of
the present day the happenings of the story seem
harsh. Another reason is that in transferring the tale
to the screen, they haven't instilled enough action to
hold it up over the full distance. Lovers of Dickens
are going to find the piece lacking altogether in the
art that makes his work great.

There are some parts where dramatic situations are
developed in good shape, and several semi-climaxes
have been built up in a way that will keep the audience interested, but the more discerning will probably
find a number of the big scenes mechanical in appearance. At several points the continuity lacks coherence, as for instance, when Oliver is shot and taken
into the Morris home he tells them to inform his benefactor of his whereabouts. The following sequences
find Oliver well dressed and happy, but neither his
benefactor nor the Marris family is responsible as far
as the audience knows.
The characters of Fagin, Bill Sykes and the Artful
Dodger all have their representatives — by other names
— in the picture, and all are as nearly correct as the
modern atmosphere permits.
As for Harold Goodwin, who makes here his first
appearance as a star, he gives good promise of becoming a popular hero. He has a likeable and really magnetic personality, and in one or two of his scenes gives
a hint that he possesses dramatic ability and considerable versatility. He carries off the scene in which
he runs away from the orphanage, leaving his only
friend, in a highly commendable bit of acting.
Throughout the whole picture the star is easily the
largest factor in sustaining the interest. The rest of
the cast, which is quite large, are just fair, considering all of their work. Lillian Hall is pretty but has
a very short part. Irene Hunt, as Nancy, has one bit
of emotional acting that she does well.
From the third reel on there is well maintained suspense. The action picks up a lot at this point and
with the exception of one bit it will undoubtedly hold
them up to the finish, although it cannot be said that
at any time there is any broad appeal to the story in
its modern garb. The general opinion, after seeing
the picture, will likely be a wish that it had been done
in the original setting and atmosphere.

Use Title, Author And Introduce A New Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The story of "Oliver Twist" is so famous and its
author so widely read that it will probably require
nothing but the title of the picture and Charles Dickens' name to put it over. Tell them that it is a modern version of the story, with all the well known characters represented in present day types. It will be
well to let it go at that as far as the story is concerned,
leaving the judgment of the modernized version to
your patrons.
In the picture you are introducing a

new star, and you can arouse interest by this fact.
Tell them that Goodwin has been seen in support of
Mary Pickford in "Suds" and "Heart of the Hills,"
and also with Wallace Reid, Dorothy Gish and Tom
Mix. Familiar incidents of the story, such as Oliver
asking for a second bowl of soup, Bill Sykes' brutal
treatment of Nancy, and the Artful Dodger teaching
Oliver to pick pockets will serve to recall the story
and attract attention.

ailan dwan
A
PERFECT
CRIME
presents

k Comedy-Drama from, the
Saturday Evening Post story

Five years ago when Allan Dwan
both wrote and directed swiftmoving, human comedy -dramas
for Triangle he personally set a
fashion for the type of story that
actually made the reputation of at
least three of the biggest male
stars of the screen.
In his newest production for release through "A. P."— "A Perfeet Crime" — he is again setting
a fashion for a new and popular
type of story done in the best
Dwan manner — a picture with
speed,simplicity.
suspense, romance, beauty
and

CARL CLAUSEN

Personally directed by Mr DWM
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The Picture of
Multi-Weel*. Runs

fe:v

4 weeks Gifts Theatre, Cincinnati

2 weeks Barbee's Loop,
2 weeks Blue
Mouse,
2 weeks
2 weeks

Chicago
Seattle

Colonial,
Indianapolis
Strand, San Francisco

2 weeks Majestic, Portland, Ore.
2 weeks
Riaito,
Providence

2 weeks
2 weeks

Savoy,
Pittsburg
Pantheon,
Toledo

2nd week, Symphony, Los Angeles
and still running
Day and Date, Two
Theatres, St. Louis

Skouras

Day and Date, Metropolitan and
Strand, Cleveland
Blanket contract, Famous PlayersNathanson Toronto and Ontario
chain of Theatres
Doubled runs and extra days in
2,000 Theatres
"Nothing succeeds

like success!"
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By MAY

.

EDINGTON

-JlUrsfar cast featuring House Peters and Florence Victor
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Will Be Much The Better For A Careful Re-Editing
Mabel Ballin and Edward

Earle in

"EAST
LYNNE"
Ballin Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Hugo Ballin
AUTHOR
Mrs. Henry Wood
SCENARIO BY
Hugo Ballin
CAMERAMAN
William S. Adams
AS A WHOLE
Modernized version of this old
Hugo

story loses much
telling
STORY

of its dramatic force in the

Given a choppy continuity and irrelevant bits retard its progress

DIRECTION
Hasn't been careful about essential details; handles players very well and settings are good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Standard
STARS

Mabel Ballin capable but
sive in emotional scenes; Edward
ing as usual
SUPPORT
Henry G. Sell adequate
ers Gladys Coburn, Gilbert Rooney,
ker Spaulding and Doris Sheerin
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
know it

OF

not impresEarle pleasvillain; othNellie ParGood

Adequate
Not given enough attention
STORY
Everyone should

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,634 feet
Some time ago the Biograph Co. made a picture of

through Hodkinson, is an Americanized version of the
English story and has been slightly altered, although
the principal situations remain the same. Much of the
dramatic force of the original has been lost in the telling here and several of the so-called "big" moments
are marred in nearly every case by lack of care in
detail.
And the story is not smoothly told. This may be
due to poor cutting, but a choppy continuity is also
at fault. In one instance the woman leaves her husband. A title following announces her arrival with
her lover in Quebec. Despite the time it must have
taken her to reach here, the next scene shows her husband just discovering her absence and searching the
house for her. There are numerous poorly written
titles, one referring to someone's late arrival being
due to "their absence."
There are several matters which have very little
semblance of possibility which also mar the dramatic
force. The opening shot isn't likely to afford much
joy. It shows a coffin with the dead man's creditors
sitting around waiting to be paid before they will
leave. The lawyer transacts the payments on the
coffin.
A train wreck fails to furnish a thrill.
Archibald Carlyle cannot explain to his wife the reason for his being with Barbara Hare, so Isabel goes
away with Francis Levison. They go to Quebec, but
after a time Levison deserts Isabel and she starts for
her home. In the meantime Carlyle has searched in
vain for his wife and finally marries Barbara, whose

comes Hugo Ballin with another "East Lynne," with
results that are going to disappoint those who are ac-

brother he is trying to save from conviction as a murderer. It turns out that Levison is really the murderer. Isabel, not fully recovered from the effects of
injuries sustained in the wreck of the train which was

quainted with Mrs. Henry Wood's old and well known
The new production, which will be released

bringing
where she her
dies.home, finally reaches Carlyle's home,

"East Lynne" and about five years ago Fox made one
with Theda Bara and Stuart Holmes. Now along

novel.

Explain That It Is A New Production In Your Announcements
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

After "East Lynne" has gone through a careful reediting process it should make a much better picture.
In its present state it hardly reaches the entertainment
mark, mostly because of the choppy way in which the
story is unfolded, due particularly to poor cutting and
inappropriate sub-titles. Also, the production is too
long. There is a sequence in which the father tells
his very young son his own story in the form of a fairy
tale. This might easily come out.

For those who play the picture there is a drawing
power in the title, and in view of past productions of
the same story it would be well to emphasize that this
is a brand new production made by Hugo Ballin for
Hodkinson release. If you played Mr. Ballin's recent
"Pagan Love" to satisfaction it might do to recall it
in announcing his second, "East Lynne." Edward
Earle has a good following since the old Edison days.
His name may attract the "fan" alumnae.
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Good Rural Atmosphere Alleviates Hackneyed Story
"THE

DEVIL'S
CONFESSION"
Circle Films— State Rights
DIRECTOR
John S. Lopez
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Frank
Perenginni
AS A WHOLE
Beautiful New England country
and some good acting save otherwise ordinary
picture
STORY

Very familiar type and an old-fashioned suspense which is obvious all the way
DIRECTION
Has secured a delightful rural
atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Principal players all quite capable;
some minor parts in hands of amateurish performers
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Some pretty scenes
Ordinary
Adequate

CHARACTER

LENGTH

OF STORY
Hero wrongly convicted of murder through his attempt to protect name of girl he loves
OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

Despite its rather sensational title "The Devil's Confession" isa very simple story of a country romance
which comes very near having a tragic ending. And
the fine rural atmosphere is the principal appeal in
this otherwise ordinary picture which is a bit crude if
put to a comparison with the better pictures of today.
The director hasn't made any effort to get away from
mechanical development and the ending is obvious
long before it is reached. Regardless of this, there is
a certain amount of suspense and you're prepared to
be disappointed in your own conclusion when
they

announce that the evidence which will clear the convicted man has come too late. They pass this off as
a dream and then give you the ending you expect.
The photography is not the best and this is to be
regretted since they had such fine settings and many
attractive shots. Some of the titles are worded a bit
too "flowery" and there is considerable repetition.
The writer shows his partiality for "before dawn,*' "at
dawn," etc.
There are no well known names among the members of the cast, but nevertheless there are several very
capable players, particularly those handling the principal parts, those of the mother, her son, his sweetheart and the city "slicker." Mary Eberle is the
mother. Frank Williams, Louise Lee and Harold
Foshay are the others.
Bob Perry is jealous of the attention of Neil Drake,
a city chap sojourning in the country for his health,
to Rose, Bob's sweetheart. Bob reproaches Rose, who
resents his lack of faith in her and in a fit of pique
she attends a bazaar with Drake. Bob also attends
with his mother and during the evening gets into a
fight with a man who passes a remark against Rose's
character. At the time Bob threatens to kill the man
and later when he is found dead Bob is accused of the
murder.
Circumstantial evidence convicts Bob and he is sentenced to death. Mrs. Perry appeals to the governor
for a pardon for her son, but no evidence can be secured to save him. Several hours before the time for
the execution a cap is found near the scene of the
murder. The find brings forth a confession from the
owner of the cap, Drake, who admits he killed the man
when the latter attacked him, mistaking him for Bob.
Boll's sister rides to the Governor's residence, reaching there in time to save her brother's life.

Will Go All Right With Folks Not Critical
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who pick part of their bookings from the
state rights market may find "The Devil's Confession"
a satisfactory offering unless they handle only first
grade attractions. This picture, at the best, is only
fair entertainment because of its very familiar story
and typical old time "meller" development. It won't
get by with folks educated to the best in pictures, because in parts it is very crude. On the other hand, in
transient houses and communities where a less crit-

ical clientele is catered to, they will probably not comIn announcements you can talk about the rural atplain.
mosphere and make the most of the title in whichever way you think it will draw best. If you want
them to know it's not as sensational as it sounds,
catchlines can be worded to set them straight, and on
the other hand if you think the title will attract because of its hint of something, you can stick to just
the title itself.

■r
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Strong Cast For An Unusual Story That Entertains
" THE

LITTLE
Metro

FOOL"

Philip E. Rosen
DIRECTOR
Jack London
AUTHOR
Edward Lowe, Jr.
SCENARIO BY
Allan Siegler
CAMERAMAN
Unusual twist to triangle theme,
AS A WHOLE
interesting, well acted but a trifle too long
"The
London's
of Jack
Adaptation
STORY
Little Lady of The Big House"
DIRECTION
Has
kept interest and supense
strong in spite of lack of action. Some incidents
over stressed
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good; numbers of soft focus
shots
LIGHTINGS
Some good; some too strong
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
Milton Sills, Ora Carew, and Nigel
Barrie, in principal parts ; whole cast satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Some beautiful shots
INTERIORS
Realistic, and some elaborate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Triangle, in which
the man tells the husband his intentions before
the trouble starts
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,900 feet
The fact that Jack London seems a little out of his
element in the telling of such a story as, "The Little
Lady of The Big House," did not prevent him from
making of it an interesting and popular tale. It may
therefore be something of a disappointment to admirers of the story to find that the picturization doesn't
altogether conform to the original. The character of

Paula Forrest has undergone a change from London's
character, and the ending of the story is different.
However, the change has been made consistent all
the way through, and a picture that entertains is the
result.
A very adequate, and at times elaborate production
has been given the story. All of the interior sets have
been carefully made, and some well chosen exteriors,
coupled with good photography, add noticeably to
parts of the picture. Perhaps they have made a little
too frequent use of the soft focus, but these shots
have been really artistically done, and often enhance
the beauty of the scene.
The three principal parts are in the hands of well
known and capable players. They'll like Ora Carew
as Paul Forrest. If she makes the character a different
one from the Paula of the book, she makes her an altogether fascinating person, and plays all her scenes
with intelligence. Her repression and poise in the
big scenes will surely find favor with her audiences
who appreciate delicate handling of a situation. A
bit of faulty direction detracts from one of the scenes
by making it too long. That is the one in which Forrest fights out his problem by himself. Nigel Barrie
plays Evan Graham, the third side of the triangle, and
gives a thoroughly satisfactory performance.
The eternal triangle situation seldom fails
est, and this one has the additional advantage
an unusual triangle, from the fact that both
and the wife keep the husband informed as

to interof being
the man
to what

is going on. The development isn't very fast, and
there isn't much action, but notwithstanding this fact,
the interest is held all through, by skilful handling of
the players, and by the unusual points of the narrative.

Three Good Names And An Unusual Triangle To Draw With
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There arc a number of good talking points to interest your patrons in this one. First, there are the
names of the author and players. Jack London's is
of course a very popular name, so that with "The
Little Lady of The Big House," from which the picture was taken will be a big point in your advertising.
In the cast, Nigel Barrie, Milton Sills, and Ora- Carew
all have a following, and each of their names will
have

a drawing

power

with

some.

Another

point

that will attract is the fact that this triangle story
differs radically from most of them. Make this point
known by telling enough of the story to impress them
with the fact that the man tells the husband that he
is in love with his wife, and is going to try and win
her. The feature offers possibilities for attractive
catchlines. Stills of the girl's leap on horseback, and
of the husband branding the blacksmith, will surely
attract attention.

ali^l
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A Weak Story In The First Place And Then The Direction Is Poor
"TESTIMONY"
Stoll Film— Pathe
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Guy Newall
Alite and Claude Askew

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

.. .

Guy Newall
Bert Ford

AS A WHOLE.
A weak one; only one situation
and no byplay to help it along
STORY. ...... .Hasn't the ingredients of a screen story
DIRECTION
Ordinary; has put in too much
tedious detail in order to pad the story to feature length
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

.'

Fair
Fair

CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Ivy Duke pleasing but not suited to
the part; David Hawthorne good as hero; Mary
Rorke exaggerates
EXTERIORS
Pretty;
the best thing in the
picture
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Too much of it

CHARACTER
OF
STORY. ... ..Son's
unwelcome
wife is finally driven out by his mother but later
the mother gladly takes her back
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,500 feet
: As far as the story is concerned this is about the
weakest the Stoll company has had. Lack of incident
is its chief fault and there is no by-play or counterplot which the director could work with to relieve
the shortcomings of the main situation. He has had
a difficult time of it making a feature and the result
is a long, tedious lot of padding that almost completely
kills whatever interest there might otherwise have
been.

And the director has not shown good judgment in

YOU

his treatment of one sequence in which the man's
mother disapproves of her daughter-in-law's care of
her own child. Also the title writer has forgotten to
be discreet. Incidentally the picture depends almost
wholly on sub-titles to tell its story. There is an unusually superfluous number of them. The exterior
settings are beautiful, many of them unusual ; they are
about the only redeeming feature of "The Testimony,"
which, by the way, is a "misfit" title. Ivy Duke is the
principal player, and while her work is satisfactroy,
she isn't particularly well suited to the part. David
Hawthorne, as her husband, does the best work. Mary
Rorke, as the Puritanical mother-in-law, reminds of
the type which cartoonists dote on caricaturing.
Gillian Lyons lives with his mother, Rachel, a puritanical sort of person— and almost tyrannical in her
supervision of her son, who braves his mother's anger,
and marries the girl of his choice, Althea, a young
school teacher. Rachel had long been training
Lucinda, a domesticated girl, whom she had decided
Gillian would marry. This defiance of her will was
sufficient cause for her to vent her feelings upon
Althea when Gillian brought her into the home.
And when Althea and Gillian's baby girl dies,

Rachel says it is because Althea didn't take proper
care of it. Finally Althea can stand her mother-inlaw no longer, so she goes to an uncle. She enters
society and tries to forget the past. But she is stdl
in love with Gillian, and at last she returns to the
farm and begs to be taken in. Rachel refuses but
later has a change of heart. She takes Althea in and
tries to make up for the past by taking care of her
through a long illness. They keep the audience waiting an awful long time, but eventually Gillian, who
has been searching for his wife, returns to his home
and finds her waiting for him.

BEAT

CAN'T

ROCKETT

IT

FILM CORPORATION
(The Producer)

'KEEPING UP WITH
(The Story)

ENID BENNETT
(The Featured Star)

LIZZIE"

IRVING B AC HELLER
(The Author)
LLOYD INGRAHAM
(The Director)

A CAST OF SELECT STARS
(The Support)
WILL
RITCHEY
Production Manager

W. W. HODKINSON

CORPORATION

(The Releasing Agency)
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Make No Promises For It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"TESTIMONY"
Stoll Film— Pathe
If you have been playing the Stoll program recently

ing a close-up of the wife and then one ©f the mother
before they finally allow the husband to make his
appearance.
This drags the ending badly.

you are apt to hand them a disappointment in "The
Testimony." If it is cut considerably it will have a
much better chance. There isn't even material enough
for five reels. The last five hundred feet are altogether

Perhaps if you played "The Lure of
Water" and your people liked Ivy Duke,
accept this one. However, if you do play
a good accompanying program and make no
It would do all right for a double feature

unnecessary. Everyone knows that the husband will

title isn't pertinent and hasn't any drawing power
which might be used in connection with catchlines.

eventually return to his wife, but they keep on show-

Crooning
they may
it, secure
promises.
day. The
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THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

THEATRES

IN

19,981 Motion Picture Theatres fully listed.
In addition to this number there are approximately 2,500 more theatres presenting moving pictures besides playing traveling companies
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CURRENT
Release Date

Footage

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)

Reviewed

A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
(Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The Blue Moon
(Elinor Field-Pell Trenton) . .6,000
Their Mutual
Child (Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6.000
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary & Irene Ritch)
5,000

ASSOCIATED

RELEASES
Release Date

9-26-20

PRODUCERS

Thomas

H. Ince Productions
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes-All-Star)
Lying Lips (House Peters-Florence Vidor)
J. Parker Read, Jr., Productions
The Leopard Woman
(Louise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
Love (Louise Glaum)
Allan Dwan Productions
The Forbidden
Thing
(James
Kirkwood-AllStar)
The Perfect Crime
Maurice Tourneur Productions
The Last of the Mohicans
(Barbara BedfordAll-Star
Mack Sennett Productions
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)

EQUITY

PICTURES

6,000
6,000

7,000 10-17-20
6,000 12-26-20
6,000 12-5-20

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

6
6
13
13
20
20
27
27
6
13
13
20
20
27
27
3
3
10
10
17
17
24
24

6,000

1128-20

5,000

2-20-21

CORP.
FILM
FOX
Specials
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
Blind Wives
(Special Cast)
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court..
Skirts
William Farnum Series
The Scuttlers
Drag
Harlan
Pearl White Series
The Thief
The Tiger's Cub
The
Mountain
Woman
Tom Mix Series
The Texan
Prairie Trails
Demon
The Road
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
of Fate
Partners
William Russell Series
The Iron Rider
Reformed
The Cheater
Bare
Knuckles
Shirley Mason Series
Girl of My Heart
of Youth
Flame
Wing Toy
George Walsh Series
Number
17
Plunger
The
Allen
Dynamite
20th Century Br.nd ^ ^
^.^
^^
(Buck Jones)
Two Moons
(Eileen Percy)
Why Trust Your Husband
(Buck Jones)
The Big Punch
Bride (Eileen Percy)
The Blush&K

FIRST

GAUMONT

5-30-20

GOLDWYN

2-6-21
1-30-21
1-9-21
2-13-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
2-27-21
2-13-21

D.
Way
2-20-21

7,000 1 1 - 14-20
7,000
1-9-21
7,000 9-26-20
7,000 2- 6-21
7,000
6,000
6,000

12-19-20
10-24-20

6.000
6,000
6,000

12-5-20
10-3-20
2- 6-21

6,000
6,000 12-26-20
5,000 2-20-21

6,000 10-31-20
5,000 2-20-21
5,000 11-28-20
5,000 2-27-21
5,000 3- 6-21
.„.„„„
5,000 12-12-20
5,000 12-12-20
5,000 2-13-21
5,000
5,000
5,000

, , , „„
11-7-20
2-27-21

^
1-2-21
5,000
5,000 1-30-21
5,000 2-13-21
5.000 3-6-21

Sennett)

5.000
6,000

1-30-21

Stone)

6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

(Serial)

W.

GRIFFITH,

3
10
17
24
7
21
27
21
28

Dec

5
19
26
-'
16
23
30
6
27

»

—

—

11-14-20
2- 6-21
11-21-20
10-17-20
12-5-20
1-2-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21
■
—
2-27-21
3- 6-21
1-9-21
2- 6-21

INC.

East

12,000

9-12 20

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

METRO
Jan.

■

PICTURES

J. L. Frothingham Prod.
The Broken
Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
The Breaking
Point
(Bessie Barriscale)
J. Parker Read, Jr.. Prod.
The Brute Master
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Robert Brunton Productions
The Coast of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner Prod.
The U. P. Trail
'
The
Spenders
National Film Corp.
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
Irvin V. Willat Prod.
Down
Home
Partners of the Tide
Dial Film Co.
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love

PICTURES

6,300 12-26-20
5,788 2-6-21
5,600

11-28-20

6,000

1219-20

6.500
5,693

11-7-20
1-9-21

6,000

9-19-20

7,000

10 24-20

:
5,800

12-26-20

CORP.

Lure of Youth (All-Star)
6,000 116-21
The Marriage of William Ashe (May Allison) .6,000 1-23-21
Coincidence
(All-Star)
6.000
The Off-Shore Pirate (Viola Dana)
6,000 2-13-21
Feb
Passion
Fruit
(Dorandina)
6,000 1-30-21
The Greater Claim
(Alice Lake)
6.000 2-20-21
Mar
Extravagance
(May
Allison)
6.000 3-6-21
Message from Mars (Bert Lytell)
6,000
Puppets of Fate (Viola Dana)
6,1
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10,300 2-20-21
S. L. Productions
Feb. 28 Without
Limit (All-Star)
6,000 2-20-21
Naztmova Productions
Madame
Peacock
5,000 10-10-20
Dec.
6 Billions
6,000 12-5-20
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All-Star)
6,000 11-14-20
Roland West
Prod.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
6,000 2-20-21

PATHE

Ian

NATIONAL
(Mack

Down

W.

3- 6-21

INC.

5,000
5,000
5^000
4,500

What Happened to Rosa (Mabel
Normand) .. .4,148
The Branding Iron (All-Star Cast)
6,569
His Own
Law
(Hobart
Bosworth)
5,947
The Penalty
(Lon
Chaney)
6,730
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin)
5,300
The Great Lover
6,000
Girl With a Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy)
....3,966
Godless Men (Reginald Barker Prod.)
6,367
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
4,779
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
4,960
Prisoners of Love
(Betty Compson)
5,884
The
Concert
5,379
Guile of Women
(Will Rogers)
4,496
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
6,255
Hold Your Horses
(Tom
Moore)
4,610
A Voice in the Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)
4,255

9-19-20

3- 6-21

OF AMERICA,

COMPANY

Fall of a Saint
Out of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

CORP.

Brewster's
Millions
(Roscoe
Arbuckle)
5,502
The Ghost in the Garrett (Dorothy Gish)
5037
Forbidden Fruit (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.)
7,804
Chickens
(Douglas MacLean-Ince
Prod.)
4,753
The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6357
The Kentuckians
(Charles
Maigne
Prod.)
5,981
The Price of Possession
(Ethel Clayton-Hugh Ford
Prod.)
4,933
What's
Worth
While
(Lois Weber
Prod.)
5,693
Straight Is the Way
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.) . .6,839
The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford British Prod.) . . .3,871
The Easy Road
(Thomas
Meighan)
4,982
O'Malley of the Mounted (Wm. S. Hart Prod.). 5, 626
Beau Revel (Thos. H. Ince-Louis J. Vance Prod.)...
The Gilded Lily (Robt. Z. Leonard Prod, with Mae
Murray)
The Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton)
5,802
The Faith Healer (Melford Super Spec.)
The Dollar A Year Man (Roscoe Arbuckle)
Buried Treasure
(Cosmopolitan
Spec.)
6,734
The Witching Hour (Taylor Spec. Eliott Dexter)
6,964
The Love Special (Wallace Reid)
The Great Day (Famous
Players Spec.)
What
Every
Woman
Knows
(Wm.
DeMille
Super
Spec.)
6,675
The Home Stretch (Douglas MacLean)

FILM EXCHANGES

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
The Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
Duke of Chimmney
Butte (Fred

CORP.

PLAYERS-LASKY

Honor and Behave
Love
(All-Star)
Unseen Forces

FEDERATED

6,000 11-21-20
5,000 2-27-21

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6,000
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Whispering
Devils (Conway
Tearle)
6,000
Mid-Channel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000
Hush
(Clara Kimball
Young)
6,000

FAMOUS

9-5-20
2-13-21

Footage Reviewed
The Truth About Husbands (Bennett
Prod.) . .6,979 12-19-20
Habit (Louis Mayer Special)
Nineteen and Phyllis (Charles Ray)
5,744
1-2-21
The Great Adventure
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,500 1-30-21
My Lady's Latch Key (Katherine MacDonald)
Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
.*. 1-1 6-21
Man, Woman and Marriage (Holubar-Phillips)
1-16-21
Sowing
the Wind
(Anita Stewart)
1-16-21
Passion
(Pola Negri)
10-10-20
The Kid (Chaplin)
5,300 1-16-21
Mama's
Affair (Constance
Talmadge)
5,584 2- 6-21
The Old Swimmin'
Hole (Charles Kay)
5,942
2-20-21
Scrambled
Wives
(Marguerite
Clark)
8 <;75
The Oath (Big Five Prod.— R. A. Walsh)

Feb

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Dice of Destiny
(H.
B. Warner)
5.000 12-5-20
Empire of Diamonds
(Perret Prod.)
6,000 12-19-20
Rogues and Romance
(Seitz-Caprice)
6,000
2-1-21
The Girl Montana
(Blanche Sweet)
5,000
2 1-21
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) .. 5.000
1 0-21
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis Prod.)
6.000 1-16-21
The Killer
(Federal
Photoplays)
6,000 1-30-21
The Devil (Asso. Exhib.)
6.000 1-23-21
What Women Will Do (Asso. Exhib.)
5,893 2-13-21

■

Release Date

PIONEER

Footage

FILM

Reviewed

CORP.

Thoughtless Women
(Alma Rubens)
6,000
11-21-20
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
..6,000
Where Is My Husband (Jose Collins)
6,000
What Women
Want v^ouise Huff)
5,000
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
5,000
6-27-20
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
5,000
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield)
6,000
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) ... .6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,0000
Empty Arms
(Gail Kane)
5,000
Idle Hands
(Gail Kane)
5,000
A Good Woman
(Gail Kane)
5,000

ROBERTSON-COLE

PROD.

The Stealers (Cabanne)
So Long Letty (Christie)
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
Kismet
(Otis Skinner)
"813"
(Arsene
Lupin)
The Little 'Fraid Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
One Man in a Million (Geo. Beban)
The First Born
(Sessue Hayakawa)
Seven Years Bad Luck (Mix Linder)

REALART

PICTURES

7,700
6,000
5,300
8,000
6,100
5.600
6,000
6,000
5,070

J. SELZNICK

STOLL
Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning
The Tavern
Knight
The Flame
The Branded
Soul
God's Good
Man
The Tidal Wave
Bars of Iron
Testimony

UNITED
May
June
June
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.

23
13
27
5
5
9

FILM

1010-20
10-31-20
1-2-21

10-10-20

11-7-20
12-12-20
12-12-20
12-26-20
1-23-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21

4,650
7,800
5,800
6,000
5,100
5,000
5,000
5,100
5,400

Water

12-12-20
12-26-20
1-9-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-27-21
8-30-20
1-14-20

11-14-20
12-12-20
2-20-21

12-19-20
1-2-21
12-26-20
1-16-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21
2-27-21
3- 6-21
■

ARTISTS

FILM

MFG.

Jewel Features
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman
(Dorothy Phillips)
(Priscilla Dean)
Universal Outside
Features the Law
Beautifully Trimmed
(Carmel
Myers)
White Youth
(Edith Roberts)
Two Kinds of Love
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Tiger
True
(Frank
Mayo)
A Shocking Night (Lyons-Moran)
The Mad
Marriage
(Carmel
Myers)
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado
(Frank
Mayo)
Rich Girl, Poor Girl (Gladys Walton)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
If Only Jim (Harry
Carey)
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walton)
The Unknown Wife (Edith Roberts)

7,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
7,500
8,000

5-23 20
6-20-20
7-4-20
8-29-20
12-5-20
1-16-21

CO.
6,000
8-1-20
6,000 8-29-20
7,754
1-9-21
5,000
5,000
4,698
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
: . . ,5,000

ZIEGFELD
The

Black

Panther's

CINEMA
Cub

(Florence

12-12-20
12-19-20
12-26-20
1-2-21
1-2-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
3- 6-21

Footage

Reviewed

6,000
5,000
5,000

10-10-20
11-14-20

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
7,000
7,000
6,800
5,000
5,000

CORP.
Reed)

5-30-20
7-25-20
10-17-20
1-9-21
12-19-20

2- 6-21
2-20-21

RIGHTS

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

11-21-21

5,800

It Might Happen to You (S. & E. Ent.)
5,000
Smiling All the Way (D. N. Schwab)
5,000
Dangerous Love (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.) . .6,000
Isobel (Geo. H. Davis)
6,000
The Price of Silence (Sunrise Pictures)
When Dawn Came (Producers Security
5,900
Love's
Plaything
(Radin)
5,000
Skinning
Skinners
(Radin)
5,000
The Price of Silence (Peggy Hyland)
6,000
The County Fair (Guy Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
Women
Men Love (Bradley F. F. Corp.)
5,800
The County
Fair (Guy
Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
No Man's Woman
(Asso. Photoplays)
6,000
The Way Women Love (Lyric Films)
5,800
Hearts O' the Range (Forward Film)
4,800
Kazan
(Export
& Import)
6,464
You and I (Radiosoul)
6,000
The Mask
(Export and Import)
6,400
The Supreme
Passion
(Film Market,
Inc.) .. .6,000
The Devil's Confession (Circle Film Attrac.)

SHORT

CORP.

Romance (Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds (Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary
Pickford)

UNIVERSAL

5-16-20
9-10-20
8-22-20
11-28-20

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham)
...6,000
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
5,800
You Can't Kill Love
(All-Star)
5,500
Pleasure
Seekers
(Elaine Hammerstein)
5,500
The Greatest Love
(Vera Gordon)
5,800
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
5,000
Worlds
Apart
(Eugene
O'Brien)
5,000
Select Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
5,000
National Pictures (Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
5,000
The
Palace of Darkened
Windows
(Special
Cast
5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
5.000
The Road to Ambition
(Conway Tearle)
5,500
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
5,500
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)
5,500

Alice Joyce
VITAGRAPH
The Prey
The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Earle Williams
The Purple Cipher
The Romance Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway
Bubble
It Isn't Being Done This Season
Harry T. Morey
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Features
Super
Trumpet Island (Tom
Terriss)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terriss)
Black Beauty
(Jean Paige)
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess
Jones
Antonio Moreno Prod.
Three
Sevens

INDEPENDENT— STATE

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
7,000
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
6,000
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
6,000
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
6,882
Star Productions
Sweet Lavender
(Mary
Miles Minter)
5.000
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
5,000
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5,000
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4,646
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
5,000
The New
York
Idea (Alice Brady)
6,181
Blackbirds
(Justine Johnstone)
;.... .4,979
Oh Lady. Lady
(Bebe Daniels)
4,212
Her First Elopement
(Wanda Hawley)
4,212
Something
Different (Constance
Binney)
4,756
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
5,778
She Couldn't Help It (Bebe
Daniels)
4,423

LEWIS

9-26-20
11-14-20
11-28-20
10-31-20
1-23-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21

Release Date

11-14-20
11-21-20
12-5-20
12-26-20
1-2-21
1-23-21
1-23-21
2-13.-21
2-13-21
2-20-21
3- 6-21
3- 6-21

PLAYERS-LASKY

Jan. 16 A Country Hero
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Jan.
9 Dabbling
in Art
23
Bungalow
Troubles
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Jan.
2 Bordeaux
to Lourdes
9 Catching
Up in Canton
16 Beautiful
Bermuda
23 Old Malacca
30 Under
Cuban
Skies
Paramount Magazine
Jan.
2 20th Century Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Moser
9 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Bailey
16 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Hurd
23 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon by Sullivan....
30 20th Century
Pictionary — Comedy — Cartoon
by Moser
Paramount-Post Nature Picture
Jan.
9 Victory
Mountain
Paramount-Burlingham Adventure Picture
Jan. 23 Wildest
Wales
;
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Feb.
6 On A Summer Day
20 The Unhappy
Finish
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
Feb. 27 The
Butcher
Boy
—
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Feb.
6 All Aboard
for Brindisi
1 3 Palma
De Majorca
20 A
Little
Atlantis
27
Modern
Aspects
of Japan
Paramount-Magazine
Feb
6 Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and Mootch)..
13 Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
20
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Earl Hurd
27
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Frank
Moser
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding
Bells Out of Tune
20
Sweetheart
Days
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies
Mar. 27
Out West
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6 Constantinople
13
In the Garden of the East
20 Jerusalem, the Holy City
27 Modern
Jerusalem
Paramount Magazine
Mar.
6 Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
13
Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby Bumps,"
—
20
Cartoon by Pat Sullivan, "Felix the Cat"
27
Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"

■

UNIVERSAL

Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel) : Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courting,
Romeo and Juliet, Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, Forbidden Brew.

Release Date

Release Date

Western

Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Ton by in
High, Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid Torch Oouble
Triumph, Torchy Mixes in, and Torchy's Night Hood.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Caroline, A Seaside Siren, Out for
Night,
Seven
Bald
Pates,
Don't
lilamc
k, Striking
Models, A Homespun Hero, Shuffle tin- Queens, Going Thru
the Rye, Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the Front,
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink, Movie Mad, Nobody's Wife,
Hey Rube, Man Versus Woman, and Scrappily Married.
Vanity Comedies (1 reel) : His Four Fathers, Mind Your Business, Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two, and Without a Wife.

and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes)
; The Dragon's Net (IS episodes) ; King of the Circus
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE

Feb.

27

The Hidden Room (No. 13 Velvet Fingers)
Trouble Trail (No. 6 Double Adventure)
His Best Girl (Pollard)
Single-Handed
Sam
(Edgar Jones)
Mar.
6 The Trap (No. 14 Velvet Fingers)
War in the Oil Fields (No. 7 Double Adventure)
Paint and Powder
(Vanity Fair Girls
The Tempest
(Tom Santschi)
Trapping The Bobcat
(Educational)
Mar. 13 Out of the Web
(No. 15 Velvet Fingers)
The Grill of Fate (No. 8 Double
Adventure)
The Vow of Mystery
(No. 1 The Avenging Arrow)
Make It Snappy
( Pollard)
Caught
in the Rapids
(Edgar
Jones)
Mar. 20 The Black Whirlpool
(No. 9 Double Adventure)
The Enemy
Strikes (No. 2 Avenging Arrow)
Running Wild (Vanity Fair Girls)
Desert
Wolf
(Tom
Santschi)
Mar. 27 A Devil's Bargain
(No. 10 Double Adventure)
The Hand of Treachery
(No. 3 Avenging Arrow)
Timber Wolves
(Edgar Jones)
Fellow Romans
( Pollard)
Apr.
3 The Danger
Ledge
(No. 11 Double
Adventure)
A Life in Jeopardy
(No. 4 Avenging Arrow)
La Rue of Phantom
Valley (Tom
Santschi)
The Love Lesson (Eddie Boland)
Trailing the Coyote
(Adventures of Bill and Bob)
Apr.
10 Hazardous Heights (No. 12 Double Adventure).....
Message
Stone (No. 5 Avenging Arrow)
A Forest
Samson
(Edgar
Jones)
Rush
Orders
(Pollard)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
2
His Naughty Night (Banks)
2
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
2
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Banks)
2
Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy
(*/i reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :
Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograohs (1 reel): The Island of the Mist, Through the
Earth, What Is Your Body Worth?, A Paradise for Birds, Venice of the Orient, Action of the Human Heart, The Riveter,
The Human Voice, Seein' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Happy Hooligan in The Blacksmith,
Judge Rummy in Hypnotic Hootch, Happy Hooligan in The
Hootch Ball, The Bootblack, A Romance of 76, Doctor Jekyll
and Mr. Zip, Roll Your Own, Oil. Judge Rummy in Kiss Me,
Snap Judgment, Why Change Your Husband, Bear Facts,
Yes Dear, Too Much Pep.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

KREMER

FILM

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
x tie Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT
Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel) : Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel) : The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel) : Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown, Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Royal Comedies
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When

EDUCATIONAL
Mermaid

FILM

EXCHANGES,

Comedies
reel):
Rest
and Sand(1 Witches.

the Cat's

INC.

Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamit, Nonsense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and
Holy Smoke.
Chester Comedies (2 ^eels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Tray Full of Trouble, The One Best Pet, You'll
Be S'Prised, Beat It, and Ladies Pets.

in Peace,

Blondes,

Ain't

Love

Grand,

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
reel ; and Modern
Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Hope of Adventure, The Great Mirror,
Log of the Laviajcre, Song of the Paddle, Wanderlust, and
Solitude, The Castaways, By Schooner to Skagway, Tropical
Nights, The Banana Special, The Explorers, The Isle of Desire,
The
of Camping, Voices of the Sa, and The Will O'
The Business
Wisp.
Chester-Outings (1 reel) : The Tamer the Wilder, Trail to Wedontcare,
Too Much Overhead, Seven League Booters, Balling the Junk,
Collector of Craniums, Pipe the Penguin, Mad Hatters, Lovely
Maoriland, Frozen Thunder, Iguazu the Exquisite, Getting a
Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is No Santa Claus, Rookeries
and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard, Frivulous Fijis, Lost,
a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, and Paths of Glory.
Chester Screenics (1 reel): Chosen Waters, South Sea Naiads, They AU
Turned Turtle, Family Trees, Through Winding Walls, Climbing
Cataracts, Mules and Gobtalk, Sea Planets, Apartments for
Rent, Fine Feathers, They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the
Drys, Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold,
and From Deer to Dam.
Miscellaneous : A Tale of the Fur North, In Dutch, and Hides and Go
Seek.

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel) : A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials
Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Each
2
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where rs Thy Sting
1
Selznick News
Twice each week
1
Kinograms One each

GOLDWYN

VICTOR

Gayety

week

1

September,
October and November FOX
SiMshine Comedies
(2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador,
The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL

October

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel) : In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels): My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart
(Violet Meresereau), An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

S. &

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

E.

ENTERPRISES

C. B. C. FILM

1

SALES

CORP.

Hall Room Boys Comedies (2 reels) : A Dog-Gone Mixup, This is the
Life, A Close Shave, Hired and Fired.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Ranch Mystery, A Desperate Tenderfoot, The Man Hunter, The Mormon Trail.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel) : No. 14, 15, 16 and 17.

SPECIAL
PICTURES
CORP.
(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Comiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage, A
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., BallDay. room Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught
in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart (2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies, Prince of Daffydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti
(1 reel) : Why Worry, Almost, Guilty, Kids. Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel) : Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel) : Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People, Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

Some Short Reels
"The Avenging Arrow" — Pathe
Type of production
melodramatic serial
This is Pathe's latest serial offering. Ruth Roland is the
star and she is supported by a large and capable cast. There
are to be fifteen episodes. The story is an adaptation by Jack
Cunningham
of the novel, "The Honeymoon Quest," by Arthur
Preston Hankins.
The star, who needs no introduction to serial fans, is cast in
a part which gives her every chance to put over numbers of
thrills, and to register generally attractively in all her work.
She looks very pretty, and is really charming in the character
and costume of a Spanish senorita. Her leading man is
Edward Hearn, an athletic and clean cut fellow, who makes
a good type of hero. All the rest of the cast, including Virginia Ainsworth, S. E. Jennings and William Steele, are fully
up to standard.
Four episodes were reviewed, and through all of these an
effective suspense and excitement has been maintained. There
is no evidence of stalling, the action moving right along clearly
and smoothly. If the rest holds up to the standard of these
first episodes, it should be a better than average serial offering,
(iood mountain locations, and some elaborate sets are also
noticeably effective, and together with good photography, contribute alot toward making the production one of first class
appearance.
The story concerns the efforts of mysterious enemies to exterminate the heroine's family. She is a descendent of an old
Spanish family whose home is in California, and in all the
generations of the past each of her female ancestors has been
killed on their twenty-first birthday. Anita escapes death, and
with a young American takes up the task of uncovering the
family's enemies and ending the menace. The excitement begins with her capture by these enemies.
Paramount
Magazine — Famous
Players
This issue is very short — about 600 feet — and contains only
two subjects, both cartoons. The first one is short, and not
overly funny, but the biggest part of the reel is a "Felix"
cartoon by Pat Sullivan, and it is very funny. Felix becomes
a hypnotist and hypnotizes everything in the picture, all of
which makes for a big laugh. If you need a very short filler,
this one will be perfectly acceptable.

"The Fighting Actor"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel Western
This short western hasn't much originality of theme, but it
will get over well for all that, on the strength of Art Acord,
the star, and an exciting fight. Acord is a fine type of cowboy
star. He looks the part and rides and fights with a whole
lot of pep. Even though the story is almost exactly like many
other westerns, there is plenty of excitement and a goodly
amount of suspense kept up through the whole thing. A
thrill is furnished by Acord stopping a runaway team with a
big leap onto the back of one of the horses. The hero is one
of a band of stranded actors, who, with a long haired thespian,
walk into a tough western town. The cowboys start to make
it hot for them, but Acord gives them a riding exhibition that
wins their respect. He gets a job on a ranch, foils the villainous foreman in his attempt to steal the girl, and wins the
lady himself. If they like westerns at all, this one should be
very satisfactory.

Type of production

Pathe Review No. 95 —

1 reel magazine

This issue starts off with a Hy Mayer "Travelaugh" entitled,
"Such is Life in Summer," and is a combination of sketching
and photography which is somewhat interesting because of
this combination of drawings blending into motion pictures.
The second subject shows the manufacture of pipe cases, and
is only mildly interesting to the average spectator. Then
comes the "Dance of Arabia," executed by Marie Tdlman.
Next is a slow motion bit, showing a hoop juggler in action.
It shows clearly the skill required in his performance, and

should also be good for a couple of laughs. Next is a colored
nature study of spiders and their webs. It is pretty, but doesn't
offer anything interesting. The reel ends with some pretty
landscapes.
Not above the average as a whole.
"Make It Snappy"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Snub Pollard has put his long mustache back on for this
one, and he seems to get away better than in the last few
without
it. He's
supported
by Marie
and Sunshine
Sambo,
and there
is quiteMosquini,
a lot of Hughie
the stuffMack
that
is well put over. Most of it is old slapstick, but there's a new
gag here and there and the old stuff is pretty sure fire. Snub's
an ice man, and he pulls a lot of trick stuff with his ice deliveries, sending the ice into the houses by itself, juggling
100 pounds chunks, and getting in bad with a newly married
couple. The majority of audiences will get a lot of laughs out
of the reel, although some of the gags have been so recently
used in other comedies that they may lose their punch.

"Superstition" — Century — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Featuring Harry Sweet, it is a first class comedy offering
all the way through. The stuff is almost all new and every
stunt in the piece, with the exception of a very short bit in
the
middle,
very funny.'
has overdoes
an almost his
unerring
of what
willis register,
and Sweet
he never
gags. sense
The
laughs are many, and the stuff is the kind that almost anybody can appreciate. It's a slapstick most of the time, and all
foolishness, but it's almost sure fire. Sweet is helped out by
a wonderfully trained bulldog, whose antics will also call forth
a number of chuckles. The start is a laugh, when Sweet, who
is very superstitious, has a terrible time with a black cat who
insists on crossing in front of him. The superstitious idea
runs all through the picture, with some good gags in connection with several well known forms of superstition. This
number is a good bet for any house.

"In Again, Out Again"— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is a Hall Room Boys comedy, with Harry McCoy and
Sid Smith in the characters of Percy and Ferdie. They are
the
"A stuff
Doggone
the
last same
one oftwo
the boys
series,who
and appeared
they put in
their
over inMixup,"
very good
shape. Also this one has a novel idea for its basis. It's more
or
a burlesque
all the
way life.
through
the are
"inside
stuff"
in less
the moving
picture
studio
The on
boys
broke,,
as
usual, and they come to a studio looking for work after pulling
a terrible bluff about owning a Rolls-Royce, at which they
get caught, and which makes an amusing beginning. At the
studio the spectator meets such famous people as Cecil
DeSpill, Mary Smiles Splinter and Tom Itch. The rest of
the picture is made up of the boys' troubles in the studio, where
they always get in the wrong place at the wrong time and
break up every scene. It's all amusing and some of it is very
good, and you can undoubtedly satisfy them with it.
"When Eve Fell"— Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
The star of this one is Dotty Wolbert, although Eddie Barry
shares about equally in the comedy. It's a funny idea, and
there are just about enough laughs in it to hold it up to par.
The Eve referred to is a statue, which Dotty drops on the
floor, and then has a terrible time getting it repaired. The
whole family sees the broken statue and in their efforts to replace it several duplicates make their appearance in the household. Dotty is mildly amusing all through the reel, and Barry
puts over several gags in a funny manner. If you've been
playing any of these comedies you can figure this one as better
than most of her previous offerings,

A FRIENDLY

NOTICE

To the Proprietors of Motion Picture Theatres, Hotels, Restaurants, Cabarets, Dance Halls, Etc.

GET THIS CLEAR
the purchase of an orchestration does not entitle the purchaser to use it for purposes of profit thru public performance,
unless he is specifically relieved from payment of a performing rights license.

THE LAW

recognizes the absolute ownership of original literary and musical works, by the creator — the author and composer
thereof ; it evidences this recognition by Copyright and prohibiting infringements thereupon. From this recognition
the originator derives his revenue — his livelihood.

DO YOU WANT

something for nothing? Did you ever get anything on that basis that was worth any more than nothing? The tax
on music is a just and fair charge, made in behalf of the composer, author and publisher, and divided between them,
and is only charged where their copyrighted works are used to make a profit for others, never charged when the music
is played for personal entertainment.

THE TAX

is fair and reasonable; it must be paid by the establishment playing, for purposes of profit, the musical works controlled
by this Society; if none of such works are played, no tax need be paid. We simply ask that you stay "within the
law" — then we will not be obb'ged to invoke the law to protect our rights.

FRANKLY

and in all courtesy, we say that if you do not hold a license, and continue to publicly perform for purposes of profit
the copyrighted musical compositions controlled by this Society, we will file suit in the Federal Courts to protect our
rights. These rights have been upheld by the United States Supreme Court; a violation of the law entails damages
of not less than $250 nor more than $5,000.
^ ->#»3iiM?*/Simte {

American Society of Composers
AUTHORS

AND PUBLISHERS

56 West 45th Street, New York City
Berlin, Irving Inc.
Broadway
Music
Corporation
Chappell-Harms, Inc.
Enoch & Sons
Feist. Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred. Inc.
Forster, F. J. A.
Goodman
& Rose, Inc.

PUBLISHERS
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Gordon,
Hamilton
S.
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Harms,
T. B., Company
Pace & Handy
Music Co., Inc.
Harms, T. B. & Francis, Day &
Paull, E. T., Music Co..
Hunter
Remick
&
Co.,
Jerome
H.
Harris, Charles K.
Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
Kendis,
Brockman
Music
Co.,
Ricordi, G. & Co., Inc.
Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co., Inc.
McKinley Music Co.
And
200
Composers
and
Authors.
ADDRESS

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore,
Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
811 Tremont
Bldg..
Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 Ellicott Square
Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National T;nk Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLEVELAND
Frankel & Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

THE
NEAREST
DALLAS
F. D. Robertson,
511 North Texas Bldg..
Dallas, Texas.
DETROIT
Frank R. Dentz,
225 Elmhurst Avnue,
Highland
Park, Mich.
INDIANOPOLIS
Edward O. Snethen,
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
Indianapolis,
Indiana.
KANSAS
CITY
Friedberg
&
O
'Sullivan,
Kansas City, Mo.

LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.
7th & Hill Streets,
Los Angeles, California.
MILWAUKEE
H. H. Heilbron,
Cawker
Building,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Skidmore
Music
Company,
Inc.
Stark & Cowan
Victoria
Publishing
Company
Von Tilzer, Harry,
Music
Pub.

n,
Watersok,
Witmar

Berlin & Snyder
M. & Sons

OFFICE

FOR
INFORMATION
MINNEAPOLIS
Joss & Ohman,
Minnesota
Loan & Trust Bldg.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.

SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco,
California.

NEWARK
Barney Larkey,
Prudential Bldg.,
Newark,
N. J.

Clark
Hoge

PHILADELPHIA
American
Society of Composers,
Authors
& Publishers,
616 Heed Bldg.,
1211 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.

ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt
1305 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

PITTSBURGH
Allan Davis,
408 Union Arcade,
Pittsburgh. Pa.

SYRACUSE
Earl I. Freshman,
516 Dillaye Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

PORTLAND
Julius
Cohen,
Yeon
Bldg.,
Portland,
Oregon.

TOPEKA
Newell & Wallace,
New
England
Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.

Seattle,

~*
SEATTLE
R.Co. Belknap,
Bldg.,
Wash.

Co.
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a box-office
title if there
ever was one!
a sharp command that brings
one up short and clings
like a burr to the memory A
picture with a title like that
means something to every man
and every woman.

1t should

hit the public from

every possible point of vantage---from billboards, from
the theatre front, from teaser
ads, from snipes, from throwaways, from windows, from
banners.
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Lichtman Signs

Counterclaims

ph Simmonds and Hyman Winik
Answer Triangle Charges —
Seek Damages
nswers and counterclaims have
l filed in the Supreme Court by
ph Simmonds and Hyman Winik
le suits filed against them and vas other defendants by the Trie Film Corp.
Both Simmonds
Winik enter general denials of
claim made by Triangle and in
seek damages,
iseph Simmonds
in his answer
on his behalf by Coleman, Stern
Ellenwood of 60 Wall St., als that on or about Feb. 11, 1919,
nd the Tower Film Corp. entered
l a deal with Triangle under the
is of which the latter company
to turn over to Simmonds and
'er Film 156 reels for which Towilleged it paid $37,500. It is
ned that Triangle delivered 56
i and that on or about Oct. 16,
, the company agreed with Towo turn over the rights to eight
known films instead of the 100
i which, under the terms of the
inal agreement, were still due.
monds alleges that neither the 100
> nor the rights to the eight pics were ever delivered. It is also
;ed that Triangle refused to pay
14.84 for sample prints that Towlad ordered. Tower, therefore,
ns damages of $65,752.46, the The outline of a butterfly seared on the bare shoulder of a beautiful
n having been turned over to Jo- woman provides an astounding clue to a crime in J. Parker Read Jr.'s
. Simmonds.
newest "A. P." Louise Glaum produ ction, "Find the Woman." — Advt.
i another set of papers the deants are Hyman Winik, the WestImport Co., Inc., and the Reserve
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Stromberg
Leaves
unt Stromberg, director of pubj for the Thomas H. Ince stu, left for California on Saturday.
>mberg came east several weeks
in connection with exploitation
"Lying Lips."
Says Menace is Serious
rilliam A. Brady in a statement
ed yesterday pointed out that the
law agitation was a serious menHe has just returned from a
which included sixteen states.
"Hush" at Capitol
he Equity offices stated on Satly that Clara Kimball Young's
st production, "Hush," had been
Iced into the Capitol foj: a week
ipril.
t that theater it was stated that
April schedule had not been corned as yet and for that reason the
\-ing of "Hush" was not definite.

What's a Star?

Whooze knows? Down at Madison Square Garden. Several developed. Bet Zukor never heard of 'em. Nor you, neither.
But they horned into the limelight. By offering $10 and $20
prizes. For the six day riders. Lots of money. From "stars."
Chicken feed. Here are the stars: Mary Regan. And Eddie
O'Connor. Plus Frank Hodges. Ever hear of 'em? Ever play
'em? First exhibitor to answer wins the silver plated velocipede.
Donated by Cheerio Sidney Garrett.
TITLES
John Emerson and Anita Loos.
Wanted a title. For their
own production.
Idea leaked out.
Then spread.
Result 376
titles arrived.
For the satire.
They finally named it "Red Hot
Romance."
If that was the best offered, what was the worst?
BUSTING
THE
BANK
Down at Palm Beach. Where summer sits. In the lap of
winter. And all that sort of stuff. Where the breakers break
the brokers. And where the brokers break the bank. Among
them S. A. Lynch. And Joe Godsoh Haven't heard much of
what Lynch did. To the bank.
But they say what Godsol did
(Continued

on

Page

4)

To Handle Sales for Associated Producers, Inc. — Coming
East —
Succeeds
F. B. Warren
ial to WID'S

DAILY)

Los .-a lgeles — Contracts were signed on Saturday between Associated
Producers, Inc., and Al Lichtman
whereby the latter will assume entire
charge of the sales for the organization.
Lichtman will leave for the east
immediately. He will succeed Fred
B. Warren who, since the organization of Associated Producers, Inc.,
about a year ago, has been general
manager and in charge of sales.
Lichtman was formerly with Famous Players where he was director
in charge of distribution. When he
left the Paramount organization it
was expected that he, together w^ith
Felix F. Feist, formerly of Goldwyn,
would handle the Famous
reissues.

Players'

Moving Uptown
Rogers and Rogers, attorneys for
Fox Film and other concerns and individuals in the film business, have
leased space on the 9th floor of the
renovated Knickerbocker Hotel Bldg.
They expect to be in their new quarters about May 1. A branch downtown will be maintained. Present offices are at 66 Broadway.
Abe Warner Returning
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — Abe
Warner
will
leave here shortly for New York.
Warner is due in New York about
the 17th. He will attend the conferences of the Federated Film Exchange directors at the Astor for one
week, beginning March 21.
Warners Buy Bradley Film
Warner Bros, in conjunction with
"Bobby" North and Laurence
Weber have purchased "Dangerous
Toys," featuring William Desmond
and Marguerite Clayton. It was purduced by the Bradley Feature Film
Co. of Cleveland.
Engel in from Coast
Joseph Engel, treasurer of Metro,
is in New York from the coast.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
65
65
..62
Famous Players
do pfd
81
81
81
♦Goldwyn
5
6
....
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
\tyz
W/s
163/8
Triangle
V&
3A
Vi
Not quoted
[World Film

14,

Jackson Studios Ready
The
Jackson
studios,
at \
Chester.
Forest
and
Jackson
in the Bronx, will be ready fo;
cupancy on April 10. The plain
a floor space of 16,000 sq. ft.,
out
any
interference
from
r
There
are five stages in the [
The operating company is the J
son Film Studio Corp., of whicf
H.
Weissager
is president.
Davidow,
in the Putnam
Bldg.
represent
the company
in the
district.
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Want

Sunday Films in Trentc

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Trenton,
N. J.— Local
exhib
have presented to the Trenton
Commission
a petition
for Su:
shows.
It was signed by 51,000
sons.
Plans

Purchase

(Special

CHRISTIE
"RED
Advt.

HOT LOVE"
leased by Educational.

comedy, reSteadman. —

DAILY)

Buys Venita Lyric
(Special

New Theaters

in Albion

WID'S

Albion, Mich.— W. S. Butter
of Battle Creek, is planning to ace
a theater here.

COMEDIES

is the sizzling title of Christie's new
Neal Burns is featured,
with Vera

to

On Broadway

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Broadhurst — "Over
the Hill."
Akron, O.— The Orpheum, a 1,000
Broadway
—
Marion
Davies
in "Buseat house, opened recently. It is
owned by the Botzum Theater Co., Brooklyn
Strand — Katherine
Macried •Treasure."
which also controls the Dreamland
Donald
in
"My
Lady's
Latchkey."
here, and the Strand at Canton.
"Love, Honor and Behave."
Capitol— "A Tale of Two
Worlds."
Montclair, N. J.
Criterion — "The
Faith Healer."
East."
i
Montclair, N. J.— H. H. Wellen- 44th St.— "Way Down
New
York — Today — Roscoe
brink, present lessee of Montclair Loew's
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Arbuckle
in
"Brewster's
MilTheater, will build a new modern
fireproof theater and office building
Tuesday — Pauline
Frederick
in
on a plot 155 x 150, at the corner of
Would Amend Operators' Law
"The
Mistress
of
Shenstone."
Bloomfield Ave. and Seymour. Build(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Wednesday — James
Kirkwood
in
ing will cost $400,000, seating capaciAlbany, N. Y— A bill designed to
"The
Scoffer."
ty 2500, Reilley and Hall are the
lions."
amend the General City Law relative architects.
Thursday — Jack Pickford
in "Just
to licenses to operate picture apparatus has been introduced in the
Out of College."
Friday— "The
Big Punch."
"All
Mount Morris, N. Y.
legislature by Assemblyman Edward
Mount Morris, N. Y. — It is underJ. Flynn. The proposed law proDolled —Up."
Saturday
"The
Witching
Hour."
vides that it shall not be lawful for
stood that options have been secured
Sunday — Thomas Meighan in "The
any person to operate any picture here on property on which to build a
apparatus and its connections in or picture theater. The proposed house
Lyric — "The Four Horsemen of the
upon the premises of any public or is to cost $75,000.
Easy Road."
private building or place of public
— Justine Johnstone
lto
"The
in
Ria
assemblage in a city of the first
Apocalypse."
Rutherford, N. J.
class, unless there has been obtained
Plaything of Broadway."
a license from the mayor or licensing
Rutherford, N. J.— Contracts have Rivoli — "Beau Revel."
Selwyn
— "A
Connecticut
Yankee
in
authority. The applicant for a been entered into by E. Moskowitz
icense shall be required to have had and Abe Smith for the immediate Strand
Katherine Court.
MacDonald
in
King — Arthur's
'
full charge of and operated projection construction of a theater and roof
"My
Lady's
Latchkey."
"Love,
apparatus for not less than six garden with a combined seating 6amonths.
Honor and Behave."
pacity of 3,000.
Any person offending against the
Next Week
provisions of this act as well as any
Sioux City, la.
person who employes or permits a
Sioux
City, la. — A. H. Blank
an- Broadhurst— "Over
Terson not licensed to operate motion
the Hill."
nounces that he will build a $500,000 Broadway — "East Lynne."
picture machines, shall be guilty of a
The site Brooklyn Strand — Charlie Chaplin in
misdeamanor and subject to a fine theater here this summer.
"The Kid."
Df not less than $100 or imprisonment. has already been purchased.
Capitol — "Without Limit."
Three Rivers, Tex.
Criterion — "The
Faith Healer."
Three Rivers, Tex. — A new build- 44th St.— "Way Down East."
Four
Horsemen
of the
ing on Thornton St. will be converted Lyric — "The
into
a
picture
theater.
It
will
be
opf (QcUuxztioria/ U<LctuAjuJ
I
Rialto — Roscoe
Arbuckle
in "The
erated by local people.
Apocalypse."
Dollar
a Year Man."
Rivoli
— Wallace
Reid in "The Love
Uniontown, Pa.

LTniontowri,
Pa.: — R.
Boyd
Hays Selwyn — "A
Yankee
Connecticut
and associates will build a new theKing — Arthur's
Court. (tentative
"
ater here, principally for motion pic- Strand
traction).
"Not
Guilty"
tures, but adaptable to legitimate.
Special."

to

WID'S

Venita,
Okla. — The
been
purchased
by L.
from T. H. Slothower.

in

at-
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It is no longer a question
of what the RITCHEY
poster will do, — it is what
it has already done. The
exhibitor who knows what
that amounts to in terms
of box-office receipts has
every reason for demanding them!

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Brulatour Brief

Counterclaims

(Continued from Page 1)
brief filed by Jules E. Brulaitributor of Eastman Kodak Film Corp. A general denial of Triith the Ways and Means
angle's chargesThe
against
defendants is made.
papersthese
admit
that
:ee of the House of Repres, the outstanding point is the capital stock of the Western Import Co., Inc., was sold to the Rer's fear of German competiserve Film Corp. for $250,000.
ctracts of Paul H. Cromelin's
answer to Brulatour apHyman Winik, as one of the defendants, has filed a counterclaim
1 WID'S DAILY on March
against
Triangle.
Winik alleges that
ttour's brief says, in part:
^TORS : No American producer on or about Dec. 27, 1917, he and the
i meant those who produce the fin- Western Import Co., Inc., purchased
»re) has appeared to object to a
e placed on film. The only objec- from Triangle the rights to "Mickey."
le the importers whose profits will Under the terms of the agreement
>e cut.
Winik claims Triangle was to deliver
ON FILM BASE: The writer 120,000 ft. of negative and one posito call your attention to the fact
tive print. It is charged that only 20,is at present a duty of 40 per
le celluloid base of motion picture 000 ft. of positive was delivered and
the moment
a foreign manufac- about 5,500 of the negative. For this
:s a sensitized photographic
emul- reason Winik alleges he was damhis base, it is admitted
free.
Is
aged $250,000, for which he sues.
consistent?

'FS ABROAD: The countries of
anufacturing this product actually
ty imposed on the importation of
products of a like nature into their
ries. For instance, in Great Briteland the duty is :
2 / 3c per linear foot
13% ad valorem
$8.56 per 100 lbs.
30% ad valorem
9 (paper) marks per lb.
e French rate is on the basis of
values of Jan. 1, 1921.) Any of
a countries
mentioned
above can
products into the United States,
uty of 30% ad valorem, and still
or 15% below the prices whcih
re, and make a larger profit for
i by selling this film in European
Therefore, the imposition of a
would not be prohibitive.
ETITION ABROAD: The prices
in imported film in this country is
:onsular invoices are :
Bun
2.02c per linear foot
nee
1.25c per linear foot
dand
1.53c per linear foot
es it is impossible for the Amerifacturer to meet in competition
European manufacturer in his own
id, therefore, the sales abroad of
nade film have been reduced, in
tries such as Italy and Germany.
lly nothing. The writer also would
attention to the fact that a Belifacturer of film sells 90% of his
this country, as he finds it more
ius to do this because he obtains
es' here than abroad.
AN COMPETITION:
The great
I the American
made
film is the
gfa Co., which is owned and conthe powerful
chemical
trust of
This
concern
will be prepared
ly (upon the completion of its new
flood this country
with its film,
:ually offering to accept contracts
per foot delivered.
This German
l monopoly
in Germany,
Austiia,
entral States.
It is doing an imlme of business in Scandinavia and
nd a large business
in England,
! its low prices, which, as I have
e American
manufacturer
cannot
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Barre, Vt., Opening
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Barre,
Vt.— The
Granite
City
Amusement Co. will open its new theater today. The house will seat 900.
meet. Therefore, unless this duty of 5C%
is placed upon foreign importations, we will
soon find that the German manufacturer will
be in possession of our own American markets, as well as the foreign markets that he
i ow holds.
"POST BELLUM
IMPORTATIONS:
The importations of this product were entirely stopped during the war because the
European manufacturers wer-? engaged in the
manufacture of war materials, but these importations began to be felt in the year 1919,
when a total of 13,746,500 ft. was imported;
during the year 1920 99,828.500 ft. were -mported into this country. The thought that
the importations diminished in the latter
part of the year 1920 is erroneous, .because
ther» was imported in the month
oi
October
12,672,400 feet
November
14,343,498 feet
December
13,926,300 feet
The first imports from Belgium were made
in April, 1920. You will note that no imports from Germany have as yet been made
into this country, but the reason for this is,
as I have explained above, because their entire product is now sold in Europe, which
trade they control. Additions to their plants,
however, will, the writer is informed, double
their output, and in a very short time they
will be able to ship to this country more
than all the other combined foreign importations.
"AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS: The
American manufacturers of this product today are: The Powers Film Products, Inc.,
of Rochester, N. Y. ; the Bay State Film
Sales Co., Inc., of Boston; the Eagle Rock
Mfg. Co. of Verona, N. J. ; the Ansco Co.
of Binghamton, N. Y., and lastly, the Eastman Kodak Co. of Rochester,
N. Y.
"The writer is in very close touch with
all of the users of this product in this country, and he has never met with a single objection from them against the imposition of
a tariff on the importations of foreign films."

Announces his next

Special

for early release

Tie New Jackson Studio
one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
free blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
essing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and propty rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipmt.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
twntown Office, E. Davidow,
itnam Building, N. Y.

'Good Women'

a!i^
In the Courts
' The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has denied the application by Robertson-Cole Co. for an
injunction restraining the Minute
Trading Co. from disposing of the
foreign rights for "The Profiteer's
Daughter." "For Love or Money,"
"Discarded Woman," and "Common
Sin. " The plaintiff asked the injunction on the ground that it obtained
from the Hallmark Picthe rights
tures. The defence is that Frank G.
Hall borrowed $100,000 from the Minute Trading Co. and gave notes of
$120,000 with the filrms as collateral
and when he failed to pay the films
were sold under the lien law.
Zena Keefe in Vaudeville
Zena Keefe will open a vaudeville
engagement at the Orpheum theater.
She is being booked through Harry
Rapf.
To Make Feature in Phila.
Philadelphia — The Temple Producing Co. will make a five reel feature here, entitled "Johnny Ring and
the
Captain's Sword," by Dr. Russell
H. Comvell.
Norman L. Stevens will direct the
picture and Charles E. Gilson, member of the M, P. P. A. will photograph it,
Brenon Wins Suit
Albany, N. Y.— The Court of Appeals has handed down a decision
favoring Herbert Brenon and the
Herbert Brenonv Film Corp. in a
reveisal of the judgment of the
lower court for George Arliss.
The latter attempted to recover
$22,5(40 which he alleged was due him
in damages because of an alleged
breach of contract.
Globe Prod. Formed
Albany, N. Y.— Henry L. Gates,
George Perry and Allan Rock, of 37
Madison Ave., New York City, are
the stockholders of the Globe Prod.,
Inc., which was granted a charter by
the Secretary of State yesterday. It
is capitalized at $200,000. The attorney for the enterprise is Thomas
E. McEntegart, 140 Nassau St., New
York City.
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What's a Star ?
(Continued from Page 1)

hurt. Up in the six figures. Came

back tanned. And happy.

Who wouldn't? Won enough to make a couple Neilan pictures.
As the song chortles : The rich get richer. And the poor get
children.
ANOTHER— NOT PRODUCER
James Oliver Curwood. In town. Hard to get at. Said to
be through. As a producer. Wants to write. So some of his
material is on the market. Hearst has two. "Valley of Silent
Men" and "Flaming Forests." May produce them. Has author's
rights. Four other Curwoods also. Interesting. But who has
the bankroll?
ALL STAR CAST
Chaplin. In "The Night at the Show." Rialto last week.
An old Essanay. Some cast. There was Fatty Arbuckle and
Mack Sennett. Also Hughie Mack. And incidentally Charley
Baumann. Financier. Backer of many pictures. Right fair
actor, too. Didn't seem to mind being drenched. During one
sequence. Studio must have been a wreck later. Baumann

Monday, March 14,
Theater Site Sold
(Special to WID'S
DAILY
Hazelton,
Pa.— The Hazeltoi
Heating
Co. plant has been
Washington,
D. C, theatrica
ests, who plan the erection of
theater on the site.

Three
well furnished
of
with
telephone
service
vault space in motion pic
company suite.
Address
Box B-27, care Wid's
CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purpos
UNITED
SOCIETY
CIN1
TOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Buildi
Phone Bryant 6558

laughed
lar actor.heartily. Just as if he didn't mind. Better than a reguREMINISCING
Which led Ad Kessel to reminisce. About their old studio.

STEREOS-MA
ELECTROS

At 14th St. At 3rd Ave. Where the "dips" and "yeggs" worked
outside. All the passengers of the street cars. Especially on
Saturdays. When pay envelopes were around. "We got so
interested in watching them work," said 'Ad,' "that we couldn't
make pictures. When we weren't watching the pickpockets we
were waiting subpoenas from the Patents Company. We got a
stack of them every EXILED
day.
In between
we made pictures."
NO LONGER
There was a reason. For Herbie Brenon staying away so
long. From this country. George Arliss suit. For 25,000 simoleons. Herb went away. And fought it by long distance attorneys. Managed to get it through the upper courts. Won out.
Got a new trial. So Brenon feels happy. Once again. Especiallv since he's directing Norma.
GOLLUF
Out on the coast. Carl Laemmle. Fell for Bob Cochran's
argument. That it was good for him. CL looked over the scenario. Plot didn't seem too intrikut. Nor expensive. Fell for
it. Bob busy. Then told CL they were ready. Off to the links.
New uniforms an' everything. Took his first lesson. Then went
to the locker room. For a rubdown. There he got his bill.
Took his breath away. For equipment. And clothes, etc. Almost killed his desire. Until ,RH told him that was nothing:.
Soon he d be betting on each hole. "Never," said CL. But two
davs later he was.
Wonder what golluf will cost him?
LONDON
MADE
First of English Famous productions ready. "The Call of
Youth." Released today. Made by Hugh Ford. Over in London studio. Made several more. But not adding to list. Interesting to know why. Old Dame Rumor says too much trouble.
Besides Britishers cawn't understand. Our ideas. Muggy situation. Leads to difficulties. And all that sort of thing. Beastly
mess. Wonder how Connick feels about it? And those English
stockholders.
GRABBING TIME'S FORELOCK
Edgar Selwyn. Kidding Joe Schenck. About high prices
paid for material. From stage plays. "Why not some originals?" queried Edgar. Joe played silent part a moment. Then
offered Edgar fifjty thou for four originals. Selwyn thought he
was joking. But took it. An hour later turned in a scrip to
Schenck. Thought it a good joke. Joe looked it over. Edgar
waited for the battle. None came. "Fine," said Schenck. "But
you've two good stories here. Split it up. Now you owe me
more."
two Business
of Selwyn fainting.
DANNY.
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Find the Way ?

After Features

Dr. Crafts and Other Civic Authorities Discuss Censorship Problem
At Meeting Yesterday
Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, of the International Reform
Bureau, who has
been conspicuous by virtue of the socalled "Blue Law" movement, with
a number of civic institutional leaders participated in a general discussion vesterdav afternoon in the rooms
of the N. A. M. P. I.
The net result of the discussion
which lasted several hours, was apparently abetter understanding on the
part of those who sought censorship
as the only means of relief from salacious and unclean pictures and the
members of the National Association.
It will not prove surprising if, as
a result of the conference, a measure
was presented to Albany which will
avoid censorship and yet, at the same
time, through the incorporation of
the thirteen points on which the producers have agreed, bring about a
licensing condition, but which in no
way could be construed as the censoring of pictures prior to their release
to theaters.
Former Judge Hendricks served as
Chairman of the meeting which was

, O. Negotiating — Pathe Reportto Handle Physical Distribution— No Confirmation
is understood that the film in:s identified with the United
ing Offices are angling for some
reel features to be shown over
U. B. O. circuit and others
ghout the country affiliated with
Ceith interests.
is further reported that a deal
der way for the physical distrin of the series through Pathe.
onfirmation of these reports was
nable on Saturday,
m men, however, who have been
ling the U. B. O. since the ene of B. S. Moss into its person'ould not
the" oration wasbeto surprised
enter theif film
iny in a definite manner. As a
:r of fact, it was commented on
day that the move has been exd for some time. The Pathe
is understood to be the opening
a matter of fact, the U. B. O.
is time is interested in several
propositions, most of them cond with the making of short reels.

(Continued

W the First Year
sociated Exhibitors, Inc., promranchise holders from 20 to 30
ictions the first year under relization plans. The first release
be "Now or Never," a Harold
i comedy.
sociated plans to launch imately a franchise plan said to
been adopted since the reorganin. The franchise is based on ob.tions made by Phil L. Ryan in
;ips around the country. The ady committee of the organization
be composed of 11 members, all
litors. The executive committee
board of directors are divided
ly between exhibitors and cornexecutives. There are two
icies on the board and these will
lied by exhibitors.
Wesley

Barry

Here

esley Barry is in town.
"JimGrainger is chaperoning him.
New

Loew

Dividends

ew's, dividend
Inc.. has ofdeclared
:erly
2% on atheregular
cornstock and an extra dividend of
Leaves Soon
vid Hartford leaves for the coast
;nd of the week where he will
work on a new production.

on

Page

2)

Back to Coast
She was a good woman — always good. Yet, a wicked man died seemingly
at her hands. For this another taced death until — This is the crux of J.
Parker Read Jr's next big Louise Glaum "A. P." special production,
"Find The Woman."— Advt.

Famous Players' Surplus
Over $5,000,000 for 1920
Many interesting figures are to be found in the annual report of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. consolidated balance sheet for 1920, issued
yesterday.
The anticipated surplus of over five million, as noted some time ago,
is verified; the actual figures, according to the Price Waterhouse report,
being $5,399,089.00. The report also shows that on Nov. 30 last the corporation retired preferred stock of par value of $350,000.
The net operating profits for the year were $5,337,129.79. This compares with $3,132,985.22 earned the preceding year. The earnings are at the
rate of $21.77 on the 208,403 outstanding shares of common stock, as compared with $15.35 earned in 1919 on 199,675 shares of common.
It is interesting to note that 208.403 shares of common stock are in
the hands of the public. Nearly $1,500,000 of deposits are held by the
corporation, and the inventory shows negatives, positives, etc., of a residual value of nearly $12,000,000. All the old negatives are probably included in this. Famous owns land and buildings, including that of subsidiary companies, of about $9,500,000, of which over $6,000,000 is subject to mortgages. The goodwill of the corporation is valued at over
$7,000,000.
The report in full:
ASSETS
Cash
Bills

Receivable

(Continued

on

Page

4)

$5.1 1 9.57J.sr
255,239.24

Metro Decides to Eliminate Eastern
Production — Hearst Takes Over
61st

Studio

indicated
DAILY
lastAsweek,
Metro in
willWID'S
center all
of its
production activities on the coast.
Bert Lytell and Maxwell Karger will
leave for Los Angeles, probably on
Sunday to work at the HollywoodThe decision is not expected to involve S-L Pictures, who are under
contract to supply Metro with five
plant.
George D. Baker Prod. A studio
around New York is now being
sought.
International Film Service Co.,
Inc., producers of Cosmopolitan
Prod., has leased the Metro studio
at 3-W. 61st St. for one picture.
Tom Terriss will make "Boomerrang Bill" there. Lionel Barrymore,
as noted, will appear in it.
Through With Metro?
It was reported yesterday that
Doraldina,
madecoast
"Passion
Fruit"
for
Metro who
on the
had severed
relations with the company, and was
about to launch her own company:
that production would be in Hollywood and that Eastern capital was
in back of the project. At Metro,
nothing was known of the matter.
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Tuesday, March

opened by Dr. Crafts, who placed full
credit for his meeting the producers
to Benjamin B. Hampton. From
time to time Dr. Crafts read excerpts
from the correspondence passing between Hampton and himself. He
pointed out that the issues of censorship and Sunday Blue Laws were not
to be confused and insisted that there
is no Blue Law movement from his
organization before Congress. He
said, however, that his organization
was interested in the problems of
gambling, divorce, the use of morphia
and moving pictures. Ho took occasion to criticise the National Board
Review and argued that the motion
picture industry through its suggestion of the 13 points by the 18 leading companies admitted the need of
decisive improvement in production.
He believed that if women could
organize and bring about a "buyer's
strike,'' by refusing to attend theaters
which
showed
unclean
picturethat

(T (SkiuMctticrria/ U4xJjjajiA^

His Only Competitor
William
Brandt, the Brookbj
hibitor in speaking
of busine
Sunday,
said yesterday:
"Prospect Park was my only

this might bring about the desired
change for better pictures. He also
believed that a strong and larger use
should be made of existing police

Newspaper Opinions

powers.
One of the strongest points he
made was that the 13 suggestions for
improving pictures adopted by the
producers should be made part of the
license to be granted to every exhibitor and with this enforcement, that
the exhibitor should lose his license
if he violated any of these 13 points.
He insisted that he was not leading
a movement for censorship of pictures and declared in all of his reform experience of 33 years he had
never known such a spontaneous
movement as existed today against
unclean motion pictures. He wanted
to know what legal enforcement could
be made to the 13 points of improving
production. He also wanted to know
what the producers intended to do
with productions already made which,
in the opinion of the better class of
people, were salacious. He suggested
that these productions should be fixed.
Dr. Crafts was answered by Gabriel L. Hess, of Goldwyn, who said
that the Association favored the enforcement of the present laws to prevent the showing of salacious and unclean pictures, but that the producers

AMERICAN—* * * "The Faith Healer."
as a commercial proposition was rather painFred
Fishback has signed a
ful. Just a little restraint, a trifle less inof the details, and "The contract with the Century Film
many
sistence
upon
Faith Healer" would have been tremendously
improved.
WORLD — Two splendid actors, Milton
Sills and Ann Forrest, cast superbly in
what is really one of the most intelligently
petitor."
treated photo-dramas of the season.
TRIBUNE — The company is large, the
Increased
RITCHEy
production is costly and the total result is

" The Faith Healer"— F. P. L.
Criterion

HERALD— "The Faith Healer," a dramatic film full
* * of* action.
interesting?.
TIMES — * * * the production is a genprally
faithful
translation
of its original,
** **'*,
♦ an unusually interesting photoplay —
MATE — It is too apparently an attempt to
brim?
*
"Theforth
Faithanother
Healer""Miracle
is a filmMan."
which * no* one
will regret having seen, for many reasons,
but it falls short of expectations and somehow misses its mark.
SUN — * * * one of the most rugged, gripping themes poured on the screen in some
POST — * * * although it has several imtime.
* moments, is not sufficiently dramatic
* * * * *pressive
TELEGRAM—* * * fine play retold with
an even bigger sweep and power on the
JOURNAL — Taking above the average
screen
* *. worthv of natronage.
film and * ouite
GLOBF_"The
Eaith Healer."
* mav
be placed in the indifferent
category,* *although
it lias some scenes of real beauty and an atmosphere of sincerity which occasionally
raises it above the commonplace.
Daily News and Evening World made no
comment.

were
opposed "to their last breath"
to
censorship.
Dr. Crafts asked Hess whether or
not his proposal for licensing with the
13 clauses as part of the license would
"Beau Revey"— F. P. L.
not be a help.
Rivoli
Loew's, Inc
16H
WA
^H
Before Mr. Hess could answer he
AMERICAN — "Beau Revel" Seen at
Triangle
V&
3A
Vs was interrupted by Mrs. Clarence E. Rivoli has a crashing climax.
WORLD — For this producer is capable
quoted
Not
Waterman who is interested in the
World Film
of much finer screen plavs than "Beau Revel,"
*■
Clayton Bill, who said that in her a racy story of night life. *
There are
* *effects
* some
inopinion the Crafts idea would be im- flashes of
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
stances master
even surpassdirection
the great
D. W.
practicable. She insisted that she Griffith himself has obtained.

Findithe
Way ?
(Continued from Page 1)

15,

represented a women's organizations
with a membership of 35,000 in New
York State, who wanted state censorship. She said that the License
Commissioner had not the machinery
to bring about the proper enforcement of such an act as proposed.
Dr. Crafts informed Mrs. Waterman that Mayor McClellan had closed
a theater in New York because of
the showing of unsatisfactory pictures.
H. C. Barber, of the Society for the
Prevention of Crime, said that in his
opinion, the licensing idea would be
placing stress on the wrong spot
and insisted that the producers needed to change their methods.
Dr. Crafts asked Hess whether the
80% of good producers could make
the other 10 or 20%of bad producers
(Continued

on

Page

3)

TRIBUNE — "Beau Revel" was originally
an absorbing story, but on the screen it loses
some of its grip and inclines to the melodramatic
DAILY NEWS— A sordid theme, a sordid
ending. Not the sort of thing you and T
go to see when we want to be refreshed
and lifted out of ourselves.
HERALD— "Beau
Revel" is will acted.
JOURNAL — Miss Vidor makes a charming heroine, handling the role with restraint
* * *sincerity.
as the beau.
and
Lewis Stone is admirable —
Times, Mail. Sun, Post, Telegram, Globe
and Evening World made no comment.

Additional newspaper

opinions will

be published in tomorrow's

issue.

Major Evans in from London
Major W. H. Burdon Evans, one
of the directors of the Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers,
Ltd., of England, is in New York. He
has been here for about a week and
is
row.expected to leave for home

DIRECTING

tomor-

SUCCESSES
is an

ART
HARRY BEAUMONT
has proved his ability
He will only film stories which he knows can be made
successes.
He has proved himself right.
ADDRESS -WID'S DAILY, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

posters

mean

increased

III

ticket sales, —
THERE'S

A

REASON!

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

v
It

:

bring
Better Picture
Better Price
Proper editing and strong, w|
written titles have added thosands of dollars to the revenj
of many
well known
photj
We'll
plays.

do the

same

for youij

C Alfred Karpen

Expert

Editor— Title

Write

Call LEON
SCHLESINGEt
Film
Service Bureau, Inc
Bryant

5600-10469

STUNNED

;:

-ttM4
ly, March 15, 1921

[n the Courts
er suit arising out of the sale
in the Paralta Plays has been
the Supreme
Court by An. Patterson
against Herman
d John E. DeWolf for $11,he ground that they agreed to
) him in two years $10,000 he
stock, and guaranteed
that
s would be paid.
iult judgment for $1,152 has
:d in the City Court against
ian Johnson Photoplay Sysnotices, books and materials
I by the Egan Printing Corp.
screen Products Co. got a
n the Supreme Court before
Burr for $1,167 against the
t Co. because the defendant
1,000 ft. of negative of the
Wash" for $1,500 and owed

Find
thefrom Way
(Continued
Page 2; ?
behave, in reply to which he was told
that if the present penal statutes were
enforced that would be all that would
be needed.

O. R. Miller, of Albany, Secretary
of the New York Civil League, insisted that there were enough penal
statutes on the books at present that
were not enforced and that censorship was the only way out.
Mrs. Waterman then asked Dr.
Crafts as to the practicability of a
license commission, and was followed
by Mrs. L. A. Boole, of the W. C. T.
U., who pleaded for co-operation
which was promised to her by President Wm. A. Brady.
Dr. Crafts asked Hess if he considered itan opprobium that the Government had inspectors for banks,
packing establishments, etc., to which
Hess replied that the banking and
packing institutions had certain standards upon which inspection could be
made, but that there were no standards for the making of pictures excepting those which the National Association had just brought about.

Premiere in Albany
ian Bennett, W. O. Hurst
t Adler, the latter of Allan
rod., went to Albany yesterattend the opening at the
ast night of "Jim, the Penhe new Lionel Barrymore
le Albany showing is in the
It developed yesterday that an association meeting was held at the
f a try-out, the real opening
the New York Strand next Claridge last Friday at which producers, distributors and members of
the executive committee attended.
lin Starts "Ave Maria"
Brady's report was then submitted
Ballin started work yester- and approved. Brady intends leaving
"Ave Maria" at the Harry shortly for another trip, this time to
tudio, 230 W. 38th St.
A visit 12 states, principally in the
)n release.
south.

DAILY
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First National
News Reports
PASSION

"A truly magnificent production. Pola Negri has raised the part
of the little milliner from a mere passionate thing with a small 'p' to
a Grand Passion, using capitals. It is not merely human passion but
the passions underlying the great movements of the world's history.
The company is perfect to the smallest detail. The gripping finish
stands
without equal in the history of motion pictures."— Washington Times.
THE

KID

"Chaplin of 'The Kid' is unquestionably the logical figure to
occupy that peculiar niche on the silver sheet so long held without
rivalry on the stage by David Warfield. Whimsicalities bring spontaneous laughter, which readily turn to tears and back to laughter
again." — Los Angeles Examiner.
THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

"The picture is continuing its run with growing popularity. Undoubtedly the supreme work of Mildred Harris' career. She was
never more emotionally sure, more humorous or more appealing. A
big heart drama." — Los Angeles Evening Herald.
NINETEEN

AND

PHYLLIS

"A delightful comedy. The best production yet released by
Charles Ray through First National. The picture has dramatic action as well as the familiar appeal of Ray's acting and personality." —
Los Angeles Evening Express.

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,
quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

UNSEEN

FORCES

"A splendid
picture and pleased." — Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison,
la.
DINT

Y

"Great picture. Everyone pleased and business good. Get behind it and boost."— E. E. Gailey, Crystal Theatre, Wayne, Neb.
NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"A wonder. Good business. The kind they all enjoy." — W. D.
Uglow, Crystal Theatre, Burlington, Wis.

First National Attractions
That's another reason zvhy

Iherell he a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

-jsii^A
$1,727,403.49
2,390,026.87
1,412,349.34
5,529,779.70
Negatives,
positives,
film and supplies
Rights to plays : Scenarios, etc
Marketable

(residual

value)

$11,822,216.13
1,067,748.64

12.889,964.77
300,396.41

securities

Total
Current
and Working
Assets
Liberty
Bonds
deposited
on leases
Investments in subsidiary companies
(less than 90%
owned)
Land, buildings, leases and equipment (including equities of subsidiary
companies subject to mortgages thereon of $6,197,900, being obligations of subsidiary
companies)
Deferred
Charges
Goodwill
TOTAL

$24,094,952.99
246,402.00
6,394,275.02

Smith — Heads
Los Angeles
W. S. Ass'n.
Smith, general
manager of Western Vitagraph has
been elected president of the Motion
Picture Producers' Association of
Los Angeles.

9,648,197.87
1.199,573.74
7,538,121.91

ASSETS

$49,121,523.53

LIABILITIES

AND

$4,663,717.50
1,439,525.70
1,140,720.54
916,738.48
901,130.97

LIABILITIES
TOTAL
Interest of minority stockholders in subsidiary companies,
capital
and
surplus
Capital (represented by) :
Preferred stock (96,500 shares of $100 par value)
Common stock 214,272 shares of no par value
5,869 shares in treasury
hands

STUNNED

416,776.00

COMPLETE AUDIT!
SYSTEMS INSTALLS

193.000.00

AUDIT & SERVICE BUR
1482 Broadway, Room t
Tel. Bryant 5664
Specializing in the Motion
ture and Theatrical Indus

M2. 086,670.58
2,180.279.91

compa-

826.362 10
1,000.000.00
745.000.00

with respect

PUNCH
No 4

£16.838,312.59

to

296,791.31
$9,650,000.00

carried

to

14 months'
operations
in
and excess profits taxes

,
chargeable

to

prior

CONTINUITY

$5,337,129.79

CONSOLIDATED
SURPLUS
ACCOUNT
DECEMBER
25, 1920

Less:

Taxes

Add:

Less

applicable to

1919,

prior

of

Subsidiary

Companies

not

$3,119,366.10
147,594.85

heretofore

$8,437,001.18
167,089.56

years.

Profits for the year ended
Dec. 25, 1920, after providing
eral income and excess profits taxes, as above
Dividends :
Common
Stock
(paid in 1920)
Preferred Stock (paid in 1920)
Subsidiary
Companies
(to outside
interests)
Reserve for Common
Stock
dividend
declared
Jan. 1, 1921
Reserve for Preferred
Stock
dividend declared
Feb.
1, 1921

CURRENT RELEASES:
Coast)
"Rose
of
Nome"— Fox

for Fed-

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL
Hollywood, Calif.

416,776.00

payable

193,000.00

CREATIVE

3,037,911.38
Surplus

at

MOTION

CONTINUITY

Dec.
25, 1920
1920.
$5,399,089.80
NOTE — $350,000 par value of preferred stock retired Nov. 30,

Need Business Films in China
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington— Commercial Attache
Julean Arnold reports in the Feb. 21
issue is
of a "Commerce
that
there
real need for Reports"
business films
in China. Mr. Arnold states that it
would pay American manufacturing
interests to send a man to China to
distribute industrial films there.

Til*

BROKERS
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITI|
Investments
W.
Hellman
Bldg.,
Losl

I.

THE STANDARD
ENGRAVING
it
Half Tones — Line Engravers — Elecfc
S
ER
AV
ENGR
225 W. 39th St.
New
York
Bnp

"The Player*
Quarry" — Meighan — Famous

$1,671,246.00
741,000.00
15,889.38

ART

MARTIN-McGUIRE
&
NEWC'i
Art Titlei
7th Avenue
Bmlt

"Girls Don't Gamble"— David Butler
Coat"— Hodkinson— All-

AND

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC.
Art Titles — Animation — Lradtt
220 W. 42nd St.
Brj»i

727

"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:

5,337,129.79
$9,437,001.18

payable

(Wesi

ARTISTS

ler All the Way"— David But"Smilin'

"Tiger's
Star

$3,099,871.39

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald
Bldg.
Brytt

904

Adaptations : : Editing

$5,594,606.61
257,476.82

EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
II;.!
36 Pine St..
1645 La B«
New York City.
Hollyw«(

ADVERTISING— PUBLIC!

Free Lance

$7,826,159.50
2.231.552.89
years.

that COUNTS

Paul Schofield

England

Surplus

Surplus at Dec. 27, 1919
Add : Profits to Dec. 27,
consolidated

TRAi

ACCOUNTANTS

$49,121,523.53

Balance

THE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FO
READY
REFERENCE

16,937,329.83

31,986,419.63

properly

OF

of

Surplus

profit for the year
Operating
Less:
Sundry
exceptional items

DIRECTOl
A

$26,587,329.83
5,399,089.80

Operating
profit for year
(including
and
Australia)
Less:
Provision for Federal income

Box B-27, care Wid's

2.202,806.41
212.254.98

Total
current
liabilities
Advance
payments of film rentals, etc. (self-liquidating)
Purchase money
notes maturing serially after 1921 of subsidiary
nies covering acquisition
of properties
Note of Amusement
Finance Corp.
(Subsidiary)
due after 1921
Serial payments
due after 1921
on investments

in

Three
well
furnished
o
with
telephone
service
vault space in motion pi
company suite.
Address

CAPITAL

Bills payable
Accounts payable
Excise taxes, payrolls and sundries accrued
Due
outside producers,
participations and royalties
Serial payments on investments due in 1921
Reserve
for
Federal
income
and
excess
profits
taxes,
1920 (estimated)
Reserve
for contingencies
Reserve
for dividend
declared
on Common
stock
payable
Jan. 1, 1921
Reserve
for dividend
declared
on Preferred
stock
payable
Feb. 1, 1921

208,403 shares outstanding
public

Tuesday, March li

New Quarters For Me
Eaton Editing, Mrs. Hilliker Titling
Jack Eaton, in charge of the proto WID'S
San (Special
Francisco
— The DAIL
Me
motion and sales of short subjects
change
has
moved
to
new
for Goldwyn, has arranged with 247 Golden Gate Avenue. qu
Katherine Hilliker to title the Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs starting in
April, while he himself will edit and
assemble them.
There will be one subject to each
Pictograph release instead of two
or three very brief ones as has been
the case in the past. The Pictographs
will continue to be 1,000 ft. in length.

F. P. Surplus Over $5,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)
Accounts Receivable:
Advances
to subsidiary
companies
(less
than
90r I
owned)
■
Advances to outside producers (secured by films)
Film
customers
and
sundry
accounts

&AU.Y

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
1
Quality
Motion
Picture
Printk
416-24 W. 216th St.
WacT
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORAC
Tel. Trertn
General
Mali

NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABOKAJ
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
For \

PRINTERS

SPECIAL

-

STATE

RIGHTS

-

"EVERYMAN'S
WITH

A SOCIETY
AODRESS

DRAMA

WITH

%. S. MANHEIMER.

GRACE

POWER.
130

W

DARLING

DIGNITY

46f/i

AND

ST ... NEW

SPECIAL

PRICE"

BOX-OFFICE

YORK

dlTY.

STRENGTH

" J. W: F'lLlVI CORP

BARNES

PRINTING

CO

Motion
Picture
Specialist!
36 East 22d St.
Phone Grant*
188

W.

4th

PROSPECT
PRESS
St.
Spilj

STUDIOS

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.. II
Studio — 209-219
E. 124th
HaiB
Studio — 361 W.
125th
Morn. >

7/cRECOCHIZED

pBRADSTREET
r FILMDOM

XV

Authority
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eater Need Great

Price 5 Cents

Maigne Leaves F.P.-L.

val of British
Embargo
on
xury Building" Would Prove
Boon, Says Major Evans
! of the greatest boons that can
to the motion picture industry
eat Britain today would be the
of the embargo on theater
rig, according to Major W. H.
n Evans, a director of Famous
rs-Lasky British Producers,
who has just completed a visit
days at the home office of the
ration. In company with Col.
illiamson, general manager of
lambrian Railroad of England,
■ Evans came to New York on
l 7th, for a brief holiday. The
eave for home on the Caronia

Comes
to Amicable
Arrangement
Over Contract — Will Produce
Independently in the Future
Charles Maigne has come to an
amicable arra gement with Famous
Players-Laskv regarding the unexpired term of his contract. Under
the terms of the agreement, Mr.
Maigne is relieved of his contractual
relations with the company.

le of our difficulties," said Major
i yesterday, "has been the
g of the fog and dirt problem
: studio. We have encountered

Maigne pre iuced "The Copperhead" and "The Kentuckians." His
most recent work is a picture with
one of the Realart stars.

(Continued

on

Page

He plans to make pictures independently in the future. His plans
have not been entirely completed but
the details are expected to be settled
in the next fe \r weeks. He was inclined to be re. icent when reached at
the Lambs' C ub yesterday, but admitted that h had severed connections with Fa ious Players.

2)

Albemarle Opens Tonight
: Albemarle
theater, Flatbush
and Albemarle
Road, in the
ish section of Brooklyn,
will
tonight.
House for Hempstead
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
npstead, L. I. — Max Barr, of the
larle Theater, Inc., will build a
seat house here at a cost of
'00. The site on which the
:stead Hotel and Pure Food
et now stands on Main St. bei Fulton and Front has been sethan Stern, understood to be as:ed with Marcus Loew, is interin the project.

The Merry Whirl
Across the bridge in Brookn, Moe Mark's theater, the
:rand, was all set to show
rhe Kid," beginning on Suniy. Along comes the Orleum, a Keith house right
:ross the street, with special
inouncements of the showing
: the same picture at the same
me.
Now the Strand is doubling
p and instead of showing just
rhe Kid," a second feature has
een booked, "Jim, the Penian." The Strand shows
xaight pictures and the Orrieum big time vaudeville. Investing—eh, what?

She came
meant the
J. Parker
Woman,"

to confess that her hand had slain an evil man. The words that
sacrifice of everything were on her lips. And then — critics call
Read Jr.'s newest Louise Glaum "A. P." special, "Find the
a thrilling "American 'Madame X.' " — Advt.

Films in Porto Rico

New English Unit

The Porto Rico Film Co., an organization financed and operated by local
capital on that island, plans to make
pictures in a studio equipped with
modern appliances and located outside of San Juan. Ralph Ince, Selznick director, is the authority for the
statement.

It is understood that the English
distributing organization of United
Artists Corp. will be called the Allied
Artists Corp., and that A. C. Berman
will make an announcement to that
effect
Sunday.when he reaches London on

Ince is back in New York after a
nine weeks' sojourn in Porto Rico,
during which time he made what he
says is the first production ever attempted there. It is called "Possible Love" and the principal parts are
enacted by American players whom
Ince took down with him. The picture is now in New York and will be
edited by Ince.

In the English trade press, the
"prominent Englishman," the "Big
Four" offices speak of as being
affiliated with the English company is
Major A. P. Holt, who is managing
director of Pathe Freres, Ltd., and a
director of one of the large chains of
English theaters.
A United Artists' official stated
yesterday that that was not so.

Dinner-Dance in Griffith's Honor
The Friars Club will tender a dinner-dance in honor of David W.
Griffith at the Astor on Sunday,
March 27. A reception will be held
at 6:30 and dinner at 7 o'clock.
Blumenthal Held Up
Ben Blumenthal will not arrive in
New York today because of heavy
storms encountered by the Olympic
en route to New York. The boat
docks tomorrow.
Sarah Y. Mason Leaves Selznick
Sarah Y. Mason, staff writer for
Selznick, has completed her contract
with that organization. It is undershortly. stood she will leave for the coast
Additions
to Lynch
Chain
S. A. Lynch and Y. F. Freeman of
the Lynch organization left for Atlanta yesterday, after spending several days in town. The Lynch Enterprises opened a theater in Little
Rock, Ark., Monday night. They
will open another in Chattanooga on
Saturday and one in Dallas, Tex., next
month. Another house was opened in
Oklahoma
City last Saturday
night.

Smiths Going to Coast
The R. Cecil Smiths, staff writers
Streimer Sales Manager
for Selznick Pictures, have come to
Hiram Abrams announced yester- an amicable arrangement with comday the promotion of Moe Streimer
pany officials whereby they sever relations with that organization.
The
Ince went South after a special ar- to the position of sales manager of
rangement had been made with Selz- the United Artists New York ex- JSmiths are anxious to remain Californick, who have him under contract.
nia permanently. They have just rechange, with which he has been idenHe is now preparing a story which
turned from the coast and expect to
tified for a long time. Streimer was
Mrs:
will probably be made into a Selz- formerly assistant to A. C. Berman, leave again in about a week.
1 Smith is Ella Stuart Carson.
who last week sailed for England.
nick special at the Fort Lee studio.

iM%
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Kaufman Going Abroad .
Al
Kaufman
is in New York. He
(Continued from Page 1)
intends
going
abroad shortly and
numerous vexatious delays because of while on the other
side will make one
the vagaries of the London weather,
but we are installing an air filtration picture.
Vol. XV No 71 Wednesday, March 16,1921 Price 5 Cents
and ventilation system which we beMcClintock With Fox
lieve will do away with the troubles
Charles McClintock, for some time
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West . 44th St., arising from foggy weather. The past
with Selznick,
has joined
Fox
WID'S FILMS and most impressive thing about the opN. Y.,
New York,
INC.by
FOLKS,
FILM
Film.
He will specialize in exploitatreaseration of the new studio has been tion.
F C ("Wid") Gunning, President andesident
urer: Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-Pr ry and
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate. Secreta sing the friendly spirit in which the AmerBelasco Dinner Sunday
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Adverti
ican and English members of the
Manager.
., ,.,„
A
number
of well known film folks,
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. technical and artistic staffs have coat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
operated in making Paramount Pic- authors and playwrights have promthe act of March 3, 1879.
tures.
ised to attend the David Belasco dinTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside6
ner which will take place at the Astor
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year;
"What
we
need
in
Great
Britain
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign more than anything else at the pres- next Sunday night.
$15.00.
ent time is more theaters — theaters of
Subscribers should remit with order.
WID b the type of your Rivoli and Rialto.
to
communications
all
Address
Mayer Denounces Censorship
St., New
44th
West
71-73
DAILY,
Once we have theaters of this type,
York, N. Y.
Louis B. Mayer in a letter publishthe spirit of competition will be more
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Telephone; Hollywood,
ed on the editorial page of the World,
California.
evident
in
showmanship,
and
the
picdenounces censorship, characterizing
Offices: 6411 HollyEditorial and Business
tures
will
be
given
much
better
pre1603.
Hollywood
wood Blvd. Phone,
sentation. The government embargo it as "one of the greatest injuries
A. WilliamRepresentative — W.
London
Acre, on luxury building is not the only ob- ever practiced on an unsuspecting
Long
85
lon, Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2. .
stacle confronting our industry at the
Paris Representative— Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.
present time, as the high cost of
building is a most serious problem.
Easter Program at Rivoli
Building costs are 200 and 300 per
Hugo Riesenfeld will again be
cent higher than they were during
"godfather"
to the children of New
public."
Last the pre-war days, and unless these York
when he will present his speBid. Asked. Sale costs drop in the near future, theacial Easter program at the Rivoli for
ter building operations will be slowFamous Players . . . C5^i
665/g
66^ in getting underway once the govern- eight days beginning Saturday mornNot quoted
ing at 10:30. He will donate the endo pfd
ment restrictions are removed."
tire balcony of the Rivoli to the charMajor Evans is a member of the
*Gold\vyn
ty*
5
itable organizations wrho specialize in
board
of directors of Picture PlayD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
poor children. The lower parts
houses, Ltd., one of the largest thea- aiding
of the theater will be for the regular
Loew's, Inc.,
17
17H
l73/s
ter owning circuits in Great Britain.
Triangle
V%
H
Vi
patrons.
World Film
Not quoted

(Special

March

Passes Nebraska
to

WID'S

16,
B
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Lincoln,
Neb. — The
House
passed the censorship bill, whic!
goes to the Senate.

A good cook will pay as
much
attention
to
the SI
sauce
as she will to thep
roast.
So also will the
shrewd
exhibitor
give the ■:..
same care to his posters as m
he will to his program.
As
a result he wants
RITCHEY
POSTERS.

RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP.

it
ICTO
v.

i

406 W. 31st St.N.y. Phone Chelsea 8388 m
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♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Butterfield Selling Out
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Battle Creek, Mich.— W. S. Butterfield, a stockholder in the Garden
Theater Co. and the Regent Theater
Co., has announced his intention of
selling his interests and severing all
relationship with Lipp & Cross. Butterfield will devote his time to the
Bijou, his vaudeville house.
While this will sever the business
relationship of Lipp, Cross and Butterfield, the deal will be made in a
friendly way, and it will give both
parties opportunities to increase their
holdings in the state of Michigan.
Campbell On His Own
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — W. S. Campbell, until
recently- producing Chester Comedies
for Educational release is now convalescing after a three weeks' attack
of pneumonia. He will leave for New
York shortly where he will conclude
distribution arrangments for his future productions.

New Wed Comedies

PUNCH

FEATURE

HARRY

MYERS

AND

ROSEMARY
Wm.

THEBY

Fox's Sensational Comedy Success

"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court"
Features These Two Scintillating Stars
The

NEW
YORK
Newspapers
Pronounce
It the
Comedy Sensation of the Screen Age.

The great popularity accorded these stars hecause of
their wonderful work in this masterpiece, will be
reflected in the reception accorded this series of

One reel

NEW

WED

Comedies

(not re-issues)
Sold on the open market by

DOMINANT

PICTURES

Jacques Kopfstein, Genl. Mgr.
135 West 44th Street
New

ill

NOTICE

OF SALE

On Monday, March 21st, 1921, at 11 .
at E. K. Lincoln Studio, Bergen Boul<
Grantwood, New Jersey, the unders
will sell at public auction all of the ass< \
the United States Photoplay Corporatio
cept accounts for moneys due on sub
tions to the capital stock, moneys on d
in the Commercial National Bank, Wa
ton, District of Columbia, and a clai
favor of the company against one I
Stoll.
The property to be sold consists of
tain moving picture machines, equipmet
cidental thereto, a quantity of unex
him, office and studio furniture and e
ment, the right, title and interest of th
dersigned as receiver of said company it
to a certain moving picture play know
"Determination" and about 103,000 fe
exposed
A list film.
of the property to be sold m:
seen
office of15 the
receiver'sPlace,
coi I
Treacy at &the Milton.
Exchange
sey City, New
Jersey.
Bidders will b n
quired to pay 10% of their bid in casr:
by certified check at the time of the
and the successful bidded will be requir> ^

complete the purchase within three days

Inc.
York

couhrmation Uiereot by the Court of (
eery of New Jersey. Further terms and
ditions of sale will be announced at the
of the sale.
Dated March
14th. 1921.
CLIFFORD
L. WAKEMA
Receiver
United
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At Broadway Theaters
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No. 22
■JGTON, D. C— Distinguished cale White House — Ignace Paderewski,
'olish premier, arrives for interview
iident.
tred Sze, Chinese minister, comes to
is credentials,
throng Calvary Baptist Church as
and Mrs. Harding
attend Sunday

Capitol
Victor
overture
News is
Swan,"

Herbert's "Irish Rhapsody" is the
at the Capitol this week. Capitol
the second unit after which is "The
in which Mine. Gambarelli appears. A Bruce scenic study, "Water
Trails." is the fourtli number. The fifth is
"Tambourine Chinois." by the orchestra.
The feature is "A Tale of Two Worlds," a
Goldwyn production. After that comes
"Nola." a dance number. A Booth Tarkington "Edgar" comedy. "Get Rich Quick
Edgar."
is the
final film number. The organ
solo
closes
as usual.

BEACH, FLA.— Indian lore and
spirit bring gaiety to Palm Beach
Seminole Indians perform their
un Dance.
thriller is one of the big features —
McGowan
stands atop the plane
is.

Criterion

"Serenade" is the overture at the Criterion.
A Post Scenic. "The Lone Indian," comes
next, after which Grace Fisher, violinist,
plays "Indian Lament." The feature goes
JRGET, FRANCE— 100,000 francs on next. It is "The Faith Healer," a George
y Aero Club of France to winner of Melford Prod, for Famous Players. The
number is an Ollendorf Sketchograph,
ince flight — views of the giant Far- closing
"Eve's Leaves."
iliath" aerobus
entered in the conh" goes up for a trial flight.
FRANCE— Mardi Gras launched in
of joy and hilarity.
"Gay
Paree"
s its name during the revels of its
H fete.
show that the merrymakers do not
artistic touch,
events from Princeton,
N. J., San
I Alaska, New York, etc., etc.

Rialto
The Rialto also has "Irish Rhapsody" as
its overture this week. The Rialto Magazine is the second number and this is followed by Emanuel List, basso profundo, who
sings "Le Cor." The feature is Justine
Johnstone in "The Plaything of Broadway."
Mary Fabian, soprano, sings "He is Kind.
He is Good." The comedy is "The Blizzard"
with Jimmie Aubrey, and then comes the
organ solo, the march from "Tannhauser."

R'voli

hold the Man" in B'klyn
ild the Man," Pathe's handfilm, will be shown at the
y of Music, Brooklyn, all of
:ek. Two shows a day will

i.

rguerite Marsh
Engaged
jerite Marsh has been enor the leading feminine role
>merang Bill," which Tom
will make for Cosmopolitan

Selections from "Eileen" provide the overture at the Rivoli. The overture is followed
by the news reel and then comes Betty Anderson, soprano, and Fred Jagel, tenor, singing "To a Wild Rose." The feature is "Beau
Revel," a Thomas H. Ince special. Willy
Stahl, violinist, plays "Rondo Capriccioso."
The comedy is from the Christie studios and
is called "Wedding Blues." The organ solo
closes the show, as usual. It is "Grand
Choeur."

Th<

Reginald Barker
Production
IS PROUD

OF
I
I
I

ITS RECORD

I

i
i
i
i

AND HOPES TO

DO BETTER

*

i
j
i

y

Strand

The Strand this week has two full length
features and for that reason the program
differs from the regular affair at that theater.
After the overture is the Strand Topical
Review. A prologue then goes on after
which is the first feature, Katherine MacDonald in "My Lady's Latchkey." Redferne
Hollinshead sings "Believe Me. Tf All Those
Endearing Young Charms." The second
feature, "Love, Honor and Behave," a 'Mack
Sennett Comedy, comes next, after which is
the organ solo, "Serenata."

Combine to Fight Censors
Expected from Coast
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
nder Alt and Helen Howell,
ios Angeles — Plans for affiliation
nd Howell Comedies, are ex- with the San Francisco anti-censorn town this week from the
ship organization are under way following the appearance of Judge
Golden and Eugene Roth, of the
Film Buys Out Baxley
Allied Amusement Interests of the
pedal to WID'S
DAILY)
northern
at the meeting held at
i— The Lion Film Corp. has the L. A. city
Athletic club.
inted a charter.
The officers
Assistance will be given to those
C. Baxley, president; Harry
les, vice-president; S. T. Bry- now fighting the proposed Sunday
xetary and treasurer.
The closing law in Pomona, which will
lm Corp. is incorporated for come up on April 4.
and has purchased the entire
Co-Directing Again
and all stock of the L. C.
Attractions,
Inc., together
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
productions
controlled
by
Los Angeles — Mary Pickford's pronpany and
with
their outduction of "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
will be directed by Alfred E. Green
contracts.
Baxley has been appointed and Jack Pickford, who together dimager and R. E. Tomlinson
rected "Through the Back Door."
anager.
Rounding Out K. C. Run
,ion Film Corp. will move innew building on May
1st.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Kansas
City, Mo. — Samuel
Cumvill be opened at an early date
: Rock, Ark., and Oklahoma
mins is here in the interest of "Some
Wild Oats," which is rounding out its
^. C. Baxley Attractions are third week at the Palace theater.
>od to have closed a aeal
Working on Murray Story
iries of six features starring
lay. By whom they were
Ouida Bergere will prepare the first
not known. Doris May has Mae Murray story for Associated Exhibitors, Inc., release.
It will be
-starring with Douglas Mac" Thomas H. Ince recentlv.
"Peacock Alley."

Unit

■n

- \ -'<

jMA
ns
Newspaper Opiin nio
King Ar-

"A

Connecticut Yankee
Fox
thur's Court"—
n
Selwy

motion
WOULD— Tt has failed, because
pom)
BictBres nave not been brought to the
^^n^etm^si«^y
pends entirely upon subtlety and c
upon specta;icleis orDTlgsenof expression and not
Yankee
"A Connecticut
sation

?A Tale of Two World's"— Goldwyn
Capitol
AMERICAN — Yes. the picture is a fine
one.
WORLD — It is out of such interesting
experiments as that made * * * by S. L.
Kothafel, * * * that the really worth while
developments in the art of presenting motion
pictures
will considered
be born. * even
* * The
picture
cannot be
a fair
one, itself
but

the
Rothafel
comes along,
and progressive
gives a novel
and entirely
practical bit*

PAIL.V

■iWednesday,
n i ■»■ i l March
i in in 16
li

able. For titling, nothing better nor more
in keeping with the spirit of the picture is
turned out in American studios.
TELEGRAM — Mack Sennett's funniest
five reel film * ' ' is a richly amusing
travesty on conventional marriage problems,
with a laugh in every flicker.
JOURNAL — * * * a snappy Mack Sennett
GLOBE* —* It
is quite as plausible as the
comedy
crook
story, *.which we are supposed to take
seriously, and far more entertaining.
World, Daily News, Times and Evening
World made no comment,

of TRIBUNE—
help. * * * There is a forced air about

are
exceedingly bright, in spots. These spotslines. the picture. * * *
HERALD — * * * gets under one's skin
the written words of the quoted title

"My Lady's

Wants Scripts
George Dubois Proctor, i,
of the scenario department
theon Pictures, is in the m;
five reel dramas or comedy
and two reel stories with th<
in Alaska or the far north.
Pantheon expects to launc
ducing unit near New Yor
will be in addition to the 01
maintained at Port Henry, N

Latchkey"— 1st Nat'l

Strand
of by power of its own. That is largely due
s onic of then, Mark Twain's own. some
, the to the consummate acting of Wallace Beery.
AMERICAN — It is a sad affair, the picihem written in by Bernard McConville
* * *
ture, just one of those mishaps, perhaps, that
TIMES — * * *, you are likely to enjoy happens in the life of any star, any company
B° HERALD— if the spectator can forget his
on
satire
the melodrama, * * * and, for all of its and any theater.
recolfection of this unforgettable
mechanical method, it is climactic. It is a
WORLD — The play is interesting, if not
and otherof chivalry, feelings,
thriller which sometimes thrills.
and the age
he
royalty
natural
smooth or over-supplied with reason for
his
to
violence
wise do
SUN
—
*
*
*
swiftly
moving
story
that
as a hilarious pic- purrs with romance and crackles with terror
can enjoy this production is,
TRIBUNE
a slap-stick bur- lik<" a dvnamo.
existence,
* *— *.Reform, accompanied by the
ture, tak in g it for what it
sort of romance that may be impossible but
except
lesque with all the usual accessories
been
t
hadn
apparently
TELEGRAM
a custard pie, which
always interesting.
* *
for —theFrank
realismLloyd's
of the direction
Chinatownis is HERALD
— * * * *passable
mystery
tale
century. If the spec- responsible
thought of in the sixth
this respect— well, scenes, the brilliant costumes, the graphic
tator cannot loosen up in read
make
up
and
the
fascinating
interiors.
MAIL
—
*
*
neither
particularly
poor
nor
novel.
the
he'd better stay home and
JOURNAL — Here is one of the type of uninteresting, but it is not a good enough
its broadbroad comedy at
TIMES— It is
one waits and waits for — a powerful picture to properly present the star.
est and often at its funniest. Mark Twain pictures
SUN — * * * fair amount of sometimes
ly story, told with simplicity, intelligence and
never did anything like it. but it is solemn
a
cast
of
uniform excellence, with photog- thrilling mystery for the audience.
laugh
affirmed that if he were alive he would
raphy of fine beauty.
POST — It is strange, coincidental,
mildly
at it and probably he would. Few people
GLOBE — This
first film effort
by Mr. | interesting, and well acted.
can resist an outright assault of burlesque it
of in- Morris is conscientious,
but uninspired.
It
TELEGRAM — * * * brings Miss Katherine
along the wide way action.
it goes far enoughabsurdity
shows none of the originality of his fiction [ MacDonald
in all her charm
back to her
and tumbling
congruity,
*.
' many admirers on Broadwav.
"A Connecticut Yankee" goes as far as any- work
thing of its kind to date.
POST — *
* Story is one that admits of
JOURNAL — The feature picture, for disSUN — It has some great big scenes, some pictonal treatment. * * *
jointed story, fractured sul t ties a"d <~e"f '1
of
Daily
News,
Mail
and
Evening
World
disability, it is merciful
to permit to slip
very effective ensembles and a couple
by.
Nether
Miss MacDoi a.a nor i..e
thrillers. It has an abundance of clever made no comment.
upon
little
a
not
depends
comedy work, but
■ leasing company
should have permitted
this
■ sample of what can be done with a pict.ve
its titles, which kept the audience in a merry
uproar most of the evening.
Crook
story,
which
we
TELEGRAM— William Fox has outdone "The
Plaything Rialto
of B'way"— Realart to ^Jfjgfff •
himself in the production of the much herare
supposed
to
take
ser.orsly.
*
*
*
Daily
News.
Times
and
Evening
Wcrld
marvels.
are
alded film. * * * The scenes
AMERICAN — Romance of city on Rialto made
no comment.
The panorama views, the mediaeval castles screen thrills big crowd.
deand
California,
WORLD — This screen work is just about
built in the foothills of
stroyed specially for the production, all are as silly as it sounds, but who wants to be
McClung to Direct
,, . serious when Justine Johnstone, Broadway
without equal.
Los Angeles — Hugh C. McClung
\ ankee is and play are all mentioned in the same
JOURNAL — "A Connecticut
uproarious. Film bears little resemblance to sentence?
has been engaged by the Marion Fairamusing.
story, but proves extremely
Twain
fax Prod, to codirect. Rene Guissart
Justine star
Johnstone
* *pretty
* is
GLOBE — * * * Has more of the art ot nowTRIBUNE—
a motion picture
and a very
one.
wlil
do the photography. Production
*
Twain.
Mark
of
that
than
Sennett
Mack the Fox Film Co. has had its fun and
After
DAILY NEWS — "The Plaything of will start shortly.
made its money from this jazzed version of Broadway"
is nothing to brag about.
HERALD—* * * deals with one of those
the plot, the theme still remains for a truer
and more sympathetic
interpretation.
cabaret dancers who are keeping film producers so busy these days.
MAIL — * * * Brought such an uninterrupted gale of mirth that faces were literally
MAIL
talebut* on* the*
weary and sides ached from laughter at the sounded —allSidney
right inMorgan's
printed form,
final fade-out. For sheer mirth-producing silversheet it doesn't carry much weight.
SLTN — The picture is very well cast and
comedy, "A Connecticut Yankee" stands
alone.
acted
EVENING WORLD — It is a cinema treat
TELEGRAM— Miss Johnstone not only
of contrasts with a laugh in every sub-title. reveals her beauty on the screen but her
If Bernard McConville titled this picture, power as an actress as well.
23 E. 4lh ST.
as well as scenarioized it, he deserves a Nobel
SPRING 8303
JOURNAL—* * *Pretty as ever, Miss
prize.
Johnstone fitted the part perfectly. The
play, a swift-moving sentimental piece * * *.
GLOBE — Her debut is more than promis"The Faith Healer"- -F. P.-L.
ing. Moreover, Miss Johnstone has that eluCriterion
CAMERAMEN
sive thing called "screen magnetism."
Times,
DAILY NEWS— "The Faith Healer," comment. Post and Evening World made no
Furnished
for all purposes.
then, is much too long — too obviously padded with views of crowds, and what not.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMAIt essays to touch the sublime, and does not
TOGRAPHERS
touch it. These are not unforgivable sins,
but they are venial ones.
"Love, Honor and
Behave" — 1st Nat'l
Suite 1603 Candler Building
Strand
EVENING WORLD—* * * An interestPhone Bryant 6558
ing photoplay.
AMERICAN— Film honors * * * are even
between *
* a Mack Sennett comedy * * *.
TRIBUNE—* * * illustrated with more
"Beau Revel"— F. P.-L.
comic detail than the average film comedy
Rivoli
affords, and Charles Murray and Ford SterlEVENING WORLD— Lewis Stone, as
ing distinguish themselves * * *.
— * * *feature that predominates
daddy, and P'lorence Vidor, as Nelly Steele, atHERALD
the Strand above this passable mystery
the dancer, are both good. * * *
GLOBE — An interesting departure from tale is Mack Sennett's five reeler, "Love,
the stereotyped plot is presented in "Beau Honor and Behave," * * *.
MAIL — But there are also some new
Revel." * * *
POST- -Accept this figure, not an admira- "stunts" which are uproarious.
*
ble one certainly, and the story, which would
SUN — "Love. Honor and Behave" is far
be too far fetched under ordinary circumordinary,
* *. picture on this double
stances, becomes, when told of him, quite from
POST
— The *better
acceptable also. Mr. Vance has unfolded his bill is *
"Love,
Honor and Behave."
Eor
plot creditably.
sheer absurdity, Mr. Sennett is not approach-
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May Go Into Courts

'Agitators Out"

T.

ays William
A. Brady — Then
ill Come Uniform Contracts
and Advance Deposits
a statement issued yesterday,
ing his recent trip, William A.
i said in one part:
le difference of opinion about
m contracts and advance decan readily be ironed out when
;sional agitators are eliminated
he industry is organized along
nes of other great businesses."
l earlier point, he said that no
■uctive move in the direction of
irerful and permanent organiza:an be made until that is done.
,dy then went on to state that
(Continued

on

Page

puts it is this:
J. Jutkowitz of the Colonial theater,
Far Rockaway, holds an exclusive
contract for all of the Chaplin pictures. The First National Exchange
of
New Brill's
York Strand,
has placed
Kid"
in Sol
Far "The
Rockaway,
to play day and date with the Columbia showing. The T. O. C. C.
charges that First National is not
living up to its promises and is not
acting fairly in view of the co-operation the exhibitor organization says
it has given the circuit. Jutkowitz
plans to show the picture beginning
on Monday next.
A letter has been forwarded to R.
H. Clark, (Continued
First National
manager in
on Page 2)

F. P.-L. Declare Dividend
nous Players-Lasky have dei a regular quarterly dividend
payable on May 2, to stockhold: record at the close of business
15.

Features, Too

-ater Owners' Chamber of
is aroused over a double

booking
i "The Kid" in Far Rockaway an .. threatens court action unless First National gives satisfaction.
The situation as the T. O. C. C.

May Hold Back Specials
is understood that Selznick is
ing to hold back a number of
iecials until the fall when it is
lat market will be in better con-

:lcraft, which has until now deits activities to production and
jution of short subjects exclu, yesterday announced intenof entering the feature picture
Two units have been organthe first unit planning to have
ure ready for release in April,
tlcraft recently opened two adal exchanges of its own, and
Slave 10 Reelcraft exchanges
the features are ready. In other
"S,
allied
exchanges
andle
the independent
releases.
:lcraft intends to continue its
subject program as heretofore,
innounces two additional comnits to be added before May 1st.
is understood the Swedishican Film Corp. will supply
:ries of features. That Reelcraft
'. enter the feature field was ind in WID'S DAILY
on Feb.

<"» C. C. Rockaway
Aroused
Over Double
cooking of "The Kid" in Far

e '
Co..ime.

4)

ith Here, Has Left Hampton
L. Smith is here from the coast,
as resigned as general manager
: Jesse D. Hampton Prod., and
town relative to the productions
tother company, the name of
. he will not divulge. He is
ing at the Yale Club.

Price 5 Cents

Cutts in Seattle
(Special to WID'S

A child's s'mple question told of the butterfly branded on its mother's
shoulder. This brand told of a most universal crime. It is one of the big
moments in J. Farker Read Jr.'s new est Louise Glaum "A. P." special,
"Find the Woman." — Advt.

Vogel Closes Deal

Slate Named

T. O. C. C. Election Will Be Held on
March 29— Brandt and Manheimer Running
William Brandt and John Manheimer have been nominated for the
presidency
the Theater
Chamber of of
Commerce.
The Owners'
election
will be held on March 29, the last
Tuesday of the month.
The complete slate is as follows:
For first vice-president, W. A. Landau; for 2nd vice-president, Charles
Goldreyer; for secretary. S. A. Moross; for treasurer, Samuel G. Bock,
and for sergeant-at-arms, Samuel
Sonin.
For members of the executive committee: John Manheimer, Charles
Steiner, Louis F. Blumenthal, Rudolph Sanders, Leo Brecher, Charles
Moses, Bernard Edelhertz, Hyman
Gainsboro, Joseph Seider, Peter Adams, David Weinstock, Sam
Schwartz, A. H. Schwartz, Herman
Vogel is at present looking for of- Rachmil, A. Eisenstadt and S. Peiper.
fices. He is at present on the fourth
For members of the fiance commit( Continued
on Page 2)
floor of the Longacre Bldg.
Will

Handle
Hodkinson
Output
in
Foreign Markets — Covers Future Releases, Too
The W. W. Hodkinson Corp. and
William M. Vogel have entered into
an agreement whereby the latter assumes active management of the export activities of present and future
Hodkinson releases with complete
rights to the world, exclusive of the
United States and Canada. The deal
is of importance in view of the number of productions involved.
Vogel at present is handling in the
foreign market the Chester Comedies
and Scenics and the First NationalChaplins. He is also interested in the
Atlantic Cinema Corp, which controls for Central Europe the entire
Triangle, Selznick. Select, Gokhvyn
programs and the Mutual Chaplins.
This is the company in which Ben
Blumenthal is also involved.

DAILY)

Seattle — William Cutts, traveling
representative for Universal, is here,
temporarily in charge of the Clemmer theater which Universal has purchased. Cutts is expected to appoint
a permanent manager shortly.
New

Rothacker Company

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del.— The Rothacker-Aller
Laboratories have been formed here
with a capitalization of $700,000.
D. D. Rothacker, when reached at
the New York offices of the Rothacker Laboratories, stated that the
company was formed to cover the
new plant in Hollywood. Watterson
R. is now on the coast attending to
the opening of the plant.

Regarding Al

"No contract has been signed
with Lichtman," says a telegram from Oscar A. Price of
Asso. Producers in reference to
the report published in Monday's issue that Al Lichtman
had signed with that organization, succeeding F. B. Warren.
On Tuesday Price wired officials of his home office to the
same effect.

Thursday, March
\W

May Go Into Courts
(■Continued from

21
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Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks.

tary and
and Editor ; J. W. Alicoate. Secre
tising
Adver
Cron,
Business Manager.' J. A.
1918
Ent'ereT as second-class matter .May 21 under
at the post office at New York, N. Y.,

Page

1)

New York. When Clark was asked
to comment on the letter and the matter in general, he said he had nothing
to say. The letter follows :
"At the last meeting of the Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce, the attention of
'lie body was called to the controversy existing between your organization and the
Columbia Theater, Far Rockaway, a member of this organization, in the matter of
their contract with you for the Chaplin pic-

Bid. Asked. Las.
Salt
69*$
69^
Famous Players .. 66^
83
83
83
do pfd
*Goldwyn
5
6
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
V7/*
W%
\7lA
Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle
3A
H
V*
Not quoted
World Film

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

_ "Passion Flower" at Strand
"Norma Talmadge will be seen in
"The Passion Flower" at the Strand
the week of April 3rd. The picture,
was directed by Herbert Brenon.
Harris

Production

(Special

to

WID'S

Vitagraph Home
(Special to WID'S

(Special to WID'S

Page

1)

DAILY)

Ogdensburg. N. Y. — The Journal
says that Kingston is to shortly have
a large studio, plans for which are
being worked over now. Further,
that the plant will emplov 400 people
when it gets actively under way.

Negotiating For Stories
scenario for "Peter Pan" has been
Eddy
Eckels, president of Indecompleted by Sir James Barrie in
pendent Film Association, is underEngland.
stood to be negotiating for a series
It is reported that Georgette Co- of James Oliver Curwood stories, and
han, daughter of George M., will be it is said that a prominent female star
given a test to see whether she is will appear in the leading role.
suitable for the title role. It was re12 a Year
ported previously that Betty Compson would get that part.
Edward L. Klein of 1664 Broadway, has received prints of three new
productions, which will shortly be
Second Troupe at Work
ready. Two are in six reels and one
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
in five reels. These are the foreLos Angeles — The summer producrunners of a series of 12 feature pictures which Klein will handle during
tion program has opened at the studios of the- Pacific Film Co. in Cul- the year. Distribution plans will be
ver City. Vernon Dent has started announced later.
work on a series of comedies. A single reeler will be released under the
"The Miracle of Manhattan" is the
schedule every other week, alternat- title of the forthcoming picture staring with George Ovev.
ring Elaine Hammerstein.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

pmmxmi

Editor
DAILY)

has
Los Angeles— C. L. Chester
editor
Harris
S.
d
appointed Raymon
of production, in charge of both comedy and travel production.
New

DAILY)

Sioux City. la. — Henry A. Me
claims
have invented a nonet
tee: William Landau. Samuel Sonin, bustibleto film
which, besides be
Abraham
Wolf,
Rudolph
Sanders, fire proof,
can be made cheaj
Oscar Muller and E. H. Behrend.
The T. O. C. C. expects to open lighter and stronger than the cellul
in
production. Myer
an executive office on the 8th floor used
of the Robertson-Cele Bldg. in about been granted patents and now is
two weeks. This office will not have stalling machinery in his plant,
any effect upon the future meetings
production.
of the organization, which will continue to be held every Tuesday at the
Astor.
The members of the organization
Pra:tically
all profitable
are making arrangements for several special cars to transport them
to the Rochester convention next
photo-plays have one thing
month. The T. O. C. C. delegation
in common, —
is expected to reach 125.
KlJITCHEY POSTERS!
Studio for Kingston, N. Y.
f< ontinued from

lure,
Kid.'
"Tt 'The
was construed
that your contemplated
action in booking this subject to the opposition house would be a direct violation of
our member's contract and a breach of
faith with this organization in view of the
negotiations and cooperation extended to
VhermsCt(Pos"aagreCfre3e)
Uniied
States,
Outside
6 you through this organization.
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Los Angeles— John M. Quinn, general manager of Vitagraph, has arrived from New York. Before returning east he will arrange for the
construction of a Los Angeles Vitagraph exchange building. The present local exchange is at 643 South
Olive St., with C. J. Marley as its
branch manager.

FRED NIBLO
Director

Joe Mayer returned yesterday from
an exploitation trip on behalf of Universal. Mayer worked through Ohio.
"
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Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

lywood — Scott Sidney is directnew Vanity Comedy for release
fh Educational
Exchanges.
■a Daniel and Josephine Hill
>een engaged by Christie Com:o star in a new production.
ihristie company, under the dii of William Beaudine, has
o Catalina Island to film scenes
new comedy.
eping Up With Lizzie," the
production on the Rockett
irogram, is in the final stage of
;, and the third production is
lined up for casting.
ard Dix has proved so adept
:reen player that Goldwyn has
:d him a two-year contract. He
a member of Goldwyn's stock
ny.
:e Darmond has been engaged
iversal for the leading role in
nciation,"
Peter
Kyne
ust started the
under
the B.
direction
ques Jaccard.
rice Tourneur has commenced
it the Ince Studio on "Foolish
is," by Donn Byrne. Playing
j roles are Hobart Bosworth,
en Kirkham, Doris May and
:e .MacDonald.
. Santschi has completed his
western picture with the Cyrus
liams Co. for Pathe release and
■ taking a rest before continuthe balance of the series.

Putting It Over

Holubar Film for Strand
Changes Hands
Allen Holubar's
"Man— Woman —
(Special to WID'S
DAILY;
Baltimore,
— The
Fremont,
which
Marriage" is scheduled to play at the
Strand.
The definite date has not a^
has been operated by Charles 11. Umyet been decided upon.
wald, has been turned over to the Fremont Amusement Co., of which
Kansas Convention
Charles E. Nolle is manager.
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Wichita, Kas. — The convention of
Takes Abbott
the Kansas State Exhibitors Associa(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
tion, to be held here on Mar 2X and
Buffalo. X. V. — Al Sherry, former
29. will be the largest convention ever manager of several big houses in
held in the state.
Buffalo, has taken over the Abbott
and will remodel the house.
Oppose Censorship
The Cinema Composers of Columbia University have forwarded a telegram to Gov. Nathan L. Miller, protesting against the proposed censorship measure. The telegram praises
Negatives of scenes
the National
Board
of Review
for

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Chicago — A stunt that gave Chicago a laugh in Harry Reichenbach's
campaign for "Outside The Law," at
Barbee's Loop, was an ad printed in
the newspapers announcing the coming of "Outside The Law," and bearing at the bottom a half completed
cryptic inscription signed by "Carl
Laemmle." Readers were instructed
to cut out the ad, soak it for two
minutes in cold water and then hold
it up to the light and read it. After
the reader had gone to this trouble its work. Germain is Manager
he
didn't
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
easier
to find
read, the
buthieroglyphics
he did haveanyit
Albany, N. Y. — G. R. Germain has
impressed on his mind that "Outside been appointed manager of the local
The Law" was opening at Barbee's office for Gardiner Pictures, Inc.
Loop the following Sunday.
Silton With Pioneer
(Special
WID'S Silton
DAILY)
Charleston, W. Va. — Eddie and
Cincinnati — to
Edward
lias been
Jimmie Carrier, who are directing the appointed manager of the local
Kearse Circuit of theaters, cashed Pioneer office. Mr. Silton has been
in at the Strand, on an accident that connected with theatricals in New
occurred just before the showing of York as stage director for such plays
"What's Your Hurry." A passenger
on a street car who was in too much as "Experience," and "The Garden
Allah," and is also president of
of a hurry was caught between two of
the Tennessee Tire and Rubber Comcars. The Carriers wrote a few letpany of Nashville.
ters to the papers, showing the value
to life of a few seconds. This was
Baum Back
carried further when the street car
Louis Baum, sales manager of
company had their conductors re- Equity Pictures and Joan Film Sales,
mark, "What's your hurry," to pas- has returned to New York after a
sengers leaving cars. The conduc- two months' sales trip. He reports
tors call out "Strand Theater," sale of "The Invisible Ray" to S-kouwhen the car stops at the transfer ras Bros., for Missouri and Kansas,
point, and therefore at this point the and to Big Feature Rights Co., of
conductor called out "What's your Louisville, for Kentucky and Tennessee; the 12 Billy West comedies
hurry,capacity
— Strandhouses.
Theater." The result
was
to C. C. Bridwell, of Reelcraft, in

first member of the cast for
Films For Government
(Three Musketeers," upon which
is Fairbanks will begin produc(Special to WID'S DAILY)
s soon as he returns from
Washington — The collection of
) City, is George Siegmann, noteworthy motion picture films by
ill interpret Porthos, one of the the government is provided for in a
musketeers.
resolution introduced in the senate
by Senator Phelan, of California.
son Clift, according to word The librarian of Congress would send
d here will leave London some- to the director of the National
his spring for a visit to Los Museum, one copy of each film registered, and if in the opinion of the
I and New York, coming via
Egypt, Palestine, India and director, the film records "a historicompleting a world tour which
cal or otherwise noteworthy event,"
an with Europe for the gather- it shall be stored away for future
film material. He is at present generations.
j a number of productions for
Films, of London.
Taylor Sells Interest
(Special to WID'S

y Pembroke is ready to start
first of a series of two reel
dramas on the heroic exploits
: Royal Northwest Mounted
The first of these will be
"The Rum Runners." Story
al is being prepared by Wm.
Wright at Universal City.

DAILY)

Buffalo.
N. Y.interest
— "Hub"in the
Taylor
has
sold
his entire
Buffalo
Theater Supply Co., to the Rialto
Theater Supply Co., of Indianapolis,
and is about to re-enter the sales end
of the business with one of the Buffalo exchanges.

Davenport, la., for Iowa and Nebraska and to Merit Film of Detroit,
for Michigan. Also "She Played and
Paid" and "Whispering Devils," to
Standard Film, of Kansas City for
Kansas and Missouri.

WANTED

showingiceand snow
of Arctic and Far
North country, suitable for lecture on
Far North. Only the
best considered.
Address: B-74, care
Wid's.
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FILM FOLKS
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Free Lance

Shop

EVENINGS
Victrolas
Pianos Inc.
Richardson's

727 WEST SEVENTH ST.
Phone 64955
Los Angeles

Adaptations '• : Editing

Coast) RELEASES:
CURRENT
"Rose

of
Nome" — Fox
(West
ler
"Smilin' All the Way"— David Butler
"Girls Don't Gamble"— David ButStar
"Tiger's

Coat"— Hodkinson— All-

"Just Pals"— Fox (West Coast).
IN PRODUCTION:

cilia Dean, Edith Roberts and
Carey have returned from San
sco, where they were the guests
Allied Amusement Industries
e features of the motion picture
Ball held there. Carl Laemmle
ving Thalberg accompanied the
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(Continued
from Page
1)

the right steps had been taken in that
direction in many states he visited and
, Wispointed out as specific examples
consin, North Dakota, California,
Utah, Idaho and Colorado.
In Minnesota, he mentioned Benjamin Friedman, Theodore L. Hays
and W. A. Steffes, the president of
the U. T. P. L., an M. P. T. O.
In Nebraska he cited the names of
Stuart Gould and President Premer,
of the M. P. T. O., and Tane Bowne;
in Missouri, S. J. Baker and in South
Dakota, J. E. Hippie. In North Dakota, Brady said he found a "well
organized body of exhibitors and exchange men." In Montana, Brady
worked with L. W. Marcus, Rolla
Duncan and William Meyers, while
ted
Jensen and Von Herberg co-operawas
in Oregon. In San Francisco it
the Allied Amusement Industries. In
Utah. Idaho and Colorado Brady said
"the industry is magnificently organized."
"The industry," said Brady, "now
-is facing many perils. Censorship
is only one. There are persons and
interests who are growing jealous of
the popularity of the motion picture
and who seek to destroy it. We can
only by organfight themization ofsuccessfully
the most comprehensive
kind — an organization as complete as
that of Henry Ford or the Standard
Oil or the Texas Oil Co., with service
stations everywhere — even on the
desert."
Maclyn Arbuckle Films Sold
W. R. Wilkerson, acting as agent
for the San Antonio Pictures Corp.
of San Antonio, Tex., has sold to the
Producers' Security Corp. a series of
four Maclyn Arbuckle pictures produced in Texas.
The pictures are "Mr. Bingle," a
George Barr McCutcheon story;
"Squire Phin," by Holman Day;
"Welcome to Our City," by George
V. Hobart, and "Mr. Potter of Texas," by Archibald Gunter. The deal
covers world's rights.
Contract Completed
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Irene Rich's contract
with Goldwyn expired on Tuesday.
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MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryat

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITI

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaden
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryat

OF SALE

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOl
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryan

On Monday, March 21st, 1921, at 11 A. M.
at E. K. Lincoln Studio, Bergen Boulevard,
BROKERS
Grantwood, New Jersey, the undersigned
will sell at puhlic auction all of the assets of MOTION
PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
the United States Photoplay Corporation ex454-460
I.
W.
Hellman
Bldg., Los /
cept accounts for moneys due on subscriptions to the capital stock, moneys on deposit
in the Commercial National Bank, WashingENGRAVERS
ton, District of Columbia, and a claim in
favor of the company against one F. F. THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO
Stoll.
Half Tones — Line New
Engravers
York — Electri
BryaB
The property to be sold consists of cer- 225 W. 39th St.
tain moving picture machines, equipment incidental thereto, a quantity of unexposed
him. office and studio furniture and equipEVANS
LABORATORY
IES
TOR
ORA
ment, the right, title and interest of the unQualityLAB
Motion
Picture Printin|
dersigned as receiver of said company in and
Wads.
to a certain moving picture play known as 416-24 W. 216th St.
"Determination" and about 103,000 feet of
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATd
exposed film.
Tel. Tremoa
A list of the property to be sold may be 430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans, General Mana|
seen at the office of the receiver's counsel,
Treacy & Milton. 15 Exchange Place, Jer- NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATd
sey City, New Jersey. Bidders will be re'Kessel Kwality Prints"
quired to pay 10% of their bid in cash or
Fort I
by certified check at the time of the sale, Port Lte. N. J.
and the successful bidded will be required to
complete the purchase within three days after
confirmation thereof by the Court of ChanBARNES
PRINTING
CO.
cery ofditions
New
termsat and
conMotion Picture
Specialists
of saleJersey.
will be Further
announced
the time
PRINTERS
of the sale.
Phone Gramen
86 East 22d St.
Dated March
14th, 1921.
CLIFFORD L. WAKEMAN,
PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
SprinJ
Receiver
States Photoplay
Corporation.United
TREACY & MILTON,
STUDIOS
Of counsel
with Receiver,
15 Exchange
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
IB
Place, Jersey City, New Jersey.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harl"!l
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. *«
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Directory
Theatrical & Motion

Harry

Dean's Latest, "Reputation"
(Special

2. Supply you free of charg
a complete list, giving name
address and seating capac
ity of every theatre in th
country — and keep it up ti
date with regular supple
ments.
3. Send you daily reports giv
ing the names and addresse
of those in the market fo
your goods.

PUMCM

Fox To Have Five Theaters
William Fox has signed contractwhich will give him five Broadway
theaters in which to show his pictures.
"The Queen of Sheba" opens at the
Park on April 10. He now has the
Selywn and Broadhurst. The names
of the remaining two will be announced later.

To Be Made Into

HARRY

1. We place your propositio
before every one in any wa;
connected with the business

Special Showing of "East Lynne"
"East Lynne" will be shown at the
Columbia University Club tonight as
part of the entertainment for the
evening. The showing will be preceded by a talk by Norbert Lusk.

a Dean'sl
— Priscill
Angeles
Los Jewel
on for Universa
producti
latest
has been titled "Reputation." It was
made by Stuart Paton under the
Colors."
title,
Carl"False
Laemmle
and R. H. Cochrane
are now supervising editing of the
picture at Universal
City.

The Theatrical
DirectoryPictuE
and Motion
can do three things for y

Ralph Kohn Back
Ralph Kohn returned from St.
Louis on Tuesday night where he
and John C. Flinn are running the
chain of 16 theaters which the
Famous Players-Missouri Corp. owns
in that city. He is going back to
St. Louis on Sunday.

You Think of

HUMAN

mmnxmi

Frontier Features
Frontier Features, Inc., have been
formed with a capital of $100,000, the
purpose being to produce pictures.
The officers of the corporation are:
Anders Randolf, president; John D.
Voorhees, vice-president; Howard B.
Ragsdale, secretary, and Floyd T.
Buckley, treasurer.
Buckley says that arrangements
have been concluded for the first
scenario and the director engaged.
Randolf is to be starred in the pictures and work will begin on the first
shortly. The locale is to be in the
Bahamas and the company leaves for
the islands today.

TALK

MEN

WIRE

OR WRITI
TO

DO"

T-^*]1

N. B. SCHLESING1

802 Times .Building
Phone
5851.
New Bryant
York City
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uble Convention

Big Comedy Contract

igemen
from Five Cities to
■t in Rochester, Coincident
With Exhibitor Confabs
exchangemen of five cities in
t will hold a two-day convenRochester, coincident with the
r of the New York State ExLeague. The organizations
will iigure in the conferences
: F. 1. L. M. Club of New
the New Haven Film Club,
sw England Film Exchange
ers' Association, the Albany
lub and the Buffalo Film ManAssociation.
e five bodies, although each is
rely separate and distinct unit,
is internal management is conare affiliated in a manner
i the Hoy Reporting Service,
all five groups use to adjust
ices between exchanges and
ors.
. Chadwick,
president of the
managers'
exchange
(Continued
on Page 2)orgauiza-

Jack White and Llcyd Hamilton Sign
Three Year Agreement With
Educational
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, has signed a contract with
Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton for
the production of 12 two reel Mermaid Comedies a year for a period of
three years. At the same time he
announced a contract with Astra Film
Corp. for eight two reel comedies
featuring Jimmie Adams, which will
be delivered in the next 12 months.
These will also be released under the
Mermaid brand name, which is owned by Educational, making a total of
2C of these comedies a year, an increase of eight over the past year.
Since the organization of Educalional's exchange system Astra has
been making the Mermaid Comedies
for Educational, Lloyd Hamilton starring in half of them and Jimmie Adams in the other half. Jack White
'■as supervised the production of all
of them.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Lasky Due Next Month
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles — Jesse L. Lasky plans
e for New York about the 10th
: month.
Attend the T.voli Opening
Murray, Robert Z. Leonard,
Gurley and Phil Ryan left for
nooga last night to attend the
g tomorrow of the new Tivoli
-, operated by the Tennessee
irises, a Lynch subsidiary.
Aschers in St. Louis
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Louis, — It is reported that
r Bros, are the interests bei proposed theater project for
ngton and Grand Aves., on the
ow occupied by Sid Whiting,
lotographer.
Flynn In from Coast
mett J. Flynn, producer of "A
cticut Yankee in King Arthur's
" is at the Algonquin. He came
trom Los Angeles with Mrs.
to attend the opening of the
e at the Selwyn theater.
Harper Here
ace G. Harper, managing diof Inter-Ocean Photoplays,
the English company affiliated
;he Inter-Ocean Film Corp., arin New York yesterday from
in. He is here for conferences
Paul H. Cromelin.

Could the woman he adored, the mot her of his child, have led a double
"P. A." special shows how
life? J. Parker Read Jr.'s newest Louise G'aumAdvt.
far a man will go for the woman he loves.—

a Buys 26 Features
Shallenberger of Arrow Spent Busy

Stoll Cuts Force

Dismisses Salesmen and Turns Distribution Over to Pathe
Exchange
Time on Coast — Acquires New
Comedies, Too
Stoll Film has decided to eliminate
W. E. Shallenberger, president of its sales force and in the future will
Arrow, has returned from a trip to
all of its product over to Pathe
Los Angeles. While on the coast he, turn
for distribution.
contracted for a number of productions.
The arrangement is similar to that
While Shallenberger would not recently perfected between Pathe and
give out a detailed statement he the American Film Co., Inc., of Chistated that he had contracted for 26
cago, just previous to the turning
features. Most of these are in series over of all of its feature productions
of four, and each series of four will by Pathe to Associated Exhibitors,
j Inc. American maintained its own
feature a prominent star.
sales force, operating out of the Pathe
The first of the 26 is called "Headin' North" and features Pete Morri- exchanges for some time.
The date on which the new deal
son. Four specials are also included
in the list. Two series of two reel becomes effective has not been determined upon.
comedies have been secured, the first
to be made with Harry Gribbon. Eddie Berry and Helen Darling. There
will be 12 in the series, while the secS. D. Convention Tuesday
ond will also consist of 12. A northwestern serial of 15 episodes with
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Ann Little in the leading role has
Huron,
S. D.— The exhibitors of
been contracted for. Ben Wilson is South Dakota will hold a convention
here on Tuesday.
producing and directing it.

Sailing on Tuesday
Adolph Zukor and Al Kaufman
leave for Europe on Tuesday next.
Zukor is going to hear a verbal report from Eugene Zukor of the latter's observations on the practicability of exchanging films with foreign
producers, while Kaufman may make
a picture abroad.
B'urr.enthal Returns
Ben Blumenthal returned to New
York from London yesterday afternoon aboard the Olympic.
Gong
Abroad
William M. Yogel, exporter, is sailing on the Aquitania Tuesday, for
Europe. He will visit London, Paris.
Burssels, Antwerp, Berlin, while Denmark. Czechoslovakia will probably
be included as perhaps Italy and the
Balkans.
During his absence the sales activities here will be in charge of Albert
K. Greenland, who resigned from the
Rotlacker Film Mfg. Co.. to assume
his new duties.

After(Special
Queen's
Works
to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — Lois Weber is negotiating with Marie, Queen of Roitvato her
rights
mania, riousfor
storiestheandfilm
plays,
which
are to
he filmed in this country.
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Quotations
Bid. Asked
Famous Players . . . 66-^
do pfd
S27A
^Goldwyn
5
0. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

■World Film

\7lA

$i

Last
Sale

68
67TA
82?/6 82%
6
Not quoted
18

ys

18
ys
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Big Comedy Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

Under the new arrangement Jimmie Adams will remain with Astra,
but the contracts of Hamilton and
White have expired and they have
decided to organize their own producing company to make pictures for Educational. Both of them are now in
New York and they will make at
least one and probably other comedies here, starting work within a short
time. Lloyd Hamilton will be the
star in six and six others will be personally directed by Jack White, with
a new featured player, whose name
will be announced later.
Hammons and Henry Ginsberg,
manager of sales, will this month start
on a series of trips which will take
one or the other of them to every
office in this country, with the exception of the Pacific coast.

DASL.V

Friday, March 18,

Double Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

tion, will preside at the joint sessions
Harry Reichenbach stated
which will be held at the Hotel Senyesterday he didn't have a darneca, Rochester, April 5 and 6. A
ed thing to do with the "punch"
special
car will take the local memteaser now appearing in the adbers to Rochester. It is expected that
30 will go from New York, five from
DAILY. vertising
Harry columns
saysoftheWID'S
teaser
Boston, two from New Haven, six
is on behalf of "East Lynne,"
from Albany and 25 from Buffalo.
and that he only handles westTopics of discussion will include
ern pictures.
methods of conducting the grievance
committees and establishing uniform
rules in dealing with exhibitors.
In Boston and in New Haven exhibitors have been given equal representation on the grievance commitBaltimore, Md. — The Standard
tees of those two organizations. That
Amusement Co. will build a $75,000
theater at Reisertown Rd. and condition already exists in New York,
as noted, and it is expected that BufOswego Ave.
shortly.
falo and Albany will follow suit

New Theaters

Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore — Joseph Castleberg, who
A feature
of the
the visit
exhibitors'
connow owns the Strand and New Pickvention will be
of the delegates to the Eastman Kodak plant,
wick, has plans completed for a
$200,000 theater which will have a where extensive preparations have
seating capacity of 1,500. The house been made for receiving and conductwill be named the Castle.
ing them through the entire plant.
There are many historic objects in
the Eastman Institution, among them
Crown Point, Ind.
many early prints of film. The primCrown Point, Ind. — George M. Foitive methods of 10 and 15 years ago
land will build a $100,000 theater here will be demonstrated and compared
near this town.
to the methods in vogue today.
Dayton,
Davton, O. — The
will build an $800,000
site on N. Main St.,
has been secured.

O.
Keith interests
theater here. A
north of 1st St.

Hannibal Mo.

Hannibal, Mo.— A $150,000 theater
will he constructed here by unknown
interests. T. P. Barnett Co., Arcade
Bldg., St. Louis, is the architect.

Huntington, W. Va.
Huntingtonn, W. Va.— Architect
L. J. Dean, with offices in the Foster
Cincinnati Visitors
Bldg., is preparing plans for a $100,Mac Mahon and Jackson, of Cincin- 000 theater. The site and owner's
name are unknown.
nati are visiting.
Irvington, N. J.
Irvington. N. J.— A $125,000 theater
will be erected here. Site and owner
are unknown at this writing.

Gray who
Withrecently
S.-L. clo:
Paul Gray,
tour with George Beban and
"One Man In a Million" road j
has gone to Buffalo and Detrc
representative for Arthur Sawyt
Sawyer and Lubin. Gray will
first runs in these cities and h
the exploitation for "Without Li
the George D. Baker Prod., rel
through Metro.
Schlesinger Gets Feature
Mayer B. Schlesinger has acq
for world distribution "Things
Do." The picture was produce
Cyrus J. Williams, who has beei
is now making the series of sul
for release through. Pathe.
Rita Weiman will remain at
Goldwyn studios while her ori
screen story, "The Grim Corned
is being filmed.

Murphy Heads Boston Club
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Boston — F. B. Murphy of the Boston Photoplay Corp. is now president
of the New England Film Exchange
Managers' Association. J. Roth of
East Liverpool, O.
Federated is vice-president; George
M.
A. Fecke, M. P. Dist. Co., treasEast Liverpool, O. — A picture theurer, and W. H. Gardiner of New
ater is planned here. J. C. Cunning- England Pictures Co., secretary.
ham, in the Ikert Bldg., is architect.
Gommersal in Buffalo
East Orange, N. J.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
East Orange, N. J.— The Putnam
Buffalo, N. Y— E. T. Gommersal,
Jacobs Theater Co. will erect a the- Fox manager, is now president of the
ater to cost $200,000 at 429-435 CenExchange
AssotralAve.
_
William B. Putnam is Buffalo ciation.
Other officersManagers'
are H. F. Brink,
president of the company. His office Robertson-Cole, vice-president; John
is care of the Paramount fheater, 929 tary.
Sitterly, Dooley Exchange, treasurer,
Broad St., Newark.
and R. T. Murphy, Pioneer, secreHamilton, O.

Hamilton,
O. — M. D. Lindley will
build a theater at Main and C. Sts.

Pathe Gets Unusual Film
Pathe News has received
Dixio Alberini, its staff corresi
ent in Rome, Italy, films of Mt
suvius shot from an aeroplane
hovered over the crater of the
cano. The picture also show:
ruins of Pompeii and Herculai
Pathe states that Alberini trie
a year to secure permission fror
Italian Government to shoot tin
tures.

There may be many ways
to sell motion picture tickets, but the quickest, surest
and most efficacious way is
through the use of
RITCHEY

POSTERS!

RITCHET
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st ST..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Shown Under Different Name
Atlanta — The Forsyth recently
played Goldwyn's "The Concert" under the title, "How Dare You Make
Love to My Wife?" The engagement
was a three day one.
!

Kansas Convention, Too
Wichita Falls, Kans. — The Kansas
State Exhibitors' Association will
hold a two day convention, March
28-29, at the Hotel Lassen.
To Open Nickel Show
Muskogee, Okla. — Motion pictures
at five and ten cents admission are
promised by O. G. Bradshaw, who
recently closed a three year lease on
the Wigwam. The theater will be
remodeled before opening under his
management.

Jamestown, N. Y.
Jamestown, N. Y.— A vaudeville
The National Committee for the
and picture theater will be built at
Prevention
of Blindness held an in3rd and Spring Sts., at a cost of
$Ji(),(l()0 |)y Mozart Amusement Co
vitation showing of its film, "Saving
Marshall Peterson, president.
the
Eyes Sage
of Youth,"
yesterday
Russell
Foundation
Bldg. at the

Harry
You'd exchange
all your
for
my S
PUNCHE
KICK.

!
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obertson - Cole

Studios

Section

,-C. Studios in Los Angeles, Now Pulsating
With Activity; Most Complete Plant on Coast
mewhat less than a year ago
Studios, Los Angeles, were
: been carried forward that
w complete and functioning
le studios, as well as the

the plans for the Robertsonbegun.
So swiftly has the
this great producing center
in its entirety,
home
office building,
723

nth Ave., New York City, are the finest possible exemplifins of the earnestness and great determination with which
;rtson-Cole has entered into the motion picture industry,
le great California center particularly is an assurance and
antee to the exhibitor that Robertson-Cole is in the busito stay, and will spare neither time, money nor effort,
evious to the opening of the studio, a few weeks ago, the
:rtson-Cole producing units were located in various places,
rder to efficiently produce the best sort of pictures it was
led necessary to center Robertson-Cole production.
Conently the great studios were planned and built.
)w, with a central conTrol, all the work of production and
arations for the making of Robertson- Cole pictures goes
t one place, with each factor in the production adequately
ed and thoroughly equipped for its work.

The

location which was

picked for the Robertson-Cole

Studios in Los Angeles is ideal. Every dollar's worth of
material which went into the erection of the studios was the
best. A careful study was made of the most modern and the
finest production plans in the world before the final plans were
printed, with the result that the Robertson-Cole Studios, the
latest and largest production center in the country, combines
all the best points of studios previously built.
Many exhibitors visiting California during the winter have
been able to pay personal visits to the Robertson Cole studios
and, when leaving, have voiced their opinions that the newplant is the finest of its sort anywhere.
With the studios complete, Robertson-Cole expects to push
forward as never before. Confident through the success of its
special product, it has placed in its home office building, its
branches throughout the country, and in its studio, the most
recent to be completed, a vast investment to the end that
the industry may be enriched.

R-C
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Studios
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Mistress of Directed
The
by Henry
King
By Florence L. Barclay

"Good
Women"
By C. Gardner Sullivan

Directed by GASNIER

"Seven
Years Bad Luck"
with MAX LINDER
The funniest 5-reel Comedy ever made
Christie Film Co. presents
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"See My Lawyer"

By Max Marcin, by arrangement with A. H. Woods '
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Al Christie
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"Black Roses"
By Richard Schayer

Greater than "THE FIRST BORN"
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Christy Cabanne's
William
leaf from a woman's soul

"Whaf s a Wife Worth"
George IN Beban
"One A Man
in a Million"
Dramatic Page From Life

Mae Marsh
In a Production
From the novel "Mary Carey" by Kate Langley Boscher
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M^SSUE
Whose latest production "THE

FIRST

HA*AKAWA

BORN," has been unanimously declared one of the exceptional photoplays of the year.
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William Christy Cabanne
Producing HIS

OWN

Productions

For

Robertson-Cole

LATE RELEASES

"THE STEALERS"

"WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH"
NOW COMPLETING :

"THE PRETENDERS"

10
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New R.-C. Studios Model of Completeness
J3HE Robertson-Cole Studios, now finished and occupied in Los Angeles, completes the equipment of this
organization for producing and distributing pictures,
giving Robertson- Cole the newest and most comprehensive productive plant on the coast, in addition to its splendid
home office building which, as noted, opened only a few weeks
ago.
The studio proper covers a little more than 16 acres fronting
on Melrose Avenue and (lower Street. Here eight huge stages,
together with the many other structures required, have been
pushed to completion.
The executive building is "U" shaped, built around a large
portico, with a long flight of white stone steps leading up to it.
A colonial stairway leads from the reception hall to the second
floor of this building. Here are the executive offices, the exploitation department, a large modern theater for the screening
of pictures and a private dining room and kitchen used by the
executive staff.
On the lower floor a corridor on the left leads to the telephone
exchange, the purchasing department and the general accounting departments, while corresponding on the right wing will
be found the production department, the art and technical department, the employment bureau and the scenario and research
departments.
These departments work directly in connection with the
office on each of the stages where a studio representative is stationed to attend to the requirements of the director working on
that stage.
There are eight enclosed stages with a floor space of 95x170
feet, with scenery dock alongside and with an overhead clearance of 28 feet which affords ample room for settings. Should
necessity arise requiring a greater space for interior settings, the
stages are so constructed that sliding doors' along their sides
may be opened, thus making it possible to carry the setting over
two of these huge stages.
A network of bridges, equipped with electrical connections at
given points, permits overhead spot-lights to he placed at such
angles as to secure any lighting effect that is required. Beneath
the floor of the stage is a large concrete tank that can be used
for water scenes or for such scenes as require a stairway leading down from the level of the action that is being photographed.
A scene dock furnishes ample space for the storage of scenery and the properties required during the making of a production. Near the front of the stage is located the director's office
and offices for his assistants, together with a dark room and
repair shop for the cameramen. Each stage has its own cutting
room and projection room located in a separate building between the stages.
A 15,000 volt line comes into the grounds. Five 20-ton transformers reduce this current to 2200 watts and spread it out to
the two generator stations that are located at convenient points
between the stages. In each of these generator stations three
synchronized 300 K.W. generators reduce to 1110 volts of direct
current and each station is connected with each of the stages,
which make it possible to throw any amount of power up to 900
kilowatts on any stage.
The wiring of the entire plant is laid under ground and
brought to the stages through connection points located at convenient places to eliminate as far as possible cable running across
the stage.
A large building for the electrical department has been constructed. There lamps are stored and repaired and the many
electrical devices required for picture work made. Lights of
every description are in readiness at all times.

There are no dressing rooms on the stages proper. Bi
following out the policy of keeping each company as an in<
vidual unit, a dressing room building stands directly in front
each of the stages. The upper floor of these dressing roc
buildings contains ample dressing rooms for the cast and t
extra talent, while the lower floor has rooms for office purpos
and the star's suite at one end. The star's suite coi#ists of
reception hall, a dressing room, private bath and reception roo
In this reception room the star can receive callers without ha
ing to take them on the stages or into their dressing rooms.
They are furnished with every possible comfort and a p
vate door leads into a picturesque garden. Here the stars c
rest between scenes, away from the dust and the heat of the st
clio lights. Each of the gardens is different. Sessue Hayakav
has a Japanese garden, Pauline Frederick an old fashioned Nt
England garden, etc. While these gardens provide the vario
stars an ideal place to rest, they also prove valuable for bac
ground for many exterior scenes.
Directly behind the stages is a paved roadway, twenty-eig
feet wide, which leads from the freight entrance on Melro
Avenue, directly through the center of the studio. Runwa
lead from this drive into the various stages, making it possit
for the trucks to carry their loads right to the point on the sta
where their deposit is required.
On the other side of this roadway are the various constru
tion and service buildings, including a large mill, electric bn
ing, machine shop, store room, property department, paint she
wardrobe, emergency hospital, g_\mnasium, auto sheds, ei
There is ample space for the many exterior settings such
streets. In this space was placed the mammoth exterior settii

for "Kismet."
was required
that Centrally
located,
so as to be accessible to all the stage
is the mill and carpenter shop which covers a floor space of 13,4'
feet. Here the rough timbers are brought in from the lumb
yard, which is directly back of it, and cut to the proper siz
and shapes as they proceed in a direct line toward the carpent
shop, where they are used in the making of scenery, furnitu
or whatever is required. This mill is equipped to turn out an
thing from the roughest sort of properties to the most elabora
furniture. It is interesting to note that in this mill all of tl
furniture for the executive offices of the new studios has bet
made.

In the property department are stored rugs, lamps, pictun
bric-a brae and the many odd things that directors may call i
during the making of a picture. All of these properties are car
fully catalogued so that they are accessible at all times.
The painting of scenery, furniture, etc., and the preparit
of the various interior settings comes under the head of the pai1
shop, which carries a full stock of materials selected for the
photographic qualities. A machine shop also forms a pari
the studio equipment. There metal workers fill their functic
of the general scheme.
In the wardrobe building are the costume making depai
ment, the designing department, the storeroom for the costum
and large dressing rooms to be used when mob scenes are to 1
made. One of the foremost designers on the coast has bei
engaged to supervise this important detail of the organization.
A large gymnasium, with all modern equipment for tl
physical training, is one of the features of the new studio. He
a professional trainer attends to the physical development!
the attaches of the big plant and assists in the scenes that !
quire a physical display.
An emergency
hospital is in constant
readiness
to tal
charge of accident cases which are bound to occur in a plant
this size.
This is in charge of a competent physician.
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Lobertson-Cole
H. TIPTON
"THE
"THE

Story

BROKEN
BUTTERFLY"— (Robertson- Cole
— Maurice Tourneur)
FORBIDDEN
WOMAN"— (Clara
Kimball
Young)

"THE
"THE

THE
(Coming
Glaum WOMAN"—
)

release— Louise

PRETENDERS"— (Coming
release— Robert
son-Cole — Win. Christy Cabanne 'Special')
GREATER LOVE"— ( Coming release— Rob
ertson-Cole — Pauline Frederick )

HARVEY

"THE

Studios

ALEXANDER

"NOT

THUNDERBOLT"— Katherine MacDonaldFirst National.
PURPLE CIPHER"— Earl Williams Special.
DAD"— Louis B. Mayer Special.
COUNTY
FAIR"— Maurice
Tourneur— All
Star.
GUILTY"—
Sydney
Franklin
Prod. — First
National.

'THE

Forthcoming Releases:
—All Star.
PROFESSIONAL
WIFE"— Louis

"THE
"OLD
"THE

"THE
' THE
"THE

BEATRICE

Hollywood

VAN

Continuity — Titles — Original Stories.
Formerly Editor for A. J. Callaghan Productions
and
Manager of Willis (S; Inglis' Book & Play Department.
Titles for Gasnier Special, "GOOD WOMEN"
Titles for Pauline Frederick's "SALVAGE"
Continuity and Titles for Bessie Love's
"PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL"
Original Stories for Universal, American.
Goldwyn,
Triangle.

JEAN HOLLINGSWORTH
Associate Editor
Formerly with Thos. H. I nee, Robert Brunton
B. B. Hampton, Goldwyn and Metro

JACK

B! Mayer

CRIMSON LASH"— Selznick Dramatic Chapter Play (authorship and co-direction).
SWAMP"— Hayakawa— Robertson Cole.
VERMILION
PENCIL"— Hayakawa— Robertson-Cole.

THEW

"SEVENTEEN," for Jack Pickford.
"HEARTS OF MEN," for George Beban.
"HER PURCHASE PRICE," for Bessie Barriscale.
"DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL," for Mae Murray.
"BILL APPERSON'S BOY," for Jack Pickford.
"THE PLOW GIRL," for Mae Murray.
"THOSE WITHOUT SIN," for Blanche Sweet.
"MINTS OF HELL," for William Desmond.
Robertson-Cole

Department

J. GRUBB

STECK

"THE YELLOW TYPHOON"— ( Anita Stewart)
"THE TURNING POINT"— Katherine MacDonald)
"THE LEOPARD WOMAN"— ( Louise Glaum)
"NOMADS OF THE NORTH"— (James Oliver Curwood 'Special')
"OCCASIONALLY
YOURS" — ( Robertson-Cole Lew Cody)
"FIND

11

CUNNINGHAM
in Charge

tMA
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Colin Campbell
is the

"TheA Thos.
Bronze
Bell"
H. Ince
Production
m

Director of " THE

FIRST

BORN "

<m

Chosen

"The Nut"

among

the "First Five"

of the year's "FORTY BEST"
by the National Board of Reviews

with
Douglas Fairbanks
Recent Successes :
'When Lights are Low"
Sessue Hayakawa

"The Pretenders"

'Corsican Brothers"

William Christie Cabanne
Production

M. H. Campbell

"When Dawn Came"

Tel. Holly 167

Dustin Farnum
All Star Cast

Tel. Holly 2804
Tel. Holly 2805

INSURANCE
Los Angeles

511 Hollingsworth Bldg.

LALALBEORR'SATORY

Handles All the Insurance on the New

Robertson - Cole Studios
HOLLYWOOD

-

CALIFORNIA

and Developing
for

ROBERTSON-COLE

Representing

R. F. NOONAN

Printing

CO., Inc.

Insurance Advisors
110 William Street

New York

4500 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif.
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Carter Cinema Formed
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — The Carter Cinema
Producing Corp. of New York is another new picture concern incorporated here. It has a capital of $250,000. The directors and stockholders
are Alexander Begg, George A. Conroy and J. J. Mangini, 76 Pinehurst
Ave. Bullowa & Bullowa, 32 Broadway, are the attorneys.
The
new

lmettwithC. King
Paul ine Frederick
in

Mistress of Shenstone
Jl Robertson-Cole Special
Recent Releases

attorneys named above refused to talk about the plans of the
company yesterday.

Another for Kracke
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — The Little theater, built by
John Hamrick in 1917, has been
bought by Lewis Kracke from Joseph Danz, who also owns the Rialto,
Dream, Imperial and Isis. Kracke
has been financially interested in a
theater in Petersburg, Alaska.
Ralph Smith Dies
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
San Francisco — Ralph Smith, manager of the Garden at Burlingame, a
suburb died at San Mateo recently.
Theaters Change Hands
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
San Francisco — Samuel Nasser has
purchased the Alta from Paul Ressler.
W. E. Seen has purchased the Union.

ns" with Nazimova
et" with Otis Skinner
t" with Mildred Harris
Meyers in Albany
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
I Lips" — A Thos. H. Ince Prod,
Albany, N. Y. — Frederick Meyers,
alley of the Mounted" W. S. Hart formerly
assistant manager of the
:ss: WID'S DAILY, Hollywood

Buffalo Fox office, has succeeded J.
Spandau as manager of the Albany
exchange.

13

Putting It Over
up

Here is how * brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned

Atlanta, — Motion picture contests
have been numerous the past year.
Perhaps one of the most successful,
if the amount of newspaper space
obtained be taken as a criterion, is
the one sponsored by Thomas H.
Ince. The contest has been started
in several leading cities, but the first
tie-up was made with the Criterion
here, and the Atlanta Constitution,
Georgia's leading newspaper. The
following were the stipulations:
Girls between the ages of 16 and
30 are requested to take their photographs to the Criterion, where they
are delivered to a board of judges,
and from all photographs submitted
in the two weeks' period five will be
chosen. A free screen test will be
given each of these by Mr. Ince, and
these prints, with others from other
sections of the country will be sent
to Mr. Ince, and he, together with
his advisors, will determine the youn~
lady who is to bear the title, "Ince
Find of 1921." The contest in Atlanta was tied up with the appearance
of "Lying Lips" at the Criterion, and
the announcement thart the print of
the screen test will be shown at the
theater during that week, has a great
tendency to stimulate patronage.

Geo. L. Eastman
Co.

1111 Highland Ave.

Hollywood 183

"Building Materials
FROM

THE GROUND

UP"

Cement, Lime, Sand and Rock
Plaster of All Kinds
Complete Stock of Wallboards
Metal -lath
Lock-lath
Button-lath

QUICK SERVICE to the STUDIOS

Omaha — It was the first double
page newspaper spread ever put over
in a Holdrege, Neb., newspaper, so
R. C. Gary, of Famous Players wiL
lingly to
deposited
in the over
savings'
bank
win the $5president
to
putting in the last advertisement that
was needed. The president stubbornrefused
to "come
in" unless Gary
had lyan
account
with him.
The picture was "Something to
Think About." It was shown in the
Auditorium theater in Holdrege. The
theater seats 2,500 and the town has
a population of 3,000. Nearly the entire population was represented at
represented at one showing.
E. J. O'Shea, editor of The Holdrege Progress, went with Gary and
introduced him to the merchants, who
gladly joined in on the first doublespread ever seen in Holdrege.
The Johnson Co., department store
helped by devoting its big front
windows to a display; T. L. Johnson
of the theater had the whole countryside called by telephone, Gary sent
out 1,500 postals to farmers, 1,000
heralds were distributed about the
town and so much paper was put up
that the town looked like a circus.
The Keith theater, North Platte,
Neb., also put over a double spread,
a big department store gave a window display, and the telephone, postals and much paper were used with
treat success.
Back
Earl

Gulick,

f\SE of the many machines
installed in the Robertson*
Cole Studios by

The

[by Machinery Co.
438 East Third Street
Los Angeles

on the Job
of

the

O.

J.

Gude

Co., is getting "in touch again.
He
was out of the film business for a

time, serving on the jury,

I

i
!
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Robertson - Cole Studios
by
DESIGNED,
ENGINEERED
and ERECTED
MEYER

& HOLLER

(Milwaukee Building Co.)

LOS ANGELES

S. W. Films on Okla. Market
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dallas, Tex. — Among recent important film deals was the arrangement between the Southwestern Film
Corp. and the Emerald Film Distributing Corp. of Oklahoma City, for
the release in Oklahoma and Northern Arkansas of all subjects handled
by the Dallas office.
Every reel that is released by
Southwestern in Texas will be released by Emerald in Oklahoma. The
new Mack Swain Comedies, Dominant two reel westerns and Top Notch
Comedies are included.
Realart Studio Additions
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — While Morris Kohn,
president of Realart, was here he anadditions in Blvd.
the company's
studio on nounced
Occidental
that will
increase producing facilities by 100
per cent.
Kohn has closed contracts which
call for the immediate construction of
a third stage of 7000 square ft and
the glassing of, the present 10,000 sq.
ft. open stage. Very shortly also a
new office building will be built to
house the scenario department and
general offices.
Virginia Faire Selected
Pathe has selected Virginia Brown
Faire, winner of the Brewster Publication beauty contest in 1919, for the
leading feminine role in "Without
Benefit of Clergy."

Coast Brevities

Mundel Buys from S. & E.
S. & E. Enterprises have cam
mated a deal whereby the right
the United Kinkdom have been
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Charles
H.
Kyson,
president
of
the
Hollywood — Bernard A. Goodman,
posed of for their series of sevB
accompanied by A. J. Woodman, has Art Directors' Assn. and art director
Midget
comedies
and have
"Cow $|
arrived from New York. Goodman at the Thos. H. Ince Studios, will ap- reel
Jazz."
These
pictures
has established a branch of his New
pear before the A. D. A., at its next purchased by David Mundel. I:
York office at 408 Mason Bldg., for bi-monthly meeting tonight and dition Mundel has closed a dea,
Corp.
the purpose of representing independ- speak on picture costs.
"It
Happen
to You"!
LouisMight
Weiss
of Artclass
Pic
ent producers.
Beatrice Dominguez died recently.
Contiacts lave been closed t
Wheeler Oakman, in his 10 years She was with Universal for several
before the screen, has appeared in years and was recently engaged to ap- & E. Enterprises for the Midget (
edies with L. C. Baxley Attrac
77 pictures. His latest is in "The
pear in "Without
Benefit
of Clergy," of Dallas for Texas, Oklahoma
the
first
Kipling
story
for
Pathe.
Half Breed," for Oliver Morosco
Arkansas.
Prod. Oakman was given the Morosco forces through courtesy of Irv"It Might Happen to You"
Arthur
J. Zellner,
ing M. Lesser Prod., who vouch York
scenario
staff, ofhasMetro's
arrivedNewin been sold to Greater Features o:
for the truth of the above figures.
Hollywood to begin work on produc- attle for Washington, Oregon, N
tions to be made at the Coast stu- ern Idaho and Montana.
The Oakley Super-Quality Prod., dios.
Inc., have moved into more commodious quarters at 931 Grand Ave.,
AidingNational
Anti "Blue
Law" Drhis
T. W. Chatburn, president T. W.
The
Association
where a long-time lease has been se- Chatburn Enterprises, has secured
ii
cured. Greater office space was made the services of L. M. Cobbs as as- operating with Louise Glaum
move
to organize the stars int
necessary through the re-organization
sistant general manager.
Angeles
to combat
censorship
of the company and the perfecting of
blue law legislation.
plans for immediate productions.
.
"The Price of Happiness," by Florence Auer, has been secured by Louis
Lubin Sells Foreign Rights
Bart Wheeler, well-known public- B. Mayer as the next vehicle for
Bert Lubin has disposed of aj
ity man, is to become associated with
Anita Stewart.
of foreign territory on "Honejjj.
the Gore, Ramish & Lesser organizaRanch" to Sidney Garrett, who
tion as assistant to Richard Spier,
S. Barret McCormick has added chased rights for Argentine, ■
general publicity director. John JarUruguay and Paraguay.
mouth graduates into the Irving M. Emma Lindsay Squires to his publicity staff at the new Ambassador now"West
Lesser organization.
of the Rio Grande" sale
pending.
theater.
J. P. McGowan has offered a cash
prize to the scenario writer who can
Katharine Hilliker is compli
Charles
Ray
will produce
"The
do,
titling of the Leonce Perret pre,
devise a stunt that Eddie Polo can't Midnight Bell," by Charles Hoyt.
GAUSMAN. tion called, "A Race for Millions
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AKESPEARE'S
PLAYS
re have Buyers for them
M LIBRARY
SERVICE
West 44th St., N. Y. C.

EWILHRED?

UNCH
e.7
fEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
RUBIN COMPANY
4th ST.

SPRING

8309

CAMERAMEN
rnished for all purposes
"ED
SOCIETY
CINEMA
TOGRAPHERS
ite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryan.. 6558

3TICE OF SALE
>nday, March 21st, 1921, at 11 A. M.
Lincoln Studio, Bergen Boulevard,
id, New Jersey, the undersigned
at public auction all of the assets of
;d States Photoplay Corporation exDunts for moneys due on subscripthe capital stock, moneys on deposit
ommercial National Bank, Washingtrict of Columbia,
and a claim in
the company
against one
F. F.
^operty to be sold consists of cering picture machines, equipment inthereto, a quantity of unexposed
:e and studio furniture and equip: right, title and interest of the Unas receiver of said company in and
tain moving picture play known as
nation" and about 103,000 feet of
ilm.
of the property to be sold may be
the office of the receiver's counsel,
i. Milton, 15 Exchange Place, JerNew Jersey. Bidders will be reI pay 10% of their bid in cash or
ied check at the time of the sale,
successful bidder will be required to
the purchase within three days after
ion thereof by the Court of ChanJew Jersey. Further terms and conf sale will be announced at the time
le.
March
14th, 1921.
CLIFFORD L. WAKEmN,
:r
States Photoplay
Corpo:ion.United
TREACY
& MILTON,
unsel
with
Receiver,
15 Exchange
ice, Jersey City, New Jersey.

A
j
i
J
S
T
Courts

An application lias been filed in the
Supreme Court by Jacob Shenlield for
the appointment of a receiver for the
Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc..
and Victor Kremer individually on the
ground tl at moneys of the corporation are being dissipated and that the
corporation is insolvent or soon will
be if the diversion of funds continues,
and that Kremer is either insolvent
or is. making himself irresponsible by
the diversion of the funds.
Shenfield also names as defendants
the New York Independent Master
Films, which acquired the Chaplin
films, "Carmen," "Work," "Jitney
Elopement" and "By the Sea" from
the Victor Kremer Film Features;
Paul Gross, attorney for Kremer and
the corporation; Curt Kremer and
Eugenia Kremer.
Shenfield has been ejected from the
corporation, he says.
Answer and counterclaim for $10,000 has been filed in the Supreme
Court in the suit of the Roubert Pictures against the Reelcraft Photoplay
Corp. The defendant admits refusing to pay $750 for films, but alleges
that after the defendant had agreed
to pay $2 250 for each film featuring
Mattv Roubert, the plaintiff insisted
that it needed more funds and the
defendant would have to pay $3,000
each for ten films to be delivered
monthly beginning last October, and
then the defendant was to get one film
a month for a year at $3,500 each, but
the plaintiff refuses to keep the agreement.
Supreme Court Justice Erlanger
has denied an injunction asked for
by the Associated Photoplays, Inc.,
restraining Florence Hoyt Stokes and
Helen Gibson from disposing of the
Helen Gibson Photoplay, "No Man's
Woman." The defendant contended
that she got the picture from Helen
Gibson as security for a $6,000 loan
and she agreed to turn it over to the
plaintiff, which has a distribution contract for the film, upon the payment
of $7,500. but the plaintiff declined to
make the payment. The plaintiff replied that she not onlv wants the
$6,000 loaned, but $1,500 additional
and W% more for attorneys' fees,
which the plaintiff says is unfair.
Two Brenon Productions Ready
Herbert Brenon has completed two
productions for Joseph M. Schenck.
He has just put the finishing touches
on "The Simi On the Door" after
having completed "The Passion
Flower" six weeks ago.
Brenon will start to work immediately on another production starring
Miss Talmadge. "The Garden of
Allah" is scheduled for production
early in the autumn.
Start Morris

Production

,./*( Special to WID'S

DAILY)

•Los Angeles — An original scenario
by Gouverneur Morris called, "The
Ace of Hearts," went into production
at the Goldwyn studios here this
week. Tt is being directed by Wallace
Worsley, who directed "The Penalty."
Lon Chaney and Leatrice Joy are in
the cast.

is
am. J

" 'The Oath9 is One of Few
V ariety
ls"
Really Super-Specia
"More

Than a Worthy Successor to Its Predecessor
First National's Big Five Productions,"
Says Publication
THE

of

OATH

" 'The Oath' is more than a worthy companion for its predecessors of First National's Big Five. From every angle it is one of
the few really super-specials. An all-star cast which for once lives
up to its name, almost flawless direction and also a big story founded
on a vital human theme. Miriam Cooper does the best work of her
career.

A picture with real artistic merit." — Variety.
THE
WOMAN
IN HIS
HOUSE

"No more sweeping or powerful exemplification of the divine
force of mother love has ever been penned — and certainly never
screened. Developed with consummate skill and directed with rare
and touching emotions, it is worth seeing twice. It registers as
more convincing and moving from the power of its treatment than
"The Miracle Man." The production can readily be ranked with the
few great productions of the film world." — Washington Post.
NINETEEN
AND
PHYLLIS
"A joyous play of youth. The best yet .produced by the popular Charles Ray since forming his own company." — Los Angeles
Herald.
PASSION
"Few films combine the spectacular and the dramatic as the remarkable production 'Passion.' This great photoplay revealed new
possibilities for the camera and demonstrated the high standard that
the photoplay can be made to reach. The most impressive portrayals of humanity presented." — Washington Post.
MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
"Constance Talmadge is a drawing card and is indeed her charming self in 'Mamma's Affair.' She is a thing of beauty and grace.
The supporting cast is very good. Particularly fine were the settings."— Los Angeles Record.
THE
JACK
KNIFE
MAN
"It is tensely human. So different it will be well received everywhere. You cannot afford to skip it." — H. J. Longaker, Howard
Theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
THE
BRANDED
WOMAN
"Norma Talmadge great. You can't go wrong on this. Story
and production perfect." — T. N. Magruder, Elite Theatre, Iola, Kas.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

*7Iiere*tt he a Franchise everywhere
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Perfectly Timed

Favors

Censorship

Exhibited — Film
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pictures
Talking
Albany, N. Y. — Governor
Automatically Stops When DisMiller has declared himself in
crepancy Creeps In
favor
of state censorship. The
talkin
pment
develo
An interesting
Governor
said that he is in falarge
a
to
ing pictures was illustrated
vor o'. the Clayton bill and deaudience in the auditorium of the
clared that the measure must
United Engineers' Society Bldg.
be
passed,
and that he will give
The demonstraWednesday evening.applau
it h s urgent support.
se of those
tion received the
Film men have requested Asgathered to witness a new dimension
semblyman Clayton to arrange
the
pictures." Throughout
in, motion
for a hearing on the bill. The
entire film the synchronism appeared
request has been granted. The
perfect. Lt. B. M. Battey, chief enhearing will probably be held
PicMotion
gineer of the Talking
next week.
to WID'S
ned
explai
Inc.,
ture,
that
n
tratio
demons
DAILY after the
the film and phonograph were so
Gallery to Be Featured
timed that if a difference of a hun(Special to WID'S DAILY)
n
betwee
dredth of a second occurred
Los Angeles — Tom Gallery will be
them, the action would be automat- featured in "Wallingford's Son," the
ically stopped.
Vitagraph special which the George
Lt. Battey declared that steps were Randolph Chesters will co-direct.
place talking picbeing taken now tohouses
throughout
tures into various
the United States.
Gollos
Buys "Deliverance"
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Chicago
—
An
important deal has
Stockfrom
d
receive
Cabled reports
holm, Sweden, in February stated been consummated between the Gollos Enterprises and the Geo. Kleine
that after ten years of experimentinsr
system
whereby Gollos secures Chisaid
was
se,
Bergieu
Sven
an engineer,
cago and Northern Illinois rights for
to have produced a talking moving
picture, which recently was exhibited "Deliverance.''
before scientists and a group of disTo Open Okla. Office
tinguished persons.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Prof. Svente Arrhenius, director of
Oklahoma
City
—
T.
O.
Tuttle anof
ent
Departm
al
the Physico-Chemic
nounces that the Criterion Film Serinventhe
stated
,
Institute
the Nobel
vice will be incorporated as soon as
tion solved a long-attempted prob- the distribution of the Sherman Prod,
lem.
begins in April. One of the plans of
the Criterion is the opening of a
New State Righter
branch office in Oklahoma City for
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the exclusive distribution of Sherman
Boston — The Cosmopolitan Film Prod, and others contracted for by
Co. is a new state right organization Tuttle.
formed here by L. C. Goodman and
Robert Cobe, the latter formerly with
Operators Favor New Bill
N. H. Gordon. The company's first
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
picture will be "Everywoman's ProbAlbany, N. Y.- — Before the Assemfrom
bought
lein," which has been
bly Cities committee a hearing was
Plymouth Pictures, Inc., of New held on the bill introduced by AsYork.
semblyman Edward J. Flynn. designed
to
license
the operators of
Pomona
in
Blue Law Petition
machines and apparatus in cities of
the first class.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pomona, Cal. — This town probably
No one appeared at the hearing in
opposition to the proposed law, while
"blue law"
Sunday
a
on
vote
will
to
election
ordinance at the municipal
several representatives of the opbe held April 4. A petition calling
erators' locals argued in favor of the
forms
all
for an ordinance to prohibit
bill and warmly urged its passage.
of Sunday public amusements has
b'een filed with City Clerk Thomas R.
Will Rogers Hurt
Trotter, of the suburban city. It
•(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
imately 500 signaapprox
ed
contain
"Los
Angeles
—
Will
Rogers
received
tures.
a two-inch gash in the head while
filming exteriors for "Doubling for
Working on New Series
Romeo" at Jackson, Cal., when he
Production was started this week jumped from a veranda to the back
at the Master Films studio on the of a horse. The star refused to consider the ihjurv serious, and work
first of the new series of Torchy Comedies, which are distributed by Edu- was not delayed.
cational.
Eric von Stroheim is now on the
Allene Ray, star in "Honeymoon eighth month of his super-special feature, "Foolish Wives," which will
Ranch" and "West of the Rio
be a full year in the making
Grande," is expected in New York probably
and cutting.
shortly.

STATE and FOREIGN
RIGHTS
SELLING

NOW

Studio in Richmond
Interstate
M.
P. Corp
Formed —
Plans Number of Comedies and
Serais— Start Work Soon
(Special

to

WID'S

Chet Withey has completed "
ding
Bills," a First
National r
for Constance
Talmadge.

uwmm

DAILY)

Richmond, Va. — The Interstate M.
P. Corp. has been formed
with a
capital of $200,000.
Those connected
with the company are: C: Lee Moore,
president; C. W. Saunders, vice-president; Dr. Lawrence
T. Price, vicepresident, and J. D. Craig, secretarytreasurer.
On the board of directors,
in addition to those named
as officers, will be Morton
L. Wallerstein
and 1. Walter Irving of New York.
The purpose of the company will
be the production of two-reel comedies and serials. Actual work will
begin about the middle of next month.
Included in the plans is the building
of a large studio. The yearly output
will amount to 24 comedies and several serials. A 15 episode serial, "Adventures of Mary Earle," written by
Irving, will be the first long picture
to be produced. Work upon this production will begin in May.

1*7

PUNCH
DIRECTOR

Cuts and Flashes
Louise Prussing, now supporting

OF

Frank McCormack, stage director
of the original stage production of
"Experience." has entered the cast
for the short part of "Delusion."
Easter will be celebrated at the
Riesenfeld theaters with special emphasis on the music programs during
the week beginning Sundav, March
20th.
Theater Fire
(Special

to

WID'S
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Flint, Mich. — Fire of undetermined
origin
destroyed
the Princess
last
week.
The loss is estimated at several thousand dollars.
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2newal Expected

1st Natl After Reid?

Nat'l About to Close for Maclald Subjects for Two More
Years — Schulberg Renews
is understood that home office
Is of Associated Firs- National
>out to close a deal which would
the circuit the Katherine MacId Prod, for a pericd of two
years.
Miss toMacDonald's
nt pictures
date lave indebeen

Coast

The report, as it is circulated in film
circles here, is this:
Williams has offered the Paramount organization $500,000 to release Reid from his contractual relations. Associated First National is
prepared to handle six Reid productions a year which the star is to make
with his own producing unit. For
each picture $250,000 is to be paid.

Webb Completes Contract
meth Webb has completed his
: contract with Whitman BenProd. During the time he was
Bennett, Webb made four
1 Barrymore films and two ]
lis.

:bb is going to take a vacation
"st, he says, in four years.
New House for Bronx
Jther theater is planned for the
«. It will be erected by Sam
coff and the S. and L. Building
rid will be a one story structure.
:ost will be $80,000 and the site Out of the depths of a city's lower le vels a husband came back bringing
J. Parker Read Jr.'s new Louise Glaum
:d is at Jerome Ave. and Kings- the proofs of his wife's innocence.
special, "Find the Woman," has punch, power, beauty, sensation and heart
i Road.
interest. — Advt.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

nton, N. J.— The final hearing
e proposed censorship bill will
place Monday afternoon. Paul
elin, a resident of New Jersey
ippear at the hearing in behalf
:• National Association and sec' Frederick H. Elliott will also
be on hand.

leckles President
Uiam Alexander, of the AlexFilm Corp., returned from Chiyesterday where a two day ses)f the Film Distributors League
neld.
the meeting Maurice Fleckles
lected president. The other offiire: H. Kyler, of Denver, vicelent;
William
Alexander,
of
York, secretary and Maurice
n, of Philadelphia, treasurer,
ixecutive committee is composed
leckles, Alexander, Brown and
ian Rifkin of Boston.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Reason

for J. D.nied atWilliams'
Both EndsVisit—
Here De(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported here
that one of the prime reasons for the
coast visit of J. D. Williams of Associated First National has to do with
an offer his organization has made to
Wallace
Reid, who at present is unLasky.
der contract with Famous
Players-

ed through Associated First Na. The deal has not been closed
:, but it will be shortly.
P. Schulberg, president of the
ctions Distributing Corp., has
'ed his contract with Miss MacId for two years. It is reported
5600,000 is involved.

Hearing Monday

Reports That Is One

Veiller Resigned?

Pledge Aid

Entire Industry Promises Relief for Reported Out as Metro's Supervising
Chief— Will Direct— Special
Ireland in Non-Sectarian, NonPolitical Drive
Units Planned
Leaders of the industry met yesterday at Delmonico's and promised
their active and united support to aid
the American Committee for Relief
in Ireland.
Wm. A. Brady of the Natl. Association and Sydney Cohen of the M. P.
T. O. were named to serve on the
(Continued

on

Page

3)

All Scenes Copyrighted
The Griffith offices have copyrighted every sceneyesterday
in "Way this
Down
It developed
was East."
done
for the purpose of protection against
pictures now held by outside parties.
It was alleged at the Griffith offices
that scenes identical with some in
"Way Down East" appeared in other
pictures and that they had now been
removed as a result of the firm stand
taken by the Griffith organization,
backed by possibilities of recourse to
the courts.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is reported here
that Bayard Veiller has resigned as
supervising director of Metro and
in the future he will confine himself
to directing Bayard Veiller Prod,
for Metro release. He plans to write
his own stories.
It is reported authentically that
Metro intends placing all of tis companies on a unit basis, holding the
director responsible for the entire
financial outlay incurred in the making of each picture. This would mean
series of pictures from various directors, such as Ingram Prod., Veiller Prod, and Karger Prod.

When an important official of Famous Players was asked to comment
on the coast report, he said:
"It is ridiculous."
Harry O. Schwalbe at Associated
First National stated:
"There is absolutely nothing to the

report regarding
Reid."
Due Monday
J. D. Williams and Mrs. Williams
are due in New York from the coast
on Monday.
Sheehan
Sails Today
Winifield R. Sheehan, of Fox Film,
leaves
for Europe
today
on
the
Olympic.
He is making his regular
spring visit to Continental countries.
Another Hampton Article
Benjamin B. Hampton has another
article in the current issue of Pictorial Review, out yesterday. It is
called, "The Movies as a Career for
Girls — Is It Dangerous?"

25 Million
Film men were very much interested yesterday when news of a
highly capitalized film company came
over the wire from Dover, Del. The
company is the Walker Motion Picture Service and is capitalized at
$25,000,000.

Flynn Signs With Fox

$1,000,000 Unit, Too
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Flynn, who made "A
J.
Emmett
Connecticut Yankee' for Fox, has
Dover, Del. — The Allied Distributsigned a long term contract with that
ing Corp. was formed here yesterday
organization. Flynn is now in New with a capitalization of $1,000,000.
York.
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In the suit of Augustus Thomas
against Artco Prod., as noted March
5, it was stated that Mr. Thomas
alleged he made a contract with Harry Raver, as president of the organization. According to information received from Mr. Raver this is an
error. He states that he disposed of
his
1919. interest in the Artco Prod, in
Garsson Plans Bungalow City
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Jacksonville, Fla. — Murray W.
Garsson, who is sponsoring Fine Arts
City on the Camp Johnston site near
here, plans a large bungalow city adjacent to the actual studio property.
Garsson does not plan to place any of
the real estate on the market until
the studios are completed.

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
66TA
68
Famous Players... 66^4
do Pfd
82/2
82/2
82/2
*Gold\vyn
5
5]/4
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's Inc
17 -'4 18
18
Triangle
H
Vs
3A
World Film
Not quoted

An ordinary poster is about
as useful to an exhibitor as
a mirror to a blind man.
What the exhibitor really
needs, and should insist
upon having, are
RITCHEY
POSTERS!

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 w. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

LOIS WEBER
writes practically all of' her own

Stories and
Continuities
and is now proceeding with the
production of her next two

l
ia
ec
Sp
Productions

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
New Release for Howells
The Howells Sales Co., Inc., has
obtained world's rights on a five reel jM
feature entitled, "You Find It Everywhere," starring Catherine Calvert
and Herbert Rawlinson, which it will
distribute on the states rights market.
William Fait, Jr., directing the sales,
expects to leave in the near future on
a trip covering the Middle West and
a part of the South.
Associated Sells Franchise
Associated Photo-Plays, Inc., have
sold their franchise for their entire
output in East Penn. and South N.
J., to the Twentieth Century Film
Co., Inc., of Philadelphia. The first
picture to be released will be "The
Ranch
at the Wolverine," starring
Helen Gibson.
New

Young

Production

, ctal 10 WID'S

DAILY)

Los Aii!>oles--Clara Kimball Young
from
"Straight
jusl completed
Paris," her next Equity production,
story is by Sada Cowan.

but unusual stories, especially those
built around a worth while theme,
will be purchased at liberal figures.
Some person is
looking for this
capable young man
He has been connected with one of
the largest distributing organizations
in the motion picture business for
years and mendation
his lies best
recomin thepossible
fact that
his
present employers sincerely regret
the necessity of letting him go.
He has rubbed shoulders with excountry. hibitors in every corner of the
He has a splendid record as an advertising, exploitation and publicity
man.

Send all Manuscripts to

LOIS WEBER

PRODUCTIONS

He has
managed theatres with notable success.
He knows how pictures are made,
how they are distributed and how
they are exhibited and there is no
branch of the business in which he
would
not be a valuable employee.

and he is
looking for a job
Address J 33
Carelof WID'S DAILY

Santa Monica Blvd.
and Vermont Ave.
HOLLYWOOD,

CAL.
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theN ews
No. 23

nd exclusive pictures of
us in eruption from an
ne.
pictures of the allied oc»n of Germany.
etc.

0

<W

ckles President

Not Upset
Craft's
Proposed
Federal
Censor
Measure Doesn't Disturb Washington Film Men
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Washington — The announced intention of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform Bureau to sponsor a measure
for Federal censorship, has not caused
any excitement among film men here.
Crafts proposes to have formed a
commission similar to the Federal
Trade Commission, the members to
be appointed b^ the U. S. Bureau of
Education. Two of the members are
to be women. The first two are to
serve three years; the third and
fourth, two years and the last two,
one year each. The expenses are to
be met by a tax of $6.25 to be levied
against each reel of the negative which
is to be used in inter-state commerce.
In the first draft of the bill, Craft
outlines the kinds of pictures that are
on the banned list. The forbidden
material includes that outlined in the
resolutions adopted by the National
Association in New York last week.

R. & R. a State Righter
The R. & R. Sales Corp., which
was recently formed and which has
(Continued from Page 1)
headquarters at 117 West 46th St.,
committee, which includes a number will operate on the state
right marof prominent theatrical and stage folk
ket. Among the pictures they have
who will arrange the plans for the for distribution are 26 single reel
drive. Cohen announced that the P.ctzwood comedies, some of which
Rhode Island exhibitors had already star Charles Murray, Dorothy Gish,
bred Mace,
Mabel Normand and Bud
decided to hold their benefit perform- Duncan
.
ances on April 3 for the Irish relief
fund.
John Emerson suggested that the
COMPLETE AUDITS,
committee emphasize that the fund
SYSTEMS INSTALLED
was for the benefit of the needy and
AUDIT & SERVICE BUREAU
to stress that it was non-sectarian
1482 Broadway, Room 609
and non-political.
Tel. Bryant 5664
During the course of the meeting
Specializing in the Motion PicC. C. Pettijohn took occasion to thank
ture and Theatrical Industries
the musicians and stage hands unions
for their splendid support of the
Hoover drive.

Pledge Aid

READ

Many prominent folk attended the
luncheon, including Adolph Zukor,
who pledged absolute support of his
company; Joe Schenck, Walter Wanger, David Selznick, Lee Counselman
of Famous, and many others.

unusual short story
J. F. Natteford's

"A Glimpse of the

(Continued from Page 1)

is decided to release the Triictures which the league conthe rate of one a week. The
ill be Douglas Fairbanks in
icture in the Papers" and the
William S. Hart in "The
A schedule for a j'ear was
. out, with one Hart and one
iks film a month. Sid Chaplin
e Submarine Pirate" will be
■ release. It was decided to
he next convention in Los
s.
e who attended the meeting
Herman Rifkin, Boston; Harry
mde representing Pittsburg,
lati and Cleveland; Maurice
, Philadelphia; Ike Von Ronkel
aurice Fleckles, Chicago; Ben
tan, Minneapolis; Harry Kvler,
•; W. B. Hurlbut. Detroit;
n Alexander, New York; Leo
, Washington, D. C. ; and G.
>ntgomery, Los Angeles and
rancisco.

Says Himmel's Scheme Was Bluff
The Times yesterday morning published the following copyrighted wireless from Paris:
"A formal statement of his civil
suit against Andre Himmel, General
Manager of the Franco-American Cinematographic Corp., has been made
by M. Rivory before M. Ouzel, Examining Magistrate, in Paris.
"In his statement M. Rivory declares that the 1,200,000 francs which
he advanced to Himmel was the only
money at the young man's disposal.
This money, he says, Himmel withdrew from the bank, contrary to the
agreement, within three days of its
conclusion and the paying over of the
money. With the cash obtained in
this way, Himmel contrived to impose upon other people, says M.
Rivory.
"He adds that when he himself
went to America to investigate the
affair he found that the FrancoAmerican Cinematographic Corporapecialty Announces Sales
tion was not a serious enterprise and
ialty Photoplays, Inc., has sold that it had never had enough money
:d in the Storm" for Michigan at its disposal to attempt to carry
Mundstuk, Strand Features,
)etroit; to Major Film Corp., out Himmel's plans."
\ for Maine, New Hampshire,
Spur Series Selling Fast
>nt, Massachusetts, Rhode IsAycie Pictures Corp., who are sellad Connecticut.
ing 14 two reel westerns known as
the
Spur
Series, have already closed
Sold for New England
Levine, of Plymouth Pictures, 40 per cent territory. Contracts were
closed yesterday with the Quality
las sold "Everywoman's Prob- Film Service, Atlanta, for six South:o Cosmopolitan
Film Co., of
ern States. Western Pennsylvania
i, for New England.
and West Virginia have been placed
with
Lucas Better
burgh.S. & S. Film Company of Pitts(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

nta — Harry K. Lucas, who reNew Grievance Committee
underwent an operation, is now
The F. I. L. M. Club has a new
1 around after his illness. He
en putting in hard work on his grievance committee. It is composed
neater, which is rapidly nearing of Henry Siegel, Select; Lester Adetion.
ler, Realart, and George Uffner, Universal. Exhibitor members are
Messrs. Goldreyer, Gainsboro and
Buys Westerns
Suchman.
nta — Quality Film Service has
(Special to WID'S
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Pensacola, Fla.
Knounced the purchase of 16
eel westerns known as the
Pensacola, Fla. — The Majestic theseries. They include Art
ater on E. Garden St. has opened.
, Ruth Clifford and Jack Rich-. B. W. Bickert is manager of the new
\iouse.

in the April

Photoplay Magazine

Heights"

For sub-titles of the same human eloquence, and editing as
vividly dramatic, consult

M.G.Cohn&J.F.Natteford
Candler Bldg.

NOTICE

Bryant 9120

OF SALE

On Monday, March 21st, 1921, at 11 A. M.
at E. K. Lincoln Studio, Bergen Boulevard,
Grantwood, New Jersey, the undersigned
will sell at public auction all of the assets of
the United States Photoplay Corporation except accounts for moneys due on subscriptions to the capital stock, moneys on deposit
in the Commercial National Bank, Washington, District of Columbia, and a claim in
favor of the company against one F. F.
Stoll.

Harry

The property to be sold consists of certain moving picture machines, equipment incidental thereto, a quantity of unexposed
him, office and studio furniture and equipment, the right, title and interest of the undersigned as receiver of said company in and
to a certain moving picture play known as
"Determination" and about 103,000 feet of
exposed film.
A list of the property to be sold may be
seen at the office of the receiver's counsel,
Treacy & Milton, IS Exchange Place, Jersey City, New Jersey. Bidders will be required to pay 10<Tc of their bid in cash or
by certified check at the time of the sale,
and the successful bidder will be required to
complete the purchase within three days after
confirmation thereof by the Court of Chancery of New Jersey. Further terms and conditions of sale will be announced at the time
of the sale.
Dated March
14th. 1921.
CLIFFORD
L. WAKEMAN,
ration.United
Receiver
States Photoplay
CorpoTREACY
& MILTON,
Of counsel
with
Receiver,
15 Exchange
Place, Jersey City, New Jersey.
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Moray Leaves Hodkinson
Norman Moray, local manager for
Lascelle to Make
"Rip Van
Hodkinson, has resigned to go to In- WardWinkle"
with Thomas Jefferdianapolis, where he expects to be
son in Lead
His
active in the exhibiting field
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
successor has not been named.
Los Angeles — The Ward Lascelle
Prod, have leased space at Universal
Paramount Releases
where a screen version of "Rip
City, Winkle"
Van
will be made for disFamous Players will release "Beau
tribution
through
the W. W. Hod"O'Maland
special,
kinson Corp.
Revel," an Ince
ley of the Mounted," starring William
Thomas Jefferson will appear in the
S. Hart, tomorrow.
title role, which his father played on
the legitimate stage for many years.
H. Thompson Rich will supervise the
production with Lascelle, directing
personally. Agnes Parsons has been
engaged to make the screen adaptation.

DAILY

Saturday, March 19,

Not a Pugilist
Christy Gallup, of Hodkinson,
just had to to get back at Harry
Reichenbach yesterday because
Harry said he thought the
"punch" teaser was on behalf of
"East Lynne."
Gallup denied right up and
down, unqualifiedly, etc., that
the teaser was to boost "East
Lynne" and asked:
"Since when does 'East
Lynne' have anything to do
with prize fighters and such?"

Printing

Distinctively
Different

"East Lynne"
is an epic.
This is a
Thriller
See Monday' sW id's

P. T.

BARNES
PRINTING
COMPANY
INC.

"Director Rouche says it is absolutely impossible for the Opera to
continue without outside aid. Rather
than close the theater he proposes to
introduce picture dramas on a certain
number of days each week, and with
the receipts to pay the deficit incurred

(Special to WID'S
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by the operatic performances."
"The Wise Fool"
Angeles
Wise
theLostitle
finally— "The
selected
for Fool"
Georgeis
Melford's production adapted from
Sir Gilbert Parker's novel, "The
Money Master," which Melford has
just completed at the Lasky studio.
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Denial from Hodkinson
The Hodkinson offices denied yesterday that the rights to any of the
A few months ago the Goldwyn
studios announced the purchase of Irving Bacheller works, had been disposed of to the Clara Kimball Young
"Rip Van Winkle" for Will Rogers. organization, which, as announced
A later announcement told of the
the coast was making "Charge,
postponement of the production until from
It," a Bacheller story.
a future date.
At the Goldwyn scenario depart•-<> -«§»»">••■*>> <>•«»- 04
ment, yesterday, it was stated that
'that is
there was no record of the purchase
of "Rip Van Winkle" for any of the
Goldwyn stars or producing units.
*•>>«
Paris Opera May Show Films
The World yesterday morning published the following copyrighted dispatch from Paris:
"The famous Paris Opera may be
converted into a theater for movies.
This project is being considered seriously by M. Rouche, director of the
Opera, following the refusal by the
Chamber of Deputies to increase the
subsidy.

Harry

Lloyd Succeeds Long
Jack Lloyd, who has been w
Griffith organization for somij
past, but in the business manaf
end of the organization, has sue
Robert Edgar Long as pu
chief.
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It's a Circus! —
This latest Realart Star Franchise Feature

"THE LITTLE CLOWN"
The story of a young girl who is brought
up by a traveling circus troupe.
Where is there a setting more romantic
and thrilling than that of the sawdust

I 3

ring, the great white expanse of the "big
top," the lumbering elephants, the droll
antics of the clowns, the flare of the
gasolene torches over the heads of the
bearded lady and the flame swallower,
the blare of the red-coated band?
And this is a real circus with

MR. EXHIBIT01

Mary Miles Minter
corraling every heart with her adorable
clowning

Realart Pictures Corporation
469 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

You'll

need a tent fc
the overflow!

THE

LITTLE CLOW

is adapted from the play 1
AVERY

HOPWOOl

Directed by Thomas Heffn
Scenario by Eugene B. Lew
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Lots Of Action And Good Under-water Work In Willat's Latest
"PARTNERS OF THE TIDE"
Irvin V. Willat Prod.— Hodkinson
Irvin V. Willat
DIRECTOR
Joseph C. Lincoln
AUTHOR
L. V. Jefferson
SCENARIO BY
Paul Eagler
CAMERAMAN
Plenty of action and well handled
AS A WHOLE
climaxes; splendid under-water work
Has been rearranged for the screen in
STORY
cahoway
ppy that distributes the action but is a bit
DIRECTIO
N
the story

Very good; gets the most out of

Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
rate
First
CAMERA WORK
All very well suited and do splendid
PLAYERS.
work; children, in prologue very good
EXTERIORS
Fine
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
A love story with
intrigue playing
an important
part, and the
happy ending triumphant
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,150 feet

been sacrificed a trifle for the purpose of securing
action but they obtained considerable of it. Suspense
is also obtained in the underwater sequence when the
girl's rivals are working beneath the surface and the
one traps the other. And again in the burning of the
diving boat and the explosion which wrecks the vessel, there is more good action. The shipwreck sequence
prior to the last mentioned parts furnishes a good

thrill.

No well known

players are listed in the cast but

everyone is well suited and quite capable. Jack Perrin has a principal part and gives a thoroughly satisfactory performance. Others are Gordon Mullen,
Daisy Robinson, Gertrude Norman, J. P. Lockney,
Joe Miller, Bert Hadley, Fred Kohler and Ashley
Cooper.
Bradley Nickerson had been adopted by the Misses
Allen when a child. Fifteen years have passed and
Bradley is first mate of the "Thomas Doane," owned
by Granny Baker. Her businesss manager advises
that the old ship be sunk for the insurance money. A
Swede seaman and Bradley discover the plot and
prevent the disaster. Bradley buys an interest in
another ship, "The Diving Belle." Later the "Thomas
Doane" is intentionally sunk.
Bradley and Sam Hammond, a deep-sea diver, are

In order to get the most out of Joseph C. Lincoln's
story for the screen, Irvin Willat has rearranged it
somewhat and in so doing has gotten considerable
more action out of it. There are several climaxes, all
well handled and they have worked in an opportunity
to use some of the sea-diving stunts which made such

in love with Gussie, Granny Baker's granddaughter.
The insurance company hires Bradley to investigate
the sinking, and Gussie implores Sam to hide the evidence of the cause of the wreck. Hammond traps
Bradley in a part of the ship while they work below
the surface but Bradley is rescued. That night Ham-

a favorable impression in Willat's former productions,
"Below the Surface" and "Behind the Door."
There is a prologue well acted by Florence Midgely
and another player as old maids and Marion Faducha,
as a little orphan, adopted by the maiden ladies. The

mond goes aboard "The Diving Belle" to impair
Bradley's diving outfit. The vessel catches fire and
Hammond is trapped in the cabin. Bradley goes out
to the burning boat, saves his rival who pushes off in
a row boat leaving Bradley. Gussie comes to Brad-

smooth-telling of the story and plausibility too, have

ley's rescue and later tells him it is he she really loves.

Should Bring Good Results To The Box Office
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There are fewer of this type of picture on the
market than any other at present, and so you should
be sure to get this and give them something different.
You can promise plenty of action, good suspense and
a fair amount of thrills — enough to satisfy anyone.
Show stills of the burning of the ship and also the
wreck of the other ship on the rocks. Be sure to
mention the under-water stuff.

You haven't names of players to use so play up
Willat's name and recall his past productions,
"Below the Surface," "Behind the Door" and "Down
Home," the most recent. Mention the under-sea
sequences in "Below the Surface" and "Behind the
Door" and promise more of this in "Partners of the
Tide." The box offices results should prove worthy
of any exploitation expenses.

iM%
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Capable Handling Of Story Makes It Worth While
Thomas
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

"BEAU REVEL"
H. Ince Prod. — Paramount
John Griffith Wray
Louis Joseph Vance
Luther Reed
Henry Sharp
Splendid production values and

good acting greatly overcome theme a bit farfetched
Handled in good taste a story which
STORY
might ersily have been made offensive
DIRECTION
Excellent; displays artistic ability
PHOTOGRAPHY
. Splendid
LIGHTINGS
Very good
CAMERA WORK
Good
FEATURED PLAYER
Florence Vidor pleasing
and very pretty ; photographed to advantage
SUPPORT
Lewis
Stone, Lloyd
Hughes
and
Kathleen Kirkham all do good work
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL

All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
"Roue" father kills
himself when he fails to prove to son that latter's sweetheart is unworthy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,293 feet

Louis Joseph Vance's novel has been given such an
excellent production and is so well acted that the fact
that it is far-fetched in theme will be quite overlooked.
And then too, it has been handled in such good taste
that its less pleasant phases aren't
essentially a story of "high life" and
a story there's sufficient opportunity
sensation- loving crowd through use
apartment

house parties, etc.

But

offensive. It is
naturally in such
to appeal to the
of cabaret sets,
in "Beau

Revel"

there is only one cabaret scene, or rather it's the "Club
de Dance," and Florence Vidor is the very refined
"hostess" who doesn't resort to a daring costume to
make her dance entertaining.
In connection with Miss Vidor's dance, there is an
artistic photographic effect. While the dancer is being
photographed a spot light is used which produces the
effect of waves. The direction throughout is excellent
and the climax, while not pleasant, brings quite a
dramatic ending to the career of "Beau Revel."
Lewis Stone is well suited and quite capable in the
title role. Lloyd Hughes is a good looking leading
man and Kathleen Kirkham is the dissatisfied wife
who should have been reunited with her husband to
make the picture complete. The photography in
"Beau Revel" is excellent and worthy of comment.

Lawrence Revel, known to his friends as "Beau,"
seeks his main diversion in trifling with the affections
of women and loves only his son, Dick. Beau meets
Nelly Steele, hostess of the Club de Dance, and with
whom Dick is in love. Beau insists that Nelly is not
the "marrying kind" and persuades his son to give him
two weeks to prove it, saying that at midnight of the
last night, Dick will find Nelly alone with Beau in his
apartment.
It happens that Nelly has a wayward brother and
on the night mentioned by Beau, Nelly goes to the
latter's apartment just as he had decided that Dick
had won. Beau makes one more try and in all sincerity asks Nelly to marry him. Dick arrives and
then Nelly is told of their agreement. Nelly leaves
them both but Dick follows her and they are happy
together. Beau commits suicide by "falling" out of
the window in a way that makes it appear as an
accident.

Names And Catchlines And Certain Promises Can Be Used
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Beau Revel" is a thoroughly satisfying picture,
particularly because of the way the story has been
handled. It is interesting to contrast pictures dealing
with practically the same subjects and compare the
treatment of each. "Beau Revel" might have been
made sensational, but other than the suicide at the
close, there is nothing of this sort in the picture. The
suicide doesn't seem exactly necessary but it is probably afitting conclusion to the life of this man.

Louis Joseph Vance is the author and you might
give his name good prominence and use Miss Vidor's
name in connection with her recent appearance in
"Lying Lips." Lewis Stone is also well known

and
will be remembered in "The River's End," "The Concert," his most recent pictures. Catchlines can be
used and the Paramount press sheet contains further
suggestions.
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Pleasing Star And Direction Make Good With Familiar Story
Edith Roberts in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

UNKNOWN
Universal

WIFE"
William Worthington
Bennett Cohen
Wallace Clifton
William Edmond

AS A WHOLE
Good production but familiar
type of crook regeneration has been done so
often that it loses some strength
STORY
Well put together and affords star a
pleasing role; not original enough to cause any
comment
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS
Usually all right
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Very
enjoyable;
has a delightful
personality and her work is sincere
SUPPORT
Casson
Ferguson
good
as crook
husband who reforms; others suitable
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Crook reforms and
marries girl who forgives him when she learns
of his past
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,854 feet
If it weren't for the splendid work of Edith Roberts
and Casson Ferguson, two capable players who command your attention in the manner of their playing,
and good work on the part of the director, "The
Unknown Wife" wouldn't have a ghost of a chance
at being entertaining for it's been done so many,
many times before — the crook reforms and marries
a girl who doesn't know of his record but forgives
him when she does find it out.

Edith Roberts has a refreshing personality which
dominates the picture and she is capably supported
by Casson Ferguson, who also does a good piece of
acting in this picture, not an unusual performance,
but a sincere portrayal of a crook who wants to "go
straight." And the director, too, has handled the
story in a way that holds the attention satisfactorily,
considering that he was working with very hackneyed
material. He has allowed a bit too extensive detail
to creep in at times which threatens to slow things
up a bit, and he might have spent less time on the
ending once it becomes obvious the husband's secret
is known by the wife. Everyone knows she'll forgive him. Quinn and Joe Neary are two crook pals
William
of Ferguson's who afford a touch of comedy here and
there and the title writer has striven to be funny
occasionally. But the comedy is short lived. Others
in the cast are Spottiswoode Aiken, Augustus Phillips,
Bert Frank, Mathilde Brundage, Jessie Pratt, Edith
Stayart and Hal Wilson.
Helen Wilburton lives with her father in a small
country town.

Donald Grant, a stranger, comes to

board in Helen's home and when Helen's father dies,
she marries Donald and they go to the city to live.
Donald loses his job and to help out for a while,
Helen accepts a social secretary position which subjects her to the unwelcome attentions of her employer's
nephew, who calls at her home and discovers "Miss
Grant" is married. The nephew, an attorney, recognizes Donald as a man he had "sent up."
He threatens to tell Helen about Donald's past unless the latter goes away. Donald agrees to do this,
but when Helen learns that her husband is going to
leave her she returns to her home and even forgives
Donald for the mistakes of his past and they go back
to the home town to start life over again.

Star Should Carry It Over Especially If She Is Popular With Your Folks
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Regardless of the story's familarity "The Unknown
Wife" is quite likely to satisfy the majority of audiences because of the appearance of Edith Roberts,
whose personality is sure to please them. They're
liable to be disappointed with the story if you use
catchlines along the idea of the crook who was reformed, so if you feel obliged to hint at what it's
all about you might say: "If you live in a small
town and a stranger comes to board in your home,

be sure you don't marry him until you find out who
he is. See this situation in 'The Unknown Wife,'
Edith Roberts' latest for Universal."
If you usually play Universal pictures your folks
probably know they have been hitting a pretty good
average lately and with "The Unknown Wife" they
story.
are keeping up the good work even despite a weak
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Well Sustained Interest Makes This Entertaining
Conway Tearle in
"SOCIETY SNOBS"
Hobart Henley Prod. — Selznick
DIRECTOR
Hobart Henley
AUTHOR
Conway Tearle
SCENARIO BY
Lewis Allen Brown
CAMERAMEN
Jack Brown and Lester Lang
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining picture of society
life; not unusual but told in a straightforward
way; never lags
STORY
Not a whole lot to it but effective appeal ;maybe a bit implausible
DIRECTION
Very good; reaches the ending so
quickly you can't believe it
PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
From waiter to Count in capable manner
SUPPORT
Martha Mansfield attractive heroine;
"snob" types all correct
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
insists on

OF

STORY

daughter marrying

ing "incognito." He is asked how much longer he
will have to wait before he will be at liberty to disclose his identity. Some humorous body volunteers
that "he should worry, he's a good waiter." Hero
register's "I'm caught," but the speaker was merely
being funny. Martha Mansfield is the heroine who
decides to keep her Count even if he isn't one.
There is one angle of the story which might have
been made less implausible. It isn't likely that a Ritz
waiter would have the capital to establish himself in
a suite at the Waldorf and live in a manner befitting
a Count. You're about prepared to have it turn out
that he really is a Count or somebody more than a
waiter.
Martha

All right
Adequate
All that's required
Rich mother who
a Count,

learns

that he's only a waiter
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,500 feet
Following the example of Bill Hart, Harry Carey
and a few others, along comes Conway Tearle with a
story written by himself, for himself, under the title,
"Society Snobs." Hobart Henley has handled the
production end of it and together they have turned out
a really pleasing picture, not unusual, but a good piece
of entertainment. A noteworthy feature of the production is the fact that they waste no time in the
telling..

and they haven't made it long by padding, and even
the ending surprises you, so quickly is it reached.
Tearle does very well in a part that from a waiter
makes him a Count. No one is supposed to know he
has been a waiter. He is also supposed to be travel-

They didn't have material for a long picture

Mansfield is the daughter of a woman,

a

"Society Snob," who wants Martha to marry a title.
For this reason Martha refuses a perfectly good
American suitor. The latter consults Caroli (Tearle),
who is a waiter at the Ritz where Martha often
lunches. Caroli admits he is in love with the heiress
but on account of his position satisfies himself with
seending her anonymous boxes of orchids. Caroli
agrees to impersonate a Count. As such he wins and
marries Martha but immediately following their marriage tells her who he really is.
The mother insists that the marriage be annulled.
Caroli agrees and the papers are signed. But Martha
informs her mother that henceforth she will think
for herself. She joins Caroli and they go to Buenos
Aires where Caroli has accepted a position witli a
construction company.

Another Of Selznick's Recent Good Ones For You
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can be sure you are giving them a thoroughly
entertaining
picture if you show
"Society
Snobs."
It's just what the title implies and sticks to it all the
way through. The development is logical and there
is no time wasted in padding a story that of itself

wny he doesn't smile more often.
Be sure to tell them Conway Tearle is the author.
That should interest them. Also mention Hobart

isn't complex. -fcThose of your patrons who like Conway Tearle will be well pleased with his work in this

Henley's name and recall his William Faversham picture, "The Sin That Was His." If you played it. they
will want to see this one.

picture. " His usual

sober contenance is often guilty

of smiles, too.

It's a bet his admirers will wonder
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Star's Work The Feature Of Appealing Love Story
Pauline Frederick in

home in the part, playing all her scenes with a smooth

MISTRESS OF SHENSTONE"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
Henry King
AUTHOR
Florence L. Barclay
SCENARIO BY
.Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Dev. Jennings
AS A WHOLE
First rate production, fine atmosphere throughout, well acted and interesting

delicacy, and without effort. While she isn't called
upon for any sustained emotional acting, the role
does give her a number of dramatic moments and a
strong climax, which she handles with fine strength
and repression. In the scene on the cliff, where she
fights the temptation to let go her hold on the man
who is saving her, and also in the scene in which she
learns that her husband is not dead, as she supposed,
her work is certain to win the approval of almost any
audience. Roy Stewart, playing opposite the star,
is well chosen for the part of Jim Airth, and his work
is uniformly good. The other roles are more or less
unimportant, but are all satisfactorily handled.
Director King did well to keep the interest high,
as it undoubtedly is, because, when closely considered,
the action at times is very slow, and at no time is
there any great speed to the development. Skilful
handling of players and sequences makes any lack of
action go unnoticed, and creates a goodly amount of
suspense leading up to the climax.
The production has been carefully staged. In every
scene a very realistic atmosphere has been secured,
and the scenes on the English coast and on the
country estate, add noticeably to parts of the picture.
The story is unusual without being improbable,
which is perhaps the biggest reason why it is an entertaining one, and while the locale is England, the
theme is a universal one.

"THE

STORY
Adaptation
of Florence
L. Barclay's
novel of same name ; good screen material
DIRECTION
Handled players very well, keeping interest through some slow action
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Face sometimes shadowed
CAMERAWORK
Very good in cliff scenes
STAR
Good characterization, fine in emotional
scenes
SUPPORT
Roy Stewart in lead, all adequate
EXTERIORS
, . ...
All good locations
INTERIORS
Realistic
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man who is responsible for husband's death, falls in love with
the widow, ignorant of her identity
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,900 feet
An unusual story is Florence Barclay's "The Mistress of Shenstone," and by conforming closely to the
original, the screen version retains a great part of
this unusualness. Coupled with this feature is a very
well made production, and some fine work by Pauline
Frederick, all of which goes to make it a thoroughly
acceptable, and generally appealing picture. It is
the sort to provide entertainment for a majority without containing either in subject or the treatment of it,
anything likely to offend even the very exacting
spectator.
Undoubtedly the star is the biggest factor in making it an entertaining picture.
She is thoroughly at

Lady Myra Ingleby (Pauline Frederick) is informed
that her husband, Lord Michael, has been killed in
an accident at the front. Another officer, through a
mistake, is responsible.
Lady Myra, seeking rest, meets Jim Airth, who is
not aware of her identity. They fall in love, and it
then develops that Jim is the Earl of Aairth, the man
responsible for her husband's death. Many complications follow in which the couple are separated, but
love finally triumphs.

Play Up The Star And An Unusual Story
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There should be no difficulty for any exhibitor in
putting over this one. Pauline Frederick has acquired
a large following through her work in "Madame X"
and other previous pictures, and a promise of another
fine piece of acting from the star should be almost
enough to get them into any house. You can make
promises about the story and the production too, with-

out fear of disappointing. Make use of the dramatic
moments and the thrill of the cliff rescue, in your advertising. Tell them it is adapted from the novel of
the same name by Florence L. Barclay. Use the line,
"She found the man she was to marry was the man
responsible for her husband's death. Could love overcome this barrier?"

61ARRY SWEET
fbrCMTUKrWMKIt
SOME
Centuries
feature HARRY
SWEET— some
feature BROWNIE,
the Century Wonder-dog— in
others still you can have both HARRY
SWEET
and BROWNIE.

Concerning Harry Sweet
WID'S says; "Sweet has an almost unerring sense of
what will register and he never overdoes his gags. The
laughs are many and the stuff is the kind that almost
anybody can appreciate." Ask your Universal Exchange to screen you HARRY SWEET in "FRESH
FROM THE FARM"— or his new one, "TOUGH
LUCK," released April 6th, which BROWNIE makes
still more uproarious.

As to Brownie
"The best performing animal ever seen in pictures,"
say the critics. Show BROWNIE in "THE DOG
DOCTOR," viewable at your Universal Exchange — or
"THE KID'S PAL," soon to be released. You can show
HARRY andSWEET
release
a corker. as well in "FIRE BUGS," a recent

As to Centuries in General
"I have used every make of comedies on the market,"
writes W. H. Stevenson, of the Moneta Theatre, Cleveland, "but I find that the CENTURY COMEDY is the
most consistently good one-a-week comedy proposition
on the screen today."

a
The best performing
animal ever seen on
the Screen " m^m
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A Perfectly Good Story Overlooked In The Making Of This One
"YOU FIND IT EVERYWHERE"
Howells Sales Co., Inc. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Charles Horan
AUTHOR
Booth Tarkington
Wilson
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
"gone
low

wrong,"

and Harry Leon
Not credited

Harry Fischbeck
Another case of a good story
entertainment

value

extremely

STORY
Had
much
better
possibilities
should have made a good picture
DIRECTION
Production
suffers
from
direction

and
over

PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
PLAYERS
Many
well
known
players
with
Catherine Calvert and Herbert Rawlinson featured
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Poor

CHARACTER OF STORY
Piano factory owner's
employees go against him and the girl he loves
refuses him ; all ends happily
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
It's to be feared that Booth Tarkington and Harry
Leon Wilson will have a difficult time recognizing
their brain child when they see it picturized under the
new title, "You Find It Everywhere," produced by
Outlook Photoplays. The original story, which
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post under the
title of "The Gibson Upright," promised a much better screen vehicle than "You Find It Everywhere"
presents. The production is not up to the mark of
present day pictures.

And it's the fault of the direc-

tion principally, unless, of course, someone
up" was directing him.

"higher

The spirit of the story hasn't been grasped at all
and the result is a cross between a romance and a
burlesque with a little propaganda thrown in. Picture alarge piano factory ( an exterior shot shows it is
a large one) where the employees, who have been
left a small share of stock by a former owner, rush
helter skelter into the private office of the new owner
at regular intervals to voice their disapproval of his
management. The director never sees fit, however,
to let the spectator in on the cause of their dissatisfaction. Again, in an effort to secure some comedy business, they resort to burlesquing a meeting of the
directors by having the employees' wives take a hand.
There are several well known names in the cast besides Catherine Calvert and Herbert Rawlinson who
are featured. Others are Macy Harland, Wrm. Riley
Hatch, Arnold Lucy and Dora Mills Adams. Nearly
every member of the cast evidences over direction.
And whoever wrote the titles must have been trying
his hand for the first time. It was up to him to make
clear a lot of things that weren't brought out by the
picture, but he hasn't done it.
Andrew Gibson's father left him a piano factory and
lots of trouble along with his inheritance. The employees had all been left a small amount of stock and
so they felt they had a right to see that things went
their way. Jose, one of the employees, incites the dissatisfaction because he is in love with Nora, a piano
demonstrator, also loved by Andrew. Nora, believing
Andrew engaged to a society girl who was merely
desirous of "marrying Andrew's factory," promises
to marry Jose. Andrew gives away the factory and
so rids himself of the society girl. When he finds Nora
engaged to Jose he goes into the woods to forget, but
finally returns, wins back Nora and the factory.

Won't Do If You Show The Better Pictures
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless they can do a whole lot to improve it "You
Find It Everywhere" won't be found everywhere, for
as it is now it is not up to the present day standard
of motion pictures. The story isn't clearly defined and
incidents and titles leave you guessing, and time and
again you are forced to draw your own conclusions.
The development is choppy and illogical. Remedies
which would help a whole lot would be an entire new
set of sub-titles, generous cutting of the sequences
dealing with the employees rushing into the owner's

office and elimination of the burlesque contributed by
one of the employees' wives.
Should the picture go out as it is, it would be well
to say nothing about it and trust to luck that your
accompanying program will carry it through. The
authors' names would attract if you feel obliged to
use names.

Also the featured players can be men-

tioned, but they're not apt to gain any new admirers
for their work in this.

A PER
A Comedy-drama Prom the
Saturday Evening Post Stor

CRIME
This rapid-fire comedy-drama has pleased the
audiences in several hundred of our first-run
contract theatres and these exhibitors are enthusiastic over obtaining the contrast or "relief" over
the other prevailing types of pictures in the market.
"A Perfect Crime" already is sold to in excess of
2 200 representative, successful motion picture
theatres from coast to coast.

Associated Producers Inc
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Newlywed Farce Comedy Affords Pleasant Amusement
Wanda
.

"THE

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Hawley in

OUTSIDE WOMAN"
Realart
Not credited
Philip Bartholomae
Douglas Bronston
Paul Perry
Not many big laughs but plenty

of good amusement in "mix-up" farce comedy
STORY
From the stage play "All Night Long;"
along "bedroom farce" lines but not quite risque
DIRECTION
Quite satisfactory considering the
many sided situations he had to work with
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

All right
Average
Her admirers will like her in this

SUPPORT
Clyde Fillmore not very professional
looking doctor ; colored maid and Jap valet good
EXTERIORS
Hardly any
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Newlywed
wife
gets into heap of trouble through her continual
"exchanging" of her husband's purchases
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,225 feet
Wanda Hawley's latest picture for Realart is an
adaptation of Philip Bartholomae's stage play "All
Night Long." On the whole the director has been successful inmaking an amusing picture of the "bedroom"
farce comedy variety, and while it doesn't contain any
riotous humor, there is sufficient genuine amusement
to make it hold together nicely, and considering that
the story is one of those cases of complications, with
each incident making the main situation more complex,

the director has managed to keep it coherent and the
solution is reached at the proper moment, without
dragging things along until it becomes tiresome.
There's not much of the "bedroom" business in
this, that is literally speaking, since there is only one
bedroom scene. But Wanda Hawley is in negligee
throughout the picture, so her appearance in such
attire is the only reflection of the boudoir. Miss Hawley will be sure to please her admirers in the role of
the newlywed wife who has a passion for exchanging
her husband's purchases, much to his annoyance. The
ladies will be sure to observe that the star has adopted
the latest fad in head dress and is showing a "wee bit
o' ears" with her hair piled high in a coiffure.
Clyde Fillmore, as the husband, hasn't a great deal
to do but the titles inform you that in his professional
capacity he is kept busy following up the stork. The
newlyweds' colored maid and the Japanese valet of
the artist upstairs have a short comedy sequence
which they handle very well.
Dorothy gives a lace peddler
in exchange for a scarf and later
idol to an artist upstairs. When
the idol is worth thousands of

a queer looking idol
the peddler sells the
Dorothy learns that
dollars and that her

husband was only taking care of it for a friend, she
decides to sneak up the fire escape and rescue the idol.
Before she can do so the artist comes in and Dorothy
is compelled to hide. The artist practices jiu-jitsu
and falls, injuring his head. The valet runs out for
a doctor and Dorothy comes out of hiding to help
the injured man. Later Dorothy's husband is called
in and the artist tells him about the woman being
in the apartment, but the doctor doesn't know it's his
wife until sometime later when matters are explained
and the idol restored.

Star's Admirers Will Like Her Latest
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is an amusing farce comedy, not riotously funny, but containing some genuine humor despite its
mild demeanor. You can be quite sure that it will
satisfy the majority and it isn't long enough to get
tiresome. Quite often in such farce comedies, it happens that the situations are dragged out until there
is no more fun left in them. But in "The Outside
Woman" they have managed to keep the interest
until the end, and when they reach the solution of the"

complications they waste no time in finishing it up.
Admirers of Miss Hawley will be pleased with her
work, and while the role doesn't call for anything unusual in the way of acting, she portrays the "Pussykins" half of the newlywed family adequately. It
would seem that a more appropriate title might be
found for it. "The Outside Woman" won't mean very
much to picture patrons. Catchlines relative to newlyweds should be a good way to interest your folks.

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
presc?its

"What Women Will Do
An Edward Jose Production

99

Story by Charles A. Logue

Edward Jose, Sole Director

We say it, your trade papers

A better picture
jor your bigger
business

say it !
"Novel crook story that is good entertainment. .. Well made, well acted. . . Appealing story because it has a different twist. .
You can run it and feel pretty confident
that the majority of your patrons are being
entertained, whatever class of people make
up your audiences. . . There is plenty of excitement and suspense and there are surprises in store at the climax." — Wid's.
"An hour and a quarter of good solid entertainment. Story good, good heart interest,
no padding, has good box office value. Settings deserve special mention. No possible
flaw in lightings or photography. Star and
support all that could be desired. A notable achievement." — Trade Review.
"Strongly entertaining melodrama, unusually well staged." — Moving Picture World
"Excellent from every angle. Direction
masterly, cast splendid. . A gripping story."
— Weekly Film Review.

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS,

25 West 45th Street, New York

PATHE

Distributors

Inc.

"What Women
Will Do"
This is the third Associated Exhibitors production. Like
the others

it w^as made by exhibitors

exhibitors

for

with your box office and your public m -OievJ.
It follows 'The Devil," one of the outstanding successes
of the business, and like "The Devil" offers ample proof
that Associated Exhibitors are keeping the faith ; that
their announced policy when they started business of producing and presenting better pictures of bigger box office
value was not mere idle words but a statement of honest,
earnest policy which is now being carried out.

>

It is easy to promise; it is not so easy to deliver.
The Associated Exhibitors is delivering ; thousands of box
offices are the witnesses.

"What Women Will Do" is a bigger picture for yWr
better business. Let tbe picture itself make good the claim ;
see it!

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS

25 West 45th Street, New

PAT HE Distributors

York

INC.
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Slap-stick Comedy Of Feature Length.
Mack Sennett's
"LOVE, HONOR AND BEHAVE"
Sennett Prod. — Asso. First National Pict.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Mack Sennett
Mack
Sennett
Mack Sennett

CAMERAMAN

Fred Jackman

AS

A

WHOLE
Slap-stick
comedy
of feature
length; has obvious
continuity
and generous
amount of real Sennett fun

STORY
hokum
sides

Story within the story has much of old
plays and some new laugh-getters be-

DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
PLAYERS
Ford

Very good
Good
All right
Good

....

Charles
Murray
at his best with
Sterling running
close second;
Phyllis

Haver and Marie Prevost haven't so much to do
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Suffices ; titles fine
CHARACTER OF STORY. .:... .Judge tells newlyweds looking for a divorce a story that changes
their mind and sends them away happy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,572 feet

It Can Be Done

that aren't new, but besides he has put in some new
ones and the result is a first rate comedy offering.
And with it all, the story is kept intact and there is
obvious continuity. It is actually a story within a
story. The first is a really sensible piece in which a
newly wed wife seeks a divorce because she has found
a picture of another woman in her husband's pocket.
Then the inner story is brought about by the judge
relating a story in which he was an innocent victim
of a photograph. After the telling of the story they revert back to the court room where the judge is working his "cure," and of course the couple go away happy.
The direction is excellent and of course the usual
Sennett line-up of players help in no small way to put
the picture "over." Charlie Murray is the judge who
also plays a big part in his own story. Ford Sterling
is responsible for a good share of the laughs as the
innocent husband in the judge's narrative. Phyllis
Haver and Marie Prevost are also present but have
less to do with the actual comedy.
Murray tells how when he was a mere Police Judge
he was prompted by "duty" to follow a married man
who wa.s heading toward Gargle Inn with a woman
other than his wife. The man is Ford Sterling; the
other woman Charlotte Mineau ; and Phyllis Haver
the poor wife. Phyllis accompanies Murray to the
Inn where they plan to get evidence of Sterling, who
is dining in a private room with Charlotte. The first
tragedy occurs when Sterling rises from his chair,
which had molasses poured on it. The riot starts

It may not "listen" so good to say that "Love,
Honor and Behave" is a feature slap-stick comedy,
but it's sure to give you a pleasant disappointment,
for, regardless of its footage, Mack Sennett's feature
comedy holds the attention all the way through and
they keep the laughs coming without repeating their
tricks. Of course, Sennett has employed considerable
of the old hokum, automobile chase stuff and slippery

when he appears on the dance floor in striped B. V. D's.
Then the chase follows with the photographers on the
job for snap-shot evidence. The result is that the innocent Charlie is seen in one of the photographs holding a merry widow, so that as judge he is forced to
withdraw any charges against the guilty husband, or

pavements, and

get "in Dutch" himself.

other

means

of provoking laughs —

Will Surely Please Those Who Like This Type Of Comedy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This should be a good test for your audience's preference. If they're satisfied with "Love, Honor and
Behave" it would seem that this sort of feature comedy is a safe bet. That is, of course, if they're all as
good as this one. If your folks like the Sennett type
of comedy,
one. And
Idol," and
Honor and

you'll be doing a good thing to book this
particularly if you played "A Small Town
they liked it, be sure to give them "Love,
Behave."

You have a good list of Sennett favorites in the
names of Charles Murray, Ford Sterling, Phyllis
Haver, Marie Prevost and Billy Bevan. Stills of some
of the big comedy bits will be sure to attract them and
catchlines could read : "Don't rush for a divorce just
because you find another woman's picture in your husband's pocket. He may be an innocent victim of circumstances. See Mack Sennett's 'Love, Honor and
Behave' before you take the plunge."

aii^DAILY
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Some Beautiful Shots Of Snow Country In Mayo's Latest
Frank Mayo in

"THE

MAGNIFICENT
Universal

BRUTE"

flowing, and there is also a final shot — the sun peeping over a snow-clad mountain peak, that is unusually
beautiful.
The director has tried at various times to put you

Robert Thornby
DIRECTOR
Malcom Stuart Boylan
AUTHOR
Lucien Hubbard
SCENARIO BY
William Fildew
CAMERAMAN
fine Northwest
Exceptionally
AS A WHOLE
atmosphere ; scenic backgrounds and some good
action
Main idea is familiar but it has been
STORY
done in a way that makes it hold good
DIRECTION
Has
endeavored
to keep
you

off the track, but the ending is quite obvious nevertheless. The incident of the Indian guide and a brawl in
which he takes part, promises to have something to
do with the plot later on, but nothing comes of it. In
fact, the Indian only makes one more appearance.
The villain uses rather crude tactics in his plan of
murder. The audience is led to believe that it is his

guessing but ending is quite obvious nevertheless

possibly gain anything through the death of the girl's
father.

Splendid
. . . .A
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
rate
First
CAMERA WORK
Tries something a little different this
STAR
time and does good work
Dorothy Devore leading lady; others
SUPPORT
adequate
EXTERIORS
Some extremely beautiful shots of
snow covered country
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Trapper
in love

Frank Mayo plays the part of a French Canadian
trapper, and he puts a good bit of action into the
picture in a couple of the fight scenes. Dorothy Devore is satisfactory in the role of the girl, and J. J.
Lanoe is adequate as the villain.

with factor's daughter is accused of latter's murder but jealous rival is proven guilty
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,606 feet
The plot of "The Magnificent Brute" is surely as
old as motion pictures, but the production can't very
well be condemned for this fact, for it is all that anyone could ask and there is a Northwest atmosphere
that of itself is sufficient reason for anyone wanting
to see it. The opening reel is devoted mostly to shots
of this snow covered country, with its streams still

rival that he wants to put out of the way, and instead
the girl's father is the victim. They never explain
whether it was a mistake or not. The villain couldn't

Victor Raoul returns to the factor's post from a
trapping expedition and instead of the expected greeting from the girl he loves, Yvonne, Victor is received
coldly, and finds M. Courtiere, the Paris representative
of the firm to whom they sell furs, a guest in Yvonne's
home. Immediately Victor realizes that M. Courtiere
is the cause of his cold reception.
The trapper warns Yvonne that Courtiere's intentions are not honest, but she refuses to listen. Eventually Yvonne's father is mysteriously attacked and
found dying. While Courtiere is urging that Victor
be arrested for the murder, the old man recovers long
enough to say that Victor did not do it and he did
not see the face of the man. Of course, it develops
that Courtiere had hired a good-for-nothing to do the
job. Courtiere is turned over to the Mounted Police
and Victor claims Yvonne.

Another Good Universal For Your Program
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Universal is offering another first rate program picture in "The Magnificent Brute," Frank Mayo's
latest picture. And perhaps it is a lot better than
the average program picture, for it isn't often they
go to the trouble to secure an atmosphere such as
has been obtained for this picture. You can go the
limit on promises as to the kind of backgrounds to
be found.
The first reel especially and many shots

throughout the picture would make a mighty attractive
scenic reel.
There is always a good crowd who respond to a
story of the Northwest. Be sure to tell them this. If
your folks have a preference for the star, make good
use of his name and mention his last two pictures,
"Colorado" and "Tiger True." Catchlines will attract
and be sure to secure some stills for your lobby.
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Program Picture Of Average Merit.
Katherine MacDonald

in

"MY LADY'S LATCH KEY"
Asso. First National Pictures
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Edwin Carewe
C. N. and A. M. Williamson
Finis Fox
Joseph Brotherton
Fair entertainment; has been

well put together but is very implausible in the
main
STORY
vince

Has an air of mystery that doesn't con-

DIRECTION
Very good; shows especial care
as to detail rather than to lavishness of setting
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Proper
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
Surely deserves a real good story one of
these days
SUP* ORT
Edmund Lowe not genuine looking
crook; others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Very good
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Girl in search of
adventure gets it when she marries man who
turns out to be a crook
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,500 feet
Katherine MacDonald's latest First National picture
is another of the "in-betweens." It's not awfully bad
and it could be better. The main shortcoming is the

Good Direction

The director has managed to keep the story moving
at a good pace and the development is quite logical.
There are one or two instances where a gap is obvious,
Im t at the Strand, where the picture is being shown
there is also another feature on the bill and it's likely
the management has cut the feature a trifle to lit th<
program. There is also a good atmosphere of suspense
in the opening reel in the action taking place aboard
the ocean liner when the famous "blue diamond"
mysteriously disappears.
Miss MacDonald is charming and seems to have
made a sincere effort to please her admirers in "M\
Lady's Latchkey." She seems to have the ill fortune, however, of rarely having a story that would
give her a real chance to act. Edmund Lowe is a
good looking leading man but too "gentlemanly"
for even a gentleman crook. The other members of
the cast are well suited.
Ruthven Smith, trusted representative of a diamond
concern, is guarding a famous collection of jewels,
among them the blue diamond. During the night the
jewels mysteriously disappear. Later, in London,
Annesley Grayle tires of the gloom of her Aunt's house
and answers an "ad" for a companion. In the hotel,
where she is awaiting the person referred to in the
"ad," she is addressed by a young American who hurriedly explains that he is in trouble. In the thought
of an adventure Annesley agrees to act as his wife.
The girl takes the young man, Avho calls himself
Nelson Morgan, to her uncle's home, which through
coincident is the home of Ruthven Smith. Nelson

fetched even for a motion picture. It's quite possible
that the hero and heroine could fall in love at first

and the girl are married and while they are attending
a ball Ruthven demands to see the blue diamond Nelson has given his wife. Annesley realizes her husband
is a crook but saves him by her quick action in hiding

sight, but it's hardly probable that they'd be married
the next day without knowing something of each other.

the stone. She forgives him and by this time he's
reformed.

story, which has at least one incident that is too far-

Katherine MacDonald's Name and Catchlines Should Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is about an average attraction and you ought
to be able to play it without hearing any serious,

ward for the lost latchkey by working it in a theater

"ad" campaign, and finally announcing the finding of
=
"kicks." If it happens that Katherine MacDonald is "My Lady's Latchkey" at the so-and-so theater. Catch
a favorite with your patrons, give her name the most
lines could read : "Do you believe in love at first
prominence or otherwise depend on catchlines and exsight? That much is all right, but don't marry him
ploitation stunts to interest them.
until you find out who he is. He might be a crook.
You might attract attention by announcing a re-

Better see 'My Lady's Latchkey' for a warning."

neglect
don't
your

neglect

yowydont ■
^/ neglect/^ dOllt

»neo.leci
wife J

dont
wifei

dont
youI. /^W*

wifc//aont

the five pointsreproduced for
the first time in
motion pictures
This famous section, the most dreaded quarter in the world, is reproduced
hovel for hovel, street for street, with
absolute historical fidelity.
It is here that Madeline Talbot finds
Langdon Masters, and fights for him
with all her strength in a scene that
is a veritable whirlwind of emotion!
eminent authors present

erton's
athstory
gertrudeoriginal screen

don't neglect
your wife
directed by Wallace worsley

a goldwyn

picture
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Another "Miracle" Photoplay From William Vaughn Moody's Play
"THE

George Melford's
FAITH HEALER"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHOR
William Vaughn Moody
SCENARIO BY
Mrs. Wm. Vaughn Moody and
Z. Wall Covington
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS

A

WHOLE
A
depressing
atmosphere;
boasts of very little that is cheerful
STORY
Lacks dramatic force and is certainly
too improbable to impress
DIRECTION
Handling of players, settings, and
general productions angles commendable
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Milton Sills and Ann Forrest handle
principal roles splendidly; other players all well
suited and capable
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Look real
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Young
shepherd
gifted with a supernatural healing power
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,346 feet
George Loane Tucker certainly started the ball
rolling when he made "The Miracle Man," for since
then the "faith" theme has been presented at regular
intervals. The latest edition is a picturization of William Vaughn Moody's play "The Faith Healer," which
differs from the Tucker picture in that there is no
"crook" sequence to it.

u

FILM

Positive — Negative
United States Distributor

GEVAERT COMPANY
OF AMERICA, Inc.
HOOVEN

her lover laughs at her mention of "marriage." She
returns to her Aunt's home broken hearted and then
a second misery takes form in the illness of the Aunt
and in the throngs of cripples who seek cures.
There isn't the dramatic force in "The Faith
Healer" that was found in "The Miracle Man." When
the healer is effecting his cures he is so composed
and the subject of his healing so suddenly cured that
the improbability of the thing stands out over everything else. The interest is allowed to lag at intervals
and particularly toward the end when there is an
unnecessary amount of padding and prolonged detail.
Again in the last reel the picture bears comparison
with the first of the "faith" pictures in the sequence
in which the multitudes of crippled and maimed come
from all over to be healed by the shepherd. They
take altogether too long to reach the ending especially
since it is obvious.
Rhoda returns to live with her invalid Aunt
after a sojurn in the city where she met Dr. Littlefield
and fell in love with him, but left him when she
found he would not marry her. During one of her
revelries with the doctor, Rhoda had seen "The Faith
Healer" cure a man. Later she persuades her Aunt
to see the healer and she too is cured. Then Michaelis,
the healer, falls in love with Rhoda but suddenly loses
his power to cure the sick. By this time the place
is surrounded by people wanting to be cured. Rhoda
prays that the gift be restored, and it is.
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THE

George Melford's production is interesting at times
but on the whole it has a rather depressing atmosphere
which is not brightened by anything cheerful. In
the first place the young girl is disillusioned when

BUILDING

117West 46th St., N.Y. City
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Colored Positive
(U. S. Pat.)
Manufactured by
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May Please Them If They Like The "Faith" Theme
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"THE

You have good material in the way of names

George Melford's
FAITH
HEALER"
Paramount

work with. Announce

to

"The Faith Healer" as an adap-

By this time exhibitors have a good idea as to just
how well the miracle type of picture goes with their

tation of William Vaughn Moody's stage play and
tell them it's a George Melford production. Recall

audience, so it's just a matter of whether or not they
like them.
"The Faith Healer" needs cutting in the

his "The Sea Wolf," "Behold My Wife" and "The
Jucklins." Milton Sills should attract a good many

latter reels especially. It is too long for the amount
of story it contains and if some of the unimportant

people and you might use Ann Forrest's name. Although she is not so well known those who saw her

details were eliminated the interest wouldn't lag at
times.

in "Behold My Wife" will probably want to see her
again.

NOTICE

OF SALE

On Monday, March 21st, 1921, at 11 A. M., at E. K. Lincoln Studio, Bergen Boulevard,
Grantwood, New Jersey, the undersigned will sell at public auction all of the assets of the
United States Photoplay Corporation except accounts for moneys due on subscriptions to the
capital stock, moneys on deposit in the Commercial National Bank, Washington, District of
Columbia, and a claim in favor of the company against one F. F. Stoll.
The property to be sold consists of certain moving picture machines, equipment incidental thereto, a quantity of unexposed film, office and studio furniture and equipment, the
right, title and interest of the undersigned as receiver of said company in and to a certain
moving picture play known as "Determination" and about 103,000 feet of exposed film.
A list of the property to be sold may be seen at the office of the receiver's counsel,
Treacy & Milton, 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City, New Jersey. Bidders will be required
to pay 10% of their bid in cash or by certified check at the time of the sale, and the successful bidder will be required to complete the pur chase within three days after confirmation
thereof by the Court of Chancery of New Jersey. Further terms and conditions of sale will
be announced at the time of the sale.
Dated March 14th, 1921.
TREACY
& MILTON, of counsel with Receiver,
15 Exchange Place, Jersey City, New Jersey.

CLIFFORD L. WAKEMAN,
Receiver United States Photoplay Corporation.
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Haven't Made The Most Of Possibilities Of The Story
"THE

GARDEN OF RESURRECTION"
Stoll Film— Pathe
DIRECTOR
Guy Newall
AUTHOR
E. Temple Thurston
SCENARIO BY
Guy Newall
CAMERAMAN
Joe Rosenthal, Jr.
AS A WHOLE
A fairly good picture up to the
fifth reel when they spoil it with distasteful
ending

STORY
Could have been developed into really
good entertainment if properly handled
DIRECTION
Doesn't make the basic situation
clear at first and leaves some bits never clearly
explained
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Satisfactory
Good

PLAYERS

Ivy Duke hasn't a very compensating part; Guy Newall is a better actor than he
is a director

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
changed
CHARACTER

Many very pretty shots
Adequate
Certain titles in latter reels should be
OF STORY

Wealthy girl tricked

by "fake" marriage, finally seeks man who really
loves her and had warned her
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5,500 feet

It's unfortunate that "The Garden of Resurrection"
hasn't been made into a really good picture and even
as it is, the production will be nearly a hundred per
cent improved upon if they just leave off the last reel
which merely detracts from what possible entertainment the picture provides. After the girl has
been robbed of her wealth by the man who went to
the extent of "faking" a marriage ceremony to get it,
she seeks the man who really loved her and had
warned her of her "husband's" fraud.

That is quite

a logical ending but instead they go on to announce
an illegitimate child which conveniently dies, and
eventually the girl marries her lover. This whole
reel and the sub-titles in particularly are unworthy
of exhibition.
There are angles of the story which are a trifle
hazy throughout the picture. This is due to the failure
of the director, and perhaps the title writer, too, should
share the blame, to make his introduction plain. They
may have already cut the picture and in so doing have
accidently removed a scene or two that should have
remained. For instance they infer that the hero had
met the heroine before but there is no flash-back to
prove it. It would be better to show this than to allow the spectator to believe that any man could so
interest himself in a woman merely through a conversation overheard.
Again when the girl comes to her lover's house and
it is known that she is to become a mother, the man
is mostly concerned with what his servants think and
his excuses are directed solely to them. This seems
highly improbable. The players do their best and a
little pup contributes any "human
be.

appeal" there may

Bellairs, lonely, wealthy and a bachelor, overhears
a conversation from which he learns that a girl he
had once seen, was living in a certain place believing
herself to be the wife of the man whom Bellairs hears
talking. The bachelor is interested and seeks the
girl to whom he tells the story. She refuses to believe
it and tells him she hates him. Finally Clarissa learns
that Bellairs was right. Outcast and penniless, she
seeks Bellairs, grown so despondent that he is just
about to kill himself when Clarissa arrives. She becomes ill and when a child is born Bellairs says she
is his wife. After her recovery Clarissa plans to go
away but she loves Bellairs and eventually there is a
reconciliation.

After Certain Eliminations You Can Play This Safely Enough
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who play "The Garden of Resurrection" Ivy Duke and Guy Newall are the featured players
will do well to forget to use the last reel in case the who might be mentioned if you have played any of
Stoll organization decides to keep it intact. Even the previous Stoll productions in
which they appeared.
though the ending may be a bit sudden the fade-out
If you want catchlines the following might be used:
can be used where Bellairs opens the door and
"She believed herself married to the man she loved,
finds Clarissa. This is a much preferable ending to
but she found the "marriage" a fraud to rob her of
the one following, and which drags the poor heroine
her money. But see how she found a real love in
through the mire. And she's certainly gone through
enough of it as it is.
'The Garden of Resurrection.' "
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Nothing Entertaining About This One
Justine Johnstone in
"THE

PLAYTHING OF
Realart

BROADWAY"

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Jack Dillon
Sidney Morgan
E. Lloyd Sheldon
Gilbert Warrenton

AS A WHOLE

Mostly what is inferred by the

title, but they attempt to save it by "regeneration" twist
STORY
Very shallow affair with exaggerated
Broadway atmosphere its main attraction
DIRECTION
to extremes
PHOTOGRAPHY

Carries the "plaything" business

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

All right
Average

Good

STAR

Isn't required to do much
a pleasing personality
EXTERIORS

"acting;" has

INTERIORS

Adequate sets

DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Few

All that's required
Cabaret
dancer

wagers she can vamp a young doctor but
really falls in love with him and gives up old
life
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

5,316 feet

Perhaps because of her association with the Little
Club, Realart thought Justine Johnstone should be
given a story dealing with Broadway life, and so they
have selected Sidney Morgan's "The Plaything of
Broadway" and made a picture of just that — a cabaret
favorite who cheers Wall Street's tired financiers.
And even the touch of sentiment which has been injected through the introduction of the kindly doctor
who labors in the slums and is the innocent victim
of the

Broadway

"vamp,"

doesn't

save

Miss

John-

stone's picture from being anything but a very shallow
attempt at screen entertainment.
Not very long ago there was a picture released in
which exactly the same situations existed, the vamp,
the kind hearted doctor, and the eventual love affair
with the vamp realizing the uselessness of her frivolous
life. But the director in this case has gone the limit
with the "plaything" business' and the result is not
unlikely to keep the various censor boards throughout
the country busy with their scissors, especially with
the scenes in the cabaret and close-ups with direct
sensuous intent. And again the "wild party" in the
apartment of the "plaything" is certainly objectionable.
Miss Johnstone has a rather pleasing personality
and she is evidently sincere in her effort to contrast
the change from the actress to the charity worker.
She has been photographed to advantage but has
been given an unnecessary number of close-ups.
Lola, the pet and protegee of the dissipative Thirty
Club, is told by her admirers that no living man could
resist her charms, but there is one present who offers
a wager that he knows a doctor whose indifference to
women could not even be overcome by Lola. Lola
accepts the bet and sets out to win it. Her first attempt at engaging the professional services of the doctor fail, and she tries another. Lola interests herself
in the day nursery in the slums where the doctor
devotes most of his time.
Later she volunteers as a nurse and wins his admiration. Soon, however, she realizes that she loves him
and that she is beginning to like the work she is
doing. She dances for her friends once more to secure
a sum with which the doctor can build an Emergency
House. When the doctor learns how Lola secured
the money, he is so broken he even neglects his people.
After the various misunderstandings are cleared, Lola
and the doctor are married, pledging their lives to
helping the poor.

You Know Best What Your Folks Want
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This type of picture finds its best market in the
cheaper class house or the so-called "down town"
crowds. You know your clientele best and if you
cater to the people who find entertainment in such
as "The Plaything of Broadway" affords, you can be
sure they will find enough to appeal to them in this.
On the other hand this picture will find small, if any,
favor in the theaters where the audience is composed

of people who prefer
minus the sex appeal.

"cleaner and

better"

pictures,

There is certainly an unlimited amount of sex appeal in this and it is pungently sensuous at times. The
latter sentiment hardly counteracts what precedes it.
Exploitation of a picture with a title like this, shouldn't
be necessary. Of itself it will either bring them in
or keep them away.
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Typical Chinese Atmosphere.

Good Production And Well Acted

"A Tale of Two Worlds" is an Eminent Authors
production for which Gouverneur Morris has written

OF TWO WORLDS"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Frank Lloyd
AUTHOR
Gouverneur Morris
SCENARIO BY
J. E. Nash
CAMERAMAN
Norbert Brodin
AS A WHOLE
A feast of Chinese atmosphere
and thrills for those who like it
STORY

An original

but doesn't
like it

differ

Gouverneur
greatly

from

Morris story,
other

stories

DIRECTION. . . .Handled suspense well and worked
up to a good climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERAWORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
All Chinese types good; Leatrice
Joy and J. Frank Glendon do good work; Wallace Beery excellent as Ling Jo and Jack Abbe
sincere
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Don't use very many
All right
Correct

CHARACTER
OF STORY
White girl reared
by Chinese servant as Chinese is saved from
slave marriage by white man
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,649 feet
It's a fact that presentation will go a long way toward putting a picture over and in this connection it
might be worth while to mention a fact regarding the
way "A Tale of Two Worlds" is being presented at
the Capitol this week. The picture opens with a prologue, the action taking place during the Boxer uprising in China. This lays a foundation for the story to
come.
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audience was already on the road to liking the picture.

Eminent Authors presents
"A TALE

DAILY

The film is stopped and a stage setting representing a scene in the picture is reproduced. A girl

in Chinese costume sings the cradle song from "East is
West."
At the Capitol this was so effective that the

an original story, but it isn't very different from some
other Chinese stories with a white girl heroine. The
situations in the main are almost identical with a recent Fox production starring Shirley Mason. But "A
Tale of Two Worlds" has been given an excellent production and has the thrills attendant to the usual line
of Oriental intrigue.
The usual characters are found in the white girl
who has been reared as a Chinese, the white man hero
who saves her from the lustful Chinese chief who has
a torture chamber for his victims. An incident which
emphasizes the self-possession of the race is interesting. The chief traps one of his own. men in the torture room, knowing that he will kill himself and leave
the chief free to possess the money on his person.
The chief merely smiles when he finds the victim
burned the money before he died and remarks calmly,
"The late Ming had a sense of humor," and later, when
the chief is trapped in his own torture room and death
is certain, he lights a cigarette and regrets "that he
lacks the humor of Ming."
Ah Wing, a faithful servant, saves a white child during the Boxer uprising. In America he brings her up
as a Chinese, calling her Sui-Sen. Ling Jo, a feared
tong leader and slave dealer, wants the pretty Sui-Sen
and enters a marriage agreement with Ah Wing
whereby he agrees to search for the sceptre of the
Mings and give it to Ah Wing in exchange for SuiSen. Ah Wing never thinks that the recovery of the
sceptre is possible and so agrees. Ling Jo presents
the sceptre and Ah Wing is heartbroken, but must
keep his word. The wedding day is set and Ling Jo
insists upon having Sui-Sen even after Ah Wing tells
him she is a white girl. Newcombe, a curio collector,
has fallen in love with Sui-Sen, and with the aid of
"The Worm," a young Chinaman also in love with the
girl, Sui-Sen is saved from the tong chief.

Will Delight Those Who Like Stories Of The Orient
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Oriental atmosphere appeals strongly to a good majority of picture patrons and in this latest Goldwyn
picture you can assure them they will be getting their
money's worth of it. You can promise them some
genuine thrills and for those who hesitate you can
assure them there is nothing ghastly in "A Tale of
Two Worlds,'**so there will be no objections on this
score. Even the torture room of Ling Jo isn't objectionable.

Presentation and a musical score will help to make
the picture more impressive. Use the author's name,
and there are several well known players in the cast
who

will attract attention. Catchlines and suggestions in the Goldwyn

campaign book will give you

further ideas in exploitation. The result should be
worth any effort you make to put the picture over.
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A Fairly Interesting Story With Star In A New Role
Pearl White in
"KNOW

YOUR
Fox

crepancies inthe action detract from her performance.
As it stands now, the picture is too long and includes too many incidents. One sequence of events

MEN"

DIRECTOR
Charles Giblyn
AUTHOR
Paul H. Sloane
SCENARIO BY
Paul H. Sloane
CAMERAMAN
Joseph Ruttenberg
AS A WHOLE
Good in spots; too much incident makes it too long
STORY
Drawn-out story of domestic troubles
that registers partly and at times is rather flat
DIRECTION
Has allowed action to slacken in
several sequences
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

All right
Good

STAR

Has new kind of part; is pleasing and
does quite well with emotional scenes
SUPPORT
Wilfred Lytell the best; Harry C.
Browne often overacts
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Domestic difficulduty ties of a woman who marries from a sense of
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,315 feet
About the most noteworthy feature in connection
with "Know Your Men" is that in it Fox has given
Pearl White a new kind of a part, different from any
in which she has been seen in the past. And it can
be truthfully said that in most instances when emotional or dramatic interpretation is called for the star
acquits herself very creditably. Her work is enjoyable all the way through, although at times some dis-

which could very well end the story is no sooner cleared up than a fresh development begins from another
angle. It gets away for a good start, with the heroine
in love with the wrong kind of a man, and forced by
her conscience to marry the right kind of man, to
guard her father's honor. Then there is a sag in the
interest through the whole middle part of the picture,
while the wife's life of unhappiness is recounted.
There are here and there in this part some extremely
human incidents, which will be pretty sure to score,
and which save it from being wholly uninteresting.
The interest picks up again with the return of the
wife's false sweetheart, and it will be apt to hold most
audiences from there up to the climax.
Some of the settings are very good, particularly
those of the old-fashioned home of the hero's mother.
The titles often could be improved upon, a great many
of them being flowery and stagey. This is particularly true of the villain's speeches.
Wilfred Lytell plays the smooth seducer in a highly
satisfactory manner, and another good bit is that of
Estar Banks, as the hero's mother. Harry C. Browne
is a good type for the hero, but he weakens several
scenes by overacting. There is also a cute little girl
in the cast who will certainly provide a laugh or two,
and whose work is commendable.
Ellen Schuyler, in love with Roy Phelps, marries
John Barrett, a good man, to shield her father's name.
Later Phelps returns and reawakens her love. She
goes with Phelps, discovers his villainy, and, penitent,
is taken back by Barrett, whom she now realizes she
loves.

Will Please The Star's Admirers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If your patrons are admirers of the star, you should
be able to please them with this one. You can promise a new kind of part for Pearl White, and also promise a pleasant surprise to her following in the way
she handles the role. Use her name above anything
else in your advertising, because, while the story is
basically good screen material, a number of faults, as

mentioned above, will be noticed by critical spectators.
If you talk about the story, make the biggest play of
the fact that the woman leaves her home with the villain and is taken back by her husband. It will do well
enough in transient houses, and those catering to less
critical audiences. Use the line, "She was married to
the right man, but she loved the wrong man even then,
until her folly found her out."

Some Short Reels
"The Simp"— Sunshine-Fox
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This number contains more laughs and a greater number of
good gags than an-" recent Sunshine offering. Al. St. John is
the featured comedian, and as his comedy has found many
admirers in the past, his name should be a good drawing card
for this one. Also Al puts over some good stuff all the way
through. A lot of the business is not new, but all of it is
pretty sure fire, and bound to get a heap of laughs. The first
part develops into a burlesque of a regulation Western
thriller. The burlesque isn't made too prominent, and there
is quite a lot of subtle comedy that will be particularly funny
to intelligent audiences. Then there is some slapstick that
will appeal to most anyone. This is in the form of a story that
Al relates to the cowboys, just before they hang him, and it
occupies all the second reel up to just the end, when they
return to the hanging and a good punch is furnished to the
whole thing. It should be a highly satisfactory number for
any kind of a house. This one was directed by Ferris Hartman.

"Factory To Consumer" — Fox
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
This Mutt and Jeff hasn't much comedy to it. The reason
isn't very obvious, but perhaps it's because the idea is too far
fetched to give the touch of humanness that makes these
characters generally appealing. They have a plan in this one
to make double profits in the milk business. Mutt ties a cow
to the under side of an airship and they sail from house to
house, Jeff delivering the milk direct from the cow. One
or two laughs will register, but it isn't up to standard.
"The Bug House"— Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This number stars Dorothea Wolpert, although fully as
much of the comedy is furnished by Eddie Barry. It's the
situation alone that is amusing, as what gags there are in
the piece have all been used before. But the idea of the
thing is new and makes the reel mildly funny all the way
through. They pull the stuff fast and the rather complicated
situation is kept clear all the way along. The scene is in a
crazy cafe in Greenwich Village, in which Dotty is the maid
of all work, mostly waitress. A lost heiress hides in the
cafe, and she is discovered by the hero, who tells his friends
that Dotty is the real heiress. Dotty then finds herself the
center of attraction until the truth comes out. There are
no real laughs in it, but it should get over fairly effectively
on its speed and the humor of the situation that runs all
through the reel.
"The Desert Wolf"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
Tom Santschi is the star of this one, which, like most of the
previous numbers of the series, is a first rate picture of its kind.
The story is very well and smoothly told, the action fast and
coherent, and the whole thing presents a very finished appearance. Fine locations have been secured for every shot, and
they bring out some exceptional western scenery. The photography too, is noticeably good. Santschi is in one of his accustomed he-man parts and acquits himself in a satisfactory manner. The story is of "The Wolf," an outlaw, who has rescued
a woman and her child in the desert. Her husband has been
stealing cattle, and the "Wolf"
sheriffherforhusband
by the
made prisoner
bargains
with her
to save
if she will give herself
Wolf's" heart is soft"The
husband,
the
saving
to him. After
ened by the little child and he re-unites the husband and wife.
A very good two-reeler.
"The Coward of Covelo" — Universal
2 reel western
Type of production
This one starsjack Perrin, and both the star and the
westfast fightin'
of alooking
entertainment
make
story ern.
for a tough
too polished
is a little
Perrin "good
While pretty
fist
several
in
cowboy, he gives a good account of himself

fights, and acts tough if he doesn't look it. The story too is
somewhat better than the average of this type. It's not
overdrawn, and is well told and well acted. The star keeps
things moving all the time, so that there is no drag in the
action in any part of the two reels. Perrin is first seen as an
extremely tough cowboy who meets the new parson in town
and also meets his daughter, just as he is enjoying a free for
all fight. Gradually the minister impresses him with a "turn
the other cheek" doctrine, until the whole town believes him
a coward. The villain steals the girl and it is then that the
hero shows what he can do with his lists. The whole thing
is of the sort to be very enjoyable to all western fans.
"Making Up"— Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
A clever idea makes this one a very amusing, and wholly
satisfactory comedy reel. Billy Fletcher is the featured
comedian, and his style of comedy is quite universal in its
appeal, even though it is by no means original. The whole
thing holds up well, with the fun kept going all the way.
Several good laughs are registered in the last part, which
leave a good impression at the finish. The story has more
to it than the majority of one reelcrs. The young wife is
very much "movie struck" and in spite of hubby's protests,
she engages a dramatic teacher. Hubby finds it out and
takes the part himself in a large false beard. All the fun
comes in when wifie hides the teacher from hubby and Fletcher
does some quick change acts to play both parts. The leading
lady is a very pretty girl, and the piece is above the average
of its kind.
"Matter
of Choice" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Billy Fletcher is starred in this number. Whatever amusement can be found in it is due entirely to one or two situations, as the gags are not particularly funny. Fletcher puts
over the stuff as well as possible, but most of it is more or
less silly
without
much punch. audiences.
It won't beTheaptidea
to
prove
verybusiness
entertaining
to discriminating
is an old one. Father and mother each have a different choice
for daughter's future husband, and father cooks up a scheme
to queer mother's choice, who is also daughter's. He plants
a chorus girl's picture in Billy's pocket. Then Billy turns the
tables by framing up with the chorus girl to make love to
father. A few of the incidents are funny, but as a whole the
attempted comedy falls rather flat.
"The Man Who Always Sat Down" — Bruce-Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
This is the first of a new series of seven European scenics
of Robert Bruce. It is a first class number too, the whole
thing being unusually good airplane views, high above the
Swiss Alps. The Matterhorn is the central figure of most of
the shots, and the big peak has been shot from about every
possible angle. At one point, the machine is caught in an
air pocket, and the rapid drop of several hundred feet is shown
in the film. The peculiar title is explained by sub-titles which
state that the reason for the airplane trip is because the treveler
wished to be a mountain climber, but wanted to do it sitting
down.
It should make an especially good scenic offering.
"Mixed Bedrooms" — Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is one of the Gayety brand single reelers, depending
entirely on one situation for its humor. The situation is a
fairly funny one, but it isn't enough to hold up the whole
reel. There are two pretty girls, who are good to look at
but are rather amateurish in their performance. The story
is about a girl who leaves her diary on the table in her sweetheart's room, and the resulting difficulties in getting it back,
while dodging the family. It is just mildly amusing all the
way through, without any big laughs, and will be only a moderately satisfactory offering.

Short Reels
"The Show Down" — Universal
2 reel Western
Type of production
Art Acord is the star of this one; which ranks above the
average of its kind by reason of speedy action, a furious fist
fight and a big thrill. Acord has a tremendous amount of
pep and he keeps things moving so fast that some excitement
will he aroused in even the laziest spectator. The story is
similar in general theme to all westerns, but there are new
touches here and there to make it a little different. Then there
is a very realistic fight between the hero and a gang of villains. Theclutches
big thrillat isa crevice
furnishedin by
fall high
over ina
cliff. She
the the
rockheroine's
and hangs
air until lassoed from above by the hero and dragged to safety.
The stunt has been cleverly photographed and certainly looks
like the real thing. The heroine's guardian has robbed her of
an inheritance and Acord tries to get the goods on him. The
guardian
Acord's
reputation with
the girl,
he
leaves theblackens
town, and
the excitement
all comes
whenwhen
Acord
attempts to get back wi:h the proof of the villain's guilt: It's
a good number.
"Screen Snapshots" No. 21— C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Type of production
1 reel Fan Magazine
This number is up to the standard of this series, and will
bring the fans into more or less intimate touch with a lot
of their favorite stars. First comes a novelty with a shot of
the first colored company, making motion pictures for colored
folks. The director is shown rehearsing a heavy scene with
his colored cast. The come a few views of a race between
Marshal! Neman's "blimp" and one of the Navy dirigibles,
with Colleen Moore starting them off. Next Joy McCreey, winner of the I nee Screen Talent contest, poses a bit, and then
Eugene O'Brien's admirers are given a chance to see him
without his marcelled hair, in a morning swim. Next_ in
order are a shot of the Christie bathing girls, an introduction
to Dolores Casinelli, Irene Tarns, and Ann Luther, leaving
New Yorkbassador
for Theater,
Los Los
Angeles';
and some
views
of the
the new
AmAngeles.
In the
latter
spectator
meets Wallace Reid, Earle Williams, Carter DeHaven, Anita
Stewart and a number of other stars. After that there are
a few shots of youngsters of famous stars, who prove that
they are following in their parents' footsteps. The reel ends
with "Snooky," the monkey, on a vacation. Nearly all of
the stuff should greatly please the star fans.
"Putting It Over" — Universal
2 reel Western
Type of production
Eileen Sedgwick is starred in this short feature, which is
strong on action and speed, but which contains several noticeable faults in the continuity. The star looks very attractive
and she is pleasing in her work, except for the fact that the
direction requires her part to he inconsistent. The story is
a really original theme for a western. The heroine is the
goes east to a "finishing"
Sheyoung
rancher.
a wealthya far
of returns
daughterand
school,
different
lady.
The foreman

of the ranch is in love with her, but hardly knows her when
she returns with all her highbrow airs. Then is when the
principal inconsistency occurs, for she suddenly drops all her
manners and becomes quite rough and ready. There is considerable excitement in the chase and capture of two outlaws,
and this part brings out some noticeably good riding as well
as two thrilling falls. Its speed and dash make it an acceptable offering, and as the star is well known from her serial
work, it should be a drawing card.
"Christian

Crusaders

in Paramount
Constantinople" — Burton
HolmesType of production
1 reel travelogue
In this reel there are presented some interesting and unusual
views in and around the Turkish capital. The greatest point
of interest to most people will probably be the fact that these
pictures give a very clear idea of the change that has come
over the city, brought about by the war. First the European
part of the city is shown in panorama, with the Turkish city
of Stamboul lying on the other side of the Galatua Bridge.
Then there are street scenes in the latter district, with a view
of the admiralty building, and a shot of a remnant of the
Turkish army in camp. Views of the harbor show the warships of all the allied nations, and the old ships of the Turkish
fleet. The last part of the reel shows a review of the French
troops on July 14th.
This part is very good.
A satisfactory
travel reel.
Pathe Review No. 96
Type of production
1 reel magazine
"Getting out the news" is the title of the first subject of this
issue. It shows every step in getting out a metropolitan daily,
from the time the reporter hammers out his copy until the
paper is sold on the street. The pictures were taken in the
New York Times offices and press rooms. It should be an interesting bit for most audiences. The next subject shows a
number of "four footed enemies" in the zoo, among them the
tiger and Barbary sheep. Then comes a slow motion bit showing a juggler in action. The reel ends with some colored shots
of the Matterhorn in Switzerland. They are very prettily
tinted. A reel of about average interest.
"Single and Double" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Dotty Wolbert is the star of this reel. She is just as
homely as ever and the comedy of the piece is just about the
average of her offerings. There are five or six real laughs
in the whole thing, and it's only mildly amusing the rest of
the time. Dotty, as usual, takes the part of the family of
all work, and gets everything in the household mixed up in
a matrimonial tangle which finally untangles. The rest of the
cast is unimportant, although Helen Darling looks attractive.
Dotty will always be pretty sure of getting a laugh at the
start on her appearance, but she counts too much on said
appearance to provide fun all the way through. Will make
just a fair filler.
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Censures Crafts

ireatens Action
Warns Tarzan Co. Over Reisled "East
— Three
Now onLynne"
Market

N. A. M. P. I. Questions Reformer's
Good
Faith in Giving Newspapers Details of Commission
The National Association on Saturday ma , 'jblic the copy of a telegram se
v William A. Brady of
that organization to Dr. Wilbur F.
Crafts, o the International
Reform
Bureau,
i which
Brady
questions
the reforr. er's good fajfch in giving to
the daily papers theVletails
of his
proposed
Federal
Interstate M. P.

le Exchange, Inc., which is disng "East Lynne,"
Hugo
Bal>roduction ' for the Hodkinson
has sent the following letter to
irzan Film Co. of 140 W. 42nd
have received information to the
hat your company is about to put
market a photoplay production of
>-nne.' being a reissue of an old film
lome years ago.
beg to advise you that we have al.nnounced the release of a photoplay
ion of 'East Lynne' to b distribr the Hodkinson Corp. and the same
g widely advertised throughout the
States, and that any effort on your
take advantage of such advertising
enting the reissued picture referred
es within the rulings of the Federal
Commission against unfair competid will be met by such necessary and
legal steps as may be required to
the interests
of the parties
con-

Tarzan
Company
ing reply:

issued

help think out plan to compel all producers
and exhibitors to adopt your new standards.
So have given morning papers details of plan
for Federal Interstate Motion Picture Commission in place of censorship and in place of
your powerless review board. Same expense
producers licensed and required to maintain
your standards exhibitors sign contract to
maintain same as condition of supply. So
bind everybody. .Bureau of Educational appoints six men to supervise enforcement same
salary as review staff. Asked papers to get
your views also hope you join us to draft

the

Absurdity of the Hodkinson stand is
rent that the only excuse left for the
that it was designed for the purpose
nidation. It is funny to be told that
not allowed to issue our own piciast Lynne,' which was on the mara time when the very title w;as unto pictures. If there is any such
nvolved as a question of rights it
eem that any rights which may exist
s by priority and we are now look) the matter with a view to stopping
dkinson picture because it is advera 'modernization' and is therefore
genuine 'East Lynne.' Our exploias long
before
this made
Lynne'
ble
screen
property
which'East
Hodkinson
w unfairly participate in, and in view
• having changed the story we are
steps to force them to change
the
'East Lynne'
has sold rapidly
(Continued on Page 2)

Commissi'ui.
Brady's wire was in' answer to one
sent to mm by Crafts from Washington. Craft's wire follows:
"Producers, public and reformers should

in

rough with Sp'c'l

ong the passengers on the outOlympic on Saturday was
Sterling, the comedian, who left
l extended stay abroad. Sterated before leaving that he may
i away all summer.
may
make
some
comedies
1 this dependent on conditions
ds when he reaches the other
He said he had completed his
lict with Special Pictures sevlaonths ago.
Her the reorganized
production
1 of Special Pictures, Warner
who are now in charge of pron, were to make
comedies
in
Ford Sterling was to iBppear.
were to be distributed through
itional. No one could be reachthe Warner Bros, office regardlis.

Brady's reply:

and rush bill."
"Replying your telegram March 17th, I am
surprised to learn of the position taken by
(Continued on Page 2)

Jones Here
AaronSaturday.
Jones of Chicago
town
A sheltered, secluded wife attended a party in the absence of her husband.
The crime that followed is the basis of J. Parker Read Jr.'s next "A. P."
Louise Glaum production — a tremendous melodrama. — Advt.

X-Ray Movies
Why Not? Asks Prof. Harold F. Richards, Ph. D. In
March "Science and Invention." And echo answers: Why not?
The amiable prof helps his article a lot. By illustrations. One
shows how the X-ray would work. With a bank of powerful
Coolidge X-Ray tubes. Concentrates the rays from the bank
of tubes. By directing each bundle of rays thru a hole in a lead
screen. Lead being opaque to these rays. And the caption
writer says : "Imagine an X-Ray movie of a 'love scene." The
answer to which is : Don't. The prof gives this as part description of an X-Ray tense love scene :
"The jaw-wagging quickens — the situation is becoming more
tense. Percy's right humerus and ulna creep stealthily around
the twelfth rib of the slender-boned Dorothy. She struggles,
and Ave see her ribs contract as the bony arm tightens its hold.
Now she lays a submissive skull upon the clavicle of her lover.
His ribs heave up and down as he realizes that the object of his
adoration is his at last. The shadow in the left side of his chest
fluctuates rapidly and we know at once that his pulse has quick(Continued

on

Page

4)

Dwan

was

in

Going to Honolulu

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Allan Dwan sails for
rest.
Honolulu shortly. He plans a month's
Barrie Film for Criterion
The next attraction to go into the
Criterion,
Melford's
"The
Faith where
Healer"George
is now playing,
will be Sir James Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy," which John S. Robertson made as a special for Famous
Players. The date has not been decided upon as yet.
Plans Two

Reelers

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Bisbee,
Ariz.— The Border Feature
Film Corp. plans a series of two reel
westerns, starring Grant Merrill, who
before going into pictures on the
coast was a real-honest-to-goodness.
cowboy. The pictures will be made
along the Arizona border.
F. Thatcher is president of the
company; G. H. Merrill, vice-president; Rex S. Thorpe, secretary-treasurer and production manager. Directors are Grant H. Merrill. Rex S.
Thorpe, M. \V. Merrill and F.
Thatcher.
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Ince Film at Brooklyn £
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H. Ince's
hasThomas
been booked
for
Brooklyn Strand, a
house, beginning on
picture recently closed
at the Capitol.

Price 5 Cents
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale

The use of RITCH
posters is a positive ind
tion of two things on so:
body's part, — good ta
and excellent judgment.

RITCHE
L.ITHO.

CORP.

406 W.31stSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea

CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

You can always count on a "different" plot in a Christie. This one is "Red
Hot Love,"
with Neal Burns as a dashing fireman-lover. Educational, Distributors.— Advt.

Confab Today

Censures Crafts

Famous Players . . 67s/> 67l/2 67l/2
do pfd
82^
83
83
(Continued from Page 1)
The first of a series of conferences
*Gold\vyn
5
6
.... will be held today at the Astor of you and your interview published New York
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted the board of directors of the Feder- papers today in view of your statement made
at recent conference in New York City that
ated Film Exchanges of America, you would not for a reasonable length of
Loew's, Inc
18^
18^
18^
Triangle
Y%
Y%
Y% Inc. The meetings are exepcted to time advocate or encourage legislation of
involving the motion picture indusWorld Film
Not quoted last all week. Those who will attend any trykind
so that producers and distributors would
are: Sam Grand, Boston; Ben Am- have opportunity to overcome objections to
i
sterdam, Philadelphia; J. Eugene certain motion pictures. Do you think you
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. Pearce, New Orleans; Joe Friedman, are fair after stating in your telegram that
the producers, public and reforrners should
think out plan to compel all producers
Chicago, and Harry Charnas, Cleve- help
land.
and distributors not members of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry
Ryan, Franchise Manager
to adopt producers new standards and in the
Phil L. Ryan, former sales manager
same breath give details to newspapers of
of Associated Exhibitors, has been
your plan for Federal Interstate Motion Picture Commission without consultation with
(Continued from Page 1)
placed in charge of the franchise ac- state rights merely because the showmen all producers, public and other reformers. The
of your statement at recent conover the country remember what a big at- sincerity ference
will be tested by your willingness
tivities of the company's sales force
traction itwas. It is an established producto
confer
with producers, public and other
as manager of franchises.
tion, and a staple good for release in ten
from now because it is that 'East reformers before rushing into print and statRyan begins the organization of years
Lynne' which has become a beautiful heirhis franchise sales force with a small
loom to the theater-going public. We can
W.
McGuire, secretary of the
ing yourD.views."
protect it."
number of selected special represen- easily
National Board of Review, when askThis
is
the
Barker
production
of
tatives. These men will carry the
ed for a statement on Saturday, said:
plan to the Associated sales force and "East Lynne" made on the banks of
"It's
a big dream. This proposed Interstate Motion Picture Commission is a dream
with that force the proposition will the Severn River, England, where the
of
certain
motion picture producers and Dr.
story's incidents are laid.
be placed before exhibitors.
It was released here about eight Crafts which will turn into a nightmare.
Claiming
legislation
is Dr. question.
Crafts' hobby,
but
years ago on the state rights market its
enforcement
is another
Do Dr.
Warner Due Tomorrow
and these motion picture producers
Abe Warner is expected tomorrow and played as a road show attraction Crafts
think that the public will accept this, and
25c and 50c. William Fox bought that
the state politicians will give up their
from the coast. He will join the Fed- at
New
York
and
its
success
is
said
in
idea of taxing the motion picture industry
erated conferences at the Astor.
provide jobs for their henchmen under
some quarters to have been what in- to
the guise of safeguarding the public morality?
duced him to later film an "East The National Board which has an adminisLynne" with Theda Bara. The Tartrative group of 12 years' experience, and
is the only organization which acts in the
zan Co.'s film retains its original realm
of reality, refuses to become involved
form, except for new titles, the com(T (£>cUuxzticn%a£ U-LcLuajU^
in this trip to dreamland."
Newpany states.
York has been bought from
West
Completing
Second
the Tarzan Co. by the Climax Film.
Roland West has returned from
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
This makes the third "East Lynne"
on the market, the last being the old Palm Beach, where he shot exteriors
Biograph production which Nathan for "The Rossmore Case," Jewel CarHirsch of Aywon si state righting.
men's second production.
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•Dorothy Qish

JiZabel tNlormand

Charles ZXCurray

Fred CKCace

Twenty-Six
Single Reel
Betzwood
Comedies
of the fastest moving, cleanest cut
/^ f
/ |\ single reel comedies
that have
^ ^* ever found their way to the state
right market.
Each one is crammed with
the stuff that brings the laughs.
Their selling possibilities are tremendous
they have such big stars as Mabel Normand
Dorothy Gish, Charles Murray, Bud Duncan, Fred Mace and others.

Betzwood
Comedies

They are not re-issues. They have never
been released. They're a bit of gold that
has been tucked away on the shelf. Brand
new, sparkling paper that will sell them
quick has been prepared.
It will not require any urging on our part
to sell the territory on these because the
price is right.
R. & R. Sales Corporation
117 West Forty Sixth Street
New York City

a!i^
On Broadway
the Hill."
Broadhurst— "Over
Broadway— "East— Lynne."
Brooklyn Strand Charles Chaplin in
"The Kid."
Lionel Barrymore in
."
Penman
the
"Jim,
Capitol— "Without Limit."
Criterion— "The Faith Healer."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Lyric — "The Four Horsemen of the
e."
Apo'scalyps
New York — Today1— Thomas
Loew
Road."
"The. Easy
igyhan in tin
sda
in
Johnstone
— Jus e
TueMe
"The Plaything of Broadway."
Wednesday — Alice Brady in "Out
of the Chorus."
in "Guile
Thursday— Will Rogers
of Women."
Friday — David Butler in "Smiling
"While the Devil
All the Way."
."
ghs
Lau
Saturday — Dorothy Dalton in "The
Idol of the North."
Sunday— Wm. S. Hart in "O'Malley of the Mounted."
Rialto — Roscoe
Arbuckle
in "The
Dollar a Year Man."
Rivoli — Wallace Reid in "The Love
"
ecia—l."A
Spyn
in
Yankee
Connecticut
Selw
King Arthur's Court."
Strand — Lionel Barrymore
in "Jim,
the Penman."

DAILY

X-Ray Movies
(Continued from Page 1)

S. Hart in "The Whis-

." — "A Connecticut
tleyn
in
Yankee
Selw
King Arthur's Court."
Strand — "Man — Woman — Marriage."
Holubar Film Week of March 27
The definite date for the showing
of "Man — Woman — Marriage," Allen
Holubar's
big production,
Strand
has been
set for Marchat 27.the
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ened. With gentle claws of bone Percy grasps Dorothy's delicate skull, deliberately raises it until her empty eyesockets are
on a level with his own, then suddenly draws it to his jaw.
Teeth rest against teeth as the ardent kiss lingers its sweet
WHAT
IT COSTS
Censorship. In Pennsylvania. Looks like coming year will
length."
cost over $76,000. Ten years ago, when censors were organized,
it cost $2,700. This to State. But what it has cost producers
runs to hundreds of thousands. Yet Crafts says never has
he seen such spontaneous movement in 33 years of reform. As
there is for censorship this year. Yet despite censorship there
are 17 bills affecting pictures. In Pennsylvania. Showing censorship isn't the answer.
RALPH
KOHN— SHOWMAN
DE
LUXE
One of secretaries of Famous Players. Attorney by profession. Sent West to look things over. Lands in St. Looey. With
John Flinn. Finds Famous has 16 theaters there. All needing
attention. Forgets law. Forgets everything. Tackles the job.
With Flinn. Getting to be a regular showman. Came back
last week. To talk to Riesenfeld. Back to St. Looey today.
With fresh ideas.

Hear those theaters aren't doing such-a-much. On the
wrong side of the ledger. Also that Steve Lynch looked at them.
Just looked. Nothing more.
VALUES— NOT
COST
Next Week
Big showman. Middle West. Owns nearly 30 houses. DeBroadhurst— "Over
the Hill."
veloping rapidly. Talking of pictures. "It isn't what they cost,"
Broadway — Not yet determined.
he says, "but what value they possess. I can buy Chaplin at a
stiff price. And clean up. Doing it. Get another feature for
Brooklyn Strand — "Lying Lipe."
Capitol — Pauline Frederick in "Roads a lot less. And it dies on me.
It's value that counts. Not cost."
of Destiny."
Criterion— "The Faith Healer."
Right-o.
ROWLAND
HAPPY
44th St.— "Way
Down
East."
Over at Metro. Also Marcus. Also Atkinson. And all the
Lyric — "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse."
big had
things.
Four office
Horsemen"
is doing.
Rialto — Bebe Daniels in "Ducks and rest.
Metro Over
has the
never
such"The
a box
bet. Did
over
Drakes."
Rivoli— Wm.

Monday, March 21, 1

$22,000 first -week. Went bigger still last week. At Lyric. No
wonder Joe Engel smiles. Says it's doing same thing in Los
Angeles. Cost a lot. But this dwindles fast. When you pile a
$20,000 gross weekly from one house against it. And beginning
this week more out of town special showings start.
RATS !
Up in Seattle. Where they grow big. Like the house owned
by Jensen & Von Herberg. They grow bigger every week or so.
Own one on 2d Ave., Seattle. Into it went Marion Gootch, seamstress. For entertainment. Result : law suit. Marion wants
$3,175. Exactly. Says a band of rats jumped all over her.
Fainted. Lost consciousness. Didn't see the picture. Couldn't
sleep. Result: can't sew.
That's her job. Hence the suit.
Von surely has his troubles. What between the booking
combination;
the Federal Trade Commission and rats — it's
some life in Seattle.
"AL"
vs. FRED
Like Finnegan. On ag'in. Off ag'in. Coast says Warren's
out. Lichtman in. Running the AP. Then Oscar Price says
contract hasn't been signed. Maybe not. But remember the
old classic: What's a contract in the film business? And the
other : A contract is binding only on the party of the first part.
So don't bother about the contract. Over at Mrs. Astor's they're
betting on "Al." And there's a lot of wise money there.
Meanwhile Warren does the Sphinx act. Why shouldn't
he? Maybe he believes in his contract. And Lichtman's on his
way home.
With an odor of bacon about him.
RESTING
The annual statement is out. Famous shows way to the
good.
So Adolph Zukor decides to go away. To Europe.
For
rest.
DANNY.
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Cut Liability Risks

Ten Minutes
Stoll Film Executives Under:nt a Complete Change — King
and Proctor
Out

Casualty Companies In Agreement to
Exclude Certain Class of ReDanger
sponsibiii*" — Ebenstein Sees

quiet Saturday
morning
in the
s of Stoll Film Co.
Chatting
==#rally.
"We shall have a stockirs meeting,"
says Jeffrey Bergeneral
manager,
from
the
Ion offices.
n minutes later George Kingvoted out as president and Ralph
tor, general manager,
had also
iljed the plank,
is Taylor was named
as presiin place of King, and it is underi that no general manager will
= pp.ointed temporarily,
ng could not be reached for a
J ment yesterday.
It is reported
1\| he may return to England, but
make
his headquarters
in this
try.
r. Taylor could not be reached
1 statement yesterday.

Herbert R. Ebenstein, head of the
firm of insurance brokers bearing his
name, has forwarded a letter to William Brandt, president of the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce,
advising Brardt of what he terms is
a "serious matter" in connection with
liability insurance.
Ebenstein, in speaking of the matter stated yesterday:
"It has come to our attention that
the Casualty Companies writing lia
bility insurance for motion picture
theaters, have recently agreed to in
elude in their policies a clause specifically excluding their responsibility for
loss from liability to any person resulting directly or indirectly from a
fireEbenstei
or conflagration."
n's letter to Brandt, said
in part:
"I wish to bring before the body the very
serious condition which has
just arisen in
ters.
connection with liability insurance for thea-

72 Runs, Day and Date
" venty-two theaters in lower New
- < and in Brooklyn are showing
I * Kid" day and date the first half
his week.
In Brooklyn
all the
ters, both
small
neighborhood
es and the Loew string, are showithe picture at the same time.

Note the Date

Friday, March 5, 1915, WID
"faid:
"What will be one of the bigest events in the film indusry, for everyone concerned, is
he day the director is not
orced with his work to a speed
hat endangers the production.
t seems
a pity this practice
xists, especially with big prouctions, because a man who
rushed is going to slip some
day and then his haste is going
.o seriously affect the results
Oecured on the expenditure of
■everal thousand dollars.
The
looner the men
who control
'he money give their directors
;n incentive to do great work
'i a reasonable time instead of
jhe best they can in a limited
me, the sooner there will be
lore really great films and the
ooner will all films be pro(aimed 'worth while.' "

GM*

She stood at the bar to confess a murder — and was saved at the last minute. The big scene in J. Parker Read Jr.'s coming Louise Glaum "A. P."
special — one of the biggest melodramas ever made. — Advt.

25 Theaters Lined Up
K. M. Leach and W. P. Nichols Perfect Booking Arrangement— Want
State Right Pictures
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Winnipeg — K. M. Leach
and W.
P. Nichols
have just completed
a
booking agreement involving their respective theater interests in Western
Canada.
The
agreement
includes
every key city in the western part of
the Dominion and takes in 25 theaters.
Of this number, five of the largest
and best in Winnipeg are included
and four in Vancouver. It is said by
film men here that it is the largest
booking agreement ever entered upon
in Western Canada. The booking for
the entire circuit will be handled by
Leach from the Lyceum theater here.
Leach states the circuit will be in
the market for big state right productions.
Chicago Men Here
Messrs.
Sapperstein
and
Padorr,
of the Merit Film Co., Chicago, are
in town.

Foreign Combine

Sigmund Lubin Leaves for Germany
— Plans Consolidation of Number of Existing Units
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

"Our office has discovered that the new
policies being issued by the various companies specifically exclude 'Loss from liability
for injuries or death
to any person as a result, directly or indirectly, of fire or conflagration.' This clause, which has been generally adopted by all the companie
s, members of the conference, specifically excludes
what in our opinion, is the greatest hazard
to which a theater owner is constantly ex''This clause, by its brevity, covers a wide
held, and it is our belief that should the inposed.
terpretation ofthis clause remain in the dis"t1"?"
one be
of the
smaller
ies,
liability ofcould
discla
imed compan
on any
onethat
of
the following contingencies :
(Continued on Page 2)

Plans Big Special

J. Gordon Edwards, it is understood, will shortly leave for Europe,
Philadelphia — Sigmund ("Pop")
Lubin, pioneer motion picture pro- and while in
England produce a bigducer, and his daughter, Emma Lubin Lowry, wife of Ira M. Lowry, special production for Fox, based on
"Alary, Queen of Scots."
director general of the Betzwood theItlife
is of
unders
tood that this will be
Film Co., sailed for Germany yester- only one
in a series of pictures which
day aboard the Mongolia for the for- Edwards will make in Europe.
mation of a powerful production company abroad to include the present
manufacturing units in Italy, France,
Mystery !
Germany, Spain and Vienna.
Their project, it is said, is being
Whose
monogram
is "H. I.
Whose motor
car was
it?
financed by large picture interests in
this country and it is generally understood here that arrangements have
What were these four film
men doing in it?
already been completed for a conference of the various executives in BerSydney S. Cohen, William A.
lin upon their arrival.
Brady,
C. C. Pettijohn and
P."?
Charles
Bennett May Direct
Time— O'Reilly.
Friday afternoon about
It would not prove surprising if
Whitman Bennett were to branch out
4:45
o'clock.
Place
— Broadway at 43d St.
into the directorial field. As noted,
"What's all th' shootin' for?"
he has a number of specials planned
for Associated First National release.
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Cut Liability Risks

Two New Series
(Special to WID'S
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale

Famous Players . . . 66^
do pfd
82

67)4
82

66^4
82

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Paul Hurst and
Louis Chaudet have formed their own
producing company, to be known as
the Hurst-Chaudet Prod., and have
commenced work at the Independence City studios on a five reel melodrama.
Arrangements for the release of
their pictures, eight of which will be
prdouced during the year, has been
completed with Eddy Eckels, president and general manager of the Independent Films Association, whose
organization will market the stories
on the state rights plan.
Eckels has also contracted for a
series of five reel westerns to be produced by Cliff Smith, who recently
formed his own organization under
the name of Cliff Smith Prod. The
company will feature Pete Morrison,
Naida Carl and Al Kaufman. Eight
subjects will be produced a year.

5

6
....
Not quoted

Lesser- Schley Deal

HARRY

m

(&cULC<xtlcrruxi U'CctuAjiA^

(Continued from Page 1)
"Should smoke from the boiler room rise
in the theater and cause a confusion and a
general exodus of your patrons, and should
anybody be trampled or hurt, as a result of
this confusion, the liability could be disclaimed as an indirect result of a fire.
"Should a fire occur upon the premises
next or nearby adjoining the theater, and
should the noise of the fire engines cause a
confusion with similar results, liability could
fire.
be disclaimed as resulting indirectly from a

"Should the film in the projection booth
catch fire and cause a glare which might
frighten your audience and cause confusion
with a general retreat from the theater, an
accident resulting therefrom might be disclaimed as resulting indirectly from a fire.
"The fact that this insurance is excluded
from any one particular policy is not of vital
importance if an alternate plan for insuring
this liability is offered. The seriousness of
the situation lies in the fact that should any
such contingency occur, the insured would
be left without protection of any sort, and
since the limits of liability insurance are governed only by the psychology of a negligence
lawyer or jury, there is no definite way in
which a theater owner could prepare to offset
this loss, and there is no reason why a more
or less serious accident of this nature could
not result in the entire loss of his property.
"We have communicated with the leading
insurance companies, taking strenuous exception to the inclusion of tihs clause in their
policies, and we hope to be successful in
Morgan Promoted
having it withdrawn.
Emil E. Shauer, director of foreign
"We believe that the recent Catherine St.
disaster
is directly responsible for this action
department of the Famous Players,
by
the companies, but we do not feel that
announces the promotion of Oscar A. responsible
theater owners should be penalMorgan to an important position in
ized for this accident any more than we
the foreign department.
could see the justice of penalizing every automobile owner because some drunkard or
Mr. Morgan is one of the oldest some incompetent drove a machine recklessly
employees of the organization, having with disastrous results."

become connected with same about
seven years ago. He started as advertising manager in Philadelphia. He
was gradually promoted to the posiLoew's, Inc.,
18
18>6
18
tions of head salesman, assistant sales
Triangle
H
34
y%
World Film
Not quoted manager and assistant branch manager of that office.
Later
he was made manager of the
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Washington, D. C. branch, and assistant general sales manager at the
home office.
Mr. Morgan will work directly
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
under
Mr. Shauer.
Los Angeles — Irving M. Lesser has
consumated a deal with Edna Schley,
producer of the Scattergood pictures,
Williams Back
whereby he will distribute the entire
J. D. Williams returned from a three
series of 24 productions. The pictures
will be in two reels each. Mrs. weeks' stay in California. He stated
Schley is to produce and place in Les- that with one or two exceptions, huge
consolidated producing units had passer's hands one comedy each month.
sed out in favor of the smaller indeThe contract extends over a period
pendent company, headed by a star
of two years. Three are already comor director. He was of the opinion
pleted, "Scattergood Makes a Match," this was a move for better pictures,
"Soothing Syrup," and "Down the inasmuch as stars or directors operating independently would heighten
Line."
Lesser will release them through
the Western Pictures Exploitation competition with better films coming
Co. He will come east shortly with as a natural result.
Chaplin is well advanced on his new
a print of "Peck's Bad Boy," in which
Jackie Coogan is starred.
comedy, Williams reported. There is
a possibility that this will be another
six reeler.
Seeking Stars for Ball
John j. Lannen and I. N. Salyereds
of Rochester are here arranging for
the appearances of stars at the close
of the exhibitors' convention in
Rochester April 7. A number have
already
promised
to attend.
*Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc

Tuesday, March

tent to which the Tarzan Co. ii
keting their production by tl
lowing list of buyers territory

_ Fine Arts
Exchange,
cinnati;
FirstFilm
National
Exc
Minneapolis; Masterpiece Fill
tractions, Cleveland; First N:
Exchange, Milwaukee; Climax
Corp., New York City; Gardinc
tures Corp., Buffalo; Southern
Film Co., Atlanta, Dallas, Ja
ville and New Orleans; Stran<
tures. Inc., Detroit and H. E. (
Washington.

Federated Men Here
Members of the Federated
Exchanges of America gathe
New York yesterday for the f
a series of conferences. Thos
are here are: Joe Friedman, Ch
Sam Grand and Mr. Dimick, B
Harry Charnas, Cleveland; J. I
Pearce, New Orleans; I. O
Baltimore; Cy Griever, CI
Blair McElroy,
Chicago and Al
Kansas
City.

Visitors
Joseph Hopp, president, and
Burford, secretary of the Illinc
hibitors' Alliance, an M. P. T.
ally, are in town
conferring
Sydney S. Cohen, national pres
W. S. Butterfield, chairman
board
of directors
of the Mi
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n, is also

F. P. After Paris Opera
In a statement given out before
Adolph
Zubor's
sailing for Europe,
the following
appears:
"Arrangements also will be discussed by Mr. Zukor while in Paris
looking to the exhibition of Paramount pictures at the Paris Opera
on nights when operatic performances
areZukor
not being
statedshown."
he also plans to increase -production activities of the
F. P.-Lasky British Prod. Ltd., and
make arrangements for ' Sir James
Barrie's visit to this country.
Many Territories Sold
Following publications yesterday of
the letter from Pathe Exchanges,
Inc., referring to the "East Lvnne"
controversy, WID'S DAILY has
been asked to state, by way of clarification, that the letter was not given
out for publication by Pathe, but by
the Tarzan Film Co., to whom it was
addressed. This correction is made
for the protection and information of
the buyers of the Barker "East
Lynne," which the Tarzan Co. is
selling in state rights.
An idea may be gained of the ex-

BEAUMONT

Director of Human Interest Plays
Will Make Money for You

"THE SPICE OP THE PROGRAM"

Address Care WID'S

22

DAILY,

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

If a photoplay is as pleas
ing as a RITCHEY

poste

is attractive it can truthfu
ly
film.be described as a gre?

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 83!
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lied To Sell Franchises
Allied Distributing Corp.,
vas incorporated last week in
re for $1,000,000, is an indedistributing company with
i-e offices at 117 West 46th St.
olan of the company is to allchises in the various terri>r the product which they will
te. It. is their intention to
la certain number of pictures
ifor the consumption of their
■ e holders.
Rosenfeld is president of the
ormed corporation.
ory Supplied the Funds
reless to the Times
says

Three Fox Specials
Fox will release in a period of thirty
days three specials: They are:
"Skirts," starring Clyde Cook, April
10; "Shame," an Emmett J. Flynn
production, April 24, and "Thunder,"
a Richard Stanton production; in
which Mary Carr appears. This will
be released on May 8.

Buyer from England wishes to
purchase
O. K. rights,
good dramas
with
story essential
Communicate
Box K-21
c/o Wid's Daily.

in

as with American money, he
at Andre Himmel, founder of
; nco-American Cinematograph
intended to buy up all the
and other European
motion
enterprises and form a worldust.
All that he received in
was 1,200,000 francs from M.
who is now prosecuting him,
received that after the scheme
itched."

JUNK

AND
WORN
PRINTS
WANTED
We want worn prints or short lengths
of Chaplin,
West,
Fairbanks,
Pickford,
Lloyd,
Mix
and
any
other
assorted
comedy
film.
This is not
for display purposes.
Highest
prices
paid.
Write
KEYSTONE
MFG. CO
53 Warham
St.,
Boston, Mass.

Do You Know the Pictures
That are Making Money ?
You

Can

Judge from These Criticisms and
Reports What is Worth Booking

THE

OLD

SWIMMIN'

Exhibitors'

HOLE

"Charles Ray is at his best in this picture." — Life.
"Ray is an ideal type for this picture.
He depicts to a nicety
the sincerity of youth." — Variety.
PASSION
"This picture, beyond dispute, ranks with the greatest pictures
that have ever been conceived and projected for the silver sheet.
Pola Negri shows a command of screen powers that is a revelation.
It is Art with a capital 'A." — Washington Herald.

ECIAL
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130
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AND

NEW
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BOX-OFFICE
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CITY.

THE

SPECIAL
STRENGTH
J. W. FILM CORP

KID

"It is a picture you must see to enjoy and one which you will
enjoy if you see. See it even if you have to pawn the family jewels."— Los Angeles Herald.
PASSION'S

PLAYGROUND

"Katherine MacDonald was a great success in this picture. Did
a big business." — New Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind.
THE

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,
quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

YELLOW

TYPHOON

"Very good. Anita Stewart in this picture cannot help but
please." — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour Theatre, Dunlap, la.
YES

OR

NO

"This is one of Norma Talmadge's best. Pleased 100 per cent."
— Mrs. Sufus Olson, Pastime Theatre, Delavan, Wis.
WHAT

WOMEN

LOVE

"A dandy picture. Good story, good acting, and the best swimming and diving stunts Annette Kellerman ever pulled off." — H. A.
Wishard, Wishard Theatre, Bloomfield, la.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

1

tMA
Farnum Sails Today
William Farnum sails for Europe
today on the Aquitania. Pearl White
is leaving on May 12 for the continent.
FOR

SALE

Do You Want to Make the
Public Laugh?
DRAMA STORY
COMEDY
For the Greatest Five Reel
Comedy Ever Written

|
B

Characters [of Every Description
Leading Characters best for Chaplin,
Lloyd, Semon, West or
Sennett Comedies
This Plot Has Never Been Done
Address

H.

SOMERVILLE,

235

New 14th St. Theatre
E. 14th St. New York

Mgr.
City

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH^

$100,000
to lend
against approved security
Personal interview after proposition has been outlined
by letter
Address Box K-35

PRODUCERS!
Film editor, title and continuity
writer, ten years' practical experience, wishes to make a
change.
References
available.
Box

S-19, care

Wid's

paper Opinions
News
"Without Limit"— S. L.-Metro
Capitol
TIMES — "Without
Limit" does not say
neither an orthodox
anything clearly. It is photoplay
that means
movie melodrama nor a
something. It is curiously and exasperatingly disappointing.
TRIBUNE — "Without Limit" * * * cannot be called good melodrama. * * " Yet
some striking photography and excellent acting by Anna Q. Nilsson combine to make
interesting.
the production
WORLD — * * * Comes as nearly up to
Rothafel * *
by Samuel
set there
standard seen
the anything
as
for many a week.
AMERICAN — "Movie Stuff" abounds in
film play. "Bertha, the Beautiful Sewing
Machine Girl," is the drama prototype of
"Without Limit," filled with false episodes.
HERALD — Picturesqueness of character is
what lifts "Without Limit" * * * out of the
piker class.
DAILY NEWS — On the whole, though, I
will like "Without Limit." Certhink you
tainly Anna Q. Nilsson is worth getting acquainted with. — It is really an epic of the
TELEGRAM
screen with a splendid idea shining througli
the obvious story.
GLOBE — * * * We failed to get the idea.
We are sure Calvin Johnston meant something by all this, and we intend to dig up
his story and find out what it was.
.MAIL — "Without Limit" * * * may not
tell the story exactly as Mr. Johnston wrote
it, but it does present the tale in an extremely interesting, logical fashion.
JOURNAL — It is a "super" production,
and that super idea is its pitfall. Simplicity
and super have frequently no kinship in
films.
Too bad !
SUN — Anna Q. Nilsson acts this part
with plenty of expressiveness and with an
assortment of good looks that have more
than one-half of one per cent in effect.
ment.
Post and Evening World made no com-

R I GlHTS
SELLING

NOW

Tuesday, March 22,

AMERICAN — Arbuckle scores as serious
actor in Rialto comedy.
HERALD — This screen story by Walter
Woods
weight. gains all the momentum of Fatty's
TELEGRAM — Admirers * * * are rolling
in their seats with laughter over the antics
of this elephantine comedian with large body
and the light action.
JOURNAL — After this picture gets going the action is fast and furious. But there
is a bad case of stagnation for about two
or three reels, and when six or so are all
you have to tell an interesting story in, it is
poor economy to postpone your rally. Fortunately, Arbuckle proves a pinch hitter.
SUN — This story * * * is nonsensically
improbable
at times,
the titles ofaren't
be
taken seriously
as and
masterpieces
humor,to

Lytell Leaves Tomorro
Bert Lytell leaves for the c<
morrow.
COMPLETE AUDITS
SYSTEMS INSTALLE

AUDIT & SERVICE BUR!

1482 Broadway, Room 6
Tel. Bryant 5664
Specializing in the Motion
ture and Theatrical Indus

but Times,
it gets Daily
there News,
in the Globe,
end. * Mail,
* * Sun and
Evening World made no comment.

"The

Love

Special"— F.
Rivoli

im i

P.-L.

ing.TIMES—* * * But the photoplay as a
whole does not proceed smoothly and never
readies any climax, either thrilling or amusHOuft^" I8<|,
TRIBUNE — Some of the scenic effects are
BY 2££
DAY PERCIRCLE
excellent, and the story provides the sort of
harmless entertainment which its producers
had in mind.
AMERICAN— Zip of action and Tickle of
fun in Latest Reid film.
HERALD — * * * The scene of greatest
thrill being the narrow averting of a collision between two locomotives in the best
Los Angeles snowstorm seen here in some
time. * * * It is a pleasantly innocuous piece,
suitable for light summer Reiding.
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FC
READY
REFERENCE
DAILY NEWS— You'll be amused and
entertained
by is "The
Love good
Special."
Theodore Roberts
especially
in it as
the
ACCOUNTANTS
apoplectic railroad magnate.
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
I
TELEGRAM—* * * Exciting story.
GLOBE—* * * Adapted from one of 56 Pine St.,
1645 La E
New York City.
Hollyv
Frankway lifeSpearman's
studies
and so well breathless
adapted that
none ofof railthe
thrills are lost in the telling.
ADVERTISING— PUBLIt
MAIL — The screen version does not quite
MERRITT
CRAWFORE
match the excellence of the printed work,
The Screen Bulletin
but the film is just about all that could be
"Jim, the Penman"—
1st Nat'l
Strand
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Br
desired.
JOURNAL — Tt is his remarkable ability
TRIBUNE — "Jim, the Penman" is a
ARTISTS AND ART TF
strong, engrossing photoplay. Lionel Bar- to inject fun into the heroic that has made
rymore gives an excellent, shaded, powerful this young chap one of the very finest and
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC
most
popular
of
our
screen
players.
His
performance, and is supported ably. *
WORLD — The posing, the efforts at all pictures are built around him only to the
Art Titles — Animation — Lead
Br
manner of facial expression, the long drawn extent that he makes a star role out of his 220 W. 42nd St.
out moments when Mr. Barrymore stands
MARTIN-McGUIRE
&
NEWC
and
looks
into
distance
—
these
ruin
the
picture.
SUN — Reid is agreeably insouciant, though
Art Titles
the story hardly collides with the vision, and
727
7th
Avenue
Br
AMERICAN—
"Jim,
the
Penman"
has
big
Theodore Roberts gets as enjoyably dismoment
full of thrills.
traught as ever.
part.
HERALD — Lionel Barrymore draws sym
BROKERS
POST — * * * Agnes Ayres is the heroine,
lovely and capable a creature de- MOTION
pathy
"Jim, stage
the character
Penman." is Impersona
PICTURE
SECURIT
tion of infamous
one of his and soserves
better than so safe and sane a trip
Investments
best efforts.
through so uninspired a story.
454-460
I.
W.
Hellman
Bldg., Lo
TELEGRAM—* * * Superb screen proWorld and Daily News made no comment.
duction.
MAIL — * * * Has been done into a most
Fighting Pomona, Cal., Petition
melodramatic and thrilling picture by KenTHE STANDARD ENGRAVING
neth Webb, who has done much to develop
situations that could only be suggested in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Half Tones — Line New
Engravers
Br
ERS— Ele>
AVYork
Los Angeles — Film men here are 225 W. 39th St.ENGR
theJOURNAL
stage production.
* * * is at his best in
— Barrymore
LABORATORIES
determined
to
wage
a
strong
camthe thrilling scene in which he scuttles the
paign to keep Pomona, Cal., open on
EVANS
LABORATORY
yacht. * * * So well does the star handle
the role that whatever revulsion may have Sunday. A petition is being circuQuality Motion
Picture Prin
been felt toward the forger in the beginning
W*
lated by reform interests to keep the 416-24 W. 216th St.
is dispelled in the glamor of his departure.
Sabbath
a
closed
one.
SUN — The action of the drama is rather
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORA
slow except at the close. In fact there are
B. B. Hampton, Sol Lesser, Glenn 430
Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tret
comparatively few scenes giving Mr. Bar- Harper and Harry G. Arthur of the
H. J. Streyckmans, Genera! M.
rymore a chance to do more than look trag- West Coast Theaters Corp. were in
ically impressive and regretful.
KESSEL
LABORA
POST—* * * One of the best that Whit- Pomona recently, where they explain- NICHOLAS
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
man Bennett and Kenneth Webb have turnFort
Lee.
N.
J.
Foi
ed
what
Sunday
closing
would
mean
ed out.
PRINTERS
Times, Daily News, Globe and Evening to the town. From now on until the
World
made no comment.
time the vote is taken it is planned
BARNES
PRINTING
C<
to wage a stern fight on behalf of an
Motion Picture Specialist!
"The Dollar a Year Man"— F. P.-L. open Sunday.
36 East 22d St.
Phone Grr
Rialto
TRIBUNE — * * * Arbuckle provides much
merriment in an inconsequential but entertaining—photoplay.
* * bully and goes a
WORLD
It is * really
long way toward establishing the fact that
Mr, forehead
Arbuckle indoesn't
catch pies with
his
order have
to be tofunny.
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Jesse Hampton Goes A'Calling
Jesse D. Hampton paid the office
of WID'S DAILY a visit yesterday
afternoon. Mr. Hampton is here
from the coast.
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Knoles Back

itput Cut 50%
toll-Pathe Arrangement, ReWill Be Every
Other
eek — Bernard Leaves
official statement issued yesPathe divulged some of the
of the deal under the terms
= :h it will distribute the pro« Stoll Film. The announceI at Pathe would distribute the
' company's product was first
last
DAILY
j :d in WID'S
'C Stoll output will be cut to 26
a year, instead of the original
The 12 pictures
■me a week.
- released will continue to be
No new
{ der the series plan.
„ , will be issued between March
Pathe
j id the date on which
I ictual selling, which will be
i >nd or third week in May. The
pictures will be sold on the
arket basis, Vach one individu-

Has Alliance's Big Picture With Him
— Denies Difficulties of Company director
Management general of
Harley Knoles,
the Alliance Film Corp., Ltd., vadescribed company
as England's
importantriously
picture
formedmostto
date, is back in New York from London, where he spent eight months.
Mr. Knoles has brought with hint
the negative and one print of Alliance's most important picture, "Carnival," in which Matheson Lang appears. The picture was slightly under four months in the making. Some
of its scenes were shot in Venice,
where Knoles and his company spent
several weeks.
Developments in the history of Alliance Film have been recorded in
these columns from time to time.
So far as is known, Mr. Knoles is the
first important official to be connected
has reached with
New the
Yorkcompany
since thewhoaffairs
of the

;y Bernerd, managing director
1 Picture Prod. Ltd. of Engiit for home yesterday on the
lia. Before sailing he said his
ly had purchased the film
300 works by well
overauthors.
lip
British
Roland Young in Films
reported that Roland Young,
Wild Oat,"
arring in "Rollo's
Ike a picture for Ouida Bergere

The Director
unday, November
1 said:

24, 1918,

UM

his life. Louise Glaum's biggest motion picture is J. Parker Read Jr.'s n ext "A. P." special which critics hail
as an "American Madame X." — Advt

Another Series

Sold to Jans

The Hodkinson Corp. has acquired
another series of pictures. This time
it is that of the Renco Film Co., of
which H. J. Reynolds is president.
Hodkinson will handle four pictures.
The first of the series is "Lavender
and Old Lace," by Myrtle Reed.
Lloyd Ingraham directed the picture
which has in the cast Louis Bennison,
Seena Owen and Marguerite Snow.
The other three pictures will be based
on Mrytle Reed stories.

Herman F. Jans of Jans Pictures,
Inc., has secured a series of four pictures which the newly formed Frontier Features, Inc., will make with
Anders Randolf as star. The first
picture goes into production shortly.
It will be made in part in the Bahamas.

Rachman Sails With Zukor
Samuel Rachman, who is interested
in United Plays, Inc., a Famous
Players subsidiary, sailed for Europe
yesterday with Adolph Zukor and Al
Kaufman.

Conway Specials for Universal

Not Interested

Back from Trenton
William A. Brady, Paul H. Cromelin, Frederick H. Elliott and Gabriel
L. Hess returned yesterday from
Trenton,"
N. J.,
where Industries
they appeared
before the
Labor
and
Social Welfare Committee of the
New Jersey Legislature, relative to a
censorship bill pending in that state.

"A

The opportunity for the inendent producer who is
sing special films directed
a truly capable producer is
fhter at this time than ever
jre.
The coming of these specials
ot going to in any way interwith the success of our
lly capable stars, but it is
ainly going to put a beau1 crimp into scores of alst stars who have been
ting away with murder and
lish salaries because somespent money announcing
m as a star and then forced
ir product upon the exhibitor
means of a program releascontract system."

Her honor was saved at the cost of

organization have fallen into less favorable channels. He was asked by
WID'S DAILY to make a statement
regarding the standing of the company. Knoles declined to go into detail at this time, but he said:
"You can say: for me that the affairs of the Alliance Film Corp. rest
in the hands of some of the most able
and most reputable men in all England. They are of the type that would
not willingly be associated with any
business which was believed to be
of suspicious character.

Circus Man in Films?
Los Angeles — It is reported here
that Al G. Barnes, the circus man,
is about to enter the film business,
specializing in animal pictures.

(Special to WID'S

(Continued

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Jack Conway has
been signed by Universal to direct a
series of pictures. The first will be
"My Lady's Shawel," starring Carmei
Myers.
It is reported that he will later
make a series of pictures to be known
as Jack Conway Special Prod. .
Universal
hadn't heard about
Conway
specials yesterday.

the

King Sails Saturday
George King sails for England on
Saturday. He will take his family
back with him and return to this
country in the near future.

on

Page 2)

The following wire was received yesterday from E. V.
Richards, general manager of
the Saenger Amusement Co. of
New Orleans:
"Please deny any reports that
Julian Saenger has had a talk
with Mastbaum or anyone else
with
reference
Booking
Corp. to the National
"Mr. Saenger has never taken
any active part in the National
Booking Corp. nor in any other
booking corporation now or in

the past."

aM^
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
67?4
6734
Famous Players . . . 66J4
84/,
84/2
83
do pfd
....
6
5
?Goldwyn
quoted
Not
Inc
D. W. Griffith,
Loew's, Inc.,
18
18
18
[Triangle
Vs
Vs
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Not quoted
World Film

Kirkwood Here
James Kirkwood is in Ne
from the coast.

Over 400

(Continued from Page 1)
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"It is true that mistakes have been
made in the management of Alliance,
but I do not believe that those errors
are more pronounced than those that
occur in the conduct of any new enterprise. Iknow that Alliance directors are doing all in their power to
straighten out whatever faults may
Knoles plans to stay here about a
month and then return to England.
Heexist."
stated yesterday that Alliance had
a number of other pictures completed,
including a number of dramas and
several comedies. The English press
has devoted considerable space to
"Carnival," terming it Britain's most
important picture to date. Knoles
while here will arrange for the American release of the picture.
When Alliance was formed it was
said First National was to handle the
pictures in America for a period of
one year. Later, in a statement issued by G. A. Rogers, American attorney for the company, it was said
that First National would handle only
part of the output of the company
and that the remainder would be released through other channels, probably through Alliance's own exchange
system. Upon one occasion, when a
First National official was asked relative to the handling of the Alliance
product, he said his organization was
not contractually bound to release the
pictures, but that it was true that it
held first call on the material.

"Way Down East" turned
the 400th mark at the 44th St.
theater with the matinee Tuesday afternoon. With one exception, the Griffith offices state,
this
is the record
for a picture's
consecutive
performances
on
Broadway. The longest run
was that of "The Birth of a
Nation," which ran for 670 performances at the Liberty from
March, 1915, to February, 1917.

Los (Special
Angeles to— The
WID'STimes
DAIL"is
"It looks as though Jame
wood
might become
a Las
At least he is making a sc
mysterious trip to New York
portant business, and it is kne
Lasky has long had an eye
as starring material.
On hi:
he is to play the principal
"The Great Impersonation,"

office stated:
terday.
The Famous
Players'
heard
about the
coast officerepci
"So far as I know, the contract between Alliance and First National has
penheim."
Hearing on March 3C
not been cancelled."

180 Writs Out

*

To attract, — to persuade,
to convince, — is the fur
tion of a poster. T
RITCHEY poster fur
tions perfectly.

RITCHE1
LITHO.

CORP.

406W. 31st St.H.Y. Phone Chelsea 82

Robert Edgar Long
ROBERT EDGAR LONG, for three years
General Press Representative for D. W. GRIFFITH and his foremost productions, including
"Hearts of the World," "Broken Blossoms" and
"Way Down East,'.' is now engaged in business
for himself.
Mr. Long will act as personal representative
and counsel in Advertising, Exploitation and
Publicity for Producers, Directors and Artists
of the first rank only.
Headquarters have been established in Suite
605, Fitzgerald Building, 1482 Broadway.
ephone, Bryant 6380.
By

THE SP1CC OF THE PROGRAM"

DAIUi

London, England — At the present
time there are about 180 writs out
against Alliance Film on behalf of
shareholders, representing a capital of
£140,000. In addition to this, many
people are suing the company for
money on outstanding accounts and
several employees and ex-employees
are threatening suits consequent upon
Metro Buys by "Moonlight
notice being given to the office staff
"Moonlight,"
George
recently. No notice has as yet been Turner, has been purchased by
given to the studio staff but the
studios are idle.

"Shame," New Fox Special
"Shame" is the title of a new Fox
production upon which the coast studios were busy for several months.
The story of "Shame," for which EmKnoles said yesterday that "Car- mett J. Flynn and Bernard McConnival" was
designed
Firstoffices
Na- ville are responsible, is oriental in
♦Quotations by H, Content & Co.
tional
release.
At theforlatter
character.
it was said officially that First National did have first call on Alliance
Melvin Hirsh Back With Contracts
Julius Steger is author of a story
Films
and
that nothing had been done in which Pearl White is now working
Aythe
of
manager
Melvin Hirsh,
the distribution of "Carnival." at the Fox Studios. J. Searle Dawwon Film Exchange, has just return- about
G. A. Rogers, when reached at his ley is directing.
ed from a trip through the West,
where he closed several contracts.
Michigan on the 15 Pickford pictures, the
15 Aubrey Comedies, "The Woman of Mystery," "When Dr. Quacke Did Hide," "The
Evolution of Man," "The Woman Above
Reproach" and "Blind Love" was sold to
Independent Master Films, Inc., of Detroit;
Unity Film Co., of Chicago, purchased the
Success Series for North Illinois and South
Wiscon, the Aubrey Comedies for the same
territory and Indiana, and 20 two reel Helen
Holmes pictures for Wisconsin and North
Illinois.
Wisconsin for "Blind Love," "Evolution
of Man" and "Woman of Mystery" was sold
to W. A. Baier Film Corp. of Milwaukee.
Minnesota, N. and S. Dakota and North.
Wisconsin for Success Series was bought by
Elliott Film Co. of Minneapolis; Merit Film
Co. of Denver bought the Coloraio, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and South. Indiana
on the Pickford two reelers and the Success
Series. "Blind Love" sold for Kansas, Missouri and South. Illinois to Peacock Prod,
of Kansas
City.
Poll-Van, Indianapolis, bought Indiana for
the Success Scries and the Pickford series.
The Success Series for North. Ohio to Dave
Warner of Cleveland, while "The Evolution
of Man" for North. Illinois was sold to Commonwealth of Chicago.

(Special to WID'S

Albany, N. Y. — Assen
Walter F. Clayton has an
that a hearing has been arra
be held on Wednesday, Marc
2 o'clock on the Clayton-Lu
sorship bill. Hearing will be
fore the Senate, the Judiciar
mittee and the Assembly W;
Means Committees.

Appointment

Only.

Tel-

ednesday, March 23, 1921
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ENCEAU IN THE FAR EAST—
India of France's famous statesifrom
his vacation.
2D STATESMEN
CONFER
IN
AND
AND
ALLIED TROOPS
DL THE GERMAN CITIES— scenes
Ingland and Germany.
scenes from
New
York,

Washington,
Chicago,
Dallas,
Galveston
and

o
Jwspaper Opinions
a he Love

Special"—
F.
Rivoli

P.-L.

NING WORLD — The engine driving
| ghen a collision with another
train
inevitable,
due
to the wires
being
s a thriller.

Dollar a Year
Rialto Man"— F. P.-L.
L — * * * Marks another step forward
corpulent star in his new field.
NING
WORLD— "Fatty"
Arbuckle,
w comedy, as funny as ever.

ithout

Limit"— S. L.-Metro
Capitol

1,\TIXG WORLD— The story, skilfully
restingly unfolded. * * *

Blackton in Stoll Studio
tuart Blackton has leased space
Cricklewood (London) studio
111 for his first Lady Diana Manproduction. Jeffrey Bernerd so
yesterday before leaving for
jjhd.

A
M
t
In the Courts
A default judgment for $1,860 has
been filed in the City Court against
the Serico Productions in a suit by
Walter R. Hall. The plaintaiff said
lie was employed to write the continuity for "The Woman in Gray,"
of 31 reels, at $100 a reel, and $250
for publicity, and that a balance of
$1,7j0 is due. The defendant contended that the money was not payable until it had collected the sum
for the leasing of the films.
A default judgment for $1,294 has
been filed in the City Court against
Sherman S. Krellberg and Charles
Kline in a suit by Samuel Goldstein
on a check given by Krellberg to
Kline, which was not paid.
Suit was filed in the Supreme Court
against the Elk Film-Mending Machine Co., A. W. Schnitzer, president,
Meyer Freedman, treasurer, and Barney Schnall, in a note for $2,500 by
Rothstein

& Nelson. '

An attachment for $52,379 has been
filed in the Supreme Court by John
J. Glavey against the Broadwell
Prod., a Massachusetts corporation
with a New York office at 133 W.
44th St. The complaint alleges that
on May 24th last, the plaintiff was
engaged for two years as general
publicity man, scenario examiner and
general representative, with an option
of reengaging him for two years
longer. He was to get $250 a week
for 13 weeks, $275 for the next 13
weeks, and $300 for the balance of
the term. He alleges that he has received no salarv from Jan. 15, and
that $2,450 is due. He asks $18,750
for the balance of the first two years
and a further sum of $31,200 for the
last two years. The defendant has a
capital stock of $300,000 he says.
Robert Spear represents Glavey.

Johnston
and MacFarland
Partners
Alfred Cheney Johnston and James
Hood MacFarland have incorporated
under the name of Johnston-MacFarland, Inc., and have opened offices at
67-69 W. 46th St. They will act as
managers and representatives of artists and will also establish a publicity
bureau.
Johnston recently returned from
-'alkner Has Series Ready
I W. Falkner has ready three the coast where he was engaged for
s for the state right market, a time making stills for an Allan
jj them starring Susan Grande, Dwan production.
three are the first of a series
MacFarland recently resigned from
pictures with Miss Grande Famous Players, where he was for
six years.
Mr. Falkner will market.
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Plymouth Sales
nouth Pictures, Inc., have sold
woman's Problem," starring
ly Davenport, to American
and Equipment Co. of San
sco for California, Arizona and

If

Je Pictorial Review
Articles
Buy "Deliverance" for Entire State
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pictorial Review will publish
It two more articles on motion
Chicago — Gollos Enterprises, who
\s. One by Jesse L. Lasky will recently acquired "Deliverance" for
in the May issue and another Northern Illinois, have made arrangements with Kleine to distribute it in
Urnia Talmadge
in the June
the entire state of Illinois.

Cree Goes to Omaha
H Angeles — Walter H. Cree, for
/connected with the General
j* 'o. and more recently manager
3 Vitagraph at Denver, has gone
aha as maanger for the T. W.
§jirn Enterprises.

Alice Terry in Ingram Film
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Alice Terry, who
has the leading feminine role in "The
Four Horsemen," will appear in the
new Rex Ingram picture, the name
of which has not been divulged.

Productions Photographed

Assistant Director

by PERCY HILBURN

CHAS. P. STALLINGS

I

iMi

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

The overture is composed of Wagner compositions, "Wotan's Farewell," /'Magic Fire
Music" and "Ride of the Walkynes. lne
next number is called Ballet Divertissement
Mignon Gaand includes the Scarf Dance,
votte Dance Orientale and Hungarian Dance.
The Capitol News, Mr. Erik Bye and the
Capitol Mixed Quartette smging The
Palms," a Prizma-Kineto insect study, Acrobatic Flies," and recitation prologue precede the feature, which is an adaptation of
Calvin Johnston's Saturday Evening Post
story, "Temple Dusk." The organ solo concludes.

Strand
Selections from "Carmen" are rendered by
the orchestra with Carlo Ferretti, baritone,
r" song. The Topical
the "Toreado
singing and
the first of the series of ihe
Review
Adventures of Bill and Bob" called "Trapping the Bobcat," also Amanda Brown singbefore
"Mignon" come
ing "Polonaise" fromLionel
Barrymore is seen
the feature picture.
in "Jim, the Penman." A Clyde Cook Fox
comedy, "The Tockey," and the organ solo,
"Marche Du Sacre," are the closing numbers.

Rialto
Liszt's "First Hungarian Rhapsody" is
the overture at the Rialto this week. The
second number is "The Swan," biUed as "a
pictorial setting." Paulo
musical gem ain cello
accompaniment. The
Gruppe plays
Rialto Magazine comes next and then Hardy
Williamson, tenor, and Edoardo Albano, baritone, sing "The Palms." The feature is
"The Dollar a Year Man," starring Roscoe
Arbuckle. Mary Fabian then sings "Sweethearts" from "Maytime." The comedy is
"The Jockey," a Clyde Cook vehicle. The
organ solo is "Hosannah."

Rivoli
"In the Spring" is the appropriate overture at the Rivoli this week. "A Bit Old
Fashioned" is the Post Nature scenic. The
Rivoli Pictorial is the third number, after
which comes the Easter Phantasy, a dance
specialty. The feature is Wallace Reid in
"The Love Special." Betty Anderson, soprano, and Susan Clough, mezzo soprano,
sing "Whispering Hope," after which comes
the Chester comedy, "Beat It." The organ
solo which concludes the bill is "Largo."
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Back to the Coast
Suit Withdrawn
Marjorie Daw, who played the
Oklahoma City — After a suit for
The Tri Star Pictures Co., with the receivership of the Tucker Bros. ing feminine role in "Experienc
executive offices at 117 W. 46th St., Amusement Co. had been pending Paramount pictures, has return
have taken over the Frank Powell tier Features, Inc., will make with California.
taken out of court.
Prod., which include a number of features starring Marjorie Rambeau,
Dallas— The M. P. Journal, comNance O'Neill and Zena Keefe. They
have also taken for distribution the
menting on the Tucker Bros, suit,
McClure pictures, starring Alice quotes George N. Thompson at the
local office as saying that the legal
Mann and Donald Hall.
ELECTROS
Tri Star will market these on the procedure was in the form of a friendI. RUBIN COMPAN
ly suit designed to adjust certain difstate right plan. There are six Marjorie Rambeau pictures, one with
ficulties that had arisen in the organ23 E. 4th ST.
SPRING 8;
ization and that these have been
Nance O'Neill and one with Zena
Keefe.
taken care of by the agreement that
This company will also open their has been reached.
own exchange for New York and
CAMERAMEN
New Jersey, starting April 15th. In
Furnished
for all purpose:
addition to their own productions
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINE!
they will also handle outside pictures.
TOGRAPHERS
States Position on Films
Suite 1603 Candler Buildinj
Phone Bryant 6558
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — Clearing up many
points of misunderstanding and
directly contradicting claims made by
advocates of legal censorship, the
National Catholic Welfare Council
has made clear its stand in a proOF
THE
TRAD
gram for " a campaign for better
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE
pictures."
motion
It stands
"uncompromisingly for

Buys Powell Prod.

STEREOS- MAT

DIRECTOR

decency on the screen." It urges cooperation with exhibitors to bring
about the exhibition of clean films.
"Will advocate legalized censorship
only in the event that the producers,
distributors and exhibitors fail to
make good in their announced house
cleaning
campaign,"
is the
wording
of
the ninth
point in their
program.

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Bret
New York City.
Hollywoo

ADVERTISING— PUBLIC!
904

OFFICES

Against State Censors
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

IN THE

Boston — Censorship bills before the
state legislature are being strongly
opposed by the mayors of Salem,
Worcester, Lynn, Woburn, Fall
River, New Bedford and Marlboro,
Postpone State Meeting
who are leading in the fight to keep
Chicago — The convention of the regulation in the hands of local
Illinois
Exhibitors'
Alliance, at
which
was scheduled
for tomorrow
the governments.
Hotel Sherman, has been indefinitely
Hassard Short, has been engaged for
postponed owing to the visit of President Hopp and W. D. Burford to a comedy role in Constance TalNew
York.
madge's next "Beauty
Or Brains."
Dean Film, Season's Last Jewel
Universal states that "Reputation,"
rriscilla Dean's new production, will
be
of the company's
Prod,theto last
be released
this season. Jewel
This means that "Foolish Wives,"
Von Stroheim's production, will not
go out until the fall.
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Must Go To Trial

Junior Circuit

Trade Commission Cites Eskay Harris in "Black
Case30—
Answer
to Be Beauty"
in by Apr.

:r and Dahnken Spreading Out
Lawrence Crook Developing
Small-Sized
Chain
(Special to WID'S

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

'as the impression of film men
tinted with the far western siti that Turner and Dahnken had
:ted some sort of a business arment
with Crook
rather than
him as a business competitor,
is recalled that when Crook red, he stated he was going into
ess for himself.
plan, it was learned, is to dea small theater chain in towns
Atascadero
and
Paso
Robles,
in much the same manner as
n which Sol Lesser and the Gore
operate in Southern California.

The commission issued the followine statement:
"Upon application for the issuance of a
complaint, the Federal Trade Commission
has, as required by law, the public interest
appearing, cited Eskay Harris Feature Film
endar."
Co.,
New York City, in complaint of unfair
competition in the motion picture business.
"The complaint sets out that the Eskay
Harris Company acquired a film entitled,
'Your Obedient Servant,' which film, after
the addition of some new matter, was reconstructed and entitled 'Black Beauty,' and
advertised and exhibited without disclosing
to motion picture houses and the public that
such film was an old film reissued under a
new title.
"The complaint further alleges that, prior
to the acquisition
by the
Harris Com( Continued
on Eskay
Page 2)

Six Years Old
March

11,

1915,

"It is much better to pay a
;6per salary to a capable
rector, who you are sure is
ling to make a fine film which
ill please the crowds it pulls,
^an to pay a great price for a
Dok or play which is possibly
ifit for film purposes, and then
rimp on the director's salary,
ith the result that you get a
lediocre film, which will pull
le business on account of the
ame of the production, but
:nd the patrons home disitisfied. This is a big, vital
uestion in the film business
■)day, and the men who hold
:ie reins must regard it serious'. The public wants wellnown books and plays when
ley are well done, but if the
roduction is to be shaded in
le matter of expense, because
po much has been paid for the
ights to the production, then
fatal error is being made,
'he
is toIt make
nown safe
your thing
directors.
is always the director who can
lake or break any film."

m

DAILY)

Washington — The Federal Trade
Commission has cited the Eskay Harris Feature Film Co. of New York
"in complaint of unfair competition
in the motion picture business." This
is in connection with the company's
picture, mission
"Black
Beauty."
Thecase
com-in
has decided
that the
which Vitagraph is the plaintiff must
come to trial on April 30 "or as soon
thereafter as it is reached on the cal-

Francisco — Lawrence
Crook,
resigned as general manager for
Turner
and
Dahnken
circuit
two months
ago, is devoting
me to the development
of a
of small-sized theaters in the
era part of the state. It is callT. and D. Junior Circuit.

Thursday,
ID said:

Price 5 Cents

Thursday, March 24, 1921

The women met; one jealous, the other unsuspecting. The man lost his
life. Louise Glaum is the heroine of this powerful melodrama, which is J.
Parker Read Jr.'s next "A. P." special production. — Advt.

Suing Stoll
Ralph Proctor and Nicholas
Kessel
Laboratories Get Attachments
—Taylor Silent
Attachments have been granted in
the Supreme Court against the Stoll
Film Corp. of America in suits by
Ralph O. Proctor, former general
manager, for $11,200, and by the
Nicholas Kessel Laboratories for
$13,611. Mr. Proctor's suit is brought
on the ground that he was engaged
to Oct. 8 next and on March 19 he
received a letter from O. E. Taylor,
newly named president, stating that
"owing to existing circumstances of
the above organization we have no
alternative but to dispense with your
services from this date." Mr. Proctor sues for his salary to Oct. 8.
The other suit is based on a check

'A

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Arrow Election

Hatrick Sails, Rumblings of Deal
E. B. Hatrick, general, manager of
the International News Weekly, it
developed yesterday, is now aboard
the Aquitania on his way to Europe
on what his offices termed yesterday
"a special mission for W. R." It was
admitted that the trip had no direct
bearing on the news weekly.
Reports current yesterday had it
that Hatrick was to act as William

Shallenberger Again Made President
— Mountan,
Export
Manager
The annual meeting of the board Randolph Hearst's agent in an imof directors of the Arrow Film Corp.
portant film deal, involving the takwas held at the company offices last
ing over of a large American comweek. The meeting was called to
pany, and that the deal would be
order by the president, W. E. Shall- swung from the other side.
enberger, and the officers for the
coming year re-elected. In addition
to the re-election of Shallenberger as
147 Subsidiaries
president, W. R. Johnston, vice presiFamous Players-Lasky either
dent and W. H. Small, secretary, H.
owns entirely or controls a part
treasassistant
elected
G. Davis was
interest in 147 subsidiary comurer.
panies, according to a circular
There was a special executive committee appointed which consists of
issued
by
Dominick
and Dominick, brokers
of 115 Broadway.
Shallenberger, Small and Johnston.
to the direcreported
Shallenberger
Further,
compan'es
(Continued
on Page 4)
in
all threethese
branches
of the deal
pic-

What's Rogers' Big Deal?
G. A. Rogers of Rogers and
Lichtman Returns
attorneys, will move up-town
Al Lichtman returned from Cali- Rogers, and
make his personal headshortly
fornia yesterday. An effort was made
quarters in the Knickerbocker Bldg.
to reach him at his office at 469 5th His name is being linked up with an
Ave. and also at his home on West important move in pictures. He is
End Ave. without
success.
non-commital on the subject.

ture business:
produc'ng, The
distributing and exhibiting.
company and its subsidparent iaries
employ over 8,800 persons.
Further details, giving extracts from the circular, will
appear in tomorrow's issue.

DAJLY
iA4^Mi

Must Go To Trial
(Continued from Page 1)
pany of the film entitled 'Your Obedient
Servant,' nounced
thethat it
Vitagraph
Americaa film
anwas aboutCo.to ofproduce
entitled 'Black Beauty,' based upon the novel
of the same name by Anna Sewall, and that
Vol. XV No 79 Thursday, March 24, 1921 Price 5 Cents such film was extensively advertised by the
Vitagraph Co.
"The Harris Co. is cited to answer averFolks,
ment in the complaint that the adoption of
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., the title 'Black Beauty' for the film reconand
FILMS
WID'S
by
Y.,
N. INC.
New York,
structed by it from the old film entitled 'Your
FOLKS,
FILM
Obedient Servant' was calculated to and has
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- enabled the Harris Co. wrongfully to utilize
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and appropriate the value created by the
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and advertising campaign carried on by the VitaBusiness Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising
graph Company. This adoption is said also
Manager.
to deceive motion picture distributors and
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. the public into the erroneous belief that the
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under reconstructed film by the Harris Company
the act of March 3, 1879.
and the new film 'Black Beauty' by the
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside Vitagraph Co. are one and the same.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
"Thirty days are allowed for the filing of
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign an answer, after which the ' case will be
trie don its merits, on April 30th, or as soon
$15.00.
. .,
Subscribers should remit with order.
thereafter as it is reached on the calendar."
WID'S
to
communications
all
Address
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
The Eskay Harris Feature Film
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Telephone;
Co.,
by arrangement with the AmerHollywood,
California.
ican Committee for Devastated
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
London
Representative — W.
A. William- France, yesterday gave the last of a
•on, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
series of showings of "Black Beauty"
Paris Representative — Le Film,
144 Rue and "Alice in Wonderland" at the
Montmartre.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ... 68
70%
69^
do pfd
843^
87
863/6
*Goldwyn
5
6
....
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
17 Ji 15#
18J4
Triangle
H
H
Vi
World Film
Not quoted
i
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Walthall Coming Back
Belgium Bars Minors
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported
Washington — The Department of
Walthall,
now
on to
Commerce lias been informed that a Henry
"Ghosts," will make a series o
law just passed by the Belgian Parliament forbidding minors under 16 pictures here.
from attending moving picture shows
except those authorized by an official
committee. For any act of infringement a theater may be closed for six
months.
The exhibitor's object is tc
increase his profits. The
Films
approved
under
the
law
"will
be announced as constituting perbest method to do so isi
for families is
andcommitteed
children."
Where an formances
infraction
through the increased us*
immediate execution of sentence may
be ordered, notwithstanding opposiof RITCHEY posters.
tion or appeal. Repetition of the
offense calls for a double sentence.
It will be recalled that recently the
Belgian Government announced its
intention of forming its own film
organization to lease films to theaters.
Hartford Leaves
Hartford
has left

David
fornia.

Town Hall, 43rd St. near 6th Ave.
Two showings a day were given on
Monday, Tuesday and yesterday. In

for

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8381

Cali-

FOR SALE
Two — One reel comedy
negatives. $300 for both, quick action necessary.
B. BERK
117-W. 46st St.
Phone Van 0248

the preliminary announcement "Black
Beauty" was billed as "a delightful
American adaptation of 'Black Beauty' with scenes from 'Your Obedient
Servant.' "

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

l guarantee for i]
creased box office receipts

Contract Signed
Associated First National announces the signing of a new contract
for Katherine MacDonald Prod, as indicated in WID'S DAILY last week.
The first picture will be delivered on
or about Aug. 1; there will be 12 in
the series, each released at intervals
of eight week. The contract covers
two years.

DIRECTED
=BY=

FRED NIBL0

JUNK
AND
WORN
PRI
WANTED
We want worn prints or short ten
of Chaplin,
West,
Fairbanks,
]
ford,
Lloyd,
Mix
and
any
<
assorted
comedy
film.
This is
for display purposes.
Highest p
KEYSTONE
MFG. CO
paid.
Write
S3 Warham
St.,
Boston, Mass.

COMPLETE AUDITS,
SYSTEMS INSTALLE]

AUDIT & SERVICE BURE

1482 Broadway, Room 6(
Tel. Bryant 5664
Specializing in the Motion I
ture and Theatrical Indust

;The Music Shop
that caters to
FILM FOLKS

•EN

EVENINGS

Richardson's Inc
■, Victrolas
Pianos
727 WEST SEVENTH ST.
Phone 64955
Los Angeles

SPECIAL

-

STATE

RIGHTS

-

"EVERYMAN'S
WITH

A SOCIETY
ADDRESS

E

DRAMA

WITH

S. MANHEIMER.

GRACE

POWER,
130

W

DARLING

DIGNITY

46f/i

ST

AND

. NEW

SPECIAL

PRICE"

BOX-OFFICE

YORK

CITY.

STRENGTH
J. W. FILM CORP

Buyer from England wishe
purchase U. K. rights,
• good dramas
with
story essential
Communicate
Box K-2
c/o Wid's Daily.

Get in on the ground floor
Here is a Girt who is very
pretty can act weii and make
them faugh ..dependable a
"j

} FEATURES

MILLION"

WE WILL SELL YOU THE
FIRST THREE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE
ORDINARY FEATURE

GO WRONG
YOU CAN'T

FRED.W. FALKNER.

112 W. 44 thST., N.Y.CITY

tMA

Arrow Election
(Continued

from Page

DAILY
Thursday, March 2'

Still Meeting
Standing in from Englai
The Federated
directors are still
Wyndham
Standing
has r
(Continued from Page 1)
meeting at the Astor.
General pol- from a short vacation trip to E
given as a balance due for services
icies are being discussed.
The meetmaking positive prints amounting to
ings will terminate tomorrow.
$30,000. Although the check includes
a trade acceptance of $4,000, it was
not paid. The attachments were
FOR
SALE
asked for because the defendant is a
Lantern Slide Factory
foreign corporation.
When Mr. Taylor was reached for
a statement at the Biltmore, he said:
In the Heart of Film District
"There is nothing I can say at this
time. Mr. Bernerd has sailed for
England. Meanwhile, matters are in
Write Box F-23, care Wid's
too indefinite shape for me to issue

Suing Stoll

1)

tors the results of his recent trip to
Los Angeles, where he closed a number of contracts.
David .1. Mountan has joined Ar
row at its export manager.

Fox Buys Dreamland
William Fox, Eugene D. Wood and
Mrs. Timothy D. Sullivan have jointly purchased the old Dreamland property bordering 292 ft. on Surf Ave.,
Coney Island, as the site for a large
amusement center. Fox plans to
erect a large picture theater on the
site, as well as a general amusement any statement."
Brady in Albany
park. The purchase price was $407,750.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.—William A. Brady
is here in connection with the hearing
Auditors Form Company
the Clayton-Lusk censorship
L. E. Blumenfeld and B. Fox, for on
measure. The hearing which was
some time traveling auditors for scheduled for Wednesday has been
Goldwyn, have formed the Audit and postponed until April 6.
Service Bureau, with offices in the
Fitzgerald Bldg. They will specialize
Annie Bos Here
in installing systems for exhibitors,
Among the passengers arriving on
state right exchanges and independ- the Nieuw Amsterdam was Annie
ent producers.
Bos, who has appeared in many Continental pictures, among them the
Kent Going to Studios
Hollandia
"Carmen of
S. R. Kent, of Famous Players, the North,"production,
released
here
through
leaves for the coast some time this Hallmark.
week. He will visit the studios, look
Miss Bos intends visiting the coast.
over the productions in the making Edward L. Klein of 1664 Broadway
there, and stop off at exchanges on is acting as personal representative
for her.
his way east.

The Theatrical
and Motion
DirectoryPicture
can do three things for you
1. We place your proposition
before every one in any way
connected
with the business.
2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date with regular supplements.
3. Send you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.

Theatrical Directory
& Motion
133 W. 44 Street, New
Bryant 5189

Features Planned, Too
Joe Mayer has returned from Baltimore where he had gone to exploit
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Just as soon as the "Outside the Law."
new administration building is completed at the Culver City plant of
Pacific Film, five reelers will be added
to the program, which at present consists of comedies only.
Two More Showings
"Over the Hill" is to be seen in
other cities without interrupting the
local run.
The picture is to be
shown
in
Washington at the Garrick March 27,
and in Baltimore at the Lyceum.
Rembusch
Here
Frank J. Rembusch of Shelbyville,
Ind., is at the Astor.
He is here on
his own business and plans to stay
for about a week.
Giblyn Leaves
Charles Giblyn left for California
yesterday where he will round out
the unexpired term of his Fox contract.
Leave for the Coast
Maxwell
Karger
and Bert Lytell
left for California yesterday
to resume picture making for Metro.

Picture
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Robert Edgar Long

727

BROKERS
MOTION

ROBERT EDGAR LONG, for three years
General Press Representative for D. W. GRIFFITH and his foremost productions, including
"Hearts of the World," "Broken Blossoms" and
"Way Down East," is now engaged in business
for himself.
Mr. Long will act as personal representative
and counsel in Advertising, Exploitation and
Publicity for Producers, Directors and Artists
of the first rank only.
Headquarters have been established in Suite
605, Fitzgerald Building, 1482 Broadway. Telephone, Bryant 6380.
By Appointment

Only.

454-460

PICTURE
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PRINTING
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STUDIOS
• Charles Geigerich will handle exploitation on "Reputation," Priscilla
Dean's new Universal-Jewel
Prod.
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Frv

nnett Buys Studio

e studio proper and the land Stirling cover about three acres,
gh which the northern boundine of New York City passes,
t 2.4 acres are in Yonkers and
emainder within the city limits
ew York.
It was formerly the
Morris homestead and was first
Jrted into a studio by Triangle
that company started eastern
iction under the generalship
of
Dwan.
e grounds front about 400 ft. on 1
dale Ave. and run back.
The
on

Page

"In spite of the general business depression, the statistics of Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. show no decline in the motion picture
I usiness and no indication of a tailing off
in attendance at theaters. On the contrary,
numerous signs indicate that public interest
in motion pictures is on the increase. Estimated box office receipts for motion picture
theaters for 1920 were $730,000,000 as against
aonroximately $640,000,000 in 1919 and $502,000,000 in 1918. Receipts of motion picture
ers for 1920 were more than four times
receipts of all other kinds of theaters, Irora
a comparatively insignificant industry a few
years ago the motion picture business is now
(Continued
on Page 4)

4)

Nothing to Say

Make "King Lear"

e local Louis B. Mayer offices
;ed word from California yeswould'
M. Stahl
John version
yanthat
elaborate
of Shake-

He demanded to see the brand on her
's "King Lear." The scenario revealed. A scene from J. Parker R shoulder
ready completed and arrangeead Jr.'s
p are being made for the actual Glaum special production. — Advt.
action.
is expected the picture will be
sed through Associated First
mal.
So Governor Miller Is Quoted as Say- Veteran
Plans
ing in Albany Regarding Clayton Measure

Bill Must Pass

Teed Director Protection
Sunday, November
tflD said:

24,

1918,

,|"It
true today
that thewhich
star
[I theis subject
material
i>s name box office value is
^solutely essential for the pur'j'se
of but
getting
people into ofa
[ieater,
the happenings
'te past year or so have con..usively proven that the projeer who expects to survive
kst protect his star or his
Joney getting material by hav;g his films directed by a capVie director."

m

to One

That's T
of Film
Receipts as
Compared With Those of All
Other Theaters
Receipts of motion picture theaters
for 1920 were more than four times
the receipts of all other kinds of theaters, according to a statement covering the financial status of Famous
Flayers-Lasky. and issued by Dominick & Dominick. brokers. The circular, the general character of which
was
outlined
in yesterday's
also
states that there
has been issue,
no falling
off in theater attendance.
Some extracts follow:

s Deal With Triangle— Yonkers
Plant on Three Acre Site
Brings About $125,000
s understood that Whitman Benlas purchased the studio he has
using at 537
Riverdale
Ave.,
;ers, N. Y., from the Triangle
Corp. Bennett, who is now
leting "Salvation Nell," the third
series of all-star specials for As:ed First National, has produced
his pictures at the old Triangle

(Continued

Price 5 Cents

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany,
N.
Y. — Well
informed
quarters
here state that Governor
Miller has said that the Clayton-Lusk
censorship bill must be passed.
That the bill will become a law
seems certain to those observers who
point as a sure indication that the
measure is being sponsored in the
Senate by Senator Clayton R. Lusk,
majority leader, who has promoted

''A

successfully all of the governor's legislative program as has Speaker
Machoed in the Assembly.
A meeting was held here on Wednesday between Sydney S. Cohen,
William A. Brady, Senator Tames L.
Walker.
Charles
Samfrom
L.
Berman and
aboutJ. 25O'Reilly,
exhibitors
various parts of the state to outline
a method of procedure.

that a child's question had
next b:g "A.
P." Louse

Selig
Active
Producer
Has
Ambitious

"I have nothing to say."
So stated Al Lichtman yesterday
when he was reached at his office in
the Winfield Bldg. and asked regarding his reported signing as director
of sales for Associated Producers,
Inc.
And so the matter rests.

Sign Again

John Emerson and Anita Loos will
continue to write and supervise a
Mapped
Out — Sam Rock
Interested
series of productions for Constance
Talmadge during the next year, ac(Special to WID'S DAILY)
cording to a contract signed with
Los Angeles — Col. William N.
Selig, veteran picture producer, plans Joseph M. Schenck yesterday. The
to produce on a large scale again. authors will make a series of four
Sam Rock is to be jointly interested pictures for Miss Talmadge. Victor
in the company.
Fleming will direct them.
Four specials per year will be made,
from well-known stories on which
More Mystery
Selig already owns the rights. In
addition to this a serial will be filmed
From Albany comes word
plus a one-reel comedy and a onethat
a joint meeting was held
reel animal picture per week. The
on Wednesday between Sydney
"Snowy" Baker Prod., plans for
S. Cohen, William A. Brady,
which have already been announced,
Senator James L. Walker, Sam
will also shortly get under way.
I. Berman and Charles J.
A series of two-reelers will also
O'Reilly
to discuss the censorbe made from famous short stories
of Sir Gilbert Parker, James Oliver
question. afternoon Cohen,
Lastship Friday
Curwood and others. These reelers
will be known as Diamond S. Prod.,
Brady, seen
Pettijohn
and O'Reilly
were
comfortably
enand the first picture will be started
sconced in a motor car mononext week, under the direction of
grammed
H. allI. about
P.
Bertram Bracken. The story is by
Whass it
anyway?
Sir Gilbert Parker.
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Connor's

Endorser

(Special to WID'S

a

Bankrupt

DAILY)

Los Angeles — An echo of the Master Picture Corp.-W. J. Connor case,
which had an airing here in December, was heard last week from Milwaukee when J. M. Jones, a Racine
business man, filed a petition of bankruptcy in the Federal court. Jones
indorsed notes to the extent of $20.000 for Connor and he owes the First
National Bank of Hollywood $60,000
on a mortgage secured by 1510 acres
of California land, and the National
Bank and Trust Company of Pasadena, $40,000. His assets are scheduled at $192,972.
Connor was arrested in December
charged with violation of the Corporate Securities Act in dealing with the
National Bank and Trust Co.
Morosco Gets Three More
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Three more new
plays for the stage and pictures have
been obtained by Oliver Morosco,
"The Copy," "The Rebound" and
"The Madonna of Monterey." This
brings the total plays available for
picturizing up to 36.

Gn

Slight Fire Loss at Delmontd
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — Considerable exciten
in the audience at the Delmonte, I
Delmar Blvd., occurred Sunday ri
when a reel jammed in the projec
machine and the friction caused
film to catch fire. The damage
St. Louis Robbery Foiled
$400.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
'
St. Louis — Burglars
made an
successful attempt to break intoi
Monday.
Gravois Theater, 2631 Jefferson'J

Quotations

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co

Indiana

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis
— A. F. Brentlinger
been elected president of Associ
First National Pictures of Indi
Other officers are Frank J. R
busch, Indianapolis, vice-presid I
Henry W. Fechtman, Indianap
treasurer and Floyd Brown, Ind
apolis, secretary.
The Board of Directors incluf
in addition to Brentlinger. Rembi
and Fechtman. C. E. Totts, Ind
Harbor; Bruce C. Kixmiller, B
nell; R. H. Harris, Bloomington;
H. Johnson, Lafayette; Ivan Am
Kokomo and Robert, H. P. and C
Lieber. all of Indianapolis.

Price 5 Cents

Lasi
Bid. Asked. Sai
Famous Players .. 69
70]/4 69%
do pfd
85
85/2
85
*Goldwyn
5
6
....
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's Inc.,
18^
18%
18%
Triangle
H
H
%
World Film
Not quoted

Heads

Pr."scilla Dean, who has been called "thethe most dynamic personality in
moving pictures" — scon to appear in Stuarts Paton's Universal — Jewel
de Luxe — "Reputation."

Cuts and

Sold For Abroad

Reginald Denney, who appears in
the production Ralph Ince made in
Porto Rico for the Porto Rico Film

Ziegfeld Cinema has sold the entire
foreign rights on its first picture "The
Black Panther's Cub." to Jacob
Glucksmann. Nothing has been announced regarding domestic distribution.

Co.. is appearing in "Footlights," Elsie Ferguson's new picture for Paramount.
"Ghosts of Yesterday," another
Norma Talmadge production, is announced for re-release this w:eek by
Selznick. This is the second re-release of the Talmadge series.

Hoffberg Managing Sales
J. H. Hoffberg, former assistant to
Arthur Ziehm, is now in charge of
the activities
of and
Goldwyn's
foreign
sales
department
will superv
se
the sale and distribution of this compictures in Latin America and
the Far pany's
East.
Harper Addresses A. M. P. A.
Horace G. Harper, managing director of the Interocean Film Corp.,
Ltd., of England, addressed the A.
M. P. A. yesterday. He said he
hoped to see tie time when England
and America interchanged features as
a regular thing.

Flashes

Clarence Schottenfels, formerly
with Ernest Stern, title artist, is now
with F. A. A. Dahme.
Sydney Ascher Prod, have moved
from St.130 W. 46th St., to 117 W.
46th

Jack Reilly
now with "Welldon,"
publicity
and is
exploitation
bureau.

HARRY BEAUMONT
Behind Your Camera as Director

Is The Best Insurance
You Can Buy To Protect Your Investment
Address Care WID'S

DAILY,

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

The fact that the best and
most powerful poster sells
the greatest number of
tickets furnishes a sufficient reason for using
RITCHEY

POSTERS

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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In the Courts

Asher Here
M. ("Eff") Asher, Mack SenIn connection with the statement
personal representative, is saypublished
last week regarding the
howdy"
around town again.
In
the coast.
action brought by Jacob Shenfield,
that the Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc., was about to be forced
Vitagraph Officials Return
>ert E. Smith,
president,
and into involuntary bankruptcy, Kremer
M. Quinn, general manager of has answered through his attorney,
jraph, are back in New
York Louis Weinberger.,
Los Angeles.
Weinberger says: "The Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc., has
filed its answer in the case denying
WANTED
all the statements made by Shenfield.
COOPER-HEWITT
and has filed proof by affidavit to
the effect that Shenfield has no claim
FLOOR BANKS
whatsoever, the only transaction be/rite full particulars and price
tween the Kremer corporation and
Shenfield being that Shenfield was
Address
B-61, care Wid's
hired by Kremer as office manager
under a contract for a vear beginning
Oct. 1919, and was to draw $100 per
week, his compensation being dependent upon the profits to be realized by the corporation, but his drawing account to be paid in any event;
Shenfield made no investment whatso-ever and owned no stock of the
corporation. Kremer, having full
confidence in Shenfield, authorized
him to draw checks on the corporation bank account without countersignature, this being necessary by
reason of the fact that Kremer continually made extended trips throughout the country in the course of his
motion picture business and other enterprises. Some time in April, 1920,
while Kremer was out West on a
business trip he received information
that Shenfield had overdrawn his account to more than $700, and was
planning to go in business with another employee of the Kremer corporation and that Shenfield was betraying his confidence in other ways,
and thereupon Kremer cut short his
trip and came back to New York and
forthwith, pursuant to a resolution of
FOR SALE
the board of directors, discharged
Shenfield and the other employee.
wo — One reel comedy negates. $300 for both, quick ac"Prior to the present proceeding
In necessary.
other
Shenfield had instituted two
|3. BERK
117-W. 46st St.
had
which
of
both
proceedin
legal
gs,
Phone Van 0248
been dismissed and fully decided in
favor of the Kremer corporation, and
'the- main purpose of the present suit
is to injure the interests of Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc., by unfounded statements, and this action is
without basis in law or fact and lacks
any element of good faith.

BUBO

HOUR--'
DAY PERCIRCLE 1868
BY 22f

iUDIOS FOR RENT
Studios at Cliffside, N. J., by
month
or year.
30 minutes
42nd and Broadway.
100,000
oor space, 5 acres ground, 2
stages, complete electrical
lent, 24 dressing rooms, paint
trpenter shops, suite 5 offices,
Completely furnished props etc.
i Watchman at studio, 199 Palfcvenue, Cliffiside, New Jersey,
e.B. HERBERT MILLIGAN,
•uth State Street, Chicago, 111.

"It is intended by the Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc., to
promptly institute suit against Shenfield to recover damages for the unfounded legal proceedings instituted
by him."
The jury in the Supreme Court
that heard the suit of Elizabeth A.
Reilly on an assigned claim of Mary
Pickford against the music publishing house of Waterson, Berlin &
Synder, gave a verdict for $2,669.
Miss Pickford sued for a balance of
$3,000, alleging that after she appeared in the films, "Daddy Long
Legs," "The Hoodlum" and "Heart
of the Hills," the defendants agreed
to give her $2,500 for the use of her
name in connection with a", song,
"Daddy Long Legs," and $1,500 for
each of
the $3,000.
other two songs, ' but
failed
to pay

"
nd
ng ystheto Wi
SowiPla
Capacity
Latest Big Five Production to Be Shown
dous Hit in Trial Run

SOWING

THE

Makes Tremen-

WIND

"Our test run on this picture proved a real treat for everybody.
Capacity all week. Worthy of its classification in First National's
Big Five productions. Anita Stewart great. Congratulations." —
J. W. Trunk, Dome Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio.
A

DAUGHTER

OF

TWO

WORLDS

"Excellent picture. Wonderful acting by Norma Talmadge.
Drew the best house we have had in some time. Book th's picture
and boost it to the limit. You can't go wrong." — Smith Read, Patriot Theatre, EeKaib, Tex.
NINETEEN

AND

PHYLLIS

"This is a clever Charles Ray picture and it pleased everyone." —
Raymond Gear, Mayflower Theatre, Florence, Kas.
PASSION
"Unquestionably a great film. An astounding picture and a superb and monumental work of art. Pola Negri is a player of marvelous power, dexterous and facile in expression and with a tremendous psychic reserve." — Oakland (Cal.) Tribune.

THE

TRUTH

ABOUT

HUSBANDS

"An interesting story of American Romance, well produced and
capable as to cast." — New York American.
MAMMA'S

AFFAIR

"Constance Talmadge is her charming self in this picture, which
proved a tremendous drawing card at the Ambassador Theatre." —
Los Angeles Record.
WHAT

WOMEN

LOVE

"Wonderful underwater scenes and a splendid exhibition of high
diving by Annette Kellerman.
Underwater fight was excellent."
S. J. Goodwin, Royal Theatre, Lehi, Utah.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

'There'll be a Franchise everywhere

gjHJ^BAIL.Y
Four to One

Many Stars Accept

Against Hamon Film

National
Association
on
Record —
Protests Voiced on Coast and
in Kentucky.

Notable Throng Promises to Attend
Rochester
Convention — Comreckoned among the foremost in this country."
The circular does not go into depanies Plan Exhibits
tails as to what subsidiaries Famous
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Rochester, N. Y. — The following
Players controls. Regarding them it
stars have accepted invitations to atsays :
tend the Movie Ball that will be the
"The Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,- incorporated under the laws of New York in Julv,
culminating
event of the annual con1916, was a merger of several well known
vention of the New York State Exproducing and distributing companies, including the Paramount Pictures Corp. and the
hibitors' League, and which will be
Artcraft Pictures Corp. Subsequently there
has been acquired a whole or part interest in held in the State Armory on Thursday evening, April 7:
147 companies, including all three branches
of the business — producing companies, disEugene Griffith,
O'Brien,Alice
Martha
Mansfield,
tributing companies, and theaters for the ex- Corinne
Calhoun,
Earle
(Continued

from

Page
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1)

The National Association yesterday
officially made it known that it had
gone on record as opposing the entry
into pictures of Clara Smith Hamon,
who figured in the sensational Ardtures.
more, Okla. murder trail into pic-

The association said that no producer or distributor member would
have anything to do with any Hamon
picture. Protests have been lodged
hibition of films. * * * The employes ot tne
corporation and subsidiaries number over Metcalf, Gladys Leslie, Marion Da- with the association from the M. P.
vies, Alma Rubens, Vivian Martin,
8.S00."
In connection with the 1920 earn- Violet Mersereau, Leah Baird, Jack T. O of Kentucky, and the Allied
Amusement Industries of San Franings, the following appears:
Sherrill, Edna Wheaton, June Ca- cisco.
"The 1920 earnings are nearly seven times
price, George B. Seitz and Charles A.
dividend requirements on the outstanding 8%
preferred stock, and amount to $21.77 per Hutchinson.
Milton Sails Today
share available for the common stock. EarnA large exposition of picture and
ings so far in 1921 are at an even better rate theater equipment will be a part of
Meyrick Milton, an English dithan in 1920.
rector, who has been in New York
"With an inventory consisting of pic- the convention.
tures which are depreciated in value on the
for
some
The
following
producers
have
endon today.weeks past, leaves for Lonbooks automatically as released, untd at tne
gaged booth space for the exposition,
end of three months they are carried at only
50% of their cost, and which at the end of which will be staged in the Seneca
two years are carried at $1, this company Hotel, convention headquarters:
does not have to undergo the great markFamous Players-Lasky, Realart,
down charges that have been so startling in
the recent reports of many industrial compa- First National, Goldwyn, Merit, Nunies. Its business is run on practically a Art, Dooley Exchange, Metro, Yitacash basis."
graph. Select, Robertson-Cole, PioRegarding preferred stock, the cirneer, Universal, Pathe, Warner, Clicular says:
max, Victor Kremer, Educational,
"The preferred stock shall be preferred as Balmer, Fox, Powers Film Products,
to assets as well as earnings.
"The corporation shall set aside, on Nov. Walker Screen Service, Aywon, Ar30, 1920, and, so long as any of the preferred
row and Link Piano Co.
stock shall be outstanding, on each succeeding Nov. 30, as a sinking fund for the 'purchase or redemption of its preferred stock,
a sum equal to 39! of the maximum aggregate par value of the preferred stock which
shall theretofore have been issued and not
converted into common stock, whether or not
such preferred stock shall be then outstanding. ($350,000 par value of preferred stock
was retired Nov. 30. 1920.)
"The preferred stock shall be redeemable
in whole or in part, at the option of the corporation, on any dividend date beginning
Feb. 1, 1920, at $120 per share and accrued
dividends on 60 days' notice, subject to the
holder's right to convert up to redemption
date.
"At the option of the holder thereof, preferred stock may be converted at par, at any
time into common stock at 115 to and including November 30, 1921, and at 120
thereafter.
"Without the consent of holders gf at
least two-thirds of the outstanding preferred
stock, the corporation shall not create any
mortgage or other lien to secure an issue of
bonds or otherwise, or any bonds, notes or
other evidences of indebtedness maturing
later than one year from date of issue, or
any stock having priority over or parity with
the present authorized preferred stock, or
increase the latter."

Bennett Buys Studio

"Dream Street" in Nine Reels
"Dream Street." D. W. Griffith's
newest production, was shown at
Stamford Tuesday in 12 reels, to be
returned to the studio for the final
cutting before the opening at the Central Theater on Thursday, April 7,
instead of April 8, as planned.
This was the last showing of the
picture until the charity performance
in Mrs. Vincent Astor's home the
night of April 6th. When finally cut
the picture will be in more than nine
reels, and will be presented without
a prologue.
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Dinner to Griffith Sunday
Thomas Dixon, Senator James J.
Walter, Walter C. Kelly, Rennold
Wolf and Marie Dressier are some of
those who will speak on Sunday evening at the Hotel Astor at the dinner
to
be given
by the
Club in
honor
of David
Wark Friars'
Griffith.
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Brandt Uncontested
studio has attached to it a laboraJohn Manheimer, the Brooklyn exhibitor, has withdrawn as a candidate
tory, film vaults and offices, while
Bennett recently installed a titling for the presidency of the Theater
department. It is understood that he Owners' Chamber of Commerce. This
bought the plant for about $125,000 leaves William Brandt, now president,
and that the purchase was made while uncontested in the field.
one year of his two year lease had
Walsh on Way West
yet to run.
When Mr. Bennett was reached for
George Walsh has left for the coast
confirmation of the report yesterday to appear in a production which his
be was non-committal. Percy L. brother R. A, will make for Associated First National release. As noted,
Waters at Triangle admitted that negotiations were under way, but stated R. A. Walsh will make a series of
that the deal had not been closed.
six pictures for the circuit.
(Continued

Here

John Olsen, of John Olsen
Co., is back in New
York
I
Sweden.
O Henderg is also hen
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What's What

Expected

Conflicting

Reports of Albany Conference Reach New York —
Some Talk of Compromise
Conflicting reports have reached
New York of the developments at the
Albany conference of executives of
the M. P. Exhibitors' League of New
York held on Thursday and of that
held on Wednesday between exhibitor
officials and William A. Brady.
The Sun, in a special dispatch from
Albany, says:

atl

Members
Perfecting
Oration— Some New Francse Holders Lined Up
Members
of
tl.
Federated
■changes
of A. lerica expect
■a series of inij ortant meetThe sesBght at the Astor.
■re been going on since the
It of the week,
fcnderstood
that the discus■; centering almost entirely
■ie formation of general poliI that the final touches are
■en to the business organizalie exchanges.
■he intention of those inter■the proposition to develop a
Kit body, in the real sense of
For that reason it is un\. certain
II
changes
are to be
| the territorial line-up and
■eral new
independent
exlen will be brought into the
■ion.
iFederated
man
said yesterL(Continued

on
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"A compromise proposal for regulation instead of censorship of films is
being urged in relation to the plan
announced by Gov. Miller to restrict
f'movies.'
m production and eliminate salacious
_ "The
compromise
of the
motion picture
interestsplan
would
provide
that a producer exhibiting a film of
an objectionable character might be
fined and the picture confiscated with
denial of permission to produce it

3)

b Away From Haste

w

And then came happiness. But before it came there were mystery, crime,
sacrifice of reputation and a battle for honor. A scene from J. Parker Read
Jr.'s next big "A. P." Louise Glaum
special. — Advt.

Working Together
G. A. Rogers and Senator Lusk on
Same Case — May Mean Something to Films
Film men were more than casually
interested yesterday when it became
known that Gustavus A. Rogers and
Senator Clayton R. Lusk, author of
the censorship bill now pending in
Alban, were working jointly on the
bankruptcy proceedings involving the
Hudson
Navigation Co.
Rogers yesterday was called in by
Senator James A. Emerson, receiver
for the navigation company to advise
Lusk on an application brought to
remove Emerson as receiver for the
company. The significance lies in the
fact that Rogers and Lusk will be
often. is Rogers'
thrown together
interest
in the filmvery
business
a large
one, since he and his brother Saul E.
are general attorneys for Fox Film,
while G. A. Rogers personally represents additional film people. Rogers,
it will be remembered, figured to
some extent in the Sunday Opening
fight and had a good deal to do with
the now-old fight of Fox against the
Motion Picture Patents Co.

'A

tesday,
March
16, 1915,
| said:
p is surely a pity that the
tor is hurried as much as
b today in his directing, his
Sibling and the preparation
[the final prints.
It is
business,'
'good
to be
l|;htmy
ILo
mind
it would
be
i better business to make
rr pictures and have an arpjment with the directors
■would insure their working
ppidly as possible through a
Pinal interest in the success
[fie film without
hurrying
li to the point where they
pgoing to sacrifice effects
Bartistic results just to 'get
I rough.'
In many studios
jword has gone out to 'get
ne' in a certain number of
That's all wrong.
The
r film will be the bigger
y maker every time in the
run, and it is going to be
concerns that will put up
necessary finances to have
films done right at a
greater expense that are
g to continue to live and
the support of the film
Let's get away from this
e.' It is not 'good business.'
very, very 'bad business.' "

again
this Albany,
State." the M. P. ExWhilein in
hibitors League issued a statement
covering its activities there. The
statement proper is preceded by a
lowing:
few remarks, among them the fol"* * * members of the Legislature
were reported as understanding that
representatives of the industry invited(Continued
censorship because
on Page 2)of newsWest

Forms

$1,000,000

(Special to WID'S

Unit

DAILY)

Montreal — Maurice West, until recentlv local manager for Regal Films,
Reported It Will Be Another of Gor- Ltd., has formed a $1,000,000 comTradingpany called
Corp.the International Film
don Edwards'ductionBig
to Be Specials
in Rome— ProMajor Aiken, a brother of Lord
William Fox, according to author- Beaverbrook, is jointly interested in
itative information, plans an elabothe company, which plans to state
rate production of "Nero," as one of right a number of European pictures
a series of European-made spectacles. in Canada and the States. West is
The report has it that J. Gordon Ed- now in Europe buying pictures.
wards will produce it in the actual
locale of the story — Rome, Italy.
Walsh on Coast
No definite information could be
secured at the Fox offices yesterday
Los Angeles — R. A. Walsh has arrived from New York to start work
regarding this. Edwards, as stated
on the first of a series to be released
recently, will make a story in England based on the life of "Mary, through Associated First National.
Accompanying Walsh was Miriam
Queen of Scots."
Cooper
and the director's technical
The Finishing Touches
staff.
Walsh's second production will be
Frances Marion has almost completed at the Metro Studio in 61st a picturization of "Kindred of the
St. the taking of "Just Around the
Corner," a Cosmopolitan Prod., from
A Lasky Special
a scenario made from a collection of
Over on 5th Ave. the Famous
stories by Fannie Hurst.
Players offices are particularly enthuCommittee Meets April 4
siastic over a Jesse L. Lasky special.
The executive committee of AssoThe special is a baby boy, just arciated First National will hold a meetDust."rived. Lasky now has two, the first
being Jesse, Jr.
ing in New York on April 4.

Fox To Make 'Nero'

ill^itifi
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Quotations 70Va
85;

t
's fromWha
What
Page 1)
(Continued

The Hamon Situation

paner stories of conferences between
censorship and^ certhose agitating
tain motion picture producers..
The statement reads, in part:
"The proposed measure or any
other attempt at censorship will be
vigorously iought by this organization regardless of the treachery attributed to some self-constituted
try. The ilspokesmen of the indus
logical and inconsistent attitude of a
producer advocating censorship is
too transparent to need comment.
"We have always conformed to the
rulings of the national board of review and intend at our coming convention to make acquiesence in the
rules of that board one of the conditions of membership in our organiza-

69%
Last

Bid. Asked. Sale
. . 69
Famous Players
85
do pfd
6
85
♦Goldwyn
5
d
quote
Not
Griffith, Inc
W
Loew's Inc
18#
Vs
v%
Triangle
*.••
H
.rid
Not quoted
Film

'Quotations by H. Content & Co.
These quotations represent Thursday's closing. The Stock Exchange
was closed yesterday, Good Friday.

New Commissioners Oppose Censors
Washington— The newly appointed
commissioners of the District of Columbia have made public their opposition to further regulation of rums
in Washington. Both Commissioner
Oyster and Commissioner Rudolph
expressed themselves as opposed to
censorship by a board before pictures
are shown.
A hearing was held at the District
Building last month by the then commissioners of the District of Columbia, Mabel Boardman and Mr. Ken
drick, and a very poor showing was
made by .the advocates of censorship.
Members and friends of the industry
clearly proved that the contentions of
the reformers were untenable.
The new commissioners feel that
police regulations now in force which
give the authorities the right to stop
Furimproper films are adequate.
ther, that the exhibitors and exchange
managers of Washington are reliable
citizens and would not stoop so low
as to make censorship necessary.

M

Connelly Returns
Jack Connelly, Washington, D. C,
of the National Assorepresentative
ciation, isback in New York from a
lengthy trip through the west relative to censorship. He was with William A. Brady part of the time and
then went to Jefferson City, Mo. He
will resume his unties at Washington
shortly.
Is It?

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

P

Opposes

Hamon

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

T

O.

Films

Albany, N. Y. — The executive committee and officers of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of New York,
in session here, unanimously passed
the following resolution:

Among those present were Sydney
S. Cohen, president; Ira Mosher,
F. H. Elliott,
Buffalo,
tion." vice president;
vice president; S. 1. Berman, New
York, secretary; W. H. Linton, Uitca,
O'Reilly, New
treasurer; Charles L.Rochest
er; F. J.
York; Jack Farron,
Koch, Rochester; I. N. Salards,
Rochester; L. A. Buettner, Cohes;
Judge Charles A. McCarthy, Hoosick
Falls; A. A. Elliott, Hudson; Samuel
Sucknow, Albany; Ben Appel, Troy;
Roscoe Mitchell, Buffalo; H. Miller,
Hudson Falls; J. Armstrong, Troy;
Dave Cohen, Biughamton; M. Dipson, Batavia.
Sydney S. Cohen yesterday refused
to comment on the Sun dispatch, saying that the statement as issued in
Albany, reflects the stand of his
organization.
No statement was forthcoming
from the National Association.

Whose

Another for Goldre;!
The theater planned by f

Dover, Del.— One of the large incorporations put through here earlier
in the week was the United States
Moving Picture Corp. with a capital
stock of $2,000,000.

"This organization being emphatically opcriminal tosensaexploitation
theas illustrated
posed to tionalism
film
in aof proposal
Clara Smith Hamon, take advantage of the
to protest against such expresent meeting
hibitions and pledge the full strength of its
organized influence to prevent the appearance
of such films on the screens of the theaters
of New York State. In fulfillment of our
earnest desire to protect our patrons, we
respectfully warn the general public against
investments in such unsavory productions,
which necessarily invoke deserved condemnation and general disapproval."

Building Co., Samuel Mins
ident, for the northeast cor (
rome Ave. and Kingsbric
has been leased for 10 year
A. Goldreyer, who now
practically all the theaters
ham. The theater, which I
have an open air garden, a
1,400, is expected to be
occupancy this fall.
Warren Fromme
is bacVi
Hobart
Henley
company,
is assistant to Henley.
Fr
a time was
with Frohma
ment.

Against It in Los Angeles
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles- — Various members of
the film colony have openly expressed their disapproval of the entry of
Clara Smith Hamon into pictures on
sensational charthe ground
acter of her that
trial the
would do more harm
than good to the industry.

All

other

considera

aside, the RITCH
poster is the best p
simply because it pro.
the highest average i
sale.

Pass Resolution in 'Frisco
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

San Francisco— The Allied Amusement Industries
of
California
has
pledged itself not to show any films
in which Clara Smith Hamon appears.
Banned

in Oregon

(Special to WID'S

RITCHE
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St..N.Y. Phone Chelsi

DAILY)

Portland, Ore.— The M. P. League
of Oregon has passed resolutions
pledging its members to refuse to display any film in which Clara Smith
Hamon appears.
Local Company Plans Film
According to the news from Ard
more, Okla., Clara Smith Hamon has
signed a two year contract with the
Oklahoma M. P. Co., of Oklahoma
City, under the terms of which she
will receive $25,000 as an advance
payment and 50% of the profits of
the company. Officials of the National Association say they have never
heard of such a picture company and
that it is apparently a local enterprise
in Oklahoma.
Matthews

Capitol

House

Manager

John Matthews has succeeded Major Philip Case as house manager of
the Capitol. Case has resigned. Edward Douglas and Herman Landwehr
will act as Matthews' assistants.
Donovan
Resigns

Ryskind Back
Frank P. Donovan, who was engaged as director general of the newly
Morrie Ryskind has returned to
New York from the coast. While in formed Swedish-American Film
Los Angeles he wrote the titles for
Corp., has resigned. Swedish-American, as noted, will make a series of
Fiction," a KatherThan
er
"Strang
ine MacDonald picture.
six
craft.features for release through ReelStanlaws Has Made One
Two Weeks for Holubar Film?
Penrhyn Stanlaws, the noted artist,
who is to direct Betty Compson for
There is some talk that "Man —
Famous Players, has already made
— Marriage," Allen Holubar's
Woman on,
will be held at the Strand
one picture. It is "The Outside producti
Woman." a new Wanda Hawley re- for two weeks. The first week opens
lease for Realart.
tomorrow and the Strand management has not booked anything for
New Bronx House
the week of the 3rd as yet.
The Benson Realty Co. has purchased eight lots at the northwest
Jerome Patrick, who has just comcorner of Webster Ave. and 169th St.,
pleted the male lead with Mary Miles
in her new Realart picture, is
Minter
197x100, for improvement with a picoon to desert the screen for the stage.
ture theater.

SALE
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|| Do You Want to M
Public Laugh
g
DRAMA
Y
COMED
|

For the Greatest Fivi
Comedy
Ever Wri
Characters of Every D«
|
=
Leading Characters best f(
Lloyd, Semon, Wes
S
Sennett Comedie
This Plot Has Never B
|
Address

I
SOM
New ERV
14th ILL
St. The:
235 E. 14th St. New V

H.
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ctteN ews
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E CARLO FROM THE AIR— The
News cameraman gets exclusive picl the famous resort from an areoplane.
DYAL HURDLE
JUMPER— The
oi Wales competes in a horse race
spilled directly in front of the Pathe
cameraman,
at Baubury,
England.
[ events from Springfield, 111., Cuba,
re, Bridgeport,
Conn.,
Camden,
N.
etc.

A
M
j
In the Courts
Changes

DAILY

Justice Guy, in the Supreme Court,
has announced his findings in the
case of John D. Williams, the theatrical producer, against H. B. Warner,
the actor. Warner was engaged by
Williams to star in the play, "SleepPartners," in
in the
the star
autumn
and ing
continued
role ofin 1918,
that
play until February, 1919, when he
gave notice that he would leave the
cast. At the time of Warner's attempt to leave the cast of "Sleeping
Partners" Williams applied for an injunction to restrain him from leaving,
and this was granted. Counsel for
Warner appealed and the injunction
granted against him was confirmed
by the Appellate Term. Warner,
while this litigation was in progress,
left the state, going to California,
where he has since remained, starring
in moving pictures.
The question before Justice Guy
was the amount of damages that
should be awarded Williams for Warner's defection. The findings were
that judgment should be given Williams against Warner for $12,500,
with interest from February, 1919,
and all costs.

ischman Joins Max Spiegel
L. Fleischman, well known
the exhibitors in Greater New
is now associated with Max
1 in his enterprises and will
Frances Eldridge has brought suit
^ctive charge of general man- in the Supreme Court against the
nt and booking of theaters unWorld M. P. Corp. for $9,750 for failliegel's control.
ure to pay for her services and cosLeaves Plainfield Strand
times in "The Little Liar" and for
further failing to carry out the term*
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
a contract alleged to have been
lfield, N. J.— Max Spiegel and of
Reade have closed a deal for entered into on Nov. 6, 1920.
lease on the Strand, which is
The Appellate Division of the Sueing elaborately decorated and
preme Court has upheld a judgment
I along the lines of the new
for
$3,547
obtained by Harry Samin Newark,
owned
by Max wick against
Elias Mayer, Louis
1.
Schneider, Philip Cohen and Jack
: seating capacity of the new Borodkin as officers of the Blinderis 2,000 and is scheduled
to man Amusement Co., because they
in or about April 15th.
Lionel
transferred the assets of the corporavill be manager.
and he was unable to collect from the
corporation.
ick Sales Manager Returns

juel Sax, general sales manager
Big Project for Harlem
znick Pictures, has returned
Negotiations are under way for the
a trip which took him to Chi- subleasing of the George Ehret propDetroit, Cleveland, Kansas
erty at 124-130 W. 125th St. through
Omaha,
Minneapolis
and Mil- to 127-135 W. 124th St., by the lesis
ss
Ie. He reports that busine
sees, Propper Bros.
! good in those territories,
A syndicate is seeking to secure
the lease, which is for 21 years, with
renewals,
.having in view the erection
e"
Takes
jlksen
n, "Fatal
past four of a picture theater, stores and offices,
for thePlung
\ E. Jackse
^.manager of Fox's Audubon on to cost about $600,000. The theater
yington Heights, gave his friends is planned for 124th St., to be reached
jolt when the news leaked out through a 20 ft. lobby on 125th St.
it has been married for more
Mrs. Jacksen, who was
I year.
New Red Cross Films
Tandorf, is also related to HarW.
E.
Waddell, director Bureau of
chenbach.
Pictures, American Red Cross, sails
on the New Amsterdam tomorrow to
ng in Business for Himself
direct the making of eight pictures in
ert Kdgar Long, for three years an equaL number of European counU_ press representative for D.
tries, dealing mainly with the juveriffith, and a vice-president in
situation, particularly in the war. Griffith, Inc., has resigned to sweptnilearea.
e a consulting director in adng and publicity.
$1,500,000 Unit
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
ce Will Make More Scenics
Dover, Del. — The Jackson
Motor
ert C. Bruce, who has been Pictures Corp., with a capital of $1,g scenics for Educational, has 500,000, is one of the new picture
r the Far West to begin a new companies to be launched here.
of pictures. Bruce recently reAt the Rivoli April 10th
from Europe, where he made
pictures in England, Scotland
"Proxies"
will be shown
for the
iwitzerland, and these will be first time at the .Rivoli beginning
;d starting in April.
April 10th.

Expected

(Continued from Page 1)

"We are going to make a real organization of this. We will make it
an organization that, when it says it
will pay its bills on Saturday, will do
so on Saturday and not on Monday;
one that will do a thing when it says
it will and not postpone it until some
The sessions are breaking up late
othera rule.
time." One ended about 12:30
as
earlier
in the week and another about
2:30.

Capitol's Music Staff to Be Larger
The Capitol's musical organization
will be further enhanced by an ensemble and an augmentation of the
orchestra. S. L. Rothafel, beginning
on Easter Sunday, will present an
ensemble of 50 voices as an institutional feature, and part of the musical
presentation. The Capitol Grand Orchestra will be augmented to 80 musicians and the Ballet Corps also enlarged.

FOR SALE
Two — One reel comedy nega$300 for both, quick actiontives.
necessary.
B. BERK
117-W. 46st St.
Phone Bryant 0248

M. P. D. A. Plans a Stunt
The M. P. D. A. has a novel stunt
planned for its third annual supperdance at the Astor on April 2. A
number of cameramen will shoot the
dancers at the height of the festivities. The negative will be rushed to
the Craftsmen Laboratories and
prints made in time to be shown to
the guests at the Astor.
It was originally planned to limit
the tickets to 700, but already over
1,000 have been sold.

JUNK

WORN
PRINTS
WANTED
We want worn prints or short lengths
of Chaplin,
West,
Fairbanks,
Pickford,
Lloyd,
Mix
and
any
other
assorted
comedy
film.
This is not
for display purposes.
Highest prices
KEYSTONE
MFG. CO
paid.
Write
S3 Warham St.,
Boston, Mass.

Not a Bacheller
Story
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The office of Willis
and Inglis states that "Charge It,"
which Clara Kimball Young is making, is not an Irving Bacheller story,
but one written by Sada Cowan.
All of the Bacheller
owned by the Hodkinson

works
Corp.

AND

COMPLETE AUDITS,
SYSTEMS INSTALLED

AUDIT & SERVICE BUREAU

1482 Broadway, Room 609
Tel. Bryant 5664
Specializing in the Motion Picture and Theatrical Industries

are

Kipling Plans Exchanges
A new arrival in New York is Mrs.
Richard Kipling, wife of Richard Kipling, head of the Kipling Enterprises.
Kipling is planning a tour of the
United States, establishing exchanges
in larger cities.

Printing
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PRINTING
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inc.1;
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No Missouri Censors for Two Years
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Jefferson City—Missouri will have
least anno state censorship for isatassur
ed by
other two years. This
renot
had
that
bill
no
a motion that
ceived afavorable report fromby comthe
mittee should be taken up
Senate before adjournment was
passed.

EtAlLV

Saturday, March 26,

Coast Brevities

techniHollywood— Phil de Esco,
cal expert, has been added to the
George H. Kern productions, now
filming "The Unfoldment."
Bill Russell, the Fox star, will soon
be featured in a new story to be di, director of
"Suds." rected
'by Jack Dillon
Jack O'Brien has arrived in Los
Angeles.
Wallace Reid is making a personal
nce at the opening of the Capappeara
itol theater, Vancouver, B. C.
Edna Wallace Hopper, former wife
of E. Mason Hopper, is in the city
and it is reported she is forming her
own picture company.

MR. ADVERTISER
READ

THIS

I

quarterly business
rs'
antat Directo
Assist
the be
the club
held
g of will
meetin
Association
8
at
Blvd.,
wood
Holly
5444
rooms,
P. M., Friday, April 1st.
The

second

The third feature to be filmed by
the Rockett Company will be one of
the several books written by Chas.
Belmont Davis. Title will be itwithwill
held until it is decided whether
be released under the title of the
will release.
Hodkinson
book.

J. E. Garnsey has succeeded Amos
as art director at the Metro
Myers
studios.
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DIRECTTRA
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The Screen Bulletin
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ARTISTS

ART

5S0t

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leader*
Bryant 6791
220 W. 42nd St.
& NEWCOMBE
MARTIN-McGUIRE
Art Titlei
Bryant 561>
727 7th Avenue

BROKERS

MOTION
454-460

CO
SECURITIES
PICTURE
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angelei

ENGRAVERS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. INC
Half Tones — Line Engravers— Electrotypei
Bryant 862
New York
225 W. 39th St.

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Picture Printing
Quality Motion
3443Wadi.
416-24 W. 216th St
E1
ATORI
LABOR
CLAREMONT FILM
430 Claremont Parkway Tel. Tremont 376'
Genera." Manager
H. J. Streyckmans,
LABOKATOKIES
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NICHOLAS
"Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee 22
Fort Lee. N. J.
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Mora. 49M

George Stewart has been engaged
b" Metro to support Alice Lake.
Work has already been begun on
the first Hallroom Boys comedy picture to be released through Federated. Itis entitled "False Roomers."

Frank Lloyd's most recent production heretofore called "The Alibi" will
as "The Invisible Power."
released
be

The photography on "Look Before
You Leap" will be completed this
week at the Goldwyn studios under
the direction of E. Mason Hopper.
"Life's Darn Funny" is the title of
the next comedy-drama in which
Viola Dana will be starred by Metro.

New

York City,

March 23, 1921.
Wid's Daily,
Gentlemen :—
On the night of March 3, my camera was stolen.
On March 8, I inserted an ad in your paper, telling
of my loss.

Through a subscriber of your daily, who read my
ad, I was informed of the whereabouts of10.my camera, and it was returned to me on March

Your paper certainly gets results. This incident
convinces me that your paper circulates widely
among executives and cameramen, and I want to
thank you for youra.very important part in the recovery of my camer

FOSTER,
RAY
Cinematographer,
Shadowland Screen Review.

(Signed)

Roscoe Karns is back again at Universal City playing opposite Gladys
Walton in the circus story, "The Man
Tamer," being produced under direction of Harry B. Harris.
GAUSMAN.
Leases 54th St. Studio
Master Films, Inc., producers of
"Torchy" Comedies, will take over
the 54th St. studio shortly for their
exclusive and permanent producing
home.
First Two Finished
The Harry Levey Service Corp.
has completed the first two one:reel
subjects of their screen magazines,
the series which is being taken in
Inconjunction
vention with
Monthly. the Science and
Rosen Buys Comedies
Jean Rosen, who deals extensively
in the French market, has purchased
a series of 12 Denver Dixon Comedies from Plymouth Pictures, Inc.,
for Continental Europe.
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Bring the Circus
to your Town!

MARY

A real circus with every bit of the thrill
and excitement that the circus holds for
everyone — the bare- back riders — the slapstick clowns — the kangaroo who shaves
himself — the nimble
acrobats — the
,
cracking whip of the ringmaster — and fit ^^^ft
with all this a love story as wholesome
Trad*- Mark Rec. U. S. Pat. Off:
and refreshing as a day in spring

MILES MINTER
IN

"THE LITTLE CLOWN"
(Adapted from the play by A VERY HOPWOOD
Directed by Thomai Heffron
Scenario by Eugene B. Lewis)
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Features Reviewed
Wallace Reid in

THE

LOVE

Page

Lionel Barrymore in
Whitman

JIM, THE

3

Plymouth

WOMAN'S

Pictures — State

6

PROBLEM

Rights

K. M. Leach and W. P. Nichols perfect booking agreement in Western Canada.
Sigmund Lubin leaves for Europe, where lie expects
to perfect important producing combine.
J. Gordon Edwards to produce for Fox in Europe.
Wednesday

Page

Stoll cuts output 50% for Pathe sales.
Hodkinson to release four Renco Film Co. productions.'
Jans Pictures to distribute Frontier Features.
Thursday

PENMAN

Bennett Prod. — Asso. 1st Nat'l Page
EVERY

Liability insurance companies cut certain classes of
risks.
Insurance firm sees danger to exhibitors.
George King and Ralph O. Proctor out of Stoll Film.
Otis H. Taylor now president.

Harley Knoles, Alliance production chief, returns from
England. Denies serious difficulties in company
affairs.

SPECIAL

Paramount

X. A. M. I'. I. questions good faith of Dr. Crafts in
divulging details of Federal M. 1'. Commission.
Pathe threatens action on Tar/.an Co.'s "East Lynne."
Three versions now on market.
Tuesday

7

Federal Trade Commission

decides Eskay Harris must

answer in "Black Beauty" case.
Turner
and Dahnken
Junior
Circuit
Northern California.

operating

in

Ralph Proctor and Nicholas Kessel secure attachments
Bert Lytell in

A MESSAGE

TO

Metro

MARS
Page

Alice Brady in

OUT

OF

THE

9

CHORUS

Realart

Page 12

Eva Novak

in

THE

SMART

Universal
Buck Jones in

THE

ONE

Fox

against Stoll Film.
Famous Players-Lasky has
147 subsidiaries.
Friday
W. E. Shallenberger again heads Arrow Film.

SEX

Analysis shows film receipts are four times in excess
of those from other theaters.
Whitman Bennett buys Triangle studio in Yonkers,
N. Y.

Page 13

New York censor bill expected to become law.
Col. William N. Selig becoming active as producer.

TRAIL

John Emerson and Anita Loos sign new Schenck contract.

MAN

Page 15

"King Lear."
Louis B. Mayer to filmSaturday
Roscoe Arbuckle in. .THE
Paramount
Short

Reels

DOLLAR

A YEAR

MAN

Page 17
Page

19

Independents to join Federated Film Exchanges.
Developments expected in New York censorship situation. G.A. Rogers working with Senator Lusk.

New

William Fox reported planning production of "Nero."

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin.
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Reid's Latest A Rare Bit Of Entertainment
Wallace Reid in
"THE

The story is rather novel in that there haven't been
any just like it of late. It has been adapted from

LOVE SPECIAL"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Frank Urson

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS
A
WHOLE

Frank S. Spearman
Eugene Lewis
C. Edgar Schoenbaum
Delightful
comedy-romance

with a lot of "touches" that make it register entertainment allthe way through
STORY
Something new for Reid and quite novel
on the whole ; pleasing romance
DIRECTION
First rate; never misses a trick
to put over a comedy bit
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

Best he's done lately
Excellent cast all through
Many pretty scenes
All right
Good ; well written titles
STORY
Railroad engineer

who
proves
he's good
other than railroad
LENGTH

at putting

OF PRODUCTION

over

deals

4,855 feet

This is undoubtedly the best story that Wallace
Reid has had of late, and he evidently realized this
himself, for he's put forth his best efforts in the part
of Jim Glover, construction engineer. Yes, and he's
gone so far as to forget all about his slick hair-comb
and clean face to add realism to the part. But of
course he comes back to the real Wallie before Agnes
Ayres, the heroine, falls in love with him.

Frank ' Spearman's novel "The Daughter of a
•Magnate." It is a clean, wholesome romantic comedy
with the two well blended, and there's a fine background. There's a villain too, but, unlike other villains, he never gets very far in his operations.
The direction is excellent and there's never a chance
for comedy that has been missed. There's no particularly extraordinary laughs, but it's a touch here and
another there that register genuine humor. And
everyone seems to be working toward the same goal.
And everyone gets a chance to do his bit. Reid carries the main role splendidly and other well known
players who contribute their respective shares of pleasure to the picture are Theodore Roberts, Agnes Ayres,
Sylvia Ashton, Clarence Burton and Lloyd Whitlock.
Snitz Edwards, whose name got a chuckle from the
Rivoli audience, provided some more fun as a "hick."
Jim Glover, construction engineer, is selected to
guide the president of the road on a trip'of inspection.
Laura Gage, the president's daughter, is aboard the
special train. It isn't long before Harrison, a director,
also on the train, is aware that Jim is attentive to
Laura. Harrison wants Laura himself and decides
to get her by buying over a strip of land which Gage
has an option on. Laura overhears the conversation.
Gage has gone on ahead of the party, and in order
to reach her father before the option expires and
Harrison can acquire the land, she makes a flying trip
during a snow storm on an engine which Glover
agrees to run when an engineer cannot be found. The
president is reached in time, the land is saved and
Glover wins the girl.y What more could anyone want?

Be Sure To Get This First Rate Comedy Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You'll be showing an amusing, thoroughly pleasing
picture that is clean, wholesome entertainment, so if
you want a picture like this get "The Love Special,"
Wallace Reid's latest. You can promise them something a bit out ofc-the ordinary in the adaptation of
Frank Spearman's novel, with a first rate railroad
atmosphere.
You can also say that it's the best thing the star

has done of late and the best story. Besides the features of "The Love Special" already mentioned, you
have a fine cast to talk about, including well known
players such as Theodore Roberts and Agnes Avers.
You won't regret having played "The Love Special"
and it's the sort of picture which everyone will enjoy.
It's real entertainment and there's not a foot of film
in the entire picture that is the least objectionable.
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This editorial is not merely the greatest tribute, but
the only one of its kind ever paid to a motion
picture producer by the mighty Chicago Tribune.
This tremendous editorial power in a paper with
500,000 daily circulation appeared two days after
"A Small Town Idol" opened for an extended engagement atBarbee's Loop Theatre, doing, day by
day, record business topping all other past records
of the house.
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Chicago American: Rob Reel — There has
never been such a comedy drama as "A
Small Town Idol." It marks an epoch in
the screening of modern comedy
Chicago News: Margaret Mann — It's a
funny picture and audiences indulge in
shouts of laughter.

l231p

WiL-t'IAM 3ARBEE

Chicago Tribune: Mae Tinee-Your system
must be in awful condition if the Sennett
comedians do not win your smiles in "A
Small Town Idol." The audiences give evidence of having a mighty pleasant time.
Mack Sennett spared neither time nor expense in making this big production for
Associated Producers*
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Barrymore's Latest Is Fairly Interesting Adaptation Of Stage Play
Lionel Barrymore in
Whitman

"JIM THE PENMAN
Bennett Prod. — Asso. First National Pictures

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
Stradling

T.

L.

Kenneth Webb
Sir James L. Young
Dorothy Farnum
Griffith
and
Harry

AS A WHOLE
Fairly feeble melodrama that is
made rather worth while by good direction and
fitting climax
STORY
Gives
star limited
opportunities
for
his particular style of acting
DIRECTION
Very
good for the most
part;
some bits hazy but they aren't important
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Little variation of expression and but one
bit of physical work
SUPPORT
Doris Rankin, Anders Randolph and
Gladys Leslie all good
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER

OF STORY
Gifted penman becomes forger by which means he marries the
woman he loves and is eventually found out
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,100 feet

Lionel Barrymore's fourth Whitman Bennett production hits along the medium line. It's really melodramatic intheme, but the "melo" is feeble, and it's
not until the end of the last reel that there's any live
action. "Jim the Penman" was quite a success as a
stage play and in its screen form maintains practically
the same development. The direction is very good
and the story smoothly told, and though there are one

or two bits a trifle hazy, they aren't important enough
to confuse.
The story has to do with the crime of forgery and
is interesting because of its plausibility. There is but
one incident which might be called an absurdity. It
isn't likely a detective could become a guest in the
house of the man he was trailing in such simple
fashion. There's no good excuse for the woman
ing the man to stay at her home.

invit-

Barrymore makes the most of "Jim," but somehow
he seems inclined to stare into space for a long stretch
at a time without altering his expression. This is
probably the more noticeable because the close-ups
are too frequent and too long. The whole picture is
blessed with an unusual number of close-ups, in fact,
of all the players. The star does his best work in
the climax, the fight aboard the yacht, when he sends
himself and his band of forgers to the bottom, for
"society's benefit."
His first attempt at forgery is made upon a dance
program, when he forges Nina Bronson's name for
the last waltz. Jim offers to save Nina's father from
ruin by forging a check. The forgery is discovered,
but rather than prosecute Jim, the owner of the check
decides to use him, and so for twenty years Jim is
bound to serve Hartfield. Jim loves Nina who is
engaged to Louis Percival. Through notes forged
by Jim they become estranged, and Jim and Nina
are married although Nina never loves her husband.
The twenty year period is nearly up and Louise,
Jim's daughter, is about to marry the son of an English
banker whom Jim is about to ruin. Just as this time
Percival, previously ruined through Jim's band, and
Nina discover the forgery that separated them, and
Jim, realizing that he is trapped, ends it all by sinking
the yacht and locking himself and his companions in
the cabin.

Offering Should Please A Good Majority
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You have probably shown Barrymore's three previous Whitman Bennett productions— "The Master
Mind," "The Devil's Garden" and "The Great Adventure," and should be able to judge from past performances whether or not you want "Jim the Penman."
Unlike any of the others, "Jim the Penman" has a
tragic ending and not at all the conclusion that most
folks will be expecting. Play up Barrymore's name
extensively and the title should attract because the

play is well known, though an old one.
Perhaps in your announcement, instead of referring
to the forgery angle of the story, keep your lines in
connection with the title, and refer to Jim's gifted
penmanship. You can say: "Don't imitate a girl's
signature on your dance program. It may be a bad
beginning. See 'Jim the Penman,' Lionel Barrymore's
latest Whitman Bennett production, and you'll heed
the warning."
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State Rights Offering That Strikes A New Note For Screen Story
"EVERY

WOMAN'S

PROBLEM"

Plymouth Pictures, Inc. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Willis L. Robards
Hal Reid
Willis L. Robards
Not credited

AS A WHOLE
First rate program offering; has
fine heart interest and will appeal
to good
majority
STORY
Perhaps a bit depressive atmosphere at
times, but human appeal relieves it considerably
DIRECTION
Satisfactory for the most part
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Dorothy Davenport, featured player,
good ; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Correct

Woman's Problem." At any rate the picture is a good
argument for suffrage. This is rather a new theme
for picture plays, and ought to be a good one upon
which to build up an interest in this film. The atmosphere toward the latter reels is perhaps a trifle depressing because of the situation, which places a woman
governor in the position of being unable to save her
innocent husband, who is condemned to death because
of public opinion, and the fact that he has been convicted. The sequence, however, contains a strong
human appeal and a good heart interest, which rather
relieves the tenseness of the thing. The direction is
quite satisfactory and the story is smoothly told.
Dorothy Davenport lends dignity to the part of the
woman judge, while others who give adequate performances are Willis L. Robards and Wilson Du Boise.
Clara Madison, a poor girl, is elected judge of the
Supreme Court in a small city. She has two powerful
opponents to contend .with, Morse, the editor of the
Democrat, who continually attacks her through his
paper, and the other, Big Bill Deavitt, leader of the
opposing party. Clara convicts an Italian and he is
sentenced to death. Two other Italians decide to

CHARACTER OF STORY
Woman governor
cannot pardon her husband sentenced to die,
though innocent
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet

revenge the conviction of their pal and get rid of the

All told, this latest offering being sold on the state
rights market by Plymouth Pictures, Inc., is a
thoroughly satisfactory program attraction, bearing
a certain angle of box office value that many exhibitors
will be able to make good use of in showing it,
especially in attracting the attention of their women
patrons.
And perhaps the men will be more favorably inclined

a case, get him in front
the men throws a bomb,
ing the office. Williams
and sentenced to die. In

toward women

in politics after having seen "Every

Woman

judge by implicating her husband in a murder.

Wil-

liams, Clara's husband, had previously threatened
Morse's life for his attacks against the judge.
The Italians, promising Williams, who is a lawyer,
of Morse's office, and one of
killing the editor and wreckis convicted as an accomplice
the meantime Clara has been

made governor, but is unable to save her husband's
life. At the last moment one of the Italians confesses
and Williams is freed.

In Politics Idea Can Be Used To Good Advantage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In view of the main situation in the story, that of

the woman judge, you should be able to create a good
Appeal
Woman s Problem."
in "Every
interest
largely to the women members of your patrons, and
you should be able to get quite a little publicity, and
without
much
effort, by securing
the co-operation
Besides
of some local womaft's political organization.
for
boost
exploiting the picture for you, it will be a
them.

It would be better to confine your announcements

and catchlines to the main situation> but if vou think
the idea of the woman

governor confronted with the

ordeal of being unable to save her own husband's life

wju haye a stronger appealj you can go to it lnmi that
an§le- The fact that Dorothy Davenport is Mrs. Wallace Reid may attract the "fan" crowd.

with ^
# Brownie

the

CenturyVbnderDog

HARHY

SWEET
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Bert LytelPs Latest Mildly Interesting
Bert Lytell in
"A MESSAGE FROM MARS"
Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
Maude
CAMERAMAN
AS

A

WHOLE

Maxwell Karger
Richard Ganthoney
Arthur Zellner and Arthur
Arthur Martinelli
Good

production

but

offers

mildly interesting piece of entertainment generally
STORY
Not impressive screen material; dream
phase unconvincing though well done
DIRECTION
Good on production angles; might
have handled players more advantageously
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Good; double exposure work
excellent
STAR
Has done much better work than this
SUPPORT
Raye Dean opposite star and others
in minor parts adequate
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Selfish Englishman
is reformed by a dream in which he sees himself as others see him
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

6,198 feet

The picturization of Richard Ganthoney 's English
stage play makes but mildly interesting entertainment.
Being unfamiliar with the play it isn't possible to say
just how the story was treated, but certainly it
wouldn't have found much fame in the sober atmosphere which has been provided for the picture version.
There is very little incident and what there is has
been padded at length.

The best thing in "A Message from Mars" is the
message itself, in which the selfish Englishman in a
dream is visited by a messenger from Mars who shows
the egotist himself as others see him. During this
sequence there is some unusually fine double exposure
work with one, and often two, of the characters figuring in the double exposure. There is a long stretch of
this and the whole is very well done.
Bert Lytell is the almost ego-maniac Englishman.
He is capable of much better work than he does here.
He overacts considerably and has the appearance of
giving more attention to the director's instructions
than to registering egoism. Even after he has had
the dream and learned a lesson in "charity," he fails
to
shake off the mask. He's let it grow upon him,
seemingly.
Horace Parker, a' wealthy egotist, is an amateur
scientist who is cultivated by real scientists merely
because of his wealth. Horace agrees to finance a
project because he is to be given full credit. That
night Horace is so rapt up in his importance that he
refuses to take his fiancee to a reception. He remains
at home alone and is visited by a man who served
under him in the war, and who is in need of funds
for his starving wife. Parker refuses to see him.
In a dream that night Horace is visited by a vision
who calls himself a messenger from Mars. He makes
Horace invisible like himself and takes him to the
reception where he sees another man

making love

to his fiancee. They also go to the scientists' club
where the members are discussing him and his selfishness. Then the messenger makes a beggar of Horace.
When the egotist awakens he has learned his lesson
and rushes to the home of the man who sought money.
He saves the woman from a burning building and
opens his home to the homeless.

Title And Star's Name Have Drawing Power
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You

have a good title to announce

in this latest

Metro picture, which together with the star's name
should give you little difficulty in bringing them in.
But Bert Lytell has done better things than this. You
can probably play "A Message from Mars" and give
fair satisfaction. If you care to interest them from
an angle other than the story, you might get your local
papers to give you some space to devote to a short
story teiiing how the big exterior sets for the picture

were made in the world's largest armory.
They should
be interested in the result.
Use catchlines in connection with the title such as
"What

is 'The Message from Mars?' The answer will

be found at the blank theater." Or, "If you're troubled
with egoism there's a cure awaiting you in 'The Message from Mars.' Try it yourself. It cured Bert
Lytell in his latest Metro picture."

e special With
Irbin Willafs production of tfw famous
Story by Joseph C (hncoln.

WSiady'ss
There are fewer of this type of picture
on the market than any other at present, and so you should be sure to get
this and give them something different. You can promise plenty of
action, good suspense and a fair
amount of thrills — enough to satisfy anyone.
Play up Willat's name and recall
his past productions, "Below the
Surface" and "Behind the Door."
Mention the under-sea sequences
in ''Below the Surface" '-and "Behind
the Door" and promise more of this
in "Partners of the Tide." The box
office results should prove worthy of
any exploitation expenses.

Call Write or
Wire for Screening

Hero in air pocket

i

wnches~ 8- actually *8 !
lHade 6y the metier of Behind the Door
Below the Surface "etc. etc.

fro saves heavy

Harrison
Says
The one thing that stands
out the most in this picture
is Director Willat's intelligent work. His characterization is so marvelous, that he
should be entitled to the fame
of a director of first rank. His
children characters could
not be handled any truer to
life; nor could his spinster
characters.
The submarine views are
extremely interesting; they
are instructive. The wrecking of the ship looks real.

Prints f{eady
at
tlfruPatVie'ExcliaJ^elnc. :

all "Branches

T&M
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Some Originality In A Chorus Girl Story
Alice Brady in
"OUT

dents have been so placed that the interest holds over
them. The direction through most of the picture is
good.
The climax is worked up especially well.

OF THE CHORUS"
Realart

DIRECTOR

Herbert Blache

There isn't anything particularly noteworthy about
anybody's performance in the cast. Alice Brady wears
some beautiful gowns, and is generally pleasing in
all her scenes, but in the strong ones, where a display
of emotion is needed, she is not impressive, nor does

AUTHORS
Harry Chandlee and William Laub
SCENARIO BY
Coolidge Streeter
CAMERAMAN
Jacob Badaracco
AS A WHOLE
Fair entertainment; well acted;
a trifle too long for the material
STORY
Chorus girl love story with sufficient
original features to make it seem new
DIRECTION
Has
developed
climax
in good
shape ; spent too much
time on unimportant
incidents in spots
PHOTOGRAPHY
„
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Is pleasing, but not impressive in strong
scenes
SUPPORT
Vernon Steele and Charles Gerard

comedy at the end, when the heroine's family are
caught congratulating her on the stage, by the rising
curtain.

satisfactory in principal parts; rest fair
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Realistic theater atmosphere
DETAIL
Adequate

Florence Maddis, a chorus girl, marries Ross Van
Beekman, son of an aristocratic family. Mrs. Van
Beekman, senior, is determined to turn Ross against
his wife, and to do this, she plots with Ned Ormsby,

CHARACTER OF STORY
Chorus girl wife's
struggle to hold her husband against the plottings of his wealthy parents
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,888 feet

a wealthy roue, who really wants Florence for himself. Mrs. Van Beekman contrives to have the latter

The most prominent feature of "Out of The Chorus,"
and the thing that will make it provide fair entertainment for most audiences, is a truly interesting, and
more or less dramatic theme. Stories of the stage, and
particularly chorus girl stories, usually have a large
appeal, and this one has the added advantage of
possessing some originality. The actual tale could
he told in a very short picture, and while this one
isn't long, it has more footage than is necessary, which
has caused some padding of unimportant sequences.
This

doesn't

detract

much,

however,

for these

inci-

she make the character as strong as one would expect it to be, from the foregoing delineation of it.
The rest of the cast is just about average, with Vernon
Steele in the hero part, and Charles Gerard, as the
villain, doing the best work.
They have secured a stage atmosphere in all the
theater scenes, that registers very realistically. The
dressing room scene, the stage during the play, and
the shots of the audience at the finish are better than
is usual in such settings. There is a good touch of

two constantly thrown together, until finally Ross
begins to doubt his wife.
He sets a trap for her, and returns to find evidence
that Ormsby has been there, although the girl is the
innocent victim of the roue's scheme. Ross shoots
through the door behind which he believes Ormsby is
hiding and when Ormsby is mysteriously murdered
at his home Ross believes himself the murderer. At
the trial, Florence, to save her husband's life, lies, and
sa) s that he shot Ormsby because the latter was with
her. The truth, and Ross' innocence are finally established, and the girl's pluck wins her the love and
esteem of her husband and his family.

The Star Will Draw
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If your patrons
have liked other pictures of the
that she has a part just suited to her in this one.
stage, and chorus girl stories, they probably will be
Mention of the beautiful gowns worn by the star will
pleased with this.
You can safely promise them a
If you want a catchgood story of its kind, and one of the best ways to be interesting to women patrons.
,v i •. ,
. ,, ,,
....
. .
line use this:
She was tricked by a mother-in-law
make it clear is to tell them enough incident of it, to
J
the husband who
shielded
she
sti11
and
her'
hated
who
opporThe title offers
impress with its originality.
tunity to make evident the kind of a story it is.
suspected her.
See what happened then in 'Out of
If Alice Brady is popular with your people, tell them The Chorus.' "
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Good Suspense At Close Pulls It Through
Eva Novak in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

SMART
Universal

SEX"
Fred Leroy Granville
Emma Bell Clifton
Doris Schroeder
Leland Lancaster

AS A WHOLE
Fairly entertaining picture that
starts out as sort of romance and ends up with
crook business
STORY
Pleasant
farm
atmosphere
and good
romantic twist; is somewhat hazy in spots
DIRECTION

Technically good but allows improbabilities to creep in
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Adequate
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR

Has a satisfactory part but doesn't dress
to suit it

SUPPORT

All do average work

'EXTERIORS
Many pretty farm shots
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Stranded chorus girl
finds good home
on farm and later marries
wealthy fellow
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
For a five reel picture they certainly have it jammed full of incident, and probably because there is
so much of it they have had difficulty in keeping it
always coherent. The director has secured a
thorougly pleasing farm atmosphere, but to have such
a citified residence so adjacent seems a bit farfetched. Then too, if Eva Novak is a stranded chorus
girl, folks are going to wonder whence cometh the
pretty frocks.

If stars insist upon wearing Lucille's

latest, they ought to make sure they have the right
story in the first place.

This is Director Granville's first picture for Universal, and all told he has managed rather well with
a story containing almost an over abundance of incident. Toward the close the plot takes a new twist
and there is some crook business introduced with the
discovery of the missing diamonds. The director has
handled this bit very well, and a good suspense is
created, and the identity of the real crook is well
covered until the close.
"The Smart Sex" isn't the most appropriate title
for the picture, but probably because the heroine
proves she has brains as well as good looks and wins
the hero despite parental objections she's "The Smart
Sex." Eva Novak makes the most of the chorus
girl role, while others are Frank Braidwood, Geoffrey
Webb, Mayre Hall, C. Norman Hammond, Dorothy
Carter, Margaret Mann, Jim O'Neill
Calvert
Hagan,
and
Evelyn
McCoy.
Rose is one of a stranded theatrical troupe. With
a goose, which she has picked up along the road, Rose
enters a theater which is advertising "Amateur Night."
Rose wins the first prize and the friendship of a rich
college student, who sends her to a farm near his home.
Rose is happy in her new surroundings and when
Fred, the student, returns from college and has a
row with his Dad because of his gambling, Fred also
goes to the farm and later tells his folks he is going
to marry the chorus girl.
Fred's parents plan to break up the match by "showing up" the chorus girl. They invite her to their home,
but Rose fails to do anything unbecoming, and later
when Fred's father, who is a diamond merchant,
misses some stones, it is through Rose that the thief
is actually discovered and then, of course, there is no
further objection to the girl.

Average Program Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Following
close upon
her last picture, "Society If Miss Novak is popular with your patrons make
Secrets," Eva Novak has another story which gives the most of her name and tie up the title with catchher a country locale.
"The Smart Sex" hasn't the lines such as : "Can a chorus girl be happy on a farm ?
human
interest of
Secrets,"
theremany.
are 'The
Sex'
parents
other good phases of "Society
it which will
please but
a good
. Smart
,
. .gives the. , answer."
, . .
. Or, "His
.
...
chorus girl bride-to-be so they invited
his
to
objected
,
f
.
.
*,
_,
The latter reels especiallv are quite satisfactory and
i
'
.,
.., the
., her into their home to "show her up."
Did thev do
there
is a good , mystery ...
bit in connection with

See Eva
theft of the diamonds, 'and of course, the eventual it?
the answer."
happy ending is what most of them want.

Novak's

latest

Universal

picture
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5,947
6,730
5,300
6,000
3,966
6,367
4,779
4,955
4,960
5,884
5,379
4,496
6,255
4,610
4,255
Atherton
5,649
Morris
5,649

East

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

METRO

7
21
27
21
28

Dec.

5
19
26
2
16
23
30
6
27

PICTURES

2-27-21
3- 6-21
1-9-21
2- 6-21

3-20-21

12,000

9-12-20

6,300 12-26-20
5,788 2- 6-21

Down
Home
Partners
of the Tide
Dial Film Co.
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle
Stedman)
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love
East Lynne (Mabel Ballin-Edward Earle)
Feb.

2-6-21
11-21-20
10-17-20
12-5-20
1-2-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21

INC.

J. L. Frothingham Prod.
The Broken
Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
The Breaking
Point
(Bessie Barriscale)
J. Parker Read, Jr.. Prod.
The Brute Master
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Robert Brunton Productions
The Coast of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner Prod.
The U. P. Trail
The Corp.
Spenders
National Film
The Kentucky
Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
Irvin V. Willat
Prod.

5,600

11-28-20

6,000

12-19-20

6,500
5,693

11-7-20
1-9-21

6,000

9-19-20

7,000 10-24-20
6,150 3-20-21

CORP.

5,800 12-26-20
6,634 3-13-21

Passion
Fruit
(Dorandina)
6,000 1-30-21
The Greater
Claim
(Alice Lake)
.•...6,000 2-20-21
Mar.
Extravagance
(May
Allison)
6,000 3-6-21
Message from Mars (Bert Lytell)
6,000
Puppets
of Fate (Viola Dana)
6,000
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10,300 2-20-21
Apr.
11
A Message From Mars (Bert Lytell Metro Special)...
25 Uncharted
Seas (Alice Lake Metro Special)
S. L. Productions
Feb. 28 Without
Limit
(All-Star)
6,000 2-20-21
Nazimova Productions
Madame
Peacock
5,000 10-10-20
Dec.
6 Billions
6,000 12-5-20
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All-Star)
6,000 11-14-20
The Little Fool
4,800 3-13-21
Roland West Prod.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
6,000 2-20-21

PATHE

Tan.

NATIONAL
(Mack

INC.

5,000
5,000
5,000
4,500

His Own
Law
(Hobart
Bosworth)
The Penalty
(Lon
Chaney)
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin)
The Great Lover
Girl With a Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy)
Godless Men (Reginald Barker Prod.)
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
Roads of Destiny
(Pauline Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
Prisoners of Love
(Betty Compson)
The
Concert
Guile of Women
(Will Rogers)
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
A Voice in the Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)
Don't
Neglect
Your
Wife
(Gertrude
Prod.)
A
Tale
of
Two
Worlds
(Gouveneur
Prod.)

2-6-21

3- 6-21

OF AMERICA,

COMPANY

Fall of a Saint
Out of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

9-19-20

3- 6-21

EXCHANGES

GAUMONT

CORP.

Specials
FOX
FILM
CORP.
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7,000
Blind Wives
(Special Cast)
7,000
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
7,000
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.. 7, 000
Skirts
7,000
William Farnum Series
The Scuttlers
6,000
Drag
Harlan
6,000
Pearl White Series
The Tiger's Cub
6,000
The Mountain
Woman
6,000
Know
Your
Men
6,000
Tom Mix Series
The Texan
6,000
Prairie Trails
6,000
The Road
Demon
5,000
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
6,000
Partners
of Fate
5,000
While the Devil Laughs
5,000
William Russell Series
The Iron Rider
5,000
The Cheater
Reformed
5,000
Bare
Knuckles
5,000
Shirley Mason Series
Girl of My Heart
5,000
Flame
of Youth
5,000
Wing Toy
5,000
George Walsh Series
Number
17
5,000
The
Plunger
...5,000
Dynamite
Allen
;
5,000
20th Century Brand
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
5,000
Two Moons
(Buck Jones)
5,000
Why Trust Your Husband
(Eileen Percy)
5,000
The Big Punch (Buck Jones)
5,000
The Blushing
Bride (Eileen Percy)
5,000
Oliver Twist Jr
5,000
Hie One-Man
Trail (Buck
Jones)
5,000

FILM

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May ( Bessie Love)
The Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
Duke of Chimmney Butte (Fred

CORP.

Brewster's
Millions
(Roscoe
Arbuckle)
5,502
The Ghost in the Garrett (Dorothy Gish)
5037
Forbidden Fruit (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.)
7,804
Chickens
(Douglas
MacLean-Ince
Prod.)
4,753
The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6357
The Kentuckians
(Charles
Maigne
Prod.)
5,981
The Price of Possession
(Ethel Clayton-Hugh Ford
Prod.)
4,933
What's
Worth
While
(Lois Weber
Prod.)
5.693
Straight Is the Way
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.) . .6,839
The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford British Prod.) . . .3,871
The Easy Road
(Thomas
Meighan)
4,982
O'Malley of the Mounted (Wm. S. Hart Prod.). 5,626
Beau Revel (Thos. H. Ince-Louis J. Vance Prod.)...
The Gilded Lily (Robt. Z. Leonard Prod, with Mae
Murray)
6,500
The Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton)
5,802
The Faith Healer
(Melford
Super Spec.)
6,346
The Dollar A Year Man
(Roscoe Arbuckle) .. .4,606
Buried Treasure
(Cosmopolitan
Spec.)
6,734
The Witching Hour (Taylor Spec. Eliott Dexter)
6,964
The Love
Special (Wallace
Reid)
4,855
The Great Day (Famous Players Spec.)
3,827
What
Every
Woman
Knows
(Wm.
DeMille
Super
Spec.)
6,675
The Home Stretch (Douglas MacLean)

Love, Honor
and Behave
Unseen
Forces (All-Star)

FEDERATED

6,000 11-21-20
5,000 2-27-21
1128-20

FAMOUS
6
6
13
13
20
20
27

9-5-20
2-13-21

6,000

EQUITY

Feb.

6,000
6,000

Footage Reviewed
The Truth About Husbands
(Bennett Prod.) . .6,979 12-19-20
Habit (Louis Mayer Special)
Nineteen and Phyllis (Charles Ray)
5,744
1-2-21
The Great Adventure
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,500 1-30-21
My Lady's Latch Kev (Katherine MacDonald)
5,500 3-20-21
Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
1-16-21
Man, Woman and Marriage (Holubar-Phillips)
1-16-21
Sowing
the Wind
(Anita Stewart)
1-16-21
Passion
(Pola Negri)
10-10-20
The Kid (Chaplin)
5,300 1-16-21
Mama's Affair (Constance
Talmadge)
5,584 2-6-21
The Old Swimmin'
Hole (Charles Ray)
5,942 2-20-21
Scrambled
Wives
(Marguerite
Clark)
8,975
The Oath (Big Five Prod.— R. A. Walsh)

Feb.

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Dice of Destiny
(H. B. Warner)
5,000
Empire of Diamonds
(Perret Prod.)
6,000
Rogues and Romance
(Seitz-Caprice)
6,000
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) . .5,000
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis Prod.)
6,000
The
Killer
(Federal
Photoplays)
6,000
The Devil (Asso. Exhib.)
6,000
What Women Will Do (Asso. Exhib.)
5,893

12-5-20
12-19-20
2-1-21
2-1-21
1-9-21
1-16-21
1-30-21
1-23-21
2-13-21

is
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Plenty Of Thrills In This Western "Meller"
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Buck Jones in

work. The scene where he leaps from a standing

ONE-MAN
Fox

position on the horse's back to the runaway team is
a sure-enough thrill, and has been very well photo-

TRAIL"

Bernard Durning
Jack Strumwasser
William K. Howard
Frank Good
Fast Western melodrama; will

please star's admirers, and all who like westerns
STORY
Typical western with excitement and
thrills plentiful
DIRECTION
Keeps speed and interest high,
after slow start
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
'
AU right
CAMERA WORK
Very good in catching some
of the thrills
STAR
Has one of his accustomed
parts; is
pleasing and works hard
SUPPORT
Beatrice Burnham is very pretty and
a capable little actress; rest satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Good western locations
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Cowboy's hunt for
the man who killed his father and stole his
sister
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,200 feet
Buck Jones' latest gives him more than the usual
amount of opportunity to display his horsemanship,
more than the usual number of fights, and an abundance of thrills. So if your audiences like westerns at
all they will certainly enjoy such a "meller" as "The
One-Man Trail." It's a typical western story, not so
different from a lot of others, but the excitement and
suspense are both there, and coupled with a pleasing
performance by Buck, they make it a satisfactory
offering to western fans. Jones gives several exhibitions of horseback riding that are skilful pieces of

graphed.
The picture gets off to a somewhat slow start,
which is partly alleviated by a good bit of comedy
around an unimportant incident. This is when the
cowboys give Buck a typical western farewell in the
form of a roughhouse. As soon as the plot gets going,
the speed starts and keeps up all the way through.
The director has spread the thrills around in a way
to keep the audience always looking for the next one,
and the fight scenes, which are numerous, both gun

and fist, are all well done. The love interest doesn't
enter in until almost the middle of the picture, but
most of the forerunning sequences are taken care of
by thrills and plenty of action. And when the love
story does start, both Buck and his leading lady put
it over in good shape.
All the locations are well chosen and some of the
western mountain shots are especially good. They
all contribute a fitting background for the action.
The scene in the gambling den, where the big fight
takes place, is also worthy of mention as being very
realistically done.
Tom Merrill returns home from the ranch where
he is employed, to find that his father has been shot
by a gambler, while trying to elope with Tom's sister,
Grace. Grace has gone away with the gambler, Crenshaw. Tom starts out to search the country for the
two, and brings his sister back to his mother.
In his wanderings in one town he meets a girl,
Cressy, whose step-father is the henchman of the proprietor of the local gambling den. This proprietor is
Crenshaw under an assumed name. He has tired of
Grace and is desirous of possessing Cressy. He attempts to kidnap her and she is rescued by Tom, who
then rescues his sister from the villain. Crenshaw
is killed by a fall in the chase that follows, and Tom
returns home with his sister and his bride-to-be.

Star's Following And Western Fans Will Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This one has all the points that appeal to lovers
of western pictures, and each of the thrills and the
fights can be made a point in advertising the picture. Tell about the leap from horseback to the runaway team, abos-t the villain's fall from the cliff, the
fight in the gambling den, and talk about the general
speed and excitement all through the picture.
If the star is popular with your patrons, you can

promise them a good performance in one of his characteristic parts. Tell about his riding and fighting
ability, as displayed in this one. If you want to tell
them something about the story, use this line: "See
how a cowboy went out to avenge his sister, and
brought home a wife in the bargain, in 'The OneMan Trail.' "

Release Date

PIONEER

Footage

FILM

Release Date

Reviewed

CORP.

Good
Woman
(Gail
Kane
and
J. Herbert
Frank)
5.500
Stolen Moments
(Marguerite Namara)
6.000
The Barbarian
(Monroe
Salisbury)
6,000
Idle Hands (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall)
6.000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall( .. .6.000
His Brother's Keeper
(Martha Mansfield)
6,000
Finders, Keepers
(Violet Mersereau)
6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,500
Thoughtless Women
(Alma
Rubens)
6,000
The Eternal Mother
(Florence Reed)
5,500
A Man There Was
(Victor Seastrom)
6,000
What Women
Want
(Louise Huff)
6,000
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
5,500
Where
is my Husband
(Jose Collins)
5,500
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
6,000
Crimson
Cross (All Star)
6,000
In Society ( Edith Roberts)
6,000
Liquid Gold (Guy Empey)
6,000
Bubbles
(Mary
Anderson)
5,500
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000

A Shocking
Night (Lyons-Moran)
The Mad
Marriage
(Carmel
Myers)
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado
(Frank
Mayo)
Rich Girl, Poor Girl (Gladys
Walton)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
If Only Jim (Harry
Carey)
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walton)
The Unknown
Wife (Edith Roberts)
The Magnificient
Brute (Frank
Mayo)
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)

A

ROBERTSON-COLE

PROD.

The Stealers (Cabanne)
7,700
So Long Letty (Christie)
6,000
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
5,300
Kismet
(Otis Skinner)
8,000
"813"
(Arsene
Lupin)
6,100
The Little 'Fraid Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
5,600
One Man in a Million (Geo. Beban)
6,000
The First Born
(Sessue Hayakawa)
6,000
Seven Years Bad Luck (Mix Linder)
5,070
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) . .5,900

REALART

PICTURES

6-27-20

9-26-20
11-14-20
11-28-20
10-31-20
1-23-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21
3-26-21

The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
Trumpet
Island (Tom
Terriss)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom
Black Prod.
Beauty
(Jean Paige)
Alice Calhoun
Princess
Jones
Antonio Moreno Prod.
Three
Sevens

ZIEGFELD

J. SELZNICK

The
7,000
6,000
6,000
6,882
4,646
5,000
6,181
4,979
4,212
4,212
4,756
5,778
4,423
4,225
5,316
4,888

11-7-20
12-12-20
12-12-20
12-26-20
1-23-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
3-20-21
3-20-21

Selznick

STOLL

FILM

UNITED

Jewel

23
13
27
5
5
9

4,650
7,800
5,800
6,000
5,100
5,000
5,000
5,100
5,400
5,500

2-20-21

12-19-20
1-2-21
12-26-20
1-16-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21
2-27-21
3-6-21
2-13-21
3-20-21

ARTISTS

Romance (Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds (Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The M*rk
of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary
Pickford)
The Nut (Douglas
Fairbanks)

UNIVERSAL

12-12-20

CORP.

Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth
Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning Water
The Tavern
Knight
The Flame
The Branded
Soul
God's Good
Man
The Tidal Wave
Bars of Iron
Testimony
The Garden
of Resurrection
May
June
June
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.

11-14-20

FILM

MFG.

Features
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips)
Outside the Law
(Priscilla Dean)
Universal Features
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Tiger True
(Frank
Mayo)

7,000 5-23 20
6,000 6-20-20
5,000
7-4-20
6,000 8-29-20
7,500 12-5-20
8,000 1-16-21
5,800 3-13-21

CO.

Panther's

SHORT

(Florence

FAMOUS

5,000
5,000
5,800

RIGHTS

PLAYERS-LASKY

6 On A Summer Day
20 The Unhappy
Finish
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
Feb. 27 The
Butcher
Boy
Mar. 27
Out West
Apr.
3 The Bell Boy
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Feb.
6 All Aboard
for Brindisi
13 Palma
De Majorca
20 A
Little Atlantis
27 Modern
Aspects
of Japan
Paramount-Magazine
Feb
6 Magazine Subjects — Cartoon
(Hootch and Mootch) . .
13 Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
20 Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Earl Hurd
27
Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Frank Moser
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding Bells Out of Tune
20
Sweetheart Days
Apr.
10 Officer Cupid
24 Astray from the Steerage
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6 Constantinople
13 In the Garden of the East
20 Jerusalem, the Holy City
27 Modern
Jerusalem
Apr.
3 Along the Riviera
1 0 Alexandria
17 Biskra, the Beautiful
24 Present-Day
Prague
Paramount Magazine
6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24

Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
Bumps,"
Cartoon by Pat Sullivan, "F«lix the Cat"
Cartoon
by
Henry
D.
Bailey,
"The
Hoots,"
Bud and Susie
Bobby Bumps
Felix
The Hoots

Apr.

5,000
5,000
5,000

Paramount-Vandenbergh Series
Wild Men of Africa
Apr.
17 Jungle Dancers

2- 6-21

CORP.
Reed)

Feb.

Mar.

5-30-20
7-25-20

7,000 10-17 20
7,000
12-19-20
6,800
1-9-21

REEL RELEASES

6,000
8-1-20
6,000 8-29-20
7,754
1-9-21
1-2-21
1-2-21
1-23-21

5,000
11-21-21
5,000

Terriss)

CINEMA
Cub

5,000
5,000
5,000

It Might Happen to You (S. & E. Ent.)
5,000
Smiling All the Way (D. N. Schwab)
5,000
Dangerous Love (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.) . .6,000
Isobel (Geo. H. Davis)
6,000
The Price of Silence (Sunrise Pictures)
When Dawn Came (Producers Security
5,900
Love's
Plaything
(Radin)
5,000
Skinning
Skinners
(Radin)
5,000
The Price of Silence (Peggy Hyland)
6.000
The County
Fair (Guy Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
Women
Men Love (Bradley F. F. Corp.)
5,800
The County
Fair (Guy
Crosswell
Smith)
5.000
No Man's Woman
(Asso. Photoplays)
6,000
The Way Women Love (Lyric Films)
5,800
Hearts O' the Range (Forward Film)
4,800
Kazan
(Export
& Import)
6,464
You
and I (Radiosoul)
6,000
The Mask (Export and Import)
6.400
The Supreme Passion (Film Market, Inc.) .. .6,000
The Devil's Confession (Circle Film Attrac) .. 5.000
You Find It Everywhere (David P. Howells) . .5,000

11-28-20
1-2-21

12-12-20
12-26-20
1-9-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-27-21
3-20-21
8-30-20
11-14-20

Black

6,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
5,000

INDEPENDENT— STATE

9-19-20
5 16-20
8-22-20

ENT.

Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham)
...6,000
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
5,800
You Can't Kill Love
(All-Star)
5,500
Pleasure
Seekers
(Eiaine Hammerstein)
5,500
The Greatest Love
(Vera Gordon)
v 5,800
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
5,000
Worlds
Apart
(Eugene
O'Brien)
5,000
Society
Snobs
(Conway
Tearle)
4,500
Select Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor) . . ?
5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
5,000
National Pictures (Distributed through Select Exchanges)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
5,000
The
Palace of Darkened
Windows
(Special
Cast
5,000
Who Am I ? (Special Cast)
5.000
The Road to Ambition
(Conway Tearle)
5,500
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
5,500
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)
5,500

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Alice Joyce
VITAGRAPH
The Prey
The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Earle Williams
The Purple Cipher
The Romance
Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway
Bubble
Isn't Being Done This Season
Harry T. It
Morey

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
Star Productions
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
The New
York
Idea (Alice Brady)
blackbirds
(Justine Johnstone)
Oh Lady. Lady
(Bebe Daniels)
Her First Elopement
(Wanda Hawley)
Something
Different (Constance
Binney)
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
She Couldn't Help It (Bebe Daniels)
The Outside Woman
(Wanda Hawley)
The Plaything of Broadway (lustine lohnston).
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)

LEWIS

■
2-29-20

Footage

2-20-21
11-14-20
11-21-20
12-5-20
12-26-20
1-2-21
1-23-21
1-23-21
2-13-21
2-13-21
2-20-21
3-13-21
3- 6-21
3- 6-21
3-13-21
3-20-21

BJ!^
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They Don't Make Tatty" Work Hard Enough In This
Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"THE DOLLAR A YEAR MAN"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

James Cruze
Waiter Woods
Walter Woods
Karl Brown

AS A WHOLE
Good in spots but comedy isn't
continuous; latter reels have some cood laughs
STORY
Doesn't give star as good a vehicle as
his last two
DIRECTION
Lets too much fcot <?c get by in
first reel before he gets in a laugh
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA
STAR

WORK
All right
Makes use of all the comedy opportunities

but he hasn't enough of them
SUPPORT
Lila
Lee leading
weman;
J. M.
Dumont, Winifred Greenwood, Edwin Stevens
and Edward Sutherland others
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Siitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Amateur sleuth who
wins the fair lady by rescuing a Prince
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,606 feet
Perhaps if "Fatty" hadn't set such a precedent with
his last two comedy riots "The Life of the Party" and
"Brewster's Millions," this one wouldn't strike folks as
falling short of the comedy line, but after such pictures as the last two were "The Dollar a Year Man"
doesn't quite satisfy. But it's not Arbuckle's fault
for he takes advantage of every opportunity the story
affords, but that's where the hitch conies in, the story
lacks the humor that puts Arbuckle's pictures over.

It's good in spots and the haunted house episodi
great, but that isn't enough to satisfy. In the first
place the director lets altogether too much footag roll by before there's even a laugh. And the first reel
practically is just pictures relying on the titles to tell
what it's all about. Besides being the proprietor of a
laundry which perfumes the linen, "Fatty" is an
amateur sleuth and a member of a Yacht Club. The
laundry and the perfumed linen might have been
worked in for some comedy, but it plays a small part
in the fun. The haunted house provides the
biggest laugh in the picture. "Fatty" is left alone and
things begin to happen in the shape of contrivance
planned so" that the house will live up to its reputation
of being "haunted." Lila Lee is a pleasing lead lady
and the others are well suited.
The Yacht Club of which "Fatty" is a member is
to dine Prince Rupert. Fearing "Fatty." who is not
a blue-blooded member, will commit some indiscretion
during the visit, the members plan to have Kate Connelly, the club detective, lure the hero to ^ haunted
house and keep him prisoner until after the ceremony.
It happens that Tipton Blair plans to actually kidnap
the Prince and make him a prisoner in the haunted
house.
Kate gets "Fatty" to the house but a fight ensues
with members of Blair's gang which is awaiting the
arrival of the real Prince. In the meantime Prince
Rupert is playing "hookey" from the dinner, and is
motoring with Peggy, who "Fatty" wants to marry.
Out of curiosity they visit the "haunted" house and
are in time for the fight between "Fatty" and Blair's
gang. Members of the Royal party in time to save

Peggy.
the Prince, "Fatty" is the hero of the fight and wins

The Star's Name Should Be Sufficient To Get Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Fatty's" latest falls a bit short of the standard set
by his last two pictures, but like everything else, pic-

In view of the star's recent successes and those in
anticipation, yon need not worry about showing them

tures can't all be knock-outs, and so even if "The
Dollar A Year Man" isn't as funny as "Brewster's
Millions," the fact that it's Arbuckle and he does his
best will probably satisfy the majority. This is not

this one. They'll rind enough to satisfy them until
his next release. Play up the comedy in the haunted

to say that this one hasn't any humor. It has. But
not enough of it. At least not as much as folks have
come to expect of "Fatty."

house episode and use catchlines based on "Fatty's"
efforts to rescue a Prince and win the girl he loves.
The Paramount press sheet can be consulted for additional ideas in exploitation.

Release Date

Release Date

UNIVERSAL
Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel): Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courtmg,
Romeo bidden
andBrew. Juliet. Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, ForWestern and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition. The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes);
The Dragon's Net (15 episodes); King of the Circus
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE

Mar.

20

The Black Whirlpool
(No. 9 Double Adventure)
The Enemy
Strikes (No. 2 Avenging Arrow)
Running Wild (Vanitv Fair Girls)
Desert
Wolf
(Tom
Santschi)
Mar. 27 A Devil's Bargain
(No. 10 Double Adventure)
The Hand of Treachery (No. 3 Avenging Arrow)
Timber Wolves
(Edgar Tones)
Fellow Romans (Pollard)
Apr.
3 The Danger
Ledge
(No. 11 Double Adventure)
A Life in Jeopardy
(No. 4 Avenging Arrow)
La Rue of Phantom
Valley (Tom
Santschi)
The Love Lesson
(Eddie Boland)
Trailing the Coyote (Adventures of Bill and Bob)
Apr.
10 Hazardous Heights (No. 12 Double Adventure)
Message
Stone (No. 5 Avenging Arrow)
A Forest Samson
(Edgar
Jones)
Rush
Orders
( Pollard)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
2
His Naughty
Night (Banks)
2
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
2
A Bedroom
Scandal
'Banks)
2
Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life. Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future. The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau CBahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel): Babes in Bearskin. Call Me Daddy
Down Beside the Seaside. Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right. Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy
(yi reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Torchy in
High, Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Oouble
Triumph, Torchy Mixes In, and Torchy's Night Hood.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Caroline, A Seaside Siren, Out for
Night, Seven Bald Pates, Don't Blame the Stork, Striking
Models, A Homespun Hero, Shuffle the Queens, Going Thru
the Rye, Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the Front,
DiningRube,
Room,
Sink,andMovie
Mad, Married.
Nobody's Wife,
Hey
Man Kitchen
Versus and
Woman,
Scrappily
Vanity Comedies (1 reel) : His Four Fathers, Mind Your Business, Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two, and Without a Wife.
Gayety Comedies
reel) : Rest in Peace, Blondes, Ain't Love Grand,
and Sand(1 Witches.
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
reel ; and Modern
Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Hope of Adventure, The Great Mirror,
Log of the Laviajere, Song of the Paddle, Wanderlust, and
Solitude, The Castaways, By Schooner to Skagway, Tropical
Nights, The Banana Special, The Explorers, The Isle of Desire,
The
Wisp.
The Business
of Camping, Voices of the Sa, and The Will O'
Chester-Outings (1 reel): The Tamer the Wilder, Trail to Wedontcare,
Too Much Overhead, Seven League Booters, Balling the Junk,
Collector of Craniums. Pipe the Penguin, Mad Hatters, Lovely
Maoriland, Frozen Thunder, Iguazu the Exquisite, Getting a
Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is No Santa Claus, Rookeries
and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard, Frivulous Fijis, Lost,
a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, and Paths of Glory.
Chester Screenics (1 reel) : Chosen Waters, South Sea Naiads, They All
Turned Turtle, Family Trees, Through Winding Walls, Climbing
Cataracts, Mules and Gobtalk, Sea Planets, Apartments for
Rent, Fine Feathers, They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the
Drys, Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold,
and From Deer to Dam.
Miscellaneous: A Tale of the Fur North, In Dutch, and Hides and Go
Seek.

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel): A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials
Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Each
2
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where Is Thy Sting
Selznick News
Twice each
Kinograms One each

week
week

GOLDWYN

Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sundav Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograohs (1 reel): The Island of the Mist, Through the
Earth, What Is Your Body Worth?. A Paradise for Birds, Venice of the Orient, Action of the Human Heart, The Riveter,
The Human Voice, Seem' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Happy Hooligan in The Blacksmith.
Judge Rummy in Hypnotic Hootch, Happy Hooligan in The
Hootch Ball, The Bootblack, A Romance of '76, Doctor Jekyll
and Mr. Zip, Roll Your Own, Oil. Judge Rummy in Kiss Me,
Snap Judgment, Why Change Your Husband, Bear Facts.
Yes Dear, Too Much Pep; Chemical Inspiration (The Ancient
and Honorable Wall Mat Animated Cartoon) ; Safe Combination,
(No Place for a Honeymoon Animated Cartoon) ; The City That
Never
Sleeps. Powell
Expedition.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold. Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets. Love on Rollers. At It Again, Professional Ethics.
When Martin Gits Here. Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

VICTOR

KREMER

FILM

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT
Billy Franey
Comedies (1 reel): Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel): The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time. Convict's Happy Bride,
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel): Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Perils of the Beach.
Dreamy Chinatown,
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days. She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry looms.
Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, HeirAway. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's
Royal Comedies

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamit, Nonsense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and
Holy Smoke.
Chester Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero. The
Big Show, A Tray Full of Trouble, The One Best Pet, You'll
Be S'Prised, Beat It, and Ladies Pets.

October and

November FOX

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
The Medicine Man.
Fox News Cleopatra,
(twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL

October

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel): In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau),
An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

December

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
A'he Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
vVork (Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

September,

Comedies
Cowboy

S.

&

E.

ENTERPRISES

Jazz

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hall Room

Boys Comedies (2 reels) : A Dog-Gone Mixup, This is the
Life. A Close Shave, Hired and Fired.
Star Ranch Westerns
: TheTheRanch
Mystery,
derfoot, The(2Manreels')
Hunter,
Mormon
Trail. A Desperate TenScreen Snapshots (1 reel) : No. 14, 15, 16 and 17.

SPECIAL

PICTURES

CORP.

(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Day.(2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage. A
Comiclassics
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., Ballroom Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart (2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies, Prince of Daffydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti
(1 reel): Why Worry,
Almost, Guilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel): Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel): Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People, Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

n
Some Short Reels
"Something To Worry About" — Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
This is a Chester-Outing number, and while the subject
dealt with is a much photographed one, this picture gives a
little different aspect of it that makes for some novelty. The
whole thing is views in Yellowstone Park, but they are taken
in mid-winter. All the geysers are shown in action and some
very good close-ups of the Giant Geyser, just as she starts
to rumble, have been obtained. Then there are shots of
various animals in the park in their winter surroundings. The
grizzly comes out of his cave looking very lean and hungry,
long enough to be photographed. Views of the ice and snow
formations on cliffs and woods make a pretty bit, and in fact
every familiar object in the park presents an entirely new appearance inwinter dress.
A moderately satisfactory offering.
"On With The Show"— Century-Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Written and directed by James Davis, and with most of the
laughs supplied by Harry Gribben. Some of it is good and
some just ordinary. It starts off rather slow, but developes
some good stuff about the middle of the first reel, when
they do a burlesque melodrama. This latter is in the form
of a motion picture which the hero is supposed to have taken,
and in the end it shows up the vallain (Gribben), who is in
the audience. This part also brings into view the Century
lions, who perform before the camera. This stuff carries the
pictures along until Very near the end, and is all pretty good.
The last bit hasn't much amusement in it, but on the whole
me picture will be a satisfactory offering. Gribben puts his
stuff over well, and most of his gags will register with any
audience.
"The People of Old Bruges"— Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
This is one of the World Wandering brand scenics, and as
a whole, should prove an interesting reel to most audiences,
chiefly because of the quaintness of the subject. The shots
of the streets of Bruges, the oldest town in Flanders, which
are presented at the beginning, bring to view many spots that
have been historically prominent for centuries. There is a
view of a tower which has been destroyed and rebuilt three
times in a thousand years. Then come some interesting types
of inhabitants shown with their dog teams, and in their
homes.
Interiors of the houses are shown, and they are fur-

nished exactly as they have been for a hundred years. The
last part of the reel shows girls and women at work making
lace, which is the principal occupation of the city. The people
shown are all interesting types, and a final shot of some chilfinish. dren making faces at the camera provides a good laugh at the
"The Goat"— Metro
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Buster Keaton continues to put over some of the best comedy
in recent days in this latest offering. It was written and directed by the star and Mai. St. Clair, and they have doped out
just as many new gags and bits of tremendously funny business as have featured the foregoing numbers of this series.
There are so many stunts, each good for a big laugh, and the
stuff is pulled so fast, that the attempt to tell what they arc
would require a page, but it is enough to say that nearly every
foot of both reels is a scream. It's the kind of stuff that gets
almost anyone, and this number should be one big bet for any
kind of a house. Keaton uses his acrobatic ability to great
advantage, and performs some stunts which not only are a riot,
but are mighty clever tumbling tricks on their own account.
One of the funniest bits in the picture is when Buster, dodging a detective, climbs onto a newly carved clay statue of a
horse, trying to disguise as part of the statue. The horse
gradually
and 'crumbles up. The result is a scream.
Altogether caves
a finein comedy.
"Her Western Adventure"— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
2 reel western
This short feature, which was written and directed by and
also stars Grace Cunard, is just about an average offering of
the type. It will get over with western fans on the strength
of its regulation thrills, and a very fair element of comedy.
The latter is provided by a cowboy who trades his horse for
a motorcycle and then tries to use horseman tactics with the
machine. The star rides well and is right at home in the part.
The story is of an eastern girl who inherits a ranch. She goes
there to live and discovers that the foreman is a cattle rustler.
As he is about to make away with her she is rescued by the
one cowboy who stuck to the ranch, and they soon discover a
mutual attraction in each other. The action through most of it
is fast enough, and should satisfy them where they are strong
for westerns.
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Some Short Reels
"The Garden of The East" — Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type of production
1 reel traveloeue
This one is a trip to the island of Java, and is more in the
nature of a scenic than a travel picture, as most of the reel is
devoted to views of natural beauty on the island. Most of tht
shots of rivers and tropical vegetation and of huge bamboo
groves are very pretty. The reel starts with a view of the
harbor of Batavia, followed by a brief trip around the city.
Then come views in the surrounding country. About the most
interesting bit in the reel is that devoted to the sugar cane
fields. It shows an extraordinary method of irrigation by
hand, and gives a good idea of how the cane is cut, bundled
and shipped to the mills. The reel as a whole is just a moderately satisfactory one.

and it's a better story than the average theme of short westerns, because there's an original turn to it. Also a big surprise at the finish, when the hero fails to marry the girl — which
in this case served her right. Hoot appears on the ranch as
a tenderfoot whose father wants to make a man of him. He
falls in love with the rancher's daughter, but when all the
cowboys rough him up without any retaliation on his part,
the girls passes him up. She is just about to marry the foreman of the ranch, when Hoot shows him up as the head of a
band of cattle rustlers, and discloses that he (Hoot) is not
a tenderfoot but a Texas Ranger. Then the girl wants him
back
gives toherbe the
laugh. There's
some unless
real humor
in it but
and Hoot
it ought
a satisfactory
number,
they
demand a clinch at the finish.

"The White Horseman" — Universal
Serial
Western
Type of production
This is Universale latest serial offering. Art Acord, who
starred in "The Moon Riders," is also the star of this one.
It is in eighteen episodes. Five of these were reviewed, and
if the balance holds up to these, it will be a very good bet in
the serial line. The suspense is sustained exceptionally well
in these first episodes, and ought to surely keep the audience
coming if they are strong for this type of picture. It is highly
imaginative in all its details, but it's a good story in spite of
its impossibilities. There is an abundance of excitement furnished by fast and furious fighting, and the expected number
of thrills are to be found in quantities. Acord is a good type
of western hero. He looks the part, rides and fights with
plenty of pep and ability, and gives a generally satisfactory
performance. Iva Forrester is the feminine lead. She is a
pretty girl, and does every thing required of her in a creditable manner. Acord plays the part of Wayne Allen, a young
westerner, who falls heir to some apparently worthless land.
A complicated system of mines is discovered on the land, which
shelters a treasure hidden by an extinct band of Indians. The
story then develops into a struggle over this treasure between
the hero, his girl's villainous uncle, and a band of outlaws,
headed by "The White Spider."

"LaRue of Phantom Valley"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
This is a Tom Santschi offering, and like the preceding numbers of this series, it is a thoroughly high class picture of its
type. The locations, all outdoor westerns, are splendid, and
the photography, too, is especially good. The whole cast is
a capable one, and Santschi, in one of his accustomed parts,
gives his usual performance. The story is a good one. Santschi
is a mysterious character living in the desert, and is reputed
to have hidden wealth. A dance hall girl and a gambler frame
a plot to rob him. They follow him to the desert where the
girl pretends to be dying and is taken in by Santschi. He
falls in love with her and she with him, and eventually tells
him of her plot. After a proof of her love, Santschi forgives
her and they are happy. If you use short westerns at all, this
one will be very acceptable.

"Running Wild"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is a Vanity Fair number, featuring Eddie Boland, and
with some of the Vanity Fair girls in evidence in parts of it.
There's a funny idea all the way through it and the gags are
nearly all good ones. It is better than many of the preceding
offerings of this series, both in business and the way Boland
puts it over. He's eluding the cops from the outset in this one
although he doesn't know what it's all about. He runs into a
restaurant kitchen to hide and has considerable trouble impersonating the chef. After chasing him all over town, the
cops finally land him and he discovers that he is heir to a
large estate. It's a fast reel and should go over pretty well
with almost any audience.
"Tough Luck"— C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is the latest number of the "Hallroom Boys" series.
Sid Smith and Harry McCoy are featured as the two boys.
There is a lot of business that is good for big laughs in both
reels, and there is some that isn't so good. The laughs are
well placed though, and it will hold up satisfactorily on the
strength of the really funny gags, and several amusing situations. There is some more of the clever photography which
has featured other numbers of this series, and it will continue
to provide a thrill. Most of the comedy in this one centers
about the boys' entry into the ranks of the book agents. They
can't get a job, even when they learn from a drowning man
the location of his own position, so they finally try to sell books.
There's no keeping them out of a busy man's office, and their
persistence makes the thing amusing. It runs off pretty fast,
and the boys put their stuff over in good shape.
"Who Was The Man?"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
This short western stars Hoot Gibson, and gives him a
chance to go all the way from comedy to thrills, with a pretty
fair supply of both.
Hoot puts the stuff over in good shape,

"Putting Nature Next"— Educational
Type of production
1 reel Scenic
This is a Chester reel, in the form of a trip to a number of
points in the Phillipine Islands. The greater part of it is made
up of a study of various native occupations and examples of
the Filipinos' handiwork. The start shows some views of the
city of Cebu, and then a little journey, to the surrounding
country. This part shows how native women weave cloth
from banana fibre, shows them making pottery and baskets,
and weaving hats. They are extremely skilful, and the whole
operation makes a really interesting subject. It should make
a satisfactory offering.
"Blue Sunday"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is the latest starring vehicle of Lyons and Moran, who
also wrote the story. The subject is very pertinent to the
preseent time, and the boys have built up a gag around almost
every conceivable situation in connection with the bluest of
blue Sundays.
Of course
it's aunder
great any
exaggeration
any it
con-is
ditions that could
ever exist
blue laws,of and
also very funny. Starts off rather tame, but it soon commences to produce laughs, and there are some big ones through
all the rest of the picture. It took quite an imagination to
conceive of a state of affairs such as are shown, and it will
surely be appreciated by almost anyone who sees the picture.
Nothing is permitted on Sunday, according to Eddie and Lee's
idea, except breathing, and the result is a "baby silencer," a
Quaker police force, and the bootlegging of everything from
bird seed to weddings., Those caught moving faster than a
walk or winding the clock are put in the stocks. The whole
thing is on similar lines. It's a good number for Lyons and
Moran, and, ought to make a hit.
"Fellow Romans"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is a Snub Pollard number, with Marie Mosquini and
Sunshine. Sambo featuring largely in the fun, as well as an
unprogrammed comedian whose stuff is very good. The idea
good one although
no means
burlesquemanof
ais aShakespearean
drama,by with
Snub new.
acting It's
as aproperty
and doing everything wrong. Pollard gets a number of laughs
out of oldtime slapstick stuff, and it's a pretty lively reel
from start to finish. On account of its age, some of the business will not get over any too well in the bigger houses, but
it should make a good one for the smaller theaters, and be
moderately satisfactory for any.
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FRANCHISE
The formation of the Allied Distributing Corporation creates a
definite market for the product of the worthy independent producer. It assures him an outlet in the independent field that
will put his production plans on a definite basis.

4.
Independent
Producers
Buyers

Independent
Franchise

For the operator of the independent exchange in every territory
it means an assured quality product with a definite number of
releases during the year.

In operating on the Franchise basis with the buyer he is
assured of such product and such quality and in sufficient
number so that he can place his business policies definitely I)
before the exhibitor much in the same way that the program
companies do.

And for the Independent Producer it offers a market where the i

intensest kind of showmanship prevails in the exploitation of a Lc
picture, which means it will earn its utmost.
Our plans are Mighty Interesting. They are a definite step in f
the co-ordination of the independent faction.
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Shuberts Interested

ore Five Reelers?

In

New
Producing
Unit— $1,500,000
Unit to Take Over Jackson Studios— 12 a Year Planned
The Shubert interests are understood to be deeply interested in a
newly formed producing unit, the
Jackson Motion Picture Corp., a $1,500,000 Delaware company, reported
erroneously on Saturday from Dover
as the Jackson Motor Pictures Corp.
The new company will take over
the Jackson Film Studio Corp., which
will operate the studio at Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves., in the
Bronx. This plant has a floor space
of 16,000 square feet and has five
stages.
It is planned to make about 12 pictures a year, production to start some
lime next month as soon as generators are installed. W. H. Weissager,
who is president of the Jackson Film
Studio Corp., is also president of the
newly formed company.
Just how the Shuberts figure in the
deal may
be company:
gleaned from the directorate of the

Talk that Chaplin Will Make
[ Length Films for Balance of
First National Contract
n men in some circles are disg the report that Charlie Chap11 make full length features for
ilance of his First National coninstead of two or three reelers.
en J. D. Williams, general man)f the circuit, returned from the
a few days ago he stated that
was a for
possibility
thatwould
Chaplin's
licture
the circuit
be a
;eler. When a First National
1 was asked whether he cared
ke any comment on the report
ling the features, he declined to
any statement for publication.
(Continued

Lytell's

on

First

(Special to WID'S

Page

2)

Picked

DAILY)

Angeles
— Bert
Lytell's
first
e to
be made
at the
local Metro
will be "A Trip to Paradise."
rell Karger will direct.

[he
Director 's Battle
Back in 1918, on Sunday,

igust 18, to be exact, WID,
:n fighting for the recognin of the director and his
irk, said:
'The
own. director has come into

'I have always felt, and I am
»re positive now than ever,
it the day will come when
: public will go to pictures
ide by certain directors with
great deal more confidence
lin they now go to see certain
rsonalities.

M

Foreign Pictures

sion" started it. "Caligari's Cabinet" at Capitol next week. One
thing sure. Will prove one of two : a knockout, or it will be
knocked out.
Nothing in-between.

Expert analyzing field. Says about 24 German made pictures here. Right now. About a dozen Italian. A few French.
Two Russian. Maybe 15 English made in independent field.
That's about all. You'll hear a holler on this. They'll say these
figures are wrong. Make 'em prove up. Give you the list.
Some buyers say lot of foreign stuff won't ever leave the vaults.
No appeal. Others are seeking a market.

"A

E'A very important thing has
fli/eloped in the past year,
(rich at this time is of tre[|:ndous importance to the film
glustry. We find four of our
jfsatest directors making
l;cial productions which will
I distributed independently in
|: sense that each will be sold
E its own merits.
'These four director
the
Ind today in my mind s,as who
Fir best directors in the world,
flowing Mr. Griffith, who has
c recent years not attempted
i compete along the same
tes, are George Loane Tucker,
lis Weber, Marshall Neilan
Si Maurice Tourneur."

Joseph L. Rhinock, vice-president
of the Shubert Theatrical Enterprises
and of Loew's, Inc., is vice-president
of the new company as well as a director; Frank L. Rhinock, Joseph L.'s
son, who is treasurer of the Shubert
Enterprises, is a director and treasurer, and H. Helstein of the Shubert
organization
is also a director. Ed.
J. Parker Read Jr.'s next big Louise Glaum "A. P." special production,
Davidow is secretary, while Sam Arfirst announced as "Find the Woman," will be titled "I Am Guilty!" A
onson and David Lazar, members of
clean-up picture with a clean-up title. — Advt.
a firm of candy manufacturers, complete the board. Davidow and WeisI sager
ar'e both brothers-in-law of the
Shuberts.
It is understood that the company
holds options on a number of Shubert plays from which the screen
Lots of 'em here. Woods full. Shelves, too. Also vaults. stories will be made.
Some been here months. Others longer than that. Film row
Stock will be offered to the public
full of talk. About how good some of 'em are. Mebbe. "Pas- at $25 a share.

GOLEM
Famous has one of the European famous "Golem's." Paul
Wegener, the German director, originated these. Wonderfully
interesting story. Big pageant stuff. The Golem is a colossal
figure. In human form.
Built by Jews in Prague.
In medieval
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Annual Meeting Tomorrow
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Famous PlayersLasky Corp. will be held in the company's offices tomorrow.

Sennett's Plans

E. M. Asher, speaking of Mack
Sennett's plans, says:
"He will appear as the producer of
romantic corned}' ; he will make four
multiple reel comedies of the type of
'Married Life'; he will produce six
Ben Turpin's specials in length of
from 2,000 to 3,500 feet, and he will
continue to create the two reel feat-
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ing.Seena Owen has been engagei
"Back
Pay," a new
Cosmopc
Prod, which Frank Borzage is d

Price 5 Cents
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 70
70^g
70^
do pfd
85^
86
86
*Goldwyn
4}i
W\
■■■■
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
19
20
19^
Triangle
$i
$i
Y%
World Film
Not quoted
t

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Advertising Capitol Bonds
Some of the morning newspapers
are carrying an advertisement inserted by Farson, Son & Co. of 115
Broadway, regarding Capitol Theater
first mortgage bonds. The firm is a
member of the stock exchange.
Standing in Ballin Film
No sooner had Wyndham Standing returned from England than he
was engaged to appear opposite Mabel Ballin in "Ave Maria," which
Hugo Ballin is to make for Hodkinson release.
Pathescope Co. Formed
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del. — The Pathescope Co.
-of Chicago has been formed here
with a capitalization of $100,000. The
firm will engage in motion pictures,
according to its incorporation papers.
Warner Educational Manager
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Buffalo, N. Y.— W. H. Warner is
tic new manager of the Educational
office, succeeding
D. J. Savage, resigned.
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difference between

RITCHEY

posters and or-

dinary pesters is as the difference between fruit trees
and weeds.

V
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RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

"SHORT
Christie.
'em.
At

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
AND SNAPPY" is the way they had to wear 'em in this new
This is the height of mental agony.
But you can laugh with
Educational
Exchanges. — Advt.

On Broadway

More Five Reelers?

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — -"The Faith Healer."
Brooklyn Strand — "Lying Lips."
Capitol — Pauline Frederick
in "The
Roads of Destiny."
Criterion — "Sentimental Tommy."
44th St.— "Way Down. East."
Loew's, New York — Today — William
S. Hart
in "O'Malley
of the

Chaplin's First National contract
calls for two or three reelers and carries no clause covering features. It
was for this reason that a special deal
had to be perfected whereby distribution on "The Kid" was secured.
Chaplin has three more pictures to
make under the terms of his contract.

(Continued from Page 1)

Only Two Reelers, Says Chaplin
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — When inquiry was
Tuesday
— Wallace
Reid in "The made at the Chaplin studio relative
Mounted."
to the report emanating from New
Love Special."
Wednesday
— "Bunty
Pulls
the York that his remaining First National pictures would be of full featin
Talmadge
Thursday — Norma
ure
length, it was stated that the
s."
ing
Str
"Ghosts
of Yesterday."
comedian's last three productions for
Friday — "The Concert,"
"Partners First National would be in two reels
each.
of the —Tide."
Saturday
May
Allison
in "ExNew Schulberg Unit
Benjamin P. Schulberg and J. G.
Lyrictravagence."
— "The Four Horsemen of the
Bachman have acquired all of the
Apocalypse."
Rialto—
William
S. Hart
in "The stock in the Preferred Pictures Corp.
which will both release and produce
pictures. The company is not a new
Rivoli
— Bebe Daniels in "Ducks and
Whistle."
one, but to date it has not been active. No product has been lined up
Selywn
— "A Connecticut
Yankee
in as yet, it was stated yesterday.
Drakes."
King Arthur's Court."
Two Big Deals
Strand — "Man — Woman — Marriage."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kenosha, Wis. — Two big deals
Next Week
have been completed here. Fitzpatrick and McElroy have taken a
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — Elairie Hammerstein
in 99 year lease on the Rhode Opera
House, and announce that they will
"Poor
Margaret
Kirby" spend $450,000 in improvements. The
(tentativeDear
attraction).
new theater will seat 2,500.
Brooklyn
Strand — "Man-WomanThe three theaters formery owned
by the late Charles Pacini, have been
Marriage."
Capitol—
"The Cabinet of Dr. Cali- sold by the estate to the Saxe-Dayton
Co. of Milwaukee, for approximately
$100,000. A lot has been bought by
Criterion — "Sentimental Tommy."
the Saxe-Dayton Co. for a theater
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Lyric— "The Four Horsemen of the site. This house will seat 1,500.
New Pantages House
gari."
Rialto
— Not yet determined.
Apocalypse."
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Los Angeles — Word
has been reSelywn — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in
ceived here that Alexander Pantages
has bought one of the largest theaters
King — Arthur's
Strand
Not yet Court."
determined.
in Portland, Ore.

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purposi
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINI
TOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Buildi
Phone Bryant 6558

RE

^STUDIOS
Kalem
Studios at FOR
Cliffside, N.
week, month
or year.
30
from 42nd and Broadway,
feet floor space, 5 acres grc
large
stages,
complete
e!
equipment, 24 dressing room:
and carpenter shops, suite 5
etc. Completely furnished pr
Inquire Watchman at studio, 1
isade Avenue, Cliffiside, New
or write B. HERBERT MILI
220 South State Street, Chic:'

day, March 28, 1921
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d. Idea was to make Christians believe it was endowed
superhuman powers. To protect them from pogroms and
cutions. The Golem becomes animated. Said to be a great
'. With very unusual scenic ideas and backgrounds.
'Mistress of the World" another big German spectacle.
)us has it. Secured through ;Rachman. Who left with
Tuesday. And may return with Pola Negri. Over 50
A sort of super special feature serial. With Chinese
ground. Just how it will be released is a problem. Said
| mighty interesting. Everyone at Famous tongue-tied,
you ask about it. They also have "Anne Boleyn" of
y VIII fame.
Mum's the word about that.
LADY
GODIVA

a:.:
a

The name

Gasnier

promised over that.
It'll be a party.
Watch the battle.
BROMHEAD'S
BOOST
olonel A. C. Bromhead. Gaumont in England. Pretty 8
stributor as well. Not interested in Metro over there. So
he says about "The Four Horsemen" is interesting. Says
olonel : "It's a splendid picture. I went in to see it as a
nan. I left it having laid aside all ideas save this : That
mighty fine picture. That it tells a wonderful lesson. That
ngs home to us what we all should never forget. I went
gh the war. Through five years of Hell. . I know. And
d me.
Every minute.
And I think it will do a lot of busiIt's released just in time.
When
we might otherwise
forgotten.
It's
splendid."
bromhead sailed last week.
Was here on a deal.
Which

aaa
8*.*
8

a

8

such as

u

Kismet
and

new
will
and
pre-

Cleveland isn't Broadway. That's true. But it's a darned
town. And a big picture burg. Ask Marcus. Ask Manny.
Gusdanovic. With his Beautiful Strand. And a lot more.
ie house that's open to independents will be welcomed. Not
in behalf of Cleveland. But for the country at large. Need

erybody getting ready. For the State exhibitors convenAnd the F. I. L. M. Club also. Looks like a crowd. Somelike 800 or 1,000. That's a lot. For Rochester. Almost
any as George Eastman employs there. To make negative,
can make more money than anyone else in pictures. You
T the old line : "Let George do it." They have been. And
lould worry.
Another old line : Everybody works but — fill
And it won't be father.
It'll be Geo'
.
The Brandt crowd has a special car. Or two. Or more.

♦*♦

Specials

develop.
What's the difference what it was.
TAPPING
CANADA FOR A LINE

more. One on Broadway particularly. Maybe it's coming,
oze
hest. knows. And there's many a true word spoken from
ON TO
ROCHESTER

a

will be found only on

Remember the famous Coventry story? That's here, too.
lificently done, so they say. So far as the lady riding
is concerned. Wouldn't even shock the Board of Review,
l less the censors. And First National has "Carmen," now
1 "Gypsy Blood" Directed by Lubitsch. With Negri in it.
ng in the Fall. Then there's "Sumurun." With Famous
ig one version. And First National another. And a merry

Writes Jule Allen. From Toronto. Regarding the
house in Cleveland. Which opens April 1. Says it
l independent house. Open to all attractions. Ready
ig. To give the independent producer a chance for
se.

a8
a

8

Good
Women

8

a

V*

Another Special Now
Being Prepared

Chadwick's exchangemen are also having a car. Don't get
nless you're flush. . ^-word to the wise. If there are any
is business. And they have rolled tens when they were
:d. Big ball on Thursday night. Flock of stars promised,
ny will be represented also. It promises to be important.
DANNY.
♦ #w« ♦♦ *w* twwwwwwwwwwwwwwww*
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Putting It Over

Sunday's Issue

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

DAILY

Monday,

Is Latest Innovation to Be Planned
in Paris — How
It Would
Work Out

The Morning World says:
"To meet the competition of American motion picture companies,
French cinema producers have
launched an effort to film opera, the
idea being for the parts to be sung
by singers of the highest class, while
the picture, acted by the best motion
picture talent, unfolds on the screen.
The singers themselves will appear in
the
Paris productions of these operaprint resembling that of Priscilla
Miss Pearl
cousin, pre- Dean.
movies, while for the provinces phonpares to live Harding,
at White President's
House.
ograph records made by the singers
Weird
ceremonies
of Japanese
idol worshipThe paper devoted big spreads to
the stunt on successive days for a will be used.
pers.'
California
State Agricultural School students
"The leading feminine singer seweek, showing various poses of Miss
serve as valets for their pigs and goats.
lected for this experiment is Luella
em
Dean, reproducing her thumb-print,
and describing how to make clear Meluis, a young American coloratura soprano, who has captivated
thumb-prints to submit to the Mov- French critics in Monte Carlo and
ing Picture Editor of the World.
Nice recently. Jean de Reszke, it is
Many hundreds of thumb-prints said, has hailed her as the American
were received by the paper, and great
interest was aroused in the search
There has been a reorganization of
Patti."
and in the forthcoming picture.
the scenario department at Christie
Film. Frank R. Conklin has been
Fermie, B. C. — J. C. Orner, man- made chief scenarist and Rose Loewager of the Isis Theater, recently
"stunted" the Universal serial "King inger is scenario editor.

Says Ken Finlay
FOR SALE
Two — One reel comedy negatives. $300 for both, quick action necessary.
B. BERK 117-W. 46st St.
Phone Bryant 0248

Ken Finlay, manager of the Broadway theater, Richmond, Va., writes
this office as follows:
"Playing this week, Elmer Mc
Govern's 'Woman Untamed' and his
Hawaiian revue. To date it has
broken all house records in spite of

Musical Settings

RIGHTS
SELLING

NOW

S. M. BERG
means to the Producer,
Distributor and Exhibitor
the best at a moderate cost.
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IT'S TOW^JALK

"THINGS

We offer top-notch, ambiti
salesmen for New
Y(
Brooklyn and New Jersej
chance to better themselves ;

BY

its being Holy Week."

STATE and FOREIGN

28, 1«

Cinema Opera

Most recent pictures of the late James Cardinal Gibbons.
The international council in London at which
Germany attempted to repudiate its Versailles obligations.
Vancouver, B. C. — When the manRussian
crowds
greet with enthusiasm
Leagement of the Maple Leaf Theater
nine's surrender of his plan of , Bolshevism.
Industrial fairs in Germany lead populace to booked "Outside the Law " a tie-up
believe that World War was commercial vic- was made with the Vancouver Daily
tory.
New York Commissioner of Licenses censors World, and a search instituted for a
Vancouver woman with a thumbmodern dancing.

of the Circus" in a way that would
have done credit to any theater.
He did the thing up right. Not
only did he stage a street parade
through Fernie, with music, clowns
and other circus parade requisites,
but he also decorated the front of his
theater to represent the main entrance
Will Visit 'Changes
to a circus tent. To cap the climax,
Louis
Baum,
sales
manager
of
Equity and Joan Pictures, left yester- he gave ice-cream cones and peanuts
day for a tour of western exchanges. to all the youngsters present.
Frivol Comedies Start
Buys Two
The Frivol Film Co. will start work
Augusta,
Kas. — Jack Johnson
has
on their first two reel comedy today
purchased the Mecca and the Isis.
at the Victor Studios. These comeBoard Reports
dies will be directed by Charles Burner and will star Harry Williams.
Winnipeg, Man. — The annual report
The
product
of this organization
of the Manitoba censor board is out.
It is a brief statement of the films re- will be handled by Clark-Cornelius.
viewed by the board during 1920, and
the introductory paragraphs state
Master Films Plans Features
that there has been a marked imImmediately upon the completion
provement in the tone of the short
comedies reviewed, and that fewer of the first "Torchy" comedy now in
lurid melodramas
have been offered. production work will be started on
two feature productions for Master
Films, Inc. These are tentatively titled "Scrambled Brides" and "Come
WANTED
on
Johnny,"
and are by Raymond
Schrock.
COOPER-HEWITT
While no distributing arrangements
FLOOR BANKS
have been as yet agreed upon, it is
Write full particulars and price
understood that the pictures will be
released
in the independent market.
Address
B-61, care Wid's
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eception" for Rivoli Showing
ception,"
is "Anne
Borenamed, which
has been
scheduled
igo Riesenfeld for the program
Rivoli during the week of SunLpnl 17th.
Loew Dividend Declared
iv's, Inc., has declared a regular
rly dividend of 50 cents, payaMay 1 to stockholders of recthe close of business April 16.

Six Years Ago

- It is going to be a hard
Nfle because of the fact that
jry no concern or group of
j iucers has a monopoly on
brains of the business, and
e are not enough big men
he producing
end to give
one
concern
absolute
emacy.
This means a keen
ling for the services of the
directors.
iflany new directors are
g to come to the front
in the next few months,
1,day of the student has arand there are many
:tors, who have for many
ns been going along in a
who are now burning the
light Mazda getting their
ghts set along the new

m

LiTWM

Curb Stars' Salaries

Association
Favors
It Rather
lan Present Methci — Means
Levy on the G_oss
cials of the N..ti( i 1 Associa,*ho have joined witn other big
ts in advocating a Federal sales
take the place of the present
i, state they are greatly encour)y news from Washington that
tion of this character will probe one of the features of the new
ws to be framed by Congress
nonth.
stand taken on this matter is
ed in a resolution adopted reby its taxation committee, of

. ilmost six years ago, on Sattay, May 1, 1915, WID saw
t the day was coming when
j director would be recogL id as a potent force in picil ; making.
At that time he

VT
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"I Am Guilty" is J. Parker Read Jr.'s next Louise Glaum "A. P." special
production. Behind this title exhibitors can put the biggest exploitation
campaign of the spring season. — Ad vt.

Sells Interest
Al Kaufman Disposes of 50% Share
in "Man- Woman-Marriage" to
Joseph M. Schenck
Al Kaufman, it is understood, disposed of his interests in Allen Holubar's
"Man-Woman-Marriage"
to
Joseph M. Schenck before leaving for
Europe.
Kaufman held a 50% interest in
the production, according to report.
At the offices of Mr. Schenck, it was
stated yesterday that there was nothing to say about the report.
The picture is now playing to big
houses at the Strand. Ticket selling
was stopped at 9:45 on Sunday night,
just before the last show started. The
matinee yesterday was a large one.

"A

"Great Day" at Coliseum
"The Great Day," produced by
Hugh Ford, for Paramount in England, is playing at the Coliseum, 181st
and Broadway today and tomorrow.
It is the first Paramount picture to be
made abroad.

More Showings
Premiers of "The Four
Planned
in Detroit,

Horsemen"
Boston,

German
Producers
Say Collapse of
Industry Can Be Avoided Only
By Limitations
Karl H. Von Wiegand, special correspondent of the New York American in Berlin, cables his paper, in
part, the following:
"Practically all the large German
film producers, it was announced today, have formed a combination to
curb the salary demands of the film
stars.
"The stars, said to be inspired by
the tales of tremendous salaries paid
in America, are declared to be making profits impossible.
"The producers have agreed to set
a limit and not to allow the stars to
play off one producer against another. The limit has been placed at 2,000
marks a day, which is approximately
$30 at the present rate of exchange,
for shadow luminaries of the first order. Stars of the second magnitude
will be limited to 1,500 marks per
day. A forfeit of 100,000 marks is
the penalty for any producer violating
the agreement.
"The average reduction in the salaries of the high-priced artists is calculated at 50%. No specified number
of workdays are to be guaranteed in
contracts hereafter. Contracts now
running are not affected.
"The picture directors are considered in a class by themselves and are
not included in the salary limiting
agreement of the producers.
"The defense of the producers
is
of organizati
by this sort
that only (Continued
on
2)
on Page

Dunn,
Vitagraph
Studio Manager
William Dunn, one of the veterans
Philadelphia and 'Frisco
Metro is planning for premieres of i htn ageoyshrdlucmfwypvbgkqjxzfi
"The Four Horsemen" in the im- in the game, is now manager of Vitastudio. He sucmediate future in Detroit, Boston, graph'sceeds F. Brooklyn
Loomis.
Philadelphia and San Francisco.
No mention of the names of the
Marie Prevost Leaves Sennett?
theaters has as yet been forthcomIt was reported yesterday that
ing from the Metro offices. It is Marie Prevost, who has been with
understood, however, that in each Mack Sennett for some time past, had
producer to form an independcase several are under consideration, left the
ent producing company.
and that within a fortnight some decision will have been reached regarding
Kent Leaves April 5
choice.
S. R. Kent will leave New York
April 5 for his six weeks' tour of the
country.
He will spend one week at
More Offices for Fox
the Lasky studio in Hollywood.
Arthur G. Gregory will shortly sail
for Copenhagen where he will open
MacLean Here
an office for Fox Films. This office
Douglas Mac Lean, a Thomas H.
will for the time being handle dis- Ince
star is at the Biltmore. He is
tribution in Scandinavia, but later on
branches will be opened in Norway, here with Mrs. Mac Lean for a two
weeks' visit. All pleasure, too.
Sweden and Finland.

DAILY
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New Pioneer
Scheduled for early
New
York
exchange
"Idle Hands," a Park
production,
in which
the leading role.
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Barbee's will play
"The
Hid
Light" all of this week and the P
house weeks.
will
two
Sunday.

The

show
"Deliverance"
The latter
run began

RITCHEY

poster is

the product of the greatest
organization of poster artists and poster printers in
the world.

Quotations
Las >
Bid. Asked. Salt
Famous Players ..71
75
75
do pfd
8(»
88
88
*Goldwyn
5
S]/2
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, lnc
Loew's, Inc.,
19-K
2V/z
21/,
Triangle
V&
Y&
V%
World Film
Not quoted

Gollos Films Booked

Chicago — Two productions han<
in this territory by the Gollos En
theaters.
prises have been booked into 1

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor ; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
WID S
to
communications
all
Address
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Telephone;
Hollywood,
California.
Offices: 6411 HollyEditorial and Business
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
A. WilliamRepresentative — W.
London
»on, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2. .
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.

Here and Expected

29, 1

RITCHEY
LITHO.
Priscilla Dean,
"Reputation" — something that any w oman will fight for.
soon to be presented by Carl Laem mle in Stuart Faton's Universal-Jewel
de Luxe. — Advt.

Curb(Continued
Stars'
Salaries
from Page 1)
can

the collapse of the

German

film

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Coast Brevities
(Special

to WID'S

Hollywood — Walter

DAILY)

McGrail

has

been
engaged
as
Anita
Stewart's
be prevented."
Ed Dillon and a company of Real- industry
leading man in "The Price of HappiSouth
the
from
returned
art players
late Sunday night. Exteriors were
Clara Greenwood, formerly with
shot for a new Justine Johnstone veThat Germany has an ulterior motive in filming stories of historical Lasky, has completed an important
hicle. Miss Johnstone was also in
character, that is of history dealing
the South.
part in the "Heart of a Jewess," a
production.
Roy Neill and "The Conquest of with allied countries, is the thought- Universal
NewSunday's
Canaan" company are expected back voiced in an editorial in
ness."
from Brevard, N. C, tomorrow. Tom York Times. The editorial in full
"Tall Timbers," by James A. B.
follows:
Meighan is being starred in this pro"A motion picture broker in New > ork S-cherer, will shortly be put into production.
duction with Wallace Reid.
lately received for sale in America some 4(1
motion pictures, all made in Germany, but
Al Roscoe, engaged for a new
none of them dealing with German Hie. His
Cohn Leaves Aliens
statement that tin- American public could Metro production, is playing the lead
with Alice Lake.
hardly be expected to welcome scenes show
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing the late enemy at home is reasonable
GAUSMAN.
enough,
but
the
character
of
some
German
Toronto — After one year's admin- productions of the recent past or the near
istration over the advertising, exploi- future suggests that the wily foe may have
Mitchell With C. B. C.
tation and publicity offices of the Al- a truly German motive in locating all his
len Theater enterprises, Sam W. B. pictured stories in foreign lands. There was
Pell Mitchell, formerly with Fox,
Cohn will leave on April 1st for New lately shown here with great success, a Gerpicture based on the life of Mme. Du I is now with C. B. C, on the staff of
York and then to California, where man
Barry and the frivolities of the Court of .Screen Snapshots.
he will resume studio work which he Louis XV. Announced for early appearance
is
spectacular production dealing
left last March to join the Allen or- withanother
Anne Rolcyn and the habitual matriPlaylets at L. A. Ambassador
ganization. The department conmony of Henry VIII. In process of preparation is a history of Catherine the Great.
ducted by Mr. Cohn will be discon(Special to WID'S DAILY)
tinued and the routine work of the England, France and Russia having thus
Los Angeles — A season of one-act
exposed in all their infamy, one waits
office will be turned over to another been
for a pictorial biography of Cesare Borgia, playlets, along lines of those shown
unless the Germans still hope to drive a at the theater du Grand Guignol in
branch to be handled.
wedge between Italy and the rest of the
Allies.
Paris, is to be initiated at the Ambas"The Germans have heard that America sador.
is a great moral nation. To their singleThe first was produced on Monday,
track minds it must seem only natural that
after going to his neighborhood movie and March 21st, under direction of Frank

An Ulterior Motive?

learning the infamies of British, French and
Russian history, the solid American citizen F.gan. It was "Fancy Free" and
would come to the conclusion that only one Kathleen Clifford, Mary MacLaren,
nation in Eurrjpe was moral enough to de- Roy Atwell and Harold E. Poland
serve his approbation. And so it may be, were in the cast. It is the intention
unless the present tidal wave of reform rolls
on. If that happens, the American picture of the organization, which is known
fan — assuming that he is still allowed to see as the Ambassador Players, to inthe pictures — may think that back in the
clude in its casts manj' stars of the
days of Henry VIII England was merry in- : 'cl.'ng !:crc.
deed, and that something is to be said for legitimate and picture world now resuch a liberal country."

Herbert Blache
Productions of Quality
4 'Out of the Chorus'
"The Saphead"
"The Brat"

Care WID'S DAIL1
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ee Comedy

Seeks Sales Tax

Units

c new comedy units have been
;ed to produce one and two
medies for Reelcraft, the first
■t a two-reel unit in which
T Dan is the featured star. The
unit will be a one reel comedy
ly featuring Bud Duncan in
series of single Mirthquakes.
ird to produce a series of two
medies, featuring an all star

(Continued

from

Page

Let the Exhibitor Tell You
What Pictures Make Money

1)

which Saul E. Rogers is chairman, to
the effect "that Congress be urged to
promptly repeal all excise and special
taxes of the Revenue Act of 1918 and
to substitute for those war taxes a
gross sales or turn-over tax." Similar action has been taken by the Business Men's National Tax Committee
and other organizations.
One of the strongest arguments for
a sales tax is that under the proposed
plan business men, by knowing approximately what their taxes will be
for the year, can make provision accordingly and the Government will
avoid a shrinkage in revenue through
temporary stagnation of business and
shrinkage of profits.

Big Five Productions Going Over Big, as Also Are First
National's Stellar Attractions

Angeles — Jean Hersholt and
Ennis Withdraws from S. & E.
eterson, cameramen, are the
Bert Ennis has withdrawn from the
additions to Benjamin B.
on staff. Hersholt is to be partnership conducted up to March
the two directors who will 23 by Jacob Shenfield and himself
fferent parts of the picture, under the name of S. & E. Enterlowe is the other director.
prises.

"Picture won praise from all who saw it. It beat all box office
and attendance records at this house." — New Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

af the above companies will
nder the direct supervision of
it. The Mittenthal studio in
s has been rented for an inperiod.
Directors

Making

Special to WID'S
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One

Film

-

STATE

RIGHTS

-

WITH

DRAMA

WITH

ESS E. S. MANHEIMEfl.

GRACE

POWER.
130

W

DARLING

DIGNITY

PASSION

MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE
"The greatest box office attraction, smashing all past records.
Greatly pleased my audiences." — Edgar L. We'll, Mgr. Strand Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

SPECIAL

NOMADS

PRICE"

AND BOX-OFFICE

461*. ST ,, NEW

YORK

CITY.

OF

THE

NORTH

"Great. Can't say too much for this. Get behind this and boost
it to the limit. This picture will back up anything you say about it."
— T. N. Magruder, Elite Theatre, Iola, Kans.

STRENGTH
J. W

KID

"Broke both attendance and box office record-. A splendid picture and patrons well pleased." — Alex. Lukowiski, Mgr. Strand Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

DAILY)

EVERYMAN'S
OCIETY

THE

FILM COflP

THE

NOTORIOUS

MISS

LISLE

"Picture pleased large crowds." — F. E. Frisbie, Croxton Theatre,
Angola, Ind.
THE
YELLOW
TYPHOON
"A picture filled with plenty of action that pleased good houses."
— Bert Norton, Kozy Theatre, Eureka, 111.

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,

THE

JACK-KNIFE

MAN

"Should be a special. A human heart-touching story well acted.
Boost it."— George E. Taylor, Idle Hour Theatre, Dunlap, la.
HARRIET

quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

AND

THE

PIPER

"Anita Stewar-t gets the money for us and pleases our patrons.
We get them in without any unnecessary advertising. Picture well
put on with good cast." — J. H. Vaughan, New
Moquoketa, la.

Orpheum

Theatre,

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

!

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN
■

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

j=

afcfii
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Newspaper Opinions
"Roads

of Destiny"— Goldwyn
Capitol

AMERICAN — The melodramatic force of
the play has been retained in the film and
the story given a good production.
WORLD — The slush, gun-play and dull
thudssee are
over presently,
and while.
you'll hear
and
something
really worth
HERALD— So long as Miss Frederick
continues to act so capably one doesn't care
much which turning she takes.
GLOBE — It is a breathless story dealing
with the futility of an attempt to escape destiny, and its force has not been lost in the
screen telling.
TELEGRAM — * * * an absolving picture
drama * * *.
JOURNAL — The vital acting of the star
keeps what is a ragged adaptation of the
becoming entirely colorless * * *.
fromNews,
story
Daily
Tribune, Times, Post, Sun,
Mail, & Evening World made no comment.

"The

Whistle"— F.
Rialto

P.-L.

AMERICAN — "The Whistle" at Rialto
shows that Hart is in a rut.
TRIBUNE — The work of the star, of
course, leaves nothing to be desired. Hart
couldn't give a bad performance if he tried.
HERALD—* * * Hart does some out of
the way acting *
*.
SUN — The photoplay is unusually dull, and
held little of interest.
— * * * interesting feature
* TELEGRAM
«- *
JOURNAL — In this picture he does his
usual excellent work. There are no comedy
touches to relieve the gloomy and rather
morbid
story.
Daily News, Times, World, Post, Mail,
Globe and Evening World made no comment.
Daily N.ews, Tribune. Times, World, Globe
and Evening
World
made
no comment.

"Ducks

and

Drakes" — Realart
Rivoli

AMERICAN — It's an amiable yarn, set
like a cameo and photographed beautifully
* * *. More pictures like it will not only
help Bebe, but the industry as well.
HERALD—' * * Bebe Daniels * * * manages to remain fairly calm and presentable
even when flirting over the telephone * * *.
POST — If Paramount must fill its very
valuable theater space on Broadway, it is not
compelled to use the worst just because it is
a new worst? Why not a revival now and
then ?
SUN — * * * as vivacious and winsome as
ever, * * * a clever comedy.
MAIL — Not a particularly novel theme,
"■ * * but it is done extremely well in this
film, and it gives Bebe Daniels the opportunity to look beautiful for five reels, so
what more could one ask?
TELEGRAM — * * * an original screen
comedy, with a surprise thrill, * * *.
JOURNAL — The story is just frothy and
inconsequential, but it is all done in delightful taste, set like a fashion show and directed
with great finesse by Major Maurice Campbell.
Daily News, Tribune, Times, World, Globe
and Evening
World made no comment.

Additional newspaper opinions will
be published in tomorrow's issue.
1st

Nat'l

Week

in

(Special to WID'S

Capitol, Montreal, Opens Saturday
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Montreal — The formal opening of
the Capitol, one of the theaters of
the Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,
Ltd., will take place on Saturday
evening.

STATE and FOREIGN
SELLING

TS

the company's offices.
It was stated last week in WID'S
DAILY that Edwards' first picture
would is be
Queen of Scots."
This
now"Mary,
confirmed.

Doesn't Heed Protests

Bitter Fight in Pomona, Cal.

DAILY)

Los Angeles — In spite of the protests of representatives of every
branch of the film industry here,
Clara Smith Hamon is coming to Los
Angeles to produce films.
Dozens of producers, directors, distributors, exhibitors and leading actors during the past few days have
denounced the plan. To this list is

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

NOW

Keith's Buy New Theat
Brooklyn's newest neighl
theater, the Boro Park, seatin
just completed, at 51st St
Utrecht and 12th Aves., ha
bought by the B. F. Keith Cir<
will be opened with vaudevi
pictures on Thursday evening
FOR SALE
Two— One reel comedy r
tives. $300 for both, quid
tion necessary.

Los Angeles — Fifteen thousand citizens of Pomona are organizing into
rival factions preparatory to waging
battle on the most bitterly contested
issue that ever appeared on the city's
ballot- — the proposed "blue law" ordinance designed to close on Sundays

B. BERK
Phone

117-W. 46st i
Bryant 0248

COMPLETE AUDITS
SYSTEMS INSTALLE

AUDIT & SERVICE BURI
every place of amusement. The "blue
1482 Broadway, Room 6
law" election will be held on April 4.
added
The
Photoplaywright's
League
of America.
Tel. Bryant 5664
A report published in the East and
Specializing in the Motion
reprinted here, to the effect that Uniture and Theatrical Indus
versal had offered or would offer Miss
American Citizen who has handled
Hamon a starring contract, was denied by Irving G. Thalberg, general and sold films from Cape Town to
manager, of Universal City.
Vladivostock, and is thoroughly conversant with American system of disTo Film Life Story
tribution also directing sales propositions in Europe and elsewhere, speaks
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
OF
THE
TRAJ
Ardmore, Okla. — Clara Smith Ha- French, German, Dutch, desires to
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FO
mon will produce pictures for the connect with first class organization
READY REFERENCE
next two years. They will be styled regarding their exclusive representa"The Clara Smith Hamon Pictures,
tion in foreign countries. Just reACCOUNTANTS
Inc.," she said, and the principal re- Europe. turned from six months trip through
EDMOND
S
& BOUTON
II
lease will be a story of her life.
56 Pine St.
16*5 La B:
New York City.
HoUyw
Address— B-7— c/o WID'S
Organization Completed
ADVERTISING— PUBLIC
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
Los Angekes — Organization of the
The Screen Bulletin
Affiliated Picture Interests has been
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Brj
WANTED
completed. A list of 35 names was
ARTISTS AND ART Til
submitted by a special committee apCOOPER-HEWITT
pointed for that purpose, from which
F. A. A. DAHME, INC
FLOOR BANKS
a directorate of 25 persons will be
220 W. 42nd St.
Br
chosen at a meeting to be held on
Write full particulars and price
— MARTI
_ ...Art
T'fesUIRE
—Art
Animati
Lead !
Thursday.
N-McG
TM
m
& on—
NEWC)
Address
B-61, care Wid's
A resolution was adopted protest727 7th Avenue
Bet
ing against the proposed Clara Smith
Hamon pictures.
BROKERS
i

Expert Film Man

DIRECTO]

MOTION

Back to First Love
Vivian Martin, in pictures for the
last four years, will return to the
stage in the near future, under the
direction of the Shuberts.

454-460

Investments
PICTUR
E
SECURITY
I. W.

HeUman

Bldg.,

Lo|j

LABORATORIES

f

Quality Motion
Picture Priiu
418-24 W. 216th St.
Wi I
EVANS
LABORATORY*
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORjS
♦30 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Trejl
H. J. Streyckmans,
Genera! Mi,
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORM
'Kestel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
p0 i

MusicalBY Settings

California

DAILY)

Los Angeles- — Beginning on Sunday
and running until Saturday, Southern
California and Arizona theaters will
observe First National Week.

RIGtH

Edwards Sails April 10
J. Gordon Edawrds sails for Europe on April 10 to inaugurate the
first of a series of pictures which Fox
Film will make abroad. This according to official announcement from

New House for Brighton Beach
Brighton Beach will have a new
picture theater. Jacob Sommer and
the Mermaid Building Co. have purchased from the Brighton Construction Co. a site 100 by 200 ft. on
Sheepshead Bay Road near the elevated railroad station. ■ A $100,000
theater to seat 1,000 people will be
constructed there.
(Special to WID'S

Tuesday, March 2!

S. M. BERG

PRINTERS

i

means to the Producer,
Distributor and Exhibitor
the best at a moderate cost.

BARNES
PRINTING
Ci
Motion Picture Specialir
86 East 22d St.
Phone Gntaa
PROSPECT
PRESS I
188 W. 4th St.
Si«

Bryant 7900

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB W
Stucnc— 209-219 E. 124th
Hle»
tftwho— 361 W. 125th
Mon|4ff

STUDIOS
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rrs TOWN

"THINGS

WIRE OR WRIT
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F. B. Warren Out

lew F.P.-L. Star ?

Packed

Belongings
and Left Associated Producers' Offices Monday— Lichtman In
F. B. Warren, since the formation
of Associated Producers, Inc., general manager of distribution for the
directors' organization, withdrew
from the "A. P." on March 28. Warren was notified of the action of the
board of directors in terminating his
contract on Monday by President Oscar A. Price, who has just returned
from the coast.
When he was reached yesterday
afternoon for a statement, Mr. Warren said he had nothing to say, and
referred all queries to his attorney,
George Edwin Joseph. At the office
of the latter no statement was made
for publication.
That Al Lichtman, formerly manager of sales for Famous PlayersLasky, would succeed Warren at Associated Producers has been talked of
in film circles for some weeks past
On March 14 WID'S DAILY, in a
coast dispatch, stated that
Lichtman
had signed with the organization.
When Lichtman returned from the
coast late last week he refused to
make any statement regarding the
closing of the deal.

Reported Under Way for Rich. Barthelmess — Griffith Offices
Say It Isn't So
was reported yesterday that FaPlayers-Lasky was about to
t a new male star in the person
ichard Barthelmess who, it will
icalled, was borrowed from D.
Griffith, Inc., to play "Youth" in
ge Fitzmaurice's "Experience,"
inIsland
production
studio, in the company's
is understood that at the time
irrangement was made, it was
for Famous Players that,
d suitable material be found for
lelmess, the contract the latter
vith D. W. Griffith, Inc., would
iken over. No one could be
ed at Famous for a statement.
e Griffith offices Albert F. Grey,
al manager, stated there was
tig to the report.
rthelmess' contract with Grifit is generally understood, is
ir to that existing between the
icer and Dorothy Gish, whereriffith exercises a kind of superi of the productions without taktiy direct part in their making.

There was considerable speculation
yesterday over Warren's future plans.
"I Am Guilty!" What a tremendous box office title; what a chance to Film men who were yesterday inannual meeting of the stock- stand the people of every city in line. It's the title of J. Parker Read Jr.'s
formed of his severance of relations
rs of Famous Players-Lasky, next Louise Glaum "A. P." special production. — Advt.
with Associated Producers, Inc., reii was held yesterday, proved a
called that when Warren left the
le affair. The same board of diHodkinson organization last summer,
's was re-elected.
also considerable conjecRepublican
State Committee
Sends Tribune's
Financial
Editor
Thinks there turewas
as to what he was going to do.
F.
P.-L.
German
Move
SignifiWarren himself made no statement at
Out Public
Editorialfor "Educating"
Censors
cant— Comments on Rise
the
time and remained
director Is Insurance
until he
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Several of the morning papers yes- announced that he had silent
assumed the
Albany,
N.
Y.
—
The
news
bureau
terday
commented
on
the
activity
of
'[That WID realized the imgeneral managership of Associated
of the Republican State Committee
i|>rtance of the director to the
issues editor
in Monday's
market. Producers, Inc.
has activelv taken up the work of the
The film
financial
of the Tribune
">x office is clearly indicated
"educating" the public to the neces- said:
■1' what he said on Sunday,
"The 'movies' are deflating, a process
sity of censorship as outlined in the
bvember 24, 1918:
n
which it is believed will materially reduce
Clayton-Lusk
bill.
An
editorial
capoperating
costs and at the same time cut
"'The director is insurance.
When Al Lichtman was finally
tioned "Clean Movies" has been sent off the income of some former high salaried
$e have not yet reached the
out to over 400 newspapers in the stars. The Famous Players-Lasky Corp., it reached at the offices of Associated
•mt where the director's name
is understood, has made progress for defla- Producers, Inc.. he admitted
state.
It says, in part:
that he
tion by curtailing home production and seek«jof great value in bringing
new films abroad, notably in Germany,
;>ney to the box office, but we
"How to make moving pictures whereing the
value of the mark has had taken Mr. Warren's post as genclean and how to keep them clean enabled the depreciated
•ve definitely reached the
company to buy much more for said: eral manager of distribution. He
its
dollars
than
it
can
here
in America. The
may be some problem, but the Leglnnt where a director's nameislature isdoing right in taking some listed 'movie' stocks were strong in yesteri^of great value in booking a
"I am now in charge here."
day's session on the Stock Exchange, while
When Oscar A. Price was reached
, ture with exhibitors. It is
action to purify this industry to some the majority
of other issues were showing the
extent
at
least.
for
a statement, he said:
effects of short selling and profit taking.
; y a matter of a few months
Famous Players at 75 was up 4 Y\ points,
"Mr.
Warren has resigned and Mr.
j*v, possibly a year, when the
"There will be wide differences of
gained 1%
at 21'A."
Lichtman has been named to succeed
(Continued
on Page
2)
'nes of certain directors will
opinion as to what constitutes a clean while Loew's
picture and an unclean picture, but
„|ng money to the box office."
French Film Man Here
there can be some step taken that will
L. Courau of Luitz Morat, Pierre
put a check upon producers who figLudvigh Back
ure that appealing to the worst that Regnier, Courau and Co., a French
is in us will mean the biggest profit producing firm of Paris, France, is in
Eleck
J.
Ludvigh, secretary-treasfor them.
urer of Famous Players has returned
New York. He is stopping at the
Wa'.dorf-Astoria.
from his trip to the coast.
(Continued on Page 3)

rectors Re-elected

Starts Propaganda

Deflation ?

"I'm in Charge

"A

fcW

him."

tMA
Newspaper Opinions
"Man — Woman — Marriage" — First
National — Strand
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"The

"Sentimental
see very
Perhaps
will
want, all
andwhowant
hard, toTommy"
like it.
For what it sincerely tries to do, that want
will not be misplaced.
SUN — * * * three of the most whimsical
characters that have ever reached the silver
screen.
* *a picture
* Johnof S.
Robertson
* *
has
created
beauty,
even far* more

AMERICAN — Some people will find it appealing. Others will think it overdone,
Its powerful than his "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
* *.
in titling
in logic,
flimsyseems
cost
to havecheap
had no
effect on* its
worth.
MAIL — For sheer beauty of treatment and
picturization it would be difficult to conceive
It is truly Phillips
an expensive
picture
* *actress
*.
Folks,
Film
and
Film
Wid's
1921,
Dorothy
is
a
charming
Copyright
anything to surpass the film version of
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., # * *
"Sentimental
Tommy."
FILMS and
WID'S
by
Y.,
N.
GLOBE — It has the wistfulness, the
York,
New
TRIBUNE
—
The
good
points
in
the
picFILM
FOLKS, INC.
ture are the beauty and charm
of the star humor, the whimsicality that is Thrums — and
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- *settings.
* *,— the wonderful photography
and the Thrums alone. The real Barrie has never
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
before reached the screen ; that he ever
and
Secretary
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate,
TIMES — It is simply another ornately and should have done so seems an incredible
g
Advertisin
Cron,
A.
J.
Manager.
Business
spectacularly done movie * * *. There is a triumph of taste and subtlety. Mr. RobertManager.
good deal of excellent photography in it, and
son, like Tommy,— *has* *"found
a way."
Entered as seoond-class matter May 21, 1918. the acting, at times, is expressive, though
TELEGRAM
destined
to rank as
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under seldom
and
often
exaggerated the best thing produced by an American
* * * restrained
the act of March 3, 1879.
director thus far.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
WORLD — * * * winds its course through
JOURNAL — Barrie charm preserved on
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 an hour and a half of that new kind of screen.
TRIBUNE— And here she (May Mc
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3,00. Foreign plot — the triangle.
$15.00.
HERALD — Allen Holubar pounds away Avoy), is doing some of the finest work we
Subscribers should remit with order.
his target by old fashioned methods, but ever have seen in the most worth-while picWID S at
to
communications
all
Address
succeeds in knocking some of it off, while
ture of the season, "Sentimental Tommy" at
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
Criterion.
at the same time jarring one's sense of the EVENING
York, N. Y.
WORLD — Paramount has
plausibility. Conceived on a spectacular
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
made a tenstrike in the celluloid alley in preTelephone;
Hollywood,
California.
senting this film.
scale
SUN* —* * *.* * there are stirring scenes * * *
Offices: 6411 HollyEditorial and Business
some striking
photographic
* * * pro1603.
Hollywood
wood Blvd. Phone,
ducer overshoots
his mark effects
by stating
the
A. William- * * *
"Roads of Destiny"— Goldwyn
Representative — W.
London
side
Bon, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, case almost entirely from the woman's
London, W. C. 2.
MAIL — Whatever claim to fame * * * will
TRIBUNE— Yet,Capitol
while a fairly good picParis Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue rest chiefly upon the sensationally spectacular
ture has been made from it, it follows the
Montmartre.
scenes * ■ * * Holubar conceived.
stage version closely.
As* a story, however, "Man-Woman- MarMAIL — It would be the part of kindness
riage" does not register so successfully.
to forget all about the feature in reviewing
TELEGRAM—* * * has an epic quality the Capitol programme this week, because
like that of David Wark Griffith's famous
Last film that swept back into almost forgotten the rest of the bill is so superlatively good.
Bid. Asked. Sale historic periods.
JOURNAL — The film has some fine
photography and the work of Miss Phillips
Famous Players .. 73l/2 7Sy2 74
do pfd
87
S7V4 87
is Mr.
alwaysHolubar
effective.
* * * has camera sense,
apparently
*Goldwyn
5%
^A
but he should have had a bigger, simpler and
Not quoted truer story to work upon, * * *.
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Too bad, and nine reels, too !
Loew's, Inc.,
19^ ,21 J4 20
EVENING WORLD—* * *is one of the
silent dramas of this sort Broadway has
Triangle
H
3A
V* best
seen.
Not quoted
World Film
American Projectorscope
Daily News and Globe made no comment.
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Rialto
Whistle"— F.

P.-L.

MAIL— As the laborer, Hart has
tions.
another to the list of his best charac

There are just two kinds of
motion picture posters, —
the RITCHEY

kind and

the other kind.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Quotations

FOR SALE
HALF

PRICE

FOR
RENT
Choice office with vault sp<
and cutting room.
Rent
reasonable
Phone Bryant 1110

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
"Sentimental Tommy"— F. P.-L.
Criterion

Deflation ?
(Continued

from

Page

1)

The American said, in part:
"Good buying was noticeable in Famous
Players and Loew's, Inc., yesterday. As the
orders appeared to emanate from the same
source, it is rumored that some important
announcement may be pending. The annual
report of Famous • Players, recently issued,
showed a rather strong position."

AMERICAN — Admirably screened; the
pictures of Thrums were masterpieces ; the
characters had the fantastic touch that belongs to all Barrie types * * *.
DAILY NEWS— Children, especially, will
adore "Sentimental Tommy." But it will do
very well for their parents, too.
TIMES— So let Mr. Robertson's worth be
recognized. His work has been exceptionally

Butdone.
Miss* *McAvoy
is a happy surprise.
*
well
She has done well before, but never anything
Under the caption, "Film Issues like her Grizel. * * *a substantial part of
Lead Market Activity," the World the genuine Barrie can be embodied in a
said, in part:
photoplay, and is embodied in "Sentimental
Tommy" at the Criterion. It has a full right
"One of the outstanding features of the to its title.
day was the continued activity and strength
WORLD — Gareth Hughes * * * steps
of the film issues, and reports were persist- from
comparative obscurity * * * to the
ent that the 'movies' were enjoying a big brightest juvenile star of filmdom today.
business at this time."
* * * For a faithful adaptation has been
made in the filming if we forget the end.
John
S. Robertson's
quaint exterior scenes of
old Scotland
are noteworthy.

Anderson and

Wonders

Here

Lieut. "Jim" Anderson, Asso. First
Nat'l exchange manager of Washington is in town with Guy Wonders,
Baltimore exhibitor.
King to Direct Houdini
Burton Kink will direct Houdini in
his first picture for his own producing
company.

HERALD — "Sentimental Tommy" is the
seventh with
wonderutter
of the
film world,
* *other
one
forgets
abandon
what *the
six wonders are. Paramount has so finely
etched Sir James M. Barrie's double story on
the screen that it is with difficulty one restrains oneself from becoming a rabid press
agent for it, foaming adjectives at the mouth.
POST — The village of Thrums is charmingly rebuilt, even if it was expensive. The
interiors match it quite. * * * The Grizel
of May McAvoy should go down as a milestone in screen acting. * * * Gareth Hughes
is Tommy, distinctive, delicate, wistful, * * *.
Mabel Taliaferro * * * sticks solidly in
memory's
field of vision.

M

Y=

Address A. B. C, care

Wid's

Whole
square

FOR
RENT
or part of about
feet
of space

fr

L. E. c/opossession
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The New Jackson Studio
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
in the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
three blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
dressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

(ROMLOWT'LM IABOJWORIES
INCORPORATED

PHONE

5,1
fv

equipped
forVault,
motion Project
pict1
business.
Room, etc. Immediate

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

zticmai U^ctuAjU^

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

For Home projection or
Cutting Film
New — Only run 3 times

220WE5T 42 HB STREET
NEW
YORK
rSDyANT5576
NEW YOQK

ALLAN A.LCWNES
GEN. MCB.

iMA
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At Broadway
Theaters
Strand

ittieN ews
No.

The overture this week at the Strand is
"Cavalleria Rusticana," while August Perisse,
tenor, sings "Siciliana." The Strand Topical
Review comes next and then the prologue to
"Man-Woman-Marriage," a scene in the court
of Constantine. The feature then goes on
and then an organ solo.

26

rORK CITY— America greets Viviani
second
time — Rene Viviana,
former
Rialto
premier, comes here to pay a friendto the new administration.
"Tdeale,"
by
Lizst,
is the overture at the
FRANCE — Would you call this a Rialto. The Rialto Magazine
is the second
or riding race?
A ride starts the number, after which comes Greek Evans,
nts
in
the
annual
cross-country
baritone, singing "The King of the Vikings."
sot" race,
the rider
and the wheel
change The feature is William S. Hart in "The
Whistle." Next comes Mary Fabian,
inish after 25 miles.
soprano, singing "Gianina Mia," from "The
Firefly."
The comedy is "Movie Mad" from
,EY FIELD, VA. — Airplane vs. the Christie
studios. The organ solo, the
ip. As a result of the recent con, the Army prepares to prove to the concluding number, is "Fugue in G Minor."
he value of airplanes in bombing
ps.
Capitol
The Capitol Grand Orchestra this week
[TA GA. — Debs back in prison —
leader now a Federal prisoner re- plays "Les Preludes" as the overture. Unit
lguarded from trip to Washington to No. 2, is "Woodland Fantasy." Then comes
s case before the Attorney-General.
a Bruce Scenic, "Voices of the Sea." The
TON, PA. — Another cave-in rocks "Kammenoi-Ostrow" and "Prayer from
A series of mine "cave-ins" during Cavalleria Rusticana." Capitol News is the
pears has destroyed
entire street of next number after which is the prologue to
the feature, Pauline Frederick in "Roads of
[NGTON, D. C— Kiddies frolic on Destiny."
The organ solo, as usual, concludes the bill.
House lawn. Under the approving
President Harding, 10,000 little folk
he old-time sport of egg hunting.
Criterion
events
from
Fresno,
Cincinnati ;
An Urban Kineto Review, "Bonnie ScotHot Springs, Galveston, Hubbart
land" is the opening number at the Criterion.
xas, Bay St. Louis and Knoxville.
This is followed by "A Scotch Idyll," sung
by Betty Anderson, soprano, Fred Jagel,
tenor and the Criterion Double Quarette."
The feature is "Sentimental Tommy." This
is followed by "In the Moonbeams," a dance
number by Vera Myers and Paul Oscard and
the Criterion Ensemble. The next number
is "Butterflies," a Prizma, and then the final
number,
Comedy. "Checkmated," a Hurd Cartoon

d
oaa

Rivoli
enfield Application Denied
application of Jacob Shenfield
receiver be appointed for the
Kremer Film Features, Inc.,
nied late Monday by Justice
rger sitting in Part 1, Special
Supreme Court.

"Alessandro Stradella" is the overture at
the Rivoli this week. The pictorial is the
second number and the third Gladys Rice,
soprano, singing "I Hear You Calling Me."
The feature is Bebe Daniels in "Ducks and
Drakes," after which conies a vocal number,
"O Paradise," by Georges Du Franne, tenor.
The comedy is a Mermaid, "Moonshine." The
organ solo, "Hymn of Nus" is the concluding
number.

DAILY

[Starts
Propaganda
(Continued from Page 1)

More Federated Releases?
It is understood that as a result of
the conferences
held last week between Federated Film
Exchange

Is This The Reason ?
Commenting on the status of
the Clayton-Lusk censorship
bill, J. E. Watson, staff correspondent of the New York
American in Albany, says:
"The deeper motive behind
support for censorship, politicians admitted tonight, was a
wish to take the films out of
the political arena during political campaigns.
"In the past it has been found
impossible to purchase or coerce the support of moving picture producers, as has become
the custom with the smaller
and more venal newspapers and
printing plants up-state which
are dependent on political advertising for subsistence."

STUDIOS

FOR

RENT

Kalcm Studios at Cliffside, N. J., by
week, month or year. 30 minutes
from 42nd and Broadway. 100,000
feet floor space, 5 acres ground, 2
large stages, complete electrical
equipment, 24 dressing rooms, paint
and carpenter shops, suite 5 offices,
etc. Completely furnished props etc.
Inquire Watchman at studio, 199 Palisade Avenue, Cliffiside, New Jersey,
or write B. HERBERT MILLIGAX,
220 South State Street, Chicago, 111.

Pathe Motion Picture Cameras
new and used, for sale reasonable. Tripods, lens and accessories.
W. M. Zollinger
Tel. 1135 M
52 North Ave.
New Rochelle, N. Y.

"It is certain that Governor Miller
would not have expressed his opinion
so firmly as he did unless he sincerely believed that it is time to place a
check on the industry, if not to call

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes.
UNITED
SOCIETY
CINEMA-

Cohen in Albany
a halt."(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — Sydney S. Cohen is
here from New York.
He expects to
remain
here between
now
and the
hearing next week.

TOGRAPHERS

Suite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558

At the offices of the M. P. T. O.
it was stated that Sam I. Berman, one
of the organization's field men, had
left on a- trip which will take him to
Plans
Series
of
12
Westerns
all of the important points in the
imultaneous First Runs?
state, and that he will give exhibitors
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
()tiations are said to be under
Los Angeles — "Blue Blazes," a last minute instructions regarding
hich may culminate in an arlent for simultaneous first runs Doubleday Prod, directed by Robert the censorship bill. It is the belief
and featuring Lester Cuneo and at the M. P. T. O. headquarters that
cities of Ivan Abramson's new Kelly
Francelia Billington, has been com- an efficacious manner in which to
"Mother Eternal," starring
Martin.
pleted. Filming of "Pat O' Para- fight the bill would be to crystallize
dise," the third of a series of 12 public opinion against the measure
5-reel westerns, will start immediate- through the activities of exhibitors.
Convention Over
ly under direction of Robert Kelly.
ita, Kans. — The Kansas State
ors Association terminated a
r convention at the Hotel Las- Hoover Organization in Irish Drive
e yesterday.
Organization plans for participation of picture theaters in the camELECTROS
Ahead of Schedule
paign to raise funds for the Relief
r Morosco was yesterday ad- of Suffering in Ireland are well unI. RUBIN
COMPANY
der way. Telegrams have been sent
y his studio in Los Angeles
23 E. 4th ST.
SPRING 83Q3
bv
the
executive
officers
to
S3
exhibb first picture "The Halfbreed,"
I completed this week, fully
itors requesting that they act as chairmen in their localities. These exhiblys ahead of schedule.
itors are the same men who conh Halfbreed" will be released
lociated First National. The
ducted the Hoover Drive so successBY
fully in their territories.
4) company will next work on

STEREOS-MATS

MUSICAL

S. M. BERG

I McGee."

"Over the Hill' in Los Angeles
)e Rizard was the cameraman
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The Philharmonic
lie Old Swimmin' Hole," a
-* Ray picture, instead of Auditorium will house "Over the
rfl Richard, as published in the
Hill" beginning the first week in May.
<(>f that production.

;E and FOREIGN
HTS
NOW
ING

IT'S TOWN

"THINGS

SETTINGS

A Bad Picture With Bad Music is an
A Bad Picture With Good Music is a
A Good Picture With Bad Music is a
A Good Picture With Good Music is
Bryant 7900

WIRE ORTO- WRITE
-

TALK

MEN

Impossible Attraction
Possible Attraction
•
Probable Attraction
a Pasitive Attraction
117 W. 46th St.

M. B. SCHLESINGER

DO"

802
Times
Building
Phone
Bryant 5851
New York City

afc^
Ball Tournament
That Hand
g
The followin film and theatrical
ball
folks are all het up about a hand ched
laun
be
will
h
whic
nt
name
tour
Health Studio,
next week at Rolley'sDavi
d Bernstein,
151 W 42nd St.:
schmann, of
Flei
J.
G.
of Loew's, Inc.;
the Fleischmann Construction Co.;
the Film DisMaurice Fleckels, ofGeor
ge Gottlieb
tributors League;
and Frank Vincent, of the Orpheum
Circuit; B. S. Moss and Dr. Edward
Lauder, of the Keith Circuit- SL.
Rothafel; Herbert Lubin and Arthur
H. Sawyer, of S.-L. Pictures, Inc.,
and Bert Adler.
Odds are on Moss.
16 Curwood Stories
Los Angeles— Col. William M.
at
Selig, who is starting production will
Park
lake
East
near
o
his studi
make 16 James Oliver Curwood films
first, each in two reels.

Charles C. Burr of Master Films,
es,
Inc., producer of "Torchy"y Comedi
called Afhas formed a new companto
distribute
filiated Pictures, Inc.,
on the state right market. The first
y Hearts
be "Lonel
will Laurell
picture Kay
d. ,' in
is feature
which
Films,
Master
for
At the same time,
,
planned
s
feature
two
has
Burr
Inc.,
"Scrambled Wives" and "Come On
been stated
Johnny." Nothingof has
these pictures.
about distribution
James Dealy, formerly with Whitd Burr's orman Bennett, has joinestood
he will
ganization. Itis under
orcing
produ
the
with
cted
conne
be
ganization. Immediately upon the
of the last "Torchy" comcompledyetion
of the first series of 10 contracted
will be startor by Educational, work
ed on the two features.

S. E. Rogers, Fox Attorney
Gustavus A. Rogers states that his
brother, Saul E., is sole attorney for
Fox Film and the Fox Consolidated
Enterprises. It was stated on Saturday that G. A. Rogers, together
with his brother, represented Fox.

COOPER-HEWITT
FLOOR BANKS
Write full particulars and price
Address B-61, care Wid's

Irene

Rich

With

(Special to WID'S

OF

THE

TRAD

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

DAILY)

May Return to Stage
Dorothy Phillips is said to be conACCOUNTANTS
sidering an offer to return to the
INC.
,
BOUTON
&
EDMONDS
speaking stage this fall. It can be
said, however, that she will not forHollywood, C-'.
sake pictures altogether, since she is
New York City.
Y
ICIT
under contract to do at least three
ADVERTISING— PUBL
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
more productions under Allen HoluThe Screen Bulletin
bar's direction.
904

Fitzgerald

ARTISTS

Bldg.

AND

ART

Bryant

5508

TITLES

Tax League
Formed
The Tax League of America, Inc.,
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
has been formed for the purpose of
Art Titles — Animation — Leaden
Bryant 6791
220 W. 42nd St.
a tax on gross sales inadvocating
& NEWCOMBE
stead of the number of special taxes
MARTIN-McGUIRE
Art Title*
now in force. The National AssoBryant
727 7th Avenue
ciation, as noted, is in sympathy with
BROKERS
the move for Federal legislation along
CO. those lines.
MOTION
SECURITIES
PICTURE
Investments
HeUman Bldg..

Angelei

Two New St. Louis Houses
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
LABORATORY
EVANS
St. Louis— Two more picture thePicture Printing
Quality Motion
aters are planned for St. Louis, their
estimated cost being $145,000.
Wadi. 3443>
416-24 W. 216th St.
The Wellston Theater Co., recently
CLAREMONT FILM LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway Tel. Tremont 3761 incorporated by Fred Robinson and
General Manager
H. J. Streyckmans,
William John and Robert Smith, has
LABORATORIES
NICHOLASHkESSEL
purchased 67 ft. of ground on the
•Kessel Kwality Prints"
south side of Easton Ave., opposite
Fort Lee 221 the Wellston City Hall, for $25,000.
Fort Lee. N. J.
PRINTERS
They propose to erect a theater buildBARNES
PRINTING
CO.
ing "to cost $65,000 on the site.
Motion Picture Specialist*
M. J. Walsh, who formerly conPhone Gramercy 943
80 East 22d St.
ducted" atent show at Manchester and
PROSPECT
PRESS
Arco Aves., has interested a number
Spring 2070 of merchants in the Tower Grove
188 W. 4th St.
STUDIOS
district in a new theater for that section. A plot has been purchased at
asTKE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Arco Ave. for
Btudio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71M Manchester and
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 49M
The theater will seat 1,700
$22,500.

454-460

I. W.

LABORATORIES

Los

Studio
For
Rent

Universal

Los Angeles — Irene Rich has been
engaged to play opposite Harry Carey in his next production at Universal City. Miss Rich has just finished
a Goldwyn contract.

Y
DIRECTOREl

Wednesday, March 30, 1!

New Burr Unit

Still Another for Bronx
Moran and the Murray
Morris
the
to
added
Matt Moore has been
Holding Co. have purchased a site on
cast of "Back Pay" which Frank Bor- Rogers Place, east of 163rd St. and
an
polit
zage will make for Cosmo
Westchester Ave., as a site for a 1,500
Prod.
seat theater.
WANTED

DAILY

Close to New York Cityone of the finest studios in the
East. Room to accommodate
from eight to ten companies.
Completely equipped with the
best and most modern equipment for making fine pictures.
Laboratory close by. This is
a big opportunity for up-to-date
producers who will have nothe best results. Get
thing buttoday.
in touch

D'wS York
71 West
, ,WINe
F-h30St.
Box 44t

^BftADSTREET
/ FILMDOM

L. XV

jfeRECOCHIZED

Authority

No. 86

Price 5 Centi
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Going Abroad

o Changes Planned

Ernest Shipman Sailing on Saturday
— Rumors Afloat of Big Deal
Ernest Shipman leaves New York
on Saturday for Genoa, Italy. He is
sailing on the SS. Duca degli Abruzzi
and expects to be away for at least
four weeks.
Shipman yesterday declined to give
any definite information as to just
what he expected to do on the other
side further than to admit that he
expected to sit in on a number of
important conferences at which would
be present representatives of London. Paris and Turin (Italy) capital.
It is understood that Shipman has
been called in to advise on the best
methods of marketing foreign productions in the United States, especially, but also in other markets
throughout the world.
Shipman will take with him prints
of all the productions he has handled
for the various producers with whom
he is affiliated. Prints cu add.uuna;
pictures will be forwarded to him on
the other side.
In Shipman's absence, Stephen T.
King will (Contin
be in ued
charge
of affairs.
on Page
King
3)

Lichtman Says, Regarding A. P. —
-lints at New Policy
Angles in Selling
l an official statement issued yesay regarding his entrance into
Associated Producers, Inc., organion as general manager of distrion. Al Lichtman stated he was
emplating no immediate or
eping changes in the personnel of
organization, though he said he
ht later have an announcement to
(Continued on Page 3)

Talk of New Theater
ilm men yesterday were interested
I report appearing in a morning
spaper that the southeast corner
th Ave. and 50th St. would house
affice building and theater.
The
which takes in existing structures
;rs 100 by 140 ft. A newly formheatrical syndicate is reported insted in the venture, the land for
h will cost $3,000,000 alone:

WW

Was Right !

m

Lyons Leaves Universal

"I Am

Guilty!" — A t'.tle worth a fortune; a drama of gigantic power. .Remarkable lithcgraphs; wonderful press sheet exploitation — all for J. ParAdvt.ker Read Jr.'s next Louise Glaum " A. P." production for early release —

Brandt Elected
Heads Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce Aga n — Entire Slate
in Office
William Brandt has been elected
president of the Theater Owners
Chamber of Commerce.
The other officers are W. L. Landau,
1st vice-president; Charles Goldreyer,
2nd vice-president; S. A. Moross, secretary; Samuel G. Bock, treasurer and
Samuel
Sonin, sergeant-at-arms.
The executive committee is composed of John Manheimer, Charles
Steiher, Louis F. Blumenthal. Rudolph Sanders, Leo Brecherm, Charles
Moses, Bernard Edelhertz, Hyman
Gainsboro, Joseph Seider. Peter
Adams, David Weinstock. Sam
Schwartz, A. H. Schwartz, Herman
Rachmil, A. Eisenstadt and S. Peiper.
The finance committee: William
Landau, Samuel Sonin, Abraham
Wolf, Rudolph Sanders, Oscar Muller and E. H. Behrend.
Brandt, in his address to the T. O.
C. C. members said, in part:

'A

After
fighting
for director
ecognition for years, WID, on
une 9, 1918, said:
"Way back in 1914 I began
nammerin'
on the importance
<f the DIRECTOR.
In those
lays a salary of two or three
lundred dollars was considered
xcessive for the man who had
harge of the making (or breakig) of a production.
."I remember that in 1915
Tinted a list of the first thirtyI
r forty directors, listing them
i order according to my guess.
"That sure started something
* * but that was exactly what
had in mind.
It made more
eople talk about directors than
nything which had been writen to date.
"The importance of the
irector is recognized
as never
efore. One of the prominent
lanufacturers said to me this
'eek that in the future he inended to pay all of his big
alaries to directors, reversing
ie old situation of two hundred
^r the director and fifteen
undred for the star, by giving
ie director the big end and the
tar the little."

(Continued

on

Page

4)

U. F. A. Changes

to WID'S DAILY)
Los (Special
Angeles— Eddie Lvons. who
has been co-starring with lee Moran
at Universal, has left the company as

the
an altercation
with result
Irvingof ThalberP-.
Carl
mle's secretary, regarding the
of a new picture. Lee Moran
with Universal.

heLaem"had
cutting
is still

"The Golen" for B'way Showing
Hugo Riesenfeld is making preparations for the showing on Broadway
of "The Golem." a European-made
production to which reference was
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Berlin — Important changes have made in Monday's issue. It was directed by Paul Wegener, a Max
been made in the line-up of the U. F. Reinhardt disciple. Riesenfeld has
notat. named the theater he will show
A. Carl Bratz has retired as manag- it
ing director to become chairman of
the board of directors. He has been
F. P.-L. Closes Big Contract
succeeded by Dr. Kallmann of the
Famous Players have closed a deal
Auer Co.
covering bookings of 62 Paramount
At a recent meeting of the board pictures with Ruben and Finkelstein
the financial condition of the company in Minneapolis and St. Paul. The
deal covers the entire list of releases
was gone over and a statement issued until
the close of the film year. Aug.
which shows that the gross profits
up to May 31, 1920, totaled almost
4,000,000 marks.
F. B. Rogers With R-C.
Frank B. Rogers, until recently
A proposition has been made to traveling sales manager
for T. Stuart
increase the capital stock of the com- Blackton, has been appointed traveling sales manager for Robertson000.000.
matter marks'
has been
set Cole, and lias assumed his new duties.
pany fromThe
25,000.000
to 100,He will be constantly in the field.
aside for future action.
Carl

Bratz

Heads
Board
of Directors— Big Capital Increase
Planned

tMA
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Willat Starts New Picture
(Special to WID'S
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Accompanying
Mr. Willat
to the "
cation"
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ward Hearn, John Waters. Han
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Any poster may be good —
but only the RITCHEY
poster is sure to be good.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

Quotations

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
A. D. A. Meets Friday

She wondered if he would see throu gh her desperate game. Priscilla
Dean, soon to be presented by Carl Laemmle in Stuart Paton's Universal-Jewel de Luxe, "Reputation." — Advt.
Peacock To Distribute

Theater on Site of Lloyd's Home
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

(Special to WID'S

COMPLETE AUDITS,
SYSTEMS INSTALLED

DAILY)

DAILY)

DOUGLAS

Chaplin's Mother Expected
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Charles Chaplin's
mother, Mrs. Hannah Chaplin, is expected from New York in a few days.
Chaplin sent Thomas Harrington to
England to bring her to this country.
Mrs. Chaplin was detained by the
immigration authorities here for a
•day. on what is believed to be a purely technical ground.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Dallas, Tex. — Lion Film Corp. anPawnee City, Neb. — Archis G.
nounces that Peacock Prod. Inc.,
King, owner of the Elite in this town,
Los Angeles — The second quarterly the boyhood home of Harold Lloyd, from its Oklahoma City office, will
business meeting of the Assistant Di- is tearing down the old Lloyd house distribute in the state of Oklahoma
rectors' Association will be held on and
site. will build a new theater on the all state's rights subjects released by
the Lion Corp.
Friday. There will be a banquet and
the initiation of 27 new members. It
is understood that the ceremony will
be a composite of the Spanish Inquisition and the Chinese method of
helping prisoners enjoy themselves.
The association, which was organized in 1918, has 75 members on its
rolls. Twenty-eight members have
become directors, three studio managers, two production managers and
one has been since made a scenario
writer.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Irvin V. Willat b
left for Truckee to shoot the fi:
scenes for "The Face of the Worl«
from the novel by Johan Bojer.
order to get the snow scenes it w
imperative that the trip be made
once, as the snow is fast meltii

Vol. XV No. 86 Thursday.March 31,1921 Price 5 Cents

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 7il/2 743^
74*4
do pfd
87
873/6 873/g
*Goldwyn
5^
5^
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's,- Inc.,
19
20^
1934
Triangle
H
Y&
3A
World Film
Not quoted

•

FAIRBANKS

AUDIT & SERVICE BUREAl

1482 Broadway, Room 609
Tel. Bryant 5664
Specializing in the Motion Pi'J
ture and Theatrical Industrii

FOR
RENT
Choice office with vault spaij
and cutting room.
Rent
reasonable
Phone Bryant 1110

The Theatrical
and Motion
DirectoryPictui

The Mark of Zorro '
An artistic and financial success as

can do three things for y< i

evidenced by the public's support.

1. We place your propositior
before every one in any waj
connected with the business
2. Supply you free of charg<
a complete list, giving name
address and seating capac;
ity of every theatre in tb
countrywith
— and regular
keep it supple
up t<!
date
ments.

Directed by

3. Send you daily reports givl
ing the names and address<|
of those in the market fc]

FRED NIBLO

your

Theatrical

lllli,^

■III!

goods.

Directory
& Motion

133 W. 44 Street, New
Bryant 5189

Picll
York (c

tMA
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Going
Abroad
(Continued
from Page 1)
tiursday's
Issue
No. 26
ma, former Premier of France arrives
t diplomatic mission.
Easter style "parade"
on Atlantic
>ardwalk.
Ruth
in action
on
New
York
is' training trip through
South,
ictory celebrations in Lithuania.
of late Swedish
Minister to United
iturned to Stockholm for burial.
i— and prize babies — in California.

LEWIS

J SCblNICK

WORLDS CREaTEST
NEWS REEL

has signed a three year contract with
Shipman.
The proposed foreign trip of Shipman adds another well known name
to the list of people interested in films
who are now in Europe. Eugene Zukor, Adolph Zukor, Samuel Goldwyn,
Al Kaufman, Winfield Sheehan, Samuel Rachman, William N. Vogel, Sigmund Lubin and Mrs. Nixon Nirdlinger are now in Europe. When
Mrs. Nixon Nirdlinger left for Europe the Stanley Co. of America
stated she was going to review foreign pictures with a view to their
showing in this country. Lubin is
said to be interested in an important
amalgamation involving foreign producing units. Both Zukors, as has
been often announced, are endeavoring to arrange with foreign producers
for an exchange of product under the
terms of a reciprocal agreement.
Samuel Goldwyn has been in Europe for some weeks past.
Berman in Seattle
(Special to WID'S

Changes
Planned
(Continued from Page 1)

oncerning some new angle of
policy.
aid that at the moment he was
g his entire time to getting a
m the mass of detail that conhim in his new capacity.

statement,
towards
the close
ithat Lichtman was persuaded
[jo the development of his own
s "to become general manager
t is regarded by many as po■ the most powerful
motion
producing and selling organiin the world."
«r Attachment Against Stoll
attachments against the Stoll
!orp. have been increased by
fsng of one for $3,372 by the
lien Film Laboratories
for a
due for developing titles.

DAILY)

Seattle — H. M. Berman, general
manager of exchanges for Universal,
spent several days in Seattle this
week. He was here to look after the
anpointing of a permanent manager
for the Clemmer theater, which was
recently taken over by Universal. He
will make all exchange centers along
the northern route on his way East.
He was accompanied as far as Seattle
by Edwin Armstrong, division manager.
Kane Buys Jones Feature
Arthur S. Kane has closed contracts with W. B. Williamson, treasurer and general manager and H. B.
Varver, local representative for the
Edgar Jones Prod, for the distribution, via Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
of "The Rider of the King Log,"
from the story by Holman Day. The
picture was made in the Maine woods.
For release in May.

TRADEMARKS
make the owners additionally
anxious to maintain quality.

Reginald Barker
PRODUCTIONS
Will Continue to Improve

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — Pantheon Pictures
Corp., of Delaware, has been authorS.bel Scott With Universal
ized to transact business in this state.
b Angeles — Mabel
Scott
has The representative is Paul Schoppel,
New
York.
^ a contract
to appear
in 149 Broadway,
(1 Herself," which will go out
This is the company which plans to
od Browning
Prod, for Uniproduce in Port Henry, N. Y.

MUSICAL

SETTINGS
BY

S. M. BERG
A Bad Picture With Bad Music is an Impossible Attraction
A Bad Picture With Good Music is a Possible Attraction
A Good Picture With Bad Music is a Probable Attraction
A Good Picture With Good Music is a Positive Attraction
Bryant 7900
117 W. 46th St.
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Pantheon Authorized
(Special to WID'S

J

Productions Photographed
by PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director
CHAS.

P. STALLINGS

i npa
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Brandt Elected

Films for Fall Term

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce 12 months ago, enjoyed
the extensive roster of four members.
The T. O. C. C. today contains a
membership of 121 honored members
and four applications for membership,
now in the hands of the membership
committee. It has been estimated
that this membership controls somewhat over 500 of the finest and most
responsible theaters in the community. From an initial treasury
of nothing we have today, in various
forms $16,135.33."
Meighan Film for Rivoli
Thomas Meighan in "The City of
Silent Men"
will
be
the principal
screen attraction at the Rivoli during the week of April 3d.
Wilson Coming East
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Harry D. Wilson of
the Western
Pictures
Exploitation
Co. expects to leave for New
York
shortly.

California Schools
to Show
"Film
Lessons" — Civics Course
in 30 Reels
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— Prominent state educators held meetings here last week
in San Diego and Santa Barbara with
F. S. Wythe, head of the California
producing organization which made
"Film Lessons."
These educational films, which will
be installed by the beginning of the
next school year in all the leading
schools of the state, will furnish practical instruction and standardize the
course in civics. The course is in 30
reels, prepared and edited by national
educators.
Lecturers on "Film Lessons" will
at once begin the work of adapting
the films to text-books and methods
of instruction used in California
schools. The films are said to have
been two years in the making. The
staff of editors includes: John Collier, New York author; Prof. Thomas
H. Reed of the University of California; Justice Wilbur; Frederick Littleton of the Bureau of Naturalization; C. A. Stebbins of the U. S. Bureau of Education, and Arthur H.
Chamberlain, educational director
American Society for Thrift.

Brownell Buys Skit
John C. Brownell, Universal scenario editor, has purchased "Ropes," a
one-act playlet by W. D. Steele, published in Harper's.
Buxbaum Challenges
Robert Hage Here
Harry H. Buxbaum, local F. P.-L.
Robert Hage, scenario writer; who
makes
his headquarters
in Chicago, manager, after reading WID'S
is in New
York, stopping
at the DAILY yesterday, said he'll challenge any and all of the gentlemen
Pennsylvania.
mentioned as entries into the hand
ball tournament which starts next
Company Formed
week
at Rolley's Health Studio.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Bux"
says he's after Ben Moss'
Kansas City, Mo. — C. W. Ross and
particularly
that he'll give
Roland S. Stackhouse, formerly with scalp
Moss a lead of 10 and
points.
the local Select Branch, have gone
into business for themselves under
Perrin Back
the name of the Associated DistribuDwight S. Perrin, advertising and
tors Co. They are handling "Some
publicity
manager of Associated ProWild Oats," and have the rights for
Missouri, Oklahoma and Iowa.
ducers, Inc., returned yesterday morning from a seven weeks' trip to exchanges, during which time he reachWill Entirely Rebuild House
ed every exchange in the Northwest
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
and almost all in the South.
Madison, Wis. — The Fuller theater,
the oldest house in this city, is to be
entirely rebuilt at a cost of $150,000.
The new house will seat 1,600 and is
expected to be ready by the fall.

FOR SALE

Olga Printzlau Here
Olga Printzlau, scenario writer, attached to the William De Mille producing unit at the Lasky studio,
Hollywood, is in New York for a 10
day vacation.
Minter Film at Rialto
"The Little Clown," the circus play
by Avery Hopwood, has been made
into a film by Realart with Mary
Miles Minter. It will be shown at
the Rialto beginning Sunday.

STATE and FOREIGN
RIGHTS
SELLING

NOW

HALF
American

PRICE

Thursday, March 31, ]

Shoot Pictures of Harbor
Under auspices of Baumer Film,
cameramen earlier in the week shot
scenes of the harbor from aeroplanes
and from the roof of the Woolworth
Bldg. The pictures will be shown
before the Governors and Legislatures of New York and New Jersey
and the Board of Estimate and will
be used as an argument by the N. Y.
and N. j. Port and Harbor Development Commission to further the plan
for port development.
New
(Special

The Music SV

Exhibitor Unit
to

WID'S

that caters

DAILY)

Huron, S. D. — The South Dakota
Theater Owners' League was formed
here at the meeting held last week.
M. C. Kellogg, president of the Black
Hills Exhibitors League, was elected
president and J. E. Hippie, of Pierre,
secretary and treasurer. No action
was taken regarding affiliation with
any other exhibitor organization, although some members favored joining with the M. P. T. O.
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utting Deposits

Pantages to Produce

Exchanges Getting Away from
d-Time
Practice — Some
of
Them Don't Insist
umber of the important ex:s have reached the point where
o longer insist on securing addeposits before supplying exs with service.
i understood that the following
iges have practically ceased deng advance deposits: Robert»le, Vitagraph, Fox, Pathe,
[Artists,
Big U,theMetro
and Sethis includes
branches
of
itional distributing companies
The independents, such as
Film, do not even ask for deand extend credit when
it is
•
ither the state law
requiring
Ivance deposits be kept in trust
depositors has had any direct
on the attitude of the exs is a matter difficult to ascerIt is known that the law ina considerable amount of dethe part of the exchanges, so
bookkeeping is concerned.
as gathered yesterday that exs are inclined to
favor
the
system
idea, because
one or
the larger companies are op, locally, on that basis and be-

Long Reported Move Develops — Fred
Quimby Interested in Distribution— Studio
Planned for
Coast
Alexander Pantages, the millionaire
(jreek theater owner, is in New York
closing a deal which means a new
entry into the producing field. That
Pantages would produce pictures has
been reported at various times for
almost two years. The move is now
crystallizing.
At the local Pantages office in the
Fitzgerald Building, General Manager Keefe admitted that the reports
reaching New York from the coast
were correct. He stated that Pantages had been working for the past
three months in rounding out the details of his producing organization.
The plan, it appears is three-fold.
Pantages will make his own pictures;
make others for outside interests and
buy pictures to be shown in his string
of Western and Southern theaters.
He plans to build a large studio in
Los Angeles, where his producing
headquarters will be located. Plans
are now under way for the necessary
changes in the Pantages theaters, to
allow the exhibition of pictures. At
present, there are 42 theaters in the
(Continued

(Continued on Page 6)

Pioneering

w

New Warner Series
To Make 52 One Reelers for Federated Release — No Information
as to Changes
Warner Bros, have closed a contract with Federated Film Exchanges
of America, whereby they will deliver
a series of 52 one reel comedies at
the rate of one a week. This is in
addition to the previously contracted
series of Monte Banks two reelers.
Federated issued a statement covering
lastofweek's
meetings.
Anotheritsseries
one reelers
has been
contracted for, but final details have
not as yet been settled. For that reason, the producer's name is being
withheld.

Big: Holding Unit

Morosco Forms $11,500,000 Company
in Delaware —Shortly
Leaves for Coast
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del. — The Morosco
Holding Corp. has been formed here with
a capitalization of $11,500,000.

The above company will act as a
holding corporation for Morosco
Town, which will include the proposed studio and villages in Hollywood, the Oliver Morosco Prod. Co.
and various theatrical enterprises.
Morosco plans to build a studio to
cover four acres of a 22 acre site he
owns in Hollywood while the remainder will be devoted to villages
The statement did not go into detail as to changes in the territorial of various foreign character.
He leaves for the coast the beginline-up. These changes are understood to be under way. Details may
ning of the week, having cancelled his
European trip for the third time.
be available later.

"A

ack in 1918, WID urged extors to acquaint their public
the names of directors,
at he said on Sunday, Aug18, 1918, is interesting:
Et seems to have been the
ency to look down upon the
ctor, until it finally came to
joint where he could no
jer be denied.
To every exhibitor I want
suggest that they begin imMiately, if they have not done
Li the past to acquaint their
Wlic with the directors who
Ipe the various productions,
nuse stars are dependent
In direction to maintain their
fistige. I want also to urge
I: each exhibitor do everygig possible to bring about
■ apidly as possible the inevit|: condition which will place
I ctor and star in a position
■rightfully secure just what
■' can earn by virtue of their
lit,
and nothing more or
e"

Barry more
We never knew a screen drama to have more power over the emotions
than J. Parker Read Jr.'s next Louise Glaum "A. P." picture, "I Am Guilty!" which is rightly classed as "an American
'Madame
X'." — Advt.

"The Barnstormer" next
Los Angeles — Charles Ray's next
picture
will woman
be "ThewillBarnstormer."
His leading
be Charlotte
Pierce, who lately appeared in a Benjamin B. Hampton production.

Terriss Shooting Dance Scenes
Tom Terriss, who is making
"Boomerang Bill" for Cosmopolitan
Prod., is shooting dance hall scenes
at the Manhattan Casino. Several
hundred extras appear in them.

on

Page 2)

Engaged?

It was reported yesterday that Lionel Barrymore had been engaged by
Famous Players for one of the roles
in "Peter Ibbetson," which is to be
George Fitzmaurice's next production for Famous Players. Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid are reported
slated for the remaining important
roles in the film.
Walter Wanger, production manager at Famous, stated yesterday he
hadn't heard about the Barrymore re"Shame" for Broadway Rurr
port.
It is
that "Shame,-'
new
Foxunderstood
special produced
by Em-a
mett J. Flynn, who made "A Connecticut Yankee," will be given a
Broadway run at $2 prices. There is
some talk that it will go into the
Park, which the Fox organization has
under lease.
Come Early
Those who expect to attend the M.
P. D. A. Ball at the Astor tomorrow
night had better come early if they
expect to appear in the films that will
be shot of the guests. The pictures
will be taken around 10:30 to permit
development for showing the same
night.

isii^A

DAILY

Pantages
to
Produce
(Continued
from Page 1)

Delays are Dangerous

string with
about
five more
under
construction.
Fred C. Quimby, formerly of AsVol. XVI No. 1
Friday. April 1, 1921
Price 5 Cents
sociated Exhibitors, Inc., it tied up
in the deal in a manner that was not
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, definitely learned yesterday. Quimby
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44tli St.,
is just back from the coast. It is
New
N. Y.,
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and understood that he is to figure in the
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- distribution of the product, but this
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and is mere conjecture, since he could not
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising be reached yesterday for a statement.
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Df Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
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Address
all
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to
WID'S
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York, N. Y.
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Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
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Famous
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.. 71

do pfd. ..".
'Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle
kVorld Film

7ilA

?2K>

85^
5%
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86
5J4
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18-K
19&
19
V%
H
3A
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WID'S DAILY from time to time
has published reports of Pantages'
reported entrance into the producing
field. On April 25. 1919, the reports
first circulated. At that time, it was
doubted in New York that Pantages
would enter the manufacturing end
of the business. It was then rumored
that a number of Greek exhibitors
were to be jointly interested in the
company.
On Jan. 13, 1920, this publication,
in a San Francisco dispatch stated
that Pantages was ready to start producing to suonly his houses with an
exclusive line of product. On July
8, 1920, from Seattle came the report
that Pantages was making arrangements to renovate all of his theaters
to permit showing of films. These
plans called for the installation of projection machines and Wurlitzer
organs. The plans, as then stated
was to show pictures and vaudeville
at the prices formerly secured for
vaudeville only.

Theater for Legimitate Shows
The theater talked of for the southeast corner of 7th Ave. and 50th St.,
is
a
reality.
Earl Carroll will build it
To Cost $4,000,000
to house his own legitimate shows.
Philadelphia — The
option
on
the
The Tribune in commenting on the
>roperty on Locust St. between Broad deal yesterday said, in one part:
ind 15th, selected as the site for the
"The 7th Ave. and 50th St. corner
lew Griffith Theater, has been taken was
intended for improvement with
ip by the
Philadelphia
Properties
a moving' picture theater. Several
which is to be the holding com- months ago interests associated with
pany for the proposed house.
Includ- the Strand, at Broadway and 47th St.
ng land and theater, the project will wire dickering for possession of the
epresent an investment close on to property. The deal was said to have
4,0 iii.OOO.
advanced to the point of closing when
According to present plans ground a detail developed which deferred
vill be broken about June 1st. The the transaction, which in time was
louse should be ready for occupaion bv the fall.
abandoned."
Walton Buys Out Perry
Meade
Joins J. Eugene
Pearce
Charles Walton has bought George
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Perrv's
interest in the George Perry
Atlanta— C. A. Meade has taken M. P. Service
at 101 W. 45th St. and
:harge of the Atlanta offices of Pearce will operate it as the Charles Walton
Films,, whose guiding spirit is J. Eu- M. P. Service. The concern reprejene Pearce of New Orleans, owner
sents players.
»f the Federated franchise for New
Orleans and Atlanta territory. Meade
v well known through his long conlection with Pathe and Vitagraph.
For the past two years lie has been
>perating in the independent field.
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Toronto, Ont.
Wid's

Daily:

Enclosed please find cheque
for $10 for which please enter
my name on your subscription
list.
If you made a rule that
"Wid's" was "not transferrable" you would get a lot more
tens. I have been saving money
reading second-hand copies, but
delays are dangerous.
Yours very truly,
J. L. HUNTER,
Asso. Producers.

Annual

Report

Out

The National Association's annual
report for 1919-1920 has been issued.
It covers the activities of the various
committees during that period.
Switches
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Here

Johnston McCulley, author of "
Mark of Zorro," is in town. H
stopping at the Astor.
Connecticut

Rejects

Sunday

Clo:

Connecticut's stand on the Sun
opening question was conveyed to
National Association in advices f:
Hartford yesterday to the effect
Plans Paris Theater
n.
GoldwySeiwyn
the Senate Judiciary Committee
Arch Seiwyn of Seiwyn and Co., reported unanimously against the
who has just returned from Paris, introduced by Senator Brown pro
will build a large picture theater on ing for a repeal of the existing
the Madelaine, in Paris, France, the which permits local option.
house to be modeled along the lines
of the New York Capitol.
Marmcnt With Bennett
Percy Marmont will play a prominent role in "The Price," the famous
Helen Ware vehicle that will be filmed as a Whitman Bennett Prod.
Marmont has just concluded playing
opposite Corinne Griffith in "What's
Your Reputation Worth?"

THEATRE

MANAGER
and

PRESS AGENT
of ability now managing a
New York theatre desires to
make a change. What can
any reliable owner offer to an
A-l moral, refined theatre

RITCHEY

pesters

sell

more tickets than any other motion picture poster
made. It is unnecessary to
add further reasons for
their flse.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

manager,

press agent and exploitation manager. References of the finest. Address
Theatre Manager. 327 West
55th St., New York City.
sill
IgiSfeafSSs'gS F22

Producer of Human Productions
For Which the Public Has Proven a Preference
Address care Wid's Daily,

Johnston McCulley

Los
Angeles — Rita
Weiman
has
been engaged by Famous Players.
Miss
Weiman
was
recently
with

Harry! Beaumont

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Made in England, with an Ameri
star and director. Distributed 1
by — deal not closed yet.

Hollywood, Calif.

CAMERAMEN
Furnished for all purposes. .J
CINEfiiSOCIETY
UNITED TOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Building
Phone Bryant 6558
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Coast Brevities

Putting It Over
Here is how * brother exhibor put his show over.
Send
long your ideas.
Let the other
rllow know
how you cleaned
ooklyn, N. Y. — During the show
of
"The Last of the Mohicans"
le
ed Strand, Manager Hyman ara novelty which
he
called
: Prologue Coloniale." One of
shots in the film shows a Colointerior set. When the film
hed this shot, a drop fell over the
en, and the curtains parted disng a Colonial stage setting, with
)lonial family grouped before the
lace. A Colonial costumed tenor

-*m

(Special, to

WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood,
Cal.— "The
Truant"
has been started at Universal City as
a starring vehicle for Frank Mayo.
"The Woman Next Door," a Metro special, is to be directed by Bayard Veiller.
Louise Lorraine has been signed
to support Jack Perrin, leading man
for one
of Universal's
"western"
units.
A. R. Thompson, who has just been
commissioned a director at Universal
City, is at work on his first production, a two reel western in which
Hoot Gibson is being featured.

After an illness of four weeks, two
; "Cellina My Own" and then a of which were spent at a hospital,
ile in Colonial garb danced "The Gladys Walton has returned to UniIowa Gavotte."
versal City, where she will begin work
he novelty only interrupted the
a few moments, and gave in flesh on "The Man Tamer."
blood a picture that had been
While directing a scene for a forthoduced
coming Hallroom Boys comedy to
screen. from Cooper's book upon
follow "High and Dry," Herman C.
Raymaker fell from a high, cornice of
and Junction, Colo.— Taking part
ic activities of his home town to a building, suffering injuries to his
extent of throwing open his the- right side.
i for the free entertainment
of
James Kirkwood and Ann Forrest
of town guests at conventions, will play the leading role in George
tings and other functions, has
next special production for.
up a splendid matinee business Melford's
Paramount, "The Great ImpersonaDie Nelson, manager of the Ma- story. tion," from E. Phillips Oppenheim's
le He keeps in touch with all the
iiches, clubs, and societies, and adlises the free entertainment
for
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle has re
attending.
The result is that turned from New York and will start
theater is mentioned in press ac- work Monday at the Lasky Studio
its of the gathering, and he can under the direction of James Cruze
always count on good boosts on "Gasoline Gus," which Walter
i the recipents of his courtesy, Woods adapted from George ■ Patcites a recent example
in "The tullo's story.
Knife Man," with which he did
William D. Taylor has completed
ptionally well after a convention
mittee had publicly thanked him the filming of "Wealth," his latest
production starring Ethel
'One of the most wholesome and Paramount
Clayton, and is now busily engaged
'eating pictures they had seen."
for the start of work tomorrow on
"The Lifted Veil," another vehicle
:lanta — An exploitation campaign for
Miss Clayton.
h made full use of the possibility of the Howard Theater Motion
Lon Chaney and Leatrice Joy, who
'iure News, an eight-page paper,
h used by the management of the had the leading roles in "The Night
Rose," recently completed at GoldIVard in putting over "Prisoners wyn,
have been cast to play in Waljf.ove." On the cover was a porlace Worsley's next picture, an origof Betty Compson with the
inal story by Gouverneur Morris
tee of her first picture and its
»1 ing date at the Howard. Half tentatively known as "The Ace of
f second page was devoted to an
1:1 e on Miss Compson, with por- Hearts."
Bill Wing, who was formerly
f. On the third page was the pro- scenario editor for the Selig studios,
pyl, and on the fifth page sketches has been engaged by Eddy Eckels,
iffhe players in support of the star.
r^> house organ was distributed to president and general manager of the
Independent Films Association, to
iaons of the theater for a week in write
screen stories for Neal Hart,
icmce of the showing, and certainly Pete Morrison, Ray Gallagher and
Tised a desire to see the picture on
I part of those who read the pro- Max Roberts, who are producing pictures for the Eckels' enterprises.
s'n account of the film and the
GAUSMAN
ges
itan
Dsmopol le PCrohda,n will release
t
i
s
(
eT
Bride' Play" as "The Bride . of
imor." Marion Davies is stagrred
|iss Daviets," is now
workin
on
n
e
m
e
t
h
n
"1 chnaent
whic
will be linthge
P'na
title of "nMealny
Hand
Forrest
Sta
came
on
n California to play opposite Miss
ies. Robert C. Vignola is direct-

Studio
For
Rent
Close to New York Cityone of the finest studios in the
East. Room to accommodate
from eight to ten companies.
Completely equipped with the
best and most modern equipment for making fine pictures.
Laboratory close by. This is
a big opportunity for up-to-date
producers who will have nothing but the best results. Get
in touch today.
h 0,St.,WINe
D'wS York
71 West
F-3
Box 44t

Fischer Buys "Parish Priest"
The Exhibitors' Film Exchange of
Milwaukee, B. K. Fischer, manager
has acquired the rights to "The Parish Priest" for Wisconsin.
Ingram's Next a Balzac Story
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — Rex Ingram's
next
pictore for Metro, it is understood
will be a version of a famous Balzac
novel, name unknown.

iSESSM
JhiS^Sic

— a)t<ffii
Friday, Aoril 1, 1!

Reciprocity
So

It's A Necessity
Says Samuel Goldwyn, While
London — Speaks of the International Picture
(Special

to

WID'S

the Keynote
Carrick In London
in Launching Joint Producing and Exporting Scheme — Would Mean
British- American Alliance

DAILY)

London, Eng. — "Great Britain, and
France and Italy and Germany have
all got to produce international pictures, too; and there will have to be
a good deal more reciprocity between
us all than there has been in the
past,"
Samuel
Goldwyn
an
interviewsays published
in The inFilm
Renter.
Goldwyn left here recently
for Italy.
Speaking
of the cost of production,
Goldwyn
that "although
salaries have comesaiddown,
the total cost

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

London — Allyn B. Carrick of New
York is here representing the British-American Film Producers Alliance, Inc., of New York. Carrick is
here looking over the field preparatory to launching a joint producing
and exporting organization which he
says is to involve both American and
British producing units. He plans to
act as production manager and make
pictures in England during the summer. Apparently Carrick bases his
plans on the friendship existing between America and Britain. He hopes
to place at least 26 British pictures a
year in the States and it is in connection with the securing of product thai
he is here.

I of film production has increased from
200 to 400 per cent."
It is generally understood here that
i Goldwyn's trip is for the purpose of
annexing more authors to write directly for the screen. It is also un(Special to WID'S DAILY)
derstood that he is of the opinion that
i'over, Del. — The British-American
his organization can amply fill its Film Producers Alliance, Inc., is a
producing needs at its Los Angeles $300,000 corporation formed here in
I .
studio and that, for the present at October.
least, no European production is con218 Theaters in Berlin
templated.

New Italian Units
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Rome — A number of new Italian
film companies have been launched.
One is the Rosa Film Co., now capitalized at 6,000,000 lire. Another is
a company which will make educational pictures and news weeklies exclusively. The V. I. S. is the name of
a third organization with a capitalization of 3,500,000 lire. This unit
will make historical pictures based on
Dante's Divine Comedy.
Foreign Rights Sold
"The Blue Fox" is the tentative
title for the Ann Little serial which
will be state righted through Arrow.
The first three episodes have been
shown and the following foreign
rights have already been sold:
J. Pearson
Co. of China,
Bombay,"
for
India,
Burmah, & Ceylon,
Japan,
Dutch East Indies, Strait Settlements, Philippine Islands, Siam and
Federated Malay States; L. H. Allen
of New York for Argentine, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela,
Guianas, Central America, Panama
Canal Zone, Mexico, Cuba, Porto
Rico, Santa Domingo, Hayti, Spain
and Portugal.

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Berlin — The "Film Express," the
international edition of the "Lichtbild
Buhne," says:
"All together there are at present
218 cinema theaters in Berlin, which
have a seating capacity of about
83,700 people. Only one cinema theater has less than 100 seats and one
over 4,000. The next big one seat*
1,800, another one 1,600 and three
1,500 people. As there are two performances daily 167,000 persons can
visit a cinema performance in a working day, that is about a 12th part of
the population of Berlin."
Favors Banning Hamon Films
The following has been
received
from O. W. Larson, manager of the
Princess Theater Co., Odebolt. Iowa:
"Mighty glad to note that San Francisco
exhibitors have passed resolutions against
the showing of any pictures featuring Clara
Smith Hamon. Every exhibitor ought to
pass a mental resolution to the same effect
and most of them will. It's about time that
notorious characters were left out of pictures for this practice has hurt the industry
as much as any other in my opinion.
Al in
Jennings,
Evelyn
bit"Films
Thaw featuring
and others
the same
class Nesare
a mighty poor advertisement to any business. Believe exhibitors and producers are
getting down to brass tacks at last and believe that as soon as this movement is general the danger of censorship will be practically done away
with."

Joe Fine to Start Agency
Joe Fine, for four years in the adBefore and After
vertising department of Universal,
Both a prologue and an epilogue has resigned to start an advertising
will be used with a motion picture at agency for the trade. It will be
the Capitol next week for the pre- known as the Joe Fine Service, with
in No. 347 5th Ave., New
sentation of"The Cabinet of Dr. Cal- offices
York.
igari."

STATE »nd FOREIGN
RIGHTS
SELLING

NOW

Guts and Flashes

First Showing of "Bob Hamptt
Detroit — Arrangements are b

Universal has purchased "Little completed by Marshall Neilan F
Culley.
Erolinda," a novel by Johnston Mc- with the office of Associated
National, distributors of "Bob Ha
"Reputation," the Universal-Jewel ton of Placer," for the initial, pre
starring Priscilla Dean, will be ready tation of this film before the
for release about the middle of April.
nants of Custer's famous Sev
The title of William Farnum's
latest picture for Fox is "His Great-

Regiment.

est Sacrifice."
Milton
Crandall, director of exploitation for Equity, has returned
from Altoona, Pa., where he worked
on behalf of "Hush."
The Empire Film

Exchange

World's Rights
For Sale
Unreleased Negativ

of

Chicago has bought "Every Woman's
Problem" for Northern Illinois and
Inc.
Indiana from Plymouth Pictures.

Contracts have been signed with
PROVEN
the Allen Brothers, Ltd., of Canada,
An
unusual
two
reel dramatic
giving them the sole distribution of
production
with
five male charap
"The Hope Diamond Mystery" for
tense and interesting story.
Canada.
Johnny Hines will make a number
of personal appearances at the Loew
theaters in connection with his latest

BONE

CF CONTENTK

A two reel domestic production
with excellent night scenes and
locations in a juvenile naval carnl

comedy, "Torchy's Double Triumph."
One -of the principal players in
FELLOW SElfc
Mary Pickford's "Through the Back REGULAR
Door" is John Harron, brother of the Two one reel juvenile comedies §
late Robert Harron.
founded on the famous Jean
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp. has con- Bryne cartoon series.
tracted with C. Edward Hatton for
SLAP STICK COMEDII
26 two-reel western pictures. They
will be released as Star Ranch West- Three two reel comedy produl
erns.
featuring the famous Jimmy Tlj
son the smiling Hobo.
Sales Confabs
J. S. Jossey, special representative
of Arrow, is in New York to attend
a series of sales conferences which Bryant 0248
117 West 46th
are being held daily. Clinton M.
:
White is here for the same purpose.

Fidelity Pictures Ci
-

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Ready for lease in whole or in part April 1st.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager!
Personally on ground

TO

IT'S TOWN

THINGS

TALK

MEN

DO"

i

M. WI
B.RESCHLESINCj*
OR WRI'S
802
Times
Buildin
Phone
Bryant 585
New York City

The Love Story of Janis Clayton
And The Sister of Janis Clayton
Both Beautiful
Hope Hampton Productions, Inc.
presents

"Love's Penalty"
Story and Direction
by JOHN

GILBERT

Exclusively Distributed by

ASSOCIATED

FIRST NATIONAL

EXCHANGE

DAILY

Chase Heads Buffalo Exchanges
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

jM^JExhibitors

Cutting Deposits

(Continued
from Page 1)
B,uffaIo, N. Y. — Maurice A. Chase
of Universal has been elected presi- cause in the face of increased comdent of the Motion Picture Exchange
petition the remaining distributors
Managers' Ass'n of Buffalo. T. E. find they must keep in line with whatever advanced steps are made.
Gommersal of Fox was acting presiThat idea has not affected all of
dent.
them, however. Famous Players still
insists upon advance deposits and the
-ayment of all films, at least seven
days in advance of bookings. First
National of New York states its subfranchise system does away with advance deposits.
The Theater Owners' Chamber of
Commerce has been fighting for
credit for some time past. When the
$5,000 trust fund was established recently, United Artists waived demands for advance deposits and extended credits to T. O. C. C. members. A T. O. C. C. official stated
FOR
RENT
yesterday that this trust fund covChoice office with vault space
ered activities so far as some of the
and cutting room.
Rent
other exchanges were concerned,
reasonable
while in the case of the remaining
number he stated there was a verbal
Phone Bryant 1110
agreement which protected the exchanges from defaulting exhibitors.
Because of the manner in which various companies divide the local terWANTED
ritory, a considerable number of exhibitors are involved. For example,
cooper-hewitt
the local Robertson-Cole exchange
covers all of Greater New York,
floor"banks
Northern New Jersey, Long Island
Write full particulars and price
and as far north as the Canadian borAddress
B-61, care Wid's
der. Goldwyn, Pioneer and Realart
operate in the same manner. They
also take in Connecticut. Others like
Famous Players go about half way
up the state and the Albany exchange
picks up the business from that point.
OF
THE
TRADE
Some of the managers of the exchanges involved did not care to be
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOS
quoted yesterday. Henry Siegel of
READY REFERENCE
Select had no comment to make; Irving Schmertz of Fox took the same
ACCOUNTANTS
attitude,
as did Robertson-Cole.
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
George Uffner at Universal stated
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brei A"«New York City.
Hollywood. P-* his company extended no credits
whatsoever, inasmuch as the business
ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
was purely a cash one. He added
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
that the company formulated its polThe Screen Bulletin
icy regarding advance deposits ac904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5506
cording to the character and integrity
ARTISTS AND ART TITLES
of the exhibitor involved.
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
W. E. Raynor of Pathe could not
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
be reached for a statement. Moe
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 679t
Streimer, local maanger for United
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOHBB
Artists, said that under the agreeArt Titles
ment his organization held with the
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5613
T. O. C. C. no advance deposits were
BROKERS
sought.

DIRECTORY

MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg.. Los Angeles

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3448CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3766
H. J. Streyckmans,
Genera! Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATOK1U.8,
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee 221

Recover Stolen Films
Three men were arrested in the
Hotel America Wednesday night,
charged with having $13,000 worth
of stolen films in their possession.
The films, the police say, were a print
of "The Kid," alleged to have been
stolen in Boston last Saturday, and

an episode of "The Lost City."
The prisoners gave their names as
Nathan Nathanson, David Hochtman
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
and Henry Pasquale, the latter living
Motion Picture Specialists
at the America. The police assert
»» East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 948 hat Pasquale said he intended exhibitPROSPECT
PRESS
ing the Chaplin film at a theater he
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070 owns in Havana, and was dickering
STUDIOS
over the price when the detectives
broke
in. It is alleged that Pasquale
aoliiE STUDIO
AND
LAB„ INC.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71H has been buying stolen film in New
York for the past year.
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mora. 4911
PRINTERS
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Own Box Of fie
Valuation on Pictures

They Tell What Productions Made Money for Them a
Pleased Their Patrons
SOWING

THE

WIND

"An excellent picture that played to big crowds. Everyone li
it." — William E. Drumbar, Riviera Theatre, Knoxville, Term.
MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE
"Played to immense crowds. Press and public tremendoi
enthusiastic over this spectacular picture." — Stanley Theatre, PI
delphia.
THE
KID
"Broke all box office records at this theatre. The audiences v
delighted."— Stanley Chambers, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kas.
PASSION
"Played it at $1.00 admission to largest audiences in histor
house. It was acclaimed a triumph in art and held the specta,
spellbound. Box office records broken." — Stanley G. Warrick, Fpj
ion Beaux Arts, West Palm Beach, Fla.
THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

"A real masterpiece.
Raised admission and didn't have a
Patrons declared it was the best picture in months." — Heinsohni
Westberry, Sylvia Theatre, Sylvester, Ga.
DON'T

EVER

MARRY

"Oh, Boy!
Here's a real one.
Played to capacity with 10(1
cent satisfaction.
To play pictures like this one is like getting mkj
from Uncle Bim Gump." — J. C.
Neligh, Neb.
THE NOTORIOUS

Jenkins,
MISS

Auditorium
LISLE

"This is a very good picture.
Katherine MacDonald
star." — Louis J. Frana, Olympic Theatre, Calmar, la.
THE

PERFECT

Thtire,1

is ainej

WOMAN

"A good picture. Constance Talmadge certainly does delivc'the;
goods. Have run all her pictures and never had a poor one. exhibitors who have not used her pictures are doing themselveiandi
their patrons an injustice." — T. Henry Hartley, Border Theatre, ock
Island, Quebec, Can.

First National Attractions

I
everyivhei*

That's another reason why

tjhere'll be a Franchise

BRADSTREET
FILMDOM

XVI

7/feRECOCHIZED

Authority

No. 2
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Price 5 Cents

Leave Monday

ants injunction

To
Attend
Rochester
Convention —
Bimberg Seeking to Hold ReSession to Open After Word is
e of "The Black Panther's
Received from
Albany
Cub" — Claims Contract
Exhibitors and excbangenicn who
Tribune Prod, is suing the
d Cinema Corp. for an injuncplan to attend the Rochester convention will leave New York at 4:30 on
straining the leasing or exhiMonday
afternoon in special cars
>f the Florence Reed film, "The
from Grand Central. The convention
Panther's Cub," or the offering
film in which Miss Reed apof
the New
York scheduled
State Exhibitors'
League
is officially
to o
iii the ground that Tribune has
in
Rochester
on
Tuesday
and run
-act for her services and that
through
Thursday.
a "unique and inimitable acThe
hearing
on the proposed Clayid no other can take her place."
ton-Lusk censorship bill will be held
complaint filed in the Supreme
alleges that the contract made
in Albany on Tuesday. For that realiss Reed for her services in
son the exhibitors' convention will
not open until word is received from
Y Alexander J. Bimberg, secand treasurer of Tribune, and
Albany as to the outcome at the hearing. The exhibitors will meet on
VI. Stahl, was transferred to
e.
Tuesday, as per schedule, and then
adjourn until word is received from
>erg states that her contract
films to be made until 1922,
the capitol.
at she obtained advances of
The exchangemen of Boston. Newon her agreement to fulfill her
York, Albany. New Haven and Buft.
falo are also planning
a conveni
(Continued
on Fage 2)
>erg says that Miss Reed made
lode of Honor," "Woman UnTo Attend Montreal Showing
til," "Her Game"
and "Eterither," but in June last she failparty ofleftFamous
andA officials
at 7:25 Players'
last nightstars
for
feply to letters and telegrams
Montreal to attend the opening today
when she would be ready to
of the Capitol theater there. Those
ler next picture.
He says he
who have gone are:
ed the
private
showing
of
Elsie Ferguson, Alice Brady, JusJlack Panther's
Cub"
at the
tine Johnstone, Hope Hampton,
Square theater en Feb. 15 by
Grace
Valentine, Doris Kenyon, SyDn of W. K. Ziegfeld,
presi- She stood at the bar to confess her crime. And then — This biggest scene
bil Carmen, Betty Carpenter. Edna
f the defendant
corporation,
in "I Am Guilty!" J. Parker Read Jr.'s next Louise Glaum p.cture, hits
Wheaton, Louise Prussing. Gladys
ieves state rights for the film the emotions with the blow of a trip-hammer. — Advt.
Coburn,
Florence Dixon. Gypsy
jv being sold.
iegfeld Cinema it was claimed
O'Brien, Dorothy Cummings. Thomhen Miss Reed signed with
as Meighan, I anus Crane, H. D. H.
Are Being
Elim- Clara
Kimball
Young
Series to Be Connick. J. P. Bickell, Walter Wanganization no contract with Claim That They
inated by Certain Distributors
Handled
Through
Newly
imberg existed.
ger, S. R. Kent, Thomas V. Clark,
Formed Company
Met With Denial
Jr., Mr. and Airs. Emile E. Shauer,
Equity Pictures has closed a deal Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lowe, Jules
Mien, Cleveland, Opens
Following the publication in WID'S
DAILY of the attitude of certain ex- with a newly formed Canadian com- Brulatour and Jerome Beatty.
Special to WID'S DAILY)
changes towards the elimination of
pany, the Equity Pictures Corp., Ltd..
land — The Allen cheater, the advance deposits in the New York
of Montreal, for the distribution of
Metro Forms Special Company
f the chain of Allen Theaters,
Metro
has incorporated a special
territory,
there
was
considerable
disthe
Clara
Kimball
Young
series
of
ened here last night. After
cussion in film circles yesterday.
corporation
to handle the showings
pictures
in
the
entire
Dominion.
t performance there was dancIt was learned from reliable sources
The officers of the company are: of "The Four Horsemen of the Apoche theater rotunda from 11 to
ck.
that certain companies named as hav- Sam Arnovitz, president; Maurice N.
alypse" in a number of big cities
ing practically ceased asking for ad- Davis, vice-president and general throughout the country. The comvance deposits still adhere to the for- manager, and Irving Stuart, secretary
pany was chartered in Albany and is
mer practice of asking for deposits. and treasurer. A number of branches
J A Prediction
A rather peculiar situation developed are planned for the principal cities in known as the Four Horsemen Exhibition Corp. The company is capimday, November
23, 1919,
with distributing heads of various
talized at $5,000.
) said:
province.
"She
Played
and
Paid,"
companies so far as statements for each
a Joan Film Sales release, has also
text year there will be
publication were concerned. No com- been bought.
Moved to Astor
! than thirty capable crepany involved cared to make a state"The Four Horsemen" moves from
ment inasmuch as it wras assumed
'., directors and stars selling
product individually, which
the Lyric to the
Astor
tomorrow
It Happens Tonight
that were any company to issue a flat
mean about one hundred
denial the impression might follow
AsDirectors'
idid special features to be
Picture
The Motion
sociation ball takes
place
in the Gold night.
that that company was not eliminatNeilan
Back
strictly on their merits."
ing advance deposits, as claimed.
Room of the Astor tonight. Close to
From those who should know it
Marshall Neilan has returned from
2,000 people identified with the picwas learned that contrary to whatture industry in various capacities are Florida where he shot exteriors for
ever has been claimed, certain of the
"The Lotus Eaters" in which John
expected to attend.
One of the features of the evening
companies are still insisting upon ad"Mickey" has
is toof star.
vance deposits.
will be a dance by Doraldina.
aBarrymore
beautiful coal
tan.

Regarding Deposits
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ment.1
"The Bureau of Explosives files a
complaint with me today," says the
letter, "that two boys carrying film
from two well known exchanges to a
theater were apprehended in the subway and their case is receiving consideration of the authorities at the
present time. It is absolutely imperative that you take this matter up at
once wih your shipping departments
to avoid a recurrence of this offence."
The boys referred to were employed by a Brooklyn theater.

Saturday, April 2,

Leave Monday

Warns Exchanges*!

Nat'l Assn. Takes Action When Explosives Bureau Complains of
Film Shipments
Violations of the law against carrying films in the subway have caused
the transportation committee of the
National Association to issue a warning against a repetition of the offence.
A letter signed by P. H. Stilson,
chairman of the committee, has been
sent to every member calling attention to the fact that it is illegal to
transport films under any conditions
i" the subway systems and that any
one violating the rule is subject to a
heavy penalty and possible imprison-

DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)

in Rochester, to be held at the same
time the exhibitors meet. About 30
members of the local F, I. L. M.
Club, of which I. E. Chadwick is
president, will leave here on Monday
and about 40 members of the Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce.
It is expected that the sales managers
of some of the larger companies will
attend the conventions.

Hearing on Tuesday
D.

W.
Griffith Among
Those
to
Speak Against Censorship in
Albany — Situation Serious
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — Among those who
will appear here Tuesday at the hearing on the Clayton-Lusk bill and will
speak in opposition to its passage will
be D. W. Griffith, Thomas Dixon,
Mayor Canfield of Kingston and Sophie Irene
Loeb of the State Child's
Welfare
Association.

Assemblyman Walter F. Clayton,
the introducer of the bill in the Assembly, said yesterday:
"I am profoundly convinced that
Last
my bill will have the effect of increas86%
1st Nat'l Week in Milwaukee
Bid. Asked. Sale
ing the attendance at the movie thea(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Famous Players . . 71
72y2 71
ters from 10-20% for the reason that
Milwaukee
—
First
National
Week
do pfd
86
86%
thousands of people in the State of
closes today in this territory.
New York will not attend the movies
*Goldwyn
4%
$A
••<
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
and will not allow their children to
Add Link
attend the theaters because they do
Loew's, Inc
18&
19^4
18&
Triangle
3A
Yi
3A
not know the character of the pic(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
Not quoted
World Film
Pittsburgh— The Blatt Brothers,
tures that are being shown, consewho operate the Star in East Brady,
quently exery exhibitor of motion pic**Quotations by H. Content & Co. have taken over the Colonial, Sharpstures in the state should be as hearville. The new owners contemplate
tily in favor of my bill as I am myself. We hope to reach the producer,
extensive improvements.

Quotations

Branching Out

Jans Entertained
Douglas and Scheuer, Inc., who
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
have hitherto confined their activities
Portland,
Ore. — Herman
F
to state right selling of pictures, an- was entertained at lunch while here.
nounce their entry into the produc- Executives of Jensen and Von Her
Jans
ing field, having just completed a five
own "Madonnas
berg,
for thewhoNorthwest,
attended.and Men'
reeler, "Easy to Get." The story is
by Frank Beresford. The picture
Crafts on Tour
was directed by W. A. Douglas, who
manager
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
was at one time production
for Pathe.
Washington — Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts,
This feature is the first of a series of the International Reform Bureau,
of 12 which will be handled in the has left for a trip through the Middle West "to inform and arouse and
United States and Canada by a wellto express public sentiment in behalf
known distributing organization. For- of
moral measures coming up in the
retained by Doug- new Congress relating to interstate
will beInc.
laseign
and rights
Scheuer,
The story and continuity for the gambling, divorce, and especially the
second feature have been selected and enforcement of the film producers'
new exclusion standards."
production will be started soon.
Washington Bills Killed
Bennett
Signs Dorothy Farnum
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Wash. — The state censorMiss Dorothy Farnum has just hadOlympia,
been introduced into the Washsigned a contract by which she will
ington legislature, were killed in cornbecome exclusive scenario writer for
ship and Sunday closing laws, which
all the Whitman Bennett Prod.
mittee last week.

the exhibitors."
notGovernor
Miller has definitely
stated that he favors a strict picture
censorship.
Sydney S. Cohen issued a lengthy
statement regarding his organization's stand. Extracts from his statement follow:
"Our organization represents the
motion picture theater owners of the
State of New York and is not to be
confused with other unorganized and
try.
irresponsible combinations presuming
to talk for the motion picture indus-

"We serve notice on all producers
that we want clean and wholesome
pictures and we do not want unclean
or sensational exhibitions. We want
the public to make the distinction between the producer and the theater
owner. We, the theater owners,
make no pictures — they do.
"This bill if enacted into law will
put out of business because of the extra taxation, a few hundred small
theaters throughout the state who
cannot pass extra cost back to their
patrons because of the business deCensors Planned for Portland, Ore.
pression now prevailing, particularly
(Special to WID'S

f (&cUvc<ztLcrnci£ O-tctuAJiA^

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

DAILY)

Portland, Ore. — Film men of the
Northwest and exhibitors of Portland gathered here this week to oppose the passing of a city ordinance
calling for a paid censor board, the
expenses of which should be met by
taxing film companies $2 per reel for
every picture shown in Portland.
Consideration of th'e ordinance was
postponed until next week.

in mill and factory centers."
That Tournament
Bert Adler, speaking for Ben S.
Moss, said yesterday that the latter
would give Harry H. Buxbaum a 10
point handicap in connection with the
hand-ball tournament that starts next
week. Further, said Adler, the members are willing to bet as high as
$1,000 at 2 to 1. Money on Moss.

STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNER |
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATE
ETC.,
REQUIRED
BY THE
AC
CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 191
Of "WID'S
DAILY,"
published
di
New York, N. Y., for April 1, 1921.
State of New York,
)
.
County of New York, \
A.
Before me, a notary
public, in ai
the State and County
aforesaid, pen
appeared
Joseph
Dannenberg,
who,
been duly sworn according to law, d (
and says that he is the Managing Ed d
the "WID'S DAILY," and that the fol 3
is, to the best of his knowledge and ,|
a true statement of the ownership, rr.
ment (and if a daily paper, the circul
etc., of the aforesaid
publication
ft V
date shown
in the above caption, rt K
by the Act of August 24th, 1912, embo
section 443, Postal Laws
and Regit
printed on the reverse of this form, to \U
1.
That the names
and addresses

a

publisher, editor, managing editor, an. r
ness managers are :
Publisher, "Wid's Films & Film
Inc., 71 West 44th St., New York,
Editor, Joseph Dannenberg, 71 West 4
New York, N. Y. ; Managing Editor,
Dannenberg, 71 West 44th St., New
N. Y. ; Business Manager, John V
coate, 71 West 44th St., New York, I
2. That
owners
Film
Folk,"theInc.,
71 are:
West "Wid's
44th StI
York, 44th
N. Y.St.,
; F.
("Wid")
West
NewC. York,
N. Y.Gunn
; J<
Alicoate, 71 West 44th St., New Y<
Y.
Dannenberg,
71 West 4'
New; Joseph
York, N.
Y.
3. That the known bondholders, :
gees and other security holders owl
holding 1 per cent or more of total
of
bonds, mortgages, or other securit
None.

5E
11

si

4. That the two paragraphs next C:
giving the names of the owners, st<
ers, security holders, if any, contain 1
the list of stockholders and security J
as they appear upon the books of tl
pany, but also in cases where the stO(
or security holder appears upon the t
the company as trustee or in an;
fiduciary relation, the name of the It
or corporation for whom such trt
acting, is given ; also that the si
paragraphs contain statements en
affiants full knowledge and belief as *
circumstances and conditions unde>
stockholders and security holders who
appear upon the books of the com:
trustees, hold stock and securities
pacity other than that of a bona fide
and this affiant has no reason to beli
any other person, association, or cor
has any interest direct or indirect I
said stock, bonds or other securities
so stated by him.
DC
5. That the average number of c
each issue of this publication sold ot
uted, through the mails or otherwise,
subscribers
during the six months
the date shown above is 4,008.
JOSEPH
DANNENBERG,
Sworn
to and subscribed
before
31st day of March, 1921.
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(My commission expires March 30tl
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The best in motion pictui
posters is the RITCHE
poster. It's the best sir)
ply because it sells
most tickets.

RITCHE1
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8:
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Incorporations

ews
N
rthe'
No. 27

A, NEB. — Daring
aviator tries out
',?
plane! theLieutenant
Bowen,
aviation
greatest life
career Jr.,
for
f man.
MORE, MD.— Final homage to Caribbons.
The old Cathedral
is the
f a solemn
requiem
mass as mortal
of James
Cardinal
Gibbons
lie in
Crowds
gather
outside
the Catheger to see the body of the Cardinal.
STORK CITY — America's songs help
people in bonds of unity and under;. Immigrants are taught national
the city's evening elementary schools.
ITALY — America buys Italian warrial flight of the dirigible "Roma" is
1 the presence
of Italian and U. S.
, FRANCE; — Millerand tours East
French President
gets and
"acquainted"
countrymen
in eastern
southern
{EN. N. J.— Will $25,000,000 go to
Pathe News presents exclusive picinveying a vivid idea of the tremenBt of upkeep of the Leviathan, lying
dock for over 2 years. By special
on of U. S. Shipping Board.

rers' School for Paramount
mount will start a class for
B April 15 in the home office.
lass, which will be under the
in of Fred F. Creswell, will
three weeks.
iwing the class for bookers, it
Kent's
plansalesmen.
to inaugurate
the
class for
Present
all for 40 members of this class
my of the students will be
from outside the Famous
•' selling force.
ty of Cleveland Buys Block
Producers Security Corp. has
e Hugh Dierker film, "When
Came,"
to the Equity
Photoo. of Cleveland
for Ohio
and
ky.
ie of Star Hollow," "Midnight
"Outlawed" and "Battlin'
id "The Call from the Wilds"
so been sold to Equity.
:d Signs for Comedy Series
first series of pictures to be
I by the Allied Distributing
will be 12 two reel comedies
Alexander Alt and Helen
, produced by the Union Film

Albany, N. Y. — Premier Distributing Corp., New York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators: J. L. Watson,
C. B. McBride and T. E. Halle, 37
Wall St.
Dover, Del.— Jackson Motion Picture Corp. Capital $1,500,000. Incorporators: T. L. Croteau, S. E.
Dill and M. A. Bruce, Wilmington.
Dover, Del. — The Pathescope Co.
of Chicago. Capital $100,000. Incorporators: T. L. Croteau, M. A. Bruce
and S. E. Dill, Wilmington.
Albany, N. Y.— Folio Films, New
York. Capital $100,00. Incorporators: A. Ross, W. J. Russell, and A.
E. Baerman, 2648 E. 21st., Brooklyn.
Albany, N. Y. — Weinsall Amusement Co., Brooklyn. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators: W. Knecht, E. Liebert,
and T. Mullan, 256 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y. — Pordell Projector,
New York. Capital 1,000 shares
common stock, no par value, active
capital $5,000. Incorporators: W. E.
Waddell, E. M. Porter and B. C.
Elliott, 1400 Broadway.

Must Pay Tax
Washington — Tom Moore,
well known theater owner, has
presented President Harding
with a pass, made of gold, to all
the Moore theaters.
Curiously enough, Mr. Hardhavetheater
to payadmissions,
the 10'/'
war ing
taxwill on
as long as the Federal statute
remains in force.

Rialto Anniversary April 17
Music week will be celebrated
throughout New York during the
week beginning Sunday, April 17th,
in schools, music clubs, studios, business lu. uses and the theaters. '1 he
Rialto will also celebrate its fifth anweek. Speduring thatboth
i ial music niversary
numbers,
vocal and
instrumental, are being prepared by
Hugo Riesenfeld for the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion.
Manning Prod, at Schlank Plant

Authors' League Banquet April 11
The annual
banquetInc.,
of the
League
of America,
will Authors'
be held
at the Commodore on the evening of
Monday, April 11th. A feature of
the entertainment will be the appearance on the screen of every member
present as a film star, the same evening. This is being arranged by Thos.
Geraghty of Famous
Players-Lasky.
On Tuesday afternoon. April 12,
the league will hold its ninth annual
meeting at Rumford Hall, New York.
On Wednesday, April 13th, the Authors' League Fund will hold its
fourth annual meeting at league headquarters. The fund is an organization established for the aid of needy
authors, dramatists, artists and com-

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Norman Manning Prod, have leased space at the
Morris R. Schlank Studios and are
making two-reel comedies featuring
Helen Darling, Eddie Barrie and Harrecting.
rv Gribbon. Bruce Mitchell is diSchlank expects to resume his own
productions in April.
Exchange Changes Name
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Salt Lake City — The name of the
McDermond Theater Amusement Co.
has been changed to Superior Screen
Service, Inc., by action of the board
of directors.

This exchange is buying and distributing state right features for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico and Idaho, and is also distributTwo New Seattle Theaters
posers.
ing Clara Kimball Young features
(Special to WID'S PAILY)
Seattle
— Construction has been and other Equity subjects for Utah
and Southern Wyoming.
started this week on two new neighborhood theaters, one a $28,000 conHeld Over Indefinitely
crete building at 2115 N. 55th St. for
Seattle — "Way Down East" has
W. F. Code, the other a $25,000 cona second week of cacrete building for the Stadium Thea- just completed
pacity business at the Metropolitan,
ters Corp. at 4523 University Way,
leading legitimate theater. It is beto seat
ing held over indefinitely.
will
seat 600
475. persons. Code's house

New Stories Bought by Universal
"Three in a Thousand," by Ben
Williams, has been bought by Universal for Frank Mayo.
"Renunciation," a western by Peter
B. Kyne, will be picturized with an
all-star cast under direction of William Worthington. Grace Darmond
has been selected for the leading feminine role.
Another picture soon to go into
Would Increase Boston Taxes
production is "The Scarlet Shawl,"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
by Johnston McCully. It will be
Boston — A special committee of
used as a vehicle for Carmel Myers.
Mayor Peters has reported that
It will be directed by Jack Conway.
$1,500,000
can be byadded
to the city's
revenue, partly
increasing
taxes
Exhibitors on Tour
on theaters. It was pointed out in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the report that theaters now only pay
Los Angeles — Among well-known a licensing fee of $100 a year.
exhibitors who recently toured to the
West Coast to become acquainted Brownie Comedies at Estee Studio
with the production end of the busiBrownie Comedies, Inc., have
ness was Louis Gumbeiner, owner of
leased
at the Estee studio, 361
a chain of nine theaters in Chicago. W. 125 space
St. John S. Lopez directing
While here he was taken on an in- for the company. Margery Wilson,
spection trip through Universal City. Loraine Manville and A. E. Stillwell
I. Lesserman, Universal's Chicago is interested in the company.
manager, was there at the time.
Among others in the party was
Buys Comedies
Mrs. Michael Stadter, wife of the
Pittsburgh— The S. and S. Film and
owner of the De Luxe and Orpheum
Supply Co. has secured the new series
of Hammond, Ind.
of Bud Comedies to be released one
a week. These feature Bud Duncan,
Changes

Card a Select Manager
Lynn S. Card, formerly general
manager for Hallmark is now manager of the Select branch in Kansas
City, succeeding Arthur S. Hyman,
who has resigned.
Cecil Owen is now casting director
for
tions.Realart's eastern made producWANTED
COOPER-HEWITT
FLOOR BANKS
Write full particulars and price
Address

B-61,

care

Wid's

COMPLETE AUDITS,
SYSTEMS INSTALLED

AUDIT & SERVICE BUREAU
P. N. Brinch, Sales Manager of of "Ham & Bud."
1482 Broadway, Room 609
Hodkinson has appointed S. J. Vogel
Ince to Direct Tearle
Tel. Bryant 5664
western division manager in charge
Ralph Ince will direct Conway
of the territory from Denver to the Tearle in a Conway Tearle Prod, for
Jchlesinger Closes Deal
Specializing
in the Motion
Picture and Theatrical
Industries
Coast.
Selznick.
i'r B. Schlesinger, who owns
Hal Spector. Hodkinson representaItaosed
rights of
to New
"Things
tive in Newark, has been compelled
York Men
and Do,"
Nor.
his position to take an ab-rsey to the Trump Film Co. to resign
solute rest.
'7th Ave.
SPECIAL
- STATE
RIGHTS
- SPECIAL
All Interested in Pomona Fight
Mew Sunday Ordinance
Los Angeles — The question whethSpecial to WID'S DAILY)
WITH
GRACE
DARLING
er Pomona will have Sunday shows
Da, Fla. — A new city ordinance
A SOCIETY DRAMA WITH POWER. DIGNITY AND BOX-OFFICE STRENGTH
[vhich picture theaters can op- or not is arousing interest of an unADDRESS E S. MANHEIMER.
1 30 W
46//i ST .. NEW YORK CITY.
J. W. FILM CORP
usual character here. The vote is to
i Sunday legally, has just been
kby the city commissioners,
be taken on April 4.

"EVERYMAN'S

PRICE"

tMA

Doris
Doris May
shortly from
the guesl of
\\ hile here.

May Expected
is expected
in town
the coast.
She will be
the Douglas MacLeans

New Circuit
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Detroit, — James Minter and A. M.
Slepski have associated to operate a
circuit of theaters in Michigan. They
already have the White Star, Free
Poland and Holbrook, at Detroit, and
the Bijou and American at Port
Huron.

DIRECTORY
OF

THE
A

TRAD

El

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Ave
New York City.
Hollywood, P-'

PUBLICITYISING—
ADVERT
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
904

The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

ARTISTS

AND

ART

5506

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6791
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 561.

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg., Los Angelei

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 376»
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort Lee 22)

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Graiercy 94S
PRESS
PROSPECT
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2071

STUDIOS
*.STEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7l»
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mora. 491$

Saturday, April 2,

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood ^— Kathleen
O'Connor
has been engaged by Metro to support Viola Dana.

Jacobs Pools With Hart
Dr. James A. B. Scherer, former
Arthur 11. Jacobs, who conducted a
theatrical agency of his own, has president of the California Institute
combined forces with Max Hart. of Technology, is now writing for
Pictures.
Rose Franzblau continues with the Paramount
combined offices.
Cecil B. DeMille announces that
Conrad Nagel will play one of the
Add To Chain
leading roles in his new production
which he is to start filming some time
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Waynesboro, Pa. — Silverman Bros, next month.
and S'luthker, of Altoona, operating a
chain of theaters in a number of
Amos Myers has been selected as
cities of Pennsylvania, has purchased general manager for the new Viola
the Arcade, a 1,250 seat house.
Dana productions which are to be
made under the direction of Dallas
Fitzgerald.
Forms Company; Will Build
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Detroit, — Jack
Mowat
has
organized the Northern
Theater
Co.. to
erect a 2,500 seat theater here.
The
capital stock is $300,000.

DAILY
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♦V

a

n:.:

i.t

it
♦V

Regardless of Various Rumors

D. W. GRIFFITH

♦.♦
::

PLANNED

"The Wise Fool" is the title finally
selected for George Melford's prod .id ion adapted from Sir Gilbert Parcel's novel, "The Money Master,"
which Mel ford has just completed at
e Lasky studio.

AND

PRODUCED

"DREAM STREET'

Nat C. Deverich has been engaged
by Louis B. Mayer to do some special :.:
work at the studio. Deverich is well
known as a director and expert cut- :.:
ter through his association with Marshall Neilan on "The River's End"
and "In Old Kentucky," and his :.:
work on Marv Pickford's "The Love
GAUSMAN. :.:

a dramatic comedy, to be released through
The United Artists Corporation to the motion
picture

exhibitors

throughout

the

country —

I That Is, to Those That Want 1

In the Courts
Light."
The International Church Film
Corp. has been sued in the Supreme
Court by Marie H. Swan for $4,500
on a series of notes made by the corporation on which it has defaulted.
Herbert Lyon Smith has filed an
answer in the Supreme Court to a
suit by Madlaine Traverse to recover
damages because he broke an alleged
contract to finance a film corporation
to star her. He denies that he made
the agreement alleged but says he
lent her $3,055, and that she has not
repaid him. Miss Traverse is suing
for $225,000.

:.:
«
:.:
:;

8:.:

It will be first shown in the CENTRAL
THEATRE,
Broadway, NEW
YORK,
THURSDAY, APRIL 7, AT PRICES FROM
50c to $2.

:.:
:.:
i.t
♦V
♦.♦
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:

::
:.:
:.:
j:
♦V
♦>
Justice Bijur has denied the applica- :.:
::
tion for an injunction brought against :.:
George M. Merrick, Max Cohen and :.:
♦V
Frank Dear, on the ground that the ♦*.*♦
defendants were endeavoring to sell :.:
:.:
♦>
12 stories bought from the publishers *.♦
j:
of Success Magazine.
Merrick stated that Harry G. i.t
Kosch had incorporated a new com- :.:
pany. Clarion Photoplays, Inc., to ♦ ♦
take title to the stories and that Sei- :.:
♦V
den has only a 25% interest, whereas, :.:
:.:
the latter claimed a 50% interest.
:.:
*,♦
London Palace Switches to Films
:.:
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
London, Fng. — The Palace theater ♦V♦>
has finished its career as a legitimate :.:
theater and dance hall. It will show :.:
:.:
:.:
pictures in the future, the opening ♦V
♦.♦
film to be "The Dawn "of the World,"
an Italian Biblical production.
:.
Charles Cochran and Sol Levy are :.::
presenting tlve picture, for which
Louis N. I'arker has written a special prologue to be recited by Mrs.
Patrick Campbell.

It is Mr. Griffith's first production since "Way
Down East" — requiring more sets and almost
as much time as that production.

::
*♦**
:.:

Without regard to how great a success this
:;
New York showing may be, after this exploitation in New York and one or two other cities
this picture will be delivered to The United
Artists Corporation on April 25.
:;

Mr. Griffith has never entertained any other
:;
idea than to fulfill as satisfactorily as was in
his power, his contract to produce this picture
for the exhibitors.
A. L. GREY,

General Manager

D. W. GRIFFITH, Inc.
Longacre Building

New York C|
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picture of her career,
a romance that be~
gins bene&lk the gay
awnings and deephivqueise skies of
Otaly and ends In
the restless swirL
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METRO

ofuWew^ork,.
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Varro. . .^Directed by
dallasM. Jlhgerald
Story byVonnByrne

3u ru imperial Ttctu yes £td .,Exclusive
Distributors throughout Qreal Britain*.
Sir William luvif-, cKanaglndMrector.

The picture
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Shuberts reported interested in Jackson
which will make 12 pictures a year.

Inc.

Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS AND FILM FOLKS, INC.

Terms
(Postage
free), United
States, Outside
of Greater
New
York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, $15.00.
" Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to

German producers decide to curb stars' salaries. Move
only means of salvation., they say.
National Association favors gross sales tax, rather
than present special taxes.
"The Four Horsemen" to be shown in number of important cities.

WID'S
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Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
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Editorial and Business
Offices, 6411 Hollywood
Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
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W.
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Williamson,
Kinematograph
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85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative:
Le Film, 144 Rue Montmartre.

Al Kaufman sells interest in "Man-Woman-Marriage"
to Joseph Schenck.
Wednesday

Features Reviewed

F. B. Warren withdraws as general
tribution of Associated Producers.
SENTIMENTAL TOMMY
successor.
Tohn S. Robertson Prod. — Paramount. . Page
2
^
. , r.
tj,
.,«
J
&
Reported bamous Players will star
mess.
Mix in

P. Corp.,

Reported Charlie Chaplin's remaining- First National
pictures will Be of feature length.
Mack Sennett plans four full length features a year.
Tuesday

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager;
J. A. Cron, Advertising
Manager.
Entered
as second-class
matter
May
21, 1918,
at the post
office at
New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

Tom

M.

HANDS

Fox

manager of disAl Lichtman, his
n. ,
, „ ,, ,
Richard Barthel-

Famous Players directors re-elected at annual meeting.
Thursday

OFF
Page 3

Ernest

Bebe Daniels in

DRAKES

AND

DUCKS

ReaJart

Page

Pauline Frederick in

ROADS

GREAT

Ford Prod. — Paramount

William S. Hart in

J. L. Frothingham

9

WHISTLE

Paramount

Page 13
THE

on

big

foreign

deal.

Man>r important film people now in Europe.
Carl Bratz retires as managing director of German
n p A
William Brandt again heads Theater Owners Chamber

DAY

Page

.THE

abroad

of Commerce.
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Has A Place Among The Year's Best Pictures
"SENTIMENTAL

TOMMY"

John S. Robertson Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
John S. Robertson
AUTHOR
Sir James M. Barrie
SCENARIO BY
Josephine Lovett
CAMERAMAN
Roy Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE
Beautifully produced with all
the quaint charm of Barrie transferred to the
screen
STORY
A bit overcrowded with incident for one
feature but continuity saves it
DIRECTION
Excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Also excellent
LIGHTINGS
Quite artistic
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
May McAvoy given a real chance at
last; Gareth Hughes does the best work of his
career ; others all splendid
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
. Very good
CHARACTER OF STORY
A combination of
two well known Barrie works
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,470 feet
Admirers of the works of Sir James M. Barrie have
a delightful treat in store for them in Paramount's
picturization of a story adapted from two of Barrie's
books, "Sentimental Tommy" and "Tommy and
Grizel." And not only those who like and know Barrie, but folks who appreciate pretty and wholesome
pictures, will be well satisfied with "Sentimental Tommy," which opened at the Criterion this week.
Considerable credit is due Josephine Lovett, who
had the difficult task of writing the scenario, and considering that she had such a wealth of incident to
combat with, Miss Lovett has done very well. But
it remained for director John S. Robertson to do the
big job and it is doubtful if it could have been done

better. All the quaint charm of Barrie has been transferred to the screen, and both in the handling of the
cast, exterior and interior settings, the matter of detail
and other whatnots that make real pictures, Robertson has again proven himself one of THE directors.
His last big picture was the never-to-be forgotten "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" with John Barrymore.
And last but not least, all due praise must be accorded the cast as a whole, but the featured players in
particular — May McAvoy, Gareth Hughes and Mabel
Taliaferro. As Grizel, May McAvoy has the best
chance she has ever had, and a deserved one, to show
what she can do. She is refreshing, beautiful and to
a good many the most delightful feature of "Sentimental Tommy." Gareth Hughes, as Tommy, is all
that Barrie meant Tommy to be. His work is splendid.
Mabel Taliaferro has a short role and lives for such
a brief time that the wonder is why she is featured.
Of course her name is an attraction. George Fawcett
makes a good deal of Doctor Gemmell.
Grizel is the daughter of "the painted lady," a social
outcast, who still believes her lover will return. Her
"bairn," Grizel, is ostracized by the other children in
Thrums. But Tommy Sands and his devoted sister
Elspeth come to Thrums and the kind-hearted Tommy is friendly, although the jealous Elspeth always
keeps her distance. When "the painted lady" dies,
old Dr. Gemmell makes Grizel his housekeeper. Time
passes, the doctor dies and Grizel, now twenty-one.
loves Tommy, who is well known as an author in
London. Tommy visits Thrums but cannot decide
whether or not he loves Grizel. She, however, realizes
that he doesn't love her, and after Tommy returns to
London, Grizel's unhappiness turns to insanity. Tommy returns and marries Grizel although he knows she
will hate him when she becomes herself. After two
years of devoted care by Tommy, Grizel regains her
health and is happy with Tommy when he vows his
care came of love, not of pity or remorse.

Be Sure To Treat Them To This, And Give Credit Where It Is Due
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Sentimental Tommy" will undoubtedly go down
in the annals of picturedom as one of this year's best
pictures, so it shouldn't be necessary to say that every
exhibitor will want to secure it for an extended run.
Its exploitation possibilities are extensive, not perhaps
so much because it is the work of Sir James Barrie—
because everyone isn't familiar with his books — but
more so because it is a delightfully wholesome and
charming picture — and there aren't half enough such
pictures available.

Give those who are responsible for the picture their
just share of credit, and in using John Robertson's
name as director, recall his "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
and promise them more good things from him in "Sentimental Tommy." May McAvoy and Gareth Hughes
should have equal prominence, and you should have
a well filled cash box after every showing of "Sentimental Tommy."

;;,""-
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A LEAF FROM A WOMAN 5 SOUL

ROBERTSON-COLE
William ChrifhjCabannes

mis mi wmh
Leaf from a Woman's Soul

Which meant more to him —
the frail, beautiful girl, who
welcomed his baby, or the
pampered, spoiled creature
who found motherhood too
irksome? This wonderfully
dramatic story, lavishly produced, and soulfully acted,
gives an answer which will
make the house presenting
it the most popular theatre
of the hour.
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Mix Puts A Good Many Thrills Into His Latest
Tom

Mix in

"HANDS
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

UP"
George E. Marshall
• William McLeod Raine
Frank Howard Clark
Ben Kline

AS A WHOLE
Plenty of excitement in Mix's
latest ; is everything that admirers of "western"
could want

they've put in some unnecessary padding, bul once
they are started there's enough action to suit anyone.
The first thrill comes when Mix ropes a cowboy and
swings him over a wire, lowering him into a tank at
frequent intervals until he apologizes for insulting the
heroine. Then again when the heroine's little sister
is playing in the road, Tom saves her from stampeded
horses. Later there's a "killing" and Tom

is on the

job to get the guilty one. And once more Tom's
single-handed fight against the Mexican gang as he
arrests Tony for murder, provides more excitement.

STORY
Not strikingly original but it doesn't
matter; gives star enough to do
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; registers the thrills
first rate

And finally the hero's rescue of the heroine, gives the
final thrill in "Hands Up."
This is about the livest western Mix has made in

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

some time and he has managed to get in a good number of stunts, many of them new. He has plenty of
opportunity to show what he can do with the lariat

All right
Good
Good

STAR

Puts over good number
time, some new ones too
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

of

stunts

this

Adequate
Usual Western

INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Texan looking for
excitement finds plenty of it in small western
town
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

Admirers of Tom

5,000 feet

Mix have a real thriller in store for

them in "Hands Up," and all "western" fans generally,
will be well satisfied with the latest picture from the
Fox cowboy star. The story isn't unusual or original
either, but that is an unimportant matter in this case,
for it's the star's stunts and the fights and gun play
that are in it that make it a real wild and woolly
western.
The first reel or so is slow in getting started, and

and there's shootin' galore. The settings are of the
usual western character, the direction is Satisfactory,
and the supporting cast is adequate, including Pauline
Curley, Charles K. French, Lloyd Bacon, Frank Clark,
Sid Jordan and others.
Tex Roberts arrives in the frontier town of Tascosa
looking for excitement. He takes a job on Clint Wadley's ranch. Tex has a row with Wadley's good-fornothing son, Ford, and Tex leaves the ranch. Later
Ford is murdered. Tex suspects a Mexican and old
Wadley suspects Tex. The Mexican tells a pretty
straight story and one that leads Tex to believe that
the town's bad man, Dinsmore, is the guilty one.
A lynching party sets out to get Tex but he keeps
them off by throwing dynamite at them and finally
squeals on Dinsmore, who makes his get-a-way, taking
Ramona Wadley with him. The remainder of the
picture is a fight in which Tex has all of Dinsmore's
gang to beat up before he rescues (Ramona and they
live happy ever after.

Should Go Big Where Star and Western Pictures Are Liked
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who a*<fi in the habit of showing the Fox
cowboy's picture and

satisfying their

audiences

will

This is a pretty wild and woolly one. so it your folks
aren't over keen on

gun-play

and

real wild

west

at-

be sure to give them one they'll like if they book
"Hands Up."
It will appeal strongly to all "western"
fans and you can^o the limit on your promises of
thrills. It might be well to enumerate a few of them

mosphere, they perhaps won't fancy this one.
However, there are enough in favor of Tom Mix and his
pictures to give the picture a good percentage
of
bookings.
Direct your announcements mainly to the

to get folks interested.

male portion of your patrons.

Tell them Mix will show them

some new tricks in "Hands Up."

men and hoys.

It will he sure to please

iMi
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Bebe Daniels' Latest Is Thoroughly Amusing
Bebe Daniels in

the audience.

"DUCKS' AND DRAKES"
Realart
DIRECTOR
Maurice Campbell
AUTHOR
,
Elmer Harris
SCENARIO BY
•
Elmer Harris
CAMERAMAN
H. Kinley Martin
AS A WHOLE
Plentiful comedy; not much to
the story, but well made and amusing entertainment

She at all times looks the pretty, piquant

and flirtatious "Teddy" that she is supposed to be.
The story itself is not new, nor is it particularly
well defined, nor does it amount

to much.

But it

really is unimportant, for a very well staged production, coupled with capable direction by Maurice Campbell, who has not let an opportunity for comedy slip
by him, makes the whole thing a successful piece of
entertainment. There isn't a drag in it anywhere, for
the star and the director have kept things on the move
right from the start.

STORY. .. .Depends entirely upon comedy to carry
it, and the comedy does
DIRECTION. . . .Has made the most of every humorous situation ; has staged production very well
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good

The whole cast is well chosen, and each one ol them
gives a smooth and well rounded performance. Jack

CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Fine in comedy work; an excellent part
for her

the humor by his characterization.

SUPPORT
Jack Holt
good as usual; Wade
Boteler and Mayme Kelso give satisfactory performances
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
One or two quite elaborate ones;
all are good
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Series of tricks by
which man cures his sweetheart of flirting
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,876 feet

"Ducks and Drakes" is another step up the ladder
for Bebe Daniels. Not that it gives her anything particularly new to do, but it establishes her more firmly
as a first class purveyor of light and frolicsome entertainment. The whole thing is almost entirely Bebe
Daniels, and she contrives to make herself wholly enjoyable from start to finish. She wears as many different beautiful gowns as the scenes in which she
appears, and her ever changing wardrobe will doubtless be vastly interesting to the fewiinine portion of

Holt doesn't need an introduction as a leading man,
and his work is of the same caliber as his past performances. Wade Boteler also contributes much to
It may be that some people will consider bits of the
comedy a trifle suggestive, but those parts are done
so spontaneously, and in such an evident spirit of pure
fun, that it would take a pretty straight laced individual to criticize them very harshly. From about
the middle of the picture, the sub titles begin to play
an important part in putting the comedy over, and
there are some very cleverly written ones that usually
secure the desired effect — a big laugh.
Teddy Simpson is a wealthy young orphan girl,
who, instead of wanting to marry Rob W'inslow, whom
her aunt has selected for her, is bent on getting in
trouble through flirtatious instincts and a desire for
excitement. (Rob's friends, victims of her telephone
flirtations, offer to help him cure her. Part of the cure
takes her for a motor ride with Hazzard, who takes
her alone to an exclusive gun club. Here the other
conspirators make things so warm for her that Teddy
is cured for all time, and when next Rob calls he finds
her through with all desire for excitement and flirtations, and ready to consent to a speech wedding.

Anyone With A Sense Of Humor Will Enjoy It
ox Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can depend upon showinj ; a picture that will
prove highly amusing and entertaining, and one whose
comedy cannot fail to register vjrith most people, in
giving them Bebe Daniels' latest. You can talk about
the star as much as you want, for slhe is always the
center of the action and is always equal to the occasion. Be sure to let your women patrons know about
the extensive display of feminine anoarel they will see.

You won't need to talk about the story unless you
want to, for it is unimportant, but if you do, mention
the situation where the heroine's sweetheart finds that
she has been telephoning all his friends, who have all
been flirting with her. You can talk about a good
cast, and tell them that Jack Holt is leading man. It's
good tun. and you can safely promise your patrons
an hmu's amusement.
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WHAT DO TOtf WANT?
We make pictures to please you.
You show pictures to please your public.
If we cannot make pictures that will satisfy
you, we cannot hope to satisfy your audiences.
Your interests, therefore, are our interests.
We want to know what you want and how
you want it. One frank letter, either in praise
or blame, from an exhibitor to a producer, is
worth a dozen studio round-table conferences.
What are your wisishes?
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Star's Performance The Feature Of "Roads of Destiny"
Pauline Frederick in
"ROADS

renege at having to sit through the reels in which the
hero dreams three different ways of trying to escape

OF
DESTINY"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

Frank Lloyd

AUTHOR
Channing Pollock's adaptation of O.
Henry story
SCENARIO

BY

J. E. Nash

CAMERAMAN

J. D. Jennings

AS A WHOLE
Mildly entertaining adaptation
of stage play would fare worse without star
STORY
Based on topic of frequent discussion;
screen presentation isn't forceful
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Fair

Most exteriors poor
Not the best

WORK

Average

STAR
Her work will carry it through
SUPPORT
Robert Bowers, Richard Tucker and
Jane Novak suitable
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Satisfactory
Correct

DETAIL
CHARACTER

Suffices
OF

STORY

Based on idea that

your fate is pre-destined and no matter what
you do, you cannot escape it
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,955 feet
Somehow after viewing Pauline Frederick's latest
Goldwyn production, which is Channing Pollock's
adaptation suggested by an O. Henry story, one seems
inclined to give a sigh of relief and offer a word of
thanksgiving that it's all over. It's not so much that
"Roads of Destiny" contains an unpleasant atmosphere, as the fact that you know just how it's going
to end, and in view
of that fact you're apt to

"fate," when all the time you know he'll do the most
logical thing — marry the heroine.
Miss Frederick's acting is the best thing in the picture and if it goes over it will be because of her performance. She isn't on the screen all the time and
when she isn't her absence is felt. In the Northern
episode of the story she is at her best in a part that
provides her with a sort of "Madame X" make-up.
And again when she sacrifices herself for the man
she loves she does good work. The other members of
the cast are suitable and give adequate performances.
The story is based on an idea that is often the basis
of heated discussions and there are arguments both
pro and con. The question is whether or not a man
can overcome fate. Those interested in the subject
should find the picture interesting. The story consists
of really three parts, woven together rather well, preceded by a form of prologue, and concluded with the
epilogue.
David Marsh, a young inventor, is in love with
Ann Hardy, who in turn is loved by David's brother,
Lewis. Lewis Marsh has betrayed Rose Merritt
(Miss Frederick) and cast her off. When he sees the
success of his brother's love for Ann, he reproaches
him and threatens to end his life unless he (Lewis)
can marry Ann. David, overcome by the sudden flood
of events, sinks in an armchair and falls asleep. In
his dreams, the figure of Fate appears and warns him
that no matter which road he takes, it is decreed that
he shall find happiness with Ann. Then follow the
dreams, the first taking place in the North, the second
in the East and the third in his home town. David
awakens and finds that Lewis has been visited by
the same apparition and has decided to marry Rose,
while David marries Ann.

Will Satisfy Them If You Think They're Interested In Theme
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
With the name of Pauline Frederick and a story
dealing with a subject in which many folks are inter-

theater (mention date), found that no matter what she
did or where she went the same fate was in store for

ested, it's likely that
them although it will
will appeal to them.
You can say : 4UDo
any difference either

her. The photoplay was made

"Roads of Destiny" will satisfy
be largely the star's work which
you believe -what you do makes
in your life or in your final fate?

Rose Merritt, in 'Roads of Destiny,' coming to this

from Channing Pol-

lock's dramatization of (). Henry's story of the same
name. It is a Goldwyn picture, starring Pauline Frederick." If you want exploitation suggestions, the
Goldwyn press sheet contains a fine assortment.

EXHIBITORS!
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

THE

MOST

DYNAMIC

Below is reproduced one of the Quarter Page Newspaper .4
on this newest Dean triumph. Dozens of others will be found
in your Campaign Folder. Watch your mails for it. As
in touch with our EXbook this picture, get
quickly as you PLOITATION
DEPARTMENT thru your exchange or at
1600 Broadway, N. Y. We are all ready for you with plans
and material completely prepared.

EXPLOITATION

PERSONALITY
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IN MOVING
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First British-Made Picture Doesn't Meet Expectations
"THE GREAT DAY"
Hugh Ford Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
George
R. Sims and
Parker
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Fair entertainment;
moments not properly worked up
STORY
Drury
Lane
melodrama

The spectator is treated to a new atmosphere in the
Hugh Ford
Louis
N.
Eve Unsell
Hal Young
dramatic
stage

play

adaptation ; screen version doesn't hit any high
spots
DIRECTION
Hasn't developed situations with
any force ; attention to technicalities good
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
English players put little force into
their work and the story here requires it
EXTERIORS
•
•
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Daughter of English
Lord marries man whoe first wife makes her appearance after he thought her dead
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
3,827 feet
This is the second Hugh Ford production released
by Paramount, but the first of the British-made
Famous Players-Lasky productions. "The Great Day"
falls way short of being a great picture, and the adaptation of the Drury Lane melodrama is just barely fair
entertainment. The story development is logical and
well enough done, but there is no dramatic force. The
various situations are introduced and concluded in the
same tone. There is no variation and even the climax
is reached without any tensity of action.

exterior settings found in "The Great Day." There
are a number of picturesque bits of English country,
furnishing backgrounds for the action, and a short
sequence taking place in the Alps looks realistic. The
director has given good attention to technical matters,
but the picture lacks "punch," or the sort of thing that
puts a picture over — makes an impression. The players, too, are at fault for not making the bigger scenes
stand out. They don't vary their emotions or actions
in accord with the moment.
*
Arthur Bourchier is not an impressive Sir John
Borstwick, nor does Bertram Burleigh make the most
of the inventor who marries Borstwick's daughter
against the latter's wishes. May Palfrey's appearance
as the daughter is limited to few scenes. The others
aren't important. "The Great Day" isn't likely to bore
anyone to any extent for it has already been cut to
less than four reels. '
Frank Beresford and Clara Borstwick are married
against the wishes of her father, Sir John. Immediately following the marriage, Lillian Leeson, to whom
Frank had formerly been married, appears on the scene
with intent to blackmail. Frank had told Clara of
the former marriage, but really believed Lillian deadFrank is called to Paris to identify a former pal whom
he believed dead and who was formerly the husband
of Lillian. Frank recognizes Dave Leeson and they
return to England. Dave frustrates the plans of Lillian to spoil Frank's happiness, and there follows a
reconciliation.
There is more to the story, but it isn't definite
enough to include. A sequence has something to do
with some Bolshevik-looking characters and with
names to match, who try to entangle Frank in some
sort of "phony" business.

Stick To Name Announcements.

Promises Won't Do

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Except that folks may be interested to see what an
American director can do with producing in a foreign
country, "The Great Day" doesn't hold forth much for
the exhibitor to work with. Its most perceptible laxity
is "punch." Its action runs along in a monotonous
sort of vein with"fclittle variation in which might be
called its "tempo." The big, or nearly big, moments,
arrive and depart leaving little to impress you.

You can announce it as Hugh Ford's second Paramount production, recalling his first, "The Call of
Youth." It wouldn't be well to make promises for this,
other than that it contains real English atmosphere,
and is an adaptation of the English stage play. Announce itas a Drury Lane melodrama, and catchlines
relating to or giving an idea of the story will not be
out of the way.
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A production, gigantic in scope, portraying the life of
Mary Stuart, one of the most remarkable and romantic
figures in history.

For two years William Fox has been quietly working
on this production, tapping all the vast resources of his
powerful organization to make the photoplay presentation
the greatest ever screened.

J. Gordon Edwards, who directed the Fox magnificent
production, "Queen of Sheba," is directing "Mary Queen
of Scots." He, and a company of Fox players, are embarking immediately for Europe; the concluding scenes
of this gigantic historical drama will be made in France,
Scotland and England, where the ill-fated queen lived her
romance, made her fight and enjoyed her brief triumph.
No single historical work has been followed in writing
this scenario; no published romance or drama has been
used as the basis for this story. The Fox production of
'Mary Queen of Scots" is founded on material of
unchallengeable authenticity, a corps of literary experts,
under the direction of Mr. Fox, having spent two full
years in sifting from the archives of history the great
dramatic romance of the woman whose beauty swayed
the destinies of nations.

Watch later announcements for details
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Bill Hart Has Somewhat

Different Role In His Latest

William S. Hart in
Wm.

Whistle" isn't a good picture- It is, and the star acquits himself capably as the factory hand who sought

"THE WHISTLE"
S. Hart Prod. — Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Lambert Hillyer
May Wilmoth and Olin Lyman
Lambert Hillyer
Joe August
Something different for Hart;

production is good but proves he's best in cowboy roles
STORY
Given satisfactory production; doesn't
contain over-abundance of incident
DIRECTION
All right
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Sometimes very poor
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Gives his usual pleasing performance
SUPPORT
Frank
Brownlee
makes
too many
grimaces;
others
Myrtle
Stedman,
Georgie
Stone and Will Jim Hatton
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

13

Adequate
Factory
worker

seeks revenge upon employer by rescuing latter's son and bringing him up as his own
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,359 feet
After all Bill Hart is the co^vboy star, and he's just
suited to that kind of story. However, it's rather a
limited forte and probably Bill realizes this, and that's
why he wants to retire.
This is not to say that "The

revenge for the death of his son. But it doesn't give
him the opportunities which suit him best. For instance, in the usual western there's plenty of chances
for some good fight scenes. In "The Whistle" in order
to give the hero a place to show how he can fight,
they invent a rather weak excuse for a scrap by having Bill resent a fellow worker's rough language.
Hart's present release has been given a satisfactory
production and has been well directed.
The cowboy hero acquits himself capably in the
part of the factory worker and his emotional work is
good, except that one or two close-ups are held a bit
too long. Myrtle Stedman is satisfactory as the
mother, and Georgie Stone is good as the son, and
Will Jim Hatton plays another son.
Robert Evans swears revenge upon Henry Chappie
when his son is killed, while at work in Chappie's factory. Evans gets his chance when Chappie's machine,
in which his young son is riding with the chauffeur,
goes off an open bridge. Evans rescues the boy and
brings him up as his own, making him work as his
son had done. Evans quarrels with another worker
on a construction job and is shot. It happens that
Chappie is the owner, and comes along just as Evans
is shot. He recognizes his former employee and sends
Evans to be cared for. During the
wife keeps the boy, who calls Evans
home, and grows to love him. Later
that the boy is her own, and offers to

illness Chappie's
his uncle, in her
Evans confesses
go to prison but

Chappie refuses.
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Star's Name Will Be All You'll Need
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
William S. Hart in
Wm.

compensation? Evans thought it would satisfy him
for the death of his son, but did it? See his latest

"THE
WHISTLE"
S. Hart Prod. — Paramount

Bill Hart's pictures are always certain to give satisfaction, and while perhaps they liked "O'Malley of
the Mounted" better, "The Whistle" is different, and
gives the star a role unlike any he has had recently.
Announce Hart's name.
That should be sufficient to
interest them, but if you want catchlines for pre-show'Is revenge
a
in<r announcements
von could use

Paramount picture, 'The Whistle.'"
Perhaps the title doesn't suggest the story, so if
you want to use teaser lines in connection with it that
might attract attention, or if you think they'd like to
know why it's called "The Whistle" say: "His life
was governed by the factory whistle." You might
refer to the capital versus labor question, which the
story touches upon, also.

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945
•

Barnes Printing Company
"We Never Disappoint"

-

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
i
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Excellent Mystery If You Don't Mind Some Improbabilities
"THE

OTHER

J. L. Frothingham
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

WOMAN"

story, but whether or not such a thing as one person

Prod. — Hodkinson
Edward Sloman
Norah Davis
Not credited
Tony Gaudio

AS A WHOLE
Good mystery picture but they've
lost sight of logic in making it mysterious
STORY
Has fine element of suspense and keeps
you guessing until the end
DIRECTION
Mystery business gets beyond his
control; things left unexplained and ending is
unsatisfying
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Jerome
Patrick
really
of stellar
prominence; Wm. Conklin, Jane Novak, Helen
Jerome Eddy and Jos. Dowling good
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Good

having two distinct minds, is possible, "The Other
Woman" is based on just such a proposition. But
the picture would be a whole lot more believable if
the person with the two minds didn't undergo so many
changes. He's introduced as John Gorham, then becomes Langdon Kirven, returns to the Gorham person, and finally remains Kirven. The condition of
loss of memory is an actual thing, and commonly called
amnesia, but the case of Gorham-Kirven must be
something much worse. A title explains that Kirven's
predicament was brought about by a severe shock.
Another caption refers to his being in prison. Further
explanations of these references would clear matters
considerably.
Jerome Patrick deserves stellar prominence in this
picture, for he gives an excellent performance. In
fact the whole picture depends almost entirely on his
work and he proves himself quite capable.
Spencer Ellis is attacked by an unknown

man, but

DETAIL
Not always looked after
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man with two minds
marries one woman under one name and another
under a second name
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet

a ragged stranger comes to his rescue. Ellis recognizes him as Kirven, his business partner missing
five years and husband of Avery Kirven. But the
man insists he is John Gorham. Ellis gives him a
chance to become a man, and two years later Gorham
is an influential figure in the South, and engaged to

Much mystery is the outstanding feature of "The
Other Woman," despite the fact that the title may
lead you to expect otherwise. And there's so much
mystery that they've lost sight of plausibility more
than once, although perhaps those who like this sort

Ellis' cousin, Naomi Joyce. While searching for the
real Kirven, Ellis learns that Gorham is an escaped
convict and forces Gorham to disappear. Then the
real Kirven returns to his home and cannot explain
where he has been for five years. Later, a second

of entertainment aren't going to be annoyed by the
fact that certain angles of the story are never explained.

change overtakes him and he returns to Naomi as Gorham, and they are married. When a chi}d is born,
Gorham again becomes Kirven and returns to Avery,

Not being familiar enough with medical science it's
impossible to say whether or not the author has taken
liberties with the functions of the brain in writine his

who lias learned of his apparent "double life" and
sends him back to Naomi.

Will More Than Satisfy Those Who Like This Sort
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Aside from the mystery element of "The Other
Woman" folks may find it interesting because of the
medical angle in connection with, the disease known
as amnesia, even though it is perhaps a bit too extreme to be comprehensive. Nevertheless the director
has tried to make his case very clear, even going so
far as to show a cness-section indicating the workings
of the man's mind. Announce it as a Frothingham
production and give Jerome Patrick a share of prominence. He deserves it.

In order that folks will not be misled by the title
you could use explanatory lines such as: "He was married to Avery Kirven but who was 'The Other Woman'
whose picture he carried? He didn't know." Or, "If
you suddenly found yourself married to two women
and couldn't explain how you acquired wife No. 2,
what would you do? See this most unusual case of
amnesia in the latest Frothingham
Other Woman,'

production 'The

released by Hodkinson."

CURRENT
Keiems* Date

Footage

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)

A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
(Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The Blue Moon
(Elinor Field-Pell Trenton) . .6,000
Their Mutual
Child .(Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6,000
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary & Irene Ritch)
5,000

ASSOCIATED

Reviewed

Apr.

6
13
13
20
20
27
27
3
3
10
10
17
17
24

May

24
1
1
8
15
22
22
29

7,000 10-17-20
6,000 12-26-20
6,000 12-5-20

2-20-21

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6, 000
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Whispering
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
6,000
Mid-Channel
(Clara Kimball
Young)
6.000
Hush
(Clara Kimball
Young)
6,000

5-30 -20

GOLDWYN

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

Specials
FOX
FILM
CORP.
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
Blind Wives
(Special Cast)
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court..
Skirts
William Farnum Series
The Scuttlers
Drag
Harlan
Pearl White Series
The Tiger's Cub
The
Mountain
Woman
Know
Your
Men
Tom Mix Series
The Texan
Prairie Trails
The Road
Demon
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
Partners
of Fate
While the Devil Laughs
. .:
William Russell Series
The Iron Rider
The Cheater
Reformed
Bare
Knuckles
Shirley Mason Series
Girl of My Heart
Flame
of Youth
Wing Toy
George Walsh Series
Number
17
The
Plunger
Dynamite
Allen
20th Century Brand
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
Two
Moons
(Buck Jones)
Why Trust Your Husband
(Eileen Percy)
The Big Punch (Buck Jones)
The Blushing
Bride (Eileen Percy)
Oliver Twist Tr
The One-Man
Trail (Buck
Jones)

2 27-21
2-27-21
2-13-21
3-20-.ii

3-20-21
3-27-21
2-20-21
36-21
3-27-21
3- 6-21

6,000
6.000
6,000

3-27-21

OF AMERICA,

INC.

5,000
5,000
5,000
4,500

1-30-21

Stone)

6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

(Serial)

PICTURES

Way

Down

W.

W.

GRIFFITH,

6,367 2- 6-21
4,779
4,955 2-13-21
4,960
5,884 1-23-20
5,379 2-27-21
4,496 3- 6-21
6,255
1-9-21
4,610 2- 6-21
4,255
Atherton
5,649
Morris
5,649 3-20-21

INC.

East

J. L. Frothingham Prod.
The Breaking
Point
(Bessie Barriscale)
The Other
Woman
J. Parker Read, Jr.. Prod.
The Brute
Master
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Robert Brunton
Productions
The Coast of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner Prod.
The U. P. Trail
The Corp.
Spenders
National Film

^

The Kentucky
Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
V. Willat
Prod.
Down
Home
of the Tide
Dial Film Partners
Co.
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle
Stedman)
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love
East Lynne (Mabel Ballin-Edward Earle)
Irvin

12-19-20
1 0-24-20
10-3-20
2-6-21

6,000
6,000 12-26-20
5,000 2-20-21
6.000 10 31-20
5.000 2-20-21
5,000
5,000 11-28-20
5,000 2-27-21
5,000 3-6-21

METRO

Feb.

PATHE

Feb.

Honor
and Behave
(Mack
Sennett) ... .5,000 3-20-21
Nineteen and Phyllis (Charles Ray)
5,744
1-2-21
The Great Adventure
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,500 1-30-21
My Lady's Latch Kev (Katherine Mac Donald)
5,500 3-20-21
Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
1-16-21

5.788
5,800

2-6-21
■

5,600

11-28-20

6,000

12-19-20

CORP.

6,500
5,693

11-7-20
1-9-21

6,000

9-19-20

7,000 10-24-20
6,150 3-20-21

5,800 12-26-20
6,634 3-13-21

7
21
27
28

Without
Limit
(All-Star)
Productions
Madame
Peacock
Dec.
6 Billions
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All-Star)
The Little Foul
Roland West Prod.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)

5,000
5,000
5,000

NATIONAL

PICTURES

Feb.
28
Nazimova

Fan.

5,000 1-16-21
5,000
12 21
5.000 1-30-21
5,000 2-13-21
5.000 3- 6-21
5,000 3 13 21
5,000

9-12-20

Passion
Fruit
(Dorandina)
6,000
The Greater
Claim
(Alice Lake)
6,000
Extravagance
(May
Allison)
6,000
Puppets
of Fate (Viola Dana)
6,000
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10,300
Apr.
11
A Message From Mars (Bert Lytell Metro Special..
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)
4,888
25 Uncharted Seas (Alice Lake Metro Special)
S. L. Productions

Mar.

5,000 12-12-20
5,000 12-12-20
5,000 2-13-21
11-7-20
2-27 21

12,000

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

Benj.

7,000 11-14-20
7,000
1-9-21
7,000 9-26 20
7, 000
2- 6-21
7,000
6,000
6,000

D.

3 13 21

1-16-21
1-16-21
10-10-20
5,300 1-16-21
5,584 2-6-21
5,942 2-20-21
8,975
6,100

Godless Men
(Reginald
Barker Prod.)
Just
College (Pauline
(Jack Pick
ford) . .'
Roads Outof ofDistm)
Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
The
Concert
Guile of Women
(Will Rogers)
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
Hold Your Horses
(Tom
Moore)
A Voice in the Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)
Don't
Neglect
Your
Wife
(Gertrude
Prod.)
A
Tale
of
Two
Worlds
(Gouveneur
Prod.)

9-19-20

Reviewed

COMPANY

Fall of a Saint
Out of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

CORP.

Straight
Is the Way
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.) . .6,839
The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford British Prod.) . . .3,871
The Easy Road
(Thomas
Meighan)
4,982
O'Malley of the Mounted (Wm. S. Hart Prod.). 5, 626
Beau Revel (Thos. H. Ince-Louis J. Vance Prod.)...
The Gilded Lily (Robt. Z. Leonard Prod, with Mae
Murray)
6.500
The Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton)
5,802
The Faith Healer
(Melford
Super Spec.)
6,346
The Dollar A Year Man (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4,606
Buried Treasure
(Cosmopolitan
Spec.)
6,734
The Witching Hour (Taylor Spec. Eliott Dexter)
6,964
The Love Special (Wallace Reid)
4,855
The Great Day (Famous
Players Spec.)
3,827
What
Every
Woman
Knows
(Wm.
DeMille
Super
Spec.)
6,675
The Home
Stretch (Douglas
MacLean)
The City, of Silent Men (Thomas Meighan)
Proxies (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
Oh Jo (Dorothy
Gish)
King, Queen, Joker (Sydney Chaplin)
Too Wise Wives
(Lois Weber
Prod.)
Sacred and Profane Love ( Elsie Ferguson)
Sentimental Tommy
(John S. Robertson Prod.)

FIRST

GAUMONT

6,000 1121-20
5,000 2-27-21

5,000

FILM EXCHANGES

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May
(Bessie Love)
The Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
Duke of Chimmney
Butte (Fred

9-5-20
2-13-21

1128-20

FAMOUS
Mar.

6,000
6,000

6,000

PICTURES

Footage
Man, Woman and Marriage (Holubar-Phillips)
Sowing
the Wind
(Anita Stewart)
Passion
(Pola Negri)
The Kid (Chaplin)
Mama's
Affair (Constance
Talmadge)
The Old Swimmin'
Hole (Charles Ray)
Scrambled
Wives
(Marguerite
Clark)
llu Oath (Big Five Prod.— R. A. Walsh)
Jim The Penman
(Lionel Barrymore)

FEDERATED

Thomas

EQUITY

Release Date

9-26-20

PRODUCERS

H. Ince Productions
Homespun
Folks (Lloyd Hughes-All-Star)
Lying Lips (House
Peters-Florence Vidor)
J. Parker Read, Jr., Productions
The Leopard Woman
(Louise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart
Bosworth)
Love (Louise Glaum)
Allan Dwan Productions
The Forbidden
Thing
(James
Kirkwood-AllStar)
The Perfect Crime
Maurice Tourneur Productions
The Last of the Mohicans
(Barbara
BedfordAll-Star
Mack Sennett Productions
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)

RELEASES

2
16
23
30
6
27

EXCHANGE,

'.

FILM

2-20-21
3-27-21
3-27-21

6,000 2-20-21
5,000 10-10-20
6,000 12-5-20
6,000 11-14-20
4,800 3-13-21

INC.

6,000

The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) . .5,000
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis Prod.)
6,000
The Killer
(Federal
Photoplays)
6,000
The Devil (Asso. Exhib.)
6,000
What Women
Will Do (Asso. Exhib.)
5,893

PIONEER

1-30-21
2-20-21
3-6-21

2-20-21
2-1-21
1-9-21
1-16-21
1-30-21
1-23-21
2-13-21

CORP.

A

Good
Woman
(Gail
Kane
and
J. Herbert
Frank)
5,500
Stolen Moments
(Marguerite Namara)
6.000
The Barbarian
(Monroe
Salisbury)
6,000
Idle Hands (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall)
6,000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall( .. .6,000
Ilis Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield)
6,000
Finders, Keepers
(Violet Mersereau)
6.000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,500
Thoughtless Women
(Alma
Rubens)
6,000
The Eternal Mother
(Florence
Reed)
5,500
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
6,000

■

2-29-20

■

»«)cms« Date

Footage
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
Place of Honeymoons
(Emily Stevens)
Where
is my Husband
(Jose Collins)
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
Crimson
Cross (All Star)
In Society (Edith Roberts)
Liquid Cold (Cuy Empey)
Bubbles
(Mary
Anderson)
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)

ROBERTSON-COLE

6,000
5,500
5,500
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,500
6,000
6,000

PICTURES

J. SELZNICK

FILM

UNITED
23
13
27
5
5
9

4,646
4,212
4,756
5,778
4,423
4,225
5,316
4,888

5,610
5,500

2- 6-21

4,224
5,000

3-20-21

5,000
5,520 1-30-21
5,500
5,500
5,500 2-20-21
5,600 12-12-20
5,500
5,000 3- 7-20
6,000
6,000
5,000 11-14-20
5,000
5,000 6-27-20
5,000

12-19-20
1-2-21
12-26-20
1-16-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21
2-27-21
3- 6-21
2-13-21
3-20-21

MFG.

Jewel Features
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman
(Dorothy Phillips)
Outside
the Law
(Priscilla Dean)
Universal Features
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
The Torrent
(Eva Novak)
Tiger True
(Frank
Mayo)
A Shocking
Night (Lyons-Moran)
The Mad
Marriage
(Carmel
Myers)
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado
(Frank
Mayo)
Rich Girl, Poor Girl (Gladys
Walton)
The Fire Cat fedith Roberts)
If Only Jim (Harry
Carey)
All Dolled Up (Gladys
Walton)
The Unknown
Wife (Edith Roberts)
The Magnificient
Brute (Frank
Mayo)
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)

7,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
7,500
8,000
5,800

5-23 20
6-20-20
7-4-20
8-29-20
12-5-20
1-16-21
3-13-21

CO.
6,000
8-1-20
6,000 8-29-20
7,754
1-9-21
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5.000
5,000

1-2-21
1-2-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
3-6-21
3-20-21
3-20-21
3-27-21

Black

Panther's

CINEMA
Cub

(Florence

INDEPENDENT— STATE

1-9-21

5,261

Footage
6,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
7,000
7,000
6,800

SHORT

10-10-20
11-14-20

11-21-21
5-30-20
7-25-20
10-17
20
12-1920
1-9-21

5,000
5,000
2

CORP.
Reed)

Reviewed

5,000
5,000
5,000

6-21

2-2021

1-2-21

5,800

RIGHTS

The Price of Silence (Peggy Hyland)
6,000
The County
Fair (Guy Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
Women
Men Love (Bradley F. F. Corp.)
5.800
The County
Fair (Guy
Crosswell
Smith)
5,000
No Man's Woman
(Asso. Photoplays)
6,000
The Way Women
Love (Lyric Films)
5,800
Hearts O' the Range (Forward Film)
4,800
Kazan
(Export
& Import)
6,464
You and I (Radiosoul)
6,000
The Mask (Export and Import )
6.400
The Supreme Passion (Film Market, Inc.) .. .6,000
The Devil's Confession (Circle Film Attrac) . .5,000
You Find It Everywhere
(David P. Howells) . .5,000
Things Men Do (M. B. Schlesinger)
5,000
Every
Woman's
Problem
(Plymouth
Pict) .. .5,000

1-2-21
1-23-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
3-20-21
3-20-21
3-27-21

ARTISTS

FILM

The

4,850 12-26-20
5,980 2-27-21

4,650
7,800
5,800
6,000
5,100
5,000
5,000
5,100
5,400
5,500

Romance
(Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds (Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The M*rk of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love
Light (Mary
Pickford)
The Nut (Douglas
Fairbanks)

UNIVERSAL

ZIEGFELD

7,000 5- 16-20
6,000 9-10-^iO
6,000 8-22-20
6,882 11-28-20

CORP.

Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning Water
The Tavern
Knight
The Flame
The Branded
Soul
God's Good
Man
The Tidal Wave
Bars of Iron
Testimony
The Garden of Resurrection

May
June
June
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.

3-26-21

Release Date
Alice Joyce
VITAGRAPH
The Prey
The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Earle Williams
The Purple Cipher
The Romance
Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway
Hubble
Isn't Being Done This Season
Harry T. It
Morey
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
Trumpet
Island (Tom
Terriss)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terriss)
Black Beauty
(Jean Paige)
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess
Jones
Antonio Moreno Prod.
Three
Sevens

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Pleasure
Seekers
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby
Eugene O'Brien Star Series
Broadway
and Home
Worlds
Apart
Owen Moore Star Series
The Chicken in the Case
Conway Tearle Star Series
Society Snobs
Bucking the Tiger
Martha Mansfield Star Series
The Fourth Sin
Special Productions
The Greatest Love
(Vera Gordon)
You Can't Kill Love (All Star)
The Highest Law
(Ralph Ince)
The Road of Ambition
(Conway Tearle)
The Sin That Was
His (Wm.
Faversham)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Select Pictures
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
Mountain Madness
The Great Shadow
(Tyrone
Power)
Seeds of Vengeance
(Bernard
Durning)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
The Servant
Question
(William
Collier)
Just Outside the Door
(Edith Hallor)

STOLL

1-23-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2-6-21

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
Star Productions
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Her First Elopement
(Wanda Hawley)
Something
Different
(Constance
Binney)
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
She Couldn't Help It (Bebe
Daniels)
The Outside Woman
(Wanda Hawley)
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnston).
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)

LEWIS

6-27-20

PROD.

"813"
(Arsene
Lupin)
6,100
The Little 'Fraid Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
5,600
One Man in a Million (Geo. Beban)
6,000
The First Born
(Sessue Hayakawa)
6,000
Seven Years Bad Luck (Mix Linder)
5,070
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) . .5,900

REALART

Reviewed

1-23-21
1-23-21
2-13-21
2-13-21
2-20-21
3- 6-21
3-13-21
3- 6-21
3-13-21

3-20-21
3-27
21

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY

Feb.

6 On A Summer Day
20 The Unhappy
Finish
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
Feb. 27 The
Butcher
Boy
Mar. 27
Out West
Apr.
3 The Bell Boy
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Feb.
6 All Aboard
for Brindisi
13
Palma
De Majorca
20 A
Little
Atlantis
27 Modern
Aspects
of Japan
Paramount-Magazine
Feb
6 Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and Mootch) . .
13 Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan
20 Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Earl Hurd
,
27
Magazine
Subjects — Cartoon
by Frank
Moser
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding
Bells Out of Tune
20
Sweetheart
Days
Apr.
10 Officer Cupid
24 Astray from the Steerage
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6 Constantinople
13 In the Garden of the East
20 Jerusalem, the Holy City
27 Modern
Jerusalem
Apr.
3 Along the Riviera
10 Alexandria
17
Biskra, the Beautiful
24 Present-Day
Prague
Paramount Magazine
Mar.
6 Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
13
Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
Bumps,"
20
Cartoon
by Pat Sullivan, "Felix the Cat"
27
Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Apr.
Susie
1 30 Bud
Bobby and Bumps
17
Felix
2-1 The Hoots

■

■
■

■

■

■—

Paramount-Vandenbergh Series
Wild Men of Africa
Apr.
17 Jungle Dancers

UNIVERSAL
Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed. The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel) : Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops,
and Clubs,A Maid's
Romeo My
and Lady's
Juliet.Ankle,
ShapesHearts
and Scrapes,
Movie A-t'ourting,
Bug. For
Western

hidden

Irrw

and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders.
Double Danger, The Two- Fisted Lover. Tipped Off, Superstition. The Brand Plotter. The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (IS episodes); Tht Vanishing Dagger (18
episodes); The Dragon's Net (15 episodes); King of the Circus
(Eddie Polo).

■

Release Date

Raleaaa Date

PATHE
Mar.

Apr.

27

A Devil's Bargain
(No. 10 Double
Adventure)
The Hand of Treachery (No. 3 Avenging Arrow)
Timber Wolves (Edgar Jones)
Fellow Romans (Pollard)

2
2
2
1

3

Ledge (No.
(No. 411 Avenging
Double Adventure)
'. . . .
AThe LifeDanger
in Jeopardy
Arrow)
La Rue of Phantom
Valley
(Tom
Santschi)
The Love Lesson
(Eddie Boland)
•
Trailing the Coyote
(Adventures of Bill and Bob)
Apr.
10 Hazardous Heights (No. 12 Double Adventure)
Message
Stone (No. 5 Avenging Arrow)
A Forest
Samson
(Edgar
Jones)
Rush
Orders
(Pollard)
Apr.
17
By Air and Sea (No. 13 Double Adventure)
The Midnight Attack (No. 6 The Avenging Arrow)
The
Sagebrush
Musketeers
(Tom
Santschi)
Robgoblins
(Eddie Boland)
Apr. 24 The House
in the Canyon
(No. 14 Double A venture) ... .
The Double
Game
(No. 7 The Avenging Arrow)
The Law of the Woods
( Edgar Jones)
Bubbling
Over
(Pollard comedy)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

FEDERATED

FILM

EXCHANGES

22
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1

2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

Chester-Outings (1 reel): Getting a Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is
No Santa Claus, Rookeries and Squawkeries, Crowning King
Blizzard, Frivolous Fijis, Lost, a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, and
Paths of Glory.
Chester Screenics (1 reel) : They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the Drys,
Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold, and
From
Deer to Dam.
Miscellaneous : A Tale of the Fur North, In Dutch, and Hides and Go
Seek.

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel): A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty
Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
( Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
(Banks)

Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Tropical Nights, The Banana Special,
The Explorers, The Isle of Desire, The Business of Camping,
Voices of the Sea, and The Will O' The Wisp.

Prizma

Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
'
Pictures

Death,
Selznick News
Twice

Where
Is
each week

Kinograms One each

Thy

Sting

Each

2
' 1
1

week

1

FOX

September,
October and November
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, IS episodes

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy (J4 reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

GOLDWYN
Edgar Comdies

(2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel): The Riveter, The Human Voice,
Seem' Things on the Orinoco. Gypsy Scientists. Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'Iar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics ( Lampoons) : Why Change Your Husband. Bear
Facts, Yes Dear, Too Much Pep, Chemical Inspiration (The Ancient and Honorable Wall Mat Animated Cartoon). Safe CombinationN'o
(
Place
a Honeymoon
Animated Cartoon). The City
That Never
Sleeps,for Powell
Expedition.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

VICTOR

KREMER

FILM

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT
Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel) : Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel) : The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & £ally Comedies (1 reel): Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy
Chinatown,
Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's
Royal Comedies

FILM

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to S
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel): In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau), An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

S.
December

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamit, Non
sense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and
Holy Smoke.
Chester Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Tray Full of Trouble, The One Best Pet, You'll
Be S'Prised. Beat It. and Ladies Pets:
Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Torchy in
High, Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Oouble
Triumph, Torchy Mixes In, and Torchy's Night Hood.
Christie Comedies (2 reels): Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the
Front, Dining Room, Kitchen ami Sink. Movie Mad, Nobody's
Wife, Hey Rube, Man
Versus Woman, -and Scrappily Married.
Vanity Comedies (1 reel): His Four Fathers, Mind Your Business, Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two, and Without a Wife.

&

E.

ENTERPRISES

Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
j. tie Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

EDUCATIONAL

CAPITAL

October

1

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hall Room

Boys Comedies (2 reels) : A Dog-Gone Mixup, This is the
Life, A Close Shave, Hired and Fired.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Ranch Mystery, A Desperate Tenderfoot, The Man Hunter, The Mormon Trail.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel):
No. 14, 15, 16 and 17.

SPECIAL

PICTURES

CORP.

(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Comiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage, A
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., BallDay.
room Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart

(2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies. Prince of Daffydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti
(1 reel): Why Worry, Almost,
Guilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel) : Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel): Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People, Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

KINETO

CO. OF AMERICA
Kineto Reviews
(Through National Exchanges)

The Living Book of Knowledge (1 reel) : Thrills, The Emerald Isle, Panama, The Holy City, Down in Dixie, Liquid Gold in Texas,
Babyhood, Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho, Vegetarians, Hunting the
Sea Wolf,
Boy
Scouts, Water
Babies,
Beauty
Spots in the
United States and Canada.

Gayety Comedies
reel): Rest in Peace, Blondes, Ain't Love Grand,
and Sand(1 Witches.
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
reel ; and Modern Centaurs,
1 reel.

Wonders

CHARLES URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Through State Right Exchanges)

of the World (Two Series) : First Series from No. 1 to No. 26
(1 reel): Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52.

Some Short Reels
"The- Spell of The

"Moonshine" — Educational

Homebrew"— Universal

Type of production

1 reel comedy
A burlesque of the regulation Western thriller, with all the
accepted thrills overdone in a way that makes for pretty good
amusement. Billy Fletcher is the featured comedian, and as
a diminutive cowboy hero, he is really funny. The titles are
in verse, parodying "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" and these
couplets add in some cases to the amusement. Fletcher has
a villain playing opposite, about seven feet tall, and the big
fight at the climax is a big laugh. Billy hangs by his knees
in one place, to pick the girl off the villain's horse in true
western style. He misses horse and all and falls on his head.
A pretty girl is in the heroine's part, and altogether, the
number should make a good comedy offering for any audience.

Type of production

This is a Mermaid comedy, featuring "Ham" Hamilton. It'a good one not only in a clever idea, but in the offering of better and far more new gags and pieces of funny business than
the majority of comedy numbers. There are so many laughmaking stunts in it that it is impossible to begin to enumerate
them, but suffice it to say that it will make everybody laugh
at some time or other, and most of it will prove hugely amusing to almost any whole audience. The way it was received
at the Rivoli is- proof of that. "Ham" puts his comedy over
better in this one than in any picture he has been seen in, and
besides the stuff that is funny in itself gets a lot of laughs on
his own personal account. It is a first rate comedy offering
for any kind of theater.

'The

'The Love Lesson" — Pathe

Type of production
1 reel comedy
Eddie Boland is the star of this one, and he is aided and
abetted by several of the Vanity Fair Girls. Some of the
stuff goes over well and some of it flops, so that the thing
as a whole is just about an average comedy reel. Boland gets
the laughs when there are any to be had, but a number of
the gags are not overly humorous. The idea is a pretty good
one. Boland is a young millionaire who uses a book on love
making to help his wooing. He tries all the tactics suggested
by the book, but he always picks the wrong kind of girl, and
gets it in the neck. There's about one good laugh for every
time he tries it, and there's a big laugh at the finish.

»

2 reel western

Jack Perrin is starred in this short feature, which is a pretty
good offering of the type. It contains several real thrills and
has a very fair element of excitement running through a more
or less regulation plot. Perrin is the bad bandit at the beginning, the leader of a gang. He rescues the heroine from death
twice, and then saves her from his own band. He falls in love
with her then, and reforms. Perrin rides well and puts up a
good scrap with his fists and gives a generally good cowboy
performance, even though he appears too neat and well groomed for the part. It will be a satisfactory number where they
like westerns of the standard type.

"Rush Orders"— Pathe
2 reel comedy

This Sunshine is one of'the best of their offerings so far reviewed. Al St. John is the featured comedian and his reputation as a fun producer should make the picture a good drawing card. Also Al puts over a lot of very funny stuff in this
one. There are a bunch of good gags which St. John gets
away with in great shape, and he makes every possible use
of his acrobatic ability, which also results in many laughs.
Trick photography is one of the main features in the fun of
the thing, and the way the villain is made to appear and disappear and be in several places at the same time is pretty
sure to get laughs from anyone. It's all foolishness of the most
ridiculous sort, but it's the kind of stuff that's nearly sure-fire.
It should be a very satisfactory offering.

Type of production

1 reel comedy

This one has Snub Pollard for its star performer, and he is
still assisted and backed up by Marie Mosquini and Sunshine
Bambo, while Hughie Mack is also very much in evidence.
The comedy in this one is pretty good in some places. There
are several sure laughs and most of it is fairly funny. There's
one good one to start it off when Snub, after being advertised
in a sub-title as traveling in his private car. comes riding into
the picture on a flat car propelled by Sammy. Then there is
a lot of business in a quick lunch restaurant owned by Miss
Mosquini. Snub gets hold of some cakes stuffed with gunpowder. Eventually he wins a home by steering all the customers into Marie's cafe. It's a fairly satisfactory comedy
reel.

"Dead Easy"— Educational

"Dande-Lions" — Century-Universal
Type of production

Outlaw"— Universal

Type of production

"The Big Secret"— Sunshine-Fox
Type of production

2 reel comedy

2 reel comedy

This one has the Century trained lions as its feature. The
animals, with the aid of two negroes and a couple of fair
comedians, make it a mighty lively picture and one that will
afford a goodly amount of amusement and a number of thrills.
It is the kind of stuff that will be enjoyed by almost any audience, which makes it a very satisfactory offering. There
isn't any connected plot to the thing. It is made up of a
series of incidents in -vjdiich the lions chase and almost catch
every one in the cast. They wrestle with the comedians, tear
the clothes off the negroes and make things generally exciting
through the whole picture. There is some comedy business
supplied by the two comedians that also is fair stuff.

Type

of production

1 reel comedy

This is one of the Vanity brand. While there are a few
laughs in it and some parts are mildly amusing, the greater
part of the business fails to register. It has a fairly funny
idea for a basis, but stalls along without developing it much
for half the reel. Earl Rodney and Irene Dalton have the
principal parts. Rodney tries too hard to be sure that the
gags register in most cases. The story of it is about a young
artist and his sweetheart, both starving to death. He decides
to end it all by jumping in the river, but is rescued by a couple
of body-buyers, who give him fifty dollars for his. The rest
of it is made up of his efforts to elude the gloomy two. It's
only a mediocre reel.

Some Short Reels
"Roman
Type of production

Romeos" — Universal
2 reel comedy

This is the latest offering from Lyons and Moran. It's a
sure fire idea, and while not new, the boys have injected a lot
of new stuff into it, and they put it over in great shape. It
starts off rather tame, with a scene in a country barn party,
with Eddie and Lee as a couple of hicks in love with the
farmer's daughter. There's some fair comedy in this part but
not much. Then the heroine goes home and reads about
Rome. The scene changes to the days of Rome, with Eddie
and
Lee fighting
for athelot Princess'
It'sbya such
very things
clever
burlesque.
There are
of laughs hand.
provided
as the lady telephoning to the Coliseum, and all sorts of mixtures of ancient and modern times. Sub-titles blending old
English
and kind
modern
slang add a lot to the fun. It's a good
bet for any
of theater.
Pathe Review No. 98
Type of production
1 reel magazine
The subjects included in this issue make up a reel of just
about average
interest.
There
isn't anything
of particular _
importance
or interest in any of them, but they're all fair.
The first subject is the making of a rose bowl, a common type
of decorative vase. The glass cutting is shown in some good
close-ups. Next is a slow motion bit, three men performing
acrobatic stunts. Then comes a short bit showing the manner
in which some plants spread their seeds. The reel ends with
a number of colored shots of the Cascade of the Yellowstone,
which are prettily tinted.
"Zulu Love" — Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Eddie Barry is starred in this reel, which has a fair comedy
idea, and which registers a good deal of amusement on that
score, even though
the players are not particularly funny
comedians.
Barry does a great deal of mugging,
which is
funny for a time but which loses its punch before the end.
In this one, his friend is expecting a rich aunt from Zululand,
and to make her feel at home, the friend fixes up the house
like a Zulu home, and makes Barry doll up as a Zulu chief.
Auntie brings home a Zulu lady, and the latter falls violently
in love with Eddie. Her efforts to win him in Zulu style are
good for a number of laughs, but aside from this, there are
not many gags or much business that registers. It should
go over fairly well, however, on what it has.
"A Forest Sampson"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
This is one of the Holman Day series, produced by Edgar
Jones, who also plays the title role. It has a fairly interesting
story, and is well enough done, except that Jones is not a
universally popular type of hero.
If you have used any of

the preceding numbers of this series and they have been popular, this one should be satisfactory, as its theme, has more
interest in it than most of the foregoing ones. It's about a
rough, untamed man of the wilds, who rules everyone with
whom he comes in contact by brute force. His sweetheart is
falling in love with a smooth villain when he comes along and
ends it with a knockout. The villain then robs the lumber
camp and by pretending friendship for the girl, shows her
how she can tame her wild man by tying him up until he
learns his lesson. When this is done the villain is about to
make away with both money and the girl, but is prevented by
the man of the wilds, who breaks his bonds and captures the
crook.
"Screen Snapshots" No. 22— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
This issue starts off with a few shots of Barbara Castleton
"waiting at the church" — but only for a picture. Then come
a number of close-ups of Tom Mix, Buck Jones and other cow-j
boys, performing on horseback, at a round-up. An Indian also
performs some difficult feats on a horse in this part. Then
there is a short bit featuring Matty Roubart, the boy actor, in
a full sized drunkard's part, which he manages very creditably.
Following that is a shot of a horse and a lion performing together under the guidance of Paul Bourgeois of Universal.
Charles Ray is next "shot" delivering one of his pictures by
airplane, and the reel ends with a view of the reception tendered the picture stars upon their arrival at San Francisco to
attend the moving picture ball. This part includes close-ups
of Clara Kimball Young, Bebe Daniels, Bryant Washburn,
Mary Miles Minter and Mary Thurman. Fans will find this
number up to the standard of the series.

"Pirates of the West"— C. B. C. Film Sales
Type of production
2 reel western
This is the first of a series of short western features, starring
C. Edward Hatton, and with Frances Parks playing the feminine lead. It should be a good bet where they like thrillers,
for a good western story has been provided containing quite
a strong element of excitement and a lot of suspense. Both
principal players handle the parts in very satisfactory style.
Hatton looks the part, rides well and puts up a good scrap
with his fists, which are the three principal requisites of afl
western hero. It's nearly all exterior scenes, and they are all
good they
western
story
not new,
the
kind
like.locations.
Old Hank The
Lewis
hasisbeen
diggingbutforit'syears
for
gold, awithout
success.
father
is aboutthat
to
foreclose
mortgage
on the The
old heroine's
man, having
discovered
there is gold on his land. Jack Kelly discovers the plot and
saves Lewis' property for him, and after being put in all wrong
with his girl, through the schemes of the villain, finally clears
himself and wins her.
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FIRST AGAIN
We appreciate and congratulate you gentlemen of the Rex Photoplays, Inc., of Boston,
producers of Billy B. Van comedies, on your
first official act in motion picturedom — that of
subscribing to WID'S

DAILY.

Knowledge is power — the progressive executive must keep reliably informed of what is
going on in this industry — and — WID'S
DAILY will bring this news to you bright and
early every morning of the year.
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1 Theatre. There is a short episode

in the early part of the picture laid in Pekin
during- the Boxer Rebellion. As soon as this
was finished and before the title announced
that the action had been switched to
America. I "faded out" the screen, revealing
a stage setting of a balcony in Chinatown.
A girl singer, costumed like Leatrice Joy
as "Sui Sen" in the picture, then sang the
Chinese lullaby from "East is West." The
setting was in the centre of the stage,
masked by a scrim decorated with long
Chinese banners, and the singer was flooded
by mellow lights. The interlude was
applauded at each showing.

EMINENT
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AUTHORS
S E hfT

FAMOUS
STORY
GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS'

"There's still plenty
of vitality left in the
movies, in spite of all
the films which have
been turned out like
so many sausages,

A TALE
OF
TWO WOFLLDS

when they can produce such a picture
'as 'A Tale of Two
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Reported
in Philadelphia
Famouj
Players Are Negotiating Outright Purchase of Stanley Co.
(By Long Distance 'Phftie)

Philadelphia — It i^ reported here
that
after
extensive
negotiations
Famous
Player^-Laiky
are on the
verge, of an outright purchase of the
Stanley Co. of Anerica.
This cannot bs confirmed
here at this hour
(9 A. Vi., Saturday morning).
Elek Ludvigh, counsel of Famous
Players, when asked relative to this
report, sad: "Mr. Zukor is in
Europe. Mr. Lasky is in Los
Angela. Mr. Connick in Montreal.
I asjnme that if there were any such
ne£ot:ations on that I would know of
Viem. I think one of these gentlemen
would have told me something. In
my opinion there is nothing to it."
It is known
Ihdt Famous
Play^is
and the Stanley Co. of America, are
on very close terms.
Famous owns
a large block of stock in the Stanle]
Co., and is otherwise financially in
terested in that concern.

Jim.

:ar A. Price, president of A. P.,
>ut of town, and it was imposto reach him for a statement.
;e B. Clifton, assistant treasupon whom
the papers were
1, did not care to make
any
lent.
Al
Lichtman,
general
er was equally reticent.
<ie interesting phases of Warconnection with the Associated
>' cers are presented
in his bill

Kirkpatrick Out

(Continued on Page 2)

Friday, March 5, 1915, WID
si:
'What will be one of the big8 it events in the film indust , for everyone concerned, is
tl day the director is not
f'ced with his work to a speed
tit endangers the production.
I seems a pity this practice
ests, especially with big prodtions, because a man who
isushed is going to slip some
d and then his haste is going
t< seriously affect the results
smred on the expenditure of
s<eral thousand dollars. The
s<ner the men who control
tl money give their directors
ai incentive to do great work
in i reasonable time instead of
can there
in a will
limited
IJ"-,best
the they
sooner
be

w

me really great films and the
scier will all films be proved 'worth while.'"

-

Is Deal On?

i

Action for $100,000 and Attachment Against Associated
Producers
ad B. Warren, formerly general
iger of Associated Producers,
filed a suit of $100,000 against
corporation on Saturday,
also filed an attachment in the
:me Court on all of the funds
e corporation in the Central Unrust Co.
irren's complaint alleges that his
act, extending for 15 months
June, 1920, has been broken by
efendants.
attachment hearing was held
e Justice Joseph E. Newburger,
art 2, Special Term, Supreme
: and when -the papers were sern the corporation, they were in
ijplaced in the hands of the cornattorney, Arthur Butler

Note the Date

Price 5 Cents

Monday, April 4, 1921

The big one you've been waiting for: "Made in the Kitchen," Mack Sensett's first two-reel comedy for Associated Producers release, is in the
branches and ready for booking. Sennett favorites in the cast, Sennett
fun in every foot — Advt.

Olive Oil

Arthur S. Kirkpatrick announced
on Saturday afternoon that he had
resigned as vice-president and general manager of the Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation.
Charles R. Rogers, formerly of
Selznick, succeeds Kirkpatrick. Rogers starts his new duties this mornings
Big Milwaukee Theater
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Milwaukee — It is understood
that
brewing
interests are planning
the
erection of a 3,500 seat theater on the
site of an old brewery here.

Times are tuff. No foreign money for pictures. Government laws. And all that sort of thing. Can't ship money out.
Prevalent in war ridden Europe. So buyers abroad are in
trouble. Want pictures from us. But can't pay for 'em. In
Shipman Leaves
cash. So whatcha think? They're getting around it. How?
Ernest
Shipman
left for Geona,
He will be gone
Glimpse this : "Joe Schnitzer has an offer of a boatload of olive Italy, on Saturday.
oil. For Italian rights to some of his pictures. Over at Equity. about four weeks.
Joe's in a pickle. Never sold olive oil. Don't know what he
Craft Evidence Secured
could do with it. Doesn't like salads anway. But considering
the
Up atForSelect,
too. LJ'sdeal.
figuring.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Been offer.
offeredJust
a lottheof same.
diamonds.
an Australian
The
Chicago — Theater
owners
here
testified
before
Robert
E. Crowe,
Missus has a flock of gems. LJ don't want to get back in the state's attorney, that they are forced
joolery business. And maybe the diamond market's off. So to pay labor unions from the time
the foundation
of a theater is laid
they're still figuring.SOME
POSSIBILITIES
until it is completed,
and that th<*
What an idea? Just think? Sell a picture to Holland. And graft does not end there. It is allege
that from $1 to $5 have been colled
take a boat load of smearkase. Or to Sweden. And get a lot of ed by unions for installing theati
zinc. Or Germany, and get a shipload of sourkraut. Africa can seats, and that strikes were threaten*
exchange diamonds or ostrich feathers.
Russia has a lot of unless payment was made as di

"A

(Continued on Page 3)
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Harding No.resumes
rolling
on Whitechildren'
Housi eg
iw
The
late John
Burroughs
in his f m
haunts.
Huge Chicago warehouse blown to bi
Mounting
world's largest guns on r 1
S. S. California.
Thousands
mourn at funeral of Jam< Ca
dinal Gibbons.
Fishing
for
a job inin Ketechan,
New York;Alaska;
walking "sandw
on thi 5n(
ce<
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Quotations

VANITY

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ..70
71
70
do. pfd
85
85
85
*Goldwyn
4H
Syi
....
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
18^4
19
18^
Triangle
H
3A
3A
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Warren Sues
(Continued

from

Page

1)

of complaint, which shows that he
was working on a basis of 2 per cent
of the excess gross over and above
$200,000 on all pictures released, and
2 per cent of the excess on all over
$100,000 on the Sennett two reelers,
plus a 2 per cent commission on all
foreign business placed. As against
this Warren had an advance of $750
a week. In his bill he also contends
that when he was discharged he had
"placed contracts * * * aggregating
over $5,000,000."
The .complaint cites in detail how
Warren became interested with J.
Parker Read, Jr., and Thomas H.
Ince in the early days of the formation of what was later known as Associated Producers, when he was
vice-president of W. W. Hodkinson
Corp.; that he passed upon the various propositions made to the directors by First National and' Goldwyn, and
that subsequently
met
Oscar
A. Price,
as a result ofhe"which
financing was arranged and the Asso(1 Producers was launched.
His complaint charges that the producers agreed to furnish him with 30
(Continued

on

Page

at
San Francisco;
M; itbr
honeymooning
in Los"Doug"
Angeles and
; sport
suggestions, Red Cross work in
etc., etc., etc.
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COMEDIES
Your

It's a sense in "Take
They missed the boat but nobody cares.
Time," a snappy single-reel at Educational Exchanges. — Advt.

On Broadway
Astor — "The Four Horsemen

Sunday — Mae

Murray

of the RialtoGilded
— MaryLily."
Miles

in

Minter

THfc SPICC OF THE PROGRAM"

in "The

yps
Little
Clown." Meighan
cal
t—e.""Over the Hill."
urs
Rivoli
— Thomas
in "The
adh
BroApo
in
Hammerstein
Broadway — Elaine
Men."
cticut
in
Yankee
Conne
Selwy
Cityn —of "ASilent
"Poor Dear Margaret Kirby."
King — Arthur's
Court."
Brooklyn
Strand — "Man — Woman — Strand
Norma
Talmadge
in "The
Passion Flower."
l — ge.
itoria
"Th"e Cabinet of Dr. CaliCapMar
Next Week
l
a
t
—
."
rion Sentimen
Tommy
"
Crite
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
44th St.— "Way Down East."
as
Loew's Newks York — Today — Dougl
Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
n
a
b
"
"
e
r
.
Broadway
— Not yet determined.
Apocalypse."
ilnas"Th Nuitrbanks
Fngadairaiy.
g
u
o
in Brooklyn Strand — Norma Talmadge
Fa
— Do
M
"The Nut."
in "The Passion Flower."
Tuesday — Wanda Hawley in "The Capitol — Mabel Normand in "What
Outside Woman."
Wednesday — "A
Tale
of
Two Criterion
to Rosa."
— "Sentimental
Tommy."
Happened
44th
St.—
"Way
Down
East."
Thursday
— "What's
a
Wife Rialto — Not yet determined.
Worlds."
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Friday — Frank Mayo in "The Mag- Selwyn — "A Connecticut Yankee in
Worth?" nificent Brute" and Madge KenKing — Arthur's
Court."(tentative atStrand
"The Oath"
traction).
nedy in "The Highest Bidder."
ay
ut
"
rd
ho
t.
tu
it
mi
Sa
— "W
Li

The New Jackson Studio
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
in the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
three blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
dressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation
(f (S>dcLC<xiccma£ U-CctuAJU^

"The

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

Why

handicap a

goo<

photo play with poor post;
ters? Use RITCHE^
posters and play safe.

RITCHEI
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838 '

You ever get tired selling '«
"How She Slipped" or "Vy
Jessie
of atures. Left
It's Town"
a real kind
pleasurco

Don't

give your customers cl n,
pleasing) wholesome pict ?s
with like
a pretty and charrug
star

SUSAN

GRANIE

in
"The Girl With a Millioi
"Up Against It"
"The Girl Upstairs"
Now selling territory

Fred114 W.-44
W.

Falkrr

N. Y. City.
Bryant 2062
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In jewels. And maybe some vodka. But the Volstead law
ps that. And cheerio Sidney Garrett will get you a flock of
n puddings. What a lot of goulash could come from HunW And, oh, boy, the shilallaes from Ireland.
First thing you know warehouses will be used instead of
ks. By the distributing companies.
And they'll have special
l to sell what they get in exchange for their films.
Either
:, or "bekock." EVER
Unless HEAR
the exchange
rate steadies.
OF
GOLF?
Ask Marcus Loew? But don't talk while you play with
. Or Zukor. Who has his own links. On his country estate,
ere Jules Mastbaum plays with him. Or Aaron Jones. Or
ph Kohn.
Been down South. Learned all about golluf. Want to
w what makes those chaps so big? In this business. Golf,

9

:'t'

i
9

%

t
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.t
9
:.:
:.:

I:.: are offered a booking of

it he's done in vaudeville? Then think what he may do in
ures. Because he's coming. Definite plans. And all that
; of thing. In a week or two. But he's going to produce.
1 distribute. Will sell nationally. And internationally too. If

9
8♦.♦

Pway. Tell more after tomorrow's hearing. But don't kid
>lself. There's a lot more behind this. Than may appear,
erst's correspondent hits it. There's been too much politics
te past. Among some picture people. Who came out pretty
I ig for Smith. And the Republicans haven't forgotten it.
nj probably won't. Eye for an eye. Only trouble this : that
hj.e industry pays.
For what some people did.
Or wanted

h

:.:
8♦V
:.:

8
M

GASNIER

8

I9 who directed
8

Will make
Broadway
look sick all wreek. Exchangemen.
linen.
And
exhibitors
at Rochester.
Big crowd
going.
this afternoon.
Back
end of week.
Some
big stuff

KISMET

S

directed it.

ipany's.
Warren said nothing.
Then came action.
All
'"by branch. managers were called in. Met Al.
Had a
0 heart chew.
Got their bearings.
And all that sort of
DANNY.

GOOD
WOMEN

1 Just remember

So don't expect STATE
too much.CONVENTION

tiled. Also a ball.
And they'll know where they stand on
inWship. After the hearing.
WITH
THE
AP
-ichtman came in.
With
a bounce.
Warren went out.
se. Al gave out dignified statement.
Of his ideas.
And

::
:.:

:.:

8

8
9

lon't mind olive oil. Fred Quimby with him. Will look after
ribution. So they say. But Fred's mum. First brother to
Dyster. Believes in the Bible. Silence is golden. Pantages
'a real start. In his own houses. Can book about 37 weeks.
I his possible affiliations will make a lot more,
ijustatip.
Watch him.
WHAZZA MATTER?
;With business? Talk about it slumping off. Thought that
! all done with. Weeks ago. Hear some houses in Northit are switching. To breaking week runs to twice a week.
lope of stimulating things. Middle West reported spotty.
ui with some of the big boys.
And the big features.
No
ial reason. Someone thought prices were too high. Average
!,ission through country about 22 cents. For good houses.
it's low enough.
Let's lay off this pessimistic talk. If you can't be optimistic
» lfis. Shut up.
ALBANY
Spells gloom. Looks like censorship. Or something like it.

WHEN YOU

H

9
0

y? Because you haven't time to do anything else. It's a
it game.
PANTAGES
COMING
Yep. Into pictures. At last. After many months. Of waitAnd planning. Alexander Pantages moves slowly. Thinks
it before he starts. Then goes to it. With a bang. Look

Now they'll get back to business.
S.:
Ain't golluf a wonderful game?
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Warren Sues
World's
Rights for Sale
Unreleased Negative

productions and he also contends that
they defaulted on deliveries of negatives to the extent that from Sept. 12,
1920, to Feb. 27, 1921, but nine pictures were presented to him for distribution.

M. COHAN'S

E
GEORG
two
"The

(Continued from Page 2)

reel comedy

Dangerous

Mrs.

De-

laney" by
written
George M. Cohan
The price is right.
Address R. A. J. c/o
WID'S DAILY

The

following interesting tabulations appear in his complaint:
"During the period from Monday,
July S, 1920, until Saturday, March
19, 1921, this being the last contract
department data obtainable by me
as these reports could not be kept
closer than seven or eight days after
their receipt at the home offices in
New York, I had sold for the combined product of the members of
Associated Producers contracts to the
gross amount of -$5,034,260.62, itemized as follows:

OFFICE SPACE
For inRent
Film Building
Rent Reasonable
Write Box F-4 c/o WID'S

WANTED
COOPER-HEWITT
FLOOR BANKS
Write full particulars and price
Address

B-61, care

U. S. Binder Contracts
$4,113,323.52
U. S. Spot Booking
Contracts.
438,134.04
Canadian
Binder
Contracts
238,684.00
Canad'n
BookingAustralasian
Contracts 31,394.06
Contract Spotwith
Films for Australia and New
Zealand
excluding
George
Loane
Tucker
190,000.00
12 Sennett
two reel comedies,
Binders
15,780.00
6 Sennett all-star two or three
reel comedies
6,945.00

Wid's

$5,034,260.62

"The individual sales per picture as
of the week ending Saturday, March
No.
No.
19, 1921, are as follows
veeks

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADEi

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE
ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS & BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Ave.,
New York City.
Hollywood, P-«

PUBLICITY""
ISING—
ADVERT
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
904

The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

ARTISTS

AND

ART

5506

TITLES
INC.,

F. A. A. DAHME, -Lcaderf
Art Titles — Animation220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 679J
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5812

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg.. Los Angelei

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3761
H. J. Streyckmans, Genera! Manager
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORIES
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort Lee 22)

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
86 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 94!
PRESS
PROSPECT
188 W. 4th St.

STUDIOS

Spring

2071

iSSTliK
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
INC.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 71H
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mora. 49M

Picture
Total sales
Homespun Folks. .$229,854.46
Leopard Woman.. 203,164.86
Forbidden Thing.. 206,251.47
Last of Mohicans. 271,422.77
Love
189,862.83
Thousand to One. 189,202.60
Lying Lips
270,096.20
Small Town Idol.. 189,282.05
Perfect Crime
164,448.84
Total Sales of 9
Pictures to
3/9/21
$1,917,586.10
Av. per picture of
9 released
213,065.11

sold

27
25

18
16
20
14
7
5
3

sold
2306
2079
the'r's
2534
2038
1778
1893
1856
1363
1481

135

17268

15

1917

("While the number of weeks that
each picture has been released in the
United States is given above, the Canadian Company is from 2 to 3
months
leasing.) behind the American in re"The only outright sale of Associatedcontract
Producers' product
accomplished under
to me was
made to
Australasian Films, Ltd., for the territory of Australia, New Zealand and
Tasmania, on the following basis:
Earh Thomas H. Ince Prod
Each
Mack
Sennett Prod
Each
Marshall
Neilan Prod
Each Maurice Tourneur Prod
Each J. P. Read, Jr., Prod
Each Allan Dwan
Prod
Each
George
Loane
Tucker
if delivered

Prod.,

$7,000
7,000
7,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
8,806

making a clear average of slightly
better than $6,500 per picture, or
6yi% of my determined world quota
of $100,000 per picture for the foreign rights exclusive of the United
States and Canada. Commonly in
the American and export field and
recognized in the statistical tables of
any of the larger companies. Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania are
regarded as being not in excess of
a three or four per cent unit of the
foreign film field."
George Edwin Joseph is counsel
for Mr. Warren.

Studio
For
Rent
Close \ to New York City —
one of the finest studios in the
East. Room to accommodate
from eight to ten companies.
Completely equipped with the
best and most modern equipment for making fine pictures.
Laboratory close by. This' is
a big opportunity for up-to-date
producers who will have nothing but the best results. Get
in touch today.

t 44th
71 WesBox
New
'S York
, WID
F-30St.,

7/kRECOCHIZED

gfcBftADSTREET
>/ FILMDOM

DL. XVI

Authority

No. 5

Price 5 Centi
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Bans Our Films

Three a Year

Beaverbrook
Says Prices Are To<
High — Foreign
Managers Not
Disturbed

)raldina's Plan — Ernest Shipman to
Be Interested in Distribution
Latter Sells Film
Doraldina will form her own procing company, as indicated in these
Inmns some time ago. She will
ike three pictures a year and these
iy he made either in New York or
California.
Ernest Shipman, who sailed for Gea on Saturday, will be identified
th the Doraldina company and will
actively interested in the distribun of the product.
[t developed yesterday that before
ipman left for Europe he closed a
d with Associated First National
the distribution of "Cameron of
: Royal Mounted," a Ralph Conr .story filmed by Winnipeg Prod.,
c. It was expected that First Nanal would handle this production as
11 as other Connor stories made in
nada.
Doraldina has been released from
- Metro contract.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
London
— Lord Beaverbrook e>
ploded a bit of a bombshell here
his newspaper, the Daily Express, b?

ters,
the Provincial
announcing
that his circuit
of thea*
Cinematograpl
Theaters, would book no more Amer
ican pictures on account of the higl
rental prices and the congested stat
of the market.
However, British manufacturers an
dead against any reduction in rent
als and it seems to be the opinion ii
well informed quarters that nothinj
will come of the move.
The Provincial Cinematograph The
an rs controls 33 theaters, accordini
to the latest Kinematograph Yea
Book. This unit, together wit
those controlled by Sir Oswald Stol
are two of the most important kinc
ma circuits in England.
Foreign managers of some of th
larger American
distributing compa
nies were not particularly disturbc
by the report
coming
from6) Londo
(Continued
on Page

Back from Montreal
The group of Famous Players stars
i officials returned yesterday mornj from Montreal, where they atided the opening of the Capitol
later on Saturday evening.

The Director
Sunday,
Wid said:

November

24, 1918,

"The opportunity for the independent producer who ia
l making special films directed
by a truly capable producer is
|brighter at this time than ever
before.

m

Three Cars Full

All Set in Rochester

Exhibitors and Exchangemen Leave
for Rochester — Some to Stop
Over at Albany
Three cars full of exhibitors and
exchangemen in as many special cars
left Grand Central for Rochester at
4:30 yesterday afternoon to attend
the joint meetings of the New York
State Exhibitors' League and six exchangemen's organizations which operate out of New York, Buffalo, Albany, Boston, New Haven and Philadelphia.
All told there were about 90 in the
party, divided about equally between
members of the Theater Owners'
Chamber of Commerce and the New
York F. I. L. M. Club, the New England Filmsociation,
Exchange
Managers'
Asthe New Haven
Film Club

Exhibitors to Meet at Hotel Seneca —
I. M. Salyerds in Charge of
Arrangements

"A

"The coming of these specials
|is not going to in any way interfere with the success of our
really capable stars, but it is
certainly going to put a beautiful crimp into scores of almost stars who have been
getting away with murder and
foolish salaries because someone spent money announcing
them as a star and then forced
their product upon the exhibitor
by means of a program-j-eleas:ing contract system."

Foamy, peppy, home-brew comedy with a pre-war punch in every foot, is
"Made in the Kitchen," Mack Sennett's first Associated Producers' tworeel comedy, now booking in Associated branches everywhere. — Advt.

and the Albany Film Club. A representative ofthe Motion Picture Exchange Managers' Branch of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce went
along. The entire membership of
the F. I. L. M. Club was included in
the party.
(Continued on Page 3)

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Neilan Film for Capitol
It was reported yesterday that th
Capitol theater is trying to secur
Marshall Neilan's "Bob Hampton c
Placer" for a showing at the theate:
The production is for Associate
First National release.
J. R. Grainger,
representative,
whenNeilan's
reached person;
yestei
day refused to comment on the re
Out of Town
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y. — Everything is set
for the convention of the New York
State Exhibitors' League and that of
the five affiliated
ganizations: the F.exchangemen's
I. L. M. Club orof
New York; the New Haven Film
Club; the Buffalo Exchange Managers' Association; the New England
Exchange Managers' Association, and
the Albany Film Club.
The meetings will be held at the
Hotel Seneca, although the convention committee has arranged all details from its quarters in the Victoria
Theater.

Philadelphia — -Jules Mastbaum an
Al. Boyd of the Stanley Co. of Amei
port.
ica were out of town yesterday an
so could not be reached for a stati
ment regarding the report publishc
in Monday's issue of WID'S DAIL
that the company would be take
over by Famous
Players-Lasky.
Mastbaum and Boyd are the onl
members of the corporation who i:
sue statements regarding the con

The special cars bearing the exhibitors and exchangemen from New
York arrived last night. They
have on board a delegation from
the
TheaterandOwners'
Commerce
the New Chamber
York F. of
I.

A budget of news pertaining
to the Rochester convention
and the hearing on the ClaytonLusk censorship bill in Albany
today will be found on page 3,
this issue.

L. M. Club.
(Continued

on

Page

3)

pany's

policies.

See Page Three
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It Does Happen
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(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago
— The managers
the community house at Wi
netka, a suburb of Chicag
have notdecided
was
fit for that
children"Kismt
to s<
Yet — those same manage
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decided that "Twin Beds" w
perfectly O. K.

Wheeler Forms New Dept
Wheeler Prod, have inaugura 1
new department.
Society wed i ,
and functions will be filmed . .
much per.
The

Not quoted The man they wanted to see least of all on earth stood before them.
18&
IS%
18J4 Priscilla Dean, soon to be presented by Carl Laemmle in Stuart Paton's
V&
Y&
V% Universal- Jewel de Luxe, "Reputation." — Advt.
Not quoted
Jenks, Partner of G. A. Rogers
Maugham Story for Compson
Announcement
was
made
yesterLos
Angeles — Before W. Somerset
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
day that Almet F. Jenks had resigned Maugham left for his South Sea trip
as presiding justice of the Appellate it is understood he completed an
Salient Films Through Forward
Term of the Supreme Court to become a partner with G. A. Rogers in original story for Betty Compson enSalient Films, Inc., producing a series of Muriel Ostriche features, has the law firm of Jenks and Rogers. In
titled, "The Ordeal." It will be
arranged with the Forward Film Dis- picture circles there was some inter- placed in production as soon as Miss
tributors to handle its Ostriche proest attached to this inview of Rogers' Compson finishes "At the End of
ductions.
earlier activities in fighting adverse the World," which Penrhyn Stanlaws
is to direct.
picture legislation.
Made for Sameth?
Conklin Signed?
Representatives Selected
Los Angeles — The Lone Star Prod.
Co. has leased space at the old Bronx
Phil.
L. Ryan, manager of franLos Angeles — It is reported here
studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., and has that the Atlas Film Co. has signed a
chises of Associated Exhibitors, has
started work on the first of a series of starring contract with Charles Conk- selected the first three representatives
nine five-reel westerns starring W. J.
lin for a series of 12 two reel come- of the Associated franchise selling
dies. A company known as Top- force. They are H. L. Knappen, E.
Miller ("Ranger Bill"). Harry Wulze
will direct. The Forward Film Dis- notch Prod, is to release them.
S. Flynn and Ira H. Cohen.
tributors, Inc., J. Joseph Sameth,
president, will distribute the pictures.
Westerns for Pioneer
Vincent Coleman will support
It is a New York company.
Pioneer has acquired a series of 12 Anetha Getwel in her first picture for
William
Fairbanks
westerns,
now Pantheon Pictures. Production is
At the offices of Forward it was
being produced by the Western Star under way at Port Henry, N. Y.,
stated yesterday that no definite ar- Prod. Co. of Los Angeles.
under direction of Charles Miller.
rangements had been made for the
pictures referred to.
Wa

features

of thi

Final filming of David Butler' n
duction, "Sophie Semenoff," fii
a series of features starring hin h
been completed at the Brum
dios.

Last
. Bid. Asked. Sale
.. 68
70J4
70
86
86
86

D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
Triangle
World Film
♦Goldwyn

regular

pany
be filmed
at Universal
'i
where will
space
has been
leased.

Quotations
Famous Players
do pfd

The value of a film to an
exhibitor is greatly in

5%

The Hoy Reporting Service have
moved their offices to 719 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

N

creased by the addition of
RITCHEY posters.

RITCHEY
L.ITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

M

TRANSATLANTl
PROJECTORS

Human Stories
Human Direction
NEED

THE

ANSWER

IS

Harry Beaumont
THE SPICE OP THE PROGRAM"

fi

Address Care Wid's Daily
Hollywood, Calif.

Interesting Booklet sent oi
jssnbaj
Transatlantic Film Co.
of America
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hree Cars Full
(Continued from Page 1)

dition, Henry T. Scully, pres: the New Haven Film Club,
^iated with Federated in New
:headed a delegation of three,
:d B. Murphy, president of the
ngland Film Exchange Man\ssociation and Boston manBoston Photoplays, headed a
if five from Boston and Port!e.; President I. E. Chadwick
New York Club, headed the
:rowd.
first confab of the exchangeill open this morning at the
Their meetings and those
exhibitors will in no way be
l:airs. It is expected that joint
tees will discuss matters of
[interest, however.
Another Group
Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

lo — Maurice A. Chase and his
nembers
in the Buffalo ExManagers'
Association
left
Rochester last night.
Meet at Albany
Special to WID'S DAILY)

ly, N. Y. — When the convenicial reached Albany last night
Bert Moran, president of the
Film Club, was at the stath his delegation. They all
l. to Rochester together.
It Pleased Them

All

All Set in Rochester
(Continued

from

Page

1)

The personnel of the executive
committee in charge of the convention is as follows:
I. M. Salyerds, chairman, Victoria
theater; W. H. Kelly, secretary, Victoria theater; George H. Caffery,
treasurer, Clinton theater; W. A. Caliban, publicity, Regent theater; Geo.
Kress, entertainment, Hudson theater; John J. Farren, the ball, Victoria
theater; J. Greenstone, concessions,
Empire theater; F. J. Kocji, accommodations, Lyndhurst theater, and
C. Stahley, banquet, Rose Garden
theater.
Sydney S. Cohen of M. P. T. O. is
also president of the New York State
Exhibitors' League, with the following other officers: Sam I. Berman,
executive secretary, Bensonhurst;
William H. Linton, treasurer, Utica;
Jules Michaels, chairman executive
committee, Buffalo; Charles O'Reilly,
organizer, New York; Ira Mosher,
vice-president, Buffalo; William Callahan, Rochester; Fred Elliott, Albany, and William Dillon, Ithaca.
They will of course be present.
Harry H. Buxbaum of Famous
Players will be a busy man when he
gets there. "Bux" expects to show
Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy" to
the visiting exhibitors.
Hearing Today
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Albany — The public hearing on the
Clayton-Lusk
censorship bill will be
[Special to WID'S DAILY)
ester, Tuesday — When the held today. Representatives of the
ion special reached here at industry will appear, as will clergyhis morning, the film men rmen of various 'religious denominathat President Chase of the itions.
Managers' AssoExchange
D. W. Griffith, William A. Brady,
had
a little repast waiting for
Dr. Frank Crane and possibly Thomreupon,
the
visitors
voted
as Dixon leave for Albany, this morning to take sides on behalf of the ini'a regular fellow."
dustry and against the proposed censorship bill.
It is expected representatives of a
(executive headquarters of the number of the larger companies will
also attend the hearing.
: T. O. stated yesterday that
An active propaganda against the
if) exhibitors were expected to
ijthe convention of the State bill has been carried on by the M. P.
i. Over 500 reservations have T. O. It was stated yesterday that
over 4,000,000 petitions had been cir;; been made, it was stated,
culated and that over 1,000,000 of
i S. Cohen, president of the
ifork State League and the them, signed, were in Albany yesterday morning. The work has been
IT. O. of America left yester- carried
on to the last minute and it is
ifernoon for Albany. He will
4 the hearing there today, but expected that additional thousands
ot expect to take any active will be before the legislators by -the
time the hearing opens today.
ijthe discussions.

>00 Expected

12 from Board of Review
The National Board of Review is
Special to WID'S DAILY)
sending a delegation of 12 to Albany this morning. Among them will
[jay, N. Y. — There was an impow-wow held at the Ten be W. D. McGuire, executive secreast night between exhibitors
tary, and Orrin G. Cocks, advisory
hangemen. It was all a rath- secretary.
etive affair, but it is underlie purppse of the meeting was
H things over before the public
I today on the Clayton-Lusk
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
3hip bill. Among those who
Albany, N. Y. — Evidently there are
id were William Brandt- and
efforts being made to affect a com^anheimer of the Theater Ownpromise with Governor Miller regard'lamber of Commerce of New
o Lester Adler, Realart manager ship. ing his attitude in relation to censorIjv York, and Bert Moran,
William A. Brady had a conference
J local manager. Brandt and With Governor Miller, and later the
1 mer represented a T. O. C. C. Governor was requested to say somePtee and Adler and Moran repthing on the subject. He replied that
(Continued on Page 6)
ud the exchangemen.

J. JOSEPH SAMETH!
Announces
the distribution of a series of
super productions featuring
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Produced by

Salient Films. Inc,
Personally directed by
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Through
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New Censor Moves

O'Higgins Writes for Realart
Williams a Chester Director
OFFICE
TO
LET
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
has
Location
adjoining
Kni
Los Angeles— Harry Williams
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— Harvey O'Higgins,
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The board of directors consists of and Westerns.
ACTIVE FILM CO.]
M Crandall and A. Brylawski, rep- who wrote the continuity for "Trum- Guy L. Wonders, Frank H. Durkee,
729 Seventh Ave.,
senrepre
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itors
exhib
the
resenting
cpet Island" and several other produ
e seeking the censorIt is understood he will William C. Murphy, Fritz D. Hoff- Bryant 5627
of thos
here.
is
tions,
tatives
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ship of films.
man, Harry M. Crandall, Joseph Morfirst
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recent
National Association at
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STATE
RIGHTS
New Series of One Reelers
SPECI
SPECIAL
comple
ces
announ
Chas. F. Stark
Bill
California Censor
Drafting
tion of a series of 10 single reel pic)
DAILY
(Special to WID'S
tures. Stark believes he has a brand
WITH GRACE. DARLING
proure
meas
A
—
in short reel subjects, which
Cal.
idea
new
Sacramento,
A SOCIETY DRAMA WITH POWER. DIGNITY AND BOX-OFFICE STRENG!
viding for the reviewing of all films combines comedy, scenic value and
ADDRESS E S. MANHEIMER.
1 30 W
46(/l ST ... NEW YORK CITY. J. W.FILMCJ
tor Walter thrills.
is being drawn up by SenaProf.
Henry
Eden of Santa Ana and
David Grey of Stanford University.
New Kearse Theater
The reviewing board will be called
l to WID'S DAILY)
//
(Specia
the California Board of Review of
Charleston, W. Va.— T. L. Kearse,
Motion Pictures.
Theabe com- owner of the Kearse Circuit of
The proposed board would ende
Millsthe
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posed of the state superint
Construction Co. of Columbus,
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other
t
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"EVERYMAN'S

Agitating Nebraska Sunday Law
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
y in NeOmaha, Neb.— Blue Sunda
braska is threatened by local action
in a large number of towns and cities
two of the largthis spring. At least will
vote on the
est cities in the. state
question, and a large number of
expected to ansmaller places are
nounce at once their intention to do
the same thing.
cirIn Hastings a petition is being
culated asking the city clerk to place
the question on the ballot to be voted
April.
upon at the city election inmayor
of
Three candidates for
Grand Island appeared at a mass
would enmeeting and declared they
force Sunday closing if the people,
voting on the question, decided
against Sunday theaters.

STATE and FOREIGN
NOW
RIGHTS
SELLING

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,

Schlager Leaves Read
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Sig Schlager, for
some time past general representative for J. Parker Read, Jr., has resigned to represent directors. Among
his clients are Fred Niblo and T.
Hayes Hunter.

Censor Peril in Nebraska
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Lincoln, Neb.— Unless the Senate
votes opposite to the House, or the
vetoes the bill, or a stategovernor
wide referendum revokes the action
of the legislature and the governor
censorship in its most acute form will
have entwined itself about the indushas
The House
try in Nebraska.
into
ng
putti
bill
rship
passed a censo
authe hands of three censors the and
thority to say what pictures shall
shall not be shown in Nebraska.

PRICE'

quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

Sprinkler System at Plant
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — The American Film Co.
has just completed the installation of
a modern and effective fire protection
equipment. The sprinkler system, together with laboratory improvements,
cost about $50,000.
More for Lesser
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Louise Dresser and
Jack Gardner have gone into pictures. Gardner states he will make
a series of 12 two-reel comedies in
which Miss Dresser and Willard
Louis will be co-starred. Irving M.
Lesser has arranged to distribute the
pictures and space has been leased at
the Robert
Brunton studios.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N.Y.

Cosmopolitan Prod, has ready for
early release through Paramount
"The Woman God Changed," which
Robert G. Vignola directed from a
story by Donn Byrne called "Redemption Cove."
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"THINGS
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Take More Space
rry Chandlee and William B.
have secured additional office
by taking over one of Miles'
■ cutting rooms
on the sixth
lof the Leavitt Bldg.

iccessful continuity and
ecial writer now on staff
big producing company
11 consider position with
lall company or produc\ unit where his thorgh all-around experience
d knowledge of producm will be valuable in an
visory or supervisory cacity. If you are interted communicate with
3X 10, Wid's Daily, or
ina Schley, Hollywood,
ilif.

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Lei the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Omaha — Manager Harry Watts, of
the Strand, has started a campaign to
get late afternoon crowds to at lend
his matinees. The Strand matinees,
with matinee prices, formerly closed
at 5 o'clock, and the evening shows,
with the 30, 40 and 50 cent admission,
began at that time. Manager Watts
found there were many people getting
off from work at 5 and 6 o'clock that
would like to attend matiness at once,
before dining downtown. According he has postponed his matinees to
6:15 o'clock, with the admission price
25 cents to any part of the house. He
announced the change in newspaper
advertisements and distributed 10,000
blotters about the office buildings,
telling the down town public about
his plan. The change has been very
successful, he reports, filling his house
at those empty hours between 2 and
7 o'clock.
Horwitz

Sells Territories

Joe Horowitz has sold "Dollars
and Destiny" to the Trump Film Co.,
729 7th Ave., for New York and
Northern New Jersey; and to Cosmopolitan Film Co., 43 Winchester
St., Boston, for New
England.
Jack Withers is now sales manager
of Horowitz Prod.
Approaching Normalcy, Says Kohn

Vorld's Rights
For Sale
released Negatives
PROVEN
jiusual two reel dramatic
^ction with five male characters
?and interesting story.

J)NE OF CONTENTION

hasMorris
returnedKohn,
from Realart's
an extendedpresident,
tour of
the country. Discussing conditions
as he found them, Kohn said:
"On the west coast, in San Francisco and Los Angeles, particularly,
the conditions are very favorable.
Things are booming right along and
business seems excellent.
"In the northern section, around
Seattle, and in the Northwest and
Middle West States business seems
to be about twenty-five per cent below normal. This, I believe, is due
to the general readjustment which
the motion picture business is going
through."
Writing for Wm.
(Special to WID'S

De Mille
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Rita Weiman, it deo reel domestic production
velops, has been engaged to write an
IJexcellent night scenes and
original story for William De Mille.
ions in a juvenile naval camp.
De Mille has finished "The Lost
Romance" and will next do the Weiman story.
Betty
Compson starts work next
one reel juvenile comedies
week on her first picture, under di^ed on the famous Jean
rection of Penrhyn Stanlaws. Cecil
I; cartoon series.
De Mille will also start on a new
vehicle soon. William D. Taylor is
LAP STICK COMEDIES
scheduled to commence "The Lifted
wo reel comedy
productions Veil" next week, while Gloria Swaning the famous Jimmy ^homp- son is about completing "The Great
< he smiling Hobo.
Moment."
Wallace Reid's next will be "Tall
Timber." Tom Forman leaves for
the east shortly to direct Thomas
lilt 0248
117 West 46th Street Meighan in "Cappy Ricks." Roscoe
Arbuckle
is making
"Gasoline
under direction
of James
Cruze. Gus,"

'lULAR fellow series

Edelity Pictures Co.

Crowds

Waited in Line

Half a Block for 'Dinty '
Exhibitors

Tell

What

They
Think
Pictures

of

First

National

DINTY
"Give us more like this. My waiting lines were half a block
long. It is a magnet at the box office." — Charles H. Ryan, Garfield
Theatre, Chicago.
NOMADS

OF

THE

NORTH

"A wonderful drawing card. Fine outdoor shots and most realistic forest fire that kept the audience gripping their seats. Book it.
You can't fizzle on it."- — F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
lipsburg, Mont.
THE

FIGHTING

Theatre, Phil-

SHEPHERDESS

"Anita Stewart is a splendid actress and proves her worth and
versatility in this western role. She gets away with it in fine style.
A big puller, and many came to sec it a second time." — E- E. Sprague,
Lyric Theatre, Goodland, Kas.
THE

BEAUTY

MARKET

"Katherine MacDonald is a regular knockout in one of the
prettiest pictures we have ever shown. You can't go wrong with
this one. Book it and boost it." — Smith Read, Patriot Theatre, De
Kalb, Tex.
WHAT

WOMEN

LOVE

"One of the biggest money makers of the season. If you are
looking for a real money maker, grab this one, as it's a knockout." —
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, Ohio.
YES

OR

NO

"Absolutely one of Norma Talmadge's best. Pleased and drew
big audiences. Many took the trouble to say, 'That was some picture.' "— C. H. Powers, New Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
THE

PERFECT

WOMAN

"A clean, light comedy, which pleased as usual with Constance
Talmadge.
Some show." — Peter Krauth, Opera House, Dennison, la.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

Hkerell be a Franchise everywhere

-jMA
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Bans Our Films
(Continued

from

Tage

CAMERAMEN
Furnished
for all purp
UNITED
SOCIETY
CI
TOGRAPHERS
Suite 1603 Candler Bui
Phone Bryant 6558

1)

on
ban
Beavcrbrook's
regarding
American
pictures.
J. H. Hoffberg, at Goldwyn, staled:
:'I don't see bow the film men in
England can get along without American pictures. English producers turn
out about 5 per cent of the actual
needs of the country. Sentiment is
against German-made pictures and
of course American pictures are the
greater drawing cards as compared
with pictures of foreign countries.
"Besides a number of English theaters hold contracts for American pictures as far as two years ahead. I
don't see how they can possibly get
around that." l, George E. Kami
At Universa
stated he preferred to communicate
s English distribwith theutors,company'
the Film Booking Offices
(1920), Ltd., before making any
statement.
Arthur E. Rousseau of Pathe had
no comment to make. It is understood, however, that interests identified with Lord Beaverbrook are interested in Pathe Freres Cinema
Ltd., the English ally of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sydney Abel at Fox said:
"Over in England they need American product."
Emile E. Shatter, in charge of foreign activities of Famous Playersan interesting observaLasky, made
tion. He said he had heard from
London of the publication of the
Beaverbrook statement in the Daily
Express and said that Beaverbrook
on the next day had published a retraction.

STEREOS-M
ELECTROS
I. RUBIN

COMF

23 E.«4lh ST.

OFFICE

SPRl

SPACIf

For Rent
Film Building
in

|

Rent Reasonable!
Write Box F-4 c/o WP
"I can't stand it any longer! I'm going — and I'm going alone!" One of
the gripping moments in Benj. B. Hampton's picturization of William
Allen White's world-known novel, "A Certain Rich Man," shortly to be
released by Hodkinson. — Advt.

Talk (Continued
of Compromise
from Page 3)

Brady was of the opinion, that in
order to improve the class of pictures
new being shown, and to eliminate
objectionable one, it was not necessary to form a state board of censors,
and that the object could be attained
in other ways.
It was impossible to learn from
either Governor Miller or Brady what
"Old Homestead" Again
plans are being considered, however,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
understood, that the main purLos Angeles— "The Old Home- it is pose
is to avoid in some manner the
stead," the famous Denman Thompson play, has been purchased by the enactment of a state censorship law,
T. W. Chatburn Enterprises. W. C. and at the same time overcome GovDowling is to direct it.
ernor Miller's objections to the character of some of the pictures now
In May, 1920, Famous Players an- being shown to the public. It is expected that the matter will be
nounced that George Melford would
make a new version of the "The Old thoroughly discussed at the public
Homestead," which originally was bearing on the Clayton-Lusk bill to
filmed by Paramount. The picture be held tomorrow, before the joint
was scheduled to be made in the East. sembly.
committees of the Senate and AsThe production department did not
know about the sale to Chatburn.
Feist Going
Towanda Theater Deal
Felix Feist will attend the Rochester convention as representative for
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Towanda, Pa. — The Towanda Joseph M. Schenck and his various
Amusement Co. has been organized producing interests. From Rochester
with $60,000 capital, and will control Feist will visit some of the exchange
and operate the rebuilt Keystone and centers in the East. At a later date
Wayne theaters here. The company
months'
will erect a new theater on the site he
the plans
Middlea three
and Far
West. trip through
of the Keystone Opera House. Work
Robbins Will Try
will commence April 1st.
Herman Robbins, general sales
Add To Chain
manager of Fox, was trying hard yesStateville, N. C. — The Crescent has
terday to see his way clear to attend
recently been purchased by Hills the exhibitor convention in RochesTheaters Inc., with executives offices
ter. It was all a question of squueezin Greensboro. This brings the com- ing it in with him. Isadore Schmertz,
pany's total u)5 to eight, and includes the Fox local manager, left with the
the Opera House, Laurens, S. C, delegation on the convention special.
recently taken over by the company.
"Every Woman's Problem," which
Pittsburgh — Manager Harry F. Plymouth Pictures, Inc.. is distribGrelle, of the Supreme Photo Play
uting, has its premiere next week at
Productions Co., announces that he the U. S. Theater, Paterson, N. J.
has secured the local franchise for The picture is booked to run one
the productions of National Exchange week.

SYSTEMS
COMPLETEINSTALE
AUD'S

AUDIT & SERVICE B!RI

Not Sold
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Broadway, Roorifl
Tel. Bryant 5664
Specializing in the Motih
ture and Theatrical Inosl

The following letter was received
yesterday from James R. Grainger,
personal representative for Marshall
A. Neilan:
Under the heading 'Warren
Sues' in the issue of WID'S DAILY,
Monday, April 4th, I note the statement that Marshall
Neilan's
Prod,
have been
sold to the
Australasian
Films, Ltd., for Australia, New Zeature. land and Tasmania for $7,000 per pic"Please be advised that if you have
received information to this effect,
you have not been informed correctly. The only Marshall Neilan Prod.
that have been sold to date for Australia are 'The River's End,' 'Don't
Ever Marry,' 'Go and Get It' and
'Dinty,' these productions being sold
through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. We respectfully request that you correct this error appearing in your paper today."

DIRECTC1
OF
K

DAILY)

Los Angeles — William N. Selig is
planning
Rosary"
again
on to
an produce
elaborate"The
scale.
It is
likely that James Young will direct,
following his completion of "Without Benefit of Clergy."
"The Rosary" was made several
years ago by Selig, with Kathlyn Williams, Wheeler Oakman and Charles
Clary in the leading roles.
Julius

ACCOUNTANT

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Julius Eschrich, assistant director at the Lasky studios,
died last week at the French Hospital. He was 25 years old and leaves
a widow and four children. His death
followed a major operation.
Kschrich was assistant to Cecil DeMille and in the last few years worked with a number of Lasky stars.
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Stop Booking"
averbrook Advises English

Want Films Banned
Exhibitors
Oppose
Showing
of Six
Pictures — Names Not Divulged —
Adopt Other Resolutions

Ex-

bitors — Some Think
He's
After Trade Corner
pecial Cable to WID'S

(By

DAILY)

don, Eng. — A very serious sithas developed
here in which
3eaverbrook figures most promferbrook has carried his agitagainst American films a step
" and is advising British exhib5 cancel all bookings for Americtures.
ome quarters it is claimed that
"brook is launching a move to
the English film trade. Just
ramifications the move has is
rticularly clear.
Beaverbrook, owner of a numEnglish newspapers
and pels, is heavily involved in the
h film industry and is said to
;d interested in the
Famous
5-Canadian Corp.
Besides bei;ply concerned in the affairs of
fovincial Cinematograph Thea- A subject close to the hearts of thous ands of American families is the basis
Jie of the largest theater chains of "Made in the Kitchen," Mack Sennett's first two-reel comedy for Asa at Britain, he is interested in
sociated Producers' release.
It is a home-brew
funfest of pure Sennett
slapstick.
Now booking. — Advt.
■Freres Cinema, Ltd., the Eng- tributing company of Pathe.

After Novelties

.{Jtoted
in WID'S has DAILY
Ben Blumenthal of Export and ImBeaverbrook
decided yesnot
port Film Co., Inc., leaves on the
w American
pictures in his
Df theaters.
Some of the for- Adriatic today for Berlin, where he
over new German and Cen_anagers, with headquarters in will look
tral European productions.
ork, stated in this connection
His company is after whatever nov01 py didn't see how the English
elties it can secure in the manner of
">rs could get along without films to fill what it thinks is a need
an product.
in this country for something new to
amuse picture patrons. There is a
great
deal of enthusiasm in the Exf\ A Prediction
port and Import offices over the re^nday, November 23, 1919,
ception accorded "The Cabinet of Dr.
sO said:
Caligari," which is playing at ' the
Capitol. The Monday record at the
i'lext year there will be
theater was almost reached by the
™! than thirty capable creiBO ;, directors and stars selling
picture, having been passed by only
*" product individually, which
one picture, "Passion." which, curi_- mean about one hundred
ously enough, was also made in Ger!i_idid special features to be
many. The evening attendance on
Sunday night was also overflowing.
^strictly on their merits."
It is an open secret to some film
men
in town that the "Caligari" film
»
has been in this country for some
time and that nothing was done regarding it because no one could be
persuaded to handle the picture.
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Rochester, N. Y. — An important
resolution was adopted at the exhibitor convention here yesterday,
providing that the producers of six
pictures withdraw those films from
distribution. The resolution was
offered by Rudy Saunders, of the
Marathon -theater, Brooklyn, on the
ground that they were not fit to be
shown on the screens of the country.
The names of the pictures were withheld for the present.
Other resolutions adopted at yesterday's session included one calling
upon the National Association to
clean house, but not at the expenseof the exhibitor and -the public, but
by the application of a higher and
more elevating standard at the
studios. Salacious pictures were condemned and a resolution was offered
to expel any member of the league
who favored censorship. A resolution against censorship was also passed. The blue laws were condemned
and a clean-up campaign endorsed for
the week of April 12.
Another resolution opposed the
renting of films to churches, schools
and similar institutions when such
showings interfered with the theaters.
Another called for meetings of the
state league to be held four times a
year for general discussions. Sunday closing was opposed and a resolution passed asking other states to opdeposit
pose advance
s. Forty-th
ree
2)
(Continue
d on Page
Williams

Here

Albany, N. Y. — Both opponents and
Cyrus J. Williams, who is producfriends of the Clayton-Lusk censoring a series of Tom Santschi two reelship bill had their say at the hearing ers and "The
Adventures of Bob and
given yesterday.
Bill" for Pathe release, is in town
from
the
coast.
The principal speakers against the
bill and for the industry were William A. Brady. Rex Beach, Mayor
Canfield, of Kingston, David W.
Griffith, the Rev. John Juckins, of
Pessimists! Note!
Glens Falls, . Joseph
MacMahon,
of
(Continued on Page 2)
The local exchange of Famous Players-Lasky reports it
did
the
biggest week's business
GoesS ,4Blu
Pomo
in its history in the seven days
al na
DAILe"Y)
to wip'
(Speci
Los Angeles — Pomona, Calif., went
ending Saturday, April 2. The
"blue" yesterday by a majority of 55
gross for the week was greater
votes. The ■'blue law ordinance will
than that reached by the exchange during Paramount
close all of -the' city's amusement
Week last September, and at
The
agitation
over
the
proposed
places on Sunday.'
that time Albany was included
blue law ordinance for Pomona
in the drive.
aroused unusual interest in Los
Exact figures are not availaAngeles. Film folks had mapped out
ble, but the $100,000 mark was
an extensive campaign to swing public
reached — and passed.
interest against the proposed ordinance.
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Last
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delegates and as many alternates will
be elected to represent the league at
the national convention to be held in
Minneapolis.
The meeting was called to order
at the Seneca by William Dillon, of
Ithica, vice-president of the league.
Barney Hagerty, secretary of Mayor
Edgerson, welcomed the visitors to
the city and turned the city over to
them.
The schedule for today calls for a
business session during the day and
a dinner at the hotel tonight. Dr.
Frank Crane, of the New York Globe,
will be the principal speaker. Tomorrow the exhibitors will visit the
Eastman plant and in the evening
will attend a movie ball which, 16
stars, to date have promised to attend. Among them will be Thomas
Meighan

and

EugeaeDANNENBERG.
O'Brien.

Wednesday,

Work Starts Today
DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y. — There was considerable confusion when the New
York City delegation arrived here
early Tuesday morning. Reservations
at the Hotel Seneca had been completely ignored, and Ike Chadwick,
who had the matter in charge for the
exchangemen, came in for all sorts
of looks because of this. A great deal
of annoyance was manifested, but
finally everyone was taken care of at
the various hotels.
The F. I. L. M. Club met yesterday at three o'clock and after transacting perfunctory business adjourned
until midnight last night, at which
time a supper was given with the exhibitors the guests of the exchangemen.
The real work of the convention
will be done today. Sydney S. Cohen
was absent in Albany yesterday attending the hearing, and it was for
that reason that merely incidental
business was transacted.

To Address Photographers
DANNENBERG.
Col. Edward J. Steichen will deliver an address on "What's the Matter With the Movies?" before the M.
Going to Rochester
P. Photographers' Ass'n, Inc., toThomas Meighan, Harry H. Buxnight at the organization's meeting baum and Dennis McSweeney leave
rooms,
fifth floor,
Nat'l
Bank for Rochester at 11:25 tonight. MeiBldg.
Doty
HobartGotham
wil also
speak.
ghan will attend the ball to be given
before the close of the convention.
Universal
Men
Return

Famous Players .. 70
72l/2
71
Not quoted
Harry
do pfd
manager,
s*Goldwyn
4i/4
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted the coast.
W. C.
Loew's, Inc.,
18*4
19^4
19^8
Triangle
Vs
V&
3A
Not quoted to Culi a.
World Film

Berman, Universal sales
has returned from a trip to

Plans
Brooklyn
Chain
David Robbins has resigned from
Herrman, traveling repre- Universal to develop a chain of smallsentative, isback from a month's trip sized theaters in Brooklyn. He has
purchased the Oriole. 486 H e n ry St.

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Leave for Home
and George H. BrewKemble
John
ster of the Brewster-Kemble Prod.,
with producing headquarters at 711
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, left
for home yesterday, having spent
several days at the Belmont.
A. P. Release at Rialto
The Rialto theater will show Mack
Sennett's "A Small Town Idol" next
week. This is the first of the Riesenfeld theaters to show an Associated
Producers, Inc., release.
Johnny Jones Here
Johnny Jones, who appears as Edgar in "The Adventures and Emoof
Pomeroy," is in New
York tions
withEdgar
his mother.
Arrangements are being made by
Jack Eaton for Johnny to appear in
many of the first run theaters where
the "Edgar" comedies are being
shown.
Tom
dwyn
Game."

Moore

has

vehicle,

started

his

"Beating

Salient Films, Inc.
Presents

"THE Fea
SHADOW"
turing

MURIEL 0STRICHE
The first of a series of super productions
Personally directed by

J. CHARLES
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the National Catholic Welfare Cc
and Hugh Frayne, of the Ame
Federation
of Labor.
Those for the bill: Patrick F. '.
Ion editor of the Tablet, a Ca'
organ published in Brooklyn;
Lord O'Brien, attorney of Bi
Canon Chase, and the Rev. Her
Glover, representing 14 Bro
churches.
The Authors' League of An
sent a delegation of 12 from
York. They were: Rex I
Charles B. Falls, Owen Davis
ther Reed, Everett Childs Carp
Ellis Parker Butler, Burgess Jo!
Leroy Scott, Albert T. Reid, A
Somers Roche, Louis Joseph
and Eric Schuler.
Acquires Four Features
An agreement has been sign*
tween the Classical Investmen]
Inc., and Herb Hayman for ll
Prod., Inc., whereby the latter I
over the distribution of four fe I
for United States and Canada. I
are Ellen Terry in "Her Grl
Performance," "Dombey &
"Lady Windermere's Fan" and *
Irvingoriginally
in "The released
Lyons by
Mail,"
were
Tris
Herald is also handling the
Comedies
featuring
Mack
which they have sold to the Ai
mated
Exhibitors
Circuit, Ltcj
Canada
and Seattle Film
Exc
for Washington, Oregon and N
Smith to Direct Duncan)
Hamilton
Smith, familiarly
as "Ham," has been engaged
rect a series of 52 single reel k
dies featuring Bud Duncan, an
started actual production at th§
teuthal
studio in Yonkers
fo
Shiller Prod. Corp.
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

The Capitol Grand Orchestra this week
plays "Overture 1812." The Capitol Ballet
Corps offers a series of dances as follows :
Caprice Viennois, Grotesque Dance, Valse
Bluette and a Mazurka. The lighting arNo. 28
rangements during the dances were particuLNAMO
BAY,
CUBA— Secretary
larly noteworthy. The third unit is "A Day
Denby visits fleet men for first time
with John Burroughs." Lawrence Hope's
ing office — review aboard
warships "Indian Love Lyrics" are the basis for a
practice.
series of four dances which go on next. CapJRK CITY — A rival to Methuselah
itol News comes next and then the prortoise in the Bronx Zoo is 300 years
to "The
Cabinet
of epilogue.
Dr. Caligari." The
followed
by an
hs 350 lbs., and has the vigor of featurelogue is
juth.

•

Rialto

SY, N. Y. — John Burroughs is laid
resting place — Thomas Edison and
:nds attend funeral of the famous

"Berber of Seville" is the overture at the
Rialto this week. The Rialto Magazine, as
VITZ, SILESIA — Principle of usual, comes next, and after it comes "Gypsy
Airs," a violin solo by Sascha Fidelman.
rmination"
tested as
Silesia
sbiscitc to isdecide
on Upper
German
or The feature is Mary Miles Minter in "The
le— German voters do some election- Little Clown." Grace Hoffman, soprano,
sings Polonaise from "Mignon." The comI LIMELIGHT — New
Ambassador
edy is "The Great Secret," a Sunshine comedy, and the concluding organ solo, selections
Britain — Colonel
George
Harvey
appointed to the court of St. James from "Faust."
'resident.
Rivoli
I, IRELAND — Britain executes six
in connection with ambush at
"II Guarany" is the overture at the Rivoli
dra — girls form silent protest parade
joy Prison, where the men are held. this week. The pictorial follows. Carl Rollins, baritone, sings "Homing." The feature
rE FIELD, ILL. — World's altitude
: jump smashed in triple leap at is Thomas Meighan in "The City of Silent
Men."
Alma Doria, soprano, sings the aria
: 23,700 feet; the "chute" is first from "Ernani."
An Ollendorff Sketchograf,
land, at the Air Mechanics School.
"Eve's Leaves," is the next number. The
organ solo is "Love's Dream."

oday

togers Happy
Robertson-Cole — Contemplates
Changes — Optimistic Over
the Future
:s R. Rogers, newly appointed
i manager of distribution of the
:?n-Cole Dist. Corp., was a
In all of Monday and yesterfeiving telephone calls, letters
jes of congratulations on his
liation.
Ik said yesterday:
(particularly happy with Rob-ole. There are no changes
^contemplate making in the
Slthave seen some of the prodJdy completed by the various
| producing
units, which
is
" for future release, and I
doubts as to what the future

Strand
The Strand overture this week is "II Guarany," too. number.
The Strand
Topical of
Review
the second
A number
Spanishis
dancers and musicians interpret the prologue
to the feature, which is Norma Talmadge in
"The Passion Flower." Johnny Hines provides the comedy in one of the Torchy series, "Torchy's Night-Hood." The organ
solo, which is the last number on the program, is "Gavottee" from "Mignon."

^iner Dance Tonight
associated First National
I'lub will give its second aniT-dance at the McAlpiivtfol()uer MilJter, well
known
Hved at the Goldwyn studio
jf*

r«^.i-t.' J

MARJORIE

Lease 44th St. Plant
The 44th St. studio has been leased
for one year by The Globe Prod.
Corp. and the foiar productions in
which Mae Murray will appear for
Associated Exhibitors will be made
there.
"Proxies," a Cosmopolitan Prod.,
will be the feature at the Rivoli next
week.

Successful
continuity
and
special writer now on staff
of big producing company
will consider position with
small

company or producing unit where
his thorough all-around experience
and knowledge of produc
tion will be valuable in ai
advisory or supervisory ca
pacity.

If you are
ested communicate

interwith

Box
10, Wid's
Daily, or
Edna
Schley,
Hollywood,
Calif.

RAMBEAU

Selected Productions
This Selected Series of Six Marjorie Rambeau Productions
contain the very best pictures of her career. They were chosen
from her Frank Powell Productions. They have been reedited, re-titled and snapped up to even a higher degree of
excellence than they were in their original state.
New Advertising, Publicity and Exploitation matter has been
prepared. A series of this kind with its big star, splendid
quality productions and tremendous selling power seldom finds
its way to the state right market. It's an unusual opportunity
for the independent buyer.

Tri-Star Pictures Co., Inc.
Ill W. 46th St., New
York

Expected Tomorrow
Doris May is expected from California tomorrow. She will stop at
the Commodore while here. Miss
May is appearing in a new Maurice
Tourneur production for Associated
Producers,
Inc., release.

Restore."
.(Rogers resigned as sales
for Selznick it was generSrstood
that he was to handle
t reissues, notably those of
ladge sisters,
through
the
Upelect exchanges,
but with
ales force.
:ly the plan has not mateWhen Sam E. Morris of
ivas asked yesterday regarditure of the reissues he said
ists of Yesterday" had been
ind that beyond that he
;ce no statement.

Series of Six

AIPN3PPN

theatre PAY
-all summer

3Y3TEM

I

Write for
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c,

70 Wert YORK
45 J*.
NEW

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Ready for lease in whole or in part April 1st.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground
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I work
is concerned, it cannot be called untunity to show
a fine . directorial hand and
usuallv hair, ■
give Norma
Talmadge's emotions
full sway.
TRIBUNE—*
* * a beautiful
called "The City of Silent Men."
' picture "The City of Silent
Rivoli Men"— F. P.-L.
ri"—
"The Cabinet ynof Dr. Caliga
Meighan's performance is as satisfying in
Goldw — Capitol
as was his work in "The Miracle
AMERICAN—
"Theof City
of Silent
AN — * * 'distinctly a novelty its way, Paul
Everton contributes a splendid
all the elements
popularity,
but Men,"
these
* AMERIC
* *. It has a cunning intelligence, a Man."
bit as ■ old Bill and George MacQuarrie is has
are
not
offered
cheaply
or
garishly.
It is
convincing in the disagreeable role of the 100 per cent good.
and a subtle humor *
cleverness
TIMES—* * * will probably be sharply detective w;ho finally runs his man to
| HERALD — * * * Meighan gives a straightdivided— and that's the first thing that recare earth.
SUN *— ** ** * Miss Talmadge plays her part
ommends the picture, * * * settings
and likable
f * and
*. surely.
POST —forwardThe
story portrayal
is told swiftly
the background,, .or -rather . an inseparable with the most spirited and vividly sustained
The prison scenes are realistic and correct
and
part, of a fantastic story of murder
performance
*
*
*.
Herbert
Brenon
in
in detail. * * * He and Lois Wilson fill
madness such as Edgar Allan Poe might directing it has injected plenty of fascinating their
parts well, but add nothing to their
have written. This story is coherent, Jogficah . Spanish atmosphere into the piece, * * *.
thriller,
former accomplishments. * * * although
and legitimate
a genuine
JOURNAL—
"The
Passion
Flower."
The
everything
it shows competence, it is not
who
those
for
artist has been too long absent. She has particularly indistinguished.
So the film, then, is a shocker
like such to revel in. It is a feast for those
SUN
—
Tom
Forman credits himself with
been missed. * * *
who want their fiction strong and straight.
"The Passion Flower" has a quality of
HERALD— "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
screen beauty perhaps not before equaled a TELEGRAM
splendid piece —of* direction
* * *. actor ap* * the popular
will give any one a first class, guaranteed in this star's productions.
pears in one of the most gripping roles he
It is celluloid delirium
case of the creeps.
TELEGRAM
— Jacinto
Benevenuto's
re- has ever had.
tremens.
,
,
,
markable drama
of provincial
Spanish life,
MAIL — * * * There is a great deal that is
WORLD—* * * this film outdoes for sheer "The Passion Flower," which was so vividly new,
and the result is a film well above the
audacity anything seen in a motion picture presented by Miss Nance O'Neill on the average in interest, aided and abetted by the
spoken stage, is revealed with equally vivid capabilities of the star, Thomas Meighan.
house this year. * * *
For when a story of the type portrayed
EVENING WORLD— In. this picture Mr.
on the
* * *.personable and
POST—*
* *screen
The ever
in "Dr. Caligari" will advance so far qualities
Meighan does the best acting since he apauditoward its ultimate aim as to holdthean action
more
than
capable
Norma
Talmadge.
*
ence breathless for minutes while
Miss Talmadge has made her not merely the
"The Miracle
Times,peared in World,
Globe, Man."
Journal and Daily
revolves about a series of otherwise meaning- skittish green girl that would have been her News made no comment.
designs,
crazy-quilt
and
lot at the hands of most of our screen luless lines and curves
minaries, but a person
of turbulent
depths.
the end of its potential service in the art of
"The Little Rialto
Clown"— Realart
motion
picture production
is not in sight.
TRIBUNE— The picture set itself the
TRIBUNE — * * * Story is a more powertask of raising your hair from your head,
AMERICAN — Greater restraint has not
ful thing as presented on the screen than it
and it succeeds from the moment the actors was in its stage version. Norma Talmadge
been
registered
* * *. Mary
Miles
Minter IS on a the
greatscreen
actress.
reachis
apex
is
quite
startling
in
her
portrayal
of
the
PasThe
appear in the prologue.
sion Flower. She gives a performance full
ed when Cesare's long, ghostly fingers close
Aside from all that, "The Little Clown"
is good entertainment.
about
sleeping
Jane's
throat. have been of fire, color and life. * * *
POSTthe— The
artists
in question
HERALD—*
* * a fairly satisfying story,
EVENING
WORLD—
In
"The
Passion
wise in their selection of story ; it is as
Flower"
Herbert
Brenon
has ample opporweird and as unlikely as the scenes. *
the story is strong enough in mystery and
suspense to keep front stage. The two
main elements — story and setting — are completely attuned in mood, and therein the
artists have succeeded in their experiment.
It is the sort of thing tlfat could not possibly
have been done in this country. It is far
too daring. Our motion picture directors
would not countenance such extravagant
notions for a moment.
* * *
GLOBE — * * * fantastic charm which
makes this picture the most amazing and
radical thing shown since films began. *sense
It is only Upon reflection that you
the careful art of the production to realize
the perfection of tbe craftsmanship which can
give to the audience the mood of its characters caught in the delirium of a disordered

Newspaper Opinions

"GEVAERT"
j RAW

FILM

I am glad to have seen the picture because
it represents a new departure and, on the
whole, a successful one in the matter of settings. But I cannot recommend the subject as one which the average healthy
American
will like.
EVENING WORLD— German-made film
at Capitol theater weird, but well done.

(U. S. PAT.)

BUILDING

117 West 46 St., N.Y. City

Times, World, Daily News
World
made
no comment.

and E

"The
Glorious
Fool," an ori
screen story by Mary Roberts
hart, will soon go into producti'
Goldwyn,
under
direction
o
Mason Hopper.
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"The Passion Flower"— 1st Nat'l
Strand
AMERICAN—* * * has finer dramatic
color and a better measuring of the histrionic
abilities of Miss Talmadge than any of her
recent films.
TIMES—* * * in a number of respects,
exceptional * * *. His direction has added
immeasurably to the dramatic strength of
the story.
HERALD — Norma Talmadge pleases anew
in "Passion Flower."
WORLD — Herbert
Brenon's
direction
* shows rare good judgment in numerous
instances, and, so far as Miss Talmadge's

* * a charming R

POST of
— It
is an
and
picture
circus
life early
* * *. work
plainly the torture of carpentering wit
accustomed
tools.
There
are some
geously bad-mannered Southern gentry. TRIBUNE — An improvement over t
ual
Mary Miles
film. which
* * * are
Thii,
ationally
measure
due toMinter
the titles,
good.

MOTION

United States Distributor

HOOVEN

TELEGRAM—*

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCO
Art Titlet
727 7th Avenue
Bryi

Negative
Colored Positive

GEVAERT
COMPANY INC,
OF AMERICA,

JOURNAL— Sentiment, ' personality,
pretty pictures^triese are the ingredier
"The Little
; Clown,"
* * The
and film
Maryis
Minter
supplies
them '*"all.
the best that Miss Minter has done in
months.

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leader
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryi

Positive

THE

Minter's personality. Under the direct!
Thomas Heffron; who has a keen ey
human
appeal.* * * is presented with a
atmosphere,

STOCK

train.

SUN — The picture, telling its episodes with
swift stabs of horror, has quite a kick at the
finish— you'd be surprised. *
While
the actings and the scenery are unique and
"the picture, admirably titled by Katherine
K:!!i»er, is a gripping novelty, it lacks the
human
appeal of "Passion," * and is
one of those screen dissipations to be indulged in only once in a lifetime.
JOURNAL — It is an interesting piece of
screen play, a novelty that combines mentality, humor and a certain cleverness of
execution. It will not appeal as did "Passion," but it must be credited with presenting a departure from the hackneyed type of
picture with which our market has been
surfeit i-fl.
TELEGRAM— The bizarre and distorted
settings are not merely fantastic ; they reflect the mental state of the characters involved. "The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari"
is likely to have a big influence on motion
picture producers.
DAILY NEWS—* * * I have come away
believing. The cubist settings in this picture are not only interesting because they
art- fantastic : they are also extraordinarily
impressive when the effect of horrible beauty
or
» * of* terror or imminent doom is desired

GLOBE — If you like Miss Minter an
she represents on the screen you will
all the superlatives in this picture, for
thoroughly
SUN — * *characteristic.
* is admirably suited to
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Producers
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Clean Screen Fight — Realart
Circular Arouses Interest

Carey — Some Fall Jewel
Releases
(Special

to

WID'S

V

Exhibitors Agree
(By

ILY)

Long

Distance

'Phone)

3 Angeles — Peter b Kyne, auof "Cappy Ricks -indred of
)ust" and other wen . nown novlas signed a contract to write a
j of big outdoor stories for the
if Harry Carey, who is soon to
a number of Jewel Prod, for rethrough Universal.

Rochester, N. Y.— The exhibitor:
in convention here yesterday went oi
record as approving the attitude takei
by the producers in Albany on Tues
day for the elimination of undesirabh
elements in screen production. William A. Brady, in Albany, asked thai
the industry be given a year to cul
out
films.undesirable features in producing

rry Berman, as notec, has just
ned from a trip to Universal
where he looked over future
ictions.
He outlined yesterday
of the Jewel Prod, which Uni1 would release in the fall. Defiplans have not been completely

Loe Brecher, of New York, warned
exhibitors not to attempt to "put anything over" in this connection, and
advised against showing any films
which might be subjected to criticism.
Resolutions were adopted regarding the elimination of advance deposits and in opposition to percentage
booking Weinberg, of New York, advanced a resolution condemning the
Ford Weekly, but it never reached the

e first release, however, will be
lish Wives," Eric Von Stros big production. Tod Brownworking on "Fanny Herself," a
ie Hurst story. Harry Carey
nake at least two for the Jewel
I am and these will be directed by
I Ford. Priscilla Dean is already
nrk on "Conflict," the Clarence
Jlngton Kelland story. Two
< Jewels will be "Jewel," by Mrs.
I Louise Burnham, and "Human
Is," by Hal Reid.
Lman found conditions very satiOry at the exchanges.
Ittch" Lewis in Compson Film
4 Angeles — "Mitch" Lewis, a star
|( own right, will appear in "At
Eld of the World," Betty Comprafirst starring vehicle for FafclPlavers.

treed

Director Protection

lunday, November
1HD said:

24,

1918,

J[t is true today that the star
oijthe subject material which
be name box office value is
ifclutely essential for the purPC: of getting people into a
•ihiter, but the happenings of
thi past year or so have conchively proven that the proiM-r who expects to survive
■it protect his star or his
QJey getting material by havWhis films directed by a cap>»bl director."

<«K

jbody
of the convention.
Considerable
interest was aroused
over the statement made by Charles
O'Reilly regarding a form which is
being sent broadcast by Realart. It
is being sent to exhibitors requesting
information as to their age, hobbies,
size of theater, type of service used,
etc. O'Reilly stated that this circular
indicated that at least one large company had not given up the idea of
Mack Sennett gets funny with home-brew in his first two-reel comedy for securing theaters.
(Continued on Page 3)
Associated Producers' release. It is called "Made in the Kitchen," and
is as hilariously humorous as the sub ject would indicate. — Advt.

It's Zukor Again
He's

Slated for Presidency
of Famous Players Another Time —
Adolph Zukor will be re-elected
president of Famous Players-Lasky
at the annual meeting of officers to
be held in the corporation's offices
on Monday next.
Not only will Mr. Zukor be returned to office, but it is learned that
the present officers of the corporation will be continued. This information comes from an unquestioned
source. It is safe to state without
danger of future contradiction that
there will be no changes in the executive personnel.
. The election will be held at the regular monthly meeting of the directors, who were returned to office by
the stockholders at the meeting held
on March 29.

*A

Abrams Re-elected
Heads United Artists For a Second
Term — Five Directors on Board
At the annual meeting of the
United Artists Corp.. held this week
at their offices, 729 7th Ave., Hiram
Abrams was re-elected president. This
is Mr. Abrams' second term as president of the corporation.
The other officers re-elected at the
meeting were as follows: Dennis F.
O'Brien, vice-president and general
counsel; A. H. T. Banzhaf, secretary;
M. E. Prager, treasurer. The following were elected as members of the
board of directors; Mrs. Charlotte
Pickford, Hiram Abrams, Dennis
O'Brien, Nathan Burkan and A. H.
T. Banzhaf.

150 Strong

One hundred and fifty executives
and members of the home office staff
of Associated First National, attended
the second annual dinner-dance of
the Associated First National Athletic
Club at the Hotel McAlpin last night.
Among the visitors who attended
were Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis,
Nathan H. Gordon, of Boston, Sam
Katz of Chicago and A. H. Blank
of Des Moines. All of the executives
attached to the home office staff were
present.

Another for Saenger
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

New Orleans— The Saenger Amusement Co. will erect a large theater on
Canal
St. Two-thirds of the square
Lynch Going Into Nashville?
bounded by Canal, Rampart, Basin
and Iberville Sts. has been secured.
(Special Tenn.
to WID'S
Nashville,
— ItDAILY)
is reported The site measures 128 ft. on Iberville
here that S. A. Lynch is contemplat- St., 188 ft. on Rampart and Basin
Two
Weeks
for "Deception"
ing the erection of a large theater
"Deception," which is "Anne
here. This is one of the few large Sts., while an arcade lobby will reach
Boleyn"
renamed
will
be
shown
_
at
the Rivoli for two weeks, beginning cities in the South in which Lynch into Canal St. The theater will seat
4,000. Construction starts at once.
does not own a theater.
April 17.
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Eastman Kodak Meeting
(Special to WID'S
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Jersey
City,
N. J. — The
annu.
meeting of the Eastman Kodak C
of Rochester was held at 83 Mon
gomery St. The annual report of tl
company
was not ready because
the failure of the returns of foreij
subsidiaries to arrive.
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Moves This Sunday
"The
Four Horsemen"
moves
the Astor theater on Sunday and
not in that theater now, as previa*
noted.
The first performance in t
Astor will be Sunday matinee.
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The exhibitor who makes
more money this year than
he did last will be the one
who has used an increased
number of RITCHEY

4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Hollywood, California.
Offices: 6411 Hollyditorial and Business
1603.
Hollywood
wood Blvd. Phone,
A. WilhamRepresentative— W
London
,n. Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre.
ondon, W. C. 2.
t>„.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 144 Rue
[ontmartre.
Telephone;

posters.

RITCHEY

Quotations

LITHO.

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
70-K
amous Players . . 70 tf 72-H
86/
86/,
85
do pfd
Goldwyn
4-/
5/
Not quoted
) W. Griffith, Inc
.oew's, Inc
19*
19#
19*
"riangle
H ^T
H
n
Not quoted
Vorld Film

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

I can give you— and at any cost." "ReputaYou'll have every comfort
tion," the new Universal-Jewel Production de Luxe, directed by Stuart
Paton, starring Priscilla Dean.— Ad vt.

**Quotations by H. Content & Co.
"The
Shadow" the First
"The Shadow" is the first of the
I uriel Ostriche features which have
een bought from Salient Films by
le Forward Film Distributors, Inc.,
ent maror release via the independrelease
in
:et. It will be ready for
bout 10 days.

New

1st Nat'l

(Special to WID'S

Exchange
DAILY)

Oklahoma City— Associated First
National Pictures of Oklahoma, have
■pened an exchange at 304 Reno Ave.
T. II. Boland, of the Empress,
um and Folly, is the owner of
Drphe
he
franchise.
For Indefinite Run
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

has
Theater
Baltimore — Ford's
>ooked "A Small Town Idol" for an
ndefinite run. •

Texas

Convention April

(Special to WID'S

18-20

DAILY)

Dallas— The Texas Exhibitors Cir;uit will hold a tw'o day convention at
San Antonio on April 18-20.
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Exhibitors Agree
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When John S. Woody, of Rcalart,
who happened to be here was asked
No. 28-B
bert Einstein and Prof. Weitmetz regarding it, he said:
"1 cannot understand how any man
in New York. Prof. Einstein orige Einstein theory of relativity and of intelligence can possibly misundered Zionist leader. Prof Weitmetz
ventor of T. N. T.
stand Realart's purpose in sending
ving U. S. war veteran presented out these forms. It is being done
lal on his 100th birthday.
merely to reach small town exhibitors
Cobb is commissioned a colonel on who cannot always be reached by
rrow's staff.
ue Easter services in Chinatown, traveling representatives. We want
icisco.
to find out how old exhibitors are,
aristocracy still untouched by mis- whether they are old men or young
var.
men, so that we will know how to
; New York's drinking water; the
:nt boquet" arrives; petting a baby write them and get in closer touch
sending kisses by mail; American
:reations ( in color) ; another new with their activities. I cannot under-

"oday's Issue

>m Paris, pelicans at play;

etc., etc.,

"GEVAERT"
Positive

stand how a man of O'Reilly's intelligence can misinterpret our motive.
Only a drunken man might misunderstand; no one else
could." will be held
The election
of officers

Negative
Colored Positive

this morning. It is probable that
Charles O'Reilly will be elected president, since Sydney S. Cohen, in his
address, indicated very plainly that
pressure of business of the national
organization was too great for him to
devote time to the state league.
It was evident from the beginning
of Cohen's address yesterday morning
that censorship was to be the chiei
topic
the insession.
Cohen's
which ofwas
the nature
of an speech,
annual
report, stated that 42 states had been
organized and affiliated with the national M. P. T. O., and that the six
remaining states would be organized
It's a Two Reeler
shortly. He added that there were
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
12,000 theaters members of the M. P.
Angeles
—
Charlie
Chaplin's
T.
O., and that he expected an equit;lease for First National will
able form of contract between exhibitor and distributor before the start of
\0 reeler called "Vanity Fair. '
eriors are now being filmed.
the new season in September.
Cohen took occasion to characterize
nitly Chaplin is not to make
the
charges of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts,
gth features for the remainder
published in the morning' papers, as
t National's contract, as re- unjust
and unfair. Crafts charged
recently. When J. D. Wil- Cohen with attempting to intimidate
E First National returned from
legislators and threatening them with
st he stated that Chaplin's failure when it came to re-election,
>medy
might
be another
six
unless they came into line on the censorship question. Crafts stated that
he
would
ask for a Congressional infros. Book F. P.-L. Product
vestigation into the industry, unless
Special to WID'S DAILY)
this was stopped, in order to keep the
s \ngeles — Gore
Bros, Ramish
screen out of politics. Cohen, compi Lesser, guiding spirits of the
ing back to censorship, stated that if
oast Theater Co., a First Nathe bill passed it would cost the ex1 illy, have
booked
the Parahibitors from $10 to $40 per week.
Ejutput for all their theaters,
Billy Brandt, of Brooklyn, followed
.s done, it is stated, because
suggesting that Cohen's reitional's schedule cannot meet Cohen,
port be adopted by a standing vote.
fciands of the West Coast chain
This
was
done amid cheers. E. M.
IDS
■
Fay, of Rhode Island, and Sam Bullock, of Cleveland, were then escorted
A Criterion Record
to the platform.
niental Tommy" broke all
John Mannheimer, of New York,
records at the Criterion
was the next speaker. He reported
106 persons saw the picture, on the Albany situation, stating that
c the business held up, Fa- everything there was satisfactory and
iiyers reports, and on Sunday that one senator had switched from
185 saw the picture. The
the support of the bill to its opposioOO.
tion. He added that the league
should not allow William A. Brady
ys Two Young Films
to pass the burden for the showing of
Johnson of Australasian bad and salacious films to the exhibd., has purchased two Clara
itor. Leo Brecher, of New York, followed Mannheimer, declaring that he
Young Prod., "Hush" and
flf from Paris," from Equity wished he could be as optimistic over
dfor Australia and New Zea- the Albany situation as the others
were. He suggested that the league
sponsor the formation of a board of
he Lincolns Return
to pass on all films and' adverLincoln
and Mrs.
Lincoln review, tising
matter before sent out for genrned from their European
eral release. Charles O'Reilly, speak(Continued

on

Page

4)
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Credit Exhibitors

SALE

(Special to WID-S

:300 Reels, $1,000. In serviceable conJdition. consisting of comedies, dramas
i and Westerns.
ACTIVE FILM CO.,
729 Seventh Ave.,
■Bryant 5627
Room 409

The Theatrical
and Motion Picture
Directory
can do three things for you
1. We place your proposition
before every one in any way
connected
with the business.
2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date with regular supplements.
3. Send you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.

Theatrical

& Motion
Directory

133 W. 44 Street, New
Bryant 5189

Picture
York City

THE
A

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y— If the ClaytonLusk bill is defeated, according to well
informed individuals here, credit for
the act should go to the state league
and not to the National Association.
It was pointed out that in less than
two weeks, the league circulated over
4,000,000 petitions. Brooklyn senators, who are backing the bill, have
received over 90,000 signed protests,
and on Tuesday morning, are known
to have asked that no more be sent
in because their regular mail was
clogged. The protests are still
coming in, however.
It is stated in certain quarters that
arguments put forward by producers
here were not particularly impressive
to legislators because similar arguments were advanced before and
never observed. It is also said here
that certain of the law-makers have
a "good sized respect for the screen
and its powers, but that Governor
Milher, by virtue of his position can
force any legislator to support whatever measures he wants to become
laws.

New

TRADE

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Brea Ave.
New York City.
Hollywood, f '

Exhibitors Agree

PUBLICITY^
RTISING—
ADVEMERRITT
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Fitzgerald

The Screen Bulletin
Bldg.
Bryant
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5506
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INC.,
F. A. A. DAHME, -Leaders
Art Titles — Animation220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 679«
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BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

HAVE

TRIED

and will continue with our best efforts

TO KEEP BOX
OFFICE VALUES
as well as artistic effect in mind in making

Reginald Barker
PRODUCTIONS

Ed'cat'n'l Series

The mother of Sam Zierler of Commonwealth Film died on Monday
night.

904

WE

Educational will release two series
if pictures to be made by William N.
Selig and Sam E. Rork. One will be
a series of 12 two reel dramas and the
other a series of 12 one reel anmial
comedies. Production now under
way on the coast. Release one a
month of seach series.

DIRECTORY
OF

Thursday, April 7,

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg- Los Angelei

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing;
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi.
3443CLAREMONT
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430 Claremont Parkway
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Fort Lee 22'
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(Continued from Page 3)

ing next, said that one company was
responsible for three of five of the bad
films shown during the past year that
should not have been shown; that
the same company was in virtual control of the National Association, and
that this company was developing its
activities in the exhibiting end of the
business.
Sid Franklin, of Buffalo, said Buffalo exhibitors disagreed with the
league regarding the Albany situation,
and presented a resolution embodying
his views. Counselor John McIiu-rey said that the screen could beat
all legislation that may be offered by
conducting a direct campaign with
the public.
There was a sight-seeing tour for
the ladies yesterday afternoon, and a
dinner last night. Today the visitors
visit the Eastman Kodak Park and in
the evening there will be a ball.
Among the companies that have
booths here are Merit, Nu-art, Fox,
Dooley, Famous Players-Realart,
Warner's Exchange, Educational,
Walker M. P. Service, Aywon,
Pioneer, New Era Organ, Powers
Film Products, Victor Kremer, Vitagraph, Select, Metro, Universal,
Pathe and Climax.

DANNENBERG.

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS.

P. STALLIN
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K
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Big Films Coming

No Deposits
C. C. Beginning With Next
>n, According to President
William Brandt
n Brandt, president of the
Owners' Chamber of Combated yesterday at Rochester:
nembcr of the Theater Ownimber of Commerce will put
dvance deposit for a picture
ly company,
beginning
next

mmm

Eckels Out
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Vngeles — Eddie Eckels, presii general manager of the Innt Films Association and a
of the board of directors, has
His future plans are unwyn Convention in May
nnual convention of the Gold's force will be held in Los
beginning' May 9.

Seek Summer

m

Contract

(Special to WID'S

Away From Haste
jsday,
March
16, 1915,
said:
is surely a pity that the
or is hurried as much as
today in his directing, his
iibling and the preparation
he final prints. It is
;ht to be 'good business,'
;to my mind it would be
1 better business to make
r pictures and have an ari;ment with the directors
.would insure their working
pidly as possible through a
>>nal interest in the success
be film without hurrying
I to the point where they
igoing to sacrifice effects
artistic results just to 'get
rough.' In many studios
word has gone out to 'get
tne' in a certain number of
I. That's all wrong. The
St film will be the bigger
:;y maker every time in the
i run, and it is going to be
(concerns that will put up
necessary finances to have
films done right at a
: greater expense that are
K to continue to live and
1 the support of the film
1 Let's get away from this
|e. It is not 'good business.'
very, very 'bad business." "

An Italian-Made
Group This Time—
"Theodora" One
of Them—
Count di Revel Here
An interesting development involving the introduction in this country
of another block of foreign made pictures may be expected in the presence
in New York of Count Ignazio Thaon
di Revel, managing director of Cito
Cinema, the organization which controls the foreign distribution of the
product of the U. C. I. (Unione Cinematografica Italienne), generally reputed as being the most powerful film
organization in Italy.
Count Revel is here for the purpose
of studying American producing conditions and exhibiting methods. He
intends remaining here for about two
months, gathering data of the industry in this
country. on HePageexpects
to re( Continued
6)

Mack Sennett has caught and imprisoned in celluloid the Boston tea party
spirit that lies behind the home-brew craze. "Made in the Kitchen," his
two-reel comedy for Associated Producers release, is now booking.
—first
Advt.

Then and Now

O'Reilly President
Succeeds Sydney S. Cohen as Head
year.of States League
Over — Convention
(Special

"We are not competitors. We are but friendly followers" —
Lord Beaverbrook, at the Zukor luncheon at the Ritz on Sept.
19, 1920.
"There is more marked feeling between the people living in
various parts of Great Britain than there is against Americans."
— Same place, same day.
Commenting on which Kinematograph Weekly pertinently
wanted to know by what right Beaverbrook spoke for the English film industry, and also wanted to know what English producers thought of "this unflattering picture" of their enterprise.
All of which is markedly interesting today when Beaverbrook's action of cancelling American pictures in his circuit, and
suggesting to other Englishmen to do likewise, is the talk of
the trade.

"A

Beaverbrook is interested financially in the Famous Players-Canadian Corp. and it might be interesting to know what
Adolph Zukor thinks of his move.
DANNY.

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Musicians Mutual
Protective Association, has taken
under consideration a request from
the St. Louis M. P. Exhibitors
League that a new contract to cover
the summer months be signed by the
musicians. The exhibitors seek to
decrease the number of musicians required in certain theaters. Also to
decrease the hours of continuous playing and rehearsals. It is contended
that St. Louis is the only large city
that has a contract effective the entire

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Rochester, N. Y.— Charles O'Reilly
of New York, was elected president
of the New York State Exhibitors'
League yesterday, as anticipated.
Other officers are as follows: William Dillion, 1st vice-president; Lou
Buetner, 2nd vice-president; Frank
Koch, 3rd vice-president; Billy
Brandt of Brooklyn, 4th vice-president; William H. Linton, of Albany,
re-elected treasurer; Sam I. Berman
of New York, re-elected secretary
and Henry Cole of New York, sergeant-at-arms. I. N. Salyreds of
Rochester was named as state
organizer.
There was considerable discussion
on the floor over a number of resolutions that were introduced. It was
decided to divide the state into three
zones for purposes of shipping.
With ball
yesterday's
and the
movie
last night,session
the convention
came to a close.

lfe&DAIL.V
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Quotations
Famous

Plavers

Bid. Asked.
..70
71

do pfd. ..".
*Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle
World Film

85ty\
185*
3*

I

Last
Sale
70

85%
85
5
Not quoted
193*
183*
3*
3*
Not quoted
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Street"

View of Harry Sweet, the Century Comedian, snapped while being helped
— Advt.
down the steps of a young lady's home. A big, clean laugh every week.

"The Wandering Jew" in Films
A six reel Zionist drama produced
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. in Europe, featuring Rudolf Shildcraut, is now being booked bv
Leo M. Fox and Charles Penser, who
Second Best Paramount Week
With rentals totalling more than control the rights for U. S. and Canada. This production depicts the in$750,000, Kent Week, observed last
cidents of the father of the Zionist
week in all the exchanges of Famous
movement,
Dr. Theodore Herzl, and
secthe
as
record
a
Players, scored
goes down through Jewish history
company's
the
in
week
ond biggest
history.
The total was topped only from the fall of Jerusalem, The Macby the receipts during the annual Par- cabeis and The Spanish Inquisition
amount Week last September, and to the modern times, including the
was bigger than the receipts of any Dreyfus trial and the First Zionist
previous Paramount Week.
Congress in Basel. Rudolf Shilcraut
A company announcement gave is the Wandering Jew. Thousands of
special mention to Harry H. Bux- people are said to appear in the film.
baum of New York and John D.
Clark of Philadelphia for the business
Says 60% of Theaters Use Serials
they totaled during the week.
Elmer Pearson of Pathe has concluded a survey of the types of picMay Make S. A. Film
tures used in theaters and states that
It is reported that W. K. Ziegfeld
of the country's theaters use
has been approached by the govern- 60%
ment of a South American republic, serials as the backbone several times
a week.
through its Ambassador at Washington, to produce a picture to show the
inhabitants of that country in their
true light of a cultured, kindly and
enterprising people.
Ziegfeld will visit South America
after completion of his second picture.

New

£

The
collapse of a frame,
ing 2,000 ft. of film Wednesda
it necessary
for D. W.
Gr
postpone
the
opening
of
Street"
until Tuesday
night
Central.
The accident made it neces
Griffith to substitute an old
print for the charity showing
home of Mrs. Vincent Astor \
day night.
Perhaps the greatest incomi
was caused to a party of 12 \
telegraphed from Florida fc
at the ot
opening.
w>'
posed
English The
and party
Swedisi
ists. Four prints of the film v
be made for the Tuesday <
each stored in separate safety
eel any possibility of further d
Marx

r~— agsBSsSspsgsf
j

Showing

Bros, in Films?

It was reported yesterday 1
Marx Hros., well known va
learn, would make a series of 1
comedies for the Caravel Ce1
offices at 130 W. 46th St.

"By

their fruits ye shi

know them"-and
of RITCHEY

the frui

posters a

increased ticket sales.

One for Brecher Interests

The Roosevelt, at 145th St. and
7th Ave., has been sold to a syndicate
in which Leo Brecher, connected with
the Plaza, Odeon and Annex on 145th
St., nd the Orpheum theater in Yonkers, is identified. The theater was
recently completed by the sellers and
accommodates
1,600 people.
The sale includes the adjacent
property, a total of 10 lots at the
southeast corner of 145th St. and 7th
Ave. Messrs. Goetz & Jacoby and
S. A. Singerman represented the sellers, Kendall & Herzog, the purchasing syndicate, and Aaron A. Corn
the broker.

RITCHE
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W.31stSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 83

5%5$

Lincoln Secured Scenes Abroad
E. K. Lincoln, it develops, secured
some very good material for a big
production he intends making in the
near future while abroad.

Harry Beaumont

Has Demonstrated His Ability

In Producing Box Office Successes
Address Care Wid's Daily
Hollywood, Calif.

Successful

continuity

special writer now on .'
of big producing comj
will consider position I
small company or pro*
ing unit where his
ough all-around experii
and knowledge of pro
tion will be valuable ii
advisory or supervisor)
pacity.
If you are ill
ested
communicate
'I
Box 10, Wid's Daily Id
Edna
Schley, Holly w'd
Calif.
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[n the Courts
Commonwealth Film Corp. has
tied in the Supreme Court by
ster Advertising Co. for $18,billboard space leased and for
i in posting advertisements for
ranee" and "Hush."
suit of Harry Levey against
iversal Film has been settled
iscontinued in the Supreme
on the application of StanchLevy, attorneys for Universal.
am P. Conley, as a stockholdoew's, Inc., and Harry Mounta stockholder of the Orpheum
have filed suits in the SuCourt restraining the corpora•om turning over the receipts
:ir theaters
this
afternoon
N. V. A., as the result
tgreement made by the memthe Vaudeville Managers' ProAssociation, of which Marcus
is president, last year.
Con:ges that the receipts of the
:ompany's 50 theaters aggreJ9,5Jo,4J7 during
20
weeks,
A'ould make the probable sum
realized
today
at
least
Mountford
says
that
the
m Circuit's 45 theaters took
29,715 last year and the afterperformance
would
probably
to $23,600.
Both allege that
ments should be restrained as
of the funds of the corporathe ground that they are to
without consideration.

The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari

Very Popular
Walsh-Fielding Prod., Inc.
New York
Wid's Daily,
Gentlemen :
We have taken offices at the
above address, and we would
very much appreciate your
sending your ever popular and
newsy daily, and being as we
are so submerged at present in
the final cutting and titling of
our pict'ure, we seem to be out
of the world unless we get your

The picture that all New
York is talking about!

paper. Very truly yours,
Walsh-Fielding Prod., Inc.
(Signed) THOS. B. WALSH.
Abramson

Film at Casino

The picture from
that has created
office sensation
Capitol!
(See Page

"Mother Eternal," Ivan Abramson's
new production in which Vivian Martin is starred, will open at the Casino
on Sunday, April 17, for an indefinite
run. Two shows a day will be given.
The price scale will be from 50 cents
to $1.50.
Freund at Masterpiece
S. Freund is now in charge at Masterpiece Film Distributing Corp.,
which is distributing "The Wakefield
Case" in New York and Northern
New Jersey. Freund was formerly
with Goldwyn, Triangle and Paramount.

Europe
a boxat the
5)

Act quick and you can
book it^for
an early playing.

In Chicago's "Film Row"
Says Barnstyn
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Chicago — The Wabash
Film new
Barnstyn writes from Bruschange is now installed in its
ilgium :
804
ness conditions on the conti- headquarters
on "film row" at
So.
Wabash
Ave.
; very bad. In France there
Gollos Enterprises have moved to
aney for films. Prices offered
ine down considerably. New 808 So. Madison Ave., on the mainExfloor.
Importers will wonder!"
Federated Animal Film Ready
luster's Sermon in Films
"Miracles
of the Jungle," a Warner
ielphia — The Temple Producc Inc., of 1943 N. Broad St., Brothers' animal production in three
has been completed at the Seaiy for distribution "Johnny reels,
lig studios, according to Federated
il the Captain's Sword," from Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,
ir by Dr. Russell H. Conwell.
if L. Stevens is director and which has acquired the film.
imanager of the company.
Beranger Here from Coast
George A. Beranger, who directed
ljoins Underwood in Dallas
"Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge" and
(j)ecial to WID'S
DAILY)
before that several features for Fox,
b— L. D. Brown
has joined has returned from the coast. At the
) Invest Federated Film Corp.,
nderwood, president, as sales Algonquin.
While Beranger was on the coast
i with
headquarters
here.
,as formerly with Stoll Film he made two western specials.
Ine time district manager for
New Release for Dominant
ci Film.
Dominant Pictures, Inc., will release shortly in the independent marLois Wants Daylight Saving
ket, "Aching Hearts," featuring CathCjecial to WID'S
DAILY)
erine Calvert, and directed by Madame Blache.
1 uis — The Legislation
ComI the Board of Aldermen has
ier advisement a bill to creC. B. C. Sales
dit saving by advancing the
C. B. C. Film Sales has sold its
hour from the last Sunday Star Ranch Westerns to Lightning
to the last Sunday in Sep- Photoplays Corp. of Boston for reOfficials of the St. Louis
lease. This is the series of 26 twoxhibitors'
League
opposed reelers featuring C. Edward Hatton.
Ijit two public hearings held
s week.
It is contended that
Brandt on Coast
aire will compel the majority
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
I motion picture theaters and
Los Angeles — Joe Brandt, of Halle of the city to close their room
Boys Photoplays,
is here regarding future productions.

The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari
a fantastic mystery story
with startling settings superbly acted! A great
motion picture artistically,
and from the box-office
standpoint.

It is a Big Picture
Broadway has gone plumb
Caligari!

DISTRIBUTED

BY GOLDWYN

jsjt^

DAILY

Putting It Over

New Theaters

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Austin, Tex. — John Gracy and Hal
Hailey jointly plan a new theater at
Guadaluyse and 24th St. It will cost

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

$7,000.

Faribault, Minn.
An elaborate prologue was staged,
Faribault— Will J. Glaser has purand although expensive, more than
chased the Grand and will make exrepaid its cost, when "Forbidden tensive improvements.
Fruit," Cecil B. DeMille's latest
special for Paramount, was shown
Germantown, Pa.
at the Mt. Morris theater. The acGermantown, Pa.— A $35.000^ theation for the prologue was taken diter is planned by the Imperial Thearectly from the story of the picture
ters Corp. The house will be named
which it presented in condensed form.
the
Kenneth
-and will seat 2,000.
imported
especially
The scenery was
for the four day run, representing the
bedroom scene when the leading
Long Beach, Cal.
character is awakened by her burglar
Long
Beach
— J. M.
Lenny
has
was
husband. The only difference
opened the 1,412 seat Elite here.
that the scene, which lasted 12 minMiddlesboro, Ky.
ending in the rea happy and
utes,
wife.
union ofhadhusband
Middlesboro— An $80,000 theater,
A musical program was incorpor- seating 1,200, will be erected here.
ated in the brief sketch. The pleas- It is expected to open early in the
ing voices of the members of the cast fall.
were used in presenting a final tableau
which included the songs: "SweetSan Francisco, Cal.
hearts" from "Maytime," and "The
San
Francisco,
— Homer F. Curran,
Eyes."the prologue of the Curran theater,
in Your that
Lightestimated
Love
It was
has secured a
cost $400, but it more than repaid site on which he will erect a 2,000
the theater management, because in seat theater.
addition to the huge publicity given
St. Louis, Mo.
"Forbidden Fruit," the mouth to
mouth advertising which such a harSt. Louis, Mo. — The Star Amusemonious prologue offered brought in
ment and Investment Co., of 312 E.
record receipts.
12th St., plans a $125,000 picture
house at 312-314 E. 12th St.
Charlotte, N. C— Much excitement
was caused recently when the manTamarac, Minn.
ager of the Broadway Theater distributed throughout the community
Tamarac, Minn. — Tingdale Bros.,
a throw-a-way, in which he called with offices at 433 Metropolitan Bank
attention to the fact that a contagious Bldg., Minneapolis, will build a thedisease had broken out in Statesville,
ater at Lake Minnewawa, near
and in which public notice he found Tamarac.
occasion to exploit Douglas Fairbanks' production, "The Mark of
Topeka, Kans.
Zorro."
Topeka, Kas. — Ruth Wright, ownThe throw-a-way is as follows:
er of the Cozy, will erect a $500,000
PUBLIC
NOTICE
theater here, with a seating capacity
of 2,500.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASE
Doctors, amazed — Statesville alarmed
Warren, Pa.
Warran,
Pa. — A $200,000 theater
DON'T
BE
ALARMED
will be constructed here.
During the recent election a disease
has broken out in Statesville, which
Adds to Chain
has been ' named buleates. The
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Detroit, Mich. — Frank
Mellon
of
symptoms of this disease are very
simple. First the patient feels mel- the Norwood has taken over the Duplex and the Gladwin,
giving
him
ancholy, despondent, gloomy and low
three Detroit houses.
in spirit.
A cure has been discovered which
Three for Aschers
has been named laughteratus. After
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
taking the cure the patient feels joyChicago — Ascher Bros, expect to
ful, gay and mirthful, which is pe- open
three new houses this spring.
culiar to the human species. Everyone is advised to take this cure by see- The Roosevelt will be ready May 1,
the Capitol in Manitowoc, Wis.,
ing the big comedy drama, "The about the middle of May, and the
Mark of Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks'
latest picture at the Broadway The- Capitol in Cincinnati soon after.
ater, two days, Wednesday and ThursRobbins Forms Erie Basin Co.
day, March 16 and 17. Admission,
David Robbins, who resigned from
10 and 25 cents.
Universal to enter the exhibiting field,
as noted, has formed the Erie Basin
Vidor to Make "Thing Apart"
Amusement Co. with Samuel Krauss.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Robbins is president and general
Los Angeles — King Vidor, by arrangement with the Bobbs-Merrill manager of the new company, which
has a capital of $50,000. Mr. Krauss
Co., will produce "A Thing Apart,"
by Lucy Stone Terrill. The book has is secretary and M. E. Greenberg,
treasurer.
not been published as yet.
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Critics of Many Cities
Universally Praise
"Man - Woman -Marriage
Call It One of the Most Stupendous and Spectacular
tures Ever Shown on Screen
MOST

ELABORATE

"One of the most elaborate productions seen in a long time,
impressive prodigality of expenditure is present. Gorgeous r
ductions of a part of old Rome. Allen Holubar has been exceed
careful of historic details and Dorothy Phillips' performance i
mirable." — Philadelphia Public Ledger.
WILL
TALK
ABOUT
IT
"Spectacularly produced and staged. Carries the various
ments likely to please all motion picture patrons. It will give
something to talk about. Dorothy Phillips is a clever actre
New York Morning Telegraph.
POPULAR

WITH

WOMEN

"It gives woman a triumphant deification.
An expensivtuic,
and
will
prove
exceedingly
popular
with
women."
— Indian]
Star.
GORGEOUS
SPECTACLE
"Beautifully presented with spectacles so gorgeous it affcl
splendid entertainment. Dorothy Phillips gives as fine a pen
ance as is to be looked for from any actress." — Philadelphia In]
A
LAVISH
PRODUCTION
"A three fold bang for attention.
Truly an expensive
revealing scene after scene of lavish background, and hordes'
tra people.
Dorothy Phillips is charming." — New York Ant]
A STUPENDOUS
FILM
"A stupendous
film production,
magnificent
scenically
specimens of the director's art. The star and supporting cast!
fine quality as film artists." — Variety.
PACKS
THEM
IN
"An elaborate and impressive spectacle; a big modern stoi|
big
Post-scenes.
Standard.It is packing them in at the Strand here." — S
IT'S
A TRIUMPH
"A big spectacle; a drama mirroring the kaleidoscopic
between the sexes.
A triumph as a mark of big screen canv£
Los Angeles Examiner.
A
STUPENDOUS
DRAMA
"One of the most talked of dramas in the history of mc
tures and one of the most stupendous cinema dramas made."ington Times.

A First National Attractid
That's another reason why

Iher&H be a Franchise everywM

aMt
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)0,000 To Date
ngs

on
understood that booki
000
$800,
itc
■■
aggn
id" to date
i 0j this amount $400,000 have
,,1 in, while the same amount
bow ings of the picfutu, c
oul
fj rUres, h was pointed
well informed film men,
remarkable
ell l>e considered
■li as the picture has hern in
It
[0I1 [or only eight weeks.
is
r§tood that First National
the picture on a percentage
with Charlie Chaplin and
guaranteed
was
omedian

II be recalled that J. D. Wil, ,,, before the Theater Own, , of Commerce
a lew
, and pl( aded for increased

dburg to Make Comedies
well known
I, L. Friedburg,
Ini export field, has become a
lie will produce
producer.
,,i two reel comedies on the
tho e made by Mr. and Mrs.
of the forMembers
Drew.
w organization will comprise
el and the series will be
as the Mr. and Mrs.
Jack
d Comedies.

Censorship Certain
(Special

to

WID'S

to

Wage
WID'S

Increase
DAILY)

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — At a meeting
which lasted until early yesterday morning, the Republican
Senators decided to pass the
Clayton-Lusk censorship bill.
The measure has been amended to reduce the tax in several
instances from $3 to $2 for old
films, $10 to $3 on new films
snd from $5 to $2 on duplicates.
The tax will be eliminated on
scientific, educational, charitable and religious films and also
on pictures shown by employers to employees. The language used on posters will also
be limited and the same restrictions will prevail as upon the
films themselves.

It Started Big And It's
Growing Bigger Every Day!
20,284 Paid Admissions
The Second Biggest Sunday in The
History

of

The

Capitol

Theatre

9,732 Paid Admissions
Co-Stars for "Peter Ibbetson"
Fatuous Players officially announi
cs that Wallace Reid and Elsie Fi i
guson are
Ibbetson,"
a George

to be co-starred in "Peter
which
will be made
into
Fitzmaurice
Prod.
Noth

ing 'has been said about
Lionel Barrymore, who is reported slated for an
important role in the picture.
Barrymore

e Down

DAILY

Not in It

Lionel Barrymore told WID'S
DAILY yesterday that, contrary to

Pa.— The House killed report, he would not appear in "Peter Ibbetson" for Famous Flayers.
crease the payroll of the
oard of Censors by a vote of
Mutually Terminated
["his measure would raise
Alexander Alt, president of the Unber of employees of the board
ion Film Co., Inc., of Sherman Cal.,
to 45 and increase the approof the board from $37,000 to stated before returning to the coast
for two fiscal years.
that the company's relations with
Reelcraft have been mutually terminated and that the comedies will be
)00 Admissions,
Says Walsh
released through the Allied Dist.
of the Advertising Corp., recently formed.
meeting
arlier in the week,
Dr.
UniverBlue Law Enforcement
Flops
Fordham
of
Walsh
Disone of the speakers.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
course of his
remarks
he
Pierre, S. D. — Enforcement of the
tat 310,000,000 admissions had South Dakota blue laws has failed,
d in at New York picture the according to information received
here. The laws were to be carried out
to the letter by the various county officials. All of the measures are now
lling Synchronized Music
in the statute books and it was quesjecial to WID'S DAILY)
tionable as to just what ones would
apolis— Soble, Mustard and be strictly observed. The Attorney
ave arranged to distribute
nized Music service in Wis- Goneral announced he was particularly interested in carrying out the
Minnesota, North and South
and the upper peninsula of measures regarding pictures and baseball. Some of the larger towns cari. Offices will be maintained
ried business as usual on Sunday.
in Milwaukee.

The Biggest Monday in the History
of The Capitol Theatre
10,011 Paid Admissions

The Biggest Tuesday in the History
of The Capitol Theatre

iburg,

More

ebraska Turns "Blue"
ieoial to WID'S
DAILY)
u — Returns of the municipal
i held here on Tuesday indit a good
many
towns
are
jBunday picture shows.
Lex. Hastings
and
York
were
e who don't want
Sab! ws.

Allied Exchanges

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — The Synchronized Scenario Music Co. has appointed two more
distributors, Synchronized Scenario
Music Co. of Kansas City and Synchronized Scenario Music Co., 3317
Olive St., St. Louis, the former for
Western Missouri and Kansas and
the latter for Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois.

|m Colonial Opens Tonight
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Colonial,
Broadway
and
Omaha — M. J. Mintz,
sales many Sts.,
Brooklyn,
will
be
ager for Synchronized,
has
closed
tonight.
Harry
Mayer
and with the Fontenelle Feature Film Co.
ttderer are the owners.
for Iowa and Nebraska.

10,314 Paid Admissions
The Biggest Wednesday in the History of The Capitol Theatre

The Cabinet
Dr. Caligari

of

Is the biggest motion picture sensation that ever hit New York— biggest in the mind of the press, biggest in the mind of the public, and
biggest of all in the box-office !
SOON TO BE RELEASED

BY

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

iMi
Mid-West Notes
cSpecial

to

DAILY)

WID'S

Chicago— Maurice Zelechower, oi
the Orpheum, has taken over the
Majestic, al Waukegan, and intends
to run it .as a vaudeville and road
show house

Joseph Zelechower has severed his
connections with the Universal.
C. E. Frisby, for many years owner
of a string of theaters in the smaller
towns of Northern Indiana, with
headquarters at Angola, died March
22nd.
pictures taken over by Superior Screen Service are: "The
Who Trilled." "The Tame Cat,
through Arrow Film; fifty-two
Kineto Reviews and the six reel feature, "Welcome Children," through
the Producers Security Corp.
New

The Central, La Porte, Ind., owned
by Reddington and Root, will open
seats 1,600.
House
shortly.
The Temple, Mishawaka, Ind., is
going to he remodelled to seat 1,000.
The house formery held 400.

Big Films Coming

Friday, April 8,
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Terwilliger To Direct Bra
For Strand Showing

George Terwilliger has bei
Joe Plunkett of the Strand stated
gaged by Realart to direct1
ceive from Rome prints of about a yesterday that "Bob Hampton of Pla- Brady in "Little Italy," a st<
cer" would appear at the Strand and Frederick and Fanny Hatton.
do, en oi the more important Italian
productions, manufactured by some not at the Capitol, for which theater, Griffith has just completed a
it was stated yesterday, negotiations
of'th« IS or 19 units affiliated with the had been under way. Plunkett added Brady film.
U. C. I.
One of the most elaborate of these that under its franchise arrangements
Allied Authorized in New
tin Strand showed First National picis "Theodora," produced by Ambrotures
on
Broadway
first.
sia at considerable expense. It is
(Special to WID'S
DAILY
Albany, N. Y.— The Allied I
said that this picture has been two
ut'ing Corp. has been authori
s in the making and presents the
Strand Anniversary Next Week
transact business in this state
acme of Italian picture-making art.
the
Seven years ago Monday next
Although Count di Revel is here pri- Mitchel H. Mark Realty Co. opened company is a $1,000,000 Delawa
marily to secure a comprehensive idea the Strand Theater.
poration.
of the American market, it would not
In commemoration of the anniverFox Buys More Propert
prove surprising if he entered upon,
sary week Joseph L. Plunkett has
William Fox has purchased,
negotiations of some sort for the ex- concocted an elaborate program. The
hibition of his product in this country.
name 165th
of William
The Cito Cinema, acting for the U. feature will be R. A. Walsh's "The and
St. RealtyFox's
Co., B»
a
< lath," and the comedy, Buster Keathe west side of Broadway, n
C. I. has disposed of the ' foreign
in "Neighbors."
rights to the Unione's product to the touPlunkett
promises an unusual over- eum
181st theater.
St. and adjoining
London Independent Trading Co.,
Fox ownsMoss'
the
ture. The Strand Male Quartette re- bon theater at Broadway an<
Ltd., of London for Great Britain and
turns from a concert tour to assistin Street.
to I raumont for France. No other
the celebration. They will be active
foreign rights have been sold.
in the prologue, which will have as
its central figure a huge birthday cake
$3,000,000
measuring Al/2 ft. in height and 14 ft.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dover,
Del.' — The
Fitzpatrick
and in circumference, decorated by seven
McElroy
Co. has been formed here tall candles, each four feet in height.
Frederick Smith and Herbert Sisson
with a capitalization of $3,000,000.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

will supply the organ solos. Carl Edouarde and Francis W. Sutherland
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the Princess,
Chicago — Fitzpatrick and McElroy, will supervise the conduction.
remodel his owners of a chain of 30 theaters in
The Princess
600 hundred Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan, will erect a new theater in Benton Harbor, Mich., on a site adjoining the Bijou, which they also own.
C. A. Ferguson, of the Lincoln, at
The seating capacity will be about
Valparaiso, Ind., after 12 weeks in the 2,000 and the main entrance will be
hospital, is back on the job again fully on Main St. The project will cost
recovered.
about $250,000. W. C. Mellanson of
Benton Harbor will be the manager
"Stolen
Love"
Nearing
Completion of the house. Fitzpatrick and Mc"Stolen
Love,"
a new
five reeler,
Elroy at present own the Princess,
will shortly be ready for distribution, Bijou and Bell theaters in that city.
according to Edward L. Klein.

Wm. Esch, owner of
New Castle, Ind., will
house starting May 1st.
will be enlarged from
to a 1,200 seat house.

stereos-ma!
ELECTRO?
I. RUBIN

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Joseph,
Mich.— The
Caldwell
Porges Recovering
theater,
owned
by
Fitzpatrick
and McWalter J. Porges of Herald Prod.,
Elroy, will be completely remodeled.
Inc., who
has been seriously ill for
the past three months, is recovering.
Washburn to Tour
O"

Started

(Special to WID'S

Los
"Molly
Mulhall
Sennett
mand.

SPRUNG j

TRANSATLANT IC
PROJECTORS

"Molly

COMPA

23 E. 4th ST.

DAILY)

Angeles — Actual work on
O" has really begun. Jack
has been chosen by Mack
to play opposite Mabel Nor-

Educational Week
May 1-7
E. W. Hammons of Educational
announces an Educational Week from
May 1 to 7.
Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales
manager, has left for Atlanta to visit
branch offices. From Atlanta he goes
to New Orleans and then to Dallas,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago and Indianapolis.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Bryant Washburn is
soon to tour the principal cities and
appear personally at theaters showing
his new production, "The Road to
London."
Johnston McCulley, the author, has
left for his home in Colorado Springs.
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THE
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EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
I»:
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ADVERTISING— PUBLIC
904

Interesting Booklet sent on
request

Transatlantic Film Co.
of America
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.

Special

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
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ARTISTS

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Tel. Melrose 4385
Bronx, New York
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Personally on the ground
Putnam Building, N. Y.

TIT

BROKERS
MOTION
♦54-460

Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
in the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
three blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
dressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and propThe finest electrical equiperty rooms on main floor.
ment. Direct current — remote control.
For the rental of space apply

ART

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWC<
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bry

Prices for the Trade

The New Jackson Studio

AND

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC,
— Animation — Lead*
320 W. Art
42ndTitles
St.
Brj

PICTURE
SECURITI
Investments
Hellman
Bldg.. Los

I. W.

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality
Motion
Picture Print
♦16-24 W. 216th St.
Wad
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ifter Play Dates

Co-operative Scheme

nen
Neglecting
Future
Concts to Get Them — Want Immediate usiness
7
:smen, district managers,
spepresentatives and everyone idenwith the large distributing oritions these days are devoting
attention chiefly
to
securing
lates for the services they repIt is learned that they are
this even to the neglect of se| future contracts.
reason for this is to land imte money to turn over to the
,nies' treasuries and help tide
he period of depression which,
ing to the consensus of opinion,
ixists, not only in film circles
general commercial lines.

Believed Lord Beaverbrook's Plan —
Seeking
to Abolish
Booking
System Block
(Special

If the plan for a co-operative scheme
should develop, it appears that it
could not be carried out immediately
if present contracts were to be ob-

'he Director 's Battle

fej*

DAILY)

It is believed that because Beavergether.
brook is desirous of doing away with
the block booking system that he is
urging the cancellation of American
product which in a number of cases
is booked as far as two years ahead.

Authors Dinner Monday
annual dinner of the Authors'
e of America, Inc., will be held
Commodore on Monday even-

Sack in 1918, on Sunday,
gust 18, to be exact, WID,
n fighting for the recognii of the director and his
irk, said:
The director has come into
iown.
have always felt, and I am
e positive now than ever,
the day will come when
public will go to pictures
ie by certain directors with
;reat deal more
confidence
l\n they now go to see certain
tonalities.
lA very important thing has
Weloped in the past year,
■ ch at this time is of tremdous importance to the film
flustry. We find four of our
Katest directors making
fcial productions which will
^distributed independently in
I sense that each will be sold
Wits own merits.
[These four directors, who
Kid today in my mind as the
a- best directors in the world,
pbwing Mr. Griffith, who has
nj ecent years not attempted
o compete along the same
jits, are George Loane Tucker,
-J! Weber, Marshall Neilan
;n Maurice Tourneur."

able to WID'S

London- A'ell informed quarters
have it that Lord Beaverbrook is attempting to launch some sort of a
co-operative scheme for Great Britain
?.nd it is for that reason that he is
endeavoring to induce exhibitors to
either cut rental prices or stop the
showing of American pictures alto-

Louise Fazenda, Billy Bevan, John Henry, Jr., Eddie Gribbon and Katherine McGuire are some of the Sennett favorites in "Made in the Kitchen,"
Mr.
Advt.Sennett's first two-reel comedy for Associated Producers release. —

No Renewal ?

Three Day Confab

Speculation
Over Future
Affiliation
of Nazimova — First National
Made Offer

First National Annual Meeting to Be
Held Beginning April 20 — Sales
Meeting Later on

served. This may be Beaverbrook's
thought in urging the breaking of existing contracts.
It is stated here that independent
exhibitors would be hard hit by Beaverbrook's plan. There has developed
considerable exhibitor opposition in
Scotland and in some of the northern
counties.
Godsol Goes to Coast
F. J. Godsol of Goldwyn leaves today forjust
California
for from
a month's
rest.
He has
recovered
an illness.

Home Next Week
R.
H.
Cochrane of Universal will
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
The annual meeting of the fran- return to New York the early part of
Los Angeles — It is reliably learned
chise holders of Associated First Na- next week, while Carl Laemmle will
that Metro will not renew its contional Pictures, Inc., will be held in be here the latter part of the week.
tract with Nazimova.
First National, it is known, made New York for three days beginning
Here from Canada
an offer to distribute Nazimova's pro- April 20.
duction after viewing them on the
At that meeting, the date for the
George W. Weeks, general manscreen while Nazimova turned it
ager and Charles G. Branham. diregular
yearly
sales
convention
will
rector of exploitation and publicity
down She has one more picture to be set. That meeting will bring into
make for Metro release under her
for
the
Players-Lasky Film
town, all of the managers and impor- Service, Famous
Ltd.. of Canada are in New
present contract.
tant men connected with the sales York.
Metro stated yesterday that there
had been no change in the situation
regarding Nazimova.

end

of the organization.

Dividend Declared
Announcement is made by Ricord
Three Federated Serials
Gradwell, President, that the Board
Federated Film Exchanges of of Directors of the Producers Security
America, Inc., promise three serials Corp. has declared and ordered paid
to franchise holders. One of these immediately, a dividend of $1 per
has been announced, "Miracles of the share for the quarter ending March
31, 1921.
Jungle," a Warner Bros, release.

Goldwyn Foreign Deal
J. H. Hoffberg, manager of the foreign department at Goldwyn, has sold
the
product of
to
the company's
New Yorkfourth
FilmyearExchange
Buenos Aires for Argentine, Uruguay
and Paraguay. The American Express Co. represented the South
American purchasers.

iM^
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
70
70
Famous Players ... 70
do pfd
85
85
85
♦Goldwyn

Not quoted
I8/2
18&
I8/2
3A
3A
V\
Not quoted
Wi
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Chicago — Property has been purchased by the National Theaters Co.,
on
Cottage
Grove Ave. and 75th
Price Stents Street, on which
they will build the
Chatham, a 1,500 seat house.
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♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Big Tie Up
The Hodkinson Corp. is arranging
for a national Zane Grey week to be
held June 2-8, with the Curtis Publishing Corp., Harper and Bros., and
Grosset and Dunlap, the last two
firms publishers of the Zane Grey
novels.
Newsdealers, booksellers and the
s who dis40,000 or 50,000 newsboyPost
and the
tribute the Sat. Evening
Country Gentleman, which Curtis
publishes, will be used in pushing the
week. The tie-up with the exhibitors
will be hasa very definite one. Hodkinson released the following Grey
pictures: "Desert Gold," "Riders of
the Dawn" and "The U. P. Trail"
while a new one, "The Man of the
Forest" will be released around June.

Cobleskill, N. Y.
Coble skill, N. Y. — Cobleskill
Amusement Co., with a capital of
$75,000, has been organized to build
and equip a theater.

vmmi

Saturday, April 9|

Indispensable
Stephenson
Attractions
Toronto, Ont.
Wid's Daily:
Please accept my subscription for 1921. This is my
fourth year as a subscriber and
cannot see how I can get along
without it.
CHAS. L. STEPHENSON.

Newberry, Pa.
Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Newberry, Pa.— J. A. Mears, 707
Diamond St., plans a theater here on
Cuyahoga
Falls, — The Strand will W. 4th St.
open in the course of the next few
days, according to Ray Jones, owner
Newburg, N. Y.
and manager.
Newburg, N. Y. — A one-story picture theater on Broadway. The arEdinburg, Tex.
chitect is Renwick Anderson, 27 Roe
Edinburg,
Tex. — Community
subSt. He is withholding the owner's
scriptions have assured this city of name.
a first class theater, which will be
started in a short time.
Osgood, Ind.
Osgood, Ind. — Louis Damm is
Hayward, Cal.
sponsoring the erection of a theater
Hayward, — Charles W. Heyer is here.
preparing plans for a $75,000 theater,
which he will build this summer.
Parsons, Kans.
Parsons,
Kans. — into
The a Elks'
Kenosha, Wis.
will
be remodeled
theaterClub
for
Kenosha, Wis. — The Collins Theat- Barbour Booking Offices of Musrical Enterprises, proprietors of the
kogee, Okla.
Burke and Virginian, will build a new
$275,000 theater here.
Peru, Ind.
Peru, Ind. — The Loomis Amusement Co., S. Dale Loomis, president,
Lapeer, Mich.
will
build
a $50,000 theater here.
Lapeer, Mich. — George F. Smith,
of 58 Clay St., will construct a
Philadelphia, Pa.
$35,000 picture house here.
Philadelphia — The Grant, on Girard Ave., recently opened.
The house
Mattoon,
111.
seats 500, and is managed by Samuel
Matton. 111.— E. S. Moore, of Danville, will erect a new theater here Sagan.
at once.
The house will cost $40,000
Philadelphia, Pa.
and is to seat 700.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A one story theater is planned for Jackson
St. beMiddletown, Conn.
tween 5th and 6th, by the Grand
Middletown, Conn. — The steel Amusement Co.
frame for L. E. Pratt's new theater
Pittsburg, Pa.
is to go up within a few days. Manager Pratt is hopeful of having the
Pittsburg, Pa. — Rowland and Clark
building ready for the opening during are having plans drawn for a new
the summer months.
theater at Beatty and Pennsylvania
Aves.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Vancouver, B. C— W. Walkl
resigned
as manager
of the
branch
of the
Canadian
Un
Film Co.
Opens Office
to WID'S
New(Special
Orleans,
La.- —

DAILY.'
General
ater Supply Co., Inc., has
officers here. J. H. Majeau is
dent
and Wyndham Robert;
secretary.

National

Buys

(Special to WID'S DAILYi
Atlanta
— National Film aiv
tributing Co. has bought the
gia, Florida, Alabama, South
Una and Tennessee rights to

of the Rio Grande."
Bernstein Appointed
(Special

to

WID'S

DAIL?

(Special

to

WID'S

DAIL1

Minneapolis — Al Bernstei
been appointed maanger of tl
Famous Players-Lasky exchan
has been assistant manager of
change for the past nine mon
Canadian Co. Formed
Hamilton, Ont — A compa
been organized to produce
for distribution throughout tl
ish Empire, including the
Isles. It is rumored that A
picture men and financiers ai
ested directly, but their iden
not been divulged.
Plans for Tampa
(Special to WID'S

Plar
DAIL^

Tampa — H. A. Kelly has a
ed plans for the constructk
$2,500,000 studio near Tamp;
will accommodate 10 compan
According to Kelly, these r.
being backed by New York
and moving picture interest
names are not divulged.
It has been reported
at
other , times that Kelly woi
struct a studio in Florida.

Millville, N. J.

Millville — The reconstructed Bijou
Quakertown, Pa.
will be known as the Globe. When
Quakertown,
Pa. — John
S. Ball
completed it will seat 1,000, and will will build a theater here.
pass into the hands of the Seifert
Rhinelander, Wis.
Amusement Co., now operating the
present Globe and Grand.
Rhinelander, W's- — Peter Rouman
will build a 1,000 seat theater, to cost
Morrisville, Pa.
approximately $75,000.
Celebrated Moving
Morrisville,
Pa. — Thomas
StockSouth Bend, Ind.
ham
will build a 600 seat theater
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
South Bend, Ind. — Directors of the
Chicago— Celebrated
Players Film here.
Blackstone announce that the comCorp. moves into its new quarters in
pany will build a $1,000,000 theater
Muncy, Pa.
the exchange building at 810 South
Wabash Ave. on Monday.
Muncy,
Pa. — J.
F.
Fahnestock and
future.hotel building here in the near
plans a theater here.
Tiffin, O.
Newark, N. J.
Tiffin, — The Tiffin Amusement Co.,
Newark, N. J.— Louis Adler, of 142
Ferry St., will build a $100,000 thea- recently incorporated, will build a
ter here. Exact site is not known.
$100,000 theater here.
(&d<Mcatlcmci£ U-tctuAjU^
Newark, N. J.
Valparaiso, Ind.
Newark, N. J.— E. D. Ring has
Valparaiso, Ind. — C. G. Shauer &
completed for the new $200,000 Sons will build a 1,000 seat theater
THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
Yr plans
theater which he will build at Valley and office building on La Fayette St.
Road, rainebetween
Bellevue and Lor- & Lincoln Highway. It will cost
Ave.

M

$50,000.

To be sure that a poste;
a good poster it is not t!
essary to look at anyth
but the trade mark,
that bears the RITCH
name
able. the poster is unbi

RITCHE
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea
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Coast Brevities

ews
N
'
e
itn

No. 29
ETHOD OF SALVAGING SHIPS
pumps
raise the steamer
Bermudez
lyn, N. Y.
NS HOLD DEMONSTRATIONS
>ROVAL OF FOREIGN MINISIMONS — Scenes
from
Berlin and
SNTRY DAY CELEBRATED—
om New York.
ALASKAN
LEGISLATURE
—Scenes from Juneau,
nts from Paris, Washington,
D. C,
N. J., etc

O

day

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — Joseph A. Dubray has
moved from 103H South Brand Vlvd.
to 5652'/> Sunset Blvd.

Film Man Held

Lambert Hillyer, until recently
William S. Hart's director and continuity writer, has been engaged to
write the screen version of "The Man
From
Newlin Lost
Butt. River," by Katherine

A Saturday Evening Post story has
been selected as the next vehicle for
Gladys Walton at Universal City. It
will
be called "What Can You Exread an adversaid he had
flla
t offering
an investment
in
pect" and is based on the story by
>uraine M. P. Co. of No. 1383 Alice L. Tildesley published under
ay. He said he invested $1,- the title of "Cabella Drives the Nail."
ing Gibson the money.
Later
Oliver Morosco is reversing the
anded return of his $1,500, and
he said, gave him a check on usual order of things. He will send
rk Brothers
Bank, in which his second First National picture
Gibson had a balance of 89 "Slippy McGee," East from the Los
Angeles studio ahead of the stage
version
of in
Marie
Conway
Oemler's
book, now
its tenth
edition.
Touraine Film Corp. of 729
in an advertisement appearArthur Henry Gooden Prod., Van
ine of the trade journals said Curen
Prod, and Western Pictures
release a series of Film Frolic
Corp.
have
appointed Bernard A.
;s, one every six weeks; also
eeler with the Berlo Sisters Goodman to act as business representative, with offices in the Mason
ra Finch.
Bldg. Five pictures, the latest productions of these companies, have
been shipped to New York, where
'o Fight Blue Laws
contracts are being consummated for
ecial to WID'S DAILY)
distribution.
^urgh — The Anti-Blue Law world-wide
of America, Inc., has been
A special power plant to operate
Jin Dover, Del., to fight remeasures nationally. Head- the electric street car on the Monte
will be maintained here, but
"Foolish Wives," at Unwill be operated in every Carlo setiversalfor
City has been installed. This
lere blue laws are threaten- is probably the shortest street car
line in actual operation, the track
being 600 ft. in length. It is an exact
replica of the tram running between
re "Exceptional" Films
Monaco and Monte Carlo, and is
iational Board of Review has fully equipped, including a union
is third bulletin of "excep- motorman and conductor.
Iphotoplays. The bulletin
GAUSMAN.
The Kid," "The First Born,"
[•eat Adventure,"
"Over
the
Acquires Lee Comedies
II "The Love Light."
(Special to WID'S

w in Winnipeg Branch
(iecial

to

WID'S

DAILY)
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Chicago — Selected Films, Inc., have
secured three Jane and Katherine Lee
comedies for this territory.

(lh»i eg — George F. Law, one of
/iolers in Canadian film circles,
>e< appointed manager
of the
A special print of "Sentimental
Mich of the Canadian Univer- Tommy"
has been sent to Adolph
Jq Co.
Zukor, who is now in Europe.

KING

Two Fiftee.* WestNiuetv

J. E. Garnsey has succeeded Amos
Myers as art director at Metro. Myers will head one of the producing
units at the plant.

John Blackwood, formerly at Universal City, has resigned his post. C.
F. Bender will assume the duties
heretofore performed by Blackwood.

ESCAPE

COULDN'T
BURTON

Universal has purchased "Pacific
Storms," a story by Fred LeRoy
Granville, as a starring vehicle for
Frank Mayo.

Richard Dix, who was recently recruited from the stage, has signed a
two-year
contract with the Goldwyn
Corp.

■t Gibson, of Nyack, N. Y., is
eld at Police Headquarters on
je of grand larceny preferred
try Boriella of 211 E. 40th St.
was arrested in his office in
dfrey Bldg. Four other comts are said to accuse Gibson
idling them of sums totalling

HOUDINI

FIRST STREET

Hew York, April 7, 1921

Tilford Cinema Studios,
165 West 31st Street,
Hew York, N.Y.
Gentlemen:
Now that Mr. Houdinirs production is pretty well along I think it only
fair that I tell you boys how much I appreciate the work of the Tilford Cinema Studios.
My opinion also reflects Mr. Houdini's attitude towards your work.
•The settings, which you are
doing for us on contract are most satisfactory
and the methods, which you pursue in the designing and following out of plans is unique
in motion picture annals.
The manner in which
the various departments of your organization
function is remarkable, - the excellency of
the work, - the thorough understanding of technique, - the absence of friction and the promptness with which requirements are met, lead me
to give you this word of commendation.
Very truly yours,

We do settings on Contract-Based on scenarios
For any Producer— anywhere

TILFORD

CINEMA

STUDIOS

Walter Ford Tilford, Director
Thomas Wilson Switzler, General Manager
Wiard B. Ihnen, Architecture & Design
Thurston H. Homedale, Art & Scenic Effects
Thomas B. Sherman, Construction
Chas. D. Chapman, Decorations
John T. Lascha, Transportation
Alexander Meyer, Draperies

Watkins3999

NEW

YORK

165 West 31st Street

Saturday, April 9, 19)

Chicago Doings
(Special

to
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1st are
April
Chicago-Effective
in the sales
following changes
Service:
Screen
force of Superior
territory, S. Keeley, foiSouthside
side territory,
merly of Fox; West
ly Illinois, salesAl Hoffman, formerhsid
e territory R.
Nort
ior;
Super
man,
serly Indiana sale
H Hadneld, formThe
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man Superior.
and the
with Win. Weiss
remains
forn
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K
L,
y
itor
ndiana terr
Bufon,
merly manager of First Nati
falo,_
^
La Salle
the
of
er
Ezra Rhodes, own
sed a
cha
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,
Ind.
d,
Ben
at South
will
He
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fee
Jot of ground 98atexr 165
property
this
on
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new
a
Ed
.
starting early in the ball
the North
A. C Zaring, owner Indofianapolis, is
at
eum
Star and Lyc

Stanley Cuts Prices
Philadelphia— Beginning Monday,
the Stanley Co. of America, will cut
its prices in all of its theaters but the
new Stanley. Evening prices in most
cases will drop 10 cents and matinee
prices, five cents.
change, a comIn speaking of thesays:
pany announcement
"When one realizes that the war
a raise in some inhas brought about
stances of 400 per cent, in the prices
of films, one can readily understand
to rewhy we have not beenoninclined
inasmuch as
duce prices of admissi
the public is called upon to pay every
excess charge, and that our patrons
are so appreciative of everything we
have done in their behalf and will
continue to do that we must extend
them every consideration. That is
why we have decided to shade down
our prices in some of our theaters at

again after having
backet his job fou
r weeks.
for
up,
d
been lai

of the
William Lipps, owner , >s back
Ind.
a,
dri
xan
Ale
at
Princess
the hospital.
on the job after a visit to

Rex at
Mary Weed, owner of the
ing a
fer
suf
er
aft
.,
Montiplelier, Ind
she
ch
whi
ing
nervous breakdown, dur
five
for
r
ate
the
her
m
fro
was absent
again.
weeks, is back onjhe job

Arthur Clippinger
side salesman for
Service, has resigned
his
announce
will
shortly.

formerly northSupenoi Screen
his position and
affiliations
new

igned as
Buddy Crump has res
salesman for Select.

Educationals for St. Louis Schools
l to WID'S
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(Specia
St, Louis— More than $50,000 of
es are now availaeducational pictur
ble for use in the public schools in
connection with work in geography,
history and manual training. The
films were donated by various industrial concerns. A wide variety of subd, such as the manujects arefacturecovere
of pens, pipes, automobiles,
otires and other automobile access
ries, boots, shoes, street cars, pianos,
watches, and scenes from Hawaii.
California and vaYellowstone Park,
rious cities of the United States.

Palmer
Scenario Club
Several members of the Pal e
Photoplay Corp. of Los Angeles ll
formed what they term the Paifc
Scenario Club with David Bade <
31 W. 116th St., president. The j
plans to study the big film succ<|j
of the day and build originals J
the excellent points of those pre k
tions in mind. Each member b
copy of the standards set by the ] I
M. P. I. and with them in min a
matter that may later be cen;M
will be eliminated.

FOR

SALE

Detroit Theaters Robbed
Reels, $1,000. In serviceable!
Detroit— The La Salle, Garden and 300
dition. consisting of comedies, dij
on
robbed
were
s
Washington theater
and Westerns.
Monday of $5,000.
ACTIVE FILM CO.,
729 Seventh Ave.,
Paramount Week for Southwest
Bryant 5627
Dallas— The week of April 10 will
this time."
Drastic Bill Planned
unt Week in Texas, Oklabe Paramo
homa and Arkansas.
Robert W. ColSacramento, Cal.—ain
Ranch, San
burn of Red Mount
y introduce
shortl
will
y,
Count
Diego
RangPathe will release "The Sky
a drastic bill in the assembly. Under
serial, on
the terms of the bill, a fine will be May er,"1.a George B. Seitz
TRAll
THE
OF
levied for showing interiors of a barA RELIABLE
GUIDE
FO:l
room, public dance hall or any other
READY REFERENCE
place where intoxicating liquors aree
"Exof
r
Hobart, autho
George V.
sold. The fine would also includ
perience," the picturization of which
ACCOUNTANTS
those who go to theater to witness has been completed by George Fitzsuch scenes.
EDMONDS & BOUTON, III
maurice at Paramount's eastern stu- 56 Pine
St.,
1645„L* Bl
tdeparHe
rioily.
scena
d the
joinestudi
dio,menthasat the
HoUyw|
orar
o temp
Gordon Sails April 28
New York City.
Lead)
the
for
titles
ng
writi
in
t
assis
will
ADVERTISING— PUBLKl
J Gordon Edwards sails for
MERRITT
CRAWFORDI
Europe April 28 to produce "Mary,
The Screen Bulletin Br
It is atunderstood
904
Fitzgerald
Bldg.
e.
of Scots."
pictur
QueenEdwards
least two
will make
that
ARTISTS AND ART
other productions before returning
F. A. A. DAHME,
IN
to this country, and that one of these,
220
W. 42nd St.
i
it
which,
"Nero,"
be
will
as noted,
Art Titles — Animation —
that is
is reported, will be made -in Rome.
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e Kline,
Birthday Plans
Max Levey and Mauric
es,
tur
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Kli
under the name of
Plans for the celebration of Realmeeting all comers at 17 L. art's second birthday are well under
now
are
h St.
Sevent
interest
way and an announcement of hise
is
to holders of the Star Franc
his
ce
oun
ann
date
l
the
wil
is
l
promised. June 11, 1919,
Ben W. Beadel
ed its
next ten on whic
offices. h Realart first open
new affiliation within the
now
are
ons
iti
pos
l pro
Severa
days. his
consideration.
under
David Grauman Dead
trip
last
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Harry Weiss found on his
again
Los Angeles— David J. Grauman
that things are picking up a good
of the Grauman theatrical enterprises,
are looking .for
Exhibitors
Dei
get
to
is
cy
den
ten
after a short illThe
died here on April 5years
Summer.
old. He is
ness. He was 08
ter pictures at lower prices.
survived by a wife and son, Sidney,
the Thea- who will manage the theaters.
C L. Morrow, owner of
suburban
ters' of Bement and the
Booked Over Three Circuits
v.sitor.
city
a
was
r,
atu
Dec
at
ses
hou
"Black Roses," Sessue Hayakawa's
picture for Robertson-Cole, has
new
For
the
sed
been booked over the U. B. O. Fox
John King has purcha
Oes
est Park Theater from Georgeposses- and Loew circuits. The new Keith
sion
tric.her and already has taken
theater, the Fordham, opens with it
next week.
r the
"Over the Hill" to Move
L. C Dawes has taken ove
Empire at Auburn, Ind.
"Over the Hill" will move from the
Broadhurst to the Park on April 17.
\ \ Lee, of Gaumont Co., New
,
[ess Smith has secured quarters at
York, was a city visitor. Phil Kohn
W. 44th St., from where he will
Com114
and
lls
P. Howe
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Norma Talmadge Splendid And Direction Very Good
Norma

Talmadge

in

"THE PASSION FLOWER"
Assoc. First National Pictures
DIRECTOR
Herbert Brenon
AUTHOR
Jacinto Benavente
SCENARIO
BY
Mary Murillo and Herbert
Brenon
CAMERAMAN
Roy Hunt
AS
A WHOLE
Splendid
production,
artistic
and well acted ; brings star back in an excellent
role
STORY
From the stage play of the same name;
dramatic sequences forceful
DIRECTION
Very fine; handling
of players,
manner of presentation and general technique
excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR

Pleasing again after rather long absence;
beautiful in several close ups

SUPPORT

Courtney Foote gives excellent performance; also Harrison
Ford
and
Eulalie

the picture public again, "The Passion Flower" being
the first picture which he has directed in this country
for some time.
Mr. Brenon's efforts have obtained an excellent
replica of the stage play and in every detail of production the picture evidences his capabilities as a director
of merit. He has done splendid work with a rather
unusual story and one which needed careful handling
to make its presentation effective and at the same
time keep it from becoming too daring. Its atmosphere is Spanish and with the title which it bears it's
easy to guess why judicious manipulation was necessary, and the more reason why director Brenon's results are the more effective.
Miss Talmadge gives a delightful performance as
Acacia, the Passion Flower. Her power of repression
and manner of expressing emotions registers definitely
at each turn as she intends it. Several close-ups of her
are quite beautiful. Eulalie Jensen, as the mother,
does good work in the role which Nance O'Neill had
in the stage play. Courtenay Foote gives a splendid
performance as Esteban, the step-father, hated by

Satisfactory
Good
Adequate
Spanish girl whose

Acacia.
"
Esteban's
jealousy of his step-daughter Acacia
causes his servant, Rubio, to tell Acacia's sweetheart,
Norbert, that the girl loves another. The betrothal
is broken and later Acacia accepts Faustino. This
time Rubio kills Faustino and Norbert is tried for the

seeming hate for her step-father conceals a passionate love for him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,755 feet

murder but acquitted. Then it becomes known that
Esteban is the direct cause of the murder, and he flees
into the mountains but later returns to give himself

Jensen
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

After an absence of about six months Norma

Tal-

madge is appearing in her latest production, "The
Passion Flower," at the Strand this week. It is an
adaptation of Jacinto Benavente's stage play of the
same name, and the dramatic force of the original has
been injected into the screen interpretation with renewed zeal. The production is splendid from every
angle and it brings the name of Herbert Brenon before

up. Raimunda, Acacia's mother and Esteban's wife,
pleads with Acacia to forgive the step-father whom
she hates. In the long embrace which follows between
Acacia and Esteban, Raimunda learns that Esteban
loves her daughter and her own love for him is turned
to hate. She calls for help and Esteban, in his desire
to leave with Acacia, shoots her and then is arrested.
Raimunda

dies in Acacia's arms.

Star's Admirers Will Like Her In This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The fact that it is the first Norma Talmadge picture
released since last September should be a good reason
for booking it. Folks have probably begun to wonder

they'll see some excellent performances. If you think
your folks will recall the stage play you might mention
this also. Tell them about the appearance of the star

why they haven't seen her pictures of late, and then
too, you have the name of the director to use. This
combination together with your announcements, which
will give them an idea of the story, should be sufficient

in a Spanish role and use catchlines such as : "She insisted that she hated Esteban, her step-father, but they
told her she loved him. See this most unusual situa-

reason for their wanting to see "The Passion Flower."
You can make promises justifiably and tell them

tion and its outcome in Norma Talmadge's latest production 'The Passion Flower,' directed by Herbert

Brenon."
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Will Be Sure To Arouse Curiosity Because Of Its Unusual Novelty Value
"THE

CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

Robert Wiene

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Karl Mayer and Hans Janowitz
Not credited
Not credited

AS A WHOLE
Decided novelty and a departure
unique in pictures; opinions regarding it likely
to vary
STORY

Weird and at times strikingly gruesome ; outdoes anything of the kind ever attempted in this country
DIRECTION
Efforts result in something entirely new in the line of picture entertainment
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Also satisfactory
PLAYERS
Splendid
acting
and
remarkable
make-ups; Werner Krauss as Caligari and Conrad Vedit, uncanny sleep-walker; both excellent
EXTERIORS AND INTERIORS
The real feature of the picture; all studio sets made under
the direction of cubist artists ; numerous scenes
are used
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

All right
Mysterious murders

committed by sleep-walker whose actions are
controlled by fiend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
Judging from the crowds that tried to gain admission
to the Capitol Theater on the hottest Spring Sunday
night so far this season, it's evident that the novelty
foreign production which is having its initial American presentation at that theater this week is destined
to be something of a curiosity. Perhaps the trailers
which have been shown have gotten them interested,
and the fact that it is something entirely new in the
line of picture endeavor.

And certainly "The Cabinet

of Dr. Caligari" is the first and only picture of
kind yet attempted, and judging from the names
those mentioned in connection with its production,
origin is apparent and comes as a direct contrast

its
of
its
to

"Passion," another of German make, which met with
such universal approval not so long ago.
The foremost feature which makes "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari" differ from the usual motion picture is
its settings. They're unlike anything you've ever seen,
but an idea can be gleaned from the fact that they
resemble the futuristic or cubist designs which have
gained rather extensive prominence in art circles of
late. And here's where the difference of opinion is
likely to be expressed. The work of Herman Warm,
Walter Reimand and Walter Rohrig, who have designed the settings, will be accepted as distinctly novel,
and perhaps if one knows enough about cubist art,
excellent examples of that work. But on the other
hand, perhaps the casual picture goer will be inclined
to feel the way one man did who remarked, "H
,
the scenery's making me dizzy." though they won't
probably put it so strongly.
The story of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" is interesting of itself and told in a way that doesn't make any
effort to conceal the uncanny manoeuvers of Dr. Caligari and his gruesome looking cabinet containing
Cesare, the somnambulist, who is under the hvpnotic
power of the Doctor. It is easy enough to follow for
the most part. Toward the close things happen a trifle
too rapidly for satisfaction. Katherine Hilliker has
written the sub-titles for the picture's American presentation. Werner Krauss' acting is excellent and his
impersonation of Dr. Caligari might be compared with
Barrymore's "Mr. Hyde." Conrad Veidt has the tense
role of the sleep-walker. There's plenty in the way of
thrills and hair-raising situations, and the director
hasn't made any effort to use shock absorbers in presenting them.

Showmanship Will Have A Lot To Do With Putting Over This Film
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It's quite likely that as a picture, unusual and really

Announce

it as another foreign production, recalling

make money for exhibitors who know how to put it
over. Trailers prior to the showing will certainly get
them interested and the various angles which make

the success of "Passion" and then tell them about the
settings, cubist designs, and you can go the limit in
your promises regarding its distinct novelty value.
From a medical standpoint you can use the theory of
Dr. Caligari and his study of somnambulism which
drove him insane. Those who will be interested from

it unique should be employed to arouse the public's
curiosity regarding it.

a purely artistic viewpoint will be obliged to overlook
some gruesome departures.

novel, "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" will be rather
successful, commercially. That is, it will probably
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Human Interest Story And Meighan At His Best
Thomas Meighan in
"THE CITY OF SILENT MEN"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Tom Forman
AUTHOR
John A. Morosco
SCENARIO BY
Frank Condon
CAMERAMAN
Harry Perry
AS A WHOLE
Strong in dramatic
qualities
with its story forcefully told and well acted
STORY
Perhaps not a gloom dispeller but interesting because of its grim reality
DIRECTION
Has made a play for reality and
the results are indeed indisputably successful
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
The most appropriate role and the best
acting he's done in some time
SUPPORT
Paul Everton gives fine performance;
others quite satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Splendid
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Innocent
convict
escapes and starts life over again in the west
and finally wins deserved pardon
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,199 feet
Thomas Meighan's latest production is well above
the average for more reasons than one. In the first
place a splendid continuity has been prepared for
John Moroso's story, originally called "The Quarry."
Then Tom Forman is to be given due credit for the
way he has handled the script prepared for him. He
wastes no time in getting into his story, and events
follow in coherent and comprehensive succession with
no dragging between sequences. All are carefully
dove-tailed.

Perhaps the story isn't a joyful one, but it is
unusually interesting because of its undeniable reality,
and its forceful presentation demands your attention
without a break. There is one improbability that
doesn't seem necessary, although it goes to show the
loyalty that exists between prisoners. It isn't at all
likely that a prisoner could accomplish the making
of a suit of clothes in his cell without being detected.
The hero's escape from Sing Sing is not so improbable
and it is well managed. There is a fine sympathetic
appeal, and a touch of pathos in the scene where the
escaped convict reaches his home as his old mother's
funeral is leaving.
Thomas Meighan is given a part in this that offers
him the best role he's had lately, and as Jim Montgomery, he is all that could be desired. Paul Everton,
as his cell mate, gives a splendid performance also
and his work ranks next to that of Meighan's. Others
who fulfill requirements are Kate Bruce, as the mother,
George MacQuarrie as the detective, and Lois Wilson
as the heroine. She has done better work and appeared
more charming than she does here.

Following his escape Jim Montgomery goes west
and starts life anew under the name of Jack Nelson.
He becomes superintendent of a large mill and falls
in love with the owner's daughter, Molly. He tells
her of his past life and she believes him innocent,
so they are married. Old Bill who had planned Jim's
escape, has been pardoned by the officials as a bait
to recapture Montgomery. The detective finally lands
his man but Jim, now Nelson, places his fingers in
the machinery thereby spoiling the tell-tale fingerprints. Sometime later Old Bill finds and secures a
confession from the crook for whose crime Jim was
sentenced and a pardon is issued.

You Can Make Promises For "The City Of Silent Men"
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Because it is really human and because of the terrible reality of it, "The City of Silent Men" is bound
to be well received. Not only because of the story
but because it is an excellent picture from every angle,
it will be well worth while booking. You can make
promises in connection with the production and feel
sure that it will back you up in what you say. Tell
them about thj^ star's splendid work and mention the
fact that the story is an adaptation of John Moroso's
novel "The Quarry."

Another fact which is certain to attract attention is
that the scenes were actually taken at Sing Sing. The
box office results should prove worthy of any effort
you may expend on exploitation. Catchlines might
prove effective. "What is 'The City of Silent Men?'
See how the inmates of such a city live. Thomas
Meighan's latest picture will show you how easy it is
for an innocent man to be convicted of a crime he did
not commit.

See it at the blank theater,"
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Star Delightful In Circus Role
Mary Miles Minter in
"THE LITTLE CLOWN"
Realart
DIRECTOR
Thomas
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

main — the idea of the wealthy young fellow whose
Heffron

Avery Hopwood
Eugene B. Lewis
Faxon Dean

AS A WHOLE
Pleasing bit of light entertainment; has good sympathetic twist and is well
handled
STORY
Not altogether original in theme but is
interestingly told
DIRECTION
Has secured splendid circus atmosphere and has managed picture generally to
satisfaction
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

All right
Good

STAR
Is thoroughly pleasing in this
SUPPORT
Jack Mulhall good as hero; others
all satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Many pretty scenes
INTERIORS
. Good
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Circus
performer
falls in love with son of aristocrats who fail to
prove she's not a fit wife for their son
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,031 feet
Mary Miles Minter has a story a good deal out of the
usual run of vehicles which she is accustomed to being
given. In "The Little Clown" she plays the part of
a circus performer, and in one instance she is even
required to ' paint up like a clown. The star is
thoroughly pleasing in the role and she makes the
most of her opportunities.

The story itself,' which has been adapted from Avery
Hopwood's stage play, is not altogether new in the

parents object to his marrying "beneath" him and their
efforts to break up the match. But in its new dress
and interesting circus atmosphere "The Little Clown"
provides a satisfying piece of light entertainment which
should be well received.
1 )irector Heffron has been successful in his handling of the story and it is unfolded in a logical, smooth
fashion that is easily understood. In matters of detail
he shows good judgment, and his handling of the cast
is first rate. The photography is quite satisfactory
and all told "The Little Clown" is a thoroughly good
piece of entertainment. Jack Mulhall does good work
as the hero, and others who add to the entertainment
are Winter Hall, Helen Dunbar, Cameron Coffey,
Neely Edwards, Wilton Taylor and Lucien Littlefield.
Pat (Mary Miles Minter) has been born and raised
in circus environment, and when her parents die she
adopts Toto, the clown, as her father. Toto's love
for Pat grows as fast as she does and he hopes to
marry her someday, although he is twenty years older.
One day Pat meets Dick Beverley, a rich young fellow
who has had a row with his father. He likes Pat and
decides to join the circus. Eventually the circus plays
in Dick's home town, and his folks persuade him to
come home, which he agrees to do on condition that
Pat come with him because he loves her. The parents object because they believe Pat beneath them.
However, they consent and then proceed in their
scheme to show Dick how unsuitable a wife Pat
would be.
Finally Pat believes that Dick has arrived at his
parents' way of thinking and she returns to the circus.
Toto asks her to marry him, but Dick comes to claim
Pat, telling her he really loves her and that she is to
come home with him. Toto sacrifices his own love
that Pat may be happy with Dick.

You Can Promise Them Something Different And Entertaining
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can be sure of showing a pleasing, wholesome
bit of entertainment if you secure Mary Miles Minter's
latest production for Realart. It's the kind that you
can show to the entire family. It's clean all the way
through, and it is entertaining. Tell them about the
little girl reared in the atmosphere of the circus and
of her romance with a fellow whose folks thought him
too good for her.

In your lobby use stills of the star in her ringside
regalia. Plenty of exploitation stunts are possible in
connection with a picture of this type. You might
secure a street organ and- have a girl in a clown suit
and also a monkey to advertise the showing. This
should get them interested. There are numerous other
ways in which you can make "The Little Clown" go
over in a manner that satisfies the B. O.
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It Gives The Star A Fine Part
Elaine Hammerstein
"POOR
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

in

DEAR MARGARET KIRBY"
Selznick-Select
William P. S. Earle
Kathleen Norris
BY
Lewis Allen Browne

CAMERAMAN
William Wagner
AS A WHOLE
Gives the star a good part ; holds
the interest in spite of lack of action
STORY
Kathleen Norris' novel of same name
followed closely in adaptation
DIRECTION
Handles players, particularly the
star, very well
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
!
Up to standard
STAR
Very pleasing, sincere, and convincing in
her work
SUPPORT
William Davidson in lead, Warburton Gamble, and Ellen Cassity give very satisfactory performances
EXTERIORS
Suitable locations
INTERIORS
Ralistic
DETAIL

Nothing lacking

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Wife's loyalty to
husband throughout his ruin and distrust of her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,581 feet
For her latest picture. Selznick has given Elaine
Hammerstein an adaptation of Kathleen Norris' quite
extensively popular "Poor Dear Margaret Kirby."
By far the best thing that can be said about it as
screen material, is that it gives the star a role in which
she is at her best. It is rather a strong story in its
original form, but seemingly with the sort of dramatic
moments which lend themselves more readily to the
printed page than to the screen. However, capable
direction in handling the players, so as to make the

most of sequences where the action is slow, has done
much to keep the interest unflagging, and this, coupled
with the certain appeal and charm of the star's work,
will without doubt make it an entertaining picture to
the biggest part of the average audience.
The star's performance is uniformly appealing all
the way through. She plays with just the right dignity
and repression, and in the emotional scenes especially,
there is a sincerity and earnestness about her work
that will win the approval of every critical spectator.
The supporting cast is a capable one, with the work
of William Davidson in the lead, and Ellen Cassity as
the catty friend of the heroine, standing out.
One of the best touches that the director has given
to the story, is in the scenes where Margaret turns
her home into a boarding house. The would-be swells
who come to board with her, with their false airs of
refinement and their petty squabbling, form a cleverly
humorous element in the picture. While the denoument is pretty evident all along, it is never clear how
the happy ending is to be accomplished, until the very
finish of the picture, so that it will surely hold their
attention all the way.

Margaret Kirby's husband, a Wall Street Broker,
arrives late at a party she is giving. He needs money,
and asks her to borrow from Rutherford Pell an admirer of hers. She refuses, and that night Kirby takes
poison, believing Margaret in love with Pell. He recovers but the poison leaves him helpless. Margaret
sells everything she can, and takes in boarders to care
for Kirby whom she sends to a sanitarium.
Lucille Yardly, in love with Kirby, wires him that
his wife is coming to arrange a divorce.. Misunderstandings pile up, until the one friend who has stuck
to Margaret, informs her of the deception. A reconciliation is affected with Kirby when he learns of his
wife's sacrifices.

Play Up The Star And Talk About The Book
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can be fairly certain of pleasing a majority of
your patrons with Elaine Hammersteine's latest. At
any rate you can be certain that the star will please
them, so do most of your talking about her, and her
performance in the picture. If you have used her
pictures before, recall her work in such features as
"The Daughter Pays," and "Pleasure Seekers," and
if the star is popular with your patrons, you can safely
promise them a picture in which she is at her best.

You can make use of the fact that the picture is
an adaptation of Kathleen Norris' novel, which was
a widely read story, and the fact that the title remains
unchanged will further impress this fact. Here's a
catchline you can use, "See what happened to a girl
w.ho was accustomed to every luxury, when everything was suddenly taken from her, in "Poor Dear
Margaret Kirby."
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By Bradley King
This is a society melodrama with a truly tremendous punch; with a story of love and loyalty
of great heart appeal and with a central situation as unusual as it is dramatically powerful.
The exploitation possibilities of the story are
unlimited.

"I Am Guilty!" has all of J. Parker Read, Jr's.
richness of production, lavishness of appearance, color and spectacular appeal. It is
released everywhere May i.
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The Star Is Good, But Story Is Tame
Harry Carey in
"THE

FREEZE
Universal

OUT"

DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
George Hull
SCENARIO BY
George Hull
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Slow in getting started, not
overly entertaining, but with some good comedy
touches
STORY

Western, lacking in thrills and excitement, usual in the type
DIRECTION
All right from production standpoint fair
;
in holding action up
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
His work up to standard; does much to
hold interest through some scenes that lag
SUPPORT
Helen Ferguson, Charles Le Moyne,
and J. Farrell McDonald all satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Regulation Western town
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Stranger, who comes
to town to build gambling hall, builds school
instead
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,436 feet

The story selected for Harry Carey's latest isn't all
that could be wished for to make the kind of a western
picture that western fans expect and want. It hasn't
enough of the thrills and excitement and all around
speed that make westerns popular. There is not at any
time any great suspense, except in the one scene in
the climax, when the hero and villain draw cards for
the loaded gun, and this scene is too short to create

much excitement. Taken as a whole, it hasn't enough
punch anywhere along the line to hold the attention
very well, and while there is a surprise at the point
where the supposed gambling hall being built by the
hero turns out to be a school room and library, it is a
very mild surprise and falls short in its effect.
Carey does as much as possible with a part that
doesn't call for a great deal of action. He is as pleasing as in the past, and makes the most of everything
given him to do, making interest where the movement
of the story is slow. He puts over a good bit of quiet
humor in a lot of the scenes, and his performance is
a generally creditable one. There is some more fair
comedy furnished by J. Farrell McDonald, as the constantly drunk "Bobtail." Helen Ferguson, the leading
lady, gives a realistic interpretation of the little innocent girl trying to combat the evils of a western town,
and she registers sincerity all the way through.
The picture is slow in getting started. Nothing
much happens in the first reel and a half, but this is
probably due to the lack of incident in the story itself, rather than the direction. It is to the director's
credit that a fair climax has been reached, built around
material that doesn't afford much possibility.
The Stranger (Harry Carey) comes to the town of
Broken Buckle to start a gambling hall. The one
that exists there is crooked, and the Stranger is starting a straight one.
He meets Zoe Whipple, a young girl, who is trying
to reform the town, and who teaches the school in her
home. Misunderstandings arise between the stranger
and Zoe, brought about by Denver Red, proprietor of
the Headlight. Finally, after pleading in vain with
the stranger not to open the den, the stranger opens
it to the public, only it turns out to be a school room
and library. After which the stranger runs Denver
out of town and wins the girl.

Let The Star Get Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Freeze Out" falls short of the speed and interest of many of his previous pictures, but at the same

can also talk about the good performance of Helen
Ferguson in the leading feminine part. The best

sufficient to attract the large following which he has

points of the story to bring out are the horsewhipping
of the hero by, the heroine, and the cutting of cards
for the loaded gitn, between the hero and the villain.

in most placed where westerns are popular.
You can boost the star as much as you like and

Here's a catchline : "See how Harry Carey started a
gambling hall, and then turned it into a library, in

promise that his work is fully up to standard, and you

'The Freeze Out.' "

time Harry Carey is thoroughly pleasing in his work
and his name in the star part will doubtless be
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The Star Will Attract And The Story Will Please Many
Shirley Mason
"THE

the theme. Considered in the light of probability, the
development will be regarded as next to impossible.

in

LAMPLIGHTER"
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Howard M. Mitchell
Maria S. Cummins
Not credited
Glen McWilliams

AS A WHOLE
Moderately entertaining adaptation, mostly due to star
STORY
From Maria S. Cummins' story of the
same name ; a fanciful tale that some will like
DIRECTION
Good
atmosphere
throughout ;
has dwelt too long on some minor incidents
PHOTOGRAPHY
. Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Gives piquant and entertaining performance ;part suits her well
SUPPORT
Raymond McKee, Philo McCullough,
and Albert Knott, good, rest fair
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
•
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Abandoned child is
restored to her parents through the love and
kindness of "The Lamplighter"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,450 feet

Maria Cummins' story "The Lamplighter" was to
many people a beautiful and altogether enjoyable tale,
and to the people who liked the book, and in fact to
all who appreciate a quiet, fanciful little romance, the
screen adaptation will afford a pleasant piece of entertainment. For the people who demand a heap of
action and dramatic incident, it will probably lack the
necessary speed, for it never reaches any great climax.
It runs along smoothly and evenly, and will have to
be content to please those who enjoy the beauty of

For the gathering together of all the characters necessary to the denoument, so many years after they have
played their first part in the story, is surely extremely
improbable. It is not in the spirit of the tale, however,
to regard it as fact, so the improbabilities won't matter
with those who are held by the theme.
Then there is Shirley Mason, bringing enough personality and individuality to her part to hold almost
any audience. The little star has a part that just
suits her, and she is really fascinating all the way
through the picture. She looks equally attractive in
the garb of the slavey taking the beatings of a cruel
mistress, and in the silks and furs provided by her
adopted mother. In the scene where her foster father
the kind old lamplighter, dies, she has her one chance
for an emotional bit and she carries it off in a creditable manner. The lamplighter is very ably played by
Albert Knott.
The love element isn't stressed at all ; in fact it is
given very little consideration, although it runs almost
unnoticed all the way through. Some parts of the
story are remindful of Dickens in their quaint pathos.
Particularly is this true of the part where the heroine
is the down-trodden slave.
A baby girl is born to Emily Graham, who has secretly married Philip Amory, the son of her father's
lifelong enemy. Philip, in trying to restore his wife
who has fainted, blinds her through an accident. He
is driven from the house by Graham, who takes Emily's
baby away, giving it to Ben Grant, a sailor, to take to
sea. Grant takes the child to his wife. Eleven years
later the child, Gertie, is driven from Nan Grant's
home, and is adopted by Trueman, the lamplighter.
Trueman works for Graham, who has moved to the
town with Emily, and through him (Trueman) Gertie
is finally restored to her parents.

Star Is At Her Best In Fanciful Romance
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Besides those who have read the story and enjoyed
it, there will be a large number of people who would

is popular, you can tell them that she is cast in a part
perfectly suited to her in the picture, and that she

have enjoyed it had the}- read
lighted with the picture form
It is to these, necessarily, that
by telling them enough of the
with its nature.

does probably the best work of her career thus far.
You can make extensive promises for the star, as her

it, and who will be deof "The Lamplighter."
you will have to appeal,
story to acquaint them

Then, if Shirley Mason is known to your people, and

performance is certain to please almost anybody.
Talk about the book from which the picture is adapted,
as it was quite extensively read.
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Fairly Good Story Injured By Poor Direction and Choppy Continuity
"DIANE OF STAR HOLLOW"
Producers Security Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
O. L. Sellers
AUTHOR
David Potter
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Tainguy
AS A WHOLE
Pretty fair story material that
might have been made into a really interesting
picture
STORY
tinuity

Suffers considerably from a poor con-

DIRECTION
Hasn't improved upon the script
provided; development isn't smooth
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK . . . .,
Good
PLAYERS
Competent for the most part; some
seem to indicate over-direction
EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
. . ,
AH right
DETAIL
Fair to poor
CHARACTER OF STORY
Daughter of counterfeiter in love with Mounted Police officer who
is trailing her father
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Here again is a case of a fairly good story not being
used to good advantage. In the first place the continuity ischoppy, and neither the director nor the one
who wrote the titles has used any skill of his own to
relieve the situation. The director especially has
shown no adeptness in his development of the story,
and the introduction of the numerous characters only
serve to make things generally more incomprehensive.
There are so many of them, and their relations to each
other and their connection with the story so vague,
that the spectator is bound to be confused.
And here too the fault is shared by the title writer.

Some New

There are an over-abundance of. titles anyway, and
they don't read like the work of one trained in t lie art
of caption writing, in one instance lie uses the word
"unsuspicioned" when he probably means "unsuspected." And again, at times the titles are contrary
in tone to the scene which they are supposed to tit.
For instance the officer is talking to tin- man he is
trying" to get evidence on, and the title reads to th/
effect that "so-and-so may be innocent but justice
must be done" — or something to that effect — and the
officer is seen enjoying a hearty laugh. The reading
matter doesn't lit the action. Some matters of detail
haven't been properly looked after. A girl wears two
different hats in one scene.
Bernard Durning is the Mounted Police officer and
he gives a satisfactory performance for the most part.
Evelyn Greeley is adequate as the heroine. Among
others who appear are George Majeroni, Albert Hart.
Sonia Marcelle, Fuller Mellish, Charles Mackey.
Diane's father, Allesandro Orsini, is the master
mind of a band of counterfeiters, which Sergeant Pat
Scott of the Mounted Police is trying to round up and
bring to justice. He is forced to work against an
obstacle in the person of Diane, whom he loves and
who loves him, but refuses to admit it because of his
persistence in trying to get evidence on her father.
Bob Hascum, one of Orsini's watchers, is doublecrossed by Orsini when he allows his niece Carlotta
to marry Crispi, another of the gang. Orsini had
promised Carlotta to Hascum. Hascum writes a confession and tells Pat where he will find it in case he
meets with foul play at the hand of Orsini. Hascum
is killed by one of ( Jrsini's men, and in the fight which
follows all of Orsini's band but himself are killed.
Later Pat finds Diane living apparently alone. While
they plan to marry, Orsini, kills himself in an adjoining: room.

Titles Will Give It A Better Chance To Go Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Diane of Star Hollow" will be much the better with
a new set of titles and some careful cutting which
will make it a much more satisfying and understandable offering. In its present form folks are going to
wonder what it's all about, csneciallv in the early reels.
At least some n^re comprehensive introductory titles
will help considerably. Yon can talk about the story
and mention the Mounted Police angle, and the fact

he
that the officer loved the daughter of the man
was after.
There are many pretty backgrounds in the picture.
In fact the exterior settings are all very pretty and
the photography is good. You can use Evelyn
Greeley's name. Folks will probabl) remember her
in World pictures. Bernard Durning's name also may
attract attention. Catchlines might he used if JOU
find the) usually interest your patrons.

Qarl Laemmle offers
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Satisfactory State Rights Offering Of Its Type
Herbert Rawlinson in
"THE WAKEFIELD CASE"
Lawrence Weber Prod. — World Film — State Rights
DIRECTOR
George Irving
AUTHOR
Shannon Fife
SCENARIO BY
Mrs. L. Case Russell
CAMERAMAN
Walter Arthur
AS

A

WHOLE

Satisfactory

has
good
suspense
adhered to
STORY

but

mystery
logic

isn't

picture;
always

Good of its kind; creates effective mysterious atmosphere

DIRECTION
Doesn't
establish
a satisfactory
premise
and might
have
made
development
more comprehensive ; climax good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Fulfills requirements
of the role but
others have just as much to do
SUPPORT

Joseph Burke does very well in important part; others
satisfactory;
Florence
Billings has the only feminine role
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Mystery
story in
which man tracing jewels falls in love with girl
he believes to be crook
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet

As mystery pictures go, "The Wakefield Case"
seems to hit the average mark pretty squarely. There
is excellent suspense and the action is swift and smooth
enough for the most part. The director hasn't made
his story foundation clear in the early reels, so folks
are apt to be somewhat confused and at sea as to what
it's all about for a while, but after a time a title acci-

dentally makes matters clear and everything is quite
comprehensive thereafter.

Of course this isn't such a serious fault, since it's a
mystery picture and the director is at liberty to do
certain things which may not seem logical, for the
purpose of suspense. The characters are introduced
too rapidly and their relations are not clearly defined
in the sub-titles. Herbert Rawlinson is starred, but
Joseph Burke handles an equally prominent role and
gives a splendid performance. Florence Billings is
adequate as the heroine, and others are J. P. Wade,
H. J. Gilmore, Charles Dalton, Jerry Austin, \Y. \\ .
Black and H. L. Dewey.
William Wakefield, son of detective William Wakefield, Sr., vows to "get" the crook that killed his father.
He learns that a band of crooks, known as the
"Breens," is sailing for America, and that they have
in their possession the famous rubies which his father
had been trying to recover for years. Wakefield, Sr.,
had met his death while shadowing Richard and James
Krogan, crooks who had the rubies in their possession
before the "Breens" got hold of them.
Aboard the ship, Wakefield meets Ruth Cregg, who
is travelling accompanied by an army officer who is
taking her to her father, in America. Wakefield falls
in love with Ruth, a fact which is secretly observed
and enjoyed by James Krogan, also a passenger, but
not known to Wakefield as one of the crooks who killed
his father. In America Wakefield is told that Ruth
is one of the Breens, although he refuses to believe it.
In the meantime Krogan, who also believes Ruth and
her companion members of the Breen gang, has secured
an invitation to her home, where he hopes to recover
the jewels. Later developments show that Ruth and
her father are secret service people and Krogan is
caught.

Star's Name And Catchlines Will Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The

Wakefield

Case" is another satisfactory
mystery picture for the state rights market, and will
undoubtedly satisfy those who like this sort of picture.
If you are in the habit of pleasing them with mystery
pictures generally, you would do well to show them
this one. It^vill give them something to keep them
guessing for a while, and that's what admirers of this
type of entertainment want.

Herbert jRawlinson has "a good many followers so
you might use his name to good advantage and recall
some of his recent pictures which you have shown.
Catchlines used in connection with the title should

interest them. Say: "Who stole the Randall rubies?
See 'The Wakefield Case,' playing at the blank theater with Herbert Rawlinson starring. It's the kind
of mystery picture that keeps you guessing until the
end.

Do you feel like this?
(Extracts from a customer" 's letter to us)

##### if it will make your day's work
a bit lighter or more satisfactory,
I wish you to know that I consider
this job very good.

The booklets

are decidedly more attractive than
any we have ever had and the work
displays signs of painstaking.
If I get a chance to answer
any questions about "who printed
your booklets", I shall be glad to
tell. *****

if not, consult us
Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
36 East 22nd Street

New

Telephone Gramercy 945

York City
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Production Is Good And It Contains Some Good Acting
"FORBIDDEN

LOVE"

Wistaria Prod., Inc., — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Philip Van Loan
AUTHOR
Not credited
ADAPTED BY
Edward Russell

sequences. This is especially obvious during the pari
where the one brother returns to the home of the
brother who deceived him. It takes too long for
things to happen.
Otherwise the production is thoroughly satisfactory.
There are some good thrills and a degree of suspense.
The final climax is excellent, and the scenes in and

CAMERAMEN
Louis Geland and Richard Fryer
AS A WHOLE
Good
production;
some
real
thrills and good acting, best features
STORY
Somewhat
familiar theme
but makes
good screen material; drags badly at times
DIRECTION
Might have used his own judgment to improve continuity ; otherwise first rate
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
PLAYERS
Marguerite Clayton does thoroughly
good work; George MacQuarrie and Creighton
Hale efficient

Good acting by a capable and well suited cast is
another feature in favor of "Forbidden hove." Mar
guerite Clayton shows what she can do in a rather
emotional role, and acquits herself capably. George
MacQuarrie is forceful as the deceitful brother, and
Creighton Hale is pleasing as the hero. An unnamed
player makes a good deal of the small part of the Chink
laundryman. The exterior locations are excellent, and
most of the interiors satisfactory, except that when

EXTERIORS

they use painted drops outside of studio set windows,

Splendid

INTERIORS
Some obviously studio "sets"
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
One brother doublecrosses the other to win the girl who later learns
of his duplicity
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
Regardless of the fact that the situations in the main
are not new to the screen, "Forbidden Love" contains
the sort of material that still goes "big" with a fairly
large percentage of movie "fans." There's plenty of
incident and it is well combined and easy to follow.
There is but one thing which might have been improved upon, and it's probably the fault of the one
who wrote the continuity, although the director might
have used his own ingenuity and improved upon the
script. And that is the fact that the action is allowed
to lag several

times,

following

various

anti-climatic

around the lighthouse, very effective. The photography is very good and the fog effects splendid.

they shouldn't pose a player in front of them for
close-ups.
Peter is the elder and Harold the younger son of
John Van Zandt, owner of several fishing vessels
Harold loves Eileen, the village belle, but is so bashful
that Peter agrees to present Harold's case to Eileen.
Instead, Peter loves Eileen and wants her for himself,
so turns her against Harold. Years pass and Harold,
who has left the town, returns to take charge of a construction job on the lighthouse. He stays in the home
of Peter, married to Eileen. Peter observes that Eileen
still loves Harold. Peter goes \to the lighthouse on
a stormy night to fight it out with Harold. In the
meantime Eileen has learned of her husband's deception, and follows him to the lighthouse. She arrives
in time to see Peter fall from the tower to his death.
leaving her free to marry the man she loves.

You Can Probably Please A Good Majority With It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Forbidden Love" is quite likely to appeal to small
town audiences more strongly than metropolitan folks,
because it is a small town story, and contains the sort
of material that would make an unusual hit at the

You can promise them a capable cast and sonic good
performances. Use the name of Marguerite Clayton,
and recall her appearance in the Paramount picture
"The Inside of the Cup." You can use George Mac-

"Main St." theater. The locale of the New England
fishing village and the general trend of the story can
be used in exploiting the picture. The title may be

Quarry's name, and that of Creighton Hale. To interest them in the story say : "All is fair in love and war
so he double-crossed his brother to win the girl for

a trifle misleading so you might use catchlines so they

himself. But did it pay? See for yourself in 'forbidden Love' at the blank theater."

won't think it a sex story.
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A Bit Improbable But Makes Good Entertainment
Carmel Myers in
"THE

DANGEROUS MOMENT"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Marcel de Sano
AUTHOR
Douglas Doty
SCENARIO BY
Wallace Clifton
CAMERAMAN
Herbert Glennon
AS A WHOLE
Development
is amusing and
pleasant;
an adequate
production
and action
doesn't drag
STORY
Rather
good
comedy;
glides
along
smoothly
DIRECTION

Makes

improbable sequences ap-

pear probable; doesn't get much of a climax;
generally all right
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Fair; sometimes wrongly placed
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR

Pretty and altogether pleasing and amusing in the part
SUPPORT
Herbert Heyes in lead is adequate;
all suitably cast
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Good
atmosphere
in cafe
and
studio scenes
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Artist falls in love
with a fleeing waitress, whom he hides from the
policeOF PRODUCTION
LENGTH

4.850 feet

Carmel Myers' latest picture for Universal makes a
pleasant and enjoyable hour's entertainment, in spite
of the fact that the story doesn't amount to much. It's
highly improbable, and the cause and effect are not
usually plausible, but it provides a great little part
for the star, and she makes the whole thing cheerful
and amusing. As the spunky, hot headed little Italian
girl, who take nothing seriously, she looks and acts
the part charmingly all the way through. She puts so
much pep into the part that most people will find her
a refreshing treat to watch.

Then too, although the story isn't so much, there
is quite an element of mystery and suspense running
through the last three reels, for the audience doesn't
know right up to the finish whether or not the heroine
has killed a man. The story is told in such a light
spirit that even the man's murder fails to be serious.
It's just a frothy entertainment, but it will entertain,
because the audience just has to sit and watch the plot
unroll, without keeping track of any complications,
and without thinking much about it.
And the director has done a lot to make the development very smooth and steady. It keeps on the move
all the time, so that there isn't any part that drags,
nor does it ever reach any great speed of action. It
runs evenly up to the climax, and is over before the
spectator realizes it. This climax doesn't reach a- very
high point of action, either, but the nature of the
story doesn't admit of any stronger one, and it forms
a satisfactory finish.
The locale of the whole thing is Greenwich Village,
and in the Bohemian cafe and the studio sets the
director has secured a really accurate atmosphere.
These scenes aren't overdone, as is frequently the case,
and they form a correct and realistic background for
the greater part of the action. Some well chosen types
in the supporting cast contribute to the color of these
scenes.
Sylvia Palprini, is a waitress in the Greenwich Village cafe of Madame Tarkides. Madame's son,
Movros, a dissolute idler, is in love with her, but she
repulses all his advances, for she is in love with George
Duray, an artist, although he has never even noticed
her.
One night Movros attacks her. She strikes him with
a chair and flies, thinking she has killed him. Duray
hides her in his studio, where she acts as his model,
and finally, when his fiancee throws him over, he realizes that he loves Sylvia. It is then that a notorious
thug confesses that he is the murderer of Movros, and
Duray's wealthy aunt begins preparations for her
nephew's wedding with his model.

The Star's Admirers Will Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

While there isn't much to talk about or much to
promise in regard to the story of this one, you can
talk about the star, and promise her admirers that
they will like her, and promise any of your patrons a
pleasant little entertainment. She is clever and amusing in the part, and you can be reasonably sure of
satisfying a majority with the picture.
There is a drawing power in the fact that it is a

story of Greenwich Village, so be sure and let
known. If you want to talk about the story
tell about the mystery surrounding the murder
young villain. The title offers possibilities for

this be
at all,
of the
arous-

ing interest, but that kind of interest won't be particularly well backed up by the story. It will be best
to just promise an amusing and entertaining picture,
with the star at her best.

Some Short Reels

14
"Along The Riviera"— Burton Holmes-Paramount

concludes witli a pretty shot <>i a lake at sunset.
bet ti-r than the average intere I

A reel of

1 reel travelogue

Type of production

There is more of the scenic about this reel than the travel
picture, and some beautiful scenery it is. The trip is made
partly by rail and partly by motor, all the way along the Mediterranean coast of southern France. There are beautiful shots
of the Alps, of the quaint mountain villages of the region, and
of the Mediterranean itself. La Turbie, an ancient town,
where some of the ruins of buildings built by the Romans are
still standing, forms one of the particularly interesting portions.
Then there arc views of Monte Carlo, and Monaco, and of
many small towns along the coast. This reel has been made
up of the most beautiful parts of the Riviera. It is a first rate
number.

"The Sagebrush Musketeers"— Pathe
Type of production

"The
Type

Whitewing

Monkey" — Universal

of production

2 reel comedy

This one has Joe Martin, the ape, for its star, and the monk
is assisted by numerous other animals, namely; a whole bunch
of trained lions, an elephant, a couple of dogs and two other
apes. It isn't an all animal cast, however, there being several
human comedians to help out the fun. If you played Joe
Martin comedies, you know how he performs. He does a lot
of very human stunts in this one too, although the substitution
of a dwarf in some of the difficult tricks is very noticeable. It
should be a big hit with children, and the performance of so
many animals in one picture will doubtless make it entertaining
to a great many grown-ups as well. The human comedians
funny.
manage to get one or two good laughs, but are not consistently

2 reel western
Pathe Review No. 99

This is one of the series starring Tom Santschi, and like the
foregoing numbers of the series, it possesses several noticeably
good points, which make these highly desirable offerings of this
type. The production as a whole shows an unusually finished
appearance for a short feature. The locations are admirably
chosen, the piece is very well acted, and the photography, at
most times, is exceptionally good. Santschi has one of his
accustomed parts, and besides the star there are two characters
in this one that make for a good deal of amusement. The
story is pretty much a regulation western, but there are enough
original points to make it seem different. It should be a very
attractive offering where they like Westerns, and if you use
short features, it will pay you to consider this series.

Type of production

1 reel magazine

There isn't anything in the subject matter of this issue to
lift it above the average. Some of it is fairly interesting, but
nothing is unusual. It starts off with a Hy Mayer Travelaugh
entitled, "Such is Life in Ramblersville." This is a combination of drawings and moving pictures, showing activities in
"The American Venice" only 25 minutes from Broadway. Then
comes a demonstration of swimming strokes in slow motion,
and this is followed by some views of a spaghetti factory,
showing the whole process of manufacture. This part is quite
interesting and there is a big laugh at the finish with a closeup of two of the workmen eating spaghetti in an original style.
The last subject is a series of views in and around Fez, the
These are also rather interesting.
capital of Morocco.

"The Worst Was True"— Chester-Educational
Type of production

,

1 reel scenic

This reel takes the audience on a jaunt around the city of
Hong-Kong, and visits, in the course of the trip, a number of
quaintly interesting places. It starts off with a view of the
harbor of the big Chinese port, showing ships of every nation
being loaded with merchandise of every description. Interesting here is the way in which hogs are packed alive in bamboo
baskets and loaded for shipment. Then there are some street
scenes, with shots of the street merchants and the peculiar
outdoor restaurants which abound in the city. It is certainly
unusual to watch a Chinese gentleman stop for a bite to eat,
and find in the following close-up, that his meal consists of
beetles, snakws and snails, which lie eats with evident enjoyment in front of the camera. There are some shots of Chinese
kids at play; views of some of the larger homes, and the reel

"A Dollar's Worth"— Century-Universal

Type of production

2 reel comedy

This is the latest Century offering in which Harry Sweet
brings into play his unquestionably effective style of comedy.
past
The gags in this one aren't all as funny as in some of his
numbers, but most of them are pretty sure fire at that, and the
way Sweet puts them over they are bound to register. If you
haven't used any of these two-reelers featuring this comedian,
you are missing a good bet in the comedy line. In this one
Harry gets into an extremely tough neighborhood, without a
dime, and finally gets a dollar away from one of the toughest
birds in the street. Then he has an awful time keeping it
away from the rest of the hard-boiled members of the district.
It's all rough and tumble slap-stick, but it's funny and it will
go over with almost any audience.

I\

Short Reels
"In Modern Jerusalem" — Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
This is one of the most interesting Burton Holmes pictures
seen in some time. It is made up of views of the city of
Jerusalem, with the biggest part of the footage devoted to a
reception held at a club founded in the city by an American
woman. At this reception the spectator sees practically all of
the notable personages representing all nations in the Holy
Land. There is a review of troops by the English and French
officers, scenes showing the little children of the city receiving
the benefits of a real American education, and some views of
the city and types of inhabitants that are truly interesting. A
first rate reel.

"Harem-Scarem" — Century-Universal
Type of production

2 reel comedy

The Century Lions are featured in this number, and the
animals, with the aid of several very black Negroes, provide
a goodly amount of amusement and some thrills. It's mostly
chasing in and out of rooms and through windows, and without
any connection between the incidents, but it is good fun nevertheless, and will appeal to nearly every kind of an audience.
The lions — at least some of them — are very well trained, and
perform with their trainer in a highly entertaining manner.
It should be a good comedy offering for any theater.

"The Janitors"— Sunshine-Fox
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This latest Sunshine offering doesn't develop much fun until
the second reel, but that one makes it average up to a pretty
good comedy. It starts off with a lot of old stuff, the only
clever part of which is some trick photography, which provides several thrills when one of the janitors seems threatened
with instant death as he dangles from the end of a plank out
of a 'steenth story window. There is a semblance of plot running through it, in which the two janitors get hold of a letter
stating that $50,000 is coming to the bearer. The rest of the
stuff happens in their efforts to collect, but the plot gets lost in
the shuffle until the last, when it bobs up and provides a whale

of a laugh at the finish. In the second reel the janitors get
put in a "bug-house" by mistake, and there is a lot of very
funny business all through this reel. It is strong enough to
make up for the weak first one, and the impression will likely
be, at the finish, that it is a very good comedy.

"The Pulpit Punch"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
Jack Perrin is the star of this one. He is not in his accustomed role of cowboy, however, although the scene is a western town, and everybody else is in regulation parts. This is
sort of a "Sky Pilot" theme, with Perrin Dlaying the part of a
two-fisted parson, who is trying to reform a tough town. He
plays the part convincingly, too, looks it and acts it, and puts
up a great fight. The story is a good one for a short feature.
The punch of the thing lies in the Scene where the parson makes
a bargain with the proprietor of the dance hall. He offers to
lick the best man in the place, and if he does the whole gang
is to go to church; if he doesn't he is to clear out of town. Of
course he licks the proprietor after a big fight. Then he wins
the girl. Louise Lorraine is the leading lady. It's pretty well
put on and should go well with the folks who like westerns.
"Movie Chats" No. 46— Kineto Co.
Type of production

This number of Charles Urban's Movie Chats contains some
subjects of real interest and some that are not so interesting,
but it averages up pretty well as a satisfactory reel. First
there are several views of the River Dart, at Dartmoor, England. Then comes a short series of views of a pigeon farm in
the United States, where carrier pigeons are bred and trained
for use by the army. The next is a unique bit. It is a short
piece of film taken some years ago, showing Lord Kitchener
reviewing troops in Egypt. The same troops are then shown
passing in review before the Khedive of Egypt. There follow views of General Allenby, the conqueror of Palestine, arriving in Cairo, Egypt, some shots of dogs, horses and cats,
and the reel ends with some magnified views of a millepede,
a scorpion and a centipede. A fight between the two latter
insects is quite interesting.

Wid's Daily
Binders

1 reel magazine

$3.00

-

Invaluable for reference purposes.
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They Packed the
Capitol To See It!
If you could have been there, this
advertisement would be unnecessary. You'd know that a picture
that could move people as "Roads
of Destiny" moved the thousands
who packed the Capitol would
clean up at your own house.
Get it for your own house. And
watch your receipts shoot skyward.

Starring Pauline

Frederick

Directed by Frank Lloyd
By
From

Charming
the story

Pollock
by O.Henry

A Goldwyn Picture
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King In Charge

wTalk 1st
Nat'l B. Star?
That Hem
Walthall

Will Act as General Manager for the
"Big Four" in England — First

ill Return to Scr en — News
to First Nat) /nal

Release "Pollyanna"
(By Cable to WID'S DAILY)
London — George King, erstwhile
president of the Stoll Film Corp. of
America, has been named as general
manager of the Allied Artists Corp.,
which is the English subsidiary of the
United Artists Corp. of America.

was reported c iturday that
' B. Walthall will make pictures
associated First National
and
is first would be "The Mimic."
thall is now on tour in "Ghosts"
working his wa; back to the
by way of New Orleans and
It is expected that he will
Los Angeles by June and that
II start work in pictures at once.
First National it was stated
lg was known of the matter.

It is stated that the company's first
release in this country will be "Pollyanna," which will be available to
exhibitors in May.

>es Through Senate Tonight
(Special

to

WID'S

Here for Exteriors
Clarence Brown is in New York
from Los Angeles to shoot a number
<"•* exteriors for "Foolish Matrons," a
Maurice Tourneur Prod, for Associated Producers, Inc. Those who are
here are Doris May. Mildred Manning, Kathleen Kirkham and Michael Dart. The picture will star Hobart Bosworth.

jAILY)

any — The
Claytc n-Lusk
bill
je on the Senate calendar tofor final passage. Senator Lusk
he expects to pass the measure.
;re appears some doubt that it
lave smooth sailing through the
nbly.
However, providing that
es reach the Governor, he will
a hearing on the bill before he
signs or vetoes it, and picture
will have an opportunity to pretheir objections to the censorproposition.

Pioneering
Back in 1918, WID urged ex)itors to acquaint their public
th the names
of directors.
hat he said on Sunday, Augt 18, 1918, is interesting:
"It seems to have been the
ndency to look down upon the
rector, until it finally came to
point where
he could no
nger be denied.
"To every exhibitor I want
suggest that they begin imediately, if they have not done
in the past to acquaint their
ablic with the directors who
ake the various productions,
jcause
stars
are dependent
ion direction to maintain their
estige.
I want also to urge
at each exhibitor do everyjing possible to bring about
5 rapidly as possible the inevitjle condition which will place
(rector and star in a position
> rightfully secure just what
ley can earn by virtue of their
lerit, and nothing
more
or

m

6."

"

Mack Sennett's super-comedy, "A Small Town Idol," broke all records in
a two-weeks' run. at Barbee's Loop Theatre, Chicago, where it played to
$1500 more business in its first week than any previous attraction. An
Associated Producers special that IS a special. — Advt.

Vacation First, Then Business
Arthur S. Kirkpatrick, who last
week retired as vice-president and
general manager of the RobertsonCole Dist. Corp., stated Saturday he
was putting aside all thoughts of business until he secured a well-earned
vacation. He is going north for several weeks.
Lesser and McCormick

Up State Folks
With the State M. P. T. O. Formerly the Exhibitors'
League. And Chadwick's exchangemen. At Rochester. Where
there's nothing to do. Big event for Syd Cohen. They gave him
a real ovation. And it was backed up by J. J. Murdock. Of the
UBO. Convention praised Syd to the limit. And then some.
But this wasn't a marker to what Billy Brandt framed. First
he got the assembly to give Syd a rising vote of thank§. Then
he engineered an Indian war dance at the banquet. Which was
a riot. And then Syd got a silver loving cup. No wonder Charley O'Reilly felt good about being elected president. Succeeding Syd.
IN
THE
SPOTLIGHT
Charley has been working a long time. In the rear. Now
he's in the spotlight. And watch him go. Smart fellow. Charlev. As an indication : Had seven beautiful women at his table.

"A

At the banquet. No other man. But, gee. he had a lot of visitors. Modest. And all that sort of thing. But very able. And
some capable.
Also in the spotlight — (Continued
Riidv Saunders'
on Page socks.
4)

Oh. boy!

Here

Sol Lesser and S. Barrett McCormick have arrived from the coast.
Lesser brought east a print of "Peck's
Bad Boy." while McCormick will arfor theeast.
presentation of the picturerange
in the
Irvine Joins Max
Linder
Los Angeles — Clarke Irvine, formerly manager of exploitation for
Maurice Tourneur, has signed with
Max Linclor to direct the advertising
and exploitation for the comedies to
be released through Robertson-Cole.
On Tour
General Sales Manager Samuel Sax
and Claude C. Ezell. personal representative to the president of Selznick.
are away on tours of branches. Sax
is in Omaha and Ezell is in Atlanta.
"Who

Shall Judge?"

(Special to WTD'S

DATT.YI

Los Angeles— "Who Shall Judge."
formerly called "The Hangman." will
be the next Reginald Barker Prod.
The story is by Gouveneur Morris.

i
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An All-Important Mt
To Independent Prod
of Motion Pictures Fr
A.

Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked: Sale
Famous Players .. 68 3^ 70
70
do pfd
84^
85^
85J4
"Goldwyn
4^
5^
....
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
18J4
18#
185/6
Triangle
Vi
3A
Vs
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

TH
Remove the Question
The following was received on Saturday from Caravel Comedies :
"In your issue of April 8th we notice a story on page 2 with the following headline:
'Marx Bros, in Films?'
"We would appreciate it very much
if you will remove the question mark,
as there is no question about the fact
that they are in films.
"The four brothers, Julius, Arthur,
Leonard and Herbert, have been
signed up by Caravel Comedies for
a series of comedies, the first of which
has just been completed. It is entitled, 'Humor Risk,' scenario by Jo
Swerling, directed by Dick Smith,
cameraman A. H. Vallet. Forthcoming releases are entitled 'Hick, Hick,
Hooray' and 'Hot Dog.' "
Eleanor Whitcomb is now the office manager of the Motion Picture
Photographers' Association in the
Gotham National Bank Bldg.

piONEER FILM CORPORATION, ever since it became a factor
industry, has done everything in its power to improve the conditic
further the interests of the independent producer. It is not a producin
pany ; it purchases pictures when they are completed. It has always enja
distinction of being the only concern to give honest encouragement to
dividual director, film star and playwright to enter into business for hii
assuring him of a ready market for his worth-while product.
"^ODAY, Pioneer Film Corporation is in the market to purchase seve
feature film productions. This may sound strange in view of the pre
impression that distributing concerns are over-loaded with pictures. T]
tion we have exercised in the past year has placed us in our present fo
position to negotiate for product of inherent quality on any basis satisfac
the owner. Naturally, we, as distributors must >be the sole judge of wr
public wishes in photoplay productions, for you must agree that it is but
nature for each producer to feel that he has, individually, the greatest n
able product in the world.

■-
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Sunday's Issue

WASHINGTON— President Harding makes
golf
for indemocracy.
Plays hundreds
over city's
publicsafe
links
company with
of
ordinary
citizens.
KOVNO. LITHUANIA — Capt. Zinoski,
world famous air soldier, buried with remarkable rites. Carried from place where he fell
in action to "his native town. Bavaria. Followed by thousands of patriots.
SANTO DOMINGO CITY— Secretary Denby makes
record investigation trip to Dominican Republic.
NEW YORK HARBOR— Germ of a wonderful idea. Floating store gives anti-prohibitionists cause for thought. Foreign corporation may establish chain of similar stores
nutside of three mile limit.

LEWIS

FCOURZ President
Pioneer Film Corporation

J SELZNICK

WORLDS CREATEST
NEWS REEL

On Broadway
Astor — "The

Four

Horsemen

of the Apoc-

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Roses. — Sessue
Broadway
Hayakawa
Brooklyn Strand — Norma

in

"Black

Talmadge in "The

Capitol
— Mabel
Normand
in "What
HapPassion
Flower."
alypse."
Central — "Dream Street," starting Thursday.
pened to"Sentimental
Rosa."
Criterion —
Tommy."
44th St. — "Way Down East."
Loew's New York — Todav — Mae Murray in
"The Gilded Lily."
Tuesday — Bebe Daniels
in "Ducks
and

[CE

1 distributing facilities of Pioneer Film Corporation are tremendous —
: in theory, but in reality. Our growth has been rapid and, perhaps,
g — not on paper but in physical tangibility and our resources are almost
:ed. The film productions we are in the market for must have genuine
tnd be of real quality. Pioneer wishes no photoplays that are relics
1 just-passed era, when anything that had 5,000 feet would suffice,
r and Quality— think of them as ONE !
;, the independent producer, can count upon Pioneer to co-operate with
u to the fullest extent. If this message is not an incentive to you it
it least be an invitation— an invitation to success. The gateway is
open — there is room for all of you to enter. Which of you will ?
confidence will govern all communications.
(Signed) A. E. LEFCOURT, President,
Pioneer Film Corp. ,
New York City,
'

April 9, 1921.

Wednesday — "The Other Woman."
Thursday — "Lying
Lips."
Friday — "Sunset
Jones,"
"Out
of
Drakes."
Saturdav
— Viola

Dana

in

the

"Puppets

ay — "What Every Woman
Darkness."
Sund
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Rialto — "A Small Town Idol."
Rivoli
Selwyn— —"Proxies."
"A
Connecticut
Yankee

of

Knows."

Ki
in

King

Arthur's Court."
Strand— "The Oath."

Fate."
Astor — "The

Next Week
Four

Horsemen

of

the

Apoc-

Broadhurst— "Over the Hill."
Broadway — Xot yet determined.
Brooklyn
Strand— "The Oath."
Capitol — Clara Kimball Young in "Hush."
Criterion — "Sentimental Tommy."
alypse."
Central
— "Dream Street."
44th St.— "Way
Down East."
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Rialto — Xot yet determined.
Rivoli
Selwyn— —"Deception."
"A
Connecticut
Yankee
Arthur's"TheCourt."
Strand—
Sky Pilot/'

By the Sad Sea
Art Schmidt, regional sales director
for Universal in the Great Lakes district, and Harry Berman, together
with their respective wives, have gone
to
Atlantic City for a few days' vacation.

Three Farnum Reissues
Fox will reissue three William Farnum features: "Riders of the Purple
Sage," "The
Rainbow
Trail" and
"When a Man Sees Red."
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Another Stanlaws Film
Penrhyn
Stanlaws
did not
all of his time in observation
Lasky studio, it seems.
He d
Wanda
Hawley
"The
C|
Woman," and now init seems
he!

1)

Also:theFarren's
Band
from
VictoriaJazz
Theater.
Good enough for Broadway.
Chadwick's Crowd
Also met. Elected Ike permanent
Chairman. And Charles B. Hoy permanent secretary. All FILM clubs
regardless of names. In Eastern territory. To be designated by same
title. Will meet every month. In
Albany. To chew things over. Incidentally. But important. Hoy may
spread his reporting service all over
the nation. Also all clubs expected
to have exhibitor representation in
future. Boston and New York have
now. Others in New Haven, Buffalo and Albany expected to follow
suit. Working out fine. Especially
for kicks.
From exhibitors.
Murdock Promises Support
JJ. of the UBO. Biggest man in
vaudeville. Hammered crowd hard.
Told 'em they'd have to get together.
To fight censorship. Said industry
was disorganized. Like the vaudeville people were. Twenty years ago.
And told how fine the vaudeville organization was now. Of how he
spent $250,000. To break the proposed strike of the White Rats. Without calling on a soul. Or letting them
one in film industry should have same
know he was doing it. Said somepower. "Be sure of your man when
you elect him," said JJ. "Then support him in whatever he does."
Suggested they should get George
Eastman's support against censorship. Also suggested a monument
for Eastman. To be erected while he
was alive. As a tribute from filmfolk.
Incidentally: J J talked to the producers and distributors. Same way.
Several months ago. At Riesenfeld
dinner.
One Lady Puzzled
Middle Aged. Nice and dignified.
Wanted to meet some of the big men.
Of the industry. Met a practical joker. Didn't know what she was up
against. So she met a producer's representative. Under the name of Selznick. "My," she said, "I wouldn't
have known you from your pictures."
Another was introduced to her as
"Mr. Zukor."
she raved over
his productions. And
Which embarrassed
the young man muchly . But the climax came when she was introduced
to a Brooklyn exhibtior as "Mr. Fox "
"Oh," she said, "how is Theda"?
This broke up the party.
Convention note: Will Sydney bequeath
to Charley his bung starter gavel?

Beaverbrook

From Rochester. Jumping to London. Where Beaverbrook is raising
old Ned. Some people figure something's happening. Under cover.
That it isn't so bad as it seems. That
Beaverbrook has something up his
sleeve. Or both. But it don't look
so good this far away. If Zukor was
m London it might mean something
But AZ's in Berlin.
And that's another story. Talk going around Famous'll have a lot of

aart second
production,
"The
That
Jazz Built."
release.
It is an Aprii!

FILM STUDIO
FOR RENT
TO
OCT.
1
West 181st St., N. Y.
20,000 square feet

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
You bet they build two-reel comedies this way nowadays.
This is a scene
in Christie's next one, "Sneakers."
At Educational Exchanges.— Advt.

SAMUEL
E. JACOBS
Longacre Bldg.
Broadway, cor. 42d St.
Tel. Bryant 3175

To Make Film for Standard Oil
German mades. One of the ways to
Howard
Estabrook, who has been
get production costs down. And stars'
making animated cartoons of late at
salaries. We'll see what we see.
In Yiddish
the Cinema Art Studios, 6 W. 48t
St., has been retained by the Standar.
ELECTROS
In First National's press sheet. An Oil interests to supervise the produc
ad for "The Oath." For benefit of tion of an educational feature.
exhibitors. Who have houses in forI. RUBIN COMPAN
eign sections. Ads all up in Yiddish.
Frawley Going to Orient
23 E. 4th ST.
SPRING 831
Hope it's good. Can't read it. Won(Special to WID'S DAILY)
der if Bill Yearsley got it up?
Los Angeles — T. Daniel Frawley,
who will direct several features for
Price Break Comes
Metro, will go to the Orient upon the
From Jules Mastbaum. Down completion of his Metro arrangement
Philadelphia way. Lopped off a dime to make a serial.
at night and a nickel at matinees.
For all the Stanley houses — and there
OF
THE
TRAD1
Buys Western
is a bunch— except the new Stanley.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
A RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE
Talk of this happening some time.
Pittsburgh — Rights to "Under
Not with Stanley company. But Western Skies" for Western PennACCOUNTANTS
sylvania and West Virginia have been
elsewhere. This first big string of
EDMONDS & BOUTON,
houses to mark down. Who will fol- purchased by the S. & S. Film and
INC.
1645 La Bre«
56 Pine St.,
low? Anyone? You can hear any- Supply Co.
New York City.
Hollywood,
thing you want — either way. DeBooked for Mission, L. A.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICIT
pends on who you meet.

B STEREOS-MAT

DIRECTOR

Over Mrs. Astor's
They're chopping down the Hunting Room. Stores going in. Grill
will be there— as usual. Only not so
high. Take off about 12 feet. From
Moor. So when you grouch you'll be
nearer the ceiling. Slate table covers
maybe— for the pencil pushers— and
promoters.
DANNY.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

MERRITT

MOTION
454-460

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Ready for lease in whole or in part April 1st.

JACKSON

FILM

CRAWFORD

The Screen Bulletin
Los Angeles— "Heartbalm," Mack
Sennett's first serious effort in pic- 904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant
ture making, has been booked for an
ARTISTS AND ART TITLE
indefinite run at the Mission when
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
"The Four Horsemen" closes. The
Titles — Animation — Leaden
picture is a six reeler and has in the 220 W. Art
42nd St.
Bryant
cast Ethel Grey Terry, Herbert
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMI
Standing, Noah Beery, Robert Cain
Art Titlei
and Ben Deely. Charlie Murray and 727 7th Avenue
Bryant
other regular Sennett players appear
BROKERS
in it.

STUDIO

I. W.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

Hellman

Bldg.,

Log

LABORATORIES

An)

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wadi. 34
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATOR
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 1
H. J. Streyckmans,
Genera! Manage]
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATORI
'Kessel Kwality Prints"
Fort Lee. N. J.
Fort Lee

PRINTERS

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments

BARNES
Motion

PRINTING
CO.
Picture Specialists

5fl East 22d St."
Phone Grasnercy
PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2

STUDIOS
aaTtn
STUDIO AND
LAB.. INC.
•tudJo — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 1
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mors. 49M
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NatM BookingA gain?

athe-Keith Deal

Development

Reel —
of News
s Showings
sans Additional Bookings of
from 2,500 to 3,000 Days
mportant booking deal has been
between Pathe and the Keith
its, covering the showings
he News in the houses operated
F. Albee and the affiliated cirincluding the Moss, Poli, Procd Wilmer and Vincent theaters,
company announcement issued
Bay said that while it was im|le at the present time to state
y how many days booking this
epresented it is expected that
News would gain between
and 3,000 additional days,
vas stated that at least 250 first
would be added to the present
(the theaters using the reel. This
s to the two weekly issues,
I Pathe releases. The arrangegoes into effect May 1.

Corp

Friday, March 5, 1915, WID
id:
"What will be one of the bigjst events in the film indusy, for everyone concerned, is
ke day the director is not
>rced with his work to a speed
tat endangers the production.
: seems a pity this practice
lists, especially with big prouctions, because a man who
rushed is going to slip some
ay and then his haste is going
) seriously affect thAtesults
jcured on the expenditure of
sveral thousand dollars. The
joner the men who control
ie money give their directors
a incentive to do great work
i a reasonable time instead of
ie best they can in a limited
me, the sooner there will be
tore really great films and the
loner will all films be proaimed 'worth while.' "

m

Booking

Peerless

ion—KeithJnder Observat
css-i-athe
Mentioned

exchange managers and othLocal
er film * len who have been watching
the loci 1 situation
closely are very
much
interested in the plans of the
- Booking Corp., which has its
offices on the fourth floor of the PalThese same men
ace Theater Hldg.
arc mentioning almost
in the same
breath
that the
National
Booking
Corp. idea is in for a revival on a
not so ambitious perhaps as the
original one.
The plan, as it is being talked of
in film circles, is as follows:
The
[ess Booking
Corp., which is a
Alformed
corporation
$100,000around
Feb. 15, is
to act inas the
booking office through
which
distributors are to relay their product.
At the present it is planned to devote .
the energies
of the organization
to
the local ficid only, with the intention,
so these men
say, of spreading out

Albee Out of Kinograms
developed yesterday E. F. Albee,
was a director of the Associated
of Kinopublishers
n News,
£, released through Educational
longer a member of the board
ectors. It was also learned that
; had not been activ^ in _ the
is of the company for some time.

Note the Date ££S

of

Louise Glaum production, "Love,
ss'u
Jr.'s,r mest
in i
r Read,
dene
Parke
story,succe
spectacula
tic,
aJ. drama
An Assoc.ated
Read style.
typical
Producers release that s nrov ru ? hV brx offi-e attraction. — Advt.

Arliss Features ?
It was reported yesterday
Arliss would resume picture mal
about the 15th of April; that he would
work in the Biograph studio in the
Bronx and that the productions would
be released by Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., who made and distributed "The

Re-elected
As indicated in WID'S DAILY
last week, the officers of Famous
Players-Lasky were re-elected yesterday at the first regular monthly
meeting of the directors of the corporation held since the latter were
led to serve on the board.
Through

Equity

time. charge
at the
11. mally
S. .Moss
is to proper
he in active
of the booking
organization,
while
his picture company, the B. S. Moss
Theater Corp., a $1,500,000 company
formed
in Albany
in January,
is to
for the organization
pictures
make
for exclusive
showing
first in the
Keith theaters and those of its allied
circuits, the Orpheum,
Moss,
Poli,
J'roctor and Wilmer and Vincent circuits. When the Keith interests have
shown
the pictures, they are to be
(Continued on Page 2)

"Dream

Street" Opens

Tonight

"Dream Street," D. W. Griffith's
fust production since "Way Down
Fast," will open tonight at the Central theater. The production will be
generally through United
released
Artists.
A

Merger
VVID'S DAILY)

(Special to
Albany. N. Y.— The Associated Exhibitors.'Inc., of Delaware has mergW. K. Ziegfeld's "The Black Paned with the Art Plays, Inc.. of New
starring Florence Reed
ther's Cub."
to
and directed by Emile Chautard, will York and has been authorized
transact business in this state. The
I.
ent with J.
Under the byarrangem
'orp.
principal stockholders are: Arthur
Equity I'
W. Britton, Samuel B. Howard and
ing.
PanBlack
"TinEquity
of
Scknitzcr
ther's Cub" will have
a Broadway George V. Reillv. 65 Cedar St.. New
Court Wants Bond Increased
York. Gabriel Bardet. 25 W. 45th
St., has been designated to represent
Justice Newburger in the Supreme
Court has ordered that F. B. Warren
the corporation.
Discuss Censorship
«
put up a bond of $25,000 in connection
with his suit for $100,000
dam
The above company was formed to
An important meeting was held
nst Associated Producers, Inc.
clear up the affairs of the old A
yesterday in the office of H. D. H.
Inc.. organization,
George Edwin Joseph, attorney for
, to dis- ciated Exhibitors,
of Famous Players
Warren stated yesterday he intended Conniccussk,the censor
airship situation. Every according to Arthur S.
man of the board.
It has r
er was either present
produc
ortant
deer's
Newburg
Justice
cision.
ng
appeali
or represented.
significance.

Arthur S. Kane, speaking for A
Devil."
dated Exhibitors. Inc.. stated yesterheard a thing
hadn't
day that he
about it.

"A
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 70J4
72
70%
do pfd
8534 86%
86%
*Goldwyn
4%
5%
She had the whole world of stage an d society at her feet until — . "RepD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
utation," Priscilla Dean's new Unive rsal-Jewel, directed by Stuart Paton
— soon to be presented by Carl Lae mmle. — Advt.
, Loevv's, Iuc,
18-J4 1954
19
Triangle
V%
Yi
Vi
World Film
Not quoted
way.
the organization will be gotten under
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Nat'l (Continued
Bookifromng PageAgain
?
1)

turned over to Pathe for general distribution throughout the country.
Sennett Two Reeler for Capitol
Some of the product will be bought
and other films will be proMack Sennett's initial two-reeler outright
duced.
for Associated Producers, Inc., "Made
Overtures are said to have been
in the Kitchen," will have its premiere at the Capitol within the next
made to the Theater Owners' Chamfew weeks.
ber of Commerce to book through
Peerless, the arguments having been
advanced that the films can be seTo Fight Pomona Law
cured for cheaper rentals, while some
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Plans are under way of the smaller theater owners will
to carry the Pomona blue law fight enjoy the privilege of playing day
into the higher courts. The law, and date with first runs with larger
within 30 days, will close on Sunday theaters with which they cannot compete now. It is said that Moss, who
every amusement place in that city.
is a member of the T. O. C. C, has
attended some of the regular TuesWants Farrar Film Banned
day meetingsof in
to "feel
" out
According to the World yesterday the attitude
the order
exhibitors
towards
morning, the Petit Bleu, a Parisian the idea. For its trouble, it is said
newspaper, wants "Jeanne d'Arc," a in some quarters, Peerless will reGeraldine Farrar film, banned beceive a commission of 5%. At present Peerless is merely booking for
cause of the opera singer's alleged
sympathies for Germany and the tfo- the U. B. O., which offers about 80
henzollerns.
clays. That the number of days for
Miss Farrar made "Joan the Wom- the Greater New York territory will
an" for Famous Players some time reach 1,000 when the plan matures
ago. It was a Cecil DeMille produc- is not at all impossible, since it is the
tion.
general practice for theaters., to play
features on an average of two days
each. It is said that if the tie-up with
the T. O. C. C. is consummated, 1,000
days' bookings will be reached.
, The plan as outlined by some film
(f &cUccaXlcm£t£ U'LcZuajl&J
men would mean the establishment of
a second Stanley Co. of America, with
this territory as its field. The story
goes that when the local field is finally developed, some sort of a tie-up
will be made with the Stanley Co.
and the real national development of

TRANSATLANTIC

The affairs of the Peerless Booking
Corp. are in the hands of G. B. Trilling, who is understood to be a
nephew of Moss, and C. B. McDonald. When Mr. Trilling was asked
regarding the operations of his organization he said that Peerless booked
for the Keith circuit in New York
ties.
and that was the extent of its activiFilm men considered rather interesting the announcement made yesterday by Pathe regarding the booking of Pathe News in the Keith and
allied theaters. The details of that
deal will be found elsewhere in this
issue.
When the Pathe offices were asked
for a statement in connection with
the Peerless move, it was stated that
they didn't know a thing about it.
William Brandt, president of the
Theater Owners Chambers of Commerce could not be reached yesterday
for a statement. On March 15,
WID'S

DAILY reported that negotiations were on for Pathe to handle
the physical disttibution of features
which were first to play the Keith
theaters.
That deal has never been
denied,

although
the
cerned did not confirm

parties
it.

con-

Billy West Series Sold
Joan Film Sales have sold the series
of 12 Billy West comedies to Richards and Flynn for Western Missouri
and Kansas. The country, it is stated
is now 80 % sold on this series.

-

PROJECTORS
-

i
f

Interesting Booklet sent 01
request

Transatlantic Film Co.
of America
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
Special

Prices for the Tra

FOR SALE
Genuine
CameK
Ziess French
3-5 lens Gillon
and equipment.
Communicate
with
H. Norton
329 Palisade Ave.
West Hoboken, N. J.

The
The

Lyric

theater

lobby,

3§

paintings on "The Queen
Selwyn theater lobby, IS
"A Conpaintings on
Sheba" Studios
Both Byof Kassel
necticut
Don't fail to see Yankee"
them
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Industrial Given Double Showing
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
eral changes in the Associated
Boston — "The Porcelain Lamp,"
icers, Inc., organization were
the industrial made by the Harry
need yesterday.
K. Burger, former assistant Levey Service Corp. for the Cole
ll sales manager at Famous
Motor Car Co., was given two showrs has been made a special repings at the Tremont Temple here
ative for the organization in
Sunday night, both to capacity
:ld.
1 W. B. Colin has been appoint- houses.
ector of publicity and advertisAfter the showing representatives
Cohn was formerly with the
in Canada.
of the technical college and the enlitions to the home office staff
gineering department of the governe that of Louis E. Loeb,
ment expressed the desire to show
rly with Paramount; and Ed- the picture again. Arrangements are
Grossman, also at one time with
lount. Charles Muehlman has now being made to show the film to
all the school teachers in Boston.
made a special representative.

DAILY

A. P. Changes

It is too speculative and unseasoned for that.
* * * The management estimates that this
year's earnings will be more than $1,500,000,
or more than 10 times the preferential dividend requirements, but of course, estimates
usually are pretty intangible things. The
company declared an initial dividend of $1
per share
themonths
class 'A'
stock
ings for theon six
ended
Decfrom
31, earn1920,
and states that in the future semi-annual dividends of 75 cents a share will be paid. The
stock is being offered at $15 per share and
appears to have fair possibilities, though it
is not listed?'

Regarding Griffith Stock
following inquiry appeared on
inancial
pages
of yesterday's
ican :
F. B. Jr., Brooklyn — Kindly give me
pinion of D. W. Griffith, Inc., 'Class
k. Would you say that it was a good
ent?
I shall watch your column for
. — The designation of 'good investloes not apply, in our opinion, to D.
ffith, Inc., class 'A' preferential stock.

Exhibitors ' Reports On
Money Making Pictures
Telling

How
First National Attractions Rolled
Box Office Receipts and Pleased Patrons

LOVE,

HONOR

-

STATE

RIGHTS

-

'EVERYMAN'S
WITH

OCIETY
IESS E

DRAMA

WITH

S. NIANHEINIER

GRACE

POWER.
1 30 W

DARLING

DIGNITY

46//i

ST

AND

. NEW

SPECIAL

PRICE"

BOX-OFFICE

YORK

CITY.

STRENGTH

the

BEHAVE

"Went over fine. Packed houses greeted four performances Sunday. 'Different,' is the way patrons spoke of it. — Earl D. Sipe, Family Theatre, Port Huron, Mich.
UNSEEN

FORCES

"The audience thought it a splendid picture. Gave it their undivided attention from beginning to end. Big crowds." — Fred J. Campbell, National Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
THE

>ECIAL

AND

Up

VIRTUOUS

VAMP

"This picture has done a great deal of good here. Many remarked that clean, wholesome pictures like this would remove objections to movies. Audiences showed marked amusement." — Alba
W. Root, Haven Theatre, Olean, N. Y.

J. W. FILM CORP

A

SPLENDID

HAZARD

"It broke box office and attendance records, and proved very
attractive to the audiences and obtained favorable press notices." —
Bradford Brayton, Majestic Theatre, Streator, 111.
PASSION'S

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is * manufactured,
quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

PLAYGROUND

"This pleased everybody. Good crowds."— Carl F. Miller, Strand
Theatre, Fremont, Ohio.
THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

"Patrons thought it splendid. This was the second showing, the
first for three days, the second for four. Big crowds." — J. B. Kessler, Strand Theatre, Canton, Ohio.
MAMMA'S

AFFAIR

"Seemed to please all as greatly as any picture played this season. Constance Talmadge is a favorite here. Enthusiastically received. Nothing but favorable comment from audiences and press."
—John J. Breslin, Jefferson Theatre, Auburn, N. Y.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

^There'll be a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N.Y.

tMA

Newspaper Opinions
"The

Queen of Sheba"— Fox
Lyric

™Tuesday, April
n l"l12, ■»11I
Fairfax Co. Rounded Out I
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

I

Los Angeles — Arrangements
volving the formation of Marion |
fax Prod, were completed last
at the Hollywood Studios when I
tracts were signed by the aul
John Jasper, and Charles W. lj
dios.
ford, owners of the Hollywood f

•

HERALD — * * * Spectacular, progressively interesting, highly colored and highly
powered screen story of the days of Oriental
splendor has a keenly stirring chariot race.
* * * Pictorially it is a magnificent achievement for J. Gordon Edwards, the director, for
there are impressive vistas of caravans wending their way across the desert, a regal and
splendid entry
of the Queen into Solomon's
court. * * *
TIMES — The picture is another effort to
win by astonishment. It is ornate, elaborate
and spectacular. * * * For although Roman
chariot races might have been something
new to Solomon, a stirring one is staged before him.
DAILY NEWS — The film is in two parts
and presents a swiftly moving, gracefully
welded story.. I can think of several places
where it might have been ended with much
more telling effect than with the rather
dragged out finale it now boasts. But the
illusion is, for the most part, complete * * *
as to storied glory and the panoply of an
ancient court. Chariot races and thousands
of busy extras darting about with spears aid
this illusion.
EVENING WORLD— Great credit is due
J. ' Gordon Edwards, who directed the production. * * * The chariot race * * * was
the last word in thrills.
GLOBE —in It
is just another
smothered
properties,
built out"super-movie"
of the glory
that was Hollywood, and the grandeur that
was a moving picture studio.
TELEGRAM— A milestone that even the
most elaborate productions of the past had
not achieved.
JOURNAL— "The Queen of Sheba" in for
long run. Not only gorogeous spectacle, but
tells love story of exquisite beauty.
MAIL— In "The Queen of Sheba" the
producer lias aimed at the ultimate in the
spectacular and has achieved his end. * *
Under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards
the production has become a remarkable piece
of motion picture work, for which he deserves the greatest credit. The picture has
a rather weak ending, but otherwise clings
to a high standard.
SUN — Solomon welcomed the Queen of
Sheba warmly, but not too wisely. It is
rather to be expected that New York will
greet her wisely and not too warmly. * * *
J. Gordon Edwards attempted so hard to do
something that they apparently accomplished
only a little. The settings are superlative.
POST — It has all the perquisites of such
pageantry, and most of them are splendidly
and lavishly executed, often with breathtaking enormity of design. For the scenes of
the caravans and armies moving across the
desert, along skyline and in onrushing
hordes ; for the crowds, so handled as to
seem to have no periphery ; for the sweep
of ntovement on a grand scale, one can have
nothing but praise.
Tribune, World and American made no
comment.

"The Lying Truth,"
an
oril
story by Miss Fairfax, is the tit
her first offering.
Hugh
McCi
will act as co-director to Miss L
fax. Rene Guissart will be in elf)
of the camera work.
Tom HeldL
for
merlythe assistant
Marshall
past threeto years,
will N*T
af]
a similar capacity.
Pete Smith, f
lan's
West
Coast
represented
while continuing
with
NeilanJI
also handle the advertising and
licity for Marion

R. A. Walsh, who produced and directed one of the most masterly and
artistic of screen dramas, "The Oath," adapted from the novel "Idols,"
by William J. Locke and featuring Miriam Cooper.
It is a First National
attraction and a "Big 5 Production,"
presented by Mayflower Photoplay
Corp. — Advt.
yel be classed as a strong and extremely inand more. teresting film, but "The Oath" achieves this
SUN—* * * The theme is illogically developed.
POST — The girl becomes, through the
hysterical, uncontrolled acting of Miriam
r. merely a suspicious, jealous and petulant wife. * * * The titles of "The Oath,"
bj the way, make up as rare a collection of
"fine" writing metaphors as any film has
boasted this long while.
Daily News. World, Globe and Evening
World
made no comment.

"A
"The Oath"— First National
Strand

DAILY

Small

Town Rialto
Idol"— A.

P., Inc.

WORLD — For six reels the audience
laughed — laughed as it hasn't laughed for
a long time. *- * * The funniest thing that
has been seen on a screen for many weeks.
AMERICAN — Sennett comedy on filmmaking is a and
classic.
"SmallforTown
rich in satire
education
screen Idol"
folk
and producers.
dian, but an artist.Turpjn is no longer comeHERALD — Mack Sennett is such a mas
ter of the film farce that in "A Small Town
Idol" he can make comedians even of owls
and fishes. This * * * uses up every possible
variant of the burlesque on the rural melIrammer in its wildest form, so that it
becomes a film carouse that all but shakes
down the plaster of the Rialto with laugh-

TRIBUNE— The first part of the picture
is fascinating for the way it is presented and
for the way it is acted. Miriam Cooper is
an artist. * ♦ * The picture is not perfect,
but it is worth seeing.
AMERICAN—* * * R. A. Walsh, the director, due credit for some charming photographic "shots" and attractive handling of
his characters. The picture is barren of intelligence as to scenario and its subtitles are
no bet
HERALD— R, A. Walsh, the producer,
has provided some striking scenes and
handled the underlying Hume of religious
prejudice without offence, but this adaptation of "Idols" doesn't seem to have
ter. * * * — A few more pictures of this type
GLOBE
dealt very gently with William J. Locke's and he may laugh this sort of rubbish oft the
novel. * * *
n. Meanwhile, his productions are a
TIMES— The photoplay, "The Oath," is
of hilarity, excitement and real subone of those productions that leave the spec- triumph tlety.
This one is a huge ironic mastertator unsatisfied, with the impression that it
coul-i
i it deal better, but piece.
TELEGRAM — The new film is much more
might have been much worse. * * * Also.
ry bit as funny as this proMr. Wal h has made many striking moving subtli
ducer's earlier screen plays.
pictun 5, skilfully set and lighted, but his
best efforts have been weakened by a lack oi
JOURNAL—*
* * The cleverest play of
ual.
nd seen in many a month, and the most
judicious v, straint.
TELEGRAM—* * * A thrilling film, * * *
delightful dramatic entertainment.
* * *
MAIL — "A Small Town Idol" is quite the
pretentious thing Mack Sennett has atJOURNAL — The director deserves credit
for some lovely backgrounds
and a i
handling
of his characters.
The faults ot
SUN — *
* Goes far to make the photoscenario and subtitles are many
and often
a continuous
series of chuckles
punclaughable.
profusely with hearty laughs,
aily
News,
Tribune,
Times,
Evening
MAIL — It is not often that a picture which
and Lost made no comment.
is illogical and unconvincing
at times can World

"Proxies"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli DAILY NEWS — There's 'enough action in
the story for a three-act melodrama, and
enough mystery, too. I should have pre
ferred
a less stereotyped
* * * by
TRIBUNE—*
* * You ending.
may be amused
this story
of
a
handsome
butler
who
is a reformed crook.

Fairfax

Prod, t1

Calls Coast Conditions Excelk
Walter S. Wessling, WesterJj
trict manager of Pathe, returne
New York for conference with I
officials, reports the situation on
coast to be excellent.
San Francisco and Los AngeM
experiencing the biggest built
boom in a decade, Wessling rep
Three large first runs are nowl
construction in San Francisco, j
houses are located on Market St.
Golden Gate Ave. and will hi
combined seating capacity of J
seats.

DIRECTOR
OF

THE
A

TRADl

RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS

EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC. I
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Bret.
New York City.
Hollywood,

AMERICAN — "Proxies" gets away from
ordinary. Ingenuity of Cosmopolitan production its chief charm.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICIT
HERALD — Kerry and Miss Keefe capMERRITT
CRAWFORD
ture the attention, and with mystery and a
The Screen Bulletin
double barrelled love story, the picture proves
once more that finance and romance blend 904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant
very well — on the screen.
ARTISTS AND ART TITLE
TELEGRAM
— This drama
photo-play
de-'
scribed
as a comedy
with may
an be
adroit
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
melange of gavetv and dramatic suspense.
Titles — Animation — Leaden
JOURNAL—* * * One of the fastest mov- 220 W. Art
42nd St.
Bryanl
ing comedy dramas ever screened. This
picture is a good example of what the moMARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOM1
Art Titles
tion picture* at* its
best ofshould
* * * by
SUN—*
Plenty
thrillsbe.tempered
comedy.
727 7tb Avenue
Bryant
World, Times. Globe, Mail, Evening World
and Post made no comment.

BROKERS
MOTION

"What Happened to Rosa"-Goldwyn
Capitol
TRIBUNE- Mabel Normand, one of the
most charming little comediennes on the
screen, plays the heroine, but it is a sad,
sa.l affair.

WORLD—* * * All right in its way. * * *
■ ould and ought to do better.
AMP; R I CAN — Mabel Normand is everyiIhil; in this film, for which the public should
be pleased.
HERALD — * * * Piquant and vivacious
#Mabel.
* # * * * It is at times quite amusing.
TELEGRAM— This
amusing
film
play
iiy brings back to Broadway the ro
Miss
Mabel
Normand.
The star has been
delightfully
east. Film
* * full
*
JOURNAL—
of humorous adventure sets off .Mabel Normand's
talents.
SUN — * * * One of the most entertaining
vehicles that have ever been fitted to Miss
Normand's eyes.
Daily News, Times, Globe, Mail, Evening
World and Post made no comment.

>54-460
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>roduce In Peru
§tany Formed in Los Angeles —
Secures Grant from South
American Republic
(Special to WID'S

on

DAILY)
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Talk Over Censorship

Lm*

Nathan 111
irx Nathan, who went to Boston
week for Associated
Producers,
is in the Flower Hospital suf5 from an attack of influenza.

11
B»

(Special

The Director 's Battle

m

WID'S

DAILY)

Assembly Takes Action Today
,;■, . -

(Special to WID'S

l» /Mk

"A very important thing has
eveloped in the past year,
irhich at this time is of trenendous importance to the film
ndustry. We find four of our
rreatest directors making
pedal productions which will
»e distributed independently in
he sense that each will be sold
>n its own merits.
"These four directors, who
itand today in my mind as the
our best directors in the world,
ollowing Mr. Griffith, who has
n recent years not attempted
o compete along the same
ines, are George Loane Tucker,
L,ois Weber, Marshall Neilan
ind Maurice Tourneur."

to

Albany, N. Y. — Governor Miller
discussed the censorship situation
with a number of important producers
here last night.

JcflHB

H^'

"I have always felt, and I am
lore positive now than ever,
lat the day will come when
ae public will go to pictures
iade by certain directors with
great deal more confidence
lan they now go to see certain
ersonalities.

Reports
Stage Star Is Experimenting With New Color
I-.o-^s — No Confirmation
The New York Times said, in part,
yesterday:
"Maude Adams, it was learned yesterday, is experimenting with a new
process for colored photography in
motion pictures, and in the near future she will probably begin the direction of her first motion picture.
Miss Adams will not appear in this
film herself, and it is not thought that
this work will interfere with her
forthcoming return to the stage,
(Continued on Page 3)

4)

Back
in 1918, on Sunday,
ugust 18, to be exact, WID,
len fighting for the recognion of the director and his
ork, said:
is"The
own. director has come into

Adams to Dire ct?
Times

; Angeles — A company has been
d to produce pictures in Peru.
>ropect is being fostered by the
Han Association, Inc., of 620 PaFinance Bldg., an organization
i was formed about a year ago
velop Peruvian resources, but
[ the South American republic
able place to produce pictures.
st August Manuel R. Ojeda went
ru to investigate and while there
eded in interesting President
sto O. Leguia in the idea with
esult that Ojeda obtained a grant
plot of land, 105 acres in area,
(Continued

Price 5 Cents

19ft' Mm

ML*. ^
Allan Dwan's biggest comedy-drama hit, "A Perfect Crime," released
through Associated Producers, Inc., is playing to satisfied audiences in
theatres everywhere. Monte Blue heads a cast of superpicture
motion
— Advt.
excellence.

Denied
Injunction
to Restrain
Sought

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Assembly will
art on the Clayton-Lusk censorship
bill today. The Senate passed the
measure by a vote of 30 to 18 at a
session which ended early yesterday
morning.

Another Special

To Meet in West Baden
A number of First National officials
leave for West Baden, Ind., on Monday to attend the annual meeting of
franchise holders, which begins on
the 20th.

f^
Barnstyn Returning
G. R. Chester
Lou's
B. Mayer
To
Film
"The■
Showing of Cosmopolitan Prod.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Wandering
Jew"
One Version
Now on
the— Market
Rotterdam,
Holland — J. C. BarnMade by Frank Borzage
day.
styn of the British and Continental
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Louis B. Mayer has Trading Co. leaves for New York toJudge Mayer in the U. S. District
Court has denied a motion made on announced
his intention of filming
behalf of George Randolph Chester "The Wandering Jew." The story is
into shape for
Allen Signs With Burr
to enjoin the International Film Ser- now being whipped
vice Co., Inc., and Famous Players- filming and it is expected work on
Lasky from showing a feature said it will be started shortly.
The directLester Allen,
of the George
yesterday
signed White's
a conto be based on two "Get-Rich-Quick
or's name is being kept a secret at "Scandals,"
tract with Charles C. Burr to star in
Wallingford" stories, published seva series of two reel comedies.
eral years ago.
present.
If,
as
the
above
report
states
Fifty-four of the stories built around
the characters of "J. Rufus Walling- Mayer
makes "The Wandering Jew,"
ford" and "Blackie Daw" were pub- it will mean the second film on the
The National Association was instory subject in the market.
lished in the magazines of the Inter- same
formed yesterday that censorship had
national Magazine Co. controlled by Last week Leo M. Fox and Charles
been killed in Nebraska, and that it
Penser
stated
that
they
had
ready
for
Hearst. Thirteen
were published unhad died in committee in New Jersey.
(Continued on Page 2)
bookings a version of "The Wandering Jew"
produced
in title
Europe,
Rudolf
Shilkraut
in the
role. with
The
Iowa Bill Dies
Ferguson Film for Rialto
picture was said to have thousands of
appearing in it and besides
Elsie Ferguson in "Sacred and Pro- people
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Des Moines — A state censorship bill
fane Love" will be the attraction at narrating the story proper contains
scenes
of
the Zionist movement on was up before the Iowa legislature
the Rialto beginning Sunday. Next
week marks the fifth anniversary of the Continent and of the Dreyfus trial but it died in the last hour rush of
the opening of that theater.
in Paris.
legislation.

"A

Dead!

DAILY
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Injunction
Deniel
(Continued from Page 1)

der the copyright of the Curtis
lishing Co. from 1907 to 1909 iijjjt
Saturday Evening Post.
In accordance with the contra
Dec. 1, 1914, between Chester am
International Magazine Co.. 36
lingford stories were written anc
film rights obtained by the magaz
Six stories published in the
prior to March, 1908, and copyrig
by the publishers, were compiled
a novel by Chester and copyrig
in this form, without the consel
the original publishers, accorditt
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Judge Mayer's information. The
ond copyright reverted to Ch<<
after going through several hands
Two of these stories were dra
tized by George M. Cohan later, •■!'■
produced with American and Br
rights reserved.
The play was '
Rich
Quick
Wallingford."
The
ture against which the injunctio:
sought was said to be in effect a
production
of the Cohan
play
based on the two short stories tU
Ill
lished in the Post.
After reading the contract of 1
Judge Mayer stated Chester has
made the convincing case that wc
justify the court in granting a \\

Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ..70
71 #
71^4
do pfd
87
87
87
^Goldwyn
4^
5V&
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
WA
19H
19
Triangle
3A
Vs
Y&
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Binney Film Completed
"Such a Little Queen," a Realart
Binstarring Constance
production
ney, has been
completed.
Ernest
Hallor photographed it.
Hallor is now at work photographing "Love is Everything," a Whitman Bennett special featuring Pauline
Starke and Percy Marmont. Bennett
himself is directing.

porary injunction.
The
Harry Sweet, striking the right note in Century Comedies, the big, clean
laugh that comes every week in the year. — Advt.
Two

St. Louis
(Special

to

Measures Killed
WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis— This city will not have
daylight saving in 1921. Probably
not in 1922 or any other time. A
bill to push the clocks forward on
Sunday, April 24, until the last Sunday in September died with the 192021 session of the Board of Aldermen
last Friday.
Another bill that died with the session was the one to increase theater
license fees. At present all theaters
pay $150 a year. Under this bill the
scale would have ranged from $125 to
$1500, based on seating capacity and
admission charges.

Kassell Supplies Paintings
The Kassel Studios have been comThe United Society of Cinematogmissioned by Fox Film to prepare raphers,
formerly in the Candler
30 paintings for lobby display for Bldg., has moved to larger quarters
"The Queen of Sheba." The lobby at 251 West 42nd St.
paintings
for "A Connecticut
Yankee"
at the Sehvyn
were prepared
by
Kassel.
More Showings
Metro has completed arrangements
to present "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" within a month at
the Garrick, Detroit, and the Sam S.
Shubert, Pittsburgh.

production

referred

to ab

was made by Frank Borzage for C '
leased
as yet.
mopolitan
Prod.
It has not been '

Will Sell Legend Productions
Reelcraft Adds Third Series 1
Charles Shongood, U. S. auctioneer
Reelcraft announces a third ac
for the Southern District of New tion to its short subject progrj
York, will sell at auction one positive The new unit will furnish a series
and two negatives on each of the fol- two reelers to be known asM
lowing productions of Legend Film "Humdinger" serieS.
Members of the company inch
Prod., a bankrupt company: "Wanted, a Girl," "Million More or Less" Billy Quirk, Louis Haynes, Jim)
and "Operation of the Stomach for Rice, Dorothy Lee, Dorrit Kelton a
Carcinoma." The sale will be held others. Len Smith, for many yej
at
58 Greene St. at 10:30 tomorrow cameraman for Larry Semon, will
morning.
at the camera. Frank S. Mattes
of Reelcraft will supervise productu
President R. C. Cropper has cOl
Alone !
pleted plans for three more exchang
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY) every
which will give Reelcraft a din
Omaha
— With
one exception,
town in Nebraska that voted in mu- sales organization and its offices
more than 65% of the United Stat
nicipal elections last week and included Sunday films as an issue, defeated the "open Sunday" decisively.
The exception was Ord, where Sunday baseball and Sunday films won
out.
To photoplay advertising a
RITCHEY

poster is as

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO

to a bow.

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.

RITCHEY

Ready for lease in whole or in part April 1st.

JACKSON

FILM
STUDIO
CORPORATION
W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

necessary as is an arrow

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

iM%
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More Opinions

LtheN ews

"The

Queen

of Sheba"— Fox
Lyric

WORLD— "The Queen of Sheba" is a
motion picture of quantity, not of quality.
Therefore, it is not a good motion picture, as
No. 30
compared with a number of the large productions that have come into existence withIreviews
the 27th Division in New
in the last year. * * * There is one genuinely
fine effect, at least, that should not fail to
Ingress convenes : Pathe News
gets
impress. This is the Chariot scene. * * *
ures ever taken showing Congress in The
photography here is excellent. Cameramen snapped the lunging steeds from every
National" turf classic at Liverpool, angle and distance views of the swaying vefull of thrills and spills,
hicles as they tore around the track brought
g a statue 550 feet in the air: Pathe rounds of applause.
:ts exclusive scenes atop City Hall
AMERICAN — "Queen of Sheba" fastmoving spectacle. Film full of Hashes of
lelphia.
enes from Doom,
Holland;
Water- gorgeous scenes of historical accuracy. Hetty
tass. ; San Francisco ; Washington ; Blythe has beauty and is always handsomely
England ; etc., etc.
costumed.
TRIBUNE — It is a gorgeous, stunning
and thrilling production directed by J. Gordon Edwards. * * *

day

O

dams to Direct?
(Continued

has been

from

Page

"A

Small

Town

Rialto __
Idol"— A.

P.,

s Adams, who has long been
interested in the technical side
theater, and particularly in
S relating to lighting, is now
k in the laboratories of the
1 Electric Co., in Schenectady,
not formally associated with
the motion picture companies
new enterprise, but is working
iends who have been with her
various stage productions,
notion picture entitled 'Aladased upon a scenario written
s Adams, is to be her first prol. For the filming of this picjss Adams will use an armory
Bronx. Future productions
\dams, of course, will deperi
he success attained by the new
•rocess in this first film."
office of Charles B. Dillingreferred inquiries to Mark
ier at the Hippodrome. The
in turn referred the matter to
ice of A. L. Erlanger, but no
uld be reached at that office.
Adams is under the managepf Dillingham & Erlanger.

TRIBUNE— This is a six-reel Mack Sennett, which means that it is six times as long
and six times as funny as the usual slapstick comedy
EVENING WORLD— "A Small Town
Idol" funny and thrilling at Rialto theater.
POST — This is not to say that "A Small
Town Idol" is not funny. It is. But it
has, if one may make so bold, no serious
relief.

"Proxies"— F. P.-L.
Riyoli

MAIL — * * * One of those pictures which
has nothing particular to distinguish it and
yet is unusually interesting from start to
finish.
EVENING WORLD— The picture is well
staged and acted ; especially entertaining are
the caption decorations.
POST — Too long by a third and not interesting enough by half is, mathematically
speaking, the answer to the latest film from
the Cosmopolitan shops.

"The Oath"— 1st Nat'l
Strand
EVENING WORLD — Miriam Cooper
plays
Strand. emotJ0tial role in "The Oath" at the

t Happened to Rosa" — Goldwyn
Capitol

MAIL — It is funny enough in its way,
but it is so absurd and illogical that it finally succeeds
in almost smothering Mabel's
bubbling
personality.
POST — Though it is no masterly characterization, it is the desirable spirit briefly
illustrated,
and
daysthings
when orone's
gratitude must these
seek are
out the
small
go
begging.

Cohn at Universal City
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — J. J. Cohn, formerly
business
at Goldwyu's
Culver Citymanager
plant, has
been appointed
production manager at Universal City.
It is reported that on Saturday last
Universal let out 100 employees, including cameramen, technical men
and members of other departments.

Willard Patterson Here
ard C. Patterson of the Criteneater, Atlanta, arrived in New
yesterday morning. He is here
nection with the opening of the
Metropolitan theater, which is
;led to open on June 12.
The local Universal offices stated
■ said yesterday conditions in
uth were not at all satisfactory yesterday that they hadn't heard
ie of trouble with the cotton about the coast report.
Robert H. Cochrane, vice-presiHe expects to be here about a
dent of the company is due in New
York today from Los Angeles.
Capital Increase
[Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Laemmle
(Special

to

in
WID'S

Chicago
DAILY)

Chicago — Carl Laemmle
tny, N. Y.— The White-Hamilversal is here.
He leaves
jmedies of New York have ini their capital from $100,000 to York in a day or two.
)0.
company
Comedies

will be remembered for a long time !

Inc.

1)

announced for next

KISMET

of Unifor New

Hazel Daly has been selected by
is producing
Mer- 1 Goldwyn as Tom Moore's leading
for Educational
reGame," an
the Kenyon.
jjwoman for
^original
story"Beating
by Charles

GASNIER
ma de it !

"GOOD
WOMEN

99

is the latest

GASNIER SPECIAL

AIL^

Wednesday, April 13, ]\

Keaton Here
Buster Keaton is in town for
days. He will not remain hereffl
but will return to the coast and?1
pay New York a longer visit latL
When he returns, he will mawi
least one picture at the Tain J
studio.
it
Dexter Coming East
Elliott Dexter is at present en \
for New York via the Panama
aboard the first steamship to mai
maiden voyage from the port op
Angeles to New York Harbor. fl.
expects to spend about two weep=
route, stopping at Havana
for,
days.
A few days in New YorllD
preced his return to Los Angel. ,
rail.
.

Produce In Peru
(Continued from Page 1)

and situated at Munay, a suburb of
Lima, where climatic conditions are
said to be similar with those in Southern California. He also secured patent rights for the introduction of a
new industry that guarantees exclusive rights to picture production for
10 years in Peru. The third move was
for the release of the pictures in the
122 theaters on the west coast of
South America, controlled by the
Compania de Teatros y Cinemas
Limitada. The fourth, the importation of all equipment free of duty.
Senator Alberto Franco Echeandia is
president of the Peruvian Association,
Inc., and his connection together with
the interest evinced by the president
of the Peruvian Republic gives the
project a governmental backing.
The corporation is chartered at $1,500,000, the stock of which is divided
between American and Peruvian capitalists. Anumber of people are now
being engaged to round out a company which will leave for Lima about
June 15 to start work on the first
picture,
Conquestforofsome
Peru."time
Mason "The
N. Litson,

UNITED

Cabanne in Town
W. Christy Cabanne
is in New
York from the coast with a print of
"The Pretenders," which will be released through Robertson-Cole.
Veiller to Film Own
(Special to WID'S

Play

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Bayard Veiller's first
picture for Metro will be aversion of
one of his well known stage plays.
Just which one it is is being kept a secret at the present time.
Deny Report of 66c/c Dividend
The office of Nicholas Schenck yesterday denied the report that the directors of the Loew's Theaters Co.
had recommended to stockholders the
declaration of a 66 2/3 % stock dividend. The report had it that a meeting soon would be called, so that
stockholders may authorize a change
in the capital stock and the par value
so as to enable the company to declare the dividend, and that the plan
would call for a distribution of two
shares of new stock of $25 par value
to each holder of three shares of the
old stock of $10 par value.
J. Barney Sherry has been engaged
to play in "Back Pay," which Frank
Borzage is now directing.

STEREOSMAi
ELECTROS
I. RUBIN

. 23 E. 4th ST.

Miriam Cooper, featured in the R. A. Walsh production,
adapted from the novel, "Idols," by William J. Locke. This
of the "Big 5 Productions" and A First National Attraction,
the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and directed by R. A.
Rialto

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

"Rienzi" is the overture at the Capitol this
week. Unit No. 2 is a minuet performed by
the Capitol Ballet Corps. The next number
is "The Sweetest Story Ever Told," a Prizma
picture. The Capitol. Ensemble sings "A
SouthernTheIdyl"
and isthen
Capitolin
News.
feature
Mabelcomes
Normand
"What Happened to Rosa," preceded by an
effective prologue. Johnny Jones, the "Edgar" of Booth Tarkington's comedies, makes
personal appearances this week. His appearance is followed by "Edgar the Detective," the latest of the series, and then the
organ solo concludes.

Rivoli
The Rivoli this week plays "Capriccio
Italien" as the overture. Rivoli Pictorial
goes on next and is followed by "Indian Lament," sung by Grace Fisher, violinist. The
feature is "Proxies," a Cosmopolitan Prod.
Lulu Dorward, soprano, and Georges Du
Franne, tenor, sing "Somewhere a Voice is
Calling." A Buster Keaton comedy, "Neighbors," is the next number and the concluding
organ solo, "Festival March."

Strand
Strand and
this week
plays
"Maytime"
as
theTheoverture
Estelle
Carey,
soprano,
sings "Sweetheart," accompanied by the orchestra. The Strand Topical Review follows, as usual. The third number is in celebration of the Strand's seventh anniversary.
A huge birthday cake appears on the stage
and the Strand Male Quartette has a part
in the number. R. A. Walsh's "The Oath"
is the feature and Buster Keaton in "Neighbors" is the comedy. The organ solo is
"March Romaine."

"The Oath,"
picture is one
presented by
Walsh. — Adv.

Gasnier has completed his second
production for Robertson-Cole.

FILM STUDIO
FOR RENT
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OCT.

SPRING
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READY REFERENCE

ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS
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INC.
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New York City.
Hollywood,
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MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

ARTISTS
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ART

TITLI

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOM1
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryant

BROKERS
1

West 181st St., N. Y.
20,000 square feet
SAMUEL
E. JACOBS
Longacre Bldg.
Broadway, cor. 42d St.
Tel. Bryant 3175
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PICTURE
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Hellman
Bldg., Los An
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LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
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Wads. *
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430 Claremont Parkway
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H. J*. Streyckmans,
Genera! Manage
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PRINTERS

(romiw Film Laboratories
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42*5 STREET
NEW YORK

COMPAnI

DIRECTOR
OF

The Rialto orchestra this week has "Poet
and Peasant" as the overture. As usual the
Rialto Magazine is the second number and
after it comes Carl Rollins, baritone, singing
"Young Tom O'Devon." The feature is
"A Small Town Idol," a Mack Sennett production for Associated Producers, Inc.
The Rialto orchestra then plays "In the
Clock Store." The comedy is "Bud and
Susie." a cartoon novelty. The closing organ solo is "Suite in F" with John Priest at
the organ.

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

PHONE
BPyANT 5576

OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS:
formerly Cinema Camera Clif
Removed to 251 West 42nd i\
Same Phone — Bryant 6558

with Goldwyn and before that identified with other producing units, has
been engaged to take charge of production. Ojeda will be in general
charge of the entire forces. Litson is
also treasurer of the company.
Authors' League Meets
The Authors' League of America,
Inc., held its annual meeting at Rumford Hall, 50 E. 41st St. yesterday.

SOCIETY

ALLAN
-GEN.A.LOWNES
MG(3.

BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
5ff East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy
PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring

STUDIOS
*.&il£E STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
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Studio— 361 W. 125th
Mora. 49U

. *
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>pose Zone Selling
Louis Exhibitors
To See Proucers About Plan — Sydney S.
Cohen Refuses to Talk
(Special to WID'S

Price 5 Cent!
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Louis — President Joseph Mogof the St. Louis Motion Picture
ibitors' League, states that a
mittee representing the league,
go to New York very shortly to
fer with the important producers
tive to the zone plan of selling
ures which now prevails in St.
uis and vicinity. Mogler says that
plan is not equitable and works
ecided hardship on the smaller exitor.
Under this plan we are forced to
r the exchanges any price, they ask
pictures," Mogler says. "Today
are paying from $25 to $500 for
is that formerly cost us $10 to $15.
We will endeavor to adjust the sition so the exhibitors will have a
ter chance of making some money.
e delegates will give the producers
ne decided tips on the manner in

More Exchanges
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Sliter and Hansen Resign
Fred G. Sliter and Oscar R. Hanson, field supervisor of the RobertsonCole Dist. Corp., have resigned. Theii
successors have not been named.

(Continued on Page 2)

Six Years Old
Thursday,
WID said:

March

11,

"It is much better to pay a
proper salary to a capable
director, who you are sure is
going to make a fine film which
will please the crowds it pulls,
than to pay a great price for a
book or play which is possibly
unfit for film purposes, and then
skimp on the director's salary,
Iwith the result that you get a
mediocre film, which will pull
the business on account of the
name of the production, but
send the patrons home dissatisfied. This is a big, vital
question in the film business
today, and the men who hold
the reins must regard it seriously. The public wants wellknown books and plays when
they are well done, but if the
production is to be shaded in
the matter of expense, because
too much has been paid for the
rights to the production, then
a fatal error is being made.
The safe thing is to make
known your directors. It is always the director who can
make or break any film."

m

«»•.;«■■■

1915,

Des'gned for Non-Theatrical Field —
Deal Expected to Be Closed
in Two Weeks
An important deal involving the
establishment of a new system of exchanges is expected to be closed in
about two weeks. The proposed
tributing system will serve the nontheatrical field exclusively.
The plan calls for the opening of at
least 25 branches in the key cities oi
the country to serve schools, churches,
community houses and institutions of
like character. A deal is under way
with a number of prominent distributors of certain short subjects to take
over these pictures for the non- theatrical field. The films are of the kinc
that have outlived their usefulness ir
the theatrical field but which ar^ saic
hihition.
to
be excellent for non-theatrical ex-

"The Last of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's motion picture elaboration of James Fenimore Cooper's immortal story, is making motion picture history. It broke all records at the Strand Theatre, San Francisco,
and played a week each to standing room only at the New York and
Brooklyn Strands., An Associated Producers' special. — Advt.
New Hostettler Company
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Studios

Shut Down

(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Hostettler
Los Angeles — The Robertson-Cole
Amusement Co. has been formed studios
on Melrose
Ave. have been
with a capital stock of $2,000,000. shut down for six weeks.
The incorporators are J. E. and J. C.
Hostettler of Omaha.
The executive offices of Robertsonyesterday no such inforThe Hostettlers control a string of Cole stated
mation had been received from the
theaters in Nebraska and Iowa.
coast.
$2,687,519 in Hoover Drive
Hampton Leaves Today
Charles C. Pettijohn has submitJesse D. Hampton leaves for the
ted to the European Relief Council coast
today.
a report, as of April 9, showing what
the picture industry did for the Hoo"Peck's Bad Boy" in Strand
ver Relief Fund. The grand total is
"Peck's Bad Boy," starring Jackie
$2,687,519.57, of which $695,676.48
Coogan, will go into the Strand on
was raised in picture theaters.

"A

Three from the Home Office
J. D. Williams, Harry O. Schwalbe
and E. Bruce Johnson of the home
office staff of Associated First National, will attend the annual meeting of the franchise holders in West
Baden,
Ind., beginning next Wednesday.

Sharrard Succeeds
George M. Sharrard. who has beei
in charge of the department of mai
sales of Realart, has become assistan
general manager of Robertson-Cole
working under Charles R. Rogers.
Sharrard succeeds J. L. Merrick, re
signed.
Appointed Foreign Auditor
Nathaniel W. Sherin has been ap
pointed foreign auditor for Universal
He is now on his way to the Orient
The contract covers three years.
Renews With Hoy
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Boston — The New England Filn
Exchange Managers Association ha:
renewed its contract with the Ho;
Reporting Service of New York. Th<
contract is for another year.

The Hoy Reporting Service serve
all
of the
exchangemen
in the
Eastern
States as organization1
far south a
Pennsylvania. It adjusts complaint
with exhibitors through a joint com
mittee of exhibitors and exchange
April 24.
men.
17 Salesmen Out
A new committee has been appoint
ed to serve four weeks. The ex
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston — Seventeen salesmen work- changemen on it are Jack Yon Tilzer
ing in the New England territory are Associated Producers. Inc.; Jerom
out of work, having been discharged Saffron. Robertson-Cole: Melvii
on Saturday last. All of the prin- Hirsh, Aywon, and Arthur Abeles
cipal companies here have made cuts. Metro.
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Many familiar faces in the gram
stand yesterd
ay.
Scully Joins United Artists
(Special to WID'S

at 97 Federated
Meadow St.
He was formed*
with
in Boston.
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Boston—
Harry
I. Goldman,
fori
merly with New England First NaV
tional, has succeeded Harry T. Scullf
as manager of the
Federated ex
change.
,

Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
'amous
7\]/A quoted
7V/A
do pfd Players .. 70l4 Not
Goldwyn
4%
5yg
>. W.- Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
.oew's, Inc
1S%
V%
19^
"angle
y%
ys
y%
/orld Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
More for New Haven
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

™~~"'

New Haven, Conn. — Some of the
rge distributing companies are un;rstood to be planning
exchanges
:re.
United Artists have established one
97 Meadow
St.
Robertson-Cole
is also opened
a branch at 126
eadow St. with Leighton in charge.
he American Feature Film Co., Inc.,
Boston, holders of the Universal
anchise for New England, has an
fice here in charge of M. T. Conn.

Around the 1st of June the eight
Dry exchange building at 132 Mea>w St. will be ready. Fox and seval other branches will move into it.
Federated Film Exchanges, Inc.,
ve received from the coast "False
>omers," the first of the Hallroom
)ys Comedies.

DAILY)

New_is Haven,
Conn. of
— Harry
Scully
now manager
the newll"]J
established United Artists exchangl

"Do you think I'm really as bad as people say, Jimmy?" Priscilla Dean,
soon to be presented by Carl Laemmle in the new Universal-Jewel de
Luxe, "Reputation," directed by Stuart Paton. — Advt.
Gardiner Sells Out

Aycie Sales
Aycie Pictures report the following
Boston — W. H. Gardiner has sold territorial sales on "Under Western
out his interest in the New England Skies": To Reliance Film Co., WashPictures Corp.
ington; S. & S. Film .Supply Co.,
Pittsburgh; Cosmopolitan Film Co.,
Boston; Masterpiece Pictures Co.,
Callahan Leases Aviation Hangars
Cleveland; Big Feature Rights Corp.,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlantic City, N. J.— The Callahan Louisville; W. I. Film Service, InFilm Co., which is headed by Jimmy
dianapolis; Capital Film Co., Philadelphia; Sunnywest Films, Inc., New
Callahan, has been incorporated for
$500,000 and has rented the Curtis York City; Quality Film Service, Atlanta; F. J. Harvey Film Co., Dallas.
Airport grounds as a studio.
One of the hangars, 40x150 ft, has
been completely equipped as a studio.
Alexander Sales
Callahan will build and paint all his
own sets and make his own props.
Alexander Film has closed the following territories on their Klass A
One of the two hangars will be utilized for a carpenter shop and paint two reel comedies: All Star Featframe. Ralph Whiting will be Calures. San Francisco and Los Angeles; De Luxe Feature Films, Seattle;
lahan's general director and Edward
McReynolds his assistant.
Greater Features, Denver; A. C.
Callahan will make 26 two-reel Bromberg, Atlanta; R. D. Lewis
comedies during the year. He has Film Co., Dallas; 20th Century Film
four ready. The first will be releas- Co., Philadelphia, and Favorite Played about May 16 through Robert W.
ers Film Co., Chicago. Greater New
Priest, president of the Film Market, York and Northern New Jersey are
Inc., New York.
handled out of the exchange department of Alexander Film.
(Special Cable to WID'S

DAILY)

Oppose
Zone Selling
(Continued from Page 1)
which the producing end of the business should improve. We are tired
of asking our patrons to pay good
money to see some of the pictures
that are now being forced on the market. It is high time a change was

The
The

Lyric

theater

lobby,

30

paintings on "The Queen
Selwyn theater lobby, 15
paintings on "A ConSheba"
Both Byof Kassel
Studios
necticut Yankee"
Don't fail to see them

Synchronized Co. in St. Louis
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of St. Louis has been
formed to furnish music scores for
forthcoming productions. The service will provide for from one to 12
pieces of music. The company will
open offices here and in Kansas City.
Sydney C. Cohen, president of the The offices are Benjamin Cornwell,
made."
M. P. TV O. of A., with which the president; Bert Boaz, vice-president;
St. Louis M. P. Exhibitors League is E. A. Freuidger, secretary and treasaffiliated, refused to comment on the
urer, and Barney Fagan, general
manager.
above dispatch yesterday.

AVAILABLE FOR
TRADE SHOWINGS
PUNCH & JUDY THEATRE
49th St. & B'way, N. Y.
Rental includes theatre fully
equipped — screen — operator
and machine. Call or phone
C. W. KEIM, Representative
Circle 1367

jMA
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In the Courts

r,oday's Issue
| HOLLAND — Kaiserin

passes
n Exile. Pictures of this rarely
■:d woman on her now famous visit
In, Austria.
■ON, TEAS— Thousands attend
Ism. New members submerged in
Miulf of Mexico.
I ENG. — Cambridge wins annual
■ with Oxford. Shouting crowds
lof River Thames.
I, ILL. — Illinois election laws re[24 of
in. ballot.
of voter's
leg beof visible
Bng
Extension
votes
I brings about embarassing
situallartoon, Throwing out the Laugh-

Lewis j

In the suit of Ralph O. Proctor,
formerly general manager of the Stoll
Film Corp. of America, against the
corporation because of his discharge,
the defendant has filed an answer in
the Supreme Court asserting that
Proctor represented he had sufficient
skill to perform the services for which
he was engaged, and was* discharged
March 19 "because of such incompetence and the lack of skill and ability."
A default judgment for $883 has
been entered in the City Court
against the Milton Theater Corp. for
a sum due under an agreement to pay
$2,000 a year to the owners of the
property at 39 West 29th St. for
maintaining a fire escape on the wall
of that property adjoining the theater.
Levey to Address Phila. Club
Harry
Levey
will deliver an address on "How
Movies
Are Made"
before the Poor
Richard
Club in
Philadelphia on April 28.

SCREA
NEWS REEL

/ Want Suggestions
from you

Mr.

EXHIBITOR

to guide me in my future work

WRITE

Reginald Barker
PRODUCTIONS

that caters

uis Firm Changes Hands
to

WID'S

y

OPEN

ETY DRAMA

WITH

The Theatrical
and Motion Picture
Directory

■'. S. MANHEIMCR.

1 30

3. Send you daily reports giving the names and addresses
of those in the market for
your goods.

Theatrical

& Motion
Directory

Picture

133 W. 44 Street, New York City
Bryant 5189

-

DARLING

DIGNITY

46fA

*

1. We place your proposition
before every one in any way
connected with the business.
2. Supply you free of charge
a complete list, giving name,
address and seating capacity of every theatre in the
country — and keep it up to
date
ments. with regular supple-

GRACE

W

m

can do three things for you

RIGHTS

POWER.

&&,
■^SS9t'6ifiky~, 'oil*''

VERYMAN'S
WITH

dmSm

Victrolas
Pianos
727 WEST SEVENTH ST.
Phone 64955
Los Angeles

Beries Through Calnay Co.
I Conklin is now a fullIndependent producer. His
Ireel picture is called "MarIverything" and will be refough the Mount Olympus
fp., which also will handle
I Conklin pictures.
■Calnay, general manager of
pration, is in New York to
le distribution of the Conklin

STATE

EVENINGS

Richardson's Inc.

Fisher Leaves
B. Fisher, general manage^
ited Photoplays, Inc., of 25
St., left for California yesconfer with officials of
'rod., Inc., producers of the
bson features which Assoreleasing on a franchise bafirst, "Tha Wolverin,"
is

-

to

FILM FOLKS

DAILY)

lis — Solomon J. Hankin has
:ted president of a newly
100,000 corporation
which
l over the business of the
Pictures Corp., Empress
31dg. This concern is one
rgest independent film exn the Central West. Other
re: R. J. Buchman, viceH. C. Kunze, treasurer;
limmig, secretary.

;IAL

OFTEN

I want to give you what you want in

The Music Shop
cial

ME

ST

AND

. NEW

SPECIAL

PRICE"

BOX-OFFICE

YORK

CITY.

Productions Photographed by

STRENGTH
J. W. FILM

CORP

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS.

P. STALLINGS
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Try Out Jungle Film in Sta
"The Heart of Africa," a
film
controlled by Guy m\
Smith, Ltd., will be given a t
try-out at the Stamford I
Stamford, Conn., tomorrow a
urday. The picture may m
Broadway at $2 top.

"Dream Street"
The following are extracts from
newspaper reviews of "Dream Street"
which opened at the Central Theater on Tuesday night:

HERALD — it is hard to credit that the
screen wizard who produced "The Birth of a
Nation," "Way Down East" and other
memorable masterpieces should have concocted anything so tenuous, with scarcely
enough drama in it to make a ten-year-old
child uncomfortable. * * * The others in the
cast are not exceptional and "Dream Street"
is a side alley of Griffith's genius.
WORLD — The producer has set a dizzy
pace for himself with "The Birth of a Nation" and "Way Down East." Perhaps it
shouldn't be expected' of him that he equal
or surpass them in all he is to do. But
for the expertness of its mechanical photography, not including the attempts at color,
the lovable Charles Emitiett Mack, whom
Mr. Griffith has wisely elevated from property boy to principal, and the splendid selection of orchestral accompaniments, this photoplay cannot possibly be considered evcn_ of
among the season's few best cinema orerings. And this fact is not altogether ra'ily
condoned, all things considered.
* * *
* * * It is a better photoplay than the
average seen along Broadway from week to
week. But it is by no means so good as
several that have come and gone and almost
unheralded.
TIMES — * * * No matter what shortcomings and breaks in consistency "Dream
Street" may have, it is its success that these
characters do stand out and mean something.with
Once more
those
associated
him "Mr.
haveGriffith
made and
a picture
which is not just movie stuff. Here and
there it may seem about to become an ordinary product of the motion picture mill, but
it never quite does so, and if it does quickly
recovers its inherent quality and genuineness.
The undeniable fact about this and other
Griffith productions is that, although it is
not hard to pick flaws in them they are more
vital than most motion pictures, they do hold
the interest where others let it lag. "Dream
Street" grips its spectators. This is its distinction. ** * In two particulars "Dream
Street" is carelessly illogical — in its incongruous use of color and in its fictitious and

unconvincing

ending.

POST — It is the theme of the conflict between the brothers that Mr. Griffith has
handled with affection and effect. * * The
scene where their mutual hate * * * finally
with a rush, gives way to love that stands
out above all others in the film. * * * Unstinted praise is due the settings. They
should be the envy of every producer of this
country — or any other.
TELEGRAM — Here is the witchery of the
camera as no other motion picture director
can evoke it. Beautiful atmospheric scenes
onlooker's
delighted
the lovely
before with
swim beam
fairly Faces
eye.
lights
on the
screen. Interiors have soft, elusive corners.
Exteriors have the touch such as artists
achieve in great paintings.
Mr. Griffith has been happier in the pictures he has made than in his choice of the
storv which he essays to tell in them.
JOURNAL
* * standard
can hardlysetbe by
saidMr.
to
measure
up —to* the
Griffith * * *.
"Dream Street" has a story of several
novel twists : it brings forth beautiful photography ;it abounds in contrasts ; it seeks with
close-ups. and it hails with happy surety three
players to the screen. It is well worth
seeing.
MATL — It is handsomely and artistically
done, as are all of D. W. Griffith's productions, but it is far from being the masterpiece that "Broken
Blossoms."
his other
picturization
of a "Limehouse" story, was !
# • #
Mr. Griffith has, however, educated his
public to expect smashing climaxes of the
kind that are "different," and the absence of
such a passage
in "Dream
Street" iswasrather
undoubtedly regretted.
The picture
too long, likewise, and it would not suffer
from considerable
cutting.
GLOBE — it is made up of many haunting and lovely pictures, much obvious
symboylism, some movie melodrama, and
everv known
variety of happy
ending.
SUN — Tts scenes on "Dream Street" itself looked as though they might have come
from the brush of a Beardsley.
* * *
"Dream Street" in its bid for popularity
shoul'l he a "Alain Street" of the films.
EVENING WORLD— There is distinction in anything done by Griffith, and too
high praise cannot be given to the photografahy, direction and skill with which dramatic
effects are achieved * * *. The story itself
is Jnerejy meldorama of the most lurid sort.
but it is presented so well that you cannot
escape a thrill * * *.

Wesley Ruggles complet
third production for Metro thi
Alice Lake is the star.
FILM

QUARTERS

„

Offices,
Vaults,
Cutting
Projection
Rooms.
Im
mediate Possesson.
46th Street,
Phone Bryant 876

TO

"You are false clear through. Your falsehoods broke up my home and
nearly sent a man to his death." — Scene from the R. A. Walsh production, "The Oath," with Miriam Cooper Adapted from the novel "Idols"
by William J. Locke; presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corp. and directed by R. A. Walsh; a First National Attraction. — Advt.
Back Today

New Film for Dominant
Dominant Pictures, Inc., has ac-

R. H. Cochrane returns to his desk
today.
He was supposed
to arrive
quired George P. Frazer's "The
Path." featuring Margaret
yesterday, but he spent the day in Chosen
Leslie and Donald Hall. It is
Toledo instead.
planned to distribute this production
in the independent market.
Banquet April 16
Buffalo Club Changes Name
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The annual banquet of
Buffalo — The organization of exthe St. Louis Film Board of Trade
change managers has voted to change
will be held on Saturday evening, its name to the Film Club of Buffalo.
April 16.

WHOM

IT MAY

i

A

CONC

The undersigned claims all rights
tribution under a contract signed \
producer
the motion picture ki
"No Man'sforWoman,"
and all perso
ing negotiations for any rights or
tion rights of this picture are hereby
that we shall take such legal proceed]may be necessary to enforce our rig
There is now an action pending
Supreme Court, New York County,
strain Helen Hoyt Stokes from d
of "No Man's Woman," and Hele:
Stokes has begun an action in the i
Court to determine the validity o(J
nether of which actions have been •
disposed of.
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Photo- Plays

DIRECT-OI
OF
THE
TRAL
A RELIABLE
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EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INl ]
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16*5 La Bre
New York City.
Hollywoi
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904

MERRITT
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The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Brya

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TIT!

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaden
220 W. 42nd St.
Brya

Adequate Direction,
Consistently Performed

IfARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCO
Art Titlei
727 7th Avenue
Bryai

BROKERS
MOTION

Is a guarantee to exhibitors of increased receipts

♦54-460

PICTURE
SECURITIE
Investments
I. W, HeUman
Bldg.. Los t

LABORATORIES

FRED NIBLO

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printiai
♦16-24 W. 216th St.
Wad».
CLAREMONT
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LABORATt
♦30 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremor
H. J. Streyckmans,
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J. Parker Read, Jr. Production
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Warren to Distribu te

:

tanley on B'way

Forms His Own Organization — Plans
20 Offices— Starts Actual Release Sept. 4

Ik- syndicate, whose bid of $1,250nas been approved by Surrogate
s A. Foley, on application of
us H. Beers and other acting
he estate of Amos F. Eno, plans
ect on this site a 15-story store,
; and theater building.
wo blocks to the north at the
beast corner of 50th St., is a
; plot leased a few weeks ago for
ng term by Earl Carroll, as the
for a theater which he plans to
i for his plays. One block to
south, at the northeast corner of
St. and Broadway, Marcus Loew
associates are completing a 16
|y office and theater building exing to 46th St."

perienced in production.
The plans of the company call for
independent distribution of worthwhile productions and it was added
yesterday that the company will not
have financial interest in any of the

;

I on For Site at 46th St.— Land
iAlone to Cost $1,250,0CC—
Offices, Tco
Stanley
Co. of America
is
to close a deal for a theater site
oadway and 46th St., according
New York Times,
e Times said, in part:
lother big Times
Square
theaproject is scheduled to be closed
rrow
when
the Stanley
Mastinterests of Philadelphia
sign
lets for the purchase of the Eno
:e property
at Broadway
and
St.
The
plot involved
in the
comprises the two buildings at
and
1,558 Broadway,
with
a
age of 40.5 ft, and the abutting
of five dwellings
on a 100-foot
at 157 to 163 W. 46th St. flankDii two sides the small building
e northeast
corner,
which
was
d last December to I. Miller &

Through First National?
is expected
that "Peck's
Bad
," produced
on
the
coast
for
"ng
M.
Lesser
will
be
released
iugh Associated
First National.
deal is still pending.
Courau Leaves Shortly
1. Courau of Luitz Morat, Pierre
'rnier, Courau and Co., of 9 Rue
;uste Bartholdi, Paris, France,
■es for home on the "La France"
t week. Courau has been stop3, at the Waldorf while in town,
will probably return in September.

The Directors' Number
The directors' number of
WID'S DAILY will not make
its appearance on Sunday,
April 17, as scheduled, but a
week later.

F. B. Warren, who recently resigned as general manager of distribution of Associated Producers, Inc.,
yesterday announced Ui.e formation of
the F. B. Warren Corp., a new ditributing organization which will op
■rate branch exchanges in 20 or more
niportant cities throughout the United States.
D'rrctor and producer affiliations
! vi- have been made or are now being consummated which, it is stated.
will guarantee the release of at least
30 productions, and perhaps more, for
the season beginning Sunday. Sept. 4.
All productions released by the F. B.
A'arren Cori>. will be under the di
red supervision of a man long ex

"A Thousand to One," an Associated Producers release starring Hobart
Bosworth, produced by J. Parker Re ad, Jr., is reported by exhibitors to be
the best d awing card of all Bosworth's successes. Satisfied audiences testify to the esteem in which this star is held. — Advt.

Himmel

Confesses

More Bible Films

to Paris
Magistrate
Docu- Another Version Talked Of — Made in
France — Henry Bollman After
ments Were Forgeries — Makes
Domestic Rights
Clean Breast
The foreign correspondent of the
Forged documents were used to
further the scheme of Andre Himmel Film Library Service of 67 W. 44th
and the Franco-American Cinemato- St. has submitted a report to Henry
graph Corp., according to a copy- Bollman, president of the company,
righted wireless dispatch published in describing an elaborate filming of the
Bible. Leading French actors and
yesterday's Times.
actresses
are in the cast, one of them
"With tears streamin/r down his
Mrs. Elena Leonidoff. In some of
face," says the wireless, "Andre Him- the large scenes 8,000 people arc said
mel, founder of the Franco-American
to be employed.
Cinematograph Corp., yesterday con(Continued on Page 2)
There arc 10 episodes totalling 8,000 meters, or 11 reels.
The longest
Admits

New

Reade Company

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Metropolis
Theater Corp. of New York has beer
formed here with a capitalization of
$50,000. Incorporators are Walter
Reade, F. V. Storrs and R. M. Huber.

of

the

episodes
the 2) "Song
(Continued ison Page

Marion

Fairfax

(Special

Los

Signs

to WID'S

series of tribute.
pictures
which company,
it will disA subsidiary
to
be called F. B. Warren, Ltd., will
serve the Dominion of Canada, while
offices are to be maintained in London, Paris, Berlin and Milan to insure adequate foreign distribution.
Dwight S. Perrin has resigned as
assistant general manager of Associated Producers, Inc., to become associated with Mr. Warren in the new
venture. Perrin. who is a newspaper
man of long experience, will be a vicepresident of the F. B. Warren Corp.
Offices will be opened on upper 5th
Ave.

Return to Coast
lack White, director general, and
Lloyd Hamilton, star, who will each
produce six Mermaid Comedies a
year for three years for Educational.
have left for Los Angeles to begin
work on the first pictures under the
new contract.
It was first planned to produce the
of first picture here.

Players

DAILY)

Angeles — Following the announcement of the formation of Marion Fairfax Prod., contracts have
been signed with a number of playReade owns a string of theaters in
ers to appear under this banner.
New Jersey and several in New York Among them are Marjorie Daw, Pat
City.
O'Malley and Tully Marshall.

Levey

to Address

(Special to WID'S

Engineers
DAILY)

Washington — At the coming convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, to be held at the
Hotel Raleigh. May 9th to 11th, Harry Levey will address the audience
on "Mechanographs and Animated

Models."

$Amjv ■■ ^rr-n.Ttacja
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Lunn Addresses Advertisers
Mayor Lunn of Schenectady,
Y., addressed the Associated Mc
Picture Advertisers at the reg
meeting yesterday. The mayor %\
against the threatened censorship
and stated that it was obviously
possible for a board of three i
viduals to select the proper kin<
films for 10,000,000 people.
Harry Reichenbach made a res
ion praising the Mail and the G.
for the stand those papers have ta
on censorship.
The resolution
passed
The
mee SSfi
vvas wellunanimously.
attended.
^
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Brenon to Direct
Norma Talmadge's next picture*^
dcr Herbert Brenon's direction 1 t[
be "The Wonderful Thing," an ac „]
at.'on by Clara Beranger of the { ,«
')v Lillian Bradley and Forrest I »
sey in which Jean Eagels appeare* *
Workay.onjIt '«
recently.
New York
;
yesterd
started
product
Brenon'sionfirst
venture into the rejft
of light comedy.
New Sennett Features
In the near future, Mack Sepl.,,
will release two new features ufljf

Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 69^
71^4
70^
do pfd
86%
863^
86% Harry Sweet, who is making a sweeping hit in Century Comedies, the big,
*Goldwyn
4%
5%
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted clean laughs that come every week the year 'round. — Advt.
Loew's, Inc
183/6 1934
18-K
Triangle
H
3A
V&
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
i World Film
Not quoted
fessed to an examining
magistrate Songs," which runs to 1600 meters.
that three documents with which he The episodes are titled as follows:
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
had tried to drag French films into "Adam and Eve," "Cain and Abel,"
his corporation were forgeries. * ♦ ♦ "Noah and the Deluge," "The Tower
"Abraham," "The DestrucInnovation for "Sky Pilot"
"The second forged document pur- of Babel,"
Exhibitors throughout the United
tion of Sodom," "Esau, Jacob and
ported to be minutes of a meeting of
States may get free of charge Joseph an American group interested in the Rachel, and the Story of Joseph,"
L. Plunkett's especially composed scheme, in which it was stated that "Exodus of Moses," "Book of Ruth"
of Songs."
musical prologue to "The Sky Pilot." a capital of 500,000.000 francs was andThe"Song
Film Library Service is negoHe has given assent to First Na- guaranteed. The third was a cabletiating for the American distribution
tional's request for permission to disgram saying that payment would be- of these films.
tribute it. Carl Edouarde, musical
gin on a certain date. These docudirector of the Strand, has supervised
ments were, Himmel confessed, used
Film versions of the Bible are
the orchestral arrangement of the
by him in drawing French subscrip- growing in number. The Historical
tions to the concern so that he could
original score and interpolated a number of instrumental novelties that it
of Burbank, Cal., anmake
an appearance of serious busi- Film Corp.
nounced one and as a matter of fact
is believed will make the entire score
ness before Americans. All of them
unusual.
completed several films. From Gerwere typed in Himmel's Paris office.
many came reports of a version made
The lyrics and music for the "origin Italy and exhibited in Berlin. This
"Once
started
on
his
confession
inal musical prologue" were written
by Paul M. Sarazan, who wrote Himmel disclosed to the magistrate was in 22 reels.
Mr. Bollman stated yesterday it
his whole dealing. He first began to
"Just Like a Beautiful Flower," "In form a cinematograph trust in France
was
his impression that the producPoppyland,
to God's
Country,"
tion he had been informed about was
and
a number"Back
of other
numbers.
His and Italy with a General Garibaldo
and a certain M. Roumagnac. They made in France in the main, although
"Sky Pilot" operetta will introduce decided to form a company with a some scenes might have been taken
"Gwen," a catchy number that is
in various parts of Europe.
not expected to be very hard to pop- capital of 15,000,000 francs and enB. P. Schulberg, it is understood, is
ularize.
tered into negotiations to buy two
large French firms. As the capital to film certain portions of the Bible
Edward Langford is appearing in was not forthcoming Himmel decided in Palestine.
to go to America. He then obtained
"Love is Everything," a Whitman letters of introduction from the
Elliott Here from Coast
Bennett Prod. This is "The Price" French Minister of Fine Arts to the
renamed.
Frank Elliott, Los Angeles, westFrench representatives in America.
ern representative of the Sun-Light
These letters by a curious chance Arc Corp., is in the city conferring
were sent to Abyssinia. Himmel de- with President J. Justice Harmer at
clared that he succeeded, however, the home office.
in. seeing M. Cazenave in New York
18 to 15
and that M. Cazenave told him that
he ought to separate from Roumag(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
nac. Himmel declares that he did and
Lincoln, Neb. — The Senate defeated
then sought the support of Mr. the Beebe amendment by a vote of
THE SPICC OH THE PROGRAM"
Fleischmann and a group of Ameri- 18 to 15, thus killing the vicious censorship bill for this state.
can Francophiles."

Himmel

Confesses

More Bible Films

the titles "His Dream Girl" and "I
Dream
Man."
Both
pictures
\ tl
doubtless be available for distril
tion through
Associated
Produce !
Inc., before late summer, although i
authentic announcement pertaining
this subject has been given out.

"R. S. V. P." New Ray Film
WID'S DAILY)
Angelesto— From Charles
Los (Special
comes the announcement that
Rob Wagner story, which was i
cently completed, has been titled 1
S. V. P." Work on editing and ci
ting this is now under way simulta
eous with the filming of "The Bar
Isaacson To Lecture
stormer
Charles
." D. Isaacson will lecture <
the presentation of short reels wi
proper
music
Kineto's proje
tion room,
71 in
W. the
23 St. next Frida
la
at 10:30 o'clock. Several Kineto
vited. will be shown. Exhibitors
views

The exhibitor provides his
audience with a show, — the
RITCHEY poster provides
the
exhibitor with an audience.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

DAILY

Say, April 15. 1921

HE CLAYTON-LUSK

BILL

Below will be found the complete text of the amended Clayl-Lusk censorship bill which has been passed by the Senate
the State of New York and which, many expect, will pass the
sembly before it adjourns tomorrow.
The bill is designed to become effective on Aug. 1, 1921.
AN
ACT
Regulate the Exhibition of Motion
'ictures, Creating a Commission
Therefor,
and
Making
an
Appropriation Therefor
'he People of the State of New
:k, represented in Senate and Asibly, do enact as follows:

;ction 1. Motion picture commission. A
mission is hereby created, to be known
_.e motion picture commission of the state
*Tew York, which shall be composed of
e commissioners, who shall be appointed
he governor, by and with the advice and
;ent of the senate. One of the commisers shall be designated by the governor
hairman, and one as secretary. Each of
commissioners shall be a citizen of the
:ed States, with qualifications by educaand experience for the duties of the office.
commissioner may, after notice and an
ortunity to be heard, be removed by the
ernor for inefficiency, neglect of duty or
onduct in office.
Term of office. The term of office of
i commissioner shall be five years, except
the commissioners first appointed shall
tinue in office until the last days of the
ndar years nineteen hundred and twenty, nineteen hundred and twenty-four and
;teen hundred and twenty-five, respectively,
term of each to be designated by the
ernor ; but any person chosen to fill a
ancy shall be appointed only for the unired term of the commissioner whom he
she shall succeed. No vacancy in the comsion shall impair its rights, powers or
ies, which shall be exercised by the rening commissioners.
Salaries; expenses. Each commissioner
11 receive an annual salary of seven
usand five hundred dollars.
The commisshall have the authority to appoint, and
pleasure
to remove,
such deputies,
factors and other employees
as may
be
'ded, to prescribe their powers and duties.
1 to fix their compensation
within
the
jounts appropriated
therefor.
The mems and employees
of the commission
shall
allowed all expenses
actually and neces'ily incurred, by direction of the commism, by each of them in carrying out the
poses of this act.
I. Offices. The principal offices of the dertment shall be in the city of Albany, in
>ms to be designated by the trustees of
'ldings
as provided
but the offices
comssion may
establish byandlaw,maintain
bureaus wherever efficiency, economy and
public interest require. Each bureau or
ce designated by the commission as a place
the submission of films shall be in charge
a commissioner or deputy commissioner,
o shall be vested by the commission with
thority to issue licenses or permits, as hereifter_ described, in all proper cases.
5. Licenses.
The commission shall cause to
promptly
examined
every motion-picture
n submitted to it as herein required, and
less such film or a part thereof is obscene,
decent, immoral, inhuman, sacrilegious, or
of such a character that its exhibition
uld tend to corrupt morals or incite to
me, shall issue a license therefor. Tf the
mmission shall not license any film subtted, it shall furnish to the applicant there| a written report of the reasons for its
fusal and a description of each rejected
rt of a film not rejected fa toto.
6. Permits, (a) Used films. The commisan shall, without inspecting it, issue for any
otion-picture film which has been publiclv
:hibited in the state of New York prior to
ugust first, nineteen hundred and twenty.
te, a permit, only if and when application
lerefor as herein provided shall be made
ithm thirty days after this act goes into
feet. The fee for each such permit shall
I at the rate of two dollars for each film
[ one thousand feet or less and for each
tie thousand feet or less in excess thereof,
hether original or duplicate copy.
(b) "Current event" films. The commison may at any time issue a permit
any
lm portraying current events and notforotherise prohibited by law, without inspection
»ereof.

(c) Scientific and educational films. The
commission shall issue a permit for every
motion picture film of a strictly scientific
character intended for use by the learned
professions, without examination thi
provided that the owner thereof, either personally or by his duly authorized attorney
or representative, shall tile the prescribed
application which shall include a sworn
description of the film and a statement that
the film is not to be exhibited at any private
or public place of amusement.
The commission may, in its discretion,
without examination thereof, issue a permit
for any motion picture film intended solely
for educational, charitable or religious purposes, or by any employer for the instruction
or welfare of his employees, provided that
the owner thereof either personally or by
his duly authorized attorney or representative,
shall file the prescribed application, which
shall include a sworn description of the film.
No fee shall be charged for any such
7. Permits revocable. Any permit issued
permit.
as herein provided may be revoked by the
commission five days after notice in writing
is mailed to the applicant at the address
named in the application. Thereafter, any
such film may be submitted to the commission
only in the manner provided for license.
8. Fees. The commission shall collect from
each applicant for a license or a permit, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
act, a fee of three dollars for each one
thousand feet or fraction thereof of original
film and two dollars for each additional copy
thereof licensed or permitted by the commission. The revocation or cancellation of any
license or permit issued shall not entitle the
grantee thereof to the return of any fee paid.
All fees received by the commission shall be
paid monthly into the treasury of the state
of New
York.
9. Applications. No license or permit shall
be issued for any film unless and until application therefor shall be made in writing in
the form, manner and substance prescribed
by the commission, and accompanied by the
required fee. Such application shall immediately be given a serial number which
shall by the producer, owner or applicant
be made a permanent part of the principal
title portion of the corresponding film and
every copy thereof for which the permit or
license is applied, in such style and substance
as the commission
shall prescribe.
10. Review. Any applicant for a license
shall, in case of refusal, have the right of
review by the full commission, whose deci
sion shall be determined by the concurring
votes of a majority thereof within five days
of the filing of the application for review and
submission of the film. A determination of
such commission refusing a license also shall
be reviewable by certiorari, at the instance
of the applicant.
11. Licenses and permits void. Any license
or perniit issued upon a false or misleading
affidavit or application shall be wholly void
ab initio. Any change or alteration in a film
after license or permit, except the elimination of a part or except upon written direction of the commission, shall be a violation
of this act and shall also make immediately
void the license or permit therefor.
A conviction for a crime committed by
the exhibition or unlawful possession of any
film in the state of New York shall per se
revoke any outstanding licenses or permit
for said film and the commission shall cause
notice thereof to be sent to the applicant or
applicants.
12. Unlawful use or exhibition. It shall
be unlawful to exhibit, or to sell, lease or
lend for exhibition at any place of amusement for pay or in connection with any business in the state of New York, any motionpicture film or reel, unless there is at the
time in full force and effect a valid license or
perniit therefor of the motion picture commission of the state of New York and unless
such film or reel shall contain for exhibition
upon the screen identification matter in the
substance, style and length which the commission shall prescribe.
13. Posters, banners, et cetera. No person or corporation shall exhibit or offer to
another
for exhibition purposes
any poster,
(Continued
on Page
6)
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Critics Tell What They Are;
Exhibitors What They Do
This Will Give You an Idea How Your Patrons Will Like
Them and How

Much Money They Will Make

SCRAMBLED

WIVES

"Lots of funny complications. More entertaining on the screen
than the stage. Marguerite Clark is as sweet as ever and a little
sweeter. She is charming and has a gloriously good time in this
picture.

It is good entertainment."- — Indiana Daily Times.
THE

SCOFFER

"Considerable action. A capable cast and excellent photography.
Mary Thnrman in the lead docs excellent work." — Variety.
THE

OATH

"This picture will be popular. It tells an interesting love story;
it is brimful of agonizing heart throbs and it has two pretty coheroines." — New York News.
PASSION
"A splendid' picture. Miss Talmadge has a really great footlight vehicle. She inflames the part with emotion. Artistic, and the
surprise parts real innovations." — Brooklyn Daily Citizen.
THE

YELLOW

TYPHOON

"This attraction was recorded as one of the best in the history
of the house. It probably will be recalled for return date, as the
favorable comment
Fremont, Ohio.

warrants it." — Carl F. Miller, Strand Theatre,

MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE
"A wonderful picture and went big here.
The audience considered it excellent and there were many favorable comments." — W. E.
Drumbar, Riviera Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
SOWING

THE

WIND

"Capacity all week. A real treat for everybody and worthy of
its classification in First National's Big Five." — J. W. Turk, Dome
Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

^gliGroll be a Franchise everywhere
FIRST
NATIONAL

ali^j

.*■■'

Incorporations

Riesenfeld to Direct from Screen

Friday, April 15, 1921

Percy Grainger at Capitol
Percy Grainger will appear at the
Capitol next week. S. L. Rothafel
has obtained the internationally
famous pianist and composer for his
last appearance in New York before
he tours Europe for a year.

The fifth anniversary of the opening of the Rialto will be celebrated
next week by a Music Week presentation of Liszt's Sixth Hungarian
Rhapsody led by the image of Hugo
Riesenfeld on the screen. Bela Nyary
will also be shown playing the Sardino Acquires Upstate Exchanges
czymbalom
while a spotlight singles
Pictures,
Storey
Y.—
Albany, N.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
out in the pit. Argentieri, flutist,
Slew York. Capital $10,000. Incor- him
Syracuse, N. Y. — The Dooley ExDeToma,
clarinetist,
Corrado
with
porators: A. D. V. Storey, B. P.
changes, Inc., of Buffalo, Syracuse
\rons and A. Durlen. Attorney, J. his bassoon and Fidelman, concert- and Albany, are now controlled by A.
master of the orchestra, will be fea- J. Sardino, formerly owner of the InLandy, 42 Broadway.
tured in the same way.
ternational Feature Film Corp. He
will distribute for Ben Fitzer Prod.,
Films Stolen
Dover, Del. — Hostettler AmuseInc., who handled "Madonnas and
nent Co. Capital $2,000,000. Incor(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
Milwaukee, — Disclosures of thefts Men," and for the Great Northway
porators, S.J. E. and J. C. Hostettler
was recently incor)f Omaha.
of from $25,000 to $30,000 worth of Film Co.,poratedwhich
for
$350,000,
to handle state
films from local companies, were
right
features.
made last week, with the arrest of a
Sardino is manager of the Savoy,
Albany, N. Y.— Rosebin Corp.,
man who was questioned and tem- Grand and Regent and owner of the
Incor0.
$75,00
Capital
Brooklyn.
porarily released by the police. Hippodrome, Syracuse.
porators: M. Shapiro, B. and S.
Among
those
who have lost films are
Kaplan.
Universal Midwest Dist, Ludwig,
On Selling Force
Pathe, Robertson-Cole, Vitagraph,
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— K. P. K. Prod., Educational, and others.
Pittsburg, — Frank
Windstein
is
now on the selling force of Superior
0. IncorView York. Capital $50,00
To Handle Synchronized Music
Pictures exchange, here.
wrators: P. E. Thacker, P. W.
Panzer and E. Kraus, 1476 Broadway.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Chicago — The Fontenelle Feature
AVAILABLE FOR
Co., of Omaha, will not disFilm
Albany, N. Y.— Short Screen Series
tribute Synchronized scenario music
TRADE SHOWINGS
.
$24,000
l,
Capita
in Iowa and Nebraska.
Zo., New York.
incorporators: J. Timm, L. Delyons,
Owing
to
unexpected
developments,
PUNCH & JUDY THEATRE
md G. E. Elliott. Attorneys, definite arrangements were made with
Thomas and Friedman, 2 Rector St. the Hostettler Amusement Co. of
49th St. & B'way, N. Y.
Omaha.
Rental
includes theatre fully
Albany, N. Y.— Photoplay Classics
Martin
Appointed
equipped — screen — operator
Zorp., New York. Capital $100,000.
and machine. Call or phone
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
incorporators: F. M. Franklin, H.
Pittsburg — H. O. Martin has been
C. W. KEIM, Representative
Bayer. Attorney, A. B. Ebin, 2026 appointed manager of the Pittsburg
Circle 1367
'th Ave.
branch of Pathe, to succeed F. C.
Bonistall who resigned. Martin was
Albany, N. Y.— United State Mov- formerly feature sales manager for
000.
$2,000,
l
Capita
ng Picture Corp.
Pathe in this city.
UNITED
SOCIETY
OF
ncorporators: T. L. Croteau, M. A.
Bruce and S. E. Dill Wilmington.
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Wright in San Francisco
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
formerly Cinema Camera Club
San Francisco — Tenny Wright has
N. Y.— Fitzer Theatrical
Albany,
Removed to 251 West 42nd St.
interprises, Fabius. Capital $250,000. been secured by the Paul Gerson PicSame Phone — Bryant 6558
R.
H. M. Vincent,
ncorporators:
tures Corp. as director for the William A. Howell Prod.
Shulman and B. Fitzer, Syracuse.

Albany, N. Y.— H. T. L. Amusenent Corp., Long Beach. Capital
p5,000. Incorporators: D. M. Lazar,
VI. Thomas and J. Smith, Attorney,
f. R. Sprague, Far Rockaway.

Albany, N. Y.— Robbins Syracuse
Do., Utica. Capital, 2,000 shares preerred stock, $100 each, 5,500 shares
:ommon, no par value, active capital
>227,500. Incorporators: B. Lim)erg, J. Rothstein and N. Robbins,
Jtica.

Coal Company
(Special

to

WID'S

Dover, Del. — Indian Exhibition Co.
Zapital $10,000. Incorporators: M.
VI. Nichols, L. A. Irwin and William
j. Singer, Wilmington.
Albany, N. Y. — Frontier Theaters,
Buffalo. Capital, $100,000. Incorx>rators: W. H. Northrup, T. D.
Powell and E. S. Cramer, Buffalo.
Albany, N. Y. — Four Horsemen
Exhibition Co., New York. Capital
55,000. Incorporators: N. and N.
R.uttenbcrg and S. E. Kink, 32
Liberty St.

Advertiser open to buy or lease
motion picture theatre.
Address Box B-14, care Wid's

FILM STUDIO
FOR RENT
TO

OCT.

1

West 181st St., N. Y.
20,000 square feet
SAMUEL
E. JACOBS
Longacre Bldg.
Broadway, cor. 42d St.
Tel. Bryant 3175

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

s~s.
TRANSATLANTIC

^m

PROJECTORS
1

1*

ii
•

May Build
DAILY)

Pittsburg, — The
Berwin-White
Coal Co., which is building a $200,000
theater at Windber, is said to be planning others for several nearby towns.

To Enlarge Charleston Theater
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Charleston, W. Va. — George
Dover, Del. — Northern Theater Co. Kyrros
will enlarge the seating
Zapital $900,000. Incorporators: L.
capacity
of
Virginian to 1500 and
;. Murphy, Criswald Adams and H. make some the
big improvements.
?. Wardwell, Detroit.
Dover, Del. — Mount Olympus Film
'rod. Co. Capital $10,000. Incor>orators: T. L. Croteau, M. A. Bruce
ind S. E. Dill, Wilmington.

Theatre Proposition Wanted

FILM
QUARTERS
Offices,
Vaults,
Cutting
and
Projection
Rooms.
Immediate Possesson.
46th Street,
Phone Bryant 876

Interesting Booklet sent on
request

RS
E G ANDG-E'
NIGHT

PHOTO

ENGRAVING

1537-1539

DAY

TELEPHONE

BROADWAY

BRYANT

8 444-5

Transatlantic Film Co.
of America
WEST NEW YORK,
Special

N. J.

Prices for the Trade

The New Jackson Studio
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
in the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
three blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
dressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

w

I
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THE

NEW

DAIL.Y

YORK

TIMES

The most severely critical of all newspapers
in reviewing the current photoplay season
selects as the first five screen contributions:

"The Kid"
"The Ole Swimmin' Hole"
"The Four Horsemen" "Sentimental Tommy"

The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari
Distributed by Goldwyn

READ

THIS CLIPPING!

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,' '
which was at the Capitol last week,
has probably more individuality than
any photo-play yet made. Its modern
expressionistic settings place it apart,
of course, but these might simply mark
it as unique. It bears significant relation 10the photo-dramatic art because
in it, more than in any other production, space is vivified, made an
active, an assertive, part of the story

told. Here is cinematography brought
further, in a certain direction, than
it has ever gone before. Here is an
embodiment of the idea that in the
developed moving picture, setting,
scenery, must be endowed with life,
with dimensions and meanings that
are inseparable from the action of the
players. And there is also finished
acting in this most stimulating work
of the German producers.
—N. Y. Tim

es

Distributors who are interested in
the cream of the foreign product — pic=
tures from every country in Europe
— should keep in close touch with

EXPORT

AND IHPORT FILM CO.
729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

DA1SLV

Friday, April I
New
Manager for Alha
George E. Kann, until no!
ant to Mike Glynne and di
publicity for Ward and GI31
terprises, operating two th
Brooklyn and one in Ast
been appointed manager of
hambra, Halsey St. and Knit
er Ave., Brooklyn. The ho!
undergo extensive remodclit
Ward and Glynne, in ad
the Alhambra, operate the
Steinway and Grand Aves.,
L. I., and the Century, Nostr
and Robinson St., Brooklyn.

Clayton-Lusk
Bill
(Continued from Page 3)

\
L

r
)

banner or other similar advertising matter
in connection With any motion picture film,
which poster, banner or matter is obscene,
indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacrilegious or
of such a character that its exhibition would
tend to corrupl morals or incite t<> crime,
1 1 such poster, banner or similar advertising
ma I tor is so exhibited or offered to another
(or exhibition it shall be sufficient ground
tor the revocation of any permit 01 li ei
issued by ill* commission.
14. Penalty.
A violation of any of the
Minis ol the act shall be a misdemeanor.
15. Enforcement ; rules
and
regulations.
I. con, mission shall have authority to enforce the provisions and purposes of this
act; but this shall not be eons' ued to re
licve any state or local peace officer in the
stale from the duly otherwise imposed ol
detecting and prosecuting
iriolal ons ol I
of the siate of New
York.
'• .1 ■ .
out and enforcing
the purposes
of this
act. the commission
may
make
an neean
rules and regulations
not inconsistent
wil
the laws of the state of New York.
16. Reports.
The commiss on shall, on 0
li o:e the fifteenth day ot .1.111; ,u
m ea
year, make a detailed report to the •• iverno
s of winch shall be distributed as ari
ether similar reports.
The report shall iho
ta) A record of ts meetings and a sum
mary of its proceedings during t1 t
.1
(b) The results of ail examinations o
films.
(c) A detailed statement of all prosecutions hereunder.
(ill A detailed statement of all receipts ami
disbursements made I y or .11 behalf of tin
commission.
(e) Other information re listed by the
governor.
(f) A discussion of the work done by the
commission, and any recommendations by the
commission of legislative amendments to this
act and recommendations as to the educational and recreational uses of motionpictures and as to those especially suitable
for children.
17. Constitutionality. If any section or
provision of this act shall at any time be declared to be unconstitutional, it is the expressed legislative intent that no other section or provision hereof be thereby affected.
18. The sum of seventy thousand dollars
($70,000), or so much thereof as ma\ bi
necessary, is hereby appropriated out of any
moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of carrying out
the payable
provisions
act. Such
money"
shall
be
by ofthethis
treasurer
on the
warrant
of the comptroller on the certificate of the
chairman of the commission.
19. This act shall take effect August first,
nineteen hundred and twenty-one.

Class Starts May 1
Fred F. Creswell, who is
of Paramount's sales school,
that the man of about 30 is
timber for film salesmanshij
states that he would limit a
'o the next Paramount sales
men between the ages of 25 ;
The r.ext class, which w
about Maj'
be draw-tl
entirely
from1, would
men outside
ration. The class will numbt
dents.
Synchronize
Voice and
There was a demonstratic
He turned suddenly to be confronted
Walsh production, "The Oath," with
novel, "Idols," by William J. Locke;
Corp. and directed by R. A. Walsh.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, X. Y.— Storey Pictures of
Mew York were formed here yesterday with a capital of $10,000. Incorporators are A. D. V. Storey, B. P.
is and A. Durlen. The attorney
is J. Landy, 42 Broadway.

the moneys
received
the $100,000.

apparatus
and
piano towithsynchronize
the screen t'
Keith's
Palace
yesterday.
Earnhart sponsored it.

DIRECTO

In The Courts

Justice Delehanty in the Supreme
Court reserved decision on the application by stockholders in Loew's,
inc., and the Orpheum Circuit to restrain them from paving receipts es
timated at $20,000 and $23,000 respectively to the National Vaudeville ArtThree Features for World Film
ists. Inc.. on the ground that it is a
Milton C. Work, president of World social organization of which officers
Film, states his company has ac- of the two corporations are members
quired three productions featuring and that the donation of the receipts
Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick. The is waste of funds which the courts
pictures will be offered to state right should not permit. Former Justice
I) u.vers.
McCall defended the action and said
Harry Chandlee and William B. that the payment is justified because
Laub, under whose supervision all
is a benefit associaWorld Film productions are edited the organization
tion. He said that each plaintiff owns
and titled, have completed work on only one share of stock out of 590,000
the first, "The Problem Eternal." in Loew's, and 1.000,000 in the OrThe others are "False Brands" and pheum,
and that the harm coming to
"The Wolf Pack."
plaintiffs has been estibv William J. Craft. All were directed each ofmated atthe
2 cents apiece.
Legion Film Completed
The American Legion picture, "Lest
We Forget," has been completed by
Storey Pictures, Inc., A. D. V. Storey, president, and turned over to the
publicity department of the Legion.
Plic interiors were made in the Universal's eastern studio.
Margaret Sousa is a member of the
cast. She will be featured in a series
(it two rcelers to be released by Storey Pictures, Inc.

by his wife. — A scene from the R. A.
Miriam Cooper; adapted from the
presented by Mayflower Photoplay
A First National Attraction. — Advt.

OF
in addition

to

Victor O. Freeburg has filed suit in
the Supreme Court against Frances
T. Patterson as the writer and Harcourt, Brace & Howe, Inc., as publishers of a book, "Cinema Craftmanship," for junction
$3,000
damages
and of
an the
inrestraining
the sale
book. He alleges that the defendant
Patterson attended a series of lectures he gave at Columbia in 1917 on
photoplay composition and that in
the book
a chapter
has
been taken
from onthe"Adaptation"
manuscript
of his lecture which he lent Patterson.

William M. Aydelotte, a lawyer of
33 West 42nd St., was sued in the
Supreme Court by Vera MeCord for
$50,000 daamges. She alleges that
Adelotte agreed in 1917 that if she
would write a photoplay from Clara
Lyman S. Abbot has sued the Na- Louise Burnham's book, "Instead of
tional Gravurc Circuit, the Gravure the Thorn," he would finance it and
Service Corp. and the Alco Gravure they would share the profits. She alleges that she has been ready to carfor $100,000 damages and an accountry out the agreement, but he refused
Printing Co. in the Supreme Court
to contribute enough to complete the
ing. He says he agreed with the Na- film.
tional Gravure Circuit to have its
"Motion Play Magazine" inserted in
A judgment for $1,341 has been
a number of newspapers as a supplement and the Alco Gravure Co. filed in the City Court against the P.
was to print the magazine and lend W. Pictures, Inc., in a suit of Baucredit for the work. He says the lat- mann & Co. to recover for goods sold
ter refused to give further credit in and leased. The defendant filed an
January and organized the Gravure answer stating that it agreed to pay
Service Corp. to print and publish the as soon as the returns from the picture were in, and that they are not in,
magazine, taking it away from the
newspapers with which the plaintiff but the defendant consented that the
had contracted.
He wants 5 to on all judgment be entered.
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ndon Hears — Zukor in Berlin —
lian Trust May Figure In
on Transaction
(Special

to WID'S

.-a

DAILY)

don — Reports
reaching
here
Berlin indicate that the nego» between
Famous
Playersand the U. F. A., the powerful
in combine, have been complet1 that Adolph Zukor is now in
to sign the agreement,
further reported Zukor has aca studio near Berlin.
This is
i( oly the one owned by the newly
d Ernest Rubitsch Co., in which
Blumenthal and Rachmann are
o have an interest.
Although
iove information is without ofconfirmation, the reports would
te that the world-wide producnd distributing combine,
conjg which film circles have heard
uch during the past two years,
tit to assume a definite and conform.
a recent interview in the Film
■r Signor Barrattole, chief of
Jnione Cinematografica, pointed
hat Zukor had refused to enter
jtny negotiations with the U. F.
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Theater Chain to Show Educational
Films Only, Planned for Various Cities
The establishment of theaters for
the exclusive display of industrial and
educational pictures is already under
way in New York, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Indianapolis and Chicago, according to Harry Levey, who has
recently completed a tour of the Middle West, where he has spoken before large audiences of commercial
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(Continued on Page 3)

Second Gordon Film
is understood that Harry Rapf,
is associated with Laurence
br and the Warner Bros, in proon, is making plans for a second
Gordon picture. The picture
be based on "The Provider," a
lie Hurst story.
/hy Girls Leave Home" will be
i a try-out in a town near New
: shortly. Leo Young, who fory was on the exploitation staff
ox and Select, is now attached to
Warner Exchange.

-

*'
From the day. of its release "Lying
Associated Producers' production,
five weeks in Lcs Angeles, four in
other big cities. In Providence. R.
for the Rialto's overflow. — Advt.

Lips," Thomas H. Ince's super-special
has been a long-run picture. It ran
Cincinnati and two in half a dozen
I., an extra theatre was rented to care

Studio Leased

The Fox organization admits having leased a studio in Rome, but officials are non-committal on the report that it is the Coliseum. Cabled
Beaverbrook Entertaining
reports from Rome indicate the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
indon — There is considerable in- mayor and council of Rome are upset
,t in film circles here as to the over the plans of an American proan for all the luncheons Lord
ducing company to shoot scenes in
rerbrook has been tendering to and around the historic structure.
ms prominent exhibitors of late,
The company that will sail for
gave one recently at Putney at
h were present Victor Sheridan, Europe on April 28, will not, as origI Green, Sol Levy, F. E. Adams,
inally planned, go direct to France
i. Lyons. G. F. MacDonald and
and
England,
but will proceed first
avis. Beaverbrook was- also host
dinner given at the Hyde Park to Rome to start work there on af new
el. The attitude of the trade production. This change in plan is
is: "What's it all about any- due to the acquisition of an Italian
story written by Charles Sarfer. The
filming of the concluding scenes for
Preparing "Peter Ibbetson"
:orge Fitzmaurice and his wife, "Mary Queen of Scots" will consela Bergere, have gone to White
quently wait upon the proposed work
hur Springs, Va., to complete in Rome. J. Gordon Edwards, who
minary preparations for the film- directed "Queen of Sheba," will be
in charge of the European work.
)f "Peter Ibbetson."

4 E. K. Dividends
The directors of the Eastman Kodak Company have declared an
extra dividend of 10% on the common

men.
According to Levey, the establishment of theaters where industrial and
educational pictures are shown exclusively, issoon to be realized. The
use of moving pictures by national advertisers is assuming large proportions says Levey, on account of the
possibilities of localizing advertising
campaigns; and it is not uncommon
for national advertisers to devote a
good
licity. amount of their advertising appropriation for moving picture pubThe institutions which are to be
opened in the various cities to show
industrial and educational films will
charge the public 10 cents admission,
according to the proposed plan.
These institutions will be endowed
by philanthropists and bankers and
will not be conducted for the purpose
of making money.
Nick Carter Prod.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Nick Carter
Prod, of New York has been chartered by the state. The concern has
a capital of $50,000. The stockholders are: Flora Nathan, L. J. Jackson
and J. L. Herz, New York City. The
attorney for the company is Robert

stock, payable June 1 to stockholders Spear.
of record April 30, and an extra diviAlbany — The Allgood Pictures
dend of 5% on the common stock in Corp., through its attorney, Philip
addition to the regular quarterly Bernstein, 299 Broadway, has filed a
certificate of dissolution.
dividend of 2j^ per cent, on the comProducers
Security Corp.
mon and lyi per cent, on the pre- Through
ferred stock, all payable July 1 to
MacManus'
picture,is
stock of record May 31.
in Edward
which Thomas
Mottprison
Osborne
very much interested, is being hanAnother Fabian House Planned
dled through the Producers Security
Corp.
The picture originallv was
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
called
"The
Grey Brother," but will
Paterson, N. J.— Jacob Fabian will
build a 2,800 seat theater at Market probably
ferent be
name. state righted under a difand Church Sts. The proposed structure will house a hotel which will be
Conlon With Selig
operated by the United Hotels Co.
Fabian now operates two theaters
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
here, the Regent with 2,500 seats, and
Los Angeles — "Scoop" Conlon, for
the Garden with 1,700 seats. The three
years publicity
director
for
policy of the proposed theater has not William S. Hart, has joined William
been decided upon as yet.
N Selig in a like capacity.
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Here is how * brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Making a complete change of
scenery by merely turning an electric
switch is the newest method in stage
investiture which Hugo Riesenfeld
will present soon at the Rivoli. Rialto,
and Criterion. The change is made
instantaneous — by a mere change of
the color of lighting which floods the
stage. The change from a Moorish
interior into an old English garden
can be done in a wink by means of
the newest art evolved by Nicolas de
Lipsky, the young Russian artist, who
has been commissioned by Mr. Riesenfield to paint a series of settings
for his theaters.

Saturday, April 16,1 W

A Necessity
The Regent Theater,
Wid's Daily,
Cleveland, Miss.
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Conditions in this particular
section, the Mississippi delta
are far below normal and our
business is off fully 35% and
perhaps 40% and the future of
this year is not very bright and
rosy, but I consider it more
necessary than ever to be able
to show pictures that will interest the people, therefore need
your publication, and must have
it.
Yours very respectfully,
(Signed) P. E. MORRIS.

DeLipsky's method — while it is
new and unknown in theaters — is
Plan Test Case in Pomona
based upon one of the oldest principles— that color is affected by dif(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ferent lights, that, in fact, a light
Pomona, Cal. — Legal steps' are
thrown upon a color may make it being
arranged to secure an injuncinvisible or bring it out more powerfully.
tion against the closing of the theaters
on Sunday. West Coast Theaters,
Inc., will continue to operate their two
Managing Director Edw. L. theaters here in a legal test of the
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale Hyman, of the Brooklyn Strand, got new ordinance.
Famous Players .. 70l/2 73
72y2 a pair of Spanish dancing girls and a
soloist and featured them in a courtShow Enthusiasm For Future
do pfd
85 tf 86*4
86^4
yard scene to introduce Norma Tal*Goldwyn
4%
5%
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Not quoted madge in "The Passion Flower."
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Jacob
Extras idled in the background until
Loew's, Inc.
18&
19
19
Handelsman, building the Regent
Triangle
Vs
H
Vs Fernando Guarneri, baritone, in sash here and other houses at Evansville
World Film
Not quoted and cape, came on singing "La
and South Bend., Ind., says he will
Paloma" (Yradier). Then came the start several more soon.
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. dance number. He called the prologue "In Old Madrid."
The Brooklyn Mark Strand recent- Buys Two Fayetteville. Ga., Houses
Bill Cites Condemned Subjects
ly presented the light arias of Suppe's
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Poet and Peasant," Verdi's "II
Fayetteville, Ga. — The Durham
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Charleston, W. Va.— The Helmick Trovatore" and Leoncavallo's "Pag- Amusement Co. has leased the Strand
soloists, Kitty Mc- and the Lafayette from H. T. Drake.
bill presented in the state legislature liacci." The
soprano, Ralph K. Soule, Four hundred seats will be added to
creates a board of censors for films, tenor, and Laughlin,
Guarneri, baritone, were
and deals in one of its sections, with in costume. Alois Reiser conducted the Strand. The company now owns
subjects which must be condemned. the orchestra without special lighting theaters in Charlotte, Greensboro,
Durham, Richmond, Norfolk, DanIn that category are those relating to
scenics in the "Poet and Peasant"
ville and Fayetteville.
white slavery, assaults upon women, or
number.
prenatal and childbed scenes, pictures
dealing with the drug habit, criminal
Angling For Site
Fond du Lac, Wis. — F. R. Smith,
scenes, gruesome scenes, scenes hold- manager
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
of the Bijou, created no end
ing up to ridicule races, classes or
Philadelphia, — Interests, including
other social groups, pictures dealing of comment in that town with an au- Paramount, the Stanley Co., and lestomobile tag stunt he worked in exwith counterfeiting, brutal treatment
ser lights, have been angling for a
of children, pictures of gun play, and
ploiting
"Outside
the
Law."
lease
or an outright purchase of the
During the last year the police of
of women smoking. The same rule
land formerly occupied by the Kugler
that place have enforced a strict non- restaurant. E. T. Stotesbury, who
will apply to advertising.
parking ordinance. When they find owns the property will not sell the
a car-owner breaking the ordinance, land, and will give only a 10 year
Two Pittsburg Houses Change Hands they "tag" the car with a red tag lease thereon.
notifying the owner to call at the po(Special to WID'S DAILY)
A definite agreement is expected to
lice station.
Pittsburg — The Lyric has been
take
place within the next few days.
Smith had a bunch of red tags
bought by Joe Burke, and the Loyal
by Mr. Littlestone of Braddock. made up the same size and color of
Malanos Brothers, who owned both the police tags. On these tags he May Clash With Present Exchanges
printed the following ad:
houses, are going to Greece.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"You haven't been pinched. But
Washington, D. C. — What appears
you ought to be, if you pass up the to be a move to establish a cochance to see the greatest American
operative booking agency not in acmelodrama ever shown on the screen,
cord* to the sentiment of the individual exchanges, has been started in
'Outside the Law.'
"Pin your hair down! Take a deep Baltimore with the formation of the
(f (ScUvcatioruzt U'LctuAJuJ
breath! Then come and be really
Theater Owners' Chamber of ComThe Exchange
Associationmerce.here
has been Managers'
told of it.
thrilled."
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM
The
text
of
the
announcement says
Edith Roberts has started production at Universal City on "My Lady the Chamber was formed "to secure
of
the Island,"
from the novel by for its members the best possible
Beatrice
Grimshaw.

Quotations

pictures."

(Special to WID'S DAILY
Nashville,
Tenn. — The (
Bowling Green, Ky., was opem
week. It is the 51st theater ow
Tony Sudekem, and will (
under a First National franchis

opening

a

picture was - "Dani

Oklahoma To Meet
Business."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Oklahoma City, — The tenth ;
convention of the Oklahoma T
Owners' and Managers' assoi
will be held here on April 25 an
Plans are being formulated to
this the biggest convention eve?
in the state.
Offer Profit Sharing Plan1
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

lis

Philadelphia — Gen Marcus,
Twentieth Century Film Co.,
announces that he will soon offi tc
exhibitor a "Profit Sharing
Marcus says there are no ties ft
plan, no stock offered for salfl
a plan whereby the exhibitor cant
box office attractions at about!
of his usual rental, and also shai ta
5«
on every dollar profit made byl
production. Full particulars wif
[si
announced
later according tol 1IJi
1
Marcus.

Er<

Burton Holmes "Lab" Gro
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago, — The
H
Laboratories
here Burton
have
adde
Animation department and hav
gaged a staff of artists including
Kelly, and Walsh, Link, Olson
Barner, all widely experienced,
laboratories turn out a 1,000 foot
weekly and a lot of commercial w
beside.
Oscar B. Depew is gem
manager.
Lewis F. Brown is I
York representative.
Michigan Exhibitors Lose
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Sault Ste., Marie, Mich.— The
attorney ' here has blocked as il
the move of local exhibitors to
balloting on the Sunday closing
tion with the next elections.
He]
-prescribed independent balloting I
side of the 100 ft. pale.

"Birds of a feather flock
t o g e t h e r" — therefore a
RITCHEY poster always
suggests
photoplay.

a

worthwhile

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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U. F. A. Deal Closed

LtkeN ews
No. 31
from
Brooklyn
Bridge
and lives.
ive views of Dan
Carone
who leaps
135 foot span on a wager.
ton ship "Campania"
blown
up at
Island, Scotland.
trike brings Britain to biggest indus•isis in her history.
illy ascending
airship has successful
: Belfort, France.
ill season opens.
events from New York City, Washing. C, Langley Field, Va., etc.

oday

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Why the Activity ?
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

London — Under the heading,
"What's in the Wind?" the
Film Renter says:
"Adolph Zukor, accompanied
by Al Kaufman, disembarked
from the Aquitania on Monday
at Cherbourg and went straight
through to Berlin. We have it
on the highest authority that
Mr. Zukor has concluded an arrangement with U. F. A. and
that he is purchasing a studio
in Germany. Mr. Rachmann,
the representative of the U. F.
A. Co., also accompanied Mr.
Zukor on his journey, and the
result of his visit should make
highly entertaining reading.
"Mr. Vogel, the representative of the First National, came
over in the same boat and is
visiting the continent. Winfield
R. Sheehan of the Fox Film Co.
arrived in this country on Friday, and a statement regarding
the activities of his company
will appear wext week.
"Jeffrey Bernerd, of Stoll's
and Colonel Lromhead, of Gaumont's, also returned from the
United States on Tuesday. Another prominent visitor to arrive is William Farnum, the
well-known film star. Samuel
Goldwyn is still in Berlin and is
-expected to arrive in London
this week.
"What is the cause of all this

William

Russell's

newest

picture

for Fox is "Colorado Pluck."
The Robert II. Davis Corp. has
sold "The Mascotte of the Three
Star," by J. Allen Dunn, to Universal,
Harold Goodwin is starred by Fox
in "Hearts of Youth," based on "Ishmael." by Mrs. D. E. W. Southworth.
An April release.
Sidney Goldsmith, formerly with
the advertising staff of the Exhibitors' Trade Review, is now with the
Eggers Engraving Co. as sales manager.
The Baroness de Grandcourt, before her marriage Patricia O'Connor,
states she is to enter pictures. She
was formerly on the stage.
Dr. Anselm Goetzel has arranged
the musical score for "Mother EterSunday.nal." which opens at the Casino on

Frederick Burlingham states that
the National Geographic Magazine,
with a circulation of 750,000, has accepted for publication shortly a complete account, illustrated, of his recent expedition among the "Wild
Men of Borneo."
Can Copyright Scenarios
tricts Educational Exhibitions
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Sacramento, Cal. — Governor Ste(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
phens has signed Assemblyman Bakladelphia, — The State Industrial
i to bring educational exhibitions
er's bill to grant copyright to stories
ctures in schools, churches and
or motion picture scenarios through
the office of the Secretary of State.
non-theatrical
institutions into
rmity with the existing safety
The new law provides that an author of any such composition may
covering all pictures, has drafted
make an affidavit that it is original
illowing rulings, a public hearing
activity ?"
and send the material and affidavit,
lich was held on April 12: The
exhibited shall be restricted to A. until the suit which the U. C. I. printed or typewritten, to the Secreused for educational purposes.
tary, who shall make a record of the
ctors of an approved type shall had filed against the German combine production and issue a certificate of
ised, and fire-proof enclosures for the cancellation of contract had copyright under the seal of the state.
ded. The number of exhibitions been settled. It is thought here that A filing fee of $5 will be charged.
shall not exceed six a month. an amicable arrangement has been
The certificate of copyright will be
admission fee shall be charged. arrived at between the two parties. evidence in any State court of the
ications for permission
to use Whether the Italian company will facts it recites.
public place must be. made to join forces with the new combinandustrial Board.
tion remains to be seen. Rumor has
Reelcraft Sales
it, however, that another American
West of Reelcraft has sold
concern has been looking towards theGeorge
new series of two reel westerns
Busy Times at Lasky's
s Angeles — George Melford has Rome with a view to affiliating with featuring Jack House to S. & S. Film
n work on E. Phillips Oppen- the U. C. I. for distribution.
Co. of Pittsburgh; Strand Feature
's story, "The Great ImpersonaFilm Co., Detroit, Mich.; the EltraIt is understood that James
ban Film Co., Charlotte, N. C. and
'wood will be featured.
The foreign publicity department at the R. D. Lewis Exchange in Dallas,
,st week marked the start of Wal- Famous Players stated yesterday that Oklahoma City and Little Rock.
there would be no statement issued
Reid's new picture, directed by
Ik Urson.
It is "The Hell Dig- until Mr. Zukor returned from EuPope In New Orleans
rope, which would be in about a
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
cil B. DeMille has gone on loca- month. It was added that the reNew Orleans — J. W. Pope, Jr., has
tor opening scenes of his next
ports circulating in London were bebeen appointed manager of the Goldlieved to be purely speculative.
uction, the title of which rewyn branch succeeding
Mrs. Anna
is unannounced. The cast will
Blumenthal's local office, the Ex- H. Sessions.
ide Dorothy Dalton, Mildred
port and Import Film Co., did not
ris, Conrad Nagel, Theodore Koscare to make any comment on the reLloyd Comedy for Capitol
Lnd others,
port yesterday. It was indicated,
oria Swanson is almost through
however, that an interesting cable
Harold Lloyd in "Now or Never."
'The Great Moment."
picture for Associated
Exfrom the other side .might arrive in his first hibitors,
Inc., has been booked into
illiam D. Taylor is busy on "The a day or two.
the Capitol.
;d Veil," in which Ethel Clayton
arred.
Count Ignazio Thaon di Revel,
illiam DeMille will start soon on managing director of the Cito CinStill in the "Speakies"
lext production, written by Rita
ema, who handles foreign sales of all
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
man.
of the U. C. I. product, is in New
Los Angeles — Frank Keenan shows
no
sign
of
returning
to
the screen.
nder the direction of- James York. He could not be reached yes:e, Roscoe Arbuckle is making
a stage revival of
terday at the Ritz for a statement He is preparing
regarding the London report.
ress with "Gasoline Gus."
"Rip Van Winkle" in California.
Ray Howard Here
y Howard, who appears in
rage," a Sydney Franklin-First
rial release, is in town from Los
les. Howard expects to appear
astern-made
productions
for a

Worried

Cuts and Flashes

R. H. Cochrane of Universal,
just back from the coast, said
yesterday he was worried because there was nothin
business to worry about.g in his

New House for Port Huron
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Port Huron, Mich.— Contracts will
be let within a few weeks for the
construction of a new 2.000 seat theater to be bulit here by Herbert L.
Weil, who, a few months ago, sold
out his entire interests in the Family,
Majestic. Regent and American theaters.
Organization of the new theater
company was effected here this week.
The officers and directors are: President, John W. Fead; vice-president,
Burt D. Cady; general manager, Herbert L. Weil; James J. Haynes, Sendrick.ator John Wr. Smith, Charles L. KenUnderwrite Issue for Loew Houses
The American Bond and Mortgage
Co. has underwritten a bond issue for
Loew's, Inc., for the erection of two
theaters at 83rd St. and Broadway
and New Sts., Newark. The first
mortgage bond issue is for $1,800,000,
maturing in from one to 20 years,
and the rate of interest is 8 per cent!
The building in Newark will include
in addition to the theater three stores
and two floors above for offices.
Sellers To Feature War Hero
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles— Ollie Sellers has
organized a company to be known as
Oliver Sellers Prod. Former Ensign
Elliott Sparling, of the naval air service, will be featured. Sellers first
picture, "Life's Little Joker," will be
made
at the
Universal
City.Brunton studios or at

Hal Rosson has been engaged by
Lasky as first cameraman to May
McAvov.

The

Lyric

theater

lobby,

30

paintings on "The Queen
The Selwyn theater lobby, 15
paintings on "A ConSheba"
Both Byof Kassel
Studios
necticut Yankee"
Don't fail to see them

AVAILABLE FOR
TRADE SHOWINGS
PUNCH & JUDY THEATRE
49th St. & B'way, N. Y.
Rental includes theatre fully
equipped — screen — operator
and machine. Call or phone
C. W. KEIM, Representative
Circle 1367

Sli^lDAILY
A summons was filed in the Supreme Court yesterday in a suit of
George Ade and Charles Frohman,
Inc., against the Goldwyn Pictures
Corp. The attorney is Henry C.
Quimby, who did not state the cause
of action on the summons.
Mr. Quimby said yesterday when
questioned about the suit that it is
a friendly action to determine the
amount due under a certain contract.
He declined to say whether the picture referred to is the Jack Pickford
film, "Just Out of College."

will
continuities
for '.*
Miles prepare
Minter and
Bebe Daniels!
ductions.
Aubrey Staffer, manager of i|
road companies and more rec |j
manager of theaters at Santa r
bara and Bakersfield. has beeni
gaged to read submitted materia ;j
to assist in titling the productioi i|
the studio.

Samuel Opler, Inc., filed suit in the
Supreme Court yesterday against the
World Motion Picture Corp. to recover on a note made Dec. 23 last to
World by Alfred Walker, and endorsed by Peter C. Heidelberger,
John H. Knief and A. E. Fiegel, who
are also named as defendants.
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A default judgment for $1,099 has
been filed in the City Court against
Henry Lehrmann by Nathan Burkan
for services in 1919 preparing an
agreement between Lehrmann and
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit to secure a modification of his
contract.

In the suit of Augustus Thomas
against the Artco Productions the defendant has filed an answer denying
that it has received profits in excess
of $35,000 from "The Capitol."
A verdict for $1,527
a jury in the Supreme
Walter Hoff Seely in a
Mentzendorff on notes

i

Realart Staff Augmented I
Los Angeles — The latest ad(I
to theis editorial
staff of Realart's|r
dios
Ewart Adamson,
the S<|
newspaper writer and cartoonist, I

In the Courts

Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court against the Brewster Film
Corp. by Frederick K. Nixon for
$612 on two notes made by the corporation and signed by P. D. Brewster, president and D. MacDonald,
treasurer.
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ACCOUNTANTS
"Marry that man? Never! I would rather see you dead at my feet!"
Scene from the R. A. Walsh production, "The Oath," adapted from the
novel, "Idols," by William J. Locke, and featuring Miriam Cooper; presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corp. and directed by R. A. Walsh. A
First National Attraction. — Advt.

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kathleen O'Connor has been engaged to support Viola Dana in
Hollywood — JohnM.Stahl has com"Life's Darn Funny."
pleted
"The
Child
Thou
Gavest
Me,"
his first independent film. It will be

was given_ by presented by Louis B. Mayer through
Court against Associated First National and will
suit by C. W.
made in 1914. be known as a John M. Stahl Prod.

Alancast
Haleforandimportant
Al Roscoe"
been
roleshave
in
Alice Lake's new picture, written
especially
for her by Arthur Somers
Roche.

Tully Marshall is the husband of
A default judgment for $650 was
Marion
Fairfax, who has just formed
entered in the City Court against the
One more complete producing unit
A. H. Fischer Features, Inc., in a her own producing company. Tully reached Metro's studios with the arsuit of the Consolidated Filters Co. will appear under his wife's direction
rival of Maxwell Karger and Bert
for services.
in her first picture, "The Lying Lytell from New York. June Mathis,

-

EDMONDS
& BOUTON,
INC.
56 Pine St.,
1645 La Bre» i
New York City.
Hollywood,

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
AD VERTISING—
PUBLICIT '
904

The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITLI

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant*
MARTIN-McGUIRE
4 NEWCOM
Art Title*
727 7th Avenue
Bryant

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg.. Los An

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3,
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATOll
Tel. Tremont
General Managi

who adapted "The Four Horsemen"
An attachment for $1,875 against
for the screen, is preparing the con- NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATOH
Truth."
the Globe Film Corp. has been filed
Priscilla Dean's latest picture,
tinuity
for
"A
Trip
to
Paradise,"
J.
Fort L»|
Kwality Prints"
in the City Court by Munziato Pao- "Reputation," was given a preview at which will be the first picture for the Fort Lee, N.Kessel
the Superba theater the other evening. new unit following the completion of
lucci.
PRINTERS
"The Man Who" whose final scenes
BARNES
PRINTING
CO.
are now being shot.
Suing Tate and Cella
Motion Picture Specialists
Filming
of
"A
Trip
to
Paradise,"
a
Maxwell Karger Prod, for Metro, has
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
B6 East 22d St.
Phone Gramerci
In the review of "Beau Revel,"
St. Louis — Attorneys for the estate been started at the company's stuPROSPECT
PRESS
Henry
Sharp
was
given
credit
as
of Otto Stifel have filed suit in the role. dios with Bert Lytell in the stellar
188 W. 4th St.
Spring |
being cameraman. Philip du Bois
Circuit Court against Frank Tate and
was chief cameraman on this producSTUDIOS
Charley Cella for $5,281 alleged to be
tion, while Sharp was only second
Two actors were severely burned in
&STEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
IN<
due in rent and taxes on the Imperial
cameraman.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlan
Theater, 10th and Pine Sts. The the filming of "Foolish Wives," when
ettwBo — SSI W.
12Stti
sfani. 4MI
GAUSMAN.
plaintiffs allege that Tate and Cella they jumped from a blazing 70-foot
leased the Imperial for five years on tower.
March 1, 1919, agreeing to pay $8,250
rent a year and half the taxes above
Gloria Swanson's second appearance as a Paramount star will be in
SPECIAL
- STATE
RIGHTS
- SPECIAI
$450 a year.
an original story by Edward Sheldon.
Sam Wood will direct.
Hillyer With Goldwyn
WITH
GRACE
DARLING
Amos Myers has been selected as
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
A SOCIETY DRAMA WITH POWER. DIGNITY AND BOX-OFFICE STRENGTHl
Los
Angeles — Lambert
Hillyer, general manager for the new Viola
ADDRESS E S MANHEIMER
1 30 W
46//iST.
NEW YORK CITY.
former director for William S. Hart, Dana special productions which are
is now at the Goldwyn studio writing to be made under the direction of
J. W. FILM COR'I
Dallas Fitzgerald.
special continuities.
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Series of non-theatrical exchanges planned. Idea national in scope.
St. Louis exhibitors want different method of selling
Friday
pictures in their territory.
To see producers about it.

F. B. Warren Corp. formed. Latest entry into distributing field.
Stanley Co. of America to build theater at Broadway
and 46th St., New York.
The last of the Franco-American-Cinematograph
dream. Andre Himmel in Paris confesses he forged
letters in an effort to interest capital.
Another version of the Bible made in France.
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Louis B. Mayer to film "The Wandering Jew."
Court refuses to restrain showing of "Wallingford"
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Prod, for Paramount
release.
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Mayflower Photoplay Corp. presents. . . .THE

Sessue Hayakawa

Local film men talk of revived National Booking in
recently formed Peerless Booking Corp.
Keith and allied theater circuits book Pathe News.
Involves enormous number of days.
Adolph Zukor and other officers of Famous Players
re-elected.

Maude Adams to direct pictures, according to report.
Experimenting with new color process.
New coast company plans to make pictures in Peru.
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Lavish And Spectacular Historical Pageant One Of Year's Big Pictures
THE

QUEEN

OF

SHEBA

Fox
DIRECTOR
J. Gordon Edwards
AUTHOR
Virginia Tracy
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
John Boyle
AS A WHOLE
Massive spectacle produced on
lavish scale ; a big picture with many thrills
STORY
Well known historical love story
smoothly told with interest sustained to the end
DIRECTION
Excellent throughout, but particularly in handling of mob scenes
PHOTOGRAPHY
"..... Very Good
good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
Splendid
PLAYERS
Notably fine performances by Betty
Blythe and Fritz Lieber ; subordinates well cast
and suitable
EXTERIORS
Numerous big sets
INTERIORS
Unusually fine
DETAIL
Took some liberties
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .The Queen of Sheba,
in love with King Solomon, remains unwed.
For love of him she cannot marry
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,279 feet
For the third time in his Fox directorial career J.
Gordon Edwards has made an historical pageant, this
time going back to the days of Solomon and Sheba.
In 1917 he made "Cleopatra" with Theda Bara and in
1918 "Salome" with the same star. But "The Queen
of Sheba" is the best and the biggest of the three for
two reasons. The first is that the present production
has real dramatic value, a quality that was lacking in
the others and, again, it contains genuine thrills.
Never before in the history of the screen has such a

thrill as that of the women chariot racers been accomplished. Itis the big moment in "The Queen of Sheba" and of itself worth going to see. The scene of the
race was built especially for the picture and the actual
photographing of the spectacle is unusual. The long
shots and close-ups alike are excellent. Folks are certainly going to wonder when they see close-ups of the
female contestants at the reins. There are other individually fine bits in the picture too numerous to
mention and the climax in which the brother of Solomon attacks his castle and the final onrush of Sheba's
troops and the subsequent victory of Solomon and
Sheba, is one of the dramatic thrills of the production.
"The Queen of Sheba" is massively spectacular from
beginning to end and in the settings alone is bound to
furnish thrills. The palace of Solomon, with its towers and spiral turret, its motes and walls, the race
track and the desert scenes, are but a few of the exterior sets, while the spacious halls and throne rooms
make up lavish interiors.
A notable feature of the picture, and one that is often
absent in such historical plays, is that the story is comprehensive and smoothly told. The characters are
easily distinguishable and the spectator is never "lost,"
so to speak. As far as the actual facts of the story
are concerned the average audience will not take it
to task as to whether the producer has maintained
absolute accuracy in historical detail, but that doesn't
seem important, for after all who cares whether or
not Sheba wore beads or muslin as long as the former
become Betty Blythe, who is a queenly Sheba. Her
performance and that of Fritz Lieber, as Solomon, is
worth seeing. Mr. Lieber's dramatic ability is given
good play and he is excellent as Solomon. It is a bit
unfortunate that he is not always lighted to the best
advantage.

Every Exhibitor Should Get It And "Clean Up"
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

First and last "The Queen of Sheba" is one of the
year's big pictures and perhaps a particularly big one
because of its historical background. It has been some
time since picturegoers have been presented with a

The musical score prepared by Erno Rapee should
be secured because for a feature of this kind the proper
accompaniment is not only a benefit but an essential.
If it should be possible that folks will not be properly

spectacle such as this. The production's visual appeal
seems unlimited. Exhibitors throughout the country
will do well to secure it for an extended run and after

advised by the mere mention of "The Queen of Sheba"
tell them it is another J. Gordon Edwards spectacle

the Broadway presentation the title should be sufficient to insure regular Santa Claus B. O. receipts.

and recall his "Cleopatra" and "Salome" with promises
of much better things in this one.
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Artistic And Well Acted Production.

Story Suffers From Elaboration

D. W. Griffith presents
"DREAM STREET"
United Artists

melodies have ari evil intluence.
The mask which he
wears adds to his sinister aspect.

DIRECTOR
D. W. Griffith
AUTHOR
Thomas Burke
SCENARIO BY
Roy Sinclair
CAMERAMAN
Henrik Sartov
AS A WHOLE
The usual Griffith artistry and
excellence of production but "Dream Street" is
somewhat removed from perfection mark
STORY
A combination of two stories; tries to
cover too much ground and is inconsistent
DIRECTION
Perhaps too much is expected because it is Griffith but there are flaws that are
obvious
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Splendid
CAMERA WORK
Good but not always well
judged
PLAYERS
Well cast and all do good work
EXTERIORS
Show care in preparation and
detail
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Satisfactory but often too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
A fanciful tale of
the struggle between good and evil
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
10,100 feet

Throughout
the' picture
the spectator
is aware
of
breaks
in the theme
tli.it (.our
when they
are least
expected, and happen so abruptly that it takes a few
moments to regain your hearings and catch up with
the new proceedings. The story of "Dream Street"
is not smoothly told, and the gaps between sequences
slacken the interest each time they occur. The usual
Griffith artistic embellishments have all been em-

Perhaps Mr. Griffith wasn't satisfied with what he
had done, and that may be the reason for the program
foreword which says "we do not make any promises
one way or the other : we have done the best we could,"
or was it modesty which prompted the lines? At any
rate "Dream Street" doesn't quite measure up to what
folks have come to expect of the man who made such
productions as "The Birth of a Nation" and "Way
Down East."
The story is based on two of Thomas Burke's
stories, "Gina of Chinatown" and "The Sign of the
Lamp" and to allay all criticism of the absence of
plausibility, the title gives away the nature of the
play. It is a tale of "dream people who look from wistful windows, or walk with visions on the street of
dreams." It is developed with a moral viewpoint, and
an allegorical atmosphere is injected to bring out the
influence of good and evil. Tyrone Power is the
Sayer of Truths, or the good influence, while Morgan
Wallace is a "trickster of the streets," whose violin

ployed to make "Dream Street" appeal to the eye.
The settings and effects generally are splendid, and
the photography quite beautiful. The lightings
throughout are effective and notably line in several
instances. Once or twice when painted drops are used
the lighting is a bit too bright. The camera work
would have been better had the operator varied the
angle occasionally. Several scenes are used manytimes and each time they are shown from the same
position.
"Dream Street" as seen at the premiere showing is much too

long. The sequences — there are three distinct sequences— are
each elongated. Gypsy takes too long to decide that she loves
''Spike," the situation of the two brothers in love with Gypsy
is overdrawn, and the- suave Sway Wan, who may be likened
to the villain, and incidentally, personifying the evil influence,
carries his role to the end, inconsistent with the theory that
evil should be punished, the picture closes with Sway Wan
as healthy as ever. "Good" is rewarded in the ultimate hap"Spike."
piness of Gypsy
Charlie
Mack, and
a new
Griffith find, handles the part of the
weakling brother very well. His emotional work is well done.
Ralph Graves does probably the best work of his career as
"Spike" McFadden, a joy to the girls and a terror to the men
of his district. As the flippant Beau Brummel of the. Limehouse district, Graves seems to thoroughly enjoy the part in
spite of the fact that he is inclined to overact a little. Carol
Dempster as Gypsy Fair is a bit too refined for the type yon
would expect to portray in the music hall girl, but her beauty
and manner make you forget what you think she should be.
Close-ups of Miss Dempster are too frequent. Edward Peil
is Sway Wan, the Chinaman, whose intrigue nearly sends
Gypsy's sweetheart to his death. He makes a good "deal of
the part,
but end.
unfortunately doesn't reap his deserved punishment at the
The conclusion of the story is altogether too abrupt and
doesn't seem the logical ending. Gypsy is in the courtroom
where her sweetheart is being tried for murder when Billie,
"Spike's" brother, rushes in and admits that he committed the
murder in self defense. This would appear to be a thoroughly
logical ending, but it is cut off abruptly and a title announces
the success of the trio and the following shots show them enjoying prosperity, and a youngster, the child of Gypsy and
"Spike," add to the glad atmosphere.

Is Too Long For General
Distribution.
Box Office Analysis for
the release of "Dream Street" Mr. Griffith has
In announcing
it clear that the picture is not a super production, but
made
will be put out for regular release by United Artists on April
of "Dream Street,''
think
fact is certain, and that
the producer's name is
In view of the previous
announcements and the tone of the program foreword, you
might make it clear that the producer is not offering "Dream
Street" as a special. In this way you will not lure them with
"great expectations."
"Dream Street" may be too long for the average house but
possibly may be cut before it is given out for general release. On
the other hand if it comes to you in its present 10,000 feet it

critics it,may
whatagainst
Regardlessforofand
25th.arguments
one
and
wherever
draw patronage
is it will
title.
with the
in connection
shown

Don't Bill As Super Special

the Exhibitor

would be well to follow the manner of presentation which is
being used at the Central Theater, showing it in two parts with
an intermission. By all means secure the musical accompan nient which has been arranged by Louis Silvers, witl) Than
houser's "Thou ' Sublime Sweet Everting Star" used prominently throughout the run. Talk about the Griffith artist c
touches and you can promise them things from the Griffith
players who portray the characters suggested by Thomas
Burke's story. Because of the prominence given the author's
name
with "Broken
Blossoms."
might
be we'
to
use inhisconnection
name, explaining
how Roy
Sinclair ithas
written
the I
scenario for "Dream Street," based on Burke's "Gina of Chinatown" and "The Sign of the Lamp." Stills and general lobby
display should be given careful attention.
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Has Handled Story Well But Production Is Not Perfect
Mayflower Photoplay Corp. presents
"THE

OATH"

R. A. Walsh Prod. — Asso. First National Pictures
DIRECTOR
R. A. Walsh
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

William J. Locke
Not credited
Not credited
Rather delicate situation well

handled technically but production is faulty
STORY
Provided with a poor continuity or perhaps the cutting is responsible for errors
DIRECTION
Overdoes dramatic moments
PHOTOGRAPHY
•
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Miriam Cooper gives splendid performance; others all satisfactory and capable
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
Jewess secretly married to Gentile extracts an oath of silence because of parental objection
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,806 feet
R. A. Walsh has taken a story bearing a rather delicate subject for his latest production, "The Oath,"
and he is to be given due credit for the manner in
which he has handled the situation in the main. Producers have obviously steered clear of stories dealing
with religious differences, and, in "The Oath" the entire theme is based on the objections of a Jew to the
marriage of his daughter with a Gentile. The story
contains strong dramatic moments and director Walsh
has worked up his action to a proper pitch, but he
wasn't satisfied, and in an effort to make the most
of the opportunities, he has overdone it considerably
and the result at times is disappointing.

The most prominent over-dramatic sequence is that
of the court room and trial scene, in which Miriam
Cooper plays a strong emotional part, but there is
too much of this and it is too exaggerated for plausibility. Itis unfortunate that this part of the picture
is marred by drama laid on too thick, for otherwise
it is the best thing in the picture. Detail in the
English Court with the wigged gentleman, is excellent
and somewhat of a novelty. The work of Miss Cooper,
other than a bit of over-acting, is splendid, and her
performance is well worth seeing. Conway Tearle
satisfied the role of the Gentile, but he refuses to display much emotion. Anna Q. Nilsson and Henry
Clive are adequate in minor parts.
The picture suffers generally from a poor continuity
although on close observation it is more likely that
the cutter is to blame, especially in view of such a
prominent error as that showing Miss Cooper going
out of one room clad in a velvet gown and a following
shot showing her in another room, still accompanied
by the gentleman she left the former room with, and
wearing a totally different dress, and having her hair
fixed entirely different. No title indicates reason for
the change, or the fact that any time has elapsed allowing for the change.
Minna Hart, a Jewess, extracts an oath of silence
from her husband, Hugh Coleman, a Gentile, regarding their secret marriage, and swears never to see
him again because she believes him a coward. When
Minna's
the act,
because
time of

father is murdered and
the oath prevents him
he cannot say he was
the murder. There are

Coleman accused of
from saving himself,
with his wife at the
numerous complica-

tions including Minna's jealousy of Irene Lansing, a
former friend of her husband's and Irene's sacrifice
to save Hugh from conviction. Eventually Hugh and
Minna are reconciled and start life over again, while
Irene's husband
Hugh's life.

forgives her perjury which

saved

Catchlines Based On Theme Should Attract Attention
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In view of other big pictures made by R. A. Walsh,
there should be a good majority who will want to
see this production.
Its main appeal is through the

lowing would be appropriate: "Should religious differences be a barrier to love?
See the result of a
secret marriage of a Jewess and a Gentile in R. A.

situation upon which the story is based and because Walsh's adaptation of Win. J. Locke's novel 'Idols.' '
of the frequence with which society faces just this You can promise your patrons nothing offensive and
problem is sufficient reason for arousing interest in can assure them that a rather delicate situation is
the photoplay.
Therefore
make
the fundamental carefully
handled
and
contains
strong
dramatic
theme the basis of your appeal and use lines that will moments.
Mention Miss Cooper's name and refer to
let them know what "The Oath" is about.
The Eol- her good work in a different role.
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Another Really Entertaining Offering From Hayakawa
Sessue Hayakawa in
"BLACK
ROSES"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Colin Campbell
E. Richard Schayer
E Richard Schayer
Frank D. Williams
Fine entertainment that holds

interest from first to last; excellent acting a
notable feature
STORY
Gives star unusually suitable vehicle;
is well put together and at times gripping
DIRECTION
A really worth while bit; effective
touches that make it distinctive
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Artistic
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Very good
Does more good work in this
All do splendidly
Good

t
OF STORY

for murder

of

employer,

Adequate
Correct
Gardener convicted
escapes

and

brings

about capture of crooks who "framed" him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet
By this time picture patrons have come to expect
good entertainment from the pictures of the Japanese
star and he is to be thought of in connection with stars
who don't "disappoint," such as Charlie Ray, Bill Hart
and a few others. And it isn't at all unlikely that many
of the star's admirers have come to the conclusion that
Hayakawa is not given the prominence which his
splendid work deserves.
"Black Roses" is an entertaining picture, above the
average program release. First of all they had a really

good story to work with and a continuity which is
without a break. Then the director has gone right
to it, introduced his characters and gotten right into
the plot without delay. The action follows in rapid
sequence and there is no lagging between times and
no tedious detail to hold up the interest, no long, unnecessary sub-titles because they aren't required. The
action doesn't require explanation.
Of course the Japanese star is undoubtedly responsible for a good share of the picture's success and his
acting is excellent, as usual, and he is supported by a
capable, well-cast company of players, including his
wife, Tsuru Aoki, Myrtle Stedman, Henry Hebert and
Toyo Fujita. But Director Campbell's efforts also
are to be taken into account when dividing the "glory."
His numerous "touches" register every time. And the
manner in which he develops hi? story and keeps
building the suspense toward the grand climax is notably fine. The photography in the Hayakawa pictures
is always splendid and in "Black Roses" there are
many fine bits, among* them some lighting effects that
are artistic.
"Monocle" Harry with his co-workers, Blanche and
Wong Fu, kill Benson Burleigh. They "frame" the
murder on Yoda, the gardener, who is convicted. The
crooks take Blossom, Yoda's bride, and hide her in
Chinatown. A fellow inmate tells Yoda how he was
"framed." Yoda makes a daring escape and later as
a prince of the Orient becomes acquainted with
Blanche and her associates. This time Blanche and
Harry try to work the "badger" game on the prince,
but he pretends to be one of their kind and through a
clever series of tricks and intrigue Yoda not only recovers his wife but also brings about the arrest and
conviction of Blanche, Harry and the Japanese partner, Wong Fu.

Well Worth Booking If You Want To Show Good Pictures
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Closely following the success of Hayakawa's recent
production, "The First Born," Robertson-Cole are
showing "Black Roses," incidentally a good title which
should have a good drawing power properly written

Exhibitors who are not showing the Japanese star's
pictures should lose no further time in acquainting

up with catchlines. There is little about "Black Roses"
that requires analysis. It is a truly entertaining offering which exhibitors will do well to book, and where
the star is a favorite you can make promises that you
know the picture will fulfill.

"Black Roses" to introduce him to their patrons.

themselves with his work and securing a booking of

Those who usually show Hayakawa

productions will

be sure to please them with this. You might also mention that he is supported by his wife in this one.

By Bradley King

J.Parker
Read Jr.
Production
A MASTER VISUALIZATION OF A
HIGHLY DRAMATIC INCIDENT IN
THE CAREER OF A NEGLECTED WIFE

To be released
May First

With a notable supporting cast including Mahlon
Hamilton, Joseph Kilgour, Ruth Stonehouse, Claire
Du Brey and others.

There is an "A. P." Exchange
near you. Make arrangements to
book this picture NOW!

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME

OFFICES-
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Fair Entertainment, But Story Lacks Punch
Alice Lake in
"UNCHARTED
Metro

SEAS"

DIRECTOR
Wesley Ruggles
AUTHOR
John Fleming Wilson
SCENARIO BY . .
George Elwood Jenks
CAMERAMAN
John B. Seitz
AS A WHOLE
Material lacks originality; fair
entertainment, but too long and with dramatic
moments not well handled
STORY
Highly
improbable
triangle
theme,
showing no high lights
DIRECTION
Attempt at spiritual motif falls
short; considerable
padding
in the form
of
repetition
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
Her work satisfactory, but nothing much
required of her
SUPPORT
Rudolph
Valentino
the best; all
adequate
EXTERIORS
Manufactured ice and snow scenes
are not realistic
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL

One or two minor discrepancie

CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife striving to reform evil husband, finally abandons him for man
who first loved her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,803 feet
Much snow and ice and husbandly villainy are the
outstanding features of Alice Lake's latest starring
vehicle. It is only fair entertainment. The story is
the familiar triangle, with a bad husband and a good
"other man" in the woman's life. It is old material,
and it has been treated in the regulation way, without
the touches of originality which would lift it above

the commonplace. The development takes many improbable twists and turns. The situations are started
off with the prospect of dramatic incident to come,
and then most of them are abandoned just before the
high point of the action, and the next thing the spectator sees the result of the action, and not the thing
itself. This is true when the wife saves her husband
from the opium den, and in several of the incidents
taking place in the far North.
Throughout the whole piece there runs the idea of
spiritual strength and "soul union." The punch in the
biggest moments falls short of its purpose through the
story's improbabilities and its failure to arouse a
great deal of sympathy.
Alice Lake plays the part of the mistreated and long
suffering wife, impressively, and if the story backed
her up more strongly in its appeal, her performance
would stand out much more clearly. She displays
just about the right amount of emotion during the
time she is struggling to make a man of her husband,
and her big scene in the far north is a good piece of
acting, although the scene itself leaves the spectator
unconvinced. Rudolph Valentino gives the best performance in the supporting cast.
One or two errors in detail appear. The hero is
clean shaven after wandering for days in the arctic,
but suddenly appears with a stubble of beard on his
face. In the next shot he has not changed his position, but the beard is gone. In another scene there
is a blizzard raging, yet the dog team casts a perfect
shadow on the snow.
The story is of a wife who does everything in her
power to reform her straying husband, even going to
the arctic with him in search of gold. There he shows
his cowardice by turning back, and she abandons him
for her former sweetheart, and together they brave
the wilds of the north.

The Star May Attract, But Don't Make Too Many Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Except for the star, there isn't a whole lot to work
with in advertising "Uncharted Seas." That is, there
are not many unqualified promises you can make for
it without running the chance of disappointing. The
best thing to do is to stick pretty closely to regular
announcements, using the star's name if she is popular,
and making a promise of a good performance on her
part.
The nature of the story has more or less draw-

ing power, so that it will be all right to give a hint
as to what it is all about. Stills of the scenes in the
north, particularly of where the ice crushes the boat,
will attract attention. Catchlines relating to the
theme will help, and you can also tell them that the
story is an adaptation of John Fleming Wilson's story
which appeared in Munsey's Magazine.
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Program Offering That Is Mildly Entertaining
"PROXIES"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
George D. Baker
AUTHOR
Frank R. Adams
SCENARIO BY
.. . . Geo. D. Baker
CAMERAMAN
Harold Wenstrom
AS A WHOLE
Fairly interesting offering of
average merit; with limited possibilities
STORY
Has been given a continuity choppy in
spots ; isn't strong screen material
DIRECTION
Satisfactory for the most

part;

hasn't handled players to best advantage
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
„.
Good
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Zena Keefe and Norman Kerry good
in featured roles; others suitable but not all
capable
EXTERIORS
L.
Few
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Titles poor
CHARACTER OF STORY
Society girl engaged
to one man flirts with butler who is reformed
crook
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,283 feet

and the ending is put off too long. Careful cuttingwould improve "Proxies" considerably and many of
the sub-titles could be omitted entirely. They are too
numerous and often poorly written. For the most
part director Baker has managed things satisfactorily.
Raye Dean, who plays the part of the society girl who
flirts with her father's butler, does some peculiar
manoeuvering in an empty ballroom where the butler
is trying to arrange some chairs. It would seem that
she decided to "play" a bit. Miss Dean has done
much better work and it's to be hoped her habit of
pointing her finger isn't a permanent mannerism.
Norman Kerry and Zeena Keefe do satisfactory work,
but have limited opportunities in the featured roles.
A satisfactory premise isn't established in the early
reels, and the spectator is confused by the love affair
of the girl, the none-too-specific financial difficulties of
her father, and the actions of the butler and the maid.
A title here and there, properly worded, would help
to make things more comprehensive.
Carlotta Darley is engaged to Homer Carleton, but
she regrets that Homer isn't as tall and handsome as
Peter, the butler. Mr. Darley is aware that Peter is
an ex-crook but believing that he has reformed, retains
him in his employ. Clare Conway, a maid in the

Cosmopolitan's latest production is from the story
by Frank Adams, and directed by George Baker with
Zena Keefe and Norman Kerry as featured players.

household is in love with Pete, and jealous of Carlotta's
admiration of him. A reception is in progress in the
Darley home at the time John Stover arrives with a

On the whole "Proxies" is mildly interesting and perhaps it's the fault of no one individually that it fails
to measure up as exceeding the average mark; but it

certain Peter
paper manoeuvers
that will bring
aboutStover
Darleyinvited
's financial
ruin.
to have
into

doesn't. The story contains little strong screen material. Itisn't weighty and there are no big moments
or surprises in the film.
There is too much footage allotted to its telling

the reception room, and having overheard Stover's
conversation, holds up the guests at the point of a
pistol, in order to secure the paper and save his employer. He does, and later escapes with Clare and
marries her.

Not Strong Enough For A Run
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This isn't big enough to hold over if you are in
the habit of playing Cosmopolitan productions for an
extended run. Zena Keefe should be well enough
known to warrant using her name as an attraction,

Marion Davies. If you have already played the latter,
so much the better.
Rather than making promises you might rely upon
catchlines to get them interested, using some along

and perhaps Norman Kerry's name is familiar, although he is not of stellar prominence. You might men-

the following: "Peter, the butler, admitted he Avas a
crook though reformed. His employer believed him
but why did he hold up the guests at the reception?

tion George Baker's name and tell them of his recent
Cosmopolitan
picture "Buried
Treasure,"
starring

See for yourself in 'Proxies.' " Use sufficient catchlines to give them an idea of the story.
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THE DIRECTOR'S ISSUE
Containing authoritative data and information ofunusual value relative
to the director and his work.
WILL APPEAR

SUNDAY, APRIL 24, 192 1
Ma\e sure that you obtain your copy
Advertising Forms Close Thursday, April 2 1 st
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Do you feel like this?
( Extracts from a customer's letter to us)

##### if it will make your day's work
a bit lighter or more satisfactory,
I wish you to know that I consider
this job very good.

The booklets

are decidedly more attractive than
any we have ever had and the work
displays signs of painstaking.
If I get a chance to answer
any questions about "who printed
your booklets", I shall be glad to
tell. ****-*•

if not, consult us
Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
36 East 22nd Street

New York City

Telephone Gramercy 945

CURRENT
Kriease Date

Footage

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)

Reviewed

A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
(Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The Blue Moon
(Elinor Field-Pell Trenton) . .6,000
Their Mutual
Child (Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6.000
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary & Irene Ritch)
5.000
Payment
Guaranteed
(Margarita
Fisher)
5,000
Thomas

H.

ASSOCIATED

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6,000
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Whispering
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
6,000
Mid-Channel
(Clara Kimball Young)
6,000
Hush
(Clara Kimball
Young)
6,000

5-30-20

PLAYERS-LASKY

9-19-20

NATIONAL

Love, Honor
and Behave
(Mack
Sennett) ....
Nineteen
and Phyllis (Charles Ray)
The Great Adventure
(Lionel Barrymore)
My Lady's Latch Kev (Katherine MacDonald)
Not Guilty (Sydney
Franklin)

2-27-21
2-27-21
2-13-21
3-20-21
3-13-21

D.

3-20-21
3-27-21
2-20-21
3- 6-21
3-27-21
4- 3-21
3- 6-21
4-10-21
■

4- 3-21
11-14-20
1-9-21
9-26-20
2- 6-21
12-19-20
10-24-20
10-3-20
2- 6-21
12-26-20
2-20-21
4- 3-21
10-31-20
2-20-21
11-28-20
2-27-21
3-6-21

Way

1-30-21

Stone)

6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

(Serial)

PICTURES

W.

GRIFFITH,

6,367
4,779
4,955
4,960
5,884
5,379
4,496
6,255
4,610
4,255
Atherton
5,649
Morris
5,649
5,000

9-12-20

5,788
5,800

2-6-21
4- 3-21

5,600

11-28-20

6,000

12-19-20

PICTURES

6,500
5,693

11-7-20
1-9-21

6,000

9-19-20

7,000 10-24-20
6,150 3-20-21

5,800 12 26-20
6,634 3-13-21

CORP.

Passion
Fruit
(Dorandina)
6,000
The Greater
Claim
(Alice Lake)
6,000
Mar.
Extravagance
(May
Allison)
6,000
Puppets of Fate (Viola Dana)
6,000
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10,300
Apr.
11 A Message From Mars (Bert Lytell Metro Special..
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)
4,888
25 Uncharted Seas (Alice Lake Metro Special)
S. L. Productions
Feb.
28 Without
Limit
(All-Star)
6,000
Nazimova
Productions
Madame
Peacock
Dec.
6 Billions
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All-Star)
The Little Fool
Roland West Prod.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)

PATHE

11-7-20
2-27-21

Feb.

3-20-21
4-10-21

12.000

7
21
27
28

2
16
23
30
6
27

1-23-20
2-27-21
3- 6-21
1-9-21
2- 6-21

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

METRO
Feb.

2- 6 21
2-13-21
4- 3-21

INC.

East

J. L. Frothingham Prod.
The
Breaking
Point
(Bessie Barriscale)
The Other Woman
J. Parker Read, Jr., Prod.
The Brute Master
(Hobart
Bosworth)
Robert Brunton Productions
The Coast of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner Prod.
The U. P. Trail
The
Spenders
National Film Corp.
The Kentucky
Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
Irvin V. Willat Prod.
Down
Home
Partners
of the Tide
Dial Film Co.
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle
Stedman)
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love
East Lynne
(Mabel Ballin-Edward Earle)

Jan.

5,000 3-20-21
5,744
1-2-21
6,500 1-30-21
5,500 3-20-21
1-16-21

Down

W.

12-12-20
2-13-21
4-10-21

1-16-21
1-2-21
1-30-21
2-13-21
3-6-21
3-13-21
3-27-21

INC.

5,000
5,000
5,000
4,500

Godless Men (Reginald
Barker Prod.)
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
Roads
of Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
The
Concert
Guile of Women
(Will Rogers)
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
Hold Your Horses
(Tom Moore)
A Voice in the Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)
Don't
Neglect
Your
Wife
(Gertrude
Prod.)
A
Tale
of
Two
Worlds
(Gouveneur
Prod.)
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari

CORP.

Straight
Is the Way
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.) . .6,839
The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford British Prod.) . . .3,871
The Easy Road
(Thomas
Meighan)
4,982
O'Malley of the Mounted (Wm. S. Hart Prod.). 5,626
Beau Revel (Thos. H. Ince-Louis J. Vance Prod.)...
The Gilded Lily (Robt. Z. Leonard Prod, with Mae
Murray)
6,500
27 The Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton)
5,802
Apr.
3 The Faith Healer
(Melford
Super Spec.)
6,346
3 The Dollar A Year Man (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4,606
10 Buried Treasure
(Cosmopolitan
Spec.)
6,734
10 The Witching Hour (Taylor Spec. Eliott Dexter)
6,964
17 The Love Special (Wallace Reid)
4,855
17 The Great Day (Famous
Players Spec.)
3,827
24 What
Every
Woman
Knows
(Wm.
DeMille
Super
Spec.)
6,675
24 The Home Stretch (Douglas MacLean)
May
1 The City of Silent Men
(Thomas Meighan) .. .6,199
1 Proxies
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
6,283
Deception (Super Spec. Prod.)
8 Oh Jo (Dorothy
Gish)
4,956
15
King, Queen, Joker (Sydney Chaplin)
5,016
22
Too Wise Wives (Lois Weber Prod.)
5,164
22
Sacred and Profane Love (Elsie Ferguson)
5,964
29
Sentimental Tommy
(John S. Robertson Prod.) 7,470
Specials
FOX
FILM
CORP.
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7,000
Blind Wives
(Special Cast)
7,000
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
7,000
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.. 7, 000
Skirts
7,000
The Queen of Sheba
». . . .
William Farnum Series
The Scuttlers
6,000
Drag
Harlan
6,000
Pearl White Series
The Tiger's Cub
6,000
The
Mountain
Woman
6,000
Know
Your
Men
6,000
Tom Mix Series
Prairie Trails
6,000
The Road
Demon
5,000
Hands
Off
5,000
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
6,000
Partners
of Fate
5,000
While the Devil Laughs
5,000
William Russell Series
The Iron Rider
5,000
The Cheater
Reformed
5,000
Bare
Knuckles
5,000
Shirley Mason Series
Flame
of Youth
5,000
Wing Toy
5,000
The Lamplighter
5,500
George Walsh Series
Number
17
5,000
The
Plunger
5,000
Dynamite
Allen
5,000
20th Century Brand
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
5,000
Two Moons (Buck Jones)
5,000
Why Trust Your Husband
(Eileen Percy)
5,000
The Big Punch (Buck Jones)
5,000
The Blushing
Bride (Eileen Percy)
5,000
Oliver Twist Jr
5,000
The One-Man Trail (Buck Jones)
5,000

FIRST

GOLDWYN

OF AMERICA,

COMPANY

Fall of a Saint
Out of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

CORP.

6
13
13
20
20
27

EXCHANGES

GAUMONT

6.000 1121-20
5,000 2-27-21

2-20-21

FAMOUS
Mar.

7,000 10-17-20
6,000 12-26-20
6,000 12-5-20

5,000

FILM

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
The Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
Duke of Chimmney
Butte (Fred

9-5-20
2-13-21

11-28-20

PICTURES

Footage Reviewed
Man, Woman and Marriage (Holubar Phillips)
1-16 21
Sowing
the Wind
(Anita Stewart)
1-16-21
Passion
(i'ola Negri)
1010 20
The Kid (Chaplin)
5,300 1-16-21
Mania's
Affair (Constance
Talmadge)
5,584 2-6-21
I l<< Old Swimmin'
Hole (Charles Ray)
5,942 2-20-21
imbled Wives
(Marguerite
Clark)
8,975
The Oath (Hig Five Prod.— R. A. Walsh)
Jim The Penman
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,100 3-27-21
Tin' Passion Flower
(Norma
Talmadg
4-10 21

FEDERATED
6,000
.6,000

6,000

EQUITY

Release Date

9-26-20

PRODUCERS

Ince Productions
Hr/mespun
Folks (Lloyd Hughes-All-Star)
Lying Lips (House Peters-Florence Vidor) ...
J. Parker Read, Jr., Productions
The Leopard Woman
(Louise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart
Bosworth)
Love (Louise Glaum)
Allan Dwan Productions
The Forbidden
Thing
(James
Kirk wood- AllStar)
A Perfect Crime
Maurice Tourneur Productions
The Last of the Mohicans
(Barbara BedfordAll-Star
/
Mack Sennett Productions
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)

RELEASES

EXCHANGE,

1-30-21
2-20-21
3-6-21
2-20-21
3-27-21
3-27-21
2-20-21

5,000 10-10-20
6,000 12-5-20
6,000 11-14-20
4,800 3-13-21
6,000

2-20-21

INC.

The Girl Montana
(Blanche Sweet)
5,000
2-1-21
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) .. 5,000
1-9-21
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis Prod.)
6,000 1-16-21
The Killer
(Federal
Photoplays)
6.000 1-30-21
The Devil (Asso. Exhib.)
6,000 1-23-21
What Women Will Do (Asso. Exhib.)
5,893 2-13-21

PIONEER
A

FILM

CORP.

Good
Woman
(Gail
Kane
and
J. Herbert
Frank)
5.500
Stolen Moments
(Marguerite Namara)
6,000
The Barbarian
(Monroe
Salisbury)
6,000
Idle Hands (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall)
6,000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall( .. .6,000
His Brother's Keeper
(Martha Mansfield)
6,000
Finders, Keepers
(Violet Mersereau)
6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,500
Thoughtless Women
(Alma
Rubens)
6,000
The Eternal Mother
(Florence Reed)
5.500
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
6,000 2-29-20
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Heart Interest In This That Doesn't Always Register
"WHAT'S

A WIFE WORTH?"
Robertson-Cole

DIRECTOR
William Christy Cabanne
AUTHOR
William Christy Cabanne
SCENARIO BY
William Christy Cabanne
CAMERAMAN
Georges Benoit
AS A WHOLE
Quite expensively staged but
too long drawn out; not convincing
STORY
Attempts heart appeal in several ways,
which fall short of their aim
DIRECTION
Good in staging, and in securing
atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
PLAYERS
Casson Ferguson offers nothing unusual; Alex Francis, Cora Drew and Ruth Renick, good in some scenes
EXTERIORS
Good night shots
INTERIORS
Some quite elaborate ones
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Husband, tricked
by false friends into believing his wife has deserted him, divorces her and marries again, only
to learn the truth later
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet
The outstanding feature of "What's A Wife
Worth?" is its continuous striving to appeal to the
heart, and to play on the sympathies, through various
standard forms of heart appeal. Among the chief of
these is mother love. Perhaps it is because it is so
evident that they are trying for all they are worth to
get the audience's sympathy, or perhaps it is just because there is too much of it ; at any rate something
causes much of the desired effect to be partially lost.
There isn't enough material to the story to make

so long a picture. If it were cut down, so that it
wouldn't be necessary to devote sequence after sequence to a comparison of the daily life of the heroine with that of the husband from whom she is separated, the entire middle part of the picture would
be vastly improved. As it is constant repetition of
the same sort of events loses through over work.
There is a good thought behind the story. There are
numbers of flowery sub-titles, so long as to completely
fill the frame of the picture, and these, too, detract
from rather than add to the progress of the production.
The hero of the story is not a likable character, at
least through most of the action. He is certainly not
much of a man, when he shows himself afraid to introduce his wife to his father, and hides her in the
house, while he plays around with the girl of his
father's choice. Casson Ferguson does everything
that the part calls for, but there isn't anything unusual or superior about his performance. The best
bit in the picture is done by Cora Drew as the heroine's
old aunt. Alex Francis also displays his usual ability,
but his part calls for nothing big.
Bruce Morrison, son of a wealthy man, after quarreling with his father, marries Rose Kendall, a village
belle. He returns home with his wife, and hides her
from his father, while Jane Penfield, the girl of his
father's choice, is introduced to Bruce. Jane's brother,
discovering Rose, fills her head with lies, so that she
runs away and is lost to Bruce. Abandoning hope of
finding her, Bruce, to please his father, secures a
divorce and marries Jane.
The marriage is unhappy.
Meantime Rose has gone to work, and later a child
is born to her. She cannot care for it, and fate leads
her to place it in Bruce's home. Bruce and Rose are
finally brought face to face, and after many complications, a reconciliation is effected.

Title Should Draw, But Don't Promise Too Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The fact that "What's A Wife Worth ?" is likely to
prove somewhat tiresome, makes it advisable to go
rather slow on the kind of promises you make for it,
unless you operate a transient house, where you don't
have to keep them coming. It has a good idea, and
without doubt many people will like it. The title has
a lot of drawing power, and will certainly attract
attention, so that much use of it is about your best
advertising bet.

You can tell them that Casson Ferguson has the
leading part, and refer to his work in "Madame X."
Also tell them that Alex Francis is in the cast, as he
is well liked by most picture goers. Use the line,
"Is a Wife worth fame, fortune, honor, everything?
See 'What's a Wife Worth' at the blank theater and

judge."
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Youthful Star Will Be Liked In His First Picture
that he seems much at home, and shows no signs of

Reeves Eason, Jr., in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

being camera-shy.

BIG ADVENTURE"
Universal
Reeves Eason
James Edward Hungerford
George Pyper
Virgil Miller

AS A WHOLE. . . .Offers pleasing vehicle for promising youngster who seems much at home on
screen
STORY

Nothing
unusual
but that isn't important; itprovides good role for juvenile star
DIRECTION
Very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA

WORK

Up to standard

STAR

Thoroughly pleasing little fellow; has likable personality
SUPPORT
Lee Shumway, Fred Herzog, Mollie
Shafer and Gertrude Olmstead suitable
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Nothing wrong
CHARACTER OF STORY
Boy runs away from
cruel father and finds good home with lawyer's
sister
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,589 feet
Reaves Eason, Jr., known as "Breezy" Eason, has
been seen before in support of various Universal stars,
but in "The Big Adventure" he is a star in his own
right and deserves it. "Breezy" is a likable little chap
with considerable personality for one so young, and
he displays promise of becoming well known

among

juvenile players. Of course his father's direction is
responsible perhaps for his good work, but even at

The story of "The Big Adventure" is unimportant
and so it isn't probable that its lack of originality or
the fact that it contains little action is going to matter
very much. It affords the youthful star the sort of
part which gives him good prominence. The story
is really narrative in form and there are no high lights
except a rather effective climax. There doesn't seem
any good excuse for the romantic twist, because of
the obvious difference in the ages of the man and the
little girl. Reeves Eason has made a thoroughly comprehensible picture, and it isn't dragged out to unnecessary length. It may strike some that he has
injected the brutality business a trifle too strongly, but
there are no really long shots of it.
Patches, a waif whose name is no exaggeration, decides to run away from his brutal father, so with his
dog Mickey, he becomes a passenger of a box car.
The brakeman is kindly and Patches is allowed to
ride to a near-by town where the boy insists he has
relatives. He hasn't, of course,
meets some tramps, and while
arrested. A young lawyer, John
custody of the boy, and Patches

and eventually he
with them, all are
Wellborn, asks for
finds a comfortable

home on the farm of Wellborn's sister and her adopted
daughter Sally.
The boy's father in the meantime has become a
tramp, and comes to the farm begging food. When
he finds Patches alone in the house, he robs the place
then takes his son away. Sally, who is in love with
Wellborn, is running away because she thinks he
loves someone else. She sees Patches being taken into
a deserted hut. She follows and is held a prisoner.
Patches escapes and brings help. Sally learns that
Wellborn does love her, and Patches returns to the
farm .

Play Up Boy Star And Appeal To Children Especially
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is an enjoyable offering inasmuch as it presents an agreeable youngster in a part that gives him
the right sort of opportunities and he takes advantage

Children especially will like the picture, and they
will probably want to see more pictures with "Breezy"
starring, so you might give his initial one a good boost

of them. Little "Breezy" Eason will undoubtedly
to get them interested. Catchlines should
gain many admirers through his first stellar appearance, and in billing the picture you may recall picyou might say: "If your father was
tures in which
he has supported
various
Universal
mother was dead and you had no friend
stars.
You might make an extra appeal for matinee
,
. i, them
,i about
i
. the
,i,youtniul
, «.ur.,i star
. of
r what would you
do?
See how
Breezy'J
J
and, tell
attendance,

"The Big Adventure."

problem in 'The Big Adventure.' "

attract and
cruel, your
but a dog,
solved

the

Release Data

Release Date

PATHE
Mar. 27

A Devil's Bargain
(No. 10 Double Adventure)
The Hand of Treachery (No. 3 Avenging Arrow)
Timber Wolves (Edgar Jones)
Fellow Romans (Pollard)
Apr.
3 The Danger
Ledge
(No. 11 Double Adventure)
A Life in Jeopardy (No. 4 Avenging Arrow)
La Rue of Phantom
Valley (Tom
Santschi)
The Love Lesson (Eddie Boland)
Trailing the Coyote (Adventures of Bill and Bob)
Apr.
10 Hazardous Heights (No. 12 Double Adventure)
Message
Stone (No. 5 Avenging Arrow)
A Forest
Samson
(Edgar
Jones)
Rush
Orders
(Pollard)
Apr.
1 7 By Air and Sea (No. 1 3 Double Adventure)
The Midnight Attack (No. 6 The Avenging Arrow)
The
Sagebrush
Musketeers
(Tom
Santschi)
Robgoblins
(Eddie Boland)
Apr. 24 The House
in the Canyon
(No. 14 Double
A venture) . . . .
The Double Game
(No. 7 The Avenging Arrow)
The Law of the Woods
(Edgar Jones)
Bubbling
Over
(Pollard comedy)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Banks)

2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel): Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
l'h« Champion (Charles Chaplin)
Work (Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT
Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel): Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies ( 1 reel) : The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel) : Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown, Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Royal Comedies
Away. (2 reels) : Where

EDUCATIONAL

Are Your Husbands, When

FILM

ScreenicsCompany
(1 reel):Came, They
Forgot
the Town,
Out for
of the
the Dry»,
Past,
Art is
Everything,
.No Hope
Silver Silences,
Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold, ami
From Deer to Dam.

Miscellaneous: A Tale of the Fur North, In Dutch, and Hides and Go
Seek.

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel) : A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, John
nie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials
Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Each
2
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where Is Thy Sting
1
Selznick News
Twice each week
1
Kinograms One each week

1

CAPITAL

October

Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar1 Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel) : The Riveter, The Human Voice,
Seein' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Why Change Your Husband, Bear
Facts, Yes Dear, Too Much Pep, Chemical Inspiration (The Ancient and Honorable Wall Mat Animated Cartoon), Safe Combination (No Place for a Honeymoon Animated Cartoon), The City
That Never Sleeps, Powell Expedition.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

FILM

('Instil

FOX

GOLDWYN

KREMER

Chester-Outings (1 reel): Getting a Polish, Swat the Landlord, There is
No Santa Claus, Rookeries and Sguawkeries, Crowning King
Blizzard,
Fiji*, Lost, a Yodel, I'alis and Papas, and
Paths oi Frivolous
Glory.

September,
October and November
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel) : The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy,
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy
CA reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

VICTOR

Scenic* Beautiful (1 reel): Tropical
Nights, The Banana
Sp
The Explorers, The Isle of D
Business of Camping,
Voices of the Sea, and The Will O The Wis]).

EXCHANGES,

the Cat's

INC.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : A Fresh Start, Duck Inn, Dynamit, Nonsense, The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and
Holy Smoke.
Chester Comedies (2 reels) : Four Times Foiled, An Overall Hero, The
Big Show, A Tray Full of Trouble, The One Best Pet, You'll
Be S'Prised. Beat It. and Ladies Pets.
Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy, Torchy Comes Through, Torchy in
High, Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Oouble
Triumph, Torchy Mixes In, and Torchy's Night Hood.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the
Front, Hey
Dining
and Sink,andMovie
Mad, Married.
Nobody's
Wife,
Rube,Room,
Man Kitchen
Versus Woman,
Scrappily
Vanity Comedies (1 reel): His Four Fathers, Mind Your Business, Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two, and Without a Wife.
Gayety Comedies
reel): Rest in Peace, Blondes, Ain't Love Grand,
and Sand(1 Witches.
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. 1
reel : and Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.

Weakly
Indigestion," issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel) : In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau), An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

S.

&

E.

ENTERPRISES

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

1

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hallroom Boys Comedys (2 reels) : In Bad Again. Tough Luck, High and
Dry, In Again, Out Again, A Doggone Mix-Up.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Queen of Hearts, Pirates of the West.
Her Western Adventure, The Gun Runners, A Daughter of the
Law, The Ranch
Mystery.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel — twice a month) : No. 23,22, 21 and 20.

ALLIED

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

12 — 2 reel Al and Howell Comedies: Apr. 15, Pure and Simple; May
Liquorish Lips.

SPECIAL

PICTURES

15,

CORP.

(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Comiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage, A
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., BallDay. room Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart (2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match.
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies, Prince of Daffydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open
the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti
(1 reel): Why Worry, Almost, Guilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel) : Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel): Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People, Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

KINETO

CO. OF AMERICA
Kineto Reviews
(Through National Exchanges)

The Living Book of Knowledge (1 reel): Thrills, The Emerald Isle. Panama. The Holv City, Down in Dixie, Liquid Gold in Texas,
Babyhood, Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho, Vegetarians, Hunting the
Sea Wolf, Boy Scouts. Water Babies. Beauty Spots in t heUnited States and Canada.

CHARLES URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Through State Right Exchanges)

Wonders of the World (Two Series) : First Scries from No.
(1 reel) : Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52.
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Some Good Comedy
Mabel Normand
"WHAT

HAPPENED
Goldwyn

in
TO

ROSA"

DIRECTOR
Victor Schertzinger
AUTHOR
Pearl Lenore Curran
SCENARIO BY
Gerald C. Duffy
CAMERAMAN
George Webber
AS A WHOLE
Pretty good comedy; very well
made,
furnishing
moments
of light
entertainment
STORY
Adapted
from
Pearl Curran's
"Rosa
Alvaro, Entrante"
DIRECTION
Has
taken
advantage
of every
comedy possibility.
Interest holds well without
much plot
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Standard
STAR

Senses all opportunity for comedy, and
puts it over in her usual way
SUPPORT
Hugh Thompson, Doris Pawn, and
Tully Marshall all contribute a lot
EXTERIORS
Good ship and carnival scenes
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Some well written sub-titles
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Department store
clerk assumes character of Spanish vamp to win
her hero
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,148 feet
The biggest thing and about the only thing to
"What Happened to Rosa" is Mabel Normand. The
story has been told, and the whole production directed,
simply as a means of giving the star an opportunity
to be funny with the tricks, and the business that she
undeniably puts over in a highly amusing fashion.
The story itself hasn't much body to it, nor is any
attempt made to do more than amuse. In this it is
pretty successful. There are a number of ridiculously
funny situations, and in each of them the star gets
full value out of the comedy.

Sunday, April 17, 1921

In a Weak Story
She has sort of a female Bunker Bean part. As a
meek and woebegone shop girl, who acts upon the
advice of a mind reader, and assumes the character
of a dashing Spanish beauty, Mabel has a large field
of comedy to work with, and most of the time the
laughs are forthcoming. The transformation from the
shop girl to the fiery, coquettish Spaniard, with the
attendant wonder and misgivings of her friend, who
thinks she is having "fits." all makes for a good deal
of genuine amusement.
The director is responsible for holding up the interest pretty well between the moments of comedy,
by well staged scenes, and by keeping the players on
the move all the time. The scenes on board the carnival boat are particularly well done, and in spite of
the fact that there is nothing to show that it is really
a ship, the atmosphere is very realistic.
The cast is a highly satisfactory one. Tully Marshall adds his usual effective performance to the contribution of comedy, and Doris Pawn is quite ecptal
to the part of Mayme Ladd's shop-girl room mate.
Hugh Thompson isn't called upon for very much in
the hero part, but he does everything necessary in a
satisfactory way. The titles are humorous, and nearly
ever}' one of them is good for a laugh.
Mayme

Ladd, working at the stocking counter of

Friedman's store, dreams of a romantic life, and when
she sees a picture of Dr. Maynard Drew, he becomes
the hero of all her dreams. She consults Madame
Yvette O'Donnell, an Egyptian seeress, who tells her
she is the reincarnation of a beautiful Spaniard.
Mayme forwith assumes the character on all occasions,
and in this guise she meets Drew on a river excursion.
Then she disappears, and the Doctor, who has fallen
in love with her, searches everywhere for her, finally
finding her in the person of a ragged young man who
has contrived to get himself injured and brought to
the doctor's office. He tells her that he loves her just
as well as Mayme, as though she were really Rosa.

Promise The Comedy They Will Expect From The Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
'What Happened To Rosa" has enough of the sort
of comedy that your patrons expect from Mabel Normand, to warrant a promise of some real amusement.
The story isn't much, but it serves its purpose, and
there will be few who will not find a good deal of

Talk about some of the funny situations, as for instance, when Mabel slides down the coal hole, and
has a load of coal dumped on her ; and when she makes
several fruitless attempts to get injured so that she

fake fortune teller guiding the girl on the right track —

may be taken to her hero. Use the line, "Mayme Ladd
wasn't much as a shop girl, but when she became Rosa
Alvara, the Spanish beauty, things started to happen,

offers possibilities for amusing and attractive stunts.

Find out 'What Happened To Rosa.' "

enjoyment in the star's performance, and the humor
of the piece.
The idea that stands out— that of the

Some Short Reels
Kineto Review — "Manhattan Life" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel magazine
There is a shot in this number of about every point of
interest in New York City. Or at least there are so many of
them that it seems as though there could be no interesting
places missed. New York City is always an interesting subject, particularly the farther away one gets, so that the reel
should make a generally interesting one anywhere. It starts
off with some views of Broadway at its busiest. Then follow
shots of Madison Square, Columbus Circle, Central Park,
Morningside Park, Riverside Drive, Columbia University, the
College of the City of New York, Van Cortlandt Park and the
Washington Bridge, connecting Manhattan and the Bronx.
Moving down to the other end of the island, the spectator is
shown a panorama of the East River, with Manhattan and Williamsburg Bridges, a close-up of Brooklyn Bridge, some docks
in the East River and some old ferry boats which have been
converted into schools for sickly children. The subjects are
all interesting and there is a sub-title with information about
each.
"The Naturalists"— Fox
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
After seeing this cartoon one would think that the idea must
have originated after a large dose of home-brew (not slandering Mr. Bud Fisher). It is so ridiculous that it seems impossible that anyone could help laughing at it, and it is probable
that everyone will laugh who sees it. Mutt and Jeff are putting on a moving picture talkalogue in which they show their
experiences studying animals, the first of which is the "Tailchasing Cuss-Cuss." It isn't possible to explain what it's all
about, but it's very funny and if a cartoon ever got a laugh
this one will get several.
"Torchy's Night Hood" — Master Films- Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
One of a series of "Torchy" comedies, starring Johnny Hines,
and with the stories based on Sewell Ford's red-headed office
hoy character. Hines is a good selection for the part, and he
is really very funny in this number. The popularity of the
"Torchy" stories should make the comedy a good drawing
card, and there won't be many people disappointed in the picture. It's good fun from start to finish, with a whole lot of

laughs.
At the
start Torchy
goes into
Child'sthree
with wheat
one smooth
dime
in his
pocket.
He manages
to corral
cakes
without the man in the window seeing him, and then hides
them from the waitress while he orders a cup of coffee. Then
there is a big laugh when a young lady enters with a small but
mean dog, which instantly bites a hole in the dollar mark on
Torchy's ticket. Torchy then attempts to help a friend elope
with a rich man's daughter, and gets into all sorts of hot water
as a result. It's all good stuff and quite an origiifal style of
comedy.
It should go very well in any house.
"A Monkey Movie Star" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This one has Joe Martin, the monkey, for its star. It will
be a sure fire number with kids and will also prove amusing
to grownups on the strength of the ridiculous story that has
been built up around the ape. Joe sees a moving picture company taking a scene and a sub-title informs that he would like
to be a "movie star." Joe straightway goes to sleep and
dreams the rest of the picture, in which he becomes a high salaried, temperamental star. Joe takes his breakfast in bed.
dresses in his walking clothes and top hat, and performs very
humanly through the whole performance. Some of his facial
expressions while undergoing a full toilet at the hands of his
barbers are screams. The utter disgust with which he receives the services of the barber who wants to shave him will
get a howl out of most anyone. It is a good comedy for any
type of audience.
"Bubbling Over"— Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
Some of the stuff in this one is the best that Snub Pollard
has had to work with for some time, although Snub doesn't
have much more to do with putting it over than several other
members of the cast. In fact the stuff goes over on its own
strength more than anything else. Marie Mosquini and Sunshine Sambo are in support of Snub. There is a lot of business with soap bubbles that is good for a lot of laughs, although
it doesn't sound particularly funny. Snub is a henpecked husband, and when the cook quits with company coming, his wife
makes Snub cook the dinner. He gets a cake of soap in the
soup, and the result is disastrous but funny. The reel runs
off pretty fast, and should be a satisfactory short comedy in
a majority of houses.
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Some Short Reels
"Alexandria" — Burton Holmes-Paramount
1 reel travelogue
Type of production
Making a complete tour of the city of Alexandria, Egypt,
and giving a bit of interesting information about each one of the
places visited, this reel forms an entertaining, and thoroughly
satisfactory travel picture. A great many of the unusual facts
about the city's inhabitants and their life are brought out in
the course of the reel. It starts out with a view of the harbor,
which makes the city the chief seaport of northern Africa.
The water front, looking very modern and up to date is seen,
with a modern lighthouse replacing the ancient Pharo, which
was the first lighthouse on record, and one of the wonders of
the world. Then there are shots of the principal hotel, the
stock exchange, with a view of the traders in action, and a
view of the Place Mehemet Ali, which is the principal thoroughfare of the city. A panorama of the whole city convinces that
the census, given out as 400,000 population, is not padded. The
only two
relicsrecently
of Alexandria's
gloryofarewhich
Pompey's
and
excavatedancient
sphinxes,
good Pillar,
views
have been obtained. There are some views of the surrounding
rural districts, and the reel ends with shots of natives asleep
in every conceivable position in the city streets.
"Edgar The Detective"— Goldwyn
Type of production
2 reel comedy
stories. It
"Edgar"
of the series of Booth Tarkington's
is One
certain of appeal to all intelligent people, and in particular to
all those who enjoy and appreciate Booth Tarkington's "Boy"
characters. The author's personality and individual style of
humor is apparent all through this number, and is further
emphasized
in and
the titles.
It'sangood
clean, comedy
wholesome
fun from
start to finish,
should be
excellent
for high
class

houses. As may be imagined, Edgar conceives the dream of
being a detective, and invests in a correspondence course in
the art. When he and his country cousin go on a visit to
their farmer-uncle, Edgar imagines that Ole, the hired man
is bent on murdering the hired girl, and proceeds to "detect"
him according
to the teachings of the book. It is good stuff,
with a big laugh at the finish, and some very humorous action
introduced
form of some of Edgar's day dreams about
his
future asin athe
detective.
Pathe Review No. 100
Type of production
1 reel magazine
There is interest or beauty in nearly every foot of this issue,
which is composed of a good selection of subjects, with just
about the right amount of space devoted to each. It's a first
class reel of its kind. The first subject is titled "Fins and
Fun," and shows two men enjoying the thrills of trout fishing
in a beautiful mountain stream — and hauling in some big ones
too. Then there are some interesting views of the machineprocess of making men's straw hats. It takes the spectator
through the whole operation, from the time the straw comes
into the factory until the finished product reposes on a young
man's head. A slow motion bit is next, showing just how
complicated fancy roller skating really is, when the different
motions are analyzed. A few shots of animals in the Bronx
zoo are next shown, and the reel concludes with some beautifully tinted shots of Glacier Park.
"The Law of The Woods"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
This is one of the series of short features adapted from
Holman Day stories, and produced by Edgar Jones. Jones
also plays the leading part. This one has a better story fundamentally than some of the foregoing numbers of the series,
but the development of the theme isn't all that it might be
There isn't a lot of attention paid to detail, or to the general
finish of the production, so that in spots it looks rather crude.
Jones is a realistic type for the hero of this one, although he
isn't exactly the popularly conceived type of hero. It will
probably be a satisfactory offering for smaller theater audiences, but its shortcomings will be noticeable to the more discriminating. Jones plays the part of a confirmed grouch with
a past, in a frontier logging camp. He meets the man who
has ruined his life, and drags him to the woods to kill him.
He is arrested for murder, but proves that he let the man
go, and is finally re-united with his wife and baby, whom the
villain has stolen.

"In Bad Again"— C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is the eighth of the present series of Hallroom Boys
comedies, and the last to be released through C. B. C. Film
Sales Corp. Beginning with the ninth number, they will be
released through Federated Film Exchanges. Sid Smith is
the featured comedian, with Harry McCoy playing the part
of the other flournusher. There are a number of good laughs
scattered through it starting with a big one right off the bat,
and a good portion of the stuff is pretty sure to register. They
haven't made use of as much trick photography, which in
some of the foregoing numbers has resulted in a lot of laughable thrills. Smith and McCoy both put their gags over in an
acceptable manner, and usually put all the punch possible into
their business. They try out as automobile salesmen in this
one, and there is a lot of business built up around a Ford,
which, while anything but a new subject, is still good for a
laugh or two.
A fairly satisfactory comedy offering.
"The Sweetest Story Ever Told"— Prizma
Type of production
1 reel colored novelty
A distinct novelty in one-reelers is this Prizma offering.
"The sweetest story" turns out to be a short review of the
various forms of candy and confections of all kinds, used as
an aid to cupid. It shows, in the very natural Prizma coloring,
many different, and elaborate forms of candy. Beautiful fancy
boxfulls, and those artistic creations in the forms of flowers,
hats, and baskets, all made of candy, take form before the
camera in a miraculous way. The only thing of value about
the reel is its novelty, and as such it should make a satisfactory
offering on the program of the larger houses.
"One Peek Was Plenty"— Chester-Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
The cameraman has pitched his tripod in some precarious
positions to shoot some of these scenes in the Canadian Rockies.
The scenes are taken among the high peaks in British
Columbia, and they present some of the greatest mountain
country of the world, to view. The reel takes the form of a
trip up and down the slope of one of the highest of the peaks,
with views of the surrounding mountain country from various
points in the ascent. The climbers make part of the trip by
pack train, but when they reach the snow country, where the
rocks rise precipitately, the spectator sees them journeying the
rest of the way in approved mountain climbing style, with
Alpine stocks, and lashed together with ropes. The scaling
of
of the
steep rocks provides a thrill or two. It's a first
ratesome
scenic
offering.
Screen Snapshots No. 23— C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Type of production
1 reel Fan Magazine
The latest issue of the reel, that offers glimpses of the fans'
favorites, when they are "out of character," is a good one.
There are not only a number of stars caught off duty, but
there is also a thrill provided by a novel airplane stunt. The
reel starts off with the shooting of a scene in which Earle
Metcalfe rescues Anna Q. Nilsson for a sinking ship, with
Frank Borzage directing. Then there is the thriller, when
Frank Clark flies from the roof of a skyscraper for the first
time in the history of American aeronautics. This scene was
made for a forthcoming Katherine McDonald picture, and
makes an interesting bit of footage. Other subjects show Jack
Pickford inspecting the construction of some new sets; Marion
Davies showing how easy it is to change from a blond to a
brunette; Geraldine Farrar and her husband, Lou Tellegen,
being welcomed horn from a ride by Mrs. Tellegen's parents;
and the final bit shows J. Stuart Blackton directing his two
clever children in a scene. Most of the reel should prove very
interesting to fans who enjoy a little touch of intimacy with
their favorite stars.
Paramount Magazine — Famous Players
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This issue contains only two subjects, both of which are cartoons. The first one is called "In Greenwich Village," for just
what reason is not clear. It isn't particularly funny. The
other is a Felix cartoon by Pat Sullivan, and is up to the standard of these pictures, which are nearly always good for a lot
of laughs. Felix is looking for a free lunch in this one, and the
ridiculous predicaments he gets into are very amusing. It
makes a good filler on the strength of the latter part.
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FIRST ACAIN
We appreciate and congratulate you gentlemen of the Rex Photoplays, Inc., of Boston,
producers of Billy B. Van comedies, on your
first official act in motion picturedom — that of
subscribing to WID'S DAILY.
Knowledge is power — the progressive executive must keep reliably informed of what is
going on in this industry — and — WID'S
DAILY will bring this news to you bright and
early every morning of the year.
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A Box-Office
Sensatior
At The
Capitol
Theatre
The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari has proved
that the at re-go e r s
want something new!
The second largest Sundaythe largest Monday, Tuesday
Wednesday — the third large!
Thursday — the second large!
Friday and Saturday....
in the history of the Capitt
Theatre! . . . and that's som
history!
This new European film sue
cess is a mystery story th;
holds the public in suspend
every minute!

Give your patrons
something new —
they
want
it I
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Building Ban Ends

distinctive Prod.

Theaters in England to Go AheadMove is ance—
of F"
Tremendous
Importses Held
Up
VID'S
DAILY)

's Henry M. Hobart's New Co.
-Plans Specials Only— Will
Work in the East
enry M. Hobart, former general
tager of the International Film
rice Co., .Inc., producers of Cost
lolitan Prod., has formed a comy in Albany
known
as DistincProd.
: is Mr. Hobart's plan to make
bials, probably three or • four a
r. He has really formed no defi: plans as yet. He stated on Satay that he will produce in the
it,nor
thata he
didn't have
a studio
as
director.
Further,
he has
e nothing about distribution plans.
t will be recalled that shortly after
Dart left International, as stated in
D'S DAILY at the time, plans
e under way for an independent
ducing unit with Hobart as the
:ral figure. Distribution was to be
nigh Associated First National
.t deal, it can be stated authoritaIy, so far as Hobart is concerned,
efinitely off.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

lbany, N. Y. — Arthur S. Friend
66 Madison Ave. is the attorney
Distinctive Prod., formed here on
irday. The company will operate
i an active capital of $225,000, the
tal stock being divided into 2,500
es of preferred, $100 each, and
3 shares of common, no par value,
incorporators are Henry M. Ho, C. S. Harvey and E. Fingeroth.
Warren's Company Formed
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
over, Del. — The F. B. Warren
). has been formed here with a
talization of $1,500,000.
Directors to Meet
le directors of the
Federated
l Exchange of America, Inc., will
a meeting in Atlantic City on
rday, April 30.
Nathan
Out of Hospital
arx Nathan has been discharged
l the Flower Hospital, where he
confined for several days with
ttack of influenza.

"Big 4's" English Unit
to WID'S
DAILY)
mdon — The incorporation papers
le Allied Artists Corp., which is
United Artists English corporastate that the company is to enin a general picture business.
; capitalized at £7,000 in £1
es. The registered office is at
Chester House,
Old Broad
St.,
(Special

Price 5 Cenl

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
Here's seme of the "Human Element" stuff from Al Christie's new com— Advt.
edy, "Sneakers." This baby and dogare both new stars.
Watch for 'em.

Box-Office Angles

estrietion which ha
(Special
been
in —fore
London
T
or some
time pas
ruction of new thes
against
the
co
ters has pract
,ly ended.
The ba
has in reality 1 jn officially lifted an
where the consent of local authoritie
can be secured, theaters will go up.
Dr. Addison has introduced a ne\
Housing Bill in Commons, one of th
provisions of which calls for the lift
ing of the ban on luxury building s
as to help do away with the depres
sion in the building trades. It is th
impression of film men here that th
measure will become a law speedilj
Its passage is being looked for, fo
although it is perfectly all right ti
permit new theater construction, loca
authorities are known to feel that ai
official Parliamentary act would b
highly desirable.
It is conservatively estimated tha
fully 100 theater projects will be a
once started. Picture Playhouses
Ltd., the Famous Players theater sub
sidiary for Great Britain, in which ;
number of coal barons are very mucl
interested, it is expected, will star
its activities on a rather extensiv
scale. The number of legitimate the
aters which were intended for super
kinemas — there are several in th.
West End of London which are to bi
converted — is not definitely known.

Great line. Like many good ones. Overdone. By wrong
kind of advertising matter. And lithos. You Advertising men.
Film men in close touch with th<
Down at the AMPA. Check it. You'll have trouble. Lots of it. English
situation were of the opinior
Checking the Big Boss. Who wants "snappy" stuff. And all Saturday that the lifting of building
in England would be ar
that. "Something that'll get 'em in." Yes. And have them restrictions
(Continued on Page 2)
bawling you out. When they come out. And saying and doing
tilings. That bring talk of censorship. Just a simple matter. Is
Off for West Baden
The home office group of Firsi
it worth it? All right for sharpshooters. Who're being driven
National officials left on Saturday foi
out of this business. Every day sees 'em go. But not for regu- West Baden,
Ind., where the annua
lars. Who expect to get their "ham and — " a year or two later. meeting of franchise holders will bt
Out of this business. So go the limit. Opposing it. The wrong
held.
kind of a title get's 'em in. The wrong kind of posters make a
Mastbaum Already There
few talk. And a lot more howl. Some counterfeiters get away
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
with phony money.
For a while.
Most of 'em end in the Pen.
West Baden, Ind.— Jules E. MastCALLING
THE
DOCTOR
baum, head of the Stanley Co. o:
Smart man — George M. Cohan. Big in theatrics. And
mentally. That's why — well, here's the story. Put on
"Nemesis." Unusual. Sorta went wrong. From the go-off. Did
George worry? Guess not. Got on the 'phone. At 1 a. m.
Called Harry Reichenbach. Out of bed. Taxi'd to George.
Talked things over. Planned a few plans. And started
things. In 24 hours. Yep. And got the crowd's going. Same
old stuff — doing the unusual. Show doing real business. Looks
like it's put over. Says George M. — being a smart man — "write
(Continued on Page 2)
your own ticket."

America of Philadelphia, is here foi
the annual First National meeting.

Up
to Governor
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)

Albany — One of the last acts o
the Assembly before adjourning wa
to pass the Clayton-Lusk censorshii
The measure now goes to the Gov
bill.
ernor.
It is considered a certaint;
that it will become a law.
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Building Ban Ends
(Continued from Page 1)

exceedingly helpful measure not only
for the British film market but for the
American as well. It was pointed out
one efficacious manner of getting
around the block booking system now
in vogue in England would be through
the existence of a large number of
theaters which could consume the
vast amount of product awaiting immediate play dates in Britain.
It will be recalled that, practically
to a man, all American film men who
have returned to this country from
English visits and British film men
themselves have stated that England
was in dire need of a large number of
new theaters.
The English restrictions were necessary during the war and after the
cessation of hostilities because of the
gravity of the housing situation. It
was for that reason that theater construction was classed as luxury
building.
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"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

from

Page

1)

Let's see? How long ago was it that the theatrical people
couldn't "see" the picture business?
Or anyone in it?
"WHAT'S
NEXT?"
Asks Jesse Hampton. "We've had factory made pictures.
And then real productions. Now are we getting back to the
routine made." H-e-y ! Wait a minute. Don't rush so. You'll
all be heard.
Talking of the coming season. Of course. Wants to make
the kind of a picture the public wants. Thinks "Sentimental
Tommy" great. He's right. Wants the clean kind. The kind
you won't hear kicks about. And yet be human. All right JD
go on and make 'em. There's a lot that should be made. That's
certain.
GRIFF'S FIND
Charles Emmett Mack. Put that name down. It's going to
last. A long time. Worked around the Griffith studio. DW
dug him out. For a part in "Dream Street." Long way for a
prop boy to go. To where he finished in the picture. But he'll
go further.
Much.
DW'll see to it.
By the by what became of Billy Bitzer's photography?
Hendrik Sartov did Griff's latest. And the crowd at the first
night wondered. Because Bitzer has been regarded as part of
Griff th.
BREAKING IN
Harry Berman. Peppy little salesmanager. Of Universal,
Presents Samuel Gould. Of Pittsburgh. Says Harry : "Three
years ago he had an idea. And nothing else. Now he owns
three theaters. How does he do it? Great little buyer. That's
"Schmoos" said Gould. "Whatcha trying to sell me now?"
Back to Berman.
Quiet. Never in the limelight.
But has
one great quality.
His men swear by him. Not at him.
Someall."thing some other sales managers might remember.
FROM
HERBIE
MILES
Comes this. All the way from Italy. From a trade paper.
Talking of some productions says this critic : "All the films mentioned above have the following faults in common :— illogical,
stupid or incomprehensible photo-play ; forced mixing of tragical
and dramatic with — farcical and comic situations ; nonsensical
details (abracadabra-maladies ; doctors ignorant of the handling of their instruments; theapeutical hocus-pocus etc); titles
and subtitles too numerous (perhaps because they cost less to
produce than the necessary explanatory scenes) ; too many
princes, barons, counts, motor-cars, telephones, letters, revolvers, devilish schemes — just as though sensations, masquerades and receptions were the essence of life — and the ordinary humble working man were everlastingly on strike."
Which causes Miles to comment: "Some critique."
We'll say it is.
INTERESTING AND UNUSUAL
A. E. Lefcourt's appeal. To independent producers. Via
WID'S DAILY. Unusual ad. Says Pioneer is in the market.
Not for "relics of the just-passed era," but for productions of
genuine merit.
See a lot of companies advertising. To sell goods. But darn
few using space to get product. It's moves like this that have put
Pioneer on the map. Doing the unexpected.
And doing it well.
Wonder what l'il Arthur Tarshis had to do with it?
JUST BETWEEN
FRIENDS
What is the producer of "Ben Hur" going to do? Just as
easy as dribbling the ball in the can William Fox puts it over.
Via J. Gordon Edwards. Who put a chariot race in "The
Queen of Sheba." Nary a chariot in Jerusalem. In those days.
But what's a little race between friends? And what sort of a
thrill has he left the producer of "Ben Hur?"
DANNY.

Sunday's Issue

GLASGOW, SCOTLAND— The R-36,
famous dirigible, leaves hills of Scotlai
its maiden trip to England.
WASHINGTON— President Harding
67th Congress. "Uncle" Joe Cannon (
a sensation with his new Easter Bonnt
TOKIO, JAPAN— The whole world is
mad. Japanese Dempsey meets his rii
ponent before huge crowd. Battle ro;
broadsword experts furnishes exciting
test.
NEW
YORK— Cardinal
Dougherty
corned home.
Baseball gets off to a
start.
40,000 fans pack Polo Grounds 1
"Babe" Ruth play Philadelphia.
ANIMATED
CARTOON — Solutiot
America's
greatest problem.
How
to I
Scenes cook.
from
your

Berkeley,

Cal.,

Yokohama j

Two Plymouth Sales
A deal was consummated last w
whereby Nat Levine of Plymc
Pictures, Inc.,
disposed
"E^
Woman's
Problem"
to theofIndusl
Film Co. of New York for Gre;
New York and Northern New Jei
and to the Seattle Film Exchangt
Seattle for Washington, Monti
Oregon and Northern Idaho.
Margaret I. MacDonald, form<
editor of the educational departm
and member of the reviewing stafl
the Moving Picture World, has b
appointed eastern representative ;
associate editor of Screen Opinic
a "review service published by
James T. Igoe Co. of Chicago. 1
New York office is located in Ro
20, 1440 Broadway.

If the posters are not sufciently powerful precious
few people are going to
buy tickets. The most
powerful poster is the
RITCHEY poster.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 St St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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DAIUV

Unquestionably one of
m"
the keenest state" tight
offeringslof the'year.

JK

A new kind
of
piclurethat mill arouse
the widest interest

Fidelity Pictures Company Inc.
Presents

"THE INVISIBLE WEB"
Audiences will thrill with the wonder of this picture.
Critics will assert it is one of the tensest dramas that has reached
the screen.
Until the surprising solution is worked out by a beautiful girl the
tensest kind of mystery keeps the audience on the edge of its seat.
Many people of wealth are involved, affording opportunity for
beautiful sets and clothes.
There is showmanship in every angle and twist of this picture. It
spells success in each scene and unusual situation. Advertising and
exploitation and publicity is thoroughly in keeping with the strength
of the production.
It's a distinctly different picture
that'll be disposed of quickly. Considerable territory already sold.
FIDELITY PICTURES CO., INC.
1 1 7 West 46th St., New York City

ali^l

DAILY

Monday, April 1
Kingsway Ready So«j
The Kingsway, on King]
way, Brooklyn, will open thj
the month. Walter J. Rus:
known in Brooklyn exhibitinj
will manage the theater wl]
seat 2,500.

On Broadway
Astor— "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse."
Broadway— "A Perfect Crime."
Brooklyn Strand— "The Oath."
in
in "Made
Moore
Capitol— Tom
Heaven."
Casino — "Mother Eternal."
Central — "Dream Street."
Criterion — "Sentimental Tommy."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
York— Today— "What
New
Loew's,
n
a
Knows." ymore
m
y
o
W
er
Ev
Tuesday — Lionel
Barr
in
"The Great Adventure."
Wednesday — Mary Miles Minter in
"The Little Clown."
Ray in "The
Thursday— Charles
Old Swimmin' Hole."
Max
Knuckles,"
Friday — "Bare
Bad
Years'
in "Seven
Linder

STEREOS-M,
ELECTROS
23I. E. RUBIN
4th ST.

i
UNITED

EGG
PHOTO
D AY

TELEPHONE

"You will tell me the truth, or I will crush it out of you!" Scene from
the R. A. Walsh production, "The Oath," adapted from the novel, "Idols,"
by William J. Locke and featuring Miriam Cooper; presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corp. and directed by R. A. Walsh. A First National
Attraction. — Advt.
In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice McCook has
dismissed the complaint in the suit of
Harry Revier against David P. Howells, D. P. Howells, Inc., and President Rubey of the National Film
Corp. for an accounting of moneys
to creditwithheld alleged to be due
ors. The court ruled that the suit
should have been brought by Revier
in behalf of himself and other credit©rs and not by himself individually.
Still Adding to Chain
Los Angeles— The West Coast
Theater Corp. has taken over the Liberty and Palace theaters in Long
J. E. Wrightman and W.
fromson.
Beach
J. John

BRYANT

NIC

8

DIRECTO
OF

THE

i

it

TRA

V

Br

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWC
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Br;

Negative
for Sale

Edna Goodrich
IN

REPUTATION
FIVE REELS

Ready for lease in whole or in part April 1st.

Considered her finest production

CORPORATION
STUDIO
FILM
W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Address

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

—

BROAD

220 W. 42nd St.

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covconers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remoteoffices.
trol. 15minutes from Times Sq. SO dressing rooms and

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

AND

New Theater for Brooklyn
A RELIABLE
GUIDE F(
READY REFERENCE
The southeast corner of Gates and
Tompkins Aves., Brooklyn, will be
ACCOUNTANTS
renovated into a picture theater at a
EDMONDS
1
cost of $150,000. A New York syn- 56 Pine St.,& BOUTON,
La 1
dicate has purchased the group of New York City. 1645Holly*
flats and buildings on the site.
The new theater will be two blocks
ADVERTISING— PUBLI
MERRITT
CRAWFORE
away from the Sumner, which is enScreen Bulletin
joying an unusual business because 904 FitzgeraldTheBldg.
Br;
of its central location and lack of opARTISTS AND ART TV. E
position from other theaters which
are too far distant to materially affect
P. A. A. DAHME,
INC
its business.
Art Titles — Animation — Lead

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
JACKSON

ENGRAV

1587-1589

=1

Cohn Here
Harry Cohn, producer of Hallroom
Boys Comedies, is in New York from
the coast to attend a Federated meeting in Atlantic City.

SOCIETY

formerly Cinema Camera ""
CINEMATOGRAPH!
Removed
to 251 West 42i
Same Phone — Bryant 6

." — Roscoe
Luck
rday
in
Arbuckle
Satu
"The Dollar-a-Year Man."
ers of Love."
in
Compson
Sunday — Betty
"Prisoners of Love."
Lyric— "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
in "Sacred
Rialto— Elsie Ferguson
and Profane Love."
Rivoli — "Deception."
in
Yankee
Selywn — "A Connecticut
King Arthur's Court."
Strand— "The Sky Pilot."
Next Week
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
e."
cal
Apodw
ayyps
Broa
— Not yet determined.
and— "Thle Sky Pilot."
okll yn Str
Broito
Cap
— Clara
Kimbal
Young
in
"Hush."
Casino — "Mother Eternal."
Central — "Dream Street."
Criterion — "Sentimental Tommy."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto— Roscoe
Arbuckle
in "The
Traveling Salesman."
Rivoli — "Deception"
(subject
to
change).
Selwyn — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in
King Arthur's Court."
in "Peck's
Coogan
Strand— Jackie
Bad Boy."

. SPRIN
COMP'

C. J. VerHalen

Bronx, New York

117 W. 46th St., N.Y.C.

W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

BRYANT

_

0248

BROKERS
MOTION
PICTURE
SECURIT1
Investments
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg- Lot

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion Picture Print
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wad
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORA
Tel. Tren
Genera! Ml

Fort
NICHOLAS
Kwality LABORA'.
Prints"
Fort
Lee. N.•Kessel
J.KESSEL

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
CO
Motion Picture Specialists
86 East 22d St.
Phone Gn
PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Sp

STUDIOS

ESTEE STUDIO AND LAB., I
■tudio— 209-219 E. 124th Har
Studio— 3*1 W. 125th
Mora. \

n

7^recochized
Authority

•B&ADSTRKT
FiLMDOM

Price 5 Centi
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ants High Tariff
Move —
Equity to Launch
ins Lining Up Various Film
Organizations
Actors'
Equity
Association
to launch a move to secure a
rotective tariff and in that way
. of this country a flood of
;n made pictures which the orjation~
believes is to hit these
s.
i move is entirely in the formustage at present, inquiries rei yesterday. The matter _ has
discussed before the council of
Actors' Equity and the stage
ed where it has been decided to
tain the attitude of other film
.izations on the matter. Efforts
„e made to swing into line all
: engaged in picture making from
aboratory workers to the directed scenario workers.
.e Actors' Equity is, of course,
g for those in the professional
of the game. The association is
ie opinion that because of the
production costs prevalent in
>pe the livelihood of those end. in the various phases of picmaking in this country is in danf the practice of introducing formade pictures becomes a fixed
was learned yesterday that a
iderable number of inquiries had
received at the national headters of the American Legion reling "Passion," Those inquiries
: been framed along the lines of
ther or not any more German pics were to be shown here.
From
offices of the American Legion
ekly it was learned yesterday that
organization's interest in the mathas been of an investigating naonly.
here is a possibility that some
of action may be taken later on.
: matter, so far as Actors' Equity
:oncerned, will be discussed at a
re meeting of the council.

Hearing Possible

Governor Miller May Grant One to
Film Fclk Before Finally Considering Censorship Bill
(By

Long

Distance

Telephone)

Governor Miller may grant a hearing to motion picture interests before
he takes up the Lusk-Clayton Censorship bill for definite action. Before leaving for New York Monday
afternoon he said that he had been
importuned by many interests to
grant such a hearing, and it was not
unlikely that this might happen before he decided upon the personnel
of the commission.
Ifin thethis
it will
occur
withnexthappens
30 dayys,
as the
Clayyton
bill is one of the measures upon
which action must be taken by that
bill.
thatThetime.
Governor gave no indication
that he did not anticipate signing the

The possibility of censorship in the
state was naturally the chief topic of
discussion where film folk met yesterday. While in some quarters the
conare
stster
little
her
and
Helen
it?"
hear
"S-sh! Listen, don't you
belief
was
expressed that it was posot
Man
fronted with a terrible danger, in one of the big moments of "The adapted
sible that .the bill would not be signn
productio
picture
new
great'
Hampton's
B.
the Forest," Benj.
ed, it was rather generally the attiA Hodkinson release.— Advt.
from Zane Grev's novel.
tude that the Governor intended putting the proposed bill into effect.
This, as before noted, would bring
censorship into active operation in
Additional Prices Slashed in the Southeast, is New York on Aug. 1, 1921.
Acquires
Robertson-Cole
Report
—
Conditions
Prompted
Product — Has Washburn Film
Action
Made in England
Lloyd Coming
DAILY) Picture
to WID'S
(Special
Atlanta
— The
Southern
Robertson-Cole yesterday announcHarold Lloyd is expected in New
ed the acquisition of three new pro- News says editorially:
York in a few weeks.
"According to verified reports
ductions: "If Women Only Knew,"
On the Way
"The Road
to London"
and "Cold which were received at our office in
the past few days, film rentals have
The first was made by Edward H. been
About 20 First National executives
lowered very extensively all over
Griffith in Ithaca from a story by the southeastern territory during the left for West Baden, Ind., yesterday
Steel." (Continued on Page 2)
past few weeks and especially so in to attend the annual meeting of franchise holders. They occupied one
the cotton sections. Despite the fact
Rumbling of Chester Deal
other.
special
car^< and the better part of anthat
we
have
all
been
preaching
enIt is understood that an important
thusiasm
for
many
months,
condi(Continued on Page 2)
development in the activities of C.
L. Chester is about to materialize.
Second Martin Film
9,214 in One Day
Goldwyn
will distribute a second
Hodkinson Back
The Rivoli reports it was crowded
Messmore
Kendall
production
starW. W. Hodkinson is back in New to capacity from its opening hour to
ring Vivian Martin, called "Oiling Up
York, from an extended stay on the had
whenthan"Deception"
Sunday,
its close
its debut.
No less
9,214 percoast.
sons purchased admission tickets.

Three New Films

nkruptcy Suit Against Frohman
petition in bankruptcy was filed
the U. S. District Court for the
them District yesterday against
Frohman Amusement Corp.
t will be recalled that a voluntary
Levey to Film Services
ition in bankruptcy had been filed
The Harry Levey Service Corp. has
the company some time ago and been designated by the Venezuelan
President William L. Sherrill Government to film the ceremonies at
agreed to work with the creditors the unveiling of the Simon Bolivar
conserve the assets of the com- statue today. The film will be sent
ly. It is understood that the prog- to the South American Republic,
s made in liquidating the company shown in the various theaters in that
lirs did not suit certain of the country and then kept in the official
ckholders and that the new action archives as a permanent record of
ulted.
the event.

Cut Rentals?

City of Pomona
(Special to WID'S

Enjoined
DAILY)

Los Angeles — The West Coast
Theaters, Inc., has obtained a temporary injunction against the City of
Pomona restraining the closing of
the company's two theaters on Sunday on the ground that the measure is
not to become effective until 30 days
after its passage. This would make
it May 10.

May be 1stback in
elldvry
Goldwy
^Samu
n nDue will
^^rGo
Society."
New York May 1st, after a European
trip which included England, France,
Spain, Italy and Germany.
Goldwyn went abroad in February
to become acquainted with the latest
developments in England and on the
Continent, and to perfect arrangements for a wider distribution of
• market.
Goldwyn pictures on the foreign

tMA
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Three New Film!
(Continued
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♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

tions have not bettered themselves to
any certain fixed degree, and distributors realizing this fact have been
altogether fair, as we understand it,
and have lowered film rentals in many
places to meet the local conditions
which has met with instant approval
bv the exhibitors.
"There is no doubt but that general
conditions will be much bettered in
the next few weeks all over the
south, and that business as a whole
will improve in the motion picture industry, still there has been a decline
in the gross business of the motion
picture theatre for the past six
months which has not shown any inclination to improve as it should,
hence exhibitors in several sections of
the southeastern territory have been
. forced to ask for reductions in film
rentals in order that they might continue in business, and these requests
have readily been granted by exchanges which show that they are
willing to do their part by the exhibitors."

f

THE SPICE OP THE PROGRAM"
A\«

>

1)

Robert McLaughlin, the author ;
in town from Cleveland.
"Dangerous"

Toys,"

a

Feders '

release, will go out as "Don't Le
Your

Husband."
Advertising a good photoplay with cheap posters is
comparable to shipping a

Above is one of the New Process Newspaper Cuts developed by Universal for advertising Priscilla Dean in "Reputation," her new UniversalJewel. — Advt.

Newspaper Opinions
"Deception"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli

Rentals Cut ?

Page

tures.

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 723^
74
73
Not quoted
do pfd
*Gold\vyn
47A
Wa
....
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
18/2
185^
18*£
Triangle
3A
3A
3/»
Not quoted
World Film

from

Gardner
Hunting.
J. X. Nault A
interested in the producing comp
The picture has Robert
Oordor
tjie leading role.
"The byRoad
to Washburn
London'' was
duced
Bryant
in I•
land and was directed by Euj
Mullin. "Cold Steel" is a west
produced by Leonard J. Meyber.
Robertson-Cole's summer sche
will consist of "Black Roses," s
ring Sessue Hayakawa; "The B(^>
of Dreams," with Edith Storey;'"
vage," starring Pauline
Freder
"The
Pretenders,"
a Cabanne- \
duction; "Wives," a Gasnier pro<^
tion;
"The
Greater
Profit,"new <g
Edith Storey,
and the three

DAILY NEWS—* * * Surprisingly interesting when its great length is considered. * * *
Fine acting of a young woman named * * *
Henny Porten. * * * There is a tragic,
haunting quality of loveliness in her face.
WORLD — The development of genuine
dramatic acting on the cinema screen has
been brought to a surprisingly high level in
"Deception."
HERALD — * * * Gorgeous, glamorously
showy with its costumes and lavish Tudor
settings and yet engrossingly vital, so that
it never falls down under a weight of scenery.
TRIBUNE — It is a fascinating picture,
superbly
and directed.
* * *better
We consider it aacted
masterpiece.
Nothing
has
ever been seen on the screen than the performance of Jannings as the brutal king.
And Henny Porten is absolutely convincing
as AMERICAN—
the unfortunateThe
Anne.Henry
* * *VIII at the
Rivoli is almost a masterpiece. It is one of
the most luminous pieces of acting I have
seen either on the screen or off. * * 'Altogether, "Deception" may be set down as
something distinctly unusual and gripping.
The crowded events roll by without effort ;
the story is without side issue or irrelevancy.
It is all extraordinarily real.
POST — In doing so the Germans are to
be thanked and congratulated for perhaps
the best composed, most cogent and truly
reconstructive dramatization of history that
the screen of this country has yet seen.
SUN — * * * Serves as an admirable spectacle yet mediocre photoplay. * * * Typically
continental, has many defects, counterbalments. anced by a number of noteworthy achieveMAIL, — Like the European pictures, it
does not attain the American standard of
filming and photography, but it is a splendid
production, lavish in its setting and huge
in its scope and the magnificence of many
of the scenes.
TELEGRAM — It is a tumultuous play,
full of pageantry and movement, with notable beautiful settings and costumes. Miss
Henny Porten is an attractive Anne.
GLOBE — From the standopint of production, "Deception" is the most perfect work
of its kind that we have seen. Its pictures
are
a
series of Holbeins,
* * * theis acting
the individuals
in the foreground
perfectlyof
balanced by selection of types that surround

them, and in the background of sixteenth
century England which makes the picture a
masterniece of direction and photography.
JOURNAL — It is an example of story
telling on the screen raised to the nth power
in theme, histrionic skill, colorful setting and
exquisite lighting. It may well serve as a
pattern to many producers who spend and
spend and spend, but who so frequently fail
to register one big, dignified, constructive
thought in an entire film. Ernest Lubitsch
was the director.

valuable cargo in a worthless hulk. Use RITCHEY
posters and avoid the possibility of loss.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St„N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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"Sky Pilot"— First National
Strand
WORLD — * * * A picturesque film production in certain moments
* * *
HERALD—* * * With' one of the best
rough and tumble fights done on the screen.
King Vidor. the director, has skilfully blended the thrilling incidents so that
the picture sweeps along like that realistic
AMERICAN— That stampede is fine
enough
* * the whole film worth while
stampede.to *make
and the film is so good that it would be
worth while without the stampede.
SUN — * * * Interesting and well directed
anHMAIL
well —photogranhed
picture.
* *exceedingly
*
* * * Because
it is an
good western picture, one of the best that
the silver sheet has seen in some time. I*
only fails when it tries to mix the Connor
idea with that of the scenarioist.
TELEGRAM — It is a human interest story
with dramatic incidents which reach their climax in a mad cattle stampede.
JOURNAL — The film is big, not merely
because of its position on the programme
but because of the magnificent scenic scope
of it and the number of dramatic outdoor
incidents that are shown.
Daily News, Tribune, Post, GloW and
Evening World made no comment.

Rialto Love"— F. P.-L.
"Sacred and Profane
WORLD — Naturally, it is an interesting
picture because of the presence of so distinguished an actress in the cast.
HERALD—* * * With her mastery of
screen technique she lias no trouble in being
a repeater on the screen with her stage success. William D. Taylor has admirably directed this * * * William Taylor's name 5s
AMERICAN—
credited with the production. The rest is—
(Continued on Page 4)
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This Mark of Merit has appeared upon over thirty productions during the past year.
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In the Courts

ter New Coins
ampaign for a two-cent coin,
.ted originally by the National
ion three years ago, has
:en launched. The Washingeau of the association reports
: of the first measures introt the special session of Conas a bill by Senator George
ean of Connecticut, authorizcoinage of a Roosevelt two:e. The bill is similar to the
passed the Senate during the
iion, but which died in the

A jury before Supreme Court Justice Giegerich gave a verdict for $2,306 against Reelcraft Pictures in a
suit by the Roubert Pictures to recover a sum due for three Matty Roubert films, "Ole Swimmin' Hole,"
"Bold Bad Pirate" and "Summer
Days." The defendant counterclaimed for $10,000 for breach of contract.

In a suit by Munziato Paolucci
against the Globe Theater Corp. a
default judgment for $1,898 has been
filed in the City Court. The plaintiff
issociation also wants a 15- sued on the ground that he was hired
n because 15 cents is rapidly last year for five years as European
g the standard price for pic- manager at $100 a week and the sum
w admissions.
sued for was not paid.
One More

ipecial to WID'S

DAILY)

i, Minn. — The Duluth Theaa Ruben and Finkelstein subhas bought the Louis Hotel
erect on the site of the strucaudeville and picture house.

Ennis to Make Trip for Lubin
Bert Ennis, who recently withdrew
from S. & E. Enterprises, has been
commissioned by Bert Lubin to make
a trip throughout this country and
Canada in the interests of "Honeymoon Ranch" and "West of the Rio

[ampton Wires Miller
min B. Hampton has sent a
Governor Miller urging the Grande."
r to act on William A. BraRoubert Film Through R. & R.
;gestion that the industry be
The
Matty Roubert Prod, state
year's trial to prove its abil:anse itself of undesirable ele- they have negotiated a deal whereby
the R. R. Sales Corp. of 117 W. 46th
St. will handle the unsold territory on
To Build Second
"Heritage," starring Matty Roubert.
r, Kans. — It has been an- R. R. Sales is a new company whose
that a new $15,000 theater first release was 26 two reel Betztuilt here, by Mrs. Robertson, wood comedies starring Mabel NorE the Gem here.
mand, Charles Murray and others.

First National
Business Reports
Exhibitors

Tell

of

Splendid
Business
Audiences

and

Pleased

MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE
Played to capacity despite the fact that the same picture was
showing at a nearby theatre. Audiences were visibly pleased.—
W. F. Mason, Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
THE

KID

Played to capacity houses. The picture was unusually satisfactory to our patrons.— Mgr. Ferguson, Plaza Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
CURTAIN
The audiences were delighted with this picture and Katherine
MacDonald. The attendance was unusually large. — Walter M.
Powers, Colonial Theatre, Albany, N. Y,
TWIN

BEDS

Patrons were delighted. ' Good
Theatre, Ames, la.
PEACEFUL

crowds. — Joe

Garbrach,

Ames

VALLEY

A mighty good drawing card. Charles Ray is always a good
attraction. The audiences liked this one. — Walter Powers, Colonial
Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
HABIT

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,
quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

Good box office record. It made a decided appeal to patrons. —
Elmer Ramsey, Central Theatre, Fairbury, 111.
DON'T
EVER
MARRY
Had strong appeal.
Audieace caught the spirit.— W. H. Ostenberg, Jr., Orpheum Theatre, Scottsbluff; Neb.
PASSION
-Harry Watts,
Splendid.
Attendance kept growing all week.Strand Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
IN

THE

HEART

OF

A

FOOL

A highly satisfactory picture. — R. W. Lawrence, Grand Theatre,
Tiffin, Ohio.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

j

B^
Crisis Past, Jackie Recovering
Jackie Coogan is on the road to
recovery. The crisis was reached and
successfully passed yesterday. He
was threatened with pneumonia.
Texas

Convention

(Special to WID'S

On

DAILY)

San Antonio, Tex. — The convention
of the Texas Exhibitors' Circuit opened here yesterday.
It is a two day
meeting.

TRANSATLANTIC
PROJECTORS

I Continued from Page 2)
silence would be sweeter. Your admiration
for Miss Ferguson may help you bear the
film.
POST—* * * The film works up to the
several strong situations of the stage play.
* * *It is the play screened, and still conscious of its act divisions. Elsie Ferguson,
beautifully gowned and, what is more, looking it, is the Carlotta.
SUN — The photoplay is an interesting
screen version. * * * The photoplay and settings, although not out of the ordinary, enhance the production, with which Mr. Taylor acquits himself, as usual, with honors.
MAIL — * * * It is a pity that such a picture should be attached to an event like the
theater's celebration. * * * "Sacred and Profane Love" was bad enough as a stage piece.
If anything, it is worse on the screen.
TELEGRAM — Miss Ferguson is even better on the screen than she was on the stage.
JOURNAL — "Sacred and Profane Love"
at least brings lovely Elsie Ferguson back
to the screen at the Rialto this week. That,
is about its only virtue.
Daily News, Tribune, Globe and Evening
World made no comment.
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edy roles. * * —* Ivan Abramson, who wrote
AMERICAN
the story and directed it, is to be congratulated. ** * And the picture, although creaking with the ache of none too plausible circumstance, ** * is nevertheless
* * sincere.
SUN — But well balanced work by Thurston Hall, Earle Metcalfe and J. W. Johnston
and some effective bits of directing make
"Mother Eternal" a rallying point on Broadway for maternity.
TELEGRAM— Miss Vivian Martin displays unexpectedly sincere emotional power
as the mother in "The Mother Eternal."
GLOBE— A puzzled but polite audience sat
through the film with admirable patience.
JOURNAL — Vivian Martin is the star of
this latest film. Always an actress of charm
and appeal, she performs a splendid feat of
characterization in the star role. Her skill
and sincerity
do much to give the entire production dignity.
Daily News, Tribune, Post, Mail and Evening World made no comment.

"Made in Heaven" — Goldwyn
Capitol
HERALD — The picture, plus Moore, is
TRIBUNE—*
* * * * * Amusing, but in no
engaging.
degree
as amusing
his
previous
picture. as "Hold Your Horses,"
AMERICAN—* * * Just a pleasing bit
of sentiment.
* * *
SUN—* * * Pleasant comedy. * * *
TELEGRAM— All of Tom Moore's magnetic quality is apparent in the new film
play. "Made in Heaven," in which he appears at his best on the screen at the Capitol this week.
JOURNAL—* * * Typical Tom Moore
Daily * News,
Post, Mail, Globe and Even*
film. ing* World
made no comment.

"The Non-Sense of Censorship"
Several well-known authors and
playrights are making appearances in
"The Non-Sense of Censorship,"
made for the National Association
and now being shown in states where
there is censprship agitation.
Douglas Fairbanks is the only
screen actor in the picture. He
shares star honors with Rupert
Hughes, Edward Knoblock, Samuel
Merwin, Thomas Buchanan, Rita
Weiman and Montague Glass, all of
whom act like veterans and show no
evidences

of "camera fright."

GASNIEB
is a Short name

and easy to remember.

Prod.

WORLD — The picture generally is poorly
conceived, poor-ly cast, poorly directed and
poorly exhibited. There is an exception to
this. For a time, Vivian Martin, a pretty
and talented screen actress, does not lose
her attractiveness even in these surroundings.
HERALD—* * * Miss Martin displays
unexpectedly sincere emotional power for
one who has hitherto been cast in polite com-

Transatlantic Film Co.
of America

Tuesday, April 19,

Newspaper Opinions

"Mother

Interesting Booklet sent on
request
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Over $14,000,000

ew Barrie Film

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Closes Biggest
Year in Its History — Some
Interesting Figures
According to statements just made
public, the business of Pathe Exchange, Jnc, for the year just closed
was $14,700,000, as against $9,800,000
the previous year, and $6,275,000 two
years ago.
This shows a gain of 135% over
the receipts of two years ago, and
38% over those of one year ago.
In keeping with a policy of greater
volume and smaller margin, the per
cent profit on turnover was not as
great in 1920 as it was in 1919, but
the total net profit showed a substantial increase over 1919, which held
the previous record for profit.
Pathe officials take a very optimistic view of the future, their March
collections this year having shown a
healthy increase over those of March
one year ago.

s Players to Make "The LitMinister" — Betty Compson
Cast for "Lady Babbie"
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles — The Times, speakJesse L. Lasky, says in part:
:he meantime one of the most
:ing announcements he has to
s to the effect that Betty
on is to play the leading female of Lady Babbie in Barrie's
ittle Minister,' which part was
on the stage by Maude AdMiss Compson, it has been dehas just the piquant, rare and
charm which the character
r.
>, it is very possible that she
isume the much-discussed and
•after part of Peter Pan, in
rrie play,"

local Famous Players offices
:d that such plans were under
iut said nothing definite had
one.

Will Brunet Retire?

lew of Gareth Hughes' perce in "Sentimental Tommy,"
en who knew of the proposed
of "The Little Minister" yes<advanced Hughes as a likely
r of the cast.

*r Higher Rentals
t'lContracts
Attempting
to Break —Chapin Baltimore
Suits On
[Special to WID'S

DAILY)

more — Associated First Nais endeavoring to abrogate its
in Baltimore contracts on the
l series which have been in exfour years. An endeavor is
made to hold the town wide
nd hold exhibitions up for inl rentals.
first run exhibitors, Marcus
Fred G, Nixon-Nirdlinger of
rixon-Nirdlinger Circuit and
3 Whitehurst have started inn proceedings and state they
illow these up with reprisals
hout the territory wherever,
ly, excesses have been .charged
le regular contract prices. It
ns to be a war to the finish
o the withdrawal of business
ihe exchanges, which are alto be silently controlled by
Schwalbe, who is said to be
sible for the order.

Price 5 Centt

"The best performing animal in pict ures," is what the critics say of
Brownie, the Wonder-dog — exclusive with Century Comedies, the big,
clean, every-week laugh. — Advt.

The Way Out

The Senate and the Assembly of the State of New York
have passed the Lusk-Clayton Bill to you, Governor Miller.
The question of what is best for the people of this great
Empire State, so far as a part of their amusement is concerned,
is now squarely facing you.
You are on record that all industry and business of this
community is to be protected. In these days, with commerce
basely recovering from post-war conditions, the motion picture
industry, with others, is struggling to meet its commitments
and despite all handicaps, to move business interest along the
lines of sanity, profit and development. Because of the millions
of dollars involved and because of the important part that the
moving picture plays in the economics, as well as the entertainment of the communities of this State, there can be no question but that your judgment will follow ♦he lines of practicable,
honest and sincere development.
It may be true, it undeniably is true, that a certain percentage, atrifling percentage, perhaps, of the actual number of
:ials of First National stated moving pictures made might well be censored, and it is equally
lay they had heard nothing of
true that some of the advertising,
including the lithographs prefficulties in Baltimore.
( Continued on Page 2)

Refuses to Comment Relative to His
Future With Pathe
Various rumors are being heard
concerning the future policy and
management of Pathe Exchange, one
of which is that the contract with
President Paul Brunet will expire in
the near future and may not be renewed.
It is intimated that the policy followed by Mr. Brunet does not entirely harmonize with the ideas of the
French company.
When these reports were mentioned to Mr. Brunet he stated that he
had no comment whatever to make
regarding them.
Brunet sails for Europe on June 2
aboard the Imperator.

Ten to Start
So Warren
— First Picture
Now in Promises
the Making, Ready
by May 15
A statement from the F. B. Warren Corp. issued yesterday promised
10 completed productions by August,
thus permitting exhibitors to arrange
play dates for the early part of the
fall. The first picture, it was said,
is now in production on the coa^t
and will be ready about May 15. No
inkling was given as to who was making it. Production is also under way
in the East.
In the meantime organization work
is progressing. Mr. Warren is now
engaged in the signing of leases for
branch offices and in building the
field force.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
73l/2 73^2
\Famous Players ..75
do pfd
87
873/4 873,4
♦Goldwyn . ...
4%
5%
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
• Loew's, Inc
18#
18^
18^
Triangle
V%
Yi
Vz
World Film
Not quoted
^

■

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Jack Gilbert With Goldwyn
Los Angeles — Jack Gilbert, recent! ly director for Hope Hampton, has
been selected for the cast of "Who
Shall Judge?" the next Reginald
Barker Prod., from a scenario by
Gouverneur Morris.
More Personal Appearances
. Jack Eaton,
in charge
of Goldwyn's
short
subjects
department,
states
Ihjit Johnny Jones has been booked
to appear in person at the Stanley,
Philadelphia, week of April 23; Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, week of May
1; the Strand, Brooklyn, week of May
8; Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, O.,
week of May 15; the Circle, Indian" apolis, Ind., week of May 23, and the
Riviera. Chicago, week of May 28.
Six A. P. Releases
AT Lichtman has listed the following Associated Producers releases for
May and June: "I Am Guilty," a
Read production; "Home Talent," a
Sennett feature; "Mother o' Mine,"
Dwan Prod.; "The Foolish Matrons,"
an Ince release; "The Broken Doll,"
a Tourneur Prod., and "The Ten Dollar Raise," Frothingham
Prod.

from

Page

Betty

1)

sented for the purpose of attracting people into the theaters,
might well have been prepared along saner and even more decent
lines. But it is a serious question whether or not the remedy
suggested is not too drastic for the faults incurred and the mistakes made.
There has been much discussion during the past few months
on the part of the various interests of this industry in an effort
to meet the problem of meeting your desire for regulation of
this industry. But only within the last week has there
apparently been made a series of suggestions which seem worth
while and deserving of your consideration.
This publication possesses certain information which indicates with certainty that a move along the right lines is well
within your province.
It is to be hoped that you will follow your own dictates with
regard to this. And there is every reason to believe that if
you will, that the result will more than justify the patience which
will be necessary.
You cannot, with a stroke of the pen, affect millions of
dollars worth of productions and the possible entertainment of
millions of people, without the possibility, at least, of working
an injury definite, important and costly. And this no matter
how sincerely the work you plan is carried out by others. On
the other hand, you have no reason to believe but that promises
made can be broken.
You have been swamped with petitions ; you have been
taxed to the utmost of your patience by men who have made
pleas, who have offered suggestions. Some Assemblymen have
been informed of certain possible movements which, after all,
might well have been left unsaid.
It lies within your power to bring to the people of this community, to the motion picture industry, and indeed to the entire
country as a whole, great good. Motion pictures have proven
beyond question the greatest delight and entertainment for
the tremendous masses of people who make up this country.
To their development, perhaps, there has not been that stability,
that careful reckoning along which lines other industries have
developed. But just as this country responded without question
of cost to the great problem of the World War, so this industry
has made gigantic leaps in the effort to satisfy the millions of
people who look to it for their only form of entertainment. And
so mistakes have happened in this industry. Perhaps the wrong
kind of men have at times operated in a manner very far from
pleasing, including those producers who look to the dollar first
and rarely think of consequences.
And so to the innumerable suggestions that have been
offered we should like to add this :
Do not sign the Lusk-Clayton Bill.
Rather, appoint a commission of the highest type
of individuals of this vast State. If you please, bar
from this commission any individual, or representative of the motion picture industry. Let it be composed of educators, leading mentalities of commerce
and finance. Exclude from it any and all reformers
or fanatics.
Let this commission have ample time and funds
to study the problem of the motion picture. Not as
(Continued

on

Page
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Betty Blythe Here
Blythe, who plays the-

role inin "The
rived
New
California.

Queen
of Sheba,'
York yesterday

Brady Promoted
Joseph A. Brady has been app
ed director of advertising and pi
ity of Associated Exhibitors. B
has already assumed his new di
He has been assistant to P. AJ
sons, advertising maanger of Ijj
for the past year.
Leased for 21 Years
The Stadium at Pitkin and Ch
Aves.,
withleased
a seating
has been
by thecapacity
Wagnerof I'.■
ty Co. to Signor Weltner
foi
Stadium
Amusement
Corp. ft
years at a rental aggregating $1
000.
The Stadium, a new Bro
house, was built six months ag
Returning to Stage
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — Bessie
Barri
who has been starring in picture
six years, will return to the spd
stage.
The return will take pla
the Fulton, Oakland, in "Two
Betty," a Howard
play written
for herwhoby
husband,
Hickman,
act in it. This play was produce
a picture three years ago.

25% in Cash; Rest in Notes
The Wark Producing Corp. hai
fected a composition with creditor
a basis of 100%— 25% in cash
balance in notes maturing betv
May 1, 1921, and Dec. 31, 1922,
dorsed by David W. Griffith, D.
G. Corp., D. W. Griffith, Lillian (
and A. H. T. Banzhof, the latter
president of Wark Producing C
All waived their claims. Liabil
are $298,910.

It's difficult to make great
posters, but it's easy to get
them.
Simply order
RITCHEY

POSTERS
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406 W. 31st S1..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Opinions

"Deception"
— F. P.-L.
Rivoli

Accurately

EVENING
WORLDI portrave
portraved. * * *

AERO
SVIL DROPS FROM
[NTO PASSING AUTOMOBILE,
Cisco, Cal.
OTS SWEEP GERMANY— First
of Communist revolt in Thuringia
ny ; Ammendorf, Germany.
MOURNS VICTIMS OF ANT PLOT— Milan, Italy.
:nts from Great Lakes, 111.; Brook F; New York; Tolt, Wash.; San
pistrano, Cal., etc., etc.

POST — Much store has been put in the
titles, which are plentiful and often amusing
in spite of it.
MAIL — Not that it is such a poor picture.
It is good and it is funny and in addition
to Tom Moore's Irish smile, it has a double
allotment of beauty. * * *

"Sacred and Profane
Rialto Love"— F. P.-L.
TRIBUNE — * * * We know that she is,
without any reservations, the finest actress
on the screen. She has style, poise and bearing, personality and beauty of form and expression to a greater degree than any other
actress we know.

Eternal" — Abramson
Casino

Prod.

EVENING WORLD— Vivian Martin gives
a* *surprising
exhibition of emotional
acting.
*

King Due Tomorrow
pecial to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles— Henry King, who
n directing Pauline Frederick
)ertson-Cole, has left for the
He should arrive on Thursday
ile in New York will stop at
more.
Desmond Leaves Films
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

\ngeles — William Desmond is
films temporarily for vaudeEle has been booked over the
m circuit.
Rosenfeld Leaves
les H. Rosenfeld of Allied Disg Corp. left yesterday for a
the coast. He will make stops
ie key cities to interview franolders.
Berk Goes to Coast
Berk, Eastern representative
t and Howell
Comedies, has
the coast relative to prod

I TRY
to be a

Made in Heaven" — Goldwyn
Capitol

"Mother

DAILY

MAIL — It comes about as close to equaling the original mother picture as any of the
other imitations, but that is about the best
that
can be
said for
it. * the
* * best member of
Vivian
Martin
is quite
the cast, standing well out over her support,
which is not particularly brilliant.
DAILY NEWS— "Mother Eternal," however, is quite evidently an honest attempt to
do something worthy in the way of picture
stories. * * * Is not specially well acted nor
projected. In fact, it is in parts wretchedly
done.
TRIBUNE — Mr. Abramson wrote and directed the picture himself and he has done
well.

BUSINESSMAN
as well as a "creator" —
I believe in commercial values
as well as artistic values —

YOUR

SUGGESTIONS

WILL BE APPRECIATED

FOR FUTURE

ker
Bar
ld
Regina
PRODUCTIONS

"Sky Pilot"— First National
Strand
POST — Mr. Vidor gives us a real thrill in
the scene of the cattle stampede. * * * Elsewhere, too, in the burning church and the
falls of his people from their horses, the realism is pushed to the limit. The picture is a
mixture of melodrama and sentiment, with
short measure of logic, in proportions that
should mightily please the motion picture
public
TRIBUNE— "The Sky Pilot" is a good
picture or not, but probably it is, because
every one says so. This we do know — the
photography is beautiful. * * *

r'Caligari"

Over

Fox

Time

Cabinetfor of theDr. Fox
Caligari';
been"Thebooked
chain has
of
theaters in Greater New York for the
week beginning April 25.

Bonns Leaves Today
e Bonns, sales manager for C.
Mary
:ster Prod., Inc.. leaves today has
justMiles
been Minter's
started new
by picture
Joseph
s Angeles. He will be gone Henaberry. Monte Blue plays the
three weeks.
leading male part.

rhe New Jackson Studio
!s one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
n the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
hree blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
Iressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipnent. Direct current — remote control.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS.

P. STALLINGS

TsbM DAILY
Zones for New York

Chester Expanding

Plans New Series of Two Reel Comedies and Another Travel Reel
— New Company Formed
C. L. Chester, head of the C. L.
The Theater Owners' Chamber of
Chester
Prod., Inc., at present proCommerce at a meeting held yesteducing a comedy series for Federday appointed a committee of 12 to
ated and a travel series for Educaco-operate with the F. I. L. M. Club
tional, plans two additional series of
on the zoning of the City of New
York so that important circuits such pictures.
One of them will be a series of
as Loew's could not secure protection
on the showing of pictures to the two reel comedies, to be released at
the rate of one a month and the sec
detriment of the independent exhibitor.
ond, what he terms a sensational series of travel films each to be one ree
in
length
and to be released every
Trade Paper Men Entertained
other week. The first of the comedies will be available in September.
The Theater Owners' Chamber of
Commerce had as its guests at lunch- Chester stated yesterday that release
eon in the Hotel Astor yesterday rep- had been arranged for through a naresentatives ofthe various trade pational distributing organization, but
pers, who had an opportunity of see- that he was not at liberty to divulge
ing at close range just how the mem- the name of the company. No rebers of the chamber accomplish
lease has been secured for the travel
things.
films as yet.
A new comedy, the Chester PicKaufman Gets Verdict
tures Corp., has been formed in Delaware with a capitalization of $900,(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
White Plains, N. Y. — Justice Mor- 000 to finance the product. Chester
schauser in the Supreme Court has will leave for the coast in several days
handed down a verdict of $49,000 in to get work under way.
favor of Herbert Kaufman in the lat(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ter's suit against the Selznick PicDover, Del. — The Chester Pictures
tures Corp. and Select Pictures Corp.
Corp. has been formed here with a
for alleged breach of contract.
capital stock of $900,000. The incorporators are M. T. Walsh, Westchester, N. Y.. and Thomson E. Miles of
New York City.
OFFICE
TO
LET
Location
adjoining
KnickerClark With Robertson-Cole
bocker Building. Completely
C. Seymour Clark has been apequipped
with telephone.
pointed director of publicity and adEither 1, 2 or 3 offices.
vertising at Robertson-Cole, succeeding
A.
Hoerle.
Clark has been idenAddress B-24. care Wid's
tified with the Red Cross, the Hoover Relief Fund and various Middle
Western newspapers.
Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce Appoints Committee to
Make Them

See KASSEL'S LOBBY
PAINTINGS

ART

Lyric, "Queen of Sheba"
Selwyn, "Connecticut Yankee"
Park, "Over the Hill"
Casino "Mother Eternal"
Phone Bryant 7773-7774

WANTED
Position as Secretary by young
lady, thoroughly experienced in
all branches of the film business. Can furnish A-l references. Address L. R. S., Apt.
F, 601 West 162nd St., N. Y. City.

New Western Series for Pathe
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Cyrus J. Williams
has returned from New York where
he negotiated a new contract for another series of eight westerns, with
Tom Santschi for Pathe release. He
has re-engaged Sanschi for the principal role.

Wednesday, April 20,

At Broadway
Theaters
Strand

Crosland Directing Binne;
Alan Crosland has been bor
from Selznick to direct Con

The overture at the Strand this week is
"Pique Dame." The Strand Topical Review is the second number and after that

Binney Island
in "Room
Board"
Long
studio and
of Famous
ers.

comes a scenic, "Stratford-on-Avon," in comof Shakespeare's
birthday.
The
Strand Male memorationQuartette
presents
an original
musical
a new
song by prologue,
Paul M. introducing
Sarazan of "Gwen,"
First National.
The feature then goes on. It is "The Sky
Pilot," a King Vidor production for the
Cathrine Curtis Corp. The comedy is Larry
Semon in "The Hick" and the concluding
organ solo, "Marche Pontificate."

Capitol

The Queen of Sheba" is the overture at
the Capitol this week. The Capitol Ballet
Corps and the Capitol Ensemble figure in
this. Capitol News, as usual, is the second
number. Maria Samson of the Royal Opera
House of Budapest sings "Bird Song" from
"Pagliacci." The fourth number is Lyman
Howe's Famous Ride on a Runaway Train.
The high light of the program is the appearance of Percy Grainger, who plays on a
Duo-Art Piano. A Mack Sennett comedy,
"Officer Cupid," is the next number, after
which comes a potpourri of Irish melodies.
The feature is Tom Moore in "Made in

New Motion Picture Studio,
fully equipped, in every detail.
Near Famous Players' new
studio. 20 minutes from Times
Sq. 14,000 sq. ft. without a
post. Facing East River. Immediate possession.
Phone 2337 Murray Hill or
address B-92, care Wid's

I. RUBIN

COMPM

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8J

—

s

,1''T

1

UNITED SOCIETY OI
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
formerly Cinema Camera CI
Removed to 251 West 42nd !
Same Phone — Bryant 6558

Rialto

Heaven."
The Rialto is celebrating its fifth anniversary this week with a special musical program. The overture is the "Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody," presented in conjunction
with a screen novelty. Hugo Riesenfeld directs the orchestra from the screen for about
the first half of the piece. Then the whole
orchestra is flashed upon the sheet and the
film is timed with the actual playing. The
various soloists are shown in close-ups as
they each "do their bit." The Rialto Magazine and Sergei Rachmaninoff playing "C
Sharp Minor Prelude" on the Ampico Reproducing Piano precede the feature, which
is "Sacred and Profane Love," starring Elsie
Ferguson. Edoardo Albano sings the prologue from . "II Pagliacci." A Hurd Cartoon, "Bobbie Joins the Band," and the organ solo conclude.

Rivoli
The overture is "The Hunt is Up" with a
prologue made up of the Rivoli Male Chorus
and Carl Rollins, baritone. The remainder
of the program is taken up with the presentation of Paramount's feature production, "Deception," an historical play, produced in Germany by the people who made
"Passion."

Beyfuss Reticent
Alex. Beyfuss was reticent yesterday regarding his plans for the future. He has resigned as assistant
to R. S. Cole of Robertson-Cole.
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ARTISTS AND ART TITL1
Merrick Going to Coast
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Titles — Animation — Leaders
Joe L. Merrick will leave for the 220 W. Art
42nd St.
Bryant
Poland Renews With Ince
coast shortly on a vacation. MerUARTIN-McGUIRE
ft
NEWCOH
rick last week resigned as general
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Art Titles
Los Angeles — Joseph Franklin Po- sales manager for Robertson-Cole. 727 7th Avenue
Bryant
land has signed a new contract to He promises to talk of his plans when
BROKERS
write scenarios for Thomas H. Ince. he returns from California.

The Way Out
(Continued from Page 2)
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it appears on Broadway, not only as to what Broadway desires, but go back into the urban communities.
Through this commission learn what the people of
Watkins and other smaller communities want, and
then let this commission report to you one year from
date. And upon their submissions act.
If, in the opinion of this commission censorship
is necessary, then by all means let us have it.
The leading producers of this industry are on record. They
intend to "Clean house."
The Governor of the State of New York is on record that
he does not wish to interfere with existing business and commercial problems.
It would seem that the way is open.
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Nazimova Through

Start in London

Reaches
Agreement
With
Metro —
"Camille" the Last Film— Future Plans Indefinite

Ayres Going Abroad for Fais Players — Coming East for
Role in Meighan Film
n Jesse L. Lasky arrives in
fork from Los Angeles on or
April 25, it is expected that
f the matters of importance
he will settle here will be relD the sending abroad of Agnes
who is designed to star in a
of productions to be made by
amous Players-Lasky British
:ers, Ltd., at the Islington
dii) studio of the company.
: Miss Ayres will go abroad
sn practically decided upon.
It
a question of settling the final
Appear in Meighan
(Special to WID'S

(Special to WID'S

Film

DAILY)

Angeles — Agnes Ayres will
or the East shortly to appear
:e Thomas Meighan in "Cappy
' which will be made at the
is Players Long Island studio.
\yres was originally slated to
opposite Wallace Reid in "The
Jiggers," but Lois Wilson will
lat part.
•isp to Work

Special

to

WID'S

Price 5 Cents
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in Scotland
DAILY)

Ion— Donald
Crisp will make
acLaren's "Beside the Bonnie
Bush" in Scotland, where the
transpires.
[ian Cos. Declare Dividends

[Special to WID'S

DAILY)

nto — The Famous Playersan Corp., Ltd., has declared a
d of $2 a share for the quaring April 30. It is on the prestock of the corporation and
ble on May 2 to stockholders
rd at the close of business on
,5.
Eastern Theaters, Ltd., the
ng company for the Pantages
, which opened last Septems declared a dividend of 3j4%
preferred stock. It covers the
ar ending Dec. 31 last and is
; on May 14 to stockholders of
at the close of business April

V.v»% ^.•• •.«• •. •• » •
• • •*

»^e*

Priscilla Dean in "Reputation"— a n ew picture— new promotion ideasprocess ad cuts (see above) — an always new Star. Universal-Jewel.
new
— Advt.
-

After Reforms
T.

O.

C. C. Seeks Standard
Contracts and Elimination of All Deposits— Committees Named

The Theater Owners' Chamber of
Commerce officially announces that
it has actively started the move for
the adoption of standard contracts
and for the elimination of all deposits. Committees have already been
appointed to get the moves under
way.

M.H. Kohn Sues Nat'l

Wants $112,000 Damages Because He
Charges Contracted Films Were
Not Up to Standard

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Nazimova and Metro
have come to an understanding regarding the unexpired term of the
star's contract. Under the terms of
the agreement, "Camille," which is
now in the working, will be Nazimova's last production for Metro, although the original contract called
for one more picture. The settlement
is a mutual one, according to Joe Engel, treasurer of Metro, who supplied
the above information.
When Nazimova was asked regarding her future plans, she stated there
was nothing definite to say at present. She expects to leave for the
East the latter part of this week for
a short rest and to join her husband,
Charles Bryant, who is now in New
York. After a short stay there, both
will return to Hollywood to supervise the cutting and final editing of
"Camille."
Nazimova was asked regarding her
possible affiliation with United Artists, and in response stated that all
such inquiries should be leveled at
her husba'nd in New York.

At United Artists, it was stated
yesterday that nothing was known
about
ization. Nazimova's joining that organ-

Pickford May Come East
Mary
Pickford may come to New
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— Marion H. Kohn of York from
San Francisco has brought suit for court regardi the coast to testify in
ng the Cora C. Wilken$112,000 damages agains the National ning case. The matter depends upon
Film Corp. of America, charging that when the court reaches the case.
the films he had contracted with National to produce for him were not up
Cosmopolitan Signs Capellani
to standard.
In the complaint Kohn charges that
Cosmopolitan Prod, vesterday announced that Albert Capellani had
he entered upon a contract with National whereby the latter company was been engaged to direct a series of
to make 52 pictures during 1920; that features. Capellani, who has been in
after 10 had been delivered Kohn or- Paris for some time, left France yesdered the company to stop making
terday for New York.
any more of them on the. ground that
the product did not come up to the
Leave for California
standard he expected them to reach.
Allen Holubar and Dorothy PhilKohn further claims that if the proper
lips left for California yesterday to
degree of quality had been reached he
would have made a profit of $300,000. start work on a new production which
In its answer National Film asserts it is understood will be released
that a previous agreement had been through Associated First National.

The organization's intention is to
secure one form of contract to be,
used by all distributors and where
those distributors will not adopt the
standard form of contract, a rider will
be insisted upon for the benefit of the
members of T. O. C. C.
Three Pictures Ahead
The move for the elimination of
tance Talmadge has finished
>n the First National picture, advance deposits, as first indicated in
in's Place," an Emerson-Loos WID'S DAILY, will also be launchirected by Victor Fleming, and
ed by a second committee of T. O. made, before the filing of Kohn's
C. C. members. It will be recalled damage suit.
ning into Lakewood
enjoy a six
vaandweeks'
Atlantic
that William Brandt, president of the
More Cuts at Universal
is she is now three pictures organization, while in Rochester
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Thirty-five employes
-"Lessons in Love," soon to stated he intended starting the campaign
so
that
all
deposits
will
be
at Universal City, including nine cam:ased; "Wedding Bells" and
eramen, have been let out.
eliminated by the fall season.
in's Place."

Grey Sails Today
Albert L. Grey of the Griffith offices sails today for England. He
will be gone six weeks on what his
office describes as "the usual spring

iMA
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Price 5 Cents

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
your ideas.
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Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Omaha, — Harry Goldberg of the
Sun, Moon and Muse theaters, after

chandise, stills and enlargements

of

the photoplay scenes: "Don't neglect
booking "The Devil" recently, cam- your wife. Say it to her with flowpaigned for a week. He had a man
ers, then take her to see 'Don't Nein scarlet tights and cloak walk the
glect Your Wife,' at the Strand Thestreets, climb buildings, sail in an
ater.""Don't
'
neglect your wife.'
aeroplane above the theater and do Buy her a Domestic Science fireless
stunts in midair.
cooker and then take her, etc."
Goldberg built up a spectacular
A contest was pulled off in connection with the window displays wherehead of "The Devil" for one side of
the lobby. It was outlined in green
by the winner of the lucky seat numelectric bulbs, and had eyes of red
ber received $5 in gold toward the
electric bulbs, which glanced about purchase of any article displayed in
with a startling effect.
any of the windows. A number was
The prologue was played before a selected from the batch of tickets
fancy drop hung in 1, with a centre that would be sold for the showing of
door flanked by spirals of incense "Don't Neglect Your Wife," and
placed in a sealed envelope which was
rising from urns. A table held "The
Devil's" record book as in the picture. pinned in the box office in plain view
Beside the chair back of the table of those purchasing tickets. Printed
appeared the Butler, as the foot- on the large envelope was the followlights glowed red. The Devil —
ing: "This contains the lucky numGeorge Arliss in high hat, monocle
ber. Keep your seat coupons and win
and opera cloak over evening dress
Last entered, was relieved of his hat, the five dollar prize on "Don't NeBid. Asked. Sale gloves and cloak by the butler, and
glect Your Wife."
Famous Players .. 73%
7Sl/z
75
Indiana, Pa. — Something new in
introduced himself as "one that
do pfd
875^
87?4
87^ 'lurks in your home and in your the exploitation line was pulled by
Hal Olver, Goldwyn exploitation
*Goldwyn
5
Sl/$
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted neighbors' homes, ever whispering in
your ears evil " thoughts and evil man for Cleveland, Detroit and BufLoew's, Inc
18^
W/s
™7/s deeds." As he writes in the book he
falo, when "The Penalty" was bookTriangle
Vs
Vs
Vs continues in similar vein. A spoted by the Grand.
quoted
Not
World Film
light concentrates upon him. Finally,
An extra four-page section of the
as he talks he is enveloped in flames. Indiana Evening Gazette, forming
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. He disappears in the flames, saying: Part 11 of the regular edition, was
"My friends, I warn you again — printed and distributed in the news
look out for the Devil — for he may edition of the paper. The circulaCash in Kansas City
tion of the Gazette is 3,500 copies, so
be This
here was
among
you to-night."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the
finishing
touch
of
two
that
practically every resident of the
Cash
Lowell
M.
—
Mo.
City,
Kansas
is here for Universal. He has been weeks intensive preparation for the city saw the four exploitation pages.
assigned to handle exploitation in Om- raising of the Sun on "The Devil" A
ribbon,
in 24-point
run line
across
the top
of page type'
1 of
aha, Des Moines, Oklahoma City and picture. It found an immense audi- wastwo
Minneapolis.
ence in exactly the right spirit to en- the section, reading: "Legless Gang
joy the production. The week's busi- Leader Caught; Makes Plans for
Polo to Make Two Reelers
ness was enormous. Managing Di- Revolution." Under that was a three
rector Goldberg and his staff cer- column head reading: "Lon Chaney,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Eddie Polo, who has
Alias 'Blizzard,' Sought to Sack the
tainly had made Omaha "sit up."
Town." The story, "By special
just completed "Cyclone Samson," a
wire," prepared for the edition by Mr.
serial, will make a series of two reelers for Universal to be known as
Montgomery, Ala.. — For the show- Olver, occupied a column and a half
ing of "Don't Neglect Your Wife," and was followed by short stories
"The Return of Cyclone Smith."
Polo, it will be remembered, made Jean Darnell, Goldwyn's exploitation about "The Penalty," taken from the
representative, obtained 12 window press book. A double-column cut,
the original "Cyclone Smith" pic- displays in prominent stores. She shown
tures.
in the press book, was also
wrote the special cards and dressed used on the first page, together with
four of the windows hereself.
Four For Keith
a two-column story about Pauline
Here are two samples of the cards Frederick in "Madame X," the picAmsterdam, N. Y. — Four of the
largest theaters here will be con- used with the window displays, which
booked to follow "The Penalty"
at thetureGrand.
trolled by the B. F. Keith interests. contained,
in addition
to the merThese houses are the Regent, Rialto,
Amsterdam
and the Strand.
New House for Lynch
Connecticut Slams Blue Laws
Stuart Paton is making preparations to begin work on Priscilla
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Denison, Tex. — The Lynch EnterDean's forthcoming feature, "ConHartford, Conn. — There will conprises have leased the Rialto for ten
tinue to be local option of Sunday
flict."
years. Mr. Maloney, who managed
closing of picture houses in Connecticut. The Senate judiciary com- the Lynch theaters in Ft. Worth,
mittee has reported unanimously Texas, will be in charge.
against the bill introduced by Senator
Brown for its repeal. The National
Open Seventh Theater
Association campaigned against the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
repeal bill with W. E. Spragg, of the
Chicago, — The Brighton Park
Olympia, New Haven; Louis M. opened recently. This makes the
Sagal, of the Poli interests, M. C. seventh Chicago house owned by
Hughes of the Famous Players ex- H. Schoenstadt and Sons. The new
change, representing the New Haven theater cost about $400,000, and seats
Manager's Association, and others.
1,600.

Quotations

Albany, N. Y.— Jack Curley
New York.
Capital $10,000.
porators:
A. Doremus,
F. Kt j,
and Jack Curley, Great Neck, L *

¥

Albany, N. Y. — Boulevard A k
ment Co., New York. Capital
000. Incorporators: Joe Brani
■
and P. Kalfus, 845 E. 180 St.
i
Albany. N. Y.— Feldson A
ment Co., Brooklyn. Capital
000. Incorporators: S. and P. 1
feld, and H. Rubinson, 676 Clev
St.
.to

ft

Albany, N. Y. — Synchronized
nario Music Co. of Washington,
IS1
York. Capital, $25,000. Incorj
ors, S. Greenberg, B. Mandel a
Silverman.
Broadway. Attorney, L. Bronne?
Texas Showman Buys Exchar
(Special to WID'S
DAILY) ll!
El Paso, Tex. — J. Alarcon ha
out his interest in the Alcasar
ameda, Eureka, Hidalgo, Paris
the Rex, and has bought contr.
the International Pictures Co.,
West San Antonio St. Alarco
said to be interested in theater
Mexico City.
Censors in Miami, Okla.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Miami, Okla. — Not content :
existjng legislation, the city com
sioners have passed an ordinance
scribing fines or jail for exhibi
whose pictures do not meet with
good opinion of a local board of
sors to be appointed by the ma
Those who show must get a pe
which can be revoked at the plea
of the board. Members of the b(
the fire or police commissioner,
chief of police or any officer, ace
ing to the ordinance, may stop a
formance.

The

use of RITCHEY

posters is a positive indication of two things on somebody's part, — good

taste,

and excellent judgment.
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In the Courts

DAILY

Jr

In the Hospital Again
enyon
Preparing "TheDAILY)
Christian"
(Special to WID'S
Owen Moore, who recently w
Los Angeles — Charles
Kenyon
is
Supreme Court Justice Delehanty discharged from the Post Graduate
has denied the application by William Hospital, where he suffered from an now at work preparing the continuity
"The by Christian,"
O, ILL. — 50,000
Irish
participate P. Conley, owner of one share of attack of rheumatism, is now in the of
whichHallwill Caine's
be produced
Goldwyn.
it demonstration ever held in Amer- stock in the Orpheum Circuit, and A. R. Stern Hospital to have his infected tonsils removed.
se-up
O'Callaghan,
who Harry Mountford, holder of one
orderedof toDonal
leave America.
Out of the Business
ISLAND.
CAL. — Human
checkers. share in Loew's, Inc., for an injunc(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
tion restraining them from donating
marines make an outdoor sport of
Soerabaia, Java, Dutch East Indies
Rich With Lascelle
ame.
— Maurice Pezarro, who has been
one afternoon's
the court
NaWHO
IN THE
NEWS—
tional Vaudeville receipts
Artists. toThe
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
conducting an exchange business
-Remarkable pictures of Judge LanLos Angeles — H. Thompson Rich, here, has sold out and intends returnof baseball, doing some tall rooting said that the only inference that can
g game.
be drawn from the papers is that the formerly with Dial Film and Rocking to Belgium, where he again exrk — "Pussyfoot" Johnson leaves to two men bought their stock for the ett Film, is now with Ward Lascelle
gland dry. Samuel Gompers, labor
pects'to enter the business.
Prod,
supervising
the
production
of
eds handsome divorcee of 38.
sole purpose of harassing the corpora4D, CAL. — Motorcycle polo season
tions. The court said that even if "Rip Van Winkle," which will be disJohnson Finishes Catholic Film
San Jose defeats Oakland in game
tributed through Hodkinson.
they were bona fide stockholders they
rills.
A four reel picture entitled, "The
DRK — An up-to-the-minute minister could not have an injunction because
show in his church in order to com- the two corporations have a perfect
Vineyard of the Lord," has been comK.
P.
K.
Plans
Two
Reelers
i Broadway. The Winter Garden
pleted by the Catholic Charities of
forming within 100 yards of the right to donate to the sick benefit
the Archdiocese of New York and
The
K.
P.
K.
Prod.,
Inc.,
a
New
fund
of
the
vaudeville
artists.
ake the going hard.
York corporation, will make a series will be exhibited in the next two
>m San Francisco, Boston, etc., etc.
out the Laughline.
of two reelers to be directed by Wil- weeks in each of the 302 parishes
Albert L. Griffith is made defendliam P. Burt, until now co-director comprising the archdiocese to aid
ant in an action brought by Robert
with George B. Seitz. Pauline El- Catholic Charities Week, April 24th
Edgar Long, former general press
LEWIS J SELZNICK
liott Thacker is interested in the com- to 30th.
The production cost $15,000, which
representative for the Griffith producpany. Release unknown as yet.
tions, to affect an accounting on the
The company orgiinally was to was defrayed by a wealthy Catholic
layman. It was directed by Tefft
sale of "Way Down East" souvenir make pictures with Paul Panzer.
books, now being sold in theaters
l-J^fiSSrwc
V
where the picture is being shown.
Johnson. Garbutt Elected
Long, who designed the book,
The 450th Performance
rVOPLDS CREATEST
claims to have had a partnership
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Way Down East" has turned the
Los Angeles — At a meeting of the
NEWS REEL
agreement with A. L. Griffith. The 450th
performance in New York and board of directors of the Affiliated
sum of $11,625 is involved. The com- enters upon its 33rd consecutive week Picture Interests, Inc., in the Blue
plainant is represented by Alfred Sunday. This is next to the record
Beekman of House, Grossman & Vor- run for motion pictures in this city. Room of the Los Angeles Athletic
haus, New York City. The defend- Griffith's first venture in the $2 field, Club, the following officers were
elected: Chairman, Frank A. Garant is vice-president and general man"The Birth of a Nation,," ran at the butt; first vice-chairman, William S.
ager of D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Liberty for 665 consecutive perform- Smith; second vice-chairman, Sol
ances through 47 weeks.
Wurtzel; third vice-chairman. Joseph
Welch Here
Mollie King has obtained a judg"The
Birth"
played
to
a
gross
atWelch has arrived in New
W. Engel; fourth vice-chairman,
ment for $1,250 in the City Court
tendance of 526,000 people during its Frank E. Woods; fifth vice-chairman,
■om the coast where he has against Walter K. Freeman for serrun at the Liberty, while "Way William D. Taylor; sixth vice-chairr the past two years, to arvices in making the film, "Her Maj- first
man, Edward Roberts; secretary, Ted
Down East," according to the Grif)me urgent business. Welch's
esty." The case was not defended.
fith offices, now has an attendance Taylor; treasurer, W. J. Reynolds;
elease is B. B. Hampton's
record of 495,000 to its credit and is executive committee, Frank A. Garipenders," released by HodThe New Jersey Studio Co. has still going strong.
butt, Frank S. Brown, Charles H.
sued the Albert Capellani Prod, for
Christie, Abraham Lehr, Fred A. MilIncidentally, "The Birth" is to be berg.
$14,500 alleged to be due as rent of shown
at the Capitol for the week
ler, Glenn Harper and J. H. Goldm to Make "The Rosary"
the Solax studio at Fort Lee, N. J.,
beginning May 1.
pedal to WID'S DAILY)
\ngeles — Jerome Storm, who from last September at $600 a week.
completed a picture with
In the suit by Triangle Film against
ne MacDonald. has been en•y William N. Selig and Sam Harry E. and Roy E. Aitken the
c to make a second version of plaintiff has applied in the Supreme
osary." Lewis S. Stone has Court to have the case heard by a
gaged for the picture as well jury.
three to be made following
Fred L. Kavanaugh of Waterford,
osary."
N. Y., has been sued in the Supreme
:s in Mt. Olympus Series
Court by the National Screen Service
Sates, long associated with the for $150.
;anay comedies, in which he
d with Charlie Chaplin and
The B. & H. Photoplay Corp. has
inder, has signed a contract been sued in the Supreme Court by
e Mount Olympus Distribut- James Roddy to foreclose a mortp. to appear in their series of
gage on the defendant's property.
Dumbbell" comedies, soon to
ised for the states rights field,
"Lab" Unit at Roach Plant
ops has also signed for the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dumbbell" series and will
Los Angeles — An organization to
'ith Bates.
company has established a be known as the Studio Film LaboCoast branch in the Pacific
ratories was formed at a recent meeting at the Roach Studios with T. J.
! Bldg., Los Angeles, - with
H. Tower in charge. A Chi- Crizer, manager; Walter Lundin, assistant manager and Charles Parrott,
eadquarter^
also
has been
at 122 So. Michigan Blvd. treasurer. The company will man1 H. Engelman will manage
age the $500,000 laboratories now uninch.
der construction and which will develop and print all of the Roach output. Roach is completing a $100,000
Sighed by the Seaside" will
title of the second two-reel building program at the studio. He
; comedy
to be released by is erecting a title stage and a separate building to house his generating
ited Producers, Inc.
The reMay 8th,
plant.

"oday's Issue

FRED

NIBLO

Directing

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

in

"The

Three

Musketeers''

ali^
Emerson Goes Home
John Emerson returned to his
Gramercy Park home yesterday from
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
local hospital, where he had undera
Hollywood--"Sunshine Sammy," or
gone an operation. His condition is
Frederick Ernest Morrison, has just
sufficiently improved, so he says, as
to
ct
to insure his activities in the coming
signed a new two years' contra
aopear in the Hal E. Roach Prod.
Equity Benefit arrangements.
"Bob" Eddy, who will direct Eddie
Another Gore Theater
Boland in a new comedy, is a new
Studios,
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
recruit at the Hal E. Roach
Los
Angeles
— Michael Gore, presicolony
Angeles
Los
returning to the
dent of the West Coast Theaters,
He
years.
after an absence of three
Inc., intends building a new theater
was formerly with Mack Sennett and at Gardner Junction, in West HollyMix.
later directing for Tom
wood. The theater will seat 1,200 and
will cost about $100,000.
The filming of "Rip Van Winkle,
with Thomas Jefferson playing the
That Misplaced Line
at Unilead was started last week Lascell
e
A
misplaced
line in
isversal City by the Ward
sue credited certain
of yesterday's
the forthcomRobDaisy
es
includ
Prod. The cast
ing Associated Producer releases to
inson, Gertrude Messinger, Mills
wrong producers. "Mother o'
Davenport, Pete Sosso. Max Ascher the
Mine" is an Ince production; "The
and Ted Billings.
Broken Doll" a Dwan release, and
"The Foolish Matron" one directed
The Berwilla Film Corp. is now at by Maurice Tourneur.
work on the seventh episode of "The
Blue Fox" serial.
Secure Synchronized Output

Coast Brevities

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland — The Exhibitors ServThe cutting of "Blue Blazers,"Cu-a
Leste
ng
ice Co., 309 Cleveland Film Bldg.,
Doubleday Prod- starri
neo and Francelia Billington, has has secured the Synchronized Scenabeen completed and the negative has
rio Music Co. output for Northern
Robert Kelly di- Ohio.
been
rected.shipped East.

It is reported that Allan Dwan will
make his next picture in Hawaii.
David H. Thompson has been
named as production manager for
Bayard Veiller's producing unit at
Metro. Thompson formerly was production manager at the Metro Studios. He will take up his new duties immediately.
June Mathis has started work on
the scenario for Rex Ingram's new
Metro feature, a Balzac story, the title of which has not yet been announced.
Gareth Hughes will act as lead of
Viola Dana's supporting company for
three productions.

Ellis Parker Butler's "Philo Gubb"
by Webster Culstory will be r made
lison. Victo Potel will create the
name part. Others in the cast are
Dorothv Wolbert, Otis Harlan, Harry Todd, Howard Crampton and
Ruth Handforth.

Big House for Buffalo
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Triart Born in Atlanta
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta, — For distribution, the Triart Film Co. has been formed here.
Harry Stone heads it. William O.
Walker is local manager. The new
company will handle a full line of
features and short subjects. It has
the Equity series, of Clara Kimball
Young; Harry Carey in "Brute
Island;" "West of the Rio Grande,"
with
Allene Ray;
"Man It
andwill
Woman"
and "Broken
Hearts."
handle
re-issues with Gloria Swanson, Louise
Glaum, Dorothy Gish, William Desmond and Norma Talmadge; 12 Mack
Sennett comedies, 12 one reel Chaplins and the same number of Fatty
Arbuckle comedies. It will also
handle "Love's Plaything."

Third De Haven for 1st Ni
First National will distribute
Lady Friends" which the De
are making on the coast.
It
the third comedy
to be
through the circuit.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY
Los Angeles — Carter De Hi
working at the Louis B. Ma;
dio. He recently completed
the Poor Girl," regarding whi
distribution
announcements
been made.
Serving
"

(Special

Her
to

Sentence

WID'S

DAILY)

\

Los Angeles — Bebe Daniels,
victed by an Orange County jui
speeding, is now serving her 1
sentence in jail.
=

WHEN—

Charlie Conklin
WHIM

HI

screened his new comedy,

.*s

recently completed for the
States Rights Market-

PHOTO

ENGRAVI

1587-1589
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He Had to Buy a New Hat
=
(Two sizes larger than usual)

Buffalo— The Statler Hotel interests have finally completed plans for
the proposed hotel which will be built
at Niagara Square, Delaware Ave.,
Mohawk St., Franklin St. and Genesee St. The hotel will also house a
large picture theater, but whether the
hotel people will run it or not is problematical. The entire project will cost
$5,000,000.
Realart Exchange
Organizes
Team
The New ¥ork exchange of Realart
has reorganized its baseball team for
the present season and is looking for OPEN
contests with some of the better class
of teams in the amusement business.
The first game of the season will open
when it plays the First National Exchange of New York at Van Cortlandt Park on Saturday, May 7th.

"Hope Diamond" Sales
William Fait, Jr., of the Howells
Sales Co., Inc., has sold the following
territories on "The Hope Diamond
Mystery": All o"f Canada, Allen
Arthur F. Statterhis has finished Bros.; Texas, Oklahoma and Arkanthe continuity for an original screen
sas, Specialty Film Co.; North and
story by Leroy Scott, tentatively call- South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
ed "The Mother." Rupert Hughes and Florida. Associated First National of Virginia; Northern and
is now working on a story designed
to fit the special talents of Tom Southern California, All Star Feature
Distributors, Inc.
Moore. The working title is "From
Up."
the Ground
Some
Cast!
Director Erie Kenton, engaged to
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Warner Bros.'
Los Angeles — The cast for "The
direct "Money Flies,"
has
Three Musketeers" has been rounded
initial production for Educational,
out. Production will start as soon as
severed his connection at the comthe
costumes are completed. The
pletion of the picture.
cast is as follows: Douglas Fairbanks, George Seigmann, Sydney
..'Frank Lloyd, the director, Phoebe
Franklin,
Marguerite de la Motte,
members
other
and
Holt
Jack
Hunt,
Thomas Holding, Charles Stevens,
Grim
"The
making
of the company
Comedian," will leave this week for Eugene Pallette, Mary McLaren,
Big Bear, where they will spend a Boyd Irein, Nigel de Brulier, Lon
Poff. Adolphe Menjou. Leon Barry,
week making exteriors.
GAUSMAN. Willis Robards and Barbara La Marr.
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Embargo Lifting

lolubar Signs
ke Series for Associated First
itional — Going to Europe
Later On

Germany Gradually Permitting More
Pictures to Go In — All Restrictions Off Later
Private advices received in New
York in the past few days indicate
that the present restrictions on the
importation of foreign-made pictures
into Germany are being gradually removed. The information has it that
the German Government is not officially announcing the removal of the
embargo, but that the measure now in
force will not be observed to the
letter.
It will be recalled that it was decided in Berlin to limit the number of
foreign-made pictures imported into
Germany to 15 per cent of the amount
the country used in 1920. This
percentage was to be divided into the
three classes constituting the business: the distributor, the exhibitor
and the producer. The limitation was
considered necessary to foster home
industry and enterprise.'
One of the strongest reasons for
permitting a laxity in enforcing the
15 per cent clause is said to be the
impossibility of making an equitable
division of the imported films among
the various German film concerns.
Large concerns
like the U. F. A. nat(Continued on Page 2)

•e Allen Holubar and Dorothy
: left for Los Angeles on Wedarrangements were completed
y Associated First National
stribute the future Holubarproductions.1
director has outlined for fu>rk six productions, in four of
Dorothy Phillips will appear,
st two will be personally diby Holubar. The next two
supervised by Holubar but
sonally directed by him. The
o will be in the nature of allecials.
special productions, according
snt plans, will be made in EuHolubar, upon his arrival on
ist, will immediately get to
n his first production.
eaton Contract Pending
of the reasons for Buster Keaistern trip was for the purpose
ing a new contract for addiwo reelers with Metro. Kea1 WID'S DAILY that as yet
tract had not been closed, but
probably will be before he
for the coast.
«
entally, the original plan of
several pictures in the East Harry Sweet, snapped in a poignant
en abandoned,
according
to hip clean laugh that you get every
Kane on Way West
ur S. Kane is on his way to
lgeles to confer with various
i whose fortunes he and his
ly are interested.
: will spend much time at the
of Charles Ray and will cono with Cyrus J. Williams and
r J. Callaghan.
P. Fritts accompanied Kane
trip and the two stopped for
days in Topeka, Kan.
^dolph Samuels Returns

kinner Again ?

iSpecial to WID'S DAILY)
Angeles — Certain quarters here
ing credence to the report that
■cinner will make a screen ver"The Honor of the Family."
r's only screen appearance was
lier's
lease. "Kismet" for Robertson-

the

Getting Ready

McCormick Moves

O'Reilly and M. P. T. O. Officials
Going
to Albany
— Nat'l
Asso.
Discusses
Situation
Today

Leaves Lesser — Gore Bros. Organization to Join the Aliens in
Cleveland
S. Barrett McCormick has left the
Sol Lesser-Gore
Bros, organization
to join the Allen Bros, in the management of their new Allen theater
in Cleveland.
McCormick is one of the best
known exhibitors in the country. He
came East recently with Sol Lesser
for whom he conducted the Ambassador theater in Los Angeles. Before that he was identified for some
time with the Circle theater in Indianapolis, where his work in putting
on shows earned for him a national
reputation. He is now in West Baden, Ind., where the First National
annual meeting is being held.
The Allen is the larger of the two
Allen theaters in Cleveland. It was
opened on April 1.

Both officials of the M. P. T. O.
of New York State and officials of
the National Association are getting
active in connection with the announced public hearing to be held
before Governor Miller on Tuesday
next on the Clayton-Lusk censorship
bill.

Charles O'Reilly, president of the
to WID'S
DAILY)
ita — Adolph
Samuels
has re- Exhibitors' League, stated yesterday
from a three
months'
trip that he would go to Albany on Monday and that all the other officers of
l Western Europe.
the organization would be present as
Special

moment in a Century
Comedy,
wee1*- in the vear. — Advt.

well
as John Mclnerney, the league's
attorney.
The National Association at noon
today will hold a meeting at which it
is expected the important film executives will attend. The meeting will
take up the Albany question and
Maurice
methods of procedure will be mapped
out.
makes his

Fleckels

Here.

Fleckels of the Film Distributors' League is in town. He
headquarters in Chicago.

M. P. D. A. Opposes German Films
The M. P. D. A. in a lengthy statement issued yesterday afternoon officially announced its opposition to
the "exploitation and exhibition of
German made films in the United
States
for an indefinite
period."
The statement
went into
details as
to the character of the pictures and
characterized
"Passion" and "Deception" as insidious
propaganda.
Metro Moves Next Week
The Metro executive offices will
move next week from the present location in the Longacre Bldg. to the
6th and 7th floor of the new building at Broadway and 45th St.
The Loew Enterprises will occupy
part of the 7th floor with Metro and
all of the 8th.
Still

Free

Betty Blythe, who is now in New
York from the coast, has not signed
any contracts, it is learned. It is
understood that several offers have
been made, among them one to appear as Mary in "Mar}', Queen of
Scots," which J. Gordon Edwards
will make in Europe.
In the interim Miss Blythe is doing some spring shopping.

mmrntf

iM^z
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Embargo Lifting
(Continued

from

Page

1)

urally would control the bulk of imported films because its activities embrace all three phases of the business.
Vol. XVI No.22
Friday, April 22, 1921
Price 5 Cents
The importation of outside productions will be permitted on a larger
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, scale as time goes by, until the point .
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., is reached where any number of films
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and will be allowed to enter the country
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning,. President and Treas- without interference on the part 'of
German authorities.

urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
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Address
all
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to
WID'S
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71-73
West
44th
St.,
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York, N. Y.
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
45S1-45S2-SS58
Hollywood,
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Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
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A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.
* :_. . .

Quotations

An interesting sidelight on the situation was divulged yesterday by a
man who is well posted on foreign
conditions. He stated that big German producing units were forced to
abandon plans to take large troupes
into Italy where scenes were to be
shot for forthcoming productions, because the Italian consul general in
Berlin refused to vise the passports.
It was the impression in Germany,
as described by this man, that the
move was primarily aimed at the 15
per cent clause which barred out Italian films, as well as those of other
countries.
Crafts Opposition Grows
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Reform dictatorship will
never be established in Illinois acLast
cording to the exhibitors of this state,
Bid. Asked. Sale who have made an appeal to the pubFamous Players .. 7AYA
76
7S%
lic and to the press to "halt the atdo pfd
88
88
88
tacks of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts and
preserve the theaters of the state
♦Goldwyn
4%
5%
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted from the interference of those who
Loew's, Inc. .
18%
18%
l&H seek through false assertions to inTriangle
%
H
%
sinuate themselves into control of
World Film
Not quoted motion pictures."
appeal was
made through the M.The
P. T. O. of the
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. state in convention. Other organizafollow. tions of exhibitors are expected to
"Bob Hampton" at Strand
The Strand will show "Bob Hampton of Placer" for a week beginning
Mav 1.
Considerable Activity at Lasky's
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — George Melford has
begun work on "The Great Impersonation." James . Kirkwood
is feati ! : , ! 'm Forrest plays the leading feminine role.
William D. Taylor is making progress with "The Lifted Veil."
Cecil B. DeMille is engaged upon
the opening scenes of his new production suggested by Leonard Merrick's
and isthein Lady."
William "Laurels
DeMille
consultation
with Rita Weiman concerning her
story for his next production.
Sam Wood, directing Gloria Swanson in "The Great Moment," has almost reached the concluding scenes.
Frank Urson has been making interiors for "The Hell Diggers. Wallace Reid is the star and Lois Wilson is leading woman.

Chief Leaves It to Exhibitors
(Special to WID'S

You What's Making Mone^
Here's

Some
Attractions
That Have
a Big
Power — They Are Proving It Daily
THE

WOMAN

to

WID'S

HOUSE
Many

favora

HABIT
High grade production.
Mildred
acting.
You can boost this picture
Olso, Minn.

Harris does some very I
to the limit. — Lyric Theatre

GOOD
REFERENCES
This picture broke all attendance records. The box office
ceipts were exceptionally heavy. They turn out to see Consta
Talmadge here. — H. A. Daniel, Rialto Theatre, Laredo, Tex.

THE

TRUTH

ABOUT

HUSBANDS

A very pleasing picture. The management placed particular
stress on the fact that this was a First National attraction. It got
the business — August Ilg, Wonderland Theatre, Lorain, Ohio.
THE

KID

Played to biggest week's business in the history of the house.
In six days it equalled the previous box office record for seven days.
Held over for a second week. — Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
JIM

posters never

make a photo-play any better— but they always make

THE

PENMAN

"An interesting screen version of the famous melodrama.
It
has fine possibilities as a box office attraction.
It demonstrated its j
ability to draw at the New York Strand." — Variety.
PASSION

DAILY)

Mobile, Ala.— The League of Women Voters here has asked the city to
create a board to censor pictures.

RITCHEY*

HIS

One of the best pictures ever shown here.
comments. — Lowell Theatre, Little Fallsv Minn.

Ask for Censorship

(Special

IN

-Drawinj

DAILY)

Tulsa, Okla.— The chief of police
here has declared exhibitors must cut
objectionable material from their
films or he will ask for a municipal
censorship from the city commission.

Women

Let the Other Exhibitor Tell

"Never before in the
created such an upheaval
Associated First National
ical document."- — Trenton

history of the screen has a motion picturt
of popular interest as this, the greatest oi
releases. A wonderful human and histor(N. J.) Times.

First National Attractions I
That's another reason why

it more profitable.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere
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One of the country*1 s greatest showmen — S. Barrett
McCormick, Managing Director of the Ambassador and
Kinema Theatres in Los Angeles, wires us as follows :

"The great variety of subject matter in Kineto
Reviews already released and announced make
it one of the most attractive subjects yet offered
the theatre manager. It fills the gap between
overture and feature with genuine entertainment that is relished by an audience hungry
for the unusual. Kineto Reviews have a
regular, place upon my program."

KINETO

COMPANY

OF AMERICA

INCORPORATED

71 WEST 23rd STREET

y^f?™*****-

N£W Y0RK C1TY

tMA

«M

In the Courts
Reginald Warde has sued the
Municipal Studios, Inc., to recover
$5,000 he paid for stock under alleged false misrepresentation. He alleges that the defendant declared it
was the owner of land in Long Island
City on which a large motion picture
studio would be built, and that building operations had been started and
that the studio would be finished by
January, 1920. He alleges that the
defendant had not started to build
when he was induced to buy stock.
The defendant filed an answer admitting that the studio was not built, but
denying the other allegations.
F. P.-L. Plans Additions in Phila.
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia—Famous
Players-Lasky are planning alterations and additions to their exchange
building at
1219 Vine St.

a location for studios. Congressr
Four in Calvert Series
Harry M. Wurzbach has prom:
Dominant Pictures, Inc., will re- his
support.
lease on the state right market a series of four Catherine Calvert proSTUDIO
FOR
RENT
ductions, the first "Aching Hearts,"
and the second, "The Masked Mar- Fully equipped in Gloversville, N.
in beautiful Adirondack
Mount j
country
at
reasonable
rental.
Berry
Sells
Out
After T. and D. Theater
Address
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Manchester, N. H. — The Granite
R. W.
FRANCE
riage."
Sacramento, Cal. — The Paramount Square has been bought by Forest G. 729 Seventh Ave.
New Y
Pictures Corp., which is building a Kimball from Frank G. Berry, who is
new theater at K St., Ninth and going to Florida, it is said. Berry is
Tenth Sts., is reported negotiating secretary of the M. P. T. O. of New
with Turned and Dahnken to take
Hampshire.
UNITED SOCIETY OF
over the lease of the T. and D. theCINEMATOGRAPHERS
ater.
San Antonio as Studio City
formerly Cinema Camera Club
San Antonio, Tex. — The Cinema
Apex
Gets Synchronized
Franchise Club, recently organized, has begun
Removed to 251 West 42nd St.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
a campaign to promote this city as
Same Phone — Bryant 6558
Pittsburgh — Apex Pictures, Inc.,
121 Fourth Ave., have secured the
franchise for the Synchronized Scenario Music Co. product for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

TRANSATLANTIC
PROJECTORS

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Charlie Chaplin has
made an important addition to his
company by securing the services for
a long period of Mack Swain. A contract has been signed whereby Swain
becomes permanently identified with
Chaplin.
Pielow Joins Hodkinson
(Special to WID'S

Jans Goes to Washington
Herman F. Jans of Jans Pictures,
Inc., left for Baltimore and Washington yesterday with his sales manager, Foster Moore, and C. F.
Wfensch of the auditing department.
While in Washington Jans expects
to close a deal on "Madonnas and
Men."
Rosary"

a Two

(Special to WID'S

Reeler

DAILY)

Los Angeles — "The Rosary," which
Jerome Storm is to make for William N. Selig and Sam E. Forke, will
be a two reeler for Educational release.
The second two reeler will be
"Debonaire," by William Farquhar
Payson; the third, "The Royal Box,"
and the fourth, "The Honor of the
Big Snows."
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"ITS AWFULLY
LONEsays —
SOME TO BE A GREAT
P. S. — Those
who wonder
COMEDIAN''
he knows should see the
ture he has just completed
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STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS

I. RUBIN
A CAPABLE YOUNG MAN
with much
ambition
and
some experience
wishes a position in the Export
Dept. of a reputable concern

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

how
picfor
RE-

Modern, Fully Equipped

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
JACKSON

ENGRAVINi
E
G G-

Charlie Conklin

DAILY)

Portland, Ore. — Ralph Pielow has
been appointed Hodkinson representative in this territory to succeed Mr.
Chanler, who has resigned.

"The
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$550,000 Loan on Coliseum
A loan of $550,000 has been made
on the Coliseum theater, Broadway
and 181st St., by the Prudence Bonds
£orp. to the Greater New York
Vaudeville Theaters Corp. The theater cost about $1,200,000 to build.

Swain in Chaplin Comedy
(Special to WID'S
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New Motion Picture Studio,
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rman Exchanges

us Player. Arranging for Its
stribution in Central Europe
— Main Office in Berlin
ious Players-Lasky will main's own series of exchanges
in
ll Europe.
Plans have been
for the establishing of one
l already — in Berlin. This will
: central distributing point for
Central Europe and contingent
the development of the Middle
ean business rests the possibilopening branches in other imit points in that territory. That
will be a series of offices is praca certainty.
above move is of particular inin view of the exclusive augment published in WID'S
Y yesterday regarding the lift: the German ban on the imion of films. Because of the
id political conditions after the
on of hostilities, Famous Playis had practically no distribul Central Europe. That steps
now being taken to capture
jf the German trade was point: yesterday by film men who
old of the plan, as a certain inn that Germany and the adja:ountries were opening up to
itional trade.
understood that plans for in: Central European distribution
developed by Adolph Zukor
he was in Berlin.
Vogel in Berlin
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
in — William
M.
Vogel,
the
:an
exporter,
is here
from

Price 5 Centi

Will Urge Truce
National Association to Ask Governor for Year's Grace — Four
Speakers to Be Selected
The National Association will again
ask Governor Miller for a year's
truce during which time the industry
will promise to cleanse itself of undesirable pictures, at the public hearTuesday.
ing to be given by the Governor on
This was decided upon yesterday

Here is a picture with a moral. Like Billy Van, live film men read WID'S
DAILY the first thing every morning. They know the value of keeping
accurately informed of what's going on in their own industry. — Advt.

To Leave Metro
May Allison and Company Come to
Agreement — Free Beginning

1 DAILY)
(Special to July
WID'S
Los Angeles — May Allison states
that by mutual arrangement she and
Metro have cancelled the existing
contract which was optional to run
for another year.
enning Here from London
Miss Allison adds that on the first
A. Senning, connected with of July she will be free to consider
.vid P. Howells organization in several attractive offers which she
n, is in New York,
says have been submitted to her.
ling will go to Louisville next
Washburn to Go On Tour
where an operation will be per1.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Bryant Washburn is
Lease Studio in Rome
to make a number of personal appearances in connection with the
Fox offices stated yesterday
le largest studio in Rome had showings of "The Road to London."
eased for the production of a He will appear at Frank Newman's
under direction of J. Gordon theater in Kansas City tomorrow.
ds. The name of the plant Chicago, Louisville and other cities
are included in the trip.
3t divulged.
possible that Fox may make
ire in Egypt.
Who Has "Carnival?"
There is some speculation in film
quarters regarding the distribution of
Starring Team in Fox Film
"Carnival," the Harley Knoles proa Murphy and Johnny Walker
duction made in Europe which he
-starred in "Two Live Wires," brought to this country.
Fox release, directed by EdKnoles will give no information reSedgewick.
garding distribution arrangements.

Rogers Through
Does Not Intend Renewing Goldwyn
Contract, is Coast Report — Tied
Up Until June
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles — Will Rogers will not
renew his Goldwyn contract, it is
reliably learned here. He is under
contract with the company until June
and when his present agreement is
completed he will make other connections.
This information is not officially
confirmed at the Goldwyn studios,
but the source from which it originates is unquestionable.
Campbell Here
W. S. Campbell, the comedy director, is in town from Los Angeles.
Mary Minter Going Abroad
Mary Miles Minter will leave in
June for a brief tour of Europe. She
will be accompanied by Mrs. Charlotte Shelby and Margaret Shelby,
her mother and sister.
The picture which she will complete before leaving the Hollywood
studios will be her eleventh for Realart. While abroad she will make a
number of personal appearances at
some of the larger theaters.

at a meeting held in the Association's
rooms. The president or the representative of every company attended
the session, at which the program for
Tuesday was mapped out.
It was impossible to learn yesterday who would go to Albany on
Tuesday. It was stated that as many
executives would go as will be in
town and that those that were away
would be officially represented. Plans
were made to have four speakers represent the industry. The individuals
have not as yet been selected. There
will be one familiar with the technical
side of the business, a man who will
be able to answer any question regarding pictures that may be asked.
Another will represent the financial
end of the business. He will explain
just what censorship would mean to
the industry. The third speaker will
be
from the
League
America.
The Authors'
choice rests
betweenof
Rex Beach. George Ade, Booth Tarkington and Augustus Thomas. The
fourth will present the censorship angle from the viewpoint of the general
public.
The Review Board Delegation
Dr. Everett Dean Martin will head
the delegation of the National Board
of Review which will go to Albany
to attend the hearing. Others who
will attend will be Dr. Arthur Shields
of the Inter-Racial Council. Miss
Mary Gray Peck, Mrs. C. R. Richards and William D. McGuire. A
large delegation of members will also
go, but will be observers only.

M astbaum Denies
Says No Deal is On With Famous
Players — Admits
Stock Was
to Be Interchanged
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Philadelphia — Jules E. Mastbaum,
in the current issue of "The Exhibitor." a regional trade paper published here, denies that Famous PlayersLasky will absorb the Stanley Co. of
America.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Quotations

Page

"Setting at rest all rumors that the
Stanley Co. of America had been absorbed or was about to absorbed by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the
Stanley Co., emphatically denied that
the producing company had taken
over any of the holdings of the Philadelphia organization. When asked
as the probable source or foundation
for the rumor that has gotten considerable momentum and wide-spread
publicity in this section, Mr. Mastbaum said that it was undoubtedly
the outgrowth of negotiations that
were entered into some few months
ago whereby there was to be an exchange of large blocks of stocks of
the Famous Players Co. and the
Stanley Co. These negotiations, however, did not result in any definite
deal, and so far as the absorption of
the Stanley Co. by the Famous Players-Lasky Co. is concerned, it has
been permanently discarded from the
minds of the officers of the Philadel-

phia corporation."
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
WID'S DAILY on April 4 reported from Philadelphia that a deal was
Famous Players .. 75^
7SV4
78
on
do pfd
88
&9%
m/A Co. between Famous and the Stanley
for the outright purchase of the
*Goldwyn
4%
5Mi
latter
company. At the time Elek
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
J. Ludvigh of Famous stated he had
Loew's, Inc
18K
18%
18# not heard about it. Later, an effort
Triangle
H
Vi
3A
made to reach Mr. Mastbaum in
World Film
Not quoted was
Philadelphia, but he was out of town
and no one was authorized to make
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. statements regarding
the company's
policy.
Griffith Theater Delayed
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Roxy" to Entertain Kiddies
Philadelphia— The D. W. Griffith
interests have failed to exercise the
At 10 o'clock this morning over
option on the property at Broad and 5,000 children from the high schools
Locust Sts., on Which it was intended and public schools of the city will be
the guests
S. L. Rothafel at a
to erect a theater at a cost of $4,- gala musical ofenterta
inment and dem000,000.
onstration at the Capitol. Mayor
The passing of the option, it is an- Hylan and President La Guardia
of
nounced, however, does not mean the
Board of Aldermen will be the
that the Griffith interests have temporarily abandoned their idea of guests of honor.
building here.
It will mean that the project will
Finish Titling Three Films
probably be delayed six months or
Harry Chandlee and William B.
so. Several other desirable theater Laub have completed the sub-titles
sites are being considered and it is
"Suspicious Wives," starring Moldeclared that some definite decision for
lie King, as well as the
two Joe
as to .the exact location of the pro- Moore-Eileen Sedgwick pictures,
posed house will be made shortly.
"False Brands" and "The Wolf
Pack," all of which are being reWarner Studio Active
leased by World Film.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los at
Angeles
— Warner
Bros' Sts.,
new
studio
Sunset
and Bronson
Hollywood, is the scene of much activity with the starting of the first
of a new series of two reel comedies
featuring Monty Banks.

(f ^cLu^<xtlOTLa£ U^LctuAjtA^

Even in Java

1)

Exhibitor" is

Saturday, April 23, 1? , ;

Soerabaia, Java,
Wid's Daily, Dutch East Indies.

New York:
* * * I have been noted
among film dealers and exhibitors for having a "tangan dingin" (lucky hand in Malay) in
buying specials and I may as
well confess now that my "tanmost ganofdingin"
the was
time. Wid's reviews
Most of the specials and features which I secured for my
territory were bought on the
strength of your favorable comment in your reviews, and many
times you have saved me a considerable loss of money, when
I was tempted to buy a picture
on the strength of a sometimes splendid advance advertisement, but after reading your
review I decided to give my
competitors a chance to get
their cables ahead of mine in
New York.
* * * As once back in Belgium I intend to start in film
business again, I will not say
"adieu!" but "au revoir," as my
cheque and your subscription
department will sure meet
again. With my best wishes
for you and THE trade paper
whose name is Wid's and
whose motto
be service.
Tout must
a vous,
MAURICE PEZZARO.
Chester Leases Entire Floor
C. L. Chester has leased the entire
fourth floor of 120 W. 41st St. to
house his local office staff.
Beier and Rosenfeld in Charge
Murray Beier and Charles Rosenfeld will conduct the New York exchange of the
Allied Distributing
Corp.
Phila. League Takes Floor
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The
Exhibitors'
League has leased the second floor
at 13th and Vine Sts., the quarters
formerly occupied by the Triangle
Exchange. This will be the permanent home of the organization.
Priscilla Dean's new UniversalJewel production, "Reputation," has
been delayed from April IS to May 2.

NOTICE!
The undersigned, The Vitagraph Company of
America, Inc., hereby announces that it is the sole
owner of the motion picture rights for the world in
and to the book and dramatic composition entitled
"The Little Minister," by J. M. Barrie, and that it will
take all necessary legal measures to prevent any infringement ofthose rights.
The Vitagraph Company

of America, Inc.

^

*^— — — — — —

^— — ff

PatheNe™
No. 33

TERRIFIC TORNADOES SWEEP I
SOUTHERN STATES— Scenes front
lissa, Texas.
BUCKING BRONCHOS
AND it
DEVIL COWBOYS PROVE THAT I
WILD AND WOOLLY WEST IS SB
A REALITY— Scenes at the Rodeo iC
eter, Cal.
AMERICA
HONORS
BOLIVAR— |L
at the unveiling of the statue in New ti
where
the President
greets
disting
South Americans.
nit, I
Other scenes from Germany, Summil
Philadelphia,
France,
California,

tod

uild I
String of Airdomes

DAILY)0
West Frankfort, 111.— To buili
operate a string of theaters in tc
coal belt the Southern Illinois Amk.
ment Co., has been formed. WT,
Holland of Marion is president; ][
ry Zwick, vice-president; E. C. La
of Sesser is treasurer, and James f
nette is general manager. Tc s
where leases have been closed |
Marion, West Frankfort, Murp I
boro, Benton, Zeigler and Seit,
The buildings will be airdomes 'I
the interior half filled with seats i
half with tables and chairs, at wih
soft drinks will be served.
(Special to WID'S

Disc Films

Harry Levey is the inventor el
talking machine disc which has o t
a long succession of microscopic ■
tures in concentric circles which ts
in succession between a light an 3
iens and are projected upon a sen .
Tarbell Leaves Vitagraph
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — The local manager
I
Vitagraph, E. F. Tarbell, a veterari
19 years of service, has resigned.

Exactly how profitable a
film will be no man knows
— but that any film will be
more profitable if accompanied by RITCHEY
posters, every man knows.

RITCHEY
L.ITHO. CORP.
406 W. 3 1st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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"DREAM HAS
STREET"
PROVED

$2.00
IN TWO

ITSELF

A

PICTURE
CITIES ALREADY

A picture of Faith . . and Hope . . and
Love .. it appeals to the highest decencies
and cleanest longings in man. It brings a
serene certainty into the hearts, of the
public.
"Moments of Inspiration . . . MOMENTS ONLY
A GREAT
SOUL
COULD
PRODUCE"—
says S. J. Kaufman in the N. Y. Globe. "It is superb."
"Easily the most artistic picture which Mr. Griffith has ever made." — N. Y. Commercial.
"It touches the heart of every beholder, for A LOVE THAT IS TRANCENDANT animates the
tale, and presents a new aspect of the greatest human emotions." — Philadelphia Record.
"Another Griffith to hang in the Screen's art gallery. "—Philadelphia North American.
"AMPLY WORTH A PLACE IN THAT GALLERY WHERE HANGS 'THE BIRTH OF A
NATION.' "—Philadelphia Inquirer.
"Handsomely and artistically done, it has* that indefinable touch that makes GRIFFITH
SUPREME IN THE MOTION PICTURE WORLD."— N. Y. Mail.
"Griffith's sheer genius is revealed again." — N. Y. Telegram.
"And 'Dream Street' HOLDS YOUR INTEREST from start to finish."— N. Y. American.
"It grips the spectators (Times) and MAKES OTHER PICTURES LOOK LIKE TRASH.
is a sparkling gem, a thing of rare distinction." — N. Y. Review.
"The scenes look as if they might have COME FROM THE BRUSH OF BEARDSLEY,
in popularity it should be a 'MAIN STREET' OF THE FILMS."— N. Y. Sun.
"MADE UP OF HAUNTING AND LOVELY PICTURES."— N. Y. Globe.
atmospheric scenes fairly swim before the DELIGHTED
N. Y."Beautiful
Globe.

ONLOOKERS'

It
and

EYES."—

"Here is the WITCHERY OF THE CAMERA as no one but Griffith can evoke it."— N. Y. Telegram.
"For Griffith is THE GREATEST MOTION
PICTURE
DIRECTOR in the World."— N. Y.
Globe.

"Dream Street" will be released on the United Artists Program

iiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN

zaH^s
"Ill- Advised" Move
Today's Issue
ATHENS, GREECE — First and

exclusive
Prince
pictures of the marriage of the Crown
of Roumania to Princess Eleni of Greece.
splendor
and
Remarkable views of the pomp
attending the ceremony.
,
NEW YORK — Tex Rickard names Thirty
Acres as site of great Dempsey-Carpentier
fight. Close-ups of Rickard and Carpentier.s
Dempsey in training at Freddy Welch
camp. Jack stages a bout and some unique
training stunts.
„,
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. — Pacific Fleet prepares for contest with aeroplanes. Admiral
Rodman directs target practice. Series of
s fired following orders from balbroadside
loon observers.
BOSTON, MASS.— Modern Paul Revere
speeds over the old route of Revolutionary
Hero. Crowds greet him in every town.
Views of Harding's visit to New York,
Viviani leaving for France, Some He-Vamps
in Columbia Varsity Show, etc., etc.

LEWIS J S

LSfiEWS
THE

1

WORlfS C RE AT EST
NEWS REEL

Is the Way Louis Auerbach Characterizes Agitation Against Foreign Pictures — Tells Why
Louis Auerbach, vice-president of
the Export and Import Film Co.,
Inc., one of the largest exporters in
the business, yesterday characterized
the agitation against the importation
as "ill-advised."
of foreign ispictures
Auerbach
in close touch with developments inthe foreign market and
is usually well informed on new developments inthe field.
He stated yesterday:
"The producer in America when
making pictures expects his foreign
sales to carry a great deal of the production cost, and if through some illadvised action this source of revenue
is reduced or taken away it will so
reduce the income that many American companies will have a hard time
existing. Those who are_ operating
on a very small capital will fail.
"In the exportation of films we
have time and again encountered serious opposition from other countries
who complain because their pictures
are not being shown in the United
States. England is agitating today
against our pictures. We have assured them over and over again that

whenever
pictures
come product
up' to
the standardtheir
of the
American
we shall bring them before the American public. Although there are in
this country today hundreds of pictures from England, Italy, ScandinaPhila. Ledger Starts Daily Page
via, the Central Powers, etc., produced in the last four years, only three
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
pictures
have been shown; only three
Philadelphia— The Evening Ledger
has decided to run a page of film out of hundreds have been of the quality demanded by patrons of American
news daily, thus reverting to its for- motion picture theaters.
mer policy.
"All countries have tried to refuse
the importation of all commodities,
including films, so as to keep their
money at home. This applies to all
parts of the world, and although the
statement was made that Germany
allows
motion picture importations
PHOTO
ENGRAVING
of only 2 per cent, this is not a fact
BROADWAY
1587-1589
They allow 15 per cent at the moDAY
AND
NIGHT
ment, and that is to be increased conTELEPHONE
BRYANT
8 444-5
siderably. There are today in Germany probably twenty American pictures for every foreign picture that
is in the United States.
"The American exporter is making
See KASSEL'S
LOBBY ART
every effort to open up the big forPAINTINGS
eign market for American productions so as to keep the American proLyric, "Queen of Sheba"
ducer of motion pictures busy and to
Selwyn, "Connecticut Yankee"
give him again a new- outlet for his
Park, "Over the Hill"
product and increased income which
Casino "Mother Eternal"
Phone Bryant 7773-7774
for years, on account of the war, has
been shut off. It is unfair and illogical, therefore, to hinder him at this
late date with an agitation against
foreign pictures.
When Ben Turpin was in"The greatest films ever produced
were historic films based on facts and

GC

formed that his old side-

kick

Charlie Conklin
had started producing independently, it knocked
him cross-eyed.

history. First among these was 'Quo
Vadis,' based on the Christian era;
then came 'Cleopatra.' Mr. Griffith
made 'The Birth of a Nation,' which
deals with history, and so on down
the line. Certainly no man can claim
that 'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,'
which lately closed at the Capitol
theater, is a propaganda film. No
one ever has accused Shakespeare of
being anti-British because he wrote
plays that were bitter attacks upon
Henry VIII, Richard III and other
characters of history."

,
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1st National's
Stand
Explains the Balti-

Watch for Plunkett

Earl J. Hudson

I

Joe Plunkett is a busy

more-Chaplin Situation — Exhibitors Base Claim on Rider
Earl J. Hudson, assistant to J. D.
Williams of Associated
First Nat'l,
explained to WID'S DAILY yesterday his organization's stand on the
Chaplin situation in Baltimore, where
the Nixon-Nirdlinger interests, Chas.
Whitehurst
and Marcus
Loew
are
seeking an injunction restraining the
showing of "The Kid" at the Rivoli
theater, operated by Guy L. Wonders.
Mr. Hudson said:
"The Victoria, operated by NixonNirdlinger; the Garden, operated by
Charles Whitehurst, and the Hippodrome, aLoew house, held contracts
made in 1917 for the Chaplin series.
The contracts called for day and date
showings. We explained to these exhibitors why it was necessary for us
to secure additional rentals for 'The
Kid' and endeavored to show that
we were right by citing the established box office value of the picture.
They insisted, however, on adhering
to the terms of their old contracts.
"The Rivoli theater is our subfranchise holder in Baltimore, and so
we offered Mr. Wonders a day and

these days.
Won't
say
what he's doing, but it's in ccj
nection
Hampton
Placer" with
at the"BobStrand,
begi|'
it.
ning
May 1.
It's a good stunt. Watch f

Conditions 20% Off, Says Ke]
"I find business conditions il
motion picture industry in the f
similar to those prevailing in the
die West, which means
about
off normal," said Morris Kohn, ]
art's president, upon returning to
York from a tour of key cities il
Eastern States.
"While conditions now, as fa
the exhibitors with whom I t;
are concerned, are about 20% b
what they have been, the preva
impression seems to be that by
there will be a change in the gei
situation and most exhibitors
looking to that time for impo1
developments,"
"In Detroit I said
foundKohn.
that exhib
can see some improvement in c(
tions and the same thing is tru
date showing
on 'The basing
Kid.' their
The Pittsburgh," he added.
three
theaters objected,
objections on a rider which they said
was included in their copies of the
Chaplin contracts. That rider, they
state, gave the three houses exclusive
day and date showings of the Chaplin
OF
THE
T RADIX
pictures. The original contracts in
the home office, however, contain no
A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
such riders and besides, all contracts
READY REFERENCE
are subject to the approval of the
ACCOUNTANTS
EDMONDS & BOUTON,
INC.
home office."
S6 Pine St.,
1645 La Bret]
Closes Foreign Contract by Phone
Hollywood,*
L. H. Allen of the Foreign Markets New York City.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICIT
Dist. Corp. was at the local end of
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
the telephone and Vicente Blanco of
The Screen Bulletin
Blanco and Martinez of Havana.
Bryant I
Cuba, at the other end. The talk 904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
ROBERT
EDGAR LONG
started and closed with the making
Formerly
With
D. W. Griffith
of a contract covering the Vitagraph 1482 Broadway
Bryant
output for the year, beginning April
ARTISTS AND ART TITLE
1. All over the telephone, too.

DIRECTOR'

New List From Review Board
The National Board of Review has
issued Bulletin No. 5 covering additional "Exceptional Photoplays." The
list includes "The City of Silent
Men," starring Thomas Meighan;
"Deception," "The Passion Flower."
starring Norma Talmadge, and "A
Small Town Idol," with Ben Turpin.
The first two are Paramount pictures, the third a First National release and the last Associated Producers, Inc.
New Story for Edith Roberts
Several stories have been bought
by Universal. Among them is "Harbor Road," a novel by Sara Ware
Bassett, which it is expected will be
used as a vehicle for Edith Roberts.
Hoover Trailers to Be Given Away
Six hundred prints of the effective
trailer used in the Hoover Drive are
to be given
away
women's libraries
organizations,
schools, to
churches,
and other organizations or institutions which were active in the drive.

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leader*
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOM1
Art Titlet
7th Avenue
Bryant

727

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
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Investments
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MAKING A MAN OF HER HUSBAND
was the baffling task Cucretia Eastman
had given up until his fathers pleas
and key wo/nans yielding heart persuaded hev to Ivy once again . . .

ALICE LAKE.
UNCHARTED
SEAS

■MM

HE

B

■#1*M

.-■■■■*■

fJlf'lMwwL ulffmlTmiol

Lucvetia's last indulgences

trowJjohnJleyninq mlson's story inJLunscys.
Directed by
Wesley RuggUs

METRO

res, Qd.,utExcLuvial Tictuthrougho
rifSmfevibutovs
flu
siveVist
Ot.
Britain. SirWm, .Ju vij, cManDir.

m
o
r
f
And he's
Missouri!!
r ra feM"
II04SAMUEL

DAVE

HARDING,

H. HARDING.

MANAGING

DIRECTOR

SECY. & TREAS.

1m

6

MAIN
-,

J\ANSASClTY,

April Fifth, 19

Why worry about
the weather when
you can put
"THE FURNACE"
In your house?
&-«?E7n>MliiUiiJ l—m'l !■"***

ST.
MO.

2 1.

Mr. J. woody,
Realart Pictures, Inc.,
New York.
Dear Mr. Woody: —
We are very pleased to advise that we did a
splendid business on "THE FURNACE" in spite of inclement
weathe: and Holy Week.
" THE FURNACE" is one of the best all around
pictures produced this year. Besides a very popular and
talented cant, it has a story of unusual merit.
Personally, the engagement gave us a great
deal of satisfaction, not only on account of the business, but
upon the number of pleased patrons.
Sincerely yours,
LIBERTY THEATRE

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. I'm. OtT.

REALART
PrCTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK
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Move of treremoves ban on theater construction.
mendous import to both American and English film men.
Plans three or four
Henry M. Hobart forms Distinctive Prod.
Tuesday
a year.
Britain

Actors' Equity to launch move for high tariff and exclusion of
foreign-made pictures.
Robertson-Cole acquires three outside productions.
territory.
Rentals reported cut in southeastern
Wednesday

Reported Paul
Pathe Exchange grossed $14,000,000 in 1920.
Brunet may retire as president.
Betty Compson
Famous Players to film "The Little Minister."
as
"Lady
Babbie."
F. B. Warren Corp. to have 10 completed pictures by August.
attempted
over
National
exhibitors suing First
Baltimore
.
contracts
Chaplin
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breaking
producing units.
C. L. Chester to add two new
Thursday
Nazimova terminates contract with Metro.
of standard contracts and elimto urge adoptionFriday
C. of advance
T. O. C. ination
deposits.
of films.
Germany gradually lifting embargo against importation
Asso. First National release.
Allen Holubar to produce. Saturday

Will
tract.Rogers to leave Goldwyn upon expiration of present confears reaction against AmerL. Auerbach, prominent exporter,
ican films if foreign pictures are banned here.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"- Benjamin hranklin.
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"Grips its spectators. * * * Mr. Griffith, as usual, shows himself a master
at making scenes that hold the eye and command the interest.
* * * Not

I

just 'movie stuff.' "

i

" 'Dream Street' is made up of haunting and lovely pictures. * * * It is
superb. * * * Moments only a great soul could produce. These are
Griffith's, not Burke's."
(N. Y. Globe.)

I

(N. Y. Times.)

"As full of surprises as an Xmas pudding is of plums. * * * One of the artistic triumphs of the year. * * * Gorgeous blending of effects, with pathos
and comedy."
(N. Y. Telegraph.)

11

I1

I
I

" 'Dream Street' has novel twists
*
contrasts * * * well worth seeing.

*
*

* beautiful photography
* *" (N. Y. Journal.)

*

*

*

"There is distinction in anything done by Griffith and too high praise cannot
be given. * * * You cannot escape a thrill." (Evening World.)
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Extraordinary Spectacle Superbly Acted and Magnificently Produced
"DECEPTION"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Ernest Lubitsch
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Another really big production
of foreign origin well worthy of favor
STORY
Re-enacts the history of a certain period
in English history known to everyone
DIRECTION
Quite
superior;
shows
unusual
care from every angle, detail particularly
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Splendid; long shots excellent
PLAYERS
Two of the best screen performance
ever seen; others all very fine
EXTERIORS. . . .Good; many especially constructed
INTERIORS
Many and elaborate
DETAIL
Appears to be correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Taken from history
of the period of Henry VIII
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
9,297 feet
Another one of the year's big pictures comes from
the foreign market and is another production made by
Ernest lubitsch, who made "Passion." Again Lubitsch has gone into history for his story, this time
taken from the reign of King Henry VIII, of England and his notorious and infamous career. Those
well acquainted with England's history may find
errors, but to the casual observer who just remembers
the main facts of the scalawag king, "Deception" appears to be correct ; certainly it is interesting.
From first to last the picture holds the attention
and the development keeps increasing the interest to
the very end. And considering the length of the feature, this may seem surprising.
Mingled sympathy

for the exiled Queen andtcomedy touches provided
through the scapegrace Henry, hold the attention
until a more tragic atmosphere is reached, and then
before you realize it, they have arrived at the conclusion.
The direction of "Deception" is really of a superior
quality and from every angle it seems almost without
error. His handling of the players, settings and especially the way in which the mob scenes have been
conducted is excellent. It is a lavish production in
every way. The settings are numerous and costly
and in some cases actually took months to build,
notably a replica of Westminister Abbey, of which
they use both interior and exterior. The tournament
scene and the water festival are also splendid. The
costumes are gorgeous.
It doesn't seem exaggerating to say that "Deception" contains two of the best screen portrayals ever
seen. Emil Jennings as Henry VIII is a finished performer, and from the time he appears with his jeweled
ringers "digging" into a dish of food until the time
that he ruthlessly condemns Queen Anne to death, his
work holds the attention. He appears a trifle too
Teutonic of stature for England's licentious king, but
this is readily overlooked. Henny Porten as Anne
Boleyn is absolutely convincing and her acting remarkable at times.
A brief synopsis will recall the story. Henry tires
of Queen Katherine and when the Pope refuses to
grant a divorce, the King accepts excommunication
and establishes his own church at the same time mak
ing Anne Boleyn, Queen. The King soon tires of
Anne and when a daughter is born instead of a son
and heir, Henry finds cause to have Anne beheaded
and this time Henry marries Lady Jane, one of the
Queen's ladies-in-waiting. Henry certainly was a
"devil" with the ladies and from his evident admiration of water nymphs and such, it seems a pity he
didn't live in the age of Sennett bathing girls.

Should Make a Lot of Money and Good Showmanship

Will Do It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are to judge from the throngs who have tried
to gain admission to the Rivoli for a view of "Deception," the picture promises to be a "clean up" as was
its predecessor, "Passion." It is undoubtedly one of
the big productions of the year and exhibitors who
can obtain it for a run should consider themselves
lucky. You

can go the limit on promises and if it

doesn't go over it's because of poor showmanship.
The title may not mean very much of itself so re-

call the licentious career of England's scapegrace
king and tell them the story is enacted by a unusually
talented company of players, making special comment
upon the performances of Henny Porten and Emil
Jennings. There are others wdio do good work but
these are the most important. The box office results
should compensate for any expense you go to to put
the picture over.
wrong somewhere.

If they don't there's something
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Some Good Thrills in|Vidor's Latest
Cathrine Curtis Corp. presents
"THE
SKY
PILOT"
King Vidor Prod. — Assoc. First National Pictures
DIRECTOR
King Vidor
AUTHOR
Ralph Connor
SCENARIO BY
Faith Green
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Splendid production and many
individually fine bits in rather novel western
STORY
Makes attractive screen material but is
considerably too long
DIRECTION
First rate; gets in some
good
thrills
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
John Bowers
good in rather cutand-dried role; David Butler gives interesting
performance and others all do very well
EXTERIORS
Many pretty shots
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Nothing noticeably wrong
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young "Sky Pilot"
reforms whole western town and wins the belle
of the place
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION . . .•
6,305 feet
Ralph Connor's well known novel "The Sky Pilot
has been given a first rate production by King Vidor,
and judging from audible comment at the Strand
where it was shown, the picture seemed to be well
received. The male members of the audience, especially appeared to be thoroughly satisfied, and in
the part dealing with the "green" minister's attempt
to hold services in a saloon, the comedy business went
over big.
The director has gotten the most out of the story
and has put in some fine thrills, particularly the stampede scene which is the best thing in "The Sky Pilot."

John Bowers and Colleen Moore must certainly have
taken out accident insurance before they agreed to
take part in this. The photography in this spot is
certainly excellent, close-ups of the girl showing the
shadows of the stampeding animals, upon her prostrate form. This scene recalls to mind the stampede
sequence in Universal's "Lasca" but Vidor's is
equally well done and perhaps a trifle more thrilling.
"The Sky Pilot" is quite a bit too long and the ending is dragged. When the western town reforms to
the extent of presenting the minister with a church,
the ending seems at hand but it isn't even close at
hand. What follows contains some good action but
there's too much of it. John Bowers does well in a
part somewhat out of the ordinary for him. David
Butler is certain to make an impression as the terror
of the town.
Colleen Moore is a demure heroine.
A young minister comes into a western town and
is hailed as "The Sky Pilot." His first attempt to
convert the cowboys is to hold services in the saloon.
It ends in a fight in 'which the Pilot gives the town
terror, Bill Hendricks, the beating of his life and wins
Bill's friendship as a result. After many adventures
in the western town the Pilot finally converts the
boys and they present him with a small church. Then
just as you think things are about over, the action is
only really getting started and there are a series of
thrills in which the villain, known as "The Duke,"
and his partner, The Old Timer, plot against the converted crowd. The church is fired and the minister
nearly killed. Gwen, the Old Timer's daughter,
formerly saved from death by the minister but now
a cripple, has her Indian servant drive her to the
minister's rescue. She arrives in time to save him
from death in the burning church and at the same time
recovers the use of her limbs. Following this all
hands are converted and the Pilot wins the heart of
Gwen.

Should Do Good Business if Properly Handled
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors ought to do pretty good business with

from the Strand audience, it will please them the best.

"The Sky Pilot." In case you think the title won't
mean very much to them you might even go into detail to tell them what it is about, and be sure to play
up the thrill of the stampede. Also show stills of the
scene in which the minister and his horse are hurled

If you think the title of Ralph Connor's novel is
well enough known you can play up the title but be
sure to use lines telling them what they can expect.

from a high bridge. Both incidents should get them
interested. You can make promises for these two
bits. Appeal strongly to your men patrons.
Judging

Use King Vidor's name and recall his "The Jackknife Man." Among the names of the players John
Bowers, Colleen Moore and David Butler are the best
known.

WORLD

PREMIERE DE-LUXE!

"PECK'S BAD BOY"
(1921 MODEL)

Starring

The

Sensation

of Filmdom

JACKIE COOGAN
(THE KID)

at the

MARK

STRAND
THEATRE

ALL

NEW YORK

THIS
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All Star Cast Includes :
DORIS MAY
LILLIAN LEIGHTON
RAYMOND HATTON

WHEELER OAKMAN
JAMES CORRIGAN
CHARLES HATTON

Directed by

SAM WOOD

Edited and Titled by

IRVIN S. COBB

5 Reels of Laughter For Every
Child from Six to Sixty-Six

Western Pictures Exploitation Company
IRVING

LESSER, Gen. Mgr.

635 H. W. Hellman Bldg.
Los Angeles
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Good Western If You Like Them Mild
the titles keep telling you of his deeds. Actual scenes
of some of his adventures would lend reality to the

"SUNSET JONES"
American Film Co. — Pathe
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Geo. L. Cox
Daniel F. Whitcomb
Not credited
Not credited

AS A WHOLE
Satisfactory program western;
contains no especially big moments but manages
to hold the attention

picture and give you reason for believing that he received his just deserts when he is killed.
For those who like westerns minus
"Sunset Jones" should fulfill all desire
mild, in fact just a bit too mild for
fairly good suspense is created toward

the "shootin,"
for it is really
a western. A
the end when

STORY
Fairly interesting but might have been
made
more
so by more
force in dramatic
sequences
DIRECTION
First rate for the most
part;
might have put in more action since it is a
western
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good

Rand plots to have his wife killed by "accident"
rather than leave her to be happy with her lover who
is the man assigned to capture Rand.

LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Charles Clary adequate in title role;
Irene Rich good as heroine
EXTERIORS
Usual western

portrays the hero satisfactorily but has a peculiar manner of registering a variety of expressions by lifting

INTERIORS . .,
Correct
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Western "bad man"
plans to kill his wife rather than leave her to
her lover, when he himself is captured
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
A good western atmosphere without probably as
much action as might be expected, is what is being
offered in "Sunset Jones." The opening reel might
have been a little more precise in laying the story
foundation, but as it progresses is comprehensive
enough.

There seems to be presented too much

on-

the surface, that is, to the audience there isn't sufficient
reason for the things that happen. For instance,
David

Rand is evidently a western "bad man"

and

The direction is quite satisfactory on the whole, but
more force injected into the dramatic sequences would ■
have improved the picture greatly. It is, inclined to
run along in too much the same tone. Charles Clary

his eyebrows.
work.

Irene Rich as Rand's wife does good

John Ballard, Division Superintendent of a western
railroad, finally discharges David Rand because of his
dishonesty. Ranc' nd his band continue their maraud
ing escapades. Marion, wife of Rand but separated
from him, is visited one day by "Sunset" Jones. Previous to her marriage to Rand, Marion had been in
love with Jones but Rand had poisoned her mind
against him by telling her that Jones was a man-killer.
Rand learns that Jones is in town and is prepare:!
for trouble. While in the town saloon Rand is about
to be arrested when one of his band kills the sheriff
and the "bad man" escapes. Before the sheriff dies
he authorizes Jones to go after Rand and arrest him.
Rand sends for Marion to come to his hiding place.
She goes and when Jones hears it he follows. Jones
arrives in time to save Marion and Rand is killed,
leaving Marion free to marry her former sweetheart.

Should Satisfy On Average Program
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who know their patrons like mild western features will probably satisfy them with "Sunset
Jones." You might use the name of Charles Clary in
billing the picture and also that of Irene Rich. She
will be remembered as appearing in some recent Will
Rogers pictures. If you know this sort of western
will please your folks you can make promises for
"Sunset Jones."

Catchlines should attract and use them along this
line: "She was married to a western 'bad man." but
in love with the man who was sent to arrest him. ll
was a case of love or duty. Which

did she choose?

See the solution in 'Sunset Jones,' featuring Charles
Clary and Irene Rich." Other lines can be worked up
along the same idea to get them interested.

To the Biggest House
in the Land —
Shake hands
with yourself /
the Wildcat
is back /

Carl
Laemmle presents
Stuart Paton's Tremendous
Drama oP Woman against Woman
There is only one Dean. Only one "Wildcat of the Screen." Only one
actress whom you can absolutely count on for a ripping, tearing, sensational drama every time she appears. And there's only one theatre in your
town that can show this newest Dean picture first. Make that theatre
yours— right now— today— by wire. Then ask your Universal-Jewel Exchange to show you the promotion material for "Reputation" and you'll
see the cleverest stuff that any picture — even a Dean — has owned for many
a year.

Starring

the Most Dynamic

Universal
Jewel de
Adapted by Lucien Hubbard
FROM

EDWINA
LEVIN'S
"FALSE COLOO.Q"

Personality in Moving

NOVEL

Pictures

PRISCILLA DEAN
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Fair Offering With Adequate Production Of Commonplace Story
William Desmond
"DON'T

LEAVE

YOUR

in
HUSBAND"

Bradley Prod. — Federated Film Exchanges
DIRECTOR
Samuel R. Bradley
AUTHOR
Edmund Goulding
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Harry Gerstead
AS A WHOLE
Mediocre
production
dealing
with phase of life that is hardly entertaining
STORY
Nothing original nor distinctive about
it; does point a bit of moral
DIRECTION
Manages to keep it from becoming offensive
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERAWORK
Up to standard
STAR
Not the type of role he is best suited to
SUPPORT
Marguerite Clayton satisfactory lead;
Frank Losee good type ; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Bank clerk's loyalty
to his wife disproves employer's theory regarding women
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,200 feet
Why is it that producers insist upon filming, and
authors continue to write stories dealing with that
phase of life which is usually spoken of in an undertone and which at its best, is not what you'd call
"entertainment" material? Samuel R. Bradley's feature, formerly called "Dangerous Toys," and now
being released by the Federated Film Exchanges under
the new

title "Don't Leave Your Husband," incidental y a more attractive one, contains nothing that

is new to the screen, dealing as it does with the efforts
of a husband to satisfy his wife's cravings for the
luxuries he cannot afford and the subsequent lesson
which they both learn. And at the same time touching
upon the wealthy man designated by a title as "one
of the men who maintain apartments other than their
own" or something to that effect.
In view of the material he had to work with the
director has managed

it pretty well. The production

is adequate. He hasn't wasted any money on something that wasn't worthy of an expensive production,
and his results are in keeping with the general atmosphere of the offering. He is also to be commended for
the manner in which he has handled the story. There
are no objectionable scenes and on the whole there
is nothing offensive although the titles, of which there
are too many, are not always written in good taste.
They usually end with "and — ." Sort of suspense
effect.
William Desmond

seems out of place in a role like

this, but he does the best he can with it. Marguerite Clayton is suited to the lead and Frank Losee
is good as the rich man.

Louise Gray can't get along with her husband's'
salary so she becomes a model and meets Hugo Harman, her husband's employer, who offers to provide
her with the luxuries of life for three weeks, at the
end of which time she is to be free to stay or to leave.
Harman is trying to prove to Gray his theory that
every woman has her price, and so when Gray still
loves his wife and is willing to take her back after
what he learns, Harman's ideas are shattered and he
admits defeat. There is a reconciliation between Gray
and Louise, and Harman welcomes home the wife who
left him twenty years before, just as Louise left Gray.

Will Be Well Received Only By a Certain Class
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There are a good many houses catering to audiences
that like "high life" flavoring in their screen entertainment so in these houses "Don't Leave Your Husband"
will be well received. Played up with catchlines such

It isn't necessary to do any promising if you have
a daily change program. You are not liable to hear
any kicks on this one for a day showing although it

as the following, it will attract attention. "If your
husband's salary provided you with no luxury, and
another man offered you the things you craved for,
what would you do? See how Louise Gray solves the

will be less favorably received if you cater to "family"

problem in 'Don't Leave Your Husband,'"

well enough known you might also use her name.

trade. Use William Desmond's name in your announcements, and if you think Marguerite Clayton is

A Worthy Successor to
"Hold Your Horses9'
nr^OM in blue serge and silver
A buttons will cast a spell over
the hearts of your patrons— just
as he did with the haughty society miss who listened to his
blarney in "Made in Heaven."
A real Moore picture— sunny as
his smile, beguiling- as his eyes.

GOLDWYN

TOM
MOOR!
WILLIAM;

HURLBUT

cf.r jyG ctecf

by

VICXORfsCHERTZINGER
Rene Adoree, the young bride of
Tom

Moore, appears in "Made in

Heaven."
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Adaptation of Well Known Stage Play is Disappointing
Elsie Ferguson in
"SACRED

AND

PROFANE

firing a shot at the woman
LOVE"

Wm. D. Taylor's Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Wm. D. Taylor
AUTHOR
Arnold Bennett
SCENARIO BY
Julia C. Ivers
CAMERAMAN
James C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Quite a disappointment in view
of the success of the stage play
STORY
From Arnold
Bennett's play; doesn't
register as entertainment as screen vehicle
DIRECTION
Doesn't make the most of star's
ability and is frequently inconsistent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Adequate
STAR

Isn't always photographed to advantage
and isn't given proper opportunities
SUPPORT
Conrad Nagel does the best work;
others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Few of them
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
A woman of many
love affairs finally realizes happiness with her
first lover
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,964 feet
Those who saw Elsie Ferguson a few years ago in
the stage play from Arnold Bennett's novel, and who
have been anticipating her appearance in the screen
version are due for a disappointment in William D.
Taylor's production. The atmosphere of the film is
heavy and there is little relief for your entertainment.
During the run of the picture the audience is treated
to one suicide by drowning, another by shooting, two
apparently natural deaths and one near death when
the Diaz, the once famous pianist, drinks poison after

he blames for his downfall.

All this isn't pleasant to say the least, even considering
that two of the deaths are merely referred to in titles.
Miss Ferguson doesn't seem to have been given
the opportunities to show what she can do. Her performance seems to be a series of interruptions and she
might almost be called a "travelling heroine." Perhaps Arnold Bennett's original heroine did equally as
much wandering but it doesn't fit in well for a screen
adaptation. The star isn't always photographed to
the best advantage but otherwise no fault can be
found with that phase of the production. There are
several inconsistencies which they fail to give any
reason for, namely, the heroine's self acknowledgment
that after all the years she really loves the Diaz, although when he attempts to make love to her she
gently repulses him with "remember we arc only
friends."
Other incoherent bits are noticeable.
It doesn't seem stretching a point to say that Conrad
Nagel gives the best performance in the picture. As
Diaz, the famous pianist, he is hardly recognized as
the staid barrister of "What Every Woman Knows."
His make-up is excellent.
Carlotta Peel, brought up by a maiden Aunt with
maiden ideas, unknown to her Aunt attends a musicale given by Diaz. After the performance she meets
the artist and later succumbs to the strains of "Sampson and Delilah," played by Daiz. Carlotta spends
the night with Diaz and returns the next morning to
find her Aunt dead. She doesn't see Diaz again, and
in after years, Carlotta, n< \, v. w li i :-" \vn novelist, ;
loved by her publisher, Ispanlove, whose wife commits suicide because of her husband's affair with
Carlotta. Ispenlove then kills himself. After another
lapse of time and in a new locality, Carlotta encounters
Diaz, a victim of absinthe. She nurses him back to
health and his gift of playing is restored. Carlotta is
now happy with her first love.

Use Names But Don't Make Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It probably won't be difficult to get them in if you
just announce the title and the name of the star, but
it's another thing whether or not they'll be satisfied
with Wm. Taylor's production of "Sacred and Profane Love." On the other hand folks who admire
Miss Ferguson may accept the picture because of her
work, but even they will perhaps admit that she hasn't
been given the .opportunities which she requires to
acquit herself properly.
Apparently casual observers

in the audience at the Rialto where the picture was
shown, were heard to remark regarding the inconsistencies inthe production. One or two explanatory
titles would relieve this condition in the more prominent instances.
There are plenty of exploitation angles to work with
but it would be well to use only the title and the
star's name and if they like it, all right ; if they don't,
you won't have to take back any promises.

THESE SIX MAY AND JUNE
BY THE DISCRIMINATING
Do

RELEASES WILL BE WANTED
EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA

Your Booking Early !

7 Am Guilty I"

A J. Parker Read Jr. Production
Featuring Louise Glaum

A vivid and compelling adaptation of Bradley King's
powerful story of a women's tortured soul. A unique
plot with a new twist— a supporting cast impart lleled,
makes this production one of the most exceptional
features in many months. You don't have to take our
word for this statement — make our representative prove
it by screening the picture for you.

Ire
Broken
Doll"
An Allan
Dwan Production
Adapted from the widely read story, "Johnny Cucabod"
by Wilbur Hall, with an exceptional cast of artists including Monte Blue, Mary Thurman and others. Made
under the personal direction of Mr. Dwan, this special
is an assured box-office attraction of unusual merit.
You cannot afford to pass it up.
To be released June 12

To Be Released May 1

"The
Foolish
A Maurice
TourneurMatrons
Production "

'ffOME
Talent"
A Mack Sennett Special

Featuring Hobart Doswoith

with a cast comprising the pick of the Sennett funmakers. Here is a comedy classic rich in wholesome
humor and abounding with original situations such as
only The Comedy King could conceive.

Here is a modern society drama adapted from the novel
by Donn Byrne, whose readers are legion. The cast
supporting Mr. Bosworth is a stellar one and includes
many well known names.

To Be Released May 15

To Be Released June 19

"Mother
0'Production
Mine"
A Thomas H. Ince

"TreTenDoliarBmse"
A J. L. Frothingham Production

with a universal appeal. The story runs the gamut of
the human emotion and is based upon the greatest of
these— mother love. It is pictures of this type that
bring new patrons to your theatre and sends them away
confirmed fans.

Peter B. Kyne wrote the story which was read by millions in the Saturday Evening Post recently. You will
agree with us that this is without question Kyne's
greatest story. It loses nothing in its picturization.

To Be Released Max 29

To Be Released June 26

"SHE SIGHED BY THE SEASIDE," the second of the series of
MACK SENNETT two reel comedies, will be released MAY 8
THERE IS AN
BOOK
THESE

"A. P." EXCHANGE
NEAR YOU. MAKE
"SIX BEST SELLERS" NOW, OR YOUR

ARRANGEMENTS TO
COMPETITOR WILL!

Associated Producers Inc.
'HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH

AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

»
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Makes Too Obvious a Play for Sympathy
Vivian Martin in
"MOTHER
ETERNAL"
Ivan Abramson Prod. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Ivan Abramson
AUTHOR
Ivan Abramson
SCENARIO BY
Ivan Abramson
CAMERAMAN
John S. Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Mother
love overworked for
appeal;
production
is adequate
but
quite
ordinary
STORY
Told in two parts with the first the
much better of the two
DIRECTION
Fair; tells story smoothly but at
times lacks judgment in handling players
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Some poor
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Does best work in first episode but is
capable of much better performance
SUPPORT
Adequate; none distinguished
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Mother about to
end her unfortunate life is saved by son she
gave away in infancy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,500 feet
With "mother love" as the basis of his theme, Ivan
Abramson has written and produced "Mother Eternal,"
starring Vivian Martin, and perhaps because of the
fact that it makes such a strong play upon the heart
strings, it will be fairly well received. But on the
other hand, no one will be greatly impressed and it
isn't the sort of story that will cause any gulps in

the throat. "Mother Eternal" is so obviously fictitious
that it doesn't sink very deep.
There is nothing objectionable in the theme so there
can be no complaint on this score and the story is told
in a straightforward fashion. It is in two episodes,
the first being the better of the two. The second half
is weak, not only from a story standpoint, but poorly
acted as well. Also the direction here could be much
improved upon. The characters do some very
peculiar things, and coincidence plays a prominent part
in bringing the story to a conclusion.
Vivian Martin is suitable as the young mother who
gives her infant away because she is too poor to care
for it. But her appearance as the mother in the
second episode, after a lapse of twenty years, will
never gain her any laurels. Neither does she look nor
act the part and her facial make-up is so poor that in
close-ups she looks as if she were made up for a
clown role. Later close-ups in the same episode show
her with practically no old lady make-up. They had
better eliminate close-ups entirely in this half of the
picture.
Alice's spoiled daughter makes life so miserable
for the old mother that she decides to leave her
daughter's home. Intending to end it all, Alice tries
to drown, but is saved by Edward Stevens, Jr., who
turns out to be her son. When the child was born
Alice, because of her poverty, consented to the
physician's suggestion of allowing Mrs. Stevens to
believe the child her own, though in reality her's had
died. The elder Stevens is so shocked by the disclosure that he at first puts his "son" out of his home
but later begs him to continue as his son and have his
mother live with them.

of
Maker
g
Geor
r
Victo
PORTRAITS BY PHOTOGRAPHY
formerly at THE BLACKSTONE, CHICAGO, and recently with MR. D.
W. GRIFFITH, announces the opening of studios at 152 WEST FIFTYFIFTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY, where private sittings can be arranged by Appointment.
"I cannot tell you what a delight it is to see photographs like yours, and I congratulate
you upon the real artistic impetus which you have given to portrait photography in this
country."

Frank Crowninshield, Editor, "Vanity Fair."

l!i^DAILY
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Not Big But Theme May Carry It Through
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Vivian Martin in
"MOTHER
Ivan Abramson

ETERNAL"
Prod. — State Rights

"Mother Eternal" will go over well enough with
audiences who are not particular about such qualities
as artistry, technique and atmosphere, in their picture
entertainment. The production is ordinary but the
strong appeal through its mother love theme is likely
to please neighborhood audiences. Women especially
should be appealed to in your announcements.
The

TELEPHONE

(3e05
^6243

ARTISTS

REPRESENTED

ONLY

UNDER

picture can be cut considerably before sent out generally. The last half especially can stand cutting and
the removal of close-ups will be an improvement.
You can use Vivian Martin's name. She should be
popular enough to attract some attention. In newspaper and lobby announcements make the "mother
love" idea the basis. You could use lines such as :
"Is there any limit to a mother's
rifice of one in 'Mother Eternal,' "
order. Use the producer's name
productions of his which you have

WRITTEN

CONTRACT

love? See the sacor others along this
and recall any past
played successfully.

OF MANAGEMENT

BRYANT

CABLE

ADDRESS

LIVESTORY

(6244
REPRESENTATIVES

SIDNEY
281

WARDOUR
LONDON

JAY

JOHN

J.

LIVINGSTON

1440

ST.

BROADWAY

HOLLAND
LOS

BUILDING

SUITE

ANGELES
PARIS

NEW

TO

11
YORK

PRODUCING

COMPANIES

I have pleasure in informing you that I am now affiliated with the wellknown British Cinema Artistes' Representative, Sidney Jay, of London, England, who represents the elite of the British Authors, Directors, Producers,
and Stars.
It is, therefore, obvious that my clients' interests will be represented
to the greatest possible advantage both here and London, England. Anybody and everything appertaining to film production obtainable either here
or in Europe I can get you with the greatest possible despatch.
I represent many of our best-known producers and leading players,
and have quite a number of ingenues and juvenile leads hitherto unknown,
and I feel sure it would be to your advantage to get in touch with me when
casting your next production.
TO

ARTISTES

(Not already represented by me)

I can place you with almost every producing company of repute both
in America and abroad. I have been successful in obtaining leading parts
for many well-known artistes who had not previously thought of communicating with an artist representative.
You are cordially invited to write or 'phone for an appointment.
Yours
faithfully,

J. J. LIVINGSTON

MOTION
PICTURE
REPRESENTATIVE
AND
MANAGER
FOR

STARS
DIRECTORS
AUTHORS
PRODUCERS

sii^i
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Surprise Ending Compensates for Otherwise Unattractive Offering
Louise
"I AM

Glaum

in

wife, and while he is away she goes to a party with
some of her old friends.

GUILTY"

J. Parker Read, Jr. — Associated Producers
DIRECTOR
Jack Nelson
AUTHOR
Bradley King
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Charles J. Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Of a type that appeals to a big
majority but isn't refined entertainment
STORY
Has certain degree of dramatic force
and a surprise finish that holds it up well; is
not original
DIRECTION
Keeps his audience in ignorance
of ending in a way that is effective ; overdoes
some bits
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good
Good

CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Makes good in unpleasant role
SUPPORT
Mahlon
Hamilton
good;
George
Cooper and Claire DuBrey handle minor roles
well
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Only one or two unimportant ones
Some sets overdressed
Correct in the main; errors in court

procedure
CHARACTER OF STORY
lawyer innocent of crime
believes she committed
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Wife of prominent
which
she herself

point until the final reel, "I Am Guilty"
From this
an unrefined aspect that is far from being the
assumes
entertainment that educated picture patrons appreciate. There are wild all night revelries in which the
director uses poor taste in allowing the women players
to carry the "tipsy" business to extremes. Much of
this should be cut, particularly one close-ups of a girl
who has draped herself across the arms of a chair. A
bit of mother love is injected through the scenes between the woman who believes herself guilty of murder and her young son, a most unusual child who begs
his mother to show him the "butterfly" on her back,
a scar whose evidence she believes will convict her.
This is a bit farfetched, and a more appropriate way
of having the husband
would be plausible.

discover his wife's infidelity

The best thing in "I Am Guilty," other than Miss
Glaum's performance which is convincing, is the manner in which the director works up to the surprise
finish and the way in which it takes the spectator completely unawares. The cast as a whole is well chosen.
When Robert MacNair learns that his wife is guilty
of the murder of Teddy Garrick, whose party she attended in MacNair's absence, the lawyer refuses to
act in defense of Dillon, a crook, being prosecuted by
the state for the crime. Connie gives her husband
the revolver which she claims she used and which

6,500 feet

was handed to her in Garrick's apartment by someone she did not see, and which she used when Garrick

J. Parker Read, Jr.s' latest offering for Associated
Producers' release contains the sort of story that still
appeals to a good majority of picture patrons usually

attacked her. MacNeir disappears and Dillon is convicted but at the moment Connie appears and tells

referred to as "fans." It is typically "movie" in makeup. The offering starts out in promising fashion by
marrying a chorus girl that is "different" to a prominent lawyer. Everything is lovely up to this point
when the husband's business causes him to neglect his

the court she killed Garrick. Right on top of her confession, MacNair reappears with a confession signed
by Trixie, an admirer of
the apartment and fired
plains that his clue was
been exploded.
Follows

Garrick's, who was hiding in
the shot. The husband exthe revolver which had not
a reconciliation.

Exhibitors Should Use Their Judgment in this Case
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"I Am Guilty" suggests something of a sensational
character, and the picture in the main lives up to the
suggestion so that exhibitors will know pretty well
whether or nut they want it, because they are the best
judge of what pictures their patrons like best. It won't
be favorably received by the so-called "highbrow"
clientele, but is the type that does a thriving business
with "fan" folks and transient houses where you don't
have to cater to any particular class. There'll always
be some satisfied and some dissatisfied in this kind

of an audience, no matter what picture you show, so
it doesn't matter.
It shouldn't be difficult to get them in if you
the title in connection with the producer's name
the star's. Catchlines used in conjunction with
title can read as follows : "When a crook was

use
and
the
con-

victed of a murder, a prominent lawyer's wife appeared in the court room crying T Am Guilty.' See
the astonishing outcome of this unusual case in Associated Producers' latest release, starring Louise--

Glaum."

The Path Ahead
Vast in accomplishment, superb as the newest art has developed, so the path ahead looms portentuously for the director of
moving pictures.
Brilliant as the future seems for all other forms of artistic
endeavor, none possesses that great opportunity which awaits
the genius of direction. For he will be aided with many inventions; assisted by many developments in which lighting, properties, even color, will be but a part.
Far, far from the roof studios in downtown New York, with
their meagre, impossible appointments of yesterday are tremendous studios of to-day. And those that are to come will
be as marked in their advancement and improvement as these
of to-day loom over their predecessors.
For the art of the camera has but found its first development. What the future holds, what the path ahead leads to,
no man knows;
no one can foretell.
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VIGNOLA

PRODUCTIONS
Made For Cosmopolitan
Released By Paramount
"THE

WORLD

AND

HIS WIFE"
"THE PASSIONATE
PILGRUVT
"STRAIGHT

IS THE

"THE WOMAN

GOD

WAY"
CHANGED'
Now

Directingk>»

MARION

DAVIES
IN

"ENCHANTMENT"

'■Screen Entertainments That Are Consistently Good

VIGNOLA
M. P. D. A.

PRODUCTIONS
17

Releasing

Through

Hodkinson — Palhe
18

Exchange

VICTOR

L. SCHERTZINGER
M. P. D. A.
Directed the Following Releases :

"THE
PINCH
HITTER"
"THE
MILLIONAIRE
VAGRANT"
"THE
CLODHOPPER"
"SUDDEN
JIM"
"SON
OF HIS FATHER"
"HIS
MOTHER'S
BOY"
"OWN
HOME
TOWN"
"CLAWS
OF THE
HUN"
"NINE
O'CLOCK
TOWN"
(own story)
"EZRY"
"STRING
BEANS"
"THE
FAMILY
SKELETON"
"PLAYING
THE
GAME"
"THE
HIRED
MAN"

"QUICKSANDS"
"EXTRAVAGANCE"
"HARD
BOILED"
"THE
HOMEBREAKER"
"OTHER
MEN'S
WIVES"

\ with Charles Ray.

]
I with Dorothy Dalton.
J
with Pauline Frederick,
with Madge Kennedy.

"PEACE
OF ROARING
RIVER"
"THE
BLOOMING
ANGEL"

"WHEN
DOCTORS
DISAGREE"
"UPSTAIRS"
"THE
JINX"
"WHAT
HAPPENED
TO
ROSA"
"THE
SLIM
PRINCESS"
"HEAD
OVER
HEELS"
"PINTO"
(own story)
"THE

"BEATING
WYATT
L. BRUSTER,
Assistant Director.

THE

Ail-Star.

CONCERT"

"BARNES
OF NEW
YORK"
"MADE
IN HEAVEN"

GAME"

with Mabel Normand.

I
(

with Tom Moore.

(now in production) with Tom Moore.

TERRISS
Personally Directed

TOM

TERRISS

PRODUCTIONS

For Vitagraph

"Trumpet Island"
"Dead Men Tell No Tales"
"The Heart of Maryland"

Now

With

Cosmopolitan

Productions

DIRECTING

"BOOMERANG

BILL"

with Lionel Barrymore
20

ALLAN

DWAN

PRODUCTIONS

AT

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS

''The Forbidden Thing"

"A Perfect Crime' '
"The Broken Doll" (Coming)

EASTERN OFFICES
Brokaw Building
1457 Broadway, N.Y.C.

STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA

BERT

mmm

ABLER,

Representative
UliU
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FRANK BORZAGE
DIRECTED

HUMORESQUE"
To Be Released

"GET-RICI-UQUICK WALLINGFORD '
tt

In Production

"BACK PAY

FRED

NIBLO
Directed

A

series

of

eighteen

productions

starring

ENID BENNETT
THOS.

H. 1NCE — PARAMOUNT
for

RELEASE

"SEX"

Starring LOUISE GLAUM
J. Parker Read, Jr., Production
Hodkinson Release

"MARK
OF ZORRO"
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
United

Artists

Release

For Early Release
"MOTHER"
( Working Title)
ALL-STAR
Thos. H. Ince Special
Associated Producers Release

Just Finished

"DAUGHTERS

OF JOY"

Starring LOUISE GLAUM

J. Parker Read, Jr., Production
Associated
Producers
Release

In Preparation

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

United Artists Super Special

T. HAYES HUNTER
Director

o£

Prod wet ions DeLruxe
Guaranteed Box Office Attractions

r Hayes Hunter
Director
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JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
Director of

THOMAS

H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
RELEASES

<4 Homespun Folks"
Lying Lips
'Beau Revel'

"Hail the Lady"

Personal Representatives

WILLIS

&

INGLIS

Wright-Callendar Bldg.
LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.
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TOD BROWNING
Director
"VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL"
Author and Director
" OUTSIDE THE LAW"

|

1

Now in Production

1

II

"FANNY

HERSELF"

1
I

(With All-Star Cast)

1
I
II
i
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ALBERT

PARKER
DIRECTED

Douglas Fairbanks in ''Arizona"

Clara Kimball Young in "The Eyes of Youth"

Norma Talmadge in "The Branded Woman"

1 30 West 44th Street
NEW YORK CITY
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Kenneth Webb
M. P. D. A.

DIRECTED

FOUR

FEATURES

AND

LIONEL
TWO

COMING

BARRYMORE

SPECIALS

IN 1920

RELEASE

"SALVATION NELL"
A

WHITMAN

BENNETT

SPECIAL

Released Through First National
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DIRECTING

CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

Recent Successes :
"A HOMESPUN
"MOVIE
MAD"

HERO"

"SHUFFLE
THE
QUEENS"
"BACK
FROM
THE
FRONT"
"HEY
RUBE!"
"SHORT

AND

"'j'liri *

5TH

1 Iff

YEAR
FILM

3 YEARS

SNAPPY"

WITH
CHRISTIE
COMPANY

WITH

THOMAS

H. INCE

Recent Feature Release "813"
Do you remember

"TARZAN OF THE APES"
"BULLETS AND BROWN EYES"

W£i ffiA
\iiiii

Wi \¥
DIRECTING
AND

CHRISTIE

VANITY
CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

COMEDIES
FILM

§forM

COMPANY

Recent Successes :
"WEDDING
"SOUTHERN

and

BLUES"
EXPOSURE"

the
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K. William Neill
DIRECTOR
-■•■■■■•■

1>

For Early Release

"THE

IDOL

OF

Now

'THE

THE

in Production

CONQUEST

OF
^

FAMOUS
LASKY

NORTH

PLAYERS
RELEASE
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CANAAN"

»»

CLARENCE

a BADGER

MEMBER

M.P. D. A.

A Director who Produces Motion Pictures that are Human,
Clean and Wholesome

With Will Rogers:
ALMOST

A

HUSBAND

JES* CALL
ME
JIM
CUPID
THE
COWPUNCHER

JUBILO
HONEST
HUTCH
THE
STRANGE
BOARDER
BOYS
WILL
BE BOYS
DOUBLING
FOR
ROMEO

WATER,
WATER
EVERYWHERE
GUILE
OF WOMEN
AN
UNWILLING
HERO
POOR
RELATIONS

With Madge
FRIEND
HUSBAND
THROUGH
THE
WRONG
DAY
DREAMS
A PERFECT
LADY

Kennedy:
STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL
THE
KINGDOM
OF YOUTH
LEAVE
IT TO
SUSAN
DAUGHTER
OF MINE

DOOR

With Gloria Swanson:
THE
NICK
OF TIME
BABY
THE
SOCIAL
CLUB
TEDDY
AT THE
THROTTLE
THE

SULTAN'S

THE
DANGER
GIRL
HAYSTACKS
AND
STEEPLES
WHOSE
BABY?
THE
PULLMAN
BRIDE

DAUGHTER

With Mable Normand:

For Mack Sennett:

THE FLOOR BELOW
THE VENUS MODEL
SIS HOPKINS

A MODERN
ENOCH
ARDEN
GYPSY
JOE
SOWING
HIS WILD
OATS
HIS HIDDEN
PURPOSE

32
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HENRY

MacRAE

Henry MacRae, whose name can conscientiously be associated with the
successful Directors of today, has just completed two big Outdoor Features,
"The Foreigner" and "Cameron

of the Royal Mounted."

In producing "Cameron of the Royal Mounted," considered one of the
best outdoor features brought into New York this year, Mr. MacRae enjoyed
the hearty support and co-operation of the Canadian Government.
Mr. MacRae is a guest of the Commodore
city until the first of June.

34

and expects to remain in the

1

I1

FRANCES

MARION

i

Scenario :
"HUMORESQUE"
Scenario :
a

BACK PAY"
Scenario and Direction:
"JUST AROUND

THE CORNER"

Direction :

II
l
I
!

"THE LOVE LIGHT"

i

i
1
35
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WILLIAM P. S. EARLE
DIRECTOR

Within the Law
The Lone Wolf's Daughter
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby Gilded Lies

The Road of Ambition
The Last Door

ADDRESS

SELZNICK STUDIO

FORT LEE, NEW

JERSEY
IB

MilMllllllllllllli
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GEORGE

W. TERWILLIGER

"THE MISLEADING LADY"
with BERT

LYTELL

"THE FATAL HOUR"
Metro Release

Cosmopolitan Production

"THE BRIDE OF KENMORE"
Starring MARION

NOW

DAVIES

DIRECTING ALICE BRADY

37
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RALPH INCE
1

DIRECTED

1
1
I

"The Highest Law"
4 A Man's Home'

I
1

"Wet Gold"

|

j

Out of the Snow'

|
I

"The Argyle Case"
"Red Foam'

j

loday of Opportunity"
"Land

4 4

i
i

The Juggernaut"

The Vitagraph — Lincoln Pictures
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Placing a director's name
on his product makes him
bend every energy to have
that product WORTHY

GASNIER
DIRECTOR

OF SPECIAL

"KISMET"

FEATURES

"WIVES"

"GOOD WOMEN"
.
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CHARLES

GIBLYN

M. P. D. A.

Director

Productions

of

Starring
CLARA
KIMBALL YOUNG
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
BILLIE BURKE
MABEL NORMAND
OLIVE THOMAS
DOROTHY DALTON

LATEST

PRODUCTIONS
TIGER'S CUB
By GEORGE

GOODSCHILD

THIEF
By HENRI

MOUNTAIN

BERNSTEIN

WOMAN

From THE PAGAN OF THE HILLS
By CHARLES NEVILLE BUCK

Starring PEARL

40

WHITE

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR
PRODUCTIONS
M. P. D. A.
"HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
"THE SOUL OF YOUTH"
"THE FURNACE"
"THE
"SACRED

WITCHING
HOUR"
AND
PROFANE
LOVE"
"WEALTH"
"THE
LIFTED
VEIL"

Previous Pictures for Paramount
STARRING

MARY

PICKFORD

STARRING

"How Could You Jean?"
"Captain Kidd, Jr."
"Johanna Enlists"
STARRING
MARY
MILES
MINTER

JACK
LOUISE

PICKFORD
HUFF

WITH

"The Varmint"
"Jack and Jill"
"Tom Sawyer"

"Anne of Green Gables"
"Judy of Rogues' Harbor"
"Nurse Marjorie"
"Jenny Be Good"
STARRING CONSTANCE TALMADGE

"The Spirit of '17"
"Bunker Bean"
•
"Mile-a-Minute Kendall"
STARRING

"Up the Road with Sallie"

HOUSE

PETERS

"The Happiness of Three Women"

Also Directed
Six Productions for Balboa-Pathe Release
Two Favorite Players starring Carlyle Blackwell
The famous thirty-episode American Serial
"THE
DIAMOND
FROM
THE
SKY"
The following Morosco-Pallas Productions :
STARRING
FLORENCE ROCKWELL
STARRING
EDNA
GOODRICH
"The
House
of
Lies"
"He Fell in Love With His Wife"
STARRING
VIVIAN
MARTIN
STARRING
DUSTIN
FARNUM
"Her Father's Son"
"Ben Blair"
STARRING
KATHLYN
WILLIAMS
"Davy Crockett"
"The Parson of Panamint"
"Big Timber"
STARRING
GEORGE
BEBAN
"Redeeming Love"
"Out of the Wreck"
"Pasquale"
STARRING
WALLACE
REID
STARRING
MYRTLE
STEDMAN
"The World Apart"
"The American Beauty"

WILLIAM

D. TAYLOR

PRODUCTIONS

for Paramount Release
Director Los Angeles Lodge
Motion Picture Directors' Association
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HENRY

KING

Director
Releases
PAT

HE

THOS.

Director Co-star

H.

INCE

"Twenty-three

in
Baby Marie
Osborne

Douglas MacLean & Doris May

'Joy and the Dragon"
Told at Twilight"
'Twin Kiddies"
'Sunshine and Gold"
FILM

J.

D.

HAMPTON

PRODUCTIONS

H. B. Warner
in

CO.

"I taunting Shadows"
"The White Dove"

Gail Kane
in

"One

"Souls in Pawn"
"For the Family

and a Half

1 lours' Leave"
with

'Little Mary Sunshine"
'Shadows and Sunshine"

AMERICAN

PRODUCTIONS

Hour

Before Dawn"

"I )ice of I )estiny"
"Uncharted
Channels"
"When We Were 21"

Name"

Mary Miles
Minter
in

Blanche Sweet

"The Mate of the Sally Ann'
"Beauty and the Rogue"

in

William Russell

"Help

Wanted— Male"

in
"Hearts

and

Diamonds"

ROBERTSON-COLE

"Up Romance Road"
"All the World to Nothing"
"Hobbs in a Hurry"
"Brass Buttons"

PRODUCTIONS

Pauline Frederick
in

"Sporting Chance"
"This Hero Stuff"
"Six Feet Four"

"The Mistress of Shenstone"
"Salvage"

Production in Preparation

Business Managers

ROBERTSON-COLE

WILLIS

Pauline Frederick in "The Greater Love"

& INGLIS

Wright & Callender Building
Los Angeles, Calif.

(Working Title)
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REGINALD M. P. D. A.BARKER
Eight Purposeful

Years

of Direction:

INCE-KAY-BEE
PRODUCTIONS
"True Irish Hearts"
"A Woman's Wit"
"Borrowed Gold"
"Divorce"
'The Frame-up"
'The New England Idol"
( L'rank LSorzage's first lead)

"O Mimi San"
Cvsmu-

Havakawa's

iirst film)

"The Pitfall"
"The Wrtth of the Gods"
'The Bargain"

"The Open Door"
"The Typhoon"

I W'm. S. Hart's first film)

"On the Night Stage"
"The Italian"
"The (George
Devil" Beban's first film)
"The Men from Oregon"
INCE-TRIANGLE
PRODUCTIONS
"The Iron Strain"
"The Coward"

'Winning Back"

(Frank Keenan's first film, with Charles Ray)

"The Conqueror"
"The Stepping Stone"
"The Market of Vain Desire"
"The Thoroughbred"
"Jim Grimsby's Boy"
"Back of the Man"
"The Criminal"
"Sweetheart of the Doomed"
"Golden Rule Kate"
PARALTA
PRODUCTIONS
"Madame Who"
"Carmen of the Klondyke"

'The Golden Claw"
"The Bugle Call"

"Shell 43"
"Three of Many"
"Paws of the Bear"
"Happiness"

(Starring Clara Williams)

1920-21

"One Woman"
GOLDWYN PRODUCTIONS Starring Geraldine Farrar
"The Turn of the Wheel"
"Shadows"
"The Hell-Cat"
"The Stronger Vow"
REX
BEACH
PRODUCTIONS
"The Brand"
"The Crimson Gardenia"
"The Girl from Outside"
GOLDWYN PRODUCTION
Starring Pauline Frederick
"Bonds of Love"
REGINALD
BARKER
PRODUCTIONS
"The Flame of the Desert"
"The Woman and the Puppet"
"Dangerous Days"
"The Branding Iron"
"Godless Men"
"Buhty Pulls the Strings"
"Snow Blind"
"The Old Nest"

Productions Photographed by Percy Hilburn
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Assistant Director Charles P. Stallings

FRANK LLOYD
M. P. D. A.
DIRECTED
•DAVID GARRICK"
'GENTLEMAN

FROM

THE FOLLOWING

With Dustm Farnum
INDIANA1

PRODUCTIONS

A PARAMOUNT

RELEASE

FOX RELEASE

"Sins of Her Parents" with Gladys Brockwell
"Price of Silence"
"A Tale of Two Cities"
"American Methods' '

"When a Man Sees RecT
"Les Miserables"
"The Heart of a Lion"

}■ With William Farnum

"Riders of the Purple Sage"
"The Rainbow Trail"
"True Blue'

"Pitfalls of a Great City"
GOLDWYN
"The

WoHd

and

All Star
RELEASE

WithGeraldineFarrar

ItS Women"

"The Silver Horde" ah star
"The Woman in Room 13"
"Madame X"
"The Great Lover"

" Voice m the Dark"
"A Tale of Two Worlds
''The InvisiblePower"
' 'The Grim

Comedian"

i
)- With Pauline Frederick

J
1

,,

J-All

Star

now in production)
Now Making Frank Lloyd Productions for Goldwyn
HARRY

WEIL, Assistant Director
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HOWARD

M. MITCHELL
M. P. D. A.

Director

FOX STUDIOS

Recent Releases:
"The Lamplighter"
"Flame
of
Youth"
a

Love's Harvest"
<<

Wing Toy"

45

Starring

Shirley Mason

W. S. CAMPBELL
Director - Producer

Originator of
Joe Martin and Snookey Comedies

46
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DAVID M. HARTFORD
Director —

Producer

FOR

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES, Inc.

1919 Release-"BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY"
'
1920 Release- "NOMADS OF THE NORTH"
1921 Release— "THE GOLDEN

Los Angeles Office: 3274 W. SIXTH
JOSEPH
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Gen. Mgr.

SNARE"

STREET
I

WARD

LASCELLE
DIRECTOR

9 9

Now

Producing "Rip Van Winkle
with Thomas Jefferson

HODKINSON

Ward Lascelle Productions

48

RELEASE

Universal City, Calif.

WALLACE

WORSLEY

M. P. D. A.

Directed the Following Productions:
"AN

ALIEN

ENEMY"

"SHACKLED"
"A LAW
UNTO
"WEDLOCK"
"GODDESS

Starring Louise Glaum
and released by Hodkinson

HERSELF"

OF

LOST

LAKE'

"ADE LE"
"PLAYTHINGS

'A

OF

WOMAN

"DIANA

"THE

OF

OF

THE

STREET

GREEN

CALLED

NEGLECT

"THE

NIGHT

"THE

ACE

with Blanche Sweet

PLEASURE"

"LITTLE SHEPHERD
"THE
PENALTY"
"DON'T

with Kitty Gordon

PASSION"

VAN"

STRAIGHT"

OF KINGDOM
YOUR

starring Alma Rubens

COME"

WIFE"

ROSE"
OF

HEARTS"

(in production)

49

Eminent Authors
and Goldwyn Release.

HO BART HENLEY
PRODUCTIONS

Distributed Through

FIRST NATIONAL

In Preparation

"STAR DUST"
by Fanny Hurst

50
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JAMES
11

DIRECTED

YOUNG

THE

FOLLOWING

RELEASES

Pictures That Live In Your Memory
1
1is

I1

I

"OLIVER TWIST"

-

II1
g

I

II
II
I
il

1

!

a

All Star Cast

Tully Marshall, Marie Doro, Hobart Bosworth
"MY OFFICIAL WIFE"
"HEARTS

IN EXILE"

"ON TRIAL"— Initial First National Release
WHITE
TEMPLE

("THE
Sessue Hayakawa in ■ \
("THE

II
II
I

-

"SWEET

LAW"

MAN'S
OF

DUSK"

KITTY BELLAIRS "

Mae Murray's greatest favorite
Blanche Sweet in an incomparable comedy creation
"THOUSAND

DOLLAR

HUSBAND"

"MISSING"
Nine Pictures Starring Earle Williams
Katherine MacDonald in "CURTAIN"
Norma Talmadge in "A

DAUGHTER

George Arliss in "THE
NOW

Kipling's "WITHOUT
Produced

OF

TWO

§
WORLDS"

DEVIL"

COMPLETING

i

BENEFIT OF CLERGY"

by Robert Brunton

I

i

I
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i

for Pathe

Major Maurice Campbell
PRODUCER

and DIRECTOR

of

Many of the Greatest Successes in the American Theater
Now Producing Successful Photoplays for
FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY,

52

AND

REALART

George Archainbaud
DIRECTED
i i.

The Wonderful Chance"

4 4

Pleasure Seekers"
i i

The Miracle of Manhattan7
4 'The Bride
From Nowhere"
(To be Released)
NOW

IN PRODUCTION

"HANDCUFFS

53

or KISSES"

JAMES VINCENT
PRODUCER

->

1465 Broadway, New

54

DIRECTOK
York, N. Y.

I

ROBERT

KELLY

DIRECTING
Lester Cuneo and Francelia Billington
In a Series of ^Twelve
5-reel Western
J&ramas
1
-

Recent Releases

Ranger and the Law "
" Blue Blazes '
Pat O' Paradise ' (in production)
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john p. McCarthy
Director and Producer of
u

OUT

OF

THE

DUST

an American epic inspired by the brush of

FREDERIC

REMINGTON

In preparation — "Weakness of the Strong'

john p. McCarthy productions
HOLLYWOOD,

56

CALIF.

»

Following His Big Comedy Success
u

Seven Years Bad Luck"

MAX
Now

UNDER
Has Ready

"WHO PAYS MY WIFE'S BILLS"
The Second of His Super-Special Comedies
For

57

Robertson-Cole

Release

A. Beran

Geor

Director
SIX

YEARS

STAFF

OF

D.

W.

GRIFFITH

speaks commendably

George A. Beranger, who has given to the industry a production that will fit any program and
help the exhibitor build a hundred per cent.

"Whatever he has done, it has been performed
with excellent skill and most thorough and intelligent understanding." — D. W. Griffith.

SEVEN

MUTUAL

American
view.

(GRIFFITH-SUPERVISED) PRODUCTIONS

(Fox Feature)

SAM
OF
FREEDOM
(League of Nations)

Tracy-

seeming exaggeration, thanks to careful direction, and should prove a lucrative box-office attraction. The sinister figures of the crafty Celestials, on secret murder bent, lend an eerie atmosphere of realism to the proceedings, in fact the

"You are surprised time and again throughout
the run of the picture by the novel twists and the
clever manner in which they have been handled.
Director Beranger wastes no footage and makes
every incident count. As this picture is treated
with the utmost skill, it should afford real pleasure to all audiences. The most successful direction the star has had." — Wid's.
"UNCLE

(Louis

with never-failing suspense to hold the spectators'
attention, and better entertainment of the kind
could not be desired. Highly melodramatic
though it be, the picture is singularly free from

think twice. "•— Louis Reeves Harrison.

KNIGHT"

SEVENTEEN"
Fox Special)

Re-

"There are enough thrills in this picture to supply material for a goodly-sized serial, but in addition to its forceful qualities it possesses a well
developed plot, exceedingly melodramatic and
strong in human interest. The mystery element
is so cunningly woven into the narrative that one
never stops to cavil over the question of its probability, for here is the allurement of fast action

prime merit of Beranger's work. There is an unpreached sermon in every second of his contrasts,
a sermon more deeply felt that it is not pronounced in words, one to make the spectators

MANHATTAN

patronage."— Exhibitor's Trade

"NUMBER

"The power of true realism lies in picturing
the known in such a manner as to obtain and hold
interest during the story to be told, in bringing
strong situations out of the easily-recognizable
affairs of our everyday lives : Therein lies the

"A

of the ability of its director,

entire "Chinatown stuff" is staged with unusually effective art, without ever a hint of burlesque to spoil the outlook. There are unexpected
trap-doors, sliding panels galore, all the shadowy
crime atmosphere of the oriental underworld to
fascinate the beholders. A lively scrap of truly
dynamic brand hurtles matters along swiftly to
a crashing climax. The Chinese types are convincing. Well filmed interiors predominate, the

RIDGE"

"The story breathes of a patriotism so pure and
wholesome as to make all the other things in life

exterior shots are excellent and first-class light-

seem of little consequence." — Woodrow Wilson.
"Considering that this feature was made in
two weeks, it is a remarkable piece of work, and

ing prevails. George Beranger's skillful direction results in good continuity and sustained fast
action." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.

Address Hotel Algonquin or Care "Wid's"
New York, N. Y.
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George L. Cox
M. P. D. A.

Directed

The

Following

Productions :
"The 30th Piece of
"The Hellion"
"The Gamesters"
Silver"
"Whispering Smith"
"The Week-End"
"The Tiger- Lily"
"Payment Guaranteed"
"Their Mutual Child"
"The Blue Moon"
"The Light Woman"
"The Dangerous Talent"
etc., etc.

59

deXano

DIRECTOR

60

FIELDING'S

ROMAINE

Latest and Greatest Production

"THE MAN WORTH

WHILE"

from Leopold Robbins' wonderful human classic

PERSONALLY

ADAPTED

AND DIRECTED BY MR. FIELDING

"It is a daring human drama with a mighty appeal The
world is a better place just for having such powerful
pictures in it."
domestic

—FORBES ROBERTSON HAMILTON

RELEASED

THRU

foreign

Russell Clark
Sales Syndicate
Hammond Export
& Import Co.
SUITE 1800-5
SUITE 1800
1 10 William Street

New York City

61

1 10 William Street

New York City

Ted Reed
DIRECTED
Douglas Fairbanks
IN

"THE

NUT"

Associated with
FAIRBANKS
Since 1918
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J
g

ES
WESLEYDirectorRUGGL
of

I

Special Productions

|
I
"LOVE"

RECENT

RELEASES
Louise Glaum

|

$

I

g

p
"THE
LEOPARD
WOMAN"
Louise Glaum
||
Associated Producers, Inc., Release
"UNCHARTED
SEAS"
Alice Lake
"THE
GREATER
CLAIM"
Alice
g
PRODUCTION
IN PREPARATION
Alice Lake
Lake
#
Metro Release

fg
l\

"THE WINCHESTER
WOMAN"
Alice Joyce
Vitagraph Release
|j
THREE
PRODUCTIONS
Owen Moore
Selznick Release
H
6

&
8

62

George Fawcett
DIRECTOR
AND

CHARACTER

Now Directing

PARTS

Constance Binney

DIRECTED

Dorothy
Corinne

Gish
and
Griffith

ELIOT

HOWE

Directing Specials
For

Benjamin

B.

Federal Photoplays

63

Hampton

ALFRED

E. GREEN

DIRECTOR
Recent

"THE

DOUBLE
DYED
Goldwyn

"JUST

"SILK

Now Associated

Releases :

OUT
OF
Goldwyn

HUSBANDS

AND

DECEIVER"

CALICO

with

Y

COLLEGE"

WIVES"

Mary Pickford Co.

Equity Release

if
if

Ift

WILLIAM

ft
ft
ft
ft

I

Director of

1

§
ft

Over Twenty-five Feature Productions

i

§
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

PARKE

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
*.♦

MOST
"THE

PALISER

CASE"

"OUT

OF

STORM"

"A WOMAN

THE
WHO

RECENT

with
EMINENT

UNDERSTOOD"

8

RELEASES
PAULINE
AUTHORS'
BESSIE

64

FREDERICK

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

RELEASE

BARRISCALE

ft

«
If.

JOSEPH E. HENABERY
DIRECTOR

Famous Players-Lasky

Recent Releases
-THE LIFE OF THE PARTY"
-BREWSTER'S

MILLIONS"

With Roscoe Arbuckle

-JERRY"
With Mary Miles Minter

65

THOMAS

N. HEFFRON
M. P. D. A.

with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

You all know what Knockouts
"MAN

FROM

my

MEXICO"

AND

"ARE YOU A MASON?"
with Jack Barrymore were

The following productions are of the
same caliber:
"CITY OF MASKS"

"TRUANT

"THE LITTLE CLOWN"
"A STOLEN

66

KISS"

HUSBANDS"
"SHAM"

WILLIAM

WORTHINGTON
M. P. D. A.

Directed the following productions :
"The Clock"

"Bringing Home Father"

"Stranger from Somewhere"

"Beloved Traitor"

"Twenty-one"

"All Wrong"
"Ghost of the Rancho"

Also 12 productions featuring Sessue Hayakawa
Late Releases:
"THE

UNKNOWN
"THE

WIFE"
OPENED SHUTTERS"
with Edith Roberts

Now Making:
"THE
I

'

RENUNCIATION"
with Grace Darmond and Special Cast

Wm. J. RAU
Member A. D. A.

Universal Film Company
Universal City, Calif.

67

THOMAS

R. MILLS

Thirty O 'Henry Stories for Vitagraph

Twenty Features Including:
"THE
"THE
"THE

GIRL AT BAY"

UNKNOWN
INVISIBLE

QUANTITY"
DIVORCE"

999 East Fifth Street

68

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ABRAMSON'S

Dramatic Success

Mother Eternal
VIVIAN

I

MARTIN

1
g

Supported by an All Star Cast

1

Playing an indefinite engagement

i

1

iI
II
II
II
I
I

at

CASINO
Broadway

at Thirty-ninth Street
FOREWORD

iI

li
i
i

THEATRE
3.

i.

Who can measure a mother's love,
The glorious gift of God above?
That love divine, so strong and kind,
The mighty power that rules our mind.

When life becomes an evil storm,
Who then can keep us safe from harm?
To soothe and heal, who knows the art?

Upon our joys she pours her light,
Shares our sorrows by day and night;
A friend so true in every way,

When lost on land or wrecked at sea,
Who hears my call?
Who comes to me?
In depths of Hell, on heights supernal,
She seeks me out — Mother Eternal.

Only a mother's throbbing heart.
4.

I

1
1i
i

Whose

soul and heart will ne'er betray.

(Copyright 1921)
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DIRECTED

BY

ROLAND

WEST

260 W. 42nd Street, New

1921
First National

York City

JEWEL
CARMEN
"The Twelfth Juror"
Written by Mr. West
Metro1920

—JEWEL
CARMEN
"The Silver Lining"
Written by Mr. West
Selznick
1918

LAMBERT

NORMA
"De

TALMADGE
Luxe Annie"
1916
JOSIE
COLLINS
'A Woman's Honor"
Fox

HILLYER

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

With Wm. S. Hart the Past Three Years
Including
"THE TOLL GATE"

"SAND"
"THE TESTING BLOCK"

THE CRADLE OF COURAGE"
"O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED"

"THE WHISTLE"

TRAVELLIN'

HARRY
PRODUCING

ON," ETC.

BURNS

JOE MARTIN COMEDIES

UNIVERSAL

FILM COMPANY

70

BHF^^r^*
F

ft *R

^m. ^S

EDWARD

Directing

^^B

UNIVERSAL

''^^fcfl

■

KULL
FILMS

"The Diamond Queen"
"Vanishing Dagger"
and Numerous

888*** ** ^1

2 reel Westerns

TVflw in Production
Hk

A<^[

"TERROR

TRAIL"

,

NORMAN

DAWN,

Director

Recent Releases
"LASCA"
'A TOKIO

'THE ADORAJ3LE

"THE FIRE CAT"

SIREN"

"WHITE

'THE EVIL HALF"
'THE ETERNAL

TRIANGLE,"

YOUTH"

ETC.

Universal City, Calif.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

GEORGE

SAVAGE"

E. MARSHALL
M.P.D.A.

Directing Tom Mix for Fox
RECENT

RELEASES:

"Prairie Trails"

71

"Hands Off

iMA

an
72

DAIL.V

The Importance
March

11,

1915,

"It is much better to pay a
proper salary to a capable
director, who you are sure is
going to make a fine film which
will please the crowds it pulls,
than to pay a great price for a
book or play which is possibly
unfit for film purposes, and then
skimp on the director's salary,
with the result that you get a
mediocre film, which will pull
the business on account of the
name of the production, but
send the patrons home dissatisfied. This is a big, vital
question in the film business
today, and the men who hold
the reins must regard it seriously. The public wants wellknown books and plays when
they are well done, but if the
production is to be shaded in
the matter of expense, because
too much has been paid for the
rights to the production, then
a fatal error is being made.
The safe thing is to make
known your directors. It is always the director who can
make or break any film."

Need Director Protection
Sunday, November
WID said:

Tuesday, March 16, 1915,
WID said:
"It is surely a pity that the
director is hurried as much as
he is today in his directing, his
assembling and the preparation
of the final prints. It is
thought
to be
'good
business,'
but to my
mind
it would
be
much better business to make
better pictures and have an arrangement with the directors
that would insure their working
as rapidly as possible through a
personal interest in the success
of the film without hurrying
them to the point where they
are going to sacrifice effects
and artistic results just to 'get
it through.' In many studios
the word has gone out to 'get
it done' in a certain number of
days.
That'swillallbewrong.
The
better film
the bigger
money maker every time in the
long run, and it is going to be
the concerns that will put up
the necessary finances to have
their films done right at a
little greater expense that are
going to continue to live and
have the support of the film
fans. Let's get away from this
'haste.' It is not 'good business.'
It is very, very 'bad business.' "

WID Was Right !
After fighting for directoi
recognition for years, WID, or

June 9, 1918, said:
"Way back in 1914 I began
hammerin' on the importance
of the DIRECTOR. In those
days a salary of two or three
hundred dollars was considered
excessive for the man who had
charge of the making (or breaking) of a production.
.."I remember that in 1915 I
printed a list of the first thirty
or forty directors, listing them
in order according to my guess.
"That sure started something
* * * but that was exactly what
I had in mind. It made more
people talk about directors than
anything which had been written to date.
"The importance of the
director is recognized as never
before. One of the prominent
manufacturers said to me this
week that in the future he intended to pay all of his big
salaries to directors, reversing
the old situation of two hundred
for the director and fifteen
hundred for the star, by giving
the director the big end and the

star the little."

Director Is Insurance
A Prediction

24, 1918,

"It is true today that the star
or the subject material which
has name box office value is
absolutely essential for the purpose of getting people into a
theater, but the happenings of
the past year or so have conclusively proven that the producer who expects to survive
must protect his star or his
money getting material by having his films directed by a capable director."

of the Directo

Get Away From Haste

Six Years Old
Thursday,
WID said:
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Sunday, November
WID said:

"Next

23, 1919,

year there will be

more than thirty capable creators, directors and stars selling
their product individually, which
will mean

about one hundred

splendid special features to be
sold strictly on their merits."

That WID realized the importance of the director to the
box office is clearly indicated
by what he said on Sunday,
November 24, 1918:
"The director is insurance.
We have not yet reached the

point where the director's name
is of great value in bringing
money to the box office, but we
have definitely reached the
point where a director's name
is of great value 'in booking a
picture with exhibitors. It is
only a matter of a few months
now, possibly a year, when the
names of certain directors will
bring money to the box office."
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Vid" Saw

It As Far Back As

Pioneering

Six Years Ago

Back in 1918, WID urged exhibitors to acquaint their public
with the names of directors.

Almost six years ago, on Saturday, May 1, 1915, WID saw
that the day was coming when
the director would be recognized as a potent force in picture making. At that time he
said:

What he said on Sunday, August 18, 1918, is interesting:
"It seems to have been
tendency to look down upon
director, until it finally came
a point where he could
longer be denied.

the
the
to
no

"To every exhibitor I want
to suggest that they begin immediately, ifthey have not done
it in the past to acquaint their
public with the directors who
make the various productions,
because stars are dependent
upon direction to maintain their
prestige. I want also to urge
that each exhibitor do everything possible to bring about
as rapidly as possible the inevitable condition which will place
director and star in a position
to rightfully secure just what
they can earn by virtue of their
merit, and nothing more or
less."

"It is going ^;o be a hard
battle because of the fact that
today no concern or group of
producers has a monopoly on
the brains of the business, and
there are not enough big men
in the producing end to give
any one concern absolute
supremacy. This means a keen
bidding for the services of the
big directors.
"Many new directors are
going to come to the front
within the next few months.
The day of the student has arrived, and there are many
directors, who have for many
moons been going along in a
rut, who are now burning the
midnight Mazda getting their
thoughts set along the new

Friday, March 5, 1915, WID
said:
"What will be one of the biggest events in the film industry, for everyone concerned, is
the day the director is not
forced with his work to a speed
that endangers the production.
It seems a pity this practice
exists, especially with big productions, because a man who
is rushed is going to slip some
day and then his haste is going
to seriously affect the results
secured on the expenditure of
several thousand dollars. The
sooner the men who control
the money give their directors
an incentive to do great work
in a reasonable time instead of
the best they can in a limited
time, the sooner there will be
more really great films and the
sooner will all films be proclaimed 'worth while.' "

The Director 's Battle

Back in 1918, on Sunday,
August 18, to be exact, WID,
then fighting for the recognition of the director and his
work, said:
"The director has come into
his own.
"I have always felt, and I am
more positive now than ever,
that the day will come when
the public will go to pictures
made by certain directors with
a great deal more confidence
than they now go to see certain
personalities.
"A very important thing has
developed in the past year,
which at this time is of tremendous importance to the film
industry. We find four of our
greatest directors making
special productions which will
be distributed independently in
the -sense that each will be sold
on its own merits.
"These four directors, who
stand today in my mind as the
four best directors in the world,
following Mr. Griffith, who has
in recent years not attempted
to compete along the same
lines, are George Loane Tucker,
Lois Weber, Marshall Neilan
and Maurice Tourneur."

lines."

Note the Date

1915

The Director
Sunday, November
Wid said:

24, 1918,

"The opportunity for the independent producer who is
making special films directed
by a truly capable producer is
brighter at this time than ever
before.
"The coming of these specials
is not going to in any way interfere with the success of our
really capable stars, but it is
certainly going to put a beautiful crimp into scores of almost stars who have been
getting away with murder and
foolish salaries because someone spent money announcing
them as a star and then forced
their product upoti the exhibitor
by means of a program releasing contract system."

To-day!

The importance
of the Director
is recognized as
never before !
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A comedy-drama which answers both in humor and tragedy the most asked question of today
DIRECTED BY W. A. S. DOUGLAS
ASSISTED
BY D. W. McREYNOLDS
WRITTEN BY FRANK S. BERESFORD
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The Director
OF THE

PAST— THE PRESENT— AND
FUTURE
BY

CHARLES

DAILY
and Hollywood, Cal., became names heard around the
world.

THE

MILLER

President of the Motion Picture Directors' Association
Jack of all trades and master of one ; with the emphasis decidedly on the task of mastering the cinematographic drama:
Such was the motion picture director of the past.
Or it may be that the cartoonist's conception of the
fellow with "nothing to do till tomorrow" is more applicable inthis case.
But one thing is certain : the director of the past,
the man who made motion pictures under difficulties
almost unbelievable in these days of well ordered producing organizations with a separate department for
each and every little thing, the chap who was leading
man, property man, technical expert and scenario
writer as occasion demanded, the man who carried
the burdens of the production end of the industry on
his shoulders and struggled with new problems, always with face set resolutely toward better pictures —
this man was a busy fellow.
Those of us who can hark back a few years can
a tale unfold. The modus operandi of production ran
like this :
The director was told to make a picture.
That was all. The director did the rest. The first
step was to find a suitable script. If none was forthcoming the director must, and frequently did, write
his own. Then he cast the picture as best he could,
using stock people for the main and cajoling friends
from the speaking stage into appearing in the magic
lantern drama, if possible. The sets and lighting
effects all sprang from the director's brain. There was
no one to whom to turn for aid. All departments of
the industry were in the experimental stage. The
director stood or fell on his own merits. And many
of them did stand on their merits and are still
standing.
But these extreme conditions did not long endure.
When a producer had financed a single reel picture
for $300 and sold sixty to one hundred prints of it at
$100 apiece and had repeated the profitable process
many times he began to feel that he .might be safe in
putting a little of the velvet back in the business. The
open air stage, a high sounding name for a wooden
platform in a sunny spot, gave way to glass studios
which, in turn, were later to be replaced by dark
studios almost everywhere.
Salaries of leading men and women soared upward
from the hundred dollar mark in enormous leaps of
$25 a week. What was a purely speculative proposition, became an established industry.
Fort Lee, N. J.t

Thert came the day of the combine. Producing
organizations formed into groups; the largest of which
was composed of Biograph, Vitagraph, Edison, Kalem,
Selig, Essanay, Lubin, Melies and the Chicago firm of
George Kleine which imported films. Only Vitagraph
survives today.
What a commentary.
Outside of this group there were the Kay-Bee, Keystone and Broncho films, Gaumont, Eclair, the Unitions. versal group and a few smaller producing organizaBut remember, that — all this time, directors were
mastering the new art. Men destined to achieve fame
were being schooled. D. W. Griffith was "Larry"
Griffith at the Biograph studio. Thomas H. Ince was
"Tom" Ince on the Kay-Bee and Broncho lot, whence
he migrated from the Imp studios in Eleventh Avenue,
New York city, leaving behind him, among others,
George Loane Tucker. Mack Sennet was leaving Biograph for Keystone.
These are only a few names.
The next step was the formation of companies
headed by men who -saw that greater merit on the
screen brought longer lines at the box office. Adolph
Zukor started Famous Players with Edwin S. Porter
as the first director. Harry Raver started All-Star, an
organization now out of existence. Then came the
Jesse L. Lasky company. Stage stars who really were
stars began to worry about motion picture technique.
These were the formative days of the industry. From
this time on progress was sure and well ordered.
With the rise of the motion picture industry, the
director rose also. Things got so that he could trust
another man to design his sets. Writers began to
appear in the scenario departments. Camera men
arrived who realized the possibilities of photography.
The interplay of the different factors in the producing
end began to have real meaning.
Meanwhile the director was learning. The close-up
arrived only to be scorned, then universally embraced.
The cut-back lent added suspense to the action. Progress loomed on every side.
In this progress, I am glad to say without hesitation, the director was the leading spirit. His was the
indomitable resolution coupled with a chance to do
things. The familiar records of the few men I have
already mentioned bear this statement out fully.
Often times the director was tempted to falter. The
weak did fall. Obstacles were many and new ones
presented themselves with each forward step. The
heads of producing concerns were "from Missouri."
But the man who could "show them" made good.
Years of training are invaluable in any highly
specialized line of human endeavor. I personally
know that my years on the Ince lot gave me an invalu-
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able grounding.. I am sure that every other director
can point to his early environment with the same
grateful respect. Most of us can go back to the speaking stage for our first instruction in dramatic values
and in story telling. But presenting drama solely to
the eye is a different proposition from stage work.
There is no teacher like experience. The good old
days gave us that.
The good old days.
There is a wealth of romance
in the words.
Yes, a wealth of hardship and of struggle. The good old days. May they never come again.
THE DIRECTOR OF THE PRESENT
By comparison with the director of the past the
director of the present has a comparatively easy task.
He is backed up by a complete organization, the logical result of the years which have shaped the industry.
Experts in the various branches of production activity
may be reached without leaving the studio. He is surrounded byevery help that can be given him in nearly
every instance. The producing firm supplies with all
the essentials for his success but one.
That one?
The query brings to mind the anecdote wherein
Whistler was asked what he mixed his paints with.
"With brains," was the reply.
That is the one thing which all the efficiency in the
world can not furnish the director. Today, as of yore,
the director must stand on his own feet. The various
other sources which contribute to the making- of a
photoplay are now of more value than ever. But the
fact remains that it is the director who makes the
picture. Others can help. They do help. A director
who sought to go it alone these days would not last
long. That has been proven. But when the electrician
turns on the lights and the cameraman starts to crank
the voice which is heard is that of the director.
Many changes have come about in the physical aspects of picture making. It is no longer unusual to
take a company across the continent for a few scenes.
The mention of a battle scene wherein the outlying
players were directed by telephone would not cans.'
a ripple of comment. The salaries of stars have soared
almost beyond relief. Supporting players now command a salary larger than the dream of the most
avaricious star of the pioneer days. The stage gives of
its best talent. Literature has yielded its most famous
writers. Artists of international reputation have consecrated themselves to the motion picture. The seemingly impossible is an accomplished fact.
But the director remains the man who makes the
picture.
The director who is successful today is an unique
combination.
First of all : He must know both drama and human
nature.
The picture must be interesting.
To achieve

that result it must be dramatic.
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The characters must

be well drawn.
From my study of audiences I know \
that fans are keen students
of character
drawing. I
They will often accept a story in which one episode!
is laid in China and the next in New York.
But let I
a man step out of his character for an instant you will
hear them say when they file out, "I didn't like the
picture.
A man would never act that way toward
hisSecondly
own wife."
: The director must be a master of the
technical end. He must know lighting. He must
recognize pictorial beauty when he sees it and knowhow to treat it. The composition of a motion picture
scene is now as carefully studied as is the composition
of a great painting. Remember that these things do
not reach the screen by chance. The director must
know the camera, know what it can do and what it
will do. For photography is his medium of expression.
Thirdly: The director must be a hard worker and
a student. The indolent will not succeed. The unthinking can not. Time was when the stage was a
deciding factor in styles and customs. The motion
picture is even more of a factor because of the far
greater audiences that it reaches. The girl in a little
' )regon town at least knows what the metropolitan
styles arc like after seeing a comparatively new picture. For the screen is a great teacher. Your successful director is fully as apt to know Tolstoi and Ibsen
as Harold Bell Wright and Dr. Frank Crane; a little
more apt, in fact, for the first two are no mean
dramatists.
It is not quite fair to take up the subject of which
individual directors stand pre-eminent today. Many
of them the public know; the men whose productions
are advertised under the director's name. Many
others are known by name only to the most rabid
of fans. But it is a comfort to know that the director
is stepping out of the enveloping gloom and is being
generally recognized for his contributions.
From the sporting pages of the dailies I learn tint
competition for promising ball players is very spirited.
Big league scouts are always scouring the minor
leagues in search of talents. I certainly doubt if this
hunt is as searching as the endeavor to locate new
directorial talent.
That in itself lends color to the statement that the
director is the most essential of the elements which
contribute to the success of a finished motion picture.
For to the director of today must fall the major part
of the credit for advancing the screen to its present
position as the entertainer of the world.
The only
is : "Where
does he
go from here?"
THE question
DIRECTOR
OF THE
FUTURE
What of the director of the future?
Where will he lead us?
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And where will he lead the millions who turn to
the screen for their intellectual stimulus?
Only conjecture can supply the answer.
' The director of the future will see the realization
of possibilities as yet undreamed of. He will work
with a medium vaster than the screen of today. Any
hour may bring forth a development that will open up
new vistas.
It is doubtful if the dramatic end of the screen can
be embellished by any new refinements. The Greek
drama contained all the situations that are used today.
The actor's art is imperishable. Every generation has
its leading players. So the development of the screen
must lie along technical lines.
Settings and lighting effects, I believe, are practically perfect today. Authentic realism has been attained in both lines. Any striving for the bizarre or
eccentric can be but a passing fad. "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari," a European importationlwith cubistic and
futuristic settings, may be followed by a flood of carbon copies of the same but I do not believe they will
last. After all the greatest art is that which conceals
art. The screen must be natural in its appeal.
Color photography and possibly stereoscopic
photography are the two lines most likely to be opened
up by the director of the future in my opinion.
So far most color processes have contained only
two primary colors. It has been impossible to reproduce blue. The man who perfects a color process with
three primary colors printed on film which can be
shown on an ordinary projection machine deserves and
will have wealth beyond dreams of avarice.
Tinting and toning are now used artistically to get
two color effects. But real color photography would
throw all this in the discard.
Stereoscopic photography is a more difficult problem. We all remember the stereoscope of our childhood days through which we used to squint at pictures
of the Holy Land and the view of feeding the pigeons
at St. Marks, Venice. The same principle will apply
to the screen. Two pictures must be seen simultaneously for perfect stereoscopic photography. It
may be that some genius will overcome the difficulties
in this direction.
Let us hope so.
Directors are hard at work now on every possible
improvement. Some day their experiments and days
and nights of labor will bear fruit.
The director who is working for the betterment of
the screen, and practically all of them are striving
toward that end, has a more important task than he
may realize.
Time was when the screen took its cue from the
stage. Now the reverse is coming true. Several
photoplays have been adapted for the stage. One of
them is now being translated into grand opera.
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The screen has swung from sex stories back to the
simple heart-interest drama. 1 firmly believe that a
good rural drama would outdraw all the bed room
farces oil Broadway. The success of "The Storm"
may be cited as a case in point.
Two recent news articles give a hint as to the trend
of the screen. One is the reported sale of the motion
picture rights to
That proves that
cause of expense.
Adams, whom we
color photography

"Ben Hur" for a million dollars.
no material will be overlooked beThe other clipping says that Maude
all revere, is now experimenting in
for motion pictures and will shortly

produce "Aladdin." In every issue of the trade papers
one finds an announcement of a new literary light who
is turning toward the screen as his medium.
In the progress that must come the director will
play a leading part. He is a man most desirous of
better things. His is the knowledge. His is the
power. His is the opportunity. May he succeed.
That is my only hope and ambition, for the future of
the motion picture art.

GREAT

REWARDS

By Adolph Zukor
Never before have the rewards been so great for
talented motion picture directors, men who know
how to interpret on the screen the ideas and emotions
expressed by the great authors that are now joining
with us to help make motion pictures better. Noting
the high quality of men coming into the profession
of directing motion pictures, and the rapid development of their genius, I feel sure that we are secure
in feeling that they are well equipped to do their part
in advancing the art of making the finer motion pictures that the public is demanding as its daily entertainment.

THE

DIRECTOR

OF THE

FUTURE

By Joseph M. Schenck
The Largest Independent Producer in This Country
The Director is becoming increasingly important in
the production of high class motion pictures. To-day,
the Director who graduated from the old stock company, where he had played secondary parts, picked
up a little information about lighting and got acquainted with the camera by either playing in the pictures or working at odd jobs in a studio, is a thing
of the past, except in small and unimportant companies. The Director of the future is a man of college
education, widely versed in history, literature and art.
He will share with the star the chief responsibility of
the picture. A good Director and a star of the first
eminence can frequently make something worth while
out of a mediocre story, but a poor Director can ruin
even the best of stories, and can certainly handicap
the best of stars.
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is working on it. It claims all of his time, all of his
brain and all of his artistry.

By Cecil B. de Mille
(Director-General of Paramount Pictures)
The director of the future will be a man who never
sleeps.

He realizes that he must produce a photoplay that
is as nearly flawless as it is humanly and technically
possible to make. To do this, the director must start
planning weeks in advance in order that he may have

That is not said facetiously. The demands made on

ample time to make all preparations, to study his subject and to steep himself in the atmosphere of his
theme.

the director's time and intelligence are increasing
daily. Ultimately the director will be of necessity a
man who never sleeps, to speak metaphorically at
least.
In the pioneer days of motion picture making many
men entered the directorial field who were not altogether qualified for their work. True, directing in
those days was a nerve-racking task because of the
numberless technical difficulties and the need for constant experimentation. But, compared with the
present day director, the pioneers had a very easy
time of it.
Then it was a case of "anything will do." The
public had no standards to judge by. There were no
photoplays worthy of the name. Motion pictures of
that era were "pictures that moved" and that was all.
As the photodrama proper developed, the task of
the director became more and more complex. From
its first crude form, the screen play developed first a
dramatic "skeleton" and later a distinct artistic form
much as we know it today.
Each successive photoplay marked a distinct advance which every director was forced to keep pace
with or yield up his place. The motion picture both
as an art and as a business was growing by leaps and
bounds, and the director was not only forced to grow
with it— he was forced to grow ahead of it.
With the improved quality of screen productions
came an improved public taste. The day of slipshod
methods — of inexcusable technical and artisticbunders — passed
And in its place
by the director
ence— the public

into the limbo of forgotten things.
we had the photoplay of today made
of today for the most critical audiof today.

Today and for some little time it has required the
utmost effort of the producer to keep abreast of this
demand on the part of the public. Contrary to popular opinion, there is no such thing as a picture that
is "too good for the public." If a picture is worthy
of success, it succeeds. If it fails, it is because the
picture itself is faulty and not that it is "over the heads
of the public."
The successful director of today is working eighteen
hours out of the twenty-four to make his pictures
worthy of the public's approval. If he is truly successful, he dreams, thinks and eats his picture while he

In the early days, research work was an almost unknown term. No one knew or cared how people
dressed a hundred years ago, what the customs of
modern Spain are or whether traffic goes to the left
or right on the Continent. Even the public manifested little interest in these matters.
Not so today. The public notes every detail of a
screen production. And woe to the director who
fails to check up every possible angle of his story and
provide the correct detail in every particular.
To fail in this particular phase of his work is certain to spoil the illusion and bring down a deluge of
criticism against the particular. To guard against
this censure requires endless work and worry.
If these things are true of today — and they are unquestionably true — how much more will they be true
of the director of tomorrow. If it requires two thirds
of a director's day to keep pace with the present demands of the public, the director of tomorrow will
have to be a man who never sleeps.
Instead he must develop into an authority on all
subjects. He must conceive of new ideas and still
newer ways of transmitting those ideas to the spectator. He must carry the artistry of the photoplay to
a point not yet undreamed of. And he must continue
endlessly to produce each time a picture that surpasses
his previous effort. For to stand still in the motion
picture world of today and tomorrow is to go back.
The director must progress or abandon his work.
The photoplay is still too new and too youthful to
have developed a fixed form. The director of the
future will be a man who has vision enough to modify
and build; to construct and progress always. He
must see beyond the mere tomorrow. He must look
far into the future. He must be a leader of thought
and artist enough to record that thought so that all
may read, for the true artist is the man who can conceive of a thought beyond the thought of the masses
and so shape his thought that it may become the common property of all mankind.
And to do this, the director of the future must be
a man who never sleeps; who is ever keenly alive to
the delicate currents of thought and who is willing
to sacrifice everything, both physical and mental, in
the name of his art.
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Director Independence
"The

Great
Always

Pictures of the American Screen Have
Come From the Independent Producer, and Always Will. The Factory

System Has Killed Itself"
By J. D. Williams
Genl. Mngr. Asso. First National
Pictures, Inc.
The independent producer has always been responsible for the great pictures of the screen, the outstanding artistic successes and the undisputed box-office
successes, and he always will be responsible for them.
It is always the independent producer who brings
the new type of picture to the screen. He is the one
who is invariably responsible for the new departure in
technique, for the daring innovation in lighting or in
pantomime. He is the one who is constantly being
imitated by the rank and file of salaried directors toiling on the time schedule of the producing concern
that turns out pictures in the same manner as a factory
turns out automobiles.
And as long as the independent exhibitor backs up
the independent producer with his screen, and guarantees to the independent producer a free and unhampered outlet for his productions, just so long
will the motion picture continue to add to the millions of followers it can claim to-day.
The interests of the independent producer and the
independent exhibitor are absolutely one and the
same. Each one needs the other. Neither can get
along without the other. And the motion picture cannot progress as it has been progressing — it cannot
even maintain its present prestige — unless a majority
of the theaters and a majority of the studios of the
United States are independent.
There are two conditions which the independent
producer must prepare to meet within the next six
months. Each of these conditions is indivisibly linked
with the other.
One is the absolute necessity for making as good pictures as he has been making, for less money than he
has been accustomed to spend.
The other is the demand of the public — a demand
that is rapidly coming to a head — for pictures that are
not merely big, spectacular, expensive or beautiful,
lint pictures that are characterized by subtle touches,
by unusual details in narrative or acting, by little
features of style that cannot be bought, but must
come from the brain or imagination of the director.
It is not the bigness of such pictures as "Passion,"
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and others
of the same kind, that is making them the success that
they are. It is the finished acting, the perfectly expressed incident, the unusual situation subtly and
vividly interpreted, the individual, almost intangible
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touches, that are delighting audiences. The American
public is wear} of armies, battles, court-rooms, cabarets. They are surfeited with palaces, pageantry,
costly cities, and bacchanalian scenes. To-day, two
people can hold an audience spellbound where ten
thousand would make them yawn or laugh with
contempt.
The American

theatergoer will no longer spend his

money at the box-office to see how much money the
director has spent on the lot and in the studio, and how
much the director got for his money. The theatergoer
wants, and he will insist on having, in pictures from
now on, something that money cannot
tertainment values, stories that do not
telligence, human, convincing acting,
tinctive touches of characterization or

buy — real eninsult his inand the disincident that

touch a responsive chord in his understanding or
experience.
The "Mickey Neilan Touch"
"The Kid" is the supreme example of this irresistible
method of telling a story in pictures, perhaps the greatest example that has ever come to the American
screen. Marshall Neilan is a great director because
he understands, to an infinite degree, the art of embellishing an incident or making a situation or a character unforgettable by some trifling, elusive touch
which illuminates what he is doing like a flash of lightning on a summer night. It's the "Mickey Neilan
touch," not the $100,000 set, that is going to pack the
theaters and fill the tills from now on.
The picture that cost $200,000 six months ago will
have to be made for $100,000 or $125,000, and there
will have to be more gray matter in it from the
director, or nothing will save it.
Bradstreet's statistics show that there has been a
horizontal reduction of 45 per cent in the cost of the
principal articles of public consumption during the
past year. Figures of that sort constitute the handwriting on the wall for the extravagant and expensive
motion picture. Too much money has been too recklessly and foolishly spent in the past. But it cannot
be done with impunity in the future.
The "factory" system of production has completely
broken down. The "machine-made" picture is not yet
wholly a thing of the past, but it is rapidly on the
road to becoming a matter of history. After seven
years' trial by stars, directors and producing experts
and executives, it is being abandoned with the rapidity
of passengers abandoning a sinking ship.
What First National has done for the independent
producer, is now a matter of record.
Eet me point out that it is also a matter of record
that the greatest box-office attractions of the last four
years have been pictures independently made.
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Not only is this true of the most successful First
National attractions. It has been so true of productions which have been distributed through other channels, that the old-line producer-distributors have been
forced to buy these independent productions to get
real box-office magnets and have found them the
greatest money-makers they have had to offer.
No more conclusive proof of their own utter inability to compete with the independent producer could
be found than this.
They All Need Lots of Time
No director and no star can achieve his best under
any other conditions than those of complete independence. Ifhe is compelled to deliver so many productions within a given period, if he is limited to so
much money on each production, if he can only give
eight weeks to a picture, regardless of the demands
that picture may make upon both time and money —
then he is going to sacrifice everything else to the
limitations of time and money. It is the only course
he can pursue.
But when only one thing is expected of him, and
that one thing is the best product he can turn out;
when he knows that there is a premium on excellence
in every detail of production because his market is
guaranteed to him on the basis of excellence and on
nothing else ; he is assured that the better he makes
a production, the more money that production will
make for him — then the emphasis is where it belongs.
He will make the best picture of which he is capable,
because it means ruin to him to do anything less
than that.
The day is rapidly approaching when every producer and every star whose name and reputation
counts for anything with the American public will be
making independent productions. Those who are
let behind in the "factory fold" will be the weaklings
and "selling platers" who are not strong enough to
stand on their own feet and who have no merit worth
capitalizing.
And those are the productions that will dominate
the theaters of the country, because they will be the
cream of the producing genius of America, and because the theaters will insist on having them for their
known box-office value.

The motion picture exhibitor to-day has learned,
from bitter experience, that the "factory" producer
never gives him enough good pictures to offset the
handicap of the weak ones he is compelled to book,
if he leans on that service. The exhibitor has experimented with the reliability of independent productions and lias found them safe and dependable.
The day when a producer-distributor monopoly of the
ili atersofithe United States was possible has gone by.
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DIRECTOR

OF THE

FUTURE

By J. Gordon Edwards
"Art, art, art, — and away with the cheap, the lurid,
and the crudely sensational." This will be the watchword of the director of the future.
Stars will be secondary in the productions of the
days to come. All things will be sacrificed for the
sake of continuity, and the dynamics of the story and
its elements of instinct and emotion will be kept at
all costs. The great personalities of the screen will
be the writers and the directors rather than the players.
Ultra modern methods will make the rankest melodrama beautiful.
Directors on the crest of the wave that is bringing
the cinema into the fine arts will shun crudity, the
lurid and cheap and grossly sensational. Harshness
will be hidden and the picture will be made fit to be
seen by even the most super-sensitive of devotees.
Fight spectacles and over-emphasized dramatic
tableaux will go.

The progress the cinema has made to this situation where art is foremost has been made in a re
markably short time. It is now at a point where
directors by concentration and the right manipulation
of personalities must succeed in making hokum-proof,
strong and absolutely clean pictures.
SCHOOLS

FOR

FUTURE

DIRECTORS

By Herbert Brenon
I am convinced that in the not too far distant future, there will be in every Public School, and great
University, a Motion Picture faculty, who will train
the youthful mind for the great and young profession
of motion picture directorship. Just as the youth who
sets his mind to take up law, engineering, painting or
sculpture as a profession goes to school to get his
mind trained and properly equipped for the work, so,
the youth whose ambition lies in the Motion Picture
field will be trained and equipped to properly enter
that field.
The tenets or foundations of the Motion
are even to-day in the process
youth of to-morrow who desires
Picture Director will be trained
rudiments of landscape painting,
sculpture and music), so that his

Picture

of formation. The
to become a Motion
in composition (the
color, grouping and
sense of tempo may

be properly developed. He must also have an extended knowledge of literature and the drama, he
must know the art of acting, he must be capable of
leadership, and possess sound business judgment, and
Jiave the many other attributes upon which demands
are made if a man is to be successful as a Director of
Motion
Pictures.

Cf)e Past— anb tfje ifuture
By David Wark Griffith
HE

director of the past: ingenious, hard working.
With few mechanical aids; and little understanding.
Striving for an end which often he could not foretell.
Glad of the opportunity to do; appreciative of the
slightest understanding.
The director of the present -perhaps very similar to the director
of the past — a much troubled brick-layer, using about fourteen
hours a day to place the bricks to the best of his ability.
The director of the future — let us look into the far, far future.
Limitless his opportunity.
The world's understanding his for the performance. Silent tho
the screen be, it is the silence of thunder. Portentous the power
of the screen, so that of the director. And woe be that his art
shall fall in the control of the wrong men -the wrong kind of men.
For the power of the screen is greater by far than that of
any other instrument.
Because of this the director of the future must be a thinker.
A greater thinker than he has ever before been. His must be
knowledge of much. The world's ambitions; the world's aims;
the hearts of humanity; the understanding of genius.
The patience of a master; the strength of a Hercules. Thematically
director. the world's truths will be suggested by the art of the
Through the power of suggestion he will reach vast and great
distances. Into the hearts of men he will travel. And multitudes
will be glad because of him and his work.
And be happy.
Far as we have travelled, so further we will go. Unhampered
by censorship the art of the director will reach limits now
unknown, undreamed of. Barred by censorship his art will
wither.
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The Director of the Future
By Perry N. VekrofT— M. P. D. A.
He will be the sum total — of two present-day factors: the manufacturer or producer, who now employs the director, and the director, who is now being
employed. In other words, either the present day
producer must be the director of his productions, or
the present day director must become his own financial
backer. Take it whichever way you please, these two
factors must sooner or later be combined. It will be
the inevitable outcome of economic evolution. The
future will have no room for both. For, while the
artistic nature of the photoplay is generally conceded,
the factory methods employed in its production are
still being adhered to. Result: red tape, confusion
among various factors impossible to co-ordinate, tremendous overhead expense, which does not appear
on the screen, and an appalling waste in money, time
and energy in almost all centers of extensive production. This sort of thing will have to be stopped in
the prevailing system of production; and the best way
to accomplish this is to change the system itself.
Of course, in the face of the vast fortunes invested
in the various motion picture enterprises, the suggestion for such a change is hardly expected to receive welcome; but the writing on the wall is even
now plainly visible and no matter how reluctantly
yielded to, such a change is bound to come.
There is much too much division of labor ; much too
much confusion; altogether too many executives and
unnecessary lieutenants, where but one head only is
needed to assume the responsibility for the success or
failure of each individual enterprise, as all productions
in the future will probably be. Wholesale "production" on factory methods may be the proper thing in
manufacturing an automobile or any other article
where materials and tangible things are concerned —
things which can at all times be measured, classified
and computed with mathematical precision. But in
the case of photoplays one deals with ideas, dramatic
suspense, themes, tempo, personalities, psychology,
a good sense of the fitness of things, etc — intangible
things, not amenable to factory rules or mathematical
calculation. In the factor}-, the main executive can
tell at any time just where things stand — before, during or after the money is spent. He has always a
chance to correct mistakes and to prevent losses.
But in the studio it is different, which is nothing
new, I admit, but which is all the more surprising
since we all insist losing sight of the fact that, all
that genius, money, time and effort can accomplish
in motion picture production, can only go as far as
the point where a series of tin-cans are obtained, con-

taining an intangible something called an "exposure."
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What motion picture executive ever lived, unless he
be the director, who can make accurate speculations
as to what his money has accomplished, until after the
money has been spent? Such being the case, as it
certainly is and always will be, of what really indispensable use is the executive and his many lieutenants.''
He must depend on his director and if the money invested brings profits or is lost because of the director,
why not make the director invest it? And hereby
hangs the tale of many a failure in the past and the
success of the photodrama in the future.
The director, of the past as well as present, along
with his inseparable colleagues — the author and cameraman— have always been and still are the most
sadly miscast characters in any outfit they have ever
belonged. They should have been and they certainly
will be the main factors of future enterprises. It is
the only way to eliminate waste and improve on
quality. And since the director, by the very nature
of things, is responsible for the success or failure of
his productions, is it not fair that he be left unhampered byany rules or policies and given free scope
to express his ideas to the utmost of his ability? With
his own money and reputation at stake, he will be
forced to undertake only what he knows he can do,
giving the best that is in him, and depending for assistance only when he is physically unable to do everything alone.
That this is the tendency of future developments
in motion picture production, is indicated by the
"unit" system recently adopted in certain worthy and
far-seeing quarters. And this system, though far from
being ideal, being still hampered, as it is, by too many
factors,

proves

my

contention

that

the

more

inti-

niately the director connects himself with the financial risks involved in his enterprises, the less will be
the waste and the better the quality of his work.
Just what material will best qualify for the director
of the future, is hard to tell, and does not really matter. It may be the assistant, the author, the cameraman or actor of to-day. But whoever he may be, he
will have to be a full-fledged graduate of the school
of experience. He will have to be a scholar ; a student of human nature ; an artist with imagination and
undisputed creative ability, who shall find inspiration
in the loftiest of ideals and the highest of moral
standards. And as the screen's possibilities as a
medium of expression widen, the director of the future
shall have more to say and do in the shaping of public
opinion and the education of the young. To him
shall devolve many problems of how can education be
simplified and made
attractive
with entertainment.
His Duty to the Truthful Press

To his many

tasks shall be added that of fostering
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an indigenous photoplay literature, calculated to up

a practical color-process, the director of the future will
find himself in possession of the key to many doors
hitherto closed. Then, again, who can tell but that
the discovery of some new arrangement of prism
lenses or something in the camera, may not revolutionize our present-day technique and thereby cause the
usefulness of the screen to ramify into unexplo

hold and propound the truth, rather than to exploit
the publicity value of popular author's names, or the
titles of discarded novels, just because they had once
been widely circulated — a photoplay literature, the
merits of which shall be measured by the degree of
good judgment displayed in selecting the theme and
the efficiency of its treatment for the purpose of exposing superstition, prejudice, narrow-mindedness,
and the many evils, which beset society and impede
moral and economic progress. In this respect, the
screen shall always stand in a place by itself —
equalled, perhaps, in some of its advantages by other
media, but unsurpassed in the full scope of its possibilities.
And

should some one, out of the many now conducting experiments, some day succeed in perfecting
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fields.'' What, for instance could then prevent the invasion of the screen into the class-room 1) substituting or supplementing the majority of dry text-books;
or the elucidation and perpetuation of work done in
laboratories and the lecture room; or the introduction
of new methods of salesmanship, by doing away with
the cumbersome sample-box or old-fashioned catalogue? With such and many other improvements
which doubtlessly will come to pass, the troubles of
the director-producer of the future will be many.
So declares the oracle.
Heed ye then its voice

The M. P. D. A.
By Lillian R. Gale
When is the director conceded as competent?
ducing unit. Does he consider the length of time it
took that director, does he make note of the characters
It is when he suddenly delivers a surprising or stumiscast, the lack in detail, when the fortunate director
pendous success, a picture that is acclaimed by pres^,
and public, a Broadway phenomena?
had everything with which to make the kind of picture
that would not only meet with approbation, but at
Or, is it when he has steadily earned for the prothe same time earn big returns? Between the two
ducer a gradually increasing return, more prints in
circulation of several productions, even though not any
directors, which of them may it be said is the more
one of them has startled Broadway?
competent?
And, is the director, with an appealing story upon
These days of sudden thrift are having an effect
which to lay a foundation, a story that has perhaps
upon the director, to his advantage. The man who
been widely read and greatly publicized, who produces
won a reputation upon one picture, a success over
a successful screen version, a better director than the
night, is perhaps no better a director, than he was preone who has struggled with poor stories, inadequate
viously, lie may have been more fortunate in the
materials, and uninspiring conditions, but, withal, has
matter of "the makings."
continued to deliver marketable goods?
The director who makes a salable picture from a.
Just how is a producer to determine whether or not
story that is assigned him, despite the fact that he is
a man under consideration for the direction of a piclimited to expense of cast, material of all kinds, and
ture is or is not competent? He can look at a picture
most important of all, time, if fairly treated, may prove
the director is responsible lor. review his previous
to be just as good a director as the high salaried man
work, but does he know or does he consider the diffiwhose one picture made him famous.
culties the director endured in making the picture,
which is offered as a sample of workmanship?
A producer who does not stint a director in the
matter of time, material, cast, story, is apt to be rather
unjust when looking at a picture made by a man who
was subject to entirely opposite conditions. When
the producer can form his opinion upon the results
obtained under such difficulties, the director, then,
and only then gets a fair deal.
On the other hand, the same producer may look at
a heralded success, and immediately wish to engage
the director to make a picture or pictures for his pro-

One of the hopes and ambitions of the Motion Picture Directors Association, is to establish a fair;
by which members may benefit. It is not a union, it
is not a benevolent association. It is a six year old.
prosperous, energetic and ambitious organization. It
stands for fair play, and for a brotherly love existing
among the members, all of whom have, some time or
another in their directorial careers, been obliged to
contend with "conditions." That they have withsl
the opposition is evidenced by the great directoria1
achievement of the past twelve months
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The Director of the Present
By William D. Taylor
Director of the Los Angeles M. P. D. A.

A thinker who is not afraid of work and who knows
what he is doing — he, I would say, is the type of the
motion picture director of today.

We recall the pioneer director who left the studio
in the morning with a camera, $50 cash and an idea,
and returned in the afternoon with a one-reel drama.
Some of the qualities of this versatile and highly ingenious genius of the past are again in demand in a
glorified combination of author-director-producer
today.
But one who has partaken of the waters of Lethe
with the best farewell wishes of all is that director,
who, like his megaphone, was little more than a mouthpiece for the man behind him. His script was a blue
print and he was a construction foreman.
Today many of the most successful directors are
actor graduates; or come from the camera; or come
from an assistant directorship. More and more it is
the thinker — no matter whether, he begins as actor,
author, assistant director or cinematographer — who
becomes the real director. Possibly it is because this
man in many instances combines an executive leadership with a hard-won knowledge of what the public
wants for entertainment, and a practical experience of
how to obtain that "what-the-public-wants."
More and more does the director trend to become a
producer, arranging for finances, making his own picture in his own way and at his own risk ; making pictures because he loves it, not because he can draw a
good salary for making them.
He is still boss of a producing unit and director of
a cameraman and players.
But he is becoming more and more an individualist,
an interpreter of ideas, a molder of opinion — a power
parallel to the statesman and the editor.
In these tendencies the progress of the motion picture director may be traced.
There is a growing honesty of purpose in motion
picture direction today. The mere striving for effect,
the reign of hokum, has passed. No longer are vital
defects of story overlooked by public because the
actors are excellent or the photography is exquisite.
Fine acting and beautiful photography are integral
parts of the art of pictures, but they are not its sole
reasons for being.
Once upon a time one or more unusual scenes could
carry a picture to success. The public could ignore
defects and concentrate on the heralded novelty.
But that was the public of yesterday. There is a
new public today just as there is a new director. The
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public today is being surely recruited from the classes
of intellectual culture and artistic appreciation.
Novelties still have, and always will have, an audience. But novelty in any art or industry must be followed by merit that endures and that is continually
surpassing itself.
As a novelty, motion pictures have reached their
pinnacle.
Practically every effect and trick possible with a
motion camera has been featured. Every imaginable
sort of lens legerdemain, mat manipulation and multiple exposure has been experimented with. Every
discoverable combination of fades, tones and tints has
been utilized. We have tried animated titles, pictorial
titles, no titles ; we have played with back lightings,
overhead lightings and floor lightings ; we have contrasted mercury lights, arc lights and the sun itself;
we have used art settings, realistic settings, futuristic
settings, naturalistic settings, and no settings.
AYe have tested on our palette every brush and every
tube of color. Now we're going to paint some pictures.
To be a genius requires work. The director today
is not petting himself. He works, works, works on
his picture. Then he works on it some more. Then,
perhaps, he is ready to start actual production.
The hard work, in picture making as in other arts,
is in preparation. For a long time motion picture producers were too impatient. No sooner was a story
purchased than the scenario star and the director got
busy simultaneously. The director got his script
sheet by sheet and as he shot his daily takes through
the laboratory they were approximately edited and
titled. At the end of the four weeks, or the twenty
days, or whatever the production schedule was, the
picture was given a final polishing and shot forth to
a rather indifferent world.
Today the motion picture is made before the camera
is set up. Many times the author consults with the
director before he writes his story; at any rate before
he adapts it, if it has already been published. Then
there are conferences between continuity writer and
director ; between director and art advisors, technical
experts, and others.
When it is time for the camera to blink its sixteen-asecond eye, 5 per cent of the hard work for the director
is over ; all he has to do is direct his picture.

THE

DIRECTOR

OF THE

PAST

By Roy Clements, Secretary M. P. D. A., Los Angeles
To most clearly define the Director of the past it is
necessary to draw a comparison to the Director of the
present, and to my mind that is completely summed
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up by saying, "That which the director of today has,
the director of yesterday had not."
To be more explicit, the director of the present has
behind him efficient organizations of intelligence, representing many millions of dollars as compared in
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You may take issue with me when I give Bill and
his contemporaries the credit for founding the industry, but there is one incontrovertible fact and that

the past to the "penny ante" investments of a limited
number of men. It seems to me then that it is more

is, it was Bill together with Tom, Dick and Harry who
individually had a vision and chafing under their
working handicaps, got together one very rainy night

a comparison of conditions, where on the one hand a
director is surrounded by money, efficiency, storywriting, intelligence and material help of all kinds,
On the other hand the director of the past would

to see if
conditions
wonderful
1915, nine

be approached on Monday

Motion Picture Director's Association, a fraternal
order binding its members together for the purpose
of helping each other to make better pictures and
pledging themselves to do everything in their power
to improve the conditions and uplift the dignity of
their profession. With its original purposes still intact and functioning that Association stands today
as a clearing house of ideas, which every art has re-

morning by his owner-

manager and the manager would say, "Well Bill, what
are you going to do next?" And Bill would say, "Well
I have an idea, but I haven't got it quite clear in my
mind." And the managing genius would make a great
display of brains by answering -with a patronizing
smile, "That's all right Bill, take all the time you want
as long as you get through in four days." We
must admit that some of the finished product was not
so bad, not to be compared, of course, with the product of today, but under the circumstances I sometimes wonder if the foundation laid by that director,
handicapped by lack of money, management, stories
and all that goes toward the fulfillment of the highly

there wasn't some practical plan whereby
could be made better for the future of this
business. The following week, February,
of those directors of yesterday founded the

quired, and through which ever)- art has succeeded in
developing to its highest goal.
The director of the present belongs to this Association and the director of the future will belong to it
but it was the director of the past who conceived it
and had he done nothing else to commend himself to
the future generations he could still sit back and point
with pride to this living monument. The director
of the present may point with pride to that new

developed product of today — doesn't tend to tip the
scales in favor of him who was the pioneer, and he
was the pioneer. And I sometimes wonder if the
industry of today still holds in regard that Daniel
$200,000 Director's building in Hollywood, and say
Boone, who was furnished reluctantly the necessary
truly, "This is the clearing house of the industry, for
our home will also be the home of all of the essential
dollars of actual expense and from that blazed the trail
to what we are pleased to term the fourth largest
organizations that go to make pictures." It is
industry?
the director of yesterday wrho has made this possible.

The Director — As The Star Sees Him
In my opinion the director has the most responsible
position in the motion picture business. He holds the
reins that control every branch of the work. He accepts this idea or discards that at his discretion. According tohis competence rests the fate of many a star
or story. Sometimes the star or the story is so much
greater than the mistakes of the director that it wins
in spite of him. In that case he reaps glory unjustly.
On the other hand, a director has been known to take
a poor story and turn it into a very presentable one —
to take inexperienced people and mould them into real
actors. The director does not get half enough glory in
that case and it often happens. The actor makes a hit.
Up goes his salary and he is much in demand. He
tries to do another part with another director and,
well, it is a sad story. But if the picture is bad the
blame rests upon the star.
"I saw Bobbie Blank yesterday. It was a terrible
picture. Bobbie's work was good, but — etc., etc." A
continuation of etceteras in two or three pictures and

the electric bulbs that form the name of the young star
flicker out one by one.
The director should be an encyclopedia. True, he
has actors, authors, technical men, photographers, carpenters, sculptors — everyone at his command. He can
use the brains of all of them to terrific advantage if
he himself has the brains to do it intelligently.
The late Sir Herbert Tree was one of the greatest of
managers. One reason was because he was big enough
to take suggestions from other people. His dress rehearsals were worthy of history. He surrounded himself with the greatest minds of his time and relied upon
their judgment. He could call upon anyone from
King Edward down for advice as to what should be
used in this scene or that to make it most effective.
A director can do the same, and the great ones do.
But whether the director is a success or a failure affects everyone connected with the production. — William Farnum.
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(With acknowledgments to David)
The Director is my goat-getter ; I do not want— him.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; but
when — oh, when ; has he ever led me beside the stilled
liquid ?
He weareth out my soles, leading me in the paths
of uprighteousness for his name's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, he should worry, for he is with me, his "meg"
and his cameras confront me.
He preparest a table before me and makes me pay
for the dinner ; I annointeth his head with Scotch ;
his hiccup hangeth over.
Shure, penniless and thirsty, he shall follew me all
the days of my life; and I shall dwell in the house of
Sam forever. — Tom Moore.

STARS BUT PART

OF SCENERY

The director is everything. No, I'll take that back,
because the director has to have a good story. It's
about 50-50. When you come to divide up the 100
per cent of responsibility, you can split it two ways.
You don't need to worry about anybody else.
A good director can take a good story and make a
good picture out of it, if he has any sort of actors at all.
If you ever saw any of my pictures that were good
enough to make a kid play hookey, you can give the
credit to Clarence G. Badger, my director.
Where does the star come in? He don't. He's just
part of the scenery. — Will Rogers.
SAYS
BUSTER
Personally
don'tbaseball
think any
the Ruth.
directorI
than
the New IYork
fans more
do of ofBabe
consider directors, with or without puttees, as necessary as film and good stories. There is absolutely no
doubt in my mind that my director, Eddie Cline, is
deserving of considerable praise and credit in whatever success I have achieved. Although he doesn't
use a megaphone, he is, like all good directors, a part
of the motion picture industry. It is a combination
of director — star — story that spells success. Three
cheers and a tiger for the director !— Buster Ke aton.
POOR
DIRECTOR
A HANDICAP
No actor or actress can under-estimate the value of
proper direction. It is what makes successful actors
and actresses and what keeps them up once they are
featured players or stars. One of the greatest handicaps to any star is poor direction, and it has done
more to kill some of our most popular idols than any
other thing. — Bert Lytell.
DAY
OF POOR
DIRECTOR
GONE

Good direction is absolutely essential in this present advanced stage of the motion picture industry.
Producers, stars and exhibitors are realizing this more
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every day and as a result the present day director
must be competent for the day of bad pictures and
poor directing has passed. — May Allison.
THE
MIRROR
The director is the mirror before which we work.
He must therefore be sensitive, free from prejudice,
open for suggestion and able to improve what he sees
with an artist's hand.
He holds the reins, but it is for him to know when
to be gentle and when to be firm, and you can always
do a great deal more by kindness than by bullying.
It takes three things to make a great picture— story,
star, director — and they each have a sphere in which
they hold their own. — Mae Murray.
"POOR,
SUFFERING
HUMANS"
What do I think of directors? Poor, suffering human beings — having been one myself, I now have infinite pity and sympathy for every one undertaking
such a task. They should be treated with the utmost
consideration in order to make up for the life they
must lead. Plow they escape the insane asylum is
more than I can ever know. I think that there is nothworse in the pictures.
world than to spend one's time on this
earthing directing
These are my few small opinions on the matter; if
they mean anything to you I am indeed glad to be
able to give them. — Lillian Gish.
AN

ESSENTIAL

REQUISITE

I think a good director is one of the most essential
requisites of the successful picture ; a man who not
only knows how a scenario should be written but can
show his cast how to portray their respective characters.
There is a big difference between the director who
is only capable of reading a prepared continuity to his
cast, and trusting to luck that they know their business, and the director who looks upon his manuscript
simply as a series of guide posts. The director who
has creative ability is capable of injecting good original ideas into his work, and in most cases is in a position to show his actors how to put them over.
The director must first of all be able to inspire his
cast with the confidence that he knows his business,
because the average actor can tell in a very short time
just how much or how little their director knows, and
I don't mind saying it is just as hard to work with a
man who is bluffing as it is for the director to be compelled to run a school of acting.
A successful director realizes that first of all he must
have a good story, secondly a good cast and after that
two very important factors are vitally necessary, harmony and cooperation, for without these, no matter
how capable he may be personally, he cannot get results.— Bryant Washburn.
THE PILOT
An actor or actress is like a wonderful ship with
full equipment and well manned with the exception
of a guiding hand, a pilot. The ship may be the finest
in the world but it is worthless without the pilot to
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keep it in the proper channel. The same is true of a
motion picture. No matter how good the actor or
actress may be, the director is the one to see that
they play parts that they are suited for, to direct their
work and get the most out of them. — Monte Blue.
MUST
LIVE
THE
PART
A director is a medium for a star. There are oh!
so few directors who make you feel what they want
and give you the inspiration you need to make a scene
what it should be. A director must live the role the
star is playing the same as the actor or actress does.
A real director is just as responsible for the success
of the picture as the star. — Betty Compson.
THE

MASTER

OF

THE

DIRECTOR

Although all successful comedians must understand
directing and co-direct, they would be mental wrecks
if they tried to do it all continually. The director,
in his attention to details, takes a great load off the
comedian's shoulders.
In one reel comedies, the director is all-important.
The actors, usually, do not even know what the story
is about. With the two-reeler, it is a different proposition. A comedian could produce two or three pictures without direction. Should he continue, he would
be apt to proceed along the same lines and hence get
into a rut. So I couldn't over-emphasize the importance of the director. — Harold Lloyd.
THE

parts in the story. He is the most important member
of the cast. — Alice Lake.
HIS

ARCHITECT

The director is to a picture what an architect is to
a modern skyscraper. If a building was constructed
without an architect, it would not be substantial and
could not stand. When a picture has poor direction,
it has the same fate. — Viola Dana.
SYMPATHY
A director who has the ability to win co-operation
and sympathy from his cast, means everything to the
success of a picture. He must work with his players ;
feel with them; sympathize with them; listen to their
suggestions and give them equal co-operation. A
director who can do this is a director who will make
a picture a success. — Lila Lee.

AMBITION

"To show you what I think of directors, let me
remind you that that's what I want to be. 1 was a
director once and I will be again — I hope." — Wallace
Reid.

MIND

When I entered pictures the director was a man
who saw that his actors and actresses played all the
scenes in the script. He merely transferred action
from the state of imagination to the realm of being.
He still works with a script, but now he is the master
mind who either makes or ruins a picture. To him goes
the credit for the interpretation of the story, the
dramatic balance of the theme and the treatment of
the situations. — Anita Stewart.
IMPORTANCE

CAST
OF
MEMBER
IMPORTANT
MOST
It is an established fact that an actor or actress must
feel the part they are enacting in a story. However,
if the director is not in sympathy with the actor or
actress, it is almost hopeless for the picture to be a
success. The successful director must live all the

"BILL"*

HART'S

IDEA

Bad direction can ruin a good story.
Bad direction can multiply the cost of a production
by fours.
Consequently, GOOD

KNOCK
By Thomas

THE

DOUBT

direction is most desirable. —
William S. Hart.
OUT

OF PICTURE

COST

Wilson

Switzler, General Mgr. Tilford Cinema
Studios
One of the results of the general re-organization, through
which the industry has been progressing for some time, is the
insistence by producers, and the interest behind the producers.
in knowing absolutely what a picture is going to cost before
production begins, and in knowing positively that this cost
will not be exceeded during the period of production.
The budgets for production in the past have always stated
a figure which is supposed to represent the total cost of the
picture, but almost without exception this figure is exceeded
in the final analysis of the production cost.
The element of doubt and uncertainty always has been in
the cost of settings; that means the cost of labor, material,
decorations, transportation, etc., going into design, construction
and embellishments of the settings. The cost of the cast,
director, cameraman and assistants and studio rental now,
as well as heretofore, is practically a known quantity. The
cost of the settings has been to all intents and purposes an
unknown quantity. The only solution to the problem is that
the settings, now an unknown quantity, be handled by contract,
reducing them to a known quantity. The contractor to be an
organization specializing in estimating, specializing in purchasing, construction, labor, etc. The contractor, therefore,
is much better fitted to absorb the element of doubt on an
estimate than the producer himself.
When a concern or individual is going to build a building,
before actual construction starts, all element of doubt is
eliminated from the owner's mind for the reason that he has
a contract passing along any element of doubt to the contractor, whose business it is to shoulder the responsibility of
any variance from the figure of his contract with the owner.
So, with the production of a motion picture, why should it
not be handled in the same manner, with sufficient elasticity
in the contract to permit of changes and additions, which are
inevitable in any productive activity where artistic or temperamental uncertainty exists?
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Think

What the Cameramen
SPEAKING

RIGHT

OUT
You want me to say what I think of directors?
You want me to speak right out in public? And you
want to print it in a respectable publication?
Oh, boy ! Page Dr. Crafts to edit my copy.

No, they're not quite that bad — not quite, I said.
In the first place, in order to be a successful
director, you must wear puttees and trick trousers.
That erudite scholar, Will Rogers, was the first to
discover the relationship between the high cost of
puttees and their directorial popularity.
Then you have to wear sport shirts and strike
,
thoughtful attitudes.

incidentally— although it isn't of much importance— you have to know a lot about technique,
dramatic values, stories, acting and little things like
And

that.

QUALITIES
In my candid opinion :
A DIRECTOR must be
1 An Artist (minus temper) ;
2 A MAN (in the whole sense of the word) ;
3 A Gentleman (minus mannerism).
A DIRECTOR must possess
1 A great Versatility (plus simplicity) ;
2 A keen business acumen (minus niggardliness) ;
3 Patience (plus firmness).
J. A. Dubray, I. S. C.
A

A capable director is a most vital necessity to the
motion picture cameraman and the star. There have
been many instances wdiere a cameraman has worked
hard and obtained good photography, but due to poor
direction, the picture was a failure. — Arthur Martinelli.

That's easy. — Percy Hilburn. Goldwyn.
MEANS

EVERYTHING

A director blessed with the ability to translate an
authors story into a picture which will be interesting
and of worth to the public, means everything to the
success of a motion picture. It is hard to fully estimate the importance of a director. — Guy Wilky, Paramount.
PUBLIC
DOESN'T
APPRECIATE
HIS WORK
In my opinion the success of a picture depends upon
four things, the star, the scenario, the photography
and the direction. As a director is actually responsible
for the success of the star and the scenario, it is easy
to see how important a director is to pictures. The
public doesn't fully appreciate just how much a
director means to the motion picture industry. — Karl
Struss, Cecil B. deMille Cameraman.
MAKES

OR

BREAKS

A director is the master hand that either makes or
breaks a picture. A director with ability and understanding iseasily responsible for 75 per cent of the
success of a production. — Paul Perry.
THE

CENTRAL

FIGURE

The director is the central figure in the production
of a motion picture. The cameraman may do his
work well and the star may be wonderful, but if the
director is incompetent, the work of all the other
members of the company is worthless. — Jackson Rose.
A

VITAL

FACTOR

It is very seldom that the photography is praised in
a poorly directed picture. The perfect picture results
from close co-operation between the cameraman and
the director. — John Arnold.

NECESSITY

HATS

OFF

TO

MR.

HERO

1 used to think that a director was a kind of a being
specially created when Providence was in a mean
mood; that of all unnecessary evils that cumber life's
path he was the most noxious and useless. The reason why I changed my mind was because I tackled his
job
and found out a great many things I never knew
he fore.
When

the Keystone organization was merged into

Triangle
I was madeto "supervising
a position Jcontinued
fill when Mr. camera
Sennettman,"
cut down
eighteen companies to six and formed the Mack Sennett Comedies, Inc., in order to make "fewer and better pictures." In this capacity it devolved upon me
to
go time
out with
groupstheto director,
"shoot" perhaps
and at the
same
directcompany
scenes while
at
the studio or on some other "location," was directing
other episodes. This has been my work for several
years. It qualifies me to speak with some confidence
on the subject of directors.
To the conscientious, capable and up-to-date director, Hats off, gentlemen ! He is the very center and
original impulse of picture making; he has to catch
the creator's spirit and translate it in terms of a vital,
living picture and the medium of his expression is
temperamental players who must be humored, badgered, cajoled or coaxed into giving their best to the
work in hand; he must not only please the boss but
the public, himself and his players.
Some job!
The director is not only at the mercy of the players
wlio are supposed to embody the director's thought;
he isand
alsoevery
at thesupernumerary,
mercy of his any
assistants,
"prop"
men
one of his
whom
can
and sometimes does impair the dramatic or comedy
situation, thus bringing rebuke and criticism on the
head of the much maligned director. What a shiftless,
don't-care-a-hang camera man can do to a director to
distort his thought is fearful to contemplate. Though
he never appears on the screen, the real hero of every
successful photoplay is, in my humble opinion — Mr.
Director. — Fred W. Jackman, Head Camera Man,
Mack Sennett Comedies,
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The Director of Today
By Jesse L. Lasky
First Vice President Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
The director of today differs from the director of
yesterday exactly in the same proportion that the
motion picture of today differs from the motion picture of a few years ago. In other words today's director is a development, the outgrowth of the vast accumulation ofeffort, experiment and industry that has
gone into the making of motion pictures, that has
brought them to their present perfection.
From the inception of pictures, when the director
was very likely to have been author, leading man,
property man, as well — from the very beginnings, in
short, the qualifications of the director have not
changed greatly. The demands upon him have simply
increased and his scope of action has been immensely
extended.
Then as now, he required the instinct of the dramatist and a judgment of dramatic situation and story
values. This faculty, which by reason of its possession and its exercise either makes or mars the work
of the director, should be innate and long experience
simply renders it more profound. The test of time
has eliminated many who failed to profit by experience
and whose instinct for the dramatic was insufficient
to meet the growing demand for better pictures.
The director of today finds his position and his
responsibilities tremendously increased in importance
by reason of the enormous outlay represented in each
picture of consequence ; by the public's far more critical attitude and because the screen has become so
great a factor in life and such a pronounced moulder
of opinion.
He must therefore be able to combine with his
native artistry a degree of efficiency which will prevent waste in time, materials or money. Too great
an emphasis in either direction must prove detrimental
if not fatal.
But were I to attempt to express in one word the
greatest essential to a director's success today, I
should say that he must be normal ; normal in his viewpoint, normal in his attitude toward life and art and
business, normal in his own life and dealings. Why
this? Simply because. the picture will be in some
degree a reflection of the director's own personality,
and as a picture must be normal to be successful it
follows that the director must be so.
What does being normal mean?
That one must be possessed of good taste, must
have a keen sense of the fitness of things, must neither
be an extremist, nor a coward, must hold fast to common sense, even when adventuring in the realms of
the exceptional.
He must have imagination yet the
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ability to hold it within bounds. He must have understanding sufficient not to overstep the bounds of propriety, and yet not be so timid as to miss opportunities
which by the exercise of good taste and judgment
could be applied without harm.
If we seek for flaws and faults in motion pictures
of today we will find that whenever they occur — which
is far more rarely than one might expect considering
the exigencies of the work and the manifold difficulties

that beset the path of the producer and director — it is
generally as a result of some abnormality in the
director's viewpoint and treatment of his subject. We
will find that it has been through some lapse in good
taste and reasonable judgment that the fault has been
permitted to creep in and mar the whole.
How can a man acquire this normal point of view?
The question is simple : By being normal himself
and regarding life not through hectic nor yet blue
glasses, but through the plain but highly powerful
lenses of common sense. He will avoid the unethical,
the offensive, the morbid and the pathologically repulsive he
; will enhance the beauty of his work by
touches of delicacy and rare charm, finding avenues
for the exercise of his imagination and his dramatic
instinct in situations that convince by their verisimilitude and compel by their power and lifelikeness.
One value of imagination is that by its means one
can make that which is unreal seem natural and true.
Normally handled a problem of this sort becomes convincing and alluring, but without normal treatment
might prove not only absurd but positively offensive.
This is a test of the power of the director, for he will
be confronted with such things very often in his work.
It is but natural to suppose that the writer shall permit himself flights and handling of situations that if
not impossible are at least frequently so unusual as
to be exceptional. To make these things seem true is
a real task. To make them seem true and yet not
impose upon the intelligence of the audience, to maintain the sympathy of the spectator under such circumstances and withal to preserve good taste throughout will prove the right of the director to his title.
Given also, at this writing, the fact that the greatest
authors are now contributing original works to the
screen, the director must needs measure up to the
standing of those whose works he must visualize upon
the film, intellectually and otherwise. The director
of today who is successful, is an artist, a business man,
an executive, a dramatist, an actor. He has some
knowledge of literature and the various arts and
sciences. He is a man of broad gauged views and is
conversant with the affairs of the day. His likeness
to a great newspaper editor is rather marked. He
stands astride the world and half its population is
his audience.
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Reminiscences of Early Days
BY
AN
OLD-TIMER
Back in 1895 I decided to cast my lot with moving
pictures.
It was a terribly immature business.
There were a few concerns and they didn't amount
to very much, either. Probably the most important
organization at that day was Raff and Gannon, who
had the right to exhibit and use the Edison Phonograph in this country. There was a machine known
as the Fantoscope and another as the Kinetoscope,
and another as the Vitascope, and all of these machines showed motion pictures. I have to laugh when
I think of what they were. But Raff and Gannon had
an idea that this motion picture was going to be good,
so they made a deal with Edison and began to
tribute the .Edison Vitascope. At that time
White and Percy Waters were playing around
picture business. Ed Porter got a job with Raff

disJim
the
and

Gannon and became an operator ; that is to say, a projector. Raff and Gannon sold state rights on the Vitascope and I dare say they were the first state right
people in the picture business. They had machines in
Koster and Bial's, Proctor's 34th St. Theater and the
Eden Musee aifd bluber's.
Interest in pictures began dropping off. This was
due to the fact that all pictures in those days consisted
of a few feet of motion photography showing the waves
rolling or a street car in operation, or a locomotive
passing by, or something like that.
At that time Edison was the whole works. Very
soon Porter got a job in the mechanical branch of
the Edison picture factory, and a week later began to develop as a director, which was just exactly
what he wanted to do.
His salary was $15 a week.
In 1899 Porter prepared a scenario for the first feature motion picture that America had ever known,
"The Life of an American Fireman." Ed Porter was
cameraman, director and everything else. The studio
was on the roof of 41 East 21st St. Biograph had a
studio on the roof of the buildinglat 13th St. and Broadway. And this was all there was to motion picture
studios in America, except that Pop Lubin had some
sort of a plant down in Philadelphia.
In their order of appearance our directors developed
about as follows : Wallace McCutcheon was the first
director, hired and paid as such, and Roy McCardell
was the first scenario writer.
Richard Hollman, own-

While we are NOT Directors
We ARE Producers
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc,
36 E. 22nd STREET, N. Y.
Telephone Gramercy 0945

Eaves, the costumcr.
er of the Eden Musee, had
directed what was really an illustrated lecture of about
2,100 feet. This was in 1898, and about the same time
George Melies made some trick pictures in Paris.
Jack Frolley was working with Pop Lubin in Philadelphia and Commodore Blackton and Albert Smith were
working at Vitagraph ; the most of their work was on
Ed Porter came along in 1898 as well.
short stuff.
There was a lapse of six or seven years from then
on. About 1905 J. Searle Dawley came along and
Tony Sullivan went from Biograph to Edison, where
he became a director. Sid Olcott was working for
Biograph. The following year, about 1906, Bill
Rainess, who had been an actor, went to Vitagraph
as a director and Dell Henderson also joined VitaLubin's and
graph. August Balfour was a director at
James Franey was working with Dave Horsley at the
Nestor plant. Then Wallace McCutcheon. Jr., came
along at Biograph, and Griffith, starting in 1906, became a director at Biograph about 1908. S. E. V.
Taylor, who started with Biograph writing scenarios,
went to Reliance as a 'director, as did James Kirkwood.
About this time Charley Kent was with Vita.
The making of "The Life of an American Fireman"
carried, as you will notice, all of the important ingredients and elements which make up the motion picture
It had heart interest, suspense and thrills,
of today.
and this is a good enough background for any feature.
Incidentally, "The Life of an American
Fireman" had the first close-up ever shown
It had the first double exin this country.
posure and the first switch-back.
This despite the claim made by David W.
Griffith that he introduced the long shot, the
close-up and the switch-back to the screen.
It showed a fireman
The story was very simple.
leaving his home, kissing his wife and child goodbye,
He makes a tour of the place,
then going on duty.
which gave us a chance to show the fire house, and
all that sort of thing, and then he had a sort of dream.
This was where
He pictures his family in danger.
The alarm rings.
they used the first double exposure.
And right here was used the first close-up. first showing the hand of a man pulling the alarm, and also the
These were the
big gong in the fire house ringing.
Then folfirst close-ups ever made for the screen.
lowed the excitement of the company going to the
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fire; the fireman rescuing, first his wife, then his child,
with a great embrace at the finish.
It was four years later when Kdison made the next,
"'I'he Great American Train Robbery," which was
offered as the first feature film. Biograph made "The
Moonshiner" about the same time, and Kdison turned
out "'bhe Life of a Yeggman."
Shortly after Porter made "The Kleptomaniac," which
gave the first dual theme of any picture. It started
off showing a rich woman pilfering in a department
store, who is arrested by a female detective and taken
in her own carriage to the station house. Then they
-witched to a poor East Side woman stealing a loaf
of bread, being arrested, thrown into the patrol wagon,
taken to the station house where she was thrown into
jail, while the rich woman who posed as a kleptomaniac, was allowed her liberty.
Incidentally, when Porter made "The American
Train Robbery," he discovered what was to be later
America's most famous daring, wild west rider,
G. E., otherwise known as "Broncho Billy" Anderson.
Later, Anderson directed "Raffles" for Vitagraph,
and incidentally this was the first feature that Vitagraph made. Subsequently he and George Spoor
formed the famous Essanay.
In 1907 Porter was casting for Edison a picture, "Eagles Nest." A young man named Griffith applied for
a job as the lead. Ed told him he was too small, but
Grif. said he could pad up and lift himself and handle
the part, and he did. And this was David W. Griffith's
first appearance on the screen. He did mighty well
as the lead in the "Eagles Nest." Unfortunately, I be-,
lieve the negative and all of the prints of "Eagles
Nest" were destroyed, but this was his start. Later
he wrote scenarios and McCutcheon at Biograph gave
him his start. One day when McCutcheon was ill.
Griffith got his opportunity to direct and we all know
what wonderful things have happened since.
Prior to 1906, the only companies in business
were Edison, Biograph, Vitagraph, Lubin and Colonel
Selig. Of course, we used all the stage properties and
I think Biograph was the first company to use a
lighting system, put in by Cooper-Hewitt, after they
had experimented with some stage spot lamps.
In those days salaries were all on a daily basis. The
lead got $5 a day, when he or she worked, and the
extras who appeared chiefly in chase scenes got $1
a day. If a picture cost over four or five hundred
dollars somebody let out a holler.

ing ten and then cutting off. It took a whole night
to photograph the illuminations of the Exposition. We
made a picture called "Goldilocks," from the fairy tale,
in which we used teddy bears and it took a terrible
long time to shoot ninety feet of stop motion photography for this.

I think that the forerunner of the present trick photography used by Mack Sennett was in the picture
Edison made, "The Dream of a Rarebit Fiend." This
was the first picture in which sets were reduced to
miniature size and where the first floating-thru-theair trick was used. They made a panorama of NewYork from the World Building and then used this
as a background, ddiey worked up the story which
showed a man eating a rarebit and drinking profusely,
and finally after many adventures, one of which was
on a safety isle in Madison Square where he saw the
buildings tumbling all around him and were upside
down, he finally got into his bed, and he began to
dream. He sailed out of his window all around NewYork, finally lost his clutch on the bed, smashed thru
a skylight and awakened in his own bed. They made
a complete duplicate of the bedroom in miniature, with
the bed as well, and'manipulated so that the miniature
stuff worked out and you couldn't tell it from the
actual size. I believe this was the first trick photography ever attempted in motion pictures. This was
made in 1905. The picture did a tremendous business,
especially in Europe. By the way, Sennett was an
actor about that time at the studio on 21st St. The
entire working force for the "Dream of a Rarebit
Fiend" was a scene painter and Porter. f do not
think this picture cost over four hundred dollars and
it ran about 600 feet.
Old Pop Lubin made the first battle scenes ever
shown on the screen, down in Philadelphia. He got
about thirty or forty men and dressed them in uniforms and showed some battles of the Spanish
American War.
These extras cost $1 a day each.
After 1907, this business began to develop in a big
way. I think that it might well be said that our first
directors really did things prior to 1907. Incidentally,
Percy Waters probably operated the first series of
exchanges, but Edison Raff, son of the senior member
of the firm which leased the Edison Phonograph rights,
actually put into operation the first film exchange of
the world at 101 Beekman St., in New York, in 1897.
You could take your own film to Raff and he would
exchange it for some other kind of film. This was

The first stop motion picture made came from the
Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, when we shot
night scenes. It is funny when you think about this

probably where the name "Exchange" actually comes
from, because in those days you bought your film outright. There were no distributing points throughout
the country and practically all of the buyers came to

today.

New

We made stop motion photography by count-

York — and there weren't a great many at that.

Arvid E. Gillstrom
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arring
CONSTANCE

BINNEY

One of the Foremost Producers
of Comedies
During the Past Seven Years

Hotel Astor
New York
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Biographies of Important Directors
George Archainbaud, ago 30 soars,
born in Paris, France.
Started with Eclair
in 1911. Has made
22 productions, all
features, and has devoted his entire career to picture making. Was assistant
stage manager in Paris and loves music.
Permanent address, 75 Central Park West,
New York.
Ivan .Abramson,
age 49 years, born in
Russia. Previous to
making pictures was
for fifteen years a
director on the
speaking stage and
was also an impressario. He has made 50 picture productions, all features. Loves the old classic;
of literature. Permanent address, 729 7th
Ave., New York.
Oscar
Apfel,
age
41 years, born in
Cleveland, O. Started work with Edison
Co., but previous to
this was a stage director. He has made
a great many pictures, including numerous features and
short reel comedies. He is a student of
the drama and is an enthusiastic collector
of antiques. Permanent address, The
Lambs Club, 130 W. 44th St., New York.

John

G.

Adolfi,

born in New York.
Previous to directing
pictures was on the
speaking stage for
about ten years.
Started film work" in
1909 as leading man
for Vitagraph. Has made many pictures,
chiefly feature productions. Permanent
address, Friars' Club, New York City.
George Beban. Previous to directing
pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage since he was eight years old. Has
made several features. Permanent address, 7018 Hawthorne St., Hollywood,
California.

Clarence G. Badger, age 40 years, born
in San Francisco,
Calif. Started film
work with the Wilbert Melville Lubin
Co., but previous to
this was an artist and
a newspaper worker. Has made over 30
productions, which include features and
one and two reelers. Mr. Badger's greatest hobby is to fuss about the garden and
orchard. Permanent address, R. F. D.
No. 10. Box 890B, Los Angeles, Calif.

William

age 29 years, born in
New York City.
Started film work at
Biograph Studios in
1909 and has since
made 178 productions
which include feattires and one and two reelers. Hunting, fishing and golf are his hobbies. Permanent address, 8201 Fountain Ave., Los
Angeles, California.

Harry
George

D.

92 pictures, 50 of which were five reel productions and the rest one and two reelers. His one hobby in life is to make
motion pictures. Permanent address, 130
West 44th St., New York.

Hugo
Ballin, age
41 years, was born in
New York City.
Started film work
with Solax at Fort
Lee in 1916. Formerly art and technical director for Goldwyn, aiding in the making of over 80 pictures, all of which were features. Started
his own company in 1920 and has made
three features. Permanent address, 662
Lexington Ave., New York.

Reg'nald
Barker,
age 35 years, born in
Winnipeg, Canada.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
on the stage for a
great many years,
during which he was
also stage manager. Has made 59 pictures, which include super-features and
one and two reelers. Making pictures is
his hobby. Permanent address, 122 So.
97
Ardmore St., Los Angeles, California.

Beaumont,

age 33 years, born in
Kansas. Previous to

Baker,

age 50 years, born in
Champaign, 111. Previous to making pictures was an actor
and manager, and
began film work in
1914. He has made

Beaudine,

making motion pictures was an actor
on the stage for over
9 years. Started film
work with Edison
and has made about 25 pictures. Hunting, fishing and writing are the hobbies of
Mr. Beaumont. Permanent address, Hotel Clark, Los Angeles, California.

f

ger, age 28 years,
born in Newtown, N.
A. BeranGeorge
S. W. Started making motion pictures
at old Biograph under D. W. Griffith,

but previous to this
was an actor on the speaking stage for a
great many years. Has made 14 pictures
which include feature productions and one
and two reelers. Mr. Beranger's hobby
is athletics. Permanent address, Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Calif.

William

Bertram,

age 41 years, born in
Walkerton, Out. Prev i o ii s to directing
films was in the theatrical business and
on the speaking stage
for 12 years. Has
made about 50 pictures, which include
feature productions, one and two reelers
and several serials. Mr. Bertram's hobby
is hunting and fishing. In fact, he would
rather fish than eat,' and has gone without many a meal to wade a rippling stream
in quest of the wary trout. Permanent
address, 1727 Park Ave., Los Angeles,
California.

made quite a few features since. Permanent address, Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

in Paris, in 1897. Mine Blache has produced pictures with many well-known
stars.
Loves art and painting.

Herbert

Fred J. Butler, age
48 years, born in Idaho City, Idaho. Previous to directing
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for 30
years. Started film
work with D. W. Griffith and has made
a number of big pictures. Mr. Butler's
hobby is home life with flowers and pets.
Permanent address, 514 So. Mariposa
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Frank Borzage, age
28 years, born in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Previous to making
pictures was on the
stage. Began film
work in Los Angeles
in 1913 and has made
95 pictures, 40 of which were five reel productions and the rest one and two reelers. Loves winter sports. Permanent address, 3974 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California.

Brenon,
Clarence L. Brown,

age 40 years, born in
Dublin. Previous to
making pictures was
for fifteen years an
actor on the speaking

born in Knoxville,
Tenn. Started film
work with Maurice
Tourneur about six

stage. Began film
work in New York
and has made 250 pictures, some of which
are feature productions and others one
and two reelers. Golf is his favorite
sport. Permanent address, Lambs Club,
New York City.

Blache,

aged 38 years, born
in London. Started
film work in London
and has made about
200 pictures, some of
which were one and
two reelers and others five reel productions. When he is not
directing pictures he is reading, for that
is his main hobby. Permanent address,
4 West 40th St., New York.

stage for a number
of years. Started
screen career with Edison in 1908, and
has directed many features, and one and
two super-features. Permanent address.
City.
Care of Edward Small, Inc., New York

stage. Has made 7 big feature productions. Permanent address, Universal City,
California.

Madam
Alice
Blache, born in
Paris, France. Started film career as
secretary to N. Gaumont in Paris, and
then took charge of
the Gaumont
studio

tor on the
pictures,
wasspeaking
an ac-

but previous to this
was in vaudeville and
on
the
legitimate

Herbert

years ago, and is now
co-directing with Mr.
Tourneur. Permanent address, Culver City, California.
J. G. Blystone, age
29 years, born in
Wisconsin. Previous
to directing pictures
was an actor on the

J. Stuart Blackton,
age 46 years, born in
Sheffield, England.
Previous to directing
pictures was a reporter, illustrating
his own articles. In
1900 he improvised a
studio on the roof of an office building,
and with Albert E. Smith organized the
Vitagraph Co. of America. Has made a
good many pictures, all of which were
feature productions. Mr. Blackton s hobby is to produce photoplays that his wife
and children can see, and that can reflect
the beauty of the home, of motherhood
and of life. Permanent address, Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corp., 25 West 43rd St.,
New York City. English address, J. Stuart Blackton, Bush House, Aldwich,
Strand, London, England.
'jijuf

c

Bertram

born in Texas. Prev i o u s to directing
pictures, was a bank
clerk and a member
ilig^''
of
the U. S. cavalry
*. #■ v<
for one and a half
Hke. mm
years. Started his
screen career with the Melies Co., and
has directed many pictures since, mostly
feature productions. Permanent address,
Selig Studios, 3800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles, Calif.

1^'Vjlj

Van Dyke Brooke, born in Detroit,
Mich. Previous to directing pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage for a number of years. Mr. Brooke has also written many scenarios, Member of the M.
P. D, A. New York City.
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speaking stage for a
number of years.
With Nestor in 1911.
Has written many of his own scenarios,
and directed quite a number of Fox comedies. Permanent address, 6901 Hawthorne St., Hollywood, California.
Robert North
Bradbury, age 34
years, born in WashPrev i o u s ington,
to D. C.
directing
pictures was an actor
on the speaking
stage for a number
of years, also a director and author.
Started film work with Lasky and has
made Westerns, serials, and features for

Bracken,

PWW,^.,.;

s

Brabin,

age 38 years, born in
Liverpool, /England.
Previous to directing

Ky. Started fi 1 m
work with Biograph
in New York City,

p'

years, born in Hamburg, Germany. Previous to directing,
was on the speaking
stage, where he was
also stage manager.
His first pictures
were made in Canada in 1915, and he lias

Charles

Tod Browning was
born in Louisville,

Paul Bern, age 32

four years. Everything out-doors is the
hobby of Mr. Bradbury. Permanent address, 412 Mason Building, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Harry

Burns,

age

37 years, born in
Warsaw, Poland.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an
athletic instructor
and press agent. He
was also an actor on
the speaking stage for a number of years.
Started film work with Reliance-Majestic,
in Hollywood, Calif., and has made about
20 two-reel comedies. Mr. Burns' hobby
is Athletics. Permanent address, 1756
No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

Robert N. Bradbury, born in Walla
Walla, Washington. 1'revious to directing pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage for a number of years. Started film
work with Universal and has directed
many pictures since, including feature productions and one and two reelers. Permanent address, 418 Mason Bldg., Los
Angeles, California.

^L

"~3JKr|

Rk jte#H

ln lllls

41 years, born in Illinois. Started making motion pictures
with Essanay. Previously was a director and actor on the

DUt

prev'ous

Donald Crisp, born
in London, England.
Started film work
with Biograph, and
has made many pictures, all of which
were mostly feature
productions. Permanent address, Lasky Studio, Hollywood,
California.
George L. Cox, age
38 years, born in Chicago, 111. Started
film work with Selig
Polyscope Co. in 1909
but previous to this
was an actor on the
speaking
stage
and
also an author.
Has made approximately
100 pictures which include features and
one and two reelers.
Fishing, golf and
hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Cox.
Permanent address, 3834 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, California.
Major

<**■

stage director.
Has
made about 600 productions, which include
one, two and five reelers. Mr. Christie's
hobby is golf. Permanent address, 6101
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

was on tne sPea^ms

Maurice

Campbell',
age
48
years, born in Philadelphia.
Previous to
directing motion pic-

^F
V
^V_ ti

tures was a stage director, producer and
newspaper man.
Started film work with Famous PlayersLasky and has made seven pictures, all
of which are feature productions. Permanent address, Famous Players-Lasky, Los
Angeles, California.
Elmer Clifton. Previous to directing
pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage for quite some time. Started screen
career with Reliance-Majestic and has
made a number of pictures, some of which
are features. Permanent address, Griffith Studio, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

William
C.
Cabanne, age 33 yi
in St. Louis,

Lonhorn
years, don,
Out. inStarted
film work in New
York as a producer
of comedies. Previous to this was a

Webster Campbell,
born in Kansas City,
Mo. Started his film
work with Thomas
luce in California,

stage. He has, so
far, made only one picture, which is a
five reel production. Permanent address,
1 West 67th St., New York.

~ .

Al Christie, age 39

Roy Clements, age

speaking stage for 21
years. Has made about 200 pictures, from
one to seven reels. Pinochle, poker, all
kinds of athletics and well written stories
are his hobbies. Permanent address, 6824
Whitley Terrace, Los Angeles, California.

Missouri. 1'revious
to entering motion
pictures his time was
spent in the Navy.
Mr. Cabanne was on
the speaking stage, also, for quite some
time. Started film work in 1910 with
Fine Arts. Has produced many pictures,
almost all feature productions. Permanent address, 929 So. St. Andrews Place,
Los

Angeles,

California.
W.

S.

Campbell,

age 35 years, born in
Nehr, Ohio.
Previous to directing
pictures, was on the
speaking stage for
about five years.
Started screen career
with Selig Co. in 1908, and has made
about 65 pictures, mostly feature productions. Permanent address, 1720 N. Soto
St., Los Angeles, California.

Alan Crosland, age
27 years, born in
New York City.
Started fi 1 m work
with Thos. A. Edison, Inc., in 1913. He
has made about 25
pictures, some of
which were five reelers and others one and
two reelers. Hobby, golf and being a
father. Permanent address, Larchmont,
New York.
E m i 1 e Chautard,
age 56 years, born in
Paris. Previous to
making motion pictures was a director
on the speaking
stage. Started film
work in Paris in
1907. Has made about 100 pictures, 60
of which were five reelers. He is very
fond of music. Permanent address, 790
Riverside Drive, New York.
Albert Capellani,
age 47 years, born in
Paris, France. Mr.
Capellani was with
Pathe for over 17
years, and has directed such stars as
Nazimova, Dolores,
Cassinelli, Marjorie Rambeau, June Caprice, and others. Has made many pictures, almost all of which were features.
Permanent address, 1457 Broadway, New
York.
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James Cruze, age
37 years, born

in

Ogden, Utah.
Previous to directing
pictures,
was speaking
an actor on the
stage for quite some
time. Mr. Cruze
started directing for Lasky, and has made
pictures almost exclusively for Wallace
Reid. Permanent address, Paramount
Pictures, Los Angeles, Cal.
Louis Wm. Chaudet, age 3 7 years,
born in Kansas, Missouri. Previous to
directing pictures,
was a portrait photographer and theatrical producer,
and
was also an actor on the speaking stage.
Started with Selig as actor. Has made
about 150 pictures, which includes, feature productions and one and two reelers.
Music and golf are his hobbies. Permanent address, 6266 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Colin Campbell, age 48 years, born in
Scotland. Previous to making pictures
was an actor on the speaking stage for
over 21 years. Started film work with
Selig Co. and has made over 500 pictures,
including feature productions and one and
two reelers. Outdoor sports is the hobby
of Mr. Campbell. Permanent address,
R.-C. Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Edwin

age 38 years, born in
Gainesville, Texas.
Previous to directing
pictures was on the
speaking stage for
over IS years. Started film work with
made about 75
has
and
Lubin in 1914,
pictures, chiefly features. Golf, tennis,
billiard, hunting and fishing are his hobbies. Permanent address, 2027 North
Vine St., Hollywood,

California.
Eddie

Joseph De Grasse,
age 42 years, born in
Canada. Previous to
making motion pictures was an actor on
the speaking stage
for over 18 years.
Started film work
with Pathe and has made a great number
of pictures which include super-features
and one and two reelers. Painting is the
hobby of Mr. De Grasse. Permanent address, 213 West Windsor Road, Glendale,
California.

Cline, age

28 years, born in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Previous to directing

Mack

Marcel

Carewe,

pictures, was on the
speaking stage for
three years. Started
film career with
and has made about
1912,
in
Sennett

80 pictures since, chiefly comedies. Driving a Ford is his hobby. Permanent address, Keaton Comedies, Hollywood,
California.

J.

than 25 pictures, chiefly features. Permanent address, Universal Studios, Universal City, California.

Frank

Crane, born in San Francisco,

Calif. Previous to directing pictures was

to making motion
pictures he was in the
Flying Corps
in Rumania and started
film work with Winchell Smith and Herbert Blache. He has
made

three productions, all features. Mr.

Sano's hobby is flying. Permanent address, Hillview Apts., Hollywood, Calif.
William
Archer
Sholto ears,
Douglas, age
born in
35

y

Bushmills, Ireland.
Started his film work
with Pathe, but pre-

British and American

Allan Dwan, born
in Toronto, Canada.
Started film work
with Essanay Film

age 39 years, born in
Asheville, Mass.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
a playwright, stage
director, pr o d u c e r
and actor on the
speaking stage for a number of years.
Started film work with Lasky, in Holly-

Co. in Chicago. Previous to this Mr.
Dwan was a Civil
many
Famous

Engineer. Has made
feature productions since joining
Players in 1911. Athletics is his

favorite pastime. Permanent

dress, Friars Club, New

York

Norman

ad-

City.
Dawn, age

35 years, born in the
Argentine. Previous
to directing pictures
was a cinematographer for seven years
and was a trick protographer for six
years. Started film work in South America in 1905 and has made

Hampton

ad-

J. Charles Davis,
2nd, age 30 years,
born in New York

pictures,
wasspeaking
an actor on the

City. Previous to directing motion pictures he was an advertising engineer.
He started his film

in E n g 1 a n d. Has
successful scenarios. Has

work in New York and is a lover of outdoor life. Permanent address, 110 West
40th St., New York.

stage for some
written many

directed quite a number
comedies.

William

Started bis screen career

with Fox, and has directed many pictures,
including feature productions and one and
two reelers. Permanent address. Fox
Studios,

Hollywood,

California.

and has made about 166 pictures, 3 of
wnich were five reel productions and the
rest one and two reelers. Permanent address, 4East 48th St., New York.
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Los

Duncan,

born in Scotland.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an instructor in McFadden's Physical Culture School, also was
on the speaking stage

Lyceum

Scott Dunlap.

address,

Angeles, California.

born in Sedalia, Mo.
to directing
Previous she
pictures
was a
and Chautauqua Reader. Began her film work
with Vitagraph Co.

time

of pictures, chiefly

Permanent

Mrs. Sidney Drew,
'gUH
^r^k

Del Ruth,

age 33 years, born in
Venice, vious
Italy.
Preto directing

about 12 pic-

tures, chiefly features. Permanent
dress, Universal City, California.

address, Los

Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Cal.

wood, and has made about 39 super-features. Motoring, flying and motor-boating are the hobbies of Mr. DeMille. Permanent address, Lasky Studio, Hollywood, California.

on the speaking stage for quite some time.
Has made many features. Permanent

viously was a newspaper man and in the
Armies. He has

made 28 pictures, 10 of which are two
reelers and the rest five reel productions.
Permanent address, 117 W. 46th St., New
York.

Cecil B. DeMille,

pictures was for 'a
number of years on
the speaking stage.
Began screen career
He has directed more

Sano,

age 23 years, born in
Rumania. Previous

Dawley,

age 44, born in Del
Norte, Ind. Previous
to making motion
pictures was on the
speaking stage for
fourteen years and in
1905 started his film
work with the Edison Company. He has
made about 300 pictures, 40 of which
were five reel productions and the rest
one and two reelers. His one hobby in
life is to work. Permanent address, 16
Beekman Place, New York.

Jack Conway, age
36 years, b o r n in
Graceville, Minn.
Previous to directing

with Fine Arts.

Searle

de

for a number

of years.

Began

screen

career with Selig. Has produced, directed
and acted in many

features and serials.

Permanent

L. A.

address,

Los Angeles, California.

Athletic

Club,

Edward
Dillon,
age 40 years, horn in
New York. Previous to directing
pictures, was on the
stage playing juvenile and comedy
leads in various successes. Mr. Dillon was for eight years
with D. W. Griffith. When Griffith left
Biograph, Mr. Dillon went to RelianceMajestic, where he started a new brand of
comedies until Triangle was formed. He
has made quite a number of pictures,
chiefly comedies. Permanent address, 234
W. 55th St., New York City.
Leander De Cordova, age 43 years,
born in Jamaica.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for
a number of years.
Started film work with Metro in New
York City and has made 5 pictures, all
feature productions. Mr. De Cordova's
hobby is athletics.
Permanent
address.
Jack Dillon, age
35 years, born in
New York. Previous
to directing pictures,
was an actor on the
speaking stage for
quite some time.
Has made a number

C.

D e

Mille, born in Washington, D. C. Prev i o u s to directing
pictures, was an author, and also an artist.
He has been with
Famous PlayersLasky as a director and producer since
1914. Permanent address, Famous Players Studio, Los Angeles, California.
•
Robert Ellis, age
33 years, born in Virginia. Previous to
making motion pictures was on the
speaking stage, but
started his film work
with Vitagraph and
Kalem in 1911. Has made about 120 pictures, 90 of which were five reel productions and the rest were one and two reelers. His hobby is to work and make
money. Permanent address, N. Y. Athletic Club.

Fielding,

Eason, age 33 years,
born in Mississippi.
Previous to making

age 39 years, born in

motion pictures was
in the produce busi
ness. Started with
the American Film
Co. and has made about 200 pictures,
which include feature productions and one
and two reelers. Tennis, golf, fishing and
hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Eason.
Permanent address, 6200 Fountain Ave.;
Hollywood, California.

with Lubin, but before this was an actor on the legitimate
stage. He has made
about 299 pictures and claims that his
hobby is hard work. Permanent address.
230 Riverside Drive, New York.

Arthur Guy Empey, age 36 years,
born in United States.
He started his film
work with Vitagraph,
but previous to this
was an author and
soldier. He lias made
three pictures: One nine reel feature, one
seven reel production and one comedy.
Mr. Empey is particularly fond of riding,
fishing and shooting. Permanent address,
220 West 42nd St., New York City.
William P. S. Earle,
a^e 36 years, born in
Xew York. Previous
to directing pictures
was an art st and
photographer.
ed film work Startwith
Vitagraph and has
made 30 productions, all features. Mr.
Earle's hobby is photography.

Perma-

N. J. nent address, Selznick Studios, Fort Lee,

of features.
William

Romaine

"Breezy" Reaves

J. Gordon Edwards, born in Montreal, Canada. Prev i o u s to directing
pictures,
wasspeaking
an actor on the
stage for a number
of years. Started his
screen career long ago, and has produced
over 250 features. Permanent address.
Fox Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Harry Edwards. Has for five years directed comedies. Permanent address, National Studio, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett,
age 42 years, born in
Virginia. Previous
to directing motion
pictures he was an
actor on the speaking stage, but started
film work in 1917.
Has made three pictures, all of which
were five reel features. A good deal of
Mr. Fawcett's time is given to writing.
as that is his main hobby. Permanent
address, Lambs Club, New York.
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Bowling Green, Ky.

Started film work

Jack Ford, age 25
years, land,
bornMe. in
PortPrevious
to directing pictures
was for a short time
a stage mechanic.
Started screen career with Universal
and lias made about 20 pictures, chiefly
features. Permanent address, Universal
City, California.
Charles K. French,
age 50 years, born in
Columbus, O. Previous to making pictures was an actor
and stage director
for ed25film years.
work inStart1908
in New York City. Has made about 500
pictures, which include feature productions and one and two reelers. Permanent address, 2217 Ewing St., Hollywood.
California.
Victor Fleming,
age 32 years, born in
California. Previous
to directing pictures
was a cameraman.
Started his film work
with American Film
Co. and has made 7
pictures, 5 of which were feature productions. Hobbies: Hunting and fishing.
Permanent address, 1618 Crenshaw Blvd.,
California.
Emmett

J. Flynn,

Denver,
ed film Col.
work Startwith
Griffith studios in
1907, but previous to
this was anars,
actor
bornon in
e 30 ye
ag
the speaking stage.
a
He has made 24 pictures, 18 of which were
big features and the rest one and two
reelers. Permanent address, Fox Studios,
Los Angeles, California.
Park B. Frame, born in Seattle. Washington. He started screen career with
J. D. Hampton, and has directed many
pictures, including feature productions and
one and two reelers. Permanent address,
1471 Milton Ave., Hollywood, California.

Dallas M. FitzGerald, born in La
Grange, Kentucky.
Previous to directing
motion pictures was
an actor oi^s the
speaking stage for a
number of years.
Started film work with Republic Film
Co. and has made about 20 pictures, all
feature productions. Permanent address,
6267 Yacca St., Hollywood, California.
David G. Fischer,
age 36 years, born in
United States. Started film work with
Essanay in Chicago;
previous to this was
on the speaking stage
for five years. Has
made about 300 productions which include
two and five reelers. Golf, horseback riding and motoring are the hobbies of Mr.
Fisher. Permanent address, 208 W. 69th
Street, New York.

28 years, born in San
Francisco. Screen
. career began with
Selig and has made
many feature productions. Likes motoring, swimming, golf
and hunting. Permanent address, Hollywood, California.
Tom

Forma

n,

Ky. Started film
work in New York
City with Biograph
Corp. in 1906, but
previous to this was
an actor on the speaking stage. Has
made many pictures which include one
and two reelers and many feature productions. As one may easily guess, his hobby
in life is to make moving pictures. Permanent address, Longacre Building, New
York City.

Texas. Preborn in vious
to directing,
was on the speaking

Burton

stage for a number
of years. Started
screen career with
Kalem and has made
quite a number of pictures, chiefly features. Permanent address, Lasky Studio,
Hollywood, California.
Fred Fishback, age 27 years, born in
Bucharest, Rumania. Started screen career with Mack Sennett. Has made many
pictures, mostly comedies. Member M.
P. D. A. Permanent address, L-Ko Studios, Hollywood, California.

t

George
Fitzmaurice, age 39, born in
France.
Started
screen
career
with
Pathe as scenarioist.
He
has
produced
many pictures, chiefly
feature
productions
with many well-known stars
He is not
only a gifted author, but ranks high as an
artist and sculptor.
Permanent address,
Great Neck, L. I.

David Wark Griffith, age 43 years,
born in La Grange,

S. A. Franklin, age

Alfred E. Green,
age 28 years, born in
Perris, Calif. Started film work with
Selig Co. in 1911. He
has made 14 productions which include
features and one and
two reelers. Mr. Green's hobby is his
family. Permanent address, 264 So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

age 35 years, born in
R h e i m s, France.
Previous to directing
pictures, was a newspaper man. Started
film work with Eclair
Co. — Biograph, and
has made about 120 pictures; 35 being feature productions and the rest being one
and two reelers. Permanent address, 158
West 81st Street, New York.
Frank

Famous Players-Lasky, New York City. '
Francis Ford, age
38 years, born in
Portland, Me. Previous to directing
pictures, was on the
speaking stage for a
number of years.
Started fi 1 m career
with Melies, and has made about 150 pictures, chiefly western productions, and
also many serials. Mr. Ford's hobby is
birds and animals. Permanent address,
6040 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

36 years, born in
Hartford, Conn. Previous to making pictures was a stage director for 15 years.
Started film work
with Universal and
Fox. Has made 15 productions, all features. Mr. Goldaine's hobby is to make
better pictures and play better golf. Permanent address, 1514 Rodney Drive, Los

Angeles, California.

Edward H. Griffith,

age 30 years, born in
U. S. A. Previous
to making motion
pictures was a newspaperman and started in the Thos. A.
Edison's studios as
editor-in-chief. Has made 101 pictures,
which include feature productions and one
and two reelers. The main attractions in
Mr. Griffith's life are to play bridge and
attend opera. Permanent address, care
Edward Small, Putnam Bldg., New York.
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C. Griffin,

age 29 years, born in
Norfolk, Virgin ia.
Previous to directing
pictures was an actor
on the speaking stage
for a number of
years. Has made
quite a number of comedy features. Permanent address, Los Angeles Athletic
Club, Los Angeles, Cal.
Arvid E. Gillstrom,
age 32, born in Sweden. Started
professional ballas
player,

Mark Goldaine, age
Hugh Ford, age 46
years, born in Washington, D. C. Previous to directing
motion pictures, was
an actor on the
speaking stage for
almost twenty years.
Mr. Ford has directed many productions
for Famous Players-Lasky, almost all of
which were features.
Permanent address,

George,

man
Universal,
becamefora "stunt"
1^,

doing
high turned
diving,
etc., and
to
directing because it was more exciting.
Has made many features and has directed
comedians of note. Loves outdoors and
especially
tramping in the woods. PerCity.
manent address, Hotel Astor, New York

Harry
G a r s o n,
born in Rochester, N.
Y. Previous lo directing pictures was
in the
men's infurnishing business
Troy,
N. Y. Became interested in pictures and
his first venture was as manager of Clara
Kimball Young. Mr. Garson has made a
number of pictures, all features. Permanent address, 1845 Allesandro St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
Biography
of Fred Le Roy
will be found on page 106.

Granville

Louis J. Gasnier,
age 40 years, horn in
France. Previous to
direct ing pictures,
was on the speaking
stage for ten years,
and also was stage
manager of the
largest theater in France. Started film
work in France with Pathe, and came to
America 12 years ago. Has made over
500 productions, almost all feature pictures. Mr. Gasnier's hobbies are reading
and writing stories, golf and driving.
Permanent address, Hotel Alexandria,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles
Giblyn,
born in New York.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an
actor on the speaking
stage for about
twenty years. Started
screen career with
Biograph, and has made about 150 pictures, chiefly feature productions. Outdoor sports is the hobby of Mr. Giblyn.
Permanent address, Los Angeles Athletic
Club, Los Angeles, California.
Daniel Carson Goodman, age 37 years,
horn in Chicago. Mr. Goodman has been
associated with D. W. Griffith about seven
years, and has written many novels.
Goodman has also written, directed and
produced several stories that have been
played on the screen. Permanent address,
110 West 48th St., New York.
Francis J. Grandon, born in Chicago.
Previous to making motion pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage for quite
a number of years. Started screen career
with Biograph. Has made many feature
productions. Permanent address, 532 So.
Fremont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Allan Holubar, age
31 years, born in San
Francisco, Calif. Prev i o u s to directing
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for a
number
of years.
Started film career in 1916 as an actor
and one year later became a director for
Universal.
Has
made
many
pictures,
chiefly feature productions.
Mr. Holubar's hobby is boxing and horseback riding. Permanent address, Allan Holubar
Productions, Los Angeles, California.
Jean Hersholt, age
34 years, born in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Previous
to making
and

playing in pictures he was an actor on the speaking
stage for 12 years
and started film work with Thos. H. Ince
at Inceville in 1915.
Has made but three
pictures, all super-productions.
Mr. Hersholt is a very enthusiastic collector of
rare old postage stamps.
Permanent address, 7804 Fountain Ave., Los Angeles,
California.
Howard

age 38 years, born in
Columbia, Mo. Started film work
with
Lasky
in 1914, but
previous to this was
a dramatic actor. He
has made
about 18
pictures, which include feature productions
and one and two reelers.
Swimming and
playing baseball are his hobbies.
Permanent address, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, California.

E. Mason Hopper

Gilbert P. Hamilton, born in Che-'
beaquc, Maine. Previous to directing
pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage for a number
of years. Started
screen career with Edison and then went
to Essanay as superintendent of factory
and production. Mr. Hamilton has directed quite a number of pictures, mostly
feature productions. Permanent address,
Gates Hotel, Los Angeles, California.

Edwin Hollywood,
born in New York.
Began his screen career with PeerlessWorld and has
made quite a number
of successful product i o n s. Per ma nent
address. Green Room Club, New York.

Hickman,

age 38 years, born in
Previous
Vermont.
to making motion
pictures was on the
stage for a number
He started
of years.
film work with Essanay in Chicago and has made over 500
superwhich include some
productions,
Mr.
features and one and two reelers.

Edward

Hemmer,

age 38 years, born in
Boston. Previous to
directing pictures,
was an actor on the
speaking stage for
over ten years. Started screen career with
the Pickford organization, and has made
about 3 pictures, all of which were features. Permanent address, Playhouse
Theater Bldg., New York City.
Thos. A. Heffron,
age 38 years, born in
Virginia, City, Nev.
Previous to directing
pictures, was a stage
director and an actor
on the speaking stage
for thirteen years.
Started film work with Thanhouser Film
Co., and has made 76 pictures; 56 of
which were five reel features and the rest
one and two reelers. Making pictures
"that advance the art," is the hobby of
Mr.
Heffron. Permanent
address,
Famous Players-Lasky, Hollywood, Calif.
David M. Hartford, age 45 years,
born i n Rockland,
Michigan. Previous
to directing pictures,
was an actor on the
speaking stage for
over twenty years;
for the greater part of that time he was
at the head of his own organization. Started film work in Los Angeles with Universal and has made about 12 pictures,
chiefly feature productions. Open country
is the hobby of Mr. Hartford. Permanent
address, 110 South Benton Way, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Lambert

Hillyer,

age 27 years, born in
Indiana. Previous to
directing pictures
was a reporter, fict i o n and dramatic
writer; also was on
the speaking stage

hobby is to work on some invention; he also takes a great interest in
Permanent address, 7144
outdoor sports.
California.
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

for a number of years. Started film work
with Mutual and has made -48 pictures,
almost all of which were featured productions. Auto racing, hunting and fishing,
horses and dogs, are the hobbies of Mr.
Hillyer. Permanent address, 354 So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

Robert J. Hill, born in Port Rohen,
Ont, Canada. Previous to making motion
pictures, was on the speaking stage for
over seven years. Has made many pictures, almost all feature productions.
Permanent address, 4633 Vermont Place,
Los Angeles, California.

Henry Houry, born in Paris, France.
Previous to directing pictures, was on the
speaking stage for a number of years.
Began screen career with Eclipse, in Paris.
Has made many pictures with well known
star. Permanent address, 3 Place de la
Madelaine, Paris, France.

Hopper's
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Joseph
Henabery,
horn in Omaha, Neb.
Previous to directing
pictures was an architectural, drafting
and. railroading engineer, and was also
an actor on the
speaking stage for a number of years.
Started film work in 1910 with Universal
and has made quite a number of pictures,
including features and one and two reelers. Permanent address, Famous PlayersLasky, Hollywood, California.
Eliot Howe, age 37
years, born in Boston, Mass. Previous
to directing pictures
was a mining engineer and was in the
opera for 6 years.
Started film work
with Thos. H. I nee and has made about a
dozen pictures, all of which are feature
productions. Astronomy (the study of
stars in Filmdom) his hobby. Permanent
address, 5512 Sierra Vista St., Los Angeles, California.

Benj. B. Hampton,
age 45 years, born in
Macomb, Illinois.
Previous to directing
pictures was the vicepresident of the
American Tobacco
Company and t li e
owner of the Hampton Magazine. Mr.
Hampton has made about 20 pictures, all
of which were mostly super-features. Permanent address,

Emil

Harder,

age

35 years, born in
Switzerland. Started film work in the
Mirror Studios in
Glendale, L. I. Previous to this was an
actor on the speaking stage for fifteen years. He has made
62 pictures, 59 of which were one and
two reelers. Mr. Harder spends a good
deal of his leisure time writing. Permanent address, 111 W. 42nd St., New York
City.

T. Hayes Hunter,
Harry
B. Harris,
age 35 years, born in
Cork, Ireland. Started film work in New
York at the Cameraphone Co. Previously was an actor on
the speaking stage
for six years. Has made five pictures, all
of which were feature productions. Motoring his hobby.
Permanent
address,
1511 N. Kenmore Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
William J. Humphry. Began screen
career with V i t agraph, making many
pictures, including feature and one
and two reelers.
Permanent address.
152 Parkside Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hobart
Henley,
age 33 years, born
in Louisville, Ky.
Previous to making
pictures was on the
speaking stage for
eight years. Started
film work in New
York in 1910. He has made 50 pictures,
which includes feature productions and
one and two reelers. Tennis and golf are
his hobbies. Permanent address, 112
West 72nd St., New York City.

age 39 years, born in
Philadelphia. Previous to making motion pictures, was a
stage director many
years. Started film
work with Mutual
and has made about 40 pictures, which
include feature productions and one and
two reelers. Athletics and outdoor sports
are the hobbies of Mr. Hunter.
Perm-

anent address> Los Angeles, Calif.
John J. Harvey, age
40 years, born in
Cleveland, Ohio. Previous to directing
pictures, was on the
speaking stage as
baritone in many successful productions.
Began screen career with Vitagraph, and
has made many pictures, chiefly comedies.
Permanent
address, Green Room
Club,
New York Gity.

William F. Haddock, born in Portsmouth, N. H. Previous to directing pictures, was an actor on the speaking stage
for quite some time. Started screen
career with Edison, and has made a number of pictures, including feature productions and one and two reelers. Mr. Haddock's hobby is yachting. Permanent
address, M. P. D. A., 234 West 55th St.,
New York City.
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Carl Harbaugh, age 34 years, born in
Washington, D. C. Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking
stage for over ten years. Started screen
career with Biograph Film Co., and has
made about thirty pictures, mostly feature
productions, and about a dozen short releases. Mr. Harbaugh's hobby is horses.
Permanent address, Tolney Club, New
York City.

James W. Home, age 41 years, born in
San Francisco, Calif. Previous to making
motion pictures, was on the stage for over
nine years. Has made many successful
feature productions. Was a scenario director with Kalem in 1912, and later became manager. Permanent address, 1445
Valley View Road, Case Verdugo, Los
Angeles, California.
Victor Heerman, age 49 years, born in
London, England. Previous to directing
motion pictures, was on the stage with
Nat Goodwin for a number of years. Mr.
Heerman was for fifteen months, chief
yeoman in the U. S. Navy. He has made
quite a number of comedies. Permanent
address, L. A. Athletic Club, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Dell Henderson, born in St. Thomas,
Out., Canada. Previous to directing pictures, was for a number of years, an actor on the speaking stage. Started screen
career with Biograph, and has made a
number of pictures, including feature productions and one and two reelers. PermCity.
anent address, Claridge Hotel, New York

Harry O. Hoyt, age 36 years, born in
Minnesota. Previous to directing pictures,
wrote short stories and novels for over
fifteen years, and motion picture plays for
over eleven years. Started film work with
Fox, and has written and directed a large
number of pictures, feature and one and
two reelers. Is a whist fiend. Permanent
address, Yale Club, New York City.

Ralph Ince, age 34
years, born
in Bos-to
ton. Previous
making motion pictures was an actor on
the speaking stage
for four years. Started film work with
Vitagraph in Broooklyn in 1907. He has
made 390 pictures. 110 of which were
feature productions and the rest one and
two reelers. To play golf and tennis is
considered a great sport according to Mr.
Ince. Permanent address, 25 W. 51st St.,
New York City,

George Irving, age
45 years, horn in
New York City.
Started film work
with All-Star Pict.
Corp., in 1913, Previous to this was an
actor on the speaking
stage for thirteen years. Has made about
35 feature productions. Tennis is the
favorite sport of Mr. Irving. Permanent
address, Bayside, L. I., N. Y.
Lloyd

Ingraham,

iJ^V

aSe 42 years, born in
Robelle, Illinois. Previous to directing pictures, was a stage
director and actor on
^^^^■L
Hk
mk
the speaking stage
for a number of
years. Started screen career with Universal in 1912 and has made about 66 pictures, chiefly feature productions. Permanent address, 557 S. St. Andrews Place,
Los Angeles, California.
Rex
Ingram,
age
29 years, born in
Dublin, Ireland.
Previous to directing
pictures, was a sculptor under Lawrie.
Started screen career
with -Edison in 1912
and has made about 40 pictures, his greatest success being "The Horsemen of the
Apocalypse." Permanent address, Metro
Studios, Hollywood, California.
Thomas
H. Ince,
entered motion pictures in 1910, when
he was engaged to
act with the old Imp
Company. Previous
to this he had been
on the stage for a
number of years. Later, when a director,
he was sent to Cuba to director Mary
Pickford and Owen Moore. He established Inceville, the first exclusive motion
picture community. His stars have included Hart, Ray, Dalton, Bennett, MacLean and Bosworth. Hayakawa, Desmond,
Keenan, Barriscale and many others owe
their present fame to Ince. Permanent
address, Thomas H. Ince Studios, Culver
City, California.
Fred A. Jefferson,
age 29 years, born in
Australia. Previous
to directing pictures,
was a leading man
on the speaking stage
for quite some time.
Started film work
with Universal in 1914, and has made
about 85 pictures, mostly feature productions. Books and music are the hobbies
of Mr. Jefferson. Permanent address, 900
Lorna Ave., Long Beach, California.

Edward Jose, born
in Antwerp, Belgium.
Previous to directing
pictures was an a<
on the speaking
stage for twenty
years, playing in
France, Belgium,
and England. Mr. Jose was also director
for Antoine and Sarah Bernhardt. Began
icreen work for Pathe, and has directed
many pictures, chiefly feature productions.
Permanent address, care Edward Small,
New York City.
Tefft Johnson, age
45 years, born in
Washington, D. C.
Started film work
with Edison and Vitagraph in 1907, but
previous to this was
an actor for 12 years
with David Belasco. He has made about
200 pictures which include feature productions and one and two reelers. Outdoor
sports are Mr. Johnson's hobby. Permanent address, Green Room Club, West
47th St., New York.

Jacques Jaccard,
age 35 years, born
near New York city.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking
stage for a number
of year. Started film
work in a series of two-reelers for Universal in 1916. Mr. Jaccard has made
about 22 pictures, chiefly feature productions. Permanent address, Universal City,
California.
Henry

King, age

29 years, born in Virginia. Previous to
directing motion pictures was an actor on
the speaking stage
ever since childhood.
Started film work
with Lubin, and has made about 35 pictures, all features. Athletics is his hobby.
Permanent address, Robertson-Cole Studios, Hollywood, California.
David Kirkland, born in San Francisco,
California. Previous to directing pictures,
was an actor on the speaking stage for
quite some time. Started screen career
with Essany Film Co., and has since then
directed quite a few pictures, including
feature productions, and one and two
reelers. Permanent address, 318 West
48th St., New York City.
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Harley Knoles, age
40 years, born in
Rotherham, England.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
a Chartered Accountant and Stage. Producer. Started film
work in New York with World Film ' '/
in 1914 and has made about forty pictures, all 5 reel productions. Athletics is
the hobby of Mr. Knoles. At various
times he has held championships. Permanent address, 490 Riverside Drive, NewYork City.

Frank Gordon Kirby, age 48 years,
born in Bremen, Germany. Previous to
making motion pictures was a photographer and started
film work with Edison in 1909. He made six pictures, all of
which were five reel features. Mr. Kirby
has made shooting his hobby. Permanent address, Green Room Club, 139 W.
47th St., New York City.
Robert

Kelly(

age

35 years, born in Chicago, 111. Started
film work with Selig
Corp. in 1913. but
previous
this stage
was
an actor toand
manager. Has made
12 pictures, which include super-feature
and one and two reelers. Air. Kelly's hobby is to hunt, fish and motor. Permanent
address, 1355 Orange
St., Owen
Apts.,
Los Angeles, California.
Edward Kuell, age
35 years, born in Chicago, 111. Previous
to directing motion
pictures was a "jack
of alled film
trades."
career Startwith
Selig Polyscope Co.
Chicago in 1907 and has made about 100
pictures, all told, chiefly serials and one
and two reel westerns. Air. Kuell's hobby is work, more work, and baseball.
Permanent address, 311 West Colorado
Blvd., Glendale, California.
John W. Kellette, born in Lowell. Mass.
Began screen career with Universal as
asst. director. Air. Kallette has also written scenarios for many well-known stars,
and also is a composer of popular songs.
Mr. Kellette has made quite a number of
pictures, including serials, and one and
two reelers, also comedies. Permanent
address,
Elks Club, 116 W. 43d St., New
York.

Henry Kolker, age
44 years. Started
making motion pictures with Metro in
California and New
York, but previous
to this was an actor
for 20 years, 15 of
which were spent on Broadway. He has
made ten pictures, all of which are feature productions. Permanent address, The
Lambs Club, 130 West 44th St., New
York City.
Erie
C. Kenton,
age 24 years, born in
Norborne, Mo. Previous to directing
pictures, was a scenario writer and actor
on the speaking stage
for a number o f
years. Started film career with Griffith's
Reliance-Majestic Productions, and has
made about 14 pictures, chiefly five reel
comedy features. Golf, home brew and
motion picture business, are his hobbies.
Permanent address, 833 S. Grand Ave.,
Los Angeles, California.
Burton King, age
44 years, born in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Previous to directing
motion pictures, was
an actor on the
s p e a ki n g stage.
Started screen career
with Equitable and has made many pictures, mostly feature productions. Member M. P. D. A.
Maxwell
Karger,
age 42 years, born in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Previous to directing
pictures, was musician and a scenario
but soon became a director. He
has made a number of pictures mostly
feature productions. Loves music. Permanent address, Hollywood Hotel, Hollywood, California.
mgk

writer,

Frank Lloyd, age
33 years, born in
Glasgow, Scotland.
Previous to directing
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage. Began his film work
with Universal and has made over 50 productions, which include feature pictures
and one and two reelers. Sports and
ranching seem to be a gie.it attraction for
Mr. Lloyd. Permanent address, 8241 De
Longfellow Ave., Hollywood, Calif,

Max

Linder,

Edmund Lawrence,

age

35 years, born in Bordeaux, France. Started film work 17 years

age 51 years, born in
Bridgeport, Conn.
Started film work in

ago with Pathe Co.
Previous to this was
on the stage in
France. He has

1909; previous to this
was an actor and

written, played and directed over 300 picture? Mr. Linder's hobby is all kinds of
outdoor sports. Permanent address, Universal City, Calif.
Edward

stage director for 25
years. Has made
about 200 pictures, 150 of which were one
and two reelers and the rest five reelers.
Horticulture and music are the hobbies
of Mr. Lawrence. Permanent address, 274
Rutland Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Robert Z. Leonard,

Laemmle,

age 33 years, born in

age 31 years, born in
Chicago. Previous
to making pictures
was a director and

Chicago,vious111.
Preto directing
pictures chanic
wasand clerical
a meworker. Began film
work with Universal
in 1915. Has made 18 productions, all
features, and is an enthusiastic collector
of curios. Also likes to travel, fish, hunt
and ride. Permanent address, 651 1 ^4

actor on the speaking stage for five
years. Has made 60
pictures, 20 of which were five reelers and
the rest one and two reelers. Mr. Leonard
is very fond of golf and baseball. Permanent address, 1 West 67th St., New
York City.

Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Fred

age 50 years, born in
Cincinnati, O. Started film work with

Eddie

Lyons,

pictures was a photographer and naturalist. Mr. Granville was the only
white man to cross Northeastern Siberia
with a camera, and spent fifteen years in
the South Sea Islands. Permanent address, Finley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Ward

age

Mason

N.

Litson,

Screen career started with Fine Arts-Griffiths, an dhas made
about 25 pictures, which includes feature
productions and one and two reelers.
Fishing and hunting are the hobbies of
Mr. Lascelle. Permanent address, Universal City, California.
Edgar Lewis, age

age 42 years, born in
New York City.
Previous to directing
motion pictures was
a real estate broker
in New York for 15
years, and started
film work in 1910, as Military director
under Frank McGlynn. Has made many
pictures, including feature and superfeatures. Mr. Litson's hobby is touring.
Permanent address, 2813 La Salle Ave.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Lascelle,

age 38 years, born in
South Dakota. Previous to directing pictures, was an actor
on the speaking stage
for about five years.

32 years, born in
Beardstown, 111. Previous to making motion pictures was an
actor on the speaking stage for a number of years. Started film work with Biograph Co. and has
made many one ,two and five reelers.
Permanent address, Universal City, Calif.

Roy

Granville, born in
Victoria, Australia.
Previous to directing

Edward J. Le Saint,

Imp studios in New
York in 1910. Previous to this was ah
actor on the speaking
stage for 20 years. Has made hundreds
of pictures, all features. Permanent address, 850 North Andrews Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

Le

49 years, born i n
Holden,viousMo.
Preto directing
pictures,
wasspeaking
an actor on the
stage for a number
of years. Started
screen career with Solax, at Ft. Lee, N.
J., and has made quite a number of pictures, chiefly feature productions. Permanent address, 201 S. Bonnie Brae St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

John S. Lopez, age 37 years, born in
Philadelphia, Pa. Previous to directing
pictures, was magazine writer. Started
film work with Harry Rapp, and lias made
fifteen pictures, chiefly features. Hobbies,
reading and hunting. Permanent address,
576 Sth Ave., N. Y.
Ira M. Lowry, born in Philadelphia, Pa.
Started his screen career in 1903, and is
familiar with every branch of the industry. He also designed the 400-acre
plant now used by Betzwood Film Co.,
of which he is Vice-President and General
Manager. Mr. Lowry has directed quite
a number of pictures, including feature
productions and one and two reelers.
Permanent address, Betzwood Film Co.,
Port Kennedy, Pa.
Henry Lehrman, born in Austria. Began screen career with Biograph, and
helped organize the L-KO. Mr. Lehrman
also organized the Lehrman Sunshine
Comedies in 1917 with William Fox. Has
made many pictures, chiefly short releases.
Permanent address, 6717 Franklin Ave.,
Los Angeles, California.
Henry
M a c R a e,
age 43 years, born in
Ontario,
Canada.
Started
film
work
with

Selig, but previous to this was an

actor

on the speaking stage for 15 years.
Has made 150 pictures, 130 of which were
two reelers and the rest feature productions. Mr. MacRae's
favorite hobby
is
horses and autos.
Permanent
address,
619 Canyon Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Norval MacGregor,
age 57 years, born in
River Falls, Wisconsin. Previous to directing pictures, was
on the speaking stage
for over twenty-two
years. Began screen
career in Los Angeles in 1911, and has
made about 280 pictures, 158 of these
being one reelers and 12 of them being
feature productions. Old books, stamps
and coins, are the hobbies of Mr. Mac
Gregor. Permanent address, Sierra Madre,
Calif.
John P. McGowan, born in Australia.
Previous to directing motion pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage playing
with such stars, as Robert Mantell, William Faversham, etc. Has made many
feature productions, also serials. Member M. P. D. A. Permanent address,
L-Ko Motion Pictures Corp., Hollywood,
California.

Thomas

John P. McCarthy,

R. Mills,

age 40 years, born in
England. Previous to
was i ing
an pictures
actor
fifteen years on the

age 35 years, born in
San Francisco, Calif.
Started film work

with D. W. Griffith

as technical director
and assistant to Mr.
Griffith. Previous to
this had been on the speaking stage for
two years. Has made one super-feature.
Scientific Research is his hobby. Permanent address, 7519 Emalite Ave., Hollywood, California.

with Reliance Majestic Co. and Vitagraph.
Has made about 70 pictures, which includes one and two reelers and features.
Permanent address, 999 East 5th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Al. Martin, age 28

Bruce Mitchell, age

years, born in Milwaukee, Wis. Started film work with
Essanay in Chicago
about ten years ago.
Previous to this was
an actor on the
speaking stage for some time. Has made
about forty pictures, both comedy and
dramas. The great outdoors and trying
to make good pictures are the hobbies of
Mr. Martin. Permanent address, 2021
Canyon Drive, Los Angeles, California.

38 years, born in
F r e epor t, Illinois.
Previous to directing
was on the speaking

Miss Frances Marion, born in San
Francisco. Previous
to making pictures
was a scenario writer. Began film work
with World Films in
1914. Miss Marion
has made two pictures and both were
feature productions. Hard work is her
hobby. Permanent address, 310 West
79th St., New York.
Claude H. Mitchell,
age 30 years, born
in Melbourne, Australia. Previous to
directing pictures, designed and built the
Lone Star Studio in
Hollywood for the
Climax Co., including large laboratory and
installing the entire studio equipment.
Started with Famous Players, in 1915, as
asst. director. Permanent address, 1556
No. Kenmore Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Charles
Miller,
born in Saginaw,
Michigan. Previous
to directing motion
pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage for a number
of years. He was
also a manager and producer. Started his
screen career with Triangle and has made
about 30 pictures, all of which were five,
six and seven reelers. Permanent address, Lambs Club, New York City.
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speaking
Started
fi 1 m , stage.
work

stage for about four
years. Began film
work with Universal
under Bob Leonard and Lloyd Ingram.
Has made quite a number of successful
pictures, almost all of them being feature
productions. Mr. Mitchell's hobbies are
pictures first, then fishing and hunting.
Permanent address, 1446 No. Benton
Way,

Los

Angeles.
Reggie Morris, age
28 years, born in
New York City.
Started film work
with Biograph in
14th St., New York.
Previous to this was
a n actor on the

speaking stage for over ten years. Has
made about 100 pictures, chiefly comedies.
Permanent address, Gates Hotel, 6th
and Fegesau Sts. Los Angeles, California.
Harry

Millarde,

age 34 years, born in
Springfield, Ohio.
Started film work
with Kalem and has
made many features,
among them "Over
the Hill." PermaCity.
nent address, Friar's Club New York
Charles M a i g n e,
age 40 years, born in
Richmond, Virginia.
Previous to directing
pictures,voted tohenewspaper
was dework,

w a r correspondence and magazine writing. His screen career started
with Lasky. Mr. Maigne has made quite
a number of pictures, chiefly feature productions. Permanent address, Lambs
Club, New York City.

George E. Marshall, age 29 years,
born in Chicago, 111.
Previous to directing

Fred Niblo, born in
York, Nebraska.
Started his film work
with Thomas H. Ince

pictures, was an extensive traveller and
worked at anything
in order to keep traveling. Started screen career with Universal, as an extra in 1913, and has made
about fifty pictures, chiefly serials. Mr.

in Los Angeles. Previous to this he was
an actor, producer
and author for 25
years. Has made 22 productions, which
were all features. Air. Niblo has traveled
all over the world three times and so of
course his hobby is traveling. Permanent address, Beverly Hills, California.

Marshall's hobby is athletics. Permanent
address, 636 No. Vine St., Los Angeles,
California.
Member M. P. D.

William
George H. Melford,
age 43 years, born in
Rochester, N. Y.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking
stage for about ten
years. Started film
work Kalem in New York City, and has
made over 500 pictures, which includes
feature productions and one and two reelers. Golf and swimming are the hobbies
of Mr. Melford. Permanent address,
1954 Hillcrest Road, Hollywood, California.
Ashley Miller, born
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Previous to directing
pictures was an actor on the speaking
stage for a number
of years. Started
screen career with
Edison and has made quite a number of
pictures, and is also the author of 150
produced photoplays. Permanent address,
4 West 92nd St., New York City.

Howard M. Mitchell, age 34 years, born
in Philadelphia, Pa. Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking
stage for a number of years. Started
screen career with Lubin Co. in 1909 and
has made 35 pictures, 20 being features.
Censor-proof pictures are the hobby of
Mr. Mitchell. Permanent address, Fox
Studios, Hollywood,
California.

John
W.
Noble,
age 39 years, born in
Pennsylvania. Started making motion
pictures with B i o graph in N. Y. in
1910. Previous to
this he had been on
the speaking stage for four years. He
has made 250 pictures, 150 of which are
two reelers and the rest feature pictures.
Air. Noble's hobby is to play golf. Permanent address, Great Neck, L. I.

Nigh, age

38 years, born in
Berlin, Wis. Previous to making pictures was for six
years on the speaking stage and began
film work in Los Angeles with Mack Sennctt. He has made
66 pictures, 50 of which were one and
two reelers. Air. Nigh's hobby is grease
paint. Permanent address, Friars Club,
New York.
Wilfrid North,
born in Londo n,
England. Previous to
directing motion pictures was a cattle
puncher i n Texas,
was also a practising
lawyer and soldier in
Texas. Mr. North was also on the speaking stage for a number of years. Started
screen career with Vitagraph, and has
made quite a few pictures since. Permanet
City. address, 1270 Allan Ave., New York

Marshall N e i 1 a n,
age 29 years. Prior
to directing pictures
was an actor on the
speaking stage for a
short time. Later
worked at the old
Bio, and when given
an opportunity to direct quickly established himself. In the past few years he
has made a number of very successful
productions. The "touches" of the Neilan
pictures have long been commented upon.
Likes motoring and outdoor life. Permanent address, Los Angeles Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, Calif.
R. William Neill,
age 33 years, born in
Dublin. Started film
work with Thomas
H. Ince, but previous
to this was a stage
director. Has made
30 pictures, all being
features
Permanent
address, 127 West
58th St., New York.
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Sidney
O 1c o
born in T o r o n
Canada. Previous
directing pictures
was on the stage
under George White.
Started film work in
1906 with Alutoscope
Co. in character parts, at Tcnafly, N. J.
Has made many pictures, chiefly feature
productions. Mr. Olcott's hobby is collecting antiques.
Henry Otto, born
in St. Louis, Mo.
Previous to directing
pictures
was speaking
an actor on the
stage for a number
of years. Started
film work with Metro, and has since then directed a number
of pictures, including feature productions
and one and two reelers. Permanent address, Metro Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Albert Parker, age
32 years, born in
New York City.
Started to make pictures with Triangle
in Yonkers in 1916,
hut previous to this
was for 15 years on
the speaking stage. He has made 18 pictures, all of which have been feature productions. Permanent address, 130 W.
44th St., New York.
Ida

May

Park,

born in Los Angeles, Cal. Started film
work with Pathe;
previous to this was
an author and an actress for over ten
years.
made
about 75 super-features
and Has'
one and
two
reelers. Reading, motoring and gardening are the hobbies of Miss Park. Permanent address, 213 West Windsor Road,
Glendale, California.
William

Parke,

born in Tennessee.
Previous to directing
pictures was an actor
on the speaking stage
for ten years. Started film work with
Thanhouser in New
Rochelle and his own company in Pittsfield, Mass. He has made about 25 productions, which include feature productions and one and two reelers. Bobby, his
bulldog, and his 12-year-old son Peter are
the greatest hobbies in Mr. Parke's life.
Permanent address, 7029 Hawthorne Ave.,
California.

Leonce Perret, age
40 years, born in
France. Started film
work with Gaumont
Co. in Berlin. Previous to this was an
actor on the speaking
stage
for a great
number of years. Has made 417 pictures,
200 two reelers and 217 feature productions. Mr. Perret's hobby is music and
painting. Permanent address, 362 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Paul Powell. . Previous to directing
pictures was a special
writer and journalist
for the Los Angeles
Express. Started
screen career with
Reliance-Majestic in
1912. Permanent address, Famous Players-Lasky, New York City.
Charles J. Parrott,
age 27 years, born in
Baltimore, Md. Previous to directing
pictures, was on the
speaking stage for
about ten years. Began screen career in
Mack Sennett studios, and has made about
100 pictures, chiefly comedies. Hunting
and fishing are the hobbies of Mr. Parrott.
Permanent address, 5714 Santa Monica
Bldg., Santa Monica, California.

Stuart Paton, age
3 6 years, born i n
Glas gow, Scot land.
Previous to making
pictures, was a chemist and painter and
was on the speaking
stage for many years.
Mr. Paton has made many pictures, which
include features, and one and two reelers.
Member, M. P. D. A. Permanent address,
1814 Hillcrest Road, Hollywood, Calif.
Wray Physioc, age
31 years, born in
Columbia, S. C. Previous to making pictures was a scenic
artist with Walter
B u r r i d g e. Began
film work with Pathe
and organized Hamo Film in 1912. Has
made many pictures, which include superfeature, and one and two reelers. Permanent address, Physioc Studios, 449 First
Ave., N. Y. C.

Hal Roach, age 29
years,
Klmira, N. born
Y. in
Previous
to directing pictures
Mr. Roach was a
strenuous athlete and
was one of the best
football players in
the Elmira Academy. He started film
work with Universal in 1913. In 1914 he
organized his own company with Harold
Lloyd as the star and has directed that
versatile comedian ever since. Permanent
address,

John Stuart Robertson, age 43 years,
born in London, Ontario, Canada. Previous to entering pictures he was an actor
on the speaking stage
for quite a number
of years. Mr. Robertson started his screen
career with Vitagraph as an actor and
later with Goldwyn. He has made many
pictures, his latest venture being the super-feature, "Sentimental Tommy." Permanent address. Great Neck, L. I.
Philip
E. Rosen,
ige 34 years, born in
Russia. Started film
work with Edison
Co. 12 years ago, but
previous to this was
a cinematographer.
Has made about 20
productions which include features and
one and two reelers. Making pictures is
his one hobby. Permanent address,
Markham Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
Ted Reed, age 34
years, born in Cincinnati, O. Previous
to making pictures
w7as a mechanical
and chemical engineer. Started making pictures in the
Fairbanks studio, April, 1918, and is still
in the same place. Has made many feature productions and is the director and
foreign representative for Douglas Fairbanks. Mr. Reed's greatest hobby i' his
three boys. Permanent address, Fairbanks Studio, California.
Beverly

C.

Rule,

age 38 years, born in
Ohio. Started making pictures ih New
York, but previous
to this was an actor
on the speaking stage
for 10 years. He has
made about 35 pictures. Permanent address, 1400 Broadway, New York City.
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Wesley

Ruggles,

a^e 31 year-, born in
Los Angeles. Previous to directing
motion pictures was
on the legitimate
stage and started film
work with Mack Sennett-Keystone comedies. Has made about
36 feature productions and when Mr. Ruggles is not making pictures he is sure to
be fishing, as that is his hobby. Permanent address, 746 So. Crenshaw Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
William
R. Roubert, age 40 years,
born in London. Previous to directing
pictures was in the
theatrical profession
and started film
work in New York
with Universal. Has made about 40 pictures, all five reelers. Mr. Roubert's hobby is reading. Permanent address, 812
Riverside Drive, New York City.
Arthur Rosson, age
33 years. Began film
work with Vitagraph
in 1912; previous to
this was a traveler
and short story
writer. Has made
many productions,
some one and two reelers and features.
Permanent address, Los Angeles AthleticClub, Los Angeles, California.
Frank Reicher, age
42 years, born in Munich, Germany. Previous to making motion pictures was an
actor and stage director. Has made 42
pictures, all of which
were feature pictures. Permanent address, The Lambs Club, 130 W. 44th St.,
New York City.
J. Parker Read, Jr.,
created the first multiple-reel propaganda
film ever sponsored
by the United States
Government. At the
age of 24, he was a
scenario writer, and
produced pictures for Louise Glaum and
Hobart Bosworth. His screen career
started when Edison purchased his first
story for $15. Mr. Read is an accomplished linguist, and particularly familiar with
all Latin countries. He has produced,
written and directed many features.
Permanent address, Ince studios, Inceville, Cal.

Lynn F. Reynolds, age 31 years,
born in Harlan,
Iowa. Previous to
di rect ing pic Hues,
was an actor on the
speaking stage for
about three years.
Started screen career with Selig in 1912,
and has made about 61 pictures, almost all
of them feature productions. Fishing and
hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Reynolds.
Permanent address, 8241 Fountain Ave.,
Hollywood, California.
Harry Revier. Previous to directing
pictures, was in the theatrical profession.
He had theaters in the west. He went
to Los Angeles where he built one of the
first big studios in that city.
B. A. Rolfe, age 41 years, born in
Brasher Falls, N. Y. Previous to making
pictures, was a theatrical producer and an
actor on the speaking stage for fifteen
years. He started with Metro in 1913,
and has made 120 pictures, all feature productions. Mr. Rolfe's hobby is music,
Permanent address, 1482 Broadway, New
York City.
Wm. A. Seiter, age
29 years, born in New
York City. Started
film work with Selig.
Has made about five
productions, all features. Mr. Seiter's
hobby is golf. Permanent address, 6606 St. Francis Court,
Hollywood, California.
George
B. Seitz,
age 30 years, born in
Boston, Mass., Started film work with
Pathe;
previous
to
this was a scenario
writer.
Has made a
great number of pictures, which include many serials and super-features. Permanent address,
1990
Park Ave., New York City.

Fred W. Sittenham,
age 27 years, born in
New York. Started
making pictures with
POetro in New York
in 1920. Before this
was a real estate
agent. Has made
four pictures, all of which were feature
ent address, 29 West
productions. Perman
14th St., New York.

Edward

George Lloyd Sargent, age 37 years,
born in Philadelphia.
Previous to making
pictures was a stage
director and started
film work with the
American Eclair. Has
made approximately 75 pictures, and is an
curios.
enthusiastic collector of Chinese
Permanent address, 102 Riverside Drive,
New York.

Sloman,

age 35 years, born in
London. Started
making motion pictures with Universal
Co. Previous to this
was an actor on the
legitimate stage. Has
s continuously for
ction
made many produ
ing, riding and
.
Paint
years
six
past
the
boxing are his hobbies. Permanent address, 614 S. Oxford Ave., California.
Al St. John, age 28
years, born in Santa
Anna, Calif. Started
film work with Keystone; previous to
this was an actor on
the speaking stage
for eight years. Has
made about 20 pictures, which include a
few feature productions and chiefly one
and two reelers. Baseball and golf are
the hobbies of Mr. St. John. Permanent
address, Fox Studios, Los Angeles, Calif.
Scott Sidney, age
45 years, born in
Pennsylvania. Previous to directing
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for 20
years and started his
film work with old K-B Studios. Mr. Sidney has made about 400 pictures, which
include feature productions and and two
reelers. Outdoor sports is a great hobby
of Mr. Sidney's. Permanent address, 6101
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

Victor L. Schertzinger, age 31 years,
born in Pennsylvania.
Started film work
with Thomas H. I nee
in the old Triangle
days. Previous to
this Mr. Schertzinger
had been a violin soloist. He has made
about 40 productions and is an enthusiastic collector of antique furniture, old violins, etc. Permanent address, Griffith
Terrace, Los Angeles, California.

Mack

S e n n e 1 1,

Began screen career
when he was an actor
with B i o g r a p h,
organized Keystone
Film Co., with assistance of Ad. and
Charles Kessel. Has
produced a great many pictures, chiefly
comedies. Permanent address, Mack
Sennett Comedies, 1712 Allesandro St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Storm,
Jerome
born in Denver, Colorado. Previous to
directing pictures
was on the speaking
stage for quite some
time. Started screen
career with I n c e Paramount, and has made many pictures,
features and one and two reelers. Permanent address, 1321 Edgecliff Drive, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Rollis S. Sturgeon,

Charles

Frederick Sullivan,
age 48 years, born in
London. Previous to

J|
^^j8» ^&

directing motion pictures was a newspaper man and was a
stage director for 15
years. Started film
work with Reliance Co. in 1912 and has
made 11 big feature pictures and 250 one
and two reelers. A good deal of Mr. Su]

Has
were
two

livan's leisure time i^ spent either playing
tennis or fishing. Permanent address,
6101 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

55th

M.

Seay,

\

age 42 years, born in

h|
,™

Atlanta, Ga. Started
making pictures with
Edison in 1909, but

previous to this was
an actor for 10 years
on the speaking stage.
made over 150 pictures, 30 of which
feature pictures and the rest one and
reelers. Studying and making motion pictures are Mr. Seay's hobby. Permanent address, M. P. D. A., 234 West
St., New York City.
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after directing motion pictures for
some time, became
m ember
graph

of Vita-

descenario
partment and head

of producing company. Founded original Western Vitagraph Co. at Santa Monica, and a new
plant was constructed under his supervision. Mr. Sturgeon has made a number of pictures, features, and one and two
reelers.
Permanent address, 723 N. Mariposa, Los Angeles, California.

Paul Scardon, age
43 years, born in
Australia. Previous
to directing pictures
was an actor on the
speaking stage for
over five years. Started screen career with
Reliance-Majestic Co., and has made
about 45 pictures, almost all feature productions. Automobiles, English bull dogs,
and horticulture are the hobbies of Mr.
Scardon. Permanent address: 1820 La
Brea St., Hollywood, California.
Richard Stanton,
was born in Philadelphia, Pa. At the age
of eight he ran away
from home. Previous
to entering pictures
he was an actor on
the speaking stage
for quite some time. His screen career
started with Vitagraph, in which he was
actor, author, director and supervisor.
He has made many pictures, mostly feature productions. Permanent address,
Fox Film Corp., New York.

of pictures, chiefly
Permanent address,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Charles
Swickard.
Previous to directing
pictures was on the
speaking stage for a
number of years.
Started film work
with Vitagraph, and
has made a number
feature productions.
1533 Arlington Ave.,

Tom

Terriss,

age

40 years, born in
London. Previous to
making motion pictures was an actormanager and was on
the speaking stage
for 17 years. Has
35 pictures, all of these being feature productions. Boating is the favorite hobby
of Mr. Terriss. Permanent address, 676
Riverside Drive, New York City.

as dramatic critic for "Women." His
models were famous stage and screen
stars. Mr. Stanlaws became interested in
pictures, and has directed two feature productions. Permanent address care
Famous Players-Lasky.

pictu*s, was an actor
o n the speak ing
stag; ior a great
ma iy years. Started
film work as an actor ior Thos. H. Ince,
and since then has directed about 43 picnearly
all feature
productions.
Pemianent address', 404-B South Alvarado
St., £os Angeles,, California.

George Loane
Tucker. Previous to
directing pictures
was o n the stage.
Made

Geo. W. Terwilliger, age 39 years,
born in New York.
Started making motion pictures with Reliance in 1910. Before this was a newspaper critic. Has
made 120 pictures, 100 of these being two
reelers and the rest were feature productions. Mr. Terwilliger spends a great
deal of his leisure time outdoors. Permanent address, 875 W. 180th St., New York.
Freder'k A. Thomson, age 50 years,
born in Montreal,
Canada. Started film
work with Vitagraph

stage director and actor on the speaking stage for 20 years.
He has made a number of feature productions. Permanent address, The Players,
16 Grammercy Park, New York.
Maurice Tourneur,
born in France. Previous to directing
motion pictures was
an artist and stage

stars.
Mr.
Stahl's
hobby is indoor sports, especially chess.
Permanent
address, 3800 Mission
Road,
Los Angeles, California.
Penrhyn Stanlaws,
born in Scotland. He
came to America at
the age of thirteen,
and was soon noted
for his pen and ink
sketches of the Stanlaws girl. He studied
color and in addition to painting for English and American magazines, he acted

age 44 years, born in
County t Cork.
I
vious
o directing

Imp, and onehas anddirected
many
pictures,';'
including
two reelers,
and
fear**,
ture
productions.
Permanent
address,
Metro Studios, Hollywood, California.

in Brooklyn. Previous to this was a
John
M.
Stahl.
Previous to directing
motion pictures, was
a n actor on the
speaking stage for a
number of years. He
has directed many

William D. Taylor,

Ray C. Smallwood, age 33 years, born
in New York.
Began screen work with

producer, having produced over 400 plays
in France.
Started
film work with Eclair in Paris. Athletics,
art and literature are the hobbies of Mr.
Tourneur.
Permanent
address,
Culver
City, California.
Robert Thornby, born in New York
city. Previous to directing motion pictures, was an actor on the speaking stage
for a number of years. Began screen
career with Vitagraph as an actor, and
then became a director. Mr. Thornby
has directed many pictures, chiefly feature
productions. Permanent address, 2464
Beachvvood Drive, Los Angeles, California.

Ill

where he made

hisductions first
proin England,
and sub se quent ly
came to this country
several features before

producing "The Miracle Man," which immediately placed him in the forefront of
present day directors. A lover of literature and art. Permanent address, Los
Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles,
Calif.
King Vidor, age 27
years, born in Galveston, Tex. Started film work directing Judge Willis
Brown Boy pictures
in 1917 in Los Angeles. Has made
about nine pictures? all features. Mr. Vidor's hobby is golf and music. Permanent address, 7200 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood,
California.
James Vincent, age
38 years, born in
Springfield, Mass.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
an actor on the
speaking stage for 10
years. Has made 126
pictures, 72 of which were one and two
reelers and the rest feature productions.
Permanent address, 1465 Broadway, New
York.

Robert G. Vignola,
age 38 years, born in
Trivigno, Italy. Started making motion
pictures with Kalem;
previous to this was
an actor on the
speaking stage for 10
years. Has made 100 two reel pictures
and 25 feature productions. Outdoor
sports is his hobby. Permanent address,
1 \\ est 67th St., New York City.

Erich von
heim, age 35 yea,
born in Vienna,
tria. Previous t<
recting picturesJ
a n actor o nM
■ p. Li;;- -tag^ fqr a
number of •■ ears.
Started film wo. k witli Universal- jewel,
his first pictures b "ing "Blind Husbands."
Mr. Yon Stroheim is now directing his
third feature. Permanent address. Universal Studios, Universal City, Calir
Perry N. Vekroff.
;,o(. in yearj, born in
Alexanij't*. ^■KYPt.
Previous lO directing
p i c t u r :• T»as in
c o m i».> arid grand
opera. Started screen
career withT^ubin in
Philadelphia, and has made about 65 pictures, almost all feature productions.
Story writing, motoring and fishing are
the hobbies of Mr. Vekroff. Permanent
address, 6121 Selma Ave., Hollywood,
California.
Travers Vale, age
55 years, born in
Liverpool, Eng. Previous to making pictures was a theatrical producer. Began
film work with Rex
in 1909. Has made
300 pictures, 122 of which are feature productions and the rest two reelers.
Permanent address, Friars Club, New
York City.
Irvin
V.
Willat,
age 30 years, born in
Stamford, Conn.
Started film work at
the Imp Studios,
New York, in 1910.
Previous to this had
always been working
in pictures. Mr. Willat has made 15 features and has now joined forces with his
brother under the name of Willat Productions, Inc. Mr. Willat's only hobby
is motion pictures. Permanent address,
Culver City, California.

Kenneth

Webb,
age 35 years, born in
New York. Started
film work in Flatbush with Vitagraph
Co. in 1916. Previous
to this was an author
and stage director.
Has made 25 pictures, 15 of which were
five reelers and the rest one and two reelers. Mr. Webb's chief hobby is golf.
Permanent address, 440 Riverside Drive,
New York.

Wallace

Worsley,

age 40 years, born in
New York. Previous to making motion pictures he was
an actor and stage
director. He started
film work with Thos.
has made over 20 pictures. Mr. Worsley's hobby is motor cars. Permanent address, Los Angeles.
Lois Weber is one
of our foremost directors and the only
woman member of
the M. P. D. A. Her
experience in producing and directing
covers a period of
years. Miss Weber is interested in art,
music and the drama. Permanent address, Lois Weber Productions, Hollywood, California.

Theodore Wharton, age 46 years,
born in Milwaukee.
Wis. Previous to
directing pictures,
\^A

was on the speaking

1907,screen
first
Began
stage. in
ij^fc. career
g^
as free lance scenario "writer, and later
scenario editor and studio supervisor.
Has made many pictures starring wellknown players. Permanent address.
Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, N. Y.
Chet Withey, age
33 years, born in
Park City, Utah.
Previous to directing
motion pictures, was
an actor on the
speaking stage for a
number of years, he
also was a scenario writer. Mr. Withey
has made about 20 pictures. Permanent
address. Lotos Club, New York.

John Griffith Wray,
age 35 years, born in
Minneapolis, Minn.
Started film work
with Thomas H.
Ince one year ago.
Previous to this was
manager, di r e c t o r
and actor on the speaking stage for a great
number of years. Has made three pictures, all of which were features. Permanent address, 1644 Seventh Ave., Los
Angeles.
R. A. Walsh,

age

32 years, born i n
New York City. Previous to becoming a
director, was a col1 e g e student, and
then became a Griffith protege. Later
he went to Fox. Seven years ago, he
started for Griffith and has made about
40 productions, all of which were features.
Permanent address, 70 East 77th St.,
New York City.
Roland

West,

age

35 years, born in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
an author, and started film work in 1919
in New York. Has
made 4 pictures, all of which were features. Mr. West's hobby is boating.
Permanent address, 260 West 42nd St.,
New York.
Lawrence C. Windom, age 45 years,
born in New York. Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking
stage, for a number of years.
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William Worthington, born in Troy,
New York. Previous
to directing pictures,
was an actor on the
speaking stage for a
number o f years.
Started screen career
in Los Angeles in 1913, and has made
48 pictures, all of which were feature productions. Motoring and swimming are
the hobbies of Mr. Worthington. Permanent address, 1944 Franklin Circle, Hollywood, California.

J. Ernest Williamson, age 39 years,
b orn in England.
Previous to directing
pictures, was a cartoonist and photographer. Started film
work in Norfolk, Virginia, and is the originator of under sea
motion pictures. Mr. Williamson has
made six pictures, mostly feature productions. Permanent address, Hotel Bristol,
New York City.
James Young, born
in Baltimore. Previous to making motion pictures was on
the lecture platform
and stage for a number offilm
years.
ed
work Startwith
Vitagraph, and has made several hundred
pictures, which includes feature productions and one and two reelers. Mr.
Young's hobby is "everything connected
with the stage." Permanent address, Los
Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Cal.

LEONCE

PERRET

Author and Director of more than 400 Photoplays
Historical, Classical, Greek, Biblical, Mythological, Political and Modern.
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS
STAR

TITLE
"The Silent Master"
"The Mad Lover"
"The Accidental Honeymoon"
"Lest We Forget"
"Million Dollar Dollies"
"Lafayette, We Come"
"The Unknown Love"
"Stars of Glory"
"Tarnished Reputations"
"The 13th Chair"
"Twin Pawns"
"A B C of Love"
"A Modern Salome"
"Lifting Shadows"

Robert Warwick, Olive Tell Anna Little
Robert Warwick-Elaine Hammerstein
Robert Warwick-Elaine Hammerstein
Rita Jolivet
Dolly Sisters
Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln
Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln
Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln
Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln
All Star Cast
Mae Murray
Mae Murray
Hope Hampton
Emmy Wehlen-Wyndham

Standing

"TheThe Empire
First Internationalof
Film Diamonds"
Ever Made —
Produced, in

Paris, Nice, Monte Carlo and New York in the original locales,
all-star American, English and French Cast

with an

IN PREPARATION

"The
Twisted Man"
Adapted from Louis Letang's thrilling story.
"Koenigsmark"

Pierre Benoit's most famous novel

LEONCE

PERRET
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

26 Avenue Charles Floquet
Paris, France
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EMILE
CHAUTARD

P
R
O
D

u
C
E
D

\

"The Mystery of the Yellow Room"
"The Black Panther's Cub"
"Eyes of the Soul

114

>>

115

CHARLES

M. SEAY

M. P. D. A.

DIRECTS

Che

Charles IU. Scay
Productions
Pine Tree Pictures, Inc
116

DAVID

G. FISCHER

RECENT

WHERE
a

RELEASES

BONDS

J RE

IN THE SHADOW

LOOSED"

OF THE DOME"
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Robert Edgar Long
FOR three years General Press Representative for
D. W. GRIFFITH and his super productions, including "Hearts of the World," "Broken Blossoms,"
"Way Down East" and others.
Mr. Long is now in business for himself as a Consulting Director in Advertising and Publicity, serving
exclusively Producers, Directors and Players of the
highest rank only.
Headquarters have been established in Suite 605,
Fitzgerald Building, 1482 Broadway, New York City.
Telephone, Bryant 6380.
BY APPOINTMENT
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H9

CAMPBELL

WEBSTER

DIRECTOR

Just Completed:

"What's Your Reputation Worth?"
STARRING

KNOWN

CORINNE

FOR

THE

HUMAN

E. MASON

GRIFFITH

TOUCHES

HOPPER

M. P. D. A.
Directed

Over 500 Productions
For the Past Two Years, directing

RUPERT

EMINENT
AUTHORS'
PRODUCTIONS— GOLDWYN
HUGHES
MARY
ROBERTS
and
BOOTH

TARKINGTON
1Z0

RINEHART

King Vidor Productions
Now Filming

"The Cottage of Delight"
The

THE

first of a series to

be released

ASSOCIATED

thru

PRODUCERS

MELFORD

GEORGE

M. P. D. A.

Directing

George Melford Productions
Famous Players Lasky

1

Howard

Hickman

*

ft

Director of

ft

ft

ft

Over Eighteen Feature Productions

8

RECENT

§
|

"THE
"THE

HEART
WHITE

1

ft

i

RELEASES

OF RACHAEL"
LIE"

|
"HER
PURCHASE
PRICE"
§
"JUST
A WIFE"
jH
"A CERTAIN
RICH
MAN"
&
&
$
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"JOSSLYN'S
"TANGLED
"THE
"TWO
"MAN

WIFE"
THREADS"

KILLER"
GUN
BETTY"
OF THE
FOREST"

ft
::
ft

PHILIP E. ROSEN
DIRECTED

THE

FOLLOWING

"THE ROAD

TO DIVORCE'

"THE PATH

SHE CHOSE"

"ARE ALL MEN

PRODUCTIONS:

with Mary MacLaren.
with Ann Cornwall,

ALIKE"
with May Allison,

"THE LURE OF YOUTH"

with All-Star Cast,

"EXTRAVAGANCE"
with May Allison.
"THE

LITTLE

FOOL"

(From Jack London's Novel,
"The Little Lady of the Big House")

with All-Star Cast.

Permanent Address:

Markham

Building,

ROBERT

Hollywood,

California

ELLIS
DIRECTING

OWEN
122

MOOKE

BRUCE

MITCHELL
DIRECTOR

Producer of the folio wing features :
"CAPTIVATING MARY")
with Norma Talmadge
"THE LEPER"
j
"TEMPTATIONS"
with Constance Talmadge
"THE NIGHT BEFORE"
with "Smiling Bill" Parsons
"THE NIGHT MARE"
with Frank Moore
"A COUSIN

OF

MINE"

with Rena Rogers

And many other shorter subjectsNow producing for Norman Manning Productions starring Harry Gribbon, Eddie Barry and Helen Darling.

WILLIAM

BERTRAM
DIRECTING

Just a Little Different Westerns
with HELEN
SPENCER

GIBSON

PRODUCTIONS

123

SANTA

MONICA,

CALIF.

DALLAS

M.

FITZGERALD

M. P. D. A.

Metro

Pictures

Corporation

West Coast Studios
Directing— VIOLA

DANA

Edward

Sloman

M. P. D. A.

Directed the following productions
"THE

WESTERNERS"
"THE

SAGEBRUSHER"
"THE

"MUTINY

OF

THE

OTHER

WOMAN"
"BURNING

DAYLIGHT"

ELSINORE"
"THE

TEN

DOLLAR

RAISE"

"THE

SEA

MASTER"
"NEW

HARRY

YORK

HARRIS
DIRECTOR
Recent Releases

"RISKY
"RICH

BUSINESS"
GIRL POOR

GIRL"

"DESPERATE
"THE

MAN

TAMER"

Universal Film Mfg. Co., Universal City, Cal.
124

YOUTH"

LUCK"

J. BUTLER

FRED

DIRECTING

DAVID

BUTLER

PRODUCTIONS

CURRENT

RELEASES

"Sitting on the World"
"Girls Don't Gamble"
"Smiling All the Way"

OSCAR

(Just completed)
"Sophie Seminoff"
Wallace Irwin's
Saturday Evening Post story.

C. APFEL
Director

FEATURE

PRODUCTIONS

,

AL MARTIN
DIRECTING

Leo

White
IN

1?5

Comedy Dramas

i.t

g

$
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
%
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Edward Laemmle

$

8
*.*
*.*

Directing Westerns

1I

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Recent Releases:
THE

COWBOY

THE

PULPIT

THE

OUTLAW

THE

EDITOR
PUNCH

COWARD

UNDER
THE
AND

OF

BLAZING
RANGE

COVELO
SKIES

RIDERS

OTHERS

Universal City, Calif.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.,

Frederick

A.Thomson

M. P. D. A.

Directed the following productions
"THE

CHRISTIAN"

"CURSE

OF

"LOVES'

SUNSET"

"WILD

THE

GOLDEN

ANIMALS

"SIGN

OF THE

"THE

GOOSE

"NEARLY

AT

LAND"

"AN

LARGE"

CROSS"
GIRL"

A

ENEMY

KING"
TO

THE

"THE

CHATTEL"

"THE

MAN

"THE

HEART

"THE

ISLAND

OF

KING"

MYSTERY"
LINE"
OF

REGENERATION'

JOHNSON
DIRECTOR

AND

PRODUCER

In course of production: " Vineyard of the Lord "
GREENROOM

CLUB
126

ft
ft
ft
ft
y
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
*.*

JEAN

HERSHOLT

DIRECTING

SPECIALS

For Benjamin B. Hampton
Federal Photoplays

Announcement
Your attention is directed to the establishment of my new offices located at

114 West 44th Street, New\York
where the enlarged facilities and a broader,
strengthened organization will permit of a
higher type of service than ever before.

Jess Smith
MOTION PICTURE ENTERPRISES
114 West 44th Street— New York
Bryant 0771

CARL
OF THE

G. MILLIGAN

ROBERT

H. DAVIS
OFFERS

FOR

SCREEN

CORPORATION
USE

Novels — Published Stories — Plays — Originals
By America's
REASONABLE

229 WEST

42nd

Foremost

PRICES— EXCLUSIVE

STREET,

N.

Authors

REPRESENTATION— HONEST

Y.
127

CITY

Phone

SERVICE

BRYANT

8918

- - •'•- - '-■ -■ -- - -

Bryant 5741

CHARLES
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WALTON
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Serving the Best With The Best in Motion Pictures
UII1III1IIIIH1III1II1I1IIM

PRODUCERS,

DIRECTORS,

MOTION

PICTURE

SERVICE

101 West 45th Street, New York

Mark Goldaine
DIRECTOR

National Studios, Hollywood

Goldwyn Release

JAMES C. M. WHIPPLE
Assisting

JAMES

YOUNG

in Kipling's

"Without Benefit of Clergy"
SUPERVISED

SPANISH

DETAIL

IN

4 'Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
Also
Originals and
Continuities
128

Specialized in Spanish
Subjects, Stories, Detail,
Language, Costumes
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A Good Director and
Proper Illumination are
the Prime Requisites
for Successful Pictures.
SUN-LIGHT ARC CORPORATION
President

;i ':.',

When Does Missouri Believe?
R

E

A

1|

WHAT TH1
AUTHORITIES
OF
T H
TRADE HAVFl
TO
S A 1
FOR YOUt
BENEFI1

NOT A PRESS AGENT'S CONCOCTION, NOT A PUBLICITY WIZARD'S STUNT, BUT THE
UNBIASED VERDICT OF THE INDEPENDENT TRADE PRESS, AFTER A SHOWING OF
THE
AND

SENSATIONAL SUPER-DRAMA
EDITH
ERASTOW :

"YOU

Motion

Picture News:
"You and I" is a fitting successor to "A Man There Was." The
story revolves around the theme of a woman's unselfish love. Truly,
one loses all sense of time and environments ; so impressive are the
rugged story and the marvelously picturesque background. Enchanting as is the grandeur of its scenery, it is the vivid and stark drama
which dominates. Seastrom is thoroughly grounded in his art. Once
in the crowd the play will advertise itself by word of mouth.
Picture World:
The theme is strongly developed. Scenically, the background of
towering mountains, precipices, spouting geysers, and water-falls, seem
most fit. Victor Seastrom gives an impersonation that is gripping
in
mounting
dramatic intensity. Edith Erastow's performance is one
of great
dignity.

AND

Daily:
As a whole, an excellent picture. Artistic production, fine acting,
beautiful settings. Exceptional handling of eternal triangle makes it
distinctive. Direction very good. Photography excellent. Lighting
exceptional. Camera work first-rate. Victor Seastrom gives admirable
performance, as does Edith Erastow — splendid types. "You and I"
is "different."
Even better than "A Man There Was."
Telegraph :
"You and
is a
of
love. The simplicity, fine acting
and beautiful I"
settings story
combine ideal
to make
a vital picture. Victor Seastrom has an eyrie fascination, and Edith Erastow gives a strong
and realistic performance. It displays an artistic blending of the old
and the new

VICTOR

SEASTROM

Exhibitors'
Trade
Review:
Scenically and photographically "You and I" is a wonderfully big
production. The story, while impressive, deals with an old theme,
but one which, nevertheless, has always served as a great box-office
attraction.
Bill

Board:
It is a story of great elemental force, showing to an overpowering
degree the devotion of a woman to her lover, and contrasting her
sublime unselfishness with the weaker will and greater love of life
on the part of her mate. The story is built up with extraordinary
directorial skill. Step by step, the audience is made to realize that
it is in the presence of a great creative genius, possessing power,
to an uncommon degree, to move and stir the feelings of the crowd.

New

York Review:
Victor Seastrom directed the picture and acted the leading role,
again revealing his mastery of both. He has one of the most commanding personalities in the cinema world. Goldwyn, Paramount, and
Metro should compel their directors and stars to see it.

Moving

Wid's

I," FEATURING

Screen

Opinions:
"You and I" is a wonderfully fine production. Beyond appeal to
the eye lent by spectacles of Nature, there is splendid craftsmanship.
There are individual scenes which are masterpieces of composition.
We doubt whether the art of facial expression has ever been more
successfully demonstrated on the screen. The photography is especially good. The sub-titles are carefully and effectively worded. This
production could be used to good advantage as a special feature with
special music and specially chosen programme fillers.

VICTOR
SEASTROM
stands out today as the greatest screen actor of the world, harring none.
EDITH
ERASTOW,
the famous tragedienne of Europe — one must see the last scenes of "You and I" to
realize that there is no greater dramatic actress on the screen, here or anywhere.

Even hetter than "A Man There Was." say the critics, and "A Man There Was" acclaimed bv the trade
press as the "Treat of the Season," was recently singled out by the New York "Times" and the" New York
"Globe" as an outstanding picture of 1920.
"YOU
I" yet
IS unsold.
READY
FOR
RELEASE.
"A Man There Was" is now being released and there
is some AND
territory
We are ready for business, dashing and profitable for any state-right man who is alert and quick to grasp
opportunity.

Radiosoul Films, Inc., 1400 Broadway, N. Y. C.

L. E. Miller,Pres.
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our Units At Work

A New Nat'l Booking

iking Comedies for Warner Bros,
11 in Los Angeles — For Federated
and Educat'l Release
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
.os Angeles — Four units are at
rk at the two studios operated by
arner Bros, making comedies for
derated and Educational release.
In the former Jesse D. Hampton
idios there are two companies at
>rk. One is making a series of two
elers with Louise Fazenda and
lester Conklin for Educational reise, and the other a series of one
fclers, likewise for Educational.
In the adjoining studio, which is
e original Warner Bros, plant, the
onto Banks comedies are under
ay for Federated distribution. A
cond series, these in one reel, has
50 been started. There will be 26
year and will be known as Tiffany
->medies, available at Federated Exanges.
Buy New Feature
Warner'sholder
Exchange,
the York
Federated
anchise
in New
and
orthern New Jersey, has acquired
Diane of Star Hollow" from Prolcer's Security.
Vitagraph Rejoins Club
The Vitagraph exchange has reined the local F. I. L. M. Club,
iving been out of the organization
nee last September.
Delegation Leaves Today
The National Association delegation
ill leave for Albany this afternoon
: 5:30 to attend the hearing before
overnor Miller tomorrow morning,
he party will leave for New York at
i40 tomorrow afternoon. Several
)ecial cars have been engaged.
Owen Davis and Augustus Thomas
Jill
represent
.merica,
Inc. the Authors' League of
Goldman Joins Warren
Sidney J. Goldman, for a number
f years associated with F. B. Warjn in the latter's activities in the
Im business, has been elected a viceresident of the F. B. Warren Corp.,
le latest entry into the national disputing field. Mr. Goldman will be
i charge of the entire central seeon of the United States.
He resigned last week as Chicago
lanager for Associated Producers,
tic., to join Mr. Warren. Goldman
'ill leave for the Pacific Coast shortly. He will remain there during
lay and return to Chicago in June
j start activities for the new organ:ation.

Pric€ 5 Onti

Is Promised by Jules E. Mastbaum —
r art Operations in the
Summer
(!
al to WID'S
DAILY)
Philade' hia — Film men
will, no
doubt be very much interested in the
following which appears in "The Ex-

"THE SOUL WITHIN"— Audrey Munson
An indication of the luxuriant settings used in the production to interpret
the dramatic story of this famous girl as told in "The Soul Within," —
Perry Play, Inc. — Advt.

Oh, Hush!
It all went Avrong. .Oh, boy. How wrong? Ask Milt Crandall. Over at Equity. It was a set-up. Sweet and pretty. For
Clara's latest. At Capitol this week. Milt had it all figured.
Doped.
by having
propose
"hush"
It was toStarted
be a great
thing. Mayor
KiddiesHylan
quiet.
Sirensa tied
up.week.
Got
it over once. In Cleveland. "Hush" week was big. But here.
Well, Rollo ; that's another story. Hylan started to bite on it.
Then went blooey. Issued his proclamation all right. But his
"hush" stuff included this-: "To hush the increasing, unwarranted criticism of the nation, state and city." Which got all the
anti-administration papers set up ag'in it. They kidded it. To
death.
it tuff? And further still. So "Hush week" was forgotten. Ain't
Still Crandall got some space. For his feature. Not what
should have happened. But then, some. And. In the life of
every exploitation man. Is this slogan. "Try for much. A little
received is better than nothing."
WHO'S
THINKING?
Out in Los Angeles? Where Bebe Daniels went to jail.
For speeding. Ten days. Wonder whether her director got
busy? Did he shoot scenes of Bebe? In the lock-up? They
showed her in a bath tub. Remember?
How would it do in jail?
Bet a cookie it wasn't done. Bet two cookies to one.
BREAKING
INTO
BROADWAY
"Roxy" put Percy Grainger on his program. Great musician. Good idea. Name(Continued
in electrics.
"Jim"
on Page 4) In the marquee.

"According to the statement made
by Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
hibitor":
the Stanley Co. of America, the National Booking Co., of which he was
also president, and which was organized in New York last summer and
presumed to be one of the largest
motion picture booking combines in
this country, will not operate. Mr.
Mastbaum has stated that the company has merely dropped out of
existence and. while he d Nns not admit that it will not be succeeded by a
similar organization, he gives no assurance that the original plans of the
officers of the former company will
not be carried out. When asked as
to when anything might be expected
in the way of a successor of the National Booking Co., he said that if
such a booking concern materializes
that it will probably begin its operations in the summer. Mr. Mastbaum
gave the impression that while the
National Booking Co. has died a natural death that it will probably be
succeeded by something of a similar
nature which will begin activities during the coming summer."
Film men on Saturday revived the
talk regarding Peerless Booking, the
Keith subsidiary, which it is reported
will shortly launch a nation-wide
booking office with the Stanley Co.
as an ally.
The plan, as spoken of in film circles, would first call for the development of the scheme in the Greater
New York territory where, it is said,
a second Stanley Co. will be developed. After the local development
has reached the proper stage, the nader way.tional expansion will be gotten unMr. Mastbaum was asked by wire,
addressed to West Baden. Ind.,
whether or not he was correctlv quoted in "The Exhibitor." Up until the
hour of going to press no answer had
been received.
Leave for Home
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
West Baden. Ind.— The First National franchise holders left for home
Saturday afternoon.

ttfejfrtDAILY
On Broadway

Putting It Over

Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
Here is how a brother exhibApocalypse.
itor put his show over. Send
Broadway — Elaine
Hammerstein
in
along
your ideas. Let the other
up.
"The Miracle of Manhattan."
Vol. XVI No. 25 Monday, April 25, 1 921 Price 5 Cents
fellow know how you cleaned
Brooklyn Strand— "The Sky Pilot."
Young
in
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Capitol — Clara Kimball
"Hush."
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New
N. Y.,
Owosso, Mich. — This is the home
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and Casino — -"Mother Eternal."
town of James Oliver Curwood.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- Central — -"Dream Street."
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
When his "Nomads of the North"
Criterion
—
-"Sentimental
Tommy."
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
was shown here for three nights the
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising 44th St.— "Way Down East."
Manager.
New
York — Today
Betty theater, seating 600, was crowded all
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. Loew's
night, the last show beginning at 2:30
Compson in "Prisoners of Love."
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Tuesday — Constance
Binney
in A. M. A few days ago "Kazan" same
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
to town for a three day run. Four
"The Magic Cup."
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
counties were billed from door to
Wednesday
—
Mabel
Normand
in
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
door
with announcements that the
$15.00.
"What Happened to Rosa."
Subscribers should remit with order.
Thursday — Conway
Tearle
in theater would be open as long as
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
there were people waiting to see the
"Bucking the Tiger."
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Friday — "The
Struggle,"
Harold show. Election night crowds gathered. Lines formed two blocks long.
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Goodwin in "Oliver Twist, Jr."
Hollywood,
California.
The last show began at 2:45 A. M.
Saturday — "The Little Fool."
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollyis said local merchants did $50,000
wood Blvd. ■ Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
Sunday— Thomas Meighan in "The It
worth of business.
London
Representative — W.
A. WilliamCity of Silent Men."
son, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue Park— "Over the Hill."
Omaha, Neb.— When "Earthbound"
Montmartre.
Rialto — Roscoe
Arbuckle
in "The was shown recently at the Rialto. a
great deal of comment was caused
Traveling Salesman."
by the artistic lobby display designRivoli — "Deception."
Selywn — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in
ed by S. J. Bennett, under the direcLast
tion of Resident Manager John
Loveridge.
King Arthur's Court."
Bid. Asked. Sale Strand
— Jackie
Coogan
in "Peck's
The entire display was in airbrush
Famous Players .. 77y2
78^
78
work. The motif of each design was
Bad Boy."
do pfd
89^
89^
89J4
Next Week
*Goldwyn
4%
SY&
the mystery — the veiled unknown atD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
mospherewereof "Earthbound."
grounds
more suggested Backthan
Loew's, Inc
18^
18^4
18^
revealed.
A
deep
mysterious blue
— Not yet determined.
Apocalypse."
Triangle
H
3A
H Broadway
World Film
Not quoted Brooklyn Strand — Jackie Coogan
in was the underlying color scheme,
with the characters in rich gold.
"Peck's Bad Boy."
At night, with the beautiful front
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. Casino— "Mother Eternal."
of the Rialto lit by blue spotlights,
Capitol— "The Birth of a Nation."
Central — "Dream Street."
the effect was truly striking. Three
large panels adorned the arches, with
Criterion — "Sentimental
Tommy."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
the four three-sheet posters, each deSamuel Marx, at one time with Lyric— "The Queen of Sheba."
scribing one of the principal char"Over the Hill."
acters in "Earthbound" set at the
Universal, resigned from Robertson- Park—
Rialto
—
Not
yet
determined.
Cole last week.
street level, under glass. There can
Rivoli — Not Yet determined.
be no denial of the fact that this unYankee
in
usual display played a large part in
Melville Hammett has resigned as Selwyn — "A Connecticut
the tremendous business done by
business manager of the Selznick
King Arthur's Court."
"Earthbound" at the Rialto, where it
scenario department. He was with Strand — "Bob Hampton of Placer."
smashed all house records in this
Selznick for 18 months.
To Distribute Music Scores
2,800 seat theater, running the entire
week.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Jack Abrams, who is associated
Detroit — Strand Features, Inc., has
with J. C. Flinn in the operation of
secured the exclusive distribution of
Dayton, O.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. thea- the musical
score service of the SynDayton, — A 700 seat theater will be
ters in St. Louis, is in the city.
chronized Scenario Music Co. of Chi- built here by Robert J. Hirsh, mancago, with the exception of the upager of the Old Glory. The new
Margaret Seddon, who has just
house will cost $40,000.
per peninsula.
completed a part in "Just Around the
Corner," the Cosmopolitan Prod,
which Frances Marion directed, has
joined the cast of "Boomerang Bill."
Louise Du Pre, former understudy
of Mary Pickford. and who was to
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
have been presented as a star by the
Fan Film Corp., has gone to the
in the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
three
blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
French
Hospital
for
"Rest
Cure"
treatment.

Quotations

Cuts and Flashes

The New Jackson Studio

— _
(f ^t£tuuxtlcrrici£ U-CctuAjuJ
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THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

N

Monday, April 25,

2

Confab in Albany May 5
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — The presidential

representative of the five exchlg
men's organization operating o:
New York, New Haven, Bostoi J
bany and Buffalo will hold a mttii
here on May 5. General prolfei
will be discussed.
Henry Siegel has been desigit
by the local F. I. L. M. Club tcre
resent the organization at the A|ai
meeting. I. E. Chadwick, pres fe:
will not be able to attend.
Kelleher Heads
(Special

to

New
WID'S

Haven

ni

DAILY)

New
Haven— M. H. Kelleh.
First National has been elected
ident of the New Haven Film
succeeding Henry T. Scully,
lil
Hughes of Famous Players is tjta
urer and W. A. Scully of Metro je
retary.
New members are Rep
son-Cole and the American Feju
Film Co., Inc., of Boston.
Mee i|
will hereafter be held every Tue
Reelcraft Managers Here
There was a gathering of the
sion sales maangers of Reelcrafl
week in New York City, attende
Carl Harthill of the Chicago, t
waukee, Indianapolis, Minnea D
and Kansas City offices; George 1
son, district maanger for Ohio,
tucky, Western Pennsylvania 1
tory, Cincinnati and Clev(
branches; George West, sales iej
ager for territories where therelul
no Reelcraft branches, and Jpu
Singer,
manager of the Greater <ei
IT.
York territory.
President R. C. Cropper callecta
conference for the purpose of iifJ
ducing them to the three additior t
the short subject program of ]fce|
craft.

Most of the public judge a
photoplay by the posters
that advertise it— and that
is the best reason for using
RITCHEY posters.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

dressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation
Westche

ster, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

FOR RENT
Very desirable space 20x90, i:
film building, central locatior
Address Wid's, Box K-23
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AN APPEAL
TO THE FAIR-MINDED, SQUARE-DEALING GENTLEMEN
OF THE DISTRIBUTING COMPANIES WHO WILL
RELEASE AND EXPLOIT MY LATEST PRODUCTION
BEARING
THE
WORKING
TITLE
OF

"The Soul Within"
Audrey Munson

j

I

An Incident from the Life of

i

the world's most famous Artist's Model who has been and will be so
extensively publicized by all of the Hearst and other newspapers as

The Queen of the Artists' Studios

In this issue Perry Plays Inc. announce the completion of this production. By an oversight, my
contract with Perry Plays Inc., for whom I directed this production, did not provide for the credit
mention of my name.
,

i
j

After many weeks of painstaking effort and the most careful thought, I have this day delivered
to Perry Plays Inc. the completed production.
It measures up to the highest standards of elegance, of careful detail, of perfect cast, of beautiful
photography, of distinction and originality in the treatment of the story, of all of those elements which
make for a truly great picture — one that will make film history.
I am sure that the producers will admit that the production reflects the evidence of my unstinted
efforts. I have asked them to give me the credit which I believe I deserve. I am now calling upon
all fair-minded distributors and exhibitors who are familiar with my work to see that such credit is
given when this picture reaches them.
I want it to be known among the pictures listed as "A Robert Z. Leonard Production" — a name in
which I take pardonable pride and which I believe will increase in prestige and favorable reputation
by association with such productions as "The Soul Within."
I have no legal basis for this request. I am relying solely on the fairness .of those who have it in
their power to render this bit of justice.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)

ROBERT

Z.

LEONARD.

I

M%
t
Oh, Hush

DAILY

Gordon Place with Robertson-Cole
C. Seymour Clark, director of publicity and advertising for RobertsonCole, has appointed Gordon H. Place
as his assistant, who will act as manment, efager of the publicity depart
fective today. Place for a long time
was with Famous Players.
Moody to Direct
DAILY)
(Special to WID'S
Bisbee, Ariz. — Harry Moody will
direct the two reel western series of
pictures featuring Grant Merrill, to
be made by the Border Feature Film
studio here.
the company's
Corp., at has
been directing Fritzi
Moody
Ridgeway at the Doubleday Studio
in a series of westerns.
Nick Steel will have charge of the
distribution of the pictures. A great
many of the sceens will be taken
around Tombstone, Ariz., and along
the Border.
Stewart Home

Robbed
Stewart's
Anita Ave.
Los onAngeles
home
North —Western
was
robbed last week of approximately
$20,000 in jewelry.
A Creature greatly
resembling a human
being was discovered
in the South African jungles,
and he never heard of

Charlie Conklin
SCIENCE
IS
BAFFLED

FOR
RENT
WHOLE OR IN PART
New Motion Picture Studio,
fully equipped, in every detail.
Near Famous Players' new
studio. 20 minutes from Times
Sq. 14,000 sq. ft. without a
post. Facing East River. Immediate possession.
Phone 2337 Murray Hill or
address B-92, care Wid's

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS

I. RUBIN
23 E. 4th ST.

COMPANY
SPRING

See KASSEL'S LOBBY
PAINTINGS

8303

ART

Lyric, "Queen of Sheba"
Selwyn, "Connecticut Yankee"
Park, "Over the Hill"
Casino "Mother Eternal"
Phone Bryant 7773-7774

(Continued
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Page
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Monday, April 25
Booneville, Ark. — The CrjJ
been bought by Clark Port!
owned the Lally-Light at WT

Grainger comes along. Office in Capitol Building. Sees the
electrics. "Well," says "Jim," "after all these years. I've broke
Not so bad. Not so bad."
into Broadway.
DODO
BACK
Gulick. Who likes to conEarl
as
Dodo. Otherwise known
vene. With film folk. Just back from West Baden. With First
Nationalites. Sorrowful. And sad. As usual. "Still a dodo,"
says Wonder
Earl.
why?
WILL
IT COME?
Exhibitors' combine? Over in Merrie England. Some talk
of it. Something between Biocolor and the London Provincial.
Would be terrific combine. If it ever develops. Some say Victor Sheridan will always oppose it. And continue active. Regardless ofwhat happens. And Sheridan is about the strongest
independent over there.
THAT
HEARING
Tomorrow. At Albany. With the dove of peace in the
background. Maybe a flock of doves. That "harmony" existing is w-o-n-d-e-r-f-u-1.
Olive branches and such. Where?
Of course there'll be a lot of speeches. There always are.
Everybody will have ideas. Some will break loose. And what
will Governor Miller do? I have an idea. But it won't be
printed. Not yet, anyway.
Meanwhile the betting odds stand. Over at Mrs. Astor's :
two to one. That he signs.
ADVERTISING:
SCREEN
vs. VAUDEVILLE
Once upon a time. Yep ; advertising in productions. Sort
of died out. Of late. But never was anything as raw. As appears in vaudeville. In the "Aunt Jemima" act. National advertising. Of a pancake flour. With the big, fat Aunt Jemima.
Same as she appears in ads. All over the billboards. And in
publications. They sure have put it over.
NAZIMOVA
Looks like she's through. With Metro. Lots of talk. Been
goin'
on for months.
But looks settled now.
All of which is
interesting.
Nazimova was best drawing card on screen. Two
years ago. She was going. Like a house afire. One of the biggest bets in business. Then she got ideas. Insisted on picking
her own stories. Her own director. She was all there was.
And there was nothing more. And exhibitors say the rest. Say
she has been declining since.
In drawing power.
All of which should prove something. To Nazimova. As
well as other "stars."
THAT
LITTLE
MAN
Zukor. Doing things abroad. Famous will have exchanges
in Germany. And that isn't all. But that's all for the minute.
Sufficient. Getting ready. For the lifting of the ban. And it's
going to be lifted. That's sure. If it hasn't been.
Incidentally they said Famous had 35 German pictures.
For next season. Which Connick denies. Says they'll buy any
good picture. Made in Germany. Or elsewhere. But it must
be good. And they haven't the 35. Not yet. At least.
BOARD
OF
REVIEW
Keep an eye open. And an ear. And you'll hear something.
Real soon. Regarding the National Board of Review. And another Board. And maybe you'll wonder.
.
Yep. This is a funny business.
STIRRING
THE
WATERS
Much, much talk. Over the report regarding Paul Brunet.
That he may retire from Pathe. Hope not. Fine gentleman.
Need more like him. In this business. It's the old story. You
can't understand a business. When you're three thousand miles
away.
No matter what the profits are.
DANNY.

A CAPABLE YOUNG
with ambition and expe;]
desires a position in the EH
Dept. of a reputable corn
Apply Wid's, Box B-fc

UNITED SOCIETY I
CINEMATOGRAPHS
formerly Cinema Camera a
Removed to 251 West 42il
Same Phone — Bryant C 58

E G G-E \
PHOTO

ENCRA\

1567-1589

BROAD

DAY
NI
TELEPHONE ANDBRYANT

DI RECTO
OF

THE

TRAf

A RELIABLE GUIDE FS
READY REFERENCED
ACCOUNTANTS

EDMONDS & BOUTON,
I
56 Pine St.,
1645 La II
New York City.
Holly

ADVERTISING— PUBL1
MERRITT
CRAWFOR
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
B
ROBERT
EDGAR
LON
Formerly
With
D. W. Gri
1482 Broadway
Bi

ARTISTS

AND

ART

Tl

P. A. A. DAHME,
INl
Art Titles — Animation — Lea
220 W. 42nd St.
B
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEW
727

7th

Art Title*
Avenue

B)

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURIlS
Investments
I. W. Hellman
Bldg.. Lc|

LABORATORIES)

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality
Motion
Picture Prit
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wa
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABOR,
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tre
H. J. Streyckmans,
General M
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABOR/
'Kesael Kwality Prints"
Port Lee, N. J.
Fo

PRINTERS
BARNES
PRINTING
C
Motion Picture Specialist
86 East 22d St.
Phone Gra
188 W.

PROSPECT
PRESS
4th St.
Si

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO AND
LAB.
Itudio— 2(9-219 E. 124th
Hi
•*•«■©— Ml W. 125th
Morm
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Leave for Albany

~0
Houses by 1922
I't's Plan of New Dutch Trust-

IE Louis Barnstyn Here — After
Films, Organs and Ideas
chain of 50 theaters scattered
ugh the length and breadth of
land is the plan of the NederlandBioscoop-Trust ( he Dutch Film
=4st), according to .ouis C. Barn, or as he is call* 1 in his native
ue — Loet C. Barn ,tijn.
r. Barnstyn
has just arrived in
York with his brother, J. C.
istyn, of the British and Contal Trading
Co
The present
Biters of the trust which is capized at 10,010,000
guilder,
and
h is the most
important
film
nization in Holland, number
15.
Bstyn states that this number will
^enlarged to 50 and then the com„l will enter the Belgian film field.
I.arnstyn is here to look at pictures
h a view to purchasing them for
Hand, to visit theaters and get
4ie ideas on presentation and to
.T a number of organs to be inI led in his theaters. At present no
_aters in Holland have organs, and
5 "nstyn's plan will thus introduce
"innovation at Dutch houses. His
i;ther has been appointed American
Irresentative of the company while
pis will make his headquarters
-h him, as long as he remains in
erica.
Iif.'he
newpartcompany
was formed
in
early
of the year.
The first
rilort of its proposed plans was pub!'ied in WID'S DAILY on Jan. 20.

i

Lasky Due Friday
esse L. Lasky is due in New York
m the coast on Friday.
Powers Returns
I A. Powers has returned to New
rk from an extended trip to Los
geles.
Back to Coast Soon

Price 5 Centi

Tuesday, April 26, 1921

Delegations Go to Attend Censorship
Hearing — Most of Big Companies Represented
The five-thirty train which left
Grand Central for Albany yesterday,
had attached to it several special cars
bearing representatives of the NaAssociation, and
League tional
of America,
Inc., the
who Authors'
will be
present at the public censorship hearing before Governor Miller this morn10 o'clock.
L'liing atuntil
train time, the National
receiving
names '
ofAssociation
those whowaswould
go. the
Yesterday
afternoon, the following list was given
out.
Oscar A. Price, for Associated Producers, Inc.; H. D. H. Connick, Lee
Counselman, Elek J. Ludvigh, and
Gayer G. Dominick, for Famous
Players; William Fox and Saul
Rogers, for Fox Film; Gabriel L.
Hess and Francis A. Gudger for
Goldwyn; Paul II. Cromelin for
Interocean; Harry J. Shepafd for
Kineto; J.(Continued
Robert onRubin
for Metro;
Page 2)
Bowes Back
Edward Bowes, in general charge
of the Goldwyn theater activities, returned from Chicago yesterday where
he attended the opening of the Roosevelt, the latest addition to the Ascher
Bros, theaters.

THE
SOUL
WITHIN—
"The eternal triangle — with a fourth
novel situations ever filmed.
The w.fe
band, while his beautiful model caresses

AUDREY
MUNSON
dimension."
One of the strongest
reads the scul Oi her sculptor hustheir child. Perry Plays, Inc. — Ad.

Desmond
New Company

Lloyd Here With Company
Frank Lloyd, a featured Goldwyn
Report is Given Credence on Coast — director is in New York with Phoebe
At Work on Last Film for
Hunt. Gloria Hope and Jack Holt.
Goldwyn
Lloyd
came east to secure some
ing.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
scenes for "The Grim Comedian,"
Los Angeles- — Film circles are dis- a Rita Weiman story he is now makcussing the report that Will Rogers
will go over to United Artists upon
Forman Here
the expiration of his Goldwyn contract.
Tom Forman, is in town from Los

Product'ns
in Process of Forma-

tion— Will Work
Brunton's —
Vaudeville
Plan atAbandoned
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — William Desmond
has made a change in plans and instead of going into vaudeville, as
originally planned will continue the
production of pictures. To that end
he has in process of formation the
William Desmond Prod.
The company will work at the
Brunton studios and the first picture
will
be Van
"Fightiif
story that
by
H. 11.
Loan. Mad,"
It is asilted
distribution will be announced
later.

Marshall Neilan will leave for the
ist to start work on a picture, he
Ipects will take six months to finish,
'will be released through Associated
rst National.
In speaking of the
fin Barrymore
film which he diNew Rivoli Record
eted, Neilan states:
"'At the time we decided to start
Famous I 'layers report that "Deproduction, a director in keeping
ception'' last week rolled up 1.000 paid
lhs not
Mr. available.
Barrymore'sAs arequirements
more than Cecil DeMille's
member of admissions
"Forbidden Fruit" at the Rivoli. The
: Barrymore film I was, of course, DeMille picture held the previous
ally interested and stepped in to record.
the breach myself through
the
Incidentally all of the Broadway
irtesy of Associated First National theaters did a large business Sunday
:hibitors."
night despite the spring-like weather.

Rogers With "Big 4"?

Angeles preparing to direct Tom
Rogers has started work on "The Meighan in "Cappy Ricks." Agnes
Poor Relation" under direction of Ayres will be here about May 1 to
Clarence Badger. This, it is under- play the leading feminine role.
stood, will be his last production unBaum Back in Town
der his Goldwyn contract.
Louis Baum, sales manager for
Equity has returned to New York
The local office of United Artists from a sales trip through the Middle
knew nothing yesterday of the report West.
concerning Rogers.

Re-elected

"Dream Street" Switched
"Dream Street" will be switched
from the Central to the Town Hall
on W. 43rd St., beginning Sunday
night. Harry Reichenbach has been
engaged by United Artists to handle
exploitation for the picture.

The officers of Associated First
National Pictures. Inc.. have all been
returned to office, according to a
statement made at the executive
offices yesterday.
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis is
president.

jMA

n\m*jmoi
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Tuesday, April 26, 19;

Inspired
by WID'S
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
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Louisville, Ky. — A page o:
the Kentucky-Tennessean, i
bulletin issued by Associate*
First National Pictures of Ken.
tucky and Tennessee, contain!
a review of "There'll Be ;
Franchise Everywhere" de
scribed extolling
as a "knock-'em-dead'
feature
the benefits o:
the
First
National
sub-fran
chise plan.

Price 5 Cents

Film Folks.
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The review, patterned aftei
those
in by
WID'S
DAILY, appearing
was prepared
Har. |
ry Goldberg, brother of Lee LI
of the A. F. N. Harry O
Schwalbe is given as director
J. D. Williams, author, and sc
on down the line.
The review will be circulatet
widely in this territory.

Clara Hamon

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 78^
77
76/2
do pfd
89
89H
89
♦Goldwyn
AVa
5%.
D. W. Griffith, lnc
Not quoted
Loew's,
Inc., ....
W/&
193^
183/8
Triangle
Yk
Y&
Ys
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Grey Postpones Sailing
Albert E. Grey, general manager
for D. W. Griffith, Inc., was all set
to sail for England on Thursday last,
but was forced to make a change in
plans.
He will leave on May 3.
Roach Signs Parrott
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Hal Roach has signed Charles Parrott to direct the
"Snub" Pollard comedies which are
released through Pathe.

Defiant; Now on Cc

(Special to WID'S

Carl Laemmle offers something that every exhibitor wants for his theatre— "Reputation." Priscilla Dean in Stuart Paton's Universal-Jewel. —
Advt.

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Leave for Albany
(Continued
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Page
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Hollywood — More than 3,000 memM. S. Epstin and Mrs. Rose Gleason
bers of the Universal City family of for the Norma Talmadge Film Co.;
picture people participated in the first Morris Kohn for Realart; Charles C.
annual barbecue and picnic, which
Pettijohn for Sclznick Enterprises;
was held last Sunday on the Santa
Susanna Ranch.
John M. Quinu for Vitagraph; Edward Earle for the Nicholas Power
Co.; H. O. Lott for the Bell and
^Production has begun at Universal Howell Co.; Major Tom Evans of
City on "The Scarlet Shawl," in the Evans Laboratories and John R.
which Carmel Myers will star under
the direction of Jack Conway. The Brophy of the Craftsmen Laboratories.
story was written by Johnston McThe representatives of the National
Cully, author of "The Mark of Board
of Review left on the night

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Clara Smith Han
who figured in the sensational Ol
homa murder trial, has arrived in j
Angeles to start work on the first
her proposed pictures. She sts
that if she cannot rent a studio
will build one, and if distributing cc
sa
penies will not handle her prod
she will lease halls and theaters
which to show her pictures. Prod
ers here are opposed to her entry i
the manufacturing field.
The National Association and
rious exhibitor organizations throuj
out the country have gone on rec<
as opposing the Hamon pictur
These bodies have stated they v
not show the pictures.
City

Improvements

(Special to WID'S

in

Films

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Motion pictures
all important public improvemer
will in the future form a part of t
official records of the City of L

Angeles, according
P. P.ofO'Brit
president
of the to
Board
Pub
boat. The delegation was composed Works.
Zorro."
Mrs. Hugh Mcintosh, wife of the of Dr. Everett D. Martin, Dr. Albert
Australian theatrical magnate, is a Shields, Miss Mary Gray Peck and
Thalberg Coming East
W. D. McGuire. Lee Hammer, divisitor in Los Angeles. Accompanied
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
rector of the recreation department of
by
Bonny
Aitken,
Mrs.
Mcintosh
is
Los Angeles — Irving G. Thalberg,
the Russell Sage Foundation, also
spending
a
week
here
prior
to
a
New
general manager at Universal City York visit.
went to Albany upon the solicitation
expects to leave for the east in a few
of the Board of Review. He will apThe greatest organization
days. It will be Thalberg's first
pear there, however, as an outside
eastern visit in a year.
Al Christie has himself working
of poster artists and poster
and three other directors, all on new
party.
The Authors' League of America,
The American Cinema Corp. has comedies for release through Educa- Inc.,
printers is the
sent Augustus Thomas and
tional Exchanges. The directors
been sued in the Supreme Court by
Owen
Davis.
are William Beaudine, Scott Sidney
;he Ritchey Lithographic Co. for $8,- and Frederic Sullivan.
728, due for making lithographs for
Charles O'Reilly, newly elected
president of the M. P. T. O., of New
'Stolen Moments" and "His BrothWallace Worsley, who is directing York, left on the night boat to attend
er's Keeper."
the hearing. The other officers of the
"Ace of Hearts," will take the Gold- ing.
LITHO. CORP.
wyn company to Pine Crest this league will be in Albany this mornweek for exteriors. Lon Chaney, Le406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
atrice Joy and John Bowers are to
One of the speakers will be Paul
make the trip.
C. Cravath, the attorney who, it is
f^dixccUiarval (flctivJD
expected, will perhaps make the most
Four companies are at work in the important address before Governor
Realart studio at present. Chester Miller on behalf of the industry.
Franklin is in the middle of a picture Gayer G. Dominick, of Dominick and
with an all star cast, that is being Dominick, who are financially intermade from an original story by
ested in Famous Players, will present
Hector Turnbull,
the arguments of those who have a
GAUSMAN.
monetary interest in the business.

RITCHEY

w

DAILY
New

HERALD—* * * Deserves to be the first
boj star, for he acts like the very mischief.
* * * However, children should drag theii
parents to this amusing picture, for it may
"Hush"— Equity
make their elders more tolerant of their faults
— for a week.
Capitol
JOURNAL — Jackie Coogan wins fresh
"Hush," at Capitol, inher- laurels. Youngster who made hit with Chap
VMERingI filmCAN—
„„«,„«
from first to end.
is delightful
in "Peck's
Bad Boy."
as el- lin GLOBE
Because
the picture
is deftly
WORLD— Miss Young is perhaps
ever done, it is only
on second thought that you
tivc in tins picture as in anything she
worth
.s
realize
what
an
idiotic
story
the
director
had
it
what
that forlikely
, don". Take
for to work with. Jackie really deserves more
to remain
it is
EMES— And
sendway
than this series of impish escapades loosely
week without becoming a Broa
seems now and then strung together.
ion, for, although it becom
dly
shrew
a
ing
of
verge
SUN — And we leave the theater with just
be on the
has the courage of a small tinge of remorse that any one so
lical photoplay, it never ns,
for the most very young and so very small as Jackie
convictions, and remai
of uncoil- Coogan should be made to perform so very
•t merely a conventional story
iliation
many old monkey shines. On the whole, the
ing love, estrangement and reconc
HERALD—* * * Picture that will interest picture is quaint, lively and fairly interesting.
*
ons.
pers
of
class
n
the But it is never provocative of any more
rOURNAL— To hold the interest of long stimulating feeling than that of an amused
of
days
e
thes
in
tolerance.
ue
ooker is a virt
ests from the
iwn out films. "Hush" interfadeMAIL — *
Easily scores
the sensaout.
Kent it opens until its final
tional success which was predicted for him
SUN— Clara Kimball Young bears up s well
in when he appeared in "The Kid," with Charlie
Ider a large number of striking gown
It cannot Chaplin. * * * It is one of the funniest, most
lush" at the Capitol this week.
likable, whimsically delightful films that the
said that she bears up so well in ^the stress
screen has seen in many a day. There isn't
this Harry Garson picture
a iarring note in it." * * *
MAIL— Tii this film Miss Young is again
role
ic
dramat
strong
a
in
■ splendid actress
"TELEGRAM— Little "Jackie" makes as
picture
The
suited.
ly
perfect
is
she
which
big a hit in "Peck's Bad Boy" as he did
with
Charlie Chaplin in that unforgettable
splenand
played
y
splendidl
is
whole cted.
Uya dire
...
..
,
film, "The Kid." Jackie is delightful throughout.
tangle
ic
domest
this
How
TELEGRAM—
ting story
Post, Daily News and Evening World
straightened out makes an interes
Miss Young made no comment.
folded in a dramatic manner.
a number of stunning gowns gives a picthe
rially beautiful account of herself, and und
an artistic backgro
providey.
settings
El
r the stor
,
., ,
POST— It might better have been caned
'
low to Calm a Jealous Husband
mirth here, but
jere is more matter for sad curiosit
y seeker
the risk of arousing the
; resign it to silence.
Tribune. Globe, Daily News and Evening
'orld made no comment.

[e wspaper Opinions

Federated

Franchise

Salesman"— F. P.-L.
The Traveling Rialto

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

'AMERICAN
always funny
s new comedy— atArbuckle
Rialto.
, in
mteran
makes
e
Arbuckl
Mr.
[WORLD — of this stage production
ting comedy
better
{TRIBUNE — But we liked it much
ien than now. It is too long in getting
brted and too much abbreviated at the
id * * *
HERALD — * * * Agreeable warm weather
Itertainment.
JOURNAL — This picture represents anfher step upward on the ladder of comedy
jr little Roscoe, and he is climbing rapidly
Gl <»BE — The audience roared. *
gTJN — It is a moderately
good photoplay
to inject considera
manages
lid Arbuckle
ei le fun into the picture.
MAIL— This does not mean that The
"raveling Salesman" is a remarkable picture,
pr that it is the best thing Arbuckle has
fine. But it is a good picture, one that is
loroughly enjoyable from start to finish,
ith plenty of laughs distributed along the
ne.
TELEGRAM — Fatty Arbuckle at the Ri^to Theatre this week is every whit as funny
n the screen in the role of "The Traveling
Elesman" as was Frank Mclntyre. * * *
[Times, Post, Daily News and Evening
(Torld made no comment

'Peck's Bad Boy"—
Strand Lesser Prod.

TWO

REELS

Phila.

House

raising
funds to feed Ireland's women
and
children.

Sold

With Fox

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia — L. Rappaport has
sold to Mr. Hoffman the two-story
theater he owned at 2716 Girard Ave.
The price is said to have been $15,000.

OF CLEAN

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Detroit,
Mich. — Will
Baker
and
Earl Hennessy have joined the Fox
exchange sales staff here.

COMEDIES

WEEKS--26

TWO

AND

CLASSY

EVERY

PROGRAM

FUN and FROLIC
A STAR

30
14

LAUGH

FOR

SCREEN
GIRLS

CLEVER
PRETTIEST

PLAYERS
ON
EARTH

JIMMY
CALLAHAN
FLORENCE

AMERICAN — Jackie Coogan wonderful
I bad boy film. Lad has whole variety of
icial expressions and curious knack of lookm wise. Just plain dog shares honors with

DIXON
LOTTIE KENDALL
—NOTABLE

in i

■WORLD — * * * Is as perfectly written,
1st, dircted and acted a comedy nhotonlay
■ anything that has been seen on Broadway
Ks season. There may have been pictures
Bth "bigger" laughs in them than Jackie
Kvokes, but the wager is safe that they
fcren't so wholesome.
JTRIBUNE
— It is
isn't
fault at all
hat this picture
notJackie's
a masterpiece.
If
fcly all the contributory factors had reached
he perfection of the standard set by Jackie
Ed Queenie, his dog! But they did not.
■ley did not come anywhere near it.
■TIMES — * * * Dull and tedious. It is
Ive or six reels in length, and all if the
fciuine humor and sentiment in it wnnhl nn
ess than a reel of film. The resi is just
fctage exposing old ideas worked over and
Bored efforts to make a fresh kid seem
musing. Poor little Jackie Coogan has been
urned into a trick child with no more spon| aneity than the trick dog which has been
idded to the picture to increase its quantity
»f cuteness.

May 4, Irish Relief Day
The theatrical and motion picture
division of the American Committee
Eor Relief in Ireland has named Wednesday, May 4th, as the day upon
which all theaters co-operating in the
relief campaign will concentrate upon

Kansas City, — Harry Graham has
succeeded Harry Taylor as manager
of the Kansas City branch of Pathe.
Mr. Graham, who has been in charge
of Pathe's Omaha office, is expected
to assume charge of his new post
this week.

EVERY

26--ONE

Film at Rialto

Douglas
MacLean in "The II
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Stretch," will be the feature al th<
Denver — Greater Features, tnc, of R ialto next v.
this city and Seattle lias acquired a
Arrow Has Four Curwoods
franchise- in the Federated Film ExArrow
Film will distribute four
changes of America for this territory
and for those states served out of Se- James Oliver Curwood features i
attle. Harry Kyler of Supreme Feat- hciiitf made in the Maine woods by
ures held the franchise before.
I'ine Tree Pictures, Inc. The first
has a working title, "The Heart of
the Northlands." Charles M. Seay is
directing.
With Pathe in K. C.

JIMMY CALLAHAN

i

MacLean

Holder

CHARLES

DOWNS

Cameraman

TECHNICAL

STAFF-

D. W. MacREYNOLDS

RALPHGen'lD.Director
WHITING

Asst. Director

Continuities and Titles by TOM

BRET

First Release To Be Announced
W.
Distributed by ROBERT
THE FILM MARKET, INC.

PRIEST,

President

No. 503 TIMES BUILDING

DAILY

JSJJ^A

New Theaters
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Annapolis. Md. — Jack Lipchin will
build the Star at Northwest and Calvert Sts. to seat 400.
Belleville.
opened here.
manager.

Belleville, 111.
111.— The
Gaiety
has
Harvey Brinner is the

Canton,
O.
Canton. O— The Abrams Co. has
leased for 25 years a 3 story building
in Tuscawaras
St. which
will be
made a theater at a cost of $80,000.

Dayton,
Old Glory
S. Brown
a $4110,000

Tuesday, April 26, 19: 1

>k.

Dayton, O.
O. — Robert Hirsch of the
has an option on a site in
St. on which he may build
house.

East Orange, N. J.

in'

* KISMET "

East Orange, N. J.— Putnam Jacobson has bought a site at Central
Ave. and Eppirt St., where he will
build a $200,000 house.
Germantown, Pa.
Germantown— A $350,000
theater
is to be built here in the near future.

Glens Falls, N. Y.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Glens
Falls,
N. Y.— C. W. Higley
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Plans are may build here.
here,
complete for a $54,000 theater
financed by I. T. Sackman, C. O.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Hobbs, A. W. Blattner and C. W.
Boutin.
Johnson City, Tenn.— M. B. Cartt
is to build a new theater to seat 2,000.
Carthage,
Mo.
La Porte, Ind.
Carthage, Mo.— T. H. Slothower
La - Porte, Ind. — Reddington &
will build a $60,000 house to seat 1000.
Root have opened the Central. It
seats 1600.
Cleveland, O.
Cleveland — Thomas Urbansky will
Madison, Wis.
build a $200,000 house.

" GOOD
WOMEN

"

Madison, Wis.- — F. W. Fischer's
Clifton City, N. J.
Majestic, seating 700, opened last
Clifton City, N. J.— Solomon M. Sunday with Louis St. Pierre manSaxe will build a $75,000 theater at
ager. "The Inside oi the Cup" was
the first picture.
Highland and Parker Aves.

"Opportunity knocks once, at each man's door,
and having passed, returns no more." — John

J. Ingalls.

" WIVES "

ENESM
SAL
N,
ME
GE
AN
CH
fX
IF
NOW,
door
your
at
knocking
is
Opportunity
You are not afraid of a NEW IDEA, play on the LEVEL, are full of
PEP, and know that "A SATISFIED EXHIBITOR IS A STEADY
.INCOME."
•NINETY PER CENT OF THE STUDIOS ARE CLOSED, there is
ta tremendous shortage of GOOD SHORT SUBJECTS and reasonableOF MERIT.
priced FEATURES
I want some HUNDRED PER CENT MEN, to open Branch Offices, in
EVERY EXCHANGE CENTRE in the UNITED STATES, CANADA
and ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES, and offer PROFIT SHARING up
Eto 50 PER CENT.
^f YOU "measure up" I will open an office for YOU.
cJf you OWN a clean, live exchange, I will BUY AN INTEREST.
It doesn't matter whether the Exchange is YOURS, MINE, OR OURS,
if YOU ARE THE RIGHT MAN.
lEACH OFFICE WILL OPEN WITH A COMPLETE STOCK OF
PRINTS AND ADVERTISING FOR 100 One and Two Reel COMEDIES, 26 Two Reel WILD ANIMAL DRAMAS, 5 Five Reel WILD
ANIMAL FEATURES, 10 BIG FEATURES Five and Six Reels Each.
:STARS. BETTY COMPSON, MARY MacLAREN, MAE GASTON,
PATRICIA
PALMER,
BILLIE
RHODES,
CLARE
ALEXANDER,
GEORGE OVEY, NEAL BURNS, CRANE WILBUR, JAY BELAS■CO, WILLIAM CLIFFORD, CAPT. JACK BONAVITA.
If You are the RIGHT MAN for your territory, send for your ALADpIN'S LAMP, and RUB!
RUB!!
RUB!!!

OPPORTUNITY

Telephone Bryant 9400
Extension 507

EXHIBITORS— Booklet

of Titles and full
Send for it today.

110 West 48th Street
New York
information

on

the

press.
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I Signs Prevost

Incorporations

Albany, N. Y. — Maxsam
Amusepecial to WID'S
DAILY)
\ngelcs — Universal
has signment Corp., Brooklyn.
Capital, $10.e Prevost, former Mack Sen- 000.
Incorporators,
M. I,. and L
hing girl, to star in a series Blum and M. Fruitstone, 302 Broad
way.
latic features.
Mew A. P. Managers
ppointments to branch office
rships were announced yes>y Al Lichtman of Associated
:rs, Inc. All of the appointees
r at work in their respective
es. George .S. Jeffrey is in
Di the Boston office; Ben W.
Chicago, succeeding Sydney
man; E. C. Lecves, Dallas,
ng J. C. Shannon; E. S.
Detroit, succeeding E. A.
S. E. Fried, Minneapolis, sucJ. F. Brett; and F. C. Bon'ittshurgh, succeeding
J. A.
cupy Adjoining Offices
ave closer co-operation behe distributors and the pro, Joseph Sameth of Forward
stributors, Inc., lias enlarged
es on the 24th floor of the
Tower Bldg. so that the exDffices of Salient Films, Inc.,
Ijoin those occupied by Forn-Art Buys Forward Film
Special to WID'S DAILY)
elphia — Screen-Art Pictures
:hased "Hearts o' the Range"
forward Film Distributors,
New York, for Eastern Pennand Southern New Jersey.

Albany, N. Y. — Campbell Comedy
Co., New York. Capital $20,000. Incorporators: E. Kraychie, A. Skillman. II. (I. 1 ,iese, and 1 1. Goldman,
120 Broadway.
Dover. Del. — Mid-west Amusement
and Realty Co. Capital $500,000.
Corporation Service Co. of Wilmington acted as incorporators.

Second Runs With First
li^E=
National Pictures Bring
As Big Business As First
Exhibitors Tell of Record Crowds and Delighted Audiences— Look Over This List of
Big Successes
HABIT

King Heads Canadian Group
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Basil King, who
wrote "Earthbound," was elected
vice-president of the Canadian Authors' Association,
which has just
been formed
in Montreal.
Exchange Issues Warning
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The Capitol Film
Exchange, which has the sole franchise for Triangle pictures in this
territory, announces that Triangle
pictures have been, and are being
pirated in this territory, and declares
that any theater or concern found
vending these films or having them
in their possession except under contract with the Capitol, will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

"Very good picture with strong story." — Ludcke, St. Peter, Minn.
THE
KID

"Played return date. Attendance equal to first showing. Best
box office record." — Hal Opperman, Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, 111.
NOT
GUILTY
"Results were highly satisfactory in every way.
No special advertising or exploitation required." — August Ilg, Wonderland Theatre, Lorain, Ohio.
THE

NOTORIOUS

LISLE

"The audiences were delighted with Ibis picture and with the
beautiful Katherine MacDonald." — J. E. Roberts, Hudson Theatre,
Albany, N. Y.
THE

BRANDED

WOMAN

"Tbe>' liked this one so much, played it for second run. Norma
Talmadgc a good drawing card. Attendance good. — W. E. Drumbar, Queen Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
UNSEEN

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,
quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

MISS

FORCES

"Picture decidedly unusual. Sylvia Braemer's work splendid.
There were big crowds and patrons thought the picture splendid.
The undivided attention the picture received from beginning to end
is a great tribute to Sidney A. Franklin." — Fred J. Campbell, National Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
THE

DEVIL'S

GARDEN

"Lionel Barrymore is a decided attraction. The story is good.
Fine box office record." — Elmer Ramsey, Central Theatre, Fairbury,
111.
DINTY
"Biggest kind of a hit. Dinty is a crackerjack of a picture. It's
fame had preceded its arrival. A week that was highly satisfactory
in every respect." — O. J. Bannon, Colonial Theatre, Elyria, Ohio.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

Iherell be a Fratichise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

FIRST
NATIONAL

DAILY
Exhibitors On Albany Committee
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — The Albany Film
Club has decided to give exhibitors
representation on the grievance committee which, heretofore has been
composed of exchangemen only.
Callahan in Atlantic City
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlantic City, N. J.— Jimmy Callahan, with his supporting east headed
by Florence Dixon and Lottie Kendall, is here. Callahan started work
yesterday on the three comedies he
began at the Victor Studios in New
York.
Two

Houses Open Tomorrow

The
Kingsway,
King's
Highway
and Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, The
wil
be opened
tomorrow
night,
house seats 2,500.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Jersey City, N. J.— The Central.
Central Ave., will have its formal
opening tomorrow night. The house
will be operated by the NationalCentral Theaters, Inc. Louis F
Blumenthal, president.
Charges Zittel With Fraud
William Randolph Hearst has filed
suit against C. E. Zittel in the Supreme Court, charging the latter with
fraud in connection with the purchase
of the Dexter Sulphite and Paper Co.
plant at Watertown, N. Y. Zittel or
"Zit," as he is familiarly known, was
general manager of the International
Film Service Co., Inc., Hearst's film
producing company.

¥
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BRYANT

8 444-5

FOR RENT
Furnished office or separate desks
with telephone service in center of
Motion Picture district. 117 W. 46th
St. Telephone Bryant 248. Hooven
Bldg.
NATIONAL SOCIAL UNIT

There is only one man
in the world who
will not admit that

is the greatest
comedian of the age
Alone

Prevents

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send along
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.
ur ideas.
your it
A large number
of store
Universal is overlooking no bets in judges.
its campaign on the new Priscilla windows were obtained.
"Reputation."
Dean
Brooklyn — A fiery cross that seemThe picture,
campaign
is based on a group
ed to illumine and grow out of thin
of maxims having to do with "repu- air was used effectively in the lavish
tation," and purposes to instill a better understanding of the importance prolouge produced upon the stage
of good reputation in business and of the Mark Strand theater to propsocial life.
erly introduce "Man-Woman-Marwas that
so
The "commandments" originally unlooked riage."
forThe surprise
and so effect
striking,
were sent out under the name Priscilla, with the explanation they despite the ostentation of the costumes and setting, this element of the
formed the code which young men
and women should know to guard prolouge evoked applause at every
their good names.
performance.
The prologue was dedicated to a
The "code" is being printed far and bacchanalian
revel in the court of
wide, accompanied by requests that Constantine. The theme was the
readers send in their own thoughts
dominating power of Faith, the revel
in
of "reputation"
subject
on theessay
verse,
or precept
form, to the concluding with a lightning-blue flash
as of steel striking on steel and the
various newspapers.
illumination of a fiery cross following a burst of flame.
The Rochester convention was the
Managing Director Edward L.
dupe of M. D. Crandall, Equity ex- Hyman worked out the dances and
ploitation director, when he succeed- electrical effects with particular ated in impressing the exhibitors that
tention to the mystery cross effect.
Clara Kimball Young was present in
the flesh. Preceding a parade CranRichmond, Va. — A nautical lobby
dall, by hanging out flags from the
display
was obtained at very little
Hayward and Seneca Hotels, gave
the impression the star would lead the cost for the showing of Goldwyn's
"Godless Men," based upon Ben
galaxy of stars. The marchers
stopped and demanded the presence Ames Williams' sea story, "Black
Pawl," at the Isis. It proved most
of the star, but Crandall appeared in effective
and had much to do with the
her stead.
big business which the photoplay did.
Most of the nautical articles used
Paterson, N. J.— When "Every were borrowed from a seaman's store
Woman's Problem" showed at the
U. S. Theater recently, Al. W. Sobler by W. R. Ferguson, Goldwyn's exploitation man from New York. Inof Plymouth Pictures, Inc., over a
cluded among them were two compasses, a toy model of a sailing ship
big exploitation campaign that included a private showing for the on which was painted the name of
League of Woman Voters, the Busi- Black Pawl's schooner, the Deborah,
ness and Professional Women's Asso. many life preservers bearing the title,
and the Woman's Club; a contest in "Godless Men," and a large net
the Paterson Evening News, and which was hung in the lobby. The
what is apparently a new idea of in- nautical tinge of the lobby was a sort
terspersing names selected at random of advance prologue to induce a propfrom the telephone book with classier "atmosphere" for the picture.
Across the lobby, above the doors
fied advertisements in the daily newspaper, informing the person named
into the orchestra, was paintthat he or she had tickets at the box leading
ed a tweuty-four-sheet sign carrying
office. His work with the women got the title of the photoplay. The newsindorsements from all three organizapaper advertising and billing comtions. Announcement of the winners paigns were
of the customary proporof the contest was made from the
tions for this theater but carried a
stage.
Prominent
citizens were the note of distinction for the showing.

WARNING

Charlie Conklin
( \l odesty

Putting It Over

It. )

TO THE

TRADE

It has come to the attention of Jack Cohn, producer of
"Screen Snapshots," the one-reel release known as the "Fan
Magazine of the Screen," that a discharged employee is writing
to and visiting various studios, stars, and exchanges throughout the country, representing himself as "Former Editor and
Exploitation
Screen that
Snapshots."
Mr. Cohn Manager
wishes itof known
he personally has edited
every issue of Screen Snapshots that has been released, and
that he will continue to edit it. He announces that anyone
representing himself as present or former editor of Screen
Snapshots is telling an untruth and is guilty of misrepresentation of the facts, which is misleading and confusing to exhibitors and producers.

Tuesday, April 'A
Cohn Still With Goldw
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILj

Los Angeles — J. J. Cohn [
with
Goldwyn.
Fie was
made production manager at
ver
City
plant,
succeeding]
WID'S DAILY reported i|
Johnson.
having gone
over to Universal
duction
manager.
Steen in Paris
(Special to WID'S

DAIL5|

Paris — E. Burton
Steene,
of the United Society of CiJ
graphers of New York, is hel
ing a series of single reel juve
tures.
He expects to shoot s
10 different countries.
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Aske *or Commission

Arliss— "Big 4"

Instead
Brad
Cc

il Closed — First Production to Be
■.
"Disraeli"—
HenryUnitM. Hobart
Heads
Jinnouncement was made yesterday
the closing of contracts whereby
future productions of George Arwill be distributed through the
ited Artists Corp. Hiram Abrams

(

Elliott Dexter Here
Elliott Dexter has arrived in New
)rk from Los Angeles.
Goldwyn Buys "The Deluge"
Goldwyn has purchased "The Dege," produced by Arthur
Hopkins
1917.
No director has been asjned the play.
Another Series for Pathe
Pathe will distribute a second sers of "The Adventures of Bill and
Bb," which are being produced by
yrus J. Williams on the coast.
Crafts Replies to B. B. Hampton
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

-cial to WID'S

DAILY)

Albar N. Y. — The delegations of
motion cture men here from New
York y.- terday afternoon made a
final eff< • t to prevent the enactment
of the Ci yton-Lusk bill, for the creation of censorship commission.
Willia , A. Brady, proposed that
the Govt nor veto the bill and appoint
instead . commission to investigate

d for the "Big 4," and Henry M.
)art, president of Distinctive
>d., Inc., for Mr. Arliss. Mr. Hot heads the company which will
ke the Arliss pictures.
The first production will be "Disli," in which Arliss appeared more
I 1500 times on the stage. Pro:tion will be started shortly so
,t it will be ready by the fall. A
■tnber of those who appeared in the
ginal cast are being assembled for
: picture,
t is understood that production will
at the Biograph studio, and that
ijjnry Kolker
will direct.
Charles
Seelse, it is understood, will be
t director,
he Arliss deal marsks the first serof star production to be released
ough United Artists with the ex, who. comption of those,al of courseza
organi tion
ise the origin

I Censor
Board — W.
A.
Says Industry Will Pay
s — Hearing in Albany

productiun.
"We will pay the entire freight,"
said Brady.
of this
com-a
mission will"The
not work
cost the
State
single penny and I am sure it will
bring. results.
"The motion picture producers already have begun to clean house and
in less than two months the effect
will become apparent. We expect
that before next winter all pictures
to which there could be any reason(Continued
4)
able objection
will onbe Page
eliminated."

"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUuKEV
MUJMSON
"Where's mamma, daddy?" is a tense, heart-rending situation in this marvelous film that will moisten the eyes and teach a powerful lesson. — Perry
Plays, Inc. — Advt.
Grainger to Represent Holubar
R. ("Jim")
Grainger,
manager
of J.Marshall
Neilan
Prod, and
sales
representative for Charlie Chaplin,
has closed with Allen Holubar to represent that director in the East. Holubar, through special arrangement
with Neilan, has secured Grainger's
services to pass on all contracts under his new agreement.

Sailing for France Shortly
Madame Perret expects to sail for
France shortly to join Leonce Perret,
who is now in Paris making preparations to film two well known novels.
The pictures will be produced abroad
in their entirety.
Saengers in Helena, Ark.
(Special to WID'S

Timely Renews With Pathe
Timely Films, Inc., producing the
Literary
Digest's
"Topics of the
Day"
has
renewed
its distributing
contract
with Pathe Exchange, Inc. The new
contract covers a long term.
"Topics of the Day" is preparing to
celebrate the completion of its third
year of screen life. This event takes
place the week of April 24th.

Los Angeles — Dr. Wilbur F.
rafts has replied to an open letter
jf Benjamin B. Hampton. Dr.
rafts states his plan for the reform
E motion pictures is to first coJerate with the producers, second
\ try every method possible first,
ith censorship as a last resort, third,
» hold back the plan for the estabKent on Coast
ihment of a Federal commission;
mrth, to press the use of present
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — S. R. Kent, general
ilice power and last the discourageof distribution of Famous
lent of all talk of "blue laws," on manager
le ground that it has been based on Players, is here on a trip around the
country.
lisapprhension.

DAILY)

Harlem Theater Sold
The one and two story theater,
occupying the block front, east side
of 7th Ave., between 144th street and
145th street, has been sold by SilberAmusement to Palher Realty Co.,
subject to a mortage of $103,720. The
purchasers will pay $175,000 in cash
and mortgages.
House tor East Side
Plans have been filed for a one
story theater —at :158 to 162 Eldridge
St. to Allen St., 53.6 x 176.6. The
Delancey Theater Co., Inc., is the
owner of record and H. G. Wiseman
the architect, estimating the cost at
$100,000.

A Correction

In yesterday's issue of this publication an item appeared in which it was
erroneously stated that C. F. Zittel,
formerly general manager of the International Film Service Co.. Inc.,
had been sued by Wm. R. Hearst,
charging fraud in connection with the
Important Mid-West Combine
purchase of the Dexter Sulphite and
Paper Co. of Watertown, N. Y.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
In justice to Mr. Zittel it should
Omaha — Two big middle west factions have united — The Federated and be stated that he is not a party to the
Crescent Film Exchanges of Kansas suit. Mr. Zittel says that to the best
City and the Hostettler Amusement of his information, that Hearst has
made no charges against him perCo. of Omaha. They control 55 the- sonally.
aters in Iowa and Nebraska, for
Hearst has filed an answer to the
which two states they now have the
Federated franchise. They have for suit of the Dexter company in which
he charges fraud was perpetrated in
distribution "The Trail's End," "Out
the
deal by which he agreed to purof the tures
Dust,"
some Prizma color picand others.
chase the mills.
Helena, Ark. --The Saenger Amusement Co. of New
Orleans has purchased the Jewel theater, formerly operated by the Helena Amusement Co.

fili^
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Held For Third Wee]

*rBWDST9EEI
■at FIIMDOM

'■Bggirwaii1

"Deception,"
the
story
Anne
Boleyn, which was p:i
duced by Ernest Lubitsch
Germany,
will be held for]
third week at the Rivoli.
This is the first picture to
held for that length of time
either the Rialto or Rivoli tht|
ters. Engagements of pictv
for two weeks, although not]
frequent occurrence, have be
sufficiently numerous to ma']
special
mention
unwarrante
It often happens that a Paii
mount picture will be open f|
a week's run at the Rialto ai.
then be transferred to the Rif
oli for another week, or vi
versa.
All previous records for a
tendance at the Rivoli we
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broken last week by "Dece
tion." The attendance figur
were as follows: Sunday, 9,21
Monday, 7,536; Tuesday, 7,7K
Wednesday, 7,572; Thursda
6,911; Friday, 6,609; Saturda
8,702. Total, 54,254. The higl
est Rivoli
previous
the
wasweek's
53,873. record

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 76^4
80
77y&
do pfd
89
89
89
•*Goldwyn
4%
5^
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
18J4
19J*
19&
Triangle
*A
H
Y&
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Cornwell
Brownie, the Wonder-dog — Harry Sweet — and Louise
Lorraine — all
Century Comedies, the big, clean, every-week laughs. — Advt.

Newspaper
Opinions
"Hush"— Equi
ty

Capitol
TRIBUNE— Clara Kimball Young does
Eberhardt Promoted
some good work in "Hush" at Capitol. However, she is more animated in this picture
Walter F. Eberhardt has been prothan in any of her recent films, and only once
moted to the editorship of "The does she pose in a window, which used to be
Money Sheet," replacing Gordon H. her favorite posing place.
DAILY NEWS— It's a pish-poshy sort of
Place, resigned. "The Money Sheet"
about a woman who mulls over her past
is a four-page publication of news- yarn
early and often until she feels impelled to
paper size issued by Famous Play- tell her husband all about it. With the usual
And the usual sufferings and repiners as an exploitation aid to exhibit- result.
ings. I think that this, and Clara Kimball
ors.
Young's part in it. represents an impassioned
Eberhardt assumes the editorship scenarist's
notion of catering to the sensation
loving mob.
after 18 months' experience in ParaEVENING WORLD— It proved to be an
excellent vehicle for the undoubted histrionic
mount's
publicity department.
talents of Miss Young. The plot was thin —
very — but who cares for a plot when one has
Amusement for Immigrants
on the same hill with Miss Young, J. Frank
The Y. M. C. A. upon request of Glendon,
Kathlyn Williams, Jack Pratt and
Commissioner Wallis is giving pic- Bertram Granby?
ture shows at Ellis Island three
nights a week. Through the courSalesman"— F. P.-L.
tesy of W. D. McGuire of the Na- "The Traveling Rialto
tional Board of Review, films made
POST — It is of a size, artistically speakby the prominent producers are
ing, with the other recent performances of
shown.
this star, accomplished, occasionally deft,

F. P. May Build 'Change
St. Louis — Benjamin Cornwell of
the Famous Players-Missouri Corp.
has purchased a plot of land on Olive
St. west of Campbell Ave. on which
an exchange may be built.

f (&duxutticrno£ U'LctuAjU-s

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

rough and tumble, but never rising to any
considerable height as it never falls below
mediocrity.
EVENING WORLD— Ample comedian,
mountain of fun in "Traveling
Salesman."

"Peck's Bad Boy"— Lesser Prod.
Strand
POST — That is one of the best things he
does, that scuttling, twinkling dash for safety, cutting corners wide, and Sam Wood,
the director of this picture, has made excellent use of this little star's legs. As to the
other tricks they have set him to performing,
it is a wonder that any child of his years
could keep them from being unbearably selfconscious. * * * Pantomjme of the first
water, an instinctive clown to his finger tips
and toes. Thoughts, decision and indecision,
and the winding up of a mind have seldom
been so beautifully, so clearly, shadowed
forth by face and eyes.
DAILY NEWS— A very clever and decidedly appealing youngster, he marched from
co-stardom with C. Chaplin in "The Kid" to
the full stature of movie importance in this

in

(Special

Heads

St.

to WID'S

Louis
DAILY)

Ui

St. Louis — The Synchronized
nario Music Co. of St. Louis has
formed to distribute music cue sr
for all current releases. BenJ£
Cornwell of the Famous PlayersKarl W. Kirchwey of Konta, souri Corp, is president; Bert B
Kirch wey, France & Michael, attor- vice-president, and E. A. Freud
neys for Selznick and Select, denies secretary and treasurer.
that Herbert Kaufman was granted
A Synchronized Scenario Music
a^ $49,000 verdict in White Plains, N. of Kansas City is also in proces
Reeves
Espy, now
V., last week.
Mr. Kirchwey states: formation.
"No verdict or judgment for $49,000 Famous
Players, will be in ch; :
or any other sum was recovered by there; Sam Henley in St. Louis Si
Mr. Kaufman against either Selznick Barney Fegan will
act
as gen
Corp.
Pictures Corp. or Select Pictures manager
for Missouri, Kansas
Southern Illinois.
"What actually happened was that
the defendants had demurred to Mr.
Lynch After Cisco, Tex., Hous<
Kaufman's complaint on the ground
WID'S DAILY)
that it was insufficient in law and
Dallas(Special
— It isto reported
that the S
Justice Morschauser overruled the Lynch
organization is dickering i.
demurrer and rendered 'judgment on the Judia theater in Cisco.
the pleadings in favor of the plaintiff, but with leave to the defendant
:
to file their answer within ten days.
The action has therefore still to be
It's difficult to make great
tried on its merits and would have
to be decided
in Mr. Kaufman's
favora
posters, — but it's easy to
.
before
Mr. Kaufman
could recover
procure
them.
Simply
verdict in any amount. In addition,
we have taken an appeal from Jusspecify
tice Morschauser's decision."
RITCHEY
POSTERS.
Hutchison to Work Here
Charles Hutchison will make his
next appearance on the Pathe serial
schedule in "Hurricane Hutch."
George B. Seitz will direct the new
LITHO, CORP.
Hutchison attraction. Interiors filmed at the
l.Uth
St. Seitz studio, Park Ave. and
406 w. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

In the Courts

RITCHEY

story. But he is, after all, a baby child and
an entire film devoted to his naughtiness
pallsreels.
just a bit after it has run on and on
for
EVENING WORLD—*
* * Plays the
character of the bad boy in a praiseworthy
manner and his antics and facial expressions
triumph.
are a delight * * *the little fellow scores a

At Broadway
Rialto

itkeN ews
No.

34

Mayflower,"
America's
entry in the
rhooner race with Canada, makes her
ip at Boston.
rt of former
Emperor Charles to reis throne fails; scenes at Steinamanger,
ry, during his stay.
States' largest airship makes
trial
It Langley Field, Va.
news events from New York, WashSan Francisco,
Dublin, Ireland, etc.

oday

jA
ii
Ts
Theaters
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m

it is the Correct Percentage?

The Rialto orchestra plays "Zampa" as its
overture this week. "Sunshine Gatherers," a
Prizma scenic, is the second number after
which comes the Rialto Magazine. Robert
Parker, baritone, sings "Mother o' Mine."
The feature, Roscoe Arbuckle in "The Traveling Salesman," then goes on and is followed by a vocal selection, "Rachety Coo," from
"Katinka," sung by Mary Fabian, soprano.
"The Floor Walker," one of the revived
Chaplin comedies, is the next number. After
it comes "Concert Overture in C Minor,"
played as the concluding organ solo.

Capitol

The Capitol Grand Orchestra this week
plays "Raymond Overture" by Thomas.
Capitol News is the second number on the
program. Unit No. 3 is the "Ballet of the
Egyptians," after which comes what is termed an "Oriental Cycle," divided into four
numbers: "Children of the Sun," "Hymn to
the Sun" from "Coq d'Or," "Bedouin Love
Song" and "An Afternoon with Nanki San."
Prodi's Theme and Variations are rendered
by Charlotte Bergh. Then comes the prelude to the picture, which is Clara Kimball
Young in "Hush." The feature follows and
the organ solo concludes.

Johns Hopkins University, toStrand
with D. W. Griffith, will con"Little Nemo," by Victor Herbert, is the
, national experiment in psyat the Strand. The Strand Topfcy to ascertain what percentage overture
ical Review is the second number, after which
Picture is seen on the average, comes "Catching a Coon," one of "The Adart of the audience is affected
ventures of Bill and Bob" series, which are
through Pathe. A vocal prologue
Snedy, and to what degree and released
is next rendered by the Strand Male Quarpitch of the action is rememtette. One of the songs is "Peck's Bad
written by Paul M. Sarazan of AssoThe ex- Boy," ciated
periods.
specific
jafter
First National. The feature is Jackie
Bnt will be conducted with
Coogan in "Peck's Bad Boy," presented by
Irving Lesser. Release has not as yet been
m Street."
announced. Estelle Carey sings "Love's
Garden of Roses." The comedy is "Bang,"
Six from Fox in May
a Mermaid Comedy released by Educational.
will release six features in The
organ solo is "Caprice." This concludes
the bill.
as follows: Tom Mix in "The
[t's Nest"; Pearl White in
11 Companies in One Building
v Your Men"; Shirley Mason
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
he Mother Heart"; William
Buffalo — Eleven companies plan to
\l in "Colorado Pluck"; Buck
jn "Get Your Man," and Eileen use 374 Pearl St. as an exchange center. The building will be remodeled.
in "Big Town. Ideas."
To Produce in Tulsa
Society to Aid in Exteriors
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Through arrangement with Anne
,ia, Okla. — W. M. Smith, own- Morgan, head of the relief commisthe Orpheum and Rialto here,
sion for devastated France, all locaganized a company to make five
tions for Paramount pictures made
westerns, featuring Franklyn
m, Shorty Hamilton and an in the East will be obtained through
led woman player. Interoirs a special committee of New York society women and the funds used for
e made here and exteriors in
ido. Work starts about May 1. such purposes by the company will
be given to charity. It is stated that
the homes, estates and yachts of
Start New Dallas House
wealthy New Yorkers will be at the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
disposal of the company and the
las — The Jones Bros. — Jesse money that would normally be paid
Dhn T. — have started work on to the owners for the use of the proppew theater at Elm, St. Paul
erty will be given to worthy causes.
acific Sts. It will cost about
DO and will operate under an
ated First National franchise,
js Bros, intend erecting more
FOR RENT
rs.
Choice Office With Vault Space
and Re-Winding Room in
ilext Meeting in October
Prominent Film Building, Rent
Reasonable. Also Desk Room
Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Phone Bryant 1110
I Rock, Ark.— The M. P. T. O.
:ansas does not intend holding
meetings
until October,
at
time new
officers
will
be

Seeks

1% Tax on Texas Theaters

(Special

to

WID'S

Goldwyn

DAILY)

Austin, Tex. — Annie Webb Blanton, state superintendent of public instruction, isadvocating the introduction
of
a
bill
which
would place
a \'->
tax on theater
admissions,
in order
to raise funds for rural schools.
Miss Blanlon states she has been
advised by the attorney general of
the state that such a measure would
not be unconstitutional. The present tax on theaters is $25 per year.

Convention

(Special to WID'S

in May
DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Goldwyn branch
managers'
convention
has been set
for the second week in May at the
studios.

Samuel Goldwyn. who is due back
from Europe May 1st, will leave New
York May 4th with others from the
eastern offices of the company. F.
J. Godsol, chairman of the board of
directors, will attend the convention,
Jackman Heads A. S. C.
as will Alfred Weiss, vice-president
tSpecial to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Fred W. Jackman of of the distributing corporation; A. S.
the Mack Sennett studios has been Aronson, vice-president and general
elected president of the American So- sales manager; Eric Shay, assistant
ciety of Cinematographers. Alvin treasurer, and Jioward Dietz, director of advertising and publicity.
Wyckoff is first vice-president; Frank
The following branch managers
B. Good, second vice-president; William C. Foster, treasurer, and John who are planning to attend the convention are: Arthur Lucas, Atlanta;
F. Seitz, secretary.
H. Lyman Broening, Philip H. J. A. Koerpel, Boston; George A.
Whitman and Karl Brown have been Hickey, Buffalo; Cecil E. Maberry,
Chicago; Jack Stewart, Cincinnati;
appointed associate editors of "The W. J. Kimes, Cleveland; L. B. Remy,
American Cinematographer," the A. Dallas; Ben Fish, Denver; J. E.
S. C.'s official organ.
Flynn, Detroit; W. E. Truog, Kansas City; M. Wolf, Los Angeles;
Milwaukee Group Meets May 10
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Newton Davis, Minneapolis; S. EckMilwaukee — -The state convention
man, Jr.,sohn,
NewPhiladelphia;
York; Felix
Nat MendelsBarach,
of the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association will be held on May 10 and 11.
G. C. Parsons, San FranIt is expected to be the largest state Pittsburgh;
cisco; Jack Weil, St. Louis; W. E.
convention ever held here. Three Banford,
Seattle; W. A. BusCh,
bills now in the legislature will be Washington; J. W. Pope, Jr., New
discussed: censorship, the bill regu- Orleans;
E. J. Maclvor, Omaha, and
City.
lating the price of admissions and a Charles Knickerbocker, Salt Lake
third prohibiting the sale of tickets
when
able. no seats are immediately availHeld

Levy to Build in Lexington?
(Special to WID'S

Over

in

Washington

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

DAILY)

Washington — "The Woman UnLexington, Ky. — The Herald hints
tamed" and the accompanying Hathat a large theater is to be built here
waiian Revue is now beginning its
by Col. Fred Levy of Louisville, in
second week at Moore's Garden. The
conjunction with "Mike" Switow of
Ford's Theintoextended
go an
revue for
Louisville, Charles Olson of Indian- pictureater,
andBaltimore,
run
apolis, Billy James of Columbus and after the stay in Washington. Chas.
Ike Lubson of Cincinnati. They were F. McGovern is handling advertising
all here recently.
and exploitation.

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Ready for lease in whole or in part April 1st.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

[azza Buys More Product
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

treal— Phil Hazza of the Amaljd Exhibitors Circuit, Ltd.,
rchased a series of Joy Com>ne with Mack Swain and "The
ing Trail," a serial.

(romiw Film La boratories
PHONE
BQYANT 5576

INCORPORATED

2 20 WEST 42*2 STREET
NEW YOQK

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MGB-

jMA

Studio Planned for 'Frisco
(Special to WID'S

Promise

One for Stockton, Cal.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Stockton,
Cal. — A studio will be
1 built here by the Federal Cooperative
Film Co. when
this concern is organized.
San Mateo, Too?
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

San Mateo, Cal. — David Galley, said
to be a Los Angeles producer, will
build a studio here, according to report.
Young Finishes Kipling Film
Director James Young reports to
Paul Brunet that he has completed
Rudyard Kipling's first Pathe picture, "Without Benefit of Clergy."
Cutting and assembling are now in
progress at the Brunton Studios. Release will be set early in May.
FOR
SALE
One BELL & HOWELL and
one
PATHE,
completely
equipped.
No reasonable offer
refused.
AL LIGUORI,
International Studio,
2d Av. & 127th St. Harlem 9700

(Continued

from

EQUIPMENT
AT
AUCTION
At 2 P. M., May 2nd, 1921, the entire
equipment of the Hernandez Colorgraph Laboratories, consisting of complete machine
shop equipment, cameras, film, tanks, racks,
drums, lights, perforators, chemicals etc.,
will be sold at public auction by A. Roth,
26 North Ave., New Rochelle.
Take Hudson Park car at N. Y., N. H. &
H. depot to Colorgraph Laboratory, New
Rochelle.

Charlie Conklin
is a born

1)

30 to 1

DAILY)

Portland, Ind. — Motion picture theaters have been closed here the last
two Sundays. The Ministerial Association is prosecuting in the circuit
court J. S. Hines of the Princess.
The case has been indefinitely postponed.
Would Limit Sale to Capacity
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Women

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hammond,
Ind.— The W. C. T. U.
is campaigning for censorship and
Sunday closing. Questionnaires have
been sent to the candidates asking
their opinions on reform measures.

Ban On in Cedar Rapids, Iowa
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

shows

PLAY SAFE-DON T EXPERIMENT
OUR

Y

picture and your star must be put over right

— that's more important than ever to-day !
OU can get a man with experience in every
angle of publicity and exploitation!
ULL time or part time !

Another First National ^
Cleveland — First Nationa
will be from May IS to M:
Ohio, Kentucky and Tennes:

STEREOS-Mf
ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPjH
23 E. 4th ST.

'•*

"

f~
It

UNITED SOCIETY
CINEMATOGRAPHE S
formerly Cinema Camera
Removed to 251 West 42r s
Same Phone — Bryant 6 8

ENGRAVJI
E G G-E

PHOTO

1567-15S9

BROAD1!.

DAY
NlOl
TELEPHONE ANDBRYANT

DIRECTO
OF

THE
A

TRA)l

RELIABLE
GUIDE
F(!
READY REFERENCE J

ADVERTISING— PUBLIC!
MERRITT
CRAWFORE
,
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
BrjBt
ROBERT
EDGAR LONtlf
Formerly
With
D. W. Griffrl
1482 Broadway
Br] it

ARTISTS

Mix In

Washington — A bill has been inCedar Rapids, la. — Sunday
troduced prohibiting the selling of here have been banned.

comedian.

He even played a
joke on his parents.

Page

A petition was presented by Paul
Hermosa Beach, Calif.
D. Cravath, representing investors in
Wid's,
motion picture properties, signed by
New York.
virtually all the big producers in the
country. It urges the veto of the
Gentlemen:
censorship bill and asks the Governor
* * * The rest of the "Flicker
to "declare an armistice" in the war
Sheets"
can wait at home until
on the film industry.
I get back,every
but I've
have
The picture interests promise to
"Wid's"
day got
so Ito won't
abide by any recommendations for
have to read thirty pages of
legislation made to the legislature by
bunk to get one page of news.
the commission they seek to have the
More power to you.
Governor create.
Sincerely yours,
The Governor after the hearing
(Signed) TOM GIBSON.
gave no indication as to what his decision would be.
The representatives of the various
companies and organizations who
Buys "County Fair" for Illinois
came here for the hearing left for
Mildred S. Rosenfeld, acting for
New York late last night.
D. M. Vandewater, Jr., yesterday purchased the Illinois rights to "The
Ohioans Promise Aid
County
Fair." Miss Rosenfeld has
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
been
appointed
New York representaColumbus, O. — A resolution promtive for Strand Features, Inc., of Detroit.
ising "cooperation rather than unreasonable, unfair and non-productive
regulations, heretofore recognized as
Long Expanding
the only medium for regulation of the
Robert Edgar Long who recently
screen," has been passed by the Par- inuagurated his own service for stars
ent Teachers' Association of Ohio and and companies has found things so
the Ohio Congress of Mothers in spe- much to his liking, that he has taken
cial session here. Thus the "Ohio over Room 604 in the Fitzgerald
Plan" has evolved, founded on an un- Building. He will, after May 1 ocderstanding ofthe difficulties encouncupy Rooms 604 and 605.
tered by the manufacturer of pictures for the purpose of constructive
criticism. J. A. Maddox, president theater tickets after the house's capacity has been reached. This will
of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, and Chas.
C. Pettijohn of Selznick addressed put a stop to lobby lines and crowded exits. Fines of $100 and revocathe meeting prior to the resolutions
tion of licenses are penalties.
being passed.
Another Injunction Sought
Fail to Convict Exhibitor
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis — T. Guy Perfect of
Lancaster, Wis. — A jury has failed the Perfect here has brought into the
to convict an exhibitor charged with upper courts his suit to restrain the
running a Sunday show. William police from closing his theater on
Tracey of the Gem, Platteville, is the Sunday. He argues that he should
man who was indicted. The jury dis- be allowed to remain open on that
agreed. The W. C. T. U. is said to day if the mayor of his town allows
be the organization which brought non-citizen storekeepers to do so.
about his prosecution.
There are said to be many similar
cases
pending in various parts of the
country.
Portland, Ind., on Black List
(Special to WID'S

LABORATORY

Wednesday, April 2'

Asks for Commission

DAILY)

San Francisco — The Studio Leasing Co. is the name of a newly incorporated concern which has been organized for the purpose of erecting
a three unit studio here. William A.
Howell is president of this new corporation. Others interested with him
are Paul Gerson of the Paul Gerson
Pictures Corp and C. W. Humphreys.
Ground was broken for the new building this week and present plans call
for its completion within 90 days.
Leonard J. Myberg, western representative ofthe National Exchanges
Inc., is here conferring with Paul
Gerson in regard to the Howell Comedies which Gerson is producing for
release through the National Exchanges.
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More Deals Pending

-atisfied By Results

(i Heads Pleased at Stand Made
Albany— Feeling that for Once
United Front Was Presented
feeling
here was a well-defined
ng the executives of the importfilm companies yesterday that the
stry's side of the case involving
censorClayton-Lusk
proposed
fcill was well presented at the
sday hearing in Albany and that
once the semblance of a united
I had been maintained by a busifs in which politics and personal
fences had long held sway.
lis felt that the nature of the
to Governor
presented
ments
ller and the manner in which they
|-e set forth were keyed in the
per spirit and that they carried
One of
e than passing weight.
topics of discussion by the various
. cutives on the return trip to New
rk iate Tuesday night was a gen'1 review of the entire hearing.
What is looked upon as an importin the situation is
; development
proposed brief which will be filed
Miller by Almet F.
h Governor
"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
iks, former Presiding Justice of the
Another exquisitely origr'nal setting in the pictor.'al incident of the life of
Supreme
of the
Term
pellate
the Queen of the Artists' Studios.
Read
every
Sunday
by 30,000,000
urt.
readers of Hearst and other newsoa
"-<=
Perry Plavs Inc. — Advt.
The brief will attack the proposed
j as unconstitutional.
Governor Miller has made no indiion as to what course he will pure in connection with the bill which To Be. Tried
Out. With. "Dream His Last Picture Was "Price of Posses ion"— May Make Some UnStreet"— Film Made With
(Continued on Page 4)
der Special Arrangement
Development in Mind
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
When "Dream Street" opens at the
Irving Lesser Here
Los Angeles — Hugh Ford has left
Town Hall on Monday next, D. W.
Irving Lesser, head of the Western Griffith will try out a development in the Famous Players-Lasky organizafctures
Exploitation
Co.
of Los talking pictures. The invention that
tion. His last picture was "The Price
Bgeles is at the Astor.
of Possession" in which Ethel Clayhas apparently
perfected
this
experiton was starred.
ment is the work of Orlando Keilum
It is understood from reliable
of
San
Francisco,
applied
by
Bryan
Tri-Art Starts Work
sources that while Ford will not make
Battey of New York.
Tri-Art Prod., Inc., the company
Griffith has been in close contact productions for Paramount release
rmed some weeks ago by Issac with this mechanism for over a year. under a regular contractual basis, if
rolper, former president of May- During that period he has watched he secures a story sufficiently strong
>wer and Lejaren A. Hiller has
enough and one that meets with the
its development through various
arted actual work on its first picapproval of the Famous Players prore at the Amsterdam Studios, Inc., stages. "Dream Street" was so arduction heads, the company will finranged in the making that it could
k W. 44 St. with Herbert Blache,
ance him.
readily be adapted to the innovation.
late with Famous Players, directwas stated yesterday that there
g. The Tilford Cinema Studios are hadIt not
been sufficient time to adapt
No statement regarding Mr. Ford
signing the sets.
the mechanism for all the characters or his plans could be secured from
The company moves next week
eastern production department of
om its present offices, at 135 W. appearing in the picture and that for the
\ St. to the 15th floor of the State the present, Tyrone Power and Ralph Famous Players yesterday.
Graves will speak from the screen.
heater Bldg.
The mechanism was tried out yesterHas Two French Pictures
day afternoon at 203 W. 40th St.
Laurent L. L. Courau of the French
producing firm of Luitz, Morat and
New Ally for Actors' Equity
Pierre Regnier Films Co., Paris,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
France, has two pictures with him.
Los Angeles — Charles Swickard,
Los Angeles — The Actors' Assoic director, is the head of the newly
ciation of Hollywood is being dis- They are "Five Cursed Gentlemen"
irmed Swickard Prod, which will
solved. An amalgamation with the and "The Little Diplomat." Mr.
lake a series of pictures starring Actors' Equity Association of New Courau, who has been here some
[ouse Peters.
York is under way.
weeks, is at the Waldorf Astoria.

Talking Pictures

Swickard Prod.

Ford Leaves F. P.-L.

Arliss — United
Artists Arrangement
the Forerunner of Several Other
Moves — Nothing Definite Stated
That United Artists, within the next
few weeks will officially announce the
consummation of several new deals
which
will give
that
organization
considerably more product is the information reaching WID'S
DAILY
from thoroughly reliable sources.
It would not prove surprising if
at least three new series of productions were added to the present
schedule. Officials of United Artists
are non-committal on the subject.
Following the announcement yesterday that the George Arliss pictures would be distributed through
United Artists, there was speculation
as to just what additional product the
"Big 4" releasing company would
handle. It will be recalled that coast
reports, published in these columns
within the last week mentioned the
names of Nazimova and Will Rogers
as being linked up with United
Artists. The latter offices, upon each
occasion, however, claimed to know
nothing of any such deals.
To Use Two
(Special to WID'S

Studios
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Douglas Fairbanks
will use two studios for the production of "The Three Musketeers."
This has been found necessary because of the size and number of sets
which Director Fred Niblo will use.
Astor Showing for "Reputation"
Universal will give a special showing of Priscilla Dean's latest picture
"Reputation" in the grand ball-room
of the Astor hotel on Monday at 2.30
Deal Now Closed
Associated First National officially announced yesterday the closing of the deal for the distribution oi
"Peck's Bad Boy." The picture wil
be an early release. That the cir
cuit would handle it was indicated lasl
week in these columns.

Davis Heads Unit
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

San Francisco — George H. Davis
formerly of the Alcazar theater an<
owner
of "Isobel,
or the Trail's
End.:
is president
of Quality
Film Prod.
Inc., a newly formed company whicl
will make a series of productions fea
turing Roy Stewart. Local busines
men are understood to be associate!
with Davis in the company. Harr;
J. Revier will direct and Dal Clawsoi
will be chief cameraman.

DAILY
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"Anatol" for Fall Release
Cecil DeMille's "The Affairs of
atol" will be released
by
Farr.
Players in the fall.
Delmonte Changes Policy Agai
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Kansas
City, Mo. — The Delmc m
will change its pictures on Thurs I
and Saturday.
This involves ano
change of policy.
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Baltimore.
— The Peabody
Heij
Improvement
Assoc, and the C
Improvement and Protective As
are opposing the building of a
theater at 12-14 25th St.

Salley Films Sell Out
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta
— Salley Films, Inc.,- 1
sold out. But Bromber Attract
and Frank Salley will continue to
tribute the pictures they had at
dissolution. Maurice Mitchell
bought out O. K. Bourgeois.

Graphic

Presentation
(Special to WID'S

Corp.

Will

Produce

in

(Special to WID'S
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The most dynamic personality in moving pictures. Priscilla Dean in Carl
Laemmle's
ton. — Advt. newest Universal- Jewel, "Reputation," directed by Stuart Pa-

Putting It Over
Here is how * brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Albany, N. Y.— The Graphic Presentation Corp. of New York has
With Ivan Abramson's "Mother
been formed here with a capitalization
Eternal" at the Casino real checks
of $10,000. The incorporators are R. for 5 cents are being mailed out, made
Walsten Chubb, Carl W. Painter and payable to the person to whom the
Irving Reynolds. Cravath and Hend- letter is addressed and signed
"Moth52" Williams St., New York,
er Eternal." Accompanying each
are the erson,
attorneys.
check is a 'letter of explanation.
About 10,000 checks have been
Henderand
The office of Cravath
mailed. The President and all of the
son yecterday refused to divulge any heads of governments in Washington
information relative to the new com- are said to have received checks, as
pany.
have all of New York City's officials,
judges, etc. Checks have been mailInvolved in the Courts Again
ed to men prominent in the different
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Bebe Daniels is made professions.
The checks are beiner mailed to
defendant in a civil action brought
every
exhibitor in the United States
against her by Neil McCarthy, at- and Canada.
torney on behalf of Mrs. Florence
The letter of explanation:
Mehan, who is suing for 10% of Miss
"My dear child :
Daniels'
salary
under
the
present
con"For twenty-five years I have been most
tract.
It is alleged that Mrs. Meehan acted as Miss Daniels' agent and was
instrumental in closing the Realart
contract. McCarthy claims his client
is due $2,175 to date. The Daniels
contract is said to run for three more
years.
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unhappy, but recently the clouds have lifted
and I find myself in possession of happiness
and wealth.
"I love all my children so much that I
want to share with them everything that I
have. Your share of my fortune I enclose
herewith. It may seem small, but there are
so many millions of your brothres and sisters in the world and I want all of you to
share equally.
"Happiness, unfortunately, cannot be disbursed so easily, therefore I would like to
meet you face to face and tell you my story,
so that you may learn the secret of my
new found happiness and spread it among
my other children.
"Affectionately
yours,
"MOTHER

ETERNAL."

In the Courts
A jury before Justice Ford in the
Supreme Court has returned a verdict of $20,750 in favor of Kitty Gordon against Gilbert M. Anderson and
L. Lawrence Weber.
Miss Gordon sued on a contract she
signed for 32 weeks, in 1916. at $1,250
a week and a percentage of the net
receipts of pictures in which she appeared. She alleged only one picture was produced and Anderson then
dispensed with her services.

Harry Levey will address the Jun- $1,700.
ior Advertising Club, 47 E. 25th St.,
The Federal Printing Co. has sued
tomorrow night on "How Movies Are Arthur Guy Empey in the Supreme
Court for $3,026 on notes.
Made."

(Special to WID'S

completed
by Metroat
Four Horsemen"
Temple on May 1.

lit!
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in Boston

Boston — Arrangements
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Hughes in Three Dana Film
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Gareth Hug ™
Metro's featured player, will 1
Viola Dana's supporting companj her three forthcoming product:
To do this, his own productions i
be postponed.
Now

It's Four
DAILY)

Montreal — Independent
Am
ment Co. has taken over the ]
neau.
It now operates, besides
the
Regent
and
M<
Rouge.Strand,

Who

ever

is

sure

to

orders

in

POSTERS
possess

both

good taste and good judgment.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

Supreme Court Justice McAvoy
has granted an application by Ralph
Dittenhoefer for permission to file a
judgment against the Victor Kremer
Feature Films and Victor Kremer for

DAILY)

"Four Horsemen"

RITCHEY
Ralph Dittenhoefer has filed an application in the Supreme Court to
enter a judgment for $1,700 against
the Victor Kremer Film Features and
Kremer individually. He says that
the sum is due on a note for $3,000
and that he was to have the right to
enter judgment if the Kremer Company ddi not pay it off in instalments.

Diegc

Los Angeles — It has been dec
that the Clara Smith Hamon pict
will be made in San Diego.
Fur
details are not available.

(Special to WID'S

In a new action filed in the Supreme Court by Harry Revier
against the National Film Corp., David P. Howells, Inc., and Harry M.
Rubey, president of National Film,
he has obtained a temporary injunction restraining Howells and his corporation from making any payments
to Rubey from "The Son of Tarzan."

San

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

i
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Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — Landers Stevens, who
appears in the Rockett picture,
De Luxe,
ORE.— Bootlegging
fORD,
"Keeping Up With Lizzie," will aspolice apprehend traveling bar-room in
sume a principal role in the third
Gentlemanly bootwets.
drive against
Rockett feature, a story by Charles
gives a demonstration.
MASS.— Trial spin of schooner Belmont Davis.
ON

Today's Issue

n wonder,
will meet Canadia
jwer' which Remarkab
show
pictures
le
Sluenose.
nder full speed.
....._.
,_
'A ANA, CAL.— Horrid judge throws
Daniels, darling of films, into jail,
■be did was to speed through town at

Members of the Western M. P. Advertisers unanimously have indorsed
Mayor Snyder in his campaign for
", She doesn't like the company or the re-election and have pledged their
support toward this end.
is right? FashYORK CITY — Which
enters differ on short skirt question,
York claims
n says 8 in. above, New
and our camsays
, Paris
. 12,•.»
ees
iproper
agr
«•«
i from San Francisco, Fox Lake, 111.,
gton, Ky., etc. Throwing out the
iline, Animated Cartoon by Terry.

WORLDS C RE AT ESTNEWS REEL

Hollywood will have a Little
Church Around the Corner. The M.
P. T. O. of Southern California, Arizona and Nevada has promised a
day's receipts from each member for
the building fund.
"The Cup of Life" has been announced by Thos. H. Ince as the
release title of his Associated Producers production recently completed
under the working title of "Pearls and
Pain." It will probably be released
in June.
June Mathis has undertaken the
task of supplying two producing units
with stories for special Metro productions. She will serve as scenarioist
for the Maxwell Karger productions
as well as those of Rex Ingram.

WHICH

of my past productions

Have You Liked Best
and will you tell me

WHY

I am constantly trying to improve

rker
Ba
ld
Regina
PRODUCTIONS

"The Last Card," is the title
selected
by Metro
for Mayversion
Allison'sof
latest picture,
a screen
Maxwell Smith's Saturday Evening
Post story; "Dated."

/ilkinson Joins Kane Pictures
hn C. Ragland, general manager
o-thur S. Kane Pictures Corp.,
unces the appointment of Henry
/ilkinson, former manager of the
R. A. Walsh's
first picture
for ofAs-a
sociated First National
will be
npic, Pittsburgh, as general Spanish nature. Interiors will be
manager of Kane Pictures, a shot in Chatsworth Park.
y created post. Wilkinson fory was exchange manager for
The Limehouse district of London
art in Buffalo and Pittsburgh
Ragand
ent
figures in Priscilla Dean's latest picl Kane was presid
general sales manager.
ture, "Reputation."
The first picture of Nell Shipman
lerald Has Triangle Pictures
Prod., Inc., is "The Girl from God's
;rald Prod., Inc., 229 West 42nd Country."
It is now being cut.
yesterday stated it controls four
Larry Semon's new comedy will be
ngle pictures for national districalled "The Baker." His next will
Mail,"
Lyons
"The
are
m. They
be "The Rent Collector."
ly Windemere's Fan," "Her
.test Performance" and "Dombey
Rudolpho
Valentino
appears with
Son."
general manager, Nazimova in "Camille."
fcrb Hayman,
written the Capitol Film ExJack Mulhall
will play opposite
ge, 1314 Vine St., Philadelphia,
sing them of this. Capitol, as Mabel Normand in "Molly O."
isi in Tuesday's issue, recently all
Bessie Love has joined the Hobart
a warning that it controlled
Bosworth
comnany. She will appear
.
territory
its
for
pictures
ngle
in "The Sea Lion."
,evine on Trip; Closes Deal
The western offices of Associated
it Levine of Plymouth Pictures, First National are now located in the
has left New York for a tour of Pacific Finance Bldg.
anges in the interest of "Every
nan's Problem." Mr. Levine's ftGeorge Larkin is expected to make
iry includes stops at all centers a series of two reel Northwest
of the Mississippi. The trip will Mounted Police stories.
ume six weeks' time,
ior to leaving New York Levine
Betty Compson will have for the
:d a deal whereby rights to
next vehicle an original by W.
:ry Woman's Problem" for Delre, Maryland, Virginia and the Somerset Maugham, entitled "The
rict of Columbia were disposed
» J. E. Dunne of Boston, who re- Ordeal."
Louis B. Mayer will address the
ly organized a new exchange to
ate in the Washington, D. C, A. D. A. tomorrow.
tory.
GAUSMAN.

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS. P. STALLINGS

tMA
"Faust" Postponed
D. W. Griffith Promises to Make

Satisfied By Results
It

at, a Later

Date
use "Faust"
not
will
h
D. W. Griffit
as the subject of his next production,
due to impending censorship in New
York and other states.
Griffith planned to go to Germany
to take many of the scenes and had
the cast largely selected, but with
the certainty of New York having an
untried censorship and a growing interest in regulations of films throughout the country, he has abandoned
the risk of investing practically $500,000 in the production, so his office
states.

(Continued from Page 1)

now awaits his signature to become a
brief will be filed
Judge Jenks'
law.
on Tuesday
and it is expected no
definite stand will be announced by
the Governor until the end of next
week at least.
Dispatches to the morning papers
from Albany yesterday differed as to
the final disposition of the bill.
The Herald stated:
"It is regarded as almost certain
theTheGovernor
sign the bill."
Americanwillsaid:

DAIL.V
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St. Louis Exchange Reorganized
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis— A new $100,000 corporation has been formed to take over
the Fine Arts Pictures Corp. Solomon J. Hankin, who launched Fine
Arts originally, is president; R. J.
Buchman, vice-president; H. C.
Kunze, treasurer, and W. A. Thimming, secretary. For the present the
company
will continue at 3618A Olive St.

This From Ralph Block
Ralph Block, scenario editor of
Goldwyn stated yesterday that his
"Despite the arguments of the motion picture men, it was predicted that company had not purchased "The
Governor Miller would sign the Lusk Deluge," which was produced by
Arthur Hopkins in 1917 but a SwedBruce Starts Trip
The World stated:
play calledfrom
"Syndafloden"
(The
Sin ishFlood),
which Hopkins
Robert C. Bruce, who has been
"The Governor, although insistent made an adaptation.
Beautiful for Edu- the movies shall be purified, may after
producingcationalScenics
The Goldwyn publicity offices origfor more than six years, has all decide to accept the proposal of
bill."
inally stated that "The Deluge" had
started from his western camp on an the silent drama creators."
been purchased.
While
in
Albany
the
champions
of
expedition which will occupy the entire summer and a portion of the fall, the industry took heart from a remark Governor Miller made when of a national association in which all
according to word received at the
home office.
he said: "Censorship in itself is to
my mind a thing to be avoided unless warring factions will be united.
some greater evil results from its
Mayor
Forbids
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H. D. H. Connick, chairman of the
avoidance."
finance committee of Famous Players-Lasky, was variously quoted in
several papers. According to the
World he said in part:
"Our company today has plans for
the biggest theater in the world. It
will be a thirty-story building, costing $8,000,000, to be located on BroadHe later stated that Famous Players controlled more than 400 theaters
in the United States and Canada and
that
the company had about 3,000
way."
stockholders.
He and
addedGoldwyn
Loew's, 3,000,
Inc.,
had about 9,000

(Special to WID'S
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Columbus, O. — The McCoy bill,
providing for censorship in a drastic
form, was held up in the Senate late
Tuesday night. It is considered now
that the measure is dead.
Exhibitor Head

(Special to WID;S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Benjamin B. Hampton offers as a panacea for the alleged ailments of the industry the
election of an exhibitor as the head

Loi

You Made Money on
"TheMarkofZorrj
Don't Miss Mr. Fairbanks' Next Releaj

"The Three Musketeers

Bill Dead

(Special to WID'S

Wants

AND

The Music Shi

Kansas City, Kans. — The Baptist
Young People's Union here will opall of whose holdings were threatened
pose Sunday shows, it is said. Gov.
by the proposed censorship bill. He Allen has received a letter of comstated that the amount of money inplaint from Leavenworth and Atchison is being agitated.
vested in th,e business was $1,250,000,000.

. The American quoted him, in part,
as follows:
"An estimate has been made that
on the day this bill goes into effect
the Famous Players will walk over
to whoever the proper person is and
they will pay down $75,000. Simply
because in the past, instead of distributing their profits in the shape of
dividends and dividing the swag
among us, we put it back into the
company and accumulated a large inventory. In other words, we are
penalized because we have run our
business along sound business lines.
"The other film people who don't
happen to be so firmly fixed financially will go into the hands of a
receiver on account of that one

ENGRAVIJ

DAILY)

Minneapolis — "Midsummer Madness" has been banned here. Acceding to pressure from the blue faction, it is said, the mayor has forbidden local exhibitors to show this
picture. The legality of his act is
questioned. He refuses to suggest
cuttings which the theater men have
offered to make. He has a board of
censorship
which is said to be unofficial.

(Special to WID'S
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Killed in 30 States

iig Ascher Unit
iware
Company
Formed
With
^75,000 Shares— To Facilitate
Inter-Company Business
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ver, Del. — The Corporation
Co. of America, as attorneys,
ut through the incorporation of
scher Theaters Corp., formed
175,000 shares of capital stock,
r value. The incorporators are,
an, Harry E. and Max Ascher of
go.

Four New Censorship Measures Rejected— Marks Activity Since
January 1
Thirty states have rejected censorship measures since Jan. 1, it was
announced yesterday by the National
Association. This, in connection with
the defeat of bills in four states;
Michigan, Wisconsin, Rhode Island
and, as noted, Ohio.
In Michigan, there was a strong
fight over the bill. The senate refused to take up the measure and in
that manner, it was defeated.
In Wisconsin, the bill was under
discussion by a senate committee
which decided not to report it.
In Rhode Island, the measure never
left the committee and with the adjournment of the legislature, hope of
its passage was lost.
In Ohio, as noted yesterday, the
McCoy
ate and Bill
thus was
died. held up in the sen-

om persons believed to be well
med on the matter, it is learned
3the Ascher Theaters Corp. was
!ed primarily to facilitate interj»any affairs of the various theater
"brations
ne Aschercontroll
Bros. ed and operated
is understood that the large capation of the corporation will not
ve an expansion of theater holdme an expansion of theater holdmore rapidly than a program of
lalcy would call for. It is learned
the partnership existing between
ler Bros, and the Goldwyn Cordon is not affected in any way.
[company is apparently designed
Dnduct the business affairs of vasubsidiaries on a more conid basis.

The following wire was received
yesterday from A. J. Moeller, of the
Michigan
M. P. Exhibitors Association:

Goldwyn Due Tomorrow
imuel Goldwyn
is due in New This is a line-cut made by Universal's new process for better exhibitor
Ic tomorrow from Europe.
He is newspaper ads. Others in the Campaign Folder. Priscilla Dean in
"Reputation," Stuart Paton's new U niversal-Jewel, just presented by Can
rning on the Aquitania.
Laemmle. — Advt.
imuel Echman, local manager and
irard Dietz. director of publicity
leave for Los Angeles on Wedlay to attend the exchange manForward Film Distributors To Have
's convention.
They
go with Robertson-Cole Producing Units To
Its Own Offices — After More
Goldwyn.
Resume Work in Few Weeks —
Product
More Stars Promised
Visitors
It is understood that the Forward
Rufus S. Cole, president of Robert- Film Distributors, Inc., of which J.
dward Fay and William Mahoney,
son-Cole yesterday issued the fol- Joseph Sameth is president, has plans
bitors from Providence, were both
lowing statement:
under way for the development of its
own yesterday. So was Charles
"The studios which discontinued own exchange system, and that ar)henson, of Stephenson Attracrangements have already been made
s, Toronto, who was looking over production on April 9 will resume
ures.
the opening of a local office at
production between May IS and for
130 W. 46th St.
June 1 with Pauline Frederick, W.
In line with an expansion policy, it
Burning Up Space
Christy Cabanne, L. J. Gasnier and is learned that deals are under way
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
for additional product to relay
oston — "Dream Street," "The Henry King starting work on new through the proposed distributing
ir Horsemen" and "Deception" productions. Sessue Hayakawa will system. Forward recently bought the
nhere Monday. All of them are start about July 1 owing to a very
ning up newspaper space in ad- serious illness from which he is now entire product of Salient Films, Inc.,
which is making a series of features
ce advertising.
recovering.
starring Muriel Ostriche.
When Sameth was readied yesterFederated Meeting
"In addition Robertson-Cole is
day regarding the report, he was nonnegotiating with two or three in(Special to WID'S DAILY)
committal on the subject.
tlantic City — A number of direcgenues with expectations of gradually
of Federated Film Exchanges of developing them into stars and will
Lesser Leaves Tomorrow
erica will meet here tomorrow. make further announcements from
Sol
ancing will be considered, among time to time regarding production morrow.Lesser leaves for the coast to:r questions.

Start Again Soon

plans."

Talk of Exchanges

"We win, following bitter two hour
fight. The senate voted 20 to 9 to
refuse to take censorship bill from
the state affairs committee. Senator
Tufts, chairman refused to report the
bill out. Senator Wood stated
45,000 petitions were presented in one
day against the measure."
Paramount Drive in June
Famous Players will inaugurate a
drive the week of June 19. It will be
known as "Midsummer Banner
Week," and will be backed by extensive advertising.
Lusk Going Abroad
Norbert Lusk, representing Hugo
Ballin, sails on the Aquitania Tuesday. vitation
He goes
to England
the has
inof a British
author atwho
offered his novels to Ballin for picturization. After a month in London,
he will spend the summer on the Continent, returning in September.

National Wins Suit
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — The National Film
Corp. has been awarded a decision in
its favor by a jury in Judge J. P.
Woods' court in the suit brought
against it by the Marion H. Kohn
Prod, for alleged damages. Kohn
claimed $112,000 damages for failure
on the part of National to maintain
the proper standard of production in
films it was under contract to make
for Kohn.

.
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Times
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Taylor to Rest
William D. Taylor will shortly take
a vacation of several months duration, to rest up after a busy season.
Nichols Not W^th Washburn
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Bryant Washburn
states that C. N. Nichols, previously
employed by Washburn, as his personal representative is no longer associated with him.
Moving

"The motion picture men have managed
their own case against censorship about as
badly as possible. They have treated the bill
now
awaiting
signature
an attack
on anGovernor
industry,Miller's
which it
is. Whatas
gives the affair a public interest, however,
is that it is also a menace to an art. The
art is rudimentary as yet, the industry is
enormous ; that is the fault of the men who
own the motion pictures. But the art will
suffer more than the industry if the Governor
signs the censorship bill.
"The magnates have created the impression of being willing to promise anything
in order to be let off, and in their eagerness
to avert censorship they have admitted most
of the charges of the professional reformers
who support this bill and others like it.
They have confessed more mis-conduct than
they ever committed, and naturally the reformers answer that the promise of such
convicted sinners to be good in future is not
to be taken seriously. None the less, the
law providing for a State censorship is bad.
It will make the movies worse instead of better. It can do no more for the suppression
of the rather limited amount of indecency
now existent in the movies than other
agencies already at work, and the great faults
of stupidity, mushy sentimentality and false
values it will not touch at all. Unless it is
unlike all other censorships, it will only add
new stupidities all its own ; and it will certainly hamper what little originality has been
displayed in the making of motion pictures.
"It may be hoped that the Governor will
consider such arguments before he acts on
the bill. At least one sound and sensible
proposal was made at the hearing in Albany.
Mr. Cravath, in the name of the producers,
asked the Governor to appoint a commission
of five 'competent and disinterested persons,'
to make a 'thorough and sympathetic investigation of the whole motion picture business,
and to recommend means for protecting the
industry and the public against objectionable
films and advertisements. Such a commission, if composed of the proper persons,
might make recommendations of great and
permanent value to an industry which ought
to be an art. It could certainly see a good
deal further than the sort of people who would
take appointments as censors or who lobby
for censorship bills. And its recommendations would probably be heeded by the industry, for the threat of legislative action
could remain in the background.
"Meanwhile both producers and exhibitors
are promising a strict censorship on themselves. The Governor seems to suspect that
their enthusiasm for this would vanish if the
Censorship bill were vetoed. But why not
try it? Put the pictures on probation while
the commission is investigating and see how
well the movie men can censor themselves."

Candler Pictures, state rights disThe Brooklyn Eagle which has
tributors, will move on May 1 to 126 of late carried articles urging reWest 46 St.
strictions of films comments ediMartin G. Cohn and J. F. Natte- torally on the Albany hearing, as
ford who do editing and titling of follows:
pictures will move on May 1 to the
"The persistence of the moving picture
people in trying to induce Governor Miller
Robertson-Cole Bldg.
Wabash Exch. Releasing Features
Chicago — The Wabash Film Exchange has added features to its regular offering of short subjects. The
first of these will be "Wolf Bayne,"
featuring Jack Hoxie and Louise
Lovely.

ff (Sk£tcc<zttoTuz£ U4^ctuAS^
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not to sign the movie regulation bill is astonishing in view of their record in producing indecent films.
"Paul D. Cravath told the Governor the
truth when he said that there were four
men at the hearing who 'could reform the
moving picture industry if they had a mind
to.' whole
That matter.
'had a mind
is the
hubmenof
the
Theseto,'same
four
could have reformed the films at any time
in the last half dozen years 'if they had the
mind but went on without checking vicious
screen exhibitions. They say they have a
mind to clean up their business now because
they see the danger of being made to do
that very thing. The Legislature which
passed the Clayton bill doubted their good
faith, hence this enactment of the censorship
bill. Fortunately the Governor is not likely
to be deceived by mere protestations. He
has seen too many movie advertisements."

Fox and Penser, now road showing "The Wandering Jew," featuring
Rudolph Schildkraut, have moved to
larger quarters in the Leavitt Bldg.

Friday, April 29

In the Courts
Three On Broadway
With "The Birth of a Nation" at the Capitol, "Dream
Street" at the Town Hall, and
"Way Down East" at the 44th,
Broadway will have three films
running at the same time, — all
the work of one man — D. W.
Griffith.

Harry Shiftman got a verd
the City Court against the A. E
drews Co. for $1,689 under an .
ment by which he was to rece
a chair for chairs sold the N
Rialto Theatre Co.

P

James P. Cameron, who cone
the Theatrical Supply Co., deali
film theater paraphernalia at 12
45th St., has been arrested and
in $1,000 bail in a suit by Vict
Nast, who bought a half inter*
the business for $5,000, to re
Carl Laemmle
Favors . Importation $10,000 damages for alleged frau
deceit. Nast said in his com
of Foreign Films — Not Afraid
that Cameron represented tha
of Competition
business made a net profit of 5
"United States has nothing to fear a month, that the stock of film tl
from an invasion of German films," equipment was worth $10,000,
said Carl Laemmle, of Universal, yes- the defendant owned certain
terday in discussing the demand for rights free of all liens, and had ;
a tariff against German films coming
of $8,000 additional, and that th
into this country. "In fact, I am of bilities were only $1,000. Nas
the opinion that America should wel- leges that the statements wer
come the best films not only from
false, that the value of the stod
Germany but from every other na- only $600, that Cameron had no
tion on the face of the globe where assets, that he had sold his
productions are made. I am firmly of rights and the business did not
the belief that the American producer
is the superior of any other nation- a profit.
ality, and I have been in a position
Isaac Wolper has been sued ii
where I could see at first-hand pro- Supreme Court by William i
ductions made in every large produc- Douglas for $4,850. He alleges
ing center outside of the United
Wolper promised in considerate
States.
his services in having a contract
"But I am strongly of the opinion cuted between Wolper, C. Gai
that the United States government Sullivan and Messmore Kenda
should immediately make every en- the Capitol Theater, to pay him
deavor to have the barrier which Ger- 000. He alleges that the cor,
many has raised against our films re- has been executed but he has re|
moved. Foreign countries have every ed only $150.
freedom for bringing films into this
country, and there should be no reaAn indication that the Stoll
son in the world why American films Corp. of America is settling wil
should not have the same privilege in creditors was shown in the Sup
the foreign countries. As it is, Ger- Court when on the applicatio]
many permits only 15 per cent of the Max D. Steuer, attorney for I
total amount of films in circulation Film, and with the consent oil
in Germany to be brought in from plaintiff, a suit by the Nicholas R
foreign countries, and America has to Laboratories was discontinued ai
take its chance on about two per cent. attachment against the proper)
This is entirely unjust and in my the Stoll Corp. vacated.
opinion is a matter with which our
government alone can successfully
The Cayuga Pictures, Inc., of
aca, N. Y., were sued in the Sup
Court for a balance of $1,181 b;
Wright Lumber Co.
Burr Signs Hemmer
Charles C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., has closed a
long
cope."term contract with Edward
Hemmer to direct a series of productions. In addition to this contract,
Good
advertising pays, — I
Burr will take over "Sunshine Harbor," which Hemmer made with
and
RITCHEY posters
Margaret Beecher in the leading role.
The Affiliated product will be sold
signify the finest type of
on a state right franchise basis.
advertising.

- For Reciprocity

Witwer to Write for Moran
Arrangements have been made with
H. C. Witwer, well known humorist,
to supply Lee Moran with stories.
The first story is called "Robinson's
Trousseau," and will be made into a
two-reeler
for Universal.
New Company

RITCHEY

POSTERS

RITCHEY!
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388 1

Los Angeles — The Apache Trail
Prod, has been organized and will
produce a dual series of two-reel westerns at Globe, Arizona. The new
organization is headed by F. A.
Woodward, president; and A. W.
Snyder, vice-president.
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New Theaters
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

jbilene, Kas. — The
opened here.

New

Seelye

More Goldwyn Weeks
Following the success of Goldwyn
VVeeks in Buffalo and Washington,
Goldwyn exchange managers are
planning spring drives in Detroit and
St. Louis territories April 24, Cin16.
cinnati May 1, and Philadelphia May

Buffalo, N. Y.
ulialo, N. Y. — James Cardino,
ager of the Kensington, arises that he will start work at
E. W. Castle Going Abroad
on a. new theater here. Mr.
Eugene W. Castle, well known on
lino also owns the Glen in Wil- the Pacific Coast as an industrial film
sville, N. Y.
producer, sails for Europe on Saturday to be away for eight or ten
Gove, Kas.
months. Castle, accompanied by a
ove, Kas. — This inland town has cameraman, will visit 11 countries for
(eatcr.
the purpose of completing industrial
contracts, which require European
scenes.
Jefferson City, Mo.

Billy Mueller's
fferson
ter
here City,
will Mo.—
seat 900.

Spanuths to Operate Exchange
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Contract Let

Duncan Making a Feature

(Special to WID'S DAILY;
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Evansvill
e, Ind.— The contract for
Los Angeles — William Duncan has the Cadick
has been
is let and construcabandoned the serial field and is now tlon
will start on the $200,000 house.
working
on
a
seven
reel
feature
for
Vitagraph.

Sellers Signs Gladys Brockwell
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Ollie Sellers who
recently formed a company of his
own has signed Gladys Brockwell to
appear in his first production which
will star Elliott Sparling. Space
leased at Mayer plant.
Company

Dissolves

(Special to WID'S

Chicago— H. A. Spanuth and C. W.
Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., distribSpanuth will open a large state right
uted "The County Fair," a Maurice
exchange, serving Northern Illinois Tourneur
production.
and Indiana. It will be known as the
Commonwealth Exchange and will
"The Conquering Power"
be located at 746 So. Wabash Ave.,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
occupying
the
second
floor
of
a
buildLos Angeles — "The Conquering
Martinez, CaL
ing at Wabash Ave. and 8th St.
Power," is the name of Rex Ingram's
artinez, Cal. — Turner & Dahnken
In a recent visit to New York Spa- next
production for Metro. It is a
said to be planning a $100,000
nuth closed for 12. features and a se- Balzac story. Cleo Madison has been
;e here.
ries of three short subjects The added to the cast which is composed
short subjects will include 12 single
Minneapolis, Minn.
reel Newly Wed comedies featuring of players who appeared in "The Four
inneapolis — Alexander
Pantages Harry Meyers and Rosemary Theby;
lid to be about to choose a site seven two reel Midget comedies and Horsemen."
the Spanuth Vod-a-Vil Movies.
Murphysboro, 111.
urphysboro,
111. — The
King
isement Co. plans to build a theand airdome here.

"Lab" to Be

DAILY)

New Rochelle, N. Y. — On Monday,
May 2, at 2 o'clock, the entire equipment of the Colorgraph Laboratory
used by the late Arturo HernandezMexia, who experimented in the
Newark, N. J.
double-coated
film for motion picewark, N. J.— Max Gold and Datures in natural colors, will be sold
Hennessy have bought property at auction.
108 Ferry St., where they will
Not only does the laboratory coni a new house. They own the
tain everything necessary for the pro;rty. Hennessy is vice-president
duction of pictures in natural colors,
le M. P. T. O. of this state.
including a huge battery of specially
built electric lights for reproducing
Pasadena, Cal.
daylight conditions, but there is also
asadena, Cal. — Inclined walks in- a machine shop where all of the exd of stairs are in the Raymond,
perimental cameras, perforators,
opened here by Henry C. Jen- printers, projectors and coloring machines were built.
lessee.
It is on Library Park
is said to have cost $500,000.
Philadelphia, Pa.
hiladelphia, — Ground has been
ten for Jack Ridgeway's 1,600
house. Fox Brothers, real
,te dealers, have bought a site on
ch they will erect a 1,400 seat
iter.
Add Link
ittsburg, — Leo Barclay, manager
he Grand Amusement Co., Johnsn, has opened up a new house at
in Rocks, Cambria County.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
carsdale, N. Y. — Stephen B. Fish
Lamar Garmany will
build
a
/house here.
Wichita, Kans.
Vichita, Kans. — L. M. Miller of
Southwestern Amusement Co.
1 build a $600,000 house here to
t 2,200. There will be 40 suites of
ces in the building.

P- S. — There is a difference of
opinion as to whether Charlie
belongs to the mustache, or the
mustache belongs to Charlie.

FOR
One BELL &
one P A T H
equipped.
No
refused.

SALE
HOWELL and
E , completely
reasonable offer

AL
LIGUORI,
International Studio,
2d Av. & 127th St. Harlem 9700

The New Jackson Studio

Sold at Auction

(Special to WID'S

Charlie Conklin
And His Drooping Mustache

DAILY)

Albany,
N. Y. — The secretary of
state's office has been informed of the
dissolution of Guy Croswell
Smith,
Ltd., of New York City.

Malone, N. Y.
'alone,— A $75,000 house is to be
ted by the Malone
Grand TheCo.
Construction will begin at

The Highest Paid Comedy Star
Whose Product is Available
for STATE RIGHT BUYERS

Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios
in the world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers
three blocks. All safety devices. Five stages. 50
dressing rooms and offices. Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest electrical equipment. Direct current — remote controls
^
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

Studio Bulletin
CLASS OF SERVICE
Telegram

SYMBOL
Blue

Day Letter
Niyht
Message

WEST]

Nile

WESTERN UNION

NL

Night Letter
If none of those three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this Is a telegram.
Otherwise Its character la Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

NEWCOMB

CARLTON,

president

OEOROE

W

UNION
AM
E. ATKINS.

FIRST vice-president

Blue
CLASS
OF SERVICE
Telegram
Day Letter

[SYMBOL
NL
Nlte

Night Manila
Night ofLetter
If none
these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this (a a telegram. .Other,
wise Its character is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the cheek.

233PY PEC 76 BLUE
H L0SANGELES CALIF 1157A APR 26 1921
HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS CORPN 729 7 AVE NEWYORK
THROUGH THE BACK DOOR MARY PICKPORDS NEW PICTURE PREVIEWED LAST NIGHT AT JACK
ROOTS STRAND THEATRE PASADENA STOP UNBOUNDED ENTHUSIASM OP CROWDED HOUSE
AND OPINION OP MR DAVID MANAGER MISSION THEATRE .LOS ANGELES JACK ROOT AND
OTHER PROMINENT EXHIBITORS PRESENT PROVES PICTURE WILL BE TREMENDOUS POPULAR
SUCCESS STOP HAS ABUNDANCE OP COMEDY AND ABOVE ALL IS TYPICALLY A MARY
PICKPORD PICTURE STOP MISS PICKPORDS ROLE IS THE DELIGHTFUL KIND OP
PORTRAYAL WHICH HAS SO ENDEARED HER TO THE HEARTS OF MILLIONS
H D BUCKLEY 4P

-jMA
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Plans Industrials

Exhibitors Name Pictures
That Are Making
Big Money
First

Drawing
Attractions] Are
National
Crowds Everywhere and Rolling Up
Box Office Receipts

THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

"A great picture. Every one more than pleased. Big crowd." —
August Ilg, Wonderland Theatre, Lorain, Ohio.
PASSION'S
PLAYGROUND
"Highly satisfactory results. Katherine Mac Donald a beautiful
star."— Sam Suckuo, Arbor Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
DINTY

"Played it for second time and attendance was fine. Audiences
liked it immensely."— W. E. Drumbar, Queen Theatre, Knoxsville,
Tenn.
MAMMA'S AFFAIR
"A very fine attendance record and good box office showing.
Patrons liked it."— Harry Hellman, Royal Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
THE

SCOFFER

"This picture was well received and theclimax effective. Attendance good despite adverse weather conditions." — Earl D. Sipe, Family
Theatre, Port Huron, Mich.

THE TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS
"It drew big crowds and all the women liked it." — Stanley Cham• bers, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kans.
UNSEEN

FORCES

..

"New star for this town, but crowds thought her a 'comer.' The
play proved unusually popular." — Elmer Ramsey, Central Theatre,
Fairbury, 111.
MY LADY'S LATCHKEY
"Played against strong opposition with satisfactory results.
Patrons liked it."— G. H. Foster, Marion Theatre, Marion, Ohio.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

just seel
Ziegfeld N. hasBoehm
IW.
for]
through K. George
Nathan
H. Friend Forms Films of next production the rights to a
story which recently appeared
Industry — Has Old Famous
Players Men With Him
magazine serial.
Nathan H. Friend, brother of
Arthur S. Friend, former treasurer
of Famous Players-Lasky, has formed
a company of his own, called Films
ELECTROS
of Industry. Mr. Friend plans to
continue his work in the industrial
field.
I. RUBIN COMPA

STEREOS-MA

It will be recalled that he was in
charge of the industrial department at
Famous Players before that phase of
activities was discontinued by the
company. Friend has with him in his
new enterprise several members of
his former staff. Among them are
Coolidge Streeter, who prepared
scenarios at Famous Players; H. W.
Stanton, who was connected with the
sales end and Charles S. Hervey, at
one time comptroller of Paramount.
Mr. Hervey is secretary of the new
company.
Mr. Friend has taken over some of
the contracts which were originally
secured by Famous Players. His
first activities will be in carrying out
those agreements. Offices are now
being sought.
(Special to WID'S

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8;j

UNITED SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS I
formerly Cinema Camera Clt
Removed to 251 West 42nd S
Same Phone — Bryant 6558

FOR
RENT
Choice Office With Vault Spat
and
Re- Winding
Room
Prominent Film Building, Re:
Reasonable.
Also Desk Roo:
Phone Bryant 1110

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — Films of Industry
have been formed here with a capitalization of $60,000. The incorporators
are Nathan H. Friend, Charles S.
Hervey and M. L. Lesser. The attorney is Arthur S. Friend of 366
Madison Ave., New York.

DIRECTOR
OF

THE

TRAD1

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE
New Regional in Atlanta
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlanta — The Motion Picture Herald has made its appearance here. It
it a new regional for Southern distirbution. Nat. L. Royster is the
editor.
Royster was former editor of the
Southern Picture News which was
suspended publication last week.
"Let 'Em Come," Says Fox
In connection with the showing of
"The Queen of Sheba," now playing
at the Astor, Fox advertising yesterday called attention to the fact that
the company did not fear German
competition.
The copy said in part:
"Many protests have been made
recently against the so-called flood
of German moving pictures which
threatens to inundate the American
film industry.
"We are told that these pictures,
made in Germany at a cost far less
than they would have cost in America, will seriously compete with
American-made pictures.
"Many Americans in the moving
picture
world are getting excited and
ut—
are"Btalking
of protests. They say
such German pictures will ruin the
American film industry.
"WE

DON'T

CARE.

"Perhaps some people are worrying over the German pictures. The
Fox Film Corporation does not fear
this foreign competition."

ADVERTISING— PUBLICO
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryanl
ROBERT
EDGAR
LONG
Formerly With D. W. Griffith
1482 Broadway
Bryant|

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITL]

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryantl
MARTIN-McGUIRE & NEWCOM
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryanlj

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES f
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg.. Los A

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads.

LABORATO
FILM
CLAREMONT
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremonl
General Manag
H. J. Streyckmans,
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATO
"Kessel
Kwality
Prints"
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort Le

PRINTERS
BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramerc
188 W.

PROSPECT PRESS
4th St.
Spring

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., IN
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4S
MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED ST1
For Rent by Day, Week or Mon1
230-232 West 38th St.
Fit*

7/cRECOCMIZED

<?BBADSTRfcET
f FILMDOM

XVI

No. 30

Authority
New A. P. Series

Colored Stock

Kcbart Bosworth to Make a Series
of Six — At Work on the First —
New Unit Formed

Being Made by Eastman Koak — Not Ready for General
Distribution As Yet
e Eastman Kodak Co. has plans
• way for the general marketing
Jlored stock. As a matter of fact,
has already been manufactured
iold, but the product will not be
ally available for consumers for
resent.
is understood that stock in six
's will be turned out and that
^mediate plans are being formu. to manufacture them in suffily large quantities to make their
;eneral.

(Special to WID'S

Angeles — The Hobart Bosworth Prod., Inc., has been formed
here. The company will make a series of six productions, starring Mr.
Bosworth,
for release
ciated Producers,
Inc. through AssoWork on the first picture has
started with Bessie Love and Emory
Johnson in the cast. Officers of the
company are Samuel Heyman, president; Emory Johnson, vice-president.
tnd Max Graf, manager.
Bosworth has been
making
picires for J. Parker Read, Jr. These
have been released
through
Associated Producers, Inc.
The offices of Associated Producers
•ic. declined to comment
on
the
•oast dispatch yesterday.

rthelmess Undergoes Operation
chard Barthelmess was operated
'esterday for mastoiditis at the
ed Hospital, Port Chester.
Coming

(Special to WID'S

East

DAILY)

is Angeles — Marie
Prevost
has
for New
York to confer with
Laemmle of Universal regarding
es for her forthcoming produc-

DAILY)

Los

Lewis Leaves
Lewis
Lewis leaves today for
:oast. He has been here several
s relative to his future plans.

fiarie Prevost

Price 5 Centi

Saturday, April 30, 1921

"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
Through unbelievable suffering, hardship and despair the soul within this
famous girl retained its inspiring beauty — and forms part of the tense
story around which the photoplay revolves — Ferry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

"Give Them a Year"
Schenck
Against
Says German Films
Should Be'Em
Kept Acv.'ses Evening
World
Regarding

Herald Prod. Making Westerns
A series of eight westerns is being
nade for Herald Prod., Inc., 229 W.
42 St., by J. P. McGowan, former
serial director for Universal. Mc(io\yan is not only directing them
but is also appearing as star.

Griffith Not Decided
Out — Gives Three Reasons for
Censorship —Thinks
What
the Globe
D. W. Griffith has not decided what
His Stand
It's next picture will be.
As noted
The
Evening
World
editorially olans for the production of "Faust
Joseph M. Schenck takes a very
Prevost'
that Marie
expecte
is
c d feature
als firm stand on the question of the im- urges Govenor
dramati
for Univers
Miller to grant the have been temporarily abandoned
be a Saturday Evening Post serportation of German films into years' °race asked by film interests,
Miss Prevost, as noted, is the America, and allies himself with those and advises a veto on the Claytont Universal star.
who believe in making every effort Lusk bill. The editorial says:
"After a campaign to clean up the
to abolish German-made pictures.
Now It's 31
He says, in part:
movies, in which exposures by The
Ban Begins Tomorrow
The National Association was
(Continued on Page 4)
"I have three reasons for my de(Special to WID'S DAILY)
advised yesterday by the Allied
cided prejudice against German picis Angeles — Superior Judge BurAmusement Industries of Calitures. First of all, an influx of such
has dissolved the temporary in- films in the United
fornia that all adverse legislaStates would
Revive
"Theare Birth"
tion issued against the City of
The May
Griffith
offices
considering
(Continued on Page 2)
tion in that state had been
killed.
ona to prevent the carrying out
the advisability of reviving "The
le blue law ordinance and beginThere were three censorship
Lasky Returns
Birth of a Nation," which opens at
tomorrow the theaters in that
the Capitol tomorrow.
bills pending, one regarding
Jesse
L.
Lasky
of
Famous
Players,
i will be closed down. West
If it is decided to launch the picSunday closing, one building
arrived in New York at 6:40 last
ture again, it will not be before fall.
5t Theaters, Inc., originally suc- night from Los Angeles.
bill and one designed to preed in securing
the restraining
It is understood that the Capitol
vent the sale of tickets when all
available seats were sold. The
Rocketts Move
showing will have considerable influence on the final decision regarding
latter would have practically
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
killed business at night. The
Another
Group
Sailing
Los Angeles. — The Rockett Film the plans for the production.
wire
stated that the Allied
At
the
Capitol
it
was
stated
yesalter Wanger,
production
man- Corp. producing a series of features
Amusement Industries intendfor Famous
Players, and his for Hodkinson, has moved from the
terday the engagement of "The
ed renewing their drive for a
Birth"
one. may cover two weeks instead
', Justine Johnstone, sail for Eu- Universal studio to the Louis B. of
state-wide organization which
on Tuesday. Mr. Wanger says Mayer plant, 3800 Mission Road.
was interrupted by the introThey start work on "Handle With
i going abroad "for his health."
duction of these various bills.
Grey Sails Today
orbert Lusk also sails on Tuesday Care," by Charles Belmont Davis
Th's marks the defeat of such
shortly.
jusiness for Hugo Ballin. OthAlbert L. Grey, general manager of
legislation in 31 states since
Philip Rosen, formerly with Metro, D. W. Griffith, Inc., sails todav for
who will go are J. Gordon Edds, Abraham Carlos and John will direct, while Grace Darmond and Europe
on the Celtic.
He will be
ddon of Fox.
Harry Myers are in the cast.
gone about six weeks.
Jan. 1.
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Quotations

Here is how « brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along: your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

A special edition of "The Inside of
the Cup," Winston Churchill's novel,
has been published by Grosset and
Dunlap. The book is illustrated with
stills from the Paramount picture.
This gives the exhibitor an opportunity for book-store hook-ups.
Omaha. — When "Passion" was at
the Strand, a girl representing the
Richard Hudnut company distributed
in the theater samples of Madame DuBarry face powder. On each side of
the screen two candelabras were
placed, just like those in the title. As
each of the three principals dies a
candle in the title goes out By means
of an electric contrivance, one of the
real candles was put out whenever
this happened.

from Page t 1) 'Em
ck Agains
Schen(Continued

throw thousands of our own picture
players, directors, technical experts,
property men, stenographers, bookkeepers, secretaries, and executives
connected with film companies out of
work, because it would be absolutely
impossible for the American producers to compete with the German
producers.
"My second reason for not favoring the German picture is because of
the present restriction on the importation of American-made pictures into
Germany. The German Government
has placed an embargo on our films,
and by the measure now enforced it
will be recalled that the number of
American pictures imported into
Germany is limited to about 3%.
"My third reason for being opposed
to German-made pictures becoming
prevalent in this country is because
the men who produce these pictures,
the men who write and adapt them,
the people who play in them, and the
hundreds of employees, who, in various ways, contribute to their success, are not the ones who reap the
benefits and the profits. The picture
which is made in Germany for about
$30,000 can total a profit of $400,000
over here, and to whom goes this
huge profit? Some shrewd American
who has had nothing to do with originally conceiving or presenting the
idea, but who finds it easier to capitalize other men's brains, than his

Minocqua, Wis. — Automobiles that
Last are not parked here according to the
Bid. Asked. Sale ordinances of this city are tagged with
Famous Players .. 80^
82#
81*4 an oblong red card which is a sumdo pfd
89
89M
893^
mons. When "Outside the Law"
was at the Victor, G. H. Jenkinson,
Not quoted manager, had printed a lot of similar
D. W. Griffith, Inc
red tags with which he tagged every
Loew's, Inc.
19
19/2
19
Triangle
Vi
H
Vs available vehicle in the streets. The
Not quoted tag informed the owner that he or
World Film
The May 2nd issue of Loew's
is distributed to thoushe had not been arrested but ought Weekly,sands ofwhich
patrons of the Loew houses
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. to be if the chance to see "Outside the all over the country, carries an ediLaw" was passed up.
torial, headed "Invasion of Foreign
own." which in part says:
Films,"
Maryland League Wants Censors
"At the present moment the great(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis. — When "The Inside
est danger to American film labor
Baltimore — The Citizens' Leagueof of the Cup" played at the Lyric, man- comes through the gradually increasPictures
Better
of Maryland for
ager John Prescott did some unusual
ing plans of the producers to make
which Mrs. Howard D. Bennett is co-operative advertising with a coffee
pictures
abroad, with American stars,
the
to
concern
here.
More
than
7,000
coffee
telegram
a
sent
has
president,
directors
and cast. These plans hav"
s
national congres of the Parent beans were put into a big property
already been carried out by several
Teachers' Association in Washington urging the passage of resolutions cup in the concern's- window. Free companies. Famous Players made
for the establishment of a Federal tickets were offered as prizes to who- several pictures in England and Ind;."
ever guessed within 1,000 of the num- Pathe made three .in France and
Board of Censors. A letter has also
ber. At the lobby a card was handed
been sent to Governor Miller of New each patron, entitling him to buy the Spain. Adolph Zukor is now 'ook'n r
over the field in Germany. The rate
York urging him to sign the censor- coffee at a discount. Prescott also of money exchange, which makes the
ship bill.
arranged a window combine with a American dollar worth so much
jewelry concern.
abroad, especially in Germany, and
Metro Lists Four
the fact that foreign actors and studio
Metro will release in May and June
help can be hired so cheaply, makes
Brooklyn— An overture of a magni- it possible to make pictures in Europe
"Coincidence," ready May 9; May
tude rarely if ever attempted in a
Allison in "The Last Card," May 23; motion picture theater was given at for far less than it costs here.
"That is the real danger at present,
Viola Dana in "Home Stuff," the the Mark Strand theater recently
first on the schedule for June, and
but
will not be a lasting one. Eventwhen fifteen minutes was devoted to
ually the rate of exchange will stabil"Fine Feathers" on June 20.
the initial number, a combination of
ize itself, which will take away the
from "La Boheme" and enchantment of making cheap films
Tom Mix is to make "After His excerpts
"Mme Butterfly."
abroad. In the meantime foreign
Own Heart," the screen rights to
The combination of the main arias
are demanding such trewhich have been purchased by Wil- from both these popular operatic producers mendous
prices for their product, due
liam Fox.
classics was so successful as given by to the success of previous pictures,
the Brooklyn Mark Strand symphony that Americans find it advisable to
orchestra that the membership of make their own here."
the orchestra arose at each performance in response to the call from the
audiences.
Fox Makes
McCullough a Director
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman and Alois Reiser, conductor,
Los Angeles — Philo McCullough,
worked out the idea. Although the long with Fox, has been made a dioverture consumed a fifteen minute
rector at the Fox studios.
period the applause was greater at
McCullough's first picture will be
conclusion than for any other num- an Eileen Percy subject, with "The
ber on the bill.
Canyon Kid" as working title.
♦Goldwyn

Wa
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Saturday, April 30, ]
A Birthday Production
Realart will release in June a 1
McAvoy production in the natur
a birthday surprise. The comp
will be two. years old. The pictur
in production now on the coast.

t

Bradley Leaves F. & R.
m
Minneapolis. — Charles J. Brad i
for the past year director of publi I
lor the Finkelstein and Ruben T
aters, has become campaign mana
for Col. George Leach, candidate
w
mayor.
Pioneer's
"The
County
Fair"
now
ready for general release,
has already played the Keith, Proc
and B. S. M. circuits.
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A disappointed audience
often asks itself why it
went to see the show that
failed to please.
A
RITCHEY POSTER

IS

'
St
?L

j

furnishes the usual reason

RITCHEY
LITHO.

le

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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G
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STUDIO FOR SALE OR RENT

Kalem Studios, at Cliffside, N. J., iL
week, month
or year.
30 minut
from 42nd and Broadway, 100,000 i
floor space, 5 acres ground, 2 larj
stages, complete electrical equipmer
24 dressing rooms, paint and carpe:
ter shops, suite 5 offices, etc. Cor lt
pletely furnished, props., etc.
Ii
quire Watchman at Studio, 199 Pa )]
isade Avenue, Cliffside, New Terse
or owner, B. H. MILLIGAN, H( |J
TEL ASTOR, NEW YORK, Wet
of Mav 1st.

B
The new series of two-reelers
now on the States Rights
Market
— Starring —

Charlie Conklin
Are neither straight situation
nor decided slapstick comedies
They Are Just
KNOCK

OUTS!

!
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New Theaters

itneN ews
No.

35

fAMINE IN CHINA— Americans are
; roads to facilitate transportation of
I to the famine districts; scenes from
ai.
PLANING, THE
from Miami, Fla.

NEWEST

Newburg, N. Y.
Newburg, — George Cohen will
build two theaters instead of one.
One will be built on the site as
originally planned, while the other
Auburn, N. Y.
will be under the first. The latter
Auburn, N. Y, — The Owasco Film will seat 1,200. Air. Cohen already
Co., lias been formed here and will has the Cohen and the Royal.
build a studio laboratory here
shortly.
Orono, Me.
Orono, Me. — Frank A. Owen will
Bonham,
Tex.
build an 800 seat theater here. Construction will be started at once.
Bonham, Tex. — Work will commence at once on the new $65,000
Pablo Beach, Fla.
theater.
Pablo Beach, — Edward Koehler
Carbondale, Pa.
and Edwin Phillips are planning construction of a theater here.
Carbondale, — Work will commence
June 1 on a new theater, according to
Price, Utah
L. A. Farrell, the manager.
Price, Utah.- — C. M. Stringham will
build a $50,000 theater here.
Chicago,
111.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Allston, Mass. — Olympia Theaters,
Inc., will build a new theater at Gorhani St. and Commonwealth
Ave.

SPORT-

AN FASCISTI— The extreme nation[row in numbers;
scenes of Italian
lists'
greatest
foes,
taken Norfolk,
in Rome,Va.,
icenes from New
York,

oday

Chicago — Ascher Brothers' new
Roosevelt, a $2,000,000 house with a
Quincy, 111.
Quincy, 111. — A company
is being
seating capacity of 2,000 is scheduled formed
St.
to build a theater at 617 Main
Porges Back in Town
to open early in April. The theater
ter J. Porges, president of is located on State St. and Washing1 Prod., Inc., is back in New ton.
Rutherford, N. J.
iafter a 17 weeks' siege of ill- B. Mayer studio for interior shooting.
Rutherford, N. J.— A theater, stores
I the Jefferson Hospital, Philand offices will be constructed here at
ia. He is now recuperating and
Dowagiac, Mich.
Sylvano and Springdell Aves. by the
s to start active work in SepDowagiac,
Mich. — Work will soon Rutherford Amusement Co. The
commence
on a 1,200 seat theater
which A. L. Larkin and associates theater will cost $250,000 and will be
leased by Max Cold, owner of the
will build.
Lyric and Strand theaters of Pater'antheon Completes First
East
Orange,
N.
J.
son.
ft Back
Lot,"
Pantheon
Picjnital feature offering, in which
Shelby, N. C.
East Orange, N. J.— W. B. PutI Getwell makes her debut, has
nam and G. W. Jacobson will build
Shelby,
N.
C. — Beam Brothers, who
ompleted.
a $200,000 house on Central Ave. The own the Princess, are building a new
house which will seat 2,400.
house is to seat 1,600.
efinite Run in Washington
hington — Tom Moore, the dihead of the Rialto and the
i. has arranged for an indefinite
"Madonnas and Men," starting
', May 1st, at the Garden.

nnting
It IS

)istinctively
ifferent

BARNES
RINTING
O MP ANY
INC

Silver Creek, N. Y.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Silver
Creek, N. Y.— A $50,000 theFt. Wayne. Ind. — The S. J.
ater will be built here by unknown
Gregory Co., operating the Illinois at
Chicago Heights and the Parthenon parties. George E. Eichenlaub, of
at Hammond, Ind., plans to erect a Erie, Pa., is the architect.
$1,000,000 house to seat 3,000.
Snyder, Neb.
The Consolidated Reality Co. will
shortly begin work on its 3,000 seat
Snyder,
Neb. — Herman
Engelhouse.
bracht will erect a theater here.
Hartford, Wis.
Hartford, Wis. — The Kissell Kar
Co. has prepared plans for the erection of a $300,000 theater and office
building.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. — Star Amusement Co. will erect a $125,000 theater
to be named the National. The company is controlled by C. O, Fields and
J. T. Wilson.
Lebanon, Pa.
Lebanon, Pa. — The Penn-Steitz
Amusement Co. has been incorporated and has under construction a
1,200 seat theater.
Montclair, N. J.

We

Never

East

Disappoint"

22nd

GRAMERCY

Street
945

South Bend, Ind.
South Bend, Ind. — A new site for
the Blackstone is being sought.
The Dreka Theatre Co. has been
organized for $50,000. C. A. Dreka
is president, W. H. Geissinger and W.
E. Douglas, vice-presidents; G. W.
Fisher, secretary, and S. A. Wood,
treasurer.
Springfield, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.— A $500,000 theater may be built by William Lay at
Broadway and Vernon St. on property for which he is negotiating with
the city. The Casino has been sold
to L. C. Shuster by F. F. Gilmore.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.— A $60,000 theater
will be built by G. W. Granstrom, of
the Park theater, 1515 Selby Ave.
The new house will be at Grand and
Oxford.

Montclair, N. J. — Three new theaters are planned locallv. Ex-Mavor
1-:. C. Hinck will erect a $600,000 theater and office building. H. H.
Sunbury, Pa.
Wellenbrink, lessee of the Montclair.
as noted, is to build a $400,000 house.
Sunbury, — A company headed by
* Edward D. Ring has also announced Nate Kaufman have completed plans
thai he will build a $200,000 theater.
for a new theater,

f

Guts and Flashes
The local Ojflici of Australasian
is in receipt of an atFilms, Ltd.,
tractive booklet, leather-bound, rethe
oi ta
years'
10 rs,
and tyAustra
Ltd.,Bjctwi
UnionirtgTheate
sian Films, Ltd., in Australasia;
ed "Slipper
purchas
al a has
Univers
y Evening
Posl
Saturda
.uc,"
will
It
Ncidig.
J.
William
Story bv
full
first
Gibson's
be used as Hoot
length feature.
"Honeymoon Ranch" has been
booked by the Loevv Circuit in New
York. First National has bought the
New
York rights.

"The
of being
de is
the magnitu
Owing
which
of ato Nation,"
Birth
revived at the Capitol next week,
there will be no other features on the
program other than the overtui^ and
musical presentation.
The Kasscl Studios, Inc., have furnished the lobby display for "Mother
Kternal" now at the Casino. A number of paintings have been placed at
i he I'ark for "Over the Hill."

Marcus Loew
B. 5. Moss
S. A. Lynch
Frank Rembusch

aji^l

•rr-t

OAU.Y

4

m
Thefrom
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a Year"
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His Secret

Saturday, April 30,

k

Coast Brevities

(Special —to Joey
WID'S McCreery,
DAILY)
Hollywood
of the winners of the recent Tho:i
Evening World played an important
Ince contest, has been engagec
Joeing out!Plunkett's secret is leakROADS, VA.— Backbone of part, the Legislature passed a censorHAMPTON
Universal,
and is now appearinl
ship bill.
America's Naval Strength, the Atlantic Fleet
He has prepared a special
small parts in various productioij
"Censorship would put a heavy
reviewed by President Harding, its new commander-in-chief. . „
e for "Bob Hampton of
prologu
on the industry. But if Gov.
Placer," which opens at the
PARIS. FRANCE— Boulevard Habitues sell burden
Reginald Barker, who has fini
the producers
Strand tomorrow. A number
their beloved antiques during annual ' Old Miller signs the bill,
the cutting of his most recent I
. _„
Iron Week."
deserve a parof Blackfeet Indian chiefs have
NEW YORK — For first time in 20 years and exhibitors will not
duction "The Old Nest," by Ri
ticle of sympathy. Their punishment
blase New Yorkers see a circus parade. Right
been brought east from Glacier
and Plunkett
Main .Street, it will not be out of proportion to their
Park,
City'strimmings
al
The usual
Ave.,
Nation
Fifth
down
offense.
Hughes, will start soon on "j
the
all
marched with
Shall Judge," an original storjj
has arranged his prologue
SAN FRANCISCO— Soul Mating season
Gouveneur
Morris. Jack Gill
"Nevertheless, speaking for the
around them with the aid of the
starts. Greenwich Village outdone by weird
former director for Hope Ham]j
ceremonies surrounding wedding of Juanita
Strand Male Quartette.
public and not for the motion-picture
Miller, poetess.
will play an important part.
The Indians arrived in New
The Evening World hopes
Scenes from Santa Barbara, Cal., tort industry,
A
bill.
will veto the
York yesterday and registered
Worth, Tex., Tarrytown, N. Y. Animated that Gov. Miller
Edward Armstrong, Western \
Cartoon, etc., etc.
at the Commodore. .They bear
censorship is odious in itself. A cension Manager of Universal, is j
sorship is usually administered with
some great names (suspicion
ing Universal City and reports
here points to Pete Smith.)
a complete lack of common sense and
the slump which threatened thel
Here's
the
list:
centhe
of
expense
judgment. The
ture business some months agol
Chief White Buffalo Calf,
sorship eventually will be passed on
been successfully weathered, andl
fees.
Chief
Bird
Rattler,
Chief
Lazy
to the public in admission
indications point to a speedy ril
"There seems reason to believe that
Chief
Bey, Chief Bull Calf,
of
former prosperity.
has
industry
pictures
motion
the
Running Rabbit, Chief Eagle
e
responsibl
that
and
learned its lesson
Chief Two-Gun- WhiteCalf, Chief
Eddie Hearn, who was loane|
leaders will exert effective pressure to
Calf,
Heavy Breast, Chief
This
films.
Long Time Sleep, Chief Many
eliminate objectionable
Rolin Sturgeon for "All Dolled
has started work under the direl
Tail Feathers, Chief Crow
would be far better than censorship.
Feathers, Chief Rides at the
will give the ex"A year of delay clean
of Irvin V. Willat in "The Fa-|
house and
hibitors time to
Door, Chief Kicking Woman
and War Chief.
demonstrate that a censorship is unthe addition of Eddie ll
World."
theWith
necessary. If the movies cannot
and
Helen
Darling to the cail
there
time
that
in
es
themselv
police
"Nothing Like It," Al Christiel
will be no good argument against a
another all-star comedy under wl
censorship even more drastic than
now proposed.
K. C. Ordinance Revised
GAUSM
Tansford, Pa.— The Arcade has
"We hope Gov. Miller will take this
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the Won- view and veto the present bill.
Kansas City— Flynn of gettin
been bought by a Philadelphia cong the
cern.
derland has succeeded in
in"an
films
the
calls
Globe
The
strument of terrific power, fallen by
municipal censorship ordinance modSummit Hill, Pa.— The Lyric has
the hands of men who,
into
nt
pea
accide
that
ed
provid
ly
It
ified. former
tition of 15 citizens against a picture as a rule, do not understand what they been bought by a Philadelphia concern.
[OF
THE
TRADj
would necessitate its being brought
be indone
whatal can
are oreditori
part:with them."
says,
RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
before the board of review. Now a The
• READY
REFERENCE
Chicago.— The 20th Century has
"It (the motion picture), is,
picture must be petitioned against by
whether we like the idea or not, a been bought by Harry Ortenstein
"20 adult taxpayers."
ADVERTISING— PUBLICO
near relative of folk lore. Like the and M. O. Wells.
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
Evans in Control
appeal
its
folk stories it depends for
The Screen Bulletin
Carlinvillc,
111.—
The
Baby
Grand
universal
most
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryan
upon the simplest and
Morgantown, W. Va.— The Grand interests and motives— upon love, has re-opened.
ROBERT
EDGAR
LONG
by
controlled
now
Opera House is
and personal advenFormerly With D. W. Griffith
W. R. Evans, H. A. Christy having money, ture.power,
The defects of the great bulk
Bryan
Jeannette, Pa. — The Princess has 1482 Broadway
retired. The house will close for of its products arise from the fact
PicNational
the
by
bought
been
Theaters.
tures
Inc.
ARTISTS
AND
ART
TITL
while extensive improve- that motion pictures are produced for
three weeks
ments are made.
F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
profit by people who do not know
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
Sharpsville,
Pa.
—
The
Colonial
has
tradifolk
stream of
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryani
how to keep the The
Plans Improvements in Dayton
tendency, if the been bought by Blatt Bros. They
tion undefiled.
have
the
Star,
East
Brady.
DAILY)
WID'S
to
will
(Special
MARTIN-McGUIRE & NEWCOM
film drama develps into an art,
Art Titles
AmuseMecca
O — The
Dayton,
more
727
7th Avenue
Bryan
ment Co. will enlarge its house on be for it to express more and
Red
Oak,
la.
—
The
Scenic
has
been
for limpidly the elemental popular interIt will incorporate
W. 3d St.
BROKERS
ests, and along this line a true, al- bought by Good and Sons.
$15,000, under Julius Leopold.
MOTION
PICTURE
SECURITIES
though nakedly simple, art is enOakland,
Cal. — Sam
Wolf
has
Investments
tirely possible.
W. Va. Sold
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los A
Wallace,
Empire,
"The outstanding fact about mo- bought the Markee.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
LABORATORIES
tion pictures at present is that they
Wallace, W. Va.— The Empire has
Windsor, Cal. — The Cozy has been
been sold to O. R. Kincaid by O. E. are an instrument of terrific power
EVANS
LABORATORY
I [all. It will be taken over May 1st. fallen by accident into the hands of sold to Henry Griefe, who owns the 416-24 Quality
Motion
Picture Printing
W.
216th
St.
Wads
men who, as a rule, do not understand Opera House.
done
be
can
Creation Film Sales
what
or
are
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATO
what they
Tel. Tremon
Hoisington, Kas. — The Crystal has 430 Claremont Parkway
with them. This is not particularly
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
been
bought
by
Ed
Salzberg,
who
has
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manat
camstars,
Chicago — Creation Films, Inc., an- a criticism of producers,
the Bancroft, Kansas City.
NICHOLAS
KESSEL
LABORATO
era men, studio carpenters, continnounces the following sales: "For The
"Kessel
Kwality
Prints"
of
manufacturers
or
uity
writers,
New
of Ireland," Greater
Fort Lee, N. J.
Fort I
freedom
York
and Northern New Jersey, to scenarios; the truth is that when they M'rth Motion Pictures, Inc., Formed
PRINTERS
of
A new producing company has enCommonwealth Film Corp.; State
rubbed Aladdin's lamp the genie who
BARNES PRINTING CO.
tered the field. Mirth Motion PicNew York, to Nu-Art Pictures Corp.; came up was altogether too gigantic
Motion Picture Specialists
tures, Inc., will produce features and
New England States, to Federated for them to manage."
36
East
22d
St.
Phone Gramer
two reel comedies. Travers Vale has
Film Exchange; Minnesota, North
PRESS
been engaged as director-general and 188 W. 4th PROSPECT
and South Dakota, to Elliott Film
St.
Sprini
D'Angelo Sailing Today
all productions will be made under
Corp.; the entire South to Southern
supervision. Activities will begin
STUDIOS
States Film Exchange; Illinois to
Biagio D'Angelo, treasurer of the his
next month.
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., If
Silee Film Exchange; Western Penn- Italia Film Co. of America, sails toOffices are at 145 W. 45 St. E. J.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlen
day on the America, to supervise the
sylvania and West Virginia, to Apex
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4
Film Exchange; and Delaware European presentation of the com- Carpenter is president of the corporation; J. F. Barbier, vice-president; MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED ST
Maryland, District of Columbia,
"Faith,"
entitled showing
feature
pany's firsthave
its premier
For Rent by Day, Week or Mon
North Carolina and Virginia, to which will
G. J. Costello, treasurer and L. Bar- 230-232
West 38th St.
Fit
bier, secretary.
in New York shortly.
Reliance Film Exchange.
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At the top of the Ladder
The climb which Realart's "Go
Little Bad Girl" has made to the t
of the ladder has been an unbrok
series of screen triumphs. If you dou
where she stands today — just ask yo
patrons and your box office.
Here are two or three cheers whi
could be distinguished from the migt
roar of the bleachers:
"Bebe Daniels now equal to and almost
perior to any other of our stars in draw
power.

She has never disappointed."
— Armory Theatre, St. Genevieve, f
Great! Bebe great

in

this,

"
University
Theatre, Los Angeles, C
house —record.
Bebe Daniels

is the

best

ever.

Real

surely scores again.
I don't want any bet
pictures or a better star than Bebe Daniels.
— Cozy Theatre,
Winchester, I.
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Jules E. Mastbaum hints at formation of successor to
National Booking.
Four comedy units turning out product for Warner
Bros, on coast.
Tuesday
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Number

of prominent film men go to Albany to attend censorship hearing before Governor Miller.

Louis Barnstyn here. Says his new Dutch Trust will
have 50 houses by 1922.
William Desmond Prod, formed on coast.
Will Rogers may go to United Artists.
Officers of Associated First National re-elected.
Universal to star Marie Prevost.
Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Jackie Coogan in
PECK'S BAD BOY
Irving Lesser Prod. -Assoc. 1st Nat'l Pict. .Page 2
Roscoe Arbuckle in
THE TRAVELING SALESMAN
Paramount
Clara Kimball Young in
Equity — State Rights
William Farnum

in. .HIS GREATEST

Tom

DESPERATE

Moore in

"Deception" held for third week at New
Thursday

HUSH
Page 6

More United Artists deals pending.

MADE

YOUTH
Page 10

IN HEAVEN

Goldwyn
Max Linder in
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Chaplin's Co-Star in "The Kid" Proves He CanlGolit Alone
in securing the results that they have, if the Kid

Jackie Coogan in
"PECK'S BAD
BOY"

Irving Lesser Prod. — Assoc. First Nat'l Pict.
DIRECTOR
Sam Wood
AUTHOR
From stories by George W. Peck
SCENARIO BY
Sam Wood
CAMERAMEN
Alfred Gilks and J. Harry Hallenberger
AS A WHOLE
Fine entertainment
provided
with juvenile comedy star; has lots of genuine
laughs
STORY
.Not an important factor but contains
opportunities galore for the Kid
DIRECTION
Very good; makes the most of
every possible comedy trick
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Adequate
Good

STAR

Ought to be kept busy if he can keep
them coming like this
SUPPORT
Well selected
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory
All right
Good titles

CHARACTER OF STORY
Mischievous youngster who plays many practical jokes and always
escapes punishment
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
If Jackie Coogan can keep up the precedent set by
"The Kid" and now followed by "Peck's Bad Boy,"
there's no good reason why he should worry about the
high cost of living. He shared honors with Charlie in
"The Kid," but in "Peck's Bad Boy" he's THE star
and rightly so. Of course some one has arranged
the story and another has directed the picture and
Jackie too, but they couldn't put expressions on his
little face, and even by persistent prompting succeed

wasn't born with an inherent talent for comedy.
There isn't an awful lot to the story of "Peck's
Bad Boy." It is just a series of incidents in the life
of a mischievous youngster who just couldn't be good.
But they are sufficiently important to hold the interest from first to last and when you read "The End"
it seems all too short. The audience at the Strand
laughed the loudest at the incident of the ants.
Jackie's father is troubled with rheumatism. While
he is dressing to go to church he asks Jackie to bring
in a sort of pad which he wears for relief. Jackie
fills the pad with ants and while in church anxiously
waits results. This bit actually make you itchy when
you see the father beginning to feel uncomfortable.
Other good moments are Jackie's attempt to blackmail his father to get money for the circus; his eating
in the grocery store and the subsequent dose of castor
oil ; the rescuing of his dog from the dog-catcher.
These are only a few of the laughs. A dog that the
star calls "Tar Baby" has caught some of the comedy
sense from Jackie. The dog contributes no small share
of the fun.
There is a good thrill in the last reel when Jackie,
in an effort to escape the long promised punishment
from his Dad, hops aboard a hand car and speeds off
in the direction of an approaching train. A young
doctor in love with Jackie's sister is almost arrested
for stealing some important papers which the boy has
slipped into his pocket. The doctor follows Jackie
on another hand-car and snatches the boy and the dog
off the car and jumps to safety just as the engine
crashes into the hand-car.
It does seem that they might have made it more
realistic by allowing the irate father to put the shoe
to his bad boy but of course there are mothers like
the one in the picture, who refuse to allow their
"lamb" to be touched. The titles are splendid. Irvin
S. Cobb wrote them.

Will Keep the S. R. O. Sign Busy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Peck's Bad Boy" ought certainly to prove a moneymaker and, judging from the crowd that tried to get
into the Strand on the first day's showing, it would
appear that Jackie is running his former co-star a close
second in popularity. If you played "The Kid" you
should merely have to announce Jackie's name to get
them interested in "Peck's Bad Boy," and if you have

as enthusiastic a crowd as they are in New York you
will keep displaying the S. R. O. sign.
Regardless of the favor with which the boy star
was received in "The Kid," his own picture shows
what he can do by himself and you may be certain to promise them he does it well. The picture is
a real box office bet and if you don't make money it's
your fault.
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Fatty" Has Had Better Laugh-Getters Than This

Roscoe Arbuckle in
"THE

TRAVELING
SALESMAN"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Joseph Henabery
James Forbes
Walter Woods
Karl Brown

AS A WHOLE
The least amusing of the Arbuckle features so far; only a few big laughs
STORY
Loosely connected series of very much
"movie" material; not of feature strength
DIRECTION
Might have made more of the
opportunities even though they were not the
best

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Sunday, May 1, 1921

All right
Satisfactory
Average

STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Story doesn't give him half a chance
Unimportant
All right
Adequate
Some fairly good titles
OF STORY
Traveling salesman
falls in love with station agent's daughter and
saves her property
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,514 feet

Here's a case of another good stage play "gone
wrong." "The Traveling Salesman" as a play was
a popular hit, but it falls short of being a successful
screen comedy and doesn't give the Paramount comedian much chance to get over his usual line of laughs.
True, there are a few big ones, especially in the poker
game, but they come too few and far between to hold
over. Long stretches roll along without a laugh at all.
out a laugh at all.

Perhaps if "Fatty" hadn't turned out such good ones
as "Brewster's Millions" and "The Dollar a Year
Man," his last two pictures, this one wouldn't seem
so lacking in mirth. But after them "The Traveling
"Salesman" is weak entertainment. It doesn't give the
star enough to do. James Forbes' story doesn't contain good screen material in the first place and as it
appears here consists of incidents loosely strung to-,
gether and they are of real old "movie" formula — the
heroine who owns property which the villain is planning to relieve her of and a jealous suitor, in on the
scheme, and finally the salesman hero who comes to
the rescue.
Director Henabery didn't have much to work with,
but he might have made more of what comedy possibilities that did present themselves. They could
have pulled some "rube" stuff in the country hotel
besides drawing "hootch" from the gas pipe and serving it in tea cups. The title writer got an inning in
the opening shot and tells some jokes, one about a girl
being attractive at twenty, attentive at thirty and adhesive at forty.
Bob Blake ("Fatty), salesman for ladies' clothes,
is the victim of practical jokers and he gets off the
train before it arrives at his destination, Grand River.
Bob is drenched in the pouring rain and when he can't
find a lodging, breaks into an untenanted private house
which the sheriff is going to sell for the taxes. It belongs to Beth, the telegraph operator at Grand River
Station. Bob looks her up to pay for his lodging, and
falls in love with her as well. Royce, also in love
with Beth, is jealous of the salesman and accepts the
proposition of Drury, a skinflint, to do Beth out of
the proceeds of the sale. The deal isn't made very
clear, but anyway hero "Fatty" saves the house and
wins the girl.

Should Go Over Well Enough With Folks Who Like Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Arbuckle's latest won't hand them the laughs that
some of his previous features have, but if they like
the fat comedian well enough they'll probably be satisfied with "The Traveling Salesman." The title is a
good one and should have a good drawing power. In
view of the usual line of jokes told in connection with
this familiar personage, the title ought to get them
interested without further explanation.

You can tell them it is an adaptation of the stage
play. Use stills for your lobby decoration and if you
are entitled to local newspaper space, the Paramount
press sheet contains adequate advance stories. Catchlines can be used to good advantage also. Say : "Ever
know a traveling salesman who wouldn't flirt? Here's
one who wouldn't — so he thought, but watch him when
he meets the right girl. 'Fatty' Arbuckle is at the
blank theater."
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"-and when you find THE WOMAN
with that mark on her shoulder you
will know that you have got THE
ONE

"

THAT

SUSPENSE!
Suspense holds your audience
spellbound. It is an essential quality in all drama.
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Read Jr.
Production
will cause your audiences to gasp — they
will wonder at the complex situations —
then, they will marvel at the final solution.
Here is a real mystery drama — one that
will "pull." It is, in our opinion, a "surefire" as well as a satisfying box-office
attraction.
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Star Brightest Spot in Unconvincing Story
Clara Kimball Young in

The basis of the plot is meagre and certainly not substantial enough for the amount of footage accorded it.

"HUSH"

At least the director is to be congratulated upon the

Equity — State Rights
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Harry Garson
Sada Cowan
Sada Cowan
Arthur Edeson
Production generally is adequate

but picture is unconvincing
manufacture

and

of

"movie"

STORY
Very meagre idea elaborated into a
plot that spends all its time arriving
DIRECTION
Satisfactory in view of the material he had to work with
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Very good
Good

WORK

Up to standard

STAR
Isn't called on for anything unusual
SUPPORT
Kathlyn Williams is given the most
pleasant part and does well in it; others adeEXTERIORS
quate
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Good
,
OF

STORY. .,

Correct
Too much of it
Happily married

wife loses husband's love when she confesses
something of her past life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet

fact that he hasn't taken as long to reunite the couple
as he does to part them.
There is considerable satis
faction in this.
Miss Young is adequate in the role of the consciencious wife who kept her secret a year but then tells
her husband. But the star has had much better roles
than this which doesn't ask her to do any unusual acting. J.Frank Glendon as the husband is very unconvincing either of his own accord or because the director called for it, but his indifference is peculiar to
say the least. His actions aren't quite human. It
would seem more probable that he'd either turn his
wife out or accept the situation, but he does neither.
The production accorded the feature is all that is
required. Settings and effects are all good and the
photography first rate. The camera work is generally
good with the exception of some badly judged shots.
All the titles are too long.
Vera and Jack Stanford are married just one year
when Vera's conscience begins to bother her and she
threatens to tell Jack of an affair in her early life with
one Herbert Brooks. Isabel Dane, her friend, a "girl
who can pal with a man, smoke with a man, and still

six-reel reason why wives should not tell their hus-

be nothing more than a chum," warns Vera against
telling her husband, but Vera goes right ahead, and
although Jack says he can forgive anything in the
world, his attitude towards his wife changes and eventually Vera leaves the house and lives with Isabel.

bands too much that isn't good for them to know.
( Hher than the message it carries, "Hush" doesn't fulfill any further mission. It is too unconvincing and
actually lacks the strength
of its own
convictions.

Jack is under the impression that the man in the
case is his friend Graham and that Vera has gone to
him. Isabel plays Cupid and brings about the reunion
of her two friends.

Clara Kimball Young's latest production to reach
Broadway contains a direct warning and then gives a

Should Go Best With Women
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This isn't very strong drama and even though it
isn't really convincing it might be a good idea for too
talkative wives to see it. Those who like Clara Kimball Young will probably accept "Hush" favorably.
The picture has been offered throughout the country
for some time prior to its showing in New York, so it
is quite likely that some exhibitors have either played

or booked it. Should do well
cially of largely feminine kind.
If the production is properly
go over. Plenty of exploitation
selves in connection with the

with audiences

espe-

handled it ought to
angles suggest themtitles, and catchlines

could read : "What your husband doesn't know won't
worry him. Don't tell him too much is the warning
in 'Hush,' Clara Kimball Young's latest production."
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Star Has Had Much Better Pictures
William Farnum in
"HIS GREATEST SACRIFICE"
Fox
DIRECTOR
J Gordon Edwards
AUTHOR
,
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Paul H. Sloane
CAMERAMAN
Harry Keepers
AS A WHOLE
Some fair human interest but is
too long drawn out and coincidence too prominent
STORY. . . .Gives star good dramatic role but doesn't
possess anything very original
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; compels sympathy
by his manner of handling situations
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Will please his admirers in this
SUPPORT
Alice Fleming gives good performance, also Evelyn Greely
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Ordinary
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wife sacrifices love
of husband and baby for a career
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
William Farnum's latest Fox offering is a human
interest story that compels a good deal of sympathy

for the hero, but it is carried to extremes and the feature is so long that it almost becomes tedious. Toward the close, coincidence is allowed too prominent a
position, which in a way detracts from the sympathy
previously established. After the story reaches a certain point it is obvious what the ending will be, but
they keep delaying it.
The director has done pretty well with the piece
when you consider its lack of originality and that it is
fundamentally of the most familiar formula of drama.
He has secured a fine sympathy through the devotion
of the father for his child. The story is smoothly unfolded with perhaps just one exception. They stress
a point in the signing of the singer's contract in which
you are led to think that her manager and agent are
about to "double-cross" her, but nothing happens.
Again, later in the story the mother completely drops
out of the picture. This is thoroughly plausible, but
seems to leave things unfinished. The actual production is all the story requires and consists mainly of
the regulation studio sets.
The star has a good dramatic role and he is usually
convincing, but occasionally he acts with over-deliberation. Wonder when he will stop blacking his eyes
so? It looks very poorly on the screen. Alice Fleming makes a good deal of the faithless wife and Evelyn
Greely plays well in a short emotional sequence.
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Farnum Fans May Be Satisfied
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
William Farnum
"HIS

GREATEST
Fox

in

Play up the title in connection with Farnum's name
You can also use J. Gordon Edward's name. But
lie lias done so many better things that perhaps it

SACRIFICE"

Picture patrons who like the star's work will be
pleased with his latest picture and to the average audience itwill probably give fair satisfaction.
It seems
a bit too long, especially toward the end, and would
be greatly improved if it could be cut.
This may be
difficult.
If it could be worked the unnecessary arrest
of the hero at the close could well be eliminated.

might be just as well if you didn't. Recall the star's
last picture, "The Scuttlers," if you showed it. Catchlines might attract. You could use "The glamor of
a career blinded her to love and duty." ( )r, "She
chose between her husband and an operatic career.
See which she selected and what 'His Greatest Sacrifice' was."
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Gladys Walton Has Pleasing Southern Romance for Her Latest
Gladys Walton in
"DESPERATE
YOUTH"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Harry B. Harris
AUTHOR
F. Hopkinson Smith
SCENARIO BY
Geo. V. Hull & A. P. Younger
CAMERAMAN
Earl M. Ellis
AS A WHOLE
Wholesome
entertainment;
a
simple pleasant
plot ; dramatic
moments
not
especially strong
STORY
Adaptation
of F. Hopkinson
Smith's
story makes good material of mild sort
DIRECTION
Technically correct, and has secured afine southern atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
Makes a sweet and charming heroine, and
handles part capably
SUPPORT
Harold Miller, J. Farrel McDonald,
and Louis Willoughby do the best work; all
adequate
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS. . . .Splendid southern home atmosphere
DETAIL
,
Good
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Orphan girl wins
her hero in spite of scheming
relatives who
seek to keep her in the background
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,405 feet
With a very pretty story of the old South for a
background, Gladys Walton should not have much
trouble in providing a goodly amount of pleasant entertainment for the average picture patron with "Desperate Youth." The story, by F. Hopkinson Smith,
starts off as though it were going to be a regulation
Western thriller, but after the first reel of preliminaries, itdevelops into a sweet Southern romance of the
days following the Civil War. There isn't a great deal
of action after the first reel, wherein the heroine's
father is killed defending his claim in the West, but

it is a delightful story, and it gives the star a part
in which to look very attractive and charming in old
fashioned dresses, and in which she appears at her
best.
The most notable thing about the production, and
what will immediately catch the attention of the observant spectator, is the fine southern atmosphere
contributed by all the settings used in the latter part
of the picture. The old Southern home is the real
thing both inside and out, and the attention to detail
and correctness of fittings throughout is noticeable.
rAll the pickaninnies are there, true to life, and not a
small part of the enjoyment is furnished by an old
"Mammy."
Besides a highly satisfactory performance by the
star, there is J. Farrell McDonald, who makes a lot
of the character of old "Mendocino Bill," and Louis
Willoughby, who plays "Alabam" Merridew, and also
his brother, Henry Merridew, the Southern gentleman,
with intelligence and dignity. The whole piece is
very well cast, and there isn't much fault to be found
with anyone's work. Harold Miller, the hero, doesn't
make his appearance until late, and hasn't really a big
enough part for a leading man.
"Alabam" Merridew and Mendocino Bill, partners
on a Western claim, catch Sam Billene jumping their
claim. "Alabam" is shot in the fight that ensues, and
Mendocino sends his daughter, Rosemary, back to
"Dixie" to live with "Alabam's" brother.
There she is abused by Merridew's second wife and
his step-daughter, who keep her hidden so that the
step-daughter may have plain sailing with the season's
"catch," Tom Dowling. Tom, however, sees Rosemary, falls in love with her, and she with him. Mendocino, learning that Rosemary is unhappy arrives to
straighten things out, just in time to find that things
have straightened themselves out, and Tom's and
Rosemary's love has triumphed over all the deep laid
plots of the step-daughter and her mother. Rosemary
wakens on her wedding morn to find her room full of
presents from Mendocino who has struck it rich.

If They Like a Pretty Love Story They'll Like This
Box Office Analysis
for the Exhibitor

"Desperate Youth" to a certain extent belies its
title, in that there is never anything very desperate,
as the word usually means, about any of the action
of this picture. It is however, a very pleasing little
story, with the love theme all worked out in a romantic
Southern atmosphere. The best course to pursue, is
to appeal to those who enjoy this sort of a "peaceable"
entertainment. Talk about the splendid Southern
atmosphere that runs all through.
If the star is pop-

ular with your patrons, of course play her up above
any other feature.
You
can promise her admirers
that she has a part in which she is at her best. Tell
enough of the story in connection with the scheming
women who abuse the heroine to create curiosity as
to how she finally "beat them to it." It won't do to
play up the title too loudly, as it is likely to be misleading.
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Tom Moore in Another Pleasing Light Comedy Offering
Tom
"MADE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Moore in

"Made in Heaven" does not contain so many humorous situations, but the star and his Irish smile holds

IN HEAVEN"
Goldwyn
Victor Schertzinger
William Hurlbut
Arthur F. Statter
Ernest Miller

AS A WHOLE
Entertaining
fering, clean and wholesome;
STORY
Not a great deal to it,
comedy material and creates
star

light comedy ofshould please all
but it makes good
a proper role for

DIRECTION
.......... Very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Smiles all the way through it
SUPPORT
All do good work and are suitable
EXTERIORS
Some familiar New York sights
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Irish fireman saves
life of an heiress and marries her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,684 feet

the attention all the time. The supporting cast including Rene Adoree, Helene Chadwick and Charles
Eldridge, is well selected and they all do good work.
The direction is very good and particularly in small
matters which of themselves don't mean a lot but add
to the feature's enjoyment. Director Schertzinger has
done very well. Scenes taken from the ship coming
into New York harbor are effective and later when
the Irish immigrants are established in their East Side
quarters.
There is a realistic fire with hero Tom

saving an

heiress' life. After the rescue he continues to wear
the uniform, but as far as the audience is concerned
he doesn't appear to be working at his "profession."
The director might have used an occasional scene with
Tom in the firehouse.
Tom brings his father and sister to this country. He
joins the fire department. He isn't long on the "force"
before he makes a thrilling rescue, saving the life of
an heiress. It develops that the heiress is being forced
into a marriage against her wishes. One day she
meets Tom in the park and confides her troubles to

Evidently Goldwyn was so well pleased with "Hold
Your Horses" that they decided another story along
the same lines for Tom Moore would be appropriate

him (contrary to the adage, "tell your troubles to a
policeman" — she tells them to the fireman). Hero
Tom agrees to save her by marrying her himself and
agreeing never to see her after the ceremony.

and so they have taken William Hurlbut's story,
"Made in Heaven," which gives Moore a role somewhat similar to that of Daniel Canavan, the white-

Complications occur in which the heiress' sister marries the unwelcome suitor and leaving the other sister
with a fireman-husband on her hands. Of course Tom

wing of "Hold Your Horses." The present picture,
like the former, is rich in titles which make up practically half of the comedy business. They seemed to
get more laughs at the Capitol than the actual business.

meets his "wife" again and eventually he makes some
money through an invention and builds a pretty home,
where he takes his "wife," but suggests that they be
married first, explaining that the first marriage didn't
"take" and that it wasn't real.

Clean Humor that Should Please Everyone
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors should be able to satisfy them with this
if their patrons like clean, light comedy pictures. And
particularly if they like the star and saw him in "Hold
Your Horses," you should please them with this. If
you played "Hold Your Horses" you might mention
that "Made in Heaven" is somewhat similar and you
can promise them some real laughs. You might make
known

the story by catchlines such as:

"Being an

Irish immigrant and a fireman didn't stop this hero
from proposing to an heiress. See the results in Tom
Moore's latest Goldwyn production."
The title probably has drawing power.

Use it in

connection with explanatory lines such as : "They
say marriages are 'Made in Heaven,' but was this
one? See how it happens in Tom Moore's picture at
the blank theater."

Do you feel like this?
(Extracts from a customer's Utter to us)

##### If it will make your day's work
a bit lighter or more satisfactory,
I wish you to know that I consider
this job very good.

The booklets

are decidedly more attractive than
any we have ever had and the work
displays signs of painstaking.
If I get a chance to answer
any questions about "who printed
your booklets", I shall be glad to
tell. *****

if not, consult us
Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
36 East 22nd Street

New York City

Telephone Gramercy 945
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Fine Comedy Number and Good Work by Comedian
Max Linder in
"SEVEN

YEARS BAD
Robertson-Cole

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

another man appears with the star impersonating him,
Linder is the center of the comedy and in the first

LUCK"

Max
Max
Max
Charles Van

Linder
Linder
Linder
Enger

Splendid comedy feature; someAS A WHOLE
times uproariously funny
STORY
Has many original comedy gags and
doesn't resort to slapstick to put it over
Very good; a little slow in reachDIRECTION
ing the ending
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Provides lots of fun and makes most of
every opportunity
SUPPORT
Alta Allen good heroine; others assist capably
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
All that's required
DETAIL
Some good titling
CHARACTER OF STORY
Based on superstition relative to breaking a mirror
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,070 feet
Max
which

Linder, French comedian, makes his first appearance since the war, in a five reel comedy feature
is thoroughly amusing and provides really

good entertainment. "Seven
many new fun-making tricks
look new and get the laughs
has written and directed the

Years Bod Luck" has
and some old ones that
just the same. Linder
piece in a way that dis-

plays a keen sense of comedy value and he doesn't
resort to slap-stick business to make it a riot.
With the exception of a short sequence in which

reel when he returns to his home very much "under
the weather," he gets the audience's attention right
off by mistaking a window for a clothes closet, throwing his coat and hat in, as he thinks, but actually out.
The episode of the broken mirror is one of the best
things in the picture. Max's servants break a_ chevalglass. In order that Max won't discover that the mirror is missing, one of the servants gets in back of
the frame and acts as Linder's reflection until he discovers the deception. Other bits such as his getting
by the gate-man when he loses his ticket and pocketbook and the subsequent chase when the conductor
searches for the "dead head," are all amusing.

In

one instance the conductor corners him in a porter's
room on the train. The comedian dons a porter's suit
but is minus the black face. A silk sock pulled over
his face completes the make-up.
All this happens because Max is running away from
the girl who has turned him down and returned his
ring. When the train stops hero gets into the station
ahead of the conductor and impersonates the station
agent and incidentally saves the real agent's job for
him because he should have been at work. While the
conductor is making love to the agent's daughter
Max gives the signal to go and hops aboard the train.
Later he is chased by the policemen into a lions' cage.
Max is very much at home with the animals but the
cops don't dare enter for their victim. Eventually
after a long chase hero is finally captured and brought
to the court where he finds his former fiancee about
to be married to his best friend by a Justice of the
Peace. Max tells his story to the judge. The friend
is arrested and the sweetheart forgives Max. The
last shot shows seven little Linders in frock coats and
silk hats.

•

Should Please Everyone Who Ltkes Real Laugh Makers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You ought to be able to do pretty good business with
"Seven Years Bad Luck" if your folks like good clean
comedy that keeps them laughing all the time. Perhaps your patrons have forgotten the French comedian
but recall his name and in case you played his last
picture, "The Little Cafe," you might mention that.
You can make promises for the fun it will provide and
to get them interested any newspaper space which
is at your disposal could be used to mention some of

the biggest laugh getters.
attract attention also.

Stills in the lobby should

Play up the title with catchlines such as "Do you believe in the superstition of the broken mirror? Max
Linder has good reason to believe it's 'Seven Years
Bad Luck.' ' Or, "There's more ways than one of
regaining a girl's affections even if you are handicapped by 'Seven Years Bad Luck.' See how Max
Linder does it in his latest comedy feature, a Robertson-Cole release."
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A Bit of Comedy Relieves Rather Unhappy Story
Renco Film Corp. presents
"LAVENDER AND OLD
Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

LACE"
Lloyd Ingraham
Myrtle Reed
Lee Royal
Ross Fisher

AS A WHOLE
Adaptation of favorite novel has
strong heart interest and is well acted
STORY
Not a happy atmosphere but is relieved
by slight comedy vein
DIRECTION
Very good for the most part, but
has prolonged the ending unnecessarily
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Marguerite Snow does well in most
prominent role; others all suitable
EXTERIORS
All right
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Appears adequate
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Woman
waits a
whole life time for lover who never returns
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,770 feet

Director Ingraham lias retained the quaint charm
of the novel in the atmosphere which he has created,
and it stands out particularly in small matters of detail such as the costumes of the players and the
dressing of the sets. lie might, however, have
improved his picture by reaching the end earlier than
he does. Once Alary Ainslie learns that she has
waited all her life for her lover to return it seems only
natural that the breaking of the long suspense would
kill her. Perhaps Mr. Ingraham was trying to avoid
critcism for ''killing off" his heroine too quickly, hut
it would have been appropriate in this instance. The
heart interest throughout is quite strong.
Marguerite Snow is thoroughly pleasing in the role
of Mary Ainslie. Zella Ingraham

and Victor Potel

handle the comedy business very well and Lillian Elliott makes a good deal of a minor part. Louis Bennison and Seena Owen give satisfactory performances,
as does James Corrigan who

appears late in the

picture.
Mary Ainslie has lived all her life in a little New
England village believing that some day her lover

Perhaps it doesn't sound likely, but it is a fact
nevertheless, that there are people who occasionally
want to see a picture that is the direct opposite of a

would return. Jane Hathaway, her friend since childhood, also waiting for Jimmy Ball to return, tires of
waiting and goes after her man. In the meantime

"Pollyanna" atmosphere. They like to feel the chunks
in their throats and weep with the heroine. Myrtle

Jane's niece Ruth visits in the town. She spends
much of her time with Mary and later tells Mary of
her coming marriage to Carl Winfield, a writer. Mary
invites Carl to her home and recognizes in him the

Reed's novel has much of that sadness and it may lie
that the characters of Joe and Hepsey were included
in the original. At any rate as they appear in the
screen version they offer a thoroughly acceptable
comedy relief.

son of the man who deserted her. Carl's conversation
confirms Mary's presumption and gradually she dies
of a broken heart. Carl, whose father died when he
was five, learns that Mary's lover was his own father.

Novel is Well Enough Known' to Have Title Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Because of the popularity which the novel attained,
the picturization of Myrtle Reed's story will undoubtedly attract attention by the mere announcement of
the title. Of all her books it is conceded that "Lavender and Old Lace" was the favorite, and the title
should be your best selling point. If you go in for
exploitation stunts you might use the one which was
used by some exhibitors in connection with a Mary

Miles Minter picture called "Sweet Lavender," and
that is to distribute small envelopes containing
lavender.
Appeal largely to your women patrons. It is the
kind best liked by women but men may call it foolish.
Sob stuff doesn't usually appeal to them. Catchlines
can be used if you are in the habit of getting good results with them.

V

Some Short Reels
"The Cowboy Editor" — Universal
2 reel western
production
Type of
Swapping his quirt for a typewriter, Jack Perrin in this one
is the reform editor of a small town daily; the Bugle of Devil's
the fault
awful shape.
is in Lorraine,
GapMiss
oh, boy,
and father
Gap,the
of
of the
little
who It's
is, all
fortunately,

Jack's Society Editor. The old man is "the man higher up."
Of course the town's rough element attempts to prevent Jack
from drinking his sarsapaailla in peace and quiet, but by the
strength of his good right arm he manages to stick. An assassin is sent; a Mexican knife thrower, who misses and gets
beaten up. Then the time comes when Jack is going to print
the story of the girl's father's villainy. But he doesn't. Her
father reforms, gives her to him, and publicly renounces his
position as "the man higher up." The picture is a good average two reeler, but the end is not plausable enough. The production isotherwise good, the caste well chosen. The action
is fast. It will hold interest. It's a thorough going saddlegun-sombrero western.
Paramount Magazine — "The Clean Up" — Famous Players
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
Thishome
Earl ofHurd
and and
Susie"
cartoon
is unusually
funny.is
The
these"Bud
black
white
funmakers
this time
overrun with an army of giant roaches to great speed and resourcefulness and with a variety of facial expressions heretofore unknown in the insect world. The cat and the baby
scheme to oust them after a googly-eyed darkey fails. The
feline goes on guard with a rifle, but is kept so busy aiming
he doesn't have time to shoot. All the ex-soldiers in the house
will be wanting to see him get a machine gun when the baby
comes on dragging a vacuum cleaner. This does the work very
well.
Kineto Review No. 51— "Peculiar Pets" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
2 reel pictorial
This one is a succession of shots of various odd and familiar
animals which have been domesticated. It shows "Pongo,"
a monkey, investigating a vase of flowers with an almost human
expression of curiosity on his anthropoid face; a mother ferret
apparently counting her young; ferrets being trained to kill
snakes; Japanese "waltzing" mice; a pet fox, guinea pigs, a
pony claimed to be the smallest pony in the world; Shetland
ponies at pasture, spotted fawns which are apparently not
at all timid, and some pet kittens and dogs in amusing antics.
"The Sheriff of Mohave"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel western
This is a Tom Santschi short feature, and it is characterized
to a great extent by the same finished appearance, and the
same capable handling of the story both by director and
actors, which have made all the numbers of this series first
rate offerings from an artistic as well as an entertainment standpoint. The exterior settings are all fine westerns, the interiors are good, and the photography is better than average.
Santschi has his usual kind of part, this time that of a square
dealing sheriff, who adopts the daughter of an outlaw whom
he thinks dead. Later the outlaw appears, after ten years,
and the sheriff is up against a problem. There is plenty of
excitement in a couple of gun fights, and finally the outlaw is
killed, thus solving the sheriff's problem for him. Where
westerns are popular, this one will go well, and if you use
short features at all, this one will be a good bet.

Kineto Review No. 7 — "Morocco the Mysterious" — Kineto Co.
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
A strong impression of the city of Fez, Morocco, can be
gotten from this interesting travelogue. Narrow alleys, broad
commons struck with sunlight and roofed with vine-bearing
lattices, walls and battlements — groups of veiled and shrouded
humanity footing it with an odd step due to odd footwear

through Saracenic archways and standing inside the mosques
against a background of old arabesques and Moorish
traceries — the muezzin in his little pigeon house on the top
of a minaret — groups in rings, squatting around some aesthete
in the public square — one who with rapt face chants the praise
of Allah and discourses on the Koran — all these things are
shown.
"Catching a Coon"— "Adventures of Bill and Bob" — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel educational
The second of the series of "The Adventures of Bill and
Bob" is called "Catching a Coon" and shows how the two
youngsters catch a raccoon. The trap is baited and Bill and
Bob await results. In view of the timidity of the little animal
it is surprising that the cameraman has been able to obtain
such a close range. One shot shows the coon wading through
a shallow brook. Later it is caught in the trap and securely
fastened with rope by the boys before they release the trap.
Mr. Coon unwillingly trudges out of the camera's focus leashed
to the rope.
Very good material of its kind.
"For Sale" — Century-Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
There is some new stuff, some originality and very few
dull moments in this funny Harry Sweet comedy. There is
a lot of old stuff, too, but most .of it is done with new touches
that
over.
about a due
1903 to
model
whichputis itfor
sale.TheIt picture
has all is'
theall ailments
age flivver
and a
few more besides. Selling it is a pretty hard problem for
Harry Sweet. But he is a persistent and energetic salesman
for he spends most of his time starting and stopping, running
after and trying to catch up to and being run over by his
Spanish War coupe. Whoever designed the thing helped make
the picture what it is, for it is a combination of the grotesque
and grandiose and is funny. There is scarcely any doubt about
the fact that your people will be satisfied that this film is
really a good slapstick comedy.
"False Roomers" — Hallroom Boys Photoplays — Federated

Film Ex.

Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is the first of the Hallroom Boys comedies of the new
series to be distributed by Federated Film Exchanges, Inc.
Sid Smith is now the only featured performer, with Harry
McCoy still playing the other fourflushing Hallroomer. There
are a whole lot of new gags in this number, and a great deal
of new business, most of which is very funny stuff. The
stunts register in quick succession from the start, and it will
unquestionably be good for a bunch of big laughs. It's all
about the boys' troubles in a cheap boarding house, and there
is a lot of good business right off the bat, furnished by their
numerous devices rigged up to combat the high cost of living.
Later Percy and Ferdie adjourn to a swell hotel to live, and
they also
difficulties.
ahere
surprise
finishmeet
that with
will some
get a amusing
good laugh.
It shouldThere's
be a
satisfactory comedy offering in the majoritv of houses.
"Biskra, The Beautiful Oasis" — Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
A city unfamiliar to the majority of Americans is visited by
the cameraman for this reel. It is the city of Biskra, and as
may
guessed
from Itthe
in the center
desert,be in
Algeria.
is picture's
surprisingtitle,
and isinteresting
to of
findthea
city so large and so modern, in the middle of a barren waste
of sand, and on this score it is a very satisfactory offering.
The reel devotes most of its footage to views of the city, its
buildings, and street scenes; but there are also a number of
studies of the inhabitants at close range. These are composed
chiefly of Arabs, and French colonial negroes, and both races
are shown to advantage. Some close-ups of the Caid; the
chieftan of the Arabs, are interesting. A first rate travel
picture.

(Continued on page 20)
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Pleasing Offering and Delightful Star
Bessie Love in
"PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL"
Federated Film Exchanges
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Arthur Berthelet
Belle Kanaris Maniates
Finis Fox and Beatrice Van
Sam Landers

AS A WHOLE
Thoroughly pleasing and entertaining picture with vivacious star
STORY
Has good suspense and holds it to the
end although some of it will be guessed before
that
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Very good
First rate
Good
Good

STAR

Delightfully appealing and gives a pleasing performance
SUPPORT
All capable and well suited
EXTERIORS
Many very pretty shots
INTERIORS
Look real
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Usually all right
Girl wins love of

compuncher sheriff allowing him to believe she
is a thief
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
When people see Bessie Love in "Penny of Top Hill
Trail" they are probably going to wonder why they
don't see her at regular intervals like many other
stars because she is a delightful, vivacious little person with a personality that is sure to appeal to a large
majority of picture patrons. And in her latest picture
for Federated release she has a part that affords her

numerous opportunities to "play up" to the audiences
and make folks like her.
The picture has a surprise ending that makes up
in a good measure fur rather slow proceedings in the
earlier reels and although folks will probably guess
that there's a catch somewhere, and may even have
an idea of how it is going to turn out, still the director
has injected a good suspense and has managed to explain various bits that added to the suspense and
were not explained as they occurred. The production
is very good and there is a fine background of real
western country. Photography and detail is good
with the exception of one or two apparently misplaced sub-titles.
Everybody will love the star and she gives them

in the role of "Penny." Wheeler Oakgoodis variety
aman
well cast as the hero and the others in the
cast are all suitable and give satisfactory performances.
Jo Gary, a ranch hand, confides to Kurt Walters, the
cowpuncher-sheriff, that while in Chicago he fell in
love with a girl named Marta but she refused to marry
him because she was a thief. It happens that Walters
later finds Marta in the town jail. He secures her
release and takes her to the home of friends who
offer to reform her. She asks that they call her Penny,
her real name. Gradually Kurt falls in love with
Penny but believing her in love with Jo, says nothing.

It develops that Penny isn't Marta at all but a moving picture actress hiding from the manager who
wants to renew her contract. She explains how she
changed places with Marta in jail and that everyone
that she wasn't really Marta.
except the sheriff knew
Kurt is then free to tell Penny of his love for her and
Jo is happy with Marta who arrives for the surprise.

Tell Them About the Surprise Finish
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a really entertaining program picture which

The title of itself may not be unusually attractive

should give adequate satisfaction. Bessie Love hasn't
appeared at great frequence of late but that shouldn't
be any reason for the picture not attracting them.

but played up with catchlines should interest them.

Promise them they'll be pleased with her after her
absence from regular release although you may have
played her two previous Federated pictures, "The
Midlanders" and "Bonnie May." Make the most of
her name in your announcements and play up the surprise finish.

Say : "If you were in love with a girl you believed a
thief, would you try to reform her or marry her. See
the story of 'Penny of Hill Top Trail.' " Or, "There's
more ways than one to get out of doing things you
don't want to do. See Bessie Love in 'Penny of Hill
Top Trail' at the blank theater."
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Poor Story for Constance Binney's Latest
Constance Binney in
"THE

MAGIC
Realart

CUP"

DIRECTOR
John S. Robertson
AUTHOR
E. Lloyd Sheldon
SCENARIO BY
E. Lloyd Sheldon
CAMERAMAN
Roy Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE
Just about hits the average program mark ; has quite a mixture of entertainment
STORY
A poor continuity for a theme covering
so much ground ; coincident prominent
DIRECTION
Handicapped by weak story and
probably restricted from a production angle
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Has appeared to much better advantage
SUPPORT
Suit respective roles but no one is
especially noticeable because of good acting
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Adequate sets
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Poor
little dishwasher suddenly finds herself a princess
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,587 feet
Realart has turned out much
leases than "The Magic Cup."

better program
And

re-

certainly after

director Robertson's "Sentimental Tommy," it is
difficult to believe that his name should appear as the
director of this poor mixture of entertainment. It is
obvious that he was handicapped by a weak story.
Possibly the producer held the strings tight on the

money
wasn't
"The
smack

bags. Certainly E. Lloyd Sheldon's story
worthy of an expensive presentation.
Magic Cup" contains about everything, or a
of everything, that is offered in picture entertainment. It starts off with some kitchen comedy,

introduces the reporter-hero, switches to a Cinderella
atmosphere, gets in some crooks, followed by drama
and eventually culminates in romance. What more
could you want for one picture? The author tried to
cover too much ground and the continuity which he
has provided is poor. The action starts in Greenwich
Village, moves to the Ritz, thence to Long Island, with
a jump-over to Ireland in between.
Constance Binney hasn't any opportunity to appeal
to her audience in this picture for she has to share
considerable footage with too big a cast. Vincent
Coleman is the reporter-hero. William Strauss, as a
Jewish gentleman, who furnishes the cash for the
crooks' deals, makes a good deal of a small comedy
role especially when he is requested to carve roast pig.
Every time Mary Malloy needs money she pawns
a silver cup which her mother left to her. The Patrician, a crook, tells Abe, the pawn broker, that Mar}
must be the granddaughter of Lord Fitzroy, an Irish
nobleman. One of the crooks impersonates Fitzroy and
Mary is established in a beautiful Long Island home
as the long lost granddaughter. Bob, a reporter
known to Mary in her dish-washer days, falls in love
with her but is suspicious of her "relatives." He
cables to Ireland and the real Fitzroy arrives. He
recognizes the butler as his son, but at his request
Mary never knows that he is her father. The man
dies, Mary pleads for the freedom of the crooks and
then goes back to Ireland with Bob and her real grandfather.

May Go Over Where Star is a Favorite
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If Constance Binney is a favorite with your patrons
there are numerous ways in which you can get \ our
folks interested in her latest picture and they'll possibly be satisfied with it as average program material.
You might go at it from the Cinderella angle and usa
catchlines as follows: "Suppose you slaved every
day as a scullery maid and then one day you were told
you were really a Princess? But then suppose some
crooks
were just using you to further their own

mercenary

schemes.

See the final outcome

of this

unusual situation in Constance Binney 's latest Realart picture, 'The Magic Cup.' "
Use the star's names conspicuously in your announcements and if you don't make too great promises
you can get by with the picture. Strong promises
aren't in order because the star has had better pictures
and done better work.
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Poor Story This Feature's Biggest Handicap
Conway Tearle in
"BUCKING
THE TIGER"
Selznick — Select
DIRECTOR
Henry Kolker
AUTHORS
Achmed Abdullah and May Tully
SCENARIO BY
Edward Montague
CAMERAMAN
J. Badarraco
AS A WHOLE
Slow-moving feature almost entirely without action and much tedious detail
STORY
Very weak material that didn't even
succeed as stage play
DIRECTION
Had poor story to work with but
might have done a bit better than he has
PHOTOGRAPHY
.. Fair
LIGHTINGS
Some too bright
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Not best suited to the part given him
SUPPORT
Winifred Westover leading lady;
Gladden James and others adequate
EXTERIORS
Few pretty snow scenes
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Several down-andouters finally regenerated through good influence of one
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Conway Tearle has a part quite unlike anything he
has had lately and in "Bucking the Tiger" he appears
in a western story, playing the part of a down-andouter. He is one of several of life's unsuccessful people who have joined forces for some reason or other
not made clear to the spectator. The feature is slightly below the standard of pictures which the Selznick
organization has been turning out recently.
The story was originally used as a stage play but
was taken off after it was plain that it was not mak-

ing good, and as picture entertainment Achmed Abdullah and May Tully's offering is a slow-moving and
at times tiresome piece that certainly doesn't provide
the star with a role suited to his ability or personality.
He is usually connected with the ballroom or hero
type of story, but in "Bucking the Tiger" is just one
of a number of unsuccessful beings, although he appreciates his failure, whereas the others do not.
Of course Director Kolker was handicapped with a
story that contained little action, but it seems he might
have gotten in a little more than he has. The first
reel especially gets over without arousing the interest
in the silghtest. It isn't until about the first half of
the production that it picks up and switches to the
North with some good snow scenes and a bit more
action. The earlier reels consist of ordinary, very unattractive western barroom sets.
Conway Tearle manages to go through with the role
well enough, but it isn't the kind of a part that will let
him make an impression. Winifred Westover is the
blond heroine and is usually so poorly lighted that her
face almost appears blank and her features sometimes
undiscernable. Gladden James is the bad man of the
picture who is false to the fair Winifred and deserves
the shot from Tearle which kills him. There are numerous titles but they might have been written to give
a better idea of some of the incidents. There are many
incomprehensive bits which might have been made
clear by the title-writer.
After Tearle's band has put over a hold-up he decides that it is all wrong and they go north to start
life over. James had previously been expelled by the
band, but appears at their cabin after they have gone
north and during the night steals away with Winifred. Tearle overtakes him and it's a case of his Own
life or James'. Tearle shoots and kills James and then
Winifred tells Conway she loved him, not James.

A Good Accompanying Program Should Be Secured
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This isn't strong enough to stand alone, so if you
show it as a single feature, secure a good accompanying program, as did a transient Broadway house when
it showed the feature. A good scenic and a comedy
will help you put it over. The star's name may attract attention, although your folks are sure not to like
him as well in this kind of a role. He seems best

suited to full dress parts or one similar to that which
he had in his last picture, "Society Snobs."
"Bucking the Tiger" would do for a double feature
program well enough. The fact that it isn't a knockout shouldn't discourage you, for the Selznick organization has been releasing some really good entertainment of late and one weak one shouldn't make you
prejudiced.

1

Short Reels
"The Sky Ranger"— Pathe
Melodramatic Serial
Type of production
This is the latest serial offering from George B. Seitz, to be
released by Pathe. Seitz directed, and is also co-starred in the
piece with June Caprice. The first three episodes were reviewed, and judging from that much of it, it will prove a good
bet in the serial line. The story is extremely imaginative and
impossible at times, but the nature of it provides opportunities
for a vast number of thrills and excitement. The element of
mystery is very strong through the first part, and if the balance
holds up to the standard of the first three episodes, there
should be no .question about bringing your patrons back for
more. It has all trie stuff that serial fans enjoy. June Caprice
is" a pretty and attractive heroine, and she works well with
Seitz, who displays plenty of pep, puts up a good fight, and
behaves generally as a thriller hero should. Harry Semels is
even more villainous than in "Velvet Fingers," the last Seitz
serial. The story concerns the adventures of George Oliver
Rockwell, who falls in love with the daughter of a scientist
who has invented a searchlight to signal Mars. A rival scienthe inventor of the world's fastest airplane,
league
seekstist, into
gain with
possession of the light, and will go to any
length to get it. The attempts of the villains bring June and
George into many dangerous adventures.
"Playmates" — Century-Universal
2 reel comedy
Type of production
An animal that is certain to entertain is the star of thisCentury offering, which is an all round good number. Brownie,
the bulldog,
the dog's not
truly
performance is
will bethea animal,
source ofandenjoymen,
onlyremarkable
to every child
in any audience, but to most grown people as well, for seldom
has such a well trained animal been seen either on stage or
screen. He is ably assisted in this piece by a very cute youngster, Peggy Montgomery by name, and the child and the dog
work together in a manner calculated to excite admiration and
get numerous laughs. Brownie gives Peggy a bath in one
place — getting the tub, filling it with water, and supplying the
soap, brush and towel. There are nuemous other wonderfully
clever stunts that the animal performs, seemingly with the
greatest enjoyment. There is some human comedy, too, although it isn't emphasized, and it isn't anything unusual.
Mostly very ordinary slapstick. The dog's performance should
make it a highly satisfactory comedy offering.

Kineto Review — "Was
Type of production

Darwin Right" — Kineto Co.
1 reel magazine

As the title implies, this reel is a study of monkeys and their
habits. Numerous species have been photographed, some of
them performing for the camera in an uncannily human way.
There are baboons lemurs, white faced monkeys from Africa,
the Spider Monkey, and several other branches of the monkey
tribe. Some of the finest specimens of Chimpanzees in captivity are shown. Of these, two in the Philadelphia zoo, are
seen having their finger prints taken for comparison with
human finger prints. The result shows the striking similarity of the two. The animals make a very interesting study,
and the reel is good entertainment, with many laughs provided
by the antics of the almost human monks.

"Hurry West"— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Eddie Boland is the featured performer of this one. The
"Vanity Fair Girls" have dwindled down gradually, until there
is only one of them in evidence in this number. The comedy
idea is a very good one, and Boland has a chance for more
funny gags than he has in some of the previous reels in which
he has recently starred. In this one he is a tenderfoot who
goes west to take charge of a ranch, and is received by the
villainous band of quick shooters who want to get his property.
The characters are all humorously overdone, and when Boland
accidently gets the best of them at every turn although scared
to death, the result is some good amusement. It will make a
very satisfactory comedy reel for any kind of audience.

"Wood Simps" — Century-Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
The Century trained lions are the featured performers in
this number but the animals are not as much in evidence as in
some of their previous appearances, and the stuff is pretty
much a repetition of the stunts that they have worked in other
offerings. However, they do make good entertainment while
they are in action, and in performing with the human members
of the cast, furnish several thrills as well as making pretty
fair comedy. They don't appear until nearly the middle of
the picture, the first part being given over to regulation slapstick comedy. This is only fair stuff, with most of the gags
and business having been used many times. It will get over
on the strength of the animals' performance.
The Toonerville Follies— State Rights
Type of production
2 reel comedy
There are many hearty laughs and a long succession of
preceding episodes. Fontaine Fox's funny jay characters;
the Skipper, who steers the Toonerville trolley, the Terrible
Tempered Mr. Bangs, the Powerful Katrinka, Aunt Eppic
Hogg and the rest can all be seen on the screen in this film.
They are so popular they have became a byword in every
household. Every member of every family will want to sec
them again in the coming episodes.
In this one. the Skipper, Dan Mason, on behalf of the new
minister, organizes the Follies, in which local rube talent is
starred. The Terrible-Tempered Mr. Bangs escorts the minister to the "opry house" and has engine trouble on the way.
Finally when the audience is hoping he will keep right on
with the same stuff for a long while yet he manages to get
going right and they get to the show. A rube quartet sings
"Asleep in the Deep" and then the curtain rises on the Follies,
which are rather brief and consist mostly of a new variation
of a vampire, tabloid, starring the Skipper. The director,
Ira M. Lowry should get the credit for the snappy jam ending in which the minister is found to be a crook and escorted
off to the calaboose. They will look for more Toonerville
stuff.
Pathe Review No. 101
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Most of the reel is of average interest, with two of the subjects possessing most of the entertainment value. To start
it off there is an exhibition Dutch wooden shoe dance, by a
young man and young woman who interpret in quite a vivid
manner, the spirit of the country of windmills. Then comes
a slow motion bit, of two acrobats performing some difficult
stunts on horizontal bars. Next is a Hy Mayer Travelaugh
titled "All To The Bowwows." This is a clever combination
of drawing and photography showing several kinds of dogs.
It is amusing and very clever work. The final subject is in
color, and presents some realistically tinted views of a Bedouin
Arab encampment. The band is seen at their daily occupations, which for the men apparently consists of nothing, and
for the women, the making of butter, the weaving of cloth,
on old fashioned hand looms, and preparing the ever moving
caravan for its next trip. This is the best part of the reel.
"Double Crossed" — Universal
Type of production
Clean and amusing is this Jack
love-making western. It has just
novel are
stuffbeing
in it.stolen
Louiseby Lorraine
cows
a gang

2 reel western
Perriu riding, fighting and
the right amount of dime
is rustlers
the girl, secretly
whose father's
of
led by

Jack's rival for her hand. She complicates things by promising
to marry the man who captures the outlaws. Jack gets two
of the gang at work, but is waylaid by their leader, his rival,
and left bound and under guard in a hut while the rustler rides
off to marry the girl. The wedding ceremony is half through
when the jam ending begins. The summing up is logical.
Jack finishes up as the groom. The story is not new but
there does not seem to be any good reason why this picture
should not prove pleasing. There are a lot of exteriors of
rolling plains and rocky fastnesses; shots that will interest.
The action is fast and the cast well chosen. It is a good routine western.
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United Release

Exchanges Win
Binderup Case — Important Decision Made Covering Operations
of F. I. L. M. Clubs
According to the National Associal, a legal victory for filmhescompas — one which establis
their
ht to act collectively through film
bs and boards of trade in correcttrade abuses which arise between
libitors and exchanges — has been
n in Nebraska where all the disputing companies which operate exinges in -Omaha were sued for conunder the Sherman AntiracyLaw.
ust
rhe action was brought against the
n companies by Charles G. Binde) of Minden, Neb., and involved a
im for $720,000 triple damages,
nderup alleged that he had been
ven out of business by a conspirf and that the Omaha Film Board
Trade was an instrument in the
nds of the film companies which
abled them to monopolize the busi3s and restrain interstate commerce,
nong the National Association
rnibers named as defendants were
ix, Goldwyn, Famous Players-Las, Associated First National, Metro,
liversal, and half a dozen others.
(Continued on Page 2)

Goldwyn Returns
Samuel Goldwyn arrived in New1
)rk Saturday from an extended trip
rough Europe. He returned on the
juitania, which was held up at cusms until late in the afternoon.
Rowson Here from London
Harry Rowson of the Ideal Film
mting Co., Ltd., of London,
Engld, is in New York.

^oFilm'School
Days'
oung Barry to Star in Edwards'

Review — Harry Rapf to Make
It for Warner Bros.
Contracts were closed late Friday
hereby Wesley Barry will star in
ichool Days," the famous Gus Edards' review. The production will
: made in the east under general
pervision of Harry Rapf and will
: released through Warner Bros.
The arrangement was made with
'arshall Neilan. Under the terms
the agreement young Barry is to
ork under Rapf for a period of five
eeks.
It is planned that when the picture
)es out to the key cities, to stop proction of the film at a certain point,
ie the screen and then stage a numsr of the famous Edwards songs as
ley were sung in the review origally.

For

Nazim
/a Productions — Probably to CI ontract
ake Three
Readya Year —

Nazimov; Productions will be released thro %\\ United Artists.
The con act is ready to be signed and as i .e noted star arrived Saturday fron the coast it is expected
the papers 'ill be put through and all
details finely arranged either today
or tomorrow.
In all ! kelihood three Nazimova
production . will be released during
the comir { year, beginning in September.
It is understood that Nazimova has
completedrodite"sixwhichweeks'
"Aph-a
was towork
haveon been
Metro release. Indeed, it is said that
one of the reasons leading to the severing of her relations with Metro was
that while Metro desired the work on
"Aphrodite" to be withheld until later
that Nazimova wanted to finish it at
once.
"THE SOUL WITHIN "—AUDREY MUNSON
"The tie that binds" — illustrates but one of the many intensely heart appealing situations embodied in the st ory of this famous Queen of the Artists' Studios. Perry Plays, Inc.— Ad.
^^

Some Machine !
Up at Republic Laboratory. In a building that looks like
On 52d St. And what that machine won't do?
an Italian palace.
It takes in a positive print. And from then on the prints roll
off. As many as you please. All at one time. And as near perfection as possible. No risk of man handling. Every inch. Of
every print. Just so. Same tint. Same tone. Up and down.
Over 11 spools the print develops and is washed. Then over 13
spools the hypo takes effect. Then over 17 spools it is washed.
In purified water. Then into the tint baths. Again washed.
Then dried. In the cleverest drying machine you ever saw.
All open to the eye. With a patent effect. That rings a bell
when a break arrives. Just as perfect as a machine can be.
Then rolls the print. All ready for delivery. Can turn out a
million feet a week.
In the plant.
Idea of H. J. Yates. And Yates is Republic. Very much so.
Brother G. W. with him. Yates was formerly with American
Tobacco. Saw millions of cigarettes made by machines. Even
And reput in cartons. And stamped with revenue stamps. two
years
cartoned in larger affairs. Got into the lab business
out
Laid
ago. And began thinking. Called in an engineer.
the plan. And the idea. And the machine is the result.
Rest of new plant very interesting. Clean as a whistle. Not
a scrap of film in sight. No danger from fire. Expects to cut
Before long. Vaults
his insurance rate from $1.04 to 48 cents.
(Continued

on

Page

4)

G. C. Smith Sails
As

"Big 4" General
Manager
in
Western European Countries —
Headquarters in Paris
Guy Croswell Smith, who until
now has operated his own company
under the name of Guy Croswell
Smith, Ltd., sailed for Europe on
Saturday to establish Paris headquarters for United Artists. The office
is expected to be opened and transacting business by June 1.
Mr. Smith will act as general manager for the "Big 4" in France. Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and the
Scandinavian countries.
Abrams Leaves for Coast
Hiram Abrams left for the coast on
Saturday.

li"
for "Disrae
Selecte
Castfollowi
ng d have
been cast to
The
li":d
et Dale,
Reginal
Margar
Arliss,
Mrs.
in "Disrae
Arliss
George
support
Denny, Frank Losee, E. J. Radcliffe,
Henry (Jarvil, Grace Griswold and
Noel Tearle. As stated previously,
production will probably be at the
Biograph plant. Henry Kolker will
direct and Harry Fischbeck will photograph the production. Forest Halsey will make the screen adaptation.
Another
(Special
Omaha—
The to WID'S
World DAILY)
Realty Co.,
owners of the Sun, Moon and_ Muse
house.
theaters, are to build a new $300,000
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
[Famous Players .. 79
80%
79
do pfd
88%
89
89
r*Goldwyn
4%
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
1854
19
19
Triangle
Y%
Ys
Vi
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Protest

Against

Obscene

(Special to WID'S

Pictures

DAILY)

Franklin, N. H. — A protest against
obscene pictures and objectionable titles and a resolution for the elimination of all sex problems were made
here by the M. P. T. O. in convention. Censorship was defeated at this
year's session of the state legislature.

(f (&cLu<cciticmxi£ U^ctuAJL^

"THE SPICG OF THE PROGRAM"

AVAILABLE JUNE FIRST
Two live wires — completing three
years' contract, booking, exploitation,
operating coast to coast chain of theaters. Joint or separate contracts.
Your confidence respected.
Address K-30, care Wid's

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8303

Exchanges
Win
(Continued
from Page 1)

of the A. H. Blank, Pathe Exchange Inc.,
and managers of every film exchange
in Omaha were also defendants.
e." Eugene
cal
Apo
ayyps—
adw
in
O'Brien
Bro
"Gilded Lies."
The Binderup suit has been generally regarded as a test of the validity
Brooklyn
Strand — Jackie Coogan
in
of the methods of conducting the film
"Peck's Bad Boy."
clubs and boards of trade. It has
Capitol— "The Birth of a Nation."
been contested for nearly a year.
Casino — "Mother Eternal."
The court held, according to the
National Association, that no cause
Criterion — -"Sentimental Tommy."
of action had been shown and the jury
44th St.— "Way Down East."
was instructed to find a verdict for
Loew's New York — Today — Thomas the defendants.
Meighan
in "The
City of Silent
The Binderup case hinged around
an exchange which Binderup operated
Tuesday — "In the Heart of a Fool." in South Central Nebraska and from
Wednesday — Tom Moore in "Made
which he supplied 26 other exhibitors. The Omaha Board of Trade in
Men." ven."
Hea
Thuinrsday — Wanda Hawley in "The 1919 recommended a cancellation of
House That Jazz Built."
service except for houses which BinFriday — "Love,
Honor
and
Bederup owned or operated. Pathe
have." Buck Jones in "The One then cancelled service. Ultimately it
was decided to ask for $1,000 cash
Trail."
Man
Saturday
— "Good Women."
security to cover service in certain
Sunday — Norma Talmadge in "The towns. Binderup refused to accede
to this demand.
Passion Flower."
A similar case was that of William
Lyric — "The Queen
of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Swan of Columbus, Neb., who chargconspiracy between A. H. Blank
Rialto — Douglas
MacLean
in "The and edseveral
members of the Omaha
Home Stretch."
Board of Trade. The case was tried
Rivoli — "Deception" (third week.)
under the Nebraska Anti-Monopolies
Selwyn — "A Connecticut
Yankee in Act with a decision against Swan.
King Arthur's Court."
Legend Files Schedule
Strand — "Bob Hampton of Placer."
Legend Film Prod., Inc., 220 W.
Town Hall— "Dream Street."
42nd St., has filed its schedule in
bankruptcy, listing liabilities of $20,974 and no free assets. Some of the
Next Week
creditors are L. F. Burkhardt, $6,325;
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
E. Efrus, $2,762, and Tefft Johnson,
Apocalypse."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
$2,200.
Brooklyn Strand — "Bob Hampton of Nat'l Exchange Has New Feature
National Exchanges, Inc., will release "The Lotus Blossom," starring
Capitol—
"The
Birth of a Nation"
Placer."
(tentative attraction.))
Lady Tsen Mei. She appeared in
"For One Freedom of the East" some
Casino— "Mother Eternal."
time back.
Criterion — Not yet determined.
Innocent of Blue Law Charge
44th St.— "Way Down East."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Lyric— "The Queen of Sheba."
Platteville, Wis. — The jury reportPark— "Over the Hill."
ed a disagreement in the case against
Rialto — Not yet determined.
William Tracy of the Gem, who was
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
charged with operating his house on
Selwyn — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in Sunday. The state will move for a
dismissal, it is said.
King Arthur's Court."
Strand-Pola Negri in "Gypsy Blood"
Dangerous to Lower Prices
Town Hall— "Dream Street."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Milwaukee, Wis.— The local F. I.
Branching Out
L. M. club at a special meeting held
to discuss film rentals issued a warn(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing to local exhibitors not to lower
Seattle— J. T. Sheffield, who, with
Jack Lannon, has had the Greater their admission prices because they
of the opinion rentals will remain
Features Exchange here for some are
the same.
time, will open exchanges in Denver
and Salt Lake City. The Neal Hart
series will be handled by him in Operators Must Pass Examination
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Colorado, Idaho and Utah.
Santa censes
Barbara,
Cal. — Operators'
ligranted under
the outgoing
city administration have been cancelled and it is now necessary for all
Homes of 400 to Be Shot
operators to pass a written examinaThe Film Mutual Benefit Bureau
tion. Municipal ordinances on wirhas been formed by wealthy and soing and electrical work will be encially prominent New Yorkers, who,
forced, especially in churches and
as noted, have placed their homes, schools.
gardens and other properties in the
Exhibitor Fined $50
hands of the bureau to be rented to
producers, the receipts to be devoted
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
to charity. For the present they will
Owensboro, Ky. — The Strand
be divided between the Maternity Amusement Co. of Louisville has
Center and the American Committee agreed to pay a fine of $50 on a charge
for Devastated France.
of posting objectionable posters.

If a large proportion of the
American public fail to
save money — the
RITCHEY POSTER
is at least partly to blame.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

STATE
RIGHTS
BUYERS

AT

HOME

Stage,

AT WORK
With

Screen

and

Dance

AT L

Srs

Wire for Territory

Shadowland

,fc^™ gP

FOR RENT
Furnished or unfurnished
offi<
separate desks with telephone s"v
in center of Motion Picture dirri
117 W. 46th St. Telephone I^i
248. Hooven Bldg.
NATIONAL SOCIAL UNf

| STUDIO FOR SALE 0R|RH1

Kalem Studios, at Cliffside, N. jj,
week, month or year. 30 mfc
from 42nd and Broadway, 100,(0
floor space, 5 acres ground, 2 ai
stages, complete electrical equit>e
24 dressing rooms, paint and c; pi
ter shops, suite 5 offices, etc. o
pletely furnished, props., etc. !
quire Watchman at Studio, 19! P
isade Avenue, Cliffside, New jfs
H
or owner, B. H. MILLIGAN,
TEL ASTOR, NEW YORK,
of May 1st.
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Thank You
Dr. Riesenfeld
Our records tell us that this is the seventh time
The Rialto Theatre has shown

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

in

"The Floorwalker"
That you were justified in running this Chaplin
Classic again was evidenced by the splendid reviews
and comments on it in the various New York
Daily Papers. You must indeed have felt pleased
when you read the following in the New York
Tribune:
"The honors are divided between Charlie
"The Floorwalker"
produced Harold.
Chaplin
and
LouiswhoFerdinand
The Chaplin
Comedy seems to draw just as many laughs
as it did when it was first shown some half
dozen years ago.
Chaplin Classics have more
repeat dates to their credit
than any picture or series
of pictures ever made.

Doctor, you have proven that Chaplin Classics are
Eternally Good and are Classics as you originally
called them. We thank you.

CLARK-CORNELIUS

CORPORATION

117 West 46th Street
Distributed

By

SELECT

New York City

\
M
t
Some Machine

DAILY

Eve Unsell will address the Columbia School of Photoplay Writing today.

±1 G G-E R S

PHOTO

ENGRAVING

1587-1589

D A V

TELEPHONE

AND

BROADWAY

NIGHT

BRYANT

8 444-5

HAVE YOU HEARD
THE LATEST SECRET?

Charlie Conklin
Is

Now

Starred in His
Comedies

Own

Expressly Made for

State Rights Distribution
Keep it Confidential —
Will you?

Tom Saxe
S. L. Rothapfel
5. Barret McCormick
Sid Grauman

(Continued

from

Page
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fire-proof.
Hold 1,000 productions.
Wonderful place.
should see it. Especially if you are a producer.
EXPERIMENTING

You

Up at Newburg. Ain't it a place? To experiment in. Warner's and Bobby North. Put on "Why Girls Leave Home" for
premiere. Doing a Griffith. Trying it in the small places. To
see what happens. But. Back to the experiment : Had a lot
of cards printed. For the audience. Wanted to know: (1) how
they liked the title ; (2) how they liked the picture. And the
cards came back. All filled in. With result that Bobby North
was tickled sick. Even if the violinist almost gave him a spasm.
And the family think they've a winner. Even Harry Rapf.
GETTING IT BACK
Export & Import. Playing "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."
Through Goldwyn. On percentage. Capital had first smash at
it. Only played to $41,000. On the week. Almost got cost.
Out of first showing. No wonder Louie Auerbach smiles. And
orders pate de fois gras. For lunch. Just got it started.
It's a business.
WHY THE WORRY
Over this German stuff?? Actors excited. Equity all
wrought up. See jobless times. Soup kitchens. Etc., etc. All
producers' press agents busy. Grinding out interviews. Some
don't worry. Others do. Over this so called "Foreign Invasion."
It's a laugh. Count the foreign films now being shown? Ask
any
importer
how amany
ones say.
are left?
who has
Famous
to have
lot. good
So they
But And
Connick
says 'em?
no.
Usual program stuff made abroad punk. Wouldn't get a nickel
here. Couldn't. Fine kettle of fish. When a half dozen foreign
pictures. Can stir up such a mess-. What a fine lot of panicky
people there are. In this business. Better worry about making
good pictures. That's more important.
And more to the point.
PROLOGUES
Joe Plunkett. Stand up, Joe. Take off your hat. No;
don't; you may catch cold. But stand up, anyway. Gets the
silver plated velocipede. Presented by Cheerio Sidney. For
putting on prologues. They have something to do with the
feature. Something other Broadway showmen might think
about. Just another example last week. With "Peck's Bad
Boy." Mighty clever. Incidentally introduced a song by Paul
Sarazan. The only musical composer in press agent captivity.
First National will print it. And shoot it out with bookings.
Kinda catchy, too.
STEPPING
ALONG
Those Ascher boys. Of Chi. Started about 15 years ago.
Little dinky theater. Now they own a flock of houses. In Chi
and other places. And still growing. Changed from a partnership to a corporation. Have 175,000 shares of stock. No par.
But assets are supposed to be valued at over 17 million. That,
as the mule said of the express, as it passed, is "going some."
THE WORLD
DO MOVE
Since "Griff" made "The Birth of a Nation." So has "Griff."
With a revival of the feature. At the Capitol. Now he comes
along with talking pictures. To be introduced to-night. At the
Town Hall. With "Dream Street." Invention of O. E. Kellum.
They say it works. If it does Kellum has a fortune. In his mitt.
Edison tried it. And failed. Harry Webb spent a fortune. Of
Baltimore dollars. Trying to get it right. Others also. Their
name was Legion.
By the way "Dream Street" will be somewhat different.
"Griff" has made some changes. Tied in the action to the theme.
Thinks it clear now. For anyone. And the big idea symbolized
by the "Evening Star" promises to be clearer. DANNY.

Priest Leases New Quarte|
Robert W. Priest has leased
in the Fitzgerald Bldg. for thj
ecutive offices of The Film Ml
Inc. The new quarters are larg
commodious with a wide plate
front on Broadway.

FOR
SALE
One BELL & HOWELL afl
one
P A T H E , complefc
equipped.
No reasonable of
refused.
AL
LIGUORI,
International Studio,
2d Av. & 127th St. Harlem 93

it

a
Producer owning large easte .
studio and distributing orgs
ization in Chicago would li
to make
arrangement
w.
either prominent A-l star, i
rector or producer on a pa G
nership basis for the prodi
tion of high class
featur
Will be in New York week
May 1st for interviews.
Address, full particulars,

I

B-21, care Wid's

DIRECTOR
OF

THE

TRAD

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

it

ADVERTISING— PUBLICI
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryai
ROBERT
EDGAR
LONG
Formerly With D. W. Griffith
1482 Broadway
Bryau

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITI

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art
Titles
—
Animation
—
Leaden
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryai
MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOl
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryai

BROKERS
MOTION
PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los i

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Motion
Picture Printin
416-24 Quality
W. 216th
St.
Wad
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATC
Tel. Tremoi
General Mana ,

PRINTERS

BARNES PRINTING CO
Motion Picture Specialists
Phone Gramet
36 East 22d St.
PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Sprin \
STUDIOS

■

ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., II
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
HarleL
Morn, i
Studio — 361 W. 125th
EQUIPPED SI
MODERN, FULLY
For Rent by Day, Week or Mor
Fit
230-232 West 38th St.

.

7/^recochized
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Robertson Chosen

Files Brief
. L. M. Club Says the Proposed
leasure is Confiscatory — Cites
Case of Small Man
srging that the Lusk censorship
beside being unconstitutional,
imi nates against educational films
rary to the greatest of legal prins and that it is unnecessary legon infringing criminal statutes
ef has been filed by the F. I. L.
Hub of New York with Gov.
:r. An appeal is also made to
Governor's sense of fairness and
istice.
behalf of the many business men
small capital engaged in the distion of films, the brief asserts
the various taxes imposed would
.mt to 20% of the market value
heir stock, thus making it untable and impractical for them to
r on* as exchangemen. It charges
a large part of the film handled
ic small distributor is educational
rial which would be retired from
is aretroactive
tax confiscatory
slation.
nature,"Itand
in its
:ings," savs the brief.
elitpaper
whichcites
he the
has fact
paidthatfora man's
under
isions of the bill can be taken
(Continued

on

Page
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"Griff" Starts Again Soon
W. Griffith expects to start work
on a new production. Just what
story will be is not known. It
rumored yesterday that he may
; "The Two Orphans," but his
: disclaimed any knowledge of
act.
Washburn

Film Switched

'he Road to London," Bryant
hburn's English-made picture,
not be released through Robert"ole
as originally Exhibitors,
announced, Inc.
but
tgh Associated
A. Ochs represented Washburn
Arthur S. Kane, Associated. Rewill be June 19.
What of Browning?
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

>s Angeles — Tod Browning has
based "Just Outside of Hell," a
i by Rene De Saltes, a French
?r now in Los Angeles. Brownmerely states it is for future proion and that the purchase is an
ndual transaction on his part.
st what his plans are is unknown
his Universal contract expires in
ust. He is now making "Fanny
self," a Fannie Hurst story.

To and
MakeJosephine
Barrie's Lovett
"Peter to Pan"
— He
Confer
With Barrie First
John S. Robertson, who directed
Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy," and Josephine Lovett, who
adapted the book for the screen, will
sail tomorrow for London, where
they will confer with Sir James and
Adolph Zukor on the filming of Barrie's "Peter Pan."
"Sir James already has seen 'Sentimental Tommy,' " said Jesse L. Lasky
yesterday,
"a print
of the by
picture
having been taken
to London
Mr.
Zukor, and he was so greatly pleased
with the adaptation of the story to
the screen that he requested that
'Peter Pan' be entrusted to Mr. Robertson and Miss Lovett. We have
not yet decided whether to produce
the picture in London or in our Long
Island studio or in Hollywood — that
will be worked out in the conference
with Mr. Zukor and Barrie. But, in
tny event, the scenario will be written in London, in collaboration with

*

W

S^

m

"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
The dllletante weaves his web to trap the beautiful model — Perry
Inc. — Advt.

Plays,

Zukor-U. F. A. Deal Off
Negotiations Fall Through — Bratz and Davidson Join Famous
Players' Chief in New Enterprise — To Make Lubitsch
and Mia May Films
(By

Cable to WID'S

DAILY)

Berlin — The negotiations between Adolph Zukor of Famous
Players-Lasky and the Universum Film Co. — the U. F. A. — have
fallen through. Zukor has made plans to establish his own organization inCentral Europe.
He will manufacture the Ernest Lubitsch films and those
of Mia May, one of the best known actresses in Germany. Bratz
and Davidson, former U. F. A. executives, have joined with
Zukor in the new enterprise and together with German capital
will launch a sister organization.
(By

Cable to WID'S

DAILY)

London — Adolph Zukor is here from Berlin, lie is maintaining strict silence and will not be interviewed regarding his
activities.

The local offices of Famous Players did not care to make any
comment on the above.
(Continued

on Page

3)

Lasky also announced that Wallace
Reid will arrive here May 16 to begin
Sir James."
work, co-starring with Elsie Ferguson, in "Peter Ibbetson," under the
direction of George Fitzmaurice.
He went into some detail regarding
various producing activities of the
company and in one portion of a
lengthy statement said:
"Agnes Ayres is coming East to
play opposite Mr. Meighan and on
the completion of 'Cappy Ricks' she
will go to London as the first of a
number of our stars who will work
in our London studio."
Smith Expected
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Albert E. Smith of
Vitagraph is on his way to New York.
The Vitagraph
Smith in today.

offices

expect

Mr.

Ad Kessel and Charles O. Baumann, who for the past IS years have
been partners in various film enterprises, have severed their relations
and Baumann has moved from the
old offices in the Longacre Bldg. to
the Knickerbocker Bldg.
Kessel said yesterday that he and
his brother Charles would continue
the operation of the Kessel Baumann Pictures Corp., which finances

Split

It is understood that Baumann
production.
also finance productions.

will
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Wonder what Nathan Hirsh
ing to do in Berlin?
Wilson

P

Leaves

Harry D. Wilson, director of
lic.'ty for the Western
Pictures
oloitation Company, left for Lo;
geks on Saturday.
Ruggles Joins Morosco Comp
(Special to WID'S

Quotations
Las
Bid. Asked. Sal>
Famous Players .. 79
81 K> 80 Kt
do pfd
Not quoted
*Goldwyn
4%
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
18%
19 y8 18%
Triangle
H
Yi
Vs
World Film
Not quoted
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Under Way
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Bisbee, Ariz. — The Border Feature
Film Corp. has started work on its
first two reeler, under direction of
Harry Moody. Grant Merrill will be
featured.
Sennett to Star Ben Turpin
Ben Turpin has been made a star.
"Love's Outcast," a multiple reel
comedy, to be released by Associated
Producers. Inc., is his first starring
production.
De Haven Coming to New
(Special to WID'S

York

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Carter De Haven is
now working on his last production
under his First National contract. He
expects to leave for the cast in about
10 days to look over the play market.
Upon his return here he will continue his picture making. What his
future release will be is unknown.

DAILY)

I os Angeles — Wesley Ruggle
cently with Metro, has joined th<
ver Morosco Prod. He will (
"Slippy McGee" which will bi
leased
tional. through Associated First
Harry Sweet and the Century Comedy
goose that
gives
exhibitors
golden egg every week right straight through the year. — Advt.

Newspaper Opinions
"The

Birth of a Nation"— D.
Griffith— Capitol

W.

HERALD — This picture of civil war days
seemed as potent as ever to shackle the attention as in the days when it first made
going to the film houses a necessity. * * *
Tin's finishing
culmination
proved
that itGriffith
is the
best
sprint
in theanew
pictures.
may have developed a subtler touch in the
domestic incidents he has portrayed since
then, but no one has yet done anything to
surpass this picture in its cumulative power
to make the masses get up on their hind legs
and root.
WORLD— A mightier, more thrilling presentation of "The Birth of a Nation" than
New York has ever seen is on view at the
Capitol Theater this week. This Griffith photoplay * * that set the whole nation talking
when it was first shown in the Liberty Theater stands today, as always, the most powerful
single cinemapiay of its particular kind. Six
years of constant development of the photo
play art have come and gone, with not a
solitarytwo
spectacular
pictureandto S.equal
it. * * *
These
men (Griffith
1.. Rothafel)
stand shoulder to shoulder in giving to the
world its most thrilling photoplay production
and its most inspiring photoplav presentation.
AMERICAN — It has an appeal that was
nearly equalled in Mr. Griffith's "Hearts of
the World." * * * It is quite fitting — tin's
revival of "The Birth of a Nation." It
makes us proud of what has heen done in
picture production and presentation.
TIMES—* * * The production that was
sensationally pre-eminent then remains one of
the pre-eminent works of today. It has
rivals now, and in some things they surpass
it. Several of them have photographic subtleties and other cinematographic qualities
that it does not possess. It lacks the unity
and coherence of later motion picture masterpieces, and free imitation of its melodramatic devices has weakened their effectiveness. But when all of this is admitted, "The
Birth of a Nation" still needs no apology. It
stands today a triumphant achievement of
the screen. As melodrama, it is one of the
most genuine thrillers ever made, and it
shows some of the best acting, some of the
most vivid, if sketchy, characterization, to be
found on the screen. As a spectacle it still
has power to stir the imagination. * * * One
cannot suppress the hope that, in some respects, Mr. Griffith will soon return to his
earlier style.
GLOBE-It is the most important landmark

a

in the baffling art, industry, or indoor sport
of the moving picture which has spread out
so rapidly before us. *
But there is
enough that is excellent in the film to enable it to stand on its own merits without
benefit of its first extraordinary
success.
SUN — Griffith's picture is as gripping as
of old, for it is truly elemental, with its
thrilling
* *
MATT. —sweep
Rut through
when alltheis civil
said war.
and *done.
"The Birth of a Nation." which D. W. Griffith gave to the world five years ago. still
stands alone, the supreme picture of all time.
Compared with all the films that have come
into being since it was created, "The Birth
of a Nation" still stands easily at the head
of them
all. It has never been surpassed, nor
even
equalled.
TELEGRAM—* * * Tt has lost none of
its
potent film
appeal.
Anuv'Vrin
epic. This may be called the
JOURNAL—* * * This greatest of the
Griffith films has remained undimmed in its
power. Tremendous climax and human appeal. It is. still, the greatest.
Daily News. Tribune, Post and Evening
World made no comment.

"Bob Hampton Strand
of Placer"— 1st Nat'l
HERALD— This is Neilan's most elaborate production to date. *
There is a
whirlwind, enthralling glimpse of Custer's
'ast stand, and the whole picture virtually
gallops, for Neilan has lost none of his skill
in making a movie zip. Movie devotees
should do some shopping at the Strand this
week. Young Harry seems to be growing a
bitWORLD
conscious— We
of the
* so far as
are camera.
willing *to* go
to say that there is no motion picture director active today who is able to photograph
more beautiful natural landscape effects than
Marshall Neilan. * * * An enormous amount
of money has been expended here and there
can be no one who will deny Mr. Neilan has
made a fine effort. However, there's too
much battle without a "kick," and too much
silly talk from Wesley, and too little "straightout ■ from-the-shouldcr" plot to the love story.
DAILY NEWS— Also, if you are so
cursed as to wear a pince-nez, you are forced
to remove this and furtively remove a salt
drop or two. When you pride yourself on
being rather case-hardened, this is a real
tribute— to any movie.
AMERICAN — But as an insteance of indomitable energy in picture-making, this film
is an excellent example. One can imagine
(Continued
on Page
6)

Kipling

Exchange

(Special

to WID'S

in

Seattl

DAILY)

Seattle— The
Kipling
Film
change has opened.
Theodore J
son Ave.
is in charge. The office is at
3rd
Plans

Renovations

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Milford, Del— The Nixon P.
theater is to be extensively renov
It will be called the Nnxon in tb
ture and will be under managei
of George Schwartz. The Nixon
be operated in conjunction with
Nixon Opera House at Dover. B
ings are made through the Sta
Co. of Philadelphia.

Any
photoplay
will
be
more profitable with
RITCHEY
POSTERS
than
that
which
swer.

without
them — and
is an argument
to
there

isn't any

an-

RITCHEY
L1THO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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laver brook's Plan Fails; France Considering Ban
icheme Halted
r\. to Discuss Booking Plan —
leral Meeting
Thursday —
Soldwyn Stops Bookings
By Cable' to WID'S

DAILY)

Ion — There
have been
some
ant developments in the Beavk situation regarding
advance
gs. Beaverbrook's idea to get
the block booking system has
ubled waters and it seems safe

Talk of Tax

As Seen In London
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

London — The Film Renter
deems the Beaverbrook situation so important an issue that,
for the first time in the history
of the English film trade, a
daily was published covering
various developments in full.
Following will be found various
angles on the situation as seen
by this publication:

Bill Up in French Chamber — Industry There Reported in Serious
. State — Export Mkts. Lost
A bill aimed at American pictures
has been introduced in the Chamber
of Deputies in France, according to
a copyrighted
dispatch published in

U. (Continued
F. A. from
DealPage Off
1)
The breaking off of negotiat i
between Famous Players and U. F.
A. will undoubtedly prove a surprise
to film men who are familiar with the
foreign situation. As a matter of
fact, it has been taken for granted in
exporting circles in New York and
London that the deal had been practically closed.
When Eugene Zukor went abroad
some weeks ago it was stated by Famous Players that his trip was for the
purpose of ascertaining the advisability of entering upon reciprocal arrangements with foreign producers.
No specific names were given out, but
it was generally taken that the U. F.
A. was one of the companies meant.
Last week it was announced that
Zukor was to establish his own exchanges in Central Europe. He has,
through Ben Blumenthal, placed Pola
Negri under contract. She will come
to this country in the fall. Blumenthal when here last stated he had
formed an Ernest Lubitsch Co. and
in view of the relations between Zukor and Blumenthal, it is natural to
assume that Blumenthal has turned
his contract over to Zukor.

yesterday's Herald. The cable stated:
"With the object of saving the
French cinema industry from com"What is proposed is nothing less
plete extinction by the invasion of
e that his plan will not be carthan an attempt to engineer an imAmerican films, which now comprise
mense combine of interests in the film
rough.
almost 80% of the pictures shown in
business, particularly on the exhibiting side, and having for its object the
neral meeting of the Cinematothis country, a bill has been presentcomplete downfall of the renter, and
Exhibitors' Association of
ed in tlie Chamber, signed by 60 Depof the sweeping away of the renting
Britain and Ireland has been
trade. In short, the proposal is to
uties, which would levy a 6% tax on
organize
a
combine
similar
to
that
Eor Thursday to discuss the sitforeign
films used in theaters showin the meantime Goldwyn,
of the First National Exhibitors' Ciring less than 20% of French films
cuit of America, but of far greater
las stopped accepting bookings
and a tax of 3% where more than 20%
ieriod of four months.
..# * * The Cinematograph Exhibof the films shown are French. This
magnitude."
itors'
Association
are
out
for
a
rental
affair started with the anis in addition to the general 6% tax
organization entirely their own. They
:ment of F. E. Adams of the
also intend to produce their own picit is proposed to place on cinemas.
tures
and
also
to
own
their
own
trade
cial Cinematograph Theaters,
"The French film industry is in a
with Biocolor, Ltd., originally
"The balance sheet for the Provinserious state, having lost its export
the fuss over cancellation of
:ial Cinematograph Theaters this year
market, as well as being driven from
jrgan."
will
show a profit of a quarter of a
g contracts to secure a shorter
nillion sterling. Does this prove that
French theaters by American producand lower rentals, that a conhis group of theaters has paid too
tions. Sixty per cent of the films
plan had been arrived at. It
nuch for rentals?"
shown in the Argentine were French
enerally assumed here that he
before the war, while today scarcely
the matter would be referred
12%
dividend
on
its
ordinary
shares.
any are exported there. The same is
council of the C. E. A.
Pioneer will release "A Good
Adolph Zukor is back in London true of many European countries, ac- Woman," starring Gail Kane, in Ma> .
a matter of fact, Beaverbrook
las no official connection with after a stay in Berlin. He refuses to
of the inDepths,"
starring
cording to the figures p'resented in the and
be interviewed and will make no
Violet"Out
Mersereau,
June.
E. A., invited about 70 exhib- statement to the press regarding any
!o the Hyde Park Hotel and
Hatrick Returns
a number of resolutions were of his work in Europe. Lord Beaver- Chamber."
brook on one occasion admitted that
E. B. Hatrick of the Hearst organ. The point is that there was
ization is back in New
York from
cussion with general members he owns a substantial interest in Fawritten by
mous Players.
his European trip.
C. E. A. regarding the move
ie secretary of the organization
No information was obtainable at
HARRY
CHANDLEE
and
Merit Gets Burlingham Films
at even invited to participate in
nferences.
the Goldwyn offices yesterday regardContracts have' been signed whereresolutions were passed at a ration.
ing the action of the English corpoWILLIAM
B. LAUB
I dinner and a committee apMen byofFrederick
Borneo"Burlingham's
films will be"Wild
disThis Mark of Merit has apd to arrange a policy in detail,
tributed through the United States
Fairbanks' Film Next
statement the resolutions were
peared upon over thirty proand Canada by the Merit Film Corp.
ductions during the past year.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
This new deal also calls for 22 other
:d. They called for exhibitors
— "The Mark of Zorro" will new one-reel adventure pictures taken
ise booking films for release beLondon
the next United Artists film to
Vug. 31, 1922, pending a general play at the Palace theater. It opens in the Orient, the United States and
Offices 130 West 46th
[ement for limiting the booking
in Europe, which are to be released at
23. "Pollyanna" is now runis for release within six months on May
Bryant 9900
ning at the theater. It is playing to the rate of two a month. Inter-Ocean
the trade showings.
A second
has the foreign rights.
poor
business.
stated that it is desirable that
tors should reject the system
)ck booking on dates already
;d by existing bookings. Third,
ixhibitors ask for a 25% reducSYMBOL
CLASS
OF SERVICE
Telegram
CLASS OF SERVICE
n the price of existing bookings.
Blue
Telegram
e. Weekly asked some pointed
Day Letter
Day Letter
Night Mmiii
ons in which the altruistic attiNile
Night Message
ind the solicitation for the trade
WESTERN UNION
NL
NL
Nlghl Letter
Night Letter
It none of these three symbols
If none of these three symbols
Ord Beaverbrook's part was
appears after the check (number of
appears after the check (number of
ed. Kine. states that Beaverwords)
this Ie a telegram.
words) this Is a telegram.
Otherwise Its character
is Indicated -Otherby the
wise (ticharacter Ie indicated by the
intends foisting a co-operative
symbol appearing altar the cheek.
NEWCOMB
CARLTON. PRESIDENT
symbol appearing after the check.
QEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST vice-president
te on the trade and then urges
eral meeting of the C. E. A. "to
upon a full explanation from
H LOSANGELES CALIP 1043A APR 30 1921
eneral council of what appears 156JL REP 59 BLUE
the delegation of part of its
:s to non-members and to call HIRAM ABRAMS
n entire reconsideration of the UNITED ARTISTS C0RPN 729 7 AVE NEW YORK
ng problem by the Association
which shall pay special atten- MISS PICKP0RD DELIGHTED WITH REMARKABLE BOOKINGS OP HER NEW PICTURE THROUGH
o the Glasgow scheme already in THE BACK DOOR STOP SPLENDID SPONTANEOUS RECEPTION GIVEN TO PICTURE AT ITS PREsnee, and include a conference VIEWING AT JACK ROOTS STRAND IN PASADENA CONFIRMS BELIEF WE ALL HAD THAT
renters before proceeding
to
PICTURE WILL BE SENSATIONAL CLEANUP FOR EXHIBITORS STOP WILL HAVE ALL PRINTS
jly disastrous measures."
is interesting to note that the P. IN SHAPE FOR OPENING RUNS STOP BEST REGARDS
BENNIE ZEIDMAN 535P
, which is one of the prime movq the agitation, has declared a
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Keep Theater Taxes
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — Secretary of
the Treasury Mellon, in a letter to Representative Fordney,
chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, recommends that the tax on admission be maintained. In his letter he says, in one part:
"3. Retain the miscellaneous
specific sales taxes and excise
taxes, including the transportation tax, the tobacco tax, the
tax on admissions. * * *"

An analysis of the imports and exports has just been made by the
Washington Bureau of the National
Association. The figures were obtained from the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce.
For eight months ending February
of this year, the total footage of positive film imported was 3,137,422.
During the same period in 1920, the
amount was 1,649,085. From these
figures it shows that the imports were
nearly doubled during the past eight
months. The amount of negative film
imported has also been more than
doubled during the same period. For
eight months ending February, 1921,
the United States imported 1,372,842
feet, while in the same period there
was imported 665,669 feet. Exports
during the same period show a decrease this year over last. Exports
during eight months ending February, 1921, totaled 108,825,976 feet of
positive film, while during the same
period in 1920 112, 591,288 feet were
exported.
The United Kingdom is still the
best customer, with Canada second,
Australia third and France fourth.
It is noticeable, however, that exports
to the United Kingdom have decreased nearly 50 per cent, also that business decreased with Norway, Spain,
Mexico and Cuba, and that it increased with France, Italy, Argentina,
Brazil, Japan, Australia and British
West Indies.

Nolan Leaves
Harry Nolan of Swanson and Nolan, Denver, left for home yesterday.
He came East from West Baden,
where he attended the First National
convention.
Adler a Dad
Bert Adler is father of a baby boy.
Bert has named him Arthur Graham
Adler, after Arthur Butler Graham,
the attorney.
Helen Gibson Operated On
Victor B. Fisher, general manager
of Associated Photoplays, Inc., wired
Jack Reilly yesterday that Helen Gibson is in a Los Angeles hospital having undergone a serious operation.
Miss Gibson's pictures are released
through Associated Photoplays.
Fisher leaves for New York on
Thursday with the negatives of two
pictures.

Box Office Record

i?S

Equals "The Kid'
Hal Opperman,
III., reports:

Crescent Theatre, Pontiac

"The
Sky Pilot' held
enthralled.
It is the most

the audience
magnif icentl J

filmed play we have run this year.
I
broke our record for attendance, and th*
box office receipts equalled The Kid/"
Cathrine Curtis presents

"THE SKY PILOT
From the novel by Ralph Connor

At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film for
the world is manufactured,
quality production and quantity production go hand in
hand.

Directed by

King Vidor
Produced by Cathrine Curtis Corp'n

A First National Attraction
That's another reason why

^There'll be a Franchise everywhere
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

•

I
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Jazzing It Up

Files Brief

Did you know there was a Dream
St. in New York?

I < 'ontinued fri
I)
away from him summarily without a
hearing and without
possibility oi a

DeMille Film at Criterion
in DcMille's "Tlie Lost Rowill open for an indefinite enit ;il the ( liter on mi Sunday.
tolace
ill have "Sentimental
rounded out Tommy"
its sixth
turday

night.

DAILY

Harry Keielienhach has 'turned 43d
St. from the East to the Hudson Rivei

Goldwyn
Managers
Switched
Several
changes
have
been
made
in the Goldwyn field staff. J. A. K
pel, Seattle niaanger, has been pla< ed
in charge of the Boston office,
i i i ding D. J. I [organ. Walter E.
Banford, Salt Lake manager, has been

review.
This, it says, "strikes an un
American
note and grates upon
the

to that name. If you don't bel'evc
it notice the blue signs on the street
corners wherever they intersect 43(1
Street.

sense oi fairness and justice."
Strongly, the article declares the
bill in a general way will have the
gh Expected to D'rect
effed and accomplish the purpose oi
m Nigh will probably direct
a i i iniinal law because it w ill inllVt
Days" in which Wesley Barpunishment for whatever si ould be
This
is
only
one
of
the
stunts
he
be starred, by arrangement
has
pulled
in
connection
with
the
done by motion picture men contrary
arshall Ncilan. [Production
n the east. Warner Bros., as opening of "Dream Street" at the to the public good, but without trial
Town Hall, which, incidentally, is lo- by jury, which, the brief charges, is
kterday, will produce it.
cated on 43d St. The block between
"an invasion of rights" that have
Broadway and 6th Ave. is decorated come down to us from the signing
lg Slated for Minneapolis
with flags of the Chinese Republic
of the Magna Charta.
Understood the next meeting as well as American flags, and big
1 t assi r, ■ tl at the ( 'ommiss'on, if
>oard of directors of Feder- signs on various corners show the
appointed,
would
lavepress,
unconstitutional control
of the
for all
m Exchanges of America, way to the ball. Incidentally, they
[ be held in Minneapolis. This refer to the Chinese Famine fund printed matter for a certain production would be under its control.
jr some time in June, prob- drive which is on this week.
ing the M. P. T. O. meeting.
A street car is touring Broadway
Sale of Tickets Stopped
from the Battery to 125th St. all
Combine in Minnesota
Business was so large at the Capweek, and this, too, is jazzed up with
itol at 7:30 Sunday night that the sale
portraits of the company and a
pecial to WID'S
DAILY)
apolis — The special legisla- streamer tells the rest. Every nighl of tickets was stopped. The lobby
Imittee appointed to inves- a big red fire will appear on the roof was jammed at that time and the
e activities of Finkelstein and of the Town
Hall.
waiting line extended from the outlas reported that the firm is
side box office to 50th .St. one way
ating in violation of the anti- Reichenbach.
"Just jazzing up the show," says and around on 51st St. in the other
rs of the state.
direction.

Who Know!-

fzvo Men

transferred
Seattlea and
( '. Knickerbocker, to
until now
member
of the
Chicago sale, force, will manage
Salt Lake office.

Revived and Then Vetoed
The
National
Association
stated
< rday that Governor McKelvie of
Nebraska had vetoed a drastic censorship bill which, in the last stages
of the present legislative session, had
been rushed through both the Ho
and Senate. Early in April word was
received here that the measure had
been killed, but it was revived again.
The Governor's veto means that there
will not he censorship in Nebraska
for at least a year.
Looking Things Over
R. K. Evans, sales manager of
United Artists for Ohio, with headquarters in Cleveland, with Joe Keller, special representative of the same
company, with headquarters at Cincinnati, left last night for home after
looking things over for several days.
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Mr. Dc Mille is the gentleman uho induced Marion Fairfax to forsake her career as
a Broadway Dramatist to devote her efforts to motion pictures, six years ago.
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Marion Fairfax
hollywood studios hollywood calif

KEWCOHI

may i not add my good wishes to the many you have doubtless
received in connection productions of the lying truth stop
no one knows better than i dffl the great success which is
assured you and am sure this picture will prove big drawing

UNION
AM

WEST]
TEU
CARLTON.
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miss marion Fairfax
marion fairfax productions hollywood calif

card regards

dear marion you will find no one who

marshall neil an

can be the help to you

that you were to me stop i am glad and afraid to welcome you

455P

as a competitor stop at least i will learn from your work and
i wish you every success in the world stop you dont need good
luck only opportunity
wm.c demille

Mr. Neilun, for the past two years has had the exclusive services of Miss Fairfax in

120P

the preparation of "Dinty," "Qo and Qet It," "Bob Hampton of Placer" and other
notable box-office attractions.
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The Sick List
Alia Nazimova was resting quietly
yesterday, according to Robert Edgar Long. Nazimova contracted a
heavy cold en route to New York
from the coast.
Richard Barthelmess, who is in tl <
United Hospital, Port Chester. N. V..
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Charlie Conkl

mastoiditis.

(Special to \VI D'S

ARE

DIANS

was reported as resting" "more com
fortably" yesterday.
lie underwent
an

THERE

DAILY)

IS BOTH

Los Angeles — Monte Blue is in the
Pacific I fospital reco> > ring from an
appendicitis operation. He will he
away from the studios lor several

OF THI

weeks.

Alleged a Bankrupt
A petition in bankruptcy has been
tiled against the Photoplay fournal
Corp. of 145 W. 38th St. by the following creditors: Calvin KeKnnedy
$2,001; lames

S. Lowerv.

Leslie Cohen, $2,000.
has appointed Maxwell
ceiver in $3,000 hond.
tion was the publishers
Journal, a fan magazine.

Joseph A. Golde
Producing Independentl
504 Subway
Central Buil
Times
Square, New Yo

$3,415, and

Judge Mack
Steinhard reThe corporaof Photoplay

Joe Plunkett
H. E. Wilkinson
Balaban & Katz
Bernard Depkin

"Daddy! Daddy darling, talk to me!"
Helen
Raynor's
(Claire Adams)
sorrow will move every heart in this one supremely
pathetic moment
in
'The Man of the Forest."
The newest
Benj. B. Hampton-Zane
GreyHodkinson Productions. — Advt.

Newspaper
Opinions
(Continued from Page 2)
the terrific amount of labor expended, to say
nothing of the cash cost.
TRIBUNE — So there you have it— it is
some picture !
TIMES — In a number of ways this picture is about the best thing Mr. Neilan has
ever done. * * The staging of the famous
last rally of General Custer and his troop is
ais remarkable
piece of
work. Barry
* * *and
But other
this
not all. Young
Wesley
incongruities are disturbingly conspicuous in
the picture.
POST — Another incident in the history of
these United States has been made a pedestal
to prop a fiction. * * * However, the photography isgood, especially the distant views.
One feels that composition means much to
Marshall Neilan and that he revels in the
handling of the moving masses. * * * James
Kirkwood
makes
lasting
'
Some of which
is soa well
done picture.
that the *regret
is the deeper that the whole was not better.
SUN — Aside from this, Marshall Neilan's
latest production is a first class thriller. * * *
MAIL — * * * As good a westerner as has
been shown recently, with a number of spectacularitself
scenes tois make
it noteworthy.
* *
The fight
well done,
one of the* best
battle scenes of this type that the screen has
presented in a considerable period.
* Superb
picture. * and
* *
TheTELEGRAM—*
film deals with * love
and adventure
is full of life and fire.
JOURNAL — In any film this combination
would lie hard to beat, but in "Bob Hampton" they appear unbeatable. He (James
Kirkwood) does it well — and he does not
wear the same expression on his countenance all the way through, not even in the
closeups. This represents what might be
called an epoch in the motion picture art.
Globe and Evening World made no comment.

"The Home Rialto
Stretch"— F. P.-L.
UEKALD-MacLean is nonchalantly buoyant and entertaining, and this sporting life
picture * * * is one of the best in which the
young comedian has paraded his smile.
WORLD — * * Ince has produced an interesting picture. It is a photoplay that
combines comedy and pathos nicely. Mr.
Ince is always a clever producer and he deserves credit.
AMERICAN— Real story, real hero and
action in Rialto film. "The Home Stretch"
full of thrills as it weaves pretty romance of
race track Douglas MacLean scores in exacting role.
GLOBE — As one of those strenuous heroes
with the type of smile known as "electric"
lie seems an energetic success, though he
does overwork
a bit even when resting.
SUN— And we have the not unusual demonstration of a screen star making a produc-

-PUBLICITY—

Exploitation-publicity
by
who has done real things. 1
open for clients, firms or i
viduals who want to be

"Dream St." in Providence
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Providence, R. 1. — "Dream Street"
opened for a run at the Providence
Opera House last night.
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Boston — "Dream
Street' opens
the Majestic tomorrow night.

at

Terms based on results.
Address
B-18, care Wic I

DIRECTO!
OF over." THE

"J'Accuse,"
the
in
films, of GerMay 10. It is
picture will be

Crawford, A. E. Treasurer
Roy Crawford of Topeka, Kans.,
has been elected treasurer of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., and is now
at the home office. Crawford and Arthur S. Kane were in business together 18 years ago as partners in the
operation of the Crawford and Grand
theaters in Topeka. L. M. Crawford,
father of Roy, is president of the
Amusement Syndicate Co., operating
theaters in various middle and southwestern cities.
tion worth while and interesting against rather overwhelming odds.
MAIL — * * * A delightful comedy drama.
1 Douglas
MacLean
is an ideal type
* and he loses none of his admirers for
hisTELEGRAM—
work in this film.
Some* *of* them are comic
and
some are thrilling, but they are always
interesting.
JOURNAL—
that he is there
erful as that of
better known.
Daily News,
World made no

* * * The young star shows
with a punch almost as powthat other Douglas somewhat
Tribune, Post and Evening
comment.

"Deception" is playing for a third week
at the Rivoli, and "Sentimental Tommy" is
concluding a six weeks' engagement at the
Criterion.

TRA1

RELIABLE GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE

Ritz Marc
Showing
"J'Accuse"
The
Klaw for
offices
will give a
special
showing for
French denunciation,
many at the Ritz on
not known how the
released.
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German Makers

tudio for Tampa

Want
to Produce
for Americans —
Little Available Material Left
in Berlin
E. B. Hatrick of the Hearst organization, just back from a trip
abroad, says that German producers
are more interested in trying to get
Americans to produce in their studios
than to sell pictures in this country.
"It is a fact," said Hatrick, "that
you can make a picture in Germany
tor $50,000 that could not be produced
here for less than $200,000. The rate
of exchange aids in this, and aids materially. While the studio equipment
is not absolutely up to date it is quite

(elaware Corporation Formed —
. A. Kelly Interested — To
Accommodate 10 Cos.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

rer, Del. — The
Florida
West
Studios have been formed here
a capital stock of $5,000,000.
ncorporators are: H. A. Kelly,
Tombs and O. E. Lyman. The
tration Trust Co. acted as attortor the new company.
re have been reports at various
that a large studio would be
d in Tampa, Fla. H. A. Kelly,
i the incorporators of the above
iny, has been rather actively
cted with these reports. Last
i from Tampa came the news
telly would erect a $2,500,000
in or near that city and that
lid accommodate 10 companies,
at time Kelly made the statethat the project was backed by
York financial and picture in5, but did
not
divulge any
Akers In Home Office
> understood that Gerald Akers,
>uis manager for Famous playill shortly assume his duties as
int general manager of the
lepartment in the home office.
:ering Capitol Theater Bonds
son, Son & Co., 115 Broadway,
ffering the first mortgage 7%
>onds of the Capitol Theater at
to yield about 8%. The bonds
itired in equal
annual
instaland are secured by a first and
nortgage on a completed buildroadway and 51st St.
ffer Stock in Barnstyn Unit
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

ihington — Acting Commercial
le C. J. Johnston, at the Hague
in "Commerce Reports:"
:ssrs. Arnold Gillissen & Co.,
rs, announce the sale of 1,500,orins' worth of shares of 1,000
I nominal value, at their banks
itterdam, Amsterdam, and The
e. These shares are for the
established motion-p i c t u r e
known as Nederlandsche BioTrust, with head office at The
e. The exchange on these
> is fixed at the rate of 107^2

It."

: Dutch film trust is Louis C.
tyn's newly formed company,
lized at 10,000,000 guilders.

"THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
The old sculptor had never found either the "Laurel" or the "Rose."
— Advt.
tells
Audrey "Everything Age has belongs to Youth."
Perry Plays,

He
Inc.

Pinnacle Withdraws Realart May Release

sufficient
Hatrick and
saidpracticable."
that everybody was
apparently buying German film for
America. "While I was in Berlin
Zukor and Goldwyn were there, and
it is my belief that neither of them
obtained very much, if any. The
UFA and the Decla Bioscope are the
only concerns that had anything
worth while. No one paid much
attention to the German pictures until 'Passion' went over so big and
that started it. You hear of .American buyers by the dozen. Many of
them are people unheard of in the
business and among them is a well
known newspaper correspondent who

told mewhere
he was
film.
I don't
know
theybuying
will sell
it because,
Just'ne
Johnstone
Productions— No Confirmation Obtainas a matter
it isn't
worth
while. ofThefact,
bestmost
of theof producable Yesterday
tions have been gathered in long ago.
With the sailing yesterday for
(Special to WID'S DAILY-)
Indianapolis
— A meeting of the in- Europe of Walter Wanger and Jus- There is one big feature, 'A Man
terests behind Pinnacle Prod., Inc.,
tine Johnstone (Mrs. Wanger), came Without a Name,' that is being talked
is being held here. Arrangements the report that although Miss Johnstone- would produce pictures indehave been
made Hart
for awesterns.
second year's
Agnes Ayres Here
output
of Neal
pendently in the future, the product
Hart is here with his director, Paul may continue through Realart who ofAgnes
a lot."Ayres arrived in New York
Hurst. The latter and Louis Chaudet has been starring Miss Johnstone to yesterday to begin work as leading
woman
for Thomas
Meighan
in
will work on the next Hart producThis could not be confirmed at
tion jointly. It will be started in date.
"Cappy Ricks."
Hollywood shortly. Pinnacle has Realart yesterday.
Rogers Leaves for West
withdrawn from the Independent
Charles
R. Rogers, general manFrankle Forms New Company
Films Association and will distribute
ager
of
distribution
of Robertsonits own product in the future. It
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cole, left for Buffalo, Chicago and
will also handle the output of other
Dover, Del. — The Grand Amuse- Los Angeles last night. He will be
ment Co. has been formed here with
producers.
Officers of the company have been a capitalization of $3,250,000. Incor- gone about a month.
porators are Abe Frankle and George
elected as follows: Senator Ray M.
Southworth, president; Arthur D. F. Strotz of Des Moines.
Denies Stanley Report
Jenkins, vice-president; Darwin A.
Abe
Frankle
was
formerly
a
comMedaris, second vice-president; N.
(Special — toKinem
WID'S atograph
DAILY)
London
A. Woody, secretary, and Hugh
petitor of A. H. Blank in Iowa exWeekly, when informed by
hibiting circles. Some sort of partWoody, treasurer. Richard RobertWID'S DAILY of the possiwas later perfected between
son has been appointed general man- Frankle nership
and Blank.
ble purchase outright of the
ager. Neal Hart has been made a
member of the board of directors.
Stanley Co. of America by Famous Players, immediately caCushing With Smith
Summer Prices
Palmer Cushing accompanied Guy
bled Adolph Zukor, who was in
Berlin at the time. Mr. Zukor
It is understood that the Fox thea- Croswell Smith when the latter left
cabled:
for
Europe
on
Saturday
to
establish
ters will be placed on a "summer continental offices for United Artists.
"No foundation for rumor."
schedule" of prices earlier than usual.
Cushing will act as treasurer.
Which means lower prices.
Out

of Independent
Films Assn. —
Arranges fcr Second Series of
Neal Hart Films

New

lfe&DA1L.V
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Due Friday from London
Australasian Films, Ltd., havi 5
ceived word from London that V \
Gibson,
managing
director
>of . 7
company and Stuart F. Doyle, i
aging director of Union
The; C
Ltd., of Australia have left for
York on the Mauretania and wil
rive here on Friday.
They will
over the market for features ant

Price 5 Cents
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cure
some ideas
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in *"
new theaters
which
are to be en|E
in Melbourne and Sydney
E. R. Gourdeau, Far Eastern l E
ager for Australasian Films, will i
Yokohama
on
Saturday
for
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♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Jenks Brief Filed
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — Judge Almet F.
Jenks yesterday filed his brief with
Governor Miller, in which the constitutionality of the Clayton-Lusk
censorship bill was attacked.

The function of a motion
One moment, a ravishing beauty — the next, a vengeful spectre from the
past. Priscilla Dean, the screen's most magnificent actress, in Stuart
Paton's great Universal-Jewel,
presented by Carl Laemmle. — Advt.

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — The Pyle-Conner case
will go over to the June term of the
U. S. District Court here. Edward
J. Pyle and W. J. Conner, at one time
head of Master Pictures, Inc., are
jointly indicted, charged with violation of the national banking laws.

Cohn Leaves Today
Harry Cohn leaves for Los Angeles
The casting for "My Lady Friends"
todav after having attended the meet- the third of a series of comedy dramas
starring
the De Havens, for release
ing of Federated directors in Atlantic
City. Some of the directors were still through Associated First National,
in Atlantic City yesterday conferring has been completed.
on company matters.
Edward Kull, Universal director,
New Story for Carey
has left for Bear Valley where he will
John C. Brownell has purchased film a series of two reelers based on
'"Bransford of Rainbow Range," a the exploits of the Northwest Mounted Police.
Saturday Evening Post for use of
Harry Carey. It will be made as a
Jewel Prod.
One of H. C. Witwer's most amusing stories,
"Robinson's
Trousseau,"
Atkinson on Coast
has been
purchased
by Universal
for
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Lee Moran and will be placed in production at once.
Los Angeles — W. E. Atkinson,
general manager of Metro, is spending a few days at the Metro studios.
Eddie Polo's leading lady in his
Atkinson expects to continue on his
tour of the Metro exchanges shortly. forthcoming series of "Cyclone
Smith Stories," to be produced for
Universal by Jacques Jaccard, will
Louise Glaum is in Mexico City be Kathleen Meyers.
for a three weeks' vacation.
Betty Compson is ill, consequently
work has been temporarily halted at
the Lasky studio on "At the End of
the World," which is to be her first
starring picture.
(f (&f£tLC<iticrri<xi U<ctuA£4^

THE SPICC OH THE PROGRAM"

:■:

"U" Plans Sales Convention ■
Universal will hold a sales con
tion at the company exchange in
cago this week end. Carl Laem re
Harry Berman and P. D. Coch
will attend from the home o
while all district managers e»J=
those on the Pacific Coast wil k
present. Fall sales campaigns
be mapped out.

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ..79
81
79
do pfd
89
89J4
89^
*Goldwyn
4^4
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
18 -K 19
18&
Triangle
Yz
H
V&
World Film
Not quoted

He should arrive here or ft-1

"Out of the Storm," a lighthouse
story from the pen of John Hohenwest, has been purchased by Universal for Edith Roberts.
GAUSMAN.

Added Opinions
"The

Birth of a Nation"— D.
Griffith— Capitol

W.

TRIBUNE — It is a great picture, and almost leads one to believe that directors are
born and not made, for at that time D. W.
Griffith was making much better pictures
than other directors are making now, and
since "The Birth of a Nation" was filmed
they ticehave
had a half dozen years to pracin.
POST — * * * Still, in many ways, the dramatic pinnacle of things cinematographic in

picture poster is to increase box office receipts.
The RITCHEY
functions perfectly.

poster

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

it

Thecountry.
piece is* distinguished
cumulative
this
* * is yet to bybe a rivalled.
dramatic
build that
DAILY NEWS— 1 began to say that "The
Birth of a Nation" is still a good picture.
1 pause to say it is again a good one. They
have not "gone it one better" since it was
made, I think

■

i

1

"Bob Hampton Strand
of Placer"— 1st Nat'l
GLOBE — * * * Neilan has made it into
a breathless melodrama of that first dauntless adventure across the plains. * * * p;c.
torially the scenes of the frontier struggle —
the battle between the Custer forces anu the
Sitting Bull tribes — are masterpieces of lighting and composition.

"The Home

Rialto
Stretch"— F. P.-L

TRIBUNE — It is a good comedy and we
couldn't possibly dislike any picture in which
Mr. MacLean appears ; however, there is
nothing in the least convincing about any
of the characters who are seen in this picture, and in thinking it over we are contitles. vinced that this is entirely the fault of the

POST—* * * It is full of homely hokum,
and, in general, qualifies for that school of
American comedy that has made more money
and done less for the country than anv other.
EVENING
WORLD—*
* * Plenty of
thrilling
situations.

1st Nat'l

Week

(Special to WID'S

in Missouri
DAILY)

St. Louis — First
National
week,
May 1 to 8, is being observed by 50
theaters and more than 100 houses
out in the state.

ti

1
F

Ga
be.

FOR RENT

Exceedingly
desirable
offic tor
space, vault and shipping root
— service

is

desired — valuabl

for film exchange or exporter's
Phone
Bryant
4200 for ap
pointment.

FILM QUARTERS
Executive offices, vault, cuttin
and projection room.
Immedi rii
ate possession.
Especially suit
able for exchange.
I
Address K 3 c/o
WID'S DAILY
i
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At Broadway Theaters

itkeN ews
No.
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HING RECORDS AT THE INOLLEGIATE TRACK
MEET—
i from the big athletic meet at Philia.
ISH MINERS' STRIKE TIES UP
STRY — Scenes from Cardiff, Wales.
!RAL OF THE FORMER GERMAN
{ESS — Scenes
from
Doom,
Holland;
Berlin and Potsdam, Germany.
Other
from Wellesley,
Mass.;
Los Angeles,
Ifork, San Francisco, etc.

o day

Capitol

The overture at the Capitol this week is
composed of excerpts from Hosmer's "Southtin Rhapsody" interpolated with Southern
and negro melodies and original themes, liecause of the length of "The Birth of a Nation" there is nothing else on the program
with the exception of the accompanying
music, of course. There is an interlude of
five minutes between Part 1 and Part 2 of
the picture.

Rialto
The Rialto orchestra this week plays "If
T Were King" as the overture. "British
Castles," an Urban Kineto Review, is the
second number on the program. It is followed by Emanuel List, who sings "Vulcan's
Song" from "Philemon et Baucis." The
Rialto Magazine has fourth place on the bill.
Hallie Stiles, soprano, then renders "Coming Home." The feature is Douglas MacLean in "The Home Stretch," a Thomas H.
Ince Prod. The Rialto Orchestra plays a
selection from "The Fortune Hunter." The
comedy, "Ladies' Pets," from the Chester
studios, is the eighth number and the concluding organ solo, "Cortege."

Strand
Mter Another "Big Week"
e Paramount week for June 19
een definitely dubbed "The Best
in Town
Week."
An intensales drive will be made.
cure Rights to Porter Novels
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

3 Angeles— It is reported here
1 company known as the Interial Higher Culture Films, Inc.,
mrchased the film rights to the
s of Gene Stratton Porter.

"The Force of Destiny" (Verdi) is the
overture at the Strand this week. The Strand
Topical Review is the second number. Another Paul M. Sarazan song, "A Little Girl
Who's
part the
of the
prologue
to the Waiting,"
feature in iswhich
Strand
Male
Quartette and the Blackfeet Indians take
part. The feature is Marshall Neilan's "Bob
Hampton of Placer." Wesley Barry and "all
his freckles" appear in person twice daily.
The comedy is "Torchy's Big Lead," another of the Torchy series. The concluding
organ solo is "March"
(Rogers).

New House for Bronx
Charles A. Goldreyer has leased the
Sennett property, on Westchester
Ave. between Bergen and Brook
Aves., the Bronx, for 21 years and
ne Tree Signs Gladys Leslie
will erect a $150,000 picture theater.
.dys Leslie has been engaged by Work on demolishment of the old
'ine Tree Pictures, Inc., to play property will begin immediately, and
fading role in their forthcoming the building of the new theater is exiction under the direction of Sidpected to start within a week. Two
Olcott. The engagement was stores will be built in on Westchester
ed through the casting depart- Ave.
of the picture section of Actiquity.
New
House
for Skouras
Bros.
Turns Down

Offer

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Burland Amuse(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ment Co., a $300,000 corporation con5 Angeles — Rene Guissart, memtrolled by Charles P. .Skouras, Spyf the A. S. C, who is now film- ros Skouras and Lee Rassieur, has
The Lying Truth," the first Ma- taken over the New Capitol, 6th and
Fairfax Prod., has rejected an Chestnut Sts., the Down Town Cenof $500 p£r week made to him
tral and the Down Town Lyric.
!lara Smith Hamon to photo- Skouras Bros, also control the New
i her productions.
Grand Central, West End Lyric, Pageant, Shaw and Arsenal theaters.
This Is the Result
Of the 3,000 shares of stock the Skouras Bros, and Rassieur control 500
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
3 Angeles— A story is being writ- shares each. Eugene and Harry
or Bebe Daniels, in which she Freund, who own the Cinderella and
ilay the role of a young girl who are interested in the Melba, and Geo.
to jail. Part of this well, of F. Meyer, general manager of the
e, be built around her recent Capitol, and Sam Pasternick own 375
iences at Santa Ana. Elmer shares each. The par value is $100 a
is is writing the play.
share.
Kenton Joins

Hal

Roach

"Dangerous Love," a feature controlled by C. B. C. Film Sales, has
s Angeles — Erie C. Kenton, for been purchased by the Standard Film
fears with Mack Sennett, has Co. of Cleveland for Ohio, Michigan
signed by Hal Roach to direct and Kentuckv.
jaylord Lloyd comedies which,
jxpected, will be released through
Harry Chandlee and William B.
e. Kenton directed "A Small Laub have completed the assembly
j Idol," "Down on the Farm," and subtitles for "Suspicious Wives,"
ried Life*' and "Salome vs. Shen- the last of six features for World
Film.
ah" for Sennett.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

:tor Nurnberg is now advertisnd publicity director of the ReelCorp.

"Christine of the Young Heart"
has been secured by Universal as the
next vehicle for Gladys Walton.

BOX OFFICE VALUES
are
always
the
first
consideration
in
the
making
of

GASNIER
SPECIALS
"KISMET"
"GOOD WOMEN"
"WIVES"

DAILY

"Wild Goose" at Rialto
"Theitan Prod.,
Wildwill Goose,"
a Cosmopolbe the feature
at the
Rialto next week.
The picture was
directed by Albert Capellani.

New Debrie Camera
3 lenses, 35-50-7 5mm; 8 magazine boxes,
2 carrying cases, 1 iris, 1 sunshade, 1 complete set of masks, 1 Debrie tripod with carrying case and 1 tilting platform, 1 rewinder
set.
Complete brand new outfit, $750.
Address

B-92,

care

Wid's

STUDIO FOR SALE OR RENT
Kalem Studios, at Cliffside, N. J., by
week, month or year. 30 minutes
from 42nd and Broadway, 100,000 ft.
floor space, 5 acres ground, 2 large
stages, complete electrical equipment,
24 dressing rooms, paint and carpenter shops, suite 5 offices, etc. Completely furnished, props., etc. Inquire Watchman at Studio, 199 Palisade Avenue, Cliffside, New Jersey,
or owner, B. H. MILLIGAN, HOTEL ASTOR, NEW YORK, Week
of May 1st.

Hugo Reisenfeld
Tom Moore
Paul Gusdanovic
Harold Franklin

aM*l

Theater Insurance
Stebbins
The

Replies
Ebenstein's
Liability to
Insurance
Ideas
following

letter has

been

re-

ceived :
"Editor, Wid's Daily:
"Being an every day reader of your
paper, it was natural for us to note an
article in your paper in which Herbert
R. Ebenstein, head of the firm of insurance brokers bearing his name,
had advised William Brandt, President of the Theater Owners Chamber

Wednesday, May 4, la

I

Shaw's Satire

According to the New York
Herald, Samuel Goldwyn talked
for several hours in London
with George Bernard Shaw in
an effort to have him write for
the screen. Shaw closed the
conversation by saying:
"Well, Mr. Goldwyn, there is
not much use in going on.
There is this difference between
you and me. You are only interested inart and I am only in-

terested in money."
of Commerce, that a 'serious matter'
had come up in connection with liability insurance covering theaters.
This 'serious matter' was that the
casualty companies writing liability
insurance for motion picture theaters
Below will be found excerpts from
had agreed to include in their policies
daily
paper criticisms of the talking
a clause, specifically excluding their
responsibility for loss from liability pictures now at the Town Hall:
TIMES — * * * Although those who spoke
to any person, resulting directly or from
the screen last night could be heard
indirectly from a fire or conflagra- clearly, it cannot be said that their voices
tion.
had a purely natural quality. Also the scraping of the needle on the record could be
"After reading this article we were heard by those in the house. The synchronization of voices and pictures, however,
almost positive that this statement
had been made in error, but in order
WORLD
— Talking
* * * pictures open new
perfect.
seemed
to be doubly sure, we took the mat- movie
era.
Successful demonstration of the
ter up with the president and ex- art in the production of "Dream Street."
ecutives of the various casualty comHERALD — Several scenes of David Wark
Griffith's photoplay had been done over to
panies and now wish to call your at- introduce
the voices, perfectly synchronized
tention to the fact that none of the
with the movement of the lips on the screen.
conference companies writing thea- The audience enjoyed the novelty, and exter liability insurance have any
pressed appreciation with frequent applause.
GLOBE — * * * The experiment was exclause in their policies which will extremely interesting, however, in that the
clude such coverage or have they synchronization
of voices and pictures has
ever contemplated or discussed the really been perfected.
matter of having such an exclusion
JOURNAL — There were no two opinions
as t.o the success and marvelous promise of
in their policies.
the new Kellum-Grimth undertaking. A
in the astonishing and meteoric his"The liability policy specifically new era
tory of kinema
art was opened.
states that the company will indemMAIL — * * * Several distinct impressions
nify the assured against any acci- are left, the chief of which is that talking
dents which may happen by reason pictures are not only within the realm of
of a fire or other perils then existing possibility but have actually come close to
or impending or while endeavoring to the point where they are ready for rapid
development toward general use. As demescape therefrom.
onstrated last night, the lips of characters on
the screen formed perfectly the words that
"We are enclosing herewith a copy emitted
from the phonograph, both in speech
of the London Guarantee & Accident and in song.
Company's Theater Liability policy,
this being one of the so-called conference companies.
More Suits Over "The Kid"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Will you, therefore, please emPhiladelphia— The M. P. T. O. A.
phatically deny the statement or the
article which you printed, as we do of Pennsylvania and Associated First
not like to have the exhibitors who National Pictures of Eastern Pennare parties to two suits
read your paper be misled, particul- brought insylvania
the Common Pleas Court
arly our clients who number at least,
if not more, than 75 % of the motion here regarding contracts on "The
picture industry.
One suit has been filed on behalf
"To substantiate our statement, we
are enclosing herewith letters from of John Hayes of the Columbia theater and York Palace, the point inthe London Guarantee & Accident
volved being whether or not an exCo., the U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty
isting contract can be abrogated when
Co. and the U. S. Casualty Co., which
the price called for in the original
speak for themselves.
Kid." is boosted an alleged 100%.
contract
"Thanking you for your attention The second is on behalf of E. J. Mcin this matter, we beg to remain,
Afee of Elks' theater, Mahoney City,
'Yours very truly,
Pa., who seeks damages because, he
"Reuben Samuels, Inc.,
charges, First National permitted the
picture to go into an opposition house
"By ARTHUR W. STEBBINS,
"Vice-President." when he held a contract.

Years ago two different
that
the prophesied
day
persons

8

would come when

Charlie Conklin
would be acclaimed the
world's greatest comedian.
(They were his Maw and Paw)
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LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. :
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,
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Tel. Tremont
General Manage!
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Many CitiesJ

eld For 4th Week
ception"
Rivoli —onHigh
Exhibition Kept
Value at Placed
Film

Will

Deception," Ernst Lubitsch's
pe Boleyn," German-made and
(jbuted domestically by Famous
'crs. will be kepi for another week
he Rivoli. This will mark the

Final papers are being prepared for
the incorporation of the National
Non-Theatrical Motion Picture Exchanges, Inc. The concern will have
capital of $250,000 and it is understood operations will begin almost
immediately.

th week for the picture at that
tcr, establishing a precedent. No
:r picture has been held at the
)li for more than two weeks.

Harry Levey, well known as a producer of industrial films, has been offered the presidency of the corporation, according to report, the chief
question as to his acceptance being
whether this opportunity would in

was impossible to ascertain just
t attendance figures "Deception"
rolled up during; its run. During
first week 54,254 paid admissions
\ recorded. Judging on that busi, admissions by Saturday night,
end of the third week will have
led 152.702.
is understood that Famous Playplaced a high exhibition
e in the picture which is designed
general release this month. It is
led that "Humoresque" prices
being asked for it. It will be red that the Loew circuit paid the
est rentals in its history for
moresque."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
liladelphia — A well known
film
says:
'aramount recently announced the
r release of 'Deception' as an adspecial aside from
the regular
p already
contracted
for June,
and August.
The
Philadelphia
ch desires a price the same
as
ed for 'The
Faith
Healer'
and
Gilded
Lily,' the two
highest
id productions
in the group.
I
from
other exhibitors
that this
ation is general.
In that case the
bition value 'Deception' should be
;d at a figure well over $500,000."

Have
Distributing Centers for
National
Non-Theatrical M.
P. Exchanges

any way affect his present activities.
Exchanges will be established in
Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Washington, Atlanta, Dallas,
Chicago, Omaha, Denver, St. Louis,
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and
"THE SOUL
Mrs. DeWolf Hopper, H.
"Tommy" in an amusing
the:r lusks a tear — Perry

WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
E. Herbert, Miss Audrey
Munson
and
little
scene from this unique photoplay — behind which
Plays, Inc. — Advt.

Kane After Product
Understood to Be Negotiating With
Two Stars and Three Directors
— Now on the Coast

Capital Doubled

By Federated Members While in Atlantic City— Another
Meeting
Next Month
The board of directors of Federated
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Arthur S. Kane, Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,
chairman of the board of directors of returned yesterday from a series of
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., is under- conferences held in Atlantic City.
stood to have opened negotiations The discussions were entirely regardwith two stars, one woman and one
ing finances. It was decided to
man, and three directors for the re- double the present capitalization of
lease of their product through his or- the corporation. Another meeting is
scheduled for next month in Chicago,
ganization.
The plan, as learned here, is this: and not in Minneapolis as first
The female star is to appear in a seMac Lean on A. P. List
of productions to be directed by planned.
is understood that the future one ries
of the directors with whom a
Richrath Joins Warren
gins Mac Lean pictures will be deal is on. A second series will be
Paul J. Richrath, who for five years
ised through Associated Pro- made with the male star and two adrs, Inc. Mac Lean is starring
ditional series to be made by the oth- has been associated in picture enterriiomas H. Ince, and is the only
prises with F. B. Warren, has resigner two directors.
ed as purchasing agent of Associated
that producer is working with
Producers, Inc., to become secretary
■escnt.
Harding Here
imous Players have listed for
of the new F. B. Warren Corp. RichSam Hardin* of Kansas City, ownrath will act as purchasing agent as
)ber release films under the exer of several theaters there and presi- well as corporation secretary.
g contract with Ince. Famous
dent of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
fee's
Mac Lean picture every
cs.
• eight ;s at the Astor.
Eddie Bonns Here; to Leave Chester
imous Players have several Ince
Eddie Bonns returned from Los
Held for Second Week
ials which were secured when
Angeles yesterday and announced
contract between the two parties
\s indicated in these columns, "The that he would leave the C. L. Chester
terminated. All future Ince pic- Birth of a Nation" will be held over. Prod, on Saturday. Bonns has been
; will be handled through As- at the Capitol for a second week. And with Chester for a year as sales manited Producers, Inc.
the picture is a revival at that!
ager.

Salt Lake City, from which sub-stations will be conducted. The exchanges will be operated under the
management of local men who are
experienced in the non-theatrical field.
The first release will consist of over
400 films. The educational pictures
have been produced with the co-operation and in line with the school
systems for the purpose of developing
courses of visual education.
The exchanges will have completely organized plans for special film service to institutions, public libraries,
fraternities, societies and federations
developing the field and market for
home motion picture machines, establishing central film libraries, film encyclopedias, film histories and film
books of knowledge without competing with the theater.
Hostettlers Buy 12 Houses
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Omaha — The Hostettler theater interests have taken over the string of
12 houses formerly operated by K.
Moreland in Iowa and Nebraska.
It will be recalled that the Hostettler Amusement Co. was formed in
Delaware in April with a capitalization of $2,000,000.
Forward Nebraska Brief to Miller
The M. P. T. O. has forwarded to
Governor Miller a copy of the brief
which Governor McKelvie drew up
when he vetoed the censorship measure in his state. In it the Governor
outlined his objections to censorship.
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For the past two or thre
weeks you have failed to sen
Wid's Daily to me. It's m
barometer and I want it. Se
what the trouble is and let
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Preparing For Summer
(Special to D.WID'S
Washington,
C. — DAILY)
Harry
C
dall is getting ready to open his <
air annexes
to the Savoy
and

Last
"The smartest performing animal in pictures" — Brownie, in "Playmates,"
Bid. Asked. Salt
one of Century Comedies big, clean, every-week laughs for the biggest
Famous Players .. IWa
80y8
79%
houses in the land. — Advt.
do pfd
89-H
90
90
Coast Company
Dissolves
*Goldwyn
4-)4
5
Now
It's Five
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Loew's, Inc
18 J<S 18M
18&
Oakland, Cal. — The Globe lias been
Sacramento — The United Theaters
Triangle
Vi
Vs
Yi
Oregon -California AmuseNot quoted Mild tomentthe
World Film
Co., which now has five houses Association of Northern California
has filed a certificate of dissolution.
in the Bav district.
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

At the request of the Maine Society
of New York City, a special showing
of "The Rider of the King Log" will
be held in New York on May 14th, at
Aeolian Hall.
"The Match Breaker," a story by
Mcta White, soon will find its way to
the screen with Viola Dana in the
stellar role.

Censorship

(Spec Tex.
al to— \VI
D'S DAILY)
Austin,
Agitation
has 1
legun here for a paid censor of
ures, vaudeville and posters.

Quotations

Cuts and Flashes
The Joy Film Dist. Co., Inc., 117
W. 46th St., has ready for the state
right market a five reel feature called
"Is a Mother to Blame?" produced
by Al Gilbert, directed by Roy Sheldon. Also, in the course of production, "Love Eternal."
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the more RITCHEY

is —
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RITCHEY

National Educational Week with

T0RCHY Featuring
COMEDIES
JOHNNY

Apollo.

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.i. Phone Chelsea 8388

HINES

For instance in the two most important First Runs in New

York-

t I

Buy Two
(Special to WID'S

More
DAILY)

Big Spring, Tex. — Robb and Rowley have bought two theaters at Lubbock. They own a chain in Texas.
Davis, Okla. — The Empress has
been sold to Jode R. Wilson of Oklahoma City. It will be closed for
two weeks while improvements are
being made.
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Coast Brevities
To-day's Issue

IDAM — German populace evidences sinorrow as they gather for funeral of
:erin. Marshals Von Hindenbiirg and
idorf among mourners. A wreath from
aiser who was not permitted to attend.
.ADELPHIA— 40,000 wild-tyed enthuattend University of Pennsylvania Reirnival. Yale wins stirring battle.
YORK — Most tempted man in Amerchemist who passes on city's confisliquor. Spends 14 hours a day comr surrounded by hootch. Thrill picshowing close-up of 50,000 quarts of
i.

IHELL FIELD, L. I.— Another marI the air. Airplane ambulance proves
cal by actual test. Carries injured avto hospital at speed of 100 miles per hr.
i from Los Angeles, San Francisco,
ington, etc., etc. Animated cartoon by
Ids.

LEWIS J

)S CREATI
NEWS REEL

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Hollywood — Henry C. Witwer,
Peter B. Kyne, Edna Ferber, Alice
L. Tildesley, Johnston McCully,
Courtney Ryley Cooper, Wadsworth
Camp, Clara Louise Burnham and
Clarence Buddington Kelland are
writing for Universal stars.
Erich Von Stroheim has finished
all his scenes on the elaborate Monte
Carlo Plaza erected at Universal City
for "Foolish Wives." The set was
over six months in the building, was
used for five weeks in the filming,
and will probably run on the screen
less than 30 minutes when the picture
is shown.
t ->Jffhe
cast of "The
Glorious
Mary Roberts
Rinehart
storyFool,"
beinga
made by Goldwyn under direction of
E. Mason Hopper, is now complete
with the addition of Frederic Vroom
and Lillian Langdon.

,"The photography on "Ace of
Hearts," an original story by Gouverneur Morris, was completed last
week under the direction of Wallace
Worsley.

Rex Ingram is busily engaged in
supervising the construction of sets,
assembling the cast and attending to
various duties in connection with
Louis Cuts Night Shipments
Louis — Exchanges here will "The Conquering Power."
ritinue night shipments of film,
Bebe Daniels says she had so much
was decided at a meeting of the
i of Trade. Under the new plan company during her 10 days in jail
County
that she got no
rders that cannot be filled one in Orange
or that are received after the rest.
ar working
hours will go forthe next morning. It is said
"Bob" Kerr has been added to the
Id system produced many evils force of directors at the Hal E. Roach
t was decided best to eradicate. Studios. Kerr has had seven years'
)cal exchanges are said to have experience in directing comedies.
d to the plan.
Some have alput it into effect. Others will
Lloyd ("Ham") Hamilton and Director Jack White are well under
1 the system within the next
weeks.
way with their new comedy for release through Educational.
Another
1st Nat'l Week
Charles Meredith has been added
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
to
the all-star cast of "Hail the
veland — Ohio and Kentucky are
Woman," which is now in its fourth
to be agitated the week of May week
at the Ince studios.
21 when all the First National
nen there plan to do some intenScott Sidney is finishing a Gayety
work.
R. H. Haines, W. E.
comedy
Henry Murdock
and Lee Goldberg, local man- and Mary featuring
Wynn,
with
Dorothy Orth
for these states, will direct it.
and Eugene Corey in the cast.
Their Eyes Open
Wm. Beaudine is cutting a new
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Vanity
comedy entitled, "90 Days or
nsas City, Mo. — The local M. P.
Life." in which Irene Dalton and
. has organized committees of Feeney
again appear as leads.
ivic societies and women's clubs
committee of the Film Board of
"Over the Phone" is the title of
: to act upon censorship moves
Alice
new Metro picture, a
e part of the reform element and story Lake's
written expressly for her by
:ure modifications of the present Arthur Somers Roche.
Eon.
The Photoplaywrights' League of
f\rrow Closes Foreign Deal
America will circulate nationally a
s announced that the foreign de- petition against censorship.
tent of the Arrow Film Co. has
1 with J. Caba of Havana for
Harry Harris is directing Gladys
jmpany's entire 1921 output. L. Walton in the next production, "What
lien has bought the "Thunder- Cajt'You Expect?"
rack" serial for Spain, Portugal
Barker is now directing
irazil, and the Anna Little seriaj»f Reginald
his 60th picture at Goldwyn.
exico and other Latin-Ameriea*n
GAUSMAN.
for.

S

.

The Fight of the Age
Jack Dempsey vs.
Georges Carpentier
The

Greatest Cleanup
of the Year

A Two-reel super feature giving a scientific comparison of the prowess of the champions of two continents who battle July 2 for the world's title.
"The Fight of The Age" shows every phase of the
training of Dempsey and Carpentier; a vivid analysis of their strong and weak points that will enable
YOUR audiences to decide who will win.
MILLIONS

OF DOLLARS' WORTH OF ADVERTISING IN EVERY NEWSPAPER IN

THE COUNTRY; FRONT PAGE STORIES
AND WORLD-WIDE INTEREST IN THE
COMING BATTLE MAKE THIS PICTURE A
FEATURE ATTRACTION FOR EVERY
THEATRE.
"The Fight of The Age" is a Brand New Production, Edited by Experts To Interest EVERY Man,
Woman and Child in EVERY Audience.

World Rights Now

Selling

Picture Trading Corporation
1402 Broadway, N. Y.

Telephone Fitzroy 4508

DA1L.V
Dempsey Film for Pathe
Pathe announced yesterday that
contracts had been signed between
Paul Brunei and Fred C. Quimby for
the release of a one reeler called "A
showing
Demps
Withst Jack
Day pugili
at his camp.
ngey,"
in traini
the
Pathe stated that the film was made
by arrangement with Jack Kearns
and that Quimby directed. It was
added that 200 prints will be placed
in circulation. Pathe said it is the
only film in which Dempsey will be
shown in training and that he has
pledged himself not to appear in films
for any other company or individual
until the day of the fight.

In the Courts
The Lenox Producing Co. was sued
in the Supreme Court by The Triangle Film for a balance of $11,695 alleged to be due. The complaint stated that in 1918 the parties agreed that
the plaintiff would produce for the
defendant a photoplay from the scenario, "No. A. I." and the defendant
would pay the cost of production plus
20% and would refund all sums spent
bv the plaintiff. The cost was $57,119
and 20% of this sum is $11,423, but
the defendant has paid only $56,577.

Jamison Hardy has sued the BrayPictures, Inc., for $54,036 for breach
of an agreement under which he was
Picture Trading Announces Film
The Picture Trading Corp., in an engaged in March, 1920, for five years
advertisement appearing elsewhere in as manager of the defendant's industrial department at $250 a week and
this issue, states it has ready for distribution "The Fight of the Age," a 10% of the net profits. He was discharged in April, 1920, he says.
two reeler showing the training activities ofJack Dempsey and Georges
A default judgment for $2,070 was
Carpentier in preparation for the big
fight for the world's title in July 2. filed in the City Court against the
Stereospeed Producing Co. in a suit
American Film has two reissued by the Motion Picture Apparatus Co.
subjects ready for release: "High- to recover $2,000 paid to the defendant for stereospeed cameras which
Gear Jeffrey," with William Russell,
and "Youth's Endearing Charm," the defendant failed to deliver.
with Mary Miles Minter.
In a suit of Frederick Ambrose
Clark against the C. & R. Amusement
Co. and others to foreclose a mortgage on the property at 2128 Amsterdam Ave., a report has been filed in
the Supreme Court showing that $52,460 is due.

Harry Crandall
John Kunsky
Frank Newman
Jules Mastbaum

Thursday, May 5, 1!

You Exhibitors
are the men

You

who

are on

the firing line

Know What Stories
Your Patrons Want
I

I ask you to write me your views as a means
of guidance in selecting material for future

Reginald
Barker
PRODUCTIONS

A judgment
for $1,469 has been
filed in the City Court by Walter H.
Eichelberger
against
Francis
X.
Bushman on a judgment obtained in
Baltimore.
A judgment for $612 has been filed
in the Supreme Court by Frederick
K. Nixon against the Brewster Film
Corp. on a note made in 1918.
Lubin to Produce in Texas
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

San Antonio — Bert Lubin is here
making arrangements to produce six
westerns starring Allene Ray, who
appears in several features which Lubin is now state righting.
Albany, N. Y.— The Western
tures Corp. has been formed
with a capitalization of $20,000.
ry G. Kosch, 1476 Broadway,
torney.

Pichere
Haris at-

The office of Bert Lubin stated yesterday that report from San Antonio
was correct and that the Western Pictures Corp. had been formed to cover
the proposed pictures.
Sawyer on Coast
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Arthur H. Sawyer,
of S-L Pictures, is due from New
York today. S-L releases through
Metro.
Gance

Here from

France

producer of "J'AcAbel isGance,
cuse,"
in New York to attend the
private showing of the picture at the
Ritz on Tuesday. Mr. Gance came
from Paris.

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS.

P. STALLINGS
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itch the Italians!

»>

F. P. Studio in Paris

Adolph
Zukor
Reported
as Having
Advice
Goldwyn'
nuel
on — ofSees
for sRestrict
Reason
Closed Deal — Means Three
Plants in Europe
Foreign Product
u'l ( ioldwyn, in a statement is
CSpecial to WID'S
DAI L'i I
Philadelphia — The Public Ledger
feterday, staled that if there
,y tremendous contribution to publishes the following copyrighted
poplay to be made within the cable dispatch from London :
;ar it will conic from the Ital"The fight against the high cost of
production of motion pictures in
icaking of European conditions America has been carried a long way
ildwyn said:
forward by Adolph Zukor, who in the
re is no sound argument, eco- last three weeks lias purchased ground
artistie or otherwise, which in Paris and Berlin and contracted for
a restrictive movement against the erection of large studios for the
lade abroad,
production of pictures for American
have nothing to tear from theaters.
in the matter of competition,
"These with the studio in London
ve already seen the cream of already in operation will give the corporation Zukor controls three large
■man product in American theThe average standard of Eu- production centers in Europe, where
pictures is far below ours,
it costs
much less to 'make' pictures
in America.
/en if Europe is to produce than
)hotoplays America wants to
"It has been estimated that the cost
m and to benefit by them. No of producing a film in London is as
what countries in Europe ex- low as one-fifth what it costs in Calii restriction, we should keep
fornia, notwithstanding the difficulties
ricr down. We do not restrict of weather necessitating long waits
plays, operas or paintings from at times for enough sunlight to film.
, and there is less reason for Mr. Zukor, who recently returned to
estrict motion pictures. Per- London, plans to equip the French
n motion
pictures depends
a and German studios with the latest
world understanding.
devices, most of which will be shippFor Germany, it is no exaggered from America."
o say that less than two per
the German pictures will be
Jesse L. Lasky's office stated yespresentation here.
Italy is the
terday that nothing was known of
producer in Europe.
The na- the report from London. When H.
at gave us 'Cabiria' and 'Quo D. H. Connick was reached he said
has been busy in the art of
didn't know anything about it.
•een, and if there is any tre- he "Maybe
Mr. Zukor is going to place
us contribution
to the photo- a camera to shoot some scenes and
be made within the next year the correspondent has him building
come from the Italians."
wyn. at the last moment, de- a studio," he said.
lot to attend the annual sales
Officers Re-elected
tion at Culver City.
A party
The officers of the Helen Keller
:lwyn officials left for Chicago
20th Century yesterday after- Film Corp. have been re-elected for
among them A. P. Aaronson, the ensuing year. This is the comeral charge of sales;
Alfred
"Deliverance"
producedthrough
pany whichmarketed
George
vice-president;
Eric
Schey, now being
it treasurer;
Howard
Dietz, Klcine. Officers are Dr. Francis
r of publicity, and Sam Ech- Trevelyan Miller, president; Dr. Edlew York branch manager.
win Liebfreed, executive chairman
her group will be picked up at and treasurer; Paul Harrison, vice0 tomorrow morning and two president, and C. K. Fankhouser, secretary. Frederick Eaton was elected
1 will journey coastward
toThe first business
session to the board of directors.
en next Monday at the studios.
Sales Contest Over
Jukor After "Theodora"?
Final figures of the "Brunet Month"
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
contest waged by the Pathe and Asion — From well informed quarsociated Exhibitors sales forces duris learned that Adolph Zukor
ing March are available.
Be a bid for American distriThe prize winning branches are:
oi "Theodora," said to repre- Eastern — Albany, N. M. Moran, manle pinnacle of achievement in
ager. Southern — Memphis, C. C.
film making. "Theodora" has Vaughn, manager. Central — Milwauivo years in the making and is,
kee, J. H. Mergener, manager, and
rse, a tremendous spectacle.
Western — Seattle, P. G. Lynch, man)r was supposed to have met ager.
maging director of the U. C. I.,
ers of "Theodora" in Paris,
Brandt Forms New Company
hat that meeting developed is
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
matical. Zukor is maintaining
Albany, N. Y.— William Brandt is
t silence.
one of the incorporators of the Parkside Amusement Corp., capitalized at
iterion, Okla. City, Opens
$20,000.
Epecial

t_o WID'S

DAILY)

thoma City — The Criterion has
Mount Olympus Dist. Corp. has
I. William Jacobs in managing opened an office in Los Angeles and
ir.
in Chicago.
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DAILY
Rollo

Forms

Own

(Special to WID'S

Putting It Over

Unit

DAILY)

Ubany, N. Y.— The Rollo Sales
Corp. of Now York has been formed
here by Wing and Russell, attorneys
of 14 Wall St., New York. The company has 2.001* shares of common
stock, no par value, and $10,000 active
capital. Incorporators are S. J. Rollo, C. F. Hahn and E.- A. Pinchon.

is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas.
Let the other
fellow
know
how you cleaned
up.

Pittsburgh — Three hundred half
sheets were used on the street cars
Mr. Rollo, who is an executive of here when "Lying Lips" was playat Rowland
and Clark's Liberty
(lark-Cornelius Corp., stated yester- and ing
Savoy
theaters.
day that company had been formed
to handle some of his personal afTerrc Haute. Ind. — Selznick Week
fairs. It will not in any manner af- will be conducted here early in June,
fect his relations with Clark-Cornewhen autographed photographs of
lius.
Selznick stars will be distributed
among the big merchants to be
awarded those buying a given amount.
Sarg's Almanac Ready
Hugo Riesenfeld will present the first
Birmingham, Ala. — At the suggesissue of "Tony Sarg's Almanac" at
tion of Jean Darnell, Arrowood of the
the Criterion beginning Sunday. Sarg
has taken the idea for his almanac Alcazar obtained a large number of
from the old Chinese Shadowgraphs. windows for "It's a Great Life," the
Associated with Sarg is Herbert M. stunt being to add "when you use
merchandise."
Dawley, who made "The Ghost of So-and-so's
Slumber Mountain."
Los Angeles — The recent arrest of
Bebe Daniels for speeding was cap(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
italized by theaters here which were
Albany, N. Y. — Tony Sarg and H. running her latest. Frank L Browne
M. Dawley have formed a company of McClune's Broadway, collected all
here with an active capital of $10,000 the newspaper stories and displayed
and 100 shares of common stock, no them in his lobbv.
par value. Incorporators arc I.
Jackson, Miss. — McDonald of the
Schmal, B. Abraham and S. Taubenhaus. Attorney, Nathan Vidaver, 116 Istrione recently acted the part of a
Nassau St.
cowboy when "The Round Up" with
Fatty Arbuckle played at his house.
He donned an authentic outfit which
he used to wear himself on the plains
and rode through the streets.

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5506
ROBERT EDGAR LONG
Formerly With D. W. Griffith
1482 Broadway
Bryant 6380

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant

6796

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th jjt.
Wads. 3443
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3766
H, J. Streyckmans,
General Manager

PRINTERS

BARNES
PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945
188 W.

PROSPECT PRESS
4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., INC.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7196
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4985
MODERN, FULLY
EOUIPPED STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
230-232 West 38th St.
Fitz 4205

Philadelphia — When Forbidden
Fruit was shown here, Eli Orowitz
printed a four page news sheet, headed "West Philadelphia," and so on,
depending on the suburb where it was
given out. The story of the picture
was printed on the first page, in the
manner of a real daily. Only the ads
named the picture and where it could
be seen.
Columbia, S. C. — Manager L. T.
Lester of the Rialto, when he played
"Love, Honor and Behave," staged a
real wedding on the stage. The
bride's trousseau and the groom's
clothes were donated by the merchants of the town. It was advertised that the formula "Love, Honor
and Behave" would be used instead
of the time honored "Obey." An
elaborate stage setting was constructed for the ceremony. Several
trolley cars carried banners their
lengths.
Defeat Wisconsin Censorship
The M. P. T. O. reported yesterday
that in Wisconsin the exhibitors' association had won its fight against the
Bennett bill, creating censorship and
that due to the efforts of President
J. G. Rhode, the bill was killed in the
house committee. Word received
from Fred Seegert of Milwaukee, executive committeeman of the M. P.
T. O. A., is to the effect that the bill
was killed Wednesday in the Senate
by a vote of 29 to 3.

"Horsemen" Closes in L.

Walker in Los Angeles
(Special to WID'S

Here

Thursday, May 5

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Senator James J.
Walker of New York, national
counsel of the M. P. T. O., will address the exhibitors of Southern California and Arizona at a mass meeting
to be held in Walker Auditorium to-

(Special to WID'S

DAILY

Los Angeles — "The
Four
men
week ofrunthe atApocalypse"
the Mission close
last i
and will be replaced by "Throu
Back Door,"
Mary
Pickford'

picture. Revier Gets Studio .
morrow'.
This meeting will be the first of a
to WID'S DAILY)
series to be held during Walker's
San (Special
Francisco
— The
Mi
trip through the country to start an Studios
have been taken
intensive campaign to offset the
Quality Film Prod.
Harry
present blue law agitation.
director.
Two Old-Timers Hookup
-PUBLICITY—
Chicago — The Jones-Flaherty Sales
Corporation has been formed by
Exploitation-publicity
by
Frank Flaherty, who has resigned as
who has done real things. J
manager of the Uity Photoplays Co.
open for clients, firms or
viduals who want to be
and John Frundt, former vice-president ofliance.
the The Illinois
Alconcern Exhibitors'
. deals in auto
Terms based on results.
accessories.
Address
B-18, care Wid
Powell Starts His Second
London — After a rest of two weeks
following "The Mystery Road," Paul
Powell is now at work on a new proover."
duction. This will be the sixth picture to be made by the Paramount
London organization and the second
Powell production.

K

The Music Sh =

Cosmopolitan Issues House Organ
Cosmopolitan Productions' Exhibitors's News, No. 1, Vol. 1, has been
published. It contains in attractive
form concise description of Cosmopolitan's pictures.
The Berwilla Film Corp. will make
four pictures starring Neva Gerber,
which will be distributed by Arrow.
James Morrison will be her support.

H
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Will Surely Sign

Meets in July

Every Indie ition that Governor Miller Inter Is Putting Censorship
1 ill Into Effect

al Convention Postponed — Exive Committee in Washington May 17
national convention of the M.
O. will not be held in MinS June 7-8-9, as originally
led. Instead the meetings will
1 sometime in July, at a date
yet determined.
executive committee of the
:ation will hold a meeting in
lgton May 17, to decide when
lvention is to be held in Mins. The original plan was
d because it was found to inwith the legislative program
d been mapped out.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Hugh Ford Here
h Ford is back in town from
ngeles.
Goldwyn in Hospital
veloped yesterday that Samuel
m did not journey to the coast
id the annual convention of the
"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
ly, because he found it neces- One of the strong dramatic scenes in the story of the world's most fa• go to a hospital to undergo
mous model. In "The Soul Within" Miss Munson does not appear un: operation on his throat.
draped — she does, however, bare her heart and soul. Perry Plays, Inc. —
Advt.
ay Be Operated on Again
ird Barthelmess, who has been
rred from the United Hospital
Chester to the Flower Hospi- Bryant Washburn To Make A Ser- M. P. T. O. Reports Passage of Measure in Nebraska — Others Mis> reported yesterday as resties— Harry
Beaumont
Will
Direct
mfortably. He may have to
souri, Kansas and N. Y.
d another operation.
The M. P. T. O. has been advised
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas City — Bryant Washburn is that the Governor of Nebraska has
quoted in the Reel Journal as saying signed the deposit bill. This makes
ographical Series Secured
:ies of science films numbering that he has completed arrangements four states is which such measures
ine subjects, in all, covering with Associated Exhibitors, Inc., to have been passed: New York, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
graphy of the world, conceived make a series of six productions for
that organization.
The laws are all similar, providing
ecuted by William Park, will release through
The Reel Journal publishes an in- that where an exchange demands adised through the newly organterview with Mr. Washburn who was
vance deposits from exhibitors, the
itional Non-Theatrical Motion
here
recently
in connection with per- money shall be kept in trust in the
Exchanges, Inc.
sonal appearances for "The Road to state in which it is collected.
subjects consist of "Worlds in
Washburn
that
(Continued
on Page says
3)
aking," Mystery of Space, London."
and Moon, Story of Seasons,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — Exchange men here
m of the Storm, Ocean CurJ. E. Brady in Theater Company
state that the Penzel Contract DeJulf Stream, etc.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
posit Law, signed early in April by
Dover,
Del.
—
Jasper
Ewing
Brady
Garson in Detroit
Governor Arthur M. Hyde, is one of
is named as one of the incorporators the
most drastic measures of its kind
Special to WID'S DAILY)
of the Long Island Theater Corp., a
Dit — Harry Garson is here in new company formed here with a cap- ever enacted. They maintain it puts
them at the mercy of the exhibitors.
:ion with the personal appearitalization of $500,000. Other incorsur Clara Kimball Young is
porators are Leonard L. Gallagher of There is some talk here that the big
. A number of cities will be New York and James G. Prode of producers may pull out of Missouri
because of the law. Just how they
and the present itinerary Cliffside, N. J.
could afford to cut themselves off
bring them back to Los Anfrom
such revenue is hard to figure.
l about a month.
Col. J. E. Brady is the scenario
"Roxy" to Rest
editor of Metro. An effort was made
Dn was in New York earlier yesterday to ascertain from him the
week, but remained here only plans of the new company. He could
S. L. Rothafel ("Roxy") has gone
not be reached for a statement.
to Atlantic City for a rest.

Six for Kane

Four Deposit Bills

Albany — That Governor Miller can
be definitely expected to sign the
Lusk-Clayton Bill and make censorship in New York state a fact is practically in sight. Not only from the
attitude he has taken all along regarding this measure by using it as
a party proposition and jamming it
through the Legislature, but also by
his remarks made Wednesday when
he clearly indicated he had no idea
of accepting the suggestion of appointing an investigating commission
as suggested by Paul Cravath.
It would not be surprising if he
signed the measure any moment.
Then the next matter of interest will
be as to the personnel of the Board.
There is every likelihood that someone from Buffalo will be on the board.
Surely an up-state appointment is in
line. There is talk that Mrs. Florence
E. Knapp of Syracuse, prominent in
Republican circles will have serious
consideration, according to gossip
here, and of course Mrs. Clarence
Waterman of Brooklyn, who was
conspicuous in the fight for censorship. She is being backed for the
place by Kracke, the Brooklyn leader, but Jake Livingston, another politician is backing Mrs. Gooderson for
the place, so the scrap looks lively.
To Make Three on Coast
CSpecial to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — George D. Baker is
here from New York. Winifred
Dunn has also been brought on to
adapt three stories which will be
filmed by S.-L. Pictures for Metro
release. Arthur H. Sawyer, as noted,
is here and will probably stay for
some time. The pictures will be
called George D. Baker Prod.
Spiegel Sells the Newark
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Newark,
N. J.— Max Spiegel, as
president of the Beaver Realty Co.,
has sold the Newark theater at 195
Market St. The Newark housed legitimate attractions from the time of
its opening until Spiegel took it over
in 1905. It was then converted into
a picture theater. Spiegel is interested in the new Rialto.
Buys a Second Series
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — Arrangement were
made here yesterday by which the
Associated Photo-Plays, Inc., 25 W.
45 St., New York, will release the
series of eight pictures starring Pete
Morrison, made by Cliff Smith.

jM^
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Lloyd Back
(Special to WID'S

Los Angeles— Frank DAILY)
Lloyd J
turned from New York where
Friday, May 6, 1921
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cured some
scenes for 'The
Comedian," a Rita Weiman stt
is making for Goldwyn.
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
90/2
80%
Famous Players .. 79/2
90
90
90
do Pfd
♦Goldwyn
. ... 4J4
5
Not quoted
D W. Griffith, Inc

Loew's, Inc.,

Triangle
World Film

18/.

WA

18g

H „ 3A
Vs
Not quoted

In "Reputation" you will see that Priscilla Dean is the most magnificent
actress on the American screen. Stuart Paton's great Universal-Jewel,
presented
by Carl Laemmle. — Advt.

FOR SALE

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Pauline Frederick Here
Pauline Frederick is in town from
the coast.
Shopping
and
looking
around and then back again on Monday.
incidentally, Henry King, who has
been here for about two weeks, will
return to Los Angeles shortly. He is
to make the next Frederick picture
for Robertson-Cole.

Brand New

Never Used

6 Wohl Broadsides
4 100-ampere Spotlights
With Extra Parts and
300 feet No. 8 Cable
300 feet No. 1 Cable
and other equipment
COSTING $3906.78

WILL SELL AT

25%

DISCOUNT

Telephone

FOR RENT
WHOLE OR IN PART
New Motion Picture

Studio

fully equipped, in every detail.
Near Famous
new
studio.
20 minutesPlayers'
from Times
Sq. 14,000 sq. ft. without a
post. Facing East River. Immediate possession.
Phone 2337 Murray Hill or
address B-85, care Wid's

GREAT

Bryant 6645

NEWS

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
NOW

IN

PICTURES

ei

Plans Four a Year
ferial To
Company

Star Cleo Madison —
Now in Process of
Formation
new company
to be known as
lerial Productions,
Inc., is now
process of formation
at Dover,
It will be capitalized at $250,Cleo Madison, who is at present
er contract with Metro, will be
red by the company.
ass Madison is now in New York,
stered at the Hermitage. She
just returned from Philadelphia,
re it is understood she signed the
:ract with the interests backing
new company. It is known that
well known film man is interested
he new unit and that the others
strangers to the business. Pro:ion will be in both the east and
t.

JA
JI
TS
Kane
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Six for

(Continued from Page 1)
Harry Beaumont, former Goldwyn
director will direct him in the series
and that Julien Josephson will probably write some original stories for
his use. The second picture will be
"The Substitute Millionaire."
Washburn expects to be back on
the coast in a month when he will
resume picture making.

FOR
RENT
FILM QUARTERS
Executive offices, vault, cutting
and projection room.
Immediate possession. Especially suitable for exchange.
Address K 3 c/o
WID'S DAILY

Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announced that it would release "The
Road tiontoof aLondon,"
madeArthur
no men-S.
series ofbutsix.
Kane, chairman of the board of directors, ison the coast and no one at
his office could be reached for a
statement.
Joseph Brady, director of publicity
for Associated Exhibitors, Inc..
stated yesterday he knew nothing of
a series.

'he office of George Kleine has
n moved from the World's Tower
g.. 110 W. 40th St., to the 9th
r of the Tilmar Bldg., 145 W. 45th
J. J. Thompson is local repretative.
ames A. Kent is now traveling
resentative for Aycie Pictures.

138 W. 46th St.
Bryant 6545
Deliveries Anywhere
Under management of
NEMEYER

NATIONAL

EXCHANGES
Requires
Who Knows the Real Exhibitor
Who Knows Box Office Values
Who
Can Direct Sales Campaigns and Can Personally
Do What He Expects Others To Do
Who Has Been an Exhibitor
Who
Has Very Successfully

A Big Man

ELECTROS ^
I. RUBIN COMPANY

Denounce Censors
jhn C. Flinn and Commissioner
Plants and Structures, Grover
alen, addressed the regular meetof the A. M. P. A. yesterday, and
ke rather strongly against cenihip. Flinn, who has been travelaround the country for some
iths, paid a tribute to William A.
dy, who, he said, has done more
i any other man to prevent the
sage of adverse legislation.

LIVES
at

Whether through the
STATE RIGHT CHANNEL
or through

STEREOS-MATS!

Sameth Makes Sales
Joseph Sameth, president Ford Film Distributors, Inc.. annces two sales of "Hearts o' the
ice," to Screen Art Pictures of
ladelphia for Eastern Jennsylvania
Southern New Jersey. Kaufi Specials of Memphis, have
:ed their signature for Kentucky
Tennessee rights.

EXPRESS

STILL

The Marketing of Productions

That German Film
n its opening day, all previous
Ludwig Here
day records at the Rivoli were
Samuel Ludwig of Minneapolis is
cen by "Deception," the picture in town for material. At the Penn'ing to more than 9,200 paid ad- sylvania.
s-ions. The total for the first week
:eded the former record, held by
rbidden
approximately
AnotherFruit,"
recordby fell
the second
k, when the former second week
>rd. also held by "Forbidden
it," was exceeded by 750. The
i Sunday exactly 1,200 more
)le passed through the Rivoli
23 E. 4th ST.
SPRING 8303
rs than the preceding Sunday.
Goldburg Rounds Out Plans
:sse J. Goldburg has rounded out
is for his own producing organiza, as indicated in WID'S DAILY
e time ago. Goldburg states he
is to make features at a minimum
iroduction cost and secure rentals
them which, he says, will allow
ibitors to make money. Gold% plans to pursue the same policy
marked the activities of Life
to Plays, his former company.

JACK'S

Managed Large Film Exchanges
Who

FOR RENT
Exceedingly

Successfully

Righted

Medium

Good

desirable office

space, vault and shipping room

State

Poor

PRODUCTIONS

IS DESIROUS of AFFILIATING Himself Where
BRAINS COUNT, NOT POLITICS. I DO NOT
NEED
GOOD
LUCK,
ONLY
OPPORTUNITY.

— service if desired — valuable
for film exchange or exporter.
Phone

Has

Bryant 4200 for ap-

Address

Ansel

pointment.

Care of Wid's

Studio Bulletin
CLASS

OF SERVICE 1 SYMBOL

Telegram
Blue
Day Letter
Night Message

Nlte
NL

TEL

Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram.
Otherwise Itscharacter is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

UNION

WESTEim
NEWCOMB

CARLTON.

WESTERN UNION

PRESIOENT

GEORGE

AM

W. 6. ATKINS.

FIRST VICSPRESIOENT

LOSANGELES CALIF 4
D16GS 63 NL EXTRA
HIRAM ABRAMS
PRESIDENT UNITED ARTISTS 729 SEVENTH AVE NEWY0RK NY
ALL HAIL TO MARY THROUGH THE BACK DOOR^THE OPENING DAY OP
WEEK RUN HAS PACKED THE HOUSE CONTINUOUSLY WITH A TYPICAL
WHO HAVE SHOWN THEIR DELIGHT AND APPRECIATION OF HER NEW
LAUGHS AND APPLAUSE THE BULL DOG EDITIONS OF ALL MORNING
IN PRAISE OF PICTURE HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
HARRY DAVID MANAGING DIRECTOR

SYMBOL
Blue
CLASS
OF SERVICE
Telegram
Day Letter
Nlte
Night M«U||
N L
Night ofLetter
If none
these three symbols
appears after the check ■ number of
words this Is a telegram. -Other.
wise Its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.
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A PREDICTED SIX
PICKF0RD AUDIENCE
VEHICLE WITH TEARS
PAPERS ARE UNANIMOUS
MISSION

THEATRE

tMA

MM

Celtic Photo Plays
Name of New Company—Has Two
Irish Films — Prospectus Outlines Color Process
A new company, the Celtic Photo
'lays, Inc., with offices at 330 W.
2d St., has been formed to handle
lictures of an Irish theme. The comiany is offering stock at $5 a share
ind the capitalization provides for
10,000 shares.
In a prospectus it is stated that the
:ompany by a contract held with anther unit, Arcanum Attractions, Inc.,
vill employ a process which will show
living figures in relief, moving in
space as in life, apparently unattached to the screen and with color possijilities that are truly sensational."
Thomas J. Ford, associate publisher of the Irish World, is president;
Thomas Egan, the Irish tenor, is
vice-president; Thomas Kirby, secretary and treasurer, and Francis M.
Smith, director general. These men,
together with Leopold Wharton of
Wharton Bros., compose the board of
directors. The advisory board includes several prominent men interested in Irish affairs, among them
Frank P. Walsh and Judge Joseph E.
Corrigan.
Jules Burnstein has been appointed
general representative. The company has two pictures ready, "The
Colleen of the Moore" and "War
Torn Ireland."

THE

"Lab" Workers Meet Tomorrow
A regular meeting of the Motion
Picture Craftsmen, Local No. 614,
affiliated with the I. A. T. S. E., at
the Astor tomorrow at 3:45. The organization which is composed of laboratory workers around New York is
expected to be addressed by William
A. Brady, Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane, John Leitch and Dr. Frank
Crane.
One Year Old
Screen Snapshots, the short reel
release produced by Jack Cohn and
Louis Lewyn showing the stars at
play, is a year old with Issue No. 26.

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5506
ROBERT EDGAR
LONG
Formerly With D. W. Griffith
1482 Broadway
Bryant 6380

ARTISTS

AND

ART

am

BROKERS

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3766
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager

PRINTERS

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945
PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7196
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4985
MODERN,
FULLY EQUIPPED
STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
230-232 West 38th St.
Fit* 4205

Presentation of

Randall Parrish's

"BOB HAMPTON
OF

PLACER"

Theatre Packed to Capacity Sunday

Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photography by Jacques Bizeul and
David Kesson
Art Director, Ben Carre

MARTIN-McGUIRE
& NEWCOMBE
Art Titles
727 7th Avenue
Bryant 5612

454-460

MARSHALL NEILAN'S

Critics Call Picture
Marshall Neilan 's Best

TITLES

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

Enthusiastic crowds jam
big New York Strand
Theatre all week to see

(This ad went to press Thursday night)

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796

MOTION

Scores Big Success!

Theatre Packed to Capacity Monday
Theatre Packed to Capacity Tuesday
Theatre Packed to
Capacity Wednesday
Theatre Packed to Capacity Thursday

TRADE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY

Friday, May 6, 1921

Five on Broadway
The United Artists office
stated yesterday five D. W.
Griffith productions are now
playing on Broadway. They
are "Way Down East," at the
44th St. ; "Dream Street" at the
Town Hall; "The Birth of a
Nation" at the Capitol; "Broken Blossoms" at the Standard,
Broadway and 90th St., and
"The Love Flower" at the same
theater.
To which they point with
pride and claim it a record for
features along Broadway from
one individual.
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A First National Attraction
That's another reason why
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In Committee Hands

Barthelmess First

d Then New Company May Have
More Stars — F rst National Expected To x.jlease Product
Jnless certain well-defined
plans
Barthelmess
will
Scarry, Rich?
seen in a serie
f starring vehicles,
be released
rough
Associated
st National.
i new organization to be known
The Inspiration Co., is now being
inded out. It will produce pictures
h well known stars and is underod to be amply financed by Wall
money. Barthelmess is designed
be the first of the corporation's
wing cards.
le was under contract to D. W.
ffith, Inc., for two years, it is
•ned, but that arrangement was
tually abrogated because of the
stence on the part of Barthelmess
head his own producing unit. It
I be recalled that some weeks ago
ras stated in WID'S DAILY that
would star for Famous Players,
offer was made him but some
"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
culties developed at the last
ment that prevented consummat- A gorgeous, compelling appeal to the eye — and the beautiful!
A mighty,
the contract.
dramatic appeal to the heart — and the emotions!
Perry Plays, Inc. — Adv.
Hulsey Seeking Injunction
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

'alias — E. H. Husley and First
ional Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.,
e brought injunction proceedings
inst Associated First National
:ures, Inc., to restrain distribution
?exas, Arkansas and Oklahoma of
b Hampton of Placer."
he suit is the first shot in the batDetween Hulsey, who is now affiliI with S. A. Lynch and Associated
;t National over the distribution
Tirst National Attractions.

Bray To Expand

An important announcement will
be made shortly by J. R. Bray, producer of animated cartoons and educationals of new arrangements for the
development of the non-theatrical
field. He is undertaking the establishment of system of film service to
schools, churches and other non-theatrical institutions.
The Bray library has been carefully
catalogued and sub-divided for the
purpose, and numerous distribution
ssociated First National was points are now being established all
ned primarily to combat the over the country.
Included
(Continued on
Page 4) in Bray's
sey-Lynch line-up in the South,
sey is one of the old First NaRazing for New Omaha House
al franchise holders and still res the franchise for First National
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Omaha — Workmen have razed a
libitors Circuit productions. All
he new pictures now go through quarter block of buildings at 15th and
new company, Associated First Douglas Sts., preparatory to erecting
a new $500,000 theater for the World
ional, a Delaware corporation.
Realty Co., owner of the Sun, Moon,
and Muse. The site is across the
May Go to Rialto
street from the Rialto, A. H. Blank's
Hiat Hugo Riesenfeld plans to do newest Omaha house. The theater,
which will seat 2,500, has not been
i "Deception" after its four weeks named.
at the Rivoli is as yet unknown,
h attendance holding up to the
Wisconsin Meeting May 10
ird mark all through its showing,
e is talk that he will not allow it
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Milwaukee — The
Wisconsin
Exleave Broadway when the audi:s at the Rialto have not had an
hibitors Association will meet here
jrtunity to view it.
next Tuesday and Wednesday.

C. E. A. to Take Steps on English
Block Booking System — Ignore
Beaverbrook's Resolutions
(By

Cable .to WID'S DAILY)

London — The Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, at a general
meeting held on Thursday, appointed
a committee to look into the block
booking question and determine upon
a course of action. The committee
has members on it representing all
sections of the trade.
It was decided not to be guided by
the resolutions passed at the recent
dinner given by Lord Beaverbrook,
pending mittee
theand its
investigation
findings. of the comAt the meeting Friese Green, credited by many here as the inventor of
the kinematograph, died of heart disease.
As

noted

in previous
cable
dispatch ID'S DAII V fro^ T .mdon, it was( Continued
generallyon believed
Page 3) in EngPickford at Strand
Mary Pickford in "Through the
Back Door" has been booked for the
Strand the week of May 15.

Mae Marsh in Town
Marsh is in town from California. She attended
the
Capitol
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
show
where
"The
Birth
of
a
Nation"
Albany — Governor Miller has re- is playing on Thursday night.
ceived the brief submitted by Judge
Almet F. Jenks of Brooklyn in oppoCensor Bill Up in Florida
sition to the Clayton-Lusk motion
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
picture censorship bill.
Tallahassee, Fla.- — A censorship bill
The Governor declined to make has been introduced in the house. C.
any comments on the subject except D. Cooley, president of the Exhibthat he will give the brief filed by
itors' League of Florida, is busy sending wires to exhibitors throughout
Judge Jenks just consideration and
will hope to dispose of the censorship the state to oppose the measure.
bill within a few days. As the measA $650,000 Corporation
ure is among the 30-day bills the Governor has until May 16 to act upon
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dover,
Del. — The
National
Nonall of the bills in his possession. All Theatrical
M. P. Exchanges,
Inc.,
bills not signed by the Governor durhave
been
formed
with
a
capitalizaing that period are dead.
tion of $650,000.
St. Loirs Mav Have Credit Body
This is the organization which
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — There is some talk of will maintain a non-theatrical distributing system with offices in the
forming: a St. Louis film credit organization incorporated along the principal cities of the country.
lines of the St. Louis Credit Men's
Another Dissolution
Association, which, it is said, would
Amiel
Alperstein and Joseph A.
enable the exchange to deal effectively with any situation that might Golden, formerly associated together
arise through an exhibitor attempting under the trade name of A. & G.
to use the new deposit bill to unfair Enterprise, and interested in various
advantage, just to keep competition producing and laboratory corporaadvantage.
tions, have dissolved their co-partnership, effective April 27.
As noted, film men here in the emAlperstein will retain the offices
ploy of the big companies are worried over the new Penzel bill, which formerly occupied by Allgood Pictures Corp. at 815 Longacre Bldg.
places deposit money in trust.

Coming!

Mae
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Albany, N. Y.— Rollo Sales Corp.,
New York. 2,000 shares common
stock, no par value, active capital $10.000. Incorporators, S. J. Rollo, C. F.
Price 5 Cents Hahn and E. A. Pinchon. Attorneys,
Wing and Russell, 14 Wall St.

and Fito Foto,
Copyright 1921, Wid'i Film
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„, ,01Q
Manager.
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
up.
fellow know how you cleaned

Albany, N, Y.^-Palace of Joy,
Omaha — Two exploitation stunts
Sporting and Athletic Club. Capital, put on by Manager Ballantyne of the
$40,000. Incorporators, A. Levy, K. Moon, have recently helped put over
F. Sutherland and W. Dangman. At- pictures. They can be worked anytorney, A. J. Stern, 164 Montague St..
where, anytime, with any picture.
Brooklyn.
First was when "A Tale of Two
Worlds" was advertised by sending
Albany, N. Y. — Parkside Amuse- out 1,090 complimentary tickets, on
ment Corp., Brooklyn. Capital, $20.- which was printed the fact that the
000. Incorporators, W. and R. and Moon was introducing a new star.
H. Brandt. Attorney, S. Kahn, 61 with the opening of the new season,
Park Row.
and inviting the one receiving the
ticket to visit the Moon on a certain
Albany. N. Y.— Tonv Sarg-H. M. day, to be admitted free (except war
and write on the back of the
Dawley, New York. 100 shares com- tax),
mon stock, no par value; active cap- ticket his opinion of the play.
The second, worked just last week,
ital, $10,000. Incorporators, I.
was
when certain hours during the
Schmal, B. Abraham and S. Taubenhaus. Attorney, Nathan Vidaver, 116 week were set aside when boys and
Nassau St.
girls 15 years or under, with red
hair, black hair, or light hair — dependupon the hour
Albany, N. Y. — Inter-State Thea- were ingadmitted
free. they attended —
ters Corp., Brooklyn. Capital, $600.In the first instance, says Ballan000. Incorporators, M. and A. Barr
tyne, every holder of a ticket usually
Bid. Asked. Sale and N. Stern. Attorney, M. H. Latbrought from one to four with him,
80^6 80
Famous Players .. 80
ner, 350 Fulton St., Brooklyn.
and even those who did not attend
Not quoted
do pfd
were
made friends of the Moon. Bal♦Goldwyn
tyz
5
Albany, N. Y. — Western Pictures
Not quoted
lantyne plans to use this stunt freD. W. Griffith, Inc
Corp., Nyack. Capital, $20,000. Inquently, sending 1,000 tickets at least
Loew's, Inc.
18J4
18*4
18*4
corporators, H. Lubin and A. H.
Triangle
Vs
H
H Sawyer. Attorney, Harry G. Kosch, dnce a month to 1,000 residents listed
ii the telephone book; different
Not quoted 1476 Broadway.
World Film
people each time. Within a year he
•♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Trenton. N. J.— Colored Feature will cover the entire Omaha telephone book listing of residences, and
Photo Plays, Inc., Union Hill. Cap- then will start over again.
Kaufman at Foreign Trade Confab
ital, $125,000. Incorporators, J. HarThe second stunt, that of admitting
rison Edwards, Union Hill; Frank
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
children of various colored hair at
Dillon
and
John
W.
Frost
of
WeeLos Angeles — Eugene H. Kauf- hawken.
various specified times, tends to line
man, president of the Inter-Ocean
up the juvenile patronage for the
Film Accessories Corp., and delegate
summer matinee trade, when school
of the Chamber of Commerce of
Dover, Del. — Long Island Theaters
is either of secondary importance to
Los Angeles, has gone to Cleveland Corp. Capital. $500,000. Incorporatto attend the sessions of the Foreign
ors, Jasper Ewing Brady, Leonard L. play, or has declared a vacation alTrade Council in that city. Kaufman Gallagher of New York, and James together.
some time ago launched a move to G. Peede, Cliffside, N. J. Attorney,
Marion, O. — The management of
have the picture industry represented Corporation Trust Co.
the Orpheum Theater, worked a novel
in the new $100,000,000 corporation
which was formed to promote foreign
Albany, N. Y. — Forward Film Ex- stunt in the exploitation of "Outside
trade.
change, New York. Capital, $5,000. the Law," the Priscilla Dean feature.
Incorporators, S. and A. Freund and
Taking advantage of the "Cleanup" week in Marion, cards were sent
Sheridan Not Connected with Strand J. Joel. Attorneys, Spitz and Brom- to every
family in Marion, bearing
berger,
56
Pine
St.
Max Spiegel stated yesterday that
the
cryptic
words: "Clean up your
the Sheridan theater, now under conAlbany, N. Y.— New Third Ave. back yard, you are 'Outside the
struction atGreenwich Ave. and 12th
St., has no connection with the Realty Corp., New York. Capital, Law,*
D." caused no end of comThe P.
cards
Strand, despite reports to that effect. $16,000. Incorporators, W. and F.
ment and had much to do with the
and T. Cumiskey. AttorSpiegel is vice-president of the Harwitz
advance advertising which the picture
ney, H. B. Davis, 522 5th Ave.
Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corp., openjoyed.
erators of the Strand, and is also inAlbany, N. Y. — Crescent Cinema
terested in the new theater.
Indianapolis. — When the Colonial
Corp., Buffalo. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, C.Spann, Jr., W. Bate- had "The Greater Love" with Vera
man and H. Pritting, Jr. Attorneys, Gordon, it got a window tie-up with
'*>■ "Destruction of a Nation"
a department store, for which it paid
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Klein and James, Buffalo.
25 double passes. The store offered
Dover, Del. — The Destruction of a
Nation Co. has been formed here with
a number of passes to the first purAlbany, N. Y. — Warner's Exchasers of the goods advertised. So
a capitalization of $1,500,000.
change, New York. 1,000 shares common stock, no par value; active cap- big a crowd of women were waiting
ital, $10,000. Incorporators, A. C. for it to open the next morning that
Thomas, H. S. Bareford and M. H. the store people sent for more publicity equipment and gave its entire
Fuller. Attorneys, Thomas and
frontage to the display.
Friedman, 2 Rector St.
(TT&clicccLtlcrrial U lcIuajuJ
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Quotations

Scott Story for Barker
Dover, Del. — Capital Theaters Co.
Capital $500,000. Incorporators: L.
Los
Angeles — Reginald Barker's
B. Phillips and C. H. Jarvis of Dover. next production for Goldwyn will be
Attorney,
James M. Satterfield, "The Poverty of Riches," an original
Dover.
story by Leroy Scott.

Warners Incorporate Excha;
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)!

N. Y.City
— Warner's
of Albany,
New York
has beenExclf]
here with 1,000 shares of col
stock, no par value, and an acthl
ital of $10,000. The incorpcl
are A. C. Thomas, H. S. Baj
and M. H. Fuller. The attornel
Thomas and Friedman of 2 Rec
The above incorporation covel
local exchange operated by wl
Bros who, in addition to contil
the Federated franchise for this]
tory, handle some outside produl
More

Delaware

Companie

(.Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del.— Two new picture
panies have been formed here.
is the National Arts of America
italized at $100,000, and the
the S. C. L. Service, with a s
capital.
The first company wa
resented by the Delaware
Rej
tion Co. of Wilmington,
whil
incorporators of the second ar
E. McCulloch and George H. S
of Kensington,
Md., and Rich;
■
Wyche of Washington, D. C.
Peters

Not With Swickar

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — House Peters <
the statement published in V\
DAILY of April 28 that he is t
in Charles Swickard Prod. 1
has signed with Goldwyn to mat
picture. There is a possibility
he will produce independently f<
House Peters Prod.
Universalites to Stage Com
Employees of Universal will
sent to the public a three-act m
comedy entitled "Black and Aft
at the Hunt's Point Palace, 16,
and Southern Blvd., May 14.
Marie Prevost, the new Uni'
star, will make a personal appeal1
William M. Kraft, for the pasl
in charge of sales promotio
Equity and Joan Film Sales,!
started out on his own. Offi
1664 Broadway.
R. W. Baremore has resigned
the editorial staff of the Exhib
Trade Review.

Cash in the till is better
than stock on the shelves—
and unsold tickets are little better than so much
waste paper. RITCHEY
ETS.
POSTERS SELL TICK-

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

tMA
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In Committee Hands

Redecorating at International
Summer Stuff
International Film Studios, at 127th
A miniature film cutting room and
(Continued from page 1)
St. and 2nd Ave., where Cosmopol- a projection theater are being set up
itan Prod, arc made, has undergone
lish circles that Beaverbrook was atin the cottage at Bayside, L. I., which
tempting to sound the death-knell of improvements at the hands of inte- John Emerson and Anita Loos will
block booking, not because he had
rior decorators and general repaintNo. 37
ing and refurnishing.
this summer. Victor Flemthe best interests of the British inoccupy
ing will occupy an adjoining cottage.
W YORK CITY— Dizzy stunts at dizzy
dustry at heart, but because he was
The general manager's office has
hts — Al Ritchie, strong man, scales high
[ framework atop building without rope desirous of launching a large co-op- been done over in blue and monk's
>ther aid.
Capital Increased
erative organization of his own, mod- cloth and new offices have been estabSSELDORF, GERMANY— Allies ready
lished on the ground floor for the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
eled
along
the
lines
of
the
First
Naany eventuality. — Troops that recently
tional in this country. At the din- casting director and purchasing agent.
Albany,
lpied German towns are prepared for
ment Co. N.
of Y.—
New The
YorkStone
has Amusefiled a
ner referred to above, Beaverbrook
her advance if Germany refuses Allied
iration terms.
certificate
with
the
Secretary
of State
S. D. Sunday
Shows
Endangered
gathered
around
him
about
70
exhibLZANO, SWITZERLAND— Suspended
that it has increased its capital stock
itors. Several important resolutions
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ey-car soars over lofty Alpine mountain
Huron, S. D. — Sunday shows in
es — first pictures of the "Schwebebahn," were passed, among them one calling this state are seriously threatened by from $100,000 to $150,000. Marks &
dus Swiss cable transportation system.
for the rejection of all bookings after
Marks, 63 Park Row, are the atVNGHAI, CHINA— AU forces unite to
a test case now being tried in the torneys.
famine surfers of China — Over 4,000 take Aug. 31, 1922, and another for the Supreme Court. An
exhibitor is
in demonstration to raise funds for reduction of 25% on existing bookjer victims in North China.
fighting for acquittal on a charge of
ings.
Charge
Big Film Thefts
Sunday showing.
The point brought out by English
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
trade journals was that these resoChristie Back on Coast
Chicago — Two men have been arrested here charged with the theft of
lutions were passed without the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
knowledge of the great mass of BritLos
Angeles
—
Charles
H.
Christie
$100,000
in films from Fox, Univerish exhibitors and that Beaverbrook is back at the studio from his trip to
sal, Pathe and Paramount.
was attempting to foist upon them a New York, where he conferred with
measure which they had not been Educational officials.
Chicago Firm Makes Sales
consulted about.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Film men familiar with the situa- Rubens Heads Illinois M. P. T. O.
Chicago — Russell-Greiver-Russell
has sold Tusun comedies to the R.
tion have been conjecturing for the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
aul M. Sarazan's "Peck's Bad past few days as to just how Adolph
Joliet, 111. — L. M. Rubens has been D. Marson Attraction Co. and the
r" song has been acquired by Zukor and Famous Players were in- elected president of the M. P. T. O. Crescent Film Co., Kansas City;
ng Berlin, who will launch the
Illinois. Other officers are: Vice- "The Witch's Lure" to the Producers
volved in the matter, if at all. Bea- of
president, W. D. Burford, Aurora; and Exhibitors Pictures Co., Dallas.
iber nationally.
verbrook, as noted on various occaFritzi Ridgeway pictures will be
sions,, is financially interested in the secretary, J. B. Dibelka, Chicago;
Henry von Meeteren, Chi- distributed by the Crescent Film Co.,
Famous Players-Canadian Corp. and treasurer,
cago; financial secretary, Edward J. the Warner Film Co., Cleveland, and
is believed to be quite close to Zukor.
Haley, Chicago, and state organizer, the Greater Production Co. of Des
The latter is now in London.
Moines.
William J. Sweeney,
Chicago.

LtkeN ews

today

wm—m—mmm

Four for St. Louis
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — Harry
Koplar
is said
to be planning four new theaters.
Closes

Mexican

Sales

Gus Schlesinger of the Inter-Ocean
Film Corp. has sold to Mexican film
renters 26 Hall Room Boys comedies, "Below the Deadline," "Bearcat," "The Gift Supreme," "The Silent Barrier," "The Unwritten Code,"
"The Long -Arm of Mannister" and
the Walton comedies.
New

Music Co. In South

(Special to WID'S

HER
/OMAN
A FROTHINGHAM

SPECIAL

Distributed. Vy

ftni PATHE' EXCHANGE he

00K IT TODAY

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
AMERICA'S"

NOW ON THE SCREEN
WATCH

May Combine St. Louis Offices
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — That
the
offices
of
Famous-Players
Missouri
Corp. and
Famous
Players-Lasky
here
may
unite is a report in circulation here.

FOR SALE
Brand New

With Extra Parts and
300 feet No. 8 Cable
300 feet No. 1 Cable
and other equipment
COSTING $3906.78

DAILY)

Dallas — S. T. Bryant has sold to L.
C. Baxley his interests in the Lion
Film Corp.
A. P. Manager

(Special to WID'S

Never Used

6 Wohl Broadsides
4 100-ampere Spotlights

Bryant Leaves Lion

Bonistall New

FOR HIM

DAILY)

Atlanta. — The Synchronized Music
Co. of Atlanta, has opened offices at
801 Flatiron Bldg. The product of
the company is a smplified book of
selections suited to all feature pictures and timed to play in accordance
with each scene.

(Special to WID'S

FAVORITE

25%

WILL SELL AT

DISCOUNT

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — F. C. Bonistall is now
manager here for Associated Producers, Inc., succeeding J. E. Davis.

Telephone Bryant 6645

DAILY

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

Sunday's

Issue

PARIS, FRANCE — Elsie Janis startles the
boulevards with her highly original sedan
side car.
NEW
YORK — Mrs.
Stillman, principal in
sensational
divorce case, appears
to answer
charges of "Peeping Toms."
BERLIN,
GERMANY — Teutons
alarmed
at last.
Excited crowds riot before government buildings demanding action on payment
of nation's debt to Allies.
SIGNS OF SPRING — South Hadley, Mass.
— College girls revert to sports of childhood
in Play Day Festival — San Francisco,
Cal. —
California Kiddies give wild flower party with
Luther Burbank as guest of honor.
ROME,
ITALY — Michaelangelo,
Italian
owned
horse, but bred in old
Kentucky,
breezes home
the winner
of Italian Grand
Prix.
Royalty attends the meeting, in person of Princess Jolanda of Savoy.
Scenes from Chicago, St. Mihiel, France, etc.,
etc.
Animated
Cartoon
on the Island of
Yap question.

DAILY)
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PUBLICITY—I

Foreign Buyers' Combine?
(Special to WID'S

Exploitation-publicity
by
who has done real things. Ill
open for clients, firms or in
viduals who want to be hi

DAILY)

Albany— T. F. McMahon, B. C. ElHollywood — Charles Dorety, who
liott and S. A. Repetto of New York
has played leading roles in Century
City
are the stockholders of the AssoComedies, is to be featured hereafter.
ciated Foreign Film Buyers, Inc., of
William Watson has been commis- New York which filed articles of insioned to make the first.
corporation with the Secretary of
State yesterday. T. F. McMahon,
A new company, headed by Sam- 1400 Broadway, New York City, is
uel M. Sargent, oil operator, will be- the attorney for the concern.
gin operations in Los Angeles within
the next week. The new organizaoffice refused yesterday
tion will be known as the Sargent to McMahon's
divulge any information regarding
Prod, and its output will be confined the plans of the company.
to comedies in which Rex Story, the
English comedian, will be featured.
Bayard Veiller, who has just completed the first Metro production under his personal direction, "The Last
Card," is taking a week's vacation
before starting his new picture.
Ted Wharton has just completed a
production starring Nick Harris
which is to be used at a special performance of the L. A. Ad Club given
at the Pantages Theater May 6th.
Truman B. Handy has been appointed director of publicity for Willis & Inglis.

Joseph A. Golden
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Central Bldg.,

Square,
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York
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Carmel Myers has finished "The
Scarlet Shawl" under direction of
Jack Conway and will begin work
soon on her next feature, "The Black
Edward Laemmle, who has been
directing Jack Perrin in a series of
(Continued from page 1)
westerns
Cap." at Universal City, has been
plans are the distribution of a type of granted a four weeks' leave of abprojection machine constructed es- York. sence and will start at once for New
pecially for the class of work to be
undertaken, and the production of a
series of pedagogical films together
Darrell Foss is at Universal supporting Edith Roberts in her latest
with all the various types of film production necessary for properly cover- screen production, "The Gossamer
ing the non-theatrical market. A com- ing.
Web," which Jack Conway is directplete library of films will be established in each branch under a competent librarian.
Richardson's, Inc., the music house
which deals exclusively with the motion picture profession, has opened a
new branch at the Ambassador Hotel.
Max Schleischer has left the Bray
Harold Lloyd's new picture, just
organization to produce his "Out of
at the Hal E. Roach stuthe Inkwell" cartoons independently completed
dios, will be another three reeler.
in association with F. J. Leventhal.
GAUSMAN.
Offices have been opened at 128 E.
45th St., where production will be
Makes It Two
gotten under way. Schleischer plans
to make 12 a year, each issue to be
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
in one reel. Nothing has been stated
Kansas
City,
Mo. — Joe
Yaeger.
who owns the Rex, and Raton N.
regarding distribution.
Mex have bought the Auditorium at
Salina, Kansas.
More for National Exchanges
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Another "F-R" House
San Francisco — The Paul Gerson
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
to make a series of 12 two reelers a
Minneapolis, — Contracts have been
year. The product will be distrib- let for a new $200,000 theater at Hibuted through National Exchanges, bing, Minn., which will be ready
Inc. William A. Howell will direct
about Oct. 1, and will seat 1,500, I. H.
the series.
Ruben, of Finkelstein and Ruben, announced last week.
Padorr Buys Series
To Operate Booking Agency
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — David Padorr, president
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta — E. W. Holt will operate
of Empire Film Exchange, has obtained four features of Specialty Pic- a central booking agency for pictures
tures; a series of Westart westerns for Florida, Georgia, Alabama, the
starring Al Hart in "West of The Carolinas and Tennessee. He will
headquarters in the office of the
Rio Grande,"
territory of open
Southern Picture News.
northern
Illinoisfor
andthe
Indiana.
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LOVE'S YOUNG

DREAM

and the qjueevpranhs of circumstance form the warp £■ woof of this
screen comedy- dranta that is bright with youth & the zest of Living.

COINCIDENCE
by HOWARD

E. MORTON

WITH
AN
ALL-STAR
CAS
T
Scenario by BKIAN HOOKER
<Vtvected by CHET WITHE.Y

METRO

WAN DA H AWLE >
iss inume
„

Csidapted from the Story
from Jour to Sleven Three

ML

A Kiss in Time Leads to Nine
"Do you hear that bell, young lady? There's something going to happen to me before that same clock
strikes seven ! "
If the girl had suspected that what this strange young
man was so mysteriously prophesying was a kiss,
voluntarily administered by herself, perhaps she would not
have gone on that joyous May frolic.
But she went, and about steen millions of comedy
fans will be eternally glad that she did, for it resulted in
one of the most refreshing laugh-feats ever released in
celluloid form.
Clean as a whistle — all the way through.

WANDA HAW LEY in her
cleverest and most whimsical mood.
Walter Hiers in the new sidebusting role of an amateur
"deteckative."
Directed by Thomas Heffron
Photoplay by Douglas Doty
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Trod, to be released through United Artists.

Omaha exchanges win Binderup suit. Involved legality of operative methods ol distributors.
Wesleyner Barry
to be starred in "School Days" for WarBros.

N. Y., by

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
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News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines

Guy Croswell Smith to represent United Artists in
Continental Europe. Tuesday

at
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States, Outside
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attacking constitutionality of Clayton-Lusk bill.
Zukor-U. F. A. deal off. Paramount establishing own
organization in Central Europe.
Ad Kessel and Charles Baumann break partnership of

Local F. I. L. M. Club files brief with Governor Miller

15 years.
Lord Beaverbrook's plan to eliminate English blockbooking falling through.
Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Priscilla Dean in

REPUTATION

Universal

Page 2

Marshall Neilan's. .BOB HAMPTON
Asso. First National
D. W. Griffith's
William

THE

Russell in

BIRTH

OF

PLACER
Fage 3

OF A NATION
Page 5

COLORADO

PLUCK

Fox

E. B. Hatrick says German producers are more anxious for Americans to produce there than to sell
them pictures.
Tampa to have large studio. $5,000,000 company
formed.
Realart may continue release of Justine Johnstone's
independently made productions.
Pinnacle Prod, withdraws from Independent Films
Association.
Adolph Zukor, from Berlin, denies his company
Thursdofay Stanley Co.
negotiating for purchase

is

Page 7

Elaine Hammerstein

in
MIRACLE

OF

MANHATTAN

Selznick

Page 9

Harry Carey in

THE

WALLOP

Universal
Douglas MacLean

Page 1 1
in

THE

HOME

Page 14
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Page 15

Pearl White in

BEYOND

Fox

PRICE
Page 17

Eugene O'Brien in
Selznick
Short Reels

Players asking "Humoresque" prices for it.
Federated Film Exchanges double capitalization.
Friday
Arthur S. Kane after four series of pictures for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

STRETCH

Ince-Paramount
Metro presents

National Non-Theatrical M. P. Exchanges, Inc., formed. All important cities to have offices.
"Deception" held for fourth week for Rivoli. Famous

GILDED

LIES
Page 21
Page 23

Governor Miller will sign censor bill.
M. P. T. O. to meet in July instead of June.
Bryant Washburn to make six for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Four deposit bills passed. Latest state is Nebraska,
according to M. P. T. O.
turdCleo
ay
Imperial Prod., Inc., to Sastar
Madison.

English exhibitors appoint committee to take up blockbooking question.
Beaverbrook resolutions to be ignored, pending investigation.

Pardoning the bad is injuring the good* '—Benjamin Franklin.
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"Reputation"
Will Add To Priscilla's Reputation
Priscilla Dean in
"REPUTATION"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
Schroeder
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Lucien

Stuart Paton
Edwina Levin
Hubbard and Doris

Harold Janes
. . .Good entertainment values aided

by excellent photography and character work
of star
STORY
Mother-daughter roles worked out to
dramatic conclusion with stage career as background
DIRECTION
Usually excellent; some sequences
carried too long
PHOTOGRAPHY
Seldom
has
better
work
been seen
LIGHTINGS
Excellent, especially night scenes
CAMERAWORK
Brings some splendid results
in closing reels
STAR
Gives excellent performance in dual role;
her character work is unusually fine
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Up to mark; theater shots good,
but too many
DETAIL
Faithful
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sure to please certain type of audience which like stories of the
stage

LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 7,158 feet

Priscilla Dean steps forward in her latest Universal,
and probably does the best character work of her
career in "Reputation." An
type, she goes into character
ing reels as the drug satiated
ance that is going to be liked

excellent vixen, hoyden
in this, and in the closmother gives a performand well remembered by

those who see her. Just why they called this "Reputation" isdifficult to conceive— it has nothing to do

with the story, except in a far-fetched way, and the
average public is going to figure that the title has an
entirely different significance.
Director Paton has done an excellent piece of work,
and except that the picture needs cutting to bring the
sequences to a clearer understanding and with a few
titles properly placed, the production well merits a
place* as an important picture. Here and there, because of the dual roles of the star, sequences follow
which are not at all clear, but which gradually workout, and at times this is annoying. Incidentally, the
title writers take lines bodily from Shakespeare and
Dickens without any qualification or quotation. The
one from Julius Caesar many people may not know,
but a lot of people surely recall the famous lines of

Sidney Carton beginning with, "It is a far, far better
thing than I have ever done, etc."
^Nliss Dean is on the screen practically all of the
time, first as the mother, the one night stand star, and
later as the rage of London and Paris, and then as
her own daughter, who has also gone on the stage,
and who, when her mother fails to appear at her New
York premiere, takes her place — getting away with
the deception through her natural resemblance to the
famous artist. The mother, recovering from opium,
fights her way back to New York and on the night
of the premiere makes her way into the star's dressing
room, intending to fight with the woman who has
stolen her name and reputation. Before this ends
she shoots the man who had been her own manager.
leaves the blame upon the other woman, and not until
later does she discover that she has placed the blame
upon her own daughter. She leaves a confession and
kills herself, and of course in the end the daughter
is freed and marries the press agent of the company.
Other than Miss Dean the support has no particular
appeal, indeed all of their work is overshadowed by
the almost constant appearance of the star. Yet the
cast contains many well known people. There is an
excellent lot of double exposures, and a chase scene
of the dual characters is unusually well handled.

Play Up Priscilla— Should Be Enough
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Universal has given you something good to work
on with this. Priscilla Dean is well liked in a number
of communities, and her work in this is surely going
to add to her admirers. Incidentally the story is
based on stage life, and you know how much your
people like this sort of background for any play. Besides you can talk about the production values which
are really worth while.
Be careful of the title. Some of your people may

figure that it has something to do with the reputation
of a girl or woman, when really it has this significance
only so far as the fame of the actress is concerned.
So be careful. There are a lot of people kicking these
days because they go into the theater as a result of
the title, and leave kicking because the picture hasn't
anything in common with the title. Be careful of
catchlines because of this. Put your big play on the
star. She's worth it.

tMA
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Splendid Direction And Some Fine Thrills In Neilan's Biggest
"BOB

HAMPTON

OF PLACER"

Marshall Neilan Prodj — Assoc. First
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
David
Kesson
Bizuel
AS

A

Nat'l. Pictures
Marshall Neilan
Randall Parrish
Marion Fairfax
and
Jacques

WHOLE
Wonderfully
staged western,
has punch in its battles but contains occasional
slumps

STORY
Love
story interwoven
with history
well told with exception of some irrelevant bits
DIRECTION
Notably fine in mass scenes
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA
WORK
Splendid,
especially
long
shots
PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

James Kirkwood handles most important role capably; others all do good work,
Very pretty
Satisfactory
Correct

CHARACTER OF STORY
Custer's last fight
as told in Randall Parrish's novel
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,268 feet
In adapting Randall Parrish's "Bob Hampton of
Placer," Marshall Neilan has made the biggest picture of his career. He seems to have a faculty for
handling pictures which require exterior settings, and
in his latest production, the entire atmosphere of the
out-of-doors is no small factor in the entertainment
which the picture affords. The long shots of the
battle formation and the troops in the distance have
been excellently photographed. There are many unusually pretty scenes and the western locations all
told are the real thing.

In his novel, Randall Parrish has used Custer's last
fight as the climax to a dramatic romance in a way
that holds the interest, and the screen adaptation has
been well done, considering the amount of incident
contained in it. However, there are occasional slumps
that seem to occur through the writing in of a small
part for Wesley Barry. The youngster has only one
or two real opportunities, and the rest only serve to
hold up the interest in the main story. Barry certainly didn't belong in the story.
James Kirkwood gives a splendid performance in
the most important role. Marjorie Daw is a pretty
heroine who hasn't a great deal to do. A large supporting company has been carefully selected and all
do good work.
Bob Hampton, gambler, is the terror of Placer, but
somehow retains the friendship of the sheriff. While
enroute to another city Bob joins a caravan troupe
which is attacked by Indians. Bob and a little orphan
girl are the only survivors. Later it is made known
that Bob is in reality Capt. Nolan who had served
under General Custer and later escaped from prison
where he was committed for a murder which he did
not commit.
Through a picture which she carries Bob learns
that the girl he has rescued is his own daughter, but
he doesn't want to tell her until he can clear his name.
Marjorie falls in love with Lieut. Brandt, son of the
man Bob is supposed to have killed. Bob finds a clue
to the real murderer, the man he has sought all through
the years. In the meantime Custer is preparing foe
his last fight with the Indians and allows Bob to join
the company as a civilian. He is killed in battle and
his body is found after a confession has been obtained
from the murderer. He leaves a note for Marjorie
telling her that he is her father and leaving her free
to marry Brandt.

Exhibitors Ought To Get Good B. O. Results With It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Marshall Neilan's latest production is big in every
way and should prove a box office attraction. It will
bear promises and you can tell them it's the biggest
thing the producer has done yet, and proves him

In case your folks won't be enlightened by the title
tell them about the historical background, and give
them an idea of the story by use of catchlines such as:

which are well worth seeing — the massacre by the

"They called him 'Bob Hampton of Placer,' but at
Custer's last fight see who he really was. Marshall
Neilan's biggest picture so far is being shown at the
blank theater." Wesley Barry's name will probably
attract attention and general good showmanship

Indians, and later Custer's last fight. There is some
very realistic fighting.

should allow "Bob
money for you.

thoroughly capable when it comes to directing spectacles. There are many battle scenes, two in particular

Hampton

of Placer" to make
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Craftsmen Film Laboratories,
2 51 West 19th Street,
New
York
City.

Inc..

Gentleraen:-

The Motion Picture Directors Association,
New York Lodge, extends to you its hearty congratulations
upon the speed and the excellent results achieved by you
in handling of the pictures taken at our Ball given on
April 2nd, 1921 at the Astor Hotel.
The negatives of these pictures were exposed
at 10:50 P. M. and two hours and five minutes after
delivery to you the finished prints were handed to our
representative
for projection that night.
We believe
that you have established a world's
record for developing a negative and positive together
with printing and tinting the finished produot and, at
the same time, turning out a quality of print that would
make an excellent
first run copy for any house in America.
Most

sincerely yours,
New York Lodge,
Motions-Picture Di/rectors Association

<tfe A/

CjAarles M.

When
it's a question
you can depend on us,

Seay,

Secretary.

of RUSH

WORK

But— QUALITY FIRST ALWAYS
Craftsmen Film Laboratories
I Greatly Enlarged )

251 West 19th Street

New York City
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FEATURE

RECOMMENDED

FILMS

BY "WID."

D. W. Griffith's Production of
Truly has this offering marked a new epoch' in the production
Technically this is not a greater film than
OF A NATION " °^ hhns m America.
BIRTH
"THE
"Cabiria," although it is to be classed with it. For an American
Special Offering.
audience the appeal is much greater.
From the technical view „
,
point I think "Cabiria" showed more wonderful spectacular efAs a whole
tremendous fects in many wayg> and wag a greater prociuction, but for appeal
btory ...
. . . uripping notHing has ever been offered to the American public, be it film,
Photography
the last word spoken drama or spectacle, that can approach this great work in
Light effects
buperb the «swing» of its poWerful "pull" or the almost uncanny reproCamera
work
ductions of historic scenes.
The greatness
the film 'is in its
^tar
rienry wiVTn
Waltnall spectacular
points and these historic reproductiofons,
vet the drama
^uPP°rt
Excellent is so clearly defined and carefully presented that it grips, and
r;etal1.
■
:••,•• Fertec*
grips hard.
Naturally the master producer of the films has been
Exteriors
America s Greatest
the first man in thig cmmtry wh(J hag eyer been aWe U) .^j,
Interiors
bp en l
enough confidence in the films to get the necessary money to go
Direction
Supreme
QUt and WQrk Qn sud] a reaUy gigantic undertaking.
It was, to
^ength
twelve Keels
film folk_ rather amUsing to see and "hear the theatrical folk and
the first nighters fairly gasp as they saw these thousands handled before their eyes with movements
that convinced because of the atmosphere, and an action that swirled you along with it because of the
flashes and cutbacks. A producer can make or break any production by his cutting and assembling
after he has taken all his scenes, and since, in this case, Mr. Griffith took over one hundred thousand
feet of negative to get the twelve thousand feet utilized, one can readily realize what the cutting and
assembling means. For that part, 1 feel that there is still room for some improvement. In a few
places the flashes were three or four feet too short, and in the second part, the story of "The Clansman," the dramatic action is held a bit too long before the spectacular is swung into it again. I also
want to complain against the use of the camera in front of the speeding "Ku Klux Klan," when the
camera is moving rapidly before them. It absolutely kills the illusion. When they sweep down upon
you as the camera stands stationary the effect is tremendous, but the minute you flash from that to
a view of the men riding at breakneck speed and apparently not gaining upon you, it hits you slap in
the face, and even the layman stops for a second and then says to himself, "Oh, they have the camera
in a fast auto," and the illusion is gone. The presence of the camera is felt. Mr. Griffith's greatest
work was in the realistic detail of the assassination of Lincoln, the other historic reproductions, the
marvelous battle scenes, day and night, and in the tactful manner in which he handled the big "punch"
of the play, the attack on the white girl. The first six reels are absolutely superb. The second six
are wonderful, but in the drama there is here and there a weak moment. It seems that a better assembling in certain parts might help these points. Henry Walthall as the Little Colonel was superb,
and Ralph Lewis as the northern leader, and George Sigman as the mulatto lieutenant-governor,
were very fine. The girls did not carry their scenes as well as the men. The allegorical scenes at the
close of the film I did not care for. I do not like an anti-climax. When a great film is finished allow
your audience to applaud. They were all ready to even cheer at the finish, when on came the allegorical scenes and hushed them, with the result that at the finale half of the house was standing putting on their wraps and there was only a ripple of applause instead of the spontaneous outburst that
would have come otherwise. But remember, excepting "Cabiria," on the technical, it is the greatest
film production ever made, and it is the greatest production, film or theatrical, ever made in .America.

Reprinted from The New York Evening Mail, March 8, 1915.

A UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

PRODUCTION

Adapted by Lucien Hubbard from Edwina Levin's novel "False Colors''
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Star Does Good Work In a Role Somewhat Different For Him
William Russell in
"COLORADO

impression at its conclusion. And what's more the
villain goes his way unharmed, contrary to custom, so

PLUCK"

Fox
DIRECTOR
Jules G. Furthman
AUTHOR
George Goodchild
SCENARIO BY
Jules G. Furthman
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A WHOLE
Good dramatic quality in picture otherwise of average program merit
STORY
Not original and a bit inconsistent but
still appeals to some
DIRECTION

Doesn't Create
any English
atmosphere ;adequate every other way
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Poor; backgrounds usually dark
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Has less fighting to do in this one but is
good in the part
SUPPORT
Suitable and do satisfactory work
EXTERIORS
Few western shots at close are

good
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Customary sets
One or two errors
Miner with a mil-

lion saves Englishman from the "Badger" game
and then falls for it himself
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,700 feet

.A good many picture patrons will be satisfied with
"Colorado Pluck" regardless of its old situations and
regulation program production'. The story is old stuff
but still finds favor with a good many because it has
the kind of ending they like. The picture from every
angle rests comfortably on the average mark all the
way through. It contains, however, a good dramatic
quality, and works up to a climax that leaves a good

that "Colorado Pluck" is not soiled by "moider."
The old "badger" game makes up the main situation,
and is given good play though it seems inconsistent
that the wily miner should avoid the trap in New
York and then fall for it in England. But there's a
satisfactory alibi in that "love is blind," and when he
fell for the English game he was in love.
The director has done adequate work with the production and story generally except perhaps he has not
made the English sequence very English. A typical
butler and a father who sees a joke "sometime later"
is all that makes the atmosphere British. One or two
minor errors in detail occur. When Russell saves
Reggie Featherstone from a couple of quick "workers"
in a New York hotel, the latter hands him his calling
card bearing a London address, although they later
become friends in *New York.
Colorado Jim has made a million and comes to New
York to enjoy it. He is "on" to the cute little girlie
who tries to be friendly and later saves Featherstone, an
Englishman, from what might have been his own fate.
Later Featherstone invites Jim to visit him in London.
Jim is made welcome after the fortune hunting family
learn he is rich. Angela, the daughter, is already engaged but to a poor fellow. It is broken and Jim,
really in love with her, proposes and is accepted.
Angela makes it plain immediately after the ceremony
that she will live in his house, sit at his table and spend
his money — and no more. Angela, her former fiance,
Meredith, and her family manage to relieve Jim of all
his money. Then he takes Angela by force back to
Colorado, is followed by Meredith who shoots Jim,
Angela then realizes she loves her husband and they
live happy, etc.

Story Isn't Original But You Can Please a Good Majority
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The Fox organization seem to be giving their cowboy heroes a whack at drama. Both Farnum and Russell, in their most recent releases, are seen in dramatic

even more srtongly.
At any rate you can show them
"Colorado Pluck" and undoubtedly satisfy them.
Catchlines telling the story should interest them.

roles that call for acting but not action. In "Colorado

"If your wife doesn't love you, make her. William
Russell does it in 'Colorado Pluck.' " Or, "Do you believe in 'cave man' tactics? Here's a husband who did,
and made his wife like it." "He was too wise to fall
for the 'badger' game, but see what love did to him?
William Russell in 'Colorado Pluck' at the blank

Pluck," William Russell does some good acting, but
he hasn't the opportunity for one real fight, and there's
no regular shootin' in the picture. Because it gives
the star a part somewhat different from those which
he is accustomed to having the picture may

appeal
theater."
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A DRAMATIC COMEDY
SUGGESTED CY CHABACTEPS
OF THOMAS BUPKE

This nevesf production bij the creator
of'Waij Down East" "Hearts of the World,"
and The Birth of a Nation" is nov bookind
at ijour nearest United Artists Exchange
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Unusual Society Story With Melodramatic Ending
Elaine Hammerstein

in

"MIRACLE OF MANHATTAN"
Selznick Pictures
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

George Archainbaud
Bradley King
Edward Montague
William Wagner
Holds the interest all the way

and is well acted; melodramatic ending is illogical
STORY
Not the best that the star has had but
offers a variety of opportunities
DIRECTION
Good;
has carefully dove-tailed
incidents
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Just a bit too impassive, but her personality ispleasing as ever
SUPPORT
Matt Moore good hero; Ellen Cassidy well cast; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Society girl moves
to East Side and tries to make good in new life
with thirteen-dollar start
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The story provided for Elaine Hammerstein 's latest
Selznick production is a somewhat unusual sociological
idea that manages to hold the interest all the way
despite a very illogical and inconsistent ending. Miss
Hammerstein gives the story an improbable start in
the first place, but then society girls are sometimes
given to doing unusual things, so the fact that she
sacrifices luxury for two months to prove that she

could make good with a thirteen-dollar start, will not
be looked upon as altogether unlikely.
Director Archainbaud may have had a good continuity to work with, but he has done his share toward
making a smoothly told story with the sequences well
joined together. There is just one thing that noticeably detracts from the picture's appeal. Matt Moore,
the hero, who had formerly been a gang leader, returns from over seas, thoroughly reformed. He proves
it by putting up a fine fight when an inhabitant of a
cheap cafe attacks one of the girl singers. The melodramatic conclusion in which he plays the biggest part,
is inconsistent and doesn't hold in accord with his
reformation. His former sweetheart, Stella, threatens
to stab Mary, because she believes Mary has stolen
Matt from her. Moore appears and shoots Stella in
the back, killing her. The shooting is uncalled for,
and the only unpleasant bit in the picture.
The star has had better parts than the one in "Mir
acle of Manhattan,"
Her
personality,
pleasing
as
usual, dominates the picture, and Matt Moore lends
able assistance as the hero.
Ellen Cassidy is good in
a small part.
Evelyn Whitney, society girl, wagers that she can
make good on $13. She becomes Mary Malone, and
tries various means of earning a livelihood unsuccessfully until she becomes a singer in a cheap cabaret.
Here she meets with success and falls in love with
Larry Marshall, reformed gang leader. Stella, formerly
Larry's sweetheart, is jealous of Mary and attempts to
stab her but is shot by Larry. Stella dies and Larry is
arrested. In the meantime, the two months period
of Mary's wager is up, and she returns to her Riverside Drive home where she is ill from the effects of
the shooting incident. She recovers in time to testify
for Larry and bring about his acquittal. Later she
marries Larry.

Star's Popularity And Moore's Name Will Put It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Stories of society life appeal to a good majority of
picture patrons, and in "Miracle of Manhattan" they
will find a story somewhat removed from the usual
line of social dramas. The author hasn't used good
judgment in having his hero kill his former sweetheart. It would have been much better if he had
killed the man who attacked the heroine. At least it
would ring true. This melodramatic twist may not
be especially observed, but it does leave the ending a
trifle unpleasant.

Be sure to make good use of the star's name, and tell
them she has Matt Moore for a leading man. He puts
up a good fight which you can tell them about.
There are some good angles that can be brought out
in eatchlines and you may promise to keep them interested throughout the picture. The following lines
might be used : "A society girl falls in love with an
ex-gunman. See the outcome of this unusual situation in Elaine Hammerstein's
'Miracle of Manhattan.' "

latest Selznick picture

IF WOMEN,
ONLY KNEW
QASEO

ON

QALZAC'S

ff MEDITATIONS

ON

Distributed
by
ROBE&TTON —COLE

MAR.R.IAGE

Down the path of pleasure, alluringly lined with false words and insincere kisses,
the young man was drawn until his heart was bruised and his soul discouraged.

Then —

A wonderful girl stretched out her hand — a girl whose
11 make your patrons repicture among
the scores of the year.
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Another Good One To Please Carey's Admirers
Harry Carey in
"THE WALLOP"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
Eugene Manlove Rhodes
SCENARIO BY
George C. Hull
CAMERAMAN
Harry Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Novel western that has much
better interests than its love story
STORY
Pleasingly told and contains some good
thrills ; western that's a bit different
DIRECTION
Very
good;
manages
splendidly
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

WORK

good
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

Excellent;

STORY

surprises
Good
Good

long shots very

Best when he's fighting
All adequate
Many very pretty shots
All right
Seems right
Westerner in love

with young girl saves his rival's life
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,539 feet

As said before, Harry Carey can usually be depended upon to turn out a pleasing hour's entertainment, and in "The Wallop," with a good story and
the capable direction of Jack Ford, his latest production for Universal offers sufficient reason for booking
this. It's as good, if not some better, than most program pictures. There's a rather novel western story,
not original wholly, but it has some clever twists and
a few thrills, with a little surprise added at the end.

story part of "The Wallop" isn't over atThe love
tractive, but it has enough other good points to make
it interesting all the way. The star seems somewhat
out of place making love to a young girl, but his
stories usually call for the good looking leading man
coming out the victor in the love match, with Carey
the good Samaritan who admits defeat and rides
slowly out of focus followed by "The End."
The backgrounds in "The Wallop" will attract no
little attention. There are a great many really beautiful shots, and some of long range are indeed fine.
The photography thoroughout is first rate and there
are several good night scenes, including some rain
stuff that may not be the real thing but it looks it
at any rate. Carey gives his usual satisfactory performance, with Charles Le Moyne once more the villain. Mignonne Golden is the heroine, who is suitable, but would be more so if she'd tie up the curls.

John Wesley Pringle, adventurer, returns to Gadsden to claim the girl, Stella, only to find that she
loves another, Chris, Foy. It happens that Foy is
accused of a murder he did not commit. Matt Lisner,
sheriff, searches Stella's home for Foy, but later learns
he is hiding in the mountains. Lisner and his crowd
set out to get Foy and claim the reward for his capture.
Pringle reaches the mountain by a back route, and
pretends to rescue Foy, but surprises both Lisner and
Foy by claiming the reward for the capture. Then
follows a second surprise when Pringle orders Lisner
to release Foy, explaining that it was merely a ruse
to get Foy safely from the mountain top. Pringle
then discloses evidence which makes Lisner the real
murderer, and Foy returns to Stella while Pringle goes
quietly on his way without letting the girl know how
much he loves her.

You Ought To Be Able To Satisfy Them With This Western
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors in the habit of playing Universal's regular line of program releases will be certain to satisfy
their patrons with Carey's latest. There's some good
action, a few thrills and a romantic twist besides.

"The Wallop" has some good riding, and above all
be sure to tell them it's a picture that is good to look
at. Stills of some of the pretty scenes will attract

of the star. You can make promises along the lines

attention in the lobby. Mignonne Golden has appeared in support of Carey previously, so if you think
she made an impression, you might use her name also.
Catchlines based on the idea of a westerner who loved

of a western atmosphere that's just a bit different, and
a story that will hold their interest to the end.

them.

Surely enough of everything to please most anyone.
You can talk about the story, and the real hero role

a girl but saved the life of his rival, might interest

A
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FACT

H. INCE'S GREAT

"MOTHER

PERTAINING
DRAMA

TO

OF TODAY

O' MINE

99

To be released by
Associated Producers, Inc.
June 5, 1921
Exhibitors everywhere will be delighted to
learn that Thomas H. Ince has completed
what will undoubtedly prove to be his greatest
production when it is released on June fifth,
next Those who enjoyed the privilege of exhibiting "Lying Lips," the second Ince release
through "A. P.," will probably be surprised
when we state that "MOTHER O' MINE'' is,
in the opinion of those who have pre-viewed
it, an even greater picture in every respect
than this big special. The production combines every element that made "Lying Lips"
so successful and in addition has a stronger
and more gripping theme— mother love!
We urgently appeal to all discriminating and
progressive exhibitors to make application
to view "Mother O' Mine" at their nearest
"A. P." exchange just as soon as prints are received byour branches. We want our many
exhibitor-friends to share in the huge profits
which we predict will result from the exhibition of the Ince super-special.

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH

AVE., NEW

YORK CITY

in
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HOME
TALENT
A Five Part Comedy
Here is a real Sennett Special ! Innovations of
a radical nature are introduced in this five-part
fun-provoking production by a cast of celebrated
comedians including Ben Turpin, Charlie Murray,
Phyllis Haver, James Finlayson, Kalla Pasha,
Eddie Gribbon, Dot Farley, Harriet Hammond
and Kathryn McGuire.
(The Roman incident incorporated in "Home Talent,"
photographed and directed by James Abbe).

To be released May 22
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Original Story Makes Pleasing Entertainment in MacLean's Latest
Douglas MacLean
"THE

HOME

in

even more exciting had the camera
horses around the track.

STRETCH"

Thos. H.. Ince Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Jack Nelson
AUTHOR
Charles Belmont Davis
SCENARIO BY
Louis Stevens
CAMERAMAN
Bert Cann
AS

A

WHOLE
Lively comedy-romance;
has
some good excitement and is generally pleasing
entertainment
STORY
Somewhat different than star has had
previously ; original idea for romance
DIRECTION
Very good; gets off to a good
start and reaches a satisfying conclusion
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

All right
Good
Entertaining as usual
All adequate
Good

INTERIORS
All that's required
DETAIL
Apparantly correct
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Young race track
gambler loses big race and then nearly loses
his girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,513 feet

For his latest Paramount production, Ince has supplied Douglas MacLean with a lively story written by
Charles Belmont Davis. It is original and provides
the popular comedian with a part different from anything he has had. It starts off with a fine race track
atmosphere and works up a good deal of excitement
with a race that ends in a thrill, when a little girl
runs out on the track in the way of the approaching
horses. The race is fine as it is, but would have been

followed the

"The Home Stretch" hasn't as much comedy as
some previous MacLean pictures, but it makes up
for the humor in other good bits of business. Besides
the race track scenes there's a good rural sequence,
and some comedy that gets over. Director Nelson
has connected the various sequences carefully and the
result is a story smoothly told and one that holds the
interest to the end. He has handled the conclusion
in a novel fashion and the ending is the kind that
most audiences want. The feature makes a thoroughly
satisfying hour's entertainment.
MacLean is pleasing as usual, alert all the time. A
capable company support the star. In the cast are
Beatrice Burnham, Walt Whitman, Margaret Livingston, Wade Boetler, Charles Mailes, Molly McConnell,
Jack Singleton, Joe Bennett and George Holmes.
Johnny Hardwick's sole possession is "Honeyblossom," a thoroughbred left him by his father.
Johnny puts all his money on Honeyblossom. Just
as the horse pulls ahead, Gwen Duffy, a little girl,
runs out on the track. Johnny rushes to the rescue,
resulting in a fall for Honeyblossom and the loss of
the race. That night at a party Johnny hits a man
who strikes a girl. Believing he has killed him,
Johnny leaves town and later works in a third class
hotel. Gwen's father accidentally comes upon Johnny
and tells him the man did not die. Johnny then goes
to work in Duffy's resort hotel. In the same town he
meets Margaret Warren, a store-keeper's daughter.
Sometime later Honeyblossom "comes back," and
Johnny makes a lot of money. He returns to the town
to claim Margaret, and when he hears she loves someone else, sails for Europe. Margaret reaches the dock
as the ship pulls out. Johnny jumps overboard and
swims back to shore.

You Can Satisfy Most Everyone With Comedian's "Home Stretch"
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Douglas MacLean's latest should satisfy most anyone, so exhibitors will do well in securing it. If you
have shown the comedian's previous offerings and satisfied your patrols you may be sure they'll like this
one, so exhibitors will do well in securing it. If you
promise them some excitement. The musical accompaniment during the racing scenes will have a
lot to do with putting it over.

Be sure to tell them that the star has an original
story in his latest and one that is different than anything he has done yet. Make the race track business
the main idea in any catchlines. It will attract the
most attention. You

might make

"What

Stretch.' Visit the race track

is 'The Home

in Douglas MacLean's
the answer."

use of the line :

latest picture and you'll find
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Metro's Latest Is Pleasing Light Comedy Offering
"COINCIDENCE"
Metro
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Chet Withey
Howard E. Morton
Brian Hooker
Louis C. Bitzer

AS A WHOLE
moves along a
production
STORY
Keeps
most part ; one

Satisfying program offering that
good pace and is given adequate
up good comedy tempo for the
or two cut-outs needed

DIRECTION
*
All right
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS. .... .All suit the parts and do what the
roles require
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Don't look real
DETAIL
Not important factor
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Country youth is
a continual victim of coincidence even to inheriting fortune
a
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
"Coincidence" proves its title continually throughout the picture, and if you don't believe in it after
watching so many instances of it, then Metro's latest
offering fails in its mission. However, it's likely
that folks will be entertained by this very light comedy
offering that keeps up a good lively pace once it lands
Mr. Hero in New York City. The. production is
ordinary but all that the story requires, and the director has managed to hold the attention throughout.
There are some effective comedy touches that register
laughs of greater or lesser proportions.

, The picture is mostly straight comedy with the exception of one trifling dramatic sequence, in which
they might cut a few feet from the scene of a man
attacking a girl. The story is inoffensive comedy
romance with a rube hero. There is a certain amount
of implausibility which can be readily overlooked in
a story of this kind, inasmuch as it makes way for
some good humor. "Coincidence" contains many
scenes which will interest local picture goers. Many
of them have been taken around the city, some on
the Fifth Ave. buses.
Robert Harron does good work as Billy Jenks. He
makes the most of all the opportunities which the
role affords. June Walker is a pleasing heroine, and
others are Bradley Barker, William Frederic, Frank
Belcher and June Terry.
Billy Jenks is a "live young bank clerk in a dead
town." Billy comes to New York to work. He liecomes a cashier in a department store. Billy's life
becomes a series of coincidences, and through one instance he becomes acquainted with Phoebe Howard,
a stenographer. Billy and Phoebe both "fall" so hard
that they neglect their work and finally lose their
jobs. Fortunately Billy has an aunt who dies and
leaves him a large fortune. When he tells Phoebe
about the inheritance, Harry Brent overhears the conversation and plans to relieve Billy of the money. He
introduces himself and agrees to invest hero's money
for him next day, but before the meeting Billy has
the money

stolen from him by a man

who

needs

money to meet some notes. Billy recovers the fortune after a long chase, and in the meantime Phoebe
has learned the real purpose of Brent's friendliness.
Billy and Phoebe are married.

Title And Catchlines Should Interest Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This isn't knockout comedy, but is lively enough and
keeps moving fast enough to please a good majority,

'Coincidence' after another.

But see the best one of

so if your folks like this sort of picture for a change,

all in Metro's latest comedy offering."
The Metro press sheet bills the picture as having

you might safely show them "Coincidence." Make
the title your selling point and you should be able to

an all-star cast but probably Robert Harron 's is the
only name which is familiar. Catchlines and promises

get them in without a great deal or trouble. Tell

along the lines explained previously should interest

them "Everyone

them and the title ought to have a good deal to do

dences in their

recalls certain outstanding coincilives but Billy Jenks' was just one

with getting them in.

HERBERT

BRENON
Directing

NORMA

TALMADGE
For

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
The First Fruit of the Brenon-Talmadge-Schenck Affiliation is

The Passion Flower
What the Press Said:
Theodore Spiering — N. Y. Times

Agnes Smith— N. Y. Telegraph

Mr. Brenon, who has not been represented by
any work on Broadway since his striking
"Twelve Ten" which was at the Capitol, has
again shown himself a CINEMATICIAN OF
REMARKABLE ABILITY.

With Norma Talmadge as its star and Herbert
Brenon as its director, "The Passion Flower"
in its motion picture version is ONE OF THE
ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE
FILM SEASON. Variety

Allison Smith — N. Y. Globe
A film that is worthy of the SPIRITED AND
MAGNETIC WORK of Miss Talmadge.

"The Passion Flower" is probably the
STRONGEST PIECE NORMA
TALMADGE HAS EVER APPEARED IN.

The Evening Telegram

Harriette Underhill— N. Y. Tribune

Herbert Brenon has made a BEAUTIFUL
PICTURE PLAY adhering closely to the
spirit of the original and revealing convincing
local color.

Herbert Brenon has worked out the story in
broad and sweeping lines. The storv is MORE
POWERFUL ON THE SCREEN than it
was in its stage version.

For Forthcoming Release

"THE SIGN ON THE DOOR" (Completed)
"THE
WONDERFUL
THING" (In Preparation)
"SMILIN' THROUGH
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Not An Appropriate Vehicle For Pearl White
Pearl White in

that director Dawley didn't draw many
for the actual production time.

"BEYOND PRICE"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Paul H. Sloane

CAMERAMAN
AS

A

There's an over-abundance of incident crowded into
the feature, and the result is a serious jumble that
manages to maintain a fair comprehensibility but has
the general atmosphere of being a much elaborated

J Searle Dawley
Paul H. Sloane
BY

Joe Ruttenberg

WHOLE
Doesn't
measure
up to the
average mark for entertainment ; expect better
from star

complication. There's an altogether unnecessary
murder at the close that doesn't add any to the entertainment.

Pearl White gets in some of her acrobatic business
in an art gallery set, and again when she comes to the
rescue of a millionaire who is being blackmailed, and

STORY. . . .Old time "movie" business; great variety
of situations all jazzed up

plays the part of his wife. For the remainder of the
picture the star cavorts around in a chinchilla wrap,
but otherwise hasn't much to do.
Sally Marrior, wife of a fashionable bootmaker, decides that she is neglected by her husband, who gives
too much of his attention to shoes. Sally delivers a

DIRECTION
Fair; doesn't look as though much
time was wasted in the making
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

Satisfactory
Good

WORK

STAR
SUPPORT

Standard
Story doesn't suit her
Adequate ; no one noteworthy

EXTERIORS

Only one or two

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Poor titles

pair of~shoes at the home of Peter Weathersby, millionaire. A maid hands Sally a fur coat belonging to
Mrs. Weathersby. While Sally is waiting Mr. W. is
arguing with a professional dancer who is trying to
get a large amount of blackmail from the millionaire,
because he has been friendly with Valicia, a dancer.

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Shoemaker's wife
makes three wishes that all come true in one
night
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

Sally poses as Mrs. Weathersby and foils the dancer.
Later Sally discovers she has delivered the wrong
shoes to the millionaire, and rushes to the art gallery
with the shoes for Valicia, who is appearing in a

About 5,000 feet

After looking at Pearl White's most recent production a good many will agree that for the time supposed to have transpired during the telling of the
story, an unbelieveable number of incidents occur. In

tableau. Mrs. Weathersby

attending the art exhibi-

tion, discovers Sally with her fur coat and a chase ensues. Sally finds herself in an apartment where a

these three hours they develop, complicate, entangle
and solve three distinct situations that keep the star

has apparently been murdered. She is accused of the crime,, but later it is learned a jealous
man committed the act. Then the millionaire explains
woman

busy from the word "go" until they flash "the end."
Pearl White's latest is purely old school "movie"
material, and the production given "Beyond Price"
belies the time spent on its making.
It is apparent

weeks' pay

the blackmail episode, and Sally returns to her husband, cured of her longing for fame and riches.

May Disappoint Star's Admirers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Even the star's admirers aren't likely to be satis- short reel program will also be needed,
fied with this one.

She has had better stories recently.

"Beyond Price" doesn't supply her with the sort of
role to which she is best suited and on the whole isn't
If you think it probable
entertainment.
attractive
interest your
would
theme
that the neglected wife
folks you might use this as a talking point.
A good

The star's name

will attract a good many

if you

just want to get them in and don't have to worry about
them coming again. The Fox organization has a good
collection of stills which you can secure for lobby display, and the press sheet contains further suggestions
for exploitation.

Do you feel like this?
(Extracts jrom a customer'' s letter to us)

####■* if it will make your day's work
a bit lighter or more satisfactory,
I wish you to know that I consider
this job very good.

The booklets

are decidedly more attractive than
any we have ever had and the work
displays signs of painstaking.
If I get a chance to answer
any questions about "who printed
your booklets", I shall be glad to
tell. *****

if not, consult us
Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
36 East 22nd Street

New

Telephone Gramercy 945

York City

CURRENT RELEASES
Release Date

Footage

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)

A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
(Margarita
Fisher)
6,000
The Blue Moon
(Elinor Field- Pell Trenton) . .6,000
Their Mutual
Child (Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6.000
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary & Irene Ritch)
5,000
Payment
Guaranteed
(Margarita
Fisher)
5,00(1

ASSOCIATED

Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
May
June

12
25
7
21
5
19
30
6
13
27
1
8
15
29
12
IV
26

PICTURES

FAMOUS

May

June

9-26-20

4-24-21
9- 5-20
10-17-20
11-21-20
11-28-20
12-2-20
12-26-20
2-13-21

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

9-19-20
5-1-21
3-20-21
3-27-21
2-20-21

17
17
24

The Love Special (Wallace Reid)
The Great Day (Famous
Players Spec.)
What
Every
Woman
Knows
(Wm.
DeMille
Spec.)
The Home Stretch (Douglas MacLean)
The City of Silent Men
(Thomas Meighan) ..
Proxies
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
Deception
(Super Spec. Prod.)
Oh Jo (Dorothy
Gish)
King, Queen, Joker (Sydney Chaplin)
Too Wise Wives (Lois Weber Prod.)
Sacred and Profane Love (Elsie Ferguson) ...
Sentimental Tommy
(John S. Robertson Prod.)
The Traveling Salesman
(Roscoe Arbuckle) ...
The Wild Goose
(Cosmopolitan)
White and Unmarried (Thomas Meighan)
Appearances
(Donald
Crisp Prod.)
One a Minute
(Douglas MacLean)
The Bronze
Bell (Thos. Ince Spec.)
Sham
(Ethel Clayton)
The Money
Master
(Geo. Melford Prod.)

6,964
4,855
3,827
Super
6,675

36-21
3-27-21
4-3-21

.6,199
6,283
9,297
4,956
5,016
5,164
.5,964
7,470
.4,514

4-10-21
4-17-21
4-24-21

Specials
FOX
FILM
CORP.
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7,000
Blind Wives
(Special Cast)
7,000
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
7,000
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.. 7, 000
Skirts
7,000
The Queen of Sheba
William Farnum Series
His Greatest
Sacrifice
6,000
Pearl White Series
The Tiger's Cub
6,000
The
Mountain
Woman
6.000
Know
Your
Men
6,000
Tom Mix Series
Prairie Trails
6,000
The Road
Demon
5,000
Hands
Off
5,000
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
6,000
Partners
of Fate
5,000
While the Devil Laughs
5,000
William Russell Series
The Iron Rider
5.000
The Cheater
Reformed
5,000
Bare
Knuckles
5,000
Shirley Mason Series
Flame
of Youth
5,000
Wing Toy
5,000
The Lamplighter
5,500
George Walsh Series
Number
17
5,000
The
Plunger
5.000
Dynamite
Allen
5,000
20th Century
Brand
The Big Punch
(Buck Jones)
5,000
The Blushing
Bride (Eileen Percy)
5,000
Oliver Twist Tr
5.000
The One-Man
Trail (Buck
Jones)
5.000
The Tom 'Boy (Eileen Percy)
5,000

FIRST

FILM

EXCHANGES

INC.

1-30-21
4 524-21
I 21

GOLDWYN

4-24-21
4- 3-21
5-1-21

D.
Way

Down

W.

4-17-21
5-1-21
10-3-20
2- 6-21
12-26-20
2-20-21
4- 3-21
10-31-20
2-20-21
11-28-20
2-27-21
3- 6-21
12-12-20
2-13 21
4-10-21
11-7-20
2-27-21
2-13-21
3-6-21
3 13-21
3-27-21

NATIONAL

The Great Adventure
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,500 I 30 'I
My Lady's Latchkej
(Katherine MacDonald) ... 5,500
:0-21
Not Guiltj
(Sidney
Franklin
Prod.)
5,500 1-16-21
The Woman in His House (Special).
6.000 8-1
10
Mama's
Affair (Constance Tahnadec)
5
6-21
Passion (P>la Negri — Big Five)
9.000 10-10-20
The Old Swimmin' Hole (Charles Rav)
5.942 2-20-21
Scrambled
Wives
(Marguerite
Clark)
8,975

6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

(Serial)

PICTURES

What Happened to Rosa (Mabel
Normand) .. .4.200 4-17-21
Godless Men (Reginald
Barker Prod.)
6,367 2- 6-21
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
4,779 2-13-21
Roads
of Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
4,955 4- 3-21
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
4,960
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5,884 1-23-20
The
Concert
5,379 2-27-21
Guile of Women
(Will Rogers)
4,496 3- 6-21
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
6,255
1-9-21
Hold Your Horses
(Tom
Moore)
4,610 2- 6-21
A Voice in the. Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)
4,255
Don't
Neglect
Your
Wife
(Gertrude
Atherton
Prod.)
5,649
A
Tale
of
Two
Worlds
(Gouveneur
Morris
Prod.)
5,649 3-20 21
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
5,000 4-10-21
Snowblind
( All-Star)
5,000
An Unwilling
Hero
(Will Rogers)
5.000
Made
in Heaven
(Tom
Moore)
5,000
5-1-21
Wet Gold (Williamson
Prod.)
6,000
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand)
5,000 ■

3- 6-21

1 1-14-20
1-9-21
9-26-20
2- 6-21

COMPANY

Fall of a Saint
Out of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

5-30 20

The Faith Healer
(Melford
Super Spec.)
6,346
The Dollar A Year Man (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4,606
Buried Treasure
(Cosmopolitan
Spec.)
6,734
The Witching Hour (Taylor Spec. Eliott Dexter)

1
1
8
8
15
22
22
29
5
5
12
12
19
19
26
26

OF AMERICA,

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5,000
Bonnie May
(Bessie Love)
5,000
The Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
5,000
Duke of Chimmney
Butte (Fred Stone)
4,500
Don't
Leave
Your
Husband
(Wm.
Desmond)
...
6,200
Pinny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love)
6,500

GAUMONT

3
3
10
10

24

Footage Kcviewro
The Kid (Charles Chaplin— Big live)
5,300 1 16-21
Trust Your Wife (Katnerine MacDonald)
5,525
Man - Woman
Marriage
(Holubai Phillips
Big
Five)
900H
II" Passion Flower
(Norma
Tahnadge)
6,755 1-10-21
The Oath (R. A. Walsh Spec.
Big Five)
7,806 4-17-21
Jim the Penman
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,100 3-27 21
The Girl in the Taxi (Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven)
Sowing tin Wind (Anna Stewart
Big Five) .. .6,000 I 16-21
Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
Bob Hampton of Place (Marshall Neilan Prod.). 7,268
Gypsy
Blood (1'ola Negri)
5,921
Playthings of Destiny (Anita Stewart)
0,200
Courage
(Sidnej
Franklin
Prod.)
n,244
The Skj Pilot (Cathrine Curtis Prod.)
6,305 4-24-2 1
Scrap
Iron (Charles
Ray)
7,500
Peck's Had Boy
(Jackie Coogan)
5,000
5-1-21

FEDERATED

2-20-21
2-27-21
4-24-21

CORP.

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young). 6,000
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
6,000
Whispering
Devils (Conway
Tearle)
6,000
Mid-Channel
(Clara Kimball Young)
6,000
Hush
(Clara KiKmball
Young)
6,000
Apr.

Release Date

PRODUCERS

Homespun Folks (Thomas
H. luce)
6,000
The Leopard Woman
(I. Parker Read, Jr.) ... 7,000
The Forbidden
Thing
(Allan
Dwan)
6,000
The Last of the Mohicans
(Tourneur)
6,000
Love
(J. Parker
Read, Jr.)
6,000
A Thousand to One (J. Parker Read, Jr.)
6,000
Lying Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
6,000
Made in the Kitchen
(Sennett)
2,000
A Small Town
Idol (Mack
Sennett)
5,000
A Perfect Crime
(Allan Dwan)
5,000
1 Am Guilty (J. Parker Read, Jr.)
6,500
She Sighed by the Seaside (Sennett)
2.000
Home Talent (Mack Sennett)
Mother O'Mine (Thos. H. Ince)
The Broken Doll (Allan Dwan)
The Foolish Matrons
(Maurice Tourneur)
The Ten Dollar Raise (J. L. Frothingham)

EQUITY

Reviewed

W.

GRIFFITH,

INC.

East

J. L. Frothingham Prod.
The Breaking
Point
(Bessie
The Other Woman
Renco Film Co.
LavenderProductions
and
Old
Lace
Robert Brunton

Barriscale)

The Coast of Opportunity
(Kerrigan)
B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner Prod.
The U. P. Trail
,
The Corp.
Spenders
National Film
The Kentucky
Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
Irvin V. Willat
Prod.
Dial
Hugo

The Tiger's
Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love
East Lynne

the

5,788
5,800

2-6-21
4- 3-21

5,770

5-1-21

(Mabel

6,500
5,693

11-7-20
1-9-21

6,000

9-19-20

(Myrtle

Stedman)

Ballin-Edward

PICTURES

Earle)

CORP.

5,800 12-26-20
6,634 3-13-21

27
28

Extravagance
(May
Allison)
6,000
Puppets
of Fate (Viola Dana)
6,000
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10,300
Apr.
11 A Message From Mars (Bert Lvtell Metro Special..
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)
4.888
25
Uncharted
Seas (Alice Lake Metro Special)
M ay
9 Coincidence
6,000
23
The Last Card
(May
Allison)
6,000
S. L. Productions
Feb.
28
Without
Limit
(All-Star)
6,000
Nazimova
Productions
Madame
Peacock
Dec.
6 Billions
C. E. ShurtlefT Prod.
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All-Star)
The Little Fool
Roland West Prod.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)

PATHE

Jan.

Feb

2
16
23
30
6
27

1219-20

7,000 10-24-20
6,150 3-20-21

Tide

Coat

METRO

Mar.

9 12 20

6,000

Benj.

Down
Home
of
Film Partners
Co.

12,000

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

EXCHANGE,

3-6-21
2-20-21
3-27-21
3-27-21
4-17-21

2-20-21

5.000 10-10-20
6,000 12-5-20
6.000 1114-20
4.800 3-13-21

INC.

6,000

2-20-21

The Girl Montana
(Blanche
Sweet)
5.000
2-1-21
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) .. 5,000
1-9-21
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis Prod.)
6,000 1-16-21
The
Killer
(Federal
Photoplays)
6.000 1-30-21
The Devil (Asso.
Exhib.)
6.000 1-23-21
What Women Will Do (Asso. Exhib.)
5,893 2-13-21

Release Date

PIONEER

FILM

Footage

CORP.

Idle Hands (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall)
6,000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall(. . .6,000
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield)
6,000
Finders, Keepers
(Violet Mersereau)
6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,500
Thoughtless Women
(Alma Rubens)
6,000
Indiscretion (Florence Reed)
6,000
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
6,000
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
6,000
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
5,500
Where is my Husband
(Jose Collins)
5,500
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
6,000
Crimson Cross (All Star)
6,000
In Society (Edith Roberts)
6,000
Liquid Gold (Guy Empey)
6,000
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
5,500
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000
Out of the Dust (All-Star)
6,000
A
Good
Woman
(Gail
Kane
and
J.
Herbert
Frank)
5,500
Stolen Moments (Marguerite Namara)
6,000
The Barbarian
(Monroe Salisbury)
6,000

ROBERTSON-COLE

PROD.

"813"
(Arsene
Lupin)
6,100
The Little 'Fraid Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
5,600
One Man in a Million (Geo. Beban)
6,000
The First Born
(Sessue Hayakawa)
6,000
Seven Years Bad Luck (Max Linder)
5,070
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) . .5,900
Black Roses (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600What's
a Wife
Worth
(Wm.
Christy
Cabanne
Prod.)
5,600

REALART

PICTURES

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
7,000
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
6,000
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
6,000
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
6,882
Star Productions
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4,646
Her First Elopement
(Wanda
Hawley)
4,212
Something
Different (Constance
Binney)
4,756
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
5,778
She Couldn't Help It (Bebe
Daniels)
4,423
The Outside Woman
(Wanda Hawley)
4,225
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnston). 5,316
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
Ducks
and Drakes
(Bebe
Daniels)
4,876
The Little Clown (Mary Miles Minter)
5,031
The Magic
Cup
(Constance
Binney)
4,587
The House That Jazz Built (Wanda Hawley) .. 5,000

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

FILM

CORP.

Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth Chance
Mr. Wu
The Lure of Crooning Water
The Tavern
Knight
The Flame
The Branded
Soul
God's Good
Man
The Tidal Wave
Bars of Iron
Testimony
The Garden
of Resurrection

UNITED

May
June
J une
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.

23
13
27
5
5
9

ARTISTS

Romance (Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds ( Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The M*rk of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary
Pickford)
The Nut (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith l'rod.)

UNIVERSAL

FILM

2-29-20

6-27-20

1-23-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21
5-1-21
3-26-21
4-17-21
4-17-21

Rich Girl, Poor Girl (Gladys Walton)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
If Only Jim (Harry
Carey)
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walton)
The Unknown
Wife (Edith Roberts)
The Magnificient
Brute (Frank
Mayo)
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)
The Freeze Out (Harry
Carey)
The Dangerous
Moment
(Carmel
Myers)
The Big Adventure
(Reeves
Eason, Jr.)
Desperate
Youth
(Gladys
Walton)
ReleaseJoyce
Date
Alice
VITAGRAPH

5,000 1-30-21
5,000 2-20-21
5,000 2-27-21
5,000 3-6-21
5,000 3-20-21
5,000 3-20-21
5,000 3-27-21
5,000 4-10-21
5,000 4-10-21
5,000 4-17-21
5,000
5-1 -2 1
Footage
Revieweu

The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Her Lord and Master
Earle Williams
The Romance
Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
It Can't Be Done
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway
Bubble
It Isn't Being Done This Season
Harry T. What's
Morey Your Reputation Worth?
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terriss)
Black Beauty
(Jean Paige)
The Heart of Maryland
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess
Jones
Antonio Moreno Prod.
Three
Sevens

5,000 11-14-20
5,000
5,000

11-28-20
1-2-21
1-23-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
3-20-21
3-20-21
3-27-21
4- 3-21
4-10-21
5-1-21

MFG.

Jewel Features
Breath of the Gods
(Tsuru Aoki)
Once to Every Woman
(Dorothy Phillips)
Outside the Law
(Priscilla Dean)
Universal Features
The Mad
Marriage
(Carmel
Myers)
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado
(Frank
Mayo)

5,610
5,500
4,850
5,980
5,261
4,224
5,000

12-26-20
2-27-21
2- 6-21
3-20-21
5-1-21

5,000
5,520
5,500
5,500
5,500
5,600
5,500
5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

1-30-21
2-20-21
12-12-20
3- 7-20
11-14-20
6-27-20
1-2-21
12-19-20

4,650
7,800
5,800
6,000
5,100
5,000
5,000
5,100
5,400
5,500

12-26-20
1-16-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21
2-27-21
3- 6-21
2-13-21
3-20-21
5-23 20

7,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
7,500
8,000
5,800
10.100

CO.

6,000
6,000
7,754
5,000
5,000
5,000

6-20-20
7-4-20
8-29-20
12-5-20
1-16-21
3-13-21
4-17-21
8-1-20
1-9-21
8-29-20
2- 6-21
2-20-21
2-27-21

5,000
5,000

7,000 12-19-20
6,800
1-9-21
6,000
5,000

2-20 21

The Way Women Love (Lyric Films)
5,800
Hearts O' the Range (Forward Film)
4,800
Kazan
(Export
& Import)
6,464
You and I (Radiosoul)
6,000
The Mask (Export and Import)
6,400
The Supreme
Passion
(Film Market,
Inc.) .. .6,000
The Devil's Confession
(Circle Film Attrac) . .5,000
You Find It Everywhere (David P. Howells) . .5,000
Things Men Do (M. B. Schlesinger)
5,000
Every
Woman's
Problem
(Plymouth
Pict) ... 5,000
The Wakefield Case (World Film)
6,000
Forbidden Love (Wistaria)
6,000
Diane of Star Hollow
(Producers Security)
The Nightingale of Paris (C. B. C. Film Sales) 5,000
Heidi (C. B. C. Prizma Feature)
2,000
Lure of the Orient (Ay won)
6,000
Mother
Eternal
(Abramson)
7,500

2-13-21
2-13-21
2-20 2 1
3-6-21
3-13-21
3- 6-21
3-U-21
3-20-21
—
3-27-21
4-10 21
4-10 21
4-10-21

Panther's

Cub

CORP.

(Florence

Reed)

RIGHTS

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

May

4-24 21

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
May
8 Moonshine
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding Bells Out of Tune
20
Sweetheart Days
Apr.
10 Officer Cupid
24 Astray from the Steerage
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6 Constantinople
13 In the Garden of the East
20 Jerusalem, the Holy City
27
Modern
Jerusalem
Apr.
3 Along the Riviera
10 Alexandria
17
Biskra, the Beautiful
24
Present-Day
Prague
May
1 A Polynesian Odessey
8 The Galata Bridge
15
Monte
Carlo
22
Bazaars
of Cairo
29
Country Life in Bohemia
Paramount Magazine
Mar.
6 Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
13
Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
Bumps,"
20
Cartoon
by Pat Sullivan, "Felix the Cat"
27
Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Apr.
3 Bud and Susie
10 Bobby Bumps
17
24
1
8
15

5-30-20
7-25-20

5,800

Black

CINEMA

INDEPENDENT— STATE

SHORT

1- 9-21
4-10-21

6,000 11-21-21
5,000
5,000

2- 6 21

The

59-116-20
0.J0
8-22-20

5,000
5,000

5,000

ZIEGFELD

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Pleasure
Seekers
Poor Dear Margaret
Kirby
Eugene O'Brien
Star and
SeriesHome
Broadway
Worlds
Apart
Owen Moore Star Series
The Chicken in the Case
Conway Tearle Star Series
Society Snobs
Bucking
the Tiger
Martha Mansfield Star Series
The Fourth Sin
Special Productions
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon)
You Can't Kill Love (All Star)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince)
The Road of Ambition
(Conway Tearle)
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Select Pictures
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
Mountain Madness
The Great Shadow
(Tyrone
Power)
Seeds of Vengeance
(Bernard
Durning)
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison)
The Servant
Question
(William
Collier)
Just Outside the Door
(Edith Hallor)

STOLL

Reviewed

—
-

Felix
' "'
The Hoots
' '
Cartoon
by Frank Moser
'
.'...'.'.'.'.'.'
Bud & Susie
Bobby Bumps Cartoon by Earl Hurd
Felix, Cartoon
by Pat Sullivan & Peanut, carloon

by HarryCartoon
Leonardby Henry D. Bailey
22 Hoots,
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series
Wild Men of Africa
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Apr.
1 7 Jungle Dancers Exploration
May
1 The Lion Killers
15
Slaying the Hippopotamus
29 The Land of the Pygmies

Series

.'

...'.'.

UNIVERSAL

Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran)
(1 reel): Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops,
Clubs,A Maid's
Romeo Myand Lady's
Juliet, Ankle,
Shapes Hearts
and and
Scrapes,
Movie A-Courting,
Bug, For
bidden Brew.
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
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Attractive Settings And Good Production Save Familiar Story

reaches the obvious conclusion twice, the latter affording a bit of a thrill, but being hardly necessary to
finish the story.

Eugene O'Brien in
"GILDED
LIES"
Selznick Pictures
DIRECTOR
Wm. P. S. Earle
AUTHOR
John Lynch
SCENARIO BY
The R. Cecil Smiths
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS A WHOLE
Has well sustained interest that
holds the attention; variety of atmosphere
STORY
Not unusual and has no original twists
to distinguish it ; gives star satisfactory part
DIRECTION
Secured
attractive
settings
for
the story and is otherwise adequate
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Sometimes too bright
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Does good work

Martha Mansfield pretty but doesn't
SUPPORT
show emotional ability ; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Many pretty shots
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Explorer, given up
for dead, returns to find his fiancee married to
another
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

21

About 5,000 feet

Eugene O'Brien's latest offering for Selznick release
is good to look at, despite its very familiar story situations. Director Earle has obtained attractive locations
for the action, which make up in a good measure for
what is lacking in originality otherwise. The idea of
.the sweetheart given up for dead, and who returns to
find his fiancee married to another, has been done
time and again. Regardless of the handicap, "Gilded
Lies" holds the interest throughout the five reels and

There is a good variety of atmosphere for your
pleasure. The opening scenes are "north of 53°,"
later it is the city, Florida, and finally a mountain spot.
There are many very pretty shots, particularly those
in the South and in the mountain lodge. The production generally is quite satisfactory, and the camera
work and photography good. There are some interior shots which have been taken at too far a range,
keeping the players too far in the background.
The star has a part that affords him good opportunities and he is supported in the main by Martha Mansfield, who is very pretty and wears gowns well, but
seems lacking when the moment requires real emotional acting. When she learns her former fiance is
alive, right after her marriage, she certainly doesn't
act as though she felt as badly as the titles try to
make out.
Helen Thorpe consents to marry Martin Warde,
newly rich "asphalt king," when her Aunt and Warde
persuade her to believe that her fiance, Keene
McComb, an explorer, has perished with his expedition. McComb returns to the city and later leases
an estate in Florida, afterwards learning that Helen
and her husband are neighbors. They meet and McComb realizes that Helen is not happy with her husband. One night Helen seeks refuge in McComb's
home when her husband beats her because she will
not aid him in roping McComb into a "phony" financial deal. A note found on Ward's private dock next
morning indicates his suicide. Helen and McComb are
married and spending their honeymoon at a mountain
lodge when Warde appears to fight it out with McComb. Warde falls from a cliff and is killed.

Should Go Well Enough In Majority of Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a thoroughly satisfactory program attraction
which should satisfy a good majority. If they like

believing that the one you really loved was dead, and
he suddenly returned, what would you do? See how

the star, so much the better. "Gilded Lies" is the sort
of story that still appeals to a good many, women
especially, and you might make known what it is

it works out in Eugene O'Brien's latest Selznick picture, 'Gilded Lies.'
Some of the New York theaters are introducing the
idea of using trailers of pictures prior to the showing.
It seems to be proving effective. You might try it.
Stills of some of the exteriors in the lobby will attract.
You could also use the name of Martha Mansfield in

all about by use of lines such as : "She consented to
marry the rich man because she believed her sweetheart dead. But on her wedding day — . 'Gilded Lies'
will give you the answer."

Or, "If you married a man

your advertising notices.

STUDIO
FOR RENT
©S>

Every modern equipment
— Room for two companies— Within thirty minutes
of Times Square — Available for three months
commencing February 1st

-Apply by letter giving credit
references to
Box A-25
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Some Short Reels
"On Account" — Century-Universal
Type of production

2 red comedy

This one may not be thought to be very funny — for slapstick stuff. It features a small baby girl. A landlord who is
making beer in his apartment attempts several times to collect a bill owed by the infant's parents. Each time the baby
pussyfoots down stairs and steals a bottle of beer for the
mother to use in appeasing the landlord's anger and in securing a stay. The landlord sets a trap and gets a private detective
to catch the thief. A patrol full of policemen with drawn
revolvers lie in wait and apprehend the baby, who turns the
tables by capturing three crooks who have been in an adjoining room. The father is outside on a scaffold painting the
house most of the time. Of course there is some paint slinging. There is some new stuff in this, that will get a laugh,
but the comedy is not up to standard.

that held the escaped one. lie lands on the operating table,
but an orderly breaks a tube of laughing gas and the operation has to be called off.

Chester

Screenic — Educational
1 reel scenic

Type of production

This one consists of two parts; "The Phillipine Futurity"
and "An Angle in Idaho." In the first the water buffalo is
shown at work in the tobacco fields and rice terraces of the
islands and in a sort of steeplechase race through village streets
between thatched huts and across a stream, the beasts being
ridden by native boys. A few rare shots of fish swimming in
the shallow of a mountain torrent in water so clear that pebbles can be seen beside the shadows on the bottom leads the
second part. The remainder is a succession of beautiful and
well chosen views of distant mountains, miles-wide valleys,
ravines, gorges, cataracts in the woods and foaming brooks
swirling through gnarled tree roots.

Screen Snapshots No. 24 — C. B. C— State Rights
Type of production

1 reel magazine

Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and Jack Dempsey appear in an interesting number of this reel. It starts with a
studio shot of Hank Maun buying the drinks for a crowd of
extras in an old fashioned wild west dance hall. Marie Prevost
and her pets — a cockatoo, several turtles and a parrot, are
the next bit. Fans are given some inside information on slow
motion photography and are shown the workings of a speed
camera. Naomi Childers then reads the palm of Gloria Hope
and of Ray Howard. Hugo Ballin directs his wife Mabel
Ballin in a love scene with Edward Earle. The juvenile.
Miriam Battista, who was in "Humoresque," is shown studying
a part and rehearsing it— footage that is particularly good.
David Butler then is shown being directed by his father Fred
J. Butler in a melodramatic Russian picture. The final number
shows the Chaplin-Fairbanks-Dempsey trio, in mufti, performing amusing antics with a number of Marines. Kid McCoy
and Jim Corbett are also in this.

"Take Your Time"— Vanity Comedy
Type of production

1 reel comedy

This is a quickly-moving, coherent story that is free of any
noticeable vulgarity and funny. You can't go wrong in booking it for it is sure to amuse almost any kind of a crowd with
the possible exception of those who crave stuff that has less
story and more of the absurd. This one is fairly believable.
The newlyweds, Irene Dalton and Earl Rodney, plan a month's
vacation. The}' leave for the boat in a wild dash, and when
they get there they find they have left baby home. Hubby
makes a useless trip back in a speeding taxi to find he has
forgotten his latch key. Several other trips are made, for
things forgotten and mislaid. There is a brief police court
scene where the judge quickly dismisses all parties. At last
they are all set to walk up over the gang plank when they
learn they are two days ahead of time. So they camp on
the dock until the boat leaves.

Pathe Review No. 102
"His Meal Ticket"— Sunshine Fox
Type of production

Type of production

1 reel magazine

2 reel comedythat is full
is a lot of
monkey to
girl for an

This one starts with tinted photography of two small Japanese women in holiday dress wandering in a staid maimer
through a tea garden. They are waited upon with ceremony
by a little yellow servant. The gathering and manufacture of
false hair is next. Factory employes are shown handling long

assistant. A monkey of about Bobby's size and build escapes
from a cage in the city hospital, where it was being held for
an experimental operation. Bobby is taken for the escaped
monkey and instead of giving him pennies everyone runs away
from him.
Finally Bobby hides in the cage in the hospital

heavy hanks of peasant women's hair, washing it in various
ways, combing it on an interesting kind of fixed comb and
then sewing it hair by hair to a mesh of cloth used as a basis
for a wig. Some slow motion photography follows; sea lions
diving and swimming after theuj; food.

Bobby
of laughs
new stuff
an organ

Dunn is very funny in this racy comedy
and not at all dull until the end. There
in it. Bobby hires himself out as a pet
grinder who has an attractive dancing

Re leaie Date
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
The Dragon's Net (15 episodes); King of the Circus
episodes);
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE
Adventure)
(No. 11 Double
Ledge
The Danger
Arrow)
(No. 4 Avenging
A Life in Jeopardy
La Rue of Phantom
Valley (Tom
Santschi).
The Love Lesson (Eddie Boland)
Trailing the Coyote (Adventures of Bill and Bob)
Apr. 10 Hazardous Heights (No. 12 Double Adventure)
Message
Stone (No. 5 Avenging Arrow)
A Forest
Samson
(Edgar
Jones)
Rush
Orders
(Pollard)
Apr. 17 By Air and Sea (No. 13 Double Adventure)
The Midnight Attack (No. 6 The Avenging Arrow)
The
Sagebrush
Musketeers
(Tom
Santschi)
Robgoblins
(Eddie Boland)
Apr. 24 The House
in the Canyon
(No. 14 Double
Aventure)
The Double
Game
(No. 7 The Avenging Arrow)
The Law of the Woods
(Edgar Jones)
Bubbling
Over
(Pollard comedy)
May
1 The Wages of Crime (No. 15 Double Adventure)
The Strange Pact (No. 8 The Avenging Arrow)
Out of the Clouds (No. 1 The Sky Ranger)
The Sheriff of Mojave
(Tom
Santschi)
Hurry West (Eddie Boland)
Catching a Coon (Adventures of Bill and Bob)
May
8 The Auction Block (No. 9 The Avenging Arrow)
The Sinister Signal (No. 2 The Sky Ranger)
No Children (Snub Pollard)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.
Apr.

3

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
1
1
2
2
1

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty
Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Banks)

2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel): Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel): Babes in Bearskin, Call Me Daddy.
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos,
Two's
Company, Young
Ideas. •
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy
(Yi reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

Release Date
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
-"el: and Modern
Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Tropical Nights, The Banana Special,
The Explorers, The Isle of Desire, The Business of Camping,
Voices of the Sea, The Will o' the Wisp, Water Trails, The Man
Who Always Sat Down, The Merry
Little Put Put.
Chester-Outings (1 reel): Rookeries and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard. Frivolous Fijis, Lost, a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, Paths of
Glory, Something to Worry About, Putting Nature Next, The
WorstPeekWas Was
True,Plenty.
Hitting the High Spots, The Red Trail's End,
One
Chester Screenics ( 1 reel) : They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the Drys.
Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold, and
From Deer to Dam, Buzz-z-z, Philippine Futurity — An Angle in
Idaho, New Wine in Old Bottles.
Hudson's Bay Travel Series (1 reel) : A Tale of the Fur North, Hidesand Go Seek, It's a Great Life — If, An Eskimotion Picture.
Friends.
Wanderings
(1 reel):
In Dutch,
South
Sea Magic,
Wilderness

World

Miscellaneous
Kinograms :

(1 reel):
Golf — Slow Motion, Dixie.
Sundays and Thursdays, 1 reel.

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1SELZNICK
reel) : A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials
Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Each
2
Prizma
Pictures
Death, Where
Is Thy Sting
1
Selznick News
Twice each week
1

FOX

GOLDWYN
Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich Quick Edgar, Edgar's
Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel) : The Riveter, The Human Voice,
Seein' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Why Change Your Husband, Bear
Facts, Yes Dear, Too Much Pep, Chemical Inspiration (The Ancient and Honorable Wall Mat Animated Cartoon), Safe Combination (No Place for a Honeymoon Animated Cartoon), The City
That Never Sleeps, Powell Expedition.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When
Martin
Gits Home
Here, Ged
Ap Youth,
Napoleon,
You'd
Better Get
It, Indigo
Sunday,
Brewed
Angels
Feathers.

VICTOR

KREMER

FILM

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
iA« Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
worfc
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT

Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel): Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel): The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells
(2 reels)
: Squirrel
Time, Convict's Happy Bride,
GoodComedies
Night Nurse,
Lunatics
and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel) : Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown, Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's
Royal Comedies

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : The Simp. April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and Holy Smoke,
Bang. The Greenhorn.
Chester Comedies (2 reels): The One Best Pet, You'll Be S'prised, Beat
It, Ladies Pets, Just in Time, Ready to Serve, Snooky's Wild
Oats.
Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy's Millions. Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Double Triumph, Torchy Mixes In, and Torchy's Night
Hood, Torchy's Big Lead, Crowning Torchy, Torchy's Promotion.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the
Front, Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink, Movie Mad. Nobody's
Wife, Hey Rube, Man Versus Woman, Scrappily Married, The
Reckless Sex, Red Hot Love. Short and Snappy, Sneakers, Let
Me Explain, Southern Exposure.
Vanity Comedies (1 reel) : His Four Fathers. Mind Your Business, Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two, Without a Wife, Naughty Mary Brown,
Dead Easy, Hubby Behave, Take Your Time, Three Jokers,
Rocking the Boat.
Cayety Comedies (1 reel): Rest in Peace. Blondes. Ain't Love Grand,
Sand Witches, His Better Half, Mixed Bedrooms, Turkey Dressing, Dummy Love, Zero Love, Money Talks, Sweet Revenge.

i

September,
October and November
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News
(twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL

October

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel): In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart
(Violet Meresereau), An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

S.

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

&

E.

ENTERPRISES
1

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hallroom Boys Comedys (2 reels) : In Bad Again, Tough Luck, High and
Dry, In Again, Out Again, A Doggone Mix-Up.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Queen of Hearts, Pirates of the West,
Her Western Adventure, The Gun Runners, A Daughter of the
Law, The Ranch
Mystery.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel— twice a month) : No. 23,22, 21 and 20.

ALLIED

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

12 — 2 reel Al and Howell Comedies: Apr. 15, Pure and Simple; May
Liquorish Lips.

15,

SPECIAL
PICTURES
CORP.
(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Comiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage, A
Day.
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., Ballroom Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart (2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies, Prince of Daffydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti (1 reel): Why Worry, Almost, Guilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel) : Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel) :' Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People, Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels

KINETO

CO. OF AMERICA
Kineto Reviews
(Through National Exchanges)

Isle PanThe Living Book of Knowledge (1 reel): Thrills, The Emerald
ama, The Holy City, Down in Dixie, Liquid Gold in lexas.
Babyhood, Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho, Vegetarians, Hunting the
Sea Wolf,
Canada. Water Babies, Beauty Spots in the
and Scouts,
StatesBoy
United

Wonders

CHARLES URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Through State Right Exchanges)

of the World (Two Series) : First Series from No. 1 to No. 26
(1 reel) : Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52.

ill

TWO

THIRTY

FOUR

WEST FIFTY-FIFTH
NEW YORK
TELEPHONE CIRCLE 1644

STREET

April
192120th

J. Justice Harmer, President,
Sun-Light Arc Corporation,
1600 Broadway,
New York City.
Dear Sir;The Hew York Lodge of the Motion
Picture Directors Association passed andunanimously adopted a resolution that the
Motion Picture Directors Association of New York
should award to the Sun-Light Arc its heartiest
endorsement for the greatest advancement that
has been made in studio lighting up to the
present time; not only for the wonderful
artistic light, but also for its perfect
efficiency under all conditions.
The Sun-Light Arc has been such a
splendid benefit and help to each director that
we as a body feel it a duty to offer our
appreciation for the excellent achievement that
the Sun-Light Arc has bestowed upon Motion
Picture Art.
With very best wishes for your
continued success, we are
Cordially yours,
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION.
CJW.FH

Whirling Dick,
the happy hobo
— another Will
Rogers character
creation, funnier
and more lovable
than Jubilo.
A GOLDWYN

PICTURE

GOLDWYN

presents

°Will Rogers
■h'AN unwilling

,

hero"

Adapted from O.Tfenrys famous story "Whistling Vichs Christmas Stocking
"Directed hy CLARENCE BADGER
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Jolson In Films
11 Work on C
iation Not
Ventur
(Special to

Big Films Slated

st — Company Affillown — A New
for Him
ID'S

'11, y I

DAILY)

,os Angeles — 'he Times
says in
t:
That Al Jolson will return to Los
eles in- June, following the close
his current season with 'Sinand that he will then become
cture actor, is the announcement
1e by himself the other day.
While Jolson
was
frank
about
fact that he was to become
a
ure star, he refused to make any
he details of his film connections
wn at present, due to some comation concerning his theatrical afThe comedian has so far refused
lure of the camera. Now, how, he states that it appeals to him
ly, and. as his contract is underd to be a very good one, he felt
he could not afford to let the
rtunity go by."
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rhen Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
"THE
SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
first formed, it was reported
Jolson would make pictures for Maddened by the belief that the model he idolized■^ had played him false,
organization.
the sculptor destroys his life's work — his masterpiece.
A thrill that no
spectator will forget.
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.
Warren Must File Bond
be Appellate Division of the Sule Court has decided that Fred
tVarren, former manager of the
dated Producers, who is suing
100,000 damages because he was
larged March 26 last, must file
"Hard times are not coming," says the Philadelphia Bullend of $25,000 if he wants to hold
tin. "Soft times are just going."
attachment he obtained against
Righto !
property of the defendant here.
Now about admissions.
:ers of Associated Producers statMore talk. Of reductions. Fox to start. Summer schedule.
lat because of the tying up of the
oration's bank account and its So they say. Means nothing more. Mastbaum did it in the
lity to pay checks drawn against
Stanley.
Talk from other points.
Along the same line.
account, damage of $5,000 to
It's all wrong, dear Agnes. All wrong. Why take out all
100 a week may result which may
$250,000 before the case is de- the teeth? Just because one aches. Business is off. Generally.

Soft Times

the plaintiff loses the suit he will
to pay the amount the defendcan prove it lost because of the
hment.

Plans Indefinite
ie Marsh's plans for the future
indefinite. She told WID'S
LY on Saturday over the telee that she had completed her
•act with Robertson-Cole, for
she made two pictures, "The
'Fraid Lady"
and "Nobody's
iss Marsh stated she had come
to visit her mother and that she
ded leaving for Los Angeles the
Df this week.

Nothing new in that. Maybe it's tough. Not to make profits of
last few years. But what of it? Sun. doesn't shine all the time.
And don't forget this : It'll be hard to raise 'em. Once they go
down. You could do it in war times. Everything was up.
Doing it later will be different.
Keep your nerve. Stiffen your backbone. Keep your prices
where they are. If the old time product was worth your old
admission, isn't present day stuff more than worth that slight
increase? Think it over. And before you decide to cut admissions visit the cellar. Take a good stiff hooch. Then stick
along. And you'll never
it.
KEEPregret
TIME
OPEN
Hustling salesmen. Getting play dates. Keeping exhibs
busy. Scratching for time. Just a tip : don't get excited. Keep
some time open. Lot of pictures coming. For pre-release. Before Fall season opens. (Continued
Don't beonblocked
When they reach
Page 4) out.

Fox Going Into Spectacle on Large
Scale — Gordon Edwards to Be
Away for a Year or More
William Fox plans to enter upon
the production of spectacles on a
large and definite scale. Several pictures of importance have been scheduled for European production.
Rome will be the base of operations
for the European producing unit in
charge of which will be Abraham Carlos, former Paris manager of the Fox
organization. Carlos, accompanied
by J. Gordon Edwards, John D. Braddon, art director, and Michael Miggins, Edwards' assistant, are due in
London the early part of this week.
It is now officially admitted what
has been published in these columns
on numerous occasions, that one of
the important pictures to be made
abroad will be "Nero." Another will
be a story depicting the histon oi
Francesca di Rimiini. Another will
depict important occurrences in the
life of Alexander the Great, this film
to be produced in Greece, according
to present plans.
_^ The and
plansEdwards
as mapped
Carlos
sailed out
were before
quite
ambitious. Edwards plans to make
"Joseph and His Brethren" in Egypt
and of course finish "Mary, Queen
of Scots." He will likewise visit Berlin and Vienna for scenes which will
(Continued on Page 2)

Dooley Due Here Tomorrow
Thomas W. Dooley of the Exhibitors Film & Service Co., 565 South
Salina St., Syracuse, will be in New
York tomorrow and Wednesday. He
will be at the Astor.

Primitive Stuff
What

Leander
De Cordova
Is
Africa in South
Against Working

Up

Part of an interesting letter from
Leander de Cordova from Durham,
South Africa, telling of his experiences in directing a feature over
there:
"It has rained now for over three
weeks. in which time I was only able
to work two days, and the rainy season is supposed to be over. And on
the clear days you sit and 'wait for
the clouds' and all the rest of it.
"I was at a place called Waterval
Bovea for a week and was driven out
by rain, but I must tell you of my
experience there — I had to find my
location so went direct to Sergt. Venter of the African Mounted Police (on
(Continued on Page 2)
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Famous Players
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♦Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc
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Triangle
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Big Films Slated
(Continued from page 1)

probably be incorporated in later productions. It is stated by the Fox
offices that special sets will be constructed as near the crater of Mt. Vesuvius as prudence will allow to shoot
scenes and that special construction
will be gotten under way to reproduce
the buried cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum. All told, the party will
probably be away a year and perhaps
longer.
A second party sails on the SS.
Patria for Naples on Thursday. It
will include H. G. Plimpton, head
cameraman; Benjamin Higgins, second cameraman; Louis LoefHer, film
cutter; Edward Roos, auditor, and
Henry Armetta, interpreter. They
will join Edwards in Rome on May
25. Actual work is expected to be
started on or about June 10.
Buys Altoona Site
Ahoona,
Pa. — Athens
George
has
purchased
a site on which he will
erect a 3, 500 seat theater, 13 stores,
a dance hall, and business rooms.

(f (Skiax^CLtccrrict£ U-ictuAsAS

"THE SPICO OF THE PROGRAM"

a par with the N. W. Mounted Police), who volunteered very kindly
to show us around, so we started out
on horseback. We rode through
country that baffles description. Wild!
Rugged! Beautiful! It' sa steady climb
for about three miles, through elephant grads so high as to obscure the
sight of a man on a horse six feet
ahead of you — the path is just big
enough for a horse to walk and the
rocks make it at places almost unpassable. If by 'any chance you fell
it would mean a drop of a thousand
feet or more. Wild game is all around
so pack a rifle. Thousands of monkeys and gorillas, but they do not
harm one and I have no real desire to
shoot them, for if you do not kill
them instantly they tear themselves
apart to find the bullet.
"The spot I finally decided on (I
haven't worked there yet on account
of the rain) is at the bottom of this
mountain; to reach it you have to
cross the Nuigeni River — and you go
on horseback — to take a wagon down
there it took two days — no autos
near, nor can they use them in this
locality, for there are no roads. The
company has to walk seven miles,
but they are a bully bunch of people
and don't know what 'yellow' means.
"The black momba snake, the most
deadly in Africa, abounds through
here, for at this spot is the start of
the Low Veldt. The hotel (?) we
stayed at is the dream of some rarebit fiend. The bed I slept in for five
nights was wet. Thank God none of
us are ill as we could not drink the
water (this is the Fever Country), so
we were allowed two drinks a day,
one bottle of beer and one finger of
brandy and bitters.
"They have no actors worth menthis way.tioning to play small parts, etc., down

tion manager, Leon Britton, has
worked like a dog, and my cast are
marvels of efficiency and pluck. Some
time (and soon if it doesn't stop raining) I'll tell you of my trips around
Basoutalaud, where there are 4,000
natives and no whites and you have
to speak their language. Could you
hear me direct a bunch of them it
would hand you a laugh. The first
word to yell is 'Tula' — meaning 'keep
quiet,' and when you have anywhere
from 500 to 3,00 on a set, you know
what it means. When their work is
done several bullocks are killed. They
leave none of Mr. Bullock. The perfume of one bunch of natives — well —
miff said. A peculiar thing, the odor
from the white man is as obnoxious
to them as they are to us.
"In Basoutaland let no native see
you stoop to pick up a stone or anything off theif ground.
for
an assegai
you do, It's
for asking
they have
an idea you are prospecting, and their
country abounds in gold and all mineral wealth. Truly, Africa is wonderful. Its wealth is unlimited; it
needs only whites and money — you
know in all of Africa there are only
one million and a half white people
and its picture possibilities are great.
The African Films Production, Ltd.,
will produce here. We have built a
new laboratory at our studios in Killarney and we are getting down to
efficiency.

Watch us."

Olympian Prod. Formed
James Calnay, formerly general
manager of the Mount Olympus Distributing Corp., has resigned to incorporate a new organization under
the name of Olympian Prod., Inc.
The Mount Olymps has contracted
to release all present and future output through Calnay's organization,
which is to be operated on a percentage basis.
Second Stage Under Way
San Francisco — Work has been
started by the Paul Gerson Pictures
Corp. of San Francisco on its second studio building. It is planned to
use the new studio exclusively for
features, while the adjoining unit will
be utilized for the William A. Howell comedies.

"I would like to give this message
to
director in
kickevery
at anything,
forAmerica—
you have 'Never
it all
at your back door.' I'm my own
technical man, etc. I'm building all
new scenery for my interiors according to American ideas. New fireplaces, etc. (up to the present time
they painted them and other things
on the canvas sets). I go to bed at
Pine Tree Pictures of Augusta, Me.,
night with an American viewpoint
and wake up and keep it all day. I
are releasing
"Hearts
Northlands"
have some beautiful stuff from Ed with
colored titles
madeof by
F. A. A.
Dahme.
Earle, my cameraman.
\iy produc-

Monday, May 9, 1

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Monumental
]
Corp., New York.
Capital $225
Incorporators:
Martin
Muller,
ward J. E. Vollbehr and G. E. I
zel, 44 Whitehall St.
Albany, N. Y.— Blue Jay C
edies, Inc., New York. Ca
$50,000. Incorporators: H. B. M(
Max Reich and L. E. Cawley
Bayview Ave., Port Washing
N. Y.
Albany, N. Y.— S. R. Z. Panor
Amusement Co., Brooklyn. Ca
$20,000. Incorporators, Elie Sch
nowitz, Meyer Rosenthal and Ba
Zukerman, 151 Second Ave.,
York.
Albany, N. Y. — Graphic Prese
tion Corp., New York. Ca
$10,000. Incorporators: R. Wal
Chubb, Carl W. Painter and Ir
York.
Reynolds, 261 West 22nd St.,
Albany,
N.
Y. — Longacre
]
Corp., New York.
Capital $5,000.
corporators:
B. H. Bernstein, A
ham Bernstein and Rae Seixas,
Broadway, New York.
Albany, N. Y.— Al Gilbert J
Prod., New York. Capital $250
Incorporators: A. Gilbert, V. M
otonda, J. Enrico. Attorneys, G
and Gould, 5 Beekman St.
Albany, N. Y. — Magic Cr
Screen Co., New York. Ca
$20,000. Incorporators: L. A. V
zek, H. Kava. Attorney, M. L
15 E. 40th St.
Albany, N.
New
York.
corporators:
Rock and H.
Street.

Y.— Globe Prod.,
Capital $200,000.
George
Perry,
/
L. Gates, 220 W.

Dover, Del.— William
Penn T
ter Corp. Capital $300,000.
Ir
porators: Spino Kosmos
and Jz
Johnson,
Washington,
Pa.,
James Deleas, Greensburgh, Pa.

The quickest, surest and
most efficacious way to sell
theatre tickets is through
the use

YOU'LL

ENJOY

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
IN PICTURES

of RITCHEY

posters.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

lay, May
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In the Courts

"Dream St." for St. Paul

me Court Justice McAvoy has
the application by Harry Rethe appointment of a receivns suit against the National
orp. over the "Son of Tarzan."
urt decided Revier is without
to sue the National
Film,
to his action against David P.
4s, Inc., and D. P. Howells, in■Iclly, his complaint merely stat•Jl.Ction at law and not in equity.
efault judgment for $3,250
ed in the Supreme Court in
.: of Jerome Storm against the
a|in Amusement Corp. to re' :wo
weeks' salary at $1,750 a
,s director.
!
me Court Justice McAvoy has
ed for want of prosecution the
sd in 1916 by Angie H. Matainst the Cort Film Corp., the
f Film Co. and Ben Wise.
Theater Fires

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

St. Paul, Minn. — "Dream Street"
will shortly have its premiere in Minneapolis and St. Paul.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — The Amsterdam
Theaters Corp. of New York City
has increased its capital from $10,000
to $50,000.
Dolan Buys Product
Jeff Dolan has purchased Greater
New York and Northern New Jersey
rights on "Partners," a feature with
Charlotte Walker, and 10 two reel
westerns.
Vincennes

Pantheon Opens

(Special to WID'S

May

Vincennes, Ind.— The Pantheon will
open May 16 and will operate under
a road show and picture policy. The
house is owned by the WilkersonLyons Enterprises, Inc.

New Utah Producers
ton, Ark. — The
Capitol here
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
lamaged
seriously
by
fire
Salt Lake City. — The Greater FeaI Loss is set at $10,000.
Intures Co. has been formed here by
ism is suspected.
The Strand
jrned recently with a loss of Jesse T. Sheffield of Seattle, and E.
S. Diamond of this city. The comduce. pany will build theaters and proleapolis — It is not yet known
:r or not the Gem, which was
rvin S. Cobb has written the tifed by fire, will be rebuilt.
les for "Pardon My French," erstIwood, S. D. — Fire in the prowhile "Oiling Up Society." Goldroom of the Strand here did wyn will release. Vivian Martin is
starred.
damage.
de-

I APPRECIATE
the nice things that have

16

DAILY)

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

enport, la. — Fire recently
i the Burtis Opera house.

To You— Mr. Exhibitor—

Capital Increases

Tweedy has completed his first two
reel comedy release for Reelcraft under the title of "Here He Is!"

been said about my workI hope to continue to be worthy
of your praise in my

FUTURE PRODUCTIONS

Standard Buys "Joyfuls"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

sas City — The Standard Film
is bought for distribution here
reel Joyful Comedies and 26
ar Westerns.
nier's "Good Women" has been
'd over the Loew metropolitan
l.. The deal calls for 100 days'
ngs.

PHOTO
1587-1589

D AY

ENGRAVING
AND

TELEPHONE

BROADWAY

BRYANT

NIGHT
8 444-5

Pioneer Film
CORPORATION
A. E. LEFCOURT,

"Pre*.

ANNOUNCES
IN COURSE

3 STAR
SPECIAL

OF PRODUCTION

GASNIER

FLORENCE REED
LIONEL ATWILL
GARETH HUGHES
IN

"INDISCRETION"

a

KISMET" "GOOD WOMEN" "WIVES

»

iMA

m> "m

On Broadway
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse."
Broadway— "The Oath."
Brooklyn Strand— "Bob Hampton of
Placer."
"The Birth of a Nation."
Capitol—
"
Criterion — "The Lost Romance.
44th St. — "Way Dokw—n Eadsta."
To y— Norma
Yor
New
Loew's
Talmadge in "The Passion Flower."
Tuesday— "The Lure of Egypt."
Harris m
Wednesday — Mildred
"Old Dad."
m
Thursday — Douglas
MacLean
"The Home Stretch."
and
of Youth"
Friday— "Hearts
"Wolves of the North."
"Too Wise Wives."
Saturday—Clara
Sunday—
Kimball
Young in
"Hush."
Lytic— -"The Queen of Sheba,"
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto— "The Wild Goose."
Rivoli— "Deception"
(4th week.)
Selwyn — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in
King Arthur's Court."
in "Gypsy
Negri
Strand — Pola
ood." —
Bl
Town Hall "Dream Street."

DAILY

Soft Times
(Continued from page 1)

FOR
■

Back With Goldwyn
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlanta — Arthur Dickinson is again
manager of the Goldwyn offices here.
He has been on a business trip
through Florida and Alabama.

STATE RIGHT
SALES MADE
Well known Independent State Right Distributor taking a coast to
coast trip, visiting all
Exchange centers, is
willing to handle Productions ofMerit.
Address Box F-6, care Wid's

■

you. There's another side. I know. You're afraid of being
held up. If the fellow across street knows what you're doing.
Don't worry. He'll be doing the same thing. True. You can
shelve a weak one. For the big one. That's coming. But
that's expensive. And there's a flock of stuff available. All the
time. And more in sight.
HAVING
FAITH
And proving it. Even these days. Of tuff times. Doesn't
stop Whitman Bennett. From buying a studio. And at the
same time telling everyone to have faith in this business. Urges
optimism. Who
And he's
There are Where
a lot oftheir
peoplebackbone
in this
business.
haveright.
a wishbone.
should be.
WE'RE
SORRY
Note from Victor Nurnberg. Of Reelcraft. Denies the allegation. And defies the alligator. Referring to last week's line :
That Paul Sarazan was the only composer. In press agent
captivity. Nurnberg say's
he another.
WHAT
NEXT All right. Let's go.

They came. A long line of vamp pictures. Followed by a
lot of sex stuff. Just one question: What's next?
BUSY LITTLE AZ
In Berlin. Wouldn't deal with UFA. Not a chance. Then
Next Week
he stepped along. And grabbed a lot of the best people. Of
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the that organization. So Famous now has in Berlin : Lubitsch, who
e."
directed Passion. Negri, who starred in it. Mia May; another
cal
Apodw
ayyps
— Not yet determined.
Broa
yn
in star. Bratz, the financial expert. And Davidson ; another big
Negri
Strand — Pola
Brookl
"Gypsey Blood."
power. Also Jennings. Who played Henry VIII. In "DecepBirth of a Nation"
Capitol— "The
tion." By the way Jennings is an American. And golly ; what
Criterion — "The Lost Romance."
an actor?
HISTORIC
44th St.— "Way Down East."

(tentative attraction.)
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Selwyn — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in
King Arthur's Court."
Strand — Mary Pickford in "Through
The Back Door."
Town Hall— "Dream Street."

r

Monday, May

That split. Between Ad Kessel and Charley Bauman. Probably Oldest business association in the industry. Except for a
few exhibitors. Old story. Just couldn't last. Why?
What's the one thing partners always quarrel about? One
guess. Yep ; that's it.
THE BUSY
DOCTOR
Riesenfeld. Living in Pullman's. Between New York and
Boston.
on he
"Deception"
meanwhile.
Says ita
started offAnd
to a putting
riot. Then
hustled back.
And unearthed
discovery. A real one. To be shown at the Criterion. Don't
miss it. It's real. And unusual. That's all he will say. But he
worked all night Friday.
Getting it ready.
WHY
HAVE
A HOME
Which reminds. Of Hobe Henley's story. Of when he was
working. For a certain company. That believed in efficiency.
Worked all night. For three nights. Hand running. Getting
his picture in shape. Decided he needed a little sleep. So next
day didn't reach the studio at nine. Half an hour later. Was
called on the 'phone. "What's the matter?" asked Mr. Studio
Manager.
"When are you coming down?"
"Don't know," said Henley.
"I just got in."
NOW
IT'S MOTORS
For SA. Yep ; Lynch. Down Atlanta way. Not satisfied
with a few hundred theaters and other banking interests, SA has
gone and taken over the Packard motor agency and put Frank
Freeman and Millard and the "other boys" in charge. Don't
worry; he's still interested in theaters. And pictures. But he
likes Packards. And when SA. likes anything he goes to it with
all he has.
MARTIN'S
LEAGUE
MJQ. Meaning Quigley. Of Chi. Who hasn't enough
worries publishing. So he starts a "Public Rights League." To
enlist public sentiment.
To aid the fights of this industry.
Oh, Martin.
DANNY.

WHOLE

RENT
OR

IN PAR'

New Motion Picture

Stu

fully equipped, in every del
Near Famous
studio.
20 minutesPlayers'
from Tirr!
Sq. 14,000 sq. ft. withou
post. Facing East River. ]
mediate possession.
Phone 2337 Murray Hill <
address

B-8S,

JACK'S

STILL

at

care

Wid*

EXPRES
LIVES

138 W. 46th St.
Bryant 6
Deliveries Anywhere
Under management of
NEMEYER

STEREOS-MA

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPA

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

8

DIRECTOR!
OF

THE

TRADl

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE
ADVERTISING—

PUBLICO

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Brya i

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
Formerly With D. W. Griffith ,
1482 Broadway
Brya (

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITIt!

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Arr Titles — Animation — Leader !
220 W. 42nd St.
BryaiM

BROKERS
MOTION
4S4-460

PICTURE
SECURITIE
Investments
Hellman Bldg., Los

I. W.

I

ig

LABORATORIES

EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion
Picture Printin
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wad, 3
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATiR]
Tel. TremotJ
General Mamjr

PRINTERS

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramer
PROSPECT
188 W. 4th St.

"

PRESS

Sprir 2
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB.,
j
S I E!
DIO
Studio — 209-219 STU
E. 124th
Harle: 7
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn.SIT
'8!
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For Rent by Day, Week or Hoit
230-232 West 38th St.
Fi 4
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?our Day Confab

Pettijohn's Move

t National Mangers Coming to
Town for Sales IV. eting — Starts
Monday at 1 i Astor

Resigns from the Selznick Organization to Become
President of
American Fiscal Corp.

hirty-eight exchange managers
Associated First National will be
> the end of the week, all set for
opening business session of the
md annual sales convention, schedto open Monday morning at the
el Astor. The sessions will last
four days.
eneral sales policies will be dised and of course, there will be, as
il, various addresses by the heads
departments of the home office
One of the features of the
tings will be a careful analysis of
iness conditions all over the na, as each branch manager finds
m in his particular district.
rather ambitious entertainment
gram has been prepared for the
sts, with various producing comies figuring in on it. On Monday
ht, Norma and Constance Taldge will entertain at a beeksteak
ner at a place as yet undetermined.
Tuesday, Jules E. Brulatour will
host at a dinner to be given at the
or. Wednesday night promises to
the list with a triple-barreled af■. The first will be a dinner given
the Louis B. Mayer Co., at the
>tilla, on 6th Ave, the latest innovai in restaurants. This will be folded by a theater party to be given
the Katherine MacDonald Pictures
rp. The show has not been demined upon as yet; Following that
ickey Neilan" will engineer the
wd into the Ziegfeld Roof. Offilly the party ends there,
rhtirsday night is being kept open,
st National officials refused to state

Film circles will be surprised to
hear that Charles C. Pettijohn, for
some time past associated with L. J.
Selznick in an important capacity, has
resigned to become president of the
American Fiscal Corp., which has just
opened offices in the Postal Life Bldg.
Fifth Ave. and 43d Sts.
While resigning from the Selznick
organization, it is understood that he
has become a member of the Board
of Directors of the Selznick Corporation, and will represent that organization in the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry.
The corporation of which he has
become president will, it is understood, be interested financially in various operations in the film industry,
and it is said that one of the clients
of the corporation is the Selznick Enterprises.
The corporation, organized under
the Delaware laws, has 50,000 shares
of stock of no par value. The board
of directors consists of Wm. H. Barr,
president of the Lumen Bearing Co.
of Buffalo; B. M. Robinson, counsel
for the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
of Akron, O.; J. H. Goslin, president
of the Joubert-Goslin Machine & Iron
Works, of Birmingham, Ala.; James
J. Rick, formerly disbursing officer of
the U. S. Grain Corp. during the war
and now Comptroller of the Hoover
Relief Fund, and Wm. A. Grant, who
held an important post with the Republican National Committee during
the recent campaign.
Gregory Linder, formerly of the
Gregory Linder Co., fiscal agents, is
vice-president and general manager
of the organization.
While interested financially in other enterprises it is understood that
the corporation will concentrate upon
financing large projects in the motion
picture industry.

"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
The beginning of a flirtation which, as the story of the Queen of the Artists' Studios unfolds on the screen, threatens to destroy faith, love and happiness. Ward Crane plays the dilletante and Mrs. De Wolf Hopper interprets the role of the weak wife.
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

Changes at F. P.-L.
Harry

Durant Now Lasky's Assistant—W. C.
Former's
Place
as Bullitt
Scenarioin Editor
Harry Durant, for some time past
scenario editor for Famous PlayersLasky, has been made assistant to
Jesse L. Lasky at the home office of
the corporation. W. C. Bullitt has
been appointed scenario editor in
Durant's place.
Bullitt, unbeknown to all, except
those
connected with the company,
(Continued on Page 2)
has been at the Long Island studio
of the corporation for about a month,
Nazimova Leaves Thursday
looking around and getting a general
viazimova, accompanied by Charles idea of production. He was formerly
^ant, her husband will leave for connected with the Peace Conference
Paris when Woodrow Wilson was
s Angeles on Thursday. William in
President.
lenster, Nazimova's manager, will
There seems to be some doubt as
a go with them.
lobert Edgar
Long, will handle to whether Walter Wanger has really
resigned as production
manager
for
Russian actresses' press work in Famous.
Wanger while in a sense
future.
(Continued on Page 2)

Beban Series?
Robertson-Cole
Announces
One —
More Believed To Be Under
Consideration
Robertson-Cole yesterday announced that George Beban's tour of
the country in connection with showings of "One Man In a Millon," had
brought him back to Los Angeles
and that he would shortly start work
on a new subject for the company.
Although the company statement
made no mention of a series of pictures, from other sources it is gleaned that Beban would probably make
a number of productions for Robertson-Cole release.
Ritz Showing Tonight
"J'Accuse," the French-made picture dealing with Germany and the
war, will be given a private showing
in the grand ball-room of the Ritz
tonight.
Marc Klaw controls th'e film
in
this country.

Schwalbe to Build Theater
(Special to WID'S

DxVILY)

Coushohocken, Pa. — Harry O.
Schwalbe, secretary of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., has purchased the Keystone Hotel property
at 1st Ave. and Fayette St. and will
erect upon the site a 1,200 seat picture theater, according to local reports. The property has a frontage
of 60 ft. on Favette St. and 124 ft.
on 1st Ave. The house will probably
be ready by the fall.

What's Sherry's Big Deal?
William L. Sherry has an important deal under way, but he is det <s reported that "Dream Street"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
yed to over $12,000 at the Town
cidedly reticent about it.
Baltimore — "Dream Street" opened
Mr. Schwalbe could not be reach11 last week, with Monday out. at Ford's Opera
It has nothing to do with the operaHouse
last night.
ed yesterday for confirmation of the
is is said to be top figures over John Lloyd, of the Griffith organization of a circuit of theaters, as has
at was done at the Central Theater.
above.
tion, was here for the opening.
been reported.
Some Business

"Dream Street" in Baltimore

■ ■
■ *
Tuesday, May 10, 191
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Conklin Claims $1,000 Salary.
(Special to WID'S
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i

Los Angeles — Charlie Con
claims that the Atlas Film Co., wr
until a few days ago maintained of J
at 705 W. 8th St, owes him air
$1,000 in salary. The offices of
company have been shut down .
numerous creditors are at a loss!
to go about recovering their inv
meat. Conklin, it is understood, s
ed a contract to make 12 come
for the company, which, according
a letter head, has as its presk
Hans A. Kremp. He is also gen
manager; H. C. Anderson was gi
as vice-president; Frances S.
Vlack, secretary and treasurer I
George Elroy, purchasing agent. 3
The Examiner gives the follow
list of stockholders:
Hans A. Kremp, 25,000 shl
Hilding C. Anderson, 25,000 shai
W. I. Peterson, Chicago, 225 shai
J. I. McKenna, Los Angeles;
share; A. S. Campbell, Chicago!
shares; Leonard E. Allen, Chics
100 shares; M. C. Lyman, Chics !
200 shares; D. A. Campbell, Chid

Price 5 Cents
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shares.
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200
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A. W. Snider,
said to be connected with the
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 78
79y2
79^
Not quoted Harry Sweet, registering pathos in Century Comedies, the clean, fast fun
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
4J4
5
Not quoted that packs your house to overflowing once every week in the year. — Advt.
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's. Inc.,
18
18/2
18
Triangle
..
H
3A
H
■^TtJf Id Film
Not quoted

HI
pany.
WID'S DAILY on Jan. 8 publ_
a coast dispatch which stated t
Atlas was making '.'Stars of the Q
en West," featuring Jimmy Thoi '
son; "Dream Days" and "Break
of Dawn," with all-star casts. ]
pictures were then planned for
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
state right market. On Feb. 5 1
an assistant to Lasky had somewhat yesterday whether or not they figured publication reported that the ct
broader powers, it is understood than way.
the preceding evening would prove pany had leased the Balboa stn
those now exercised by Durant in his too much. Suspicions point that at Long Beach, Calif. On Apri
that Charlie Conklin had been sigi
new post.
for
Prod.12 two reel comedies which w
It would not prove surprising to
to be released through Tonno
Lead With Fairbanks
learn of several changes in the executive personnel at the Long Island
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
studio. The big plant at this moment
Los Angeles — Mary MacLaren,
Jones
to Make "Molly
O"
has no companies working in it. former Universal star, has been en(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
gaged to appear as one of the leads
Los Angeles — Mack Sennett
John S. Robertson, before leaving for
announced that the director who!
Europe completed the new Elsie in "The Three Musketeers," Douglas make "Molly
O," will be F. Ricbi
Fairbanks' next picture.
Ferguson vehicle, "Footlights." Tom
Enlarges Building
Meighan is away on location as are
Jones.
several of the Realart companies.

Four Day Confab

Changes at F. P.-L.

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Longacre
Corp, New York. Capital
Incorporators: M. Richterm
viatli and A. Fanchi, 306 W.

j

Holding
$50,000.
G. Pre22nd St.

Albany, N. Y. — Chelsea Import and
Export Co., New York. Capital
$10,000. Incorporators: E. Newman,
L. W. Kerbs and M. Morowitz, 98
Moore St, Brooklyn.
Albany, N. Y.— F. and S. Amusement Co, New York. Capital, $15,000. Incorporators: J. Finestone, A.
Fein and M. Savitsky, 125 E. 118th St.

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Greer, S. C. — C. W. Drace, owner
of the Grand, has added a two story
brick building to his theater.

At Selznick's Paragon Studio, Conway Tearle has begun the production
of "Ye Shall Pay," which Ralph Ince
Denver — Fox will close the Rialto
Albany, N. Y.— G. and B. Amuse- is directing, with Zena Keefe as the
ment Co, New York. Capital $15,- leading woman.
during June to make improvements.
000. Incorporators: S. Bergoffen, J.
and H. Goldstein, 144 Smith St;,
Brooklyn.
Albany, N. Y. — Lythic Amusement
Co, New York. Capital $200,000.
Incorporators: L. M. Martin, P. J.
Dobson and W. J. Eldredge, 64
Wall St.

Don't Miss This One!

Maclyn

Arbuckle
IN

"SQUIRE

PHIN"

The RITCHEY

poster al-

ways varies in detail, but
it never varies in quality,
at all times being the best.
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ivspaper Opinions

is about the crudest, most boorish, unfemMAIL — Tony Sarg's Almanac offers the
Anti-Film Bills Killed in Penn.
evolution of the circus from the days of
inine hoyden that has ever been presented.
SUN — * * * A bright beam of light in the Stonehenge, 300,009 years ago, according to
movie darkness that usually descends on the subtitle, to the days of P. T. Barnum in
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
e Lost Criterion
Romance" — F. P.-L.
I way during the summer. There are silhouette.
It is an amusing film.
Harrisbttrg,
Pa.
—
Every
bill in the
amorous scenes in it which are so fiery the
POST — Tony Sarg's Almanac, "The First Legislature aimed against films has
^LD — * * * A cinema play of rare film seems in danger of spontaneous comCircus,"
is
delightful,
richly
humorous
in
cal quality. The photography, light- bustion
drawing and idea.
ects, background arrangement and
JOURNAL— The
Polish actress was all
TELEGRAM— The animation of the fig- been killed. The Brady measure, destudio direction are so thoroughly that
ures is remarkable and the humor is clean
signed to tax all theaters one per cent
and so artistically worked into the # # * could be desired, and at times more. and fresh.
play that only one factor — the human
on
gross
business, is among them.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— The Tony
TELEGRAM — It is a remarkably good
emains to make of it a thing of real picture,
full of tense scenes, with crowded Sarg Almanac. "The First Circus," is not Others are:
r. De Mille has cleared the film to moments.
only amusing but is a collection of fine postdegree.
ers, with its weird beasties in silhouette.
The Denning bill, prohibiting
Post and Evening World made no comAI.D — (The cast) do their share to- ment.
standees. The Smith bill, imposing
aking the picture interesting. "" * *
CAN and
— "Lost
Romance" is a
gII him
instructive.
a tax of one per cent per lineal foot
F. P.-L's. Own Building in K. C.
"The
Wild Rialto
Goose"— F. P.-L.
NING TELEGRAPH— It is worked
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
requiring a full and uniously and tenderly, revealing every
Kansas City, Mo. — Famous Players on film. Bill
ie of feeling and using absolutely none
obstructed view of stage. Blumberg
WORLD— A pretty little girl, Miss Rita Lasky is now occupying its own
rashy tricks of the screen. The peo- Rogaii, appears as a very talented child acreal human beings, and they live in
home on 18th St. between Wyandotte measure, calling for uniform scale of
tress in this production.
1, homey homes. It is all in such
HERALD—* * * A divorce problem, solv- and Baltimore Sts.
It is a two story admission prices for entire week. Bill
taste.
ing it in a more dramatic fashion with an structure.
£S — It is like most of the otlu r De accident prearranged by one of the characimposing 5 per cent tax on billboards.
productions,
ornate,
unconvincing, trs, which naturally enough gives to one
c, but no doubt interesting to those gooserlesh.
Famous Players plans to have its Schaeffer anti-deposit bill.
: their fiction elaborately fictitious.
The defeat of the above measures
AMERICAN—*
* * Powerful film. * * * own exchange buildings in Cleveland,
TRIBUNE — It is just about as bad a pic's— from
It is frailty
a slight induced
story, by
so undernourslight that
ture as can be and live. * * * The story is Milwaukee, Portland, Me. and sev- leaves the industry secure againsfadverse legislation for two years, till the
* The situation needed some- incredibly foolish, the acting is incredibly
eral other centers.
:eper, more poignant, than either man inane and the titles are incredibly bad. If
next session of a legislature.
into or got out of it.
American producers are going to produce
From Far Off Palermo
— Edward Knoblock's story has been wild geese they can't blame people for imsplendid setting and the plot is dePossible Trouble in Racine
porting pictures like "Passion," "Deception"
on such wholly natural and pleas- and "Gypsv
Ernest Shipman writes from farLove."
l as to be exceptional.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— If you enjoy off Palermo, Italy. The reverse side
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
-* * * The author and director seem domestic quarrels there's a good one this
Racine. Wis. — Reform elements
bit mixed in their exposition of "ro- week at the Rialto, though not any newer of his postal shows a picture of the
here are seeking, to bring about local
The picture is well acted. * * *
or
fresher
the others you've seen and cathedral, built in 1169.
heard
and than
read all
about.
censorship of pictures. Exhibitors
BJAL
—
The
picture
has
been
proith excellent taste and a cleverness in
GLOBE — For of all the incredible theories
and exchangemen are lining up for
Exhibitors to Fight Strike
i that is both subtle and lighted with of marital experience which flourish in the
the
fight.
movies, this is the most absurd and the most
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
IGRAM — In beauty of stage settings, maudlin.
Cincinnati — The local operators'
)f story and quality of acting it is
MAIL — On the whole, it is .extremely well
Grauman Breaks Ground
question the finest, thing Mr. De- done, with a good appreciation of the dra- union has refused to conciliate or ar,s done.
bitrate with the exhibitors here after
matic values of the plot and the important
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
iie, Daily News,
Globe and Evening scenes well worked out. It is not a lavish
Los Angeles — Ground has been
a \2l/2 cents an hour raise.
nade no comment.
production, but the story is an interesting demanding
Exhibitors
state
that
in
case
of
a
broken
for the new Grauman theater
one, containing plenty of thrills and tense
moments.
strike new men will be held available in Hollywood. The ceremony was
psy Blood"—
SUN — It happens again and again on the
StrandFirst National
screen. The only unique feature of last by them to be put into the places of marked by an elaborate program with
those who may go out.
music and other features.
night's production lay in the fact that it was
LD — * * * "Gypsy Blood" holds no more
boring than usual.
Rbing mark
as compared
with our
JOURNAL — "Wild Goose" is among best
pply
of "one
plays. finger
* * *! photoplays.
Beautiful story from famous
n there
is thatweek"
deft 'film
cigarette
novel acted and directed with high art.
bat
is
"Gypsy
Blood's"
one
touch
of
ius.
* * A full-blooded story.
* TELEGRAM—*
* *
^LD — But Miss Negri makes the role
Daily News, Times, Post and Evening
it genuinely
seductive seen in years World
made no comment.
Screen.
R1CAN — The
scenario
is excellent
direction good throughout. The
"Moongold" — J)ramafilms
i scenes stand out splendidly and
Criterion
in every character, even to the last,
^ in a mob, a realism of appearance
HERALD — Even more attractive than the
ion. The denouement of "Gypsy feature is the auxiliary programme, with
is disappointing, from the scene in
"Moongold," a charming story of Pierrot and
ring to the tragic finale.
Pierrette, offered by Dramafilms, with a picUNE — One of the best pictures we
turesque new device whereby the lighting is
', and American directors and actors confined to
characters and sets and the back0 well to go and study the methods
ground remains dark, a system which might
foreigners who produced
this pic- very well
be
applied to pictures where the
0 our way of. thinking it is even bet- background dwarfs
the actors.
1 either of us predecessors done by
AMERICAN— On the program there are
e director, Ernest Lubitsch. Never
I seen such realism on the screen and two other extremely worth-while numbers,
"Moongold," that is exquisite for
igri is a powerful actress, who is fas- aitspicture,
delicacy of telling, its photography and
1 beautiful in a way that has charac- its light
and story touts.
Its foundation, and intelligent.
MAIL — "Moongold" is an old, old story
NING TELEGRAPH— The produc- given
a new and fairytale-like setting. Will
Bradley,
director, has used a novel
!gnificent
"Gypsy as
Blood"
is
not
as
dazzling
the other Lubitsch pic- method of the
telling his story, with artistic sets
jat *havc reached this country. The and lighting effects that suggest rather than
if Don Jose is theatrical.
detail the background.
A' NEWS — I cannot register wild
POST — There is a film called "Moongold,"
6m about "Gypsy Blood." It has directed
by William Bradley, in which the
lings to recommend it — as to direc- method of
selective lighting is illustrated.
: photography— and it has Pola Negri, Faces and figures and certain parts of the
a vehement, volcanic and beautiful
setting are thrown boldly into prominence,
I Yet it leaves me rather cold.
and the background is blacked out. This is
pS
—
*
*
*
Once
more
Mr.
Lubitsch
|e a motion picture that can hold the interesting, often striking, but not new. * * *
SUN — *
"Moongold," an artistic but
land excite the discriminating admipierrot picture.A *second
* *
ff intelligent people, and once more dullTELEGRAM—
film of unusual
Bgri has endowed a character with beauty is offered by Dramafilms
and is enibutes of reality. * * * Many
of his
titled "Moongold." * By a new device
pictures are masterpieces of draphotography, the lighting is confined to
:omposition. His production as a in
characters
mains dark.and sets and the background re3 a vigorous, glowing, living thing
|fcr lets the
spectator's
interest
slacken
MORNING TELEGRAPH— In "MoonWnent. * * *
gold," presented by Dramafilms. Director
JE — With all respect for past pro- Will Bradley
has done an exquisite piece of
we feel that "Carmen" has been decoration
with each shot.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
r the first time on the screen. In
i sweep of action, in vivid and tense
nzation, "Gypsy Blood," to our "The First Circus"— Tony Sarg's Alirpasses both the other
two Lubitsch
manac— Criterion
t known to us as "Passion" and "DeHERALD — Another of the several novel•— *
* "Gypsy Blood" seems to
ties on the bill is the first number of "Tony
tn done with a heavy Teutoni
c hand, Sarg's Almanac," called "The First Circus,"
1 Negri has made of Carmen a ter- and
abounding in dinosaurs and cave men

Sixty-five million feet of
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was the average monthly produc

tion at Kodak Park last year, all
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Dragnet for Thieves
National
Association's
Committee
"Jazzing Up" London
Active — Finns Recovered
in Chicago
Harry Reichenbach said yesThe National Association reports
terday that he expects to sail
for London early in June. He
that a dragnet for film thieves is now
being drawn throughout the country
has no definite plans but anticiand that during the last 30 days 10
pates securing some picture, as
arrests have been made in four cities,
London
up"
"jazz
to
says,
he
with.
a large number of stolen films recovered and clues developed that are expected to lead to the arrest of a large
number of print burglars.
In Cleveland a few days ago, W.
Brunton Expected
C. Hawkins, special representative of
Robert Brunton is expected in town the Film Theft Committee, caused
from Los Angeles in a few days with the arrest and indictment of Julius
a print of "Without Benefit of Watt, alias Jimmie Flannigan, on a
Clergy," the first Rudyard Kipling charge of having stolen prints of "The
production for Pathe. Randolph Mark of Zorro" and "Beautifully
Lewis of Pathe will probably come
east with Brunton.
In Chicago last week the arrest and
Trimmed."
conviction of John Mikolina and John
Ferns have put a stop to a long series of film thefts. Films there were
stolen from delivery wagons, practically all of the companies operating
in Chicago reporting such thefts.
written by
It was learned that a St. Ann, 111.,
HARRY
CHANDLEE
exhibitor had rented the picture from
and
John Ferns, who formerly resided in
St. Ann, but had moved to Chicago.
WILLIAM
B. LAUB
In the cellar of Ferns' home was
This Mark of Merit has apfound a large amount of stolen film
which he said he had bought from
peared upon over thirty productions during the past year.
John Mikolina. After the arrest Mikolina made a full confession, admitting that he stole many cases of film
Offices 130 West 46th
from trucks and sold them whenever
he could find a market. In court
Bryant 9907
Mikolina pleaded guilty to grand larceny and was sentenced to three
months in the House of Correction.
Ferns pleaded guilty to receiving
stolen goods and was fined $250 and
costs. A number of films were recovered.
Other arrests in connection with
OF
THE
TRADER
the theft of film have been made in
RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
Boston and New York.

SUBTITLES

DIRECTORY
READY

REFERENCE

Milton Hoffman Here
All sun burned and looking very fit
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Milton E. Hoffmanns here from the
Bryant 5506 Coast. Will only remain about a
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
week. Hoffman was formerly with
ROBERT EDGAR LONG

They Break Attendance
And Box Office Records*
Exhibitors Name

i

Pictures That Are Making Big Money

and Winning Praise of Patrons

THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

Thi

This picture broke both attendance and box office records,
crqwds liked it very much. — E. J. Weisfeldt, New Strand Theatre
Milwaukee, Wis.
45

MINUTES

FROM

BROADWAY

Broke attendance records. Audiences very much pleased. — Bird
Mausert and Coleman, Rialto Theatre, Glens Falls, N. Y.
IN

OLD

KENTUCKY

Great crowds; big box office receipts. Ran this picture a yea:
ago and booked it for the second showing at the special request q
patrons. Audiences wonderfully pleased. — W. H. Osterberg, Jr.
Orpheum Theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb.
SCRAMBLED

WIVES

Everyone thought it was very good. All glad to see Margueril
Clark again. — Julius K. Johnson, Rialto Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
DANGEROUS

in

BUSINESS

Broke
our attendance
records.
Box office record
excelled
Constance Talmadge is a most popular star. Audiences enthusias
about picture ^nd star. — Elmer Ramsey, Central Theatre, Fairb
Illinois.

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY

Formerly With D. W. Griffith
1482 Broadway
Bryant 6380

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

LABORATORIES
EVANS
LABORATORY
Quality Motion Picture Printing
416-24 W. 216th St.
Wads. 3443
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATORIES
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont 3766
H.

J. Streyckmans"

General
PRINTERS

Manager

188 W.

PROSPECT PRESS
4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND LAB., INC.
Studio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7196
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4985
MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
230-232 West 38th St.
Fitz 4205

A very good picture. A knockout with the women. — Harry Wattt
Strand Theatre, Omaha, Neb.

Players. '

Tourneur Starts "Lorna Doone""
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Maurice Tourneur
has started work on "Lorna Doone,"
which was originally scheduled for
production following "The Last of
the Mohicans." He will not go
abroad for scenes as first planned, but
will go east to secure some New
England atmosphere. Three months
will
probably be spent on the production.
George Backer's Funeral
The funeral of George Backer, who
died Sunday after a week's illness
from pneumonia, will take place this
morning
from' Drive.
his former residence,
137 Riverside

THE

PASSION

FLOWER

a

A good picture from the showman's standpoint as well as th

public viewpoint.
Very pleasing.
Worthy of a good presentatio: '
and campaign. — W. F. Mason, Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere
"

l^L^

4
to

FIRST

m^«»^fc.

A

1

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

Famous

MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE

George Backer was well known
among many New York film men,
not only because of his identification
with the Godfrey Bldg. which he built,
but because from time to time he invested and financially backed a number of productions and companies
He leaves a widow and five children. He was but 47 years of age.
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Question of Days

One of the most important deals of
the year has been closed between
Goldwyn and the Unione Cinematografica Italiana — the U. C. I., or
Italian Film Trust, as it is more
familiarily known — whereby the important U. C. I. productions will be
released in the United States by the
Goldwyn organization. The deal was
closed personally by Samuel Goldwyn
when he was in Rome some weeks

DAILY)

lbany, N. Y. — There is no develent in the censorship situation.
Governor states that he will dis: of the bill within a day or two.
does not intimate in any manner
it he intends to do, but the general
ression is that he will sign it.
ire is no way, however, of getting
le on the situation, either one way
motherr"

The announcement of the consummation of the deal will no doubt prove
ago.

'he Tribune yesterday came out
orially as opposing censorship in
v York.
The editorial follows in
There are three good reasons why Govr Miller should veto the bill creating
Dvie censorship.
First, a censorship is altogether unrican. The idea is as hateful to the
t body of Americans as Governor Miller
said it is to him. A new art form has
an amazing expansion. Abuses have
t in as in all sudden growths — as they
in the early days of the press and during
period when the theater began to minto millions. The good old-fashioned,
id way in such conditions is to have faith
j due remedy will come from the interim of producers and the public. Those
ic
ill
of dancing
who fear it Everything
can't hold
own under
free conditions.
3ur moral and intellectual history conns censorship.
jf (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page

3)

F. P. Declares Dividend
Famous Players-Lasky has declared
a regular quarterly dividend of $2 on
the common stock of the corporation.
It is payable July 1 to stockholders of
record at the close of business
June 15.

"THE SOUL WITHIN"— AUDREY MUNSON
A glimpse into a corner of genuine effort. The Art School — The story,
the settings, the atmosphere in this photoplay will appeal to all as "something different." — Perryplays,
IncJ — Advt.

Reaches Court

Kessel and Baumann Row Results in
Two Suits Being Filed in the
Schertzinger's
Last
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Supreme Court
„os Angeles — It is learned here
A quarrel between the interests of
t Victor Schertzinger is making his Adam and Charles Kessel and those
: picture under his present con- of Charles O. Baumann in the Kes:t with Goldwyn. Whether he will
Pictures Corp. has reew his contract or not is not sel-Baumann
sulted in the filing of two suits in the
>wn.
Supreme Court. In one action the
Kessels
sue as directors to compel
Coast Visitors
Baumann to refund to the treasury
ack Partington, of the Imperial, of the corporation $2,970 paid to his
ifornia, Portola and Granada thea- wife, Mrs. Anna Baumann, for 300
:, San Francisco, is in New York shares of stock in the corporation on
a visit. M. H. Lewis of the Fa- April 27.
The second suit is brought in the
ils Players' organization is here
h him. The theaters which Part- name of Morris Gilman and Bert
ton jointly operates with Eugene Sanders in behalf of themselves and
Roth are controlled by Famous
(Continued on Page 2)
yers.
Jenner Joins Warren Corp.
Villiam H. Jenner. for six years
Dciated with Mr. Warren, has been
:ted a vice-president of the F. B.
rren Corp. Jenner has resigned
n Associated Producers, where he
been Warren's personal repretative in Los Angeles,
enner will have supervision of the
B. Warren offices in Los Angeles,
i Francisco, Seattle and Denver,
will make his headquarters in Los
jeles.

oldwyn-U. C.I. Deal

Important Italian Films To Be Seen
Here — Transaction Was Closed
in Rome

ernor Miller Will Dispose of Censor Bill Shortly- Almost Certain He Will Sign
(Special to WID'S

Price 5 C*ntP

Stern Here; Has "Tarzan" Film
Julius Stern, head of the Century
Comedy Co. and the Great Western
Prod. Co., is in New York from California. He leaves for Europe tomorrow and will take with him prints of
several Century Comedies which are
released through L^niversal and a
print of "The Adventures of Tarzan,"
a new serial starring Elmo Lincoln.
Stern states no distribution arrangements have been made for the
serial in this country.

Four More for T. & D.
Deal

About
Closed
for Pasadena
Theaters— Only $1,000,000
Involved

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pasadena, Cal. — The sale of Pasadena's four theaters to Turner &
Dahnken of San Francisco is under
way. The deal, involving about $1,000,000, as a matter of fact has practically been closed. Turner & Dahnken own houses in San Francisco,
Oakland, Fresno and other northern
cities.
Among the theaters is the Raymond, which cost $500,000, and which
(Continued on Page 3)

Robert Lieber Here
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis,
president of Associated First National, is in town.

Here from London
W. A. Gibson, O. B. E. managing
director of Australasian Films, Ltd.,
and Stuart F. Doyle, managing director of Union Theaters, Ltd., are at
the Claridge. They have arrived
from London, and will remain here
for about six weeks.
^lonferring at Goldwyn Studios
S

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Goldwyn executives
from New York and the managers of
the 22 exchanges are at the Goldwyn
studios in Culver City.
The first business session of the
convention was called together Monday at the studios where A. S. Aronson, general sales manager, outlined
the purposes of the meeting — the
formulation of a sales campaign for
each feature of Goldwyn's fifth year
product.
Reichenbach Gets Italian Film
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Rome — "The
Power
of the Borgias" will be handled in the United
States by Harry
Reichenbach.
A
print has been sent to him.

Thalberg Due Today
Reichenbach stated he had just reIrving Thalberg, general manager
ceived a print of the Italian picture
of Universal City is due in New York and was looking at it in a projection
today from the coast. The reason — a room yesterday. He was particularly
vacation.
enthusiastic about it and said he
thought it was the best EuropeanMarie Prevost Leaves
made production ever sent to this
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
country. Over 8,000 people appear
Chicago — Marie Prevost was here in some of the scenes. Reichenbach
in between trains.
She is on her way
o California to start a series of dra- said he didn't know as yet how it
would be distributed.
natic features for Universal.
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other .stockholders of the corporation,
and names as defendants, Baumann,
the corporation, and May C. Kenny,
secretary, who it is alleged is acting
under orders from Baumann. Sanders holds 100 shares of stock and Gilman says he bought 200 shares of the
$1,000,000 capital, but that the stock
has not been transferred to him because Baumann broke open a desk
several days ago and took the stock
ledger and stock certificate book.
An affidavit by Kessel supporting
the suit states that he refused to consent to the dissolution of the corporation, and that Baumann then stated
that he would put the corporation out
of business. It is alleged that in order to oust the corporation from its
office at 1476 Broadway, where it sublet quarters from the Willat Studios
and Laboratory, which owns $27,000
of the corporation's stock, and of
which Baumann is president, he notified the stockholders that the Willat
company was moving to its laboratory at Ft. Lee and the Kessel-Baumann Co. was going to quarters at
366 Madison Ave., where the plaintiff says Arthur S. Friend, personal
attorney for Baumann, has his office.
The plaintiffs also say that Baumann has called a meeting1 of the
stockholders to increase the number
of directors from four to seven. They
want an injunction restraining the
holding of the meeting on May 16,
and ask that the defendants be compelled to give up the books to some
person appointed by the court. Mr.
Kessel said in his affidavit that Baumann is opening an office in the
Knickerbocker building, where he will
conduct business along the same line
as the corporation and wants to put
it out of business to be relieved of its
competition.

Calnay Has Conklin Signed
James Calnay, president of Olympian Prod., Inc., stated yesterday he
had personally signed a long term
contract with Charlie Conklin, to
make two-reel comedies.
"Deception"
Off Broadway^
Charles Conklin Comedies are exHugo
Riesenfeld
will not transfer
pected to be released as Olympian "Deception" to the Rialto after all.
Prod. Conklin, as noted, is suing the The
picture will round its fourth
Atlas Film Co. of Los Angeles for week at the Rivoli on Saturday night
salary.
and will then be replaced at that theSwitched
ater by "Sham," starring Ethel Clayton. The Rialto will show "The Idol
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
of the North," starring Dorothy DalLos Angeles — Jack Ford, who has ton,
next week.
been directing Harry Carey, will become the mentor for Hoot Gibson,
Sol L. Klapper, attorney, has moved
who is soon to begin work on a series from
the Godfrey Bldg. to the new
of full length productions for Uni- Loew Bldg., where he has larger
versal. His first story will be "The quarters.
Mascotte of the Three Stars."
Ed Rosenbaum, Jr., for some time
attached to the Fox West Coast publicity staff, is back in New York.
Mary Miles Minter is now at work
on "Her Winning Way." Joseph Henabery is directing for Realart.

NewspaperRialto Opinions
P.-L.
"The

Wild

Goose"— F.

POST —morality
This
series. is another in the modern imDAILY NEWS— There's a real heartbreak
in
telling ofMorris
"The Wild
of the
Gouverneur
which Goose,"
has beena story
made
into a very presentable picture.
EVENING WORLD— Love of the child
the forceful sermon in "The Wild Goose."

"Gypsy

Blood"—
StrandFirst

National

POST — Millions will see this picture because it is "Carmen," because a great director has retained the tilings that have made
Prosper Merimee's short story a classic, because a masterpiece has lost little or nothfor beingGerman
transplanted.
* However,
this ingfourth
film is *
in every
respect
the equal of its predecessors, and in some
points their superior.

"Moongold" — Dramanlms
Criterion

TRIBUNE—* * * An extremely beautifu
production,
is over-long. so you don't mind much that :.
(jLt)l(t — William Rradley. when producing "Moongold," should not have piled so
much action on its frail substance : it would
have been twice as successful if half as long.

"The

Lost

Romance"— F.
Criterion

P.-L.

TRIBUNE—* * * It seems rather a pity
that that particular romance ever was found ;
it is verv uninteresting.
GLOBE— The featured film is the least
important number. It is marked chiefly by
the fact
thatstory,
it is but
Edward
Knobloch's
original screen
that leaves
it neither
good nor bad enough for special comment.

"The First Circus"— Tony Sarg's Almanac — Criterion
GLOBE — Nevertheless, Tony Sarg's figures, for all that they are marionettes, have
more relation to human life than these (referring to those in feature).

Camden Exhibitors Get Together
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

pictures can be characterized as "rot-

ten."

Arbuckle
IN

"SQUIRE

(Continued from page 1)
A"Second,Question
ofwe have
Day!'/
in this country
fort;'

eight state jurisdictions, each ot which wi
probably have a censorship if New York seljj
up one.
Yet the movie
industry, from J
nature, must be conducted nationally.
Thin
of what will happen when nearly half a htn
dred censorships, each with a different stanc =
ard of taste, must pass on a film I It wi
seriously interfere with — may even destroy- 1
a great industry.
Daily twenty millions noi
attend cinema productions. It is no light thin
hastily to throw
a monkey wrench
into I
vast a piece of machinery.
"Third, a better system of supervision
be devised to guard than a capricious .
autocratic censorship can possibly furs
It is vitally important to secure that co
eration from the leaders of the industry wL„
can be had for the asking. A commission
given time to work out a plan, promises bet !
ter results than can flow from peremptor
censorship, which the conscienceless proio
cer will be led to fight and which will arm*
such prejudices as to weaken the influeae
of the decent producer. To achieve the eni
the Governor has in view there are t>
ways than a flat censorship.
"The amusement of our people is a
ter of most serious concern. No misun
must be made in relation to the handling o
far and away the most popular form of or M
ganized entertainment. Governor Miller mi;
well elect to follow time-proved principles aw
not plunge the state into an innovatiot
against the whole spirit of our laws and socia

Camden, N. J.— At a meeting held
at the Grand, 18 theaters in this town
banded together and formed a league
with Joe Murphy as temporary chairman and Al Fridrichs, temporary secretary. The league was formed to
combat the attempt on the part of the
The Evening
World
said editori ■
city council to increase the theater tax ally,
in part:
from 10 cents per seat to $1.25.
"The principal trouble with th«
movies is that they are new. Father;
Oklahoma Men Meet
and mothers are not much mor<
familiar with motion pictures thar
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
polity."
Dallas, Tex. — The Oklahoma The- are
the children. The natural censor- C
ater
Owners'
and
Managers'
Assn.
ship
of public opinion will have its
convened here recently. A speaker,
J. W. Sheppard of the Department of
National Education of the State Uni- way before long."
versity, declared that the schools are
using the choicest of films, and that
When RITCHEY posters
60 per cent of the output of motion

A Cyclonic Hit!

Maclyn

One hundred million dollars mad
in steel all ready to be dumped int
the picture business.

PHIN"

accompany a film the exhibitor can be sure that the
best advertising matter attainable isbeing furnished.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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GoldwynU.C.I.Deal Four More for T.&D.
(Continued from page 1)

rtteN ews
No.

38

^,K^£?LCAUSE 20-000 PERSONS
TRN OUT— The Hosiery Contest at
Cal., dazzles eager eyes.
RESIDENT GREETS AMERICA'S
S CHAMPIONS— Tilden and Willay for the President
at the White

>ERSONS SEE THE KENTUCKY
— Scenes of
e Yoursel
the
ar old winner, "Behav
and the race atf,"
Louisr.
UNCLE SAM PROTECTS LIFE
t SHORE — Coast Guard Station No.
s rescue drill at Gloucester, Mass.
icenes from Rome, Italy; Astoria,
San Francisco; etc., etc.

bd

Incorporations
B, Del. — Ascher Halsey Thearp., Newark. Capital, $50,000.
orators, Joseph A. Jacobs and
Ascher of Newark and Amelia
s of East Orange.

Ir, Del. — Florida West Coast
t Capital, $5,000,000. Incork F. P. Tombs, O. E. LyId H. A. Kelly of Tampa, Fla.
|fs, Delaware Registration
"o.
Del. — National Arts of
a. Capital, $100,000. Attorjlaware Registration Co., Wilr,

Del. — Co-operative
ExCapital, $500,000. Attorney,
ition Trust Co. of America.
r, Del. — S. C. L. Service. Cap)0,000. Incorporators, James
rulloch and George H. Sny?Censington, Md., and Richard
he of Washington. Attorney,
I Charter Co.
•
ly — Associated Foreign Film
New York. Capital, 1,000
:ommon stock, no par value;
apital, $5,000. Incorporators,
Lepetto, B. C. Elliott and T.
!ahon, 1440 Broadway.
•, • Del. — Grand Amusement
pital, $3,250,000. Incorporat>rge F. Strotz and Abe Fran)es Moines, la., and Arley B.
Dover.
, Del.— National Non-TheatP. Exchanges, Inc.
Capital
Attorney:
Corporation
o. of America, Wilmington.
Adds To Chain
He, — F. H. Fisher of this city,
of a string of theaters in
has added the Majestic at
I Wis., to his list of houses.

a general surprise to film men in New
York who have been watching the international situation closely.
The statement issued yesterday said
that the greatest spectacles made by
the U. C. I. will be shown here. The
first two will be "Theodora" and
"The Ship." The first has been variously hailed as the most tremendous
spectacle ever turned out of an Italian studio, and has been about two
years in the making. Ambrosio, the
producing unit which made "Quo
Vadis" and "Cabiria" is responsible
for this picture. "The Ship" is founded on Gabriel D'Annunzio's novel,
"La Nave," and was directed by the
poet's son. It was about a year in the
making and in it appears Ida Rubinstein, the famous Russian dancer.
The Goldwyn statement has it that
neither of these two pictures has been
publicly shown anywhere. As a matter of fact, the London Independent
Film Trading Co., Ltd, of London,
England, has trade shown "The

(Continued from page 1)

was opened a few weeks ago. It is
owned by Henry C. Jensen of Los
Angeles. He says the deal had not
been closed formally as far as his
houses were concerned. Jensen also
operates the Pasadena, formerly
Clune's, on West Colorado St. at De
Lacy. He has a 15-year lease on the
latter house, but a 99-year lease on
the land under the Raymond, which
he built. The Pasadena shows vaudeville and pictures.
In addition there are two houses
on East Colorado St, the Strand at
Euclid and the Florence at Hudson
Ave. Jack Root, owner of the Strand.
says his house has been bought for
$150,000. G. H. Schulmann owns the
Florence.

This marks the entrance of the
Turner & Dahnken interests in the
theater field in Southern California.
Their interests to date have been confined to cities in the northern part of
the state. Recently, as noted in these
columns, plans were launched to inaugurate aJunior T. and D. circuit,
designed to develop small theater
properties in Northern California
along the lines of the West Coast
Theaters, Inc.-The Gore Bros.-Ramish-Lesser organization in Southern
California.
It would seem that the purchase of
the Pasadena houses would bring
Turner & Dahnken into direct competition with the other organization,
both of which are affiliated with Associated First National.

No mention is made of any other
pictur
Ship." es. Other important Italian
made films are "The Bridge of
Sighs," produced by Pasquale; one
called "A Tour of the World with A
Paris Ragamuffin," and a third said
to be extremely elaborate. The name
of this is unknown and definite information regarding its nature could not
be learned yesterday. The story is
based on Aztec rule in Mexico.
One film man who is in close touch
with the situation abroad stated yesterday that it seemed logical that
Goldwyn would not go back further
Notables Attend Showing
than 1918 to pick pictures for AmeriA
numbe
r of prominent people in
can showings. He estimated that
there were not more than five or six pictures and stage life attended the
really worth-while Italian pictures private showing of "J'Accuse," at the
available for showing in this country. Ritz last night.
The bulk of the product, he said was
Harrison Laid to Rest
of a distinctly Italian flavor, and of a
type that would not prove suitable for
Funeral services for Louis Reeves
American exhibition.
Harrison were held yesterday from
The Goldwyn deal is significant in
ll's Funeral Church
that it means the introduction in this Campbe
son was 63 years old when . heHarridied.
country of more foreign pictures and, He was identified with pictures for
a
for the first time since "Cabiria," of number of years as an editor and
Italian films. It was pointed out yes- scenario writer. He was for 10
terday that a national distributing with the Moving Picture World. years
organization such as that maintained
by Goldwyn, in conjunction with the
theater properties operated by Gold- quietus on the long-discussed Famous
wyn could insure a number of show- Players deal with U. C. I, in combination with the U. F. A: That deal,
ings for the pictures, whereas, foreign
it
will
be
recalled, was to be a threefilms introduced by individuals might
die because of the lack of theaters cornered affair, but two of the corners, the U. F. A. and the U. C. I.
in which to show them.
It will be recalled that when Gold- are, it seems, out of the reckoning.
About a ye.ar ago, it was learned
wyn came from abroad last week he
advised American producers to watch yesterday, Robertson-Cole secured an
out for the Italians, saying that if any option on the U. C. I. output, and
noteworthy productions were to come that after looking at about 35 pictures, came to the decision that none
from Europe, they would be the proof them was suitable for showing in
duct of Italian producers.
this country.
The transaction evidently puts the

Meeting June 6
N. A. M. P. I. To Convene in New
York This Dinner
Year— May
Have
The fifth annual
National Association

meeting
of the
will be held on
Monday, June 6th,
the association's
headquarters,
1520 atBroadway.
This
date was decided upon at a monthly
meeting of the executive committee,
at which authorization was also given
for the calling of annual meetings of
the several branches
of the association, including the producers, distributors, supply and equipment and general divisions. These
divisions will
meet prior to June 6th, and nominate
directors who will be voted upon at
the annual meeting of the entire association. It is expected
that the
newly elected board of directors will
immediately convene for the election
of officers for the ensuing year.
The annual meeting will be called
at three p. m, on June 6th. Whether
or not the business session will be
concluded with a dinner is to be decided by a committee of three which
was appointed at the Committee
meeting. This committee consists of
Richard A. Rowland, Lee Counselman and Chas. C. Pettijohn.

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN

COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

FOR
RENT
WHOLE OR IN PART

New Motion Picture Studio
fully equipped, in every detail.
Near Famous
new
studio.
20 minutesPlayers'
from Times
Sq. 14,000 sq. ft. without a
post. Facing East River. Immediate possession.
Phone 2337 Murray Hill or
address

B-85,

JACK'S

STILL

care

Wid's

at

EXPRESS
LIVES

138 W. 46th St.
Bryant 6545
Deliveries Anywhere
Under management of
NEMEYER

WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

0MMWW
PHONE
BRYANT 5576

flUi LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 *° STREET
NEW YORK

8303

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MGB.

iMA
At Broadway Theaters
Criterion
A complete change of program has been
made at the Criterion this week. The feature
is "The Lost Romance," a William DeMille
production from an original story by Edward Knoblock. The second number is
"Serenade," sung by Fred Jagel, tenor. A
pleasing number is the Benda Mask Dance
with Desha as "The Sad Girl," Vera Myers
as "The Frivolous Girl" and Paul Oscard as
"The Dude." This number is followed by
"Moongold," an unusual short reel subject
offered by Dramafilms. In it the lighting is
concentrated on the players and the sets
proper are kept in darkness. The last number is "The First Circus," the initial offering
of Tony Sarg's Almanac.

Rialto
The overture at the Rialto this week is
"Martha." The Rialto Magazine is the second number. Edoarda Albano, baritone,
sings "Visione Veneziana." The feature goes
Goose," a Coson next. It is "The Wild through
Famous
mopolitan Prod, released
proTourist,"
"The
is
comedy
The
Players.by Vitagraph. John Priest plays
ducted
"Scotch Fantasia" as the concluding organ
solo.

Strand
"Isabella" is the overture at the Strand
this week. The Strand Topical Review is
the second number and is followed by the
prologue to the feature depicting a street
scene in Seville. The feature is Pola Negri
in "Gypsy Blood." Larry Semon in "The
Rent Collector" is the comedy. The organ
solo is "Grand Choeur."

Owens to Represent A. P.
DAILY)

(Specif to WID'S

ari"
"Calig
Bans
Withdrawn
from
MilCoast Film

German

ler'sHouse
Theater, Picketed
Los Angeles —
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari," the futuristic film produced
in Germany and distributed in this
country by Goldwyn, was received
with such protest here that the engagement at Miller's theater has been
cancelled and another film substituted.
The theater maangement attempted
to put on the production despite the
protests lodged by the American Legion, the Motion Picture Directors'
Association, the Assistant Directors'
Association, the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and Moving Picture Operators.
Pickets from these organizations as
well as wounded veterans of the war
carried banners admonishing the public not to patronize the theater and
in general picketed the theater. The
demonstration was continued in front
of the theater from the opening time
on Sunday until 8:30 at night, when
Miller anonunced that he would start
running another picture.
WID'S DAILY learns that up until sixteredo'clock
about
persons
enthe theater
and 75that
less than
that number attended the evening
show. The demonstration in front of
the theater attracted thousands to
the vicinity. Patrons leaving the theater were jeered but were not otherwise molested. No violence of any
kind was reported.
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YOU
Mr. Exhibitor, are
really our market!
We producers must please you FIRST inil
order to have you interest the public:)

—
ME
LL
TE
What sort of stories you

want me to use for

ker
Bar
ld
Regina
PRODUCTIONS

AssoLos Angeles— To represent Orient
,
ciated Producers, Inc., in the
Harry M. Owens, as special representative, will sail from San Francisco for Japan on June 2d. Owens will
make his headquarters with Oriental
Various picture organizations both
Film Co. in Tokio and will remain in
the Orient for at least three months. here and in the west have gone on
record as opposing the further importation of foreign-made pictures.
The occurrence in Los Angeles, however, is the first to crystallize in any
definite manner.

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADEi

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5506
ROBERT EDGAR LONG
Formerly With D. W. Griffith
1482 Broadway
Bryant 6380

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryant 6796

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

LABORATORIES
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATORIES
Tel. Tremont 3766
General Manager

PRINTERS
BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945
PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., INC.
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7196
Studio — 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4985
MODERN,
FULLY
EQUIPPED
STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
230-232 West 38th St.
Fitz 4205

$1 Top in Chicago
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — The new Ziegfeld on
Michigan Blvd. is showing "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" for an indefinite period. The picture opened
at that theater on May 7 at $1 top.
T. O. C. C. Dinner Tonight
The installation dinner of the Theater Owners' Chamber of Commerce
will be given at the Ritz-Carlton tonight. New members will be introduced.
Changes Policy
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Buffalo — The Olympic, a vaudeville
theater, has announced a change of
policy from straight vaudeville to
vaudeville and pictures, effective May
15th.
The
opening
attraction
will be
"Good Women."
Mangan

Joins the Aliens

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Montreal — Francis A. Mangan, production manager at Phil Gleichman's
Broadway-Strand, Detroit, has been
engaged by the Aliens to stage presentations at their new theater here.
Mangan is from New York, having
at one time been at the Rio.

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS. P. STALLINGS'

7^recochized
Authority
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Almost Double

Hg German Unit

Famous
Players' Business
Jumps —
Quarterlya Few
Report
DaysReady in

jus Players' Teuton Company to
ave Capitalization of 25,000,000
Marks— What of U. F. A.?
(By

Cable to WID'S

Price, Waterhouse & Co., auditors
for Famous Players-Lasky, are now
at work on the first quarterly report
for 1921.
It is expected that it will be ready
in about a week and that it will contain some interesting figures. The
business for January, February and
March of 1921, it is understood, is almost double that for the same period
of 1920.

DAILY)

lin — The new organization which
ph Zukor has in process of for>n here will have a capitalization
,000,000
marks.
Offices
have
secured in Voss St.
ere is much conjecture here over
utme of the U. F. A. The or;ation has been badly hit by Zudealings. The American filrr
latr has signed Pola Negri,
st Lubitsch, Mia and Joe May.
las taken over to the new organm Carl Baratz and Paul DavidThe latter was general manager
[oduction for the U. F. A. Mr.
)s, who is in general charge of
xchange system of the U. F. A.,
bected ation
to forjoin
the 'new
Zukor has
orwhich
no name
selected.
Scardon Coming East
(Special

to WID'S

s Angeles — Paul
or the East.

DAILY)

Scardon

has

dker Gets Ovation in 'Frisco
(Special

to WID'S
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i Francisco — Senator
James
:er of New York was given an
tsiastic reception when
he arhere on Monday from Los An. Exhibitors from Northern Cal)a and Nevada greeted him.

RODUCERS!
ISTRIBUTORS!
U Y E R S !
XHIBITORS!
IEAD

"THE

NDEPE

NDENT
MARKE
T" In
)very Thursday
WID'S DAILY

In view of the number of "depression" stories in circulation, this should
prove very interesting.

"THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— AUDREY
MUNSON
A screen triumph!
A beautifully tragic tale of love and sacrifice as told
by the most beautiful woman in the world, whose face and figure have inspired thousands of masterpieces in oil, bronze and marble.
Perryplays,
Inc. — Advt.

Silver Service

For United Artists

Will Make Hergesheimer Stories
It is understood that Richard Barthehness will make several Joseph
Hergesheimer stories for the newly
formed Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
which will star him in five pictures a
year and release them through Associated First National. D. W. Griffith originally planned to use the
Hergesheimer stories with Barthelmess.
Charles H. Duell, Jr., a cousin of
Elihu Root, is the organizer of Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
38 Airdomes This Year
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — There will be 38 airPresented to William Brandt by T. Griffith Rehearsing
For "The Two domes in St. Louis this year, an inO. C. C. at Ritz Last Night—
Orphans"— Will Work On It
crease of 15 over last year. Despite
About 250 Present
Five Months
the inclement weather of the past
The Theater Owners Chamber of
D. W. Griffith has started rehears- few weeks and the business depresCommerce had quite a party at the
sion, it is being predicted that this
ing for "The Two Orphans," his next
production.
It
will
be
released
thru
year
will
be the banner year for outRitz-Carlton last night. They indoor shows.
United
Artists,
according
to
present
ducted William Brandt into the presidency again, and to make the event
A. P. Sells Oriental Rights
remembered they also presented him
Griffith expects to spend about four
Associated Producers, Inc., have
plans.
with a gorgeous silver service. Syd- or five months on the production. closed a deal with the A. H. Woolaney S. Cohen, president of the M.
whereby that company seP. T. O. of America, made the pre- WID'S DAILY stated on May 3 that cott Co.
cures distribution in the Orient of
sentation speech in his usual excel- Mr. Griffith's next subject would
lent style and everybody cheered to
the company's first year product.
Woolacott and a number of Japathe limit later. Brandt, in accepting, probably be "The Two Orphans."
nese film men are now in Los Angespoke with feeling, and told how he
"Dream
Street"
in
St.
Louis
les. The first release will be "Lying
appreciated the gift and the sentiment behind it.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
After which there was some excelSt. Louis — "Dream
Street"
will
lent entertainment and later a dance.
Kessel Plans "Lab" in Belgium
Nicholas Kessel, owner of the
at William Fox's Liberty May
There were about 250 in attendance, open
15. Two shows a day will be given. Nicholas Kessel Laboratories, has
and the affair was marked with that The
run is an indefinite one.
decided to open a branch somewhere
enthusiasm and good cheer that alon the Continent, possibly in Antwavs
stamps
meetings
of
the
T.
o.'c. c.
werp, Belgium. With this in view,
Neilan Starts New Film
he Lips."
is sending as his representative
Marshall Neilan has started work Martha McCarthy to look over the
Taylor Going to Europe
on a second picture at the Biograph field.
studio. The picture will be divided
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Miss McCarthy has been w-ith the
Los Angeles — William D. Taylor into three episodes and Neilan at Kessel Laboratories a number of
plans to take his vacation in Europe. present is working on the crook epi- years. She sails for Europe Satursode. Rockliffe Fellowes and James
day on the Olympic and will be gone
He has been given a leave of absence
until Aug. 1.
Bradbury, Jr., are in the cast.
several months.
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ATLANTIC CITY— Dempsey moves >
ing quarters to ocean resorts and start
tive training. The champion in action
hard man on punching bags and spa
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BOSTON, MASS— 1000 to 1 shot wins
partners.
To prove truth of old fable race is si
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sider in betting tortoise breezes hom
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strong for the war stuff. Cheer Von Hi;
berg as he leaves for East Prussia.
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Quotations
Las i

Bid. Asked
Sah
78
78/2
Famous Players .. HVz
Not quoted
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
4^4
5
Not quoted
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc.,
17^
18
17y4
Triangle
Vs
Vs
¥&
quoted
Not
World Film
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Incorporations
Dover, Del. — Consolidated Theaters Co. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators, William Hallam, Jr., Charles
L. Kress and Raymond L. Hilend,
Phoenixville, Pa. Attorney, Colonial Charter Co.
Albany, N. Y. — Leader Theaters,
Brooklyn. Capital $32,000. Incorporators, M. Shapiro, J. Gulkis and
M. Kay. Attorneys, Levy, Gutman
& Goldberg, 215 Montague St.
Dover, Del. — Grand Amusement
Co. Capital, $3,250,000. Incorporators, George F. Strotz, Abe Frankle,
Des Moines, la., and Arley B. Magee, Dover. Attorney, Arley B. Magee, Dover.

Harry Sweet in Century Comedies, the
Just one explosion after another.
big, clean laugh that comes to you every week. — Advt.
Developing Canadian Claim
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Alta. — The Canadian TheCalgary,
aters Ltd., owners of the Princess,
have purchased the Regent and
Dreamland in Edmonton. A. H.
Lawrence will be the manager of both
the Edmonton
Houses.
This company is planning to have
houses ail through Western Canada.
Meighan After Exteriors
Tom Meighan and the "Cappy
Ricks" company leave for Boston
today to secure exteriors for the picture which Tom Forman is directing.
The company includes Agnes Ayres.
The ship-wreck will be filmed off the
Maine Coast.
Belle Green, sister
Green, is in New York
wood. Miss Green has
a number of coast-made

of Dorothy
from Hollyappeared in
pictures.

Another Studio Ball
The annual studio ball of the
Returning
fromanda 13
months'
trip ern Famous Players organi
hrough
Central
South
America,
will be held at the Commodore
N.
Goldwyn's
ive A.in Reichlin,
Latin America,
is in representaNew York.
day
evening, May 20. Among
Reichlin visited all the countries in
he southern continent, and reports who will be present will be
Agnes
Ayres,
Coi
hat Goldwyn Pictures are now sold Ferguson,
n all parts of South America.
Binney, Wallace Reid and Tl
Meighan. The usual entertait
Tourneur Buys Original
will
giventheandZiegfeld
Fisher'sRoof
Ni
Band befrom
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Maurice Tourneur
"Wally"the jazz.
Reid
promises
to
has purchased "Coals of Fire," an supply
original story by Malcolm Mollan. every
instrument
in the orch
He will probably produce it after
'Lorna Doone," Robert A. Sanborn ing
Supper
untilabout
it is1 o'clock
time toandgo then
to
s now on the Tourneur staff.
B. Y. O. B.
Kaufman Here
Eugene H. Kaufman,
president of
he Inter-Ocean Accessories Corp. of
Calif., is in town.
He came east from
The exhibitor wants the I '
Cleveland
where
he attended
the
finest posters obtainable. I
ighth National Foreign Trade Convention.
The RITCHEY LITHO. 1
IReichlin Returns from Long Trip

CORP.
Albany, N. Y. — Theater Development Corp., New York. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators, L. Blankfield, J.
G. Solomon. Attorney, G. F. Mattuck, 135 Broadway.
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Independents Organize -A Suggestion
Which Meets Approval Among Leaders
Could Put the Business On a Sound Basis — Drive the "Short Roll" Operators and "Gyps" Out of the Field and Put Conditions On
a Real- Basis — Some Reasons Why It Is Needed

Why not an organization of independents-buyers as well as
sellers?
Why not an organization which would put sound business
methods in this field, driving from the field those operators who
have from time to time been working on "short rolls" and who
have given the sellers all kinds of trouble?

The

CH

Market

A prominent member of one of the
largest concerns in the independent
field, when asked about such a move,
said: "We have talked about such an
idea very often. There are only about
half a dozen large operators located
in New York, and when we have had
any reason to question any buyer we
have talked it over. But there is no
reason why we should not be organized, and I will be very glad to talk
over."head of another large concern
it The
declared that such an organization
would be "of inestimable value" to
the independents. "We need such an
organization very much," he said.
Said the distributor who is sponsor
of the idea: "When you think of
what the distributors in the independent field are up against," said Sameth, "it can easily be seen why such
an organization should exist. A buyer comes in and makes a deal. We
order the prints from the laboratory
and tie up possibly $1,000. Then what
happens? The prints go out, and the
advertising matter as well. That is
our money. Then if this man is
'wrong' he refuses to accept the express package and it gets into the 'onhand' department, where it can easily
be lost. If we fail to push the transaction through the package rests in
the express company and that is the
end of it. If by chance we have sold
all the rest of the country and this
buyer fails to take up the package, it
means we are absolutely stuck. If
there is some territory open we still
have a chance of using those prints.
"But why should a business of this
importance and size have such problems to meet? If you take a signed
order cernby
conin anya recognized
other field business'
to your bank
you can do something
with it. It

1Small
1 OutIndependent
Of Business
Companies

May
Be Closed if Censorship Bill Becomes A Law
Should Governor Miller sign the
Clayton-Lusk act and bring censorship to New York State, it was predicted yesterday by a well known film
man that this would probably result
in a number of the smaller companies
being put out of business.
"All prints and negatives will be
taxed under the bill," said this man,
"and I don't see how the smaller concerns will be able to stand this assessment, especially at this time. The
tax is $2 and $3 a reel for prints and
if a concern has several branch offices
and several prints of each subject it
means an assessment of something
like $5,000 to be paid on August 1.
I'd like to know how .many concerns
are in a position to put up this
amount of money. I mean the smaller concerns. I can see a lot of them
going out of business.
"Just what will happen to these
prints I don't know. They will either
be sold outside the state for whatever they will bring, or they can be
destroyed. They would make a fine
bon fire. That's what the bill is
going to do to the little fellow. The
big concerns don't count. Famous
Players can put up its $70,000 without
a quiver. But what about the little

means something.
But in this busifellows?"
ness an order is meaningless.
"This is only one of the problems
which an organization can work out.
The organization should include the
buyer as well as the seller and by getting together occasionally and
straightening out our difficulties we
can put this business on a footing that
is safe and sound.
Let's do it."

THE

HOPE
DIAMOND
MYSTERY
uring

Feat

Grace Darmond
Has greater exploitation
possibilities than any picture
ever made.
That is one of the reasons
Pioneer bought it for New

York.
You can't go wrong if
you follow their example.

Some

Open Territory
Still Left

Rayford
A dvertising ideas poorly executed are wasted dollars.

3RWARD FILM
3ISTRIBUT0RS
Inc.

dollars — "fighting
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Advertising
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Make
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dollars.'
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AVE.

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Engineers

117 West 46th Street, New
Telephone
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York City
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Beulah Livingstone Going to Eur !
Beulah Livingstone will sail
A Correction
The following First National man- Mauretania
June 9th for a t\
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will visit all the Associated First!
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on
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vertently stated that Lois Webater costing $250,000.
K. H. Clark, New York; E. J. tional's affiliated foreign exchanges |
er was the only woman memFrance, Italy and England.
ber of the M. P. D. A. Ida
Buffalo, N. Y.
Hayes, Buffalo; R. C. Seery, Chicago;
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y
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Park
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ment
Amuse
Buffalo— The Creole
T.
B.
Spry,
Boston;
M.
K.
Keleher,
new
department
for
the Schenck
's AsDirector
member ofsociationthe
Co. is planning a $100,000 theater at
and was
in
elected
Mew Haven; W. E. Lusk, Cleveland; tivities. a foreign branch of the pi
1636 Genesee St.
licity department,
to be known
|
January, 1919.
R. H. Haines, Cincinnati; J. F. Cub- The Overseas Feature Service.
Ecorse, Mich.
berly, Minneapolis; H. J. Fitzgerald,
Mich.— A theater costing
Ecorse,
Milwaukee; E. C. Rhoden and S. W.
Three New Houses for Cu
$15,000, seating 300, will be built here.
Hatch, Kansas City; S. S. Schwarz,
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Mankato, Minn.
Des Moines; H. M. Weinberg, OmHavana — Three new theater:
Hollywood
—
Bayard
Veiller
has
rean
Americ
The
—
Minn.
to,
Manka
aha; W. J. Heenan, Philadelphia; S. Fausto, the Cine Neptune
an
turned to Metro's Hollywood studios
Amusement Co. has bought a build- after a ten days' vacation spent in V. Edwards, San Francisco; L. E. Cine Edison, will open on Ma;
ing here that they will remodel into Northern California.
Cuba's national holiday.
The Fi
Tillman, St. John; A. Gorman, Mon- will
a picture theater.
show Paramount
and
Real
treal; W. J. Drummond, Toronto;
The fashionable Coronado Hotel
pictures and is controlled by an
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
has been selected as the location for F. Brown, Indianapolis; S. J. Baker, cial of the Caribbean
Film Co.j
Catadistributors for Paramou;
The
Y.—
St. Louis; C. R. Beachem, Atlanta; elusive
N.
Niagara Falls,
Cuba.
the
exterior
scenes
of
Viola
Dana's
ract Theater Corp., a $1,200,000 cor- new Metro picture, "The Match F. P. Bryan, Charlotte; C. H. Feldporation, will erect a theater here.
man, Portland; L. O. Lukan, Seattle;
C. E. Sawyer and A. L. Pratch
It will be called the Strand and will
A. M. Fabian, New Jersey; J. Skir- of the company are here from 9
Breaker."
is
who
hert,
Schuc
A.
J.
.
2,500
seat
Pratchett makes his headc
Metro's fourth producing unit has boll, Pittsburgh; H. Scott, Detroit; York.
interested in several Buffalo theaters,
W.
E.
Callaway,
Dallas;
D.
Bershon,
ters
here
permanently and Sawyj
gone
into action
the the
company's
is an incorporator.
Hollywood
studio atwith
arrival Los Angeles; j. P. Anderson, Wash- New York.
from New York of George Baker and
ington; S.J. Coffland, Vancouver; W.
Randalia, la.
his corps of assistants.
M. Mitchell, Calgary; B. Bloom, WinRandalia, la.— School children here
nipeg; L. L. Goldberg. Louisville; J.
New
Pathe Series
are trying to raise funds for a theater.
H. Ashbv, Denver; L. L. Hall. Salt
"A
Question
of
Honor."
the
famous
Pathe
announces
for early re
Ruth Cross story, has been selected
Lake City; C. J. Briant. New Or- a series of short reels to be ki
St. Paul, Minn.
leans,
and
Jack
Brainard,
Oklahoma
production. City.
St. Paul — A theater seating 1,000 for Anita Stewart's next GAUSMAN.
as Pathe Screen Studies. The
will be built here by the American
leases will be composed of mat
Eight business sessions will be
Theater Co.
Still Going Strong
held: two a day for the four days. which Pathe has been accumul
for some time. Colored pictures
Glucksmann
Buys Serial
With the nine weeks in the Shu- The Thursday discussions will be de- be used in some of the issues
voted
to
general
topics.
Jacobo Glucksmann has purchased bert-Crescent in Brooklyn, "Way
the entire Latin-American rights on Down East" has now shown in Greater New York 630 times, and in a few
"The Miracles of the Jungle" which
more
weeks will provide a new recFederthe
by
ally
is handled domestic
ord for pictures.
ated Film Fxchanges. The deal was
closed with the Apollo Trading Corp.
Veterans Condemn German Films
These

New Theaters

Coast Brevities

"King Log" Showing Tonight
Governor Percival Baxter, of
Maine, will attend the first private
si owing in New York of "The Rider
Log," adapted from the
the ofKing
of
novel
Holman Day. The showing
will be held at Aeolian Hall this
evening. Associated Exhibitors. Inc..
will distribute the film.
Organizing for Protection
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Spanish war veterans
have passed resolutions condemning
the further importation of Germanmade pictures.
Joins Asso.
(Special

to

F lm

WID'S

Press
DAILY)

Atlanta — The Weekly Film Review, published by Anne Eugene
Aiken, has joined the Associated Film
Press and will be represented in NewYork by Tom Hamlin.

Los Angeles — Thousands of actors,
directors, cameramen and workers in
Drew Post Plans Show
coast studios who ascribe their unThe S. Rankin Drew Post of the
employment to the importation of
European films are organizing to seek American Legion, to which a number
legislation protecting themselves. The of film men belong, will sponsor a
Fraternal Order of Orioles has pass- show at the Hippodrome on Sunday
ed resolutions memorializing Con- night. D. W. Griffith and Frank Bacon will appear in a sketch called
gress that some action be taken to do
away with the unfair competition with "Just Nothin'." Others who have
which they say they have to fight. promised to appear are Dorothy Gish,
The American Society of Cinematog- James Rennie. Mae Marsh, Gordon
raphers, the Actors' Association and Standing, Gilbert Rooney, Mae Murray, Wallace McCutcheon, Arthur
other organizations have started action.
Rankin and Betty Blythe.
Fire in Projection
Room
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Winchester. Ya. — Fire in the projection room of the Strand sent the
audience to the street and did $2,500
damage.

Grace B. Faxon and Robert E. Bernian have opened offices at Room
1018, Candler Bldg.. to handle the
cutting and titling of pictures. Miss
Faxon was formerly with Pathe.

Anna Q. Nilsson is on her way to
Sweden for a vacation. She will visit
Paris and London before returning to
New York.

Norma Talmadge's next release,
formerly titled "Satan's Paradise,"
has now been definitely titled "Regeneration Isle," and will be released
L-aily in August.
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PRIZE
WINNERS

State
Rights

THREE productions starring the winners of the >y"Fame and
Fortune Contest" conducted by the Motion Pictures Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland.

" FROM

FARM

TO FAME

A two reeler in which Miss Corliss Palmer is judged the winner
of the 1920 contest by Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish, Hope
Hampton and other screen celebrities appearing in the picture.
Several hundred other beauties are also introduced. It has
been designed as a comedy to accompany

CORLISS in PALMER
The Million Dollar Beauty

"THE

ETERNAL

TWO"

a five reel feature offering Miss Palmer and Allene Ray who
was awarded the second prize. A picture that is backed by the
5,000,000 circulation of the Brewster publications and two
hundred big advertising angles.

"LOVE'S REDEMPTION"

with
Blanche McGarity and Anetha Getwell
1919 Winners of Fame and Fortune

In addition to these two beautiful young ladies this production
contains all of the final honor roll and winners of the 1920
Some from your own town.
Fame and Fortune Contest.

fiTthe history of state rights bigger pictures have never been
offered. The Brewster publications have been giving them
unlimited advertising and millions of people are waiting to
see them.
These are Pictures that Real Showmen will make a fortune on.

Clark-Cornelius Corp.
117 West 46th St., New

York City

DAILY
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Opportunity
If you really want good pictures— here's your
chance.
Here is the Independent Exchangeman's chance to become part of an organization
that will mean something.

First Release Now Ready
C. C. BURR
Presents
KAY

LAURELL

the Ziegfeld Follies
Beauty, hailed as the girl
with the form divine by
critics and public, in a
startling social romance
by America's foremost
playwright, EDGAR
SELWYN. Adapted for
the screen by ANTHONY
PAUL KELLY, scenarioist of Way Down East;
Directed by JOHN B.
O'BRIEN, who directed
Poor Little Pepina with
Mary Pickford and many
other successes ; Titled
and Edited by H. H.
CALDWELL

We will send our plan to any reputable Exchange buying independently.
We will release a series of ten features of first quality, especially
produced for first run exhibition. The first picture will be
released in September, and a picture approximately every month
thereafter.
The first release features Kay Laurell, one of the most beautiful
girls in the world, the second another female star, and there will
be three with one of the most popular male stars of the day.
Our plans include a series of productions from the stories of a famous
author whose picture successes have set a new standard for outdoor productions. The female star identified with this author's latest work will
be featured in our series.
Each picture is produced by a seasoned and tried organization, with a
successful story approved by the public in a play or book form.
Local distributing organizations having the facilities to reach the best
theatres in their respective territories are invited to communicate with
us to our mutual advantage.

AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS,

Inc.

C. C. BURR, Pres.

133-135-137 West 44th Street
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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rhat Independents Are Doing The Country Over
lligan Optimistic

Sxcellent Demand for Good Mail— Plans Series of Two Reel's with Well Known Stars

For Ind'p'd'ts ? "Civilization" Again
Home
St. Louis Men Thinking of Erecting Pioneer To Revive Ince Spectacle —
First Run Theater to House
Attractions

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — Would it pay the independent film exchanges and independent producers of a metropolitan
alk of hard times is not justi- district to construct a first run theater to be devoted exclusively to the
y conditions existing in the inshowing of first run independent prodent field.
ductions?
ie buyers in the independent
That question is being seriously
want product," he said. "They considered by certain independents
good pictures. The only rea- here, and it is not beyond the realms
here is talk of had business is of possibility that a large theater of
this nature may be erected in the
most of the producers haven't Grand Avenue theatrical district or
ing particularly worth while to in one of the down-town shopping
districts.
I spoke to practically every imIt has been estimated that a
it independent buyer in the termodern theater with a seating capaciI covered— Denver, Omaha,
ty of from 1500 to 2500 could be congo, St. Louis, New Orleans, Atstructed at a cost of $200,000.
Washington, Philadelphia — The tentative locations have been
Did them of the series of animal
suggested: on Grand Ave., between
es and the productions in two Olive St. and Morgan St., or on
with well known stars, and they Seventh or Eighth St., between
ere optimistic over the idea. Locust and St. Charles Sts.
i has undoubtedly been an overAt present the field is largely conction of Westerns and comedies
trolled by the Paramount and Askave little or no merit. But for
sociated First National interests.
worth-while product that can be William Fox has his own first run,
mted on an equitable basis I the Liberty. The real independents
I an excellent market; better in
han it has been for some time, have found it practically impossible
to land a premier showing.
whole question is, 'have you
ihing
the
independent
buyer
Equity
Sales
■?'
Equity announces the sale of
,'oduction costs are from 40 to
r cent lower than at any time "Keep to the Right" to the D. and
past two years. This is due to S. Film Co. of Boston for New Englet that the large producing inland. Equity's "The Black Panther's
s have been cutting down their Cub" will he shown at the Majestic,
Boston,
on May 29th.
tions- and a number of importtars and directors are now availat a figure that could not have
Sitterly Leaves Buffalo Exchange
inviting at any time during the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
five years. I know of 12 availBuffalo, N. Y.— John Sitterly has
fetars myself. Story material is resigned as manager of the exchange
ivailable at a real price.
Under operated by A. J. Sardino, formerly
conditions producing should be the Dooley Exchange. H. N. Webable, and will he.
We will have
ster is his successor.
wn organization and I look to
;r a trip covering the major porif this country cast of Denver,
srbert Milligan is of the opinion

y prosperous season."
il Dog
Dawson"
Hoxie's
Next
vil Dog Dawson" will be the
f the June release of the second
Hoxie series, according to Arwho are handling these pictures
: independent field.
pilms Awaiting Claimants
p National Association has been
:d that "Loyal Hearts," "Her
est Hour" and "Ike's Legacy"
eing held in the dead mail secDf the Chicago post office awaitlaimants.

New

Producers

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dallas, Tex. — It is reported Peacock Prod., Inc., which have been
distributing Clara Kimball Young
pictures, will shortly begin to make
their own.

Ready for Immediate
on Subject

Bcok ngs

Pioneer Film will re-issue "Civilization," the big Thomas II. [nee
spectacle which was first shown some
years ago. It is understood that
1'ioneer officials feel that t! e success
a Nation"
by "The
achieved
at
the Capitol
whereBirth
it is of
rounding
out
a two weeks' run, indicates that the
public is anxious to see productions
of a spectacular nature. Bookings
day.
will be accepted beginning next MonPioneer Buys New Serial
Pioneer has purchased N. Y. City
and State and North. N. J. rights
on "The Hope Diamond Mystery"
from the Howells Sales Corp. Grace
Darmond appears in the production.
May Yohe wrote the story.

See Page Eight
Acd tonal

developments

in

the independent field will be
found on the next page.

Al Gilbert To Produce
Al Gilbert will make a series of
pictures for the state right market.
He has opened offices in the Candler
Bldg. for the Al Gilbert Film Prod.,
Inc., a corporation formed under the
laws of the State of New York.
Officers are Al Gilbert, president;
Joseph Errico, vice-president; V.
Mitarotanda, secretary and treasurer.
Art and Music Combine
(Spec ;il to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland — Exhibitors
Poster Service Co., will handle
the Synchronized Senario Music
Scores
for the
Southern
Ohio territory.

Pioneer in St. Louis Buys
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
St. Louis — Leroy Scott of the Westart Pictures came to St. Louis this
week and closed a contract with Tom
Leonard of Pioneer to take his series
of seven westerns featuring Al Hart
for Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois. They will be ready for release shortly.
Savini Has

Two

Reel Westerns

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta — Savini Films, Inc., control for North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama
nessee a series of Mustang
each in two reels. There
the series and release will
other week.

The Music

Shop

that caters to
FILM FOLKS
OPEN

and Tenwesterns,
are 26 in
be every

EVENINGS
Victrolas
Pianos
Richardson's
Inc.
727 WEST SEVENTH ST.
Phone 64955

Lo. Angeles

A guarantee for increased box office receipts
DIRECTED
=BY=

To Sell Direct
The Producers Service Co., with
offices in the Times Bldg., plans to
sell direct to state right buyers instead of placing the handling of their
pictures with others.

The company controls "The Vicar
of Wakefield," which is being booked
by the Interchurch Film Corp.; "Is
a Mother to Blame?" now handled by
Strong for Prologues
Joy Film; and "The New Minister,"
rologues are the only things that now being state righted by Horizon
?et more money into the house," Pictures, Inc. "Winning the FutuElmer McGovern. He has Sigrity" will be the first of a series of
atterson going from city to city fours to be offered directly. Two
"The Woman Untamed" in or- will be re-issued and two new subo have at hand everywhere a
jects. Producers Service until now
Igue for this picture. McGovern has been handling advertising and exploitation for producers.
ts things "moving right along."

FRED NIBLO

TsilM

DAILY

Arrow

E. H. Emmick of San Francisco the
Purchaser — New
Exchange
Organized
E. H. Emmick, head of the Peerless Film Service, Inc., of San Francisco, while in New York this week
signed up for Arrow's entire new list
of 26 features. This will give Emmick
for his territory the four James Oliver Curwood productions; the four
Neva Gerber series; the entire eight
Jack Hoxies and the following other
features: "The Golden Trail," "Bitter Fruit," "Woman's Man," "The
Tame Cat," "The Deceiver," "The
Chamber Mystery," "The Stranger in
Canyon Valley," "Bachelor Apartments" and "The Man Who Trifled."
All of these productions will be
booked through the new Progress
Features Exchange at 'Frisco, recently organized by Emmick, together
with W. O. Edmunds, formerly of the
Hodkinson service. This new exchange was opened for the purpose
of handling state rights features, the
Peerless exchange having always distributed nothing but short subjects.
The first feature release will be "The
Golden Trail" and the territory for
distribution is California, Arizona,
Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands.
W. O. Edmunds, Emmick's partner, spent the last three years as manager of the Hodkinson branch at San
Francisco.
May Sign Franklyn Farnum
DAILY)

Wilkesbarre, Pa. — A new producing concern is reported under way
here. The concern has a studio at
Forty Fort. It is said to have made
an offer to Franklyn Farnum.
WID'S DAILY, on April 27, stated
in a special dispatch from Tulsa,
Okla., that W. M. Smith, owner of
the Orpheum and Rialto theaters
there, was organizing a producing
company to make a series of westerns
featuring Franklyn Farnum. Shorty
Hamilton, and an unnamed woman
player. Work was scheduled to start
on May 1.
Before that Farnum was reported
as signed by C. B. C. Film Sales for
features.
Westart Is Smith's Company
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Tulesa, Okla. — Wm. Smith is president of the Westart Pictures, Inc.,
producing five-reel western features,
starring Al Hart and Jack Mower.
The pictures are all being made at
the Westart studios here.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo.— The Standard
Film Co. has purchased from the
Westart Pictures, Inc., a series of
eight five-reel westerns, starring Al
Hart. "The Cowboy Ace" is the first.
Hankin Buys Westerns
(Special to WTD'S

Thursday, May 12,

Closes Big Deal; Other Live

Sells 26 Features

(Special to WID'S

IUU- I ■* J.JI.BIM

DAILY)

St. Louis— S. J. Hanklin, of Fine
Arts, has purchased 26 two-reel Westerns featuring Jack House. Also
"The Isle of Destiny," starring Paul
Gilmore from the Character Pictures
Corp.

St.

Koplar Buys In

Louis Film Man
Interested
Hostettlers
and
Federated
Franchise in Middle West

Gentry Productions

in "The American" by Booth Tarkington The First Picture — Company After Church Showings
Gladys Gentry has formed her own
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
St. Louis — It is learned that Sol company, the Gladys Gentry Prod.,
Koplar has purchased a half interest Inc., and will shortly begin work on
in the Hostettler Amusement Co., her first feature, "The American," by
which controls a string of 63 theaters Booth Tarkington.
Tarkington, who will assist her in
in Iowa, Nebraska, Northern Missouri and Kansas and in the Feder- staging the productions, will also
ated Film Exchange, which controls write the scenario.
These productions will be designed
the Federated franchise for Iowa and
Nebraska.
especially for presentation in schools
Al Kahn, general manager of the and churches, but will be equallv desirable for the better class theaters.
Federated and Crescent Film Exchanges of Kansas Cit, is interested
Burr Takes More Space
in the consolidation. The new company will open offices in Des Moines
Charles C. Burr of Affiliated Disand Omaha.
tributors, Inc., has taken over the
office space at 135 W. 44th St., until
.Special to WID'S DAILY)
Omaha — Al Kahn has completed now occupied by Sydney Garrett.
arrangements and plans with regard
Plan Ritz Showing
to the new Federated Film Exchange.
The offices of the new company are
Officials of the Pantheon Pictures
located at 2034 Farnum St., where
planning a showing of "On the
they occupy 7,500 sq. ft. of floor space. are
Back Lot," which Charles Miller directed, with Anetha Getwell as the
Eddie Lipson, former key town representative for Fox, will act in a star, at the Ritz-Carlton. It is the
sales capacity for Federated.
company's first picture.

Item]

Brandt Leaves Los Angeles
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

$

Los Angeles — Joe Brandt, n
dent of the C. B. C. Film Sales 1
who has been here for two moi
going over production details on I
room Boys Comedies, Screen
shots, Star Ranch Westerns, an
tures which are released throu;
company,
has completed
his w :
and leaves for the East today,
I
will make
a few stops enroute
look over the state right situa
in several of the larger citiesJ
For Broadway Showing
The Producers
Security Corp.
nounces it has just made contract
arrangements with Thomas Mott
borne
for the general
distribu
throughout
the
country
of
Right Way."
The picture, dire
by Sidney
Olcott, is scheduled
open on Broadway
soon.
WI
DAILY
stated this several wi
ago.
Phila. Exchange Has Sarg's Ainu

(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Philadelphia
— The Blue
Rj'
Exchange, 1333 Vine St., has fort
territory the Tony Sarg Alma
Wasserman Now Sole Owner
New Release for Federated
series. The first one, "The 1
Circus," is playing at the Stai
"Screen Snapshots," showing in(Special to WID'S DAILY)
theater.
Release is once monthly
timate touches of the daily lives of
Atlanta — W. H. Wassman, of the
film stars, will be distributed by Fed- W. & S. Film Distributing Co., is now
crated during the next year.
sole owner of that organization. S.
T. Stephens, who was a member of
New Urban Series
the original firm, has withdrawn from
Charles Urban is making a series the company, but the name W. & S.
will be retained by the present manOF
THE
TRADM
of pictures which he will call "Modern Truths from Old Fables." They agement.
RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
will be taken from the classics.
READY
REFERENCE
Allied After Features?
Charles Rosenfield, president of the
Horizon Has "New Minister"
PUBLICITr
Horizon Pictures, Inc., has ready Allied Distributing Corp., who has
TISING—
ADVER
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
been on the road for his company for
The Screen Bulletin
for the state rights market, "The New several weeks, is back in New York.
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant I
Minister," based on Will T. BingThis company is understood to be
ROBERT EDGAR LONG
ham^ stage play. Lem F. Kennedy
negotiating for a series of features.
directed the picture.
Formerly With D. W. Griffith
Bryant
This series is expected to be but one 1482 Broadway
of several units which will be handled
75% Sold
ARTISTS AND ART TITL
Export and Import announces on the franchise basis with the indeF. A. A. DAHME,
INC.,
pendent buyers throughout the
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
i
through George H. Hamilton that country.
220
W.
42nd
St.
Bryant (
the concern now has a wild animal
.
BROKERS
comedysoldcalled
'Em,"
has
Services for Harold H. Spector
been
75% "Sic
to the
Firstwhich
National
PICTURE
SECURITIES
Funeral services for Harold H. MOTION
exchanges in the United States and
Investments
Canada.
Spector were held yesterday morn- 454-460 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los An|
ing at Campbell's Funeral Church.
FILM
EDITOR
Spector was well known in local film
Arranges for Important Bookings
TOM
BRET
circles,
having
been
active
for
some
Producers Security has put over
Titles
Scenarios — Film Cutting
some big bookings for some of its time in the state rights field. He was 133 W. 44th St.
Bryant 6903
N.I32 years of age. Death was due to
features. "When Dawn Came," is
LABORATORIES
scheduled to appear in two Cleveland pneumonia.
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATOR1
houses simultaneously the week of
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremont I
May 22. being booked for the Strand
Making Two Reel Comedies
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager
The Harris Dickson Film Corp.
and Metropolitan. "The Right of
PRINTERS
has commenced making a series of
Way" is booked to start a week's
BARNES
PRINTING CO.
engagement at the Pantheon, Toledo, two reel comedies from Dickson's
Motion Picture Specialists
the same week "Dawn" opens in Saturday Evening Post stories. Op- 36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy
Cleveland.
erations have been in progress at the
PROSPECT PRESS
Perry (formerly the Amsterdam)
Spring
Studios, and the company has gone to 188 W. 4th St.
Magnet Buys Grande Features
STUDIOS
Fred W. Falkner, of the Falkner- Vicksburg, Miss., to complete exTyrol Prod., Inc., has sold the first teriors.
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., INC.
of Susan Grande features for Great209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7
Major Warren P. Munsell has re- Studio—
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4981
er New York and Northern New JerAly MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED STUI
presidenc
the Keith's
assume of
sey, to the Magnet Film Exchange. hambra signedtoas manager
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
The first release will be "The Girl of the corporation. Ralph Dean has
been engaged to direct.
230-232 West 38th St.
Fits "
With A Million."

DIRECTOR

7/eRECOCHIZED

rcBRADSTREET

Authority

f FILMDOM
XVI
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Price 5 Cent!
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lufman in Charge ?

Ready For Confab
M.

P. T. O. To Have Busy Three
Day Sess:on in Washington —
Many To Attend
National officers and executive
committeemen of the M. P. T. O. A..
will meet in the Hotel Washington at
Washington, D. C, Tuesday, May 17,
for a three day session.
At this meeting, plans will be consummated for the launching of the
national legislative program during
the present session of Congress.
This legislation will be in the form
of more equitable and uniform contract laws, relief from the present
music tax. and moderation or elimination of the present taxation system,
with
reference to the 5%
rental special
tax.

jr's Brother-in-Law May Superise Production of F. P.-L.'s
German Organization
Kaufman, who is now in Eu, may be placed in charge of
tever German production Famous
ers enters upon. Kaufman, who
Ldolph Zukor's brother-in-law,
t abroad with Mr. and Mrs. Zusome weeks ago.
hen he left New York Kaufman
rather indefinite as to what he
cted to do on the other side. He
d that he may make a picture in
>pe.
j definite information could be
red yesterday from Famous
ers. Jesse L. Lasky's office red inquiries to H. D. H. Cons office. When Mr. Connick was
led,
stated he hadn't heard
t the he
matter.
Zukor Leaves Tomorrow
(By

Cable

to

WID'S

DAILY)

mdon — Adolph
Zukor leaves for
York tomorrow.
He is due in
York Saturday, May 21.
Another Deflection
(By

Cable

to WID'S

DAILY)

"THE

SOUL

WITHIN"— AUDREY

MUNSON

A dramatic pictorial narrative, revealing the soul-beauty of an artists'
model, transcending the material, giving to others new hope and happiness, yet unselfishly sacrificing her own.
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

Kent Optimistic

rlin— Richard
Fellner, the busihead of May Films, has joined
Trip Around
Country,
new Zukor organization. May Back From
Forecasts Improvement in Cons was one of the producers for
ditions After Sept. 1
J. F. A.
Improvement in conditions after
New House for Harlem
Sept. 1 was forecast yesterday by S.
ibilotti & Ricci will build a thea- R. Kent, general manager of distrivith a seating capacity of 1,500
bution of Famous Players, on his
e southwest corner of 3rd Ave.
return
to
New York after a five-week
112th St. The estimated cost of
trip around the country. Kent deew building is $200,000.
clared that his talks with exhibitors
ger Finishing With Goldwyn?
and exchange men had convinced him
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
that the day of the small picture had
s Angeles — It is reported here gone, and that to hold his patrons
Clarence Badger, who has been
ting Will Rogers for Goldwyn, every exhibitor was finding it necessary to show big carefully-made pro:ompleted his present contract.
ductions staged by the foremost
artists.
e local Goldwyn
offices hadn't
I about the Badger report yesHe also asserted that his investigaytions had proved to him the immense
value of publicity and exploitationiin
Suing Mary Pickford
helping the exhibitor market his pic(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ture to the public after the picture
s Angeles — Alleging that he had had bee^i sold to him.
engaged under a contract call"As a consequence," he said, "I
or $750 a week to direct a pic- am immediately going to double our
and that he was discharged with- present exploitation force, which has
lotice or explanation two weeks done more than anything else to carry
he had commenced work, David exhibitors through the present situaand Snyth has filed suit against
tion, and am going to increase our
Pickford for $11,375.
publicity and exhibitor helps."

One of the most important events
on the program will be the report
of the president, Sydney S. Cohen,
on the results and aeieveinents of the
organization since its inception at
Cleveland last June. Cohen will alscv
lay before the officers and committeemen complete
planson for
( Continued
Pagethe
4) develop-

Brunton and Lewis Arrive
Robert Brunton, head of the Brunton Studios, Hollywood, and Randolph Lewis arrived in New York
last night from the coast with a print
"Without Benefit of Clergy." the
V. H. Clarke in Newly Created Post of
first of the Rudvard Kipling stories
— R. S. Kane Heads Long
to be filmed for Pathe.
Lsland Studio
Lewis has been on the coast for
Victor H. Clarke, formerly general some time collaborating with direcmanager of the Long- Island Studio
tor James Young on the making of
of Famous Players, has been appointthe
picture.
last visit here
ed special representative of the pro- was marked Brunton's
by the closing of the
ducing department by Jesse L. deal for the production of the Kipling
Lasky. Clarke will leave for New stories.
York on June 1st. to go to Los
Angeles to investigate the company's
Hillyer Joins Ince Forces
properties. His work will be to
standardize production methods in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Lambert Hillyer, for
all Famous Players' Studios, and his
duties will probably take him, later, a long time associated with William
to London.
S. Hart, has joined the Thomas H.
Lasky announced, at the same time, Ince organization where he will direct
the promotion of Robert S. Kane, specials for Associated Producers.
production manager of the Long Inc.. release. His first picture will
Island Studio, to the position of be "Lucky Damage," by Mark Edgeneral manager to succeed Clarke.
mond Jones. Hillyer's last affiliation
was with Goldwyn, where he preArrange London and Paris Showings
pared the continuity for "The Man
From Lost River," by Katherine
On board the outgoing Mauretania Newlin
Burt.
yesterday were two moving picture
operators, who have with them two
Stern Sails
prints of "The Queen of Sheba." One
print will be shown in London at
Julius Stern, head of the Century
the famous Theatre Royal, Drury Comedy Co.. left for Europe yesterLane. The second print will be disday on the Mauretania. He will be
patched to Paris and will be shown gone for some time and while away
there at the Paris Opera House on will look over European features with
a view to purchasing them.

Lasky PromotesTwo

June- 11.

tMA
Incorporations
Wilmington,
Del. — Uncle
Sam
Amusement
Co.
Capital, $5,000,000.
Vol.XVINo.43
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Price 5 Cents

Tallahassee, Fla.— Charles Gramlich Feature Plays Corp., Miami,
Capital, $500,000.

Copyright 1921, Wid's Film »nd Film Folk*,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Springfield, 111. — Western States
FILMS and Theaters Co., Chicago. Capital $10,N. Y.,
New York,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S
000.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Louisville, Ky. — The Hippodrome
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising Amusement Co., Covington.
Capital,
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under $75,000.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Charleston, W. Va. — The WashTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
ington Amusement Co. and the SpiForeign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
cer Amusement Enterprises have
$15.00.
been chartered.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Albany, N. Y. — Yankee Film Corp.,
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Telephone;
Hollywood,
California.
New
York. Capital, $10,000. IncorEditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollyporators, L. S. Borchardt, J. R. Boswood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
A. William- well and W. A. Leith, 868 Faile St.,
Representative— W.
London
Acre,
Long
85
Weekly,
Bronx.
Bon, Kinematograph
■
London, W. C. 2.
Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Paris
Montmartre.
Dover, Del. — Destruction of a Na-

Quotations

DAILY

Friday, May 1 IJ

House Changes

Partyten;r
Joseph Joe
M. Schenck's
Schenck
will
beefsteak
party
in the Jungle
Ffcm
Red Oak, la. — Good and Sons have
Healy's
on
Monday
night.
purchased the Scenic.
In addition to the First ^H
managers and their wives, thW
Parsons,
Kans. — The Liberty and office staff of the New Yorljp
the Elks will both be remodeled.
National has been invited, in I
Robert Liebler, A. H. Blank. 1m
Fairfield, la. — The Rex has been Katz, Moe Mark, N. H. Gordcjl
and Mrs. J. D. Williams,
taken merover
Marvel.by H. L. Pitner and Ho- Schwalbe, E. Bruce JohnsonE
Hudson, C. L. Yearsley, bri
Judge,
George R. Grant, W. J III
Pecatonica, 111. — The Strand has
gan, F. M. Brockell, Lesley I
been bought by Frank Fry of Free- John McCormick. The exeffl
and the directors of the Norn! I
madge and Constance TalmadglFi
Portland, Ore. — Julius Sax will Cos. will also attend. Otheiji
spend $35,000 to remodel a building will be present are: Josef ('
port.
here' into a theater.
Schenck, Norma Talmadge, Ci

stance Talmadge, John Pialogh' 1
Union City, Tenn. — Lyle H. Boyd talie Talmadge, Buster Keatotil]
of Evansville will be manager of the Fred Talmadge, John Emersonu
Loos, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert iG
new picture theater here.
Victor Fleming, Mr. and Mrs. t<
St. Louis — Charles Vollmar is the Epstein, Edward Mannix, MajB
Mr. and Mrs. Felix F. fe
new manager of the Midway, Grand gel,
Beulah and Alma Livingstone ■
near Olive St.
shall Neilan, Paul Mooney, B<
Schulberg, Dr. Noam, ex-Anl
tion. Capital, $1,500,000. IncorpoMiles City, Mont. — Donajd Stewart dor
of the Argentine Republic, [g
rators, S. L. Mackey, C. T. Cohee
has purchased the Strand from Tom to Alvarez, director general
and C. B. Outten, Wilmington.
Smith and F. E. Head.
Argentine-American Films; Mlj
Mrs. Edward Cline, Mr. andlj
Dover, Del. — Douglas Amusement
Lincoln, 111. — Matthew Reinhardt Lou Anger, Millard H. Ellisonp
Co. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators,
John O. Hopkins, Leoi\ Fisher and is now owner of the Grand. The Lin- Neuman,
Grainger. George Newgass antj
solved.coln Grand Theater Corp. has disJ. Victor Dorrell, Wilmington.

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ..77
78
773,4
do pfd
Not quoted
*Goldwyn
4l/2
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Fairfax Film Nearly Finisld
Albany, N. Y. — Metropolis Theater
Loew's, Inc
17
17%
17
Chetopa, Kas. — M. F. Warwick has
Triangle
H
H
H Corp., New York. Capital, $50,000.
(Special to WID'S DAILY) {
World Film
Not quoted Incorporators, Walter Reade, F. V. bought out the interests of Mr.
Los Angeles — Marion Fairfax! j
Storrs and R. M. Huber. Attorneys, Finley in the Opera House and Air- tial production, "The Lying Iffl
is now rapidly nearing cornm
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. Schlesinger & Schlesinger, 49 Wall dome, here.
and
the The
last scene
willand
be "shotp
St.
week.
cutting
asseiw
Dallas, Tex.— Ed C. Foy of the self.
will
be
handled
by
Miss
Fairfai
Hodkinson Gets "The Foreigner"
Foy
Neighborhood
Theaters
has
Albany, N. Y.— Hoi-Tree Produc- added the Bluebird to his chain and
Hodkinson has acquired the distriing Co., Ithaca. Incorporators, M.
bution of "The Foreigner," recently Klein, A. Werner and H. E. Diamond. is said to be looking for another.
completed by Winnipeg Prod., Inc. Attorney, W. Klein, 120 Broadway.
It was made in and about Winnipeg
Ilion, N. Y— The Ilion and the Big
under the direction of Henry AlexanBen have been sold by Ben Young to
der McRae.
"The Wild Goose" has been book- William Erk & Son. The lease of
RITCHEY posters are tcj
ed by all the Keith-Moss-Proctor the Temple has been transferred to
theaters in Greater New York.
them.
Six Months on Each
other posters what Sterlings
Marshall Neilan expects to make
Alexander Oumansky, Mile. Maria
Ottawa, Ont. — The Casino has
Silver is to Silver Plate.
but two pictures the next year. He Gambarelli and the Capitol Ballet will
is now at work on the first of them appear at the second annual show of been sold by Fred Leduc to a syndicate of Montreal business men, who
at the Biograph studio, but expects the S. Rankin Drew Post at the Hip- will continue to operate it under the
to leave for the coast some time next
podrome Sunday evening.
present policy.
week. Marjorie Daw has been released from the Neilan organization
Realart has purchased two stories
Willimantic, Conn. — M. Pouzzner
by mutual arrangement. Miss Daw
Merwin which will be con- and his brother have purchased the
will appear in Marion Fairfax Prod. by Samuel solidated
into a script for one picture. Gem, the city's leading picture house.
L1THO. CORP.
A definite announcement is promPouzzner also operates the Empire,
ised shortly regarding distribution of and
It is will
temporarily
titledHawley.
"Brass Tacks" in New London.
star Wanda
406 w. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8381
"The Lotus Eater," the John Barrymore production which Neilan made.

RITCHEY

jr\\y Duke and Guy Newall will
to America from Engcomenear
probabl
landyin the
future to make a
George Clark will direct.
picture.

In great demand —

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
Holman Day's Great PHIN"
Story
;'.»
"SQUIRE
through PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

Released

516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW

YORK

STEREOS-MAl
ELECTROS
I. RUBIN

23 E. 4th ST.

■I

COMP AN
SPRING
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New Theaters

iM\

Neillsville, Wis.
to WID'S
DAILY)
tic City, N. J.— H. MerganNeillsville,
Wis. — A theater costvill build a theater at Atlantic
ing $30,000 will be built here on the
ryland Aves.
site of the old Gayety.
Special

Babylon, N. Y.
Ion, N. Y. — The Active
nent Co. will build a $60,000
here.
Buhl, Minn.
—A $25,000 theater is to be
here by N. L. Johnson.
Carthage, Mo.
lage, — T. H. Slothower
$60,000 theater here.

Newark, N. J.
Newark, N. J.— A $100,000 theater
is to be erected by Louis Adler. The
house will seat 1,500.
North Braddock, Pa.
Braddock,
Pa. — The
Triangle Amusement Co.
has
begun
work on a $50,000 theater which will
seat 600.
North

" 'Man — Woman— Marriage'
Big, Smashing Panorama ' '
Critics

Praise

First

National's
"Big
Productions

5"

and

Other

will

Northfork, W. Va.
Northfork,
W. Va. — The erection
of a $100,000 theater is being planned
Ceredo, W. Va.
here.
$50,000 of the stock has been
lo, W. Va.— The new 500 seat raised.
being built by Ed. Smith, is
nearing completion.
Patchogue, N. Y.
Patchogue,
N. Y. — The Patchogue
Charleston, W. Va.
Amusement Co. will build a theater
lestoii, W.
Va. — Plans
are costing $100,000, seating 1,200.
Irawn for a 2,000 seat theater
Kanawha Investment Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, — Suburban
AmuseCoatesville, Pa.
ment Co. will erect a $60,000 theater.
esville, Pa. — The Palace ThePine Bluff, Ark.
I will build a new theater here.
Pine Bluff, Ark.— A new theater
will be built here.
Cuyahoga Falls, O.
hoga
Falls,
O. — A
theater
Pittsburgh, Pa.
$250,000 will be built here.
Pittsburgh — The
Diebold
Investment Co. will build a theater at DarDeLand, Fla.
md,
Fla.— Plans
are
being el Hill. lington Rd. and Murray Ave., Squirfor a theater here.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.
Pittsburgh— A theater costing $250,ait — A Marcus
Loew
theater
000, seating 800, will be built on Carbuilt here shortly.
son St. by O. F. Krugh.
Fairfield, Cal.
:hild, Cal.— G. A.
lild a theater here.

DAILY

McEnery

Pittsfield, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass. — Calvin Ford will
build a theater here.

St. Louis, Mc.
Fairmount, W. Va.
St.
Louis
—
Sol and Nat Koplar will
nount, W. Va. — A theater seat)0 will be built here.
build an 1,800 seat theater on a site
just purchased here.
Fargo, N. D.
Syracuse, N. Y.
o, N. D.— W. J. Hawk, of the
Syracuse, N. Y. — Two theaters may
r, is preparing
plans
for
s new 1,400 seat theater. Work be built here.
gin shortly.
Tulsa, Okla.
Fort Collins, Colo.
Tulsa, Okla. — A. C. Sinclair and
Collins,
Colo. — Joseph
J. Clifford Hastings have incorporated
tein of Denver,
will build a for the purpose of building a $250,I theater here and install a 000 theater, which will have a seating
capacity of 1,600.
I organ.
Westerly, R. I.
Lansdowne, 111.
Westerly, R. I. — A theater will be
sdowne, 111. — A theater costing
) will be built here.
built here. Work on it will be started soon.
Lansing, Mich.
Westfield, Mass.
>ing, Mich. — The
Blackstone,
t more than $100,000, will be
Westfield,
Mass. — A new
theater
lere.
will be built here.
Live Oak, Fla.
! Oak, Fla. — Lon Burton will
mild a new $50,000 theater here.

Wichita, Kas.
Wichita, — Southwestern Amusement Co. will build a $60,000 theater
here.

Middlesboro, Ky.
Wilson, Okla.
dlesboro, — A 1,200 seat house,
it $80,000 will be built here, to
Wilson,
Okla. — A theater costing
dy about Oct. 30.
$7,000, seating 800, will be built here.

MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE
"A big, smashing panorama that tells you all there is to know
woman and marriage. A picture of wide appeal." — Cinabout man,
cinnati Times-Star.
SOWING

THE

WIND

"Anita Stewart's beauty, her lovely costume creations and the
"lavish settings provide a treat.
She appeals both to the aesthetic
sensibilities and the emotions." — Cincinnati Inquirer.
THE

WOMAN

IN

HIS

HOUSE

"A splendid picture. Did such fine business on first run and
people liked it so well, played it a second time. Big crowds and
everyone liked it."— J. B .Kessler, Strand Theatre, Canton, Ohio.
NOT

GUILTY

"Plenty of action and excitement. Beautiful and picturesque
scenery of India. A series of thrilling episodes. Sylvia Bremer does
fine work." — Los Angeles Evening Herald.
THE

PASSION

FLOWER

"A splendid picture version of the stage play. Norma Talmadge has taken a really great footlight vehicle and added to its
dramatic vigor. She holds you breathless, enflaming the part with
emotion." — Brooklyn Daily Citizen.
PASSION
"Unquestionably a great film. A superb and monumental work
of art. Pola Negri, the Pplish beauty, is a player of marvelous
power, dexterous and facile expression and with tremendous psychic
reserve. Dazzling, spectacular the scenes, faultless the characterizations."— Oakland Tribune.

First National Attractions
That's another reason why

there'll be a Franchise everywhere

DAILY

ab
y Forfrom Conf
Read(Continued
page 1)

ment of the organization. Among
other reports that will be rendered
are those of the committees on exhibitor-producer relations, laws and
legislation, business relations, and
ways and means.
Those who will be in attendance
at the meeting of officers and council
are:
President Sydney S. Cohen, New
York City; vice-president C. C.
Griffin, Oakland, Calif.; second vicepresident Joseph Hopp, Chicago;
third vice-president W. C. Patterson,
Atlanta; fourth vice-president C. W.
Gates, Aberdeen, S. D.; treasurer E.
T. Peter, Dallas; executive secretary,
Sam Bullock, Cleveland; recording
secretary M. Van Praag, Kansas City,
Kan.; and executive committeemen
C. L. O'Reilly, New York City; W.
H. Linton, Utica, N. Y.; S. Kanter,
Norwalk, Conn.; John S. Evans,
Philadelphia; Henry Poke, Pittsburgh; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore;
H. H. Lustig, Cleveland; J. C. Ritter, Detroit; E. H. Bingham, Indianapolis; Dr. H. Q. Alexander, Dayton; Roland Hill, Greensboro, N. C;
A. J. Bethancourt, Houma, La.; W.
D. Burford, Aurora, 111.; W. A.
Steffes, Minneapolis, Fred Seefert,
Milwaukee; A. R. Pramer, Omaha;
Joseph Mogler, St. Louis; Charles S.
Burkey, Kansas City, Mo.; Ralph
Talbot, Tulsa, Okla.; A. W. Lilly,
Greenville, Tex.; M. C. Kellogg,
Lead, S. D.; and Glenn Harper, Los
Angeles.

Buys More Theaters
Claude L. Langley Says He Represents Turner & Dahnken —
Doubted in New York
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Claude L. Langley.
formerly an officer and stockholder
of Turner & Dahnken of San Francisco, states that he has purchased
the Raymond, Florence and Strand
theaters in Pasadena for Turner &
Dahnken.
Langley has also taken over the
De Luxe in Alvarado, the Theatorium
in Los Angeles and the Palace Grand
in
Glendale.
plans to b'uild
theaters,
one He
at Western
Ave. two
and
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, and
the second in Santa Anna.
There is considerable talk here that
Paramount is interested in these various moves, but this cannot be confirmed from any of the parties interested in the transactions.

Trip
Exhibitors
Happy
So Educational Sales Manager Finds
— Back from an Extensive

Roberts Undergoes

Operatic

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Theodore Ro
has undergone a serious operatii
a local hospital. He was appe

Harry Ginsberg, domestic sales
manager of Educational, has returned in "Hail the Woman," an Incei'
from a trip to practically every sec- cial.
tion of the country. Ginsberg made
an analysis of conditions and here is
what he says:
"The following cities were visited,
during w-hich time sales analyses were
made of the entire territory, exhibitors were interviewed and salesmen
called in from their various territories
with the purpose of holding sales
meetings, getting views on our individual products and their sales possibilities for next year. All the districts surrounding the following cities
were studied: Atlanta, Dallas, New
Orleans, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des
Moines. Denver, Omaha, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Indianapolis.
"In the majority 'of territories it
was found that the exhibitor was in
a very good frame of mind. Although
much talk of depression and loss of
business was in the air, still this condition they realize is prompted by the
fact that we are coming back to normal times. Of course industrial conditions in s/)me of the very small
towns are forcing the exhibitor to cut
down the number of days that he
gives his shows and in some instances
iln.fl'^t^
have forced him to discontinue oper-

From persons well posted on the
western situation, it was gathered
yesterday that Langley was probably
acting in his own behalf and not for
Turner & Dahnken. Langley was interested in the Turner & Dahnken
theatrical properties several years
ago. It was stated yesterday that
Langley bought a theater at Hanford,
Calif., a small town about 60 miles
from Fresno, that he later sold. It
is the belief of film men acquainted
with the situation that it is with the
profits accruing from this deal that
ating altogether."
Langley has closed some of the new
"Connecticut Yankee" to Move
deals. It was recalled that when he
purchased the Hanford theater the
"A Connecticut Yankee in King
impression was likewise conveyed Arthur's Court" will be compelled to
Plans of the M. P. T. O. A., for that he acted on behalf of Turner & vacate the Selwyn tomorrow night at
decisive action against the system of Dahnken.
the conclusion of the 10 weeks' lease.
taxing theater owners for playing
Fox plans to continue the run at another house.
Stanley Leaves Today
music written by members of the
American Society of Composers,
Forrest Stanley, who has been apAuthors and Publishers, are rapidly
pearing in Marion Davies' new pic- Barrymore Finishes 'Boomerang Bill'
taking shape. The battle is already
ture,
based
on "Man Handling Ethel"
Photographing of "Boomerang
under way in at least three states, for Cosmopolitan Prod., leaves today Bill," a Cosmopolitan Prod., has been
for California. He will be gone about completed at International Film Stuaccording to the M. P. T. O. A.
The Kansas State Exhibtors three weeks and will then relurn here.
dios, and the director, Tom Terriss,
League has instructed its general
is now engaged upon cutting the production. Lionel Barrymore plays the
counsel to make a test case and also
Lease Space at Bennett Plant
title role.
to defend several actions now pend"Disraeli," George Arliss' first picing against the members of the
ture for United Artists, will be made
Ince to Direct Hammerstein
organization. A test case is also at the Whitman Bennett studio in
being prepared by the M. P. T. O. Yonkers, instead of the Biograph
Ralph Ince has completed the speof Missouri.
cial production on which he was
plant, as first intended. Louise Huff
Recently, says the M. P. T. O., will appear in the production.
working for Selznick and will next
there have been instituted several
direct Elaine Hammerstein. The Ince
suits against exhibitors in eastern /
New Goldwyn Purchase
special has Conway Tearle and Zena
Keefe in the cast.
Pennsylvania, and the members of
the M. P. T. O. of Pennsylvania
Goldwyn has purchased "Grand
are determined to fight these cases Larceny," a story by Albert Payson
Chester's Man After Material
to a finish. In the event of a defeat Terhune which appeared in one of
the
popular
magazines
recently.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
in the lower courts, it is promised,
Vancouver, B. C. — Charles Hugo,
they will be carried to higher trib- also endorsed the principles of the cameraman in the Far East for C. L.
unals, if necessary, to the Supreme
Court. George P. Aarons, general M. P. T. O., and appointed com- Chester Prod., Inc., has left for China
mittees to work with the national in search of new material. He excounsel and secretary of the M. P.
pects to be gone about two years.
T. O. of Pennsylvania will defend the organization to secure relief from the
Bennie Busy
present
taxation
system
and
the
actions against the exhibitors. Work- music tax.
ing in conjunction with the M. P.
Bennie Zeidman has sent the folT. O. A., is the United Theatrical
Lustig Heads Calif. M. P. T. O.
lowing wire from Los Angeles to the
Protective League, which has also
home office of United Artists:
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
launched a campaign to secure a reLos Angeles — J. F. Lustig has been
"A manager here who owns a thepeal of the music tax.
elected president of the M. P. T. O.
ater two blocks below the Mission
of Southern California. Other offi- theater today started court action to
New M. P. T. O. Ally
cers are: J. L. Lazarus, first vice- keep the long line waiting to see Mary
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Idaho
Falls — The
Idaho
Exhibi- president; 0. W. Lewis, second vicePickford
in 'Through
the Back This
Door'is
tors Association in convention here, president; Glenn Harper, secretary; from
blocking
his entrance.
voted unanimously
to affiliate with D. B. Vanderlip, financial secretary,
the M. P. T. O. A. The exhibitors and B. H. Lustig, treasurer.
getting busy again.
ourBennie
secondis week."
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A Big Improvement Over Star's Recent Pictures
Eileen Percy in
"BIG

TOWN
Fox

IDEAS"

DIRECTOR
Carl Harbaugh
AUTHOR
John Montague
SCENARIO BY
• . . .John Montague
CAMERAMAN
Otto Brautigam
AS A WHOLE
By far the best thing the star
has had of late; some good comedy, especially
in first half
STORY
Amusing situations with story laid in
the "sticks" ; several
individually
good
sequences
DIRECTION
Good; gets considerable fun out
of depot lunchroom
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
Does good work, especially as waitress
SUPPORT
None conspicuous, but all adequate
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL. . . .Titles slangy, but get over some comedy
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Small town waitress with big ambitions rounds up a band of
crooks £nd saves innocent man
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Eileen Percy has been running in hard luck of late
in the stories provided for her. but in "Big Town
Ideas" she has something a whole lot better. A good
atmosphere of the "sticks" and some clever comedy
business is obtained from the sequence dealing with
a depot lunchroom. Miss Percy is made up regardless
with a high pompadour, long earrings and general
small town attire.
She does her best work in this bit.

John Montague's story isn't a knockout, but Director Harbaugh has done well with it and made the most
of what comedy possibilities it contained. There is
considerable implausibility which is obvious, but at
the same time isn't a serious fault, and even though
the plot is thin throughout, it serves as a basis for the
comedy that registers first rate. Director Harbaugh
lias done his best work in the first half of the picture.
The last half is mostly chase stuff with the star doing
some acrobatic stunts that may or may not be the real
thing. At any rate, the most laughs are in the first
couple of reels, where the star makes flapjacks in a
station lunchroom.
There a great many titles, mostly conversation,
which are often funny despite free use of slang and
some pet phrases popular with the tougher element.
The supporting cast is adequate, though everyone is
kept pretty much in the background so that the star
will shine. A slight evidence of poor cutting may be
noticed once or twice.
Fannie is employed as waitress in the depot lunchroom of a small "hick" town. But her ambition is to
go to New York. Fannie overhears two men and a
woman talking and from the conversation Fannie
learns that they are crooks and have had an innocent
man "framed" for the theft of bonds which they stole.
A sheriff with the innocent man, Alan Dix, stops in
the lunchroom en route to the penitentiary. Fannie
promises the prisoner she will help him. She secures
a job with a show company that gives a performance
at the prison. Fannie helps Dix to escape and later
joins him. They are followed by the prison officials,
but eventually Fannie secures the stolen bonds from
the real crooks and takes them to the Governor. Alan
is pardoned and the crooks captured.

Some Good Comedy With Small Town Atmosphere
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You will be glad to get "Big Town Ideas," for it is
much better than anything Eileen Percy has had for
some time. The story isn't a wonder, but Director
Harbaugh has given it a thoroughly adequate production and made the most of what comedy opportunities
it afforded. It will be especially well received in smaller communities and the title itself should be enough
to interest your folks if you are located in a small town.

You can promise them they'll like this one and tell
them the star plays the part, of a waitress in a cheap
depot restaurant. Stills of Miss Percy in her lunchroom regalia will attract attention. Her work in this
comedy role is the best thing she has done in some
time. Catchlines could read : "Fannie was a small
town waitress with 'Big Town Ideas.' Were they realized? Well, see for vourself in Eileen Percy's feature
for Fox."
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A Striking Indictment Against War But Much Too Long
Marc Klaw presents
"J'ACCUSE"
DIRECTOR
Abel Gance
AUTHOR
Abel Gance
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
As title indicates, an accusation
against war and all the horrors developing
therefrom; questionable whether message told
will particularly appeal to Americans
STORY
Based upon novel of same name; while
containing love incident, probably stressed with
too much war incident to prove especially
entertaining
DIRECTION
At times excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY
lent effects

Usually

good;

some

excel-

LIGHTINGS
Occasionally are not used to best
advantage
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
Severin-Mars
gives one of the
strongest performances ever noted on the
screen ; Marise Dauvray excellent ; Romuald
Joube capable
EXTERIORS
Chiefly war sequences
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL

ried out

War scenes dominate; fairly well car-

CHARACTER OF STORY
Questionable whether
or not American audiences want entertainment
so heavily depressed with war incident
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. . . .About 10,000 feet
When "J'Accuse" appeared as a novel during the
height of the World War, it created a tremendous

impression, condemning vigorously, as it did, war and
its subsequent effect upon peoples and nations. In its
present form as screen entertainment, it is questionable
whether American audiences will particularly care for
it chiefly because of its length. Almost from the very
start, with the exception of a few thousand feet, war
incidents and sequences so completely dominate the
production that in all likelihood it will become tiresome to the average audience. If this was cut to possibly six reels, the interest might be sustained to
greater advantage. But then it is a question whether
the continuity could be maintained.
There is a love story spread throughout but at times
it is so thin that it fails to hold interest. The heroine,
who, though the wife of one man is in love with another, becomes the mother of a child of a German.
This, of course, is due to the ravages of war. In turn
the jealous husband imagines the child is that of
his wife and her lover. In the end the lover becomes
insane. The husband dies and there is a general air
of depression at the conclusion.
Toward the end of the picture the director has sounded a
tremendously strong appeal when the poet-lover in his madness, summons all of the villagers at ten o'clock at night to
receive a message from the soldier dead of France. In this
Gance has tried, and very effectively shows, how the people
of France need a message from their heroic dead and the manner in which the dead arise from the battlefield and stalk
before the horrified villagers is a striking sequence. Unfortunately this was so long and arrives after such a tremendous
overwhelming mass of war material that it fails somewhat
to register as definitely and as powerful as the idea deserves.
During this sequence Gance shows an unusually clever manipulation— the lower half of the screen being occupied by the
horrified villagers, while the upper portion shows the straggling
dead in review before them.
Leading actors of this country might well see the performance given by Severin-Mars. It is one of the finest pieces
of acting ever shown on the screen. Marise Dauvray also
gives a striking performance. Huge masses of extras are used
excellently for the war scenes.

If Your People Like War Pictures, All Right— Otherwise Be Careful
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You know better whether your audience will stand
for war pictures and you must be the judge of
whether "J'Accuse" will please them. The love incident and the anger of the jealous husband is hardly
strong enough to carry the picture from that angle,
and the fact that neither the husband nor the lover
participate in a happy ending is another matter for
your consideration in view of the more or less general liking of American audiences for the happy ending.
It is a serious question whether the message delivered to the people of France by the heroic dead
will appeal to the average American audience, even
though Americans might well heed this and consider
the preachment as coming to them as well. The aver-

age audience in America does not like to be preached
to through the medium of the screen. If, however,
war pictures are liked in your neighborhood, you can
play "J'Accuse" with certainty that it will draw because the war incidents are usually well handled,
sufficiently so to please. If the production is cut so
that it can be run in the average house and not necessarily as a road show, you may be able to get away
with it nicely. In its present form it would be difficult
because of the footage.
You will have as a possible asset, the popularity
of the book during the period of the war. That is
about all inasmuch as the members of the cast are
practically unknown

to jour patrons.
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And Still They Come— Another Unhappy Eternal Triangle
"THE WILD GOOSE"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Albert Capellani
AUTHOR
Gouverneur Morris
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Poor entertainment offered in
picture that is long drawn out and toward end
grows tedious
STORY
More of the triangle eternal and nothing new to distinguish it from the rest
DIRECTION
Mediocre; has players overacting
considerably and dramatic sequences don't register as such
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Satisfactory
All right

PLAYERS

Mary MacLaren cheerless in a dismal role; Holmes Herbert tries hard; other
adequate
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Wife
takes her
child and goes away with another man, realizes
her mistake and eventually returns
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
. 6,497 feet
Competition in regard to eternal triangle themes is

nothing that is new, some of the situations are utterly
foolish and the dramatic sequences so impossible that
at the Rialto the audience greeted them with laughs.
The husband of the woman who tries to patch up the
marital troubles of a man whom she has always loved
is a most implausible character and the story would
have benefited considerably by his absence.
The direction is generally satisfactory but there are
some noticeably bad bits especially the handling of
the more dramatic moments. They lose almost their
entire force by small slip-ups that might have been
avoided. This is especially true in the last reel when
the husband realizes his wife's infidelity. Also' in this
sequence there is considerable over-acting by Holmes
Herbert, the husband, who is nevertheless a good
actor. Mary MacLaren is unconvincing as the wife,
and Dorothy Bernard adequate as the peace-maker.
The titles throughout are too numerous and usually
poorly written.
Frank and Diana Manners are happy until Diana
is gently chastised by Frank for spending too much on
clothes when they' can't afford it. For this she starts
a flirtation with Mr. Fenn and spends much time with
him when Frank is called away on business. Diana
confesses that she loves Fenn and when Frank refuses
a divorce, she takes her child and goes away with
Fenn. Mrs. Hastings is a friend of the Manners' and
has always loved Frank, but who is true to her

keen on Broadway this week. William DeMille's "The
Lost Romance" and Albert Capellani's "The Wild
Goose" are the contestants. The two stories are similar in the way of characters. Both have the young

own husband "because it is her duty even if she
doesn't love him." Mrs. Hastings, in trying to bring
about a reconciliation between Frank and Diana

married couple, the child and the "other" man, also
the good woman who brings about the reconciliation.

always loved Frank. Mr. Hastings solves the situation by inviting Mr. Fenn for a ride in his machine
and dashing off a cliff. Both men are killed, Mrs.
Hastings is a widow and Frank and Diana decide to
live together again especially for the sake of the
che-e-ild.

The exception is that the home-wrecker
Goose" is killed.

of "The Wild

Gouverneur Morris' story makes very poor entertainment for several reasons.
In the first place it contains

makes her husband jealous, and she admits she has

Little To Talk About In Announcing The Showing
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There isn't much to talk about in announcing "The
Wild Goose." It won't do to make any promises so
if you are booked for it, it would be better to confine
your advertising to the title mostly, and also use the
name of the author. He is well known and his name
mentioned in connection with the picture might attract
attention. If your folks are acquainted with Mary
MacLaren— they may have seen h :r in many Universal
pictures — you might use her name. Tell them it is a
Cosmopolitan production.

If your audience is partial to eternal triangle themes
you might make use of catchlines such as, "If you were
in love with a married man and his wife sought a
divorce, would you even sacrifice your own husband
to bring about a reconciliation between the man you
love and his wife? It happens in 'The Wild Goose.''
Various other lines can be used and it might be well
to explain the title in some way. The Paramount
press sheet will suggest a mean?.
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story of

If it were a novel
Millions of copies would be sold
as it is

everyone — everywhere will want to see
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Ivan
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I

and an All Star CaSt including

THURSTON HALL, Earl Metcalfe, Jack
Sherrill, J. W. Johnston, Vivienne Osborne,
Pearl Shepard and little Ruth Sullivan

MOTHER

LOVE EVER TOLD"

Mother Eternal will solve the problem for
\
the Independent exchanges
Mother Eternal will open the door to the
First Run Situation
Mother Eternal will set new box office
records-anytime-any where
Mother Eternal is proclaimed by Press and
|

Public to be "The greatest
story of Mother Love ever

I

told!"

Mother Eternal stands pre-eminent in the
independent field and is the
most perfect subject for
road showing that has ever
been produced
Its many exploitation angles, aside from the tremendous punch
that it carries, make it the sanest and the most profitable investment that has ever been offered to state right buyers in the past
three years.
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Average Business For Showing But Won't Do For A Run
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

guishes itfrom other pictures so similar to it, either
in story or production.
It has little box office appeal although the title may

William DeMille's production
"THE

LOST
ROMANCE"
Paramount

You can play "The Lost Romance" without any serious effects in the way of kicks. There's nothing to
kick about. At the same time there's nothing that
will serve to benefit it in the way of word-of-mouth
advertising. It is adequate for one time showing but
not worthy of a run. The main objection to "The Lost
Romance"
is that is contains
nothing
that distin-

prove to have some drawing power. It is somewhat
attractive. Also the names of the more important
players may attract particularly if your folks liked
"Midsummer Madness." Average business should result from the showing but that seems to be the most
favorable forecast. If you think the theme would
interest your patrons (it might the women), use catchlines in your announcements.

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
TVe Never Disappoint"

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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Beautiful Backgrounds And Northern Atmosphere That Interests
Eva Novak in
"WOLVES
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

OF THE
Universal

NORTH"
Norman Dawn
Norman Dawn
Wallace Clifton
Thomas Rea

AS A WHOLE
Good northern picture with fine
snow atmosphere that is certain to please
STORY
Weak in spots but played against beautiful backgrounds that offer pleasant compensation
DIRECTION
Satisfactory
for the most part;
splendid with regard to selection of locations
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Well judged
STAR
Isn't required to do very much
SUPPORT
Herbert
Heyes and Barbara Tennant satisfactory ; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Very beautiful
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Titles poor
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Romance
of the
north in which good triumphs over evil
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,106 feet

Throughout the feature the scenic atmosphere is the
dominant keynote.
Norman Dawn's story is along conventional lines
of the Northern romance with the hero fighting a
good and a bad influence, the Puritanical heroine who
brings about his regeneration and the customary
saloon scenes and the usual dance hall girls. There
is a bit too much prominence given to the latter.
"Wolves of the North" isn't very new as a whole and
it lacks some good action. One fight is about all the
action there is and the romance might have been
given better play, leaving out much of the dance hall
business.
Whoever wrote the titles for the picture seems to
have been carried away by the beauty of the settings
for he has worded his captions with flowery adjectives
and they are intent upon preaching. For a time the
spectator is led to believe that the story will take on a
twist familiar in one of the Curwood stories, that of
the wolf-dog, but the dog is introduced evidently for
the sole purpose of comparing him to good and bad
in the man.
Aurora Thresk lives up North with her father. She

The regular weekly release of Universal offers a

is loved by David, a weakling, and by "Wiki" Jack, a
degenerate. While "Wiki" is benefited by Aurora's
good influence, David mistakes her rejection of his
proposal, thinking that she refuses because he (David)

really beautiful picture in "Wolves of the North." The
locations secured are of scenic interest in themselves,

doesn't know enough of the world. He sets out to
prove he can be worthy by mixing with the dance hall

several in particular are rare. There is one shot showing a snow covered cabin at the foot of a mountain

girls. In the meantime "Wiki" battles with good and
evil and eventually good wins out. Aurora journeys
to the town where David has gone but it is too late.
An avalanche of snow destroys the cabin saloon and

while a little further in the background a great waterfall comes rushing over the cliff at an unusual height.

David is killed.

Aurora marries "Wiki."

Good Program Picture For Any Theater
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Because the picture is so good to look at folks are
sure to overlook a somewhat weak story in this instance. You can go the limit on promises regarding
the settings and Northern atmosphere generally.
Stills of the prettier scenes posted in the lobby will
attract attention. Universal will probably furnish
you with stills of the scene showing the falls and the
one' of the avalanche.

If the star is a favorite with your patrons use her
name and tell them she is seen in a new role. Catchlines might be used but they may make the story
sound too familiar, so it would be better to base your
promises and exploitation mainly on the Northern
atmosphere telling them about the locations and scenic
effects. Perhaps Universal can furnish you with interesting paragraphs relative to the filming of the
picture.
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Idle Hands (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall)
6,000
Empty Anns (.Gail Kane and Thurston HalH . ■ .6.000
His Brother's Keeper
(Martha Mansfield)
6,000
Finders, Keepers
(Violet Mersereau)
6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,500
Thoughtless Women
(Alma
Rubens)
6.000
Indiscretion
(Florence
Reed)
6,000
A Man There Was
(Victor Seastrom)
6,000
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
6,000
Place jof Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
5,500
Where is my Husband
(Jose Collins)
5,500
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
6,000
Crimson
Cross (All Star)
6,000
In Society (Edith Roberts)
6,000
Liquid Gold (Guy Empey)
6,000
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
5,500
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000
Out of the Dust (All-Star)
6.000
A
Good
Woman
(Gail
Kane
and
J. Herbert
Frank)
5,500
Stolen Moments (Marguerite Namara)
6,000
The Barbarian
(Monroe
Salisbury)
6,000

ROBERTSON-COLE

PROD.

"813"
(Arsene
Lupin)
6,100
The Little 'Fraid Lady
(Mae
Marsh)
5,600
One Man in a Million (Geo. Beban)
6,000
The First Born
(Sessue Hayakawa)
6,000
Seven Years Bad Luck (Max Kinder)
5,070
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) . .5,900
Black Roses (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
What's
a Wife
Worth
(Wm.
Christy
Cabanne
Prod.)
5.600
Nobody's
Kid (Mae Marsh)

REALART

PICTURES

J. SELZNICK

FILM

CORP.

Squandered
Lives
The Hundredth Chance
Mr. Wu
t
The Lure of Crooning Water
The Tavern
Knight
The Flame
The Branded
Soul
God's Good
Man
The Tidal Wave
Bars of Iron
Testimony
The Garden of Resurrection

UNITED
May
June
June
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.

23
13
27
5
5
9

5,610
5,500
5,000
4,850
5.980
5,000
5,261
4,224
5,000

4-17-21

Features
Rich Girl, Poor Girl (Gladys
Walton)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
If Only Jim (Harry
Carey)
All Dolled Up (Gladys
Walton)
The Unknown
Wife (Edith Roberts)
The Magnificient
Brute (Frank
Mayo)
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)
The Freeze Out (Harry
Carey)
The Dangerous
Moment
(Carmel
Myers)
The Big Adventure
(Reeves
Eason, Jr.)
Desperate
Youth
(Gladys
Walton)
The Wallop
(Harry
Carey)
Wolves of the North
(Eva Novak)
Release Date •
Alice Joyce
VITAGRAPH

Earle

The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Her Lord and Master
Williams

Three

3-20-21
3-20-21
3-27-21
4- 3-21
4-10-21
5 121

1- 9-21
4-10-21
5- 8-21
12-26-20
2-27-21
5- 8-21
2- 6 21
3-20-21
5-1-21

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

1-30-21
2-20-21
12-12-20
3- 7-20
11-14-20
6-27-20

4,650
7,800
5,800
6,000
5,100
5,000
5,000
5,100
5,400
5,500

MFG.

Jewel Features
Once to Every Woman
(Dorothy
Phillips)
Outside
the Law
(Priscilla Dean)
Reputation (Priscilla Dean)

7,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
7,500
8.000
5,800
10,100

CO.

6,000
7,754
7,158

12-26-20
1-16-21
1-30-21
2- 6-21
2-13-21
2-27-21
36-21
2-13-21
3-20-21
5-23 :o
7-4-20
6 20-20
8-29-20
12-5-20
1-16-21
3-13-21
4 17-21
8-29-20
1-9-21
5 8-21

Sevens

5,000
5,000
5,000 11-21-21
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5-30-20
7-25-20

7,000 12-19-20
6.800
1-9-21
6,000
5,000
5,000

2-6-21

5,800

2-20-21

The Way Women
Love (Lyric Films)
5,800
Hearts O' the Range (Forward
Film)
4,800
Kazan
(Export
& Import)
6,464
You and I (Radiosoul)
6,000
The Mask (Export and Import)
6,400
The Supreme
Passion
(Film Market,
Inc.) .. .6,000
The Devil's Confession
(Circle Film Attrac) . .5,000
You Find It Everywhere (David P. Howells) . .5,000
Things Men Do (M. B. Schlesinger)
5,000
Every
Woman's
Problem
(Plymouth
Pict) ... 5,000
The Wakefield
Case (World Film)
6,000
Forbidden
Love (Wistaria)
6,000
Diane of Star Hollow
(Producers Security)
The Nightingale of Paris (C. B. C. Film Sales) 5,000
Heidi (C. B. C. Prizma Feature)
2,000
Lure of the Orient (Ay won)
6,000
Mother
Eternal
(Abramson)
7,500

2-13-21
2-13-21
2-20-21
3-6-21
3-13-21
3-6-21
3-13-21
3-20-21

The

1-23-21
1-30-21
2-20-21
2-27-21

5,000 1-30-21
5,000 2-20 21
5,000 2-27-21
5,000 3-6-21
5,000 3-20-21
5,000 3-20-21
5,000 3-27-21
5,000 4-10-21
5,000 4-10-21
5,000 4-17-21
5,000
5-1-21
4,539 5-8-21
5,000
Footage Reviewed
5,000 11-14-20
5,000
5,000

The Romance
Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
It Can't Be Done
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway
Bubble
It Isn't Being Done This Season
Harry T. What's
Morey Your Reputation Worth?
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terriss)
Black Beauty
(Jean Paige)
The Heart of Maryland
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess Prod.
Jones
Antonio Moreno

9-19-J0
8-22 20
5 16-20
1-28-20
1-2-21

5,000
5,520
5,500
5,500
5,500
5,600
5,500

ARTISTS

FILM

1-23-21
1-23-21
1-16-21
2- 6-21
5-1-21
3-26-21
4-17-21

12-19-20
1-2-21

Romance (Doris Keane)
The Mollycoddle
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
Suds (Mary
Pickford)
The Love Flower
(Griffith Prod.)
The M*rk of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary
Pickford)
The Nut (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Prod.)

UNIVERSAL

6 27-20

Universal

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Pleasure
Seekers
Poor Dear Margaret
Kirby
Miracle
of Manhattan
Eugene O'Brien
Star and
SeriesHome
Broadway
Worlds
Apart
Gilded
Lies
Owen Moore Star Series
The Chicken
in the Case
Conway Tearle Star Series
Society Snobs
Bucking
the Tiger
Martha Mansfield Star Series
The Fourth Sin
Special Productions
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon)
You Can't Kill Love (All Star)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince)
The Road of Ambition
(Conway Tearle)
The Sin That Was
His (Wm.
Faversham)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Select Pictures
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
Mountain Madness
The Great Shadow
(Tyrone
Power)
Seeds of Vengeance
(Bernard
Durning)
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison)
The Servant
Question
(William
Collier)
Just Outside the Door
(Edith Hallor)

STOLL

2 29-20

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
7,000
The Law of the Yukon
(Miller)
6,000
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
6.000
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
6,882
Star Productions
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4,646
Her First Elopement
(Wanda
Hawley)
4,212
Something
Different (Constance
Binney)
4,756
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
5,778
She Outside
Couldn't Woman
Help It (Wanda
(Bebe Hawley)
Daniels)
4,423
The
4,225
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnston).
5,316
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)
4,888
Ducks
and Drakes
(Bebe
Daniels)
4,876
The Little Clown (Mary Miles Minter)
5,031
The Magic
Cup
(Constance
Binnev)
4,587
The House That Jazz Built (Wanda Hawley) .. 5,000

LEWIS

Reviewed

ZIEGFELD

Black

Panther's

CINEMA
Cub

(Florence

INDEPENDENT— STATE

SHORT

CORP.
Reed)

RIGHTS

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

3-27-21
4-10-21
4-10-21
4-10-21

4-24-21

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
May
8 Moonshine
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding
Bells Out of Tune
20 Sweetheart
Days
Apr.
10 Officer Cupid
24 Astray from the Steerage
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6 Constantinople
13 In the Garden of the East
20 Jerusalem, the Holy City
27 Modern
Jerusalem
Apr.
3 Along the Riviera
10 Alexandria
1 7 Biskra, the Beautiful
24 Present-Day
Prague
May
1 A Polynesian
Odessey
.S The Galata Bridge
1 5 Monte
Carlo
22
Bazaars
of Cairo
29
Country
Paramount MagazineLife in Bohemia
Mar.

Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Cartoon
by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
Bumps,"
Cartoon
by Pat Sullivan, "Felix the Cat"
Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Apr.
Bud and Susie
Bobby Bumps
Felix
The Hoots
Bud & Susie
May
1 Cartoon by Frank Moser
8 Bobby Bumps Cartoon by Earl Hurd
15
Felix, Cartoon
by Pat Sullivan & Peanut,
by Harry
Leonard
22 Hoots, Cartoon Series
by Henry D. Bailey
Paramount-Vandenbergh
Wild Men of Africa
Apr.
17 Jungle Dancers
Paramount-V
andenbergh
Exploration
Series
May
1 The Lion Killers
15 Slaying the Hippopotamus
29 The Land of the Pygmies
UNIVERSAL

•

6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24

cartoon

.

Century Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel): Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops,
and Clubs,A Maid's
Romeo Myand Lady's
Juliet, Ankle,
Shapes Hearts
and Scrapes,
Movie A-Courting,
Bug, For
bidden Brew.

Some Short Reels
Screen Snapshots No. 25— C. B. C— State Rights
I \ i m- of production
1 reel magazine
Jackie Coogan
is in this one.
So is May
McAvoy, and
i.i In i people of interest. It leads off with a fashion show by
Universal and Christie girls. The next bit is devoted to Mrs.
Ralph [nee, Lucille, sister of Anita Stewart, who displays
some new costumes. Earle Kenton, who directed "A Small
Town Idol," is shown at work in the studio, with Louise
Fazenda, who is funnier here than she sometimes succeeds in
being in actual stuff; and with Chester Conklin and the juvenile.
for thebidWest
departure
May McAvoy's
Jr. Castleton
John
is next.Henry,
Barbara
and Director
Tom Walsh
her
good bye. The bit that fol'ows shows Walter Hiers in the
studio and includes business of giving drinks of water to three
or four extra girls. Some double exposure stuff that is not
up to standard gives good suspense before the showing of
Jackie Coogan on his visit to New York, getting a hair cut.
buying clothes, walking along the street followed by a crowd;
and talking to Marcus Loew, Babe Ruth and Mayor Hylan.
The shot that shows him making love to some perfectly
natural tiny girl child of about his own age has big human
interest.
"Monte Carlo" — Paramount-Burton Holmes
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
The city of the ultra-rich and the bourne of fortuned thrillseekers is shown in this standard Burton Holmes. Birdseye shots from the hills reveal the city nestling like an
amphitheatre on the shoulders of the mountains of the borderland. Closer, the streets are shown, circling the water and
climbing steep grades under Italian Renaissance arches, by
churches, office buildings, palaces and hovels. The cameras
are centered on the Casino, out and in. A shot of the tables
at Nice thronged with sharp faced gamblers is shown instead
of the board. Outside faultlessly dressed marksmen are
seen shooting live birds as they leave the traps. This is a
particularly good bit. The rest is scenic.
"Three Jokers" — Vanity Comedy-Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
This is the story of an irate father who forbade his daughter
to marry until she had received three proposals. The daughter,
Irene Dalton, and her lover, Earl Rodney, scheme to supply
the additional suitors very shortly. They accumulate a cabaret habitue and a nervous individual with large spectacles
who is already engaged. The cabaret hound braves the old
man in his den with the result that he is summarily dismissed
after a succession of acrobatics. The spectacled youth is not
easy to persuade, but at length is led to try his luck. Father
at this juncture discovers the scheme, and at the point of a
revolver forces his daughter to marry the wrong man, taking
care that he gets an actor to take the part of the clergyman
so the contract will not be binding. Earl Rodney attempts
to break up the ceremony, first disguised as a cop, and then
in a widow's weeds.
The jam ending is good.
"The

Eagle

Man"— Star Ranch Western— C. B. C—
State Rights
Type of production
2 reel western
This is the story of a girl art student who went west with
her convalescent brother, to win back health to him. She
rescues him from the pranks of a gang of roughnecks in the
little western town and wins the admiration of their leader,
who is stirred by her to shave and dress up and desert his
old comrades who are scheming to rob the stage. From
afar, on horseback, he worships, while the hoy and girl are
at work in the fields below. He is unwittingly used as a
model by the girl, who calls him "the Eagle Man." He
saves her from the attack of a desperado at the time when
the stage- is being robbed. The brother is innocently implicated hut when Hatton captures the real highwayman, and
has the brother freed he wins the love of t lie girl, who is
Catherine Craig. The erstwhile roustabout pins on the staj"
oi a deputy sheriff and stays in town instead of going back
to the ranges.

"The Merry Little Put-Put"— Bruce Scenic-Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
There are some unusually well chosen shots in this scenic,
which is excellent advertising for a type of motor that may
he attached to the rear of a row boat. Two men start a
tour of Thomas Bay and Leconte Bay, Alaska, in a small boat.
They encounter rough water in a heavy wind over the face
of the lake, and head into a little river at the end of the bay.
At a turn in the stream they come upon rapids which they
repeatedly try to climb by the power of their small motor.
They give up, and are shown next surrounded with ice
floes in LeConte Bay. This has good arctic atmosphere.
The ice breaks up when the tides lift the king-bergs
off the bar and the boat shoots out into open water. The
story in this scenic, while vague and lost at times, helps
materially to make it interesting.

Pathe Review No. 103
Type of production
1 reel magazine
For a magazine, this Pathe may be thought to be rather
bclow the standard, but it is nevertheless interesting. It begins
with some shots of manicuring, showing the various processes used by the nail surgeons in their fastidious work.
There follows some good speed camera stuff of a pony cantering in a figure of eight, revealing in a satisfying way the
grace of the movement of a thoroughbred. The next number
is excellent
propaganda
it shows
a number of vacationists
of' theforfairgirls'
sex camps;
canoeingforunder
a broad
sky
on the far-reaching bosom of Lake Otsego; participating in
Indian dancing and prayer-ceremonies and having a "sing"
in a swaying porch-swing in the moonlight. A few shots of
turtles and tortoises precede some color stuff of the Indre
river.

"Let Me Explain" — Christie-Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
A good average slapstick in this Christie comedy, though it
is certainly not new in story. Earl Rodney is married to
Yiora Daniel and they star on their honeymoon. Earl is the
holder of a job as manager of the affairs of his uncle, who
is a woman hater. The uncle arrives in town and breaks up
the honeymoon, but not before the newlies have encountered
Josephine Hill and her new husband. Miss Daniel makes
believe she is Rodney's maid when the uncle comes to visit.
The uncle makes love to her and complicates matters so that
Earl in making excuses and in explaining, brings in his pal
to act as her husband while he is forced by circumstances
to represent himself as the fiance of Miss Hill. The old
situation is amusingly suggested and should go over. The
snap ending comes when the uncle admits he knew all the
time of the state of affairs in the beginning, and that he had
long ago ceased to hate the fair sex.

"Constantinople

and

Holmes Bridge" — Paramount-Burton
the Galata

Type of production
1 reel travelogue
All the races of the earth passing in their respective garbs
across the bridge of Galata, over the Golden Horn, between
Stamboul and the European section, are shown in this up-tot he-standard Burton Holmes. Here and there in the cosmopolitan crowd are variously uniformed soldiers of the Allies;
French Senegalese Negro tropps, British Ghurkhas and
Punjabis, from India; Italian carbinieri and others. Unveiled
Turkish women pass by. Natives wearing the old fashioned
llowing robes and billowing trousers follow their modernized
brethren with white collars and store ties, derbies and walking
sticks. Through the crowd pass strong porters bearing
ponderous burdens with oriental fortitude. Beyond the tolltakers at the bridge's end rise the minarets of a great mosque,
towering over the crowded shipping at the docks and the forest
of masts.

Release Date

Release Date
.
...
......
/-■ j
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, SuperstiDoubletion, The
Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (IS
; The Dragon's Net (15 episodes) ; King of the Circus
episodes)
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE
(No. 14 Double Aventure)
in the Canyon
The House
(No. 7 The Avenging Arrow)
Game
The Double
The Law of the Woods
( Edgar Jones)
Bubbling
Over
(Pollard comedy)
15 Double Adventure)
(No.
Crime
of
Wages
1 The
May
The Strange Pact (No. 8 The Avenging Arrow)
Out of the Clouds (No. 1 The Sky Ranger)
The Sheriff of Mojave (Tom Santschi)
Hurry West (Eddie Boland)
Catching a Coon (Adventures of Bill and Bob)
May
8 The Auction Block (No. 9 The Avenging Arrow)
The Sinister Signal (No. 2 The Sky Ranger)
No Children (Snub Pollard)
May
15 Outwitted
(No. 10. The Avenging Arrow)
The Hostile Hands (No. 3, The Sky Ranger)
A Straight Crook
(Eddie Boland)
22 Dangerous Waters
(No. 11, Avenging Arrow)
Desert Law (No. 4, The Sky Ranger)
Big
Game
( Snub
Pollard)
29 The House of Treacherv
(No. 12, Avenging Arrow)
Mid Air (No. 5. The Sky Ranger)
Outwitting (he Timber Wolf (Bill & Bob Series)
Save Your Money
( Snub Pollard)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

Apr

24

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
(Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Banks)

FILM

CORP.

Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sunday Courtship, Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel): The Riveter, The Human Voice,
Seein' Things on the Orinoco, Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Why Change Your Husband. Bear
Facts, Yes Dear, Too Much Pep. Chemical Inspiration (The Ancient and Honorable Wall Mat Animated Cartoon), Safe Combination (No Place for a Honeymoon Animated Cartoon), The City
That Never Sleeps, Powell Expedition.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers, At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

FILM

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
Abe Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT

Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel) : Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel) : The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time, Convict's Happy Bride.
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel): Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown, Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days, She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Royal Comedies
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : The Simp, April Fool, High ami Dry, Moonshine and Holy Smoke,
Bang. The Greenhorn.
Chester Comedies (2 reels): The One Best Pet, You'll Be S'prised, Beat
It, Ladies Pets, Tust in Time, Ready to Serve. Snooky's Wild
Oats.
Torchy Comedies (2 reels): Torchy's Millions, Torehy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Double Triumph, Torchy Mixes Tn, and Torchy's Night
Hood, Torchy's Big Lead, Crowning Torchy, Torchy's Promotion.
Christie Comedies (2 reels) : Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the
Front, Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink, Movie Mad, Nobody's
Wife, Hey Rube, Man Versus Woman. Scrappily Married, The
Reckless Sex, Red Hot Love, Short and Snappy. Sneakers, Let
Me Explain, Southern Exposure.
Vanity Comedies (1 reel) : His Four Fathers. Mind Your Business. Ouija
Did It, Tea for Two. Without a Wife, Naughty Mary Brown,
Dead Easy,
Hubby
Rocking
the Boat.

Behave, Take Your

Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where
Is Thy Sting
Selznick News
Twice each week

Each

2
1
\

FOX

GOLDWYN

KREMER

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1SELZNICK
reel) : A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.

September,
October and November
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel) : The Merry Cafe, The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin. Call Me Daddy
Down Beside the Seaside, Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy ($4 reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

VICTOR

Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Golf — Slow Motion, Dixie.
Kinograms:
Sundays and Thursdays, 1 reel.

Serials
2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life, Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
•-eel ; and Modern
Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Tropical Nights, The Banana Special,
The Explorers, The Isle of Desire, The Business of Camping,
Voices of the Sea, The Will o' the Wisp, Water Trails, The Man
Who Always Sat Down, The Merry Little Put Put.
Chester-Outings (1 reel): Rookeries and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard. Frivolous Fijis* Lost, a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, Paths of
Glory, Something to Worry About, Putting Nature Next, The
W.rst Was True, Hitting the High Spots, The Red Trail's End,
One Peek Was Plenty.
Chester Sweenies (1 reel): They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the Drys,
Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold, and
From Deer to Dam, Buzz-z-z, Philippine Futurity— An Angle in
Idaho, New Wine in Old Bottles.
Hudson's Bay Travel Series (1 reel): A Tale of the Fur North, Hidesmil Go Seek, It's a Great Life — If, An Eskimotion Picture.
World Wanderings (1 reel) : In Dutch, South Sea Magic, Wilderness
Friends.

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Zip Comedies (1 reel): In the Soup (Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence Turner), Thirty Minutes in Havana (Chris Rub),
Rub).
Stenographers First (Florence Turner), Hot Tamale (Chris
Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady Rose (Violet Mersereau), The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau), The Grouch (Francis Ford), The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau), An Orphan
(Ruth Stonehouse).

S.

December

Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

&

E.

ENTERPRISES
1

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hallroom V^oys Comedys (2 reels) : In Bad Again, Tough Luck, High and
Dry, In Again, Out Again, A Doggone Mix-Up.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Queen of Hearts, Pirates of the West,
Her Western Adventure, The Gun Runners, A Daughter of the
Law, The Ranch
Mystery.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel— twice a month):
No. 23,22, 21 and 20.

ALLIED

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

12 — 2 reel Al and Howell Comedies: Apr. 15, Pure and Simple; May 15,
Liquorish
Lips.

SPECIAL
PICTURES
CORP.
(Through Federated Film Exch.)
("omiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage, A
Seminary
Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., BallDay.
room Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart

(2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies. Prince of DafTydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open
the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti
(1 reel): Why
Worry,
Almost, Cuilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel): Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sims.-t Burrud Scenics (1 reel): Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People. Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

KINETO

CO. OF AMERICA
Kineto Reviews
(Through National Exchanges)

The Living Book of Knowledge (1 reel): Thrills, The Emerald Isle, Panama, The Holv City, Down in Dixie, Liquid Gold in Texas,
Babyhood, Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho, Vegetarians, Hunting the
Sea Wolf, Boy Scouts. Water Babies, Beauty Spots in the
United States and Canada.

Time.' Three Jokers,

Gayety Comedies (1 reel) : Rest in Peace. Blondes, Ain't Love Grand,
Sand Witches, His Belter Half, Mixed Bedrooms, Turkey Dressing, Dummy Love, Zero Love, Money Talks, Sweet Revenge.

CAPITAL

October

Wonders

CHARLES URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Through State Right Exchanges)

of the World
(Two Series) : First Series from No.
(1 reel): Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52.

1 to No.

26

11
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Action!
Experience has taught the exhibitor that
the picture that gets the money is the
picture that keeps things on the jump.

"Wet Gold" has the universal appeal of
action— spine-tingling, hair-trigger action!
Things get started in the first hundred feet,
and never let up till the final fade-out.
And it's action that means something, with
an unusual story, fine acting, and some of
the most remarkable under-water photography ever taken.
If there ever was a picture that sounded
like a clean-up, "Wet Gold" is its name!

They 7/ SeeA human torpedo launched into
mid-ocean from the tube of a submarine.
A hair-raising horse-race
Havana Race Track.

at the

A hand-to-hand fight between an
unarmed man and a man-eating
shark.
Exciting struggle for life in quicksands on the floor of the sea.

J. ERNEST
WILL! AM/ON
RALPH SNCE

Death of an entire submarine crew
by the release of poisonous gas while
submerged.
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Exhibitors Upset
cal Theater Owners Aroused Over
Entry of New Interests in Field
— May Take Action
Members of the Theater Owners'
amber of Commerce are considery upset over the entrance into the
al exhibiting field of interests,
berto strange to the picture indus-

rhe organization states that plans
re been filed with the Building Detment in Brooklyn for the ereca of 25 new motion picture theas, while 18 have been filed in Mantan. Many more have been filed
the Bronx. The point made is
t the commercial stability of those
0 have been in the business for
irs may be placed in jeopardy by
entrance of financial interests that
'e met with success in other in:»■•■'. qtifi now seek a new investnt field. T. O. C. C. members cite
general unsatisfactory condition
the film jjusiness as another reason
this line of thinking.
iome members think it significant
t large amounts of money should
invested in the construction
of
v theaters when the housing situa1 is still so acute. There is a posility that a housing law may be
usored by the T. O. C. C. that
uld place new residences on a pri:y basis, so far as new construction
oncerned.
Knoles Sails
larley Knoles left for England on
urday aboard the Olympic.

PRODUCERS!
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BUYERS!
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Censorship

JM
'

-. JOBp

A
'THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— AUDREY
MUNSON
Escaping the dangers of the dilletante's studio, Audrey is rescued by the
old sculptor, who befriends her and teaches her that Beauty does not exist
where there is not purity of thought and beauty of soul.
Beauty is NOT
skin deep!
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

Milli ons

For Metro. From "The Four Horsemen." Already in
sight. Which makes Marcus and all the rest. Smile. There
are smiles and smiles. But not so many of the Million kind.
No telling what the gross will reach. Offers in put it on basis
from five to almost 12. Still talking of millions. Of course
you can't tell. Never can. From these unusual offers. But
it is going strong. And the family expect it to reach way up.
In them millions.
Congrats.
MEIGHAN'S PROP
Tommy Meighan. Actor's Equity show. Plays cameraman.
To Frank Craven's director. Skit shows star and leading man"
In usual row. Over close-up. In disgust Tommy slouches to
side lines. Waits for the row to settle. Meanwhile makes himself comfy. Drops into a chair. And calmly. And deliberately.
Proceeds to read "VvTD'S DAILY," Some prop. Even on
location.
JIMMY'S MEDAL
Old Jimmy Quirk. Over at Photoplay. Starting something. Going to give a medal. For the best production. Of
the year. To be continued indefinitely. Readers of magazine
to be the judges.
Jimmy always was a brave boy. This proves it.
"CALIGARI"
INCIDENT
' ' Reminds us.

That (Continued
when German
pictures first arrived here.
on Page 4)

A Fact in New York — Governor Miller Signs Bill — Northern Jersey
Situation Interesting
Governor Miller signed the censorship bill on Saturday before leaving
for Atlantic City. When he returns
in about two weeks, in all likelihood
the personnel of the Censorship
Board may be announced, although
this may be held until later. The act
is effective August 1.
An interesting development with
regard to the censorship bill is the
manner in which prints for Northern
New Jersey will be affected. The exhibitors of that section are supplied
from the New York exchanges. This
may necessitate an entirely different
set of prints for New Jersey in lieu
of
the censored prints used in New
York.
There is some talk in film circles
that the censorship bit! w«H be attacked immediately on the grounds
of its being unconstitutional. This,
following the lines laid down by former Justice Jenks in the brief he filed
with the Governor in opposition to
the bill. No definite information was,
however, obtainable on this point on
Saturday.

Brunet Sails
Very unexpectedly Paul Brunet
sailed on Saturday on the Olympic
for Paris. At the Pathe offices no
information was obtainable relative
to his sudden departure.
It would not be surprising if some
interesting developments occurred
almost immediately Mr. Brunet arrives in Paris. As indicated exclusively in this publication, Mr. Brunet
may resign as head of the American
company unless there is a decided
change towards the operations of the
American company by some of the
members of the board of the parent
(French)
company.

New Pathe Series
Playgoers Pictures, Inc., will release several independently made productions through Pathe, the first to
be 'The Butterfly Girl," starring
Marjorie Daw. It will be released
on June 12th.
Charles O. Weston, the producer,
arranged for the release through the
office of Arthur S. Kane. Negotiations are under way for the release
of another picture acquired by Weston, and it is probable that a series
of such releases for Playgoers Pictures will be announced in the near
future.

ali^l
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Censors in Mass.
Governor.
Cox.
Expected,
to. Sign
Measure
Bringing
Censorship
to the Bay State
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Boston — Film folk here who have
been active in the fight against the
proposed censorship act have about
given up hope. The bill which finally passed the Senate late Friday night
will go to Gov. Cox for action, and
even the most optimistic here have
have little idea that he will not sign
it. As a matter of fact everyone confidently anticipates he will sign the
bill. The act becomes effective Jan.
1, 192.2. It is possible that a hearing
will be arranged in behalf of picture
interests prior to the Governor signing the bill. Jack Connolly of the
-National Association was here on
Saturday regarding this.
For a long time reformers and others who have opposed pictures have
been fighting for censorship in Mas-sachusetts.
There is some interesting talk here
of why a number of legislators
changed their attitude with regard to
the bill.
The bill provides that all film shall
be submitted to the State Department of Public Safety for approval.
The inspection fee is to be $2 per reel
of 1,000 ft. If a picture with 3,000 ft.
is submitted the fee will be $4. Appeal from decisions of the department
will be heard in public hearing before the commissioner, and if further appeal is desired, before the Superior Court. First offense will be
subjected to a $50 fine and each succeeding offense to a $100 fine.

First Sessions Today
First National Men Arrive from All
Points — Some Interesting Announcements Expected
The second annual convention of
the exchange members of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., will
open
at 10Hotel.
o'clockThere
this morning
at
the Astor
will be two
business sessions today: one in the
morning and one in the afternoon.
Present plans call for the termination of business at 5:3':) o'clock each
day. The branch managers, 38 in all,
will be here today, tomorrow, Wednesday and Thursday for general discussions of sales policies for the fall
season, while analyses of business
conditions in all sections of the country will be made. Most of them arrived in New York over the weekend, although several of them reached
town late last week. The incoming
trains yesterday from the Far West
and Middle West, however, brought
in the majority of them.
It is expected that First National
officials will have some important announcements to make from day to
day regarding additions to the production schedule of the circuit. Some
of the important franchise holders are
here for the convention, among them
Robert Lieber, president of the circuit; E. V. Richards and Julian Saenger of New Orleans, Sam Katz of
Chicago, N. H. Gordon of Boston
and A. H. Blank of Des Moines.

Weiss Bros. Own "Tarzan" Serial
"The Adventures of Tarzan," a
new serial featuring Elmo Lincoln,
is owned by Weiss Bros, and the
Numa Pictures Corp., it was learned
on Saturday. The serial was made
for them by the Great Western Producing Corp. of which Julius Stern
is president.
A new unit is in process of formation to handle the distribution of the
way.
picture.
Offices will be at 1540 Broad-

Joseph P. Ward Dead
Joseph P. Ward of Ward and
Just Moved, That's All
Glynne, one of the best known exClark Irvine phoned this office on
hibitors in Brooklyn, died Friday
night from a complication of diseases. Saturday to say that Max Linder was
still here. All that happened was
Mr. Ward had been ill for a pro- that Linder and Irvine packed their
tracted period and was 44 years of
belongings and moved from the Comage.
modore across the street to the BiltHe and Michael Glynne operated more.
the Astoria theater, Astoria, L. I.; the
Linder is here with his second picAlhambra, Halsey St. and KnickerHomeward Bound
ture, "My Wife?" which will be
bocker Ave, Brooklyn, and the CenRobertson-Cole.
tury, Nostrand Ave. and Robinson leased through
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St., Brooklyn.
Los Angeles — A. P. Aaronson,
ard Dietz, Alfred Weiss, Sam
To Dine "Bux's" Outfit
The home office of Famous Players Echman and other members of the
Von Tilzer Out; Other A. P. Changes
Jack Von Tilzer has been succeed- will tender a dinner tomorrow night Goldwyn organization left for home
ed as New York manager of Asso- in honor of Harry H. Buxbaum and yesterday, having concluded conferciated Producers, Inc., by J. J. Unger. his New York exchange staff in rec- studios. ences at the Goldwyn Culver City
ognition of the tremendous business
C. I. Nalhanson, a brother of N. L.
Organization matters and sales polNathanson of Regal Films, Ltd., of grossed by the exchange during Kent
icies were discussed at the meetings,
Canada, has been placed in charge of Week. The New York branch totalled over $100,000 that week.
which* lasted a week.
the Minneapolis office, succeeding S.
E. Fried.
Denver

Houses

Damaged

(Special to WID'S

by Fire

DAILY)

Denver, — The American and Rialto
were both damaged by fire recently.
Incendiarism is suspected.

Book this one right away —

MACLYN ARBUCKLE

Monday,

ffi "SQUIRE PHIN"
Released through PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

16, 19

M. J. Mintz
Here
M. J. Mintz, general manager
the Synchronized Scenario Ml
Corp., with headquarters in Chics
is at the Flanders. The organizat
has sold a number of territories
his service which includes specii
written musical scores for all
portant features.
Fort Collins, Col. — Joseph J. Go
stein of Denver,
000 theater
here.

will
It

build a $'
will have

$18,500 organ.
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[n the Courts
vas filed iti the Supreme Court
iel Lintenberg against the C.
icauley Photo Play Corp.,
Pictures, Ricord Gradwell and
:k H. Albee on a note of the
tion made Jan. 19 last, by the
sy Corporation to Select and
d by the other defendants, for
vhich was due April 19.

Another Harlem Theater
The J. J. Finnerty Construction
and Holding Co. will erect a twostory theater at the northeast corner
of Lenox Ave. and 142nd St., Harlem.
The house will cost about $300,000.

Edgar Selden Sells Two
Edgar Selden has arranged for the
production of Percival Wilde's
Butterfly" with Universal tor
Prevost. Selden also states
Hunch." by Percival Wilde,
work with Metro.

Leave Tonight for Washington

Sydney S. Cohen and other officials of the M..P. T. O. A. leave to"The
Marie
night for Washington where a three"The
day session of the officers and nais in
tional committeemen will he held.

w complaint has been filed in
ireme Court in a suit of Ina
against Lewis K. Anspacher
300 on the ground that he
to give her 20% of the profits
ilm,
Importance,"
:h she"Woman
wrote theof scenario
from
ik, and that he has received
and has paid her nothing.
suits have been filed in the
e Court against the Pantheon
3 Corp., Paul Schoppel, and
In one case Louise Gillroy
0,000 and in the other Leo J.
sues for $26,000.
mmons has been filed in the
e Court in suit of Florence
against Arthur Guy Empey
,850. The cause of the suit
:ed by Kendall & Herzog, the
is.

r. O. Distributing Certificates
lembers of the M. P. T. O. A.
lout the entire country are
upplied with certificates of
embership in the organization,
certificate is designed for the
i the box office. It is attracirinted in brown on a brown
ellum paper, with the seal of
ionization embossed
in gold
iughes in Baker Film
Special to WID'S DAILY)
Angeles — George D. Baker has
work on his first film since
rn to the coast.
He is using
Hughes
in the picture.
A
in plans has been made, since
was designed
to
support
•ana in her next three producThe picture will be released
through Metro.

AIL THE CARPS OM THE TABLE
An English Producer anxious to gram a foothold inthe
American Market, has placed with us for States Rights
Distribution^ delightfully charming modern picture called

A
DAUGHTER
OF
EVE
starring VIOLET HOPSON, one of the most beautiful

E

fc

women in England andSTCWARTftOME-oneof thebest known
• actors on the English stape •
For quick action we are of7ering£this picture on a straight

rtter to James Calnay, pres: of Olympian Prod., Inc.,
W. 40th St., New
York

after the first run showing in individual territories. Do not
jud0e the picture by the price.
This is one of the most unusual and liberal offers ever made
to the States Rights Buyer and it means quick action.

or God's sake, Jim.' .Let
remove my mustache and
silly expression I wear in
ires; people gossiping here
I am either Emperor
"les of Austria, incognito,
Chinaman.

It
ourbelief
A DAUGHTER
0FEVE"hasbig5
boxoP
rTceis value,
and that*
is a most
unusual opportunity
to make a locofmoriey.
IF YOU WAMTTO GET IN ON THIS

ACT QUICK

>ur down-hearted partner,

Charlie Conklin

H0WELLS SALES 6

S. — I heard that Capital
i Exchange of New York
[ht all your stuff for this
tory. I'll say Mr. Capital
wise bird.

729 SEVENTH
g

AVE.

INC.
NEW YORK CITY

TELEPHONE BRYANT 7206

I

iM% DAILY
Millions
(Continued from page

1)

There was talk of trouble. Legion members. Actors. Others
affected. All intended starting something. First idea was a
parade. Of protest. With all kinds of banners, etc. Police
frowned on it. Said "nix, nix." Or words to that effect. So
nt. Smaller
idea was abandoned. Out in Hollywood it's differe
place More actors. And others affected. Put over protest,
and "Caligari" closed. Talk out there. Of banning all foreign
pictures. Vernon talking of $500 license fee. For each showing.
MILKMEN
German invasion affecting many here. So 'tis said. Incidentally 130 cameramen reported not' working. Twenty said
to be driving milk wagons. Which led a producer to comment:
drivers than cameramen."
"Maybe they're better wagon
NOVELTIES
At Criterion. Tony Sarg's "First Circus" and "Moongold.''
very amusing. Splendid idea. "Moongold"
Sarg's marionettes
artistic. To have been made anywhere. Runs a
sufficiently
little too long. But it has abundance of real artistry. Real
beauty. Unusual. Shows what can be done. With thought.
Several magazines will play it up. In big way. Every director
should see it. To get an idea. Of what can be done. With
simple props. And a black background. Well worth while.
Better see it. Should be shown widely. To offset censorship
talk. And prove what a fine, splendid industry this is. And
what can be done with. And in it.
HERE'S AN IDEA
From down Memphis way.
W. A. Finney's.
In charge of
Loew's, houses there.
Has all Loew houses honoring 10 cent
In that section.
100 chain stores.
Issued through
coupons.
Hear it's attracting attention.
And getting some business.
DIAMOND
TINTS

Monday, May 16,1

On Broadway

Brooklyn Strand — Marguerite
in "Scrambled Wives."
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the Capitol — Not yet determined.
Criterion — "The Lost Romam
"Peck's
— Jackie Coogan in
Broadway
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Apocalypse."
Brooklyn
Strand — Pola
Negri
in Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba.
Park— "Over the Hill."
Boy."
Bad
"Gypsy Blood."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
jCapitol— Will Rogers in "Boys Will Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Criterion — "The Lost Romance."
Strand — Marguerite Clark in '
Be Boys."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
York — Today — Clara Town
New
Loew's,
Wives.""Dream Street."
bled Hall—
"
ge in "Hu
bally —YoJus
un
Kimsda
nstone
tin
in
Johsh.
Tue
Lucy Fox has been signed
"Sheltered Daughters."
leading
parts in Pathe serial
Wednesday — William
Russell
in is now working
with Charles
"Colorado Pluck."
inson in "Hurricane Hutch."
Thursday — Marjorie Daw in "The
Butterfly
Girl."Galloping
Friday
— "The
Buster
Keaton
and W. H. Devil."
Crane
in "The Saphead."
Saturday — Alice
Lake

in

"Un-

charted Seas."
Sunday — "Deception."
Lyric- — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto— Dorothy Dalton in "The Idol

P.HOTO
1587.-1589

D AY

Four

Horsemen

AND

TELEPHONE

of the North."
Rivoli— Ethel Clayton in "Sham."
Strand — Mary Pickford in "Through
the Back Door."
Town Hall— "Dream Street."
Next Week
Astor — "The

ENGRAV
BROADt

N I C

BRYANT

8^

STERE0S-M
ELECTROS

of the
23 E. 4th ST.

Broadway
— Bob Hampton of Placer."
Apocalypse."

I. RUBIN

SPRIN'
COMP"

In Ted
Eltonhead's
press book.
For "Hope
Diamond
Mystery."
Ever see a diamond flash?
All the fancy colors?
Well they are all in Ted's book.
Ve-ry gor-ge-ous.
And in
these days of fussy plate
costs
—
well
!
Anyway,
it's
all
there.
REMEMBER THIS
"Griff." Directed Frank Bacon. Last night. At Hipp
benefit. For Rankin Drew Post. Put "Lightnin' " through some
paces. May be more than a stunt. Mebbe. Anyway. See
whether Bacon ever does a picture? Then look for DW's initials. On the print.
LADY DIANA AND PRIZMA
London tidings. That Commodore Blackton will use
Prizma. In his historical production. With Lady Diana
Cooper (nee Manners). The most beautiful woman in England. Waiting for Prizma outfit to arrive. Before real shooting starts. But Lady Diana uses a soap box. As a chair.
Meanwhile.
Getting into real studio habits.
But if she's ever a star?
Well.
Then she'll need two
soap boxes.
At least.
63-35
Adolph Zukor. Golfing with John Flynn. Reach a blind
hole. Flynn ready to drive. "How far is it?" he asked. Referring to the hole. Business of Zukor meditating. Thoughtful
like. Finally he said : "Oh, it's about a 65-35 drive." And
Flynn drove.
A REAL CLUB
For film folk. In Berlin. Called the Film Club. Jaysee
Barnstyn tells of it. Just back. Says you meet all film folk
there. And wonders why we haven't one here. He's-right. Why
haven't we? Several have been started! All dropped by the
wayside. Yet one is needed. And sadly. A place where ideas
can be swapped. And developed.
Maybe it'll come.
industry.

Some people still insist this is an infant
DANNY.
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F. P. After Coogan

Deal Is Off
: Linder
and
Robertson-Cole
Jreak Relations-Comedian Arranging for New Release
ax Linder and Robertson-Cole
erday morning came to an agreet regarding the unexpired term
:he French comedian's contract.
ler the terms of the arrangement,
ler's first and last production for
ertson-Cole will be "Seven Year's
Luck."
indcr is in town, as noted, with a
t of the second picture, "My
B?" It is understood he has sevdeals on for future distribution,
itever national releasing company
loses with will secure as the first
jre. "My Wife?" Linder will
»ably make eight a year in 4he
re.

Jackie
Slatedandfor One
PartOther
in "Peter
betson"
Fea- Ibture— Deal Pending
Famous Players-Lasky are negotiating for the services of Jackie Coogan. The deal has arrived at the
stage where final consummation may
be reached on Thursday.
Little Jackie is slated for a part
in "Peter Ibbetson," which George
Fitzmaurice will make as a special,
co-starring Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid. He will also appear in a
second production, the name and
character of which could not be determined yesterday.
Reid

"The Soul Within" — Audrey Munscn. A dramatic incident from the life
of "The Queen of the Artists' Studios — beautifully filmed. A production
replete with thrills — with a story that will long be remembered. Perry
Plays, Inc. — Advt.

"Yankee' at Central
i Connecticut Yankee in King
mr's Court" will open at the Centheater on Sunday. No anlcement has been made for the
tdway showing of "Shame," a
nd Emmett J. Flynn production, N. A. M. P. I. Executive Committee
iras reported this picture would
to Discuss Censorship Situation —
the Central.
Test Case Talked Of
The executive committee of the
National Association will meet today, possibly, to discuss the censorship situation.
As indicated yesterday, there is a
IUYERS!
strong possibility that a test case will
be made to test the constitutionality
iXHIBITORS!
of the law. The matter, it is undering.
stood, will be discussed at that meetIEAD

Meeting Planned

»ro;ducers!
mstributors!

NDEPE

NDENT
MARKE
Ivery Thursday)
T" In
WID'S DAILY

Today

Wallace Reid is due in New Yoth
today from the coast. He is to costar in "Peter Ibbetson," with Elsie
Ferguson.
Back to the Coast
Jeanie MacPherson leaves for California tomorrow.

othacker Here; Plan for "Lab"
ratterson R. Rothacker is in New
k with several consulting eners. He plans to leave for
Dpe on June 24. In September,
iromises active work will be gotunder way on the laboratory in
' York.

"THE

Due

There was considerable ' interest
manifested yesterday in the statement
issued by Almet F. Jenks, of Jenks
and Rogers. Judge Jenks, it will be
recalled, filed a brief with Governor
Miller before the Clayton-Lusk bill
was signed in which he questioned
the constitutionality of the measure.
Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the
N. A. M. P. I. censorship committee,
likewise issued a statement in which
he said the legality of the law is undoubtedly "one which the courts will
pass upon." Some of the New York
papers commented editorially on the
(Continued on Page 4)

100% Attendance
All First National Managers Here —
Internal Organization Matters
Discussed
The Associated First National
branch managers are in New York
100% strong. They thronged the
lobby of the Astor yesterday in between the morning and afternoon
sessions.
Purley internal matters were discussed yesterday. The opening addresses were made by H. O. Schwalbe and J. D. Williams. In the afternoon Mr. Schwalbe again spoke for
a short time and then Mr. Williams
took the chair.
Last night, a long list of well known
film folks, including the branch managers, were guests of Joseph M.
ichenck in the Jungle Room at
(Continued on Page 4)

"Kindred" Next
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Cabanne May Work Here
W. Christy Cabanne may make his
next
for Robertson-Cole
in the production
East.
Atkinson Due Soon
W. E. Atkinson, the G. M. of Metro, who has been visiting the company exchanges in the West, will be
back in town in about a week.
Opening Session Today
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Washington
— The
tional
committee
men officers
of the and
M. na'»P.
T. O., will convene
at the Hotel
Washington this morning.
General Division Meets Friday
The fifth annual meeting of the
General Division of the National Association will be held in the association's rooms, 1520 Broadway, on Friday at 12 o'clock.
Levey Gets Projector Distribution
Harry Levey, president of the NonTheatrical M. P., Inc., has completed
a contract that will vest the National
exchanges throughout the country
with the handling of the Powers Professional Projectors.

Aschers Give Up House?
Los Angeles — R. A. Walsh's Spanish production, "Serenade," is near(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing completion at the Brunton StuDayton,
O. —Ascher
ReportsBrothers
are current
here
that
the
have
dios, Walsh's scenario staff is engaged in preparing the continuity for relinquished their rights in the Auditorium and that the theater has re"Kindred of the Dust," which will go
into production immediately after
verted to its owners, the Rauh es"Serenade" is completed.
tate.
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Carey a Dad
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles— Harry Carey whooped it up all over Universal City yesterday. The occasion: the arrival of
Henry George Carey.
Thornby to Direct Carey
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Robert Thornby will
latter's first
Carey in theprogram.
direct
for
theHarry
Universal-Jewel
Lynch After More?
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Door"— United
the Back
Artists
— Strand

WORLD— And so we are not going to
say '"Through the Back Door" lacks color
or individuality, or that Mary doesn't shine.
We are just going to say that she is a verywith pretty curls. *
sweet young Nwoman
AMERICA — She comes into her own
again — and if you are a film fan, what could
be sweeter? The production is lovely, the
in its out-of-door
y exquisite
photograph
and the cast splendid.
especially,
moods
HERALD — Mary Pickford charming as
ever in new girl role.
TIMES — * * * As altogether delightful
and persuasive as ever — except in a few unkind close-ups. She is the best child clown
on the screen and gets continuous tun out
of a succession of rough-and-tumble scenes.
the Back Door"
part of "Through
first forever.
Thea joy
is
But the latter part is sad.
Not intentionally. It means to be sweetly
sentimental — hear-stuff, you know — but it's
just
dull.
TELEGRAM—*
* * Popularity greater
than ever.
GLOBE — For the first reels have the
curls, baby socks, and kitten tricks, and the
last the neatly piled coiffure, the sedate
clothes and a certain pensive manner which
if not sophisticated
is certainly sentimental.
JOURNAL — * * * Delicious and appealing little nothing
Mary Pickford.
* * * in
Surely
she
has done
more appealing
the way
of screen characterizations
in many
months.

* * *

MAIL — She still stands absolutely alone
in the portrayal of youthful roles, and conveys the impression of extreme youth, both
through face and conduct, as no other player ever has.
She has never done better work.
* * * She appears with equal facility and
conviction a child of eleven and a girl of
seventeen.
SUN — * * * gives the most winsome portrayal she has shown in a long time and
simply
entrance.storms one's affections through every
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It is a wholesome comedy that rambles along as pleasantly as one of its sunny Belgian roads.
Daily News, Tribune and Post made no
comment.

"The Idol of the
North"— F. P.-L.
Rialto
WORLD—* * * Miss Dalton gives to the
melodramatic photoplay one of its most absorbing characterizations. The picture is far
superior to the average run of cinemaplay
* * *"Idol of the North" amusproductions.
AMERICAN—
ing and has thrills. Story of lawless country
well presented at Rialto.
HERALD — * * * Altogether this picture,
though of a somewhat hackneyed type, will
take you back to the picturesque days when
you saw virtue triumph with Deadshot Dick,
so that you hope Miss Dalton will be equally
successful in her next instalment.
TELEGRAM — Miss Dalton creates an interesting study in the title role. *
JOURNAL- — There is plenty of action, and
some excellent acting by the star. We sometimes think Miss Dalton is one of our very
best actresses on the screen. It would be
interesting to see her a member of the cast
in a tion,
really
fine play, a super-story producsay.

Oklahoma City, Okla.— It is
ported here that another big theater,
SUN — We have the usual ingredients,
to cost $1,000,000, is planned here. It with more than an occasional remini6cense
will be located on Main St. E. I.re- of Rex Beach's "The Silver Horde."
MORNING TELEGRAPH— The picture
Lewis, of the Southern Enterprises, is very much like all the others of this type.
manwith headquarters in Dallas, and
There
* * * Globe and
Dailyis good
News,atmosphere.
Tribune, Times,
ager of the new Capitol, is quoted as Post made no comment.
saying that it was the intention of his
"Sham"— F. P.-L.
firm to acquire further holdings here.
Rivoli
Owns Two Now
WORLD -She does her work remarkably
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Nowata, Okla.— Manager Maggard
of the Rex has purchased the Liberty.

(f^^Uu^cUlcrrval 6 ictuAJUS

well. "Sham" is not an ordinary picture.
Paramount has given the work of directing
it to Thomas Heffron. He has done his part
with great skill.
DAILY NEWS — "Sham," with Miss Ethel
Clayton living up to her reputation for being
one of the loveliest, best turned out women
in the films, tells Katherine's story. It is a
picture of entertainment — not of deep
thought.
AMERICAN— Ethel Clayton, as Katherine, is a pleasure to peer at, and her wardrobe is varied and beautiful enough to make
one quite forget the moral of the play. She
is, like most blondes on the screen, at her
best in purely decorative poses, and weakest in moments of emotion.
HERALD — Miss Clayton solves this question to the satisfaction of all concerned, at
least on the screen.

Tuesday, May 17, 19; !

TRIBUNE— "Sham" is pretty good entertainment
TIMES—* * * Unvaryingly dull, but occasional y ithas light comedy touches, and
then it is amusing.
TELEGRAM — * * * Whose beauty stands
theGLOBE
test of —cold
daylight. routine
* * * comedy roA typical
mance called "Sham." * * *
JOURNAL
— "Sham"
a show thrilling,
that interests, without
amusing,is without
and without shedding a tear.
MAIL — Fortunately for the picture it has
Ethel Clayton as its star, which prevents it
from sinking completely beneath notice. Miss
Clayton has an ideal type of screen beauty
and is particularly good in roles in which
she can renounce something. Theodore Roberts, too, adds to the value of the picture.

# * *

SUN — * * * a rather amusing and ingenius
exposition of what women with more adroitness than capital may and may not attempt.
MORNING
TELEGRAPH— The piece,
which was directed by Thomas Heffron, is
very pleasant while it lasts. The titles are
clever and the situations amusing, but the
plot is about as important as a Spring shower in the Atlantic Ocean.
Post made no comment.

"Boys Will Be Boys"— Goldwyn
Capitol
AMERICAN — The
production has plenty

of atmosphere, the cast presents excellent
types and the offering holds one's attention.
HERALD— "Boys Will Be Boys" is honest, bucolic fare, done with a rare sense of
genuine
humor— by
Rogers.
* * * the whole
TRIBUNE
But,
of course,
picture
playground.
TIMESis —Rogers'
Save for
the homely grace of
Rogers and a number of deft strokes of characterization he (Rogers) is able to get in,
it is oretty flat.
TELEGRAM— Mr. Rogers finds an ideal
rogue in the happy-go-lucky, childlike hero
of "Boys Wil! Be Boys."
JOURNAL — But it is rather the deliciously homely charm of Will Rogers' Peep
O'Day that fascinates and grips in the film.
It equals in enjoyment the best screen portraits the star has given us. You really
should see it. It has been splendidly proMAIL — The screen presentation of the
duced, too. *is* far
* superior to the late laCobb story
mented stage production, which was dull and
rather foolish. The picture is pleasantly interesting, and with Will Rogers in the leading role is well worth seeing.
SUN — * * * a pleasant movie. Rogers
can put another notch on his gun for having hit the bullseye again with a face that
nothing can stop.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * The
show
this Daily
week isNews,
great. Globe
* * * and Post made
World,
no comment.

"Bux's" Party at Murray's
Harry H. Buxbaum's party will
held at Murray's tonight. The
sion is a dinner tendered to '
and his staff by the home offict
recognition of the local Famous P
ers' exchange's drive during F
Week.
A. M. P. A. to Show Navy Fill
The A. M. P. A. has been askei

sponsor a special showing
of ' ion
Navy in Action" -by Secretary of
Navy Denby.
Wells Hawks, Victor Shapiro
Major O'Mahoney have been appc
ed a committee to handle the sh
ing. They will arrange for a theS' |i
Spreading

Out

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dallas— The R. & R. Theater he
iitl
has closed a three-year lease on
Lindsey at Lubbock. Robb & R
ley, the principals of the compi
maintain headquarters here and
Big Springs, and operate more 1
15 houses in Texas and other to
in Oklahoma.

r
Nobody knows exactly how
many tickets a poster will
sell — but everybody should
know that the RITCHEY
poster will sell MORE
tickets than any other kind.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 w. 31 st S1..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

"Now

or

Never" — Asso.

Exhib.

"Now or Never"Capitol
is Harold Lloyd's first
three-reel comedy.
HERALD—* * * Sets a pace that would
leave even Charlie Chaplin gasping.
TIMES — * * * Lloyd succeeds in finding
some new absurdities in a comedy train.
* "Now or Never" is merry slapstick.
TRIBUNE — Lloyd is one of the finest
comedians on the screen. * * *
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
Lively
enough
and funny
enough to make * a* person
want to laugh out loud.
JOURNAL — The picture is more pretentious than anything the comedian has presented to date, and is packed with thrills and
novelty.
MAIL — Of Harold Lloyd it seems scarcely too much to say that he has only one superior in the comedy
field — Charlie Chaplin.

Gasnier Resting
Louis J. Gasnier has shaken the
dust of New York for a short vacation. He will be back in town shortly.
Blanche Sweet Recovering
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Cost
Up to
April 21

$942,194

"FOOLISE

Los Angeles — Blanche Sweet has
been discharged from the California
Hospital and is now convalescing at
her home. She has been ill for some
time.

WIVES"

DAILY
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Huts and Flashes
e rights of "Gleam o' Dawn,"
rthur Goodrich, have been purd by Fox.
he Woman God Changed," a
lopolitan Prod., will be the aton at the Rivoli next week.
m rights to Joseph Peat's story,
cerning Chi-Chine," have been
lased by Fox.

$500 License Fee
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Venice, Cal. — The city trustees have finally adopted an ordinance whereby any theater
showing an Austrian or German-made film will be required
to pay a $500 a day license fee.

Martin Back With Ince
(Special

to

WID'S

Binghamton
Studio Plan Flops
Searle Dawley, Charles J. Bra(Special to WID'S DAILY)
nd Harry Millarde are now diBinghamton, N. Y. — Dealings between Hillcrest Pictures, Inc., and
ig three Fox specials, none of
the Chamber of Commerce for the
1 has been named as yet.
erection of a studio here have fallen
through.
intagu Love has been chosen to
the part of Col. Roger Ibbetson
New Theater Unit in Duluth
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Duluth — The Diamond Theater Co.
has been incorporated by J. B. Clinton, S. J. Blackmore. E. A. Blackother bathing beauty has for- more and C. P. Blackmore. The concern will take over the Liberty, one
i slapstick comedy for feature
ictions. Harriet Hammond will of Blackmore Bros, chain, and rename it the New Diamond. The
an important role in Roscoe Arpresent
will be dismantled
e's new picture, "Should a Man and a newDiamond
one built on its site.

Sixty-five million feet of

EASTMAN
FILM

Here's Every

Word

of the

New

York

Tribune's

Review

By One of the Leading Critics of America — It's Worth
Money to Every Exhibitor to Read It

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Irving J. Martin, one
of the pioneers in the art title field,
sociated Producers will handle
has returned to the Thomas H. Ince
otion," a six reel production, forces. He will title future Ince repicture was produced by A. J. leases.
•erg.

'eter Ibbetson," co-starring Elerguson and Wallace Reid.

This Speaks for Itself! t

By Harriette Underhill
Reviewing "Gypsy Blood" at the
Strand Theater will prove to be a conhot twixt love and duty. How we wish
that it had been made right here in
America, so that we might exhaust our
list of adjectives with a clear consc e:ice, for it is one of the best pictures
we ever saw, and American directors
and actors would do well to go and
study the methods of these foreigners
who produced th.s picture. To our way
of thinking it is even better than either
of its predecessors ("Passion" and "Deception") done by the same director,
Ernest Lubilsch.
Never have we seen such realism on
the screen and Pola Negri is a powerful actress, who is fascinating, beautiful in a way that has character for its
foundation, and intelligent. As Carmencita in "Gypsy Blood" she gives a
gorgeous performance.
Not in the five years that we have
been seeing pictures have we been so
delighted with the performance of an
actress on the screen and she is the
first one we ever felt that we wanted
to write to and say: "I think you are
a grand actress. WilJ you kindly send
your
photograph
address?"
But Pola
Negri canto beabove
interviewed
by
us any time she wishes.
This thing which distinguishes her
work is noticeable in the performance
of every one in the cast. We doubt
very much if any of the scenes have
been rehearsed, for there is not the
slightest
trace of a the
director's
and
yet undoubtedly
picture hand,
owes
its excellence to Mr. Lubitsch. We
had been feeling strongly on the subject of this importation of German
films, but "Gypsy Blood" has convinced
us. We wouldn't have missed it for
the world, and if American producers
are wise it will set a new standard
for pictures.
The story unfolds so naturally on the
screen. There are no close-ups to interrupt the continuity. The star is not
brought
into the foreground
all the

time. She does not make a spectacular
entrance; she is simply introduced
watching a parade with a lot of other
cigarette girls. The play is a slice of
life ; the camera discovers the characters doing ordinary, homely things and
records their actions on the film.
You can't imagine the director say"Now, and
all ready!
Camera!"
The
actors ing:
talk
laugh and
turn their
backs to the camera and the picture
goes on, beginning at the beginning
and without any cut backs ending with
Carmen's death at the hands of Don
The presentation is full of fire and
dash, and this version of Carmen we
like much better than Bizet's version.
Also there never could be another CarJose.
men like Pola Negri. When Geraldine
Farrar and Theda Bara appeared simultaneously as Bizet's
we
missed both pictures,
but weheroine
are quite
sure, from what we read of them, that
bothent interpretations
were quite differfrom this one.
They said that Miss Farrar was an
alluring Spanish beauty and that Miss
Bara was a vampire who expressed passion by winking her eyelashes very fast.
But Mme. Negri is just a hot-blooded
peasant girl, slovenly in her manner
and her walk ; she never tries to be
beautiful nor vampirish ; she is bold and
vulgar and bad and Carmen, the gypsy
girl, every moment.
Others in the cast were good, too.
There was Don Jose, who gave a performance which ranked almost equally
with Mme. Negri's ; Escamillo, Dolores
(the Michaela of the opera) and Rodriguez all gave noteworthy performances.
When we go to see the picture again
we shall leave before Carmen's death.
It is too realistic to be wholly enjoyable. Now, if Pola Negri would only
come over here and become an American citizen our joy would be without
alloy. The story has been adapted from
the
original French story by Prosper
Merimee.

was the average monthly produc
tion at Kodak Park last year, all
manufactured on a quality basis.
The

incomparable

continental star in a

stirring love tale of Old Spain, based on
EASTMAN

KODAK

, ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

the original French

version of Prosper

Merimee's "Carmen" — A mighty marvel
of the screen with multitudes of players.

A First National Attraction

Tuesday, May 17, 11
Statter Leaves Goldwyn

''HEART OF MARYLAND" IS
SPLENDID CIVIL WAR FILM

Los (Special
Angelesto— WID'S
Arthur DAILY)!
F. Si
continuity writer, has left the 4
wyn forces to free lance.

(Worn the Cleveland Plain Dealer)

great possibilNaturally there arephot
oplay trom
ities in making a
"The Heart of Maryland, and the
edition disclosed yesterday at the
Allen proved as convincing a war
h of a
drama as any since "The Birtdirec
ted
Nation." Tom Terriss, who
Cathwith
,
this Vitagraph production
erine Calvert in the title role, deserves
all credit for his work. He has
chosen a cast that is balanced in every
detail; he has some tremendous battle
scenes; and there is no flagging inter-est from the first peaceful scene show
ing the valley of the Potomac to the
final stirring climax— there are many
of them— and the closing fade-out.
Of course every Civil War play has
about the same general plot— the division of family ties and the shattering of embryonic romances with the
division of North and South. Belasco
gained his big effect in the stage production with a dramatization of "Curt." The
few Shall Not Ring Tonigh
heroine clung to the .bell clapper of
the country church to still the alarm
while her Northern lover escaped
through the Confederate lines. This
remains, naturally, the big moment;
but there are others, with effective
battle scenes outstanding in contrast
against bits of Southern scenery and
particularly pleasing interiors.
some

CHARLIE

CONKLI1

Al Haynes and Walter
He
Are among those appearing
some of the Comedies now
leased as

OLYMPIAN PRODUCTION
110 W. 40th St., New York C
Don't bother about Grea
New York and Northern N
Jersey, a live one grabbed tl
THE EXCHANG
CAPITAL FILM
wa>
729 I7th
Ave.

INC.
New

York C

SUBTITLE
written by

HARRY

"And now you're going to get what's coming to you." A tense moment
the Forest," Benj. B. Hampton's newest production
Advt."The Man or
—from
made from Zane Grey's novel of thi same name. A Hodkinson release.

Coast Brevities

Dent have been added to the cast of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood
—
"Money
Flies"
is
the
Thos.
H. Ince's latest special for Ashas been followed in deThetheplay
sociated Producers, tentatively titled
love of Maryland Calvert for title of the first of a series of 24 twotail—
reel comedies being produced here "Hail the Woman."
Spitof
e
romanc
the
Alan Kendrick;
fire Nanny and her Southern swain, by Warner Brothers for Educational
release. They feature Louise Fasehas been
nd'sas zenda.
J. Bingham
Maryla
of
Capt. lectedS.as assistan
y
traged
the
and
Bob;
t general
manager
home
own
his
into
brother, sent
ons
and will have charge of producti
a member of the Northern secret ser"Making the Grade" has been of International Higher Culture
vice; and, of course, the villainous
Films, Inc., which will produce works
as theastitle
David
Butler's
Thorpe, who betrays both North and chosen
first vehicle
the forhead
of his
own of
Gene Stratton Porter.
South, doing double duty as a spy.
company. It will be distributed by
Irving M. Lesser.
As a matter of fact, "The Heart
C. F. Widom, who costumed "The
better
a
even
s
prove
and"
of Maryl
Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
it
gh
thou
—
picture than a drama
"The Gossamer Web" a prize story for Metro,
has severed connections
brought first substantial recognition which recently appeared in a popular with that organization.
.
Carter
to Belasco and fame to Mrs.
magazine, written by John A. Moare intro- rosco, has been purchased by UniLincoln, Lee and Grant
times.
s
"Mother o' Mine," which was filmvariou
at
t
momen
a
for
duced
versal as a vehicle for Edith Roberts.
ed and previously announced under
Artistic touches are found in legitiof "Mother," has been seeffectAl Christie is building a new roofed the title
mate comedy relief; and the ced
lected as the release title of Thos. H.
by
iveness of the offering is enhan
an addition to Christie's estab- Ince's new production for Associated
lishment.
the musical setting by Philip Spital- stage,
Producers.
of
Spirit
"The
re,
ney and his overtu
ce
for
audien
es
the
61," which prepar
Ray Berger, co-directing for Eddie
In addition to other activities, Chas.
it.
Boland. is a recent addition to the A. Bird has assumed the duties of
Miss Calvert makes a striking directorial forces at the Hal E. Roach
casting director for Fox. Louis SellMaryland, and Crane Wilbur is a Studios.
er, former casting director, will depleasing figure as the Northern lover.
vote his time to the direction of Fox
Edward
Martindel
and
Vernon
William Collier, Jr., makes much of
Sunshine
Comedies. GAUSMAN.
the ill-fated brother, and Felix
Krembs is convincingly villainous as
Thorpe. The Nanny of Victoria
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
White and the Gen. Kendrick of
Henry Hallam, veteran of the screen, Healy's where Norma and Constance passage of the measure.
deserve a word of commendation. Talmadge were hostesses at a beekThe Times said in part:
Elaborately staged, there is a multi- steak.
"We still believe that censorship will be
tude of infantry and cavalry, and the
The business sessions will be con- able to do no more toward the mitigation of
evils as exist in the motion pictures
period dress is historically correct.
tinued today. Tonight Hope Hamp- such
than could have been done under laws already
It is an artistic achievement and one
ton will be hostess at a dinner to be in
force, but the bill is law and there is no
that reflects great credit upon Mr. given at the Claridge.
use
discussing that."
Terriss.
The
World said in part:
A stunt that attracted a good deal
"The most trustworthy censorsHo, and the
A touch of novelty in the overture of attention yesterday among visit- censorship
which must be depended upon in
is found in the introduction of banjos
ing managers was the distribution of the last resort,
is public opinion. ■ Given
and a male quartet, and the rendition
public will enforce its own standa special edition of "Kid's Daily," a time, the
ards. But the worst of the moving pictures
of "Maryland, My Maryland," as a "Peck's Bad Boy" extra, gotten out have roused such a storm that official action
quartet number, as the first scenes by Paul Gray. The extra was modelwas demanded. The Lusk bill is law in anunfold. — Advt.
ed along the lines of WID'S DAILY.
swer to that demand."
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anada Organizes
jciation Similar To N. A. M. P. I.
ow In Process of Formation —
To Co-Operate
n organization similar to the Naal Association is now being formn Canada. Its membership will
prise all the important branches
le industry in the Dominion, each
:tioning as a division of the assoon. Temporary headquarters
: been established at 21 Dundas
East Toronto, the headquarters
he Canadian M. P. Distributors'
n, of which Col. John A. Cooper
lairman of the advisory board.
ol. Cooper, when in New York,
:d upon Frederick H. Elliott and
ined the plan and scope of the
organization. The film distribs of Canada are already well orzed. Their organization, the Caan
P. Distributors'
Ass'n,
he M.
nucleus
around which
will will
be

M. P T. O. To See President Harding Today — Plan for National
Convention
(By Long Distance 'Phone)

Washington — The Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America will offer
the screens of the country today to
President Harding, to be used in
whatever fashion the President may
deem advisable. A conference has
been arranged with the President at

itructed the larger association.

Victory in South Dakota
test case in the Sunday blue law
rcement campaign instituted by
ials of South Dakota has just
l decided by the Supreme Court
hat state in favor of the picture
•ests, according to word received
erday by the National Associafrom Benjamin Friedman, presiof the Minneapolis Film Board
'rade.
Koplar in Another Suit
(Special to WID'S

j ^ii..i
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, Louis — Dr. George Mandelaris,
lerly associated with Harry Kopn the Lafayette theater and Rusairdome, has filed suit in the CirCourt against Koplar for an aciting of $3,900.
andelaris alleges he had $2,000
« in the theaters; that Koplar ind him to agree to the transfer to
Famous Players' Missouri Corp.,
lg him $2,000 for his stock and
lising him more should there be
lance when the sale was finally
ummated.
He
further
alleges
the stock sold for $5,000; more, that there is $12,000 undivided
ts from the two theaters and he
that Koplar be ordered to pay
his share of this fund. Also the
ice of the $5,000 received for his

"THE

SOUL

WITHIN"— AUDREY

MUNSON

Heedless moths lured by the false glitter of "Bohemia!"
revelation of life in the atmosphere of art. Perry Plays,

Settled

A New Star
Associated Exhibitors Sign Florence
Vidor — Four Pictures Planned
for First Year
The executive committee of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announced
yesterday afternoon that Arthur S.
Kane, chairman of the board of directors, had signed Florence Vidor
to star for that organization.
Miss Vidor will make four pictures
the first year and will work in Hollywood at the studio of King W. Vidor,
her husband, who holds a distributing contract with Associated Producers, Inc.
The Vidor deal is the first of a series of deals under negotiations for additional product for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

An enthralling
Inc. — Advt.

Kessel-Baumann. Litigation. Ends —
Injunction Application Discontinued
The litigation between Adam Jr.
and Charles Kessel and Charles O.
Baumann over the affairs of the Kessel-Baumann Pictures Corp. has been
settled and on the application of the
plaintiffs the injunction obtained by
Morris Oilman and Bert Sanders as
stockholders has been vacated by Justinued.tice Delehanty and the suit disconAbrams Due Shortly
Hiram Abrams is due back in New
York
from Los Angeles
in a few
days.

Warren in New Loew Building
F. B. Warren Corp. has signed a
long term lease for three-fourths of
.
Film Building Planned
the 16th floor of the Loew State Theater Bldg. at 1540 Broadway. The
The southeast corner of Broadway
Tax Raise Coming
and 48th St. has been secured by Warner forces will go into the buildJacob Amron, owner of the Marl(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing JuneG. 1.Rohlfs has been elected as
John
iltimore — To increase the taxes
borough Hotel and upon that site
heaters an ordinance has been in- will be constructed a 12 story build- assistant treasurer of the corporation.
deed in the local city council. The
ing which is expected to be occupied Rohlfs, who has been associated with
ier tax was a flat $50. If the or- by film interests. The corner is op- Mr. Warren for six years in various
nce is passed houses will be taxed
posite that on which the new Robert- enterprises, will begin his duties on
rding to their capacity.
son-Cole building stands.

June 6.

noon.
The forthcoming national convention was discussed yesterday. In all
likelihood it will be held the week of
July 4 in Minneapolis. The executive committee and officers will meet
previous to the general convention,
about July 1, while the convention
proper will undoubtedly open July
6. There is no opposition voiced here
against Sydney S. Cohen.
The discussions v. ere well ..'ider
way yesterday morning at the Hotel
Washington. On Tuesday, all of
the officials were at the races at Pimlico, Aid., where they all lost money.
From there they came to Washington.
The executive committee went into
session yesterday morning at 11
o'clock and at 4 o'clock in the afternoon were still meeting. The general
legislative program was gone over.
Additional topics will be discussed
today. The program will call for a
revision of the 5% rental tax, the
adoption of a more equitable contract
with distributors, the music tax, etc.
The complete roster is as follows:
Sydney S. Cohen, New York, President; C. C. Griffin, Oakland, VicePresident; Joseph Hopp, Chicago,
2nd Vice-President; W. C. Patterson,
Atlanta, 3rd Vice-President; C. W.
Gates, Aberdeen, S. D., 4th VicePresident; E. T. Peter, Dallas, Treasurer; Sam Bullock, Cleveland, Exretary. ecutive Secretary, and M. Van Praag,
Kansas City (Kan), Recording SecThe executive committee:
C. L. C'Relly, New York; W. H.
Linton, Utica,
N. Y.;
S. Kanter,
Nor( Continued
on Page
2)

Zukor forms E. F. A.
Adolph Zukor has formed the
European Film Alliance to opEurope.erate in Germany and Central
Details of the move, as well
as a series of special dispatches
covering developments abroad,
will be found on page 4, this
issue.

Tjjl<^t
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Incorporations
Trenton, N. J. — L. R. Amusement
Co.; Inc., South Orange. Capital
$100,000. Incorporators: Louis Rosenthal, New York; Etta Bieber,
ol. XVI No. 48 Wednesday, May 18, 1921 Price 5 Cents Brooklyn, and Irving Goldberg, Newark.
Film Folic*.
Copyright 1921, Wid's Film »nd
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
"New
N. Y.t
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
President and TreasGunning,
F. C. ("Wid")
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt,
Telephone;
Hollywood,
California.
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
A. WilliamRepresentative— W.
London
ion, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2. .
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.

Dover, Del. — American Indian
Film Corp. Capital $700,00. Attorneys: The Corporation Trust Co.
of America, Wilmington.
Trenton, N. J. — Fort Lee Operating Co., Inc., Palisades, Bergen
County; 8,004 shares, $5 each; active
capital, $40,020. Incorporators: R.
M. Brenner and F. M. Luff of Palis-,

May

18, ^

cream

skimmed

Added Opinions
"Through

I

the Back
Door"— United
Artists — Strand

TRJIiUNE — It is so silly and so cheap
that we found it difficult to place the blame
where it belonged
and not pass on our resentment to Mary
Pickford. the star. *
The photography is perfectly beautiful. * * *

As

to

milk are RITCHEY

post

ers to other posters.

"The Idol of the
North"— F. P.-L.
Ralto
TRIBUNE— To be quite fair, a lot of
people said that they thought it was a great
picture, and we are glad that they did, because we like to see people enjoy themselves.
EVENING WORLD— In this role she
displays her versatility and fascinates by her
beauty and vivacity.

RITCHE
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838!

"Boys Will Be Boys"— Goldwyn
Capitol

0

ades;
Paulson,
Grantwood
and'
Bertha N.
Goldberg,
29 E.
29th St., New
WORLD— In Irvin Cobb's play, "Boys
Will Re Boys." Mr. Rogers finds a scenario
York.
which is more to his fit than anything into
Trenton, N. J. — Playcraft Prod.,
Inc., Montclair. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: Charles E. Francis,
Oliver S. Hall and Lillian Maucher.
Trenton, N. J.— Atlantic Highlands
Theater, Atlantic Highlands. Capital
$100,000. Incorporators: Moe Kridel,
Simon M. Seley, Esther Susskind,
Newark.

which be has been placed by the Goldvvyns
in recent months. His picture is interesting
and sensible.
POST— The picture. "Boys Will Be Boys,"
is well filmed by Goldwyn, and Rogers fits
well into 'he Cobb character.

The Second Day

second day of the First National convention was not marked by
any development of unusual importance. The discussions were conLast
tinued
all during the day. In the
Bid. Asked. Sale
Albany, N. Y. — Forward Film evening the visitors and circuit officiFamous Players .. 73
75YA
75^
als were the guests of Hope Hampton,
Purchasers, New York, Capital
do pfd
89
893/6 893^ $10,000. Incorporators: H. F. Chase, who entertained at dinner at the Cla*Goldwvn
4V2
5
ridge.
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted J. F., MacNamara. Attorney H. J.
Curtis, 110 West 40th St.
Loew's, Inc.,
17
\7VA
17*4
Buys Majestic Property
Triangle
H
Vt
¥&
St. Louis — Anastatious D. Pappas,
Trenton, N. J.— Columbia Amuse"World Film
..Not quoted
ment Co., West Hoboken. Capital who owns a controlling interest in the
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. $100,000. Incorporators O. N. For- McKinley Amusement Co., owners of
rest, Lionel Isaac, Frederick J. Asch- the Majestic, 1018-24 Franklin Ave.,
bach, Weehawken.
has completed a deal for the purchase
of the theater property from the
Churchill estate of Louisville, Ky.
Dover, Del. — Cinderella Theater
(Continued from page 1)
Co. Capital $600,000. Incorporators:
walk, Conn.; John S. Evans, Phil- James N. Robertson, Thomas B.
Theater Chain Planned
adelphia; Henry Poke, Pittsburgh; Quinn, Thompson R. Winsheimer,
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore; Jake
Attorney, Corporation GuarSyracuse,
N.
Y. — Trie System TheWells, Norfolk, Va.; H. H. Lustig, Detroit.
antee and Trust Co.
ater of Syracuse has opened here as
Cleveland; J. C. Ritter, Detroit; E.
the first of a chain to be conducted in
H. Bingham, Indianapolis; Dr. H. Q.
Albany, N. Y. — Fitzer Amusement New York State by the System
Alexander, Dayton; Roland Hill,
Greensboro, N. C; H. C. Farley, Co., Fabius, Onondaga County. Cap- Theaters, Inc. The organization will
$125,000. Incorporators: M. and probably take over the Palace TheaMontgomery; A. J. Bethancourt, R. ital
and M. Fitzer. Attorney, R.
ter. Earl L. Crabb is president of
Houma, La.; W. D. Burford, Aurora,
Syracuse.
the concern. He plans to produce a
111.; W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis; Fred Shulman,
Western New York news film to
Seegert, Milwaukee; A. R. Pramer,
in Syracuse and surOmaha; Joseph Mogler, St. Louis;
Albany, N. Y. — Delancey Theater, show all events
rounding towns.
Charles H. Burkey, Kansas City, New York. Capital, $250,000. InMontana; Ralph Talbot, Tulsa; M. C.
corporator Blinderman S. Hollander,
Kellog, Lead, S. D.; Glenn Harper, L. Kahmo. Attorney, I. Cohn, 299
Holding Unclaimed Films
Los Angeles, Cal.; and John J. Col- Broadway.
The post office department has relins, Rutherford, N. J.
ported to the transportation commitDANNENBERG.
Albany, N. Y.— Blue Ribbon Pictee that the postmaster in New Ortures, New York. 300 shares preleans is holding a box of film entiferred stock, $100 each; 600 common,
tled, "Pocahontas and Captain John
Decides Not to Build
no par value; active capital, $33,000. Smith," found loose in the mails. The
Incorporators: W. P. Munsell, H. owner of this film can obtain it upon
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Quakertown, Pa. — J. Ball, who re- Ginn, M. Corry. Attorney F. N. submitting the evidence of ownership.
New York.
The American Railway Express
cently bought a site here, has decided Turner,
Co., 51 Broadway, New York, reports
not to build a theater.
Albany, N. Y.— Griffin Amusement that it is holding in Philadelphia two
Co., Brooklyn. Capital, $200,000. In- films, "American Junior" and "Italy
corporators: W. Lawrence, P. J. Fitz- — Sons of the Sea." The owner can
gerald, J.F. Kelly. Attorney, H. L. obtain them upon submission of evidence of ownership. If unclaimed
Turk, 50 Court St., Brooklyn,
within a reasonable time they will be

Quotations

Wednesday,

The

Cost
Aprilto 23
Up

"FOOLIS1

$946,24-

/0

Will Offer Screens

Albany, N. Y. — Myriad Pictures
Corp., New York. 50 shares common
stock no par value, active capital
$5,000. Incorporators: W. Herzbrun,
H. Krivit. Attorney, H. Lewis, 220
West 42d St.

Albuquerque, N. M. — The Crystal,
closed for -more than a year, will be
made into an up-to-date theater, acbuilding. cording to Joe Bernett, owner of the
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JOMSTOMMFAPlAl
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Charlie Conklii
Will

not

appear in Shaker

pearian Repertoire, but will rl
main in Slapstick Comedies.

Olympian Productions Jni
HOW.

40th St., New York Cil

STEREOS-MA
ELECTROS
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MTIER HERE TO FIGHT s DEMPhe French champion arrive in the
train for his great battle of July 2nd.

LAST UPROOTS AN ACRE OF
(TUMPS — A startling demonstration
■n science at Ashland, Wis.

FERRING FROM AUTO TO AIRAN HOUR— DareAT 68 MILES
:Gowan does it at Miamo, Fla.
•vents from Dallas. Dublin, Coney
Bridgeport, Paris, and Rockland, Me.

oday

Rivoli
The Rivoli orchestra has selected "Merry
Wives of Windsor" as the overture this week.
A Post Nature scenic, "Trees — A Noble
"Serenade" is
Folk," is the second number.
then rendered by Miriam Lax, Nathalie Jacus, Inga Wank and Susan Clough. The
Rivoli Pictorial is then shown and is followed by "Sham," starring Ethel Clayton.
The Rivoli orchestra after the feature plays
"Old Timers' Waltz." The comedy is "The
Hayseed" with Al St. John. It is from the
studios. "Fanfare" is the conFox-Sunshi
cludingneorgan solo.

Strand
EsteHe Carey at the Strand sings "My
Hero" from "The Chocolate Soldier," accompanied by the Strand orchestra. The
Topical Review is the next number and is
followed by the Strand Male Quartette. The
feature is "Through the Back Door," starring Mary Pickford. The comedy is "The
Skipper's Scheme." one of the Toonerville
Trolley series. "Melody of Peace" is the
organ solo, which concludes the performance.

Capitol

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

will
lywood— William E. Wing
ociated with Frederick Palmer
educational department of the
I Photoplay Corp.
s Weber has engaged Marie
imp, who recently returned from
, to play a leading role in a new
ction.
iversal announces the title of the
vehicle selected for Marie PreThe story is "Kissed," from a
in .Ainslee's by Ar«: novel
ersetteRoche
Komm

rbert Rawlinson and T'ullyin Marsupwill play important roles
lict,
"Conf
in
Dean
illa
of Prisc
: directed by Stuart Paton.
on.

Kohlmar

will

direct

rom the Ground Up,"
'screen story by Rupert
be the next vehicle
re. Hughes also wrote
ty.

this
Selections from "Faust" are rendered The
week at the Capitol as the overture.
is
and
r
Capitol Review is the second numbe
followed by a repeated engagement of J.M
Runaway Train," by Lyman H. Howe Erik
n then render a duet
Bye and Maria Samso
from "Pagliacci." The Capitol News is the
Dinumber. It is followed by Ballet
next
linta
vertisements, composed of two
Leon
erer.
Flatt
"The
and
"Narcissus"
ar.
Lwnid„w and the Capitol Ballet Corps
is
which
e,
featur
the
to
gue
prolo
a
in
pear
Will Rogers in "Boys Will Be Boys
sings "Songs My MothJacques Gordon then "Love'
s Joy. 'The comer Taught Me" and
"Now or Never, his
in
d Lloyd
is Harol
reeler.
first edythree

Rialto
"Dance of the Hours," from "La. Giocon
the Rialto this week.
da." fs the "overture at as
secusual, is the
The Rialto Magazine,
ed by a vocal seond number and is follow
lection "Till I Wake," sung by Gladys : Rice,
of the
soprano. The feature is "The IdolExnanu
el
on
North"55 starring Dorothy Dalt
,
Albano
do
Edoar
List, basso profundo and
PuriI
from
then sing y theis duet
baritone, The
"Hey Rube, pro
comed
tani"
organ
duced by Christie. The concluding
"
icale.
Pontif
he
solo is "Marc

"The Birth" Banned in Boston
Boston— City officials have suspended the license of the Shubert theater where "The Birth of a Nation
night.
an orig- was scheduled to open Monday
Hughes, The decision was reached after a prifor Tom
vate showing given because of the
his con- protests lodged by a delegation oi
100 negroes earlier in the day.

GASNIER
stands today for

ARTISTIC
Production Values
and

BOX OFFICE

Gladys

y Belasco is back with Al Chris-

Story Values.

Both Law School and Theater
Y)

(Special to WID'S DAIL
Boston— The Suffolk Law School,
has a
iora Daniel, formerly with Lasky, just back of the State House, as
the
same roof
the
r
unde
er
theat
apto
by Christie
been engagedcomedies.
Her first school, by means of which it expects
in two-reel
to finance the building costs. John
is "Let Me Explain."
Enright is manager of the theatrical
end of the venture.
SPACE
VAULT
WANTED
Report Demand for Dempsey Serial
To Store From 50 to 200
The Pathe offices report a renewed
Reels in Building 729 7th
" the
Avenue.
demand for "Daredevil Jack,
states
Address : Reelcraf t
Dempsey serial. The companyof cases,
that exhibitors, in a number
729 Seventh Avenue,
are arranging their programs so as
Bryant
4710
to show two episodes of the serial
every night, ending up the series with
the showing of two episodes on the
Telg
Furnshed Office Includin
day of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight.
ephone Service Best Location New York City.
West Hoboken, N. J.— The t Roosevelt Theater Corp. has bough a site
519
Room
Apply
t Ave. and Courtland St.,
Summi
at
Putnam Building
00 theater will be built.
$225,0
a
where
1493 Broadway
Greenwood A. Robinson heads the
1 concern.
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Zukor Forms The E.F.A.; Foreign News
His German Unit
Organizes the E. F. A. Studio Co.
and Secures Markiewicz as
Manager of the Plant
Special to WID'S DAILY)
Berlin — The European Film Alliance ("Europaische Film Allianz")
is the name under which Adolph Zukor's German producing and distributing organization will operate. It
will be commonly known as the E.
F. A., as the Universal Film is known
as the U. F. A.
.
Zukor has secured the services of
Markiewicz to be in charge of the
studio activities and has also acquired the large plant at the Zoological Gardens in the West End of Berlin. A subsidiary company known as
the E. F. A. Studio Co. has been
formed.

What of Negri ?
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

U.C.I. Rival Planned?

Selling 1st National
Transocean
Film Operating
Out
Berlin — Robertson-Cole

Breaking In

(Special to WID'S

Talk in Rome
of Important
of Some
Italian Combination Under Way
— Confirmation Lacking

DAILY)

Berlin — German trade papers are
carding regular advertising announcements covering First National
product. The pictures are being
handled in Germany by the Transocean Film Co., a new organization
with offices at Zimmerstrasse, 72-74.
The company was formed by A. E.
Huebsch.
Robertson-Cole are also making an
effort to break into the market. Lother Stark is handling the product
for Germany.
Ben Blumenthal has a new unit
called Damra Films. It is understood to be an offshoot of the old
Danish-American Film Corp., which
was formed about two years ago for
the purpose of distributing Ameriean
Films throughout Central Europe.
Damra is offering Triangle and Metro productions.

Berlin — Now
that Adolph
Zukor
has his own organization in Central
Sascha Capitalizes at 30 Million
Europe, will Pola Negri go to America as has been often stated?
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Vienna — The Sascha FilmindusThe difficulties of making pictures
in America with Miss Negri are ob- trie A. G. has raised its capital to
vious, since she does not speak Eng- 30,000,000 crowns.
lish. If Ernst Lubitsch should direct
her — and it seems logical to assume
Urging Swiss Producing Unit
that he will — matters would be facili(Special to WID'S DAILY)
tated by continuing production here
Geneva — "The Revue Suisse du
in Berlin, where Lubitsch is thorCinema" is urging the organization
oughly familiar with production meth- of
a Swiss producing unit. One is
ods.
in process of formation now, known
as "Le Film Suisse S. A.," with a
Goldwyn Closes New Contracts
capital of 250,000 francs.
J. H. Hoffberg of Goldwyn's foreign sales department has closed two
contracts, this time in Japan, Cuba
and Porto Rico, calling for the distribution of Goldwyn's fourth year
product in these countries. This follows the announcement of a new
contract in Mexico, covering in addition to the fourth year pictures, the
PHONE
first series of Booth Tarkington's
BPyANT 5576
two-reel "Edgar"
comedies.

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Rome — There is considerable talk
in trade circles here that an important combination of film interests in
Rome and Turin is under way to operate in opposition to the Unione
Cinematografica Italiana — the U. C. I.
The report as discussed here is that
the new trust will be backed by an
influential Italian bank, which has, so
far, not taken any active interest in
films.
Negotiations between the U. C. I.
and Fert Films for an amalgamation
of the latter with the U. C. I. have
fallen through. It may be that Fert
Film will head an entirely new combination of producers to be affiliated
with the U.- C. I.
Film Club in Budapest
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Budapest,
Hungary — A film club
has been formed here with a capitalization of 1,000,000 crowns.
It will
have its own club house.
Germans

Top List

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Berlin — Figures covering the importation of films into Czecho-Slovakia have been received here. They
show that the Germans are in control of that market, having exported
to that country 54% of the total in
1920. France supplied 21% and
America 13f<.

\

Austrian Firm Changes Na
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Vienna
— The Filmag-Filminc
A. G. has changed its name
Mondial Filmindustrie.
This 1
closely related with Pathe in P
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Acess atscreen
version of David Belasco's famous play, "The Heart of Maryland," is scoring a great sucthe Rialto.

i

This thrilling story of the struggle between the North and South is too well known to require repetition.
The production and cast are exceptionally good, and the picture is certainly one of the best that
has been shown here.
Catherine Calvert, a remarkably handsome girl, presents a most picturesque and attractive appearance as the patriotic young Southerner, Maryland, and her performance is admirable throughout.
Crane Wilbur, who is very popular in this city, gives fresh proof of his histrionic excellence by the
natural and manly manner in which he plays the hero. The remaining characters, down to the very
smallest one, are in competent hands.
The fact that the picture was filmed in Maryland and is an accurate reproduction of the localities
in which its story is laid imparts to it an extra charm.
THE SAN FRANCISCO BULLETIN.
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Drastic Fire Rules

ish 1st National

Provided
For in Ordinance
Now
Pending — Brady Confers With
Fire Commissioner

Reports David P. Howells.
in Friday, Has Details —
Beaverbrook's Plan
Cable to WID'S

DAILY)

in — It is understood that DaHowells is carrying back to
>rk with him the details of a
First National proposition.
:d by
Lord
Beaverbrook.
left on the Aquitania.

tishers Oppose
Ipecial to WID'S

DAILY)

>n — Reports reaching here
le northern counties tell 01
able opposition to Lord Beat's plan for the elimination of
k booking system on the part
ranches of the Cinematograph
>rs' Association.
>d deal of comment has been
regarding the plan. One
as a matter of fact, seriously
;d a vote of censure against
onal organization,
understood that Beaverbrook
nsor a series of meetings to be
important points throughout
ltry at which the plan will be
d in detail.
Tilm Renter says:
cold and indisputable
fact,
:, remains that exhibitors are
o pawn
their theaters with
(Continued on Page 2)

;cha Jacobsen at Capitol
Rothafel is following up the
possibilities started when he
1 Percy Grainger for the Caperal weeks ago. Sascha Jacelebrated American violinist,
econd of the prominent artists
ill appear at the Capitol next
i a program of concert num-

'THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— Audrey Mlmson
An attraction for showmen. Over a million dollars worth of advance publicity for exhibitors to cash in. The story of Audrey Munson — The Queen
of the Artists' Studios — is being read by 30,000,000 readers of newspapers
throughout the country. — Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

Harding Accepts
Thanks
M. P. T. O. for Offering
Screens — Move on to Advance
Visual Education
(By

Long

Distance

'Phone)

Washington — Forty-eight delegates
of the M. P. T. O., together with
their wives, met President Harding
and the Secretaries of the State, Navy
and Labor yesterday. Sydney S.
Cohen offered the screens of the
country to the President for whatever use he may see fit to use them.
President Harding in reply accepted

niversal Field Men Here
with thanks Mr. Cohen's offer and
remarked that the screens of the naird Armstrong, district mantion should prove helpful.
r Universal with headquarters
A photograph was taken on the
ver, is in town for a few days,
e A. Chase, Buffalo manager, White House lawn of the President
re and returned home yester- together with M. P. T. O. officials.
Mr. Harding was informed by Mr.
Cohen of a resolution which the ex( Continued
on Page 8)
Coast Festival June 4
[Special to WID'S DAILY)
May
Go to Italy
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Angeles — A monster Actor's
festival will be held at the Los
Los Angeles — Allen Holubar is seriously considering the production of
S Speedway June ' 4. Mary
-d, Douglas
Fairbanks
and a costume picture in Italy. If his
Farnum are among those who plans materialize, he will go abroad
fce active part in the event.
some time next year to make it.

To O^set Fires
Nat'l Fire Protective Ass'n To Consider Ban on Inflammable
Film
V matter
ance to the
discussed at
tion of the

of considerable importtrade in general will be
the forthcoming convenNational Fire Protective

Association, to be held in San Francisco. It has to do with a resolution
which has been brought up before the
organization relative to the use of
inflammable raw stock for the production of pictures and their later exhibition in theaters.
The resolution provides for the
elimination of all inflammable materia] and the substitution of a non-inflammable stock, so as to decrease the
fire hazard in theaters.
The National Association has been
invited to send a representative to
the convention which will take place
June 10-14. The association, deems
the matter one of importance. There
is now pending before the Board of
\ lerman an important ordinance
th it would seriously affect the local
situation so far as storage of films is
concerned. Details will be found in
an adjoining column.

A drastic ordinance covering fire
hazards in exchanges, laboratories
and studios in Greater New York is
now pending before the Board of
Aldermen. The provisions of the
ordinance are so severe, that, it is the
contention of the National Association, many exchanges, and other film
establishments who are affected by it
would be forced out of the city.
William A. Brady, as owner of the
Paragon laboratory, members of the
Fire Prevention Committee of the
N. A. M. P. I., and Albert De Roode,
who represents the association in fire
prevention matters, had a conference
yesterday afternoon with Fire Commissioner Thomas J. Drennan regarding the measure.
This move followed a meeting of
the Fire Prevention Committee of
the National Association held on Tueday at which exchanges, laboratories
and studios were well represented.
Building requirements called for in
the measure would necessitate the
complete reconstruction of expensive
work in connection with the storage
and handling of film — work that has
already been done with the approval
of the Fire Department.
It is the contention of the N. A.
M. P. I., that ample safeguards have
already been placed around the housing and handling of film and that
while the laboratories, studios and
exchanges are heartily in favor of cooperating thoroughly with all reasonable requirements of the Fire Department, the proposed restrictions
would seriously impede the rapidity
and economy of conducting their
business without materially adding to
the safeguards from the standpoint
(Continued

on

Page 2)

Ingraham This Time?
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is reported
Lloyd Ingraham will have his
producing organization. He is
completing his fourth production
the De Havens.
Now

that
own
now
with

It's Tahiti

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Reports here have it
that a company will shortly go to
Tahiti to film a picture to be called
"Theis Lagoon
of Desire."
W. F. with
Adler
mentioned
in connection
the report.

%
M
j
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of fire hazards. The ordinance seeks
to limit the quality of film under examination. It requires that cabinets
holding more than 10 reels of film
must have sprinklers and a vent to
the open air.
The ordinance has been submitted
to Mayor Hylan and have his approval. Commissioner Drennan, in
a letter to Hon. William T. Collins,
of the Board of Alderman recommends immediate action be taken.
The ordinance, if passed would become operative immediately.
Important extracts from the ordinance, as it now stands are as follows:

Copyright 1921, Wid'a Film and Film Folka,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,
N. V.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertiaing
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
$15.00.
"1. No person shall use, store or keep on
Subscribers should remit with order.
hand any inflammable motion picture film,
whether
in the form of negatives, raw stock,
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S finished product,
used film, or liscarded scrap,
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
in quantities greater than five reels, or aggregating more than 5,000 feet in length or
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
more than 25 pounds in weight or conduct
Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly
a motion picture studio, without a permit.
wood
Blvd.
Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
The storage of inflammable motion picture
film used solely for projecting machines in
London Representative — W. A. William
■on, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, motion picture theaters, are exempt from
London, W. C. 2.
the provisions of this article, but are regulated and governed by the provisions of
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Ifontmartre.
article 2 of chapter 3 of these ordinances.
"Laboratories. Every laboratory shall be
separated from all other parts of the building
wherein it is located by solid fireproof partitions anchored to the floor and ceiling.
"Exchanges. Exchanges shall be provided
Last with one or more independent rooms to _be
Bid. Asked. Sale used exclusively for receiving and delivering
film ; also one or more independent rooms
Famous Players .. 74^
7S¥a
75^ to be used exclusively for inspecting, examining and repairing film; and one or more
do pfd
Not quoted
independent rooms for the storage of posters and other combustible materials. The
♦Goldwyn
4l/2
5
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted rooms used for the aforesaid purposes shall
be separated from other rooms or parts of
Loew's, Inc.
16&
17#
17 J* the building by 'solid fireproof partitions anTriangle
Vs
H
H
chored to the floors and ceilings.
World Film
Not quoted
"Studios. Every studio shall have one or
more independent ^ooms to be used exclusively for carpenter or other shops; one or
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. more independent rooms to be used for dressing rooms ; and one or more independent
rooms to be used for costume and property
rooms. The rooms used for the aforesaid
purposes shall be separated from other rooms
or parts of the building by solid fireproof
Albany, N. Y. — Non-Theatrical partitions anchored to the floor and ceiling.
Film Publishers, New York. Capital,
"In laboratories, exchanges and studios,
openings between floors, includ$50,000. Incorporators: D. and M. E. all vertical
ing stairways, elevators and dumbwaiters
Eastman, L. Gray. Attorney, W. Z. shall be enclosed with fireproof walls sepa
Gold, 1,151 Broadway.
rately and continuously enclosed and adequately lighted as to stairways and elevators.
Not more than 100 reels, or
Albany, N. Y. — Melnick Amuse- the"Storage.
equivalent, may be placed in one cabinet
ment Co., Bronx. Capital, $10,000. for the storage of reels in any exchange, labor other place or establishment. More
Incorporators: P. Melnick, W. P. than 200 oratoryreels
must be stored in vaults. No
Bloni, A. Rubinstein. Attorney, J. B. other goods or materials shall be stored in
the same vault or cabinet with film.
Boudin, 110 W. 40 St.
"Quantity of film permitted. No more
than 10 reels, nor more than 10,000 feet in
Albany, N. Y.— All Art Pictures the aggregate of motion-picture films shall
Corp., New York. Capital, $5,000. be under examination or repair at one time
reel of film shall be kept in a tightIncorporators: A. Greenshine, C. and lyeach
closed metal box when not being examPenser & L. M. Fox. Attorney, L.
ined or repaired. Additional reels to each
operator may be kept in such room if enLandes, 165 Broadway.
closed in containers, provided however that
in no event shall more than sixty reels he
permitted
in any one room at one time. All
Dover, Del. — National Cinema Libraries. Capital, $1,000,000. At- other film shall be kept in vaults or cabi-

Quotations

Incorporations

Thursday, May 19.

1st National

Lord Beaverbrook — for what? So
that Lord Beaverbrook and his merry
band can obtain larger interests in the
exhibiting
side of Weekly
this industry."
Kinematograph
says:
"Our opposition to the present
scheme is not opposition to reform,
but to the methods of bringing it
about, and especially to the unfairness
of the request for a reduction of 25%
on existing contracts."
The Aquitania is due in New York
tomorrow. At the local offices of
David P. Howells it was stated nothing was known of a British First
National.
Oned the
May
3 WID'S from
DAILYThereprintfollowing
Film
Renter:
"What is proposed is nothing less
than an attempt to engineer an immense combine of interests in the film
business, particularly on the exhibiting side, and having for its object the
complete downfall of the renter, and
of the sweeping away of the renting
trade. In short, the proposal is to
organize a combine similar to that
of thecuit First
National
Cirof America,
but Exhibitors'
of far greater
Franklin K. Lane Dead
magnitude."
Film men learned with regret yesterday of the death of Franklin K.
Lane, former Secretary of the Treasurey. Mr. Lane was a warm friend
of the industry and was sponsor for
the Americanization plan which the
N. A. M. P. I. took up and fostered.
Mantzke Leaves Robertson-Cole
Minneapolis — Harvey Day has been
appointed
to succeed Ira F. Mantzke
city.
as Robertson-Cole manager in this

L1

At Work
on "Queen
of Scots"from
The
Sun states
in a dispatch
London:
"The life story of 'Mary Queen of
Scots'
being filmed here by an
Americanis firm.
"This has given rise to much talk
because a little while ago it was announced that a British firm would
produce the film version of this subject. However, the American firm
is now advertising for a girl who
bears a facial resemblance to the
Queen to play the name part.
"In order to straighten out the
matter in the minds of the public,
Walter West, who originally intended to produce such a film, wrote to
torney, Delaware Registration Trust
the London Daily Mail:
nets." * * *
Co., Wilmington.
" 'Those whose business it is to
"The Shulamite" For Gloria Swanson find the money necessary for the proAlbany, N. Y. — Olympian Produc(Special to WID'S DAILY)
duction of British films were convinced that no one wanted to see
tions, Inc., New York. Capital, $10,Los Angeles — Gloria Swanson has
000. Incorporators: L. B. Turin, R. started work on "The Shulamite," at British history on the screen and
Matkoff, J. C. Sherman. Attorney, the Lasky studios. Sam Wood will that costume plays were a failure. I
direct the star.
M. Eichner, 1,545 Broadway.
spent three years trying to bring them
round to my way of thinking, with
New House Organ
the result that an American firm has
launched forth on the film and it is
The first copy of "Screenland," a
house organ, to be distributed in the
>
Liberty, Coliseum, Strand and Rex, now nearing completion.' "
(f (QcLtLCCLtlcrncii (J LctuAsuJ
On Broadway
all Jensen & Von Herberg theaters in
Seattle,
is
off
the
press.
The
paper
Bebe Daniels in "Two Weeks With
E»Z2
contains 15 pages of interesting ma- Pay" will be the feature at the Rialto
terial.
beginning Sunday.
The Capitol next week will show a
Elliott Dexter has been added tt
hi eginald Barker Prod, of "Snowthe cast of "Peter Ibbetson," S0 . K(

Today's Issue
NEW
YORK— Who's Who
in the
Carpentier
arrives.
Reginald
Va
Archie and Kermit
Roosevelt
sail f
ord.
don.
Evelyn
Nesbit has opened
Willard Mack out after Nat Goodw
PARIS, FRANCE— Napoleon C
celebrated. President Millerand esc<
Arch of Triumph by Guard of Hon<
tachment from St. Cyr, famous Fren
fare.
tary school, where Napoleon studi
CONEY ISLAND, N. Y.— Boys fj
fleet swarm over famous resort. Tl
nish a lot of comedy going down th«
riding
andgirls
bucking
bronc'o
giving elephants
the bathing
the once
of the crowd of 500,000 people
aflash
holiday.
NEW
HAVEN,
CONN.— Yale win
Eli outpoints Johnny Harvard in harr
track and field meet.
Ultra-speed
reveals remarkable form of the colli
letes.
Scenes from Chicago, Stockton, Cl
etc. Throwing out the Laughline.
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Views of one of the most important distributors in the independent field as to why an organization is needed in that branch of
the industry.
Because in organization there is strength — and we need all the
strength* we can find.
Because it is the one sure fire way of raising the tone of the independent market.
Because it is the surest way of attracting producers of merit to
make for us the sort of pictures that count.
It will drive from the field the wrong type of men who, infesting
it in parts, lower the whole tone of the market.
Because by common understanding we can reach a definite position— and this is badly needed.
Let us get together some time in July. Why not in Minneapolis
when the M. P. T. O. are meeting. We could do a number of things
to co-operate with the exhibitors, and is there a better time? Incicidentally, we might be able to talk real business with the exhibitors.
We might be able to show the exhibitors that without us they are
constantly at the mercy of the more important producers, and that
by working with us they could keep the market open — something
they need as much as we do.

Priest Makes Novel Offer
Robert W. Priest, president of The
Film Market, Inc., who is directing
distribution of the Jimmy Callahan
comedies, a series of 26 two-reelers,
is making a novel offer to state right
men.
Priest has so much confidence in
Callahan's comedies that he is not
asking buyers to sign a contract for
them and is waiving the "one picture
advance deposit," which had been
generally required.
Callahan Building New Studios
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlantic City, N. J. — Jimmy Callahan has begun building a new studio
for his comedy company here.
Callahan gave up his studio at the
Curtis Airport to Jack Dempsey as
ra ning quarters. He has secured a
lot at Atlantic and Richmond Aves.
The new building will be of steel
construction. The stage will be 80
ft. wide by 118 ft. long, with a height
of 35 ft.

Another Sameth Unit
(Special to WID'S

Forward Film Purchasers was
formed to act as a buying unit for
Forward Film Distributors, Inc., of
which J. Joseph Sameth is president.
Ludwig in New York
Samuel Ludwig, well known in the
independent field in Minneapolis, has
assumed the presidency of the Continental Film Corp., offices at 117 W.
46th St. The company is releasing
on the independent market "The
Good-For-Nothing," with Gilbert M.
Anderson, Lee Willard, Elsa Lorimer, Carl Stockdale and Victor Potel.
Ludwig Exchange Sold
(Special to WID'S

Irvin V. Willat's "The Face of the
World." his third production for HodIcinson, is practically completed.

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— Forward Film
Purchasers of New York has been
formed here with a capitalization of
$10,000. The incorporators are J. F.
Macnamara and H. F. Chase. The
attorney
40th St. is H. J. Curtis of 110 W.

DAILY)

Minneapolis — The
Ludwig
Film
Exchange
has been taken over by
Carl Michael & Guy W. Dawson.

rd Film Distributors, Inc.
. JOSEPH

SAMETH,

President

;st 40th Street, NewYorkCity

New

York
visit

Territory

Exchange System
Is

Planned
by American
Business
Corp. — Takes Over Magnet
in New York
The American Business Corp., offices at 1780 Broadway, will develop
a series of exchanges throughout the
country. The first one has been
cured: the Magnet Exchange on the
8th floor of the Godfrey Bldg.
The company will operate in both
the theatrical and non-theatrical
fields. It is understood that the proposed series of Gladys Gentry Prod,
will be handled by the American Business Corp. When that producing
unit announced its plans, it will be
recalled that the company promised
to make pictures with direct appeal to
schools and non-theatrical institutions.
(Continued on Page 4)

Opens Independent Exchange
(Special to WID'S

Winnipeg
former local
Exhibitors'
to open his

DAILY)

— Fred
W.
Crosbie.
manager of the Canadian
Exchange,
has resigned
own exchange here.

WORTH
r
WAITING FOR %
That's what they say oP Qi£

HALLR0DM
BDYS
COMEDIES
featuring^
SMITH

CLEAN
WHOLESOME
FUNNY

FEDERATED
-EXCHANGES-

The Marketing Policy
of Clark Cornelius Corporation in addition to
pictures of quality requires forceful advertising.
The close co-operation that has been effected
between us has made their campaigns unusually
successful.

rd film Exchange, Inc.

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff

126 West 46th Street

Advertising

Engineers

117 West 46th Street, New
Telephone
Bryant

York City
0248

Those who claim that there is
no demand for single-reel polite comedies ought to see
some of

OLYMPIAN COMEDIES

AL HAYNES'

For Greater
New
York
and
Northern New Jersey, the

Capital Film Exchange
has them.

*■ H11
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"TellsLefs_
Correc
t SixThe
", Says Distributt
More Wrongs
What They Are
Says

Operators Take Every Advantage When They Can —
Some Facts

"Let's correct some of the wrongs
of the independent market before we
talk about an organization in that
field," said one of the largest and
most important of the distributors.
"Let's call things by their right
name;
let's get somewhere:
"Here are some facts:
"Fully 40 per cent of the country.
so far as the independent field is concerned, is in the hands of men who
take every advantage they can, and
who practically mahe it impossible
to do business. At all events they
operate in such a manner that there
can be no profit in any transaction in
which they are involved. This seems
like a big figure. I can give names
and places if necessary.
"These operators know they have
practically no opposition in the independent field which they are covering. They calmly offer you $1,500
for a big feature when they know
t'-at on a natural basis the feature
should bring $10,000 at least from
the territory. And they let you know
that they don't care whether you take
it or leave it. When you put it up
to them that they are keeping real,
valuable, worth-while productions
fro-n the independent field by such
methods it fails to move them. Yet
t'-at same feature, if bandied by one
of the larger distributing organizat:on<;. goes in their territory and pets
a big batch of bookings — all of it
business they might have had, but
thev were too short sighted.
"Sometimes I wonder if these men
aren't deliberately trying to keep the
general tone of productions in the
•ndeoendent field down to their own
level.
"We all know that if a man had his
own money invested in business that
he works harder and better than if
on a salary for some one else. All
of us know we can get real money
for our product on this business, but
'ow many stand up for a price?
Often, too often, realizing what he
is up against, a distributor will take
-tv price at all, and is Had to get it.
but this only hurts the field generally.
"Let us have as one of the big ideas
of this field this slogan: 'live and let
live.' "

Associated
Photoplays
To
Handle
Mary Anderson
Pictures — The
Third Group
Victor B. Fisher, general manager
of Associated Photoplays, Inc., announced yesterday his organization
would release a series of Mary Anderson features.
This makes the third group Associated will release, the other two
being a series with Helen Gibson, and
a second with Pete Morrison.

Meyers Named Representative
Fred Meyers, has been appointed
eastern representative of the State
Film and Amusement Co., which has
its offices in the New Film Bldg.,
Cleveland.
Chi Exchange
(Special to WID'S

Partners Split

(Special—
Cincinnati
is suing for
nership
with
Central Film

Chicago

Moves

Chicago — The Interstate Film SerAve. vice has moved to 730 S. Wabash

dissolution
Herman
Co. here.

Supply

(Special

DAILY)

toStephen
WID'S

to

DAILY)
P. Hetl

of his,
Eger 1

House

WID'S

Mov

DAILY)

Chicago — The
Amusement
Co. has outgrown
its new
<jj
and will move again; to 740
Ave. this time.

ke

Stewart Joins Synchronized
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — C. E. Stewart, formerly
with Pathe, has accepted the management of the Kansas City office of the
Synchronized Scenario Music Corp.
He will handle Western Missouri and
Kansas out of Kansas City.
Marshall Plans Nat'onal Activity
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Atlanta— Frank H. Marshall, of the
Marshall Producing Co. of Los
Angeles, was here, arranging a local
branch of the Marshall Distributing
Co., which is being organized for national distribution of many productions now being handled as state
rights.

STATE RIGHTS MEN

NOTICE THIS
JIMMY
CALLAHAN
COMEDIES

ii

Seay in Maine
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Lake Sebago, Me.— Charles M.
Seay, vice-president and supervisor of
productions of the Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., is here completing arrangements for the filming of a
James Oliver Curwood story under
the direction of Sidney Olcott. The
company has in its entourage Gladys
Leslie, William Tooker, Fred Jones,
and a complete
technical
staff.

JIMMY CALLAHAN
and His Big Comedy

to WID'S

with

>

Florence Dixon and Lottie Kendall

Merger in Philadelphia
(Special

Company

in

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The Keystone Distributing Corp., which has been active
in the local state rights field for a
year or so has been absorbed by the
Consolidated Film Exchange. Frank
Powell and Pete Glen wiio i ave been
identified with Keystone are retiring
from the film business.
Keystone controls for this territory "Raffles," "The Mad Lover,"
"To-day," "The Accidental Honeymoon," "The Struggle Everlasting,"
and the Billy West and Gale Henry
comedies. Harry Smith owns Consolidated.

Exchange System
(Continued from Page i)

The Magnet Exchange is controllAsso. Screen News :n Canada
ed by a holding company called the
Magnet Productions Corp., and this
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Montreal — Associated Screen News latter company is in turn controlled
of Canada. Ltd.. has opened offices by the American Business Corp., the
in the Albce Bldg., and has ready ? president of which is Augustus C.
plant equipped to put out .10,000 f' Hone. It is understood that Aitkens,
of film a day.
Inc. — Harry and Roy — are in control of the American Business Corp.,
To Handle Scores
although Mr. Hone denies this. Aitkens, Inc., and the American Business
i Special t<, Wtn'S DAILY)
Detroit -- Strand Features. Inc.. Corp. are reached through' the same
have contracted to d'Stn'bute the o-"- telephone number and are located at
nut of the Synchronized Scenar'o the same street address. Harry AitMusic Co. in Michigan and Northern ken is believed to be on the west coast
Ohio.
and Roy is in Europe.

In
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First Release Decoration Day

"Jimmy's Last Night Out"
One Every Two

Weeks

Thereafter
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ii

AND SEE ME

H;

ROBERT

W. PRIEST, Pres.

THE FILM MARKET,
No. 1482 Broadway

CALL
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Inc.

'Phone Bryant 6548
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any D e a Is Closed\\
ependents Active

have
men
ipendent exchange
a number of deals during the
seek. Some of the transactions
American Film
:ago— Blackstone Features of
;o has contracted with the
can Film Co. for the series of
econstructed 2-reel western
s for Northern Illinois and
ern Indiana.
lk Borzage, Jack Richardson
/illiam Stowell are featured in
ries.
;rican has sold the same series
Crescent Film of Indianapolis,
diana.
Arrow Film
dw reports the following sales:
. C. Price, president Hygrade
es, Charlotte, N. C, for North
Duth Carolina, "The Stranger in
»n Valley," starring Edythe
starNorth,"
"Headin' To
lg, and
Eltabran
Morrison.
Pete
Co., Charlotte, N. C, who purI "The Blue Fox" serial for
i and South Carolina, Georgia,
la, Alabama and Tennessee. To
h A. McConville, of Independilm Corp., 16 Piedmont St., Boshe four James Oliver Curwood
es and "The Blue Fox" serial.
Candler Pictures
idler Pictures, of 130 W. 46 St.,
made the following sales: "The
rtunate Marriage," for Greater
York and Northern New Jersey
gnet Film, New York; Eastern
sylvania and Southern New Jer:o New Film Exchange, Philhia; Canada, to Regent Exje, Montreal; Minnesota, Wisn, North and South Dakota to
tt Film Corp.; Minneapolis; Uptfew York to F. A. Voll Prod.,
I and Illinois to Common:h Film Corp., Chicago; "The
d and the Woman" to Elliott
Corp., Minneapolis for Mina, Wisconsin, North and South
ita;
and Upper
oil Prod.
Utica. New~York to F.
C. B. C. Sales
J. Goodstein, Arrow or Denver,
release in Colorado, Wymoning,
Mexico, and Southern Idaho,
:n Snapshots; the series of 26
reel Star Ranch Westerns, and
■oom Boys Comedies, produced
larry Cohn. Seaboard Film of
nington, D. C, has secured the
Ranch Westerns for Virginia,
ware, Maryland, and the Disof Columbia. "Dangerous
" has been purchased by StandFilm of Cleveland for the Ohio,
igan, and Kentucky territories.
Dominant Pictures, Inc.
minant Pictures report the folig sales: New Wed comedy ser> Commonwealth Film Co., Chifor Northern Illinois and IndiWestern Star Dramas to W. H.
ileman and Al Rosenthal for
lern Illinois; Catherine Calvert

series to Standard Film Service,
Cleveland, for Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky.
Falkner Sales
Fred W. Falkner has sold New
York State for Susan Grande in "The
Girl With a Million" to the Exhibitors Film & Supply Co. of Syracuse.
. Howells Sales Co., Inc.
The Howells Sales Co., Inc., which
is state righting "The Hope Diamond
Mystery," reports sales on it as follows:
To the Selected Films Exchange
for Illinois and Indiana; the Specialty Film Co. for Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas; the S. & S. Film Supply Co. for western Pennsylvania and
W. Virginia; to First National for
Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia; North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama. Allen Bros, will release it in
Canada, and All Star Features Distributors in California.
The concern has a new picture
"You Find It Everywhere," with
Catherine Calvert and Herbert Rawlinson. It has been sold as follows:
for New York, to Exhibitors Film
Service Co.; for Illinois, to the Commonwealth Picture Co.; for Ohio, to
Phil Selznick; for Minnesota and
Wisconsin., North and South Dakota,
to the F. and R. Film Co.; for Missouri, to 1st National; for Iowa and
Nebraska., to Greater Prod., Inc.; for
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey, to 20th Century Film
Co.; for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, to Specialty Film Co.; for
Michigan, to Strand Features; for
Northern New Jersey, to Jans; for
Maryland, Delaware and Virginia,
to Peter Oletsky; for North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
Alabama, to First National; for Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee, to
1st National; for Colorado, Nevada,
Utah, Wyoming and Southern Idaho
to Merit; for Washington, Oregon,
Montana and Alaska to Greater Features, and for California to All Star
Features Distributors.
Olympian Prod., Inc.,
Olympian Prod., Inc., have sold the
series of Charlie Conklin comedies to
the Capital Film Exchange, 729 7th
Ave., for Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey.
Picture Trading Corp.
The Picture Trading Corp. reports
that 65% of the territory has been
sold on "The Fight of the Age," a
two reeler in which both Jack Dempsey and Georges Carpentier appear.
Rialto Prod, has it for all of Jersey,
Greater New York and Eastern
Penn.; Associated First National for
all of the South; Supreme Pictures of
Los Angeles and Apex Pictures of
Pittsburg for those territories.
Producers Security Corp.
Producers Security Corp. has sold
the Irving Cummings Northwest
Mounted Police series to E. H. Emmick, Peerless Film Service, Inc.,
of Los Angeles for California, Nevada
and Arizona.

Wise

Showmen
are cashing in on

ThefightoftheAge
a two-reel special with

Jack

Dempsey
and

Georges Carpentier
It is not a "fight" picture — It is instructive,
humorous and entertaining.
It will play every theatre and entertain every
audience.
That's why these wise showmen bought it: —
Lou Rogers, Rialto Productions, of New York
and Philadelphia.

George Montgomery, Supreme
Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Pictures, of

Associated First National of Washington.
Associated First National of South East.
Apex Pictures of Pittsburg.

H. A. Kyler, Supreme Photoplays Co., of Denver, Seattle and Salt Lake City.
The cash price for open territory is low.
Or if you'll handle it the big way it deserves,
we'll play you percentage.

ritory.
Wire now and get a proposition for your ter-

Picture Trading Corporation
1402 Broadway, N. Y.

Telephone Fitzroy 4508

Melies Films To Be Revived: New Ay won Serie{
150 Negatives
Leon Schlesinger and A. L. Feinman
Form Partnership Agreement —
Pictures Being Re-edited
Leon Schlesinger of the Film Service Bureau and A. L. Feinman now
conducting a general advertising and
publicity service, have joined hands
in the formation of a partnership to
exploit the Melies Star Films. Under
the terms of a contract with Paul G.
Melies, Schlesinger and Feinman have
acquired by outright purchase the
rights to 150 negative subjects, comprising atotal of 65,000 ft. of film.
The negatives were brought over
from France by Melies. The subjects were originally produced in
France under supervision of Gaston
Melies, who experimented in trick
cinematography. The pictures are
said to be replete with unusual specimens of camera photography, and
range from 250 ft. to 1,000 ft. in
length. For the most part they are
in lengths up to 500 ft.
Leon Schlesingei* is editing and assembling the negatives, and is making his headquarters at the offices of
the Joseph R. Miles, 130 W. 46th St.
Gerard Comedies
Barney Gerard, burlesque magnate,
will
produce
comedies
starring
Synder.
It is reported C. B. C. Film
Sales will distribute them.
Rifkin in New
(Special to WID'S

Quarters

(Special to WID'S

Strand

DAILY)

DAILY)

Arrow Sales Big in Detroit
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Detroit — The Arrow Film Corp.
has sold to Strand Features, Inc..
four James Oliver Curwood pictures
now being made, eight Jack Hoxie
features, a series of westerns and two
other features, one starring Edythe
Sterling, the other Pete Morrison.

Making Westerns
P. F. Magenheimer, president of
the Harmony Film Co. of Los
Angeles, leaves shortly for the coast.
His company is making a series of
8 five reel westerns, two of which
have been completed. G E. Hall is
directing the pictures which are to
be sold on the independent market.

Buys Four Jack Hoxies
William Conn, manager of the
Premier Pictures Corp. of Charlotte,
N. C., has bought four Jack Hoxie
features from Arrow. He has also
bought two productions starring
Rubye de Remer.
New

Chicago Producers

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — The two Russells have
Kansas City, Mo. — T. E. Enfield, withdrawn from the Russell-Grieverformerly advertising manager for a Russell concern and will make pictures on their own as the Russell &
wholesale company, will handle the
publicity and exploitation for the Russell Co. The productions will be
state righted.
Phoenix Film Corp.
(Special to WID'S

Start Work

DAILY)

in San Antonio

Bluejay Comedies Formed
Bluejay Comedies, Inc., have been
San Antonio — Work on the first of formed and offices opened at 117 W.
the new Allene Ray series has already 46th St. The company will make two
started.
reel comedies for the independent
Robert Frazer, who played the lead market. K. B. Clarendon is president of the company; and W. Eugene
in "Without Limit," will be Miss
Moore,
treasurer and director. ActRay's leading man. J. W. Johnual work will start in about a week.
ston will play the "heavy."
(Special to WID'S

All Five Reelers
"Snowy"
Baker
Productions
Un
FilmHasReady
Way — Also
Harry Myers

Montreal — E. A. Brown
will tour
the key cities of Canada for Equity
Pictures.
He
was
formerly
with
United Artists.

Newark, N. J.— The premiere presentation of "Hearts Aflame," with
Jane Novak, which Clark-Cornelius
will market on independent market,
will be given at the Strand May 28June 4.

Enfield With Phoenix

"Supreme Passion" Shown
Cleveland— Robert W. Priest's pro"The Supreme at
Passion,"
had
its initialduction,
presentation
the Euclid
Ave. Opera
House last Sunday afternoon and evening.

Aywon Film Corp. has contrac
The picture has been booked for for two new series of productic
an indefinite run and has been well One is composed
of three pictt|ap
New Color Process On Market
received.
starring "Snowy" Baker, the Aust:
ian sportsman.
These are to be m
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
by Col. William
N. Selig in Ho L
To Shoot Oil Fields
Atlanta — Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions has signed for distribution
wood, and will be distributed nati; Ki.
;t
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Billings, Mont. — George T. Clinton ally by Aywon
in the southeastern states, the HandThe second series is composed
schliegel Process Series of 26 short has opened an office here as the headreel scenics.
quarters of a company which, it is five reel westerns
in which
V to
said, will make pictures in the oil Rogers, Jr., will appear.
Aywon li j
fields of Montana and Wyoming.
Warners
Buy "Parish Priest"
wise has ready for release, "On 1
The metropolitan rights to Herman
High
Card," a Western,
in wh
Harry Myers appears.
Supply Co. Moves
Garfield's "The Parish Priest," have
o
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
been bought by the New York exIntroducing Miss Tess Inkeles i
Indianapolis — The Exhibitors Supchange of Warner's Bros. Exchange,
Inc.
ply Co. has opened
new offices at
Tess Inkeles is the young lady n I
128 W. Ohio St. Robert Gumm
is
in charge of the New York Exchai
manager.
Buys Ridgeway Comedies
of Graphic Films. Blanche Gre
baum is her assistant.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Storey Pictures, Inc.
Kansas City — The Crescent ExShadowland Screen Review, edited
Lewis Now an Exchangeman It
change here has bought the 26 two- by A. D. V. Storey and released by
it
reel Frifzi Ridgeway comedies for
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Storey Pictures, Inc., has been sold
Missouri.
Montreal — Sam Lewis, formerly!
to Sol Lesser for the Pacific Coast
the
Tivoli, is now in the exchai
territory,
and
will
be
distributed
by
Goes to Salt Lake City
his All Star Feature Distributors ex- business for himself.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
changes in San Francisco and Los
Seattle— L. S. Tomlinson, recently Angeles. Doll Van Film Corp., has
F. P. Handling "Kazan" in Can*1)
assistant manager of the Greater Fea- purchased rights for Indiana; Lou
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
tures Exchange, has been promoted
Toronto — James Oliver Curwoc I
Rogers
of
Masterpiece
Film
Distribto the managership of the Salt Lake
utors for the Philadelphia territory; "Kazan" is being distributed in Cil
City branch.
and New York State and Northern ada by the Famous Players Film S
N. J. by Producers Feature Service.
vice, Ltd.
Equity Has Brown in Canada
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Boston — Herman
Rifkin and the
Eastern Feature Film Co. are now
installed in new
quarters at 57-59
Church St. and 19-23 Piedmont St.
"Hearts Aflame" in Newark

"Panther's Cub" Ready
Equity reports that the cutting and
editing on The Black Panther's
Cub" has been completed and that
the picture is now ready for showings to independent buyers.

DAILY)

Section of our Stereotyping Plant showing Mat Making Machine
and fifty gallon Automatic Mixing Paste Pot.
We specialize in State Right Matrice and Stereotype orders.

I. RUBIN

COMPANY

Stereotypers and Matrice Makers
23 E. 4th St.
Spring 8303-8304

New

York City

sday, May

DAILV
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7hat
Independents Are Doing The Country Over
ow Closes Deals
ier of Pictures Sold For Foreign
irket — D. J. Mountan Made
Sales

\. Mountan, manager export deent of Arrow, has sold to the
go Film Co., whose headquarre at Prague, Czecho-Slovakia,
blowing: "The Golden Trail*'
nan's Man," "Nobody's Girl,"
:'s Protege," "Bitter Fruit," the
ick Hoxies, "Before the White
Came." "The Deceiver,"
ires of the Street," 26 Hank
comedies and 12 XLNT comeV. Luporini of Luporini Bros,
urchased from Arrow 26 feat:onsisting of those already made
ithers now being produced, for
;uay and Uruguay.
ynchronized Demonstration
Ut.
of motion
e O'Reilly,
activities director
for die
United
! Navy, has arranged a special

Fecke in Town
George M. A. Fecke of the Motion
Pictures Distributing Corp. of Boston is at the Astor. Pic is looking for
material for New England.
Another From

DAILY)

Chicago — "Youth's Melting Pot,"
adapted from "Youth's Endearing
Charm," is the June release of the
reconstructed features released via
the independent market by the American Film Co.
With

Standard

(Special to WID'S

the

DAILY)

Detroit — Larry
Hayes
is now
on
Standard
Film
Exchange
staff,

handling "The Son of T'arzan" serial.
R. & F. Buy West
(.Special

to WID'S

Here is boiv a brother exhibitor put bis show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know hotv you cleaned

"Flying A"

(Special to WID'S

Hayes

Putting It Over

Comedies
DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — Louis Baum of
Equity lias sold the series of two reel
Billy West comedies to Richards and
Flynn for Kansas and western Missouri.

uf.
When "The Wandering Jew,"
which is being distributed by All Art
Pictures Corp.. 130 W. 46th St.,
played the Stone theater in the
Brownsville section of Brooklyn, the
cco-operation of a cantor and choir oi
seven was enlisted to put the picture
over.
In the lobby an exact reproduction
of the altar of one of the largest synagogues in that section of town was
prepared. The choir sang the Hebrew memorial songs in the nature
of a prologue to the picture.
The Teaser
Was 729
Sumner's
Exhibitors
around
7th Ave.
now know whose teaser has been

S. and S. Buys Serial
The
Paglin Davidson
Agency,
with offices in the Peavitt Bldg., 130
W. 46 th St., has purchased for the
S. and S Film and Supply Co., "The
Hope Diamond
the
Howells
Sale- Mystery,"
Co., for from
western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. S.
and S. is also handling "Everywoman's Problem," and the entire
output
of the World Film Co. in the
same territory.
New

Independent
(Special

to WID'S

in

Boston

DAILY)

Boston — The independent Film organization isa new entry in the independent field. It was formed with
William It. Patten as president; William F. Heffron, vice-president, and
Joseph A. McConville, treasurer and
manager. Patten was with Famous
Players and later with Federated.
McConville was also with Famous
Players-Faskv and later manager of
the

Associated

Producers'

excha

them from a store win- here. Calnay's Unit Incorporated
mystifying
dow in that building. Fred Sumner
Working at Banff
(SpecialN. toY. WID'S
DAILY) Prod..
Albany,
— Olympian
of the Magnet Exchange is responsi(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
ble for it. He ran a series of catch- Inc., of New York, has been formed
Banff, Alta. — Irving Cummings is lines, one each day, in the window
the star in a series of Northwest and finally divulged what it was all with a capitalization of $10,000. Incorporators are L. B. Turin, R. Matway.
Mounted Police pictures being made
at Banff, Alta. The Producers about : for Susan Grande in "The Girl koff and J. C. Sherman. The atWith a Million," which Magnet ccontorney is M. Eichner of 1545 BroadSecurity Corp. will release the series trols
for Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey.
through
independent
distributors.
On Tuesday a limousine drove up
Olympian Prod., Inc., is the unit
with shades drawn and a sign on each formed by James Calnay to succeed
Florence Enk With "Flying A"
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Look Who's Here, "The the Mt. Olympus Dist. Corp. Charlie
Chicago^-Florence Enk, identified window,
>Imas With Nat'l Exchanges
Girl With a Million." When the car Conklin is making comedies for the
with the picture industry for the past stopped a handsomely dressed young
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ladelphia — B.
F. Tolmas
has 10 years, has severed her connections lady stepped out with a black mask organization.
made
branch
manager
of Na- with Screen Opinions to become a over her eyes and passed around imiOsborne To Lecture
tation money.
Exchanges, Inc., here.
member of American Film Co's pub(Special
to WTD'S
Toledo--Thomas
Mott DAILY)
Osborne has
licity department.
made arrangements to deliver a series
All
Art
Formed
Keeping Ahead of Release
of lectures before clubs and societies
Films Cleaned Daily
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— The All Art Pic- here next week when his picture,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
i Angeles — A definite productures Corp. has been incorporated. "The Right Way." is shown at the
Pittsburg— The S. & S. Film &
schedule, calling for completion Supply Co. has installed a new Rex The concern is capitalized at $5,000, Pantheon.
pictures at least three weeks in Film Renovator, and all of their films
and the incorporators are A. Greenice of the date on which they are now run through this machine shine, C. Penser and L. M. Fox. The
The Producers Security Corp.,
o be turned over to Federated
every day. Exhibitors are thus as- attorney is L. Landes, 165 Broadway. which handles the film has received
slease, has been established by
sured of getting their prints in good
All Art is distributing on the in- word that the picture has passed the
f Cohn for Hallroom Boys condition at all time from the S. &
dependent market "The Wandering Ohio State Board of Censorship
idies.
S. exchange.
without a single cut.
Jew."
Offices at 130 W. 46th St.

ng of "The City of Silent Men,"
i will be screened to the accomlent of a synchronized music
specially arranged by Dr. Hugo
nfeld. Friday night has been
n as the evening for this occawhich will demonstrate to the
rs assembled the value of these
i which are released in the metitan territory by Music Score
:e Corp., 1600 Broadway.

A stirring tale of one of the most interesting periods of American history is told in "The Heart of
Maryland," the picture version of David Belasco's famous stage success, at the Rialto Theatre.
The play is filled with action, suspense and dramatic situations, while at the same time there is a
vein of humor, which relieves the more tense situations. The film shows all of the big scenes, including the bell tower spectacular, where Maryland clings to the clapper of a swinging bell to prevent it
ringing and giving the alarm of her lover's escape.
The settings for the play are particularly interesting, and ring true. Windy Bill Manor, where
Aaron Burr was concealed; the Briars, the famous mansion used as General Grant's headquarters during the Civil War. and other historic spots were used in the picture.
VITAGRAPH.

SAN

FRANCISCO
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POST.
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The Third Day

Harding Accepts

In the Courts

( Continued from i>age 1)

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has decided that the
Yitagraph Company must pay a judgment for $3,000 to the Brooklyn Majestic Theater for breach of an agreement that the film, "Womanhood,"
would not be shown in any theater in
Brooklyn for six weeks before or five
weeks after it was exhibited at the

hibitor organization had passed, dcsigned to further visual instruction by
ins of educational and industrial
pictures. The resolution provides
that all theaters shall, once a week,
give a showing of educational pictures to students, young boys and
young girls.
Secretary of Labor, John W. Davis,
Was in hearty accord with Mr.
( nhen's
Theattend
M. P.the
T. national
O. plan
to
invite idea.
him to

Thursday, May 19,

plaintiff's theater. The plaintiff
wanted to show the film again sevweeks after it was first presented
convention which will be held in Min- and eral
when the defendant said that
neapolis. The Secretary in turn has
invited the M. P. T. O. officials to other theaters in Brooklyn had it the
visit the school at Moose Heart, 111., suit was brought. The defence was
where 848 children are being trained that the clause in the contract under
iu industrial and vocational educa- which the plaintiff sued referred to
tion. Secretary Davis, in speaking the exhibition of any other film showing the same cast, and not to the same
of the plan, said:
film.
"A great piece of public work
could have been done by way of the
A jury before Supreme Court Jusscreen. I look for the day when education by the screen will become a
gave
a verdict
for against
$8,375
in a tice
suitPla'tzek
of L.
Gevaert
& Co.
the
Filmart
Laboratories,
Inc.,
to refact."
Mr. Denby, Secretary of the Navy
cover abalance due for raw film sold
said, "Thatls fine."
amounting to $8,375.
Secretary Hughes expressed his
gratification over the plan.
A default judgment for $629 has
The annual meeting has been defi- been filed in the City Court by John
nitely set for Minneapolis June 27,
28 and 29. The original date was for Shepard against the Trump Film Co.,
the first week in July, but the meet- piiiiiiiiiii i in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
ing has been arranged a week earlier
because of the Elk's Convention.
The sum of $3,000,000 has been
pledged for organization work during
the next year. Indications point to
the re-election of Sydney S. Cohen
as president. No opposition to him
seems likely.
W. D. McGuire and Orrin G.
Cocks, of the National Board of Review, are here conferring with M. P.
T. O. officials on matters of mutual
interest. Discussions will be continued today, and in the afternoon the
visitors will be the guests of Harry
M. Crandall who will take them for
a motor ride around Washington and
will entertain at dinner in the vening.
DANNENBERG.

"Manny" Mandelbaum of Cleveland addressed the assembled First
National managers at the Astor yesterday. Various other Circuit members peeked in for a few minutes,
among them Jules Mastbaum, Fred
Nixon-Nirdlinger, I. Sablotsky, Sam
Katz, and Spyros Skouras.
Last night, the Louis B. Mayer Co.
dined the vistors at the Flotilla, the
Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corp,,
sponsored a theater party to see "Two
Little Girls in Blue," and then
"Mickey" Neilan entertained at the
Ziegfield Roof.
The Baseball Fever

"Some opposition is being
to the project, which originatedshown
with
the governors of the memorial theater, and The Bookman's Journal has
asked the views of well-known men.
Professor Saintsbury writes that the
proposal set him to thinking what
an excellent night club St. Paul's Cathedral would make. Edmund Gosse
regards the scheme as an instance of
flagrant and shocking vulgarity.
"John Drinkwater, while granting
that the arguments for and against
motion pictures are weighty on both
sides, thinks that no sort of expediency can make the decision anything but a regrettable confusion of
issues. Sir Sidney Lee. like Shaw,
upholds the governors' scheme."

WANTED
VAULT
SPAC:
To Store From 50 to 200
Reels in Building 729 7th
Avenue.
Address:
Reelcraft
729 Seventh Avenue,
Bryant
4710

jpi
he accounting
department
and the
advertising
and publicity
departments
at Goldwyn will tussle at baseball in
Central Park tomorrow afternoon at
5 o'clock.
If the accounting department
should lose — think what it could do
to the pay envelopes.
Henry Huber, John J. McNevin and
Joseph Ensler on a note.
E. Beverly Walden has filed suit
in the Supreme Court against Herbert Brenon to recover $6,077 on two
notes to the Palisade Film Laboratories.
i
uiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii! nil uiniiii

IF NOT-WHY NOT

Chaplin Sure to Please
According to a copyrighted cable
published in the Times, Shakespeare
would have delighted in Charlie Chaplin, declares George Bernard Shaw
in giving his support to a scheme for
using the Shakespeare Memorial Theater at Stratford-on-Avon for cinema
performances.
The cable continues:

James L. Hoff Dead
James L. Hoff, for a numbe
years with the Moving Picture V\J
and one of the pioneers in the 1
ness, died of apoplexy Tuesday n
He was 56 years of age. Funera
rangements will be announced
11
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F. P.-L. Under Fire?

laking 10 Reeler

World Reports Federal Investigation
Denies
Under
Way—
E. J. Ludvigh

ianks Busy o?' "Three
Muskeeers" — Abram.
Back — Rex
Beach Signed

The World publishes the following
dispatch from Washington:
"Complaints that the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., of New York, is a
combination in restraint of trade in
the motion picture field have been
under investigation by the Federal
Trade Commission, is was learned today. A preliminary report on the
complaints was made some weeks
ago, but the commission has taken no
action.
"Concerns in the South preferred
the complaints. They alleged that
the Famous Players Corp. as producer, distributor and exhibitor has gained a 'stranglehold' through the South,
coming into control of virtually every
theater there. This, it was added,
was brought about through the Jesse
Lynch Co., the system followed being
essentially this:
"A profitable or promising field
with a theater already established
would be visited by a Lynch agent
with an offer to buy. The offer
would be refused, and the owner
would then be impressed with the
fact that the Lynch organization could
obtain any picture it wanted and
(Continued from Page 4)

he Three Musketeers," which
[las Fairbanks is now making
)e in 10 reels, and, according to
n Abrams of United Artists,
returned from the coast yesterwill be one of the most stupenfilms ever made.
. Abrams has closed for a lease
le Lyric theater New York for
:eks, beginning Labor Day where
11 show "The Three Musketeers"
top.
lile on the West Coast, Abrams
d a contract with Rex Beach
sby that author will write a seri stories and film them for Unitrtists. The first will be "The
Trail,"
adaptation are
of Beach's
novel. anCameramen
now in
a securing material.
The picwill be released in the fall.
. Beach will not make any stipI number of productions a year.

Morris Out?
is understood that Gouverneur
is has withdrawn from the EmiAuthors Corp., which releases
gh Goldwyn. Rex Beach was
lent of the company,
attempt was made yesterday to
■ the report concerning Morris
Gabriel L. Hess of Goldwyn.
juld not be reached for a state-

gain Associates
E. Rork and B. P. Schulberg
Eliated in Selig-Rock
Producing Unit
ig-Rork, the newly formed pro£ combination, composed of Col.
I Selig, and Sam E. Rork, have
ed B. P. Schulberg as the dising representative for all of their
ct, with offices at 576 5th Ave.
; new unit now has in the course
Baration a picturization of "The
■y," to be followed by a series of
'e of this tvpe, and has already
feted the first two of a series
0-reel features,
addition to this program, Seligintend to produce at least one
J serial a year and 12 one-reel
il comedies.
: new affiliation between Sam E.
and B. P. Schulberg marks a reof business association between
two men for the first time since
partnership in the Katherine
•onald Pictures Corp.

"THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— AUDREY
MUNSON
A scene from the story of The Most Beautiful— The Most Versatile— The
Most Famous Beauty of Modern Times.
As the Queen of the Artists' Studios Audrey Munson reveals on the screen an amazing incident of sacrifice and love.
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

Independence
To Be Keynote of Minneapolis M. P. Deal
T. O. Convention — Conferring
on Music Tax

Terriss Series?

Under Way With Cosmopolitan—"Find the Woman" Already Scheduled
(By Long Distance 'Phone)
It is understood that negotiations
Washington — "Exhibitor independare
under way for a series of Tom
ence against the operations of proTerriss Prod, for Cosmopolitan Prod,
ducers-distributors"— that, present inLasky.
release through Famous Playersdications point, will be the keynote of and
the M. P. T. O. convention at Minneapolis.
Terriss has completed "Boomerang
The officers and committee men Bill" for Cosmopolitan and has been
are doing real work here. They were
scheduled to make "Find the Woin session till 2 o'clock yesterday
man," an Arthur Somers Roche story.
morning and were back on the job
at 11. There was another meeting He is now going over the script and
last night. The sessions will close expects to start actual work in about
tomorrow.
two weeks at the International StuConferences are being held with
dios, 2nd Ave. and 127th St.
Senator Hiram Johnson regarding the
music tax, while some of the M. P. T.
International yesterday verified the
O. officials are seriously considering
concerning "Find the Woman,"
the advisability of asking the admin- report
istration to repeal the 5% reel tax. but professed to know nothing of a
series of Terriss Prod.
(Continued on Page 4)

New Sherry Unit
$4,125,000
is Capital
of Delaware
Company
Talk— His
AboutOffice
Plans Won't
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del. — Sherry Pictures, Inc.,
have been formed here with a capitalization of$4,125,000.
The Corporation Trust Co. of America acted as
attorneys for the new corporation.
The office of William L. Sherry in
the Godfrey Bldg. refused to talk
about the plans of Sherry Pictures,
Inc., yesterday. It was stated that
Mr. Sherry was out of town and that
in his absence no one could talk for
him.
There has been some talk in the
past few weeks that Sherry, who was
the organizer of the Parex Film
Corp., had an important deal under
way, but it has been difficult to ascertain what the nature of the transaction is. He did deny last week
that it had to do with the operation
of a chain of theaters, as had been
reported. It would not prove surprising ifSherry entered the distributing field again.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 73%
74%
74
Not quoted
do pfd
Goldwyn
4J4
*>V\
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
\ty\
17
17
Triangle
¥»
V&
Vs
World Film
Not quoted

Harry

Reichenbach

much was the table cloth gross at the Astor yesterday?

Not Sold
Through a misunderstanding
stated in yesterday's
issue th{|
Irving Cummings
series had
sold by Producers Security to
Emmick for California, Nevadj
Arizona.
That territory, says
ducers Security, is still open.

2. — When is a motion picture not a classic — ditto masterpiece?
3. — When is a free lance free and how soon will he work?
RITCHEY

4. — Why is a tradespaper and if so what?
5. — Where did Edison's Talking Pictures go when they stopped
talking?
6. — What

is a resignation and what does it mean in executive

parlance?
7. — Where does the hole in a doughnut go when you eat the
doughnut.
8. — How much is a million in film money?
Two million? etc.,
etc.
9. — Who discovered the Bronx and why?
10. —
11. —
12. —
for the

When is a States Righter Right — and if so when?
What is the relation of a special?. And who pays?
Where does an electric sign spend its time when it goes out
night?

14. —
15. —
it refer
16. —
where

Why is there no thirteenth question?
What
is a trades paper insert and what kind of a film does
to?
How many new companies were started at the Astor and
did they start for?

posters

never

make a photo-play any bet
ter — but they always make
it more profitable.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

New Theaters

i

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Joseph A. Golden
Corp., New York. Capital, $5,000.
Incorporators: J. A. Golden, E. V.
Reiss, E. M. Weiss. Attorney, H.
L. Slobodina, 729 6th Ave.
Albany, N. Y. — Whipple Amusement Corp., Brooklyn. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: H. Jacobson, S.
Winderman, J. M. Madden. Attorney, M. M. Helfgott, 35 Nassau
Street.

. (Special to WID'S DAILY)
Altoona.
Pa. — George
Brothers,
who owned
the Victoria in Harrisburg, have bought
a site here on
which they intend to build a theater.
Ardmore, Pa.
Ardmore, Pa. — Main Line Amusement Co. will build a new theater
here.
Atlantic City, N. J.
Atlantic City — A new theater is being built here.
It will seat 1400.

Inc., operating in Marquette, Munising and Esacanaba, will build here.
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Mount
Vernon,
N. Y. — A theater
costing $150,000 will be built here.
New Egypt, N. J.
New
Egypt. N. J.— Foulks
will build a new theater here.

Bros.

April 26

"FOOLISI

$954,42C

Paxtonville,
Pa.
Paxtonville,
Pa. — The
Memorial
Bridgeport,
W. Va. — The theater
owned by the Bridgeport Amusement

Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore — The American Theaters theater.
Co. has opened.
It is the town's first
Co. is building
the
Bouelvard
at
Albany, N. Y. — Music Score Ser- Greenmount Ave. and 33rd St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
vice Corp., New York. Capital, $200,Bismarck, Mo.
000. Incorporators: Jacob Silverman,
Philadelphia — The Carman Amusement Co. will build a 3,000 seat theBismarck,
Mo.
—
Charles
Goodnight
SilverDavid
and
Myruski
ph
ater at Germantown Ave. and Roy St.
man, 505 W. 16th St., New York. At- of De Soto will build the Opera
Another theater will be built oppotorney, Leonard Bronner, 385 Broad- House here.
site the Dunbar on Broad St.
way.
Detroit, Mich.
Detroit — Tom Lancaster and Fred
Smyrna, Pa.
Sacramento,
Cal. — Quality
Film Williams will build a new 2,000 seat
Productions, San Francisco.
Capital
Smyrna, Pa. — Mark McManus of
house costing $300,000
on
Spring- the Opera House, who recently pur000.
Incorporators:
G.
H. wells
Ave.
Davis, H. J. Revier and J. Brandt
chased the Dick and Cummins properties on Commerce St.. has perfected
are direct
Grand Rapids, Mich.
plans for the erection of a picture theGrand
Rapids.
Mich. — The
New ater.
ent is being built here by a company which intends building a chain
Waverley, Kas.
in Michigan and Indiana.
Waverlev, Kas. — J. W, Bailey will
build a $20,000 theater here. It will
Harrisburg, Pa.
450.called the New Bailey and will seat
Harrisburg — It is rumored
that be
Peter Magaro, proprietor of the Revent, will build a new theater here.
Westline, Mo.
Westline, Mo. — A. C. Schaeffer has
Iron River, Mich.
Iron River, Mich. — Delft Theaters, opened a 250 seat theater here.

WIVES"!
All "Olympian Production!
are released independently on]
co-operative
percentage
basi

Charlie Conklii
is topping

the list.

Olympian Productions Jnj
HOW.

40th St., New York Ci

WANTED

TO BU i

Negatives or Positives of Fai.)
Tales or similar production
ESKAY HARRIS
FEATURE FILM CO.
126 W. 46th St.
N. Y. £
.

gji^t
Scores Big Success
DAILY
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Putting It Over

WANTED

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow knoiu ho<w you cleaned
up.

LABORATORY
EXPERTS
opportunity with a live, progresorganization is offered to sevfilm laboratory experts who thorlily understand the business,
it be brainy, progressive and good
:utives.
respondence

strictly

confidential.

Wid's, Box F-19
71 W. 44th St., N. Y.

iTEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
. RUBIN COMPANY

i E. 4th ST.

SPRING

THE

8303"

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

DVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5506

RTISTS

AND

ART

TITLES

F. A. A. DAHME.
INC.,
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
IV. 42nd St.
Bryant

6796

BROKERS
NON

PICTURE
SECURITIES
CO.
Investments
160 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles

FILM
Titles
IV. 44th

EDITOR

TOM
BRET
Scenarios — Film Cutting
St. Bryant 6903 N. Y. C.

CE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BERMAN
Scenarios — Titles — Editing — Cutting
West 42nd St.
Bryant 2704

LABORATORIES

Big Crowds at New York Strand
at
Brooklyn Strand
Big Crowds
Big Crowds in Minneapolis

Will Be Boys."
Wilkerson divided the huge California stage into three sections. On
the left side was a big barn set, in
the centre a boat landing scene and
on the right an old Southern home
drop.

Big Crowds in St. Paul
Big Crowds in Omaha
Big Crowds in Des Moines

Three blackface and one white
character made up a quartette which
sang old plantation numbers before
the barn set and the boat landing
scene, while a mixed quintette sang
a medley of old songs in front of the
old Southern home drop, and a male

Big Crowds in St. Louis
Big Crowds in Los Angeles

trio sang the duel scene from "Faust."
A clever Southern clog dancer
stopped the show at nearly every
performance. Will Rogers in "Boys
Will Be Boys," drew capacity audiences to the huge theater all week.

IRECTORY

OF

r Los Angeles — Purl Wilkerson, producing director of the California, devised a unique prologue for the presentation of Will Rogers in, "Boys

_

.REMONT FILM LABORATORIES
Claremont Parkway Tel. Tremont 3766
I. J. Streyckmans,
General Manager

PRINTERS
PROSPECT
PRESS
W. 4th St.
Spring 2070
BARNES
PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
last 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

STUDIOS
SSTEE STUDIO
AND
LAB., INC.
lio— 209-219 E. 124th
Harlem 7196
tudio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4985
DERN, FULLY
EOUIPPED
STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
232 West 38th St.
Fitz 4205

, -'"Toledo, O— Hal Olver, Goldwyn's
representative in the Pittsburg, Buffalo and Cleveland territory, had himself swung up to a wire stretched
from the top of a hotel to a building
on the opposite side of the street and
there, suspended head down from the
wire, released himself from a straightjacket in which he was encased. He
wore a black mask. This was worked
while
at
the
The
space
were
Olver

"What
Happened to Rosa" was
Alhambra.
newspapers gave considerable
to the stunt and large crowds
attracted to the theater while
was pulling the stunt.

Utica, N. Y. — Hathaway of the
Alhambra, Utica, put dash cards on
175 street cars and 350 hangers inside of the cars for "A Small Town
Idol." He also had a contest for
newsboys to boost the circulation of
the Observer carrying his display advertising. The boys wore each a
quarter sheet jute tag board. Hathaway also enlarged a telegram 18 by
4 feet and hung it under the marquee.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Hal Oliver,
Goldwyn's man in Cleveland, Detroit
and Buffalo, came here when "Prisoners of Love" was at the Isis there.
After a week of teaser adds, Oliver
got a crowd into Campau Square to
see him play a searchlight on a suddenly unfurled banner. It attracted
considerable attention.
Omaha — -"The Faith Healer" was
recently put over here by R. C. Gary,
who sent a cameraman downtown
in an automobile and impressed the
crowd that they were being shot. He
did take some pictures which were
shown at the Rialto. The car bore
a banner which read, "We Are Looking for the Faith Healer."

Big
are

crowds

everywhere

flocking

to

see

JACKIE C00GAN
. who made such a hit with
Charlie Chaplin in "The Kid"
in

" Peck's Bad Boy "
(1921 model)

All New York falls in love with star and tremendous crowds
at both New York and Brooklyn Strand burst into spontaneous applause
Presented by Irving Lesser
By arrangement with Warner Bros.
Written and Directed by Sam Wood
i mi *my, Jung? ier*Tgg-=gg

Subtitles by Irvin S. Cobb

A First National Attraction

■ov

—11

F. P.-L. Under Fire?

(Continued from page 1)
could prevent the present owner from
obtaining any picture it did not wish
him to exhibit. He would then be
told that unless he agreed to sell, a
new theater would be erected near
that he owned. He was then given
time to think it over and almost invariably sold.
"It is alleged this system has been
used particularly in those cities
known as 'key' cities, which are the
points from which distribution of
pictures for a given territory is made.
In the first run theaters of these
cities, controlled by the Famous
Players, through the Lynch company,
only pictures made or distributed by
the Famous Players are exhibited.
The result here, it is said, is that
there is almost no sale for any other
picture throughout that territory.
"The head of the Lynch enterprise,
it was also complained, is such a
heavy stockholder in the Famous
Players-Lasky Co., that it has been
rumored that within a year he, himself, may head the Famous Players
Co.
"It it further stated that in
New York there are only five first
run picture theaters, the Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion, Strand and Capitol.
The first three are controlled by the
Famous Players, the last by Fox and
Goldwyn. Another first run theater
is to be built in New York within the
year, it is said, to be owned by a
Philadelphia man 'who has done for
the Famous Players in Philadelphia'
what Lynch has done in the South."

tMA

Independence
(Continued from page 1)

Several members oppose such a move
at this time, arguing that the time
is not ripe.
A number of resolutions are being
drawn up for the Minneapolis convention and all of the committees are
being drafted. The personnel of the
committees will be made public
shortly.
One resolution which it is expected
will be adopted condemns the further
exhibition of "In the Shadow of the
Dome" on the grounds that it is
propaganda against the Government,
inasmuch as it shows Federal officials
and Congressmen accepting bribes.
The picture w:as made by David G.
Fischer for the Fox-Fischer Photoplays and is now being shown here
at the Belasco theater.
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The biggest box-office attraction of the day ; an attention-gc
such as you have never seen ; a timely, lightning-fast One I
Special that will positively make all roads lead to your thee
" I guarantee that 'A Day With Jack Dempsey' is the only true, auti
and authorized picture that will be issued on Dempsey training for hit
with Carpentier"
Jack Manager
Reams,of Jack \

DANNENBERG.

Convention Over
The second annual convention of
First National officially came to a
close last night. The sessions were
originally to terminate Wednesday,
but pressure of business was so great,
that it was decided to continue for
another day.
John McCormick, publicity representative for the circuit on the coast,
will be the guest at an informal
luncheon today at the Astor.
Ryan Back
Phil. L. Ryan, franchise manager
of the Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has

just returned from a three weeks'
trip, during which time he visited the
branches in the key cities. He was
Note — The "Jesse Lynch" com- very much impressed, and has returnpany referred to in the World
ed very optimistic of the future.
dispatch it, of course, the S. A. Ryan thinks that the fall of this year
Lynch Enterprises which control will see big business throughout the
the Paramount output in the 11 countrv.
Southern States for a long period
of years. The dispatch also motion picture theaters in the United
states that Fox controls the States,' he said. 'We are interested
Strand, when undoubtedly First in a few hundred of them. For those
theaters in which we are interested
National is meant.
we supply a little more than one-half
It will be recalled some time ago of the cinema plays they use each
that WID'S DAILY stated that
"He said that the references to JesFamous Players-Lasky was under in- year.
se (S. A.) Lynch succeeding him as
vestigation by the Federal Trade
Commission. At that time, Elek J. head of the Famous Players-Lasky
Ludvigh stated that it was true the Co. was 'made out of whole cloth,'
company was being investigated, but and added that 'to deny such allegaadded there was no special signficance
tions as those made would be silly.'
" 'The picture business by its very
in the fact since the government was
looking into the affairs of a number nature can never be controlled,' he
said. 'AH of Wall Street could not
of large corporations.
An effort was made to secure a control so peculiar an industry. You
statement from the offices of S. A. might as well try to own and control
Lynch in the Brokaw Bldg. Mr. all the newspapers in the United
Lynch is not in town, however, and States, their circulation and their
his office first learned of the World policies.
" 'All big companies,' he said, 'have
dispatch through WID'S DAILY. their own theaters and circulate their
It was stated a clipping of the article
ured and sent to Atlanta pictures heavily in certain districts.
i he same as the Keith Vaudeville
immediately
with a re<
or a
Circuit. The company owns the thestatement.
aters and employs its own actors.
k J. Ludvigh, head of the l(
" 'We control the Rivoli, Rialto and
department of Famous Players, stated) Criterion
Theaters, and none others in
afternoon that lie had asked
his Washington correspo; heth- Xew
York,' he said."
er th
'
complail
l th( D
and that
his
indent had answered
in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the negative.
Washington — Authorities of the
Jesse L. Lasky could not be reach- Federal Trade Commission claim to
ed for a statement. The World know nothing of the Famous Playersquoted him as follows :
Lynch report. Inquiries were made
" 'There are some 15,000 or 16,000 yesterday by WID'S DAILY.

CommissionfSilent

A day with

Jack Dempsej
presenting the ONLY true record of the world's champion
training for his much talked of fight on July 2nd with Carpen
Here's a rare and juicy chance for all you live showmen to clean up \
a picture that the whole population will want to see. Get it; bally-ho
like a circus, and put extra help in your box-office. You'll need it!
It would take a bank roll the size of the Washington monument to
the publicity that is appearing in the newspapers of the land on the g.
fight of July 2nd.
You get it all free with this picture.

First come, first served.
Get it now while the getting is goo*

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

7/cRECOCHIZED

fiBRADSTREET
f FILMDOM
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Authority

losing Pow-Wow
P. T. O. Executive
Committee
■actically Completes
Work
in
Advance of Convention
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
'ashington — The executive
comee of the M. P. T. O. of Amerlas practically completed its work
and it is expected that the bulk
he committeemen will leave for

Zukor Returns;
Howells
Back, Too
Adolph Zukor returned from Europe last night on the Aquitania. The
boat did not dock until about 6:30.
Mr. Zukor went to his home immediately.
David P. Howells was another passenger on the boat. He returned from
abroad after an extended trip through
the countries of Western Europe.

McCormick
Promoted
John McCormick, it was announced
yesterday, has been appointed west
mong the many resolutions con- coast representative for Asociated
red was one condemning the Na- First National.
The announcement was made at a
il Booking Co. idea, which is reluncheon
given to McCormick by the
led as one of the greatest of men- home office,
in order that he might
facing the industry. Definite res- meet the trade paper editors. Mcions with reference to this menCormick until now was in charge of
will be prepared for presentation western publicity.
tie Minneapolis meeting. Indeed,
ugh the work of the executive
National Association Meets
mittee much has been prepared in
The National Association held a
ince of the annual meeting which meeting yesterday at which they elected officers for the coming year.
insure speed.
he national meeting will be asked
pprove the formation of a statisi bureau which will compile all
[ of data, and in all likelihood a
lution will be presented demandthat the president of the organion accept a salary. Sydney S.
ien. the present incumbent, is now
king without a salary,
he great volume of work falling
n the executive committee which
kept them at work constantly
e Tuesday at 11 o'clock, all hours
he day and night, has resulted in
idea being presented of having
committee meet three times a
r, preferably in Washington, herer. and it would not be surprising
lis was carried out in the future.
■ homes tonight.
Jew York first.

Price 5 Cent!
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A few will go

Federal Censorship
Plans Now Under Way
Senators and Congressmen, Upset Over "In the Shadow of the
Dome," Take^Swift
Action
Bill Expected
to Be Presented Within
the —Next
Few Weeks
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

^Yashington — Two and possibly three bills seeking Federal
control of films, or Federal censorship, are now being planned.
It is anticipated that one of these will be presented both in the
House and in the Senate some time within the next few weeks,
and it would not be surprising if the first reached the Senate some
time next week.'
This unexpected action is due in no small manner to the
feeling of Senators and Congressmen over a picture, "In the
Shadow of the Dome," which was put on here at the Belasco
Theater — a legitimate house, and which portended to show how
some political characters behaved. Incidentally the picture
showed a Senator becoming drunk in a brothel, and in another
sequence some Congressmen and Senators accepting bribe money

Unusual ?
am Abrams Negotiating for Forgn Release of Two Productions
Made by Associated Prod.
iOs Angeles — It is understood that
am Abrams will take over the for1 distribution of Ince's "Lying
s" and Sennett's "A Small Town
1" for England and Europe. They
I be released by the Allied ArtCorp., the foreign organization
United Artists.
liram Abrams yesterday said that
would not deny that he was negoing for the foreign release of these
ductions.

"THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— AUDREY
MUNSON
An intensely emotional episode portr ayed in the unique pictorial chapter
the life of the Queen of the Artists' Studio. Millions of readers of newsAl" Lichtman, general manager of of
sociated Producers,
said that he papers throughout the country eagerl y await the coming of this photoplay
wv nothing of this matter.
sensation.
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

from under the plates at a dinner.
The entire tone of the production was
such that it angered the Senators and
Congressmen considerably, so much
so that when a delegation of the M.
P. T. O. in session here recently
called on several Senators they were
informed of the picture mentioned, and asked what they intended doing about it. As a result
the theater owners passed resolutions
condemning the picture and calling
on all exhibitors not to book it.
These resolutions reached every
Senator and Congressman in the mail
on Thursday, but this could in no
manner check the activities of several
Senators and Congressmen, who. believing that Federal censorship was
desirable and necessary, immediately
started the preparations of measures
seeking to stop the exhibition of such
pictures as had defamed them, and
their colleagues. It is understood
that these bills will be rushed to completion and filed immediately. Several Senators have already asked for
copies of the Randall bill (Federal
censorship) to be used as the basis
of their bills. It will be recalled that
this bill died in committee last year.
A real estate operator named Fox
is said to have financed the production which was made by David G.
Fischer. It is said here that Fox was
much upset over the action of a Congressional committee dealing with
property in which he was interested,
and financed the production to "get
(Continued on Page 4)
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Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show oner. Send along
your ideas.
Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Elyria, O. — Using a stunt suggestion featured in the advertising and
exploitation book put out by Metro
in promoting "Someone In The
House," the management of the
Colonial Theatre, was able to effect
a surprisingly successful tie-up with
nine prominent merchants during the
showing of the picture in Elyria.
The theater made use of the idea
to enlist all stores for the tie-up, and
the merchants were quick to see the
splendid possibilities of linking up
the phrase with their respective
goods. Results proved their foresight justified. In the issue of
March 2, of the Chronicle-Telegram,
was a full page headed: "Someone
In The House" Wants To See You
About Something in Our Store." The
center of the page, a space six by
ten inches, was devoted to a twoLast column advertisement of "Someone
Bid. Asked. Sale
In The House."
Surrounding it on each side and on
Famous
Players
..
72^>
"3
72JA
do pfd
89
89
89
the bottom, were the merchants' ads.
Each uniformly began: "We Want
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted 'Someone In The House' To Know"
Loew's, Inc
16J4
16J/6 16^ — then came the specific sales talk,
Triangle
¥t
V%
¥* was a clever idea which elicited the
World Film
Not quoted showing what was to be known

Quotations

W\
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••••

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co._,
Gov't Wants Film Man
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Des Moines, la. — A Federal warrant has been issued for the arrest of
J. L. Adams, general manager of the
Adams Theater Co., which operates
a number of theaters in Iowa. He is
charged with misappropriating government funds. The company has
asked for a receiver to manage its affairs. It operates the Berchel, Princess and Pantages theaters here.
Back From Location
Charles Hutchinson, Warner Oland,
Harry Scmcls, Lucy Fox, Ann Hastings and Diana Deer have returned
from Ausable Chasm, Keysville, N.
Y., where they took scenes for "Hurricane Hutch," a serial directed by
George B. Seitz.

Lynchburg, Va. — When Goldwyn's
"Earthbound," was shown at the Isis,
at the part where the wronged husband shoots his closest friend, the
entire house was plunged into darkness and from the pipe organ a
human voice was released, and a lyric
tenor sang Massenet's Elegie. The
organist used the Vox Humana stop,
playing in unison with the singer
so that the audience was unable to
tell which was singer and which was
organ. This was worked out by Guy
Barret, manager, and W. R. Ferguson, Goldwyn exploitation man.
Ferguson used in the lobby the
mammoth globe which he had constructed in Washington to exploit
"Earthbound" in that city. In Washington itwas mounted on top of the
marquise; in Baltimore it was placed
upon a motor truck, with a man
strapped to it, and carried around
town.

Another Game
The D. P. Howell- offices and the
Realart exchange will meet at the
Catholic Protectory grounds this
A number of local music and phonafternoon at 4 o'clock and battle for
ograph shops are conducting a tie-up
baseball honors.
*
window campaign with the Fox picture, "Over the Hill," attracting in
Mahlon Hamilton has been engag- this way
a great deal of attention to
ed to play the leading masculine role
the
song,
"Over the Hill," and the
with Gloria Swanson in "The Shula- photoplay which
inspired it.
mite."
One of the first shops to fall in
line was that of A. H. Mayers at S2d
St. and 9th Ave., not far from the
Park where the picture is now in the
ninth
ing. month of its New York show-

Tl« SPICE OH TIIF PROGRAM"

First

La
dans
store
Sale,"

Crosse, Wis. — When "Heliotrope" played the Rivoli, Bob Rhehooked-up with a department
which held a "Great Helitrope
of "Heliotrope Specials" in various kinds of merchandise. He got
32 windows, 11 of which contained a
poster alone, the remainder were tieups. Five dollars was given to the
child who spelled the largest number of words with the word "heliotrope." He used an open letter to the mayor, lauding the
police. 3,000 perfumed cards were
distributed. Prizes were given to the
first blonde in line, and to the largest
family.
Los Angeles — A Chinese set was
built by Paul Wilkerson at the California for "A Tale of Two Worlds."
The Oriental prelude staged in front

National

(Spr-cial to WID'S

Week
DAILY)

Indianapolis — Floyd Brown, <jj
ager of the First National Exchj
here, announces that First Nati
Week will be on in his territory f
June 12th to 18th.
Exchangeman
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Vancouver, B. C. — Robert
formerly manager of the Fox
change here, has bought the Em
and the Lonsdale, North Vancou
Exports

Total

$500,000

The Bureau
mestic
Commerce of Foreign
reports and*L
$50C
\vorth of film was exported to 10
eign countries during March,
is more than 2,394 ft.
Plan to Fight Tax
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — New moves in
fight of the M. P. T. O. of this s
to prevent passing of the censor
bill and the two tax laws were n
ization.
at the recent meeting of that ori

Sascha Jacobsen, who will ap
of this drop was called "Sui Sen's at the Capitol next week, was bt
Birthday Party." A dramatic so- ed at the theater by H. S. Kraf
prano impersonated the Sui Sen of
the Morris photoplay and sang the the New York Concert League.
Chinese Lullaby from "East Is
West."
Five Chinese dancing girls
Amarill.o, Tex. — The D. F. and R.
Enterprises use a 24 sheet permanent
stand to advertise what they are
showing at three local theaters. One
three sheet for each house is posted
on the board, beneath permanent lettering of the name of the theater, its
location and the time of its program.
It is possible to put five three sheets
on a big board. This idea should be
of value to theater chain operators.
Toledo — The Rivoli recently showed pictures of the opening game of
the local team at Louisville. It sent
a cameraman to the field. This idea
is said to have originated in England
where before the war pictures of the
turf classics were rushed to the London music halls on the day of the
races. The stunt is said to have been
successful in packing the house.
Minneapolis — When "Black Beauty" played the New Lyric, Manager
Prescott among other things had a
drawing contest for school children
and a prologue in which a horse like
the one in the picture appeared. Singers in hunting costume sang old English hunting songs.
Lexington, Ky. — The Strand is doing co-operative display advertising
with merchants here. When "The
Riddle: Woman" played the Strand
two Victrola stores took adjoining
space.

Chicago — Barbee's Loop exploited
"The Devil" by getting two young
women art students to paint the figure of a devil on the exterior of a
Harrisburg, Pa. — Floyd Hopkins of
the Victoria recently held a Chaplin building at State and Monroe Streets.
impersonation contest. He gave away The police had to arrest the girls to
mustaches.
get the traffic moving.

An ability to sell the maximum number of theatre
tickets is one characteristic
of all RITCHEY

posters.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

IS,

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Cost

i

Up to
April 27

$957,64
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K<5 PREPARE NEW OFFENSIVE
KST THE TURKS— Picturs from
linor.

WAR
AMERICAN
HONOR
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the remark
ceremonies
| Imposing
solfirst Amncan
of th body of thItalia
n front; scenes
be killed on the
^
stre, Italy.
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. soldier of fortune, clambers over the
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for the benefi of the cameramen,
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[ohner Coming from Prague
ius Kohner, the owner and pub: of the "International," a film
: of Czecho-Slovakia, is due here
Thursday. He is coming at the
ition of Carl Laemmle, of Uni-

l

,hner, after a short visit here, will
> Universal City to make a study
merican production methods.
• has with him a five-reel picture,
' Golden Wife," and a feature enL "Mountain Love," both prod by the A. B. Film ManufacturCo of Prague. He will also be
,e market for American produci to be sold abroad.
L Photoplay Magazine Story
John
'he Gossamer Web," by hase
d
osco, which has been purc
first
the
of
one
was
Jniversal,
stories published in Photoplay
azine in that publication s $14,000
>n contest.

Ellis' Three Reeler Shown
Tie High Road," a Carlyle Ellis
ire in three reels made for the
ation of girls and women, and
ing for the most part with girls,
tion beits first public pres0enta
an audience of 2,00 men at the
tral Y. W. C. A. of Brooklyn on
day evening.

In an injunction suit filed in the
Supreme Court by Jack Cohn of the
C. B. C. Film Corp. against Leo Fox
and Charles Panser he alleges that
the defendants arc refusing to carry
out an agreement to pay him a third
of the proceeds of "The Wandering
Jew." He asks the appointment of
a receiver to take possession of the
film.
Cohn says that in March last Fox
came to him and told him he had the
distributing rights to "The Wandering Jew," featuring Rudolph Schildkraut, and wanted the C. B. C. Film
Corp. to handle the film outside of
New York. Fox asked for office
space and an agreement was made
by which Cohn, Panser and Fox were
to share the profits equally. The defendants used his office at 1600
Broadway, Cohn said, and he helped
them start the exhibition of the film.
They received $600 for the first showing at the Majestic theater on Second
Ave., but when payments for the film
began to come in the defendants left
his office and established one of their
own at 136 West 46th St., telling him
they intended to handle it themselves
and they were not obligated to him.
He says they are taking in $1,000 .a
week. The C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
is arranging to distribute the film
throughout the country on a $100,000
basis, he said.
Supreme Court Justice Tierney has
denied an application by the B. & H.
Photoplay Corp., owner of the theater
at 1945 Third Ave., to discharge the
receiver appointed for the property
in the Supreme Court in a suit by
James Roddy to foreclose a mortgage
for $8,000. The defendant said that
the property is worth $40,000 and that
the only other mortgage is one for
$15,000. Samuel Bergoffen, president
of the company, said that the foreclosure suit was brought not for failure to pay interest, but because a tax
of $384 against the property is unpaid. Justice Tierney said that the
be sufproperty does not appeartheto existing
ficient security to pay
liens and those about to be filed.

A suit by Angie H. Mattoni against
the Cort Film and Ben Wise for $10,000 damages because she was injured
on May 14, 1915, when a platform on
which she was posing in "The Melting Pot" at Bayonne, N. J., collapsed,
was dismissed in the Supreme Court
hecause the case was not brought to
trial.

Company

Thanks !
Wid's Daily, Bridgeport,

Conn.

New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: —
As a subscriber to your valuable daily, we desire to congratulate you on your excellent
>ond valuable reviews. We have
perfect confidence in them since
we feel that they are written in
a disinterested spirit and in the
best interests of the exhibitor
by men who understand thoroughly the technique of their
profession and who also under* * *
tastes. yours,
Verypublic truly
stand
Poli's Theater.
M. L. SAUNDERS,
Manager.

DAILY)

Bluefield, W. Va, — A company
composed of Messrs. Bank, Hrown
and Shore, all of Williamson, W. Va.;
F. Midelberg, of Logan; and Ilyman
Bros, of Huntington, has taken over
the Colonial and Elks here, assuming
charge Mar 14. The new company
owns and controls 16 picture house*
in West Virginia and Kentucky.

Northwest Notes
(Special to WID'S

Buys Two

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Seattle — After a sermon by Rev.
G. \V. Pettit of the Seventh Day Adventist Church his congregation
adopted resolutions calling on ConSunday obgress to kill
servance compulsory
bills, on the ground that
they "are manifestly unAmerican, unchristian, unconstitutional, partial,

WANTED

TO BUY

Negatives or Positives of Fairy
Tales or similar productions.
ESKAY HARRIS
FEATURE FILM CO.
126 W. 46th St.
N. Y. C.

If you do not know who is the
best comedian appearing in
single reelers today, ask Dad —
he knows

AL*HAYNES
(For the past
few years with
Christie)

and a piece of pure class legislation."
S. P. Peck, after a long trip
through Eastern Washington and
Northern Idaho, reports that the outlook for fall and winter business in
that territory is splendid, since the
wheat and fruit crops are looking fine.

Metro'sin
r of
g about
Carl isStearn,
office,
spendinmanage
10 days
San Francisco at a convention of Pacific coast managers of the company.
Toppenish, Wash.— Dr. H. W.
Johnson is building a 1500-seat picture theater.
Corvallis, Ore. — Trask and Strong
are building a 600-seat theater to be
called The Blue Mouse and modeled
after the Blue Mouse in Seattle.
Hood River. Ore. — A. S. Kolstad is
building an 800-seat theater.
Greybull, Wyo.— J. P.
building a 600-seat house.

Mayer is
An answer was filed in the Supreme
Court by the Fox Film Corp. in a
Kent, Wash. — The Dream caught
G. Tomlinson for damJob" Kerr has been added to the suit byagesDaniel
because
he
was
discharged
as
fire
from a film last Tuesday, but the
Roach
E.
Hal
the
at
e of directors
general manager in France at $150 a flames were extinguished before any
lios.
week. The answer alleges that Tom- damage was done outside of the prolinson engaged in outside activities in
jection room.
. forthcoming Selznick Picture is violation of his agreement, was ining
starr
es,"
competent and failed to engage commdcuffs or Kiss
Due in Sunday
ine Hammerstein.
petent assistants.
A. P. Aaronson, Alfred Weiss,
A default judgment for $1,576 has Howard Dietz and Sam Echman of
reorge Fawcett has been added to
been filed in the City Court against the Goldwyn organization, are due in
cast of "Peter Ibbetson."
Chester Beecroft in a suit by the New York on Sunday from Culver
they
attended
the anthe title of a Peter H. White Co. to recover a bal- Calif.,nualwhere
A Kiss in Time" isrelease.
convention
of the
company.
ance due.
t Wanda Hawley
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YORK — Australian
NEW
Treasurer's
City
breaking
is
lizard, 1,000 eggs daily
largest
Eats
heart.
Takes them
with the shells on.
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of huge
Capacity
are now air commuters.
planes permits air lines to compassenger
ritb railroads.
You can't k.ck about
the scenery
MANHASSET, L. I.— Look out for Georges
Carpentier.
He is getting right down
to
business in rural training quarters.
Scenes
in and about French Champion's camp.
ATLANTIC
CITY — Note difference in surroundings of Dempsey's camp
VENICE,
CAL. — Wanted- A
Foreman,
Bathing girls go to work building new pier.
See this and you will love California.
Scenes from Oakland,
Rockland,
Me., Washington, etc., etc.
Fashions
of the Moment
by Selznick News
style expert.
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Three a Year

by Anita Stewart — Has One
Nat'l Ass'n of Corp. Training to Hear Planned
More to Make for Louis B
Special Report — Survey Under
Mayer
Way a Year
Film circles will be interested in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los AngelesAnita Stewart will
the report which will be submitted to
make
on more picture under her conthe National Association of Corporatract with Louis B. Mayer. After
J\lin
meet
Will
| Hon Training which
that she expects to make three piccommittee,
The
8.
Time
Falls
, agara
tures a year. She may go to France
| whJch ^ composed of H M. Jefferson and while there make a picture.
of the Federal Reserve
Bank,
P. A.
"A Question of Honor" will be her
| Raibourn
of famous
Flayers
and
K.
L. Davis of American
Cinema,
has last Mayer-Associated First National
been conducting a survey for a year production. After its completion
Miss Stewart will go east for the
and will report favorably on the possummer.
picsibilities of the use of educational
tures.

The National Association of Corporation Training is an organization
composed of the leaders in all
branches of industry who have banded together for the mutual advancement and interchange of ideas along
training and similar lines. The committee's report will bring out the
many uses to which films can be put.
Matters pertaining to adequate disTHE WORLDS GREATEST NEWS REEL
tribution will be discussed at the
meeting. Plans will be discussed for
the placing of educational film activities on a firm basis and advancing
this phase of the use of pictures to a
will approach their theLondon Reports He Has Sold Inter- plane which
atrical development.
est in Western Import — Denial
From
Brother
Knapp
Back on Board
(Special to WID'S

DAILY

'istinctive]
ifPerent

PRINTING
COMPANY

Federal Censorshi
(Continued

from page

1)

In view of the name of Fox b
involved in the production, Wil
Fox, the important New York
ducer, has sent letters to all Congi
men and Senators and other imj
ant officials here disclaiming tha
had anything whatsoever to do
the production.
The National Association had
information yesterday relative to
Washington situation, although it
admitted that officials of the assi
tion were fully aware of the diffit
caused by the showing of the pic
and
had used every effort to havcThat Famous Players' Ball
A number of film folks were danc- presentation brought to an end.
ing until the early hours this morn"Dream
Street" in Brooklyi]
ing until the early hours this morn"Dream
Street"
will open at
ing at the second annual ball of the
Famous Players' Eastern studio or- Shubert-Crescent,
Flatbush Ave.'
ganization. The event last night was tension and Fulton St., Brooklyrj
attended by a larger number of pro- May 29 for an indefinite run.
fessionals than the first affair last
Athletic Series
year. Elsie Ferguson, Constance
Binney, Agnes Ayres, Alice Brady,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Tom Meighan, Wallace Reid and
Los Angeles — The Donald
1
many others were present. There Co., a new unit, is in the procesj
was a dance contest, a sketch and
its first production,
"In]
other features. Then came the sup- cutting
Water,"
an educational
series
per, more dancing and the final "good sisting of swimming, life saving i
It features
]
nights." It was voted a regular suscitation, etc.
flair.
Hanneman.

Pellerin Has Two Reeler Weekly
Hollywood — Gareth Hughes tcj
Dallas — L. T. Pellerin, president of pear
as featured
player
in
the R. D. Lewis Film, has closed a
Hunch," a new Metro productioi
contract with the Reelcraft to distribute their new series of two-reel
westerns in Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Texas. These will be known as the
Reelcraft Series and will star Jack
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
House. There will be a total of 12
OF
THE
TRAD1
•Los Angeles — Blanche Sweet
releases,
one every two weeks. These
still convalescing. It is understood with others
recently
acquired
by
the
RELIABLE
GUIDE
FOR
that her contract with Jesse D.
READY
REFERENCE
Lewis
exchanges,
will
make
it
posHampton has been completed and
sible for Southwestern exhibitors to
that she is seeking a new affiliation.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICII
secure a brand new two-reel western
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
every week out of that office. A twoPriscilla Dean Says Good-bye
Screen Bulletin
reeler with Ridgeway is now being 904 FitzgeraldTheBldg.
Bryant!
Priscilla Dean has said goodbye to released.
all her friends in Los Angeles and
ARTISTS BR
AND
ART TITL1I
OKER
S
|
Hollywood and has gone to PortF. A. A. DAHME,
INC..
Merit Buys Fannie Ward Film
land, where she will maintain headArt Titles — Animation — Leaders M
quarters for the next two months.
(Special
to WID'S
Bryant!
Detroit
— Merit
Films, DAILY)
through
C. 220 W. 42nd St.
She is going up north with Stuart
Paton, director, and a company to O. Brokaw, have bought "She Played
and Paid," for Michigan.
PICTURE
SECURITIES!
MOTION
film scenes for "Conflict."
Investments
Hobert Bosworth has completed his
454-460
I.
W.
Hellman
Bldg., Los Ai
Fidelity Has New Release
first feature for Associated Producers,
The Fidelity Pictures Co., 117 W.
FILM
EDITOR
and is busy with preparations for the
second of the series of six.
46 St., is now releasing "The Invisible
TOM
BRET
Titles
Scenarios — Film Cuttinj
Web," a mystery drama, on the independent market. Zerner Film Co., of 133 W. 44th St.
Bryant 6903
Hines First Feature
"Burn 'em up Barnes," selected by 729 7th Ave., has secured the rights GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BER
Greater New York and Northern
Charles C. Burr, as the working title for
Scenarios — Titles — Editing — Cuttin)
220 West 42nd St.
Bryant
of the first of a series of Master New Jersey.
Film features starring Johnny Hines,
LABORATORIES
is expected to go into production durLevey
Film
for
"Beauty
Show"
CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORATO
ing the coming week at the 54th St.
"Skin Deep," produced by the Har- 430
Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tremonl
Studios.
ry Levey Service Corp., will be shown
H. J. Streyckmans,
General Manag
at the Beauty Show to be held at
PRINTERS
New Producing Co.
Palm Garden Monday and Tuesday.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
London- — It is understood that HyHarrisburg, Pa. — Harry L. Knapp
man Winik has disposed of his inter- is again chairman of the State Board
He will serve for four
est in the series of exchanges main- of Censors.
tained by Western Import Co., Ltd. years more.
It is further reported that Tom
E.
is
Looking for Release
Davis will be in charge.

Morris Winik, brother of Hyman,
told WID'S DAILY that the reported sale of Winik's interest in Western Import was not true. He added
he didn't know when his brother
would return from London, where he
has been for some time past.

Saturday, May 21, 192

DIRECTOR*

1

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The South and West
The cast for "Slippy McGhee," an
Comedies, a new company, has start- Oliver
Morosco Prod., has been comed work at Culver City on a series of
pleted and actual work will begin
one-reel western comedies. J. T.
at
the
Mayer
studio under the direcSkinner is head of the organization.
tion of Wesley Ruggles. Al Seigler
has been engaged as cameraman.
The First Delivered
The first issue of Federated Screen
Snapshots
has been completed
and
turned over to Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc. ,

J. A. Hughes, formerly a salesman
with Supreme Photoplays, Inc., out
of the Seattle office, has been elevated
to the position of manager.

PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring!
BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercl

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND
LAB., INl
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
HarlemP
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4S1
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Fit* J
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On page ten of his trusty Detective Manual our Walter found these directions :
In a tight squeeze, do not hesitate. Use

your gun and ask questions afterward."
Walter, y"ou see, w*as one of these
home-grown " deteckati\>es " and his
first case w*as guarding a young
artist from the attention of undesiralady
ble
males.

■

But when one of these males
broke through Walter's vigilance and
kidnapped the lady, the sleuth faced a
situation which his text book did not
co\>er. The lovely" heroine of this
story is

Wanda Hawley

"A Ki iss

in

in

Ti me

»

(Adapted by" Douglas Doty from the sto,y"From
Four to
Eleven Three, by Royal Brown.
Directed by" Thomas Heffron)
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Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
Mary Pickford in. .THROUGH
United Artists
Lois Weber's
Paramount

TOO

Dorothy Dalton in. . .THE
Paramount

IDOL
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WISE
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SALVAGE

Robertson-Cole

York

Paul Brunet sails for France. Pathe secures new series of pictures.
Local exhibitors upset over entry of outside interests
in the field.
hirst National convention opens.
Massachusetts censorship bill expected to be signed
Tuesday
by Governor Cox.
Famous Players after Jackie Coogan.
Max Linder and Robertson-Cole sever relations.
Industry to have test case of legality of New York censorship bill.
Wednesday

Canada to organize along lines of N. A. M. P. I.
Kessel-Baumann litigation settled.
Adolph Zukor forms European Film Alliance to operate in Central Europe.
Thursday
New York City considering drastic fire ordinance.
Would work hardships on exchanges, studios and
theaters.
British First National reported under way by Lord
Beaverbrook.
President Harding accepts offer of screens from M.
P. T. O.
National Fire Protective Association wants non-inflammable film used to decrease fire hazards.
Friday
Independent market continues active; many deals
closed.

Pagel 1

Alice Calhoun in

CLOSED

DOORS

Vitagraph

Page 13

May Allison in
Metro

THE

Will Rogers in
Goldwyn

BOYS

THE

MAN

LAST

WILL

Justine Johnstone in SHELTERED
Realart

Short Reels

DOOR
Page 5
WIVES
Page 7

OF THE

Pauline Frederick in

Benj. B. Hampton

LOG
Page 3

THE

Governor Miller signs censorship bill for New
State.

M. P. T. O. executive committee meeting in Washington.
Associated Exhibitors to star Florence Vidor.

Features Reviewed
Tom

News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines

BE BOYS
Page 17

DAUGHTERS
Page 19

OF THE

Prod.-Hodkinsbn

CARD
Page 15

FOREST
Page 21
Page 23

N. Y. World reports Federal investigation of Famous
Players.
"The Three Musketeers" to be released in 10 reels.
"Big 4" signs Rex Beach.
Gouverneur Morris reported out of Eminent Authors.
Sherry Pictures, Inc., formed.
Tom Terriss may make series for Cosmopolitan Prod.
Exhibitor independence to be keynote of Minneapolis
convention of M. P. T. O.
Sam E. Rork and B. P. Schulberg again business associates.
Saturday
Federal censorship being discussed in Washington.
M. P. T. O. Convention in Washington closes.

Pardoning the bad is injuring the good' '-Benjamin Franklin,
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Belasco's Civil War Romance Given Splendid Production
Tom Terriss production

"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

remained for director Terriss to make it a reality. He
has retained Belasco's original story, and presented it
with a deftness that makes the picture first class entertainment.

HEART OF MARYLAND"
Vitagraph
l

Tom Terriss
David Belasco

SCENARIO BY
William B. Courtney
CAMERAMAN
Tom Malloy
AS A WHOLE
Thoroughly appreciable adaptation of favorite stage play; delightful Southern
atmosphere
STORY
Provided with a first rate scenario and
given realistic and interesting production
DIRECTION
Keeps his story moving toward
the battle
conclusion
on
scenes all the time; wastes no footage

First of all a delightful Southern atmosphere and
reaI Southern backgrounds are to be found, the old
coIonial mansion, the costumes and general air characteristic of the people, all add to its realism.
The
?eneral production values are all splendid. The story
moves along smoothly and surely, to a definite concIusion- There are no interruptions to break the well
sustained interest. There are no long battle sequences
to bore' only an acceptable number of short flashes,
andCathe
then
no Calver
actual t bloody
are used.
rine
typifiescombats
excellently
the character
of Maryland Calvert, and her work throughout is interesting. Crane Wilbur, as her Northern sweetheart,
plays with sincerity and good discretion. The minor
characters are all suitable and do good work. The
player impersonating Lincoln bears littls resemblance
to the Emancipator, and one or two other soldier
make-ups might have been improved upon.
Alan Kendrick, at the outbreak of the Civil War
an officer in the U. S. Army, is forced to choose between serving the North or remaining true to his

PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Some pretty effects
CAMERA WORK
Well judged
PLAYERS
Catherine Calvert splendid type for
leading role; Crane Wilbur does good work;
cast well suited all through
EXTERIORS
Always pretty
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
A romance of Civil
War period in which Southern girl chooses between duty to the South and love of her Northern sweetheart
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
r. ■ , d i
, ,
, ,
David Belasco's play of the Civil War has been a

AIan 'iS captured by the Confederates and held pris°ner in a church near Maryland's home.
When Maryland learns that Alan's life is endangered she risks her
life to save him and when the bell which annonnce

the Heart
"The
He rt^TM°a"g.anda"
5T is
of Maryland
of*fitself
attention. But that is not all. Tom
a thoroughly fine p.cture that will

A'an'S
"<" ""* *»*<« is f-nd hanging
to
the dea'h
clapper**•
to prevent the sound
The trirl is ar
rested and condemned as a traitor
In the meantime
she assists Alan to escape.
"""

^T to""
li"e
enough
attract
Terriss has made
bear comparison

Southern sweetheart, Maryland Calvert. Alan chooses
to ser.ve the North> a"d the engagement is broken,

££ r, a— i- s^-s- - sin -- ;- -r - -h . t.
Should Make Your Box Office Feel Good
Box Office Analy
sis for the Exhibitor

If you want to show a really worth while feature,
secure "The Heart of Maryland," and you will be sure
to satisfy your folks with it. The fact that it is a war
romance should not detract from its appeal since the
romance is the prominent feature, with the actual war
scenes few and not numerous enough to displease
even those who balk at war pictures. You have a
genuine Box Office title that shouldn't require further exploitation to get them interested.

Tell them they'll be well pleased with Tom Terriss'"
adaptation of David Belasco's stage play, and you
can promise them a fine piece of entertainment. For
those who may suspect long battle sequence be sure
to tell them there are but few war scenes, and
above all, no long shots of actual combat. Advertise
the showing well in advance with large posters bearing the title.
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Story
"THE

*
*
M
i
of the Big Out-Doors.

RIDER
OF
THE
KING
LOG"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

;

CAMERAMAN

Harry O. Hoyt
Holman Day
Not credited
Eugene French

AS A WHOLE
Interesting outdoors atmosphere
maintained in production that needs cutting to
enliven interest
STORY
Based on battle for supremacy of big
men and important business interests in Maine
woods
DIRECTION
Allowed some sequences to drag;
generally satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some very beautiful outdoor
shots
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Averaged good
Good

PLAYERS

Frank Sheridan practically dominates early portion of production ; Richard Traverse has insufficient role as hero ; Irene Boyle
weak as heroine

EXTERIORS

Some

INTERIORS
DETAIL

magnificent shots
Satisfy

Fair; some titles too long

CHARACTER OF STORY
How daughter of
lumberman fights Wall Street capitalists sucLENGTH

cessfully after father's death
OF PRODUCTION

About 7,000 feet

Holman Day's story, "The Rider of the King Log,"
has a most alluring title which fairly breathes the idea
of the big outdoors. From the very mention of the
title one has a definite idea that they are to see some-

Needs Cutting

thing big, climatic, gripping; all because the title gives
that idea. Unfortunately the production fails at times
to carry this atmosphere across the screen. There are
some bits of direction which leave much to be desired,
and, considering what might have resulted from this
type of production, leaves one somewhat disappointed.
There are, however, some excellent sequences which in
a measure atone for what the director missed, and in
all likelihood the average audience is liable to like this.
The story takes you up to the Maine woods, and
some of the locations were excellently chosen. Outdoor stuff is always liked, and this should be particularly so because it gets away from the usual love stuff
that is often thrown in. There is a love story, of
course, but it doesn't get started until after the fourth
reel and it is hardly an important part of the picture,
except that in the end the daughter of one of the lumber kings marries the son of a business enemy, uniting the forces of the business world. But there is a
powerful sequence introduced of a camp boss starting
to dynamite camp, workmen and everything that happens to cross his path when he is deceived by the arch
villain, who spreads a report that the wife of the man
is "wrong." It's a bit unusual to see a man start so
much damage on the unsupported rumor of such a
kind, but just the same they manage to work in some
big wallops with this as a basis.
Some of the story is incongruous, and Director Hoyt
plants the daughter of the Wall Street magnate and
her friends on their way to Alaska, and they never are
heard from thereafter. But these slips can be overlooked and probably will be removed through the cutting process which, incidentally, is much needed in

spots.
The cast is capable and there are some well known
names in the production, including Frank Sheridan,
Richard Traverse, Arthur Donaldson and others.

Should Prove a Good Attraction for Hot Weather Especially
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a bird of a title.. You should be easily able
to get them in with anything that rings as strong as
"The Rider of the King Log." Especially if you use
some of the stills and the paper which has been prepared for this by Associated Exhibitors. Besides the
author, Holman Day, is well known, especially among
book lovers, and his New England stories have been
very popular a long time. He has had a number of his
works filmed, including "King Spruce" and "All Wool

Morrison," and if your people liked these they should
easily be convinced of the value of this, his latest
screen production. You have some good thrill stuff
to talk about and the dynamiting incidents are worth
using in an endeavor to attract your crowd by something unusual.
If you use catchlines stick along the idea that this
is a story of the big outdoors, and talk about the unusual types that are an important part of the production.

<Wo Hundred ^frainedtokers
at "^tfour 6erv>ice

Oar greatly enlarged laborabory complete in e^ery detail of or^anizatioiv;
and, equipment
stands ready ab an
instant to meet jour most exacting demands.

Pmiing -Negative De^elopiug-Aet Titles
91ie CRAFTSMEN FILM LA50RATORIES,mc
2>1 "VEST Phone:
19 TH
STREE
T, NEW YORK
Vatkins
7620

afe^N
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Mary Delightful As Usual, But She Has Had Better Stories
Mary Pickford in
"THROUGH THE BACK DOOR"
United Artists
DIRECTORS
ford
AUTHOR
ADAPTED BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
pleasing as
times

Alfred E. Green and Jack PickNot credited
Marion Fairfax
Charles Rosher
Very good to look at and star
usual, but interest lags badly at

STORY

Not nearly as good as previous vehicles ;has good sequences, some of which are
dragged in development
DIRECTION
Fair; have made the picture too
long to begin with; artistic efforts effective
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Will satisfy her admirers in this
Rather large company, all suitable
Very pretty
Good
At times too much of it

CHARACTER OF STORY
Little Belgain girl
deserted by mother later becomes a maid in her
mother's home until she is recognized
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,000 feet
yFor the first half of the picture Mary Pickford is
her old self, curls and all. She is a little Belgian girl
living happily with her old nurse. Up to this point
nothing very much happens, except what occurs
around the little village where Mary gets in some kid
comedy that registers. Her floor-scrubbing episode in
which she puts the large brushes on her shoes and
"skates" around the floor she has flooded with soap
and water, provides the main fun of the feature, and

later her efforts to persuade a young mule to carry
her home, which he does in cake-walk fashion after
she promises him admission to the carrot bed, is the
second best laugh.
No author is given screen credit for the piece, but
it has been adapted by Marion Fairfax. Whether or
not Miss Fairfax is responsible for "Through the
Hack Door" is not disclosed. At any rate it would
be expected that the situation with which the star has
to do would be made the most prominent, whereas
considerable footage is given over to subordinate
sequences, which, though part of the story, are given
so much footage at times that they cause the interest
in Mary and her plight to drag noticeably.
Two directors are credited with the piece, but the
result would seem to recall the old adage that "too
many cooks spoil the broth." And while the cooperation ofAlfred E. Greene and Jack Pickford has
by no means spoiled Mary's picture, still it is apparent
that there were an over abundance of suggestions.
They take altogether too long to reach the conclusion,
and the spectator is tantalized by continual occurrences, which keep putting in their appearance just
when you expect things to come to a head. The development issmooth enough, but too prolonged.
When Jeanne's mother married Mr. Reeves, the
little girl was left in the care of her Belgian nurse
while her mother came to America. The war breaks
out and Jeanne is sent to her mother, who had previously been told by the jealous nurse that the child
was dead. Jeanne arrives, but the fashionable Mrs.
Reeves refuses to listen to the little girl's story, until
some time later when Jeanne, who is working in her
own mother's home as a maid, overhears the plan of
some "guests" to fleece Reeves. She gets her chance
to tell who she is besides exposing the crooks and
there is a general reconciliation.

Would Be Much Improved By Cutting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The

fact that it is a Mary

Pickford production

should be sufficient excuse for booking "Through the

interested, might mention that Miss Pickford's brother
assisted in directing it.

Back Door." Mary is just as beautiful as ever, and
her admirers will be thoroughly pleased with her in

Secure stills of Mary first as the little Belgian girl,
later on her arrival in the United States, then as a

her latest picture, especially in the early reels. She
has had much better stories than this but that

maid in her mother's home and finally as the sweetheart of Billy Stokes. Catchlines relative to the iU>r\

shouldn't hurt the box office particularly if the star
is well liked by your patrons. You can promise them

can be used if you think well of it, but the star's name
in lights should be enough to get them in. The feature
is a bit long perhaps and can stand cutting if it is
done by someone who knows how.

a picture good to look at, and, if you think they'd be
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Story Is Slight; But Interest Is Well Sustained
"TOO
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Lois Weber's
WISE
WIVES"
Paramount
Lois Weber

Lois Weber
and Marion Orth
Lois Weber
Not credited

AS A WHOLE
Slight story material presented
amid splendid settings and generally fine production
STORY
Doesn't tax the mentality but holds the
interest throughout
DIRECTION
Very good; manages to hold the
attention despite a scarcity of real situations
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
All right
PLAYERS
Louis Calhern and Claire Windsor
do good work in leading roles; Mona Lisa and
Phillip Smalley suitable
EXTERIORS
7
Not many
INTERIORS
Splendid
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Jealous wife brings
much misery upon herself by imagining her husband is untrue to her
LENGTH

OF

PRODUCTION

5,164 feet

Lois Weber's latest production closely resembles
some of the recent DeMille pictures both in story and
production, in that it deals with the marital troubles
of two young couples, the troubles in themselves being slight excuse for a story, but by careful direction
and attractive presentation offer satisfactory enter-

representing the home of a wealthy man. Many are so
extensive that they look like the real thing, and quite
likely many of them are. The photography, too, is
first rate and, all told, production values are splendid.
The direction is excellent inasmuch as Miss Weber
has managed to hold the interest throughout despite a
very slight story that consists of but really one situation upon which the whole picture is based. There is
an obvious inconsistency in the earlier reels which
doesn't seem justified in view of what follows. The
jealous young wife, who imagines her husband still
in love with a former sweetheart, hesitates to purchase
a gown and further indicates limited means by acting
as her own chauffeur, but her home, clothes and maid
do not look as though she should have to worry about
buying one more dress.
Louis Calhern and Claire Windsor are the young
couple who, of course, understand each other and are
happy ever after at the end of reel five, while Phillip
Smalley and Mona Lisa are the other couple, the latter
the former sweetheart of Calhern and of whom Miss
Windsor is jealous. Miss Lisa wears some "vampey"
looking costumes, especially a negligee with a paradise at the waist.
David Rand is not wealthy but in love with his wife,
Marie, although she secretly believes him still in love
with Mrs. John Daley, wife of the rich John Daley
and a former sweetheart of David's. The truth of the
matter is that Mrs. Daley is the one who still retains
an affection for David and is doing her best to have
him reciprocate, even to inviting David and his wife to
spend a week-end at her home while her husband is
away. Marie is suspicious, but decides to accept to

tainment of this kind. Miss Weber's story is lacking
in incident, but she makes up for it in the way she has
handled it generally.

confirm her surmise. Mrs. Daley's plan to vamp David
fails, and Marie is ashamed of herself for mistrusting

"Too Wise Wives" contains a wealth of interiors,
if you may put it that way.
There are numerous sets

David, while Marie's confession shames Mrs. Daley
and she realizes she loves her own husband.

You Can Satisfy Especially Those Who Like Society Dramas
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can play "Too Wise Wives" and give immediate satisfaction, and manage to keep them interested until the end. Small town audiences especially
like society dramas with a good display of showy
homes and lavish appointments generally. You can
promise them an unusually large number of attractive
settings in "Too Wise Wives" and stills in the lobby
.should attract them.

Use the producer's name and recall any of her previous pictures which you may have shown successfully.
Perhaps there aren't any names in the cast well enough
known to your patrons to use, but if they want to know
the players you might include the four names given
above. Catchlines ought to interest them. Say : "Are
you a jealous wife? There are many 'Too Wise
Wives' who can be cured by seeing Lois Weber's latest
picture at the blank theater."

ROBERTSON -COLE

GOOD WOMEh
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Fair Amount of Action But Story Could Stand a Better Production
Dorothy Dalton in
"THE

IDOL OF THE
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

NORTH"
R. William Neill

BY

CAMERAMEN
Thomts
rence Williams

J. Clarkson -Miller
Frank Beresford
Brannigan and Law-

AS A WHOLE
Some good action, but a good
deal of repetition in picture that could stand
much better Northern atmosphere
STORY
Fairly attractive and might have been
made into a much better picture

been used. Camerawork in this connection is always
below par and the interior lightings frequently bad.
Miss Dalton's performance is quite creditable and
the manner in which she portrays the wild-cat type
of girl who is forced to earn her living in a cheap
dance hall, and protect herself from the ruffian patrons holds the attention throughout. There arc some
evidences of cutting which are obvious, but probably remove a lot of tedious and unnecessary detail.
A much better Northern atmosphere, especially in
exteriors would have added considerably to the pic-

ture's appeal. There is too much sameness in the
settings and noticeable repetition throughout, not only
in bits of action, but in general detail. Contrast has
DIRECTION
Hasn't used sufficient variation;
production smacks of too much sameness
not been given careful attention and the cameraman
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
neglected to use variation in shooting the scenes. The
LIGHTINGS
Some very poor
best work is done by Miss Dalton with adequate supCAMERA WORK
Ordinary
port rendered by Edwin August/E. J. Ratcliffe, Riley
STAR
Does good work - Hatch, Jules Cowles, Florence St. Leonard, Jessie
SUPPORT
All
suitable
but
no
outstanding
Arnold, Marguerite Marsh and Joe King.
performances
Collette Brissac's father had died a fugitive from
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Don't play a big part
Similarity again
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
Daughter of fugitive father who dies and leaves her to fight for
her life among ruffians
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,802 feet
It looks as though the director missed out on this
one for J. Clarkson Miller's story seems to be pretty
fair material, and might have been made into a good
entertaining picture. As it is director Neill has gotten in some good action in the way of fights, but
there's too much sameness to the whole thing. General composition of scenes is very poor. The dance
hall set is used time and again, and in each case the
scene is so overcrowded that it is difficult to even
locate the spot upon which the interest is supposed
to be concentrated.
Altogether too many extras have

justice way up North where he had been in hiding
■ lor seventeen years. His death threw Collette upon
her own resources and finally she became a dancer
in a cheap cafe in Totem City, but Collette soon proved
that she was able to take care of herself. There is
a gold rush on and one of the prospectors,
Lucky Folsom, proposes to Collette, but is refused,
as are all like comers. The miners hate the girl's independence and plan to get even by forcing her to
marry Martin Bates, an engineer. Bates is drunk
at the time. He is taken ill and out of pity, the dancer
nurses him back to health and eventually they come
to love each other. In the meantime Folsom has married a New York girl who deserted him when he lost
his money in Wall St. Folsom returns to Totem City
and learns that his wife, formerly a sweetheart of
Bates, is trying to persuade Bates to leave Collette.
The result is a general reunion of both couples.

You Can Probably Do Average Business with Miss Dalton's Latest
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Perhaps if Dorothy Dalton is well liked by your
patrons they will be satisfied with "The Idol of the
North," but it's quite likely that everyone will agree
on one point — that Paramount usually turns out much
better made pictures than this. And that is the main
trouble with "The Idol of the North." It is not well
made or perhaps it has suffered from the operations
of the film doctor.
The cutting would indicate this.

You can use the Northern atmosphere for a talking
point and the performance of the star, using lines
telling about her fight to live a clean life in a land of
ruffians. Say it is a story of the gold rush days and
use the lines: "In 'The Idol of the North,' a woman
actually falls in love with her own husband. But see
how he came to be her husband. It is a story of the
gold rush days and the fight of a girl left to her own
resources."

A
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GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

TOM MOORE

Tom Moore's millions of admirers will think
him the most dashing- fire-laddie that ever
scaled a ladder or broke a heart. "Made in
Heaven" is a bright, clever, clean American
comedy, with sparkling sub-titles and a plot
that hits home. It is drawing big houses
all over the country.
|
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Pauline Frederick Splendid in Mother Love Role
Pauline Frederick in
"SALVAGE"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
adequate
ings

Henry King
Daniel Whitcomb
Not credited
Dev Jennings
Good mother love interest and
production help

cover

up

shortcom-

STORY
Stirs up considerable sympathy for
heroine and has fair apperl
DIRECTION
Would have been much more
effective if certain matters were more fully explained
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
First rate
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Gives her usual splendid performance
and handles dual role well
SUPPORT

Ralph Lewis and Milton Sills adequate in minor parts
EXTERIORS
:
Few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY. . ..... Wealthy mother
deprived of her own child finds consolation in
caring for child of the slums
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5r700 feet

pla>s alone in a dual role with the exception of little
Helen Stone. Her make-up as the dope fiend mother
is a splendid contrast to that of the woman craving
for the happiness of having her own child. As usual,
her performance stands out above all the work of the
supporting cast. Raymond Hatton plays a fake cripple whose place in the story is never definitely established.

Any fault that is to be found with "Salvage" will
be in the story. The author has made such a forceful
plea for sympathy and endeavored so strenuously to
inject a strong mother love into his theme that he has
neglected to consider such things as plausibility and
coherence. Perhaps it is the fault of a poor continuity, but certainly the director might have improved
upon it and the title writer, too, might have cleared
certain facts that remain hazy in the mind of the spectator.
A situation that is not made clear is that dealing with the rich man's disposal of his crippled newborn babe. Apparently the child was given into the
care of Raymond Hatton, who poses as a deaf and
dumb mute and wheels around on rollers in very unconvincing legless fashion, since you can see his feet
doubled under him. Just why he found it necessary
to use this deception is not evidenced.

interest. The production is satisfactory and photography very good. The work of Miss Frederick is undoubtedly the biggest attraction, and Ralph Lewis and
Milton Sills have shorter roles which they handle ade-

Bernice Ridgeway leaves her wealthy husband because he has sent away her crippled baby. She soon
finds happiness in caring for little Ruth Martin, whose
mother, a dope fiend, kills herself, and whose father
is in prison. Bernice takes the place of Mrs. Martin
while the papers report the suicide under the name
of Bernice Ridgeway. Martin returns to his home
after being pardoned and eventually tells Bernice that,
he is Ruth's father. The woman's love for his child
plays upon Martin and he asks Bernice to marry him.
In the meantime Ridgeway learns that his wife is
alive and on his deathbed sends for her, restores her

quately. But the star's performance is the outstanding feature. There is one long sequence which she

child to her and leaves her his fortune, then dies, leaving the way clear for Martin and Bernice.

Pauline Frederick's most recent production to be
released by Robertson-Cole may be said to have considerable appeal and there are points in its favor despite some absurdities that at times detract from the

You Might Appeal Particularly to Women

Patrons

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors have two good talking -points to work
with in showing "Salvage." The mother love theme
which is uppermost all the time and the name of the
star. These two points should give you sufficient ma
terial to use in your exploitation and advance notices.
With regard to promises you can talk about Miss
Frederick's performance and assure them of her usual
good work and tell them about the dual role.
Stills

lobby.
of
her in the two parts should attract attention in the
If you find catchlines arouse interest you might use:
"Which is the richest woman — she who has wealth
or she who knows a mother's love? See the answer in
Pauline Frederick's latest Robertson-Cole production." The title doesn't tell very much, so it would
be well to explain what it's all about through the use
of explanatory lines.

THE

RIDER

OF

LOG"
THE By KING
Holman Day
by

Was Adapted, Directed and Supervised

HARRY

O. HOYT

Arthur Kane says: " I would
be glad to know that all future

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
product will be on a par with this initial release
and I am perfectly willing that exhibitors judge our
future productions on 'The Rider of the King Log/ "

^Associated
is proud to pre

A Holman Day Special Production

e Rider of the King Lo
Inc.

Produced by Edgar Jones Production
Pa the Distributors

I PRESS OP
I THOS.B BROOKS, N.V.

*»

The Rider of the
King Log
From

the Famous
By Holman

Novel

Day

A Picture that will make more friends for
your house than any you have ever played
It is different.
Different in its originality and vigor; different because it was made in the big Northwoods
in settings you have never seen before; different in its characters which step out of the
printed page and are real human men and
women; different because it creates old "X K,"
master of logs and men, hard fisted, soft
hearted, who will live as a screen classic as
long as pictures last.
Do you want to see your audiences thrill
first with laughter and then with tears? Play il!
Do you want to have dozens come to you
and thank you for the enjoyment you have
given them?
Play it!
Do you want to double your ordinary
business?
Play it!

For your own profit and your audience's
pleasure, play it, — FIRST!
Associated Exhibitors Inc.
35 West 45th St.
New York
Pathe Distributors

Pdthe Distributors
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Pleasing Star Makes Up for Rather Familiar Story Material
Alice Calhoun in

of her acting ability, but it is to be hoped she can act
as well as she can look pretty.

"CLOSED DOORS"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

To be sure Miss Calhoun is the most attractive feaG. V. Seyffertitz

Harry Dittmar
William B. Courtney
W. Arthur Ross

AS A WHOLE
Pleasing personality of star and
generally good production the main features
STORY
Rather
familiar formula
of neglected
wife theme
DIRECTION
Good;
shows
settings and technique

particular

care

to

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

All right
Good

STAR

Quite beautiful and screens very well; has
considerable personality

SUPPORT
Leading man and villain not
suited but adequate in the parts
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

well

Satisfactory
Good
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
Husband who neglects wife for his business realizes his mistake
before it is too late
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5,000 feet

Despite a not altogether attractive story which she
is given in "Closed Doors," Alice Calhoun, Vitagraph 's
newest star, makes a decidedly pleasing' impression
and appears to have a charming personality. She is
really beautiful and screens excellently. The part provided in "Closed Doors" does not call for much display

ture of the picture, even though director Von Seyffertitz has done well from a production end with a
too familiar theme. The neglected wife formula has
already been overworked to such a degree that it
would be difficult to make it appear new or original
no matter how sincere the effort, and the general presentation of"Closed Doors" indicates sincerity on the
part of those who had the making of it in their hands.
The

picture holds the interest well enough and

doesn't become tedious, which helps a lot. Harry
C. Browne is adequate as the husband, but he
is not the type best suited to the part, nor is Bernard
Randall, the villain of the story. Both do satisfactory
work but appear to be miscast. A short prologue
might better be connected with the main plot by a
more explicit title. The connection is not quite clear
until the ending — or perhaps it is so intended.
Dorothy Brainerd marries Jim Ransom, a man much
older than she. After a honeymoon trip out west, they
live in a beautiful Long Island home where Doroth)
has everything money can buy, but her busy husband
leaves her alone most of the time. Dorothy meets
Rex Gordon, a society crook, by accident. Rex's first
thought is to further the friendship for his own purposes. Later he changes his mind and decides to persuade Dorothy to leave her husband and marry him.
She refuses, and then Rex plans to rob her home.
Rex picks a night when Dorothy's husband is out
of town, but the latter returns in time to find his wife
protesting against Rex's intrusion. The husband, of
course, misunderstands, but the would-be burglar's
pal happens to remember the husband as the man who
once saved his life, and he tells the truth.

Get Them Interested in Miss Calhoun.

They'll Like Her

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Your patrons are sure to like Miss Calhoun, and if
you are in the habit of booking Vitagraph pictures you
should be able to please your folks with their latest
star. It would be well to concentrate in the main
upon Miss Calhoun's name, and use stills extensively
in the lobby. Get them interested in her and the rest
should be easy, especially if you will show her future
productions.
Perhaps it would be just as well not to §ay too much

regarding the story because of its similarity to previous pictures bearing the same theme, although if
you can work catchlines so that they won't make the
story sound too familiar you might interest them in N
this way. You could put it this way : "Never hesitate to do a good deed. You can never tell when it
will be repaid. See how a good deed, done years before, saved a man's happiness at a most critical moment. It happens in the latest Vitagraph feature starring Alice Calhoun,"
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"REPUTATION." Read every
word of it. It tells you more
about the value of "REPUTATION" than anything Universal
could put in print. And when
you've read it, book the picture.
There's only one theater in your
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Interesting Criminal Theories Presented in May Allison's Latest
May Allison in
"THE
LAST
CARD"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Bayard Veiller
AUTHOR
Maxwell Smith
SCENARIO BY
Molly Parro
CAMERAMAN
Jackson Rose
AS A WHOLE
Good picture of this type that
holds the interest; has effective touches
STORY
Mystery
drama
that is lightened
by
mother love bits and has a happy ending
DIRECTION
Satisfactory for the most part
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usual
CAMERAWORK
Average
STAR

Doesn't shine until last reel, but is pleasing throughout
SUPPORT
Al Roscoe, Frank Elliott and little
Stanley Goethals give proper support
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
Husband wrongly
accused of murder is saved by his wife who
tricks the real murderer into a confession
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
May Allison's latest for Metro is a story somewhat
different from anything she has had lately, and while
it is essentially a murder mystery, there is nothing
gruesome or the least offensive about it. It has been
adapted from Maxwell Smith's Saturday Evening
Post story, "Dated."
The present title is more per-

tinent and has a good drawing power. The director
has employed a really effective means of relieving the
tensity of the dramatic influence by injecting a splendid series of mother love touches, that are sure to
appeal to any audience.
"The Last Card" is the first picture directed by Bayard Veiller, best known as the author of "The l.Uh
Chair" and "Within the Law." Because he has been
responsible for such successful mystery and drama as
these, it is natural that the director has provided Maxwell Smith's story with a fine suspense that holds the
attention to the end, even though at times in creating
it, the spectator is somewhat lost in the maze of incidents. The audience knows all along who the real
murderer is, but you are not shown how he managed
to hide the body in the snow, nor do you see, how days
later, he plants evidence on the murdered man, casting suspicion on his friend.
Tom Gannell, expert criminal lawyer is jealous of
Sorley, a college student, who takes care of the furnace. Gannell kills Sorely while he is at work in
the cellar of Kirkwood, friend and neighbor of Gannell. Gannell makes it appear that Kirkwood murdered Sorely and then accepts the place as lawyer for
the defense. Gannell's guilty conscience betrays him
in the presence of Kirkwood's wife who reads in a
book on criminology something that prompts her to
confirm her supicions. She invites Gannell to her
home, while the police listen in on the telephone. By
clever strategy, Mrs. Kirkwood plays upon the murderer's conscience until he cries out his guilt and the
husband is freed.

GAMBLING
and

with

nothing

to

gain

You can ill afford to gamble with the safety of your
Negatives or with your release Prints.
We guarantee
our custody.
We

safety

of

Negatives

placed

in

guarantee quality, uniformity and screen .brilliancy ofour "release prints."

Republic Laboratories, Inc.
Modern

up-to-date Laboratory
devoted entirely to Printing and
Developing Motion Picture
Film

128 West 52nd Street
PHONE

CIRCLE

New York City

5828-5829
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They Like Melodrama and Mystery
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The title is a good one and can be used effectively

May Allison in
"THE
LAST
CARD"
Metro

in connection with catchlines such as "Her husband
was about to be convicted of a murder which he did

Metro has a good audience picture in their latest
with May Allison. Melodrama of this type has a big
following, and besides using the name of the star, tell
them about the story, centralizing upon the mystery
element. You can assure them nothing offensive with
regard to the murder business. Suggestion is used
excellently throughout, thereby excluding anything
which might be objectionable.

not commit, but see what happened when

the wife

played 'The Last Card.' ' Or, you might go at it
from another angle and get them interested in the
subject of criminology by talking about the effect of
conscience and the voluntary confession which criminologists say the guilty one will give when confronted with implements or circumstances connected
with the crime.

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
6 ' JVe Never Disappoint"

•

i

*

36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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Will Rogers Offers Good Entertainment in Irvin S. Cobb Story
Will Rogers in
"BOYS
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

is known.
he opportu
nity to get over the "humanness"
of

WILL BE BOYS"
Goldwyn
Clarence Badger
Irvin S. Cobb
Edfrid A. Bingham
Marcel Le Picard
Cle?n, wholesome rural comedy

that gets laughs ap'enty despite its four reels
STORY
The work of the star and comedy business make up for lack of incident
DIRECTION
Effective
in creating
rural atmosphere and in choice of locations
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
All right
STAR
Plays in his usual rube style
SUPPORT
Irene Rich has the leading feminine
role with others all well suited and doing good
work
EXTERIORS
Pretty
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Small town '"character" inherits a fortune which "shyster" lawyer
isn't clever enough to relieve him of
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,028 feet
To secure stories suitable for Will Rogers must keep
the Goldwyn scenario department busy, but it must
be admitted they are consistently good and the latest
choice, Irvin S. Cobb's "Boys Will Be Boys," provides the portrayer of "rube" parts with a vehicle accordant to his own distinct style, and while Cobb's
story isn't unusual and doesn't brag of a wealth of incident, itgives Rogers a part that allows him plenty

for winch

But running the star a close second for honors in
this feature are the sub-titles. If they aren't the
author's own, it's a wrong gness. But some of them
certainly sound like him, while other bears the humor
of Will Rogers' •'Illiterate Digest." At an) rate, they
are all great, and the fact they, are numerous doesn't
matter. They get some of the biggest laughs ol th piece. A little colored boy works some good comedy
in conjunction with the star for one short sequence.
Some more fun is gotten out of the situation in which
a twice widowed female tries to ensnare Will for a
third husband after she finds he has inherited a fortune.
Director Badger has provided an attractive Southern atmosphere, and the story is given attractive backgrounds generally. The cast is well suited and gives
capable support. Besides Irene Rich it includes
Sidney Ainsworth, Ed Kimball, Mae Hopkins, Cor
delia Callahan, Nick Cogley and others.
Peep O'Day (Will Rogers) is a familiar charact r.
in a small Southern town, who has never had any boyhood, and the most money he has ever owned at one
time was eighty cents, so when Judge Priest tells
Peep he has inherited a fortune from an uncle in Ire
land, Peep decides to be a boy. Sublette, the town
"shyster" lawyer, plans to relieve Peep of his money
and presents Kitty who poses as Peep's niece. Mrs.
Hunter, a widow, is jealous of Lucy, a young school
teacher, who takes an interest in Peep's education.
and she finds a way of having Pee]) arrested and at
the same time Sublette, through the niece, presents
a plea of insanity for Peep, and suggests that Kitty be
g-iven control of the money. But Kitty "double
crosses" and exposes the whole scheme. The case i
adjourned and Peep is free to spend his money.

Show Them This Goldwyn Comedy and Let Them Enjoy Laughing
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is little doubt about their being satisfied with
"Boys Will Be Boys." In fact it seems too short, but
you'll be offering quality instead of quantity, and they
surely won't kick at that. If you have shown the
star's pictures previousl • it won't be hard to get them
in to see "Boys Will Be Boys" if you j.ust mention his
name. And then, too, you have the title of Irvin
Cobb's well known
well to use.

book and the author's name

as

They

will know

pretty

well

what

to expect

with

Will Rogers the star, but in case they are not acquainted it would be well to use some of the paragraphs from the press sheet which Goldwyn will furnish. Promise them a real wholesome, clean and delightful comedy picture that isn't long, but has enough
laughs to satisfy everybody. And if they don't laugh,
they're not human.
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A Splendid Entertainment With a Strong Moral
Justine Johnstone in
"SHELTERED DAUGHTERS"
Realart
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Edward

Dillon

George Bronson-Howard
Clara Beranger

BY

CAMERAMAN

George Folsey

AS A WHOLE

A good story with a powerful

moral for parents, well done and ably presented
STORY.

.... .The near tragedy of a girl who grew

up ignorant of the ways of the world
DIRECTION
Good and at times excellent
PHOTOGRAPHY

Uneven

LIGHTINGS

Fair

CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Very good
Does good work in a quiet way
All adequate
Well chosen and artistically com-

posed
INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER

Very good
Quite good
OF STORY
The book girl unprepared for the real word; and the dangers of

ignorance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,895 feet

The sum total of this entire picture is expressed in
one of the flashes — "If you want to keep her off the
rocks, she's got to know where they are." Like the
traditional minister's son, daughters, too, may be kept
in ignorance of the real world only at their own peril.

"Sheltered Daughters" is a good story that brings
home a powerful moral. The presentation is in every
way ably and well' planned. The dramatic events
pile on in good sequence and lead up logically to a
splendid climax.
While the story itself has not the elements of great
drama, still it is handled and directed to ably that a
splendid picture is made thereof. The photography
and lighting too, add a good deal to the success of this
picture. — Another case where the director's work
contributes materially to the putting over of the idea.
Justine Johnstone, as Jennie Dark, plays her part
well in her own quiet and charming way. Miss Johnstone is not an emotional actress and does well to keep
away from violent roles. Her strength lies in simplicity and charm — quiet roles. Her facial work is also
very subtle, so much so that at times it does not register, and unless the lighting is carefully adjusted its
best effects are lost. Her characterization as the
. innocent girl is well done and little exaggerated.
The story deals with an underworld plot to collect
money for the French orphans and make a getaway.
Jenny Dark, who greatly admires Joan d'Arc wife of
a supposed French officer, and at a banquet collects
two hundred thousand dollars for the French orphans.
But Jenny's father is a plain clothes man, so the crooks
do not get away. The big scene in the picture is
where Jenny's father goes to arrest the imposter and
finds his daughter in the same room. Then all is explained and a near tragedy is avoided.
Helen Ray as Adele, and Charles Gerard as French
Pete, both add greatly to the support and success of
the picture. The settings and costumes are all carried out with great care and detail.

A Picture With a Moral for Parents and Daughters
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You will be glad to get "Sheltered Daughters," for
it carries a message that can be taken home by your
audience. It will cause talk and discussion and draw
the crowds. It is timely and a well pictured film ably
directed.

The star, Justine Johnstone gives a satisfying performance. Realart could probably furnish you with
some attractive posters and lobby displays.
If possible, obtain some big photographs of Miss

You can promise your people an intelligent and
logical drama based on an alive and appealing subject.

Johnstone, who is one of the handsomest women on
the screen. You should be able to obtain considerable

Catch lines could read: "The ignorant girl is not
necessarily the safe girl," or "There is evil in
ignorance."

local publicity by working up a good story that she
has just left for Europe, where she intends making a
big special production.

CURRENT
KelMM Date

Footage

Reviewed

RELEASES
Release Date

AMERICAN
FILM
CO.
(Distributed through Pathe Exchanges)
A Light Woman
7,000
The
Gamesters
(Marganla
Fisher)
6,000
The Blue Moon
(Elinor field- fell Trenton) . .6,000
Their Mutual
Child (Margarita
Fisher-Nigel
Barry)
6.000
Sunset Jones (Clias. Clary & Irene Ritch)
5,000
Payment
Guaranteed
(Margarita
Fisher)
5,000

9-26-20

4-24-21

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC.
(Distributed through Patne)
The Riddle Woman
(Qeraldine
I in Devil (George Arliss)
What
Women
Will Do (Anna
The Rider of King Log

ASSOCIATED
Jan.
Feb.

June

30
0
13
27
1
8
15
29
12
19
26

Farrar)
I. Nilsson)

Lying Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
Made in the Kitchen (Sennett)
A Small Town
Idol (Mack
Sennett)
A Perfect Crime
(Allan Dwan)
1 Am Guilty (J. Parker Read, Jr.)
She Sighed by the Seaside (Sennett)
Home Talent (Mack Sennett)
Mother O'Mine (Thos. H. Ince)
The Broken Doll (Allan Dwan)
The Foolish Matrons
(Maurice Tourneur)
The Ten Dollar Raise (J. L Frothingham)

EQUITY

FAMOUS
3
3
10
10
17
17
24
May

Jinn

24
1
1
8
8
15
22
22
29
5
5
12
12
19
19
26

PICTURES

0,000
2,000
5,000
5,000
6,500
2,000

5,726

Young). 6, 000
6,000
6.0UU
6,000
6,000

Prairie Trails
The Road
Demon
Hands
Oft
Louise Lovely
The Little Grey Mouse
Partners
of Fate
W hile the Devil Laughs
William Russell Series
The Cheater
Reformed
Bare
Knuckles
„.
.,
Colorado
Shirley
Mason
Series Pluck
Flame
of Youth
WJng, Toy, • ;
,„',h* Series
iamP1,gn,er
Ueorge Walsh
Number
17

2-13-21
2-20-21
2-27-21
4-24-21
■

5-30-20

a

OF AMERICA,

6.000

6.000
6,000
6.000
6,000
6,000

(Serial)

PICTURES

What
Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) . . .4 200
4-17-21
Godless Men (Reginald
Barker Prod.)
6.367 2-6-21
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
4,779 2-13-21
Roads of Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
4,955 4- 3-21
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
4,960
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5.884 1-23-20
The
Concert
5,379 2-27-21
Guile of Women
(Will Rogers)
4,496 3- 6-21
Bunty
Pulls the Strings
6.255
1-9-21
Hold Your Horses
(Tom
Moore)
4.610 2- 6-21
A Voice in the Dark (Frank Lloyd Prod.)
4,255
Don't
Neglect
Your
Wife
(Gertrude
Atherton
Prod.)
5.649
A
Tale
of
Two
Worlds
(Gouveneur
Morris
Prod.)
5,649 3-20 21
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
5,000 4-10-21
Snowblind
(All-Star)
5.000
An Unwilling
Hero
(Will Rogers)
5,000
Made in Heaven
(Tom
Moore)
5,000
5-1-21
Wet Gold (Williamson
Prod.)
6,000
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand)
5.000

3 20 21
3 27-21
2-20-21
3- 6 21
3-27-21
4- 3 21
3- 6 21
5-8-21
4-10-21
4-17-21
4-24-21

424-21
4 3 21
5-1-21
5-15-21
■
—
•
.

D.
Way

Down

W.

W.

GRIFFITH,

East

INC.

■

7,000 1 1-14-20
7,000
1-9-21
7,000 926 20
7, 000
2- 6 21
7,000
4-17-21
6,000

5-1-21

Irvin

6,000
6,000
5,000

2-6-21

6.000
5,000
5 000

10-31-20
2-20-21

5,000
5,000
5,000

2-27-21
3- 6-21
5-8-21

5,000
'...'.'.'.'.'.'.5,000
5,000
5,000
s!o00
6.000
5,000
|,000

11-7-20
2-27-21
3-13-21
3-27-21
5-15-21

NATIONAL
9,000
5 942
« 975

10 10-20
2-20-21

Dial

The Kentucky
Colonel
V. Willat
Prod.
Down
Home
of the Tide
Film Partners
Co.

The Tiger's
Ballin Prod.
Pagan Love
East Corp.
Lynne
Rockett Film
Keeping Up
Hugo

Coat
(Mabel
With

METRO
Mar.

27
28

May
June

15
5

12.000

9 12 20

5.788
5,800

2-6-21
4- 3-21

5,770

5-1-21

5,693
5,880

1-9-21

6.000

9-19-20

W. HODKINSON
CORP.
Distributing through Pathe)

J. L. Frothingham Prod.
The
Breaking
Point
(Bessie Barriscale)
Renco FilmTheCo. Other Woman
Lavender
and
Old Lace
Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner Prod.
The
Spenders
The Corp.
Man of the Forest
National Film

5- 8-21

INC.

COMPANY

Saint

GOLDWYN

9 19-20
5-1-21

5,000 12-12-20
5,000 2-13-21
5,500 4-10-21

il-jla Negri- Big live)
I Ik Old SwurunuV Ho],
Uav >
Scrambled
Wives
(Marguerite
Clark). . .

of

Out of the Darkness
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

5-15-21

6,000 12-26-20
5,000 2-20-21
5,000 4-3-21

The
Plunger
Century
Brand A"en
r . yn^n'LeJ
Oliver Twist Jr
The One-Man
Trail (Buck
Jones)
lio\ (Eileen Percy)
Ideas (Eileen Percy)
I out Man ( Buck Jones)

EXCHANGES

GAUMONT

CORP.

The Faith Healer
(Melford
Super Spec.)
6,346
The Dollar A Year Man (Roscoe Arbuckle)
4,606
Buried Treasure
(Cosmopolitan
Spec.)
6,734
The Witching Hour (Taylor Spec. Eliott Dexter)
6,964
The Love Special (Wallace Reid)
4,855
The Great Day (Famous
Players Spec.)
3,827
What
Every
Woman
Knows
(Wm.
DeMille
Super
Spec.)
6,675
The Home
Stretch (Douglas
MacLean)
4,513
The City of Silent Men
(Thomas Meighan) .. .6,199
Proxies
(Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
6,283
Deception
(Super Spec
Prod.)
9,297
Oh Jo (Dorothy
Gish)
4,956
King, Queen, Joker (Sydney Chaplin)
5,016
Too Wise Wives (Lois Weber Prod.)
5,164
Sacred and Profane Love (Elsie Ferguson) .... 5,964
Sentimental Tommy (John S. Robertson Prod.) 7,470
The Traveling Salesman
(Roscoe Arbuckle) ... .4,514
The Wild Goose
(Cosmopolitan)
6.497
White and Unmarried (Thomas Meighan)
Appearances
(Donald
Crisp
Prod.)
One a Minute
(Douglas MacLean)
The Bronze
Hell (Thos. Ince Spec.)
Sham
(Ethel Clayton)
The Money
Master
(Geo. Melford
Prod.)

FILM

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5,000
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
5.000
The Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
5,000
Duke of Chimmney
Butte (Fred Stone)
4,500 1-30-21
Don't Leave Y'our Husband (Wm. Desmond) .. .6,200 4-24-21
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love)
6,500
5-121

CORP.

PLAYERS-LASKY

FIRST

FEDERATED

Fall

Specials
FOX
FILM
CORP.
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
Blind Wives
(Special Cast)
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court..
Skirts
The Queen of Slieba
William Farnum Series
His Greatest Sacrifice
Pearl White Series
The
Mountain
Woman
Know
Y'our Men
... 'ie>on<l
Price
Tom
Mix
Series

zoth
mui.

1-23-21
2-13-21

PRODUCERS

For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
Whispering
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
Mid-Channel
(Clara Kimball Young)
Hush
(Clara KiKmball
Young)
Apr.

6,000
6,000
6,000
7,000

Footage Reviewed
The Kid (Charles Chaplin— Big Five)
5,300 1-16-21
Trust Your Wife (Katherine MacDonald)
5,525
Man - Woman - Marriage (Holubar-Phillips — Big
Five)
9000
1-16-21
The Passion Flower
(Norma Talmadge)
6,755 4-10-21
The Oath (R. A. Walsh Spec— Big Five)
7,806 4-17-21
Jim the Penman
(Lionel Barrymore)
6,100 3-27-21
The Girl in the Taxi (Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven)
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart — Big Five) .. .6,000 1-16-21
Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
5,923 ■
Bob Hampton of Placer (Marshall Neilan Prod. )7, 268
5- 8-21
Gypsy
Blood ( IJola Negr.)
5,921 5-15-21
Playthings of Destiny (Anita Stewart)
6,200
Courage
( Sidney Franklin
Prod.)
6,244
The Sky Pilot (Cathrine Curtis Prod.)
6,305 4-24-21
Scrap Iron (Charles Ray)
7,500
Peck's Bad Boy
(Jackie Coogan)
5,000
5-1-21

(Joseph

(Myrtle

Dowling)

7,000 10-24-20
6,150 3-20-21
Stedman)

Ballin-Edward
Lizzie

(Enid

Earle)
Bennett)

PICTURES

5.800 12 26-20
6,634 3-13-21
5,224

5-15-21

CORP.

Extravagance
(May
Allison)
6,000 3-6-21
Puppets of Fate (Viola Dana)
6,009
(Not released) Four Horsemen of Apocalypse 10,300 2-20-21
Apr.
11 A Message From Mars (Bert Lytell Metro Special.. 3-27-21
Out of the Chorus
(Alice Brady)
4,888 3-27-21
25 Uncharted Seas (Alice Lake Metro
Special)
4-17-21
May
9 Coincidence
'.
6,000 5-8-21
The Last Card (May
Allison)
6,000
S. L. 23Productions
Feb
28 Without
Limit (All-Star)
6,000 2-20-21
Nazimova Productions
Madame
Peacock
5,000 10-10-20
Dec.
6 Billions
6.000 12-5-20
C. E. Shurtleff Prod.
Nov. 22 The Star Rover
(All-Star)
6.000 1114-20
The Little Fool
4,800 3-13-21
Roland West Prod.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
6,000 2-20-21

PATHE
The
The

Lure of Egypt
Heart Line

EXCHANGE,

INC.
6,000
6,000

—
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Hampton Brings Another Zane Grey Story to Life
"THE
MAN
OF
THE
FOREST"
Benj. B. Hampton Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Not credited
AUTHOR
Zane Grey
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Good live picture, well acted
and given splendid production
STORY
Actionful and good accumulative suspense that reaches great climax
DIRECTION
Just a bit slow getting started but
makes up for it in following reels; fight stuff

good
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
PLAYERS
All
capable
EXTERIORS

well

suited

and

Very good
Good
First rate
thoroughly
Good

INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Protege
of rich
westerner plots to secure the ranch for himself
when it should go to nieces
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,880 feet
With the story by Zane Grey and a villain like Robert McKim you may be sure to expect things to happen, and they do in Benjamin B. Hampton's latest production, "The Man of the Forest." At first the action
is just a bit slow, covering the introduction of the
characters and the establishment of a premise, but
the latter reels contain all the excitement that anyone
will expect in one picture, with a smooth-running
story that accumulates suspense as it goes, finally
reaching a genuinely effective climax. There's much
shooting and bloodshed, to be sure, but then it's a real
Zane Grey western and you expect it.
The actual incidents that make up the plot are not

Among

absolutely original, but that doesn't make any difference in this case. The interest is new and holds
straight through to the end. The plot in the main
deals with the efforts of the villain to secure for himself a large ranch, which will eventually belong to the
owner's nieces. There's nothing new about that, or
the fact that the villain tries various known means of
getting what he wants and in the end, just getting
what he deserves. It's the action and suspense, together with good acting by a capable cast, with effective direction, that makes up for any familiarity
of story.
A first rate western atmosphere has been obtained
and the backgrounds are good. The director would
have added considerable to the atmospheric charm
though, by some long shots of the country. Perhaps
he just forgot it. Robert McKim plays the rascal in
his customary excellent fashion, while Carl Gantvoort
is adequate as the hero. Others are Claire Adams,
Jean Hersholt, Harry Lorraine, Eugenia Gilbert,
Frank Hayes and Tote du Crow, who plays a small
Indian part.
Harvey Riggs, protege of Al Auchincloss, plots with
Lem

Beasley to get possession of Al's ranch. Auchincloss, in failing health, sends for his two nieces,
Helen and Bo, to whom he intends leaving his property. He also sends up into the mountains for Milt
Dale, for he feels that Dale can help him. Meanwhile
the girls arrive and Helen falls in love with Dale, a
fact resented by Riggs, who purposes to marry
Helen— and the ranch. The girls are kidnapped by
a gang under
men. Lone
to the cabin
gets a posse
right which

the leadership of one of Beasley's henchWolf, a faithful Indian, tracks the girls
where they are held, notifies Dale, who
and sets out to rescue the girls. In the
ensues Riggs meets his death. Beasley

is killed by one of Dale's men while trying to murder
Auchincloss, leaving the way clear for the lovers.

the Best Western Attractions Out
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With such successes as "Desert Gold," "The Westerners" and "The Sagebrusher" already on the list,
you should merely have to refer to them in announcing a showing of "The Man of the Forest," Benj. B.
Hampton's latest production of a Zane Grey story.
You can make promises for the action and good suspense if you think it necessary, but if you have already played the pictures mentioned, it probably
won't be necessary to resort to promises to get them
interested.
The author and producer should be suf-

ficient. If,however, you have net been lucky enough
to have played them, it's a good time to start and you
ought to do big business with the latest.
Talk to your men patrons particularly. Tell them
it's a story of the west, of a conniving "slick article"
who wasn't as slick as he thought. Catchlines will
attract them and it is likely that Robert McKim is a
well enough known screen villain to warrant using
his name. The author's name in lights outside the
theater should help get them in.

Neleaae Date

PIONEER

FILM

Footage

CORP.

Reviewed

Idle Hands (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall)
6,000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane and Thurston Hall(. ■ .6,000
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield)
6,000
Finders, Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
5,500
Thoughtless Women
(Alma Rubens)
6,000
Indiscretion
(Florence Reed)
6,000
A Man There Was
(Victor Seastrom)
6,000
What Women Want
(Louise Huff)
6,000
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
5,500
Where is my Husband
(Jose Collins)
5,500
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
6,000
Crimson Cross (All Star)
6,000
In Society (Edith Roberts)
6,000
Liquid Gold (Guy Empey)
6,000
Bubbles
(Mary Anderson)
5,500
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie
Doro)
6,000
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000
Out of the Dust (All-Star)
6,000
A
Good
Woman
(Gail
Kane
and
J. Herbert
Frank)
5,500
Stolen Moments (Marguerite Namara)
6,000
The Barbarian
(Monroe Salisbury)
6,000

ROBERTSON-COLE

2-29-20

6-27-20

PROD.

The First Born
(Sessue Hayakawa)
6,000 2-6-21
Seven Years Bad Luck (Max Linder)
5,070
5-1-21
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) . .5,900 3-26-21
Black Roses (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600 4-17-21
What's
a Wife
Worth
(Wm.
Christy
Cabanne
Prod.)
5,600 4-17-21
Nobody's
Kid (Mae Marsh)
Salvage
(Pauline
Frederick)
5,700
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Prod.)
6,000

REALART

PICTURES

CORP.

Special Features
The Deep Purple (Walsh)
7,000 5-16-20
The Law of the Yukon (Miller)
6,000 9-10-20
The Soul of Youth
(Taylor)
6,000 8-22-20
The Furnace
(Wm.
D. Taylor Prod.)
6,882 11-28-20
Star Productions
All Souls Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
5,778 2-20-21
She Couldn't Help It (Bebe
Daniels)
4,423 2-27-21
The Outside Woman
(Wanda Hawley)
4,225 3-20-21
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnston) . 5,316 3-20-21
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888 3-27-21
Ducks
and Drakes
(Bebe
Daniels)
4,876 4-3-21
The Little Clown (Mary Miles Minter)
5,031 4-10-21
The Magic
Cup
(Constance
Binney)
4,587
5-1-21
The House That Jazz Built (Wanda Hawley) .. 5.000 5-15-21
Sheltered Daughters
(Justine Johnston)

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

STOLL
FILM
CORP.
(Distributing through Pathe)
Lives

The
Mr.
The
™e

Hundredth Chance
Wu
Lure of Crooning Water
Tavern
Knight
IPe Branded
„lame .-e-i
The
Soul
Uod s Good
Man

The
Bars Tidal
of IronWave
Testimony
1 ne Garden of Resurrection

UNITED
nlS.1'

1
Jan.

Jewel

\ !,V?

,
9

mOV1 FI°7er

<G»?th ,Prod..)

(Priscilla

5 261

2- 6-21

4,224

3-20-21
5-1-21

s>000
5 000

5,520 1-30-21
5 500
5^500
5,500 2-20-21
5,600 12-12-20
5 500

5,000 3- 7-20
6,000
6000
5,000
11-14-20
5 000
5,000 6-27-20
5,000

ARTISTS

FILM

MFG.

Features
Oner to Every Woman
(Dorothy Phillips)
Outside the Law
(Priscilla Dean)

Reputation

4,850 12-26-20
5,980 2-27-21
5000
5-8-21

Dean)

6,000

7,500
8,000
5 800
"io'lOO
7',000

8-29-20
12-5-20

1-16-21
3-13-21
4-17-21

CO
6,000
7754

8-29-20
1.9.21

'. '7158

5. 8-21

Reviewed

5,000 2-20-21
5,000 2-27-21
5,000 3- 6-21
5,000 3-20-21
5,000 3-20-21
5,000 3-27-21
5,000 4-10-21
5,000 4-10-21
5,000 4-17-21
5,000
5-1-21
4,539 5-8-21
5,000 5-15-21
5,000
5,000 11-14-20
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000 11-21-2C
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

7,000 12-19-20
6,800
1-9-21
6,000
5,000
5,000

5,800

2-20-21

The Way Women Love (Lyric Films)
5,800
Hearts O' the Range (Forward Film)
4,800
Kazan
(Export
& Import)
6,464
You and I (Radiosoul)
6,000
The Mask (Export and Import)
6,400
The Supreme
Passion
(Film Market,
Inc.) .. .6,000
The Devil's Confession
(Circle Film Attrac) . .5,000
You Find It Everywhere (David P. Howells) . .5,000
Things Men Do (M. B. Schlesinger)
5,000
Every
Woman's
Problem
(Plymouth
Pict) .. .5,000
The Wakefield Case (World Film)
6,000
Forbidden Love (Wistaria)
6,000
Diane of Star HolldV
(Producers Security)
The Nightingale of Paris (C. B. C. Film Sales) 5,000
Heidi (C. B. C. Prizma Feature)
2,000
Lure of the Orient (Aywon)
6,000
Mother
Eternal
(Abramson)
7,500

2-13-21
2-13-21
2-20-21
3-6-21
3-13-21
3-6-21
3-13-21
3-20-21

Black

Panther's

CINEMA

Cub

(Florence

INDEPENDENT— STATE

SHORT

CORP.

Reed)

RIGHTS

REEL RELEASES

FAMOUS

3-27-21
4-10-21
4-10-21
4-10-21

4-24-21

PLAYERS-LASKY

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedy
May
8 Moonshine
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
Mar.
6 Wedding Bells Out of Tune
20
Sweetheart Days
Apr. 10 Officer Cupid
24 Astray from the Steerage
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Mar.
6 Constantinople
13 In the Garden of the East
20 Jerusalem, the Holy City
27 Modern
Jerusalem
Apr.
3 Along the Riviera
10 Alexandria
17
Biskra, the Beautiful
24
Present- Day Prague
May
1 A Polynesian Odessey
8 The Galata Bridge
15 Monte
Carlo
22
Bazaars
of Cairo
29
Country Life in Bohemia
Paramount Magazine
Mar.

5-30-20
7-25-20

2- 6-21

The

1- 9-21
4-10-21
5- 8-21

12-19-20
...'.'..'.'.'. ...'..'.'.'.' 1-2-21
'.'.'.'.'.'... .4 650 12-26-20
.7^00 1-16-21
5,80o 1-30-21
6>000 2-6-21
5(10o 2-13-21
5 qoo
....".'.*.'.'.' .V."s,'00fl
2-27-21
5 100
3-6-21
S400
2.u.21
5,500 3-20-21

, ,rk of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary
Pickford)
I he J\ut (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Dream
Street (I). W. Griffith Prod.)
ugh the Back Door (Mary
Pickford)

UNIVERSAL

5,610
5,500
5,000

Footage

5,000

ZIEGFELD

ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Pleasure
Seekers
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby
Miracle
of Manhattan
Eugene O'Brien Star Series
Broadway
and Home
W.?rld,s Apart
„„ G,1led
Owen Moore
Star Lies
Series
The Chicken in the Case
Conway Tearle Star Series
Society Snobs
.
Martha
Mansfield
Star
Series
u, .u ™ uck',1gc.the cTlgei'
The Fourth Sin
Special Productions
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon)
You Can't Kill Love (All Star)*
The Highest Law
(Ralph Ince)
The Road of Ambition
(Conway Tearle)
I he Sin That Was His (Wm.
Faversham)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Select Pictures
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
Mountain Madness
The
Shadow
(Tyrone
.....!!!".!!
Seeds Great
of Vengeance
(Bernard Power)
Durning)
Man s Plaything (Grace Davison)
The Servant
Question
(William
Collier)
Just Outside the Door
(Edith Hallor)

Squandered

Release Date
Universal Features
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
If Only Jim (Harry
Carey)
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walton)
The Unknown
Wife (Edith Roberts)
The Magnificient Brute (Frank Mayo)
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)
The Freeze Out (Harry Carey)
The Dangerous
Moment
(Carmel
Myers)
The Big Adventure
(Reeves Eason, Jr.)
Desperate Youth
(Gladys Walton)
The Wallop
(Harry
Carey)
Wolves of the North (Eva Novak)
Cheated
Love (Carmel
Myers)APH
Alice Joy
ce
VITAGR
The Vice of Fools
Cousin
Kate
Her Lord and Master
Earle Williams
The Romance Promoters
Diamonds
Adrift
It Can't Be Done
Corinne Griffith
The Broadway
Bubble
It Isn't Being Done This Season
Harry T. What's
Morey Your Reputation Worth ?
The Sea Rider
The
Gauntlet
Super Features
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terriss)
Black Beauty
(Jean Paige)
The Heart of Maryland
Alice Calhoun Prod.
Princess
Jones
Closed Doors
Antonio Moreno Prod.
Three
Sevens

— —
.

6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24

Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
Bumps,"
Cartoon by Pat Sullivan, "Felix the Cat"
Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, "The Hoots,"
Apr.
Bud and Susie
Bobby Bumps
Felix
The Hoots
.....!!!!!!!!
Bud & Susie
May
1 Cartoon by Frank Moser
8 Bobby Bumps Cartoon by Earl Hurd
15 Felix
Cartoon
by Pat Sullivan & Peanut, cartoon
by Harry Leonard
22 Hoots, Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series
Wild Men of Africa
■
ParamountVandenberg
h
Exploration
Apr.
17 Jungle
Dancers
..«!..!"!!
Series
May
1 The Lion Killers
15 Slaying the Hippopotamus
.
29 The Land of the Pygmies

UNIVERSAL

Century

Comedies (2 reels) : A Blue Ribbon Mut. A. Lyin, Tamer, Twin
Crooks, A Fishy Story, Hot Dog, Laughing Gas, Tails Win.
Red Rider Series (Leonard Chapham) (2 reels) : A Son of the North, The
Girl and the Law, Big Stakes, When th Devil Laughed, The
Forest Runners, The Timber Wolf.
Star Comedies (Lyons-Moran) (1 reel) : Over the Garden Wall, Mops and
Hops, My Lady's Ankle, Hearts and Clubs, Maid's A-Courting,
Romeo and Juliet, Shapes and Scrapes, A Movie Bug, Forbidden Brew.

/

Some Short Reels
"The Acrobatics and Mimicry of Insects" — Kineto Review
1 reel magazine
Type of production
The best bit in this clever and interesting reel is a fight between a praying mantis and a scorpion, both clinging to a twig
with several pairs of legs and carrying on the death grapple
with the others. The mantis with its strong forelegs gets
the best of it until the little crab-like monster stings him in
the head. It is brief but thrilling. Other insects shown are
a drone fly, stick insects, a hawk moth, caterpillars, grasshoppers, and wood ants. Apparently by trick photography, the
insects seem to perform various acrobatic stunts. This reel
has very high value for its kind and is sure to prove mighty
interesting to almost any kind of an audience.
"Big Game"— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Snub Pollard's latest starts out with a really up-to-date
situation when a man and his bride from Wichita Falls land
in theto country
of Snub
"the sultan;"
continuity
is broken
here
introduce
Pollard but
in a the
Ford,
being pushed
up
a tremendous slope by the little negro who acts with him.
The remainder, while full of action and sure to amuse to a
certain extent, is below the average and contains little new
stuff. It closely resembles some two reel comedies recently
done by another producer in which two hunters strike many
odd poses while on the trail of their garni, and are frightened
by a rabbit, etc. A gorilla is brought in, and a lion. The
lion will interest. There are some conventional harem sets
and the usual array of veiled and pantalooned women.
"A Polynesian Odyssey" — Paramount-Burton Holmes
Type of production
2 reel travelogue
Here is one that is better than the average. The picture is
taken on the island of Bali, adjoining the island of Java, in
the South Seas. Its high light is a shot of some mysterious
ruins in the interior; crumbling pillars of intricately carved
stone work that point to a higher form of civilization far in
the past. Next in value are the shots of the harvest festival,
wherein the sinuous Polynesian girls in bird-like dress and
with painted faces are seen doing a strange, slow, half-spiritual
dance. The remainder is devoted to building up atmosphere.
It shows the surf, with out-rigger canoes being hauled ashore
by half-nude brown men; a village street with slim, top-heavy
palms in the distance.
"Prague" — Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Type of production
1 reel travelogue
A nice impression of the strange capital of the Czechoslovaks is to be gotten from this reel of scenes in the streets
and by-ways of the little republic. There are two or three
shots of returning soldiers marching through the streets
closely crowded by the rejoicing populace. The rest, beside
a closeup of the president and of the statue of Huss, consists
of a series of cleancut and carefully chosen views of old
buildings, chiefly interesting for odd elongated gables, fine
steeples and cupolas, great carven doorways. There is the
old Charles bridge and the peaceful sliding surface of the river
there. The cathedral of St. Vitus, the old imperial palaces,
and the government buildings on the heights are all interesting.
"The Thinker"— Century-Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
"The Inventor" would have been a better title for this one,
which contains a certain amount of new material. Liege Conlev is the man with the mind. His automatic hat that provides a different haircut with every tip, his mechanical nutcracker and various other brain-children, will each one get a
laugh. Liege is courting Edna Gregory. His rival is Bud
Jamison, a "Big Man." There is much falling in and out of
a well dug between two gateposts, that may be thought to
be funny. Bud steals the girl, house and all. Then follows
a chase over residence roofs and through the streets. The
well known hokum is brought in again. There is a good number with a dwarf that is amusing. The new stuff in this comedy
qualifies it as up to the standard.

Tony Sarg's Almanac
. One reel cartoon
Type of production
A decided novelty and a comic piece is offered in Tony
Sarg's Almanac which is being shown at the Criterion. The
first edition is called "The First Circus." The picture is on
the order of a cartoon with marionettes performing in silhouette. The present day circus is compared to the Stone
Age circus when the lady tight rope walker used a snake
for a rope and did acrobatic stunts on the back of a prehistoric animal. The offering was well received and though
perhaps not a full reel is a pleasing novelty.
"The Fight of the Age"— Picture Trading Co.— Rialto Prod.—
State Rights
Type of production
2 reel magazine
Jack Dempsey and Georges Carpenticr and other associated
with the pugilistic game are shown in this newsy film, which
is a resume of incidents preceding the big ring battle. Both
athletes are shown training and in civilian clothes. Carpentier
is shown wearing one of his jazzy collars. Dempsey is shown
sparring with a fighter named "Midget" Smith and a huge
pugilist called "Jamaica Kid." The picture tends to give the
impression Dempsey is a back to the farm advocate, for he
appears pitching hay and performing various other routine
duties among the cows and chickens. Freddy Welch, Jim
Corbett and Jeffries are rung in.
Pathe Review No. 105
Type of production
One reel magazine
This number of the Pathe Review is varied in its contents and
is up to the standard of the other reviews. The first section
of this film shows in detail the process of rotogravure. We
see the photograph prepared and developed on the finely ground
surface of a copper cylinder. The etching Drocess is clearly
demonstrated and in the end we see the cylinder turning out
Sunday picture sections of the New York Times. There follows some good speed camera work showing seagulls in
action. The next number is a review called "Silly Summer."
and takes us through the various diversions of Coney Island.
We "Shoot the shoots" and "bump the bumps," etc. The review ends with some fairly good color work showing the
weaving of baskets and the various uses for straw in Africa.
"Save Your Money" — Pathe
Type of production
1 reel comedy
The theme of this comedy is the difficulty that arises from
figuring out one's income tax. A very effective setting is provided for in the first part of this reel which consists mainly of
numbers. Even the coal in the scuttle. This gives one a fair
idea of the state of a man's mind while he is in the act of
tilling out his income tax blanks. Then starts the slapstick
work which is not above the average. The policemen, the moving men. the jail, park scenes, etc. Nothing startling. Income
tax evaders are shown living the life of "Riley" in a jail, wherelife.in they are provided with all the modern conveniences of club
Harold Lloyd in
"NOW OR NEVER"— Associated Exhibitors— Pathe
Type of production
3 reel comedy
He of the tortoise shell-rimmed glasses is offering bis latest
comedy on Broadway this week. It is called "Now or Never."
but the title is the least important factor of Lloyd's three reel
offering. He is as funny as ever and besides a lot of old
hokum which he dresses up anew, he has a lot of new comedy
gags that sent the Capitol audience into roars of laughter. Incidentallylaughs.
this is the As
corned}'
first athree
reeler and
it's
brim full of
usual star's
he makes
spectacular
entree,
this
a speeding
automobile.
There's
a great
bit which
takestime
placein on
the bumpers
of a moving
train.
Besides
being
funny it provides a good thrill. More comedy is presented in
the railroad train sequence. This is not altogether new but
Lloyd has found some new tricks and his maneuvers in the
sleeper are great. Also his efforts to dress a little girl left
in his care. "Now or Never" is one of Lloyd's best, and perhaps a bit better because it is longer and contains more incident than his previous pictures.
By all means get it.

RaleaM Data
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) : In Wrong Wright, Cinders,
Double Danger, The Two-Fisted Lover, Tipped Off, Superstition, The Brand Plotter, The Smiler.
International News:
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
Serials: The Flaming Disk (18 episodes); The Vanishing Dagger (18
The Dragon's Net (15 episodes); King of the Circus
episodes);
(Eddie Polo).

PATHE
(No. 14 Double Aventure) . . . .
in the Canyon
The House
The Double Game
(No. 7 The Avenging Arrow)
The Law of the Woods (Edgar Jones) . .'
Bubbling
Over
(Pollard comedy)
1 The Wages of Crime (No. 15 Double Adventure)
May
The Strange Pact (No. 8 The Avenging Arrow)
Out of the Clouds (No. 1 The Sky Ranger)
The Sheriff of Mojave (Tom
Santschi)
Hurry West (Eddie Boland)
Catching a Coon (Adventures of Bill and Bob)
May
8 The Auction Block (No. 9 The Avenging Arrow)
The Sinister Signal (No. 2 The Sky Ranger)
No Children (Snub Pollard)
May
1 5 Outwitted (No. 10, The Avenging Arrow)
The Hostile Hands (No. 3, The Sky Ranger)
A Straight Crook
(Eddie Boland)
22 Dangerous Waters
(No. 1 1 , Avenging Arrow)
Desert Law (No. 4, The Sky Ranger)
Big
Game
(Snub
Pollard)
29 The House of Treachery
(No. 12, Avenging Arrow)
Mid Air (No. 5. The Sky Ranger)
Outwitting the Timber Wolf (Bill & Bob Series)
Save Your Money
(Snub Pollard)
Pathe News and Topics of the Day:
Once a week.

Apr.

24

FEDERATED

FILM EXCHANGES

2
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1

OF AMERICA

A Rare Bird (Monte Banks)
His Naughty
Night (Banks)
Nearly
Married
( Banks)
A Bedroom
Scandal
( Banks)

2
2
2
2

Ford Educational Weekly (1 reel) : Air'istocracy, Having a Circus, Starting Life. Showing Young Life, In the Glory of the Past, Between Friends, For the Future, The Way of the West, Timberlust, What the Ocean Hides, Nassau (Bahama Islands), In Arizona, Number Please (Telephone), Hurry Slowly (Safety), A
Fairyland, The Message, Democracy in Education.

PIONEER

FILM

CORP.

Facts and Follies Series (1 reel) : Babes in Bearskin. Call Me Daddy
Down Beside the Seaside. Knockout Maggie, Professor Was
Right, Running Romeos, Two's Company, Young Ideas.
Luke McLuke's
Film-Osophy
O/i reel).
The Sonny Series (2 reels).
Nick Carter Series (2 erels) :

GOLDWYN
Edgar Comdies (2 reels) : Edgar Camps Out, Edgar's Jonah Day, Edgar's Sundav Courtship. Edgar Takes the Cake, Edgar the Explorer, Get-Rich-Quick Edgar, Edgar's Little Saw.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel) : The Riveter, The Human Voice,
Seein' Things on the Orinoco. Gypsy Scientists, Unshod Soldiers of the King, No Reg'lar Bird.
Goldwyn-Bray Comics (Lampoons) : Why Change Your Husband. Bear
Facts, Yes Dear, Too Much Pep. Chemical Inspiration (The Ancient and Honorable Wall Mat Animated Cartoon), Safe Combination (No Place for a Honevmoon Animated Cartoon), The City
That Never Sleeps, Powell Expedition.
Capitol Comedies (2 reels, distributed by Goldwyn) : In and Out, Knocking 'Em Cold, Hearts and Hammers, Artistic Enemies, Fingers
and Pockets, Love on Rollers. At It Again, Professional Ethics,
When Martin Gits Here, Ged Ap Napoleon, You'd Better Get
It, Indigo Sunday, Home Brewed Youth, Angels Feathers.

VICTOR

KREMER

FILM

FEATURES

A Burlesque on Carmen
(Charles Chaplin)
i'he Champion
(Charles Chaplin)
Work
(Charles Chaplin)
By the Sea (Charles Chaplin)

3
2
2
2

REELCRAFT

Billy Franey Comedies (1 reel): Fixing Lizzie, Getting His Goat, Dry
Cleaned.
Texas Guinan Comedies (1 reel): The Whit Squaw, A Moonshine Feud,
Girl of the Rancho, The Desert Vulture.
Alice Howells Comedies (2 reels) : Squirrel Time. Convict's Happy Bride,
Good Night Nurse, Lunatics and Politics.
Milburn-Moranti Comedies (2 reels) : Jealousy, Lazy Lem, Double Trouble.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies (1 reel): Their First Flivver, The Deserter,
Dreamy Chinatown,
Perils of the Beach.
Matty Roubert (2 reels) : Circus Days. She's a Vamp.
Gale Henry Comedies (2 reels) : The Champeon, The Movies, Help, Heirlooms.
Royal Comedies
Away. (2 reels) : Where Are Your Husbands, When the Cat's

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

INC.

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels) : The Simp, April Fool, High and Dry, Moonshine and Holy Smoke, Bang, The Greenhorn.
Chester Comedies (2 reels) : The One Best Pet, You'll Be S'prised, Beat
Tt, Ladies Pets, Just in Time, Ready to Serve, Snooky's Wild
Oats.
Torchy Comedies (2 reels) : Torchy's Millions, Torchy Turns Cupid, Torchy's Double Triumph, Torchy Mixes In, and Torchy's Night
tion.
Hood, Torchy's Big Lead, Crowning Torchy, Torchy's PromoChriitie Comedies (2 reels) : Mr. Fatima, Wedding Blues, Back From the
Front, Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink, Movie Mad, Nobody's
Wife, Hey Rube, Man Versus Woman, Scrappily Married, The
Reckless Sex, Red Hot Love. Short and Snappy, Sneakers, Let
Me Explain, Southern Exposure.
Vanity Comedies (1 reel) : His Four Fathers. Mind Your Business. Ouija
Did It. Tea for Two. Without a Wife, Naughty Mary Brown,
Dead Easy, Hubby Behave, Take Your Time, Three Jokers,
Rocking the Boat.
Gayety Comedies (1 reel): Rest in Peace. Blondes, Ain't Love Grand,
Sand Witches, His Better Half, Mixed Bedrooms, Turkey Dressing, Dummy Love, Zero Love, Money Talks, Sweet Revenge.

Releaae Data
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age, (Man o'War) two reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth — How He Knocks
His Home Runs, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1
reel ; and Modern Centaurs,
1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel) : Tropical Nights, The Banana Special,
The Explorers, The Isle of Desire, The Business of Camping,
VoicesAlways
of the Sat
Sea, Down,
The Will
the Wisp,
The Man
Who
The o' Merry
LittleWater
Put Trails,
Put.
Chester-Outings (1 reel) : Rookeries and Squawkeries, Crowning King Blizzard, Frivolous Fijis, Lost, a Yodel, Pahs and Papas, Paths of
Glory, Something to Worry About, Putting Nature Next, The
Worst Was True, Hitting the High Spots, The Red Trail's End.
One Peek Was Plenty.
Chester Screenics (1 reel) : They Forgot the Town, Out of the Past,
Then Company Came, Art is Everything, No Hope for the Drys,
Silver Silences, Sultans of the Sea, Getting a Toe Hold, and
From Deer to Dam, Buzz-z-z, Philippine Futurity — An Angle in
Idaho, New Wine in Old Bottles.
Hudson's Bay Travel Series (1 reel): A Tale of the Fur North, Hidesand Go Seek, It's a Great Life — If, An Eskimotion Picture.
Wanderings
(1 reel) : In Dutch, South Sea Magic, Wilderness
Friends.

World

Miscellaneous (1 reel) : Golf — Slow Motion, Dixie.
Kinograms:
Sundays and Thursdays, 1 reel.

SELZNICK

Herbert Kaufman Editorials (1 reel): A Good Fellow, Content, Pity the
Poor, Society Bad Man, Dictionary of Success, A Certain Rich
Man, The Battler and the Bottler, Who Threw the Brick, Johnnie, Little Red Riding Hood.
Serials

Branded Four (Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber), 15
episodes
Prizma Pictures
Death, Where
Is Thy Sting
Selznick News
Twice each week

Each

2
1
1

FOX
September,
October and November
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels) : Chase Me, An Elephant's Nightmare, Hold
Me Tight, His Noisy Still, • Pretty Lady.
Clyde Cook Comedies
(2 reels) : Kiss Me Quick, The Huntsman.
Mutt and Jeff Comedies (1 reel):
The Merry Cafe. The Tailor Shop, The
Brave Toreador, The Politicians, High Cost of Living, League
of Nations,
Flap Jacks, A Rope
Romance,
Farm
Efficiency,
Cleopatra, The Medicine Man.
Fox News (twice a week)
Serial:
Bride 13, 15 episodes

CAPITAL

October
Zip

Weakly
Indigestion,
issues 1 to 5
Each
1
Comedies
(1 reel) : In the Soup
(Chris Rub), Old Dials for New
(Florence
Turner),
Thirty
Minutes
in Havana
(Chris Rub).
Rub).
Stenographers
First
(Florence
Turner),
Hot
Tamale
(Chris

Dramas

(2 reels) : My Lady
Rose (Violet Mersereau),
The Fair Fakir
(Violet Mersereau),
The Grouch
(Francis
Ford). The Lonely
Heart (Violet Meresereau), An Orphan
(Ruth
Stonehouse).

S. &

December Comedies
Cowboy
Jazz

E.

ENTERPRISES
1

C. B. C. FILM

SALES

CORP.

Hallroom Boys Comedys (2 reels) : In Bad Again, Tough Luck, High and
Dry, In Again, Out Again, A Doggone Mix-Up.
Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels) : The Queen of Hearts, Pirates of the West,
Her Western Adventure, The Gun Runners, A Daughter of the
Law, The Ranch
Mystery.
Screen Snapshots (1 reel — twice a month) : No. 23,22, 21 and 20.

ALLIED

DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

12 — 2 reel Al and Howell Comedies: Apr. 15, Pure and Simple; May
Liquorish Lips.

15,

SPECIAL
PICTURES
CORP.
(Through Federated Film Exch.)
Comiclassics (2 reels) : Up in Betty's Bedroom, A Pajama Marriage. A
Seminary Scandal, Watch Your Husband, Twelve P. M., BallDay.
room Romeo. Too Many
Husbands,
Caught in a Cafe.
Chester Conklin (2 reels) : Home Rule, A Soft Boiled Yegg, His Model
Comedyart

(2 reels) : Uneasy Feet, Ima Vamp, An Uneven Match,
Mother's Angel, Henpecked and Pecked Hens, Friends &
Enemies. Prince of Daffydil, Shorty's Long Suit, Sweet Dynamite, Rocked to Sleep, Open the Bars, Hay Fever.
Moranti (1 reel): Why Worrv, Almost, Guilty, Kids, Twins, Bliss.
Clayplay Comedies (1 reel) : Edenville, The First Zoo, Observations of a
Park Statue, Vrigin of Hamboul, Up on the Farm, Dreams.
Sunset Burrud Scenics (1 reel): Birthplace of the West, Land of Sky
Blue Waters, Land of Living Color, Path of '49, Highway
through Wonderland, Going North, Dawnland, Totemland, The
First People. Gate of the Mountain, High Hills and Low Heels.

KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
Kineto Reviews
(Through National Exchanges)
The Living Book of Knowledge (1 reel) : Thrills, The Emerald Isle. Panama, The Holy City, Down in Dixie, Liquid Gold in Texas,
Babyhood, Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho. Vegetarians, Hunting the
Sea Wolf, Boy Scouts, Water Babies, Beauty Spota in the
United States and Canada.

Wonders

CHARLES URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Through State Right Exchanges)

of the World (Two Series) : First Series from No.
(1 reel) : Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52.

1 to No.

26
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"BABY BABY!"
11 BRIDE
AND BROOM'
l/t. and 2nd R<?lea/er

Minim/

• '■"..

-,^

■

•

.

Now Ready
At your nearest exchange
Two Reel/
Radiant and Sparkling

•

"?S

am

I

Billy Quirk
Harold Rice
Louir Haine/
m

VM.

mm

■T

REEKRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION

\

\

BOOK

NOW'

A GENUINE

BOX

OFFICE

HIT

Maclyn ArbucKle
JN

HIN"
E PDAY
IRMAN
"SQByUHOL
A Triple Headline Card

BIG

STAR
AUTHOR
STORY

Get Aboard The Arbuckle Bandwagon Quick!

Territorial Distributors
Advised To Rush Orders
While The Iron'svHot
Released Through^HS ■■* -

Producers1
Security Corporation
516 Fifth Avenue, New York

WIRE NOW

kB&ADSTREET
f FILMDOM

»L. XVI

No. 53

%

A

Price 5 Ccnti

Deal Off
Turner
and Dahnken
Still Retain
First National Franchise In
Northern California

)rge Van "eve Denies Cosmopolitan Seeks
ew Releasing Ar^ngement
ieorge \
Cleve, vice-president'
general
anager of CosmopoliProd, stt '1 on Saturday that it
i not true
hat his organization
templated . aking releasing argements other than with Famous
yers.
le stated he had heard that rets to that effect were in circulai, but added:
We are not contemplating any
nge of release."

(Special to WID'S

are off, at least for thr. ti1". e being.
Herman Wobber, representing
Famous Players, has been negotiating, but it is understood thai too
much money was involved. Something like $1,750,000 cash is said to
be necessary to swing the transaction and this kind of money isn't
lying loose in this territory.

$92.53 Per Share

Every Thursday
Independent

Producers
Distributors
Buyers
Exhibitors
in

Wid's Daily

DAILY)

San Francisco — Turner and Dahnken still retain the First National
franchise in this territory. All deals

Zukor Spends Busy Day
idolph Zukor was in his office at
nous Players on Saturday, but
nt practically the entire day in a
es of conferences with company
cutives.

rhey Meet

mORITY

Monday, May 23, 1921

No Change

'he Eastman Kodak Co. reports
earnings for 1920 of $18,566,211,
al to $92.53 on the common shares,
lpared with $18,326,128, or $91.78
dare, in 1919.
inal surplus after dividend payits totalled $10,330,429, against
137.136 in 1919, while profit and
• surplus amounted to $52,339,against $42,008,907 at the close
919.

iCOCHIZED

"THE SOUL WITH IN"— Audrey Munson
An indication of the luxuriant setting s used in the production to interpret
the dramatic story of this famous g irl as told in "The
Soul Within."
Perry Play, Inc. — Advt.

Almost 'Fifty-Fifty'

Almost. That's where we stand. On censorship. At least.
That's where we will. When Cox signs in Massachusetts. In
other words almost one half of this country will see censored
films.

Surprised? Don't believe it? Well; take a look. Or two
looks. One should be enough. Massachusetts is rated at 4 per
cent territory. New York from \2l/2 to 15. Pennsylvania about
11. Ohio about 9. Maryland about 2. Kansas about 2. All
these states will have censored film. The percentage totals about
42, averaging New York about 14 per cent. This has nothing
to do with contiguous territory. Which may be fed with censored film. In some cases at least. Over 40 per cent surely. Yet
the howl continues. Don't want censorship. And the fanatics
laugh.
And say: "What you gonna do about it?"
Joining 'em for a minute. Just to ask one question: "What are you
going to do?"
"VAMPIRES, AHOY"
Title. Of rather interesting story. In McClure's. About
kids and movies. The kids playing vamps. Four year old
youngster vamped by eight year old siren lisps to his mother :
"Kith me, you fool." All of which is funny. But not so much
so.
When you think it over.
It's this kind of stuff that brings
damage.
BONES RATTLING
National Booking.

Reared its ugly head last year.

(Continued on Page 4)

Menace

Although officials at First National
have refused to discuss the reported
deal which might have allowed the
is probable that this resulted from a
Northern California franchise to pass
into the hands of Famous Players, it
clause in the franchise which gives
First National the first right to repurchase franchises. In other words,
the Turner and Dahnken franchise
under the clause, would have been
offered to First National before being
marketed elsewhere.
Gillstrom Going to Coast
Arvid E. Gillstrom, who directed
Constance Binney in "Such a Little
Queen" for Realart, leaves for Los
Angeles tomorrow to make a series
of eight two-reel specials for Educational release.
Griffith Signs Schildkraut
It is understood Joseph Schilclkrar.t,
star of "Liliom," has signed a three
years contract for pictures with D.
W. Griffith through the offices of his
manager, Minnie Elizabeth Webster.
This will be his first departurte from
the speaking stage in this country.
He appeared in the screen version of
Oscar Wilde's "The Picture of
Dorian Grey" when it was picturized
on the other side.
Smallwood Here
Raj' C. Smallwood, who for the
past two years has directed the
Nazimova productions for Metro, arrived in New York last night for a
short vacation. He has finished supervising the editing and cutting of
"Camille." the last of the Nazimova
series of Metro. His future plans are
unknown.
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Astor — "The
Apocalypsi

Four

Broadway

"Bob

—

Horsemen
Hampton

Monday, May 23,

Putting It Over
of the
of

Price 5 Cents
~ ~ "-— ——

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Brooklyn
Strand — Marguerite
Clark
Copyright 1921, Wid'i Film and Film Folki,
."
inPlac
"Scrambled
Wives "
er
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Yallejo, Cal. — The contention that
New
N. Y.,
exploitation stunts do not go over
FILM York,
FOLKS.
INC.by WID'S FILMS and Capitol — "Snowblind."
Central — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in as well in small towns as in larger
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas
Vice-President
Dannenberg,
Joseph
■rer;
King
Arthur's
Court."
cities is strongly refuted by the manand Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
agement of the Virginia.
Business Manager.
J. A. Cron, Advertising Criterion — "The Lost Romance."
Manager.
The Virginia, when it showed
East."
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. 44th St.— "Way Down
at the post office at New York. N. Y., under Loew's, New York — Today — "Decep- "Outside the Law," made a tie-up
with the Yallejo Evening Times and

the act of March
3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New
York, $1.0.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California.
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamion, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players . . 72
72l/Z
72
do pfd
Not quoted
♦Goldwvn
4J4
4%
....
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
Triangle
World Film

16*4
ft

Tuesday —
tion."
Wednesday
Knew."

Women

Only

"A

Small

Town

Thursday — Vivian

Martin

in "The

—

Song
Idol."of the Soul."
Friday — "Beach
of Dreams,"
Buck
Jones in "Get Your Man."
Saturday — Will
Rogers
in "Boys
Will Be Boys."
Sunday — Bert
Lytell in "A Message from Mars."
Lyyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto — Bebe Daniels in "Two Weeks
with pay."
Rivoli — "The Woman God Changed."
Strand — Marguerite Clark in "Scram-

16ft
16j4 Town
ft
ft
Not quoted

♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

"If

bled Wives."
Hall— "Dream

Street."

Next Week

Astor — "The

Four

Horsemen

New

House

for Bronx

The ation
Young
Associhas old Men's
a plotChristian
on E. 149
St.,
west of St. Ann's Ave., on which a
1,500 seat theater is planned.
Exchange

Fire in Buffalo

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Buffalo, N. Y. — The Fox exchange
here met with a loss from fire last
Apocalypse."
Mc Kenney Promoted
Broadway — Not yet determined.
week. A quantity of paper was lost
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Brooklyn
Strand — Charles
Ray
in and some film. Bookings will not be
Toronto — Mr. J. R. McKenney has
held up in any way, since arrangements have been made with Fox
been
appointed
district manager
of Capitol— "The Black Panther's Cub."
Central
—
"A
Connecticut
Yankee
in
Ottawa,
Quebec
and the Maritime
branches in adjoining cities to meet
Provinces.
King Arthur's Court."
Criterion— "The
Lost Romance."
play dates.
Aubrey Signs Again
Fighting Illinois Bill
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Jimmy
Aubrey,
Vitagraph
come- Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
dian, has signed with that company
Chicago — The Illinois Exhibitors
Park— "Over the Hill."
Alliance has launched a fight against
for a series of 2 reel comedies.
Rialto — Not yet determined.
the McCabe bill, recentl}' introduced
Price Probe Sought at Capital
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
in the lower house of the state legislature.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Strand
—
Charles
Ray
in
"Scrap
Iron."
Washington,
D. C. — Theater
adOne section would prohibit patsion price- may
be investigated Town Hall— "Dream Street."
rons from sitting nearer than 30 ft.
by Congress, if any action is taken
from the screen. The other prohibits
Eldorado, Kans.
the sale of tickets unless there are
esentative l'
A Texas,
Eldorado, Kans. — The New Eldor- vacant seats for the purchasers at the
entlj
ated he would introduce a measure to that effect.
He
ado will open here June 1st.
time the sale is made.
that prices asked are too high.
May

Develop New

(Special

to WID'S

Chain
DAILY)

Louis- The Cosmopolitan Film
ising Co. has purchased
Orpheum at Flora, 111., from S.
I'.. 1
said to
hav<
iTin-i ion ionompany
several isSouthern
Illinois houses.
Pertle has since pur' >rpheum
at tersej ville,
111.

The New Jackson Studio
1- one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios in the
world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers three blocks. All
safety devices'. Five stages. 50 dressing rooms and offii es.
Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest
trical equipment.
Direct current — remote control.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete — ready to begin
work at once.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Tt«: SPICC OI: Till

I'HOGHAM

'

"We have a long term cor
with Mr. Morris. We have firs
on

all his material."
Meeting June 6

The National Association ha;
elected its officers for the en
year as stated on Saturday.
meeting will not be held until
6. It was the general division ci
N. A. M. P. I. that met on F
to elect directors.

a local department store, and arranged the appearance in the store winSeattle Visitors
dow and on the streets of the city of
three masked girls wearing tarns.
Seattle
(Special
to WID'SRobbins,
DAILY) ge
— Herman
While in the window the girls would
sales
manager
for
Fox,
paid the
wear the masks. Then they would
slip out into the streets, minus the office a visit last week.
masks, and promenade up and down.
J. N.
McMeekin,
special
r
One of them was designated as the sentative,
and
H.
D.
Hepe
auditor,
are in the
"Mystery Girl." It was announced traveling
that the first half dozen Yallejo office of Realart this week.
women who could recognize the
Hoteling Signs
"Mystery Girl" on the street, and
who would escort her to the Times
A. D. Hoteling, a director whj
office would get a Priscilla Dean Tarn. just returned from the coast, has]
The lucky women also got a weekly signed through the offices of GI
L. Clarke, to direct a series o:I
pass for the Virginia.

Fox
of the

Hess Denies Morris Repor
Gabriel L. Hess of Goldwyu s
on Saturday, relative to the r
that Gouverneur Morris had
Corp : from the Eminent Au
drawn

Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager.
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

tures N.forY. the Shiller Prod, of "l
ers,

The

use of RITCHEY

posters is a positive indication of two things on somebody's part,— good taste
and excellent judgment.

RITCHET
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838?
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New Theaters
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

abula, O. — Anderson and Mack
$300,000 theater here.
Bethlehem, Pa.
Reiner will
lehem, Pa.— Max
theater costing $200,000 on 3rd

Hudson Falls, N. Y.
Hudson Falls, N. Y . — Wetmore
and Crandall will build a new theater
here.
Manchester, N. H.
Manchester, N. H. — The Orpheum
is being built here.

Meriden, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Mcriden,
Conn. — A new
theater
geport, Conn. — One of the two
>uses now being built here will will be built here.
BO.
Methuen, Mass.
theater
Methuen,
Mass. — A
new
Cambridge, O.
will
be
built
here.
bridge, O. — A theater will be
ere. It will cost $45,000.
Newburgh, N. Y.
Chandler, Ariz.
Newburgh, N. V. — Fred M. Taylor
idler, Ariz. — A house to seat of the Academy of Music has bought
ith an adjoining airdome of the a site on Broadway, where he will
size, is being built here by build.
': B.
Carragien.
completed
first. The airdome
Newton, Mass.
Newton,
Mass. — Newton
Theater,
Cleveland, O.
Inc., will build a theater here.
eland, O. — Thomas Urhansky,
Niles, O.
■ merchant, will build a $200,»use on Lorraine Ave. at W.
Niles,
O.
—
Benjamin
Warner
will
,t. The house will seat 1,500.
build a $200,000 house on State St.,
on the site of the Opera House.
Clifton City, N. J.
ton City, N. J.— Win. Brooks,
Northumberland, Pa.
ill build a theater at Alain and
Northumberland,
Pa. — A new theac Avenues.
ter will be built here.
Cobleskill, N. Y.
■skill, N. Y. — This town is to
t new theater.
Cohoes, N. Y.
fees, N. Y — DeWitt Nott plans
)00 theater.
Columbia, S. C.
imbia, S. C— The Victory Park
lened.
Corbin, Ky.
bin,
Ky. — The
Hippodrome
I built here.
Corpus Christi, Tex.
lus Christi, Tex.— A $50,000
} will be built in the heart of
isiness district.
It will seat
Dayton, Ohio
:on, O.— Robert Hersch, ownThe Old Glory, will build a
house here.
Dearborn, Mich.
frborn, Mich.— A syndicate of
is has been formed to finance a
I theater here.
Franklin, Ohio
Iklin, O.— William S. Roof will
a picture house here.
Grand Rapids, Mich,
ijtid Rapids, Mich. — Ideal Comial Corp. will build a theater
Hartford, Conn.
Ftford, Conn. — For $225,000,
ge and M. C. LeWitt have
ht a site on Asylum St., and may
,a theater. They owned theaters
Britain.

What A Contrast !
The Red-Blooded Virility of

"Godless Men"
The Sweet Simplicity of

"Bunty Pulls The Strings"
REGINALD BARKER
Produced both of them

er
rk
Ba
ld
Regina
PRODUCTIONS

Norwich, Conn.
Norwich, Conn. — Moses Klingon
will build a theater here on his property on Broadway. The house will
seat 1156. It will be completed by
January.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Oklahoma City, Okla.— The Rialto,
seating 500, will be built here two
doors from the Folly.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia- — A new theater costing $65,000 will be built at 513 Jackson St.

i
-

Pine Bluff, Ark.
Pine Bluff, Ark. — Fred Senyard
has bought the site of the old Methodist church. It is said he will build
a theater there.
Pottstown, Pa.
Pottstown, Pa. — George W. Benethum will erect a 1,200 seat house
here.
Estimated cost $200,000.
Providence, R. I.
Providence,
R. I. — The Falcigilla
Amusement Co. will build a theater
here, costing $110,000.
San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco — Work
on Loew's
Union Square theater has started.
Washington, D. C.
Washington — Cosmos Theater Co.
will build the New
Cosmos at 13th
and E Sts. at a cost of $1,500,000.
Wellston,
Mo.
Wellston,_
Mo.— $65,000
will
be
spent to build a new theater here.

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS. P. STALLINGS

iMA
Extend Credit
Message
Brings
H. Kaufmann
From Eighth National Foreign
Trade Convention in Ohio
E. H. Kaufmann, president of the
Inter-Ocean Accessories Corp. of
California and motion picture delegate of the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce to the Eighth National
Trade Convention at CleveForeign
land, is in New York.
Kaufmann said Saturday:
"The message I bring from the
Trade ConEighth National Foreign
vention at Cleveland is one of vital
interest to the picture industry in
general and to tin- American exporter
of films in particular.
"The Foreign Finance Corp., created through the influence of the National Foreign Trade Council, should
be of great use to the American exporter of films. Knowing that this
is the missing link which can place
us in a position to compete with all
branches of commerce, we must, as
exporters of American films, take advantage of the policy of the Edgelaw
Banks, which will materially assist
us in the extension of credits in foreign markets. Our principal reason
for enlisting the assistance of the
Foreign Finance Corp. is to retain our
hold on export trade — a hold which
we secured during the war and which
was due in a large measure to the
and consistent quality of Amerhigh ican
films.
"We must establish, by co-operation with the National Foreign Trade
Council, a better understanding between the banker and the industry,
and must make him realize that the
export business is the fourth largest
industry in the country. The banker
must also be made to realize that a
bill of lading with shipping documents
attached to a print shipment, together
with an invoice with rights for a
given territory, is an asset upon which
he can quickly realize a cash advance."
Would Increase St. Louis Fees
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — A new license ordinance
placing theaters on a sliding scale
based on seating capacity and maximum admission charges has been introduced before the Board of Alderman. The measure was referred to
the Legislation Committee which will
hold a public hearing on it soon.
Theaters now pay $25 for one
month; $75 for three months; $100
for six months and $150 for one year
regardless of their size or earning
capacity. The new scale ranges from
' for a 750 seat house not charging more than 25 cents admission to
S2.5UH for a house with more than
3,5(Ki seats that charge $1.25 a seat.
There
are 123 theaters and airdomes
in the city.
Their average
ting capacity is 300 and the maximum admission charge 22 cents.
On
basis the average
theater will
5 a year, and increase of $25
it charge.
However,
the big houses like the Missouri, Delmonte
and New Grand Central will
be hard hit.
The St. Louis M. P. Exhibitors
League,
an organization
representing 76 theaters, is said to favor the
measure which is a modification
of a license bill that died with the last
ion of the alderi:

E.
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Almost "Fifty-Fifty
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(Continued from page 1)

frightened many. And properly so. Got its whacks. Laid down.
Buried. Cost "its backers about $80,000. Or less. But not
much less. Now it's doing- a Banquo's ghost. Know old Banquo?
One of Willie Shakespeare's friends. Getting itself in shape
again. Rattling its bones. Preparing to leave the coffin. For
a resurrection.
So boys, be warned. Get out the old pickaxe. And ye
battle axe' And mustard gas. And the Big Bertha's. And
be prepared to slaughter old National Booking. Whenever it
appears. Which may not be so far away. Thirty days or so.
And what's 30 days in this business.
SHIRTSLEEVE STUFF

Big Double House Opens
Baltimore — The
Century,
v
seats close to 7.000 including the
theater, opened here recently,
being advertised as "the largest
ater in America."
It cost $2,00(
The main part of the house
3,800 and the roof 3,200.

EPHOTOG G-ERi
ENGRAVn,
1 5 6 7 - .• 5 8 9

DAY

AND

TELEPHONE

B R

O A

D

W

NIGIj

BRYANT

8 4-1 J

in WhoWashington. With the MPTO. Otherwise exDown hibitors.
came from all over. Started work on Tuesday.
Finished Saturday. Day and night stuff. Union rules barred.
Shirtsleeve stuff in order. Had cheek to jowl talks. With senators and Congressmen. Also the President. Who was kind
and gracious. To the end. Also saw some Government pictures. Through aid of Dr. Holley. Then went back to work.
Deserve a lot of credit. Why? Because during all the time
there wasn't the mention of a card game. Or the roaming Africans. Nary a bit of hooch.
In other words ; they worked.

FOR
RENT
Attractive furnished office for ■
months, 1 telephone extension, sw
board operator, two desks, filing
stenographers desk, typewriterper month, 46th St. near Broac
Telephone Miss Jaffe, morning
tween 9.30 and 1.

Exceptions: Charley O'Reilly almost missed meeting the
President. Had to buy a hat. Couldn't get his size. Says mebbe
the New York league presidency has swollen it already.
And H. H. Lustig of Cleveland. Who packed his own bag.
Refusing aid of friend wife. And came East minus soft collars.
And lost some of his religion consequently.
And when Harry Crandall played host. To a wonderful
dinner. Needed sal hepatica. And soda. Afterwards. Great
host, Harry.
With a flock of motor cars. And theaters.
REELS OF REELS

r
ELECTROS
1. RUBIN COMPANl

Used during Educational's week. Say 12,000 reels. Totalling 12 million feet. Were distributed. And could have used
more. Oi, yoi ; a headache. With all that used. Yet missing
some business.
Who is yelping.
About hard times?
SAVING

PENNIES

Down Dallas way. Texas Exhibitors Circuit. Have quite
a scheme. Only one in this country. Save lithos and lobby
photos. Sent back to circuit headquarters. Old stuff thrown
out. Otherwise put in stock. And rented. And re-rented. To
other members. At 25 per cent saving. Half of which they pay.
Other half accredited to their dues. In circuit. Saves a lot of
money. Says E. T. Peter. Who should know.
And it's a good one.
Who'll do it next?
THE PRICE

STEREOS- MAT
23 E. 4tKST.

will be sweet and pretty. It's an idea. In these days. Of
tough financing. Still a million in franchises? Is it so much?
Ask Harry Schwalbe. He takes more than that away from
First come
Nationalites.
Every time he sees 'em. And they like it.
And
back for more.
WELL!

Our old friend. Captain F. F. Stoll. Remember?
"Determination," etc. Bobbed up in Racine. Out Wisconsin
way. Taking a half interest in a theater. Where a summer
stock company was at work. Was to furnish all funds. According to newspaper reports. Then left town. Then the sheriff
arrived.
And attached what was left; $179.
Well, well !
DANNY.

"

SPRING

83.J

DIRECTOR
OF

THE

TRAD.

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICO
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryan

ARTISTS

AND

ART

TITL

F. A. A. DAHME,
INC..
Art Titles — Animation — Leaders
220 W. 42nd St.
Bryanl

BROKERS
MOTION
454-460

It's his idea.

A million. In franchises. This will about satisfy Associated
Exhibitors. If they can sell franchises to this extent. Then all

WELL,

Bryant 0-2-4-8

PICTURE
SECURITIES
Investments
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los A

FILM

EDITOR

TOM
BRET
Titles
Scenarios
— Film Cutting
133 W. 44th St.
Bryant 6903
GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BEE
Scenarios — Titles — Editing — Cuttin
220 West 42nd St.
Bryant

LABORATORIES
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATO
Tel. Tremon'
General Manaf

PRINTERS
188 W.

PROSPECT
4th St.

PRESS

Spring

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramen

STUDIOS
ESTEE
STUDIO
AND LAB., IN
Studio — 209-219 E. 124th
Harlen
Studio— 361 W. 125th
Morn. 4!
MODERN, FULLY EQUIPPED ST1
For Rent by Day, Week or Mom
230-232 West 38th St.
Fin

7/cRECOCHIZED

pBRADSTREET
f FILHDOM

Authority
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JTake Definite Stand

ay Form 1st Nat'l
;ngland— 1». P. Howells Says Ex-

bitors Are Considering Idea —
Attended Conferences
Iportant exhibitors
and theater
•jfef* *IW
w
is in England are seriously coning the formation of a co-operaorganization, modeled along the
of Associated First National in
IS ■T '^^SB
r
!nv
country.
David
P. Howells,
gn representative for the circuit,
e authority for the statement.
r. Howells,
in speaking
of the
stated yesterday that while he
in England, he attended a numof conferences
at which
were
1 > JS
kit important
British exhibitors
.*jL
representatives of the large piccircuits, including the Provincial
matograph
Theaters,
in which
A Beaverbrook is very much iniim.
Hie move, as explained by
veils is as follows:
ritish exhibitors are anxious
to
inate in some
way the present
ince booking system, which puts
play dates to two years, in some
s, from the time a production is
"THE
SOUL
WITHIN"— AUDREY
MUNSON
e shown in England.
They feel
Lavishly and beautifully
the answer to the problem is the Truly a photoplay triumph! Gorgeous settings!
Superbly acted!
A story that spells novelty,
emotion,
interest
lation of a co-operative
theater dressed.
Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.
flit and, believing that the only and appeal!
tical organization of that type in
tence
is First
National,
they
fd in Howells to explain to them,
(Continued on Page 4)
Now
Being Made
in Italy — Ernest D. W. Griffith To Make It With Mae
Shipman Gives His Impressions
Marsh— May Follow "Two
of Film World There
D. W. Griffith will make a second
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Rome — An Italian version of "Ben version of "Sands O' Dee," with Mae
in the principal
role.
In all
Hur" is being produced by the Ultra Marsh
Orphans"
Company, a new organization with a likelihood it will
follow "The Two
financial backing of 5.000,000 lire.
Orphans,"
upon at
which
actual work
The picture is being made on a scale starts
this week
the Mamaroneck
studios.
of extravagence which, it is said,
■H

^0

Mm

JP

Italian "Ben Hur"

"Sands O'Dee" Again

even for Italian producers, has seldom been equalled. The Coliseum
will be used for the big race scene,
special permission having been secured from the Italian Government.
The Unione Cinematografica Italiana is reviving
"Quo
Vadis"
(Continued
on Page
4) and ex-

It has been reported for some time
that Miss Marsh would return to the
Griffith banner, for one picture at
least. The report first originated on
the west coast, but no definite information was obtainable at that time,
from either Miss Marsh or from the
Griffith offices.

rhey Meet

[very Thursday

Independent

Producers
Distributors
Buyers
Exhibitors
in

Wid's Daily

Price 5 Cent!

"Sands O' Dee" was made by GrifRawlinson Back With "U"
fith some years ago with Mary Pick(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles- — Herbert Rawlinson ford. It was an old Biograph release.
has returned to Universal. His first
Miss Marsh's return to Griffith
work will be opposite Priscilla Dean follows that of Dorothy and Lillian
in "Conflict." It is probable that later Gish who have been cast for "The
on he will be starred.
Two Orphans."
Atkinson Back
"Experience" in Criterion?
W. E. Atkinson, general manager
of Metro, returned from the coast yes"Experience" may be the next picterday. While away, he arranged for
ture to go into the Criterion.
"The
a road show of "The Four Horse- Lost Romance" closes its run Saturday night.
men."

On Productions Like "In The Shadow
of The Dome"— M. P. T. O.
and Trade Papers Meet
An important conference was held
yesterday afternoon in the offices of
the M. P. T. O.. at which were present officers and executive committee
members of the M. P. T. O. and the
publishers of all trade papers, with
the exception of one.
Tom Hamlin
of the Associated
Film Press, was
present as the representative of the
regionals.
The conference was called to decide the best manner in which to assure the present administration and
Congress that the picture industry,
as an industry, had nothing to do with
"In the Shadow of The Dome," and
that the industry does not countenance that sort of nroduction.
sions,
whichS. resulted
in the decision
_ Sydney
Coh
on the part of the publishers to
launch immediately editorial matter,
together with news matter to show
to the administration that the recognized organs in the industry do not
favor the class of pictures in which
"In The Shadow of The Dome" falls.
It was decided to publish copies of
the resolutions of condemnation
which, as noted, the M. P. T. O.
adopted in Washington as well as a
copy of the letter sent by the organization to every congressman.
Those who attended the meeting
were Sydney S. Cohen, E. T. Peter.
Texas; Glenn Harper, California; C.
C. Griffin, California; Charles D
O'Reilly, New York; Henry H. Lus■tig, Ohio; Sam Bullock, Ohio; C. W.
Gates, South Dakota, and Charles
Maryland.
Whitehurst,
F. P.-L. Sales Meeting Planned
S. R. Kent, of Famous PlayersLasky, announced yesterday that the
annual meeting of the district managers will be held in the home office
during the week of June 6. At the
close of the convention the plans of
the sales department for the coming
season will be announced.

Goldwyn's Third
It is
understood
thatforGoldwyn's
third
Italian
production
distribution in the United States and Canada willreference
be "Madame
Sansin Gene," to
which
is made
a special
Rome dispatch to this publication,
printed elsewhere in this issue. The
first two, as noted, will be "Theodora" and "The Ship."
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Opinions

WORLD — If you see only Bebe Daniels
as the salesgirl, who is sent away on a vacation lor two weeks by her employer in order
to advertise his finest gowns, falling, in time,
"Snowblind" — Goldwyn
into the arms of a tine fellow who believes
Capitol
he MAIL
loves —her,* you'll
find it about
worth aswhile.
f * Clings
faithfully
AMERICAN— "Snowblind,"
like most of
Goldwyn
productions, brings sturdy plot to the original as could lie expected, and the
Vol.XVINo.54 Tuesday, May 24, 1921; Price 5 Cents and splendid acting to the screen of the result is a good plot, though not a particularly new one. But there is a freshness about
Capitol tl"-- week.
TRIBUNE— The cast in "Snowblind" is Miss Daniels that can enliven almost any
*
' Unfortunately,
so few pic- plot, however ancient.
Copyright 1921, Wid'a Film and Film Folks, excellent.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
TELEGRAM— In "Two Weeks With
tures ring nil.
HERALD— -It is a typical Barker produc- Pay," Miss Daniels plays a dual role, thus
N. Y..
New
tion— with moments of genuine power, doubling the opportunities
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
FOLKS.
FILM York,
for comedy.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- through which filter occasional slumps into
JOURNAL
—entertaining.
* * Bebe Daniels' new picture
is
highly
Vice-President
absurdity.
*
'
On
the
whole,
it
is
likely
Dannenberg,
Joseph
urer;
to typi
laid on ice.
SUN — It runs closely and uninterestingly
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and to attract, for it lias emotion
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
*
*
The
is an unusual one. The particularly
Manager.
POST — She makes the most of her opporEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. noticeable thins about it is that each char
tunities, which are many. * * * All sorts of
which are highly amusing.
at the post office at New York, N. Y.t under acter is out of the beaten track and all play- complications,
ed by capable actors who struggle against
the act of March 3, 1879.
Tribune, Morning Telegraph, Times,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside a plot that unfolds slowly to the verge of Daily News, Globe and Evening World made
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 ambiguity.
no comment.
TIMES— "Snowblind" * * * has a story
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
of
dramatic
possibilities,
a
few
of
which
are
$15.00.
realized ; more of which are half realized, and
Subscribers should remit with order.
"Scrambled Strand
Wives"— 1st Nat'l
most of which are Jost in the melodramatic
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S meanderings and subtitular simplifications of
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
AMERICAN—* * * Chiefly notable bethe plot.
York, N. Y.
cause it brings Marguerite Clark back. The
WORLD — The photoplay is exceptionallyTelephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
well made, its different scenes of mountain story seems to have lost most of its cylinHollywood,
California.
ders
in the trip. It is in excellent taste
being especially fine. Russel SimpEditorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Holly- landscape
son. Pauline Starke. Cullen Landis and Mary
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
Alden appear in principal roles.
TRIBUNE—
probably ails "Scramthroughout.
* * What
*
London
Representative — W.
A. WilliamMAIL — It is a film of the frozen North
bled Wives" is that they have been scramson, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
bled in the wrong pan and not held close
at its most frozen, and an extremely interLondon, W. C. 2.
esting one, with a plot of more than usual as
enough
to the
the wives
fire. *is adorable.
* Marguerite
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue originality,
one of
She Clark
looks
which is so uncommon these days
Montmartre.
that the spectator is grateful, heat or no heat. as much like a French doll as ever, and continues to be one of the cleverest comeTELEGRAM—*
* * Powerfully dramatic.
diennes on the screen.
* Canadian Northwest, in which the snowHERALD — This farce, with its amusing
topped
Canadian
Rockies
furnish an inspirturns, enables her to play in the high spirLast
ing background of amazing
scenic beauty.
Bid. Asked. Sale
JOURNAL — * * * An excellent picture.
ited style in which
she excels. * It
* * is better
TELEGRAPH—
* Aside from the interesting plot, the on MORNING
the screen than on the stage because, as
Famous Players .. 72
7Z]/2 72
cast selected is of principal commendation.
SUN — Russell Simpson, Pauline Starke, you probably have heard, the camera can
do pfd
Not quoted
and Mary Alden have mo- go into details and scale the three walls of
♦Goldwyn
4J4
4%
.... Cullen mentsLandis
of
occasional
power, though the pic- the stage, and because Miss Clark is a fasD. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
turetional
is mainly
to be classed as an emo- ccinating and entirely delightful comedian.
scenic.
TIMES — The comedy is bright in places,
Loew's, Inc
15M
1654
15&
not substantial enough to fill the five or
Daily News, Post, Globe and Evening but
Triangle
Y%
Yi
Vi World
six reels of film allowed it. Consequently,
made
no comment.
it is hy no means constantly amusing.
World Film
Not quoted
DAILY NEWS— However, the Strand's
feature is as gay and well mannered a movie
God Changed"— Cosm. as you may hope to see.
♦•Quotations by H. Content & Co. "The WomanProd.
— Rivoli
MAIL — Those who like romance and like
AMERICAN—* * * Has grip, strength it sugar-coated will doubtless find pleasure in
and feeling. * * * Seeing "The Woman God "Scrambled Wives," but for the rest it is
Changed" one realizes what a tremendous rather unfortunate that Miss Clark, who has
Albany, N. Y.— Rialto Prod., New force
for good nature may become, and the lost none of her personal charm, could not
interest
never flags.
hicle.
have inaugurated her return in a better veYork. Capital, $50,000. IncorporatHERALD—* * * Seena Owen and E. K.
ors, I. Katz, G. Conroy and D. A. Lincoln
in the leading roles, for they make
TELEGRAM—* * * She is inimitable as
Lennon. Attorneys, Jenks and Rog- the picture rather attractive, plus some palm the heroine of that amusing farce, "Scramtrees and shredded wheat costumes.
ers, 67 Wall St.
bled Wives," which is even funnier on the
MORNING TELEGRAPH— With a com- film than it was in "the speakies."
bination of interesting story, capable direcJOURNAL — It is nice to have little MarAlbany, X. Y. — La Yida Amuseguerite Clark back on the screen. She has
tion and competent acting, "The Woman God
ment Co., New York. Capital, $50,000. Changed" makes a first class attraction, pro- always been a dignified asset, as well as a
the best feature photo-dramas distinctive personality. Her new picture,
Incorporators, D. I. Helprin, I. J. released vidingasone aof regular
program attraction seen produced by her own company, has much of
Maltz and A. Manza. Attorney, L.
her own dignity to it, perhaps a bit too much
on Broadway 'n som etime.
Rosenberg, 200 Broadway.
WORLD — We peer into the future of mo- for the good of its action and speed.
tion picture production when we chance to
SUN — Miss Clark, bouncing back to the
a long absence, is like a stimubehold so gripping and so fascinating a cin- screen ■ ' after
mention.
lating
drink of lemonade or anything you
Iay as that presented this week at the
Rivoli under the title. "The Woman God
GLOBE — It is one of those stories where
Changed."
Cosmopolitan
Co. here
has
given to For
the the
screen
a finished drama
of all the characters duck frantically and conf^cLcLC<xtLcmxU (QcLuaID
tinually in and out of a given bedroom. * * *
powerful personal appeal. * * *
TELEGRAM—*
* * Unique
piece
of Miss Clark has lost none of the graces celebrated by her many film fans.
ii creation — an interesting story, fasciWorld. Post and Evening World made no
nating in itself, serving as an introduction comment.
to a greater story
•THE SP1C0 OV THE PROGRAM"
JOURNAL—*
* * One of the few photoit the season. * * *
"I Do," Lloyd's Latest
SUN— -As far as the screen itself goes, the
Rivoli offers something
even more
dubious
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
than its downtown
neighbor
(the Rialto) in
th< shape of "The
Woman
God Changed,"
Los Angeles— "I Do" is the title
en version of Donn
Byrne's pompous of Harold
Finest Equipped
Lloyd's new comedy
for
and tiresome thriller.
As produced
in conExhibitors,
Inc., release.
mm lion with titles so didactic as to be at Associated
STUDIO
ng. it might
perhaps
flutter
ikus.
tin heartstrings of a female missionary
from
Whitson Adds a Third

Newspaper

Quotations

Tuesday, May 24
Another Ince-A. P. Spec to WID'S DAILY
Los (Special
Angeles—
A forthcominji
H. Ince-Associated Producer!
release will be "The Cup of
Rowland Lee directed; the s
by Carey Wilson and Hobai
worth heads the cast.

Erdman Goes to Clevelai
(Special

Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

GLOBE— Much
of the effect of the pic
'nil- is due to tin imaginative
directio
Robert Vignola ' fhi picture is rich in
warm,
glamorous
photography
and lighting
h give many of the seems
the vain.
a Zuloaga painting.
Tribune, Times, Daily News, Mail, Post
and Evening World made no comment.

"Two

Weeks Rialto
With Pay"— Realart

AMERICAN— It's a pleasant, light pictun and Bebe is charming. * * *
HERALD
The story, as put in scenario
bj Miss Alice Kyton, is agreeably turned out, and Miss Daniels for a change plays
erity of purpose.

* * *

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
San Diego, Cal.— W. W. Whitson,
who owns
the Plaza and holds a
on the Kinema, has taken over
the California, thereby making three
in his chain. John W. Frewer will be
house manager at the California and
has turned over his interest in his two
houses, the Orpheum
at
National
City and the Moon at La Mesa, to
his wife, Edith C. Frewer.
J. B.
Mason, former owner of the California, will devote
his
time
to the
Dream, his other theater.

DAILY

i

Combination Policy in Efl
(Special to WID'S

DAILY

I

Toronto — A combination
and vaudeville policy has been)
effect at the Palace, one of t)[
housesCorp.
of the Famous Player:)
dian
Cloakey in Western Cansl
(Special to WID'S

DAILY

|

Winnipeg — Oral D. Cloake;!
opened the Allen theater in I
land for the Allen Enterprises,!
manager of the Lyceum he;f
Kenneth M. Leach. The (■
Leach's new house, will open \

An ability to sell the majj
imum number of theatii

Incorporations

— in —
The East
TO
RENT

to WID'S

Cleveland — George W. Erdn
been appointed local manaj
Associated Producers, Inc.
places H. A. Bandy, who ha
made a division manager f<
company in charge of Ohio,
Indiana and Western Pennsyh

tickets is one characterii'
tic of all RITCHEY pos<
ers.

RITCHE1
L.ITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 83

Jk

May to 3
Up

$972,64!

"FOOLISB
WIVES

I

Bli^lDAILY
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In the Courts

WANTED

ABORATORY
EXPERTS
pportunity with a live, progresarganization is offered to sev1m laboratory experts who thorf understand
the
business.
be brainy, progressive and good
tives.
spondence

strictly

confidential.

Wid's, Box F-19
71 W. 44th St., N. Y.

We

have

openings

for

SALESMEN

endid proposition for high class
acquainted with New York and
ty Exhibitors.

c Score Service Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York
fer, Del. — Consolidated Amusei. Capital, $100,000.
Attorneys,
^ration Trust Co. of Wilming-

An attachment for $5,811 against
the property
of the Alliance Film
Corp., Ltd., a British corporation,
has been filed in the Supreme Court
by Gustavus
A. Rogers
for legal
services.
He alleges that he gave advice to the defendant concerning contracts with Associated First National,
George
Irving, Leon D'Utassy, and
Adrian Johnson, and also concerning
the formation of an American company. He said lie received $1,000 and
that when Harley Knoles left here
recently he gave a check for $2,500
to his attorneys for Mr. Rogers, but
the attorneys refused to give up the
check unless he accepted it in full
payment.
A default judgment for $16,287
has been filed in the Supreme Court
against Capt. . Frederick F. Stoll in
the suit of the U. S. Photoplay Corp.
to recover $500 a week salary paid
to Stoll pending the making of the
film, "Determination," which was
never finished, and $2,166 paid out of
the
by sale
Capt.
Stoll corporation's
for commissionsfunds
on the
of
stock.
He did not defend the suit.
Exchange Changes in Buffalo
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Buffalo, N. Y. — Bob Matson
has
been assigned to cover most of the
western part of the state for Robertson-Cole. H. C. Bissell has been
transferred to Albany.
At Fox, Pat Rooney and George
Canty have resigned and George Fox
has been transferred to Syracuse.

"Better That's
With
Every Picture!"
what the critics say of

Katherine MacDonald
The American Beauty
in

"Trust Your Wife"
Sixty-five million feet of

EASTMAN
FILM
was the average monthly produc
tion at Kodak Park last year, all
manufactured on a quality basis.

A

WORK

OF

ART

"A work of art and a remarkably interesting story. The
production is unusually good and every character is well
played. Katherine MacDonald gives a charming portrayal.
Every new picture in which she appears gives proof of her
steady advance in the art of the actor. She does not rely
on her beauty alone to get it over. The play shows an
artistic completeness." — Los Angeles Daily Times.
RADIANTLY
BEAUTIFUL
"Katherine MacDonald is radiantly beautiful. She never
fails to do her best." — Los Angeles Examiner.
Presented by Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation.
B. P. Schulberg, president; a screen story by J. A. Barry
and Gerald C. Duffy, based on the stage success, "Conscience," byH. S. Sheldon; directed by J. A. Barry; foreign
representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.

A First National Attraction
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

jM%
n Hur"
n "Be
Italia
(Continued
from page 1)
things of "Theodora" and
pects big Sans
Gene."
"Madame
A picture called "Spanish Li>
has been completed lure with Jacobini, one of the most popular artists
in Italy. Jacobini is under the management of Pittaluga. who controls
most of the picture houses in this
country.
Ernest Shipman has succeeded in
placing some product here to good
advantage. He has sold "Back to
God's Country" at a rather good price
and has arranged for "Nomads of the
.\orth" at a figure 10f< in excess of
that which he secured for the first.
A sliding scale has been arranged for
each succeeding Ralph Connor story
SO that when the 10th is sold, the
price will he 10095 in excess of that
to God's Country."
"Back
paid iifor
of his observations here
airing
Shipman states:
"Italy appreciates us and our pictures more than those of any other
country, but our stars and productions are not as yet as profitable for
them as their home-made brew. We
will have to throw in a few raisins
and extra prunes, until their audiences like the flavor.
"Some friendly co-operation along
the lines of practical commercialism
is all that is required to give us the
on all other coun■edge
tries. over here
"There are about 100 studios here.
12 of the most important being merged in the Unione Cinematografica
Italiana. There are about 10 stars of
real box office value, exceeding any
of our celebrities in Italy, with Pina
Menichelli (pronounced Mena Kelly),
Jacobini and Francesca Bertini leading in the order named.
"Most studio directors pass up the
real thing in art and realism and reproduce it in their studios at a tremendous cost, the story, principals
and entertainment demands being
subservient to the spectacular. One
exception: the modern productions of
Menichelli. which are distinctive."
D. W. Griffith has been variously
reported as interested in "Ben Hur."
His office stated yesterday that he
was not involved in any screen version of the famous play.
It is understood that Griffith estimates a version of "Ben Hur," as he
would make it, would cost $2,500,000.
The film rights are held at $1,200,000;
a million more would be invested in
production and about $300,000 in exploitation.
I'".. Reid, ageneral
forFrancis
A. L. Erlanger,
membermanager
of the
three-cornered syndicate
trols the film rights to
hadn't heard about the
DAILY.sion, until so informed

which con"Ben Hur"
Italian verby WID'S

page Nat'
1)
l
Form fromljst
May (Continued
in detail, the workings of the organi-

DAILY

Tuesday, May 24,
Another

(Special to WID'S

"The Biggest
Value"
1531-37 Broadway,
Wid's Daily:
The pleasant privilege of
again renewing my subscription (the 4th year) is eagerly
accepted.
Your vision is far-seeing!
You penetrate the very marrow of the M. P. industry.
Unquestionably — to all of us
— Wid's is still
the biggest value
Always,
in the whole wide world.

zation.
Howells was asked yesterday
whether the move had reached the
stage where the line of product had
been discussed. He answered that
since, the organization was to be
modeled along First National lines
and was to operate in a manner similar to that body, it seemed likely that
First National product would be used.
He added that Beaverbrook was not
present at any of the meetings, he,
Howells had attended and that he
EDGAR
SELDEN.
didn't sonal
know
interestwhat
in theBeaverbrook's
move was. perHowells said he noted a general
improvement in conditions abroad.
He stated Scandinavia was producing
the best average release, and found Educational Closes with W. S. Campthat local production in Europe was
bell for Series — Animals to
Be Featured
increasing. The immediate problem
in England was the advance booking
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
system. Howells expects to stay in have arranged with W. S. Campbell
New York indefinitely.
to produce a series of animal comedies, 13 in all, for release during the
Barnstyn
Sails
coming season. Campbell directed
L. C. Barnstyn. head of the Dutch the C. L. Chester comedies in which
Film Trust, sailed for home on Satur- "Snooky the Humanzee" appeared.
day.
Educational, incidentally, has copyrighted the name "Snooky the Hu"Doc" Willat Here
manzee" for future exploitation.
Campbell left a few days ago for
"Doc"
Willat
is here from
the Los Angeles to get work under way
coast.
on the first of the series. The pictures will have other animals in them
Warde Returns
Reginald
Warde was a passenger besides "Snooky."
Prices Slashed in Detroit
on the Aquitania
which
arrived in
New
York
from England
late last
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
week.
Detroit — -John H. Kunsky has reduced admission prices at the Columbia to 20 and 30 cents and at the
Gourdeau Due Saturday
E. R. Gourdeau, far Eastern man- Linwood-La Salle to 20 cents. Cuts
ager of Australasian Films., Ltd.. is had been previously made at the Libdue in New York Saturday from Los
erty and Strand.
Angeles.
Hopp Reduces Admissions
Still With Mayer
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Rock Island, 111. — Joseph Hopp has
The Louis B. Mayer Offices stated
cut prices to 22 cents at his Majestic
yesterday
that Anita
tract has until
the fallStewart's
to run. conShe here.

More Comedies

will complete her present picture in
June, come east for a vacation and
then return to the coast to work in
additional pictures.

Prices Cut in Cleveland
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Cleveland — The Euclid Ave. and
Alhambra theaters have cut their admission price to 25 cents every week
Buys Outside Production
day night with 30 cents on Sunday.
Phillip Carle, recently assistant di- Matinee top prices are 20 cents.
rector with Robert G. Vignola of
Cosmopolitan Prod., has resigned to
L. and T. Plan Big House
become a full-fledged director on his
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
own account. He has been engaged
Chicago — Lubliner and Trinz have
to direct the Holman Day stories
the site at 1617 Belmont
which are being filmed in the Maine purchased
Ave. and on it will erect a $2,000,000
woods.
theater to seat 4,000.
First

Feature

Shown

"The Contrast.'' the first feature of
the Labor Film Service, was given a
showing yesterday in the Simplex
Projection Rooms. Labor Film SerNew Indiana Chain
\ ice, it will be recalled, was formed
'Special to WID'S DAILY)
some time ago with the moral back[nd
Michigan
ing of the Central Federated Union
orp. has been foi
and the financial support of some of
with a capitalization of $250,000. its members. Its avowed purpose
announces it will build was to make pictures depicting the
a c
ii rs. 'Mi' incorpor- true side of labor's battle and with
[acob Wallerstein,
Nath- a number of angles eliminated, which,
• in, John G. Yeagley and it was claimed, put the labor world in
tick.
an unfair light.

for Goldstein

Neilan On the Way
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Marshall
Neilan is
on his way here from New York. He
will complete a picture here that he
started in New York.
Denver Defeats Daylight
(Special

to WID'S

Saving

DAILY)

Denver — Daylight saving has been
defeated here. The defeat of the ordinance may be explained by the fact
that the opposition to the measure
w7as fostered chiefly by theater men
and railroads.

DAILY)

East Liverpool, O. — H. GoU
owner
of the Diamond
theate;
taken over a new house, the I
House at Millersberg.
Another for Frankel
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Des Moines — Abe Frankel ha
chased the Idle Hour at Leon
from J. P. Broling.
YOUNG

LADY

Expert negative conformer an<|
ter, desires steady position withl
concern. Several years' expeil
Reasonable salary. Address I
Box B-23, care Wid's Daif

SUBTITLE
written by
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and
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This Mark of Merit has I
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lombine in Buffalo
(Special to WID'S

"her Explains
Tells t He Happened to Mak<
"I
".e Shadow of the Dome"
.aanced by E. K. Fox
Da
G. Fischer, the director whe

cal Houses Perfect Booking Co. —
Believed Combative Measure
to Loew
DAILY)

Juffalo, N. Y. — It is understood
t a number of local theaters have
ten together and formed a bookcombination. Further, that the
ve was executed in order to cornMarcus Loew, who will open a
V theater here in September,
rom usually well-informed sources
is gathered that the theaters inved are the Ellen Terry, the Alan
le, the Victoria, the North Park,
se controlled by Marcey & Co.,
eodore Hayes, who is affiliated
h the Mitchell H. Mark Theater
rp. of New York, operators of the
ious Mark Strand Theaters; HarB„ Franklin of the Mike Shea infests and two men named Ullman
I Michaels, who individually con\ several theaters.
|t is understood that the Shea inests are involved to the extent of
j theaters and that the Criterion,
ich is controlled by Famous Play-Lasky, is not included in the comation.
t is reported that Metro has reed to conduct any business with
combine, presumably because of
'f Loew's affiliation with the Metro
[anization.

Price 5 Centi

prod a "In the Shadow of th<
Domt, ' which now threatens Federal censorship, and which the M. P
T. O. of America is investigating
explained yesterday how he happenec
to direct the production.
He said:
"E. K. Fox of Washington, a rea
estate man who is also interested ir
a film exchange in Washington

Scene from the gripping photoplay tentatively titled — "The Soul Within,"
with Audrey Munson, Queen of the Artists' Studios. Permanent title to
be announced in a few days. — Perry Plays, Inc. — Advt.

1 st Foreign Comedy

bought a picture, 'The Law of Na
ture,' which I produced. That fs how
I happened to know him. He wa;
interested financially in the exchange
This was back in 1918. He informec
me that he had a scenario which hi
had prepared and which he wantec
me to produce for him. At that time
however, I was interested in the Wal
dorf productions and could not tak(
it up. When Waldorf went undei
I talked with Fox and read the see
nario of 'In the Shadow of the Dome.
It gave me some thoughts and I tolc
him frankly I was afraid of it. Re
member this was a year and a hal
(Continued on Page 3)

Kane Due Soon
Arthur
S.
Kane is expected back ir
Educational has for release in this
town from the coast in a few days.
Max Reinhardt's "The Miracle,"
rheodore Hayes of the Strand, was said to be one of the most spectacu- country a two reel comedy called
lar films ever made, is in New York
of town yesterday.
W. E. AtSummer Stunts
"The Story of a Bad Egg." The
son, general manager
of Metro, and is being handled by Joseph Men- comedy, it is understood, was filmed
The Rialto and Rivoli are blossom'
lid not be reached for a statement. chen of the Celebrated Authors' Society, with offices in the Columbia in Europe, although the Educational ing out in their summer
suits, creTheater Bldg.
tonne coverings having been slippec
offices are reluctant about giving out
It is not known how the picture is any information as to the origin of over the seats.
to be released but one of the inter- the film.
esting angles on it is the fact that
Four More for Comerford
"Some Pictures!"
lithographs prepared for the picture
It is being advertised as "$150,000
So says Hiram Abrams of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
bear the line "A. H. Woods presents." two reel comedy" with an "all-star
the September and October reScranton, Pa. — The M. E. Comercast
of
1,200
people."
So
far
as
is
The
Woods
offices
claim
to
knowleases of United Artists which
known this is the first foreign-made ford Amusement Co. has assumec
nothing about the matter.
he said yesterday would be:
comedy to be given any sort of na- control of the four theaters ownec
tional distribution in this country.
by various interests in Plymouth
"Carnival," made
Zukor Won't Talk
These include the Palace, Star, Hip
by Harley Knoles. in England
Official announcement from Fampodrome and Lyric.
"The Three Musketeers,"
Coastward Bound
ous-Players states that Adolph Zukor
with "Doug" Fairbanks.
will not discuss his European trip.
Oscar A. Price, president of AsPlans Chain in and Near Denver
"Little
sociated Producers. Inc., leaves in a
Pickford.Fauntelroy,"
with Mary Lord
day or so for the coast. He will be
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"The Two Orphans," directDenver — The Liberty Theater;
ed by D. W. Griffith, with an
followed in a day or two by Al LichtPathe has concluded an arrange- man, general manager of distribution. Corp. will erect a $75,000 theater or
all-star cast.
Santa Fe drive between 7th and 9tl
ment with Fables Pictures, Inc., for
"The Virginian," with "Doug"
the weekly release, beginning June
Fairbanks.
Sts. According to President Georg<
Going In for Long Runs
A. Levy, the company will build i
19, of a series of "Aesop's Fables
"Disraeli," with George Arnumber of simiHtr houses in anc
liss.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Modernized," in the form of animated
cartoons by Paul Terry. The first
Washington — It is reported in film around Denver. The Liberty Thea"Iron Trail," by Rex Beach.
ters Corp. was recently incorporatec
release will be "The Goose That Laid circles here that Tom Moore, beginHe further said United Artning with the fall season, will insti- with a capitalization of $100,000. Asists would have 25 releases durthe Golden Egg" and will be followed
tute a two weeks run of all features
by "Mice in Council," "The Rooster
sociated with Levy are H. O. Andering the coming season.
shown
at the Rialto, with special preand the Eagle," "Ants and the Grassson,
Guy
K. Brewster, Frank Barsentation, music, etc.
mettler and Eugene Gerbase.
hopper" and "Cats at Law."

"The Miracle" Here

Aesop's Fables Filmed

DAILY
Added Opinions
"Snowblind" — Goldwyn
Capitol

il.XVINo.55 Wednesday, May 25, 1921 Price 5 Cents

GLOBE— The
enure
production
suffers
from
overacting
(except
in the restrained
en by Mary Alden) and from sub-He
titles of the Bertha M. Clay school.
painting."the says
delighted
itle ofin thecolorful
villain. wordApparently
title
writer found the contagion too much for him.
The storj is told against an interesting background of snow and frosted pines.

Copyright 1921, Wid'» Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New
N. Y.,INC.by WID'S FILMS
and
FILM York,
FOLKS.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning. President and TreasVice-President
Dannenberg,
irer ; Joseph
ind Editor; J. W
Alicoate, Secretary
and "The Woman. God Changed"— Cosm.
Prod. — Rivoli
Business Manager.
J. A. Cron, Advertising
Manager.
"The Woman God
—
TRIBUNE
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. Changed" is oneHowever,
of the most interesting picof the Mar because it has novelty to
rt the post office at New York, N. Y., under
:he act of March
3, 1879.
recommend it. * * * Tt has a plot which lias
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside not been used before so far as we know, and
>f Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 Robert Vignola has directed it in such a
nonths,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign forceful way that it is fascinating right from
t lie start.
>15.00.
.
. .
.
Subscribers should remit with order.
\1 \it, — Tn spite of its title, this is an exceedingly fine film. Tt has its weaknesses.
\ddress
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
[or the day of the perfect five reel picture
York, N. Y.
yei ; but it has so many virtues that
I, no)
tltc
weaknesses are easilv overlooked. Given
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
45S1-4552-S5S8
a n'ot that could easilv have been made
Hollywood,
California.
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Holly- luridly mellow. Robert G. Vignola. the diwood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
rector, has developed a story which unfolds
London
Representative — W.
A. William- with a splendid appreciation of values, logon, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
ically, sincerelv, never drifting from the cen^ondon, W. C. 2.
many. tral theme, though the opportunities were
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
kfontmartre.

Quotations
Bid. Asked. Last
Sale
Famous Players. .. 70/2
72V4
71
do pfd
86V4
S6j/4 86)4
'Goldwyn
4J4
*H
•••■
}. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.,
14J4
155/g 14/,
Triangle
Vs
Vs
H
World Film
Not quoted
**Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Incorporations
Dover, Del. — Hazleton Theater Co.
Capital. $275,000. Attorneys, Corpoation Guarantee and Trust Co., Philidelphia.
Indianapolis,
Ind. — Dale Loomis
Amusement Co., Peru. Capital, $120,Incorporators:
J. L. Murden,
Charles Clifton, C. Y. Andrews and
j. D. Loomis.

Finest Equipped
STUDIO
— in —
The East
TO
RENT
Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate, Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

"Two

Weeks Rialto
With Pay"— Realart

DATLY NEWS— It's a good story — with
Bebe. as usual, having lots of chances to get
"all dressed up" in negligees, sequined frocks
'n everything. * * * T bad a rather pleasant
time see:'>c "Two Weeks With Pay."
TRIBUNE — The story loses some of its
flavor when nut on the screen, because its
spice is found not so much in its plot as in
its dialogue.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Tt is simple
entertainment, but it is amusing.
EVENING WORLD — Rebe, according to
the plot of "Two Weeks With Pay," has an
onportunity to spend a pleasant vacation displaying her figure in gowns at a summer
resort. This goes well until s^e impersonates
a reg'lar person — Marie La Tour, a diving
Venus. She has trouble with two men:
plays a dual role and falls into a tank of
water — all in five reels of concentrated suspense.
GLOBE — As usual Miss Daniels gets her
most forceful dramatic effects through an
e'aborate and very fetching series of frocks,
chapeaux, blouses and footgear.

up

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send

along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know hoiu you cleaned

Wednesday, May 25, 192 *■■

Long and Inaccurate
The X. Y. Sun yesterday publisr !
a long and innacurate story hear.
"Wave
of Price Cutting
Falls
Moving
first
page,Pictures
too.

At

Last."

On 1

i

Rhode Re-elected
Des Moines,— With "The Gilded
Lily" at the Strand, a herald was
used. It could not be read unless it
was held up to the light, for on each
side only broken letters were printed.
The herald was widely distributed.
It is said to have been effective.

(Special— toJoseph
WID'S G.
DAILY)
Milwaukee
Rhode r
been re-elected president of the W
cousin Exhibitors' Association. Ol 0
er officers are Jack Silliman, vie
president; Joe Winniger, treasure
Fred Seegert, recording secretary. »

Illinois Exhibitors Move
St. Louis — When "Black Beauty"
played at the West End Lryic and
the New Grand Central here, an indorsement of the local Humane
Society was obtained. The letter of
indorsement was used with display
advertising in the newspapers.
Omaha — Finding, as all managers
have done, that a great many people
call up. or stop in at the box office or
in the lobby to ask questions about
what picture is showing, or what
music is playing, or what time various parts of the program starts,
Manager R. S. Ballantyne of the
Moon, has adopted the idea of writing off copies of his schedule each
week, and giving a copy to each employee. Copies of each schedule are
kept on the telephones for instant
reference when prospective patrons
call up. He says the plan is showing
great results, because people are impressed by the importance of the
show when the employees can answer any question promptly.

Brooklyn, N. Y. — Colored motion
pictures, giving the effect of showers
of blossoms, are the background to
dances being put on with Tschaikowsky's "Nut Cracker Suite," and the
"Overture Miniature," played this
"Scrambled Strand
Wives"— 1st Nat'l
week by the Brooklyn Mark Strand
EVENTNG
WORLD— Miss Clark in the Symphony
orchestra.
rule of Miss or Mrs. T.ucile Smith is just as
Managing Director Hyman demischievous as ever and the comedy affords
her an excellent opportunity to display her
signed tlje "Nut Cracker Suite" stage
versatility. There are all sorts of humorous effects and Paul Oscard, the ballet
situations and this vivacious little actress features. The opening scene revealed
never overlooks a chance to make the best
of them.
a cyclorama opened at top center
showing a blue neutral drop with a
huge statue of Buddha on a threeBeban to Make Stape Success
step, while long strips hung at side
(Special to WID'S DATLY)
Los A.neeles - George Beban will stage carrying Chinese legends. Incense burners emitted streams of
probablv shortly film a revival of bis
hazy
blue
on right and left center.
it.
story, "The Sign of the Rose." Robertson-Cole isexpected to distribute
Omaha, Neb. — When the Dramatic
League of this city after long
Talk of One Exchange Bu'lding
rehearsing bad prepared to perfec(Special to WTD'S
DATLY)
tion a one act drama entitled, "The
Winnipeg — The Screen Association
Dregs," intending it to be presented
has before
it several
propositions
to in
a Folk Theater, the theater did
erect
one building
to bouse
all the not materialize. Manager Harry
exchanges in the city.
Watts, of the Strand theater invited
them to put on the show in his theater. Mis invitation was accepted
One
Mnrp
i Special to Wl '>'S DAILY)
and for one week, for the first time
T.;ifa vette, Ind. -The Luna Amusement Co. has opened its new theater in the history of the Strand, the
here. The eoninanv owns houses in spoken word was a part of the program at the Strand. The plan
Kankakee and Ft. Wayne.
worked wonderfully, according to
Manager Watts, and such one act
Pomerov
Theater
Insoector
(•Special to WID'S DAILY)
plays may become a permanent asset to the Strand program. There
Toronto- Harry Pomeroy has been
appointed insnector of theaters for were from thirty-five to fifty telephone queries each day about the act
the Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
He was formerly at the Strand, Ot- and it helped as much or more than
tawa.
the picture in drawing crowds.

(Special to WID'S

C

DAILY)

Chicago— The M. P. T. O. of II
nois, formerly
the Illinois Exhib
ors' Alliance, have moved to 845
Wabash Ave.
They were previous
at 202 S. State St.
Plan

Real Blue Sunday

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Winona Lake, Ind. — The Presbyi
rian General Assembly is considerii ;
plans
Dr. H. toL. make
BowlbySunday
of New "true
York,blue
wl
is secretary of the committee on Sa
bath observances,
has submitted
report advocating
the abolition
Sunday' picture shows as one of t!
means to the end.

To

photoplay advertising

a RITCHEY

poster is as

necessary as is an arrow
to a bow.

RITCHEY
L.ITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st S1..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Are you watching this?

Cost
Up to May 6

$981,477

"Looks like a real million dollars
in about four days more. Must
be some picture."

"FOOLISH WIVES"

:■
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JVIL LETS HIMSELF
BE
D BEHIND
AUTO
AT 40
IN HOUR— Man at Fort Worth,
ss a new stunt.
[ GREETS
THE
CROWN
OF JAPAN— The Prince of Wales
ice Hirohito at Spithead, England.
.TEST FROM IRELAND— Vis;alan arrives in Dublin to succeed
ench as Governor-General; Sir
lig, Ulster's new head.
G WEEPS OVER WAR DEAD,
dent attends services on Hoboken
5,112
war
dead
brought
from
ts

from
etc.

Washington,

New

York,

)day

3
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Wants Film Banned
n A. Brady in conjunction
in Dcntley, commissioner of
ifety of Jersey City, are co* to prevent the further exof "The End of the Road"
r City.
en Gets

Chicago

pecial to WID'S

Offices

DAILY)

;o — -The F. B. Warren Corp.
:d offices at 804 S. Wabash
dney J. Goldman will be in
:tt Signs Lowell Sherman
pecial to WID'S

DAILY)

ngeles— Lowell Sherman has
ned by Mack Sennett to apa number of dramatic pro-

(Continued

A
M
j
Explains
from

Page
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3
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ago, and talk of censorship in a big
way had not then developed. Frankly I never thought of the harm this
might accomplish from a censorship
angle, but 1 was afraid of what Congress might do to it.
"I am a director and producer. All
my interests are in this business. It
would be ridiculously inconsistent for
me to make a picture that might help
bring about censorship.
"When I informed Fox of my fear
of Congressional action he said that
would be all right, that he had it all
arranged for a Pennsylvania Congressman to direct the attention of
Congress to the picture, order an investigation, get a lot of publicity for
the picture, and then this Congressman was to have the investigation
order pigeonholed. It looked like a
fine chance for a lot of first page publicity and he introduced me to a man
named Reamer, who was supposed to
have a lot of weight with Congress,
and Reamer assured me of the same
event happening. On this basis I
agreed to go ahead and direct the
picture at a cut in wages which was
made up by stock in the Fo'x-Fishcher
Corp. I finally finished the picture,
eliminating, however, some of the
ideas Fox had. . One for instance,
showed a view of the Crucifixion with
Congressmen praying before it, and
this was to dissolve and show the
real God that Congressmen prayed
to, a figure with a huge lot of money
pouring from his mouth. I wouldn't
stand for that and cut it out. Finally the picture was finished and I
had a hard time to get my money. It
took some weeks to cut and when
flushed was shown to First National
and Robertson-Cole with the idea of
obtaining a release. Both rejected
the picture, and when Fox became
angry at my inability of securing a
release he said he would take care
of that end of it.

"I heard nothing further about it
until about May 10, when I was informed by Mr. Willis of the National
pecial to WID'S DAILY)
Association that the picture was to
mgcles — Larry Semon, who be shown in Washington. I immedired last week while performately wired the manager of the themedy stunt, will be confined
suggesting that the picture
ospital for at least a month, should ater
not be shown, but he said Fox
ry affected his side and back.
refused to consent to this."
Yesterday morning F'scher visited
urgeon With F. P.-L.
Sydney S. Cohen and found a meetpecial to WID'S DAILY)
ing the Executive Committee of the
ngeles — Rollin Sturgeon has M. P. T. O. in session. He told
tied by Famous Players-Lasirect. He will work in the them his story and was thanked by
turgeon of late has been with the Committee for his visit.
,1.
Meighan at Rivoli
eater Plan Abandoned
Thomas
Meighan
in "White
and
Unmarried" will be the feature at the
pecial to WID'S DAILY)
3, N. Y.— The $5,000,000 Rivoli next week. ■
otel will not include a theater
Nowell in Metro Film
The original plan called
rge house, but it was later
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
be inadvisable to include a
Los Angeles — Wedgewood Nowell
has been engaged by Metro to support Viola Dana in "The Match
irectors on Universal Lot
Breaker,"
will direct. which Dallas Fitzgerald
pecial to WID'S DAILY)
Angeles — Universal is again
at top speed. Eighteen diNowell a short time ago announced
ire busy at the studio, pro- he would supervise the production of
bree Jewel features, six regu- a series of Arsene Lupin stories. He
ires, two serials, four come- appeared in "813" a Lupin story for
three western dramas.
Robertson-Cole.

OHMR&UL
will finance that big!
picture of yours
IflTY'tejA

.ftlll' n

Independent Directors
Independent Producers
Independent Stars
M'

,(
IF you have something really Big in
the form of a story, a theme or a star
but cannot raise the funds to produce
your picture without paying loan shark
rates, come to us with your problem.

IF it is as big as we think it should be,
we will work out an equitable plan
whereby you will not only profit by the
tremendous resources of Universal
City, the most perfect studio in the
world, but you will be furnished with
the necessary funds to make your picture ioo percent great!

non in Bed for Month

WE

refer only to the highest class,
very finest type of productions.
Nothing middle class need be submitted.
Your proposition must stand the acid
test of Quality and Box-Office Drawing
Power or it will NOT be accepted by
our Finance Committee.

UNIVERSAL
FILM

MFG. CO.

CARL

LAEMMLE
i6oo Broadway, N^C

Pics

jMA
At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

stellar place on the
Mr. Jacobsen
tliis week.
program
erture is selecfrom "Maytime," in which the Capitol
Maria Samson renBall,
ders "Racliim" and is followed by a Prizma,
City of the Desert." Mr. Ja"The Socred
cobsen then appears and in turn is followed
by the feature, "Snowblind," a Reginald Barker Prod, for Goldwyn. Ben Turpin in "She
the laughter
suppliesInc.,
by the Seaside"
Sighed
in
an Associated
Producers,
comedy.
The organ solo concludes.

Hoffman With Metro

He Wonders How

Rivoli
"Oberon" is the overture at the Rivoli.
The Pictorial is the second number on the
program and is followed by "An Indian
Idyll," in which Mary Fabian, soprano, and
Georges Du Franne. tenor, sing two numbers. The feature is "The Woman God
Changed,"
the Cosmopolitan
Studios.
The
Rivoli from
orchestra
plays selections
from
"The Merry Widow." A Pathe comedy,
"Blue Sunday," is the next number and the
concluding organ solo is "Tocata," from the
"Fifth Symphony."

Strand
The Strand this week plays "Naughty
Marietta" as the overture. The Strand Topical Review is the next number, and is followed by a vocal duet sung by Walter
Vaughan. tenor and Ethel Best, soprano.
The feature is Marguerite Clark in "Scrambled Wives." A violin solo, "Spanish Dance
No. 3," is rendered by Katherine Stang
and is followed by "The Bakery," a Larry
Semon comedy. "Minuet" is the concluding
organ solo.

Hickman Here
Howard Hickman, who directed
"The Lure of Egypt" for Federal
Photoplays, Inc., and many other
coast^made pictures, is in town.
Set for Release July 3
Pathc will release on July 3 "Without Benefit of Clergy," the first Rudyard Kipling story to be filmed by
the organization. The Pathe offices
consider it one of the most important
productions the organization has handled.
Carle On His Own
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., the newly formed company which will make
five pictures a year starring Richard
Barthelmess and release them through
Associated First National has purchased its first outside production. It
The Cave Girl," based on the comedy drama by Guy Bolton and George
Middleton. Distribution arrangements
have not been announced.
"Is Life Worth Living?" is the title
of the next Selznick picture in which
Eugene O'Brien will be starred.

(Special

The Gem Theater,
Nelson, B. C.
Wid's Daily,
New York,
Gentlemen:
Your paper is invaluable to
me, and I wonder now how I
managed before subscribing.
Sincerely yours,
J. P. PITNER.

Rialto
Tschaikowsky's "Capriccio Italien" is the
week. "Jungle
overtun at the Rialto this
Vaudi
1 cumber.
George
sings "Tim Rooney's
on, baritone,
Richards
at the Fightin'." The Rialto Magazine is
the nest number and is followed by Lotta
Miles, soprano, who sings "When Eyes Meet
" The feature is "Two Weeks With
Pay," starring Belie Daniels. Larry Semon
in The Bakery" is the comedy number and
on to the Dance," the
followed
is
solo. by "Invitati
organ

Wednesday, May 2
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A German "Sans Gene?"
There was some discussion yesterday that there will be two versions of
"Madame Sans Gene" seen in this
country at a future date. If it is true
that Goldwyn, under its arrangement
with the U. C. I., will distribute
"Madame Sans Gene" in the United
States and Canada as one of its group
of Italian pictures, it is expected that
a German-made version of the same
subject will be launched here. It is
understood that the German picture
is now in this country.

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Milton E. Hoffman,
formerly of Famous Players, has been
made manager of production at Metro. Joe Engel, who was formerly in
complete charge at the plant, will
now act as business manager. Some
of the duties will be transferred to
Hoffman so as to make matters easier
for Engel.
Metro has five units at work now.
There will probably be one more and
maybe two in the near future.

(Special

to WID'S

"Wampas"
(Special to WID'S

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)
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3,000 Seat House for Worcester

INCORPORATED

DAILY).

Worcester, Mass. — Tentative plans
have been drawn for a 3,000 seat theater here. The O'Connel
Real Estate Co. is working out the details.

67-69 'WEST 4*6™' STREET
' /Aeairical

->J
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THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.
Ready for lease in whole or in part June 1st.

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Negative & Worlds Rigs
Dion Boucicaults 1

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground
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I Will Sell

Buffalo, N. Y.— Harry
H.
Buxbaum, in charge of Paramount
ex(Special to WID'S DAILY)
changes in New York State, is here
Los
Angeles — "Retribution"
has
been selected as the permanent title on company business.
for the first of the John M. Stahl
Prod, for 1st Nat'l release.

FILM

Strictly confidentialf :
Box K-24 c/o WID'S DJI1

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Final scenes of "Serenade." the R. A. Walsh production
for Associated First National, have
been shot on the Brunton lot and the
film is to be titled and edited simultaneously with the preparation of the
script of "Kindred of the Dust," the
next Walsh production.

"Retribution" Permanent Title

JACKSON

Film man of wide exp
visiting largest Europeai
tals will represent you
propositions you have to :ar
act abroad.
Highest references furn ■-iei

Final Scenes for "Serenade"

Los Angeles — Publicity men of the
west coast, comprising the memberTaylor in Good Shape
ship of the Western Motion Picture
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Advertisers (the "Wampas"), had
Los Angeles — Wm. D. Taylor is in their inning last week at the first social event of the organization since
excellent condition according to a
statement by his physician. Taylor its recent formation, held at the Marion Fairfax studio in Hollywood.
underwent two minor operations last
week. A third, more serious, has
Buxbaum in Buffalo
been found unnecessary.

(Special to WID'S

Warren Fromme, assistai
bart Henley, leaves shorth
ansville, Ind., on an exten
of absence.

220 WEST 42 ^ STREET

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MGQ.
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FULLY
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Rent 38th
by Day,
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St. Week or 1

TITLES
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leorganizing
;r Recapitalizes at $15,000,000
fill Produce
Again But
Plans Are Indefinite
he formation in Dover, Deli the Mayflower Photoplay
ith a capitalization of $15,t became known yesterday
;ompany had put through reion plans, which have been
in various stages of developsome time.
V. McKay, general manager
ompany,
stated that it was
company
had reorganized
same Boston
financial inffiliated with the company in
He added that production
launched again but said that
te plans had been drawn up.
of conferences are scheduled
next two weeks
and when
e been held, some sort of a
tolicy will be defined.
)ecial to WID'S

DAILY)

Del. — Mayflower Photoplay
a $15,000,000 corporation,
rporators are, John W. Mcooklyn; K. A. Morrissey,
>rk and Pierre D. Loucks,

IJ.

The

Outlook

First National Questionnaire Surveying Industrial
and Theater Conditions Brings Specific
Promise of Business Revival in Fall.
General business revival is definitely in sight.
It will have its reflection in motion picture theater box offices.
It will be national in effect and get under way immediately
after the summer.
Present slump felt by some theaters due entirely to external
conditions.
May be expected to rebound with resumption of industrial
activity.
Some of the signs of returning normalcy on the business
horizons, are :
Reopening of coal and metal mines, advance orders to western
factories, brilliant prospects for cattle, wheat and other crops,
eastern plants loading up with raw stock and pledged to early
return to full-time operation.
These facts, dealing with outside influences in their relation
to the film business, are part of the analysis of a survey made last
week by Associated First National through the medium of a
questionnaire submitted to exchange managers at their recent
convention here.

Commends M. P. T. O.
a A. Brady, president of the
Association yesterday issued
■ statement the
in which
nmended
action heof pubthe

"Internal" facts revealed by the analysis are :
Exhibitors generally will hold to present admission prices,
though in some cases there may be slight reductions to meet
readjusted wage scales.
New theaters are projected or under way in virtually every
r. O. regarding "In The
of The Dome," and called section of the U. S. and Canada.
tention of the M. P. T. O. of
Film rental prices will generally hold firm to lower. No inley the showing of "The End
crease likely.
oad" in that state.
Exhibitors favoring longer runs.
Big specials sought whenever possible at equitable rentals,
he action of Judge Mayer in but average features with good stars have not been seriously
:ral District Court dismiss- affected by them.
action of Samuel Lumiere
Proposed $2.00 circuit of A. H. Woods, planned to play superRobertson-Cole for alleged
infringement it became pictures for long engagements, will help rather than hurt regular
lat Lumiere also at this time film houses.

imiere Loses

ction pending against Gp|dtures relative to an alleged
of the copyright act with
i the use of photos of Betty
1 It is said that the facts
ase are similar to those of
2 against Robertson-Cole,
imiere used his copyrighting
ntier's photos in an effort to
damages.
3 been previously reported,
and Pathe are in court no
1 of another copyright cast,,
[ation filed by Lumiere
in
es has attracted unusual atl the industry,
cision of Judge Mayer hing(Continued on Page 2)

The questionnaire, embracing nine
distinct subjects affecting the picture business internally or externally,
was voted upon by 31 delegates, representing as many sections of the
United States and Canada. These
men were divided, territorially, as
follows:
East

R. H. Clark, New York City.
Tom Spry, (Boston), All of New England.
AT t-t T<e1»her, (New
Haven),
Connecticut.
Hayes, (Buffalo), Northern and Central
ew York.
Skirboll, (Pittsburgh), West Penna., West
Virginia.

West

W. E. Lusk, (Cleveland), Eastern Ohio.
R. H. Haines, (Cincinnati), Western Ohio.
Floyd Brown,
(Indianapolis),
Indiana.

Harry
Scott,
(Detroit), Michigan.
H. G. Fitzgerald, (Milwaukee), Wisconsin.
S. J. Baker, (St. Louis), Eastern
Missouri.
S. souri.
W. Hatch, (Kansas City), Western MisE. C Rhoden,
(Kansas City), Kansas.
J. E. Cubberley, (Minneapolis), Minn., North
and South Dakota,
Wisconsin.
S. Nebraska.
S. Schwarz, (Des Moines), Iowa, Kansas,
H. M. Weinberg.
(Omaha),
Nebraska.
Jack Brainard,
(Okla. City). Oklahoma.
J. H. Ashby, (Denver), Colorado, Utah,
Wyo., New
Mex., Idaho.
L. I . Hall, (Salt Lake), Utah.
David Betshon, (Los Angeles), Southern
California, Arizona.
S. \ . Edwards, (San Francisco), Northern
( ' i i fornia, Nevada.
L. O Lukan. (Seattle), Washington, Oregon,
Montana,
North
Idaho, Alaska.
(Continued
on
Page
6)

Price 5 Centi

Unusual Booking
Situation — Independents
Getting
In
First RunsOutlook
— Next Season's
Reduction of production by many
and complete stoppage of production
by other motion picture producing organizations already has brought about
a booking situation that has not been
paralelled in the industry since the
period following the influenza epidemic in 1918.
Not in the six years since the picindustry
became
a "bigpronounced
business"
has ture
there
been
a more
shortage of feature length pictures as
is now becoming manifest and that
bids fair to increase from now until
the opening of the fall season. Certain of the larger producing firms are
following their annual custom of making and accumulating pictures against
the opening of their fall releasing period. These firms in common with all
others in the industry have cut down
materially in production since December and the result is the non-delivery of the number of pictures contracted for with their customers.
These non-deliveries are taken care
of by the issuance of cancellations of
contracts or by the customary default
clauses in all contracts.
Certain of the larger circuits which
have the largest appetite or consumption of pictures finding themselves
"short" of pictures from their regular
sources of supply have had to go to
the independent exchanges for help
in filling out their playing time. Nor
is th sisituation confined to the circuit houses with twice or thrice a
week changes
of bill.
(Continued on Page 2)
E. J. Smith With Inspiration
E. J. Smith, former general manager for Jesse D. Hampton in Los
Angeles, is now production manager
of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., which
will have in its first series of pictures.
Richard Barthelmess.
Incidentally "Tol'ble David." by
Hergesheimer will be BarthelJoseph mess'
first vehicle. It was re-purchased from D. W. Griffith.

Contract Up
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

London
Harley Film
Knoles'
contract
with
the —Alliance
Corp..
Ltd..
expires in June and it. is understood,
that because of the general chaotic
business of the organization Mr.
Knoles will not renew.

tjMA
Unusual Booking
(Continued
from Page 1)
111 Cleveland, tor example, Marcus

DAILY

Quotations

Apply
METRO

STUDIO

A. Rcjsenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

26, 1

(Continued from Page 1)

cd around the copyright to the Car1 is played "Kazan" in the Met- pentier photographs. Robertsonropolitan and "The Supreme Pas- Cole contended that it had employed
Vol. XVI No. 56 Thursday, May 26, 1921 Price 5 Cents
sion" appeared in the Euclid Ave. Lumiere to take the photographs and
Other first run houses throughout the for that reason held the copyright.
Lumiere contended that he held the
Copyright 1921, Wid'» Film and Film Folks, country dining the past month have
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
shown features secured from the intfew York,
N. Y..
dependent market. They include: copyright.
FILM
FOLKS.
INC.by WID'S FILMS and
John Adolphi, who directed "The
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- "Madonnas and Men," which was
Wonder Man," originally met T. E.
urer ; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
presented
at
the
Garrick,
Los
Ange»nd Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
agent for Lumiere, and statles, and the Garden, Washington; Letendre,
Business Manager. J. A. Cron, Advertising
ed he wanted some photographs made
Manager.
"The Servant in the House" at the of Carpentier. Adolfi then brought
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under Rialto, San Francisco; "Hush" at the Carpentier and his party to Lumiere,
Royal, Kansas City, and Woodlawn,
the act of March 3, 1879.
with the consent of Robertson-Cole
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
af Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 Chicago; "The Wakefield Case" at and the photographs were taken. It
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign the Washington, Detroit; "Straight was charged that Lumiere and Lei 15.00.
from Paris" ("Clara Kimball Young)
tendre by false representation securSubscribers should remit with order.
at the Arcadia. Philadelphia; Broaded a letter from Descamps, Carpen\ddress
all
communications
to
WID'S
way-Strand, Detroit; Howard, Atlan- tier's manager, vesting the copyright
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
ta, and Rialto. Washington; "Fickle in Lumiere and not in RobertsonTelephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Women," American, Denver; "When
Cole. The company, believing that
Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Holly- Dawn
Came," Barbee's, Chicago;
it had merely employed Lumiere as
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
"Isobel," Liberty. Kansas City, and
London
Representative — W.
A. William- "Kazan" at the California, Los An- a photographer, bought and distributed about 3,000 pictures. Lumiere,
ion, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
it
is
alleged,
then went to RobertsonShrewd insiders who think they
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue geles.
Cole, claimed the copyright and
tfontmartre.
know the scope of the producing threatened suit. The
action was
plans of the majority of the big combrought in July, 1920, and went to
panies for the season beginning in trial last January. It was adjourned
September are inclined to believe that until March and on Tuesday Judge
Last the opening up of fall releases will Mayer handed down his decision.
Bid. Asked. Sale show the various big companies making and releasing an aggregate of which was a lengthy one. Judge Mayer decided that Robertson-Cole has
Famous Players .. 70lA
71M
70&
do pfd
Not quoted feature productions far below that of the right to use the Carpentier pholast year or the year before.
♦Goldwyn
4J4
43/4
....
tographs taken by Lumiere in any
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Last September initial announceway it deemed fit.
ments of these larger concerns indiLoew's, Inc
13&
14#
14
Lumiere stated yesterday he incated feature releases for the year in
Triangle
Y%
V&
H
tended appealing the decision.
World Film
Not quoted excess of 800 multi-reel productions.
Money conditions that tightened up
A. P. Plan Sales Drive
in October and have remained tight
•♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. since that time caused a default of
Plans for the launching of a sales
at least 150 features. The feature drive have been completed by Al
Brooklyn House Goes to Keith
length output for the season begin- Lichtman of Associated Producers.
ning in September. 1921, and ending
Inc. This drive is scheduled to begin
The theater at St. John's Place and
in
August.
1922, may show an an- June 12 and continue for a full week.
Kingston Ave, Brooklyn, built by
nounced total of 700 pictures, but the
actual number made wlil not exceed
. Lavine and the Trinity AmuseMiami Studios Formed
ment Co., will go over to the Keith 500 or 550. which will be fewer than
the
output
of
any
year
in
the
past
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
interests for vaudeville when it opens
'hrce or four.
Dover,
Del. — The
Miami
Studios,
in September. It was originally deformed
An interesting comment of one of capital $1,000,000, have been
The Corporation Trust Co. of
signed for straight pictures.
•h-' largest distributing firms in the here.
America
acted as attorneys.
industry is that with a feature shortage to influence sharply the prices
'hat exhibitors will pay for picture^
Bans Sunday Shows
ahv exhibitor reducing his prices of
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Trenton, N. J.— Despite protests
! 'm'ssion will find himself facing
(f (^dtLCCLtlcma£ U-tctuAji^
'1-e double
problem
of paying high- by a large summer bungalow colony
!i r rental prices from low income at Washington's Crossing, the Hamrevenue' brought about by such reilton Township Committee has passduction in admissions.
ed two ordinances prohibiting dancing and motion pictures on Sunday.
f
Added Opinions
Mass
Meeting
Postponed
The Daily News said of "Snowblind" yesterday:
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Finest
Equipped
Los Angeles — Sol Lesser has post"All the players do work that is
poned the general
mass
meeting
STUDIO
simply, unobtrusively fine. It's a which
he intended calling to discuss
thoroughly good picture."
— in —
theater buying activities.
After Serial Rights
It is understood the meeting was
The East
Northland Film Co., Inc., 220 West
designed to discuss the alleged enTO
RENT
croachments of Famous Players in
42nd St.. is in the market to buy the
the exhibiting
field.
foreign rights on a serial.
Centrally Located
ForWork

May

Lumiere Loses

I. new

-Ready
Immediate

Thursday,

FOR RENT
500 to 1500 square feet of choice space for executive
offices or film exchange. Fully equipped. Ready for
immediate possession.
K-25, care Wid's

Today's Issue

PORTSMOUTH,
ENGLAND —
Crown Prince enthusiastically welcoiT
his arrival
at Spithead.
Prince o
heads
reception
party.
HOBOKEN,
N. J.— President
speaks at services for soldier dead.
utterance to phrase which stirs natit
must not be again."
PROSSER,
cures
covetedWASH.—
fishing Indian's
rights foreloqu
his
Despite game laws, Indians are pern
lay in their winter supply of salmc
markable pictures of red men hai
huge fish.
NEW YORK — Most interesting visi
America in months are 13 babies si
for adoption in American homes. F
ive parents stampede in effort to obtav
boy twins.
Scenes
from
San
Francisco,
Los
Bessemer, Ala., Ranleagh, England, i
Throwing out the Laughline.

wwwm
THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS
Schrader

Changes

Ajliatio

(Special — toT. WID'S
DAILY)
Pittsburgh
H. Schrader,
er manager of the Columbia, hal
over to the Olympic as manage!

Selling

goods

depends!

largely on the salesman!
Selling seats depends large!
ly on the poster, for whicl
reason convincing poster;!
are essential. The
RITCHEY
Poster
convincing.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838

Cost

Are you watching this''

Up to May 7

$983,841

" Watch her go over the topi
three days more, a real miltm

"FOOLISH WIVES!!

and all in the picture."

The

Market

Independent

Burr Wants Board of Trade To
Solve Problems for Buyer and Seller

SNAP INTO IT"
id get the season 's
ist bets in The Injpendent Market

Discusses Interestingly Some of More Important Problems Facing Independent Market — Describes Localities Where Independent Seller Is
"Up Against
It" — Suggests
Several Functions
for Organization.

Charles C. Burr of Affiliated Distributors and other organizations, operating in the independent field, has some interesting
ideas which he presents in the following article.
It is well worth
reading.
Burr says :

"The distribution problem for the
independent producer is a serious one.
but not half as serious as the problem
j*
of securing products bids fair to become to the distributor. The independent producer in making a picture
is faced with the problem of gambling
the cost of production, or if he instarring
sures against this by contracting before production is made with a National distributor, for a negative cost
advance, he must wait the distributors
pleasure, to say nothing of his ability
to get a profit. The independent
method of marketing appeals to the
independent producer, because he can
alienlproductwrittenand directed by make a quick turnover, even if
smaller profit (perhaps) and hold together the organization he has built
J. Charles Davis, 2nd
up and continue his producing schedule without engaging the tremendous
amount of capital necessary, under
dramlife
of
book
the
from
page
the plan, which would be necessary if
•d in a manner that suits young he were to market his product
through the good distributing organiold, male and female.
zation who will not advance any cash
either during the course of production or when the negative is delivered.

THE SHADOW

uriel Ostriche

HEARTS 0 THE

"The producer is glad to accept
much less profit in order to get the
profit more quickly under this plan.

"If the independent distributors
properly grasp this essential, which
is their strength, they will not only
not be driven out of business, but they
will encourage the upbuilding of the
independent producer to a point
where good productions are specifically made for the independent distribwestern with the punch and situautors instead of the old method
whereby productions were offered to
s that brings cries and cheers.
the independent market only after the
picture had been rejected by all the
National distributing organizations,
or was made cheaply in the first place

RANGE"

rward [Film Distributors, Inc.
J. JOSEPKSAMETH.

President

) West 40th Street, NewYorkCity

>r New

York
visit

Territory

rward Film Exchange, Inc.
126 West 46th Street

See important article under
this caption starting on page 1.
Particularly of interest to the
independent field.

for the Exchanges
so-called 'States
Righters.'
Well Fixed
"The independent exchanges are in
a wonderful position today, since the
big organizations have cut down on
quantity productions, if they organize
so that the producer can be protected
in selling pictures.
"The independent producer in order
to make a profit has to figure on only
selling 60% of his, territory, at the
price of 100% of what the country
should pay. That is, he must get
from his market, no matter what portion of the country it be, his cost plus
what he considers is a fair profit. He
knows before he starts to sell that
he will sell certain territories and he
must boost the prices in these territories, so that he can afford to forget
the so called bad sections of the
country and not lose anything.
" By 'bad sections of the country,'
we mean territories where Independent exchange managers are either
beats or incompetents, or what is
more nearly true, men who have not
the moral courage or the business
ability not to overbuy, and the independent exchanges in the better sections of the country have to stand
the brunt of this.
"The theaters and public would
benefit
by
encouraging
inde( Continued
on Page 4)the

in

!"The
Eternal Two"
■a

j

The prize winner of!
1920 judged the most I
beautiful girl in America by Mary Pickford.
yy

From Farm to Fame
A two reel comedy withj
a half thousand beauties of the "Fame andj
a

Fortune

Contest.'*

Love's Redemption"

With Miss Getwell and*
Miss Garity.
Morel
beauties and winners ol
fame.

plains
e of the
A pictur
e of
thej
a romanc
and
west.

of your picture are gained by the buyer and
exhibitor through your advertising. Our
success in injecting selling messages in
"impressionable" advertising has been demonstrated by hundreds of enthusiastic
responses.

"The Fighter"

A two fisted drama of
a real man who knew!
how to handle his fists. I

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Advertising
En gin e e r s
Sixth

\ Corliss Palmer

"The Glory of Youth"

First Impressions

844

Superior
Offerings

Unusual Booking

Avenue,

Telephone

New
Bryant

York

City
9223

Clark-Cornelius
Corporation
117 West 46th St., N. Y. City j

4

tMA
HowThe Deta
Burr's
ils
(Continued from Page 3)

pendent form of marketing. It is a
pretty hard matter to buy in New
in dif\ ork for exchanges located for
the
ferent sections of the country,
picture that is a riot in New England
is a failure in Texas; the Western
pictures which are whirlwinds m
EngTexas are dead failures in New
land. Therefore, if the producers
proposition is based on 60% of the
country and he makes his cost of
product and 20% profit, or whatever
you figure he is entitled to on a 60%
basis and then does not sell Texas,
or New England as the case may be,
he, the producer, is satisfied and all
exchanges that buy the product are
satisfied, instead of thrusting upon the
exchange in one section or the other
a picture every now and then which
will not go, as is the case in the national organization, who in turn
thrust it on the theater and public. In
order to get their quota, they must
take the bad to get the good.
"Even when the producer has made
•successful product,' for sometime
there is an element of gambling in
the business, as far as both the distributor and producer are concerned
which will never be eradicated, and it
is unfair to place all this burden on
the producer as is now done by some
big national distributors. With the
proper organization for their own
protection, the independent market
may be not only a good proposition
for everybody concerned, but the best
and most logical method of distribul
ing motion pictures, but it will never
be a good method until the main
elements — the producer and distributor— know that when an agreement
is reached between them it will not
be violated and the producer can invest his money with the full realization that he will sell the product if
it is meritorious.
Market
Conditions
Good
"At the present time the market is
in about as good condition as it has
ever been and there are only a few
sections of the country in which there
are not several buyers who have been
established for some time and are of
sufficient financial standing to make
the independent producer feel safe.
"In New
York there are at least
two
independent
exchanges
buying
constantly; in New Jersey there are
at least two; in New England — three;
and Southern
Eastern Pennsylvania
New Jersey, there are three or more.
Western
Pennsylvania
and
Wesl
Virginia at least five; Delaware only
one, possibly two; Ohio about th
Michigan, one, possibly two; Illinois
Indiana — one, possiblj two; Minota, Wisconsin,
North and South
ota one, possibly two; Iowa and
ka one; Missouri ana Kansas
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and
Kxico one; Washington. Ore
and Montana one; Cali\rizona and Nevada one and
o; Texas — two; Louisiana
—one; Kentucky and
North
and
South
ilina,
'
a, Alabama
and

Board of

"In almost every case we have
taken into consideration the Eirst National Exchanges many of the proprietors of which buy independently.
Therefore, figuring one exchange in
each large territory as a First National Exchange, take the independent
exchanges that are left and you will
find many territories in which you are
up against selling it to the First National franchise holder or else consuming ityourself. So, therefore, the
producer can take what the First National franchise holder offers him or,
as one man told the writer 'eat it.'
"There are several small exchanges
in these territories which if allied with
the proper association throughout the
country can be built up into a good
support from their particular sections
which would be of lasting benefit to
the independent market.
Burr's Organization Plans
"As a constructive suggestion to
correct the very unsatisfactory condition prevalent, we would gather together the Independent Exchanges in
an organization lined up somehow as

follows :

"Firstly, this organization must be
fostered and created by three or more
of the most substantially independent
exchange owners. They should form
an organization with a meaningful
name, such as Independent Exchange
Owners Board of Trade, and should
elect officers and establish an executive office. The president should be
a gentleman of unquestioned reputation and acknowledged vision. The
organization should employ a counsel,
preferably a well known legal light
and experienced motion picture
lawyer. Executive offices under the
supervision of a paid secretary should
be established as a general clearing
house and service and advertising
bureau. This office might well be
located in the producing center of
the country, where the executive
officers might at all times be in very
i ouch with trade conditions.
" I he membership of the Board of
Trade should be restricted only to
reputable exchange owners and a
qualification for membership should
be a deposit of a bond of $5,000 guarding the absolute fulfillment of
their obligations as a member of the
Board of Trade.
"An important function of the
ird of Trade will be to establish
a credit standing for the independent
exchange owner, a member of the
body. In order to do this, it will become m for the Board of
Trade
to guarantee
the fulfillment
by its members
tracts entered
into between
them and the various
w hom iln y purchase
their films. This can he accomplished
in the same manner as the Theater
Owners
Chamber
of Commerce
is
effecting the obliteration of advanced
deposits on film rental contracts, by
having created and established a trust
fund of sufficii ni size to guarantee
terms of the contracts by its
to the various Exchanges
rritory.
that the Board
li can accomplish for its memte maintenance of a publicity
department which will help its mem-

~,
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Trade

Would Function

bers sell their product to the theater
owner after the producer has ceased
Reviews and Releasm
his advertising. The necessity and
value of this service is perfectly obReviews and releases of inlvious.
pendent
producers and distrif.
"The Board of Trade can, thirdly,
tors will be published in m
investigate every new proposition on
regular
Sunday
edition fi
the market and verify the producers
WID'S DAILY.
statements.
"Fourthly, the value of co-operative
purchasing, which has an economic
value both to the Exchange or dis- originally contemplated. Di:j
tributor, is an important considera- tion will be through Affiliatec]
tion.
tributors, Inc., another Burr unl
George A. Beranger has beer]
"These, and innumerable other services, should make a Board of Trade ed by Burr to direct the serkl
very attractive to the independent first of which is tentatively
exchange owner, who intends to re- "Burn 'Em Up, Barnes."
main in the business. It accomplishes
Buys Dallas Exchange for $1 10
at once the co-operative value of comWID'S of
DAILY)
bined resources and effort, and perDallas(Special
— The to assets
the InI
mits its members to maintain their Bros.
Amusement Co. went undll
independence
in purchasing.
hammer for approximately $ H
"The cost of maintaining the Board Practically everything was boufc
of Trade can be made either by a surW. Griffin
Bristow,of sfl'
charge of a percentage of the cost of by
haveC. held
a first of
mortgage
p
tariff rights as each sale is made, $8,500. The sale was conduct! I
sufficient to defray the expenses of Barron C. Housel, Federal rep
the organization, or by an annual The business will be operated itn
charge for membership sufficient to forth under the name, Midwestfi
carry the central office. It would Exchange. Approximately 1,500 p
not take long before a Board of tons of advertising matter nc
Trade so constituted with a proper value runs into thousands of dla
control over its membership, would all existing contracts and abotjl
be recognized by the industry and the film cans of various sizes w«|
production for its field encouraged.
Griffin.
"There is no question, but that the
Want Series, Says Leviner
independent field of distribution is
Nat Levine, president of Plyip
the most protective to the independent theater owner because of the pos- Pictures, Inc., is back in New l(
sibility of an 'open market' that is from a swing around the easterB
'open,' and the independent buyers of the country.
He states thl1
need only to realize that the big pro- found a tendency on the part of nu
ducers wait at its door, if it will only pendent buyers to acquire produli
organize properly and demonstrate in a series rather than one at a|i
to the industry that it is ready to do so that they were assured of
business on a business basis and upon pendable
supply of film.
He
conditions in general are on t
business ethics."
grade. While away he closed a a
ber of territories on "Every
AJ
an's Problem," details of whic! v
be
found
elsewhere
in
this
issue
C. C. Burr has formed another producing unit to be known as MastoNew St. Louis Exchange
don Films, Inc.
It is understood that Mastodon
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis
— A. S. Cote will ma
Films, Inc., has been organized espean
independent
exchange at 34
cially for the making of the recently
announced Johnny Hines features. Olive St. He will operate in Et
Present plans fix the number of these Missouri and Southern Illinois
at three, but provision has been made has already purchased "Every A
and it is reported that the coming an's Problem" from Plymouth
season will witness the release of a tures, Inc., and the series of
larger number of Hines features than Westerns from Westart.

New Burr Unit

HELEN GIBSON
The

Wolverine
in

from the book by
B. M. BOWER

"The Ranch of the Wolverine"
Have you secured a franchise?
If not communicate with

ASSOCIATED

PHOTOPLAYS,

25 West 45th Street,

INC

New York City

DAlt-Y
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itest

Developments

"erritorial
Sales
ndents Close Number of Deals

Product — Some
of Them
Below
Sendents have closed a number
I for various territories. Some
n follow:
Creation Films
ago — Creation Films, Inc.,
raid "For the Freedom of Ireto Federated Film Exchange of
lore for Maryland, District of
bia, Virginia, Delaware; to
y Film Corp. of Pittsburgh, for
m Pennsylvania, West VirEastern Pennsylvania and
:rn New Jersey; to Masterpiece
attractions of Philadelphia, for
Bi Pennsylvania and Southern
'ersey.

the

in

Zenith Pictures

Series of Eight
Westerns
Being
Made
by W.
M.
Smith
Prod., Inc. — Franklyn
Farnum
Under
Contract
The producing affiliations of
Franklyn Farnum are definitely
cleared up by the following letter
received by this office from William
M. Smith, president of the William
M. Smith Prod., Inc., of Tulsa, Okla.
Farnum is to make a scries of eight
westerns for the company. He lias
been variously reported as having
been signed by C. B. C. Westart Pictures of Tulsa and a new producing
at Wilkes-Barre, Pa. The
company
+etter follows:

"We note a story in your daily to
the effect that a Wilkes-Barrc, Pa.,
concern has made an offer to
Franklyn
Farnum.
Pacific Film Co.
I. Hancock of the Pacific Film
"For your information will say that
have a contract with Franklyn
my, reports the sale of 26 we
Farnum.
He starts work here on
Dent
Vernon
e Ovey and 26
lies to the Standard Film Ser- May 30th on a story, 'The White
tf Cleveland. John J. Hayes, Masks,' which ran in the Popular
ited with Hancock, remains on Magazine. In the cast will be Shorty
oast to supervise production. Hamilton playing comedy, Al Hart
>ck reports a general picking up heavies, and Virginia Lee playing opposite Farnum. George Holt will
tfness everywhere.
direct and Reggie Lyons is the camera man. The second story will be
Picture Trading
Corp.
Picture Trading
Corp., 1402 'Trail's End,' by Arthur Somers
[way, reports the following sales Roche and the third, 'The Lariat
by Albert Payson TerBe Fight of the Age," a two Thrower,'
with
Jack
Dempsey
and hune.
es Carpentier:
"This company has no connection
inta, Associated First National; with Westart Pictures, Inc., but the
n, Associated First National; name of this company is W. M.
fo, Rialto Prod., Inc.; Chicago, Smith Prod., Inc. Ralph Spence is
stone Pictures; Cincinnati, B. & writing the titles for the series of
Im Distributors; Cleveland, B. eight Westerns and no expense will
Film Distributors; Denver, Su- be spared to make these pictures
! Photoplays; Los Angeles, Su: Film Co.; Minneapolis, Fried- equal any on the market."
Film Co.; New York, Rialto
New Exchange for K. C.
fctions; Philadelphia. Rialto
Bernard C. Cook, formerly of Peaictions; Pittsburgh, Apex Piccock Prod., Inc., and Morgan Hiles
[San Francisco. Supreme Film; of Kansas City are at the Claridge.
Lake, Supreme Film; Washingassociated First National; Mil- They plan to conduct a new exchange
in Kansas City to serve Missouri.
ie, Friedman
Film Corp.
Kansas, Oklahoma, Iowa and Nebraska. Offices have been opened in
Plymouth Pictures, Inc.
mouth
Pictures, Inc., have sold the Film Bldg.. 17th and Main Sts.,
Kansas City. The product handled
■y Woman's
Problem"
as fol- by
the Independent Film Corp. of St.
ferior Screen Service, Salt Lake Louis has been taken over, including
[for Utah. Colorado, Wyoming, Hallmark release, "The Evil Eye"
Mexico and Southern Idaho. and "The Screaming Shadow" serials
[er Owners Corp., Minneapolis, and a Gaumont serial. "In the Clutchfinnesota and North and South
es of a Hindoo." Cook and Hiles are
ta. Super Film Attractions, looking for product. They report
aukee, for Wisconsin. Greater business holding up in their territory.
Co., Des Moines, for Iowa and
aska. Richards and Flynn for
Associated Franchises Sold
ks and Western Missouri. All
C.eorge M. A. Fecke, president of
Features Co., Detroit, for Mich- the
Motion Pictures Distributing
|S. and S. Film and Supply Co., Corp., No. 214 Eliot St., Boston, has
nirgli. for Western Pennsylvand West Virginia. A. S. Cote, bought the Associated Photo-Plays,
,ouis. for Southern Illinois and Inc.. franchise for Boston and the
?rn Missouri.
greater part of the New England territory. Fecke takes the entire Associated output.
Ziegfeld Film at Capitol
he Black Panther's Cub," pro20th Century in Philadelphia
1- by W. K. Ziegfeld and disfed via the independent market
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
luity, will be the feature at the
Associated
The
—
Philadelphia
:ol next week. Sam Zierler of
its fransold
has
Inc.,
faonwealth Film controls the film Photoplays.
chise for this territory to the 20th
he local territory.
Century Film Co,

Independent

New

Unit

Formed on Coast — Theodore Wharton
Firstto Direct the

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Features,
Angeles — Zenith
Los
Inc., a new company, has leased space
B. Mayer
Studios.
at the Louis
Theodore Wharton has been engaged
to direct the first production.
g Sin."
BesettinMorgan,
six recler,
by Leota
story"The
an A original
author of "Common Sense," and
"Girls will be Girls."

Field

Help Wanted
A prominent independent distributor wants information on
features, short subjects, Western serials and comedies that
have not been sold for Missouri,
Kansas or Southern Illinois.
Forward all information to this
office.

Features, Too

David Horsley
Selling Territories
A complete program of one reel
comedies, two reel and five reel wild
animal features, and five reel dramas,
is being offered to independent Exchanges, by David Horsley. The
Magnet Film Exchange of 729 7th
Avenue, has taken the rights for
Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey. Horsley has opened
offices in the Magnet Exchange and
reports several territories on the point
of being closed on the new plan.
WID'S DAILY stated some time
that Horsley planned to re-issue
ago
a number of pictures.

James Calnay has purchased the
controlling interest in Syndicated Exhibitor's Exchanges, Inc., from
Joseph Seidell, former president of
the organization which he formed for
the purpose of combining reliable exchanges, and to purchase special features for the independent market.
It is understood that Calnay will
release all feature productions originally produced for Mount Olympus
Distributing Corp. on the "Syndicated" plan, while Calnay's other
company,
will handle "Olympian
exclusively Prod.,
one and Inc.."
two
reel comedies.

Sanford and Xydias Allies

Apfel Completes Feature
Oscar Apfel and John Russell are
in New York from Gloversville.

(Special

to WID'S

DATLY)

Los Angeles — A. J. Xydias, formerly of the Rialto Film Co. of New
York, is now associated with the
Western Features Prod., Inc., of Hollywood. Xydias is secretary and
treasurer and S. M. Sanford is president. They are producing a series of
12 westerns starring William Fairently. banks, to be distributed independDana Leaves Arrow
P. Dana has left Arrow Film to
become vice-president and general
manager of the J. J. Goodstein Enterprises, Inc., operating a chain of
independent exchanges and theaters
in the Far West. The company plans
to open an exchange in Seattle.

They have completed a nine reel version of "Ten and
Nights
In A ofBarwhich
Room,"
the cutting
titling
are
now receiving the finishing touches
with a view to giving it a chance for
a Broadway run.
New

Exchange in Seattle

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Seattle — A new exchange, known
as the A. & B. Film Co. has been
opened at 2016 3rd Ave. Back of it
are W. W. Armstrong and Leon
Bories, both old-time picture men in
the Northwest. At present they have
for distribution some of the George
Kleine productions.

In and Out
Takes Over Merit Films
Jimmy Callahan was in New York
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
yesterday with the prints of the first
Pittsburgh — The Penn Film Serthree comedies — "Jimmy's Last Night
vice has taken over distribution of
Out," "The Stowaway" and "Props." the features and short subjects
He returned to Atlantic City yesterday and this morning begins his formerly handled in this territory by
the Merit Exchange.
fourth comedy, "Wild Women."
Sapperstein Buys Out Padorr
Independent 'Change for Winnipeg
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Aaron Sapperstein is now
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
sole owner of the Empire State ExWinnipeg — An independent exchange will be maintained here by
change, 804 S. Wabash Ave. Dave
Padoor has sold out his interest to Fred W. Crosbie, former local manExchanges.
Sapperstein.
ager for the Canadian Exhibitors'
Salient's Second
The second production to be made
Fox Coming to Town
by Salient Pictures. Inc.. will be
Joe
Fox,
of the Phoenix
Film
temporarily named "The Call of the
in
City, is expected
Open," and will be directed by J. Corp., Kansas
He is after
Charles Davis, 2nd., who wrote and town in a few days.
directed "The Shadow."
Hammell With Commonwealth
John A. Hammell has been added
to the staff of the Commonwealth

Film Corp.

material.
Ver Halen's Address
Charles Ver Halen is now making
bis headquarters with the Buffalo M
P. Corp., 844 6th Ave.
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The Outlook

Tin- questions
and
composite
re
plies iroin the .il individuals wire:
1. General Industrial Conditions— Better or Worse Than
6 Months Ago?
The consensus was that inn
ditions arc worse at present
than last Fall. This, however,
is attributed in every instance
to unsettled labor and industrial
affairs— and proof of it is found
in t he statement printed by

Dun's Agency thai there are at
present 2,000,000 unemployed
workers in the U. 5.
2. Outlook for Next Season —
On What is Your Opinion
Based?

Virtually unanimous optimism, only' five votes indicating
any doubt as to the outlook.
Vancouver and San Francisco
foresee labor unrest, Oklahoma
is dubious about prices of oil
and cotton, Charlotte, N. C. and
Atlanta, Ga., question crop outlook. On the bright side of the
question, there are numerous
specific reasons given for optimism. Cincinnati, for instance, reports big advance
orders arriving at factories,
Pittsburgh reports plants stocking up with raw material, Buffalo quotes industrial executives
pledging general resumption
of full-time operations. Utah
mines, as well as Pennsylvania
coal mines, are to reopen soon.
Colorado cattle and mining
prospects are fine, and crop
prospects in the Minneapolis.
Omaha and Des Moines ag
cultural areas are most promising,
3. Will Rentals Go Higher,
Remain Firm or Go Lower?
Why?
General
impression
lure
is
that
rentals
will
hold
firm,
though it is admitted
some
hihitors in the less favored sections may have to he granted
reductions until local conditi
in their territories better thi
n
sio
ces
ll Admis
.veWsi.
4
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districts, due to local conditions
I
shading of pin es maj
become
isable.
The
impression
is
conveyed,
however,
that most

exhibitors will stand pat on admissions, holding to the theory
that ,i difference of two. three
or even five cents, one way or
the other will not materially
increase or decrease attendance
at the theater. This would appear as the logical view for
them to take, because a man
who can afford to pay 17 cents
for his family to see a picture
could also afford to pay 25
cents, and if he could not pay
25 cents, he could no hettcr
afford 17 cents.
5. What
is The Attitude
Towards Longer Runs in Your
Territory?
"Favored," "Gaining Favor,"
"Longer Runs Coming," are
some of the replies to this question, on which the positive votes
were in a majority. The key
to the situation would seem to
lie in the return from Kansas,
which reported that "exhibitors glady extend runs when
justified." This
expression
would point to a desire on the
part of exhibitors to change
their programs as infrequently
as possible, but it is obviously
impossible for the man with
a small population to draw from
or to adopt the policy and reports on these one-day houses
so stated. The saving in gross
advertising and exploitation expense in a year, as the result of
longer runs, is a strong argument in favor of the plan and
many houses of limited seating
capacity are reported going
in for it.
6. Are New Theaters Being
Planned in Your Territory?
Emphatically "yes," in 28
out of the 31 districts represented, a tally which would
seem to epitomize the general
optimism conveyed by the First
National's survey as a whole.
Louisville apparently is displaying the greatest amount of
building activity, at least 20
new theaters being projected
or in course of construction.
7. How
Does Volume of
Business at Theaters Compare
with Last Year?
In varying proportion, it 's
off in many areas and in every
case is laid to the economic
slump. But the picture houses
have suit, red far less in proportion than the legitimate theaters of the country.
8. How Far Has the BIG
Special Affected Booking of the
Average
Feature
Attractions?
Majority opinion holds that
exhibitors want big specials at
equitable rental prices whenever
possible, lint that the average
n ature ha- not suffered to any
.it extent. In one instance,
it is asserted the big pictures
have helped business, and from
another source comes the suglion that they lie limited to
one a month.
9. Will the $2.00 Circuit Projected by A. H. Woods and the

answers were unanimously in the negative, opinions
generally being that the Woods
chain will not he able to get any
better product, usually, than the
regular houses and that the latter would benefit through
nparison of attractions and
admission prices.
Gordon

Leaves

for Coast

Robert Gordon left for Los Angeles yesterday to play the leading role
in
"The
Rosary,"
which
Jerome
Storm
is to make for Selig-Rork.

Robert
director,

Exhibitors Meet]

The
Regular
Theater?

The

( ( '..niimiv

South
I P Anderson,
(Washington,
D C), Dist.
\ .1 . Maryland, Del., pari \\ \ a.
I
r
Bryan,
(Charlotte,
V
C),
North
rolina, South I
i R Beacham, (Atlanta), Alabama, <;■
Florida.
Um
Kentucky,
(Louisville),
Goldberg,
Letnessee.
(". J. Briant,
(Nnv
Orleans),
Louisiana
Mississippi.
Canada
A,
(ionium,
(Montreal),
Quebec,
Nova
Scotia, New
Brunswick,
Newfoundland.
W
I. Drummond, (Toronto), Ontario.
1. E
Tillman,
(St. John,
N. B >. Ni v.
Brunswick.
s I Coffland, (Vancouver,
B. C), British
Columbia.

Shuberts
Affect
Motion
Picture

Vignola on Vacation
C. Vignola,
Cosmopolitan
has
gone
to Hot
Springs,

Va., on a six weeks' vacation.
Bringing
Fight
East
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The Loyal American
Film League has decided to send a
representative to three Eastern cities
to confer with officials of the American Legion regarding the further
showings of German pictures.
Worsley

Loaned

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pittsburgh— The
M.
P. T.
Western Pennsylvania and \\

ginia held a meeting at the Fort
I on Monday and Tuesday!
which more than $5,1)00 was r;|
the national
treasury. Officials!
covering
the organization's
quotf
the Penn. M. P. T. O. attended.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. — Two state
sions of the M. P. T. O. — Kansas)
Missouri met at the Muelbach
El
on
Monday.
Senator
James
Walker and national organizer Sal
Berman
attended.
The
attend]
was large.
Sees Crisis in Oklahoma
(Special
WID'S
The to Motion
nalDallas—
says:

direct Miss MacDonald's

Los
tered
shall
"The
more

Changes
at Riesenfeld
Theaters
The features at the Rialto, Rivoli
and Criterion for next week have been
changed. The Rialto will show "The
Woman God Changed," now at the
Rivoli; the latter theater, "A Wise
Fool," a George Melford Prod., and
the Criterion, "White and Unmarried," starring Tommy
Meighan,
which was originally scheduled for
the Rivoli.

Film man

of wide experience

visiting largest European capitals will represent you in any
propositions
act abroad.

you have to trans-

Highest references furnished.
Strictly confidential.
Box K-24 c/o WID'S DAILY

for
Open
Your
Inspection
Our Branch
Shop at
Hotel

j|

tain
what he terms
'living prices'
the exhibitor
is struggling
with c|
desperation to hammer down the
of pictures.
The
contest
is dail
ing to both and is retarding the)
dustry's stabilization."

Suing K. C. Theater
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. — The H. and R.
Amusement Co., owner of the Apollo
theater, is being sued for $5,000 by
I. J. Weinberg.

DAILY)
Picture

"The film industry in Oklahonj
passing
through
a crisis.
The
tributor is trying desperately to nj

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los
Angeles— Wallace
Worsley,
director for Goldwyn, has been loaned
to the Katherine MacDonald Co. to
next feature.

()|

Neilan

the

Secures

Ade

for Title)

(Special
)
Angeles to— WID'S
George DAI
AdeI.N hasl
upon an arrangement with Is
Neilan to write the titles!
Lotus Eater," the John B;|
production which was madj

East.

director)!
OF

THE
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Two More Join
rado and Iowa in M. P. T. O. A.
Ranks — Forty-three
Now
Lined Up
vo more states have joined the
s of the M. P. T. O. A., the new
ions being Colorado and Iowa.
le exhibitors of Colorado met at
Brown Palace Hotel in Denver
formed a state unit to be known
e M. P. T. O. of Colorado. SenJames J. Walker of New York,
mal counsel of the M. P. T. O.
Jld S. I. Berman were present,
ficers of the Colorado organizaare as follows: President, Thos.
roy, Denver; vice-presidents,
i. Tompkins, Colorado Springs;
, Cohen, Trinidad; M. C. GerFort Collins; treasurer, Max
ibach, Denver, and secretary, J.
ighton of Denver. Delegates to
lational convention to be held in
leapolis were also elected.
Iowa, the exhibitors of the state
at the New Savery Hotel in Des
les and an active unit was organwith the following officers:
esident, Harry Heirsteiner, Des
les; vice-presidents, J. C. DunSioux City; M. R. Tournier, MaCity; E. Metzer, Creston; treasB. R. Van Dyke, Des Moines,
secretary, George
B. Flint of
le. Delegates
to the national
ention were also elected.
le M. P. T. O. A. now has forty! states lined up and affiliated
the national organization.
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Lynch Welcomes
Federal

Trade

Commission
Investigation, But, as Usual,
Won't Talk

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlanta, Ga. — When asked whether
he cared to make any reply to the
Washington dispatch concerning the
investigation and report of the Federal Trade Commission touching on
the operations of the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises in the Southeast, S. A.
Lynch, head of the organization, said:
"We do not care to make a stateHowever, it is understood that the
Lynch
ment." organization would welcome
investigation, and should the government send representatives to Atlanta
for that purpose the files and records
of the organization would be readily
accessible and immediately available.
Some six or seven months ago a
representative of the Federal Trade
Commission visited Atlanta, spending two or three weeks assembling
data and it is understood that on that
occasion the representative was frequently inconference with Mr. Lynch
and others in the Lynch organization,
and that he was furnished with whatever information he requested.
Mayer

Signs

Bess

(Special to WID'S

Meredyth
DAILY)

_ Los Angeles — Louis B. Mayer has
signed Bess Meredyth to prepare the
continuity on the next John M. Stahl
Prod.

King to Direct Barthelmess
:nry King is to direct the first
ard Barthelmess picture to be
Brunton
of Coast
: for Inspiration Pictures, Inc. So Says Robert
Producing Activities — Leaves
; has lately been engaged in difor Home Today
ng pictures starring Pauline
erick.
Robert A. Brunton, head of the
Brunton Studios, Hollywood, Cal.,
Buys Vandenbergh Feature
speaking of coast producing conditions yesterday, stated:
C. Barnstyn has acquired for all
urope, including Great Britain, a
"Producing conditions on the west
reel feature made by the Rev. coast are about 60% of normal. So
L. J. Vandenbergh showing the far as the Brunton studios are con: of the Catholic African Mission
cerned, we are operating at about
frica and the Congo. Barnstyn 75% of normal. We can ordinarily
secured it for the Dutch Film accommodate 12 companies and now
t, in which his brother, L. C. have seven at work. They are Mary
styn, is the prime factor. Van- Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Benjamin B. Hampton, R. A. Walsh, J.
ergh made the picture while in
:a for Paramount for whom he L. Frothingham, Dial Film with T.
Hayes Hunter, William Desmond and
'ed a travel series.
my own unit which will shortly start
on 'The Gate of a Hundred Sorrows,'
the second of the Kipling stories
Monday, May 30, Decoration
which Pathe will release."
Mr. Brunton stated that in all like>ay, being a legal holiday,
lihood James Young, who made
lere will be no issue of WID'S
>AILY.
"Without Benefit of Clergy," will direct the second story. Brunton leaves
for Los Angeles today.

60% Normal

Self- Censorship
There was a spirited meeting
of the National Association held
last night at which the question
of self-censorship of pictures
was discussed.

Price 5 Centi

Interesting Reports
M. P. T. O. A. Committee Has Data
Pledges
Ready
on Zukor's Exhibitor

It became known yesterday that a
special committee of the M. P. T.
O. A. appointed last September, has
A number of prominent excompleted a report in which the
ecutives or their representatives
promises
made by Adolph Zukor rewere present. The question of
garding the theater-buying activities
the formation of a committee
of Famous Players-Lasky were gone
of 15 to act as the censoring
into.
body was gone into.
At the offices of the M. P. T. O. A.
it was impossible to ascertain the
nature of the committee findings. As
matters stand now, it seems likely
that the report will be submitted to
N. A. M. P. I. To Fight Massachu- the general convention which takes
setts Censorship Bill Through
place in Minneapolis, June 27-28-29.
It is not expected that it will be made
The Referendum
before that time.
The National Asso'ciation plans to public
A second committee of the M. P.
wage an active fight against the Mas- T. O. A. is now meeting in New York
sachusetts censorship bill which Governor Cox of the Bay State signed on and is discussing exhibitor-producer
Wednesday.
relations. This committee is investigating every complaint brought
The Association plans to combat
the measure through the referendum against producers since the convention last June. It is understood the
at the next general election in Mas- report of this committee will likewise
sachusetts. The laws in that state
made known as the Minneapolis
fortunately make such a step pos- be
sible. As the matter stands now, the convention.
law becomes effective on Jan. 1,
1922.
New Davies Film Started
Work has begun on a new Marion
Governor Cox's action in signing
the bill came as no surprise to film Davies' picture at Cosmopolitan
men. It had been expected that Mas- Studio. The name of the picture is
sachusetts would have censorship. "The Young Diana," by Marie CorelThe bill provides that all film shall li. Albert Capellani is directing the
be submitted to the State Department picture. In the cast are Forrest
of Public Safety for approval. The Stanley and Pedro de Cordova.
inspection fee is to be $2 per reel of
1000 ft. If a picture with 3,000 ft.,
is submitted the fee will be $4. Ap*^
peal from decisions of the department
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
will be heard in public hearing before
Los Angeles — Jack Pickford has
the commissioner, and if further ap- purchased from Goldwyn the rights
peal is desired, before the Superior
"A Tailor-Made Man." Pickford
Court. First offense will be subjected to
will produce it with himself as star
to a $50 fine and each succeeding of- and United Artists will release. Al
fense to a $100 fine.
i will direct.

Will Make Protest

Buys from Goldwyn

Metcalfe as Censor Chief?
Goldwyn purchased "A Tailor•The New York World (evening) Made Man" from Cohan and Harris
states that Governor Miller was for $105,000.
seriously considering the appointment
"Roxy" Addresses A. M. P. A.
of James Metcalfe as chairman of
the censorship board. Metcalfe was
("Roxy") addressed
former dramatic critic and associated theS. A.L. M.Rothafel
P. A. yesterday. He stated
among other things that the interest
editor of "Life."
of the public in motion pictures had
not advanced as it should have, and:
Taylor Going Abroad
attributed this to the sameness in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
He also emphasized a
Los Angeles — First hand informa- production.
tion on the picture situation in Ger- need for simplicity in presentation.
many and other European countries At the Capitol, "Roxy" added, music
will be obtained by William D. Tay- was selected that would interpret the,
lor, who has booked passage on the theme of the pictures and not selections designed to act as a mere acMauretania, leaving New York on
companiment.
June 9.

— \MA
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(Special

to WID'S
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Astoria, 111. — A new theater will be
built here.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Bridgeport,
Conn. — A theater will
be built here.
Another is now being
built.
Burr Oak, Kas.
Burr Oak, Kas. — The theater being
built here is nearing completion.
Cicero, 111.
Cicero, 111. — A new theater will be
built here.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago — A theater that will seat
2,000 will be built in Roseland.

Middlesboro, Ky.
Middlesboro,
Ky. — A theater will
be built here. It will cost $80,000 and
seat 1,200 persons.
Omaha, Neb.
Omaha— The
World
Realty
Co.
will build
a theater
at 15th
and
Douglas Sts. It will cost $500,000.
Osgood, Ind.
Osgood, Ind. — A small motion picture theater will be built here.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando,
Fla. — Barney
Beachem
will build a theater seating 1,600.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Phila— The Stanley Co. will build
a theater on Chestnut Street. It will
Conshohocken, Pa.
cost $75,000. Ketcham & McQuade
Conshohocken, Pa. — The Novelty will build a theater on Jackson
Amusement Co. will build a theater Street. It will cost $65,000 and seat
here.
900.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Detroit, Mich.
Portsmouth,
Strand
Detroit— The Capitol will be built will be built here.N. H.— The
Last here.
Bid. Asked. Sale
Providence, R. I.
Famous Players .. 7V/s
72%
71%
East Haddam, Conn.
Providence. — The Broadway Theado pfd
Not quoted
East
Haddam,
Conn. — A
local
ter Corp. is building a theater here,
♦Goldwyn
^A
4*4
.... building will be remodelled
into a which it will lease.
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted motion picture theater.
Loew's, Inc
WA\
14^
14J4
Triangle
H
Vs
H
Sag Harbor, N. Y.
Evansville, 111.
World Film
Not quoted
Sag Harbor, N. Y.— A 1,000 seat
theater
will
be built here.
Evansville, III. — Interstate Securities
Corp.
will
build
a
theater
here.
♦♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Franklin, Ind.
The Prize Winners
Santa Barbara — A theater costing
Winthrop.will be built here by C. W.
Franklin, Ind.— The Artcraft The- $70,000
Over at the Fort Lee laboratory of
ater Corp. will build a theater here,
Universal, there is a system of in- It will
cost $75,000.
dustrial democracy in force. ReSistersville, W. Va.
cently prizes were offered to the. two
Hill
City,
Kas.
Sistersville, W. Va. — A small themost efficient. A trip to Universal
ater will be built here.
City was promised with all expenses
Hill City, Kas. — The Midway has
been
opened
here.
It
seats
700.
paid. Mrs. Charlotte Marcus, secreSt. Joseph, Mo.
tary to the superintendent of the plant
Hooker, Okla.
and Mike Solzer, a timer have been
St. Joseph, Mo. — The Caldwell will
be enlarged.
awarded the prizes this summer.
Hooker, Okla. — The Jewel, seating
450, has been opened here.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul — A neighborhood theater
Independence, Mo.
that will seat 1,000 will be built by
f
>
Independence,
Mo. — Solon Tooth- the American Theater Co.
It will be
aker, who owns the Lewis, will build called the New Garden.
a new theater here.
St. Louis, Mo.
Lawrence, Mass.
St. Louis — A theater will be built
Lawrence, Mass. — The Capitol will at 16th and Market Sts. It will seat
be built here on Broadway.
It will 3,000 and will cost $225,000. The
Cinderella Amusement Co. will build
cost $175,000.
the Cinderella.
It will cost $50,000.
Lockport, N. Y.
Finest Equipped
St. Louis, Mo.
Lockport, N. Y. — Lanigan & Kelly,
St. Louis — A theater will be built
STUDIO
who own the Hi-Art, will build a new
theater here.
at Skinker. McCausland and Clayton
— in —
Av.es.
It will cost $70,000 and seat
The East
Macomb,
111.
2,500.
Macomb,
111. — The Grand
will be
TO
RENT
Wellsboro, Pa.
converted into a motion picture theater.
Wellshoro.
Pa.— The Arcadia TheCentrally Located
ater Co. will build a small theater
Ready For
Marcus Hook, Pa.
here.
Immediate Work
Woodland, Cal.
Marcus Hook, Pa. — Morris SpiclApply
man will build a theater costing $50,Woodland,
Cal. — A neighborhood
000, and seating 1,000.
METRO STUDIO
theater will be built here.
A. Rosenstock
Mattoon, 111.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Phone Columbus 8181
Mattoon,
111.— F. S. Moore
will
Yonkers, N. Y— Royal Kepler may
3 West 61st Street
build a theater here.
build a theater on Gedney Square.

Quotations

Who is Fox's new star anyway
Deal Finally Closed
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Tampa, Fla. — It is understood
long-pending
negotiations
bet\||
the Lynch
Enterprises
and R.

been
Cooleyclosed.
for the latter's theaters '\\
Nelson Leaves Ince
Los (Special
Angelesto— WID'S
Jack DAILY)
Nelson,
guided Douglas MacLean throufc
half dozen comedies for Thomas
Ince, will direct Lee Moran in
next Universal comedy, "Robins
Trousseau."
The exhibitor provides his
audience with a show — the
RITCHEY poster provides
the
exhibitor with an audience.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Are you watching this?

Cost
Up to May 8

$990,588

Almost

There!

Only two days

more to make the first real million ever put into an American
made picture.

"FOOLISH WIVES"

a!^
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Incorporations

rid Tour Via Educational
itional will release a travel
Dover Del. — Miami Studios. Capiavering the entire world. The
tal $1,000,000. Attorney, Corporation
tarts with continental Europe. Trust Corp. of America, Wilmington.
:ire group is divided into four
i, B, C, and D., and takes in
Albany, N. Y. — Ludwig Film Corp.,
geographical divisions.
New York. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators: S. Ludwig, R. Rosenthal
eilan Buys Byrne Story
and T. Keppler. Attorneys Keppler
and Hochman, 233 Broadway.
Special to WID'S DAILY")
\ngeles — Marshall Neilan has
legotiations with Donn Byrne
Albany, N. Y. — Nepperhan Amusement Co., Yonkers. Capital, $50,000.
picturization of "The StranIncorporators:
N. N. and F. Christanquet."
mos, and I. A. Roth. Attorney: L.
id House for Antigo, Wis.
Wallin, Backwith and Edie, Yonkers.
Special to WID'S

DAILY
In the Courts

Watch Presented to Clarke

As a token of their regard, the deA suit has been filed in the Supartment headshave
in 1'aramount's
Long
preme Court by James Borthwick Island studio
presented Victor
against the International Church H. Clarke a gold wrist watch. The
Film Corp.. Paul Smith and Barclay occasion of the presentation was Mr
Acheson, on a note for $6,180.
Clarke's departure from the post of
general studio manager to become
William Ci. Smith, who is in special representative of the production department.
business as the Fidelity Pictures Co.,
The presentation was made by
has sued the Masterpiece Pictures Co.
of Cleveland for $2,000 unpaid for the Robert T. Kane, who was promoted
by Mr. Lasky from the position of
Ohio defendant
rights to paid
"Frivolous
The
$250 on Wives."
account production manager to succeed
of the $2,250 charged for the film, but Clarke.
refused to accept delivery and pay the
Beadell Adds To Staff
balance.

DAILY)

;o, Wis. — Harvey Hanson,
Albany, N. Y. — Westbrook Amuseof the Palace, has completed
ment Corp., Bronx. Capital $10,000.
John Ralph Bray has filed an an>r the erection "of a new the- Incorporators: C. Goldreyer, J. J.
swer in the Supreme Court to a suit
id store building which will Prendergast, and J. A. Doyle. Attorneys: Hammer and McLaughlin, by Rowland Rogers to recover a bal30,000. Work will be started
ance of $19,950 on notes given by the
2808 Third Ave.
arly date.
defendant to Jamison Handy for
films. The defendant alleges he paid
flabel Taliaferro Films?
Albany, N. Y. — Knickerbocker $1,000 and declares that the films sold
Theater Co., New York. Capital,
Special to WID'S DAILY)
him were worthless and that the
Angeles — Local papers report $10,000. Incorporators: T. L. Allen
abel Taliaferro has signed a and T. Dixon. Attorney: J. J. plaintiff knew it.
t with a large producing Quencer, 1451 Broadway.
ation. Who it is no one seems
The Fourth Sales Class
v.
Trenton, N. J.— Columbia Reel Co.,
S. R. Kent and Fred F. Creswell
West Hoboken. Capital $100,000.
Incorporators: O. N. Forrest, Lionel have selected 40 men who will be stuesota Exhibitors Expanding
dents in the next Paramount Sales
Isaacs, and F. J. Asschbach, all of
Special to WID'S DAILY)
School
which will open June 13, in
404
Lewis
St.,
Weehawken.
;y, Minn. — W. B. Snyder
&
the
Home
office for a four-week
Pelican Rapids, have purchascourse.
.
Bijou from Bell and Meyers,
Trenton, N. J.— Columbia AmuseImmediately
upon
the
completion
ment
Co.,
West
Hoboken.
Capital
■and, Walker, Minn., was also
»ed recently by Snyder & Son, $100,000. Incorporators, O. N. For- of this class's studies Creswell will
is reported, are contemplating
rest, Lionel Isaacs and F. J. Assch- begin arrangements for the fifth class,
ition of several new theaters to
bach, all of 404 Lewis St., Wee- which will begin one week after the
lain.
close of the fourth.
hawken.

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Ben Beadell, local manager for Associated Producers, Inc.,
has added the following to his sales
staff: Benny Edelman, covering Illinois; George Weinberg, covering
Iowa; Charles Beauford in Indiana
and Eddy Brichetto in Chicago.
Widner Joins A. P.
A new appointment by Al Lichtman of A. P., is that of Arthur L.
Widner as manager of the Washington branch, succeeding R. Berger.
Widner comes from the Washington
office of Vitagraph where he was
manager.
Agitating Against Projectors
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Portland,
Ore. — Churches, schools
and similar institutions are objecting
to an old ordinance which has been
revived, making it unlawful to show
pictures when the projection machine
is not enclosed in a fire-proof booth.

WITH
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Flynn on Another Special
mmet J. Flynn has been assigned
to the direction oi "The LasttheTrail,"
same
from Zane Grey's novel oi
name.
T

& D

Jr. Adds Two More Houses
DAILY)

(.Special to WID'S

& D. Jr. CirSelma, Cal— The T.
cuit has bought the Selma, here, and
the theater at Tulane.

Albany House Robbed
DAILY)

to WID'S

(Special
Albany, N. Y.— The Clinton Square
theater, one of the leading picture
houses in this city, was visited by
burglars Tuesday night. They blew
open the safe and got $75 in silver
and stamps, but overlooked $650
which was in a tin cash box.

Flanagan in Metro Picture
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— Edward Flanagan,
formerly of Flanagan and Edwards,
who appeared in a number of Hall
seRoom Boy Comedies, has been role
lected by Geo. D. Baker for a
in "The Hunch." his first Metro production in which Gareth Hughes is
to be featured.
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Working Together

Nat'l Review Board Co-operates with
Owensboro, Ky., and Birmingham, Ala., in Film Control
Board of Review reNational
The
port- that Owensboro, Ky.. and Birmingham. Ala., have been looking
into the problem of picture regulation
with the result that both cities have
decided upon a form of co-operation
with the board and passed ordinances
prescribing the methods of control.
That in Birmingham follows closeIv the lines of the two ordinances recommended by the New York Conference of Mayors and other city officials when, in February, 1920, it rendered its report opposed to state censorship and favoring municipal cooperation with the Board of Review.
These ordinances cover the regulation of advertising and of the films
themselves. The City Commission of
Birmingham further included a provision which is copied after the Boston plan of regulation, whereby in
the event of a picture being sent to
Birmingham in which changes asked
for by the board have not been fully
carried out. the city inspector shall
confiscate the questionable portion of
the film.
The Owensboro ordinance, adopted on the recommendation of the
Chamber of Commerce, carefully outlines the method of checking up exhibitions with the reports of the
board. It prohibits the showing of
any picture not submitted to the
board unless it meets the approval of
the board in Owensboro, composed
of five persons appointed by the mayor to serve one year without compensation. The actual work of checking
un with the board's bulletin will be
of the Chamin the
performed
, office
which receives each
ber of Commerce
week from the exhibitors an advance
list of their bookings. The theater
owners are actively co-operating in
the plan.
New
Los

Building at Universal City
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles — Universal
is constructing anew building at Universal
City for the exclusive use of its scenario department.
Fighting Ticket Laws
(Special to WID'S

"Every One Should See It!j
That's what the Cincinnati Post
says

of

the

inimitable

star

ANITA STEWARl
in

" Sowing the Wind
Read these reviews :
HER

BEST

ROLE

"Anita Stewart has one of her best roles. A pictt :
full of heart interest. It should be seen." — Cincinnati Po
FINE

EMOTIONAL

ACTING

"Anita Stewart's beauty, set off by the lovely costuifc
creations and lavish settings, provides a treat for the e4
She appeals both to the aesthetic sensibilities and to tf
emotions.
Her acting is characterized by a winning grj|ej
and refined reserve." — Cincinnati Enquirer.
SHOULD

SEE

IT
-

"A film worth seeing. Miss Stewart and all her as<
ciates do very wonderful acting. She is mistress of a ve
fine art of screen expression, the naturalness of which ad
immensely to its subtlety and force. She is sincere and :
finitely appealing, besides investing the role, in tense en
tional moments, with all the character and fire demande<
— Los Angeles Daily Times.
Presented by Louis B. Mayer
Directed by John M. Stahl

DAILY)

Chicago — J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Players, is leading exhibitors
in their fight against the law which is
intended to forbid the sale of tickets
for seats occupied during the current
show.
R.-C. Field Changes
Charles R. Rogers
of RobertsonCole announces a number of changes
in the personnel of the branch managers.
Roy E. Flagler has been appointed
manager of the Indianapolis branch.
Sherman S. Webster has been selected for Cleveland. Carl J. Sonin has
been appointed the Washington
branch manager. William C. Cook
is the new manager at Omaha. Harvey B. Day has been appointed manager at Minneapolis, and Joseph Klein
has also been appointed field representative.

"One of the Big 5"
A First National Attraction

Made by the Anita Stewart Productions, Inc

7/^recochized
Authority
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Heavy Taxes

'amous Shuts Studio
For

Foreign
Productions
and Raw
'wo Weeks' Notice Served — May Be
Stock Suggested by Ways and
for Six Months — Important
Means Committee
Stars Going West
Notice was served at the big studio
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — The Ways and
f Famous Players at 6th and Pierce
its., Long Island City, yesterday that Means Committee of Congress want
he plant would shut down in two foreign productions and imported rawireeks. It is understood that the shut- stock taxed. It is reported here that
the committee has recommended that
own will be for a six months' pethe new tariff bill carry a 60 per cent
iod.
At the present time there are four ad valorem tax on foreign productions and a tax of between 25 and 30
ompanies at work in the plant: one
nth Brady, one with Binney, one per cent on imported raw stock.
nth Meighan and one will Wallace
These suggestions will be taken up
teid and Elsie Ferguson. The last
in committee with the findings of the
nit is making "Peter Ibbetson" with
ieorge Fitzmaurice directing. Mei- Senate Finance Committee and may
;han is away on location making be enacted into the proposed tariff
law.
Cappy
It is Ricks."
planned to transfer to the
oast the important stars and directWhile it was impossible for some
rs. Present productions will be important execcutives to cconfirm
ompleted here and then the artists
this report yesterday, many believed
ransferred.
that this would be taken up with the
A persistent report yesterday Senate Committee.
round the studio which employs beThe National Association has taken
iveen 500 and 600 people had it that
no
steps in regard to either favoring
he plant would be closed to reduce
or
opposing
taxation on foreign probe overhead and make way for the
ductions or stock. The attitude of
iflux of a number of foreign-made the Producers and Distributors diviroductions. It was pointed out that
sion with regard to this will be found
'ukor's recently formed European elsewhere in this issue.
It is known that while a number of
'ilm Alliance planned to produce acively in Germany, where pictures can important producers and distributors
e made cheaper than in this country.
taxation, that many others opIn some quarters there was talk favor pose,
and a number of briefs will be
bat the Actors' Equity Association filed with the Finance Committee on
?ould take up the matter and that both sides within a short time.
ifficulties for Famous Players might
esult, insofar as labor unions were
oncerned. It is known that the ActThe Washington information carries with it the report that the 60 per
rs' Equity has been looking into the
nportation of foreign films from the cent duty will be based on the appraised value of the production based
ngle that domestic labor may be afstandards.
:cted by the introduction of foreign on American
ictures in quantity.
Just how this appraisal was to be
determined seemed indefinite from
the Washington report.

Hunting Out

Gardner Hunting, supervisor of
roduction for Realart in the East, is
o longer acting in that capacity. The
love was taken, it is understood, in
ursuance of the general cutting-down
olicy which Famous Players is inugurating regarding Eastern producon.

Mopday, May 30, Decoration
Day, being a legal holiday,
there will be no issue of WID'S
DAILY.

Gilbert To Star
The list of screen stars is shortly
to have an addition in the person of
Jack Gilbert, whom William Fox has
signed. He will make his debut in
a Fox production, plans for which are
now under way. One look at
"Shame," recently made at Hollywood and which will be screened in
New York shortly, convinced Fox
officials that in Gilbert, who plays the
lead, they had stellar material.
Gilbert spent a year with Maurice
Tourneur as lead, co-director, writer
and cutter.

Price 5 Cent

"Editorial Committee " Will Review
Pictures For National Associatior
Appeal Committee Also Named to Consist of Executives of 15 Leadini
Companies Should Producer Object to Findings of Original BodyAssociation Also Takes Action Regarding Objection to Foreig
Films and Imported Raw Stock.

At a meeting attended by the largest number

of member

since its inception, the Producers and Distributors' division c
the National Association took several important steps on Thurj
day night at Delmonico's.
It was decided by an almost unanimous vote that an "Ed
torial Committee" should be appointed to pre-view pictures b<
fore release. An "Appeal Committee" was also named to whic
producers should have appeal in case they objected to the fin(
ings This
of theaction
"Editorial
Committee."
is to become
effective July 1.
The chief points on which pre-views will be based are tr
so-called fourteen points. Anything appearing in a productic
contrary to this will be eliminated.
Sa far as is known no action can be taken by this Editori
Committee with regard to productions made by companies n>
members of the Association.
It is planned to have a title card used on every print simil
to that appearing now with regard to the production beir
passed by the National Board of Review. It will, of course, car:
wording to the effect that the picture has been approved by tl
Editorial Committee of the N. A. M. P. I.
It is understood that the action of the committee will ha'
no effect on that of the National Board of Review which,
heretofore, will continue in operation.
There was a majority vote against the proposition to pla
a tariff on foreign raw stock, and also the distribution of forei;
made pictures, but later it was decided that the vote was
close that it should be forgotten and each company is to act
it pleases with reference to these two matters.
"This 'Editorial Committee' is going to be a fine thing," sz
one of the men present later ; "it is going to help us 'clean hous
It is a question of clean pictures or legislation, and of the t1
I think all of us in the business prefer to have clean pictures.*
It is understood that each company is to appoint a first ck
reviewer to serve on the Editorial Committee. This commit
will see each production of each company that belongs to 1
association.
Just what will happen to the
productions
of Vitagraph' and
Pathe, who are not members of
the Association,
and who release a considerable volume of
pictures, is not known.
An important official of the Pathe
organization
when
questioned
relative to the action of the Producers
and
Distributors,
said
yesterday:
"Pathe is opposed to censorship of
all kinds.
We cannot object to legal

censorship, but we do to any ot
kind, self-imposed or otherwise.
"Pathe will not submit any of
pictures for review to any commii
and will take any steps necess
should any effort be made to bla
was made to secur
listAn oureffort
productions."
statement from Vitagraph. but J'
M. Quinn. general manager, could
be reached.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Quotations

sordid pictures. Depiction of the actual taking of dope in any form
(Continued
from Page 1)
should be avoided. Stories dealing
witli these subjects should not be
Each company in the association is
bound to make corrections demanded presented unless the scenes of the
underworld are merely a part of an
by the Editorial Committee. There evil.)
essential conflict between good and
is, hi
peal to a special
committ
ould the producer
or
"8. No picture should be shown
distri
ib i ct to the suggested
makes drunkenness or gamchang
Appeal Committee is which bling
attractive.
to consist of the executives of 15 lead"(Pictures dealing throughout with
ing companies. A quorum of 9 will
of
be fi\
sufficient to act, with a majority gamblers or drunkards should not be
presented. The illegal and seamy
side of life may certainly be shown,
This Appeal
Committee
will have
but it should not be the sole object
final jurisdiction.
Once
they
have of a picture.)
upon a production that ends
"9. No picture should be made
it. and there can be no court appeal
further.
which might instruct the morally feeble in the methods of committing
It is understood that there was
considerable discussion relative to this crime.
"(The details of the commission
point, the objection being voiced that of a crime should be concealed from
it was very difficult to get a half the audience, so that no spectator
dozen executives together at any time
learn from the picture the methfor very important matters, much less :ould
od of committing a crime.)
what, in the course of time, may be"10. No story or incident should be
come a routine matter. The point
was made, however, that the question presented on the screen which needlessly offends the holders of any reof the proper kind of pictures was,
ligious belief.
at the moment, more important than
"(The unpleasant characters in a
anything in the industry, and that
there would be no difficulty in having picture should not necessarily be
a quorum of the Appeal Committee identified as holders of any particular religious belief. That is, unless
meet once a week at least and more
it
is
necessary to the storv, as in
frequently if it was necessary.
The Fourteen Points
"The
of Venice","
they
should Merchant
not be identified
as either

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
ramous Players .. 69j/
73
70
do pfd
85
85
85
Goldwyn
4^4
4?4
The so-called
14 points on which
). W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
productions will be reviewed are:
[nc
14J4
HH
H;s
"riangle
Y% NotVs quoted
¥z
"1. No pictures showing sex atVorld Film
traction in a suggestive or improper
manner will be presented.
••Quotations by H. Content & Co.
ery photodrama must contain
love interest, and love interest inVogel Leases New Offices
volves the depiction of some form of
William M. Vogel, the exporter, for sex attraction. The problem of the
le past several years located in the motion picture producer, therefore,
,ongacre Bldg., will from June 1st is to depict wholesome love and avoid
e located on the third floor of the sensuality. Many scenes which are
considered perfectly proper in books
eavitt Bldg., 130 W. 46th St.
or on the stage become most improper when transferred to the screen.)
Vogel i- -till in Europe, but is exacted back in New York in early
"2. Pictures dealing with 'white
inc.
slavery' will not be presented.
"3. Stories having as their basic
theme an illicit love affair will be
produced only if they convey a moral
lesson.

YlScLixuxUcrntd

(filctuAju)

"THE SPICE OF THE PROCRAM"

"(Illicit love affairs must not be
shown in that they tend to make virtue odious and vice attractive.)
Nakedness is Banned
"4. Nakedness

Finest
Equipped
STUDIO
— in —

The East
TO

RENT

Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

will be banned.

"(Long shots of naked children,
like boys swimming or very young
children dancing, are tolerable, but
close-ups even of children should not
be taken.)
"5. Inciting dances will be eliminated.
"(All close-ups of stomach dancing must be cut out absolutely.)
"6. Unnecessarily prolonged passionate love scenes will not be
shown.
ed.)"(Manhandling during love scenes
is unnecessary and should be avoid"7. Stories predominately concerned with the underworld of vice and
crime should not be produced.
"(Vice, crime and dope make ugly

Jews, or Roman
copalians, etc.)

Sherry After Theaters?
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany,
N. Y.— Sherry
Pictl
Inc., of Delaware
has been au[
ized by the Secretary of State t(
gage in all branches
of the piJ
business in this state. The enter
is capitalized
at $1,000,000
anc
president is W. L. Sherry of Ru .
ford, N. J. The principal stock!
ers are:
T. L. Croteau, M. A. B
and C. H. Maxwell of Delaware.
Herbert Wadsworth,
35 Nassau I
has been designated as the reprej
tative of the corporation in New \]
State.
It was
reported
yesterday
Sherry planned not only to procl
and distribute pictures but also m|
tain a chain of theaters.

Promise

Aid to M. P. T. O. A

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The St. Louis M. P.
hibitors'
League
has
unanimoil
voted to co-operate with the M.l
T. O. A. in its pledge to the Gove|
m'ent that the picture screens of
country will be turned
over to
Federal
authorities
to further vo]
tional training activities.

Brandt Due

Today

Joe Brandt of C. B. C. is expecj
in town today from the coast .

Catholics, or Epis-

"11. No incident showing a shocking disrespect for an object of religious belief will be presented.
"(Scenes showing, for example, the
crucifix kicked about or pages torn
from the Bible should be eliminated.)
"12. Suggestive comedy business
will be eliminated.
"(Salaciousness is apt to creep into
a picture by way of comedy business;
winks, gestures and postures. Such
comedy must be rigorously avoided.)

"13. Unnecessary depiction of
bloodshed is to be avoided.
"(Close-ups of bloody faces or
wounds showing dripping blood are
unnecessarily horrible and ought not
to be shown.)

"Birds of a feather flock
together" — therefore, a
RITCHEY poster always
suggests
photoplay.

a

worthwhile

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

"14. Salacious titles, stills and advertising must not be used.
"(Titles, stills and advertising matter which attempt to attract the public by suggesting that the picture will
show vice must be avoided.)"
The
Tariff Situation
When the question came up relative to the foreign picture situation
and the tariff on imported raw stock,
it was found that a slight majority
was in favor of taking no action with
Congress; in other words, not opposing the entry of either foreign pictures or raw stock. The point was
made that objection to either of these
importations and definite tariff action
occurring might result in European
countries taking like steps and practically barring American productions
or raw stock made here and shipped
abroad. This seemed to carry favor,
but the vote was so close that this,
by consent, was ignored, and the subject was left to the discretion of each
company to do with it as the individual company pleased.

Are you watching this?

Cost
Up to May 10

$994,270

^To-morrow's costs will do it—
a real million dollars, and more
to come.

Holy Simoleons!"

"FOOLISH WIVES"

3M4

lay, May 28, 1921

Committees

ews
N
'
tte
No.

43

rHE ONLY DOG PARACHUTE
TAKES
HIS
FIRST
LEAP
E — Famous army dog goes through
j stunt at Rantoul, 111.
E STATE," FAMOUS
1812
;, BURNS TO WATER'S EDGE
iter of the seas is destroyed
in
,TIONAL BALLOON RACE AT
HAM,
ALA. — Elimination
con! International race,
ts from Rome, Italy, Schenectady,
Frette, France, etc.

day

\n
Broadway
Fhe Four Horsemen
(rpse.
T— Pola

Neai

in

Recent M. P. T. O. Conference Appointed Eight— More to
Be Named
The personnel of the M. P. T. O.
committees
appointed
at the recent
meeting of the officers and executive
committeemen
in Washington
is as
folio v
1. Committee
on Arrangements for
National Convention at Minneapolis, June 27th, 28th and 29th:
W. A. Steffes,
C. L. O'Reilly,
Glenn Harper,
E. T. Peter,
A. R. Pramer,
J. C. Ritter,
Fred Seegert,

M.
I'r
H. BYon Yarner,
C.
O'Reilly,
Fred L. Seegert,
E. H. Bingham,

I

Minneapolis
New York.
Los Angeles.
Dallas.
Omaha.
Detroit.
Milwaukee.

2. Committee on Taxation:
J. C. Ritter.
VV. D. Burford,

}

Named

Detroit.
Aurora,
111.
Kansas
City, Kans.
Lexington, N. C.
New York
ukee. City.
Indianapolis.

3. Committee on Music License Fee:
Fred Seegert,
W. D. Burford,
C. W. Gates,

Milwaukee.
Aurora,
111.
Aberdeen, S. D.

4. Committee on Uniform Contract:
of the
"Gypsy

E. T. Peter.
H. H. Lustig,
W. D. Burford,
John Evans,
C. H. Burkey,

Dallas.
Cleveland.
Aurora,
111.
Philadelphia.
Kansas City, Mo.

DAILY

Gets Peters Films

Shea Not in Combine
The following wire
v.
from Harold
J:. Franklin
A contract has been entered into yesterday
between Harry Levey, president Na- on behalf of the Shea Amusement Co.
tional Non-Theatrical M. P„ In.
JJuffalo:
Thos. K. Peters of the Austin M. P. oi "Please
deny for the Shea AmuseCorp. of Austin, Tex., and the Peters
ment Co. the story published in
Photographic
Expeditions,
whereby WID'S DAILY. None of our theatre in any way affiliated with any
Levey secures distribution
of
booking
combination. Our relationPeters'
of
including library
the Peterseducational
ship with the Metro Pictures Corp. is
Film Con films
which correlates motion pictures with
publicati
almost every branch of primary and
ilisfriendly
." on stated in a Buffalo
advanced
education.
dispatch that two theaters of the Shea
_ The Peters Photographic
Expedi- Amusement Co. were reported involved in a booking combination
tions isnow preparing for a four year
trip to the Pacific Islands, the Far which a number of Buffalo theaters
East and India.
The expedition will are reported as having perfected.
include a complete
scientific appaChinese Exhibitor on Coast
ratus and equipment for making films
for educational uses.
Los Angeles— A. Ramos of the Ramos Amusement Co., Shanghai,
Asher Leaves for Coast
China, was a recent visitor to the
E. M. (Eph) Asher, Mack Sen- Lasky studio. Mr. Ramos controls
large string of theaters along the
nett's personal representative, left for aChina
coast.
the coast yesterday.
A great future, believes this exhibBlotcky Resigns
itor, awaits the first big producer to
establish a working studio in China
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
_ Kansas City— Ben Blotcky has re- for the production of pictures espesigned as local manager
for Associally suited to the Chinese mind.
ciated Producers, Inc.
Ramos and his wife are en route to
their old home in Granada, Spain,
Drama
Without
a Sub-Title
where they will spend an extended vaHugo Ballin has completed his
cation before starting back to China
third picture for Hodkinson. It was
made under the working title of "Ave again.
Maria," but will be released as "The
Journey's End." The picture is a
comedy drama and does not contain
PRODUCERS!
a sub-title.

"THE

5. Committee on Extension of Parcel Post System:
Strand — Charles Ray
in
M. C. Kellogg,
Lead, S. D.
Iron."
W. H. Linton,
Utica, N. Y.
"The Black Panther's Cub." Glenn Harper, Los Angeles.
"A Connecticut
Yankee
in H. Q. Alexander, Dayton.
5. Kantor,
Norwalk, Conn.
Lrihur's Court."
DISTRIBUTORS!
O'Reilly,
Committee
on Business Relations:
— Thomas
Meighan
in 6. L.
C.
"The
c.
Payme
New
York
City.
C
nt"
Near
Completion
BUYERS!
and Unmarried."
Lustig,
Griffin,
Oakland. Calif.
"The Payment," a Vitagraph proCleveland.
-"Way Down East."
11 H
EXHIBITORS!
duction, directed by Webster CampDallas
ew York — Tomorrow — Bert E. T. Peter.
Harper,
bell, is nearing completion. The cast
Glenn
Los Angeles.
i-:.
Collins,
it
1.
1 in "A
Message
from
Rutherford, N. J.
includes Corinne Griffith. Harry C.
X. Evans,
Philadelphia.
S.
Browne, William Parke, Jr., CatherBingham,
Indianapolis.
H
[—Bert
Lytell in "A Mesine Calvert and Joe King. Charles
from Mars."
Tosep
.1.
Advisory
Committee
to President
is the cameraman.
Davis
J.
l
Hopp,
Chicago
V— Lionel
Barrymore
in 7.
C.
Griffin,
Oakland,
Calif.
E.
T.
Peter,
c.
."
man
Pen
the
Universal Aid, New
Organization
Dallas.
iday — Douglas Fairbanks in A. C.R. Pramer,
Omaha.
At the recent sales meeting of UniDetroit.
Poke,
;nrv Ritter,
Habit of Happiness."
versal district managers in Chicago,
Pittsburgh.
H
>>ay — Viola
Dana
in "Home A.
1.
a
committe
e composed of Art
Houma,
La.
Bethancourt
8.
Schmidt of Cleveland, W. A. Chase
Committee on Credentials at Na
-"The Man Tamer."
"Big
of Buffalo, Edward Armstrong of
tional Convention:
l Ideas."
Denver, and Herman Stern of Chiy — May
Allison
in "The Entire Executive Committee of Organization.
cago was named to discuss an organ"
Committee
on
Advertising,
Committee
on
.
d
Car
ization to be called Universal Aid.
J.Publicity and Committee on Xranspor— Mary
Pickford
in
Its purpose will be to take care of
_ tation to be appointed.
nigh the Back Door."
members of the Universal sales
'he Queen of Sheba."
force who, through long illness, are
ver the Hill."
Kinema Plans Innovation
placed in financial straits.
["he Woman God Changed."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
\. Wise Fool."
Los Angeles — Beginning with the
!harles Ray in "Scrap Iron." appearance
of Geo. Beban in a sketch,
11— "Dream Street."
"The Sign of the Rose," in conjuncNext Week
tion with the showing of his picture,
Can use ten good men in Greater New York and New Jersey
'he Four Horsemen of the "One Man in a Million," at the Kinema, this theater will inaugurate the
pse."
policy of presenting the stars of the
— Not yet determined.
and one in each key city in the United States except Detroit,
pictures it shows in an accompanying
Strand — Constance
act.
Cleveland and Washington, where representatives have aln. "Lessons in Love."
TalAllen Holubar will probably stage
A Voice in the Dark."
A Connecticut
Yankee
ii a prelude personally to his "Man —
ready been selected. Branch Managers or ex-Branch ManWoman — Marriage," when it plays
rthur's Court."
— Thomas
Meighan
ii at the Kinema in June. Colleen
agers preferred, but this experience not absolutely necessary
Moore and David Butler will give a
and Unmarried."
special act at the showing of King
if you have a good salesmanship record. Make application in
'Way Down East."
Vidor's picturization of "The Sky
he Queen of Sheba."
writing, stating experience and giving post office address. All
rer the Hill."
)t yet determined.
Pilot."
communications strictly confidential.
)t yet determined,
F. Richard Jones, who is directing
mstance Talmadge in "Les
Mack Sennett's production of "Molly
Box B-26, Wid's Daily
Love."
O'," says the picture is now 50 per
cent
complete.
1— "Dream Street."
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Shows For Kiddies I Walker the Guest

Sunday's Issue of the
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Close-up view of
Frank C. Drake, the Patrick Henry
Wets "Give me liquor or give me death,
citizens have volunteersays Frank. 200,000
ed to parade with him on Independence Day.
PARIS FRANCE — Spanish Colony gives an
exhibition of the game of Perlota. Fastest
game in the world.

WASHINGTON, D. C— He's in again.
William Jennings Bryan, the grape juice
king, opens a lawyer's office. He's a sticker
and the odds are 16 to 1 he'll make good.
KATTOWITZ, UPPER SILESIA— Adalbert Karfanty, the leader of the Polish Insurgents, poses especially for the Selznick
News. He has cast the war cloud of Europe.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Sol Levrnso"who has made gloves for every big fight held
ships Tex Rickard consignin past 30 years,
ment to be used in big fight. So constructed
to allow fighters to hit each other in head
without breaking their hands.
Scenes from Wrangell, Alaska, Anniston,
Ala., Toronto, Can., etc., etc.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS REEL
/

Buys Two

Pioneer has acquired "Oh Mary,
Be Careful," starring Madge Kennedy, and "A Millionaire for a Day,"
with Arthur Guy Empey. Negotiations are on for a big European special.
Mary Minter Expected
Mary Miles Minter will arrive in
town in a few days and will be given
a luncheon at the Biltmore on Wednesday by Realart. She sails for Europe next Saturday.
New

Title Process

Titlegraph, the name given an invention of Oscar Chouinard which
makes title negative, is being exploited by Arthur Weil, 220 W. 42nd St.
The process, according to Weil, permits of the manufacture of titles with
a considerable degree of speed.

Harry
Crandall
Working
Plan in
Washington and Tivoli in Chattanooga— Review Board's Idea
As a demonstration of the plan of
tin National Board of Review for
neighborhood and city cooperation in
community pictures, the following
two examples are quoted by the
board:
Harry Crandall, owner of some 13
theaters in and around Washington,
has taken the leadership in a plan for
young people's matinees on Saturday
mornings during the spring and summer. He discovered that the city
school playgrounds were to be closed
this summer for games because of
lack of the $7,000 necessary to keep
them opened and supervised. He was
satisfied that two services could be
rendered at one time, namely, supplying selected entertainment to its
boys and girls and furnishing the net
proceeds of such shows for the playground budget. He called the representatives of women's societies together and proposed his plan. They
agreed to review and endorse fine entertainment pictures which Crandall
selected, to help in supervision and to
build up neighborhood and school
support.
The Tivoli in Chattanooga has

At

Special Meeting of T. O. C. C.
on Wednesday — Public Officials Expected
Senator James L. Walker, national
counsel for the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America, will be the
guest of honor at a special meeting
of the Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce, which has been called for
the Hotel Astor on Wednesday.
Walker has been touring the country on behalf of the M. P. T. O. and
conferring with territorial exhibitor
units on matters of national importance to the exhibiting body. ExGovernor "Al" Smith will be present
as will be Commissioner of Licenses
John F. Gilchrist. Mayor Hylan may
attend, although that is not definite
as yet. Of course Sydney S. Cohen,
as president of the M. P. T. O., will
be there hibitor
andbody. other officials of the exMore from

Skinner

Robertson-Cole, in a statement issued yesterday regarding Otis Skinner, said in part:
"Mr. Skinner's popularity with motion picture audiences who have seen
'Kismet,' a Robertson-Cole superspecial, has been so widespread that
he realizes it would be foolish indeed
to quit the screen for good. Although
made a success of young people's en- he is not ready to divulge his plans,
tertainments inthat city. The management gathers from 1,500 to 2,000 it is understood that the future will
boys and girls and treats them to the see him quite active in pictures."
best pictures obtainable. The entire
WID'S DAILY reported from the
group associated with the theater —
doormen, ushers, orchestra — all are coast recently that Skinner would
helping gratis. The teachers also aid probably continue his picture work.
with stories and the ministers with
Going
In for Features?
talks as short and pointed as arrows.
The success is due in no small
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mildred Davis, leadmeasure to E. R. Rogers of Southing woman for Harold Lloyd, will
ern Enterprises and R. L. Park, the
manager.
complete her contract with the comedian June 2nd. According to Miss
Davis, she has received an offer from
Big Outing June 5
Hal Roach to appear in comedy
dramas under his supervision.
The
Famous
Players'
home
office
staff, the studio force and the New
The second series of one reel Sport
York exchange will have an outing
at Forest View Grove, near Hastings, Pictorials which Arrow recently announced they had acquired is now
on June 5. There will be athletic
ready for release.
games, a dance contest, etc.
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Hughes Now to Star
Gareth Hughes is at last to I
cially starred by Metro, bejl
with "The Hunch," a George 1
ker production, made for S-L|
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REMEMBER
DAY'S
THOSE
ZHow bright her eyes were in the
candle- tight ? How fresh, the
flush of youth, in her cheeks ?
How important every word of
kev chatter to yon?
Jfcw the fafer said "a good time
was had by alt "at her fa rty ?
And you agreed with it.
Sxeeft Ike limes when, that
other fellow got a glance from,
her, and you didht .
dfow much of the 'collation that
was sewed "you slowed away?
Zfhey were good days : perhaps
the best, five through them
again, with, ....
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At the
t-?

Kissing Post

Just a lonely, dazed immigrant girl at the
"kissing post" — the gateway into America. All
about her the jostling crowds — new arrivals
being warmly greeted by their American kin —
happy embraces — gay chattering.
But Marya stood at the little gate alone. No
one to meet her and welcome her. It was all so
different from her fond dreams of America.

»&&i
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ALICE

BRADY
in

u

THE LAND OF HOPE"

has caught all of the wistfulness and fire and
courage of this immigrant girl who won success
and happiness in the land of promise.
(Story by Frederic and Fanny Hatton and Robert Milton.
Directed by C. H. Griffith.
Scenario by Fred Myton.)
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News of the Week
Monday
in Headlines
Turner and Dahnken still retain Northern California
franchise in First National.
Cosmopolitan Prod, denies seeking new distributing
medium.
Eastman Kodak earns $92.53 on common shares in
Tuesday
1920.
M. P. T. O. denounces productions like "In the Shadow

Dome
lls."says important British exhibitors may
D. ofP.the
Howe
Jgsrm their own First National.
"Ben Hur" now being made in Italy.
D. W. Griffith to film "Sands
O' Dee" with Mae Marsh.
Wednesday
David G. Fischer, director of "In the Shadow of the
Dome," explains how he came to make picture.
Fifteen Buffalo theaters form booking combine.
Educational releasing "The Story of a Bad Egg," first
foreign comedy to be shown here.
Max Reinhardt's "The Miracle" in this country for
exhibition.
Pathe to release Aesop's Fables in film form.
Thursd
Massachusetts censorship
billaysigned.
First National questionnaire brings specific promise
for business revival in the fall.
Unusual booking situation existing. Independent getting first runs.
Shortage of new features.
Mayflower recapitalizes at $15,000,000.
Lumiere loses suit over photographs to RobertsonCole. Similar actions pending against Goldwyn and
Pathe.
Harley Knoles completes contract with Alliance Film.
ay
Charles C. Burr suggestsFrid
Board
of Trade to iron out
troubles of independents.
M. P. T. O. still investigating Zukor theater activities.
Colorado and Iowa join M. P. T. O. Forty-three states
states lined up.
N. A. M. P. I. to fight Massachusetts censorship
through referendum.
Jack
Pickford
to make "A Tailor-Made Man" for
United
Artists.
Robert Brunton says coast conditions are 60% of
normal.
S. A. Lynch would welcome investigation of Federal
Trade Commission.
Saturday
N. A. M. P. I. discussing
self-censorship.
"Editorial Committee" formed by N. A. M. P. I. to
censor films.

Pardoning the bad is injuring the good9'— Benjamin Franklin.

Clara Kimball Young In Interesting Picture
Clara Kimball Young in
"CHARGE IT"

tained- throughout and, while there are a few long
titles, they aren't deliberately persuasive, but they do
present some cold facts — many that will give friend

Equity— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Harry Garson
AUTHOR
Sada Cowan
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Jacques Bizuel
AS A WHOLE
Excellently produced and contains good domestic appeal; provides star with
interesting role
STORY
Rather a new light on the eternal triangle situation ; is very well told
DIRECTION
First rate; holds the attention
very well and gives an attractive presentation
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Usually all right
CAMERA WORK
Standard
STAR
Gives a thoroughly convincing and appealing performance
SUPPORT
A well known
and exceptionally
capable cast that lifts the pictures above the
ordinary
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
couple are very happy
"Charge It" habit
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Pretty garden scenes
Very good
Satisfactory
Young
married
until wife gets the
6,900 feet

You would almost be inclined to have a sneaking
suspicion that a few husbands of "Charge It" habit
wives were promoting Clara Kimball Young's latest
Equity production from an original story by Sada
Cowan. At any rate the picture is interesting as well
as "instructive," and it isn't likely that it will be considered "preachy," because the interest is well sus-

husband opportunities for "I told you so's."
Seriously, Sada Cowan has cast a rather new light
on the old triangle, and for the most part the old facts
are made interesting. Much credit is due to the excellent direction of Harry Garson, who has given the
story a wholly attractive presentation both in the cast
he has selected to support Miss Young and in general
production values. The settings, photography and
technique are all very good.
The production could be cut slightly to its advantage, especially the bits devoted to a valet's daughter,
who drifts into a cabaret life. This sequence doesn't
seem a part of the story and might just as well have
been omitted. Even though you know Julia and Philip
Lawrence are too happy to have it last, still there's
considerable appeal in their cheerful domestic surroundings prior to the break.
With the cast including such names as Herbert
Rawlinson, Betty Blythe, Nigel Barrie and Edward
Kimball, "Charge It," has another splendid feature in
its favor. All do splendid work and add to the picture's enjoyment.
The man in the case is Dana Herrick, a rich idler,
who believes marriage is good for his friends but not
for himself, and so he makes love to Millie Gareth,
wife of Tom Gareth and then to Julia Lawrence, who
repulses all Dana's advances, until Phillip persistently
admonishes her for her habit of charging things which
they cannot afford. When Julia can stand it no longer
she leaves Phil and goes to Dana who happens to be
entertaining Mrs. Gareth that evening. This brings
Julia to her senses and after considerable hardship
she meets Phil and he takes her back.

You Should Please A Good Majority With This Theme
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is about the most interesting picture which
Clara Kimball Young has had since "The Eyes of
Youth" and she should delight her admirers and the
public in general with "Charge It." Besides the name
of the star you have at least three well known players'
names to use, Nigel Barrie, Betty Blythe, who is now
appearing in the Fox production, "The Queen of
Sheba," on Broadway, and Herbert Rawlinson.

Exploitation possibilities with this picture are numerous and both the title and story can be made good
selling points. Catchlines ought to go big if properly
used. Say : "Husbands Attention ! Bring your wife
to see 'Charge It' and Clara Kimball Young will give
you a lesson which should prove mutually advantageous." If you care to go to a little expense you might
have posters printed reading: "Why pay cash? 'Charge
It' at the blank theater."
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Adaptation of Stage Play Would be More Amusing if Not So Long
Marguerite Clark in
"SCRAMBLED WIVES"
Marguerite Clark Prod. — Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures
DIRECTOR
E. H. Griffith
AUTHORS
Adelaide Matthews and Martha M.
Stanley
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS

A WHOLE
Mildly amusing farce comedy
that will get by because of popularity of star
STORY
Adaptation of stage play has rather extenuated situations for material in the main
DIRECTION
Fusses too much in getting over
the comedy bits; staging is good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good; color work pretty
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Admirers will be glad to see her again
SUPPORT
Adequate; no one very well known
EXTERIORS
Suffice ; not many
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Too much of it
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Mischievous young

college girl's father has her marriage annulled
though later she marries again
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,460 feet
The trouble with "Scrambled Wives" seems to be a
prevalent picture disease of the moment — excess footage. The stage play, which was fairly well received,
but did not have a very long run on Broadway last
season, provides Miss Clark with a fairly attractive
story that has been given a satisfactory production,
but is only mildly amusing, mostly because it is much
too long. Many situations are fussed over, padded and
generally prolonged to such length that it loses considerable of its comedy value.
This is particularly

so toward the last reels, when the heroine discovers
her former husband a guest in the same house as herself. Her feigned illness is carried to almost tedious
extremes.
The story is along bedroom

farce lines inasmuch

as quite a bit takes place in the heroine's boudoir but
there is none of the risque usually thought of in connection with this type of story. This is the first
release starring Miss Clark, made by her cvvn company. The little comedienne is as vivacious as ever
and will probably be welcomed by her many old admirers. She is quite the life of "Scrambled Wives."
The production end has been taken care of satisfactorily. There is a short sequence of colored photography that is decidedly novel and quite pretty. The
star does some dances wearing Benda masks. The
whole "Scrambled Wives" will be fairly well received
but will be greatly improved by liberal elimination.
Mary Smith gives a party in her room at college
and when John Chiverick is found in attendance, he
feels obliged to marry Mary because he has "compromised" her. Immediately after the ceremony
Mary's father has the marriage annulled and sends the
girl abroad. She returns in two years only to meet
her former husband at a Long Island house party.
Just
she but
should
isn't very
clear,
since why
no one
her throw
chum such
and athefit former
husband
know the secret, and just what disgrace it would be
to have it known is one of the extenuated circumstances and the chief one to occupy the six reels and
over. At this same house is a young fellow very
much in love with Mary who believes her a widow.
While trying to escape from the embarrassment of
having her marriage and annullment made public,
Larry overtakes Mary.
cepts his proposal.

She confesses and then ac-

Re-Appearance of Marguerite Clark May Attract Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The fact that this is the first picture that Marguerite
Clark has made in over a year, will bring out her many
admirers who have been wondering at her absence
from the screen, so if her pictures formerly were well
received you should interest them by the announcement of her return in "Scrambled Wives," an adaptation of the stage play of the same name. The show
played on the road, so if it came to your town your
folks will be all the more interested in the picture.

Your women patrons will be more amused than the
men folks, who will probably be inclined to think it
a bit silly at times. You might make ;i special appeal
to your girl and young lady patrons with catchlines
such as: "Warning: College misses! Beware! Be careful who you invite to parties. See 'Scrambled Wives'
with Marguerite Clark and you'll know why." The
star's name in lights should interest them alter her
long absence.
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Deals with East Side Life but Lacks Distinction
Carmel Myers in

poor and meaningless, and greatly help to retard the
action of the story.

"CHEATED
LOVE"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

in any logical sequence and it is hard to explain why it

Doris Schroeder

is necessary to have a panic in the theater in order to
show that the girl is made of true stuff.

CAMERAMAN
Bert Glennon
AS A WHOLE
Fair Ghetto picture with plenty
of atmosphere and realism
STORY
Not very convincing, but it is greatly
helped by good characterization
DIRECTION
Ordirpry; allows players to overact and does not build up dramatic effects leading to climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
door shots

Fair with a few good out-

LIGHTINGS

Ordinary

STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Overacts and cartoons racial gestures
Adequate
Well selected

INTERIORS
detail
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Show

OF STORY

good

atmosphere

and

Titles poor
East Side girl rises

to fame through a panic in an East Side theater, and wins the heart of a settlement worker
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,820 feet
Life on the East Side of New York is well shown
in "Cheated Love." The Ghetto atmosphere is well
drawn and the characters nicely balanced. However,
this picture by no means

The dramatic incidents do not follow one another

King Baggot
Lucien Hubbard

reaches the standards set

by "Humoresque," and is open to a good deal of technical criticism. Poor continuity may often be helped
by good titling, but in "Cheated Love" the flashes are

Carmel Myers takes the part of Sonya Schonema,
the star of "Cheated Love." She is very apt to overact and play loose with the part, devoting more attention to artificial mannerisms than to true characterization. There are, however, several characters in
the play that are ably presented.
The story is about Sonya, an East Side girl who
arrives from Europe to join her father. Her affection
and savings are given over to Mischa, a medical student, in spite of her father's protests. Sonya becomes an
actress at a Yiddish theater and rises to fame through
a panic caused by the explosion of a boiler in the cellar.
The audience at one moment panic stricken, is shown
at the next moment returned to their seats and held
spellbound by the singing of the girl on the stage,
while the fire rages below. Such an event has been
staged several times of late, and shown in several first
class pictures, but its effect is ever unconvincing.
Sonya at the end sees the mistake she has made with
the medical student and goes to her true lover, David,
a settlement worker.
There are several outstanding bits of character work
in this picture. Mme. Rose Pollard takes the part of
the Polish actress with ease, and John Davidson does
a good piece of character work in the part of Mischa
Grossman. This picture could be greatly improved by
a little careful cutting and retitling.

A Good Picture Particularly for an Alien Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If your audience is of mixed nationalities and not

your patrons, and should receive a due proportion of

too high-brow, they will like this picture.
In present- the advertising display.
ing it to them play up the Ghetto scenes rather than While you cannot promise your

people

a second

the title, which is bound to disappoint, although its "Humoresque," you may safely say that this Ghetto
drawing power cannot be denied.
picture carries a message of its own in a setting full
The name Carmel Myers may also be known to of realism and atmosphere.
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with
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COMEDIES come every week in the year — and come
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Star Pleasing as Usual.
Ethel Clayton in
"SHAM"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Thomas Heffron
Elmer Harris and Geraldine Bonner
Douglas Doty
Charles Schoenbaum

AS A WHOLE
Mildly interesting picture that
lacks real situations to make it entertaining
STORY

Not original, but is
ing by the appearance of the
DIRECTION
Handicapped
gives it adequate and careful
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
Pleasing personality
over weak story
SUPPORT
Walter Hiers not

made fairly pleasstar
by story, but he
production
Very good
Good
Satisfactory
does much to get
as comical as us-

ual; Clyde Fillmore leading man; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Seems correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young society girl
very much in debt should marry the rich man,
but she loves the poor one
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,888 feet
Paramount

is running low on stories for Ethel Clay-

ton it would appear from the selection of "Sham."
There is not enough to it for a five reel feature, and
it is minus real situations for the most part. And the
ending is obvious from the moment the heroine meets
the hero, and he accepts her Canadian dime in exchange for two nickels. But despite the shortcomings,
Director Heffron has made a fairly interesting picture,

DAILY
Story a Bit Weak

that is at times amusing and easy to look at. The settings are good and he gets considerable out of the
heroine's financial plight and her petty gold-digging.
As usual, Ethel Clayton's personality dominates the
picture. She is always best when the part doesn't call
for too much emotional acting. She wears some
charming gowns in "Sham." Walter Hiers is the fat
rich man in love with Miss Clayton. He either doesn't
try or wasn't given the opportunity to be very comical. Some cocmedy business from him would not
have been amiss. Clyde Fillmore has a short role as
hero.
Some well written titles, many of them very funny,
add considerably to the feature's interest. They are
quite numerous, but their good influence is felt. The
women will be better pleased than the men with this
story of a society grafter who almost found it necessary to marry a rich man when she was in love with
a poor fellow. It's the sort of thing that appeals more
strongly to the women. In the cast other than those
mentioned are Theodore Roberts, Sylvia Ashton, Helen
Dunbar and Arthur Carewe.
Katherine Van Riper is an extravagant young society girl who is head over heels in debt, and her rich
aunts and her uncle refuse to give her any money,
so that Katherine is almost desperate enough to marry
the rich Monte Buck, although she is in love with
Tom Jaffery, a westerner, who claims to have little
money. Finally Katherine decides to sell the famous
Van Riper pearls, pay up her debts and marry Jaffery.
But upon examination it is learned that the jewels are
paste, and that Katherine's father had sold the genuine jewels long before his death. Monte is assured by
the aunts that Katherine will marry him, and so tells
Jaffery, who is almost ready to leave town when Katherine's uncle comes to the rescue, pays the bills and
leaves his niece free to marry Jaffery.

If They Like Ethel Clayton That Should Be Enough
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Admirers of Ethel Clayton will probably be pleased

do it? She lived extravagantly but never paid her bills.

with "Sham," so if you usually show her pictures you

It was all 'Sham,' but it didn't last forveer. See how

needn't be afraid of disappointing them. Appeal particularly to the women members of your patrons and

it works out in Ethel Clayton's latest Paramount picture at the blank theater."
The story is not known and the title isn't over attractive, so you had better exploit it with the star's
name and explanatory lines. The Paramount press
sheet contains some of the titles that are good comedy.

tell them Miss Clayton wears some very pretty gowns
in this. This always arouses thjeir curiosity. In connection with the story talk about the female society
grafter who lived a limousine life with a trolley car
pocketbook, and use catchlines such as "How

did she

You might reprint some of them if you distribute pro-

tMA
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Plenty of Good Action and VariedJAtmosphere
Buck Jones in
"GET

YOUR
Fox

MAN"

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
Action galore
AS A WHOLE
thrills in picture that is live
you like it swift
Gives star a fine part
STORY

George W. Hill
Alan Sullivan
John Montague
Frank Good
and some good
entertainment if
that keeps him

working hard; just a trifle too anti-climatic
Has gotten in some genuine thrills
DIRECTION
especially in the second reel
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Shows how he can fight
SUPPORT
Suitable;
Beatrice
Burnham
does
well in leading role ; others capable
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Miner saves life of
his rival and later as Canadian officer trails him
down for murder
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Anyone who has seen some of the pictures dealing
with Northwest Mounted Police themes will only have
to guess once to know what Buck Jones' latest offering is all about. The title gives it away, because
nearly everyone knows that "Get Your Man" is the
motto of the Canadian Mounted. But the give-a-way
shouldn't stop them from coming in because the
majority of audiences, male members particularly, will
be well pleased with the feature.

The director has started the picture right off with
a splendid thrill that certainly looks real and gets
over some great suspense. It has been used before
but it's a sure-fire thrill — the cave-in in a mine. Detail in this particular instance is unusually good. The
scene switches from the Scotland mine to Canada and
the Northwest Mounted Police, and there follows some
swift action with the officer on the trail of a fugitive.
The last reel or so is slightly too anti-climatic. Just
as you think the villain is about to be captured, something occurs to prevent it, and they string along with
further incident until another near capture. This
method is effective for creating a suspense, but after
once or twice it is just a bit teasing to the audience.
Buck Jones does splendid work both as the miner
and as the officer of the Mounted Police, and you can
promise your folks that he puts up some fine fights.
William Lawrence is a satisfactory villain, and
Beatrice Burnham does well in the leading feminine
Jock MacTier, a mine worker, saves the life of
Arthur Whitman, the foreman, and Jock's rival for
part.hand of Margaret. Whitman wins and Jock goes
the
to Canada and joins the Mounted Police. In the meantime Whitman has embezzled the company's funds,
and when he is about to be arrested he empties the
cash box and kills a workman who tries to prevent
his escape. Months later Jack is ordered to capture
Whitman, who is known to be hiding in Canada. Jock
has made the acquaintance of Lenore, a native girl,
whose father is secretly a smuggler of furs. One day
Lenore tells Jock that the man he wants is in her
father's cabin. Whitman, however, escapes, taking
Lenore with him. Jock trails his man into the North.
He finds Lenore almost perished in the snow where
Whitman had left her. Eventually Jock gets his man
and brings him back. This also finishes up the
romance between Jock and Lenore.

Your Men Patrons Particularly Will Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You ought to be able to please a large majority of
your patrons with Buck Jones' latest picture. It is
a good deal different from anything he has done of
late, and especially to the men you can make good on
promises. Talk about the action in the mine and
>s a point on the mine cave-in, and tell them that
it is realistic. You can also talk about the scenes and
action in the North. These scenes are studio sets,
but it's ten to one the audience won't know it. The
blizzard effect is certainly real.

They'll surely like Buck Jones in this. Both as the
miner and as the Mounted Police officer he does
splendid work.

Stills in the lobby should attract, and

you can interest them with catchlines although the
title itself will indicate what the story is really about.
Use:

"His instructions were to 'Get His Man' alive.

And he did. See how in Buck Jones' most recent Fox
production at the blank theater."

Associated

Exhibitors

is proud to present

A Holman

Day Special

Production

The Rider of the Kin
Produced by Edgar Jones Productions, Inc.
Copyright by Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 1921

Positively one of the Best Pictures
in a Long, Long Time

Wilderness, Lord of the olden time,
Stalwart and stately pine,
They have dragged you down to the roaring town
From the throne that once was thine.
And you who have reigned in the pine tree's stead
Can hope for no stay or truce,
For the axe and the saw and the pulp-mill's maw
Have doomed thee, too, King Spruce.

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
35 W. 45th St.,
New York
Pathe Distributors

PRESS OF
I THOS. B. BROOKS-

M. f.

Log

The Rider of the Kin
A HIT — Arthur James
BRINGING the out-of-doors within doors,
transferring the life of the woods with all
of its vigor, reality and freedom to the
screen so that it inevitahly is believed, and developing adrama inseparable from this atmosphere —
this is the real triumph of the new production
'The Rider of the King Log," which Harry
O. Hoyt, with a genius for direction, has contrived out of Holman Day's story into a picture
of real value. Oh, we can say that we don't
like titles in verse — which we don't — and wc
can find a fault or two here and there, but when
we are through with small criticisms we return
certainly to high praise.
Associated Exhibitors have chosen well in
selecting this picture to lead the way for others.
If it is a standard, the standard is so high that
they can write success on their stationery forthwith. 'The Rider of the King Log" is a vital
story of the logging camps and offers a refreshing change from the eternal social whirl with

which the screen offerings are so well supplied.
It develops strong characters so vividly that they
are living, breathing things, rather than players
of parts. It brings the forces of nature into its
story and tells a tale of right and wrong with
clean, sharp-cut contrasts that ring true.
We would say it had been builded with a
dramatic structure so sane and at the same time
so simple and direct as to banish all suggestion
of tricks or devices. Its great power is its strong
legitimate appeal to the hearts and minds of men.
The detail of plot recital we shall leave to others
as our purpose is to record that this production
is worth the careful consideration of exhibitors
everywhere. It will freshen the atmosphere of
any theatre.

F.Ji/nr- Moving Picture World
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Star Does Well in Mildly Entertaining Story
Marjorie Daw
"THE

BUTTERFLY

in
GIRL"

Playgoers Pictures — Pathe
DIRECTOR
John Gorman
AUTHOR
John Gorman
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Rene Guissant
AS A WHOLE
Poor in action and plot; needs
cutting to hold interest
STORY
Based on a girl who doesn't know her
own mind and flutters about
in an aimless
fashion
DIRECTION
Allows some scenes to drag, but
otherwise average
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Satisfactory
Good

STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Does not win sympathy
Suitable
Good choice of locations

OF STORY

Average
Fair
The scenario of this

story would make a better novel than a picture,
for it lacks action and the kind of comedy that
is transferable to the screen. "The Butterfly
Girl" does a lot of flirting and some of it leads
her almost to ruin
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
It looks as though the director had more faith in his
story than any of the company, for the idea of a frivolous flirtatious girl and her undoing is certainly not

well brought out. The idea is a good one, although
is has been done before. The great difficulty in handling this sort of a story is to assure the star a good
share of sympathy no matter what foolishness she may
do. Her character must be lovable — she must win
you from the start, otherwise she is lost.
You meet the Butterfly Girl setting out for a career
of love and adventure. The first scene is a railroad
station. Her first flirtation takes place on the train
with the cousin of a friend. If you were shown the
real honest-to-God girl in her own home before she set
sail into her eventful world, it would have helped root
for the star, no matter how unreal or silly a part she
played.
Marjorie Daw takes her part with a good deal of
ease and carelessness. The continuity is very choppy
and she does her best to hold it together with more or
less consistency of acting.
The camera work, is on a higher plane than either
the interior lighting or the titling. The entire production could be improved by judicious cutting and
retitling. The titles are much too long and too many
in number ; so much so that the play is more of a reading story than a screen production.
In the end the Butterfly Girl decides to dedicate her
life to charity and adopts two children and a husband
at the same time. "Today has changed me — so I am
not the same girl at all," says a flash at the end.
The cast is limited in number but displays a good
deal of team work. They support the star in an able
manner. Marjorie Daw has a pleasing manner and a
good deal of charm, but she has had far better stories.

Would Do Well for a Double Feature Day
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The star has many admirers and real friends. She
should be given the lion share of the advertising and
well played up. It would be well to get large photographs of the star and display them in prominent
places.
The title, too, is effective and would lend itself to
a striking lobby display. Added to the stills of the
star several catch lines that would suggest the theme
of the story could be displayed. Catch lines like : "Do
you know
'The Butterfly
Girl?'" or "Have you a

flighty Butterfly Girl in your home?" should be effective and get attention.
Another way to use this picture would be to put it
into a double feature day and play up the two titles
and both stars, dividing the lobby display proportionately. Or use this feature with a high class comedy
and a well balanced program.
If your audiences like a pretty girl that is bold and
flirts they will admire and be charmed by "The Butterfly Girl," but she should be advertised and played
up from this angle.

Sunday, May 29, 1921
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A Good Idea Spoiled by Exaggeration and Some Careless Direction
Wm. Christy Cabanne's
"LIVE AND LET LIVE"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
Wm. Christy Cabanne
AUTHOR
Wm. Christy Cabanne
SCENARIO BY
H. Tipton Steck
CAMERAMAN
George Benoit
AS A WHOLE
Preachment against much discussed current topic ; starts off well but falls
flat
STORY

Idea is good but it is terribly exaggerated; latter reels sensational
DIRECTION
Got off to a good start but lost
control of his bearings; caters to cheap trste in
final reels
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
PLAYERS
Not
an over capable
cast; some
noticeable overacting and
unconvincing
portrayals ;no well known players
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
out

Too much unnecessary detail through-

CHARACTER OF STORY
Aims to point the
dangers of preaching fear instead of truth
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,900 feet
In view of all the discussion and the newspaper
space allotted to the present Blue Sunday movement,
Wm. Christy Cabanne decided that it would make a
good idea for the screen, if incorporated in a story.
and so he has written and directed "Live and Let
Live," a fine title to be sure, but likely to hand a dis
appointment. Cabanne starts his picture off in fine
style, introduces his characters and lays a satisfactory
premise.
The opening shots especially are effective.

You first meet the heroine's smartly shod feet and
they are sufficient to create an interest right off.
However, there had to be something more than the
heroine's lower extremities, and so you meet Harriet
Hammond who plays the leading feminine role.
The spectator expects a first class crook story, but
the action switches to a small town called Morrisville, and the Blue Sunday business is introduced.
The titles particularly contain speeches with a Blue
Sunday atmosphere. They give you a shot of a resort
in the town where they do the Chicago and other "disgraceful" dances. Later the story takes an "Enlighten
Thy Daughter" twist when a girl commits suicide
after having been reproached by her mother.
Director Cabanne has used bad taste in developing
his situations in such exaggerated fashion and the
latter reels are purely sensational, the sort of thing
that is relished only by the cheaper class of audience.
It's lynching mobs, crooks, and what-not make the
atmosphere almost hysterical at times. There is no
one well known among the players and while most
of the performances are adequate there is no outstanding work by anyone in particular. In the cast are
George Nichols, Dulcie Cooper, Harrison Gordon,
Gerald Pring, Dave Winter (who is good looking and
capable too), Helen Lynch, Josephine Crowell, Cora
Drew and Helen Muhr.
Mary Ryan, a girl crook, assumes the identity of
Judge Loomis' niece whom he has not seen in years
and goes to live with the Judge, a puritanical fanatic,
who preaches strict observance of the Sabbath but is
finally disgraced by his son who robs a bank and betrays a girl of the town. Mary is told to leave the
house because she is friendly with Dr. Randall, a
\oung man on the Judge's black list. There are a
lot of complications following, ending with Mary's
confession, forgiveness and marriage to Randall.

Topic May Interest Them if They'll Forgive Other Shortcomings
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In view of the good things he has done lately.

If you think your folks will stand exaggeration you

Cabanne's latest picture is quite likely to disappoint
his followers because it doesn't cater to refined taste.
That is its main fault. He has spoiled a good idea by
exaggeration and sensationalism. Even if he cuts
considerable footage from the present length the situations will still remain, and it would be difficult to retain the continuity if they did much elimination.

may show it to them and get them interested by talking about its preachment against Blue Sunday and
its advocates. It may probably gather a good deal
of attention if you play it up this way. There are no
names in the cast that will have any value at the box
office but they will recall the producer's name if you
have played his previous productions.

Bfe&sz? UY
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Alice Joyce Appears to Good Advantage in Mystery Picture
Alice Joyce in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

SCARAB RING"
Vitagraph
Edward Jose
Harriet Gaylord
William B. Courtney
Joseph Shelderfer
Mystery drama that gives star

very good part and has been given good production
STORY
Has effective quality
a surprise ending that is never
DIRECTION
Builds
suspense
leaves some things unexplained
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
Well
suited
and
work
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

of suspense and
expected
very well but
even at the close
Good
All right
Up to standard
Pleasing as usual
do
satisfactory

Not many
Adequate
Appears correct enough
STORY
Daughter
who

swore to keep dead father's secret forced to commit murder for which she is tried
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
In creating an atmosphere of suspense for mystery
stories of the type of Alice Joyce's most recent Vitagraph feature, it often happens that incomprehensi-

spectator that she might be guilty. So far, so good.
But she is acquitted, and then the surprise comes
when she confides in a friend that she is guilty.
The explanatory flash-back skims the surface and
while it discloses the more important details there are
minor incidents that, while not prominent enough to
detract from the mystery appeal, they seem to put the
audience in the position having to take a lot for granted. With the exception of these small matters of detail, director Jose has developed the story very well,
staged it adequately, and employed a good supporting
cast which renders capable support. The list includes
Maude Malcolm, Joe King, Claude King and others.
Picture patrons who favor Miss Joyce will be
thoroughly well pleased with her appearance in "The
Scarab Ring." She wears many becoming costumes
which will attract considerable attention from the
women in the audience.
Constance Randall promises her dying father that
the world, and her younger sister Muriel, shall never
know that he was not the honest man he was thought
to be. After the period of mourning, Hugh Martin,
an older man, makes known his desire to marry Muriel
although she is in love with a younger man. Martin
informs Constance that unless she intercedes in his
behalf he will tell the world what kind of a man her
father was.

He gives her a week to decide. At the

end of the week Constance goes secretly to Martin's
apartment to make sure that he holds the evidence
he says he does. Martin attacks her and in selfdefense she shoots, killing him. A scarab ring, known

bility creeps in despite the director's effort to clear up,
in the last reel, the various situations and twists preceding which were used to build to the climax. That

to be her's, is found in his apartment and leads to her
arrest. Ward Locke, a lawyer in love with Constance,

is just the case with "The Scarab Ring." Director
Jose has brought the heroine to the court charged with
the murder of a man, without the slightest hint to the

presents evidence which brings about Constance's acquittal and they are happy together even though the
girl confesses the details of her crime.

If They Like This Type, They'll Be Entertained
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors can always find enough patrons who like
a good mystery picture, to warrant booking this type
ol production at intervals. If you are due Eor one,
secure ''The Scarab King" and you may feel quite sure
they'll like Aliee Joyce in her latest Vitagraph picture. True, it's a murder mystery, but there is nothing that can be construed as objectionable, in the
actual sequence. Play up the title and if you don't
think it will mean much to them, use lines such as:

"What is 'The Scarab Ring?' An Egyptian gem or
seal cut in the form of a beetle. It plays an important
part in acquitting a girl of a murder charge."
Use the star's name extensively and for the benefit
of the women talk about the beautiful gowns he wears.
A Vitagraph press sheet contains a full description
of her wardrobe in this picture. Get them interested
and if they like mystery
satisfied.

stories, they should be
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Production Values Offset Old Theme
"IF WOMEN
ONLY KNEW"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
E. H. Griffith
AUTHOR

Adapted from "Meditations on Marriage" by Balzac
SCENARIO BY
Gardner Hunting
CAMERAMAN
Wm. H. McCoy
AS A WHOLE
Rather interesting production
values although theme is rather hackneyed
STORY
A good girl, a weakling boy husband,
the wrong kind of wife, the dependent mother,
but an unusual ending
DIRECTION
Fairly satisfactory for most part
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTING
Very good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
STARS
Satisfactory
SUPPORT
Madelyn
Claire should
have been
featured as well as those mentioned.
Support
generally very good
EXTERIORS
Splendid
INTERIORS
The real thing
DETAIL
At times overdone
CHARACTER OF STORY
May be weak for
big houses but otherwise will do in any theater
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
The

Naulty and Hunting combination have produced a nice little picture in "If Women Only Knew."
It hasn't a lot of punch and the tempo rarely rises
sufficiently to excite, but it is interesting all the way
along, and the splendor of the production and the
magnificent backgrounds make up for any of the
deficiencies which otherwise might be noticeable,
especially in the story.

u

FILM

Positive — Negative
United States Distributor

GEVAERT COMPANY
OF AMERICA, Inc.
HOOVEN

Virginia Lee is a delightful little flirt and looks
particularly charming in bathing togs. She does very
well as the daughter of a rich man in a college town
and flirts her way through to the finish, regardless
of her husband.
Robert Gordon handles the college boy lead remarkably well. He has done better work and has had
much better characterizations, though he measures
very satisfactorily to the weak, indifferent, somewhat
lazy type he is supposed to portray. One of the features of the production are shots taken actually in the
Belmont Hotel.
Briefly, the story tells of "Gordon flunking in his
exams in college and at the same time eloping with
Virginia Lee. He overlooks the love that Madelyn
Claire rather plainly shows for him and does not
realize that his mother is going blind. Madelyn sells ,
a collection to Virginia's father for the University, and
on this money they live, Madelyn all the while allowing Robert's mother to believe that Robert is sending
them funds. Eventually, Robert realizes what a flirt
Virginia is and what a wonderfully fine woman Madelyn has proven herself; and then comes the unusual
ending which you had better see to appreciate.

"
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You have a weak college hoy enamored by the
usual flirtatious type, and finally marrying her only
to discover that it is all Wrong. The mother, who is
never allowed to know what a scapegrace her son is,
and the other girl always in love with the boy, and
finally making him understand what is the right thing
to do. There is an interesting and rather unusual
twist at the finish which may he talked about. All in
all, it is a pretty good picture.

BUILDING

117West46,bSt.,N.Y.City

STOCK

Colored Positive
(U. S. Pat.)
Manufactured by

L. GEVAERT
ANTWERP,

& CO.
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Your Crowd May Like This a Lot
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
not a great deal to talk about, so far as names are
concerned, but you can base your appeal on the charming production and the splendid photography, and
tell your people that it is something entirely different
from the usual run of college town stories.

"IF WOMEN
ONLY KNEW"
Robertson-Cole
Here is a nice little picture; not strong, not particularly important, but worth while. Virginia Lee
may be fairly well known

to some of your people and

If your women patrons are inclined to like pretty
clothes — and most women do — you can use a catchline attracting attention to the costumes of Miss Lee.
Stills of the production will do very well for lobby
display. Not great big. But your crowd may like it.

you can use her name. Robert Gordon is probably
better known by virtue of his many appearances in
Commodore Blackton's productions, and he has a
nice screen personality.
Other than this you have

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
JVe Never Disappoint"

w
36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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Attractive Theme and Some New Stuff in Fair Production
"THE

HEART

LINE"

Leah Baird Film Corp., Inc. — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Frederick A. Thomson
AUTHOR
Gelett Burgess
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Quite well staged and directed,
with some new stuff, but not over-convincing
STORY
Deals with palmistry and spiritualists
in an interesting way, with heart appeal in a
triangular love affair
DIRECTION
Fair, good atmosphere and spiritual meeting well staged
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Average
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
PLAYERS
Leah Baird does good work and
Mrs. Craig as Madam
Spoil does fine bit of
character acting
EXTERIORS
Average
INTERIORS
Good in detail
CHARACTER OF STORY
Lost boy found
after a twenty years search, exposing tricks of
mediums and palmists.
Love
theme
plays a
prominent part
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,738 feet
Spooks on the screen and the tricks of mediums form
the original parts of this feature. It is quite a good
entertainment and holds the interest throughout.
While the story lacks dramatic material, it is built up
quite logically and presents a good deal of local atmosphere.
Miss Leah Baird has a very difficult part to handle,
but she does it quite well. The best scenes of this
story are the shots of the medium meetings. The
characters here are all finely drawn and the direction

very good. Mrs. Chas. C. Craig, who takes the part
of Madame Spoil, the medium, does a very splendid
bit of character acting and stands out during her entire performance. Jerome Patrick, as the fashionable
palmist, although overacting at times, does some good
work and so does Ruth Sinclair.
There is no mystery in the story itself excepting that
of finding the lost boy. The audience is let into the
secret and the only interest remains in how he will be
discovered by the other characters. His identity certainly could have been disclosed in a more ingenious
manner. "The Heart Line" is a good box office title,
but has little to do with the finding of the boy or any
other theme in the story.
The direction is good and many ideas well carried
out. The picture suffers generally from a poor continuity, which opens serious gaps of interest towards
the end.
The story deals with the loss of a boy left in charge
of Oliver Payson. The boy is lost in a strange though
possible outcome of a railroad accident. After twenty
years Oliver Payson consults Mme. Spoil, a fake medium, who promises to communicate with the boy
through the spirit of his dead wife. The boy is an
orphan of a partner left in trust with the Paysons. In
the meantime, Payson's daughter falls in love with a
fashionable palmist," who in the end turns out to be the
boy in question. The third party of the triangle is
made up of the palmist's assistant, who walks proudly
out of his life when she learns of his other attachment.
There are some good shots of "Bohemia" and you
are iet into the secrets of the palmists' trade. This
alone would please an audience.
The variety of social spheres is quite contrasting
and adds to the color of the production. The drama
as a whole is clean and wholesome and is quite good
for its kind.

Title and Theme Should Attract Attention
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can promise your patrons nothing offensive in
this and you can assure them a clean picture on a fascinating theme.
The title is your ace. Have a lot of hearts cut of
red cardboard and run a line of hearts around your
block. Advertise the catch line: "Follow the Heart
Line" and you will find that the public will.
The main appeal you will find through the interest
in spiritualism and occult powers.
This can be ad-

vertised inmany novel ways and would lend interesting material for a colorful prologue.
Posters showing the lines of the hand can probably
be obtained and would make attractive drawing cards.
Another good catch line for this picture would be
"Spiritualists' tricks exposed in the Heart Line." You
might also mention the love story and the romance
of life in Bohemia as a drawing card.
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A Fair Western with Good Old Fashioned Rough House
Franklyn Farm m in

horse and two guns and he will roll off stunts by the
ard.
And what is more, he enjoys doing it.

"THE
GALLOPING
DEVIL"
Canyon Pictures — States Rights
DIRECTOR

Nate Watt

AUTHOR

B. M. Bowers

SCENARIO

Not credited

fxS A WHOLE
An amusing though average
western with a few new stunts for the star

Farnum is "The Galloping Devil" and he carries
most of the picture from start to finish. He beats up
the bandits in the nice old fashioned rough stuff way
and wins the girl in the regulation manner.
While the film version of this story follows the novel

Old time western, a bit rambling, with

quite accurately in spirit, if not in detail, still the continuity isa little confusing and is not self-explanatory.

a good mixture of comedy and melodrama
DIRECTION
Fair, with one or two careless
shots

The main comedy in this picture is caused by the delight that the star takes in his various stunts and the
melodrama is sufficient to please his admirers.

STORY

Satisfactory, with several

The direction is not consistent. It is quite evident

very excellent long shots and unusual perspectives

that too much time was not spent on the production.
Many of the locations were chosen, however, with a

PHOTOGRAPHY

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

Satisfactory
Standard

Carries the picture and plays around it.
Enjoys his part immensely

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Adequate and co-operative
Good westerns
Poor

DETAIL

Poor titles

CHARACTER OF STORY
A cowboy's daring
riding, quick shooting and hard fists save the
ranch and rid the district of the bad men
LENGTH

OF

PRODUCTION.

.. About 5,500 feet

You don't need much of a story to make Franklyn
Farnum a picture.
Just give him plenty of rope, a

good deal of taste and judgment.
The supp'orting company seems to dove-tail very
well with Mr. Farnum's stunts. Genevieve Berte
makes a good western type of athletic girl and displays fine horsemanship.
The story is
"The Galloping
the owner badly
But the bad man

laid on the "Flying U" cattle ranch.
Devil" blows into camp, and finding
crippled takes charge of the situation.
took the right of way and cut off the

ranch from water and graze land until the girl signs
the papers. The girl signs, but "The Galloping Devil"
saves the cattle, the ranch, himself, and the girl. This,
however, not without several rough fights and a few
hair-breadth escapes.

Title and Star Good Drawing Card
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The admirers of Franklyn Farnum

will not be dis-

revolvers.

The star is well liked and gives a good reg-

appointed with this film.
should cany and attract.

The star's name and the title
A few good catch lines could

ulation cowboy performance.
Good stills and large photographs of the star will
be a hdp and a drawing card.
A large cowboy in the

be suggested as:

will enjoy

lobby

"You

the heating that

"Me was a galloping lover and
the■ had
-i man
- gets," or..
a devil of a scrapper.

The

picture

mosphere — right

has

good riding and real western atclose to nature— and large calibre

would

advertise

this

and

attract
attention.
traps
SheeP skins> ropes, and all the other western
would aid the display.
rr
.«*»«••/-.
•
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Use some stnls of Miss denevieve Berte, for she

wjll attract and hold the interest throughout her splendid exhibition of riding.

Some Short Reels
"The Story of a Bad Egg"— Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
"The Story of a Bad Egg" is a novelty and departure in the
line of comedy. It is perhaps the most elaborate and abundant short comedy ever attempted. So much so that it is open
to serious criticism as well as a good deal of praise. The original features presented in this comedy are mainly the remarkable and elaborate settings, and the humor is obtained through
what could be called quantity exaggeration. Great numbers
of people — all the servants of a rich man, appear in order to
ridicule and satire the vulgarity of the rich. Almost a thousand people in costume can be counted in a single setting.
Lines of waiters stand behind each diner in the banquet scene,
and move to and from the kitchen like an army on parade.
The story is simple. The daughter of the millionaire smashes
a lot of crockery and furniture all because she would like to
marry a real live lord. The 'matrimonial ticket scalper' hunts
among a million photographs and finds Lord Stonebroke. The
lord sends his man Friday to give the proposed bride an interview. The butler is mistaken for the Lord and before he can
explain is rushed into marriage. But as he marries the lady
in the lord's name all is well when the real live lord appears.
Nobody likes to see the rich ridiculed more than the poor
and for this reason this picture should have a good run and be
quite popular. The humor is a bit heavy, but the vastness
of the production and the extent of the exaggeration make this
comedy a worth while novelty. Nothing like it has ever been
seen before.
Unfortunately the title of this picture is a bit misleading,
and has nothing to do with either the story or spirit of the film.
The titles are a bit long and numerous and lack the kind of
satirical fun that runs through the comedy.
The history of this picture is very interesting. It was produced abroad by the same company that made "Passion."
Many of the actors that played in "Passion" were retained
and appear in this comedy. Many of the large sets used in
"Passion" were painted over and decorated in a modern Viennese style and used in this comedy before they were dismantled.
The film was originally in nine reels and came to this country
with "Passion." It was cut and retitled and the best of it
has been condensed into two reels, its present form. If you
are looking for something novel and new get a view of this one.

Type

"The Blue Fox"— Arrow— State Rights
of production

Serial

"The Blue Fox" is a swift moving serial, cram-full of action
and incident. It is above the level of the average "blood and
thunder" melodramatic serial, and is built on a story that
allows for much color and atmosphere. The direction is good
and the photography well done and even excellent in parts.
Ann Little is the star in this serial and she steps her paces
in a bright, active and plucky manner. "The Blue Fox" allows her plenty of scope for all kinds of acting and she comes
through her many ordeals in an able manner.
The first episode is struck in the heart of Alaska. In the
first hundred feet of film the action is already well under way
and its appeal gripping. The snow fields are effectively photographed with a few good long shots, and the attention held
throughout.
While the first episode opens in Alaska, this is merely an
introduction to what is to follow. Eighteen years later we
see the child of episode one, grown into womanhood and
raised in fashionable California. "The Blue Fox" takes its
title from the name of the bad Indian chief and also from the
mysterious markings burnt into a blue fox skin by the father
of the heroine.
J. Morris Foster takes the part of John Densmore and plays
the regulation villain on land, water and in mid-air. Charles
Mason has the role of Robert Winslow, the foreman of the
Calven ranch, and rescues the girl at the proper moment. At
the end of episode one, a well staged and ably directed fight
holds one almost breathless. The direction of this series was
done by Duke Worne, and he has paid a good deal of attention
to the choice of location, detail and swiftness of action. Joseph

Gerard and William La Rock support the cast and add to the
snap and go of this picture.
If you go in for serials and your audiences enjoy rough stuff
and fierce fights, they will not be disappointed if you run this
on your screen. The episodes are concluded in such a way that
your
will in
come
again melodramatic
to see the next.
"Thethrillers.
Blue Fox"
is
the people
last word
modern
athletic
"Swat the Fly"— Kineto
Type of production
Popular science
"Swat the Fly" is an interesting and timely picture that
would fit in well at almost any program. The subject is too
close to our every day comfort for any audience not to be
grossly absorbed by this reel, which is not only amusing but
instructive at the same time. The reel shows the life history
of the fly from its birth to its death. This picture was
made under the direction of F. Percy Smith, the English
scientist, and the microscopic views are very well carried out.
We see the thousands of lenses that compose the giant eyes
of the fly and we also see how disease is carried. The message is forcibly brought home when we see the fly in one
scene crawling about a consumptive's cuspidor and in the
very next view we see it on the baby's rubber nipple. No
audience can forget this nor fail to profit from its lesson.
This reel is perhaps the most complete fly picture yet filmed,
for it also shows in a practical way how the pest may be
fought. Spraying, traps, etc., are all shown, and also insects
that catch flies, such as the spider and wasps. Get this picture for it is refined, clean, interesting and very timely. Your
people will like it.
"The Path of 49"
Type of production
One reel scenic
This shows a clever way of handling a scenic, presenting
two girls motoring along the famous old pioneer road passing
through the so-called "gold country" of California, made historic during the days of '49. They reach Coloma, Placerville
and other points remembered from that historic day. All along
the trail are wonderful scenic bits which are excellently photographed. This may be cut a trifle to advantage, but it is an
exceedingly worth while and unusual short reel.
"By the Sea " — Famous Players-Lasky
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
It is hard to keep from laughing at this animated cartoon.
The baby and crazy cat go to Coney Island and do the stunts.
There is a great economy of means in this cartoon and one
or two new technical tricks that are very effective and well
done. The only scene that does not quite register is the one
at the beach — the waves do not move in wave-motion. However, this is but a minor detail. The entire reel moves swiftly
and while it has nothing explosively humorous about it, still
it can be relied upon to cause a long ripple of laughter. The
action is brisk and the comedy good.
Ben Turpin in "She Sighed by the Seaside"
Mack Sennett — Associated Producers
Type of production
2 reel comedy
You can judge pretty well the location selected for Ben
Turpin's "She Sighed by the Seaside" from the title, but even
at that the w. k. bathing girls aren't given much to do, except
Marie Prevost, who plays opposite Turpin. This is the second
two reel Sennett comedy released by Associated Producers.
There's some big laughs in it but it doesn't seem quite as
continually funny as the first "Made in the Kitchen." Turpin gets over some fairly good laughs in his maneuvers in and
around a seashore resort, but the best takes place in one of
the familiar type of photo shops where they snap comedy pictures by having you stick your head through a curtain upon
which are painted queer looking bodies for which you furnish
the head. When Turpin looks at the camera it falls apart.
There are lots of other good laughs in the film and you will
do well to give your folks a showing of it.

Short Reels
Primitive Life in Tennessee" — Kineto Review
Type of production
1 reel educational

"The Rent Collector"— Vitagraph
Type of production
Two-reel comedy

There is no life in America more primitive than the life of
the Tennessee mountaineer. This picture takes one back over
a hundred years to the days of the earliest American settlers.
To the days before the electric lights, gas or even matches.
It is difficult to believe that there are parts of the United States
where the old flint and steel is used for starting a fire. An
old native is shown in this film lighting his pipe with an old
flint-lock. The woman of the house demonstrates before the
camera how she provides her hut with candles. The cords
are prepared and drawn through the tin mould before the
wax is melted and the result — candles. A primitive candle
trimmer is used to keep the flame shining bright. Another
section of this reel shows the gathering of honey from hives
constructed in simple fashion. The film as a whole is entertaining and instructive.

Larry Semon's latest is a genuine laugh-getter. From start
to finish the comedian keeps things going, and besides a lot
of the old hokum that still gets laughs he has put in some new
stunts that sent the Strand audience into roars of laughter.
There are numerous funny bits incidental to his job of rent
collector. The usual roughhouse and throwing contests are
used and while it gets a bit "messy" for a while, the comedy
is good. Perhaps the biggest joke is Larry playing Sir
Walter Raleigh. He puts his coat over a puddle which happens
to be a man-hole. The lady steps down — very much down —
in fact she submerges. More good comedy is presented in
the basement barbershop where liquid tar leaks through a
hole in the sidewalk and covers the face of a man waiting tobe shaved.
It's funny all the way through.

"Bandits Beware" — Universal
Type of production

.Western

This Hoot Gibson western contains the usual salting of
western properties and the schemes and tricks of the routine
cowboy story. It is not very new, but it is up to standard
as a production and will undoubtedly go over. Things are
very dull in the little town, so Hoot, who is in partnership
with a miserly old man and in love with the bookkeeper who
is the conventional pretty young woman, decides to stir things
up. He robs his own safe, and hides the money in a hollow
tree. But a real bandit comes along and swipes it. So Hoot
is out of luck. The boss suspects him. The sheriff suspects
the girl. But Hoot goes out and gets the thief, after an interesting bit of riding, and all things clear up right in the
middle of the road.

"Money Talks"— Gayety— Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
New stuff and a lot of action make this a good comedy.
Mary Wynn does some nice work in it, as the engaging heroine
whose enraptured fiance she invites by telephone to meet her
and her aunt at the Country Club. The hero dashes off in
his room-mate's coat, hires a taxi and lavishly invites a number of extra girls to join in on the eats. But he has left his
pocketbook home. His room-mate pursues him with the
pocketbook while he sails around in the taxi with its rapidly
counting-up meter. His girl hocks the engagement ring to
pay the club bill. But he is bumped into by an auto and
handed $50 by the autoist before he regains his senses. This
puts him out of debt. But the scheming of his friend is the
only thing that puts him back into the affections of the girl.
There is plenty of counter-plot. The ending is good. It contains a brief but exquisite burlesque of a feature-film fight —
the kind where the hero licks a number of men bigger
than he is.

"Outwitting the Timber Wolf"— Pathe
Type of production
One reel outdoor
It is a difficult and dangerous mission to capture a live
timber wolf, but this is successfully accomplished by Bill and
Bob, who start for the Timberlands armed with rifle and
traps. While they are away setting their traps, they are
visited by a bear who fills himself with their dinner. When
they return to their camp, they find it almost in a state of
ruin. On top of the house, they discover the animal. He is
captured and put on a chain. "A little kindness and honey"
soften the beast's instincts. In the morning they discover in
their traps a large specimen of timber wolf. The photography
of this reel is not extra good, but the interest is sustained by
the action of t li <- various animals. A few close-ups
the
timber woli all tied to a pole were quite well done. Theof reel
has good outdoor qualities though the shadows and lighting
are not above the average.

"The Greenhorn" — Mermaid — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This is an unusually good comedy, remarkable because it
revives some of the oldest kinds of trick photography and gets
away with it, and because in its costumes and business it
harks back to the days of one reel features. Lloyd Hamilton
should prove to have big box-office value in the future if the
work he does is as good as this; which is the twelfth of a series not all up to a standard as high.
The "Greenhorn" arrives and enters quarantine. Getting
in is easy, but getting out is another thing. He makes several flying exits, but returns with equal velocity. While he
is going from one department to another, like a regular immigrant, there are two assassins on his trail. They attempt
to stab him, bomb him and in other ways to do away with
him, but he outwits them with his lack of wits and manages,
though not quite plausibly, to get into a closeup with a sweet
little nurse who is kept busy around the place. Chuck Reiner
directed this one.

"Society of Dogs" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
New stuff and a lot doing make this a fine comedy. Get
this if you want your people to laugh. The dog is good — he
is almost human and what is rarer than that, he is funny. He
gets the laughs. With a stone tied to his tail the dog breaks
the shop windows and his master plays the part of the glazier —
although this idea is not a strikingly new idea; still the situations that it leads to are original and funny. The dog knows
the cop and avoids him with an innocent manner that everyone will recognize as a Chaplin stunt. He drives a horse,
steals a basket, and flaps mud on people's clothes all because
his master is in league with a cleaner. The dog may truly
be called the Charlie Chaplin of the animal kingdom — Charlie
won't mind when he sees him. The lighting and photography
of this comedy are even throughout, but the scenes of the
cop chasing the dog are a bit overdone, and the camera worked
a little too slow. You will want more pictures of this dog
after you have seen this one.

"Beat It"— Chester Educational
Type of production

.-

Two reel comedy

Once again "Snooky" appears as the hero in Chester's "Beat
It," and when "Snooky" is the hero, something is happening
all the time. In this the ape with a little woolly dog finally
bring joy to the little girl cabaret performer and her father by
rescuing money to be used for paying off the mortgage on
the house. This occurs only after a series of wild adventures,
many of which are very funny indeed, and all of which are
materially aided by the very clever titles.
There is one particularly humorous bit where the father
is rescued after he attempts suicide by jumping into a lake.
When "Snooky" and the daughter get him back on land, they
use an air pump to bring him to and so much air is forced into
his body that he finally becomes a balloon and flies into the
air and is finally punctured by a crane and crashes through the
roof of his own home.
A mighty good laugh.
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Nothing Succeeds Like Success
"Here is something really different, differently res\, a genuine innovation in
pictures that promises to be something more than a momentary stunt scoring
only as a novelty. The Almanac, judged by its first two numbers, seems the
happy product of mechanical skill and inventive imagination.. There's wit and
workmanship of a high order in "The First Circus" and "The Original Tooth
Carpenter." There's nothing clumsy or crude about them. And they are distinctly pictorial, little cinematographic gems. The Sarg-Dawley combination
looks good."
New York Times.
Motion Picture News.

"An instantaneous success."
'This new invention is entirely revolutionary.

New

York Review.

"It doesn't make any difference how bad the feature picture may be ; if Tony
Sarg's Almsnac is on the bill, it's bound to be a great show!"
Robert E. Sherwood in "Life"
"Immense is the one word which will do justice to the first of the animated
marionette pictures to be known as Tony Sarg's Almanac. This short reel is the
most artistic bit of fooling so far devised for the screen."
Moving Picture World.

or
If you prefer, ask anyone who has seen them

STATE RIGHT BASIS

George R. Meeker
New York City

130 West 46th Street
PHONE

— BRYANT

9907

Arthur FBeck

presents

HEART LINE
From the novel by GELETT BURGESS
Directed bu Frederick AThompson

No fairwasfalling
love!"
That
their incompact.
One of them broke
it; which was it, the man or the maid?
The story of a man who said he knew the future
but did not know the heart of a girl; of a
girl who did not know the future but did
know the heart of one man; of Bohemianism
and the inner side of a life that few people
know anything about.
Distributors
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Look for Relief

Fixing Zones
P. O. C. C. Committee at WorkMove Would Create Additional
First Runs in New York
The special committee of the Theter Owners Chamber of Commerce
rhich has in charge the creation of
ones in Greater New York, has almost completed its work and it is exacted that the boundaries of the
arious zones will be made known
hortly.
It is understood that the larger
heater circuits in the city are coiperating with the committee in
■rking out the problem. The idea
a back of the move is to divide the
ity into a definite number of zones,
nth first runs and subsequent runs
lefined in a clear manner. It is figired that the move, so far as ex:hanges are concerned, will be an aid,
Inasmuch as it will facilitate sales if
Jie salesmen know what runs that
heater usually shows. From the exlibitm- angle, it would mean that proection can be asked from an exubitor who is playing the same picure in the same neighborhood.
The question of first runs in Greater New York is peculiar, eliminating
he five Broadway theaters. There
le really no first runs in other secbns of the city, salesmen selling
neir product first run wherever they
an break in. If the zoning system
hould be accepted by the distribuors in New York it would mean the
xeation of an additional number of
irst runs.

Won't Book

distributors Understood To Be Opposed to Buffalo Booking ComBine — Another Meeting
It is understood that the attention
>f the National Association has been
■led to the situation in Buffalo
vhere a number of theaters, variously
•eported at 12 and IS have perfected
k booking combine in order to reduce
he price of film rentals.
While no definite information could
be secured at the National Association, it is learned that the situation
was discussed at a recent meeting of
the executive committee. It is not
believed that the National Association
as a body voted against booking films
to the members of the combine, on
the advice of several of the members
of the committee. It is understood,
however, that various distributor
members have been informed of the
combine by letter, attached to which
was the list of the theaters involved.
(Continued

on

Page 2)

City

Fire Ordinance
Will Probably
Be Modified — Tour of Inspection Planned
Several important conferences have
been held between the Fire Prevention Committee of the National Association and officials of the New
York Fire Department, in an endeavor to bring about modifications
in a proposed ordinance now pending
before the Board of Aldermen, the
original provisions of which are so
drastic that their observance would
compel many film exchanges and laboratories to seek quarters outside the
city limits.
At one conference, held in the
office of Acting Chief Thomas J.
Hayes, it was decided that a committee of department officials will
make a careful inspection of film exchanges, laboratories and studios, accompanied by members of the Fire
Prevention Committee.
Among the officials who will make
the inspection are Chief Hayes and
Chief Inspector John F. Dixon of the
Division of Combustibles. Certain
tests will probably be made to substantiate the argument of the film
company (Continued
representatives
that the
on Page 4)

Collier to Direct?
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Local newspapers
state that William Collier has been
made an offer to direct and that his
son, William Jr., may appear in the
proposed productions.

Price 5 Ccnt»

Laboratory Men Stirred Up, Organize;
Fear Eastman — Brulatour Control
Visit Rochester in Effort to Determine Action Eastman Plans — Assured
He is Not Interested in "Lab" Situation; St;ll Feel Upset— Matter
May Be Taken to Federal Trade Commission for Investigation

Laboratory men in and around New York are upset and
seriously worried.
It is understood that they fear the complete domination of
the "lab" situation by either George Eastman of the Eastman
Kodak Co.. or Jules E. Brulatour, the Eastman representative
here, and from whom all purchases of raw stock are made.
Although several laboratory men talked to are reticent relative to the situation and their plans, it is understood that practically all of the men appearing "lab's" in and round New York —
including those in New Jersey— are members of the Allied Film
Laboratories Asso., which has been organized very recently. It
is also understood that this organization is planning some very
definite action with regard to the situation, and the matter
may reach the Federal Trade Commission for investigation.
The reticence of the "lab" 'men is explained on the grounds
that they fear "being put out of business" if they talk; meaning
by this that their supply of raw stock might be cut off at any
time by Eastman
It is known, however, that within the past two weeks a
delegation of laboratory owners visited George Eastman at
Rochester, by telegraphic appointment, to discuss with him the
question of whether or not he, or any Eastman officials or representatives were interested, or intended becoming interested
in laboratories. Mr. Eastman assured these men, it is understood, that he had no. idea of entering their field, nor did he
believe that any of his representatives were in, or intended entering that field.

Reviewers

When
Mr.
Eastman
was
aske<
whether
he knew of Mr. Brulatoni
being in the laboratory business, oi
planning to enter it, he suggested tha
Brulatour, who was in Rochester
be asked to attend the conference
This was objected to by the delega
tion who said they though they knew
what Mr. Brulatour's attitude wouh
be, and insisted that they wanted U
discuss the matter with Mr. Eastmai
alone. Mr. Eastman, it is understood

Gonna have competition. Yep. From the National Association. And who d'v think they're gonna be? All the executives
Zukor- Goldwyn;' Rowland; Billfox; Elljay. And all the rest.
what heon had
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pre
Making up the Appeal Committee. To look over pictures. And reiterated
viously, commented
a letter
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product
in
he
had
issued
a
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time
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deny
appear
That
.
wrongs
other
Plus
stuff.
ruff
stop
An make 'em safe. For the family In effort to block censor- ing that his firm intended entering tin
laboratory business, and concluded In
ship. So we're gonna have safe and sane pictures. Plus fewer saying that had he known the lab
nice oratory men would object to tin
and better ones. For next season. And all of 'em '11 have
uns.
pink
presence of Mr. Brulatour that h<
blue baby ribbon attached. Or ma be there'll be some
would not have met them. In replj
For the lady stars. A'int nature grand?
to which he was informed in advance
But what about all these censor boards.'' All over the of the conference that the laboratory
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own safe and sane family start work? And what about all ye private"
meeting.
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(Continued from Page 1)
existing
fire prevention
regulations
arc,
with
few
exceptions,
entirely
adequate
for the protection
of life
and property.
Fire Commissioner Drennan, Chief
Kenlon and others associated in the
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"WESTERN
HEARTS
five reels of

proposed ordinance, which was originally drafted upon the recommendation of the Division of Combustibles
of the Bureau of Fire Prevention,
will be modified in such a way that
no undue hardship will be imposed
upon the film industry.
At the conference, several suggestions as to modifications were made
by the Committee. Acting as spokesman lor the committee was Saul E.
Rogers.
The most important objection
raised by the committee to the proposed restrictions on exchanges was
against the requirement that the
amount of exposed film be limited to
10,000 it. Rogers suggested that this
provision be amended to allow one
reel of exposed film each to any number of examiners up to 15, and that
all excess reels in the examining room
onfined in containers; In the reing rooms of most of the exchanges, however, he said it would
be impossible to conduct the business
under any such restrictions as the
proposed ordinance contemplates.
The latter require- that film arriving
at the receiving' room be immediately
placed in receiving vaults or cabinets not more than 1U ft. away from
the receiving table. As a substitute
requirement, it was suggested that
30% of the amount of film handled in
any one day be allowed to temporarily
remain outside the vaults pending
examination, but in no instances
should such film be outside of the
regulation
containers.
Several further conferences will be
held in the near future preliminary
to the inspection tour of Chief Kenlon and his associates.
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THRILLS - FIGHTS - STUNTS
Love, mystery and romance

Fire Department, have shown a willingness to meet the representatives
more than half way in a thorough
analysis of the question of safeguarding the lives of employees in exchanges, laboratories and studios, and
there is a strong indication that the
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Have you secured a franchise?
If not communicate with

ASSOCIATED

PHOTO-PLAYS,

25 West 45th Street,

INC.

New York C

WANTED
Can use ten good men

in Greater New

York and New

Jersey

and one in each key city in the United States except Detroit,
Cleveland

and

Washington,

where

ready been selected. Branch

representatives have

Managers

or ex-Branch

al-

Man-

agers preferred, but this experience not absolutely necessary
if you have a good salesmanship record. Make

application in

writing, stating experience and giving post office address. All
communications

strictly confidential.
Box B-26, Wid's Daily

The New Jackson Studio
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios in the
world. 10,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers three blocks. All
safely devices. Five stages. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main Moor. The finest
electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete — ready to begin
work at once.
For the rental of space apply

[Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground
=

Burlesque House Showing Films
The Empire, Broadway and Ralph
Ave., Brooklyn, a burlesque house,
inaugurated a picture policy for
the summer season. "Mother Eternal" played there the first half of last
week.
Theater in Bush Terminal Bldg.
The Keith interests are to construct
a 700 seal theater to be palled the Arcadia in the Bush
Terminal
Bldg.,
130 W. 42nd St.
The
house
will
. pictures which will immediately
after be shown over Keith
time to
xtent of 2,000 days.
Two dollop at night will be charged and
itinees.
All seats will be reserved and there will be two shows
daily.

NOW
Thirty-five

IN PRODUCTION
Two-reel
Satirical
Farce
adapted from the series of

comedies

ELLIS PARKER
BUTLER
stories of
PHILO GUBB
Correspondence
School
First Release
"The Hound

Deteckative

of the Tankervilles"

CLEVER

COMEDIES

Webster Cullison Productions
6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
'SHI I'm into a disguise 1'

Options

Available

D. W. Griffith
Buys Film Rights to
"THE TWO

ORPHANS"

A sale is now completed by which D.W.

Griffith, Inc., obtains

the exclusive film rights to Kate Claxton's famous play, "The
Two Orphans".
It is recognized as one of the most popular plays of the last
century.
Mr. Griffith intends to apply to it the same elaborate interpretation hedid to Mrs. Parker's play 'Way Down East."
By the conditions of this sale, all other producers can be restrained from distributing any film in which characters or
episodes of "The Two Orphans" are included.
This was recently made a matter of court record in the U. S.
District Court, 7th N. Y. District, in the case of The Selig
Polyscope Company and Kate E. Stephenson, plaintiffs, vs.
William Fox and The Fox Film Corporation, defendants.
The production will be completed in about four months.

Lillian and Dorothy Gish and Joseph Schildkraut the famous
European actor, will appear in this film as the central characters ofthe story.

D. W. GRIFFITH, Inc.
A. L. Grey, Gen. Manager
Longacre Building, N. Y.
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the rest? And above all— the National Board.
Let's wait and see.
EFFICIENCY PLUS
Nice fine white studio.
In Long Island.
( >ver at Famous.
But all
and pretty.
White
for a bakery.
enough
Sanitary
like six
something
For
weeks.
two
about
in
Yep;
locked up.
months.
And about 500 help yelp. Why?
Studio cost something like milyun an' a hall.
Let's sec!
S()0,000 a year. Just to carry investment.
means
it
At 6 per cent
For the six months lay off.
Which means $45,000.
That's efficiency phis.
Talk about efficiency.
PROTECTING AN INFANT INDUSTRY
Ye allwise Congressmen. Who would tax foreign films 60
per cent. Lord only knows how the Appraisers will start fixing
their valuation. Been trying to do it for years in this industry.
And it's a big guess at best. Even today. After all these years.
There's a hundred thousand a year job. For the man who can
place exhibition value. And always hit it. Connick would like
And a few others.
So would Schwalbe.
to have him.

it can be done. Then what? Let's
. Suppose
anyway
stop being humans? Who knows where
did humans
When
see. Hut
they play Biblically? And turn the left cheek. To be smote.
After they've been wallopped on the right jaw?. In Heaven.
Not if you
Yes. But wherr else? Certainly not in Europe
think about 1914-'1<S.
Well whaccha think? Suppose you were a European producer. Or distributor. And suppose some country taxed your
product. Until it became impossible to do business. In that
country. At a profit. What would you do? Take reprisals?
Give that country some of its own medicine? Very likely. And
that's what's likely to happen.
And then what about the foreign business for American
films?
All answers cheerfully awaited.
AMONG
THE
CENSORS
Governor
Miller may
name James Metcalfe.
As one of
censors.
For New York.
Vitriolic writer.
Student of drama.
Was on Life." When it had some decided views.
Anti-Semitic.
And all that.
Down Maryland way. Governor Ritchie has an appointment to make. Tomorrow. Promises to be a change. ,Thc minority representative is to be appointed.
And up in Massachusetts Cox has a board to name.
Censors here ; censors there ; censors everywhere.
MORE
ANON
Writes Alfred Black.
From Bostin^.
Know his handwriting. Despite his mustache.
And disguise. Says Alfred :
"Notice your 'Saving pennies' on the fourth page of last
Monday's Wids. This is old stuff. We have been doing that
for many months, only we credit each house 50 per cent of the
value of the paper returned. The other 50 per cent runs the
department at a profit."
Ever know a Yankee who didn't profit?
Then says Alfred.
Incidentally.
But not confidentially.
"Keep your eye. On our organization.
For a new form of picture presentation. Next Fall."
We'll come over, "Al." To take a looksee. Haven't had any
beans for a long time.
WANTS THE FUR LINED BATHTUB
Jim Quinn.
Out El Paso way.
Answering Harry Reichenbach. In his imitation of Edison.
Gonna give you all of it. In
With Harry's
questions.
Worth reading.
LOANoriginal
SHARKS
Vs. Bob Cochrane.
Who wins.
One guess.
Out with a
piece of copy.
Directed to independents.
Producers.
Stars.
Directors.
Tells then not to pay loanshark prices.
For their
finance.
That "TT" will help 'em.
It's an idea.
Besides.
Haven't we outgrown the loan shark stage?
DANNY

"Lab" Men Worried

Form Art Service
Howard J. Simon, recentljl
(Continued from Page 1)
art department of Goldwyn, as
One of the points made at this uel Marx, who have just I
conference, it is said, was that the
laboratory operators were being com- from Robertson-Cole, have
pelled to send their checks and trucks together to supply art and ai
for stock to the G'-M laboratory in
ing work to the trade. Their'
I ongMr.
Island
city where,
was claimiil,
Brulatour
was itmaking
his at 70 West 48th St.
office.
Subsequently oil returning from
Hempstead,
L. I. — A moti
Rochester it is reported that labora- Hire theater will be built here
tory men were informed that stock
would be delivered to their plants,
and they would not have to send
trucks to Long Island for their stock.
The fact that this happened within
24 hours after their visit to Rochester
OF
THE
TRAi
has caused considerable discussion
RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
among these men in view oJ[ the
READY
REFERENCE
statements made by Mr. Eastman.
When a prominent laboratory man,
ADVERTISING— PUBLIC
who is believed to be active in the
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
new organization, was asked if the
The Screen Bulletin
Brj
report wassociation
correct
that thethenew
As- 904 Fitzgerald BIdg.
intended taking
matter
to the Federal Trade Commission for
investigation, he said he had no idea
TOM
BRETORS
EDIT
of what the Association intended
Titles FILMScenarios
— Film Cutl
doing and refused to discuss the 133 W. 44th St. Bryant 6903
Association or its plans further.
GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. B
According to reports in circulation
Scenarios — Titles — Editing — Cut
Brj
in the trade it is more or less com- 220 West 42nd St.
mon gossip that Mr. Brulatour is inLABORATORIES
terested in the Paragon "lab" in Fort CLAREMONT
FILM
LABORA
Lee; the G-M plant in Long Island
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Tren
City, and
is also
reported
H. J. Streyckmans,
General
Ma
ested in thehe big
San Toy
plant internow
PRINTERS
within a few months of completion
in Fort Lee. This is said, will be
PROSPECT PRESS
Spt;
the largest laboratory in this country 188 W. 4th St.
when completed.
BARNES PRINTING CO

DIRECTOl

On June 27, last
year,relative
WID'Sto
DAILY.published
a report
the Eastman-Brulatour activities with
regard to the laboratory situation,
and shortly after in behalf of Mr.
Brulatour a statement was issued
denying the report absolutely.
A complete statement from Jules
E. Brulatour relative to the foregoing
report will be published in tomorrow's issue.

Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gran

MODERN,
FULLY
EQUIPPED
For Rent by Day, Week or W
230-232 West 38th St.

STUDIOS
TITLES

ARTHUR WEIL— Exploiting the
ative title device, TITLEGRA
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Brj

Read a Zane Grey £
See a Zane Grey Pi<

HAMP
. B.
A BENJ
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UCTI
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"Riders of
"Desert
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the Da\|
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"Man of the Fori

a day or so.
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Jew Star Signed
ector, Too, But Charles R. Rogrs Won't Talk About ItBack From Trip
)ertson-Cole has signed a new
e star and a director to make
>roductions. Charles R. Rogjeneral manager of distribution,
I the deal while he was in Los
les.
jers returned from the coast
■day. He verified the report of
ew star and director which
ed town from the coast, but
I not divulge their names.

Big Foreign Deal
Inter-Globe
Handle

Export
Corp.
Will
Associated
Exhibitors
Output Abroad
The Inter-Globe Export Corp.
recently organized by Sidney Garrett, has signed contracts with the
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., for the
distribution of Associated product in
all part of the world with the exception of the United States and
Canada. The deal is one of the biggest closed in the export end of the
business in some time.

.

Economy Move
The "Lab" Situation
Jules E. Brulatour promised
WID'S DAILY on Saturday to
have aready
for this
morning'sto
issue
statement
in answer
the stand taken by laboratory
men in and around New York
regarding the alleged operations of Brulatour and George
Eastman in the laboratory field.
The statement did not arrive
at the hour of press.
Mr. Eastman was forwarded
a copy of the story which appeared in yesterday's issue with
a request for a statement.

Through the Inter-Globe Export Corp. "The Rider of the King
"The Road to London;" the
; Angeles — The names
of the Log,"
and director Robertson-Cole Harold Lloyd comedies; the coming
signed cannot be learned. Chas. productions of Mae Murray and
Vidor, and the whole schedLogers
terminated
negotiations Florence
ule for the fall will be available to
here. Rogers, while on his trip
Los Angeles Considering New Ordis country, closed a number of the foreign market.
nance— Would Involve Police
un accounts
for his organizaFranchises Awarded
Permit, Too
product.
The Executive Committee of As(Special to WID'S DAILY)
sociated Exhibitors states that Eddie
Los Angeles — The city council is
st National
Executives
Here
Zorn, of Toledo, has acquired the
a license tax to be ass members of the execcutive franchise for the Temple in that city, considering
sessed
against
those companies with
littee of Associated First Na- and James Beatty in San Jose and
permanent
homes
outside
the city
are in town holding a regular
Fresno. Beatty will use the fran- boundaries, but which use scenes shot
ng. They include Robert Liebchise for his Liberty at Fresno and
[oe Mark, Nate Gordon, Harry the Liberty and Jose in San Jose, also within the city limits.
albe, A. H. Blank, Sam Katz for his new theater, the American,
The revised ordinance also calls for
now being erected in San Jose.
"ol. Fred Levy.
a permit from the chief of police before taking the scenes. The measure
a Vice-Pres. of Warren Corp.
Buy In Six More
will
be
acted on shortly.
gar Moss has been elected a
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
resident of the F. B. Warren j
Atlanta — The Southern EnterLila Lee Signs Again
, with jurisdiction over the Philprises, Inc., have become jointly inhia and Pittsburgh offices of the
terested with Roland Hill of Greens(Special to WID'S DAILY)
boro in the chain of houses operated
organization. Moss resigned last
Los Angeles — Lila Lee has signed
as Philadelphia
manager
for by the Hill organization in North and Lasky.
South Carolina. There are six towns anothf r year's contract with Jesse L.
:iated Producers, Inc.
in the circuit — Greensboro, N. C;
Statesville, N. C; Chester, S. C;
Another Added to Chain
Arbuckle in Davies Film
Gaffney, S. C; Union, S. C, and Mt.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Airy, N. C.
Maclyn Arbuckle has been added
s Angeles — Gore Brothers, AdA deal has been consummated and
Ramish
and Sol Lesser have
to
the cast of "The Young Diana" in
1 another link
to their West by the terms thereof the Southern which Marion Davies is starring for
Cosmopolitan Prod. Albert Capelt Theaters,
Inc., chain.
The Enterprises secured 50% of the hold- lani
is directing.
ings of the Hill chain of houses. It
iale, situated in the heart of the is understood
that Roland Hill will
ess section of Glendale, is the continue his activities, having direct
:. This addition has been made
Neilan and Hugh Wiley Associates
supervision of the houses.
igh an affiliation with the Glen(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Theater
owners,
Louise
T.
Mrs. Hamon Starts Work
Los Angeles — Hugh Wiley is the
[no, W. C. Goodno and William
third writer to be affiliated with Mar(Special to WID'S DAILY)
[owe.
shall Neilan.
Los Angeles — Mrs. Clara Smith
Hamon has started production at the
Kane Back
Warner Bros, studio, Sunset Blvd.
League Meets Tomorrow
The annual meeting of the National
thur S. Kane, head of the corn- and Bronson Aves. John Gorman is
bearing his name and chairman directing. It is understood there are M. P. League will be held at the High
le board of directors of Asso- several prominent actors and actresses School of Commerce tomorrow afterd Exhibitors, Inc., is back in in the supporting cast, but their
noon from 4A.to Brady
6 o'clock.
William
is expected to
i from an extended stay on the names are being guarded with the
utmost secrecy.
deliver an address.
(Special to WID'S
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Tax on Exteriors

F. P.-L. Believes Production in One
SpotforWill
CheaperClosing
— Reason
LongBe Island
The
following
official statement
was
issued
from
the
offices
of
Famous Players-Lasky yesterday restudio:
t
garding the closing
of the Eastern
"Famous Players-Lasky Corp. will
transfer its producing units from its
Long Island City studio to its Los
Angeles studio, as soon as the Paramount Pictures now in the making
at Long Island City are completed,
according to an announcement made
today by Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident of the corporation, in
charge of production.
" 'This transfer is made in the interest of economy,' Mr. Lasky said.
'We shall take advantage of the California sunshine now that the rainy .
season in Los Angeles is ended. We
are not cutting down production but
merely taking steps to produce more
economically. The Long Island City
studio will be opened again when the
rainy season makes it impractical to
concentrate in Los Angeles. We do
not believe in operating an enclosed
studio, with its tremendous expense
for electricity, at a time when we can
work more economically in Hollywood. The companies that are now
being sent to the coast will return
here in the Fall.' "
F. P.-L. Reopens Theater
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — The Pershing, controlled by the Famous Players Missouri
Corp., has reopened as a picture
house. It will be conducted in conjunction with an adjoining airdome.
When it rains the show will be transferred to the theater.
Three Realarts Finished
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles — Three new productions have been completed at the
Realart studio. They are "Her Sturdy Oak." starring Wanda Hawley;
"Her Winning Way," starring Mary
Miles Minter," and "One Wild
Week," starring Bebe Daniels. Several of the titles will probably undergo changes before release.
Munson Film at Village Theater
"Heedless Moths," the Audrey
Munson film made by Perry Plays,
for a run at the GreenopenTheater
Inc., will
wich Village
tomorrow night,
It will be brought uptown later.

DAILY
Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S

1

Contract Near End

DAILY)

Hollywood — Eileen Sedgwick, who
has been in the hospital for the last
few weeks recovering from an operaVol.XVINo.61 Wednesday, June 1,1921 Price 5 Cents
tion for appendicitis, has now regained her health.
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Alta Allen, who recently finished
the leading role with Max Linder, has
been engaged by Universal to play
opposite Lee Moran in his new comedy, "Robinson's Trousseau."

Carmel Myers at Work on Last Picture for Universal— It's "The
(Special to WID'S
Cap"DAILY)
Los AngelesBlack
— Carmel
Myers is at
work on her last picture under her
present contract with Universal.
It
is "The Black Cap" and Jack Conway is directing.
Her future plans are unknown.

Oppose Stillman Films
The following wire was received
yesterday from R. Kershaw, president
of the Motion Picture Association of
Billie Rhodes has been engaged by Manitoba:
Webster Cullison to play the leading
"If press reports are true, stating
feminine role in support of Victor
Mrs. Stillman has been offered a poPotel in "The Stolen Umbrella."
sition to star in motion pictures; if
such qualifications such as actual divorce or any criminal proceedings are
Mary Thurman has signed with
regarded
as sufficient excuse to esParamount to play the lead in Rostablish fame in this industry, we, the
coe Arbuckle's next picture, "Should Motion Picture Association of Mania Man Marry?"
toba, will reject films in which such

PattieNe\
UNIONISTS SWEEP POLLS IN
FAST, IRELAND— Scenes of some
successful
candidates.
MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES—/
pays tribute to her war martyrs; the
dent
the exercises in Arlingti
tional attends
Cemetery.
THE ARMY BEATS THE NAV
BASEBALI^-West Point and AJ
hook up in their annual contest at
Point. Also interesting events from
land; Auburndale, Mass; Nundae, ]
Prosser, Wash.;
Brooklyn,
N. Y.; e

tod

Milton Sills, Tully Marshall and
Charles Clary are three of many players to be cast in Thos. H. Ince's next
feature temporarily titled, "Lucky

§3

Now the Davidson Bldg.
persons star."
Hopfenberg a Dad
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
J. A. Hopfenberg of the Jacobo
City, building
Mo. — The
12Glucksmann organization, exporters, filmKansas
exchange
at 17tr
is busy telling the world that he is Main Sts. gained a new owner
the father of a baby boy.
Last Damage."
new name, the Davidson Bldg.,
Bid. Asked. Sale
Cyrus J. Williams has added two
the property
was bought
by
Davidson for approximately $75
Famous Players .. 69j^
70K
69^ popular players to his Tom Santschi
Endorse
"Blue
Sundays"
producing unit. Ruth Stonehouse will
Davidson, who is a resident <
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
do pfd
Not quoted take the feminine lead in the first of
St. Louis — The 61st general assem- Worth, Texas, has a number <
the new series of western features
*Goldwyn
4
A1/*
bly of the Southern Presbyterian terests, including the Garden th
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted for Pathe and James O'Neil will have Church before closing adopted resoan important character role.
lutions endorsing the Lord's Day
Loevv's, Inc.,
14
Uy2
14^
GAUSMAN. Alliance drive for "Blue Sundays."
Triangle
V%
Yi
3$
World Film
Not quoted
"Birds of a feather flock
*Quotations by H. Content & Co.
FRONT PAGE NEWSPAPERS
t o g e t h e r" — therefore a
Stories That Money Could Not Buy!
RITCHEY poster always

Quotations

THE
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DEMPSEY
CARPENTIER

Finest Equipped
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TO
RENT
Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 818]
3 West 61st Street
WANTED
Am in the market to buy one
and two reel pictures. Give
full details and price.
Box B-31, care Wid's

suggests
photoplay.

a

worthwhile
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CORP.

406 w. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

and
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humorous entertainment.

in this scientific,

2 reels of up-to-the-minute material for any high
class program.
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PHENOMENAL

SUCCESS

Irving Cummings
THE

GREAT

SCREEN

STAR

In the First of His Tabloid Super Features of the Northwest Mounted

"On the Trail"
Has captured the theatre patrons of
the nation.
The last word in picture art.
A powerful, thrilling and romantic
story of the picturesque Canadian

wilds.

Will be booked by the best theatres
in the country. '

A Big League Series for
Big League
Territorial
Distributors.
Communicate at once with

Produ
cers
516 Fifth Avenue

Security

Corporatio
n
New York City

Expansion Planned

DIRECTORY

Company
Backing
Marion
Fairfax
Prod, to Affiliate With Other
Producers
(Special to WID'S

OF

THE

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Eagle Producing and Finance Corp., the organization sponsoring Marion Fairfax Prod,
is about to enter the producing field
on a large scale.
Several well known directors are
said to be practically signed to put
on a number of special pictures under this banner and arrangements are
now being completed for the financing by the Eagle Corporation of two
individual organizations.
John Jasper, manager of the Marion Fairfax unit, is one member of
the company. Affiliated with him in
both the ownership of the studios and
the Eagle Company are C. E. Toberman, a real estate man, as president,
and Charles W. Bradford, on the
board of directors. These three men,
together with F. A. Hartwell as secretary and treasurer, and J. E. Ransford on the board of directors, comprise the officers of the company.

WANTED
Negatives for Immediate or
National Release
Either Outright
Purchase
Percentage
Box F-31 c/o Wid's

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE
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904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
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FILM
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LABORATORIES
CLAREMONT
FILM
430 Claremont Parkway
H. J. Streyckmans,

LABORATORIES
Tel. Tremont 3766
General Manager

PRINTERS

Thai
rising

PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070
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Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

STUDIOS
MODERN,
FULLY
EQUIPPED STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
230-232 Wat
38th St.
Fitz 4205
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

TITLES
ARTHUR

WEIL — Exploiting the new negative title device, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO

EM
! JV
4J
rwill
StaUK
finance her
productions for you
Independent
Producers
IF you have under contract a Star who you know
has a great future, Universal will assist you,
under an equitable plan, in financing her or his

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.

productions.
THIS plan, based on a mutual agreement as to
the possibilities in Star and Story, will give
you not only the financial aid of Universal, but
will also allow you the full use of all those
remarkable productional facilities which make
Universal City the best equipped place in the
whole world for the making of artistic moving

Now ready for lease in whole or in part.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

ELLIS PARKER

pictures.
BY means of this superb mechanical equipment,
the perfectly appointed stages, unique natural
scenery and the invaluable expert advice of
Universal's producing staff you will be able to
make your Star's pictures 100% perfect — and
accomplish this desired result for less money than
anywhere else in the United States.

BUTLER

Has Been Acclaimed

America's Foremost Humorist
Since Mark Twain
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"PHILO
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READERS
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GUBB"

Stories, which ran in The RED
BOOK
and for
Five Years in Many Syndicate
Newspapers
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now under production
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VALKER'S
Zukor Talks

;s to Charges
Made
Against
Famous Players and Wall
Street "Domination"
a long statement issued yester\doIph Zukor replied to some
: charges made against him and
amous Players-Lasky Corp.
Zukor reiterates the stand he
about a year ago with reference
like attack, and declares that
attacks made upon me are an
to make the exhibitors believe
ve are attempting to drive them
)f business — that we do not
their declares
good will."
also
that the statement

Frice 5 Ccnti

BOMBSHELL

Says Industry Faces "Trustification"
Still No Statement
At the hour of going to press,
no statement had been received
from George Eastman regarding his reported activities in the
laboratory field. Jules E. Brulatour promised to have his
statement "in a day or two."

Charges Powerful Interests With Combine Plans - Advocates Organization
of Independents To Fight It

Senator James J. Walker, national counsel for the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of America, at a welcome home luncheon
given in his honor by the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York at the Hotel Astor, made some sensational
charges yesterda;, . His outstanding point was that through
various machinations of important and powerful interests in the
motion picture industry the business faced" trustification."
The Senator spoke for almost two hours and launched into
the portion dealing with the combination of big interests towards
the close of his address. He stated that the belief that a danger
faced independents in the business was growing on the coast,
and added that its influence had not as yet reached the east.
He warned those present — and the guests included representatives of Famous Players, Select, Robertson-Cole, and
Goldwyn — that the exhibitors' future in the business was seriously threatened and urged upon them
a realization of their
danger.

le no longer controls the policy
.mous, and that he obeys Wall
Famous Quarterly Earnings
: "is too ridiculous to make
Famous
Players-Lasky Corp. cona denial."
;sary
statement in full, addressed to
solidated statement (which includes
Exhibitors
of America"
fol- the earnings of subsidiary companies
considering the attack that is being owned 90% or more) issued yesteripon me and upon the Famous Playersday reports for the quarter ended
Corp., each exhibitor, I believe, should
udgment upon the basis of his own March 26, 1921, net operating profits
:nce with me and with the company
The exhibitor is interested particu- of $1,519,947, after deducting all
( Continued on Page 2)
charges and reserves including Federal income and excess profit taxes.
The Davies Report
! Daily News reported yesterday
After allowing for payment of diviMarion
Davies
was to leave
dends on the preferred stock the
A prominent official of First
Hearst organization-Cosmopolitan above earnings are at the annual rate
National stated yesterday in refutato produce independently.
tion of the Walker charges:
of $25.52 on the 206,849 shares of
; Cosmopolitan
offices
didn't common stock outstanding in the
"There
is no such thing as eight
about the report late yesterday hands of the public.
directors of First National on any
ioon.
board. There are more than eight.
The rest of the story is as accurate
as the statement regarding the
directors.
"If Zukor controls any of the First
National franchise holders, those men
don't know about it.
The high lights of Senator James J. Walker's
address are as
Hows:
"The story is apparently a revival
That trustification faces the industry.
In that connection, he made
of the reports in circulation last year
e following points:
when it was rumored that Zukor
That powerful interests were exerting pressure on Western
owned 50% of the holdings of First
inks not to advance any loans to independent producers.
National franchise holders in the
That where banks were reluctant to refuse loans because cf the
Pittsburgh territory and 51% of the
icellent standing of clients, the first-run situation was pointed out
1 oldings of other First National men
d the control of large theaters by Famous Players, First National,
scattered
throughout
the country."
sldwyn and Fox indicated.

1st Nat'l Denies

Charges Made by Walker

That Famous Players were continuing their tactics of "grabbing"
eaters wherever possible.
That it was reported that Adolph Zukor controlled the guiding
nds of five of the eight directors of First National.
That the exhibitors can fight the menace through a 100% organition, and by going to the public with their fight.
That an independent organization of producers and directors be
stered to insure for them a market for their product.

Walker saw two methods of getting around the situation: one a
100% organization of the M. P. T.
O. and secondly, a new organization
composed of independent producers
and directors to release their product
in theater affiliated with the M. P.
T. O.
Earlier in his address, Walker went
into detail as to the censorship situation in New York, and charged the
National Association with duplicity
in disguising the real status of the
situation.
In one portion of his address
Walker said that according to a
rumor Adolph Zukor controlled the
actions and policies of five of t'^t
eight members of the board of directors of Associated First National.
At arother point he attacked S, A.
Lynch.
The charges made bv Senate
Walker against Famous Players, S.
A. Lynch and Wall St. operators will
appear in detail in tomorrow's issue.

Vogel Returns
Wm. M. Vogel, exporter, after an
absence of over two months in various Furopean film markets returnOver Keith Time
ed to his New York headquarters yesPathe has closed with the Keith
terday on the S. S. Olympic. He
found his new offices already fitted circuit for the showing of the series
out for him on the third floor of the of "Aesop's Fables Modernized." the
Leavitt Bldg.
new cartocn series.

a!i^DAILY
Zukor Talks
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they know how to aid the exhibitor to
way
reain his prosperity.
"I feel that it is deplorable that for selfish
reasons men will work to tear apart an industry and to creat dissension instead of
building good will between the component
business : the exhibiting, the disparts of our
tributing and the producing branches. Now,
of all times, too, we need a united force to
fight the agitators who are attacking us from
the outside.
"It seems hardly necessary to state again
the truth about the misstatements that have
been made regarding the case of Mrs. Dodge.
We had no interest with Mr. Black at the
time this deal was first made, but when the
question came up, Mr. Black was requested
to make every effort to help Mrs. Dodge.
After an unsuccessful attempt to come to a
fair understanding with Mrs. Dodge, Mr.
Black turned the theater back to its original
owner, Mr. Emmons, who now controls the
no thehas absolutely
Mr. in Black
property.
ater interests
Morrisville,
Vermont.
"Our arrangement with Mr. Black in New
England was made only after a certain group
gained control of so many theaters in New
England that we found ourselves in a very
dangerous position and the security of our
distribution was threatened. We joined with
Mr. Black in order that the people of New
England could see Paramount Pictures. We
will welcome an investigation and the publication of the facts in the New England situa
tion by any group of disinterested exhibitors.
"Never before has there been such a feeling of good will between Famous PlayersLasky Corp. and the exhibitors of the United
States. Agitators, attempting to build them
selves, are attacking us in an effort to destroy that good will which, I feel, is an as
set to the exhibitor as well as to ourselves
shall
prosper.
We must
work together that our industry"Each exhibitor is interested in his own
problem and no fair-minded exhibitor has
ever found me anything but a friend to him
when he has sought my aid in the solution
of any of his difficulties.
"I feel sure that the exhibitors of the
United States will recognize as false these
accusations and will agree that Famous
Players- Lasky Corp. is a good influence in
the industry and not a foe to the exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)
larly in his own case and I urge each of you
— in the midst of this agitation based upon
inaccuracies and exaggerations — to decide
whether you have been fairly treated by me
and by Famous Players-Lasky Corp. I
Vol. XVI No.62 Thursday, June 2, 1921 Price 5 Cents want you to judge whether my activities
since I entered the motion picture business —
Fofet. first as an exhibitor 18 years ago, and as a
Wid'a Film and Film
opyright 1921, Daily
St
producer for 10 years — have made for greater
at 71-73 Wert : 44th
inc. Published
FILMS and prosperity
exhibitors and for the upbuildN. Y.,
Slew York,
ing of the for
industry.
INC.by WID'S
FOLKS
FILM
"Famous
Players-Lasky
Corp. entered the
Treasand
nt
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning. PresideVice-President exhibiting field only after certain exhibitors
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Secretary and entered the field of producing and distributtnd Editor; J. W. Alicoate,
ing pictures and put forth an organized effort
J. A. Cron, Advertising to take
Business Manager.
from us our stars and directors.
The
attack was focused upon us because we
1918.
21,
May
matter
lass
second-c
as
Entered
were the only company that had been so
post office at New York. N. Y., under foresighted as to gather around us the stars
tt
the the
act of March
3, 1879.
and directors best equipped to furnish the
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
sort of entertainment it deYork, $10.00 one year; 6 public withmanded.the
New
j| Greater
Our strength was built by years of
Foreign
$3.00.
$5.00; 3 months,
nonths,
genuine service to exhibitors and to the
515.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
"Our stars and directors were told that the
WID & public.
to
communications
all
\ddress
New exhibitors controlled the best theaters and
St.,
44th
West
71-73
DAILY
that
therefore in order for the stars to get
York, N. Y.
higher salaries the stars must join hands with
52-SSS8
4551-45
lt,
Vanderbi
them.
Our distribution was threatened and
ne;
Telepho Hollywood, California.
there was no alternative but to acquire
Holly6411
Editorial and Business Offices:
theater interests in localities in which con1603.
Hollywood
wood Blvd. Phone.
ditions beyond our control seemed to make
WilliamA.
W.
—
ntative
Represe
London
it necessary in our best judgment to safe,on, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, uard our business.
London, W. C. 2.
"Only by a wide distribution of Paramount
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Kue pictures
can we insure the revenue necesKontmartre.
sary to maintain the quality that exhibitors
and the public demand. The prosperity of
each exhibitor is linked with the producers.
He must have a steady supply of good pictures. We must have a wide outlet for our
Neither of us can succeed without
Last product.
Bid. Asked. Sale the other and knowing this we have made
every effort to co-operate with the exhibitor
Famous Players .. 69
71^4
7154 in order that he may prosper.
"The attacks upon me are an effort to
Not quoted make
the exhibitors believe that we are atdo pfd
tempting to drive them out of business — that
^Goldwyn
3^4
^A
we do not value their good will. I want
quoted
every
thinking
exhibitor to know that we
Not
Inc
Griffith,
D. W.
are primarily a producing and distributing
Loew's, Inc
13^
14J4
14J4 organization and our only thought is to please
Triangle
Vs
V»
M the exhibitor. Our exhibiting interests work of America."
Not quoted to the advantage of exhibitors as a whole, "Get-Together"
World Film
in Atlanta Today
in that they widen our distribution in localities in which we otherwise would not be
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
permitted to obtain a fair revenue for our
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Atlanta — The second "get-togethproduct. Thus, by wide distribution, we
er" luncheon of the film folks in this
bring about an equalization of rental prices
Linder Showing Tuesday Night
throughout the United States so that the section will he held today at the Piedmont Hotel. It is planned to make
smaller exhibitors will not be forced to bear
Max Linder will give a special in- more than their share.
the affair a regular one monthly. Out"The statement that I no longer control of-town exhibitors and exchangemen
vitation showing of "Be My Wife"
policy of Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
at Aeolian Hall on Tuesday night. the
and that I obey Wall Street is too ridiculous are to be invited. Well known figto
make
necessary a denial.
The picture is the second full length
ures in public life will make ad"The policies of the organization are those dresses.
down by me and exery exhibitor who
comedy Linder has made in tlii- laid
knows me must appreciate that I sanction
coiintry. Clark Irvine is arranging only
one way of dealing, and that is the way
Big Capital Increase
ili.it is fair to both sides. I never have knowthe presentation.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ingly harassed nor embarrassed an exhibitor
Trenton, N. J.— The Branford Theand 1 stand as I have stood for the last ten
givingevery support to the exhibitor
ater, Inc., of Newark, has been auin the knowledge that I head an organization
thorized to increase its capitalization
oi trained picture makers
trying in every from $300,000 to $2,000,000.

Quotations

"The

(i^dAixxxtixxruxt U-tctuAje^

Now
Directing:

THE SPICE OE THE PROGRAM"

IMTT""-^

Today's Issue

NEW YORK— Comparison of styles of
and 1921. The skirts dragged along
ground in the olden days. Now you ca:
what George Washington missed.
KOVNO, LITHUANIA— First private )
by Polish Insurgents buried with cerei
usually accorded to royalty. Wretche<
tire of crowd shows state of country v
has appealed to President Harding for
SAN FRANCISCO— The great Italian :
ognition.
of "Rolla Da Cheese." Inhabitants of j
quarter stage stirring cheese rolling coi
Man who rolls cheese farthest wins it.
WHO'S WHO IN THE NEWS— Broo
N. Y. — Caruso leaves for Europe. C
ups of great tenor and his baby, G;
Washington, D. C. — Richard Wash
Child, new Ambassador to Italy. New
—Grant,
Judge Landis eulogizes "Harvard Ef
the war. only big league ball player kill*
Scenes from Philadelphia,
Chicago, Lob
geles, etc., etc.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS RE
Stern Promoted
Herman Stern has been appoh
Universal
district manager
in.
Middle West.
He was formerly
trict manager in Canada for Uni
sal. Clair Hague will assume Ste
Canadian duties.
Bought Out
I. Shapiro, business manager of
National M. P. Title Co., states
his company has bought out Ma:
McGuire and Newcombe, who
merly operated a title business at
7th Ave. The National M. P. 1
Co. is still operating at its old st:
727 7th Ave.
"U" Sales Meeting Saturday
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlantic City, N. J.— The an:
convention of the Universal I
Salesmen, comprising the Phila
phia and Washington territories,
be held here on Saturday. H.
Berman, general manager of
changes, will preside, assisted b}
J. Smith, district manager.

A disappointed audience
often asks itself why it
went to see the show that
failed to please.

Finest Equipped
STUDIO
— in —
The East
TO
RENT

RITCHEY

Beggar

Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

For

Triart Productions

HERBERT

BLACHE

Address
4 West 40th Street

Maid'

POSTER

furnishes the usual reason.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work

A

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

MARKET

THE INDEPENDENT
May Get Together

he Early Bird
itches the Worm
it Who Wants a Worm
OU CAN BE AN
LY BIRD"
"EAR
and secure a franchise
for a series of

Muriel
Ostriche
Features
FOR YOUR

TERRITORY

'THE SHADOW
The Forerunner of
this Series is

READY

e Second Feature is in Preparation

HEARTS 0 THE
RANGE''

a sensational western with

[ILBURN MORANTI
d ALMA RAYFORD
A Pleasing Picture
For Your Territory

Your inquiry solicited

rward film Distributors, Inc.
]. JOSEPH SAMETH,

Praident

0 West 40th Street, NewYorkCity

Exhibitors of New York
md Northern New Jersey
an book these features
through

irward Film Exchanges, Inc
130 West 46th Street

Not Fegan's Company
F. J. Fegan of the Independent
Film Co. of Missouri in a letter to
this office states that Bernard C. Cook,
who, as noted last week, plans to
open an exchange in Kansas City,
will not handle the product of that
Robert W. Priest of the Film Mar- company. Fegan says Chester Stewart and the Eureka, Film Co. of Kanket is back from Atlantic City, where
sas City, Mo., will have it.
he conferred with Callahan on future
Fegan suggests that Cook means
comedies.
the Independent Producers Co., an
entirely different concern.
en."

The Callahan Releases
The first Jimmy Callahan comedy
to be released through the Film Market, Inc., will be "Jimmy's Last Night
Out." It will be followed by "Props,"
"The Stowaway" and "Wild Wom-

n

NOW

Important Confab

Federated
Franchise
Holders
To
Meet in Chicago Tomorrow —
A Three Day Session
During the convention of the M.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — The franchise holders of
1\ T. O. at Minneapolis, June 27-29,
Federated
Film Exchanges of Ameria large number of independent opca will hold a three day session here
erators are expected to be present. beginning
tomorrow.
The Federated group plan to hold
A number of important conferences
a meeting in Minneapolis at about are scheduled to take place.
this time, and from what a number
It is expected a regular monthly
of independents say they will also be meeting of the executive committee
in attendance.
will be held at Minneapolis at the
The suggestion was made yester- time the M. P. T. O. holds its annual
day by a man active in the inde- convention.
pendent field that this would probMeeker Closes First Runs
ably be the very best time for all of
the independents to get together and
George R. Meeker, general manif possible definitely organize.
ager of Tony Sarg's Almanac, has
He suggested that the Burr idea
of a Board of Trade could be used as secured a 52 weeks' booking at the
Criterion, New York, with the Rialto
the basic point from which efforts and Rivoli to follow; the Strand,
might be developed to bring about
a real organization of independent Brooklyn; the Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia; Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo;
operators. Starting with the Burr the California,
San Francisco,
and
Board of Trade the plan could be en- others. The foreign field is being
larged and developed to cover any
looked after by the Inter-Ocean.
and all points which might arise.

Minneapolis Independents May Meet
During—The
Exhibitors'
End of Convention
June

Two More Sold

Burr Signs Hal Young
Commonwealth of N. Y. and Lion of
Hal Young, cameraman, has been
Texas Buy Associated Photosigned by C. C. Burr, of Mastodon
plays Output
Films, Inc., to supervise the photogAssociated Photo Plays, Inc., reraphy of the series of Johnny Hines
ports the sale of two additional fran- feature productions, the first of which
chises for the output of 16 pictures went into production this week at
for the ensuing year. The most im- the Master Films 54th St. studio.
portant sale is the franchise for the
New York territory taken by Sam leading
Carpenter will be Hines'
Betty lady.
Zieler for Commonwealth Film. The
second sale is credited to the Lion
Dunlap To Direct
Film Corp. of Dallas, Texas, for that
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
territory.
Los Angeles — Mary Anderson, who
Milton L. Schwartz, sales manager lias signed for a series of comedy
of the Associated Photo Plays, Inc., dramas with Spencer Productions,
left last week for a trip to every key Inc., will be directed by Scott Duncity in the United States.
lap, until now with Fox.

The Press Book

IMMEDIATE
RELEASE

JIMMY
CALLAHAN
AND HIS BIG COMEDY
COMPANY WITH

Florence Dixon
Lottie Kendall
IN HIS RAPID FIRE
LAUGH-MAKER

"JIMMY'S
LAST
NIGHT
A NEW
OTHER

EVERY

H
WIT
TS
TE K RIGH
T TO
STATAL
WANRY
I EVE

is an important item in the advertising
campaign on any picture, whether it be a
single sheet or thirty-two pages in color.
We're proud of the campaign books we
have turned out.

MAN

WHO HAS NOT SECURED THE CALLAHAN
COMEDIES FOR HIS TERRITORY — MY PROPOSITION IS SO LIBERAL YOU
CANNOT
AFFORD
TO

OUT"

LOSE

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Advertising
Engineers
844 Sixth Avenue,
New
Telephone
Bryant

FEATURE
WEEK.

York

City
9 223

IT.

ROBERT W. PRIEST, Pres.

The Film Market, Inc.
NO.

1482 BROADWAY
Phone: Bryant 6548

r-.t at jamuaa&u.iiiM

tfAiLV
lans
'Change Series
Joseph Sameth Making Plans for

Brandt Active

Back from Coast Where He Busied
Himself With Production — Has
Nation-Wide Distributing SysNew Film
tem—New York Operating
Joe
Brandt,
president of the C. B.
Weil has left this week as
e iir>t of the advance guard of film C. Film Sales Corp., has returned to
:n who will tour the United States New York with plans all set for a
behalf of the productions handled busy season. He spent the time on
the Forward
Film Distributors, the coast acquiring several new pictures and watching production on
c. Alter the opening of the For- features in which he is interested.
ird Film Exchange of New York,
"Heart of the North," the story
Joseph Sameth, the president, anunced that this link was the first which be purchased some time ago
the chain of national Forward from Edward V. Dowling, has been
completed under the direction of Harcchar
ry Revier. The picture features Roy
Although Weil will take with him
Stewart, supported by Louise Lovely.
ints of "The Shadow," the first of
e Calient product starring Miss Os- Georgeested inH.
it. Davis is financially interche. and "Hearts o' the Range,"
The last episodes of "The ' Blue
3 specific duty in touring the counthe serial, are almost completed.
to ascertain just what the in- Fox,"
During his sojourn on the coast
pendent man wants.
the making of sev"The Shadow" and "Hearts o' the Brandteral supervised
episodes of this serial, which is
" -his specific duty in touring
e country, is to ascertain just what being produced by Ben Wilson, featuring Ann Little, and announces that
e independent man wants.
it is Wilson's plan to feature Miss
Sameth said yesterday:
Little in a series of five-reel features.
"Now that "The Shadow' is ready
In addition Brandt has secured
r screening for buyers and as
rights
to several pictures for distribuearts o' the Range' is a product that
tion, but he is not ready to talk.
s any house. I have decided the
Brandt leaves today for Chicago
ne opportune to commence this na- to attend the Federated convention
mal exchange system. We have in that city.
any large pictures under agreement
d before 1 announce my plans I
Atlanta 'Change Sold
int to he assured that the exchanges
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
ierated by Forward are receiving
Atlanta — John Ezell and Paul
e best product time and money can Englar have sold their interest in the
E. & H. Film Distributing Co., to
tild."
John Caiman, of Birmingham, Ala.
WID'S DAILY indicated some
Caiman is a film man of long exne ago that Sameth planned his
perience. He has been operator, exkit exchange
system.
hibitor, salesman and exchange manager. He built and operated the
Tuttle With Southeastern
Strand, Colonial and Odeon No. 2 in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Birmingham and other houses over
Atlanta— T. O. Tuttle has been the
state, hut sold his interests to
ade a branch manager of the South- travel for Pathe in Alabama. Leavstern Pictures Corp., in charge of
ing that, he organized the Coe Charlotte office, through
which
operative Film Co., an exchange for
orth and South Carolina and Vir- the handling
of States Rights pictures
nia will he handled.
in Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi
A location next door to the As- and Florida and will retain that office,
•ciated First National in Charlotte
will be operated in conjunction
is been leased for a term of years which
with the new interest. He will retain
id will open about July 1.
the name of E. & H. for the local exchange and christen the Birmingham
Itala in Mecca Bldg.
The Itala Photo Play Corp. of exchange the E. & H. of Birmingham.
merica has moved into the Mecca
Moved
Idg.. where it has Room 400. The
Celtic Photo Plays, Inc., and Arst release
is ready,
"Faith,in ora
canum Attractions, Inc., have removtould
A Man
Have Faith
ed their executives offices from 330
'oman's Love." Fred Meyer is W. 42 St., to the 22nd floor of the
neral manager of the company.
Candler Building, 220 W. 42 St.
The Arcanum projection room,
New Idea in Snapshots
where demonstrations of the cameo
Jack Cohn
is embodying
a new process of motion pictures are given,
git into the new Federated Screen remains at 330 West 42nd St.
lapshots — that of real news.
He
he has secured for is-ue No. 2
First Warner-Federated Comedy
of Dempsey staging a special
The First Warner-Federated Coini the benefit of veterans.
ed}, starring Monty Banks, has just
been completed and received from the
Spanuth Lines Up Product
West Coast studios. It is "1'eaceful
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

h mull

has
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Another for Pioneer
"The
Leech,"
with Claire Whitn*
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
in
the
leading
role,
has been acquire
Atlanta — The Quality Film Serby
the
Pioneer
Film
for the wor
vice has taken over the Neal Hart serrights.
This
production
will augmei
ies of Westerns, produced by the Pinnacle Pictures Corp. The release of Pioneer's offerings for the new se:
this product is promised every six son.
It is expected that the first relea:
weeks. The first, "God's Gold," will by Pioneer for the new season w:
he ready early in June.
be "Out of the Dust."
Quality Handling Neal Harts

NOW

READY

"The

Wolverine"
"Western
Hearts"
featuring
with
Helen Gibson
Art Staton & Josie Sedgwick

In Preparation
"The Ghost City"
"Hoofs and Horns"
featuring
featuring
Helen Holmes
Pete Morrison

For Future Release

Six Comedy Dramas
Eight
starring
Mary Anderson

Cliff

Smith Productions
starring
Pete Morrison

Have you secured a franchise?
If not communicate with
ASSOCIATED PHOTO-PLAYS, INC.,
25 West 45th St.,
New York City
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Live Wire Exhibitors Get Busy ! 1 !
Distributed through
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Call Now

Has Two

Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Mary Meets Press

Mary Miles M inter, who during
the
the past two years has become a full
the sized
star, met the editors of the
trade press and a number of other
newspaper people at a luncheon
given in her honor by Realart at the
WANTED
Biltmore yesterday.
Mary was very sweet as the guest
:e for Film Exchange conof honor and let everyone else do the
talking for her. S. Jay Kaufman actng good office and vault,
ed as toastmaster, and after several
other
editors of the trade papers
iddress B-l, care Wid's
passed the buck as speech makers,
Arthur James responded nobly.
Miss Minter plans to sail for
FOR RENT
Europe on an extended vacation on
Saturday. She will be accompanied
ndid office space — Excluby her mother and sister who were
— Shipping and workroom
also present at the luncheon. She
able — Specially suitable
said that she had no idea of making
orter or Stateright Distribpictures while on the other side.
— Immediate possession.
Idress B-100, care Wid's
ielphia— M. V. Call
of
ill theater has purchased
d in Hazlcton.

Newspaper Opinions

Open
for
Your
Inspection
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Shop at
Hotel
Ambassador
LOS ANGELES

^Richardson's*
and AMBASSADOR

HOTEL

RECTORY
1

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

— PUBLICITYTISINGCRAWFORD
MERRITT
ER

The Screen Bulletin
rerald Bldg.
Bryant 550*

FILM

I APPRECIATE
the nice things that have

been said about my work—

"A Wise Fool"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli
TRIBUNE — There is a pretty good picture at the Rivoli. * * » It starts off in
rather a nice way. and it is chiefly interesting, we think, because of the excellent
direction.
GLOBE — For the hall of fame heroes who
are fighting the demon of dullness now
threatening our films, we nominate George
Melford. He is never dull, never banal, and
never flamboyant, even when confronted by
a scenario which is all of these things.
Fortunately his latest story at the Rivoli
this week is as direct and convincing as his
own methods.
JOURNAL—* * * screened at the Rivoli
this week with all the appealing charm and
pathos that marked the novel.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Even laying
aside the book it is hard to find much to be
enthusiastic about.
TELEGRAM — * * * delighting audiences
at the Rivoli Theater this week.
MAIL — * * * picture is at least unusual.
The screen version does not come up to
the standard of the story and on the whole
seems
weak.
POST—* * * "The Wise Fool" is tedious,
low powered, uninteresting, although it has
qualities which might have made it just the
reverse of all these. It is enhanced by settings of considerable beauty.

I hope to continue to be worthy
of your praise in my

FUTURE PRODUCTIONS

'The Black Panther's
Prod. Cub"— Ziegfeld
Capitol
TRIBUNE — There are enough plot and
enough incidents in it to make a 15-episode

EDITORS

TOM
BRET
les
Scenarios — Film Cutting
(4th St.
Bryant 6903
tf Y. C.
B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BERMAN
larios — Titles — Editing — Cutting
t 42nd St.
Bryant 2704

LABORATORIES
MONT FILM LABORATORIES
tmont Parkway Tel. Tremont 3766
. Streyckmans,
General Manager

PRINTERS
PROSPECT
4th St.

To You— Mr. Exhibitor

PRESS
Spring 2070

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

STUDIOS

IN, FULLY EQUIPPED STUDIO
Rent by Day, Week or Month
West 38th St.
Fit* 420.^
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
/ equipped — Day — Week — Month
without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

TITLES
;R WEIL — Exploiting the new negire title device, TITLEGRAPH
42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048

serial.
* *
"The * Black
Panther's Cub" is the wildest
melodrama. * * *
WORLD — And this fact is what makes
"The Black Panther's Cub" an interesting,
if sketchy and uneven cinema play. Florence
Reed is an excellent screen actress. In emotional work before the camera she is surpassingly fine.
GLOBE — The film's strongest point is in
the lurid local color as painted by the director, Emit Chautard. * * * The most
flagrant fault is in the sub-titles. * * * Miss
Reed's excellent work in double exposure,
however, fortunately could not be injured
by the text.
JOURNAL—* * * is a whirlwind of emotion and action. * * * The picture is vivid
and exciting. The cast is splendid. Florence
Reed does both leading roles equally well.
MAIL — As a story, this is woeful, and
to add to the general despair, the subtitles
are mawkishly poetic.
And this film has a cast of the highest
type. * * * What a pity they could not
have been given something to work in worthy
of their genius and talent.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * one of
the best screen dramas that has reached
Broadway in many months, due in great
part to the art of Mips Reed combined with
the unusually capable direction of Emile
Chautard.
TELEGRAM— Miss Reed's acting in the
roles of both mother !w\ daughter is noteworthy.

GASNIER
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"GOOD WOMEN" "WIVES"
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Lies, Rumors and Propaganda

#
♦V

now being circulated to the effect that The Associated
First National Pictures of N. Y., Me New York Exchange, or Associated First National Pictures of Northern California,

t

%

The Turner & Dahnken Exchange, are being,

are absolutely untrue.

Or are tO be sold OUt

8
«

3

<

st

First National is NOT Selling
!Out Any of Its Exchanges

8

I
8
52

ft

Positively no Associated First National Franchise or Exchange can be sold
by its present owners without the consent of the following named Voting
Trustees :
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis Nathan Gordon of Boston
M. L. Finkelstein of Minneapolis
Fred Dahnken of San Francisco
J. G. Von Herberg of Seattle

1
J
8

There are no traitors in this organization and if any Franchise Holder wants
to sell out, he would have to first satisfy the above named gentlemen that
such a sale would not harm or endanger their own and other Franchise
Holders' Investments and business safety.

Associated First National is Stronger
and more united than ever before
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:
:.:
::
:.:
:.:

SO DON'T

WORRY

Associated First National Pictures, Inc. will safeguard itsSFranchise
Holders interests

1
8

li

"Till Hell Freezes Over"
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New}York, N. Y.
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Beck Held
suit of Transac ion With Vario
Films— Seek {25,000
Damage
lur F. Beck, v iio headed the
r F. Beck Prd ., has been arand held in Ludlow Street jail
,000 bail in a suit against him
idney Garrett by the Vario
to recover $25,000 damages for
and deceit. The order of arrest
iked for because Beck is alleged
re stated to George W. Newvice-president of the Vario
that he intended to leave for
ngeles to produce pictures there
I that reason it might be diffir collect any judgment that may
:ained against him.
affidavit of Mr. Newgass askr Beck's arrest states that prior
I 10, 1920, he and Garrett con'. negotiations for the right to
ute in foreign countries films
lied by Garrett based on the
gs of Louis Tracy. Garrett
for a loan of $25,000 to be used
king the films, and an agreeWas entered into by which the
' was to be paid yearly in injjnts of $5,000. The entire sum
(Continued

on

Page 2)

ting To London
1 Geraghty, supervising directhe Long Island studio of FaPlayers, will go to London the
reek in September and after a
or two at the British studio of
mpany will return to New York
ien go to Los Angeles. Between
md the sailing date Geraghty
e busy settling various matters
Eastern plant.

Units At Work
(Special to WID'S

Price 5 Cent!
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Angeles — The Lasky plant will
)ly have 14 companies
on the
jund Sept. 15 when production
y gets under way.

Still No Statement
^t the hour of going to press,
statement had been received
m George Eastman regardhis reported activities in the
oratory field. Jules E. BruJur promised to have his
tement "in a day or two."

SAYS TRUST MENACE
THREATENS INDUSTRY
Brady Re-election
Will'am A. Brady will be reelected president of the National Association on Monday.
It is extremely doubtful whether there will be any opposition.
Although Mr. Brady said yesterday that he doubted whether
he would be a candidate for reelection, his friends say that the
attacks made upon him by Sydney S. Cohen and Senator
Walker will compel Brady to
remain in office.

James J. Walker Gives Reasons for Charge
And Attacks N.A.M. P. I. on Censorship
— The Details
Below will be funnel in detail the charges made by Senator
James J. Walker that the industry is menaced by the formation
of a trust.
He explains why he holds that belief.
Walker also attacked the National Association on its method
of handling the censorship situation in New York. The charges
in detail follow :

A Trust Menace ?

The Danger a Real One, Says Senator Walker — Cites Specihc Instances for This Belief
The motion picture industry faces
To Senator Walker's Attack on Naa terrific danger in the form of a gitional Association's Albany
gantic trust, according to Senator
Movements
James A. Walker, national counsel for
William A. Brady, president of the the Motion Picture Theater Owners
National Association, yesterday said of America, who is back in town after
that he. deplored the manner in which a trip of 7,000 miles on behalf of the
S'tate Senator Walker insisted on exhibitor organization. Walker's
charges were made at the T. O. C. C.
keeping up the censorship situation.
luncheon in his honor at the Astor
on Wednesday.
"The bill has been passed," said
Here are Walker's reasons for the
Brady, "and I can see no good by
keeping up this sort of talk. The belief, as expressed at the luncheon:
whole industry should be interested
All through the West the tendency is growing that a move for the
in only one thing at this time — the
repeal of the law. That is what we formation of a trust is under way. In
are earnestly striving to bring about. Hollywood it is common talk that the
We intend to clean house, and to keep only lot working at capacity is the
it clean. We — and I am speaking for Lasky plant.
the industry — will keep our pledge to
"You meet independent producers,"
Governor Miller. And six months said Walker, "and ask them what they
from now we expect him to keep his
'Nothing.'
They answer,
are doing.
Certain
influences
are holding
back
pledge.
"No good can be obtained from the
Walker said independent producers
washing of our linen in public. And
and
directors cannot get loans to finmoney."
ance new productions, despite the fact
I might add that it isn't doing the
picture business in New York State that these men have excellent records
any good to have the minority leader behind them. Where a bank is willof a political party appearing as the
ing to advance money because of the
spokesman of our industry when
past meritorious record of the proGovernor Miller is occupying a priducers, Wall Street hirelings as a
on. vate box and hearing all that is going rule take down a map and go over the
entire country, city by city, and point
"I say this despite that of all the out the first run situation.
"Take Denver, for example," said
men
in "public
in Newof York
I have
known life
I know
none that
for Walker. "Famous Players have two
whom I have a higher regard than houses, Goldwyn has one, Fox three

Brady Replies

(Continued on page 3)

Jimmy Walker."

Double-Crossed
Is

Charge
of James
J. Walker
Against National Association
Regarding Censorship
That the National Association,
while crying for co-operation on the
part of the Motion Picture Theater
Owners of America, led the latter organization into believing that the censorship situation in New York was
under control and then failed to carry
the problem to victory, was one of
the charges made by Senator James
J. Walker at the Wednesday luncheon
of the Theater Owners Chamber ol
Commerce at the Astor.
Walker, who has just returned from
a 7,000 mile journey on behalf of the
M. P. T. O., made clear at the outset that he was reluctant to divulge
his story, but that "the true story
must
one part of the
house be
doestold"
not when
shoot square.
He stated that wherever he went in
the Middle and Far West he was met
by some inquiring faces who sought
to know why Walker came to them
to co-operate in fighting censorship
when he had failed to defeat it in his
own state. Walker added that those
men were right in asking why he
came to them and for that reason
launched his tirade: to inform the
world, as he put it. ot" the true state
of affairs.
Here is Walker's story, the important points only:
When censorship was threatened in
New York, the National Association
retained "an ex-Judge" whom Walkby name. This gener did not
tleman wascall
sent to Albany to handle
(Continued on Page 3)
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Beck Held

To give producers an idea of the
character of films he approves, Governor Miller is to act as censor of one
picture. He has accordingly consented to have a private showing of "The
Cave Girl" at the executive mansion
next week. The matter was arranged
by Charles H. Duell, Jr., of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., who will release
"The Cave Girl."
"The Governor," said Duell, "conveyed to me the idea that productions
should be of a type that will be suitable for the entire family, pictures that
a father or mother would feel absolutely safe in having their children
witness them.
"Governor Miller agreed that this
would be a good idea and suggested
that the picture be given a showing
in his Albany home, Mrs. Miller to
invite some of her friends and their
children to have their friends there.
In addition I will take up some persons interested in the motion picture
industry so that they can personally
get the views of the Governor as he
witnesses the picture. Arrangements
are now being made for the exhibition
and this will be the first time that
'The. Cave Girl' will be given even a
semi-public showing."

(Continued

from

Page

1)

has been advanced, but because the
$5,000 due last year has not been
paid Vario Films has the right to demand the entire $25,000 now.

Pathe in New

Home
DAILY)

Oklahoma City— Notwithstanding
the fact that it now occupies a twoon "Film Row," the
story
Pathe structure
exchange needs more room and
consequently the structure at 508-510
W. Grand Ave. is being remodeled.

Four a Year

FOR RENT
K-2 , care Wid's

The New Jackson Studio
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios in the
world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers three blocks. All
safety devices. Five stages. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest
electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete — ready to begin
work at once.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

(T (QcLtLcaticrruzl U<ictuA)L&J

United Artists have been !
in the Supreme Court for $1
000 by the Anglo-Amer
Drug Co. because of alk
damage due to their line in
Douglas Fairbanks pid
"The Nut," referring to inc<
shells shot by Charlie Jacl
(Fairbanks) which caused
come.
guests in his studio to be o

The alleged fraud and deceit involved in the suit arises from the fact
that Garrett agreed to deliver from
four to six films a year and to assign
as security for the payment of the
$25,000 the share of the Arthur F.
The line on the screen re
Beck Prod, owned by Beck and Gar"As a sleep producer Char
incense has it all over 1
rett, from the proceeds of "Trailed by
Winslow's Soothing Syr
Three," distributed by Pathe. Beck
warranted to the plaintiff that the
The plaintiff, which now i
trols the preparation refe:>
Beck Productions' share in the film
to, alleges that the public is
stated had not been hypothecated and
duced to believe that the so
that he had a right to assign it to Vaing
syrup whereas
produces
urn
sciousness,
its puq
rio, but the plaintiff states that the
is
to
regulate
the
diges
Beck company had sold out all its
troubles of children.
rights to Pathe for cash and when the
warranty by Beck was made nothing
was due Beck. The plaintiff says that
unonly one film has been delivered
der the Tracy agreement and both
Beck and Garrett have admitted that
de Vassey, vice-pr
the Beck company has no assets and of Thomas
Wistaria Prod., Inc., states
that they are unable to pay the loan. contract has been signed with
ciated Exhibitors, Inc., for a
mum of four productions a yea
his company for release t
Pathe.
500 to 1500 square feet of choice space for executive
The
first
production,
offices or film exchange. Fully equipped. Ready for
Light," with Creighton Hale.
immediate possession.
MacQuarrie and Marguerite C
will be ready for release early 1

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

(Special to WID'S

Soothiri Syrup

Wants Injunction and Accoi
Alexander J. Gordin filed
the Supreme Court yesterday
injunction restraining further
tion
of "The Queen
Sheba" t
an accounting
of theof profits
He alleges the picture is based
story, that he was engaged t
to prepare the script, and w
charged after some of it was ^
Lowell Cash, who has been
terday.
Middle West handling Univer
ploitation, returned to New Yo

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

,

"THE SP1CD OP THE PROGRAM "

Why

WEBSTER CULLISON

Finest Equipped
STUDIO

Who
The

— in —
The East
TO
RENT
Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 818]
3 West 61st Street

is Producing

Two-Reel

Clever

CLEVER

COMEDIES

Webster Cullison Productions

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
"SHI

I'm into a disguise 1"

Options

handicap a

goc

photoplay with poor p
ers? Use RITCHE
posters and play safe.

Comedies

DIRECTED FOR METRO, VITAGRAPH,
LUBIN, WORLD, ECLAIR, SELIG AND
EQUITABLE. AND WAS IN ADDITION
DIRECTOR-IN-CHIEF FOR SEVERAL OF
THE
LARGER ORGANIZATIONS.

Available

I

RITCHE3
LITHO.

CORP.

40 6 W. 3 1st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 83
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A Trust Menace ?
(Continued

from
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i First National several.
Where
i this man show his picture?
Up
"
y?
le
al
Walker cited an instance of what
jurred to Ben Hampton on the
ist when the latter endeavored to
se money at his bank. He was
used. Whereupon Hampton pro:ed gold bonds of the City of Los
geles which the bank had sold him
[ demanded the loan on those
ids, otherwise he threatened to dige the story to the newspapers.
got the money.
Valker described conditions on the
st where the president of the exitor organization of Los Angeles
[ almost sold his theaters because

"couldn't stand the gaff." Where
tain exhibitors held but a few theai, they now controlled chains of
to 90, and Walker queried why,
en they didn't have any more
ney now than they had before.
'Hen Walker cited what Famous
yers had done in Matoon, 111., a
rn with a population of 13,400 and
;re B. Uran operated a small the•. A Famous Players representa: called on Uran with his new conit. "Forbidden Fruit" was listed
$550 and "Heliotrope" at $400.
in had been playing Paramount
duct religiously and protested
inst the exorbitant rentals. The
nous representative would not
:n to him, claiming he had to pay
se prices. Uran refused. Later,
: page ads appeared in a Matoon
fspaper
advantages
Matoon 'inas which
a citythewere
praised
ig these lines:
Matoon has beautiful parks;
Matoon has beautiful stores; but —
Matoon cannot play Famous Play• pictures."
he civic pride of the town was
ised and with funds subscribed by
local merchants a new theater was
:ted in opposition to Uran. The
' house is showing Famous pic:s.
i Des Moines Walker said he
le across a man named Blakemen
> some time ago worked for S. A.
ich in the South. Blakemen is
>ared to sign an affidavit declarthat in
Lynch's
methods
securing
iters
the South
were of
more
drasthan those of Alfred S. Black in
-risville, Vt., where Mrs. Dodge
■ated a house. Blakemen told
Iker that one day he went to
ich and protested against a cerdeal, whereupon Lynch is ald to have said:
rhis is no time for sentiment. We
t have that theater."
(Continued on Page 4)

Doubled-Crossed
(Continued

from

Page

1)

the censorship situation. Despite the
plea of the National Association that
the exhibitor body would not co-operate in matters of vital importance,
Walker as national counsel for the
M. P. T. O. and as such attorney for
the New York State unit was not conferred with it. The National Association went its way alone. Later, a
conference was arranged between this
ex-Judge and the proponents of censorship: Mrs. Clarence Waterman,
O. R. Miller and Canon Chase. At
this conference a compromise measure was agreed upon. The terms of
the compromise were as follows:
Previews were to be eliminated.
If three citizens complained against
a certain salacious film which had already been exhibited, censorship will
be invoked against that film and the
exhibitor punished for showing a picture with which he had nothing to do.
At this stage Walker became so
incensed that such a proposition
should be made that he immediately
wired Sydney S. Cohen of his intention of resigning as national counsel and threatened to assume personally the role of professional reformer.
In that disguise he stated he would
introduce a censorship bill of his own
which would place the burden where
it belonged: on the men who made
the pictures.
Later Walker phoned William A.
Brady and told him of a wire he had
seen in Senator Lusk's office that "a
compromise had been arrived at."
Brady disavowed any knowledge of
the move and added that the ex-Judge
was not of his selection. At this
point, Walker added, Gabriel L. Hess,
chairman of the National Association
censorship committee, was probably
responsible for the selection.
As a result of the objections, the
compromise was declared off. Brady
promised to confer with Cohen, who,
until this time had not been invited
to any conferences regarding the
threatened bill. A National Association committee composed of William
Fox, J. J. McCarthy, representing
Mr. Griffith and William A. Brady,
called on Cohen and went over the
situation. At that meeting William
Fox, according to Walker, declared
himself for the M. P. T. O., calling
it "an organization after my own
The committee asked Cohen not to
heart." any active propaganda camlaunch
paign in the state because the National Association had everything attended to. Walker said that a certain
prominent man later called him aside
and told him that a member of the
(Continued on Page 4)

A day with

Jack Dempsey
A One Reel Picture with the
"Pull" of a Big Feature!
You don't often get them that way.
But just look at what youVe got with this
one: page after page of newspaper publicity It's

The Biggest News Story Since The
Wall Street Explosion!
You can tie up to all this interest. You
can show in your theatre an action film of

The Most Talked of Man
the Country!

in

You can show his whole day in preparation for his fight with Carpentier on July
2nd, from the time he gets up in the morning until he hits the hay at night.
You can

Ballyhoo It Like A Circus
and the picture will mop up like a cyclone.

And remember, it's the only authentic,
guaranteed and official picture of
Dempsey9 s training activities for this
fight.

GET IT, QUICK !
PATHE
Distributors

.,.^,^ -■ iimuxiaiimii^^.v ., — ,
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A Trust Menace ?
(Contin«d'?rt>m--f>a>re 3)

One standing trick used, said Walker, was to frighten the exhibitor into
believing that he would no1 be able
get product for the new season.
The agent lor'tlie-hig interests would
ict he could supuse as the bj
needed.
oi- product
ply the antrum!
The exhibitor v
te and in that
way
turn over
an
interest in the
house to the agent of the company.
Both Walker and Sydney S. Cohen
held out definite promises that the
Minneapolis convention would bring
to light disclosures regarding the exhibitor-producer problem. It was
plain that they regard the situation
with gravity.
Lewis in "Two Orphans"
Sheldon
Lewis
has sighed a contract with D. W. Griffith to play the
part of
phans."

Jacques

in

"The

Or-

Two

STEREOS-MATS
ELECTROS

I. RUBIN

COMPANY

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

830 3

FOR SALE
Complete Photographic
Title Outfit
For details

Address

B-2 Care of WID'S

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE
ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
•904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 550*

FILM
Titles
133 W. 44th

Harding cabinet and a well-known
state politician had practically pledged
es to squash the ClaytonLuskX'hill. Walker took this as gosof that deon the strength
and withhold
pel
1 to
all propaganda.
te.r in Albany, believing that the
matter was 'Vet," Walker took no
definite action. Then in the Senate
he was informed by Senator Lusk
that order had come "from downstairs, meaning the Governor's chambers," that the bill was to go through.
In the Senate chamber that night
Lusk used as the clinching argument
the 14 points drawn up by the National Association as indicating
wrongs in present production methods that should be eliminated. Faced

Writers

TOM
BRET
Scenarios — Film Cutting
St. Bryant 6903 N. Y. C.

PRINTERS
PROSPECT PRESS
4th St.
Spring 2070

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Graraercy 945

STUDIOS
MODERN,
FULLY
EQUIPPED
STUDIO
For Rent by Day, Week or Month
230-232 Went 3Rth St
Fiti 4205
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

on

220

WEIL— Exploiting the new negative title device, TITLEGRAPH
W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048

MONEY
for

YOU

Reginald
Barher

Merge

PRODUCTIONS
which you carry happy thoughts
about are:
Godless Men

Not

in Theater

Here

from

Flame »■ the Desert, Woman

:.:

The Coward

Dangerous Days

The Old Nest

Snow Blindness

Sweden

{in Prod tied o?i)

{just Completed)

Carl Gerhard Wallman, a Swedish
actor, is in New York to study American film conditions. While here

Waldman will write a series of articles for the Film Journalen of Sweden.

::
Universal
has
purchased
"The
Archangel." by Bruce Thompson, for
i Gladys Walton.

and the Puppet

Carmen of the Klondike

Field

William
L. Sherry
stated yesterday he did not plan to operate
a
chain of theaters in conjunction with
Sherry Pictures, Inc., his newly form1,000,000 company.
Wallman

The Branding Iron

Bunty Pulls the Strings

Broadway

Another Fox feature, "Shame," will
soon be shown on Broadway. Four
productions will be then shown simultaneously on Broadway.
Sherry

CONSISTENCY
in producing films means

Dramatists Guild of the Authors' League of America. Inc., and
the Society of American Dramatists
and Composers, Inc., have amalgamated, subject to the final ratification
of the full membership, and formed
a society which will be known as the
American Dramatists. The merger
means that that society embraces in
its membership practically every man
or woman in America writing for the
stage.
The officers include Owen Davis,
president: Anne Crawford Flexner,
vice-president; Edward Childs Carpenter, chairman of the council; Percival Wilde, secretary; Eric Schuler,
executive secretary, and Henry Erskine Smith, treasurer.

TITLES
ARTHUR

a

The

Four

_
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by what he called "an industry's selfindictment," Walker as minority leader and opponent to the bill, had no
defense to make.
Then Walker got busy and the M.
P. T. O. started its campaign with
the public. One million, two hundred
thousand petitions were signed and
sent to Albany. Seven senators,
Walker said, later told him that the
misunderstanding had caused their
votes to be cast for censorship.
"It was co-operation, the kind the
National Association talks of, that
brought censorship to New York
State," said Walker in concluding
that phase oi his address.

EDITORS

GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BERMAN
Scenarios — Titles — Editing — Cutting
220 West 42nd St.
Bryant 2704
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Expedite Shipments

M. P. T. O. Promised Better Parcel
Post Service for Delivery
of Films
One
of
the
achievements
of the M.
er Hays of the Mark Strand
s has forwarded a telegram P. T. O. during the meeting in Washuffalo to Marcus Loew, relaington was straightening out the tangle in the parcel post shipment of
the reported combination of
films.
>rs in the up-state city in which
At an early session Sydney S. Coays and Loew supposedly fighen appointed a committee to wait
Hays' wire is as follows:
my return to Buffalo today on Postmaster General Will Hays
ention has been called to an and explain the situation to him. The
in WID'S DAILY, the con- committee was composed of W. H,
f which are foreign to me and Linton, Utica, N. Y.; M. C. Kellogg,
ot the slightest foundation in Lead, S. D., and Glenn Harper, Los
There
is not and never
has Angeles.
combination of exhibitors in
Assistant Superintendent of Parcel
i to control prices. Some film Posts Ryan was called into the conis been agitated by reason of
ference and as a result of the explanation to him and on the order of the
;presentative of Famous Playing several West Side theaters
' :•> let*-*"
Postmaster was General
imm
ant prices for their product struction
Limmer; prices under which every first and second
to pay particular
heaters could not possibly ex- ter ordering them
on which they took a united attention to films sent by parcel post.
Inasmuch as I am personally They were ordered to see that such
ned as being instrumental in films were sent out on first trains, and
speedy
delivery
was
effected
g a combination against your that
ts in Buffalo, I wish to say that when they arrived at the postal stations of their destination.
s no truth whatsoever in this
snt. My company wishes you
success here and trust that our

Fox-Ultra Deal

is will be most harmonious."
Hays has sent a letter to this "Nero" to Be Made in Studio of Italn which he says in part:
ian Company — Several Compajrave injustice has been done
nies in Merger
he Strand theater and Shea's
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ts, as there is not the slightest
Rome — It is learned here that Wiltion of truth in such report."
liam Fox has closed a deal with the
y H. Buxbaum, state district
er for Famous Players, stated
Ultra Co. whereby "Nero" will be
lay:
made in the studios of the Italian ort is true, as Mr. Hays states,
ganization. For that purpose the Ullere is no booking combine in
tra studio has been leased for five
>, why didn't he say so at the
g held last week at which mat- months.
ire talked over? He said nothUltra represents a merger of sevthat time.
eral Italian producing units, includt is true that there is no coming the Bernini and Nova. It is the
a Buffalo, why is it that the plan of the company to import to
s involved in the combine, and Italy American directors, technical
certainly is one, are going to men and artists to appear in future
iges other than Famous Play- productions. These pictures will be
id endeavoring to book as a based on the works of authors who
have used Italy as the settings for
their stories.
Two negatives will be made of each
"aylor on Special Mission
subject: one for Italian consumption
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Angeles — William D. Taylor and the second for exhibition in forit Los Angeles for New York "ipn-speaking countries. A definite
special mission in which the affiliation has been made with certain American film men, but who they
can Legion here and the ChamCommerce are understood to are is unknown at the present time.
Ultra is the company which is
atly interested.
or leaves New York for Eun Thursday to study the Euro- making "Ben Hur."
The local Fox offices had not heard
lm situation, especially in Gerabout the leasing of the Rome studio.

Two Big Ones
Our Job

Hays Says He's Not in BufCombine — Blames F. P.-L.
for Combine Talk

Philadelphia
Editor Wid's Daily:
I want to take this opportunity of thanking you for the
k'ndness shown me during my
recent fight for the Chaplin pictures in Baltimore and for the
fearlessness with which you
gave the news, irrespective of
whom it hurt.
I want to add that there are
many of the trade papers that
declined to publish any news
of that fight and the ultimate
vxtory for the exhibitor because they were fearful of losing some advertising business
from their count'ng room.
r mightv good thing to
t i a have
proven
. i
~ Hie exhibitors'
ally
and have shown a willingness
to publish facts withcut fear of
the counting room.
Again thanking you and assuring you of my aopreciation
as well as a desire to help you
any time the opportunity presents itself, I am,
Yours very truly,
FEED

5 Cen'

G. NIXON-NIRDLINGER.

C.

P. Whittaker
in Berlin Worked
on "Sumurun" and "The Wanderer"— Kaufman in Charge
Charles P. Whittaker, who was
sent to Germany some time ago by
Famous Players to whip into shape
for the American market important
German pictures, is on his way back
to this country. While in Berlin he
worked on two hi., subjects, "Sumurun" and "The Wanderer."
It was learned
yesterday
that as
first indicated
in these columns,
Al
Kaufman
will be in charge
ot Kuers.
opean production for Famous
PlayFurther, that contrary to stories
that have been circulating in the
trade for the past few days, Famous
does not plan to send abroad in the
immediate future any artists or scenario writers. It's probable that the
entire European film production plans
will be held in abeyance for some
littlemer time
is over.— probably until the sumTwo

New

Fox

Stars

William Fox announces the addition of two more stars, Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker. These two
were recently sent to California to
be featured together in pictures, but
they have made such a success, it is
said, in their first production, "Live
Wires," just completed, that Fox has
decided to co-star them.

Robbers

Foiled at International

Thieves attempted early yesterday
morning to break into a concrete
vault on the property of International,
127th St. and 2nd Ave., where negatives and positives of Cosmopolitan
Prod., valued at $100,000. are stored.
They were scared off by a watchman
after having done damage to the vault
estimated at $50.
Big House for Brooklyn
Plans have been filed for the erection of a theater at Bedford Ave. and
Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, by Levy
Brothers, who built the Bedford,
Ridgewood, Fifth Avenue and Borotisrli Park theaters. The structure
will be devoted to vaudeville and
moving pictures, but will contain a
stage big enough to accommodate
large productions. Tt will cost $750.000 and will have a seating capacity
of 3.400. Thomas W. Lamb is the
architect.
The
new
house
is near the Bedford, operated by Fox.

State Tax Passed in Conn.
(Special

to WID'S

DA1T.Y>

I [artford, Conn. — The legislature
has levied a 594 tax on admissions in
this state. This in addition to the
regular Federal admission tax. It
was originally
planned to levy a 10r;
state
tax.
u

Mohicans" Again

Adolphe N. DuMahaut and Fdward
L. Klein, 1664 Broadway, announce
the completion and early release of
two productions based upon the
"Leather
Stocking Tales." by J. Fenimore Cooper.
The company says it has ready
"The Deerslayer" in seven reels and
"The Last of the Mohicans," also in
seven reels, and that they constitute
the first two of a series of film verstories. Ansions of the nouncementCooper
of distribution will be
forthcoming shortly.

Maurice Tourneur made a version
of the Mohicans" for
of "The dLast
Associate
Producers, Inc.

Saturday, June 4,
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Newspaper Opinions |
"Scrap Iron"—
Strand 1st Nat'l
TRIBUNE— "Scrap Iron" is a mighty interesting picture, and the boxing contest,
* * * is the best thing of the kind we ever
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 71
7234
71U
Not quoted
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♦Goldwyn
3
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D. W. Griffith, Inc
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13
14
13
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$i
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* * * to be the best actor
screen.
on theRay
sawCharles
continues
on the screen, and he has chosen a fine supporting cast.
GLOBE — * * * triupmph of personality
* Ray's
* disarming
plot. *and
and atmosphere isover
characterization
so genuine
that you forget the absurdities surrounding
him and are prepared to watch him for several reels longer.
WORLD — What a battle ! Tt overshadows
a'l other matters in "Scrap Iron," which
("barley directed as he acted. * * *
How Mr. Ray succeeded in directing his
crowds while engaging in his ring fight is
beyond me. But he did it with comj.lete
finish and without detection. * * * one of
the most successfully constructed and realistically acted screen plays of the year.
DAILY NEWS— His new picture * » •
has the effect of making you, * * * rather
wish you knew the password to the DempseyCarpentier battle in July.
JOURNAL — There are many of the Ray
touches — pathos, boyishness and intelligence,
but the film is more a man's affair. * * *
Coming at a time when several million minds
are reverting to training camps and the
Tersey City encounter in July, it seems to
have a particular bid for popularity.
MAIL — This picture just teems with
Tharles. There are reels and reels of him.
Tn fart, there is so much of the star that
there is scarcely any room for the story.
But the story is an interesting one, with
plenty
of hear throbs.
TELEGRAM — Mr. Ray not only demnstrates anew that he is an excellent comed'an.
hut shows his command over stronger dramatic expression and proves that he is a
master director as well.
EVENING
WORLD— There is lots of
action in the picture — which was directed by
the young actor himself.

"White and Unmarried"— F. P.-L.
Criterion

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

TRTBUNE — The storv is pleasant. * * *
You get your fun out of watching the p-ood"ntured hero, so delightfully portrayed by

Hopper Directing Tom Moore
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — E. Mason
Hopper
has been assigned
to direct Tom

Meighan.
Mr.GLOBE
— * •* •* *an amiable, if extravagant
"rook olot which has been very effectively
iazzed into comedy form.

Moore in "From the Ground Up," an
original by Rupert Hughes.

w

%

Finest Equipped
STUDIO
—in —
The East
TO

RENT

Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

WORLD — • * * we predict that his ->frformanee here will react in his favor fullv
»S favorably and powerfully as have his performances in the few but splendid cinema
plavs in which he has so auicHv come to be
recognized as at least one of America's finest
camera plavers. * * * vigorous and intelligent work in "White and Unmarried," * * *
JOURNAL- — Thomas Mciphan may have
Personal popularity of sufficient strength to
Ving the usual rapacity to the Criterion
for the next week Certainlv neither the
"\ititv nor appeal of his latest ve'li'-le
"White
and Unmarried."
w'll do this thinnTt is a rather lurid and frequently impossible storv of the reformation of a crook.
Mr.
Meighan
plavs witli his r<=ual repres
on
skill and likeable manliness.
* * *
MATT. — Tt is becoming more or less customary to see Me'dian in a heroic eroo1'
-haracter. but he has tb = happv faculty of
^emir ahle to lend som<"thin<" new. a some
thing winning and worth while, to his part
■yliatevcr it be. This is notah'v true in
"Write and Unmarried." » * » Tt is a
-rood picture, an excellent picture, one well
worth the witnessing.
MORNTNG
TELEGRAPH— "White anH
I'mnarrjed"
an
oldplot. proves to be good burlesque on
Tf-LEORAM — Thomas Meighan. master of
•-rook roles and one of the most popular stars
in America, returns to his old love in "White
and Unmarried"
* * *
EVEWTNG
WORT, D — "White and Unmarried" isa revelation in second story work
POST — * * * amusing comedy of no very
ereat pretensions and commensurate attain
ment.

Aliens
(Special

Sell
to WTD'S

House
DATLY1

Toronto — The
Aliens
have
sold
their Royal theater to J. Appleton.
who for some
vears conducted
the
Maple Leaf in the downtown section.

uD

Putting It Over

Here is ho<w a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv know ho<w you cleaned
Atlanta — The Howard started a
"teaser campaign" some time ago,
preparing in advance for the exploitation they intended to do on Mary
Pickford's "Through the Back Door."
Their teaser campaign said in part:
"Nowadays, however, you go to a
veritable palace of a theater, where
the ventilation is perfect, the surroundings as tasteful as a mansion,
the seats comfortable, the air cooled
in summer and heated in winter. And
you see a wonderful production where
there is not a single nicker of the
screen, where drama to the very life
is unfolded before your eyes.
"And then, do you think of the old
nickleodeum days and marvel at the
progress of the last few years?
"The contrast will be brought home
to you at the Howard next week,
when two films, one of the 'old' and
one of the 'new' will be shown.
"The Howard has booked Mary
Pickford in her latest production.
'Through the Back Door.' And, preceding the showing of this picture,
the Howard will give its patrons a
glimpse of the first Mary Pickford
picture ever made — or one of the first.
Mary in the old days; Mary in a
queer, old-fashioned costume which
was all the style then; Mary with a
quaint company of actors playing
with her.
"Then this queer, out-of-date picture will suddenly shift to the modern motion picture and the Mary of
today — -America's sweetheart, whom
we The
all stunt
know proved
and love."
very successful.

PatkeNe>|
No. 45

PREPARING
FOR
THE. JUG
Fll
Construction
on the huge
arena
ir I
City.
City, where 60,000 persons will view l|
between
Dempsey
and
Carpentier.|
completed;
scenes
of Dempsey
in
AL
RITCHIE
DOES
MAN"
STUNTS
FOR
of unusual strength.
EDDIE
flight.
NENTAL

SOME
"Sll
THE NEWSl

RICKENBACKER'S
<l
FLIGHT— Despite wreck!

oming,
America's
Also
events
from
London,
England,
etc.

great
"ace"
contirl
Annapolis,
Rome
Mount
Kemmel,

tod
Florida

Bill

§2

Passes

(Special to WID'S

Hous
DAILY)

Tallahassee,
Fla. — The Hous
passed the Futch censorship t
a vote of 50 to 3. The bill
provide for a board of three
No Censors in Austin, Te;
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Austin, Tex. — This city wil
have censorship, according to
cision reached at an informal
ing of the city council.
The o
held that it was unnecessary 1
quire censorship and was of the
ion that the theater owners
selves would work against the at;
ance of offensive pictures.
New

House for Haverhill

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Haverhill, Mass. — The site c
old Haverhill Tavern of Eagle I
been sold by ex-Mayor Les
Easlev, S. C. — Phellos Sasseen. has
Morse to Ellis Brodie and Si
manager of the Lyric, opvs particular
Jensky of Lawrence. Pure!
attention to his mailing 1'st when ex- will erect a modern fireproof, 4nloiting bier pictures. The latest ef- building on the property imme
was with When
Douglashe Fairbanks'
ly. A theater of 2500 capacity
"TiapfortNut."
announced film
the be
located in the new structure.
oomincr of this picture, by postcard
-ampaign, the following copy was
used:
"You know that a blackberry is
*-»d when it's green, and that a
At a theatre people either!
brown row cats green grass to
p-ive white milk, also that a black
hen often lavs a white egg. and
pass by or pass in. When
that if a black cat crosses a
RITCHEY posters are on J
unlucky.person's path, it's surely
white
display they are more like- 1
"Now we know that Douglas
ly to pass in.
Fairbanks' latest comedy. 'The
Nut.' is srreaminedy funny. Tt
has iust plavcd to tremendous
crowds
at Atlanta's
Milh'nn and
Dol-it
lar Theater,
the Howard
LITHO. CORP.
will be at the Lyric F.astav. one
dav only, Fridav. Admission. lSe
406 W. 31st St.. N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388 I
and 35r. Reviewers commend ;t
"*»rv highly, saving it beats ^11
nrev'ous Fairbanks comedies for
laurrhter.

RITCHEY

"Bring your
dav: Doug will
'em. Pa. Ma.
ma and all the

trouhlos on Frimake you foreet
Grandpa. Grandkids will enjoy it
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We

will announce a different production in

Wid's Daily every day for the next six issues.
Live distributors will wire us quickly.
Exhibitors:

These offerings are for you.

Producers Security Corporation
516 5th Ave., New York

Incorporations
my, N. Y. — Ultra Amusement
>rises, New York. Capital,
). Incorporators, J. B. FeinM. R. Schneer and R. Fink.
,ey, M. Kamber, 135 Broadway.

Harry Again — In Chicago Now
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Harry Reichenbach has
aroused considerable interest by virtue of an advertisement he inserted
in the Tribune on behalf of "The
City Beautiful League of Illinois,"
advocating the changing of the name
uiv, N. Y.— R. and W. Prod., of Michigan Ave. to Dream St.
The coupon appeared for two days
fork. Capital, $10,000. Incorrs. J. J. Reisler, E. A. Well and resulted in the announcement of
W. Altman. Attorney, H. L. Charles H. Walker, chairman of the
Hid S. W. Altman, 1.476 B'way. City Plan Commission, to order an
investigation.
Griffith's "Dream Street," in whose
er, Del. — System Theaters, Inc.
I $2,100,000. Incorporators; interest the stunt was of course worked, opens at the Studebaker on the
are Registration Trust Co.,
8th.
ngton.
er, Del. — Outdoor M. P. Corp,
I $100,000. Incorporators, CoCharter Co. of Wilmington.
my, N. Y. — Mayflower AmuseCorp., New York. Capital,
DO. Incorporators, D. Selikoff,
ndel and I. Simcnoff. Attorney,
inhauser, 233 Broadway.
es Distribution for Production
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

'Frisco Construction Held Up
(Special to WID'S

No Theaters Near Residences

"Passing Thru" will be retained as
the release title of Douglas MacNew Orleans — Enforcement of or- Lean's latest feature.
dinances prohibiting the operation of
picture houses on residential streets
will be enforced. Judge Parker, in a
FOR SALE
suit before him brought by Walter
Falgout to compel the city to grant
Complete Photographic
Title Outfit
a permit to erect a theater on Sycamore St. near Carrollton Ave., handFor details
ed down a decision that the erection
of such a theater on a residential
street would constitute a nuisance.
B-2 Care of WID'S
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

.Address

FOR RENT
500 to 1500 square feet of choice space for executive
offices or film exchange. Fully equipped. Ready for
immediate possession.

DAILY)

San Francisco — Work on several
theater projects is being held up here
because of a strike in the building
trades. The houses held up are the
Golden Gate, the Union Square, the
Granada and Loew's State. The
Pathe exchange building is also held
up.

Another for Poli
isas City, Mo.- — Julius Bernmanager of the Short Subjects
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
tment of Universal, is going to
Meriden, Conn. — S. Z. Poli has
rsal City, where he will occupy completed negotiations for the purist of assistant director. A farechase of property on West Main St.
linner was given in the honor from Francis Atwater for the erecI Bernheim at the Blue Ridge
tion of a large theater. Poli has two
y the office and sales force.
houses here.

K-2 , care Wid's

jMA

More Product
Educational

Sunday's Issue
PARIS, FRANCE — 4,000 manufacturers

display their wares at great commercial fair
Georges Carpentier was an exhibitor. French
invested in factory with money
Champi
won
in on
America.
ENGLAND — American golfHOYLAKE
. "Bobby" Jones, "Chicle"
defeated
are
ers
Evans and Francis Ouimet fight gamely to
bunkers of difficult Engno avail. Traps and
lish course cause their downfall.
MATEWAN, W. VA.— Martial law prevails
in
in Mingo County. War time atmosphere use
make
the Tug River District. Troopers
of their automatic machine guns.
JenkSAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.— "Jinx"
ins, old-time cowpuncher, beats aerial acrobats at their own game. He rides a ^buckthe city. ' Jinx furingnishesaeroplane
a thrill a over
second.
acHAVANA, CUBA— President Zayas isally
claimed by thousands as he emphatic
dry.
go
will
never
country
his
states
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM— Sport loving Belgians are back to normal. The Grand Prix
is run over the Brussels track, considered
most beautiful in the world.
WHO'S WHO IN THE NEWS— MARLBORO, N. Y. — Bouck White in the limelight once more. Is tarred and feathered by
neighbors for beating his Parisian wife.
BAYSIDE, L. I. — Last of Talmadges is wed.
"Buster" Keaton, film comedian, marries
Natalie Talmadge. Norma and Constance
give the newlyweds some advice.
Scenes from Catalina Island, Cal., Tacoma
Wash., New York_City,_etc.,_etc.

Announces

Two

New

Series and "Lyman
Howe's
Kducational
will
release
Runaway Train" two new
series of product both comedy
groups. One is the series Warner
Bros, are making for Educational on
the coast with Louise Fazenda and
Chester Conklin. These are being
made by a new unit called the California Prod. Corp., and will be called "Punch Comedies."
The second will star J. Robert
Pauline, who, as noted in WID'S
DAILY some tige ago, had entered
upon negotiations with Educational
for the pictures. The stories will be
written by Arthur B. Reeves; Adrian
Gil Spear will produce them; they
will be known as "Cameo Comedies,"
.nd will be made by Invincible Photoplays, Inc. Each comedy will be in
two reels and there will be 12 a year.
Educational has also taken over
"Lyman H. Howe's "Famous Ride
on a Runaway Train" which recently
played one week at the Capitol and
was later brought back for another
week.

DAILY
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What Interests?
D. W. Griffith has issued a statement addressed "to the allied motion
picture interests of America" in which
he says in the opening part:
"It is reported that ceratin interests in the motion picture industry
are encouraging a movement for
Federal censorship of motion pic-

"The Golem" for Criterion Run
The task of editing and titling "The
Golem"
has
been
completed
and
o Riesenfeld
has
now
begun
; on its musical score
It is his
intention to put it into the Criterion
an extended
engagement
when
run of "White and Unmarried"
is ended.

(Special Cal.
to —WID'S
DAILY)
Oakland,
William
Fox
construct a theater at 19th St.
Broadway, according to local re)
Milne Out

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo. — Several changes
have been made at the Pathe offices.
R. C. Abbey has resigned as manager of Associated Exhibitors to become short subject salesman for
Pathe. Richard Case has been appointed Associated Exhibitors sales
manager in the Pathe office. Sam
Stoll, former assistant manager with
Fox, and salesman for Federated, is
a salesman for Associated Exhibitors.

Show Navy Film Tomorrow
"Our Navy in Action," a film c 1ing with the navy in war time, II
be shown at the Sam H. Harris 1 1
ter tomorrow evening under the i
pices of the A. M. P. A. S. L. Rfl

afel is staging the presentation.'
Priest Has Deals Under Waj J
Robert W. Priest of the Film 1 1
ket, Inc., is understood
to have u
various stages of negotiation sevl
deals for territorial rights for "
Supreme
Passion"
following
showing in Cleveland recently.
F. P.-L. Buys New Home

Know What's Going On

THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS REEL

New Warren Appointments
The F. B. Warren Corp. announces
the appointment of John C. Shannon
\tlanta manager.
Shannon
was
formerly with Associated Producers,
Tn.\, in Dallas.
Ooak Roberts will be in charge of
the Dallas office. He was formerly
\tlanta for Associated Producers,
Inc.

Fox in Oakland, Cal.

An effort was made to ascertain in
Among those who have been
greater detail what Mr. Griffith had out at the Famous Players Long
in mind, but his office yesterday re- land plant is Peter Milne, for the
tures."fused to divulge additional informa- nine months special reader to
tion.
Geraghty.
Milne's last work was
scenario
on
Alice Brady is"Little
making Italy,"
for Realan
Pathe Changes in K. C.

illll

Ten Signatures Necessary
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston— this is how the industry
will fight Governor Cox's censorship
hill through the referendum:
Under the initiative and referendum
law, in order to invoke the popular
referendum, the signatures of 10 persons are necessary to a petition, which
must be filed with the secretary of
State within 30 days. The form of
referendum must receive the approval
of the attorney general. The secretary will then prepare petitions for
a dessignature and will formulate to
the
cription of the law, subject
approval of the attorney eenerl. It is
necessary that 15,000 signatures be
attached within the next 60 days to
a petition to place the law on the ballot before the voters at the Sate election in November, 1922.

May Name Censors Next Wee
Governor
Miller is expected
name the members of the State i
sorship Board in a few days.

WID'S
DAILY) Fla;l
St. (Special
Louis — to
The
Famous
Missouri Corp. has purchased a 1;
private residence on Washing
Blvd. and when necessary alterat
and decorations are completed
occupy the structure as headquart
The present quarters of this comp
in the Plaza Hotel Bldg. have t
Bldg.
leased by the Fine Arts Picture Cc
at present in the Empress The
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president.
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A Light and Pleasing Comedy Entertainment
Bebe Daniels in
"TWO

WEEKS WITH
Realart

There is a clever twist at the conclusion of this story
that makes the ending out of the ordinary and eases
off the dramatic climax. Miss Daniels is on the screen

PAY"

DIRECTOR
Maurice Campbell
AUTHOR
Nina Wilcox Putnam
SCENARIO BY
Alice Eyton
CAMERAMAN
H. Kinley Martin
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining comedy.
Holds
interest from first to last
STORY
Adapted from Nina Wilcox Putnam's
Saturday Evening Post story
DIRECTION
Excellent with effective touches
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Adequate
CAMERA WORK
Very good
STAR
Does good work in this
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Excellent
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
A salesgirl is mistaken for a movie star in a fashionable hotel and
plays the part until the real actress arrives
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,136 feet
The picture follows closely the Saturday Evening
Post story and is given a pleasing and faithful presentation. The theme is most suitable for Bebe
Daniels who enjoys her part and charms her audience.
Although the story and plot are far from new it has
a fanciful charm that Hebe Daniels creates and carries through with a good deal of success. The gross
effect is a pleasing, light and entertaining picture.
The director's hand can be seen throughout the
production. This is particularly evident in the last
reel where the star plays a dual role. The cutting
and continuity are very effective in these scenes.

practically all the time. She appears first as a salesgirl in a fashionable gown shop where she is given
two weeks vacation with pay. She starts for a fashionable resort where she can display the gowns of her
shop, and allow the proprietor to follow up with
orders. On her way from the station to the hotel
her jitney smashes into a roadster and she finds herself in a mud puddle beside J. Livingston Smith, the
driver of the roadster. This is a very amusing scene.
When the shop girl arrives at the hotel she is mistaken
for a film star and promises to appear in a children's
benefit. The shopkeeper arrives and commences taking orders for gowns and helps to entangle the girl
in the misrepresentation. She does a high dive at
the performance, but fails to come to the surface of
the tank. Smith drags her out just as the real star
arrives. The star, however, does not seriously object
to the mistaken identity and all is settled. Smith
in the end turns out to be a garage owner and not
the rich young man that the girl fancied he was.
Miss Daniels takes the dual role of the shopgirl
and the movie star. George Periolat does good character work as the fashion shop keeper. Jack Mulhall
takes the part of J. Livingston Smith. The entire
cast lend support to the star and enter into the light
spirit of the production. The cast also includes James
Mason, Frances Raymond, Polly Moran and Walter
Hiers. While "Two Weeks Without Pay" presents
nothing very startling or distinctive it is, nevertheless,
a pleasing and amusing light picture. The titles and
the little drawings that accompany them are novel
and entertaining.

Will Please and Amuse an Average Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Two Weeks Without Pay" has enough comedy
and charm to satisfy your patrons and please the admirers of Bebe Daniels. There will be many who
will get a good deal of enjoyment out of the star's
performance and the situations in this piece. Talk
about the star as a shop girl and a famous movie
actress. Tell them about the high dive and the mud
puddle.
Use the

star's

name

and

also

the

name

of

Nina

Wilcox Putnam, the author of this Saturday Evening
Post story. Use the line: "Her vacation started in
a mud puddle and ended in a bungalow for two." If
your women patrons are interested in gowns and
fashions, you can lay stress on this feature of the picture. The title should also prove a timely drawing
card if well advertised. The star, too, has many
friends and admirers. There should be little difficulty
in putting this one over at this season of the year.
It is a light and amusing summer feature.
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Ray Shows He Can Fight As Well As Act Bashful
he knocks out the professional at the end of the fourth
round.

Charles Ray in
"SCRAP

IRON"

Charles Ray Prod. — Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures
DIRECTOR
Charles Ray
AUTHOR
!
Charles E. Van Loan
SCENARIO BY
Finis Fox
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Interesting picture that holds
the attention right through and leads up to fine
climax
STORY
It is the way it has been done that
makes it good ; will appeal especially to men
DIRECTION
Many little touches, not much in
themselves, but stand out because they are effective
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Loses some of his bashful tricks but is
just as pleasing as ever
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All do good work
Adequate
All that are required
Good

Ray is his own director in "Scrap Iron," and it isn't
often that this combination of star and director turns
out as satisfactorily as it does in this case. He works
up his story to an exciting climax that brings them to
the edge of the seats and the knockout comes and it's
all over before you know it. It would seem that Ray
might have brought his ending closer to the actual climax, because the aftermath rather tends to slow things
up a trifle. He spends a little time keeping you guessing as to what is going to follow. It is made to appear
that his opponent will die and that he will be held by
the police. But of course that doesn't occur, and the
usual happy ending is reached.
There's a bit of romance, fairly slight, in "Scrap
Iron," but it is liable to surprise folks, because Charlie
doesn't take Midge Flannigan back once she "throws
him over" for the professional fighter. Vera Stedman
acts too much like the Bowery for a small town girl.
Stanton Heck is "the fight promoter, Tom O'Brien the
professional, and others are Tom Wilson, Charles
Wheelock and Claude Berkeley. Lydia Knott is the
mother.

fighter,

John Steel had been knicknamed "Scrap Iron" by
the other workers because he has given up boxing at

against sick mother's wishes, fights to secure
money to send her to Florida
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,747 feet

the request of his sick mother. John suffers the rebukes of the crowd for his mother's sake and even loses
his girl because he refuses to fight an unfortunate
drunkard. John loses his job and is near the end of

CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Amateur

Everybody will be delighted with Ray's latest. He
caters to both men and women. In the earlier reels
especially and then again when he fights to secure
money enough to send his mother south, his devotion
to the little old lady will please the women, and if you
are to judge from the applause from men at the Strand,
they'll be thoroughly satisfied. Charlie gives them a
four round bout that is greeted with applause when

his funds when he decides to accept Battling Burke's
challenge if for nothing more than the $200, loser's
share. The drunkard proves a friend in need and helps
John train. He goes into the ring and at the end of
the fourth round knocks out his opponent. John gets
enough money to take his mother South to regain her
health and at the same time refuses to make up with
his girl, who comes back when he's a hero.

All Your People Will Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It doesn't seem necessary to say what to do with a
Charles Ray picture. He's a popular favorite and it
is quite likely that exhibitors all over play his pictures
to satisfaction always. "Scrap Iron" offers a pleasing
comparison to his last, "The Old Swimmin' Hole," so
you can promise them something different and all
you'll have to do will be to mention the fight and show
stills of the ringside in your lobby to fill your house
with men.
They seemed to get a lot of enjoyment out

of it at the Strand.
Appeal to your women

patrons by telling them of

the boy's devotion to his sick mother and of his sacrifice to gain money to send her to a health resort. You
can make almost any promise you want and not hear
a comeback. Exploitation will be well worth while
and the theme suggests any number of ways of putting
"Scrap Iron" over and it will go over if you see that
it does.

Those initials as a part of a signature are
on more than 200,000 motion picture exhibitor contracts in the theatre safes or filing
cabinets of the United States.
For seven years in this industry those initials
have stood for business honor; for keeping
faith with exhibitor-customers; for a clean
and honorable relation between seller and
buyer.
During this time those initials have represented an agent or officer of other companies.
From now on, they represent a principal, not
an agent. There is nothing new in saying that
they represent a principle. They always have
represented the principle of commercial honor.
We will procure for and offer to the exhibitors of this country motion picture productions ofable and powerful directors — including
same work from young (and already successful) directors who are themselves willing to
work; men who have done work that others
have sought to claim and usurp.
F. B. Warren Corporation does not produce
motion pictures. We are a mercantile sales
organization delivering to theatre owners the
best possible product that can be attracted into
a vigorous and square distributing company.
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Good Atmosphere May Make Up For Fairly Slow-moving Story
lias given most of his attention to these two things.

Geo. Melford's production
"A WISE FOOL"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHOR
Sir Gilbert Parker
SCENARIO BY
Sir Gilbert Parker and George
Melford
CAMERAMAN
William Marshall
AS A WHOLE
Has pretty settings and good
character study to recommend it
STORY
Starts off promisingly but lapses into
slow-moving theme that gradually loses interest
DIRECTION
Has given more attention to artistic details than to accumulating interest
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
PLAYERS
James

Kirkwood

does

Very good
Very good
very good

work as featured player ; Alice Hollister suitable type for faminine lead others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Quite beautiful
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Adequate
Tells of one whose

cheap philosphy brings him to disaster but his
true philosphy saves him in the end
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,768 feet
As in his productions of the recent past, George
Melford again proves his ability as an artistic director
in "A Wise Fool," and that is about the most attractive feature of his latest picture. He has provided Sir Gilbert Parker's novel with really beautiful
backgrounds, has selected James Kirkwood to give
a pleasing character study of a philosopher, whose
theories brought him only disaster, and on the whole

On the other hand, "A Wise Fool," after an interesting beginning and promises of good things to come,
resolves into a series of character studies, and an atmosphere of unhappiness which keeps piling on to
the very end, until the final scene, when a canary bird
is the means of bringing together the estranged husband and wife. There is very little sunshine in the
picture, and because of this very fact, it seems the
more tedious and slow-moving. And the Unhappy
incidents are not well enough founded to gain your
sympathy. For instance, when the daughter leaves
her father, previously deserted by his wife, you cannot feel sorry for him, because he is unreasonable in
objecting to her lover. A title tells you he is a "man
from the outside," but that is about the only reason
offered for the father's objection.
James Kirkwood, wearing a beard throughout the
entire picture, does good work and is given adequate
support by a capable company mentioned above. Another player whose name has not been used and who
appears in "A Wise Fool" is Alan Hale. He has not
been seen in some time.
Jean Jacques Barbille, wealthy egotist and philosopher in a small Parish of Quebec, returns from Paris
with Dolores, a Spanish girl, as his wife. Even when
their daughter is grown, Carmen realizes how her
husband neglects her, and finally leaves him. Then
the daughter goes West with her lover when Jean
objects to her marriage. The last straw is the burning of Jean's mill. After this his money is stolen.
After long wanderings he comes upon his wife, ill in
a convent. There is a reconciliation followed by the
arrival of the daughter and her husband, who have
been searching for Jean.

Except That It's A Bit Long, They Won't Be Displeased
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
George Melford's latest contribution is a pretty
picture, but that is not sufficient to satisfy the average

Tell them it is an adaptation of Sir Gilbert Parker's
novel, ''The Money Master," and recall the producer's

audience. The main fault of "A Wise Fool" is that
it moves too slowly, due to the long stretches of footage given to studying the character of the featured
player. Perhaps Paramount will cut it considerably,
in which event it can be recommended more strongly.

past productions which you may have played — "The
Sea Wolf," "The Round Up," "Behold My Wife,"
'•The Jucklins" and "The Faith Healer." If you think

You can promise beautiful settings and a thoroughly
artistic production.

they are familiar with James Kirkwood's name, you
might speak of him as the featured player. Catchlines can be employed and used to good advantage in
your program prior to the showing of the picture.
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Mother Love Theme Does Not Cover Sordid Happenings of Later Reels
Thomas H. Ince presents
"MOTHER O'MINE"
Associated Producers, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Fred Niblo
AUTHOR
Charles Belmont Davis
SCENARIO BY
C. Gardner Sullivan
CAMERAMAN
Henry Sharp
AS A WHOLE
Starts off with impressive
mother love theme but runs into sensational
vein that tries hard to be dramatic
STORY
Attempts for dramatic effect so forced
and of such an unhappy sort that it cannot help
but depress
DIRECTION
Doesn't spare anything when it
comes to realism ; at times lavish
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Quite all right
PLAYERS
Lloyd Hughes and Claire McDowell as mother and son do the best work;
some overacting by the others
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Son about to be
executed for murder of his own father is saved
by his mother
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,044 feet
Realism is usually considered a splendid feature of
photoplay, but in some instance it is just as well if
things aren't made too real. This happens to be the
case in "Mother O'Mine." When they actually go
through the process of an electrocution for the sake
of reality, that's going a bit far, and it is a bet that
the majority of picture patrons will agree that there
is little entertainment afforded by such a vivid depic-

Can Be Recommended

tion of capital punishment. It's thoroughly gruesome.
And that is the only fault to be found with Thomas
H. Ince's latest production for Associated Producers.
He has given Charles Belmont Davis' story "The
Octupus" a splendid production, Fred Niblo has directed capably, and the mother love theme is given
good play and comes in for a splendid climax in the
happy ending which is certainly needed after the sordid, unhappy reels preceding it.
Up to the moment of the murder, folks are sure to
be pleased with the picture. But after that point
probably only sensation lovers will be satisfied with it.
The efforts to make it strikingly dramatic are forced
to exaggeration, flames are used to indicate fury, etc.
And above all, the death scene of the man who was
really accidentally killed, is uncanny. Joseph Kilgour
is guilty of extreme overacting in this instance.
Loyd Hughes has a nice personality that stands
out, and his performance together with that of Claire
McDowell, as his mother, is one of the production's
assets. Betty Blythe makes much of a "wild woman"
role, even to perjuring herself to send Hughes to the
chair.
Betty Ross Clark is the heroine.
Years before Mrs. Sheldon Thatcher had been deserted by her husband. She has brought up her son,
Robert, in the belief that his father is dead. His
desire to make good in the city leads her to send him
to her husband, Willard Thatcher. Unknown to him,
Rob works for his own father, and all goes well until
he learns of Thatcher's nefarious financial schemes.
A fight follows when Thatcher tells Rob that he is
the husband of his mother, but that Rob is not his
son. Thatcher is killed accidentally, and on the evidence of Fan, Thatcher's woman, Rob is condemned.
A last minute, forced confession from Fan by Rob's
mother, saves her son's life.

Only After Liberal Cutting

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Educated audiences don't want entertainment in
the form of murders and executions and even though
"Mother O'Mine" is nicely camouflaged with mother
love, there is altogether too much footage and a severe
reality given to the presentation of the murder and
electric chair business. No matter how powerful a
suspense is created by this last minute death house

Associated Producers, or Mr. Ince, will do themselves and the industry in general a world of good if
they eliminate most of the execution scenes from
"Mother O'Mine." If they do you can play safe with
the picture and undoubtedly please your folks. On
the other hand if it comes to you without cutting, use
your own judgment and use it well. Lloyd Hugheq

reprieve angle, it's unpleasant. It doesn't make much
difference which way you try to look at it. You can-

will be remembered from "Homespun Folks" in ease
you played it. The original story "The Octupus'j
might be mentioned.

not help but feel "heavy."
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Universal Gives Ingenue Star a New Role
Gladys Walton in
"THE

call them, will surely interest audiences and make

MAN TAMER"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Harry B. Harris
AUTHOR
John Barton Oxford
SCENARIO BY
A. P. Younger
CAMERAMAN
Earl M. Ellis
AS A WHOLE
Main situation is interesting and
there is a good circus atmosphere
STORY
Romantic
twist not quite convincing
but will appeal to a good majority
DIRECTION
All right; tells the story smoothly
and without any tedious detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Quite plecsing as a lion tamer and more
appealing than as the man tamer
SUPPORT
Suitable ; no one prominent
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Girl lion tamer
takes a job as man tamer and falls in love with
her victim
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,516 feet
Most folks will agree that Gladys Walton

is more

appealing in her handling of the lions than she is convincing in her manner of taming a rich, ne-er do well.
However, the romantic twist of "The Man Tamer"
is the lesser important of the two main situations, and
the star's appearance as a lion tamer, and her actual
encounter with the "cats" as the title-writer likes to

them wonder at the little star's "nerve." For from
all appearances there is no fake about her being in
the cage with the animals. It is very well done and
quite likely to please folks, especially admirers of Miss
Walton.
There's one thing that audiences may wonder at.
How do they manage the attack of the lion on tun
different occasions? You see the beast from the
moment he springs until he lands on the man. However it's done it is well managed and furnishes a thrill,
though perhaps not such a pleasant one.
The director has not wasted any time in telling the
story and there is no period that becomes tedious.
There are no surprises and the ending is obvious long
before it is reached, but that doesn't detract noticeably
from the feature's favor. The star is pleasing, as
usual, and makes quite a charming circus performer.
Kitty Horrigan and. her father are billed as the
"De Augverne," lion tamers, with a small circus. The
owner of the show, Delmar, persists in his attentions
toward Kitty, but is always repulsed. Finally he has
one of his men torment the lions so that when Kitty
and her father go through with their act, one of the
animals attacks the father, injuring him so that he is
unable to work again. Kitty finally leaves the show
and through the efforts of Bradley P. Caldwell, a rich
young fellow who loves her, secures a vaudeville engagement. Kitty refuses to be friends with Bradley
though, partly because he is so rich and because he is
seldom sober. Caldwell, Sr., interviews the lion tamer
and she agrees to become a man tamer. Of course
she's successful and after some more unpleasantries
with Delmar, marries young Caldwell.

Gladys Walton Fans Will Like Her in This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Admirers of Gladys Walton will have a novelty in
store for them when they see "The Man Tamer." It
is a bit different from anything she has done lately,
and you can tell them about her performance with
trained lions. The man

taming part of the picture

is not nearly as important as the lion tamer sequence,
but probably Universal knows which title sells the best
and so they are calling it "The Man
way, it is true that she tames a man.

Tamer." AnyIt will furnish

material for some interesting discussion in the family
circle, perhaps.
In announcing the showing play up the star and
the title, and use catchlines in your programs, and
Universal will supply you with stills of Miss Walton
in her ringside regalia. Say, "It was easy for her to
tame lions, but see what a job she had as 'The Man
Tamer.' " Or, "If you don't believe wild men can
be tamed, let Gladys Walton prove it in her latest
Universal release."
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Labor Propaganda Picture Spoiled by Exaggeration
"THE CONTRAST"
Labor Film Service, Inc.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Guy Hedlund
John W. Slayton
Not credited
Reinhart

AS A WHOLE
Imperfect and poor film production with more attention paid to the labor message than to dramatic screen art
STORY
A plea for unionism of workers bringing to the foreground the evils of the wage
system
DIRECTION

Allows overacting and exaggeration. Many dramatic sequences do not register
as such. Not consistent
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Average;
disregard
of composition value of shadows
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Guy Hedlund gives fair performance
but uneven.
Types poorly chosen
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Average
DETAIL
Fair.
Titles too long and attempt to

preach
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Story shows
the
contrast between the rich and the poor, who
meet in an economic conflict. The story is told
from the worker's point of view and has a very
slight love theme
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
"The Contrast" is the first production of the Labor
Film Service, Inc., and while it is full of valuable material it lacks dramatic and technical qualities. The
story is not convincing for the exaggeration is too apparent. The text deals more with labor propaganda
and social philosophies than it does with dramatic and
screen values. The contrast is drawn between the intolerance and vulgarity of the rich and the oppression
and virtues of the poor. It is a plea for the closed
shop and is pictured through the viewpoint of organized labor.

The Labor Film Service was organized to give the
public "pictures that would bold forth an ideal and
give hope and inspiration — their purpose is to make
Contrast"
"Thewhile
to labor."
and these
pictures true
certainly
does to
notlife
meet
ideals, for
it is a
picture of everyday life and shows the struggle of the
workers in an able manner, it lacks many qualities of
better picture making. There is a good deal of material in these six reels and a lot of human interest,
but the dramatic sequences do not follow one another
in a logical manner and the general effect is not accumulative. Itdoes not build up to one grand climax, but runs into many little climaxes. While this
method might be more realistic than the single plot
idea and is used today in the modern novel, it nevertheless makes a film appear very choppy.
The mining scenes in "The Contrast" stand out from ■
the rest of the picture in a vivid manner. They carry
the same message that Griffith delivered so ably in one
of the parts of "Intolerance." The photography
throughout is well done though handicapped by ordinary and undramatic lighting and unbalanced composition. The story deals with the struggles of the laboring classes and their conflict with the upper classes.
Good workers are branded as trouble-makers and
"blacklisted" so that they are denied the privilege of
labor. Poor living conditions are shown and are contrasted against the waste and extravagance of the rich.
A mine interior is pictured and an accident which
might have been avoided by proper safety devices
takes place. A strike follows — hunger, despair and
violence are all shown. In the end the mine owners,
realizing the strength of the union and fearing a national disaster, agree to the terms of the workers. A
slight and poorly developed love theme is embroidered into the picture, but not much time or footage
was wasted on this.
The types of the workers were very well chosen.
Dorothy Seanger, as the sister of Jack Adams, does
little acting, but rings a true note of pathos. Guv Hedlund as Jack Adams does some good work, but fails
as a director. It is difficult for one man to direct and
star in the same picture. The types of the rich in this
are, however, very poorly chosen ; they certainly do
not look the million dollars they are supposed to represent.
The picture could be a good deal improved and made
quite presentable if the titles were shortened.

Labor Message Not Suitable for General Distribution
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It would be difficult to recommend this picture for
general showings. The film is a strong piece of labor
propaganda and could be used only as such. It would
be impossible to disguise this fact and for that reason
it falls short of entertaining values. People do not like
to be lectured. While this film may please certain sections of the American Federation of Labor and Socialist organizations, it might also be offensive to middle
class audiences.
The
story champions
the lower

classes and completely
ignores
a middle
class of
workers.
Some people may be interested to see the first pro
duction of the Labor Film Service, Inc., and see their
side of the labor situation, but even then it does not
strike at the problems of today, there have been
great changes in the past six months that this picture
does not embrace. Use your own judgment before
showing this one. The film is more of a political lecture than it is an entertaining drama.
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Not Enough Comedy Incident to Make It Consistently Amusing
"SEE MY LAWYER"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
Al E. Christie
AUTHOR
Max Marcin
SCENARIO BY
W. Scott Darling
CAMERAMEN
Anton Nagy and Alec Phillips
AS A WHOLE
Fair amusement in rather farfetched farcical situations; a good deal too long
STORY
Dialogue is missed and consequently
titles are necessarily too numerous
DIRECTION
Fair; doesn't develop any genuine
comedy situations nor make the most of satirical business
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Adequate
CAMERA WORK
Usually good but sometimes
not well judged
PLAYERS
T. Roy Barnes
does satisfactory
work as featured player but seems hardly more
prominent than Lloyd T. Whitlock, J. P. Lockney and others
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER OF STORY
Promoter of patent
which turns out to be a fraud, feigns insanity
to escape punishment
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
If you don't mind having your imagination stretched
to some extent, you'll probably be fairly well amused
and entertained by "See My Lawyer," RobertsonCole's presentation of Max Marcin's stage play, in
which T. Roy Barnes is the principal attraction, and
which has been directed by Al. E. Christie who is
capable of much better results in comedy making.
Folks who refuse to imagine things won't laugh at

Marcin's story because it will strike them as terribly
nonsensical — the idea of the rubber making machine,
and then the feigned insanity of its promoter when
the authorities take a hand in his operations.
None of the attempts at comedy were greeted with
outbursts of laughter, but the thing that appeared to
amuse them the most was the maneuvers of Barnes
when he pretends to be crazy. This is the best bit
but even at that is quite artificial and comes after such
a long lapse without a laugh that they almost forgot
it was funny.
Director Christie has not made the most of the opportunities presented. In the first place he has not
put in any humor in the long space he uses before
reaching the main incident, and there is one place
where he allows the spectator to believe he has reached
the ending when there is about another reel to follow.
This is so obvious that half the audience was up and
out of the theater while those who remained saw about
another reel.
T. Roy Barnes handles the principal role very well
and his antics as a lunatic seemed to satisfy them.
Grace Darmond is an attractive leading lady. She
and Jean Acker both look good but have little to do.
The story is about a young man, Robert Gardner,
who has the get-rich-quick fever. Gardner takes up
the proposition of Otto Trueman who claims to have
perfected a rubber-making machine. They flood the
mails with literature and when it turns out that Trueman cannot make rubber, the postal authorities step
in. Gardner's friend, Billy, tells him to pretend insanity and they cannot hold him. Billy does, but in
the meantime Trueman sells the rights of his machine
for a million dollars which he divides with Billy and
Gardner, only to learn that instead of making rubber,
his apparatus turns out a splendid paving block.

Names and Catchlines Can Be Used
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"See My Lawyer" will get over all right if it is not
hard to make your folks laugh, but you know their
comedy tastes best so can be governed accordingly.
I Roy Barnes will be remembered by your patrons as
the featured player in "Scratch My Back," and if they
are attracted by catchlines you ought to be able to
arouse their interest with them. Say: "If you have
a patent and it fails to make what you claim it will,
don't part with it.

It may produce something else.

This happens in 'See My Lawyer.' " Or, "Ever hear
of artificial rubber? They make it in 'See My Lawyer,'
But that isn't all. See for yourself at the blank theaUse the author's name and recall the stage play
in which T. Roy Barnes was the star. If you played
"So Long Letty," also made by Christie, mention the
fact. Perhaps the get-rich-quick idea will appeal to,
them. You might use lines along that line.
ter."
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Lots of Excitement and Some Good Thrills
Tom

Mix in

George Marshall
Ben Kline

graph that talks so he doesn't need a wife" — or something on that order.
The Fox cowboy star will supply his admirer with
an hour of laughs and thrills such as he has not given
them before. From the title they can judge what
most of the thrills consist of — fast riding and some
brand new stunts. The opening reel is devoted to

AS A WHOLE
Great if you like them wild and
woolly; fast riding and some new stunts
STORY
Stalls around with trick business and

an intimate glimpse into the hero's home, showing
some clever labor-saving devices of his own making.
This idea has been used before in short reel comedies

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

"A RIDIN' ROMEO"
Fox
George E. Marshall
Tom Mix

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

titles at first, but make up for it in latter reels
DIRECTION
Makes the picture live up to its
title
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Satisfactory
Good

but it is good and gets a good many laughs.
But the latter reels are by far the best. The star
does s6me great riding and no small amount of credit
goes to Tony, his horse, who, by the way, is quite

CAMERA WORK
Very good
STAR
Takes more chances and is sure to please
those who like him
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Some fine western shots

intelligent besides being a fast runner. There's one
bit where he rides up a steep and sandy hill of no small
height.
Mix does splendid work in the part he has written
for himself and will be certain to satisfy those who
like his pictures with this one. He presents a short

INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

All right
Suffices
Series of chases and

sequence which appears to be "after Chaplin in 'The
Kid,' " in which he doesn't know what to do with a
little baby he has found.

fights for the sake of romance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
Tom Mix has written a wild one for himself this

Jim Rose, cowboy, wants to marry Mabel Brentwood, but her father objects. Some time previously old
Brentwood, in a moment of weakness, had accepted

time. It surely is wild and woolly and there's enough
action in it for a couple of pictures. The story itself

the proposal of a widow who had immediately engaged herself to him and now arrives at the ranch to
claim her husband. Brentwood does his best to get

OF STORY

isn't important, but Mix certainly makes himself work
in the latter reels. The comedy is so silly that it demands laughs and even though at times, it isn't quite
what refined folks will like, you are liable to overlook
it. The title-writer plays a big part in the early laughs
with a lot of what are commonly termed "wise cracks."
Some are good and others not so. They're all on the
order of "he has machines to do the work and a phono-

rid of the woman, but Jim's daring rescues always
land the husband-grabber back on the ranch. Eventually Brentwood has Jim jailed but even that doesn't
stop him. He breaks right through the jail and starts
out on another rescue. Of course it ends happily with
Brentwood marrying and consenting to his daughter's
marriage to Jim.

Will Go Big If They Like Real Wild West
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You needn't be afraid to show them Tom Mix's
latest if they like excitement and don't care how it's
provided. Admirers of the star particularly will be
well satisfied with his latest. Tell them he wrote the
story. That should increase their interest. You might
go into detail in talking about the thrills provided
because there are some good ones. The Fox organization will most likely have stills available which can
be secured for lobby display, and if you can get some

of those
attention.

showing

his

"stunts"

they

will

attract

Use the star's name in big letters and if you can
secure a bit of the film before the showing date, they'll
surely want to see it. The press sheet issued in connection with the feature contains a list of the big
moments which can be used in your program for an
advance notice. Catchlines and other advertising accessories are also provided by Fox.

Brownie
the
Joy
National
Pup

There isn't a house in the land, big or little, that can
afford to pass up this wonderful Dog, acclaimed by
every critic as the cleverest performing animal in pictures. Our advice to every Manager or Theatreowner who reads this advertisement is to arrange at
once with his nearest Universal Exchange for a showing of one of the BROWNIE Century Comedies.
See "Playmates" and "Pals" and watch for the early
release of "Society Dogs." There will be Thirteen of
these BROWNIE Century Comedies this year and
every one of them will be packed to the brim with
this matter
amusingtoday.
little pup's funny tricks. Get busy on
this
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News1 Reds
'when properly
have thepresented'

monopolyof the drama

screen
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The New York Globe says: "In the News Weekly
a special tribute was paid to the pictures of Franklin
K. Lane and Chief Justice White by a moment of
utter silence, a darkened house and a distant bell tolling. It was an amazingly effective touch, none the
less sincere for being intensely dramatic. AFTER
ALL, AS FILM PLOTS GO, THE NEWS REELS
WHEN PROPERLY PRESENTED HAVE THE
MONOPOLY
OF THE DRAMA
ON THE
The fact that the News Reels are full of drama is due
SCREEN."
to the energy and enterprise of INTERNATIONAL
NEWS in so filling its reel with action-full, interesting
news that all its competitors have, perforce, to follow. They follow simply because INTERNATIONAL
is always first.
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Vitagraph Star has Pretty Good Story in His Latest
Earle Williams in
"THE

from the very first. But the ending is a trifle weak,
made so by a slight love interest which is used for

SILVER CAR"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

David Smith

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Wyndham Martyn
E. Magnus Ingleton
Jack McKenzie
A live bit of entertainment if

you don't mind slight implausibilities ; several
good thrills
STORY
A good suspense created; love interest
rather weak
DIRECTION
Starts off with a bang by genuinely
fine mystery stuff but political plot at close
tends to weaken it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR. . . .Contributes his usual finished performance
SUPPORT
Male members well suited but feminine players are poor choices
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
,. Correct
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Professional adventurer with war record sets out to secure
coveted paper for English nobleman whose
daughter he loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
It seems a bit too bad that "The Silver Car" does
end up as strongly as it starts off. Director Smith
gets it off with a bang by creating a fine suspense that
is genuine and gathers the interest of the spectator

EDITH
FOUR

YEARS
with

a conclusion and which, prior to the ending, wasn't
prominent nor an important part of the main situation
Despite this not altogether harmful shortcoming,
director Smith has made a good live bit of entertainment which contains several good thrills.
There are three or four long explanatory sub-titles
that confuse more than they explain because of the
use of names and countries foreign to what the spectator has been previously made acquainted with. This
might be remedied by re-written captions.
Earle Williams does splendid work as the adventurer, supported by Geoffrey Webb and Emmett King
satisfactorily. Eric Mayne overacts in the small part
given him, while Kathlyn Adams is adequate but not
particularly well suited to the leading role. As in
some other recent pictures in which she has appeared,
Mona Lisa displays too much of her anatomy.
Anthony Trent, international swindler and adventurer, seeks Private Smith, a war buddy and the only
living person who knows Trent's identity. Trent
learns that Smith is really Arthur Grenvil, son of an
English nobleman. Trent manages to become a guest
in the Grenvil home unrecognized by Arthur. The
elder Grenvil is finally persuaded to confide a certain
trouble which keeps him from accepting a position
of state. Trent journeys to a foreign country to secure
a certain document which will allow Grenvil to resume
his former position. He is successful after considerable adventure, and returns with the paper to claim
the hand of Grenvil's daughter.

KENNEDY
Contract

just

expired.

Famous Players Lasky Co.
Twenty-eight Photoplays
produced by them — Five
of them Originals.

415 So. El Molino Avenue
Pasadena, Cal.
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Williams' Admirers and Others Should Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Earle Williams in
"THE

SILVER
Vitagraph

CAR"

Most everyone will be satisfied with Earle Williams'
most recent Vitagrnph production "The Silver Car,"
and especially in communities where the star is a
favorite, it will be well received. You can promise
good action and several genuine thrills. Talk about
the landslide and if you can secure a trailor of this
to show prior to the run of the picture, you will be

sure to interest them.
Director Smith has managed
this scene splendidly.
Exploitation possibilities are numerous if you care
to go to a little expense. You could get one of your
local automobile dealers to allow you the use of some
grey or silver color car which might be used to advertise the showing. Signs bearing the lines "Follow
'The Silver Car' to the blank theater." Or, "Earle
Williams will be in town this week in 'The Silver
Car.' See him as a professional adventurer in his
latest Vitagraph offering."

REPUTATION
The biggest asset — and the best — any Film Laboratory
can have is a well earned reputation for absolute reliability.
Such a reputation inspires confidence and trust. It is
assurance of good faith, of straight-forwardness, of fair dealing.
It has been and is now

the consistent policy of the

Republic Laboratories, Inc., to establish a reputation of this
character.

Republic

Laboratories,

128 West 52nd Street
Modern

up-to-date
Laboratory devoted entirely to Printing and Developing Motion Picture Film.

PHONES

Wid's Daily
Binders

CIRCLE

Inc.

New York City

5828-5829

$3.00

-

Invaluable for reference purposes.
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Comedy Given Good Production and Well Acted
Sidney Chaplin in

offers nothing strikingly original. The production has
a mild humor that will please and offend no audience.

"KING-QUEEN-JOKER"
Paramount

There are two separate parts to this story, and it is

DIRECTOR

Sydney Chaplin

AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Sydney Chaplin
Not credited

BY

CAMERAMAN

Murphy

Darling

AS A WHOLE
Satisfactory and pleasing comedy with a good deal of European atmosphere
and splendid exteriors
STORY

The

Prince

and

the

Pauper

theme

modernized and made into a farcical comedy;
padding makes it drag in first two reels
DIRECTION

Splendid

PHOTOGRAPHY

a long time before the king and the barber connect
and the real action starts.
Once things get started they move along in a swift
and snappy manner. The producer and director have
provided very splendid European exteriors for the
location of this imaginary kingdom.
The photography throughout this picture is excellent and deserves a good deal of favorable comment.
There are several splendid long shots, and most of
the exteriors are taken with a good deal of taste and
judgment.

The composition in many cases is original

Excellent with some splendid

and good, with a few shots taken from unusual angles.
The imaginary kingdom where this story is laid

Very good
Very good

is in a state of unrest due to the oppression and ex-

long shots
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

WORK

STAR

Gives good performances and wins audience from start

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

All adequate
Excellent

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Fair

charter. A

travagance ofits king who refuses to sign a people's
humorous barber who resembles the

king falls in with a group of terrorists and agrees to
take the king's place when the king is kidnapped. The
barber plays king and most of the humor of this picture is concentrated in these scenes. The real king,
however, escapes and the barber is sentenced to be

Barber who plays

shot, but is saved by the queen and escapes in a bag.

king for a day and joker for a night with a close

The production ends with an exciting automobile
chase and an airplane transfer.
Lottie MacPherson has a slight but good part as

CHARACTER

OF

STORY

shave at the finish when the real king returns
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,016 feet
Sydney Chaplin plays the dual role of barber and
king in this comedy that he has written for himself,
He does a lot of good work throughout the entire picture though from

the

comedian's point

of view

he

queen in this production, and the supporting company fulfill their requirements in a co-operating way.
This comedy marks the first production of the Sydney
Chaplin producing company.

Use the Star's Name and Play Up the King for a Day Idea
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Sydney Chaplin is a brother of Charlie and can be
advertised as such. Base your exploitation and advertising on the idea of a barber being king for a day.
A barber shop red and white pole with a crown on
it placed in the lobby should be an attractive feature
and demand attention.
Tell them about the close shave that the barber
gets and your catch lines may read : "How would you
like to be a king for a day ?" or, "What would you do if

you were king for a day ?" Use Sydney Chaplin's
name in connection with this production and recall
his screen career with Keystone comedies — especially
"The Submarine Pirate."
You can promise your audience a good comedy and
an interesting piece of entertainment of high technical
quality. Large playing cards of the king, queen and
joker would be very effective if hung over the box
office.

l=>

Do you feel like this?
(Extracts from a customer" s letter to us)

##### If it will make your dayfs work
a bit lighter or more satisfactory,
I wish you to know that I consider
this job very good.

The booklets

are decidedly more attractive than
any we have ever had and the work
displays signs of painstaking.
If I get a chance to answer
any questions about "who printed
your booklets", I shall be glad to
tell. *****

if not, consult us
Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
36 East 22nd Street

New York City

Telephone Gramercy 945
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Revenge Forms Basis of Some Good Action in R-G Release
"COLD STEEL"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
Sherwood McDonald
AUTHOR
George Shedd
SCENARIO BY
Monte Katterjohn
CAMERAMEN
E. S. Depew and John Thomson
AS A WHOLE
Some good action and attractive
western atmosphere that will please admirers
of this type of picture
STORY
A bit unconvincing at times, probably
because of too much incident
DIRECTION
Good for the most part
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard; long shots
good
PLAYERS

J. P. McGowan well suited and capable in title role ; Kathleen Clifford fair as leading lady

EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Young
engineer
vows to avenge wrong against his father and
finally gets the four men he wants
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet
"Cold Steel," Robertson-Cole release, is an adaptation of George Shedd's story which appeared in the
Argosy Magazine under the same title, and later in
book form under the name of "In the Shadow of the
Hills." The story has been picturized in true western
fashion, with splendid exterior settings and the character types usually connected with this sort of production. A good deal of action is contained in the
piece though at times it is quite unconvincing, and the
spectator is somewhat confused by the complicated
plottings of the various players.
It's hard to tell, frequently, just who's on top.

The

lone hero, "Cold Steel," is fighting four would-be
desperate characters but the players aren't convincingly so, making their work often seem like a burlesque of what they should be. Picture goers who
like excitement will be well satisfied with the piece,
because there is quite a lot of shooting, much plotting
and a bit of disaster caused by an explosion, also
some labor troubles that aren't very apparent except
in the sub-titles.
J. P. McGowan who plays the title role is thoroughly
well suited to the part and his performance is firte
throughout. Others are quite suitable, but not as
capable in rendering support. Kathleen Clifford is
not an impressive heroine. At the outset of the picture you expect to see something on the order of
"Soldiers of Fortune," because of the engineering
sequence, but it is subordinate to the main situation
which is one of revenge.
Just before he dies, the father of "Cold Steel" tells
his son that years before he had been "framed" for
murder by four men who had taken all his money to
allow him to escape. ' Steel vows to get the men whose
names the father has given him. Steel is engaged to
engineer the construction of the Burntwood Reservoir. It happens that one of the men Steel
is after is in charge of the labor, but Steel
bides his time and later learns that the other three are
in the vicinity. There is trouble with the laborers
and then Steel makes known his identity to the man
in charge. The four decide that it would be better
to have Steel out of the way, and then the plotting
begins. They plan various ways of doing away with
Steel, but he is too quick for them, and secures from
on old Mexican a signed statement that he saw one
of the four kill the man for whose murder they
blamed Steel's father. There is a romance woven in
between the other business, which ends happily for
Steel and the girl.

You Can Play with the Title and Use Catchlines
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Audiences that like this type of western which is
billed by the producer as "love and life 'neath western
skies" will probably be fairly well pleased with "Cold
Steel." If they don't mind action in the way of bomb
plots and considerable shooting, the picture should
appeal to them. They'll like the work of McGowan
as "Cold Steel" anyway. The title is a rather attractive one which can be made more interesting by
the use of catchlines such as : "They called him 'Cold

Steel' because he was sure and unafraid.

See how

done his father."
avengesare theno wrong
he There
names to use in connection with the
feature which mean anything to your patrons, so play
up the title and talk about the story. You might mention that it appeared in the Argosy magazine under
the name given previously. "Cold Steel" will go all
right for a one time show.

tMA
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Unusual Treatment Makes It Attractive
"THE WOMAN GOD CHANGED"
Cosmopolitan Prod. — Paramount
Robert G. Vignola
DIRECTOR
Donn Byrne
AUTHOR
Hobart
Doty
BY
SCENARIO
CAMERAMAN
Al Liguori
Splendid development and eleAS A WHOLE
gant production make it out of the ordinary
STORY
Is made interesting because of unusual
handling; quite forcefully presented
"DIRECTION
good; artistic efforts effectlong ive; has made Very
desert island sequence rather
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Excellent
CAMERA WORK
First rate
PLAYERS
Seena Owen and E. K. Lincoln play
leading roles very well; others satisfactory
EXTERIORS
Some pretty tropical scenes
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
Frequently too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wanton regenerates
so that four years after committing a crime the
jury cannot find her guilty
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,306 feet
Director Vignola's handling of Dunn Byrne's story
has made an interesting picture of "The, Woman God
( "hanged." The manner in which he has developed
the story holds the attention from the start. He really
relates it backwards by starting off with the courtroom scene, and then going back and leading up to it
through the use of flashbacks and finally bringing it
to a climax in the courtroom where he began. This
method proves mighty effective in this particular
instance.
The feature is a
the numerous and
siderable footage.
they are sometimes

bit too long, made so perhaps by
long sub-titles which occupy conThey are usually well written but
unnecessary.
Also the flashback

showing the principals of the trial on a tropical island
is quite a bit too long. This sequence could stand
liberal cutting and still retain its purpose — that of
proving that although the heroine is really the same
who committed a murder four years previous, she
has changed in the new environment. It offers a fairly
persuasive argument.
The production values are all that could be desired.
Settings are splendid, lightings effective and camera
work generally very good. The island sequence offers
a good contrast to the earlier "gilded life" episode.
Seena Owen and E. K. Lincoln are seen in the principal parts. It is probably the biggest chance Miss
Owen has had and she does very well. E. K. Lincoln
gives a pleasing performance. Lillian Walker and
Henry
Sedley handle
smaller parts satisfactorily.
Anna Janssen, a dancer, kills Alastair De Vries
when she learns he no longer loves her. McCarthy,
a detective, is put on the case and ordered to bring
back Anna, dead or alive. A clue leads him to the
tropics where he finds the girl and starts back to San
Francisco with her. The vessel is wrecked. Anna
manages to swim to shore with the unconscious
McCarthy. Several years the two remain on the deserted island, during which time they fall in love with
each other and finally giving up hope of rescue, take
each other in marriage. The new environment has
completely changed the life of the girl and now she
is willing to go back to justice. McCarthy refuses
to carry out his command but Anna hails a passing
steamer.
McCarthy tells the story of the past years and the
verdict is manslaughter. The testimony gains the
sympathy of everyone in the courtroom except the
lawyers for the state who press the charge, but the
final verdict sentences Anna to the custody of her
husband for her natural life, and the judge suggests
that they return to their island paradise where Anna
had found redemption.

Has a Good Audience Appeal
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This type of "showy" production usually makes a
big hit and in "The Woman God Changed" you not
only offer a rather spectacular production, but also
a novel theme which will interest them even [or the
way it is <le\ eloped, if [or no other reason. It is reall\
not unusual or startlingl) original, but the way it is
told and director \ ignola's handling makes it attractive You should be able to do good business with
it. Stills of the island sequence displayed prominently

in the lobby should attract considerable attention.
Use the author's name. His stories appear in the
leading magazines and his name is well known. Tell
them about the work of E. K. Lincoln and Seena
Owen. If your patrons remember names tell them
Robert Vignola directed, and recall his "More Deadly
Than the Male" and "The World and his Wife." The
Paramount press sheet will furnish you with complete
exploitation ideas.

Some Short Reels
"Country Life in Bohemia" — Famous Players
Type of production
1 reel travel
This is a Burton Holmes travel picture. Burton Holmes
leaves the Near East and travels up through Austria till Bohemia is reached. The map of that section of Europe is shown
and Bohemia located. The simple country life of the peasants
of this country is next illustrated. Workers are shown plowing
the fields with the aid of oxen and the camera is also turned
upon a harvest of sugar beets. Many types of peasant girls
and women appear in this reel. Beautiful native costumes are
shown and a village fete with native dancing concludes this
picture. There are some good shots in this reel, especially
those taken against the light allowing the massive figures of
the peasants and their oxen to appear in silhouette against
the sky.

"Eccentricities of the Bee and the Wasp" — Kineto
Type of production
1 reel educational
Many of the habits of the bee and the wasp are clearly
shown in this instructive film. How the bee deposits food for
her eggs before sealing them away is clearly and simply shown.
With the aid of animation the details of the young bees' development isillustrated. Wasps' nests in the trees and how
they subsist from the sweets of the flowers is explained in
detail. The photography of this picture is clear and the detail
well brought out. The insects are enlarged and appear on
the screen many times their original size. The intelligence of
wasps is illustrated by changing their nests. The insects refuse to enter any nest but their own. This film would interest audiences in college towns and be particularly good for
school instruction.

"The Bakery"— Vitagraph
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Larry Semon is the star of this latest pie-in-the-face comedy. The action is brisk from start to finish and the entire
production filled with laughs. Larry Semon does some good
work and gets over some very good comedy effects. The scene
is laid in a bakery and the boss and his pretty daughter pay a
visit to the dough works, but before they arrive Larry and
the manager have started a little dispute. A lot of rough stuff
follows. There is a very clever use of traps in the floor and
some effective photography in the accelerated finish. If your
people like good slap-stick they are sure to laugh at this one.

"Screen Snapshots No. 1" — Federated Film Exchanges
Type of production
1 reel fan magazine
This reel not only shows close-ups of popular stars, but also
has a lot of fun. It starts off with a few stunts from Max
Linder, who is shown entertaining Lina Cavalieri, prima donna,
and her husband, Lucien Muratore. Max hops out before the
camera and brings his wild beasts along. He has a lot of fun
with the elephants and gets a good laugh when he tries to bite
a lion. May Allison is next to appear and she is shown in the
act of autographing many photographs. She autographs what
is said to be the largest photograph in the world — it stands
about eight feet high. Doris May and Wallace MacDonald
are caught leaving the church, where they were married at
dawn. Jesse Lasky is shown visiting his West Coast studio,
where the camera also, catches Cecil B. DeMille, Dorothy Dalton and Fatty Arbuckle. Bebe Daniels is shown having a
splendid time serving her ten days in jail for speeding. She
makes a popular jail-bird and even shares her fruit with the
judge who sentenced her. Her cell is decorated with flowers
and the cameramen cheer her from without. Finally this
amusing magazine closes with a view of Mary Pickford posing
for a painting. Fans will find this number of "Screen Snapshots" above the average of the series.

"A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom" — Kineto
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This film reviews the animals in the Zoo. Polar bears
wrestle and play in their pool. The macaw and the emu, a
large ostrich-like bird, are shown. Alaskan brown bears, the
largest of the species, appear on the screen, and so do the grizzlys. The film also shows black-necked swans, American wild
cats, camels, large monkeys, seals and zebra. Lesser known
animals are all shown — the Nilgar calf, the black buck of
India, European wild boar, the gnu, red kangaroo of Australia, yaks and many others. This picture would please children
and do well in towns that are not provided with a zoo of their
own.
"Felix in the Love Punch" — Famous Players
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
This cartoon is so ridiculous that it is hard to keep from
laughing. Felix the cat has a funny walk and he hobbles about
in his own funny way. Felix is out with his sweetheart when
they are surprised by a bear. A strong guy saves the girl
and Felix is forced to take a back seat. But not for long, for
he buys a bottle of liquid muscle and they both appear in the
ring at Madison Square Garden. The fight that follows is
sure to make anyone laugh. Felix is knocked out and we see
his nine lives pass up to heaven. If your people like cartoons
they are sure to get a good laugh out of this one.
"The Village Cow Puncher"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel drama
This is a comic drama with the scene laid in the West and
a small middle western town. The hero of this drama is a
cow puncher who leaves his ranch for a visit to a small town
where he is due to collect an inheritance left him by a late
uncle. The banker's daughter has a new Ford that she is
learning to drive. It runs wild and the cowboy after a long
chase ropes the machine and saves the girl. But bad men are
in town and get the villager's money in a fake land deal in
which they have induced the banker to co-operate. The girl
overhears the plot and after a wild chase the cowboy overtakes them and saves the money. The last scene of this picture is back on the ranch and the hero arrives with the bankdaughter
his and
wife.theTheranch
smallscenes
town inatmosphere
is very
well er's
done
in — this
the first reel
are
amusing and entertaining.

" The Claim Jumpers" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel Western
Wild jumping and a lot of rough riding are the outstanding
features of this picture. The story presents nothing very new.
A stranger comes to town and is induced to buy a salted mine.
The girl who tends a lunch counter is unable to warn the
stranger in time. Soon however, he discovers the fraud and
while he attempts to recover his money the Chinese cook
looks the mine over and finds a vein of real gold. Then the
bad men lay claim to the mine and while the girl rides to town
in order to record the deed, the hero fights and kills the four
bad men at the entrance of the mine, and all ends happily.
There are some good bits of photography in this and one or
two splendid shots. The action is brisk and the locations well
chosen. On the whole it is a fair western and would probably
be a satisfactory offering for smaller theaters.
"The Life History of Frogs and Toads"— Kineto
Type of production
Popular scientific
Scientific pictures of this type are growing in popularity,
and more and more are being demanded by better class
audiences. They are not only instructive, but hold the attention in a fascinating way and cause a welcome relief when run
after a heavy melodrama. "The Life History of Frogs and
Toads" is a single reel scientific picture so presented that even
a child can see step by step the growth of frogs and toads and
their development from the spawn. The microscopic photography in the early part of this picture is well photographed
and illustrates in each case the point desired. We see the
spawn in water and the development of tadpoles. The circulation of blood in the gills of the tadpoles is as clearly shown
as is possible with modern scientific methods. The growth
of the front legs and the development of the hind legs was
never before as well illustrated as in this picture. The reel
is not burdened by too many scientific phrases or facts and can
easily be understood and enjoyed by the layman.

Short Reels
"Cyclone
Smith's Vows"— Universal
Type of production
2 reel western
The interest is held throughout this production by the rough
and ready daring of the hero. He does a lot of wild riding and
makes some thrilling jumps. The story too is good and the
photography attractive. A lot of care and time was not spent
on this production and there are many crude points. However,
the interest, which is centered on Cyclone Smith, is held and
the entire picture would meet with the popular approval of
smaller theater audiences. Cyclone Smith jumps off a moving
freight train and saves a girl from an accident. She induces
her father to give him a job as a cowboy on the ranch, but the
sheriff discovers that Smith has just been pardoned from
prison. As Smith is leaving the ranch the sheriff is brought
in badly wounded by the bandits. Smith vows that he will
bring them back dead or alive and if he fails he will not return. He surprises the bad men; two of them get away and
the third he discovers to be his brother, who was guilty of the
crime for which he was convicted. The brother is killed by
one of the crew and Cyclone Smith kills the murderer and
wins the girl of the ranch. There are some good mountain
locations in this western outdoor malodrama with a thrill or
two sandwiched in.
"The Guide"— Fox
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Clyde Cook has a really original two reel comedy in his
latest, "The Guide." It has new laughs all the way through
and doesn't resort to anything like the old pie-throwing slapstick to get them. As the title suggests, it supposedly takes
place in the Alps where Cook is a mountain guide. His stunts
are just as funny as they can be and the best part of it is that
most of them are new. He gets a lot out of an encounter with
a big bear and the laugh of the two reels comes when after
being chased into a cave by the animal, the comedian exits
wearing a huge bear coat. There's some fine direction and a
realistic mountain atmosphere that a good many will take for
the real thing.
You can surely satisfy them with this.
"An Awful Bull"— Universal
Type of production
1 reel comedy
The comedy in this picture is very mild and hardly funny.
The idea has been used before in many variations and none of
the business presents any new angles in the field of comedy.
A country rube is kicked over the fence and lands in the only
mud puddle in the road. The letter-man brings him a diploma
from a correspondence school and he goes to town to be a
detective. Most of the action takes place in a hotel and the
rube detective looks for footsteps on the carpet with a large
magnifying glass. He mistakes the house detective for the
crook and allows the real thief to get away. The cast of this
comedy is limited in number and the photography ordinary.
There is nothing new presented in this and very little that is
at all funny.
Rocking the Boat — Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
"Rocking the Boat" is a good laughable comedy based on
an original idea. It is clean and would not offend any audience. The fun in this picture is made by transfering sea life
and the props of a ship to a house in the city. The young
married couple are expecting their uncle, a sea captain, and
in order to make him feel at home they build the interior to
resemble a ship. The butler and the maid are dressed in uniform and walk in sailor fashion. The house is anchored to
the street and the height of the fun is produced when they
decide to play a stream of water on captain's bedroom
window — but the captain opens the window and all get wet.
The
castandof "Rocking
the Boat" includes Earl Rodney, Irene
Dalton,
Ward Caulfield.
"Suits and Suitors" — Universal
Type of production
2 reel western comedy
A lot of action and a few new touches make this picture real
comedy. The photography is good and the events leading up
to tin- chase well planned. Good horse-back riding is always
attractive and commands attention; it produces a disagreeable
effect, however, when the camera is moved along in pace with
the rider This arrests the attention of the observer and makes
him question his point of view— "Oh yes, he will conclude it is
done by riding the camera in an auto."
But the view of the

hero riding at you in the chase would not in reality be visible
to anyone excepting the villain.
"Suits and Suitors" is a western ranch picture dealing with
two mail order suits that look alike and arrive at the same
town. The young foreman of the ranch wears one and the
bad man is discovered in the other. The fat man, tight shoes,
changed clothes, a dance and a wild chase complete the two
reels of this comedy. The elements of humor that enter into
this picture are well thought out and the result happy. A
particularly splendid long shot of the riders occurs in the first
part of this film. How much more effective this is than the
close ups taken with the camera riding.
"The Sacred City of the Desert"— Prizma
Type of production
1 reel scenic
Prizma is presenting a very attractive and beautifully
colored reel showing an ancient settlement of the Mozabites
hidden in the heart of the Sahara desert. Some very interesting scenes of the life and habits of the Mozabites are reproduced and the color work is splendid. A title says that prior
to the arrival of the Prizma expedition, the settlement had
seen no rain in nine years, but the day the Prizma company
arrived it rained and the next day the inhabitants staged a
celebration in their honor, thinking they had caused the rain.
The spectacle is shown on the screen and the color work in
this particular sequence is quite effective. A first rate scenic
reel well worth showing.
"Plant Life and Seed Disposal" — Kineto
Type of production
Educational
This reel is of the scientific series made under the direction
of Mr. Smith in London. The picture has some beautiful
bits of photography, and would be well appreciated by college
students and advanced audiences. We see in this reel the
development of the seed heads of flowers, and how the seeds
leave their place of birth, take flight and find new soil in which
to take root. The camera work in this picture was well
planned and ably done. The intermittent exposures taken
over a long period of time, and showing the complete flower
formation from a bud to the bloom in but a few feet of film,
was smoothly and carefully accomplished. The lighting is
given a good deal of thought and kept quite constant throughout; this has in the past been a problem in the making of
pictures of a single object over a long space of time. In the
same film we see the spiral flight of the lime seed, and also
the remarkable mechanics that nature has produced in the
construction of the parachute seed. This film should have
a great circulation among schools, and other educational bodies.
Pathe Review No. 106
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This magazine covers a wide range. It opens up with a
dance called "The Dance of the Huntress," then goes into the
open where we see wild goats dashing across the screen. This
"Fisherman's Luck"
camera.
ultra-speed
shown
is the
is
next with
and the
we get
a good idea
of big fish tackling in the
open surf. The camera then turns upon Yellowstone National
Park and all its wonders. This part of the reel is tinted to
give the colors of nature.
"Circus Heroes" — Federated
Film Exchanges
2 reel comedy
Type of production
There is more than one laugh in this picture. And sometimes a scream. The flavor of the circus is well put over in
this two reel comedy, inside and outside the tents. Sid Smith
is featured in this production, taking the part of one of the
Hallroom Boys. The boys sneak into the circus and as soon
as this is accomplished the fun begins. They join the troop
and attempt some bareback riding. This only starts them off,
for the next minute the Hallroom Boys find themselves face
to face with the lions. "Those lions don't eat meat on Fridays," they are told. But it is hard to believe a lion when his
mouth is open. Sid Smith does some very nervy work in the
lion den scenes and gels over a good laugh. You can expect
your audience to scream when the beast climbs up the side
of the cage after the intruder. A complete circus was hired
for this production. It includes elephants, side show animals,
man in the world," and everything else that fits
"The biggest
a tent. Lots of fun and a good long laugh in this two
under
reel comedy.
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SALES CO., INC.

729 Seventh Avenue
Bryant 7206

May 20, 1921

Wid's Daily,
New York City.
GENTLEMEN:
May I take this opportunity of expressing to
you my extreme gratification at the direct results
obtained from one advertisement placed in last Monday's issue of Wid's on the picture "A DAUGHTER OF
EVE".
Within half an hour after the paper had appeared on the streets in New York, a buyer for 43X
of the territory of the country had us on the telephone and had made an appointment to see the picture.
Coincident with the arrival of the paper in
Boston and Philadelphia, we received long distance
telephone calls, and as a result of those calls,
contracts were sent out in the next mail.
Such results are extremely gratifying, and
you may rest assured that in the event we decide to
carry any more copy on "THE HOPE DIAMOND MYSTERY"
which is selling very well by the way, you will get
more than your share .
I am

With best wishes for your continued success,
Most cordially,
(Signed)

T. 0. ELTONHEAD,
Advertising Manager,
HOWELLS SALES CO. INC
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Oppos s Scheme

Far, Far Away !
of P. C. C. Says Beaverbrook
)oes Not Vv nt Combined ProWrites Jimmy Bryson from
ducer-i chibitor Unit
Sydney, Australia:
E. Adams, managing director
the Provincial Cinematograph
"Gee! but it feels good to get
aters, Ltd., one of the largest theWid's out here!"
circuits in Great Britain, in a
to WID'S DAILY states that
he and Lord Beaverbrook, who
nancially interested in the P. C.
F. P. Managers Here
are in every way opposed to
The
first
of a series of conferences
suggested co-operative scheme of
manufacturing and film rent- of the Famous Players district manMr. Adams refers to an article
agers will be held this morning in
inted on May 3 in this publica- the home office. Fall selling plans
from the Film Renter of London, will be discussed. Those who are
(Continued on Page 3)
expected to attend are: George J.
Schaefer, Boston; Harry H. Bnxbaum, New York; W. E. Smith, Philew Organization Under Way?
adelphia; F. F. Creswell. Indianapowas reported on Saturday that
lis; H. A. Roth, Detroit; J. A. Gilttion-wide organization of motion day. Chicago; Phil Reisman, Minnewe managers in which important
apolis; R. C. Li Beau. Kansas City;
ter circuits are to be represented Louis Marcus, Salt Lake, and Hermann Wobber, San Francisco.
nder way.

On the Wall
The handwriting. Of Federal censorship. Plus the drama,
cause the lawmakers want control. Of pictures. Where they
i shown in houses other than regular motion picture places.
■ palaces. Because of the Shubert's. And their refusal to stop
a the Shadow of the Dome."
In Washington.
Watch Washington. During the next few days. Maybe
py'U
file that bill. Then everybody'll be aroused. As usual.
>o late.
GRATITUDE
She was unknown. And got into pictures. And how that
Dducer worried. Troubles? By the bushel. But he stuck to
2 idea. And the star. And kept on spending money.
Lots of
Oodles. And made her name known. In electric lights,
newspaper space? And in magazine space? And Lord knows
lat else. So in time this helped. Now her pictures are beginlg to gross real money. Getting somewhere. Beginning to
somebody. Then the report comes she may leave that procer. And go on her own.
Oh,
:arst. yes: The star — Marion Davies. And the producer —
SIGNS

OF

THE

TIMES

Elljay's. Don't see so many twinkling. On Broadway,
id elsewher
e. Of his stars. Hard to get accustomed to it.
»e
idea, the
y'know.
not having them crack you in the eye.
Way.
White Of
1 along
Just a sign-of the times.
What kind?
You know.
THAT
"OUT"-ING
Of Famous.
Yesterday
.
Upcm the
Flock of players.
(Continued
Page Hudson.
4)

TRUSTS

Price 5 Centi

A Few Ideas on An Important
Subject
Voiced by Adolph Zukor— And a Few
Reflections— "Danger of Irresponsible Talk from Responsible Men"
Adolph Zukor is president of Famous Players-Lasky. Incidentally the largest producing and distributing concern in this
business. So whatever Mr. Zukor thinks about a possible
"trust"
interest. in this business is important. At least it is of unusual
And here is .what he thinks:
"There cannot be a trust in the motion picture industry,"
says Mr. Zukor. "Talk of these things make me laugh. Consider for a moment the various interests, the size of the industry
and the number of people involved. And then realize how difficult, ifnot impossible, this would be to bring about.
"I can say modestly that we are the largest organization
in the business. So that any question of such a thing as a
'trust' would naturally interest us. Yet if anyone will consider
the past and the early history of Famous Players they will be
compelled to realize that this company owes its very existence
to the fact that it was organized to oppose a combination — or
a 'trust,' the old General Film Company. This was our very
start.
"If Famous Players started with this basis isn't it rather
difficult to manufacture a sentiment thai* we would be part of
one? And frankly, could there be a 'trust' or combination of
consequence unless we were a part of it?
"It is a simple thing for any group of gentlemen to make
speeches and talk about 'trusts' and infer that we are part of it.
But it is another matter to attach to these ideas any truth or
facts. That is another story. And I don't think it interests
these gentlemen very much because they have their own ideas
and plans to further.
"Let us go further. Famous Players was organized to
produce pictures. Later we went into distribution. And then
what happened? A group of exhibitors — some of them very
important — decided to combine and present productions made
for them. This idea developed until they became not exhibitors,
but — in actuality — producers. They made offers of such a
tempting nature to our stars and. directors that we were compelled in self defense to turn to securing theaters in cities where
we were threatened with not having our pictures shown. First
in one city, and then in another. And so naturally Ave became
interested in theaters. But we don't want to be exhibitors.
We own theaters and are interested in others as a matter of
protection first, of profit later.
"The inference is suggested that when 'Wall Street' money
is talked of, that in some
way Famous
It
(Continued on Page 2) Players is involved.
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
•amous Players .. 71K
do pfd
:Goldwyn
. . .•
3
). W. Griffith, Inc
-oew's, Inc
Triangle
Vorld Film

13

}&

71j^
70
Not quoted
3J4
••••
Not quoted
13

13
Y%
}i
Not quoted

Quotations by H. Content & Co.
For American Pictures
In his address before the annual
neeting of the Actors' Equity, John
•Imerson stated that the organization
/as fighting for American pictures
nd referred to the proposed ad vajrem duty the Ways and Means
Committee approved on foreign films,
-merson was re-elected president.

TRUSTS
(Continued

from

Page

1)

is true that capital — large capital, indeed — is invested by bankers
and their clients in this company. But it would be ridiculous
to consider that we, in any way, could control or even guide the
bankers and financiers of this country such as the inference is
intended.

"Large banking interests are becoming more and more
acquainted with motion picture industry. Many may recall
the interesting figures and ideas presented by John E. Barber,
of the First National Bank of Los Angeles, which appeared in
the New York Times Annalist. Mr. Barber pointed out how
the industry was dependent upon banks and was outgrowing
private financing. This is true. But because financiers and
banks are interested in a business is that to mean that a 'trust'
is to follow? Aren't these ideas rather exaggerations? Aren't
they a bit too ridiculous to be given serious consideration?
"These are difficult business times. We need all the energy
and effort we can find to keep our industry
alive. We have a
lot of battles on the outside of the industry which need watching
and fighting. Let us keep out of these idle, silly, haphazard dis^
cussions; especially at this time.

"For they do harm. Not as intended, not
provoked. They
bring no harm to the concerns supposedly asintereste
d in any
'trust.' But they bring harm and possibly serious damage to
the average exhibitor. I will show you how. All of us know
that practically all exhibitors carry mortgages on their theater
properties. Even the small exhibitor with one house often has
a mortgage on the property. The funds for this mortgage
come either from savings banks or from funds in some way
under the guidance of State officials. How, I should like to
ask, are these men who are responsible for the loans made, going
to consider this business as a safe investment when men of
prominence, men of importance in this business, indulge as they
do in wild, untruthful, meaningless statements? Will they consider their investments safe? Or will they not probably consider either the curtailment of their loans to a serious degree,
or possibly withdraw them altogether?
"These are some of the damages possibly resultant from
talk of 'trust,' etc., coming in an irresponsible manner from
DANNY.
responsible men."

THE SPICE- OF THE PROGRAM "

Mr. Exchange Man: —

— in —
The East
TO
RENT
Centrally Located
Ready For
Immediate Work
Apply
METRO STUDIO
A. Rosenstock
Phone Columbus 8181
3 West 61st Street

WOLVERINE"

"WESTERN HEARTS," "THE GHOST CITY" (now ready)
eight
LUtt bmith Productions,
and six comedy-dramas starring Mary Anderson
FRA0NCHISEXBAnSIPSCtUreS
^
^
COming
year> t0 be released °" a
A good many
of the leading independent exchanges throughout
the country have already purchased our entire output.
Are you interested in securing good pictures at a reasonable price?
If so, communicate with,

ASSOCIATED
Finest Equipped
STUDIO

"Heedless Moths"
Below will be found extracts f
New York newspapers of the c
cisms on "Heedless Moths," wj
opened at the Greenwich Yil
Theater Friday evening:
terest.
AMERICAN— "Heedless Moths" da
but not offensive exploitation of fat
model's work in studio, carrying story o

TIMES — It's just dull,
and meremechanical. Miss Munson dull
may have ins]
all of the artists whose names are linec
in the announcements of the film and in
story of the picture itself, but she faile
inspire those who made the picture. *
Robert Z. Leonard directed the produc
and it must be said for him that he has r
a number of excellent pictures, some of
effectively lighted.
WORLD — Two
spots in Greenwich
lage last night attracted unusual
attenOne of these was a dimple on the right
of Audrey
Munson's
back.
The other
a dimple on the left side of Audrey Muns
back. * * * Has consented to bare her t
before the patrons of the photoplay the;
and by so doing has provided for the cin
play its most daring and at the same
one of its most stupid and inane conti
tions. * * * There is one mark
of gen
dignity in connection
with this cinema j
This is the fact that Robert Z. Leonard
rected it. He has done splendid thing!
films in the past.
May he resume his w
at an early date !
MORNING TELEGRAPH— As a pro!
play it isproduced
most engrossing. *Moths."
* * R0'
Leonard
settings
are as stylish"Heedless
as a modern apartit
hotel. Plenty of chiffon is used both in
production and presentation of the pictur

Another for West Side
A building project, involving a tl
ater, stores and apartments, will
launched on the property bounded
Broadway, Hamilton Place, 138th al
139th Sts., with footage of 200 ft. I
Broadway, 217 ft. on Hamilton Plal
140 ft. on 198th St. and 225 ft. I
139th St. It has been held at abel

$700,000.
The new owner, Max J. Kraml
plans a store and office building I
the Broadway frontage. Part of tl
remaining frontage will be improvj
with an apartment house and a larj
plottage in the interior with a theatl
having a seating capacity of 2,S(J
The entire project will involve abol

$1,000,000.

..,„T^,~m?„ have t0 offer for vour approval "THE

>
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PHOTO-PLAYS,

25 West 45th St.

INC..
New York City

Niles Welch is the fourth leadiij
man Elaine Hammerstein has had I
as many pictures she has recent!
provided for Selznick release.

Without RITCHEY

post-

ers afilm is a speculation —
With

RITCHEY

posters

it is a safe investment.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st SL.N.V. Phone Chelsea 8388

"Diane of Star Hollow"
A corking big superfeature
Successor to famous "When

Bear Cat

Went Dry"
Now ready for general release
Released through
Producers Security Corporation
516 Fifth Ave., New York

►poses
Scheme
[Continued from Page 1)

"(c) The discontinuance of prereleasing super films on to already
fully booked programmes.

a it was stated that Beaver"Many of your readers may not be
ad in mind the formation of aware
that the system prevailing in
irtant organization similar to this country is to trade show a film
itional in this country.
say in May, and book it for public
Vdams' letter is of interest, exhibition 18 months later — in fact,
h as one of the current im- nearly all exhibitors are fully booked
s in London has it that a for films up to September, 1922; yet
First National is under way. a large number of super films are
ntents of the letter are of being trade shown and released at
nterest in view of the state- an earlier period, which means that
lade by David P. Howells the exhibitor has to pay for two pros return from England. Mr.
grammes, one of which he shows and
said that important British the other he shelves.
rs including the P. C. T.,
new proposals are receiving
nsidering the formation of a the"The
unanimous support of British
ational organization.
exhibitors, and the friendly consideration of British renters and manus' letter follows:
ive just read your issue of facturers.
1, and would like to point out
"The meeting called at the Hyde
s an entirely erroneous report Park
Hotel, London, by Lord Beaverpresent position of the film
brook, was in no sense of the word
in this country,
'a
hole
and corner affair' as indicated
sh exhibitors have never been
by the 'Kinematograph Weekly,' for
the guests invited were the responsi'avorably
disposed
tn
films than
they aretowards
at the
ble officials and delegates of each of
time.
the 23 branches of the Cinematograph
Lord Beaverbrook and I are
Exhibitors Association, which repreY way opposed
to the sugsents at least nine-tenths of the exco-operative
scheme
of film
hibiting side of the business in this
:turing and film renting,
certainly consider it would be country."
idea for exhibitors to own

M. P. P. A. Gets Charter
(Special to WID'S

\ great
reduction
release date.

in

Munson

(Special to WID'S

Unit
DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — A membership corAlbany, N. Y.— -The Audrey Munporation to be known as the Motion
son Producing Co. of Rochester, N.
Picture Photographers' Association
has been granted a charter by the Y., has been granted a charter.
Secretary of State. Its principal ofThe promoters and subscribers to
fice will be in New York. The pur- the capital stock are: H. R. Northrup
poses of the organization are for the of Syracuse and E. A. Westcott and
cultivation of the science of motion
Joseph A. Kirby of Rochester.
picture
photography
and "to
elevate
the standards
of integrity,
honor
and
courtesy of those engaged in the art
"Love's Masof motion picture photography."
ended
Tearle
Conway querade"
three days
before he startThe incorporators are: George W.
ws of the Sea."
"Shado
work on
Peters, Harry Keepers, Edward Wy- "Ye edShall
was finished early in
Pay"
nard, Ned Van Buren, Horace G.
in the preceding month
Plympton, Oliver T. Marsh and John May and
C. Bitzer of New York City.
Tearle developed "The Fighter" and
"Bucking the Tiger."
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THESE NAMES!

They Are the Comedy

Stars Who

Appear In

* 'The Hound
of the Tankervilles' '
The first of the series of

"PHILOStoriesGUBB"
VICTOR POTEL, OTIS HARLAN, DOROTHY WOLBERT, HARRY TODD, ERNEST
SHIELDS. HOWARD
CRAMPTON, RUTH
HANFORTH, MAY FOSTER, MARK HAMILTON & JOSEPH
HAVEL

ol their own trade journal,
eforms we are aiming at are:
rhe discontinuance of block

Alan Crosland is back at Selznick's
in Fort Lee, having finished a Constance Binney picture for Famous
Players-Lasky. Today he begins dithe
recting Conway Tearle in "Shadows
of the Sea."

New
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CLEVER
Webster
"SH!

I'm into a disguise !'

COMEDIES
Cullison Productions

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
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On the Wall

On Broadway
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocal) pse."
God
Broadway — "The
Woman
"
d.
ge
Chan
Brooklyn
Strand — Constance
Madge in "Lessons in Love."
"A Voice in The Dark." TalCapitol—
Central — "A Connecticut
Yankee
in
."
Court
r's
King
rion Arthu
Crite
— Thomas
Meighan
in
■"White and Unmarried."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Loew's,
New
York — Today — Mary
Pickford in "Through the Back
Two
Tuesday
Door."— Bebe Daniels 111
Weeks With Pay."
in
Wednesday — William
S, Hart
"Between Men."
Thursday— "The Mask."
Friday — "God's Gold" and "Mother
y " — Roscoe
dat.
urar
in
Arbuckle
SatHe
"The Traveling Salesman."
Sunday — Pauline Frederick —
"Salvage."
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto— Douglas
MacLean
in "One
a Minute."
Rivoli — Wallace Reid in "Too Much
StrSapneded.—" Constance
Talmadge
in
"Lessons in Love."
Town Hall— "Dream Street."
Next Week
Astor — "The Four Horsemen of the
e."
cal
ayyps
adw
— Not yet determined.
BroApo
Brooklyn Strand — "Not Guilty."
Capitol— "The Ten Dollar Raise."
in
Yankee
Central — "A Connecticut
King Arthur's Court."
in
Criterion — Thomas
Meighan
"White and Unmarried."
44th St— "Way Down East."
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Xot yet determined.
Strand — Xot yet determined.
Town Hall — "Dream Street."
Mrs. Woodward Again President
At the business session which preceded the meeting of the National
M. P. League, held late last week,
the following officers were elected:
Mrs. Adele Woodward, president;
Daniel Carter Beard, first vice-president ;Dr. William L. Ettinger, superintendent ofschools, second vice-preside -nt; Dr. Lee K. Frankel, treasurer;
Dr. Philip P. Jacobs, advisory secretary; Mrs. Cora E. Landin, secretary. Executive Committee: Thos.
W. Churchill, chairman; Miss Sara
Stoutenburgh, Mrs. F. M. McClintic,
Dr. Nathan S. Littlefield and Dr.
Ernest L. Crandall.
Franklin Directing Binney
Chester Franklin is here from the
I directing Constance Binney in
"TIm
Montagu
Love isCase
in theof cast.Becky."
No Cuts in Fox Production
Summer lias not s1o\sm] up the Fox
program of production. In addition
to the regular star programs, three
specials are under way in California,
with another trio being started in
New York.
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These were the "out"-ings.
Some in hard luck.
Some Famous.
And it's a cold crool
soon.
Out
Of the Long Island studio.
And a thinning bankWith empty studios.
woild. Just now.
roll. Wonder where all the "out"-ings will get in? And when?
JOHNNY— WALKER
JIMMY— NOT
Back- home. Raisin' merry merry. Talking about trusts.
And Famous Players. And all that sort of stuff. Which makes
good reading.
And sets AZ thinking.
(By the way — You'll hear something from Famous. About
that Mattoon situation — In a few days.)
And notice what AZ has to say. Elsewhere. About trusts.
Interesting.
PERPETUATING
BILL
Brady. Up at the National Association. Today. Re-electing him president. Hard worker. Puts in a lot of time. For
organization. And gets big reward. Abuse usually. And
criticism.
But — who else would do the work? Who would give the
time? And do as well? That's the question? Echo answers:
who ?
So Bill will be re-elected. And that will start Syd Cohen
all over again. And ye battle will be merry. And what will
be the end?
By the by Bob Priest elected director. Of Association.
WTell ; well ! Business of offering congrats. And all that.
Where's the merry punch bowl?
WIT
Private showing. Pola Negri — German-made picture.
Talking of title. Suggestion from one: "Well, 'Passion' was
Why not call this 'Compassion?'"
good.
"Oh," said the usual present wit, "that would be
'Deception.' "
MODEST
MARY
Alinter. Meeting press folk. "What do you think the best
picture of the year?" she asked. "Maybe one of your's," said a
scribe.
"Over the Hill," said Mary.
"I just loved it."
Billfox come forward.
And get that silver plated golf cup.
For the best picture of the year. For Mary has said it.
PAGE
IKE WALTON
For Bill Yearsley. And P. A. Parsons. Off fishin' together.
Bet $2 to a dime. P. A. gets in the best yarn. Of the catch.
Bill always was modest. Even with his misstatements. Or
fishin' experiences.
Dick Werner.

GETTING
Goldwyn.

CHESTY
All because C. B. Forbes wrote

him up. And that's some reason. Forbes likes Werner's
"silent salesmen" letters. Secret out ; Werner says. What makes
his letters good.
Here are his five points :
1. Original appearance — new to the business world, novel
and attractive enough to hold the attention. 2. Human appeal —
chummy approach, freedom and naturalness of speech.
3. Sincerity — plain folks who talk man-to-man style. 4.
Humor — taking liberties and landing a "punch" on vulnerable
spots, and 5. Everyday English — understood by everyone who
can read "street English,"
catchv
novel.
GETTING
THEand HABIT
AVrites Ted Taylor.
From Los Angeles.
This way :
"For film folk needed? Says Danny. Pardon this sincere
flattery. But Reginald Barker tells me. The Parent Lodge.
Of the M. P. Directors' Association. Out in Hollywood. Has
that very thing under construction. Cost $250,000. Cafe concession already leased to Michael Klemtner for $165,000. Roy
( aruthers to work with him. Big ballroom. Lodge rooms for
cameramen. And other film organizations. As well as the
directors themselves. Ask William D. Taylor about it. When
he arrives in N. Y. To take the Mauretania June 9."
All right, Ted.
We will.
DANNY.

Monday, June 6,
Plans Film on Letter Mail
Harry Levey of the Harry
Service Corp. says he will beg
mediately
short
"How to filming
Prepare aand
Mailless1
Levey plans to distribute th
through the exchanges of th
tional Non-Theatrical M. P.,
with the co-operation of the Pc
fice Department, if that can 1
tained.
The Goldwyn foreign depar
in charge of J. H. Hoffberj
moved from 509 5th Ave. to 7(
Ave.
ter."
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Brunet Remains

rady
Re-elected
Heads National Association —

In More Commanding Position Than
Ever With
Pathe Exchange,
Inc. — Now in Paris

[akes Brief Address at the
Annual Meeting
liam A. Brady, as indicated in
columns last -veek, again heads
ational Assocation of the Moicture Industry. He was electsident of the organization, withpposition, at the fifth annual
ig held yesterday afternoon,
er officers elected were as fol-

(By

cil DeMille
Coming
Here
1 DeMille is en route from Los
is to New York.
He will rehere for three days and then
directly to the coast.
"Hearts Aflame" with Jane Novak has been claimed the biggest picture
the independent market has ever seen. Its massive sets and impressive
stagings are remarkable. Distributed by Clark-Cornelius Corporation. —
Advt.

Protective Tariff on Raw Stock Would
Form Monopoly and Drive "Competing
dwyn Statement
'Labs' Out of Business," Say "Lab" Men
)20— Net Profit Close to $500,-

— Some of Theater Properties Owned by Corp.
Iwyn Pictures yesterday made
its annual
report
for 1920.
:port showed a total income of
8,000,000, of which the pictures
ation amounted
to $7,891,000,
mainder being income from its
iary corporations,
which
inGoldwyn,
Ltd.,
of London,
arious theater interests.
The
showed that from last June to
L, 1921, the English branch had
gross booking
amounting
to
$1,222,095.
on

Page 2)

o More Through

Brief Filed With Congress by Committee of Important Operators of
Laboratories Makes Important Charges — Declares Eastman Holds
Monopoly of Raw Stock in This Country.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Washington, D. C. — A brief has been filed with Congress
in opposition to the proposed tariff on raw stock by the leading
laboratory operators in and around New York City.
The brief, which was submitted by Major Tom Evans of
the Evans Laboratory, declares that this proposed tax would
"bring no revenue to the government" and "would create an
absolute monopoly in favor of the Eastman Kodak Co. * * *
and would place the monopoly in a position to drive out of business all competing laboratories."

The brief is signed by Major Evans
in behalf of his own concern as well
as the Biograph Co., the Craftsmen
Film Laboratories, the Republic Lab(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
oratories, Nicholas Kessel LaboratoAngeles — Goldwyn's two
ries, the Film Developing Co., Dob;d directors — Reginald Barker lo, Claremont, National, Eclipse, Trerank Lloyd — are near the com- mont and Cromlow Laboratories.
i of their existing contracts
In part the brief refers to the statehe organization. It is underment signed by George Eastman and
both of them will leave the
yn fold, although what their filed with the Ways and Means Committee in which Mr. Eastman says:
are is not definitely known,
vould not prove surprising,
"In the year 1920 the Eastman Koer, if both of them launched
dak
Company's
of motion
pic(Continued on Page 2)
ture film
in the sales
United
States was
ild Barker
and Frank
Lloyd
pleting Contracts With Goldwyn— Futures Unknown

to WID'S

DAILY)

The above cable in all probability
means that the negotiations between
Mr. Brunet and the French Pathe
company will result in the return to
this country of Brunet in a more
commanding position than ever before, so far as Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
the American company, is concerned.
Before Brunet went abroad there
was a definite possibility that he
would retire as the president of
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

( Continued on Page 4)

Kohner Here
is Kohner, editor of the Filma film paper published in
s, Czecho-Slovakia, is in New
with the prints of several films
in his country.

Cable

Paris — Negotiations
which
have
been pending between
Paul Brunet
and the Pathe organization have been
satisfactorily concluded.

:-presidents, Adolph Zukor,
:1 Goldwyn, Robert H. CochPaul H. Cromelin, Will C.
and Edward M. Porter; treas-

(Continued
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over1910.
six times as large as they were
in
"In the year 1920 the Eastman Kodak
Company's
output
of motionlinear
picture film
was over
800,000,000
The brief also says:
* * *."
feet
"The Eastman Company, now enjoying the monopoly and seeking the
protection of a tariff of 30%, paid
over $8,000,000 in dividends in 1920
and had left over for the year a surpluspany
of over
"This again
comhas,
for$10,300,000.
the year 1920,
(Continued on Page 4)

Connecticut Defeats Censors
Censorship has been defeated in
Connecticut. This is the 33rd state
to repudiate legalized screen control,
tion.
according to the National AssociaGasnier Leaves
L. J. Gasnier left for the coast yesterday to resume production for Robertson-Cole.

Leases New Studio
G. B. Van Cleve Takes Over More
Space — The Raymond
Hitch„
cock Film to Be Made
George B. Van Cleve, vice-president and general manager of William
Randolph Hearst's film interests, has
leased the studio in Astoria, L. I.,
(Continued

on

Page 2)

"Silly Drivel"

Relative to the charges of
The Allied Film Laboratories
Asso. thatindicated
Jules E. that
Brulatour's
activities
he was
interested in laboratories in and
around New York City, Mr.
Brulatour said yesterday:
"I had intended issuing a
statement with regard to this
matter. But after consideration, and in view of the silly
drivel and nonsense that has
been published with regard to
this matter, I have decided notto make any statement. The
facts of the case will speak for

themselves."

sld^
Goldwyn
(Continued
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Quotations

Statement
from
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The report tells of the Goldwyn interest in the Ascher Bros, theaters,
who operated 16 houses in addition
to which were opened in 1920 the
Merrill at Milwaukee, the Auditorium at Dayton, O., and the Forest
Park, Commercial, Portage Park and
West Englewood theaters, all of Chicago; and since Jan. 1, the Palace,
Peoria; Capitol, Cincinnati, and the
Roosevelt, Chicago.
Also of the Bishop-Cass Theaters
'<>., which includes the American,
Denver; Sterling, Sterling, and Iris,
and America, of Casper, Wyo. Expect to add the Tabor Grand during
the year.
Attention is also directed to the interest Goldwyn owns in the Capitol,
New York.

J 'resident Goldwyn refers to the
excessive cost of operations during
the year.
Statement as of January 1, 1921, (including
only subsidiaries
wholly owned)
ASSETS

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.

i

Leases New Stm

$10,084,712.77
257,385.32
2,581,535.00

LIABILITIES

$12,923,633.09

Mortgage on Los Angeles Studio due July 1, 1924
$
Payments
received
in advance
of service
(self-liquidating)..
Notes
Payable
Accounts
Payable
Prepaid
Subscription
to
S'/o convertible
notes
Deferred
Earnings

2

(Continued

150,000.00
730,087.87
346,506.26
381,416.72

$2,630,330.38

Profit and
the Year

Loss
1920

$12,923,633.09
Statement for

Income
$8,416,439.13
Less
Royalties
to Producers,
Film Exhaustion
and Theater
Expense
4,819,366.87
Gross
Profit
Less Selling and
Expense
Net

Advertising

$3,597,072.26
3,137,657.00

Profit

Offices on 5th Ave.
Inspiration
Pictures,
Inc.,
leased a suite of offices in the
Strauss Bldg. at 565 5th Ave.
new company has taken a large
of the eighth floor and expects
in the new offices by the midd
the month.

$459,415.26

The 69th!
(Special to WID'S

I=

j

DAILY)

Omaha — Hostettler Bros, have
taken over the Empress of Des
Moines, formerly operated by the
Adams Theater Co., which went into
the hands of a receiver recently. The
Empress marks the acquisition of the
69th house to the Hostettler circuit.

Two

JOS. M. SCHENCK

The
Goldwyn
offices
were non-committal
on
dispatch.

The
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At the Strand Theatre (N. Y.) This Week
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■ Arliss "Disraeli" comexteriors on the Geo.
J). Pratt estate at Glen Cove, L. I.,
through
arrangement
with the Soor the Relief of Devastated

from

producing units of their own
ker is reticent about his plansi
is known that he has been lo«
over the independent field rather |{=
fully.
Goldwyn officials are ui
an extension
of some kind so (
Barker may make
"The Chris
Samuel Goldwyn is expected help
the near future to confer with 1 H;
ker regarding it.
Lloyd is silent regarding his J ;i
It is understood he plans to ta ]
two months' vacation before mn h
known his future affiliation.

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE

7 to 0'.
Tli

More Throu
(Continued

presents

Marion Davies' Team Triumphs
A clean shutout was registered by
the Marion Davies Baseball Team
over a team representing the home
ohice of Famous Players-Lasky at
Forest Grove, above Bear Mountain,
Sundav afternoon. The score was

1)

The second picture will be
Beauty Shop," the musical o
written by Channing Pollock
Rennold Wolf. Raymond Hitc
will be the featured player i:
picture which, it has been re IB
for many months past, Cos
itan would make. As a matt
fact, it is understood production
for this picture have been pract
completed for some time past
actual carrying out of them h
been dependent upon Hitchc
stay in New York.

Capital and Surplus :
482,425 y± shares, no par value
issued
10,267,052.71
Subscription
received, stock not
yet issued
26,250.00
Consolidated

Page

production
immediately.
"Fin
Woman," by Arthur Somers
will be made under the direct
Tom Terriss.
In this cast wj
Seena
Owen,
Eileen
Huban,
Ethel Duray.

yr. $1,608,010.85
985,945.00
36,374.53

Total

from

formerly used by Messmore Ki
Van Cleve has bought from K
his entire studio equipment.
Two new pictures will be p<

o

Kehrlein Going Abroad
l'.mil Kehrlein, operating the Kehrlein Kinema theaters in Fresno and
Oakland. Calif, sails for Europe
aboard the La France on Thursday
with Mrs. Kehrlein. He will be gone
indefinitely because, as he puts it, his
two sons state they can manage the
theaters without his aid. He is taking them at their word.
Mr. Kehrlein says
the
business
slump is being felt on the west coast.

Tuesday, June 7, 19;

Total Tangible
Assets
Deferred
Charges
Good
Will

Cash
$ 351,295.03
Liberty Bonds
(at par)
41,600.00
Accounts and Notes Receivable
and Advances to Producers
927,401.63
Invntory
4,490,429.08

Last
Current
Assets
$5,810,725.74
Bid. Asked. Sale
in
Theaters
and
69^ Investments
70%
Famous Players -. 69
other Companies
$1,699,774.17
Advances to Subsidiary
Cos
1,878,600.83
do pfd.
84
84
84
Studio at Los Angeles,
Bldgs.
•Goldwyn
3^
4
and Equipment
470,055.88
Not quot»d Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment 114,920.95
D W. Griffith, Inc
1 heater Leasehold and Equipm't 110,635.20
Loew's, Inc
11J4
12%
W
Fixed Assets
$4,273,987.03
Triangle
V&
Vs
V&
quoted
Not
World Film

DAILY

j

i

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

First National Attraction
"
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"Squire Phin"
By Holman Day
With Maclyn Arbuckle
A famous star in
A famous story
Now

ready for general release

Released through
Producers Security Corporation
516 Fifth Ave., New York

German Slump
i Correspondent Says Film Cos.
[ave a Tale of Woe to Tell"
>rge Renwick, in a copyrighted
ch to the New York Times
Berlin, says:
le cinema slump in Germany
assumed serious proportions,
lot that the hot weather is keep:ople out in the open air for the
le began long before the hot
came along. Movie managers
e the cinema is going to die
very considerably. During the
few weeks six cinemas in the
ous industrial suburb of Berichtenberg, have definitely gone
if business and two more will
their doors this week. That
3 half the cinemas of that subave failed to pay.
other parts of Berlin six other
as have given up a long and
struggle to succeed and throughne provinces the same state of
s exists. One of the film senis of the season, 'The Man
Dut a Name,' was produced lateone of the biggest Berlin cinAfter
week's400runmarks.
the profits
nted
to aabout
The
gers are inclined to lay the
I on taxation to some extent,
usseldorf, for instance, the local
tainments tax amounts to as
as 30 per cent, of the gross re-

"It is undoubted, of course, that
the motion picture boom has been
rather overdone in Germany. During the past two years Berlin has
been opening new cinemas at the
rate of one every fortnight. Film
making and film manufacturing companies have all a tale of woe to tell
and it is expected the crisis will become very much more serious in the

Hayakawa

in

Colorado

Springs

Can't Co-operate

Frederick Lawrence, chairman of
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Colarado Springs, Col. — Sessue the American People's League, an
Hayakawa is here for a rest. He organization opposed to the enactment of blue laws, has sent a letter
came on from Los Angeles and after
to G. A. Rogers in which he states
a short stay will go to New York. that the league and the picture indusHe will arrive in New York June
try cannot co-operate on the prob25; will remain until July 5 and then
lem of censorship. Lawrence explains that while the league is opreturn to the coast to resume proposed to the principle of censorship
duction.
as an infringement of the people's
immediate future."
liberty, it will not tie up with an inTheater Plan Going Through
dustry which is interested in the probOrpheum Circuit Lined Up
lem because of the huge financial out(Special to WID'S DAILY)
The Orpheum Circuit will show
Providence, R. I. — Despite prolay involved.
tests from seven members of the
"Aesop's Fables Modernized," released through Pathe.
clergy, six from Roman Catholic
Pueblo Houses Inundated
churches and one from a Protestant
church, and also a vigorous argument
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Pueblo, Col. — The rising waters of
by
Mayor
Soucy,
the
Board
of
Alder(Special to WID'S DAILY)
River have inundated
men has granted the petition of the Arkansas
San Francisco — L. C. Hutt, staff Abraham Colitz & Co. to erect a the Majestic, Palm, Colonial theaters
cameraman on Pathe News, lost an theater in Monument Square.
and the Grand Opera House.
index finger and had his hand badly
smashed while taking aeroplane pictures near here recently.
Hutt Injured

May Extend Newark
(Special to WID'S

Zone

DAILY)

Newark, N. J.— The question of extending the business district in Clinton Ave. at Hedden Terrace will be
discussed at the next meeting of the
Zoning Commission Appeal Board.
Application has been made for permission to erect a picture theater at
560-568 Clinton Ave., but the space
to be occupied exceeds the limit as
provided in the zoning ordinance.

-jM^
Tuesday, June 7, 1
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Fear Monopoly

stock in this marpany is selling rawfoot,
where it costs
ket at .015 per
(Continued
from Page 1)
foot to manper
.0211
,
Powers
him,
lc! almost its entire capitalizaufacture. We have positive and definite information that the Agfa Comtion." •ion 4 of the brief says:
pany, which, until the latter part of
"A 309? ad valorem tariff upon March, V>2\, imported no raw stock
imported raw stock would make ab- to the United States since before
solute the monopoly of a single 1914, has not sold its product at any
American manufacturer. While the
Powers' stateimposition of the 30% tariff, sought such price and Mr. can
be emphatment in this regard
bv the Eastman Kodak Company,
denied and
tably
ically and indispu
would prevent importation of foreign
further proof can be submitted if necraw film, such tariff is pregnant with essary.
a much greater menace to the motion
"Whether there is any connection
picture industry in the United States. between the Eastman Company and
While all picture producers not affil- Mr. Powers we are not advised, but
iated with the Eastman Company
know that Mr.
would be adversely affected, the very your committee should
little manupoor
the
not
is
Powers
existence of the motion picture film
facturer which his letter to your comlaboratories is threatened.
mittee might lead one to suppose.
"These laboratories receive from He is a man of large means, one of
the producers of motion pictures the
distributors of motion picnegatives from which are printed all the oldest
tures in the United States, for many
the positive copies required for show- years vice-president of Universal
ing in the theaters. These copies are Film Manufacturing Company, and
printed on raw stock. The labora- maker of Powers Films, formerly extory, in order to proceed with its
clusive distributor for Agfa stock in
manufacture, depends absolutely on
this country, and his recent venture
a steady supply of raw stock of a uni- in raw stock production is but one
form grade and quality. To deprive
of his many activities in his various
the laboratories is to forthwith can- ramifications
in the motion picture
cel their operations and put them out industry.
of business. There are no substi"A tariff upon raw stock would
tutes. To impose a duty of 30% on create
an absolute monopoly in favor
imported raw material is to deprive of the Eastman Kodak Company,
them of the only available competi- would be against the best interests
tive source of supply and to subject of the motion picture industry, would
them without recourse to the whims
place the monopoly in a position to
or mercy of the one manufacturer in drive out of business all competing
the United States controlling this motion picture laboratories and would
supply.
"This is no idle academic conten- bring no revenue to the Government."
tion. For the past activities of the
Eastman Kodak Company see page
3635 of Tariff Information, hearings
before the Committee on Ways and Selznick New Production Plans ComMeans,
House
of Representatives,
pleted—Usual Star Series and
Some Novelties Promised
February 12th, 1921, Print No. 33.
"The investments in the moSelznick's 1921-1922 production
tion picture laboratories aggreplans have been completely lined up.
gate many millions of dollars.
There will be the regular star series
"The motion picture laboratories
give employment to thousands from from Conway Tearle, Owen Moore,
coast to coast of the United States.
Elaine Hammerstein and Eugene
"It is common knowledge in the O'Brien, and some novelties in promotion picture industry that Mr. J.
duction, not yet announced.
E. Brulatour, the sole distributor of
Myron Selznick has purchased two
the Eastman Kodak Company raw
film in the United States, has for new stories, one an original by Leonsome time past been, though not
ard Praskine and Theodore R. Masopenly, in the motion picture laboters, entitled "Borrowed Wings," and
ratory business and that he is largely
interested in extensive laboratories the second, "The Thing He Loves,"
capable of printing a large percent- by Dorothy Donnell Calhoun. At
age of the films required for use in
present Eugene O'Brien is working
the United States.
on "Clay Dollars"; Elaine Hammer"To impose a tariff of 30% would
stein on "Remorseless Love," and
make it entirely possible for Mr. Brulatour or the Eastman Kodak Com- Conway Tearle on "Love's Masquerpany not only to maintain the moade." One of the regular Selznick
nopoly on raw stock, but to enjoy stars will appear in John Galsworfor all practical purposes a monopoly
thy's "Justice," which Selznick has
just purchased.
of the film laboratory business."
Section 5 says:
Leonard at Work
"Attention
has been called to a
it filed with your committee
Robert
X. Leonard
has
started
bj I
Film work on a new Mae Murray produc»., also of Rochester, N.
tion at the Perry studio on West 44th
Y., in which he pleads for protection St. In the cast are W. J. Ferguson,
inst the possible danger of for- Monte
Blue, who came East to apimport;
tock.
In
in the picture; Howard
Lang
mmunication
Mr. Powers has and Jeffreys Lewis.
Oliver T. Marsh
a -mall
cameraman.
r and that
he
would
have to discontinue manuCurwood Here
ring unless the duty is imposed,
James Oliver Curwood is in town.

Brady
Re-elected
(Continued
from Page 1)
assistant
urer, Jules E. Brulatour;
treasurer, Richard A. Rowland, and
executive secretary, Frederick H. Elliott.
The directors of the five divisions
who were nominated at various meetings before the annual meeting were
also elected. They will meet later
on
and appoint a chairman for each
division.
Mr. Brady made a brief address In
which he reviewed the various activities of the association in the past
year. Frederick H. Elliott also made
an address in which he went into the
affairs of the organization.
Dine F. P. Managers Thursday
The visiting district managers of
Famous Players will be tendered a
banquet at the Commodore on
Thursday evening.
The managers will hold business
sessions all week.
Coming for Big Bout
Charlie Chaplin and Roscoe Arbuckle will journey all the way across
the continent to be present at the
Dempsey-Carpentier squabble next
month. Senator "Jimmy" Walker
brought back the order for the tickets with him last week.
Albany, N. Y.— Lock City Theaters Corp., Lockport. Capital, $400,000. Incorporators, A. E. Lee, G.
F. Goggin and A. E. Riley. Attorneys, Lee, Ward and Riley, Lock-

Another Loew House Opens
The Alpine, in the Bay Ridgel
tion of Brooklyn, opened last nl
It is the latest of the Loew hot
and seats about 2,200 people. A n}
ber of stars attended the opening
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The "G. M." Plant

ii
"War Chest"
ttijohn Would Create One

George Meurice Maintains Jules
Brulatour is Very Much
Interested in It

fense of Industry — How
Would Bring It About
f the interesting points
at the fifth annual meeting
tional Association on Monloon was the thought ofCharles C. Pettijohn that
ry create a "war chest" to
l "the legitimate defense of
ry," as Pettijohn put it.
l, as told to the association,
me one day a year and call
ii Picture Day," on which
e to be raised for the "war
'ettijohn's
as follows: idea, in his own
de one day each year to be
Motion Picture Day. Let
iucer and distributor upon
furnish free of charge all
dure films used by exhibe United States. Let each
:urn over to a central comh per cent of his gross relay be agreed fair and just,
entral committee be comLO exhibitors and 10 memother branches of the
uding producers, distributy men, actors, directors,
. select the 21st man, who
ne of the biggest citizens
a and who shall be chairs joint committee.
5 day let us create a fund
chest' of two or three milollars to be used for the
purposes:
fhe legitimate defense of
y— This central committee
>plied to by any organizang the cooperation of the
ture industry in public ef

Price 5 Cent*

E.

Interest in the claim of "lab" men
that Jules E. Brulatour,
agent for
Eastman stock, is definitely interested in three large laboratories in and
around
New
York was revived on
Saturday last when George Meurice,
the builder and founder of the big
G. M. laboratory plant in Long IsFrance.
land City, sailed on the Lafayette for

Incessant action intensifies the story of "Hearts Aflame" with Jane Novak, the biggest and most spectacular production of the decade, distributed by Clark-Cornelius
Corporation. — Advt.

R.-C. Reorganizes

New Company Formed With $4,000,000 Capital— 26 Pictures a Year
the Minimum
Announcement was made yesterday of the formation of the R.-C. Pictures Corp. with a capitalization of
$4,000,000. The company has been
formed to take over the business of
the Robertson-Cole Co., division of
films, and will also take over the interests of the Robertson-Cole Dist.
Corp., the realty company and other
subsidiaries. R. S. Cole will be the
president and will have associated
with him a strong board of directors.
ontinued on Page 2)
The organization will be strengthened in every department and proBoard's Acts Legalized
duction resumed not later than July
cial to WTD'S DAILY)
see, Fla. — After a long and 1. A minimum production schedule
aged battle, Florida has of 26 pictures a year will be maintained. New stars will be added to
Dill forbidding the exhibipictures which have not the present list.
:d by the National Board
| and providing that Govlee appoint three residents
to serve upon the advisory
Fred C. Quimby has leased offices
of the board.
on the 6th floor of the Fitzgerald
Bldg., where he will operate under
s in Illinois Circuit
the name of Fred C. Quimby, Inc.
l, 111. — Joe Huitt of the In addition to being in charge of the
; purchased an interest in film activities of Alexander Pantages,
Sfenn Circuit in Southern Quimby will be producer and disI will move to Benton, 111.,
tributor for himself. His production
arge of the house in that work will be under direct supervision
Cluster, who formerly of a director now on the coast.
the Benton
theaters, will Quimby will likewise be in charge of
entire time to his own
Dempsey's film interests. In
Pinckneyville and Salem, Jack
addition to the fight pictures, Dempaid.
sey plans to make others.

Quimby to Produce

Back to the Fold
Dustin Farnum to Star Once Again
for William
Fox — Production
Plans Now Under Way
In keeping with the plans of Fox
Films for next season, which the company says are intended to be the most
elaborate and active of any season in
its history, Dustin Farnum has been
added to the roster of stars, and a
program of productions is now being
arranged for him.
Dustin's return to the Fox Corporation is in the nature of a homecoming, as he appeared in "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," "The Spy," "Durand of the Bad Lands" and "North
of S3" for Fox.
The Fox organization has been
new series of pictures. The Farnum
very active of late in announcing a
series is the third to be divulged in
a few days. Only last week Jack Gilbert was announced as a star and
after him Johnny Walker and Edna
Murphy, co-stars.

Meurice, who has been with this
company for several years building
and later supervising the work at this
laboratory, left that organization
about two months ago. Efforts to
locate him to obtain a statement with
reference to what interest Mr. Brulatour has in this plant proved unavailing until just
of the Lafayette. prior to the sailing
When Meurice was located he was
very hesitant to discuss either his or
Brulatour's connection with the G.
M. plant. But he finally, although
reluctantly, said: "Some time in 1919,
in Paris, I met Mr. Brulatour. Previously Ihad known him — about 10
years ago — when he was interested
in the Eclair Fort Lee plant. When
Mr. Brulatour met me in Paris I
signed a contract with him to come
to America and to erect a laboratory
which was to be called the G. M:
(George Meurice). Subsequently in
May, 1919, I met an attorney named
Michaels, who had an office in the
Equity Building, Mr. Brulatour, Mr.
Al Lowe and a Miss Danke. On this
occasion my contract was transferred
from Mr. Brulatour personally to the
G. M. Film Company, of which there
was apparently no president, but of
which Mr. Lowe was named as vicepresident and Miss Danke (an employee of Mr. Brulatour) was named
treasurer.
"During the entire period of the
construction of the plant — about two
years — I was not in any way interfered with by Mr. Brulatour. But
upon the completion of the plant, in
accordance with the terms of my contract, Iwas to have the right to return to Europe at my convenience.
Mr. Brulatour, however, prevailed

(Continued on Page 3)
Levey Opens Local Exchange
Harry Levey, president National
Black to Build in Salem
Non-Theatrical M. P., Inc., announces the opening of the New
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
York exchange. He has engaged
Salem, Mass. — The Black AmuseSamuel A. Bloch, formerly with Fox,
ment Co. has leased a lot of land in
as manager.
rear of the Washington House, on
Temporarily the exchange will be Washington St., for 20 years and will
housed in the home office of the "Na- build a theater with a seating capactional" at 230 W. 38th St.
ity of 1300.
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BELFAST, IRELAND— Sinn Fee
brate election results in North Ireli
torious Sinn Fein candidates depan
tumultuous send-off.
TULSA, OKLA. — First picture*
riots in Tulsa. Intimate picturi
clash between the blacks and whiti
results.
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Bid. Asked. Sale
66^
69
Famous Players .. 65^
82
82
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do pfd
♦Goldwyn
3ZA
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World Film
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Animal Thrills? "The Adventures of Tarzan," a brand new fifteen episode Tarzan serial starring Elmo Lincoln, the original Tarzan, is jammed
with hair raising animal thrills. Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp.,
Bryant 3271.— Advt.
Room 908, 1450 Broadway, New York.
Taisho Opens Own Offices
The Taisho Film Co. of Tokio,
which until a few weeks ago were
represented here by Asano & Co.,
now have their own office at 165
Broadway. The company is the sole
distributor of the Goldwyn, First National, Metro and Vitagraph pictures
in Japan and has just closed a contract with the Arrow Film for a full

Schoenberg
Going Abroad
Edgar M. Schoenberg, for the past
year maanger of Goldwyn's foreign
publicity department, has resigned to
so abroad as foreign correspondent
for a number of American publications. He will also engage in publicity on his own account. He will
make his headquarters in Paris and
will sail on the Aquitania June 14.

Fifi Fabian, an artists' model, has
fort? — such as drives for the various program of serials, features and com- given
up posing for a time to appear
well-known relief organizations, the
edies for that territory.
on the screen in Shiller productions.
care of mothers and children at childbirth, the care and comfort of crippled and maimed soldiers of the late
war. etc.
"Let the industry stand alone and
on its own feet in this great work,
cooperation from any outwithout
side source whatsoever. This will
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covstop all drives and solicitation of
funds in theaters throughout the
ers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
country, and the theatergoing pubAll
electrical
apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
lic, which is now tired of being sowork at once.
licited in theaters, will not be moNow ready for lease in whole or in part.
lested when they attend performances and will not remain away in
JACKSON
FILM
STUDIO
CORPORATION
fear of being harassed by solicitation
W. H. Weissager, Pres.
for funds. The increase in attendance will more than offset the fund
Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
created. It will also eliminate the
Tel. Melrose 4385
Bronx, New York
overhead of these collections and
Downtown Office
W. H. Weissager
waste involved in putting over sepaE. Davidow, Putnam Building
Personally on ground
rate drives and the industry itself will
be credited with its own accomplish-

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO

Year
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"A Poor Relation" marks t
picture Will Rogers has mad*
his two years with Goldwyn <
12th consecutive picture in vi
was directed by Clarence G. •
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"On the Trail"
First of the
Irving Cummings
Series of tabloid
Super-features of
The Northwest Mounted
Now

ready for general release

Producers Security Corporation
516 Fifth Ave., New York

Linder Showing Last Night
"Be My Wife," a new Max Linder
medy, was given a private showing
Aeolian Hall last night.
A numr of prominent film folk attended.
negro jazz band made
it merry
ring the run of the film.
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upon me to remain for an additional
three years to supervise the laboratory for which I was to receive a certain salary and 25 per cent of the
profits of the business. Later, however, Mr. Brulatour informed me
that the laboratory was not operating at a profit, and he added that
it would probably take longer than
three years to establish it on a
profitable basis. This meant that
my 25 per cent of the profits
was a mere nothing. Subsequently
he asked for my resignation. I cannot, however, for a period of a year
undertake any laboratory construction planthein was
America."
When
asked whether he
had any reason to believe that George
Eastman was in any way interested
in the G. M. plant, Meurice smiled.
"I only had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Eastman on two occasions," he
said. "The first was several years
ago when the National Association
held its meeting in Rochester and
when, among others, I was introduced to Mr. Eastman, who at that
time said that he trusted my plant
would be successful. On another occasion he visited the laboratory with
Mr. Brulatour, but nothing of any
consequence occurred so far as any
conversation with him was concerned. I believe, however that several
employees of the Eastman company
came from Rochester to look over the
plant after I left, and while I was in
charge another employee from Rochester worked at the plant for a brief
while — a man named Tulpan."

JOS. M. SCHENCK
G
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1
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Mails
Destination.
Close.
Hamburg. . 8:00 A.M.
Havre

8:30 A.M.
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Olav, Copenhagen
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Carries Mail for
British Isles, Belgium, Netherlands, Finland,
Poland. Germany, South Africa.
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(Other countries specially addressed.)
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burope, Africa, West Asia.
Europe, Africa, West Asia.
. British Isles, Belgium, Luxemburg, Germany,
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France,
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Spain,
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Back to the Stage
"Doug" Denies Rumor
Bessie Barriscale will return to the
Los Angeles — Persistent rumors to
e effect that Douglas Fairbanks in- legitimate stage next season under
nds to change the name of his the direction of Richard Herndon.
m version of "The Three Musketrs" to "The Three Guardsmen" are
Rosemary Theby is back under the
■nied.
Fox banner in a new but unnamed
production now in work at Hollywood.

STEREOS-MATS

8303

The Fox picture that made Jack
Gilbert a star will be released in
It is called "Shame."
autumn.
Viola Vale will appear soon in a
new William Russell picture.

The
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production
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PHILO GUBB
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such men Universal will extend, under an
equitable plan, its unequalled resources for
story development and picture production.

As Sherlock Holmes
Was In Earnest

CLEVER
Webster
"SHI

I'm into a disguise I"

an able picture man has in mind a
on which to base a truly monumental
but possesses neither the facilities for
that theme nor for producing it when
continuity form.

TO

COMEDIES
Cullison Productions

EDITORS, continuity writers — directors, if
need be — equipment and financial assistance
may be secured under this plan if your theme be
satisfactory. And the resultant production will
be made for less money than anywhere else in the
United States.

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
Options
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Lack Gratitude

[ore From Italy
Shipman and Ultra of Rome
Deal — American Film Men
Going Abroad to Work
:st Shipman
is back in New
nd as a result of the trip, conhave been definitely negotiated
Of
making of a series of internaproductions covering a period
years. The contract is bethe Ultra Film Co., conttolle product of Nova, Bernini,*
and other producing units on
nd, and Shipman and his assojpon the other.
1 jf-S^ff*
terms of the contract specify
KgMpSI
I to Italy of such directors,
al staff, cameramen and artare essential in connection
he making of each individual
Bon. The first company will
t
I'S'Jk
August to start work by Sep1.
Francisco Stame, president
tiding spirit of the Ultra and
liations, is said to be a multi- As much money was spent on one se as goes into the ord'nary
-'picture.
.aire and a man of foremost "Hearts Aflame" with Jane Novak was tried out in the Strand Theatre,
3S standing in Rome.
He is Newark, N. J. It shattered all previous records of that house. It is
be the sole owner of the only distributed by the Clark-Cornelius Corporation. — Advt.
3S mines in Europe.
Ultra company is the one
Hur"
"Ben
is now
ne
on a producing
lavish scale
and also
of F. B. Warren System
Theaters,
Inc., Formed
in
one whose studio Fox will use Representatives
Delaware — First House in SyraCorp. Already at Work — Staff
duce "Nero."
Moving Into Home Offices
cuse— Taylor Interested
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Announcement is made by the F.
Louis License Bill Held Up
Dover, Del. — System Theaters,
B. Warren Corp. of its nation-wide
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
is the name of a new corpora^ouis — The legislation commit- chain of exchanges and the men se- Inc., tion
formed here with a capitalization
the Board of Aldermen has
lected
to
represent
the
company.
of
$2,100,000.
Id final action on the proposed
Resident
managers
have
been
cense tax bill governing thea(Special to WID'S DAILY)
jhosen
for
20
offices.
Fourteen
went
Buffalo — Earl L. Crabb, formerly
jt
is believed
the majorhe 29
members that
are favorable
to on duty June 6, with the remaining manager of the Strand here, is the
sasure.
organizer of System Theaters, Inc.,
six beginning Monday.
a company which plans to develop a
ough the exhibitors' league,
The
branches
and
their
managers
; a membership of 76 of the
chain of theaters. The first one in
r theaters, is favorable to the are as follows:
the proposed string is a house in SyrAtlanta — John C. Shannon.**
re, considerable opposition has
acuse-now called the System, but forBoston — Alexander
Weissman.**
ped from the legitimate theaBuffalo— Thomas W. Brady.**
merly known as the Top and Palace.
Chicago — Sidney
J. Goldman,
Vicc-Pres.
It is understood it is Crabb's plan
to maintain an admission price of 11
Cincinnati
Hanower.**
Taylor Here
Cleveland—— C.Irving
E. (Doc)
Holsh.
cents top for all of the theaters.
Dallas — Doak
Roberts.**
jam D. Taylor is in town.
At
C. A. ("Buck") Taylor, former Pioltmore.
Denver — Irving P. Arnold.**
neer manager here, is understood to
Detroit — J. J. Nilstein.***
be interested in the venture with
******
Blotcky.
Benjamin
—
City
Kansas
Blumenthal
Back
Los*****
Angeles — Win, H. Jenner, Vice-Pres.
Crabb.
Blumenthal
is back in New
Minneapolis — Harry Graham.
from Berlin.
New
Orleans — Selected; to be announced.
"Pompeii" for Films?
i

* Vk »

■

H

1

m

•L*

" I m£*

*J"'iW'H5l"*j'

20 Managers Picked

**

ane, Prod. M'g'r

ert T. Kane has been named
fcion manager of Famous Playcceeding Walter Wanger. The
tment was announced
yestere was in charge of production
: Long Island studio of the
ny until now.

New York— Marx S. Nathan.***
Oklahoma
Citv — Selected ; to be announcPhiladelphia — Edgar
Moss,
vice-pres.**
Pittsburgh — William
Warner.**
San Francisco — William
A. Crank.**
Seattle — Louis Amacher.**
Spokane— Selected:
to be announced.**
ed.**
St. Louis— C. D. Hill.***
Washington — Rudolph
Berger.***
(Stars indicate the number of years managers have been associated with the head of
their company.)
(Continued
on Page
6)
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New Theater Chain

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — It is reported here
that "The Last Days of Pompeii"
will be filmed by George H. Kern.
Barbara Bedford is slated for the
blind girl role. The volcano scenes
may be shot in Hawaii.
An Italian version of "The Last
Days
Pompeii"
country of some
yearswasago.shown in this

Says Men
Brulatour's
Friend Eastman
of "Lab"
— Shows How
Lowered Prices
In a brief statement issued relative to the laboratory situation, Jules
E. Brulatour declared that he would
not discuss the "lab" situation in
which his name was being used because of the "silly drivel" included in
the charges.
An intimate business associate and
friend of Mr. Brulatour's, however,
said yesterday that he would cheerfully tell some things that were pertinent to the situation. He said that
about a year ago when Brulatour
made the statement that he was not
an officer, director nor stock holder
in any operating laboratory, it was
the truth, but he recalled that at the
same time Mr. Brulatour did say that
if it should become necessary for him
o go into the laboratory business, it
ould be entirely due to the actions
of certain laboratory men.
This man added that during the
war, when every large manufacturer
increased his prices in tremendous
proportions, and when the Eastman
Company would have been justified
in raising its prices also (because of
the increase in the cost of labor and
material, in some cases 500% or
more), Eastman did not do so, but
reduced prices.
"When the war was over and the
German raw films began to be imported into this country, however,
what did the laboratories who are
now complaining do?" asked this
man. "Did they remember what the
Eastman Company had done for
them? Did they tell the foreign importers that American manufaccturers were good enough for them? Did
they remember
that wrhencould
the American manufacturers
have
squWzed them they did not do so,
and try to show their gratitude by
refusing to encourage the importation of foreign films? No. What
they did was to rush to these importers and use all they could of the foreign-made film. Is it not natural
that under the circumstances Mr.
Brulatour should take every possible
step
protect
business?made by
"Asto to
the his
statement
George
Maurice
that he signed a
(Continued

on

Page

6)

The Reason Why?
Broadway gossipers attribute the
decline in Loew's. Inc., stock to the
report that the next dividend due
June 15 will be passed by the board
of directors.
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DUBLIN,
IRELAND— Week-end
burn Custom
House to the ground,
forces search civilians and find every
town is carrying a gun.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.— Automobile Circ

nishes day of thrills. You can't get
life insured if you are an auto polo
Camera catches close-up of fatal
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on, Kinematograph
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Film
Le
tive—
Representa
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.
viontmartre

LEIPZIG,

GERMANY— German :

inals
trial. to Kin's
from are
Great brought
Britain toattend
see th'()
offenders are given their just dues.
TULSA,
OKLAHOMA— Race rioting
out in Southern
City.
Following atl
armed blacks whites burn down evi
ing in colored section of city.
1
groes left homeless.
NEW
YORK— Cargo of war brid
from Coblenz.
American soldiers n
bringing German wives with them
claim to be 100'; Americans now. ,
Scenes from Oklahoma City, Annapol
Fashions of the Moment, etc.

Quotations

'

"Bring 'em back" climaxes! Each episode of "The Adventures of TarLa>
zan," the new fifteen episode Tarzan serial starring Elmo Lincoln, ends
Bid. Asked
Sal.
with a punch a la Dempsey. The Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp.,
Screenplays
Prod. Autho: :
(|7'.i
Room 908, 1540 Broadway, New Yor ; City.
Bryant 3271.— Advt.
6&A
Famous Players .. 66^
(Special
to
WID'S DATLY)
Not quoted
do pfd
Albany,
N. Y.— The
Scrcei
♦Goldwyn
&A
4
Hardwick the Guest
rod., Inc., of Delaware is no1
Capitol Orchestra To Entertain
Miorized
in
this
state.
The
c
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quot -d
The Capitol Grand Orchestra will ion is capitalized at $1,000,00.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta — Sixty people prominent in give an entertainment and ball at the
Loew's, Inc
10J4
11
10*6
The principal stockholders
and
the
Triangle
Yi
V&
H the industry in Atlanta
L. Croteau, M. A. Bruce and
vVorld Film
Not quoted Southeast were present at the lunch- Astor on Saturday night. Twenty Dill of Wilmington, Del. L(|
on given under the auspices of the acts have been billed and Leon Errol
Ochs, Gotham National Excll
Film Exchange
Managers'
Associa- will be master of ceremonies. The Bank, New York, has been <i
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
'on on June 2nd, when
Governorlect Thomas W. Hardwick of Geor- performance will start at 11:30 and lated to represent the company.f
a expressed his convictions on the end — no one knows when. A buffet
Alleged a Bankrupt
lestion of censorship.
The World M. P. Corp., organized
supper will be served.
At Riesenfeld Theaters
under the laws of the state of DelaMay
McAvoy will he seen ii
ware and engaged in business as pho'irst starring vehicle at the ]
avure newspaper
publishers
at
)cginning Sunday. The pictu
;tli Ave., is defendant in a bank"A
Private Scandal."
ruptcy proceedings filed in the U. S.
District Court.
All the claims alWanda .Hawley in "A Kis
1 are for salary of employees,
Time" will be the feature at th
ilto next week.
are:
J). A. Murphy,
$1,421;
I. B. Kelly, $2,300; F. G. Wallace,
5, and V L. Selig, $1,411.
The
given at $37,500 and the
liabilities about- $57,500,
The petiSix positive developing machines complete,
Eo : M the concern transand four tinting machines are being installed in
.1 $10,000 worth of stock while
i nt.
The RITCHEY poster is
the laboratory of the Universal Film Mfg. Co.,

Spoor - Thompson
Developing
Machines Purchased by Universal

at Fort Lee, New Jersey. When the installation
is completed the Universal laboratory will be the
most modern and economical plant in the world.

Remarkable guarantees.
Ask about them.
The saving in your plant will
more than pay the purchase price of these machnes.

always effective and the
thing it effects most are
the box-office returns

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388 1

FOR

RENT

Five room apartment for rent
on Washington
Heights
for
the summer.
Reasonable.
Box

S-20, care

Wid's

Spoor -Thompson Machine Company
Geo. K. Spoor, President

Office, Room

508, 110 West 40th Street
New

York City
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HE INDEPENDENT
Redouble Activity

u
So

j Jump Ahead
A series of

0

REEL

FEATURES

coast, brings to independent producers and film corporations a message
that now is the time for them to redouble their activities.
According to Brandt, the speech
made by Senator James J. Walker
emphasizes the work to be done by
independents and the place they must
hold in the industry.

starring

aire Whitney
)bert Emmett
Keane
anc

oduced under the personal
supervision of

[AL BENEDICT
One a month
:s of five reel Super productions
starring

Muriel

Ostriche
HE SHADOW
of this series is NOW

11

READY

EARTS O'THE
RANGE"

ast moving story of the great
wide west

tod Pictures are scarce

"Enuff Said"

ird Film Distributors, Inc.
I. JOSEPH

SAMETH.

President

est 40th Street, NewYorkCity
ibitors of New York
Northern New Jersey
book these features
through

jrd film Exchanges, Inc.
1130 West 46th Street

Urges Joe Brandt — Says Power
of Independents Has Been
Asserted
Joe Brandt, president of the C. ,'»
B.
C. Film Sales, who has returned to
New York after a sojourn on the

New Tarzan Serial
Elmo

Lincoln
is Star — In 15 Episodes and Designed for Independent Release
A brand new Tarzan serial, based

Rice Burroughs'
the Kdgar
one ofof Tarzan
on
series
novels and starring
Elmo Lincoln, the original Tarzan,
will be distributed via the independent exchange man. The serial will
be called "The

Adventures

of Tar-

It is to be produced in 15 chapters by the Great Western Producing
Co. for Numa Pictures Corp., under
a special arrangement with the latter
named organization, the moving spir"This," says Brandt, "is the most
its of which are the three Weiss
zan."
important message that the independAdolph, Louis and Max.
brothers,
ents have ever, received. It is a forand marmal recognition of their power — a For purposes of exploiting
keting an organization known as The
power that has grown within the year Adventures
of Tarzan Serial Sales
just past to startling proportions. The
Corp. has been formed, with offices
independents have done things' during on the ninth floor of the Loew State
the past year of which they may well
be proud, things they were told again Bldg., at 1540 Broadway.
The direction of exploitation and
and again 'couldn't possibly be done.' advertising will be in the hands of
Who, a few years ago, would have Bert Ennis.
foretold an independent production
Australasian Films, Ltd., has acsuch as 'Hush,' starring Clara Kimball Young? Who would have
quired this production for an extensive block of foreign territory. The
thought possible 'The Black Panther's Cub,' which, starring Florence deal was arranged for by Louis
Reed, attracted nation-wide attention Weiss and Oscar Jacobs, acting for
by the business it did at the Capitol, the Sales Corporation,, and Millarde
and by the first-run bookings that are
and E. R. Gourdeau reprepouring in from all parts of the coun- Johnson senting
Autralasian.
try? Who would have dreamed of
in Taisho Deal
Films
Many
James Oliver Curwood's 'Isobel,' and
having dreamed of it, who would have
The Taisho Film Co., which as
predicted for it the success it achievnoted yesterday has purchased a
ed in the independent market?
films from Arrow for dis"It is in short subjects — the one and number of tribution
in Japan, has secured
two reelers — that the independents
the James Oliver
deal
have achieved their most conspicuous through the
four with
success. Who would have predicted Curwood series of four,
eight Jack Hoxies, two
Gerber,
Neva
the big first-run houses open to inthree with
dependent two-reel comedies? To with Rubye De Remer,
seDavidson
Grace
independent one-reel novelty sub- Bessie Love, the
includfeatures
single
many
and
ries
jects' Yet they have been so opened and are asking for more.
ing the Hank Mann comedies.
In Chicago
"The power of the independents is
being recognized. Let them use that
recognition as a bid for greater pow(Special to WID'S DAILY) is here
Chicago— C. J. VerHalen
er. Don't be misled by anyone's tellring with several of his clients.
ing you 'it can't be done.' The proof confer
is
of Clark-Cornelius
is, it has been done, and if you will
S. J. Rollo
six
will screen
He
keep up the good work, it can keep also a visitor.
he is distributing in
subjects which
on being done, bigger and better."
market.
the independent

We Exploited
The tryout of the Clark-Cornelius production "Hearts Aflame" with Jane Novak at
the Strand Theatre in Newark, N. J. where
all previous house records where shattered.
It is a picture that will make motion picture
history. We are proud of our association
with its early success.

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Advertising
844
Sixth Avenue,
Telephone

Engineers
New
Bryant

York

City
9223

Myriad Selling Comedies
Arnold
Pictures, 'Inc.,
has
completed \2. one reel comedies
featuring Pearl Shepard,
known
"Merrytime"
series, and released
in
Greater
New
York
by Reelcrait.
Myriad
Pictures
are state rigli
the pictures from 729 7th Ave.
F.
P. Donovan produced them.

Phil
Selznick
of PHIL SELZNICK PRO-T;
D U C T I O N Sii Inc., .Cleveland,
Ohio,
has
purchased j fromj
Equity Pictures Corporation, the
^entire State of |Ohio for W. K.
Ziegfeld's
lavish production
"THE BLACK
PANTHER'S
CUB"
starring Florence
Reed
I directed by^Emile Chantard.
Taken "off-hand, Mthis .news
sounds', in |no, wayiS.unusual.
Carefully
analyzed, ^it carries
,.immeasurably
greater meaning than first thought
might
convey.
To all Independents
Exchange men* throughout the
country,
this transaction
carries
unusual
significance,
for
it reveals
one of the
shrewdest Independents in the
business in a deal that will net
him more real money than the
handling
his

of any other independent picture.in the history of
business.
Phil Selznick

doesn't gamble.
He don't have
to. With all the big pictures
on the marketjhis selection and
"THE is BLACK
of CUB"
purchase
IPANTHER'S
a magnificent testimonial to the possibilities ofthis lavish production.
Exhibitors
throughout
the
State of Ohio are referred
to
PHIL SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS Inc., Cleveland,
Ohio,
for bookings on
"THE
BLACK
PANTHER'S
CUB."
Other Independent Exchangemen
are
advised
to
communicate
with Equity
Pictures Corporation
without
delay for this first quarter of a
million
dollar
Independent
picture that has already played

CAPfirst runITOLat New
THEATREYork's
as well as
Boston's beautiful MAJESTIC
Elaborate and unTHEATRE.
usual advertising soon ready
for this greatest of all Independent pictures ever released.
For further details communicate
immediately with—

EQUITY

Pictures Corporation
Aeolian Hall

New York

uM^
Ohio Sold

Buys New Series
Forward

Film
Distributors
to Release Two Reelers Starring Claire
Whitney and R. E. Keane
"Following our previous announcements," said J. Joseph Sameth, president of Forward Film Distributors,

Inc., yesterday, "that we would give
i.) the independent market
the besl
duct available, we arc pleased to
announce that we will release a seof 1-' i \\o reel features starring
Claire Whitney and Robert
Emmett
Keane.
This series of pictures will
iced under
the personal supervision
of I Sameth
lal Benedict."
Lasl week
announced that
'he intended establishing his own exchange system throughout the country. The local exchange, the first in
the chain, is now operating.

DAIL.V

Thursday,
June 9, 192
r&'-.vs>

Hoyt To Make "Free Air"
Harry
O. Hoyt,
it is understood,

Reports Greater Demand
The field for independent feattt
is growing rapidly day by day,.;
cording to a statement issued by i
Federated Film Exchanges of Ami

"Black Panther's Cub"
Equity
to PhilSells
Selznick— Two Big First
will produce
Sinclair
Lewis'
"Free
Air" for Outlook Photoplays.
Runs Completed
Equity Pictures Corp., distributors
ca, Inc.
New Exchange in Washington
of -The Black Panther's Cub," the
In the Loew
Building
W. K. Ziegfeld feature, has com(Special to WID'S DAILY)
pleted a deal with Phil Selznick of
In the advertisement
of tl
Washington — Richard Feinberg,
the Phil Selznick Prod., Inc., for the
who is launching an independent ex- venture of Tarzan Serial Sales Co
Ohio rights to the production.
change here, is arranging with the
in yesterday's issue the address
The consummation of the deal folgiven as 1450 Broadway.
The
low s on two important first runs the Producers Security Corp. of New- pany
is at 1540 Broadway,
in
York
to
distribute
"The
Right
of
film has enjoyed, one at the Capitol Way" in his territory.
State Theater Bldg.
in New York and the other at the
Majestic in Boston. The Equity organization is preparing an extensive
advertising campaign on behalf of
the picture.
'
Apex

Takes

Over

(Special to WID'S

Hatch

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — Apex Pictures, Inc.,
Friedman Here
has taken over the Hatch Film Co.
Ben
Friedman,
prominent
Minne- The films controlled by the latter inapolis Mate right
exchangeman,
is
clude several features, a few comedies,
i\vn.
and "The Lost City" serial.
Jossey
Plans
Trip
Saunders Handling Gardiner Films
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — J.
S. Jossey,
special
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
sales representative of Arrow, leaves
Buffalo, N. Y.— Charles P. Saunders, formerly head of Famous Piclure .-hortly for a ton.- to -the coast.
tures Sales Co. and Screen Attractions Distributing Co., has taken over
Ludwig Hasn't Sold Out
Sam Ludwig has not sold out his the distribution of Gardiner Pictures
interest in the Ludwig Film Fxchange for this territory.
of Minneapolis, as previously reported. Ludwig merely appointed Carl
Townley Will Direct
Michaels manager and Guy P. Daw(Special to WID'S DAILY)
son, -ales manager.
San Antonio, Tex. — Robert H.
Townley will direct the series of six
One in July
westerns which Bert Lubin will make

"Western
Hearts"
A wonderful story pictured

"ThetheWolverine"
book by B. M.

From

in a realistic manner. A picture full of action featuring

Bower. Snow "stuff" that is
cooling. A big attraction for
any theatre.
Featuring

Art Staton & Josie Sedgwick

Helen Gibson

Have you secured a franchise?
If not communicate with

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.
25 West 45th Street

New York City
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Big Things Are Coming

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
here starring Allene Ray. A coChicago — American Film will reoperative advertising campaign has
lease "A Crook's Romance," adapted been devised in conjunction with
from "The Diamond Runners" in
July. It is one of the series of re- "Motion Picture Magazine," "Motion
constructed features the company Picture Classic" and "Shadowland,"
the Eugene V. Brewster publications.
is selling.
The first picture will be an original
story by Walter Richard Hall.
Kent Back from Trip
James A. Kent of Aycie Pictures
is hack in New York after visiting
a number of exchanges. While in
Open
fa
r
for
Atlanta Kent answered an article atYour
tacking the industry which was published in the Journal and written by
Inspection
Bishop Warren A. Candler.

Mac

Cullough Making "Fairytales"
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Short subjects that will
amuse children and interest adults
are the plan of Jack Mac Cullough
in preparing a series of one-reel
"Fairytales." Two of these have
i completed, "Jack and the Bean
Stalk" and the second, a double
story in one reel — based on "Red
Riding Hood" and "Goldylocks" and
the "Three Bears."
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rerritorial Sales
endents Close Deals on Num>er of Productions — Here
They Are
Kraft Pictures Corp. of Davenla., lias signed contracts with
■ for the distribution of the four
■ions of the Neva Gerber seid the four .hums ( )liver ( !urlictures for their territory. C.
■well, of Reek-raft, closed the
orward

Film

Distributors

foseph
Sameth,
of
Forward
Distributors. Inc., has sold to
or Screen Service, of Chicago,
ts O' The Range" for Northern
5; Peacock Prod, of Kansas
for Eastern Missouri and
:rn Illinois.
Storey Pictures, Inc.
lowland Screen Review, the
reel series released, one every
eeks, by A. D. V. Storey and
:d by Storey Pictures, Inc., has
sold to the Kelin Distributing
for New England; State Film
Amusement Company, Clevebuper Film Attractions, Wash; All Star Feature Distributors
"rancisco and Los Angeles;
'an Film
Co.,Service,
Indianapolis;
:ers
Feature
New
Hygrade Pictures Corp.,
tte, N. C. and New Film Ex:, Philadelphia, Pa.
World

Film

:>n ('. Work
of World
Film
Bed negotiations with Herman
of the Eastern
Feature Film
Boston
for
distribution
of
pering Shadows," "The Wake"ase," starring
Herbert
M.
son, "The
Problem
Eternal,"
Brands"
and
"The
Wolf

New Hoxie Films
Will Make Eight More for Ben Wilson— Star to Make Personal
Appearance
Jack Hoxie has signed a new contract with Ben Wilson to make eight
new productions for the coming year.
Like the series of eight now being
released, these will he laid in western
and northwest
atmospheres.
Arrow Film Corp., who is releasing
the Hoxie series, has arranged a presonal tour to all the exchange centers and theaters throughout the
country. Hoxie will leave Los Angeles on June 13th and go to Dallas
as his first stop.

is "Straight from Paris."

Featuring:SlD SMITH
BOOK

AT

•DERATED

CHANGES ^AMERICA, INC. t&

Dickering
for Eight
Pictures— Capital
Increase
is Ratified
The Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc., are dickering for two
series of pictures, four features in
each group. It is probable that the
deal will be closed within the next
30 days.
The Chicago meeting of the organization was well attended. The franchise holders ratified the action of the
hoard of directors in doubling the
capitalization of the company. A
number of internal organization matters were discussed at the meeting.
of Pittsburgh Moves

(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Pittsburgh — The Supreme Photoplay Prod. Co., formerly located on
the fourth floor of the Seltzer Bldg.,
is now getting settled on the second
floor of the building at 1010 Forbes
St.
Emanuel

Gerson Opens Cleveland 'Change
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland — The S. A. Gerson Film
Exchange has been opened at 518
Film Bldg. The exchange will
handle only feature mterial. Gerson
for some time ran the Buckeye Poster Rental Co.

Turns

Exhibitor

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia — Jay Emanuel, formerly associated with the Royal Pictures, Inc., purchased the Colonial,
Phoenixville, from H. I. Brownback
who is retiring from active business.

Cohn's
Staff and
Kenneth Join
Carson,
director,
Greiver Opens New Exchange.
Foster, cameraman, formerly
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Shadowland Screen Review,"
Chicago — Cy Greiver has opened joined "Screen Snapshots,"
an independent exchange at 808 S. Cohn, producer.
Wabash Ave. His first release will
be "Headin' Home,"
Ruth appears.

Fegan's New Arrangement
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — F. J. Fegan, of the Independent Film Co. of Missouri, has
an affiliation with the Eureke Film
Co. of Kansas City and is buying in
conjunction for the territory mentioned.

New Chicago 'Change
(Special to WID'S DAILV)
Chicago, — Klimax Pictures ha§
been added to the list of independent
exchanges. Max Levey is at the head
of the concern, which will operate in
Illinois and Indiana, at present handling only Chaplin reissues.
World Film Re-edited
Harry Chandlee and William B.
Laub have completed the editing and
titling of "The Feast of Life," a
World Film re-issue starring Clara
Kimball Young, and are beginning
the assembly and the writing of subtitles for a new Joe Moore-Eileen
Sedgwick production, tentatively entitled, "Teeth of the Dragon."

Ray
with
have
Jack

Creation Films to Make One a Month
— Milligan
Again President
of Company
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago- — Creation Films, Inc. plan
to make one feature a month foi
tall season.
Production
will bi
N. J.old Kalim
the
studio, at Cliffside,
At a meeting held of the stockholders here, B. Herbert Milligan
was again elet ti d president. K. Hoddy Milligan
was Milligan,
elected vice-president; I;. Herbert
treasurer,
and E. Eastman, secretary. The following are directors: B. II. and K.
II. Milligan and S. J. Koncnkamp.
First Five Finished
Harry Levey, president National
Non-Theatrical M. P., Inc., announces that the first five reels of
the Parks Popular Science Films
have been completed and are now
ready for release.
J. William
Buffalo
M.
Y.,
is in
Charles
Ver

Prouse Here
Prouse, secretary of the
P. Corp. of Buffalo, N.
town,
conferring
with
Halen.

Another for St. Louis
(.Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — The New Era Film Co.
of Chicago plans a non-theatrical exchange at 3405 Olive St. C. S. Burlorn is general manager of the company.

in which "Babe"

Sell Pittsburgh Exchange
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pittsburgh — Rowland and Clark
have sold their independent film exchange, the Columbia Film Service.
The new owners are Edward Lebby,
James H. Alexander and John E. Davis. Lebby has been a member of
First National's sales organization for
three years. Alexander and Davis
are from the business office of Rowland and Clark.

ALLROOM BOYS
COMEDIES

Federated

Supreme
In Albee Bldg. Montreal
(.Special to WID'S DAILY)
Montreal — The
Equity
Pictures
Corp. of Canada
has opened
offices
in the Albee Bldg.
The first release

Plans Features

After Two Groups

JOS. M. SCHENCK
presents

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
IN A

CHET WITHEY
PRODUCTION

Lessons

in

Love

\ At the Strand Theatre (N. Y.) This Week

First National Attraction

Thursday, June 9, 1

DAILV

A"The
big Battlin' Kid"
Feature-western
■I!

Richard Kipling Enterprises
Care
Producers Security Corporation
516 Fifth Ave., New York

Lack Gratitude
(Continued

from

Page

On Brunton Plan

1)

O. Seessel To Operate Jackson
Studios in Bronx — Room for
contract with Mr. Brulatour in Paris
5 Companies
in 1919, this is an absolute falsehood.
Charles
Osborn
Seessel, former
Mr. Maurice
came
to this country
art director of Famous Playersami was negotiating with a manufac- Lasky and D. W. Griffith, is to take
turer of raw film to install and take over the management of the Jackson
charge of a plant for him.
Mr. Mau- studios at 152nd Str. and Jackson
was supplied with money to build Ave., and will operate it on the Brunton plan with a working space for
a plant and he was the president and four or five companies at one time.
Seessel will be able to furnish the
the only stockholder.
companies
using the studio with the
"Thai
Mr. Brulatour
visited the
art work, the building of sets, the
i plant in the company
of Mr. technical
direction and full crews for
Eastman is very probable, as natur- the making of pictures.
e wonderful
machines were
The Jackson studio was built by
very interesting, and his desire to see the Jackson Film Studio, Inc., of
quite reasonable.
But it which Wm. H. Weissager is president. It is within half a block of the
hood to state that
Jackson Ave. subway station and is
any employe of the Eastman Com- easily accessible to other car lines.
d at the plant.
It may
have been that some one working at
National Opens Boston Office
the G-M plant had formerly been emiston — The National Non-Theatployed b
upany."
rical M. P., Inc., have opened a New
It v
o stated by this man England exchange in the Social Unthai Mr. Brulatour's
chief customion Bldg., 142 Berkeley St. Philip
the producers
and the dis- Davis has been appointed manager by
tributor-, and that all of them have Harry Levey.
tating that they have
Now Owns Two
n to Mr. lirulatour's becoming ii 1 in laboratories.
Shelbyville, 111. — C. E.
Mertens,
"lliatBru-in
"It will be noted," commented
il the I'lay House,
has purchased the Vale.

which
bi

their
left

en

names.
to the

i

■ d.

The
imagination."

C.

have ap-

afraid to
I f

the

.

may

be

20 Managers
Picked
(Continued
from Page
1)
The New Orleans, Oklahoma City
and Spokane offices will be opened
Sept.
An 1.interesting point of the announcement isthat for the first time
it is said in the history of a big distributing organization three important field managers have been elected
vice-presidents of the new company —
Sidney J. Goldman of Chicago, Wilam H. Jenner of Los Angeles and
Edgar Moss of Philadelphia.
The home office staff comprises:
F. It. Warren, president.
J). S. Pcrrin, vice-president

in

charge

of

**sing
**ha
**rc
t arytreaan
sudrer.pu
anet
chfsra,th, assise
stcr
Rihl
J. Ro
P. CI.
J.

*
**, art manager.****
**bb
**
. leC.s.**Bu
njasa
Beli
manager.****
contract
('ashman,
Ce

The staff began to move into the
new agquarters
ent.****** on the 16th floor of
the State Theater Bldg. on June 6.
Moore Working on New Film
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Tom Moore, having
completed "Beating the Game," has
started work on "From the Ground

Director Frank Lloyd and the
company filming "The Man from
"Dream Street" at Strand
Lost River" are on location at Hunt"Dream
Street" will be the feat- ington Lake.
ure at the Strand next week.
The
Reginald Barker is taking scenes
icnt at the Town Hall con- for "Poverty of Riches" in the
Llewellyn Iron Works.
tinui
Upv"
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Two a Week

lit iilce Hating
Warren
Corp Adopts
a Naal System
for Exhibitors
Jong
1st Nat'l Lines
ntois dI" the United
States
fen, informed
that the F. B.
Corp lias adopted
a unit
m stem to establish I lit'
productions
to go out
Warren release, this system
nntical with that established
ir by the First National oron in their sub-franchise
The difference between
ational and the Warren raethlat along with the fating sysi i National sold sub-fran,iid tied its local allies evcrynto a solid affiliation, whereas
irren organization this year
us similar
ratings
without
of franchises to exhibitors.
April 1 a large staff of audd managers affiliated with the
organization have been busy
every individual theater in
ited States in towns from 750
ion upwards. Each theater,
m local conditions, on seating
I and on trade conditions in
cities and sections, has been
out into decimals in its relathe total hundred per cent of
[turn for the United States
relation to its subsidiary fracprtion of the sales territory to
it belongs. The work was
everal weeks ago and
in the hands of the Warren
rs.
(Continued

R.-C.
Special

on page

Pictures
to WID'S

3)

Formed
DAILY)

r, Del. — R.-C. Pictures Corp
;n formed
here with a capi)ii of $.1000,000.
Smallwood to Produce
understood that Ray C.
ood, director of a number of
)va Prod, for Metro, will proi his own account.
Ayres Not Going to London
Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Fwood — Agnes Ayres will not
London to make a star series
mous Players as originally
1, but will work at the Lasky
New Universal Star
ersal has a new star for its
of special attractions. She is
ain "Miss du Pont" with no
ame and the company says she
:n working on "Foolish Wives"
e months past.

Price 5 Centi

Famous Players to Release 104 Next
Year — More in Star Series —
Few German Films
Famous Players' district managers
now in convention in New York are
going over the company's plans for
the 1921-1922 season. No official announcement has been issued by the
company, but it is understood that
Paramount intends maintaining a
schedule of two releases a week.
It is understood
that 95 pictures
ave either been completed or planned for the fall season and that there
remain only nine more
pictures to
?ither buy or map out for production
o round out the complete schedule.
•urther, that the star series will be
returned to in a more definite manner, there being in addition to a series from Meighan.
Dalton,
Reid,
Swanson and Clayton, a group from
"Hearts Aflame" with Ja-.e Novak has been acclaimed the biggest pic- Agnes Ayres.
ture the Independent maiKet has ever seen. Its massive sets and impresThere has been considerable specsive stagings are remarkable.
Distributed by Clark-Cornelius Corp. — Adv.
ulation as to how many German films
Famous Players will release next
year. It is understood that at present
Head of the U. C. I. on Inspection Issued a Year Ago Declares the Com- there are not more than two or three
listed for release, although it is pospany Has No Idea of Entering
Trip — His Company
is the
sible that of the nine yet to be inLaboratory Business
Largest in Italy
cluded in the list there may be some
In connection with the reports additional German films.
Giuseppe Barattolo, president of
the Unione Cinematografica Italiana, now worrying independent operators
The district
managers
were at
entertained at dinner
last night
the
generally known as the U. C. I., is of laboratories that Jules E. Brulatour and the Eastman Kodak Co. Commodore.
in New York. Barattolo's company.
is one of the most powerful in Eu- may definitely enter the "lab" busiQuimby to Film Fight
rope.
ness, it is interesting to note the folFred C. Quimby will make a five
lowing letter issued last year.
The purpose of his visit is to look
reel feature of the Dempsey-CarpenThis letter followed reports appear- tier fight. He expects to use about
over the American field and also with
ing in this publication that at that 20 cameras stationed in strategic
a view of possibly establishing head- time "lab" men feared the entry of points throughout the auditorium and
quarters in New York for the for- Eastman into their business, either a slow motion camera to film some
eign sales of his company in Central directly or through the connection of the action.
and South America, Canada, Mex- Mr. Brulatour had with Eastman.
Although
the state
picturebutcannot
exico and Far East. Prior to the war
hibited in any
New be
Jersey
The letter, which had general distribution
among
laboratories,
is
as
this distribution was all made from
because of Federal statutes governfollow s:
"July 9, 1920.
ingeign
fightrights
pictures,
Canadian
forLondon and English points.
"Gentlemen:
can be
sold. and
Quimby
Barattolo is credited with having
plans to put on the picture for a run
in Atlantic City.
merged 12 or 13 of the best produc"Referring to a recently published
ing companies of Italy into one unit. statement in one of the motion picBig Meeting Today
Among them are the Cines who made
ture trade papers to the effect that
"Quo Vadis," the Itala who produced the Eastman Kodak Co. will within
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Cabiria" and the Ambrosia who six months have sufficient laboratory
Philadelphia — A
monster
m
(Continued on Page 3)
meeting
of exhibitors
in
Eastern
made the "Last Days of Pompeii."
Pennsylvania,
Southern
New
Jersey
The U. C. I. is backed by the huge
and Delaware will be held today at
resources of two leading banking
Favors Police Regulation
the M. P. T. O. local headquarters.
houses of Italy, the Banca Commer. (Special to WID'S DAILY)
ciale and the Banca Italiana Di
St. Louis — Chief Joseph M. Quig- Senator James J. Walker will attend
lev. Rochester, N. Y., president of
Sconto. Among' its most important the International Association of as will Sydney S. Cohen.
productions are "The Ship," by
Taylor Leaves for Europe
D'Anmmzio, "Theodora," "Madame 1 11 it fs of Police, in his address to
the
convention
of
the
chiefs
here
deSans Gene" and "The Bridge of
William D. Taylor sailed for Euclared in favor of police regulation
Sighs," all of which are to be shown
rope yesterday aboard the La France.
here.
of picture theaters.
He will be gone for some weeks.

Barattolo Here

Eastman Letter
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Prague the Cente
Julius Kohner,
European
Publis
Says Industry
in Czecho-Sl©
vakia is Growing
Vol. XVI No. 70

Friday. June 10. 1921

Julius Kohner. publisher of the
ternationale
Filnischau
of
Fr^
one of the most
prominent
of
trade journals
published
in T
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"Prague
is growing
in important
Cent
for South
center
distribution
Th
rope, the Balkans and Russia.
through
the gateway
becoming
ported lilms arc distributed in th< la
ritory mentioned aba
"There
are a number
of compai
eated _ there which at present handle
m films. The American Film Corn
Universal;
the Biographia
Film Co
the Export
Film Corp. the Sel/niek
and
of Pathe ; the Nordisk
Fi|
with part
its main
office in Copenhagen, If
disk output, of course, the SI

kfontmartre.

Quotations*
Bid
Famous Players
do pfd

Asked.

-. 06"4

♦Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc
Triangle
World Film

3'A
10, ]/4
H

Last
Sale

67'/,
66%
Not quoted
4
Not quot»d
11

11

3A
H
Not quoted

♦Quotations by H. Qpritent & Co.
"Heartbalm"
(Special

at L. A. Mission

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Mack Sennett's
"Heartbalm," his first dramatic subject and advertised as such in local
papers, is playing a pr< -ri lease enit at the Mission. It opened
on Monday.
Fox

Turnover

Nets

Box office insurance! "The Adventures of Tarzan," the newest fifteen
episcde chapter p!ay, stars the original and greatest Tarzan, Elmo Lincoln, and the acknowledged serial king. The Adventures of Tarzan Se— Advt.
rial Sales Corp., Room 908, 1540 Broadway, New York City. Bryant 3271.

Fitzmaurice

Going

Levey on Trip

Abroad

On the completion of "Peter lbbetson" George Fitzmaurice will go
to London, where he will produ
series of productions. Several Amerstars will be sent over to London from time to time to play leading roles in his pictures. Ouida Bergei
will also go to London.
Famous Players now officially announce the appointment of Al Katifni in, general manager of European
'U Lou-, with supervision over all
activities in England and on the Continent.

Profit

The William Fox Improvement Co.
which recently purchased the Di
laud pr<
Island
sold il to S. \V. I rumpertz and Wil
ham
at a reported
profit
Australasian's Block
Ai
ii Films, Ltd., hav<

Y"or|

Kohner, in speaking of the
industry
terday : on the other side, sag

Marion Kohn Here
M.H ii in II. Kohn, president of the
olidated Film Corp. of Los Anand San Francisco, and oni ol
the directors of Federated Film ExI tic, arrived in New
York
yesterday
morning
from
the coast.
Kohn is at the Ritz Carlton.

Harry Levey leaves tomorrow with
the Screen Advertising Asso. continEor \t Lin la, to attend the annual convention of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World.
Alter the conclave he starts a swing
around the country arranging for the
opening of non-theatrical exchanges
in large cities.
Probing Los Angeles Firm
Los

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Angeles — Authorities are investigating the activities of the Atlas
Film Co., Inc., whose offices were
formerly at 705 8th St., upon complaint of Mrs. Minnie Fassert, who
alleges that she was defrauded of
$3,400 by the company.
"The

Kid"

(Special

Print

to WID'S

and
Germanof Vienna
films; Slavia
resentssomeSascha
and thel-'ih (
U. F. A.; Primax
handles First N;
while Gaumont has its own exchange
"At present there are about 600 t
in Czccho-Slovakia
while licenses
9
25 more have been issued.
The diliic
pies -nt is in securing
ready
monej
which
to finance
new
construction
government
has been making
it a i,
of issuing licenses to former soldiers
of the reasons for my American
trip
ascertain the feasibility of interesting »
lean capital in the erection of new th
m my country.
The people there
tensely interested in motion pictui
matter of fact, there has been some do
production
started.
Stuart
Webbs
is
name of a Prague
company
that spec
in detective stories, while the A. H
Corp., formed by the American
Film
and the Biographia
Film
Corp.. bolh
companies in Prague, maintain a stud«
have with me several films made in Czi
Slovakia as well as some scenics."

Mr. Kohner came to America .
invitation of Carl Laemmle, who
him in Europe.
Kohner has hrouj
with him orders
from
film mefl
Prague
American

tofilms.purchase
He mayworth-buy s
personally
for distribution
in
tral Europe.
While here he pla
look over
the theater
field, g_..
ideas and then journey to Univn
City to secure data on domestic pi
ducing methods.
Mr. Kohner
is making
his
quarters at Universal.

Stolen
DATLY)

Louis—
A print
of "The
Kid"
wasSt.stolen
from
the City
Sanitarium
here Sunday morning.

have

one

I

New
iurmah,
Ceylon,
Straitderated
lay Sta1
Indo-Chiua, Hoi
Formosa,
tted ten
i Japan, Philipj,
Islands.

i

common need —
RITCHEY posters.

CENSOR-PROOF!
THE

PHILO GUBB
CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL
AT I VK STOR1
ES
ARE
BUILT AROUND

DETECK-

RITCHEY

IMMACULATELY CLEAN
WHOLESOME
INTELLIGENT
FUN

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

(iBcLuctiticmaX (RcLiaJD

CLEVER
Webster
'SH!

I'm into a disguise!"

COMEDIES
Cullison Productions

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
Options

Available

.

7&*&&

*

Coming
"The Soul of Man"
A big picture
Symbolic of the times
Released thru
Producers Security Corporation
516 Fifth Ave., New York

Schade

Puts

Up a Scrap

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

idusky, O. — George J. Schade
e Schade theater charges FaPlayers with unfair competiin Sandusky. He claims that
he refused to submit to Parat's
regarding
the opn ofdemands
the Schade,
the company
over a newspaper, and Schade
s that through its columns the
aount interests attempted to
dit whatever pictures he showe points out that "Passion" was
sed because of its German na:>ut later a feature story praised
ption." Schade claims that by
ig a stiff upper lip and answerrough the Morning Register, he
ucceeded in stalling the Para: move.
Now Have Chain of Five
b and Noble have taken over
Diversity theater, Fordham Rd.
erome Ave., thus making five
; in their chain. The others
e Valentine, Valentine Ave. and
am Rd.; the United States,
St. and Webster Ave.; the Man, 109th St. and Manhattan
and the Bushman, 36 Cathedral
ay.
Engaged for Two Reelers
Angeles — George Larkin and
line Hill have been engaged by
•sal to appear in a series of
;el Northwest Mounted Police
Larkin, in a manner, will
■!S.Hoot Gibson, who is to make

Unit Price Rating
(Continued

from

Page

1)

It is regarded as of especial significance that another organization
should openly and frankly recognize
the wisdom of the price rating system established by the biggest exhibitor organization connected with the
distribution of pictures and the comment was made yesterday that the
adoption of this rating system by four
or five companies would do more to
establish stable prices for film rentals than anything else that might be
devised.
When asked yesterday to confirm
the virtual adoption of the First National system of rating and establishing individual rentals, Mr. Warren said:
"I have always recognized the fairness lo exhibitors of having flat,
standard prices for every theater or
community in the country. Our organization has worked out such a
system and my talks with many of
the powerful owners of First National indicate that we approached
the rating system from the same angle and the same mathematical base.
I have always held that picture selling sooner or later will become a
one-priced line of commerce and that
the man or organization who became
firmly established on this basis would
be one of the permanent factors
of this business. Other than this
comment I only ask you to make
clear that the F. B. Warren Corporation isnot selling franchises or subfranchises and will not have any kind
of franchise proposition to offer."

Eastman Letter
(Continued from Page 1)

facilities to print practically the entire amount of raw film turned out
by this company, we desire to state
we have no direct or indirect outside laboratory interests and no such
action is at present under contemplation. Any departure from our existing policy could arise only from a
contingency, at present unforeseen,
which would make such a step necessary to protect our raw film inter"Yours very truly,
ests.

"Eastman Kodak Co. of New Jersey.
Manag
A.s BLAI
"(Signed) GEO."Sale
R,er,
"Motion Picture Film Dept."
Prices Cut for Summer
A summer schedule of prices has
become effective at the 44th St. Theater, where "Way Down East" is
playing. The price at night is $1.50
where it was formerly $2.

Collins Article in S. E. Post
Frederick Collins has an article in
the June 4 issue of the Saturday
Evening Post called "Highbrow
Hand-Me-Downs," in which he discusses the entrance of prominent authors into the field of films. He predicts that the day will come when
the author will pass out and the real
screen writer — the man who thinks
day.
in terms of pictures — will have his

Brady Offers Aid
William A. Brady for the N. A.
M. P. I. has offered the Rocky Mountain Screen Club of Denver aid in
assisting the stricken city of Pueblo.
It is probable that benefit performwill be given in Colorado pictureancestheaters.

New Program at Capitol
A. J. Callaghan Here
The Capitol has a new program,
Andrew J. Callaghan is in the city published by F. Neil Crowther and
from Los Angeles and will remain Bernard Herzbrun. It is called the
several days. He was in consultation
yesterday with Arthur S. Kane and Capitol
tains Theater
advertising. Weekly and conJohn C. Ragland of the A. S. Kane
Pictures Corp.
National Exposition Planned
Palace, Dallas, Ready
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The Ethical M. P.
to WID'S DAILY)
Dallas(Special
— The
Palace, the new
Society of America, through SecreHulsey Lynch house, opens tomortary Charles E. Sibert, plans a narow with "Sentimental Tommy. " It
tional exposition for the picture inis a $1,000,000 theater, has 2,700 seats
dustry. It is planned to hold it in
and will have a 30-piece orchestra.

.:

<m

Newspaper Opinions
Love"— 1st Nat'l
"Lessons inStrand
Talmadge's
fact, Miss
TRIBUNE
y that
it might
so unseaworth
vehicle —is In
latest
at anv moment go, like the wonderful onehorse shay. There is just about enough of
a story for two reels and no more, and it
seems as though the continuity writer might
have been furnished with a bare outline and
told to make it into a five-reeler.
N— "Lessons in Love" inadeAMERICA
quate and padded, but clever young actress
stands out in it with George Fawcett and
Flora Finch.
HERALD — It is what might be called
rather jolly good sport, and Miss Talmadge
makes it a good sporting proposition. * * *
DAILY NEWS — Miss Talmadge is chic;
lalmadge is pert— but in this she is as
cocksure of her powers of devastation as if
she were Helen of Troy and Cleopatra rolled
in one. Her coquetries are too obvious. It
is not so good.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— It is a comedy as light as thistledown, played by a company who realize how light it is and play it
in just the right key. But it is the delightful
personality of Constance Talmadge that
really holds it together.
TELEGRAM — Miss Talmadge dances and
sparkles through the play in a manner calculated to edify all the so-called students.
POST — "Lessons in Love" is neither very
amusing nor very dull. It lies somewhere
in that vast middle region best described as
the abidin place of light entertainment. * * *
SUN — The comedy has its bright moments, and Miss Talmadge seizes upon them
and
doesn't let them go till they have served
her well.
JOURNAL — The film is two reels too
long. The performances of. its star, its hero,
Kenneth Harlan, and the lawyer in the plot,
that excellent actor, George Fawcett, are its
high lights. Chet Witney has caught the
star in many of the gayest moods, but there
are
halts in the interest and action.
* * surprising
•

tMA
AMERICAN— With the suspense splendidly sustained, a cast of high plane and
some fine photography and locations, "A
Voice in the Dark" * * * has had a pleasant
trip to the screen. Nicely, too it follows its
original plot with but few deviations, another matter for praise.
HERALD — * * * It has an occasional
thrill, but it will not noticably increase the
interest in murder cases in the newspapers.
TIMES—* * * It is likely to seem flat to
those who saw the play and also to those
who go to see moving pictures to see things
done in moving pictures, not in still words.
* * * Frank Lloyd directed the production
and might have done better with more suitable material, but even as things were, he
could have helped matters a little by eliminating some of the posing in which he permitted several of his actors to indulge.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— All the technique, the ingenious devices and the little
stage tricks that made "A Voice in the
Dark" popular with theatrical audiences have
been carefully smoothed over in the scenario. The play emerges as a rather interesting but undistinctive melodrama.
TELEGRAM — * * * Has injected into it
the smoothly flowing action, evenly sustained suspense, clean-cut, unforgettable
characterization and sharp climaxes that
succeed in providing the play with a constant thrill of suspense.
SUN — "A Voice in the Dark" at the
Capitol gropes a good deal, but finally
reaches its objective.
JOURNAL—* * * Has retained all of its
suspense and taken on some lovely exteriors.
MAIL — * * * Is a wll produced, well
directed, interesting picture. The work is
done well in "A Voice in the Dark" and the
first half of the film maintains the suspense
excellently. It falters a bit once the principal characters are exonerated.
* * *
POST
The most effective scene, * * *
goes by the board and, obviously, should
have been followed by the title. However,
the omission does -not necessarily remove
the essential melodrama from the piece.
TRIBUNE — Of course, for the screen,
it has been necessary to change the story in
some particulars, but the result was all that
one could reasonably
expect.
Daily News and Evening World made
no comment.

MAIL — * * * Despite their antiquity have
resulted' in an entertaining film. This is
-F. P.-L.
chiefly due to the presence in the cast of
Miss Talmadge, who has the happy faculty
"Too Much Speed"Rivoli
.of brightening every story she touches. One
or two new quirks are attempted in the deMORNING WORLD— The plot of the
velopment of the plot, but they do not picture, which no one imagines was meant
remove the age and familiarity of the story. to be taken seriously, has many crimps in
GLOBE — * * * shows a touching confi- its plausibilities. In fact, it smacks of a
dence in the loyalty of a devoted public. Douglas Fairbanks show, so joyously is
Apparently the directors guiding the film fate
fed without scruple to the charm
of Constance Talmadge are confident of everything
and heroism of the hero.
her powers to hold her audience in a story
AMERICAN — "Too Much Speed" is anwhich would insult the intelligence of any
other of those gay Reid- Paramount pictures
self-respecting moron. * * * uut not even that come speeding along ever so often. * * *
her sprightliness could make "Lessons in It's a zippy film, splendidly produced and
Love" anything but idiotic or raise its
excellent presentation.
principal character above the level of a not given
HERALD — The story has some ingenious
quite half-witted heroine.
turns and Messrs. Reid and Roberts team
MORNING WORLD— The charming sub- up satisfactorily over the gasolene trail, with
tleties of Constance Talmadge make a stale Miss Agnes Ayres as mechanician of the love
plot acceptable in "Lessons in Love" at the interest, while the automobile races keep the
Strand
this week.
* *
Through
this piece moving at a good clip.
hackneyed material Miss Talmadge romps
TIMES — It has lost its power to thrill,
winningly, with the help of George Fawcett. except intermittently, but there's still fresh
r power of acting makes the film inter- comedy in it and it has been allowed to
esting.
bubble up brightly. A heavy-handed director
or a wooden cast would have been fatal to
Times and Evening World made no comthe comedy, and then there would have been
nothing except the hackneyed plot. As it
is, the scene of the wreck of the limousine
is alone worth the price of admission.
'A Voice in the Dark" — Goldwyn
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Good,
Capitol
fast, clean entertainment of the sort that is
MORNING
WOLRD— It is a great sen
bound to please all manner of theatergoers.
; a first class mystery film —
TELEGRAM — There is a constant
the sort of play in which the tangle and ex- "Honk!" "Honk I" in the Rivoli theater this
citement of a murder plot stand quite on wick, when Wallace Reid goes flying across
their own legs without the injection of a the screen as the hero of "Too Much
prominent star, or alleged humor, or stock Speed," with Miss Agenes Ayres beside him,
live stunt.
Such is "A Voice in the travelling quite as fast.
(Continued
on Page 5)
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Put \the most talked of man in tl
country today on your screex
show the big one reel special

A day with

Jack Dempse
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lt's going like wild-fire every whe
Its cleaning up for thousands of house
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Exhibitors say it's

The Biggest Little Featw
they ever had in their theatres.
Show in your house the only authent
official, guaranteed picture of Demps
in training for his fight with Carpentic
on July 2nd and tie up to the

Greatest Event of the Da
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fspaper
Opinions
(Continued
from Page
II
* * * A

very

entertaining

photo

vfAT.
" * * One of our best come* * The performances of Mr. Ueirl.
rs and Theodore Roberts race hood
or lead.
_» * » Que of the finest easts that
assembled in the making of a pieoo Much Speed" is one of the rob
pc of films that starts with a smile,
a hearty laugh interspersed a'onr
and leaves foot! for plenty of
after it is completed ft is not all
at that, but is a wholly satisfying
rom which the spectator reta'ns a
impression.
INC, WORLD— There is a corking
c in the picture, and. all in all.
>Ut through his usual stunts which
nave a tendencv to make the
heart ;^> thumnity-thump,
-And so, if Mr. Reid. abetted bv
(v Amies Avres and the extremely
fheodore Roberts, chooses to strike
the same nlace. are we to htame
use that nlace happens to be the
cntal soft spot of the genus
us?
fNlv As a comedian he is unsurid as a sneed demon he is without
The entile east is so good
re foinf to mention them all
r NEWS "Too Much Soeed" >f
stuff, as program pictures so. Its
however, is much prettier and
than the average program picture
Tcr name
is Agnes Ayres.

)ne a Minute"— F. P.-L.
Rialto

Gance

».«** !>«•" ^» I ^»' ^»' ••»■<—•■' ^w

of "j'AeUse,'1
leftAbel
for Gance,
France producer
yesterday.
It is Understood he expects tt) return to
T-merica in the Fall and bring with
'tint several new productions, amdng
them "Beho.'d the Matt," to. Which
he
referred
was
shown
at the Whetl
Kit/, and"j'Acuse"
another taken
around Mont Diane in the Alps.
Nothing has been officially mentioned regarding the distribution of
"J'Acuse." It was persistently reported that United Artists would release the picture, hut Hiram Abrams
is the authority for the statement thai
there is nothing to the report.

JNK — Douglas MacLean is one of
attractive light comedians on the
He is voung. good looking, manly
sy. When you see his pictures you
- him. * * * Th story is amusingly
rat and the titles are good. Macres a splendid performance as Jimthe exception of a few superfluous

—He is the best "success" artist of
ies. which refers neither to his
r to the best seller storv winch is
him. under disguise of different
•e everv six weeks or so
Mr. MacLean plays a difficult role
eeds in making an improbable sitto a very convincing and consistising photoplay.
tfAL — Absurd, of course, and conthe first principles of business and
Maybe that is why it is so divert>t weather. The spectators do not
eriously. The more thev laughed,
r thev liked it. The better thev
the more they laughed — and that is
accordance
with
the first princiusiness.

DIRECTORY

Evening

World

Kipling Here
;rd Kipling, president Rich)ling Enterprises, is in New
t business. He has been visie principal exchange points.

FULL

OF

PEP

"Eminently suitable to Marguerite Clark, who puts pep
into it." — Motion Picture News.
VIVACIOUS
AS
EVER

8303,

"Miss Clark is as vivacious as ever and will be wel-

OF

THE

comed by her many admirers." — Wid's.

Speaking of

MARGUERITE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
?04 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant S5M

FILM

CLARK

Presented by the Marguerite Clark Productions, Inc., in the recent
stage success by Adelaide
Matthews
and Martha
M. Stanley, as
produced by Adolph Klauber

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY

EDITORS

!

"Scrambled Wives"

TOM
BRET
Scenarios — Film Cutting
St.
Bryant 6903
N. Y. C

R — "One a Min"te" a preposterous
Titles
iketch. * * * We were unable to 133 W. 44th
1 whether it was a burlesque on the
lers or propaanda for a new cult. GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BERMAN
il bits are amusing.
* * *
Scenarios — Titles — Editing — Cutting
Bryant 2704
— "One a Minute" is funny enough 220 West 42nd St.
p bv and lar^c. is pleasing to the
LABORATORIES
h the vouthfnl Douglas playing his
ean.-i>'lv. The film is rather better
EMPIRE
LABORATORIES,
INC.
e of MacT. can's releases. * * *
723 Seventh Ave.
Corner 48th St,
iTNG WORLD— As an example of
Phone Bryant S437-5736
in a druggist, it should commend
the profession heartily, although not
PRINTERS
armacist who sells quack remedies
gloriously.
PROSPECT
PRESS
JING
TELEGRAPH— * * * more 188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070
amusing
business in it than in the
of such
pictures.
Tt is a good
BARNES PRINTING CO.
for
the
particular
style
of this
Motion
Picture Specialists
I who puts it over with true farcical 36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945
lite of more than a tendency to overand

"An excellent farce comedy, a merry whirl of merry situations—the pot of fun keeps boiling at the frothing mark.
Brisk action and capital acting. You never lose interest.
Marguerite Clark has never been seen to better advantage.
Exhibitors will make no mistake in booking this clever
film." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.

STEREOS-MATS
SPRING

MERRY

is striking, the story interesting, colorful
and Marguerite Clark dainty and entrancing." — Los Angeles Examiner.
BOOK
THIS
ONE

DAILY)

,

AND

"Its humor

Los Angeles — The Actors' Fund
benefit at the speedway Was a great
success and was Welt attended
by
prominent celebrities.

,23E..4thST.

1

top Spied and the interest is sustained throughout. It's
of play you'll like Miss Clark in." — Los Anjust the
geles kind
Evening Herald.
STAR
IS ENTRANCING

a Success

,.„ . ELECTROS
j. RUBIN COMPANY

■

"One of tlic merriest, entertainingest pictures which the
cinema has boasted in some time. It fits the star so well
it might have been written expressly for her. tt goes at

aRoehelle
party at tomorrow.
the former's Mr.
home Lactnmle
in New
leaves for Europe on June 14.

tTCAN — Unromantic stuff. to be
t the mess is blended with the inirt of Douglas MacLean anH nroves
atable as well as a cure for g'oom
LD— * * * Yon'Il eniov it. Howmg MacT.ean walks through his part
bleness, ablv supported by bis smile
tted bv a fairlv capable east. * * *
jRAM-*
* * Again
the leading

Daily News
comment.

SPEEDY

Party for Carl Laemmit

Froiic

Mi

Read ! Read ! Read !

R. H. Cochrane, yice-presitletit of
Universal, will tender Carl Lneinmle

(Special to WtD'S

» —

"You'll Make No Mistake
Film
'9
Clever Trade
Review.
Booking This Exhibitor's

Jeffrey Here
George S, Jeffrey, Associated l'rod.
manager in Boston, is in town.

Actors

■

Directed by Edward H. Griffith
Supervised by J. N. Naulty

\

That's another Reason why

i Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

STUDIOS

DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

a

!
!

TITLES

I

ARTHUR WEIL — Exploiting the new negative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048

\fm ■■■
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C. QUIMBY,
PRESENTS

In.

THE

OFFICIAL

Dempsey
CFIGHT
arpePICTURES
ntiei
About

5 Reels in Length

Showing Dempsey and Carpentier in training — Spec
I;
trains arriving from all points of the compass — close-ups of
fans from everywhere — intimate glimpses of international s

ing celebrities from all over the world — thousands of fight-m (Sii
fans eagerly straining nerve and sinew to miss no detail of 1
combat — scenes of dramatic intensity within the squared circle
the Eagles of France and America battling for supremacy — w(

lig

So

derful shots by 20 of the world's greatest cameramen taken I>'s
ring side and from a balloon suspended high above the ring
the fight itself featured with a Slow Motion Camera
Minutely Every Incident of the

Greatest

Fistic

Reveali

Clash of i

Be,

Time— and finally (if a knockout is scored) THE FINISH w|j
one Gladiator Down for the Count of the Fatal Ten — the wh
winding up with the Tidal Wave

of Humanity

Converging

Iil((
an

the Ring to shake the Hand of the Man of the Hour.

The Tight of the Centur
FOR

IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

STATE
NEW
JERSEY,
CANADA
RIGHTS WILL BE DISPOSED
YOU

FRED

MUST

ACT

DAY

AFTER

FIGH1J

AND
ALL
FOREIlf!
tail
OF IMMEDIATELY
lit .

QUICK

C. QUIMBY,

1482 Broadway
BRYANT

iSfei

7976

Inc.
New

h
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Seeking Evidence

of J. J. Walker Says He Will Attempt
to Prove Zukor Influence With
First National Directors
(Long Distance Phone)
National Association is keepPhiladelphia
— Senator James J.
abs" on the friends of the inamong legislators throughout Walker, national counsel for the M.
Duntry.
That the association P. T. O., in addressing 250 exhibitors gathered here yesterday from
ake more than an impersonal
it in the political fortunes of its Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
i is clearly indicated by what Jersey and Delaware, stated he will
•ick H. Elliott said at the an- attempt to procure documentary evidence that five of eight directors of
neeting of the association held
Associated First National are condays ago. Here it is:
e of the most important phases
trolled by Adolph Zukor. F'rst National denied this in New York when
association's recent activities
le gathering and collecting of Walker
made the original charge rerecords from the various states cently.
Walker stated that exhibitors on
lg the personnel of legislatures,
:ssional
representatives,
pri- the coast were between two fires:
and election dates and other Famous Players' exhibiting activities
on the one hand and those of First
• data. The record of each leg- National on the other. He stated that
on censorship
and blue law
res is being carefully compiled, deals were being made right along
stionnaire will be sent to con- and that in most cases notes were
>nal and legislative candidates drawn up covering the transfer of
future seeking an expression theater propertes and actual money,
r views on censorship and Sun- when cash was involved, was taken
Dsing so that the industry may from the profits of the business. He
ance of election know any can- reviewed the Mrs. Dodge case in
s attitudes, and will be in a Morrisville, Vt., and recited experi(Continued on page 3)
ences of exhibitors in Mattoon, 111.,
and Beloit, Wis., where he said the
ley To Build in Logan, Pa.
M. P. T. O. had resorted to adverSpecial to WID'S
DAILY)
tising campaigns to acquaint the peomi, Pa.— A $450,000 theater will
ple of those towns with the true state
It at Broad and Rockland. The of affairs.
He charged that Adolph
will have a seating capacity
Zukor had not kept his pledges re)0.
garding theater activities of Famous
Players and repeated his doublecrossing charge against William A.
"School Days" Started
Brady in connection with censorship
iool Days" has been placed in in
New York State.
:tion by Warner Bros. Wiltfigh is directing and interiors
The first speaker was RepresentaI shot at the Biograph plant,
tive Golder of the Pennsylvania State
"ilford Cinema Service is de- Legislature, who reviewed the course
' the sets.
of motion picture legislation in the
state. He was followed by Sydney S.
New Canadian Company
Cohen who, in effect, went over the
remarks he made at the Theater OwnSpecial to WID'S DAILY)
>nto — Allan R. Johnson has
ers' Chamber of Commerce lunchI a $1,000,000 producing unit
eon to Walker in New York. The
Headquarters will be at Ot- next speaker was A. H. Schwartz of
Johnson states he has the sup- Willimantic, Conn., who told of his
i the Canadian Government.
experiences with Famous Players.
Walker was the last speaker.
ishburn in Auto Accident
DeMlle
Here
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Louis — Bryant
Washburn,
Cecil B. DeMille arrived in New
Silverman and Gene Rodemich,
York yesterday from the coast. He
tra leaders, and Spyros Skour- will remain here for several days and
rowly escaped death early last
then return to Los Angeles.
ay morning
when
an autoin which
they were riding
More from Gasnier
over while going at a high
speed on a sharp turn on the
L. J. Gasnier, who has made several
Road, St. Louis County.
special productions for Robertsonirman suffered concussion
of Cole,
will continue producing for that
rin. Washburn, Rodemich and organization, it was announced yesis escaped with minor bruises. terday.
jislators the Country Over —
Record for Each One

Price 5 Centa
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Oh, Come Ashore
Aboardvia the
"La France"
Radio
Siasconset,
Mass.
Wid's Daily,
June 10, 1921.
New York City.
Water is fine; the speed is
good, but
I miss my
Valentine
PetitWid's.
Perret.

Won't Accept
N. A. M. P. I. to Ignore Universal's
Resignation — Opposition to
"Editorial Committee"
It is understood that the National
Association intends ignoring the resignation of Universal as a member
of the organization.
The company has resigned because
of the creation of the "Editorial Committee," of 15 which would censor
pictures made by the N. A. M. P. I.
members. Universal is understood to
be unalte/ably opposed to the plan
of self-censorship which the N. A.
M. P. I. has dec'ded upon.
As a matter of fact, it is learned
that the resignations of Universal as
a company, Carl Laemmle and R.
H. Cochrane personally were in the
possession of the executive committee several days before the annual
meeting was held on June 6. Despite that, Laemmle was re-elected
aident.
director and Cochrane a vice-pres-

Reinhardt To E. F. A.
Immediate Plans Call for Two Pictures—Will Make "The
acle"— Coming
Here Mir(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Berlin — Max Reinhardt, the internationally famous producer of spectacles, isdefinitely affiliated with the
European Film Alliance, Adolph
Zukor's Central European producing
organization.
Immediate plans for two productions have been made for Reinhardt.
One of the pictures will be "The
Miracle," a film version of which
is now in America. The other cannot be learned. In all probability,
Reinhardt will go to America later
on to study screen technique. Ernst
Lubitsch will, also go to America.
It is understood thaat the option
Ben Blumenthal and Samuel Rachmann held on Reinhardt's services has
been turned over to Zukor for the
E. F. A.
The above dispatch is of peculiar
significance because of the presence
in this country of a film version of
"The Miracle." It is being held by
Joseph Menchem, of the Celebrated
Authors' Society. It was shown in
this country some years ago, under
the auspices of Al. H. Woods.

It's 50-50
Mack Sennett Cuts Down Comedies
— Charles Murray Definitely
Out — More Dramas

An effort was made to reach Frederick H. Elliott, secretary of the N.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mack Sennett, the
A. M. P. I., several times yesterday,
of comedy
producers,
is
but his office reported him out on "king-pin"
several occasions.
making some radical changes in production plans at his plant on Allesandro St. It's going to be a 50 — 50
proposition with him from now on,
one-half of his output his famous
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
brand
and the other half
Los Angeles — A motion picture comedy
financing corporation of which Thos. straight dramatic material.
The move meant the letting out of
H. Ince is the organizer and of which
a number of comedy leads who have
he will probably be the head, is unbeen identified with the Sennett order way here.
ganization for some time. Charles
The first announcement of the pro- Murray is out; so are Kalla Pasha
posed organization states that the
company will be amply financed by and James Finlayson. The old Sennett comedians, including Louise Faprivate capital and that the First Na- zenda, Polly Moran, Ford Sterling.
tional Bank and the Los Angeles
Trust and Savings Bank will be Teddy the Great Dane and John
cute baby, have gradclosely affiliated with the organiza- Henry,ually Jr.,
left thethecompany.
tion.
On the Sennett lot are now Noah
It is the opinion of John E. Barber, Beery, Mabel Normand, Ben Deely,
vice-president of the First National Lowell Sherman, Jack Mulhall and
Securities Co., a concern operated by Jacqueline Logan. They will appear
the First National Bannk, such a con- in Sennett's dramatic productions.
cern will tend to bring more business For comedy series Ben Turpin will
to Los Angeles.
be starred and Billy Bevan featured.
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In the Courts

Putting It Over

a jury have renJudgedered a Ford
verdictandin favor of B. P.
g on the motion which HiSchulber
ram Abrams, president of United
Artists, had commenced against him
in the Supreme Court over a promissory note. Schulberg contended that
the note was given Abrams "solely
for accommodation purposes to enable Abrams to raise $5,000 which the
latter had previously paid Schulberg
on account of Abrams' debt." Abrams
g through O'Brien,
appealin
intends
and Driscoll.
Malevinsky

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Arguments have been heard in the
Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court on the appeal of Fox Film
from a judgment of $2,500 obtained
by Max Ehrenreich, formerly employed by the company, for false arrest. One of the points involved is
whether or not a corporation is liable for the unapproved act of one of
its employees. In this case, Ehrenreich's arrest was caused by a superintendent of the studio while the
company disclaims all knowledge of
the matter.

Quotations

A counterclaim for $75,000 has been
Last filed in the Supreme Court by the
Bid. Asked. Sale Bray Pictures Corp. in the suit of
Famous Players .. 63^4
67
64^ Jamison Handy for breach of contract. The/ answer alleges that
do pfd
79V,
80
80
♦Goldwvn
y/2
4
.... Handy was discharged because he
Not quoted was incompetent to perform the duties
D. W. Griffith, Inc
he was required to perform, and that
Loew's, Inc
10-K
11
H
incurred obligations in the name
Triangle
¥s
V*
W he
of the defendant in excess of his
quoted
Not
World Film
authority. The Bray company con*
tends it was damaged $75,000 because
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
of Handy's incompetence, and asks
$350 additional on the ground that
F. P. Wins Phila. Suit
he withheld the print of a film.
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Judgment has been
awanh-d to Famous Players against
I'. Gillman, Ave.,
of the
51st ofanda
Haverford
as Apex,
the result
breach of contract. It appears that
when Gillman took over the house
lie protested against certain prices
that were made for picture rentals.
The exchange refused to make further deductions with the result that
the case was carried into court where
was rendered againt Gilljudgment
man.
Clara K. Young On Stage?

The Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co.
of Milwaukee, manufacturers of reel
film cans and shipping cases, has been
stud in the Supreme Court on a
claim of Walter A. Steinberg for
5,248 alleged to be due as commission on sales to Universal and Famous Players. The suit is brought
in the name of Gilbert L. Thomas,
to whom the claim has been assigned, and because the defendant is a
foreign corporation an attachment
was issued against the property.

PatkeNew
No. 47

PUEBLO,
COL. — First
the big Colorado floods.
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heavy chains,
bound with
being through
sent
the Streets
111 an autoOther
news from
Washington,
truck for four days preceding the Secretary Weeks at N. Y. U., etc.
first showing. They appeared on all
the principal business thoroughfares
at the hour when traffic was heaviest
and were the center of interest every
place. Hanging from three sides of
the truck were signs reading:
"Diving for 'Wet Gold' at California
In addition
to the usual displays,
Theater
all week."
the theater took 40-inch advertisements in the Saturday and Sunday
issues of the newspapers, and the Express ran a buried word contest in
its want advertisement columns,
Advertising a good photoburying separately the words in the
play with cheap posters is
sentence, "California Theater precamparable to shipping a
sents latest sub-sea picture 'Wet
valuable cargo in a worthGold' for entire week May 22."
less hulk. Use RITCHEY
Although the contest ran for only
two days, more than 1,000 answers
posters and avoid the poswere received, 47 of which were corsibility of loss.
rect. The prizes offered by the Express in connection with this contest
were two tickets each to "Wet Gold"
to the first 25 persons sending in correct readings of the buried sentence.

HMMHH

RITCHEY
LITHO.

Cleburne, Texas — A. F. Scharey,
manager of the Yale, devised an
effective lobby display for "Prisoners
of Love," using the six-sheet for a
cut-out and the head of Miss Compson from the broadside prepared by
Goldwyn.
The figure of the star, the couch
on which she was sitting and a mirror
frame shown in the background were
cut out, mounted on beaverboard and
set in the center of the lobby, near
the sidewalk. Below it were framed
displays of stills. Across the top of
the lobby entrance was stretched a
strip of beaverboard painted to represent stone, giving the suggestion
of a prison. On either end of this
strip, in a barred space cut out to
represent prison windows, was pasted
the head of Miss Compson from the
broadside.

E. K. Summerwell, as trustee in
bankruptcy
of the National Drama
(Special
to WID'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles— It is reported here Corp. formed to produce plays from
that Clara Kimball Young plans to the books of Thomas Dixon, Jr.,
return to the stage and that she is filed suit in the Supreme Court
nake her debut in London, after against Dixon to recover $49,433
making a trip through Italy and representing moneys of the corporaScranton, Pa. — J. P. McCarthy,
Southern France.
tion alleged to have been spent improperly. Charles J. Holland is the manager of Poli's, confined his street
attorney.
exploitation for "Don't Neglect Your
Joseph Schnitzer of Equity stated
Wife," to one stunt.
three
had
Young
Miss
An up-to-date street car with
An answer has been filed in the
piiiiiie, to make under her existing
motorman
and conductor was charcontract with his company.
Supreme Court by R. D. Craver in
tered and two large banners that almost covered the sides of the car
the suit against him and Harry Cranwere painted and stretched with ropes
dall by thetributingExhibitors'
Mutual
DisCo., in which he admits on the car. The title of the picture
that $4,000 has been paid to the Af- was painted in three-foot type, also
filiated Distributing Corp., but de- the name of the theater. The car
nies other allegations.
/^&cUcccUlcxn£i£ ULctuAJL±)
was sent through the business sections of the city at the hours of
The Elite Amusement
Corp. has heaviest traffic. McCarthy made a
i sued in the Supreme Court by simple lobby display from stills,
the Canal Securities Corp. on notes posters and enlargements and did his
tising.
aggregating $10,200.
The defendant usual
billing and newspaper adveralleges payment in full.

CORP.
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position to take steps accordingly.
Need for this character of information is greater
than ever before." were
Several
recommendations
made by Elliott. One was that a
permanent committee be created to
be known as the Committee of Public Relations to foster closer and more
harmonious co-operation between the
industry and the many social, civic
and educational
women's
tions in the various
states. organizaActive negotiations are under way
to secure the shipment of film by
parcel post to foreign countries, and
with Jack S. Connolly, Washington
representative, negotiations are under way towards securing an increase
of parcel post weight limit to 100
lbs. in all zones and a maximum of

R.-C. Field Changes
Recent changes in the personnel
of the Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corp. put into effect by Charles B.
Rogers are as follows:
Joseph Klein has been apponited
manager of the New York exchange.
Harry Goldberg has been appointed
branch manager at Pittsburgh, succeeding G. E. Moore. Jerome Safron, formerly manager of the New
York exchange, has been assigned as
manager of the St. Louis office,
where he succeeds J. Desberger.

Gunnard

Back from Abroad

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Andrew Gunnard is
back at the Brunton studios after an
extended trip in Europe. While away
he secured considerable scenic material. It is understood he is involved
in some sort of an international distributing organization. Details are
not available.
Beaumont Not Tied Up
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Harry Beaumont
states he has not definitely tied up
with Bryant Washburn to direct. He
admits that the matter has been discussed, however.

Wants Standard Sized Label
T. G. Patten, postmaster for New
York, is circularizing local exchanges
and urging upon them the adoption
of a uniform label, 6 by 4l/> inches
Murphy Receiver
in size, with the address clearly writDavid A.
Murphy
has been apten. This, and the use of a new label
pointed receiver for the World M. P.
with every shipment, is expected to
$500
liability.
It
was
at
Connolly's
Judge
Learned
suggestion that this matter was taken facilitate the delivery of parcel post Corp. by Federal
Hand.
up with the postal authorities in shipments.
Washington.
Chairman Jules E. Brulatour of
the Fire Prevention Regulations and
Insurance Committee reported that
25 one and two story film buildings
have been completed and occupied in
various cities and that many others
were under construction, thus greatly insuring the safety of exchange
employes and lowering overhead expenses. He said that the inspection
of exchanges throughout the country
indicates a great general improvement in the housing of exchanges and
the installation of additional fire
equipments.
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Price Slash on Coast

NEWS
THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS REEL

Sunday's Issue
No. 47-B
WASHINGTON— Mrs. Harding gives a
party for wounded war veterans. The boys
were strong for the White House Cook.
LIVERPOOL. ENGLAND— Admiral Sims.
author of now famous "American Jackass"
speech, reviews the Guard of Honor of H. M.
S. Valiant,
NEW YORK— The Apache Fox-Trot is
passed by the Board of Dance Censors. Only
dance in which woman does all the leading.
You guessed it. Dance Censors are all
women.
SEATTLE. WASH. — Lunching outside the
three-mile limit. Sportsman goes to sea on
a surfboard and dares Society Girl to follow. The Lady was game. Both boards
equipped with luncheon tables.
SAN
er
great
when
done.

FRANCISCO — Necessity makes mothan inventor. Golfing enthusiasts solve
problem by packing baby in golf bag
they go out to the links. It can be
See this picture and be convinced.

WHO'S WHO IN THE NEWS— Washington— A. D. Lasker appointed head of shipping board. New York — Richard Croker
visits America after long stay in Ireland.
Babe Ruth spends a day in jail.
Fashions of the moment, etc., etc.

Southern California Towns Feel Business Slump — West Coast
Theaters Cutting
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Word has been received from many of the interior
towns of Southern California that on
account of the extreme lack of business, exhibitors have slashed admission prices considerably.
In Bakersfield, box office prices
have been reduced to those charged
two years ago. The West Coast
Theaters, Inc., operate three theaters there. Prices likewise have been
cut to a great extent in other large
cities.
At Long Beach, but a few miles
from Los Angeles, prices at all theaters have been greatly reduced. Several houses here are also under the
control of the West Coast Theaters
organization. In speaking with officials of Gore Bros.-Ramish and Sol
Lesser, regarding the decline of business, they admitted it to be true and
that in many of their theaters box
office prices have been reduced to
meet the present conditions. The
company, despite these facts, is
steadily increasing its already big
chain of theaters. A new Glendale
house has been added which brings
the total of their holdings considerably over 40.

Van Beuren President
Combination Structures Possible
Amedee J. Van Beurerf of Timely
Films, Inc., producers of Topics of
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Philadelphia — The Gloss bill,
the Day. is president of Fables Pic- recently
enacted, makes it legal for
tures. Tnc, which are making the
any
part
of a theater building borderAesop's Fables Modernized for Pathe
ing on a main street, which is not
distribution.
used for theater purposes, to be occupied by offices, stores or rooms used
Rembusch in Illinois
for similar purposes. Heretofore the
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Lincoln, 111. — Frank J. Rembusch law did not permit such use of portions of properties, except under cerof Shelbyvillc. Ind., has purchased
tain restrictions.
the Grand here.
It is his first house
Theater buildings hereafter can be
in Illinois.
made to produce revenue in the
forms of rentals, far in excess of
Buys Leasehold
what they now produce ■. when the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
buildings are restricted to theater
St. Louis — Maurie Stahl, who purposes only.
recently acquired a five year lease
on the Webster Theater and airdome,
Gordon
Plans Large
House
12th and Clinton Sts., paid $25,000
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
for the leasehold.
Boston — Nathan H. Gordon plans
a $3,000,000 theater on the present
site of the Old South theater in
Washington St. He purchased the
house last winter. The theater will
be known as the Province.

If You Are
Interested In

To Rebuild Boston Elliot

Independent
Production

Boston — Jacob
Lourie
and
Sam
Pinanski, who own the Park, Modern
and Beacon theaters, plan to rebuild
the Elliott, at Roxbury Crossing.

or

Distribution
Read

Wid'severyDaily
Thursday

(Special

to

WID'S

J Want Suggestions f
from you

Mr. EXHIBITOR
to guide me in my future work

WRITE

ME
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I want to give you what you want in

Reginald Barker
PRODUCTIONS
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\
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DAILY)

Buys Cairo Theaters
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Cairo, 111.— I. W. Rodgers of Poplar Bluff, Mo., has purchased the
Gem theater outright and has secured
long-term leases on the Kimmel and
the Cairo Opera House.

The "Disraeli" company, shooting
exteriors at Glen Cove, L. I., secured
permission to take scenes there
through the Film Mutual Benefit Bureau, 4W. 40th St. The bureau acts
for the Committee for the Relief of
Devastated France.

Productions Photographed by

PERCY

HILBURN

Assistant Director

CHAS. P. STALLINGS

7^recochized
Authority
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Is Ay Crown On Straight?
3 HE was every inch a Queen.
Yet she couldn't help feeling
just a bit anxious about
her looks on the day of her
betrothal to the King of Youpronounced.
2L--± -JSt

That young King had a royal treat
in store for him when she appeared,
and so will millions of fans who
see dainty, roguish little

Constance
Binney
in
Such

I

a Little Queen
Adapted from the play by

CHANNINC
Directed by

GEORGE

FAWCETT

POLLOCK
Scenario by

LAWKENCE
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BE MY

WIFE
Page 3

Frank Mayo in

THE

FIGHTING

LOVER

Universal
Shirley Mason in

Page 5
THE

MOTHER

HEART

Fox

Page 10

Hope Hampton in

LOVE'S

PENALTY

Hope Hampton Prod.-Asso. 1st Nat'l Pic. Page 11
Constance Talmadge in

LESSONS

IN LOVE

Asso. First Nat'l Pictures

Page 14

Bryant Washburn in. . . .THE ROAD

TO LONDON

Asso. Exhibitors — Pathe
Thomas Meighan in. .WHITE

Page 15
AND

IN THE

Goldwyn
WESTERN

as president of Pathe Exstronger now than ever.
heads National Association.
with Congress charging prostock would put monopoly
weapon in Eastman Kodak Co.'s hands.
Goldwyn shows profit of $500,000 for 1920.
Reginald Barker and Frank Lloyd complete Goldwyn
contracts.
Raymond Hitchcock to make "The Beauty Shop" for
Cosmopolitan.

George Meurice, builder of "G. M." laboratory in
Long Island City, says J. E. Brulatour is very much
interested in it.
C. C. Pettijohn urges upon N. A. M. P. I. creation of
"war chest" to defend industry against attacks.
Robertson-Cole reorganizes and merges all film interests in R.-C. Pictures Corp.
rsdayfor Fox.
Dustin Farnum to starThuagain
Friend of J. E. Brulatour charges "lab" men with
lacking gratitude. Says Eastman could have boosted prices of stock during war, but reduced them.
Ernest Shipman and Ultra of Italy in deal.
Twenty managers of F. B. Warren Corp. named.
R. T. Kane succeeds
Walter
Wanger
at Famous
Players.
System Theaters, Inc., new chain. First in Syracuse,
N- Y'
Friday
Famous Players to release 104 next year. Few German films.

Page 17
DARK

Eastman letter written a year ago says company

Page 20

was not interested in "labs."
Abel Gance leaves for France. Returning in fall with
more French films. Saturday

HEARTS

Asso. Photoplays, Inc. — State Rights. . . .Page 21
Short Reels

Paul Brunet to remain
change, Inc. Position
William A. Brady again
Laboratory men file brief
tective tariff on raw

F. B. Warren to sell productions on unit price rating
system, modeled along First National lines.
Guiseppe Barattolo, head of Italian U. C. I., in New
York.

UNMARRIED

Paramount
A VOICE

F. E. Adams, head of Tu
British
esday P. C. T., says Beaverbrook opposes producing-exhibiting scheme.

Jules E. Brulatour characterizes charges of "lab" men
as "silly drivel." Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Max Linder in

Adolph Zukor voices ideas regarding trust formation
in industry.

York, N. Y., by

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer ; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered

News ofMo the Week
nday
in Headlines

Page 23

Thomas H. Ince heads new coast financing organization.
Mack Sennett to make more dramatic subjects.

Pardoninglthe bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin.

Myrtle Reed's millions of devoted readers are a
provable quantity —
600,000 copies of "Lavender
alone — have been sold —

and

Your local booksellers will tell you that there is
always a steady demand for her books -and
especially for "Lavender and Old Lace"—
And those things that assure the attendance of
the regular motion picture patrons— in addition
to bringing in the millions of readers of Myrtle»>>
Reed's books, is to be found in this wonderful
production of which the Exhibitors Trade Review say is "one of the sweetest and cleanest stories
that has been filmed for some time."

RENCO FILM COMPANY

w

LAVENDER

presents

- OLD LACE

From the great story by

Ml

KTLfc

//

KfcfcLJ

With MARGUERITE SNOW- IOUIS BENNISON
and SEENA OWEN
Directed by LLOYD INGRAHAM

I
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Linder Makes A Good Deal Out of Old and
Some New Tricks
Max Linder in
"BE

MY

WIFE"

DIRECTOR .Max Linder
AUTHOR
Max Linder
SCENARIO BY
Max Linder
CAMERAMAN
Charles Van Enger
AS A WHOLE
Spends quite a little time getting started but runs into laughs that are nearriots
STORY

Episodic in character and reaches several near-climaxes; contains few new situations
DIRECTION
Good for the most part; sometimes doesn't use good judgment
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Contributes a lot of fun by mere facial
expression; handles some old tricks in a new
fashion
SUPPORT
Suitable
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
....
Suffice
DETAIL
Seems correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
The troubles of a
man trying to win a girl over the objections
of an old maid aunt
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The latest five reel comedy starring and made by
Max Linder runs the French comedian's most recent
predecessor, "Seven Years Bad Luck" a close second
in the number of laughs it offers. Distribution plans
in connection with "Be My Wife" have not yet been
announced.
Linder is again author, director and star of the
piece, and while "Be My Wife" isn't as original as
"Seven Years Bad Luck," it has enough laughs to

satisfy anyone and even if some of the stunts are not
new, Linder does them in a new way, and they amuse
just the same. This is especially true of one trick in
particular which has been used time and again and
always sends any audience into an uproar. That is
the mouse running up the comedian's leg while he is
going through the marriage ceremony. Linder
handles this stunt about the best yet, and adds a new
one when after removing the mother mouse he still
feels "creepy" and upon further examination discloses atribe of young mice.
"Be My Wife" would have proven a much better
comedy if so much time hadn't been wasted in getting
started. The opening reel has hardly a laugh, and
the spectator can't even get a line on what it is all
about other than that it is taking place in a dressmaking establishment which is a camouflage for a
cafe. The first comedy business comes with the
entrance of the police in the dress shop. The mere
pushing of a button changes the rear cafe suite into
a fitting room. This is a good bit, but they keep it
up so long that it loses some of its value.
Another bit in which the comedian hides in a steam
closet isn't as funny as it should be, also because there
is too much of it. About the best and the most original piece is the star's imaginary fight with a burglar,
while his fiancee and her aunt stand petrified in the
outside room. Linder wrecks the room and himself
in an effort to fight off the would-be intruder, and
then presents himself to the girl and her aunt as a
hero. At the wedding reception, the aunt is also
a victim of a stray mouse, and when she gets out
in the center of the floor and acts hysterical the guests
stand by amused at her evident knowledge of the
"shimmy." Of course, at the end of the fifth reel,
Max wins the aunt's consent to marry her niece.

Enough Comedy To Please The Majority
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Linder's latest can't be considered a knock-out
comedy feature because it isn't consistently uproarious
and also because much of the comedy business is
not new, even though most of it will get laughs because it is well done. The star works hard and is a
successful entertainer because he has a distinct style
and lends considerable humor to his acting because
of his unusual facial expressions.
The fact that the

majority
of the effect.
laughs come late in the picture won't
have
a serious
Exhibitors catering to a comedy-loving audience
will likely satisfy them with "Be My Wife." Stills
of some of the situations together with catchlines
should attract attention. If you played "Seven Years
Bad Luck," be sure to recall it and tell them Max
Linder is the star and producer of "Be My Wife."

pr.

A Message
for a Few
Fools

This advertisement is written for a few fools
and cowards in the motion picture business —
and in other businesses — who are still talking
depression when conditions all around them
in their own and other businesses directly contradict and refute their pessimism. 1921 is a
great year for fighters — and a bad year for fools.
120,000 residences — individual homes, not
tenements — are being constructed this summer in the 100 largest American cities. That
means muscular labor earning wages.
2,700 new motion picture theatres are now
under construction in the United States. And
that means labor earning wages.
Motor demand by America's millions has put
every important and reliable automobile company back at work on virtually a full-time
basis. That means skilled artisans earning
high wages.
"The American Contractor," a builders' trade
journal, reports that the official building permits filed for the month of April, 1921, for 202
cities totalled 54,162 separate pieces of construction with a valuation of 152 million dollars. American dollars are now out of hiding
and have gone back to work.
America's 1921 crop yields, according to government forecasts, will be tremendous. That
also means work and wages.
The nations of the world are transferring gold
in unbelievable volume to the United States.
The Federal Reserve, re-discount rate will be
lowered again before the summer is over.
Every one of these signs and a thousand
others mean : Wages, Work, Employment.
Employment means profits and prosperity.

F.B.WARREN
CORPORATION
154 0 Broadway
New York City
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Ben Ames Williams Story with Mystery Finish
Frank Mayo in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
would
have

FIGHTING
Universal

LOVER"

Fred Leroy Granville
Ben Ames Williams
Harvey Gates
Leland Lancaster
Mildly interesting feature that
been
better
if atmosphere
of

mystery wasn't so confusing
STORY
By a well known author

and

should

have made 'a better picture; rather original in
the main
DIRECTION
Confuses
in an effort to build
suspense and doesn't develop a clear conclusion
PHOTOGRAPHY
Usually good; night scenes
too dark
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Gives an adequate performance but role
doesn't call for great prominence
SUPPORT
A suitable company with

all more

or less minor parts that don't require much display of ability
EXTERIORS
Mostly acceptable, but one strikingly artificial
INTERIORS
Look like the real thing
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Marriage
wager
develops into a murder mystery, with crooks
and the disappearance of a famous diamond
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,040 feet
Ben Ames

Williams is credited with many popular

and successful stories and it may be that his, "The
Fighting Lover," made interesting reading. But the
screen version loses considerably because of fairly
poor direction. A satisfactory premise is established
and you are prepared to witness a theme that promises

crooks are introduced, and the famous Terrapin diamond disappears. And from there on the spectator
is apt to get lost in the maze of in-and-out business
and general atmosphere of suspense which the
director aims to create by confusion.
And even at that you would not mind it so much if
only he explained the incidents to your satisfaction
in the conclusion. Perhaps the title-writer ' shares
the blame in this connection, but certainly they don't
tell you a lot that you'd like to know about things
that happen previous to the clearing up of the murder
and crook sequences. A title or two inserted in the
last
reel in the form of explanation would help considerably.

The title doesn't seem particularly pertinent even
though there is some fighting, some of which includes
the hero, who isn't shown so much as a lover, and
most of the fight scenes are done in such darkness
that the audience can hardly discern just who is participating. Frank Mayo is given stellar prominence
but the parts in the main are pretty much proportionate. Jacqueline' Logan is the leading lady. In
the cast are Elinor Hancock, Gertrude Olmsted, Jackson Read, Colin Kenny, Jean Calhoun and others.
Andy Forsdale enlists the aid of his aunt in carrying out a wager which causes his friend Ned to fall
in love within a stipulated time. Aunt Lydia engages the services of three girls to lure Ned, one of
whom, Helen Leigh, Andy strikes out of the race,
because he likes her himself, and substitutes his
cousin Jean, who poses as a maid in the household.
While the Aunt is entertaining the guests, Vic, the
stakeholder, is found murdered in the home. Suspicion points toward Helen, and she is believed to know
something about the tragedy. It develops that crooks
seeking the Aunt's famous diamond, committed the
murder, and that Helen is the granddaughter of Barclay, the butler. Andy, of course, wins Helen for
himself and also wins the Wager when Ned falls for

to be original until' it takes on a mysterious aspect,

Will Please Them if They Jean.
Like "Intrikut" Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Folks that aren't liable to find serious fault because
things aren't given full explanation will be satisfied
with "The Fighting Lover" and on the whole you
will satisfy a good majority of your patrons with a

Wallace Reid and "Godless Men," a Goldwyn picture.
Catchlines based on the wager idea might prove
attractive. Say : "He was willing to wager $5,000
that his friend would forget the girl who jilted him

that angle and use the author's name, recalling any
previous pictures bearing his name which you may

and 'fall' for another. Who wins? See 'The Fighting
Lover,' 'Universal's latest starring vehicle for Frank
Mayo." If Mayo is well known it might be just as
well to use his name instead of the title because it

have played, among

doesn't mean a whole lot.

brief showing of Frank Mayo's latest feature. If
your patrons are keen for mystery stories, play up

them "Always Audacious" with

A (gsmopoliian production
If You Want Quick Money Play This SuperProof.
Is The
Righi Now -.Here
Feature

/rom a Sfory Ay
Scenario 6y

I

Gouvemeur Morr i s
Donnah Darrcll

Directed 6y Albert Capellani
Scenes 6y /he famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Siaff.
Under
of Joseph Urban
-r—
—■■-■■ "...iheDuecJion
MM
:

Presented 5y Famous PI ay ers -Las ky Corporation

V-». A

A Cosmopolitan production

zJ

This Divorce Problem Picture Electrified the
Motion Picture World by Drawing

$24,961.20
ON BROADWAY

IN ONE

WEEK

Can any other producer give you a picture that drew close to $25,000
in hot weather, in one week, in one theatre with but 1929 seats?
"The Wild Goose" piled up that box office record during the toughest
week theatre managers have seen on Broadway in many years — a straight
week of hot, clear outdoor weather.
If you have had losses from playing ordinary pictures, "The Wild Goose" will make
them up for you.
Play this timely divorce problem hit, and play it now.
"The Wild Goose" is being heavily advertised in the following great National Circulation Sunday papers:

New York American
New York Journal
Boston American
Boston Advertiser

Chicago Herald & Examiner
Atlanta Georgian
Los Angeles Examiner
San Francisco Examiner

Boston Record
Chicago American

Washington Times
Wisconsin News

This is no time of the year for you to gamble with untested, unadvertised pictures.

Play known winners, play pictures the public has heard of, play Cosmopolitan Productions, play "The Wild Goose," and to get all the big early money, play it now.

It's (X (paramount Qidure
||r

Presented 5y Famous Players ^la$ky Corporation

Ttj

A Cosmopolitan production

f "*»

V,

•
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Woman God Changed
From a Story by Donn Byrne
Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Scenario by Doty Hobart

Scenes by the famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff
Under Direction of Joseph Urban
.?>.","'? ■■>:■

c

:Stj,¥.,«>,-fS.f '?'■■- -■"■''
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It's (2 (paramount Qidure
Presented 6y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

3

$39,079.25
IN TWO

WEEKS

First Week Rivoli, $19,349.85

ON BROADWAY
Second Week Rialto, $19,729.40

This was the record of "The Woman God Changed" during 14 days of
perfect hot, outdoor weather that put the biggest "legitimate" theatrical
and picture successes on the toboggan and sent a lot of productions to the
store house.
Here are the reasons why you can surely count on this hit picture to fill your theatre
right now, in the off season:
FlYSt

$39,079.25 taken in at the box office of the Rivoli and
office marvel has a strong drawing power.

Rialto in 14 days proves this box

Second

Three
of Broadway's
most important
picture
houses
have itfeatured
this picture, It
thehas
Rivoli,
the Rialto,
and B. S. Moss
Broadway, big
which
is now
playing
to big audiences.
also
been booked by the New York Keith, Moss and Proctor high-priced reserved seat houses.

Third

^ew York dramatic critics never give columns of praise to a picture unless it is the kind of
picture that will fill theatres anywhere,
any time.

Fourth

More than a million people who have read Donn Byrne's story from which this picture was
made, in Hearst's Magazine, are anxiously waiting to see it on the screen.

fifth

The cast, composed of exceedingly popular and talented artists, Seena Owen, E. K. Lincoln,
Lillian Walker, Henry Sedley, H. Cooper Cliff, Paul Nicholson, Joseph Smiley, Templer Saxe,
couldn't fail to draw.

Sixth

^ k'g nation-wide advertising campaign on "The Woman
God
Changed"
is now in full
swing in the great Sunday editions of the twelve great Hearst newspapers that blanket Amer- •
ica. This advertising will make millions throughout the country go to see this picture.

After carefully considering all recent releases the management
dollartheatre.
Granada Theatre, San Francisco, has selected "The Woman
this

of the new

million-

God Changed" to open

"The Woman God Changed" was not made for "Super-critics" or for "high-brows."
It was made for exhibitors' audiences that enjoy a wonderfully thrilling entertainment
with a wholesome moral.
Right now is the time for you to play this sure-fire money-getter. Get the cream.
Be the first in your town to show it. Postpone some "maybe" picture. Play this sureprofit hit immediately.

Its (Z (paramount Qicture
PrQsented 5y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

_IU
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Pleasing Little Picture With Fine Heart Interest
Shirley Mason
"THE

MOTHER
Fox

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

A

WHOLE
fine audience
interest

in

make it a delightful little picture that should please
everyone who has a heart at all.

HEART"
Howard M. Mitchell
Howard M. Mitchell
Not credited
Glen McWilliams

Charming
appeal
and

little picture with
considerable
heart

STORY
Pleasingly
told with many
effective
touches that make it register entertainment
DIRECTION
Very good; brings out the most
important features with the minor ones kept
well in the background
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
OF

\ All right
Satisfactory
Is delightful in little mother role
Capable and well suited
Pretty farm scenes
Good
Adequate
STORY
Motherless
little

girl brings up baby sister and finds happy home
on farm
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

5,000 feet

Outside of the Fox specials it is quite likely that
there is more demand for the Shirley Mason pictures
than some of the others in the regular routine release.
Her's are consistently good, and she can usually be
relied upon to furnish a clean, wholesome piece that
is generally first rate entertainment. And "The
Mother Heart" is no exception. It isn't an unusual
story and hasn't been given an unusual production.
Just plain common sense both in handling of the
story, and the cast and the performance of the star

The story is a "little mother" theme, in which a
little girl plays mother to her baby sister. Director
Mitchell has secured a fine heart interest by playing
up the devotion of the little girl for the baby. Another
clever touch is the way in which the baby melts the
heart of the stern old grouch, to such an extent that
he plays with it to keep it from crying. This bit is
very well managed and contains fine appeal.
Good judgment is shown in the manner in which
they have kept minor details in the background. For
instance, another sister, adopted by a rich woman,
has a near-romance with a fellow who wants to marry
her, believing she will come in for the rich woman's
money. This sequence isn't very necessary, but it
serves to send the girl back to her little mother sister,
a prodigal. Miss Mason is delightful as usual, and
others who give her capable assistance in supporting
roles are Raymond McKee, Edwin Booth Tilton,
Cecil Van Auker, William Buckley, Peggy Eleanor,
and Mrs. Raymond Hatton.
May Howard's father is sent to jail because he
steals food for his starving family. Then his wife
dies, and May, her sister, Ella, and the baby are sent
to an institution. Ella is adopted by a rich woman,
and May is sent to a farm owned by George Roberts,
proprietor of the store from which May's father stole
groceries. Clifford Hamilton, the manager of the
store, and the direct cause of the father's prosecution,
seeks to marry Ella, thinking she will inherit her foster
mother's wealth. In the meantime May and the
baby sister work their way into the heart of Mr.
Roberts and when he learns that it was May's father
who was sent to prison, a pardon is secured. Ella,
almost tricked into marriage with Hamilton, who has
stolen the firm's funds, also goes to the farm and there
is a happy reunion.

You Can Be Assured of Satisfying Them with a Clean One Like This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The brief synopsis above is a most meagre outline
oi this pretty and simple little story that offers first
rate, clean and wholesome entertainment that is
cially fitted lor family trade. There isn't a thing
in it that is objectionable. You can promise a fine
heart interest, and by playing up the "little mother"
theme, telling them how the little sister plays mother
to the baby, and above all promising them a lot of

pleasure looking at the scenes played by Shirley and
the little baby. They'll love this youngster.
Use the star's name extensively and if you have
played her recent pictures such as "Flame of Youth,"
"Wing Toy" and "The Lamplighter," they'll be just
as well, if not better, pleased with "The Mother
Heart." Catchlines in your program for previous announcements and stills in the lobby will advertise it
well. Say : "See Shirley Mason in a Cinderella on
the farm story.
You cannot help but like her in this."
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Star Shows Improvement in Poor Story
Hope Hampton
"LOVE'S
Hope

Hampton

in

give her light stuff in the future or not, they certainly

PENALTY"

Prod. — Asso.
Exchanges

First

National

DIRECTOR

John Gilbert

AUTHOR . .
SCENARIO BY
CAMERA MAN

John Gilbert
John Gilbert
Alfred Ortlieb

AS A WHOLE

Gloomy story hurts.

Otherwise

fairly interesting average program release
STORY

handed her a tough one in "Love's Penalty." It is
heavy, gruesome at times, and without particular appeal, excepting that the photography and general
production lift it considerably over the usual class of
the average program release.
Despite the difficult characterization given her to
portray, Miss Hampton does better work than in her
two previous productions. In the hands of a capable
director she might do considerably better. But the

Continuity messy which makes gloomy,

director of "Love's Penalty" liked to have his people

heavy story unusually depressing
DIRECTION
Lost many opportunities
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent

"act," and they do to the detriment of the production.
The chief difficulty, however, is the story. Hope

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

,

Very good
Excellent

Probably does best work as yet shown.
Better than in either of her two previous productions

SUPPORT

Fair

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
CHARACTER

Very good
OF

STORY

A lot of money spent
Sister of betrayed

girl plans revenge and almost loses her own
lover through this
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,685 feet
Whoever picks material for Hope Hampton might
well consider that she will show to much better advantage than when attempting to portray this heavy
kind of characterization.
In all events, whether they

Hampton

has the part of the sister of the girl who is

betrayed by her employer and subsequently kills herself. Hope plans revenge, and secures a position as
his secretary. He 'is the owner of a steamship line
and one of his vessels is scheduled to break the transatlantic record. The big punch scene comes when
Hope, planning her revenge, tells him that she is
going to make his name a byword, and a newspaper
extra appears telling of the sinking of his ship, carrying with it thousands of women and children and his
own wife and child. The relative of one of the
afflicted families shoots the ship owner, and is later
apprehended.
In the end Hope meets her former fiance who left
her because he felt she was in love with the shipowner, and the clutch comes with the background
of a Christmas festival.

Don't Make a Fuss Over This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The production value and the splendid photography,

ton wears beautiful gowns and all that sort of thing,

lift this considerably over the usual average program

but that is not really sufficient. You

release. But this is not big league and should not

about the story because the theme is old and too

be figured from this basis. Just what will be your

heavy and unpleasant to be attractive.

talking point will be up to you and you had better
see the production first.
♦
There is no particular thrill, the director having
carefully avoided the shipwreck, which might have
given box office value to this.

Of course Miss Hamp-

cannot talk

If you have this coming, slide it in gently and don't
make a fuss about it. It may go over nicely. That
is, you may not have any particular kicks, but you are
not going to hear a terrible lot of pleasing exclamations later.

William %jc takes pleasure in

€dna^M.urphy
^Jhese young artists hate not become stars
crier night. Jhey haHe gained stardom under the
eye of William 3ox through their increasingly
-pictures. It was their
in many
ytork ons
brillianterizati
charact
in the wonder play of the
century, OVER. THE HILL, that finally lifted
them to stellar honors.
Possessed, as they are, of exuberant youth
and that magnetic personality Which compels
this combinafind inmeans
exhibitors
popularity,
healthy
elixirWil{Which
tion abox office
and increasing patronage.

announcing his new co-stars

Johnnie Itfalkeiw}
cJheir first star picture

LIVE VIRES

Directed by Edtfard Sedgrtickj
bo be released in July, is one of a number
of stories noti) being prepared for theirty
containing all the elements of n/kole someness and happiness of which they are
the exponents.
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Story Is So Slight They Found It Hard To Keep It Together
Constance Talmadge in

after all. And the title-writer has done his share by
his contribution of well written captions.

"LESSONS
IN LOVE"
Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Chet Withey
Douglas Murray
Grant Carpenter
Oliver Marsh

•■. .

AS A WHOLE. '•<. .Amusement afforded is somewhat spasmodic; it comes out in fits and starts
STORY.'". . . .Very slight but has been carefully padded and will probably please star's admirers
(/DIRECTION
Sometimes has a difficult time to
keep it going ; on the whole manages fairly well
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
. All right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Doesn't vary from her regular line; aims
to please those who like her
SUPPORT
Kenneth Harlan again hero; Flora
Finch has very small comedy part; others adequate
EXTERIORS
not real

Few;

some

of

them

obviously

INTERIORS
.^T.
Satisfactory
DETAIL
y^,, . Comedy in titles good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl who must marry for money poses as maid and really falls in
love with the man she must marry
•£LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,923 feet
Director Chet Withey was given a big order when
they told him to make a feature picture from the story
"Perkins" by Douglas Murray, because, of the lack
of incident sufficient for a six reel picture. In view
f the handicap, "Lessons in Love," through the
efforts of Grant Carpenter who wrote the continuity,
< director Withey, turns out
and
to be fairly amusing
/

"Lessons in Love" isn't a great deal different from
the previous pictures made by Miss Talmadge. Here
again she brings her victim to her feet by having
him "treat her rough" and of course it brings the desired results. Above all, your imagination is not
put to any test and you can sit back and be amused
if you will without doing much thinking. The six
reels come, perhaps please you for the moment, but
beyond that leave little impression.
Those who had to worry about the success of the
offering had to do considerable thinking to tide them
over the rough places, and even careful direction and
some effective padding fails to keep the piece from
losing interest occasionally and threatening to die
more than once. The comedy isn't smooth running.
It is of the "now you see it, now you don't" variety.
The star repeats her previous performances, wears
some pretty new costumes and is given a goodly share
of close ups to show how she can roll her eyes and
play the flirt. Kenneth Harlan is a cowboy hero who
nearly forgets to act like a cowboy when he goes to
Florida. Flora Finch might have been used to better
advantage for the comedy business. James Harrison,
George Fawcett and Frank Webster are in the cast.
Leila Calthorpe's guardian tells her* he will leave
her his fortune if she will marry his nephew. Leila
needs the money, but refuses to marry the man, John
Warren, who turned down the proposition before
he even saw Leila. Warren, a cowboy, comes east,
however, and Leila poses as a maid in her own home.
Warren falls in love with the "maid" and is greatly
relieved when he finds that she is Miss Calthorpe and
not the homely aunt Agatha whom Leila has had
pose as herself. Of course Leila marries Warren.

Will Satisfy "Fans" And Those Who

Don't Like Their Brains Taxed

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Admirers of the star and folks who like pictures
suitable to hot weather — pictures that don't require
much thought— will accept "Lessons in Love" as a
satisfactory piece. Those more critical may expect
to get something a little more substantial from the
bob-haired comedienne, but on the whole her appearance together with a fairly proportionate share
of amusement, much of it furnished by the titles, will
likely please the majority,

The press sheet gives the running time as seventytwo minutes but the Strand showing only runs about
an hour, so probably it has been cut some more.
Stills of the star in her maid regalia may attract them,
First National will provide you with paper containing some exploitation suggestions which can be used
to advantage. You might talk about the fire in the
last reel but it isn't real enough to promise them a
thrill.
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Pleasing Novelty Combining Scenic And Comedy
Bryant Washburn

in

"THE ROAD TO LONDON"
Associated Exhibitors — Pathe
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Eugene Mullen
David S. Foster
Not credited
Charles Davis

AS A WHOLE
A light pleasing comedy, swift
moving and brisk in an attractive foreign setting
STORY
Not original but is made novel by the
handling and the atmosphere
DIRECTION
Fairly satisfactory.
Got off to
a good start and kept it going
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
STAR
PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

Very good
Does good work in active role
Satisfactory
Splendid
Fair

:
Correct and titles very good
OF STORY
American in London

steals an English bride of noble birth and wins
after a hot pursuit
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,713 feet
The interest in this production is divided between
the story and the foreign locations. The London
street scenes are not inserted in this picture by careful cutting, but the entire production was photographed abroad. An American chase with Yankee
methods proceeds through and about the easy going
traffic of London, and runs into one or two of the
suburbs of that city. The picture makes a good
amusing combination of travel and comedy and offers
nothing that would offend any audience. While the
story drags in many points to such an extent that

would be fatal to an ordinary comedy, the settings
take over the interest and hold the attention. The
general effect is brisk and swift moving.
A good deal of attention has been paid to the
direction and the photography of this picture. Many
of the locations are beautifully reproduced and composed in a faithful manner. A glimpse of English
country life about the upper Thames helps to vary,
and gi'ves an added flavor to the production. As a
whole it offers an attractive and welcome novelty — it
leaves the hard and beaten path and attempts to
break away from that which is ordinary.
Bryant Washburn plays the part of the American
in London, Joan Morgan make a satisfactory English
girl. Some of the other types, however, were quite
poorly chosen. The Duchess, for instance, is more
like the "Alice in Wonderland" Duchess than the real
thing.
And the Viscount is also a poor cartoon.
The titles are quite in keeping with the spirit of the
entire production — which is a rare thing for titles.
This adds to the general interest, for they take a personal angle, and gain the confidence of the audience.
For example, "Now," says a flash, "We would expect our hero to attempt to see his bride. This he
The story is very simple. Rex Rowland in London
sees Lady Emily in a Rolls Royce stopped by the
does." "bobby" at Piccadilly Circus. He follows and
traffic
discovers her residence. The next day he gets the
chance to help the girl who is being forced into marriage by her aunt, the Duchess. A wild chase follows
and is kept up for a great part of the picture. The
runaways hide at a garden party, and again pretend
they are guests at a country estate until the real
guests arrive. They are married and at last when
you think them safe the Duchess appears and takes
the girl home. She escapes, however, and joins her
husband on the steamer bound for America.

A GoodJPicture That Will Please Usually
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are looking for a novelty that is clean and
at the same time amusing, this feature is sure to fill
the bill. It will especially be enjoyed by better class
audiences.
Use catch lines that suggest the setting as, "See
how a Yankee snatches a bride in London," or, "Real
England and a real American on the Road to London."
Advertise the fact that the picture was made in England with an American company.

You can safely promise your patrons a light, clean,
entertaining picture that will hold their attention and
satisfy till the last foot. It will please your people
because it is different.
If your audience is fond of foreign travel pictures
be sure to take advantage of this fact in advertising
this picture. The comedy shoots past famous landmarks of history and this should attract.

ROBERT/ON
Presents -COLE

m
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By
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Meighan Once More a Crook in "White and Unmarried"
Thomas
"WHITE

dentally, throughout the picture arc written in a sort
of comedy vein that goes well.

AND
UNMARRIED"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Meighan in

Tom
*

Forman

John D. Swain
Will M. Ritchey
Harry Perry

AS A WHOLE
Will please star's admirers and
those who like Apache atmosphere

The story, which has been adapted from John 1 ).
Swain's "Billy Kane— White and Unmarried" will,
in all probability, please a good majority, particularly
admirers of the star, and then a good number who
like Parisian, Apache atmosphere. Director Forman
has given the story a rather artistic production. His

STORY
Slight in melodramatic situations and
at times a bit slow moving; not to be taken
seriously

settings depicting "The Cave of the Blue Devils," a
typical dive, and others representing French resorts,
are in good taste and handled to attract attention
from a certain lack of real melodrama which the
spectator will surely be expecting.

DIRECTION
All right for the most part; a few
comedy touches are effective
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good

There's only one fight, and even though the star
puts all the villainous people out of the way (he evidently does, because they don't reappear) by shooting,
it shouldn't be objectionable, because the set is kept

CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Once more a crook; does good work as
" usual
Grace Darmond, Lloyd Whitlock,
SUPPORT
Walter Law and Jacqueline Logan adequate
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Appears correct
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Reformed
crook
becomes millionaire ; seeks excitement in Paris
and gets it
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,458 feet

pretty dark, and about all you see is flashes until it's
all over and then they don't show the dead victims.
A good point.

Picture patrons will soon begin to wonder

that

Thomas Meighan doesn't find it difficult to "keep
straight" since they keep picking crook roles for his
Paramount features. Again in "White and Unmarried" Meighan visits the homes of the rich "in thenabsence," but the picture isn't long under way when
he inherits a million and can afford to be respectable,
and as a title puts it "gives up second-story work and
moves in on the ground floor."
The sub-titles, inci-

Meighan does good work, but he hasn't the opportunities afforded by "The City of Silent Men" to show
how he can act. A capable supporting company includes the names mentioned above.
Billy Kane's uncle dies and leaves him a million.
Billy decides to go "straight" and departs for Paris,
taking with him as a remembrance of his last "job"
Dorothea Welton's ring which he had taken from the
Welton home. Aboard ship he meets Dorothea and
continues the acquaintance in Paris. The two go
slumming. In a cafe Dorothea meets one who calls
himself Count Marechal. However, Billy is quick
to notice his habits and know he is a crook. Mrs.
Welton's insists on a Count for a son-in-law, and so
the two are married. Billy- falls in love with a little
dancer who is kidnapped by an Apache suitor who
is a member of the "Count's" band. In the rescue
Billy kills the Count who has since deserted Dorothea
and rescues his sweetheart.

Will Give Average Satisfaction
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the third crook role Meighan has had lately,
"Frontier of the Stars," "The City of Silent Men"
and this, so if the two previous pictures have satisfied
your patrons, you can tell them the star will soon
appear at your theater in "White and Unmarried,"
in which he again plays a crook. This time mention
the Apache atmosphere and tell them it takes place
in Paris. That should give them a new interest.

Those who don't like melodrama

laid on too thick

will get what they like in "White and Unmarried."
There isn't much excitement in it. Stills showing
the cafe sets may get them interested if displayed in
the lobby. You might mention the author's name if
you think well of it. Further catchlines and advertising hints may be secured from the press sheet.

WILLIAM

DESMOND
WILLIAM

PRODUCTIONS
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BILL DESMOND
presents

In H. H. Van Loan's

MAD"

"FIGHTIN'
A MODERNIZATION,
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WITH
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SETTING
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Produced by William Desmond Productions
Directed by Joseph J. Franz
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The Millions Who Have Read and Loved "The Three
Musketeers" Will Live Over Again This Classic of Literature When They See

BILL

DESMOND

As the Modern, Up-to-date "D'ARTAGNAN"— a Redblooded, Two-fisted Cow-puncher Who Loves to Fight
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Stage Play Given Interesting Screen Presentation
"A
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

VOICE

BY

IN THE
Goldwyn

DARK"
Frank Lloyd
Ralph E. Dyar
Arthur F. Statter

CAMERAMAN
J. D. Jennings
AS A WHOLE
First rate mystery drama that
creates effective suspense and is logical
STORY
Stage
play
adaptation
bears
slight
changes which make it thoroughly suitable for
screen purposes
DIRECTION
Very
good;
has obtained
good
accumulative interest and holds the attention
throughout
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory except in fadeouts and fade-ins
PLAYERS
No one featured but Irene Rich;
Ramsey Wallace, Alec Francis and others fulfill the needs of the various parts adequately
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Correct
CHARACTER OF STORY
District Attorney's
fiancee accused
of murder
which it is later
proved she did not commit
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,256 feet
Frank Lloyd has made an interesting picture of
Ralph E. Dyar's stage play. The mystery element is
well founded and an especially noteworthy feature of
the production is that everything is satisfactorily explained when the mystery is cleared away. Often
times, in an effort to create suspense and keep the
spectator in ignorance as to a possible clue, the director injects bits to lead you off the track, and while
this method succeeds in keeping you guessing, it is

also liable to confuse and usually it happens
many of the incidents are never explained.

that

In "A Voice in the Dark" everything is fully
expounded in the flashbacks which are part of the
witnesses' testimonies. In adapting the play to the
screen it was necessary to make certain radical
changes in it, and it has been very well managed.
Since it was to be a picture there could be no voice
in the dark, so the place of action is made a sanatorium
and the witnesses a deaf woman and a blind man,
who tell what they see and hear respectively, thereby
creating the same effect as was obtained in the stage
version by the voice heard in the dark.
There is nothing at all objectionable in the murder
sequence and nothing that could be construed as unpleasant. In fact the feature is so short and told in
such straightforward fashion that it seems even
shorter than the approximately four reels it consumes.
Ramsey Wallace and Irene Rich play what are perhaps the principal parts but probably the best performances are contributed by Alec* Francis, as the
blind man, and Gertrude Norman, as the deaf woman.
Others in the cast are Alan Hale, Ora Carew, William Scott, Richard Tucker and Alice Hollister.
Adele Warren becomes engaged to Dr. Sainsbury,
owner of a private sanatorium. Blanche, an elder
sister, objects to the match because she had previously
had an unpleasant experience with the Doctor. The
physician is murdered and Blanche Warren accused.
Circumstantial evidence points in her direction although her fiance, District Attorney Day, tries to
shield her. Joseph Crampton, a blind patient at the
sanatorium, offers evidence in the form of a conversation which he overheard. He is brought to the private
hearing where he identifies the voices of the deaf
woman's nurse and Chester Thomas, her brother,
and also the jilted lover of Adele, as the ones he heard.

As Good A Mystery Story As They Will Want
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This should be well received by practically everyone, mystery lovers in particular. If you bill it as
a murder mystery it would be well to assure your
audience that there is nothing gruesome nor objectionable in the sequence dealing with the actual murder.
It would be well to make certain to assure them on
this point in view of the fact that some may not be
inclined to come in if they expect to see any hairraising murder sequences.

Tell them it is an adaptation of the stage play and
there are any number of ways of exploiting the feature
if you care to go to a little trouble. Paper provided
by Goldwyn will give you many suggestions and a
poster bearing the pictures of the characters placed
in the form of a question mark with the query: "Who
killed Dr. Sainsbury?" should attract attention. You
might also tell the story down to the point where
the heroine is accused and then invite them to come
in and see the conclusion for themselves.
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Nice Entertainment

"WESTERN HEARTS"
Associated Photoplays, Inc. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Cliff Smith
AUTHORS
Cliff Smith and Elvin J. Neitz
SCENARIO BY
Cliff Smith and Alvin J. Neitz
CAMERAMAN
Frank Gotner
AS

A

WHOLE
Splendid
western
attraction
contains some fine action in latter reels

STORY
Romantic angle a bit conventional but
is worked up to a fitting climax
DIRECTION
First rate; develops
the story
logically and with increasing interest
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good; especially on long shots
PLAYERS
Art Staton excellent cowboy type;
others all well suited
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good ranch atmosphere
...
Fair
Adequate

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Girl's
jealously
leads her to aid in cattle rustling and nearly
spoiling a cowboy's romance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,711 feet

"Western Hearts" goes a long way toward proving
that you don't always have to spend a lot of money
to make a good picture. This western offering probably cost very little to make, but it averages among
the best of its kind on the market. The romance
is of the conventional sort with a jealous girl the cause
of all the trouble. It isn't new, but it is interestingly
told, well directed, and played by a capable cast, and
best of all, has a fine western atmosphere, with some
splendid work contributed by the cameraman.
The

a
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Positive — Negative
United States Distributor

GEVAERT COMPANY
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State Rights Western

settings are all fine, and the Diamond
a ranch should be.

Bar is all that

There is a cattle rustling episode that offers a
satisfactory bit of action and toward the last reel
director Cliff Smith brings things to an exciting conclusion, in the capture of the rustlers and the final
happy ending for the hero and heroine. Smith knows
a good deal about the making of westerns, having
made many of them.
Art Staton is a genuine cowboy actor who can ride
as well as some of his competitors billed as stars and
he can act too. He gives a first rate performance in
"Western Hearts" and has a pleasing personality.
The greater part of the earlier reels is given over
to planting the love story and gradually developing it
into some good action that results from the plotting
of the jealous girl and the foreman of the ranch who
steals the owner's cattle. The final reel particularly
contains some fine riding and a thrilling capture or
two.
Edith Caldwell, a college girl, is spending a vacation on the Diamond Bar ranch. Grace Adams, a
niece of the ranch owner, is jealous of the attentions
to Edith shown by Jack Manning, the foreman, and
when Edith returns to school, promising to come back
and marry Jack, Grace leaves the ranch, telling her
uncle she has gone away with and married Manning,
who also leaves the ranch because he has not heard
from Edith, the letters being intercepted by Grace.
Complications follow in which Marcelle, the man
Grace has really married, steals Diamond Bar cattle.
Manning

is sent for to round-up the thieves and so

discovers Grace's perfidy, and there is a reconciliation
when Edith returns from school.
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They Ought To Like It First Rate
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"WESTERN HEARTS"
Associated Photoplays, Inc. — State Rights
It isn't often that you have a western attraction
as good as this offered to you and one that doesn't
claim to be at all pretentious but on the whole is a
splendid picture, and you may be sure to satisfy your
patrons with it. It should please them all, because
it is neither a wild west nor a weak love story camouflaged with atmosphere. Even though "Western
Hearts" has a theme that's a trifle conventional, it has

NO

been directed in a fashion that makes it interesting
and holds the attention throughout.
Talk about the cowboy player, telling them they are
acquainted with the cowboy stars but here is one that
has yet to be discovered. Art Staton's name may
not mean much to them, but after they've seen him in
"Western Hearts" they'll look for him in the future.
Cliff Smith's name may be familiar. Catchlines with
promises will be in order and stills in the lobby should
be used.

i 4

The biggest houses in the country will do well to act promptly
in viewing those Century Comedies featuring BROWNIE,
the Century Wonder-dog, acclaimed by every critic as the
cleverest performing animal ever seen in pictures. So
instantaneous and unanimous has been the chorus of praise
from every part of the United States that Century Comedies
have decided to increase the number of Two-reel comedies
featuring BROWNIE from Thirteen to Eighteen. Ask your
Universal Exchanges to screen for you immediately "PALS"
—"PLAYMATES"— and "SOCIETY DOGS." Concerning
this last, MOVING PICTURE WORLD says: "Altho it is
rather a broad statement it is made without reserve. 'SOCIETY DOGS' is one of the finest comedies of the year.
There is almost a laugh a foot. An exhibitor showing this
picture will be performing a service to his patrons." While
WID'S adds: "Get this if you want your people to laugh.
New stuff and a lot doing make this a fine comedy. You will
want more pictures of this dog after you have seen this one."

Ceniury

Comedies
Released

thru. Universal

e

Some Short Reels
"The Runaway Train" — Educational
Type of production
1 reel Scenic novelty
This is a picture with a real thrill. It takes your breath
away. It is everything that it is cracked up to be. True
enough it is a stunt picture, but after playing for one week
at the Capitol Theater on Broadway it proved its merit
and was booked for another week in the same house.
At the original presentation, this novelty appeared under the
title — "Lyman H. Howe's Famous Ride on a Runaway Train."
The thrill in this is obtained by giving the effect speed acceleration. The photography is so arranged that the observer
feels himself placed on the front end of this train that has
broken loose on a grade. The sensation of rocking and plunging is transmitted by clever camera work. Your people will
hold their seats when they see the curves approach, and they
will scream when they think the train is leaving the tracks.
A sufficient amount of clever animation adds an introduction
and eases off the climax of this picture. A few traps and
a whistle will add greatly to the realism in presenting this
to your people. This picture is well deserving of any success
it is certain to obtain, for the idea is not only original but
well carried out in all its details. The camera work is novel
and excellent. Your people will not be disappointed when
you give them the thrill of riding on a runaway train. True
enough it will startle them and take their breath away, but
they will like the sensation and come again for another ride.
Nothing like it has ever happened on the screen before.

Type

"The Yellow Arm"— Pathe
of production

Serial

There is a grip in "The Yellow Arm." This production
marks the last word in melo-dramatic mystery serials. While
its form and contents do not differ materially from the average
thriller yet the production as a whole is above the average
serial. The story, directing, photography and acting are all
better than is usually presented in a serial. Mystery and
romance are both created in the very first reel and your audience will be gripped by this tale of two continents. The terror of the yellow arm comes from China across the sea and
visits the home of Jole Bain. In a following reel it is explained that a long time ago when Jole Bain's father was a
sea captain he made a trip into the interior of China where
he captured for a bride a native princess. This has caused
a curse to descend upon the family and they are terrorized
by three Chinese who are sworn to destroy them. A very
realistic storm takes place in the opening sets of this production and forces an actress, Suzanne Valette, and her companions to seek refuge in the house of mystery.
The direction and photography in this serial are exceptionally well done. Some very artistic soft focus effects are
produced with much success. Juanita Hansen and Marguerite
Courtot share the girl roles in this production. Warner
Oland, who has already made his name known, takes the role
of Jole Bain. Stephen Carr also deserves mention along with
the stars for the very able work he does in the juvenile part.
This picture was produced by George B. Seitz and directed
by Bertram Millhauser. The story and scenario are by James
Shelly Hamilton and splendid photography was done by
Edward Snyder.
If of
youmystery
go in for
willstars
find are
"Theknown
YellowandArm"
full
and serials
action.youThe
the
title has a box office power. Besides this the episodes are
thrilling and if your audience likes serials at all they will
like this one.
"Shooting Fish" — Paramount
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
This cartoon is quite funny and will get the usual number
of laughs. Hootch and Mootch go fishing with all the props
that go with the average animated cartoon. They wrestle
with some large fish for a bottle of whiskey and go spearing
on a whaler.. The motion in this cartoon is a bit jumpy and
it has little or nothing to add to the art or technique of animation. While some of the drawings and ideas are funny and
will get a laugh, there is nothing new or original presented in
this one.

"Our Navy in Action"— U. S. Navy
Type of production
2 reel marine travelogue
"Our Navy in Action" was presented recently at a special
showing in New York and received much applause. It is by
far the most intimate glimpse of our Navy that has yet appeared before the public. The various departments of the
Navy are reviewed and their activities shown. The negatives
have been dyed to give the color of the sea. This and some
very beautiful tinting of cloud and smoke effects add mui h
beauty and realism to the pictures. In the first reel the work
of the Naval aircraft is shown. It is in this section that one
of the most beautiful shots ever attempted appears. The
camera is taken up in a plane which is headed out to sea.
A dense fog is soon encountered and all sight of land and
water is lost, but the shadow of the plane is reflected in the
fog and is caught, moving through the sky, by the camera.
The work of the Pacific fleet is brought into focus and
some of the details of a big boat are played upon the screen.
Submarines are shown in the act of submerging and heading
out into dangerous waters. The destroyers come in for
a good share of the second reel and put over a real thrill.
A fleet of destroyers travel before the camera, full speed
ahead and lay upon the surface of the water a dense smoke
screen. Another destroyer is shown sighting and giving chase
to a submarine. The course of the ship is quickly changed,
the men in the engine room get busy. The battle action alarm
is sounded, — a rush for the decks — and guns are brought into
action, no time is lost, the decks quiver and vibrate under the
strain. A sailor reports to the captain — "We have hit her
periscope." Then the destroyer runs full speed over the
course, dropping depth-bombs at given intervals. The terrific
explosionscussion,follow
and 'at is
length,
unable
to withstandThere
the conthe submarine
forced
to surrender.
are
thrilling moments in this picture that would appeal to any
audience. While the shots that go to make this production
were all taken by the Navy's own photographers, the views
that are included in this were edited by the Recruiting Division and are presented with a view of stimulating interest
in Navy life.
"Bang" — Mermaid — Educational
Type of production
2 reel comedy
There is more than one good laugh and a lot of new stuff
in this comedy. A great many of the effects are produced by
the aid of trick photography. And some of the tricks are new.
A dog, cat and rooster appear in the first reel and share the
laughs with the actors. A good take-off on our Westerns
speedily develops. The newly elected sheriff gets his first
laugh by doing a remarkable and impossible billiard play with
a revolver shot. The bad man drinks coco-cola by mistake
and the rough house begins. In the excitement the sheriff
and the bartender in an attempt to handcuff the man become
chained to each other and find it hard to run away. The
sheriff hides in the jail while the villain shoots up the town.
A good deal of horseback riding is staged in this comedy, with
one extra splendid spectacular shot where the sheriff rides into
the cafe and up a long flight of steps on to the balcony. The
entire production is swift and snappy, it goes off like a bang
and keeps up for the entire length of the two reels. If you
are looking for a good broad comedy full of action and snap
you won't go wrong if you play this one. It will get a good
laugh no matter how hot the weather may be.
"The Gusher"— Mutt and Jeff— Fox
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
Bud Fisher falls down on his latest Mutt and Jeff cartoon
comedy. "The Gusher" hasn't a real laugh in it. mostly because the idea has been used time and again. The tall and
short heroes strike oil by tapping an Indian's pipe line. The
Indian discovers the leak and appears on the scene with his
squaw. The two are caught up by the gusher and kept up in
the air. When they come down they're afraid to do battle
and disappear. By no means up to the standard of cartoon
from Fisher's pen.

>3

Short Reels
"Popular Science Films" — Harry Levey Service
Type of production
30 reel science serial
There have been many scientific films but this is the first
successful attempt to follow through a complete course and
present a long subject in a visual way. In every audience
there lingers a thirst for knowledge, and for that reason travel
and scientific subjects arc proving more and more popular.
The "Popular Science Films" mark a decided step forward.
The first five reels are now ready and are devoted to the subject of astronomy. This is a very difficult subject and only
the screen can explain it so that a layman may understand.
The first reel shows the evolution of the solar system in
space. Detached bodies from burning masses are flung into
space and crystalize into worlds. The rotary motion of the
nebular masses is faithfully reproduced. The second reel
comes down to earth and shows the solar system in action.
Globes to represent the various planets are constructed much
as they would be seen through a powerful telescope. The
speed with which they travel around the sun, and the paths
that they follow are clearly shown. The earth is shown as
it would appear if we were able to step off and look back.
There are two motions represented. The turning of the
earth on its own axis and its path around the sun. The third
reel brings to the screen the various other planets of our
solar system. The general geography of Mars, with its
supposed canals is shown. In the fourth reel the earth
and moon go through their paces as they properly should.
What makes the various quarters of the moon is very clearly
brought out. The fifth reel deals with the same subject but
only touches on the phenomena of the eclipse.
The remainder of the course will deal with problems more
related to our own earth. Storms, ocean currents, and the
physical aspects of the globe's many countries will all be
explained on the screen. This will be done by the combination of animation and actual scenes.
This series can hardly be said to give a vision of the world
development, but rather a vision of the physical world at
it is, explained in a simple manner. The titles to this series
could be much improved and made more attractive. There
are several shots in the first five reels that could be improved
by cutting and a few of the effects, such as the eclipse,
would have registered better if the motion of the globes were
reduced so that every detail of this spectacle could be admired.
If your audience is at all inclined to scientific pictures and
has acquired an appetite for the kind of knowledge that is
easily digested, it might be well for you to look into this
series. It would make interesting program filler used a reel
at a time, and would be splendid for church, school and
children's performances.
Urban's "Movie Chats" No. 48— Kineto
Type of production
1 reel magazine
The camera blows into Paris in the opening of this single
reel magazine. True Paris is caught, not the familiar buildings and historic landmarks, but ordinary street scenes, market places, cart peddlers, flower venders and the general bartering public. This offers a welcome relief from the usual
movie Paris that has already been shown so many times.
Many of the zoo animals that in former years were raised in
Germany are now bred in the suburbs of Paris. Hatching
ostriches for the zoo by incubation is shown in detail. The
new born bird is helped out of its shell. The middle section of
this magazine is devoted to scenes in and about the city of
Cairo. The Oriental mosques and ancient sections of the city
are contrasted with the more European quarters. Examples
pi Moorish architecture, water carriers and cafe scenes appear
in this one. Lawn bowling in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, appears next in order. The last section of this magazine is devoted to some intimate close-ups of the common house spider.
His nest is shown and the weaving of the web that protects
it clearly illustrated. Soon hatching time arrives and the-tiny
pinhead insects creep all over the place. The mother then
captures an unfortunate caterpillar and throws out bundles
Of silky web from her mouth, which she binds tightly around
her prey, until it is helpless and firmly secured to the web.
This section of the magazine displays some of the most beautiful insect photography that has ever been done. It is clear,
well lighted, properly enlarged and composed, and has a human touch which is appealing. This magazine as a whole is
instructive and interesting and ought to meet with popular
approval.

"Three Good Pals" — Sunshine Comedy — Fox
2 reel comedy
Type of production
Fox's most recent Sunshine release will prove a big hit with
the matinee audiences. It is a first rate kid comedy with
children players and a prologue that is novel and quite funny.
It consists of a short domestic piece played by ducks. The
actors are Mr. and Mrs. Duck and Mr. Duck's friend Al. The
two male players are returning from a "wild" party, with Mr.
Duck much "under the weather." Miniature sets are used.
This bit is sure to get a good many laughs. The comedy in
the main revolves around a little boy's dream. He's the hero
of a circus and wins a race so that he can give the money to
the fair heroine. Children are used to play grown-up parts
and some clever youngsters provide a pleasant juvenile comedy that can be shown to both your younger and older patrons, but the children especially will be delighted with it.
"Water Trails"— Bruce Scenic— Educational
Type of production
1 reel scenic
This is a very beautiful single reel scenic following narrow
water trails into the South American jungle. Bamboo rafts
gilde through the overhung streams, but the journey ends at
the head of a waterfall. Now and again the camera is turned
on the heavy foliage and undergrowth of the tropical forest.
A new water trail is found and the journey continued, this time
in small boats passing under small brick bridges built over
two hundred years ago by the Spaniards. Another fan-shaped
waterfall is reached on this stream and again a new path is
found. The camera work and photography of this film are
excellent. It is one of the best that Robert C. Bruce has
made. It would make a quiet, restful and beautiful single
reeler with which to balance a program. If your audience
likes scenics of a high type they will like this one.
Urban's "Movie Chats" No. 44— Kineto
Type of production
1 reel magazine
This issue starts off with views of Dublin, Ireland, before
the cameraman gets the London Post Office into focus and a
good deal of footage is taken up showing the poor condition
that many packages sent through the mails arrive in. They .
are carefully repacked and readdressed before they are sent
on. Distributing the packages in the post office is illustrated.
The latter part of this reel is devoted to animals and insects.
The cranes in the London zoo and other birds, including longeared owls and pheasants, are shown. The magazine ends
with views of the art and science of bee culture. The process
of honey production is shown and the queen bee is pointed out
from among a mass of swarming bees. The entire reel holds
the attention and interest and displays some good bits of photography. Ithas an educational value and should go well with
intelligent audiences.
Pathe Review No. 108
Type of production
L reel magazine
The largest relief map in the world is shown in construction
in the first part of this magazine. The map is constructed
in sections and cast in plaster. Trees and houses are then
added and colored so that the finished product will be an
exact reproduction of the battle fields in Europe. The camera
is then turned upon a bit of nature study and focused on the
wasp. "Stinging the Landlord," is the title to this section.
Twigs and leaves form the main food of these insects. The
growth and cultivation of strawberries in Florida appears
next. The berries are packed on the farm and boxed ready
for market. Some slow motion photography is inserted in
this magazine. Two man hand ball is shown in all the details
that slow motion only can illustrate. This magazine ends
with some colored views of Brittany, France, and shows some
of the strange costumes worn by the natives of that country.
"Spooners" — Vanity — Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
"Spooners" is a Vanity comedy featuring Irene Dalton and
Earl Rodney. The fun in this picture is very mild and the
humor quite tame. The story is slight and presents no new
or original business. The girl meets a young man at a polo
game, and her aunt invites him to a bridge party at the
house where the girl in order to test his love dresses up as
a maid and serves tea. He is tried, found true and all ends
happily. This comedy is not up to the standard of Vanity
productions.

CaA Laemmle presents
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TRAILS
Directed by JACK FORD
From the Ieed Book story
Christmas Eve dfr Pilot Butte"
by Courtney Ryley Cooper3

in the big heart picture of
a Woman of Fire and a
Han of Steel — of Life,,
Love and Mad Jealousy
in the splendid idle Forties
of the Golden West •— —

A Gorgeous Romance of Old California
Directed by JACK CONWAY from a story
by Johnston McCulley

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

PRESIDENT
ZEES

''I he film the party witnessed
a;ter dinner had heen chosen by
Senator Knox himself. 'I saw it
about a week ago at a private
showing- in the home of Senator
Johnson,' he said, 'and was interested in the remarkable underwater scenes. Because of these
and the adventure thrills that run
through it, 1 chose it to divert the
President's mind.' "
The Philadelphia Inquirer,
June 25th, 1921.

"Wet Gold" gave the President about as enjoyable an hour
of entertainment as he has ever spent in a theatre.

ws

This tremendously exciting tale of adventure on land, on sea,
and at the bottom of the ocean is the biggest hot-weather attraction of the season.
It equalled the house record of the California Theatre, Los
Angeles, in spite of adverse weather conditions. Get it, and
give your patrons a real treat !
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More Franchises
Goldwyn Out To Sell 2,000— Will Release 30 Productions Next Year
No Official Comment
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia — The Exhibitor
publishes an interesting article regarding
the- fall selling plans of Goldwyn.
It says:
"Felix Mendelssohn, manager of
the Philadelphia Branch of Goldwyn
' Pictures, upon his return from the
, convention of Goldwyn managers and
executives held on the Pacific Coast,
j announces that for the coming year
, Goldwyn will make 30 productions
■ which will be distributed on a plan
! new to the industry.
"There
will be 2,000
franchises
1 sold throughout
the United
States,
of which the Philadelphia
territory
will sell 75.
The prices under this
franchise plan will be based on a
total of classifications, the pictures
being rated in quality from A to H,
and
it is declared
that
franchise
holders will obtain the pictures approximately 20% cheaper than those
I exhibitors who buy on the old basis.
There will be a single picture deposit
on each franchise.
It is also an| nounced
that on pictures in the G
I and H classes, which are the highest
in quality, there will be spent $100,000 per picture for advertising in the
nation's leading periodicals."
The Goldwyn executive offices refused to make any comment on the
above dispatch.

Six Star Series
And

Authority

Probably
More
for Famous
Players Next Year — Some Big
Ones Planned
Famous Players will release next
year at least six star series. The
stars who will appear in them are
Agnes Ayres. Wallace Reid, Thomas
Meighan, Gloria Swanson, Ethel
Clayton and Betty Compson. That
there will be six series is sure and
in all likelihood there will be more.
A number of director-special productions are planned for George Melford, Cecil De Mille. George Fitzmaurice, John S. Robertson, and
William De Mille. Dorothy Dalton,
it is understood, will not be billed
as an individual star, but will work
in future Cecil De Mille productions.
Special productions already completed for the new season are "The
Affairs of Anatol," produced by
Cecil De Mille; "Footlights," starring Elsie Ferguson; "Experience,"
a George Fitzmaurice Prod., and
"Peter Ibbetson," co-starring Elsie
Ferguson and Wallace Reid, and
directed by George Fitzmaurice.

Switching
Back to stars. Says Famous. And Goldwyn will franchise
its output. Thus the switch. Awhile ago Famous was not
going to have stars. No indeedy. Now it's different. Those
district managers had something to say. All last week. Which
makes it intrikut. For those pictures coming over. From Berlin. Thus Famous gets back. To the original idea. When
Sarah Bernhardt was around.

franchise is interestin'. Fred AVarren's also
bug. Which makes Jaydee Williams lean
He belongs to the "franchise or bust" idea.
to speak.
HEAR
THE
WAR CRY
From Jimmy Walker. And Sydney. Getting ready for
Minneapolis. The land of Minnehaha. And Fred Cubberly.
And Moe Finklestein. Notice Walker's way. Of stirring up the
animals. Just when the show's about to start? Three hectic
days. Full of work. And bizness. With Frank Rembusch

This Goldwyn
got the franchise
back. And smile.
Was its daddy.
So

Price 5 Centi

Challenge Statement

Allied Laboratories Issue Statement
Rep-'-ding
Brulatour
The fc'
.ng statement
was issued Saturday by the Allied Filr
Laboratories
Association:
"Brulato' r's famous
'silly drivel
speech was disappointing.
We v
however, amused with the statemenl
of Brulatoi r's 'intimate business associate and friend.'
"He says
Brulatour made a statement that he was not an officer, director or stockholder in any operating laboratory, but should it becom*
necessary for him to enter the bus.
aess, it would be due entirely to th<
actions of certain laboratories. An
we to understand from this that Bru
latour was interested in the erectior
of the G. M. and San Jac Laborato
ries when he made this statement
Further, are we to understand tha
if we purchase competitive raw stock
that Brulatour will sell the finishe*
product from rhese laboratories, i
necessary, at cost — until we an
starved out of business and our labo
ratories closed?
"He talks about ingratitude and th
benevolence of the Eastman Com
pany during the war. We doubt th
wisdom of bringing this issue int'
the controversy; for is it not a fac

offing. Making a howl. It's a bet. And "trust stuff"
in 'the
in the air. By the bushel measure. Woof, woof!
STUFF
DOLLAR
MILLION
But this time it hurts. It's real. Laemmle sailing. With
nary a look. At the completed Stroheim — "Foolish Wives."
Has seen a lot. Of takes. And shots. That won't be seen. In
the picture. And that's tuff — when you're a million in. For
that's what it cost. More, actually. There's a difference. Be- that the laboratories' price for the fin
tween having a million dollar picture. And paying for one.
ished
based during
on Eastman'
selling product
price andis that,
the wai
They've enough left of this one to make a serial. Or a Eastman accumulated enormou
couple. And then still enough. To cut it in five reelers. And profits? Does J. E.'s friend believ
that Eastman would have been wis
have a full supply of features. For the first half. Of the com- to profiteer during a period who
ing season. Up" to last month they had shot 595,310 feet of their business was being investigatenegative.
by the Federal Government? Is i
his judgment that Eastman shoul
regular
a
there's
him
Tell
Eastman.
Page George
Boy.
now reduce the present selling pric
Sure — Eric von Stroheim.
Name?
customer outside.
STILLMAN
MRS.
TO
of raw stock?
Your lawyer says. You've been offered $100,000. To go
From a friend. Stay out.
into pictures. 'Take a tip. OH,
LADY!
Says Audrey Munson. In her invitations. "To Weinman
I bared' my body and gave to the world a masterpiece. In giving 'Heedless Moths' to the screen I have bared my heart and
Nothing else?
soul."
JUST A YEAR
what he's
Since "Roxy" took over the Capitol. You know
done. Made history there. And keeping it up. Even during
the slump.

"We label as untrue and maliciou
his statement that members of ou
association have purchased larg
quantities of competitive raw stocl
The facts in the case are that in
few instances some of our member
used a small quantity of competitiv
raw stock, but in most cases undt
compulsion. In this connection, wi
Brulatour's friend tell us how man
mechanicians Brulatour importe
from France, how many of them ar
now
in the employ of the G. M. Lat
oratory?

Congrat's. 'Ere's 'opin.' That you're there a lot more
years. And then some.
BLUE
MONDAY
Maybe. For Loew stockholders. Lots of talk. That dividend will be passed. At today's meeting. Which isn't sweet
or pretty. However, what's a dividend more or less?
Down Wall Street they say Loew's earned it. But money
will be needed. During the coming dull summer. Guess they're
DANNY.
right.

"He further said that Brulatour di
not sign a contract with George Mai
rice in Paris. Does it matter whetl
er Brulatour signed a contract wit
Maurice in Paris or in Peoria? Mai
rice stated he signed a contract wit
Brulatour. that he was in his en
ploy directly and indirectly for a P'
which tin-]
of two
riod built
he
the years,
G. M.during
Laboratory.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Illinois Senate Passes Bill
(Special

to
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Springfield,
111. — The
senate ha
passed the Spence censorship bill.
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Not
World Film

Wild animals! Lions, tigers, leopards, apes, crocodiles, wild boars, zebras,
chimpanzees, giraffes, are in scene after scene of "The Adventures of Tarzan," the latest Tarzan fifteen episode serial starring Elmo Lincoln. The
Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp., Room 908, 1540 Broadway, New
York City.
Bryant 3271.— Advt.

nies. Nora Bayes, Jim Diamond,
Capitol Orchestra
Party
An elaborate program of twenty Carl Hyson, Dorothy Dickson, James
well known artists, a buffet supper Barton, Marion Kent, Pat Rooney,
Tessa Kosta, Vivian Martin, Eleanor
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. and general dancing was the order of Painter and John Charles Thomas
the annual entertainment and ball of
were among the entertainers. Mile.
the Capitol Grand Orchestra at the Gambarelli and Alexander OumansMonthly
Release for Jans Pictures Hotel Astor Saturday night.
ky of the Capitol Ballet Corps
Leon Errol was master of ceremo- danced.
Herman F. Jans of Jans Pictures announced last Saturday that beginning with
July they would release one picture a month
in the independent field. "The Amazing Letters" will be the July release and "Man and
Woman" for August.

CENSOR PROOF, but FULL of PEP.

"Western Hearts"
fT^cULcaticrnai

OxctuAJL&J

"THE SPICE Ol" THE PROGRAM"

"The Wolverine"

with Art Staton & Josie Sedg,
•
.. .
r:\*.~~
F,
tU. .
r^.. ,,
r~\a cl -i
a
featuring Helen Ciibson.
rromthe
wick.
Directed by Cliff Smith.
A
~*
book by B- M- Bower. A big
entertainment value is
picture whose
unsurpassed.
attraction for any theatre.
Have you secured a franchise>
If not communicate with

w
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PLAYING

1

at the

Capitol Theatre
Week

of

-

une

New York
2th

I

J. L. Frothingham's Production
((

THE TEN DOLLAR RAISE"
Peter B. Kyne's famous Saturday Evening

Post Story

Directed by Edward Sloman

IN PREPARATION

"THE
From

BLACK

FOX"

the novel " Passers By" by E. Phillips Oppenheim
THE STORY
OF THE GIRL, THE
HUNCHBACK
and THE MONKEY

J. L. FROTHINGHAM'S

PRODUCTIONS

Released Through

ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS,

INCORPORATED

grwrwiffiai

I1

bM3
On Broadway
Astor — "The Four Horsemen."
God
Broadway — "The
Woman
Changed."
Brooklyn Strand— "Not Guilty."
Capitol— The Ten Dollar Raise." m
Criterion — Thomas
Meighan
"White and Unmarried."
Central — "AConnecticut Yankee."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Loew's
New
York — Today
Pauline
Frederick in "Salvage."
Tuesday — "Dangerous Toys."
Wednesday — Constance
Talmadge
in "Up the Road with Sallie."
Thursday — Pearl White in "Beyond
Price."
Friday — Frank
Mayo
in "The
Fighting Lover." "Snowblind."
aturday — "The Lost Romance."
Sunday — Thomas
Meighan
in
"White
and Unmarried.-'
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto — Wanda
Havvley in "A Kiss
in Time."
Rivoli — May McAvoy in "A Private
Scandal."
Strand— "Dream Street."
Town Hall— "Dream Street."
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Challenge
Statement
(Continued from Fage 1)

this statement
denied by Brulatour
or his friend?
"Concerning Mr. Eastman's visit
to the G. M. Laboratory with Brulatour; did it occur to Brulatour's
friend that there are other laboratories wlith developing machines, perhaps more wonderful? Did Mr. Eastman or Brulatour manifest any interest in their welfare?
"Will Brulatour publish the names
of producers and distributors who
favor his camouflaged laboratory activities? Will he say whether he is
a director, officer or stockholder? Or
whether he has made them any loans,
extended them long credits, or used
his Eastman prestige to obtain their
favor?
"Undoubtedly
Brulatour's
friend
does
not know that
our committee

recently visited Mr. Eastman and
that the trade papers have mentioned
the Allied Film Laboratories Asso.
in every article published.
"Brulatour can no longer camouflage his activities in the laboratory
business. As we view the situation,
we must fight for our existence, or
be exterminated. The Paragon, the
Next Week
G. M. and the San Jac Laboratories
are reported controlled by Brulatour.
Astor — "The Four Horsemen."
Broadway — Xot yet determined.
"We challenge Brulatour or his
Brooklyn Strand — "The Woman God friend to prove that he is not in control of these laboratories, directly or
d."
itolnge
indirectly, and to prove that any of
— Xot yet determined.
CapCha
our members have used large quantiCentral — "AConnecticut Yankee."
in
Meighan
Criterion — Thomas
ties of competitive
raw stock."
Affiliations
"White and Unmarried."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
San
Francisco — Walter
Xiebuhr,
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
president of American
Cinema,
is
Park— "Over the Hill."
here
conducting
negotiations
with
Rialto— Xot yet determined.
Western financiers.
Rivoh — Xot yet determined.
It is possible that American Cinema
Strand — Anita Stewart
in "Sowing «tlirJ<Q
will
produce pictures here at a local
the Wind."
Street."
Town H^_'-J)ream

SNOOKY the "HUMANZEE", with John Rounan, Snooky's
owner, signing up with C. L. Chester before beginning work on
"SNOOKY'S TWIN TROUBLES," first of the CHESTER COMEDIES to be distributed by FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
OF AMERICA, INC.

"Nobody can monkey with the
facts concerning my life, nor ape my stuff.
I have been starring in Chester
Comedies for the past year, and with

The New Jackson Studio
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios in the
world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers three blocks. All
safety devices. Five stages. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest
electrical equipment. Direct current — remote control.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete — ready to begin
work at once.
For the rental of space apply

my colleagues out at Mr. Rounan's zoo
have signed a long-time contract with
Mr. Chester to continue starring in bigger and better Chester Comedies,
which will be distributed EXCLUSIVELY bythat sterling organization,
Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc."
Yours straight-up,
SNOOKY,

the "HUMANZEE'

ten-

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

F

C. L. Chester Productions, Inc. !

7/fcRECOCHIZED

^B&ADSTREET
FILMDOM

L XVI

Authority

No. 74

^ew Winik Unit

Big Deal In Sight

ning
Special
Organization
To
landle "The Kid" Which He
Controls foi Ureat Britain
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

andon — it is unuerstood here that
an Winik will form a special
nization to exploit "The Kid" in
t Britain. Winik's interest in
item Import is expected to be
n over by Redman, of Artistic

is.

?estern Import has been releasing
mber of old Chaplin films. There
is to have been an impression in
e exhibiting circles that inash as Western was handling the
Chaplins, that "The Kid" would
jut as part of that series. That,
ever, will apparently not occur.
14,000 Out of Work in L. A.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

ds Angeles — The
Chamber
of
lmerce estimates that 14,000 peoordinarily employed in the local
jre business are out of work.
Holdings

Exceed $3,000,000

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

niladelphia — The Exhibitor says:
decent acquisitions and expansion
he two leading theatrical enters in the up-State territory, which
i been covered in detail from time
ime in The Exhibitor, reflect the
bined holdings of the M. E.
lerford Amusement Co. and the
mberlain Amusement Co. of
e than $3,000,000. The Comercircuit today embraces 65 houses
its holding aggregate close to
$2,500,000 mark.
jng Distance Serial for Famous
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

;rlin — It is reported here that
Iph Zukor has purchased for
srican distribution "The Man
lout a Name," a super serial in
parts,
each
part
five reels.
picture was made by the U. F.
i Spain, Germany and a number
uropean
countries, and has en1 unusual- business here.
tmous Players has "The Mis; of the World," another of the
! kind.

SOS
For God's sake, start the
)aily coming to me, as I feel
st without it.
S. B. McCORMICK,
Allen Theater, Cleveland.

Berlin

Discussing

Merger

of U. F. A., Decla
Strong Teuton Units

(Special

to

WID'S

Bioscop

and

Emelka,

DAILY)

Berlin — Film circles, usually well informed, are talking of a possible
gigantic merger between the U. F. A., the Decla Bioscop and the Emelka
of Munich, which, together with the European Film Alliance, are the
most powerful film organizations in Germany.
The report, so far as the U. F. A. and the Decla Bioscop are concerned,
is not particularly new; it has been discussed for some little time. But
the association of the Emelka in the contemplated combine — if one is
really under way — presents a new angle on the matter.
When Adolph Zukor was in Berlin and launched the E. F. A. with
the strong aggregation of stars and directors, in effect, the, skeleton of the
U. F. A. remained — and nothing else. It was felt that the organization
would of necessity have to do something to maintain its prestige since its
important stars and producing units had gone over to Zukor. For that
reason a merger with the Decla Bioscop was talked of.
If the deal goes through developments in the German situation will
be worth watching closely. The E. F. A. is after all a new organization.
The other organizations are all well established and have each a complete
distributing system.
They also individually own theaters.

Back To 1914
Look at the Books, Note the Costs,
and Then Start Getting There
Today, Says Burkan
"Every business has or is readjusting itself to today's conditions.
What are the motion picture execuAnd tives
then
doing?"he went on to answer it.
"Little or nothing," he said. "Why
not? When a cancer appears there
is only
thing toelse.
do — That
cut it;
try
to dooneanything
is don't
what
has to happen in this business.
"Every sign indicates that the era
of inflation is ever; every one in the
picture business knows it. We have
got to get back to conditions existent in May and June of 1914. The
automobile business has done it and
is still doing it. Do you imagine that
just because they have reduced the
price of cars to the public that this
is all that has happened? Of course
not. It means that they have made
reductions throughout their entire organizations and are now able to sell
cars at a price somewhat near the
old price. And everyone in the organization has been made to fit his
job and earn his pay. That is what
has to happen with pictures.
"It has to happen in the production
end first. What stars and directors
are actually worth the thousands of
dollars they are getting every week?
Some, yes. But nothing like a sufficient number in comparison to the
crowd that think they cannot work
(Continued on page 3)
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Correspondence
Fasses Between Allied Film Laboratories and George Eastman Regard "Lab" Situation
The following correspondence has
passed between
George
Eastman of
the Eastman Kodak Co. and the Allied Film Laboratories of America:

Eastman
Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
Mr. Tom
Evans, Secretary, May 20th, 1921.
Allied
in America,
New Film
York Laboratories
City.

Dear
We Sir
are:—in receipt of your letter of May
14th. The situation that you refer to is
complicated and no doubt serious for all of
us. As far as our own attitude is concerned, ithas been fully stated to you in our
recent conversation and through our published letter of July 19, 1920.
Mr. Brulatour stated to us : "I am not an
officer, director or stockholder of any company operating commercial film laboratoIt is a matter of much regret to us that
you refused to see him when you were here
last week as the matter could have then been
threshed out and if he has any other relation to these laboratories it could have been
discussed to the benefit of all concerned.
ries." this we shall now give our best atFailing
tention to working out a solution of the
problems involved.
Yours very truly,
EASTMAN
KODAK
COMPANY.
George
Eastman,
President.
New York, June 8th, 1921.
Mi". Geo. E. Eastman,
Eastman
Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
DearWe Sir:
have— your letter of May 20th.
We note Mr. Brulatour's statement to you
as follows : "I am not an officer, director
or stockholder
of any
company
operating
commercial film laboratories."
In this connection,
we respectfully refer
(Continued on Page 3)

Less Production
Famous

Starts the Cut for 1921-22;
Others Follow Suit
Reports that Paramount will have
104 feature releases in the season of
1921-1922 -gives striking confirmation
to
the item
in WID'S
DAILY
of Maypublished
26 that there
would
be a reduction of probably 250 less
features offered to exhibitors next
year than were made and offered for
sale last year. Paramount's 104 picture program represents a reduction
of virtually 33 1-3 per cent in the announced volume of output this year
as compared with their last year announcement.
Considerable reticence exists in the
executive offices of the various national producers and distributors in
New York as to the volume of output of their companies for the coming year. This reticence in a measure can be attributed to the desire
of the companies to hold back announcements for the elements of
"surprise" they will contain at the
time when sales organizations have
been keyed up to receive them.
In a Minneapolis regional trade paper, "Amusements," a statement is
credited to J. F. Cubberly,
manager
of the Finkelstein and Ruben First
National interests for that territory,
that in the coming season First National will release approximately 40
big productions and that certain lesser productions of that organizations
will be eliminated this year.
Some inkling of the Goldwyn output may be conveyed by a similar interview in "The Exhibitor," a regional trade paper published in Philadelphia, quoting Felix Mendelsohn,
the Philadelphia manager for Goldwyn, upon his return from the annual sales conference of the company
held in Los Angeles to the effect
that Goldwyn's feature output for the
new year will be on a basis of thirty
productions. In the case of Goldwyn this would n6t represent any material reduction of output. In the
case of First National it would represent a drastic -reduction in the volume of its output.
WID'S DAILY inquiries in New
York upholds its forecast of May 26
that the coming year will see a total
of between 500 and 550 feature length
releases as against over 700 for last
year. Last year approximately 800
features were announced for contemplated production, but the fall and
winter retrenchment owing to financial conditions eliminated at least a
hundred pictures that were planned.
Financial conditions as applied to production have not modified sufficiently
at this time to prompt the making of
increased outputs for the coming

year.

_
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$100,000 Graft

Paid to Union
Building
Offi
Says Counsel
for Ascher Br
of Chicago
Vol. XVI No. 74

Tuesday, June 14, 1921

Chicago — To the committee i<
tigating alleged graft in the buii
operations of Chicago, Lewis F.
cobson, counsel
for
Ascher Brc :
and formerly representing the Alii
Amusement
Asso., made
the sta :
ment that theater owners have bet,
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compelled to pay out approximate '
$100,000
in graft
building
(
ficials. He
said to'union
that officials
of t!;,
union
were
interested
in
the
NationAdvertising Co.

"These officials told the movi
picture exhibitors that they woiL
either have to throw the advertisik
signs handled by the concern on \b
screen or a strike would be called p
offending theaters. In many ca,4
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
625^
Famous Players .. 58^4
do pfd
79
79V2
♦Goldwyn
3^
4
....
Not quoted
D W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc.,
10^
11*6
Triangle
H xt ¥s
%
Not quoted
World Film

they
awaythewith
it." stated, co:|"
Congot
Shea,
pelled
owners
of witness
movie houses
eitHr

to join the Janitors' Union or to h "
Jacobson also told of an attetr a!
janitors.
made by the unions to organize t If
film carriers
with a$8 view
of havi
ol
their
wages raised
a week.
Tl 7
Thrills? "Adventures of Tarzan," the brand new fifteen episode Tarzan
serial starring Elmo Lincoln will thrill men and women, young and old
alike. Adventures of Tarzam Serial Sales Corp., Suite 908, 1540 Broadway, N. Y., Bryant 3271.— Advt.
Williams to Direct
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Detroit

Producer

(Special
Los Angeles — Earle Williams will
Detroit
— Theto WID'S
Apex DAILY)
M. P. Corp.
personally direct his next feature with has been formed here with a capital
Robert Ensminger as his co-director.
This is the first time Williams has of $15,000. The officers are: Edward
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
P. Martin, president; Leon L. Marever undertaken direction.
tin, vice-president, and George K.
Bernstein Here
Bourn, secretary-treasurer. In addiSidney L. Bernstein of the Empire
Saxe Going Into Oshkosh
tion to the production of dramas and
Kinema Circuit of England and
Milwaukee — Saxe Bros., owners,
comedies
this company will also spealso representing Film Agencies, Ltd., were in Oshkosh, Wis., recently,
cialize in Apex Biographical Films.
of London, is here for the purpose of where it is said they will either purbuying equipment chiefly for studios,
chase the theaters operated by the
Muehlman With A. P.
but also for theaters as well. He is Cummings Amusement Co., or bestopping at the Commodore.
come interested in joint ownership
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
San Francisco — Charles Muehlman,
of them. It was also reported that
with Fox, is now local manForeign Raw Stock Tax
a new theater is to be built at Osh- formerly
for Associated Producers, Inc.,
kosh, in the event that the deal is here. agerHe
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
succeeds W. A. Crank.
Washington — It is reported
here consummated.
that the Ways and Means Commitfixed the proposed tariff on Pioneer Opens Two More Exchanges
Faversham Starts on "Justice"
foreign raw stock at 15 per cent.
William Faversham yesterday startPioneer has opened its Albany exed
work under the direction of Ralph
change at 705 Broadway and the
Ascher Buys Sarg Almanac
I nee on the John Galsworthy play
Indianapolis
branch
at
144
West
VerR. Meeker has sold Tony
mont St. This gives Pioneer 28 "Justice" at the Selznick Fort Lee
\lmanac to Ascher Bros, for branches.
studio.
lllii •
Inc.
^
Dividends Declared
Mary Anderson With Spencer Prod.,
Rielly Representing Smallwood
The board of directors of the
Jack F. Rielly, formerly advertis- Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Mary Anderson has signed a contract to star in a new series of
ing and publicity director for Rob- yesterday declared the regular quarhas been chosen personal
terly dividends of $1. per share on comedy-dramas for Spencer Prod.,
representative for Ray C. Smallwood preferred stock payable August 1st Inc. These, as noted, will be handled
who
returned
from the coast last to stockholders of record July 15th.
by Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.
k. Rielley is making his headquarters at ISO West
34th Street,
Smallwood
is furnishing his
offi' l

$8, the attorney said, was intend w
for the officials of the union. T[

move
fought and
separate l\'~
ion of was
the carriers
was aorganized!
Italy Honors George Eastman I
Rochester — In recognition of!
inventions, Italy has bestowed up
George
the Order of t
Crown ofEastman
Italy.
Seeley Back from Tour
After a tour of four months inA
rope C. R. Seeley returned last wehaving concluded a number of i:
portant matters outside of the J
ture industry. He said the bank'
with whom he is associated arefl
sidering several important film S
ositions.
Ingram a B. A.
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

There is as much difference between an ordinary
poster and a RITCHEY
poster as there is between
a doll house and the Woolworth Building.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

(T^cUu^ttlancd (foctuuD

*m
"THE SPICE OT THE PHOCRAM"

1

New Haven — Yale will confer
degree of Bachelor of Arts onj
Ingram for his production of S
Four Horsemen." He was forme
a Yale student.

sli^l
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Back To 1914
Let's Go

(Continued from Page 1)

Relative to the Pettijohn
suggestion of a war chest for
the industry, the manager of
the Princess, De Kalb, 111.,
writes:
"Great idea; let's go."

Correspondence
(Continued from Page 1)
ou
to Wid's toDaily,
June 8th,
1921,by which
as reference
a statement
made
Geo.
ilaurice to the effect that he was personUy employed and discharged by Mr. BruItour in connection with the building and
pperation of the G. M. Laboratory ; furher to that part which refers to Mr. Lowe,
jlr. Brulatour's
representative,
as
ice-president
and personal
Miss Danke,
who supervises the distribution of Eastman raw stock
nder the direction of Mr. Brulatour, as
■easurer of the G. M. Laboratory, and it is
1 this direction we urge you to investigate,
ieling sure that the result of such an inestigation will convince you that Mr. Bruitour is very much interested in Commeral Film Laboratories.
It is just this situation of affairs that conrns the members of the Allied Film Lab■atories Association. We do not question
[r.
Brulatour's
rights
or your
rights
to the
laboratory
business
if you
see to
fit go
to
so. We do believe, however, that it is
lethical to say the least for Mr. Brtriatour
be active in the laboratory business as our
eatest competitor while we are compelled
buy our requirements of your products
om him. We believe that much will delop in the near future that will convince
>u that there is much cause for our conrn.
Very respectfully yours,
ALLIED FILM LABORATORIES OF
AMERICA.

unless they get from $2,000 a week
up. It is ridiculous. It is wrong.
In every branch of production there
has to come real business methods.
I don't mean machine made pictures.
I mean decent business efficiency. I
don't mean time clocks; I mean good
business sense.
"Tlie distrbiutor has to make his
share of reductions. These highpriced, low-powered sales managers
who draw huge wages and do what?
They must go. An efficient way of
distributing must be found; will be
found, where costs will not run to the
30 per cent they do today.
"And then the parasites who are
in this business. They will have to
go, too. There are a lot of them who
only are in the way.
"The exhibitor, too, must do things.
He must find good pictures. There
must be a more constant showing in
his theater of good pictures. The
public is tired of the same old thing.
He must learn how to cater to his
clientele and- give thenrtlie right kind
of pictures. He must get to work,
not once in a while, but every day and
many hours a day.
"All of these things must happen.
And a great many .more. The business must be brought to a sane basis— the basis of early 1914. Look
over your books; look over your
costs, you, Mr. Producer, you, Mr.
Distributor, you, Mr. Exhibitor, and

"Swallow" Finished
Advices from South Africa are to
backBurkan
to thoseisdays."
e effect that Edward Earle has fin- getMr.
the attorney for
Charlie
Chaplin,
Marshall Neilan and
bed shooting on "Swallow" for the
frican Film Corp.
many others in the industry.

The Greatest Story Ever Written for
the Screen" —

Ching Ching Chinaman
By Wilbur Daniel Steele
Included in Edward
J. O'Brien's
Best Short
Stories Collection of

Motion picture rights now
able through

avail-

B. P. SCHULBERG
(SOLE OWNER)

576 Fifth Avenue

New

York

N. B. — All offers now on hand for this exceptional story, as well as all forthcoming offers, will
be considered on a purely competitive basis.

Carpentier Says
"Scrap Iron" Is a
Great Fight Film
Man

Who Knows a Battle When
He Sees One Congratulates
Charles Ray on Splendicj Ring Bout

Here's his letter:

Georges Carpentier

Training Camp
Manhasset, L. I

Mr. Charles Ray,
Bollywood, Calif.
Dear Mr. Ray
I have had the pleasure

of

seeing

your picture, "Scrap Iron", which
you were so kind as to have sent to
the camp. I want to te'll you that
the fight in this picture is one of
the very best I have ever seen

screened. Congratulations on the
art with which you staged it.
Yours sincerely,
(signed) Georges Carpentier

Arthur S. Kane presents

CHARLES

RAY

in

"Scrap Iron"

Adapted from Charles E. Van Loan's Saturday Evening Post story, by Finis Fox; Directed by Charles Ray
Productions, Inc.; photographed by George .Rizard.
Produced by Charles Ray

A First National Attraction

_
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In the Courts
Samuel W. Pearce, who has been
organist at the 81st street Theater,
got an attachment in the Supreme
Court against the corporation of M.
P. Moller, organ manufacturer, for
a commission of 5% on the purchase
price of $8,500 paid for an organ
which was bought from the defendant through his efforts.
The officers of Universal have filed
an application in the Supreme Court
to vacate an order for their examination before trial in a suit by Horace
Vinton to recover $10,000 damages
because Universal made the film,
"Her Burglar" in 1912 from his
"Bill Casey's Burglar." Vinton wants
to prove through the examination of
the defendants how much they made
from the film.
Herbert Brenon has filed an answer
in the Supreme Court to a suit by
Beverly Walden to recover on a note
as assignee of the Palisade Film
Laboratory. Brenon said that in
1917 he was president and producing
director of the Herbert Brenon Film
Corp., and that Alexander Beyfuss
was secretary and in charge of the
finances. He said that the company
was in financial straits, and that
notes he signed were given by Beyfuss to Palisade as his personal obligation without his knowledge. He
didn't know he was to be held liable
personally until he was sued on them
in London in 1918, he said.
Mrs. Irene Lee, mother vi Jane
and Katherine Lee, has sued Harry
Linke, an actor, formerly in her employ, because of statements he made
on April 8 at Syracuse to the Superintendent of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty there in order
to induce him to prosecute her for
cruelty to her children. She said
that he made the following false
statement: "She is cruel to her children and neglects them. They are
treated roughly and abused in their
act and off the stage. I have heard
abuse rethem cry on account of the
ceived. I left because I could not
treated."
they were
the way
stand Lees
Mrs.
asks $10,000
damages.
Screen Rights Secured
ii has acquired the screen
riKhtsof "The Deluge" and will also
make "The Christian." "Hungry
Hearts" and a number of other productions including Alice Duer Miller's "The Man who Hates Politics,"
"The Man With Two Mothers" and
"Grand Larcany," by Albert Payson
Terhune. They have also secured the
rights of Phillip Oppenheim's novel
"Nobody's Man."

••* .

is..
. .
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STUDIO
For Rent

J

Wherein "Milt Dale" (Carl Grantvoort) demonstrates his absolute mastery of a difficult situation. One of the absorbing moments in "The Man
of
the
Benj. B.
Hampton's
novel. Forest,"
A Hodkinson
release.
— Advt. splendid picturization of Zane Grey's

Close to New York City,
with laboratory nearby —
one of the finest studios in
the East, completely

te tod
equipped Wri
with
every
ay appliance for making de luxe
pictures.

Box F-14, Wid's

Sixty-five million feet of

EASTMAN
FILM

DIRECTORS
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

was the average monthly produc
tion at Kodak Park last year, all
manufactured on a quality basis.
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CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 55

FILM

EDITORS

TOM
BRET
-Scenarios
— Film Cutting
133 W. 44th St
Bryant 6903
N. Y
GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BER1M
Scenarios
— Editing — Cutting
Titles-42nd— Titles
220 West
St.
Bryant 27

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,
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Corner 48th
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Cohn Going to Coast
Jack Cohn is leaving for Los An
geles on the 15th.

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy !
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Daly City, Cal. — Delia Mohr has
sold out his interest in the Grand
View and Winters theaters to C. E.
McXanit-s and E. Weyrouch. Jj
-

Ik

"Temptation" Showing Threatened
St. Louis — Following notice from
Prosecuting Attorney Oakley that
the manager. would be prosecuted under the Missouri laws prohibiting the
showing of immoral pictures, the Famous Players Missouri Corp., owners
of the Royal, withdrew the showing
of "Temptation." The film had been
booked for one week. "Open Your
Eyes" replaced "Temptation."
Mohr Sells Out

2 20 WEST 42 S3 STREET

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN.MGB.

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully
equipped
—
Day
—
Week —Bryant
Month 6
With or without crew.
Phone

TITLES
ARTHUR
WEIL — Exploiting the new 1
ative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9
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T^BRADSTREET

Authority
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Laemmie Sails
[Universal Head, Abe Stern, Harry
Reichenbach and Lee Kohlmar
Leave for Europe
Carl Laemmie sailed yesterday on
the Aquitania on his annual trip to
Europe. He was accompanied by
Abe Stern, treasurer of Universal,
who advanced his sailing date in

Price 5 Centi
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*Veeks
on B'way
"Way
Down
East" To Close June
25—51 Weeks All Told in New
York City

"Way Down East" will close its
long and successful run at the 44th
St. theater on Saturday, June 25. By
that time, the Griffith picture will
have rounded out its 42nd week on
order to go; Laemmle's two chil- Broadway, the longest continuous
dren, Rosabelle and Julius and their record for a l 'ion picture in the history of the industry.
aunt, Mrs. Maurice Fleckles.
The picture played nine weeks at
Others in the party were Lee
Kohlmar, director; Harry Reichen- the Shubert-Crescent in Brooklyn,
bach, who goes on a special mission; and thus the total number of showings for the picture in Greater New
C. DeVidal Hundt, Laemmle's secretary; Joe Kraemer, his valet; and York will have reached 51 weeks by
Rosabelle's maid.
June 25.
The road companies are being reLaemmle's trip this year combines
called. As a matter of fact, most of
business and pleasure. The pleasurable part of it will consist of some them are in, but one company is now
time spent in the town in which he in Atlantic City.
was born, Larpheim, Germany, at
Deauville and Carlsbad. The busiJulia Arthur in Griffith Film
ness end of the trip will start as soon
Julia Arthur has been engaged to
as he reaches London, where three
days will be spent in consultation plav the part of the countess in "The
Orphans." which D. W. Griffith
with the Messrs. Clavering of the Two
is now making.
Film Booking Offices, Ltd., which
handles Universal product in Great
Britain.
"Lucky Damage" New Ince Film
Laemmie will leave Reichenbach to
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
complete the business in London, as
Los
Angeles — "Lucky Damage" is
well as to make a report to him of the title of a new Thomas H. Ince
production.
Florence Vidor, who will
the advisability of establishing a
permanent producing unit in Great shortly star in her own pictures, Joseph Singleton and Marcia Manon are
Britain. This is a project which
Laemmie has discussed for some in the cast. "Hail the Woman," antime, and several interests in Great
other Ince feature, has been comBritain have made advances to him
pleted and awaits editing by Ince.
coking toward British support of
kuch a project. Reichenbach exChaney With Neilan
pects that his mission will take from
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
six to eight weeks.
Los Angeles — Lon Chaney has
From London Laemmie will go to
Paris and then to Frankfurt, Stutt- gone over to Marshall Neilan to porgart and Laupheim.
tray a Chinaman in "Bits of Life."
Lee Kohlmar is going to assist Neilan's next picture will take him
back to New York for some scenes.
Laemmie. Last year it was impressed on Laemmie that it would be a
?reat business advantage to make
productions in Germany. The situation has changed somewhat during To Be Made on Coast and Released
Nationally Through Associated
the year. If he finds that conditions
Exhibitors, Inc.
warrant Laemmie may make a few
productions in Germany, though he
Arthur F. Beck signed contracts
has no intention of establishing a on Monday with Arthur S. Kane,
permanent unit there.
chairman of the board of directors of
"In the event that I find it prac- Associated Exhibitors, Inc., for a setical to make a few productions
ries of six productions to be produced
abroad," he said, "I will do it partly on the coast. After the exchange of
is an experiment. If I do decide to signatures. Beck left for the West
make several productions in Germany to get work started on the first proI will put Mr. Kohlmar in charge of
duction. Whether or not this will
at least one of them.
be the same producing unit, the Leah
' It is Laemmle's intention to return Baird Film Corp., Inc., that produced
:o this country by the middle of "The Heart Line," releasing through
October.
Pathe, has not yet been announced.

6 Beck Films

Pass Dividend
Film City Planned
The Evening Post publishes
from Berlin the following
special cable dispatch, copyrighted by the Philadelphia
Public Ledger:
"The White House, Niagara
Falls, and New York skyscrapers are among the international settings included in
the new film city to be erected
at a cost of 150,000,000 marks,
near Berlin. Other scenes will
be Japanese towns, the Gulf of
Naples, and the Egyptian pyramids, in addition to hotels, theaters, and circuses. Critics
express the opinion that the
scheme is too big to be realized
'even by Germans,' but the promoters insist it can and will
be done."
Ferrin and Jenner on Trips
Dwight S. Perrin, vice-president
in charge of sales for the F. B. Warren Corp., has left Xew York on a
10,000 mile trip that will take him
to the 22 branch offices of the organization and into the key cities in
every territory east of Minneapolis
and Dallas.
William H. Jenner, vice-president
of the Pacific Division, leaves Los
Angeles next week for Seattle and
Western Canada, where branch leases
will be signed for the Warren offices.
Sidney J. Goldman, vice-president
of the Central Division, will attend
the Minneapolis convention of the
M. P. T. O.. where he will meet
Perrin and other Warren officials.

Lcew's, Inc., Directors Hold Meeting
— Action "To Conserve FinanPosition" of Loew's
The boarr of cial
directors
Inc., has voted to pass the regular
quarterly dividend of the corporation
in order "to conserve — and to maintain— the financial position of the
This action on the part of the directors has been expected in filrr
circles and comes as no surprise
company."
David Bernstein, treasurer of Loew's
Inc., issued the following statemen'
yesterday afternoon:
"In order to conserve — and tc
maintain — the financial position o
the company, the board of director:
has decided that it is for the bes
interests to use its earnings in thi
business and has voted to suspen<

dividends for the present."
The expression "for the present'
was taken in some quarters yesterda'1
as indicating that the August divideni
declaration of the company woul<
likewise be passed.
Kipling Film at Capitol
The Capitol, beginning Sunday
will show "Without Benefit of Cler
gy," the first Rudyard Kipling stor;
to be filmed for Pathe. On the sam
bill will be Sascha Jacobsen, whi
plays a return engagement.
"The Jungle
(Special

to

Book" in Films
WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — "The Jungle Book,
by Rudyard
Kipling, will be filmei
by Robert Brunton for Pathe release

Expects to Cut Costs
"Through reorganization I expec
to affect a big cut in the cost of pro
duction at the Lasky studio," sail
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — Louis Amacher has re- Jesse L. Lasky yesterday before leav
ing for California with Cecil B. De
signed from the Seattle office of As- Alille. Lasky went west to arrang
sociated Producers to open the Northwest branch for the F. B. Warren for the housing of the companies no\
Corp. He will also open a branch in working in the east.
Spokane and another in Portland.
Seattle — Cliff Reid has resigned
from the management of the Select
office. He has not announced any
new connection.
Going Into Manitowac, Wis.?
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — It is understood
that
Ascher
Bros, will build a $500,000
theater in Manitowac, Wis.
Ingram Here
Rex Ingram is here from the coast
with a print of "The Conquering
Power," his new Metro production.

What national distributor is
it who said: "If the National
Association's Editorial Committee even dares to start its
scheme of seeking to review my
organization's pictures or issues
a bulletin saying it does not review my organization's pictures, Iwill start out and 'print
their real names' and raise hell
in this industry?"

jMI

V
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Harper

Building

New

(Special to WID'S

House

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Glenn Harper, secretaryciation
of the
Theater Owners'
of Southern
CaliforniaAssoand
owner of the Apollo here, is starting
construction on a new theater at
Vermont and Vernon Aves. The
house will seat 1,200.
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Need Larger Quarters
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Ambassai .
Pictures Corp., producer of the Katherine MacDonald pictures for Associated First National release, plans
to take over larger quarters in Hollywood, upon completion of the present picture.

The

increased use of

RITCHEY

posters mean

increased
box
ceipts.

office re-

Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
61 J4 61x4
Famous Plavers .. 59
Not quoted
do pfd
♦Goldwvn
$V\
4
Not quot-d
D. W. Griffith, inc
Loew's, Inc., .... 10-K
lltf
115*
Triangle
Yi
Vi
Vi
Not quoted
World Film

Love interest! Elmo Lincoln as Tarzan in "Adventures of Tarzan," the
brand new fifteen episode serial, injects new romance in the part of the
superman. Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp., Suite 908, 1540 Broadway, N. Y. Bryant 3271.— Advt.
(

LITHO.
West

Back in Montreal

(Special to WID'S

Two

Weeks at Broadway

DAILY)

"The Woman God Changed," a
Montreal — Maurice West of the
International Film Corp. is back from Cosmopolitan Prod, which has already played at the Rivoli and Rialto,
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co. his trip to France and England.
While away it is understood he pur- has been booked for two weeks at
A Correction
chased a number of foreign-made the Broadway. The Brooklyn Strand
day.
pictures.
will show the picture beginning SunIn Famous
yesterday's
issue,had
it was
stateda
that
Players
declared
Silverman
Bros,
in
Greenburg,
Pa.
regular quarterly dividend of $1 on
preferred
stock when
$2 was
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
meant.
Reduction in Sight
Greenburg, Pa. — Silverman Bros.
of Altoona have purchased a site for
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
a theater here. It faces PennsylvaLloyd Comedies for Reissue
St. Louis — The amusement license
nia Ave. and West Pittsburgh St. measure now in the hands of the
Harold Lloyd's one reel comedies The house will seat 2,000.
Board of Aldermen will be revised
are to be reissued by Pathe begin. July 17. They will be available
downward, according to a member of
Smith Heads Pittsburgh Club
ek for 10 weeks.
the committee. The change is de(Special to WID'S DAILY)
signed to meet objections of the ownPittsburgh— J. D. Smith, local
ers and managers of leading downCase Up June 28th
town vaudeville and dramatic houses
Commission I'at lie manager, has been, elected president
of
the
F.
I.
L.
M.
Club
of
Pittswho
contend
that the rates were enon June 28, open the trial of the
tirely
out
of
proportion compared
burgh.
The
club
is
a
new
organizaHarris
Feature
Film
Co.- tion.
with the rates for other houses.
ity" case in the New York
immission, 20 W. 38th
. ay lord R. Hawkins
introduce the commission's cviwhich the Eskay Harris
ill be heard.

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO

rederick's latest Robertson-Cole production "Salvage"
open-in
Monday
here, playing an
that circuit.

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.
Now ready for lease in whole or in part.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

RITCHEY

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
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Newspaper Opinions

LtkeN ews
BLO, COLO. — Rescue work in flooded
as seen from the air.
3M, ENGLAND — Actual pictures of
imous English Derby of 1921 with the
lom's fleetest horses in action.
IS,
FRANCE — The
French
people
■ America's soldier-dead in fitting tribute
e Arc de Triomphe.
■ front page stories of the world's latest

oday

mmmmmmmmm
Opens Saturday
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

ilmington, Del. — The theater at
08 Market St., built by the Dele Building Co., has been purid by Fred D. and Maurice E.
of Philadelphia and is scheduled
en on Saturday. The house cost
st $700,000.
Felt Bros.

Plan Chain

J (Special to WID'S

iladelphia — Felt

TIMES — The picture is done with many
little human touches, some bright humor,
and a great deal of exaggeration and needless melodrama. William V. Mong, as the
worm that turns, gives an appealing performance, in which he is ably seconded by
Helen Jerome
Eddy.
NEWS — Shrinking clerks who have always longed to tell their several arrogant
bosses
theywill"get
and plain
facts ofjust
likewhere
kidney,
likeoff,"
it ; masculine
Cinderellas, longing for the pumpkin coach
a raise in the pay envelope represents — and
others of this ilk — they will vote this Peter
B.
"great stuff" and come away
withKyne
chestsstory
inflated.
AMERICAN — Successful business men
should see "The Ten Dollar Raise." This
entertaining screen story will remind them
how much a ten dollar raise can mean.
TRIBUNE — The picture is well done and
it is amusing and whoever selected the cast
was careful to pick out types which suited
the parts perfectly.
TELEGRAPH— A picture of real human
interest, finely acted.
HERALD — Play based on Peter B.
Kyne's story is on high plane.
EVE. TELEGRAM— There are many elemnts of popularity
in the picture.
SUN — One of the really enjoyable film
bursts of the year.
POST — A modest little comedy which,
despite a melodramatic dissonance, is far
preferable
to the
overhave
inflated
movies which
of late
been "morality"
something
too much with us.
MAIL — A delightfully human film, dealing
with the hard working and downtrodden
clerk, to whom the author has dedicated it.
JOURNAL — Humor, romance and excitement contribute to hold Capitol Theater
audiences enchanted with Albert S. Le
Vino's screen version of Peter B. Kyne's
story.

DAILY)

Bros.,
who
in
r
theate
new
the
purcha,sed
1'i
lingtou
Del., have under contion here the Aldine at 18th and
"nut Sts. and are understood to
gotiating for a theater in Pittsi to be renamed the Aldine. It
pined to develop a string of
s to be known as the Aldine
°rs.
ughes' Next Picture Selected
(Special to WID'S

"Ten Dollar Raise"— Asso. Prod.
Capitol

DAILY)

I Angeles — Gareth Hughes has
leted work on "The Hunch,"
rst starring picture. He has
for production "Garments of
and "Little Eva Ascends,"
to be George D. Baker Prod,
letro.
ittau Succeeds
Vanderheim
eph Littau, assistant conductor
e Rivoli orchestra, will become
ictor of the Rialto orchestra on
ay, June 19th, in place of Lion
erheim, resigned.
rman Kerry and George Macrie have been added to the cast
ind the Woman."

"A Private Scandal"— Realart
— F. P.-L
TIMES — May McAvoy does not emote all
over the place, but gives an intensity to her
emotional scenes that electrifies them. Above
all, she is genuine. She even makes the
character of the impossible French girl in
"A Private Scandal"
almost human.
AMERICAN— Film of ruin of home lifted
to point of some interest by May McAvoy,
delightful actress with talent.
TRIBUNE— If all we hear of the needs
of "the interior" be true, that it ought to
be a great attraction on the road.
TELEGRAPH—
for oftheoverhearing
fact that'
there
are too many Except
incidents
and overseeing in the picture, the story is
effective and well presented.
WORLD — Appealing and growing intense
photoplay about a French orphan who comes
to America in her sixteenth year.
JOURNAL — In spite of a role and vehicle
that are all but thread-bare from frequent
usage
manages
hold one's
attention.in screen
She isplots,
capable
of fineto work.
GLOBE
This first
picture
only
holds
out — more
promise,
but ofither's
is great
promise.
MAIL — If there is anything in the way
of driveling nonsense which was not incorporated in this story it must have been used
so long ago that it was forgotten.
SUN — Fans who were charmed by Miss
McAvoy's interpretation of Barrie's Grisel
in "Sentimental Tommy" probably were
looking forward expectantly to her next picture, but they are doomed to disappointment.

DAILY

p

TELEGRAM— Again little Miss May McAvoy wins her public as the heroine of a
"Private Scandal," revealing anew that
charm and histrionic gift which made her
appearance
Grizel in "Sentimental Tom'
my"
a signal as event,

"A Kiss in Time"—
Realart
Rialto
AMERICAN— Wanda Hawley, who
ben chief charmer to practically all of
most attractively charmed male stars of
screen, is the stellar light of a harmless,
cream sort of comedy.

has
the
the
ice-

HERALD — It's full of tricky surprises,
but it gets your number. For it never
ceases to rush along, most of the time on
the four wheels of motor cars, and it sets
up such
a breeze
need
to fan
oneself. of laughter one doesn't
WORLD — At lilting, silly comedy, in which
hero had the heavy acting.
JOURNAL— There are several reels of
frothy, and frequently delicately amusing
incident, told in interesting background and
by a good cast. The star is pretty in a
girlish, blond way.
GLOBE — If you enjoy blond curls, dimples
and coy glances you will get them ad lib.
POST — By way of adding another dry
spot to the present drought of good entertainment, Realart presents Wanda Hawley
in this quite inconsiderable trifle of poorly
carpentered romance.
EVE. TELEGRAM— A very agreeable
little screen comedy, with appealing touches
of romance

the

More

Pay for Penn.

(Special to WID'S

Miniature Camera and Projector
The Wilart Instrument Co., Inc.,
of New Rochelle, X. Y., yesterday
mstrated a miniature model of
their camera which they intend to
place on the market in the fall. The
camera itself weighs but three lbs.
and the projector nine lbs. The stock
used in these instruments is one-half
the standard width and only slowburning him is used. It is intended
for the amateur and for educational
institutions.
Desberger With A. P.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — Joseph Desberger, present manager of Robertson-Cole, has
been named manager for Associated
Producers.

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY

2*E. 4th ST.

"

SPRING

8303:

Censors

DAILY)

Harrisburg — The McConnell bill,
increasing salaries of the State Board
of Censors, has been signed by Governor Sproul. The annual payroll of
the board is now $81,000, where it
was previously $35,000. Additional
posts are created by the measure.

JOBHSMMFAPLADD
INCORPORATED

67-69
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A real Dempsey Special at a time when the interest
in Dempsey is at fever heat —

A Day with

JACK DEMPSEY
It's only seventeen days to the day of the great fight.

Now is the time, then, to mop up with

The Most Profitable One Reel
Picture You Ever Played
Remember ; it's the only authentic and official picture
of Dempsey in training for the fight; it's new, peppy,
actionful; it shows Dempsey in the ring with other
clever fighters; it gives your crowd the straight dope
on Dempsey as he is today.

GET IT- QUICK

PATHE
Distributors

DAILY

Wednesday, June 15, 19;
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All Short Reel Bill
S L. Rothafel is planning a short
program for early presentasubject
tion at the Capitol, the film features
of which will be of two and three
reel lengths.

Riesenfeld's Programs Change
'■The Golem," with Paul /Wegener
in the title role and directed by himself, will start an engagement at the
Criterion next Sunday.
of
William A. Brady's production
Pathe Issued Special
"Life" will be the feature at the Kivissued a . special re- oli next week.
Pathe News
lease covering pictures its camerafor FaPueblo floods
\ Donald Crisp production h Proshe? oPf the
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at
wn
tis
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Cutting Down

jrrespondence Passes Regarding the
Senator's New York and Philai
delphia Speeches
Several letters have passed between
Important
Companies
Reducing
Working
Forces
and
D. Williams
of Associated
First Many
ational
and
Senator
James
J.
Making Salary Cuts in Vle|v of Existing Conditions —
Universal and Rfealart Exceptions
'alker, national counsel of the M.
T. O., regarding
the statement1
ade by the latter at the Hotel Astor,
Practieajly all of the larger {producing and distributing comd later in Philadelphia, that five of.1
panies are retrenching. They are either reducing the >>size of
jht directors of First National were1
ntrolled by Adolph Zukor.
their forces or are making salary cuts of from 10 to 20 per cent.
First
National
was
anxious
to i These changes are being made irt the home office forces, the sales
tablish the point that Walker had.!
jtrd about the matter through hear-: branches and promotion 'departments. Practically all of the
companies made this same m*ve with regard. , to production
in WID'S:
y,
jj
AILYa point
at themadetimeclearof the Astorj some months ago.
eeting.
In his answer to two let-'
rs sent to him under date of June: obtainable
Although at
no Asso.
official First
statement
wasj'.
National,?
by Williams, Walker says in part:" it is understood that when .Robert Title of Latest Lois Weber Produc* * What appeals to me as an absolute
itification of my apprehension in the premi- Lieber, president of the organization;
tion Just Completed
— For
Release
in the Fall
I. because you say 'in reference to the care- leaves next week for the Coast that
ly contemplated monopoly I am thoroughly
n accord with your personal and official the primary purpose of his visit will
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
inion, that no steps are too drastic and
Hollywood— Lois Weber has just
extremes too great to stop its progress be to discuss with producers who are completed shooting the final scenes
d throttle it for all time.' Evidently, you;
ve sources of information which convince^ making pictures for First National of her latest production made in her
U of a 'carefully contemplated monopoly'.! the question of readjusting their con- own studios. It will be called "The
the motion picture industry and nothing
tracts in view of business, conditions, Blot." The theme is said to be very
n be 'too extreme to combat it.' "
i and it is also understood that already unusual and the characterizations re"The fact that the motion picture beach is
markable. The nature of the story
ewn with exhibitor wrecks— due to certain Joe Schenck has taken up the ques'actical practises in the industry plus the
tion
of
readjustments
with
various
is,
however,
naturally being kept seldency of the average exhibitor to ignore
cret and closely guarded. Final editnger signals until too late — moves me to exhibitors of some prices paid for
;e time by the forelock even as against the Talmadge girls.
_,.
ing of the picture will start immediAdolph Zukor,, of Famous Players,
ately. It will be released this fall.
f preference to be conservative."
"Nowhere in my speech to which you refer, has made it plain to the producing
Miss Weber expects it to be one of
r at any other time, have I ever stated
it First National has several theaters in end of the concern that it will be the outstanding features of the comCity of Denver."
worthless to attempt to make anying season.
thing but the best of product for the
WID'S DAILY in reporting the coming season, and that production
Going to England Again
stor incident said:
expenses must be held to a minimum.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
This in a way somewhat clears up
Los Angeles — It is understood that
" 'Take Denver, for example,' said the statement made by Jesse Lasky Jeanie MacPherson
will make
another trip to England in January.
'alker. 'Famous Players have two with reference to production costs
mses, Goldwyn has one, Fox three
.d First National several. Where made just prior to his recent deWalthall Forming Company
parture for the Coast.
n this man show his picture? Up
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Famous Players have their producLos Angeles — Local papers report
■ alley?'"
tion plans, so far as costs go, in
shape. But a cut of from 10 to 20 the formation of Henry B. Walthall's
romberg
Leaves
Ince to Produce per cent in the general operating and own-'producing unit. .
-It was reported some time ago and
sales costs is being put through. In
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
some
departments
the
working
force
then chronicled in WID'S DAILY
Los Angeles — Hunt Stromberg has
that Walthall would release through
signed as director of publicity for is being cut also. "We are batter- Associated First National.
homas H. Ince to enter the producing down the hatches," said an im)n field. He has affiliated himself
portant official of that company.'
T. O. C. C. Withdraws Committee
ith a prominent star and director,
bnade
6t
from
10
to
20
per
cent
in
the
The Theater Owners' Chamber of
hose names will be announced at a • At Crojrjwyr, a salary.. cut will be
general
working
force.
Commerce"
has withdrawn its reprenner at the Ambassador on Tuessentation on the grievance commitFirst National is making an investily. It is stated Robertson-Cole will
tee of the F. I. L. M. Club, according
gation and analysis to determine to
lease.
what extent a curtailment of the^iorce to an official of the T. O. C. C. because an exchange last week refused
the "salary "cuts to abide by the decision of the comAt Robertson-Cole it was said yes- is
canpossible,
be made,"or ifwhere
, at all.
mitted and went direct to the F. I. L.
rday that nothing was known of a
:W star and director. However,
General
Manager
;
Atkinson
'<.
of
Metro said yesterday that Metro, was Ml Club for an ""appeal. The T. O.
hen Charles R. Rogers, general turning
over every point to see wivaf. C. C. claims the principle of arbitraanager, returned from his western could be done, and hoped .that it
tion was violated. * It is1 understood
the break is in no sense a permanent
ip he stated that the company had
not be •riecessary"""to put a
nexed a star and director whose would
,"TOTie"*n* +*»a*-4he matter will be ami
in effect.on • "WeiwilLnot
salary cut
mes would be made known later.
(Continued
Page
6)
cably patched up.

"The Blot

Out of F.P.-L.?

Reported
Elsie Ferguson and Alice
Brady Are Through— No
Official Confirmation
It is understood that Elsie Ferguson and Alice Brady have completed
their contracts with Famous PlayersLasky. Miss Brady held a Famous
Players contract to produce a star
series for Realart release.
It was impossible to secure any
confirmation of the report from an
important production official of Famous Players yesterday. This official said that several stories were
under consideration for Miss Ferguson and said the same state of affairs
existed regarding Miss Brady. At
Realart it was stated that no word
had been received regarding the completion of Miss for
Brady's
contract.
She sailed
Europe
yesterday
and in commenting on her departure
several morning newspapers stated
that she was to make a picture in Ireland for Famous Players, based on a
drama by Dion Boucicault. At
Famous it was said nothing was >>
known
about the proposed Irish picture."

"Paradise Lost
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

London — Kinematograph Weekly
learns from Berlin that Max Reinhardt, the famous stage director and
producer of spectacles, is to make
John Milton's famous poem "Paradise Lost" for the European Film Alliance, Adolph Zukor's German producing organization.
WID'S DAILY stated from Berlin last week that Reinhardt was to
make "The Miracle" for the E. F. A.
and ultimately Famous Players, of
course. At that time it was said immediate plans had been made for two
Reinhardt productions and that the
name of the second could not be
learned. "Paradise Lost" is evidently the second.

Paris Production
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Paris — Charles P. Whittaker is
here from Berlin, where he completed a special mission for Famous Players. It is understood that Famous
Players is considering the advisability of making at least one picture
here. Whittaker is looking over the
field.
Whittaker was originally scheduled
to return to New York direct from
Berlin. He will not be back for several months.
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Quotations

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players .. 58
59^
58
Not quoted
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
3^4
4
Not quot«d
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Loew's, Inc., .... 10J4
W
^A
Triangle
H
H
H
quoted
Not
World Film
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Metropolitan Opens July 4
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Atlanta— The Metropolitan, Sig
Samuels' new theater, will open July
4. The theater will be a competitor
to the Howard, the S. A. Lynch theater which shows Paramount Pictures
exclusively. The Metropolitan will
show First National releases.
More Exceptional Photoplays
The National Board of Review has
issued Bulletin No. 6 of its list of
exceptional photoplays. The pictures
mentioned are "J'Accuse," "A Small
Town Idol," "The Woman God
Changed," "Peck's Bad Boy." "Boys
Will Be Boys." "Salvage." "The
Queen of Sheba," "The Call from the
Wild," "Sham," "The Last Card,"
"The Road to London," "Gypsy
Blood" and "The Silver Car."
Marlette,

Mich.,

(Special to WID'S

Bans
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Capitol
"Japan" a Prizma
scenic is the opening
number at the Capitol this week. It Is folOrchestra which
Grand
Capitol
the
lowed by
The
"The
from
selections
plays
Capitol Ballet Corps figures Mikado."
in this. Our
Navy in Action" is the third number and is
followed by Matilda Locus, a 14 year old
pianist, who plays the third movement of
G Minor concerto. Capitol News is next
and is followed by a combination dance and
music number. The feature is "The Ten
Dollar Raise," a Frothingham production
for Associated Producers, Inc., release. The
organ solo concludes the bill.
Rialto
"Mignon" is the overture at the Rialto
this week.
"Above
Clouds,"
an Educational release
is the the
second
number,
and is
followed by "Song of the Soul," sung by
Gladys Rice, soprano. The Rialto Magazine
is the next number. Cesare Nesi, tenor, then
sings the aria from "Martha" and following
that comes the feature, "A Kiss in Time,"
starring Wanda Hawley. "Scrappily Married" is the Christie comedy and "Concert
Overture
' organ
solo. in C Major" is the concluding

Rivoli

The Rivoli orchestra this week plays
"Symphonie
Pathetique"
the overture.
The Rivoli Pictorial
is theas second
number
and is followed by Carlo Encisco, tenor,
who sings "Somewhere a Voice is Calling."
The feature is May McAvoy's first starring
vehicle "A Private Scandal," released by
Realart. "The Bee" is a dance number with
Ruth Paige. "Just in Time" is the Chester
comedy and "Scherzo" is the final organ solo.

Strand
The Strand program differs somewhat this
week because of the length of "Dream
Street" the feature. After the prelude by
the orchestra the topical review goes on and
is followed by a vocal prologue, rendered
by Richard Bold, tenor. The final organ
solo is "Minister March" from "Lohengrin."

Has It?

1st Nat'l
Says Asso.
Butler Film—
Not So,
Says Has
Los Angeles
New York
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles— It is stated
Associated First National
tribute "Making the Grade,"
Butler film made for Irving

here that
will disa David
M. Les-

ser.
Butler has started work on "BingBang-Boom," an All-Story Magazine
Fred J. Butler, David's father,
story.
direct.
will
The executive offices of Associated
First National stated yesterday that
"Making the Grade" is not a circuit
attraction. The suggestion was made
that perhaps the picture is being handled by some of the affiliated First
National exchanges which in addition
to regular circuit productions handle
some independent productions.
Change
(Special

Name

to WID'S

DAILY)

The White-HamilAlbany, N. Y.—
ton-Comedies, Inc., of New
York
has changed
its corporate
name
to
the Hamilton-White
Comedies,
Inc.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Today's Issue 48-B

PARIS, FRANCE— Mile, Lenglen, France
whirlwind tennis player, defeats Molla Bjui
stedt Mallory,
the American
Champion,
i
the International matches.
ROSLYN,
L. I. — Georges
Carpentier
guest of honor at society party.
First at
bett.
pearance of a ring champion in white flat
nels since days of "Gentleman
Jim" Coi
EPSOM DOWNS, ENG.— All England turt
out to watch
Humorist
win
the
Derb1
World's
Greatest
Race Classic.
The Kin
and
Prince
of Wales
were
there.
The
didn't back the winner.
PRAGUE,
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA—
Andrews
calls
on the President of Admir
Czech
Slovakia. .The Admiral talked but made I
speeches
ATHENS, GREECE— Crown Prince Chart
attends the Pan-Athens games.
BOSTON,
MASS. — Girls stage athletic m«
in Harvard Stadium.
No weak sisters amoi
the shot putters.
LILLE,
BELGIUM — American
Chart
reaches around the world.
Red Cross W
fare Exhibit vividly illustrates what our dl
lars are doing for stricken Europe.
Scenes
from
Indianapolis,
Fashions
of t
Moment, etc., etc.

Chadwick Honored
I. E. Chadwick, president of the
I. L. M. Club of New York and al
Universal
Sales Contest
chairman of the Eastern Conferen
of F. I. L. M. Clubs, has been pr
Universal announces a sales con- sented with a handsome travelii
test in which $7,000 in six cash prizes
will be awarded to the exchanges bag and a scroll suitably inscribed
of his work. The loc
showing the largest percentage of in- appreciation
creased business this season over that club made the presentation at a i
cent luncheon.
of last summer.

Wiley's "Hop" in Neilan Film
Los Angeles — Hugh Wiley's story
"Hop," which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, will be incorporated in Marshall Neilan's new production, "Bits of Life."
New
Committee
on Critique
The National Board of Review announces the appointment of the following to compose its Committee on
Critique for the coming six months:
Alfred B. Kuttner, chairman; Herbert J. Seligman, Mrs. Frances Taylor Patterson, James S. Hamilton,
Mrs. Clarence A. Perry, J. K. Paulding. E. A. Moree, W. A. Pettit, E. L.
Hoffman, Mrs. Harold D. Menken
and Louis Rouillion. Kuttner and
several of these members have been
reappointed from the previous committee. Mrs. Menken, Hamilton and
Pettit are the new members.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS REEL

"The Vigilante" Appears
"The Vigilante" is the title of a
new publication that has made its
appearance. It is issued by the
United Publicity Service, Inc., and
is characterized as "a periodical of
timely issue concerning the menace
to personal liberty."
Sees Danger in Crime Films
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — William A. Pinkerton,
head of the international detective
agency, here to attend a convention
of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police, severely criticizes
pictures dealing with crime. He
contends that some films exploit
crime and portray criminals in the
light of heroes to the disadvantage
of police officers.

Third Sales School Opens
Under the direction of F. F. Cr«
well the third Paramount salesmei
class opened this week at the hor
office with 34 students present.
The sales students in attendan
are:
P. J. McKinley,
F. Hunt,
T. L. Rap
S. Cooley, R. D. Koser, J. H. Mclnty
E. M. Kempner,
J. W.
Thurlow,
A.
Grimes,
J H. Grainger,
H. Antin, B.
Burham, J. B. Meley, F. E. Wagoner, L.
Owens, W. C. Johnson, J. H. Elder, H,
Herton, W. J. Clark, Louis E. Vogel, A.
Longdon, H. V. Larkin, H. F. Neill, V.
Jacob. H. J. Mann, T. Millette, E. P. 1
ran, W. H
Carmichael, L. F. Edelman,
E. Geyer, C. A. Roeder, V. R. Moore,
U. Winship and C. R. Christensen.

RITCHEY

posters never

make a photoplay any bet-

Films

DAILY)

Marlette,
Mich. — Sunday
picture
shows have been banned here, as a
It of a referendum taken of the
town's population.
iter in town.There is one pic-

Nothing Like Them
on the Screen

it more profitable.

"PHILO

RITCHEY

GUBB"

COMEDIES

ARE DIFFERENT !

THEY
ARE
NEITHER
SLAPSTICK
NOR PARLOR PRANKS, BUT

BRAINY
FUN
CLEVER
COMEDIES
Webster Cullison Productions

^^cUiccUicrncxI 6'IctivuuJ
the snee or Tur pkocram

•SHI

I'm Into ■ disguise !*

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
Options

Available

ter, but they always make

LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

MARKET

THE INDEPENDENT
,:

16 a Year

Equity Lands . .

S'S'sh! Some Gossip!
It has been "noised"
around the Rialto that there
is a reputable state right
concern, located on West
g "reel"
40thnessStre
. et, doin
busi
w that "times' '
Wew kno
are slo
and a concern to
do real business must have
"reel" product.

We ask you collectively and individually to lend
us your ears, while we
shout forth the glad tidings,
about the fastest growing
State Right Distributor in
the world.
.. j w

s

Listen to this! We
will release, one a month, a
series of two reel features,

starring

Me Whitney
and

#*-■ /<"

Robert Emmett
Keane
This is not gossip; [but
"reel" facts, and if you are
wise, you will communicate
with

Forward Film Distributors
Incorporated
J. JOSEPH

SAMETH.

President

110 West 40th Street
New York City

Pictures
Formed — Ray
"Heedless Moths"— Will Be Releas- Pyramid
Smallwood to Make Eight —
ed Immediately to Independent
Balance from 2nd Director
Buyers
Pyramid Pictures Corp., a $1,000,Equity Pictures has just closed a
deal for the American and Canadian 000 Delaware corporation, has been
formed to make 16 pictures a year
rights to "Heedless Moths," featur- for independent release.
ing the famous artist model, Audrey
Eight of the group will be made by
Munson. Robert Z. Leonard directed the picture for Perry Plays and the Ray C. Smallwood, who directed a
of Nazimova productions for
premiere was recently given at the number
Greenwich Village Theater, where it Metro. The remainder will be made
by another director. Production in
is now running.
ail likelihood will be in the East.
The feature of the production is the
posing in the nude by the world faProctor a Vice-President
mous model, who has had tons of
George
Du Bois Proctor has been
publicity recently in the various
Hearst publications. This publicity elected vice-president and supervisor
can be expected to help materially on of production of Pantheon Pictures,
Charles Miller, resigned.
the release of the feature, which Joe succeeding
Schnitzer of Equity says will be inv
Telling the World
mediately.
Robert W. Priest of the Film Mar"I realize," said Schnitzer yesterket, Inc., has sent to every exhibitor
day, "that 'Heedless Moths' with the in the United States and Canada, to
posing in the nude by Miss Munson every state rights buyer and to over
will cause a lot of talk. But I know
that there can be no objection to the 2,000 photoplay editors, an eight-page
booklet in relation to the Jimmy Calproduction from censors because
lahan Comedies. The publication is
illustrated and is printed in colors.
everything
is
so'
artistically
handled
and so beautifully done. Besides, the
an artist's
proves
moral can
model
be. Ihow
believefine
it will
be one
the big successes of the year."
The picture will shortly be brought
up town to a theater, for which negotiations are now under way.

Triart Increases Capital
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Dover,
Del. — Triart
been formed here with
tion of $300,000.

Prod,
have
a capitaliza-

Triart Prod., a New York corporation, was first •formed in Albany
S. & S. Buys Franchise
the latter part of February with a
The latest franchise sold by Asso- capitalization of $110,000. Herbert
ciated Photoplays, Inc., goes to S. & Blache is directing for the unit in
S. Film Co. of Pittsburgh for West- which Lejaren A. Hiller and Isaac
ern Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
The home office has received a wire Wolper are interested.
from the coast that the negative of
"U" Buys Foreign Territory
"The Ghost City" is now en route
The "Adventures of Tarzan," Serial
from Los Angeles.
Sales Corp., has sold "Adventures of
Tarzan " to Universal for South
America, Mexico, Central America,
Panama, Cuba, Porto Rico and The
Sunnywest
Films to Handle
West- West Indies.
erns Now and Short Reels Later
On — Had Hamilton Comedies
"Funny Felix" on the Way
Sunnywest Films, Inc., of 130 W.
Joe Brandt is chuckling this week
46th St. is re-entering the field un- over a good one he has for the indeder the guidance of B. H. West.
The
pendent market. He isn't telling just
company plans to release on the in- what it is yet, or any of the details
dependent market a series of eight about it, but he says it is something
five reel westerns
at first and will the independents have wanted for a
probably have some short reels later long time. All he will say about it
oh.
is that he and Pat Sullivan, the carThe company originally distributed
toonist, have entered into an agreement to release a special novelty suba series of 15 "Shorty" Hamilton
comedies, each in two reels.
ject called "Funny Felix."

Coming

Back

Today'
s^Mail
Brought us a letter from Paris. France,

asking us
to outline a campaign for one of the leading
producers for the marketing of their product in
this country.

We share our pride in this inquiry with Wid's
Daily, which brought us the reply.
Engineers

844 Sixth Avenue,
New
Telephone
Bryant

York

EQUITY
procures
the famous
Audrey
Munson
Picture

HEEDLESS
MOTHS
for; the

Independent
Market
dent Exchange and Exhibitors have had in wee
nepeks
THE best news the Ind
es
again emanat
from the offices
of EQUITY PICTURES CORPnt
ORATION in the announcme
of the purchase of the great
Audrey Munson picture "HEEDLESS MOTHS" for the Independent market. "HEEDLESS
MOTHS" is running at this moment, at the Greenwich Village
Theatre at $2.75 top, the highest price in history of New York
for an independent produced
and independently exhibited
picture and the house is packed
every night. Equity will distribute "HEEDLESS MOTHS" on
a basis.that will allow every independent exchange and every
exhibitor to make a young clean
up. Robert Z. Leonard, whose
reputation for lavish pictures is
known by every exhibitor in
America, directed " Heedless
Moths." The picture that has
had oceans of publicity. WAIT
TILL YOU SEE THIS PICTURE. IT'S A WINNER. In
the meantime, get in while the
getting is good. Write or wire
today to —

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Advertising

Extra

City
92:

EQUITY

Pictures Corporation

New York

Aeolian Hall

iM^
Chicago Producers
Two

Companies At Work for Independent Release— U. S. One
and Tatra the Other
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

companies
new
Chicago — Two
the local producing
entered
have
field. One is the U. S. Film Co. and
the other the Tatra Film Corp.
U. S. has been launched by C. C
Clifford and is now at work on
'•Liquid Gold," its first feature. Production isat the Crane studios, 3223
California Ave. Offices have been
established in the Chateau Bldg.
The Tatra company is backed by
S. Fabry, a newcomer in films and
L. J. Siakel, formerly at the Rothacker plant. The company expects
to make features both in this country
and abroad. Comedies will be produced later on.

Smith Building a Studio
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Tulsa, Okla. — A studio is being
constructed here by William Smith,
owner of the Orpheum and Rialto,
and head of the William Smith Prod.
Buys Wilson Serial
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Charlotte, N. C— The
Eltrabank
Film Co. has purchased
Southern
rights to "The Grey Wolf," a serial
starring Ben Wilson.

DAILV

Fighters See Themselves in Films

Peacock Buys "Tex" Stories
(Special to WID'S
stories.
Kansas
City — PeacockDAILY)
Prod., Inc.,
"The Fight of the Age," the two "Tex"
reeler showing Dempsey and Car- have bought a series of eight five-reel
pentier in training, was shown to
both fighters at their respective
training camps last week. The picture is handled locally by the Rialto SECRETARY
Prod., Inc., of 130 W. 46th St., and
nationally by the Picture Trading
possessing initiative, tact and
executive ability, desires posiCorp. of 1402 Broadway.
tion. Six years' motion picture
experience. Excellent references.
OFFICE

More for Chicago Exchange
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Selected Films, Inc., has
secured for Indiana and Illinois
"Along the Moonbeam Trail," a two
reeler, and "The Hope Diamond

Thursday, June 16, 1921

SPACE

TO

RENT

Address B-14, care Wid's

500 sq. ft. or less desirable light
office space to rent, with storage facilities, in film building.
Daily care of
Address Wid's
Box B-15,

STUDIO
For Rent

Mystery."
Mack and Withers Handling "Gold"
A. Johnny Mack and Jack Withers
have opened an office at 117 W. 46th
DAILY)
(Special to WID'S
Oklahoma City, Okla.— The Sun- St., where they are preparing to sell
set Photoplay Co., with Ray Flohre territorial rights on "Gold," a five
of Los Angeles, is here making ar- reel western from a story by Peter
rangements to establish a studio and B. Kyne.
that will be all Oklafilms
to make
homan. The company will make a
Through Dumahaut and Klein
series of two-reel films and will also
:onduct a school for actors. The
Pioneer acquired world's rights on
pictures to be made will be made "Oh Mary Be Careful," starring
Madge Kennedy, through A. N.
before the end of the year.
Dumahaut
and Edward L. Klein of
been
have
ents
Releasing arrangem
1664
Broadway.
They have several
r
made with a distributo in New York,
Flohre
Aouda
Flohre.
to
"Leather
Stocking
Tales" in film
form.
according
will be featured.
To Produce in Okla City

Federated Buys Kipling Westerns
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas City — Federated Film Ex:hange has contracted for all of
Richard
Kipling's
serieswhich
of eight
eel western
features
willfivebe
eleased at intervals of six weeks.
W. C. Ansell, former Fox sales
epresentative is now representing
federated in Western Missouri.
Russell on Coast

Western Features Finish First
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Western Feature
Prod., Inc., producers of the William
Fairbanks westerns to be distributed

(Special to WID'S
Philadelphia
— L. R.DAILY)
Brager, of
^Jew York, has been appointed maniger of the Synchronized Scenario
vlusic Co., covering Eastern Pennsylania and Southern New Jersey.

Close to New York City,
with laboratory nearby —
one of the finest studios in
the East, completely

Inspection
Our Branch
Shop at
Hotel
Ambassado

equipped with every appliance for making de luxe
Write today

LOS ANGELES

pictures.

I

Box F-14, Wid's

Richardson's*

"Vitlrolas TM.r.PHONE 640S5 'Pianos
727 WEST SEVENTH STREET
and AMBASSADOR HOTEL

through Pioneer, has completed "The
Broadway Buckaroo," its first picture. E. M. Sanford is president of
the company.
Hoxie

to

Attend

Convention

Jack Hoxie's personal appearance
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
tour has been changed to permit him
Los Angeles — W. D. Russell of to attend the M. P. T. O. convention
Chicago is here to complete negotia- in Minneapolis.
ions with Filmart Prod., who are
naking five reel Westerns at Fresno,
In Dallas
iussell and Russell expect to have
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
wo units here making features with
Dallas — Jack Hoxie was here yesRussell Simpson and Francelia Bilterday. He goes to Oklahoma City
ington.
from Dallas.
Need Larger Quarters
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Casco Prod. Incorporate
Dallas — The Specialty Film Co.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
>f Oklahoma City, operated by the
N. Y. — Casco Prod., Inc.,
Griffith Bros., has outgrown its of Albany,
New York have been formed with
■resent quarters and has closed with an active capital of $8,625; 300 shares
.. E. Patterson for a lease of a of preferred stock, $100 each share,
milding in the film district. Re- and 225 shares of common, no par
noval will be made about July 1.
value. Incorporators are H. Margoshes, N. Katz and R. Trier. AtPhoenix Buys from Arrow
torneys, Rossett and Deutsche, 198
Broadway.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas City — The Phoenix Film
Exchange has purchased Arrow
Casco Prod, will star Louise Dc
rilm's series of four James Oliver Pre in a series of pictures.
Turwood stories for Kansas and
Western Missouri. Also "The Blue
rox" serial from Arrow.
Brager With Phila. Synchronized

for
Open
Your

DOLLARS

AND

SENSE

YOU CAN MAKE MANY DOLLARS BY USING
A LITTLE COMMON SENSE

"Western Hearts"

"The Wolverine"

featuring

Art Staton & Josie Sedgwick
ARE

TWO

PICTURES THAT YOU CAN
ON A REASONABLE BASIS

featuring

Helen Gibson
SECURE

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.

25 West 45th Street

New York City

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(ROMIWflLM

lABORATOmtS

INCORPORATED

PHONE
5QYANT

-5576

220WEST 42*2 STREET
NEW yopK

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MGP.

I

ursday, June^6J921
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PAll-V
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idventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp.
Announces

Adventures of Tarzan"
i ,

'icturized from the concluding chapters of "The Return of Tarzan" by Edgar Rice Burroughs)

Ys a Serial, Too

5

an 31 Reek)

Electrifying

Episodes

(Simply jammed with wild animal thrills)

tytth Oh, PFhat a Star!

ELMO

LINCOLN

(The Original Tarzan in "Tarzan of the Apes")

'Mnd the Best News of ^411

he State Right Market Gets It
Produced by

To the Independent Buyer

Great Western Producing Co.

iVdventures of Tarzan" will make
fu really "independent" for life.

for

Numa Pictures Corporation
APPLY

TO

;

Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp
Suite 908

- Bryant 3271

1540 Broadway, New York

tM%
New Italian Deal
Menichelli

Prod, for American
Release— Shipman
to Handle
Them — Four a Year
Contracts executed between Giuseppe Barattolo, president of the Unione Cinematografica Italiana, controlling the productions of Pina Menichelli; Carlos Amato, president of
Societa Rinascimento of Italy, makers of the Menichelli Prod., and Ernest Shipman of New York, specify
the latter as the distributing factor
for all of the Menichelli Prod, for a
period of five years.
"The Naked" Truth" and "The Dangerous Arc" are finished and en route
to New York; Emilc Zola's "A Page
of Love" and Pinero's "The Second
Mrs. Tanqueray" are now in the making. Amato will take his company
to London for the exteriors of the
Pinero story. Four Pina Menichelli
pictures per year are promised under
Ibis contract.
Pina Menichelli is accorded a high
place in the estimation of theatergoers in Italy and most Latin countries.
Carlos Amato, the guiding spirit
back of the Menichelli Prod., is a
prominent Italian producer.
A number of specials of the U. C.
I. will be, as noted, distributed here
by Goldwyn. Shipman is also to
handle the output of the Ultra Co.
of Rome, which is making "Ben
Hur."

OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 550*

FILM
EDITORS
GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BERMAN

Sc enarios — Titles — Editing — Cutting
220 West 42nd St.
Bryant 2704

PRINTERS
PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070
BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

TITLES
ARTHUR

WEIL — Exploiting the new negative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048

-

'.

-
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Cutting Down
(Continued

from

Page

1)

he While
said, "unless
we are forced
to."
the Selznick
organization
made their cuts and changes about
Jan. 1 last, it is known that one of
the branch offices voluntarily suggested a week or so ago that a further cut be made, and to sound out
the general attitude of the salesmen
wires were sent out by the home
office. What will result further depends upon the answers to these
wires.
At Universal it was stated positively and emphatically that no salary
cuts were being made, and a Realart
official said that absolutely nothing
was being done in this connection.
"We are looking ahead and see nothing but boom times are
coming,"
he said.
Robertson-Cole
checking
up
carefully to make any reductions in
force, or cuts, wherever possible.
No information could be obtained
at the Fox studio with reference to
this matter.
At United Artists Hiram Abrams
said that to the contrary he had just
advanced salaries. "To hold good
you have to take care of them,"
men said.
he
At Hodkinson's, P. N. Brinch said
that no cuts would occur in their
organization. "We own no studios
or theaters," he said. "We have only
one thing to do — sell pictures. We
will make stronger efforts than ever
during the summer to sell our pro-

Levey Controls Process
The Harry Levey Service Corp.
stated yesterday it had taken over
Educational plans no reductions acnational distribution of the miniature
cording to E. W. Hammons.
Pathe has not been affected by the
camera and projector designed by the
duct."
Wilart Instrument Co., Inc., of New
slump, according to Elmer R. PearRochelle
and
described
in
yesterday's
son, director of exchanges. "We
issue.
have no idea of making any cuts,"
he said. "As a matter of fact we
haven't found business so bad. And
Wesleyan's Favorites
Middletown, Conn. — The senior besides we operate on a bonus system
class of Wesleyan University has which practically takes care of any
voted Charles Ray the most popular violent changes in the business, either
they are unusually good or
and Elaine Hammer- when
picture
otherwise. That is one of the ideals
stein its actor
favorite actress.

DIRECTORY

Thursday, June 16, 1]

DAIUV

our organization."
of Oscar
A. Price for Associated Producers, Inc., stated that some cuts
in operating costs had been put into
effect some weeks ago. He is just
back from the coast.
Crovo Now in Greensboro, N. C.
(Sptclal to WID'S

DAILY)

Greensboro, N. C. — John L. Crovo
has taken charge of the Bijou, Victory and Grand as manager. He
came to Greensboro directly from
Spartanburg, S. C, where he managed theaters for the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises.
WORLDS
—FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITOR
Across the Seas from Sunny Italy
for American
Entertainment
are coming

" The

Naked
AND

Truth "

" TwoThe
Dangerous Age "
of the greatest modern successes of the
Unione Cinematografica
Italiana
St
arring

Italy's

Leading

Artist

PINA MENICHELLI
Now in the Making

Zola's "A Page of Love" and
Pinero's 'The Second Mrs. Tanqueray"

Four distinctive masterpieces per
year— Contracted for a five year
period— Guaranteeing to American audiences

RIGHTS
SALE—

Twenty Pina Menichelli Productions in all

An unusual opportunity is
offered state right distributors
to secure 5-reel western drama,
featuring 3 well known stars, at
an extremely low price.

*<</&ri*<at+»

VANDERB1LT 7296
Write Box B-16

phone

17

fl£W YORK
STREET
T 44th CITY

WES

CABLE
ERNS HIP

->^t |

7/fcRECOCHIZED

Z^B&ADSTREET

Authority

of FILMDOM
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Price 5 Centi

Kent of Famous Answers to Charges
A. P. T. and
O. I "*aws
Up
Uniform
Contract
ubmits It To All Distributors
of Mattoon, 111., and Willimantic,, Conn.
'ommittee
.inessIt Relations
Finally Assembled
Draws Up for
Form —
Plannedon toBuShow
to All Exhibitors
Minnenoolis
Convention — Present
Copy
M; j Undergo Revisions If Need
For Them
at
MeetDevelops
ing
Following is a copy of a tentative uniform contract drawn up by
he Committee on Business Relations of the M. P. T. O. A., and submitted to all distributors. It will also be submitted to the exhibitors at
linneapolis.
The members of the committee are: E. T. Peter, Dallas; H. H.
,ustig, Cleveland; W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111.; John Evans, Philadelphia;
'.
H. Burkey,
Kansas
City,
John The
Mannheimer,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; M.
idelhertz
and S.
Morass,
NewMo.;
York.
text:
THIS
AGREEMENT,
made
the
ay of
19
, between
,
ereinafter called the exhibitor, and
ereinafter
called
the
distributor,
WITESSETH :
1. The distriDutor agrees to let and the
diihitor agrees to hire the films hereinafter
Jecified for the dates hereinafter
specified.
Name of Subject Date of Exhibition
I 2. The exhibitor agrees to pay for each
lm as follows :
| 3. The
exhibitor
agrees
to exhibit
said
motion pictures only on the date or dates
hereinbefore set forth.
I 4. The distributor agrees that it will furish the exhibitor with a copy of each film
It time for exhibition at the theater of the
rhihitor on each of the dates above set forth.
I S. The exhibitor aerees that it will be
esponsible for the film.
That if the film
li lost, destroyed or damaged, the exhibitor
'ill pay to the distributor therefor the sum
f
per lineal foot of film so destroyed
r damaged, in full settlement of all claims.
6. If the distributor fails to deliver any
ne of the films above listed according to the
;rms of this contract, then, and in that
vent, the exhibitor, at his option, may deIare the entire contract void.
7. During the life of this agreement, the
istributor agrees that it shall not permit
he exhibition of any films above specified
] any other theater in
until
ays after the final date of showing of such
lm, as above set forth. The distributor
nd exhibitor, recognizing the impossibility
if ascertaining the exact amount of damages
■hat may be sustained by the exhibitor in
he event of a breach by the distributor of
ny of the provisions of this paragraph, it
I hereby agreed by both parties hereto,
hat in the event of such a breach, the disributor will pay to the exhibitor as liquiated damages an amount equal to double
ihe amount of the rental price paid or
tiarged for such picture, and in addition
hereto, any sum or sums charged by or paid
o the distributor, to or by any theater or
heaters where such picture may be shown,
n breach of the provision of this paragraph.
8. In the event that the distributor shall
ail to provide the exhibitor with any of
he above pictures at the time above speciied, it is hereby agreed that the distributor
"ill pay to the exhibitor as liquidated
lamages in accordance with the provision
■f the foregoing paragraph, an amount equal
o double the rental value of the picture, so
liled to be delivered, except that if such
nilures occur on Saturdays, Sundays or
olidays, the amount of liquidated damages
o be paid by the distributor shall be treble
he rental value. If, in such event, the disributor sends a substitute film for the one
lerein provided for, the exhibitor, if he
ccepts such substitute, shall not be obliged
(Continued on Page 2)

Profits $1,471,861
Loew's Financial Statement Issued —
Gross Income Over 18 Million —
Rumors Discounted
The financial statement of Loew's,
Inc., and affiliated corporations was
made public yesterday afternoon. It
shows that Loew's, Inc., has operated
at a profit of $1,471,861.39 for the
30 weeks' period beginning Sept. 1
and ending May 8, 1921.
Total income in that period was
$18,024,792.15, and total operating
expense, $15,592,421.13. There are
$5,949,208.72 tied up in construction
work, and mortgages on real estate
total $6,311,750.02. Operation of the
distribution system maintained by
Metro cost $1,461,616.77.
The statement contains a message
to the stockholders of the company
fram Marcus Loew, in which he
states the company has made a number of investments not yet fully productive. Here is mentioned "The
Four Horsemen" and the following:

The theater and 16-story office building at
Broadway and 45th St., New York.
Theater and office building at Broadway
and 83rd St.. New York.
Theater building at Gates and Broadway,
Brooklyn.
Theater and office building at Broad and
New
St., Newark.
Theater and commercial building at Massachusetts, Ave., Boston.
Theater and 10-story office building at
Market and Taylor St., San Francisco.
Theater and 12-story office building at
7th and Broadway, Los Angeles.

The concluding paragraph states:
"Notwithstanding any rumors to
the contrary, I want to assure you
that I have no theatrical interests except as a stockholder of your company. From the foregoing statements, you have every reason to
ignore the wild rumors, and not to
be discouraged by what is happening
in the stock market."

Takes

Full Responsibility of Attacks
Made on Zukor — Says
Correspondence Dates of Mattoon Incident Indicate
Decided Lapse of Time and "Long Before Any
Difficulty" Developed — Gives Prices Offered —
Says Company Tried to Get Landlord to
Rent Willimantic House to Schwartz

S. R, Kent, in charge of distribution of Famous Players, yesterday
issued a statement relative to the charges made upon Adolph Zukor with
regard to the Mattoon, 111., incident and relative to the case of H.
Schwartz, an exhibitor, of Willimantic, Conn., by the M. P. T. O. A.
Because of the importance of these matters the statement is printed
in full.
Mr.
Kent
goes
into
the matter
in detail
and
in his reply
says:
The Facts on Matton, 111.
"At a meeting of exhibitors held
in Kansas City, a few weeks ago, certain statements were made by officials
Elevated by Famous Players-Lasky —
of
the
Exhibitor's Association regardCompany Announces Fall Proing the difficulties between Mr. B.
duction Schedule
Uran, of Mattoon, 111., and ourselves.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
"These statements were later reLos Angeles — Jack Holt is to star York City.
peated before the exhibitors of New
for Famous
Players-Lasky.
He has
been leading man in Paramount Pic"The case above cited has been used
tures for some time past.
in an attack upon Mr. Zukor and the
Famous Players-Lasky Corp., as
Coincident with the arrival of the tending to show the trend of their
above dispatch, the Famous Players policy with relation to the independent exhibitors of the country.
offices announced that Holt was to
star for the organization. His first
"The responsibility of this organization in the Mattoon matter rests
picture will be "The Man Who Sold with the writer, and with no one else.
Himself." He is now at work on a
William DeMille Prod., "The Stage No one else in this organization
knows anything of the details.
"The facts of the Mattoon situations have not been printed, neither
The Ayres Announcement
have the statements made borne any
Famous Players also officially an- semblance of the real truth.
Door." nounced yesterday what has been
"In the issue of June 11th, 'The
published in these columns frequentTrade Review,' reprinter
ly: that Agnes Ayres is to star for aExhibitors'
letter addressed to Mr. Uran by
the company. She will return to Los Mr. Akers. in which Mr. Akers asks
Angeles shortly to start work.
if Mr. Uran would be interested ir
selling the controlling interest in his
F. P. Announces Plans
theater.
"I want to repudiate this statemem
Famous Players-Lasky yesterday
afternoon issued a lengthy statement of Mr. Akers. It was made indeoutlining its production policy for the
pendently by him without the knowledge of the writer or anyone else ir
1921-1922 season. About 60 produc- this company.
tions were listed for the new season
"I shall be glad to show to an>
and more promised. Details will apinterested party, all of the orieina
pear in tomorrow's issue.
correspondence between Mr. Urar
and Mr. Akers. which will prove conLeaving for Tour and Home
clusively that this organization hac
W. A. Gibson, managing director nothing to do whatever with thi;
of Australasian Films, Ltd., and Stu- matter.
art F. Doyle, managing director of
The Date of the Letter
Union Theaters, Ltd., leave New
"Furthermore. 'The Trade Review
York Saturday for a trip around the stated that this letter was writter
country.
They will connect with a toward the end of the month of May
boat leaving
San Francisco
July 9 or some
three months
after
Mr
for Sydney.
(Continued on Page 3)

Holt To Star
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Quotations
Famous Players
do pfd

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
..57
59
58^
79
79
79

(Continued from Page 1)
to pay any rental therefor. It is understood,
however, that the payment of the liquidated
damages as herein provided for, for such
failure to deliver, shall not relieve the distributor from furnishing such a picture to
the exhibitor for some other date, to be
selected by the exhibitor, in accordance with
the terms of this agreement, if the exhibitor
shall elect to show such picture at some
fu'Mf*

'late.

9. Of the above named films, the following
onlv prp reissues or recreated pictures:
10. This contract shall be binding on both
parties hereto immediately upon the affixing
of the signatures by the exhibitor and a
representative of the distributor to duplicate
conies hereof, unless notice by registered
mail or telegram of the cancellation thereof
by the distributor shall have reached the
exhibitor within
days from such
sigpat'ire. On** of t^e duolicn*" copies shall
be left with the exhibitor. The maximum
time, however, for the cancellation of thii
contract by the distributor may be shortened,
if mutiiallv a"*-eed imon at the time of the
execution of this contract. And it is further
agreed that neither the distributor nor the
producer shall offer any of the above pictures for sale in
until after such exht^'tof shall have received notice of the cancellation of the contract by the distributor
or producer, as herein provided for. S'-on'H
the producer or distributor offer any of the
pictures above
listed for sale in
prior to the receipt of the notice of cancellation by the exhibitor, as herein provided
for, then, and in that event, the exhibitor mav.
at his option, demand the performance of
this agreement irrespective of any cancellation, and the distributor hereby agrees, upon
such demand being made, to deliver to the
exhibitor all of the above named films in
accordance with the terms of this agreement.

Through First National Exchanges
Los Angeles — Harry D. Wilson,
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quot*d
press representative for David Butler
Loew's, Inc.,
11
UK
H
Triangle
$i
y%
$i Prod., states that "Bing-Bang-Boom"
World Film
Not quoted will be released through Associated
First National Exchanges. This is
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Butler's picture designed to follow
"Making the Grade."
Cronjager With Inspiration
It is now understood that "MakInspiration Pictures, Inc., has ening the First
Grade"National
will be and
handled
gaged as cameraman Henry Cronja- through
not
. ger, who did the photography in "The through the circuit proper as indiLove Light."
cated in a Los Angeles dispatch to
Four Units to Start
WID'S DAILY published yesterday.

•Goldwyn

3K

(Special to WID'S

*lA

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Four productions
will be put under way July 1 at the
Robertson-Cole studios, with Pauline
Frederick and Sessue Hayakawa as
stars and with Louis J. Gasnicr and
William Christy Cabanne beginning
work on director productions.
Lytell to Star in "Junk"
Los Angeles — Kennett Harris'
"Junk"hiclewill
be Bert Production
Lytell's next will
vefor Metro.
start after the completion of "A Trip
to Paradise."

—

>

"THE SPICE OH THE PROGRAM"

Accord Making Two
(Special to WID'S

Reelers

Box B— 17 Wid's

Broke both attendance and box office records. Crowds
immensely enthusiastic over picture. — E. J. Weisfeldt,
Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Smashed all box office and attendance records without
special exploitation. Patrons highly pleased. — John J. Breslin, Jefferson Theatre, Auburn, N. Y.
Picture went big. Audiences called it a splendid picture and my patrons do not care for the ordinary Western.
— W. E. Drumbar, Riviera Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Best thing in many

a day. Business was better than

any time it has been since "Passion." — George J. Schade,
Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio.
Kept the house filled in spite of strong opposition. A
powerful picture and the audiences were held by it. — Stanley Chambers, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kas.

Speaking of

Marshall Neilans

DAILY)

presentation of

Randall Parrish's
It doesn't cost anything to
look at a poster unless it's
a RITCHEY poster, in
which case it costs the
price of a ticket of admission.

RITCHEY

Bob Hampton of Placer
Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photography by Jacques Bizeul and David Kesson
Art Director, Ben Carre

CORP.

406 W. 31st S1..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Negatives and Features for National
Distribution.
Outright
Sale.

Read
What
This Picture Is Doing For
Exhibitors; It Will Do the Same For
Your Theatre

Los Angeles — Art Accord has finished work on "The White Horsemen." a Universal serial, and will
now make some two reel westerns.
It is expected he will go back to serials shortly.

LITHO.

WANTED

A New Record Breaker!

A

First National
Attraction

M
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Kent Answers
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Fran's
As a from
matof fact,troubles
the datebegan.
of the letter
Akers
to Mr. Uran
was the
y part of October, 1920, and long
^re there was any difficulty besjen Mr. Uran and this organiza\\t that time Mr. Akers had airily tendered his resignation to the
:er, and was getting out of the
i,ribution end entirely.
Later on
j:quested Mr. Akers to reconsider
rthe promise of a change to New
k, which Mr. Aker subsequently
and which change
takes place
lin the next two weeks.
[ only state this to show
that
e was no reason at that time for
l organization to become in any
■■: interested in any theater in Mat)i, 111.
vfr. Berman and Senator Walker
|> stated that the prices requested
his exhibitor were entirely out of
on, and quote as an example:
$550 for 'Forbidden Fruit.'
$400 for 'Heliotrope.'
! have in my possession the origii salesman's schedule, all of the
>espondence between Mr. Uran
\ ourselves, and the prices we rented were $300 for 'Forbidden
lit,'
as
against
$550 stated
by Mr.
iman and
Senator
Walker,
and
>> for 'Heliotrope."
These prices represented
no inse over past prices from Mattoon,
ifor
picturesMattoon
of similar
value." was
The whole
situation
,i before the writer, and the relsibility was
mine
when
Mr.
n's offers were
rejected, these
's being entirely ridiculous and
in proportion
to what Mattoon
dd pay even under the conditions
Uran stated existed.
?o show our attitude in the mat• we offered to play all of these
iures on any fair percentage basis
iout asking him to pay us one
a»r in advance for them. We were
eectly willing to gamble whether
<got 10c or $1,000 for each prouion, but we were not willing to
isose of them outright at the ridicuN prices offered.
Ve offered to put in a number of
iures at his price, providing the
: Its on these pictures would be
i basis on which would be sold
i,re pictures, or the balance of the
l(k
of pictures.
would'
0 show
his booksMr. toUran
us neither
'Id he entertain any sort of per-age arrangement,
and the only
1 g we could do was to take it or
ae it on the basis he offered us.
Kent Approved Advertising
t was not until I had fully gone
v the correspondance between Mr.
fin and the St. Louis office that I
poved the advertising, to advise
i people of Mattoon why our picJs were not running in that town.
do notto question
Mr. Uran's
right
>efuse
run Paramount
Pictures

11 more than he can question my
it to refuse to sell at the price
c>ft'ered.
lie advertising campaign we put
rvas as legitimate to put over our
•net, as the advertising of any
* r national organization that is
jig to find an outlet for its pro-

'"The Exhibitor's Trade Review'
has made the statement that we are
trying to sell stock in Mattoon and
encourage the building of a competitive house against Mr. Uran. Such
a statement is absolutely without
foundation.
"The first information that this
organization had regarding the building of a new house, was when one
of the Mattoon newspapers wrote us
a letter stating that a certain party
would like to get in touch with us regarding the use of our service, which
letter from the newspaper is in our
files. Until that moment we had
never contemplated the erection of a
house nor encouraged anyone else to
do so, and had simply made up our
minds to remain out.
"My department is handling over 12,000
active accounts using Paramount service,
and it is only natural certain disputes should
come up regarding prices to be paid for our
pictures. Every organization engaged in
selling pictures has these same disputes and
differences of opinion, but I challenge anyone to prove to me where the Department
of Distribution in my control has ever tried
to take theaters away from exhibitors or
negotiated for any theaters in their possession.

Constantly Turn Down

Theaters

"Not only had this department refrained
from negotiating for theaters, but we are
constantly called upon to turn down theater
tarily.
propositions that are brought to us volun"I shall be glad indeed to lay before any
committee of interested exhibitors the full
correspondence of the Mattoon situation, including all letters passing between Mr. Uran
and ourselves, and abide by any verdict they
deliver as to whether our attitude in this
matter was justified.
"The statement regarding the Mattoon
situation were made at a meeting of the
Theater Owners Association in Kansas City,
and were openly disputed by Mr. Libeau,
district manager in charge of that territory.
"Mr. Libeau called attention to certain
inaccuracies in his statement. The speaker
then asserted Mr. Libeau had misunderstood
him. In spite of this fact, however identically the same statement were made by
Senator Walker at the Hotel Astor in New
York City in this man's presence, and no
attempts were made by them to get the
facts in the case from this organization ; in
other words, a condemnation was made of
our methods before our side of the case had
been heard in any phase.
"It is not the purpose of this Department
of Distribution to put the exhibitor out of
business and take his theaters away from him.
On the contrary, I am certain there are many
hundreds of exhibitors who can attest that
our cooperation with them during this period
of depression has proved that we are doing
our utmost to help them keep their theaters
and to operate them at a profit.

The Schwartz Case
"Here are the facts concerning the case
of H. Schwartz, of Willimantic, Conn., who
asserts that 'he could not have any more
Paramount Pictures,' and that his theater
(The Loomer Opera House) was taken away
from him.
"From Sept. 25, 1918, until the present
time, the Loomer Opera House used five
Paramount Pictures. The Gem theater, the
regular Paramount exhibitor, used 174 features and all the Arbuckle, Sennett and St.
John comedies.
"Mr. Schwartz says Arbuckle was taken
away from him. The truth is that the other
theater, The Gem, always showed Arbuckle,
and it was therefore impossible to take Arbuckle away from Mr. Schwartz.
"The statement that a Paramount salesman said, 'You can't have any more Paramount Pictures,' is therefore utterly absurd.
"The Gem is a modern theater, and has
bought practically all of our output. The
best offer we ever could get from Mr.
Schwartz was that he could use some of our
features on Sunday nights only, at a rental
price of $15 to $20.. which price is out of
the question for a town the size of Willimantic.
"Tn regard to the charge that we 'took
his theater.' we wrote on March 24, 1921.
to John L. Hall, of Choate, Hall and Stewart,
landlord of the theater as follows :
'Being the largest motion picture producing company in the country, having
the future of the industry at heart, we
are keenly interested in the welfare of
(Continued on Page 4)
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American Producers
From Italy

AnonimaYOU"Ultra"
SocietaSALUTES
and invites those of you who desire
to make some of your productions
in Italy, to come over and benefit
by the massive, fully equipped and
thoroughly modern studios !of the
NOVA and BERNINI companies,
which are conveniently situated just
outside the walls of Ancient Rome.

"Don Carlos'
anc

a

The Sunset ofthe Dorias"

have been made in these studios.

"BEN HUR" is here in the making; the William Fox Company has
contracted for a sufficient period of
time to
produce
here
where
the "NERO",
American
and artisans will work with
we have to offer in the
reciprocity.

and it is
directors
the best
spirit of

A^. Y. Representative

6?*™~«

17 WEST 44th STREET

PHONE
Vanderbilt 7296

N£W

YORK

CITY

CABLE
E R N S H IP

DAIL.V
Hawks Directing Photography
Wells 1 lawks is directing the phoof the
tography of the operations
battleships
and
planes
government
off Hampton Roads.

STEREOS-MATS

ELECTROS
I. RUBIN COMPANY
"

23 E. 4th ST.

SPRING

83CT3 *

TRADITION
FACTS— No. I

It Will Open Your
Eyes Wide

WORLDS
—FOR

RIGHTS
SALE—

An unusual opportunity is
offered state right distributors
to secure 5-reel western drama,
featuring 3 well known stars, at
an extremely low price.
Write Box B-16

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitzgerald Bldg.
Bryant 5506

FILM
EDITORS
GRACE B. FAXON— ROBT. E. BERMAN

Sc enarios — Titles — Editing — Cutting
220 West 42nd St.
Bryant 2704

PRINTERS
PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070
BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

TITLES
ARTHUR

WEIL — Exploiting the new negative Titlea, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048
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Sonora Films
New

Company
Will Release 30 a
Year — Leases Hippodrome for
Showing of First
Three new corporations have been
formed in Albany: the Sonora Films
Exchange Corp., the Sonora Films
Corp. and the Sonora Film Dist.
Corp. The company is composed almost entirely of interests at present
strangers to the film industry.
It is planned to release 30 pictures
ahasyear
and been
the first
product
already
linedyear's
up. For
the
present, distribution will be thorough
state right exchanges, but later on it
is possible the company will form its
own distributing organization. Of
the first year's output, some of the
pictures are English, some Italian
and the remainder American. The
company has taken over the "Twice
Born Woman," the first release of the
Malcolm Strauss Pictures Corp., and
commencing Wednesday evening will
show it at the Hippodrome at 50
cents and $1. Two shows a day will
be given.
(Special to WID'S

Forward Closes Deals
Forward Film Distributors, Inc.,
yesterday closed the following sales:
"Hearts o' the Range," to Fontenelle
Feature Film Exchange, Omaha, for
Iowa and Nebraska; "Hearts o' the
Range," "Youth's Desire" and "The
Shadow,, to Detroit Film Exchange
Range"
o' theCo.,
"Hearts Film
Michigan;
for All
to
Star Feature
San
Francisco for California, Arizona,
Nevada and Hawaiin Islands;
"Hearts o' the Range" and "The
Shadow" for New England to the
Boston Photoplay Co.
Closing
of the Apocits run at the
25.

In Atlantic City
(Special

Vtlantic
Horsemen"
June 23.

to

WID'S

SPECIALS
and

DAILY)

Albany, N. Y. — The capitalization
of the Sonora Films Exchange Corp.
is $150,000; that of the Sonora Films
Corp., $1,000; and that of the Sonora
Film Dist. Corp., $100,000.

"Four Horsemen"
"The Four Horsemen
alypse" will terminate
Astor theater on June

There are

DAILY)

Four
City, N. J.— "The
opens at the Globe on

Kent Answers
(Continued from Page 3)
all exhibitors, whether
they show Paramount Pictures or not. We would, therefore, appreciate it very
much
if you
would kindly consider seriously the possibility of allowing
Mr.
Schwartz
to
continue as tenant in the Loomer Opera
"Mr. Hall replied that Mr. Schwartz had
caused
him a loss of at least $2,000, and that
House.'
he did not want Mr. Schwartz as a tenant.
"We
have
continued
to sell Paramount
Pictures
to the theater
that has regularly
used them — The Gem.
"We havi attempted to have the owner
of the
Opera House rent his theater to Loonier
Mr. Schwartz.
"Whatever controversy there is, is entirely
between Mr. Sehwart and the owner of the
theater. The booking of Paramount Pictures has nothing to do with the question,
since we have no intention of taking Paramount Pictures away from the Gem, which
always has shown them, and giving them
to Mr. Schwartz who has used only five
since September 25th, 1918.
"S. R. KENT,
"General
Manager of Distribution,
"FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP."

Near Specials
Just remember

GASNIE
Makes

SPECIALS

I^B&ADSTREET
)f FILMDOM

)L. XVI

7/cRECOCHIZED

Authority

No. 78

I. L. M. Club Favors
Standard
Form — Resolution Passed — To
Be Sent to Distributors
The F. I. L. M. Club of New York
ty, of which I. E. Chadwick of
erit Film is president, at its last
acting passed the following resolun:
Whereas, it is to the best interests of
motion picture industry that a uniform
itract for film service be adopted; that
general use of such uniform contract in
Base of all film distributors would make
more efficient and harmonious relations
h exhibitors,
>io\v, therefore, be it Resolved, that the
I. L. M. Club of New York City recmends the adoption of a uniform conct for film service, the use of which shall
generally adopted on and after Oct. 1st,
1, and a copy of this resolution be adssed to the National Association of the
tion Picture Industry and to the home
ce of each producing and distributing
npany, members of the F. I. L. M. Club."

Hazza a District Manager
to

WID'S

DAILY)

Vancouver, B. C. — John Hazza has
:n appointed district manager for
: Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
d.
Flte company is to extend its buildf operations to include practically
;ry important city in Alberta and
skatchewan. Calgary is to be the
•f city of the western circuit. The
;aters will be links in the corporan's chain of houses extending
m Halifax to Vancouver.

I That Convention
The Time
27th, 28th 29th
The Place
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.
JUNE

The Event
M. P. T. O. GREATEST
CONVENTION
Are you going?
WE HOPE SO
Are We?
TRY

AND

KEEP

US AWAY

Why?
WID'S DAILY
SPECIAL
numbers every day of the big
gathering printed right in Minneapolis.

Some Party

Conferences On

approves Contract

(Special

Price 5 Centi
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Between

M. P. T. O. and Independent Producers
Regarding
Future — Directors Also in Conference — Convention To Take Up Both Matters
With Recognized
"Independents"

A number of informal consultations between leaders of the
M. P. T. O. of A., and various well known independent producers
have culminated in an important preliminary conference of a
more formal nature which was held at the offices of the theater
owners on Wednesday afternoon.
The idea of a conference with independent producers originated with the M. P. T. O., who are looking with growing
suspicion on the activities of certain producing and distributing
concerns, in acquiring, promoting or building theaters in competition with the independent exhibitors through the country.

The object of the consultations as
well as the preliminary
conference,
was to arrive at a definite understanding between the producer
who
is
relying on the quality of his pictures rather than exerting his influence in acquiring
or controlling
theaters.
The conference was attended by
Lewis J. Selznick, W. W. Hodkinson,
R. H. Cochrane, Henry Mumper,
representing Benjamin B. Hampton.
On behalf of the theater owners,
there were Sydney S. Cohen, C. L.
O'Reilly, S. I. Berman, Senator J.
Walker and Joseph A. Warren, who
is a member of the Senator's law
firm.
In the course of the conference,
both the independent producers and
the representatives of the theater
owners agreed that the situation
which now exists called for speedy
action. As one of the conferees put
it in speaking to the independent
producers — -"We must find out how
we can help you in order that you
may
to help us."
All beof able
the producers
present agreed
in principle to place themselves at
the disposal of the M. P. T. O. A.,
but no detailed plan was agreed
upon. There was considerable clarifying discussion, and the most encouraging survey was made of the
resources of the independent producers who attended the conferences.
All of them were anxious to attend
the convention at Minneapolis and
received an invitation to do so.
In the meantime, complete, although tentative details will be worked out by all concerned and this mass
of material will be submitted for action to the convention.
(Continued on Page 2)

Adolph Zukor, Sydney S. Cohen and
James J. Discussion
Walker
May Have
Tuesday.
There is a real party scheduled for
Adolph Zukor, Sydney S. Cohen
and Senator James J. Walker have
been invited— and all are expected to
accept the hospitality of the Theater
Owners Chamber of Commerce to
attend the regular Tuesday luncheon
of that organization at the Astor.
There will be an open discussion
regarding the producer-exhibitor
situation, and it is understood Mr.
Zukor will answer whatever questions are asked, with the privilege, in
turn, of asking Cohen and Walker
some questions.
It promises to be a real party.

Mastbaum Out?
The
Billboard reports that Jules
Mastbaum has resigned as a director
of the Shubert Advanced
Vaudeville
Circuit.
Between Eastman Kodak Co. and the Rembusch Statement Attacks Cohen
Allied Film Laboratories
Frank J. Rembusch of Shelbyville,
The following correspondence has
Ind., is sending out a stateme'nt to
recently passed between the Eastman exhibito
rs captioned, "A Hell-RaisKodak Co. and the Allied Film
Exhibito
ing
rs," in
Laboratories of America:
S. Cohen.
Sydney
attacks to
which he Statement

More Letters

"June

,, Allied Film Laboratories
"Gentlemen
New
York. : N. V.

13th.

192.1

3 De Milles

of America,

"This is to acknowledge your letter of
June 8th, addressed to Mr. Eastman.
"The points mentioned
in your letter are
points which might have been discussed at
the time you and the other gentlemen
representing the Allied
Film
Laboratories
called
upon
Mr.
Eastman
in Rochester,
recently had you not refused to discuss matters with Mr. Brulatour
present.
But inas much
as conditions
have changed
in the
time which has elapsed since your visit, it
does
not
seem
to us that
it would
be
mutually
advantageous to discuss these mat"Yours
ters further at the present
time.
very truly,
"EASTMAN
KODAK
COMPANY,
"By (Signed) TOM H. BUTLER,
"Cinematograph
Sales Department.
"A I tint ion Tom
Evans,
Chairman.
"June

15th,

1921.

"Eastman
Kodak
Co.,
"Rochester,
"Gentlemen :N. Y.

FILM

The Famous Players-Lasky 19211922 production announcement lists
three Cecil DeMille productions, all
of them completed. One is "The
Affairs of Anatol," the second "Fool's
Paradise," based on Leonard Merrick's "Laurels and the Lady," and
a third unnamed film with Wallace
Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elliot
Dexter.
In only one portion of the lengthy
announcement is any mention made
of Dorothy Dalton, and that is when
theDetails
cast ofof"Fool's
Paradise"
is given.
the schedule
follow:
"Experience,"
"Peter
eral London-made
films
maurice.

"We have your letter of June 13th, signed
by Mr. T. H. Butler, in reply to our letter
of June 8th to Mr. Eastman, relative to the
activity of Mr. Brulatour in the Laboratory
business.
"Do you wish us to understand from the
closing lines of your letter that the Eastman
Kodak Comoany no lonsrer wishes us to
further establish the fact that Brulatour and
his associates are the controlling interests
in the Paragon, San Jac and G. M. Laboratories ?
"Very truly yours,
"ALLIED

In Famous Players' List — What the
Stars and Directors Will Make —
What of Dorothy Dalton?

LABORATORIES
ASSOCIATION,
Evans, Chairman.

"By Tom

Ibbetson"
and
from George
Fitz-

From John S. Robertson. "Peter Pan."
and from William DeMille, "The Stage Door"
and "The Cradle."
From George Melford. "The Sheik." "The
Great Impersonation," "The Ebb Tide" and
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
From
Wallace
Reid,
"The
Champion."
"The Hell Diggers,"
"Tall Timber,"
Free."
"An
Assisted
Frankenstein"
and
"Across
the Continent."
From Thomas Meighan, "Cappy Ricks."
"A Prince There Was," and "The Sea
From
Gloria
Swanson.
"Beyond
tinRocks," "The
Shulamite"
(Continued
on and
Page "The
2) Ordeal."

Bride."
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to
WID'S
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44th
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Quotations
Bid. Asked. Last
Salt
Famous Players .. 57%
58J4
58
do pfd
Not quoted
ildwyn
3lA
4J4
D. VV. Griffith, Inc.
Not quotV
Loew's, Inc
Triangle
World Film

10^
1VA
10J/6
34
34
3/$
Not quoted

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Showing Tonight
It i- expected that Charles H.
Duel! of Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
will show "The Cave Girl," his first
release, lo Governor Miller in Albany
tonight. The original showing was
postponed.
Filmart Alleged Bankrupt
petition in bankruptcy lias
filed against Filmart Laboratories, Inc.. of 69 W. 90th St. The
creditors arc L. Gcvaert, $8,454; Studio Equipment Co., $3,172, and Toch
Bros., $104.
A
been

Minneapolis and Then the Coast
Harry M. Warner of Warner Bros.
leaves next week for the Minnea]
convention
and then the coast.
lie
will lie gone for several weeks.
Cabanne to Continue
An
official
announcement
from
mIc states that \Y. Christy Cabanne is to continue producing
for

R-( ' Pi< tures.
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1111 niie else."

from

Page
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From
Bettj Compson, "At the End of the
World,"
'•The Woman
in the Case," "The
Sacrifice,
["he Deluee" anil "A Stampeded
Madonna."
She will a'so play
Bahlm
in
From Little
Ethel Minister."
Clayton, a William D Tavlor
alreadv
completed,
"Her
Own
"Your
Home
Comes
First" and
"Exit
I.."
From
i'
■ Arbuckle
"Gasoline
(Wis,"
"Should
a Ma
"Thirtya Masi
Days."
"Are?" Von
Prom
Me:
I li 11
:
"Hack
nie Briar Bush" in I
ind Paul Pow
<11 William
iii "Twice
Wed."
S. Hart
will
Word
Brand,"
"Whiti
< I >ak" and Travel
I

Prod

mtihued from Page 1)
A meeting has also been held wi
a committee representing the M.
1). A. with
the
same
purpose
view.
The offer of co-operation of t
M. P. T. O. A. is extended to all i
dependent producers and dirccto
and they will be welcomed at t
national convention and a syraj
thetic hearing will be accorded to
who care to attend. Only product
and directors who may justly da
to he independent are welcome, s
the M. P. T. O.
Tie-up in South Bend
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

South Bend, Ind. — Harry G. So
mcrs, of the Oliver, has been ma
a director of the Palace Thca
Corp., which has started work on
fax Ave.
together
large
theaterSommcrs,
at Michigan
St.. & wC'
Ezra Rhodes and Eustace Bled
had plans drawn up for a theater, 1
the scheme has now been abandon
To

Star

Margaret

Armstrong

DAILY)
Los (Special
Angelesto — WID'S
As
soon
as
V
Strohcim
finishes
"Foolish
\Viv<
Margaret Armstrong, who has he
playing the leading feminine
role
the
production,
will be starred
"The White Beacock Feather."
Jj
Conway will direct.
Get Bluefield, W.

Va. Theater

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Bluefield, W. Va.— Hyman Br
will operate a theater here. Tr
ley.
now own the Lyric and Orpheum
West Huntington, and one at Bei
Morrie Ryskind has been engaj
by C. C. Burr to edit and title I
ward Hcmmer's first Affiliated p
duction, "Sunshine Harbor," feat
ing
Margaret
Autumn
release.Beecher, scheduled
Cullin Landis has been selected
Dallas
Fitzgerald
to play oppos
Alice

Lake

in "The

Infamous

Equity has sold 50 per cent of the

3 De Milles
(Continued

Conferences On

Victory in Oklahoma

Decisions
Court
Upholds
Italian Producing Company for His In Nine
Share of Profits — Attachment
Constitutionality
of' Sunday
Shows There
Issued by Court
(Special i" \V! I)S DAILY)
An attachment has been granted
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Upholding
in the Supreme' Court against the
property of the Unione Cinemato- Sunday picture shows and dealing a
grafica [taliana de Roma in a suil m severe blow t<> blue law advocates in
Herbert Brenon for $28,000. Mr. Oklahoma, the criminal court of appeals on Wednesday handed down
"H alleged that lie was engaged
on Feb. 1, 1920, to go to Rome ami nine decisions in which it was declared that lines and prosecutions for
inize an American department
for the defendant, and he was to get operating moving picture theaters on
lay are unconstitutional. The
$1,000 a week and 10 per cent on
the net sales in the United States, ease dates back to 1917 and is the
first time that all members of the
with 20 per cent on all films personcourt have agreed on the Sunday
ally directed by him.
Brenon alleges that he attended to
The decisions are based on a state
question.
about 100 productions, of which "The Sunday law that no servile labor shall
Ship" and "Theodora" have been sold
to Goldwvn. He believes that others be performed on Sunday. The court
have been sold of the following: decided that the sale of tickets and
other labor connected with the run"Mme. Sans Gene," "The Bridge of
ning of a picture theater was not serSighs," "La Tosca," "Judas the
vile labor. Decision is also based on
Woman," "Spiritismo" ami "Spiders the acts of the New York Supreme
of Society." He believes that the Court.
defendant has received at least $250,The Oklahoma Sunday law, orig000
•is hisFrom
share.Gold.wyn and asks $25,000
inally drawn in 1860, has been amended since to forbid horse racing
A claim for $3,000 additional is
made because the plaintiff was hired gaming. The only other states oper
ating under it are the Dakotas. The
to direct "Beatrice" and "Sister decisions are of great importance and
Against Sister" at $6,000 each and interest here because it is said they
20 per cent of the net profits. Bren- are the first instances in which a high
on says that the former has been
state court has passed on Sunday
sold in Europe at a profit and he believes the American rights have moving picture operations.
brought a large sum.
After More Theaters
Ernest Shipman is handling the
l'ina Meinchelli pictures, which form
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Oswego,
N. Y.— J. M. Shine
of
a part <>f the U. C. L program. When
is looking
over theater
asked whether the suit affected his Gloversville
picture prospects.
He has houses in
interests said:
Gloversville,
Oneonta
and
othcr
"The Brenon suit or any suit
against the U. C. I. would not affect places through the central and southern part of the state and is negotiatthe Menichelli productions as Carlo
or other properties.
Amato, president and director of the
unit producing the Menichelli pic
Its Ninth Year
tures and financing them, arranged
Universal in July will celebrate the
witli the U. C. T. to take over exploininth year of its existence in the
tation of these pictures before con- picture business. Harry M. Berman,
trading with me.
In this way, the
1 C. I. was primarily a party to tin director of exchanges, has .set aside
the period from July 4 to Sept. 5 as
contract, but the pictures are now entirely in my control and revenues "Laemmle-T fnh ersal Anniversary.''
from them co directly to Amato and
50 Per Cent Sold

t ' "in

'

Rich-

Bride'i
"Boom
Play,"
"Tusl Around thi ( irm i " "The YalSilenl Me
i nl "
i
ddit
i anTHE SPICE OT THE PROGRAM"

DAILV

Another for Silverman Bros.
Waynesboro, Pa. — Silverman Bros.
have taken over the Arcade.
They
have the Strand at Altoona.

country on "The Black Panther's
Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin have been sold to Joe Friedman of Celebrated Players, Chicago.
He'.d

for

Third

For some

Week

"The Woman God Changed" has
Cub."
been held at Moss' Broadway for a
third week.
Don
is

Re veil."
things there are

no satisfactory substitutes.
RITCHEY
stance.

posters, for in-

Carlos Ellis, production manager of Marry Levey Service Corp.,

back

from

Niagara

halls,

he attended
the session
of the
W n of Corporation Training.

where
Nat'l

James Calnay of Olympian
Prod..
has left New York for Los .Auto start production on a series
features and another series of short comedies.
Wallace
Reid will judge the foxtrot dancing contest
sponsored
by
flie Tucker, which will be held at
Hotel Shelburne, Brighton Beach,
Tuesday evening.

RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

M
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In the Courts

itheN. ews
LIARI, SARDINIA— King Victor
anuel greeted by populace who don
resque costumes in his honor.
1HINGTON, D. C— Surgeon-General
nts diplomas to graduates of Army
al ol Nursing.
k, LATIRA — Patriots of young republic
red by their presence
for distinguished
r.news

from

New

York

City,

Denver,

o day

The Precision Machine Co. has
filed an answer in the Supreme Court
to a suit by the Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. for breach of
contract, in which the Precision ComI'.'ny makes a counterclaim for
$50,000 damages. The answer alleges
that the plaintiff falsely represented
that its projection machine was 30
per cent more efficient than other
lamps, and could be used with a current in excess of 100 amperes. It is
alleged that the machine is not commercially successful because it cannot be used except on a horizontal
plane, whereas theaters require an
angular or partly vertical plane. It
is also alleged that the lamp cannot
he used with a current of more than
50 amperes, projecting from 75 to
100 feet, whereas modern theaters require a projection of 200 to 230 feet.

Jesse D. Hampton and RobertsonCole have filed an answer in the Supreme Court to the suit of John D.
Williams for damages because they
10% Children Attendance
induced Henry M. Warner to break
•me interesting figures regarding a contract with Williams, in which
attendance of young people at they say Williams has sued Warner
ters have been obtained through in another action and will get full
uestionnaire conducted by The damage from him for the acts comonal Board of Review among
plained of if he is entitled to anyter owners. Fifty-nine exhibi- thing.
, comprising the management of
ly 100 theaters, responded to the
The application for a temporary
tion. One manager reported a
brought by International
injunction
entage as low as one-half of one
cent. The highest was 35%. Film Service Co., Inc., against Associated Producers, Inc., to restrain
average was 10.8%.
the exhibition of an Allan Dwan
Prod., under the title "The Broken
Hertzman Leaves "U"
Doll," has been denied. Associated
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Producers, Inc., however, must put
>s Angeles — Charles L. Hertz- up a bond of $25,000 to secure any
, for two years director of pub- damage the plaintiff may suffer.
at Universal City, has resigned
>osition. Malcolm S. Boylan, asThe Appellate Term of the Sunt director of publicity, will ase the duties of the department
preme Court has affirmed a judgment for $363 in a suit of Charles
i the present incumbent leaves.
Blake against the Brewar Amusement
Co., as commission on the sale of
Hammond
Opens
Offices
the motion picture theater at Tompkins Avenue and Halsey Street,
ammond Export and Import Co.,
Brooklyn,
for $6,500.
has opened headquarters in
; 315 in the Candler Bldg. Hamd is well known by foreign buyA default judgment has been filed
and has already contracted for in the Supreme Court by Joseph
distribution of several groups of Leblang against Max H. Wilner on
uctions, including some of the a note to L. Lawrence Weber which
ice Perret pictures.
was endorsed to the plaintiff.
Eason To Direct Gibson
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

McNichol Plans New
(Special

to

WID'S

Theater

DAILY)

)s Angeles — Reaves Eason is exWinnipeg— A.
ol plans
ed to assume the megaphone with to spend $500,000R.on McNich
a new theater
on's Universal unit when the to be constructed on the site of the
i finishes "The Mascotte of the Starland. The proposed house will
e Star."
seat 2,000, and will be operated by
the Winnipeg Amusement Co., in
which K. M. Leach is interested.
lew 'Change Building in Dallas
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

illas — A
two-story
exchange
lling is to be built on the vacant
* ist west of the Goldwyn office.
[ertson-Cole and Educational will
6 the building.
Levey

Re-elected

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

lanta — Harry Levey has been re■ed president of the Screen Adders Association.

Brazil Theater Co. Gets House
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Brazil, Ind. — By granting of a temporary injunction in the circuit court
here, possession of the Sourwine theater goes to the Brazil Theaters Co.
The operation of the house has been
the subject of extensive litigation
with the Citizens' Theater Co., the
question of rent under a renewal of
a lease having been involved.

Th<

Reginald Barker
Production - Unit
IS PROUD OF

ITS RECORD
=
ij
f AND HOPES TO
i
i

DO BETTER

tMA
UniversaFs Schedule

NEWS
THE WORLDS GREATEST NEWS REEL

Sunday's
Issue
49 B
POUGHKEEPSIE.
N. Y.— The real Mrs.
Stillman.
Selznick
principal

Pictures
posed
exclusively
for
News
afford
interesting
study of
in world famous divorce case.

For Fall Topped by "Foolish Wives"
for September Release — Other
Features
In the schedule set out by Universal for next season and just made
Wives"
public Stroheim's
naturally
leads the "Foolish
list. This
cost
over a million and will be released
approximately in September. It will
out as a Jewel special. Others
on that list will be Tod Browning's
special, "Fanny Herself," by Edna
Ferberj "Conflict," by Clarence Bud-

OPPELN,
UPPER
SILESIA— English
vade Silesia.
Fighting
Black
Watch regi-#'dington
Kelland;
Harry
Carey, pro
ment marches into town with colors flying
in "Partne
star, Thornb
a Jewel
motcd dto by
and bands playing. They are cheered by directe
y, rs"
Robert
and
their former enemies, the Germans.
"Human Hearts" adapted from the
WHO'S WHO IN THE NEWS— Indianapolis— John G. Emery, new commander of the
American Legion. New York — Ty Cobb
and "Babe" Ruth clash during Yankee-Detroit Tigers series. "Babe" makes ready to
swing a haymaker in direction of "Ty's"
jaw. Jersey City, N. J. — Harry Ertle, who
will probably referee Dempsey-Caripentier
fight.
BOSTON, MASS.— Crippled kiddies entertained by Circus Clowns.
PARIS. FRANCE— Guard of Honor escorts Crown Prince of Japan through streets
of Paris — Remarkable celebration in commemoration ofwriting of the song "Madelon"
sung by poilus during war.
Scenes

from

New

Chicago,

Portland,

Ore.,

etc.

Bennett Company

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany, N. V.— The Bennett Pictures Corp. lias been formed here
with 2,500 shares of preferred stock,
$100 each. 1,000 shares of common,
no par value, and an active capital of
$255,000. The incorporators arc M.
L. Lesser, L. R. Wakoff and C. S.
Hervey. Attorney, Arthur S. Friend,
366 Madison Ave.. New York.
Whitman Bennett stated yesterday
that the company had been formed to
handle certain parts of his business
and that there was no special significance attached to its formation.

famous old melodrama. _ Priscilla
Dean will have three specials and an
unnamed star will also present a series on that program.
Frank Mayo, Gladys Walton, Hoot
Gibson, Marie Prevost, Miss duPont
and Herbert Rawlinson — each will
make eight pictures and four pictures
will be of the all-star variety. Hoot
Gibson, heretofore a two-reel Western and serial star, has been advanced to the Special Attraction program to take the place of Harry
Carey. His first production will be
"The Mascotte of Three Stars," by
J. Allen Dunn, and directed by Jack
Ford.
Marie Prevost, bathing beauty, will
star in comedy dramas. The first is
"The Butterfly," written by Pervical
Wilde and directed by King Baggot.
The second is "Kissed," by Arthur
Somers Roche, now in preparation.
Among the directors underns contract to direct Special Attractio
for
the coming year are King Baggot,
Fred LeRoy Granville, Jack Conway,
Reaves Eason, Jack Ford, William
Worthington
and Robert
Thornby.
The serial program for the year
comprises six serials, two each by
Eddie Polo. Art Acord and Eileen
Sedgwick.
The Universal program will include, as heretofore, fifty-two tworeel Western dramas, some of which
will be sold in series.
In the comedy division Universal
will release twenty two-reel Jewel
comedies.
Universal will release fifty-two tworeel Century comedies featuring three
stars, and will also release fifty-two
single-reel Star comedies.

Breaking Records
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — "Dream Street." now
playing at the Winter Garden, has
breaking all records here in
face of strong competition. There
was a continual line for 10 hours in
front of the theater on the opening
Some Fall Releases
day.
Associated First National has
Exploitation carried out by Charles ing:
W. Harden, United Artists manager, scheduled for fall release the followand Ed. James, manager of the Win"Smilin' Through" and "The Sign
ter Garden, consisted of the changing
on
the Door," starring Norma Talof the name of 3rd Ave. I
Pine
and Pike Sts. to Dream
Street and madge; "Penrod," a Marshall Neilan
the stringingns. of pennants
and Chi- Prod.T "Star Dust," a Hobart HenProd, with Hope Hampton; "Vanity Fair," a Chaplin comedy; "Sumtirun," starring Pola Negri; "The InTalk of $1,000,000 House
fidel." starring Katherinc MacDon(S]
WID'S
DAILY)
ald; "Scrap Iron" and "The Midnight
Lockport, X. V.- Lanigan and Kel- Bell," starring Charles Ray, and
ly, owners of the Hi-Art, have bought "Kindred of the Dust," an R. A.
from William Hawkes the lane ad- Walsh Prod.
joining their theater at the rear and
This is only part of the schedule.
nding west to North Transit St.
An old barn will be torn down to
Straight Pictures Now
mak
for an addition to the
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
theater.
,
Indianapolis — The new Loew house
!in J. Lanigan
si
owing straight pictures now. The
porl
a $1,000,000 house original plan called for combination
for vaudeville and pictui
pictures and vaudeville.

DAILY
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Starting the Battle

Nort hwest

Massachusetts
Theaters
Getting
Ready for Referendum to Fight
Censorship Bill

(Special
Seattle
— W. toD.WID'S
Gross,DAILY)
manager <
the Coliseum theater, Juneau, Ala
ka, who is spending two weeks
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Seattle film shopping, reports tli
Boston — Massachusetts theaters, he has lowered his admission pric
cooperating with the National Asso- from 40 and 50 cents to 30 cents. Tl
ciation, are preparing to fight the recently enacted censorship law through closing of the big gold mine ne
Juneau is hurting his business, ai
the referendum.
Judge J. Albert Brackett, attorney many of those who left Alaska de
for the Allied Theaters of Massachu- ing the war have not returned.
setts, as well as representative of the
The Greenlake was sold by L. ]
National Association, has filed with
Attorney General Allen a petition Kenworthy to Miss I. Carstens. •?
signed by 12 voters instead of the 10
W. E. (Doc) Banford, the n(
required by law. The attorney gen- manager of the Seattle Goldwyn i
eral must approve the form of the fice, has employed R. C. Montgoi
petition and then 15,000 signatures ery (Monty) as salesman in t
must be secured within 90 days. The Washington and Idaho territories,
law requires that not more than onefourth of the total number of votes
The Seattle Film Exchange 1
must be secured in one county of the bought the reissue of Biograph Mi
state. The referendum will be voted Pickford films. They have a
bought the Success Scries, starri
upon in the fall.
Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh, forj
4,000 Seat House for St. Louis
tribution
in the four states of'thH
cific Northwest.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
St. Louis — This city is to have an'"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford,"
other $250,000 theater. The Aubert
Photo Play Co. has purchased the Cosmopolitan Prod., will be relea
Aubert Summer theater property at in the fall.
Aubert and Easton Aves. from Edward L. Bakewell. The theater will
seat 4,000. Sam D. Bromley, who
operates the St. Charles, will act as
manager.

Clara Beranger on Coast
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles- — Clara Beranger, staff
writer with Famous Players-Lasky,
is here from the east.
Ruth

Stonehouse

(Special to WID'S

Signs
DAILY)

Los Angeles — Ruth Stonehouse has
signed a contract with Cyrus J. Williams to play leads opposite Tom
Santschi in the outdoor series Santschi is making for Pathe release.

TRADITION
FACTS— No. 2

It Sparkles More
Radiantly Than
Winneck's Cornel

Veiller Directing Viola Dana
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Bayard Veiller is to
direct Viola Dana in "There Are No
Villains," his second effort at directing. Gaston Glass, De Witt Jennings and Edward Cecil are in the
cast.

DIRECTOR
OF

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Form New Company
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Dover, Del. — The Johnson and
Hopkins Co. has been formed here
with a capitalization of $500,000. The
incorporators are Clarence E. Ashley,
Daniel J. Dowling and Harry J.
Neuschafer, of New York. The
Capital Trust Co. acted as attorney.
Johnson and Hopkins are interested in National Exchanges, Inc., an
organization
franchise basis.operating on a national
Marion H. Kohn is making his
business
headquarters while in New
way.
York with Joe Brandt at 1600 Broad-

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE

"Renunciation" Bosworth's Second
Los Angeles
— Hobart
Bosworth's
second
production,
made by
his own
company for Associated Producers,
Inc., release, is temporarily titled
"Renunciation."
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U thought her repentance ofa mistake warranted, release from an
unwise bargain. She
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She lived alone in the old mansion
her Aunt Agatha had left her. To
keep the wolf from the door she
advertised for summer boarders, and
the solitary reply came from a young
man, temporarily blind.
When the star boarder arrived
Agatha discovered that he believed
her to be old Aunt Agatha whom
he had visited in his boyhood.
On the spur of the moment the
young girl decided to play the role
of the old lady — with subsequent
complications that are amusing, sur'
prising and refreshingly romantic.
Justine Johnstone is enticingly
lovely, and Harrison Ford makes an

A v^Heart to Let
/4.

^

V
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1
if

Was She Right in
Deceiving Him?
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/

admirable "star boarder "
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Adopted From bKe rartel 'Aaafckis Aunfe*
*
by* Uarrieb Laomis SwiibK a^r the play,
by- Stdvie^p Toler. PViobodcu^ by, Clara'
^-— ™
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Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures
Wallace Reid in
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MUCH
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Neal Hart in
Pinnacle Prod. — State Rights
Allan Dwan presents
Associated Producers
Viola Dana in

GOD'S

A BROKEN
HOME

Metro

GOLD
Page 5
DOLL
Page 7
STUFF
Page 8

William Russell in

CHILDREN

OF NIGHT

Fox

Page 9

May McAvoy
Realart

in

A PRIVATE
FINE

SCANDAL
Page 10
FEATHERS

Metro
Mack Sennett's
Associated Producers
Equity— State Rights
Edith Roberts in
Universal
Wanda Hawley in
Realart

More
correspondence
hands.

over "lab"
Wednesday

situation

changes

"Way Down East" to close. Means 51 weeks in Greater New York.
Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., to release six Arthur Beck
films.
Monster film city reported planned for Berlin. To
cost 150,000,000 marks.
Thursday

Big companies retrenching. Cutting salaries and operating expenses.
Elsie Ferguson and Alice Brady through with Famous
Players.
"Paradise Lost" to be made in Germany.
J. D. Williams and Senator James J. Walker exchange
letters over reported control of First National directors byAdolph Zukor.

Frid"The
ay
Lois Weber's new picture
Blot."
Ernest Shipman to release the Pina Menichelli Prod.—
Italian made.

Page 1 1
HOME

...

TALENT
Page 13
HEEDLESS MOTHS

S. R. Kent answers Mattoon, 111., and Willimantic,
Conn., charges against Famous Players.
M. P. T. O. draw up standard contract.

Page 14
ISLAND
Page
15

Loew's, Inc., shows profit of $1,471,861 for 30 weeks'

THUNDER
A KISS

IN TIME
Page 17

Hugo Ballin presents
THE JOURNEY'S END
Hugo Ballin Prod. — Hodkinson
Page 18
Short Reels

U. F. A., Decla Bioscop and Emelka, three powerful
German companies, may combine.
Big companies to cut production generally for fall.
Nathan Burkan advises industry to get back to 1914
prices and salaries.
Hyman Winik forms new unit in England to exploit
"The Kid."

Loew's, Inc., passes dividend "to conserve financial
condition of company."
Carl Laemmle and party sail for Europe.

Features Reviewed
Albert A.

Allied Film Laboratories Ass'n challenges statement
of J. E. Brulatour.
esda
y six star series.
Famous Players to haveTuat
least

Page 19

Famous Players announce fall productions. Jack Holl
period.
to star.
Sonora Films to release 30 a year.
Saturday

Local F. I. L. M. Club approves standard contract.
M. P. T. O. and independent producers confer.

Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin Franklin.
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Intelligible Handling of Old Situation Makes Worth While Picture
Albert A. Kaufman

Production

"COURAGE"
Associated First National Pictures
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Sidney Franklin
Andrew Soutar
Sada Cowan
David Abel

AS A WHOLE
Strong dramatic influence and
atmosphere of sympathy; excellent production
values
STORY

Based on a situation which has often

been used, but careful handling makes it hold
the attention
DIRECTION
Very good; has given everything
equal attention
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid
LIGHTINGS
First rate
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Sam De Grasse and Naomi Childers
give excellent performances in principal roles;
others suitable
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
wrongly

OF STORY
convicted
of

Satisfactory
In good taste
Correct
Wife of husband
murder
carries on his

by-touches that register a purpose in every case, even
though occasionally they are obviously coincident. One especially good bit is the accidental
whift of wind which blows a letter into the open grate,
destroying a precious piece of evidence. No long
courtroom sequence is used and there are no hold-ups
of any description. "Courage" keeps moving toward
the end evenly and comprehensively, despite an unintentional hint or two as to what the result will be.
There is just one inconsistent event which may
cause a spark of annoyance to some. You are told
that the condemned man conducts his factory for
eighteen years while in apparent solitary confinement
and although you are shown how it is done, it is just
improbable enough to almost spoil the effect. You
are asked to believe that the convict gives out formulas for high explosives, etc., when he has no way of
experimenting with actual materials. This might
easily have been overcome by having the wife take
the husband's place, since an earlier caption indicates
that she knows almost as much about the "business as
her husband.
Sam DeGrasse and Naomi Childers do equally fine
work as husband and wife. Alec B. Francis is good
as the friend of the family who sticks to the wife
when her husband is sentenced. Others are Lionel

life's work until his innocence is proven
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,244 feet

Belmore, Adolph Menjou,
Howard and Gloria Hope.

It isn't often that a producer can take a story, consisting ofas trite a situation as that of a man convicted
of a murder he did not commit, and make it interesting. But Sidney Franklin has made a really worth

Jean Blackmore carries out her husband's inventions and progresses rapidly during the eighteen years
he serves for a crime he did not commit. In the

while feature from Andrew Soutar's "Courage." He
starts off by gathering the attention of the spectator
tli rough the atmosphere of a happy home life, carefully
planting the characters and laying a sympathetic
foundation for the people of the play.
The story moves along smoothly and the development is logical.
There are unimportant but effective

Lloyd

Whitlock,

Ray

meantime, Stephen, Jr., grows up in ignorance of his
father's whereabouts. The war breaks out, and the
son of the murdered man kills himself, leaving a confession that he killed his father. His pal "Speedy"
destroys the letter and goes to fight. He is wounded
and returns to clear Blackmore's name. The inventor is freed and joins the wife who has remained
faithful all the years.

Careful Exploitation and Certain Promises Can Be Relied Upon
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You ought to be able to satisfy your folks with
"Courage" if they like drama at all. It is particularly
tin sort of thing that women gloat over and enjoy,
because they are required to sympathize to such an
extent with the heroine. Should you consider the
story the best talking point, play it up with catchlines
such as: "Her husband was sentenced to life imprisonment for a crime he did not commit.
Did she

give up or have 'Courage' to fight to the end."
Or,
. "See how one woman's faith and fortitude gave her
husband the 'Courage' to live through punishment
for a crime of which he was not guilty."
Exploitation should prove worth while and you can
promise a splendid production and good acting by a
capable company of players headed by Naomi Childers
and San De Grasse.
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Automobile Comedy Presents Some New Business and Several Thrills
Wallace Reid in
"TOO

MUCH
SPEED"
Paramount

DIRECTOR
Frank Urson
AUTHOR
Byron Morgan
SCENARIO BY
Byron Morgan
CAMERA MAN
C. E. Shoenbaum
AS A WHOLE
Automobile atmosphere created
around good clean comedy with a thrilling race
at the finish
STORY
Not much plot but carries by action
and amusing comedy
DIRECTION
Good in comedy scenes and auto
race, but allows overacting
PHOTOGRAPHY
.. . . Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA
WORK
Excellent,
attractive
and
breezy in suitable parts
SUPPORT
Theodore Roberts strong in comedy
role
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good.

Splendid
Sufficient
Titles well writen

CHARACTER OF STORY
Hero gives up racing to win girl but later wins race, girl and
foreign contracts for the old man
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,629 feet
If it weren't for some new business and fresh
comedy "Too Much Speed" would be almost identical
with . some of Wallace Reid's past performances.
Especially "Excuse My Dust" which was produced
over a year ago. Theodore Roberts played the pari
of automobile manufacturer and father of the girl
in both productions. There is the usual gasoline

one the impression that all the world is on wheels,
and nothing else matters. The story, plot, action and
even the girl, seem to take back seats in order to allow a few new cars to play in the limelight.
There is, however, a good deal of business and
amusing comedy in this feature that is built up to
a satisfactory and thrilling climax. This time the
automobile race runs on a graded track and a real
thrill is produced when the hero's car skids and barely
misses a high speed collision. This race received a
good deal of applause when played in the Rivoli and
can be expected to produce the same results wherever it is shown.
It is sure-fire stuff.
Besides the thrills there is some splendid comedy,
and in these scenes the honors are shared between
the star and Theodore Roberts. In fact there are
many shots which center entirely on the splendid
comedy work of Roberts. You can expect a good
laugh in the scene where the limousine is wrecked
and Roberts, as Pat MacMurran, crawls out feet first.
The story is very like the usual Reid automobile
comedy. Reid takes the part of Dusty Rhoades, a
champion daredevil racer, who gives up racing for the
sake of his girl. The girl's father manufactures
automobile trucks and is a rival of the company that
"Dusty" has just left. Both companies are anxious to
receive a large South American order. On his wedding
morning, "Dusty," unable to take the other man's dust,
starts a race and ditches the car and his intended
father-in-law, who now certainly objects to the wedding taking place. An elopment and chase follow and

atmosphere, and a little overdone. A grand assortment of latest model 1921 roadsters are run into

both men land in jail. In the end, "Dusty" drives one
of the private cars built by his girl's father, wins the
race and a large contract for the old man.
Agnes Ayres plays the girl in this feature with a
good deal of charm. Guy Oliver, Jack Richardson,
Lucien Littlefield, Henry Johnson and Jack Herbert

almost every set of this picture, and are apt to give

complete the cast.

Allow Previous Productions to Guide You
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Your people will probably remember some of the
previous Wallace Reid automobile comedies as

like his acting and enjoy watching the ever present

"What's Your Hurry?". "The Roaring Road," "Double
Speed" and "Excuse My Dust," and will know exactly what they can expect in this one. The star is
of course very goodlooking and has quite a following.

cigar.
The Paramount press sheet will give you many
advertising ideas and suggest a way to make an auto
tie-up. Wallace Reid drives a MacFarland roadster
in this comedy and it might be well to look up the

Lay stress on the race which is certain to attract
your motoring patrons, and also mention Theodore
Roberts as the father of the girl.
Your folks will

district representative of this car and work a little cooperative plan. The road cops use Fords, but fitted
with special cylinder enginees to trap the speeders.
Mention this.
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Very Familiar Situations but Production Thoroughly Adequate
Neal Hart in
"GOD'S
GOLD"
Pinnacle Prod., Inc. — State Rights
Webster Cullison
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
Arthur Henry Gooden
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
A satisfactory production that
somewhat overcomes very trite plot
STORY
A combination of several sea stories;
fair amount of action
DIRECTION
Fair; at times a bit inconsistent
particularly in connection with handling of the
villain
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Much too bright on interior sets
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Gives
good
performance
and puts up
several good fights
SUPPORT
James
McLaughlin
poorly
cast;
Audrey Chapman adequate heroine; sea types
"suitable
EXTERIORS

Some pretty coast shots

INTERIORS .'
All right
DETAIL
Nothing obviously wrong
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl cast on desert
island with man she hates gradually falls in
love with him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The moral of practically every desert island picture
that has been made seems to be that no matter how
much the girl hates you, if you can manage a shipwreck and bring her safely to an uninhabited island,
she will eventually fall in love with you, and so it
is again in "God's Gold," a feature starring Neal Hart,
and made by Pinnacle Productions. It has all the
familiar ingredients of sea pictures, past and present.

That fact, however, shouldn't detract from its entertainment value where audiences are not already "fed
up" on this formula.
Other than the name of the author, it is impossible
to give any credit to those connected with the actual
making of the picture. Arthur Henry Gooden may
or may not have been acquainted with other stories
similar to his, but at any rate he has used several
trite situations, all of which have appeared in past
productions of this type. There's a slight resemblance
to "Dead Men Tell No Tales," combined with an
atmosphere almost identical to "Beach of Dreams,"
two fairly recent releases.
The director missed a good chance to furnish a thrill
when he neglected to make use of the actual shipwreck. He only suggests it. No matter how old this
idea is, it always supplies a good thrill. For action
he depends entirely on one or two fights that are good
but insufficient to warrant talking about.
Neal Hart, usually thought of in conjunction with
western dramas, is seen in the role of a sea-going adventurer. He offers a good performance and is well
supported in the main by a suitable company, with
Audrey Chapman. As have other island heroines,
Miss Chapman offers a short sequence in which she
solves the difficulties of boudoir inconveniences.
There is nothing objectionable in the scenes.
James Cameron, wealthy adventurer, stows away
on a vessel chartered by Dr. Anson to search for an
island bearing gold from a wrecked ship. Aboard are
the Doctor's daughter Mary and her fiance, Carson.
From his hiding place, Cameron learns that the crew
is planning mutiny. He warns Mary and eventually
saves her life. They live for some time on an island,
during which Mary breaks her engagement with Carson and when Cameron's rescue yacht arrives, goes
with him as his promised wife.

Western Star in Sea Picture Should Attract
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exhibitors who haven't shown any of this type of
pictures recently can undoubtedly satisfy the majority
of patrons with "God's Gold." Particularly if you
frequently select your program from the independent
market, you will do well to secure this one which
shows Neal Hart in a role different from those in
which he usually appears. He is probably best known
as a western type of hero, so if it happens that you
have shown any of his recent releases, such as "Sky-

fire" and "Danger Valley," you might recall them and
say that in "God's Gold" he is an adventurer of the
high seas.
Play up the Captain Kidd angle of the story and the
idea of the buried treasure. You can always appeal
to a certain number with ideas such as these. Also
use catchlines and secure some of the press sheet
posters which represent some of the more important
moments.

§
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A Great Year For

The shrewdest exhibitor minds of this country

Fighters; A Bad
Year For Fools

are looking 'way beyond a period of summer
depression, which is possibly just a little
heavier than usual in certain sections of the
country. These shrewder minds of the industry have the courage to believe that the
season of 1921-1922 will be a great year for
fighters — and a bad year for fools.
You do not find the abler, stronger exhibitors
of this industry growing nervous and resorting to the makeshift remedy of reducing
admission prices to attract patronage.
In the first place, except in certain large cities,
if you put your prices down you are not going
to be able to put them back.
In the second place, beginning in September
and October, all lines of business in the
United States will be booming. Over the
summer wages in all lines are being stabilized.
The country is already vigorously responding
to commercial readjustments. Prices are settling down. Banking conditions are becoming
normal. The great Federal Reserve banking
system saved the country from a panic almost
talked into existence by fools.
Labor is back on the job. The working
muscles of America are again behind the job
It will be a fall and winter season of full
working time or double shifts. All of this
again means big patronage and profits for
motion picture theatres. You cannot have
those profits if you reduce your admissions.
Did you read "A Message for a Few Fools"
which we published in the trade journals
last week?

F.B.WARREN
CORPORATION
154 0 Broadway
New York City
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Good Production But Story Is Fairly Slight
Allan Dwan

presents

Monte I Hue is again cast as an awkward creature,
this time a humble farm hand who is referred to as

"A BROKEN
DOLL"
Associated Producers, Inc.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Allan Dwan
Wilbur Hall
Allan Dwan

CAMERAMEN
O'Connell
AS A WHOLE
presentation

Lyman

Broening

and

L.

W.

Excellent production and artistic
compensate
in a measure
for

story's weakness
STORY
.Serious side of it is hard to appreciate
because the situation is so far-fetched
DIRECTION
Very good; has given
able attention to general technique
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
PLAYERS
Monte Blue in his usual

considerSplendid
Good
Effective
awkward

overdoes it; Mary Thurman,
lcharacter,
ady
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Farm

leading

Pretty
Suffice
Satisfactory
hand
who

breaks
little girl's doll encounters
difficulty
securing money to replace it
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Allan Dwan has given Wilbur Hall's story a
thoroughly good production and it is artistic throughout. The settings, photography and general presentation isall that could be desired. However, it seems
asking a bit too much of an audience to expect them
to take the situation seriously — that of "The Broken
Doll." The author's basic idea is so slight that even
despite the fairly sincere heart interest which it
creates, it doesn't seem sufficient for the incidents
that occur because of it.

a "boy," but certainly doesn't look it. Blue plays the
part in his characteristic manner and makes a good
deal of "Tommy Dawes." He overacts as times or
perhaps it seems so because the scene is held too long.
Mary Thurman is adequate as the heroine who believes in Tommy. Mary Jane Irving, a pleasing
youngster, is the little girl who owns "The Broken
The feature offers a fair piece of entertainment
which will please a good many because it is good to
look
at regardless of the fact that some will find the
Doll."
story a bit slow-moving. Toward the end when Tommy Dawes meets up with an outlaw there is some good
action in the way of a fight, and a small fire which
brings things to a sort of climax prior to the happy
ending. The photography is especially worthy of
comment and there are numerous attractive backgrounds.
Tommy

Dawes

is devoted to Rosemary, the ranch

owner's little crippled daughter. Tommy accidentally
breaks the child's doll and is at a loss to know how
to replace it. In the first place he hasn't any money.
He decides to "borrow" it from another farm hand's
hoard and starts to town to buy a new doll. On the
way he is relieved of the money by a bandit who is
sought by the sheriff. Later Tommy again encounters the outlaw in a shack and Tommy escapes.
The shack burns down, and in it Tommy's assailant
dies. The sheriff suspects Tommy of murder and
arson and places him under arrest. Tommy, feeling
guilty, makes no defense, but in the night accidentally
manages his own escape. Eventually the crime is
cleared up, and Tommy gets a new doll for Rosemary
and marries the sheriff's daughter.

A Lot In It To Please Younger Audiences
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Because it has quite a lot to do with a little girl recent production
"The
Perfect
Crime,"
featuring
and her doll you may show this to your juvenile audi- Monte Blue, if you have already played it.
ences and get a hearty response.
On the other hand
Tell them the story has been adapted from Wilbur
it is a trifle mild for grown-ups to appreciate unless

Hall's Saturday Evening Post story which appeared

they can realy feel sorry for Tommy
Dawes,
and
sympathize with him in his effort to replace "The

under
the title of "Johnny
Cucabod."
Catchlines
could read : "He was only an awkward farm hand, but

Broken

see how he fought to make a little crippled girl happy

Doll."

You

can

talk

about

the

production

end of it and of course the producer's name should
be used in your announcements, and recall his most

by replacing her 'Broken Doll.''
others that should interest.

The title suggests

ftfe^l
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Star Does Good Work in Attractive Role and Fair Production
Viola Dana in
"HOME

STUFF"
Metro

DIRECTOR
Albert J. Kelly
AUTHOR
Frank Dazey
SCENARIO BY
Agnes Johnston
CAMERAMAN
John Arnold
Good production but quite unAS A WHOLE
Wavers
even.
between comedy and drama
STORY
Not convincing and much exaggeration
of both life on the stage and the simple life on
the farm
DIRECTION
Allows overacting and cartoons
home life but otherwise good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
&
Good
STAR
Does some very excellent work in attractive part but gets away from the story in
several places
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Fair
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Correct. Titles excellent
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl of the stage
left stranded in a small town finds a temporary
home on a farm but returns to become famous
in New York
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
Viola Dana does some of her best work in this
story of stage and home life. She is very much alive
from start to finish and seems to enjoy her part, which
is nine-tenths of the entire production. She does
much better in the dramatic moments, which require
intensity and facial expression, than when she tries
i" be funny. Her work is better in the first part of
the story where she leaves the unfortunate little theatrical company, and towards the end where she
abandons herself in the barn dance scene, than it is

during the comedy shots on the farm. Her acting
holds the attention in a remarkable way, and is certain to amuse an average audience.
There are points in this picture where it seems
to drag, but they are immediately caught up by added
action or a bright title, and in one case by a very
clever twist to the story, at the point where the old
farmer's daughter returns home after her sad experience.
This production would have made good comedy
or a good drama if the director had stuck to one or
the other. . As it is, the character of the picture is
neither the one or the other. There is good comedy
in it and some very excellent dramatic moments, but
the sudden changes from one to the other cause the
production as a whole to appear jumpy. On the
other hand, there are several scenes such as the runaway, the back stage of the theater, and the barn
dance that are splendidly directed and produced.
The types and characters are well balanced and chosen
with a good deal of care.
The title writer plays a strong hand in making this
feature presentable. The titles are brief, snappy, and
cover the point in question. "Fired, tired, hungry,
and four hundred miles from New York" — reads one
in the first reel and this tells it all in a nutshell.
The story opens up with a scene from "Way Down
East" being presented on a small town stage. The
company goes broke, and Marge Joy, the young star,
is sacrificed and her part given to a stage struck
amateur, because an admirer is ready to back the
shdw. Marge takes to farm life, and becomes part
of a narrow conservative family until one day the
daughter of the farmer returns. It was she who was
the stage struck girl but had now had enough of
stage life. In order to get the old man to take back
his daughter, Marge kills the love of his son by playing drunk at a dance. She leaves the farm and becomes famous in New York. Some years later the
farmer's boy writes a play and they are reunited.

Viola Dana Fans Will Admire Her in This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Home Stuff" will go over all right. The star has
many admirers who will not be disappointed when
they see what she does in this. Theater life is always
attractive on the screen. It has a romance that is
all its own and this point should not be overlooked
when you are advertising. The average audience will
like this production as a whole and is very apt to

be carried away with the charm of the star and overlook the unevenness.
Use the star's name and the idea that she was
stranded dead broke in a one-horse town. Talk about
the runaway team. The press sheet will give you
many advertising angles and ideas. Before using
the stills make sure that the corresponding views
appear in the film.
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Highly Improbable But Contains Material That Appeals To Many
William Russell in
"CHILDREN

OF
Fox

of the secret society business which so often plays a

NIGHT"

DIRECTOR
Jack Dillon
AUTHOR
Max Brand
SCENARIO BY
John Montague
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A WHOLE
Serial atmosphere in theme that
gives star all important part and considerable
opportunities
STORY
Contains
good
suspense
and
some
thrills if you don't mind them being highlyimprobable
DIRECTION
Manages
to keep the audience
guessing until the end
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Gets a chance to do some fighting even
though it isn't the usual western
SUPPORT
Ruth Renick good in leading feminine role; "Lefty" Flynn poorly cast as villain
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
All right
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Bashful bookkeeper
with wonderful imagination has a day dream
that leads him to propose to a girl
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
In his latest Fox feature William Russell has a
wonderful dream and he doesn't go to sleep to dream
it either, which makes it all the more remarkable.
The story is by Max Brand, and folks that don't mind
improbabilities will accept it favorably and most likely
be satisfied with "Children of Night." It bears
an atmosphere of the serial in respect to the operations

prominent part in the "continued next week" pictures.
The continuity is somewhat choppy at times. This
might be readidly overcome by inserting explanatory
sub-titles where they are needed, and leaving out
some unnecessary ones. It would seem that things
would be less implausible if the hero of the tale
actually dreamed what occurs, but it sort of detracts
from its effectiveness when at the close the hero is
still at his desk, wide awake. He'd have to have an
abnormal imagination to think up any such thing as
"Children of Night," which is the name of the secret
society whose purpose is never disclosed, other than
that its betrayers are punished by death, and the fact
that it works in fear of the police and discovery.
Two stories within the main story are unfolded, and
you don't know until very near the end just how the
second effects the bookkeeper hero. The director
has managed to hold the interest in this manner in
satisfactory fashion. William Russell is given all the
prominence in the. world and toward the close does
some fighting. Ruth Renick is an acceptable heroine,
while "Lefty" Flynn looks the part of the prize fighter
which his name likely indicates, and isn't suited to
the role of villain.

Jones, a bookkeeper, has never interested himself
in women until one day he has a thrilling day dream
in which he becomes entangled in the affairs of a
secret order called "Children of Night." He falls
in love with its only female member, and when she
aids him in escape, her own life is imperilled and it
is up to Jones to save her. Trouvaine, leader of the
society, seeks the girl for himself and has Jones thrown
into a dungeon. Finally, of course, Jones saves the
girl, exposes the society to the police, and when Jones,
the bookkeeper, "comes to," he recognizes Sylvia, the
office girl, as the heroine of his dream.

Star's Name and Catchlines Should Do It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Audiences who prefer thrills and a certain amount
of mystery in their entertainment will be pleased with

the end, and that they will not think it too improbable
to wait for ending, so much the better.

Russell's "Children of Night." It's somewhat different from any of his recent pictures so you might
make a point of this, particularly if you show his features frequently. Max Brand's story isn't intended
for serious digestion, so perhaps it would be just as
well if you let them know it is a dream. On the other
hand if you think it best to keep them guessing until

If the star's name
munity, use his name
and catchlines with
tract. Say : "Have
'Children of Night?'
don't miss William
a good reason why.

is a drawing card in your comin big letters outside the theater
stills in lobby frames should atyou heard of the secret order of
" Or, "If your name is JONES
Russell's latest picture. There's
See for yourself."
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May McAvoy Delightful But Story a Poor Selection For Her First
May McAvoy
"A

liking.
appearance

in

PRIVATE
SCANDAL"
Realart

DIRECTOR
Chester Franklin
AUTHOR
Hector Turnbull
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
J. O. Taylor
AS A WHOLE
A charming little actress its
only attraction; development very obvious
STORY
The same old eternal triangle for the
millionth time and no original twists
DIRECTION
Commonplace
except
where
he

at regular

intervals,

regardless

of your

Chester Franklin's development of the time worn
eternal triangle doesn't bring the feature any touch
of originality nor give it any new twist. Everything
happens just as you expect it to. Once the French
orphan arrives in the home of the Lawtons, and you
learn that Mrs. Lawton is friendly with Crosby, you
know that the little girl is going to suffer somehow.
And she does — nearly has her own romance shattered.
Probably the director stuck to the scenario, and that
accounts for something unusual failing to take place.
The settings are all ordinary looking affairs, one or
two of the exteriors being very unreal.

allows star's personality to predominate
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Standard
STAR
Beautiful and always pleasing
SUPPORT
Well selected and capable company
of players all handicapped by poor parts
EXTERIORS
One or two not at all real looking
INTERIORS
Adequate
DETAIL
Appears to be correct
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
French
orphan
brought into rich home takes the blame for

the husband who never knew of his wife's infidelity,
a fact that most spectators will hardly appreciate,
since his actions in the very opening of the picture

wife's infidelity, nearly ruining her own romance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
. 4,363 feet

indicate that he is aware of Crosby's attentions to
his wife.
j

Since Realart decided to star May McAvoy, everyone has probably looked forward to her first picture
with considerable interest and just because of this
it is unfortunate that a better story was not selected.

Mr. Lawton neglects his wife in his hobby for his
thoroughbred horses. Jeanne, a French orphan
adopted by the Lawtons, is engaged to marry Jerry,
employed by Lawton, but when Lawton infers that
Crosby comes to the house to see her, she accepts
the charge rather than expose Mrs. Lawton, and later,
when the unfaithful wife is about to run away with

Hector Turnbull's "A Private Scandal" holds forth
very litte real opportunity for either the star or the
capable cast selected to support her. In the first
place its main situation has served so long and so
faithfully that it is about time it was retired with a
few other of the age old plots that keep making their

May McAvoy is the bright spot of the picture, and
her appearance and delightful personality is quite
likely to make you forget some of the things that
would otherwise fail to keep you interested. Kathlyn
Williams will satisfy her admirers, although she has
a fairly unattractive part as the unfaithful wife.
Bruce Gordon is the hero, with Ralph Lewis playing

Crosby, Jeanne prevents her at the risk of losing Jerry's love. Eventually Jeanne and Jerry are happy and
Lawton never knows what happened.

They'll Probably Like The Star Enough Not To Kick Otherwise
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a case where the star should be able to put
the picture over, so if your folks have shown a liking
for May .McAvoy in the past they will in all probability be satisfied with "A Private Scandal." Play
up the fact that she is starred in the picture and that
is the first of a series to be made with her by
Realart. To refresh their memories you might recall
her appearance in "The Devils Garden" with Lio
Barrymore and more recently co-featured with Gareth
Hughes in "Sentimental Tommy."

Perhaps the title may attract attention in which case
give it prominence in your announcements. Catchlines might be employed to get them interested in
the story if you find that they still approve of this
familiar theme. "In 'A Private Scandal,' a little
French orphan sacrifices her own happiness to preserve the home of those who gave her a home."
Stills of the star displayed in the lobby should bring
them inside as well.

:
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is proud to present

Rudyard Kipling's
Without Benefit of Clergy
world read story

Directed byJamesYoUUg Produced by Robert BruntOH
Supervised fbr Mr. Kipling by Randolph Lewis

A picture that will grip
the hearts of all humanity:
a perfect story perfectly done.

f

K

Without Ben
1.

Two souls listen to the
drum beat of destiny; two
souls hear the call of the
East in the night.
What did the drum beat,
throbbing like their own
hearts, mean?
Everything or nothing!

TF Kipling had never written any other story than
this, he would still be one of the great authors
of the world.
If James Young never directed another picture,
"Without Benefit of Clergy" would proclaim him
a master.
If everyone of the greatest features that have ever
been made were wiped out, "Without Benefit of
Clergy" would, in itself, proclaim the greatness of
the art to future generations.
In its revelation of a wonderful love, in its amazing
power to move the human heart, in its intensity of
emotion, in its superb acting, its mysticism and its
colorful and perfect presentation, "Without Benefit
of Clergy" stands alone.
It is the screen's greatest triumph.

I

To every exhibitor
,f

PATHE presents the superlative
offering of the year.
Rudyard Kipling is the world's
greatest living author, a man whose
works every school child knows, who
is read by everyone who reads.
"Without Benefit of Clergy" is one
of the most wonderfully appealing
love stories the world has ever seen;
it is the story of two persons who
were as far apart in birth and training as the North and South poles — a
whi'e man and a beautiful young
Hindu girl, yet who loved one another with a perfect love.
In every detail of story, direction,

acting, production and universal appeal the picture is perfect. In itself
it is a perfect answer to every critic
the screen has ever had.
It will play upon the heart strings of
your audiences; it will move them as
no picture has ever moved them before; it will bring them back again
and again to see it; it will establish
your house as the very temple of motion picture art.
With the presentation and exploitation which it deserves, and for which
it presents unparalleled opportunities,
it will certainly surpass in receipts
any picture you have ever had in your
house. That is our honest belief.
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Not The Best Kind Of Entertainment Available
"FINE

FEATHERS"
Metro

DIRECTOR

Fred Sittenham

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Eugene Walter
Eugene Walter
Arthur Cadwell

AS A WHOLE

A bit too heavy for summer entertainment and has a real tragic ending
STORY
Heavy drama not the best for general
entertainment purposes
DIRECTION
Makes
an effort to keep
the
dramatic conclusion from jarring, but it is somewhat oppressive
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
CAMERAWORK
PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Usually all right
Average
All do good work and are suitable
Not many
Customary sets
Adequate

CHARACTER

OF STORY
Wage earner dishonestly acquires wealth which he loses, and
then shoots himself and the man who ruined
him
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
"Fine Feathers" is from Eugene Walter's play which
he has adapted for the screen for Metro's presentation. It may be that audiences accepted the stage
version with satisfaction, but this sort of domestic
drama has been used so frequently in screen entertainment in the past few years that its appeal is considerably lessened with each repetition.
Even though it has a note that rings more or less
true to life, its situations are unreasonable in actuality,
and of the nature that makes the spectator want to
cry out "why doesn't she do so and so" and "why is

he so blind," etc. But the players go right ahead
with the author's ideas regardless of how impossible
they may strike you. The plot is father similar to
the play which met with such success some years ago,
"Paid
act of
of the
affairs

in Full," and the opening scenes show the last
it being enacted and witnessed by the principals
picture play and gradually their own domestic
shape themselves after the fashion of the play.

The production is satisfactory, but contains evidence of revision and cutting which have' probably
benefited it a lot, but still the continuity is slightly
rugged in spots. There is an overdose of sub-titles
that might readily be thinned out. And then again
where a sub-title would have been preferable to the
use of a model showing a dam collapsing, they fail
to make use of it. The model certainly doesn't look
at all real.
Claire Whitney's performance is all that the part of
the wife requires. Eugene Pallette, as her husband,
does good work but overacts a trifle in the dramatic
climax. Others are. Thomas Ross, Warburton Gamble
and June Elvidge.
Bob Reynolds accepts Brand's suggestion and
passes on an inferior cement which is used in the construction ofa dam which Brand is building, for which
he is being paid a large sum by the Government.
Bob's wife, Jane, enjoys the luxury which the newly
acquired wealth affords, but doesn't know that Bob
obtained it dishonestly until he tells her that Brand
has "cleaned" him by giving him a false "tip" on
speculation; also that he (Bob) has forged a check
with Brand's name. Like the woman in "Paid in
Full," Jane goes to Brand who gives her a check to
clear Bob. The husband refuses to believe that Jane
gave nothing in return. He kills Brand and then
himself.

Should Go Where They Relish Domestic Drama
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Audiences that have shown a liking for drama of
this calibre will in all probability be satisfied if you
give them "Fine Feathers."

On

the other hand if

particularly if you cater to regular "trade."
Claire Whitney is an old favorite whose name mentioned with the title may attract them. Use the

you know how your patrons' tastes run and they are
not entertained Avith domestic troubles of this char-

author's name and remind them of the stage play from
which the screen version has been adapted. If you

acter, you won't be able to put this one over because
it is strictly dramatic and rather heavy at that if you
take the tragic climax into consideration. Exhibitors

want to bring them in on the strength of the story,
the Metro press sheet contains catchlines that can

will

best

use

their

own

judgment

with

this

one

be used effectively. There are also further exploitation suggestions of which you can avail yourself.
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Quite a Disappointment After Sennett's Last Two
Mack Sennett's
"HOME
TALENT"
Associated Producers, Inc.
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

CAMERAMAN
DIRECTOR
and

Fred Jackman and Perry Evans
PHOTOGRAPHER
of ROMAN

EPISODE

James E. Abbe

AS A WHOLE
Big sets "and plenty of comedy
effort, also good display of famous Sennett girls
STORY
Not a genuine laugh in the whole five
reels ; Roman episode done on a lavish scale
DIRECTION
All right but somehow or other
the humorous business does not get over
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
Nearly all the well known Sennett
players are used, but even Ben Turpin fails to
make you laugh
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Some lavish sets
OF

STORY

Comedy Features

failure to produce laughs. At any rate it doesn't.
And the Roman episode, which consists of several
Not credited
Not credited
Not credited

DETAIL
CHARACTER

13

Satisfactory
Vaudeville
team

out of work plans Roman play which is shown
bit by bit as they read the script
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
All of Mack Sennett's best comedians, the appearance of the bathing girls in attractive costumes, and
some lavish sets, do not make "Home Talent" the
sort of comedy entertainment which is usually provided by and expected of this producer. Somehow
or other this latest five reel comedy feature misses
fire, and it seems hard to locate the reason for its

lavish sets and is fairly spectacular, fails in its burlesque of the Roman slave market. In this sequence
James E. Abbe, a. well known portrait artist, is given
credit for the direction and photography. The settings are attractive and a large company is well
handled. The scenes rather resemble some of those
used in "A Small Town Idol."
Ben Turipn, Charlie Murray, Eddie Gribbon, James
Finlayson and Kalla Pasha handle the comedy stunts,
while Phyllis Haver has the feminine lead. The Sennet girls include Harriet Hammond, Mildred June and
Kathryn McGuire. The best bit of amusement presented is in the Roman episode which gives a burlesque of an ancient Roman slave market. It would
seem that the idea held forth better opportunities for
comedy than have been secured. At any rate the
laughs don't come spontaneously even in this sequence and the titles aren't up to the Sennett standard.
Murray plays the part of a landlord who cannot
collect from a stranded vaudeville troupe. Other than
to remind them of their rent, Murray hasn't much to
do in "Home Talent." The title suggests a lot of
fun in the way of amateur theatricals of the "Main
St." variety, and that is all the more reason why
"Home Talent" is apt to prove disappointing to the
majority.
The picture opens with two vaudeville teams, out
of work, deciding to combine their efforts in a play
dealing with the ancient Roman slave market. They
hold an impromtu rehearsal and then the actual play
is visualized. These scenes done by James Abbe are
attractive, and the composition is quite effective. In
fact, the artistic quite overcomes the comedy element.

Will Show Up Better If Cut Considerably
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

After the laughs provided by "Love, Honor and Be-

which has been inserted to make

it a feature. It

have" and "A Small Town Idol," you cannot help but
be disappointed with "Home Talent." Perhaps a
final decision cannot be given from a showing given

hasn't feature possibilities, and especially coming after
Sennett's last two, which were very much better, it's
a big disappointment.

for reviewing purposes, but certainly everyone is
human enough to want to laugh if they have some-

You had better use your own judgment with "Home
Talent" because even one like this is apt to make it
hard for you to convince them that you have a good
one next time you announce a Sennett comedy. If,
however, Associated cuts it to short reel length you
need not hesitate, and the best of the burlesque
sequence will likely please them.

thing to laugh at, and you just can't laugh at "Home
Talent." It would be well for both Associated and
Mack Sennett if the picture were cut to a two or
three reeler, eliminating much of the obvious padding
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Audrey Munson's Figure Featured Clearly in This
Audrey Munson in
"HEEDLESS MOTHS"
Perry Plays, Inc. — Equity Pictures — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Robert Z. Leonard
AUTHOR
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Hal Young
AS A WHOLE
Production of varying merit
designed to display star in the nude
STORY
Very trite and conventional
DIRECTION
At times
good but lacks cooperation inallied departments of production
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good
LIGHTINGS
Very good
CAMERA WORK
'
Good
STAR
Certainly hasn't been overpraised
SUPPORT
Generally acceptable
EXTERIORS
Few used but good
INTERIORS
Very lavish
DETAIL
Fair; some subtitles bad
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Artists'
model
saves butterfly wife of man she loves from
villain
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5,000 feet

"Heedless Moths" offers a slight and conventional
plot contrived in the main to permit Audrey Munson,
a really famous artists' model, to display herself. The
accent of the above sentence, be it said, belongs emphatically on the last syllable of the last word. The
general public no longer is obliged to take the word
of noted artists and sculptors that Miss Munson's
is the perfect figure. "Heedless Moths" brings everything out very clearly.
That the picture may possess commercial value and
artistic merit are seemingly questions of minor im-

portance; the big conundrum is "will the picture get
by the censors?" There are some beautiful shots
wherein she poses in the nude. But such beauty is
not appreciated by those who censor the pictures of
the screen. And it is needless to add that the close
shot showing the Aphrodite depressions on either side
of the base on Miss Munson's spinal column may be
obliterated by the well known "film eraser."
As for the story, it is trite. The beautiful, sensitive
model, Miss Munson. The idealistic sculptor ; his
butterfly wife. The sculptor does a nude group working from the life. He and his model fall in love but
it is a love not to be realized. In the meantime the
butterfly wife has become enmeshed in the nets
thrown out by a dilletante artist. One night he pulls
in the nets and the wife finds herself in his exotic
apartment. Climax : the model realizes that the husband is searching for his wife. She breaks into the
dilletante's apartment, hides the wife and plays the
role of the reveler, thus salvaging the domestic life
of the man she loves. For the model, there is left —
posing.
The continuity is only fair ; but might seem better
if the picture were run straightaway and not broken
for stage effects as it is in its New York presentation.
Robert Z. Leonard's direction at times discloses an
artistic touch and the sets by A. Viragh Flower are
very beautiful. Leonard, however, has done fetter
work with a well oiled producing organization operating behind him.
Miss Munson receives acceptable support from
Hedda Hopper, Holmes E. Herbert, Ward Crane,
Irma Harrison and Tom Burroughs. The child actor
is quite overconscious.

Value Depends on Censor's Attitude and Character of Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The way for "Heedless Moths" has been paved with
pages of publicity in the magazine sections of the
Hearst papers and their allied syndicate organs.
There seems to be no doubt that if the exhibitor ties
up his advertising of the picture with these articles
he will get the crowds coming in strong.
Providing the censors let the producers get by
with all the scenes at present in the continuity, it
will be possible for the exhibitor to truthfully advertise this as an "artistic production."
There is

always the danger, however, of the nude arousing
the wrath of the more straight-laced audiences. It
can be said, though, in defense of the producers that
there is nothing intentionally salacious or immoral
about the picture.
So the course of the exhibitor is easy if he thinks
his public will stand for all that may or may not be
in "Heedless Moths" when it comes to him. The
publicity received by the star will account for an immense curiosity on the part of a large slice of the
public.
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Buried Treasure Story Given Very Pretty Production
Edith Roberts in
"THUNDER
ISLAND"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Norman Dawn
AUTHOR
Beatrice Grimshaw
SCENARIO BY
Wallace Clifton
CAMERAMAN
Thomas Rea
AS A WHOLE
Rather a novel number with
pretty water spectacle atmosphere; locations
sure to attract
STORY

After the plan of "Captain Kidd;" interests, but plot isn't over substantial
DIRECTION
Very good; has given artistic detail much splendid attention and gets a fair
amount of action in climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS . . . ..
Good
CAMERA WORK
First rate
STAR
.Always pleasing; plays a short sequence
in a double role
SUPPORT
Fred De Silva well cast as villain;
Jack O'Brien the hero ; others suitable
EXTERIORS
.... Quite picturesque
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Mexican
orphan
girl being forced into an unwelcome marriage
escapes and is saved by white man
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,279 feet
Edith Roberts' latest starring vehicle for Universal
offers a really novel little picture that contains considerable splendid artistic effort that isn't always expended on features not included in the "super specials"
list. Norman Dawn has provided Beatrice Grimshaw's story with a charming sea atmosphere, that

together with the appearance
of the star, makes
"Thunder Island" quite worth while.
The plot is along the lines of the well known pirate
and buried treasure theme, which has already been
done so many times that it's hard to remember the
number, but even though "Thunder Island" hasn't
anything very new or substantial to distinguish it
as a story, the production given it practically covers
up all other shortcomings that might otherwise make
it commonplace.
The climax is not quite as forceful as most folks
will expect it to be. There is considerable fighting,
but it doesn't seem big enough, and then too, it ends
the story a bit abruptly even though it is opportune.
Miss Roberts is always pleasing as Isola Garcia,
the Mexican girl, and in the first reel she plays a
double role, that of brother and sister, in first rate
fashion. There is one shot, probably double exposure, which is excellent. Others in the supporting
cast are suitable and do adequate work.
Isola and her brother Juan tend sheep in the coast
fields. One day Juan is killed by sheep thieves. Paul
Corbin, a white man cruising along the coast in
search of a buried chest of pearls, helps Isola to drive
off the raiders. Corbin bids Isola good-bye, when the
Don of the principality sends for Isola, the girl wife
whom he had married two years before, when it was
thought he was dying. The Don desired to leave his
fortune to Isola. But he had recovered and was sending for the girl. Don Pio, the escort, in the meantime learns that the Don is really dead and plans
to get Isola for himself. She escapes and goes aboard
Corbin's boat. Pio follows, but is overcome by Corbin, who has fallen in love with Isola.

DO YOU PUT A VALUE ON YOUR TIME?
Then should you waste it in personally being annoyed or
burdened with your Developing and Printing?
Isn't it a wasteful plan for a busy Producer to be compelled
to spend time at the Laboratory in order to get results when
the chief function of a well organized Laboratory is to lift this
burden from the Producer?
The Republic can and is willing to think and act for you
in all such matters.

Air Cleansed — Dustproof
PRINTING
DEPARTMENT

Republic
128 West

Laboratories,

52nd Street
PHONES

CIRCLE
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5828-5829
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The Star's Name And Attractive Locations Good Talking Points
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
■

Edith Roberts in

have some drawing power, but it isn't particularly
pertinent, so you might use it in conjunction with the

"THUNDER
ISLAND"
Universal

following: "Near the Gulf of California is a small
island near which is buried a precious treasure. Edith

If your folks like "pretty" pictures they'll be well

Roberts will take you to 'Thunder

satisfied with Edith Roberts' latest.
It is really good
to look at, and stills in the lobby will be certain to
bring them
inside to see more.
Exhibitors
who

latest Universal picture."
Tell them about the dual role, showing pictures of
the star as both brother and sister. If you can secure
a short trailer to show prior to the regular showing,

usually show Universal product and have played any
recent pictures with Miss Roberts should please their
audiences

with

"Thunder

Island."

The

title

Island' in her

you
get them interested. The star's
name will
will probably
attract also.

may

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
"JVe Never Disappoint"

w
36 East Twenty-Second Street
New York
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What-Not and Nonsense Make Good Bit of Light Comedy Entertainment
Wanda
"A
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Hawley in

KISS
IN TIME"
Realart
Thomas Heffron
Royal Brown
Douglas Doty
William Collins
Pleasing light comedy offering

that supplies satisfying hot weather entertainment
STORY
Fairly slight but amusing and rounded
out with good incident
DIRECTION
Quite good;
keeps the interest
well sustained for the most part; a little too
much time to end it
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Comes forth in bobbed hair this time;
suited to the part provided
SUPPORT
T. Roy Barnes and Walter Hiers
set the comedy pace
EXTERIORS
Suffice
INTERIORS
Suit the occasion
DETAIL
Not important
CHARACTER OF STORY
Author puts himself to the task of proving to a girl, unknown
to her, that she will kiss him within a given
time
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,351 feet
From the very outset when you see the attractive
heroine Avith a funny-looking fiance you know that
it will be "The Kiss in Time" that will prevent her
marriage to the unromantic looking, cold-in-the-head
prospective. But how it will all happen is left to be
told by Wanda Hawley, capably assisted by Walter
Hiers and T. Roy Barnes, with a smaller contribution

by Bertram Johns. The comedy business takes just
a little too long to get started, but once on the right
track, you are likely to be amused by a series of light
comedy incidents that take place mostly in automobiles and in an attractive looking road house, called
"Hustle Inn," where the hero and heroine hustle out.
appeared in McClure's as
story
Brown's
RoyalFour
"From
to Eleven
Three.

It consists of unimportant occurrences that don't
amount to a row of pins of themselves, but director
Heffron has put them nicely together, done some judicious padding that holds the attention over the less
conspicuous places, and has secured players that put
forth their best efforts to make you like it.
Perhaps the majority will not notice it, but there
will be some who expect to have the hero win his
case by dancing. He lists the qualifications expected
by the heroine and crosses them off, one by one, as
he fails. She had mentioned "dancing" and when they
arrive at "Hustle Inn" it is natural to expect that his
dancing will win her over — but they fail to step the
light fantastic and hero is left to win the wager by
He rescues a little child from an explosion.
accident.
Sheila was an artist and Brian an author. Brian
wrote a story about a girl who was wooed and won
in four hours. Sheila refused to illustrate it because
it was impossible for such a thing to happen, she said.
Brian wagered that he could make her kiss him within four hours. His first step towards success is getting
Sheila to go with him to an orchard where he shows
her some beautiful blossoms. The atmosphere has
no effect and they are forced to speed away to escape
Bertie, a would-be detective hired by Sheila's fiance,
to protect her. Sheila and Brian hide in a roadhouse,
are followed and escape. Brian has five minutes to go
to win the wager. He saves a child from death by
an explosion and is rewarded with a kiss. Of course
Sheila acquires a new fiance.

Star's Name and Some Exploitation Should Suffice
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Realart is offering you another good summer

num-

ber in "A Kiss in Time," Wanda Hawley's most
recent feature. You have a good title to work with
and one which suggests plenty of ideas for exploiting
the picture. Secure a press sheet distributed by the
producer and make use of the many ideas contained
in it. A good variety of tie-ups and advertising hints
will help you put the picture over. Tell them it is
light comedy entertainment, and show some stills of
Miss Hawley in her bobbed hair and also pictures of

T. Roy Barnes and Walter Hiers, both familiar personages in comedies.
An effective prologue is outlined in the paper provided by Realart. If you go in for teaser advertising
the title can be used to advantage. Say : "Sheila was
engaged to an old fogy but see what happened by 'A
Kiss in Time,' " or others along those lines. A recently popular song hit "I Never Knew What a Kiss
Could Do," could be rendered during the showing
with someone singing off stage.
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Drama Without Titles Would Be Better If Relieved of Some Footage
Hugo Ballin presents
"THE JOURNEY'S
END"
Hugo Ballin Prod. — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Hugo Ballin
AUTHOR
Sister Eileen
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
J. Diamond
AS A WHOLE
A sincere attempt to present a
drama without words that would have proved
successful minus considerable footage
STORY
Quite beautifully suggested and well
acted ; has rather unusual twist at close
DIRECTION
Effective except that he dwells
too long on each phase of the theme
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
PLAYERS
The best performance contributed
by George Bancroft; Mabel Ballin makes a serious effort but lacks facial expression; Wyndham Standing's opportunities limited
EXTERIORS
Very pretty
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
More than is required
CHARACTER OF STORY. .Mill hand's wife leaves
her husband and later marries the owner when
husband is reported killed
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 7,000 feet
Hugo Ballin's third production has been adapted
from a story written by a Dominican nun and called
"Ave Maria." The producer has set out to present a
drama minus the usual sub-titles required to explain
the action. In the main he has succeeded nicely in
keeping it comprehensive, employing close-ups of letters to define some of the events, while flashes of a
calendar indicate the passing time. But the extreme
footage consumed in telling the story detracts more
than a little from the complete success which the pro-

duction might have attained. And there are moments,
too, when for quite a stretch the spectator cannot
grasp what is going on and the old sub-titles are really
needed. This is especially true in the sequence showing the iron worker employed on a construction job,
where he changes identity with a man who is killed.
The production values are excellent and considerable effort has been expended along artistic lines. Many
fine touches in the telling of the story, done by suggestion, offer really worthy moments in the feature. On
the whole the theme is not strictly original — the iron
worker's wife who falls in love with her husband's
employer and the subsequent reported death of the
husband which allows her to remarry. On the other
hand, the ending is perhaps a bit new. The remarried wife finds her former husband alive and living the
life of a monk. But the conclusion would have been
much more effective if about half the present footage
were used to present it. It loses much of its force
by being so long.
Quite the best acting in the piece is done by George
Bancroft as the mill hand. He certainly makes a very
real laborer and has a role that offers many fine opportunities. His characterization is firs.t class. Mabel
Ballin, who has been featured in previous productions
made by Mr. Ballin, is adequate in the part of the wife,
but would have made a finer impression if she would
register some change in her facial expression.
Throughout the picture she maintains an almost piously sorrowful countenance with the exception of one or
two smiles.
Wyndham Standing has little to do.
When the iron worker learns that his wife has gone
away alone and not with the mill owner, instead of
doing the natural thing, search for her, he allows it to
become known that he is dead. In reality he goes to
Rome and becomes a monk, where he dies some time
later after seeing his wife on her honeymoon with her
former admirer.

You Can Promise a Careful Production and a Novelty
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Journey's End" will not only benefit by but
requires cutting to make it get over. At a pre-release
showing it ran ninety-five minutes. Reduced to six
reels or even less it will prove more worth while. You
have a novelty to offer in the fact that it contains no
written-in sub-titles, excepting, of course, those lines
presented in the form of letters. You have Hugo Ballin's two previous

productions,

"Pagan

Love"

and

"East

Lynne,"

to mention

in conjunction

with

the

showing of "The Journey's End."
You might interest a certain majority by announcing that the story is by a nun and originally called
"Ave Maria." In this connection you have a wellknown sacred number which should form the,basis of
your musical accompaniment. Catchlines based on
the unusual ending will probably attract attention.
Stills in the lobby and exploitation generally should
get them in.

1

Some Short Reels
'Flaming Ice" — National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures
Type of production
1 reel adventure scenic
"Flaming Ice" is a scientific scenic that presents an element
of danger. The camera in this is turned upon a glacier, and
there _are many beautiful and descriptive shots that illustrate
in detail the giant mass of ice and its crushing downward
movement.' The explorers are well fitted for the adventure,
and take some chances when they lower themselves down a
crevice to get specimens and the photographs. There are
some very lovely night scenes lit by torches whose flames
are reflected in the ice. The negative is very skillfully dyed
and as a whole presents a very realistic effect. It could,
however, be greatly improved by judicious cutting.

"The High Rollers"— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel comedy

Most of the .fun in this comedy is obtained in a skating rink
and from two boys dressed to resemble gorillas, who frighten
the skaters. The comedy as a whole presents little that is
really new in the field of screen humor, but it nevertheless
moves about in a breezy fashion. The pair of monkeys arrive
on a boat and make their escape. They steal two pair of
roller skates and skate into the rink. The rest is easy to
imagine. The action of this reel is swift, and it is certain to
get several good laughs though as a whole it is not far above
an average comedy.

"Movie Chats"— No 56— Kineto Co.
Type of production

1 reel magazine

This number of Charles Urban's Movie Chats contains some
interesting shots and is well balanced. It opens with some
views of Strassberg. the capital of Alsace-Loraine, and turns
the camera on the streets, squares, and canal of this quaint
city. Gutenberg place and the manument to the inventor
of movable type are both shown in the first part of this magazine. Girls in overalls are next shown picking fruit in California, "the vineyard of the world." The nature section of
this magazine is devoted to large birds. There are some
beautiful shots of cranes, falcons, hawks and eagles. The
birds are shown eating their prey. In the last part of this
reel the camera is turned upon the Royal family of Spain
attending the official enrolment of the Crown Prince in the
army. The little Prince himself is shown kissing the flag and
sword. The army is then reviewed from the royal box in
the field. The entire reel is well photographed and full of
interest.

"The City of Algiers"— Burton Holmes-Paramount
Type of production
1 reel travel
This reel combines scenic and travel. The city of Algiers,
where the East and West meet, is shown in all its sunlight
and splendor. Burton Holmes arrives at the harbor of this
African city which was taken over by the French in 1830 and
held ever since. Fishermen, harbormen and life about the
docks are all shown. The graded streets that lead to the
freight docks are photographed before the camera is turned on
the town itself. There is a French aspect to the streets of
Algiers and a continental appearance to the cafes. The Grand
Mosque and the whitewashed Mosque of the Fishermen are
both brought into focus. The lower city with its European
buildings is contrasted against the upper city with its narrow
streets and general Eastern aspect. There are one or two
splendid bits of photography in this section of the reel. The
picture closes with several shots of the veiled women of Algiers going about their various tasks through the winding
streets and arches of this interesting town.

"Golf"— Cinal-Educational
Type of production

1 reel sport

If your folks have any sporting blood in their veins they
will enjoy this slow motion analysis of the strokes of the
game. The ball is struck first as the naked eye would see it,
and then the speed is reduced and every detail of the stroke
caught by the ultra-speed camera. The twist of the wrists is
illustrated in performing a long drive. A short drive, a bunker
stroke and many other tricks of the game are clearly shown.
When the speed of the ball is greatly reduced it can be seen
as it leaves the club at the moment of compact. For a long
time some golf experts held that the club follows the ball
for six or eight inches after the ball is struck. But slow
motion photography has now proved this to be an error. The
ball leaves the club at the moment of impact and this is
clearly shown in the above film. The golf fans in your audience would enjoy and appreciate this sport picture and would
be sorry to miss it if you overlooked it.

"Your Own

Home"— Pollard— Pathe

Type of production

1 reel comedy

The joys of suburban life and the inconveniences of a
modern bungalow are all shown in this comedy. Leaky roofs,
paper walls, quarrelsome neighbors, and house pets that
can become pests all go to make up the fun in this slapstick
comedy. Wind and .rain effects are very well photographed
and a good deal of the humor is obtained by allowing the
roof to cave in and pouring streams of water on to the beds
and furniture of the rooms. In the end the home owners
decide to go out and spend the night in the garden for fear
they will catch cold in the house. Although this comedy presents nothing that is very new it nevertheless will get several
good laughs and for that reason would make a good program
filler. The sets are well done and a good deal of attention
has been paid to detail. Some trick photography too is
effectively used to make the house shimmy when the fat
woman dances.

"Annette Kellerman in High Diving"— Cinal-Educational
Type of production

1 reel slow motion

Annette Kellerman does some fancy diving before the
camera which is reduced to slow motion and every detail
and grace clearly shown. Besides the ordinary and fancy
dives Miss Kellerman does some under water swimming
which is also reduced in speed and makes a lovely effect.
Unfortunately the camera is turned against the light and in
many places the shots appear not very clear. As a slow
motion picture this reel is not up to the average either in
interest or photography. A good deal of footage in this reel
is wasted in an introduction and an epilogue which has little
or nothing to do with the subject of diving.

Pathe Review No. 109
Type of production

i reel magazine

The greater part of this magazine is devoted to showinghow radium is extracted from its ore. The various
chemical
processes are illustrated and the final product shown in its
tiny glass container. Some remarks regarding the extraction
of this most precious element and its uses are included. The
camera is next turned upon the screen. This section of the
magazine is called "The Door That Has No Lock." The
remainder is devoted to color illustrations
of Japanese lillies,
and a slow motion dance called "Swish swish.""

Short Reels
"Sneakers" — Christie — Educational
Type of production

2 reel comedy

This is an average comedy production which holds the interest quite well, but presents little that is very new or very
funny. A great many extras are used in the gambling house
raid, which appears in the end of the first reel. The raid
scenes are very effective and well done. The story is simple.
Hubby receives a telephone call from the boys and tries
to tell his wife that he must "sit up with Bill." His wife,
however, keeps a card index and reminds hubby that according to his report a week ago Bill had died. Then she receives
a 'phone call from some of her friends inviting her to visit a
notorious gambling house and she steals out of the house.
He too gets out, and they are both present when the house
is raided but escape. After a good deal of difficulty they
escape from the cops and steal back home, each believing that
the other has remained in the house all night. In the end
they discover that they have neglected the baby whom they
fortunately find asleep with the dog. The action in this
comedy is quite brisk and the interest well held throughout.
The production as a whole is not much above the Christie
average and certainly not up to his best.

"The Skylark"— Universal
Type of production

1 reel comedy

This is an out-of-jail-and-run comedy. It presents nothing
that is very new or original and the laughs are few and far
between. The comedy is built on very old fashioned lines
and runs through without a single surprise. The jail bird
escapes at the very start of this reel, and the remainder of
the footage is used up with the usual chase. Some trick
photography is used and two or three street shots well registered. In the end an aeroplane chase is planted and the jail
bird drops out and lands back into jail. A great many more
laughs would have been obtained if the audience were not
let into the secret of what the surprise is going to be.
In almost every climax the trick leaks out, and the thunder
is lost before it gets the chance to develop.

"A Handy Husband" — Gayety-Educational
Type of production
1 reel comedy
"A Handy Husband" is a single reel farce in which most
of the fun is obtained from a pair of detachable mustaches.
The story has been done so many times before that it is
difficult to get a genuine laugh out of it. The young people
run away from papa and are married in secret. Her brother
arrives in town and the husband becomes very jealous, not
knowing the relationship that exists- between this man and
his wife. The young husband then poses as the new butler
using a pair of black mustaches to disguise his real identity.
Sometimes the mustache is used for side whiskers and sometimes they become bushy eye brows. Each member of the
household sees the butler looking differently until in the end
the discovery is made. Henry Murdock, Teddy Samson and
Thornton Edwards are featured in this single reel comedy.
There are a few good exteriors in this reel, but the interiors,
in which most of the action runs, are quite poorly put together.

"The Rim of the Desert"— Universal
Type of production

2 reel western

For a western there is very little action in this one. The
story too is not very convincing. Two young men are in
with the same girl, and in order to test their love, she
■-ays that she would marry the one who would first bring her
a flower from the well in the center of the desert. Now such
a test as this could prove a man's endurance or a man's willingness but hardly his love. It will be hard for any audience
•.allow this pill. The two men start their ride across
the desert for the flower, and during one night the bad man

empties the other fellow's canteen. The remainder of the
story deals with the struggles of the hero in the desert.
He looses his horse in a very realistic sand storm and chews
up the earth as he lies dying of thirst. He is rescued by
some ranchers and returns just as the bad man is about to
claim the girl. Justice is then handed around — the hero gets
the girl and the bad man receives a funeral. The director of
this western certainly did not waste very much time with its
production. Perhaps it could not have been helped very
much anyway. The story is certainly not worthy of a better
production.
''Man vs. Woman" — Christie — Educational
Type of production
•.
2 reel comedy
This is an average Christie comedy of the slap stick variety.
It moves along quite rapidly and presents the usual amount
of laughs. Although this comedy is not below the average
Christie production, it is certainly not up to Christie's best.
The comedy is based on the cave-man theme. Jimmie, the
hero, finds that his girl pays him little attention, and he proceeds to follow
tip girl
and is"treat
Real
cave-man
stuff follows
and a the
won. 'em
But rough."
during the
wedding
the
groom
is kidnapped
forced
to put
convict's uniform.
All is well
until he and
meets
a real
gangon ofa prisoners
working
on the road. The complications that follow may easily be
imagined. The regulation kiss is saved for the last foot of
film and all is well as it should be. The locations and photography of this are both good and it is sure to please, in a quiet
way, your average audience. There are enough laughs to
carry it over.

"Movie Chats"— No. 49— Kineto
Type of production

1 reel magazine

This opens with views of a new method of picking cranberries. No longer are they gathered one by one in a long
tedious process, but are combed from the ground with a device
that rakes and gathers the berries. The camera then goes
back several years to record an event of history. The crowd
in front of the opera house in Paris on Armistice day is shown
dragging the trophies of war about the streets. The scientific
section of this reel deals with the raising of turtles for the
market, and the gathering of sap from maple trees in Vermont.
A fly catching plant is shown in operation. The leaves are clamshaped and are provided with interlocking thistles; the halves
remain open and are lined with a sweet liquid to attract the fly.
As soon as the fly enters he is certain to touch one or more
of the three sensitive nerves and quick as a flash the halves
close up tight as a clam. The body of the fly is absorbed in
a remarkable digestive system possessed by the plant. This
wonder of nature is certain to please and amuse any audience.
Several oriental views are sandwiched into this magazine to
round out the balance. Port Said, the Mediterranean entrance
to the Suez Canal, is shown, and camel transportation in E
also appears in this.
"The Fox"— Pathe
Type of production

1 reel adventure scenic

Bob and Bill appear in this red-blood out door scenic, and
demonstrate to the city folks how a trap for a fox is set. The
trap is planted in a hole filled with chaff, and to make sure
that it springs fully it is wrapped in wax paper which protects the trap from the chaff and is easily broken through
by the foot of the unlucky animal.. Before the trap catches
its prey Bill and Bob decide to get as close to nature as they
can; accordingly they discard their clothes and jump in for
a swim. But the old farmer gives chase and in the end
the dog recovers the clothes for the boys. Then they revisit
the trap and find that it holds a grey fox. After a while they
decide to give the beast its liberty and the frightened creature
dashes off the screen. There are some very good locations
caught in this adventure scenic and some nice photography,
and what is more important, it is clean and amusing.
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Warns America
k. Weekly Hopes for Retaliation
Foreign Producers Are Prejudiced Against
DAILY)

jindon — Kinematograph Weekly
I irially discusses the attitude of
jlin film people in America reuing the protection of American
j<ets against the importation of
ign films on a large scale.
lie publication which, it may be
Id, authoritatively reflects the
ijion of a large part of the British
cstry has come out in favor of
^national free trade, but adds that
rt-rica may expect retaliation if
l\erica weights the scales in favor
producers."
Jer
lie own
editorial
in part reads:
four own attitude in this matter is
a international free trade in films
e ideal, and in any consideration
Vie problem it should not be forM;n that the first interest to be
«|idered is not that of the producer
of the public. It is even more
irtant that British theaters should
r a full selection of the best films
everywhere than that we
dd have a thriving native prolion, for British production in itIdepends in the last resort on a
ilfied and increasing public for
qires — a public which cannot be
lined without variety. But the
r s of international competition
idd be equal; if America weights
Hscales in favor of her own prolirs she must expect retaliation —
L<we hope she gets it."
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Watch the Fur

American Owned

Present Ame: can Stockholders
and
Management Acquire Control of
Pathe r .change, Inc.
Begin to fly. When Adolph Ztikor meets Sydney Cohen.
In one of the most important motion picture transactions in recent
And Senator Jimmy Walker. It's scheduled to start tomorrow.
years, the present American stockholders and American management
At Billy Brandt's lunch. And end in Minneapolis. 'N between
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., have just
then an' now — Well! Who'll start a book?
On who'll win.
Syd started with Bill Brady. And Jimmy Walker finished it. acquired control of the $7,000,000
company from Pathe Cinema, Ltd.,
And now the pickin's shifted. To Zukor. And Famous. Chi- of Paris.
cago and Cleveland. All over again. Because Minneapolis
Announcement to this effect is
made
in a cable from Paul Brunet,
looms up. All this time Zukor has been quiet. Now he's gonna who has
been arranging the details
talk. And say somethin'.
Betcha it'll be a party.
of the transaction with the officials
Standin room'l be at a premium Tuesday. When round of Pathe Cinema, Ltd., in Paris.
Charles Pathe retains a large share
one opens.
Let's go.
of stock in the American concern.
ANCIENT
HISTORY
The transaction means that hereafter the American stockholders of
Ed Schiller. Loew's Southern chief. Found waters of
Eternal Youth. In Honolulu. Looks like a new man. Talking Pathe Exchange, Inc., will direct the
of conditions. "How's business in the South?" he was asked. policies of the organization. There
will be no change in the general pol"What's that?" asked Ed. "Business," was repeated. "Oh,"
icy, but there is indicated a broadening of its activities.
said Schiller. "That's ancient history."
The policy rigidly adhered to since
BUSTIN'
INTO
LIMELIGHT
its inception of remaining out of the
Frank Freeman. Of the Lynch organization. Just been field of theater ownership will conto be implicitly followed by
made president of Georgia Tech alumnus.
Well, well.
Gives Pathe tinue
Exchange, Inc.
(Continued on Page 3)
Brunet was accompanied abroad by
Edmund C. Lynch, of 120 Broadway,
who heads the group of American
stockholders taking over the major»>
Dumas
Story
Made
for Triangle And Producing Organization is Plan
ity interest in the Pathe American
Being
Reissued — Tom
Ince
of One M. L. Howe — Says He
company, and Paul Fuller of CouHas Site for Plant
dert Brothers, each of whom has been
Supervised It
a member of the Board of Directors
Old timers in the film business re(Special to WID'S DAILY)
call that an American version of Alyears.
Mr. also
Lynch's
associ-a
Wichita, Kans. — This city wfll have for five
ate, Charles
Merrill,
has been
exander Dumas' famous story, "The
a
producing
corporation,
capitalized
at
stockholder
for
five
years.
Bernard
Three Musketeers," was shown in
this country in 1916.
$500,000, with studios and stars, ac- Benson, vice-president of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is associated with Lynch
It developed yesterday that the piccording to M. L. Howe, who for sev- and Merrill.
ture was made by the New York Moeral weeks has been here perfecting
Brunet will leave France probably
tion Picture Corp., one of the "an- the organization. The company has
in a month from now, and on his argles" of Triangle, and supervised by
Thomas H. Ince. The picture, while been chartered at $60,000.
rival here is expected to give full
in the working was called by its origMilton Sills, Sidney Northrop, particulars of the whole transaction.
inal title but the release title was
Harry Van Meter and Rosemunde It is known that Brunet will con"D'Artagnan." It was made in 1915 Joyzelle are among those who will
tinue as president.
in California and released through
It is understood that the employees
be brought to Wichita for the cor- of Pathe will have more voice in the
Triangle in 1916.
poration, which will be known as the
The picture is now to be reissued Sunflower Pictures Corp., Howe said. actual direction of the affairs of
through the Film Distributors
A 30-acre site has been secured Pathe Exchange, Inc., under the plans
League, Inc., an organization of state north of the city, it is said. When formulated by Mr. Brunet when he
right operators.
left for Paris with the idea of conThe new version is now being the studio is completed it will be
summating the transaction just conknown
as
"Sunflower
City,"
Howe
filmed by Fred Niblo with Doug- said. .
cluded.
las Fairbanks in the leading role. A
version of the story was made in
France and to date no announcement
C. C. McCollister, formerly conHenue to Represent Conn.
nected with the Wichita here, and
has been made of its presence in
M.
A. Heime. president of the M.
America.
who now owns and manages the
P. T. O. of Connecticut, is expected
recently built Criterion theater of Ok- to represent his state on the grievance
R. & F. Buy Fight Picture
lahoma City, is president of the cor- committee of the F. I. L. M. Club.
poration. J. H. Elam, Wichita, is
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Kansas
City— The
Richards
& vice-president, L. C. Fenneberg, He attended the last meeting.
J. C. Bolte, vice-president of the
Flynn Film Co. has secured "The Wichita, secretary, Ray F. Foley, Bronx
Cinema Club, represents his
treasurer, C. A. Matson,
Fight of the Age" from the Picture Wichita,
Wichita, attorney.
section on the committee.
Trading Corp. of New York.

A '16 "Musketeers

Wichita Studio

A
M
j
What's
In the South

10
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Talladega, Ala. — The Palace, owned by M. D. Womack, E. W. Crawford, Joe Johnson and J. M. Johnson, all of Jasper, Ala., was opened
Price 5 Cents last week. It seats 339. This gives
Talladega two theaters.
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Macon, Ga. — J. A. Fournoy, a
successful business man, is taking a
fling in the picture game. He is
building a new theater. It is to be
called the Criterion and will open
within 60 days. Flournoy has secured a sub-franchise for First National pictures.
Manchester, Ga. — W. C. Moore,
formerly of Opelika, Ala., has opened
a new theater here called the Alpha.
Charleston, S. C. — The Pastime
Amusement Co., headed by Albert
Sottile, now has under construction
w theater, seating capacity to be
2,200, of which 1,800 will be on the
main floor.

Mobile, Ala. — The new Bijou, owned by the Bijou Amusement Co.,
Inc., will shortly open its doors. The
house has undergone extensive
Last changes since it was the Dauphine.
Bid. Asked. Sale
There is one floor — and it seats 1,200.
Famous Players .. 57^
58J4
58
do pfd
Not quoted
Douglasville, Ga. — J. W. James and
♦Goldwyn
3y4
4J4
W. E. Hewett have taken over the
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quot-d Strand, formerly operated by W. P.
Loew's, Inc
\0Ji
1VA
10^ Axson.
Iriangle
fg
Va
H
World Film
Not quoted
Talladega, Ala. — T. F. Ware has
relinquished the Elks. He will de♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
vote his time to the Star in Talladega, and the Star at Sylacauga, Ala.,
Calcutta Censors Report
which he also owns and operates.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — The Calcutta Board
"Big 4" Films Stolen
of Censors, according to "Com(Special to WID'S DAILY)
merce Reports," has submitted its
Philadelphia — Due to the fact that
first report to the government of some
the property of the
Bengal. During the period covered United films,
Artists, have been stolen
by the report 754 films were ex- recently, Manager C. E. Martin has
amined, representing about 2,055,072
linear ft. of film. In an endeavor to issued a circular letter to all managers notifying them to use every
facilitate the industry, the board ad- precaution in seeing that films are
dressed a circular letter to local film
importers pointing out the character promptly returned to the various
of films to which objection is made, branch offices directly without any
turning over of films to men repreand requesting the co-operation of
senting themselves as connected
the importers in tarrying out the with the organization.
work laid down for the board. A
Black Buys Rights
copy of this report and circular letter, showing in detail the class of film
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
which will be forbidden presentation
Washington — Max Black of the
in Bengal, and possibly throughout Liberty Film Exchange has purchasIndia, is available for reference in
ed "The Black Panther's Cub" from
the Far Eastern Division.
Equity for Virginia, Delaware, Maryland and District of Columbia.
Large House for Bethlehem
(Special to Pa.WID'S
B<
— Max DAILY)
V. Reiner,
prominent
business and real estate
man here, has closed negotiations for
the erection of a theater on Third St.,

Quotations

Wrong

St. Louis Exhibitors Ask Why F. P.L. Can't Show Own Pictures
in Their Theaters
The following letter signed "the
small exhibitors of St. Louis" has
been received by this office:
"Enclosed you will find clippings
which speak for themselves. Can you
tell the exhibitors of St. Louis why
one of the largest firms disregards the
law? After they stopped them from
showing 'Temptation' they put on another picture equally as bad, 'Open

Missouri Corp."
Markley Enters the Business
(Special to WID'S

the spicn oh inn phogram"

THREE

POSITIVE

DAILY)

ton.Smith was twice governor c
Georgia, eight years in the L
S. Senate, and secretary of th
Interior under Grover Cleve
land.

"Western Hearts"
A Cliff Smith Production

"
The difference between a
RITCHEY poster and an
ordinary poster is about
the same as the difference
between a chicken that
lays eggs and one that
does not.

RITCHEYI
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838

WINNERS— More to Follow

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.

25 West 45th Street

principals considered.
For appointmen wit
Box B-333, care Wid's Daily j
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Harrisburg, Pa. — A new figure in
the theater business here is W. D.
Markley, a local contractor, who is
understood to be the leading backer
of the Broad St. Theater Co., recently
organized, and which will soon open
a theater with a seating capacity of
800 at 1302-04 N. Third St.

"The
Ghost City"
featuring Helen Gibson

U~lctuAjuJ

(Special to WID'S

Atlanta — Ex-Senator Hok'
Smith of Atlanta is entering
the picture business. He ha
been elected president of th
Belmont Building Co., whicl
will begin the erection of th
Belmont theater in Washing

STUDIO

featuring Helen Gibson

({(QcLuxxtloruU

Hoke Smith, Exhibitor

"We Eyes.'
would like to find out what
Your
Harris Heads Kansas Censor
is wrong with Famous Players-Lasky
pictures, why can't they run their
Kansas(SpecialCity,to WID'S
Kans. DAILY)
— DwightS]
own make of pictures in their theaters
Harris
has
been
appointed
chairju
instead of trying to show pictures
that are immoral?
of the Kansas State Board of •
sors.
"We will appreciate an answer in
one of your dailies shortly."
Modern Fully Equipped
John C. Flinn of Famous PlayersLasky, who has been rather actively
identified with the operation of the
company's theaters in St. Louis, has
FOR
RENT
sent this office the following wire:
"Immediately on arrival here, I
monthYoi
230 By
W. day,
38th week
St. or New
investigated the report of the bookFitzroy 4205
ing of pictures called 'Temptation'
and 'Open Your Eyes' in the Royal.
'TTemptation' played St. Louis three
years ago and was rebooked at the
STUDIO
FOR
RENT
Royal, but withdrawn immediately Excellent Fire Proof Studio with Car|
when a complaint was made. It has Shop and desirable dressing rooms, abo
not been reviewed prior to exhibi- by 150 feet interior, and thirty minutes!
of New York City. Under ci
tion by any officer of the Famous center
five year lease property may be ha
Players-Missouri Corp., but was $1,000 per month. Only responsible ;l
booked on the representation that it pals invited to write for appointment. 1
had been favorably received elseAddress Box T-43, care Wid's Da
where.
" 'Open Your Eyes' played at the
theater several days, but no complaints were made against it. It was
FOR CORPO Kwithdrawn immediately, however, by PRESIDENT
TION
WANTED
the local management as soon as the
attitude of the National Association Well organized Motion Picture CorpcH
in productions and operate \i
of the M. P. Industry toward this interested
Motion Picture Theatres desires to odq
picture was made known to the local negotiations with capable and expeitce
man of the Picture industry '0 i
management. Neither of these pic- business
a position to invest ten thousand tin
tures will be played in any other of in
or more and become President of thiH
the houses of the Famous Players- poration under desirable contract. W
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"The Wolverine"
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Watch the Fur
(Continued

from

Page

(Special to WID'S

Betting on that
And watch the

Nobody workin. Ain't it tuff. Stars losin' their motor cars.
ijd homes. And more sob stuff. Just like it. Kinda hard,
t. One question: What did they do with their's? When it
is rollin' in. Easy like. There's an old adage. Somethin'
>ut layin' up.
For a rainy day.
i But that's so. It don't rain much.
Out Hollywood way.
{w it's pourin'.
DOUG'S
WORRIES
Outside of income tax.
Told of in Collier's.
About his
Says he started smilin'.
And his gymnastics.
^ious smile.
id had to keep on.
"Measured by film length, I have smiled
:r twenty miles," sez he. And: "If I leaped upstairs via the
cony instead of going up the usual way the least worry anyhad was why I was doing it. What people wanted was to
Then he adds he is "free"
balcony."
a higher
jump toAnd
me smile.
\the
the gymnastics.
Yes?
CLEVER LETTER
Written by Van

Beuren.

AJ.

To

Censors in Long Beach

$500,000 in Chicago House

1)

1 Frank a chance.
To lose more than usual.
: tball eleven.
Of Tech.
Say Pittsburgh.
l:ct.
COAST NOTES

DAILY

Exhibitors. About

tfsop's Fables.
Out via Pathe.
Have you got yours?
If not
it. Snappy stuff. Familiar like. Like this. And the cut
the end! Clever!
I'll say so.
KID
STUFF
Seems th' fashion. Lots of showmen doing it. Fixing up
$ the kiddies. May attract grown ups. With the stunts,
ijrry Crandall started it. In Washington. Brandt's crowd
Ung it here. But the daddy of 'em all is Karl Hoblitzell.
fay down in Dallas. How he did it. And why — . See Stmt's issue. Darn good stuff. With lot's of ideas. Tippin'
ji off. To a good thing. Don't overlook it.
THAT
COMMITTEE
Editorial. And otherwise. Of the National Association,
/pnder what it's gonna do with Pathe's features? And Hodgson's? And Vita's? Plus Universal's. And a few others.
those product will be out. When those distributors refuse
^let the Committee committ? Betcha a nickel a fine row derfops? And being a sport we'll make that two nickels.
COLLINS
ON
HIGHBROWS
Frederick. Sure you remember him? Remember Petrova?
fyway. Collins writes on "Highbrow Hand-Me-Downs."
:ISatevepost. And it's right interestin'. Sorta wallops Mister
Hhor. And tells him to come down to earth. Incidentally
ills this yarn :
"Some years ago, before the legitimate actor fell out of the
iwie heaven — the annoying analogy between author and actor
ill recur — a distinguished actress of great beauty and charm
ive a dinner to the men who controlled the fifty largest pic|e theaters of the country. The dinner was a bubbling sticks. Wine flowed as wine could flow in those days, and the
k!y smiled as only she could smile. Finally the hostess, who
ithat time was drawing a salary equal to an author's ransom,
iide a neat little speech, in which she asked for suggestions
id criticisms to help her in her picture work. She got them,
lie Seattle man's patrons did not like her walk ; the Detroit
fblic requires something a little more snappy in the wardrobe ;
C icago objected to her always being photographed with her
sod side to camera ; Boston found her cold ; and finally the
Entleman from Louisiana closed the meeting with a solemn
v.rning that his women patrons did not like her corsets! The
Istess at that dinner never made another picture. Neither
i mid you."
DANNY.

DAILY)

Chicago — Purchase of 300 ft. frontage on Chicago Ave., extending
through 1734 to 1800, from Hermitage Ave. to Wood St., has been concluded by Herman R. Misch, who
will build a department store and theater to cost $500,000.

E G G-E R S|

Big House for St. Paul
(Special to WID'S DAILY)

(Special to WID'S DAILY)

Long
Beach, Cal. — This city will
have censorship shortly.
The measure has been approved by Commissioner of Public Safety Peck.

St. Paul — A new theater to seat
1,200 on Wabasha St., the construction of which will involve improvements aggregating $300,000, has been
assured by transactions completed by
the Friedman Brothers Holding Co.

PHOTO

ENGRAVING]

1567-1589

DAY

TELEPHONE

BROAD

AND

BRYANT
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NIGHT'

8444-51

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.
Now ready for lease in whole or in part.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

Non-Theatrical Sales Outlet
for Negatives and Prints
ff We can dispose of suitable product to the
non-theatrical field.
If To producers, distributors, and all owners
of negative or prints, we offer a rapid, efficient, nation-wide sales service.
11 If you have idle negatives or prints which
have lost their theatrical value, this is your
opportunity to realize "velvet."

H Look over your shelves.

Clean house.

II The time to act is NOW. The non-theatrical field is preparing for the biggest year in
its history.
H What have you got to sell?
fl List your goods with us.

FILM LIBRARY SERVICE
67 West 44th Street
New York City
Tel. Murray

Hill 7851
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On Broadway

Wash issue
ing tonof —May"Com'merce
of the ports,"
25, says: 3
"It appears from a report of (
Hollis, of Lisbon,
Broadway — "The
Woman
God sul General
Apocalypse."
Portugal is soon to have a comr
Portuguese
film for
Brooklyn Strand — "The Woman God producing
in that country and possibly Br
"W"ithout Benefit of Clergy." At present practically all the films
Capi
ged.
anl—
Chto
imported and, for the most part,
Criterion — ""The Golem."
l ge
traan
in those which have met with sue
Yankee
"A Connecticut
— d.
CenCh
in Spain.
There are nearly a di
King Arthur's Court."
picture
theaters
in Lisbon, a
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Hippodrome — "Twice Born Woman." jority of them being under the
Cinem
Loew's, New York — Today — Thomas trol of the Companhia
de Portugal
and ust
Meighan
in "White
and Unmar- graphica

Astor — "The

GASNIER
is a S hort name

and easy to remember.

KEEP
LOOKING
for it when you
want to find sure fire

Talk of Portugese Producer I

Four

Horsemen

Tuesday — Mary
Miles
Minter
in show to capacity houses."
"Dont Call Me Little Girl."
Add Two More
Wednesday — Tom
Mix
in "The
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Dallas — Robb and Rowley, own
Thursday
"The
Voice
in
the of a string of R. and R. theater ia
Riding —Romeo."
ried."
Texas and Oklahoma, have boitil
Friday — "Cold
Steel,"
"Desperate two houses in Lubbock.
Saturday — Alice
Brady
in "The
Land
Hope." Glaum
Dark."
Sunday—ofLouise
in "I Am
Youth."
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
RialtoGuilty."
— "Appearances."
Rivoli
Strand —— "Life."
Anita

Stewart

in

the Wind." Next Week
Broadwa/ — Not yet determined.
Brooklyn
Strand — Anita Stewart
"Sowing the Wind."
Capitol — Not yet determined.
Criterion- -"The Golem."
Central — ' A Connecticut
Yankee

m

FACTS— No. 3

Marvelous is n<
word for it

in

King Arthur's Court."
Lyric — "1 he Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— "Salvation Nell."
Linton Plans New House
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Little Falls, N. Y.— W. H. Linton,
of the Hippodrome and Linton, has
bought the Joseph Mullen estate on
East Main St., and will erect a new
theater on the site.

(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Elgin, 111. — Ralph Crocker, of the
Star, will erect a theater with a seating capacity of 2,000.

SPECIALS

TRADITICm

"Sowing

Crocker To Build in Elgin

MAKING

I

Plan Florida Theater Chain
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

West Palm Beach, Fla.— G. W.
Bingham and associates are organizing the Lyric Syndicate to build a
$200,000 theater here and secure a
chain of houses along the Florida
East Coast.

DIRECTORS
OF

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Fret-port. 111. — John Dittman, ownhere.
er of the Strand, plans another house
Hamilton Co. To Build
to WID'S
DAILY)AmuseSt. (Special
Louis — The
Hamilton
ment Co. will erect a new house at
Hamilton and Easton Sts. The new
house will cost $200,000.

TRADlli

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING—

PUBLICH^

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Bryant p»
904 Fitze^rald Bldg.

PRINTERS
188 W.

Ditman Plans Another

THE

PROSPECT
4th St.

PRESS

BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
Spring I
Phone Grame
36 East 22d St.

STUDIOS
STUDIO
DOWNTOWN
Mon'i f
Phone
crew.
Week—Bryant
—
Day
or without
—
WithFully
d
equippe

TITLES
ARTHUR WEIL — Exploiting the newP
ative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
Bryan
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807

7/<?recochized

itfB&ADSTREET

Authority
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Warns America
;. Weekly Hopes for Retaliation
Foreign Producers Are Prejudiced Against
(Special

to

WID'S

Price 5 Cent!
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Watch the Fur
Begin to fly. When

Adolph Zukor meets Sydney Cohen.

jndon — Kinematograph
Weekly
(Jbrially discusses the attitude of And Senator Jimmy Walker. It's scheduled to start tomorrow.
in film people in America
re- At Billy Brandt's lunch. And end in Minneapolis. 'N between
ing the protection of American
then an' now — Well ! Who'll start a book?
On who'll win.
:ets against the importation
of
Syd started with Bill Brady. And Jimmy Walker finished it.
ign films on a large scale.
e publication which, it may be And now the pickin's shifted. To Zukor. And Famous. Chicago and Cleveland. All over again. Because Minneapolis
d, authoritatively
reflects
the
ion of a large part of the British
stry has come
out in favor of looms up. All this time Zukor has been quiet. Now he's gonna
Betcha it'll be a party.
rnational free trade, but adds that talk. And say somethin'.
erica may
expect
retaliation if
Standin room'l be at a premium Tuesday. When round
lerica weights the scales in favor one opens.
Let's go.
ANCIENT
HISTORY
er own producers."
he editorial in part reads:
Dur own attitude in this matter is
Ed Schiller. Loew's Southern chief. Found waters of
international free trade in films Eternal Youth. In Honolulu. Looks like a new man. Talking
le ideal, and in any consideration
he problem it should not be for- of conditions. "How's business in the South?" he was asked.
en that the first interest to be "What's that?" asked Ed. "Business," was repeated. "Oh,"
sidered is not that of the producer
said Schiller. "That's ancient history."
of the public.
It is even more
BUSTIN'
INTO
LIMELIGHT
^ortant that British theaters should
e a full selection of the best films
Frank Freeman. Of the Lynch organization. Just been
e everywhere
than
that
we
made president of Georgia Tech alumnus.
Well, well.
Gives
ljuld have a thriving native pro(Continued on Page 3)
Ijtion, for British production in itdepends in the last resort on a
sfied and increasing
public for
lures — a public which
cannot be
Story
Made
for Triangle And Producing Organization is Plan
ijained without
variety.
But the Dumas
fns of international
competition
of One M. L. Howe — Says He
Being
Reissued — Tom
Ince
luld be equal; if America weights
Has Site for Plant
Supervised It
I scales in favor of her own proOld timers in the film business re(Special to WID'S DAILY)
bers she must expect retaliation —
call that an American version of AlWichita,
Kans. — This city will have
I we hope she gets it."
exander Dumas' famous story, "The
a
producing
corporation, capitalized at
Three Musketeers," was shown in
this country in 1916.
$500,000, with studios and stars, acIt developed yesterday that the piccording to M. L. Howe, who for sevture was made by the New York Moeral weeks has been here perfecting
tion Picture Corp., one of the "an- the organization. The company has
gles" of Triangle, and supervised by
Thomas H. Ince. The picture, while been chartered at $60,000.
in the working was called by its origMilton Sills, Sidney Northrop,
inal title but the release title was
Harry Van Meter and Rosemunde
"D'Artagnan." It was made in 1915
in California and released through Joyzelle are among those who will
be brought to Wichita for the corTriangle in 1916.
which will be known as the
The picture is now to be reissued Sunflower poration,
Pictures Corp., Howe said.
through the Film Distributors
A 30-acre site has been secured
League, Inc., an organization of state north of the city, it is said. When
right operators.
The new version is now being the studio is completed it will be
known as "Sunflower City," Howe
filmed by Fred Niblo with Doug- said.
las Fairbanks in the leading role. A
Printed in Minneapolis
version of the story was made in
France and to date no announcement
C. C. McCollister, formerly conJune 27-28-29-30
nected with the Wichita here, and
has been made of its presence in
who
now
owns and manages the
America.
One Rate Covers Both
Criterion theater of Okbuilt
recently
Convention and Regular
R.
&
F.
Buy
Fight
Picture
is president of the corlahoma
City,
New York Editions
poration. J.H. Elam, Wichita, is
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Kansas
City— The
Richards
& vice-president, L. C. Fenneberg,
Flynn Film Co. has secured "The Wichita, secretary, Ray F. Foley,
treasurer, C. A. Matson,
Fight of the Age" from the Picture Wichita,
Wichita, attorney.
Trading Corp. of New York.

A' 16 "Musketeers"

An

Advertising
Opportunity
Wid's Daily
Convention
Editions

SPACE

LIMITED

Wichita Studio

American Owned
Present American
Stockholders and
Management Acquire Control of
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
In one of the most important motion picture transactions in recent
years, the present American stockholders and American management
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., have just
acquired control of the $7,000,000
company
of
Paris. from Pathe Cinema, Ltd.,
Announcement to this effect is
made in a cable from Paul Brunet,
who has been arranging the details
of the transaction with the officials
of Pathe Cinema, Ltd., in Paris.
Charles Pathe retains a large share
of stock in the American concern.
The transaction means that hereafter the American stockholders of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., will direct the
policies of the organization. There
will be no change in the general policy, but there is indicated a broadening of its activities.
The policy rigidly adhered to since
its inception of remaining out of the
field of theater ownership will continue to be implicitly followed by
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Brunet was accompanied abroad by
Edmund C. Lynch, of 120 Broadway,
who heads the group of American
stockholders taking over the majority interest in the Pathe American
company, and Paul Fuller of Coudert Brothers, each of whom has been
a member of the Board of Directors
for five
years.
Mr. also
Lynch's
associ-a
ate, Charles
Merrill,
has been
stockholder for five years. Bernard
Benson, vice-president of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is associated with Lynch
and Merrill.
Brunet will leave France probably
in a month from now, and on his arrival here is expected to give full
particulars of the whole transaction.
It is known that Brunet will continue as president.
It is understood that the employees
of Pathe will have more voice in the
actual direction of the affairs of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., under the plans
formulated by Mr. Brunet when he
left for Paris with the idea of consummating the transaction just concluded.
Henue to Represent Conn.
M. A. Henue, president of the M.
P. T. O. of Connecticut, is expected
to represent his state on the grievance
committee of the F. I. L. M. Club.
He attended the last meeting.
J. C. Bolte, vice-president of the
Bronx Cinema Club, represents his
section on the committee.

jM^
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What's Wrong

In the South

Talladega, Ala. — The Palace, own- St. Louis Exhibitors Ask Why F. P.L. Can't Show Own Pictures
ed by M. D. Womack, E. W. Crawin Their Theaters
ford, Joe Johnson and J. M. Johnson, all of Jasper, Ala., was opened
Vol. XVI No 80 Monday, June 20, 1921
Price 5 Cents last week. It seats 339. This gives
The following letter signed "the
small exhibitors of St. Louis" has
Talladega two theaters.
been received by this office:
Copyright 1921. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
"Enclosed you will find clippings
Inc.', Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Macon, Ga.— J. A. Fournoy, a
by WID'S FILMS and successful business man, is taking a
N. Y.,
New
INC.
FOLKS.
FILM Yqrk,
which speak for themselves. Can you
K C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- fling in the picture game. He is tell the exhibitors of St. Louis why
urer ; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and building a new theater. It is to be one of the largest firms disregards the
Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising called the Criterion and will open
Manager.
law? After they stopped them from
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918. within 60 days. Flournoy has secured
a
sub-franchise
for
First
Naat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
showing 'Temptation' they put on antional pictures.
irch 3, 1879.
other picture equally as bad, 'Open
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California.
Editorial and Business
Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.

Quotations

Manchester, Ga. — W. C. Moore,
formerly of Opelika, Ala., has opened
a new theater here called the Alpha.
Charleston, S. C. — The Pastime
Amusement Co., headed by Albert
Sottile, now has under construction
a new theater, seating capacity to be
2.200. of which 1,800 will be on the
main floor.
Mobile, Ala.— The new Bijou, owned by the Bijou Amusement Co.,
Inc., will shortly open its doors. The
house has undergone extensive
changes since it was the Dauphine.
There is one floor— and it seats 1,200.

Last
Bid. A"ked. Sale
Famous Players .. S7Y&
58^4
58
v
do pfd
Not quoted
Douglasville, Ga. — J. W. James and
W. E. Hewett have taken over the
\*Goldwyn
3K
4*4
D. VV. Griffith, Inc
Not quot»d Strand, formerly operated by W. P.
Loew's, Inc.,
10J$
\\%
10& Axson.
Triangle
Yi
Y%
Y%
World Film
Not quoted
Talladega, Ala. — T. F. Ware has
relinquished the Elks. He will de♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
vote his time to the Star in Talladega, and the Star at Sylacauga, Ala.,
Calcutta Censors Report
which he also owns and operates.
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Washington — The Calcutta Board
of Censors, according to "Commerce Reports," has submitted its
first report to the government of
Bengal. During the period covered
by the report 754 films were examined, representing about 2,055,072
linear ft. of film. In an endeavor to
facilitate the industry, the board addressed a circular letter to local film
importers pointing out the character
of films to which objection is made,
and requesting the co-operation of
the importers in carrying out the
rk laid down for the board. A
copy oi this report and circular letter, showing in detail the class of film
which will be forbidden presentation
in Bengal, and possibly throughout
India, i- available for reference in
the Far Eastern Division.
Large House for Bethlehem
(Si

WID'S

DAILY)

Bethlehem,
Pa.— Max
V. Reiner,
business and real estate
prominent
n here, has closed negotiations for
tion of a theater on Third St.,
1,000.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta
— Ex- Senator Hoke
Smith of Atlanta is entering
the picture business. He has
been elected president of the
Belmont Building Co., which
will begin the erection of the
Belmont theater in Washington.Smith was twice governor of

Georgia, eight years in the U,
S. Senate, and secretary of the
Interior under Grover Cleveland.

"We Eyes.'
would like to find out what
Your
Harris Heads Kansas Censors
is wrong with Famous Players-Lasky
pictures,
can't in
they
their
own
make why
of pictures
theirrun
theaters
Kansas(SpecialCity,to WID'S
Kans. DAILY)
— Dwight
instead of trying to show pictures Harris has been appointed chairn
of the Kansas
State Board of C
that are immoral?
"We will appreciate an answer in sors.
one of your dailies shortly."
John C. Flinn of Famous PlayersModern Fully Equipped
Lasky, who has been rather actively
identified with the operation of the
company's theaters in St. Louis, has
FOR
RENT
sent this office the following wire:
"Immediately on arrival here, I
By day, week or month
230 W. 38th St.
New York
investigated the report of the booki:
Fitzroy 4205
ing of pictures called 'Temptation'
and 'Open Your Eyes' in the Royal.
'TTemptation' played St. Louis three
years ago and was rebooked at the
STUDIO
FOR
RENT
Royal, but withdrawn immediately
Fire Proof Studio with Carpe
when a complaint was made. It has Excellent
Shop and desirable dressing rooms, about
not been reviewed prior to exhibi- by 150 feet interior, and thirty minutes i
tion by any officer of the Famous center of New York City. Under one
five year lease property may be had
Players-Missouri Corp., but was $1,000
per month. Only responsible pri
booked on the representation that it pals invited to write for appointment.
had been favorably received elseAddress Box T-43, care Wid's Daily
where.

STUDIO

" 'Open Your Eyes' played at the
theater
several days, but no com"Big 4" Films Stolen
plaints were made against it. It was
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
withdrawn immediately, however, by
Philadelphia — Due to the fact that
some films, the property of the the local management as soon as the
United Artists, have been stolen attitude of the National Association
recently, Manager C. E. Martin has of the M. P. Industry toward this
issued a circular letter to all man- picture was made known to the local
agers notifying them to use every management. Neither of these pictures will be played in any other of
precaution in seeing that films are
the
houses
of the Famous Playerspromptly returned to the various
branch offices directly without any
turning over of films to men repre- Missouri Corp."
senting themselves as connected
Markley Enters the Business
with the organization.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Harrisburg, Pa. — A new figure in
Black Buys Rights
the theater business here is W. D.
Markley, a local contractor, who is
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — Max Black of the understood to be the leading backer
Liberty Film Exchange has purchas- of the Broad St. Theater Co., recently
ed "The Black Panther's Cub" from organized, and which will soon open
Equity for Virginia, Delaware, Mary- a theater with a seating capacity of
land and District of Columbia.
800 at 1302-04 N. Third St.

PRESIDENT
TION

FOR CORPOR,
WANTED

Well organized Motion Picture Corpora
interested in productions and operation
Motion Picture Theatres desires to open
negotiations with capable and experier
business man of the Picture industry whi
in a position to invest ten thousand dol
or more and become President of the (
poration under desirable contract. C
principals considered. For appointment w
Box B-333, care Wid's Daily

The difference between a
RITCHEY poster and an
ordinary poster is about
the same as the difference
between a chicken that

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

lays eggs and one that
does not.

"The Wolverine"

RITCHEY

featuring Helen Gibson
/G)cUuxi£lona£

Hoke Smith, Exhibitor

"Western Hearts"
A Cliff Smith Production

"The
Ghost City"
featuring Helen Gibson

U^xUuaju)

THREE
■the spice or the proora.-.

25 West

POSITIVE

CORP.

406 W. 31st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

WINNERS— More to Follow

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.

45th Street

LITHO.
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Watch the Fur
(Continued

from

Page

1)

iM*i

Frank a chance. To lose more than usual. Betting- on that
tball eleven. Of Tech. Say Pittsburgh. And watch the
set.
COAST NOTES
Nobody workin.
Ain't it tuff. Stars losin' their motor cars,
d homes.
And more sob stuff.
Just like it. Kinda hard.
One question:
What did they do with their's?
When it
rollin' in. Easy like.
There's an old adage.
Somethin'
mt layin' up.
For a rainy day.
But that's so. It don't rain much. Out Hollywood way.
w it's pourin'.
DOUG'S
WORRIES
Outside of income tax. Told of in Collier's. About his
ious smile. And his gymnastics. Says he started smilin'.
d had to keep on. "Measured by film length, I have smiled
ir twenty miles," sez he. And : "If I leaped upstairs via the
cony instead of going up the usual way the least worry any>. had was why I was doing it. What people wanted was to
me jump to a higher balcony." Then he adds he is "free"
the smile.
And the gymnastics.
Yes?
CLEVER LETTER
Written by Van

Beuren.

AJ.

To

Exhibitors. About

sop's Fables.
Out via Pathe.
Have you got yours?
If not
it. Snappy stuff. Familiar like. Like this. And the cut
:he end ! Clever ! I'll say so.
KID
STUFF
Seems th' fashion.
Lots of showmen doing it. Fixing up
the kiddies.
May attract grown ups.
With
the stunts.
rry Crandall started it.
In Washington.
Brandt's crowd
rig it here.
But the daddy of 'em all is Karl Hoblitzell.
y down in Dallas.
How he did it. And why — . See Sunir's issue.
Darn good stuff.
With lot's of ideas.
Tippin'
jl off. To a good thing. Don't overlook it.
THAT COMMITTEE
Editorial. And otherwise. Of the National Association,
mder what it's gonna do with Pathe's features? And Hodson's? And Vita's? Plus Universal's. And a few others,
lose product will be out. When those distributors refuse
let the Committee committ? Betcha a nickel a fine row deDps?

And being a sport we'll make that two nickels.
COLLINS
ON
HIGHBROWS
Frederick. Sure you remember him? Remember Petrova?

jyway. Collins writes on "Highbrow Hand-Me-Downs."
Satevepost. And it's right interestin'. Sorta wallops Mister
thor. And tells him to come down to earth. Incidentally
Is this yarn :
"Some years ago, before the legitimate actor fell out of the
vie heaven — the annoying analogy between author and actor
1 recur — a distinguished actress of' great beauty and charm
>, e a dinner to the men who controlled the fifty largest picle theaters of the country.
The dinner was a bubbling sucks. Wine flowed as wine could flow in those days, and the
[y smiled as only she could smile.
Finally the hostess, who
:hat time was drawing a salary equal to an author's ransom,
rde a neat little speech, in which she asked for suggestions
criticisms to help her in her picture work.
She got them,
e Seattle man's patrons did not like her walk; the Detroit
'lie requires something a little more snappy in the wardrobe ;
cago objected to her always being photographed with her
»d side to camera ; Boston found her cold ; and finally the
itleman from Louisiana closed the meeting with a solemn
"ning that his women patrons did not like her corsets ! The
tess at that dinner never made another picture.
Neither
aid you."
DANNY.

Censors in Long Beach

$500,000 in Chicago House
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago— Purchase of 300 ft. frontage on Chicago Ave., extending
through 1734 to 1800, from Hermitage Ave. to Wood St., has been concluded by Herman R. Misch, who
will build a department store and theater to cost $500,000.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Long
Beach,* Cal. — This city will
have censorship shortly.
The measure has been approved by Commissioner of Public Safety Peck.

Big House for St. Paul
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Paul — A new theater to seat
1,200 on Wabasha St., the construction of which will involve improvements aggregating $300,000, has been
assured by transactions completed by
the Friedman Brothers Holding Co.
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1587-1539
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THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.
Now ready for lease in whole or in part.

JACKSON

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

Non-Theatrical Sales Outlet
for Negatives and Prints
If We can dispose of suitable product to the
non-theatrical field.
U To producers, distributors, and all owners
of negative or prints, we offer a rapid, efficient, nation-wide sales service.
H If you have idle negatives or prints which
have lost their theatrical value, this is your
opportunity to realize "velvet."

II Look over your shelves.

Clean house.

ff The time to act is NOW. The non-theatrical field is preparing for the biggest year in
its history.
H What have you got to sell?
H List your goods with us.

FILM LIBRARY SERVICE
67 West 44th Street
New York City
Tel. Murray

Hill 7851

1&i£ DAIL.V
On Broadway

is a short name
and easy to remember.

KEEP
LOOKING
for it when you
want to find sure fire

MONEY
MAKING
SPECIALS

Talk of Portugese Producer

Wash ing ton — "Com merce
R
of the ports," issue of May 25, says:
"It appears from a report of Co.
Hollis, of Lisbon, th
Broadway — "The
Woman
God sul General
Apocalypse."
Portugal is soon to have a compar
Portuguese
film for uj
Brooklyn Strand — "The Woman God producing
in that country and possibly Braz'
l ge
toan
CapiCh
— d.
"W"ithout Benefit of Clergy." At present practically all the films a
imported and, for the most part, a
m."
Criterion — "The Golecu
l ge
raan
CentCh
— d.
"A" Connecti t
Yankee
in those which have met with succe
in Spain.
There are nearly a doz
picture theaters in Lisbon, a rr
King Arthur's Court."
44th St.— "Way Down East."
Hippodrome — "Twice Born Woman." jority of them being under the cc,
Cinemai
Loew's, New York — Today — Thomas trol of the Companhia
Meighan
in "White
and Unmar- graphica
de Portugal
and usua*
show
to
capacity
houses."
Tuesday — Mary
Miles
Minter
in
"Dont Call Me Little Girl."
Add Two More
Wednesday — Tom
Mix
in "The
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Dallas— Robb and Rowley, own.
Riding —Romeo."
Thursday
"The
Voice
in
the of a string of R. and R. theaters
ried."
Texas and Oklahoma, have bouj
Friday — "Cold
Steel,"
"Desperate two houses in Lubbock.

Astor — "The

GASNIER

Monday, June 20, 1921

Four Horsemen

Saturday — Alice
Brady
Land
of Hope."
Dark."
Sunday
— Louise Glaum
Youth."

in

"The

in "I

Am

Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
RialtoGuilty."
— "Appearances."
Rivoli—
Strand — "Life."
Anita
Stewart
in "Sowing
the Wind." Next Week

Broadwa/ — Not yet determined.
Brooklyn
Strand — Anita Stewart
"Sowing the Wind."
Capitol — Not yet determined.
Criterion- -"The Golem."
Central — ' A Connecticut
Yankee

in

TRADITION
FACTS— No. 3

Marvelous is no
word for it
!P

Jit

in

■

King Arthur's Court."
Lyric — "1 he Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— "Salvation Nell."
Linton Plans New House
(Special to WID'S

li
ill

STEREOS-MATi
ELECTROS

I. RUBIN

DAILY)

Crocker To Build in Elgin
to

WID'S

23 E. 4th ST.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Ditman Plans Another
i Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Freeport, III. — John Dittman, ownhere.er of the Strand, plans another house
Hamilton Co. To Build
pecial to WID'S
DAILY)
Louis — The Hamilton
Amusement Co. will erect a new house at
Hamilton and Easton Sts. The new
house will cost $200,000.
St.

COMPAIS
SPRING ft

DIRECTO

Elgin. 111. — Ralph Crocker, of the
Star, will erect a theater with a seating capacity of 2,000.

West Palm Beach, Fla.— G. W.
Bingham and associates are organizing the Lyric Syndicate to build a
$200,000 theater here and secure a
chain of houses along the Florida
East Coast.

The
mr:

rich

irpnr,
stocl

DAILY)

Plan Florida Theater Chain

If ;.

Lof

Little Falls, N. Y.— W. H. Linton,
of the Hippodrome and Linton, has
bought the Joseph Mullen estate on
East Main St., and will erect a new
theater on the site.

(Special

US
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_

THE

1

TRADl
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MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen
Bulletin ■*
■ leof
904 Fitzi^rald Bldg.
Bryirt (|

PRINTERS
PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Sprljjcroiv
BARNES
PRINTING ss CO. Ifaandj
h
Motion Picture Specialists JJ t u
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gram^
Spriaj {cri^

STUDIOS

DOWNTOWN
STUDIOllet! tfer
Fully equipped— Day— Week— M| jf|]
Phone Bryan j
With or without crew.
Lots

TITLES

ARTHUR WEIL — Exploiting the neu
ative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
Bryan |
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
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3 More For U. F. A.
Today's
the
Day
Interest will center in the Astor And
Then
Pola Negri Can Start

lis afternoon
at the usual weekly
O. C. C. luncheon.
Adolph Zukor has been invited to
tend, and as Sydney S. Cohen and
enator Walker are also expected to
present, there promises to be an
.teresting session, in view of the digging opinions held with regard to
roducer-exhibitor
ideas.
A full meeting of the membership
incidentally expected. Many relests from non-members have been
peived.
All have been rejected.

Want to See Books
oew's Oppose Application by Ravichs of 'Frisco
Claiming
fusion Will
Result ConLitigation in San Francisco beireen Loew's, Inc., and Mr. and Mrs.
dolph Ravich over the sale by the
Iter of valuable interests on the Pafic Coast, has been transferred unpectedly to New York through the
ng here of an application by Marls Loew and Leopold Friedman,
cretary of Loew's, to vacate an orr for the inspection of the books
account of Loew's, Inc., and of
rrespondence with the Ravichs, to
used on the trial in San Francisco,
stice Whitaker denied Mr. Loew's
plication and unless the higher
urt reverses him the Loew books
11 be examined.
The facts of the case as stated in
|e affidavit of Mr. Friedman are
at the Ravicsh are suing on two
ntracts. one made April 4, 192C, and
other on July 15 of that year, by
lich Mr. and Mrs. Ravich assigned
Loew's, Inc.,
all their theaters
holdings on
in
rporations
operating
e Pacific Coast, and half their stock
the Hippodrome at Los Angeles,
th permission to Loew's to operate
Hippodrome.
The original consideration for the
e of the Ravich interests was $212,) cash, but by the contract of July
the sellers were to get 8,500 shares
stock inat Loew's,
Inc.,half
halfheld
to be
livered
once and
in
:row until July 15 next.
The aner of Loew's, Inc., is a countersuit
manding that the plaintiffs carry out
e July 15 contract, which included
: sale of interests in Oakland and
ng Beach and in the Hippodrome
Los Angeles. The Loew stock has
en deposited for the plaintiffs, Mr.
iedman says.
The real dispute, said Mr. Friedm, is the plaintiff's claim that they
:re to get stock of an issue outmding and traded in on the New
)rk Stock Exchange. Mr. Fried( Continued on Page 4)
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Work for the E. F. A.— American Trip Probably Off
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Berlin — Pola Negri is under contract with the U. F. A. until October
and still has three more pictures to
make for that organization.
Upon completion of that obligation, she will, of course, start work
immediately for the European Film
Alliance, the recently formed Zukor
producing unit.
It is commonly stated here that
Negri will not go to America as
planned, but will work in Germany.

Producer Censor

Tucker Dead

Being Talked
Of in Albany— Many
Candidates for the Board Besiege Gov. Miller

Producer
of "The
Miracle
Man"
Succumbs to Long Illness

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany — That there will be a producer among the moving picture censors to be named by Governor Miller
is the prediction which now is being
freely made in political circles here.
The explanation in connection with
this viewpoint is that in order that
the work of censoring the films for
production in this state be done efficiently and with expedition it will
be necessary for at least one of the
censors to have a technical knowledge of the motion picture industry.
The names of the three persons
Want Reduction in Operator's Wages
who are to hold the silent drama in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia — At a meeting of the the hollow of their hands, as it were,
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, have been expected for weeks. The
Southern New Jersey and Delaware, delay in selecting the appointees has
the committee on Operators was in- been due to the very large number of
structed to put into effect a readjust- condidates and the determination of
ment of the operators' salary scale the Governor to pick a trio which will
and to notify Local 307, I. A. T. S.
advantage to the motion picE. and M. P. M. O: of such an ac- be of ture
industry and to the public as
tion. This reduction which would
cut the minimum for matinee and well, it is pointed out.
nights from $40 to 32.50, and for
Feinman With Reelcraft
nights and Saturday matinee from
A.
L.
Feinman has been appointed
$32.50 to $25 is made necessary by
advertising and publicity director of
the severe slump in business.
Reelcraft Pictures Corp. to succeed
Jane Eyre to be Filmed
work willNurnberg.
not interfereMr.
with Feinman's
the work
Hugo Ballin has started work on Victor
his fourth picture, Jane Eyre adopted he is doing for Inter-Ocean.
from the famous novel of that name
Eva Novak With Fox
by Charottee Bronte, Mabel Ballin
and Norman Trevor will play the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Eva Novak has been
I leading roles of this production which
Hopkinson will release.
signed by William Fox, her contract
with Universal having expired. Miss
Novak will play the lead in "The
Last Trail," a Zane Grey story. Emmett J. Flynn is now directing.
^ The Theater
Owners'
of
Commerce,
Sophie
Irene Chamber
Loeb of the
Evening World and Mrs. Henry
Al Christie Here
Moskowitz have connived a scheme
After
an
absence of five years Al
for the entertainment of some of the
Christie of the Christie organization
children of the Greater City during arrived here from the coast on Satvacation time.
urday. Yesterdav he was in conferIn theaters with a seating capacity
ence with Earl H. Hammons of Edof over 600 a block of 100 seats will
ucational relative to the Christie probe set aside on Monday, Wednesday
duct scheduled for the coming season
and Friday, and in theaters of 600 or
— 24 two reelers. 26 Gayety and a like
under, a block of 50 seats for the kid- number of Vanity comedies.
dies. A badge will be issued to the
members of the Kiddie KKlub and
Stromberg Here
these will allow them to enter the
Hunt
Stromberg,
who. as recently
theaters. Sixty theaters have already been lined up and it is hoped noted, will be interested in a new production organization, arrived from
to get 100 before July 1. In this
manner it is expected that children the Coast Sunday.
will be kept off the streets, especially
those in the congested districts in the
Going Home
M. L. Finklestein of Finklestein &
city.
The
various
Mothers'
Clubs
in
the city will supply chaperones to Ruben, Minneapolis, leaves today for
take care of the children who may home. Says he wants to get ready
for the convention crowd.
go to the theaters unaccompanied.

Cheer for Kiddies

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

morning.
Los Angeles — George Loane Tucker died here at 2:15 o'clock Monday

George Loane Tucker had made a
number
productio
prior to "The
Miracle of
Man" which,ns when released
immediately established him as one
the the
day.greatest directorof
producers ol

Metro Exchange Managers to Med
Exchange managers of Metro, representing all districts in the Unitec
States and Canada, will meet in annual convention
thp Hotel Astor. beginning July 5 a'
The convention, at its opening session, is to be addressed bv Richarc
A. Rowland, president of Metro, anc
by Marcus Loew . After busir.e?.1
sessions devoted to discussion o
promotion methods, there will be i
schedule of entertainment similar t<
that followed last year, including :
theater party, a clam bake at whicl
the annual baseball game will b<
the city. and automobile tours abou
played,

"Determination" Completed
The U. S. Moving Picture Corp
having completed "Determination,
have started production on "Th
Threshold." an original storv b;
Garfield Thompson and Van Huylei
and will be directed by Joseph Lever
ing and Garfield Thompson.

Coogan Productions
Featuring
Be Financed
b'
West Jackie
Coast to
Theaters,
Inc.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Announcement wa
made yesterday that the West Coas
Theaters, Inc., controlled by Gor
Bros., Sol Lesser and Adolph Ra
mish, will finance a series of five reel
ers featuring Jackie Coogan, wh
made such a hit in "The Kid" an
later
in "Peck'swillBad
Production
startBoy."
at the Brun
ton lot about July 15.
Sol Lesser is quoted as saying ths
the West Coast Theaters, Inc., wi
be nrepared to finance other larg
production units.

Newspaper Opinions
This feature, usually appearing in this issue, will be published tomorrow.

Two

%
M
i
Omars

(Special to WID'S
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Hollywood, — Rubaiyat, Inc., have
leased space at the Hollywood
Studios, and will start production at

once on the picturization of "Omar
Kahayam." Ferdinard Penny, Earle
Copyright 1"21. Wid's Film and Film Folks, is president of this new organization.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New
N. Y..I NX.
by WID'S FILMS and Frederick Warde will play the leadFILM York.
FOLKS.
ing role. Guy Kates Post will start
K C. ("Wui") Gunning, President and Treas- production at Brunton Studios on
urer; Joseph Dannenberg,
Vice-President
FJitor; J. \V. Alicoate, Secretary
and "Omar the Tent Maker." James
Manager;
J. A. Cron, Advertising Young will direct.
Manager.
The Novo Film Syndicate, headed
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
it the post office at New York, N. Y., under by R. A. Glasgow and Martin L.
he act of March
3, 1S79.
Anderson, both of St. Louis, will start
Tcin-.s (Postage free) United States, Outside production on or about July 1. and
eater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
nonths,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign have signed Gladys Brockwell as
515.00.
their star.
Phil Rosen will direct.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
York, N. Y.
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California.
iditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamon, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
-ondon, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.

Quotations

Q<

Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
7amous Plavers .. 52^
57]/,
Sil/2
do pfd.
78-K
79
79
3oldwyn
3K
4
J. W
Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
L-oew's, Inc
Triangle
(Vorld Film

10%
$i

11%
11
Yz
H
Not quoted

Base Ball League Being Organized
Eight have been definitely entered
and several more to be heard from in
the formation of a film base hall
league.
Arthur Tames was elected Honorary President, C. L. Gartner, Honorary Treasurer. Harrv Hollender of
First National Vice-President, M. T.
Starr of Fox Secretary, J. J. Van of
Hopkinson Treasurer and Walter F.
Eberhart of Paramount publicity
director.
Arrangements are being made to
play every Saturday.
Fight

Picture

Publicity

"The Fight of the Age" was shown
recently at a private screening to
Georges Carpentier and the story was
carried on the front page of two ediCreditors to Meet
tions of the New York Journal. This
A special meeting of creditors of clever publicity stunt was put over
Jnited Picture Theaters of America
A. Smith of the Picture Tradvill take place on June 27th at 4. P. by G.
ing Corp.
\l. in the office of John J. Townsend,
teferee, 299 Broadway, Room 1701.
Get Two Back Again
\t this meeting the creditors will
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
iass upon a petition to sell the prints
Des Moines, la. — Elbert and Getif the three Florence Reed pictures
chell are again in possession of the
io\v held in the bankruptcy proceed- Berchell and Princess theaters as a
result of an order issued by Frank
Comfort, referee in bankruptcy.
Fitzpatrick
& McElroy
Expand
They were formerly operated by the
Chicago — Purchasing four new thcters inside of three months, and Adams
ruptcy. Theater Co., now in banktarting the construction of two
lore, is the record for Fitzpatrick
: McElroy.
This makes 36 now owned by this
rm. scattered through Michigan,
Visconsin, Illinois and Indiana. The
ew houses include two at Goshen,
To know what real advernd., the Jefferson and Lincoln, 900
eat houses; the Lincoln-Dixie at
tising value means study a
Chicago Heights, 1600 seats, and the
.i ida, an >S<)0 seat house at West
RITCHEY poster. It is
'ullman.
filled
with it.
The two theaters now under contruction will he the most pretentious
f all the chain.
They
are 1
i Benton Harbor, Mich., and Harvey,
-1 will probably he ready for
rly in the spring.
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A Hit at the N. Y. Strand
Picture delights big crowds at Broadway
House — praised by critics for excellent
entertainment, tense drama, fine
acting and direction
Read what the New York
Morning Telegraph says:
"Excellent dramatic entertainment, tense dramatic
scenes following one another rapidly. Melodrama all the
way through except a slight touch of comedy here and there.
It holds the interest with really fine scenes and acting that
is decidedly praiseworthy. Miss Stewart does exceedinly
well and there is a capable supporting cast and able direc-

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Speaking of
tion."
Louis B. Mayer's presentation
of the inimitable star

ANITA

in

"Sowing the Wind"
From the play by Sydney Grundy
Directed by John M. Stahl
Made

RITCHEY
LITnO.

by Anita Stewart Productions, Inc.

A First National
Attraction

CORP.

406 W. 31 st St., N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

^3s)

STEWART

and a Big 5
Production
*«osScV°*
^

sday, June 21, 1921

M^
11^ *

\
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POLA NEGRI
IN

"INFATUATION"

or "THE POUSH
DANCER"
(FIVE REELS)
AND

'THE GOVERNESS"
(SIX REELS)

The negatives of these two features are hereby
offered for sale for the territory of United States and
Canada.
It can be unqualifyingly stated that this is the first
time since the tremendous ovation given this incomparable screen artist that any production featuring
Pola Negri has been offered to the independent National distributor.
What the magical name of Pola Negri means to
the exhibitor needs no "sales arguments" nor expressions of creative imagination from the facile pen of the
advertising writer.
Her nationally acclaimed work in "Passion" and
"Gypsy Blood" heralds her a box office attraction
second
is rare.)to none. (The exhibitor who disavows this
The distributor will be able to purchase these two
features at a price that will permit him to sell the territorial exchange man at a figure beyond any competition with any Pola Negri production distributed in
the past or scheduled for release in the future.
The terms are cash, and negotiations will be conducted with principals only.
Screenings arranged for in order of application.

Address J. A. LEVINSON
1600

BROADWAY

PHONE,

BRYANT

(8th Floor)
7697-8-9

DAILY
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Want to See Books
rom

Page

1)

man says that Loew's has only one
class
ommon stock, and
that it could not he delivered until
permission had been obtained from
the Stock Exchange to issue it. The
defendant sent the stock on as soon
as it could be issued, but the plaintiffs have failed to deposit their stock,
a- agreed. Mr. Friedman said.
Mr. Friedman said that the purpose
of Mr. and Mrs. Ravich in obtaining
the order to examine the Loew books
here is to find out the value of the
I k and to ascertain all the correspondence relating to the deal. He
said that the books of account have
no bearing on the value of the stock,
and that Loew's does a business of
$20,000,000 a year, and to compel it
to produce its books will cause needless confusion and interruption.
"Mr. Ravich is in a similar business." said Mr. Friedman, '"and by
his examination of the books he can
get information to further his interests outside of the action."

AT THE
<« T T TT TT "
RIVOLI LIT
L
Art Titles by

ERNEST

STERN

4J3 W. 41 St.

Long'acre 0523

OFFICE

STUDIO

FOR

RENT

PRESIDENT

FOR CORPORATION WANTED

Well organized Motion Picture Corporation
interested in productions and operation of
Motion Picture Theatres desires to open up
negotiations with capable and experienced
business man of the Picture industry who is
in a position to invest ten thousand dollars
or more and become President of the Corporation under desirable contract. Only
principals considered. For appointment write
Box B-333, care Wid's Daily

SPACE

TO

RENT

500 sq. ft. or less desirable light
office space to rent, with storage facilities, in film building.
Address Wid's
Box B-15,
Daily care of

Close to New York City,
with laboratory nearby —
one of the finest studios in
the East, completely
equipped with every appliance for making de luxe
pictures.
Write toihiy
Box F-14, Wid's

Everyone
in the Picture
Business
Knows What That Means

Spoor-Thompson Machine Company
Room 508, 110 West 40th Street
Bryant 9764

TRADITION
FACTS— No. 4

Interesting from
start to finish

Announcing a New Eastman Product

Eastman Positive Film
WITH

TINTED

BASE

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitze^rald Bldg.
Bryant 5504

PRINTERS

For Rent

SPOOR

is back of the guarantees
given sonwith the Spoor Thomp
Developing
Machines.

Telephone

PROSPECT PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070

STUDIO

K.

New York City

Pioneer's Next
"Out of the Depths." starring Violet
Merseresu and co-starrting Edmund
Cobb, will be the next release of
Pioneer Film.

Excellent Fire Proof Studio with Carpenter
Shop and desirable dressing rooms, about 60
by ISO feet interior, and thirty minutes from
center of New York City. Under one to
five year lease property may be had for
$1,000 per month. Only responsible principals invited to write for appointment.
Address Box T-43, care Wid's Daily
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BARNES
PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

The tint in the print is put there by the manufacturer— the film base is impregnated with color.]
Seven

colors

are

now

available — amber,

blue,

gree

orange, pink, red and yellow.
And there is no advance in price over regular Eastman
Positive Film.

All Eastman

Film, tinted or untinted,

is
identified
by the inwords
"Eastman"
tl£bddk"
stencilled
the film
margin.

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

TITLES

COMPANY
N. Y.

ARTHUR

WEIL — Exploiting the new negative Tides, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(romiwRlm Laboratories
PHONE
BQYANT 5576

INCORPORATED

2 20 WEST 42 1® STREET
NEW YORK

ALLAN A.LOWNEf
CEN.MGP.

7/fcRECOGHIZED

pBRADSTREET

Authority
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Starts With 25
wyn
Announces
Next
Year's
lans — To Sell Franchises As
Indicated Last Week
Idwyn yesterday officially an-

"Carnival" at Capitol
"Carnival"
is to be the feature
the Capitol next week.

fed what WID'S DAILY stated
"a week ago: that the company
F offer a limited number of
Emerson to Direct
flises to exhibitors throughout
John Emerson is to direct ConOuntry. The official announcelists 25 productions
most of
stance Talmadge in "Good for Nothfare already completed:
release. ing." Associated First National will
c statement says, in part:
Idwyn's
fifth toyearthe productions
will bea
for rental
exhibitor under
i plan which is most simple and most
Sle. Individual pictures may be booka group of pictures may be contracted
■d also in order to provide the fullest
|B of protection
to the individual exIB Goldwyn
has decided
to grant a
I number of franchises for its season's
£ Goldwyn franchise was devised at
lines t of hundreds of theater owners
ers, who have felt that it would
Hpst desirable advantage lor them to
■■& corner on Goldwyn Service. The
IE to grant a limited number of GoldIfanchises was reached in order to give
jpidual exhibitor the most protection
"lirest price. He is guaranteed a numVorth-while productions at a price
ire that he can well afford to pay.
ning with September, every~magaTT in the country will learn from
■tising sections of thirty of the
with nation-wide circulations,
le biggest Goldwyn productions a
before the release to first run thepage and double-page advertiswill be carried in these thirty
reaching 27,000,000 readers. This
hitherto unprecedented national
irogram will be of great benefit
'idual exhibitor, as each Goldwyn
mager will explain in detail."
Continued on Page 3)

>N THE JOB"
Joe Dannenberg and a staff
;j going to Minneapolis.
Special editions will be printI every day, right at the Conntion, as well as in New
)rk.
..Our advertising
th editions.

rate

A live opportunity
re advertiser.

covers

for

the

"The Hidden Paradise"
John Barrymore's latest, produced
by Marshall Neilan, will be released
under the title of "The Hidden ParDillon to Direct
adise."
Edward Dillon is to direct Raymond Hitchcock in "The Beauty
Shop" for Cosmopolitan Prod.
Coming for Fight
Nazimova and her husband, Charles
Bryant, are coming to New York to
attend the Dempsey-Carpentier match
on July 2nd. They will return immediately to Los Angeles.
Beach in Bennett Plant
It is understood that interiors for
"The Iron Trail," the first Rex Beach
production for United Artists, will
be shot in the Whitman Bennett studio in Yonkers.
New Zoning Committee
The F. I. L. M. Club has appointed a committee to outline a number
of zones in the greater city. The T.
O. C. C. has a committee working on
the same matter and it is possible
that the two bodies will get together.
N. C. Convention
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Zukor Promises

at

Grey Due in July
Albert L. Grey, general manager of
D. W. Griffith, Inc., is expected back
from Europe around July 1.

Price 5 Centt

To

Change
Conditions With
Regard to Opei <tions of Black
and Others Involved in Difficulties With Sm il Exhibitors
— Will Go to Minneapolis — Debate Between President
of Famous Players and Senator Walker Representing M. P. T. O. of A. With Marcus
Loew Joining In

As the net result of a discussion which raged all yesterday
afternoon at the Astor, Adolph Zukor promised to give his personal attention to change conditions as reported to him where
Alfred S. Black and employees of Famous Players were operating in a manner to the detriment of the small exhibitors of this
country. He also promised to attend the annual convention of
the M. P. T. O. of America at Minneapolis next week.
The affair was staged by the T. O. C. C and Senator James
Walker,- who lias recently toured the country, and who, a week
or so ago made various charges affecting Famous Players, followed Mr. Zukor in the discussion. Before it was completed,
however, Marcus Loew joined in. At the conclusion of the
affair when asked if he intended going to Minneapolis Loew said :
"Try and keep me away."
The general consensus of opinion was that the discussion
had done much to clear the atmosphere, and it was predicted that
there would be a great deal more cleared up in Minneapolis.
Standing room was at a premium and the largest attendance of the
T. O. C. C. was recorded. Several out of town exhibitors were there, including Whitehurst of Baltimore, Anderson of Paterson, Linton of Utica,
and just when the debate started, Marcus Loew arrived and was followed
by Ben Moss.
From the moment President Brandt rapped for order things started.
He explained how Mr. Zukor asked for an invitation to appear before
the organization, and said that in the interests of fair play and after discussing the matter with several members the invitation was forwarded.
Immediately Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the New York State League,
asked for a point of information and wanted to know whether, instead of
discussing the matter in the presence of the -New York exhibitors, Mr.
Zukor would say whether or not he intended going to Minneapolis, to
the national convention.
To this Zukor arose and declared that he was a New York man and
wanted to be set right in New York. Several members jumped to their
feet, Louie Blumenthal appealing that Mr. Zukor be heard. In the midst

Charlotte, N. C. — The convention
of the North Carolina M. P. T. O.
will be held at Wrightsville Beach,
of the discussion, Brandt rapped sharply and said, "Mr. Zukor will now
Wilmington, tomorrow and Friday.
speak." And Mr. Zukor spoke.
This is where the 1920 convention
Zukor started by declaring that he
was held.
ing" picture
Harry Davis'
had no axe to grind, and desired only Arcade
in inin Pittsburgh,
and Penny
went
to explain the motives that had
into great length relative to the early
To Study British Courts for "Justice" prompted him since he had started days of the industry finally reaching
James Fosdick, assistant art direc- in the motion picture business, de- the point where he said:
claring that from time to time his
tor of Selznick Pictures, sailed for
"A rival company made up of a
England to make a thorough study of motives had been misconstrued.
number of exhibitors made all kinds
British court and prison procedure
"I want to place my motives before
to myandstars."
He
for the guidance of the producing or- you," he said. "A lot has been print- of
saidtempting
that Fox,offers
Goldwyn
Rowland,
ganization in making the screen vered and a lot said." From then on he together with other producers, were
sion of John Galsworthy's drama, traced the history of the picture busi- at a meeting in San Francisco, where
(Continued on Page 2)
"Justice."
ness from the time he saw a "flicker-

-jM^

mm
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despite

Zukor Promises

the

fact

that

lie had

used

the cl

He
said
that
his presence
was pany's product right along.
practically demanded at the luncheon,
Anothersaidcase
was Xcwnvin,
( 'alif.jH
Paramount
had mscrteJ^M
(Continued from Page 1)
inasmuch
as he could not secure a Walker
tisements in the local papers, and w^^|
they urged these exhibitors not to postponement of the event until after owner of the Rex had inserted coit^H
continue their methods and that the the
Minneapolis
meeting,
and
this, to offset the alleged damaging effect^H
Paramount
ads.
following morning he found two of
despite
that
it
was
a
great
inconvenGlenwood,
la., was another
i exhibitors in a dressing room
Vol. XVI No. 82 Wednesday. June 22, 1921 Price 5 Cents
ience for him to be present in view Walker.
In that town,
of
an
important
hearing
scheduled
for
,
had repeated its stunt of taking ad'
of Douglas Fairbanks. "This was the
space without the knowledge of Mr.
and Film Folks, critical period of my life," he said. the Board
Copyright 1921. Wid's atFilm
of
Standards
and
Appeal
'
Seymour,
exhibitors of that town,
St.,
44th
West
71-73
"I had worked hard. The only thing with reference
Inc., Published Daily
to tanks
on theater i H. I. Kraus,
Omaha
manage,
New
York.
N.
Y..
by
WID'S
FILMS
and
that
I
could
do
was
to
secure
theaFILM
FOLKS,
IXC
roofs, affecting 14 theaters.
pany,
stated
that
Seymours
had
ter.to
make
sure
that
my
product
of
the
action.
He said he had made no charges
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasfurther
alleged
unfair
tactii
urer; Toseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
against Mr. Zukor personally, who, ;
get a fair showing."
rs, cited by Walker, include
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and would "I
never intended to or do not
Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising
of Paramount Pictures in
intend to run theaters for any pur- he declared, would have made a suc- ing
Manager.
Neb., in a school in direct competi
Entered as second-class matter May 21, J918.
"I the theater; the construction
entered.
business
in any heard
pose other than to insure the re- have cess
never
such he
pleading,
never
in Paw tucket, K. I., where Senator
*t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
beard
a
man
make
a
semblance
of
a bad shown Paramount Picture
lease
of
my
product."
; ot" March
3, 1879.
declared
that
the
statement good case out of a bad one as he has ,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside - He
of Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
the jacking
of prices
for t1 frordH
the upcutting
of services
I product:
made
thai
he
was
seeking
to
"trusti- done." he said.
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign
named Aaronowitz in Duluth, .Minn.,U
fy"
the
business
was
preposterous.
$15.00.
of "Progress- Ad- ry favor with a more influential cortr^H
a copy house
He ," produced
"This
statement
was
made
with a
Subscribers should remit with order.
the Paramount
organ, dated
Waker
then made direct ret
Nov.
7, 1918,
and,
declaring
that
facts,
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S purpose, he said.
sent to him by J. IJ. Williams ^H
"What
is
the
ptjrcouldn't
be sidestepped,
he read from
an ! letter
DAILY,
71-73
West
44th
St.,
New
of
the
men
who
are
trying
to
National, in which the latter referre^H
York, N. Y.
article signed by Zukor, in which Zukor de- | growth
of a trust menace.
In th^^H
malign
me?
They
have
called me clared
that one of the greatest evils of the
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
Tead a letter irom BH
■y was the co-ordination
of producers tion, Walker
a liar and a crook, and said that I
Hollywood,
California.
.Mumper
of Federal
PI
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollyand exhibitors.
"It was good doctrine in ! which
secret agents after theaters.
Mumper
hinted
that
becaulS
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
those days."
declared
"but that
it isn't
were'
"I don't want to be personal, but evidently
so good
today.Walker,
Because
evil , L)e Mille and Neil McCarthy
London
Representative — W.
A. Williamthe
Commercial,
National
B^B
son, Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, unless we can get together on legis- exists
today.
Exists
in Famous
Players. ' of
London, W. C. 2.
had
lation and see how
we can protect Connick said in Albany that Famous
Los
Angeles,
his
(Mumper's)
off.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rue
Montmartre.
That's
true, isn't it?" j In summing up Walker gave the foB
our business, what is going to hap- over 400 theaters.

Quotations

When he reached the case of Mrs.
Pauline Dodge, Zukor, with arms lifted appealed for the appointment of
an impartial committee to investigate
the charges made with reference to
pen?" being used to obtain theamethods
ters. In a voice hoarse with emotion
and with his arms appealingly held

Last
Bid. A^ked. Sale
Famous Players .. 51
55^
54H
do pfd
Not quoted
*Gold\wn
3'/2
4
D. VV. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
11
11^4
HJ4
him,me.
Zukor
said,
"Don't
try
Triangle
V%
Yi
¥» before
to sacrifice
I have
spent
the best
World Film
Not quoted
years of my life in this business. I
have my reputation at stake. I have
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
my family to consider. Nobody has
ever charged me before me crucifying
That Barthelmess Party
Dick
Barthelnuss
was
the guest anyone. If I am not a fit man to be
at an informal luncheon tendered him in this business, then I will get out.
erday
at
the
Vanderbilt
by I think too much of the picture industry. My record is clean. I will
Charles
H. Duell, president
of Inabide by the decision of any fairiation Pictures, Inc.
committee."
J. D. Williams. H. O. Schwalbe, C. minded
Later he said with regard to the
L. Yearlsey,
Lesley
Mason,
Horace
and the inJudge of First Xational attended, as so-calledfluence"trustification"
that Famous Players had with
did the representatives of the press.
banks, "Banks are not played with
re were- no speeches and every- like
children. The fact that the studio
body had a good
time, despite the of Famous Players is working in
heat.
these difficult times is an indication
After the luncheon the party went that we want to do the best we can
to Paterson.
X. J., where
Barthel- even as a matter of insurance to this
- laid the corner-stone of the new business.
Hamilton
theater
at
"The Public is bilious on picChurch and Market
Sts.
The house
tures. Next Fall business
may
i; will be ready next
not be better than it is now.
We
is to be
operated
by
the
have got to make the very best
tn'- and will show First National
picture
possible
in the
most
product.
economical way."
"The fact that we are keeping the
More Sales
studio open in this troublesome time
"The is only another indication proving my
sold
have
[uity Pictures
k Panther's
Cub" for Eastern
in this business."
lia and Southern New Jer- faith
In closing he declared that he was
Ben Amsterdam of Philadel- not trying to apologize to them, as
phia.
he was trying to make the industry as
reliable as any other in the world.
orma Talmadge will return to the
Me reiterated the necessity for
io in July to
begin
work
on
ople in the Jndtutry standing tonilin' Through."
gether. And then closed.
At the suggestion of Leo Brcchcr,
Senator Walker was asked to take
I he floor.
Walker Forceful
As usual. Senator Walker was
forceful and dramatic. At the start
he commanded applause by declaring
that he was taking his place with the
"continentals of the motion picture

Qi

industry."

he
looking
at Zukor.
we asked
have the
statement
filed by"Tothatsupport
companyit
when it applied for listing its stock on the
New
York
Stock
Exchange,
which
shows
that Famous owns stock of $2,000,000 in the
Southern
Enterprises,
Inc., operated
by a
theaters."
operates
Lynch,fromandother
named
manThen
he read
financial
papers
and records that Lynch owned 115 theaters
in the South, that Famous had loaned the
Stanley Company — which Walker characterized as a theater company — large sums; that
it owned 18 theaters in Canada and the 45
houses in the Black organization in New
England.
He returned to the question of why Zukor
would not go to Minneapolis, instead of
wanting to answer the questions here, and
demand to know : "What fair play is he
getting here that lie wouldn't get at Minneapolis? You may trust the trade journals
to quote him at length, but you may have
to lookinto
for details
my name,"
then
went
of thesaid
caseWalker,
of Mrs.whoDodge,

reiterating the well known case and demanded at the finish: "If you had to pick
on someone why did you pick out a little
widow woman who operated a house with
a little over 200 seats? Why didn't you pick
out someone worthy of your size?"
Later he said : "What can these men here
expectfredofBlackyou
camiot you
control
in when
whose you
company
haveAl-a
financial interest? I submit that to you,
gentlemen.
estimate the And
purposeMr.of Zukor,
the M. don't
P, T. underO. of
America.- Our slogan is 'an injury to one
is an injury to all.' Don't forget Mr. Zukor,
that while you had your early struggles^ that
Mrs. Dodge is having hers now. Every
one of you men here should go on your knees
every night and thank Sydney Cohen for
what he has done for you, even at the sacrifice of his own affairs."
This brought tremendous applause. Following this Walker went into details of the
Schwartz case and the Loomer Opera House
in Willimantic, Conn., where he charged
that Alfred S. Black had succeeded in securing the lease and forced Schwartz out
of business.
Walker, all through this portion of his
address read documentary evidence to support his charge, but as is his usual custom,
interspersed his speech with remarks of his
own. He continually repeated that he did
not hold Zukor as an individual responsible
for these various occurrences, but questioned
Zukor's prestige and authority as president
of the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
Walker further cited a case in Mansfield,
La., where a Mrs. Hrownsfield had trouble
with H. F. Wilks, the representative of the
Southern Enterprises and the Lynch circuit.
Here he read a letter sent by Mrs. Brownto II. .1. Herman president of the I.
M. P. T. O. A. of Louisiana, in which she
recited bow Wilks endeavored to raise money
locally to erect a theater in competition to
her Palace.
Mi then read letters from Charles De Paul
of Saulte. Ste. Marie, Mich., to the Michigan
M. P. Exhibitors, in which De Paul told
how be couldn't pay the rental prices asked
by Paramount
for his Dreamland
theater,

ti

reasons for his belief that Fai
were attempting
the formation
| The continued practice of Famou:
|in securing theaters.
The stringency
of the mom
The general curtailment
of prod
The coercion
of exhibitors
to
their theater properties.
The insertion of a form ad in tov
it was deemed necessary, to force!
of theaters.
The importation of German films,

At theassembled
conclusion gaveof Walker's
spi
crowd
him
eontii
plause and rose to its feet. Mr. 2
his representatives
included.
Mr. Zukor in his reply said:
"I make
a definite promise

re

be
investigated.
greatc'
gentlemen,
that allOfof athese
know
something,
but of othe:
entirely unfamiliar.
"I hereby assume all responsi
the Famous
Players Corp.
I J
prosper
with you in this businea if:
do not want
to make
money at
Zukor's remarks were signa'.l
burst of applause.
After he finisi
Brandt spoke a few words and tl
S. Cohen
made
a few remarks,
course of which he stated Marcus
expense."
forced to purchase
Metro
to off:
tions of Famous
Players.
Cohen
of a plan advanced
to Loew
by
Black to build up a great circuit
(Continued on Page 3)
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posters

ar<

made with just one end
view — ticket selling.
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■H

WtheNews
RST PARLIAMENT
IN ULSTER
•EN ED — Scenes from Belfast.
:VIL DOGS CELEBRATE BELLEAU
DODS VICTORY— The Marines have imssive ceremonies in Boston on the third
liversary of the great battle.
IBOGGANING DOWN
MT. WASHGTON — Employees of the unique railroad
the top. of the White Mountains' highest
ik use novel and thrilling means of reachthe bottom in double quick time.
;o news from London, England; St. Louis,
i.j San Francisco;
New York City; Troy,
Y.; etc., etc.

today

(Continued from Paste 2)
isary. by
theaters
forcing the small exhibitor if
Loew then spoke and stated that he had
entered production not to offset Famous
alone, but all producers. He went into detail to some extent in explaining how the
ftead of a great organization could not be
held directly responsible for the acts of
employees, and told of how apparently unreasonable and unfair matters arose in his
own company.
Tn refering to the Black plan, Loew said
he told Black it couldn't be done. "Not
with me," Loew said he told Black. Loew
made some additional remarks, details of
which will appear in tomorrow's
issue. •
Cohen then called upon a man named Posner, who operated the Gem in Willimantic,
to tell of the trouble he was experiencing
with Black. Posncr told Black lie would
give him $1,500 not to take up the lease and
Black said $15,000 might interest him, not

$1,500.
S. R. Kent for Famous Players, remarked
that the company was dealing with 12,000
active accounts in the country and that
matters such as these were apt to creep in.
He said he had issued orders that where a
man had used the company's product in the
past he was to have it in the future, if he
wanted it. He explained the HartfordPawtucket affair and said that Hartford
would be given the company's films for the
new year regardless of Black or anyone
else.
Cohen told of how Black was attempting
Without Benefit of Clergy"— Pathe
to sell stock in Pawtucket on the ground
Capitol
had behind him the resources of
4ERALD— * * * James Young * * * did that he Players.
lost better than one mighl expect in Famous
Zukor
then stated that Black would
on the screen an appealing mixture
oonshine and microbes.
have to take his choice: to discontinue
the
kind
of operations
that had been
TIMES— On the whole, it is a worthattributed to him or he could not deal
He production, more faithful to its orig1 than one dared hope in advance, exwith
Famous
Players.
"The
situation
■tionally well photographed, staged with
is going to change," he concluded.
Brandt then closed the meeting and asked
rine regard for details, and as well acted
Cohen would he not invite Zukor to the Minthe method' of its filming permitted.
neapolis convention.
Cohen
did ,and
Mr.
VVORLD — * * * Makes a person fretful Zukor accepted.
ause of its lost possibilities. The titles
a strange medley of pale English and
By Kipling rhymes mixed without reason
New Editor for Chester Prod.
harmony.
Beth Brown has joined the C. L.
FRIBtjNE— * * * Would not be as atctive as it is without the benefit of a Chester Prod., Inc., as editor and ti-

[ewspaper Opinions

that'el
setting.
Thetelling
screen
is not
the
per medium
for the
of this
Kipling
. *
* In justice to James Young, who
cted the picture, let it be said that it is
well done as it could be on the screen, and
re are lots of little human touches that
', would hardly care to expect.
AMERICAN— The production is fretntly lovely, and the acting, notably that
Thomas Holding, Virginia Brown Faire,
jel De Brulier and Evelyn Selbie, excelt.
rEI.EGRAM— Every
credit
should
be
n to James Young, who directed the pice, ami Robert Brunton,
who produced it,
the faithful manner
in which the native
losphere and color has been reproduced.
KAIL — It is serenely, terribly dull.
KJN — It is a glamorous love epic of the
St. with splendid settings and a fine atspheric touch about it, and lives up to the
.lity of the original in almost bringing the
st to touch hands with the East.
JOURNAL — James
Young,
who directed,
made much of a good scenario.
'OST— Rudvard
Kipling's "Without
Benof Clergy,' as produced by Robert Brunand directed by James Young, is the best
tnple of a purely lyric film that has come
! of an American studio.

jfore Ways and Means Committee
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

(Washington — H. D. H. Connick of
pious Players, Paul Turner of the
:tors' Equity and John Lloyd of
| Griffith organization were here
Saturday testifying before -the
ays and Means Committee on the
■sability of placing an ad valorem
foreign films.
Finishing With "U"
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los
Angeles— Edith
Roberts
is
aring the completion of her Unirsal contract.
It is understood she
11 not renew.

m.

DAILY
am
Levey

Overworked

(Special toAgain?
WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY;
Atlanta — Harry
L<
feeling
St. Louis — Missouri is again threatened with censorship. The Legisla- the strain of hot weather
and the
tion Committee of the Committee of
ure of work he has been doing.
50, which backed the censorship measure at the last session, has forwarded Mr is resting for a few da;
to Governor Hyde and the legislature a resolution calling upon the
Governor to submit by special message the question of a state board of
censors at the extra session now on
AT
THE
u
RIVOLI
at Jefferson City.
Art Titles by

"Bits
(Special

ERNEST

of Life"

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los
Angeles — Marshall
next production
will
be

Neilan's
"Bits of

c 413 W. 41 St.

STERN
Longacre 0523

LIFE'

The New Jackson Studio

Life."
Is one of the largest, newest and best equipped studios in the
world. 16,000 sq. ft. without a post. Covers three blocks. All
safety devices. Five stages. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
Carpenter, paint and property rooms on main floor. The finest
electrical "equipment. Direct current — remote control.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete — ready to begin
work at once.
For the rental of space apply

Jackson Film Studio Corporation

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.,
Bronx, New York
Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office, E. Davidow, W. H. Weissager
Putnam Building, N. Y.
Personally on the ground

tler.

Changes
(Special

in Pittsburgh
to WID'S

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — C. C. McKibbin is the
new manager of the Select branch.
He took charge last Monday, and succeeded C. E. ("Doc")
Holah.
Harry Goldberg is now in charge
of the Robertson-Cole branch, succeeding George Moore, resigned.

Starts With 25
(Continued

from

Page

1)

The productions listed are:

"The Old Nest," by Rupert Hughes.
"The Invisible Power," a Frank Lloyd
Prod.
"Ace of Hearts," by Gouverneur Morris.
"Grand Larceny," by Albert Payson Terhune.
"Hungry Hearts." by Anzia Yezierska.
Betty Compson in "For Those We Love."
"All's Fair in Love," by Thompson Buchanan.
"The Lloyd
Grim Prod.
Comedian, by Rita Weiman, a
Frank
"The Night Rose." by Leroy Scott.
"The Glorious Fool," by Mary Roberts
Rinehart.
"Dangerous Curve Ahead," by Rupert
Hughes.
"She Got What She Wanted," by Alice
Duer Miller.
"Doubling For Romeo," starring Will
Rogers.
"The Christian," by Hall Caine.
Betty Compson
in "Even as Eve."
Tom Moore in "The Man With Two
Tom Moore in "Beating the Game."
Mothers."
"The Poverty of Riches," a Reginald
Barker
Prod.
Tom Moore in "From the Ground Up."
"The Man from Lost River," by Katherine
Newlin
Burt, directed by Frank
Lloyd.
Will Rogers in "A Poor Relation."
"The Wall Flower."
by Rupert
Hughes.
"The Ship," "Theodora." "The Sin Flood."
and
with "Beatrice."
Marie Doro.a Herbert Brenon production

Trade

Announcement

Preparations have been started for an elaborate production of

"Where is My Wandering
Boy Tonight"

To be directed by JAMES PATRICK HOGAN
WITH AN ALL STAR CAST =
From the scenario by GERALD
C. DUFFY

The

story that smacks of the soil and
looks up to the sky.
STUDIO

KATHERINE

ADDRESS

MacDONALD

LOS ANGELES,

STUDIOS

CALIFORNIA

tMA Loew

_
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Statement

The assets and liabilities of Loew's,
Inc., as of May 8, 1921, are as
follows:
Assets

I Appreciate the Importance
of keeping my trade mark

Reginald Barker
PRODUCTIONS

on hand and in bank . . $ 1
(ash reserved for construction
686,180.73
work
547,285,24
Subscriptions
to capital stock
— receivable on demand
...
240,103.44
Accounts and notes receivable
609,361.76
Loans to employees
(secured)
39,216.25
Advances
to artists and employees (railroad fares, etc.)
41,363.06
Deposits tracts
on leases and con508,155.98
Advances
to motion
picture
producers
(secured)
459,179.79
Film
Productions
in process,
completed
and
released —
less amortization
4 051,391.81
Studio and theatre supplies and
film advertising
accessories
922,342.58
Land, building and equipment
— less depreciation
13
Construction work in progress 5 ,259,001.12
,949,208.72
Investments in affiliated cornot consolidated
than
889,048.67
p(less
orations
50% owned)...
Advances
to corporations
less
owned
329,467.29
Other investments
than 50"%
Deferred
charges
63,705.19
May 8, 1921
1,419,764.00 ,119,108.41

Seena Owen Cast
Seena Owen, who made one of
biggest hits in recent months in "
Woman God Changed," has been
for an important
role in "FindP
Woman,"
a new Cosmopolitan
now in the making at the Ast(
studio of the company.
Modern

Fully

Equipped

STUDIO
FOR

RENT

monthYor:
230 By
W. day,
38th week
St. or New
Fitzroy 4205

JOBSSrOKMCFAPUM
INCORPORATED

67-69

WEST

-*6™- STREET

' /Ae&.irtca\ Managers -Aife

■I)

Publicity RepresentaTtvM-PldyDrol
PHONE-BRYANT

0522

816,733,43

at the highest possible standard

Total Capital Stock and Surplus
Co-operative
interest— Capital
stock and surplus

27,097,591.57
1,614,963.88

TRADITION

$41,154,738.79
Loew's,
Inc.,
share
surplus as above..
Share of undivided

$816,733,43

profits in
tions corporaless than
50%
owned
200,174.61
Loew's,
Inc.,
share
total surplus
$1,016,908,04
Leaseholds,
contracts
and
goodwill
10,440,618.75
Total assets

FACTS— No. 5

Great men say
there is none

$41,154,738.79

Liabilities
Accounts payable— Current .... $
394,315.41
Notes payable — Current
2, 420,263.20
Taxes — income and excess
profits to August 31, 1920..
425,187.64
Taxes on film rentals, theatre
admissions
and miscellaneous
213,090.85
Mortgages on real estate
6,
311,750.02
Accounts payable
— deferred instalment
162,219.11
Accounts and notes payable —
Long term
Security from tenants
755,057.76
Film rentals received in advance
95,517.67
of service
610,758.50
Other deferred credits
137,293.59
Advances terests
by co-operative in186,015.61
Taxes — estimated federal and
State— Sept. 1, 1920 to May
8, 1921
730,713.98
Capital and surplus
— Loew's,
Issued
1,043,848
shares Inc.
Subscribed
..
16,932 shares
Totalout par(withval.) 1,060,780 shares $26,280,858.14
Surplus Sept. 1, 1920,
Loew's,
Inc.,
and
equity
in
affiliated
corporations
$ 810,792.50
Loew's, Inc., share
profits Sept. 1, 1920,
to May 8, 1921, after
depreciation and
Federal
taxes
1,425,704.93
Dividends
tember
1,

-

1920, to
paid Sep-

$2,236,497.43

Two Houses for Flushing
A 1,600 seat theater is planned at
the junction of Main St. and Broadway. Hushing, L. I., by the Long
Inland Theater Co. It will be called
the Queens
and will cost $150,000.
Wilmcr and Vincent have a theater
planned on a site directly across the
street.

greater.
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Spring
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STUDIOS
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STUDIO
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Phone Bryant 69<
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Organization
Only Answer to Bring Healthy
Conditions About Is Marcus
Loew's Belief
ircus Loew
proved
one of the
ses of the T. O. C. C. luncheon
tiesday when Adolph Zukor and
Senator
Walker
had
their
orahle dehate, as noted
in yesy's
issue.
When
told how
d informed
Alhert he
S. Black
that
lack plan of acquiring 4,000 thecould not be worked with him,
spired a big laugh.
ew is one of the most popular
itives in the industry
and the
itors present
seemed
unusually
ed with practically every statehe made.
He evoked an unushearty laugh when he referred
statement
made by Walker
in
i Walker
said "Metro
makes
pictures."
"I like to hear that,"
Loew.

Thursday, June 23, 1921
"Anatol" Released Sept. 26
"The Affairs of Anatol" will be released by Paramount Sept. 26 and
is expected to play 200 first runs simultaneously. A circular letter being
sent to exhibutors states that higher
rentals will have to be paid because
of the large production cost.
West Film for First National
Associated
First National will disProd,

tribute "Nobody-," a Roland
starring Jewel Carmen.
Annex

Mercy

West

Theaters

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Yakima, Wash. — Jensen & Vor
Herberg's Pacific Northwest circuit
is expanding rapidly these days. A
little more than a week ago the new
State, now the Capitol, in Yakima.
was taken over. Now by a new $200,j000 deal just completed, two other
Yakfma playhouses, the Majestic and
the Empire, come under the J. & V.
declared that while producers banner.
distributors operating on a large
The news was disclosed in the filing
might not act in a hundred per- of articles of incorporation by the
way that exhibitors were also Yakima Valley Theaters at Olympiad
^ne hundred per cent,
The incorporators are named as J. G.
lot of the loss which Metro has Von Herbcrg and Fred Mercy, who
yith," he said, "is due to the com- has long operated the Majestic and
ions of exhibitors and, boys, I the Empire.
bu, when a lot of exhibitors get
her, what they can do to you
/ful." He cited an instance of
duction which cost $250,000 and Says Brandt Relative to T. O. C. C.
i was rated for a citv of 300,Tuesdav Luncheon Where
Zukor Spoke
!t $1,200. "And then the ex>rs of this town got together and
Billy Brandt, president of the T.
ial!y got an offer of $500 for the
iction. Now this is all wrong. O. C. C, the local exhibitor body,
inally managed to get some busi- sa'd yesterday that he felt that a great
(Continued
on Paee 81
rleal of good had been accomplished
by the Tuesday luncheon when
Adolph Zukor and Senator James J.
Walker participated in a discussion

Meeting Helped

ALL
KBOARD
for

SINNEAP0L1S
Go

if you

can — but if you

n't, don't for the love of Mike
;ss
WID'S

relative to Famous Players' theater
activities.
Brandt said that he believed the
atmosphere had been materially cleared and that he believed the discussion had opened the way to the Minneapolis convention proceedings with
the regular routine of business, without spending a long time on the question of Famous Players' theater activities.

DAILY

>r big things are going to
ppen and we'll give 'em, to
u just as we see them.

Reports were circulated before and
after the luncheon that efforts were
being made to prevent Zukor from
making any address whatsoever and
that marked pressure had been
brought upon Brandt to bring this
about. Brandt refused to discuss this
report yesterday.
It is understood that Brandt will
not attend the convention.

Lowe Talks

Ingram
Going Abroad?
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The Times quotes
Rex Ingram as saying:

Says Unless Allied "Lab." Members
Cease "Foolishness" They Will
Drive Brulatour Into Game
Albert
T. Lowe, personal represen"Just two more pictures, and then
tative of J. E. Brulatour, recently
I shall be on my way to Europe."
talked with a writer with reference to
Further, that Ingram will return to
the Metro studio, where he is slated the laboratory situation.
After going over the situation and
to make a film version of "Turn to referring to how the Eastman Kodak
Company reduced prices of raw stock
during the war, he took up various
the Right."
Metro disclaimed any knowledge other points of the controversy now
of the matter yesterday. Ingram was
in New Haven yesterday, where Yale on.He stated that he was absolutelv
University conferred on him the de- certain that Mr. Brulatour was not
gree of bachelor of fine arts.
at the present time connected in any
way with the laboratories anywhere.
He said that over a year ago he had
Another
"wned stock in the Paragon, but the
A. Brady. was now controlled bv Win.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Paragon
Los Aneeles — Carmel Myers' contract with Universal has expired and
He stated that it was his personal
=*>" is exoected shortly to affiliate belief that unless the laboratorv men
with another concern. The same is
stoppeddrive
this Brulatou
"foolishrness"
H>ev
true of Edith Roberts and her Uni- would
into that
the laboversal contract.
ratory business.
He accused Republic and CraftsAdmitted
man of stirring up all the trouble and
Goldwyn is exceedingly frank about said that it was easy because those
two and Erbograph were the only
"The
Old
Nest":
It calls it "the ones in the
citv that were making
greatest picture Goldwyn ever made." money. He said the others were
starving, and that they were willing
to fight on that account, and that
they would be eventually beaten and
"Big 4" English Company to Handle the
it. three big laboratories would get
their business. He prophesied that
"Way Down East" and "Dream
Street" in Britain
in the fall when business picked up
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
that everyone would forget all about
London — It is reported
here that
He said that the best reason to
the Allied Artists Corp. will distribshow that Brulatour was not in the
ute "Way Down
East" and "Dream laboratory business was the fact that
Street" in this country.
Allied is the Mr. Brulatour never had anything to
United
Artists English
organization.
do with anything that was not a success, and that the G. M. plant was
It is understood the above dispatch a- failure, that it had never made a
is correct and that Mr. Griffith will dollar profit since it was opened. He
have direct supervision of the exhibi- showed the reports for the past five
weeks for the Paragon, which claimtion of his two productions in Enged to show an indicated weekly loss
(Continued
on Fape 8>
land. "Way Down East" is to be
given elaborate presentations.
Next Week

Through Allied

Ethel Clayton in "Wealth" will he
Tippett Here
Sunday.
John D. Tippett of London is at the feature at the Rialto beginning
the Aslor. He doesn't know whether
A Thomas H. Ince production enor not he will be able to make the
titled "The Bronze Bell" will be the
Minneapolis convention. Tippett has
with him a relic for which he says feature at the Rivoli.
I. P. Morgan once made an offer of
McCracken Heads Club
$425,000.

Plans Medical Films

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Albany. N. Y. — The Surgical and
Medical Film Corp. has been formed
to manufacture films showing surgical operations. Capital, $500.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Kansas City — S. B. McCracken. local Paramount manager, was elected
president of the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade at the regular meeting. He succeeds F. F. Nine, who
resigned.

mil
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Quotations
Famous

Flavors

do pfd. ..".
>ldwyn
Unrfith,
D W
Locw's, [nc
Triangle
World Film

Bid. Asked
.. 55
59

81
y/i

Inc
11/s
Y&

Lasv
Sa'n55-m

81
80
4 •
*d
quot
Not
11/
11/
*&
Vi
Not quoted

♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Busy Times in Oakland
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

( )akland, Calif. — Theatrical improvements inOakland totalling several million dollars, and includinging the construction of at least two
new theaters have been announced.
The new projects include construction of a new theater at 19th and
Broadway with a 75-foot frontage, to
COSt a total of $1,125,000, to he used
exclusively for motion pictures; the
Formation of a syndicate which will
construct a theater somewhere in the
vicinity of 20th and Broadway, or
20th and Telegraph. John J. MacArthur will probably he local represent;!'
Orphcum circuit, as previously
reported, will likewise build here.

Golem"— Controlled by Hugo
Riesenfeld

HERALD In tact, it might be called a
its crowds
Babe Ruth among photoplays. In swirl
than
it has more "f the sweep and
even "Passion," white it has some of the
of "The Cabinet of Dr.. Caibizarre man."quality
** *
TIMES — * # * Gives the impression of
fabulous old tale of strange people in
a strange world, fascinating, exciting to the
imagination, and yet so unfamiliar in all
.-I its aspects that it always seems remote,
elusivi even, when one would like to get
closer to its meaning. * * * A combination
most expresof
sive exceptional
settinus vet acting
seen inand
thisthe
country.
the producin
trick
gnat
The
WORLD—
tion was, of course, to make it grim rather
than grotesque. He succeeds in this almost
entirely, hut in certain spots the sombre
the big chief outGolemside a becomes
The supporting cast
store. like
tobacco more
inferior.
is conspicuously
AMERICAN— This is the finest monster" story I have ever sampled. Even poor
old Frankenstein, the most quoted monster
in the world, must take a back scat.
TRIBUNE— Paul Wegener directed the
picture, and he also plays the title role and
it is a marvelous piece of work. The story
is beautifully done.
TELEGRAM — Original in conception and
stupendous in execution is the new foreign
filmed
MAILdrama,
— It is"Thenot Golem."
too much to say that
"The Golem" is one of the most artistically
produced. The magever many
perfect pictures
nificence of the sets,
of them fantas
tieallv weird, has rarely been equalled and
the entire picture reflects the touch of the
master

artisan.

GLOBE—* * * We must insist that "The
Golem." released yesterday, seems to us the
most impressive and significant piece of screen
work ever made since films began.
SUN — It is a screen masterpiece and
should run many weeks at this Broadway
motion
picture playhouse.
JOURNAL — The picture is legend and it
carries its witchery to the nth degree. It is
splendidly acted and its lightings and backgrounds are in fine accord with the general
excellence.
One should see it.
POST— The result is a story of rather
restricted appeal, with more racial than
universal significance; a series of highly unusual settings, and some acting, mainly by
Ihir Wegener himself, that stands out in
bold relief against the ordinary run.

TRIBUNE— Anita Stewart, the star, is a
sweet young girl. Now, why is she always
east f.,r heroines who arc called upon to face
big dramatic situations?
"Sowing the Wind," it
BO« DAILY
seems, NEWS—
reaps a zephyr.
AMERICAN— Anita Stewart in "Sowing

JOURNAL—* * * Anita Stewart's newest
picture, "Sowing the Wind," is one of her
besl m many, many moons.

the siren or nit hkk;ham "

TRII1UNE— In spite of the fact that this
is just melodrama witli villains and heroes
who are falsely accused of forgery and murder, and letters from the Governor and miraculous escapes, somehow you never resent
anj of the people in it.
TELEGRAM— The melodrama has lost
none of its punch and has gained a few added
thrills by its change into a motion picture.
SUN — * * * Contains many of the thrills
and retains much of the human interest of
theJOURNAL
stage production.
* * your drama with
— If you* like
plenty of action, zippy with devilment, loaded down with production, and swathed in
heart
week. interest, find "Life" at the Rivoli this

Rialto— F. P.-L.
"Appearances"
HERALD— * * * Proved to be on the
whole a better picture than one might have
expected to drift out of a London fog.
AMERICAN — It would be nice if Director Crisp would don his little sailor-suit,
blow the little whistle, and sail his little boat
right back home to us. The film cannot
hold up in comparison to our American made
productions
of the same type.
TRIBUNE — If Eamous Players continue
to produce in London we beg that they come
to America for their "extras."
TELEGRAM — The stage" settings and the
outdoor views in this picture are unusually
beautiful.
SUN — Women will smile appreciatively,
JOURNAL
— Not* *in* cast, backgrounds,
only
men chuckle.
settings of lighting does it crime up to our
average picture, while the costuming is painfully colorless and frumpish.
DAILY
worth
seeing.NEWS — "Appearances" is really

Penn. Commission

of Seven

NBWB
THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS Ri I

Today's Issue

5(f

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Anti-Cig
Law is passed in Utah.
The Cigarette
legger appears.
Sponsors of law seek
troduce similar legislation throughout 1
Beware
of professional
reformers.
FALKENSTEIN,
GERMANY— Red
terrorizes country.
Strikers form arm
lowing out regular military tactics in
ization.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.— Besides ft
ing the ring for the Stillman Case thisi
has ako built one for the Dempsey-Carf
fight.
It's all finished and ready to st
NEW YORK— What the teams i;
American League Need. Man inve

pitching
Strikes
four timesmachine.
in succession
and "Babe"
the greatRus
gives up in despair.
Some curves!
Scenes from Chicago, Washington, \
Barre, Pa.; Los Angeles, etc., etc. Fa
of the moment.

Curwood

in Theater Field?

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Lansing, Mich., — James Oliver
wood may head the Lansing Th
Harrisburg, Pa. — A commission of
seven has been appointed to pass on Co. as president, having been
a director.. The company is ex
the character of pictures to be shown ed
to resume the sale of $1J
in places other than theaters. The worth of stock,
and when suffi
members are: the Rev. Daniel Marsh,
finances are assured, will start
D. D., of Pittsburgh; Louis Nus- erection of the Blackstone, the
baum, of Philadelphia; Charles C.
McMahon, of Washington, D. C. ; of which has been purchased.
Dana Pierce, of New York; L. W.
Fox Leases Woods, Chicag<
Driscoll, S. A. Kegley and M. C.
Goodspeed, of Erie.
(Special to WID'S
Chicago
— William
Fox DAILY)
has 1
President
Sees Seven
Reeler
the Woods for 32 weeks, taking
session about the middle of At
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Sowing the Wind"—
He will open the house wit!
Strand First National
Washington — "The Birthplace of
HERALD — * * * May have been a stage Christianity," a seven reel picture tour "Queen of Sheba."
meteor in its day. but in its film dress it of the entire Holy Land, was shown
abounds with theatrical claptrap and seems for the first time Friday evening in
little but a dead weight.
Lease
Loew's
Yakima
Hou
the cast room of the White House
WORLD — * * * A strange production,
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
Yakima — Jensen
& Von
He
"Sowing the Wind." It is adapted from to President and Mrs. Harding and
Sydney Grundy's play in an unsatisfactory their guests. Thomas McVeigh, Jr.,
manner. Under the direction of John M. of New York, who directed and titled have leased Loew's State from
SI aid I he east goes through a long series of
erman & Harris.
emotional maneuvers quite apart from any- the picture, had charge of its presentation.
thing natural or dramatic.

the Wind" scores at Strand.
Metro's Summer Releases
TELEGRAM — * * * Its thrilling episodes
Metro has announced the followwill hold the onlooker spellbound.
MAIL -There is an enduring, appealing
ing release schedule: "Fine Feaththe work of Anita Stewart, refune 20; Bert Lytell in "The eh. inn about
gardless of the slory in which she may be
Man Who." lulv 4; Alice Lake in
*.
best * *muddle
She
■Over the Wire," July IK; Viola Dana appiGLOBE
aring.
The is
restat isher
a hopeless
of
in "Life's Darn Funny," Aug. 1; erring mothers, cleanshaven
young
suitors.
heavy
father,
who
tries
to
break
off
Nazimova in "Camille," Bert Lytell the match.
Miss Stewart, as usual, looked
in "A Trip to Paradise" and Viola
lingly pretty and acted (when the plot
Dana in 'The Match Breaker," dates would permit) with intelligence and charm.
not yet set.
SUN
It is a mediocre
picture. *

(T^cULOCttlcrnciI 0 IctuAJLp
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"Life"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli
HERALD — It moves
with
speed
and
punch and yet, possibly for that reason, the
characters
art on the whole
without
any
I motives, which keep calling
0 the main thread.
AMERICAN — "Life" on screen is entertainment with a bang in it.

(Special to WID'S

Plan Another

DAILY)

in Quincy, 111.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Quincy, 111. — A site in Washington
Square has been acquired by Pinkleman and Cory, who will build a 1,500
--cat theater there. They already
own four houses here.

Nobody

knows exactly how

many tickets a poster will
sell — but everybody should
know

that the RITCHEY

poster will sell MORE
tickets than any other kind,

TRADITION

RITCHEY
LITHO.

FACTS— No. 6

A royal treat
in store for all.

CORP.

406 W. 3 1st St., NY. Phone Chelsea 838S

HE INDEPENDENT
Howells

More
*Negris
Sales Has
Two
for

IndeLevin-

pendent Market — J. A.
son Two More
The Howells Sales Co., Inc., has
two Pola Negri pictures available for
I In independent market. They are,
"Vendetta" and "Intrigued The
first was made in Corsica and the second is a story of Paris. D. P. Howells was instrumental in bringing
"I'assion"
and "Gypsy Blood" to
America.
With the release of these pictures
the Howells Sales Co., Inc., has
adopted a policy under which pictures will be offered to the independent buyer based entirely on their merits. The plan is to build a permanent
states rights organization. They say
they do not expect to make a fortune on each production which they
handle, but merely a fair profit based
on the actual cost of the picture to
them.
.
In other words, if they are fortunate enough to obtain the rights to
a big picture at a low price, they will
in turn pass that low price on to the
independent territorial buyer instead
of putting a price on the production
that is all the traffic will bear.

MARKET
^Greene
President
Heads Newly Formed
Pyramid Pic-

A Thought
Writes Cruickshank of the
Screen Sketching Service, 145
W. 45th St.:
"A suggestion — why don't
some enterprising man in the
motion picture field get together and organize an independent
exchange for the marketing and
releasing of animated cartoon
"The animated cartoon has
products?
been a neglected possibility and
its ramifications have never yet
been adequately exploited.
"The fat producer has done
nothing to keep it on the program, while the exhibitor and
the movie fan have continually
howled for the pen-drawn picture.
"There are high class artists
who can make up this brand of
stuff, also animation studios fully equipped for producing pur"Surely the time has arrived
for
poses.a live exchange to handle
this class of animated material.
The animating cartoonist would
then have a market place."

J. A. Levinson of 1600 Broadway
also has two Negri pictures which he
is offering for sale. They are "Infatuation, or the Polish Dancer" and
"The Governess." The first is in five
reels and the second in six.
Parker Buys Comedies
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dallas — Tom
Parker
announces
the purchase of a series of Cissy Fitzgerald comedies.
Wilson and Schlank Here
Ben Wilson is in New York accompanied by Morris R. Schlank.
He is in the East to make arrangements with Arrow for the coming
year.
Brownie

Plans Series

Big Canadian Deal Pending
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — American Film has sold
Canadian rights on four productions
to the Merger Film Co', of Montreal.
This group includes "Eve in Exile,"
"The Valley of Tomorrow," "The
Light Woman" and "The Hellion."
President Mercier Imile and General Manager Alfred J. Dusseault negotiated the deal and announce plans
are under way for the distribution of
all American features for which there
is at present no Canadian distributor.
"Man
Owing

and Woman" the First
to an unexpected delay in

production of "The Amazing Lovers,"
"Man and Woman" will be the first
Work is being completed on "Sav- release of the monthly offerings
ing Marjorie," a five reel farce star- which Herman Jans will make in the
ring Margery Wilson, and directed by
John S. Lopez. This is the second of independent field.
a series of comedy features with the
same star and director, being proBuys "Supreme Passion"
duced by Brownie Comedies, Inc.
A. W. Thornley of Hy-Art Prod.,
Work on the third picture, "The
Smile Factory,"
begins
in about
two Dallas, has bought the rights to "The
weeks
in the Estee
Studios
on 125th
Supreme
Passion"
for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Street.

We Recognized
the many splendid advertising

tures, Inc. — Ray

Smallwood

the First
Waller Making
E. Greene,
formerly
president of Paramount, is thi

•"\.

dint
of Pyramid Pictures, Inc. 'I
announcement
was made yesterday
by Arthur X. Smallwood, president
of Smallwood & Co., Inc., investment
brokers of 150 W. 34th St., which
concern is in charge of the financing
of the new million dollar corporation.
The first meeting of the board of
directors was held on Saturday and
the policy of the company was outlined. Greene was tendered the presidency. He accepted and after a short
business trip will assume the active
leadership of the concern. Executive
officesSt. have been opened at 150 \V
34th
Burr Sells Franchise
Charles C. Burr, president Affiliated Distributors, Inc.. has sold the
Ohio and Kentucky franchise to Skirboll Brothers.
It is understood that the Affiliated
franchises include the rights not only
for the three productions already announced, to wit: "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes." "Lonely Heart" and "Sunshine Harbor," and a series of productions based upon the stories from
the pen of a noted author of "North
woods" romances, but the McManusDonahue pen and ink cartoons and
the RoIIin Lester Dixon scenic poems.
The

First

"Skipping the Pen" is the initial
offering of the series of pen and ink
cartoons by J. J. McManus and R.
K Donahue, to be distributed by Affiliated.
Stearns in Charge
Outlook

Photoplays,

Inc., has

started
the filming
Sinclair Lewis'
"Free Air,"
first of
published in (he
Saturday Evening Post. Production
will be in charge of Myron M. Stearns
formerly scenario editor for D. W.
Griffith. Harry O. Hoyt, who filmed
"The Rider of the King Log." will
direct. Stearns will have as assistants E. D. Ventorini and George de
Richelavic. Exteriors will be made
in Glacier National Park and al
the automobile trail from St. Paul
to Seattle.
Brandt's Idea

angles
in preparing the campaign for "Under
Two
ation. Flags" for the R& R Sales CorporWe believe that it will be considered one
of the outstanding features on the independent market.

Joe Brandt declares that the sort
of work Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece, Harry Charnas of Standard
and Joe Friedman of Celebrated are
doing in the matter of exploitation is
paving the way to real power for
them and for others in the independent field.

"Advertising is half the battle"

Buys Two Six Reelers
Two six reel specials, titles not yet
announced, have been purchased by
Olympian Prod., Inc.. for distribution
in the independent field.
Warren W. Lewis, formerly with
Selznick, is now advertising and publicity manager of Olympian.

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Advertising
844
Sixth Avenue,
Telephone

Engineers
New
Bryant

York

City
9223
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Latest

in

Developments

No Let-Up
Reelcraft Studios to Show No
Abating — Mirth, Aladdin
Sun-Lite at Work

26 From Rial to
Sign of
and

"Despite the intentions of a number of prominent producers and distributors to temporarily curtail their
production plans (luring the summer
months, we are happy to announce
that we will continue the production
of comedy vehicles with the same energy which has characterized our production efforts in the past."
Thus did R. C. Cropper,

president

of Reelcraft, yesterday set at rest unfounded rumors which
have
gained
currency of the reported suspension
of production activities of the three
units now engaged in the production
of Mirth, Sun-Lite and Aladdin Comedies.

Minimium
Schedule for Rogers' and
Stebbins' Company — Handling
Sarg Almanac
Rialto Prod., Inc., of 130 W. 46th
St. promise a minimum of 26 productions a year. These will be features and a series of comedies is likewise promised.
The company of which Lou Rogers
is president and S. J. Stebbins vicepresident and general manager, is
now handling the Tony Sarg Almanacs which have been booked to date
at the Criterion.
The organization maintains a
branch at 1333 Vine St. and a Washington branch in the Mather Bldg.
Opens

Okla.

City

(Special to WID'S

Office
DAILY)

Oklahoma
City — The
Independent
Film Service Co. of Dallas has opened an exchange here at 106 S. Hudson
St.
Tal Richards is in charge.

the

Independent

Fiek

R. & R. Series

Fidelity Features

"Under Two
Flags" the First of a
Group of Six — Max Roth
General Manager
Under the guidance of Max Roth
as general manager the R. & R. Sales
Corp. of 117 W. 46th St. has definitely
ket.
launched into the independent mar-

There Will Be 12 in Series— 26 Oi
Reel Comedies and Some
Westerns Promised
Fidelity Pictures Co. of 117 W. 46
St. will present during the comii
year 12 five reel features, a series
26 one reel "Cupid" comedies, t
first of which will be released abo

The fust picture will be "Under
Two Flags" and is announced as the
first of six productions for the independent market. The other five have
all been decided upon and will be released at stated intervals.

In addition
to the above a nut
Aug.
1st.
her of two reel western subjects w
be offered to the independent mi
ket. William G. Smith is at the hel

Argus Takes Over Chicago Unit
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Argus Enterprises, Inc.,
with general offices in Cleveland, has
taken over the Simplex Cinema
Equipment Co. at 906 S. Wabash
Ave. Simplex was formerly operated
by Edwin S. Porter of the Precision
Machine Co. of New York.

Pioneer in Indianapolis
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Indianapolis — Pioneer Film h
deemed is advisable to open up a n<
exchange here. This unit will ser
Indiana and part of Kentucky, whi
was formerly divided into three si
tions and served by Cincinnati, C
cago and St. Louis. Charles Ty
has been appointed manager.

"Our distributing schedule at the
Kelley Now Manager
Dave
Sohmer,
sales manager
present time," said Cropper, "calls for
Selected Buys Howells Serial
New Orleans — R. A. Kelley is now Commonwealth Film, may open ,
the release of a single one-reel com(Special to WID'S DAILY)
manager of the Enterprises Distribut- own exchange to serve the local t
edy and a two-reel comedy each
Chicago — Selected F.ilms Exchange ing Corp. here.
I ritory.
week, making for a total of 104 reIllinois and
Indiana
lease- a year. In order to be assured has purchased
of a steady output we are at present rights on "The Hope Diamond Mys- pilllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH^
more than two months ahead of our
releasing schedule. In addition to
Hirsh Returning Soon
this, our studio in Yonkers is opertery."
ating with three different companies,
A cablegram received from Naand contrary to the usual summer
than Hirsh of Aywon states he has
policy, there will be no stoppage in negotiated several deals, that he is
production. Our orders at the studios leaving London July 6th on the
have already been issued and they Olympic, and will arrive in New York
on 'the 13th.
read. 'Full steam ahead.'"
Sun-Lite comedies have added
Booby Burns and Jobyna Ralston to
Lewis Buys From Tuttle
the company.
{.Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dallas— The R. D. Lewis Film Co.
Sees Bright Future
the Oklahoma-ArkanThe independent market faces the has purchased
Attic"
"Up
to
rightsO. Tuttle Inof Mary's
the Criterion
brightest prospects it has known in fromsas T.
years, according to Nat Levine of Film Service.
Plymouth Pictures, Inc. He further
The First by July 15
predicts that if operators in the field
take full advantage, of the opportuniHal Benedict, producing a scries of
ties this situation provides, the mar- two reelers starring Claire Whitney
ket during the coming season is likely
and Robert Emmett Keane for Forto regain a full measure of the power
ward Film Distributors, Inc., will
and prestige it enjoyed during the have the first ready for release July
first years of its existence.
Work is under way at the BenPlymouth Pictures, Inc., plan to 15th. edict
studios at College Point.
release a minimum of six films before
the close of the present year, three
Wid's Daily,
Handling
Non-Theatrical
Films
of which have already been acquired.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
71 West 44th Street, New York City.
Oklahoma City — H. O. Davis of
To Syndicate Story
the Emergency Film Service has
"The Adventures of Tarzan" story taken over state distribution of school,
now being made into a serial for the church and other non-theatrical films
Kindly
enter my subscription to WID'S
for one year,
Adventure of Tarzan Serial Sales for the Society of Visual Education,
starting immediately, to include:
Corp will he syndicated throughout Inc.
He reports a brisk business.
WID'S DAILY— 313 issues— every day.
the country. The film is ha ed on
WID'S
WEEKLY
REVIEWS— 52 issues.
the concluding chapters of "The ReHas Larger Quarters
turn of I arzan."
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
WID'S YEAR BOOK— Cloth Bound— 500 pages.
Cleveland — The Sterling Service
Callahan Plans Ball
Subscription, $10.
Foreign, $15.
and Amusement Co., with offices in
(Special to Win S DAILY)
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit,
Atlantic City, X. J- — Jimmy Calla- has moved into the Film Exchange
Name
_
—
—
han plans to mark the opening of his Bldg., where the quarters are larger
new studio here with a ball.
A num- than those previously, occupied by the
Theaterber oi people will be invited.
organization. Joseph Dieuer is president and general manager of the
Address
Peebles Elected Secretary
company.

I IF NOT-WHY NOT

Subscribe to Wid's Daily NOW

(Special t,, WID'S DAILY)
Dallas
Harry
Peebles
habeen
elected secretary treasurer of the Lion
Film Corp., succeeding Sam Bryant.

"Hoofs and Horns" is the working
title of the first of the scries with
Pete Morrison by Cliff Smith.
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Skirboll Bros. Have Signed for the Affiliated Series for Ohio

JOHNNY HINES in C. C. Burr's first Affiliated feaJ ture, produced expressly for the Independents. "BURN
'EM UP BARNES" is an automobile race story of the
type Wallace Reid and the Saturday Evening Post have
made famous.
In the stellar cast are the following eminent "high lights"
of the screen : George Fawcett, Edmund Breese,
J. Barney Sherry, Betty Carpenter, Julia Swayne Gordon,
and others equally well known.

AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS,
C. C

Inc.

BURR, Pres.

.133-135-137 West 44th Street
NEW YORK
CITY, N. Y.
TRADE

MARK

REGISTERED

Sli^
Territorial Sales

In the Courts

Arrow
Flm Corporation
has sold
The Muriel Ostriche I'rod. has
lew serial, "The Blue Fox," to been sued in the Supreme Court by
Reliance Film Exchange, Wash- the Manchester Romper Co. for a
ington, tor Delaware, Maryland, Dis- balance of $7,372 due on a loan of
trict of Columbia and Virginia; and
dent Film Co., St. Louis, for $11,018.
Iland Southern
ern Missouri
The Equity Pictures Corp. has sued
linois.
the Associated Screen News in the
Supreme Court for $70,000 on a note
Aycie Pictures
for $50,00(1 and two for $10,000, given
ron A. Corn, general manager of to P. A. Powers, which were transAycie Pictures, lias sold his two reel
ferred to Equity. Black, Varian &
Powers are the attorneys.
in "Spur Series" as follows:

. i.iliy Photoplay, Inc., for Greater New
York and Northern \ .1.; S, & S. Film Co.,
Penn. and West
Virginia; \V.
I Film Service, for Indiana;
Super
Film
tions, Inc., for Maryland,
Delaware,
■I. and V.-i. ; Security Pictures, for
Illinois; United Film Service, for
era Illinois and Eastern Missouri;
Iiig
lire Rights Corp., for Kentucky;
S. T.
Film
Distributing,
for Louisiana
ii ; Specialty Film
Co.,
for
. Oklahoma and Arkansas, and Quality
Film Service, for Georgia, Alabama, Tenn.,
l"la., Xo. and So. Carolina.

Herald

Prod., Inc.

Herb Hayman of Herald Prod.,
Inc., reports sales on four Triangle
Pictures, "Her Greatest Performance," "The Lyon's Mail," "Dombey
and Son" and "Lady Windemere's
Fan," as follows:
Interstate Film Service of Chicago,
Northern Illinois and Northern Indiana; Producers' Feature Service,
Mr. II. Samwicke of New York City,
New York City and Northern New
Jersey.
Meeker Closes Many Deals
George R. Meeker, general manager of "Tony Sarg's Almanac," has
arranged a distribution of the series
with the following territories:

liuffalo — New York State down to and
including Albany; Cleveland — State of Ohio;
Dallas, Texas, Indianapolis, State of Indiana, Kansas City, Mo., New York — New
Vork State up to but not including Albany,
Northern New Jersey and Long Island; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma ; Philadelphia — EastPennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware ; Pittsburgh — Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia; St. Louis, Mo.; San
Francisco — California, Nevada, Arizona and
Hawaiian Islands; Seattle — Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana; Washington —
District of Columbia, Maryland and Virand all foreign countries excepting
L'anada
and HawaiianareIslands.
The distributors
F. M. Zimmerman,
\'u-Art Pictures, Skirbol Brothers,
Peacock
1'rod., Inc.,
Doll-Van
Film
Corp.,
Rialto
I'rod.,
Inc.,
Columbia
Film
Service
Co.,
d St. John, Co-Operative Film Exchange,
ure Film Co. and the InterM Film Corp.

May Work in Penn. Studios
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Forty Fort, Pa.— There is a possibility that activity will be found
once more in the studio here. This
report gained circulation when several men were found visiting the plant
and later conferred with Fred Herman and Mayor Dan Hart, of Wilkes
Barre, both of whom hold an interest
in the building. The studio has been
idle since the abandoning of the production of Black Diamond comedies
in the plant.

STUDIO
For Rent

AYWON FILM
CORPORATION

ANNOUNCES

Switch Releases

In Course of Production

"The Stranger" is to be the next
release on the Star Ranch Western

Olympian Prod., Inc.
Olympian
I'rod., Inc., report the
bllowiiiK salt
Kopfstein on Trip
The Southwestern Film Corp. has
Jacques Kopfstein, general
jtirthased the entire Olympian out- of Dominant Pictures, Inc.,
put for the southwestern
territory.
York last week for a visit
jliVestern Film Corp. of Oregon has Western cities.
•lit the same program
for the
thwestern territory, while the CapGeorge Fawcett has been
I ilm Company of New York has
ght all four series for New York. the cast of "Burn 'Em Up
he Al Haynes and CharlielorConkNew
by the Klein Distributing
Boston.
The Haynes and
i.lin comedies were purchased for
nsylvania and Southern New Jermil of Philadelphia,
,u(l Kiddie comedies
ed for nine other territoincluding Indiana and Illinois,
Rialto Prod., Inc., of New York.

Capital
Has "Joan
Woman" has
The
Capital
Film the
Exchange
"Joan the Woman" for this territory.
The picture was a special, made for
the Cardinal Film Corp., by Cecil
De Mille, and has in the cast Geraldine Farrar, Wallace Reid, Hobart
Bosworth and Theodore Roberts.
The picture is controlled locally by
William L. Sherry, who has placed
bookings with Capital Film.

Production Completed
L. Case Russell and John Lowell
Switches
are in town with Mrs. Russell's screen
version
of
"Ten
Nights
in
a
BarFanchon & Marco, who are proroom," produced in Gloversville.
Pittsburgh
Frank DAILY)'
has resigned
ducing "Sun Kist," were sued in the Oscar Apfel
(Special — toSolWID'S
is responsible for the
Supreme Court by the Rainbow Film direction,
and Joseph Settle for the his position as a salesman with the
Corp. of California for $100,000 dam- photography. Baby Ivy Ward plays Simeral Enterprises, and accepted a
ages, on the ground that the name
similar one with the Apex exchange.
of the plaintiff appears in several of the daughter of "Joe Morgan." A
Broadway premiere is being arranged.
the incidents portrayed in the musical comedy purporting to show that
Making Two Reelers
the plaintiff is a "fake," and that the
manner in which the plaintiff en(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. — The Cosmopoligages actresses is "salacious."' A
copy of the program of the musical
tan Film Corp. is making a series of
comedy is attached to the complaint. two reelers for the independent market. The company makes its headIn the suit by Jack Cohn against
quarters in the New York Life Bldg.,
Lee Fox and Charles Panser for an
and is headed by J. Grahame Thatchinjunction restraining them from
er. Capitalization is $500,000.
Close to New York City,
exhibiting "The Wandering Jew,"
because they have broken an agreeWorking in Indianapolis
with laboratory nearby —
ment to give him part of the proone of the finest studios in
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ceeds, Justice Whitaker has vacated
the East, completely
Indianapolis
—
The
J.
T.
Flanagan
the temporary injunction obtained by
Cohn on condition that the de- Prod. Co. is a new organization
equipped with every applifendants give a bond for $20,000 that which plans a series of comedies. At
ance for making de luxe
they will do whatever may be re- present its activities are centered
Write today
quired of them in the judgment in around the production of industrials.
the case when it is filed.
pictures.
Cram With Seattle Exchange
James H. White and Harry A. Lee,
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Box F-14, Wid's
as owners of twenty shares of the
Seattle — R.
W.
(Doc.)
Cram,
Translative Projectory Co., have filed former owner of the Arcade, Walla
suit in the Supreme Court against Walla, is now assistant manager of
Jacques Cibrariro, the Transatlantic the Kipling Exchange here.
Film Co., and the Jacques Cibrario
Mfg. Co., for $50,000 damages upon
the ground that Cibrario without
legal authority had all the assets of
the Projectory Company, worth
$200,000, and of which he was president, transferred to himself in satisNathan Hirsh, Pres.
faction of pretended indebtedness,
then assigned them to the Jacques
Cibrario Mfg Co., and finally had the
assets of the latter corporation transferred to the Transatlantic Film Co.

series, instead of "Tangled
as previously announced.

[land
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Starring

Trails,"

manager
left New
to midadded to
Barnes."

A
SERIES

OF

WESTERN
5 REEL
SPECIALS

"BIG BOY"with WILLIAMS
WILL ROGERS, Jr.
and THELMA WORTH
THE FIRSTjNOW READY

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(ROMLOwTiiM Laboratories
INCORPORATED

PHONE
bPYANT 5576

2 20 WEST 42 as STREET
NEW VORK

ALLAN A.LOWNES
CEN.MGB.
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SQUARE TALK STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER
VeKnowthatr unusual in the motion picture Wmoss, but that is the polkaj we have adopted and we intend to jtickfo it.Thatr why whence tell
you that wean? offering POLA NEGRI in two of her greatert pictures
VENDETTA and INTRIGUE we expect you to believe what we jay
and believing -act .Thejx? two pictures have greater dramatic valuegreater audience value and jhowmorc of the dgnamic beauty of
POLA NEGRI thanany thing yet ^en-'l&u will clean up on them and
scrvfll your exhibitorx-we believe POLA NEGRI to be the greater! emotional actrejy in the world today and VENDETTA and INTRIGUE prove
our contention .We are offering there two pictures together for outright jale on termr that will jurprirc you. they will be /napped up like
wildfire.We have M a price on them that represent; our cort plura ratable profit.and if you offered tentimer what wearc aAing.we would
have the courage to refure -Ve arc in buri noss for more than makt ng money on one or two picture/1 -we intend Id build a permanent stater rightr
organization of stability andrarponribility to both the shies rightr buyer
and the independent producer.we have one priceandit i/ the/ame price to every body .
IFYOU WANT THE TWO BOX OFFICE CLEANUPS OFTHE SEASON
-COME TO NEW YORK QUICK -

HOWELLS SALES C0,NC
729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK tel-tx* Bryanr

I
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ion1)
zatPage
anifrom
Orgntimicd
iwti by booking
the picture
Sin). It's a dangerous thing when
exhibitors
combine
together.
The
iducers are doing a lot of wrong
things.
I have sonic theaters in one
city where we have a First National
franchise, and the exhibitors in that
city were fighting so hard between
themselves
to show
'Passion' that
finally one of them paid $25,000.
1
took tin- matter into court.
Hut if
.1 bad' Known
at that time of the
$25,000 bid, 1 think 1 would have let
that exhibitor have it."
"All these troubles that exist can
be eliminated by organization. And
this is why I believe in organization.
Some people were after me to join
a movement to organize exhibitors.
They told me that the M. P. T. O.
represented only small exhibitors.
1 opposed it and said, while I did
not believe it was true, that if it was
true, it was all the more reason for
my being with them. I told them
that if we had two exhibitor organizations nothing could be accomplished because of the conflict that would
result."
lie then went into the bank situation referred to by Walker and said
that the entire banking community
looked askance at the picture industry. "A director in a bank, a friend
of mine, told me that his institution
was turning down all picture propositions because of the divided interests
in the industry. In Los Angeles, because of this very condition the banks
will not finance. I know an instance
of where a very good independent
director offered this proposition to a
bank: to throw in his own service at
no salary and to advance $40,000 of
his own money for which he wanted
to borrow $60,000 to make pictures.
Now we all know that this is a good
proposition so far as the bank is concerned. Yet the bank turned this

Coast Brevities
to

WID'S

DAILY)

DIRECTOR

Open
lor
Your
Inspection
Our Branch

"Retribution" has been selected as
the permanent name for the first of
the John M. Stahl Prod. The picture was made under the working
title of "The Child Thou Gavest Me."
Isabelle Johnson, who did the
scenario for "Peaceful Valley," and
several Shirley Mason pictures, has
joined the Oliver Morosco forces.
Eileen Sedgwick is now ready to
resume work on "The Terror Trail,"
her latest serial production for Universal.
Bill Desmond has completed production on "Fightin' Mad," and is
proceeding with the cutting and
editing of the picture.

(Continued from Page 1)
in business of from five to nine hundred dollars a week.
lie said that George Maurice was
an incompetent and that he had failed
build the satisfactory machines
that he said he could and because of
this failure he was sore and had
made statements that were unfounded and could not be proven.
When shown the statement of the
Allied Film Laboratories Asso. the
only thing that aroused him was the
fact that Eastman was called a monopoly. Il< -aid that Eastman could
not be a monopoly for his output was
twelve million feet, and that Powers, the Bay State and one other proline <r claimed an output of eight milfeet, or two-thirds as much as
Eastman.

Edward Jobson has been selected
for an important role in Viola Dana's
newest picture, "The Match

Eileen Percy is busy in a new product ion. "Main Street to Broadway."
tail Harbaugh is directing.

Louise Glaum is home from Mexico City.
GAUSMAN.

rin

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
ant I
304 Fitz*-:rald Bldg.
Bryi

Ernest Shields and Peggy O'Neill
have been engaged by Webster Cullison for his second "Philo Gubb,"
"The Stolen Umbrella."

down."
Irving Thalberg, general manager
Loew received a tremendous hand
of
Universal City, has returned from
when. he finished talking and a big
outburst when, being asked whether his four weeks trip to New York.
he intended going to Minneapolis, he
"Assault and Flattery" is the title
replied, "Try to keep me away."
of a new Gayety Comedy on which
director Frederic Sullivan is working.

Lowe Talks

Re-Elected

Plan Another Dinner

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
The A. M. P. A. are discussing anMinneapolis — The
officers of
other dinner to be held sometime in
the
fall.
It
will
be
in
the
nature
of
Minneapolis
Film
Board
of T
Hollywood — William
Duncan
and
Edith Johnson
and their Vitagraph an anniversary since the fifth year were re-elected at the regular we
unit will soon
leave
for British of the organization will shortly be
meeting of the board.
They are
Columbia for exteriors.
rounded out.
Friedman, president; J. E. OT<
New Grievance Committee
vice president;
C. W. Stomba
Russel Simpson has been added to
The F. I. L. M. Club has appoint- secretary; and Tom Burke, treasi
the cast of "The Shulamite," Gloria
Swanson's new vehicle for Paraed a new grievance committee commount.
Dustin Farnum, who has retu
posed of Buxbaum of Famous Players, Abeles of Metro, Rosenzweig of to Fox, will face the camera u
Irvin V. Willatt was slightly in- the Big U, Marsh of Pathe, Levy Barnard Durning's direction.
jured when some cartridges acci- of Alexander Film and Schwartz of
dently exploded while taking scenes Warner's
Exchange.
for his new production.
New Members in Buffalo
Margaret Armstrong, who _ has
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
OF
THE
TRADl
been playing the leading feminine
Buffalo — The following have been
admitted
to
membership
in
the
F.
I.
role in Von Stroheim's "Foolish
RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
Wives," has just been given a long L. M. Club of Buffalo: First NaREADY
REFERENCE
term contract by Universal.
tional, Associated Producers and J.
E. Kimberly of Vitagraph.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICIT
Lucie K. Villa, Willard Louis,
(Special

;

Shop at
Hotel
Ambassado

PRINTERS
PROSPECT PRESS
4th St.
Sp

188 W.

BARNES
PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gram

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN

LOS ANGELES

STUDIO

equippedcrew.
— Day —Phone
Week —Bryant
Mont
WithFully
or without

TITLES
ARTHUR WEIL — Exploiting the new
ative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St.. Room
1807
Bryant 41

fitlrolas
6-wss STREET
"Pianos
727 WEST telephone
SEVENTH
and AMBASSADOR HOTEL

Richardson'^

ASSURED

SUCCESS

"The
Wolverine"
featuring Helen Gibson

"Western
Hearts'
A Cliff Smith Production

"The Ghost City"
featuring Helen Holmes
The Most Reliable of Exchanges' Will Handle Our Produc

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.

25 West 45th Street

Breaker."
King Young succeeds Jay Chapman as personal press representative
for Benjamin B. Hampton.

New York Citj

"PHILO GUBB" SERIEi

Jackie S.aunders, who is engaged
for the new Metro film, will appear
with Alice Lake.

SECOND

RELEASE

— -

Stolen Umbrella'
"The
A laugh with every one of the three hundred

Jean Havez has been added to
Harold
Lloyd's staff as scenario
writer.

umbrellas that PHILO

GUBB

opens in this

Betty Ross Clark will play opposite
production

Harry Carey in his "Partners."
Clyde Fillmore has been engaged
to play opposite Marie Prevost.

ER
CLEVWebster

COMEDIEf

Cullison Productions

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
'SHI I'm into a disguise I"

Options

Available

1

7/cRECOCHIZED

J^BBADSTREET
of FILHDOM

L. XVI

No. 84

> Hers S. R. Kent His Mattoon Theaters as a Price Test — Kent
Defers Answering
DAILY)

fc-Mattoon, 111. — B. F. Uran, manager
he Grand and "K" theaters who
s involved with Famous Players over
Lhe policy of that organization with
espect to the rentals and the adverIBtng of Paramount
Pictures here,
fias given WID'S DAILY his reply
|:o the answer
made by Sidney R,
[[Kent to the original charges.
Uran
[issues a challenge to Famous PlayI :rs to ascertain whether or not he
pan pay the rental price asked for by
((the organization.
I His reply in full follows :
EI believe I am entitled to reply to
B* statement of perverted 'facts' made
nby Mr. Kent of Famous Players in

Cohen Has Checks
Says M. P. T. O. May Not Accept
Zukor
Tender — Minneapolis
To Decide
Sydney S. Cohen, of the M. P. T.
O., said yesterday before leaving for
Minneapolis, that his organization
was in receipt of the two checks
Adolph Zukor had drawn up to cover
the damages Mrs. Pauline Dodge and
H. Schwartz had estimated was
caused them by Famous PlayersLasky and Alfred S. Black. He added that the tender made by Zukor
may not be accepted by the organization, and said the matter will be discussed at Minneapolis by the executive committee and perhaps, the
exhibitor body as well.
It was first announced that Zukor
had sent the checks direct to Mrs.
Dodge at Morrisville, Vt., and to
Schwartz at Willimantic, but Cohen
said yesterday they were drawn on
behalf of the M. P. T. O. and were
in his possession. The check to cover
Mrs. Dodge's
claims forwaslossforof$5,016.53
divided
as follows:
theater

'[WID'S
of Junecase."
17, with refp toDAILY
thr 'Mattoon
J* "With
reference
to the attempt
made by Gerald Akers, Paramount's
[St. Louis manager
(now
assistant
.[general manager), to buy controlling $2,000 and for expenses incurred
[interest in my theaters, it is a matter in fighting the case, $3,016.53; to
jfor exhibitors to ponder whether or Schwartz, $3,000 for the loss of the
jnot Paramount's hirelings are buying theater and $500 for legal fees.
Jtheaters unassisted by Paramount,
a "My grievance against Paramount
|has been and is based upon the spurious advertising campaign
they are And 30% on Foreign Films is Schedin order to
ule Decided Upon by Ways
in Mattoon
jemploying
i force me to buy their pictures at
and Means Committee
■prices that I can not afford to pay.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — The House Ways
|'"Who
ever told Mr. Kent
that and Means Committee has reached
'Helionot demanded
$400 was (Continued
on Page for
4)
a decision regarding the tax schedule
on
films.imported raw stock and foreign

1 5 % Raw Stock Tax

ON TO

MINNEAPOLIS
Good bye,

Price 5 Cent*
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Uran Challenges
(Special to WID'S

Authority

Nick

The Gang's leaving to-day
The trip is pleasant
Minneapolis is delightful
History will be made
We'll be there
What more could tempt you
to attend the greatest
M. P. T. O. convention ever held.

Imported raw stock is to be taxed
15% and foreign positive films 40%.
Positives of films coming in without
titles and which are to be finished
in this country, 25%.
The figures finally determined upon
are lower than those originally reported. It was first reported that the
tax on foreign pictures would be
60%and on raw stock, from 25% to
30%.
Municipal Studios Bankrupt
The Municipal Studios, Inc., of
1451 Broadway, have filed a petition
in bankruptcy in the District Court
giving liabilities in excess of $130,664
and assets of undetermined value, including 10 parcels of real estate subject to mortgages held by secured
creditors whose claims amount to
$124,564. The principal creditors are
Barbara Paul $10,000; August E.
Ehlein, $53,914 and Lowery Brunetti,
$40,000. The company originally
planned a studio on Long Island.

Two

Big Ones

Off for Convention

M. P. T. O. Officials Left Yesterda:
1st Nat'l-Tully Deal Closed for "The
— Big Crowd Goes On Special
Masquerader" and "Omar The
This Afternoon
The vanguard of the local crowd
"Omar theTen
Tentmaker"
and "The film men who plan to attend the Mintmaker"
Masquerader," the two Richard Walneapolis M. P. T. O. convention left
ton Tully plays in which Guy Bates
Post has scored unbroken success for at 5:40 last night from Grand Central Terminal. Included in the party
almost a decade, are to be produced
for Associated First National. The were Sydney S. Cohen, national president of the M. P. T. O.; Senator
deal between Tully . and First Na- James J. Walker, national counsel;
tional has been completed and work
on "Omar the Tentmaker," which Joseph
A. Warren, Walker's partner
will be the first to be released is al- in a law firm; Edward Fay, president
of
the
M.
P. T. O. of Rhode Island;
ready under way.
W. Stephen Bush and Sam I. BerGuy Bates Post will be starred in man, the latter a national organizer
both productions, which will be for the M. P. T. O.
made by James Young with the perAt 1 o'clock this afternoon a five
sonal assistance of Mr. Tully, who
wrote and produced the plays for the car special leaves for the convention
hall. On board will be a number of
legitimate stage.
exhibitors, members of the M. P. T.
These productions will mark the O. of New York State, members of
advent of Tully, who also wrote "The the local Theater Owners' Chamber
Bird of Paradise," as a film producer of Commerce and a large nunlbel u.
and that of Post as screen star.
important executives in the distribution end of the business.
The state league members include:

New Arc Lamp

40 Percent Increase in Light Gained
by New Amperage
Device Using Less
The new arc lamp, made for Powers by the General Electric Company,
threatens to replace all other known
devices and eliminate many arc problems. The new lights have now been
working for over a week in the projection booth of the Central where
"A Connecticut Yankee" is being
shown. About a 40 per cent increase
in light is effected by the use of this
new lamp. This results in a clearer
and sharper picture on the screen,
and entirely does away with that
black haze called the "ghost."
The new lamp uses pencil carbons
of the regular type only it rotates
the carbon with the crater at a uniform speed. This is accomplished
by a separate worm drive motor secured under the self feeding device.
In this manner the shape of the crater
is preserved throughout the entire
length of the carbon. Not only has
a stronger light been obtained, but
a saving in "juice" has also been
found to result. While the old lights
used in the above theater consumed
from 90 to 100 amperes the new
Powers-G. E. uses but 70.
The operators at the Central, T.
Ridder and M. Smith, are very enthusiastic regarding this new device
that they are using in their machines,
and say that the screen image obtained is not only brighter, but that
a greater depth approaching a third
dimension is effected by its use.

I. Irving Cohen,
New
Star, New
York;
August
W. Koehler,
Dome,
New
York;
Morris
Needle, Lyric, New
York ; Charles
L. O'Reilly, state president, New York ; Leo
Brecker,
Plaza, New
York ; Sol Raives,
Grange, New York ; Henry S. Manus. Cumberland, Brooklyn ; Wm.
Appel,
Busliwick
Palace,
Brooklyn ; A. H. Eisenstadt,
New
Atlantic. Brooklyn ; John Manheimer, Brooklyn; Frank J. Koch, Rochester; Wm. Greenstone, Rochester ; Irving I. Salyerds, Rochester; Harold Dygert,
East
Rochester;
Michael
Fitzer, Syracuse;
H. B. Franklin,
Buffalo; Wm.
Smith, Palace, Buffalo; Geo.
Roberts,
Albany;
Sam
Sucknow,
Albany
J. J. Kingston,
Salamanca,
N. Y. ; A. A
Elliott, Hudson ; Sam Peyser, Staten Island
A. C. Hcyman, Niagara Falls; R. E. Walk
er, Esperance;
Dave
Cohen,
Binghamton
W. S. Patterson,
Mayville;
J.
S.
Colin
Johnstown,
and W. J. MacFarlane,
Canan
daigua.

Boston will send a delegation of 10
and Connecticut 6. These men will
also travel out on the special.
(Continued on Page 4)

What's
Blackton's
Deal?
Reports from London have it thai
Commodore Blackton has consummated an important deal covering the
future activities of J. Stuart Blackton, Ltd., the company he formed
when he left this country to starl
work on the first of the Lady Diana
Manners pictures.
Vidor at Ince Plant
Los (Special
Angelesto— WID'S
King DAILY)
Yidor
is tc
work at the Ince studios, making us
of the plant for at least one picture
Lloyd Hughes has been loaned tc
Yidor by Ince to play the lead in ont
picture.
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Incorporations

In the Courts

Albany, N. Y.— Carroll Theaters
Amusement Co., Rome. Capital,
$15,000. Incorporators: A. Greco,
J. N. Schwartzwalder and J. S. Kallet. Attorney, H. A. Gleason, Auburn.

The fact that Abraham L. Erlanger
and Marc Klaw have come to an
agreement by which their right to
produce "Ben Hur" has been eliminated from the accounting suit between them now pending in the
courts was made known in the Supreme Court recently when Justice
Whitaker on the application of both
parties signed a stipulation that Mr.
Klaw's allegations as to his interest
in "Ben Hur" is removed from his
answer to Erlanger's suit.
An affidavit by the parties to the
suit stated that they have made an
agreement with the estate of Lew
Wallace, and Harper & Bros., concerning the picture rights to "Ben
Hur." This agreement was necessary before the film rights to the
famous play could be sold.

Albany, N. Y.— Sonora Films Exchange Corp., New York. Capital,
$150,000. Incorporators: H. G. Lindgren, A. and A. Rosenthal. Attorneys, San, Ittelson, Van Voorhis
and Klauber, 160 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y.— Sonora Film Distributing Corp., New York. Capital,
$100,000. Incorporators: H. G.
Lindgren, A. and A. Rosenthal. Attorneys, San, Ittelson, Van Voorhis
and Klauber, 160 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y.— R. and L. Theater
Corp., New York. Capital, $30,000.
Incorporators: H. W. Pollock, H. L.
Jacobson and S. M. Kronheiemer.
Attorneys,
Broadway. Jacobson and Pollock, 29

Albany, N. Y.— Krackerjack KomLast
Bid. Asked. Sale edies, New York. Capital, $100,000.
Incorporators, J. Montalbano, A.
Famous Players . . SAy4
57%
55y2 Blumberg and H. Y. Dushey. Attordo pfd
80
80
80
ney, M. Schneiderman, 37 Liberty St.
♦Goldwyn
3%.
4
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Dover, Del. — Eureka Cinema Corp.
Loew's, Inc.,
11^
U%
liy8 Capital,
Triangle
$600,000. Incorporators,
H
H
H
World Film
Not quoted Cortland F. Luce, Frederick Landa
and Edward N. Bement of Hartford.
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Dover, Del. — Mayflower Photoplay
Corp. Capital, $15,000,000. IncorRoyal Leases Philadelphia Bldg.
corporators: John W. McKay, Brook(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
lyn; K. A. Morrissey, New York; and
Philadelphia — Royal Pictures, Inc., Pierre D. Doucks, Oradel, N. J.
m and after Aug 1st, will occupy the Attorney, Delaware Registration and
mtire building at 1337 Vine St.
Incorporators Co.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Springfield, 111. — Local exhibitors
re seeking lower license fees. A
•etition has already been presented
o the city council asking for action
long those lines.

Would Ban Smoking in Theater
(Special to WID'S

Albany, N. Y.— Quality Film Titling Co., New York. Capital, $65,000.
Incorporators: J. R. Lopez Sent,
Joseph C. Hornstein and Anthony
Marella, 75 Van Alst Ave., Long
Island City. Attorney, J. J. Katsenstein, 115 Broadway.

DAILY)

St. Louis—Fire Chief Willi;
Panzer, who has launched a campat
against carelessness as a cause .
fires, stated that part of his dr,
against carelessness as a cause i
passage of city ordinances to prev<
smoking in the balcony and galler
of theaters.
St. Louis

Bill May

(Special to WID'S

Pass

DAILY)

St. Louis— The Board of Ald<
men is shortly expected to pa
Alderman
Eilers' amuseme
license
bill,Ralph
increasing the annual
cense fees. The measure was repo;
ed out favorably by the aldermai
legislation committee last week.
To Make Westerns
DAILY)

Los Angeles — E. P. Huniker is
F. U. Nasht has written this office make
a series of westerns
at t,
as follows:
Brunton
studios.
Sig
Schlagi
"Regarding an article appearing in former personal representative for
Read,
is associated
wi
your paper in the early part of May, Parker
of Nasht vs. Cameron in the courts, Huniker,
who
controls
the
"Bil
allow me to state that this action was Fortune" stories.
started by me on information which
Takes Over Hazelton House
has since been proven to me as misleading and untrue, and naturally I
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
have withdrawn the case. I am writHazelton, Pa. — Hugh L. Campbi
has
secured
a lease on the Diamon
ing this to you to vindicate Mr.
Cameron in this matter, and in jus- owned by Martin P. Meyers, ai
tice to him would ask you to publish situated at Alter and Third street
He also operates the Campbell.
this matter."
A suit for $400,000 damages has
New Athens to Have Theater
been filed in the Bronx Supreme
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Court by Morris and Alexander N.
New
Athens,
111.— The
People
Sohmer and Daniel Morris against
Amusement
Co.
the Wardin Co., Inc., relative to the Co-operative
a new theater here.
Tl
lease on the open air theater and building
stores at 167th St. and Webster Ave. house will be ready the latter pa
of August or early in September,
will seat 500.
In the suit of Vario Films against
A Newcomer
Arthur F. Beck and Sidney Garrett
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
a demurrer has been filed in the SuJonesboro, Ark. — I. M. Hammac
hi
preme Court by counsel for Beck al- former editor and groceryman,
leging that the complaint does not purchased
the Pathe
Theater,
tl
state a cause of action against him.
only house in the city.
Schmidt Leaves Samuels
The suit brought against the American Cinema Corp. by the Ritchey
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta — George Schmidt, tor fi\
Lithographing Corp. through a misunderstanding has been satisfactorily years with Adolph Samuels, has sc
ered that connection.
adjusted.
The U. S. Court of Appeals has
handed down a decision in the case
of Samuel Lumiere against Pathe ExIt doesn't cost anything to
change, Inc., giving the right of a
new action in the case.
look at a poster unless it's
a RITCHEY poster, in
New Theater Company
which case it costs the

Albany, N. Y — Prudential Theater
Corp., New York. Capital $25,000.
Incorporators: E. Rosenbaum, J. M.
ecial to WID'S
DAILY)
Oklahoma City — Dissolution of the and I. Seider. Attorney: H. Rivkin,
iold King Screen Corp., does not 1625 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn.
lean c<
of operations,
but
Albany, N. Y.— Agfa Raw Film
lerely that S. H. Jones has purhased the stock and as.-,ets of the Corp., New York. Capital, $10,000.
oncern and desires to conduct the Incorporators: M. M. and M. R.
in individual rather than Schlessinger and C. E. Schlatter.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ration, according
to the Attorneys: Schlessinger and SchlesAlbany, N. Y.— The Broadwaysinger,
615
5th
Ave.
King offices.
Hamilton Place Corp. has been
funned here with a capitalization of
Jones, it
ited, had bought
Dover, Del.— R. C. Pictures Corp. $10,000. The incorporators are D.
ie i
'^'e \Y. Caldwell
Attorney:
Cor- V. Lewis, V. Grimes and L. Reich,
nd Will
.regory, Jr., and as- Capital, 00.
rol.
iion Trust Co. of America, Wil- Jr. Attorneys, Strauss, Reich and
mington.
Royer, 141 Broadway, New
York.
Still in Business

Friday, June 24, 192

(Special to WID'S

Quotations

Seek Lower License Fees

DAILY

Albany,
X. Y. — Kelwyn
AmuseThis company
is to build a picment Co., -New York. Capital, $5,000.
ture theater at Hamilton
Place and
Incorporators,
S. Markel, S. AuerSway,
138th
St.
and
139th St.
anfl J. J. Cohen.
Attorney, J. The project will cost about $600,000.
E. Greenberg, 299 Broadway.
Theater Activity in Northwest
Do
Del.— Pyramid
Pictures.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
■nicy, AmerSeattle — \V. F. Code's
suburban
en Lake district
ican Guaranty and Trust Co., Wil- theater in il
mington.
is nearing completion.

price of a ticket of admission.

RITCHEY
L.ITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st St., N.r. Phone Chelsea 8388

i
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Closing of the Mails

♦♦♦♦•>♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦%♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*
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if
if

ACID'S DAILY will publish weekly a chart of the sailings of vesfor foreign ports and the hour at which the mails close for the ben)f those interested in markets abroad.
Friday, June 24

er.

Destination.

Vessels
Sail.

Mails
Close.

a, Cristobal... 12:30 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

a, Cristobal.. .11 : 30 A.M.
Bosa City,
los Aires .... 8 : 00 A.M.

4:00 P.M.
12 :00 M.

12:00 M.

Havre

12:00M.

00-A.M.
C, S'thampt'n.10:
00
A.M.
l, Bremen ..11:
i, Constanza.. 12 : 00 M.
, Helsingfors. 2: 30 P.M.
Bahia
6 : 30 A.M.
I, Pt. Limon 6 : 30 A.M.
ucatan . .
renzo, San
Vlaracaibo.
j,

8:00 A.M.
30 A.M.
30 A.M.

Barahona.. 11 :30 A.M.

:.:
♦♦ **
:.:

Mail for

Haiti.
(Panama
and Canal Zone
addressed.)
Canal Zone, Panama, Salvador.

specially

St. Thomas, St. Croix, Rio Grande do Sul.
(Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay specially addressed.)

Saturday, June 25

00 A.M.
I'm, Rotterd'ra 8 :
and, Antwerp. 8: 00 A.M.
8 : 30 A.M.

Carries

12:00 M.

2:00 P.M.
3
4
5
10
10

:00
:00
:00
00
00

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.

12:O0M.
12:00M.
12:00 M.
3 :00 P.M.

yspaper Opinions
Twice Born Woman" — Sonora
Films — Hippodrome

.Europe, Africa. West Asia.
dressed only.)
(Specially adEurope,
Africa, West
Asia.
dressed only.)
(Specially adFrance,
Rumania,
Bulgaria,
Germany,
land, Switzerland, Austria, Hungary.
Europe,
Africa, West
Asia.
dressed only.)
(Specially adEurope, Africa, West Asia.
Bulgaria, Rumania.
(Specially addressed.)
Denmark, Esthonia, Finland.
North
Brazil, Iquitos, Pernambuco, Natal.PoCosta
Rica, Nicaragua.
(Cuba specially addressed.)
Yucatan, Campeche.
(Other parts of Mexico
specially addressed.)

Porto
Porto
St.
Turks

:.:
**♦.♦
:.
♦♦ »♦:

Rico, St. Thomas, St. Croix.
Rico (specially addressed), St. Thomas,
Croix, Venezuela.
Island, Dominican Republic.

:.:
♦V
:.:
♦.♦

♦:.:*
♦»
:.:
:.:
♦V:.:
*.♦
8
:.:

8
*>♦

♦,*

8

*.*
♦.♦

8

"Without Benefit of Clergy"— Pathe
Capitol

I the Wind"—
Strand First
■The

National

adaptation
is rather ■ stodgy.
ugh translation, perhaps.

♦.*

if

if

Critics

Tell

if
ifRock
if

How

Crowds

at Madison

Theatre,

Detroit,

With Laughter Over Hilarious Situations

if if
if
ifif if ROCK
if
ifif
if

WITH

if

THE

BEST

LAUGHTER

ONE

it

*♦
*♦
♦.*

"Jackie Coogan's pranks provide the fun in this hilarious comedy. The crowds at the Madison theatre rocked
with laughter throughout the 70 minutes. As a hot weather
picture this is hard to beat. The titles, the work of Irvin S.
Cobb, the well known humorist, add greatly to the enjoyment."— Detroit Free Press.
if

EVERYONE

Riesenfeld

♦.*■
♦>

YET

LIKES

#>

HIM

a
♦V

"It adds to the merriment of the world. The offering is
undeniably amusing and made so by the unconscious artistry of Jackie. He plays his part with the poise and deftness of aif matured actor. His face is pleasing in the extreme and he just naturally reaches across the screen and ♦.*
claims the affections of the spectators. He is so good
natured, so unaffected, and so earnest that he does not for
a momenti convey the impression that he is acting. The
f
story is full of action and amusing. There is an excellent :.:

Rialto F. P.-L.
"Appearances"—

Comes a postal from Lake Placid
signed, Edward L. Hyman.
Says he
is having a great time.
Hyman is managing director of the
Brooklyn Strand.

1
8V*

an hour or so and prank with Jackie." — Detroit Journal.

EVENING WORLD—
* * * one of the
most gorgeous film spectacles that Broadway
has seen.
DAILY NEWS— There's no denying our
picture competitors overseas did a good job
of it.

POST — It is thematic to a degree, topheavy with plot, unconvincing, and generally
tyro work. It is obvious that Mr. Knoblock's training as a playwright was too much
for him.
MAIL — If "Appearances" is a demonstration of the average quality of English-pro-i'jD
— A infive
narrative
{ether
onereel
slow
picture,wound
set in alla
duced films, there is no cause to wonder at
•-looking Palestine that was at times the tremendous popularity of American picjfornia and at other times like Iowa.
tures in the British Isles.
imply a long, rambling story, conf many random episodes that sufisiderably from the tampering. There
"Life"— F. P.-L.
shels of captions thrown on the
Rivoli
Bghtly separated by inert, confusing
POST — It pretends to be nothing else, and
HNG TELEGRAPH— But it does if one accepts the misnomer and an absurdity
to me the work of Deyha Loti, who or two, it is capital entertainment.
ry Magdalen, lives up to the really
MAIL — There is everything in "Life". that
Band production. Her makeup was goes
to make melodrama, and those who like
Bit a heavy hand, and at times she their drama that way will probably enjoy it.
Icn" and unresponsive. * * *
has an abundance of spirited action. * * *
it for titles and editing goes to Eve It GLOBE
— It is however, a fairly good
_Miss Unsell stepped in with her melodrama which has gained additional thrills
issors and pencils and saved the day because it is spread over a large canvas on
ng forth a really fine production.
the screen.
3RAM — But the picture itself is very
"and abounds in notably excellent
ig animated crowds and vivid char"Mam'selle Jo" Gasnier
Special
iieations.
The Alton Play Bureau states
!TAL — It presents nothing of parlor nor genius, yet relates with sin- Robertson-Cole has purchased the
j_ fine instinct that greatest tale of
ain, repentance and atonement.
picture rights to Harriet T. ComPSG WORLD— In producing this stock's "Mam' selle Jo" for a Gasnier
k latest in photography was brought
Btnd the scenes incidental to the special.
iSkorgeous and in many of them
Ttte in the cast to vividly portray
From Edward Hyman
Bought.

%

"I assert flatly that Jackie Coogan in 'Peck's Bad Boy'
is the most refreshing young person I have ever encountered. Aged 6, he puts to shame some 15 comedians whose • ♦
combined ages total 600. His artlessness.is art — his mischievousness is masterly. If you have youth, celebrate it ♦>
now. If you had youth, wander back through the years for

GLOBE — Nevertheless, at the suggestion
of the sombre little tale, a colorful and touchSS— In general it follows the now
ing picture has been evolved by James
tal Magdalene narrative, with, how- Young, Randolph Lewis, and (it is reported)
number of variations and additions.
le story itself is told in subtitles, so by Kipling himself.
DAILY NEWS— It is beautifully set, and
fact that, if no pictures were shown, directed
with such meticulous care that the
micle would be fairly complete. If, direction is not felt.
jther hand, the pictures were shown
titles, there would be no story at all,
■series of loosely connected
photo- "The
Golem"— Controlled by Hugo

1' UNE — A
pretentious production
31 lisses on nearly every point. It is
j to tell just why tlys picture is a
; anti-climaxes and disappointments.
Serybody connected with the picture
I have worked dreadfully hard and
been conscientious
and painstaking,
(j is the most one can say.
hand of the artist turned
JiLD— -The
1
iterpreneur was predominant
in all
Strauss had lavished imposing
vering castles and great temples —
ped striking costumes into every
ith the grouping often suggestive of
ief. * * * But scenic effects alone
(lake a picture a transcendental suc-

"The Best Hot Weather
CanFree Get9
Picture You
— Detroit
Press
if

supporting cast."— Detroit News.

«it

:.:
Speaking of Irving Lesser's presentation of

COOGAN

JACKIE

:.:

"The Kid" in
if

:;

"PECKS

BAD

1921 model

BOY"

By arrangement with Warner Bros.
Written and directed by Sam Wood

♦♦
*,*
::**

A

First

National

Attraction

«
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lenges
UranntinuedChal
from Page 1)
as I
trope.' in Mattoon lied to him,before
( the original list of prices
n by Paramount's repreme
sentative. 1do not know where the
Fruit'
'Forbi
me
offer to
al dden
as theon origin
from. ion
e quotat
this picture was the same as on
It is true that these
'Heliotrope.'
hat reduced after
somew
c,
pri
a month spent bv Paramount in disbullplaying all its bag of bluffing,
dozing, threatening and coersive
tricks and after I had contracted for
I needed from other
the
all
s. pictures
source
"Mr. Kent further states that the
higher
prices quoted me were not
than those which I had paid under
the preceding contract. As a matter
above referof fact the list of prices
red to. as compared to the preceding
contract, shows an increase of more
than 75%. Even the final figures
quoted me were considerablyg higher
than those of the precedin group.
(This in the face of figures which 1
had given them showing a loss under
the preceding contract.)
"He further states that they offered
to put in a number of pictures at my
price, providing the results on these
pictures would be the basis on which
would be sold future pictures, or the
balance of the block of pictures. This.
statement is untrue in every respect
"He states that I refused to show
Paramount representatives my books.
will have to plead guilty to this
an
crime, and if I owe Paramount
alshall
I
afraid
am
apology for it I
I had had pre-t
ways be in their debt.
vious experience in this respecto
wherein I had opened by books
ves,
three or four of their representati
getting
one after the other, without
anywhere.
red
"He also states that they offe
any
on
ures
pict
to plav all of these
ng
airP percentage basis withoutancaski
e for
me to pay one dollar in adv

KalemStudiosforSale or Rent
Will rent by day, week, month or year.
scenery,
of
4 carloads
equipped,
Fully
calbuildi
equipPsPcts: complete , electri
ngs,
large
of ground
ment, 4 acres
possession.
immediate
30 minutes from 42nd & ^^f^lU^e
Ferry to Jersey .and Pa^ge
iew Street one block from the
studio.

Cliffside,
Inqu.re caretaker Kalem Studios,
B. H. Milligan 220 S.
owner, Illinoi
N J., or Chicag
s.
o,
State St.,

Why let your features lie idle
in Western Missouri and Kansas? We can make a special
that
distributing arrangement
Write us.
will mean revenue.
FILM
INDEPENDENT
CO. OF
MO.
3318 Lindell Blvd.
St. Louis, Mo.
F. J. (Barney)

Fegan,

Pres't

them. This statement is absolutely
age proposiuntrue. The only percent
tion ever made me was on a basis of
an ass'ured rental with a division of
the receipts over a certain amount.
This percentage plan I never do and
'
ept.
never will acc
"If Mr. Kent wants a real test of
what my theaters are doing, and of
what prices I can afford to pay, I
challenge him to accept the following
n: turn over both of my
propositio
"I will
houses to Paramount for a period
of one month.
"Paramount to pay all running
expenses and to pay me the
rental prices which they demanded on all Paramount pictures
shown.
"My admission prices must not
be reduced or anything done
that would injure the business
after it is turned back to me.
"At least two-thirds of the pictures exhibited must be Paramount pictures.
"This will give him an opportunity to make
precisely
the
profit that their proposisame
tion would permit me to make
and they can call in their experts and go to it.
"However, it seems to me that all
this is beside the case and simply
clouds the issue. So far as I am concerned it is perfectly legitimate for
Paramount to charge a rental price
of $400 or $4,000 per day in Mattoon,
but when they resort to harrassing,
and coercive local advertising to force
acceptance of their terms it is time
for every exhibitor who contemplates
putting on a Paramount program to
know what he is going to buck up
against later on."

Mr. Uran's
shown
wasdecli
Kent but
Mr.ment,
ned to comment
state
on it further than to say that he would
prepare an answer.

for Convention
Off (Continued
from Page 1)

Beulah Livingstone is now ori
Fox will hold its own convention
in New York beginning Monday, and way to Europe to tell folks over I
for that reason all officials will be
what they don't already know a
in town.
the Talmadge girls.
,*?'3\. S. Aaronson, vice-president and
manager
of sales for Goldwyn will
represent his company.
Modern Fully Equipped
Middle
on's
Hodkins
Bloom,
Joe
Western supervisor, will attend and
STUOKO
of course, J. E. Rosen, Minneapolis
FOR
RENT
r. go.
managewill
No one from the home
office
By day, week or month
Marcus Loew will attend as the
230 W. 38th St.
New Yo Fitzroy 4205
guiding spirit of Loew's, Inc., and
Metro. W. E. Atkinson, E. M. Saunders and T. J. Connors, general manager, sales manager and assistant
sales manager respectively of Metro,
AT- THE
««T
IT? p"
will likewise attend the sessions.
Pathe is not sending anyone from
RIVOLI
L, 1by r £,
Art Titles
New York, but district manager
Schrader will take a look in on behalf of Pathe and Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
John S. Woody, general manager
of Realart, will be on hand.
413 W. 41 St. Long'acre 052
Charles R. Rogers, general manager and E. C. Jensen, special sales
representative out of the home office,
will go to the convention. Newton
Levi, coast supervisor and F. B.
Rogers, Southern supervisor, will
likewise be there for R-C Pictures.
Sam E. Morris, general manager of
Selznick Enterprises, leaves today.
Lewis J. Selznick may go but that
is not definite as yet.
United Artists will not have any
II
FACTS— No. 7
present.
representative
n, general manaBerma
M.
Harry
exchanges, is to repsal ny.
ger of Univer
resent his compa
Vitagraph does not expect to send
anyone from New York, but several
members of the field force will attend the convention.
Harry M. Warner of Warner Bros,
left last night by way of Youngstown and Cleveland for Minneapolis.
r Abe and Marion H.
His brothe
Kohn
leave today.

Mrs. Pauline Dodge, around whose
Morrisville, Vt., theater has centered
the greater portion of the agitation
activiover Famous Players' theater
ties, will meet the special at Albany
at 4:30 tonight.
Arthur Brilant, of Associated Producers, Inc., left last night. Al Lichtman, general manager, and J. J.
ntaUnger,
tive go special
today. New York represe
onal will send" a representaEducati
tive out but his name has not been
decided upon.
I E. Chadwick is to represent the
F. i. L. M. Club of New York.
Adolph Zukor of Famous Players
y leave tomorrow. Sevwill probabl
eral other Paramount officials are
will not travel out togoing, but
gether. They include Sidney R. Kent,
II G. Ballance, Harry H. Buxbaum,
all of New York; W. E. Smith, district manager with headquarters in
Philadelphia; R. C. Libeau, district
manager with headquarters in Kansas City; Joseph H. Gilday, district
ager with headquarters in Chicago, and H. A. Ross, district manager with headquarters in Detroit.
Harry O. Schwalbe and Earl J.
Hudson will represent Associated
Pirst National.

ERNEST

STERF

TRAD1TIOI

It is like one b
wonderful dreai

H. J. Yates, of Republic Laboratory
and Tom Evans, of the Evans Laboratory, will represent the Allied
Film Laboratories Association on
day. convention floor. They leave tothe
The following members of the
of ComTheaters Owners Chamberspecial
:
merce are going on the

Joe Seiden, M. Silverman, Char es Moses,
Toe Stern, Bernard Grobe, Max Gold, Hyman
in Knoble,
Rachmil, Charles Steiner, Benjam
the
Fred Wilson, Sam Sonin, the latter
of the
tee
commit
finance
chairman of the
organization, and Messrs. Sam, Berg, Vrlick
& Schwartz.

EOS-MA
STERELECTROS
I. RUBIN

COMPAl

DAILY)

(Special to WID'S
Washington — The District ot
Columbia Exhibitors Association.of
which Harry M. Crandall is president
e the V)ll
is making an effort to secur
P. T. O. for
conventi
this
city. on of the M.

sent to the secreA letter has been us
M. P. T. O.
taries of the vario
the adg upon themconve
leagues urginholdi
ntion
ng the
vantages of
in the Capitol City.

!>'

SPRING

23 E. 4th ST.

DIRECTOl
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THE

TRA1

II

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
REFERENCE
READY
Hon

The Federated Party
ADVERTISING— PUBLIC
Abe Warner, "Bobby" North,
CRAWFORD
MERRITT
Screen Bulletin Brj
Marion H. Kohn, and Ben Amster- 904 FitzeiraldTheBld
g.
Fedattend the
today to
dam leave conventio
and
day
runs
which
n
erated
PRINTERS
date with the M. P. T. O. affair in
Minneapolis.
PROSPECT PRESS Spi

After Convention
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188 W. 4th St.

BARNES PRINTING CO
Motion Picture Specialist*
Phone GraB
36 East 22d St.

STUDIOS
STUDIO

DOWNTOWN

or without
Week—Br-I
WithFully
— Day —Phone
equippedcrew.

TITLES
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ARTHUR WEIL — Exploiting the
220 W. 42nd St., Room

1807

w

7^recochized
Authority
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Files Open
?. Kent Willing to Show P -nous
Players-Mattoon-Uran Con spondence
dney R. Kent, general manager of
bution of Famous Players-Lasyesterday issued a terse reply to
statement made by B. F. Uran of
Grand and "K" theaters, Mattoon,
relative to the Paramount adverg and price scale in the Illinois
n. He said:
Vfr. Uran's statement is not a reto the facts given by me this past
k.
The records in the case speak for
nselves. I have no desire to enter
a dispute with Mr. Uran.
Prewhat I formerly said, that the
in the case are open to any insted parties, both as to prices and
ral conditions
surrounding
our
roversy with Mr. Uran."
Bill Dies in Illinois
le Nat'l Association has been adi by the Allied Amusements Astion of Chicago, that the IIs legislature has adjourned withicting on the two censorship bills
h were pending
there.
Another for R-C.
lomas B. Walsh, the director, has
Dieted "Worldly Goods," in which
ara Castleton, Montagu
Love,
y Harlam, Lucille Lee Stewart
others are seen. It was made for
5h-Fielding Prod., Inc., and will
leased by R-C Pictures Corp.

ALL EYES
ARE ON

Minneapolis
We're on the job and
you'll get a complete report of the big doings every
morning next week in

WID S DAILY

Price 5 C«ntt
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New Community Co.

Will Sign Bill

Indp'ts Organizing

Corporation to Handle Domestic Business of Bureau — Considerable
Activity Abroad
The Community M. P. Bureau has
now completed its new organization
on which it has been working for
more than a year.
The growth and complexity of the
business in America and overseas demanded a separation between the two.
Consequently, Community organized
under the laws of the State of New
York the Societe du Service Cinematographique Community, Inc.. to
take over all foreign business. It has
now organized Community M. P.
Service, Inc., under the laws of New
York, which has taken over the domestic business.
Societe has in Europe three branch
corporations, Community Service,
Ltd., of Great Britain, La Community Societe Anonyme Francaise of
France, and Societa XX Anonima di
Rapresentanzo e Comercio di Prodetti Nord-Americani of Italy.

Illinois to Have Deposit Law Segregating Money by Counties —
Exchanges
Disturbed

J. J. Goldburg
Fostcing
Idea for
Co-operative Body — Two Meetings Scheduled
What bids fair to be an organization embracing a considerable number of independent producers and distributors in a co-operative body was
discussed at a luncheon at the Astor
on Thursday, at which were present
about
30 independents or their representatives.

(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

Chicago — Information reaching
here from Springfield has it that Governor Small will sign the bill segregating deposits in a few days.
The bill calls for the the segregating of deposits in the county in which
the contract is signed.
Local exchangemen here say it
will work considerable hardship, since
a copy of the contract must be filed
with each deposit in whatever county
the deposit is placed.

Ignore Missouri Law
(Special

to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Lou's— The Penzel Deposit Bill
went into effect on Monday and is
now the law of the state until re(Continued on Page 4)
pealed or set aside by a decision of
the Supreme Court.
It has been learned that the majorThat's the Outside Limit, Although
ity, if not all, of the managers of St.
There May Be Less — Original
Louis exchanges have received orEstimate Was
104
iels to ignore the bill and continue
Famous Players-Lasky will have
from 90 to 95 productions for the to exact deposits on contracts for
1921-1922 season, according to an of- films as in the past.
ficial announcement made by Sidney
A show-down on the law is expectR. Kent, general manager of distried in September when the leading exbution. Recently it was reported
hibitors sign their yearly contracts
from usually reliable resources that
for
films.
It is expected that the legal
the company would release as many
controversy will be carried to he
as it had last year — 104.
Kent, in speaking of the plans, said: i State Supreme Court regardless of
| the decision of any lower court.
"We shall schedule our pictures
The measure requires that deposits
only 30 days in advance. We shall
must be put in a bank in the county
have a representative of the sales de- in which the exhibitor resides to be
partment stationed continually at the
held in trust for the exhibitor until
studios to give us advance informa- such time as the contract is fulfilled.
tion on productions.
"The sales . school, which is now
F. & R. Get "U" Exchange
holding its third class, will continue
An agreement has been consumits sessions regularly, feeding the dismated by H. M. Berman, general
tribution department constantly with
men better trained in the Paramount manager of the Universal Exchanges,
idea of increased service to exhibit- whereby the Universal exchange of
under the manors. We shall hold a bookers' class Minneapolis comes
period of years of the
once a year and also will soon start Finkelsteinagement for& a Ruben
interests. This
a class for office managers.
move
has
been
under
discussion for
"To increase our service to exhib- several weeks.
itors in small towns we plan to enBy this arrangement Universal,
large our exploitation force by the
which has been kept out of many of
addition of 30 men."
the first runs in the Minneapolis territory, is said to secure the desired
Annual
Drive Sept. 4-10
The fourth National Paramount entree into a number of first-run theaters in Minnesota, North Dakota,
Week, the annual sales drive which
each year is the big event with the South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Mr. Gettleson, who has managed
Famous Players sales organization,
is announced for the week of Sept. the exchange for Universal, will re4-10.
main in Minneapolis.

95 from Paramount

These men met at the suggestion of
Jesse J. Goldburg, who is now affiliated with Imperial Prod., Inc. Goldburg sent the notices out for the
luncheon and made known his plan
when the independents had gathered.
The idea took immediate hold and
a by-laws committee was formed.
This committee will meet on Monday
night in the office of Joe Schnitzer
and on Thursday there will be another meeting at the Astor to complete the organization.
The aims of the organization will
J be:
To eliminate from the field the flyby-night independent.
To establish state right percentages along definite and concrete lines.
To maintain an organization
where ideas for the good of the market can be inter-changed.
.Among those wno attended the
luncheon were:
S. J, Rollo of Clark-Cornelius
Corp.; datedMarion
ConsoliFilm Corp.H.of Kohn,
San Francisco;
Sidney Ascher, Ascher Prod.; Joseph
Schnitzer, of Equity; Joe Brandt of
C. B. C; Jesse J. Goldburg of ImProd.; LouisSerial
Weiss,Sales
of Adventureperial
of Tarzan
Corp.:
Victor B. Fisher, of Associated
Photoplays, Inc.; J. Weinberg of
Canyon Pictures; William G. Smith
of Fidelity Pictures; Joseph Sameth
of Forward Film Distributors, Inc.;
Robert W. Priest of the Film Market, Inc.; Harry J. Shepard of Kineto
Co. of America; Don Carlos Ellis of
Harry Levey Service Corp.; Nat
Levine of Plymouth Pictures, Inc.;
Lee A. Ochs of Screenplays, Prod.,
Inc.; Nat Berk of Allied Distributing
and Fred C. Quimby.
Tucker
(Special

Laid
to WID'S

to

Rest
DAILY)

Los Angeles — The funeral of
George Loane Tucker, who died last
Monday morning, was held on Wedmembers of the imonlyattending.
nesday
with family
mediate
A memorial service will be held at
the Robert Brunton studios on SunInTucker.
Mr. to
of sent
day in memory
vitations have been
only a few
shown.
friends. "The Miracle Man" will be

tMA
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At Broadway Theaters The Goldwyn
The orchestral Capitol
introduction consists of a
Victor Cycle, "Pan Americana," "Yesterthoughts"
and "March
of the is
Toys."
In the
! numbei
a pantomime
presented
bj
Vol. XVI No 85 Saturday, June 25, 1921 Price 5 Cents l).>ris Niles and lames Parker Coombs. In
'•March of the Toys," Alexander Oumansky
and Thalia Zanou perform. The Capitol
Folks,
Film
News is next, followed by the Miserere from
and
Film
Wid's
1921,
right
hie'. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., "II Truvatoie," sung by Maria Samson and
FILMS and I. ph Sheehan. An attractive and arN. Y.,
New
INC.by WID'S
FOLKS,
FILM York,
tistically lighted setting is used. A Kineto
and Treas- Review "India" and a prologue in which
President
Gunning,
F C ("Wid")
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
Bye sings "Eastern Romance" and
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Erick
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising "Song oi India," precede the feature, which
is Pathe's production of Rudyard Kipling's
Manager.
"Without Benefit of Clergy." A return enEntered as second-class matter May 21, lyis
gagement of Sascha Jacobsen, the violinist,
under
Y.,
at the post office at New York, N.
is another feature of the program, which
the act of March 3, 1S79.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside closes with a Mack Sennett comedy "Astray
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 from the Steerage."
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
Criterion
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
The Criterion program changes thip week
WID'S with "The Golem," another foreign produc
to
communications
Address
DAILY, all 71-73
West
44th
St.,
New tion, as the main feature. The overture is
York, N. Y.
La Cinquantaine, followed by a Prizma
Telephone;
Vanderbilt,
4551-4552-5558
color picture "Beauty" and scenes of Old
Hollywood,
California.
Prague. An excellent prologue is presented
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly
in which an old man is telling a boy the
wood
Blvd.
Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
ancient legend of the Golem. The light on the
London Representative— W. A. William
and boy fades out and on another secson; Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre. man tion
of the stage a Passover feast is shown
London, W. C. 2.
Emanuel List renders "Eli, Eli," assisted
Paris Representative — Le Film, 144 Rut by
the Criterion Ensemble. After the feaMontmartre.
ture May Kitchen Cory offers three masquedances, using the Henda masks. Tony Sarg's
Almanac,
"Why
concludes the
bill. They Love Cave Men,"

Quotations

Las
Bid. Asked
Sal.
Famous
Players . . 56
58
57%
Not quoted
\do pfd
Goldwyn
3lA
4
ii W
drifnth. Inc
Not quot»c
1. ecu's, Iuc
10%
11
105%
I rtangle
Y%
Vi
H
vVorld Film
Not quotef
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Levey and Lawlor

Partners

rnard Levey and J. Hoey
lor have formed the Pictorial
Association, with offices in the
ven Bldg. The company deals
distribution of art and literary
for the screen.

LawPress
Hooin the
work

Rialto
The overture is "Faust" selections. Follows "The Breeding of Exotic Fish," a short
reel, Hetty Andersen singing "Annie Laurie,"
the Rialto Magazine, Cesare Nesi render"La Donna
E Mobile"
the ing
feature
picture,
whichfrom
is "Rigoletto,"
a Famous
Players-British production called "Appearances," "Romance" played by Sascha Fidel
man, violin, Paolo Gruppe, cello, and M.
Seydel, harp;
Haunted
House"

Buster Keaton in "The
and the organ solo.

Rivoli
"Thirteenth Hungarian Rhapsody" by the
orchestra opens the show, with the Rivoli
Pictorial and a Benda Mask dance featuring
Desha, Vera Myers and Paul Oscard, prior
to the feature. William A. Brady's production
"Life." Edoardo Albano sings aria from
"The Barber of Seville." "Society Dogs,"
a Universal comedy and the organ solo complete the performance.

Strand
Going Abroad
Madge Kennedy and her husband.
Harold Bolster, are sailing on the
"Empress of India" on a tour to the
north of Europe. They expect to visit
I (rland, Norway and the land of the
midnight sun. All told they will be
. en weeks.

The first number is "Andromeda and the
Storm King" by the orchestra. The Strand
Topical Review, a cartoon "Skipping the
Pen" and a vocal selection by the Strand
Male Quartette are offered before the picture
"Sowing the Wind," starring Anita Stewart.
Buster Keaton in "The Haunted House" is
the comedy number with the organ solo
"Marche Heroique."

Big House

for Troy

to go to the Los Angeles
p. utile Home.

Ortho-

Newport

News

Olympic Closes

Newport News, Va. — E. T. Crall
has closed the Olympic to repair the
house. Crall recently bought the
Strand, two blocks north of the
Olympic and now manages the
Olympic. Strand, Rialto, Imperial and
Onyx here.
Old Baltimore House
(Special

to

WID'S

ITmilton Renews

Contract

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

os Angeles — Clayton Hamilton
has renewed, lor a period of one year,
his contract with the Goldwyn editorial department. He has obtained
a further leave of absence from
Columbia University, where he haj
been giving courses in the drama.
Alice Duer Miller has finished the
adaptation of "The Woman Whc
Hated Politics," renamed "She Got
What She Wanted," and the writing
of her first original scenario, "The
Mothers."
With
Man
Bern has
beenTwo
selected
to direct Paul
the
latter story.
To Build in Petaluma, Calif.
to

WID'S

DAILY)

Petaluma, Calif.— A $90,000 theater
will be built here by the T. and D.
Junior Circuit.
Jersey Convention July 6 and 7
(Special

to

WID'S

DAILY)

Trenton, N. J.— The M. P. T. O.
of New Jersey will hold a convention
in Atlantic City on July 6 and -7.
ing.
Some exhibitors will attend the convention from the Minneapolis meetMore

for Saxe Bros.

(Special to WID'S

Sold

DAILY)

Baltimore — The People's Theater
Co. plans to spend $50,000 in improving Lubin'sinTheater,
the
oldest theaters
town. one
The of
house
was bought by the Baltimore Theaters Co. for the People's company,
which is a subsidiary.

DAILY)

Milwaukee — Saxe Bros, have purchased the Grand Opera House, the
Orpheum and Majestic in Oshkosh
mings. W. G. Maxcy and Ray Cumfrom

Curwood

Film's first James

Olinj

production will be "Go(|

Country and the Law."
Lewis Sargent, who has been
pearing in Cosmopolitan Prod, in
East, is en route to Los Angeles. J
Miriam
Battista, the child act!
will be under
the management
Robert
Edgar
Long
for the
three years.
Winifred Westover

has finishei

Life Worth Living?" in support
Eugene O'Brien and resumes 1
place
woman.as Conway Tearle's leadi

Theodore Wharton has seed*
George Rigas to play the leading mP
role in the Zenith Features offer !
"The Besetting Sin."

Thelma Wood has signed a e Itract through the offices of Geo J.
L. Clarke to play the lead in alt
ture to be made by the Shiller Pit
at Yonkers.
Jane Thomas and Warren Kr
have been engaged for a specialB
I" ti ' made at the local Fox Studi<
Tyrone Power has completed »
in a new Fox production made ua
the

working title "Footfalls."

Henry Irving Dodge, author
"Skinner's Dress Suit," "Skinn
Baby" and other stories, has wi
a new novel called "Sam Hoi
American."
It begins in the July
Monday.
sue of the New Success, out
Mile. Narcita, formerly witW
Royal Cinema Corp., Ltd., of S
treal, is in New York. She isl
to represent a group of French
Spanish capitalists, of whom L
Nalpas, the French director, and I
has
studio
at Nice,
to bea the
leading
spirit.France, is'

C
Eight Phila. Houses

Troy, N. Y.— A 3,000 seat theater,
Arranging
Benefit
is planned for this city by Joseph and
Edward Murphy of Troy and Frank
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Los Angeles — Pauline Frederick is P. Dolan of Albany. The actual conarranging
a big charity
benefit
for
struction will probably start this sumi rippled children at her home in Bev- mer.
erly Hills on July
10.
Practically
everybody in the film colony will participate in snnie manner.
There will
be a rodeo held and a round-up. Tickre to sell at $5 and all proceeds

Arrow

egarding
Goldwyn's
fallsoplans:
The
organization
thinks
highlx
of "The Old Nest" and "Dangerous
Curve Ahead" that they have been
placed in an individual class in connection with which they will he
shown simultaneously in 150 first
runs.
The extensive advertising campaign
planned is to be carried out in 30
magazines, which the statement says,
have a total circulation of 16,225,000.
The company has purchased
screen rights to "His Back Against
the Wall," a comedy, by John Frederick.

(Special

Guts and Flashes)

Plans

(Special

to

WID'S

s

Planned
DAILY)

Philadelphia— Plans
for eight picture theaters in and near Phila. have
been
submitted
to contractors
for
estimates.
Levy Now

General Manager
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston— Jack Levy has been made
general manager of the Supreme
Theaters, Inc., which operate the
Hall and Woburn, at WoLyceum
burn
Plains. and the Supreme at Jamaica

10!

For some

things there are

no satisfactory substitutes.
RITCHEY

posters, for in

stance.

RITCHEY
L1TUO.

CORP.

406 W. 31st S1..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Operators Now

Part Owners

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

differ— The of
S. C.owner
Spartansburg,
ences between the
the
Pastime theater and the operators'
union have been settled with the result that the operators now own part
Finch.
the theater together with W. S.
of

DAILY

jsiij^
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itkeN ews

No. 51
BIG INTERCOLLEGIATE BOAT
i AT
POUGHKEEPSIE— The Navy
with California second
IRAL
SIMS
RETURNS— The
naval
of whom
everyone
is talking lands
w York on his was to Washington.
READY FOR THE BIG FIGHT—
views from the air of the huge arena
rsey City where Dempsey will battle
Carpcntier.
news from Florence, Italy; Amiens,
e; Cambridge,
Mass.;
Chicago;
etc.,

Coast Brevities
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Hollywood
l)irk Sherrer is mow
M i paring sqrjpl for the Wah
Mini;
I 'rod., wh<> will produce at the l'.< in le
Heights studio. The story, author,
actors
and
producer
will
all be

Chinese.

Lionel Belmofe has been engaged
for Marie
at UniversalPrevost
City.'s initial production

oday

Universal announces the purchase
of Jackson Gregory's novel, "Man
to Man" for Harry Carey. This
story will probably follow his first
lewel Hubbard
product.ion "Partners," by
Lucien

Incorporations

Priscilla Dean, her director, Stuart
Paton. and the forty people who accompanied them to Oregon to -film
lumber camp scenes for "Conflict"
have returned, after being away three
weeks.

mmmmmmamm

->any, N. Y. — Audrey Munson
ucing Corp., Rochester. Capital,
300. Incorporators: H. R.
hrup and E. A. Wesctcott. Aty: J. A. Kirby, Rochester.
enton, N. J.— Paramount Pror Corp., West New York. Capital
3,000. Incorporators: H. A.
:, Staten Island; C. F. Skinner,
y City and John R. Turner,
ing Bridge.
ver, Del. — Triart Prod. Capital
900. Attorneys: Corporation
t Co. of America, Wilmington.

In the Courts

The two stories announced as the
first to be filmed by Harry Carey as
his first Universal-Jewel features.
have been shelved for future production and instead, he will be seen in
"Partners."

Mildred Davis has signed a longterm contract with Hal E. Roach
providing for her appearance as leadins: lady in a few more comedies with
Harold Llovd. Then Miss Davis will
be starred in five-reel dramatic productions.

ver, Del. — Precision Pictures
. Capital, $10,000. IncorporHughie Mack has been engaged by
: Joseph Conway, Charles W.
me and Lester A. Michael, Webster Cullisoh of Clever Comedelphia. Attorney: Amos A.
dies for a role in "The Disappearance
on, Dover.
of May Jane." the third of the series
of stories of "Philo -Gubb, Correspondence School Deteckative." Cullany, N. Y. — Allen Theater lison will leave
for New York about
„ New York. Capital, $5,000. Tnlv 1st
to make arrangements for the
•porators: L. Mayer, P. and M.
n. Attorney M. D. Bohrar, 154 distribution of his pictures.
iu St.
Frank Lawrence, film editor at U
inton, N. J.— Elizabeth Amuse- Cit". will begin at once to edit "FoolCo., Elizabeth.
Capital, $1,000,ish Wives."
Incorporators:
Emil
Zucker,
Steiner and
Herman
Steiner,
Director Wesley Ruggles of tl
irk.
Oh'i-er Morosco company has gone t.
New Orleans and Natchez to make
ver, Del. — Sherry Pictures, Inc. the exteriors of "Slippy McGee." The
al, $4,125,000. Attorneys: Cor- majority of the scenes will be shot
ion Trust Co. of America, Wil- in the vicinity of Natchez. Wheeler
ton.
Oakman and Colleen Moore will play
the leads.
ver, Del. — Paramount Pictures
Capital, $100,000. Attorneys:
Grace Darmond has signed a conoration Trust Co. of America,
tract whereby she is to play the lead
lington.
in a new Tobn Stahl Prod, to be made
at the Mayer studio.
ver, Del. — Wheeler Prod., Inc.
al, $50,000. Incorporators: T.
Putsche, John V. Corcoran,
_ Jack Cunningham, recently scenario editor for Robertson-Cole and a
kl\ n and Anna Lax, New York,
widely known screen writer, has been
ney: U. S. Corporation Co.
added to the scenario staff at Universal City by Lucien Hubbard.
Dany, N. Y. — Baroli Theater,
tiectady. Capital, $100,000. In>rators: J. J. Walker and J. A.
Alice Terry, who has completed
f. Attorneys: W. Benton, Sara- the principal feminine role in Rex
Springs,
Ingram's "The Conquering Power,"

The Appellate Division has affirm cd an order of the lower court permitting the withdrawal
of a juror
has refused fo ai < < -pi a limilar pari
a new trial in a suit of I'
111 a fortneomihg
tion
M be Dunlop against C. Lawrence Weber,
filmed in New York produc
in order to work |(- 'I'll \Y. I.ngel, Edward M. Saunin a Metro picture soon i,, be filmed.
ders, Harry J ( ohn and Joseph H.
I ooker to recover $16,294 on a claim
Preparations
nsl the Xew York Alco Film Co.,
are being made
al
I'mversal City for ' The
of which the defendants were offi<
White
Mrs. Dunlop alleges that the defendbock
Feather
which
has
been selected," as athe storv
ants organized the New York Metro
Inst starring
hide
for Marguerite
Film Service in 1016 to take over the
Armstrong.
assets of the Alco and that theii
Allen Holubar's picture, "Man- I Hin was illegal and that they should
Woma
n— Marriage," may be put on be held responsible individually.
stage.
the
While the case was being tried a
witness called by the plaintiff as an
Hoot Gibson is ready to get into
expert to prove the value of the propaction on "The Sheriff of Cinnebar,"
erty transferred, including films,
a Peter B. Kyne story which lias proved to be unable to
give expert
been purchased for him by Universal. evidence on the point, and
on the
Reaves Eason will direct from the
plaintiff's plea that she was surprised.
continuity by Harvev Gates.
the trial justice permitted the withdrawal of a juror in order that the
The Universal publicity department
case might be tried anew.
is being reorganized to function along
the hues of a metropolitan newspaA default judgment for $2,253 has
per. Harold H. Hurley has been en- been filed in the Supreme Court by
gaged as one of the assistants in the Benjamin Berk against the
department, while Lester Levy has Film Co., Inc. Berk sues in hisUnion
own
left the reportorial staff of the San
behalf
for
salary
due
as
Eastern
repFrancisco Bulletin to join the force.
resentative ofthe film company and
for $810 salary and a note for $550
Alice Lake will have a strong sup- to George R. Sherriff, who was his
porting cast in "The Infamous Miss assistant.
Revel!," which Dallas Fitzgerald is
directing. Herbert Standing, Cullcn
The Southampton Amusement Co.,
Landis, Jackie Saunders, Lydia Knott owner of the Garden and Crescent
theaters at Southampton, L. I., was
Franc
ter,
Geralis
dineCarpen
ls' sued in the Supreme Court bv FredCondo
n Stanl
and ey
MayGoetha
Garaci
all have been engaged for parts.
erick L. Langtree for $1,875 commission on a lease of the theaters to
Viola Dana has been acclaimed Sam B lever for five years for $37,500.
queen of the Reno Round-up, a picA default judgment for $2,719 has
turesque western event to be staged
been filed in the Supreme Court by
July 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Gail Kane against the P. & W. Pictures for salary due for appearing in
Buster Keaton is back again, and
working at his studios. His pictures "A Good Woman."
will be released through Associated
Wants Evanston Out
First National.

Geo. D. Baker has assembled a
-trong cast for "Garments of Truth,"
a new production to be filmed by
S-L Pictures for Metro. Heading the
list of players is Gareth Hughes, who
will .afar in this story.

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

(Special

DAILY)

Springfield, 111. — Evanston would
censor its own films, if an amendment
to the pending censorship bill sponsored by Senator Barbour goes
through. The town evidently thinks
the censor board will not be severe
enough in its judgment, and for that
reason wants to reserve the right to
supplement the state board's actions.
Must Show Flag in Penn.

he cast of "From the Ground Up,"
a starring
vehicle for Tom Moore,
was completed last week at the Goldwyn studio. Helene Chadwick again
plays opposite the star. Others in
the cast are DeWitt C. Jennings,
Grace Pike, Hardee Kirkland and
Darrel Foss. Rupert Hughes wrote
the story especially for Moore. E.
Mason Hopper is directing.
GAUSMAN.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Every theater in
Pennsylvania, under the terms of an
act signed by Governor Sproul, will
be required to display the American
flag on the outside of the buildings
at all times when performances are
being given within.

Pantages Gets Vallejo Site

Theater to Replace Airdome

(Special

to

WID'S

Vallejo, Calif. — The
terests have acquired
here.

DAILY)

Pantages
a theater

One for Granite City, 111.
(Special to WID'S

to

WID'S

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

St. Louis — Alfred A. Ebcrt has
in- opened his Highpointe Airdome.
site McCausland Ave. and Clayton Road,
Richmond Heights. In the fall a theater will be erected on the site of
the airdome.
Davidson To Build

DAILY)

Granite City, 111.— A new $100,000
house is contemplated. The site has
already been purchased. The controlling company will have a capital
of $150,000.

Great
Bend.
Kans. — H.
S.
("Shake")
Davidson,
owner
of the
Lyric, is building a new $50,000 theater.

MA
i
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PARIS. FRANCE — World famous Montmartre quarter stages wild party as part of
on in honor of cessapeacemaking celebrati
tion of hostilities with the rival Montrouge
section of French Capitol.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.— Navy Crew
egiate Regatta. Calieasily wins Intercolland
finishes second.
fornia fights gamely
time since war
first
For
—
ENG.
LONDON.
is held.
Parade
Horse
Cart
the historic
The lowly truck pullers are cheered as they
the aristocratic sections of
through
march
the city.

N. J.— Tex Rickard takes
CITY.
JERSEY
arena.
Carpentier on a trip to the
Georges
is greatly impressed
Champion
The French
enclosure which will seat
with the immense
100 000 people.
in
Contest
FRANCISCO— Cinderella
SAN
their
display
Beauties
California's
which
and
tootsies greatly enjoyed by the Judge
our cameraman.

ENGLAND—
HEATH.
HAMPSTEAD
•Arry
'Awkins
'As
a 'Oliday.
London s
Cockneys make merry on their one holiday
and
They fall for everything
of the year.
the side show owners clean up.
Seattle, Wash.,
from Los Angeles,
Scenes
etc., etc.

to Aid
in C. C. Plan
Pettijohn's
Idea—
The
in Detail
Charles C. Pettijohn, who, it will
be recalled, presented a plan for the
creation of a film "war chest" at the
recent annual meeting of the National
Association, states that 12 of the larger companies have been approached
on the idea and that they have all
accepted. The companies are: First
National, Metro, Educational, Selznick, Fox, Robertson-Cole, Realart,
Famous Players, Triangle, Universal,
Goldwyn and Associated Producers,
Inc.
Pettijohn plans to present the idea
to all of the other companies just
as fast as it is possible to do so, including the independent distributors
in various states.
Under the terms of the plan, the
distributors are called upon to supply film on Motion Picture Day
gratis. The idea has created considerable interest in certain film quarters. Because of its importance, the
plan, as developed by Pettijohn, is
printed in full: Plan

In order to further the cooperative
handling of the industry's problems
and to do away with the frequent solicitations of relief organizations in
motion picture theaters, it is proposed
Paramount House in Victoria, B. C. to designate one day each year to be
known as Motion Picture Day.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Victoria. B. C— The new house
On this day it is proposed to secure
being built here will be called the funds for the above purposes in the
following manner:
Capitol. This theater is rapidly near44th
I. All producers and distributors
ing completion and will be the
of motion pictures to furnish
house controlled by The Famous
Players Canadian Corp. It is said
to thegratis their film service
aters which participate in the
that the corporation is planning
their
in
ers
seven more large theat
Canadian chain.
II. All exhibitors
who
receive
plan.
such free film service to donate 50% of their gross receipts on Motion Picture Day.
"Carnival," after its run is comThe specific purposes for which
pleted at the Capitol, will play over
such funds will be used are:
the entire Loew Circuit.
I. To finance the necessary
cooperative work for the protecdustry.tion of the motion picture in-

Printing
that is

Distinctively
Different
BARNES
PRINTING
COMPANY
INC

11 We

36

Never

East

Disappoint"

22nd

GRAMERCY

Street
945

II. To contribute to worthy charities and humanitarian relief
funds, thus avoiding, so far as
possible, the solicitations for
such ture
purposes
theaters. in motion pic-
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Administration
On the day immediately following
Motion Picture Day, each exhibitor
participating in this plan to send to
the office of the exchange which has
furnished his feature picture for the
Motion Picture Day performances, a
check representing 50% of his gross
receipts for Motion Picture Day, less
admissions tax. This check to be
made payable to the designated Motion Picture Protective Committee
Chairman in his state. The exchange
manager, upon receipt of the check,
to immediately deliver it to the Motion Picture Protective Committee
Chairman and the latter to acknowledge its receipt in duplicate, to the
exhibitor and the exchange manager.
Exhibitors who do not ordinarily
run matinees on this date are urged
to open their theaters earlier than usual and to give the greatest possible
number of performances.
In some instances where film has
been paid for in advance by an exhibitor, a credit memorandum for the
Motion Picture Day rental will be issued by the exchange to the exhibitor.
Fifty per cent of the gross receipts
for all performances given on Motion
Picture Day, less admissions tax,
shall be accounted for to the state
chairman.
One third of the funds so raised
in each state to be remitted by the
respective state chairmen to the
Chairman of the Motion Picture Protective Committee in New York (representing the participating producers
and distributors) for the specific purposes set forth in this plan.
Two thirds of the funds raised in
each state to remain with the Motion
Picture Protective Committee of that
state, to be expended for the specific
purposes herein set forth, as the state
Motion Picture Protective Committee
may determine.
for "drives," contriAll requests
butions, donations or cooperation nationally with organizations of charitable or humanitarian character to
be referred to the Motion Picture
Protective Committee for disposition
in each state.
Callahan Injured
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

New Community C I
(Continued from page 1)

The

French company

lias recent i

purchased
the French production*
rights to **f\
Kid," the Hodkinson
French agency for the PowersB
chine, and for the Delco. The Brin
company,
in association with Eva
Bros., Ltd., publishers, is produci
a series of film texts covering t
curriculum
of
English-speaJ
schools.
Community
is supplyi
the entire European
News
Serh
for Kinograms.
Community M. P. Bureau, Inc., <
erates a subsidiary, the Beseler El
cational Film Co. It has organi?
the service corporation to extend
business. The new company has I
same personnel as the bureau,
will confine itself exclusively to i
non-theatrical
field. Commun
Prod., Inc., will ^continue the n<
theatrical producing for the Co
munity companies.
Waldo G. Morse, 37 Wall St., f
merly general counsel and vice-pr
ident of Universal, has just bi
elected president of Community Pr
Inc. Warren Dunham Foster 1
been elected president of Commur.
M. P. Service, Inc., and continues
president or chairman of the ot
Community companies. Howard
Coles continues as director overst

TRADITION
Watch
For
Details

DIRECTOR

Atlantic City, N. J.— Jimmy CallaOF
THE
TRADE
han, who is producing a series of
comedies here, met with an accident
RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
For the present year, Thursday,
READY
REFERENCE
August 25 has been designated as while working a stunt in an aeroplane. Several fingers of his left
Motion Picture Day.
hand were severed at the first joint.
ADVERTISING— PUBLICIT
His injuries, while painful, are not
Organization
MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
The organization plan provides for very serious.
the appointment in each state of a
904 Fitz*:rald Bldg.
Bryant
Motion Picture Protective CommitGoing Abroad
PRINTERS
tee to be composed of 12 members, 9
Corine Barker sails for Europe toof whom are to be exhibitors and 3
day for a vacation. She is later to
PROSPECT PRESS
of whom are to be exchange men,
188 W. 4th St.
Spr
appear
in
the
first
English
producrepresenting participating producing
tion George Fitzmaurice is to make.
and distributing companies in such
BARNES PRINTING CO.
Motion Picture Specialists
state. If it is found desirable in cer36 East 22d St.
Phone Grame
tain states to increase or decrease the
Hayakawa Here
Sessue
Hayakawa
and
Tsuru
Aoki,
size of such state committee, the raSTUDIOS
tio of exhibitor and exchange repre- his wife, arrived in New York last
sentation to remain the same.
night from the coast. They are at
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
For the purpose of contact and the Biltmore.
Fully
equipped
—
Day
—
Week —Bryan
Moa
With or without crew.
Phone
communication, each state Motion
Picture Protective Committee to desGladys Hulette in Dick's Support
TITLES
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., has signignate a chairman, who will repreed
Gladys
Hulette
to
play
opposite
ARTHUR
WEIL—
Exploiting the ne
sent the committee in all matters perative Titles, TITLEGRAPH
taining to Motion Picture Day in
Bryan
Dick Barthelmess in "Tol'able Da- 220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
that state.
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BUSTEP KEATON

THE HIGH SIGN
qA comic of a weird secret society which will
turn four Uheatre into A tnervy Lodge of mirth
Written and Directed byHuslerKcoLlon
And SddUCLM for Joseph Ji.Sckenck'

Exclusive
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Price 25 Cents
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Youth — summer —
moonlight — the witchery
of an Arizona night —
the penetrating scent of
honeysuckle.
Two young people on the
eve of parting. The girl
could see only the beckoning gleam of the capitol
dome, the dazzling round
of Washington social
gaiety which would envelop a senator's daughter.
The boy saw only the
lonely plains — bleak and
cheerless without sunnyhaired Judith scampering
over them on her pony.
But no one could be
unhappy long, much less
the hero, in this rippling
comedy of youth and love
and mischief and moonlight.
From the play by George
Scarborough. Directed
by Jdseph Henabery.
Scenario by Barbara Kent.
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State censor board may include a producer.
Two

versions of "Omar, the Tentmaker," to be made.
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A. L. Lowe, J. E. Brulatour's representative, says talk
from "lab" men may drive Brulatour into business.
Allied Artists of England to handle "Way Down East"
and "Dream Street."
Marcus Loew believes in organization to bring about
healthy conditions.
Friday
Four new Pola Negri films offered
for sale.

A MINUTE

Thos. H. Ince Prod. — Paramount

DON'T

George Loane Tucker succumbs to long illness.
West Coast Theaters, Inc., to star Jackie Coogan.
Pola Negri to make three more for German U. F. A.
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Edith Storey in

Studio and producing unit
for Wichita, Kans.
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issues challenge to Paramount.
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Illinois may have deposit bill.
S. R. Kent to leave Mattoon case to be adjusted by
any fair-minded committee.
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Novelty of Theme and Production in Latest from Foreign Studios
Hugo Riesenfeld presents
"THE GOLEM"
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Paul Wegener
Not credited
Not credited
Not credited
Another distinct and unusual

creation from the foreign studios
STORY
Has considerable racial appeal, but this
should not detract from general consumption
value
DIRECTION. . . .Has retained a perspective throughout and shows real care in composition
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Very good
Effective

PLAYERS

Paul Wegener gives remarkable performance in the title role ; types well chosen
and all do creditable work

EXTERIORS
Many extraordinary sets
INTERIORS
Not the usual thing
DETAIL
Apparently adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ancient Jewish tradition based on the theory of a Rabbi who control ed a miracle image
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Added to the previous successful productions contributed to the American market by foreign producers,
comes "The Golem," at the Criterion for an indefinite
run. dependent apparently on the way the picture is
received. Like "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligary," Paul
Wegener offers a distinct novelty but one which presents a genuine contrast to the latter. While the
settings seen in "The Golem" are not the regulation
affairs, they are unlike the futuristic or cubist designs of "Caligari."

Wegener's

sets

all

maintain

some manner of perspective without the zig-zag
shadows distorting the general appearance. The main
difference is the unfamiliar construction and architectural form.
Paul Wegener displays a distinct creative ability
in his production of "The Golem" and he tells the story
in a comprehensive fashion, wastes no time with padding and builds toward the climaxes with a deft forcefulness that cannot be mistaken. There are really
several climaxes but each gathers a new interest, and
perhaps it may seem strange that the interest can be
evenly maintained in a development of this sort, but
there are no obvious slumps. The producer also appears in the title role, that of the image which lives
or ceases to live at the will of Rabbi Loew. A rather
uncanny makeup- is required but certainly, both in
appearance and ability, the actor holds the center of
attention.
The story has a powerful racial appeal and regardless of that phase of it will, in all probability, prove
universally interesting because of the production
values and the atmosphere of magic and novelty which
it contains.. It is based on the theory or legend which
is told of the Rabbi Loew who created an image
called "The Golem" which he could will to live or die.
The Golem became the servant of the persecuted
lews in Prague, whose ruler sought to drive them from
the Ghetto of the city. While pleading before the
King, Rabbi Loew foretold misfortune if the throng
scoffed him. They did and as a consequence the walls
began to fall. The Golem upheld the falling beams
and for this act the King ceased persecution. A short
romance between the Rabbi's daughter and the King's
attendant is also told. At the close, a little child
removes the magic star from the breast of The Golem
and the image lives no more.

Another One Which Exhibitors Should Judge for Themselves
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The booking of "The Golem" confronts the exhibitor with the much discussed situation of the so-called
foreign "invasion," and as with the others, this is another case of using your own judgment. If you think

Golem."

If they liked the former, they will be interested in this, and on the other hand, if they did not

like Caligari you can promise them a different novelty
in "The Golem."
The picture has not played long enough at this

the picture will make money tor you, you can probably secure a showing although no distribution plans
have
I been announced.
Perhaps if you played

writing to judge its New York success, but this is almost certain — that its religious appeal is genuine and

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" you will be better able
to judge whether or not you can put over "The

should be well received by those whose forefathers'
legend it tells. The novelty angle should appeal to all.
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Plenty of Atmosphere In Undramatic Story
"WITHOUT

Rudyard Kipling's
BENEFIT
OF CLERGY"
Pathe

DIRECTOR
James Young
AUTHOR
Rudyard Kipling
SCENARIO BY
Rudyard Kipling
CAMERAMAN
Jack Okey
AS A WHOLE
Atmosphere of India and love
theme artistically presented in story without
plot or drama
STORY
Faithful
rendering
of Kipling's
text,
but lacking in dramatic screen values
DIRECTION
Satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Virginia Faire well suited to part
and does nice work.
Thomas Holding a little
stiff, but does well in difficult role
SUPPORT
Adequate
EXTERIORS
Good
INTERIORS
Excellent
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
English engineer in
India loves native girl who bears him a son.
Child dies of fever and mother falls victim of
Cholera plague
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,300 feet
Although "Without Benefit of Clergy" is undoubtedly one of the world's greatest stories the same cannot be said for the screen version. This is another
case where a great story does not make a great picture. The reason for this is plain ; the story lacks
dramatic screen values. The effect of unavoidable
tragedy is presented at the start and carried out to
the finish in this production that adds another name
to the
Mr.
choice
while

small list of "unhappy-ending" pictures.
Kipling could certainly have made a better
for the screen. There are many of his stories,
perhaps not quite as perfect technically as

"Without Benefit of Clergy," would nevertheless, be

better for the screen. There is a vast difference between short story technique and screen technique and
"Without Benefit of Clergy" proves it. Even "The
Light that Failed," although screened about five years
ago, could have been presented again with greater
advantage than this one.

This production is a picture composed almost entirely of atmosphere, produced not so much through
characterization as through scenic effects. These are
very well registered and many of the sets artistically
done. While it is necessary to have a great many
titles in a production lacking self-explanatory action,
still they could have been shortened to advantage in
this.
There is very little to the story. A young Englishman in India falls in love with a native girl and they
live together very happily until their baby dies. Later
she dies of the plague. In the first part of the production the continuity showing the buying of the girl
from her mother is a little garbled, perhaps purposely,
for instead is inserted a native wedding scene. Mr.
Kipling certainly has been careful to leave out any
mention of this in his story.
A good deal of the detail is not fully explained, as
the breaking of the dagger on the floor, and the child
taking cold on the roof.
Virginia Brown Faire plays Ameera, the native girl,
with girlish charm. Thomas Holding takes the part
of the English engineer and does good work in a difficult role. His acting is a bit stiff and angular, and
his characterization more American than English.
Evelyn Selbie does good character work as the
mother, though the character is not in keeping with
the hard mother penned by Kipling.
The photography, lighting and camera work all
stand out as being well and thoughtfully done. The
melancholy strain that runs through this unhappy
story was done with a good deal of artistic feeling.
The production as a whole is quite a faithful rendering of Kipling's text, but is more literary than cinematographic.

Success of The Classical Story Depends Upon Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Kipling's name is worth a good deal as a box office
asset and the title of the story too is very well known.
You can promise your people a good wholesome production with plenty of atmosphere. Lay stress on
this rather than upon the theme of the story. Also
mention the realistic plague scenes that appear in
the last reel of this production.
In presenting this use a prologue with some of Kip-

ling's songs and give it an oriental atmosphere. If
there is any doubt in your mind whether the unhappy
ending will get over with your audience look this over
before presenting it. If your audience is highbrow
and like artistic productions and stories with more
atmosphere than action, they will probably like this
one. Kipling's name
well advertised.

should be a drawing card, if

*5
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The

Hell-Fire
Battalion

F. B. Warren Corporation now announces to the
exhibitors of the country the operating personnel of
its nation-wide sales organization. The men who comprise our corporate family are the best paid resident
managers who have ever operated a distributing company in the history of the motion picture industry.
The stars opposite the names of these capable and
resourceful aides indicate the number of years that
each one has been identified and associated with the
head of this company. All of us learned a long while
ago to like each other; to play the game by' the same
rules; to make friends of our exhibitor-customers and
to go through hell for each other, whenever occasion
demanded it.
Every manager of an F. B. Warren Corporation office
has a partnership bonus earning interest in the gross
receipts of his office and, based upon careful operation,
every employe in every office will also have a participating interest in the earnings of the office.
OFFICE
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA CITY
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
SPOKANE
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON

MANAGER
***John C. Shannon
**Alexander Weissman
**Thomas W. Brady

*****
*Sidn
J. Goldm
ey Hano
***Ir
ving
weran, Vice Pres.
**Doak Roberts
C. E. Holah
**Irving
P. Arnold
***J. J. Milslein
******Benjamin Blotcky
*****William H. Jenner, Vice Pres.
William R. Wilkerson
***Marx S.Nathan
*+Selected; to be announced
**Selected; to be announced
**Edgar
Vice Pres.
** WilliamMoss,
Warner
* 'William A. Crank
**Louis Amacher
***C. D. Hill
**Selected; to be announced
***Rudolph Berger

F.B.WARREN
CORPORATION
154 0 Broadway
New York City
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Shipwreck-Desert Island Story; Different Only Perhaps in Ending
Edith Storey in
"BEACH OF DREAMS"
Haworth Pictures — Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Blair
CAMERAMAN

'. . William Parke
H. De Vere Stacpoole
E- Richard Schayer and Nan
Felix Schoedsack

AS A WHOLE
Interest slightly below par because of hackneyed situations that have been
presented time and again
STORY
No new twists to lift it; desert island
formula with which picture goers are quite
familiar
DIRECTION
Production values are adequate
and presents good island atmosphere
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Good
PLAYERS
Edith Storey does satisfactory work
but the role does not tax her ability ; Noah
Beery as a hero instead of his usual villainous
part ; others suitable
EXTERIORS
Pretty coast shots
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
French
aristocrat
shipwrecked on an island, falls in love with
rescuer, but racial differences prevent marriage
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,005 feet
Edith Storey's appearance in the Haworth production "Beach of Dreams," recalls a picture which she
made some years ago for Vitagraph when she was
co-starring with Antonio Moreno, called "The Island
of Regeneration" and which was probably the first,
or among the first of the desert island pictures to be
offered the public. That was several years ago and
the same formula has been popular with producers
ever since at regular intervals.
The only appeal which can be found in "Beach of

Dreams" is the location and general atmosphere of
the sea. The choice of locations and background
selected for the story's enactment are attractive and
there are numerous beautiful coast shots. Other than
this the feature cannot boast of being quite up to the
entertainment mark. The theme contains no new
twists to distinguish it from its predecessors. One
or two mildly thrilling incidents occur which can be
commended. A death in quicksand which also threatens the life of the heroine; a fight on a cliff in which
the heroine stabs her assailant and his subsequent fall
from the cliff, and finally the battle with Chinese
poachers, are the biggest moments.
The actual telling of the story covers considerable
time and space but the sub-titles do most of the indicating. The latter are numerous and contain many
flowery speeches.
They are not usually in good taste.
Miss Storey is pleasing but the part doesn't call for
much display of her acting ability. Noah Beery will
surprise his followers by playing hero instead of villain. The ending is perhaps not what the spectator
will expect as it is'not the usual happy one. On the
contrary, it leaves the characters just where they were
in the beginning.
Cleo de Bromsart, a French aristocrat, refuses to
marry any of the noble gentlemen who seek her hand.
She accepts the invitation of Prince Selm and goes
for a cruise on his yacht, promising Chenet, a suitor,
she will give her final answer upon her return. The
yacht is wrecked and Cleo cast upon a desert island
with only two uncouth sailors as her companions.
One meets death in quicksand and the other she kills
when he attacks her. Cleo is almost dead when Raft,
a common sailor, discovers her. He takes care of her
and gradually the girl falls in love with him. Finally
they make their way back to Paris where the girl's
parents are shocked at her mingling with a common
person. Cleo wants to marry Raft but thinking it
would not be a happy union, bids him good-bye, and
tells Chenet she will never marry.

All Right If You Think Your Audience Will Approve
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The title will give them a pretty good idea what to
expect if their senses are keen, and they are quick
to judge. You know pretty well what your folks want,
and if this type of story has proven popular in the
past and you think they will accept another, give them
"Beach of Dreams" and they'll probably be satisfied.
Perhaps they would be interested in knowing some
of the incidents, in which case you might enumerate
the incidents mentioned above.

You can use the names of the principal players.
Both Miss Storey and Noah Beery are probably
familiar to your patrons, and if you have recently
played any production in which either of them appeared, itwould be well to mention the title. Catchlines might catch the eye. "Is caste a barrier to happiness? Or should it be? It makes up the main situation in 'Beach of Dreams.' ' Others similar can be
arranged.

There are two ways
to crush Independents
in this Industry
One is to gobble up all the theatres you Independent
Exhibitors have built up by hard labor and money. That
will give the Big Interests control of the screen. If successful, practically every Exhibitor of Pictures is under control.
The other way is to close the Independent Laboratories
which have been built up also by hard labor and money.
That will give a certain few men, who are allied with the
Big Interests, control of the Developing and Printing of
Motion Pictures.
There you have the network — control of exhibition by
taking your house from you and control of Developing
and Printing by closing up the Independent Laboratories.
Independent Exhibitors, Independent Laboratories and
Independent Producers have a common interest. They
must support each other.
Wouldn't it be easy for Jules E. Brulatuor, who controls
the distribution of Eastman raw film and is reported to
control three great Laboratories, the Paragon, G. M., and
San Jac, to combine and use that control so that no
Independent Laboratory can supply you?
Jules E. Brulatour is a director of Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. Are they competing with you? Placed in full control of the Laboratories of the country and distributing
Eastman raw film, whom do you suppose Mr. Brulatour
would give the preference in film supply and laboratory
work — the company in which he is a director or the Independent Producers?
Mr. Exhibitor, you can come to but one conclusion, whole
heartedly support the Independent Producers' product
from the Independent Laboratories.
ALLIED

FILM

LABORATORIES

ASSOCIATION.
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Fine Development and Clever Crook Story in O'Brien Picture
Eugene O'Brien in
"THE
LAST
DOOR"
Selznick — Select
DIRECTOR
William P. S. Earle
AUTHORS
W. B. Foster and Ralph Ince
SCENARIO BY
Edward Montague
CAMERAMAN
Jules Cronjager
AS A WHOLE
A good bit of entertainment
and a good vehicle for the star
STORY
Clever crook story with good surprise
twist and unusual ending
DIRECTION
First rate; keeps the spectator
ignorant of what is to come ; development good
throughout
PHOTOGRAPHY
Satisfactory
LIGHTINGS
Usually all right
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Has a good role and makes the most of it
SUPPORT
Martha Mansfield pleasing leading
lady; others adequate
EXTERIORS
Few pretty snow scenes
INTERIORS
Correct
DETAIL
CHARACTER
notable

OF
falls

STORY
in love

doesn't marry her
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

with

All right
Crook
posing
as
society girl but
-About 6,000 feet

Stories dealing with society crooks have been popular with producers for the past few months, and now
Selznick comes forth with one presenting Eugene
O'Brien as "The Magnet," a notorious criminal. But
"The Last Door" is different from any of its predecessors inthat it has a really clever surprise twist,
and you don't even know it is to deal with crooks
until it is well under way, and then comes the disclosure that the hero is not a nobleman but a thief.
The development of the story is what makes it
unusual, and the audience is kept guessing continually

as to what will happen next. The director never allows it to become obvious, and least of all do you
expect the ending to be as it is, and after all it is well
received if for no other reason than that it is out of
the ordinary. The hero does not marry the heroine
and there is no fade-out showing them wandering
arm in arm down the primrose path. When the
theme develops into a genuine crook story, they
get in some good business in "The Magnet's" home
where he makes use of various "disappearing" devices
in eluding the police — a stairway that conceals an
exit and pool with a trap door.
There are too many guests in the society home of
the heroine. Every time the host moves from one
room or part of the room, the guests follow up like
a lot of chickens after the mother hen. This isn't any
serious fault but makes the "extras" conspicuous when
they shouldn't be. Eugene O'Brien does good work
in a thoroughly suitable part, and Martha Mansfield
again appears opposite him. The other members of
the cast are not given credit.
Mrs. Hamilton Rogers entertains, among others,
Somerset Carroll, noted for his chivalry. A convict
has escaped from a nearby prison. The guests decide
to join in the hunt but Carroll remains at home and
is surprised* when the escaped girl comes into the
house and begs him to hide her. He does to the
extent of escorting her. After some mishaps he gets
her safely to his home where the girl confesses she
is Helen Rogers and that it was all a joke. Carroll
then returns the surprise and discloses his true
identity, that of "The Magnet." He keeps the girl
a prisoner, and returns to the Rogers' to secure the
ruby he went after.. Just as he decides not to take
it, Helen appears but doesn't expose him. The girl
later risks her reputation to warn "The Magnet"
that the police are after him, and even though they
love each other, they part.

You Can Give Them This and They'll Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Selznick is offering you a really worth while feature in Eugene O'Brien's latest. You can tell your
folks it is a crook story full of surprises and unusual
twists that hold the attention from beginning to end.
You'll find it hard to please them at all if they don't
like this one. In case you have played the recent
O'Brien pictures, among them "Gilded Lies" and
"Worlds Apart," you can tell them that "The Last
Door" is even better.

Play up the story with catchlines along the order
of: "He might have gone free and married the girl
he loved but at 'The Last Door' he turned back and
faced the law." Or, "Does the heroine always marry
the hero? 'The Last Door' is different. See Eugene
O'Brien in a novel crook story, his latest Selznick
release." The feature should prove worthy of exploitation and the receipts worth while any advertising
expense.

fleMost

Ik
Gentury
Comedies

There never was anything surer than the overwhelming national popularity of this marvelously
clever dog. Featured always in clean, bright snappy
comedies that suit every audience, BROWNIE, the
CENTURY WONDER-DOG, has come to be one
of the sure-fire attractions of the screen. It is of
this wonderful little pup that TURNER & DAHNKEN say through Manager Castelle of San Francisco;
"BROWNIE is the best animal comedian in pictures."
See him— show him in "PLAYMATES" and "PALS"
with BABY PEGGY MONTGOMERY, both recent
releases. Play him in his latest release "SOCIETY
DOGS," of which M. P. World says; "An exhibitor
showing this picture will be performing a service to
his patrons." Watch for "THREE WISE BOOBS,"
soon to be released. The biggest house in the land
can't do any better than to show these Century
Comedies featuring BROWNIE, the Wonder-dog —
a whole show in himself.

RELEASED
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UNIVERSAL
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A Good Follow-Up for MacLean's Last One
Douglas MacLean

in

"ONE
A MINUTE"
Thos. H Ince Prod. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Jack Nelson
Fred Jackson

SCENARIO
CAMERAMAN BY
AS

A

Joseph Bert
F. Poland'
Cann

WHOLE

Moments

of genuine

comedy

that go over great but others that haven't much
humor
STORY
Has
many
laughs
that might
have
been better distributed ; will please the majority
DIRECTION
Good for the most part; always
gives an attractive introduction
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
All right
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Pleasing as usual
SUPPORT
Victor Potel offers good assistance;
others all suitable
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF

' Satisfactory
Suffice
Seems to be about right
STORY
Small town drug

store proprietor becomes famous for cure-all
patent medicine which makes him rich
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,510 feet
Jack Nelson has a faculty for giving Douglas MacLean an interesting introduction to his audience.
This is noticeable in the recent pictures directed by
him. In "One a Minute" the opening shots are aboard
a moving train, and there's no fake about it either.
Fred Jackson's story, while not sparkling with originality, offers a good role for Mac Lean, and at the
same time has a quality of humor that will probably
satisfy the majority.

There's just one slip-up — the laughs are not well
distributed. You'll find a first rate bit of comedy business that goes over fine and then it settles down to
a sober stretch that threatens the interest until they
pick up the humorous vein again. At the Rialto
they seemed to get a lot of enjoyment out of the
situations presented. One especially good bit that
they appeared to like was the hero's own surprise
when he found out that his patent medicine really
effected a cure. Again when he is being tried for
violating the pure food act, a Chinaman's testimony,
of some length, is translated as "Yes." This is an
old one, but they liked it.
Douglas MacLean puts a lot of life into the picture
by his own performance, and Victor Potel, a familiar
figure in short reel comedies of the past, contributes
some fun of his own accord. Marian De Beck, apparently a newcomer, is the leading lady. Others
are Frances Rajmond, Andrew Robson and Graham
Pettie.
Jimmy Knight Returns to Centerville from the city
to run the little drug store left to him by his dead
father. A syndicate, headed by S. P. Rogers, is 'about
to open a modern store across the street, which threatens to put him out of business. They offer to buy out
Jimmy but he decides to fight them. Jimmy reads
P. T. Barnum's famous motto about a fool being born
every minute, and gets out a patent medicine which
his father had worked upon for many years — a panacea for all ills. The medicine contains four ingredients which can be analyzed and a fifth which is unknown to all save Jimmy. "Knight's 99" is a success.
The syndicate reports Jimmy's activities to the Pure
Food committee which causes his arrest for violation.
He proves himself innocent, makes plenty of money
and also wins the heart of Rogers' daughter and then
is elected mayor of the town.

Light Comedy That Should Please Them
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can please a good majority of your folks with

99.' It cures anything as Douglas MacLean

will

Douglas MacLean's latest comedy, and if he is well
liked and they look forward to his picture, it should

prove to you in 'One a Minute,' his latest Paramount

be only necessary to announce his name and tell them

The press sheet which Paramount will provide
comedy."
contains some effective suggestions for exploitation
which can be employed to get them interested in the

he has another good story in "One a Minute." Other
than using the star's name, it would be well to run
catchlines in your program giving an idea of what
it is all about.

Say:

"Are you ill?

Try 'Knight's

showing. If you played MacLean's last picture,
"Chickens," you might recall that title in case' some
of your patrons might have forgotten his name.
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Delightful views of Majesticland showing\why the kiddies love it

F

Why Dallas Kiddies Love "Picshures"
ROM all over the country reports are reaching
New York of ambitious efforts being made by
exhibitors to interest the kiddies.

Perhaps this is due to the unusual condition of affairs
or it may be just the usual summer desire of showmen
to stimulate business by making their houses attractive
for the little ones.
There isn't anything in the world better for business
generally than to please the kiddies.
Can you remember the time when you believed in
Fairies? When the biggest and most powerful of them
was called Woo?
Can you remember that your dearest wish was to
commission Woo to provide you with a vast playground
that held monkey cages, and wiggling snakes — and gold
fish and singing birds? A playground where there
would be a Merry-Go-Round that you could ride on
all day without paying a nickle? And toys — a million
of them would be putting the estimate too low?

Of course you do. And so did Karl Hoblitzelle, president of the Interstate Amusement Company, when he planned the wonderful $2,000,000
New Majestic Theater for
Dallas, Texas.
For down in the basement of
this palatial playhouse Hoblitzelle has fulfilled the magic
of Woo. He has built a playground called Majesticland
that is all of 90 feet long by
60 feet deep.

nB!"nam

<ma

It is a veritable land of makebelieve. Down its center
street
stand
old
fashioned

postern lamps that light the way to the Doll's house,
where Tea is served thruout every vaudeville performance— where story books are read, and happy children rock their dollies to sleep.
No words can adequately describe

For who would dream of a Merry-Go-Round that
never stops — who would think of monkey cages, and
squirrel cages, and prairie dog cages, and cages full of
100 singing canaries?
Who would think of a fountain — a beautiful replica
of the fountain found in the Vatican at Rome — a fountain filled with swiftly swimming goldfish — with growing water hyacinths to give them seclusion when eager
childish eyes become too monotonous.

There's a wonderful old woman's shoe that forms a
slide. High enough to be thrilling — and low enough to
be perfectly safe.
There is an electric city, too — a perfect little jewel of
a model
city that has electrically lighted streets and
houses — that shows
running
street cars — and yes — a
really truly vaudeville theater
with
sign all ablaze.
How
you'd love to live there?
In one corner of Majesticland is a wonderful Cinderella
coach — all red and gold. Two
coachmen in all their splendor
of satin coats and trousers —
silk hose and three cornered
hats as they sit stiffly on the
box. Stepping daintily into
the waiting coach is Cinderella, all dressed up in lustrous
satin. And just as the fairy
tale tells, she has lost her glass
(Continued
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ROBERTSON-COLE
Timely Bookings for Quick Returns During
the Summer Months
Show these four intensely dramatic photoplays in the hot months of July and August and the
box-office will show cold-weather results in dull business months.
There are
no better box-office attractions available for your summer program
SESSUE

HAYAKAWA
in

"BLACK
By E. RICHARD ROSES"
SCHAYER
actor in the silent drama. He is ably supported in "Black
Roses"
by Tsuri
Aoki,Campbell.
his wife. Myrtle
Stedman andis aexcellent.
notable
cast
directed
by Colin
The photography

"Black Rroses" is a crook story in which the craftiness of a Japanese gardener is pitted against a couple of blackmailers.
Has
many d amatic incidents and holds the interest of the audience
by reason of being forcefully acted and well staged.
Sessue Hayakawa. the star, has won an enviable position as an

This is a production that will please your audience'and increase
your box-office receipts.

"WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH"

Written and Directed by William Christy Cabanne
two principal roles are played by that capable juvenile lead
Casson Ferguson and the sweet faced and clever Ruth
Renick.
Beautiful Virginia Caldwell, lovable Cora Drew, and others
equally well known among the lovers of the screen drama, complete the cast. Your audience will like this photoplay.

"'What's a Wife Worth" a leaf from a woman's soul reaches
tremendous heights of drama and romance and withal has that
underlying current of philosophy and truth that makes the
productions of this prominent author-director. William Christy
Cabanne, so distinctive.
Mr. Cabanne has chosen his cast with the greatest care. The

"BEACH

By H. DE VERE STACPOOLE

Produced

OF DREAMS"
by HA WORTH

Adapted from one of the best adventure novels of a decade, the
"Beach
Dreams"
is awoman
thrillingwhopicturization
of the
problems
of
a rich ofyoung
society
is cast away
on an
island
where her only companions are three ordinary sailors.

•

with an all-star cast

The all-star cast of this production includes Edith Storey, Noah
Beery and others well known for their sterling performances.
The photography is beautiful. This is an "Audience" picture
your patrons will like.

J. N. Naulty and Gardner Hunting Present

"IF WOMEN
ONLY KNEW"
Based on Balzac's Meditations on Marriage
>
"If Womensplendidly
Only Knew"
is a and
storybeautifully
full of action,
emotion andIt
laughter,
directed
photographed.
is an unusual production through its realistic conception of
human characters who are neither heroes nor villains, in the fictional sense, but draw their attractiveness from the fact that
they are types met in every day life.

Women classic.
Only Knew"
an American
although based on
a"If French
The is
characters
are story
all American.
Carefully cast and directed by E. H. Griffith "If Women Only
Knew"
givesactresses.
opportunities that seldom come to most screen
actors and
Exhibitors will find this an excellent summer box-office attraction.

All four productions
have excellent entertainment
and educational
values,
beautiful scenes, splendid action. Wonderful photographic effects, artistic direction
Book these Superior Motion Pictures at nearest Branch Exchange

ROBERTSON-COLE
BRANCHES
ATLANTA

BOSTON
l-.l II MO
( Mil \(.<>
< IM INN ATI
CLEVELAND

DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS
CITY
LOS ANGELES

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA CITY
OMAHA

BRANCHESPHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SAN
FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
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Some Fair

sociated with the bob-haired comedienne.

Mary Miles Minter in
"DON'T

CALL

ME LITTLE
Realart

cult to keep the story moving as there isn't
much to it
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Usual thing
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Romps
around
in a pleasing
fashion
though a bit overgrown for a little girl
SUPPORT
Thoroughly suitable cast
EXTERIORS
Few
INTERIORS
Look real
DETAIL
Suffices
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Girl in love with
aunt's fiance finally "lands" him for herself
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,214 feet
In "Don't Call Me Little Girl," Mary Miles Minter's
current Realart release, she virtually steals a part
away from Constance Talmadge, inasmuch as it requires a strenuous series of vampings in which the
steals her

aunt's

a

fiance — a part

usually

as-

FILM

Positive — Negative
United States Distributor

THE

GEVAERT COMPANY
OF AMERICA, Inc.
HOOVEN

does appear a bit overgrown as the "little girl." Probably that's why she insists upon not being called that.
Catherine C. Cushing's story served as a si,
vehicle for Billie Burke and played under the title of
"Jerry." .It might have been an entertaining play,
but there aren't sufficient real situations to carry it
bver as a five reel picture. There are a few good incidents that draw some laughs, hut between times the
interest lags badly and you wait for something to
happen. The director has made an effort to pad it
out, but the lapses are too long and the good hits too
few and far apart. This is especially noticeable in
the "in and out" business, of which there is too much.
( )ne feature of the development which might he
considered effective is the manner in which the conclusion is kept dark. While you probably expect the
girl to win the fiance for herself, still various occurrences lead you off the track and you don't know just
how it will turn out. Those who appear in support
of the star are well suited to their roles.
Mrs. Doubleday and her young daughter, Jerry,
come to visit Aunt Joan who is finally to be married
to Monty Wade after an engagement of ten years.
Jerry is a firm believer in love at first sight and Monty
is her victim. Then follow a series of strenuous
efforts in which Jerry vamps Mont)- over to her side,
and at the same time she induces Peter Flagg, an
old admirer of Joan's, to push his case. As a last resort Jerry pulls a fake suicide and Monty admits he
loves her, while Aunt Joan seems perfectly satisfied
with Peter.
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BUILDING

117West46'hSt.,N.Y.City

Miss

Minter is pleasing as the mischief-maker even if she

GIRL"

DIRECTOR
Joseph Henabery
AUTHOR
Catherine C. Cushing
SCENARIO BY
Edith Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
Faxon Dean
AS A WHOLE
Meek sort of comedy offering
with a few amusing
situations, but slumps
noticeably between times
STORY
Of
the
girl-mischief-maker
variety;
fairly interesting but quite improbable
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; found it a bit diffi-

heroine

Not Enough of It

STOCK

Colored Positive
(U. S. Pat.)
Manujaclured by

L. GEVAERT
ANTWERP,

& CO.

BELGIUM

DA1L.V
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Offers Some Effective Exploitation Possibilities
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Mary
"DON'T

CALL

Miles

mind the little waits between laughs, you can probably
satisfy them with the feature.

Minter in

ME LITTLE
Realart

GIRL"

Where Mary Miles Minter is popular it shouldn't
he necessary to resort to advertising, just use her

You can have lots of fun and cause a good deal of
excitement with exploitation and stunt advertising if
you care to go to a little trouble to get them interested
in " Don't Call Me Little Girl." Realart's publicity
department has thought up some good ones which you
can obtain from the press sheet.

If your folks don't

WILLIS

name in your announcements. Or if you want catchlines say: "See Mary Miles Minter's latest picture,
a story with a moral: Marry your fiance before your
niece vamps him." Or, "No wonder she said 'Don't
Call Me Little Girl.' She wasn't. See Mary Miles
Minter's
recall
the latest
play. and you'll know why." You might

& INGLIS

Wright & Callender

Los Angeles

Building

California

Beg To Announce That on July First

They Will Discontinue Their
Agency and Booking Department
^

Their future activities will be confined to production, management, financing and exploitation, and,

•I They will continue to act in an
advisory capacity between producers and
distributors.

^ Their book and play department
will be retained and its activities doubled.

1&M
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Carey Has a Good Story in His Most Recent Universal
Harry Carey in
"DESPERATE TRAILS"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS
A WHOLE

Well

Jack Ford
Courtney Ryley Cooper
E. J. Clawson
Harry Fowler
sustained
interest and

some good live action; has entertaining quality
STORY
From a magazine short story that made
interesting reading
DIRECTION
Very good; tells the story smoothly
and logically; builds to first rate climax
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good throughout
LIGHTINGS
Some night stuff good
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Has a fine part and makes the most of
the opportunities it offers
SUPPORT
Irene Rich pleasing in a small part;
Barbara
La Mar
not especially well suited;
others adequate
EXTERIORS
Few pretty snow scenes
INTERIORS
Requisite
DETAIL
All that is necessary
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man goes to jail to
save man he believes is brother of girl he loves
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,577 feet
Universal has selected Courtney Ryley Cooper's
story which appeared in the Red Book Magazine
under the title of "Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte" for
Harry Carey's latest vehicle. At the time the story
appeared in magazine form it's more than likely that
a good many readers realized in it suitable screen
material for one of the portrayers of western, goodbad men parts and perhaps more than a few thought
of it in connection
with Bill Hart.
But it was

cornered by Universal and it remained for Jack Ford
and Harry Carey to show what they could do with it.
The result of their efforts is a picture with a well
sustained interest, a smoothly and logically unfolded
tale and enough good action to satisfy anyone, together with a first rate climax that is quite effective.
The scenario writer has stuck closely to the original
and provided an unbroken continuity. There is but
one difference which is recalled and that is the fact
that in the original Bart Carson did not meet the
heroine until he sought refuge in her cabin on Christmas Eve. For the sake, ' perhaps, of rounding out
the romance and permitting a happy ending, in the
screen version Carson is in love with the woman at
the outset and the conclusion finds him free to marry
her.
Production values are all excellent and the latter
reels contain some pretty snow backgrounds that lend
an atmosphere desirable, since it is Christmas Eve.
The story contains a rather unusual twist in the surprise finish where the escaped prisoner makes the son
of the woman he loves his captor in order that he
may claim the reward for the sake of the money they
need so badly. The action taking place aboard the
train is just a bit confusing owing to most of it being
night stuff which nevertheless is well done. Carey
gives his usual satisfactory performance.
Carson believes himself in love with Lou and even
goes to jail to save Walker, a man she says is her
brother but who, in reality, is the husband who deserted his wife and two children. Carson breaks jail
when he learns the truth and trails Walker, who falls
off a train trying to escape.

Then

Carson seeks

refuge in the cabin of Mrs. Walker, where he is captured, but the officials have learned the truth and a
pardon is promised.

They Should Accept This Both for Story and Production
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You

can assure them they will be satisfied with

Carey's most recent Universal offering, and by means
of catchlines and a fair amount ol exploitation and
advertising should have no trouble in convincing them
they'll like it if they come in. Where the star is a
favorite you should merely have to mention his name
in your previous announcements, and tell them that
"Desperate Trails" has been adapted from Courtney
Ryley Cooper's story "Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte,"

for the benefit of those who may have read the story
in the Red Book.
In case you want lines to attract their attention
you might try : "He went to jail to save a man his
sweetheart claimed as her brother, but even a prison
couldn't hold him when he learned the truth. It happens in Harry Carey's latest Universal feature. See
'Desperate Trails' at the blank theater."
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Star and Production Good If Familiar Plot Is No Objection
Edith Storey in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS

GREATER
PROFIT"
Robertson-Cole
William Worthington
Clifford
Howard
and
Burke

Jenkins
SCENARIO BY
Bennett Ray Cohen
CAMERAMAN
Eddie Gheller
AS A WHOLE
Will be favorably received if
several of its kind have not already preceded it
STORY
Crook story that isn't very different but
satisfactory
portrayals
and adequate
production help
DIRECTION
Not unusual though suffices for
the material he had to work with; might have
made ending less obvious
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STAR

Hasn't much emotional opportunity but
is pleasing in straight playing
SUPPORT
Pell
Trenton
leading
man
with
others in crook roles capable
EXTERIORS
One or two pretty estates
INTERIORS
Suffice
DETAIL
Appears sufficient
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl crook falls in
love with ex-Army captain who finally marries
her regardless of her past
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,220 feet
There is considerable rivalry among three very
popular plots to see which one will be used the most.
At any rate it would appear that way from the frequent use <jf all three. First there's the eternal triangle, then the shipwreck and desert island formula,

and finally the crook story, for which "The Greater
Profit" casts another vote. Edith Storey's latest feature is a thoroughly satisfactory picture, although the
theme is not original.
Like other girl crooks, the heroine wants to reform
when she falls in love, and here is where "The Greater
Profit" is like many of the others. The ending is what
you expect it to be. For a time you are led to believe that something original will turn up when the
hero and heroine separate and she returns to her old
life. But the misunderstanding is cleared away and
they live happy ever after.
The direction is quite satisfactory and good judgment is shown in keeping an uninteresting political
feature in the background, except where it is directly
brought into play and then no time is wasted on it.
No excessive footage is used in reaching the conclusion which might, however, have been made a little
less obvious.
Edith Storey has but one emotional opportunity in
the picture, but is thoroughly pleasing as Maury, the
shoplifter. Perhaps some of her feminine admirers
will wonder at her rather passe costumes, since the
part doesn't call for them. Dorothy Wood, Pell Trenton, Lillian Rambeau, Lloyd Bacon and others appear
in support.
Mrs. Hardage becomes interested in Maury and
brings her into her home, where Maury meets Captain
Ransom. Rhoda Hardage sees to it that Maury leaves
the house when she realizes that Ransom is in love
with Maury and not herself. Maury returns to the
old life but one day goes to Ransom's home to warn
him against the spurious financial schemes of Hardage,
his associate. Finally, the misunderstanding is cleared
away and they are married.

Will Go All Right Unless They Are Fed Up On Crook Subjects
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The bi
is to use your own judgment, not
that you are likely to disp lease them with the actual
lire, but with regard to the familiar theme. If
you have given them most of the recent crook theme
pictures which have been on the market, then they
may not want another. On the other hand if you
haven't had one recently, you ought to please them
with "The Greater Profit."
Edith Sto
< nr be used, unless you know

that your patrons are not familiar with her. In that
with catchlines such as: "Do
play up
event,believe
you
in the
the story
reformation of crooks? If you do,
don't bring a girl shoplifter into your home. See
what happened in 'The Greater Profit,' and you'll
understand why." Or, "Which is 'The Greater Profit'?
Honesty or dishonesty? The answer will be found
at the blank theater, in one of Robertson-Cole's recent
productions."
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Familiar Story Material and Obvious Development Detract
Grace Darmond in
"THE

BEAUTIFUL GAMBLER"
Universal
DIRECTOR
William Worthington
AUTHOR
Peter B. Kyne
SCENARIO BY
Hope Loring
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Action good if you don't mind
it a bit rough ; will go where they like bar-room
westerns
STORY
All hackneyed
situations without an
original twist ; you always know
what will
happen next
DIRECTION
Piles the fights on thick; otherwise fair
PHOTOGRAPHY
All right
LIGHTINGS
Adequate
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Photographs well and is pleasing to look
at ; has a sympathetic part
SUPPORT
Jack Mower
leading man, Harry
Van Meter a typical villain; others adequate
EXTERIORS
Not many
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Appears correct
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Girl forced to marry
mortgage holder later finds happiness with reformed rich man
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.458 feet
Perhaps Peter B. Kyne's story made good reading
matter, but it doesn't reproduce as very good entertainment for the screen. It will go all right with those
who like the typical western bar-room sort of story

with roulette wheels, the proprietor who chews on a
cigar, and the frequent fist fights incidental to the
routine of such establishments. But folks who like
their entertainment in less boisterous atmosphere won't
be likely to favor "The Beautiful Gambler."
The story is a very old formula and develops
towards its climax in such obvious fashion that you
have nothing to expect. The spectator is always a lap
ahead of the action. The minute the gambling hall
owner proposes to Molly you know he holds the
mortgage on her father's home. And then the instant
the hero appears on the scene you know he'll rescue
Molly from her "life of bondage," and that somehow
or other the unwelcome husband will exit.
Molly Hanlon marries Lee Kirk, owner of a western
to save her father's
house,suicide
gambling
father
commits
and Molly takes
life, obeying Kirk, wearing the clothes
her and assisting at the roulette wheel.
a rich fellow whose father had turned him

home. The
up her new
he buys for
Miles Rand,
out because

of his dissipation, 'comes to Kirk's place. He observes
that Molly is unhappy and a mutual friendship between them is formed. Kirk orders his man Devlin
to get back a roH which Rand won at the roulette
wheel and when Devlin fails Kirk throws him out.
Devlin sets the place on fire and then denounces Kirk.
Two years pass and Molly marries Rand, believing
Kirk dead. But he appears and there's a fight between Rand and Kirk, during which Kirk is killed
by a shot. Rand is accused but at the last minute
Devlin confesses to having fired the shot through the
window.

Rand's father forgives him.

President for Corporation Wanted
Well organized Motion Picture Corporation interested in productions and operation of Motion Picture
Theatres desires to open up negotiations with capable and experienced business man of the Picture
industry who is in a position to invest ten thousand
dollars or more and become President of the Corporation under desirable contract. Only principals
considered. For appointment write
Box B-333, care Wid's Daily
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Use Your Own Judgment on This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Grace Darmond
"THE

in

BEAUTIFUL
GAMBLER"
Universal

This is one on which you'll have to use your own
judgment pretty much.
You know best just how this
type of picture goes with your audience and can act

accordingly.
It's one of those "if they like this sort
of thing, they'll like this."
Houses
in business
sections
catering
mostly
to men
may
find
that
it will go over in their particular theater.
It isn't
the kind of a feature suitable to the so-called family

trade. Not that there's anything very offensive, but
just the fact that the bar-room atmosphere makes it
a bit rough.
Universal is starring Grace Darmond in this picture
so if your folks have come to like her in her supporting
capacities they will be glad to see her starred. Stills
of Miss Darmond in the lobby will attract attention,
and catchlines can be used to good advantage if you
decide to show them "The Beautiful Gambler." The
title isn't a very alluring one.
Sort of reminds you of
"Mabel the Cloak Model" and the like.
lllllllllilllllllllllllllllllll

A NNO UNCEMENT
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation announces
the consolidation of the play brokerage agency
of ALFRED A. COHN with its Photoplay
Sales Department.
With the merging of these two interests Mr.
Cohen becomes Director of Sales of the Photoplay Sales Department of the Palmer Photoplay Corporation.

Kate Corbaley, for the past two years in
charge of reading and sales for this institution,
continues as Department Manager.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
"StoryLOS Headquarters"
ANGELES

llllllllllllll
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Some Short Reels
"The Policeman and the Baby" — Selig-Rork-Educational
Type of production
2 reel drama
This two reel drama marks a departure in the short reel
field. It has all the earmarks of a feature picture inasmuch
as the story, cast and direction are all of feature standards,
only the length is reduced. The idea behind this new SeligRork series, which is to be released through Educational,
is a good one. Photoplay rights have already been secured
for stories from well known authors. The list includes such
names as James Oliver Curwood, Mary Roberts Rinehart, E.
Phillips Oppenheim, Opie Read, Leo Tolstoi, Montague Glass,
and many others.
The first of this series "The Policeman and the Baby," is
adapted from a story by Clarence L. Cullen and was directed
by Bertram Bracken. It deals with a policeman, baby, crook
and $1,000 reward. The crook returns home to find his
mother dead and about to be buried in Potters Field. This
prompts him to go out upon a "job" so that he may secure
money to give his mother a funeral. In the meantime the
policeman's wife has left their baby in a department store and
the child was handed over to the cop at the closing hour.
The policeman did not recognize his own baby, and while
on the way to the station he ran into the robbery. The crook,
however, jumped into the policeman's taxi and found the
baby on the seat. A chase takes place that ends in a smashup. The crook saved the baby from the flames of the burning
car, and only later does the policeman discover that it was
his own child.
The cast of this two reel drama includes Wm. Desmond,
Elinor Fair and Wallace Berry. The direction and photography are both excellent and the action swift. There is very
little padding in any of this series.
This departure in the short reel field promises to fill a long
felt want. There are many people who would rather see
two short reel dramas with the padding left out, than a feature of an indifferent order padded into six reels. They may
also be used on short reel programs and added to a feature
would make a good double header. It might be well for you
to look into this series for they may be what you have long
been seeking.
"Aesop's Fables"— Fables Pictures, Pathe
Type of production
1 reel cartoons
This new series of animated cartoons are all built on some
moral or maxim that is universally known. The action is
carried on by the animals in the fables, who are modernized
and humanized in order to put over a laugh. This they certainly succeed in doing. There is a good laugh in each reel
of this series. Paul Terry is the cartoonist responsible for the
clever animation and the amusing drawings. The action is
quite brisk and the movement of the animals well studied.
A good deal of imagination and sense of humor is shown.
Many of the background drawings could have been improved,
and the preaching endings might well have been toned down
to advantage. However, your people are certain to laugh when
they see these.
The first of the series is called "Mice in Council." The
mice come out of their hole and fish the cheese out of the
trap. Mr. Cat walks up and down policing the kitchen. The
mice have a meeting and carry banners that read — "Down
with the Cat," and "Freedom of the Cheese." The moral is
brought down to every day life and a street agitator is shown
in the concluding feet of this reel.
"The Goose that Laid the Golden Egg" is another of this
series. The farmer and his wife kill the goose that has laid
the 18 karat egg. The parellel drawn at the conclusion of this
represents labor and capital in a cartoon killing the goose
that lays the profits.
The third of this series which will be issued weekly deals
with "The Rooster and the Eagle." The rooster and the
. duck enter the ring and do a very funny fight. The defeated
duck is counted out and the rooster thinks himself a hero.
The eagle, however, has been watching all this from his lofty
peak and swoops down upon the rooster. There are quite
a few laughs in this new series.

"The Northern Trail"— Selig-Rork-Educational
Type of production
2 reel drama
This is another of the miniature features produced by SeligRork from a story by James Oliver Curwood called "The
Wilderness Mail." The cast, acting and photography are all
up to feature standards. The players include Margaret Landis
Walt Whitman, Lewis Stone, Ethel Grey Terry, and Wallace
Berry. The story, as one can gather from the title, deals with
the Canadian North and includes a good deal of dog-sled riding. A thousand dollar prize is offered to the winner of a
dog race, and Jan Ducet would have used the money to doctor
up his little child's bad leg if he had won. But he lost; and
the winner, Otto Franke, runs away with Jan's wife. A
priest takes care of the little girl while Jan gives chase and
finds the regretful woman in the snow. A fight follows and
Jan hurls Otto from a high cliff and returns home with his
wife.
The photography, lighting, and detail are all well done. The
acting is good and there is no want of action in this two
reel production. It would make a good program filler and
your people are certain to like these high class two reel dramas.

"Watering the Elephants"— Mutt and Jeff— Fox
Type of production
1 reel animated cartoon
Mutt and Jeff have done better than they do in this. They
have gone through more amusing situations and have produced more laughs than this will ever get. Mutt and Jeff
proceed to water the circus elephants, but the pail-by-pail
method seems too slow for Mutt, who fits the end of a hose
over an elephant's trunk and turns on the stream. The beast
swells up as big as a house and when the pressure is turned
off the water shoots from his trunk and washes everything
away, including Mutt and Jeff. Outside of this episode there
is very little that is funny in this reel. Mutt and Jeff are
capable little fellows, and can certainly put over more laughs
than they do in this one.

"Who's Who"— Sunshine Fox
Type of production

2 reel comedy

There is something really new in this Sunshine comedy.
It is an effect obtained by double exposure. The funny hero
and his girl are being pursued in the Canadian wilds when
they run into a raging storm. Suddenly they find themselves
in balmy tropical lands while but a few feet away, from the
ground to the sky, the blinding blizzard blows. Both sets
are produced and are shown in a single frame. A good deal
more could have been made out of this effect. The lovers
could have stopped to pick bananas while the search party on
the other side of the picture became lost in the snow storm.
This part of the story, however, is only incidental to the main
theme of the comedy which deals with a trial in court. The
story told by the defence leads up to the North woods and
satires, the Canadian melo-drama. In the end the chairman
of the jury and the State's attorney turn out to be the real
criminals. There is new stuff in this comedy which is certain to get quite a few laughs from your audience.

"How

She Lied" — Vanity Comedy, Educational

Type of production

1 reel comedy

This story has been done many times before in almost
exactly the same situation. Mary tells her brother that she is
married and the brother assumes the wrong man. She sends
for a minister, marries the right fellow ajid they clinch just
as the brother returns. It takes them a very long time to
explain and in the end all is well. Not very much time was
spent in the making of this production.

Why Dallas Kiddies Love "Picshures"
(Continued from Page 11)

slipper as she enters the coach. You should see those
champing steeds drawing that wonderful coach.
Four Shetland ponies, milk white, gaily comparisoned.
But al
only a few of the wonders of Majesticland Another corner has been set aside for Robert
Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island in miniature.
My — how fiercely Dick Silver glares at you. How
weighty the treasure chest looks. It's all one can do
not to drag it away from Dick Silver's ruffians, to
see how many jewels it contains.
You'd think that this was enough. But that's because you don't know Majesticland. There is a Doll
Home, too, completely furnished. All along the huge
posts that support the building Alice in Wonderland
panels have been painted — and 'tis said that Alice,
herself, and the Mad Hatter, and the White March
Hare often visit Majesticland.
Truly the Babies — the wee

tiny ones asleep in

Sandmanland's have heard Alice sing them to sleep.
For you know even Alice couldn't pass up Sandmanlands' anymore than you could. There are all of a
dozen snowy cribs in Sandmanlands, and every one
is filled at every performance with a wee one.

Even the grown-ups visit it every day. They say
it's the most wonderful place in the world. Take
care tho ; for you may get lost. Every wall is painted— a wonderful country. Fair — far reaching forests,
and it looks big — Oh, a thousand times bigger than a
mere 90 feet.
But if you'll knock at Dr. Toots' house he may
direct you — that is if he's in. If not just do like
thousands of happy children, wander round and round
and round, for it's a sure thing that just as you think
you've seen all the wonders of Majesticland, you suddenly discover a big horse — the most obliging, gentle
creature that rides you on springs exactly like a real
horsey — and never, never throws you off, or tires of
your shouts of glee.
Oh, Majesticland is indescribable. And of course
it couldn't have happened if there hadn't been the
fairies and Woo — for if you ask one of the little visitors they'll tell you Woo is responsible, for of course
he told Karl Hoblitzelle to do it.
And who wouldn't obey Woo. So Hoblitzelle
obeyed Woo — and gave Dallas' children the most
wonderful playground in the world — Majesticland.

For your next Press Sheets, Inserts, Heralds
or any other material you may need, phone
for our representative.
Gramercy 945

Barnes Printing Company
a
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THE HEART UNE
From the novel bg GELETT BURGESS
Directed btj Frederick A.Thomson
Produced by The Leah Baird Film Corporation, Inc.
Does the hand reveal what the heart conceals ?
FIE

read

her

hand

and

kne\;w

her

fate.
It
was to forestall that very thing that
they had made their compact, — "no fair
falling in love."
But it is as easy to stop Niagara as to

keep a woman from loving the man of
her choice. One was to be hurt; one was
to suffer; and as usual the woman paid.
Palmistry, spiritualism, romance and
Bohemianism combine in this heart'
tugging storv.
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ONVENTION

,Conditions Better
lore Distributors Erecting Own Exchanges— 21 New Ones Built
in Last Year
Housing conditions of film exInges throughout the country have
eatly improved during the last 12
out lis, according to the annual rett of the Fire Prevention Regulans and Insurance Committee of
e National Association.
In a large number of cities exanges have recently moved into one
Id two story buildings and many
per quarters of a smiilar type are
[w under construction. The disjbutors are rapidly abandoning the
t buildings.
In 14 cities, 21 new and four reBelled buildings have been occu■ during the year by 111 ex■ges, an average of slightly over
ir exchanges to a building.
Inspection of exchanges throught the country indicate a general impvement in their housing and in
t installation of additional fire prehtion equipment. In fact, these
editions are said to have so greatoffifimproved that recently a high com1 in one of the large insurance
toies sought information which
ght be used as a basis toward the
uring of film.
The following exchange buildings
ive been completed and occupied
ting the year:

North

Want "Expo"

Carolina
Exhibitors
Favor
Move— H. B. Varner Heads
Minneapolis Delegation
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

^ Wilmington,
N. Picture
C— The Theater
North
Carolina
Motion
Owners are to launch a move for a
mammoth inter-Southern exposition
to be held in Charlotte, N. C, the
(Continued

on

page 8)

The Pennsylvania Group
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Philadelphia — Exhibitors from (his
city, Wilkes-TSarre, and Pittsburgh
left their respective cities Saturday
at 11:30 for the Minneapolis convention. There was a delegation from
the Stanley Co. John Clark, local
Famous Players manager is to attend.

ON

Greatest Gathering of Exhibitors in History of Industry at Minneapolis— Executive Committee in
Session Yesterday Planning Routine Movements — Washington Wants Next Convention— Cohen Re-election Seen
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — On the eve of the opening of the second annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of America there is every indication that this will he a "humdinger."
The West and Radison Hotels are already crowded to
capacity, and while it is too early to forecast with any degree
of accuracy the number of exhibitors who will attend the convention which opens this morning-, there is every' likelihood that
there will be 1200 or more. In addition there will probably be
100 or more exchange men, salesmen, accessory representatives
"and

ittlanta, 2 new buildings, housing 7 ex[ages; Buffalo, 2 new buildings, housing 8
housihangcs; Chicago, 4 new buildings,
9 exchanges ; 1 remodelled, housing 1
ihange; Cincinnati, 1 remodel.ed, housing
i exchanges; Cleveland, 1 new building,
,sin« 26 exchanges; Dallas, 1 new buildr housing 2 exchanges; Kansas City, Mo.,
hew building, housing 1 exchange ; Los
Ees, 2 new buildings, housing 2 ex(nges ; Montreal, d1 new building, housing
(Continue on page 8)

Films at "Hip" Permanently?
I.riie Herald on Saturday reported
lit the Hippodrome may continue
t show films as a permanent thing.
kis because of the difficulties with
hor in running spectacular produc-

"Danny's" Column

Will be
this issue.

found

on

page

2,

Johnny Hines in C C Burr's first Affiliated feature "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes," made expressly for the Independents. The supporting cast
includes Betty Carpenter, George Fawcett, Edmund Breese, J. Barney
Sherry, Julia Swayne Gordon, etc. — Advt.

others who usually
hibitor gatherings.

frequent

ex-

The Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia delegates here will
make a strong fight to have the next
convention held in Washington. It
is believed that in view of the excellent work which the executive committee put through in Washington
recently this may act in a very favorable way toward having the next
gathering at the national capital.
From all indications Sydney S.
Cohen will have no opposition for the
presidency.
The slogan of the convention will
be the fight against producers invading the exhibitor field. There will
be a number of pertinent developments with regard to this. In addition, a number of other important
matters will be taken up, including
the fight against the payment of
music tax. In connection with this
the report is being spread here that
members of the Society of Music
Publishers are using all tax money
paid by exhibitors for the purpose of
having other exhibitors pay this tax.
It is fully expected that the Convention will adopt means to take this
matter through
the courts.
An effort will be made
to show
Congress that the five per cent film
rental tax should be abolished. Then
(Continued

on

Page

8)
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
Famous Players ..56
58
57%
do |)id
Not quoted
♦Goldwyn
2>y2
4
D. W Griffith, Inc
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc.
10%
11
10%
Triangle
%
%
ffc
World Film
Not quoted
♦Quotations by H. Content & Co.
These quotations are as of Friday.
Pittsburgh Salesmen Form Club
ial to WID'S

DAILY)

Pittsburgh — Thirty local salesmen
have formed tin- Motion Picture
Salesmen's Association. The organion will work in conjunction with
the Pittsburgh F. I. L. M. Club in
adjusting disputes with exhibitors.
The officers are E. M. Stuvc, of
Paramount,
president; J. D. Smith,
oi Pathe, vice-president; A. Snitzer,
1 Fniversal, secretary and George
Collin^, of Metro, treasurer.
Vancouver

Theater
ial t., WID'S

Changes

Hands

DAILY)

Vancouver,
II. ill('.—The
on
Hasting:
he takenRoyal,
over on
first of September by Barney
Groves and Robert Scott. .The house
will probably reopen with a combination of vaudeville and pictures.
to WID'S

Just to set this right. Abe Warner stands up. And offers
another cup. For the best score turned in. From the Manhattan district.

From Kansas City to Europe
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Kansas
City, Mo. — N. J. Flynn, of
Richards and Flynn, is preparing for
his annual trip to Europe.

To

Change

Programs on Saturdays

(Special to WID'S

Al Cohn With Palmer Photoplay
(Special

Clear the course.
MAYBE Let's
A go.
CHAMPIONSHIP
On States rights basis. Le'see : Jules Mastbaum. Pretty
good. From Philadelphia. Aaron Jones. Does mighty nifty
work. On Michigan lake fronts. Bob Lieber holds Indiana
rights safely. Flock on Coast. Too many good ones. To pick
out any special. Steve Lynch hits a mean pill. Down in
Georgia. And a flock of others. Let's get 'em all out. In a
championship match. And may the best man win. Then he
can meet Adolph Zukor.
Or Marcus Loew from around here.
And all talk. Of combinations. Will be barred. Except
at the nineteenth hole.
GATHERING
Of the clans. Not clams. Nary a clam there. In Minneapolis. Lots of good talkers. Led by Senator Jimmy Walker.
Sydney S. ain't so far behind. And Sam Berman. With no
apologies to the other silver king — Win. J. Bryan. They do say.
Sam can talk a bird out of a tree. Especially if it's a gelt bird.
Lot's doin'.
Watch the wires.
All week.
Yes. Dodo'll be there. Know Dodo? Otherwise Earl
Gulick. He belongs to John Mannheimer. On the way out.
Why is he termed Dodo? 'Cause the dodobird never knows
when to quit.
See any 'CAU
book SEon Natural
History.
Or ask him.
WHY

DAILY)

Indianapolis — The programs in the
Circle will he changed on Saturdays
instead of Sundays. This change is
made to stimulate Saturday box
office receipts.

to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Al A. Cohn, wel'
known here, has joined the Palmci
Photoplay Corp.
John Carlson and Co. arc movinj
from 729
Times
Bldg.7th Ave. to Room 1907

A

disappointed audience

often asks itself why it
went to see the show that
failed to please. A
RITCHEY
POSTER
furnishes the usual reason.

RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP.

406 W. 31st SL.N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

Dodo sells billboard space. Ask Elljay. If you don't believe it. So Dodo tells Fred Warren. He has a great sign
location. Just for him. For his new distributing firm. And
FB listens.
And says (Continued
"yes."
onButPagenot6) until after a struggle.
CLASS OF SERVICE
Telegram
Day Letter
Niyhl
Message

SYMBOL
Blue

WESTERN

Nlte

TEL

Night Letter
II none of Uteee three symbols
appears after the check (number
NL of
words) thli it a telegram.
Other*
wise fts character Is Indicated by the
NEWCOMS

CAK

TON

PRESIDENT

UNION

WESTERN UNION

OEOROE

AM

W. E. ATKINS.

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

SYMBOL
Blue
CLASS OF SERVICE
Day Letter

Night Meeaaga

Nlte

Night Letter

NL

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
Telegram*
words)
this ie a telegram.
wise Its character
is indicated Otherby the
symbol appearing after the cheek.

DAILY)

Mi Kinney, Texas— The
K. I).
is the
and is planning to install

Queen has
Deaton, of
new owner
several im-

- ^1

"THE

You golfers. Here's your party. And you who don't golluf.
To stimulate you. To get you thinking right. Working right.
Playing on the square. All the time. Ima Bug has nothin' on
me. When it gets to golf. I'm Ima's brother. So, to set you
right here's the chance:
WID'S DAILY will offer a cup. Solid silver. Nice and
pretty. Good stuff for any collection. For the best score turned
in. By January one, next. For 18 holes. Open to all film
golfers. Anywhere in this country. Or Canada. Shoot in your
score. With your club handicap. And if you haven't a handicap get yourself one. Had to put in the handicap. Otherwise
Tom Moore might walk away. With the mug. He has a roomful now.

symbol appeasing after the check.

Texas Theater Changes Hands

No Plans
Relative to the west coast report
that he intended going to Europe,
Rex Ingram states no definite plans
coverin
made. g a European trip have been

SPtCC I* THf: PtlOT.RAM"

,r--

>

JUNE 21 19"
J261 PK 28NL L0SANGELES CALIF
HIRAM ABRAMS
CARE UNITED ARTISTS CORPN 729 SEVENTH AVE NEWY0RK NY
YOU CAN GO THE LIMIT ON THE THREE MUSKETEERS STOP I KNOW YOU EXPECTED SOMETHING WONDERFUL FROM US ON THIS PICTURE BUT YOU CANNOT IMAGINE THE REMARKABL
PRODUCTION DOUGLAS IS TURNING OUT STOP DOUG HIMSELF IS SATISIFIED THAT HE
HAS THE BIGGEST EVER AND YOU KNOW THAT HE IS THE HARDEST MAN IN THE 0RGANI
ZATI0N TO SATISFY ON A PRODUCTION STOP WE HAVE ENOUGH FINISHED NOW TO JUDGE
BY^AND ITSlGREAT THATS ALL REGARDS FROM ALL HERE
JOHN FAIRBANKS
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On Broadway

iM^k

Strand— "Salvation Nell."
Next Week
Astor— "The Old Nest."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Nell."
Strand—
Brooklyn— Short
in Capitol
reel "Salvation
week headed by
Harold
Lloyd
in "Among
those

Astor— "The Old Nest."
Broadway — "J Ionic Talent."
Brooklyn
Strand— Anita Stewart
wing the Wind."
Capitol — "Carnival."
Criterion — "The Golem."
Central
"A Connecticut
Yankee
in
King Arthur's Court."
Hippodrome — "The
Twice
Born
Woman."
Loew's
(New
York) Today — Louise
Glaum in "I Am Guilty."
Tuesday — Constance
Hinncy
in
"Such a Little Queen."
Wednesday— "The Whip."
Thursday — Leah
Baird
in "The
Heart Line."
Friday— "The
Kiss'
and
"The
Rai(ier>."
Saturday — "Fine Feathers."
Sunday
Wallace
Reid
in "Too
Much Speed."
Lyric — "The Queen of Sheba."
Park— "Over the Hill."
RialtO— Ethel Clayton in "Wealth."
Rivoli— "The Bronze Bell."

iont."
tersen
— "The Golem."
CriPre
Central — "A Connecticut

Yankee

King Arthur's* Court."
Hippodrome — "The
Twice

in

Born

Frank Losee Engaged
Frank Losee, who recently finished work in "Disraeli" with George
Arliss, has been engaged by David
W. Griffith to portray the role of
Count DeLinieres in "The Two
Orphans."
Using Sun-Light Arc
Sun Light Arcs are being used to
illuminate the Madison Square swimming pool. Twelve lights of 125,000
candle power each are being operated.

LIGHT
MONEY

Convention

Building

Week June 21th - 29th 1921

extra A BIG ATTRACTION
"THE
Helen
A New

2

and

GHOST
featuring

extra

CITY"

Holmes

Novel Story Picturized in a Realistic Manner

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.
New

Weit 45th St.

Designed
and
Executed
by Tiffany

The

Photoplay Magazine
Medal of Honor
OF

of every
ys America
photopla
themake
surpass
to earth
way on
THEinvader
n
is to
every
motion picture devotee realize the truth —
that America does lead the world on the screen —
that we are making, in these United States, photoplays which have more humor, more romance, more
thrill, more reflection of real life than any photoplays subtitled in any language.

Powers— G. E. High
Intensity Arc Lamp
on Exhibition
507 Produce Exchange
Minneapolis

Actual Size

TO BE AWARDED TO THEpEST
PRODUCTION
1920 AND ANNUALLY THEREAFTER TO THE
BEST PICTURE OF EACH YEAR

A Revolutionary
Improvement

Room

tm*

c ma
"The
— n.
LyriWo
" Queen of Sheba."
— "O
ver the Hill."
Park
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — Not yet determined.

100% MORE
for
50% LESS

Monday, June 27, 192

York City

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE'S Annual Medal of
Honor has been established to testify to and proclaim this fact — to institute a serious search for the
producer worthy of most signal honor — to acclaim the best screen work of Americans.
The PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE MEDAL OF
HONOR has been permanently established as an
award of merit to the producer — not to the director
unless he happens to be a director producer; not to
an actor or author unless he is also the producer,
for it is the producer who is ultimately responsible.
It is he whose foresight makes him venture his
money, his reputation and his position in the industry in the selection of story plus director plus cast.
The verdict will be given by the public through a
nation-wide ballot of the 2,500,000 intelligent and
interested devotees of pictures who read Photoplay
Magazine.

JAMES R. QUIRK,
Publisher and Editor.

DAILY
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Liberty Bond
is a First National Franchise

First National does not build theatres in
competition with its Franchise

Holders
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Cut-throat Competition Can't Harm the
Theatre That Owns

A FIRST NATIONAL

FRANCHISE

It Holds You Safe
■■ ■

)
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Monday,

Fore!

In the Courts
A default judgment for $1,267
has been filed in the Supreme Court
against Claire Whitney Keane, film
actress, in a suit of Frances M. Johnston to recover for moneys spent for
her benefit.

| Allart Pictures Corporation
PRESENTS

The Fox Film Corp. has filed an
answer in the Supreme Court to the
action of Alexander J. Gordin for an
accounting of the proceeds of the
"Queen of Sheba" on the ground
that he wrote the scenario, in which
Fox alleges that Gordin was employed as assistant in the scenario
department, and was directed to do
Biblical research work for a pretentious play based on the "Queen of
Sheba." It is alleged that after he
had completed the scenario he refused to send it to J. Gordon Edwards at Hollywood, Cal., as directed,
and the defendant had to employ
some one else at $1,000 to do the
work. For this reason he was discharged. A counterclaim for this
sum is made on the ground that Gordin received $700 at the rate of $70
a week, for what he did.

Rudolph
Josef
Schildkraut
Schildkraut

"THE
IN

WAND

ERIN

G

"
W
JE

A judgment for $973 was filed in
the City Court against the Community Motion Picture Bureau by
Dudley Murphy in a suit to recover
$500 for services and $450 expenses
in producing films.

Depicting dramatic incidents
in the life of
Dr.

Theodore

Herzl

The Community Motion Picture
Bureau was sued in the Supreme
Court by the Bay City Film Corp.
for $6,160 as the value of 137 prints
from which the defendant got 2,000
feet of film which could be used.

CAST of 7000
Vividly Portraying

Dreyfus Trial
Spanish Inquisition
Pogroms of Russia
Zionist Congress in Basel

"The coincidence of publishing the
two articles on successive days, has
led in some quarters to the misconception that the F. I. L. M. Club,
had, by its resolution, approved and
urged the adoption of the standard
form of contract submitted by the
M P. T. O.. This is not a fact, and
1 write to ask you to correct the
apparent misunderstanding due to
a heading used hy you in your issue
of June 18th. The F. I. L. M. Club
did not and does not approve the
principle that a standard form of contract he adopted without passing
upon the merits or demerits of any
ific contract proposed.
"Tin F. I. L. M. Club deems it
the province of the National Association and not that of the F. I. L. M.

A Production which has
broken records in every
theatre
where
it was
played
Now being booked in the
United States

i Allart Pictures Corporation j
130West46St,NewYorkCity
*

(Continued from Page 2)

'Cause he's hard to sell. Then Dodo is all swelled up. Goc
day's work. Then what happens. When they start to paii
the board they make a discovery. The building is torn dow
sign.
And there ain't no EVANS'
LITTLE
AXE
John Evans. Of Philly. Fightin' the Stanley crow
'Cause they've cut admissions. To 9 cents. Issues two pages. (
mimeo. Ag'in it. Says so. In tuff words. Addressee! to Jule
And Boyd. And McGuirk. Says the cut is injuring live oth
houses. Surrounding the Casino. Where the cut was mad
As an "experiment." According to the Stanley folk. Evai
wants to know : "What the experiment is for ?" And ends I
saying, "Because you can't make a dollar don't stop the oth
fellow by a ruinous policy that will hurt you and everyone else
And he winds up. By telling them to do like "other re
red-blooded and game men — run at a loss at regular prices,
close for the summer."
Them's red blooded words, John.

!

to adopt such a contract."
Oklahoma House Destroyed
.al to WID'S DAILY)
Miami,
Okla. — The
Grand
was
destroyed
last week
by fire.
The
damage is estimated at $12,000.

DANN'

i

Six (6) New

ALLENE

RAY

:;

SEMI-WESTERN
SOCIETY-DRAMAS
now in production
WESTERN

The greatest of
all series!

PICTURES CORP.

Bert Lubin, Pres.
1540 BROADWAY, NEW
TELEPHONE

BRYANT

"PHILO GUBB"

YORK

3271

SERIES I

Another All-Star Cast Appears In

Clearing the Atmosphere
I. E. Chadwick, president of the
F. I. L. M. Slubs, feels that there is
some doubt as to the attitude of his
organization over uniform contracts,
because the text of the M. P. T. O.
standard contract was followed by
another article last week telling of
the resolution passed by the F. I. L.
M. Club on the same subject. Chadwick says :

The Fall of Jerusalem
The Macabees
Bar Cochba

June 27, 1921

THE

"The
'Williard

VICTOR

SECOND

Stolen

Louis
POTEL

RELEASE

Umbrella"

BILLIE RHODES
Lucie K. Villa

Ernest Shield

CLEVER
Webster
•SHI I'm into a disguise!"

Peggy O'Neill

COMEDIES
Cullison Productions

6040 Sunset Bldv., Los Angeles
Options

Available

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIO
The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covconers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remoteoffices.
trol. IS minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and
complete. Ready to begin
All electrical
work
at once. apparatus and lamps
Now

JACKSON

ready for lease in whole or in part.

FILM

STUDIO

CORPORATION

W. H. Weissager, Pres.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.

Tel. Melrose 4385
Downtown Office
E. Davidow, Putnam Building

Bronx, New York
W. H. Weissager
Personally on ground

Paramount Has Never Failed You —
Paramount Will Not Fail You Now!
"PARAMOUNT will continue to supply to exhibitors a steady, dependable
-*- flow of the highest class of money-making pictures. Here are some of the
releases for the new season. Most of these are already completed; many more
are already in work.
'ecil B.DeMille'sproduction,

THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL,"
ith Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson,
lliott Dexter, Bebe Daniels, Monte
lue, Wanda Hawley, Theodore
Roberts, Agnes Ayres, Theodore
losloff, Polly Moran, Raymond
fatton and Julia Faye. By Jeanie
lacpherson, suggested by Arthur
chnitzler's play and its paraphrase
y Granville Barker.

ieorge Fitzmaurice's pro-

uction, "EXPERIENCE," with
ichard Barthelmess as "Youth."
tarjorie Daw in the cast. By
reorge V. Hobart.

"Beside the Bonnie Brrer
Bush," Donald Crisp's production of Ian MacLaren's famous
novel. Filmed on the original locations. Donald Crisp plays the leading male role.

Cecil B. DeMille's production, "FOOLS' PARADISE,"
adapted from Leonard Merrick's
story, "The Laurels and the Lady."
With Dorothy Dalton, Mildred
Harris, Conrad Nagel and Theodore Kosloff.

j. m. bar-

I E ' S masterpiece. Produced
ider the author's personal superision by John D. Robertson.

Meighan

in "A

PRINCE THERE WAS," George
M. Cohan's great comedy success.

-Elsie Ferguson in "footlights," by Rita Weiman. A
John S. Robertson production.

Vallace Reid

in

"the

HAMPION," from the season's
roadway success.

Vallace Reid, Gloria
wanson and Elliott
)exter in "rainbows end."
ilsie Ferguson and
Vallace Reid in"PETER
B BET SON," a George Fitzaurice production. Cast includes
eorge Fawcett, Elliott Dexter and
ontagu Love.

letty CompSOn

Hart in "three

WORD BRAND," a Hart producion directed by Lambert
Hillyer.

GloriaSwanson in "beyond THE ROCKS," by Elinor

William deMille's production, "AFTER THE SHOW," by

Betty Compson

in

"at

OR

LEAVE

in "take it

IT."

By E. Phillips Oppenheim.

in "GASOLINE GUS," by George
Pattulo.
Cast includes Lila Lee.

Ethel
OWN

George
Melford's
production "THE GREAT
IMPERSONATION," from E. Phillips Oppen-

Clayton

MONEY,"

in

"her

by Mark Swan.

William de Mille's producBrieux.tion, "THE CRADLE," by Eugene

Ethel Clayton in a new play,
by Henry Arthur Jones.

Thomas

Ethel Clayton

Meighan

in "CAP-

PY RICKS," by Peter B. Kyne.
Agnes Ayres in the cast.

Wallace Reid in a cross-continent automobile story by Byron
Morgan.

George
tion, "THEMelford's
SHEIK," by producE. M.

in "exit

THE VAMP," by Clara Beranger.
Directed by Joseph Henabery.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle

in "THIRTY DAYS," by A. E.
Thomas.
Directed by James Cruze.

Gloria Swanson in "under THE LASH," by Edward
Knoblock.
William

S.

Hart

in

"TRAVELING ON," a Hart production, directed by Lambert Hill-

Hull.

William
THE END OF THE WORLD,"
directed by Penrhyn Stanlaws.
From the play by Ernest Klein.

Agnes Ayres

Powell.

Tucker's

production, "LADIES
MUST
LIVE," with Betty Compson. Presented by. Mayflower Photoplay
Corp.
By Alice Duer Miller.

in "TALL TIM-

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle

Gloria Swanson in "uneasy VIRTUE," by Carey Wilson.
Loane

Holt

BER."
"Dangerous
Lies,"
Paul
Powell production
with aDavid

Rita Weiman. Cast includes Jack
Holt and Lila Lee.

George

Jack

Glyn.

heim's novel.

Thomas

Peter Pan,"

WilliamS.

S.

Hart

in

"WHITE OAK," a Wm. S. Hart
production directed by Lambert
Hillyer.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle
in "SHOULD A MAN MARRY?"
by Sarah Y. Mason. Cast includes
yer. Hammond and Mary ThurHarriet
man.

in J. M. Bar-

s's "THE LITTLE MINISER,"
directed by Penrhyn Stanws.

Wallace

Reid, "the hell

DIGGERS,"

by Byron Morgan.

George Melford's production

"YOU
CAN'T
FOOL
YOUR
WIFE," by Hector Turnbull.

paramount (^pictures

Gloria

ORDEAL,"
ham.

Swanson
by

Somerset

in "the

Maug-
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Gather

Crowds
Meeting
On
itimied from Page 1)

i discussion favoring
shipping hi film through parcel
post, thus obviating express charges,
and a number of other matters will
o come in for attention.
It would not be surprising if repriant

independent

nd distributing organizanted to the Convention
for t lie purpose of maki more definite line-up with the
exhibitor body in the effort to fight
the
producer distributor
who
has
red the exhibiting field.
The fight being made by the Allied
rii - to prevent the "control"
of the laboratory held in the East
may also reach the Convention floor
the ground that with laboratory
work
controlled,
the
independent
producer may find it impossible to
have print- made and thus block his
distribution.
Steffes Active
W. A. Steffes, president of the Wisconsin League, has enough work on
hand looking after the various detail" of the Convention, the handling
of the delegates, members and visitor" and the planning of amusements
for the visiting ladies to keep him
working 24 hours a day. He expects to get a good night's sleep maylie about Thursday next. But until
then he will be on the job about
twenty-four hours a day.
Fred
Seegert, of Milwaukee,
is
helping out a lot.
Charlie O'Reilly
i" also working here lining thngs up,
with Sam
Herman
not far behind.
Herman
has secured
a supply of
lozenges to keep his throat clear,
lie wants lo be heard every time he
start" during the next three days.
Federated Meeting
The Federated Film Exchanges of
America are holding a meeting here
and practically every territory is reputed. While the work
of the
nization is being carried on ,the
members
are not overlooking any opportunity to tell the exhibitors present all about Federated

1 Ulll"

Convention

for

The Committees
The entire Convention, so far as
details are concerned, will be in the
hands of the following committees:
1. Committee on Arrangements.
W. A Steffes,
C. L. O'Reilly,
Glenn Harper,
K. T. Peter,
A. R. Pramer,
.1 C. Hitter,
I'reil Seegert,

Minneapolis.
New York.
Los Angeles.
Dallas.
Omaha.
Detroit.
Milwaukee.

J. C. Ritter,
W. D. Burford,
W. Von Praag,
H. B. Varner,
C. L. O'Reilly,
Fred Seegert,
E. H. Bingham,

Detroit.
Aurora, 111.
Kansas City, Kans.
Lexington, N. C.
New York City.
Milwaukee.
Indianapolis.

Fred Seegert,
W. D. Burford,
C. W. Gates,

Milwaukee.
Aurora, 111.
Aberdeen, S. D.

E. T. Peter,
H. H. Lustig,
W. D. Burford,
John Evans,
C. H. Burkey,

Dallas.
Cleveland.
Aurora, 111.
Philadelphia.
Kansas City,

M. C. Kellogg,
W. H. Linton,
Glenn Harper,
H. Q. Alexander,
5. Kantor,

Lead, S. D.
Utica, N. Y.
Los Angeles.
Dayton.
Norwalk, Cann.

C.
C. L.
C.
H. H.
E. T.
Glenn
J. T.
J. S.
E. H.

New
York Calif
City.
Oakland,
Cleveland.
Dallas.
Los Angeles.
Rutherford, N. J.
Philadelphia.
Indianapolis.

2. Committee on Taxation:

3. Committee on Music License Fee:

4. Committee on Uniform

Contract:

(Continued
from Page
1)
Want "Expo"

week of Dec. 5. This was discussed
at the two-day convention of the organization just completed here.
H. B. Varner, who has been reelected secretary of the organization,
has gone to Minneapolis as the chief
of the North Carolina delegation. He
has been instructed to vote for Washington as the city in which to hold
the 1922 convention!
The organization adopted resolutions condemning the continued invasion of producers in the exhibiting
field and the showing of salacious pictures.
Percy W. Wells was re-elected
president and Varner secretary. E.
F. Dardine of Charlotte was elected
vice-president.

Heads of All Offices to Meet in C
cago July 18 for Three-Day Ses
sion— To Introduce Producers
The first annual convention of ]
ucational branch
managers
will
held in Chicago on Monday, Tuest
and Wednesday, July 18, 19 and
Educational's first fiscal year a:
national distributing organizat
closes June 30.
The Congress Hotel has bi
chosen as the meeting place.
One unique feature of the o
vention will be "Producers' Aft
noon." Wednesday afternoon
been set aside for the introduction
producers and their represcntath
It is expected that many if not all
the producers who release throt
Educational will attend. Al Chrir
will be among those present.

Fox Convention

From the Southwest

7. Advisory Committee to President:

The Fox managers will convene
the Commodore this morning for
Dallas — A party of exhibitors left first of a series of business sessfi
for Minneapolis
Saturday
at 4:10 that will last a week.
over the M. K. and T. Among those
All of the branch managers will
who went were:
H. H. Hoke and wife, of Taylor; here and possibly some of the f
E. T. Peter and wife of Dallas; J. eign managers. An entertainmi
program has been mapped out in c<
C. Quinn, of El Paso; S. G. Howell
and WmJ G. Underwood, of Dallas. junction with -the business.
E. L. Byar passed through here a
few days ago with his family on the
STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
convention, driving overthe car.
way to
land in his
FOR
SALE
Broadside,
Bank, Overhead
Ligl
Also Cable.

8. Committee on Credentials
tional Convention:

(Continued from Page 1)
18 exchanges; New Haven, 1 new building,
housing 8 exchanges ; New Orleans, 1 new
building, housing 1 exchange; 2 remodelled,
bousing 2 exchanges; Portland, Ore., 1 new
building, housing 1 exchange; San Francisco, 3 new buildings, housing 8 exchanges;
Seattle, 1 new building, housing 1 exchange.

Mo.

5. Committee on Extension of Parcel Post System:

6. Committee on Business Relations:
O'Reilly,
Griffin,
Lustig,
Peter,
Harper,
Collins,
Evans,
Bingham,

Joseph Hopp,
C. C. Griffin,
E. T. Peter,
A. R. Pramer,
J. C. Ritter,
Henry
Poke,
A. J. Bethancourt,

Chicago.
Oakland, Calif.
Dallas.
Omaha.
Detroit.
Pittsburgh.
Houma, La.

at Na-

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Conditions Better

New exchange buildings are now
under construction in Cleveland, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Oklahoma
City, Portland, Milwaukee, Des
From Arrow
Moines and Minneapolis. Negotiations are under way also for the erecArrow Film will be strongly repretion of other buildings in Washingsented at the confabs. W. E. Shallton, D. C, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
enberger will head the party. He will
City, Buffalo and
Omaha,
be accompanied by Ben Wilson, Mor- New York.Kansas
ris R. Schlank, Thomas Curran and
Through an arrangement with the
J. S. Jossey, the last two special sales
DANNY. representatives.
Eastman Kodak Co. Thomas H. Butler has been assigned to the New
Ann Little, star of "The Blue Fox," York headquarters of the National
The Oklahoma
Crowd
Arrow's latest serial, will be there as Association during the year and has
will be Jack Hoxie and J. C. Davis,
to WID'S DAILY)
been in direct charge of matters perTulsa, Okla.— Ralph Talbot
says his publicity representative.
taining to the housing of exchanges
tliai
not have a complete list
From
St.
Louis
hi i
those going to conin 'Frisco
i this probable
EducatTs Own Home DAILY
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
l to WID'S tiona)l Film
(Specia
Harry
Castle
and
William
St. Louis — Joe Mogler, president
San Francisco— Educa
Smith, of Tulsa; L. W. Rrophy, of of the St. Louis M. P. Exhibitors Exchanges, Inc., has taken over the
1.. C, Clayton, of Bartlcs- League, will attend the convention. lease on a two-story building to be
Mn
I'.oland. Morris Lowen- A special car has left with local ex- worth.
ville; loin
erected on Turk St. near LeavenOklahoma City; Art Hamley, hibitors.
Samuel Werner, of the United
Valley, and Walter Billings,
'aul's
1 1 i*J.
Film Exchange, has been selected to
Special Prologue From Edwards
represent the Federated Film Ex(ius Edwards will stage a revival
changes at the convention. He will
of his famous "School Days" act as
also attend the Federated meeting.
that
to the film version
a prologueBros,
are producing with
Warner
Off to Convention
Wesley Barry in the leading role.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ENGRAVING
by WilPHOTO
Philadelphia — Louis Korson, one The entire company, headed
is back
Rapf,
Harry
and
Nigh
liam
AY
ADW
BRO
of
the
oldest
independent
distributors
1567-1589
where
Gap,
Water
re
Delawa
from
NIGHT
AND
D AY
in Philadelphia, has left to at8444-5
BRYANT
TELEPHONE
tend both the exhibitors' convention, they had been shooting exteriors.
and the special meeting of Federated Paul Gray, who is handling the
Film Exchanges in Minneapolis.
for "Peck's Bad
eastern exploitation
Boy," will also direct the exploitation

EG G-ERS

Educational Confa

Entire Executive Committee of Organization.
Committee
on
Advertising,
Committee
on
Publicity and Committee on Transpor
tation to be appointed.

A. V. Feary
Vanderbilt 2547

280 Madison Aver
New York City, N.
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STUDIOS
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5,000,000

For Production

n Reviews Work of Organization in Lengthy Exhibitors May Manufacture to Combat Producer
Control of Theaters Movement— Plan If Put Into
>ort— Suggests Number of Improvements —
Effect Will Revolutionize Entire Industry—
Leviews Famous Players Theater Activities in Detail.
M. P. D. A. and M. P. T. O. in Conference
(Staff

Correspondence)

lineapolis — The entire first session of the convention
len up by the report of President Sydney S. Cohen, which
into detail concerning the activities of the M. F. T. O.
■ the past year.
■Ere were over 600 delegates and about 300 additional
tor members present when the gavel was rapped for order,
invention is being held in the West Hotel and the room
session yesterday was crowded to capacity. Hot weather
were in order. Coats were shed and collars removed
ly. The heat was intense.
r. Cohen was given an ovation when he mounted the platAmong the outstanding features of his lengthy address
lat exhibitors
should
be the judges
of the product
were to show, and that they should not be influenced
he motives or operations of producers-distributors.
it the
exhibitors
own screens.

control

(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — It is learned here that the M. P. T. O. is
seriously considering the formation of a $5,000,000 fund to
finance production and that the move is being considered as
part of a plan, whereby the exhibitor organization may be in a
position to make or release their own productions and offset the
of producers and distributors invading the exhibiting
possibility
field.
While nothing official can be obtained at this time relative
to this proposition," it is understood that the plan calls for a
bond issued on the amount involved with bonds ranging from
$100 up. These bonds will be sold to exhibitors on a profitsharing basis to be later worked out.
It is understood that several- different propositions have
been made to the officers and executive committee from independent producers, and that the most important of all was a
co-operative
proposition
advanced
on Sunday
night to the

it the exhibitor body should
permanent
representatives
ch state capitol, and that
er represent
them nationi Washington.
a statistical bureau
be
ished and that a card index
Dt of each legislator.

Details of that conference are not
available but in a general sense, it
is learned, this developed: All
members of the M. P. D. A., including .some of the most noted directors of America, are to finance their
own productions and make them for
release through the exhibitor body.

(Continued on Page 4)

Convention News
ditional reports of yestersession at the M. P. T.
tnvention will be found on
4.

(Continued on Page 4)

More Product

at Of Censors ?
Hasn't Learned of Governor
r's Choice as Yet — Many
Applications Made
>ecial

to

WID'S

DAILY)

l, N. Y. — Nothing has leaked
bdicate whom the Governor
to appoint
on the sensor
ations for appointment have
eived at the executive chamthe hundreds,
and it is felt
^Continued

on

Page

14)

executive committee by leading officials of the Motion Picture Directors'
Association, represented by James
Vincent of the New York Lodge,
Sargent of the Los Angeles Lodge
and an attorney named Simpson.
Their discussion lasted for a considerable period.

Johnny Hines in C C Burr's first Affiliated feature "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes," made expressly for the Independents. The supporting cast includes Betty Carpenter, George Fawcett, Edmund Breese, J. Barney
Sherry, Julia Swayne Gorden, etc. — Advt.

First National Buys Foreign Productions—W. F. Alder To Supply
Four Pictures
Associated" First National will distribute two foreign-made productions, according to an announcement made in an advertisement published last week.
One is "Alf's Button." produced
by Hepworth in England, and the
other "The Sentimental Bloke," made
in Adelaide,
Australia.
(Continued
on Page 14)

msm
Ready Soon
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
•Los Angeles— Reginald Barker exports to launch his own producing
tion in about five weeks. He
niza
orga
5 Cents
ged in the final editing ot
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Vieller to Direct Lytell
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(Special to WID'S
to
Los Angeles— Bayard Veiller is
ers
Fing
dy
"La
in
ll
Lyte
Bert
direct
for Metro release.

odus"
sion of "Ex
DAILY)
New
(SpecialVerto WID'S
BuFilm
Lyceum
Chicago— The
reau, 118 N. La Salle St., has available a three reeler called "Out of the
as
advertised
of Bondage,"
House
.
"a new film version of the Exodus
neThe bureau is booking it in Min
Wis
and
ota
Dak
th
Sou
sota N. and
selling the
consin itself and intends
rest of the country.

Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked. Sale
57^
60
Famous Players .. 56^
Not quoted
do pfd
♦Goldwyn
Z'A
4
Not quoted
i) v\ t.nmth. Inc
">^
10fc
10J*
1 oew's, Inc
Triangle
H „ **
%
Not quoted
World Film

To Build
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Harrisburg— Three prominent

rea
they
estate men have announced that
theater
will erect a half million dollar
at Second and Chestnut Sts.

•Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Daylight Saving Reduces
(Special to WID'S

Receipts

Take

DAILY)

Over Harrisburg House

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

part
Philadelphia— The Stiefel chain -of
Harrisburg— Samuel Katzman
theaters reports that daylight saving, owner of the Senate Hotel and O.
which has recently become effective
manager of the Cohere, is detrimental to business. They B Feldser, house
neighlonial, have taken over the new
claim a box office slump of about 30
at 1304 N. Third St.
theater
borhood
per cent. John S. Evans, president of
the State M. P. T. O., states that the
Opening in Fall LY)
the backdaylight saving has broken
to WID'S DAI
cial
(Spe
the
bone of his business. While
hem. Pa.-The new Kurtz,
hle
Bet
houses in the downtown district are which although finished two years
little affected the neighborhood the- ago was never opened to the public
aters at pn scut bear the brunt of the is now being redecorated and will be
business depression.
fall under the manageopened in the
E. Heiberger The house
H.
of
ment
Gains
Control
las a seating capacity of LOW.
DAILY)
WID'S
(Special to
Mi.ldletown. Pa.— J. P. Rogers has
Mii.d control of two theaters here
ilty and the Majestic.
may THINK a postOne
is
er is a great poster, but if
the RITCHEY trade mark
^^cUccaUorud.

on it one is SURE

U+cIuaxA-'

"THE SPICE OF THE PHOGRAM"

it is a great poster.
Yr

RITCHEY
L.ITHO.

STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE
Broadside,
Bank,
Overhead
Lights.
Also Cable.
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Still Independent!

Lewis J. Selznick
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Gigantic Producing Unit Talked of at Conventio
Resume By Cohe
May Produce
Sidelights
ontinued

irom

Page

(Continued

1)

If this plan is adopted, part of the
financing
of the
productions
will
come from the $5,000,000 trust fund.
(Staff Correspondence)
joining A. P. that he greets Twin
This would also mean that a new disMinneapolis — This twin of the Cities or Oshkosh the same. He, too,
tribution
system
would
be put into Twin titles sure does belong to the knows 'em all.
* * *
I covering
the entire plan.
If film business this week.
Witness on all sides the crowd
it is possible, it is the intention
to
John Evans, president Pennsylect the idea and organization so here: exhibitors, exchangemen, provania M. P. T. O., very much in eviducers
and
prominent
executives
of
as to he able to release' productions
dence. What a slap he took at Stanfor the season starting in September. national
distributing
companies.
ley before coming to Minneapolis.
* * *
DANNY.
Was all about cutting prices. Evans
Harry O. Schwalbe and Earl J. one of the strongest
M. P. T. O.
Hudson are around, keeping an eye supporters.
And
too.
* *a fighter,
*
jn developments. Everywhere that
Schwalbe goes, Earl is sure to
H. B. Varner of Charlotte, N. C,
Is L. J. Selznick's Plan To Cut Ex- follow.
around-much. Varner just had a con* * *
pense— B. H. Hampton Talks
vention down in home before coming
Along the Same Lines
Paramount is well represented. here. Southern crowd crazy to get
i Stafl Correspondence)
Wlolph Zukor flanked by Sidney R. next convention for Washington.
Minneapolis — Lewis J. Selznick (Cent, Harry H. Buxbaum, Harry G. Varner to vote that way when the
and Benjamin I!. Hampton were in
question is put. So are a lot of
conference with the executive com- Bal lance, John E. Clark, R. C. Libeau, others.
Joseph Gdday and some others are
mittee of the M. P. T. (). on Sunday,
ceeping the company on the map.
*. * *
relative to a plan for the formation
Among the stars here or expected
of one central distributing company
Lord, what heat! The soda foun- to-day are Ann Little, Eddie Lyons
through the amalgmation of existtains in the West and Radison are and Ben Wilson.
ing branches in order to effect a big .he meccas of the visitors. The high
* * *
saving in distribution costs. Repr-e
sentatives of the Motion Pictures Di- and low are there, all in mad rush
There are so many palm beach
to tickle the palate with cool, delsuits in evidence that the convention
rectors' Association conferred with jctable refreshments.
the committee along the same lines.
hall looks like a South Dakota wheat
Others with other ideas of what field.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found
cool refreshment means are getting
* * *
details of the M. P. T. O. plan.
hip.
Hampton made the suggestion that 'their's" elsewhere, notably from the
There are several candidates for
the M. P. T. O. broaden its activities
* * *
President and Sidney Cohen is all
several of them.
so as to include independent distribEverybody talking about the din* * *
utors and producers. Under Hampner to be held tonight in the West.
ton's plan, the distributors are to be The roster of guests includes Zukor,
Among the several forms of
admitted as allies of the exhibitors.
He. like Selznick. advocated the for- Selznick, Lichtman, Loew, Lichtman amusement going out on the New
Senator Owen of Oklahoma and
mation of a central distributing others. The details elsewhere in this York special was a "Put and Take"
tournament. After the smoke had
organization to handle all releases issue.
cleared
away a prominent magnet
* * *
and the raising of a fund, up to
100,000 to develop the business of
Federated crowd here. Transact- from 729 renamed the game to "Put
the independent exhibitors, distribu* * *
ing business of its own but keeping
tors and producers.
i watchful eye on the exhibitor group.
Adolph
Zukor
and Sidney Cohen
Put."
and
Talk of some important matters had lunch at the Radison hotel yestanging fire with
terday. But not at the same tabl.e
* * Federated.
*
Seme
Weighty
Discussion
To Be
Harry H. Buxbaum,, known by all
Indulged
In — General
Air of
Looks like Washington will be the
is
"Bux," having a great time. Be- next convention city. Hope so.
All Business, No Fun
tween Zukor and Kent and greeting
•i Correspondence)
Maybe we can get the Senate and
.lis old exhibitor friends. "Bux," House to move out for a few days.
Minneapolis— The high light of the now
New York State District man* * *
M. P. 1. O. convention today is ex- tger with Famous Players. Used to
pect, d to be the dinner which will be be here selling film in days gone by.
What a difference just a few short
years make. Now the official drink
Knows 'em all. * All
him.
* like
*
of the convention is vanilla ice cream
Lichtman, of Associated Producers soda. And to make it worse the boys
loing the same.
Al covered so much
walk brazenly into any "sody" emuround
for Famous
Players
before 'porium no matter how public

Central Distribution

Dinner Tonight

MMOSAID
STANLE/

conmNy
7

given at the West Hotel tonight.
A attend. Senator Owen of Oklahoma,
number
of prominent
film men are and Senator Kenyon, of Iowa, will
slated to attend and it seems
likely likewise be guests.
hat all of them will speak.
There seems to be a serious-mindFrom the present outlook the brunt
ed throng at the convention this year.
of the argument will be borne by The general attitude seems to be one
Senator "Jimmy" Wilker, national of all business and no fun.
nsel for the M. P. T. O.; Sydney
This state of affairs is apparently
5. Cohen, national president, William
by the fact that practillanm of Ruben and Finkclstein and emphasized
cally no entertainment for the male
i rovernor J. A. O. Preus.
members has been mapped out. The
Adolph Zukor, Marcus Loew, women of the party will have luncheons and bus rides to entertain them
J. Selznick, Benjamin P.. Hampton,
and Al Lichtman are only a few of while the men settle down for the
the well known film men who are to business of the convention.

from

Page

1)

That a fund be established
fight the music tax.
That a weekly screen public
tion be established to carry tl
message
of the national orgar
zation to the exhibitor body.
Cohen
made
a number
of o
resolutions
of lesser importance.
The chief portion of his report
devoted
to
the
affair
in wi

Famous
Players'
theater
activ
were involved.
He recited in d<
all of the well-known cases, sue!
ihe Dodge case and others, and
to the convention to decide what
tion should be taken with regarc
the checks
that Adolph
Zukor
tendered in effort to repay the lo:
allegedly
sustained
by Mrs.
Do
and H. Schwartz of Morrisville,
and
Willimantic,
Conn.
When
stated that the matter
was
in
hands
of the convention
a deles
"Send the checks back."
yelled:
This, however,
did not ruffle
convention, although there was m
applause when Cohen concluded i
portion of his address.
The
afternoon
session
started
:hree o'clock
and
consisted
chii
of addresses
by producers.
Det;
of their remarks
will appear
in
morrow's issue.
DANJ>

By Way
How

of Pleasui

the Women
Will
Spend '
Time — Sightseeing Tours and
Luncheons Galore
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — Work for the inei
fun for the women. That, briefly,
the program for the convention
The
women
will be busy
bod
while
in
Minneapolis.
A
"g
acquainted" luncheon is to be held
them
in the West
Hotel
today
12:30.
There they will come in c(
tact with
the Minneapolis
worn'
who
have
constituted
themselves
committee
to make
them
feel
home,
introduce
them
to
the
she
(Continued on Page 14)

And Ralph Talbot of Oklahoma
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POL A NEGRI
THE

WORLD

HER

ACTRESS

EMOTIONAL

GREATEST

TWO

LATEST

IN

THE

IN

PICTURES

VENDETTA
and

INTRIGUE
WE

told you last Thursday in our square deal straight from
th. shoulder talk how we were going to put these two

pictures out.
Since that time .we have closed some of the biggest territories and this is just a reminder that if yen want to get in
on the two Biggest Box Office Clean Ups of the Year you must
act .quick. This is one of those propositions where words mean
little and Actions mean Everything.
And the kind of action that Counts is the kind that puts you on
the first train for New York that you can catch We make this
statement because we know that when you see the pictures,
hear the price we are asking, and the terms we are offering,
you will not be able to get your check hook out quick enough
for fear they will get away from \ou.

FIRST RUN PICTURES
A BIG BOX OFFICE STAR
AT A PRICE YOU CAN
PAY
TO
AFFORD

HOWELLS

729 SEVENTH

SALES CO., Inc.
NEW

AVENUE

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

7206

YORK

MarKing Time ? Hell, no !
HO said "retrenchment?"
Not Universal!
At just
exactly the time when other producers are crying
hard times, Universal is pleased to announce the

\ \

biggest year's program in its whole wonderful history.
AT

just exactly the time when exhibitors are wondering
where they'll get enough independent pictures to make
up a program, Universal notifies them that they can
secure all they need of every type of picture right from this

one organization.
Who

said

too many goods on the shelf " ?

Not Universal !
Although Universal is always producing, yet Universal has
no goods on the shelf.
Why?
Because people like Vm /

Why
;-,

J-.W

do people like 'em?

Because Universal pictures
they're reasonably priced.

are

good

pictures

and

because

IF you searched the whole trade through you couldn't find
better proof of the salability of Universal pictures than
the simple fact that while other producers are shutting
down Universal is selling everything it makes in greater volume than ever before. And, furthermore, is increasing its
output — meanwhile, spending more cash money on a single
one of its super-productions than any competitors ever had
the nerve to claim as spent, even when they lied about it.

every word in the announcements on the opposite
READ
page. They'll tell you exactly where to get your pictures— all you want — of every kind — at prices that will
net profit you more than any others on the market today.

Always
Voducing

UNIVERSALE

We'reUNIVERSAL
going ahead!
Read what

52
12
20

gives you this year

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
ATTR ACTI ONS
The finest weekly features that genius
direction in the best equipped studios in the whole world can turn out,
featuring national screen figures.
JEWEL
SUPER-PRODUCTIONS
Priscilla Dean Jewels — Harry Carey
Jewels — Von Stroheim Jewels. The
very last word in Star, Story and
Luxury of Production.
UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES

JEWEL

Lee Moran Jewel Comedies — Joe
Martin Jewel Comedies — there is no
cleaner fun half so perfectly presented.

52

6
52
12
52
104
362

CENTURY

COMEDIES

Eighteen with BROWNIE, the Wonder-dog, the cleverest performing animal in pictures — Eighteen with
HARRY SWEET, the popular new
Comic— Sixteen with CHARLES
DORETY,
sparkling and clean.
SUPER -SERIALS
EXTRAORDINARY
Eddie Polo, hero of the American
boy. Eileen Sedgwick, most beautiful
of all women serial stars. Art Acord,
the King of the Cowpunchers.
TWO-REEL
WESTERN
DRAMAS
One every week — the two reelers that
have become known thru the trade
as "Action Westerns." Nationally
popular players in every one, splendidly supported.
TWO-REEL
SERIAL
STAR
D RAM AS
Two-reelers in series — all of Universale greatest serial stars. Every story
complete in itself.
STAR

COMEDIES
One-reelers that will put life and snap
and pep into any program. With all
Universal City's marvelous resources
in players and settings.

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
ISSUES
The world before your eyes — always
first with the biggest events at no
■
extra cost.
IS

Special
features

THIS

ENOUGH

FOR

YOU?

See your Moving Picture Weekly
out June 25th, and subsequent issues, for our smashing offer on
Laemml.3- Universal
Anniversary
Week.
Make one week in July or August UNIVERSAL WEEK.
Free Banner, free Herald, free Posters,

GALA
WEEK

free
today.Lobby, free Slides, free Mats — your' biggest netprofit week of the year. See your Universal Exchange

"REPU-

With all the trade papers, all the
critics, all the big houses of the
country tumbling over themselves
to go on record as stating that
PRISCILLA DEAN in "REPUTATION" is the season's greatest money-getting attraction, it is only a
mighty short-sighted exhibitor who will pass up this
biggest of all melodramas.
Universal takes pleasure in announcing the early release of
HARRY CAREY, greatest of all
Western character portrayers, in
the first of a series of JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
which will be incomparably the finest Western dramas
in the history of screen entertainment. Meanwhile,

TATION"

CAREY
JEWELS

see his newest Special Attraction, "DESPERATE
TRAILS,"
at your Universal Exchange. It's a
wonder !
In Universal Special Attractions,
in addition to those national figures, FRANK MAYO
and
GLADYS WALTON, Universal
will shortly offer you not less than four new stars.
HERBERT RAWLiNSON, famous for some of the
greatest Special Attractions ever made — MARlE
PREVOST, long known as one of the most charming
figures on the screen — HOOT GIBSON, a whirlwind
of action and a wonderful personality — MISS DU
PONT, said to be the most beautiful woman in pictures.

NEW
STARS

See your Universal Exchange and
watch every number of your
Moving Picture Weekly for Summer Offers of Serials, Short Subjects and the Great Combination Offer on Nine proven,
certified Jewel Productions. Low tide figures on every
one. Investigate this today.
In the early Fall, look for the only
real million-dollar picture ever
made in America — Carl Laemmle's crowning achievement, directed by Von Stroheim. A photodrama whose artistic finish and dramatic intensity will not be equalled
in this generation — a picture certain to bs the sensation of the world.

SUMMER
OFFERS

"FOOLISH

WIVES"

UNIVERSAL

lour whole

rogram

DAILY
A Clever Ad
That Comes from England May Contain an Idea for Someone Here
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"Why won't someone throw a
bomb at me — or even an orange, or
an egg. so that 1 could fade out and

Jusl to give the tired advertising stop this torture for ever. * * *
lirector an idea, here is something
"But then, just as things seem at
hat is part of a full page used in
their worst, 1 catch the words 'Ideal
'Kine," issue of May 26.
It starts off with a cut in italics Picture,' or 1 hear a whisper about a
Denison Clift production or Milton
inferences of a Screen.
\\'hat a Rosmer, and then I begin to feel
Life," and then goes on to say:
"Some silly things think it awfully
From here on it tells about prolice ti> be a screen. They've got a
crazy notion that it must he fine to better." ductions of Ideal Films.
lave thousands of eyes staring at you
lay and night, and to be used for all
kinds of >lnm>.. First you are in
Kansas City to Have New Theater
China, and then, maybe, you are
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
whisked off to Peru. And next day
you are hack again in Bethnal Green.
Kansas
City — Pantagcs'
new
theater is being rapidly completed.
The
' * * And then tlie excitement! To
opening is planned for the fall.
have" motor cars racing across your
face, and murders taking place in
every inch of you. and lovers kissing
all around you! Myl The sights I 1st Nat'l. and Educational Expand
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
'*
do see! * *
Kansas City — First National and
'Acs. hut what about the things I
have to put up with? What about Educational now occupy the entire
my sufferings? The duds that crawl fifth floor of the Film Building. This
on me for two solid hours, one after expansion was made possible through
another, and 1 have nothing to say, the removal of the Crescent Film
Company.
being part of the 'silent drama.'
"Sometimes, just when I think they
ought to laugh, they cry, and just
Whitebeck Returning to Scranton
when I expect them to cry, they
laugh! What agonies! And then
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
some of them have the sauce to turn
Scranton, Pa. — Frank Whitebeck,
round and say it's all my fault — I'm widely known through his exploitation of the Poli, Strand and other
a 'bad screen.' * * *
"Nobody pities me! Sometimes I houses in and about Scranton, is to
wish all we screens could get to- return from California to assume the
gether, like some other things, and position of head of the new staff that
will handle the C. H. Miles Theaters.
go on strike.

rt^&W****?

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER
Every picture with which I have been identified has
been sold without delay to the best available market
and strictly on screen examination. I am under contract to no releasing company or program. In a list
including no failures are
"BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY"
"NOMADS OF THE NORTH"
"THE

SKY

PILOT"

"CAMERON OF THE
"THE FOREIGNER"
"LAVENDER AND
"KING SPRUCE"

ROYAL
OLD

MOUNTED"

LACE"

"THE TIGER'S COAT"
"TARZAN OF THE APES"
"ROMANCE

OF TARZAN"
*

Some of the above have already grossed over $500,000
— one has passed $700,000, while the later releases are
showing speed that promises most satisfactory returns
to all concerned.

Announcing- a New Eastman Product

Eastman Positive Film
WITH

TINTED

BASE

The tint in the print is put there by the manufacturer— the film base is impregnated with eolor.
Seven

colors

are

now
available
orange, pink, red and yellow.
And
I here is no advance
Positive Film.

amber,

blue,

<>Teen,

Future Productions
on which no releasing arrangements have been made,
include
5 INDEPENDENT
TIONS
4 INDEPENDENT

EASTERN

4 INDEPENDENT

CANADIAN

4 PINA
MENICHELLI
(Yearly)
4 "ULTRA"
(Yearly)
3 RALPH

Film, tinted or untinted,

is identified by the words
i- Kodak"

EASTMAN

stencilled in

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

"Eastman"

the film

nttiryin.

(Rome,
CONNOR

Italy)

PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTIONS
PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

of these may be sold outright, some

will be

placed on a profit-sharing basis with a moderate advance, and some on straight percentage.
Now

ready to do business for next season.
NEW

COMPANY
N. V.

(Italy)

PRODUC-

and others yet to be announced

in price over regular Eastman

Some
All Eastman

CALIFORNIA

PHONE
VANDERB1LT 7296

17

YORK

OFFICE

WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

CABLE
"ERNSHIP"

zjM&
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To the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America
In your successful convention there will be — and for months there
has been — much talk about domination or control of this industry
by one or two factors.

More than a million dollars is being invested in the formation of the
F. B. Warren Corporation, with exchanges in 22 cities and the intention of increasing rapidly to 32 exchanges.

There is natural and proper complaint about excessive film rentals;
complaint that there are no fixed price standards; that exhibitors
never know in advance what rentals they are to pay; that exhibitors
are subject to circusing and differing standards with each picture and
by each individual company.

Not a dollar of exhibitor money is being invested in production and
the producers who release through our organization are financing
their pictures in full through legitimate financial channels. F. B.
Warren Corporation is the only organization of its kind in the world
without a dollar of investment in production.

I wish to tell your organization and all other exhibitors that the
F. B. Warren Corporation has done exactly what the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America have discussed and planned to do.

We are not now — nor will we be — in the position where we will
have to release to you weak or inferior product because we have
an investment therein that must be gotten out. We have no such
investment.

We have established a price rating system for every theatre in
America; a rate per theatre of so many dollars per $100,000 of the
national quota of a picture. We can tell any exhibitor now what
his rate is and our national quotas are not revised upward after
a picture has had a few "test showings."

You have all the benefits of a just and fair rating system devised
by a man who has always kept his reputation in the motion picture
industry clean — a rating system available to you without your being
asked to buy a "franchise." Our rates are adjustable, based upon
the actual trade conditions existing in your town.

F.B.WARREN
CORPORATION
154 0 Broadway
New York City

Incorporations
dbauy, N. Y. — Findell Amusement
Bldg Corp., New York. Capital,
0,000. Incorporators: J. P. and
J. Finnerty and M. J. Delehanty.
orney, M. Sulzberger, 565 5th
e.
i'bany, N. Y.- — Bennett Pictures
rp., Yonkers. 2,500 shares prered. stock, $100 each; 1,000 comn, no par value. Active capital,
5,000. Incorporators: M. L. LesL. R. Wakoff and C. S. Hervey.
lorney, A. S. Friend, 366 Madison
c.

Bishop Disappears
(Special to WID'S

Dover, Del. — Shamrock Producing
$10,000. Incorjrp.
rators: Capital
Bert C. Fassic, Lester A.
chad and Abraham Kowel, Philaphia. Attorney: Amos A. Watson,
)ver.
Albany, N. Y.— New Navy Theater,
•ooklyn. Capital, $10,000. Incorrators: J. Delia, C. A. Wachter and
Pfeiffer Attorneys: Davenport
d Corenr, 375 Pearl St., Brooklyn.
Dover, Del.— Outdoor M. P. Corp.
fpital, $100,000. Attorneys: Colonial
larter Co., Wilmington.

With Fables

Pictures

McDermott, special represenCincinnati — Manager Skirboll, of
tative
of fables Pictures, Inc., prothe Ohio Educational organization, is
ducers /ii Aesop's Fables Modernvery much exercised over the disapized,/Mas left for Chicago and the
pearance of Ralph Bishop, who start- Middle West on a sales trip.
ed work for him two weeks ago.
Bishop was given $50 expense money
and sent out on a trip through Sout!
"Beating the Game," is the title of
eastern Ohio and since that time
the second co-starring venture of
not a word has been heard /rom Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker,
him.
under Fox auspices.
IS* ■
CLASS

OF SERVICE

Telegram

Ubany, N. Y. — E. and K. Amusent Corp., Brooklyn. Capital,
),000. Incorporators: M. and H.
elhertz and M. Kraus. Attorney:
Fliashnick, 874 Broadway.

McDermott

DAILY)

SYMBOL
Glue

Day Letter
Night Message
Nit*
Night Letter
II none of these three symbols
NL of
appears after the check (number
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

Lightman Building

Tom

WESTEJrm
CARLTON,

president

GEORGE

AM

W. E. ATKINS.

DAILY)

Lightman's major interests are in
Little Rock, where his Princess and
Plaza are located and in El Dorado,
Ark., where he owns the Airdome.

UNION

WESTERN UNION

NEWCOMB

(Special to WID'S

Atlanta — M. L. Lightman is bringing his interests nearer Atlanta. He
has sold one of his theaters, located
at Florence, Ala., and is building a
new one at Madison, Ga.

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT

SYMBOL
CLASS
OF SERVICE
Telegram

NL
Blue

Day Letter

Night
MesujeNight ofLettar
It none
these three symbols
Nh-e
appears after the check (number of
words! this IP a telegram. .Other,
wise its character is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

C68HD 14NL L0SANGELES CALIF
JUNE 22 1921
HIRAM ABRAMS PRESIDENT
UNITED ARTISTS 729 SEVENTH AVE NEWY0RK NY
AM FORWARDING THE SPECIAL STILLS YOU ASKED FOR TONIGHT STOP WISH YOU WERE
HERE TO SEE THE MAGNIFICENT MATERIAL WE HAVE ALREADY SHOT ON LITTLE LORD
FAUNTLEROY STOP MISS PICKFORD IS SIMPLY GLORIOUS AND IM SURE THAT THIS
PICTURE IS GOING TO BE THE BIGGEST PRODUCTION THAT HAS EVER GONE INTO THE
THEATRES OF THE COUNTRY STOP PLEASE D0NT THINK IM TRYING TO BOOST THINGS
WITHOUT JUSTIFICATION STOP YOU KNOW THAT I WILL BE FRANK WITH YOU AND YOU .
CAN BANK ON THIS AS THE GREAT ACHIEVEMENT OF MARY PICKFORDS CAREER.
BENNIE ZIEDMAN

tMi

DAILY
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New Theaters
[ D'S DAILY)

Baltimore— The Rialto theater Co.
will build a theater here.
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md. — The Eastern Contion Co. will build a big theater here.
Baltimore,
Baltimore. — A new
built here.

Md.
theater will be

Burr Oak, Kas.
Ilurr Oak. Kas. A new theater will
be built here.
Cambridge City, Pa.
City, Pa. — A new
Cambridge
ater will be built here.

the-

Downs, Kas.
Downs, Kas.— W. H. Harpole will
build the Pastime here.
He owns the
Cozy at Pratt.
Eldorado,
Mo.
Eldorado, Mo. — The New Eldorado
will be opened here shortly.

Nemacolin, Pa.
Nemacolin, Pa. — The Buckeye Co«l
Co.
will build
a theater
coitinjr
$75,000 and seating 550.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Oklahoma
City, Okla. — The Capitol, seating 1,000, will be biult on the
site of the old Dreamland here.
Osawatomie, Kas.
Osawatomie,
Kan. — W.
H. Carson, who has the Empress here and
the Peoples and Royal at Garnett,
Kas., will build a new theater here.
Paterson, N. J.
Paterson, N. J.— Colonial Amusement Co. will build a new theater in
the Riverside
section.
It will cost
$65,000 and seat 1,500.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Portsmouth,
N. H. — The
will be built here.

Strand

Rushville, Ind.
Rushville, Ind. — Michael and Geo.
Katsaros have bought a site on E.
Elgin, 111.
3rd
St. where they will build a theElgin, 111. — The Rialto, seating
ater.
1500, has been opened on the site
of the Grand.
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Santa Barbara, Cal. — G. A. LeBlanc
Elgin, 111.
will build a theater costing $70,000.
Elgin, 111— Ralph W. Croker will
build a theater here to seat 2,000.
Scranton, Pa.
Crocker has the Grove and the
Rialto.
Scranton, Pa. — A new Miles theater will be built here.
It will cost
$250,000 and seat 2,500.
Hill City, Kas.
Hill City, Kas.— John
Welty
&
have opened the Midway, which
Sidney, N. Y.
seats 700.
Sidney, N. Y. — David Melnick wil
build a small theater at Delhi.
Independence,
Mo.
Sioux City, la.
Independence, Mo. — A theater costing $100,000 and seating 1300 will be
Sioux
City,
la. — A. D. Blank, oi
built here.
Des Moines, will build a theater costing $140,000, next to the National
Kansas City, Mo.
Fidelity Building.
Kansas
City, Mo. — A big theater
may be built at 39th and Main Sts.
Tampa, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.— Henry T. Titus of
Kansas City, Mo.
Daytona will build a $70,000 theater
Kansas City, Mo. — The West Sida, here. It will seat 1,000 and will be
an airdome at 20th and Madison Sts., one of a chain of theaters run by the
will he opened shortly.
Crystal Amusement Co., which has
the Crystal, the New Daytona, the
Kewanee, 111.
Lyric, the Daytona Beach and the
Kewanee, 111. — A new theater cost- Seabreeze.
ing $125,000 will be built here.
Temple, Tex.
Kingsbury, Cal.
Temple, Tex. — The city's third theater will be built shortly.
Kingsbury,
Cal. — A theater
hat
b< en opened here.
Visalia, Cal.
Lyons, Mo.
Visalia, Cal. — An airdome will be
Lyons, Mo
Berryman
Bros, will built at Court and Acquia Sts.
convert a building into a motion picture theater. It will he called the
Waiverly, Kans.
Waiverly, Kans. — The New Bailey
will cost $20,000 and seat 450.
Malone, N. Y.
Westline, Mo.
Malone, X. Y -The Malone Grand
Westline, Mo. — A 250 seat theater
Theater < o. will build a $75,000 thtater to seal 1,000.
has been opened here.
Mercer, Pa.
Mercer, Pa — The Liberty hat be«n
opened.

Winter Haven, Fla.
Winter
Haven,
Fla.— A
theater
costing $20,000 is being built here.

MOUNT Pictures have
PARA
A
always been a vital factor
in the success of the exhibitor.
Today they are more so than
ever.
The assurance of a continued
and uninterrupted flow of pictures, the calibre of which may
be judged from the list of new
productions announced yesterday, is an assurance that means
much to the exhibitor today.
Paramount is striving harder
than ever for better pictures.
The entire weight of the great
organization behind Paramount
Pictures is being concentrated
on three things--the making of
still better pictures, the continuance of an uninterrupted flow of
money making productions day
after day and week after week,
and the continued bettering of
Paramount service to the exhibitor in every way the word
u
•
11
service
applies.
*A FAMO ! IS •v..PLAYERS
CORPORATION
JESSE L. LASKY - LASKY
CECIL B DE M1LLE l
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Against Tariff

Negri in "La Tosca"

To Be One of Her Last Productions
for Com
U. men
F. tA.—HereSome

Ifihj.ukee Exhibitors
Fear Monopoly Resulting in Increased
Theater Admissions
J(Special

to W 1 D'S

(Special to WID'S DAM.))
Berlin One of Pola Negri's last
productions under her contract with
the U. F. A. will be "La Tos<
[he picture is to be made in an
laborate manner.

DAILY)

\\ vaukee, Wis. — Action lias been
I by Milwaukee
and Wisconsin
i managers against the bill now
Congress
which provides for
i on film stock.
Many
telehave been sent to Congressirotesting the passage of the
re.

film met! who were advised of the
proposed Negri film yesterday recalld her work in "Passion" and "Gypsy
Blood
and were of the opinion that
>fegn would make "some" pictun
Rumor
Denied
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
New Orleans— The Louisiana Panages theater has closed its doors for
he Summer.
The rumor
that the
house was to be closed permanently
was definitely denied by Arthur
I!.
Leopold, the manager.

I bill has been recommended by
jays and Means Committee to
nate Finance Committee, and if
will place in the hands of one
:ompany in this country an abut monopoly
of lythis raw "material
ould
ultimate
raise the price
; stock films to such an extent
lis additional cost of film undly would be borne by exhibI At least, that is the attitude
F. Bauman,
secretary of the
isin
Exhibitors'
Association,
icjrepresents 500 theaters in the
:ly|g districts of Milwaukee, and
Wconsin, believes that not only
a! managers protest the bill, but
it is a matter of sufficient inesjfor the theater-going public to

The shock of Bessie Beasley's disclosure had been too much
Auchmcloss-a gasp-and then Harvey Riggs and Helen rush for old Al
to his side,
™ ",?*'" ^ ,to catch him Pathos, humor, drama, action and suspense
are all combined in Benj. B. Hampton's colorful production, "The Man
of
the Forest, made from Zane Grey's novel.
A Hodkinson release.-Advt

Holmes With Orient Pictures
Los Angeles— E. S. Holmes has
been appointed business manager of
the Orient Pictures Corp., a company recently organized
H.
Woollacott and a numberby ofA. Los
Angeles business men for the purposent.
of distributing pictures in the
Orie

Holmes states that the company
has
completed arrangements whereby
Columbus Co. In Receiver's Hands
they will distribute films under the
* Saxe, president of the Saxe
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
I'ment Co., Leo. A. Landau of
Battle Creek, Mich.— The ButterColumbus, O.— The James Co., same distribution methods that exist
hambra, Harry Hart of the field interests are
now concentrating which operates the new $1,000,000 in the United States. Exchanges
being opened at the present time
their
efforts
on
remodelling and im- house here has been placed in the are
ij
andhave
E. C.allBostick
Saxe's
which will be in charge of experienced
|ny
voiced ofopinions
hands
of
a
receiver,
proving
the
theaters
in.
during
order,
the
it
is
Sumk passage of the tariff as drawn
American and foreign representatives.
season, and many improvements stated, to conserve assets.
i|jld ultimately mean increased will mer
be
made
in their several theaions.
Oil City Houses
Closed
ters. They control 25 in pictures,
Crane Back in Detroit
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
vaudeville, dramatic stock and road
Oil
City,
Pa.— The picture houses
Plas Survey of Cincinnati Films
attractions, and have a compact cir(Special to WID'S DAILY)
cuit of 10 towns.
Detroit — Edward Crane is back here have all closed their doors for
;- Special to WID'S
DAILY)
an indefinite
Oil City has a
The Bijou in Lansing will be re- in town, this time as local manager population of period.
nnati — The
Russell
Sage
about
22,000.
who were
modelled and will open the latter for Associated Exhibitors, Inc. He served
'ion has requested Cincinnati
deition of Churches
to make
a part of August as the Regent. First was formerly with Associated Pro- given by six houses. The reasons
ducers, Inc.
for this drastic change were the
e of the picture conditions in National pictures will form the
excessive costs of film service, warm
•i.iati.
nucleus of the program.
weather attendance, and the refusal
The Orpheum, in Jackson, is to be
of
employees to accept a wage reducBuys
Another
remodelled and re-decorated, and
Sold to Sam Grand
tion. Several other towns in Western
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
opened Sept. 1st.
Pennsylvania,
Special to WID'S DAILY)
it is said, are considBaltimore
—
The
Maryland
TheaThe Bijou, in Battle Creek, will
ering similar action.
ters Corp. has purchased the Echo
H|>n — Sam Grand of the Feder- also be remodelled and overhauled,
il lilm Exchange
of New
Eng- and is expected to open on Sept. 1st. theater, 214 East Fort Ave., from B.
Plan Price Production
I ill distribute "The Black PanThe Majestic and Family, at Port Rosenbauer. The same company recently purchased the Plaza.
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Huron, recently acquired, will be
ppub" in New England.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Following the exequipped.
ample set by the Olympic AmuseSigns for Series
Spokane Firm Buys New One
ment Co., who have reduced their
Returning
Special to WID'S
DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
price of admission from 55 cents to
Spokane, Wash.— The new Liberty, 33 cents, other houses in this
' ^Angeles— Rubye de Remer has
city are
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
now building in Dayton, has been considering a similar action.
9 gned for a series of pictures
Philadelphia— C. G. Powell and purchased by J. W. Allen, Inc.,
who
i'-^oduced by Frothingham Prod., Pete Glenn, two veteran film men own several theaters in
and
around
Hamilton,
^ociated Producers'
Ont, Managers
release.
Organize
who recently turned over the releases
Spokane.
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
of the Keystone Distributing Co. to
Hamilto
n,
Ont. — A meeting was reakes Over Two Houses
Harry Smith of the Consolidated Excently held of the managers of local
Out of Autos; Into Films
change, will very shortly make an
Special to WID'S DAILY)
theater managers to organize into a
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
announcement regarding their new
uville, Pa.— J. E. Brown,
of affiliations.
Clinton, 111.— W. F. Corrington & district association. The following
1 umbia, is the head of a new
Son have decided to sell their garage officers were elected: President,
otion which will operate picbusiness and convert their building Frederic Guest, Queen's theater; vice?aters.
Charge Sunday Violations
into a theater. The house will seat president, Hal Morgan, Temple theater; secretary-treasurer, Leon E.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
hjirst acquisitions of the Brown
1,000 and is expected to open next
Osier, Savoy theater.
!e*f Corp., as it is known,
Springfield, O. — Six affidavits, December.
are
* Opera House at Kittanning. charging violation of- the
Montreal Managers Form Association
y John Wick, and Lou Hep- closing law have been filed inSunday
police
House for Fayetteville, N. C.
g Orpheum
at Clarion.
Both courts here. The Clark County New
(Special
to WID'S DAILY)
Montreal
— House
I houses will be under control Ministerial Association intends
maangers have
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
pushFayetteville,
formed
N.
C—
Bew management on July 1st.
an
A
organiza
theater
tion to be known
will
ing the fight to have the theaters
be erected by Dr. A. McKethan.
I are being prepared
for the closed on the Sabbath.
the Montreal
Theatric
al Managers
'
Stiles
Protecti
Dixon, of this city, has been as
ve Associat
ion. Howard
Con| of a new house at Clarion;
selected
as
the
over,
architect
m installation of a balcony at
manager
and
conof the Imperial, has
Tom Mix, Fox star, is in town to
•-umbia.
struction will begin shortly.
been elected president.
attend the fight.
Butterfield Remodelnig

za!i^

ie:

12

Peter in New Company
DAI1 Y)
. harter has been
South Texas Theater
1. Peter, Mrs. Eleanor
and Jo< M
Estes as inimpany operates
... Victoria and VTorkOrpheum

(Okla. City) Dark
v, ID'S DAILY)
< iu
The Orpheum has
last week and will
Mark for an indefinite period.
Vau
ml pictures have played
the Orpheum
since opening date,
ral months ago. The house cost
6500,000.
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ENGRAVING

1587-1589

DAY

AND

TELEPHONE

BROAD

WAY

NIGHT

BRYANT

8 444.-5

STUDIO
For Rent
Close to New York City,
with laboratory nearby —
one of the finest studios in
the East, completely
equipped with every appliance for making de luxe
pictures.
Write today
Box F-14, Wid's

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE FOR
READY REFERENCE
ADVERTISING—
PUBLICITYMERRITT
CRAWFORD

The Screen Bulletin
904 Fitz*:rald Bldg.
Bryant 550*

PRINTERS
PROSPECT
PRESS
188 W. 4th St.
Spring 2070
BARNES
PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 945

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped— Day — Week— Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

TITLES
ARTHUR
WEIL— Exploiting the new neg
ative Titles. TITLEGRAPH
220 W. 42nd St., Room 1807
Bryant 9048
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Putting It Over
Here is hoiv a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv knoiv ho<w you cleaned

The Brooklyn Mark Strand isn't
suggesting to its patrons that warm
summer days are here and that the
Mark Strand is the . proverbial
"coolest spot in town." Instead the
theater is getting the jump by featuring novelties into which ever artistic endeavor, musical and scenic, are
being utilized to create the impression of cool weather.
Wherever possible Managing Director Hyman is using scenic sets for
his novelties wherein there are
mechanical waterfalls, rippling water
effects, etc. Hyman demonstrated
this in the violin-dance number he
put on recently, wherein a swan-like
dancer in fluffy white ballet costume
danced languorously before a rural
drop of sheep. Blue lights were on
the floor and the dancer was in a
blue spot from overhead. Jeno
Sevely, violinist, played Saint-Saens'
"The Swan" from the pit while
Erminie Mathews, danseuse, emulated that graceful water fowl in a
dance.
Des Moines, la. — J. Helmt, manager of the Strand, devised an original idea when putting on "Now or
Never," a Harold
Lloyd comedy.
He announced a "Harold Lloyd
Impersonation
Contest"
inhabitants
of the
town amongst
and had the
no
trouble in getting the daily papers
to publish the photos .of the six best
contestants, who after having been
given three minutes on the stage to
show their antics, had been adjudged
best by the audience. Local opticians
took up the idea and advertised
spectacles with "Look like Harold
The winners were given prizes in
cash,
Lloyd."ranging from $10 downwards
and tickets. Helmt secured prominent publicity — on the front page of
the "Des Moines Capital" the most
important paper of the town for the
entire week during which the picture was shown.
Sandusky, Ohio— Playing cards
were used to good effect in exploiting "Without Limit," during its showing at the Schade.
The Schade management used
playing cards as throwaways. The
back of each card had the following
white insert.
"We're playing 'Without Limit' at
the Schade, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. And the police have promised
not to raid the house." This idea
was embodied in exploitation stunts
contained in Metro's advertising and
ture.
exploitation press book for the picConsolidation
(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Slick, Okla. — T. A. Clemmons of
the Majestic and R. B. Campbell, of
the Empress, have consolidated their
houses. This leaves but one theater
lure until the new house now under
construction is completed.

Actual Size
Designed
and Executed
by Tiffany

The

Photoplay Magazine
Medal of Honor
TO BE AWARDED TO THE [BEST ; PRODUCTION
1920 AND ANNUALLY THEREAFTER TO THE
BEST PICTURE OF EACH YEAR

OF

of every
photoplay
themake
surpassis to
to earth
way on
THEinvader
everys American
motion picture devotee realize the truth —
that America does lead the world on the screen —
that we are making, in these United States, photoplays which have more humor, more romance, more
thrill, more reflection of real life than any photoplays subtitled in any language.
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE'S Annual Medal of
Honor has been established to testify to and proclaim this fact — to institute a serious search for the
producer worthy of most signal honor — to acclaim the best screen work* of Americans.
The PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE MEDAL OF
HONOR has been permanently established as an
award of merit to the producer — not to the director
unless he happens to be a director producer ; not to
an actor or author unless he is also the producer,
for it is the producer who is ultimately responsible.
It is he whose foresight makes him venture his
money, his reputation and his position in the industry in the selection of story plus director plus cast.
The verdict will be given by the public through a
nation-wide ballot of the 2,500,000 intelligent and
interested devotees of pictures who read Photoplay
Magazine.
JAMES R. QUIRK,
Publisher and Editor.

Iftfe^MSr

Sunday, May 22, 1921

Belasco's Civil War Romance Given Splendid Production
Tom
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Terriss production

remained for director Terriss to make it a reality. He

HEART OF MARYLAND"
Vitagraph

has retained Belasco's original story, and presented it
with a deftness that makes the picture first class entertainment.

%

Tom Terriss
David Belasco
William B. Courtney
Tom Malloy

AS A WHOLE
Thoroughly appreciable adaptation of favorite stage play; delightful Southern
atmosphere
STORY
Provided with a first rate scenario cr.J
given realistic and interesting production
DIRECTION
Keeps his story moving toward
the conclusion all the time ; wastes no footage
on battle scenes
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Some pretty effects
CAMERA WORK
Well judged
PLAYERS
Catherine Calvert splendid type for
leading role; Crane Wilbur does good work;
cast well suited all througli
EXTERIORS
Always pretty
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

All right
A romance of Civil

War period in which Southern girl chooses between duty to the South and love of her Northern sweetheart
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About C.OOO feet
David Belasco's play of the Civil War has been a
favorite for so long that a picture bearing the title

First of all a delightful Southern atmosphere and
real Southern backgrounds are to be found, the old
colonial mansion, the costumes and general air characteristic of the people, all add to its realism. The
general production values are all splendid. The story
moves along smoothly and surely, to a definite conclusion. There are no interruptions to break the well
custained interest. There are no long battle sequences
to bore, only an acceptable number of short flashes,
and then no actual bloody combats are used.
Catherine Calvert typifies excellently the character
of Maryland Calvert, and her work throughout is interesting. Crane Wilbur, as her Northern sweetheart,
plays with sincerity and good discretion. The minor
characters are all suitable and do good work. The
player impersonating Lincoln bears- littls resemblance
to the Emancipator, and one or two other soldier
make-ups might have been improved upon.
Alan Kendrick,, at the outbreak of the Civil War
an officer in the U. S. Army, is forced to choose between serving the North or remaining true to his
Southern sweetheart, Maryland Calvert. Alan chooses
to serve the North, and the engagement is broken.
Alan is captured by the Confederates and held prisoner in a church near Maryland's home. When Maryland learns that Alan's life is endangered she risks her
life to save him and when the bell which announces

a thoroughly fine picture that will bear comparison
favorably with several of the so-called specials that
are being released, although his production is not

Alan's death does not ring Maryland is found hanging
to the clapper to prevent the sound. The girl is arrested and condemned as a traitor. In the meantime
she assists Alan to escape.
Major Thorpe, a traitor to both the North and the
South, holds Maryland a prisoner until Alan returns

claiming such prominence. William Courtney's
scenario was well prepared in the first place, but it

with evidence which causes Thorpe's arrest and gives
Maryland back to her lover.

"The Heart of Maryland" of itself is enough to attract
attention. But that is not all. Tom Terriss has made

Should Make Your Box Office Feel Good
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you want to show a really worth while feature,
secure "The Heart of Maryland," and you will be sure
to satisfy your folks with it. The fact that it is a war
romance should not detract from its appeal since the
romance is the prominent feature, with the actual war
scenes few and not numerous enough to displease
even those who balk at war pictures. You have a
genuine Box Office title that shouldn't require further exploitation to get them interested.

Tell them they'll be well pleased with Tom Terriss'
adaptation of David Belasco's stage play, and you
can promise them a fine piece of entertainment. For
those who m.j.y suspect long battle sequence be sure
to tell them there are but few war scenes, and
above all, no long shots of actual combat. Advertise
the showing well in advance with large posters bearing the title.
(ADVERTISEMENT)
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More Product
(Continued

from

Page

of Pleasure
By Way
(Continued from Fage 4)

1)

\V. F. Alder, described as an indelent producer with headquarters
(Mi the i
;ll supply a scries of
productions.
The
announcelists six Buster Keaton
Other release for next
are:

Norma Talmadge in "Smilin*
Through," "The Wonderful Thing,"
two more this season and 11 to follow.
Richard Barthelmess in "Tol'ble
David" and three others.
"The Half Breed"
andOliver
three Morosco's
others.
Two Holubar Prod, starring Dorothy Phillips.
"Serenade"
and "Kindred
of the
Dust" from R. A. Walsh.
Miriam
cr to be starred.
'mar the Tentmaker" and "The
Masquerader" from Richard Walton
Tully.
Guy Bates Post to star.
instance Talmadge in "Woman's
Place." "Good-for-Nothing," four
more this season and six to follow.
"Mardust," Hobart Henley Prod.
with Hope Hampton.
"Salvation
and "Suspicion"
from
Whitman Nell"
Bennett.
"Retribution" and two others from
John M. Stahl.
Charles Ray in "A Midnight Bell,"
"TwotwoMinutes
and
others. to Go," "R. S. V. P."
Buster -Keaton in six productions.
Anita Stewart in "The Invisible
Fear," "The Price of Happiness" and
"A Question of Honor."
James Oliver Curwood's "The
Golden Snare."
Four productions from W. F. Adler.
"Alt's Button."
Marshall Neilan's "Bits of Life,"
"Penrod" and two others.
Charles
in "VanityforFair."
The
circuitChaplin
holds contracts
two
others.
[Catherine MacDonald in "Her Social Value,"
four more
this season
and"Pcachie,"
six to follow.
The De Havens in "My Lady
Friends."
"Nobody," a Roland West Prod.
"The Sentimental Bloke."

(Continued from Page 1)

of the city and show them anything that the Governor has had a difficult
task making selections. He has been
they want to sec.
Arrangements have been made asked several times regarding various
with the Twin City Bus Line to pro- phases of the subject, but his replies
vide as many vehicles as are neces- were invariably evasive and no real
sarv to ride the women around the information was obtained.
Twin Cities. The first half of the
After permitting the showing of the
trip will start this morning at 10:30
of "The Cave Girl" at the
a. m., sharp, start to be made from production
Governor's home last Saturday, it
the West Hotel.
was believed that the Governor was
The fust day's trail will lead about ready to announce the appointment of the censorship commission,
through the parks of St. Paul to the
State Capitol building, where there but he left town without doing so.
will be a 15-minute stopover. Lunch
Although several weeks ago he said
will be served in the St. Paul that he intended to name one woman
Athletic club. From the athletic on the commission, it is now reported
club the visitors wlil be taken to that the Governor is not so keen to
Mounds Park, the celebrated fish have a woman on the commission.
hatcheries of Minnesota, where a half The whole thing is up in the air, and
inspec- there is no intimation as to the inan hour will be allowed for continue
tion. The run will then
dividuals whom he is considering for
along Summit Ave,, the picturesque the positions.
residence section of St. Paul to the
River Boulevard to Minnehaha Falls,
Stebbins a Dad
along the Minnehaha Boulevard to
West
the
to
back
Arthur W. Stebbins, vice-president
Lake Harriett,
of Reuben Samuels, Inc., insurance
o'clock.
6
about
there
arriving
Hotel,
Tomorrow morning at 10:30 specialists to a number of film concerns, is the father of a boy. It all
for
o'clock, the buses will again call
the women and carry them along happened the other day and the arrival weighs eight and a half
Superior Boulevard to Wyzata,
around the famous Minnetonka, both
upper and lower lakes, to Excelsior, pounds.
where a fish dinner will be served.
To Test Blue Laws
After dinner there will be a two-hour
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
boat ride. The return trip will be
Trenton, N. J.— William Keegan,
made over the Tonka Boulevard, manager of the White City Park, and
Kenwood Driveway around Lake Albert Parker, operator, allowed
Calhoun and Lake of the Isles, re- themselves to undergo arrest in orturning to the West Hotel at 6 p. m.
der to test the Hamilton Township
"blue laws." They are out under
Going to Washington
$200 bail.
P. H. Cromelin, P. H. Stilson and
of the Nat'l AssociaF. H. Elliott,
tion, leave for Washington today to
confer with Postmaster General Will
II. Hays and George H. Ashworth,
chief of the division of customs regarding changes in the parcel post
as affecting shipments of
regulations
films.

"Bill" Fox created a stir at
opening session of the Fox aim
convention at the Commodore yesi
day afternoon when he announ.'
that he would take the entire s:
forces, about 70 all told, to the
bout on Saturday. Further that
would hire a special boat to k
them out of the crush.
Last night the visitors went
Aeolian Hall to see some )
specials
nextbe year's
release.at '
day thereforwill
two sessions
hotel and tomorrow the same,
morrow night the men will see "'
Queen of Sheba." Thursday, ir
sessions
and sessions.
"Over the On
Hill;"
Fri
still more
Thurs
there will be a beefsteak at Murr?
Breaks
"Humoresque"
"The
Golem"
has smashedRecorc
the
ord
establishedweekby "Humoresque"
an opening
and equalled ii
largest week's record in the his
of the Criterion.

TRADITICfr
The Facts

We

Have Been
Provei

are in the market for Forein

on American-made reductions. Only those of unquesti ied superiority will be consider I,
but on these we will give you qi k

Rights

Broadway

To protect ourselves for future expansion, we leased additional space in the New Loew State Theatre building with the
right to sub-lease.

action. Write, wire or teleph e
for appointment.
V

We have two large offices, facing each other,
524 square feet of space. We will sub-lease
ceptional select tenant. Firebrick partitions
painting and plastering. Can give possession
ginning July 1. Space is highly desirable.
Address:

LESSEE,

I

Harry "Snub"
Pollard has begun
production on his eightieth comedy.

1,000 Sq. Ft. in the New Loew Building
1542

Going to Fight

What Of Censors?

Care WID'S

DAILY,

each containing
these to an excompleted, also
under lease be-

71 W. 44th Street.

EXPORT
Geo.
1600

DEP'T

E. Kann

BROADWAY
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Why We Should Have
Exhibitors Support
R-C Pictures Corporation (Robertson-Cole) are foremost of the independent motion
picture producers and distributors. The organization neither owns nor controls any theatre. It is not an exhibitor and has no niancial interest in any exhibiting unit or organization. Although only two years old as a producing company, there are now available to Exhibitors
102 photoplays, including dramas, comedy dramas, comedies and such notable successes and productions as Otis Skinner's "Kismet," series of pictures with Pauline Frederick; series of pictures
with Sessue Hayakawa; Georges Carpentier in "The Wonder Man;" George Beban in "One Man
in a Million;" Max Linder in "7 Years Bad Luck;" William Christy Cabanne and L. J. Gasnier
specials including a score or more of equally notable screen successes.

THE

AT LEAST 26 NEW PICTURES THIS YEAR
Hollywood studios, considered the most complete and up-to-date in existence, will produce at least a minimum of twenty-six pictures for distribution during the next 12 months.
These will include unusual motion picture features, a series with Pauline Frederick, a series with Sessue Hayakawa, and a directors' series by William Christy Cabanne, L. J. Gasnier and
other equally known directors. Negotiations are pending for new stars and directors. All departments have been strengthened and we will give exhibitors the best product obtainable in photoplays.
OUR

EXHIBITORS CAN MAKE POSSIBLE MORE, BIGGER
AND BETTER PICTURES

WE
ronage.

are concentrating on the most advanced and serviceable methods of service to exhibitors, to provide methods by which they can attract larger patronage to their theatres when they show R-C Pictures; and to aid them in building larger permanent pat-

It is only by booking the output of such independent producers and distributors as R-C Pictures Corporation that increased production, bigger and better pictures for your patrons can be
made possible — productions that can be booked at reasonable rental, backed by advertising, publicity and exploitation, insuring adequate box-office receipts.
R-C Pictures, adequately advertised and exploited and properly presented will make your
theatre the most popular place of entertainment and amusement in your community.

R-C. PICTURES CORPORATION
( ROBERTSON-COLE)
EXCHANGE

BRANCHES:

ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS
CITY

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
NEW
YORK
OKLAHOMA
CITY

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SAN
FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE

CLEVELAND

LOS

OMAHA

WASHINGTON

ANGELES'

.

Tarzan Serials Are Great Money Getters
But

"MARVEL

The Brand New Tarzan 15 Episode Serial

ADVENTURES
Starring ELMO

THEATRE1

of TARZAN

LINCOLN

jy

Directed by Robert F. Hil*!
From concluding chapters
of "The Return of Tarzan"
by Edgar Rice Burroughs
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P. s. Son ftf Tarz

The Greatest Money Getter of Them All
Produced by

For State Rights
APPLY

NOW

Great Western Producing Co.
for WEISS BROTHERS

Numa

Pictures

Corporation

TO

Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation
Suite 908

1540 Broadway, New York
Bryant 3271
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"alk Of $5,000,000 Fund For Production Stirs Con- Head of Famous Spends Grilling Three Hours Before M. P. T. O.— Told Promises
Cannot Be
J vention
Exhibitors Divided on Subject— Methods of Financing
M. P. T. O. Discussed
Relied Upon — Matter tionGoes
Today Before ConvenAt Length
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — Nothing has proven so important a question
the history of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America,
the proposed fund of five, million for the purpose of distributg. and if necessary the producing- of pictures for use among
khibitors identified with the organization.
This was the chief
Bpic of discussion in Minneapolis yesterday.
IThe chief difficulty of the proposed measure is the fear on
e part of a number of the larger exhibitors that if this plan
put into effect that they will be driven out of business before
can be effectively inaugurated. They point out that it will
ke at least two years to perfect a producing and distributing
Ian which can provide for the needs of 8,000 exhibitors, the
limber now said to be included in the national organization,
lefore the plan has been effectively put together they say the
Important producing companys now in business would cut off

(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — Adolph Zukor spent a grilling three hours and
longer before the executive committee of the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America yesterday. At the conference the
entire situation with regard to the policy of Famous PlayersLasky as chiefly affecting the operation of the smaller exhibitor
throughout the country was gone over. It is understood that
Mr. Zukor made a definite promise that from now on such incidents as the case of Mrs. Pauline Dodge of Morrisville, Vt., that
of B. F. Uran of Mattoon, 111., and that of H. Schwartz of Willimantic, Conn., would not again occur.
He was told flatly by the members of the executive committee that his word could not be given serious consideration
inasmuch as his written pledge had been broken.
He was further told that there was no reason to assume that
future promises would be kept.

■:ir product and this would compel
C;m to close.
^Another interesting view was prelited by an important exhibitor of
ie of the key cities, who was active

Convention News

■ the formation of the Chicago gathIng a year ago which paved the
uy for the present national body,
'lis man, who

Additional reports of developments at the M. P. T. O.
convention will be found on

does not wish to be

(Continued on Page 3)

pages 3 and 10.

Talk of Finance

Many At Dinner

fveral Interesting
Plans
Advanced
To Raise Funds for Operative
Purposes
(Staff

Executives and Prominent Exhibitor
Officials at Night
West Hotel Last

Correspondence)

'.'Minneapolis — Financing of the
Itional organization is being disissed at length here.
rSeveral interesting plans have been
loposed and others will be before
He question is finally solved. One of
rte most interesting suggestions adHced is to have the exhibitors set
hide one day a ye«r on which film
• own will be secured without cost
'jm the producers. All receipts are
be turned into a general fund of
is sum. Two thirds is to be relined bv the state organization and
e third turned over to the national
' conization.
Each strife treasurer is to be bondI assuming
there are 8,000 metrics. The average
receipts
of this
(Continued on Page 3)

The committee finallv reached the
decision
to place the matter
before
the actual convention for decision.
DANNY.

(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — A notable gathering
of film executives, and leaders of the
M. P. T. O. attended the dinner at
the West Hotel last night at which
a number of important problems
were discussed.
Among those present were Sydney
S. Cohen, Senator James J. Walker,
Sam
Berman, E.Charles
O'Reilly,Adolph
John
S. Evans,
T. Peter,
Zukor, Al Lichtman, L. J. Selznick.
Johnny Hines in C. C. Burr's first Affiliated feature "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes," made expressly for the Independents. The supporting cast includes Betty Carpenter, George Fawcett, Edmund Breese, J. Barney
Sherry, Julia Swayne Gordon, etc. — Advt.

Benjamin B. Hampton, J. L. Friedman, Senators Owen and Kenyon
and a host of others.
The dinner broke up at a rather
late hour. Details of the various
speeches made will be published in
tomorrow's

issue.
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Quotations
Last
Bid. Asked
Sale
Famous
Players
. . 57
59^
59
do pfd
Not quoted
*GoIdwyn
3</2
4
D. W. Griffith, Inc
Not quot-rl
Loew's, Inc
10^
103/4
WVs
Triangle
Y%
fi
Y%
World Film
Not quoted
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Next

Week

"Behind Masks." starring Dorothy
Dalton, will he- the feature at the
Kialto next week and "The Great
Moment,"
starring Gloria Swanson,
at the Rivoli.
Wilmington

Theater

(Special to WID'S

Sold

DAILY)

Wilmington,
Del. — Topkis-< linns
Corp.
have bought
the Garrick
on
Market St. from Win. L. Dockstader,
who, it is said, intends retiring from
the busim
New

Ascher House

(Special to WID'S

the

to WID'S

DAILY)

Berlin — Adolph Zukor's European
Film Alliance is being rounded out
rapidly. Three distinct producing
units have been formed and four
stars placed
under
contract.
The producing units are the E. L.
Film, the J. M. Film and the Max
Reinhardt Films. The first is formed to make Ernst Lubitsch productions, and the second to make pictures by Joe May. The stars under
contract are Pola Negri, Emil Jannings, Dagny Saerves and Harry
Liedtke. George Jacoby will be another producer.
In addition there are three other
E. F. A. companies: the E. F. A.
Films, the E. F. A. Studio Co. and
the E. F. A. Theater Co. Albert
Rachmann has been placed in general charge of all three companies.
The board of directors is computed of Carl Bratz, Max Davidsohn, and councillor Wethauer.
Jacob Karol is managing director of
the commercial department and will
be in general charge of distribution
of Famous Players product for all
of Central Europe. He was formerly with the Unione Cinematografica Ttaliane.
The first film is already under way.
Ernst Lubitsch is making it. He has
secured a plot of ground 165,000
yards in area and on it is building
an Egyptian village. The Story is
called "Pharaoh's Wife," and in the
east will be Emil Jannings, Harry
Liedtke and Dagny Saerves. Max
Reinhardt is getting ready to film
"Paradise Lost" and Joe May, "The
Indian's Tomb."

CECIL B.

DEMILLES
PRODUCTION

"The Affairs
of Anatol
55

By JEAN1E MACPHERSON
Suggested by Arthur Schnitzler's play and
the paraphrase thereof by Qranville Barker.

Presented by Jesse L. Lasky

With an all-star cast

Blumenthal Sails Today
Ben Blumenthal sails for Europe
today. He will first go to Paris and
then to Berlin.

Gloria Swanson
Wallace Reid
Bebe Daniels
Elliott Dexter
Wanda Hawley
Monte Blue
Theodore Roberts Agnes Ayres
Theodore Kosloff Polly Moran
Raymond Hatton Julia Faye

Stromberg
Leaves
Hunt S'trombcrg, former director
of publicity for Thomas H. Ince,
leaves today for the coast. 1 1 is understood he has closed a deal for a
series of pictures with one of the important distributing companies.

DAILY)

licago — Plans have been completed for a combination 16 story
building and theater to he erected on
W. Washington St. The theater will
have a seating capacity of 2,800 and
will he devoted to vaudeville and picture1-. This project is being undertaken h\ Ascher Bros., who have
tly opened

(Special
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A poster may
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tic strength and advertising power. The
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The Greatest Money-Maker
Any Exhibitor Ever Played
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will
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ratheNews
HANGING
'PLANES
IN
MIDAIR
jITHOUT
A LADDER— Al Wilson
does
jat San Francisco, Cal., 3,000 feet up.
;),000 PERSONS
PROTEST
DIVISION
if
UPPER
SILESIA— Scenes from
Ber1, Germany.
iEBLO
PREPARES
TO
RE-BUILD—
Atny tanks clear wreckage from the streets
i Pueblo, Col.
OSSTROYERS
"ATTACK"
BATTLE*IPS
OF
PACIFIC
FLEET— Mighty
*ck
naval
battle staged
at San
Pedro,
H.
Hher interesting news from Leipzig, Geriny;
New
York
City;
New
London,
(nn.; etc., etc.

a
bod y

'Ro
und
Conv
"Lab" Men ActivetheDivided
Overen
Ideation

Hall

could go ahead safely. Otherwise 1
fear that any exhibitor owning more
(Continued from page 1)
than one or two houses would be
May
Address
Convention
on How
placing
himself at the mercy of the
quoted,
in
discussing
the
proposed
They Are Trying to Avoid Mofund said :
existing producers and distributors,
nopoly in New York
(Staff Correspondence)
"The Chicago and later the Cleve- and I hate to think of what they
land convention was called for the
Minneapolis- — H. J. Yates of the
would do to us."
DAN XV.
Republic Laboratories and Major specific purpose of protecting ourSide
Lights
Tom Evans of the Evans Laboratoselves against the possible invasion
(Staff Correspondence)
ries of New York are here as a spe- into the exhibiting field of the DuMinneap
olis— Charlie Rogers, the
Ponts
who
were in Goldwyn, of
cial delegation representing the Allied Film Laboratories of New York. Famous Players, and other producers genial "G. M." of Robertson-Cole, is
They are preparing a letter to the who had ideas of becoming exhib- feeling right cheery these days. Tellexhibitor body.
itors. This proposed move on our
ing the world of the 26 pictures R.-C.
An effort will be made to secure part seems to me to be turning things will have next year; how good they
stuff like that.
the privilege of the convention floor completely around. We arc now are going to be* and
* *
to tell the assembled exhibitors the proposing to do the very things that
story of how they are trying to avoid we opposed a year ago, that is, enter
Dwight S. Perrin, vice-president of
the F. B. Warren Corp., managed to
the creation of a monopoly in the the field of the other fellow.
New York laboratory situation.
"If it was wrong for the producers squeeze in Minneapolis. Dwight's
to becomes exhibitors, then it is making a long-winded trip for Fred
equally as wrong for us exhibitors Warren. Living in Pullmans these
to become producers or distributors. days. Can't understand why there
Convention Being Operated on New I can see much trouble ahead if we should be such a thing as summer —
Basis — As Many Delegates as •
and railroad
He'slbs.
quite
go in on any such plan."
stantial— closetrains.
on to 200
of it.subRepresentatives in Congress
One of the leading exhibitors of
(Staff Correspondence)
the Middle West who controls one of
Minneapolis — The convention is
being operated along somewhat new the largest chains in that territory,
declared that the plan was proposed
(Continued
from Page 1)
lines. Each state has its own dele- was all wrong.
fund day would reach $200,000, of
gation, selected on the basis of Congressional representation.
"If we want to do anything," he which a third would go to the national organization, the remainder to
Thus each state has as many con- said, "let us guarantee some independent
distributor
-that
we
will
take
be
held
by individual states.
vention votes as it has representaThis would furnish a great deal
tives in Congress. This naturally a certain number of productions anwill hold down the actual number of
nually. Then let us perfect a per- more than could be used under
centage system in which we would normal conditions, but would prodelegates. A large number of exvide a great war chest for any
hibitors who have no representation be protected and interested. This emergency.
would
assure
us product
and
we
are here, however.

Voting By States

House for Harrisburg
JHarrisburg, Pa. — A new neighbored house is planned for this city.
Iplot of ground in one of the newI: sections of the city has already
len purchased, but the owner's name
Ifor the present withheld.
House
I

Sold

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

BPhiladelphia — The Becker BrothIs' theater at Seventh and Dickinson
h. has been sold to A. Wacks, who
lalso the owner of the Royal, KeyIme and Bcllevue.

Talk of Finance

MADGE

FLORENCE REED
in
"Indiscretion"

KENNEDY
in

EDITH

in
ROBERTS

"In Society"

"Oh,\Mary Be Careful"

WHEN YOU CAN GET INDEPENDENT
PRODUCT OF SUCH STERLING VALUE
PROTECT YOUR OWN INTERESTS AND
DEPEND ON PIONEER TO HELP YOU
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
28
ORA

CAREW
in

"Beyond the Crossroads"

A. E. Lef court, President
EXCHANGES
IN THE U. S. A.
CLAIRE

WHITNEY
in
"The Leech"

PAULINE

STARK
in

"The Forgotten Woman"1,

\TA (osmopolilan pro duel ion

PLAY "DEAD ONES" !

WHY

EVERYONE KNOWS
READ SID GRAUMAN'S TELEGRAM.
DOESN'T HAND OUT BUNK TELEGRAMS-HE'S A
"STRAIGHT SHOOTER".
I
CLASS

WESTEjm
TEL

SYMBOL

OF SERVICE

Telegram

Blue

Day Letter
Wight Message

Nite
N L

Night Letter

II none •xt these three symbols
appears after the check (number ot
words) this Is e telegram. Otherwiseits character is indicated by the
symbol appearing alter the check.

NEWCOMB

CARLTON,

president,

UNION
AM

GEORGE

W. E. ATKINS,

CUSS OF SERVICE
Telegram

HE
Blue
SYMBOL
Nite

NightLetter
Message
Day
N L
Nigbt Letter
If none ot these three symbols
appears alter the check (number of
words) this is a telegram.
Other- |
wiseits character is indicated by the

first Vice-president

symbol appearing after the check.

RECEIVED AT
1921

JUN 16

PM 10

17

C144GS 75
LOSANGELES
COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTIONS

TEE COSMOPOLITAN
A ONE HUNDRED

CALIF 16
127 TH

PRODUCTION

PERCENT

THE UTQMAN GOD CHANGED

PICTURE

BOOKED THE WOMAN

KEALTO

APPEAL

CHANGED

TO BOTH

FOR AN

BOX

STOP EXHIBITORS

IN MY OPINION

BOOKING

THIS

MEN AND

INDEFINITE

STOP THE MOUTH TO MOUTH ADVERTISING

TO CAPACITY
ABOUT

GOD

IS

NY

AND A BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION

ANGLE STOP IT HAS A TREMENDUOUS
HAVE

ST ON 2ND AVE NEWYORK

IS

FROM EVERY

WOMEN STOP

RUN AT

FILLING

PRODUCTION

I

GRAUMANS

ALL PERFORMANCES
NEED

NOT WORRY

OFFICE RETURNS

SID GRAUMAN,
Follow Sid Grauman's

( Grauman

Judgment

s Rial to)

And Put

i* Woman God Changed"
IN YOUR HOUSE NOW

Story by Donn Byrne — a million people
read it in Hearsts Magazine.
Scenery

and

Cosmopolitan

settings

by

Scenic

Staff

the

famous

under the

direction of Joseph Urban.

L

Scenario by Doty Hobart.
_.
.. _ ,
_ . .. ,
Directed by Robert (_». Vignola.

• Presented

Jfs

Cast

#

CC CparattlOUtll (^iCtUM

by Famous

Playcrs-Lasky

headed

by

Seena

Owen

and

E- K. Lincoln.

Corporation

33

WHY PLAY "DEAD ONES" !

249,000 PEOPLE SEE THIS "LIVE ONE"
IN NINE NEW YORK KEITH PROCTOR MOSS HIGH PRICED RESERVED
SEAT THEATRES THIS WEEK
And remember this sensational divorce problem picture had previously drawn

$24,961.20
in New York, at the Rialto, a 1 929 seat house, in. one week — in summer weather, competing with baseball, bathing, amusement parks and all other outdoor attractions.
Don't "throw up the sponge," if your business is off—don't say to yourself — "Well, it's summer. Do
what the big New York showmen— those who have a really big "house nut" do. Stage a Cosmopolitan
Production Week.
Play "Live Ones."
Play

',Us W

(^/^

Story by Gouverneur Morris— read
Scenario by Donnah Darrell.

by

a' million

people

in Hearst's

Magazine

Directed by Albert Capellani, who"directed "The Inside of the Cup."
Scenery and settings by ther famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff
Joseph Urban.

under the direction of

Its CC (paramount Qicture
y[

Presented 5y Famous Players ^ Las ky Corporation

*~\

6
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A Message to the Gentlemen*
THE MAN BEHIi;
A group of men got together back in 1776. They made up their minds tha
"

what was their's WAS THEIR'S. They were willing to fight for i
They won.
They made history. We are they.
Descendants of that determined group are now gathered in Minneapolis am
let's hope that they will make up their minds to fight for what's their's
They are better equipped in every way than the patriots of '76 for La\
and
promises square dealing — if they decide to have what's their's
We Order
are they.
Independent Exhibitors, Distributors and Producers own what they have b
the sweat of their brows. No Bull or Bear from Wall Street produce
their money for pleasant smiles or "blocks of common
earned.

stock." It wa

By right of honest toil their theatres and productions are coming into thei
own — that's proven by the fact that the crowd from Wall Street desire
to crush. Wall Street has never feared a dead one— ^therefore we mus
be alive. It's going to be suicide, murder or a happy prosperous Hfewhich shall it be?
Don't let's sit back to "let George do it" for George has a funny knack <
passing the buck around — and it's never done.
Let us all do it. Do
now. Do it well.
Let's show Mr. Wall Street that our pictures are wanted by intelligei
audiences — that our theatres house discerning
patrons.
Let's sho

SONORA

FILM

CORPORATIO

Wednesday, June 29, 1921
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xvened at Minneapolis, Minn
IE MICROSCOPE
him how little he really is, by making ourselves so much bigger.
He is not the bad, bad bogeyman he would have us believe — not by a
long shot. His theatres are not better than ours nor are his pictures. All
he really has is MONEY — and that is dwindling so fast that he has had
to practically turn Highwayman.

He is only standing behind the microscope of advertising, and if you'll peek
behind you will find that he is not near as big as we — and KNOWS IT!
But he doesn't know that we know it, so let's show him !
Let's hold our ground, hold our theatres, hold our producing units and the
first thing you know he'll be asking us to let him play in our yard. We
have pictures and theatres — thousands and the best. We have the ability
and desire to satisfy the Public's wish for clean and human photoplays.
Let's give it to them and forget all about the MAN BEHIND THE
MICROSCOPE.
I sure would like to be with you fellows out there in Minneapolis, but I feel
that I am where I can do US the most good. I am opening "THE TWICE
BORN WOMAN" at the New York Hippodrome. You will read more
about it later in this paper. Mr. Wall Street could probably tell you
how many pictures of his were turned down to let this feature run.
That's my first shot — let's lay down a barrage and pretty soon the MAN
BEHIND THE MICROSCOPE will be "irised" to fadeout size.

Signed (JULIUS SINGER)

sfe^l

DAILY

ErORN ON THE
4th OF JULY
[DEPENDENCE Day, this year, will mark
j a significant event in the history of motion
pictures— the first anniversary of the birth of
!o Associated Producers Incorporated.

1

Coming into existence on this Great Day, we
(ekl justly proud in proclaiming the fact and in
announcing a progressive policy and program
fr the ensuing months.
Associated Producers Inc. is a cooperative
organization and as its birthday signifies, is
free and independent of all outside alliances.
The production and distribution of quality
motion pictures is the sole business of this
concern.
hold ourselves accountable to the Exhibitors of the World only and if our methods
and product meet with their approval we
believe we have accomplished much.
We

Associated Producers Inc.
" HOME

OFFICES:
SEVENTH GEN.
AVE. NEW
U
AL. 729
LICHTMAN
MCUYORK CITY

'■
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Some of the Good Things First National
Has to Offer for the Coming Season
NORMA

TALMADGE

A

"The Wonderful Thing"
"Smilin' Through"
Two More This Season and Eleven to Follow.

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

"Retribution"
MARSHALL

WALTON

TULLY

Presents

"Omar the Tentmaker"
"The Masquerader"
Directed hy James Young.
Starring Guy Bates Post.

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

"Woman's Place"
"Good for Nothing"

Four More This Season and Six to Follow.

HOBART

HENLEY

Presents

"Stardust"
From

Fannie Hurst's Famous Story.
And Two Other Productions.

WHITMAN

BENNETT

JAMES

"Vanity

Fair"

ALLAN

CHAPLIN
and

Two

HOLUBAR

Presents
Special Productions

Two

Starring Dorothy Phillips

Others.

KATHERINE
MacDONALD
"Her Social Value"
"Peachie"

■

R.

A.

WALSH

Starring Miriam Cooper.

DE HAVEN

ROLAND

WEST

Presents

"My Lady Friends"
CHARLES
RAY

"Nobody"
W.

"A Midnight Bell"
"Two Minutes to Go"
"R. S. V. P."
Other Productions.
Circuit. )
{By Arrangement <with First National Exhibitors '

PRODUCTIONS

"Serenade"
"Kindred of the Dust"

Four More This Season and Six to Follow.

Mr. and Mrs. CARTER

CURWOOD

"The Golden Snare"

With Wesley
Barry
And Two Other Productions.

CHARLES

OLIVER
Presents

"Bits of Life"
"Penrod"

F. ALDER
Presents

Four Productions.

■ And Two

Presents

"Salvation Nell"
"Suspicion"

"A Question of Honor"

NEILAN

Presents

Joseph
Hegersheimer's
Famous
Story.
And Three Other Productions.

STEWART

"The Invisible Fear"
"The Price of Happiness"

And Two Other Productions.

"Tol'ble David"

RICHARD

ANITA

JOHN
M. STAHL
PRODUCTION

BUSTER

KEATON

Six Productions.

"THE

SENTIMENTAL
A Special

"ALF'S
A

Special

BLOKE"

Production.

BUTTON"
Production.

Competition
Cannot Rob Franchise
Holders Of First National Attractions

fili^jDAILY
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WARNER

Prominent Executives Make Plea
for Centralized Distribution of Pictures
B. B. Hampton and Lewis J. Selznick Present Concrete Plan —
Latter Places Waste at $30,000,000 Yearly
(Staff

Wednesday, June 29, 1921

BROTHERS

are pleased to announce

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — A plea for centralized distribution of pictures
and a complete control of production and exhibition by exhibitwas the keynote of the Monday afternoon session, at which
Lewis J. Selznick, J. J. Friedman, President of the Federated
Film Exchanges of America; Dr. Francis Holly, in charge of the
Bureau of Commercial Economics at Washington, and Benjamin
B. Hampton were the principal speakers.
.Mr. Hampton, whose talk brought the session to a close,

carried word to the convention from
M. II. Flint, president of one of the
leading banks of Los Angeles, to the
effect that his financial unit was prepared and willing to finance the independent producer.
"I am informed," said Hampton,
"that production this year is only
about 19 per cent of the 1920 production, and of this 19 per cent the biggest share is in the hands of Famous
Players-Lasky. The production of
the independents is about 95 or 96
per cent off from last year."
Hampton proposes centralized distribution, governed by a board which
shall pass on all questions between
producer and exhibitor. Selznick had
previously expressed the opinion that
about $30,000,000 was being wasted
each year through the existence of
too many exchanges in the distributing zones. In this Hampton heartincurred.
"You are paying the cost of this,"
said Hampton. "There isn't any reason why one or two exchanges should
not handle all the business that is to
be transacted in each zone."
Hampton paused to pay tribute to
the organization powers
and ability

THE EARLY RELEASE OF
THEIR SUPER-PRODUCTION

of Adolph Zukor. He, however, did
not eulogize the methods of Mr. Zukor or Famous Players, using Zukor's personality only as a means of
pointing out the basic principle which
must govern the deliberations of the
M. P. T. O.
Selznick declared his willingness to
join any organization that would seek
to govern the amount of annual prohibitor. duction, and to step aside as an ex-

|"Why Girls Leave Home'

"If you tell me," said Selznick,
"that 24 or 18 or 10 pictures are all
you want from me, that is all I will
give you. Such a barometer will help
me to control the salaries that are
now being paid to actors and actresses
and authors. The vexatious problems
confronting the exhibitors today must
be solved, either by the exhibitor himself, the producer or Wall Street.
Wall Street has proven itself unfit.
I believe that centralized distribution
is the only solution, at least it is the
starting point. I would like to see
exchanges started in 30 zones which
would tell the producer what his output is to be. In this way, and in this
way only,(Continued
the producer
and exhibitor
on Page 11)

I Directed by William Nigh
I

From the famous stage success of the same name

with Anna Q. Nillson
Produced by Harry Rapf

i

Coming Soon
THE SURPRISE

OF THE SEASON

s*c
mous
rdssi
Cla
Fa
Edwa
Gus

Convention

Figures

"SCHOOL

DAYS"
ith

Uj«^

WESLEY
!

BARRY

(By arrangement with MARSHALL

NEILAN)

Supported by an all star cast and
Gus Edwards' famous
"SCHOOL
DAYS"
KIDS

WONT LOSC
M/ HAT

So reflects Charles O'Reilly
of New York

wi

T.

Peter evidently
business too

means

Directed by William Nigh

Produced by Harry Rapi

tMA
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Do You Know How Big "The Independents" Are In This Business ?
No one has to write a speech for Sydney Cohen or Jimmie Walker
to deliver to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America at the
Minneapolis convention. There is some highly, important data that
they can and will give the delegates and the most important data
available to all of them comprises the following information:

F. B. Warren Corporation has no bed-fellows in the motion picture
industry. We are alone and wholly without allies. Our place in the
industry will be established by the value of the pictures we distribute
and the cleanliness of our business relations with the nation's theatre-owners who buy pictures from us.
We are definitely no part of the feuds and politics of this industry.
We do not belong to the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry nor will we be committed at any time to any pool agreements affecting relations with exhibitors.

The total aggregate of well-made and powerful pictures made by
independent producers and released by independent distributors for
the season of 1921-1922 is greater in volume (by 3 to 1) than the
aggregate of the rest of the industry.

We know that the season of 1921-1922 will be the biggest "independent year" ever known in the motion picture industry. We think we
can prove to you by titles of pictures and by names of directors that
the biggest productions of the year — the greatest number of big pictures— are coming to you from these sources.
F. B. Warren Corporation sells its pictures to exhibitors under a
price rating system, fairly made, and has no franchises to sell of any
kind or character.

F. B. Warren Corporation, absolutely independent of all affiliations
with any other company, will release 30 productions. William Hodkinson will release 30 or more. First National announces 40 or 45.
Robertson-Cole announces approximately 30. William Fox will release probably 52 and Universal approximately the same number.
Goldwyn's output will be around 30. Who does any exhibitor in the
United States have to be afraid of with this much, and a great deal
more, product available for his theatre or theatres?

F.B.WARREN
O
R
P
O
1540
Broadway

To Cut Overhead

Bray
(Special

Reduces
to

WID'S

R

A

T

I
O
New York City

N

Karger

Capital

May

DAILY)

Work

at

Brunton's

(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. — The Bray Pictures
Los Angeles — Nazimova will probCorp. of New York has reduced its
>uld get a square deal.
And there
ably do her future work at the Brunstock from $1,500,000 to $150,>uld be no waste such as there is capital
000.
ton studios.
(Continued

from

Page

10)

Dr. Holly outlined to the convenn the circumstances which brought
out the founding of the Bureau of
mmercial Economics.
He suggestthat all exhibitors open their theas each Saturday from 9 A. M. to
noon for the junior
and senior
.sses of the nation's high schools
the study of the educational films.
A promise to come before the conation or the executive committee
the theater owners with a solution
the problems confronting exhibit> was made in a brief talk by J. L.
iedman.
After Exteriors
The Richard Barthelmess comly, under guidance of Henry King,
11 leave for the Virginia mountains
lay to secure exteriors for "Tolcompany will be
ne David."
for three The
weeks.
Meeting Tony
Tom Mix says he wants local newsier men to meet his horse, Tony,
1 so he has arranged through Wiln Fox to have a dinner at the Assix introductions
o'clock on Friday
leatthe
will beat which
made.
1st Nat'l Men
Here
iv H. Blank and Sam Katz are in
vn to attend a meeting of First
tional's executive committee.
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first vice-president
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HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS

C0RP0R

729 SEVENTH AVE

YOU WILL BE GLAD TO KNOW WE HAVE COMPLETED
ARLISS RELEASE DISRAELI

NY

OP YOUR FIRST GEORGE

STOP ALL OF US HERE ARE DELIGHTED

RESULTS AND ASSURE YOU THAT EVERYTHING
PRODUCTION

NEWY0RK

FILMING

HAS BEEN REALIZED

WITH SPLENDID

YOU HAVE HOPED FOR ON THIS

STOP DISRAELI

WILL MAKE SCREEN HISTORY
HENRY M HOBART

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(ROMIWftLM
PHONE
BRYANT 5576

LABORATORIES

INCORPORATED

2 20 WEST 42 5® STREET
NEWVOBK

Lake

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Maxwell
Karger
is
to direct Alice Lake in her next picture for Metro.
Bayard Veiller will
direct Bert Lytell.

UNION
AM

W. E. ATKINS,

to Direct

(Special to WID'S

ALLAN A.LOWNES
£EN.MGC

UJlJj^i
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Double Feature for "Hip"
1 of the re- Review Board To Continue Its Work
"Tradition," t1
leases of Sonora Film, will open at
Mime
tomorrow
in conCreation
Despite
Committee
of N. of
A. "Editoria
M. P. I.l
Born
Twice
junction with "The
The National Board of Review, in
" The show
will be continue
a form letter addressed to all its correspondents throughout the country,
feature
double
to the
In addition
lakes
the
stand
that it will ignore
there will be a Sonora comedy and what ever decisions will be decided
mora new- reel.
recently created "EditheCommittee"
in upon by
produced
was
"Tradition"
torial
of the National
Europe.
Association, and that it will continue
to review according to its own
standards.
The letter says, in part:
"At the request of motion picture
INCORPORATED
producers made two years ago, the
67 - 6 9 WEST -H> ™ STREET
National Board prepared a special
edition of its code of standards for
'"Theatrical Managers -Agency
the guidance of producing companies.
Representatives -Play brokers
Pu bl icity PHONE
the board has repeatBRYANT 0522
A Since edlythatwarnedtimeproducers
that these requirements must be rigidly adhered
to. They have now been paraphrazed
STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
in 'thirteen points,' by the producers
as their own production standards.
FOR SALE
"We wish to emphasize that no
Lights.
Bank, Overhead
Broadside,
Also Cable.
matter what interpretation the socalled 'editorial committee,' or proA. V. Feary 280 Madison Avenue
ducers may make of the 'thirteen
Vanderbilt 2547 New York City, N. Y.
points'
adopted
from the
board's
standards,
the National
Board
will
base its decisions exclusively on its
own interpretations of its standards
without any regard whatsoever to
the 'editorial committee's' opinion of
the questions involved. In other
words, the National Board will reach
ELECTROS
its decisions entirely independently
I. RUBIN COMPANY
of any opinon or action of the pro23 E. 4th ST.
SPRING 8303
ducers' committee and only the National Board's own judgments will
appear on the bulletin.
"Our correspondents will no doubt
recognize that owing to the highly
competitive nature of the motion
picture industry together with the
fact that many companies who are
not members
association will of
not the
takeproducers'
part in this

To Ignore Ass'n

JOBHSTOK'MFABLADD

*44/&W<<3+t

Independent Productions
Pictures produced or exploited by me must stand
sell on their screen merits. In the past, success
been made certain by following the Blazed Trail
published story) of the popular author. Some
office successes are :
James Oliver Curwood
"Back to God's Country"
"Nomads of the North"
(The author's greatest successes)
(First National releases)
Ralph Connor
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted"
"The Sky Pilot"
(First National release)
"The Foreigner"
(W. W. Hodkinson release)
Edward Rice Burrows
"Tarzan of the Apes"
"The Romance of Tarzan"
(The Daddies of all "Tarzan" Pictures)
(First National releases)

STEREOS-MATS

TRADITION
Watch for Big
Announcement

DIRECTORY
OF

THE

TRADE

RELIABLE GUIDE
FOR
READY
REFERENCE

ADVERTISING— PUBLICITY
904

MERRITT
CRAWFORD
The Screen Bulletin
Fitzk.-rald Bldg.
Bryant S5M

PRINTERS
188 W.

PROSPECT
PRESS
4th St.
Spring 207C

BARNES
PRINTING CO.
Motion
Picture Specialists
36 East 22d St.
Phone Gramercy 94:

STUDIOS
DOWNTOWN
STUDIO
Fully equipped — Day — Week — Month
With or without crew.
Phone Bryant 6903

proposed trade censorship for various
reasons, makes it important that the
National Board continues its vigilence to safeguard the public against
the production of objectionable pictures. The board realizes that, however well intentioned, the motion picture industry as a whole is not developed sufficiently to merit public
confidence without some check on Us
activities by representatives of the
public themselves. This position of
the National Board is concurred in
by leading independent producers and
exhibitors, as well as by the motion
picture theater owners, who are dependent upon the producers for their
daily programs.
Levy Going Abroad
Col. Fred Levy, franchise holder ol
First National in Kentucky and Teh
i e, leaves for Europe on July 5,
accompanied by his wife and daugh
ter.
It is Levy's first trip abroad
and he is looking forward to the journey witli great expectations.
Change
Corporate
Name
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The corporate name
of Associated
First
National
Pictures of Virginia has been changed
to Associated First National Pictu
of tlie South, with headquarters
at
rlotte, N. C.

and
has
(the
box

Myrtle

Reed
"Lavender and Old Lace"
(W. W. Hodkinson release)
Holman
Day
"King
Spruce"
(W. W. Hodkinson release)
Elizabeth Dejeans
"The Tiger's Coat"
(W. W. Hodkinson release)

FUTURE

PRODUCTIONS

No Market Specif ied !
Emile

Zola

"A Page of Love"
(A Pina Menichelli Production — Italy)
Arthur Wing Pinero
"The Second Mrs. Tanqueray"
(A Pina Menichelli Production — Italy)
(4 Independent productions per year)

"Ultra" Productions (Rome, Italy)
"Don Carlos"
"The Sunset of the Dorias"
(4 Independent productions per year)
Ralph Connor
"The Prospector"
"The Man from Glengarry"
Trail"
"The Patrol of the Sundance
(3 Independent productions per year)

State Rights Buyers, Exchange Men and Exhibitors I
Watch for the "Blazed Trail" Cooperation
on Present and Future Productions
NEW
PHONE
VANDERBILT 7296

YORK

OFFICE

17 WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

CABLE
'ERNSH1P'!

7/fcRECOCHIZED

lho BftADSTREET
of FILMDOM

fOL. XVI

Authority

No. 90

COHEN

RE-ELECTED

Convention To Enter Upon Second Agreement
with Zukor Regarding Theater Operations —
Dodge and Schwarte Checks Accepted
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — Shortly before adjourning for lunch ye'ster[ay, the convention unanimously agreed to permit the drawing
ip of a second agreement between the M. P. T. O. and Adolph
Sukor with regard to the latter's promise to protect exhibitors
rom the sort of treatment meted out to Mrs. Pauline Dodge of
dorrisville, Vt., and H. Schwartz of Willimantic, Conn.
The checks drawn by Famous Players on behalf of Mrs.
Dodge and Mr. Schwartz will be turned over to them with deluctions for expenses incurred by the M. P. T. O. in bringing
joth matters to a successful termination.
This move was not decided upon except after a lengthy disssion in which Cohen told the convention that Zukor had
promised that the the coercive advertising such as Avas used in
Vfattoon, 111., would be stopped.
At one point Cohen said :
"They've threatened me."
The convention generally took this as a reference to Famous
'layers and then said Cohen:
"I told them to go to it and I'd
ive them a receipted bill."
This occasioned tremendous cheerng. Cohen declared there was a lot
if propaganda
being circulated by
ompanies other than Famous Playrs at the convention.
One of the interesting happenings
it the session was the appeal made
>y Marcus Loew on behalf of Zukor.
^oew declared it took a"damned big
nan to apologize as Zukor had
lone." He added that Zukor, if talkd to in the proper vein, would fur:her the distribution plan of the M.
P. T. O., but insisted that if an effort was made to drive the head of
Famous Players, Zukor would rebel.
A number of other exhibitors made
pleas on the floor that Cohen's suggestion for another agreement be
idopted. Then Mrs. Dodge and
Schwartz gave thanks to the organisation for the efforts made on their
behalf. This practically settled the
•natter and the convention then
igreed to be a party to a second
igrecment.
(Continued

on
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Again
Heads M. P. T. O.— Given Tremendous
Ovation— Committees Submit Reports -Many
Resolutions Adopted
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — Sydney S. Cohen was unanimously re-elected
president of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America at
yesterday afternoon's session.
Mr. Cohen was given a tremendous ovation on the convention floor: an ovation that all but overwhelmed him.
The resolution covering the selection of the next convention
city was amended yesterday to place the power of selection in
the hands of the executive committee, the committee to be governed largely by the nature of conditions as they exist at the
time the choice is to be made.
Yesterday's sessions were marked almost entirely by tinreports of various committees and the passing of a number of
resolutions.
John Harris of Pittsburgh, was spokesman for the committee which recomended the appointment of a committee of
five to confer with producers relative to the plan of the members

Independents Band Together To Unify
Territorial Percentages and Contracts
Determined to Rid Fteld of the "Fly-by-Nighter"— $2,000,000
Said to Be Available When Stability Is Proven —
Final Meeting at Astor Tonight
The Independent Producers' and Distributors' Protective
Association, an organization credited with having as its members
70 per cent of the independent producers of the country and 80
per cent of the independent national distributors, has come into
being.
The organization has been formed as a result of a plan divulged to a number of interested men in New York by Jesse J.
Goldburg of Imperial Prod., Inc. As noted last week, the idea
was first developed at a luncheon held at the Astor on Thursday.
Its feasibility took immediate hold and a committee was at once
appointed to draft by-laws. That organization is the possible affiliation
committee met in the office .of Joe
organization,
which will
Schnitzer of Equity on Monday night of a factors'
(Continued
on Page 3)
and completed the work mapped out
for it.
The final details of the organization
Convention News
will be gone over at a meeting to be
held tonight at the Hotel Astor. AlAdditional reports of deready close on to 40 acceptances have
velopments at the M. P. T. O.
been received by Goldburg, who is
convention will be found on
acting as temporary chairman.
pages 5 and 6.
One of the interesting angles entering into the operation of the new

of the M. P. T. O. to organize a distributing company. The commit I
recommended
the plan as outlined
at the Tuesday session.
This report
was unanimously adopted.
Glenn Harper of Los Angeles, reported for the committee on resolutions. The principal resolutions offered and later unanimously adopted
were as follows:
That the month of September
be set aside as Independence
Month when exhibitors are asked
to play as many independent
productions as possible.
That the convention pledges its
support to the independent laboratories to the end that independence in every branch of the
industry be maintained.
That the theater owners strive
for an equitable and standard
form of contract.
That the theater owners strive
for the abolishment of the desystem.theater owners confer
Thatpositthe
with their representatives in
"Washington in an effort to pro(Continucd

on Pape
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Jack Dempsey will be starred in
a new serial to be called "The StarRider."
leiFred
C. Quimby, producer of the
official motion pictures for the
Dempsey-Carpentire Fight for Tex
Rickard will produce the new serial.
Work will start on "The Scarlet
Rider" on August 1st, at the Brimton Studios in Los Angeles. It will
constitute IS chapters and will be released by Vitagraph, the backers
state.

Quimby
has produced
Dempsey's
screen
productions
for several
years.
"Daredevil Jack," ' Dempsey's last
serial was also made by Quimby.

to

Film

WID'S

DAILY)

.Minneapolis — A local newspaper
(litotes Marcus Loew as saying that
David Warfield will appear in a film
version of "The Music Master," one
of his great stage successes.
It has been variously reported that
Warfield would make screen versions
of his well known plays. Loew and
Warfield are very warm personal
friends, and because of that friendship whenever the report is revived
Metro is mentioned as the distributor.

DeGrasse Production
The W. W. Hodkinson Corp. has
signed a contract with Edward J. Atkinson for a series of productions.
The productions will be directed by

The

Vitagraph publicity department hadn't heard about the new
serial yesterday afternoon.-

Jiseph DeGrasse.
"Joseph DeGrasse Productions," is
what they will be called.

Goldwyn Leaves for Coast
Samuel
(ioldwyn left on Tuesday
for the studios, where he will confer

some of the
: regarding
fifth year productions.

(Special
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Bern to Direct Moore

corporation's

(Special to WID'S

DAILY)

Los Angeles — Paul Bern is to direct Tom Moore in his next picture

Quotations

3MB i
THE WORLD'S GREATEST NEWS REEL

Today's Issue

52-B

LOS ANGELES— Miracle man in real life.
Brother Isiah astounds scientists with his
amazing cures by faith.
MEXICO
CITY— Scenes
of great
Jum
festival vividly reveal the great beauty o,'
Mexico's
Capitol.
LONDON, ENG— Horse Guard stages
world's most picturesque military ceremony
in honor of the King's Birthday.
WARSAW, POLAND— American Boys who
are making a business of fighting under
foreign flags are decorated by the President
of Poland for bravery under fire.
NEW
LONDON, CONN.— The stirring
race between the Yale and Harvard Crews
as seen from an observation aeroplane.
NANTERRE, FRANCE— The best behaved
girl in town is crowned Queen by the townsfolk. Remarkable interesting ceremony which
gives
excellent
idea of the customs of smaller towns
of France.
Scenes from San Francisco, New York,
•/Trenton, N. J., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., etc.,
tetc.

Name Ch anged to Chicago
Last
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
for Goldwyn. . It will be "The Man
Ruth Roland was guest of honor
Bid. Asked. Sale
With Two Mothers," by Alice Duer
Chicago — The new Balaban & Katz Miller.
^recently
the ofBoosters'
Ball, social!
San
Famous Players .. 5S->6 59;/. 58/. theater being built at State and Lake
Francisco, at one
the biggest
d(i pfd
Not quoted Sts. will be called the Chicago inevents
of
the
year.
'Goldwyn
Zy2
4
stead of the Ambassador, as was first
Ingraham On His Own
1 v\ i.riffith, Inc
Not quoted
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
planned.
,oew's, toe
10/1054
10/
Los Angeles — Lloyd Ingraham is
Triangle
Yi
V%
fij
reported
about to launch his own proId Film
Not quoted
Oswego House Planned
ducing organization. He has made
One quality the
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
a number of features with the De
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Oswego, N. Y.- — While nothing def- Havens in recent months.
RITCHEY
POSTER
inite has been decided regarding the
building of the proposed theater here
always has — the quality of
De Havens Coming East
Valentino With Lasky
the plan is still under consideration.
procuring satisfactory box
(Special to WID'S
DAILY)
I. M. Schine of Gloversville, N. Y.,
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The De Havens are
Los Angeles — Rudolph
Valentino, and several representatives of New
office receipts.
to start for the East shortly on a
played
Julio
in "The
Four York picture interests recently paid vacation trip. They will be away
icmen," lias been signed by Jesse a visit here.
Lasky to play the title role in
about a month and when they reach
Los Angeles again will start work on
'The Sheik," irtly.
which George Mclford
a
new picture.
Canadian Managers' New Officers
LITHO. CORP.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hamon
Film
Ready
Soon
Edmonton,
Alta. — The Edmonton

RITCHEY

Theater Managers held a meeting recently and the following officers were
elected for the coming season: Presilent, S. A. Buchanan, the Allen; vicepresident, E. J. Wolfe, the Empire;
secretary-treasurer, E. Woolman, the
Empress;
directors,
A.
Entwistle,
Gem and Princess; A. H. Lawrence,
nt. and J. K. Reith, Rialto.

"THE snCE OF THE PROGRAM"

TO HELL

— ' ' ■ - — ■'

WITH

THE

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

TRUST!

NOW

We
Are in This Game
to Fight — Boys —
If We Hope to Maintain Our, Independence

STATE

READY

HERE'S THE

RIGHTS

HARRY

"A WESTERN
An

WIRE

1

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — "Fate," the picture
dealing with the life of Mrs. Clara
Hamon Smith, will soon be completed despite the efforts of film folks
here to prevent its completion. John
E. luce is directing and likewise playing the role of Jake L. Hamon. Production isat the Warner Bros, studio.

»

Exceptional

-*

Drama

of

McCABE

THOROUGHBRED"

Box-Office
FRANKLYN

HORIZON

TIMES SQUARE

"// It's An

FIRST SHOT-

Power
in
E. BACKER,

Five
Pre..

Parts — Wonderful

PICTURES
NEW

Inc

Advertising

«

- k WRITE

YORK

'Horizon'- It's a Picture!"

Phone
BRYANT 1352

THE INDEPENDENT

Northwest Men Ally
Independents Band Together To Unify
Form CoTerritorial Percentages and Contracts Minneapolis Exchangemen
operative Organization — Pledge

If you are over

the BIG PARTY
at Minneapolis
and are ready
to settle down
to business once
more, it might
be a good idea
for you to secure
some real pictures.
For instance

Muriel Ostriche
in

DOW"
"THE *SHA
* *

Joseph inBennet
DESIRE"

"YOUTH'S
* * *

"HEARTS O'THE
RANGE"
with
An All Star Cast
* *

*

and then the
big bet

Claire Whitney and
Emmett
Robert
Keane
in Filmdom's latest
surprise.
A two cent stamp will bring
a reply from

Forward film Distributors, Inc.
J. Joseph Sameth, Pres.

110 West 40th St.

MARKET

New York City

(Continued from Page 1)
finance productions of members of
the organization. It is stated that
the members of the financing group
which is headed by a New York bank
are ready to go ahead with the proposition once they are shown that the
independent field as represented by
the new organization is of sufficient
stability to warrant the investing of
large sums of money in it.
The announced motives of the association are as follows:
To co-operate for the purpose
of driving the irresponsible and
"fly-by-nighter"
from the field.
To establish a credit bureau
which will investigate the past
and present business status of
exchanges with whom the members have to transact business.
To launch a national educational campaign the purpose of which
will be to inform the public
that the independents are the
bases of the success of the picture industry and not the members of the big corporations
backed by unlimited financial

ganization one of a lasting nature.
Under the by-laws a member must
be confined to cither the distributing
end of the business or the producing
end. A producer member cannot
also be a distributor and vice versa.
"There will be a board of eight directors to govern the affairs of the
organization, four from the producing ranks and four from the distributing ranks. We now have 34 members and expect to line up more.
There will be a paid secretary to
manage the details and executive
headquarters will be maintained in
New York City.
"1 have twice before attempted to
launch an organization of this character, but at each attempt various
men thought the plan was not feasible. Now we are going through with
it.
"The idea in itself is not a particularly new one with me, but in recent
weeks the absolute necessity of forming some kind of a national co-operative organization of independents
was brought home to me in the course
of carrying out certain financial negotiations.
To standardize contracts.
"Certain men asked me whether it
power.
was not true that Adolph Zukor was
To standardize the percentage
ratios of various territories.
for all practical purposes dominating
To standardize the division of
the industry. I replied in the negative and added that I thought he had
territories.
To adjust grievances that may
a strangle hold on it.
arise between exhibitors and dis"They later inquired whether or
tributors.
not the independents had any sort of
To adjust grievances that may
an organization through which an
arise between producer members
effort could be made to secure a marand distributor members.
ket for meritorious product. I was
To smoothen out, in general,
forced to reply they had not. I was
whatever knotty problems may
told that if the independents could
arise in the course of ordinary
point out specifically that they could
business.
work together harmoniously and
Mr. Goldburg, in speaking of the agreeably that the necessary financplans
terday: of the organization, said yesing would
comethis
through.
That's one
reason
why
organization
has
"We really mean to make this or-

come into being."

Weiss Nails Rumors
"I wish to point out now that 'AdIn order to set at rest various ruventures of Tarzan' is brand new.
mors which have been circulated It is being produced at the present
since the announcement of the "Ad- time at the coast by the Great Western Producing Co., with the direcventures of Tarzan" serial starring
tion in the hands of Robert F. Hill.
Elmo Lincoln, Louis Weiss of the
Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales It stars Elmo Lincoln and is being
Corp. yesterday issued the following made from the concluding chapters
statement:
of 'The Return of Tarzan.' "

Something New
in the way of press books has been evolved
by us that represents novelty, efficiency and
at the same time economy. It was built with
the idea of keeping the cost dewn and the
quality up.
Ask us about it.
"Advertising is half the battle"

C. J. Ver Halen and Staff
Advertising
En gin e e r s
844 Sixth Avenue,
New
York
City
Telephone
Bryant
9223

Fair Play to Exhibitor
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis — Fifteen prominent
local independent exchangi

gotten together and formed the I ml'pendent Distributor.-, Association o{
the Northwest because they "realized
that the future of the independent
Theis organization
pledges itself to
field
at stake."
observe the following:
"Specially selected high class productions at a price you can afford to
pay and make a profit, sold on an
individual basis — eliminating the
'lemons.'
"Distributed
by experienced
exchangemen who know
you personally and who are familiar with con
ditions in your town.
"No long term contracts.
"Contracts approved in your ter
ritory and not in New York by swive
chair officials.
"The opportunity
to bookimmediate
picture--consistent
with your
needs.
"Legitimate business methods alThe members of the organization
are as follows:
Masterpiece Film Co., Carl Michael
and Guy Dawson; Mantzke Film Co.,
Frank Mantzke; Monarch Film Co.,
Kuhn and Nelson; W. R. Frank
Film Co., W. R. Frank; De Luxe
Feature
ways." Film Co., H. Rothner; B. X.
Judell, Inc., B. N. Judell; First
Owners'
Film, Herb.
Corp.,
L. H. Blass;
Coen; Theater
Greater Features
Tri-State
M. H. Conhaim;
Corp.,Exchange,
Film
E. Tunstall: Elliott
Film Corp., F. York Elliott: Merit
Film Corp., Albert E. Wunderlich;
Friedman Film Corp., Benjamin
Friedman; Midland Films, Inc., Tom
Burke and Globe Film Co., H.
Wirpel.
Mary Anderson at Work
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Work has started or
the first of a series of comedy dramastarring Mary Anderson.
The storv
was written by Florence Bolles
will be picturized under t,he working
title of "Oh What a Time."
So
Dunlap will direct.
Cummings Leaves for Coast
Irving Cummings has left for Cali
fornia York,
after having
a several
visithenii
New
madedays'
a trip
to confer with executives of the Fro
ducers' Security Corp. and to show
them two of his newly complete*
and "Th<
"Patsy's
subjects,
Rope's End."
TheyJim"
are three
an(
four of the series of Northwesl
Mounted stories. His fifth will b<
"Corporal

Campbell's

Ward."

Independents Organize
All those interested in the infind an inwillstartirg
dependent fieldarticle
teresting
on
formation
the
to
page 1 relative
Independent Producers'
of the Distributors'
and
Protective
Association.

-aM4
ft*
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Hoffman Out

26 Scenics

Burlingham Pictures to Go Through
Merit Film — For National
Distribution
I. E. Chadwick, president of the
A
I
Lefcourt, president of PioMerit Film Corp., announces a series
. announces that M. 11. Hoffman
of 26 Burlingham adventure pictures
is no limber connected with the coinits general
manager.
Air. for release on the independent market. The first of the series is titled
Lefcourt
will direct the managerial
rs of Pioneer until further notice. "The Wild Man of Borneo," and is
The plans of the
Pioneer
Film ready for screening at the Merit exchanges at New York, Albany or
Corp. for the new season are perfect- Buffalo.
ed to a detail
Territories are open on this series
The Cameo Process of pictures in and the distribution of them will be
handled by Merit for the entire
relief is shown daily, on request, at country.
the projection rooms of Arcanum AtNo Longer General Manager of Pioneer— A. E. Lefcourt Takes
Over Duties

York.

traction's. Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New

"We'll Get You Yet" is the title
n the seventh of the Federated
Hallroom Boys comedies, featuring
Sid Smith. This comedy will follow
"We Should Worry" on the release
schedule.

Baer Making

Thursday, June 30, 1921

"The Man
Worth While"

Titles

The first picture starring Claire
Whitney and Robert Emmett Keane
to be released by Forward Film Distributors, Inc., has been completed
so far as production is concerned and
is being titled by "Bugs" Baer.

Romaine Fielding Production

WAS SOLD TO
First National ExchangesL
(WITH

FEW

EXCEPTIONS)

In U. S. and Canada
We are in the market for Foreign
Rights on American-made productions. Only those of unquestioned superiority will be considered,
but on these we will give you quick
action. Write, wire or telephone
for appointment.

EXPORT

DEP'T

WITHIN

14 DAYS

Geo. E. Kann

1600

BROADWAY

Russell Clark Sales Syn, Inc.
"THE GHOST
CITY"
featuring
Helen
Holmes

1204 Loew

Building

- 45th Street and Broadway

Phone Bryant 7285

supported by

Jack Connolly and Leo Maloney
./ picture that loill more than phase any
audience from North, South, East or Weal

Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.
25 West 45th Street
New York City

PRODUCERS— We are in the
Market for Productions That
Will Gross $200,000 or Better
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Zukor and M. P. T. O. Make Second Agreement
Settlement Reached
(Continued from page 1)

A committee will be appointed, on
liich will be Cohen and Senator
imcs J. Walker. This committee
ill meet with Zukor and his counsel
td a new agreement drafted.
At one point when an exhibitor
Might to have Zukor's agreement
boded, he was voted down.
Mr. Zukor when reached by
iflD'S DAILY at his hotel and in>rmed of the willingness of the M.
'. T. O. to draft a new agreement
lid:
"1 am glad that my offer has been
jcepted. I am sure there will be
o further difficulties such as had
ccurred."

DANNY.

Sidelights
(Staff Correspondence)

The Sacrifice

Some Discussion
(Staff

Correspondence)

(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — When Harry
H. Buxbaum, district manager
for Famous Players in New
York, entered the convention
he was accompanied by a little

Minneapolis — W. D. Burford of Aurora, 111., started
something in the corridor of
the West Hotel when he met
Adolph Zukor.. They began to
discuss the question of the
small theater and the policy of
Famous Players. Before anyone knew it about 300 visitors
were gathered about them, and
there was another repetition of
the various events with regard
to Paramount policy. It was
interesting only to those who
had not heard the discussion
before.

the exhibitors."

"Lab" Brief Filed
(Staff Correspondence)

Closing
Confabs
(Slaff Correspondence)

Minneapolis — The Allied Film Laboratories Association, by H. J. Yates
and Tom Evans of New York, have
filed a brief with the convention in
which they make the specific charge
stial.
for the first time that Jules E. Brulatour is building three large laboratoHarry Crandall was on hand leadries in the East.
tg the District of Columbia delegaThe brief maintains that while
on which is fighting for the next
onvention. Only real opposition is George Eastman claims to have no
Atlantic City. That is, so far. Con- knowledge of Brulatour's activities,
the Eastman
dition may not decide the next aware
of these Kodak
activities Co.
and iswe"fully
are
lace, but may leave it to the execute committee. But the Washington prepared to prove these statements."
Yates and Evans, it is learned,
roup is busy with banners, pencils while en route to the convention from
nd other stunts to land the conven- New York, had a talk with Adolph
on.
* * *
Zukor on the matter. They intend
writing him protesting against the
Handy fans were being distributed activities
of Brulatour, as a director
y the Friedman Film Corp., who
of Famous Players-Lasky, in seeking
re distributing Curwood's "God
Country and the Law" in this tern- to monopolize the "lab" business.
ary. The heat made the fans very
opular.
* * *
(Staff Correspondence)
Senator Hartford of Pawtucket, R.
Minneapolis,
Today--Adolph Zukor
, who has an argument on with Falous about booking pictures, was on lias made a definite promise to H.
and Convention is expected to take J. Yates and Tom Evans to talk to
I his case.
J. E. Brulatour regarding the latter's
(Continued on page S)
alleged activities in the "lab" field.
Minneapolis — Cleveland
delegation
bpeared with their home name stuck
roudly on their hats.
Looked
un-

Zukor Promises

dinge all dressed up. "That's
the delegate from Honolulu,"

"Oh,"
said
"Bux."said somebody, "I
thought it was the sacrifice that
Zukor was going to make to

Minneapolis — With the election of
Sydney S. Cohen as president and
the delivery of the reports of the
various sub-committees the M. P.
T. O. convention reached its closing
stages yesterday
afternoon.
As is usually the case, however, the
executive committee still has a considerable number of matters to thresh
out before the convention can really
terminate. These matters of business will be taken up in executive
session, however, and represent a
portion of convention business on
which the various state delegations
have no direct bearing.
All around the hotels are heard expressions of satisfaction over the
manner in which the convention was
held. There is a feeling that the business scheduled to be transacted has
really been attended to, and that the
atmosphere of indifference which has
characterized conventions in former
years was noticeably absent at this
one.

Cohen Re-elected
(Continued
from Page 1)

mote the best interests of the bill
amending the present copyright
laws
as they relate to music
taxation.

Thatrican.
un-Ame
censorship is distinctly
That the exhibitors pledge
their support for the elimination
of all unwholesome pictures.
That producers who strive for
clean educational entertainment
be favored by the theater
owners.
That all "blue law" propaganda be condemned.
That exhibitors pledge their
support to the Americanization
of the foreign-born, and that a
committee be appointed to aid in
the preparation of suitable scenwith the Americanization
mind.
idea inarios
That exhibitors go on record
as opposing the appearance on
the screen of anyone whose sole
claim to fame is unsavory
publicity.
Col. W. B. Butterfield of Battle
Creek, Mich., reported the result of
his conferences with officials in
Washington, relative to taxation. He
stated that while there was good
prospect of the film tax being repealed, the repeal of all other tax
measures was highly improbable, inasmuch as the country is badly in
need of funds, and inasmuch as the
1921 tax returns promise the nation
but scant financial relief.
DANNY.
Over 1,000 in Minneapolis
(Staff Correspondence)

Minneapolis — The registration of
delegates and visiting exhibitors has
now reached over 1,000.
The intense heat has caused the
meetings to be changed from the
West Hotel to the Shubert theater.

Familiar Figures At The M. P. T. O. Sessions

BUS/
WAV ING
AWAY THEMUSIC TA*

Avar
Edward M. Fay of Rhode Island

A. J. Bethancourt of Louisiana

A.

R.

Pramer

of

Nebraska

L. M. Rubens of Illinois

aM?l
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Indecision over Production Idea
Evenly Divided
Distribution
Idea Causes
Considerable Discussion — Some Exhibitors Pledge Money
(Staff

Correspondence)

Hamm

Against It

Northwest Exhibitor Official Thinks
Idea Is Wrong— Talk Highlight
of Dinner
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — There was one outstanding feature of the banquet tendered to the delegates at the Radisson
Hotel by the United Theatrical
Protective League of Minnesota, and
that was the address of William
Hamm, of Finkelstein and Ruben.
Hamm is a wealthy brewer who entered the theatrical firm when the
Volstead Act became effective.
He is immensely wealthy and an exbusiness cellent
man.type of the "big league"

Minneapolis — The question whether or not the M. P. T. O. should
sponsor the distribution of its own
pictures w as one of the most important topics under discussion yesterday.
From the moment the report was
before the convention the discussion
raged. Sentiment seemed evenly
divided in favor of and against the
proposed plan, the chief idea being
Introduced by Senator Walker as
not to hurry into anything of this size the "Hamm that am," he evoked considerable applause when he said,
without due consideration.
"1 say to producers; if I was in the
Marcus Loew spoke at length re- producing
business I would make the
road
of the small exhibitor as easy
lative to his experiences as a producer and wound up by saying that
I possibly
could." that it would be
he declared
if the convention had confidence in as Later
its committee then the committee a grave mistake for the exhibitors to
should be appointed to proceed with get into the production game.
"It would lead you to complicathe plans for the distributing comtions that would pull you down," he
pany.
"Where there's a will there s a said, "but the distribution idea can
way," he said.
be worked out."
Touching upon the so-called trustiJoe Moglcr, of St. Louis, offered
fication of the industry he said:
$5,000 personally to the plan and
"I have no fear of trustification. I
when Edward Fay, of Providence,
said the exhibitors had offers from am not afraid of it. The financial interests of Wall Street with their infive or six producers to join with the
terest in Famous Players, Goldwyn,
exhibitors in the plan someone asked
who they were.
and Loew's, all are drifting in the
Cohen replied naming Hodkinson same direction. But that doesn't
frighten me. It is too big a proposiand
Selznick,
"together
with others."
tion, too big even for Wall Street
He also
said he
had received
a wire
I have told my associfrom Tom* luce regarding the dis- to attempt.
ates that if that time ever came when
tribution idea.
Mr. Griffith, California, said 100 a trust was attempted that there
producers wanted to market their would spring up over night producing companies making product just
productions through the exhibitors,
as
good
as that made by the probut John Harris, of Pittsburgh, warnducers in a trust and I have told them
ed the exhibitors they were starting
the very thing they had told the
letThis
it come."
brought a tremendous cheer.
producers not to do.
Julian Brylawski, of Washington,
"Your organization has a value that
also advised caution in the proceed- most people in the industry don't
ings. Tommy Goldberg, of Balti- see," he said. Touching upon the
more, warned the convention they question of censorship he held the
were in a panic now but to think producers to blame, exonerating the
seriously of what they were doing. exhibitor by saying that the pictures
E. M. Heanue, Connecticut, pledged were usually bought in bulk upon the
$75,000 support from exhibitors of claims and promises of the producer,
his state and John Manheimer, of and that the exhibitor did not know
>rk, heartily favored the plan. what was coming to him.
A. R. Pramer, of Omaha, said the
"But," he said, "when you show
producers had stolen the idea in 1917 these pictures to your audiences they
extent
the
and pledged Nebraska to
don't know that and they naturally
of $67,000.
committee
means
and
ways
The
hold you to blame."
A set of handsomely prepared resoreport declared a saving of $.1,000,000
lutions was tendered through W.
a year was possible for exhibitors by
the adoption of the idea. He declared Stephen Bush to Dr. Francis Holly
of the Bureau of Commercial Econmany studios were for sale in Caliomics, and in expressing his thanks
fornia and quoted the M. P. D. A.
for
them
Dr. Holly made one of the
to the effect that 100 star-, and many
ries were available for such an mosl interesting addresses of the
idea.
evening. He suggested an international organization of exhibitors to
control the screens of the world.
Dorothy Farnum to Write Special
The banquet was not over until
Dorothy Farnum lias been engaged
by the Pine Tree Fill Co., which is very late and then the executive committee and the special committee
now making a series of pictures for
the distribution problem
independent distribution from some handling
went into session . Both were at
of the stori< - by Jami - Oliver Curod, to prepare an adaptation of work until after three o'clock yesterday morning.
"Jacqueline."
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Sale

"The Adventures <<f Tarzan" serial
has

In rti -old by Ad
of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp. for Germany

and Austria-Hungary to the II
inger Film Co., with headquarters in
Berlin. The negotiations for the sale
were handle] by Louis Weiss, acting
in behalf of the Tarzan organization.
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to

I'eacock

Prod.

Inc.

of

K msas City, Dallas, St. Louis and
Oklahoma City for Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and
Southern Illinois.
This reel is produced in co-operation with the Brewster publications:
'Shadowland," "Motion Picture Magazine" and "Motion Picture Classic."

Westerns
DAILY)

Los Angeles — The Russell-Coverdale-Russell Studios announce that
they have in production 26 two reel
outdoor westerns which will feature
Frank Braidwood.
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Foreign

Shadowland Screen Review, released by Storey Pictures, Inc., has

far of the Federated Film Exchanges
of America,
Inc.
Among the films now playing
those circuits are: "Hearts and
Masks," "Penny of Top Hill Trail,"
and "Dangerous Toys."

(Special to WID'S

Another

Paris offices of Dumahaut-Kleih and
will complete arrangements for agencies in Berlin, Rome, Prague and other cities.

Booked
100%
Fox and Loew Circuits have
the entire

Sails

In the interests of Adolphe N. Dumahaut-Edward I.. Klein, 1064
Broadway, M ichael Kane has
Europe. His first stop will be Paris,
and from France he will visit lierlin,
Rome, London and other important
European film centers.
Kane is also taking over to the
other side several American productions. He will visit the London and

Affiliated
product
lite
franchise
plan. on the ("oast under
Mildred Rosenlield represented her
principal, Sol Lesser, in the negotiations.

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.
Now ready for lease in whole or in part.
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Lesser Buys Burr Francise
C C. Burr, president of Affiliated
Distributors, Inc., lias completed
negotiations with the Los Angeles
firm of independent exchange
erators. The All-Star Feature Dis
tributors, Inc., of which Louis Flyman is general manager, whereby
that organization will distribute the
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HIRAM ABRAMS PRESIDENT
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PART OP MY COMPANY HAS RETURNED PROM ALASKA WITH THE MOST
REMARKABLE ICE SCENES EVER SECURED STOP THE IRON TRAIL OUR
FIRST PICTURE FOR UNITED ARTISTS WILL BE A STUPENDOUS THRILLING
DRAMA AND THIS ALASKA MATERIAL WE HAVE SECURED IS THE REAL THING
STOP PRODUCTION IS GOING ALONG SPLENDIDLY AND YOU CAN GIVE ANY
ASSURANCES YOU DESIRE THAT YOU WILL GET A REMARKABLE PICTURE
AS YOUR FIRST RELEASE FROM US STOP BEST WISHES TO YOU
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Indecision over Production Idea
tM^v
Evenly Divided
Distribution
Idea Causes
Considerable Discussion — Some Exhibitors Pledge Money
(Staff

Correspondence)

.Minneapolis — The question whether or not the M. P. T. O. should
sponsor the distribution of its own
pictures was one of the most important topics under discussion yesterday.
From the moment the report was
before the convention the discussion
raged. Sentiment seemed evenly
divided in favor of and against the
proposed plan, the chief idea being
not to hurry into anything of this size
without due consideration.
Marcus Loew spoke at length relative to his experiences as a producer and wound up by saying that
if the convention had confidence in
its committee then the committee
should be appointed to proceed with
the plans for the distributing company.
"Where there's a will there's a
way," he said.
Joe Moglcr, of St. Louis, offered
$5,000 personally to the plan and
when Edward Fay, of Providence,
said the exhibitors had offers from
five or six producers to join with the
exhibitors in the plan someone asked
who they were.
Cohen replied naming Hodkinson
and Selznick, "together with others."
He also said he had received a wire
from Tom'Incc regarding the distribution idea.
Mr. Griffith, California, said 100
producers wanted to market their
productions through the exhibitors,
but John Harris, of Pittsburgh, warned the exhibitors they were starting
the very thing they had told the
producers not to do.
Julian Brylawski,
of Washington,
also advised
caution
in the proceedings. Tommy Goldberg,
of Baltie, warned
the convention
they
were
in a panic now
but to think
ously of what
they were doing.
E. M. Heanue, Connecticut, pledged
000 support
from
exhibitors
of
his state and John
Manheimer,
of
irk, heartily favored the plan.
A. K. Pramer, of Omaha,
said the
producers had stolen the idea in 1917
and pledged
N< braska to the extent
of $67,01
The
ways
and means
cot
saving of $3,000,000
ble for exhibitors by
tin- adoption of the idea.
He declared
y studios were
lor sale in Caliia and quoted
the M. P. D. A.
to \'<
irs and many
storii
ailrdde for such an
idea.

Hamm

Against It

Northwest Exhibitor Official Thinks
Idea Is Wrong— Talk Highlight
of Dinner
(Staff

Correspondence)

Minneapolis — There was one outstanding feature of the banquet tendered to the delegates at the Radisson
Hotel by the United Theatrical
Protective League of Minnesota, and
that was the address of William
Hamm, of Finkelstein and Ruben.
Hamm is a wealthy brewer who entered the theatrical firm when the
Volstead Act became effective.
He is immensely wealthy and an exbusiness cellent
man.type of the "big league"
Introduced by Senator Walker as
the "Hamm that am," he evoked considerable applause when he said,
"I say to producers; if I was in the
producing business I would make the
road of the small exhibitor as easy
as Later
I possibly
could." that it would be
he declared
a grave mistake for the exhibitors to
get into the production game.
"It would lead you to complications that would pull you down," he
said, "but the distribution idea can
be worked out."
Touching upon the so-called trustification of the industry he said:
"I have no fear of trustification. I
am not afraid of it. The financial interests of Wall Street with their interest in Famous Players, Goldwyn,
and Loew's, all are drifting in the
same direction. But that doesn't
frighten me. It is too big a proposition, too big even for Wall Street
to attempt. I have told my associates that if that time ever came when
a trust was attempted that there
would spring up over night producing companies making product just
as good as that made by the producers in a trust and 1 have told them
letThis
it come."
brought a tremendous

The name

GASNIER
will never appear
on any production

that does not measure up
to the highest standards

cheer.

"Your organization has a value that
most people in the industry don't
see," he said. Touching upon the
question of censorship he held the
producers to blame, exonerating the
exhibitor by saying that the pictures
were usually bought in bulk upon the
claims and promises of the producer,
and that the exhibitor did not know
what was coining to him.
"But." he said, "when you show
these pictures to your audiences they
don't know that and they naturally

hold you to blame."
A set of handsomely prepared resolutions was tendered through W.
Stephen Bush to Dr. Francis Holly
of the Bureau of Commercial Fcons, and in expressing his thanks
for them Dr. Holly made one of the
most interesting addresses of the
evening. He suggested an international organization of exhibitors to
control the screens of the world.
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Latest Developments In The Independent Field
Mistaken Idea

Kane Sails
Lesser Buys Burr Francise
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated
In the interests of Adolphe N. DuRobert Priest Helps Clear Up Nor- Distributors,
Inc., has completed mahaut-Edward L. Klein, 1664
folk Man's Impressions on
negotiations
with
the
Los
Angeles
Broadway, Michael Kane has gone to
Monopolies
Sonic interesting correspondence firm of independent exchange op- Europe. His first stop will be Paris,
erators. The All-Star Feature Dis- and from France he will visit Berlin,
has passed between Robert W. Priest,
tributors, Inc., of which Louis Hy- Rome, London and other important
president of the Film Market, Inc.,
and A. C. Hathway of the Real man is general manager, whereby European film centers.
Kane is also taking over to the
Estate Investments, 310-213 Dickson that organization will distribute the
Affiliated product on the Coast under other side several American producfldg., Norfolk, Va.
the franchise plan.
tions. He will visit the London and
Mr. Hathway originally sent a letMildred Rosenfield represented her Paris offices of Dumahaut-Klein and
ter to Priest, the contents of which
principal, Sol Lesser, in the negotia- will complete arrangements for agenappear below:
tions.
Am
owner
of a property
58 by 206 ft
cies in Berlin, Rome, Prague and othichng from
Granby
St., our principal
er cities.
in hi, ss thoroughfare, to Monticello Ave. in
Booked
100%
le rear.
Tlie Fox and Loew Circuits have
"This I consider the best location in the
Review
Sold to Peacock
y for a motion picture house.
Am
told that the WeUs-Wilmer-Vincent booked the entire feature output thus
Shadow-land Screen Review, reprp. has a monopoly on all first class far of the Federated Film Exchanges
1ms that can. be shown in Norfolk. We of America, Inc.
leased by Storey Pictures, Inc., has
mow that thej own all the motion picture
Ouses here.
Among the films now playing been sold to Peacock Prod. Inc. of
those circuits are: "Hearts and K msas City, Dallas, St. Louis and
k isyears
growing
rapidly
he"Norfol
next ten
bid fair
to be and
the during
fastest
City for Texas, OklahoMasks," "Penny of Top Hill Trail," Oklahoma
-rowing city m the United States.
ma, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and
" I f yon are in position to make a contract and "Dangerous Toys."
Southern Illinois.
st class films in Norfr'ik, please advise
he hue you can furnish, stating price."
This reel is produced in co-operaMaking
Westerns
tion with the Brewster publications:
Mr. Priest's reply, in part, follows:
(Special
to
WID'S
DAILY)
Lewis Sails for Europe
"Sliadowlaud," "Motion Picture MagLos Angeles — The Russell-Cover"I have read with a treat deal of interest
azine" and "Motion Picture Classic."
he contents
of your
letter of June
23. dale-Russell Studios announce that
Vhde I am not directly interested in theater
roperty I will take: this opportunity to ad- they have in production 26 two reel
ke you that v.hoever gave you the infor- outdoor westerns which will feature
tation thnt rlie Wells-Yv'ilrner-Vincent Corp., Frank Braidwood.

Another Foreign Sale
"The Adventures of Tarzan" serial
has been sold by Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp. for Germany
and Austria-Hungary to the Heminger Film Co., with headquarters in
Berlin. The negotiations for the sale
were handlel by Louis Weiss, acting
in behalf of the Tarzan organization.
Fiiy
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"There
is no disputing the fact that Mr.
ike Wells and Messrs. Wilmer and Vincent
jntiol all of the theaters in Norfolk,
but
ider no circumstances
or conditions
on
irth could they control all of the motion
ctures available for Norfolk
or any other
ty in the United
States.
It may be, and
)ubtless is true that they control the franise for certain releases of certain producg and
distributing
organizations,
but
I
buld call your attention to the fact that
[dependent
producers
and independent
disbutors are a factor to be reckoned
with
the motion
picture industry, and if you
sire to erect a theater in Norfolk you may
st assured that you will be offered so many
jctures by independent
producers
and disibutors that you could
supply a second
eater and even a third theater.
So that you can check up my statements,
would advise you to get in touch with the
Impendent
exchangemen
in the
City
of
pshington, and Baltimore.
For your inimation the United
States is divided into
lups or zones, and independent producers
1\ what is known
as state rights to inden lent exchangemen
or state rights buyers
they are commonly
called, and they in
i serve the exhibitors of the various teriries.

The last word in modern studio and electrical equipment. Covers three blocks. Five stages. Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes from Times Sq. 50 dressing rooms and offices.
All electrical apparatus and lamps complete. Ready to begin
work at once.
Now ready for lease in whole or in part.

other existing theatrical or motion
enterprise
or
corporation
has
a
lo/iopoly on '.he motion
picture output of
\f. United States, has given you misinformal/m.

Norfolk, D. Virginia
supcd'For frominstance.
Washington,
C, and is Balti>re.
That particular group
includes the
tes of Delaware.
Maryland.
Virginia and
i District
of Columbia.
Occasionally
a
te rights
buyer
with
headquarters
in
rlotte, North Carolina, will buy the state
ts to Virginia, and in that event you
Id get also service from Charlotte.
Do not. under any circumstances, permit
man, or group of men to tell you that
or I hey absolutely control all of the mopicture photoplays
for any particular
e, because such a statement is absolutely
out foundation
in fact."

Backer Releases "Western"
A
Western
Thoroughbred"
is
dy for immediate release accordto Franklyn E. Backer, of Hori,\ Pictures, Inc., with offices in the
Ses Bldg.
tvwas the original intention to re,
\ Western Thoroughbred" in
FU1, but Horizon decided to put
picture on the market now so
to give the independents another
d picture.
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